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INDEX TO 'VOXj. XL.
[For Index to Illustrations see Fa^e VII.J

ABAKDONBD vl^h char^ei for,

Abatemcat of s<noVe: 30, S3; exhihitioa
of appUa ices for, 69J
Abbm : Melrose. 70 ; Tewkesbury, ISS

;

W«lbeck,30; We&tauzut«r/J9, 5J3, 621,

AbcffTstwith water supply. 167
Academy: 141; and uit educitioD, 515;
ADd its teaching, 591, GQ^; architect!.

sehooU, 7; exhibitions (trchitecturc)

474, 006. M4, 66». 683, 623, 6a; (picture-^)

605, M8, 66T (winter), 2, 34; lectures,

Prof. Street's, 172, 199. 223, 2i6, '257, 321,

352, 416, 4t6, 478, &XI; recent election

at, 690, 721, 766
Academy, royal Scoitiith. exhibition, 292
Accented four-!iKure logar thms, 497
Aocjunts: builders. 218, 219; of high-
way •UFT^yors, 67

Action : for libel by builder, 623 ; of frost

oa mortar. 345, 376
Aotoal lateral pressure of brickwork, 415
Advaaoei tJ ob-'Contractjr, law aa to,

43S
Advaatages ot 6entrolineAds,471, 5)2, 531,

96St 605, 637. 650, 691
Afiri«a, Sjath, eogioemn^ io, 2>2, 2Sl, 377.

65S
Ayricnltaral hill, building exhibition at,

S60,3S1, 411
Air : fl^anting water-box ventilator, im-

prtxred, 115: light and, 5J3, 531, 653;
moTement of in dr.iins. 72'i

Albert ball, fine art exhibition, 115, 535,
870,636,666

Alfred Stereos. 672
Almshouses : club designs for, 66 ; Exeter
(Wynardi) 83

Amalgama*^ socy . carpenters and joiners,

515
America, sanitur science in, 465
American : engineering', 671 ; forests, dc-
stmctioa of, 30

Andent: and m^dom bookbinding, 170;
art needlework, 3jO ; buildtng^s, protec-
tion soey, 92; lights, 531. 575

AndoTer arclueol. sucy., 216
Annexe t} Charing-crosi hotel, 55
Annual report, R.I b.A , 497
Another : cliff town discovered, 20 ; sweet
thing in competitions. Oij

AnseU, a. F., the Ute, 30
Antiqaarian societies: Cambridge, 312.

674; Cumbexland anl WcstmoreUnd,
110

Antiquaries of Sootlacd socy. of, 503. 784
Asti^iaities : at B.Uh, Itomao, 484 ; in
Asia Minor, 374

Antiseptic apparatun, a new, S.'X)

Apparatus, a new antiseptic, 3o9
Appliances, building, hrut in relation to,

476
Appraiser's licence, 653
Arcfaa}}togical : 36; association (British)

57, IHJ. 216, 279. 312, 43(1. 4J3, C-23, 674 ;

discorcry in Georgia, 635 ; s<*cietied

(Andover) 216 (London and Middlesex)
736 (Norfolk) 467 (Yorkshire) 503, 783

Arches : domestic buildings on, 193 ; in-

temali and stone principa's. 607 ; skew,
eommon error in constructing, 229;
thioknen of, 217

Architect : and builder, 626, 65S, 690, 723,
796 (a client** difK-mltics wiih) 87 ; a
prHctidil young, 280 ; libel on an, 249
saoitiry work of an, 146

Architects : a gojd look-out for, 785 ; and
sanitfttio3, &Jl ; and their lecturers, 169

;

are they ** pruftssiuoal men"! 789;
bankrupt, and their property, G23, 69'J

;

Birmingham, and corporation work,
60; British socy. of, 312 ; British, royal
testitOte. 26.61, 111, 120, 161, 174, 221,
«r, 247, 2M, 313, 321, 343, 3o% 374.
408,436,438,467,480. 497, 409, 5>2, 5.31,

£32.543,561,661, 603; Carlyle and the.
405; charges, 113, 193,, 282, 590, 6^:*;

eooference of, 321, 436. 4&S, 537, 5.31;

criticism on architccti, 1 U, 19 1 : design,
property of, 7S7; dfaving<<t. 315, 3.(t,

438; Glasgow institute of, 407; inter-
national congrois, Paris, 6S3. 697

;

Leicester socy. of, 123; aaTal, institu-
tioa of, S7'i ; achool bovds and their.
281

Architectural :as9CH3ations (Oirminrham .

36.69, 1^3, 189, 215, 374. 390. 4t;7, 5:)!.

W8, 721 (fldinburgfa) 498, 73J a^-odHi
123 (l/mdoo) 85. 92, 141. 197, 25S. 321,
386, 675, 638, 696 (do. dinner} 788 [d >

waMe) 535 (Manchester) 342; devDm^
mnd details. 472; museum, royal, 139;
•efaool, aesdetny, 7 ; aocltAie* ( Liverpool^
3D, 313 (Oxford) 623, 720; tour, 2^1

Architecture: and builtJioj line, ex^irai-

nation^ in, 531, 595. 627, 659, 6D1 ; and
ooastruction, Persian, 120; at ihe

Academy. 474. 605, 664, 639, 503,6-25.

657: civil, and sanitary science, 64, 174,

218 ; decoration as applied to, 719, 782 ;

dictionary of (Audsley's) 312 (A.P.S)
605; English, U'e of marbles in. G6I

;

Gothic, 465 (itttroduction to study of)

497 ; middle-class house, 639 ; modern
domestic, 84. 113. 139, 191 ;

principles

of, 223, 253; secuHr and ecclesiiistical

,

s^ouldthey be the&imel5d9; study and
practice of art of. 172, 199 ; the twenty
styles of, 497 ; 13tli century (Eagland)
478, 609 (France) 416 (Italy) 352, 416

Are architects ' profession U m ;n " ! 789
Area walk, 218
Army and Navy, new offices for, 53S
Arra'ngement8,'8:initary,of Ljndon middle-

class houses, 626
Art : Christian, idejiH in, 2">1 ; crazes, the

three, 516; education ami the Academy,
615; galleries (Birmingham) 30 (Picca-

dUly) 503 ; Greek, Prof. N.wton on, 109,

215. 263, 289 ; Japanese decorative, 357
;

Keramic, of Japm, 466; needlework,
ancient, SSf); of architecture (principles

of) 223, 256 (study and practice of) 172,

199; socy.. 8t, Stephen's. 608; Swiss,
exhibition of. 283; tiles, and slow-
combustion stoves, 529 ; workmen, past
and present, 225, 290; works of, applied
to furniture, 603

Artesian well. Boston, U S , 726
Artificial hydraulic lime, minufacture of,

308,313
Artisms' dwellings : acts, working of, 110 ;

at Plymouth, 57 ; in Islington, 787
Artisans* institute, 168
Artistic gaolbiidi), 282
ArtisU' : hornet, 8, 70, 15D, 234, 234, 610 ;

societies, exhibitions (British) 3S3 (City

of L^ndo^), 483
Arts : building-, of India, 511
Asia Minor, antiquities in, 374
Asphalte paths, 140
Assembly rooms, Old Charlton. 624
Associations : archicological (British) 57,

1S9. 216, 279, 342, 43(J, 498, 623, 674;
architectural (Birmingham) 26, 69, 1"2.3,

180, 245, 374, 390, 467, 531. 693. 721
(Kdinbursh) 498. 736 (Leeds) 123 (Lon-
don) 35, 92, 146, 197, 25S, 324, 386, 535,

575, 633, 69?, 788 ; British gas managers,
725: builders, national master, 121, 141

;

municipal, &c., surveyors, 167, 231, 597,

660 ; mutual aid, manufacturers and
millownera, 472; sanitary assurance,

726 ; sanitary protection, 84 (for London)
40,59

Assurance : offices (Newcastle, Northern),
8i)0 ; sanitary, 316 (association), 726

Asylums : Colchester, 531, 504 ; Lancaster,
314 : Melton, Suffolk, 279, 435, 469

Auckland cemetery competition, 610
Auriol meml. window competition, 339
Australia : architects' prospects in, 438

;

railway across, 6'29

Award of ll.LB.A. prizes, 294, 313
Ayr hospital compstition, 342

BACK money for brlckmaking, 249
Bad and good of the aemi-classic revival,
89

Baker's oven, .",76, 43S
Ball and socket level, new, 472
Bdlrchulish, the Ptigan idol of, 313
Bankrupt architects, property of, 623,
692

Bankruptcy bill, Mr. ChaHiberlain*s, 409
Banks: Biihopngate-st. (Baring's) 401.
437.468,600; SUmford (Northampton-
shire) 83, 578

Baring's bank, Bishopsgate-st., 404, 437,
4C8, 500

Barracks, Taunton, 621
Bars, river, 262
Batalho ch., Portugal, 722
Ra'ch, Jacob P.. in re., 114
Bath: and Welh diocesan eocietica, 83;
Ilomin antiquities in, 481

Baths, Whitehaven. 578
Bpa'<onsQcld monument, national, 499,
504

Beim, flitch and truss, 113
Beams, strength of: 413, 532; cement

concroto. 627
B''niit fu', the study of the, 5, 37
BM'ling of frirdcrs, 201
R-flf.rd-pirk, Chirtwick, 251
IJ*K]!tt'*a4 designs, 451
Beer st ^n.^, 634, 689. 721
BecthoTcn-iticet bd. schoolj>, 228

Belfa-t, valuation foes in. 786
13ell : tower, detached, at Pembridge, 234

;

turret, 218
Bells, electric, 167
Belper, public hall competition, E64
Benevolent institutions : builders', 630;
do. clerks', 25), 431

Berkhampstead, ecclpsiologists at, 703
Bill, London water, 2.50

Birmingham : and Midland institute, 642

;

architects and corporation work, 59 ;

architectural assocn., 26, 69, 123, 189,

215,374,390,467, 631.593, 721; art gal-
leiy, 30; gas managers at, 725; gas
offices, 312; nedv buildings in, 13S

;

sewage farm. 316
Bishopsgate-st., Baring's bank, 404, 437,

468, dOCi

Black and white exhibition, 696
Blackburn Wealn. chapel competition,
373

Blackfriars-bridge scu'pturo competition,
313. 350

Board schools : Beethoven-street, Harrow-
road, 228 ; Departmenta' particulars as
to, 536 ; Finstall, Stoke Prior. 373 ; Great
Yarmouth. 624; Halifax (higher) 312
(Lea Mt.) 434; Hanley, 434 ; Orpington,
247. 280, 314 ; Plymouth, 656 ; Rochdale,
164, 190 ; Walsall, 705 ; Winchcombe,
674, 723

Boder, kitchen, explosions of, 110, 191,

243
Boilers and pipes, bursting of, 217
Bolton: Chadwick museum, 323; inflr-

mary, 42
Bond, hoop iron, 566, 695. 627
Bookbindings, ancient and modem, 170
Book on painter and decorator's work,
502

Borth water supply, 660
Borough : surveyor on chemistry of

plaster, a, 86 ; surveyoi-ship, a jerry

builder's application for, 114
Boston, U.S.: artesiaa well, 726 ; building

exhibition. 693
Bjuldeis as gravestones, 30
Brading, Roman villa near, 434, 721
Brasses, memorial, 316
Breakwater, Chicago, 439
Brentford sewerage competition, GIO
Breweries : 471 ; Daybrook, Nottingham,
294

Brick : stains, 595 : stone, and terra-cotta,

253
Bricklayers' charges, 113
Brickmaking, back money for, 249
Bricks, Suffolk, 787
Brickwork : actual lateral pressure of, 415,

470; impervious, 661
Bridges: Blackfriars (statuary) 313; gir-

der, dimensions of 202 ; Nerbudda, at
Broach, 693; oblique, 83; Solway, 150,

439; Tay (reconstruction of) 347, 566;
York (Skeldergate) 29

Brighton, clock tower competition, 26,139,
279, 312

Bristol : junior architects' socy., 342;
trades school competition, 232, 243

British : arclueological assocn., 57, 189,

216, 2?9, 342,436, 493, 623, 674; archi-
tects, royal institute, 2i, 64, 111, 120,

164, 174,221. 227, 217, 234, 313, 324, 313,

358, 374, 403, 436, 438. 467, 480, 497,

499, 502, 531, 532, 513, 561, 561, 603;
artists' society (cxhibition)3S3; museum,
69, 724

Bromhara, Roman villa at, 26
Bronze in London, 692, 724. 786
Brown: G., in r.?, 114; Tfaos., of Sheffield,

the late, 529
Brush, a new paint, 4S3
Brussels, hotel de villo, 85, 113
Buckingham pa'ace, architects at, 514
" Builder-and-architect," 623, 658, 690,

723. 7S6
Builder: action for libel by, 628; and

architect, a client's difficulties with, 87 ;

in i unction against, 623; slandering a,

660
Builders: accounts, 218, 249; and manu-

facturers* exchange rooms, 168 ; asso-
ciation, national master, 121, 141

;

benevolent institution, 6.30; claim for
increased depth in foundations, 2S2

;

clerks' benevolent institution, 250, 434

;

mutual insurance of, 251
;

pricebooks
(Bevis's) 245 (Ijockwood's) 245 (proviii-

eial) 789 ; tlie weather and the, 90, 140
Building: act case, 219; appliances, heat
in reUtion to, 476; arts of India, 511

;

church, 787; construction, 634, 695;
cubing a, 249, 376, 438, 471 ; estates and
ground rents, 349; exhibition (Boston)
693 (Islington) 360, 381, 411 ; in Cyprus,

30; in New York, 503; jerry, 216, 324,

315 ; line and architecture, examinations
in, 534, 595, 627, 659, 691 ; materials
(improper; 87 (oxidation of) 176 Lspecidc
gravity of) 91 ; metropolitan, managers
of, 117. 166, 191, 246. 280; Newk (de-
signing club) G6, 70, 2»), 311, 451,608,
739 (enlargement of) 25;); stones, 165,
218,217,689, 721,785

Buildings: ancient, protection socy., 92;
domestic, on piers and arches, 1 33

electric lighting as applied to, 480 ; hor-
ticultural, 256 ; partitions of, 608 ;.

public (and private, coloured decoration
of) 572 (ventilation of) 604; scale in^
727

Burials of ancient Greeks, 596
Burgea, "William, A.B.A., 141; the late^

473, 480, 675 ; will of, 788
Burlington club exhibition, 222
Burmantofts faience, 420, 740
Burning stained glass, gaa for, 220
Bursting of pipes and boilers, 217

Burton : market hall competition, 164, 190,
192; workhouse competition, 232

Business premises : Bristol, 111 ; Durham^
530; King William-st., E.C. (Standard
insurance) 122

By-lawd as to rooms in roofs, 406, 433,
471

CAISBRIDOE : antiquarian socy.,

312, 674 ; Selwyu college, 637
Campanile at Crempua, 740
Canada, 659, 786
Canals, IsLlimus : Corinth, 693 ; Panama,

536
Candidates for a surveyorohip, queer,

250
Canterbury: cathedral, crypt c»p8,8, 137 ;,

disgraceful state of a church in, 406
Cantilever, 110
Capabilities of Renaissance, 94, 147, 193
Cape Colony, new parliament houses, 215
Caps in Canterbury crypt, 8, 137

Cardiff : exhibition at, 535; infirmaiy
competition, 1G4, 373, 404

Carlisle : cathedral fratery, 229 ; gram.
school competition, 279, 531

Carlyle, Thomas : and the architects, 405 t-

on statues, 251
Carnarvon cAstle, 630
Carpenters and joiners' amalg. society,-

515
Caiving in wood: present condition of

art of, 163, 189 ; Windsor, 730 ; wonder-
ful, 693

Castleford cemetery competition, 343
Castles: Ciruirvon, 530; Hornby, 312;
Ludlow. 700

Cathedrals: Canterbury, 8, 137; Car.isle,

229 ; design for, 390 ; Dublin (St.

Patrick) 167, 194; Durham, 672; Ely,.

6t)0; English, 438, 5!)2 ; Gloucester, 27,.

68, 140, 167, 192 ; Manchester, 783;
Marseilles, 781 ; Nimes, 673; Salisbury,

31, 373; St. Alban's, 661 ; St. Mark's,
Venice, 25, 27, 137 ; St. Peter's and St.

Paul's compared, 201, 405 ; Truro, 216^
591, 606, 635; "Wells, 434

Cautions, two, 218
Cellars, water tanks and reservoirs, 150
Cement : concrete beams, strength of, 627 i

future of, 27, 53, 167 ; manufacturers,
593; Portland (iron in) 533 (pervious-

ncis of) 251
Cemeteries : 596 ; Auckland, 610 ; Kirk-

dalp, 373; Sheffield, 4 ;5

Cemetery competitions ; Castleford, 343 ;.

Chipping Norton, 344, 375, 4!)5, 625, 653 ;

Epwortb, 674 ; Stratiord-on-Avon, 230,

314, 313, 4:;8, 705
Central : fruit and vegetable market, city,

606 ; railway terminus, proposed, 346

Centre of gravity, 284
Ceutrolineads, advantages of, 471, 532,

534, 565, 5U5, 627, 659, 691
Certiticate : engineer's, non-acceptance of,

219; survcyoi's, not necessary to prove
completion, 87

Certitica-ed plumbers in New York, 633
Chambers's proportions, 218
Channel tuuuel, the, 359, 504
Chapel, cemetery, orientation of, 345,

S76, 405, 4.'J3

Chapels : Blackhum (Wesln.) 373 ; Bristol

(Bapt.) 215 i" Mayor's ") 294, 344 ; Cam-
berwell (Bapt- ) 535; Cambridge (Pem-
broke coll.) 377 ; Colne, Lane. (Bapt.)

4i*9 ; Cummercial-road, Whitechapel
(Wesln.) 548; Croston (Wosln.) 783;
Darlington (Wesln.) Ill ;

Eltham
(Bible Christn.) 83 ; Ely-place, Hoi-
bom (St. Elhddreda) 641 ; Halt-
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wliistlo (Wesln.) 433, 470; I-iverpool

(Bapt.) 373; Xorth Cowtace, Diirling-

toa (Wesln.) 1C4 ; Xorthwioh (Wesln.)
783; Norwood, S.B. (Bapt.) 578, 705;
Kadclifro (Wesln.) 318 ; 8juthport
(Weslo.) 783; South Stockton (Wealn.)
380; Surbitou-hill (Wesln.) 518

Chapter-house, Westminster abbey, 90,

725
Charges: architects', 113, 193, 2S2, 606,

628 ; bricklayers*, 113 ; for abandoned
plans, 24D ; for sketches, 7.W; surveyors',

69; quantity 8urvoy:irs', 534
Charing-cross hotel annexe, 55
Charitable and parochial institutions, 597
Chateau of St. Gerraaio, 42
Cheap churches, 253, 314, 3U
Chelmsford sewerage works, 313
Chemistry of plaster, a boro' surveyor on,

86
Chester, fall sf St. John's tower, 470, 472,

616
Chicago : hrealnv.iter, 439 ; system of tene-

ment inspection, U(jl

Chimney, dangerous, at the Criterion, 20
Chimneys, smoky, 17G
Chipping Norton cemetery competition,

341,375, 405, 62B, G5S
Chiswick school of art, 70
Choir stalls, 113, 140
Christian : art, ideuls in, 251 ; times, early,

Scotland in, 318
•Church : a neglected, at Canterbury, 406

;

building, 787 ; building societies (Bath
and Wells) 83 (inc irporated) 493 (Salis-

bury) 83, 435 ; fabric of, at present day,
277, 807, 315; yard of St. Margai-et,
"Westminster, 316

'Churches : Alverdiscott, 623; Attleboro',
Northanta, S.yi ; Bitalha, 722 ; 'Bath
(E.G.) 623; Bittle, Brecon, 111; Bays-
water (St. Matthew) 687; Berkhamp-
Btead, 705 ; Bosford (St. I'eter) 530 ; Bir-
mingham (St. Alban's) 592; Bitterley,
655; BIythlSt. Mary) 452; Bournemouth
(St. Paul) 245; Brentwood (St. Thoma."!)
lUO ; Brighton (St. Mtrtin—reredos) 70 ;

Bromley, Kent (R.C.) 516; Broughton
(St. Lawrence) 530; Burnley (St. Mat-
thew) 624 ; Burton-on.Trent (St. Mar-
garet) 497 ; C.tmden-town (St. Michael)
740; cheap, 258, 314, 344; Chester {St.

John) 470, 472, 516 ; Chidoock (St. Giles)

592; Claughton (Christ) 215; Colwall,
.789 r.Corkbeg (St. Michael, Trotes'.) 530;
Cotherstone (St. Cu'.hbert) 7-20 ; Crieff,

120; Cripplegate(St. Uiles) 515; Ci-ud-
weU (AH SS.) 164; Djlry (Free) 111;
darkened, and stained gla?3, 309 ; Den-
mark-park (St. Saviour) 243; Detling,
420; D.jwnside, Bath (St. Gregory, R.C )

610 ; DiOi?heda (St. Peter) 470, 531

;

Durham (St. Margaret) B23, 655 ; East-
•boume (All Souls) 783; East Gr enwich
(St. Joseph, R.C) 655; East Grinstead
nVesln.) 873 ; East Thorpe, Mirfield (St.

Paul) 138; Edinburgh lU.P.) 3'JO, 434
(Onthrie) 7S(; Elingale (Tnnity) 215;
Egremont, 373; Forest-hill (S'.. Paul)
69, 95 ; Forfar (St. John) 420, 623 ; Four
Elms (St. Paul) 653 ; Frant, &J3 ; G.lr-
way (St. Michael) 618 ; Gatley-in-
Etchells (St. James) 655; Glasgow (F.an-
ciscan) G53 ; Gjodleigh (St. Gregory)
624; Govan (U.P.) 687; Great Stam-
bridge, 530 ; Ualatead (St. Margaret)
.279; Harbledown (St. Michael) 624;
Haverfordwest (St. Thomas) 687;
Haverstock-hill (Djminican) 532, 565,
•674; Hawjrth (St. Mic!ia?l) 215, 250;
Higher Openshaw (St. Clement) 373

;

Hillmarton, 279 ; Honiton, 190 ; Hopwas,
Tamworth (St. Chad) 530 ; Hornsey
(Trinity) 26 ; Hull (St. Philip) 655 (St.

Thomas) 435 ; Ipiwich (St. Michael)
190; Irthlingborough, 313, 690; Ken-
sington (St. Mary Abbotts) 176, 202, 328 ;

Kirkdale, 637 ; Levenshulme (Con.gl.)

26; Limerick (St. Michael K.C.) 621;
Liverpool (U.P.) 656 ; Ludlow (St. John
Evan.) 687; Macclesfleld (Christ) 5.11;

Marseilles (St. "Vincent) 781 ; Munster-
gquare, W. (St. Mary Magdalene) 513;
Narberth, 467 ; national medal design,
^S42; Newton heath, Manchester (St.

Anne) 642; Newtown, Exeter, 232;
Nimes (St. Baudile) 673 ; Northchurch,
Berkhampsteal, 705; North Carrey,
471 ; of London, old and new, 360 ; of
the Neno valley, 578; Pinner, 631;
Pottemewton, Leeds (St. Martin), 498

;

Heading (St. Andrew, Presbtn.) IbO

;

Rock, Bcwdley, 434 ; Roehairipton (St.

Joseph) 623; Ruis ip, 631; Sacriston
(R.C.) 720 ; Sail, 42 ; Sharrow (St. An-
drew) 133; Sheepwash, 498; Southwark
(Peppcr-st.) 190 (St. Mary Overie) 603

;

ot. Ewe, Mevagissy, G.">y ; Standlako (U.
' Cross) 403 ; Stoke Dainerel, Devonport

(St. Andrew) 700; Stratford-on-Avon,
141; Tewkesbury (abbey) 138; Upper
Tulao hill, Brixton (St. Matthias) 36i.>;

Watermilloek, 610 ; Wedmore (St. Mary)
656, 0S7 ; Wells-street, "W. (St. Andrew)
614; "West Hromwich (St. Michael) 138;
Weston lie^^gard. 467 ; West Smith-
field, E.G. (.3t. Bartholomew the Great)
544, 593; Wickham Market (All SS.)
641 ; Winsford (Christ) 6-29 ; Woodford,
190 ; York (St. Lawrence) 624

Christmas card competition, 578
Cisterns, 201
City, the : artists' so'iety, 483 ; commis-

sioners of sewers' report, 231 ; fruit
market, 69G (institute buildings) 308

;

guilds (iiropeity of) 30; Renaissance in,

227

Civil ; architecture and sanitary science,
64, 174, 218 ; eni;inccring, rudiments of,

215; engineers, institution of, 42, 093;
service estimates, 315

Claim, a contractor's: 219, 788; for in-
creased depth in foundations. 232

Clark, Bunnctt, and Cu.'s exliibits at Mel-
bourne, 59

Clays for brickmaking, 721, 787
Cleaning whitewash from Portland stone,
787

Cleopatra's Needle, 846
Clerk of works, 219, 231, 376
Client's : difficulties with builder and ar-

chitect, 87 ; liability for quantities, 816,
377

f li(f-town discovered, another, 26
Chtheroe schools competition, 26
Clock: Newbury town hall, 472; tower
competition, Bi-ighton, 20, 139, 279, 310,
312

Clubs : Burlington fine arts (exhibition)
222 ; designing, 66, 70, 230, 311, 451, 608,
739 ; Harrogate (Conserv.) 09, 109 ; Liver-
pool (Gonserv.) 68; Richmond, Surrey
(Wilderness) 237 ; Smallbiidge, lloch-
dale, 65(>

Cohesion, 143
Coins in ships' foundations. 601, 090
Colchester, asylum competition, 531, 504
Collection and distribution of water,-14H
Colleges : academy designs, 150, 176

;

Brecon, 3SS ; Gambridgo (Selwyn) 087
;

Canterbury (St. Mary) 498 ; Ely (theol.)

687 ; Finsbury (technical) 592 ; Hereford
(county) 578 ; Marlborough, 623 ; Oxford,
drainage of, 693 ; Quinton ( Bourne) 687

;

Stonyhurst, 83; Univerjity (Gower-
street) 700

Collis, G., Ill re, 316, 590
Collie, Lane, Bapt. chapel competition,

499
Coloured decoration of public and private
buildings, 572

Colour, how to obtain picturesque interiors
bj-, 338

Column : entasis of Greek, 193, 249 ; iron,
making secure, 310; strength of wrought-
iron, 310, 739

Commission on plans,'6l
Commissioners of ; sewers' report, 251

;

works and public buildings v. Anffus,
316, 725

Commissions, illicit, 2 IS

Common but vital eror in construction of
skewjd arches. 220

Comparison of English and Scottish pro-
fessional practice, 636, 722

Competition esfunates. 219
Competitions : a good look out for archi-

tects. 785; another sweet thing in, 625;
asylums (Colchester) 5il, 564 (Suffolk,

Jlolton) 279, 435, 409 ; board schools
(Finstall) 373 (Oipington) 217, 230, 314
(R'lchdalo) 101, 190 (Walsall) 705
(Winchcombe) 674, 723 ; cemeteries
(Auckland), 610 (Castleford) 343 (Chip-
ping Norton) .344, 375, 405, 626, 6.38

(Kpworth) 674 fStratford-on-Avon) 280,

314,343, 4.38, 705; chapels (Blackburn,
Wesln.) 373 (Golne, Bapt.) 499 (U alt-

whistle, Wesln.) 435, 470 (Norwood
Bipt.) 578, 705 (Ridcliffo Wesln.)
313 (South Stockton, Woiln.)
300 ; churches (Crieff) 190 (Drng-
heda, St Peter) 470, 631, (Edin-
burgh U.P.) 390 (do. Guthrie) 784
(Foiesl^hill, St. P.ml) 69.95 (Slacclci-

tleld, Christ) 501 (Newton heath) 612
(Woodford) 190; Christmas card, 578;
clock tower (Brighton) 2"!, 139, 279, 310,

312 ; clubs (Han-ogate, Conserv.) 69, 109
(Liverpool, Conserv.) 58 ; conference
upon, 616 ; drainage (Newbury) 313,

390, 435 (Norwood) 69 ; font (Sheffleldi

53, 84, 112, 166, 192 ; Glass-sellers'

coy.'s, 642 ; Goldsmiths' coy.'s, 34
;

grammar schools (Carlisle) 279, 531
(Newbury) 57, 118, 138, 140, 150, 165,

300 ; hospitals (Ayr) 342 ( Kendal infeo,

dis.) 137 ; house sanitation (scicy. of arts)

137; infirmaries (Cardiff) 164, .373, 4'J4

(West Bromwich workhouse) 343 ; local

board otKces (Leyton) 439 ; market
halls (Burtou-on-Trent) 164, 190, 192,

(Kendal) 784; masonic hall (M'.'rthyr

Tydtil) 104 ; memorial (Victor Em-
manuel) 314 ; municipal buildings
(Glasgow) 27, 57, 53, 202, 210, 4.52, 5J1,

609, 074 ;
public buildings (Toronto)

;

20 ;
public hall (Helper) 634

;
public

generosity in, 27; school of art (Liver-

pool) 27, 124, 165, 193, 264; schools
(Bristol, trades) 232, 218 (Clitheroe, day
and Sunday) i'O (Selby Wesln.) 133,

210 ; sculpture (Blackfriars-bridge) 313,

350 ; sewerage (Brentford) 010 ; Soane
medallion (county court) 500; stained
glass (Auriol, St. Dunstan in West)
389 (Cambridge) 816 ; statue (Rowland
Hill) 26, liiS ; swimming baths (White-
haven), 578 : town halls (Pietermaritz-

burg) 138 (Pontefract) 53, 67, 69, 95,

232, 435 ; without perspectives, 093;

workhouse (Burton-on-Trent) 2^32

Cimpletion : of Eddystone lijrh'house,

577, 661 ; surveyor's certificate not
necessary to prove, 87

Concrete : beams, strength of, 027 ; house,

design for, 202 ; railway platforms, 597 ;

' surface," 378
Condensation on windows, 167
Conductors, lightning, 566
Conference of architects, 324, 436, 463,

.537, 639, 571, 500
Congress of architects, French inter-

national, of 1878, 663, 697

Consistent conitructlon, 321
Constance, Loka of, enMucerinff vorkiat,

87
Constanta), 43S, 601
Construction : and architecture, Penilan,

120; building, 531, 506 ; coniisteot, 321

;

warehouse, 786
Consumptive hospital, Biunpstead, 17S
Contents of Greek monument*, B63
Contractum : and contract priea, 34S;

claim, a, 210, 788
Contract : plans, alleged inaccnracy of,
87 ; prices and eontractors, 316 ;

ewerage, a, 878; Mm), interat on,
602

Convent, Northampton, 57
Gonverauzione of architecta' conference,

69(i

Co-operative Stores, Gateihead, 312
Corinth, the Isthmus Canal, 698
Corrosion of iron, notes on, 437
Cost: and cure of London smoko, 110; of
working lilts, 789

Cottage : gamekeeper's designs, 606 ; hos-
pital do., 311,516

County court. Soane dcsijpi, 452, 600
Court, county. Soane design. 452. 500
f;ourts of justice, the new, 176, 724
Coutances, sketches from, 674
Coves, external plaster, 659
Crazes, the three art, 616
Cremona, campanile at, 740
Cricket pavilion designs, 451
Crieff en. competition, 190
Criteri on,dangeron8 chimney at.. 29
Criticism on architecta by architects, 114,

191
Crowding in the suburbs, 144
Crypt, Canterbury cathedral, caps in, 8,

1.17

Crystal damask paper, 390
Cubing : a building. 219, 376, 438, 471, 692,
724 ; workhouse, .5')2

Cumberland : and Westmoreland nnti-
qu irian socy., 1 10 ; West, water supplies
of, 629

Cure: and eoit of London smoke, 110;
amoke, a, 281

Curious verdict, a, 87
Custom-house, ventilationat the, 6, 63
Cyprus, building in, 30

DATRY farm deiigns, 739
Damask papc, the Crystal, 390
Damp : 377, 406 ; walls, 55, 140, 370, 471,

692, 724, 739, 780
Dangerous chimney at the Criterion, 29
Dingers, street, 472
Dinks V. West Bromwich commissioners,

028, 637
D.arkened churches —stained glass, 3W
Decoration : and furniture, Edis on, 100

;

as applied to architecture, 719, 782;
coloured, of public and private build-
ings. 572 ; Harrow school speech room,
566 ; interior, at Grosvenor-sq., 51 4. 665 :

morning-room, 124 ; of House of Com-
mons, 123 ; of room, place of pictures in,

007; papyrotile, 342; pottery, 227
Decorative : art, Japanese, 357 ; glass,

manufacture of, 562 ;
painting, ti-av.

studentship in, 56,191; woodwork and
P'lrquotry, 720

Defective mortar, 378
Defence, the "8.1* A.B." on its, 9a
Deposit on quantities. 107
De rebus gestis et quibusdam aliis, 139
Design, dislocation in, 195
Designing: club. Building Nkws, 63,70,

2.30, 311, 451, 6l>8, 739 ; in the solid,

221
Designs : architects', property in. 787

;

Blacklriars - bridge sculpture, 350
;

Brighton clock tower, 310 ; cathedral,

390 ; cottage, Academy, 1.50 ; county
court (Soane) 452, 600; exchange, 610;
Goldsmiths' Co. prize, 34; Harrogate
Conserv. club, 109 ; Institute prize

drawings, 221 ; Liverpool school of art,

234 ; Manchester town hall, 484 ; Ncw-
bui-y grammar school, 118; reviews of
B N. club, 00. 230, 431, 608. 739

Destruction of American forest*, 30
Detailed drawings of pipe sewers and man-
holes for steep gradients, 6

Details. 411
Determination of forces, graphicil, 406
Development of styles, tlie, 287, 321
Di tmeter of pipe, 406
Dictionaries of architecture, 312, 605
Difficulties, a client's, 87
Dimensions of girder bridges, 202
Dinners : builders' clerks' benev. institu-

tion, 431 ; E.I.B.A, 613
Diploma exam, in sanitary science, 607

Disadvantages of tramways, some, 191

Discharge of pipe, 405
Disconnecting: trap, a new. 230; traps

and th'-ir ventilntion, 344, 373, 433
Disinfectants, efficient. 788
Dislocation in design, 195
Disposal of refuse, 193
Distemper, 460
Distinction and a difference as to InsUtute

prizes, 313
Distribution of water, collection and,

148
District suivcvors : 113; end thc:r fees,

219, 250, S81, 232
Dixon V. f:orpus Chiisli college, Cam-

bridge, 316
Docks : new forms of, 515 ; Sulton-bndge,
597

Doekyaid extension works, Plymouth,
122

Documents, historical, 854, 358, 385

Domestic ; archit'wtim, no4«rD. 61, 113
13J, I'.il ; h'lililingsoo pict* and aicbeo
193; HnpU'ca,?

D.wni, ball, sliillng, sas
D'luble-meahed line Mnen, flSI

Uoulton's poUsta, udilleeU' risU to, 671
Dover and Deal railway, 7SII

Downward bltratloa, iatennlttent, UT
Drain tiapa. 877, 406
Drainage: 149; and Saada,tlO; aompatt-

tluni I Newbury) SU, (M, 4IIA (Nomnd)
69; of (ixfoid coUegea, tM; leiwue
and venulatton, house, 96

Draina, movement of air in, TM
Drawing: book, (he Houih KeneinvtoB,
OS: geometriaal, worked ssuunplM In,

231 ; perspeotive, Ht ; room (UUckbeatb,
Clontarl) 232 (lectum Ok health) (M

Drawings: architects', 316, 370.438; dft>

tailed, of pipe sewers and manhole*.
LO.D., 6; B.IB.A. prize, »1, W«,
313

Drogheda ch. competition, 470. 631
Dr. Tannem, 15th centniy, 21:1

Dublin : amateur artists' sorleiy. 66 ; damp
at Ht. Pa' rick's cathl , UI7 , IM ; matkata,
373; new museum, 660. 714

Dudley, water ookrara at the. S53
Dues on rough timber, Si
Durham oatbcdral, 671
Durkheim, treacure found at. 47S
Dutch : cabin and briekwjrk, Stt ; 0«r-
man and Flemish paintings. 666

Dwelling houses, the TenUlailon otf.W
Dwellings: artisans' (IsUogtim), 7Sr
(Plymouth) 67; Icgislaiiim uBcoUaf,
293; sanitary ooindttion of, 663

EABIiT Christian timea. Scotland in,
318

Kberhard's parquet floon. 137
Eccleajostical : and seeular ardslteetnre.
should 'hey be the same I 660 ; art exhi-
birion. Newcastle. 693

Ecclesiological Sociecy. St. Faol'a, 408,
604, 613. 687, 631. 706

Echo : 498 ; Eogettfa wires for preventing,
316

Eddystono new lishtbouse, 603, 677, 661
Edinburgli : architectural asaocn., 4S8,

730; Guthrie meml. ch. eompetiiUm,
784 ; notes from, 787 ; U. P. ch. compe-
titioB, 390

E lis on decoration and furniture, 196
E'iucatien : art. tli-j academy and, 515

tcchfiicil, in Finsbury, 636
Efficient disinfectants, 788
Election: at the Academy, recent, 660,

721, 786 ; of president, B.I.B.A., 843,
374, 403, 4.36, 467, 4:>g, 531, 661

Electric : bells, 167 ; lighting as applied to
buildings, 480

Elt ctrotvping, 24.'S

Elmore, Alfred, H. A., the late, 115
Ely theological college, 687
Emigrants' lodgings in Whitechapel, W>
Encasement, iron, valao of, 4SS, 665, 691,

e25
Eiitie'.d by-laws as to rooms in roots, 400,

438,471
Engert's echo-preventing wires at South
Kensington, 316

Eiiirineering : American, 071 ; in South
Africa, 222, 281, 877, 658 ; sanibuy,
218

Engineer's certiUcate, non-acoeptanoa of,

219
England : ISIh-centuty architectnj") of,

478, 509 ; valuation of land in, 346
English : and Scottish professional practice

compared, 636, Tii ; arehiteetuie, nae
of marble in, 667 ; caihtdraK 43B,

502 ; wood-cai-ving, piescnt conditionoz
art of, 163, 189

Enlargement, of the Buildijio Niws, 230
Entasis of Greek column, 193. 219
Epping Ftircst, threatened tuilway exten-

sion, 191, 316
Error in constructing skew arches, a
common, 229

Estates, building, ground rents and,
319

EsUmafes : competition, 219 ; civil aer-

vice, 315
Etchers, socy. of, painter, 7
Etching, 602
Etchings, exiiililion of, 409
Kuston station hotel, 605
Evidence, local surveyors', 028, 657

Examinations: in building Ime and
architecture, 634, 695, 627, 630. 691 ;

institution of suivcvDi-s, 166 ; K I.B.A.,

25, 111, 161, 438, 602, 632, 501, OS*;

sanitary (institute! 672 (scienei) 607

Exchnngo : des-gn for, 610; room*,
builders and manufac'.uiers, 168; loyal,

roofiug-in the, 220
Excursion : in Norfolk, archi. ossocn.'s,

35 ; to Lombardy, aiclii. assocn.'s, 198

Exeter : Diocesan society, 374 ; hall,

311 ; Wynard's almshouses, Kl

Exhibitions : Black -and-whi(c <W<1;

building (.\gncultunil l'''i :-:*"''. -"''l,

4.1 (Boston) I>;13 Bui' iris

club. 222; Cartlilr,5.^). ^"n

society of arlists, 4S3 ; . . . - . I ai t

(Ncwcaslle) C!)3; eteliiiigs, 4'1»; Uno

art, 409 IAlb<it haU) 115. eoi

570, 626, 053 (U.dsl Ci;i Uili-

mond) 442, 603 (W "S.

439, 442, iVork) 5.30; i
•>•)

603; Grosvcnor galleii, !l-l-

bt'rt, 692 ; institute of p .iiitt;i* ui water

colours, 475 ; loan i
Newton Ahb'>'-)

472; medical and sanitary (S. Kensing-

ton) 67, 141, 663, 789; royal academy
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(uchitntan) 474, toi, S6!> (pictuKs)
KO, 5SS, 817 (winter) i. St; rojral

nmllMi Btwlemf, IM; tmake nbate-
mimi, ass ; socie^ o( British artisU,
383 : wooMt o( painters, 409 ; St.

8Mlib«a*sut, «8 ; 8wi« art, 2SS ; Syd-
ney, 597

ExiU from London theatres, 6ii
Expenliture, local, of London, ISO
£xperteDoe, ten ^^ars'. in intermittent
downwunl filtrution, VJ7

Explosions, kitohen boiler, 110, 191, Si-t

K'KtiHui^n : of London suburbs, GOL ;

wocka, HjauNta dockyard, 122
Sxtamal : pbwtar eares, 639 ; soil pipes,

I«>, I«S, Utt, 317, 3tS. «80, 315, 311, 37i,

470, fiOl ; atocoo-irork.Til
XKtas,«)6, 436

PABKIO of the church at the present
day, VI, 307, 315

Itet, a miataks of, 8S0, 6«0
VUsnee. Bonnantofta, 430, 740
IkOoreaf Solwrnr Viaduct, ISO, 439
hm, daily, dnb designs, 739
Skai : dMtriet urreyors', 219, 253, 231

,

333 ; Taluation, in Belfast, 786
Nkms* aie, the, 2S2
mtiDB a roof, 249, 281, 376
Aooe to highway, 346, 376
fSfteenth-oentnry Dr. Tanners, 249
figures in Olouceeter cathedra!, 27, 140,

167,192
Pile, the Fellows', 2S2
Filler for porous woods, 661
Kltan. town sewage, 876
XUteataon : 818 ; and supply of water, 114

;

iatanaittent downward, ten years' ex-
psrienoein, 197

Xlna art exhibitions: Albert hall, 115,

63S, 870. 636, 6AS; Leeds, 6B1
XSnAory technical college, 592
Tiastall Dd. school competition, 373
Win : at J. and J. Greenwood's, 248 ; in

tbe Haymarket, and value of iron en-
wsemnnt, 482, 965, 594, 625 ; liability of
purchaser or vendor in case of, 219

FirepU'^es ; angle, at Bawdon house, 176

;

domestic, 7
Fires in theatres, 377. 419
Ktst eommiflffioner of works* otfi^e, 315
FittiifKs, oak, 315. 315. 4r>.^, 471, 5(>->

nemiril, German and Botch paintings,
SSi

Fletcher's metal substitute for putty,
330

Flitch and tmss beam, 113
Floods: 62; and drainage, 110; preven-

tion of, 660
Floor : to carry 40ft, span, 502, 595 ; wood,

017
Vloot*: 438; Eberhard's parquet, 137
Flushing aide seirers, 724
Font: competition, bhetfield, 56, 81, 112,
MS, 193; coyer, club designs for, 66

Faroes, graphical determination of, 465
Forest hill ch. competition, 69, 95
Fbnsts, American, destruction of, 30
Fotindations : 787 ; builders' claim fur
inereawd depth in, 281

Foontains, drinking : Dover, 692 ; St. An-
drew's 740 ; Sunderland, 721

France, 13th-century architecture of,

446
Fistery of Carlisle cathedral, 229
French : intemationjil cmgress, 1878,

(88, 697 ; sculptors, remuneration of,
378

Fronts, shop, 731, 787
Frost : action of on mortar, 315. 376

; pre-
vention, 140; town water supply durinj^,
115

Frozen water pipes ; 314 ; and kitchen
boiler explosions, 191, 248

Fruit and vegftible market. City, 606
Fnmitnre : and decoration, Kdis on, 196 ;

exhibition, i<cls, 5J3; works of art
applied to 600

Future of cement, the, 27, 53, 167

GALLERIES: Birmiogham (art) 30
;

Dudley, 253 ; Groevenor, 3, 507 ; national,
219, 341, 593, 7 2< ; national pirtrait,
123 ; North's, K«w gardens, 420 ; Pic-
cadilly (art) 503

Gambler-Parry process ofmural paintinsr,
872

Oamekeeper's cottage designs, 606
GaotUids, artistic, 282
Oaideniiw, landscape, 99
Gas: and waterworks, purchase of 502;
forbanungstuned glass, 22iJ ; managers'
sssociation, 725; olflocs, Birminf-ham,
312 ; stores, 167

Ctasworks, profits on, at Stoke, 316
GstOL derign for entrance, 484
Gawthorp's catalogue of memorial brass,
816

General conference of architects, 321, 436
488,537,639,571

flenerosity, pnblie. in competitions, 27
Ocooetrical drawings, workel examples

l«, 231
Geometry, problems in practical plane.
68

'

Georgia, ancient battlcaeld found in,

German, Flemish and Dutch paintings,
882

Gesso decoration for pianoforte case, 501
Girder : bridges, dimensions of, 202

;
plate.

Girders : heading of, 201 ; Measures
Srothcts shest of, 406

till van haibour, <:.'3

Ulasgow : iiistitulu of architects, 467

;

munieipal buiU^. competition, 27, 57,

6S, 202. 216. 452, «it, 609, «74 ; statuary
at blind asylum, 34-i

Glass : manufacture of, for decorative pur-
poses, 562 ; paiuted, 529 ; eellcrs' coy.'s

prizes, 642
Crlo';$tershire notes and queries, 31, 472
(iloucester cathedral (a guide to) 68 (tigurcs

in) 27, l:0, 167, 192
Goldsmiths' coy.'s prize design.^ 31
Good : and bod of semi-classic revival, 89

;

look out for architects, 785 ; name better
than richfs, a, 86

Gothic architecture : 465 ; introduction to

study of, 487
Gould, J. F., the late, 389
Grammar schools : Carlisle, 279, 631

;

Hampton, 202 ; Newbury, 67, 118, 138,

140, 150, 165, 360
Graphical determination of forces, 465
Grate : 787 ; new smoke-consuming, slow-
combustion, 482; the wonderful, 175,

217
Gravestones, boulders as, 30
Gravity : centre of, 284 ; specific, of build-
ing materials, 91

Greek: art, Pr'-f. C. T. Newton on, 109,

245, 263, 289 ; column, entasis of, 193,

249 ; monuments and burials, 563, 596 ;

sculpture, Dr. Waldstein on, 638, 670,

703,735
Green: slates, 219, 281; staining pitch-

pine, 281
Greenwich hospital, archi. assocn. at,

699
Greenwood's, J. and J., fire at, 218
Grosvenor : gallery exhibitions. 3, 507

;

square, interior decoration at, 514, 565
Ground-rents and building estates, 349
Guide to Gloucester cathedral, a, G8
Guildford and Kinjston railway, 660
Guilds : of Londk.n institute, 308 ; the

City, propeity of, 30

HALF-TIMBEB work, preserving,
027

Hall-doors, sliding, 565
Halls : Cloverliy, Salop, 642 ; Exeler,
Strand, 341 ; Newnham, Cambridge,
548

Hallwhialle iWesln. chapel competition,
435, 470

Hampstead : consumptive hospital, 175
;

small-pox hospital case, 252
Hanley sewerage w.>rks, 316, 597
Harbour, Girvan, 693
Harrogate Conserv. club competition, 69,

109
Harrow : road , new bd . schools near, 228

;

school, speech room. Bulges' dejoratiuns,

566
Harwich water supply, 534
Hart, Sol. A., the late, 725
Hatch, o77
Haverstock-hill, Dominican ch., 532, 565,

674
Hawes and Gayle sewerage works, 31G
Haymarket, tire in the, and value of iron
encasement, 482, 665, 594, 625

Hayward v. Hamilton—pavement lights,

219,628,671
Health, drawing-room lecttires on, 504
Heat in relation to building appliances,
476

Helmore, F. G., in re, 377
Herbert exhibition, the, 592'

Hereford county college, 578
Hertford house, aroliitects' visit to, 571
Highway : fence to, 315, 376; surveyor

lined for neglect, 168 ; surveyors, accounts
of, 57

Highways : 315 ; maintenance of, 472
Hints on how to oltain by colour pictur-

esfiue interiors, 388
Historical documents, 351, 358, 335
Historic houses, 093
Holgate's mechanical stonemason, 700
Holland, I'heni! Spiers on, 324
Hollow pots in roofs, 504
Homes, artists', 8, 70, 150, 264, 294, 610
Homestead, Akenham, Suffolk, 678
Hoop-iron bond, 560, 595, 627
Horticultural buildmgs, 256
Hospitals; Ayr, 312; cottage, 311, 510;
Covent-garden (St. Peter) 740; Green-
wich, 699; Ouildfoid (Abbot's) 740;
Uampstead (consumptive) 175 (small-
pnx) 282 ; Kendal fever, 137 ; small-pox,
suggestions for, 439

Hotel de ville, Brussels, 85, 113
Hotels : Chariog-cross (annexe) 55 ;

Euston-station, 605 ; Paris (Grand) 5.!»

House : architecture, middle-class, 639
;

biulding, modern, 249 ; drainage, sewer-
age, and ventilation, 96 ; of Commons,
decoration of, 123; property, sanitation

as increment of value m, 203, 357, 483
;

sanitation, 112, 1.39 (competition) 137;

warranty, 567, 658
Houses : Ualham-hill, 828 ; Breaghwy,
Castlebar, C74 ; Bristol, 42 ; Cannes,
294 ; concrete, design for, 202, 24S;

Derby, 42 ; Fitzjohn tower, Hampstead,
176 ; Hertford, Manchester-sq., 571 ;

historic, 693; Kensington, 610; Little

Sutton, Chiswick, 264, 294 ; liOndon
middle- class, ssnitary arrangement of,

626; Ludlow (Koaders') 264 (Ludford)
420 ; Lyvcden new building, 124, 167, 217;

Mount8tuart,l{othsay,141,G56 ; of par-

liament for Cape Colony, new, 215 ; old

Morcton, 610 ; Polwithen, Penzance,
566 ; Portland-place, 420 ; Eowdcn
abbey, 8 ; Salisbury (John Halle) 435

;

Sumciset, 8 : vntilittioa nf, -iR ,lijh:inT

and wanning of j :19 ; W' irleigh,

Brenohley, 150; Westwooil. Sjdonhum,
65 ; Yattcndou, Xewbury, 8

Hove-end, near llitlif:ix, main sewerage,
114

How to obtain by colour, picturesqiic in-
teriors, 388

Hydraulic : lime, manufacture of an ificial,

308, 343 ; mortals, 665, 723

IDEALS in rhristian art, 2.51

Idol, Pagan, of Ballychulish, 313
Illicit commissions, 218
Illusor)' sanitation, 317
Impervious brickwotk, GCl
Improper building materials, 87
Improvements in stoves, 706
Improving condition of labouring classes,

socy. for, 789
Inaccuracy of contract plans, alleged,

87
Incline, KXl
Increased depth in foundations, builder's

claim for, 281
Increment of value in bouse property,

sanitati.m as, 263, 857, 483
India; building arts uf, 511 ; teak timber

in, 641
Indian : and colonial mercantile directory,

Street's, 69; public works depaitmcut,
343

Infirmaries : Bolton, 42 ; Cardiff, 104,
373,404; Holbeck (union) G55;Mar)le-
bone, 309; Wist bromwich, 813

Injunction against a builder, 628
Ink stains en marble, 7 7
Inn and shops, village, designs, 230, 452
Inoxidising process for iron, 317
Inside or outside posi ion for soilpipes,

112
Inspection of tenements in Chicago, 661
Institute examinations, the, 111
Institutes: artisans', 168; Birmingham
and Midland, 642 ; British architects, 26,

64, 120, 174, 227, 324, 358, s80, 501, 603
(and its papers) 247 (conference] 324,
436, 537, 539, 571 (dinner) 513 (examioa-
tiona) 111, 164, 438, 502, 632, 098 (new
president) 343, 374, 403, 436, 407,409,
631, 661, 664 (prize diawings) 221. 294,
313 Creport) 497; Cily and guilds of
London. 308; of architects (Glasgow),
467 ; and pauiters in water colours, 475

;

sanitary, of Great Britain, 029 (exami-
nations) 672

Institutions : benevolent (builders') 630
(builders' clerks') 250, 431; charitable
and parochial, .597 ; civil engineers, 42,
693 ; naval architects, 378 ; surveyors,
168

Instnmients, stands for surveying, 504
Insurance of builders, mutual, 251
Interest on contrac- sums, 692
Interior decoration, Grosvenor- square, 514,
566

Interiors, picturesque, how to obtain by
colour, 388

Intermittent : downward filtration, ten
years' experience in, 197 ; water supply,
wastefulness of, 220

International architects' congress, Paris,
663, 693

Internal arches, stone principals and,
607

Introduction to the study of Gothic archi-
tecture, 497

Ipswich: main sewerjge works, &96, 768;
new post oflice, 498

Iron : bond, hoop, 566, 595, 627 ; columns
(making secure) 310 (wro't, strength of)

310, 730 ; encasement, value of, 482, 565,

694, 626 : entrance gates, 484 ; for light-

ning conductors, 666 ; inoxidising uf,

347 ; in Portland cement, 633 ; notes on
corrosion of, 437

Irthlingborougli church, 313, 690
Isthmus canals : Corinth, 6y3 ; Panama,

666
Italy, 13th century architecture of, 352,
416

JACOBEAN* and Queen Anne styles,

140
Japanese decorative art, 357
Japan, keramic art of, 466
Jerry ; builder's application for borough
surveyorship, 114 ; building, 216, 314,

315
Jobson, Rev. Dr., the late, 30
Jointing, pipe, 193
Jomt-making, plumbera', a novelty in,

688
Joints and pipc-bendiog, 639

KENDAL: fever hospital compitition,
1.37; market do., 784

Kensington : South (drawing book, the) 68
(museum) 123, 724 (echo prevention at)

316
Keramic art of Japan, 4GG
Kew gardens. Miss North's gallery, 420
Kitchen boiler explosions, 110, 191, 218
Knight, J. P., U.A., the late, 878
Knoxville white marble, 114

Kyrle society, 141

LABOTTRINO clossei', society for im-
pioving coiidiiion of, 789

Lnke of Constan'-e, engintering works on,
87

larabeth infant schools, 232

Lancaster asylum - a correction, 314

Land : sales of metropolitan railway, 114
;

spoinila',ion n<ar London, 566 j valuation
in England, 315

Landscape gardening, 59
Ijarge or small stwers, 433
Lascelles' works, a visit to, 563, 626
Lateral: pressure of brickwork, 415, 470 ;

support, light to, 316, 725, 727
Law : as to advances to subcontractorP,
438 ; courts, the ne'.v, 176, 724 ; of liglit,

the, 811
Lawn-tennisgi-ound, E9G, G2S
Laxton's prict-b.jok, 69
Leadeuhall mariet, Roman remains in,

215
Lead: milled, 240 ; work, 483
Leases bill, the, 418
Lectcin: club designs for, 66; Dctling,
420

Lecturers, architects ard their, IGO
Lectures : on health, di awing-roem, 504

;

on plumbing, to plnTn),pvs. rfU^ f,77 ^TrnL.—
Stiect's Academy, 1757 UW, K!9(«W>s »7,

Letds : architectuial assochrT I'iS"; line

art exhibition, 661 ; furniture do., 503
Lefuel, Hector, tJie late, 67
Legal. 29, 86, 114, 219, 219, 282, 315,345,

377, 438, 603, 606, 028, GGi), 724, 788
Legislation att'eeting dwellings, 293
Leicester : secular hall, 240 ; socy. of ar-

chitects, 123
Levelling for reservoirs, 315, 376, 787
Level, new ball and socket, 472
Leyton local bd. offices competition, 430
Liability : for quantities, 31B, 377, 603 ; of
purchaser or vendor in case of fire,

219
Libel : action for, by builder, 628 ; on a
Lincoln architect, 249

Library at Manchester, a private, 674
Licence, appraisei's, 659
Lifts, cost of working, 789
Light : and air, 503, 5J4, 659 ; the law of,

311
Lighthouses : Eddystone, 503, 677, 661

;

Planier, 503
Lighting : at Eritich Museum, 69 ; elcc

trie, as applied to buildings, 460 :

national galleiy, 219; ventilation and
warming of houses, 39

Ligntuing conductors, 500
Lights : ancient, 531, 675 ;

pavement,
219, 628, 671 ; spire, 787

Limehouse new town hall, 373
Lime: in well, 502; manufacture of arti-

ficial hydraulic, 308, 313; scieen, double
meshed, 661

Lincoln architect, libel on a, 219
Lincoln's-inn-tltids, 660
Lincolnshire tcur, 595, 627

Linen, material forjnountingtracingson,
43S

Little Qucen-st , W.C, widening of, 314

Liverpool : architectural socy.,
_
69, 313 ;

Conservative club competition, 58;
school of art competition. 27, 124, 165,

193, 2G1 ; water supply, 092
Local : board (and tbeir surveyor) 280

(oflioos, Leyton) 439 (surveyors) 877,

405, 438 ; expenditure of Loudon, 160

;

surveyor's (nr)ti. es and evidence) 628,

657 (powers) 659, 692
Lockwood's builders* price booV, 245

Lodge, master's, Univ. coll., Oxford,
610

Logarithms, accented fout-Sgure, 497.

Lornbaidy, archi. assocn. 's excursion to,

108
London: and Middlesex nrrhreol. socy.,

730 ; bronze in, 692, 724, 786 ; city (and
guilds institute), 308 (artists' socy.) 483 ;

laud speculation near, 506 ;
local expen-

diture of, 160; medical and ssnitaiy

exhibition, 67, 141. 603, 769 ; m ddle-

class houses, sanitary arrangements of,

626 ; old and new churches of, 360 ;

open spaces in, 377 ; railway extensions
near, 845, 40G ; remov.ll of snow in, 110,

670; sanitary protection association for,

40, 60 ; smoke (abatement of j 30, 38 (its

cost and cure) 110 ; suburbs, extension
of, OGl ; Tower of, Itomau remains in,

25; water bill, 250
Ludlow, its castle aud neighbourhood.

700
Luminous paint, 25
Lyveden new building, 121, 167, 217

UADER, G., the late, 725
Main roads, maintenance of, 377
5iaintenance of : highways, 472 ; main

roads, 377 ; roadway, 281, 376

Making iron columns secirre, 310
Malthoirse, Plj-mouth, 164

Managers of metropolitan building, the,

117, 160, 101, 240, 2S0
Manchester : ai-chi. assocn., 812; cathe-

dral, 783 ; Buskin socy., 001 ; school of
art, 504

Manholes and pipe-sewers, detailed draw-
ings of, 6

Mansions, Northumberland, Charing-
cross, 452

Mantel-piece, old, at Cock hotel, Halifax,

890
Manufacture of : artificial hydraulic lime

at Meudon, 308, 843; glass for decora-
tive purposes, 6(i2

Manufacturers : and millowners mutual
aid assocn., 472; cement, .'i03

Marble : inkstains on, 787 ; Knoxville
white, 114 ; monument, metal tailing

on, 724
Marbles, use of in English architecture,

607
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Mariette Bty : successor to, 533 ; the
late, y;

Market : ball 1 Burton- on-TrontS Uli, li)0,

rJ2 (Kemla!), 781; llaiborough sewt-iaye
scliL-me, O'Jtt

Markets: Dublin, 3r3 ; fruit and vege-
ta.ble (Gity), GuO ; lA-adenlioll tlComxii

- remixins inj, 2Io
^larlboiough tuwn and college, G23
ilarseillcs new cathtdral and St. Vjficcnt,

781
Maryk'bune new intirmary, SOD
Masonic hall, Merthjr 'lydtil, KU
jUaeter buiUlcrs* assocu., natitmal, 121,

1-11

Material for mounting traoixigs ou linen,

438
Materials, building : improper. 87 ; oxi-
dation of, 176 ; sijec'iiic gravity of, Ul

Mathematical question, 8(3, 113
Measurement, nott, 1G7

Measurers, their position and practice,

2G0
Measur- s : Brothers' girders, 40G ; weights
and moneys of all nation.s, 215

Measuiing zinc work, 86
Mechanical: engineering, practical trea-

tise on, 641; stonemason, llolgate'a,

700
Medal: royal gold, of Institute, 003;
Stephenson centeuai y, 66

1

Medical and sanitary exhibitio.T, proposed,
67, 141, 693, 789

Mehrose abbey, 70
Melton asylum competition, 2''9, 435, ^9
Memorials : Auriol, 3S9 ; brasses as, 316

;

Hamilton (Salisbury cath.J, 373; Hill,

Sir Rowland (Westminster abbey), 534
;

in Westrainsttr abbey, 409, 5'J4, 593,
624; Prince Imperial (Windsor), 629;
Shute (Keavitiee ch.), 86; Temple-bar,
69, 123, 194, 251, 282, 389 ; Victor Eoi-
manuel, 314

Mence-Smith travelling student-ihip in
decorative painting, 56, 194

Meithyr Tydtil Masonic hail competition,
16 i

Metal: railing on marble, 72 i; substitute
for putty, Fletcher's, 230

Metropolitan : board of works, GGy 139,

246, 530 (report oi) 637; building act
case, 219 ; building, managers of, 117,

166, 191» 246, 280 ; railway land tales,

114 ; rating, 63 ; watar bill, 123
Meudon, manufacture of artificial hy-

draulic lime at, 308, 343
Middle-class: house architecture, 039;
houses, sanitary arranjements of Lou-
don, 626

Midland land and investment corpjration
V. I'eto, 250, 660

Milled lead, 249
Mtllowners' mutual aid asiocn , 472
Miln.Jas., the late, 141

Minster, Wimbomc, 597
Mint, propjstd new, 4U6, 7b7
Mistake of fact, a, 250, Q'^

Modem : architectural designs and details,

472; domestic architecture, 84, 113, 139,
191 ; house building, 219

Modulus of rupture, 218
Monmouth water supply, 534
Monuments : Beaeousheld, 499 ; Greek,
contents of. 563 ; marble, metal railings
on, 724 ; Washington, 419

Moorswater, new viaduct at, 278
Morning-room decoration, 124
Mortar: action of frost on, 345, 376; de-

fective, 378
Mortars, hydraulic, 66.J, 723
Mountain-Ash local board aad their sur-

veyor, 280, 419
Mounting tracings on linen^ matcri 1 for,

438
Mount Stuart hous.?, Rothsay, 141, 050
Movement of air in drains, 726
Municipal: buildings (Glasgow), 27, 57,

58. 202, 210, 452, 561, 6t)9, 074; sur-
veyors, &c., assom , 167, 231, 597, 660

Mural painting and Gambier-l*arry pro-
cess, 572

Museums : architectural, 139 ; Bolton
iChadwick), 328 ; British, 69, 724 ; Dub-
lin (new), 6iK), 724 ; Ipswich, 373 ; natu-
ral historj', 176, 721 ; Shettield (RusUin),
629; South Kensington, 123,624,724;
Sunday opening of, 218, 220

Mutual: aid atsocn , manufacturers and
millowners, 472 ; insuiuucj amongst
builders, 251

NANTWICH children's home aad
schools. 111

National: master builders' association,
121, 141; gallery (extension), 593, 721
(lighting the), 219 (report\ 346

;
portrait

gallery, 123
Natural history museum, 176, 721
Naval architects, institution of, 378
Navy and army, new oifices for, 5fJ6

Neatness and refinement, 61, 107
Needle, Cleopatra's, 316
Needlework, ancient art, 350
Neglected church at Canterbury, a, 406
Nene valley, churches of the, 57S
Nett measurement, 167

New : and old churches of London, 360

;

anti-septic apparatus, 359; hall and
socket level, 472 ; building, liyveden,
124, 167, 217 ; disconnecting traps, 2 ;

Mint, the, 406. 787 ; other's for aimy and
navy, 566

;
paint-brush, 483; parliament

houses for Capo Colony, 215
;
president

of R.I.B.A., 343, 374, 403, 43(;, 467, 499,

531 ; 8moke-consuming,»low-combustion
stove, 482 ; system of warming aad ven-

tiUtiug, 307; viiduct at Moorswitcr,
27S; walls, p;ipL-ring 140; York (build-
ing inJ, 60.J (ct^rtificut.'d plimberaiu),
6j« (obelisk), 22>

Newbury: diiiiiiago compeli'ion, 3:3, 3;)0,

435; Krumnur-KChool coni'>etitlon, 67,
118, 138, U(t, 150, 165, 300; town hall
clock, 472

Newton : Abbot loin exhibilion, 472

;

l*rof., on Greek ait, 109, 215, 2J3, 2*J
NicliOls, W. I'., in n, 377
Nimes cathedral and ftt. Baudile, 673
Non-acceptance oif engineer's ccnirlcate,

219
Norfolk: arehie >I. socr., 467; archi.

ass'jcu.'s excursion in, 35
Norland waterworkt*, 250
Norman woodwork, 140
Norwood : Bapt. chapel competition, 578,

705 ; drainage competition, 69
Notes : and queries, 01ostei"shire, 31, 472

;

from Edinburgh, 737 ; on plumbing,
practical, 699, 734 ; on the corrosion of
iron, 437; parliamentary, 57. 69, 110,
123, 150, 176, 218, 232, 315, 315, 377, 400,
499, 593, 624, 660, 6.4, 724, 787

Notices, local surveyors', 628, 667
Nottingham : fine art society, 87 ; water
supply, 788

Novelty in plumbers' joint making, 683

OAK : bedstead design**, 4.)l ; fittings,

315, 315, 405, 471, 502
;
paling, 218, 2dl

Obelisk, the New York, tliree peculiarities
of re-erection, 220

Obituary: Anaell, G. F., 30; Brown, T ,

Sheifield, 529; Burgcs, W., A.R.A,,
473, 480, 575, 788; filmore. A., 115;
Gould. J. F., 389; Hatt, Sol. A., 725;
Jobson, Rev. Dr., 30; Knight, J. P.,
R.A., 378; Lefuel, H., 87; Mader, G.,
725; Mariette Bey, 87; Miln, J., 141;
i'arker, J., 30; Paterson, Wm , 661;
Rose, Sir W.A., 725; Stewart, Gen. C.
B., 115; Talbott, B. J., 120; WaUe.^
W., 347 ; Walcult. Rev. Mackenzie E. C,
30; Wontner, W. H., 167; Worthm--
toij, H R., 30

Oblique bridges, 83
Ottiued : army and navy, pr iposcd now,
566; Bradford, 70; CVbii'jrook, 710;
Reading, 232

Old : and new church s of Lotidon, 3!J0

;

houses, Bristol and Dt-rby, 42
Opening museums on Sundays, 2'S, 220
Openings, 80
Open spaces in London, 377
Ordnance survey, 218, 721; prjgr.'sa of,

629
Orgaaisilion of the Academy, 690
Ornamental art of Spain, exhibition, 317
Ornament, H. H. S U'.ha u on, 311, 35J,

403, 418
Oipingtonbd Bchls. competition, 217,283,
314

Outside or inside position for soiUpipts,
112

Oven, baker'*, 370, 433
Overcrowding in Whitschap-l by fmi-
grants, 629

Oxford : architectural sjcy., 623, 720

;

colleges, dra.nage of, 093
Oxidation of building mateiiUs, 170

PAGAN idol of Ballycbulish. 313
Paint: brush, anew, 483; luraiuous, 25
Fainted glass, 529
Painter etcheis, socy. of, 7
Painters: and decorators' work, book on,
602; institute of, water-colour, 475;
quantities, 787 ; socy. of, 409 ; view of
decoration as. appUed to architecture,
719, 782

Pointing : mural, and Gambier-Parrj' pro-
cess, 572 ; Q,ucon Anne work, 596

Paintings, Geiman, Flemish, and Dut.h,
632

Palace, Buckingham, 514
Paling, oak, 218, 281
Panama ship canal, 536
Panel in terra-coitii, a, 328
Panorama, the Westminster, 637
Papering new walls, 140
Papers read at the In.stitute, the, 217
Paper : crj'Ktal damask, b90; Whatman's,
193

Papyrotile d- ciration, 312
Paris : Grand hotel, 531 ;

picture exhibi-
tions in, 107

Parker, J., or Wycombe, the late, 30
Parliamentary notes, 57, 69, 110, 123, 150,

176, 218, 282, 315, 315. 377, 406, 499, 593,

621, 0<J0, 674, 721, 78('

Pdil ament huuscs for Cap? Cjloay, new,
215

Parquet floors, Eberhard's, 137

I'arquetry and decorative wjodwork, 720
Parsonages, 93, 90
Participation of workmen in proQti, 532
Partitions of buildings, 608
Party-wall, 210, 7S7
Past : and present art workman, 225, 200 ;

year, the, I

Patents, 725
Paterson, Wm., the late, 001

Paths, asphalte, 140
Pavement lights, 219, 628, 671

Pavilions, cricket, 451
Paving, wood, watering of, 406
Payment for quantities, liability of, 503
Pembridge, detached bell-tower at, 294
Persjiin architecture and construction,

120
Perspectives : drawing, 69 ; of shadows,
471

Perspectives c impctiLi.^ii.n without, 6!>5
Pervi m«U'-.s8 of Porttaml oem?nt, 251
Pianoforte-cm^', gt-s'io decoration for, 504
l*iccadiily, prop •« si ar gallerin, 5')3

Pictuti'ii: Ht the Academy, 6'>5, 53^, 567
;

place of, in dec )ru'ion of r->ou, b(/7

Picturtsqu; iulcii )r«,t) ublain, by colour,
388

Picrit ; and arches, domestic buildings on,
193; proposed, 6:J5

X*ieterniiirit2buig t^wa hall competition,
138

PiUuer and Ruf.slip, a visit ti, 031
Hpe: bending, 6J9; di-oneter of, 40(1;
uiscbarge ul, 405

;
jointing, 193 ; wwvra,

detailed drawings of, 6
Pipes : and boilen/, burstiog of, 217

;

frozen, 314
Pitch-pine, staining green, 281
Place of pictuies in room-deo 'latiob, 007
riiiutile rootlog, 438. 471, 502. 534;'0G5
Plane geometry, pruhlems in, 68
Plaiiier lighthouue, 503
I'lan, whose is it! 248
Plans: charges for abinloned, 219; com-
mission on, 61 ; contract, alleged inac-
curacy of, 87 ; schools, 193; workhouse,
219

Plaster, chemicitry of, a borough suiveyor
00,86

Pla'e girder, 376
Plating of wood, the, 3J1
Plaster: c>ve, extern U, 659; stucco, 471
Platforms, railway, c 'ncrete for, 697
Plumber, what is a ! 626, 650
I'lumbv-rs : ccrtitlcattd, in New York,
638 ;

joint-making, novelty in, 688 ;

work (and sa'<itary pluuibingj, 626, 656,

0»7, 722, 784 (saiiitarj', and oth^rffise),

6(ii

Piumbing : and plumb..T8' work, 623, 656,
687, 722, 784 ; practical notes on, 699,

731; sanitary, Ilcllyer's lectures on, 004,

577, 639, 702
Plymouth : dockyard extension works,

122; malthjuseat, 161
Pneumatic sewer ventilator, 5.15

Pocket-book, Spon's architeeta and buil-
ders', 245

Pontefract town hill competition, 55, 67,

69, 95, 232, 435
Porous liard woods, fiUfr for, h61
Portland : cement (irun in], 531 (perviou-i-

ness of), 251; stone, cleining white-
wash from, 787

Portrait gallery, nati ma', 123
Position and practice of me.tsurtrs, 230
Post-ofhce, Ipswich, 498
Puts, hollow, in roofs, 501
Potteries, Uoultun's, aichit(cts' visit to,

571
Pottery; British, 315; decoration, 227
Powers, local surveyor's, 059, 092
Practic'al: notes on plumbing, 699, 734;
plane geomotiy, problems in, 68; ven-
tilation and wartuing, 070 ; of buildiog)

,

14^^
;
young ** architect," a, 280

Practice: and posiiioQ of measurer.*, 200;
professiontl compared, English and
Bcati.-h, 636, 722

Present : and pa-'-t art workmen, 225, 230 ;

condition ot English wood-carving art,

103, 189; day, fabric of church at, 277,

307, 315 ; state of sewage question, 738
Preserving half-timber work, 627
President of R.T. ' .A, election of, 313,

374, 403, 436, 467, 499, 531, 661

Pressure of: brickwork, actual lateral,

415, 470 ;
gas, undue, 635

Prevention: frost, 140; of floods, 660; of
smoke, 720

Price-books, builders*: Bevis's, 215;
Lockwood's, 21 1 ;

provincial, 789
Prices, contract, and contractors, 315
Principals, stone, and relieving arches,

607
Piinciple^: and practice of ventilation,

149 ; of the art of architeeturo, 223, 250
Priory churches: Blyth, 452; Hiverstock-

hil!, 532, 565
Prize drawings, the Insfitute : 221, 291 ;—

a

distinction and a difference, 313
Problems in practical plane gejm* try, 68
Professional : men, are ar-initects I 789

;

practice compared, English and Scot-
tish, 036. 722

Profits : on gasworks, 346 ; workmen's
paiticipation in, 592

Property: bankrupt archi'ccta', 02'?, 692;
of architect's design, 767 ; valuations of,

595, 627
Proportion*, Chambers's, 218
Pioposed : archi. assocn. travelling stu-

dentship, 92. 693; central railway ter-

minus for London, 316 ; medical and
sanitary cxhibiiion, 67, 141, 693, 789 ;

municipal buildings, Glasgow, 216 ; visit

t> Rome, 92, 140
Protection : associations, smitary, 84 (for

lj0;idon), 40, 59; of ancient bldngs.,

socy. for, 92
Provincial builders' price-book, 789
Prudhoe, water supply at, 2S2

Public: buildingj (Toronto), 26 (ventila-

tion of} , 604 ;
generosity in competitions,

27; hall (Helper), 534

Purchase of gas and waterworks, 602

Purchaser's or vendor's liability in case of

fire, 219
Putty, metal substitute for, 230

QUANTITIES: 167, 594; conference

as to. 541, 543 ; deposit on, 167 ; liability

fr.r, 316, 377, 503; painters', 787; the
queetion of, 633

Qoaatity : of itone in iplre, 211. 113 ; nr-
veyiog, 416, QriO; Mirvuru.-'a ouims,
631

Quarriea, BUt«, worklofr of* S7d
Uuecn : Aooo (ftnd J*oi>befta ntylwl. II >

(work, painting), 536; sttUtlte, mide..-

log of, 314
Queer oandidatei for a laiytfyorahip. 2fliJ

Question : a mkthem>ttical, tM ; of qu enti-

tles, 632 ; sewage, pruwnt sUt« of* 79H

;

the water, 145, 169, 105, 251, 890(981,
444, &0tt,«')l,7'M

Quioton, Bouroo ouU*^, 087

RABBATH AMMON, ruins of, 67
UtidcUffu Wesla. Lha[>t-I cnnpelita , 818
Itaillng, metal, on stone moouinent, 7t4
Bailway : acrots Australia, proposed, 029 ;

Dorer and Deal, 790 ; exumstons near
Uxbridge, propoMd, 8i6. «W ; Uuildfonl
and Kingston, 600 ; platforou, eoneroCc^
697 ; South Western biU, 660 ; ati ootorea,
674; terminal for Londoo, prapoaed
central. 346

luting, metropolitan, 63
Rebus gestiS; ae, 139
Hecent election at the Aoa4emr» 690, 71U
786

Beconstniction of : an undermined churdit
629 ; Tar bridge, 347, 5i6

Kectory, Ascot, 26
ReOnement and neatness, 61, 167
Rvfcae: disposal, 108: utilisation of,

279
Regulations, R.I.B.A. examination, 26
Removal of: snow in London, UO, 671 ;
the Hint, proposed, 787

Remuneration of French sculptors, 378
Renaissance: capabilities uf, 91, 147, 193;
in the City, 227

Rents, ground, and building estates, 349
Repairs, 663
Reports : amalg. socy. carpenters and

joiners, 6i6; City cemmiasioners of
sewers, 251 ; metru. bd. of wjrks, 637;
R.I.B.A., 497

Reredos: (iloucester cathedral, 27, 140,

167, 192; t-t. Martin's ch , Brighton,
70

Reservoirs : and levelUog, 315, 376 ; watet
tanks and cellars, 150

Resolutions on competitions, SI7
Restoration : at St. Alban's, 661 ; of Strat-

ford-on-Avon ch., proposed. 141
Reviews : Accented Four-Figure I/Jga-

rithms, L. D'A. Jackson. 497; Alfred
Stevens, a Biographical Study, W. Arm-
strong, 672; Attempt to Discriminate
the Styles of Architecture, T. Hickman,
465 ; Hevia's Builders' Price Booir, 246;
Bookbindings, Ancient and Modem, J.

Cundall, 170 ; Buildino News Designing
Club, 66, 230, 451, 608, 739: Capitals in

Crypt of Canterbury Cathedral, J. Don-
kin, 137 ; Catalogue of Memorial Branes,
T. J. Oawthorp, 318 ; Churches of the
Ni-ne Valley, Bha'pe. Jolinson, and
Kelsey, 678 ; City of London D rectorj-,

419; Complete Course of Problems in

Practical Plane Geometry,.!. W. I^alliser,

68 ; Decoration and Furniture of Town
Uouses, R. W. Edis, lil6 ; Desciiptive

Account of Recently Discoveicd Villa

near Brading, C. Michol*on, 6S ; Dic-
tionary of Architecture (Archi. I*ubli.

Socy.) 605; Digest of Iaw of Light, E,
S. itoscoe, 311; Earl Beaconsfleld.

memoir of, E. WalforJ, 497; Electro-
tvping, J. W. TJrquhart, 245; En^jino

Dtiving Life, M. Reynolds, 68 ; Fires in

Theatres, Capt. Shaw, 419; Gas and
Water ('ompaniea Directorj', 641; Ger-
man, Flemish and Dutch Paintings,

Buxton and Puynter, 632 ; Gloucester-
shire Notes and Queries, 31. 47*2;

Graphical Determination of Forces, J.

B. Chalmers, 465; Guide to Cathedral
Church of Gloucester, Haines and Wal-
ler, 68; History of Design in Painted
Glass, N. J. if. Westhik-. 529; Horti-
cultural Buildings. F. A. F.iwkes, 258;
Illustrated Catalogue of Paris Salon,

641 ; Instructions for Use of Eureka
Slide Rule. J. Noble, 419; Introduction
to Study of Gothic Architecture, J. H.
Parker, 497 ; Keramic Art of Japan,
Audsley and Bowos, 466 ; Lathework, P.

N. Hasluck, 611 ; I^axton's Pace Book,
69 ; Lecoons in Elementan* Mechanics,
P. Magnus, 419; Life of Cioo. Stephen-
son, Dr. Smiles, 641 ; Li'.e of Rev. Row-
land Hill, E. Browne, 641 ; Iy>cal

Government Board, Detailed Drawings
of sewers. R. Rawlinson, 6 ; Lockwood^s
Builders' Price Book, 2*5; Measures,
Weights and Moneys of All Nations,
W. Woolhouse, 245; Mensuration made
Easy, C. Hoare, 641; Meti-opolitan

Rating, E. and A. L. Rydc. 63; Modem
Aichiiectural Designs and Details

from New York, 472 ; Oblique
Bridges, Geo. Watson Buck, 83;
Old and New Churches of Lo&don, A.
Capes, 360; Popular Dictionary of Ar-
chitecture*, W. and O. Audrey, 312;
Popular Lectures on Scientitic Subjects,

H. Helmholtz, 68; Pottery De«H)ratioo,

M. L. McLaughlin, 227 ; Practical

Photography, O. E. Wheeler, 419 ;

Practical Treatise on Mechanical En-
gineering, F. Campin, 641 ; Piactical

Ventilation and Warming, J. Constan-
tine, 670; Proceedings of St. Paul's

Ecclesiological Society. 419 ; Provincial

Builders' Price Book, R. Beck<»tt, 789 ;

Purchase of Gas and Waterworks, A.
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SilrerthorQe, 602 ; Quftntitr Survoyinr,
J. LeAnin^, 415; Kirer Bars. T. J.
Mann. SSX; Rudiments of Ciril Engi-
Beaing, Iav and Clarke. 246 ; Bulea for" ine Drivera. M P. Bale, es ; Soot-

l in Early ChristUn Times, J. Au-
oa. 818; Slat« Quarr^ia^. and How

to make it Profitable. M. Bichards, 278

;

Spon'fl Architects, Builders* and Con-
tnetore* Pocket Book, 245 ; South
KenstDgrton Drawinjr Book, E. J.

^ynt«r, 68 : Street's Indian and
Colonial Mercantile Directory, «>

;

Sratem of Practical Arithmetic, f -r Use
of 8oho(ds, S, Toun?. 2 15 ; Tea Years'
Experience in latcrmitteut Downward
PUUation, J. Bailey D -uton. 197 ; Tim-
ber ICatalogne, J. Sandell and Co.,

€»; Town, CoUegre, and Neighbour-
hood of Marlboroug-b, F. K. Hulmo,
623; Toys and Toymikiog. J. L'lkin.
419 ; Tuaiog an-l U-?pairtag^ Piano-
forte*, C. fiabbmiton, 68 ; Twenty
Style* of Architecture, the, 497 ; Ven-
tiliuioc of Dwelling Houses, F. £d-
"Wards, jonr.. 22S ; Wall-paper Pattern?,
Bhoffrey and Co., 604 ; Water : iU
Composition, Collection, and Distribu-
tion. J. Parry, 148; What Girls Can Do,
P. Browne, 215; Worked Examples in
Geometrical Drawing, Rev. J. Hunter,
231

EteviTal, semi-Classic, good and bad of,
89

Biobmond art exhibition, 442, 503
Ikigfatto lateral support, 346, 725, 727
Birersconservancy bUl, new, 110, 150
Boad-making, 692
Boadway, maintenance of : 281, 376,

main. 377 ; in Tennessee, 629
Hochdale bd. schools competition, 161,

190
Bock tombs at Sakkara, 601
Etoman remains : liath, 484 ; Bradtng,

484.721 ; Leadenhall market, 215; Tower
of London, 25

B'>me, propc»ed visit to, 92, 140
Boof: felting a, 249, 281, 376; St. Pan-

eras station, 627 ; tiles, 471
Boofing : -in the roval exchnnge, 220

;

plain tile, 433, 471, 6;>2, 5;U, 665
Boofs : hollow pots io, 504 ; I'ooms in,

406, 43S, 471
Booms, place of pictures in decaration of,

607
Booms : builders an3 manufacturers* ex-

change, IGS; in roofn, 406, 438. 471
Boec : pattern wall-p .per, 264 ; Sir W. A.,

the late, 725
Bostrevor, waterworks at, 282
Bot, dry. 787
Bouffh timber, dues on, 57
Bowland Hill statue competition, 20,

138
Boyal: academy, 141 (and art education)

615 (and iti teaching) 5J4, 690 (archi.
school) 7 (architectuie at) 474,505,564,
569, 633 (lectures) J7 % 199, 223. 256, 257,
821, 352, 416, 44'>. 478, 5 )9 (pictures at)
605, 633, 567 (recent elections of asso-
ciate) 690, 721, 78ti (winter exhibition)
2, 34 ; architectural museum, 139 ; ex-
change, rooSng-ii the, 220 ; gold medal,
Institute, 603 ; institute, British archi-
tects, 25, 64, 111, 120, 164, 174, 221, 227,
247, 294, 313, 324, 343, 358, 374, 403, 436,
43S,4'>7, 4S0, 407, 490. 502, 531, 632. 543,
561,564,603; Scottish academy, 292

Budiments of civil engineering, 245
Buin5 of Babbath Ammon. 67
BuisUp and Pinner, a visit to, 631
Bupture, modulus of, 218
Buskin : museum, ShoUield, 629 ; society,

Manchester, 661
Bnaaell's statue. Earl, S45

4SAXKABA, rock tombs at, 604
fialisbury : and Wilts building socy., 406

;

cathedral (Hamilton meml.) 373; dio-
cesin ch.buil Jing assocn., 83 ; restoration
of rt^fectory, 435

SandeH's timber catalMiie, 629
Sanitary : and medical exhibition, pro-

posed. 67, 141, 693, 789 ; and otherwise,

£lumbers' work, 664 ; arrangements of
ondoQ middle-class houses, 626 ;

aasuranee, 316, 726; condition of dwel-
lings. 693; engineering, 218; institute,
Oreat Britain, 6^ (examinations) 672;
matters and water supply, 114, 167, 193,
260, 282, 816, 346, 471, 531, 696, 629, 660,
492,788 ; plumbing (and plumbers' work)
626, 656. 687. 722, 784 (lectures on] 604.
*77, 639, 702; protection (aasocn. for
London) 40, 59, 726 (associations) 84

;

ad ncc (and civil architecture) 61, 174,
218 (eximinationsin) 597 (in America*
465 ; work of an architect, 146

Sanitation : architects and, 501 ; as incre-
ment of value in house property, 203,
357,483; house, 112, 139 (competition)
137 : illusor)', 317

Scale in buildings, 727
School : boards and their architects, 281

;

chapel (Darwen) 530
; plans, 193

Schools : Blackbrool:, St. Helens, 279
;

Bristol (trades) 232, 243 : Clithcroc,
26 ; Darwen (St. James) 655 ; Harrow
(Burges' decorations at} 566; Lambeth
(infant?) 232 ; Nantwicli (workhouse)
111 : Norwich (Prince»-st. Congl.) Ill ;

Oldham (Trinity) 624; Oxford (high
girla] 481 ; royal academy architectural,
7; Saltaire (Wesln. Sunday) 57; Selby
(Wesln.) 138, 216 ; Sunderland (Sunday)
4K ; WolvfThdmnton, 630. See also
under Board and Grammar schools.

Schools of art ; Bristol, 374 ; Bromley
Kent, 246 ; Chiswiek (new buildmgs)
70; Dublin, 374 ; Edinburgh, 123;
Female, 374 ; Halifax, 12* ; Hanlcy,
26 ; Liveipool, 27. 124, 165, 193, 264

;

Manchester (new) 604 ; Nottingham,
246 ; Oldham. 374 ; Penzance (new
buildings), 279 ; Royal Architectural
Museum, 69 ; Taunton, 57 ; West
I..oudou, 56 ; Wolverhampton, 123

Science : and art of sanitary plumbing,
501, 577, C39, 702; sanitary ^aud civil

architecture) 64, 174, 218 (exam, in)

697 (in America) 455
Scotland : in early Christian times, 318 ;

Bocj'. of antiquaries of, 593, 781
Scottish : Academy exhibition, 292 ; and
English professional practice compLired,
636,722

Screen, lime, double meshed, 061
Sculptors, French remuneration of,

378
Sculpture : for Blackfiiars-bridge, 313,

350 ; Greek, Dr. Waldstein on, 633, 670,

703, 735
Seauor.M., in re, 378
Secular : and ecclesiastical architecture,
should they be the same I 599 ; hxUy
Leicester, 2'B

SAby schools competition, 133, 216
Semi-classic revival, good and bad of,

89
Seminary, Wigan (St. Joseph) 164
Sequoia wood for furniture, 115
Settlements, 386, 387, 433
Seventeenth-century work, 691, 724
Sewage : tilters, town, 376 ; question, pre-
sent state of, 738 ; sludge, 113

Sewerage : contract, a, 378 ; drainage and
ventilation, house, 96

Sewer: ventilation, 192, 193 (and external
soil-pipes) 375, 470, 501 ; ventilator,

pneumatic, 535
Sewers : flushing, 724 : pipe, detailed
drawings for, 6 ; small or lai^e, 438

Shadows, perspective of, 471
Shaft, brick chimney, 596
Sheffield ; cemetery, 435 ; church font
competition, 58, 84, 112, 16G, 192 ; Uuskin
museum, 629

Shield, stone, 86
Ship canil, P^inama, 666
Slnps, coins bedded in, 661, 690
Shop fronts, 731, 787
Shops and inn, club designs, 230, 452
Should: secular and eci;leaiastical archi-

tecture be the same I 599 ; sjil-pipes be
outside or inside houses ! 112

Shuffrey's wall papers, 504
Shustoke, reservoirs at, 692
Shute memorial, Heavitree, 8S
Side sewers, flushing of, 724
Simple trusses, web strains in, 67
Sketches, charges for, 7-^7

Skew-arches, common error in construct-
ing, 229

Slandering a builder, 660
Slate quarries, the working of, 273
Slates, green, 249, 281
Sliding halt doors, 565
Slow combustion : smoke-consuming grate,

new, 482 ; stoves and aii tiles, 529
Sludge, sewage, 113
Small : or laige sewers, 438

;
pox hospital

(accom^modation) 439 (declared a nuis-
ance) 232

Smoke : abatement, 30, 33 (exhibition)

693 ; consuming, slow-comhustion grate,

new, 482 ; cure, 281 ; Londun, its cost

and cure, 110; preveution, 720
Sraoky chimneys, 176
Snow, removal of in London, 110, G71
Soane medallion design, 452
Soap-wash to make bricks impervious,

661
Societies : amateur artists (Dublin) 88

;

antiquarian (Cambridge) 342, 674 (Cum-
berland and Westmoreland) 110; anti-

quaries of Scotland, 593, 784; archaeo-
logical (Andover) 216 (London and Mid-
dlesex) 736 (Norfolk) 467 (Yorkshire)
593,783; architects (Bristol) 342 (Lei-

cester) 123; architectural (Liverpool) 69,

313 (Oxford) 623, 720; artisti (City of
London) 483 ; art (St. Stephen's) 608 ;

British artists (exhibition' 383; carpen-
ter and joiners (amalg.) 515; diocesan
(Exeter) 374; tine art (Nottingham) 87 ;

improving condition of labouring classes,

789; Kyrle, 141; painter etchers, 7;
painters [exliibition) 409 ;

protection ot

ancient buildings, 92; Uuskin (Manches-
ter) 661 ; St. Paul's ecclesiological, 406,

504,513, 597, 031, 705; Sunday, 87, 314,
601

Soda water works, Herefoid, 655
Soil-pipes: external, 140, 165, 192, 217,

243,280, 315, 344, 375, 470,501; should
theybeoutiiide or inside houses f 112

Solid, designinc^ in the, 221
Solway bridge, failure of, 150, 439
South: Africa, engineering in, 22i, 281,

379, 058 ; Kensington (drawing-book) 63
(museum) 123, 624, 724 (prevention of
echo at) 316; Stockton Wesln. chapel
competition, 390 ; Western railway bill,

660
Spanish ornamental art exhibition, 317
SpeciHcations, 631, 688
Specific gravity of building materials,
91

Speculation, land, n^ar London, 560
Sphinxes for Cleopatra's Needle, 346
Spire : lights, 787 ;

quantity of stone in,

218, 219
Spon's architects* and builders* iwcket-
book, 246

St. : Alban (Birmingham) 592 Alban'a (re"

storation at) 661 ;
(sewerage works) 40S J

Andrew (Heading) 15*^ (Sharrow) 138
(Stoke Damerel) 703 (Wells-st., W.)
514 ; Anne iNewton-heath) 642 ; Augus-
tine's (Bristol) 294, 314; Bartholomew
(West Smithfield) 544, 595; Baudiie
(Nimes) 673 ; Chad (Hopwas) 530

;

Clement (Higher Openshaw) 373 ; Cuth-
bert (Cotherstone^ 720 ; Etheldreda (Ely-
plaee, Holborn) 544; Ewe (Mcvagissy)
656; Germain (chateau) 42; Giles
592 (Chideock) (Cripplegate) 515; Gregory
{ downside) 610 (Qoodleigh) 624 ; James
(Gatley-in-Etchells) 655 ; John (Chester,
tower) 470, 472, 516 (Forfiir) 420, 623
(Ludlow) 687; Joseph (East Greenwich,
R.C.) 655 iRoehamptonJ 623 (Wigan,
seminary) 164; Lawrence (Hroughton)
630 (Yoik)624; Margaret (Burton-on-
Trentj 497 (Durham) 623, 655 (Halstead,
Kent) 279 (Westminster—eh yrd.) iil6

;

Mark (Venice: 137—(and the Iu8titute)25,

27; Mary Abbotts (Kensington) 176, 202,
32:i; Mary (Blyth) 452 (Canterburjs col-
lege) 497 (Wedmore) 656, CS7 ; Mary
Magdalene (Munster-sq.) 513; Mary
Oveiie (Southwark) 603 ; Martin
(Brighton— reredos) 70 ; (Pottemewton)
498 ; Matthew (Bayswater) 687 ;, Burnley)
GU\ Matthias (Uppor Tulse-hill, Brix-
ton) 330 ; Michael ^Camden-to^vn) 740
(CorkbegJ 530 (Oarwayi 543 (llarbledown)
624 (Haworth) 245(Ipswich) 190 ( Limerick)
624 {AVest Bromwich) 138 ; Puncras sta-
tion roof, 627; Patrick (Dublin, cathl.)

167, 194 ; Paul IBournemouMi) 245 (East
Thorpe) 138 (Forest-hill) 69, 95 (Four
Elms) 655 ; Paul's and St. Peter's cathc-
.drals, 201, 405 ; Paul's ecclesiological
socy., 406, 504, 513, 597, 634, 705; Peter
(Attleboro')592 (Covent-gai-den, hospital)
740 (Drogheda) 470; Philip (Hull) 655;
Peter's and St. Paul's compared, 201

;

Saviour (Denmark-park) 245; Stephen's
art society, 608 ; Thomas ^Brentwoodj 190
(Haverfordwest^ 687 (Hull) 435; Vincent
de Paul (Marseilles; 731

Stables : Balliam-hUl, 390; Park-lane, W.,
548

Sttiiucd glass: and darkened churches,
309 ; Auriol, St. Dunstan's-in-West, 389

;

Bingloy, 86; Birmingham (Soho-hillch.)
86 ; Bishops Itchingdon, 438 ; Buck-
nail, 86 ; Cambiidgp, 282; competitions,
316; Condover, 438; Farnham, 141;
Ely cathl,, 660; gas for burn-ng, 220

;

Halifax (St. John Wesln ) 66 ; naw,>rth,
250; Hemingborouph, 86; Iloddesdon,
86 ; Horton, 250 ; Kildwick, 535 ; Little
Bradley, 692 ; Lothlec, 405; Ncwington,
692; Putney, 092; Qaernmore, 85;
Westminster chapterhouse, 725; Wis-
taustow, 629 ; Wyke, 3:3

Stained wood, 249
Staining pitch-pin.? gr;?en, 2S1
Stains: bric'^', 595 ; on marble, 787
Staircase at Kt. Cloud, 740
Stills, choir, 113, 140
Stand ird insurance offices, King AVilUim-

st., 122
State, presen*^, of sewage question,
733

Statham, H. H., on ornament, 311,356,
403, 418

Station roof, St. Pancras, 627
Statues : Bolckow I'Midd esbrough) 724

;

Carlyleon, 251 ; EarlRus^ell, 345; How-
land Hill, 2G, 138

Steep gradi.nts, detailed drawings of pipe
sewers for, 6

Stephenson rontenary medal, 661
S evens, Alfred, a biographical study,
672

S'ewart, General C. B., the late, 115
Stone : Beer, 634 (and Bath) 689, 521, 785 ;

brick, and terra-cotta, 253; cleaning
whitewash from, 787 ; for Truro cathe-
dral, 691, 606, 635 ; in spire, quantity of,

218, 249
;
principals and internal arches,

007; shield, 80; vegetation on, 636,596,
Gil; work, 113, 193

Stonehenge, 466
Stonemason. Holgate's mechanical, 700
Stones, building, 165, 218, i47, 689,721,

735
Stonyhurst college, 83
Stove, a wonderful, 53, 113, 175, 217
Stoves : gas, 167 ; improvements in, 706;
slow combustion, and art tiles, 629

Strains, wtb, in ^imple trusses, 67
Stratford-ou-Avoii : cemetery competitn.,

280, 314, 343, 433, 705 ; ch , proposed
restoration, 141

St;ree(s : Academy lectures, 172, 199, 223,
256. 237, 32., 352, 416, 41H, 478, 509;
d Jiigers in the, 472 ; Indian and colonial
mercantile directory, 69

Strength of: beams, 413, 532 (of cement
concrete) 627; wro't iron columns, 310,
739

Structures, railway, 674
Stucco work, txterudl, 724
Studentships, travelling: srchi. asaocn.,

92, 098 ; painted decoration, 56, 194
Stud)' : and practice of art of architecture,

172, 199 ; of the beautiful, 6, 37
Stales: Jucjbeau and Queen Anne, 14";

of architecture, the twenty, 497; the
development of, 287, 321

Sub-contractors, law as to advances to,

438
Suburbs, crowding in the, 144
Subways, 282
Succssor of Maiiette-Bey, 533
Suffolk: asylum competition, 279, 435,

469 ; bricks, 787

Sunday: opening of (museums), 21S, 22^)

(S. Kensington museum) 123; society
the, 87, 341, 661 (and Sunday work)
347

Supervisoi-3 of metropolitan buildings,
246

Support, right to lateral, 316, 725, 727
" Surface " concrete, 378
Surveying : 59; instrument stands, 504;

quantity, 445, 596
Survey, the ordnance, 218, 629, 724
Surveyor ; borough, on chemistry of

pl'jstcr, 80 ; highway, fined for nfglect,

163; Moimtaiu Ash local bd. and their,

280
Surveyors : certiflcato not necessary to
prove completion, 87 ; charges, 59 ; dis-

trict, 113 (fees) 219, 250, 281, 282 (insti-

tution of) 108 ; local boai-d, 377, 405,
4;J8 (notes and evidence) 623, 657
(powers) 659, 692 ; municipal, &c.,
at?socn., 167, 231, 59/, 660; of highways,
accounts of, 57

Surveyorshij), queer candidates for, 250
Sussex : county surveyor's duties, 83
Sutton : bridge docks, 597 ; Surrey, jerry
building at, 315

Sweet thmg in competitions, another,
625

Swiss ar^, exhibition of, 283
Sydney Exhibition, 597

TAIjBERT, B. J., the late, 120, 484
Tanks, water, and cellars, 150
Tanners, Dr., 15th century, 219
Tapestries : and carved woodwork, Wind-

sor, 730 ; T>-necastle, 390, 51G
Taunton water supply, 6ii0

Tay bridge reconstruction, 317, 666
TeacLing at the Academy, ihe, 694
Teak timber in India. 041
Technical: chisses in Fiusbury, 633 ; col-

lege, Finsbury, 592
Temple-bar memorial, 09, 123, 194, 259,
282,389

Tenement inspection in Chicago, 661
Tennessee, road-law in, 629
Ten years' experience in intermittent
downward filtration, 197

Terminus, proposed central railway, 346
Terra-cotta : brick and stune, 253

;
panel

in, 328 ; Totley, 230
Tests, water, 23
Theatres : Beaufort, 360 ; exits from Lon-
don, 629; tires in, 377, 419; Hudders-
iield, 435; Princess's, 360

Thickness of arches, 217
Tiiirteenth century, architecture of : Eng-

land, 478, 5'J9; France, 441 ; Italy, 352,
416

" Three art crazes," the, 516
Thrust of vault, 140
llle, rOtUug, plain, 438, 471, 502, 534,
565

Tiles : art, and slow combustion stoves,

529; roof, 471
Tiling, weather, 787
Timber: catalogue, Sandell*a, 629; rough,
dues on, 57 ; teak, in India, 611

Tobin's vontilatiog tubes, 114
Tombs : Ai-chbp. Meopham's, 232 ; at
Sakkara, rock, 604

Toronto public buildings competition, 26
Totley terra-cotta, 230
Tour, architectural, 281
Tower of : London, Roman remains in,

25 ; St. John's, Chester, fill of, 470, 472,
516

Town and college, Marlboro*, 623
Town halls : Limehouse, 373 ;

Manchester,
(mural decorations of) 572 (Talbert's de-
sign) 431; Newbury, 472; Pieteimaritz-
burg, 133 ; Poutefract, 55, 57, 69,95, 232,
435

Town sewage filters, 376
lYacingsou linen, material for mounting,

438
Trades school competition, Bristol, 232
Tramways, some disadvantagesof, 194
Trap, a i.ew disconnecting, 230
Traps : disconnecting and their ven-

tilation. 314, 375, 438; drain, 377
Travelling studontthip : in painted de-
coration, 56, 184; archi. assjcn., 92,

693
Tiigonometry, 231
Tripod, condemned, the, 501
Truro and its cathediul : 2.5; the stone

for, 591,606, 635
Trusses, simple, web strains in. 67
Tubes, Tobin's ventilating, U4
Tunne', the Channel, 359, &(J4

Turret, bell, 218
T'wenty stylts of architecture, the, 497
Two cautiuns, 218
TjueciStle tapestry, 390, 516

XTNDERMINEB church, lebuilding,

029
Undue pressure of gas, 535
University college, London, con>pletion

of, 706
Use of marble in English architecture,

667
Utilisation of refuse, 279
Uxbridge. proposed railway extensions
near, 315, 496

VALtTATION : fees ia Belfast,
7t6 ; of land iu England. 315

Valuations uf prup-nly, 695, 627
Value of irou-euc ..semtm, 482, 633, 591,

6-25

Vault, thrust of, 140
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Vfgetation on stone, 500, 59j, G-7
Vendur'a or purcliaacr's liability iu cosa

of fire, 219
VeneerinR-, or the platini? of wotxl, 351
Venice, St. Mark's: 137; and the insti-

tute, 25. L'7

Ventilating: and warming-, new system
of, 357; tubes, Tobin'e, lU

Ventilation : and warinicg, practical,

670 ; at the Cmtom house, 0, 5'j ;

drainage and sewerage, liouse, y6 ; its

principles aud practice, HO ; lighting,

and warming of bougies, ,'ii), 174, 218 ;
of

disconnecting traps, 31-1, 375, 43ii; of

dwclhng houses, 228; of public build-

ings, 601 ; of etwurs, 192, lv*3 (and ex-
ternal soil-pipes) 375, 470, 501

Ventilator: improved wall-bracket, 115;
pneumatic sewer, 635

Verdict, a curious, 87
Viaduct, Moorswater, 278
Victor Enuuanucl memorial, 314
Villa, Homan, near Blading, 484, 721
Village inn and shops, designs, 230, 452
Visit to: Lascellcd* works, a, 5i3, 626

;

Rome, proposed, 92, 110

Vymwy water supply for Liverpool, G92

WAILES, Wm., the late, 347
Walcott, Rev. Mackenzie, the late, 30
Waldatein, Dr., on Greek sculpture, 633,

670, 703, 736

AVulham-green, new building estate at,
597

Wall : 86 ; bracket ventil.itor, 115 ; papers
(rose pattern) 2(54 [bhulfre}'8)5'Ji; piity,
219, 787

Walls : area, 218 ; damp, 55, 376, 471, 692.
721, 739, 786

;
papering new, 140

Walsill : bd. schools oomx>ebitioD, 705;
sewerage works, 471

AVantage sewerage t^cheme, 593
Warehouse: cjDstractioD, 786; Shore-

ditch, 291
Warming: and ventilation (a new system

ofj 357 (practical; 670 ; lighting aud ven-
tilation of haus(:8, .'^9 'at the Institute)
174, 218

W;u'ranty, house, 567, 658
AVashington monument, the, 419
Waste under intermittent water supply,

220
AVater : and ga? works, purchise of, 002;

bill, metropolitan, 123, 250 ; colours (at

the Dudley) 253 (by A. AVilkinson)

693 (institute of painters in) 475; its

collection and distribution, 149 ;
ques-

tion, the, 145, 169, 195, 254, 320, 384, 443,

508, 601, 72S ; tanks, cellars, and reser-
voirs, 150 ; teats, 28

Watering of wooden pavements, 406
AVater supply: and filtration, 114; and

sanitary matters, 114, 167, 193, 2 0, 282,
316, 346, 471, 634, 596, 629, 660, 692, 788

;

London, 69 ; of towns during frost, 115^

pipes, frozen, and litchen boiler explo-
sions, 191, 218 ; waktefulneu of iuttr-
niittent, 220

AA'eather, the, and the builders, 00, 110
Weather tiling. 787
Wt^h Mtiaint in simple trusiea, 67
AVeduesbuiynewernge scheme, 316
AVeek in Noifolk, a, 35
AVelbeek abbey, 30
AVells: arte.-ian, at Boston, US., 726;
lime in, 602

AVest : Bromwicb inflnnary competiiton,
343 : Cumberland, water supplies of,620 ;

Kirby water supply, 692 j London sobovl
of urt, 53

AVestraioster : abbey [chapter-house) 9C,
725 (memuriaU) 499, 501. 503, 6i4 ; panu-
lama, the, 637 ; St. Margoie^'a cuuroh-
yard, 316

AVhat IS a plumber T 620, 656
AVhatman's ( aper, 193
AVnittebapel : emigrants' lodgioffs io,620

;

tine att exhibition, 378, 439, 442 ; housing
of the pour in, 788

AVHiitchurch sewerage works, 660
AVmtthaven batln ompetitiun, 578
AVhitewash, cleaning, from Portland atone,
787

AVhose plan is it ? 248
AVhy is not Little Queen-st. widened?

314
AVidening: of Little Queen-st., 3*4
AVimbome miniter, 597

AA'inchcjmbo bd. •Qh9oli 0(Map«UUoil.87i
723

^"—«,
AVindows, conden«a.tfon oot 167
AViodsor : Prince Imp^iiU ioemotUI,'>29 ;

tapestiies and ctrvotl woodwork, 730
Winter exhibition at Acadrmy, S, Si
AVunderful : grate, 176, 217 ; alore, a, A6y

113 ; wood carving, 61(3

AVontner, AV. U.. Uie late, 167
Wood: carving (Eogllah, preaent oondi-
tionof) Uiti, 180 (woaderfol) 693; floor,
627 ;

paving, waterlnfr of, 406:platiiMr
of,35t : porous, filler lor,iS61 ; ftlaitud,M9

AVoodford ch. cumpetttiuu, 190
AVnodwork : BunnuntuftH, 740 ; catYed»
AVindaor, 730; dcejrativc,720 ; NurnuWa
140

AVorked examples in geometrical dnw-
inir, 231

Workhouse : Bnrton-on- Trent, S32 ;
cubing a, 602; pUns, 210

AVurking of slate quarries, 278
AVorthiogton. H. K., the Uto, 60
AVorkmcn : art, j>a»t and present. SSSf

290 ;
partieipulion of, in profits, fiOS

AVurks of art applied to furniture, 600
AVro't iron columns, strtngtb of, SIO, 789

TEAB. the past, 1

Yorkshire: arehieul. society, 603, 788
York, Yorkshire fine art exbibftirin at, 680
Young architect, a" practical," 280

ZINCWOBK: 786; meMarii«,60

IISTDEX OF IIL.LXJSTRA.TION8,
*«* The Lithographic Illustrations will be found immediately following the Fagres indicated.

ABBEYS Melrose, 70 ; Rowden
(housej, 8; Westminster (chapter-house
entrance), 96

Abbey wharf offices, Reading, 232
Abbot's hospitil, Guildford, 740
Academy drawings: college de-ijns, t:av.
studshp. (1st., \V. J. N. Miiiard}, 150
(A. H. Tiltman), 176; entrance to cliap-
ter-house, Westminster (M. Allen], 96

;

vestibule to Somerset house [l\ Miller),
8

Advantages of c^ntrolineads, 602, 634, 656,
595, 627, 659, 691

Akenham, Ipswich, homeeteid at, 578
Almshouaep, club designs, 29 », 360
Altar and reiedes, St. Miirtin's ch.,
Brighton, 70

Angle lii'eplace. Rawdon house, 176
Apartments, Prince Arthur's, Ludlow

castle, 706
Apocalypse, four riders of the, by Cor*

neliua, 633
Archbishop ITeopham'stomb, Canterbury,

232
Arthur's apartments. Ludlow castle, 706
Artists* homes: W. Emerson's, Little

Sutton, Chiswick, 261, 294 ; II. Tliorny-
croft's, Kensington, 610; A. AV'ater-
house's (Yattendon, Newbury), H; H.
AVeir's (AVeirleigh, Brenchley), 150

Artist's residence and studio, club design,
70

Assurance offices, 'Newcastle-on-Tyne,
390

Axford chapel, roof section, 250

BAIiHADC-HILL, house at, 328
(stiblt-s to), 390

Bank, new, Stamford, 578
Basins, Thames and Severn (longitudinal

sections of), 444
Bath, St. Gregory's R.C. ch., Downside,
610

Battersea, St. llichael's ch., roof of, 250
Beams, strength of, 413, 414
Beaufort tlientre, the Strand, 300
Bedford-park, Chiswick : school of art, 70

;

vicarage, 706
Bell-tower, detached, Pembridge th., 264
Bishopstone vicuras^e, 96
Blackheath, near Clontarf, drawing-room,

232
Blocks of ei?ht almshouses, 294. 360
Blyth, St. Mary's prioiy ch., 452
Boilers, protection of from bursting, 192,

217
B 'Iton-le-Moors : Chadwick museum, 328;

infirmary, 42
Bookbinding, 16th centy. mos;iie, 172
Bradford, offices in Sunbrid^c-road, 70

Breaghwy house, Castlebar, May;), 674
Brechin, doorway in round tower, 319
Brenchley, AA''eii'leigh house, 150
Brewery, Daybrook, Nottingham, 294
Brickwork and gables, Butch, 323
Brighton, altar and reiedos, St. Martin's

ch., 70
Bristol: Mayor's chapel, College-green,

291 ; old houses, Christmas-st , 42
Brixton, St. Matthias' church, 360
Bromley, Kent, R.C. ch., school and pres-
bytery, 510

Buchan's extra-safety hot-water fittings,

192
Building, Ly%-eden, new, 124
BuiLDiNu News designing club : artists'

residence and studio, 70 ; blocks of eight
almshouses, 294, 360 ; cabinet, oak, 150

;

cottage hospital, 516 ; cricket pavilion,
642 ; village inn and shops, 452

Buildings, Northumberland, Cliiring-
cros?, 452

Burmantofts faience : doorways in, 420

;

mantels and figure panels in, 740
Burnley, St. Matthew's ch,, interior of,

642
Bursting of pipes and boilers, prevention

of, 192, 217
By-laws as to rooms in roofs, 376, 406

CABINET, oak, desioTis for, 150
Cambridge, north hall, Newnhara, 518
Cdmden-town, St. Michael's church, 740
Campaoilc at Cremona, 740
Canne'*, residence at, 294
Canterbury cathedral; ci-ypt, caps from,
8 ; tomb of Archbishop Meopham, 232

Cantilever, weight supported by, 113
Caps from Canterbury cathl., 8
Castlebar, Breaghwy house, 674
Castle, Ludlow, 706
Cathedrals : Canterbury (caps from crypt)
8 (tomb of Archbp. Meopham), 232;
Coutancca, 674 ; deeign (G. S. Doughty),
390

Centre of gravity, 285, 2.56

Centrolinead, use of, 602, 534, 566, 595,
627, 659, 691

Chadwick museum, Bolton-le-Moors, 328
('hamber in The I^imes, Dulwich, 96
Chapels : Bristol (Mayor's, St. Jlark), 204;
Commercial-road.AVhiteebapel (Wesln.),
548 ; Surbiton-hill (Wesln.), 518

Chapter-house entrance, Westminster
abbey, 96

Charing-eross, Northumberland mansions,
452

Chateau of St. Germain, 42
Chemical laboratory, XJniv. coll., London,
706

Chester, tower of St. John's ch.,-6l6
Chiswick : Little Sutton house, 264, 294 ;

sehool of art, Bedford-pk., 70 ; vicarage,
Bedford-pk., 706

Churches: Axford, 259; Battersea (St.

Michael), 259; Blyth (St. Mary, priory),
452 ; Brechin (doorwav in round tower)

,

319; Bromley, Kent (R.C), 616; Bum-
ley (St. Match ew), 642; Camden-town
(St. Michael), 740; Chester (St. John,
tower), 516; Detling (lectern, ec.S 420;
Downside, Bath (St. Gregory R.C— in
transepts), 610; Forfar (Episo.), <20;
Garway, 548 ; Uaverstock-hill (our
Lady), G74 ; Higham Fenars, 578 ; Ken-
sington (St. Mai-y Abbotts), 176, 202,
328; Leeds (St. John), 484; Lewisham
(mission), 740 ; Littlehampton (St. John),
269; natl. medal design (A. Marshall),
642 ; Newtown, Exeter, 232 ; Northamp-
ton (St. Sepulchre), 678; Pembridge
(belNtower), 264; Raunds, 578; Read-
ing (St. Andrew, Presbytn.), 150 ; Sail,

42; Stamford (All SS.), 678; St. An-
drew's (St. Regulus' tower), 819 ; Stoke
Damerel, Devonport (St. Andrew), 706;
Upper Tulse-hill, Brixton (St. Mat-
thias), 360; Watermillock, TJUeswater,
610

Clapham-park. cottages at, 484
Clerestory windows, Melrose a>.bey, 70
Clontarf, drawing-room at Blackheath,

232
Cloverleyhall, Whitchurch, 6(2
aub, designing, 70, 150, 294, 360, 452,

516, 642
Cock hotel, Halifax, oak fireplace in, 390
College : Academy designs (1st, AV. Mil-

lard's), 150 (A. H. Tiltraan's), 176;
Hereford (county), 678; Newnham,
Cambridge, 648 university (London,
completion of , 700 ; Oxford do. (master's
lodge at), 516

Commercial-road Wesln. chapel, E., 518
Competition designs: college (Academy,

l;t, AV. Mdlard), 150 (A. H. Tiltman),
176; entrance gateway, wro't iron (natl.

silv. med., W. C Thomas), 484; ex-
change (Tite, R. AV. Collier), 610,674;
frammar-school (Newbury, selectee^

,

'ower and Hughes), 264 (do., 2nd, C.

H. M. Mileham), 328 (J. M. Brooks),
360 ; municipal buildings, Glasgow i2nd
prem., Cue and Robinson), 202 ; provin-
cial county-court, Soane med. (H. T.
Conder), 452; school of art (Liverpool,

Istprem. T. Cook), 124 fdo., 2ad, C. O.
Ellison), 264; town hall (Manchester,
B. J. Talbert). 484 i

Completion of University college, London
(Perry and Reed's design for), 706 '

Concrete bonse (E. Newton's design), SOS
Copper-bit, plumber's, 734
Cornelius's Four Riders of Apocalyp>^»
633

Cottage hospital, dub design, 616
Cottages, Ciaphom-^park, 484
County: collie, Hereford, 678; court,
Soane mcdn. design (R. T. Conder), 462

Court, county, Soane design (R. T. Con-
der), 452

Coutances, sket.hes from, 674
Covent-gardeu, St, Peter's hospital, 740
Cranbrook, ofticos at, 740
Cremona, campanile at, 740
Cricket-pavilion, club design, 612
Crjpt, Canterbury cathl., caps from, 8

DATBBOOK brewery, Nottingham,
294

Decoration of morning-room, 124
Decoiativo figure panels, Bium&ntofts

faience. 740
Derby, old hou&e, St. Peter's churchyaxd,

42
Designing club : artist's residence and

studio, 70 ; cabinet for books and china,
150 ; cottage hospital, 516 ; cricket
pavilion, 642; eight almshouses, 294,
360 ; village inn and shops, 452

Designs : cathedral (natl. medal, G. 8.
Doughty), 390; church (natnl. mcdol^
A, Marshall', 642 idoorwaysand mantels
in Burmantofts faience (M. B. Adamsjy
420, 740; figure panels, BurmantoftA
faience (F. H. JacKson), 740; fireplace

(W. Hensman),740; house in Laseelleaf

concrete (E. Newton), 202; Tynccastle
tapestry (W. 8. Morton), 390, 51C; uni-
versity college completion, Gower-st.
(Perry and Heed), 706 ; wall-paper, roto
(W. Crane), 261. See also tmdcr Compe-
titions and Designing Club

Detached bell-tower, Perabndge ch., 264
Details: abbey (Melrose), 70; cabinet,
oak,150; chun^hea (Oarway),548 (Higham
Ferrars, porch), 678 (KensiB^rton, St.
Mary Abbotts), 176, 202 (Stamford. All
S3.), 578; county-court (Soane mcdn.),
462; fountain (St. Andrew's), 740;
houses (Ludlow, Reader's), 264; (Lrve-
den new building), 124; tomb (Archbp.
Meopham's, Canterbury), 232; wall de-
coration, 124

Detling church, Kent, lectern in, 420
Deventer, brick gables at. 32.8

Devonport, new ch., Stoke Dimerel, 706^
Dining-room plan. Grand hotel, I'tiriSf

634
Disconnector trap, the Weatherly, S30
Dominican priory ch., H.trerstocjk-UiU,

674
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; in Bamumtofta faT^ncc, 4S0;
in roud tow«r, Brechin, 319; Wcstmin-
aler ohapler-lioiise, 96

Doit,bM Mhl«a at, 398
Uowwide, B«th, St. Gresory's ch., 610
Drawinf^-room, BUckheftth^ Clontarf,333
Dolwi^ diambw a* The Limes, 96
Dtttf^ gaUes and brickwork, 32S

£ABTHAM ^icaing^, 96
£aat Wittering rectory, 96
Ec^o, to prevent , 433
Embtems, eacred, at Lyreden new build-

ins. 134
Enknuiiien, brick gables at, 3SB
Kntranoe: (rat«way, wro't iron [W. C.

11>omas*a desi^), 4$4 ; to chapter-
houae, Westminster abbey, ft6 ; vesUbule
to Somcraet bonse, 8

Exchange, 'Hte design for (R. W. CoUier),

610, 674
£xeter. Newt >wn cSurcb, 232
^ctra-safety hot water fittings, 192

PAIBNGB. Bui-mantofts: doorways in,

420; figure pacelsHml mautt-ls in, 740
Feunbam, house at, 4S4
Figure panels id Bunuantofts faience, 740
Fireplaeea: in Burmantofts fuVence, 740;
limeB house, Luln ich, 90 ; Old Cock
hotel, Halifax, 890) Bawdun house, 176;
W. Ueosman's design, 740

Fittings, extra-«afely hot-water pipe.

192
Fitzjobn tower, Hampstead, 170
Fletcher's metal substitute for putty, 230
For^t-row vicaragf , Sussex, 96
Forfar new EpisL-opal ch , 420
Four riders of the Apocalypse [Cornelius',

633
Fountain, memorial, St. Andrew's, 740

aABLES, Dut^^h, 323
Gallery, picture, Kew gardens, 420
Gardens, K< w, picture gallery, 420
Qarway ch , Herefordshire, 518
Gateway, wro*t iron [W. C. Thomah's de-

^),484
Oirders, pUte, 376, 502
Oiria* high school, Oxford, 4S1
Glasgow municipal buildings, 2ad design
(C^ and Robinson's), 202

Glazing, Fletcher's new mode of, 230
Glen Andred, Tunbridge Wells, 042
Gothic chamber. The Limes, Dulwjch, 90
Grammar-Schools : Hampton, 202 ; New-
bury (Rccep.desiiTD, Power and HiighesK
2G4 ,2nd. C. Milcham\ 32S (J. M.
Brook ^j.30(J

Grand hutel, Pari*, dininj-rojm p'ar,
631

Orange, the. Little Tew, 452
Grate, Russell's *' Wondeiful," 173
Gravity, centre of, 285, 2S6
Guildford, Abbot's hoi'pital, 740

HALIFAX, oak fireplace, Old Cock
hot«I, 390

Hall: Qoverley, Whitchurch, 642; lire-

glace^, BurmantoftA faience, 7 10 ; Newn-
am (north), Cambridge, 5tS ; old More-

ton (porch of), 610; staircase, house at
St. Cloud, 740

Hampstead, Fitzjobn tower, 170
Hampton grammar-school, 202
Harrington-gardens, 642
HaTerstock-nill, Dominican priorj- eh.,

674
Heudon, Kcther-court, 740
Hereford coimty college, 678
Higliam Ferrars ch., west porch, 578
High school for girls, Oxford, 484
EMdesdon, Rawdon house, angle fireplace

in, 176
Holgate's mechanical stonemason , 700
Homes, artists' 8, 160, 264, 294^ 610
Homeste -d at Akenham, Ipswich, 578
Hospitals : Corent-garden (St. Ptter's',

740 ; cottage (club design), 510 ; Guild-
ford (Abbot's), 740

Hotels: Halifax (old Cock, fireplace in),

390; Paris (grand dining-room plan),

534
Hot-water fittings, Buchan's extra- safet}',

192
Houses : Balham-hill, 328 ; Bedford-park,
Cbiswick, 706; Blackheath, Clontarf
(room), 232 : Breaghwy, Castlcbar,
Mayo, 674; Bristol (old), 42; Cannes,
294 ; Clapham-park, 484 ; Cloverlcy hall,

Whitchurch, 642 ; concrete (R. New-
ton's design), 2t)2; Derby (old), 42;
Faraham, 484: Fitzjobn tower, Hamp-
stead, 176; G:«n Andred, Tunbridgc
WelU, 642 ; Gmnge, Little Tew. 45i

;

Haniagton-g^dena, 642 ; Lecci (stair-

case], 420; limes, Dulwich (chamber
in), 96; Little Sutton, Chiswiok, 264,

294 (Ludford), 420; Ludlow (the

Reader's), 264; Lyve<Ien new buildioK,

124; Manchester (library in), C74; Mel-
bury-road, Kensington, 610; Nether-
court, H»ndon,. 740; Norwood, 232;
Portland-place, 430; Ranmoor, Sheffield,

5-18; Rowden abb»*y, 8 ; Somerset [v^s-

tikujlc of; 8 ; St. Cloud (staircdsc, hall in)

,

740 ; Weirleigh, Breachley, 150 ; Yatten-
don, Newbury, 8

INFANT schools, Lambetli, 232
Infirroaiy, Bolton-le-Moors, 42
Innerpas>agetochapter-house, Westmin-

ster abbey, 96

Ina, village, and shops, design, 452
Ipswich, nomestead at Akenham, near,

678
Iron gateway (W, CT Thomas's design)

,

481

JOINT-MAKING, plumbers' : 734 ;

novelty in, 688

KENSINGTON: bouses and studios,

Mflbur5--road, tUO; St. Ma-y Abbotts
new ch , 170. 2(.t2, 328

Kew gardens, picture galleiy, 420

LAB0RAT0R7, chemical, t'nivorsily

eollejfo, London, 706
Ijirabetfi infant schools, 232
Lecci, courtyard staircase, 420
I^ectem and pulpit, Detliug- ch., 420
Leeds, choir of St. Jolm's ch., 484
Leuwaidcn, a brick gable at, IVIS

Lewi-ham niissijn ch., infeii>r of, 740
Libraiy, Capt. Bennett's house, Mauehcs-

tcr, 074
Limfs, the, Dulwich, chamber in, 96
Littlehampton, St. John's ch. roof, 259
Little Sutto^ bouse, Chiswick, 261, 294
IJttle Tew, the Grange, 452
Liveipool school of art competition: Ist
prem. desii,^!, T. Cook's, 124 ; 2ad, C. O.
Ellison's, 264

Lodge, master's, UT^iv. coll , Oxf-nd, 510
Longitudinal section? of Thames and
Severn river basins, 4U

Ludford house, Ludlow, 420
Ludlow: ca>tle (Prince Arthur's apart-

ments) . 706 ; Ludfurd house, 42u

;

Reader's house, 204
Lyveden new building, 121

MALWOODhousp,tIalham-hill, stables
to, 390

Manchester; library, Captain Bennett's
house, 674; tuwu hull (li. J. Talbcit's
design), 4S4

Mansions, Noithumberland,Chariog-c ess,

452
Mantel pieces in Burmant )ft3 faience,
740

Master's lodge Univ. olK, O.^ford, 51G
Mathematical figure, 59
M-iy )r's chap?i, Cellege-green, Bristol,

294
Measured drawing-^: cTiapter-house en-

trance, Westmiiister, 96 : Ijudlow castle,

706 ; Lyveden new building, 124
Mechanical stonemason, Holgate's, 70)
Melrose abbey, clerestory window?, 70
Memoiial fountain, St. Andrew's, 740
Meopham's turab, Caateiburj' cathedral,
232

Metal substilute for putty, Fletcher's, 230
Moreton hall, Cheshire, the porcli, 610
Morning room decoration (W. Hensman),

124
Mosaic bookbinding, by Padeloup, 172
Mouldings in Reader's house. Ludlow. 201
Municipal buildings, Glasgow, 2nd i>rem.
design tCoe and Robinson's), 202

Mtiseum, Chadwick, Bulton, 328

NATIONAL medal designs : cathedral
(O. 8. Doughty), 390; church (A. Mar-
shall), 642

Nene valley, churches of the, 573
Net^er-couit, Hendon, 740
New : Building, Lyveden, 124 ; disconnect-
ing trap, 230

Newbury : grammar-school designs (ac-
cepted. Power and Hughes), 264 (2nd,C.
H. M. MUeham) , 328 (J. M. Brooks), 360

;

Yattendon house near, 8
Newcastle-on-Tyne, Northern assurance

no. 's offices, 390
Newnham hall, Cambridge, 648
Newtown church, Exeter, 232
Northampton, St. Sepulchre's ch., 578
Northern assurance co.'s ollices, Newcas-

tle, 390
North hall. Newnham, Cambridge, 548
North's, Miss, picture gallery, Kew, 420
Northumberland-avenue, proposed build-

ings, 452
Norwood, shops at, 2.32

Nottingham, Daybrook brewery, 294
Novelty in plumbers' joint-miking, 6SS

OAK : cabinet, designs for, 150 ; fireplace,

old Cock hotel, Halifax, 390
Offices: Bradford, 70; Cranbrook, 740;
Newcastle-on-TjTie (assurance), 390;
Reading, 232

Old : Cock hotel, Halifax (fireplace in),

890; houses (Bristol), 42; (Derby), 42;
Moreton hall, 610

Oxford : high school for girls, 484

;

master's lodge. University college, 5l(J

Oxford-at , W., Princess's theatre, 360

PANELS, figure, in Bursiaitjfts
fuYence, 740

Paper, wall, rosopatte.n, 264
Pails, plan of dining-roum, Grand hotel,

63(
Park-lane, W., now stables, 518
Pari^OD^es, four Sussex, 9d
Pasfljgti to chapter-house, Westminster,
96

Pavilion, cricket, club design, 642
Pembridge ch., detached bell-tower, 204

ficture gallery, Kew-gardens, 420
Pipes, water, to prevent bursting of, 192,

217
Pitch of roof, tiling, 565
Plans: almshousts (club), 294, 360;
brewery (Da>brook, Nottingham), 294

;

business premises ( Northumberland -

avenue), 452 ; castle (Lu'ilow) , 706

;

cathedral (G. 8 Donghty'8d<:'sigiO,390;
chapels (Commeroial-road, E , Wesln.),
648 (Surbiton Wealn.), 548; churches:
(Blyth priorj ), 452 (Bromlev, Kt-nt,

R.C.), 516 (Forfar Episcopal), 42^ (Gar-
way), 548 (Haverstock-hill, R.C.), 674
(Kensington, St. Mary Abbotts), 176
(National modal design, A. Marahall),
642 (Newtown, Exeter), *^32 (Reading,
St. Andrew, Presbtn.), 159 (Sail) 42
(Stoke Damerel, Devonport, St. An-
drew), 706 (Tulso-hill, Brixton. St.
Matthais), 360 ( Watermillock, Ulles-
water), 610; colleges (Acailt*my design,
W. Millard), 150(Hciofora counly) 578
(Univ., London), 706; cottage hospital
(club), 516; cottages (Clapham-park),
484; county couit (Soane nied., 11. T.
Conder), 452 ; cncket pavilion (club),

612; dining-room (Grand hotel, Paris),

534 ; exchange (Tite prize, R. W. Col-
lier), 610; fountain ("\Vli>-t-^ Hfelville, St.

Andrews), 740 ;
grammar schools,

(Hampton), 202 (Newbuiy, accep.,

rower and Hughes), 264 {ao. 2nd, C.
Milebam), 32S (do. J. M. Brooks), 360;
homestead (Akenham, Ipswich), 678

;

hospital (St. Peter, Covent-garden), 740

;

houss; (artist's, club), 70 (Brcagh-
way, Costlebar), 674 (concrete, E. New-
ton's desiKn), 202 (Fitzjohn tower,
Hampstead), 176 (Grange, Little Tew),
452 (HaiTington gardens', 642 (Little

Sut'on, Chiswick), 264 (Lyveden new
budding), 124 (Melbury-road, Kensing-
ton), 610 (Nether-court, Hendon) 740
(I'oi-tland-place), 420 (Ranmoor, Shef-
field) 548 (Rowden Abbey), 8 (Weirleigh,
Bienchley), 150 (Yattendon. Newbury),
8 ; infinnarj' (Boltou-le-Moors), 42 ; inn
and shops, village) , club 452 ; municipal
buildings, Glasgow (2nd prem., Coe and
Robinson's) 202 ; museum (Bolton,
Chadwick), 328 ; offices (Cranbrook),
740 (Reading) 232; parsonages (Bishop-
stone, EiU'tham, East Wittering, and
Forest-row), 96; picture gallery (Kew
gai-dens), 420; porch (Higham Ferrars
ch.), 578 ; room (at the Limes, Dulwich),
96; BchooU (Lambeth infant), 232;
schools of art (Bedford pk ), 70 (Liver-
pool, 1st prem., T. Cook), 124 (do. 2nd
prem., C. O. Ellison), 264; shop (Nor-
wood), 232; stables (Ballmm-hil), 390
(Parkrlanc, W.), 548; st'inchion, 593;
tomb (Arehbifhop Meopham's, Canter-*

bury), 232 ; vicarage (Bedford-park,
Chiswick), 706

Plate girders, 370, 502
Plumbei-s' joint-making : 734 ; novelties in,

688, 734
Plumbery, an old-fashioned, 700
Porch: Higham Ft-rrars ch. (west), 578;

old Moreton ball, 610
Poitland-plai^e, residences in, 420
Prcsbyteiy and R.C. ch., Bromley, Kent,
516

Prince Arthur's apartments, Ludlow
cistle, 706

Princess's theatre, Oxford-street, W.,
360

lYiory churcljes: Blyth, 452; Haverstock-
hill (Dominican) 674

Provincial county court, R. T. Conder's
Soane medn. design, 452

Putty, metal substitute for, 230

KANilCOOR, Sheffield, house at, 548
Raunds church, west front, 578
Rawdon bouse, angle fireplace in, 176

Reader's house, Ludlow, 264
Reading: offices, Abbey wharf, 232; St.

Andrew's Presbtn. ch., 150

R ctory. East Wittering, 96
Reredos, St. Martin's ch., Brighton, 70
Residences : artist's, club designs, 70

;

Portland-place, 420
Retreat at the Limes, Dulwich, 96

Riders of Apocalypse, the four, 633
River weirs, 170, 195, 196
Roofs : church, (Axford, Battersea St.

Michael and Littlehampton St. John),
259

;
pitch of, 565 : rooms in, 376, 406

Boom : drawing, Blackheath, Clontarf,

232; morning, decoration of , 124
Rooms in house roofs, 376, 406
Hose pattern wall-paper, 264
Round towt-r, Brechin, doorway in, 319
Bowden abbey (house), 8
Royal Academy drawings, see Academy
Russell's " wonderful" grat^ 175

SALL church, 42
SchouU of art: Bedford-park, Chiswick,

70 ; Liverpool (Ist design, T. Cook), 121

(2nd, C. O. Ellison), 264
School-*: Hampton (grammar), 202 ; Lam-
beth (infant), 232; Newbury (grammar,
design, accepted. Power and Hughes),
204 (do., 2nd, C. Milehara), 323 (J. M.
Brooks), 300; Oxford (bijfh, girls'), 484

Sections: al>bey (Westminster, rfiapter-

house passage), 96; almshouses, 294,

360 ; basins (Thames and Servern), 441

;

churches (Axf'>rd), 259 (Battersea, St.

Michael), 259 (Haverstock-hill, ourl^ady
R.C), 674 (Kensington, St. Miry
Abbotts), 176, 202,328 (Littlehampton,
St. John), 250 (Sail), 42 ; cottage hospital

(club), 616; exchange (Tite design, R.
W. Colbert, 610, 674; fountain (St.,

Andrew's, N.B.), 740; houses (artist's,

club), 70 (Little Sutton, Chiswick), 294.
(Melbury-road, Kensington), 610; inn,
village (club), 452; tomb (Archbp,
Mi^opham's, Canterbury), 232; trap.
Weatherly dinconnector, 230

Severn and Thames basins, sections of,

414
Sheffield, house at Ranmoor, 548
Shield, stone, tooling of, 59
Sliops : and inn, club design, 452 ; Nor-
wood, 2.32 ; plumbers', interior of, 700

Shoredit h, wan house, Gt. Eostern-st., 294
Sketches from : Coutinces, 674 ; Melrose
abbey, 70

Soane design, provincial county court (R.
T. Conder), 452

,

Somerset house, entrance vestibule, 8
Spire of Kensington parish eh., 202, 328
St.: Andrew (Heading, Presbtn.), 150

(Stoke DaniPiel, Devonport), 706; An-^

drew's (St. Regulus' tower), 319 (Whyte
Melville, menil. four.tain , 740; Cloud
fstaii-case liall in house at), 740; Germain
(chateau), 42 ; Gregory (Downside, Bath),
610 ; John (Chester, tower), 516 (Leeds),
484 (Littlehampton), 259 ; Mark (Bristol,

Mayor's chapel), 294; Martin ^Brighton,
reredos), 70; Mary Abbotts (Keusing-*
ton), 176. 202, 328 ; Mary (Blyth, priory),

452; Matthew (Bun.ley), 642; Matthias
(Tulse-hill, Brixton), 360; Michael
(Battersea), 259 (Camden town), 740;
Peter (Covent-garden, hospital), 740;
Regulus (tower at St. Andrew's), 319 ;

Sepulchre (Norihainpton), 673
Stables: Brick^st., Tark-lane, 518; Mai-
wood house, Balham-hiU, 390

Staircase: courtyiird, at l^ecci, 420; hall

in house at St. t:ioud, 740
SUmford: All SS. ch., 578; Northamp-

tonshire bank, 678
Stanchion, plan of, 595
Stoke Damerel, Devonport, St. Andrew's
ch,,706

Stonemason, Holgato'ci mechanical, 700

Stone t-hield, tooling of, 59
Strand, W.C. : Beaufoit theatre, 360 ; So-
merset house, 3

Strength otbeam*, 413, 414
Suibitjn-hill Wtt-ln. cha;;el, 643
Sussex parsonages, four, 96
Sutton, Little (house), Chiswick, 264,

294

TAPESTRy, Tynecas'le, W. Scott

Morton's designs, 390, 5i6

Tew, Little, the Grange, 452

Thames and Severn basins, sections of,

444
Theatres : Beaufoit. Strand, and Princess's,

Oxfoid-street, .360

Tides, gauge of, 320
Tite prize, design for exchange (R. W.

Collier), 610, 674
Tomb, Archbishop Meopham's, Canterbury

catlil.,232

Towers: Fitzjobn, Hampstead, 176; St.

John's ch., Chester, 615; St. Regulus'

ch., St. Andrew's, 310
Town hall, Manchester (B. J. Talbert's

design), 484
Transept, in St. Grcggry'T*, Downside, 010

Trap, AVeatherly disconnector. 230

Travelling studentship (academy) design

for college, W. J. N. Millui-d's, 150

Triplet window, 259, 844
Tulsc-hill, Brixton, St. Matthias' church,

360
Tynecastle tapestiy des.gns (W. S. Mjr-

ton), 360, 516

ULLESWATEB, Wat.rmillock ch.,

610
University college ; London, Perry and

Reed'jd schemef -rcompletingiTOS ; 0.x-

ford, master's lodge, 516

Upper Tulsehill, Brixton, St. Matthias'

church, 360
Use of centrolinead, 502, 531, 566, 595,627,

659, 691

VESTIBULE to Somerset house, 8
Vicar.iges: Bedford-park, Chiswick, 706;

Bishopstone, Eartham and Foi-est-row,

96
Village inn and bhops, club design, 452

WALL-PAPER, rose pattern, 264

Warehouse, Great Eastern st., Shureditch,

294
Watermillock, UUoswattr, new ch., 610

Water pipes, to p;event bursting of, 192,

217
Weatherly disconnector trap, 23'J

Weirs, riv.:r, 170, 195, 196
Weirleigh house, Bf-er chley, 150
Westminster abbey, eutrance to chapter-
house, 96

Whitechapcl, Wesln. chapel, Commorcial-
ro.d,548

Whjte Melvllc fountain, St. Andrew's,
740

Windows : Melroao abbey, 70 ; triplet,

259, ;Jl4

Wittering, East, rectory, 96
" Wondei-ful" grate, KusstlFs, 175

Wrought ir»n gatoway (W. C. Thoaiai's
design), 481

YATTENDON h)U3c, nr. Newbiry,

ZIERIKZEE, a brick gable at, 323
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THE PAST YEAE.
THE year 18S0 has not been memorable

for the commencement of any im-
portant architectural buildings, though it

has witnessed the progress and completion
of a few, and has given us some ground to
expect a return of prosperity in the arts of
peace. Our retrospect must be confined to
a brief and rapid glance at a few of the more
important and typical structures which have
either been projected or actually been com-
menced or finished during the year. Among
our great cities which have contributed to
architectural progress, Glasgow figured
prominently, although not, as yet, to much
advantage. The Municipal Buildings
Competition, unfortunate though the result
has been, has shown the capabilities of the
architects of the North, while the streets of
Glasgow exhibit, in such works as the Fine
Art Galleries, by Mr. John Burnet, and the
central station, the outcome of a Classical
school in which the spirit of Greek and
Renaissance are found united in compositions
of a thoroughly grammatical form. Liver-
pool, also, has shown a rapid progress in
her recent architecture, while Manchester,
Leeds, Bradford, Ipswich, and many lesser
towns have manifested, during the year,
considerable activity in the substantial
adornment of their streets by the conception
and erection of edifices destined to play an
important part in the intellectual advance-
ment and culture of their citizens.
We have once more to record the progress

made with two buildings of national im-
portance in the metropolis. The Law Courts,
during the past year, has been brought to
such a state of external completion in its

main features, that the public can now form
a pretty accurate idea of the completed
structure ; and we think we are only express-
ing the consensus of architectural opinion
when we say that, apart from the question
of style, which will still remain a debatable
one, the main frontage towards the Strand,
as a vigorous Gothic composition, is un-
surpassed in this country for play of out-
line, light, and shadow. In immediate
proximity to this structure, the Temple Bar
Memorial has lately been erected, in oppo-
sition alike to public remonstrance and
good taste, another instance of corporate
ambition and officialism, and the pertinacity
which substitutes one form of obstruction
for another. The completion of Mr. Water-
house's building at South Kensington,

destined to become the principal depository
for the Natural History collection which has
so long and inadequately found a warehouse
in Bloomsbury, is one of the most notable
incidents of the year, and as exhibiting a
modern phase of eclectic Gothic, carried out
boldly in a material of great promise, and
combining scientific planning with decidedly
effective grouping and colour, the building
has special claims upon the architect. Of
other buildings in London which have been
completed, we may notice the Grand Hotel
at Charing Cross, by Messrs. Francis and
Saunders, a structure which, for size and
internal completeness, surpasses any other
similar building in the metropolis, and
combines the peculiarities of the Continental
and American systems, though, archi-
tecturally, its proportions and details are
unsatisfactory. In the immediate vicinity,
Mr. F. H. Fowler is engaged in the con-
struction of a new theatre in Northumber-
land Avenue, and Mr. C. J. Phipps has been
busy upon several new theatres in London
and the provinces. We may mention a now
one to be built at Dublin, another in Beau-
fort-buildings, and the remodelling of the
Princess's in Oxford-street. Ou the Em-
bankment, Messrs. Davis and Emanuel have
commenced their new City of London
Schools, though on a very different plan and
design to that which received the premium.
Mr. A. Blomfield has also prepared a bold
Gothic design for Sion College Library—two
buildings which will fairly represent, when
finished, the Eenaissance and Late Gothic,
as applied to educational buildings. Other
buildings are in contemplation here ; there is

the Grocers' Company's Hall, and De Key ser's

Hotel is also in progress of enlargement, so
that we may expect, before long, to see the
Embankment a representative thoroughfare
on a scale hitherto unattempted in London.
The adoption of Eenaissance for the style

of a new church of the importance of that of
the Oratory now in progress at Kensington,
from Mr. Gribble's design, is a noticeable
feature in the annals of architecture, es-

pecially following the great ecclesiastical

revival of Mediaovalism ; the new Synagogue
and the Greek Church atBayswater—the first

from the designs of Messrs. Audsley, in a
Saracenic style, and the last by Mr. J. O.
Scott, in a Byzantine style— are also remark-
able departures in stylo.

Architecture in the metropolis has re-

ceived many important additions, many of

which we have illustrated and recorded dur-
ing the year. One of the most striking is

Messrs. Child's new bank in Fleet-street, the
architect being Mr. Gibson. In the City the
now Mercers' Hall in Cheapside, from the
designs of Mr. J. B.Williams, is a conspicuous
structure, showing a florid treatment of
Eenaissance. The largo frontage has been
broken up by high roofs, and the architect
has freely blended Italian with French and
English details, in a manner that passes
almost the limits of the extreme flexibility

in the style. In Queen Victoria-street the
New Post Office and Savings Bank, also by
Mr. Williams, has been completed in a
much more academic stylo of Italian,
severe astylar, imposing in elevation, and
eminently official. We may also notice
another official work, the Bow-street Police
Court and Station, in another type of Italian
equally removed from the two former.
Messrs. Ford and Hesketh have been engaged
in reconstructing some of the business pre-
mises in Cheapside and Fleet-street, notices
of which have appeared in our pages. A well-
conceived building in what has been called
the Neo-Grec style is Messrs. Boulnois and
Warner's new offices for the Standard Life
Insurance, now finishing in King William-
street (lately noticed by us and incorrectly
described as the design of Mr. Stanley, the
clerk of the works) ; it shows how well this

form of Classic can be adapted for business
purposes, while the entresol and decorative
details are worthy of attention. Messrs.
Joseph and Pearson have been engaged in

new premises on Ludgate Hill, for Messrs.
Samuel, conceived in a very different spirit.

Wo may mention also the new Telegraph
Offices in London-wall, by Mr. Norton,
in a rich French Eenaissance ; and some
striking warehouses of the latter class lately

erected in the neigbourhood. Mr. Vickery's
building in Farringdon-street, lately illus-

trated by us, deserves notice for bold treat-

ment in a Vernacular style ; and in

Long-lane Mr. W. Neve has erected a block
of offices and warehouses, showing what may
be accomplished by adopting Eenaissance

in brick and stone ; we may also mention
some warehouses at Pimlico, by Mr. Walford.

In the West-end rebuilding has not been

at a stand-still. Mr. Waterhouse, for in-

stance, has given us a practical example of

what may be done in terra-cot ta in his new
comer block of shops and offices between

0;d Bond-street and Piccadilly, in a freely-
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treated style. The New Bond-street Arcade
maj* be cited as a striking commercial un-
dertaking, and several biuldings of the same
character we have noticed from time to time.
The new Vestry-hall at Kensington, by Mr.
K. 'Walker, has been finished, and illus-

trated by us. St. Mary Abbott's Church
has been finished by the addition of a fine

spir*, from the designs of the late Sir G. G.
Scott; and in the Fulham-road the large
red brick building erected from the designs
of the late T. H. Wyatt, for out-patients in
connection with the Hospital fur Consump-
tion, deserves mention for its handling,
Knightsbridge Barracks, by the same archi-
tect, is anotixer conspicuous work of the
year, comprising two or three palatial blocks
in which Suffolk red brick and stone have
been combined in an Italian style. In
Bloomsbury also will be found improvements.
We have already recorded a memorial
infirmary in an Elizabethan style, by Mr.
Peacock, and the same architect's parochial
schools near Little Russell-street. The new
buildings in Theobald's - road have been
making consider<ible progress.
The completion of the new school in con-

nection with University College, by Prof.
T. Hayter Lewis, being carried out under
Mr. Tavenor Perry, deserves record, and the
new wing will shortly be opened. Among
other educational buildings of note we may
also allude to Mr. Edis's new library, a
building for which designs were made a few
years ago by Mr. E. C. Lee, in conjunction
with Mr. Curzon, Mr. Edis having succeeded
the late Mr. E. M. Barry as architect to the
Middle Temple. The new library will be in a
Late Gothic style and of red brick. Mr. T.
Roger Smith's Hospital for Consumption,
Hampstead, must be noticed as a pleasing
variation from the hackneyed type.

Municipal architecture has made con-
siderable progress. The Glasgow Municipal
Buildings Competition stands foremost
among the leading contests of the year,
though it has not yet resulted in a satis-
factory decision. It illustrated the abilities
and resources of some of the leading archi-
tects in Scotland and England, but the most
memorableincident in connectionwith itis the
mismanagement which marked not only the
inception of the conditions laid down, but the
final award, and which has resulted in
general dissatisfaction to the competitors;
80 that at present a revised competition
appears to be the only probable solution of
the difficulty. The recent competition for the
Pontefract Town-hall, and the Bermondsey
Town-hall, may be mentioned here ; among
other works of the same nature we may
name Dunstable, Kingstown, and Maiden-
head, towns which have recently shown
activity in buildings which may be men-
tioned in the list of important undertakings
of this class. Of works which have assumed
fractical shape we may allude to the Ipswich
'ost-office, an ornate building, by Mr. John

Johnson, now almost finished ; the Corn
Exchange, in the same town, just com-
menced, in an Italian diess, by Mr. Bright-
wen Binyon ; and also the massive red-
brick Queen Anne Museum and Fine Arts
Club, from Mr. Horace Cheston's designs

;

the Wakefield Town-hall, a successful
budding by Mr. CoUcutt, Mr. Corson's new
offices at Leeds, the Reading Municipal
Offices now in course of construction by Mr.
lAinsnn, theMunicipal Buildings at Hastings
bfing carried out by Mr. Andrews, the
borough surveyor ; illustrations of all which
we have given ; the Eastbourne Town-hall,
the competition for which has fallen through,
with the result that Mr. Schmidt, the local-
surveyor, is deputed to carry out the work.
The Liverpool School of Art competition,

which has only recently been decided in the
adoption of Mr. Cook's design, is still fresh
in the memory of our readers, and seems to
have created well-grounded dissatisfaction ;

we may name aUo the Birmingham Free

Library competition ; the Plymouth High
School, by Messrs. Paid and Bonella (illus-

trated by us) ; the Hereford County Schools,
by Mr. F. R. Kompson ; the West London
School of Art, in progress from Mr. R. W.
Edis's design ; the competition at Cardiff

for a Free Library, and Museum and
Schools, resulting in the selection of a design
(illustrated by us) by Messrs. James, Seward,
and Thomas, of Cardiff; the Bradford
Technical School, by Messrs. Hope and
Jardine, and the Manchester School of Art,

now in progress, from the designs of Mr. F.

Redmayne, both which have appeared in

our pages ; the University College, Bristol,

by Mr. Hansom ; schools at Hampton, by
Messrs. Karslake and Mortimer ; School of

Art at Tumham-green, by Mr. M. B.
^dams. The Hull Asylum competition is

another important contest, decided in

favour of Messrs. Smith and Brodrick,
local architects ; the hospital and asylum
at Norwich, Lancaster Asylum, by Mr.
G. E. Grayson ; the proposed hospital at

Sittingboume, Mr. Grant's design ; the
Bolton Infirmary, the West Devon and
Cornwall Hospital, the competition for

which resulted in the design of Messrs. Coe
and Robinson being selected (p. 220, Vol.
XXXVIII ), may be mentioned. Mr. Sed-
ding's unique Hospital of St. Mary at the

Cross, Shoreditch ; the completion of build-

ings at St. Peter's, London-docks, as a
memorial to the late vicar, by Mr. Bowes
A. Paioe, must not .be overlooked. The
baths and washhouses at Manchester and
Sheffield, by Mr. J. Johnson ; at Salford,

by Mr. Jacob ; at Rotherhithe, and Rich-
mond, by Messrs. Elkington and Son, are

another usefiU class of building. Exhi-
bitions of an instructive class may be
represented by the large Panorama, nearly

finished, in Leicester-square, and by another

at Westminster, by Mr. Edis.

The Preston Railway Hotel, the com-
petion for which was decided in favour of

Mr. T. Mitchell, of Oldham, is in pro-

gress. Among competitions which have
given general dissatisfaction, the West-
mi. uter Vestry-hall is conspicuous, and
illii -trates in a special manner the need for

revision, contemplated by the Institute.

The decision, after much squabbling, has

been given in favour of Messrs. Lee and
Smith's design. We also have to notice a

contemplated hospital in Henrietta- street,

Covent Garden, about to be erected by Mr.

J. M. Brydon, and the completed infirmary

at Bolton, by Mr. Knill Freeman.
Ecclesiastical buildings, if not so numerous

as they have been, cannot be passed over.

St. Mary's, Brighton, by Mr. W. Emerson
(see illustrations, Vol. XXXVIII.); the new
church at Bedford Park, by Mr. R. Norman
Shaw, R.A. ; the rebuilding of Hammer-
smith Church, by Messrs. Seddon and Gough.
The churches at Burton-on-Trent, Hunslet,

may be named, but the most con-
spicuous event in the ecclesiastical

annals was the princely ceremony of laying

the " first stone of the cathedral" at Truro,

in May last. As we have published Mr.
Pearson's design, it is needless to say more
than that all English talent can do to render

19th-century Gothic worthy of an English

cathedral, will bo done. Spires are being
added to the twin western towers and to

the chapter-house of Southwell Minster,

which is also being re-roofed and inter-

nally adapted for cathedral use. The
upper stage of Gloucester Cathedral tower
has been rebuilt. During the year,

also, wo have published Mr. J. Brook's

fine design for the new Church of St.

Mary's, Woolwich, and Mr. J. D. Sedding's

interesting structure at Salcombe. We
cannot omit to mention the progress made
in the restoration of St. Alban's Abbey, and
the fact thai the new west front has been
undertaken by an amateur architect (Sir

Edmund Beckett) who:e design we recently

gave. The consecration of a large church at

Leeds, the Hook Memorial, took place in

the early part of the year, and may be
placed on the list of typical examples of

ecclesiastical art; it is by Mr. J. O. Scott,

and was illustrated (p. 276) in last vol.

There are to be cathedrals at Liverpool, Mel-
bourne, Sydney, Hong Kong. Reference

mayalsobemadeto St. Peter's, Plymouth, by
G. M. Fellows Prynne ; to some character-

istic edifices by Messrs. Dunn and Hansom,
especially their monastery near Canter-

bury, and to St. Oswald's College, Shrop-
shire, by Messrs. Carpenter and Ingelow.
Among competitions recently decided, the

Raikes memorial church, Gloucester, must
be mentioned, besides the building of a
church at Tulse-hill ; while in restorations,

that of Bangor Cathedral, by Mr. J. O.
Scott ; the south transept of York, by Mr.

Street ; Ely Chapel, Holbom, and the world-

renowned edifice of St. Mark's, Venice, claim

notice. Mr. Street is also finishing the

great west steeple, has remodelled the

eastern turrets, and is restoring the fabric

of the very interesting church of St. Peter's,

Mancroft, Norwich. Congregational and
other Nonconformist buildings of consider-

able merit have been completed and madepro-
gress during the time, though we can only

refer to a few good examples of planning
and design that have been given in our pages.

It woxdd be impossible to mention even

more important domestic buildings of the

year, many of which we have illustrated,

though we may remark that the Queen
Anne and various vernacular varieties of Old
English have supplanted Gothic as a general

style for house-buUding. One of the most
recent reconstructions is Mr. C. Barry's

rebuilding of mansion at Clumber, near

Worksop, the design for which formed a

prominent drawing in last year's Royal

Academy. Eaton Hall, by Mr. Water-
house, has been fairly completed, and will

rank as one of the most complete of modem
ducal residences. The same architect is

engaged on Haythrop Hall. Denton Hall,

Grantham, by Mr. A. Blomfleld, M.A., may
also be named as aa eminently satisfactory

building in Late Gothic, an illustration of

which has appeared in our pages.

The obituary of the year is a heavy one,

and includes the following names :—Mr.

Edward M. Barry, R.A. ; Mr. Charles

Lees, R.S.A. ; Mr. Edward William Cooke,

R.A., F.R.S. ; Mr. John Parker, antiquary

;

Mr. Planche, Somerset Herald; Mr. Thomas
Landseer, A.R.A. ; Mr. Henry O'Ned,
A.R.A. ; Mr. John Cousen, the landscape

engraver; Sir Thomas Bouch, C.E. ; Mr.
Benjamin FeiTey, F.S.A., Mr. Thos. Hy.
Wyatt, F.S. A. , Mr. Robert Hesketh, Mr.Wm.
Penstone, and Mr. J. H. Hakevrill, archi-

tects, and Mr. Edmund James Smith, sur-

veyor; the Rev. Mackenzie E. C. Walcott,

B.D., the well-known antiquarian and
occlesiologist ; Mr. Matthew Allen, one of

the introducers of concrete and improved

artisans' dwellings; Mr. Josiah Wedge-
wood, the potter, and the Rev. Henry
Moule, inventor of the earth-closet.

WINTER EXHIBITION OF PICTURES
AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.—I.

]\/TANY are the gems, and fewer in propor-

ItJL tion than usual are the inferior

works, in this year's exhibition at Burlington

House. The famous collections fro;n which
the paintings have been selected are amongst
the very best in this or any other country.

We may see upon the walls some of the

finest pictures belonging to Lord Bateman,
Mrs. Hope of Doepdene, Mr. Charles

Butler, and the Earl of Strafford, besides

large and first-rate contributions from the

galleries of Her Majesty, the Marquis of

Aylesbury, Mr. Bischoffsheim, the Hon. R.

Baillie HamUton, Mr. L. Huth, Lord Wim-
borne, and others. There are not so many
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portraits as usual, but some arc o£ extraor-
dinary importance aud merit. Of course,

the Dutch school is fully represented. There
is also an interesting series of the works of

the Early Italian and Gorman masters, inclu-

ding some by Raflfaelle, Albert Diirer, Lucas
Van Leyden, Giotto, Cima de Corneliano,

Lucas Cranach, Franoia, S. Memmi, and
various early schoolpictures. One great feature
of the exhibition is a vast assemblage
of the drawings by John Flaxman, beginning
with some of his first efforts. The original

design for the Shield of Achilles not being
procurable, the Academy have exhibited
Btothard's drawing of it.

Among the portraits, we have this year
several works by artists rarer or less known
than whatwe generally see in the exhibitions.

In the first room there is a spirited portrait
by Hugh Robinson, representing Thomas
Teesdale, of Malton, as a boy flying a kite.

The colouring is excellent, but the attitude
is somewhat exaggerated. By Francis Coles,

E.A., there are two : No. 49, very elaborate
in its details, but faulty in drawing, and
mannered. No. 142 is far better in every
respect ; with the same care bestowed upon
the intricacies of the ornate dress of the
time there is less formality and great
elegance. The ladies represented are the
daughters of Frederick Prince of Wales.
This picture and its companion. No. 133,
come from Buckingham Palace. The three
daughters of George III., Mary, Sophia,
and Amelia, are represented by J. S.
Copley, playing in a garden. There is

a view of Windsor in the distance. AU is

done in a solid, praiseworthy style. The
odours have stood extremely well. In fact,

Copley did not try so many experiments
with his materials as some of his contem-
poraries did, and as most of his successors
have done since. Most of the portraits by
Gainsborough are by no means repre-
sentative examples. There is some fine
colouring and good sound painting in his
characteristic [likeness of Wm. Pitt, No. 47,
the property of Lord Bathurst. Pitt seems to
have been something over thirty when this
picture was painted ; his features not being
so sharply develoi>ed as in his later portraits.
No. 172, " The Wood-gatherers," is one of
Gainsborough's happiest and most beautiful
inspirations. A young girl is carrying a
pretty child in her arms, who is all life and
freshness, while a httle boy, holding up
some sticks in his lap, is walking by their
side, through a richly-wooded and hUly
country. "C.J. Fox, addressing the House
of Commons during the Ministry of Lord
North," shows what the interior of the old
House of Commons was like. Fox, dressed
in blue coat, yellow waistcoat, and knee-
breeches, addressing the chair, is the
principal figure ; the other members sit

round in closer and better order than
the house presents in our time. Most
of the members sit uncovered, though some
exercise the privilege of wearing their hats.
It is altogether of value, both historically
and for the variety of the costumes, no
doubt as true to life as we know that of C.
J. Fox himself to be. Nos. 42 and 50 are
capital landscapes, the latter as good as
possible ; 42 is slighter, and less happily
coloured. No. 41, " Family Portraits," is a
fair specimen of Zoifani's work, interesting
chiefly as giving an exact idea of the dress
and manners of his time. Those who remem-
ber James Ward's portrait of last year will
be glad to see one of himself. No. 48, which
he painted in 1839, when he was in his 63th
year. Of similar interest, but of less power
and character, are J. Opie's portraits of him-
self, his mother, and father. William Ho-
garth put forth all his power when he
painted for Lord Charlemont '

' Picquet, or
Virtue in danger," No. 55. It was done, by
request, just about the period that the artist
had determined to devote all the rest of his
time to engraving. The subject was chosen

by Hogai-th, and the price too was left to

him. He got for it JGIOO, with a pleasant
letter expressing the impossibility of putting
a money value upon such excellent art. It is

worth noticing that it brought at Chris-
tie's, in 1874, £1,585. "A young lady " (the
portrait is Ihat of Miss Salusbury , afterwards
Mrs. Piozzi) having played at cards tUl she has
lost her money, watch, and jewels, is

tempted by the young, good-loolung oiBcer

with whom she has been playing to take
them back in return for her honour. She is

just waverin({ at his suit. The subject is

treated with great power and less unpleasant-
ness than one sometimes finds in Hogarth's
works. Hanging close by them is a fine por-
trait by Henry Howard, li.A. (56), of Bois-
gelin de Cuce, Archbishop of Aix, who was a
refugee in England at the end of last cen-
tury. It woiud well bear comparison with
the best of the French portraits of a similar

character.

George Morland was never intended for a
caricaturist. Pretty as some of them are,

and graceful, nothing can bo weaker and
more mawkishly sentimental than the series

of the progress of Letitia from innocence
and happiness, through fall, desertion, and
disappointment, to repentance. It was
painted to engrave. The first of the series

only exists in the print, that in the Academy
being a copy from the print, made
by T. Richmond, where Letitia, in a state of

innocence, is at home, in a religious, decent
family ; in the second she elopes with an
oflicer in uniform ; in the next she returns,

dressed in fashionable attire, and offers

her father some of her present wealth,
which, of course, he refuses with just

propriety ; then in the fourth she is

being dressed finer still for a masquerade,
while her admiring lover looks on with
ravished sight. This is about the best
in the set. The masquerade had been the
climax ; aud in No. 5 we find her deserted,

standing at a tavern-door, and apparently
going on to the town—but that not suiting

her, in the same dress (in No. 6) she returns
to her home, a fair penitent, and is received
by her forgiving parents. Morland could
do bits of real country life better. H. C.
Ames is the possessor of a capital little

landscape, full of truth and vigour : no
doubt what he had actually seen in the
country. Those who admire power of
vigorous expression will find it in the pecu-
liarly repulsive portrait of Jan Steen, his

wife, and children. Anything more vulgar,
but evidently entirely true to life, it it im-
possible to conceive. He and his wife
had been eating and drinking till they
could stuff no more. Sleep has come to her
relief ; tobacco is solacing him. It is easy
to see the sort of home such a man had

—

but he could draw better scenes. Mrs.
Hope's " Christmas Party," No. 100, is a
good natural work, entirely free from the
utter coarseness of the former. He here
faithfully describes a better station of life.

Unlike D. Teniers, Jan Steen could paint a
large picture as well and as perfectly as a
small one. Here we have the interior of a

well-fumished house, with guests making
merry at a table in the distance, while the
mother sits by the baby's cradle talking to
the godmother, who is enjoying a glass of

good liquor. Two other children, one, the
elder of whom, is giving his brother a sly

taste out of a flagon with a long spout, are
splendidly painted. Nothing could be more
masterly than Earl Cowper's " Oil Mill,"
by David Teniers. Ihere is only a
single figure, the master of the mill
at his work, and no unnatural heap-
ing up of utensils merely to show how
perfectly he could represent them on his

panel. We see throughout what this

great artist could do with a single touch.
This is a much better example of Teuior's
technical skill than the larger and more pre-
tentious " Worship of Bacchus," This

picture is divided into two Bubiocta : on the
left is the actual gathering oi the g^pea
and the process of treading out the juice
and storing the wino ; on the right i» a
temple raised to Bacchua, who is seated on
a cask, from which flows the ambor wino for
the supply of a crowd of men who preu
forward to get it—naturally, some g«t too
much. The value of Tenier's picturoi does
not always increase in proportion to the size.

Mrs. Hope's "Soldiers Playing Back-
gammon could hardly be surpassed. Its

condition, as in fact is the case with most
of her pictures, is unusually perfect.

Many, we believe, have remained in the
family from the time they were executed,
and BO have escaped the frequent cleanings
and repairs which are undersone by those
which have often passed through the handsof
dealers. The companion jncture. No. 66,

though on copper, is as fresh as when it left

the painter's easel. " Corps de Garde,"
belonging to the Hon. K. B. Hamilton,
is a study of armour and other military
accoutrements heaped together, the figures

of the guards playing in the back-
ground being merely auxiliary. Frank
Hals is always good, as is shown in

the only picture by him, No. 59, "The
Merry Comrade " ; Mr. Bischoffsheim is its

fortimate owner. We have seldom seen so

grand and scholarly a picture as the
"Landscape with Horsemen, &c.," by P.
Wouvermans, painted in 1C53. It is a
splendid composition. In the foreground,
there is a village by a river-bank, en /He,
with groups of people merrymaking,
dancing, dnnking, and fighting, men and
boys jimiping into the water off a barge,
and no conventional white horse. Mues
away, the eye passes over a g^rand land-
scape to the hills beyond, the plain being
dotted with buildings and towers. The
atmospheric effect is marvellous. The
canvas measures 27in. by 43^in. This

is by far the best picture by
Wouverman in the collection. Mrs. Hope
however, has a very charming one, smaller,

aud more in his ordinary manner. The
subject is a village merrymaking—the
merriment being in certain cases not alto-

gether wise. One of the prettiest featurtu
is the accurate and beautiful drawing of the
birds, which are flying about or feeding in
front of the public-houses. It is strange
that so elegant a painter should condescend
to such coarseness as disfigures a small part
of this graceful picture. Gabriel Metzu
may be seen in the three examples, all be-
longing to Mrs. Hope, in greater perfection,

we fully believe, than in any other collec-
tion. Perhaps the most wonderful is No. 127,
a gentleman in black dress, writing. It is

admirable for the harmony and contrast of
colour, the clever management of light and
shade, and faultless drawing. There is more
movement and life in No. 125, in which a
servant is drawing a green curtain over a
sea-piece in grisaille, which is hanging on
the wall, while her mistress is reading a
letter she has just received. No. 130 is also

an interior of a room, in which a lady is

seated at a table writing a letter, while a
gentleman, apparently miseen and in no too
amiable a mood, is looking to see what she
writes. There is a good deal of character in

the faces. There are some pretty, but not
important, sea-pieces by Wm. Vandevelde.

THE GROSVENOE GALLERY.

THE Winter Exhibition at this gallery

opens with a superb collection cf

decorative designs, in which the rising

school of younger painters is largely repre-

sented. To the decorative artist and architect

the value of this feature in the present ex-

hibition is very important, and we direct

special attention to it. These works fill the

vestibule and east gallery, the leading artists
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being Mr. E. Burne-Jonos, who alone ex-
hibits no less than nineteen drawings and
eartoons ; Mr.Walter Crane, Mr. H. Holiday,
Mr. L. Ahua-Tadema, R.A. Mr. W. B.
Richmond, Mr. E. J. Poynter, E.A., and
Mr. W. J. MucVley. It is as a newly-de-
veloped taste and as the beginning of a new
school of decorative design, that we desire

more particularly to call attention to these

works, and not because we think they are
destined to have a lasting influence upon
•rt. As illustrations of what the high-art
school deems to be the ideal of decora'ion,

Mr. Borne-Jones's collection may be taken
as the best examples we have. To mention
these, we may first notice two pencil cartoons
entitled "Design from Komance of the
Hose," a subject taken evidently from the
poetical allegory of the 13th century under
that title. Of the first drawing we cannot
say much for the composition, and' the lower
limb of the left-hand figure is evidently
faulty in drawing about the knee. Taking
it, however, as a work by a consummate and
daring artist, whose aim is to transcend the
received canons of art as handed down by
Raphael and his followers, we must acknow-
ledge the design is powerful and poetic,

notwithstanding the perverse ideas it

exhibits ; the companion picture is both
more correct as a drawing, but there is

nothing in it the most academical critic

could find fault with, and the pencilling is

freer and the drapery more graceful and
flowing. In both drawings Mr. Bume-Jones
introduces that particular type of angelic
coontenance which mark all his works. "A
Sea Nymph " (326) is a conventionalised
nymph rising out of a rough sea of deep
bluish tint. We could hardly have thought
Mr. Bume-Jones would have painted so

thoroughly hackneyed and crude a type of

decoration. The companion picture in oil,

"A Wood Nymph," is far more original:

it represents a lovely face and half-con-
cealed figure, with streaming hair, inter-

twined with the branches of a tree, and
is in every way more in keeping
with the artist's poetic imagination.
In another subject, " Cupid's Hunting
Ground, " we have an example of decorative
treatment in gesso, a species of modelling
or bas relief that we have had occasion to

refer to before in these pages ; Mr. Burne-
Jones has here produced a panel in which
cupid and wood- nymphs are represented in

colour, and with all the n.etaUic lustre of

bronze and gold ; we might almost mistake
the work for a low-relief bronze ; but it

would be extremely uncomplimentary to
liken it to embossed leather-work. But we
turn from this group of the work of the
artist to another which occupies the cad of

the gallery. Chief and central among this

is " Dies Domini," a circular picture in a
decorative key of colour, representing
Christ seated in clouds of azure, amid
ranks of angelic beings, whose faaes are of

seraphic expression and beauty. The
colouring, intensely bright ultramarine, the
clouds of winged angels, and the treatment of

the drapery, place this work in an essentially

decorative class, and a devotional feeling of

the highest order pervades the composition.
As a scholarly and a refined abstraction in

colour, a subtle conception of a religious
subject, a long way removed from the
ordinary conventions of the artist, this

Sicture or panel holds a high place. The
esign from the " Song of Solomon " (339) is a

large decorative cartoon in outline, in blue,

green, and biown ; though very rich in com-
position and accessories, offends one's sense
of grace by the stiff and straight figure
which, in mid air, is thrust across the
picture. The whirls of hair or drapery,
unique in Mr. Bume-Jones's works, are
kitroduced with a weird-like and cunning
power, and the whole bespeaks a poetic
sentiment. "Elijah" is a life-size study
of the prophet, massively painted in a style

which is certainly not marked by any of the
later manifestations of the painter's work,
but not on that account loss successful

;

indeed, it may be thought to be the most
sober of the many figures ; there is a
grandeur in the conception of the attitude

and drapery. We next come to a design
for "Part of a Window " for Bramp'on, a
more recent performance. It is shown in

three full-size compartments, and is exe-
cuted in coloured crayon ; but the most
remarkable of the works of the artist are

those numbered 303, 356, des'gns for glass
windows. '• The Judgment," designed for

East Hampstead Church, is a grand composi-
tion in colour and crayon, executed as full-

size cartoons in three compartments. In
the colouring a low key is chosen, exquisitely

harmonious and decorative. Of the design
it would be difiicult to speak with the same
admiration. Of course, in estimating
this and the other compositions of the
artist, the observer must bring his mind
and imagination into a fitting vein

;

he must cast aside all preconceived
notions of the works of the great Italian
masters of the Renaissance school, to whom
he has always looked for models, and must
try to realise somewhat of the subtle senti-

ment and poetic mysticism which mark the
conceptions of that intense religious and
pre-Raphaelistic school of which the author
and Mr. Gabriel Rossetti are the leaders.

When in this frame of thought, the " Judg-
ment" and "Paradise," "Two Groups of

Angels," the latter a design for a window
in Salisbury Cathedral, maybe fairly appre-
ciated. No one can deny the subtlety and
delicacy, the poetic symbolism, and the
depth of reverential feeling which pervade
these compositions ; the figures are essenti-

ally the same in attitude and expression
with those we had in the same artist's " An-
nunciation " and the "Golden Stairs," of
previous years ; the faces are all of the type
as in every other of the subjects exhibited

—

a love-lorn, saddened countenance, with
deep-set eyes, and broad intellectual fore-

heads ; the draperies full of small stiff folds.

The " Two Groups of Angels " are heavy in

the drapery of the figures. Four smaller
designs are shown for subjects foi the pre-
della of a window.
We may now cast a glance at a few other

decorative works, remarking that they ex-
hibit a great divergence in style and senti-

ment. In the vestibule, Mr. J. E. Millais's

"Design for the Tracery of a Window"
(319), is an unfortunate instance of a cele-

brated painter attempting to give us his

notions of architectural design. That it

possesses originality is all that we can fay
in its praise. The conception of the artist

consists in introducing the figures of angels
into the curved lines of the tracery. Thus
the two lower lights have pointed arches

formed by angels meeting together, face to

face, at the apex of each, and their bodies

or wings forming the sides of the arches,

clasping hands a little below, while the
quatrefoil filling in the head of the win-
dow is similarly formed, the upper cusps
being indicated by the hands and arms of

the embracing figures. Although a full-size

cartoon, the conceit is not clearly worked
out, the modelling, light and shade, especi-

ally in the wings, being imperfectly shown.
Mr. Walter Crane exhibits several designs

;

the least meritorious, in our opinion, is the
" Design fer a Chimney-pieco " (322), where
an exceedingly heavy composition rests

upon pilasters of bad proportion, to say
nothing of the weak bases and detail.

"The Sleeping Beauty" (332), a cartoon

for a wall-paper, is pretty in design and
drawing ; in the tendrils and apple-blossoms
the Sleeping Beauty is introduced, and the

colouring is happy. Above is a largo car-

toon, ""The Fates," for needlework, dis-

playing some clever figures. The cartoons

for nursery wall-paper, and the designs for

encaustic tiles (302-304), representing,

outline, emblematic figures of the hours of the

day, four seasons, and nursery-rhymes, are

cunning in scheme in a low scale of colour ;

but the most striking designs by this artist

are " The Goose Girl " for tapestry, and the
" Design for Frieze " (336-337) ; the first, a
large composition of quaint design in water-
colour, and the second a crayon study of

three female figures in pale tints of green and
red, resembling the ' 'Graces," are enveloped
in flowing dr.ajjery, and display considerable

grace in the outline and grouping. "Earth,
Air, Fire, and Water " is also an emblematic
composition, with animals introduced in the

branches of a central stem, but it lacks

repose. Mr. J. H. Pollen shows a too

naturalesque treatment for a painted ceiling

;

while Mr. L. Alma-Tadema, R.A., in his

spirited and highly-finished monochrome
tempera gtud'es, " Mars and Venus," and
"Bacchus and Silenus " (330, 331), are

scholarly productions on a grey paper,

evincing much decorative and poetic value

and suggestiveness. Also chaste and clas-

sical in sentiment is Mr. H. Holiday's
" Design for a Frieze in Clifton Cathedral,"

in crayon ; the light red dado sets off the

figures" of Apollo and the Muses. Mr. W.
J. Muckley's decorative panels, and Mr. E.

J. Poynter's design for Mosaic in th} House
of Lords, the latter St. George with alle-

gorical figures of Fortitude aud Purity, are

also conceived in the typical academical
spirit, and are noticeable as examples of a

very different class of decorative work to

that we first alluded to.

We must now very briefly notice a few of

the more important water-colour pictures in

the large gallery. As usual. Sir Coutts

Lindsay has brought together a number of

the works of French artists, remarkable for

vivacity of style, colour, and sparkle. We
may mention " Sur la Terasse," a lady in

low dress reading in her garden or terrace,

by G. Van den Bos ; a clever sketch of

tramping sportsmen in the rain, by H.
Harpignies ;

" Rotten Row," by E. Hoet-
ericks ;

" Barques pres de Rouen," by
C. Lapostolot ;

•' Au Pont Royal," by N.
Goeneutte, a brilliant sketch. No. 11, and
the exceedingly sparkling and vigorous

flower pieces. No. 16 ;
" Marche aux

Fleurs a Nice," by H. L. Scott and N.
Goeneutte ; No. 17, noticeable for the ener-

getic drawing of the figures. The picture

called " Abraham" (22), by J. Cazin, is

handled in a broad style, vigorous in

touch ; but the treatment of the Patriarch's

trial is rendered rather ludicrous by the

angel who is rushing down hill to arrest

the sacrifice of Isaac. A fine bit of colour,

evincing much feeling, is "Gros Temps" (25),

by IT. Buten, and the brilliant sketches by
A. Edelfelt; G. Haquette (31), a clever

figure-study, wonderfully true to life, and
the pieces by P. M. Beyle (33), L. Gau-
cherel (34),' and the clever pictorial

idea No. 36. The collection will

repay study, as illustrating the very

different sentiment and handling of the

French to our own artists, and among the

collection not the least noteworthy are the

truthful drawings by E. VioUet-le-Duc, one
" Sommet du Glacier do Scherzemberg,"
and another "La Monteo au Chapeau."
The gallery contains also several contribu-

tions from the Liverpool Society of Painters

in Water-colours, numbered from 39 to .66.

One of these, " Un Coin de Cuisine," is a

highly-finished study from still-life, by Mrs.

Paulino Walker ;
" The Edge of the Moor,"

by F. W. Hayes, is a conscientious rendering

of a rocky-foreground and spring, and in a

very different manner, and decidedly pre-

Raphaelesque is Mr. J. M. Southern's

"Reedy Pool by the River." The school

of naturalists is well represented in such

works as W. Pilsbury's "The Waggon"
(51), a quiet pastoral scene of a farmhouse

admirably drawn and grouped, highly
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tinisht'il iiiul skilful in the subtler charms
of colour and shadow ; an 1 in J. Knight's
"Hay Time," a fine broad meadow,
illumined by a gleam of sunshine. " The
Mill at Rest," by J. W. Walker (3o), is a

fine bit of execution ; and C. Potter's

"Drenched," a herd of sheep being driven

over an open moor in a drenching rain, is

full of freshness, exhibiting a keen sense of

colour and atmosphere, and one of the best

works of its kind on the wall. For rich

landsc.ipe effects, A. Hartland's " Near
Ba'-mouth " justifies the position it occupies

;

the flat and upland are very truthfully

rendered in botn drawing and colour, and
we must also remark T. Huson's broadly-
handled landscape, transparent in colour,
" A South Country Common," such as we
may see in Wiltshire or Hampshire ; and
Walter Severn's "Windy Day" (67). W.
Laing has depicted a poetic incident from
the Greek in No. 61 ; the reposing figure is

well drawn, and the accessories and colour-

ing in quiet harmony. "A Dutch Vrow,"
by J. S. Morland, is a truthful study of life

;

and R. Eeavis's " Study at St. Just, Oise "

(71) must be noted as a spirited sepia sketch

of agricultural life ; so also the same
painter's view of Portsmouth (75) is forcible

and truthful. For exquisite finish and deli-

cate handling the solidly-painted studies of
" Water Lilies " and " Christmas Roses," by
W. J. Muckley, cannot be surpassed. Do-
mestic incident is quietly told by E. G.
Kilburne in " Homo Again," where a young
naval officer or cadet is seated near his

afB.anced at an al fresco tea-party. The
verandah and distance are depicted with
much truth. We cannot admire the " Eng-
lish Landscape," by J. W. North ; the

church and distance are feeble in drawing
;

but we must bestow well-merited praise

upon W. E. Lockhart's fine view of

"Durham," which occupies the place of

honour. The stately position of the
cathedral as it rises from the river and
misty city enveloped in smoke, has been
skilfully depicted by the artist, who has
brought the resources of his pencil and
technical handling to the task ; nothing can
be more truthful than the manner in which
the cathedral and rising background emerges
out of the mist and smoke which hover in

the valley and over the tile-roofs of the city.

Near this P. R. Morris, A.R.A., contributes

two pieces "The Parting" and the " Bridal

Morn," (115 and 116). There is a poetic

sentiment in the sailor and his bride by the

seaside, and the subjects sustain this

artist's power as a delineator of sentimental

incident. We can only scan the lovely

flower-pieces by Mrs. Naftel (119), and J.

D. Linton's (124); E. M. Wimperis's clever

sketch "Wet Sands" (121); J. S. Hill's

broadly coloured " Meadow " (123); W. B.

Gardner's woodland piece (126) ; G. Clau-
sen's " Sunday Morning." In massive
handling Jules Lsssore gives us a fine and
vigorous sketch in light and shade of the
" Entrance of Ducal Palace, Venice" (12S)

;

while the cattle, farmyard, and atmosphere
in A. F. Grace's " Incense Breathing
Morn" is something more than a natural

transcript. As a genuine water-colour
sketch, Clem Lambert's " View of

Winchelsea" (131), possesses a merit which
few of the mo iern school of water-colour
can boast in their work—a freedom from the

artifices now so much in vo;i;ue.

A few architectural drawings are exhi-

bited which we must not pass over. " Old
Houses on the River, Norwich," is a capital

subject, but Mr. Barwe'l's drawing is hard
in colour. Newton Benett gives us a peep
of a picturesque bit, Audsley House, Salis-

bury, brightly coloured and highly-finished

;

but the work of the season in this room is

Carl Ilaag's fine drawing. No. 15t, showing
n. ciravan of Bedouin near the Sphinx of

Ghizeh during a sandstorm, remarkable for

power of drawing, the fine colouring and

technicalqualitiesdisplayed in the s»nd-lad(^n
clouds. Lennard Lewis has a picturesque
sketch of Rue do I'Horloge, Dinan, Brittany

;

Walter Crane, a woll-executod drawing of
the Elizabethan Gateway to Blickling Uall

(164); R. R. Holmes, a drawing of the
"Gates of St. Mark" (195); while in the
small water-colour gallery, J. O'Connor's
" Stuiies in the Tower" (197) and his
" Sketches in Borne " (267) maku a series of

very pleasing fragments of old architecture
faithful in drawing and neatly finished. One
of the best architectural sketches is R. P.
Spiers's House of Jacques Coeur, Bourges,
executed in sepia and grey. Wo must also

mention A. F. Payne's drawing of the
Crosby Tomb in Great Helen's Church (263),

J. FuUeylove's pleasing views of Baptistery
and Piazza del Carapo, Siena ; A. Severn's
" Amiens Cathedral " (231), and J. Pedder's
"Durham."
We can only mention the names and num-

bers of a few other productions : by C. J.

Lewis (134), E. F. BrewtnoU (140), J. Sycr
(122), E. J. Poynter, R. A. (101), Guido
Bach (157), Miss Phillott (150), G. G. Kil-
burne (158), A. C. H. Luxmore (159), Fair-

fax Murray (165), A. Parsons (169), Mrs.
C.rr Hastings (174), Walter Severn (178),

Lady Lindsay (179, 180), C Whymper, Miss
Kate Greenaway (224), J. A. Smith (231), J.

Orrock (238), G. Lucas (243), J. Aumonier
(253), G. W. Cook (255), Miss Chase (266).

In the sculpture gallery a few—A. Fussell

(273), R. Spencer Stanhope (286), J. C.

Robinson (275), and in the vestibule E. E
Morland's French Studies (287, 288), a
charming stretch of deep blue sea and sandy
beach, by Galafre (293), and some flowers

by R. Revoire. H. Holiday shows also two
clever decorative studies for roredos and
window in Nos. 311 and 312.

THE STUDY OF THE BEAUTIFUL.*
'' "PilFFICULT are the Beautiful." In

JiJ Plato's Dialogue, called "The Hip-
pias Major," Socrates says to Hippias, "A
certain person has very lately (during some con-

versation) thrown me into a difficulty. I was
finding' fault with some things as being ugly,

and praising others as being beautiful, when he
asked me in a very saucy manner, ' From whence
do you, Socrates, know what things are beauti-

ful and what ugly ? Come, then, tell me In a

word. What is the Beautiful?' and I through

my want of wit was at a loss, and had it not in

my power to answer him with propriety."

Hippias seems to think that there is nothing

easier than to answer the question, bat Socrates

baffles him at every point, and in the end winds

up by quoting the ancient proverb, " Difficult

are the Beautiful." Hogarth, in his " Analysis

of Beauty," says: " Though beauty is seen and
confessed by all, yet from the many fruitless at-

tempts to account for the cause of its being so,

inquiries on this head have almost been given up,

and the subject generally thought to bo a matter

of too h'gh and delicate a nature to admit of any

true or intelligible discussion." Having read

those passages over two or three times, I began

painfully to realize the responsibility I had
undertaken in venturing to give a lecture on the

Study of the Beautiful ; when it struck me that,

although the Greek philosopher could not, or

pretended that he could not, answer the question.

What is the Beautiful ? yet the Greek sculptor,

and even the humble potter, could show it to us ;

and, therefore, may I be allowed to suppose that

Art is the real language of the Beautiful, and

that in which it can best express itself ; since it

is a universal language, and one whose syllables

and phrases are the very forms of beauty, and

not doabtful words and difficult logic, that a

very small portion of the human race is capable

of understanding. And besides which, it always

seems to me that the philosopher shuts hia eyes

to look within himself for the Beautiful and for

truth. But the artist must open his eyes very

wide, and hia mind's eye also, and look all

around him everywhere in search of it, and then

• Apaperread by Gborob Adolphus Storbt, A.B.A.,

at the London Inrititation, Fia^bary-circaa, Dec. iOth

I toll us as much as he can about it in hm own
Tis bio language. Nor is there that antagonism
in real art that there is in ipoculatiTa philumpbr.
All great art, of whatsoever , time, is alike io

spirit, and oven, as we shall see, in form, for it is

founicd on the stuiy of nature. And altboujfh

wo no longer consult the Delphic Oracle, nor
worship in the ti inplos of the ^rods, we still a.i-

roire the ApoUo Belridoro, the Venus of Hilo and
of Moilicirt, and all &no Greek anl Oreoo-Roman
Kculpturo. Many of the ancient creeds and dog-
mas have passed away, bat the art which was
employed to illustrate those creeds, where it has
siirvived the destroying band of man, and
wherever it was founded on the study of natare,

still remains, and is still loved and admired. No
beautiful art can exist unless it is founded on the

study of nature, nor can we even appreciate it

unless wo know something of her laws, for these

are the foundation of all the lairs of real art, and
must be studied in order to acquire an apprecia-

tion of the Beautiful in art And it is especially

this appreciation and knowledge of art that I
wish to call attention to, for, without it, art would
indeed bo soUtary and of little use, and without

much chance of progress, if her secrets and her

beauties were only known to be to the few ; they
should bo known to everybody as far as posMble.

Not that everybody should practise the art, that

is neither necessary nor possible ; bot if the

public generally know nothing of its principle!

or elements, and are obliged to be told by a
friend, or to look into the newspapers, to know
what to admire, then art has no mission.

And it is like having picture exhibitions for

the blind, and concerts for the stone deaf;

nor is it difficult to soo how disadvantageous

this state of things must bo to the art itself.

If an artist who has to cam his bread

like any other worker, finds that the art he

may put into his picture is not likely to be appre-

ciated, then he will be tempted to neglect that

very thing which alone gives real value to his

productions, and think only of how to catch the

eye and tickle the fancy of the wealthy pur-

cha.ser, and thus the art gradually degenerates

until finally it is lost altogether. Possibly we
might trace the causes of the rise, the progress,

and the decline of art at different periods of its

history to this external influence, and if so, then

I trust I am not indulging in a vain hope or a

mocking drearaj when I say that it seems to me
that there is a great and increasing desire in the

public mind at tho present time for beautiful

things, be it in painting, sculpture, architecture,

or in the manufacture of tho common articles of

daily use, and that therefore we may look for-

ward to a great and increasing supply of beauti-

ful art in all its various branches.

By the Study of the Beautiful, I understand the

seeking for the beauty and goodness of things as

opposed to looking for their faults and their bad-

ness. For one who can perceive and appreciate

the beauties of a fine work of art you have a thou-

sand who can find some fault with it. For one

who seeks out and studies the kindness, and good-

dess, and beauty of humanity, you have a thou-

sand who can talk only of its wickedness. Now
although there may be some sense of justice in

this, I take it rather as a sign of an absence of

the capacity to perceive beauty. No doubt it is

right to expose the faults—to bo unduly lenient

towards them is' erring in the other extreme,

but it is wicked and unjust to conceal and wil-

fully to ignore the beauty and the goodness.

Which of the two is the most wholesome food for

the mind, goodness or badness ? Which is the

most productive and beneficial ? A great artist

or a great poet stores his mind with every beau-

tiful object that he sees in nature and in art,

with all tho good deeds and kind thoughts that

he believes his fellow men are capable of, and

then makes it his study to show them to the

best advantage to tho world. Surely the

minds of ^uch men must be full of joy ; for

the reflections of their minds in their works,

produce those pictures and those poems which

are the delight of ages. Not for a moment do I

mean to say that beauty is all sweetness ; it has

its terrible aspects as well as its joyous ones.

Ophelia is beautiful in her sorrow, beautiful in

her madness, and beautiful in her death. And
as in music there are certain discords which con-

duce towards the harmony of a piece, so in art

there must be some ugliness, some dark shades

and rigid lines to enhance the value of its grace

and beauty,—as the dreary days give value to

the joyful ones, the storm in its rage makes the

calm seem all the more peaceful ; as the darkness
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of ni^ht makes us rejoicein the return of morning.
Kote how often the most tragic subjects have
formed the most beautiful themes for art and for

poetry. It would seem that the very grief of

homanity was that which wrung from the poets

and the painters some of their most beautiful con-

ceptions, and this, perhaps, is because, only

nnder the great and severe trials of adversity does
the whole strength and beauty of the human
character make itself manifest—all its energies

are roused, and the passions are excited to the

nttermost. Then it is that we see one of the

elements of human nature most flattering to our
hearts—and that is self-sacrifice. iThe brave
aoldier leading on the forlorn hope with almost
certain death before him ; the captain of bis sink-

ing ship the last to leav) her ; the lifeboat

maimed with volunteers risking their own lives

to Bare a shipwrecked crew. Let us consider that
our minds are like bookshelves, on which we can
only stow away a certain number of ideas. Now
shall those shelves be occupied with the marvels
of nature, with pleasant and true wisdom, with
mirth and laughter and innocence, or shall we
ile them up with the records of men's villany,

he scandal of society, and the morbid reflections

i the pessimist ? In other words, shall Tve

occupy ourselves with the study of the beautiful,

or the study of the un-beautiful ? Of course we
must take heed of both, for one is the light and
the other the shade ; we must study both, and
then confess that the light is the most beautiful.

Now it is very natural that the first question
which will arise in your minds, is this : in what
does the beauty and goodness of things consist,

and in what their badness ? The subject has
already been so magnificently treated by a great
living author, Mr. Kuskin, that I feel little,

if anything, can be added to what he has
moet beautifully said, and I have not any doubt
that his works have conduced to a very great
extent towards that desire for beautiful things,
and that improvement in taste which we have
noticed aa characterising the present time.
It is well to have something to think about,
besides the routine of business and the every-
day affairs of life, and in this question,
"What is the Beautiful?" although we may
never be able to answer it quite satisfactorily,

any more than the alchymist could discover the
philosopher's stone, still it is one that will always
give delightful and profitable occupation to the
mind, and perhaps help towards the solving of
other difficult problems and vexed questions.
The alchj-mist in his endeavours to find a means
of turning every metal into gold, although he did
not succeed in that, discovered instead, and ad-
vanced, the most valuable science of chemistry.
And so also with the study of the Beautiful,
although man in his efforts to attain to that per-
fection which is unattainable, and therefore he
can never be said to have discovered the quite
Beautiful. Still he has discovered in the same
way that the alchymist did the noble arts of
architecture, sculpture, painting, poetry and
music, and we may take all these fair sisters as
forming a group of very great loveliness, im-
perfect only because it is the work of man. If
the alchymist had discovered a means of turning
every metal into gold, then he would in reality
only have discovered how to make gold itself

actually worthless. And perhaps if we were to
discover some one thing that was admitted by
all, and scientifically and undeniably proved to
be the one and only thing of Beauty, then our
efforts to do more must cease. The architect
must lay down his compasses and his rule ; the
sculptor his chisel and his mallet ; the painter
his colours and his brushes ; the poet his lyre,
and the musician his scales, and his chords, and
his harmony. So perhaps it is better for us
still to be as we are ; for us still to be endeavour-
ing to find out more of the Beautiful, and to
continue its study, which is an ever going for-
wards—and of ever-increasing interest.

We have in the present instance, chiefly to
consider Beauty, as shown in the art of painting.
We have to consider the drawing, the composi-
tion, the subject, the expression, and the execu-
tion of a picture. Beautiful drawing consists in
tx»ctly expressing the form and the nature of
the object to be drawn. If it is a leaf or a flower,
ths drawing should be light and delicate. If a
branch or bough of a tree, it should be firm, and
free, and springy ; if of rocks, it will bo decided,
perhaps hard; if of thi; human form, it should bo
firm yet flexible ; if of drapery, it must pofsess a
freedom, a loTse quJity, according to tho nature
of the material of which tho drapery is ocm-

posed ; if of the face and expression, then the
utmost delicacy and refinement is necessary. So
we see in the first place, how a good draughts-
man suits the handling of his pencil, or his brush
(for painting is only drawing with a brush full

of colour) to the nature of the object he is draw-
ing; and hence we perceive that beautifuldraw-
ing is not a mechanical process, but a mental
one. Bad drawing is merely mechanical ; a bad
draughtsman takes no pains to distinguish the
character of one thing from another ; there is no
expression in his work, it is clumsy, without
thought, and of little value. But in nature's

drawing there is a meaning in every variation of

her outlines—she seems to have to think about it

a good deal—if she is drawing a bough of a tree,

she makes it start away from the stem, with a
bold curve outwards, and generally upwards
expressive of the strength that will be required

to bear its burden of leaves and fruit, &o.

;

and then perhaps, it has to fight its way through
other boughs and branches, and a sort of struggle
for existence goes on, andyet in very goodfellow-
ship, the different boughs turn aside, and aside

again, to accommodate themselves to each other

in a polite way, as if they were saying, "After
you sir," and so, by many gentle curves, and
delicate turns, and a running straight forward
when they can get a chance, their whole idea and
intention being to get as much light, and air, and
moisture as possible. And thus nature, from
the very necessity of the thing, from its very
fitnessoradaptabUity to its purpose, foundsherart
of beautiful drawing. Mr. Ruskin tells us that
" Graceful curvature is distinguished from un-
graceful by two characters : first, its modera-
tion—that is to say, its close approach to

straightness in some part of its course—and
secondly, by its never remaining equal in degree
at different parts of its course." He further
tells us—" that this variation is twofold in all

good curves : there is first a steady change
throughout the whole line from less to more
curvature or more to less, so that no part of the

line is a segment of a circle, or can be drawn by
compasses in any way whatever." Thus one ex-

ample is a bad curve, because part of a circle, and
is, therefore, monotonous throughout ; another is

a good curve, because it continually changes its

direction as it proceeds. Now, in this Greek
vase, we have an instance of how ingeniously

man can adapt, and mould the great truths of

nature to the purposes of art, and here

we have an epitome of good drawing.
If we carefully study all the most
beautiful forms of nature, or let us for the

moment call them the most pleasing ; we shall

find that their outlines, though varied and dis-

tinct, have certain qualities which are universal

;

there is an emphasis more or less great in all

beautiful curves, sometimes it is again but
faintly echoed, but these characteristics are

invariable throughout nature in all her important
works, and here in this Greek vase you have
them distinctly idealised ; here you have the

classical rendering of the characteristic of

nature's outlines, and therefore I call it a beau-
tiful thing. But nature is not content with
drawing one beautiful line, she must draw
another also beautiful in itself, which shall, by
its contrast, show off the beauty of the other

one, and herein lies the great prevailing law of

the Beautiful in art, that each part of a work is

designed so as to advantage the rest, and it

would be well if this could be carried out in life
;

at all events, this is the great doctrine of true

art. The straight line and the circle enter

largely into the composition of beautiful de-
signs, although it is said that they are not
beautiful in themselves on account of their

monotony. But tho straight line steadies every

composition of other lines, and gives value to

beautiful curves, for it shows off their grace by
contrast, and the circle is an exact foil to

straightness, and when judiciously introduced,

as in architecture, gives in its turn great value
to the straight lines and square forms of a build-

ing. The fret patterns, which aro favourite

Greek ornaments (here they are on this vase),

show us the beauty of straight linos. Straight

lines vary only in length, and this key pattern
gives us that variety in a beautifully proportioned
figure. It pleases us on account of its unity,

and its variety (two of the groat laws of the

Beautiful) and because it brings out the one
quality of infinity which straight lines possess

;

namely, variation in length, awd note that the
frets are not square but oblong, and therefori

capable of a greater degree of variety ; and thit

again is broken at intervals by a square and a
different pattern sometimes containing a circle

showing the value of contrast, which is another
of the great laws of composition ; and note that
being on a round surface each fret appears to
decrease in length as we follow it round the vase,

which again increases its beauty by gradation.
If we study the celebrated Campanile at

Florence by Giotto, we shall see how exquisitely

beautiful a design composed of straight lines

may be made by an artist of taste. There is

much more to be said about drawing and com-
position, and about the laws of principality
subordination, repetition ; the law of curv-
ature, as used as a leading line to guide the eye
through the picture, or as a bounding line in tho
placing of the objects ; the law of radiation or
springing from one root of contrast, &c. , for

which we have no time now, but which
cannot be better explained than they are in Mr.
Ruskin's Elements of Drawing, a most usefui
but I am sorry to say a very scarce book.

{To be continued.)

VENTILATIONAT THE CUSTOM-HOUSE.

AN important application of the principle of

ventilation introduced by Robert Boyle and
Son, of Glasgow and London, has been recently

made in the '
' Long room '

' of the Custom House,
in Thames-street, and a series of experiments ta
test the efBciency of the system are being made,
the results of which, as far as we have tested

them, are very satisfactory. The new ventilators

have been fixed under the direction of H.M.
Ofiioe of Works in the above-mentioned room,
an apartment measuring about 200ft. long by
64ft. wide, and 64ft. in height. From the ex-

perience of those engaged in the long-room,
numbering between 400 to 600, the atmosphere
before the new sy^jtem was applied was insuffer-

ably oppressive and warm, and we hear from two
or three of the clerks themselves that they often

suffered from headache in consequence. The
only outlet for the heated air provided were the
windows at the extreme ends of the room, below
the ceiling, and the windows in front, aided by the

opening of thedoors, and the only inletalarge iron

grating in the floor, which admitted the foul air

of a room below. The room is divided into twelve

bays by pilasters, each having a large window
facing the river. Under these windows, in the

recesses formed between the pilasters, now used

as cupboards for the clerks, inlet-openings have
been made, leading into wooden air-trunks about
12 in. square, which at the ends are carried up as

vertical tubes, as in the Tobin system. These

are left open above the heads, and are covered

with perforated zinc plates. There will thus be

1 2 pairs of these openings on one side of the

room, giving a large admission of fresh air from
the most desirable side. Along the ceiling, at

the crown, a wide single span vault, constructed

of iron ribs and plates of an elliptical form, six

circular openings have been made for tubes 18in.

diameter, which pass through the roof, and are

provided with six of Messrs. Boyle's air-pump
ventilators, which act as exhaust shafts. Ex-
amining these in the roof, we found a decided

up-current in each, although the galvanised

iron-tubes were of the large area of 18in. dia-

meter. These tubes are not carried straight

through the ridge, but have a bend, the ventila-

tor being fixed a little on tho leeward side.

Facts are worth more than theories, and it is one

of the best recommendations of the system we
have mentioned supported by those engaged in

the room, that, since the introduction, the room
has become more pleasant to work in, and the

feeling of oppression has not been experienced.

Architects interested in the subject, and there are

few that are not, cannot do better than test for

themselves the action of the system, as applied

to one of the largest public rooms in London.

DETAILED DRAWINGS OF H PIPE
SEWERS AND MANHOLES FOR STEEP
GRADIENTS.

WE have received a copy of a supplemental
sheet, published under the direction of

Mr. Robert Rawlinson, C.B., chief engineering
inspector to tho Local Government Board, con-
taining typical plans and sections of manholej
on pipe sewers having steep gradients, forth>
use and information of engineers and otheri

liaving to deal with the drainage of towns undo."
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those conditions. The sheet now before us de-

tails a variety of applications ; the principal

point however illustrated is, that the incoming
sewer is placed its full diameter above the out-

going sewer from the manhole, the object of this

arrangement being the i)revention of " back-

watering" of the branch sewers until the main
sewers are running full, a frequent cause of

stoppage of house-drains and deposit. In other

respects the manholes are precisely the same
as those illustrated in sheet 1, in the former
instructions issued by the Local Government
Board, though the manhole covers are shown
circular, having wood bedding plates and blocks

to prevent jarring. Six different forms are

illustrated in the sheet "No. lA," which wo
may briefly describe for the sake of those who
may not yet have obtained this sheet. Distin-

guishing the B.iotions, we refer to the figures,

rig. A shows plans and sections of a manhole at

the junction of two sewers entering into a pipe-

aewer at right angles. There is a sluice-plate

shown that can be raised or lowered by a chain

from the top. The sluice is 21 in., and an over-

flow is provided over the top of plate to prevent
the filling of the manhole ; by these arrange-

ments the flow of sewage-water can be^stopped
tack and be let off suddenly to flush the sewer.

The brickwork of the manhole at the bottom and
round the pipes is surrounded by about Gin. of

concrete, and the top of manhole is reduced for

the cover by sailing-over the brickwork on
three sides. Fig. B shows a similar arrange-
ment of manhole, with an 18iu. sluice at a single

pipe-sewer junction, the outgoing sewer or out-

let, as in the first case, being placed so that its

crown is about level with the invert of inlet.

Fig. C is adapted for a manhole with 1.5in. sluice,

and Fig. D for a 12iu. sluice. The next illus-

tration. Fig. E, shows plans and sections of a
manhole with an overflow, for the purpose of

relieving sewer from storm-water ; in this case

the relief-pipe is shown nearly 9ft. above invert

of sewer ; but its position must, of course, be de-
termined by the house connections. Another
detail shows a simple pipe ventilator fixed to

upper side of sewer, and passing through con-
crete to a small brick chamber having a venti-

lating grating, in all essential respects agreeing
with the former suggestion. An additional sec-

tion is given of an arrangement for ventilating

eewerslaid in steep gradients. The inlet sewer
of 1ft. Gin. diameter, discharges into a vertical

cast-iron pipe Oin. diameter, which passes down
on the outside of manhole, inclosed in concrete,

entering at the bottom of it with a kind of

siphon bend into the outgoing sewer. Opposite
the incoming-pipe is a storm overflow, with flap

introduced into the manhole. By this simple

arrangement, tho effluvium often arising from
manholes where sewers enter them at different

levels, is to a large extent cut off from the m in-

hole, as the vertical pipe forms an independent
•connection with the outgoing part of sewer, and
the valve of storm overflow is only opened when
a great volume of storm- water is passing through
the sewers.

Those who have not obtained these sheets of

detailed drawings, will do well to get them ; they
are all to a good working scale, iin. to the foot,

and with the supplementary sheet just issued

may be regarded as a complete exposition of the

approved system of sewering. A few years

ago surveyors of local boards and corporations

were placed at a great disadvantage in the pre-

paration of the plans they were required to sub-

mit to the Lojal Government Board, when
loans were asked for ; there were no authorised

•data to consult, and engineers were obliged to

adopt the opinions of various authors. Now
all the information necessary in the preparation

of the details of a scheme of sewerage and water
supply can readily be obtained by referring to

the " suggestions" published by the Local Go-
vernment Board, and types of sections of man-
holes, lamp-holes, earthenware pipe-sewer junc-

tions, flu-§hing-chambers, outfalls, tidal flap ar-

rangements, &c., are furnished at a trifling cost,

saving an immense amount of labour and
thought. No two plans present the same fea-

tures in respect of drainage conditions ; one town
may have a flat surface, another a hilly and pre-

cipitous area, and a third a very low, level site,

each requiring a different treatment of sewerage
and interception. On level sites the construc-

tion of manholes and junctions do not present

much difficulty ; but in steep gradients it be-

comes necessary to divide and arrest the rush and
scour of water upon tho inverts of sewers to

prevent wear. The details furni.shed in Mr.
Rawlinson's sheet show how this may be offeoted
by ramps and " tumbling bays," and the up-
rush of gas shut off by flaps on tho ends of in-
flowing sewers. Tho back-watering of the
branch sewers is also acommonoccurrence in steep
gradients, but the manner shown of placing the
inlet and outlet portions of the sewer on different
levels in the manhole reduces the risk, aa the
main sewers must run quite full before there is

any danger experienced. All tho junction
pieces entering the manhole, also tho overflows,
are shown of oast-iron, and when a number of
junctions have to be made it is the cheapest
material. Plans and sections of manholes for

brick sewers on steep gradients are given in sheet
No. 2 ; and not the least useful are the sections

of flushing chambers for flat districts, and the
main outlets for steep sea cliffs or flat shores.

To the description is appended some useful

memoranda on materials. It is recommended,
for instance, that a good hydraulic mortar for

sewer work be made of 2 J of clean, sharp sand, to

1 by measure of ground Portland cement, or lias

lime. Half a measure of clean ashes or slag is

a good substitution for that amount of sand.
Forinvcrtsof manholes and sewers, concrete made
of of gravel and sand to 1 of fresh cement or

lias lime by measure, may be used, though
broken stone, bricks, &o. , may bo substituted for

the gravel. Some useful observations on mixing
mortar, concrete retaining walls, tanks and
sewer-construction follow. The author proposes

a good water-tight sewer, that will exclude sub-
soil water, by forming the invert in concrete

floated in cement mortar, and building the brick

inverts in two 4|in. rings, one within the other,

and with a lin. layer of cement between them.
A number of practical suggestions will also be
found appertaining to water supply.

^^^M t

DOMESTIC FIREPLACES.
rpHE recent paper by Dr. Carpenter on London
I Fogs goes to prove that the London fog,

and, in fact, the fogs of all large, thickly-popu-

lated cities are due to unconsumed fuel, and the

imperfect heating apparatus we now employ.

One of the leading facts which press upon the

manufacturer of our domestic stoves, is the con-

struction of fireplaces which shall diminish the

production of smoke by a more perfect combus-

tion of the fuel. The introduction of slow-com-

bustion stoves^such as those manufactured by
Messrs. Barnard and Co., the Manchester Grate,

and those manufactured of fireclay by Messrs.

Doulton and others—is a step in the desired

cirection ; and it may be nece.ssary to direct the

architect's attention to what must shortly become

a recognised principle in construction. It is

quite certain that a departure from tho old type

of fireplace, with its iron grate, must be made, if

for no other than economical grounds, as it is

well-known; and Dr. Carpenter reassures us

that not more than one-sixth of the coal now
consumed is usefully employed. The author

suggests gas - fires as alternatives for

open fireplaces, -and no doubt for halls

and consulting-rooms, they perfectly answer,

but there are disadvantages in its use which

the ordinary consumer of fuel would not readily

put up with, such as the smoU they sometimes

five out, and the dryness of the air occasioned

by them —faults which, as Dr. Carpenter showed,

are more from imperfect construction than in-

herent in the use of gas-fires. The gas-fire

could be fitted to any ordiuiry grate at the ex-

pense of laying on gas. lu many houses the

use of gas would effect a great siving, for it

would save one servant, a« there would be no

dust, no fires to light, and no chimney-sweeps

employed. The great advantage of a gas-fire in

a sick-roora is unquestionable : the patient is not

disturbed by constant poking, so wearisome to

the invalid, and the temperature of the room can

be regulated at plea.sure.

The recommenditions of Dr. Carpenter arc

simple. As fuel smoke is considered the cause of

the intensity of town fogs, he would abandon it,

and also as wasteful in the extreme, since 3-Cths o

the developed heat is lost, and much of tho fue

passes away unconsumed ; he, therefore, pr'j

poses to substitute gas at a cheap rate, s > th^i

it might be used for cooking as well as fo:

heating; to prohibit the sale of coil

iu tho metropolitan district, unless it !i I'l becij

proviou.sly deprived of its smoke- ind'ii'n^

quality ; and to put a tax upon fireplaces not con-

structed so as to consume their own smoke.

Groat opposition would Im expariMUMd ia MtTT>
ing out these proposal*. To tax flrepUoes woulii
be to raise a storm of disientioDt Toioes, and to
prohibit the use of coal would be to ran ootmter
to the traditional oustom of ages. Bat archi-
tects and manufacturers may do somethings at
once to avert the misohief, and so poatpon* tha
radical change. They can oonitmot tliair An-
places upon the shallow plan of throwing ont
the heat into the room by cutting o9 the anvlea
and lining the fire-box with firaclaj, or Ottj
might endeavour to combine the principle of tlie

slow-combustion fireclay stores with the fire-

place. We are sure a few well-conducted ex-
periments would lead to a plan of oonstruoting
the fireplace that would bo much simpler than
the use or fitting of patent stoves, and we
believe that the principle would admit of arohi-

toctural treatment.

THE SOCrETY OF PAINTER ETCHERS.

IT is announced that tho first exhibition of tha
Society of Painter Etchers, founded in July

last, will be held at the Hanover Gallery, 47,
Now Bond-street, on Monday, April 4th. The
exhibition will bo of a novel onaraoter, being
promoted with tho twofold aim of representing
the art of original engraving in all its forma,
and of selecting the original Fellows of the new
society. Works will be accepted from any
source, but they must be original, and if for

sale the ionu fde property of the artist, and all

forms of engraving on metal, whether with the
burin, the etching-needle ia mezzo-tint, or
aqua-tint, "or by whatever other process the
artist may choose as a mode of original expres-

sion" •will be admissible to tho exhibition. It

is provided that at a date not later than the

first Monday in May, 1 881, the provisional

council are to assemble in tho gallery of the

exhibition, and adding for the occasion three

persons to their number, two of whom shall be
members of the Royal Academy, they will prick

off, each on a separate list, the names of those

exhibitors who from the character of their

exhibits appear specially to recommend them-
selves as Fellows of the Society ; and afterwards,

uniting in special committee for the purpose,

",will proceed to elect as many as may then be

determined upon of those exhibitors into the

society, the persons so elected to constitute, with

the provisional council, the roll of the society,

and to become, ipso facto, its first Fellows." All

works intended for exhibition must be addressed

to "the Secretary," at the Hanover Gallery, 47,

New Bond -street, and delivered free of charge,

unpacked, and ready for hang^g on Monday,
March 14th, between the hours of 10 a.m. and
10 p.m., and if from a distance, to an accredited

agent in London, who will unpack and deliver

them at the gallery.

ROYAL ACADEMY ARCHITECTURAL
SCHOOL.

ADjnssiona, ja:?. 1st, 1880.

Studests or Uppee Sohool.—J. B. Phillips,

J. C. Yates.

Lower School.—W. J. Allen, H. R. Best,

Charies Burton, J. C. Carter, T. J. Dalziel, A.

Heningway, E. W. Jennings, J. W. Johnson,

E. Nevinsbn, J. F. Newton, F. Simpson, E. J.

Slow, N. J. Stanger, P. Thioknesse, G. W.
Winchester.

PfiOBATiouEES.—G. Blizard, E. B. L. Boyce,

G. C. Horsley, U. H. Kemp, Arthur Kent, A.

Leslie, H. W. K. Martin, H. G. Nixon,

Herbert Read, Thomas Sims, J. A. Slater, R.

E. Smith, C. H. Stock, W. Toogood, J. R.

Withers.
1 ^m •- —

Th^ chancel of the parish-church of Pulborough,

TUS^iex WIS reopened ou Ctiristm'is-day after the

fon iviil of ihe lou(? deal benches and desks and

I'her fiitiiin', and their replacement by choir-stalls

iiid two p-nycr-desks, richly carved in oak. The

• ifiv seiti h^.ve been made from the designs of Mr.

(iin'^s Fowler, of Louth.

The new chancel of St. James's Church, Croydon,

VIS opened by thi Archbialiop of Canterbury on

Friday week. It measures 36ft. long by^"'-
*ide and has bepn buiit from the designs of Mr. C.

H.-nman, as the first portion of a reconstruction

•1 ^h^rae, and was illuitrated iu ihe BiTIIJ>I.»JO ^EWS
•)(• Oct. 29. 1S80 Messrs. L^iing and Co. were the

.ni.tr.ctnrs, and Mr. S. A. Clark, the clerk of

works.
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TBBTIBITLB TO 80KEBSET H0U3E.—EOYA.L ACADEMY
PEIZE-MEDAL DEAWINO.

OxE of oar doable-pige plates to-day illustrates

the beaatiful drawing of the vestibule to Somer-
set House, for which Mr. Fredric Miller has

i'ost'been awarded the Royal Academy medal for

'erspective in outline. On Jan. 3 last year we
published some measured drawings of tFie same
gateway, for which the Royal Academy first

silver medal prize was awarded in December,
1879, the author being Mr. R. W. Gibson. Fur-
ther details from the tame set of drawings were
given in the Botldiuo News on March 21 last.

CANTEEBUEY CEYPT CAPITALS.*

Ix the few minutes which it is customary to
devote to a visit to the crypt of Canterbury
Cathedral one is not so likely to be struck with
any carving there may be as the general extent
of the place itself. The great crypt, into which
we first descend from what is known as the
Chapel of the Martyrdom of Thomas-a-Becket,
is described as the largest In the kingdom, and
its long perspective of intersecting arches and
groins is rendered, perhaps, more impressive by
the semi-darkness which lends its mystical in-

fluence to the view. A gleam of light, how-
ever, may chance to fall across one of the pillars,

and then your attention may bo directed to the
curious characters that are graven on the capital,

and passing from one to the other, t'le arcbeco-

logist or dilettante visitor is soon led to remark,
in spite of "Time's defacing fingers," the
tragic and comic interest with which most
of them have been invested. Here is one dis-

playing the interlacing character peculiar to

Saxon ornament ; there another indicating come
degree of advance into the commencement of the
Korman epoch. The exact date to be ascribed
to the foundation of this imposing edifice has
been the subject of some divergence of opinion
among antiquarians, although the difference

is one admitting of an explanation that has been
adopted by Uritton, as well as other eminent
authorities on the subject. This may be put in

a few words in referring to the events in the
history of the crypt. After the general de-
struction of the odificd by fire, in a.d. 1070,
Archbishop Lanfranc succeeded to this See, and
commenced the entire reconstruction of the
church from its foundations, and consequently
some, if not all the existing pillars in the old, or,

as it is called, the Great Crypt, may be safely

attributed to this period, though not at pre-

sent standing in their original positions,—the

* The complete series of 21 sheets ii pubEihed in a
limited form by J. Djnkin, 17, Argyle-rood, Kensiug-
ton, W.

latter ciroumstanoe being explained by the
fact that Priors Anselm and Ernulf, who
succeeded Lanfranc about twenty years after,

pulled down his choir and rebuilt it on a more
extensive scale. As. therefore, the new piers of

the proposed choir would no longer correspond
with the limited arrangement of Lanfranc's
pillars in the crypt below, wo might naturally
conclude that, while they retained the pillars

themselves, they altered their positions to suit

the new points of the proposed superstructure.
This hypothesis, while reconciling the date of
the pillars with their pre.<ent position, is partly
strengthened by the appearance of the groining
being later in character than the shafts support-
ing it. It is quite probable that the date of the
carving with which the capitals are embellished
extended over a period of some considerable
duration, generally included between the dates
of 1090 and 1135. In the.se strange conceptions
the execution is necessarily rude ; but we must
remember how important they might be as cx-
pressions'of the faith of those by whom they were
designed and the primitive c indition of the times.
By means of these outward fo:ms, rude as they
may appear, the chi^f incidents of the Christian
religion became intellis^ible to all, and assisted
in inspiring them with feelings of devotion and
love. In many cases these symbolical repre-
sentations may be clearly interpreted, although
the specimens on which the selection has fallen

for illustration, are remarkable rather for
curiosity or grotesqueness of design than for any
very clear symbolical meaning. Two of these
appear to represent warrior.^, one going to, the
other presumably returning from, the wars,
indicated in the latter by his exultant attitude
with a recumbent figure under his feet. The
centre one we should be inclined to suppose
might have been intended as a representation of
the face of Jesus, and possibly indicating his
last moments on the cross. The lower row,
though rich in conception, are a little doubtful
in meaning. The dragon, as is well known,
is almost universally used as an emblem
of Sin or Satan, and the meaning of
the action in spearing a wolf with his fork pos-
sibly is to illustrate his final victory over the
wicked. The musical vein of the next is appa-
rent, and may possibly be illustrative of one of
the numerous exhortations in the Psalms to
praise God with "stringed instruments and
organs." or " Let everything that hith breath
praise the Lord," thus figuratively including the
animal creation. If, however, any symbolical
meaning is to be attached to the last in the set,

it is beyond the writer's interpretation. Many
of the shafts are ornamented with Norman en-
richments. It is not so easy to discover what
the bases are like, they being buried in the
accumulated rubbish and s )il of centuries'deposit.

Once more reverdug to the general condition of
the crypt, it cannot but he deplored that while
so large a sum has just been expended in the ap-
pointments of the beautiful choir above, that
something might not have been devoted to the
proper maintenance of this ancient monument of
the past. But ulthough Jlr. Neale has been
engaged in the restoration of the portion appro-
priated by Queen Elizabeth to tho service of

French Protestants, the main body of the crypt
is left in tho most neglected condition. No
longer retaining its legitimate character as
sacred to the relics of departed saints, it is

everywhere desecrated by such utilitarian pur.
poses as coals, lumber, and pipes. The floor,

once beautifully paved, is now but of common
earth, damp and uneven ; tlie exquisite chapel
at the eastern end, dedicated with such former
splendour to the Virgin Mary, is unkept and un-
cared for, and decUcateJ now apparently to
nothing but dirt, darkness, and decay. Such, 1
regret to say, is tho present condition of what
Britton gays claims distinction as the oldest,

finest, and most interabtiug crypt in England
;

and whether viewed in regard to " extent, con-
struction, or ornamental detail, must alike ex-
cite the aidmiration of the architect and the an-
tiquary."

ABTISTS' HOMES.

We give this week illustrations of a house, at
present in course of construction by Mr. A.
Waterhouse, A.R.A., for his own residence. It
is situated at Yattendon, a small village about
ten miles to the west tif Reading, in a district

interesting alike from the beauty of its scenery
and its historical associations. At the east end
of the village there rises a hill of meadow-land,

skirted by picturesque woods, on the summit of

which, some 450ft. above tho sea level, stands a
clump of tall and weather-beaten silver firs,

which serve as a landmark for miles around.
The house is placed under the shadow of th*se
firs, and is approached through a wood, by a
drive which leads to the open (oak) porch on its

north side. The arrangements of the interior

will be sufficiently explained by the plans of the
chief floors, which we give herewith. The prin-
cipal staircase, with a double arcaded screen at
its head, is of oak; so are th) fittings. of the
hall. The woodwork of the library, which is

suriouuded with shelves for books and drawings
to the height of about- 8ft., is of American wal-
nut ; that of the dining-room, of a combination
of walnut, mahogany, and ebony. The wood-
work of.the parlour, and that of the '

' Upper Par-
lour" or boudoir, is painted ; the rest of the house
is of varnished pitch-pine. The fireplaces, some
of which are commodious asd furnished with
seats, are of the simplest form, lined with glazed
fireclay and tiles ; the fires, either of coal or
wood, being made on the hearth, without the
use of any sort of grate. The external walls are
hollow, bonded with Jennings's patent glazed
terra -cotta ties, and faced with red bricks of an
excellent colour, made on the spot, with a con-
siderable admixture of buff terra-cotta. The
roof is covered with red Ruabon tiles. The
upper part of the tower on the west side of the
hou.se is occupied by a large cistern, intended for
use in case of fire. From the lead flat above the
cistern, an extent of view is obtained probably
unequalled in this part of Berkshire. On thie

north stretch the Compton Downs. On the east

one sees the valley of the Kennett, toward*
Reading, the town itself hidden by the hills

dividing this river from the Thames, while be-

yond are two hills, S.W. of Windsor. It is even
reported among the villagers, that the Royal
Castle itself (distant 25 miles) could be seen be-

fore the growth of the woods obstructed the

view. But it is on the south that the prospect

is most varied and extensive. About a mile off rise

the wooded slopes of Frilsham, with undulating-

cem-fields in the foreground. On the left, the
land slopes to the little river Pang, where it

flows through Stanford Dingley on its way to
the Thames. On the right rises the dark ridge

of Cold Ash Cjmmou and Grimsbury Castle,

whilj beyond are the blue hills of Hampshire,
above Kingsclerc and Highclere, terminating
abruptly at Walbury Beacon, nearly 1,000ft.

high. In making the excavations for the house,

the remains of a beason were brought to light.

The interest of the site was further increased by
the discovery, about the same time, of a remark-
able hoard of bronze implements, which were ex-

hibited and described to a meeting of the Society

of Antiquaries by Mr. J. Evans, V.P., 5th Dec,
1878.

EOWDES ABBBT.

This new house, of which wo give two views,

with ground-plan, is built on the hill- side, a
short dis'ance above the site of the abbey from
which it takes its name. Of the latter there
remain only some fragmentary portions of the

walls, and a small bridge which once spanned
the brook, and formed the approach to the

abbey. The half-timbered style has been chosen
for the new building, as being suitable for the
locality, the site being a short distance from the
boundary between Worcestershiro and Here-
fordshire, where many old timber-built farm-
houses and cottages still remain. The con-
struction is of solid oak framing, on a founda-
tion of local stone, with brick chimneys and
brown tiled roofs. The hall and dining-room
are panelled in oak framing, with ribbed ceilings,

the whole of the joiner's work in the best portion

of the house being executed in oak. The work
has been well carried out by Mr. Thos. Espley,

of Eccleshall, Staffs., Mr. Jas. Hodgson being
the clerk of works. The architect is Mr. J(^n
Douglas, Chester.

A stained-glass window has just been placed at

the west end of Holy Trinity Church, HastiDgs.
In the upper tracery is a representation of the
" The Majesty," and in the six lights beneath are
figures illustrating the dedications vi tho following
local churches:—St. Leonard, St. Mary Magdalen,
St. John the Evangelist, St. Mary the Virgin, St.

Andrew, and St. Clement. Beneath each figure is

a medallion group representing an incident in the
life of tlie saint. The window is the work of
Messrs. Clayton atid Bell, of Ilegeut-street, Loo-
don.
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KOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

EEPRESENTATIVES of tlio Press were, for
some reason, excluded from the ordinary

meeting of the Institute, held on Monday even-
ing, but from the Proceedings, issued yesterday,
we are enabled to epitomise the business of most
general interest.

The President, Mr. Whichcord, occupied the
chair, and H gentlemen were elected as fellows,

30 as associates, three as hon. -associates, and tix
as hon. and corresponding members.—The death
was announced of M. Hector Martin Lefuel, of

^ Paris, vice-pretident and inspector-general of
the Conseil dos Bfitiments Civils. On the death

|k of Visconti he was appointed architect to theB palaces of the Louvre and Tuileries, and held
" the office until he died. He was a past-president

of the Societe Centrale des Architectes, Paris,
and he acted as Chairman of the Jury in the
Fine Arts Section of the Paris International Ex-
hibition, and as President of the International
Congress of Architects held in that city in the
same year.—Mr. Joseph Clarke formally pre-
sented to the Institute a portrait of Mr. Charles
Barry, ex-president, painted by Mr. Lowes
Dickinson, and the subject of the portrait de-
clared it to be a high work of art, and expressed
his thanks to the artist for having bestowed on
it an amount of labour for which he certainly
could not receive anything like a due recompense.

6T. mark's, VENICE.

The following letter was read :—

•

14, Cavendish-place, Cavendish-square, W.,Dec. 31, 1880.
Dear Mr. "White,—I inclose some of the circulars of

our committee (St. Mark's, Venice, Committee). I think
many of the Fellows and others of the K.I.B.A. will like
to hear of the existence of the commiltee, hut I do not
know that there is anything I need add to the statement
of the o'jjects contained in the circular. I am glad to
say that the Academy of St. Luke has expressed lately
a decided view as to the recent restorations, and I am
sanguine enough to believe that, for the future, works of
absolutely necessary repair alone will be executed at St.
Mark's.—Believe me, yours very truly,

Gkorok Edmund Street.

The circulars stated that the committee, in-
dividually, and as a body, being actuated by the
most cordial and friendly feelings towards the
Italian nation, would take care to act as deli-
cately as possible by friendly representations,
and with every determination not to wound any
national susceptibilities, or to take exception to
what are plainly necessary repairs. The com-
mittee, with power to add to its numbers, con-
sists of representatives from Venice and other
parts of Italy ; from Paris, Vienna, Stuttgart,
Zurich ; from America, Holland, and the Uuited
Kingdom. Mr. Street is the vice-chairman, and
Mr. Henry Wallis the hon. secretary. The offices
of the committee are at 9, BuckiuKham-street.
Strand, W.C.
Mr. EwAN CiiEiSTiAN said :—I paid a vi.sitlast

October to Venice for the purpose of seeing
St. Mark's befo-e it was destroyed, and I hope
that a great number of the members will join
this committee, for I believe that its action or
the agitation it has commenced was the means
of stopping a work which would have utterly
destroyed the west front of St. Mark's if it had
been persisted in. Mr. Street some months ago
wrote to the Time, and also spoke at a meeting
of the Society of Arts—not describing what was
proposed to be done, but what was actually
beiug done. If the proposed new construction
had been proceeded with, the whole of the west
front of St. Mark's must have been rebuilt—
every part must have been re-set, and we all
know what the re-setting of St. Mark's would
mean. A more thorough destruction of an
ancient monument could not be imagined. All
the mosaics must have gone, and almost the
whole of the interesting irregularities, for there
is an immense number of them in the present
front, and they would all have been destroyed.
That has been stopped, and from the fact of the
hoarding being cleared away, it is tolerably
evident that they do not intend to go upon
these lines in future. But on the other tide they
are carrying out the removal of the casing and
the re-setting of it, and they are doing it in a
way which would horrify gentlemen sitting in
this room—without the slightest care or pro-
tection of the capitals of the pillars. When I
was there only some scaffold boards, upon which
the men were working, were laid upon the abut-
ments and upon the scaffold poles ; they were
hammering away at the brickwork, whic^h is the
background of the marble facing, and bricks

were tumbling about as fast as they could. It
is really sad to think of the deatructiun that- may
bo caused even if this kind of "repair" is

carried out, because in such a building very
little carelessness oa the part of the workmen
may be irreparable.

Mr. C. Bakuy added, as his hcliof, that the
svKipathy of a largo number of the members of
the Institute would be with the movement to pre-
serve intact the grand old basilica of St. Mark.
The paragraph of the report which said that the
committee would take the greatest ponsiblo pains
not to offend the national susceptibilities of the
Italian nation, would, he thought, remove all

hesitation which had weighed on many in joining
the movement. If we were so imprudent,
to say the leant, as to place themselves in a
position of dictating to the artists of a foreigu
nation, they would not unnaturally resent it, as
we should do under similar circumstances. "This

feeling had pi-obably prevented that adhesion and
sympathy being outwardly expressed which all

inwardly felt.

FIXB ABTS EXHIBITION AT UADBIO.

Copies of translations of the proposed regula-
tions for the general exhibition of fine arts, to be
held at Madrid in April next, were placed on
the table, and a letter relating to them was road
by the secretary from the Marquis de Casa L lig-

lesia, of the Spanish Legation in London.

EXAMINATION EEQULATIONS.

The President introduced the subject of the
examination under By-law XIV. by an address,
in which he described the proceedings in com-
mittee which had resulted in the formulation of

proposed regulations, and a programme of l\\e

architectural examinations. These proposals
were printed and issued to members just before
Christmas-day. With the assent of the Bev.
Richard Aspit el, a modification would be pro-
posed to be made in the Aspitel prize, which it

was recommended should henceforth bo given
once a year instead of biennially, and to that
successful candidate who, during the year's
examinations, should distinguish himself most
creditably in any one of them. He then form-
ably moved that the regulations and programme
of the examination under By-law X£V., as

approved by the coimcU, and printed on pp. 95

to 98, inclusive of the Journal of I', octcdings,

1880-81, be received and adopted.
The motion having been seconded by Mr.

Arthur Cates, a discussion ensued, in which
Messrs. Lacy W. Ridge, Robert Walker, Ewan
Christian, H. Dawson, E. C. Robins, C. Fowler,
J. Douglass Mathews, E. G. Bruton, R. Pheno
Spiers, Robert Kerr, T. H. Watson, J. S.

Quilter, H. H. Stannus, H. L. Florence, C.

Barry, and the President joined ; and it was
resolved " That the regulations and programme
of the examination under By-law XIV., printed

on pp. 95 to 98 (inclusive) of the Journal of

Proceediiir/s, 1880-81, be adopted, subject to the

insertion after the word ' plnn,' on page 98

(ninth line), of the words 'section and eleva-

tion.'
"

o( the reueU of th« nsTy, at the Wat-
tham Powder Factory, at Youd^'h PanOiu
Works, and -in the spiiit-vaulta of aereral
(looks ; but now that, by increaacd produc-
tion and the use of water aa the roedtum ii*

ooRt is reduced by one half, it will probablj b«
extensively used for paiutfng walls and ocinngit.

The ordinary form of oil-paint hat already iiera
applied in many ways, to atatuei and bunta, to
toys, to clock-faces, to name-plate*, andnumbtis
on house-doon, and to Dotice-boarda, luch aa
"mind the step," "to let," ic. The paint
emits light without combuatioD, And ttierefore

does not vitiate the atmosphere. The room at
Messrs. Ihlee and Home * can be aeea hj
invito card on any day from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., and a visit will ipnrince any one of the
value of the paint for the purpoaee named.
Several experimental carriage* are now running
on different railways, the paint being nied in-
stead of lamps, which are neceaaarr all day oa
account of the line paining througn occasional
tunnels.

LUMINOUS PAINT.

MESSRS. IHLEE AND IIORNE, 31,

Aldermanbury, E.C., have just coated a

ceiling at their offices with Balmain's luminous

paint, or, in this case, water- wash. The effect

is that of a subdued light, every object in the

room being clearly visible, so that in a room
so treated one could enter without a light, and

find any desired article. The luminous paint

is excited by the ordinary daylight, and its

effects continue for about 1 3 hours, so that it is

well adapted for painting bedroom ceilings,

p.as8ages that are dark at night, and other

places where lamps are objectionable or

considered unnecessary. For staircases and

passages a mere band of the paint will serve as

a guide, and costs but a trifle. For out-door

purposes the oil-paint is used, but for ceilings

and walls the luminous paint, mixed with water

and special size, can be used the same as ordi-

nary whitewash, and presents a similar appear-

ance in the daylight. We have previously given

a short account of the many applications^ of

which this paint is capible (sec p. 153, Vol.

XXXVIII. ), but the comparatively recent dis-

covery that it can be applied as ordinary white-

wash considerably expands the field of its useful-

ness. Sheets of glass coated with the paint

form Aladdiu's lamps, which are in use in some

ROMAN REMArNS IN THE TOWER OP
LONDON.

MR. E. L0FTU3 BROCK, F.S.A., girea •
brief report of a discovery recently made

within the walls of the Tower, of no small in-

terest in relation to the course of the old rampart
of the City of London. Many readers will re-

collect the existence of a range of modem-looking
buildings close to and obscnring the east side of

the old White Tower. These have recently been
demolished, to the great improvement of the
keep, which is now opened to view, and which
reveals a large portion of tht olJ Norman
masonry of its walls in excellent condition.

The modern buildings have been cleared away
down to their foundations. During the visit of some
of the country members of the Brit ish Arcbieo-
logical Association in November la.it attention

was drawn by the courteous authorities to a wall

which had been noticed among the foundations,

and in part demolished by them, but which had
formed no part of the removed buildings. We
pronounced this wall to be lioman work, and
suggested that it should be opened cut. The
Major of the Tower, Major-General Milman,
C.B., at once had this done. Since then Her
Majesty's Office of Works have cleared it down
to its foundations, and it is now open for publio

inspection.

The wall is so exactly of the same construc-

tion as that recently found in America-square
as to point to the same origin. In fact, thii

and that are but two portions of the same wall.

There i-i the same foundation of clay and flints,

the facing of somewhat small stones of square
rag, the same dark brown ironstone chamfered
plinth on the outer or country side, and the same
double course of bright red tiles go:ng through
the entire thickness of the wall ; all pointing to

similarity of design and date of construction.

Unfortunately, the extreme height here is only

6ft. 4in., and the length only about lift. 6in.

The thickness is Gft. lOin. above the plinth. It

commences at the extremity of the well-known
Horse Armoury Gallery, and ends abruptly

where it was cut through many years ago to

form an underground approach to the vaults of

the White Tower, when they were used for the

extraordinary purpose of gunpowder storage.

The wall, doubtless, may be found still further

northwards, and it is greatly to bo desired that

excavations may be made to open for inspection a

greater length of this the only fragment now
visible from above ground of the old wall of the

Roman city.

The course of the fragment is remarkable.

Were a line drawn from the well-known existing

remains of the City wall in Cooper's-row it

would all but touch its southern end ; this line

would be inclined to the White Tower, but

parallel to some of the paths and buildings to

the cost of it. The fragment, however, has no
reference to this, its theoretical course from its

point of junction, since it is more parallel to the

White Tower itself. The reason of this change

of direction will probably be determined when
the wall is opened to a greater extcn*, and

which will clear up the interesting inquiry asto

whether or not the wall had any connection with

any buildings on the site of the Tower. lt»

course southward would be in the directionof

the spot where the foundations of a massire

tower were met with about 1720, aad oloee to

that where an ingot of silver and three late
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RomaQ gold coins weie found about 100 years
•go.
The southern extremity of the fragment is

lost under the modem walling of the Armoury,
and in a mass of masonry of semicircular form.
This is the base of the medireval Wardrobe
Tower, and which projects from the eastern, or
country face, of the wall. The lowest portion
of this is of earlier date, and, although of dif-

ferent construction from the Roman wall, yet
the rough masonry is here and there cemented
with red mortar formed of powdered Koman
brick—a peculiarity that does not occur in the
wall itself. This probably may prove to be a
fragment of a thini instance of a bastion of
Koman work built against the rather earlier

wall—the two others being that found in
Camomile-street in 1876, and that foimd in

Duke-street, Aldgato, a few weeks ago.
The thanks of the British Archteological

Association for so far opening out these remains
hare been rendered not only to Major-Greneral
Hilman and to Her Majesty's Office of Works,
but to Mr. John Taylor, who, in his capacity of
surveyor to the department, has taken much
interest in this curious discovery. The portion
of the mil opened to view will be found close to

t\» east iaoe of the White Tower.

.^^^^ .

ASCH^SOLOaiCAI..
AsoTHKB Cliff - Tows Disoovbbbd.—The

occurrence of ancient cliff-towns, built upon or
rather in almost inaccessible places along the
precipitous sides of river canons in Colorado and
New Mexico, was made known several years
ago. Another very important discovery of this

nature was made a short time since by Mr.
James Stephenson, of the U. S. Geological Sur-
vey, in New Mexico. The city lies in a canon
thirty miles long, never before visited by white
men, and is about forty miles from Santa Fe
and ten miles from the Rio Grande. It consists

of a succession of excavations in the solid rock
throughout the length of the canon, making,
perhaps, the largest cliff town yet discovered.
The houses are dug out of the rock side to a
depth of from fifteen to twenty feet. Apparently
they were excavated with stone implements.
They are almost inaccessible from the plains.

Mr. Stephenson, however, managed to clamber
up the rocky precipice, and entered and exa-
mined a number of articles that he thought re-

mains of their first possessors. A scientist who
has travelled in that region and visited other
caves and excavations of a similar kind says he
is disposed to believe that they have been
tenanted within modern times by Indians at
war with other tribes, seekiug safety and ad-
vantage over their enemies. He thinks the
remains found there are the remains of the
things these belligerents have used, eaten, or
worn, and not the relics of the first owners of

the rock houses.

Beomhaji.—During the recent Congress of the
British Archfeological Association at DeviTes in

August last an ancient Roman villa in this neigh-
bourhood was visited and inspected, and so in-
teresting did it prove a general wish was ex-
pressed that a thorough and complete examina-
tion might be instituted, as it was felt important
and interesting discoveries might be made. Mr.
Butler, upon whose farm the remains are situate,

having kindly gfiven full liberty for this to be
done, a local committee has been at work at
Brombam during the past week, and the result
of their labours has been such as to justify the
predictions made. The labours entered upon
nave so far, of course, only been of a preliminary
character, but several articles of pottery, urns,

«nd coin have been discovered, and the founda-
tions of several chambers have been unearthed

;

also a length of wall, probably not less than
200yds. in extent, and varying from two to four
feet in thickness. The outline of the villa may
now be very fairly seen. The examination of

the courts and apartments will be deferred until

next Bummer, when doubtless, matters of im-
portance to archaxilogists will be revealed.

AKCHITECTXXBAL & ABCH^OLOQICAL
SOCIETIES.

BiBxntonAX Auctiitkctukal Association.—
An ordinary meeting was held at the rooms of
the Association, Queen's College, on Tuesday
evening last, at which a paper on " Architec-
tural Physiognomy " was read by Mr. Fred.
W. Cross.

COMPETITIONS.
Bbiohton.—The town council of Brighton

decided on Wednesday to institute a competi-
tion for designs for a clock-tower and urinal to

be erected in North-street. Premiums of £20,
£15, and £10 are offered. The designs are not
to exceed £1,500 in cost of erection, exclusive of

the clock, and are to be sent in before 4 p.m. on
March 3rd next.

Clitheeoe Day and Sunday-Schools Compe-
TITION.—The committee, on the 22nd ult., placed
the five designs, reviewed last week, in the fol-

lowing order of merit, viz.—"Limestone," by
Mr. W. S. Varley, Blackburn ;

" As You Like
It," by Mr. R. Knill Freeman, of Bolton and
Derby ; " Whatdo You Think," by Mr. Edward
Clarke, London ; "Octagon," by Mr. J. Wardle
Bulcock, of Blackburn and CUtheroe; "Sim-
plex," by Messrs. BromOow and Cheers, Liver-
pool, the first and second premiums being
awarded to the first two named.

The Rowland Hill Meitokial.—A meeting
of the Mansion-house Committee of the Row-
land Hill Memorial Fund was held on Thursday,
when the total of the fund was reported to

amount to £17,286. In regard to the statue of

Sir Rowland Hill, at the site in Royal Exchange
buildings, the sub-committee reported that they
had received 1 4 models, nine being of erect and
five of sitting figures, and that, having visited

the site and taken occasion to see most of the
public statues in the metropolis, they were
strongly and unanimously of opinion that the
statue should be an erect and not a sitting

figure. Sir Frederick Leighton had, on the in-

vitation of the committee, placed his services at

their disposal in the selection of the best work of

art, and had suggested that the committee
should also ask two senior sculptor members of

the Royal Academy to act with him, and that
their award should be final. The committee
proposed, therefore, to invite Mr. Calder Mar-
shall, R.A., and Mr. Woolner, R.A. , to join Sir

Frederick Leighton as umpires, and they pro-
posed, on receiving the final award, to make the
necessary arrangements with the successful artist

for the erection of the statue, in accordance with
the conditions laid down. The report was
adopted unanimously.

ToEONTO.—The competition for public build-

ings at Toronto has resulted very badly, accord-
ing to the American Architect. Although
arranged with remarkable fairness and care, the

terms of the competition required such a vast

amount of useless work as to make it imprac-
ticable for architects with other important en-

gagements to compete, and the absence of any
guarantee that the award should be made by
professional judges operated still further to deter

the best class of designers. Sixteen sets only of

drawings were received at the appointed time,

nearly all, it would seem, from local architects,

and, m accordance with the agreement, three of

these were allotted premiums, the first, of two
thousand dollars, being given to a plan marked
" Datur Digniori," the second, of one thousand
dollars, to one entitled " Waterloo," and a
third, of five hundred, to "Nox." So far from
the object of the competition being attained,

however, by the awards, the exports declined to

recommend any of the prize designs for execu-
tion, considering them all unworthy of the site,

and although the Government acquires the title

to the premiated plans, it is understood that they

will not be used, and the Province of Ontario is,

after paying away its thirty-five hundred dollars,

as far from having a convenient and creditable

public building as ever. One design only re-

ceived mention as being " architecturally good,"
but its cost was excessive. A competition for a

great public building which results in the pro-

duction of but one good design, and that too

costly for use, must be regarded as a practical

failure ; which in this case is the more to be re-

gretted on account of the evident desire of the

officials who directed it to obtain the best result

result by the most honourable means.

A meeting of the Broadstairs Pier and Harbour
Commissioners was held on Monday evening, when
it was resolved that a jetty, 4.i5ft. long, be erected

iu a northerly direction from the old pier.

The Tottenham Local Board, on the 21st Deo.
last, accepted the tender of £19,708, of Mr. John
Bell, contractor and builder, Wood Green, N., for

Limmer asphalte paving, granite kerb, and cross-

ings, for contracts No. 5, 4, 3, and 2.

Butllrittg fiiittlUstnce.

Ascot.—The old rectory at Ascot has been
considerably enlarged by the addition of an ora-
tory and schoolroom for the Rev. W. Kii-k Pierce,
at a cost of £1,020, by Mr. W. Watson, builder,
of Ascot, under the superintendence of Mr.
Byrne, architect, of Windsor, and 12, Bucking-
ham-street, Strand. The four stained-glass
windows in tlio oratory were executed at the
Royal Stained-glass Works at Old Windsor,
from the designs of Mr. Westropp, of that es-
tablishment.

Hanley.—The School of Art, which has been
clcsed eight months for additions and altera-

tions, will be reopened on Monday, the 10th
inst. The school, previous to the additions, con-
sisted of one room 60ft. by 3Gft., which had to
serve both for elementary and advanced stu-
dents ; and a library, 25tt. by 15ft., on the first

floor, with modelling-room, over the library,

formed in the roof. The whole were approached
by a narrow and inconvenient entrance and
staircase. The accommodation provided for only
75 students, but generally the attendance num-
bered upwards of 120. The alterations consist

of an additional story over the old school, con-
taining antique room, 38ft. by 36ft. ; modelling-
room, 22ft. by 38ft. ; and life class-room, 15ft.

by 29ft. The old schoolroom has been re-

modelled, and the space occupied by the old

staircase utilised ; the accommodation on this

floor now consists of an elementary room, 46ft.

by 35ft. ; architectural and mechanical room,
15ft. by 36ft. ; library and designing-room, 13ft.

by 14ft. ; attendant's room, and ladies' cloak-

room. The whole are approached by a new and
commodious entrance and staircase, at the rear

of which are a casting-room and closets and
lavatories. The school will now conveniently
accommodate upwards of 200 students. The
schoolrooms are ventilated by means of Shillito

and Shorland's inlet ventilators and specially

constructed windows, and by Messrs. Hill and
Hey's siphon outlet ventilators, and are heated
by hot water. Mr. Nicholas Bennett, of Burslem,
has been the contractor for the additions and
alterations. The whole has been erected frem
the designs and under the superintendence
of Mr. Ralph Dain, architect, of Hanley and
Burslem.

HoENSEY.—The Bishop of London consecrated

the new church of Holy Trinity, South Homsey,
on Friday, Dec. 31st. It supplies the place of

an iron one, lately erected, which was found in-

adequate for the wants of this vastly increasing

suburb. It was designed by Mr. C. B. Terry, 15,

Spring-gardens ; the builder was Mr. T. Boyce,
Hackney. The brass lectern, gas-fittings. Com-
munion-rail, and other furniture were supplied

by Jones and Willis, of London and Birming-
ham.

Letenshulme.—The foundation-stone of a
new Congregational church was laid at Levons-
hulme on Saturday last. The church is being
erected upon a site adjoining the present school,

and is 64ft. long by 43ft. wide, and 49ft. to

ridge of roof. Two vestries are placed ou the

south side. A spire will stand at the north-west
angle, the lower stage of which forms the prin-

cipal entrance to the church, and opens through
folding doors into a vestibule which occupies the

entire length of the front. Internally the fittings

will be of pitch-pine ; accommodation being
provided for 400 persons. Provision will also

be made for the erection of a future gallery, to

contain 100 additional seats. Increased class

room and other accommodation will also be
provided iu connection with the present school.

The total cost will be about £3,300. The build-

ing is being carried out under the superintcnd-

enoeof the architect, Mr. John Lowe, F.R.I.B.A.,

Manchester ; Mr. W. W. Harrison, also of Man-
chester, being the builder.

>-^^^-«

The annual prize distribution, in connection

with the Norwich School of Art, took place on
Wednesday week at the Free Library iu that city.

It was reported that the school was in a prosperous

condition, both as to number of students and
finances. An encouraging address was delivered

to the students by Mr. Walker, President of the

Liverpool Society of Water - Colour Painters,

and art referee to the Southport Corporation,

who, 30 years ago, was a student in the Norwich
school.
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Kore than Fifty Thousand Keplies and
Letters on sulijoct* ot Universal Interest Imve uppearcd durinR
Ihelast tenyeiirsin the ENGLISH MKCIIANIO AND WOHLD
OP SCIENCE, most of them from the pens of tlic leading
Keicntitlc and Toehnleal Authorities of the day. Thousands of
orilrinal artieles and seientlfie papers, and countless receipts and
wrlnlflesenibraeinKaluYost every sulijeet on which it is possihie
to desire information have also appeared during the same period
The Hirliest and most accurate information respecting all new
•eientlfic discoveries and mechanical inventions is to be found in
its pages, and its large circulation render its the best medium
for all advertisers who wish their announcements to be brought
under the notice of manufkcturcrs, mecbanics. seientiOc worlters,
and amateurs. Price Twopence, of ail booksellers and news-
vendors. Post free 2Jd. Office : 31, Tavistock street, Covout-
garden W.C.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourBclvea respoimible for the opimons of
our correspondent*). The Editor respectfully requests
that all communications should be drawn up as briefly
as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence. ]

All letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 31,
TAVISTOCK-STllEET, COVENT-OAEDEN, W-C.
Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

J. Fassmoub Edwabos.

ADVERTISEMENT CHAEQES.
The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line of eight

words (the first line counting as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than half-a-crown. Special terras for
series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

FrontPage Advertisements and Paragrajjh Advertise-
ments Is. per line. No front page or paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 58.

Advertisements for the current week must reach tJie
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

The real amount of money awarded by the
above board for 96 seta of drawinira was the
munificent sum of 25 guineas, about five shillings
a set, and thus at ten drawings in a sot, about
sixpence the sheet—the prioeof the paper without
tlie .stretchers.

Wo believe the largo number who entered this
competition were induced to do co from the an-
nouncement that the drawings would be ex-
hibited.

Most competitors look on such an exhibition
as an advertisement, and as such, even if unsuc-
cessful, a remunerative speculation indirectly,
especially when the professional journals give
them a favourable criticism.

Not to exhibit the drawings was, we think, in
this instance, looked on as a great injustice, the
labour bestowed being utterly thrown away.
We would suggest as another sine qua non in

competitions that the drawings be always ex-
hibited.—I am, &c., A. D.

TERMS or SUBSCRIPTIONS.
(Payable in Advance.}

Including two half-yearly double ntimberg, One Potmd
per annum (post free) to any part of tlie United Kingdom

;

lor the United States, £1 6s. 6d. (or 6doIs. 400. gold). To
France or Belgium, £1 6s. 6d. (or Xit. 30c.). To India (via
Brindisi), £1 10a. lOd. To any of the Australian Colonies
or New Zealand, £1 IDs. lOd. ; to the Cape, the West
Indies, Canada, Nova Scotia, or Natal, £1 6s. 6d.

Mr. R. M. TtjTTLK, of 13 and 15, Laight-street, New
York City, is authorised to receive American subscrip-
tions at the rate of 6 dols. 40c. per annimi.

Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 28. each.

NOW READY,
Handsomelybound in cloth. Vol. XXXVrn. of the Build-
ing News. Price Twelve Shillings. Order at once, as
only a limited number are bound up.
N.B.- -Cases and vols, must be ordered through a

bookseller or newsagent, as the regulations of the Post-
office prevent them from being sent by post.

Ekckived.—D. B, B.—H. and I.—L. J. C. and Co.—
E. W.-P. of N.—A. J. T.—J. S, and 8on.-C. H. C-
J. E. V.—Q. and G.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
Howard. (By a 10ft. fore-court we meant, of coui-se,
depth, not frontage, which may be of any convenient
width.)

—*-*-»—
PUBLIC GENEROSITY IN COMPE-

TITIONS.

To the Editor of the Bxjildino News.

Sib,—One farcical condition in competition
instructions is mot receiving that consideration
which it deserves among those who have already
written on this, at present, fruitful theme ; we
mean the one which states :

" If the plans of the
first premiated design be adopted, the premium
to merge in the commission." As, ninety-nine
times out of a hundred, the first premiated plans
are adopted, we are lost in wonder at the
stupendous moderation of the first premium
generally offered. Take the late Liverpool
School of Art Competition for instance : the first

premium was 100 guineas to bo merged in the
commission. As tlie cost of the building was
limited to £10,000, the commission would thus
be £.500. Now, why should the board have
been so niggardly as to offer only 100 guineas f

Why not have been generous and offered 400
guineas ? 300 guineas, more or less, would have
been nothing out of their pockets, while o

prodigious generosity would have been cheaply
obtained.

We commend this suggestion to all future
framers of competitions, as, of course, those
interested—incipient architects and draughts-
men who have not yet learned to enter a com-
petition, especially one without a referee, unless
they know beforehand tliey are to win—will

never detect the fallacy.

LIVERPOOL SCHOOL OF ART
COMPETITION.

SiE,—The thanks of the profession are duo to
Mr. Walker for exposing the ungenerous treat-
ment which we have received at the hands of
the directors of the Liverpool Institute. I
certainly accepted Mr. Sharp's statement as a
moral guarantee that a referee would be ap-
pointed, and if, as he asserts, the committee
made the selection without favour, could they
not have gone a step higher and given the proof-
positive of their sincerity towards the profession
by seeking the advice of an experienced and
eminent architect in arriving at a decision ? Such
a course could have had no drawbacks in their
desire to deal justly, and it would have been a
real satisfaction to the large number who re-
sponded to their invitation, for while English-
men can bear defeat, they like to know they have
been beaten /air/y. It is needless for Mr. Sharp
to tell the profession that some of the committee
had experience in competitions, for no amateur-
knowledge is sufficient to grapple successfully
with such a large number of competition draw-
ings. While it would be premature to pronounce
an opinion on the successful design, the fact of
its being conceived in the " Queen Anne " style
is an ominous sign that this "Be just and fear
not '

' committee would not have made a great
blunder if they had sought the gviidaQce of a
ripe and sober judgment.

It is never a healthy sign, and reasonably
creates suspicion, when a set of men can't leave
their acts to the judgment of the public ; and
apart from the ungrateful and undignified treat-
ment in refusing competitors the satisfaction of
a professional criticism, it has yet lo bo ex-
plained how "Liverpool gentlemen" (as they
call themselves in Manchester), can tell people
that drawings are packed up and sent oft

(carriage paid—let us thank them for this

generosity) which do not arrive in London for
about ten days after.

Liverpool gentlemen ! we would not harm
you ; but need you have treated a liberal response
to your invitation scurvily ?—I am, &o.

A CoiLPETITOE.

Why an obnervation, which from mo 1« in " b»d
form, ' and \» "regarded rimply m the rapoar-mg of an ambitious would- bo oementauthoritT "
would have " oome with bettor gnoe from tU
I resident " of tho Institution of OvU Eofiiwon
18 oven less intelligible than the re«t of Hr.
Reids latest epistolary effort. Mr. Baid
secured a very cautioualy-worded notioe of Ua
book m tho "joint-paper," and he is at libertr
to use It to puff his third edition. I am ^ad h»
admita his mistake about tho formation of s
silicate in tho humid way. Ho must really netMr W. F. Reid to explain tho matter to him a
litUe more fully, however, for ho i* rtill fo^iry
on this point. That I am regarded as Uw
" trade exponent" of sulphur, solanite, and loam
18 news to me, though we live and learn. Mr.
Reid, when ho is faoetioaaly inclined, ihoold try
and be more exact—tho history of a childhoodk
not the same as a " child's history."

I wish to take this opportunity of saying tliatm tho paper road at the In8tituti(m of Cml Engi-
neers, the paragraph to which Mr. Reid alludes,
respecting the nature of Joseph Aspdin's cement,
18, when taken in connection with the mibae-
quently-ascertained facts, scarcely just. Thei»
can, I tliink, be no doubt that Aspdin was tho
first manufacturer of Portland cement, though
we have, as stated in the joint-paper, no eridenoe
from his specification that the coment he made
in 1824 was identical with what we now call
Portland cement. It is satisfaotorr to learn
that Mr. Reid is so much in request by those in
search of advice upon matters in which he con-
siders himself so " experienced."—I am, &c.,

GiLBEBT S. ReDOBATB.
Muswell-hill, N., Jan. 3.

SiE,—^With reference to Mr. Reid's remarks
in the last number of tho Buiujcjo News, will
you allow me to say that no one realises more
fully than I do tho very great importance of
clean aggregates for making concrete, nor has
anyone insisted more strongly on this condition
being observed on works where Portland cement
concrete has been used in very large quantities.
I should be glad to Icnow on what authority Mr.
Reid makes a statement implying that I am in
the habit of allowing dirty or unsuitable mate-
rial to be used.—1 am, &o.,

E. CoiSOH.
H.M. Dockyard, Fortsmonth, Jan. 4.

GLASGOW MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS
COMPETITION.

SiE,—I must repeat to "Another Competitor "

that the words quoted by him do not forbid

blackening windows. An elevation is none the

less "in line" because the windows are

blackened ; and the conditions do not specify

that they are to be in line only. Colour and
etching are excluded, but not blackening. There
is no room for doubt as to the meaning of the

expression ; but the intention of those who drew
up the conditions is not equally clear. Several

of the competitors accordingly wrote and re-

ceived private instructions, which can hardly be
considered binding on those who heard of them
only during the exhibition of competitive draw-
ings. When your correspondent says that " 90

competitors out of 9C break rule," he suggests

the eleven obstinate jurymen of the anecdote,

and casts an undeserved imputation on his pro-

fession.-—I am, etc., T. L. W.

THE FUTURE OF CEMENT.
Sir,—At the risk of being considered tedious,

I must crave a few words more on this subject.

FIGURES IN GLOUCESTEB CATHE-
DRAL.

SiE,—Can yon, or any of your numerous cor-
respondents, inform me with reference to the
figures in the reredos of the high altar in Glou-
cester Cathedral, which was erected some few
years since, from the designs and under the
supervision of the late Sir Gilbert Scott ; whether
they are not still simply the original plaster
models doing duty for the sculptured marble
ones originally intended ?

It is stated that the plaster figures have never
been removed ; but if this statement is incorrect,

I should, for one, be glad to be told so, as I
believe marble figures were paid for.—I am, &c.

Os« IS DotTBT.

ST. MARK'S, VENICE, AND THE
INSTITLTE.

SiE,—Scarcely recovered from the shock of

last night at the Institute, I hasten to note, for

the benefit of your readers who were not pre-

sent, tho harrowing scene which took place there

in connection with St. Mark's, Venice.

After the first portion of tho business was
completed, there were those signs of restlessness,

those whisperings and murmnrings, which pre-
cede, in meetings, some important communi-
cation from the leaders ; members huddled
together as if for mutual support during the
ordeal, the president was graver than u.sual, the

secretary looked defiant—more defiant than ever,

and when the hon. secretary rose, one could
have heard a crowbar fall. With a printed

paper trembling in his hands, and with quivering

lip, he read extracts from a circular by Mr. Street,

the purport of which I gathered was to invite

members to sign a memorial praying that

further works at St. Mark's bo at once stopped.

This ultimatum was received with smothered,

but warlike excitement ; it required but the word
to hurl deadly combat at the Venetians, and the

fierce gladiators were only kept back by the para-

graph in the circular which advocated calmness
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and mercy, and expreesed the desire that nothing

should be done to wound the susceptibiUties of

the dire foe. Staggering to his scat, the hon. sec.

breathed again, and probably a respite would
hare been granted—but No! in an instant

darted up an old warrior, hissing rage ; he had
only just returned from St. Mark's, he had the

blood- thirst still warm ; he had witnessed with

the aid of powerful glasses the bloody works
guing on at unhappy St. Markka, and back came
the ^sire of every owner of stout heart and arm
to rush upon the perpetrators : the sword-hilts

were grasped when this old warrior just returned

from St. Mark's related how it nearly happened
that the west front would be brought out from
six to twelve inches, resulting, of course, in an
entire rebuilding. How thereby all the "irregu-
larities," all the " wavy lines," all the small

pieces of stones," all the results, in fact, of bad
setting out and careless workmanship, would be
for ever lost. How in one instance where there

were some small pieces of marble casing, " single

sheets" of marble had been substituted, and
how some old paving with "wavy lines" had
been taken up, and new paving (he didn't know
whether the pattern was the same or not) with
straight lines laid in place. The sturdy little

Briton had now worked bis hearers into the re-

quisite pitch of excitement, and when the last

fool deed was recited—when, with distended

nostrils, he told how certain capitals were left

unprotected, while wretched hirelings were
banging away, and brickwork tumbling down

;

and reached his climax by saying that he had
seen one capital chipped—then he had lost all

command of the band, which thereupon swore
death or glory at the west front of St. Mark's.
This mighty harangue of the old hero had cost

him exertion ; fainter and fainter grew his

faltering notes until he sank with the words :

" Stop the works for ever ; leave all cracks as

they are ; leave the irregularities ; leave the wavy
lines ; leave it all alone," and live or die in the
determination to preserve intact the west front

of St. Mark's.
Precisely so, Messrs. Ewan Christian and

George Edmund Street ; and is not that desire

to pressure intact the Church of St. Mark as
dominant in Venetian architects as in your-
selves ? And if not, are you to dictate to foreign
governments and foreign architects as to the
necessity or otherwise of taking precautions to

uphold, alter, restore, or rebuild any parti-
cular structure they may desire should be so

dbalc with ? Are your views, even with the aid

of powerful glasses, to be thrust upon other
countries, as to whether a building stated
to be unstable by local architects employed
for the purpose, is, or is not, in want of

attention? Is it because you choose to take
under yonr protection " wavy lines," " small
pieces,' " irregular work," and other funny
things in that jumbled up west front, with
colunma having bad capitals carrying nothing,
with a balcony as incongruous as it could be,

with proportions and details as offensive as pos-
sible, and all intermixed with silly sculpture,

that ^ou ask members of the Institute to help
you m your indelicate work ? Would EugUsh
architects like French architects, after visiting

London, to go back and write insane letters to

the Timet about matters which properly are and
should be left to English architects ? Could not
a man just returned from the London Law
Courts address his Venetian brethren, and pray
that the attention of the English Government
should be called to the many things there, inside

end outside, which, in his opinion, should be
altered, and the works in progress stopped?
Conid he not ask why that piece of circular in-
sipidity at the comer of the Northumberland

-

srenoe was allowed to be erected ; and could
not somebody say, "Because it was to help
Drommond's Bank " ? And what about the
best sites at the west of London being
covered with pieces of embodied ugliness
called Queen Anne architecture? ^Vhat
about some scores of other buildings which
might be named, wretched responses to
wretched fashion ? What about so-called
fine art in the drawing-room, such a " comer"
as that recently illustrated as the work of Mr.
Edis—another example of faddy-fashion? I
suppose any circular on these little matters issued
by a foreign institute would be considered im-
pertinent by London architects ; and if ]fr.

Christian is so fond of " wa^y linej " and
" small pieces," why does he not execute them
in his buildings? That building of his in

Bridge-street, Blackfriars (which, I am sure, we
all admire), is not absolutely covered with wavy
lines, and the stones ave very much bedded and
jointed, as customary ; then let practice follow
precept. I don't know that much more can be
done in the way of " bits " at the Law Courts

;

but perhaps we can have them in other works.
I conclude. Sir, with the earnest wish that the

members of the Institute will abstain from com-
mitting themselves to any protest, circular or

otherwise, which would convey imputations that

our Venetian brethren are incompetent, and that
when they report that St. Mark's is in need of

reparation, restoration, or rebuilding in parts,

they so report in order to get a job, and that the
only man who really knows what is required is

Mr. George Edmund Street. As a member of

the Institute, I should not dare to become a
party to so insolent a piece of meddling ; and I

hope that members will show their disapproba-
tion of the whole affair by withholding their

signatures from any circular which may be sent

to them.—I am, &o.,

January 4. Wk. Woodwaed.

Ittttrc0mmunicati0n.

QUESTIONS.
[6345.]—Surveyor's Charges.—"What are the fair

and customary charges for tnklDg- out quantities and
making estimate, from architect's drawings and specifica-

tion, for a builder, when his tender is accepted I Also,
wliat is a fair charge for making; an eatiraate, when the
architect or his surveyor suppUee quantities, to the
builder, if hia tender be accepted ? I am often called on
to take out quantities and make estimates for builders,
taking no risk nor being responsible for accuracy. I do
not know what is a fair charge for so doing. If I chaise
2ft percent, when the builder is successful I am told it is

too much, and am offered I per cent., which I think is too
little. Will some builder's surveyor give me hia opinion ?

—Quantity StjavKroa.

[6346.]—Landscape Gardeningr.—If any reader
could give the name of a small work on the above it would
greatly oblige.— Oval.

[6347.'!—Perspective Drawing:.—Which is the

best b lok treating on the above in its application to the
requirements of architecture ?—H. K. A.

[6348.]—Orjran in Trinitv CoUegre Chapel.
DabUn-—Will some reader kindly give specification and
brief description of this instrument ?—Ijjquibkr.

[6349.]—Violin.—Inside one which cost a friend £25
more than half a century ago is *' Ignatio Bentze in
Italia a Croemona." Any information regarding this

maker or his merits will be welcomed by—iNguiBEB,

[6350 ]—Sarveyiog.—Will some reader oblige by
answering the following:—A field is separated from a
country high road by the usual hedge and ditch, the ditch
on the road aide. Would the centre of the hedge be the
boundary line!—Z. Y. X.

[6351.]—Opening's.-Having jast completed a large
job where openings are not deducted, the proprietor
objects to allow me to take the following opening, 2*2 by
20, for stage. The walU to opening are plastered on botd
sides, and from stage to floor 5ft. The room is 86 by 34,
and 26ft. high ; also in corridor, 100ft. by 15ft., he objects
to the following openings being taken : 6ft. by 37ft., also
12ft. by 6ft., also 8ft. by 22ft, also 13ft. by 10ft. Will
you kindly insert this in your val\iable paper, as myself
and proprietor and architect have agreed to accept the
answer given therein.—Kombald.

16352-] —Wall.—To what height would it be necessary
to build a Din. brick wall, 15ft. long, before the super-
structural weight would crush the bottom course of brick-
work, supposing it cou'd be done ! I have an argument
about this, and .should be thankful for any information,
the kind of bricks used being kiln.—Leo.

[635 .1—Qrientatlon.—Apropos of your article in

lastweek's Building Nbws on "Orientation," have any
of your raiders noticed (1) how far the private chapels
attached to the old manor-houses in various parts of the
country orientate ! (2) Also if the manor houses them-
selves commonly follow the points of the compass. Some
instances in Lanca-shire and Cheshire have been pointed
out in ** Notes on SketcHng Tours," recently published
byBatsford. Can instances be quoted in other parts of
the country ! - J. M. Q.

[6343.]—"Water Tests.—The fundamental principle

of the ordinary' meth'jd of ascertaining the relative hard-
ness of water is the fact that hard waters require more
soap '0 form a lather than soft ones. A measured quan-
tity, therefore, say, 70 cubic centimetres of the water in
que.-ition is put into a stoopered bottle which has been
carefully rinsed with distilled water, and an alcoholic

solution of soap of exactly known strength is added from
agraduated glass measure called a burette, until the mix-
ture, on shaking up, forms all over its suiface a lather

which will last for five minutes. The quantity of soap
solution added is then read off, and the hardness of the
water can be calculated from the amount of soap used.

The hardnew of water is due to the decomposition of

soap by certain salts of lime and magnesia held in solu-

Holution, andas afixed quantity of soap is decomposed
by a fixed quantity of these salts, the more of tliem a
water contains the more soap is decomposed before any
can dissolve and remain unacted upon an ai to [roduce
a good lather. The number of measures of soap solution

u^dd. by a gallon of a water is its number of agrees of

hardness. Seventy cubij centimetres of water weigh
70,0.0 milligrammes, and one gillon weiglis 70,0^ grains,
therefore 70 cubic centimetres may be considered a minia-
ture gallon, an 1 it is a convenient quanti:y to take, a^ a
gallon would be too bulky to work with. Professor Wank-'
lyn recommends that the solution of soap should be made ^
of such a strength that one cubic centimeter will contain
just enough soap to be acted on by one milligram of car-
bonate of lime. This is done by dissolving 10 gnimmes
of Castile soap iu one litre of weak alcohol, of about 35
per cent, in strength. All the soap must be dissolved,
and the solution well shaken up. Now, if 70 cubic cen-
timetres of a water took 5 cubic centimetres of this *' soap
test " it would h.avo 5 degree.^ of hardness, 70 cubic cen-
timetres of anotlier water takin?8 cubic centimetres of
the soap solution would indicate 8 degrees of hardness,
and so on. The foregoing is a partial outline of the
process for determining hardness given in Wanklyn's
'* Water Adalysis," but as I dare not take up too mucl^
space, the outline here given makes no mention of the
various practical details of the method. With regard to
the second question of *' Juventus," I may safely say
that there are no really simple and, at the same time, re-
liable tests as to whether any particular water is fit or
unfit for human consumption. To quite satisfactorily solve
such a problem necessitates the employment of many and
difficult scientific prof:e.-«e9 whirh can only be cani^ out
by those who have had lung training iu analytical chemis-
try. The quantity of foreign matter present even in
waters which may be most deadly in their effects on the
animal system is so minute that water analysis consti-
tutes one of the most deUcite and difficult branches of
chemical science, and cannot yet be said to be in a tho-
roughly satisfactoiy condition. The greatest chemists
have differed and do differ on the respective merits of the
best processes at our command, and it is very obvious
that if there were any good and simple test ef the kind
asked for by *" Juventus," the compUcated processes,
expensive apparatus, and voluminous literature connected
with water analysis would be useless, and without any
raison d'etre. The third question can be more easily
answered. Iron, lead, and copper, if present in water,
even in minut« quantities, maybe easily tested for by
adding a few drops of ammonium sulphide solution to
about 100 cubic ccotiraetres of the water, which should be
in a white porcelain dish or bason If a brown or black
colouration is produced which does not disappear on the
addition of a drop of pure hydrochloric acid, either lead or
copper is present, and the water should be absolutely con-
demned. If the colouration disappears on the addition of
the acid, it is due to iron, and in this case, supposing the
colour to have been originally only just visible, no notice
need be taken, as a trace of iron is for most purposes un-
important. There is no special test for urine, but the pre-
sence of a large amount of free ammonia in water is, to a
great extent, indicative of urinous (especially) and other
oi^anic contamination, and the best test for ammonia is

that called Nesslet-'s test, which, on being added to a
water contiining much free ammonia, would impart a
sherry-coloured tint, or, if the contamination were exces-
sive, a browTi precipitate. The water-testing apparatus
at a guinea and half a guinea, sold by the London and
General Purifying Company, 157, Strand, W.C, con-
tains simple tests, with directions, for the most usual
impurities in water, and, as far as it goes, would pro-
bably meet the requirements of "Juventus." By its

aid he could condemn any thoroughly bad waters, but
I cannot too strongly ui^e that, as regards the vast
majority of waters one meets with, no process short of

a regular analys's would quite reliably enable one to

decide upon their safeness or the reverse.—Eowy Q.
Clavtox, Analytical Chemist and Assoc. Socy. Public
Analysts.

CHIPS.

At the Lancashire Quarter Sessions, held on
Thursday week, the sums of £20,500, £11,000, and
£8,850 were voted for the erectioa of a new
annexe at the several lunatic asylums at Whitting-
ham, Prestwich, and Lancaster respectlTelj. and
£I2,000for the purchase of asite iu Islington-fl igs,

Liverpool, for the erecHon thereon of a sessional

court-house for that city.

Two of the works which were contributed to the

present exhibition at the Grosvenor Gallery, have
been purchased by the Siuth Kensiogton Mussum
for the nation.

The Institution of Civil Engineers, which was
established for the promotion of mechanical science,

has just entered upon i'"s sixty-fourth year.^ Ac-
cording to a list corrected to the 2Dd in3t.,itnow
numbers 3,839 of all classes, distributed thus:—
members, 1.231; associate members, 1,335; associ-

ates, 569; honorary members, 18: and students,

686.

A new coffee-tavein, in the High - s*reet,

Deptford, belongiu.; to the United Kingdom
Coffee - Taverns Co, was opened on Thursday
week.

The cap-stone of the spire of Christ Church,
Leeson-park, Dublin, was laid by the Rev. Dr.
Neligan, on Wednesday week. The chuich wiS
built between 1859 and 1863, with the exception of

the spire, from the defci^ns of Mr. Rawson Carroll.

The new tower has a belfrv in the upper stage,

with four double-light wiud-^ws with pointed and
cusped heads ; at present it contains no bells.

Over this is a broach spire having a range of lucerne

lights, and above these quatrefoil perforations, and
the total height from ground to copper terminal is

150ft. The initeriah are cbisel'td Ballyknockeu
granite, and limestone dressings. Mr. Riwaoa
Carroll was the architect, and Mr. BDlton the con-
tractor.

The Devonport borough prison has been sold to

Mr. John Martin, builder, for £5,500.
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LE&AL INTELLIGENCE.
The Dasgeeous Chimney at the Ceiteeiox.—

On Wednesday tho dispute about the degree of

Btability of the Criterion chimney-S'tilk again

occupied tlie masistrate at the Marlborough-strcet

police-court. Mr. Cooke was on the bench, and
BhoweJ some reluctance to adjudicate in a case

with which Mr. Newton had previously dealt ; but

on it being admitted by both parties that Mr.
Newton's order could not be carried out, as it was
against the builder of the chimney, out of whose
hands the building had completely passed, Mr.
Cooke coufented to hear and decide upon the case

on its merits. Mr. Napier appeared for the Board
of Works, and Mr. Bigham ibarrister) for Messrs.

Spiers and Pond. The argument of the summons
was " to take down the new chimney-stalk on the

buildiug to the extent of four feet on the top

thereof ; or, otherwise, to stay and support the

said climney-stalk (leaving it at its present height)

by means of an addittioual stay of H iron, nine

iHches deep, properly secured at the foot, and at-

tached to tne chimuey-stalk at the head by a proper

iron stretcher." Mr. Robert Kerr, district sur-

veyor of St. Jomes, said this chimney was erected

in May, 1879, without notice being given to him.

An application was promised by the builder to the

Metropolitan Board of Works for its sanction, but
it was not made. In October, 1879, notice was
given by the district surveyor to have the work
amended. Nothing was done. In November of

that year there was a summons of the builder to

the police court, with its adjournments. In
January, 1 880, the case was heard before Mr.
Man'field, and referred to the Metropolitan Board
of Works. Doubts were ftlt as to the Criterion

being a public building, and, therefore, as to the

applicability of the Act. Mr. Mansfield decidtd

this affirmatively. In May, 1880, the Metropolitan
Board of works decided that an iron stay should
be put up. In June there was a notice given hj
the district surveyor to the builder to amend his

work according to this decision. It was not
amended. In July there was a second summons
to the police-court. One case was adjourned sine

die by consent. The other was heard by Mr.
Newton, and an order was made in terms of the
Metropolitan Board's decision. In August the
writttn orderwas delivered by the police. Mr. Verity,

the architect, told the district surveyor he would
not obey it. On Nov. 27, an information was laid

by the district surveyor that tliis chimney was a
dangerous fctiucture. On December 1 it was coo-
demned as dangerous, and hence the summons (No.

3) to the police-court. The Building Act, Section

20, sub-section 10, implied the danger, and so did

the decisions of the Metropolitan Board, after an
exhaustive hearing of the case, and the decision of

Mr. Newton. He (Mr. Kerr) had repeatedly ex-
amined the chimney, and he pronounced it to be
a dangerous structure in respect of its excessive

height. It was four or five feet higher than it

should be by statute, and was only supported by
four strings of copner rope. He had had no end
of trouble over it. As he had indicated, it had been
in this court about 19 times. The statutory
height of a chimney was six times the width in a
private building. This was a public building, but
he could not conceive that the legislature of this

country would lay down a rule for the height of a
chimney attached to an ordinary dwelling-house
and allow it to be disregarded in regard to a pub-
lic building. Mr. Kerr added that the width
of this chimney was 4ft., and its height
should consequently be 24ft. Ho had got an
order upon the builder to take it down to

24ft. above thereof, but had taken no steps to put
it in force, as he found the builder had no longer
any power in the matter. The brickwork of the
chimney was built round iron pipes, and could not
therefore be as stable as ordinary work. In cross-

examination, Mr. Kerr admitted that when he re-

ceived on the 30th November an order from the
Board of Works to survey and report on this

chimney, he did not make a close survey from the
roof of the Criterion before sending in his report

;

but he explained that the reason of this was that
he had several times previously made a very close

survey, and knew, on Dec. 1st, by merely looking
at the chimney, that it was in the same condition

a^ ho had before found fault with. Mr. Robert
Walker said he was district surveyor on the other
side of the Haymarket. He had seen the chimney-
stalk in question, and he agreed with the last

witness in considering it to be a dangerous struc-
ture. Cross-examined, he said he had seen the
chimney -stalk from the roofs of adjacent build-
ings. Asked why he regarded it so intently,

as now to be able to Toluuteer evidence about it

;

he said the chimney was a matter of notoriety
amongst the architects of the metropolis. The
Gland Hotel, at Charing Cross, had built one like

it, but had been compelled to take it down loft.

Being asked if his readiness in volunteering evi-

dence adverse to Mr. Verity, the architect of this

building, did not arise from his unsuccessful
attempts against the owners of other buildings

erected by that gentleman, he said he had never
taken proceedings against Mr. Verity in his

life, and iudeeil he had never taken pro-
ceedings against anybody which wore un-
successful. Mr. Bigham then addressed the
Court, contending that the preliminary steps neces-
sary to secure the hearing of this case had not been
taken. This application was made under sections
69 to 74 of the Building Act, and they provided
that whenever it was made known to the commis-
sioners under it that any structure was in a dan-
gerous state, such commissioners should require a
survey to be made by the district surveyor, and
that it should be the duty of the district surveyor
to make known to the commissioners any informa-
tion he might receive in regard to any structure.

He submitted that Mr. Kerr had not made a
survey within the meaning of the Act between
tho date (Nov. 30) of receiving the order
to survey the chimney and the date (Dec. 1) of
writing his report on it. Mr. Cooke remarked that
the Act was clear on the point that the information
must be made to the commissioners, and then the
commissioners ordered a survey. Mr. Bigham said

the first document was the information given by
Mr. Kerr, and the second the requisition by the
board to Mr. Kerr to make a survey. The next
document was the survey ; but in this case it was
proved that there had been no survey in obedience
to the requisition. Mr. Cooke said he would take
it that a survey had been made. Mr. Bigham:
Between Nov. 30 and Dec. 1 ? Mr. Cooke : Yes

;

there was a certificate before him that Mr. Carr
had made it and he received the certificate. Mr.
Bigham pointed out that Mr. Kerr had admitted
that it was probable be had not made a close

survey at that time, giving, as his reason, that he
had seen the place frequently before. Between
30th Nov. and let Dec, if he looked at the chimney
at all it was only from the ground. Though the

chimney was now in the same condition as it was
in 1879, the district surveyor thought it so little of

a dar^gerous structure that he had allowed it to

remain more than a year before he took proceedings
under that portion of the Act which related to

dangerous structures. He (Mr. Bigham) held that

there had been no 8ur\-ey at all. Mr. Cooke ruled

that theTO had been a survey, saying that he had a
certificate to that effect before him, and that it was
not his duty to inquire how the district surveyor
had made it. Mr. Bigham's proper course was to

call evidence, if he had any, to show that the dis-

trict surveyor had made some mistake about it. If

he showed that thtn it would have some weight
with him. Mr. Verity, the architect of the Cri-

terion, was then called. He said themain building

was erected in 1873, and what was called the

Annex, of which this chimney was a part, in 1879.

The greater part of the heat from the premises

below was conducted up a flae which had no con-

nection with the chimney-stalk. The chimney was
in no danger from a high wind. The guv-ropes
were put up twelve months ago because
the district surveyor was so uneasy about
the chimney. In reply to Mr. Cooke,
the witness admitted that the chimney
was 3Jft. higher thin the statute would allow in a
private building ; but the Criterion was a public

building. Being asked how, if such a height of

chimney constituted a dangerous structure in a

private building, the same thing was not danger-

ous in a public one, he said it did not follow that

because the statute prescribed a certain height it

was dangerous to go higher. In reply to Mr. Big-
ham, he said the part of the Act which had refer-

ence to private buildings contemplated appearance
as well as safety. Mr. Woodthorpe, a district sur-

veyor, who made some demur against being ex-

amined at all, as he must express an opinion

against Lis employers, the Metropolitan Board,
said, at last, that he had surveyed the chimney,
and could not term it a dangerous structure. He
admitted that it would be better if a few feet

were taken off it, and thought that the de-

fendants ought to attend to the orders of

the Board and the magistrates in this.

Mr. Harvey, architect, declared that it was impos-

sible to make a satisfactory survey of this chimney
from an adjoining roof. He had made a close sur-

vey of it, and there was no reason whatever for

suggesting that it was a dangerous structure. Mr.
Cooke recognised that the Criterion was a jjublio

building, inasmuch as there was a theatre in it. It

seemed to him that there should be something done

in regard to this chimney. The certificate spoke of

it as a dangerous structure, and the summons
called upon the owner to either reduce the height

by four feet or to give it some further support.

TTiese proceedings seemed to have been going on

for more than a year. He could not understand

why the matter might not have been settled in a

satisfactory way without all this litigation. He
feared that some feeling had been introduced into

the case. It was in the public good that some re-

duction should be made in the height of the chim-

ney or some other support given to it. What
guided him v«ry much in coming to this decision

was that the first portion of the Act fixed

the height 31ft., at all event< below the heittht of
this chimney, even on the adminion of Mr. Veritv.
The learned connMl, who aaw the effect of the ad-
mission, asked him if the Act did not apply to the
appearance as well as to the safetv of the build-
ings. ;He (Ur. Cooke) hardly thoustit that appear-
ance was much considered in dealing with cnim-
neys. When the Act fixed the maximum height of
a chimney, there must be good and aufflcient reason
for doing so. If there had never been any other
examination than the last one made by Mr. Kerr,
he would have certainly rejected his report ; but it

appeared that Mr. Kerr was perfectly conversant
with the chimney, and if he made an apparently
superficial examiniation on the last oocasioii. he had
made thorough examinations of it before. He (Kr.
Cooke) therefore made an order, in terms of the
summons, to be executed within a month.

CHIPS.
New board-schools, masters' residence, &c.,

Wheatley Hill, Durham, were opened on Wednesday
week. They have been built by Mr. J. Perks, con-
tractor, Stockton-on-Tees, from designs and under
the supervision of Messrs. WeatheriU and Moses,
Stockton-on-Tees, architects to the board.

The whole of the facing bricks, rubbers, also
the moulded bricks and the tiles for tho roof for
Westwood House, Sydenham, illustrated by ns on
Dec. 24th, were supplied by Mr. T. Lawrence, of
Bracknell, Berks. The facing bricks are his
picked hand-pressed; the moulded bricks were
made specially for this job, and so were the tiles,

and the carved work is done with rubber bricks.

A stained-glass memorial-window has jost been
placed at the east end of St. John's Church, Dept-
ford. The ceutre contains a full-length figure of
the pah'on saint, and beneath be is represented in
the Isle of Fatmos receiving the Book from the
Angel. On the left are representations of the
parables of the Talents and the Qood Samaritan,
and OS the right the parables of the Ten Virgins,
and the Prodigal Son.

The Dundee town council last week had nader
consideration the plans and Bill for the new Tay-
bridge. They decided to recommend Parliament
to make the height of the bridge 40ft. above high-
water level instead of 77ft., as proposed in the Bill,

and will take steps to secure the co-operation of
the burghs interested in seeing that the new struc-

ture is a thoroughly substantial one to attain the
object in view.

Foundation-stones of Saron Welsh Congrega-
tional Chapel were laid at Nant, near Minera, on
the 14th ult.

A large building, recently erected at Bohemia,
Hastings, for the members of St. Paul's Working
Men's Club, was opened on Wednesday week. Mr.
W. J. Gant was the architect, and Messrs. Russell

were the builders.

Mr. John M'Crae, at present superintendent of

the gasworks at Bury St. Edmund's, has been ap-
poiuted manager of the Dundee gasworks, in suc-

cession to his father, Mr. Boyd M. M'Crae, de-
ceased.

A cottage hospital, erected at Keith, N.B., as a
memorial of the late Dr. Turner, was opened on
Friday last. It has been erected at a cost of £1,600,
including furnishing. The architect was Mr.
Robertson.

The bells of Dawlish -church have been rehung,

and new chiming apparatus provided, by Mr.
Aggett, of Chagford.

The corporation of Rochester have obtained the

sinction of the Local Government Board to borrow
£3,219, to be repaid in 15 years, and of £1,-590, to

be repaid in 5 years, for paving and channeling

the streets in the outlying districts of the city.

Alderman Georpe Moyers, LL.D., who was
sworn in as Lord Mayor of Dublin, on New Year's

Day, is a builder in extensive business at Porto-

bello, a southern suburb of that city.

Tho new Skeldergate-bridge, at York, was
opened to foot-passengers on New Year's Day, and
will soon be available for wheel traffic. It was
built at a cost, for bridge and apparatus, of be-

tween £40,000 and £50,000. It is of iron, in three

spans, one of 90ft., and two side ones of 30ft. each,

one of the latter,that next the city,opening to allow of

the passage of masted vessels. There are also two
land arches of 24ft. span each. The consulting

engineer was Mr. George Gordon Page. C.E., of

London, and the res dent engineer, Mr. R. Munn,
who acted in conjunction with Mr. Hyan, city

surveyor. Messrs. Handyside and Co., Derby,

supplied the ironwork, and Sir William Armstrong

and Co. provided the hydraulic machinery, by
which the machinery of the bascule - bridge is

moved. We illustrated tho original design by a
perspective and detail drawings on May 24, 1878,

and the amended design by a perspective on June

26, 1880.
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A «BPOBT has oozed out from the inqoiiy vhioh

Lord Derby and his colleagues are now prose-

cuting, to the effect that in 12 years the trust

property of the City Companies or Guilds has

mcreased upwards of £100,000 a year. It may
be observed that this is a fact which intimately

concerns the arts and industries. From it we
leam that if for the promotion of technical

education we had but the increment of the last

doaen years, we should have an incomeof £100,000
a year, and if this splendid sum is compared with
the income which these Guilds have voluntarily

contributed to the proposed Technical College at

South Kensington, it will be seen how large is

the difference between what they propose to do
and what they ought to do.

Mb. IIknet R. Wobthixotoji, one of the

most prominent hydraulic engineers in America,
died Deo. 17, 1880, at New York, after a very
brief illness, at the age of 63 years. Mr.
Worthington wtis a native of Brooklyn. He
engaged in mechanical pursuits at an early age,

and became a hydraulic engineer while a very
young man. His success in his profession was
marked, and he invcotcd a number of important
improvements in hydraulic macbiaery. He con-
structed the pumping machinery for the water-
works of a great many cities, including that for

the new high-service works at 97th-8treet, and
Tenth-avenue. He maintained an office at No.
239, Broadway, and was aleo President of the
Nason Manufacturing Company. He was Vice
President of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, which he assisted to found, and was
a member of the Society of Civil Engineers.

TsE Bxv. Fkedbbick James Jobsok, D.D.,
who was president of the Werieyan Conference
in 1^69, and for many years chief at the Confer-
ence office, died on Tuesday moring. He was
seized with paralysis on Cbiistmos-eve. He was
bom at Lincoln in 1812, and articled to Mr.
Willson, F.S.A., an architect of that city. He
became a minister in 1834, and filled some of the
most important })Osts in the Methodist body,
having been officially connected with chapel
building and schools for minister's sons, the
theological institution, the relief and extension
funds, and day-school education, and acted as
clerical treasurer for the Foreign Missionary
Society. In 1809 he was elected president of

the Wesleyan Conference for the ensuing year.

In addition to several devotional works which
attained success in Methodist literature. Dr. Job-
son published " Chapel and School Architecture
as Appropriate to the Buildings of Nonconform-
ists," 1830; "America and American Method-
ism," 1857 ; and "Australia, with Notes by the
Way on Eg3rpt, Ceylon, Bombay, and the Holy
Land, 1862."

A coiDtuNicATiON On the subject of Boulder
Stones as Gravestones was read at the last meet-
ing of the Manchester Literary and Fhiloso-
pmcal Society by Mr. E. W. Binncy, the
president. Mr. Binuey said that in the numerous
excavations made in the drift deposits large
boulder stones are often met with, and causa a
good deal of trouble to the workmen. They are

flad to get quit of them somehow or other.
Hasting them with gunpowder or dynamite, or

burying them near to the place where they have
been found, have been generally employed.
Latterly it has become the fashion to remove
them to public parks in order to preserve them ;

and fine specimens may be seen ia those places
at Manchester, Salford, Oldham, and Maccles-
field, where they are not only preserved, but
exposed to public attention. He (the president),
when visiting Ashton-under-Lyne the other day,
observed another use to which boulder stones
had been applied. There in the churchyard in
the Manchester-road a greenstone boulder, in-
stead of being buried as was formerly the cus-
tom, is now used as a tombstone over the grave
of a son of an Alderman of that borough. This
is the first instance where he had seen a boulder
stone used for such a purpose, and it is one
where they may not only be preserved, but
exhibited to the public. Over the grave of the
late Mr. Locke, the railway engineer, in Kensal
Green Cemetery, is a block of red granite, but
although plain, he thinks it is not a boulder like
the one at Ashton-under-Lyne.

Ip a man wants to build a wall or a house in
Cyprus, according to the St. James't Gazette, be

begins by making a hole in his garden. Shovell-

ing up and sifting the earth, he adds chopped

straw ; his wife helps and throws water on the

mixture, which is worked up until it is thick

enough to form into flat slabs. These are

moulded with the hands, with or without the

help of a rough wooden frame. It is not with-

out significance as to the low value put upon
labour, and the perfectly rudimentary state in

which some of the crafts of tliis old island still

remain, that the masons may be seen working

mortar with the hands, and so carrying it up a

ladder, or placing it on the stones without the

aid of hod or trowel. The tliiok walls built of

the mud slabs and the flat mud roofs form an
admirable sun-fence ; but no sooner are they

erected than sun, wind, and rain, all violent of

their kind, commence a rapid course of destruc-

tion ; and, as repairs are seldom undertaken,

most of the small houses and their enclosures

have already become, or are, in the i)erfeotly

accurate language of Job, readytobecome, heaps.

The " ruinous heaps " an dilapidated walls are

washed by the torrents, and encumber the un-

even, up and down tortuous lanes and alleys

with dirt and dust. In a thunderstorm in

November, 1880, five houses together were
resolved into their native elements in Limasol.

The aspect of such a town or village is of one

imiform dead hue of mud, and must be seen in

order to fully understand the " beating down"
and the "merciless ploughing" ef the ancient

conquercr, and the sowing of "barren salt" over

the ruins of a "fenced city."

The death is announced, at the age of 79, of

Mr. John Parker, of Wycombe, an antiquary of

great local reputation. Mr. Parker's chief work
was his '

' Early History and Antiquities of

Wycombe," which was published by subscrip-

tion in 1878. The preparations for this book,

which displays great learning and research,

occupied the greater part of Mr. Parker's latter

years. The subject was congenial to him, and,

from the antiquity and many historical associa-

tions of the borough of Wycombe, more interest-

ing to the outside public than the books of

antiquaries are wont to be. Mr. Parker was by
profes-ion a solicitor, and was at one time town
clerk and for many years clerk to the borough
magistrates at Wycombe.

Last week the Duke of Portland gave a supper
to about 80 of the workmen employed at Wel-
beck, who have been working for months past

on the restoration of the Abbey. Mr. Tinker,

the clerk of works, proposed the health of the

Duke of Portland, coupled with Lady Bolsover

and the other members of the family. The Duke
responding, proposed the health of Mr. Tinker,

coupled with the names of Mr. CoUingham and
Mr. John Stubbiogs, for whom all gave three

hearty cheers. The company afterwards drank
the health of Mr. Turner, agent, and Mr.
M'Callum, steward ; and having spent a very

pleasant evening, broke up about 10 o'clock.

Me. G. F. Anseix, the inventor of the fire-

damp indicator, who died on the 2l8t ult.,has

recently applied the principle of that apparatus
to the production of an instrument for the detec-

tion of gas leaks. The action of Mr. Ansell's

firedamp indicator is founded on the fact, that

different gases have different rates of diffusion

through a porous body, the velocities of diffusion

being inversely as the square roots of the

respective densities of the gases. In the gas leak

indicator, this property is taken advantage of as

follows:—A small chamber is provided, having
its back formed by a disc of torra-cotta, this

chamber being provided with a small stop- cock,

by which its interior can be placed in communi-
cation with the outer air. If, when this stop-

cook is closed, the indicator be taken into a roonx

where a gas leakage exists, the gas, in virtue of

the above named law of diffusion, enters the

chamber through the tcrra-cotta disc more
rapidly than the enclosed air escapes, and the

pressure in the chamber consequently rises. This
increase of pressure is utilised to move a hand on
a dial at the front of the instrument, each press-

ure corresponding to a certain percentage of gas
in the atmcsphore in which the indicator is

placed. The dial is graduated from 0, to 35 per
cent, of gas, and is moreover marked to show
when the mixture is, and is not explosive.

Anotrr six months ago, Messrs. Tangye, en-
gineers, of Birmingham, offered to subscribe a
sum of £10,000 towards the erection of an Art
Gallery, on condition that the Town Council

would vote for the erection of the Art Gallery

and an Industrial Museum, and that a further

sum of £5,000 was obtained by public subscription.

On Tuesday at the meeting of the Council, it

was announced that a sum of £6,300 had been

subscribed or promised. The Council, who' had
previously given their sanction for the establish-

ment of an Art Gallery, passed a vote of thanks

to Messrs. Tangye for their munificent gift.

The Art Gallery will be situated in the Council-

house, and already many presents of valuable

works of art have been made.

To make shoe-pegs enough for American use

consumes annually 100,000 cords of timber, and
to make the lucifer matches, 300,000 cubic feet

of the best pine are required every year. Lasts

and boot-trees take 500,000 cords of birch, beech,

and maple, and the handles of tools 500,000

more. The baking of bricks consumes 2,000,000

cords of wood, or what would cover with forest

about 50,000 acres of land. Telegraph poles

already up represent 800,000 trees, and their

annual repair consumes about 300,000 more. The
ties for rtSlroads consume annually thirty years'

growth of 75,000 acres, and to fence the railroad

would cost 45,000,000dols., with a yearly expen-

diture of 15,000,000dols. for repairs. These are

some of the ways in which American forest are

going. There are others ;
packing boxes, for

instance, cost, in 1874, 12,000,000dol3, while the

timber used each year in making wagons and
agricultural implements is valued at more than
100,000,000dols.

A MEETiNO is to be held this afternoon at the

Mansion House, at 3 p.m. , under the presidency

of the Right Hon. the Lord Mayor, to con-

sider the present smoky condition of the atmo-

sphere of London, which injuriously affects the

health and happiness of the community, beside

destroying public buildings, deteriorating per-

ishable fabrics, and entailing in various ways
unnecessary expenditure, and promote the best

means of remedying this evil. The Joint Com-
mittee of the National Health and Kyrle Societies

have arranged, by permission of Her Majesty's

Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851, of the

Lords of the Committee of Council on Education,

and of the Council of the Royal Horticultural

Society, to hold an exhibition (open to Foreign

as well as British competition) in the buildings

erected for the International Exhibition of 1862,

of the various smokeless coals and other fuels,

and of various appliances applicable to household

and manufacturing purposes for the reduction of

smoke, and to test the same, in order to demon-

strate for public information the means practic-

ably available to secure that object. The Com-
mittee are of opinion that such investigation and

testing should precede any application for

amendment of the existing smoke acts, or for

new legislation in regard to smoke from dwell-

ing houses. Resolutions will be proposed in

furtherance of these objects.

A coEEEsroNDENT of the West Sussex Gazette

writes : The intelligence of the decease of the

Rev. Mackenzie E. C. Waloott wiU be received

with great regret by those who knew him. Ap-
pointed to the Precentorship by Bishop Gilbert,

on the death of Dr. Rowden, he soon created a

circle of friends by his kindness, courtesy, and

varied talents. In addition to his fine voice and

love of music, he was an eloquent extempore

preacher, whose sermons always riveted atten-

tion. He immediately interested himself in the

history and antiquities of Sussex, and thought

no amouut of research too great as to the archae-

ology of Chichester and its neighbourhood. His

"Memorials of Chichester," published in 1865,

and "History of the Bishops of Chichester,

from Stigand to Sherborne," in the collections of

the Sussex Archteological Society, are evidences

of his unwearying industry. In kindred pur-

suits Precentor Walcott was ever ready to aid

coadjutors, both with his pen and with his facile

pencil. His knowledge of heraldry was accurate,

and few could decipher mediaeval MSS. with

equal ease. Amongst hia many works, may be

specially mentioned " Cathedralia," "The
English Ordinal," " Interior of a Gothic Min-

ster," and " William of Wykeham and his Col-

leges." The latter, written thoroughly con

amore, and as illustrating the scenes in which he

delighted in his boyhood, is perhaps his best

production. As that of a scholar of high cul-

ture, refined taste, and pleasant manner, the

death of Precentor Walcott is a losi to West
Sussex much to be deplored. The same journal,

in mentioning that Mr. Walcott became Pre-
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bendary of Oving and Precentor of Chichoster
in 18G3, explains that the precentor ranks in the
cathedral next after the dean ; bat that it is at

Chichester purely an honorary dignity, the
duties which usually fall to the precentor being
at Chichester discharged by the Succentor.

Paet IX. of " Gloucestershire Notes and
Queries " edited by Rev. B. H. Blacker, M.A.,
contains as usual, a variety of matter of special

interest to the antiquary. On p. 29.5 is a quo-
• tation on the Source of the Thames, from which
it appears that the cabmen of Cheltenham,
anxious for the custom of visitors, '

' are fain to

represent that the head of the Thames is to bo
foimd within a five-miles drive of that town at a
place called ' Seven Springs,' in the parish of

Cubberley." But this source is the head of a
tributary stream, known by the name of Chum,
as shown by Leland's remarks. In note ocoxiv.,

mention is made of a paper, illustrated, on
" Architectural Notes in the Neighbourhood of

. Cheltenham, " in the Archaioloi/ical Journal,

Vol. IV., by J. L. Petit, the well-known archi-

tectural critic and author of "Notes on Conti-
nental Architecture." The quotation given is

apropos ; Mr. Petit therein directs attention of

the antiquary who may visit Cheltenham to the
village churches within his reach, where curious
architectural features and valuable specimens of
decoration, painted glass, tiles, woodwork, &o.,
will amply reward research. Following, is a
quotation from the the Rev. H. Hayman's
" Historical Memories and Tewkesbury Abbey "

in the Antirjuary of March last, in which the
writer conjectures the opinion that the large
window recess once had a group of Norman lan-
cet windows, and appeals to the Freemasons of
the kingdom, for help to restore the west front.

What will the S.P.A.M. say to the suggestion ?

Ajnong other interesting matter, we find some-
thing on the largest oak in Britain, extractsfrom
parish registers of Cheltenham and Tetbury,
indices to monumental inscriptions, and some
gleanings about Colston's House at Mortlake.

CHIPS.
A stained-glass window has just been placed in

the north aisle of St. Andrew's Church, Plymouth,
in memory of Mr. John Kelly. It is fifteenth-
century iu style, and the lights are devoted to large
single-figure emblematic illustrations of Abraham
represented as bearing the knife in his hand, Isaac
with a bundle of wood, Moses smd the Tables of the
Law, David a harp, Solomon the Temple, John the
Baptist tlie Lamb and Staff, John the Evangelist a
book and pen, Peter the keys, and Paul a sword
and book. The tracery contains figures of angels
with emblems. Messrs. Fouracre and Watson, of
Stonehouse, executed the work.

The local board of Teignmouth received, on
Tuesday week, sixteen applications for the post of
surveyor rendered vacant by the resignation of Mr.
Turner. Six of these were considered :—Mr. R.
Evans, Chepstow, who asked £200 a year as
salary; Mr. W. Poulson, Stoke-on-lrent, £200;
Mr. Thomas Blewitt, C.E., Birmingham, £180;
Mr. Thomas Caink, Great Malvern, £164 ; Mr. J.

LB. Dodd, Sheffield, £150; and Mr. B. Valen-
tine, builder, Teignmouth, £100. On the vote
being taken, Messrs. Caink and Valentine received
an equal ntmiber, and the chairman gave a casting
vote in favour of Mr. Caink.

The workmen of Mr. George Jamieson, builder,
of Woodside, Aberdeen, held a supper and ball iu
their large workshop last week in celebration of
their employers' marriage. At the supper, Mr.
Bast, juur., architect, of Aberdeen, occupied the
chair.

Mr. Bobcrt King, of Bridge Wharf, Kingsland-
road, has taken into partnership his nephew Mr.
Walter Scarborough, and the business will hence-
forth be carried on under the name of King and
Scarborough.

The east window of St. Nicholas Church, Salt-
ash, has just been filled with stained-glass, the
work of Mr. Gibbs, of Bloomshury-street, London.
It comprises five subjects:—"Behold the Man,"
"Jesus Beating the Cross," "It is Finished,"
" They laid Him iu a Sepulchre," and " Touch Me
Not."

The Church Times, iu an obituary notice of the
late Bev. G. D. Tinling, of St. Clement's, Bourne-
mouth, Fecond son of Canon Tinling, of Gloucester,
mentions that after leaving Oxford, Mr. Tinling
spent a year in Sir Gilbert Scott's office, and, at its

expiration, took priest's orders.

The foundation-stone of Dalmamook Established
Church, at Bridgeton, near Glasgow, was laid on
Mrinday. Messrs. A. Galbraith and Co. are the
bmlders, and the cost will be about £3,500.

A new Independent chapel, to be known as Zoar,
18 about to be built at Clydach Vale, near Ponty-
pridd. Mr. J. Bees, of Pentre, is the architect.

St. Jude's mission-room, in Lamb-street, Bristol,
was opened on Monday. It is built of stone, with
free stone dressings, and consists of two fioors, on
each of which is a room 2.5ft. by 18ft., and several
smaller apartments. Mr. W. Church was the con-
tractor, and the work has been carried out under
the superintendence of Mr. Saunders, also of
Bristol, at a cost of £000.

The prizes and certificates gained by students in
the science and art classes at Cardiff were dis-
tributed by Sir E. J. Beed, MP., on Monday
evening. The report stated that there had been,
during the past year, an increase both in the
number of students and in the prizes and certifi-
cates taken.

Mr. William Wilson, late assistant in the
Dundee school of art, was presented on the 30th
ult., with several books on art, and a gold albert,
by the teachers and students, on the occasion of
his leaving Dundee to take the post of master of
the Kirkcaldy school of art.

A stained-glass window is about to be erected
in St. Jdiia the Baptist's Chapel, Westminster
Abbey, in remembrance of Dr. Livingstone. The
principal subject will be a figure of St. John the
Baptist preaching in the Wilderness, and in a
lower panel will be shown St. Philip baptising the
Ethiopian eunuch. The artist is Mr. W. F. D^on,
of the firm of Dixon and Vesey, London.

The parish-church of Danmow, Essex, has just
been lighted with gas ; there are three suspended
central gaseliers over the nave, and one in the
chancel, as well as three lights and brackets in
iiave, and two open-worked brass standards of 20
lights each, at east end of nave. The work has
been carried out by contract by Mr. John Young,
of Dunmow.
An infectious diseases hospital is about to be

built at Keycol-hill, Sittingboume, for the im-
provement commissioners of that town. Mr.
W. L. Grant is the architect, and the cost will be
£5,000.

The local board of Long Eaton, near Trent
Junction, last week adopted plans for the drainage
of the district, prepared by Mr. Sheldon, the sur-
veyor, and estimated to cost, in execution, £2,000.

The newly-constructed "light" line of railway
from Swindon to Hiehworth was opened on Tues-
day week by a trial trip from Swindon, and a
dinner at the terminus, given by the contractor,
Mr. James Hinton, to the promoters of the line.

There are intermediate stations at Stratton,
Stanton, and Ilannington. Mr. Bobertson was
the engineer.

An inquiry was held at Eastbourne on Wednes-
day week, before Mr. J. T. Harrison, C.E., on
behalf of the Local Government Board, into an
application from the Eastbourne local board for
permission to borrow £3,850 for supplemental
works in connection with the disposal of the town
sewage. Mr. A. G. Willis, resident engineer to the
Duke of Devonshire, explained that it is proposed
to adopt the sewage ejectors of Mr. Isaac Shone,
of Wrexham, and Lieut-Col. Jones, V.C., declared
the plan to have been a success at Wrexham, while
Mr. H. Currie, architect to the Duke of Devon-
shire, and others spoke in favour of the scheme.

The Salishury Journal calls attention to the fact
that some shrubs have been planted on the north
side of Salisbury Cathedral between the transepts,

in order to conceal a gas-engine house which has
been erected on the east side of the principal transept,

for the purpose of working the bellows. Instead
of planting trees, which will hereafter efface the
lines of the noble plinth and base moulds which
Professor Willis had rendered visible 30 years ago,

it is asked whether it would not liave been better

and more in accord with Gothic precedent to have
designed an engine-house in accord with the

cathedral, and to have boldly shown it ?

A new free library and reading-room, being

erected at Luton, by public subscription, is nearly

completed. It is of a Free Italian style, built of

local bricks and Bath-stone ; the facade is enriched

with carvings by Mr. S. Horsman. The builders

are Messrs. Smart, of Luton, and it is being erected

from the design of Messrs: Brown and Humphrey,
of the same town.

A Treatise on Horticultural Buildings: their

construction, heating, interior, fittings, &o., with

remarks on some of the principles involved and
their application, by F. A. Fawkes, with 123 il-

lustrations, is about to be published by Mri B. T.

Batsford, 52, High Holborn.

Messrs. Jones and Willis, of Birmingham, have

just lit up Coley Church, near Halifax, with their

patent Hesperus lamp. The same firm have also

executed a'hmdsome oak pulpit and reading-desk

and seat for Wolston church, Coventry.

Mr. Coulbiu Maw has retired from the firm of
Meurs. U. Dennett and Co., and the bniinen will
in future be continued b^ Mr. Bobort Dennett and
Mr. Fredk. Ingle on their own account, under the
style of Dennett and Ingle, by whom aUdebte doe
to and owing by the firm will be received and
paid.

t-^i^^-^

Lamploneh's Pyretio Saline la refreahlnrt
lo»t agrt-f-fiMc.niid thr nrrvt-ntlTrof FKVKKS, HILIOUSMBSH,most agrt'calilc, and Ihr pi

L I'OX. SKI.N 1)1

thil Milker. 113. Uolbora l/ui Vim i«it«W«ii(«^A»TT.l

. SKIN iflSEASKS, uid Dunf otber q>rln| aA^
tummur Kiltnf-nti. Kuld br chrtnliU throoxMUt tbcvorM.l

HoUoway'B Pills bare manT ooinpetttan, though
I cquuls.fur tuppljiDff thu fuunc And delicate with a almpla

trciiifttienlng aad purlfylnv aperient. The** plUa, oompoMa of
"'""*' ..-'

lea" .---.. . -.the tlue.t balwinr, ura partlcalarly adapt«d for all complauita pe-
culiar to femalet, aad are moat serTiveable at the critical perlMt
of earlf and mature ycart.

Throat Irritation.—BorcneM and irjimm, Uek-
llng and Irritation, Induclna rouah and afTectlnft tile Telce. For
theae symptoma oae Eppa% uirccrlne Jujutiea. Olycerlae, la
theAe agreeable 'onfectlona, liclnR In proxtniitj to the flanda
at the moment thov are excited by the act of lucklne. beromea
actively healing. Sold only In boxea, 7id. and la. 1^., labelled
" jAur.9 Epra and Co., Uomceopathio chemlata, London." A
letter recolTcd :

" Gentlemen ,—It may, perhapa, uitereat yon to
knew that, after an extended trial, I nare found your glycerine
Jujuhcaof con-lderable bencRt (with or without medical treat-
ment) In almost all forma of throat diaeaae. Thev aoftcn aad
clear the voice. In no eaac can they do any harm.—Voura faith-
fully, OoRDON HoLMEii. L.K.C.P.B., Senior Phyaiclaa to the Mu.
niclpal Throat and Ear Inllrmary."

UEETIKaS FOB THE EMSXriNQ WEEK.
Monday.—London Institution. Frederic Harrijon on

" The French IlevolutioD and tha Various
Histories o( it." 5 p.m.

TnuBSDAT.— St. Paul's Eoclesiulagical Sode^. Dr. J.
Wickham Leggr on '* latoigical Ooloun."
7 pm.
London Institution. Henrr Blackbtun

on " The Art of Popular BiiutratieB."
7 p.m.

CINDER-SIFTING ASH CLOSETS
Superior to Earth Closets, For Gentlemen'a ll«u*c^. Cottage*,

Schools, Ac.

NO DRIED EAKTII REQUIIIED.

The SanitaryAppIianceCo.(Ltd.), Salford.
— 1 — I

Doulting Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of

the United Kingdom, given on appUcatien to

CHABLES TRASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Uminster, Somerset.

—[Advt.]
e-^^^^*

McLACHLAN & SONS, 35, St- James's-
street, S-W. Buildei-s, Decorators, and Houbo Fainteis.

Designs and Estimates.
General Repairs and Alterations Executed.

Experienced Workmen always in readiness, and sent to

any part of the country.

—

[Advt.]

BATH STONE.
SUMMER DRIED,

CORSHAM DOWN,
100,000 Feet Cube.

PICTOE & SONS, BOX, WILTS.
[Advt.]

TENDEBS.
•,• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of theparties tendering—at any rate, of the

accepted tender—it adds to the value of the information.

Barcombe, NEiB LKWKs.-For alterations and addi-

tions to Barcombe House, Barcombe, Sussex, for T. J.

Elmore, Esq. Mr. George Fuller, architect and sur-

veyor, Lewes and Eastbourne. Quantities supplied :

—

Newnham, J. M., Brighton ... £2,985

liockyer, G. R., Brighton 2,940

Parsons, H., Brighton 2,880

Barnes, J., Briuhton 2,874

Cheesman and Co., Uokfleld ... 2330
Card and Son, I.<!we3 2 737

Patching and Son, Brighton* ... 2,663
* Accepted.

BcBSTwooD.—For the erection of new infant-school,

with boundary walling, &o. Mr. Samuel Loxton, archi-

tect. Bank Chambers, Walsall, Quantities supplied by
the architect ;

—
Widdowi'on,G «840
Wiley, W 807 8
Blanchard.W 800

Inslev, G 796 10

Loughton.J 776

BraiUford, J f«4 11

CaUendeandDay 760

Traces. H 738

Heap, W. B 736

Marshall, O. H 72t

Teeco, S. S 997

Bennett, W.T 689

Wistancc, W «?8 11

Bedford, A. C 6^5 I* «

Barton. K 676

Guest, J 675

Jones and Son 675

Moore, D 658

Bate. J. H 650

Bentley,E 6.W

Lynex, A. [accepted) 645 10
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Bbioktoh.—For alurations to two Bhopj in Blatch-

ingtiut-road, We«t Brfghtoa, for Mr. J. WdU :
—

BUker £'«7 7

CteswcU, n. (accepted) »W 10 6

BknTOL.—For a new front and alterations to waxe-
huDMi, Back-street and Welsh B ick. Bristol, for Messrs.

Darin and Cj, Mr. Herbert J. Junes, architect :—
Allow for old

material.

Sharp and Oraham ... £!>13 £60
ViiwoandFi'rd 89S H 18
LswisandKibrooke... S.)4 4 137 4
Eastabrook and Sons 831 60
Bastov 829 25
Lots 760 81
Banaer 6j0 10
Ctooker 675 —
Kranaa 627 —
Johnson (accepted) ... 6^5 23

Caslislk.—For coffrt-tavem, readin^room, shop. &c.,

Carlisle. Messrs. Hetherington and Oliver, architects ;
—

Armstron?, C. and J £1,10.') 16 8
Metcalfe, J 1,039 19 1

Court, W 1,032 5 1

Bell, J 1,015 8
Court, H. and R 1,012 b
Black, Geo (accepted) 918 16 6

(Aichitecta' estimate, £900

)

Ci.ACTOv-os-S«4.—For the erection of the " lUilway
Hotel." Clacton-on-Sea, for Mr. F. Snelliog. Mr. U.
Gard Pye, architect :

—
Everett and Son £.'i,370

Beard, J. (accepted) 5,"10

Forshaw, J. H *,TH

CnT-»axT-Ta£-SK4.—For a new road from the town
to thssea: —

Tubby, C, Brixton (acceptei) ... £135

CovEsTBv.—For the erection of factory at Kingitfield

Works, Foleshill, for Messrs. J. and J. Cash. Mr. Herbert
W. Chattaway, architect :

-
Frith, O, Coventry £970
Brown, J., Coventry 964
Haywood, 0, Coventry 895
TVorwood, J., Coventry (accepted) 873

D«AL.— For laying 9in. piping at North-end, for the
towncooncil :

—
Chaniler, S. and W. (accepted) ... £55

East DERP.nAM.—For the execution of sewerage vorks,
for the local board of East Dereham, Norfolk :—

Hubbard, %V., Dereham (accepted) £2,843

[I/oweit of 14 tendeisreceired, of which the highest was
£5,510.]

FcLHAM.—For erecting and finishing complete, four
shops, dwelling-hnuws and stables, on the Greyhound-
road, Fulham, 6.W. Messrs. Habei6*ion and Fawckner,
architects :

—

Williams, Croydon £4,210
Johnson, Ilammerrmith 3.990
Higgi, Lougbborongh 3,818
Niblett, Highbury 3,808
Morton, Kew 3,800
I^ker, Pcckham 3,798
Shapley, Old Kent-road 3,795
Brealey, Hammersmith 3,790
Ward and Lamble, HoUoway ... 3,697
Jone». Olouoester 3,675
Kearley, Uibridge 3,667
Johnson, Wandsworth 3,610
Childs, Tottenham 3,600
Judd,MileEnd 8,570
Castle, Kedcross 3,569
Clout, New Southgate 3 487
Bull and Cooper, Chelsea 3,4.^
Beale, Ba'tersei 3,457
Price and Richardson, Clapham... ,3,399

Battley, Old Kent^road 3,.'»S

Evans, Pejkham 3,175

Gloucester.—For the erection of the seconJ lunatic
asylum for Gloucester, at Barnwell, neilr Gloucester.
Messrs. Giles and Gotigh, of London, architects. Quan-
tities by Mr C. H.Ooode: —

King, Gloucester £27,003
Groome, London 2S,S00
(Mrlick, Birmini;him 25,5,'i5

Trevens, rij-mouth 24,350
Lissaman, Leamington 24,042
Howell and Sons, Bristol 24,000
Itigby, Worksop 23,962
Welsh, Hereford 23,950
ThomM, Pembroke 23.311
Vernon and Ew.ns. Cheltenham 23,229
Meredith. Gloucester 23,057
Jones aud Co., Gloucester ... 22,950
Urock and Bruce, Bristjl 22,700
Krauss, Bristol 2i,6S9
Ashbee and Sons, Gloucester ... 22,500
Clutterbuck, Gloucester 22,500
Smith, Birmingham 22,178
Neill and Son, Manchester ... 22,360
Davies, Cousins, Cardiff 22,350
Appleby &lawton,Milford Haven 22,200
Lovatt, Wolverhampton 22,137
Pattinson, S. snl W., Sleaford .. 21,990
Drew, Chalford 21,619
Church, Bristol 21,474
Forse and Ashley, Bristol ... 20,927
Veals, Bristol 20,900
Sharman, London 20,580

HiGHOATK.—For pulling down and rebuilding a house
and shop, No. 143, Highgate-road, Kentish Town, for
Mr. W. O'Hara. Mr. James Robert Fumiss, architect :—
Dixon, 47, Highgate-road, N.W. (accepted) £811

Horsham.—For the erection of a curator's lodge at the
new cemetery :

—
Skinner, T. (accepted) £285

[Lowest tender received.]

Isi-iNOTON.—F.>r laundry work^ at the workhouse, for
the Islington board of guardians :

—
Jacques (accepted) £225

Lbicbstkr,— For the erection of a pair of cottages, for
Mr. G. Hartflhorne. Mr. Chaa, E. Willoughby, architect,

77, Welford-road, Leicester :

—

Lowery, P £G74
Brown, R.W 671 10
Southam, H. B 653
Gilbert and Pipes 651
Langton and Son 644
Bass, C 638
Knigbt and Baxter 600
Bland, H. and Sons 599 10
Eiddett, J 693
Clark and Garrett 593
Marston, J., Farnham-st. (accepted) 533

Liverpool.—For lighting, by electricity, twelve of the
principal streets in the city during one year, from sunset
to sunrise, for the city council :

—
Siemens, Bros £2.895
Brush Electric Light Co 5,800

[Cost of present lighting by gas, £1,288.]

LosDO>r.— For making various alterations at the
"White Horse,'' North-street. Fitzroy-square, for Mr.
Shannaw. Mr. James Robert Fumiss, architect :—
White, 28, Park-street, N.W. (acoettod)... £333

RoupELL Park.— For new road, sewer, &c., on the
Boupell Park E.ttate, for the British Mutual Investment
Company (Limite<l). Messrs. John Giles and Gough,
architects. Quantities by Mr. C. H. Goode :—

Carter £2,137
Tilbury 2,124
Killingback 2.046
Meston 2,022
King 1,877
Pirkhouse 1,775
Mayo 1,711
Nicholson l,59j

Southampton.—For the enlargement of St. Mary's
Vicarage, Southampton. Mr. A. R. Barker, architect,
London :

—

Brintonand Bone, Southampton ... £690
Bull and Son, Southampton ... 660
GoodaU, Worting 591 4

South A II.—For Southam sewage outfall works, for the
Southam rural sanitjiry authority. Mr. E. Pritchard,
engineer, 27, Great Geoi-ge-street, Westminster, 8.W.,
and 37, Waterloo-street, Birmingham. Quantities sup-
plied by engineer ;

—
Ottaway, F., Ciford £3,226 14 2
Dovener and Quesnel, Stoke ... 2,115 5 5
Eowson and Co., Stoke 1,719 10 11
Smith, J. W., Westminster ... 1,600
Smith, G. F.,Milverton 1,404
Watson, G , Southam 1,390 9
Currall and Lewis, Birmingham... 1,246
Dewitt, J.Harbury 1,198
Green and Son, Warwick 1,177 12
Law. Goo., Kidderminster ... 1,139
Burkett and Co., BiiTningham ... 1,045
Palmer, A., Birmingham (accepted) 979

(Engineer's estimate, £1,188.)

SouTiiGATB.—For the erection of parochial buildiii^^.
Mr. A. R. Barker, architect, London. Quantities by
Messrs. J. S. Lee and Son, London :—

Newby, Southgatc ...

Pocock, Wood-green
Kerry, Southgate ...

Patman, Enfield

£2,782 10
2,632 10
2.500

2,461

South Lambeth.—For repairs, painting, &c., at the
'* Lansdowne Arms," Lansdowne-road, for Mr. D. Bear.
Mr. Henry Roberts, arehiteot and surveyor, 3, SandUeld-
terrace, Lewisham-road, S.E. ;^

Lathey, Bros £195
Lewis, J. 150
Fisher 149
Cracknell 138 10
Edgley, R. W. (accepted) 113
For alterations to bar and bar-fittings, &c :

—

Taylor, J. W £303
Edgley, R. W 281
Lewis, J. (accepted) 245

ToRRiNGTON, Devon.—For alterations and additions to
No 2, Moreton Villas. Mr. W. C. Medlaud, architect ;—

Grant, Torrington (accepted) ... £100

Warwick.—For construction of 31 miles single line,
from Warwick to Leamington, for the Leamington and
Warwick Tramway Co. Mr. E. Pritchard, engineer,
Westminster and Birmingham :

—
Mousleyand Lovatt, 1, Westminster Chambers. Lon-
don, S.W.

Woolwich.-For kerbing, channelling, and making-up
James-street, Woolwich-common, for the Woolwich dis-
trict board of works :

—

Best, J. W., Plumstead £697
MowlemandCo 356 6
Rutley, Bromley-by-Bow (accepted) 344

BEST BATH STONE.
Wesfwood Ground, Box Ground

Combe Down, Gorsham Down,

and Farleigh Down.

RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO.,limited.

COESHAM, WILTS.

COLLINSON & LOCK,
MODELLERS, WOOD-CAEYERS, AND DECORATORS.

MODELLED PLASTER WORK S'ld'Sru^iKofHtr''
^"^^^^^

"Yir/^/^TPw Ci A RVTAT/^ ^ *^® **y^® "^ *^® Renaissance, and used construc-
y\ \J\JU KjJ\.1X V -llM VT tively in the enrichment of Interior Woodwork and

Furniture.

PATATTTlVri- kr "ni^Pn^P A TTIVP of an artistic kind. Eichness of Colour and Effect
^ -ti-A-Ll A J-i.-^ \J tX ±J±j\j\J1XJ\.X Ll.y VT. produced by Simple and Inexpensive Methods.

Specially Designed and Coloured Wall and Ceiling

Papers.

109, FLEET STREET, & 3, ST. BRIDE STREET, E.C.
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SMOKE ABATEMENT.

LAST Friday a meeting was held at the

Mansion House, under the presidency

of the Lord Mayor, to take into considera-

tion the question of smoke abatement in

London, and the suggestions of remedial

measures. The meeting was convened by
the National Health and Kyrle Societies,

who, it will be remembered, have lately been
holding meetings with the object of discus-

sing the question and organising a well-

directed effort to abate the evil. The
Mansion House meeting not merely ratified

the work of the committee, but proved the

great public interest felt in the question.

Amongst those present we may mention
the Eight Hon. G. J. Shaw Lefevre, M.P.
(First Commissioner of Works), the Earl of

Aberdeen, Mr. W. Spottiswoode (President

of the Eoyal Society), the Dean of West-
minster, SirF. PoUock, SirU.Kay-Shuttle-
worth, and Dr. Farquharson, M.P. It is

unnecessary to say that nothing of a very
definite character was proposed, the reso-

lutions that were carried being simply the
unanimous testimony of the meeting on
the injurious effects of the smoky atmosphere
of London on health, and its deteriorating

and destructive action upon all perishable
fabrics and works of art; and that the
smoke in the metropolis might be greatly
reduced by the better enforcement of the
existing law, and by amended legislation

requiring that all premises and dwelling-
houses should be fitted with smoke-prevent-
ing apparatus and improved stoves. The
subject of smoke prevention is not a new
question. The Smoke-Nuisance Act—passed
in 1853—which applies to London, imposed
a penalty of from £2 to £5 upon the owner
of every furnace not constructed to consume
its own smoke, or which is negligently used

;

but the statute has not yet been enforced
with any satisfactory result, though it was
amended in 1858. Many schemes have been
proposed for utilising or consuming the
smoke of factory furnaces, &c. ; among
these our readers may remember the pro-
position only recently reiterated of drawing
the smoke of our houses into the sewers,
thereby depriving the products of decom-
position of their deleterious properties by
the deodorising and disinfectant action of
the sulphur which the smoke contains, and
the more useful idea of economising the
waste heat of our smoke flues.

Mr. Ernest Hart, in explaining the object
of the society of which he is chairman,
dwelt upon the means of prevention. He
very justly remarked that by preventing
smoke they would not prevent fogs, but
that the evUs might be considerably
diminished, as it is quite certain that smoke
adds to the opacity of fog and renders it

corrosive and irritating. To the architect,
the destructive effect of the smoky fogs of
London is a matter of supreme importance,
as the action of smoke, and especially the
sulphurous acid it contains, is particularly
destructive to all limestones used in build-
ings. The letter read from Mr. F. W.
Burton, on behalf of the trustees of the
National Gallery, referring to the injury
done to the pictures in the collection, and
the letter Sir P. PoUock read from Sir F.
Leighton, are proofs of another kind of de-
struction, no less calamitous in its results.
The rueans resorted to to protect the pic-
tures is by covering them with glass, a plan
•which turns the picture into a mirror, and

which spoils the effect of an oil-painting.

We have thus actual evidence that a smoky
atmosphere is most fatal to works of art,

and to all fabrics and decorative processes.

The various processes which have been
applied to the external stonework of the
Houses of Parliament, and to the frescoes

within them, are still fresh in our memory.
Speaking of the remedies, Mr. Hart said it

was desirable that legislation should not be
in advance of public opinion or of industrial

enterprise, and with this idea in view it is

contemplated to have an exhibition in South
Kensington in which every kind of smoke-
consuming apparatus and smokeless fuel

would be shown. A committee of eminent
scientific men would test the merits of these
various processes aad objects. Of the value
of holding such an exhibition there can be
but one opinion, though the committee en-
trusted with the collection would do well to

classify the different kinds of apparatus.
The names of new grates which profess to

have this object in view are legion, and a
great many nostrums are before the public.

It is to be regretted that no very clear or
definite views of the principles of construct-

ing domestic grates have yet been put forth

so as to lessen the labours of the investi-

gators ; and what is more surprising is that,

as Mr. Spottiswoode pointed out in pro-
posing the first resolution, so little is known
about the nature of fog, and the conditions

imder which fog and smoke combine. It is

somewhat gratifying to hear that the
Royal Society have appointed a com-
mittee to investigate the facts con-
nected with the formation of fog,

consisting of Professor Frankland, Pro-
fessor Abel, and Dr. Russell ; and we hear
almost simultaneously of a paper read before

the Royal Society of Edinburgh by Mr.
John Aitken, which throws a new light on
the origin of fogs and dust.

According to Mr. Aitken, dust-particles

in the air form the nuclei on which vapour
condenses, and that, in short, "if there were
no dust there would be no fogs, no clouds,

no mists, and probably no rain." His
laboratory experiments with moist air at

various temperatures may be taken with
some reserve as hardly applicable on a larger

scale; but if the conclusions he arrives atcan
be accepted, they will lead to the rejec-

tion of all proposals to diminish our town
fogs by the means the National Health and
Kyrle Societies have in view. The heating

of any substance, Mr. Aitken shows, gives

off a fume of solid particles which, intro-

duced into a receiver with pure air, produce a
dense fog when mixed with steam ; but as

the principal source of fog-producing parti-

cles in our towns is the smoke and sulphur

of our coal fires, there is some ground for

the hope that by reducing tho use of coal

fires, and by a more perfect combustion,

we may at least enjoy an immunity from
the denser forms of fog, and that tliey may
be rendered freer from soot-flakes, and be
less injurious to health and our public

buildings.

In addition to the mortality produced by
smoky fogs, and the corrosive effect of smoke
on our stone buildings and art-treasures,

pointed out by Mr. Hart, th§ loss of sun-

light in large cities like London is a serious

evil, not only entailing the use of artificial

light during a large portion of the working
day—thus adding to tho mist-producing

particles—but causing considerable depres-

sion to the vital powers, to say nothing of

tho inconvenience felt by artists and others

who require daylight for their work.

There was a general concurrence of

opinion that dwelling-houses contribute

largely towards the evil. It was stated

that five millions of chimneys pour out

their contents into the London atmosphere,

equivalent to the discharge of thousands of

tons of fuel.

\
Mr. Shaw Lefevre, speaking on the next

resolution, dwelt with much force upon the
growth of tho London fogs. He pointed
out that for years past " the air of London
had been getting worse, and fogs were
denser and of longer duration than for-

merly, even invading the summer montba."
Forty or fifty years ago London was famona
for its rosea ; now they would not grow in

many parts, and it was almost impossible
to get conifers to thrive in the metropolis.
Mr. Shaw Lefevre advocated tho adoption
of some other heat-giving apparatus than
that in general use, and he thought the gaa
companies would do well to turn their

attention to the production of gas for
heating. For this piu-pose non-luminous
gases might bo turned to account.
Turning to the remedies proposed, we are

of opinion it would be useless to resort to
immediate compulsory legislation, and we
agree with the last speaker that persuasion
by example would have a stronger effect on
the householder. If the householders of
London could be induced to use smokeless
fuel, such as the anthracite, in lieu of

the bituminotis, a great point would
be gained ; but we think that a
more economical grate than that employed
lies at the very root of the matter, facilities

for the adoption of which might be given
by the Legislature. Various forms of grate
have been introduced of late, a few of which
we have lately adverted to. The principle

of some of these is that the fire is fed with
fuel from the bottom instead of at the top,

by which means the gases generated pass

through the heated fuel, resulting in a clear

bright fire. By a screw action the fuel is

introduced in front. The saving effected

by this mode of feeding has been computed
to be as much as 25 per cent, of the coal,

as all the combustible ingredients are con-

sumed. For large factory furnaces, the

feeding may be slowly performed by machi-

nery, so that the fuel is delivered in small

quantities at a time, and the admission of

cold air regulated. Sufficient air for com-
plete combustion, and a disposal of the fuel,

so that the vaporised carbon may be in con-

tact with hot air, are tho two leading condi-

tions of all smoke-consuming apparatuses

;

several plans, such as Jukes', have been

brought out for the slow admission of fuel

by machinery, and it is a fitting opportu-

nity for the display of the ingenuity of

scientific men to discover how similar con-

ditions of equable and easy feeding, entire

combustion of fuel, and consequent economy
in cost, and great reduction in volume of

smoke produced, may be secured in the

ordinary domestic grate.

What has already been accomplished

towards the solution of the difficulty will be

exhibited at the forthcoming collection, to

be held at South Kensington shortly. Here

the joint-committee of the National Health

and Kyrle Society have arranged for the

display of improved fire-grates, furnaces,

kitcheners, cooking, warming, and other

apparatus of all kinds devised to prevent

smoke or consume smokelets coal. Varieties

of bituminous and anthracite coal, and other

special fuels will form a part of the exhibi-

tion. A guarantee of the thoroughness with

which the societies have entered into the

movement is attested by the proposal to

have a skilled committee of experts to test

the efficiency of apparatus, and for ascer-

taining the relative value of the several

kinds of fuel. Manufacturers and inven-

tors have now a favourable opportunity of

bringing forward their pet schemes, and we
may hope to see many ingenious con-

trivances in the shape of smokeless grates.

We think the last resolution moved by Dr.

Carpenter a judicious one, namely, that the

results and testing afforded by the exhibition

should precede any appKcation for amend-

ment of the existing Smoke Act, or for new
legislation in regard to smoke from dwelling

houses.
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THE GOLDSMITHS' COMPANY'S
PEIZE DESIGNS.

THE exhibition of prize and other draw-
ings in oompetition for the annual

prizes oJfered by the Goldsmiths' Company,
now to be seen at the South Kensington
Museum, is rather above the average.

Evidences of a more correct technical treat-

ment of metal meet us in many of the designs

brought together, and it is not less satis-

factory to find that the architectural artist,

true to the traditions of the universality ot

his art, has not thought it unworthy of his

pencil to contribute designs for goldsmiths'

work. Common-sense and logical titness

have too long been divorced from the art of

the worker in the precious metals, and those
who have sent in designs have only cared
to produce lavish specimens of casting or
chasing, and to have been prepossessed of

the idea that the grouping and ornament
used by the carver and sculptor may be
applied to candelabra, inkstands, kettles,

and other objects in the precious metals.

The absence of a motive in design has led

the artist to imitate all kinds of puerile

fancies, and as cables, the texture of other
materials and fabrics, cornucopias, festoons,

and especially figures without the slightest

meaning or constructive connection.
Figures and figure-grouping seem to

possess a wonderful charm in the mindi of

those who compete for prizes in this oompeti-
"tion, and we have on more than one occasion
spoken of the taste as something to be
striven against, and to be discouraged by
those who award the prizes. The evils we
have deplored as regards design in the
precious metals have arisen mainly from the
divorce that has so long existed between
the ar'ist and the actual metal-worker, a
separation which has tendered to dissever

the principles of applied art from the
real work, creating a class of workers
ia metal who, having no knowledge
of ornamental art, feebly imitate with
meaningless labour every little detail, in-

stead of expressing them in a generalised

manner. With this class of designers, the

imitation of a festoon, a cornucopia, or a
figure is much easier than the mental efibrt

of inventing ornament; we may, for in-

stance, [illustrate this remark by referring to

the designs for a silver candelabrum, the £40
prize for which has been won ^ty J. "W.

Bradbum, of Coalbrookdale. It would be
ainfair to other competitors forthis prize to say
ihe distinction won by this award is merited,

•or that other competitors have not by their

designs challenged the justice of the de-
cision. The design by H. Stannus, of Een-
nington Park-road, for instance, for a
candlestick to carry five lights, which wins
the £30 prize, is more original in concep-
tion, and exhibits technical merits that have
been lost sight of in other designs. The
design awarded the highest prize is a seven-

branched candlestick, of the type usually

met with in synagogues, and the author has,

in his drawing, alluded to this use, a con-

dition not warranted in the instructions.

The design is faiJty in scale, the sockets for

the candles much too small—a deftct which
.gives a fictitious proportion to the

branches. Figures of Moses and Aaron
-with the Tables of the Law are shown,
4tt the comers of the foot or base, and appear
rather wanton introductions. The work is

intended to be cast and chased, and the

aathor estimates its value at £200. The
drawings are neatly executed, and delicately

shaded in India ink. We may remark, in

referring to the technical qualities of the

designs, that only one competitor, Mr.
Stannus, has taken into consideration the
importance of constructing the work so as

to take to pieces for the purpose of cleaning,

a very necessary point in the design. The
branches of the candlestick wo allude to are

formed and cast so as to be easily fixed in

sockets on the stem, on the principle of the
bracket, and the author has not neglected
the value of giving a good fixing to each
branch. The design with monogram
" W. iA. W." has merit; the stem and
branches indicate study of requirements, and
ornament has not been lavishly bestowed.
Two other designs, distinguished by a pro-
fuse display of unmeaning and baroque or-

nament and vulgarity of treatment, are only
exhibited, it is hoped, as instances of what
to avoid. No plan of the lase is given, and
in one case the drawing furnishes an ironi-

cal comment on the motto. But we pass on
to notice the prize design for a dessert stand,

by W. H. Sing3r, of Fromo, Somerset,
an artist whose work is generally marked
by taste. This design which obtains
the money prize of £20 has one fault

in spite of some good points. Tho dish
has a top-heavy look for the small stem
and foot, and the cylindrical portion below
the dish in repousse work, suggests a

clumsy effect in execution, while the relief

would scarcely be seen in perspective unless
the eye were low enough. The ornament
introduced in the stem is cast and chased,
and there is an elegance in the outline and
treatment of the latter which deserves
notice, and atones somewhat for the rather
ungraceful profile of the upper part. For a
silver salt-cellar, a prize of £20 has been
given to F. Marriott, of Chelsea, for a rather
commonplace dtsign, more pleasing in its

general form than the ornamentation.
Another sketch for a salt-cellar in silver-

gilt, Japanesque in spirit, and simple in out-
line, with foliage laid on, has the motto
"Peeping Tom." J. Holgate, of Chelsea,

takes an extra prize of £10 for a salt-cellar,

deserving, as it appears to us, of a higher
recognition. The base is triangular, and
the receptacle is supported on three figures

;

there is more originality in the conception,

and the details are worked out with an
architectural feeling, the ornament being
cast, stamped, and chased.

The designs for a tea and coffee-service

called for the exercise of some skill ; the
shape and outline of the vessels, and the
mode of joining the handles and spouts, so

that the latter should appear to be the out-
growth of the vessels, and serve their end
in the best manner, having in view the

uses of tho utensils, rather than become
mere apendages, are points to which the
thoughtful artist would naturally direct

his attention. The design to which the

sum of £20 has been awarded is by H.
Stannus, and we must confess that the
author's work is deserving of it; on the
other side of the screen is a design unre-
warded, however, which to our mind dis-

plays greater merit, and wo are led to

believe, by the drawing, that it i.s the work
of the same author. In these designs, the

principles of stability, ease in pouring, and
the junction of the spout with the body of

the vessel have been attended to ; tho base
secures the first condition, the upper portion

of the pots do not overhang ; the handle is

placed low down, and springs from the

larger part of the body so as to give better

control, and the spout is also joined in such

a way as to lead out of the body in the most
graceful manner, instead of appearing stuck

on to it. The ornament has been suggested

by the use of each object ; thus we find

simple chasing or enj; raving, to symbolise

flames, are introduced round the underside

of the teapot, the sugar-basin has its bowl
reticulated by hexagons, to represent the

crystals of eugar. Some of tho designs in

this class show an inadequate idea of metal
relief; the ornament is too highly embossed
for easy domestic cleaning, instead of being
flatly treated, enabling the metal to be
burnished, and utility seems to have been
the last of the motives of the artist. We
find inattention to thelawsof liquid-hoWing
bodies, and of utility in handling,

prominent in many of the designs for a
Sliver tea-kettlo. Tho prize of £20 has been
awarded to R. Needhara, of Heeley, Sheffield.

The design has a chased body, with a stand
cast and chased ; there is some originality
in the outline of tho kettle, though it

exhibits shortcomings iu the elements
of good design. The spout is awkwardly
joined, the handle is not hinged, and the
cornucopias and ropes in the stand betray
a want of appreciation of the fitness of such
ornament. E.xtra prizes of £10 are awarded
to W. H. Singer, of Prome, Somerset ; H.
Stannus, Kennington Park-road ; and F.
Gibbon, Cirencester, for designs. The first

shows a kettle of rather heavy form, with
hammered ornament in the body of Jacobean
character, and with a large handle of dis-

proportionate size ; the second is better
shaped, of Renaissance design ; has a hinged-
handle for turning down, and the author
has wisely pivoted the kettle on the stand,
so that it may be tijiped forward for pour-
ing ; the body also steadily rests at two
points on the stand. The kettle is stamped
in sections and chased. We need scarcely
remark the excessive elaboration in the
design of F. Gibbon. Lacking in outline and
elegance of design, the author suspends his

kettle from two ornamental supports, one on
each side of the body, and the manner these
are drawn show a very ricketty fixing, and
scarcely any lateral strength.

The inkstand designs are poor ; we prefer
the extra prize design by J. R. Dufiield, Bir-
mingham, to the one awarded the £20 by M.
Hayes, of Chelsea, which is of an awkward
shape, with no place for pens. Exception,
also, we take to the hand-mirror by J. Sher-
lock, a treatment which shows a misconcep-
tion of the use and mode of handling of a mir-
ror. The drawings for dessert-knife, which
take a prize (J. E. Dufiield, Birmingham), are
not remarkable for any particular merit.

Of the models, the £50 for the best group
iu plaster, finished for casting, has been
deservedly won by Harry Barrett, Motting-
ham, Kent, for a spirited group, a cavalry
officer with flag of regiment. W. Allan,

Lambeth, receives a £20 prize for a horse
drinking. The other designs exhibited

possess more or less merit as groups, but
in technical qualities and anatomical ac-

curacy fail. Specimens of flat-chasing, by
G. E. Brown, Farringdon-road, and of

engraving by W. E. Cooke, Islington, re-

ceive prizes. E. Beresford, St. John's-road,

receives a prize of £10. If the committee
of selection insisted on sections and sketches

in perspective, they would be adding con-
siderably to the value of these competitions
as tests of design.

WINTEE EXHIBITION OF PAINTINGS
AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.—II.

IN the great Central Hall gallery there is

an opportunity rarely to bo had of com-
paring masterpieces of our four great artists :

Gainsborough, Sir Joshua Reynolds, G. Eom-
ney, and Sir David Wilkie, all in perfect

condition, even the Wilkie showing no signs

of decay. TheNos.arel77, 180, 17o,and 176.

Sir Joshua's portrait of Lady Elizabeth

Herbert and child is unusually rich in colour

and happy in composition. She is seated,

in a white dress and brown scarf, the child

being undraped, looking up into her face

and holding her chin in his left hand ; there

is a telling piece of landscape with trees and
blue sky for the background. The owner,
Lord Carnarvon, also exhibits another beau-

tiful nude picture of a child, " Cupid Sleep-

ing on a Cloud " (No. 34), equally good in

every way. His other Sir Joshua (No. 181)

has rather an amusing history. Colonel

Aoland and Lord SyJney are represented as

shooting red deer with bow and arrow

—

rather a curious process, one would think,

for the year 1770. Those gentlemen.
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who wore great friends when the picture

was ordered, but fell out before it was finished

SO that neither of them would pay for it

;

rather hard upon the artist. Might not the

comicaUty of position have added to the dis-

inclination of either of them to possess the
painting ? G. Romney's " Mrs. Banks, of

Kingston Lacy," No. 175, is as elegant and
lefined as Sir David Wilkio's "Thomas
Erskine, Earl of Kellie," is full of character

and vigour. Miss Clara Montalba is to be
congratulated upon the possession of the
only picture by Velasquez, No. 102, " The
Flute-player." The vigorous and bold
treatment, doubtless, would delight an artist

of her calibre. Of the many portraits by
Van Dyek, No. 90, " The Wentworth
Family," is of very high quality ; the figures

are somewhat too evidently arranged to

pose, but as a whole, it is a grand picture.

Thomas Wentworth himself is very fine.

Nothing coiild be better than the painting
of the armour of the gentleman who stands
behind the daughter. The finest example,
however. No. 137, occupies the post of

honour in gallery No. III. It is of the noble
dimensions of 117 jin. by 106in., and was
painted in 1634. The subject is " The Duke of
Nassau, his wife, son, and three daughters,"
whose names and titles are fully inscribed
on a pillar to the left. This is much less

mannered than the former painting. The
colouring is excellent and balance of the
parts complete. All is natural, harmonious,
and worthy of the stately personages repre-
sented. The best single figure is the portrait
of Christian, Countess of Devonshire. She
is of full length, and dressed in a finely-
paintedblack-satin costume, with pearls round
her neck, and having a single ring, the stone
of which literally sparkles on her finger.
There are several good Italian portraits, one
(No. 145) of a Virtuoso, by Parmigiano. The
Earl of Strafford's portrait, ascribed to
Giorgione, seems to us more like the work
of Paris Bordone. Andrea Del Sarto's por-
trait of himself (No. 150), if, indeed, it is his
own, and not that of his friend Conti, is

interesting. Giambatista Moroni is well
represented in the anonymous portrait.
No. 162, with the inscription "Duritiem
moUitie frangit." The complexion is singu-
larly dark.
No portraits are of higher value and

quality than Rembrandt's " Lady and
Gentleman," No. 75. The lady is seated,
soberly and handsomely dressed, with
a large white ruflf; the gentleman, also
in black, is standing. It is in the painter's
most graceful and finished stylo. No. 165,
"Marshal Turenneon Horseback"—of li'e

size—was painted in 1649 when Turenne was
in Holland. There are few paintings by
Rembrandt of so important a size. By the
same artist we have "Christ and His Dis-
ciples in a Storm"—No. 168—very realistic
and somewhat vulgar ; and No. 161, portrait
of a man, of later date and better character.
By his pupil, Ferdinand Bol, we have a calm,
quiet portrait of a gentleman. Mrs. Hope his
no less than three beautiful paintings by Paul
Potter—No. 71 , a farm-yard seene, called the
" Stable-door" ; No. 123, a landscape with
four cows, a church and houses in the dis-
tance ; and No. 82, " Landscape, with cattle
and sheep." This is remarkable for its fine
sky, with scudding clouds, throwing a weird
light on the admirably-painted animals and
landscape. Of the three Do Ilooghes, No.
1 1 3, from Buckingham Palace, is upon the
whole the most important. Itreprosents a card
party in a room, lighted by a large window

;

through the open door a courtyard is visible,
and so the artist is able to give his favourite
description of varied light. In such natural
domestic scenes, accurately and unaffected y
transferred to canvas, he is without a rival.
No. 126, an interior, is less powerful, but
fuller of detail ; and, moreover, it is not in
6uch perfect condition a^ the Queen's pic-
ture. There are few more valuable pictures

of the Dutch school than " The Girl with
Game and Vegetables," No. 97, by Gerard
Dow. It is faultless—every texture is abso-
lutely correct. It is very similar in size,
manner, and subject, to that in the Jeol
collection in the National Gallery, not qui'e
so pleasing, perhaps, but if anything more
highly finished. It is instructive to see how
F. Van Mieris arrives at something of the
same sort of excellence in a dififereut way.
No. 121 is acapital work of this rare painter.
An old man stands at a window, round which
some ivy climbs ; on the left is a violin, and
to the right a dish of prawns. Up the stone-
work below a snail is crawling, and in
the ivy above is a single bright-coloured
butterfly ; every tool-mark on the stone is

drawn. The violin itself is a perfect
marvel of realistic painting. No 128 is the
best Ostado. "The Village and Church,"
No. 115, by Jan Van dor Heyde, is bright
and sunny, and greatly increased in import-
ance by some of the most delightful figures
that Adrian Vandevelde ever painted. Ex-
cept a good J. Crome, and the Gains-
boroughs, already noticed, there are not
many landscapes of importance. The fol-

lowing are noticeable :—Two by J. M. W.
Turner, No. 173, " KUgarran Castle on the
Twyweg," in his early style, being painted
in 1799 ; it is a lovely picture. The other.
No. 178, " The Lake at Tabley," was
painted ten years later. There are also
two companion pictures by Claude Loraine,
of good average quality, and some first-rate

Venetian views by Canaletto, Nos, 86, 92.

and 151 ; the last, belonging to Mr. H. J.

Bischoffsheim, of the " Grand Canal," with
the Rialto on the left, is a splendid speci-

men. No. 46, "Calm on the Medway," is

of about the same size and consequence as
the companion, painted by Sir A. VV.

Callcott, which was exhibited last year. It

strikes us as better and more natural in

colour. We do not much like the '

' Virgin
and Child," No. 152, attributed, without
sufficient reason, to Eaffaelle. No. 148
seems more worthy of the name. It is a
somewhat early work, and has suffered a
good deal. No. 149, "The Holy Family,"
by Titian, is a mere wreck. Not so is

" Venus and Mars," by Paolo Veronese. The
figures are life-sized, full-length ; one cupid
is tying them together with a ribbon, while
another is keering back Mars' charger with
his sword. There is a good altar-piece, No.
160, by the same artist.

Gallery No. IV. contains specimens of the
early Italian, German, and Dutch schools,

besides a few very fine early portraits. Mrs.
H. Huth's portrait of Sir 'Thomas More, by
Holbein, is of the highest character. He is

lepresented nearly life-size, in a fur-trimmed
gown with crimson sleeves, wearing the
collar of SS., the size of the panel being
29in. by 23j'n. No. 201 is also a fine work
of the same master, but a good deal injured

by cleaning. No. 210, by Sir Antonio
More, represents, in charming fashion,

the daughters of Philip II. of Spain.

Near to it, and equally intorestin;? , especially

for comparison of the costume of the richest,

hangs the portrait of Lady Apsley and
child. There is not much of the highest

class : most are either school pictures or in-

ferior specimens. The portrait by Francesco
Francia, of himself, is a notable exception,

belonging to Sir W. N. Abdy, who also is

the owner of No. 206, a valuable historical

))icture by Giorgione, of " Malatcsta di

Rimini and his Mistress receiving the

Pope's Legato." The earnestness of the

Legate, who is dressed as a pilgrim, the in-

solence of the despot, and the half-hesitating

interest of the woman are well portrjyed.

All the pictures from the Eoscoe coUectio.i

in the Liverpool Royal Institution are

worthy of notice. The " Adoration of the

Magi," by L. Van Loyden, and the "Depo-
sition," by Albert Diirer, are both full of

interest, both as showing the development

of Gorman and Low Country art, and how far
these great men excelled rather in engraving.
There is none of the archaic stiffness and
angularity in the engraved work of either of
these artists which mar the beautiful colour
and admirable detail of both of these pictures.
The other pictures most worthy of notice in
this section are No. 184, "Virgin and
Child," by Pinturiocio ; No. 188, "A Pieti,"
very remarkably treated, by Andrea Man-
tegna; No. 203, a fair example of Lueaa
Cranach, and a very extraordinary Virg^
and Child and four Saints, by an unknown
artist of the early Venetian school, belonging
of Mr. G. Richmond, R.A.
To give more than a sketch of the exhaus-

tive collection of drawings by John Flaxman
would exceed the space at our disposal.
There are 185 frames, some containing a
single drawing, but most of them more,
from two or three to nineteen ; so that we
are enabled to see how this great artist
worked and attained the high degree of
excellence to which he reached. At either
end of the room are some larger and higher
finished compositions, one of the best there

,

No. 85, contributed by Mr. W. E. Glad-
stone. There are several studies of part ol
the same subject. It is interesting to notice
what pains Flaxman took before ho satis-
fied himself that he had done h's best. Of
some subjects, we have four or five different
versions. How early his talent showed itself

is shown in large classical subjects, 1, 2, 3,
140, 141, and 142, said to have been com-
missions received by him when quite a boy
from Mr. Crutch, of Sunning Hill Park.
In addition to many hundreds of actual
sketches, we have a thoroughly representa-
tive exhibition of the finished outlines which
he drew for book illustrations. These in-
clude subjects from Hesiod, Homer's
"Iliad" and "Odyssey." Some very power-
ful studios from JEschylus. Many of the
drawings of scenes from Btmyan's " Pil-

grim's Progress," designs for sepulchral
monuments. Mr. W. Eussoll's two draw-
ings from the antique, Nos. 102 and 108,,

are as highly finished as any by Andrew
Mantegna, and they show the great pains
taken to secure accuracy of detail. Flax-
man was an excellent draughtsman
of portraits. There are several admirable-

examples of his ability in this direction.

No. 158 (1) is a capital portrait of himself

at the age of 27, dated 1782. But he did a
better thing still in 1778 when he was a
student at the Royal Academy : we mean
the terra-cotta medallion, now belonging to

South Kensington Museum. Mo doubt the

portrait of Mrs. Matthew, the wife of his

patron, the Rev. H. Matthew, who first

noticed Flaxman, when a boy, in his father's

shop in New-street, Covent Garden, was a
labour of love for the kind friend who
would read Homer to him while he was
making designs

.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION'S
EXCURSION IN NORFOLK.

AT the ordinary meeting of the Architectural

Association, held on Friday evening, Mr.
C. R. Pink, hon. sec. of the excursion sub-

committee, read a paper entitled " A Week in

Norfolk." The walls were hung with numerous
illustrations, including the series of photographs

taken during the excursion by Mr. J. L. Robin-

eon, of Dublin, and described in our columns,

p. 483, last volume ; Cotman's Etchngs, lent by
Mr. Belo3 ; sketches, made by Messrs. J. Johti-

son, W. H. Lvnn, F. C. Penrose, W. J. N.
Millard, C. H. Lohr, and other working mem-
bers of the party ; and a series of measured
drawings of Sail Church, by Mr. T. C. Yatee

;

the la-it-named of which are reproduced this

week amongst our photo-lithograpliio illustra-

tions. The President, Mr. E.G. Leo, F.R.I.B.A.,

occupiei the chair, and there was a large

attendance of members.
Tue lecturer introduced his eubjrct by point-

ing out the advantages derived froai the Asso*
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oiation excursions to those who took part in

them, to whom it afforded a valuable means of

WTamining sjstematically, and of comparing in

saooeasiTe jears, the beet boildings of different

didtriots of the ooonby in an economic manner,
and under able guidance. The tour was devoted
to aotire aketohing and note-tatdng, and the in-

terohsnge of opinion between members coming
from aU parts of the kingdom aided in the
establishment of fnprit de corps and good feeling

between members of the profession. Having
paid a high tribute to the work carried out by
the lata Mr. Edmund Sharpe, who founded the
excursion movement in 1870, he mentioned the
districts viiiited during successive years, and
expressed a hope that in 1831 the members
would be able to enjoy in one of the western
counties a more complete mingling of fine

churches and interesting domestic work than
it had previously been possible to arrange. In
treating upon the immediate subject of his

paper, ne said he should look at the subject from
an architectural rather than from an archaeologi-
cal point of view ; and should, moreover, confine
himself to the characteristics of the Late Deco-
rated and Perpendicular parish-churches visited,

for that reason passing over Norwich Cathedral,
and the important examples of domestic work
seen at East Barsham and Blickling-halls, and
Snoring parsonage. During the 15th and latter

half of tJie 14th centuries, there was a general
rebuilding or remodelling of churches through-
oat East Anglia, principally attributable to the
increase of wealth consequent on the establish-
ment of the woollen manufacture in the district

;

and, in consequence of the diversion of trade,
these large and magnificent churches were left

with merely rural surroundings, instead of the
bustle and business attendant upon manufac-
turing centres. It was forttmate that the
«hurohes had been spared, albeit ofttimes sadly
mntilated ; and, in almost all cases, the reverse
of circumstances had prevented proper mainten-
ance and repair. At Cawston, the fine roof
was falling to pieces ; the great church of Sail

was now almost deserted, and given over to the
hats and jackdaws; Trunch Church was also in
• miserable state ; at Ejiapton, the richly orna-
mented roof was decaying ; the lofty tower of
North Walsham was in ruins ; and Deopham
Church, 80 far as its nave roof was concerned,
haa been pronounced to be in a dangerous condi-
tion, and the aisles and chancel were alone used
for service. The peculiarities of the Late
Churches of East Anglia had been often stated
thus : Grand continuous clerestories, rectangular
general plan, with nave and aisles, plain square
western towers of large size, absence of chancel
arch, fine two-storied porches and also vestries,
splendid open-timber roofs, together with other
rich woodwork in tower-screens and galleries,
rood-screens, stalls, benches, &o. ; large stone
fonts, often with rich covers, peculiarly
beautiful decorative painting made on wood-
work, and a profusion of surface decoration in
flush flint-and-stone panel work outside. These
were the characteristics of the general type, but
there was great variety in its particular appli-
cation, and few or none of the churches com-
prised all the peculiar details described. Large-
ness of treatment and simplicity, and grandeur
in proportloual lines, distinguished this late
work generally. The details were also as a rule
nnusnal and worthy of careful study, whilst the
woodwork, whether constructive as in roofs, or
decorative as in screens and stalls, had been
brought almost uniformly throughout the district
to a degree of richness and exoelleneo unequalled
in any other part of England. The lecturer
proceeded to describe in detail some of the more
interesting ground -plans. That of North Wal-
sham was a simple parallelogram, the only pro-
jections being the porch and tower. The aisles
were continuous throughout, and there was no
chancel, and the screen forming the only divi-
sion; the eastern bays of arcades were, how-
ever, solid to form the sanctuary. The plan of
St. Peter IVtancroft, Norwich, differed from the
last in having north and south porches, a pro-
jecting sanctuary, with vestibules behind, and
also very smiU (lift, by 9ft.), and subordinate
transepts. The internal dimensions (excluding
sanctuary, which was 14 ft. 6in. deep) were
100ft. by 51ft., the width of nave was
19ft., and of aisles 13ft. 6in. The ar-
cades were of eight bays, but the several
arches had various spans. The staircase
turrets flanking the east end of sanctuary
were somewhat unusual. St. Stephen's,

Norwich, was a parallelogram, with the tower
on north side over the porch, and on the same
side was a small projecting chapel. The dimen-
sions inside were 130ft. by about 50ft. ; but the

north aisle got narrower towards the east end,
and the nave was not of uniform width. Sail

Church (see photo-lithograph) possessed a more
fully-developed and elaborate plan than those

previously considered. The nave was 90ft. by
27ft. 6in., with aisles each 14ft. wide; western
tower ; north and south porches, of large size,

and fully-developed transepts ; the chancel was
treated distinctly, and was 59ft. by 26ft. Caw-
ston had a nave 90ft., by 5tft. ; chancel, 46ft.

by 25ft., with north aisles and small attached
chapel, west tower, south porch, and transepts

of considerable size. Hingham consisted of

nave, with aisles, west tower, south porch, and
chancel, with a two-storied vestry on north side.

Worstead was similarly planned ; but the chuncel

had a short south aisle, and on north side a
jhapel, as well as vestry, Knapton and Eding-
thorpe were buildings of less size, and aisle-less

;

but had west towers and south porches. A com-
parison of plans showed a general ratio between
lengths and breadths, the width of aisles being
often half that of nave ; the total length of

church double the width. At Sail the breadth
of body of church was about two-thirds the
length, and equal to the length of chancel ; the
breadth of aisles and transepts was about the
same and equal to half the width of nave.

At Norwich Cathedral and Hingham parish-

church the level of nave-floor descended
towards the east, while at East Dereham there

was a more noticeable ascent to the chan-
cel. At Knapton the ohanoel-floor was stepped
down below that of the nave. The church
towers were commonly of large size, and consi-

derable altitude ; their general plan was square,

and their position was almost always at the west
end. They sometimes simply abutted on the
west wall of the church, as at Sail, and St.

Griles's, Norwich ; but in other instances, as at

Trunch, the aisles extended partly along the side

of the towers. The general staging of the
towers was simple ; there was the ordinary num-
ber of principal stages—the lowest opening into

the church with a well-developed arch, and
having on the opposite face a fine west window
and doorway, frequently so intimately connected
in design as to form one feature. At St. Giles's

the span of the tower arch was the whole interior

width of tower, and the depth of moulded splay

to jambs was striking. Sail and Cawston afforded
good instances of the combined treatment of

west doors and windows. The sill of the west
window rested upon a richly-panelled band of

stonework adorned with shields, and the spand-
rels formed between this and the well propor-
tioned and richly moulded recessed doorway
were filled with vigorous carving. A canopied
niche flanked the doorway on either side

between it and the buttresses, and base courses

were also elaborately worked with traceried
panel -work. At Worstead the outer mouldings
of window-jambs were continued to the ground.
At Cawston the attacking hunter was repre-

sented in one spandrel under the square hood of

door, and his foe, the dragon, in the other ; the
same subject appeared similarly placed upon St.

Ethelbert's gate at Norwich. In the stage below
the belfry occurred the misnamed '

' sound-
holes," which were square traceried windows,
appearing generally upon each cardinal face.

The tracery exhibited the greatest variety in

design, and Sail and Worstead were particularly
good examples. Sometimes, as at St. Lawrence,
Norwich, and at Westwick, the design was
similar to that often repeated in base and string-

courses—the escutcheon surrounded by trefoils

or quatrefoils. Two plain buttresses to each
angle of tower were the rule, and the sets-ofl

were few in number. At Deopham, Hingham,
and St. Peter Mancroft, the angles made with
the tower were canted off ; and at Wymondham
the buttresses were semi-octagonal on plan, and
had small angle-shafts. There was an absence,
almost universally felt, of that gradual diminu-
tion of bulk and change of plan which gave such
a charm to the tower buttressing in Somerset.
Trunch and St. Giles's, Norwich, offered the
most striking examples of violence and coarse-
ness in the sets-off ; but there was a general want
in the Norfolk designs of any leading up to pin-
nacle and parapet as the crowning features. The
tendency waste stop the buttressbelow the belfry,

and if continued above this it was often, as at

SaU and Eist Dereham, in the form of a pilaster.

The parapets were generally plain, but even
the enriched battlements and angle pinnacles of
the altogether fine tower at Sail seemed to
want character, and the whole design suffered
from a lack of cohesion when compared with,
say, Bruton or Evercreech. There was also but
little variety or piquancy in the skyline of
towers, and the staircase turret was rarely a pro-
minent feature, and spires were still more rare,
the only examples seen during the excursion
being those of Norwich Cathedral and Great
EUiogham and New Walsingham Churches.
He had obtained some dimensions of the prin-
cipal towers, and found that Wymondham was
142ft. high, Hingham and Cawston both 120ft.,

and St. Peter Mancroft about 100ft. SaU
measured externally 27ft. by 27ft., Worstead
28ft. by 28ft., and Hingham 33ft. by 33ft.

Cawston tower was remarkable in this district

from the fact that it was ashlar-faced with
stone throughout. He would not go at length
into the question of the roimd towers, of which
they only saw unimportant examples. There
were nearly 200 round towers in East Anglia,
all of similar size and proportions, built with
thick walls and without external doorways.
Their dates, however, varied, as also the
character and amount of decoration. Some, as at
Edingthorpe, which was visited during the
excursion, had the circular worked into the
octagonal plan. He could not agree with the
theory that the round form was adopted in a
district without stone to avoid the use of quoins,
for that material was used pretty freely in other
portions of the churches, and he thought in-
stances, even, of quoins worked with flints alone
could be pointed out. The Rev. T. James had
further held that the lack of stone led to the
adoption of aisleless churches, and the omission
of spires ; but the former omission was the ex-
ception, not the rule, and a lack of stone could
not be urged as a reason for the rarity of spires

in the in every respect parallel district of Somer-
set. The way in which flint was used in con-
junction with stene appeared to the author to
show not so much a desire to save the latter,

but rather a wish to obtain original effects by
the use of local materials. In describing this

flint panel- work, Mr. Pink remarked that flints

were commonly used for ordinary walling in a
rough state, as in Hampshire and other chalk
districts, laid either random or in courses, pro-
jecting portions being roughly headed. They
next found the flints uniformly split to give a
fairly smooth face, and then squared, forming,
when laid, diminutiveashlar-work. The simplest
mode of using the dressed flintsin conjunction with
stone was seen in the plain checquer-work, as at
Norwich Guildhall ; but in more elaborate work
there were panels, arcading, tracery, &c., of

stone, filled up with split flints, carefully out to

fit into cusps, circles, and other geometrical out-
lines. The effect of this kind of work at a dis-

tance was to bring the stonework into relief as
if by strong shadow ; but where extensively used
the appearance was cold and mechanical, and
time had little influence in softening the out-
lines or surfaces of the hard, almost polished,
flint panels. In some oases, moulded stone-work
was used as a framework, projecting in front of

the usual filling-in, as at Fakenham. At North
Walsham, greater effect was gained in some
canopies of the porch by an inlay of brown stone.

It was by no means unusual to see in Norfolk
bricks used in conjunction with flint. The
porches throughout East Anglia had the great-

est care and elaboration bestowed upon their

design, and their large size and considerable
altitude (generally of two stories) gave them
almost a transeptal effect. The entrance
was almost uniformly under a well-proportioned

and richly - moulded pointed arch. The
spandrels formed by the arch were often, as at

Wymondham, Sail, North Walsham, and Attle-

borough, filled out to form a square head with
shields, carved figures, or flint panel-work.
Above the doorway the division between the

stories was strongly marked in most examples by
a rich band of sunk panels and shields, or orna-

mental flint- work. The " parviee " was gene-
rally lighted from the front by a square or seg-

mental-headed window of considerable size, and
often flanked, and sometimes surmounted by
rich niches, and the front was completed by a
low pediraental gable, or now and then by a
horizoiital line and rich battlements. Neces-
sarily, however, there was great variety in the

details of the several examples, but a comparison

of the photographs and drawings would, he
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thought, enforce tho conclusion that the modem
porch to St. Auilrew'a Hall, Norwich, scarcely

exhibited the character and feeling found in old

instances. Another external feature worthy of

notice was the plinth, which was usually of ex-
cellent design, and much enriched with flint-

panel- work. The abruptness of projection

was very remarkable. The window tracery

evinced great variety in design, the most notice-

able peculiarity being the prevalence of a Flam-
boyant character in the Late Decorated work,
and even in tho Perpendicular tracery a greater

use of flowing lines than usual. The princip il

window heads were contained under well-

developed pointed arches, but in clerestories

there were frequently adopted flat, four-centered
arches, almost segmental in effect. Parapets
were chiefly used for aisles, as the massive
framing of the roofs required tho use of the
whole top surface of walls. In the internal arcades
the distinguishing features were loftiness and
excellence of proportion ; the mouldings were
large and effective ; the rounds were capped at

the springing s, the hollows being continuous

;

and where there was no chancel arch the arcades
were sometimes differentiated where they
bounded the choir. An arcading was sometimes,
as at St. Andrew's church, Norwich, employed
on the aisle walls, a plan which, besides giving
variety to the wall surface, was also useful in

strengthening comparatively thin walls. Of the
typical East Anglian clerestories, which almost
resembled glazed gratings, so large was the
window-space, so small the divisions. The
Norwich churches, especially St. Peter
Maucroft, afforded the best examples, and
these, with their grand and massive roofs
supported upon the much-pierced clere-
story walls were, from the absence of tie-

beams and buttresses, little short of mar-
Tellous, even to the architect. Of the Norfolk
roofs there were several varieties, such as the
low-pitched, with straight or cambered tie-

beam or four-centred arch ; the curved rib and
hammer-beam (the latter sometimes concealed
by a continuous cornice or cove) ; and the
double-beam roof. In almost all examples might
be noticed the springing of principals from cor-
bels well down on the walls, curved braces
forming wall arches, rich and effective cornices,
and the curving down of the ridge-piece to meet
the principal ratters. All, or almost all, the
finest roofs had a pitch somewhat less than 45°.

Having described in detail the typical
church-roofs at Great ElUngham, Worstead,
Cawston, Trunch, Wymondham, Knapton, Sail,

and St. Peter Mancroft, Mr. Pink said that at
North Walsham was altogether different from the
others ; but was very suggestive in treatment.
The church was exceptional in the district in
having no clerestory ; it seemed probable that it

was intended to add this feature, and that
tho present massive, but severely-plain,
roof was provided as a temporary covering. The
nave and aisles were practically under one roof.
The aisles had lean-to rafters and tie-beams,
and from the latter the purlins were strutted.
The tie-beams went through the arcade walls,
forming the corbels to the wall-posts, and curved
Struts which rose to the main tie-beams of the
nave span, the latter beams being placed at the
level of tops of aisle-rafters. Upon the nave tie-

beams, at the points supported by the struts
below, were placed queen-posts, forming struts
to purlins, and these posts were again braced by
curved ribs, which met and formed an arch
under the apex of nave-roof. As examples of
boarded and panelled roofs, Wymondham north
aisle, Dereham transept aisles, and New Wal-
singham aisles might be mentioned. The "Wy-
mondham roof was a very rare instance of
hammer-beam principals being used in an aisle.

Throughout the subsidiary features of these
churches—including the screens, stalls, benches,
font-covers and doors—-were to be found a
wonderful variety, freedom and delicacy of
design. The punting upon the lower panels of
screens was of an exceedingly fine character,
and suggested that it was the work of foreign
artists. The figures wore often admirable, and
the diapered and floriated backgrounds would
repay the closest study. Attention might be
called to the buttressing of tho stall- ends at
Trunch, and to tho spire-like font-covers
at Sail, Worstead, and North Walsingham,
in which by comparatively simple meaus
an elaborate effect was produced. The
font-cover at Trunch was almost or quite unique

;

its date was 1502. The effect, even in its present

state, was rich in the extreme, and traces of
colour decoration remained ; and the cornices of
the niches, curved on plan, were also, to increase
their effect, curved upwards in elevation. Tho
fonts themselves were throughout Norfolk of
largo size and of most elaborate character. The
plan was almost universally octagonal, and the
font was raised upon stop^. The risers were
generally enriched with panels, having sunk
quatrefoils aud other figures. From the moulded
base of the font proper often rose small angle
shafts, with perhaps carved figures at their
bases, the sides of shafts being panelled or en-
riched with niches for figures. Angels gene-
rally supported the bowl, on the faces of which
were carved the Crucifixion and Seven Sacra-
ments, or tho Evangelistic emblems, angels,
armorial bearings, &c. Of these fonts the finest

seen was at New Walsingham. In conclusion,
Mr. Pink offered, as an excuse for any super-
ficiality in his remarks, that tho fact of his
holding the office of excursion secretary scarcely
conduced to his giving such careful attention and
study to the buildings visited as they deserved,
and as he would have wished to have devoted to

them.
The PaESiDBNT, in inviting discussion, ex-

pressed surprise that Mr. Pink, who appeared to
exert himself to the utmost in arranging the ex-
cursion proceedings during the week in Norfolk,
could have found time for observation requisite

to write so analytical and detailed an examina-
tion of the churches visited.

Mr. Jaices Fowlkb, Mayor of Louth, said he
was glad to see the room so well filled that
evening, for he considered that every member
ought to aim at joining excursions of the class

described by Mr. Pink. In such tours they
learned much that could not be gathered from
the most diligent study of books, including the
effects of combinations of colour and of light

and shade on details in position. Books on
architecture were to the study of actual buildings,

but as a surgeon's preparation of bones and
muscles were to the actual living form. The
association excursions gave the stimulus of

company in observation, comparison, and in pre-

paring sketches, were productive of good
fellowship, and were carried on in a more
economical fashion than could be arranged by
individuals. He begged to propose a vote of

thanks to Mr. Pink for his exhaustive paper.
Mr. Clakkson referred to the two principal

examples of domestic work seen during the
week in Norfolk, the halls at East Barsham and
Bhckling. Although he knew the latter build-
ing well from Shaw's book, he was not prepared
for the refinement of the details, and the skilful

arrangement of parts it exhibited, and in seeing
it for the first time, one realised the force of

the remarks of the last speaker, as to the dif-

ference between the study of illustrations, and of

actual buildings. He noticed that the front of
Blickling was very much pierced, and that the
designer had placed at either end a shallow
tower with but few openings in it, apparently
for the purpose of restoring the balance between
solids and voids in the fagade. At East Barsham
they observed that a good deal of terra-ootta

was introduced for medallions and other orna-

mental details in the brickwork. Certainly the

most impressive of the churches seen during the

week was that of St. Peter Mancroft, Norwich,
which possessed great dignity of design, and all

the details were applied in a wonderful way, so

as to aid in bringing out the architect's concep-
tion. Its shallow transepts, and two-storied

vestries seemed to have been thrown out in order

to add buttressing buildings to the lofty structure,

and probably the small transepts and two-
storied porches at Sail and other churches had
a similar purpose.
Mr. MiuaiOE B. Adams thought one thing

must have been evident from the proceedings of

that evening to those who did not take part in

the excursion, that those who went were, on their

own showing, an exceedingly jovial set of

people. Certainly all the excursionists worked
heartily, and amongst the hardest workers were
Mr. Pink and Mr. Robinson, who took the

photographs. He would ask, however, what
were the practical lessons to be learned from
what they saw aud sketched ? The first was
the immense distance by which we were
separated from those who built those churches.

They saw everything down to the least detail

carried out with a thorough regard to scale, and
everybody employed seemed to be in harmony
with tho work that was to be done. Nowa-

days they know tho maaon thwartad tba car-
penter, and that the carpenter seemed to be at
variance with the plumber, and that • for
carviuK it was evident that very few men wei«
to be found able to undertake it. Looking to
the falling off in religious feeling in Euglsod,
he fearea it would become increa.'-tngly diffi-

cult in the future to build cliurchu*, or nttlier to
raise money for them, aud, therefore, he thought
the late Norfolk work was not a Htylo to ba
widely copied, for unless done thoroughly well
and harmoniously, tho result would be moaffre
and bad, as they saw in most of the Norwioh
churches. In the domestic works tber might
have seen a hint as to the proper use of terra-
cotta wsrthy of adoption. Modem terra-oott*
was too prominent, too hard, too metallic, too
like cast iron. At East Barhham Hall tlu
examples, on the contrary, had to be carefully
looked for to be distinguished from the briidc-

work, oven where the material was most freely
used, and this quiet effect seemed due to the fact
that it was always framed in panels, or withia
strings of moulded brick, and never built ia
simply as quoins, like stone would be. Borne of
the roofs in the churches visited were in a dread-
ful state of disrepair. At Knapton, a congrega-
tion could not use the church in wet weather,
and at Deopham they had to rush across th«
nave and occupy only the aisles aud chancel, aa
the magnificent nave roof is likely to fall in at
any moment ; but he must admit that the parson
at Deopham showed a commendable anxietj
that the members should subscribe towards the
restoration of his church. He thought it strange
that while the Institute and certain prominent
members of the profession were makmg them-
selves very conspicuous in reference to St.

Mark's, Venice, ttiey ignored our fine village

churches close at hand, which, like that at
Knapton, were simply going to rot. What did
the Institute and the people who wrote to Tht
Times about St. Mark's, practically do for the pre-
servation of our own churches ? Comparatively
nothing, for there was no glory in it. The
S.P.A.B. would do infinitely better service to
the cause of architecture if, in lieu of agitating
about the pulling down of trumpery galleried

inns, they would look at the way in which St.

Alban's Abbey was being spoiled. Some of the
cases they became acquainted with, as Deopham,
Cawston, and Sail, seemed utterly hopeless, and
he thought it would be more befitting if tho par-

sons, instead of writing testimonials to cheap
sherries, would do something towards keeping
the rain out of their churches.

Mr. John Johnson referred to the excellence

of the domestic work at Blickling, and com-
mended as worthy of study, the charming
arabesques introduced into it. It was
a remarkable thing that the designers of the

largo churches in Norfolk seemed to have ne-

glected the upper portions of the structures ; the

plan and general design and fittings appeared to

have been carefully thought over, but the upper
stages of towers were poor and crude. He was
struck by the skill with which the church-roofs

were connected with the clerestory walls, being,

indeed, thoroughly buEt into them. This, per-

haps, accounted for the fact that they saw heavy
hammer-beam roofs, of wide span, carried without

a tie-beam or other cross support. In the case

of St. Peter Mancroft, Norwich, one of those

without a tie, it appeared wonderful how the

roof had continued to stand.

The vote of thanks having been warmly ac-

corded, Mr. Pink replied, and proposed a vote of

thanks to Mr. Robinson for having given for the

library an album of photographs taken during

the excursion.

THE STUDY OF THE BEAUTIFUL.*

WITH regard to the law of fitness, we must be
careful to consider whether beauty consists

in fitness only. In nature it certainly grows imt of

it, but in the works of man you can find millions

of examples of very useful articles being very

ugly, as for instance, the chimney-pot hat, the

hot-water-can, the lamp-post, the ordinary

square London -street house, &c., and even this

kitchen jug, which, though not offensively ugly,

cannot be compared to this Greek vase for beauty

of form, since it possesses none of tho.w orna-

mental qualities which we have noticed in the

vase. But if things were called Beautiful, only

• A paper read by Osobob Adolpdus Stobkt. A.R.A.,

at the London Institution, Finabary-drcas, Deo. SOth,

1880. (Concluded from p. 6 in last issue.)
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because they were exactly adapted to their uses,

then this jug is quite as beauuful as this Greek
rase, beoaose, when I borrowed it of the cook,

and called it ugly, she said '
' It miy be, sir, but its

Tery useful," I pointed to another that seemed to

me equally useful and much prettier, '

' Yes '
' she

said " it may be prettier, but I don't like it so woU
as the other ; and why, because I can' t get my
hand inside it to wipe it out, and I can in this

one." So we must not abuse this jug for not be-
ing beautiful for it never pretended to be that, it

is quite honest. It means to be useful ; and if it

were much better it would perhaps be worse,
for it would haye to be taken more care of and
not left in the kitchen to be useful, but very
likely would hare to be put away in a cupboard.
It possesses at least two great virtues, useful

-

neas and humility. It does not say : " Look at me
•nd notice how quaint and curious and rare and
uncommon I am for a kitchen jug ;

" but it says,
" Use me, keep me clean and don't drop me, be-
cause if you do, I shall only be fit to be thrown
on the rubbish heap." Here is another work of art
quite different to the Greek rase, yet full of the
most precious work, and is like Greek art in this

respect that it is founded on the most careful study
of nature, and possesses in the details of its orna-
mentation, which consist of birds, fishes, and
plant forms, all that expression in the outline

and that exquisite finish which distinguish

good art from bad, and are the characteristics of

nature's own drawing. We cannot enter into

the subject of Japanese art now, but I call your
attention to this cabinet only as another proof
that art must be studied from nature. The
Japanese never had Apollo's nor Venuses nor
sculptures from the Parthenon, nor Raphael's nor
Micnacl Angelo's works to study from, and yet
there is no denying that they are great artists,

possessing a wonderful sense of colour, consum-
mate taste, a love for nature, a great sense of
humour, and a remarkable power of delineating

human character, and also the character of

erery other object that they choose to represent,

or to fashion into ornaments or articles of daily
wie.

To leave out any mention of colour in speak-
ing of the Beautiful, would be to leave out one
of its most delightful elements, and yet we can
scarcely do more than allude to it. Sir David
WiUde writes :—

' 'Afterseeing allthe finepictures
in France, Italy, and Germany, one must come
to the conclusion, that if colour is not the first,

it is at least an essential quality in painting. No
master has yet maintained his ground beyond his

•own time without it." Colour possesses the same
gnality of infinity that we have noticed of form,
and a composition of colour must have the same
qualities of unity, of repetition, of gradation, of

breadth, of proportion, of consistency, of con-
trast, of variety, of interchange, that a composi-
"tion of lines or masses must have. But the
colours of things, like the forms of things, must
be studied from nature ; it is only the contiaual
intercourse with nature, that can give the true

power of colouring. Here are water-colour
sketches, made for the most part out of doors,

(though perhaps nothing to boast of) which ex-
emplify this. I know I could not get colour as

good as is even shown here, unless I had taken it

straight from nature—not that I have ever yet
been satisfied with any sketch that I did, at

all events, at the time it was done, and when the
perfect nature was still before me. Excuse me
lor speaking about myself ; but there is some-
thing so subtle, so intricate in this subject of

.colour, that I know not how to speak of it by any
other means, than by mentioning my own sensa-

tions about it. Ck>lour seems to me to reflect

ear emotions almost more than anything else. A
bright sunny day rejoices us with its sparkle, its

mirthandcolour; is all astirwith strong lights and
strongshades ; allseemsmerry,andtheairi8fullof
juosic, what with the birds singing, and the
children laughing among the flowers. Then
there is the golden-grey day ; the sun is

slightly veiled, and the tones of nature are rich,

and deep, and mellow, like the tones of a church
organ : this gves us a deeper and a calmer
sense of joy. Then there is the drisly, foggy,
dreary, dark day, when there is no colour any-
where ; when the air is charged with the smoke
and dirt of chimneys, and that is dreadful. But
there is also in evening another scale of colour

;

a {gradual change from the rich gold and crim-
son of sunset, to the cool and silvery tones of
departing day, when the trees growdarkagainst
the sky, and a refinement of strange mystery
envelopes all around ; every colour seems to assi-

milate itself more and more to the other and the
bright flowers are no longer seen. And then
comes night, the reign of paleness and darkness,
a symphony in faint gold, faint blue, purple,
and warm black, with gleams of sombre green,
and bright touches of silver ; these are the rest-

ful—the sad colours. I can quite understand an
artist in his great enjoyment of the effects of

colour as nature shows them to us in these dif-

ferent scales being tempted to make colour the
one and only aim of his art, but the greatcolour-
ists have been men whose sense of proportion
taught them that art was not colour only, nor
form only ; but the combination of all the ele-

ments and characteristics of nature. For how
can that art be said to be founded upon nature,

which would represent her, or rather misrepre-
sent her as a shapeless assemblage of tints, and
tones—however beautiful they may be in them-
selves? We might almost class our painters

under thepe different headings. The "Sunny
day Painters." First and foremost of these, is

Paul Veronese, whose brilliant and pure colours

are enhanced to the utmost, by gentle contrast,

and where necessary by positive contrast and so

harmonised, that, in his enormous and fearless

compositions, they make one magnificent chord
of silvery sunny day colour. Note as examples
the Feast in the House of Levi, in the
Academy at Venice ; the Marriage at Cana, in

the Louvre ; the Family of Darius at the feet of

Alexander, and the Consecration of St. Nicholas
incur own National Gallery in London (although
unfortunately these pictures have lately from
some cause, not explained, turned dark, andhave
lost much of the brilliancy that they possessed

when these sketches of them were made). Then
comes Bonifaccio with his " Kich man at table,"

in the Venetian Academy ; Benozzo Gozzoli, and
Rubens the magnificent, nor must we leave out
the modem pre-Raphaelites, and many of our
water-colour painters, nor our landscape painter

Turner, whose works come under all the head-
ings that we have mentioned—he is one of the
exceptional men. Nor need I say, that there
are many living now, whose names I cannot
mention, who are essentially sunny day and glad
colourists. "The golden grey day." First

and foremost in this school of deep toned har
mony, comes the great Titian, and then Giorgi-

one, and I know not how many others. Cuyp
and De Hooghe, and other Dutch and Flemish
masters, show us the beauty of this veiled sun-
shine. To give a list of all the painters who come
under these different headings, would be im-
possible now, we can only give the first examples
that occur to us. But the painters who delight

in the tranquil shades of evening are many.
Cousens and Girtin, and also Turner are beau-
tiful examples.

I most regretfully leave this subject of colour
;

to study it perfectly in all its bearings would lead

us into a science as deep and almost as perfect

as geometry, though more difficult to demon-
strate ; and we might have problems in colour,

as in geometry, such as " Given—a rose whose
petals graduate from creamy pink to deep
crimson, what proportion of other colours is

necessary to give that rose its utmost value—or

Given a bunch of red poppies, what propor-
tion of other colours is necessary to make them
quiet themselves down or to make them sing out
still louder ? Or, Given deep ultramarine, and
scarlet, and purple, and green, and gold, and
silver, in what proportion shall we distribute

them, and in what manner shall we vary them,
or reflect them into each other, so as to produce
the richest chord of colour? Beau'iful colours

arc like so many sweet spirits all trying to make
each other as happy as possible ; now standing
side by side, in almost imperceptible gradations
to help to the beauty of the group ; now sacrific-

ing themselves and putting themselves in the
shade, in order that some bright sister may
look still more beautiful and precious.

One would think that there was a deep philoso-

phy in colours, which taught us to think more of

others than ourselves, for in thus behaving
towards each other, they show forth their own
degrees of perfection and beauty, be it the

quality of retiring humility consenting to hold

the second rank, or of supremacy obliged to hold

the first, or of power of richness, or of tenderness,

each and all possessing beauty and lovableness,

and agreeing with each other for ever, without
satiety, without monotony. Mothinks it would
be pleasant to live in a paradise of that sort.

But imagine now an assemblage of just the

I
opposite kind, where each colour is jealous ef

the other, and keeps coming forward and saying,

hero look at me, don't look at any body else, like

the star actor who thinks ho will appear so much
greater if hesiirroundshimself with "poor sticks,"

as they are called, and then fancy them fighting

amongst themselves, and looking black and
jealous at each other, and all making each other

appear even more ugly than they really are, and
all governed by jealousy and selfishness instead

of humility and love, and then you have just the

opposite of the Paradise of the good colours in

the limbo of the bad ones.

One word about the manipulation of painting,

the quality of handling. What we call fine

painting is such as that of Velasquez, or Van-
dyke, or Veronese, or any other master
who knows what he has to do, and does
it at once fearlessly and yet feelingly. It

is not a quali:y to be leamt or to be sought,

for it comes of its own accord. Every charac-

teristic of a painter's mind is exhibited in

his touch. It is his hand- writing, and although
it is of the greatest importance for the artist

and the connoisseur to know this, as by it the

painter of a work is recognised, there is not

time now to do any more than call attention

to this very subtle and curious feature in the

art of painting. But how little are we advanced
in th e study of the Beautiful, and how much
more is there to be considered ! We have as yet

spoken only of outlines of forms, and of colours

and their combiuations. But now let us imagine
a beautiful countenance—the looking-glass of the

mind. It may be kind or full of disdain, it may
be passive, or laughing, or frowning, doubtful,

sorrowful, anxious, suplicating, full of pity, and,

indeed, possessed of every variety of expression,

all of which it is part of the mission of art to

depict, and to go further still, and to depict the

reasons for it—to tell a story, or a history, or

represent a drama. False sentiment is never

found in good art. The subject of a picture

may be revolting and terrible, and yet it

may be a grand work if it is true in senti-

ment. But the most lofty and most
poetical subject may be easily spoilt by
unnatural attitudes and affected expression. It

is the " touch of nature makes the whole world
kin," and he who would depict the actions of

men, the passions of men, and even their

thoughts, in their faces, must himself be human;
ho may be as divine, or as poetical as he likes

besides, but he must first be human, so that he

may sympathise with and enter into all the feel-

ings of joy or sorrow of his fellow creatures. To
exemplify this would, be impossible this evening,

but I may refer you to Mr. C. R. Leslie's book

whichhecalls "AHandbookforYoung Painters.*'

In that book you will not only find pointed out in

the most clear and unaffected way how great

subjects, and also little subjects, have been

treated by great masters, but you will also see

there how learned, how just, and how iuteresting

is the art of sound criticism.

Let us next deal with the Study of Nature.
All schools of art, and aU artists individually,

are excellent in proportion as their works are

founded on the study of nature. And the real

academy of art is in the green fields, among the

wild flowers, in the woods and on the rivers, in

the sea and in the sky, and in all the living

things that inhabit them, and among the

mountains in all their grandeur. And then,

again, in the streets of towns, at home or

abroad, where every day we may see something,

whether an incident, an attitude, or a group,

that will furnish us with material for our art.

And so, again, in the homesteads, in the play-

ground, on the battle-field, in human action, in

joy and sorrow, and in the human heart. And
if our students study earnestly and lovingly in

this academy of nature, and there are many I

know who do, then 1 can see no reason why
modern art, and art in this country, should not

be capable of equalling, I will not say of sur-

passing; the art of the ancients. I say I see no
reason why it should not be capable, I do not say

that it does, or that it will, but still the road is

open to us. Surely nature is as lovely bow as

ever she was. We have, I think, as kindly feel-

ings now as ever man had ; and I will venture

to say, that women are as beautiful, children as

sweet, and men as haudsome as ever they were.

Why, then, should not art be as fine now as in

the old days? Here are toy-books by modem
artists that are as fine of their kind as anything

that was ever produced. The Mad Dog, The

Three Jovial Ifuritsm-n, Sing a Song for Six-

pence, by Mr. Caldeeot, are full of fun, of
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action, and of real humour, and are founded,
every stroke of them, on nature. The drawing
is exquisite, whetlier it bo of the figures, the
landscape, the horses, the birds, or the dogs and
other animals

; and every composition in them,
however slight, is in conformity with the laws of
art. These books cost but a shilling each, yet
may bo of countless value to the country, if we
calculate the amount of delight and improvement
in taste that they may impart to the rising gene-
ration. Think of the toy-books that were sup-
posed to delight many of us when wo were chil-
dren, with their smudges of gamboge, sap green,
Prussian blue, and staring crimson lake, and
then let us be thankful to Mr. Caldeoot and to
Miss Kate Greenaway, with her many books,
especially Under the IVindow ; not forgetting
Mr.Walter Crane and Mr. Henry Stacey Marks,
who was, I believe, the founder of this delight-
ful and important branch of art. When I am
told that there is nothing new under the sun,
these pleasant books make me almost doubt that
assertion. Nature is older than the hills, a;jd yet
she is ever new ; and these books prove to me
that there is no end to the new ways of repre-
senting her. Our modem pre-Riphaelites

—

wrongly so called, or jokingly so called—when
they first appeared, interested everybody with
their works ; they were a great feature at the
Academy Exhibitions some twenty years ago.
And why ? because they were founded on the
study of nature, not of art; were most laborious,
most earnest, and full of affection for nature

;

they were totally unlike any other art that we
had seen before ; and if they in some instances
appeared to us quaint, their quamtness was the
result of the earnestness of the painters, and not
of affectation. But when artists begin to copy
from each other, and to copy from art instead of
nature, then degeneration takes place. I parti-
tjularly say instead of from nature ; we must, of
course, make every possible use we can of the art
which has preceded us, and learn our lessons
from it, and take delight in it, decorate our walls
with good reproductions of it. We cannot
always prevent ourselves from imitating, to a
certain extent, those works that we most ad-
mire, but we must stamp our imitation with so
much individuality that it becomes a new and
original production, though suggested by the
work of another. A great artist like Raphael
draws straight from nature both for his inspira-
tions and for the details of his pictures, and
hence his work always reminds us of nature, ac-
companied with the grace and loveliness of
Raphael's mind ; but the followers of the master,
such as certain German imitators, do not recall
nature ; it is true they remind us of Raphael,
but they remind us that he is dead. In the ex-
hibitions of the Royal Academy, the Dudley
Gallery, and the Grosvenor Gallery, we must see
that our artists are now, perhaps more than
ever, inclined to go to nature direct, and to bring
back for themselves what they fiu-l there, and
this augurs well for the progress of art in this

country. AU I would ask of them is not to be
so startling.

Repose is one of the first qualities that we
look for in a work of art, I do not mean the
absence of all action, bnt I mean a completeness,
a unity. I remember that Frederick Walker
whom many consider one of our greatest modem
artists, used to say that oneness (or unity) was
the great quality that he was always trying for,

and that he tried to compose his pictures to that
they did not look as if they were composed, but
as though every figure had tsken its place
naturally, and as it were by accident and not by
design, and yet everything even to a hand must
be in its right place, and he would rub out
beautiful work over and over again until he
had succeeded in getting every thing into its

right place, and of its right tone and right
colour. Nor were his pains and his labour thrown
away, for his works as a rule are the most exqui-
site gems. A. work of art is a thing that we
iove to live with and to make a friend of. We do
not want it to fidget us, nor to tire ns, nor per-
petually to remind us how clever it is, but to

give us calm enjoyment or great delight and to

put us into a pleasant frame of mind. Let it

then, whatever its subject may be, bs so har-
monious that the contemplation of it gives us
peace. But we see so many pictures which pro-
duce the opposite effect that one wouW think
that one of the great objects of art was to startle.

Now the characteristic of all great art is, that it

leads the eye gently, as Raphael's does, or it

dances i t along merrily, as that of Rubens does, to

its principal thought, its chief beauty and leads
the mind and the heart along with it. But in
order to do this, we must study the laws of
composition, not that they will make us compose
good pictures, but they will help us in our diffl-
culties and enable us the bettir to appreciate the
merits of fine works, which is really of more im-
portance to a great many of us, than enabling
us to produce perhaps only second or third rate
pictures.

So wo must study the art of composition.
That is, the art of putting every part of a work
into such complete harmouy, that it seems to
sing to us as we contemplate it. Or, as Mr.
Ruskin more properly expresses it in his
" Elements of Drawing," " Composition means
literally and ^imply putting several things
together, so as to make one thing out of them,
the nature and goodness of which they all have a
share in producing." AVithout this there is no
great art. There may be very good copying, but
a mere copy from nature is not always of much
value unless the subject has been chosen with
such taste and painted with such love for it, that
the artist recognised in his subject all his laws so
completely attended to, that he felt it was im-
possible to alter anything with advantage ; but
to do that he must know the laws which we
shall find govern nature in a subtle way, and
also all good art without in the least inter-
fering withoriginality, or forcing it to be conven-
tional, but on the contrary putting the artist
into a closer and more intellectual relation with
nature, and enabling him with more ease to him-
self (and more enjoyment to those who look at
his work), to depict the infinite variety of her
beauties.

We must leave this subject and leave it in-
complete, with much, very much more to be said
about it. A most witty and intelligent friend of
mine once said to me that if ever he had to give
a lecture he would choose for his subject "The
uselessness of lectures upon art ;" and certainly
there seems to be a good deal of reafon in that
remark, for a lec^urer cannot teach in an hour
that which it takes years of daily toil and
thoughtful labour to accomplish. All that a
lecturer can hope to do is to call the attention of
those who are interested in the subject he tikes
in hand, and to leave them to follow out the
study of it for themselves, if they feel so inclined.
In this case of the study of the Beautiful, we
have but to open our eyes to the things about us,

and to seek for that beauty and goodness which
at first seem hidden from us, but which, when
once discovered, are everywhere visible, and give
an interest and value to all the objects around
us that before we never dreamt of, and it

is important in this respect, that the greater
the number of minds occupying themselves
in this manner, that is, the more the
beautiful be sought, be it external beauty
of form and colour, or moral bsauty of

love and kindness, the greater is the chance
of advancement and perfection of art ; for
your artist, your singer, or your actor, will

paint, or sing, or act, with all the more en-
thusiasm, and take greater pains with his art
when he has a full audience before him instead
Of an empty house. And in these days, when
men's minds are perplexed with doubts, and
when the political atmosphere is thick and
threatening, surely it must be a pleasant relief

to turn from these things to the study of that
which should teach us to turn our spears into

ploughshares and our swords iuto pruning
hooks.

THE VENTILATION, LIGHTING, AND
WARMING OF HOUSES.

THE second of a seties of lectures to members
of building societies, on Dwelling Houses,

was given at the Parkes Museum of Hygiene on
Saturday afternoon by Mr. E. C. Robins, F.S.A.
In his opening remarks, Mr. Robins mentioned
that the necessity for as frequent a change of air

in a dwelling as was practicable, without causing
perceptible draught, was the guiding principle

in devising or considering systems of ventilation.

This renewal of the atmosphere could only be
effected by the admission of fresh air and the

concurrent abstraction of foul air; if either end
were alone aimed at, the attempt would be more
or less a failure. In ordinary houses, the chimney
was a sufiicient ventilator when associated with
a means of feeding the chimney with a supply of

air. To feed the fire diiectly, however, would
probably prevent draughts, but would decrease

the warmth of the room and leave it unrefrckhed
by the change of fro»h for expired air. It was
obviously dcairable, therefore, to introduce the
air in such a way that it might do all the good
possible before being swallowed up by the
chimney. The orduiary cm rent of air of a
sitting-room fireplace waa at the rate of about
SOOcubio feet of air per second, and coniequently
allowing l.OUO cubic feet per hour as neoeiwary
to bo extracted for each oooupaut of any chamber,
then one sitting-room fire-flue waa a tuflicient
extractor for 18 persons; or if .3,000 cubic
feet were insisted on, aa recomnaended by
Dr. do Chaumont, then aiz persona were
provided for by this means, which waa all-
suCRcicnt for ordinary purposes. Frooeeding on
this assumption, Mr. Tobin had the credit of
reviving an old principle laid down by Mr.
Whitehurst, F.R.8., and publinhed in 1794, and
of putting it iuto suocessful practice—riz.,TeTtioal
ventilating shafts, get into the oomcr of a room
and communicating with the outer air on oppo-
site sides of the house through gratings. In
introducing and extracting air without dranght,
practical difficulties bristled at every point, and
many devices had been contrived, as they could
see around them in the museum, for effecting
this object. He believed it to bo quite vain to
think that any one system, however successful
in however many instances, would, under all

circumstances, realise the same results. In the
first place, if shafts were used, the admission of
air had to be regulated according to the wind,
&c. This might be done in many ways—by a
hinged lid on the top with side checks opening
towards the wall, or by a suspended diaphragm
plate. In the next place, dust and smoke found
their way into the room along with the so-called
fresh air. At first, perforated zinc was put into
the tube, and failed ; then cotton wool was lightly

put over, which upset the whole principle by
checking the current. The Sanitary Engineering
and Ventilating Company had distinctly im-
proved this by placing a tray of water in
the horizontal portion of the pipe, and de-
flecting the in-current over it. But as this

water would freeze in the winter time, a canvas
bag, stiffened by a wiro frame, had been
substituted and placed in the pipe, so aa to

strain the air received. Double-hung raising

sashes gave an in-current of air, by the familiar

expedient of raising the lower sash 2in. upona
strip of wood. The same end could be effected

by hit-and-miss ventilators, placed over slots in

the meeting-rails of the sashes. In Currall's

patent, air was admitted through the pierced
bottom rail of sashes. The only other modes of
introducing cold air directly with an upward
current at a low level, were by Pierce's pyro-
pneumatic, Boyd's hygiastic, and H. S. Snell'g

thermohydric stoves. In all cases, the in-current

had not an upward tendency of more than 45°.

Stevens' drawer ventilator was an attempt to

achieve a vertical current from a side opening,
but was not sightly. Numbers of stove-makers
—Boyd, Edwards, Batty, and others—admitted
fresh air through the stove-fronts, a valuable

means of inlet, because of the ease with which
it could be regulated, and because In winter-

time the in-coming air was wanned in its

passage. It was therefore economical of fuel to

reject in favour of this plan any system for in-

troducing crude cold air, as on the Whitehurst
principle. Hit-and-miss ventilators had been
placed in door or wall between passage and room,

but had to be modified on account of the direct

draught they occasioned ; Currall's door ventila-

tors were invented for this purpose, and a

further improvement had been devised by
Mr. Mark H. Judge, in the architrave

ventila'or. The lecturer expressed a pre-

ference for vtriical inlets of air, and re-

commended that where these could not be

obtained, the air should not bo introduced

directly, but through a flue built directly into

the wall at a lower level than the opening into

room. Passing on to consider extract ventilators,

the lecturer said he was not favourable to Dr.

Amott's chimney-valve nor its varieties, as they

easily become clogged with smoke and allowed a

sooty down-draught to enter when the fire was
not lighted. He preferred a separate flue for

air going up between the heated smoke-flues,

and so sufficiently heated to cause an upward
current. This special flue should be pargetted,

and should not open at the top of the chimney -

stack on the same level as the smoke-flues, but

through louvres on opposite sides of the stack,

and sft. from the top. If this plan was objected
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to as too costly, they might adopt the simple but
effeotire plan 'suggested by Mr. Boyd 30 years

•go.

—

yiz., instead of making the withes between
the flues of solid half-brickwork, to provide a
hollow flue by the use of cast-iron flue-plates

the thioknees' of a slats, thus leaving a clear

4m. epaoe always wanned for the air

paaaage. Ordinarily there was sufficient np-
danght to make these act as extract Tontilators,

prorided an equal area of inlet ventilators

existed in the room ; hut if these were deficient

there were several simple mechanical means for

creating an up- current. Kite, Howorth, Verity,

Boyle, Buehan, Banner, and a host of smoko-
doctors had devised cowls turned by the wind,
bat exhaust shafts of the kind he had recom-
mended, ending in louvres 3ft. below the chimney
tops, could not be provided with cowls, and
motive power must be applied at the foot of the
shaft, as in the form of the Bunsen burner gas-
jet provided by Boyd at the base of the upcast
shaft. Mr. Potts, of Birmingham, had attempted,
frith considerable but not imvarying success, to

effect the introduction of fresh air and the ex-
action of foul air simultaneously at the upper
rt of a room by a pierced cornice divided at

e back by a metal diaphragm, and the outlet

ne was supplemented either by a gas-jet below
or a cowl above. These and other systems of

ventilation were, Mr. Rabins mentioned, fully

described and illustrated, in a shilling book, by
Mr. W. Eassie, C.E., entitled "Healthy
Houses." Passing on to the subject of lighting
rooms, he admitted that the softest and most
agreeable mode was by wax candles ; but it was
too expensive except for drawing-rooms and the
boudoirs of the rich. The inconvenience attend-
ing the preparation and cleaning of oil, paraffin,

and other lamps had led to the general adoption
of gas, which was recommended alike by cheap-
ness, by its ready application, and by brilliancy

of the light afforded. It was usually supposed,
however, that gas was more destructive of oxy-
gen than lamps or candles. This was true ; but
the impurity was not greater when compared
with the larger quantity of light afforded. If,

as Dr. Corfield had shown, instead of

using five or six burners without any pro-
Tision for the escape of the products of
combustion, we employed fifty or sixty sperm
candles, under the same conditions, there would
be a fair comparison. Several manufacturers
had provided for carrying the products of gas-
combustion, availing themselves of the heat
{generated by the process for this purpose, in-
cluding Messrs. Strode and Co., in their sun-
burners, Messrs. Benham and Sons, in the
" globe" light (which had a tubular suspension-
rod above, communicating with the chimney
flue) ; a still simpler and less expensive arrange-
ment wasi Messrs. Faraday and Sons' ventilating
gas-pendant, and a globe-reflector had been
designed by General Franzini, in which two
hemispheres of crystal, one of opal, the other a
bottle of filtered water, were placed round the
light, which was magnified by it ; a conducting
tnbe removed the products of combustion. The
same inventor had contrived the '

' Healthy '

'

light, consisting of two jets blending into one
flame, on a t^imilar principle to that of the
Silber Light Company. Gas-burners, generally,
should be provided with some disc, or other
means of checking the pressure ; they should be
made of some corrosive material, and thould
have large orifices. The lecturer expressed the
belief that the electric light would soon be a
household thing, and then they would have no
products of combustion to think about, and no
injury to furniture and frames to deplore. Pro-
ceeding to his Iconcluding topic, that of warm-
ing, he advocated, as the end to be arrived at,

the equable warming of the whole interior of
the house, rooms, passages, and staircase alike.

The salvation from the wasteful consumption of
fuel was the withdrawal of the cause of draughti-
noss of rooms, the difference in temperature
between the sitting-room and hall. For
stoves in halls, gas might bo usefully
employed, as it required neither tending
nor space. For rooms, he did not think
we should dispense with the open fire, than
which nothing could be more healthy, cheery, or
wasteful ; and that being so, attention should be
directed towards its improvement. The primary
aim must be the increase of its radiating power
by reflection from heated polished surfaces. One
of the best forms was where the fire-cheeks were
of polished steel, sot at an angle of 45° with the
back of store, and projecting in front of the

fire-bars ; many old-fashioned stoves were con -

etructed in this way. The latest improvement
in this way was the register-stove patented by
Messrs. Comyng, Cbing, and Co., called the
"Paramount," in which the fire-grate was
quite disconnected from the brickwork, and
equally so from the metal shell or encaustic-
tile lining of the chimney-back and sides,

except at the bracket which supported it, thus
giving free space for radiation all round, econo-
mising fuel, and allowing the stove to be
carried from one room te another. The valuable
series of stoves made by Barnard and Bishop, of

Norwich, heated by direct radiation, and had
no reflecting surfaces ; the bottom of the grate
was closed, causing a slow combustion of fuel,

and was slightly inclined to the hearth, and the
fuel was all spread out next the front bars. The
depth of these stoves was generally too small,

and he preferred the larger sizes, and those with
bent lower bars to prevent the fuel from caking.
These were not ventilating stoves, but there
were many in the museum of that character, in-

cluding those already mentioned, and that of

Captain Galton. A new open fire-stove had
just been brought out by Mr. Boyd, which was
disengaged from the wall, and inclosed in a
case, and had an inlet flue through the wall
feeding the space under the iron hearth. Mr.
H. Saxon Snell's and other hygiastic ventilating
stoves warmed the air of a room both by radia-
tion from the open fire, and by the conduction of
fresh air over heated surfaces. The latest thing
in economic warming was the "Lambeth Kadia-
ting Tile Stove," now being introduced by
Messrs. Doulton. Mr. Bobins said he should
not describe the various systems of heating by
high and low pressure hot-water apparatus, or
by heated air and steam, as bethought, when
the electric light was laid on to houses it would
be time enough to lay on steam, and that then
the engines required to maintain the electric

current could be utilised to supply heat also.

A SANITARY PROTECTION ASSOCIA-
TION FOR LONDON.*

By Pbof. Flkehino Jenkin, F.R.S.

IN the winter of 1877-78, the writer was asked
to deliver two lectures on Sanitation before

the Philosophical Institution in Edinburgh, and
he gladly accepted the duty, believing that there
would be no great difficulty in giving simple
explanations on the subject, and in laying down
rules so simple that each householder might
easily apply those rules to his own case, and so
render himself secure against the chief dangers
arising from bad drainage, bad water supply,
and bad ventilation. The writer holds the
opinion that, while niceties of construction
cannot be too warmly debated among munufac-
tarers and engineers, they are, nevertheless, of
small importance in comparison with a few very
simple conditions, the observance of which will
practically ensure that a house is in good sani-
tary order. Very briefly, these main conditions
may be stated as follows :

—

1

.

The liquid refuse from the house must have a free
passaf^e to the town sewer.

2. The air from the town sewer must not have a free
passage iuto the house-drains.

3. No air or gas from the drainage channels of the
house must enter the house.

4. No water or hquids must leak from those channels
into the ground under the house.

6. The drinking-water must be supplied and stored in
such a manner as to run no risk of contamination.

6. The air of the dwelling-rooms must be supplied from
without, uncontaminated.

By the time that the preparations for the
lecture were complete, the writer had arrived at
the discouraging conclusion that its delivery
would be practically useless—that it would add
little or nothing to the knowledge of experts, and
that the ordinary householder could not ke
expected so completely to ma.ster the subjoot as
might warrant him in trusting to his own judg-
ment when applying the principles. What
conclusion then was to be drawn? Apparently,
only the very lame one, that each occupier ought
to call in professional advice, to see, in the first

instiince, that proper arrangements had been
made, and from time to time to inspect whether
they continued in working order. But what
advice could the public obtain ? The plumber and
builder were interested parties, and in manycases
were insufficiently educated to give sound advice.
The engineer, if consulted, must bo a man of

•Part of a Paper read before the Society of Arts, Jan. 12.

standing, and would charge a fee such as would
be prohibitory in the case of houses belonging to

persons of moderate means. The lecturer, tlien,

was in the position of having to tell his hearers

that the water-cairiage system, as it is called,

had introduced into their houses a very serious

danger ; that the complexity of pipes and
traps was such that this danger could not
bo guarded against without professional

advice and continual inspection, and yet that

no practical means existed, by which men of

moderate means could obtain trustworthy

professional advice. This conclusion was
so unsatisfactory, that he was led to consider

whether no plan could be devised for giving

sound professional advice and inspection in re-

turn for small fees. The idea then occurred to

him that the principle first applied by the late

Sir William Fairbaim, to the inspection of steam
boilers, was also applicable to the inspection of

houses. An association might be formed, which
should employ an engineer or engineers of their

own. Each engineer so employed could inspect

and report on a large nunxber of houses annually,

and if employed exclusively on this work, he
would rapidly acquire great skill and experience.

The writer knew that large numbers of well-

educated young men, who passed through his

class in the University, and through their prac-

tical apprenticeship, would be glad to give their

time for about £150 per annnm. If these men
were to inspect houses, and report upon them
under the eye of a consulting engineer of stand-

itig, the householder would have a guarantee

that the principles on which the reports were
drawn up, and the inspections made, were such

as commanded the assent of the heads of the

profession ; and, nevertheless, the fee of thfr

consulting engineer who gave this guarantee
need not be more for, say, 100 houses, than he
would have to charge for a single house if he
were called in for that one special case.

An estimate showed that, including the pay-
ment of a secretary, rent for offices, and sun-

dry minor expenses, the proposed benefits could

be given in Edinburgh for a subscription of

£1 Is. per annum, an estimate which has since

been justified by an experience of three years.

The idea was explained privately to a few-

friends, and met with so much favour that dieSt

rules were passed, and a circular issued.

The rules of the association were revised by
the provisional committee, consisting of leading

citizens in Edinburgh, and the writer was able,

at his lecture before the Philosophical Institu-

tion, just three years ago, to announce that the

association for Edinburgh was constituted ; since

that time, and under those rules, the association

has worked with perfect smoothness and success.

It has given satisfaction to its members ; it ha&
paid its way; it has spread widely through
Scotland, and its action has in no instance given

rise to any challenge or ill-feeling. Under these

circumstances, the Council of the Society of Arts

accepted the present paper, by which the an-
nouncement is made that a similar association is

now founded in London.
The rules of the London Association are ap-

pended. They differ little from those of the

Edinburgh Association, and such differences as
exist have been adjusted by the London Council.

The following abstract will probably be suffi-

cient to explain what the association undertakes

to do. The objects are defined as follows :

—

1. To provide members, at m derate co.-^t, with such
advice and supervision as shall insure the proper sanitajy

condilion of their own dwellings.
2. To enable members to procure practical advice, on

moderate terms, as to the best means of remedying
defects in houses of the poorer class in which they are
interested.
The entrance fee, which entitles to all piivilcges 01

membership for twelve months, is £2 28. for houses
situated within five miles of C'haring-cross, and rated
below £400 per annum. The subsequent annual sub-
scription for the same houses will be £1 Is. Special

rates for larger houses can be ascertained from tlie Sec-
retary.
The following are the privileges of the members :—
1. A report by the engineer of the association on the

sanitary condition of one dwelling, with askotch diagram.

of pipci, and specific recommendrtions, if necessary, as to
the improvement of drainage, water supply, and venti-

lation.

2. The inspection of any alterations in the sanitary fit-

tings which may be carried out by the advice, or with the
approval, of the officers of the association.

.'}. An annual inspection of premises by the engineer,

with a report as to their sauitary condition.
4. Occiuiiunal supplementary inspection and advice con-

cot ning tile dwelling or property in respect of which he is

a Bubscijber, whenever this advice niny be desired. The
fee for such occasional advice will be fixed from time to

time by the Council.

6. KeporiB by the oflicers of the association as to the
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sanitary condition of any dwellings or properties desif?-

nated by any member, or on any plant for proposed build-
ings, on payment of a fee to be fixed by the Council from
time to time, with special relation to the rent, or estincated
rent, of the premises.

6. A vote in the election of the council, who manage the
affairs of the as80ciati<>n.

Any member is free to leave the association at any time;
non-payment of the annual subscription will sufiice to

cause the removal of his name from the roll. The as-so-

ciation has no share capital and no profits. The Board of

Trade has sijfnified their willingne-ss to license the Fklin-

burfjh Association as one of public utility under the Act
of iser, Victoria 30-31, c. 131, and the Board will, no
doubt, be prepared to grant an equal privUedge to the
London Asso ration.

The council of the association will, by its articles,

be unpaid ; the ofSeers have no interest in any outlay or
patent
The first council will be constituted as follows : —Presi-

dent, Prof . T. H. Huxley, LL D. F.E 8., &c. Ordinary
Councillers, J. 8. Bristowe.M.D., President of the Society
of Medical Officers of Health ; Sir Wm. GuU, Bart, M.D.,
D.C.L. ; Rev. Harry Jones, rector of St. George' s-in-the-
East; Hugh Leonard, late Engineer-in-Chief, Bengal
Presidency ; F. Clifford de Lousada, retired eomroander
R.N. ; Sir W. Tyrone Power, K.C.B. ; E. C. Robins,
F.R.I.B.A. ; J. 8. Burdon Sanderson, M.D., LL.D.,
F.R 8. ; SirHenry Tyler, M.P. ; Prof. Alex. W. William-
son, F.R.8., &c. Honorary Standing Council, Alfred
Wills, (i.e. Honorary Treasurer, T. Holmes, M.A.,
Cantab., Surgeon, and Lectureron Surgery at St. George's
Hospital.
The fallowing will be the first paid officers of this asso-

ciation, holding office at the will and pleasure of the
Council:—Consulting Engineers,FleemingJenkin,F.R.S.,
M.I.C.E., Professor of Engineering in the University of
Edinburgh and Consulting Engineer to the Edinburgh
Sanitary Protection Association ; and H. t\ Forde,
M.I.C.E. Resident Engineer, W. K. Burton. Secretary,
Cosmo Innes, M.I.C.E., 6, John-street, Adelphi.

A short account will bow be given of the
manner in which the system is practically

worked. A householder or tenant who thinks
of joining the association will write to the
secretary, Mr. Cosmo Innes, at 6, John-street,
Adelphi. In his letter he will state the nature
•of the premises in respect of which he wishes to

subscribe. He will mention the rateable value
or actual rent, and the situation of the house. If
the situation be within five miles of Channg-
eross, and the rateable value of the house under
£400, he will know that the terms of the
subscription are £2 28. for the first year, and
£1 la. for each subsequent year. He may either
ask the secretary for further information, or he
may at once signify his intention of joining
the association as a member, and inclose a
cheque for £2 2s. He may, if he pleases, call and
obtain verbal information from the secretary.

When a member joins he incurs no
liability, except for the first two guineas.
He may or may not pay any subsequent
annual subscription ; but it is hoped that
most of the members who join will remain
members of the association, since otherwise they
wUl not receive the full benefit of the scheme.
As soon after the member has joined as circum-
stances allow, the secretary will write to the
member, and inquire when it will be most con-
venient to him to have his house inspected.

When the inspection is arranged, the member
will be askedto let his plumber to meet the inspect-

ing engineer, and also to have the ground opened
up in such a manner as to expose the main drain
of the house at some point between the house
and the town sewer. If the extra expense which
this entails is objected to, the inspection cannot
be thorough, but may still be useful. The sums
paid for opening up the ground do not pass
through the hands of the association. Unless
some grave defect is discovered in the drain
under the house, the opening up of the drain,

being done outside the house, need cause no in-

convenience totheinmates. The engineer inspects

the condition of the main drain, and, assisted by
the plumber, takes notes of every pipe, trap, and
sanitary convenience in the house ; he makes in-

quiries as to smells and ventilation ; he examines
all cisterns and arrangements for water supply.
When this is practicable, he tests the condition

of the pipes by pouring paraffin, or some other
volatile strong-smelling substance, into the
drainage system from the roef. If the smell can
anywhere be detected inside the house, a flaw is

thereby indicated ; this is then laid biro. As
soon after the inspection as may be, the member
receivesadetailed report, describing the condition

of his house, accompanied by a sketch diagram
showing every pipe and trap ; recommendations
for improvements are made when necessary, as is

usually the case, and some rough estimate can be

given of the probable cost of those improvements
when this is desired. The improvements recom-
mended are those only which are shown by
every- day experience to be necessary. The
wishes of the occupier are taken into account.

and the more important are distinguised from
the less important alterations. The rocommcnda-
tiona made are sufficiently specific to enable the
member to obtain an estimate from his plumber
or builder of the cost of carrying them out. The
cost is often considerable, but the member may
feel assured that the association has no interest
whatever in recommending any expenditure.
The interest of its officers is in the other

direction. The less that is done to a house the
less trouble they will have. The less that is

done the more popular the association will be.

It is, however, only fair to state that, in the
great majority of cases, subscription to the
association leads to an outlay in the first year
largely in excess of the two guineas. This out-
lay does not pass through the hands of the
association. If the member decides to carry out
the recommendations made, or any of them, and
gives the secretary notice of his intention,

arrangements will be made to inspect the work
when completed, or nearly completed. This
inspection of the plumbing and other work is

one of the most valuable privileges which the
member obtains by joining the association.

When the alterations have been satisfactorily

completed, the member can, on application, ob-
tain a certificate as to the sanitary condition of
his premises. This certificate will be of great
value to hotels, lodging-houses, and schools.

The recommendations made to members in-

variably include such arrangements as will

preclude the necessity for ever again incurring
expense in opening up the drain for inspection.

At this point the writer feels that probably all

present believe more has been promised than can
possibly be performed for the money. This
feeling will not be least strong among those best
qualified to give an opinion. The writer can,

however, speak with the authority of complete
experience. It has been shown that these services

can be rendered in a thorough and efficient

manner, by one resident engineer, for 450 houses
or even 500, in one year. The reports, sketch
diagrams, and letters in Edinburgh are open to

the inspection of all whom it may concern.

During three years there has not been one case

of complaint that the houses were not thoroughly
examined, or that the reports were not suffici-

ently detailed. At the annual meeting, member
after member has risen to express his sense of

the thoroughness of the work, and Scotsmen are

not easily deluded or even satisfied on this point.

At the outset the writer could only plead his

own conviction that the work could be done. He
is now able to say that, in 1,200 cases, it has been
done.
The second inspection is a much simpler mat

ter ; when the guinea for the second year has
been paid, the resident engineer visits the pre-

mises, assures himself, by ocular inspection,

that there is a free outfall of sewage ; paraffin

or its equivalent is again poured into the

drainage system, and a thorough search made for

dry traps, broken joints, or worn-out lead. If

the pip3 under the house has been laid afresh, in

accordance with the association's sp'cification,

it is tested, to ascertain whether it remains
watertight. Inquiries are made as to any
alterations which may have been made since the

last visit. The conditioa of the cisterns is ex-

amined. The member then receives a second

report, in accordance with the facts of the case.

This practical and experimentil inspection is

repeated year after year ; it entails no cost

beyond the guinea, and no inconvenience. It

renders the member practically secure that no
imperfection in the drainage system can remain

long undetected. More frequent inspections

could be arranged for at cheap rates, in special

oases, such as schools, where inj uries are more
likely to occur. The association, therefore, does

not appeal only, or even mainly, to those who
have reason to believe that there are grave de-

fects in their houses. Its chief business begins

whon the house is in good order. The house-

holder is then in a position analogous to that of

a manufacturer who has bought a good steam-

boiler; he knows that the apparatus is good,

but liable to decay and derangement ; he em-
ploys the principle of co-operation to obtain

skilled supervision to protect him from the

consequences of that decay or derangement. A
less measure of in.spection than is offered

will not protect a house from the dangers in-

separable from the system of water-carriage for

sewage.
There are other Hiinor functions which the

association will fulfil.

It will examine plans of projoot«d building*
for architects and builders. This proviiiion u
taken advantage of to a conaidemblo extent ia
Kdinbnrgh.
The asaooiation will aUo examioo kouaas for

persons who propose to take them on leaao, or for
landlords who propoee to let homes.

If a member deairea a report on the conditioa
of some other premiaea than hia own, auoh aa
lodgingR occupied by the poor, a report wiU b«
made at moderate ratea, aa a matter of apccial
arrangement. All theae roporta are strictly pri-
vate and confidential.

All the obiootious raSaed in Edinburgh ez>
perience haa shown to be of no value, but thera
remaina one objection which will alwaya be
serious. Persons shrink from becoming mem-
bers because they fear that by enrolUog they
will be led to expend a considerable aum of
money in sanitary improvements. " I do not
mind the two guineas," they say, "but I shrink
naturally from the fifty guineas which this may
entail." The objection is valid, but yet it

sounds strange when it is urged by a peraon
who says, "I know my house is in very bad
order ; it was built long ago ; rata ahoond

;

smells pervade, and wo are much tronbled by
sore throats." What expenditure of money U
justifiable if not that which tends to secure good
health ? Ko doubt the hesitation ia partly due
to a doubt whether the sanitary engineer really
knows anything at all about the matter. The
association does its best to remove that doubt

;

the reports explain what is wrong, why it ia

wrong, and what will put it right. The mem>
ber is left to his own commou-aenae aa a guide
whether he will follow the reoommendationa
made. It is a matter of no pecuniary intereat

to his adviser whether the job Ls done or not,
and that adviser is selected and watched by a
council consisting of men as well qualified for
this purpose aa can be found in London.

CHIPS.
Mr. Nicholas Little, of the firm of Little Broa.,

of Dungannon, builders and contractors, was killed

on Saturday, while superintending the building of

a new steam-packet wharf wall at Duudalk quay,
for which his firm were the contractors. Stonea
from the debris of the wall were beiof; raised in

a bucket worked by a derrick, when the iron jib

snapped, and fell upon Mr. Little's head.

The annual meeting of the Walsall School of Art
was held on Monday evening, when a report of a
satisfactory character was read, and the prizes and
certificates were distributed.

The town council of Halifax received last week a
report from the gas-committee, recommending that

a new gas-holder be constructed at Stoney Boyd,
and that Mr. Carr, the gas-engineer, be employed
to prepare the necessary plans and specifications at

a commission of 2^ per cent. The gas-holder
would be on brick foundations, would hold
1,,'>00,000 cubic feet of gas, and was estimated to

cost £15,000. The rep >rt was adopted, after an
attempt by a minority uf the council to invite some
one else to prepare plans.

A stained-glass window his jast been placed in

the parish-church of Old Buckeuham, N'orfolk, as

a memorial. The subject is the parable of the

"Good Samaritan," and the work wasexocuted by
Messrs. J. and J. King, of St. Andrew's, Norwich.

The new Oxford University Boat-house, erected

from designs by Mr. J. O. Scott, on the Berkshire

side of the river below " Saunders' Bridge," which
was with n a fortnight of completim, and which
we illustrated on July 16th last, was burnt to the

ground ou Saturday night, together with some 30

or 40 eight- oared and other boats belonging to the

University and the colleges, which had already

been housed there. The contractors (.Messrs.

Silver, of Heading), were insurwl for £1,500 ; but

the building had cost about £2 500, inclusive of the

concrete foundations, which are uninjured.

The management of the London office of the

Gateshead Sttiuod Glass and Art Pottery Com-
pauisa has hoen taken up by Mr. K. E. Either, who
is already well-kuowu among architects and
builders. The office, 53, Mortimer-street, Caven-
dish-square, has been converted into an art studio,

comprising in addition, samples of stained glass

and art pottery, tapestries, hammered brasses, &c.

At the general meeting of the dioce'an board on
the lOih iust., Mr. John D. SedJing, of 18, Char-

lotte-street, Bedford-square, was unanimously

elected as diocesan architect for Bath and Wells.

Reopening services were held in Damall parish-

church, near Sheffield, on Thursday, the 6th inst.,

after the rebuilding of chaucnl end. from the designs

of Mr. E. ElJon Deane, of London.
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Our Lithographic Illustrations.

BAIJ. CHUBCH, NOBFOLE.

We have reproduced these drawings of Sail

Church, by Hr. T. C. Yates, in order to illus-

trate Mr. K. C. Pink's lecture on Norfolk
churches, delivered last Friday before the Archi-
tectural Association, and reported to-day by us

on page So. This fine building is an admirable
example of Norfolk parish-churches of the larger

type. The plan is cruciform with the rather
unusual arrangement in so large a church of an
aisleless chanoel. The stalls in the choir rettim
on the west side, and a fine screen remains. The
transepts are rather small in size, and a porch
with parrise over is provided on the north as well

as on the south sides. The arch into the tower
is a splendidly large and well-proportioned
example, and the richly-carved and massive hoist

supporting the font-cover is almost unique. The
benches throughout the church are original, and
the roof is one of the finest in the county. The
church is nnrestored, and in a most neglected
and dilapidated condition.

THB CHATEAtr OF ST. OEEMAnt BU LATE.

The sketch is of the N.E. facade, which looks
out upon the forest and the great terrace of

Louis XIV. The N., S., and E. wings of the
building—the work of Francis I., as recon-
structed by Henry IV.—have now been almost
entirely remodelled by the restoration still in

progress. Only the entrance front remains un-
touched. The workmen are »t present engaged
on the Cour d'Honneurof Francis Land the
chapel of St. Louis. The sketch shows two of

the four pavilions built by Hansard, in the reign

of Louis XIV. The donjon was the castle of

Charles V., and is the earliest work at St.

Grcrmain, no remains of the still earlier fortress

being now traceable. The buttresses, which
were brick in the original work, have been
everywhere rebuilt in stone. The wall-surface
is fiaished in plaster of a colour which goes well
with the brickwork. Throughout the building
the upper part of the cornices are constructed
of stone and the bed mouldings in brick.

—

Jaxes. B. Stewaet.

boltos ixfiemaey.

The new infirmary at Bolton, which we illus-

trate, was commenced in the spring of 1879, and,
in all probability, the building will be ready for
occupation by autumn nfxt. The infirmary
conn.4ts of four distiuot buildings—viz., the ad-
ministrative block (which is placed in the centre),

the right and left pavilion, and th" Children's
Hospital (at the back of the left pavilion) . The
corridors connecting them are ouc stiry only in
height, so as not to interfere with the free

circulation of air. The administrative block

contains on the ground-floor the principal

entrance-hall, board-room, secretary s office,

matron's and surgeon's day-rooms, operating-

room, and small occasional ward, also the

kitchens, larders, servants' hall, lavatories, &o.

The upper floors are appropriated for surgeon's,

matron's, nurses, and servants' bedrooms, with

requisite bath-rooms, &c., the plan being so

arranged that each department is kept thoroughly

distinct. In the centre of the front, over

the entrance-hall, a tower is carried up to a
total height above the ground of 103ft. The
upper portion of this could be utilised for water
tanks. The righ» pavilion (that nearest the

tower) contains the entrance for patients, with
its accident-receiving rooms, &c , also the dis-

pensary and out-patients' departments. The
latter consist of a large waiting-room, also

medical and surgical, consulting, and examina-
tion rooms, lavatories, &c. The house -porter's
apartment is placed here, and is in such a position

ai to control both the entrances. A small ward,
capable of taking three beds, is also placed on
the ground-floor. On tho upper floor is a
large ward for H beds, and a smaller one for

three bods ; also nurses' day and night rooms.
The left pavilion has on the ground-floor a large

ward for 14 beds, and two occasional wards for

three beds each, also nurses' day and night
rooms. The upper floor is similar, but with only
one small ward. Both the pavilions have bal-

conies at the end for tho use of convalescents.

The children's hospital, which has been placed
so as to overlook the park, is a one-story build-

ing, containing two wards for eight beds each, a
recreation ward or play-room, lavatories, 4c.,

alsonurses' day and night rooms. A terrace is

provided, communicating with the wards for the

use of convalescents. These wards are so arranged
that they can be completely isolated from the main
building. The sizes of the wards are as follows :

—Large pavilion 69ft. by 27ft., cubic space for

bed 1,820ft. ; small wards 22ft by 16ft. 6in.,

cubic space for bed 1,877ft.; children's wards
35ft. by 26ft., cubic space for bed 1,700ft. The
total number of beds is as follows:—Men's
wards, 42 beds; occasional wards, 17 beds;
children's hospital, 16 beds: total 75. The
principal corridor extendi from end to eud of

the building, with a total length of about 300ft.

The pavilions are provided with hydraulic lifts

for patients, and hoists for raising dinners and
coals to the upper stories. Shoots are also pro-

vided for dirty linen, duat, &c. Fireproof con-
struction has been adopted throughout. The
heating of the wards is by Hayden's system of

central fireplaces, which combine open grates

with hot air and ventilation. In these and in

all sanitary matters the most modern improve-
ments have been adopted. The materials em-
ployed are brick, with Yorkshire stone dressings,

and the roofs are covered with green slates from
Elterwater. The amount of the contract is

£13,250. The tender of Messrs. J. H. and G.
Marsdcn, builders and contractors, of Bolton,

was accepted. Mr. R. K. Freeman, of Bolton,

is the architect.

OLD HOUSES, CHEISTMAS-STEEET, BEI8T0L.

To the lover of that style of domestic architecture

which finds its expression in forms of

timber and plaster, the ancient city of Bristol

affords many excelleut examples, provided
he does [not object to explore some of its

narrowest streets. The ascompanying sketch

is an example which, from its simplicity,

rather than from its display of elabora-

tion, arrests the eye of the passer, and claims his

attention before he proceeds to mount the Christ-

mas stops. The adjoining property, though ex-

ternally of no architectural importance, and
only marked by the label of the 1 5th century
archway, leads to the remains of an historic

building, the hospital of Bartholomew's, which
dates from 1220; it was purchased by one
Robert Thome eight years before tho dissolu-

tion of monasteries ; he there founded tho
Bristol Grammar School, which, however,
has since, on two occasions, been removed to

different sites. Tho "steps" alluded to, and
of which the commencement appears in the
sketch, load to tho higher part of the city ; on
either side are old houses, entered from the land-

ing-stages which occur at interv lis. On reaching
the top and turning round the coup d'ccil is

particularly impressive. At this point, on both
sides, are curious stone sedilia ; those on the
right, under the chapel of the Three Kings of

Cologne (1481), bear a mutilated tablet with
inscription informing tho reader when, and
under what auspices, tho steps are formed

;

the date inscribed is 1669.—J. A. S.

OLD H0U8B, ST. PETEe's CHITEOHTAED, DEEBT.

Thebe appears to be little known about the
history of the very interesting old house of which
we give an illustraliou ; but so far as we have
been to make out, it was built about 150 years

ago by a Mr. Jackson, as a private residence.

It, however, passed out of his family for some
years, and was used as a school. Since the
sketch was made, it has unfortunately been
mutilated by the destruction of two orginal

gables at tho sides, and substituting projecting

eaves. We have upon one or two previous
occasions given illustrations of other old houses
in Derby, but this is almost the only perfect

specimen now remaining.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL
ENGINEERS.

MR. JAMES ABERNETHY, F.R.S.E.,the
lately-elected president, delivered his

inaugural address on Tuesday evening. After

referring to his own long connection with the

society, Mr. Abernethy proceeded to give a
sketch of the state of harbour and dock engineer-

ing, his own branch of the profession, in 1848-50,

as contrasted with the developments of the

present day. In the 30 years referred to the

accommodation for shipping afforded by the 18

principal ports of Great Britain had increased

from an average wattr area of 46 acres to one of

107 acres, and the depth available at high water

of spring tides from 23 Jft. to 29ft. The principal

cause of this great development was to be
ascribed to the increased number and dimensions

of ocean steamers, which had advanced from the

Atlantic wooden-paddle steamer of moderate di-

mensions in TOgue in 1 850 to screw steamers built

of steel between 500 and 600ft. long, and with

engines up to 10,000 horse-power. Turning
to the Continent, the most notable in-

crease in dock accommodation was to be
found in the Low Countries ; but France,

Spain, Austria, and Russia were all carrying out

important works in this direction. India and
the Colonies were also engaged in like enter-

prises, notable among which was the nearly com-
pleted harbour of Madras, which would be fin-

ished during the present year, and would afford a
safe and commodious water area of 200 acres in

place of the present exposed roadstead. The
great rivers of the United States rendered docks

less imperative in that country than elsewhere,

but the Government were carrying out improve-

ments in the mode of access to the rivers by
dredging and training the banks. Reverting to

this country, it was to be regretted that the canal

system had been suffered to fall into neglect, as

with improved means of working the locks, the

use pf steam-power for towing, and protection of

the banks, they would stOl constitute valuable

accessories to tho railways, especially for

the carriage of heavy goods. The value of

inland navigation was fully recognised

by the Dominion of Canada, which would
shortly possess one of the most extended

systems of waterways in the world suit-

able for sea-going steamships, and affording

great facilities for the conduct of traffic between
the Western parts of the Dominion and of the

United States, and Quebec, Montreal &c. The
advantages derived from the Suez Canal had
been very great, but Count de Lesseps' new
enterprise at Panama would, if carried out,

be even more beneficial to the world. The chief

difficulty in the way of its successful execution

was the provision of the safe means of discharg-

ing the land-water in times of flood. The means
proposed were explained by Mr. Abernethy,
who referred to the rival scheme by Nicaragua.
The question of floods was attracting attention

in England, where an improved system of
drainage in the Midlands had so facilitated the

quick passage of the rainfall, that tho ordinary

river-beds were no longer sudicient, and their

overflow in the winter was becoming chronic.

The most appropriate of remedies were suggested
by the President, who, in concluding his re-

marks, claimed that the members of tho Institu-

tion and of other similar bodies had not been
behindhand in carrying out works tending to
'

' direct the great sources of power in nature for

the use and convenience of man,"
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PONTEFIIACT AND ITS TOWN-HALL.
[fEOM a COEfiESPONDEKT.]

THE Corporation of Pontofract for the last
four or five years have had almost con-

tiiual discuaaiou at the periodical meetings with
respect to the insufficiency of the town-hall for
present requirements, especially for concerts,
tallt), and public meetings—the piincipal hall
(and the largest in the town) only being cajjable
ci accommodating about 450 persons. A few
months ago the council so far promulgated their
desires as to order advertisements to be inserved
in this and other papers for competitive designs
for additions only to the old building, and, in
answer to the invitation, no less than 59 sets of
plans were submitted from all parts of the King-
dom. After a meeting or two a hard-and-fast
bargain was made with Mr. Corson, of Leeds,
"to assist" in selecting the most suitable design
compatible with the stipulated amount, viz.,

£7,000, to include the architect's commission,
and on the last day of the year his award reached
the committee, giving, we understand, the first
premium of £50 to the plan motto "Straight and
True," and the second prize of £25 to motto
" 1880 "—the names of the architects, of course,
not yet discovered, and there were two designs
sent in with the motto " 1880." The corporation
on Thursday evening held a special meeting on
the subject, and also to take into consideration
a requisition signed by eight members of their
body " to rescind all resolutions that had ever
been passed by the council with referei ce to the
new town -hall, which recognised the indispensa-
ble condition that the present hall shall not be
pulled down or interfered with, and to pass a
resolution that the new town-hall be built upon
the site of the present hall and such other pro-
perties as may be necessary." An ex-mayor
supported a motion in favour of the requisition,
arguing that no alteration to the old building
would be satisfactory if not pulled down, the
ground cleared, and important street improve-
ments carried out in the immediate neighbour-
hood. He would support such a scheme or would
let the whole thing drop till such times the rate-
payers could better afford to spend the money.
Another member, in opposing the resolution,
reverted to the last five years they had had the
subject under discussion, and said if the motion
was carried it would take another five years to
talk the town-hall back, to say nothing of being
the laughingstock of the whole of the West
Kiding of Yorkshire

; he further argued that
the sum of £6,000 would erect a very creditable
building suitable for all purposes required, and
if they pulled the old hall down and made some
street improvements, the building alone would
cost £25,000, and he knew that the gentlemen
who signed the requisition were divided, some
not wanting any money laid out at all, whilst
others would be prepared to support an enlarged
scheme of entire new building and street im-
provements. Seven gtntlemen composed the
original committee, and in their report they had
recommended eight schemis and sites for con-
sideration, one gentleman adopting two ! Mr.
Corson, of Leeds, had previously given them the
cost and report upon these eight schemes.
Another member showed that the corporation
had already committed themselves to over
£3,000, for the purchase of additional property
adjoining the present hall, and were arranging
for another property of £2,000 and that the
building as proposed (even if, as the committee
intended, they did a lot of chopping off the stone
front and substituted brick with stone groins)
would cost £11,000 or £12,000. The resolution
abandoning the work was carried after a long
and heated debate by 12 to 7. We should also
state that nearly three years ago some of the
principal inhabitants of the town and neighbour-
hood privately collected about £3,000 towards
this building and have handed the amount to
the corporation. As soon as the council had
finished the first division, a motion was made
that this money should be returned to the donors,
but was negatived bv 11 to !0 votes

thereto, until at length the public are wearied
with hearing of the unseemly bickerings and
personalities continually indulged in whenever
the scheme is brought before the council. Were
this all, perhaps there would not be much causa
for eommcnt

; but when, after two and a half
years' consideration, the purchase of valuable
property, the advertising for plans for the pro-
posed building, the response of about seventy
architects, the exhibition of these plans in the
Vicarage, and the recommendation of one of them
by an eminent architect, the whole scheme is
finally rejected by a majority of twelve against
nine, there is indeed cause for inquiry how and
why all this has been brought about. The mere
collapse of the scheme would be of sma'l moment
were it not for the loss of time and money in-
volved, and for which the ratepayers will have
to suffer; but it also tends to shake the public
faith in the business capabilities of those who
represent the interests of the town. The hand-
some sum of nearly £3,000 promistd towards the
proposed hall should have led to something very
different from what has been constantly brought
before the publia, and, if there had been any
difficulty as to the site and structure, the rate-
payers should have been at first consulted, and
the feeling of the borough ascertained as to the
necessity or otherwise for a new hall. We
believe it to be the general feeling of the rate-
paye»e that it should be carried out thoroughly,
and with a view to the improvement of the town,
or not at all. Although the resolution to abandon
the project was carried on Thursday evening, it
is almost certain that those who wiah to erect a
hall on the site of the present one wUl make
another attempt, and we have good reason for
believing that it will meet with success. With
regard to the resolutions not to proceed with the
building, we are of opinion that it was not com-
petent to put such a proposition at that meeting,
but that, according to the rules of the corpora-
tion, a special meeting must bo convened for the
purpose before this can be legally done. The
town clerk was not appealed to as to the validity
of the resolution, or in all probability it would
not have been passed. We hope that, should
the scheme be again brought before the Council,
minor differences will be sunk, that personal
feeling will have no sway, that the general wel-
fare of the town will be considered, and then we
shall have no fear for the result."

The Poiilffract and Castleford JSxprcss of Satur-
day last says :

" We really cannot say how many
times the corporation of Pontefraot have tried to
overcome the many obstacles which they
supposed stood in their way of accomplishing
the erection of a new town- hall; but crrtain it is

that a great number of resolutions and counter-
resolutions have been passed with reference

DAMP WALLS.

IT'OR several weeks past a good deal of cor-
respondence has taken place in your paper

respecting dampness coming out on the surface
of walls. None of the answers that have ap-
peared are altogether satisfactory. I have had
considerable practical experience in the matter,
and have written down the result of long and
careful investigations on an important estate
of the causes and remedy, and I can confidently
say, if the inclosed rules and suggestions are
acted on, no one need be troubled with this
nuisance.

The cause of water or dampness settling on
the walls of rooms is easily explained and reme-
died. Many valuable engravings, water-colour
drawings, furniture, and decorations are per-
manently spoiled by repeated saturations from
condensed vapour ; and often work is supposed
to be badly done, or the furniture not well
made, when affected by this cause, for it does
not always exist to the extent of being visible

on the surfaces of the room.

Substances which are very soluble in water
often attract water from the atmosphere to such
an extent as to form a solution ; as, for instance,

distemper: and some organic substances, such
as wood, have the same property of attracting

water. Water evaporates at all temperatures
when in contact with atmospheric air or other
gases, and the vapour thus formed has a density

and tension determined by the temperature.
This evaporation takes place only from the sur-

face, and, to an extent proportionate to the

volume, temperature, and dryness of the air,

with which the water is in contact. In a con-

fined space this evaporation ceases, when the
air becomes saturated with water-vapour ; in

the open air it proceeds more rapidly ia propor-
tien to the extent of surface exposed, and when
the air which has become saturated with vapour
is constantly replaced by fresh air. Consequently,

a current of fresh air favours evaporation.

To obtain a ourrent of freah air in a room
whore oold air baa collected, and to prerent
condensatioD, a fire should be lighte<l, which will
gradually draw off the cold air, and at the same
time dry a small portion of the air, which riaei
to the ceiling, forcing the denser air down; wlten
a sullicieat time has elapsed for the room to
become thoroughly warm, the gas maj be
lighted. Water is formed wbeiieTcr bjdronn
gas, or a combustible snbstanoe eontainuig
hydrogen, is burnt in oxygen or atmospbetje
air. If the gas is lighted before the room b
warmed, the vapour formed by the gas is con-
densed by coming in contact with the cold walls.
If the walls are papered, a great amount of con-
densation is absorbed; iftbeyaredistemperedwiib
any colour containing blue or dark green, tbey
become quite black, but if the walls are painted
none of the moisture is absorbed, and the water
collects on the surface in beads which cventuallj
run into each other and stream down the walls.
Water is a very efficient solvent, so mnch so
that there are a very few substances, solid, liquid,
or gaseous, which are not to some extent oapablo
of being dissolved by it. Many substances, bow •

ever, can be dissolved by water only insuobminata
proportions, that for most purposes tbey mar ba
regarded as practically insoluble ; among wmdi
are oil-paints, but if earthen pigments are mixed
with them as ochres, siennas. Sec, tbey are
easily affected by repeated saturations unless
well protected by varnish. Walls painted with
a large admixture of these colours soon become
discoloured by dampness. Some are readily
soluble, and require only small proportions of
water, others but sparingly soluble ; generally
the solubility of any particular substance is in-
creased as the temperature is raised. In tlM
case of distempered walls a very slight rise in
the temperature is sufficient to cause the water
to penetrate the gelatine or size with which it is

composed, and which the water has the property
of abstracting, leaving a soft loose powder wbi(A
comes off with the slightest touch.

If a fire is undesirable, as in rooms nsed only
at night or for a short time, the gas should bs
lighted some time before the room is wanted,
and the top sash of the window drawn down •
few inches to enable the vapour formed by tbe
gas to be carried off by the heated air. Even if

there is a ventilator in the centre of the ceiling
it will be necessary to lower the sash, the
moisture forming very rapidly on first lighting
the gas; after a time the window may be
closed.

A good ventilator "as suggested by Dr.
Hinks Bird" may be made in any room, with
the expenditure of a few shillings, by placing a
piece of wood three or four inches deep at tba
bottom of the window-frame between tbe beads.
The bottom sash may then be raised, and a
space is formed at the meeting rails of the two
sashes, allowing the fresh air to curve in tbe di-
rection of the coiling. I have several times
seen this simple ventilator working very suc-
cessfully. A. GsKTBldlH.

GROSS

A
ANNEXE TO THE CHARING

HOTEL.
CONSIDERABLE addition has been re-

cently made to the Charing Cross Hotel,
in the shape of an independent annexe, forming
a large and lofty block of building between
Buckingham and VilUers-streets. The new
building covers an area of nearly 7,000 square

feet, and is connected to the main hotel by a
light iron bridge crossing Villiers-streot. It

contains about 130 apartments, these being
chiefly approached by corridors. We wish more
particularly to draw attention to a few special

features in the construction of the building, and
particularly to the flat roof and floors which wo
have inspected. These are constructed on the

excellent fire-proof principle of roUed iron joists

and concrete Imown as Dawnay's system. The
roof, between six and seven hundred square feet

in area, is covered with asphalte \itx. thick, laid

by Claridgo's Patent Asphalte Company, and is

a most perfect piece of work of the kind. Tbe
rolled joists about 3in. x IJin. are supported on
iron girders or binders "ft. apart, and these carry

the bed of concrete, upon which is laid the as-

phalte in the usual widths. A good fall is ob-

tained on each side of the roof to the parapets,

and the flasliing round these is formed of slabs

of Claridge's asphalte, placed upright under a
projecting coping of stone. Against tho chimney
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stacks, wWoh rise througli the roof, a similar as-

phalte flashing is introduced, bedded beneath a

projecting course of brickwork so as to form a

drip. Nothing can be more secure than this kind

of nashing, which has a far neater and more
architectural finish than lead, forming, as it

does, a sort of skirting. The asphalte, as ap-

plied to these skirtings, and some work at about

aa angle of 46° over the stair bulkheads, pre-

sents a very neat appearance, and bears evidence

of careful execution, which no other than sHlled

labour of the highest class could have produced.

The flat roof thus covered will form a promenade

for smokers in summer time, and the view com-

manded, the building being six stories high,

is extensive. The staircase is worthy of remark

as an application of Portland cement concrete
;

the steps are cast in moulds, and their soffits

thus treated produce an effective appearance

below. The treads are covered with slabs of

Portland stone, and the risers have red tiles.

The elevations are plain and unpretentious in

style ;
yellow brickwork, with Portland cement

dressings, are the principal materials used, ex-

cept in the ground story where Portland stone is

substituted. The works have been carried out

from the designs and under the direction of Mr.

John Fish ; the contractors are Messrs. Lucas
Brothers, and the foreman Mr. George Baker.

The estimated cost is about £40,000.

results obtained under such trying conditions of

wind and weather. We understand thttt Messrs.
Boyle and Son are about to ventilate the Coun-
cil Chamber of the Guildhall. The works at the

Custom House were carried out under the super-
intendence of Mr. R. McLeish, clerk of works of

Her Majesty's Office of Works.

EXPERIMENTS ON VENTILATION AT
THE CUSTOM-HOUSE.

LAST week we referred to the system of

ventilation, known as that of Messrs.

Boyle, which has been applied to the Long Room
of the Custom House, and we then remarked
npon the decided success of the system as far as

we had opportunity of examining the action.

Since then a series of experiments have been

conducted to test the efficiency of the system,

extending from the 5th to the 9th instant, in

the presence of several eminent scientists, among
whom were Dr. B. W. Richardson, Capt.

Douglas Galton, C.B., F.R.S., Professor Cor-

field, Sir J. B. Monckton, Rogers Field, C.E.,

Baily Denton, C.E., A. Murray (City architect's

office), Ernest Turner, and some others. The
room, we may add, is 194ft. long by 64ft. wide,

and 84ft. high, and is lighted by 200 large

Argand burners, fixed at about the level of the

hea^. When the gas was lighted the heat and
snlpharous vapour was unbearable to the occu-

pants. The heating apparatus consisted of two
large double open-stove fires in the centre of the

room, and the number of clerks employed is about

140. We have only to add to our description

last week the results of the experiments made in

the iron shafts leading from the ceiling to air-

pump ventUators on the roof, there being six of

these, each of 3ft. diameter. For admission of

air, twelve vertical tubes, each lOin. by 8iu., in

the window bays of the south side, have been
fixed, the outer air- openings being in the centre

of each bay below the windows. On Wednes-
day the air-pump ventilators were tested, and
were found to be extracting at the rate of 800

cubic feet per minute, or a total, for the six

ventilators, of 4,800 cubic feet. The wind was
N.E.E., putting the ventilators to a severe test,

as the inlets are on the south side. On Thurs-
day morning the ventilators were extracting 900
onbic feet per minute each, or 5,460 cubic feet

altogether. Dr. Richardson tested them at 4.45

on the same day, the total extraction for the six

being 8,085 cubic feet with wind in the same
fnarter. Professor Corfield and Mr. Rogers
'ield on Friday conducted similar experiments,

the velocity of the outgoing air being 612J cubic

feet per minute, or a total of 3,675ft. ; wind,
N.E., fluctuating; average speed being 525ft.

On Saturday the experiments showed an extrac-
tion of 595ft., or a total of 3,670ft., the wind
being N.
Mr. E. Turner's experiment of closing the

inlets was a severe test to the power of the ven-
tUators. Even under these unfavourable con-
ditions with fires burning in the room, drawing
air towards them, a difference of only 26ft. per
minute in each ventilator was found. The in-

side temperature recorded was eO", and the outer
40". On Monday also, when a foggy atmo-
sphere prevailed, the ventilators acted freely, and
the long room was quite clear of the fog—a con-
dition of things which contrasts favourably with
former experiences. Those present at the

experiments were highly satisfied with the

WEST LONDON SCHOOL OF ART.

THE large room of the now building in

Titchfield-street, W., recently built from
the designs of Mr. R. W. Edis, F.S.A., for the

use of this school of art, was crowded on Wed-
nesday evening, on the occasion of the annual
meeting for presentation of prizes. Mr. J.

Comyns Carr presided. The report, read by the

recently-appointed head-master, Mr. John S.

Rawle, F.S.A., late of Nottingham, showed that

notwithstanding the great disadvantages of a

change of masters and removal of the school

during rebuilding, the school had maintained its

high position. It was now the largest of the ten

metropolitan schools, and had last session 680
students—198 morning, and 372 evening ; while
the total number in London schools was 2,650.

The fees and subscriptions both showed a sub-
stantistl increase, and the successes at South
Kensington examinations had been greater than
previously—the gratifying results of the work
of his predecessor, Mr. George A. Stewart. Mr.
Richatson, one of the senior students, then
presented to Mr. Stewart, on behalf of the

assistant masters and pupils, a handsome
clock and a purse of sovereigns, as an expres-

sion of the esteem and regard for one who
during the twelve years he had held office, had
shown himself a most excellent and successful

instructor, and a sincere friend to the students.

The chairman .added an expression of sympathy
and regret that Mr. Stewart should have been
compelled to resign on account of the greatest

affliction that could come upon an artist,

threatened failure of sight. Mr. Stewart having
replied, the treasurer's report was lead by Mr.
W. Graham, and was of a satisfactory cha.

raoter. He urged the students to submit all

their work for examination ; had they done so

last year, the school would probably have earned

an increase of from £60 to £70 in tha Depart-
ment's grant. However, the school had taken

ia prizes about one-fourth of the total awards
made to the Metropolitan schools.

Mr. Comyns Carr then delivered an eloquent

address to the students. As he was not a prac-

tical artist, but only one who had thought and
written on art, he felt, he said, some hesitatien

in addressing them, but he should confine him-
self to general principles, and not venture to

deal with technical principles. Nor, indeed,

was there any need for him to dogmatise on
practical matters, for they had evidence in the

prizes before them that their instructions

had been well done, and their new master
came with excellent testimony from hispre-
decess jr that this would be continued. There
was a danger, moreover, that technical education

should degenerate into mere handicraft, and
they needed to oonbine with cunning of hand,
mental labour of high quality, or it became use-

less. He, therefore, felt it not unbecoming in a

mere writer on art to address them, the more
readily because all writers on art at tim^s, and
some always, had much to answer for, for having
enunciated platitudes. First of these mis-
leading platitudes he should endeavour to

controvert he would place the dangtrous
theory that it was necessary for students of the

19th century to make a new departure in art, so

that they could only be successful in so far as

they were " original." This originality was the

pet vulgarity of the age. No such originality

was possible to art. The greatest men in all ages

had been those who had had most reverence for

the past, and had studied its work most care-

fully, and they had always acknowledged their

indebtedness to those who had preceded
them. Art in itself was not new ; it

was in its essence as old as the world.

There was another danger more subtle in

nature than the first, because occasioned by
persons of higher authority. Students were
constantly urged to do something in sympathy
with their own age. It was too soon for us to

dogmatise on what the spirit of the age was
;

only those who came afterwards, and could look

back dispassiontely on)the whole course of the ago,

could justly define its special character; but he

believed that in proportion as they were imbuec
with a respect and reverence for the best wort
of the past, ' so would they most truly be en

rapport with the spirit of the age. Compared
with Italy, wo were almost children in art ; ve
had had a great race of painters in the im-

mediate past, as there had been a greater race

of architects in a still further past, and what had
been could be. There was apparent whai
promised to be the beginning of an English

school of art, but what its characteristic product

would be could not be ascertained by analysis

;

it would reveal itself in after-time as the result

of our earnest labour and thought, brought

about by slow training, by long study, by
generations ofsuccessful masterswho worked each

on the foundations lail by their predecessors.

They ought not, therefore, because they could

not predict what local form an art would take, to

be discouraged or disappointed ; nor because we
admired and copied the great works of the past.

The old Italian masters were confined to a

limited range of subjects ; they restricted them-
selves to sacred subjects, and, as a consequence

of concentrated thought became fillel with the

spirit and feeling of their work. In conclusion,

the chairman referred to the proposed travelling

studentship. In visiting Italy and looking at

the great masterpieces of the past, the selected

student would, he trusted, bear in mind what he

had tried to impress on them that evening ; the

travelling student would not then be ashamed of

our own works, and still less would he return to

do differently from the past, but would strive to

build upon what he had learned and studied.

Mr. J. D. Grace then distributed the prizes,

which included a national silver medal awarded
to Henry Tidhurst, two large medal awards to

Miss Kezia Hytche and Miss Helena Jones, and

a national book prize to George E. Tucker. In

the third-grade local examinations four Queen's

prizes were taken, and 11 "successes" were

notified. Besides these there were 16 third-

grade prize awards, two free studentships, and 63

second-grade prizes, and several local prizes were

also given. Mr. Crace announced that the terms

of the proposed travelling studentship had been

decided upon that afternoon. A gentleman had
placed £120 in the hands of thePainters' Company
to be expended for encouraging the art of

painted decoration. The Company had intrusted

the committee of the West London School of Art
with the task of devising a scheme, and they

proposed to institute a travelling studentship as

an experiment, spreading the money over three

years. This would enable the student selected

by competition to spend two months on the Con-
tinent, and the committee resolved that should

the student elect to spend the time in Italy, to

add £10 from other sources. To this the Painters'

Co. and the original donor had agreed, the latter

at once promising to raise the studentship from

£40 to £50 should the student decide to visit

Italy.

Mr. Rawle, in acknowledging, for Mr.
Stewart and himself, a vote of thanks to the

past and present masters, expresied his gratifi-

cation at the generous offer which had beeu

made by Mr. George M^noe Smith, and
arged the students engaged in decorative art to

show their appreciation of this, the only prize of

the kind in tbe kingdom, by earnest work. The
winner of the travelling studentship would have

exceptional opportunities for improvement and
for the refinement of his artistic tastes. If he

fairly used his opportunities while in Italy, and
kept his eyes and heart open to the glorious

influences surrounding hira, he would rehim
with a mind refreshed and invigorated, and filled

with all-absorbing thoughts regarding the

nobility of his art. In this foggy clime they

could value but faintly the artistic glories of

Italy. That country was a treasure-house of

untold wealth to the painter, the sculptor, and
the decorative artist. Ho could testify that it

was not till he had been there and had tasted at

the fountain-head that ho knew that kindling of

enthusiasm only to be felt when in the presence

of art in all her maj esty and glory. Addressing the

students, he said all experienced in tuition found

students were pretty much alike in character

everywhere. By far the great majority were

earnest and hard workers ; but this subject of

congratulation was miusled with regret that as a

body students did not think sufficiently. Too much
was left to the hand to aoomplish, too little

directing work was uiidertakou by the brain.

This want of ihought was apt to make the

student fail in realising the artistic nicety of
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his labour. He contemplated it iu detail, and
the result was a mass of little prettlnessos in
wiich the several lights and shades were repre-
sented without consideration of the work as a
wliole, and with an absence of the balance of
qtantities. The whole heart and mind should
be thrown into the restoration of the work set
before them as a whole, for all true art work was
based upon knowledge, and this could only be
acquired by close observation and reasoning'
upon it.

A-^^M^*

ARCHITECTtTBAL & AKCH-EOLOQICAL
SOCIETIES.

BiuTisn AKon;BOLoaicAL Association.—The
third meeting- of the session was hold last Wed-
nesday, Mr. Thos. Morgan, F.S.A., in the chair.
Mr. G. K. Wright, F.S.A., exhibited an early
silver denarius, with the name of the 18th
Legion, found at Cirencester ; and detailed the
progress of excavations at the lloman villa at
Bromham. Mr. Walford rendered some notes
on De Lonne' 8 "Description of London," 1681
and 1690, a scarce book, about to be reprinted.
Mr. Lewis produced the fragments of what has
been an elegantly-worked coffer ef ivory, of
12th or 13th century date, recently found in
Telegraph-street. Mr. DeGray Birch, F.R.S.L.,
described a vase brought from the Egyptian
tombs of Gizeh by the Rev. Greville Chester

;

and also a cast of a copper plate for measuring
the tonsure of ecclesiastics of St. Paul's Cathe-
dral. It is hollowed and circular, with the
figure of a griffin, and appears to have been re-
duced in size. Mr. Fryer, F.C.S., reportedsome
discoveries on the site of St. Aidan's Church at
Old Melrose. Mr. Loftus Brock, F.S.A., pro-
duced a plan, and described the remains now
being excavated on the site of old Leadenhall
Market. Two long walls, of the 15th century
building, are visible, with a series of corbels. A
Roman pavement, of ordinary brick tesserae, has
been found over a large part of the surface, and
covered with the ashes of some great fire. Above
this is concrete of a second floor, while below,
the remains of walls, 5ft. thick, have been found,
indicating a building of importance. These
walls have bands of Roman brick, and one is

constructed entirely of that material, pointing to
an early period of the Roman occupation. Mr.
Grover, F.S.A., referred to the constant finding
of traces of a gieat conflagration in London,
which he considered was from the burning of
London by Boadicea. The first paper was by
Dr. Wake Smart, on " Roman Remains found at
Nursling, Hants," which was, in the absence of
the author, read from the chair. The remains
point to the existence here of an important
Roman station, not jet identified, and its posi-
tion on a line of road fn m Bitteme was indi-
cated. A large amount of Samian and black
ware have been found. The second paper was
by Mr. G. R. Wright, on " The Hardship of
the present Law of Treasure Trove." After
referring to the reason of the law in former
days—namely, to help the king and to assist the
revenue, with the punishment of death for eva-
sion, the lecturer passed on to these altered
times, when its operation caused either the loss
of art treasures by their being broken up by the
finders for concealment, or the stoppage of works
of research. He instanced the case of the Saxon
cemetery at Longbridge, which was in course of
excavation by the owner, when certain articles

of value found were claimed by the Treasury.
A discussion ensued, in which Messrs. Compton,
Birch, and others took part.

COMPETITIONS.
GLAsaow.—La.st week, at the meeting of the

Glasgow Town Council, the Committee of the
New Municipal BuOdings presented the follow-
ing opinion:— 1. That none of the designs
which can be executed for £150,000, with 10 per
cent, added to cover contingencies, are such as
the committee can recommend the Magistrates
and Council to accept. 2. That, as the cost of
the designs invited under the conditions of com-
petition was limited to £150,000, the committee
are of opinion that it would not be expedient to
accept any design lodged in that competition,
the cost of which would considerably exceed
£150,000. 3. That the Magistrates and Council
should ren:it to this committee to prepare new
conditions of competition, with a view to the
obtaining of new designs. 4. That the plans

prepared by Mr. Carrick should b« reconsidered
by the committee, and as adjusted should bo
submitted to competitors simply as indicating
the accommodation required. 5. That the cost
of the building for which the new designs are
invited should be increased to about £250,000.
It was also thought by them desirable that the
new competition should bo open. On the con-
clusion of a protracted discussion, it was agreed,
on the motion of Councillor Jackson, to adopt
the recommendations, except in so far as they
dealt with the cost of the buildings, and the
open nature of the competition.

Newbury Gbammab-School CoMPETrnox. —
We are informed that 52 sets of plans and draw-
ings for the New Gramraar-School have been
sent in, and that the trustees of the municipal
charities intend, so soon as Mr. Waterhouse has
advised them as to the comparative merits of the
plans, to exhibit them in the Town-hall. Ac-
cording to present arrangements, the exhibition
may be expected to take place from Monday, the
3l6t of January, to Wednesday, the 2nd of Feb-
ruary.

PoNTKFEAOT.—Since the determination arrived
at by the town council on Thursday night last,

to abandon the new Town-hall scheme, about
which more wiU be found in another column,
several applications have been sent in from gen-
tlemen asking that their subscriptions should be
returned. The town council had nearly £3,000
promised and already subscribed for the new
hall, 80 that if the new building is not ultimately
erected, this will be a direct loss to the rate-
payers. The latter are generally opposed to the
scheme falling through, and a public meeting is

contemplated to protest against the action of the
town council. The subject, however, is to be
again brought forward at a special meeting of
the Council.

Buillrms Intelligence.

SCHOOLS OF AKT.
Tauijton.—The annual meeting for distribu-

tion of prizes was held on Monday. The finan-
cial report showed that the fees had largely
fallen off, and also the honorary subscriptions,
and that there was now a debt of £60 on the
school. The report of Mr. Rowe, head-master,
stated that 67 students had attended the school,
being a decrease of 24. There had been one
Queen's prize, and 3 book-prizes, against nine
last year ; and 15 aecond-grade prizes and cer-
tificates against 25. Commenting on the fact
that many students engaged in mechanical trades
openly declared their dislike to the study of
practical geometry, Mr. Rowe said nothing but
crass ignorance would account for this.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
Dues on Bonoii Timbee.— Mr. Broadhurst on

Tuesday asked the Chitf Secretary to the Lord-
Lieutenant of Ireland whether his attention had
been directed to the heavy dues imposed on rough
timber entering the port of Dublin, and to the
hindrii,nces those dues were to the Dublin trades

;

and, if so, whether the Government were prepared
to adopt measures with a view to the abolition of
the said dues. Mr. W. E. Torster said that no
representation had been made to the Government
on the subject, and that there was no power on
their part to interfere in the matter.
Accounts of Sueveyoes op Highways.—Mr.

Stanhope, on^Tuesday, asked the President of the
Local Government Board whether he intended to
take any steps to amend the inconvenient forms of
accounts at present required to be filled up by the
surveyors of highways in country districts. Mr.
Dodson : In framing these accounts the Board en-
deavoured to do so iu as simple a form as possible
consistently with the requirements of the Highway
Acts, which are very mmute, and were previously
much disregarded. The forms had to be adapted
to large as well as small parishes, and careful pro-
vision had to be made for separating the expendi-
ture on main roads from that on ordinary high-
ways for the protection of the county autho-
ritit-S. The auditors have now had nearly a year's
experience of the working of the new forms, and
the Board are now in cotnmuniciifion with some of

them in the hope of being able to dispense with
some of the forms.

An Improved Dwellings Compiny has been
formed at Stroud, Gloucestershire, under the
Limited Liability Act; the cipi'al is £5,000 in £1
shares, and the object is to improve the dwellings
of the labouring classes in the borough of Stroud,

by purchasing and improving existing cottages and
by erecting new ones.

.

NottTOAXPios.—The workmen engraged oa the
extension of the conrent of Our Lwly, Abing-
ton-street, Northampton, were eutortajncd the
other day. The architect of the buildinjf i»
Mr. William Hall, of St. Ciilea's-atroot, North-
ampton, and the oontraotor Ur. Richard Dunk-
le^. The new portion really furmn the weet
wmg of a quadrangle, the south aide of which
has a front elevation towards Abington-itreat.
On the north-eaat side, with the gabled fixmt
towards the quadrangular ooart, stands the
chapel, bat in an elevated position. It will be
approached by a flight of steps leading up from.
the court below, the principal entrance being
through a narthex in the centre. Within the
apse will be placed the high altar, which is to
be of sculptured marble, while the floor of the
sanctuary will bo inlaid with mosaic tilea. On
the south-west side will be a small chapel, and
on the other side there are convenient sasristiee
for the officiating priests. The building is nearly
ready to receive the roof, which will be an open*
timbered one, the wood used being the best
pitch-pine. Internally, the walls will be oe-
mented, but the stsncwork will be shown
through. White Mansfield and Bath stone have
been used on the exterior, and harmonise well
with the white bricks of the Whitwick Collierj
Company.

Plymouth.—The first stone of a block of
artisans' dwellings was laid on Tuesday week
by the Vicar of St. Andrew's Ohoroh in
this town. The site in St. Andrew's street has
been cleared by the corporation, and was sold by
them on the condition that only labourers'
dwellings, in accordance with stringent con-
ditions, should be built. Mr. John Fethiok is

the builder, and the property now belongs to
Sir E. Bates, ex-member for the borough. Rod
brick is to be used for the walls and grey bricka
for dressings, and the plinth will be of limestone
masonry ; the roofing is to be of purple slates.

There will be two blocks, each containing twelve
distinct and self-contained lettings of a living
room 12ft. square, bedrooms lift, by 9ft., a
pantry, and coal-bunk. The height of rooms
will be 10ft. clear on ground-floor, and Oft. Bin.

above. On each floor will be a wash-house and
separate closets for each sex. American cooking-
ranges will be provided im the living-rooms, and
the ventilation is by one of Jennings' con-
trivances. The rents are to be from Is. to Is. 2d.,

and it is said will return 5 per cent, on the
outlay. Messrs. Hine and Odgers are the archi-

tects. Two other blocks of artisans' dwellings
will be erected by the same architects and
builder in Holiwell-street, Plymouth, and will

be four stories high, built in red brick with grey
courses and dressings, and will be let at 15d.
per week.

RicnjioND.—The committee of the new clnb
at Richmond, the Wilderness, entertained a
number of gentlemen connected with the Press
at luncheon, on the 29th ult., preparatory to the
opening of the club. The name " Wilderness

'

is that by which the property has long been his-

torically known. It belonged for years to the
Devonshire family, and it was here that the
beautiful Duchess, the subjectof Gainsborough's
celebrated portrait, passed several years of her
life. More recently the house was given to the
Hon. Mrs. Lamb, and in the alterations made
for the club accommodation, the foundation-
stone, laid by her in 1833, was unearthed, and
will form the corner-stone for the proposed new
ladies' entrance to the club. The lawn tennis

and pleasure grounds, which will not be com-
plete uutil next spring, have been tastefully laid

out under the superintendence of Mr. J. P.
Johnson, the eminent landscape gardener, known
in connection with the Crystal and Aloxaudra
Palaces flower-shows. The Wilderness bus be?n
most handsomely furnished throughout by
Messrs. W. Walker and Sous, of Bunlull-row.

Saltaiee.—New Wesleyan Sunday-schools at

Sultaire wereopenedon the Istinst. The building,

which is erected on a piece of ground in the rear

of the chapel, is in the Italian style, and was
designed by Mr. H. Isitt, «f Bradford, upon the

American plan, similar to the Sunday-schools of

the Congregationalists at Saltaire. The schools

consist of a large central hall, with galleries on
three sides. Leading from these and from the

hall below are 20 cla^-rooms, capable of aocom-
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modatin^ 650 scholars, and the central hall will

also hold a large number. The size of the hall

is 4Sft. by 37ft. 6in. Near the entrance is the

Htaary, and on the same side are lavatories and
other conTeniences. The oout of the building and
fomiture has been £2,200.

or« than Fifty Thousand Repliea and
LfttUtoa Mld«<-t« ot l'niror>Jtl Iiitert^st bavc upnoart'd d-.rinK
ttMlMttCBTMnin the KNGLISI'. MKCHANIC 1ni> WOHLTt
OV SCIEKCB, mo«t of them from the pons of the leading
adCBtiflc and Technical Authorities of the dar. Thou&ands of
ori^Kal article* and Mientiflc papers, and countless receipts and
vnaklesembracinf alBoat eTery sul^ect on which it is pos&ible
to desire informatioa hare also appeared durinfc the mme period
TWaaiiitrt aad most accurate information resi>ecting all new
idtBtiAe diacorertca and mechanic&t inTcntions is to be found is
ltoM«a,and Its larfc clrculatioB render its the best niedium
tealTadrertUen who wi&h their amiouncements to be broufrht
Oder the notice of mannfiicturers, mechanics, scientific workers,
mat amateurs. IMce Twopence, of all booksellers and news-
Tcadon. Poet free 3ii. Oflce : SI. TaTtstock street. CoTent-

TO COBRESPOKDEKTS.
(We do not hold ourselres reHponsible for the opinionB of

COT ooTTespondents. The Editor respectfully requests
ttiai «U oonunnnicatioiu should be drawn up as briefly

as poaaible, as there are many oUimanta upon the space
Botted to ooriespondenoe.]

An letter* should be addressed to the EDIT0B,S1,
TAVI8TOCK-STREET, COVENT-GARDEN, W.C.

Cheques and Poe^-offioe Orders to be made payable to

J. Fabsjcoks EIdwabds.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
ne duuge for advertisemflvts is 6d. per line of eig-bt

words (the first line counting' as two). No advertisement
inscrtea for lees than half-a-crown. Special terms for
•eries of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
a^^oation to the Publisher.

Froot Pa^ Advertisements and Paragraph Adrertise-
Ktents Is. per line. No front page or paragraph
AdTcrtisemcnt inserted for less than 6s.

AdTertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thtursday.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.
(Payable in Advance.)

biduding two half-yearly double numbers* One Pound
Mr annum (,poet free) to any part of the United KiuKdom

;

lor the United States, £1 6h. 6d. (or edols. 40c. ^Id). To
nance or Belgium, £1 6s. 6d. (or 33f. 30c.]. To India (via

:&3ndisi), £1 lOs. lOd. To any of the Australian Colonies
or New Zealand, to the Cape, the West Indies, Canada,
Kora Scotia, or Natal, £1 6s. 6d.

Ifr. R. H. TuTTLR, of 13 and 16, Laight-sfreet, New
York City, is authorised to receive American subscrip-
tioDS at the rate of 6 duls. 40c. per annum.

I for bJTyliny the half-yearly volumes, 2s. each.

fiacBrm).—H. A. G.—N. T. W. and Co.—B. H. 8.—
J. B. F.-M. B.—G. F. R.-W. McF. and Co, -J. D. M.
—C. H. and Co.—P. S. C. Co.—J. T. C.-J. L. A.—
A. C. W.—H, W.—H. and B.-R. and W.—J. H.—
J. McC.—T. P. F.—A. 8. and Sons.—T. W. and Sou.—
J. W. C.—W. C. T. Co.—P. and Son.—J. R. C.-J. D.
—T. and C. C—E. E. P.—H. H.—F. E. and Co.—
E. 8. and Cb.-H. C. C—J. H.—R. D. and Co.—
T, B. L.—L. 8. B,—C. Bros, and Co.—J. H. and Co.—
a O. S.-G. F.-E. V. G.—T. C. T.-B. I.—J. and R.
K. and Co.—G. S. and Co.—W. L.—J. J. F.—B. R.—
F. I. Co.—F. R.-R. G. T.-J. and A.—B. L. Co.—T. P.
and Son.—S. P. C.—Q. T. E.—A. 8. Co.—F. J. B.-J.
McD.—V. T.-E. E. C.-J. C—P. Bros.-W. Heath.—
A. C. and Co.—W. V.—J. G., jun.-J. B. and Co.—
T. T.-H. S. and J.-J. B.-M. and Co.—P. 8.—A. K.
—T. O.-L. F.

FoBorrrcx. (Stokers system is said to a good one.)—
I>BACOHT8MA!f . (In neither case can the photograph be
a good one. No washes must be used, either by desiga
n* accident.)—B and H, (Thamks for congratulations.)—"W. H. R. (They were not your initials. Not re-

. edved.)

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
LIST OF 8UBJKCTS.

A. A row of three shops for a villf^e, on a comer site, the
angle house to be arranged as a small inn. Height of
groond floor, 12ft. , and two floors above, one of which
Bkay be obtained partly in roof. Plans, elevations,
aecBons to be one-eighth of an inch to the foot. Sketch
perspective.

B. A aedilia with three seata, and canopy over, in oak*
Plan, elevation, and sketch. Scale, l^in. to the
foot

Daiwiirofl Received.—En Avant, Clarior e Tenebris,
Fcank Weaver, Sub Judice, Juvenis, Ambition. Ralph,
H. J., Nil Desperandum N). 2, Nemo in Shield, Bnow-
flake, Ctnion, Beta, Arnold, Mott'j A.

A. L. HusBAVD. (We have noted address.)

—

Beta and
Othbbs. (If the name and address had been written
on the back of drawing it would not have miscarried,
and we must again repeat our request that this will be
attended to. Non-compliance with it occasions us a
dealof trouble.)—Nil BBSpaBAXDUH.

Exwaas avd Uakboles. (In reply to several correspond-
«Bta.thefcheeta of detail drawings of pipe sewers and
MUholea on vteep gradients referred to by us last week,
* Bd by Mr. Bawlinaon, C.B., may be obtained of

of the following: —Knight and Co., 90, Fleet-
ei; Harrison and Sons, 69, PaU-mall; IMward

Btaaford, 65, Clianng-cross ; W. U. Allen and Co.,^ Waterloo-place; Shaw and Son, Fetter-lane;
Waterlow and Sons, _

(doe of the sheet is 2s.)

Great Winchester-street. The

(S^0iatsp0ntrence.

GLA.SGOW MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS
COMPETITION.

To tht Editor of the Bcildino Nkw3.

SiE,—" T. L. "W." may rest assured that I do
not covet the twelfth juryman's place, and if he
willconsider that the most ofthe 90 are disqualified

on indisputable grounds, apart from the one now
under notice, he will see that I do not take it in

fact.

As to blackening windows, he must bear with
me when I lepiind him that his assertion,

though repeated very earnestly, cannot, upon
such a question, be regarded as a proof. I have
no doubt he .deans to be correct; but, on the
other hand, I am quite satisfied that an elevation

having its windows blacked in, is, to that
extent, not "inline," though all the rest may
be. If one wa.sh with the trush is "inline,"
so is another ; and those who put ouly a dark
Indian ink tint on their windows are also right,

and a flat Indian ink tint (ilo colour) on the wall

may be used, and then a darker one on nearer
parts, and so on. Iread the words, "in geome-
trical form only, in line," and understand that
any kind of wash with a brush is inadmissible,

for the two things are a contradiction in terms.
Therefore, I wrote no inquiry about the "inten-
tion," because I found " no room for doubt as
to the meaning of the expression," and the
intention was equally clear. It is true the words
"in line only " are not used, but "form only, in

lire" are, and anything not "inline" is ex-
cluded because it is not "in line," which the
instruction demands it should be.

If, however, " T. L. W." should contendthat
work done with a brush is " inline,"! think you,
Mr. Editor, will be quite justified in intimating
that this correspondence may now cease, with-
out reply from me.—I am, &c.,

Anothee Competitoe.

LIVERPOOL CONSERVATIVE CLUB
COMPETITION.

Sib,—Learning that the plans for which the

2nd and 3rd premiums had been paid, had been
sent to, and retained, at the ofBces of the archi-

tects to whom the first place had been awarded,
I felt it my duty to protest against such an un-
usual course, and now inclose copy for publica-

tion with this, leaving comment to others, and
merely saying that although I have waited
since the date therein, no reply or even acknow-
ledgment of receipt is to hand, notwithstanding
my membership of the club, and position as a
competitor.—lam, &c., C. 0. Ellison.

TO THE COMMITTEE OF THE C0N3EBTATIVE CLUB.

Gesjtlembn,—In June last your building committee
wrote rae as to sending in plans for our new premises,
and I agreed to do so upon the conditions issued, which
provided for award of premiums onfy by a referee, the
" committee of the club reserving specially to themst'lves
the right to make their own selection of the design to be
carried out."
At considerable outlay of time and money I visited 18

to 20 of the principal clubs in the kingdom, going with
their experienced managers into all the important details
of their arrangements, especially having proved defects
pointed out, so as to avoid thera in our new club. I then
prepared plana, submitting them to foui' of the most
practical of the Metropolitan club managers, who pro-
nounced them more complete than any existing club,
alike for comfort of members and economy of working,
whilst the great economy in first-cost is seen from the
fact that my said plans gave all your requirements with
no less than 65,000 cubic feet less building than tlie plans
which have been accepted—the heights of the principal
rooms being the same.
The referee having done his part, awarded the pre-

miums, and admitted that the unusual merit of the
drawings made the ** task a peculiarly dilEcult and
onerous one," 1 wrote you (prior to your making the
selection of the designs to be carried out, as per terms of
competition) most respectfully asking that, in face of the
above difficulty, the authors of three premiated designs
be "each permitted to point out the specialities of his

own plan, and further compare same with others, leaving
the committee sole judge as to the points so brought
out, by which means each competitor would be placed on
the same level of advantage ; all the special features of
each plan would be pointed out by those who had spent
many weeks in special study of club an-angements, infor-
mation which must be of the utmost importance or value
to gentlemen having the iinal selection of plansto make,"
a request which, with all its manifest fairness to the com-
petitors and advantages to our club, was, 1 regret to say,
refused.
According to the terms of competition, the sum of £125

was paid by way of premium onli/ to the authors of the
plana placed respectively 2nd and 3rd in the order of

merit, the said plans bring " considered the property of
the committee " ; but that tliis could only mean for
custody or reference, and without any right whatever of
use or execution, must be plain from the fact that the

conditions being drawn up by so eminent an architect as
tlie referee (Mr. Waterhouse), he would not be likely to
give to any committee two full seta of drawings with
right to use and execute them for a mere premium, the
amount of which would not even cover the actual money
cost of their production.

i'urtlier. if tixe rig^t of your committee in this matter
is to be tiiken as absolut^j then it would empower you, by
the mere payment of three premiums, together amount^
ing to £225, to take the three best seta of drawin^js sent
in (worth several times this amount on the ordinary
terms of my profession), s»t aside their authors, and
employ anyone else who liked to carry out their plans
without any further compensation, an injustice so glar-
ing as at once t'l show that this could never have been
the intention either of those who made or those who
worked to the conditions.
As to the selection made, I offer no opinion whatever

;

but it having come to my knowledge that, notwithstand-
ing the fact of no meeting or the executive committee of
the club having yet had the plans under consideration,
for making the selection specially reserved thereto, the
2nd and 3rd prize drawingn have been sent to and re-

tained at the oflUces of the architeets selected by the
building committee, presumably for them or those about
tliem to make such use of aa they may think lit. I, as
the author of the second prize plans, enter a most em-
phatic but respectful protest lest stieh an unusual treat-
ment of competitive drawings should become a p recedent
by its adoption in so important a competition as the
Liverpool Conservative Club. By all means let the chosen
plans be carried out and their authors have the credit
and profit which is their due ; but 1 pnt it to you as
business men. Is it right, or in any sense reasonable,
because you have t>aid mere premium in acknowledge-
ment of the skill displayed in the drawings placed second
and third in point of merit, that you should make use
thereof to the advantage of our club, and that at a price
which does not cover cash out of pocket by their authors,
and cause even the credit thereof to be given to othera T

In sending this protest, I wish to be understood as
animated by no want of respect to any member or
members of the committee, or desirous of interfering in
any way with the execution of the plans as sent in com-
petition by Mesars. Holmes, but solely with a view of pre-
venting a precedent being formed such as could but prove
eminently detrimental to the best interests of the profes-
sion to which I have the honour to belong.

Your obedient servant,
C, O. Ellisos.

SHEFFIELD FONT COMPETITION.
SiE,—As you are aware, designs were invited

for a new font which was to be erected in

Sheffield Parish Church, these designs were to

be lodged with the Secretary by Ist September
last. In response to that invitation I sent in

design which was duly returned, carriage paid,

about two months afterwards, without so much
as a note to indicate the names of the successful

competitors. Have all the competitors been
treated thus ? I have waited patiently to see if

your columns would make the matter clearer,

but I have waited in vain.

Is there no information forthcoming on the
subject?—I am, &c., A Last Eesouece.

" A WONDERFUL STOVE."
SiE,—I have only just seen Mr. Surges'

letter in your issue of 31 Dec. last, asking
where I saw the Phoenix above alluded to.

It was in a house at Shepherd's-bush, whither
I was taken by my friend, the inventor, Mr.
Samuel Russell.

Since my letter of Nov. last, I have had many
communications from manufacturers, asking for

Mr. Rupsell's address, and I have forwarded to

them the last given me by that gentleman,
viz., Mr. Samuel Russell, 83, Maefarlane-road,
Shepherd's-bubh.—I am, &c.,

JonN P. SEnuojT.

1, Queen Anne's Gate, 'Westminster, Jan. 10.

FUTURE OF CEMENT.
SiE,—We have read with great interest the

letters which have of late appeared in your
pulication regarding concrete. And as we have
had some little experience in this class of work
during the last fifteen years, and having within
the last two done some 10,000 cubic yards, we
thought we would give our quota for the benefit of
those who care to take it.

We have always found that aggregates of the
hardest, roughest, and cleanest description,

along with a slow-selting cement of the highest
quality, are necessary to make a concrete that
will be durable and eifectivo. In this matter we
entirely agree with Mr. H. Reid.
We have also found that the least admixture

of loam or other matter of a dirty or clayey
nature tends to "kill" the concrete, and failure

is the result. It is impossible to make good
concrete, unless you hive perfectly clean and
hard materials. Our concrete works consist of
laying down pavements, railway-platforms,
warehouse, stable, basement, dairy, fireproof,

and every other description of floors. As re-

gards the mmufaoturo of concrete work for

heads, sills, cornices, &o., we have not made a
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Hpecialite of it, but we have made work to many
architectural def igns, and can show in our office,

if any one cares to call and see, concrete as hard
aa Spinkwell stone, and of a beautiful colour.
This could not be obtained, except under the
conditions above i^tated. Owing' to the thinness
of the work, of which we- do make a specialite,

averaging from Sin. to 4in. thick, we are
obliged to use the very best materials, and wo
have never had a single failure in the work we
have done.
Some of our clients inform us that pavements

laid by us several years ago, have as yet shown
no perceptible signs of wearing.
By our system we can make a concrete as hard

as granite, quite as durable, and far more
pleasing in appearance.
We laid in Oxford-street and Cavendish-

street, nearly six months ago, for the Marylo-
bone Vestry Board, a pavement, which has not
yot worn in the least, although the dally traffic

to which it is subjected is enormous. It is every
day increasing in strength.
And now, Sir, there is one point on which

none of your correspondents on concrete have
ever touched

—

i.e., the advantages of concrete for
street pavements in London and district.

Many thousands of yards of York fligs and
asphalte are laid yearly in the Metropolitan dis-
trict, the cost of which must amount to a very
large sum of money. Now by laying concrete
instead, the district boards would make an enor-
mous saving ; the cost of concrete being much
less per yard.
Again, in a sanitary point of view, it has its

advantages. It is impervious to damp, and
having no joints, moisture cannot percolate
through it to the cellaring beneath. The
gentleman in front of whose premises we laid
the pavement in Oxford-street informs us, he
has now, for the first time in twenty years, dry
cellars.

We think. Sir, concrete for street pavements
is one phase in the "future of cement" which
ought to receive due consideration. By
its use much money might be i-aved, and the
pockets of the ratepayers and the community at
large will be benefited.

Surely if the people in the northern counties
of England, the places from whence the stone
for paving is obtained, find it more advan-
tageous to use concrete in preference to stone or
asphalte, it must be more to the advantage to
those in the south to use concrete.
We can say without fear of contradiction that

those who once use concrete, and who have the
work properly done, will never use anything
else. For wherever stone, clinker, or asphalte is

used for pavements of any description, there
concrete can be substituted very much to the
benefit of those who use it.^—We are, Sir,

"Eueeka" Conceetb Compant.
Qneen's-buildings, 52, Queen Victoria-street.

Jlttttrc0mmunicati0n;.

QUESTIONS.
[6351.] -Measuring: Zincwork.—If I order a 6ft.

zinc elbow chimneypot, and it is cha'ged at Is. 4d, per
foot, how many feet ou2:h.t I to pay for ? This is an ordi-
nary pot, stock size, and U!>ed daily.— Zinc.

[6355.]—Harmonic Proportioas —I am informed
by a friend that several of t*ie leading- architects work or
design to a itilc of harmonic angles or proportions. From
what I have read and seen in my time I presume this is

notaj. Perhaps some kind rej.der wdl enJig-htea me.—
Saqab.

[6336.]—Cublns: "Workhouse. -"Will any of your
numerous readers kindly tell me what would be a fair

price to cube a new workhouse at to accommodate, say,
from 300 to 400 persons, the building intended to be very
plain, built of stone, the quarry being within three miles
of the sire! Should the master's house, hospital, &c.,
fce cubed at a different price 7— J. C. "W,

[6357. J -Lining for Turkish Bath—Will some
reader kindly tell me of the best lining fur the walls and
ceilings of the hot-room of a Turkish bath! The walls
are «ld and well built, the surface next the rooms to be
lined with white liles to a height of 5ft. It is of ereat im-
portance that the heat should not penetrate t> the adjoin-
ing rooms.—Sl'Bscribeb.

[C358.]—Stone Shield—Cellar.—I am about direct-

ing a carvrT to prepare a shield in stone, after the form of

the pen and ink sketch herein, the oripinal of which is

painted in colours as described on the said sketch. P»eise
say how the panels No 2,2a,4,4i. (I mean their grounds),
should be prepared to show distinctly the quattering.
Should they differfrom No. 1 and No. 3! Kindly say how
the ground in each panel should be prepared ia stone,

whether they should be tooled, or bolstered, or etherwi e.

The shield is panelled in the following coloura :— Di^i-
Bioos 1, 2, 3, and 4a, black ermine on white ground : 2a,

and 4, white ermine on black ground. I have also built

a good house with excellent cellars, ninxuDg north and
south, and in forming the-^e had to rxcavaie into a rock
some 2ft. 6m. or 3ft., which rock dip^ westward, 'rhe
consociuenco is that after hea^T rains the wat«r floods the

cellar by running with formation of the rock, which dips
from east to west. What would you recommend to pre-
vent this flooding of water I—Constant Kbadbr.

[6359. ]—Mathematical.—Will some mathematician
pleas* give the prudu t of the following (taken from

flpon's tables), by giving value to the letters, say, AB =
16, BC = 9, CA = 12, and oblige. When three sides are

given, to find the angles Cos. a
=,^;W;^AB1^-B^« _

W. K.

[6360.]—Brighton Clock-Tower Competition.
—In the Building Nkws of January 7th I And that the
Brighton Town Council have decided to have t- competi-
tion for clock-tower, &c., but no size in any shape orform
is given, only the amount it must cost. Can anyone give
further information I—A Buppobtbbof Yohe Valuable
Paper.

REPLIES,
[6345.]—Surveyor's Charges.—A customary charge

is 2 to 2j per cent, for quantities when tender is accepted,
but the cliarge is sometimes as low as l-i per cent. For
simply making an estimate from quantities supplied, a
fair chaise would be be \\ per cent., but it is usual to

make an arrange .Tient. '* Quantity Surveyor*' says he is

often called on to take out quantities and mike estimates
for builders, t.iking no risk nor responsibility for accuracy.
All that need be H^id is that if builders contract upon
such conditions, they cannot fairly look to architects in

case of loss. The system, on the face of it, is objection-

able, for it stands to reason that if the surveyor is really

the estimator for a building and is not responsible for

accuracy, he would be inclined to underprice for the sake
of winning the contract.— G. H. G.

[0316.]-Landscape G-ardening*.—A small work
on the subject is published by Mr. Kemp, entitled, "How
to Lay Out a Garden" (L-jngmmandCo.), but Repton's
work on Landscape Gardening is still the authority. The
subject has been frequently attended to ia the Building
News.—G. H. G.

[6347.]—Perspective Drawiner.—"11. K. A." had
better get Nicholson's " Principles of Perspective." Bur-
chett's Perspective is a modern and very good treatise for

ordinary use. — G. H. G.

[6350 ]—Surveyiogr. — In our neighbourhood the

outside of ditch (say, 3ft to Bft. from quickset plant

according to custom) would be the boundary line, but it

does not necessarily follow that you can build out of that

line.-DoKSKTSuiBB Sukveyob.

The town council of Wolverhampton had before

them ou Monday the various accounts recom-

mended for payment in connection with the

streets* improvement scheme, including an item of

£810, fees claimed by Sir H. A. Hunt, the oilicial

arbitrator. Great astonisbmer t was expressed at

the largeness of the charge, which was denounced

as exorbitant ; but several members discouraged

the proposal to appeal to the Local Government
Board as a useless addition to the expense, it being

fctated that though other towns had protested

against the charges made by Sir H. Hunt, they had

been compelled to pay in full. It was resolved

to pay the account less the amount charged for

arbitrator's fees, it being stated that Alderman

Fowler, the member for the borough, would bring

the claim before Parliament.

O^ur Office ^TabU.

Wk (ball watch with Romo intcrost the pro-
^em of the Sanitarj Protection AModa-
aon, described elsewhere in a paper read
by Prof. Fleeming Joakin, F.R.S., before ihe
Society of Arte on Wedneiiday. One great merit
of Prof. Jeokin's programme is its simplicity
and its freedom from fads. If the association
is to hare a permanent and n«eful exixtenoe, its

officers must earefully avoid any partiality for
sanitary patents, or the public will soon think
them interested, and must in erety ease be
thorough in the inspections they make, or their
customers will soon come to regard their ezaiai*
nations with indifference. If those two pointa
are kept steadily in view, the association may do
much good. We are glad to see Mr. Cresawell's
idea of granting a certificate to the honse of its

sanitary condition is to be embodied in the
scheme.

The Melbourne correspondent of the BrititK

Mercantile Gazette, noticing Messrs. Clark, Bun-
nott, and Co.'s exhibits at the Melbourne Exhi-
bition, says their pavilion in the British Court
covers an area of 2,250 superficial feet, and is

about 16ft. high, the whole of which, except the
carpeting and upholstery, is constructed of

vaiious patterns of shop-fronts, new designs of

pilasters, columns, spandrels, and ornamented
brass and ironwork generally ; all of a most sub-
stantial and elegant workmanship. The parilion

is inclosed with the noiselesn, self-coiling, re-

volving steel shutters of which the exhibitors

are the solo patentees, manufacturers, and ex-
hibitors. Some are of very delicate construc-

tion, and may be handled by a child of tender
years, though they are enootive against the
ordinary operations of thieves ; others are mas-
sive, and intended for banking-bouses and
buildings of a similar description, which require

to be well protected from the assaults of the skil-

ful burglar. The interior of the pavilion is also

utilised to the best advantage. Samples of the

various kinds of the manufactures of the com-
pany are displayed in profusion. These include

many designs of shutters suited for shop-fronts,

doorways, cupboards, hatchways of ships, and
for a variety of other purposes. Also their new
metallic Venetian blinds, which when folded oo-

oupy but very little space when compared with the

old-fashioned window-blinds. The pavilion is

utilised as an office by the representatives of the

firm, and is regarded by all visitors as one of the

most ornate within the building. Colonel Sir

Herbert Sandford, Special Executive Commis-
sioner for Her Majesty's Imperial GkiTemment,
was delighted with its appearance.

At a special meeting of the Birmingham town
council, held on Tuesday, a report was presented

by the Greneral Purposes Committee upon the

appointment of architects for corporation work,
which recommended that the various committees
should exercise their discretion in the matter in

reference to buildings and alterations involving

a cost of less than £10,000; but that in cases

above that amount competitive designs should be
invited. An amendment to substitute a limit of

£5,000 was proposed by Mr. Brinsley and
seconded by Alderman Heaton, but it only re-

ceived the support of 9 members ag^ainst 46.

fr-^^^M-*

At a meeting of Ihe Lower Thames Valley

Sewerage Board, held at Kingston on Wednesday
week, Mr. Thomas Hawkesley was engaged as en-

gineer to advise the board on the best way of deal-

ing with the sewage of the joint district, with the

proviso that he will have no claim to carry out any
recommendation he may make.

«-^
Lamplou^h's Pyretic Saline Is refre>liln|r>

mo« agrccablp.aiid the preyentiyeof FKVEKS, HILIOUSNKS^,
SMALL POX, SKIN DISEASES, «nd many other .print and
•ummcr ailments. Sold by chemist, throughout theworla,and
the Maker. 113. Holbom UiU Uu noiubtMutt —iAD»T.l
Holloway's Ointment Should be well robbed

upon the pit of thofstonaehand recioD of the heart in Uiatpar-

tieu ar form of iu<ii,>»lion which girea rtae to palplUtion, ahort-

ness of breath. anJ a nuffoenUng aenintlon. Every diatreaainc

Byniptom soon yielda, digestion bocomea caay, thesptriu light, and
good health ivturua.

Edps's Cocoa.—Grateful and Comforting.—
" Hy i thorough linowlcdge of the natural Uw« which gorem tht

operations of digestion and nutritlan, and by a careful appUraUoa
of the line properties of wcll-aclcctcd Cocoa, Mr. £pp« haapro-

vldcd our brcalifast tabiea with a dcllcatelr-Saroured l>ei«»g«

which may «ive ua nunr doctors' blUa. It U bTtb« JwUclo«a iuM

of.uehartlelesofdlctttata conaUtuUoa nayIw mdnUr buflt

up until strong enongll to r«lat erery tenduey to dknM. Boa •

di ed! of subtle maladies are Ooaanjt areond m ntdj t» a^k
wherever there Is a weak point. We may eacap* "W* *»»
shaft by keeping our»elr(.a well fortified wltll pure Uood and a

properly nourished frame. '-Or.i Strxutam^lU.-Mtt^rJn
PackeU Ubelled—" J .««• Errs and Co., HomoEopathlc Ohnalat*,

London."-AlJO makers ofKppa's Cbocolatt EiaeiKO fbraftaraoonj.
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CHIPS.
The port commissioners of Yannouth appoin ted,

on Taeoday week, on the recommendation o{ Sir
John Coode, consulting engineer, Ur. Bichard Sel-
don, of South Tawtou, as superintendent of the
extensive concreting operations absut to be carried
out at the Spur- breakwater and south pier, at a
salary of £3 lOs. per week.
New sch ols, in connection with St. Mary's

Church, Holliugsworth, erected at a cost of £3,000,
and accommodating SOO scholars, were opened on
Saturday. They have been erected from the plans
of Mr. James Sidebottom, the present mayor of
Glossop, at the sole cost of his sister, Ur. A.
Hooghton being the contractor for the joinery
work, and Williams and Hope, Dinting, Glossop,
contractors for the masonry.

• -•-^
Doulting Freestone andHam Hill Stone

of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of
the United Kingdom, given on appUcatien to
CHARLES TliASK,
Nortou-sub-Hamdon, Umiuster, Somerset,

-IAdtt.]

McLACHLAN & SONS, 36, St- James's-
street, S.W. Builders, Decorators, and House Paintera,

Desi^iis and Estimates.
General Repairs and Alterations Executed.

Ezpeneuoed Workmen always in readinees, and sent to
any part of t^e country.—[Adtt.]

BATH STONE.
SUMMER DRIED,

CORSHAM DOWN,
100,000 Feet Cube.

PICTOE & SONS, BOX, WILTS.
[Adtt.]

»-^^^^« —
ItaBTINOS FOB THE ENSXTINO WEBK.
KojfDAT.—London Institution. Dr. Huggins, F.R.9., on

" The Photographic Spectra of Stars."
6 pm.
Eojral Institute of British Architects.

Adjourned discussion on paper by E. C,
Bobins, F.S.A., on " Sanitary Science
in its Helation to Civil Architecture "

8.10 p.m.
WasxxsDAT.- Hoyal Architectural Museum. Distribu-

tion of Prizes by Right Hon A. J. B.
Beresford-Hope, M.P. 8 p.m.
British Archaeological Association.

"Notes on some Prehistoric llemaias
near Festing. Forfarshire." By J. Ko-
milly Allen, A.M.I.CE. 8 pjn.

Society of Arts. " The Causes of Suc-
cess and Failure in Modern Gold Mining."
By A. G. Lock, F.E.G.S. 8 p.m.

Xhuxsday.—London Institution. " TTie Production of
Electricity." By Prof. W. E. Ayrton.
7 p m.
Civil and Mechanical Engineers*

Society. "The Applicatiun of Hydraulic
Machinery to Mines, Gas Works, Grain
Wat^ihouses." By J. Coatts, F.O.S

.

A.M.LC.E. 7 p.m.
Fine Arts Society. Conversazione at

the Suffolk-street Galleries. 8 p.m.
Hoyallnstitution. " The Troubadours."

By F. Hueffer. 3 p.m.
Fau>AT.— Architecttiral As.sociation. "Parsonages." By

Lacy W. PJdge. 7.30 p.m.
Society of Arts. " Forest Conservancy

in India." By Su: B. Temple, Bt

,

G.C.8.1. 8p.m
Eoyal Institution. " The Electric Dis-

charge." By Warren Do la Eue.
9p.m.

8ATt;&»AT. — Parkes Museum of Hygiene. " Water
Supply and Filtration." By Prof. Cor-
fleld, il.A., M.D. 3.30 p.m.

~ .-^^^^.-« .

TENCEBS.
•»• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the
accepted tender—it adds to the value of the information.

AiDKWHOT.—For the drainage of Church-lane, for the
local board:—

Cranstone (accepted) £325
tSeven tenders received.]

Ascoi.—For a<lditiuDS to " Beech Grove," for J
Hickens, Esq. Mr. P. J. Byrne, architect :—

Exclusive of painting and papering :

—

Abbott and Charman (accepted) ... £375
Banstkad, Scbbey.—For supplying and fixing drying-

hones and disinfector at the school, Banstead, for the
managers of the Kensington and Chelsea school district.
Messrs. A. and C. Hatston, architects, 16, Leudenhall-
street, E.G. :

—
Clements and Co. (accepted) £155

For planting trees and shrubs at the above school ;—
Burley (accepted) £2M

BsTiisAL-flREsx.—For new sashes to the dining-room
windows at the worldiouse, for the guardians of St,
Matthew, fiethnal-green. Messrs. A. and C. Harston,
•Tchitests:—

Harradine £147
Johnson, J. H 140

5*1?? v™ ••; 139
Harrla and Wardrop 123
J*«»n« 116
Soada and Bobb (accepted) 97 10 o

.2,281

2,000
1,958 18
1,790
1,744 10
1,495
1,428
1,389
850

BixniLL-cv-SBi, Sussex.—For the maVing of roads
and drains at Bexhill : —

Kinnett, G, Hastings
Jenkins, P., St. Leonard's
Challoner, E., Kastboume
Ohver, A., Brighton
Bull, E., Hastings
Skinner, T., Horsham
Cruttenden, F., St. Leonard's
Dibley, J., Hastings
King, A., HoUington (accepted)

Daeknth, KssT.-For supplying and fixing electric
bells at the Asylum for Imbeciles, Darenth, for the
managers of the metropolitan asylum district. Messrs.
A. and C. Harston, architects, 15, Leadenhall-street,
E.C. :—

Sax (accepted) £240

Datchet.—For additions and painting at Datchet
Lodge. Mr. P. J. Byrne, architect :—

Simpson, A., Egham (accepted) ... £250

EoHAM.—For villa, for Robert Oades, Esq. Mr. P. J.
Byrne, architect :

—

Head, W., Egham (accepted) ... £450

EoHiji.—For pair of cottages, for J. Walker, Esq. Mr.
P. J. Byrne, architect:—

Head , W. (accepted) £360

Geketland.—For the construction of drainage works,
for the local board of Oreetland, near Halifax :—

Jowett, J., Brighouse (accepted) ... £692

Haltfax.—For the construction of sewerage works at
Hove Edge, for the Halifax rural sanitary authority :—

Roberts, B., Low Moor (accepted) ... £192 8 9

HOE.-JSET.—For alterations at " Howard Arms, " South
Homsey, for Mr. Bennett. Mr. H. I. Newton, archi-
tect, 27, Gt. George-street, Westminster :—

Smith £544
Wood 494
Lamble 412
Godden 397
Coles 360
Walker (accepted) 328

For new coimter at above :—
Wame 109
Heath 99

WoLvEnnAMPTos.—For two shelters in thepublicpark
Wolverhampton, for the town council :

—
Braduey and Co. (accepted) £136

WiNDsoE.—For villa, for R. Ford, Esq., soUcitor. Mr.
P. J. Byrne, Windsor, architect :

—

Dakin, J., Clewer (accepted) ... £1,400

BEST BATH STONE.
Wesfwood Ground, Box Ground

Gombe Down, Gorsham Down,

and Farleigh Down.

RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & C0.,LIMITED,

CORSHAM, WILTS.

Bath Stone.—Every description and the best quality
supplied direct from his own Quarries by

ISAAC SUMSION,NEWARK STREET, BATH.
Quarr^inan and Stone Merchant. Established 1791.

Prices, dehvered to any part, furnished on application.—LAdvt.]

Hellings (accepted)
For gasfltting at above :-

Winn (accepted).

86 17

HoESHAM.—For iron pipes for the siphon at the sewage
farm, for the Horsham local board :—

Moon, J., Horsham (accepted) ... £168

Kemsinotoh.—For the following works at the infirmary,
for the guardians of St. Mary Abbott's, Kensington
Messrs A. and C. Harston, architects, 16, LeadeiSiall-
street, E.C. :—

New oakum-room :

—

Mills (accepted) £105
Saw-bench, &c. :—

Busby (accepted) £135
Cleansing and keeping in order the lifts, £15 ISs.

LiMEHODSE.-For new dead-house, for the church-
wardens of St. Anne, Limehouse. Messrs. A. and C
Harston, architects, 15, Leadenhall-street, EC. :—

Walker (accepted) £368 14
For new railing, &c., to part of churchyard :—
Walker (accepted) £165

LoHnoK.—For pulling down and rebuUding the house.
No. 97, Leman-street, E. Mr. W. A. Longmore, archi-
tect :

—

gead £9S9
Hunt, 954
Lusk (accepted) 78O

Northampton.—For the church of St. Michael and All
Angels. Mr. G, Vialls, architect, London. Quantities
by Mr. L. C. Riddett:—

Roberts, Weedon £5,500
Gee, Daventry 5^322
Cosford, Northampton 5,300
AVatkin, Northampton 6,225
Martin, Northampton 4,974
Dunkley, Bliswortli (accepted) ... 4,594

(Architect's estimate, £4,960.)

NoTTiiJOHAH. — For making, metalling, kerbing,
channelhng, and sewering private road in the borough of
Nottingham. Mr. Frederick Jackson, C.E., engineer •—

Russell, J. and W £267 10
Cordon,W 2I8 11
Smart, T. (accepted) 205

Sooth Stonkham —For the building of an additional
room for the use of the assistant matron, and for other
alterations at the workhouse, Southampton :—

Rowland, J. W., Southampton ... £76
Witt, Bitterne eg \q q
Bennett, Woolston 65 11
Comport, Bevois Valley 59 10
Haynes, Westend (accepted) 47

Steatfoed.-For painting and decorating at " Car-
penter's Arms," Stratford, for Mr. Symes. Mr. H. I.
Newton, architect, 27, Gt. George-street, Westminster :—

Walker (accepted) £108

Waltuam.stow.—For two houses and shops at Wal-
thamstow, Essex, for Messrs. Mann, Crossman, and
Paulin. Mr. Ernest Shum, architect, 14, Great James-
street, W.C. Quantities by Mr. J. G. Eaynes :—

Cole £1,330
Good, Bros 1,210
Fuller 1,090 10
Langmead and Way (accepted) ... 1,077

Westmikstee.—For stable-building at Westminster,
for the Right Hon. Lord Braboumo. Mr. Henry S. Legg,
Christ's Hospital, architect :- ' eo.

Hatfield £1,750
MoceyondSon 1,550

Westkinstee.—For new building in Carteret-street,
Westminster. Mr. Henry S. Legg, Christ's Hospital,
architect:—

llalfleld £5,980

PERSPECTIVES in Pen and Ink, and
Other Drawings made at moderate ckarges.—J.Q BUCKLI,

arfhitpft. 10. Aii;im utrfpt. Adelnht. VT.O

PERSPECTIVES and other DRAW-
ING8 made coloured, etched, or finished in any style on

reasonable terms. — Address, W. PRINCE, Chapel-road Sale,
Hanchester.

PERSPECTIVE VIEWS and other
I DRAWINGS effectiTely rendered in colour or pen and ink.
Reference to works published and exhibited by J.

p'*"*""
Architectural Artist, 17, Argyll-road, Kensington, W.

QUANTITIES.—Quantities taken out
and guaruatccd by a Surreyor of twenty y(

upon most reasonable terms.—Mr. C&'
Poets-corner, Westminster Abbey.

'ears' expenenc*
UTCHLOB> 3a,

STOCKS.—Good STOCK BEICKSfor
BALE, at Tanners' HallBrlckfivld, Silrer-st., Edmonton.

Apply for prices to

PHCENIX WORKS, Kingslaud Green, E.,
Or to the Manager on the Field.

FOR SALE.—
A6-horse power second-hand Portable Steam Engine, in

§oodcoBdition,andanew6ft. pan Mortar Mill; price. One Han-
red and Twenty Pounds. Can be seen at BARROWS and
flTEWART'8 WORKS, Banbury, Oxon.

DRY WAINSCOT in every thickness
at 6id. per foot in the inch. Drj Mahogany from ftd.

Dry Yellow Ueals, £16 10s. per 120.

Kpruce Deals, £16 per 120, 12ft. Sin. by 9.

Dry Floor Hoards, from lOs. 6d. per square,
T. FORM AN. Walnut Tree-WHlk, Lambeth, S.E.

rPHE AYLE8F0RD POTTERY COM-
JL PANY arc prepared to supply OAULI BUICK8, KOOF-
INO, and RIDGE TILES fplalp apd ornamental, red abd dark),
SALT GLAZED STONEWARE DRAIN PIPES, CHIMNEY
POTS. AGRICULTURAL PIPES, ic. in TnickB at A;leatord
Station fS.E.R.l.orin Bargesatttie Works.
For Pricei, ic., apply to THOMAS KTANPIELD, ATleBford

Pottery Company, 158, York-road, Lambeth; or to JOSEPH
HAMBLET. at the Works. Aylesford. near Maidstone. Kent.

BRICK MACHINERY for SALE,
owiniT to completion of Pewera^e Works Contract.—Two

MACHINES, with clay crushing roller mills and hoists complete.
In Kood working order, by Cla_yton, London. Each will make
14,WU bricks per day to required pize. from all kinds of clay an*
marl. Also Four Tonsof new BARROW PLATES, and 500 yards of
PORTABLE TRAMWAY, which can be laid down, picked up,
and removed instantly ; gauge. 2rt. Gin. Wiiggons and Turntablea
for sam-.— S. PEARSON and SON. Ipswich.

PORTABLE ENGINES for SALE.—
Two !4 H.-P., and one 8 H.-P„ by Ruston and Proctor, one

8 H.-P. by Turner, and one 6 H.-P., by Beverley Iron Company,
all in splendid order, and equal to new.—8. PEARSON and SON,
Contractor's Ollicp, Ipswich.

HENRY KING (Late Green & King),
House Painter, Upholsterer, and General Contractor,

29i, Shouldham-street, Bryanston-squiirp, W. (Late 100, New
Bond-street.) Designs prepared, and Estimates given.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

B I R K B E C K B A NK.—
„ Southampton- buildings. Chancery-lane.
Current Accounts opened according to the usual practice of

ether Bankers, and Interest allowed on the minimum monthly
balances, when not drawn below £25. No commission charged
for keeping Accounts.
The Bank also receives money on Deposit at Three per »:ent.

Interest, repaytible on demand.
The Bank undertakes for its Customers, ftee of charge, the

custody of Deeds, Writings, and other Securities and Valuublesi
the collection of Dills ot Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons;ana
the purchase and sale of Stocks and Shares.
Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued.

A Pamphlet, with full particulars, or application.

PBANCI8 BAVENSCaOFT, Manager.
81st March, 1880.

The Birkbeck Btdldingr Society's Annua':
Seceipts exceed Four KCilllons.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE
FOU TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH, with Immediate

Posseshion and no Rent to pay. Apply at the Office of the
BIRKllECK IIUILUINO SOCIETY.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF
LAND FOR FIVE SHILLINGS PER MONTH with

immediate Possession, cither for IJiiildinK or Gardonmp purposes.
Apply at the Ofice of the RIRKRECK FREEHOLD LAKD
SOCIETY.
A Pamphlet, with full particalars, on application.

FRANCIS RAVENSCKOFT, IUu(Cr.
Southamptfin-bBildings, Chancery Lane. ^
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COMMISSION ON PLANS.

CASES recently decided and reported in

our columns have made it appear that

the remuneration an architect usually re-

ceives for works that have not been executed

ho is not entitled to legally. Lord Cole-

ridge's ruling, in the recent case mentioned
in this journal of the 31st ult., cannot have
failed to show the uncertainty of the right

of architects to charge a commission on
work not executed. But long before this

instance, other decisions have been made in

the teeth of the usage accepted by the pro-

fession, and upon which architects plead in

justification of their claims. We have only

latsly pointed out the unsatisfactory system
of payment by percentage, that it is neither

fair to the architect nor his employer, and
that it affords no test of the quality or

quantity of the labour bestowed ; and it is

now clear that, in the eyes of the law, com-
mission by percentage on work tendered for

but not carried out, is " nothing more than
a rough-and-ready mode of calculating the

quantum meruit," to quote the decision of

the Lord Chief Justice. Whether legal or

not, however, 2J per ceat. on the outlay is

by no means an exorbitant charge, as

the architect who prepares plans and
specification for any building, whether
it bo carried into execution or not, has to go
through precisely the same amount of labour,

and he prepares them under the same sense

of responsibility. Employers do not, as a
rule, vmderstond the modus operandi of the
architect's business. They appear to be
under the conviction that an architect is

paid for carrying out his plans, and that the
mstruments by which he does so are of little

or no other value. There is an imdoubted
misconception on this point. In point of

fact, the architect's study and experience is

mainly devoted to the planning and general

design, and when ho has fairly finished his

working drawings and written his specifica-

tion, he has in truth carried out the prin-

cipal part of his engagement with his

employer.
As these misconceptions still exist, and

are likely to remain, it behoves the profes-

sion, we think, to seriously consider the
adoption of a mode of payment more in

accordance with the operation of the law
applicable to cases of debt arising out of con-
tract. The law as it stands requires the archi-

tect to prove the reasonableness or fairness

of his claim if resisted, if no specified sum
is agreed upon, and it is the difficulty of

proving this in many instances which so
hardly presses upon the professional man
when no amount has been agreed between
the parties. The testimony or evidence of

members of the profession then becomes
necessary ; but it may be worth remarking,
as the architectural mind is not always
legally constituted, that the courts of law
are not disposed to admit as evidence the
Schedule of Charges of the Institute of British
Architects, or any such body, except when
such Schedule has been agreed to by the
parties in case of dispute or difference. We
think a great many architects are under the
impression that the schedule of charges
adopted by the Institute affords them the
security they require; but in the special
circumstances to which we are referring
this idea is erroneous. Nor can it be pleaded
the law is arbitrary in not admitting evidence
on one side, though sanctioned by authority,
under the special circumstances. For it

is only reasonable, that though the Schedule
is binding on members of the Institute, it

should not bo binding on those who are not
members, and therefore it would not bo so
on the employer who had not known or as-

sented to any scale. It therefore appears
obvious that the architect's claim can
only be supported by proper witnesses,
and yet it does not follow that because the
jury refuses to take the Schedule as evi-

dence of a reasonable charge, the architect

may not avail himself of citing it. There
appears ground, from these considerations,

for a reorganisation of the system of pay-
ment of architects, and the recent decisions

in the cases of Wilson v. Landless, and
Shields v. Earl of Boctive, lead us to the
conviction that the sooner the profession
agree to charge for their plans as payment
for work done, the better. This would re-
quire, as Mr. Aitcheson pointed out in our
columns, a careful entry of time employed
in making drawings by both principal

and assistant ; but the result, in most cases,

would be to increase, rather than diminish,

the charges of architects.

Further, there is a remissness on the part of

architects generally to undertake the neces-

sary formalities before commencing any
work. We lately drew attention to a case

(Hunt V. Wimbledon Local Board) showing
the absolute importance of the formality of

sealing a deed where a public body is one of

the parties, as a corporation can only con-
tract under seal. How many architects

have not lost months of study and labour in

preparing plans for committees, who after-

wards turn round and assert their non-
liability ? A larger number are engaged
who never think of getting a valid retainer

before they commence, and then wonder
how it is that if their employer abandons
the undertaking, or engages another
professional man, they have no legal

claim for services rendered. It is a maxim
of law that, till both parties are agreed,

either is free, and yet architects continually

accept work without the knowledge of this

elementary principle. Our " Intercommuni-
cation

'

' furnishes abundant evidence of the

very incautious manner in which young
architects proceed, and the question of the
liability for the preparation of preKminary
plans turns mainly upon this point.

There is another and frequent source of dis-

agreement between the employer and archi-

tect,which mainlyarisesfromwantof a proper
understanding, and which the now almost
historic case of " Moffattv. Dickson" illus-

trates. We refer to the employment of an
architect to prepare preliminary drawings.

In the case we have cited, a committee
agreed to pay a certain sum to the architect

for his services in examining site, preparing
the requisite preliminary drawings for ap-
proval, &c. Three sets were furnished, but
the committee did not approve of either of

them, and they, therefore, rejected them and
determined not to proceed further with the

plaintiff. Although it was argued the com-
mittee had deprived the plaintiff of the op-
portunity of earning the agreed price, the

Court held that a reasonable time had
elapsed within which the plaintiff ought to

have prepared the requisite preliminary

drawings, and that he had failed to do so.

From this important decision it is made
clear what tho spirit of the law requires, and
we also learn that an agreement to prepare

preliminary designs, imless carefully framed,

places the architect at the mercy of those who
have to deciile upon his plans. The
case of " Moffatt v. Dickson" affords a warn-
ing example to the architect. It is doubtless

a hard case that he should make several

sets of drawings on approval, and yet not

receive remuneration ; but he does so with
his eyes open, and the experience he obtains

ought to convince him of the folly cf a con-

dition precedent of such a kind.

Equally hard is the case of one who sur-

veys and prepares plans for laying cot land
for building parpose*, and agrees to be paid
on a contingency which docs not hai>t>en—
nami-ly, the letting of the land for builtling.

In numerous cases the letting is a matter of
chance ; tho proprietor may die, his cxoctt-
tors may dispense with tho architect's ser-
vices, AS in another case ; or the property may
bo sold, and the architect has no claim. In
such undertakings, there is no legal obliga-
tion to pay ; but the architect can protect
himself in such an event by a clause en-
titling him to bo paid for work actually
performed. It is not uncommon for profes-
sional men to prepare preliminary p'ans for
public institutions, churches, and building
estates, on such conditions as we have men-
tioned, tho only agreement boin^ that if the
funds are forthcoming, and the work is

carried out or the land let, the architect will
be paid. The contemplated event does not
take place, yet the architect thinks he
should not lose all. An account is made out
and sent in, claiming a certain porcontagfe,
according to usage ; but disappointmmt
follows, simply inasmuch that such an
agreement was not binding on the employers
at all, under the circumstances.

It is time something should be done to
check members of the profession from enter-

ing into these rash and one-sided contracts

with their employers, and the only way pro-
tection can be given is for the societies which
represent professional interests throughout
the coimtry to agree upon a more satisfac-

tory basis for the payment of preliminary
plans, which may be accepted by all prac-

titioners in their own interests. As wo have
seen, architects place themselves in [ositions

out of which the law cannot help them, by
agreeing to do work on speculation, 4nd as

long as they are satisfied to proceed on these

conditions, they must not be surprised to

find their labours underrated by the public,

and even tho usual charge for commission
disputed on the ground that till a building

is executed the architect has oamtd little or

nothing. 1^1 ^

—

REFINEMENT AND NEATNESS.

THEfiE was never an ago, perhaps, when
matters were made so pleasant as now

to the great mass of people who want to

seem better off than they are ; for never

before did every valuable thing find such

close and cheap imitations. And this is true

not only of the materially, but of the

spiritually, valuable. It is not merely that

the poorest can make a sham display with

false gold and false jewellery, but that the

most ignorant can show off with shallow

imitations of learning, and the most obtuse

with plausible pretences to taste. Every-

thing that is difficult to get has a counter-

feit than is easy to get, and this holds good
in art matters, quite as much as in trade

and manufacture.
Architectural simplicity, for instance, is

the last perfection of the consummate
artist, and takes a lifetime of thought and
study to attain ; but everybody can make
a building bare, bald, and vacuous, and then

pride himself on the " simplicity " of the de-

sign. Architectural refinement, again, is

not to bo had for the wishing ; it springs

from delicate perception, unwearied caro,

and perpetual pressing forwards to the

better and yet better ; but there is a cheap

substitute for it within the idlest person's

reach, which is often misnamed, and palmed

on the world as the real thing. This sub-

stitute is common mechanical neatness.

"The worshipper of neatness usually talks

much of modem civilisation, and thinks

those are barbarians who can see any merit

in roughness, unexpectedness, and irregu-

larity. That these things can be used to

effect g^eat artistic purposes strikes him as

absurd, for his central idea of art itself is

neatness. Neatness, in short, is the end of
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his house, shows that the rent paid was
considered nearer the value. In another
instance, the judge expressed an opinion
that the parLsh should show that the extra
ralue belonged to the situation. The drift

of these decisions of the Court appears to
show that the rent which a tenant can afford

to pay for certain premises is a more correct

criterion of rateable value than the actual
rent paid in all cases.

The rating of railways forms a large part
of the appeals against Assessment Com-
mittees, and the cases cited by the authors,
particularly the details furnished of valua-
tions, are extremely useful. Mr. Ryde's
evidence given in the appeal of the South
Eastern Company, against several assess-

ment committees, may be mentioned. He
there estimates the cost per carriage mile of
maintaining and renewing narrow-gauge
ordinary carriages and waggons at a farth-
ing, and the rateable value of all the
stations on that line is estimated at 5 per
cent, on the gross receipts of the company.
" It was always his practice to consider that
the tenants' capital required in each parish
was a sum equal in amount to the gross
receipts in that parish, and as a practical
man he believed this to be infinitely the most
prstctical and satisfactory method of treat-

ing the subject." This method of arriving
at the tenants' capital was adopted by the
Court, which reduced the rateable value of

the line in the parish of Lee, the decision
ruling many others. The Court decided
that maintenance and renewal of way should
be calculated on the carriage, not the engine,

mileage ; also that where interest on cost of

construction is taken to be the rateable
value of a station, the rate should be 5 per
cent. An important reservation, however, is

made by the author, who shows that this

rate cannot fairly be taken as applicable to
all stations, such for instance as the little-

used Blackfriars Station, of the London,
Chatham and Dover Railway. To assess
such n station as equal to 5 per cent, upon
its cost, would be to " assess it at an annual
value which it would be xinreasonable to

expect any tenant to pay for it." Mr.
Ryde's valuations of the London and South
Western Railway Co's. stations at Waterloo
and Vauxhall afford a useful hint. The
valuation made on behalf of the Assessment
Committee showed that nearly half the
rateable value assessed was made up by add-
ing the cost of the brick viaduct upon which
thestation stands, but, asMr. Ryde pointsout,

the most valuable station for a tenant is one
-on the natural level of ground, and any ex-
penditure to bring the station up to its level

is a deduction from, rather than an addition

to, its value. In this case, the rating was
reduced from £22,040 to £14,134. The
rating of water-works is exemplified by the
citationofseveral cases, and the evidencegiven
on the question of productive mains—those
which are tapped by service pipes, and
unproductive mains, those not so tapped

—

is very important.
The rating of gas-works, canals, resi-

dential chambers follow, after which are
given the supplements containing brief

abstracts of cases heard before the Court of

General Assessment Sessions, from the year
1872 to the last Court. In these we find

many decisions of value, as that on the
appeal of the governors of 8t Thomas's
Hospital, in which the assessment was made
upon the structural value of the property.
Mr. Ryde's figures, supported by Mr. H.
Carrey, and Mr. E. N. Clifton, put a gross

value of £6,000, reckoning 600 beds at £8
each, and a ratable one of £5,000, after

making the statutable deduction of one-sixth.
Among the numerous decisions of the Court,
we find a detailed account and valuation
given on an appeal of the London Tramways
Company. It is obvious that the principle

of dividing the earnings among so many
distinct parishes, in proportion to the mile-

age of the route in each, is the one that is

most agreeable to common-sense. In
another instance, the School Board for
London appealed against the rateable value
of their schools in Tower-street, the land of
whioh had been estimated at more than the
Board's valuation, but the respondent's
valuation was accepted.
The case of J. Willing and the Assessment

Committee of St Pancras, argued in the
Queen's Bench Division, and the judgment
of Mr. Justice MeUor, shows that the grant-
ing of a license for a mere temporary
occupation of the land, such as advertising,
is not the kind of occupation to be rateable.

These summaries embrace a variety of cases
concemiug different kinds of ratable
property, which will be found of consider-
able use in future appeals. From what we
have already said, and from the evidence
f'imished in the cases throughout, it is quite
clear that the outlay of capital furnishes no
satisfactory basis for ratable value, but that
the valuer must make an independent
estimate of the rent the property should
yield. A man or a company may spend
thousands of pounds unprofitably and
foolishly, and what once might have been
valuable may have so far deteriorated by
circumstances that it is not safe to assume a
fixed or an old rental value. Several cases
proving the above remark are mentioned,
and the appeal of Sir Dudley Coutts
Marjoribanks, is an instructive example of

the assessment of a large West-end
mansion.

Business premises, factories, and a variety
of other buildings, the premises of water-
companies, etc., will be found in the
summaries of the book, and a useful appendix
is given showing the gross and rateable

values of the "valuation lists" of the
several metropolitan parishes and unions.
A comprehensive index is added, and
generally the new edition of Messrs. Ryde's
work may be accepted as a safe and
reliable guide by all surveyors and valuers of

property in the metropolis.

SANITARY SCIENCE IN RELATION TO
CIVIL ARCHITECTURE.

AT the meeting of the Royal Institute of

British Architects, held on Monday even-
ing, the discussion of this suhject, arising out of

Mr. E. C. Robins' paper, was resumed. The
President, Mr. J. Whichcord, F.S.A., occupied
the chair, and, in inviting observations, sug-
gested that in the first part of the proceedings
members should confine themselvej to the general
question of sanitation, reserving the considera-

tion of warming and ventilation till a later

period of the evening.
A letter was read from Professor Hattee

Lewis, who had moved the adjournment of the

discussion, expressing regret that his somewhat
sudden departure from the country would pre-

vent him from being present, for he had proposed
to treat the subject in a somewhat different

manner from that adopted by Mr. Robins. He
would assume that they had a town—London,
If they pleased—in whioh sanitary requirements
were perfect, according to modern theories ; in

which, 1st, the soil and other offensive pipes

should be well ventilated ; 2nd, the admission of

foul air from the eewers into the house-drains

should be prevented ; 3rd, the sewers themselves

should have their foul gases carried off by venti-

lating openings ; 4th, the storm-waters should

be conveyed away by a separate system of

drainage ; 5th, the smoke nuisance should be
abated; and 6th, the foui contents of sewers

should be returned to the land In place of being

hurried away from it to poison our rivers. There
were in London about 550,000 houses, and
they would have in that case nearly two million

ventilating pipes discharging into the air.

These pipes must be prominent, and yet could

scarcely be treated sesthetlcally, so as to indicate

their purpose. He ventured to think that these

pipes would not have a much more agreeable

aspect than the present chimney-pots. Further,

from the absence of stcrm-waters, the contents

of sewers would be less diluted, and more liable

to become offensive. The absence of carbon and
sulphur from the air, caused by the aboUtion of
smoke, would deprive the atmosphere of many
of the oxygenislng properties it now possessed,
and make it more unhealthy for people to breathe.
It seemed to the writer that they ought to put
before engineers a problem of how the germs of
disease could be destroyed before passing into
the air, and the method adopted by Major-Gen.
Scott for making cement seemed to him to be a
step in the right direction, in connection with
the use of earth-closets and dry systems of re-

moval.
Mr. GiLBEBT Redoeave read a communication

from Major- General Scott, C.B., who said it

was important to prevent the creation of sewer-
gas. In the SDcall-plpe system of Mr. Isaac
Shone this evil was reduced to a minimum ; but
the danger existed in every water-carriage
system, and it was desirable to obviate the for-

mation of gas as far as possible. Any plan by
which the foul liquid could be deodorised at an
early period of its flow must have advantages.
His proposal was to clarify the sewage at the
highest point of the town, and so to neutralise

its noxious qualities at an early stage, instead
of at the outfall. The writer went on to explain
in detail his plan, as carried out in the Ealing
experiments, showing how Ume could be
poured, in measured quantities, from hoppers
into the sewers at numerous points, and claimed
that a clear effluent would result, while the re-

siduum could be utilised for cement-making.

Mr. RoOEES Field, B.A., O.E., remarked that
the letter from Prof. Lewis seemed to go to the
root of the whole question of true sanitation. He
had asked : You have a great number of ventila-

ting pipes from your houses poisoning the air of

the metropolis ; can you find no means for pre-
venting the exit of foul gases ? He believed that

it was perfectly easy to prevent these foul gases
from being formed." They resulted during the
decomposition of organic matter, and hence the
aim should be to immediately remove all effects

of organic matter before it had time to decom-
pose. The simplicity of this was so great that
its paramount importance was in danger of being
overlooked. If sewers were properly constructed,
flushed, and ventilated, there was practically no
smell from them ; any offensiveness proved that

the discharge was impeded. It was a mistake to

imagine that the foul emanations arose exclu-

sively or principally from the sewers ; they
occurred quite as frequently in the house -drains,

and he had seen instances in his own practice.

The house-drains should always be so cut off

from the sewer that the former could be dealt

with separately, and even then keeping it sweet,

while practicable, was not easy of accompUsh-
m^t. The endeavour should be to make every-

thing self-cleansing. It was foolish to have too

large a drain, as then it retained more foul

matter. No absolute rule could be laid down

;

but he did not find it desirable to make the

house-drain or siphon in a large mansion more
than from 4ln. to 6in., and for ordinary houses
the size might be considerably less. With refer-

ence to the fall of drain, the rate allowed by
many builders, and even architects, Ijln. to

10ft. was quite insufficient to keep the drain
clear ; about twice as much fall should
be given. It a self-flushing apparatus were
used, however, the incline might be very much
less ; in a large mansion with a 9in. pipe flushed

once a day he had been successful with a fall of

but 1 in 330. The only mode of insuring that

drains should be truly laid was, he had found,

to adopt Mr. Rawlinson's suggestion, that all

drains should run In straight lines from point to

point, with facilities for Inspestion and cleansing

at every change of direction. It was not enough
to deal with the drains only ; the w.c.'s should

be self- cleansing. The D- traps were terrible

offenders in retaining foul matter, and the use

of these and of pan-closets should be forbidden.

He was glad to see they were not allowed by the

new regulations issued by the Local Government
Board, and he hoped they would soon become
obsolete—except in London, where the Public

Health Acts did not operate. The modem
difficulty in sanitation was that there were such

an immense number of apparatus that few people

could tell which wore good and which bad,

but they could always be tested by the smell

—by applying the nose to the ventilating pipe.

The Sanitary Institute had organised an exhibi-

tion, in whioh prizes would only be given to

closets after trial, and he called attention to this

I
mode of adjudication as furnishing some guide
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and guarantee to the public. He could not

agree with Mr. Rollins that the sanitaiy prin-

ciples now insisted upon were carried out by
architects many years ago. Only five or six

years since the plan of disconnection was met by
a series of objections, which might now be said

to have been effectually answered. He had found,

from inquiry, that in no case where an external

soil-pipe was well constructed was it over frozen

up, and this was the experience of Mr. Norman
Shaw, Mr. Eassie, and others.

Mr. EwAN Cheistian asked hew individuals

could deal with the water-companies ; because if

the public were compelled to adopt the waste

-

Preventers, or rather "waste promoters," stipu-

ated by the companies, people would either be
unable to adopt the flushing recommended by
Mr. Field, or would be tempted to alter their

fittings directly the inspector turned his back on
the house. The Legislature would have to deal

with these gigantic monopolies, in order that we
might adopt flushing, which he agreed with the

last speaker, was very necessary.

Mr. Waixaob Peggs spoke of the advantages
of disconnection of soil, bath, and sink pipes,

and of providing manholes for inspection. The
latter could be cheaply built in Portland cement,
but for the future he should line them with
white glazed bricks. He stated that he had re-

cently found in a 16th-century house what he
believed to be the earliest-known instance of

disconnection. Beneath the sink he found a

hollowed stone ending outside the house, with
open chamfered lip, from which the waste water
fell into'an open trough. He thought, from a
recent inspection of the Bedford-park estate at

Tamham-green, that Mr. Norman Shaw's
system was there placed under a disadvantage.
Mr. RoBEET Rawlinson, C.B., chief engineer-

ing inspector to the Local Government Board, said

he thought he might claim some credit for the
system of house-drainage now generally adopted
—small pipes laid in direct lines, with manholes
at all changes of direction, for he had advocated
it since 1850, and several points in it had been
suggested to him by one of his best assistants,

Mr. Hugh McKie, now borough surveyor of

Carlisle. It had been wisely said that to know
our mistakes was the first step towards correct-

ing them, and he would, therefore, mention a
few which had come under his supervision. One
of these was to carry the drains entirely under
the basement of a house. He could refer to a
house in Kent, built witHn the last six years for

a Cabinet Minister, which became so Tinbearable
within twelve months from the state of the drains
and their bell-traps, that he could not live in it.

The speaker could not tell the architect's name,
for he had never inquired. When he was called in

he had it remedied, first by having every drain
that could be reached pulled out, and in the cases

where they could not be reached under the floors

to fiU them up solid with concrete to the outside
wall. All the bell-traps were removed, the
cesspools emptied and filled up, and ventilators

put on to the pipes. Another case was the seat

of the Duke of Sutherland. When he was
requested by his Grace to visit it, he found
every w.c. in the castle except one stopped with
brown paper, and it was explained to him that
when company were staying there the stench
had been so awful that it had been necessary to

get rid of all the guests and close the building.
He found a splendid fall from the house to the
sea ; but there were several cesspits, and
the drains went under the premises, and
a clerk of works had carefuUy closed
every opening from the cesspools with Portland
cement, so as to hermetically seal the foul gases
within the drains. He at once had all the cess-

pools laid open and the closets reopened, and the
housekeeper told him next day that the house
was as sweet as pos.sible. On his advice every
cesspit was filled up with concrete, the drains
relaid, and a ventilating shaft, freely open, was
carried up in a plantation. The remedy had
proved effectual, and the total cost was less than
£50. He had come to the conclusion that it was
not necessary to place a drain-pipe beneath a
house, even if it were as large as that in which
he was unfortunately situated. He was sup-
posed to teach the public on sanitary matters,
and they came to consult him along a corridor
which was pervaded by a most abominable
stench. He complained to H.M. Office of Works,
and they referred the matter to the Treasury,
and the consequence was that he was told he
was a very improper public servant, and was
called upon to apologise. No part of a drain

should be laid in such a position that it could
not bo examined or tested except at great ex-
pense and inconvenience. By the introduction
of manholes it was quite possible and easy to
provide such means of inspection that the house-
holder was always master of the situation. As
to the ventilation of sewers, the letter from IVo-
fcssor Lewis read that evening only showed how
dangerous was a little knowledge. There were
hundreds of miles of sewer in London, mo.st of
it well laid ; but, unfortunately, where the fall

was least, as in Bolgravia, it was often in the
worst condition. If London was not dealt with
by some system of flushing, the main drainage
works would, in future dry summers, prove a
curso, and not a blessing. Such a system could
easily be arranged, and woiUd not necessarily be
very costly. The cause of emanations from
sewers was bad construction — either leaky
joints which allowed the liquid to es-
cape into the surrounding soil, and retained the
solids, or the dimensions were too great for the
volume of water to scour them. But a sower
need not be so foul, and he remembered hearing a
distinguished chemist at the meeting of the
British Association at St. George's Hall, Liver-
pool, state that he had analysed the air in the
large main sewers, which were well ventilated,

and found it actually purer than that in their

meeting-room. It was constantly objected that
sewer-ventilators stank, and no doubt they did

;

but it was a thousand times better that the ven-
tilators should stink than that the foul smells
should be sealed up in the sewers. When
sewers were first laid down, about half a century
since, they were followed by outbreaks of typhoid
fever, in consequence of the omission of venti-

lators, and the result was that people were
forbidden to drain into them, and cesspools

were made, in compliance with an Act of Ptirlia-

meut. Some people wished to introduce the
pail, dry or wet earth, and other so-called dry
systems ; they had his cordial sympathy, but he
was convinced they would soon abandon the
attempt. The pail system was at once trouble-

some, inconvenient, and costly. A few weeks
ago, when at Rochdale, he was told by thetown
clerk and surveyor that the town suffered a dead
loss of £10,000 a year, although the refuse sold

at from £3 to £4 per ton. They were often
told that it was wasteful to throw into the sea

the material that would enrich the soil ; but it

needed bat a slight knowledge of political

economy to understand that if 20s. -worth of

sewage cost 30s. to put upon the land, there

was little advantage in utilising it. Many towns
still utilised the sewage, but in no case was there a
resultant profit. 'The small-pipe system of

water-carriage was the most economical yet in-

troduced, and it had been carried by the Ameri-
cans further than here, as at Mempliis, where a
town of 40,000 inhabitants was sewered by 9in.,

6in., and 4in. pipes, the rain-water being carried

away over the surfaces, and the plan worked
admirably. Small pipes were adapted at Alnwick
Castle in Northumberland, although subject to

violent floods, where an Sin. pipe carried away
the sewage, where a !2ft. tunnel would not have
sufficed had the storm-waters been permitted en-

trance. A good instance of the advantages of

the system he was advocating was Earl Spencer's

mansion in St. James's-street, which was now as

free from the sewers of London as if it stood in

the middle of a park ten miles away.
Professor Keee declared it was very dear that

the engineers, and not the architects, had brought
about this most pestiferous system of sewerage
of which they had heard, and that the blame
should and ought to rest on them. But as an
architect he must be allowed to confine his atten-

tion within the four walls of the house. Look-
ing at the question, then, as architects of houses,

there was no need to consider these prodigiously

complicated appliances whichopened out an ever-

lengthening vista of increasing cost, increasing

trouble, increasing ingenuity, and increasing

failure. There should be none of these appa-

tus nor any plumbing inside the house ; they

should be driven out, bag and baggage. It was
those ingenious gentlemen who talked about

scientific plumbing—a modem race who had
sprung up within his own recollection—who had
caused all this trouble, a nuisance which
had gone increasing till they were actually

asked to look at a number of w.-c.'s which had
been tried and tested for prizes. The speaker

exhibited and described a large plan, showing
the mode in which he proposed to deal with the

drainage plan of an ordinary Loudon house. It

was of no use tolling people thoy must luep their
drains outside. They could not do it in London,
for the water and eewering pipes came in {rom
the street in front and caution required tJiat the
sinlci), olo««ta, lavatories, and other places where
the water was uaed and poured away ihcmld be
at the back. The pipes muiit, therefore, go from
front to back, and tins he should do in a mibwar
carried under the basement. At the rear of liis

ordinary house be had planned an annexe con-
taining all the plumbing, the closets, sinks, bath-
rooms, &o., and baring over it the cisterns. In
one external shaft open at the top he could carry
up all the gas and water-pipes, the soil-pipe,

&c., and at the street end of the subway ue
en)^neers could arrange all their own appliances.
Tliu arrangement, combined, of course, with Um
air-proof concrete bed under a house, now com-
pulsory in the metropolis, would enable tiio

architect to keep all filUiy appendages at the rear
of the premises, and outside the &tter part of
the house. He was aware that to make an
impression on the public it was necessary to
exaggerate the case ; but he muat deprecate the
immense amount they bad hoard during that
discussion ; and he would plainly say ho did not
believe what Mr. Rogers Field and others had
said about aewer gas. He had never yet known
a case of typhoid fever which could be distinctly

traced to the drains. Still he fully agreed that
sewers and drains shoidd be ventilated as fullr

as possible ; if people did not like the smelf,

they must submit to it, for it was their own
fault.

Mr. B. B. Gbanthaic, C.E., remarked that
his occupation was that of constructing main
sewers, and he must leave the consideration of

house-drains to others. The diflicidty of venti-

lating sewers through long and narrow streets

was very great. He had now to construct

sewers in an Italian town of this character,

where he was trying ordinary ventilating pots

set on shafts in the streets, and if they did not
answer he should place the ventilators by the
sides of the house-chimneys. He was acquainted
with the experiments at Ealing, made by Gene-
ral Scott, and described that evening in his

communication ; but although he had frequently

discussed the matter with General Scott, he had
not yet heard that the plan was a success. An
apparently clear effluent was produced, but at a
great expense, and he was not sure that a sale

could be found for the cement. He was in

favour of small sewers, if good flushing could be
depended upon ; but this was often exceedingly

difficult to obtain, as the lowest parts of sewers

were laid to a flat gradient.

Dr. G. V. PooBE deemed Professor Kerr's

plan of an annexe a good one, but could not see

any reason why it should not be brought to the

front and treated 8esthetioally. The last speaker

appeared to doubt if there was a connection be-

tween sewer-gas and fever ; but some three or

four years since he saw a boy at a master's house

in a public school who was dying from inflam-

mation of the lungs. Finding that another boy
had died, and others had suffered from similar

symptoms, he examined the drainage, and found

that near the boy's cubicle of the dormitory was
a sink. This passed outride, and was said to bo

disconnected ; but examination showed that the

intelligent builder had connected the waste-pipe

to the mouth of soil-pipe, so that the boy had
been sleeping with his nose over a cesspool. In

reference to Professor Lewis's suggestion that

the sulphur and carbon in the air destroyed the

germs of disease, he would point out that the

proportion of those antiseptics was at any time

very small, and he doubted if any respirable air

was sufficiently charged with those substances

to affect the germs.
Mr. WiiiiAH Whitb, F.S.A., thought Mr.

Robins's paper ought to have been confined to

matters affecting architects. At the recent sani-

tary congress at Exeter there was a strong desire

apparent on the part of several persons to affix

the responsibility for defective sanitation on

architects, but the attempt completely failed.

He carried out in his own house very nearly the

plan suggested by Professor Kerr, but there

were obvious reasons why he had placed the

annexe at the back and not next the street. He
had brought the 4in. soil-pipe down to the base-

ment in a 9in. shaft, and provided open-venUla-

tion at the bottom and top ; these were inside

the house, but had no communication with it.

Experiments showed that the current in his soil-

pipe was always upward, even during a thick

fog and with a low temperature. He attributed
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the saooess of the shaft to the fact that it re-

oeirad the w>nnth of the house. Mr. Wood-
head, ot Leeds, and othois, declared that there

vould almTS be a dovra-ourrent in ventilated

aoQ-pipeB, but he had not found it so.. A serious

matter was that there wen so mi'ny diverse

opinions upon all sanitary mitters, and the

whole range of sanitary scienoa was at the

present moment in so tentative a condition that

U was not easy to decide what was correct and

what WTonK- In consequence of this, people were

nndecided in reference to many points laid down
as infallible by reformers. At the recent Sani-

taty Congress they were told that the old pan-

oloset was the best thing, but that it ought to be

burnt out once a year—a pleasant idea for

plumbers, but not for householders. How could

sanitary reformers expect to influence the public

when they heard so many different opinions

advanoed, and when they saw advertised in their

joomala ude by side very bad and very good con-

trivanoee both supplied by some of the best

makers in the kingdom ?

Lieut.-CoL Josbs, V.C., of Wraiham, said he
had regretted to hear the remarks of Profess }r

Corfield in the first evening's discussion, eraltiing

science and spicialitc at the expense of the public,

and speaking as if householders who acted on
their own responsibility, and to the best of their

judgment, must come to grief. He had him-
^euhad considerable experience in rectifying the

drainage of mansions, and had always ex-

perienced great assistance from talking raittors

over with the occupiers and with their servants.

The aim of sanitary reformers should be to spread

the knowledge of the very simple rules of health

that it was desirable to get as much oxygen as

possible by a free cireuUtion of air. There
was a great danger of d*rkeaing counsel by
words. If people were incessantly to be told

that they must call in the " prince of s.initary

engineers,'* as some gentleman had been entitled

elsewhere, the cause of sanitary science would
mot make much progress.

Mr. Dawsos moved the adjournm3nt of the

discussion, which was agreed to, the President

announcing that its resumption would ta'ie place

on the 14th February.

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

A BLOCS OF AI,lCaH0USE3.

SEVERAL creditable designs have come to

hand for this subject, though we are unable
to say that any author has proved fully equil

in plan and external treatment. (I) The
design which appears to us to most nearly com-
bine the two requirements is certainly that by
" Black and White," though we cannot admit
it quite satisfies our ideas of concentration or

compactness of grouping. The author shows
six one-story tenements on one frontage and
two on the other. The frontage of each house
is 22ft. There is to each a recessed porch with
a seat, an inner-lobby, taken out of the living-

room 12ft. by 10ft., a small bay-window, a
bedroom, 10ft. by 9ft., also in front ; and behind,

leading out of living-room, scullery with coals

and pantry, an enclosed yard, and an earth.closet

and dust- bin. The external porches are placed

ia pairs, and the author has cleverly combined
them by a wooden arcaded treatment which is

made to stopagainst each pair of adjacent bay-
windows. These also are made features of the
elevation ; they are simply square in projection,

and hare gables, which are made to break the
main roof. It would have been more economical
to have reduced the frontage and have placed
the bedroom behind ; but, taking the arrangement
as it is shown, we find each tenement to ba con-
renient in its internal planning, suitable for

either an old man or worn in, and self-contained
in the back-offices. The rooms are shown 8ft.

high, hollow walls are proposed, and the general
treatment is plain and suitable. The least satis-

factory part of the plan is the comer, which
might have been managed more artistically.

The seat in the bay-window is useful, and the
positioi of doors is well considered. (2)
" Nemo " has also a good plan, based on a
rimilar principle of arrangement, the tenem'^nts
being one story high, with a living-room and
bedroom; one on each side of a lobby-entrance,
thongh frontage is taken up unnecessarily by the
3ft. entrances which are obtained independently
of the room<, iasteal of being placed togetherand
taken out of the rooms, as in the former case. The
blockJU in one rowof sizliouseSjthe end onesbeing

intended for two persons, which would bo a de-

sirable method of reducing cost, and the author
has thus been able to dispense with a return

-

block. The objection to the plan is that

it is only one room deep, nearly all

frontage—not the best form of building for com-
fort or warmth. Another defect is that the

badroom forms a distinct apartment, not

communicating with the living-room, but
separated from it. In almAouses and
cottages ; the great point to bear in mind is

the reduction of labour in cleaning, and the

principle of intercommunication becomes not

only admissible, but desirable. Distinct and
separated roims entail labour in attendance,

fuel is wasted, ani comfort, especially of old

folk, sacrificed. The author shows a tub-

closet to each house. In elevation the block is

suitably treated, with bay-windows and gabled
centre and ends, in a plain brick Old English
style. (3) " Such a Dog" shows a more econo-
mical plan, with a well treated elevation in

biick-and-timber work that would make an
artistic block ; but we find fault with some points

of detail. The porches are recessed and taken
out of the rooms of each pair of cottages ; there

is a small pantry in a convenient position, with
small windows opening into porch ; but the
scullery is cramped, and would have been best

placed outside, while one water-closet to each
pair of houses is not desirable ; added to which,
the position is objectionable. The corner-house
is squeezed up unnecessarily, and its ofBoes

placed in an unsuitable position. (4) " Cui
Bono" sends an ingenious plan contrived in a
small compisj and depth. Each entrance-
porch is common tj two houses. There is a
living-room 12ft. by lift on either side, a small

scullery with fu3l-bunk3r common to both,

and the bedrooms, except at the ends, are

arranged in pairs between adjacent houses, so

that the front bedroom belongs to one house,

and the back to the next. Each water-closet,

besides scullery and fuel-store, is shared be-

tween two tenants ; but to this arrangement we
demur, as elderly people, once in better circum-
stances, who are forced by adversity into these

domiciles, have a right to expect regard for

their individual comforts in such matters. The
design is simply and suitably treated externally.

(5) " Jack" has produced a characteristic stone

treatment of one story, with some good features,

separate entrances are provided. The bed-
rooms are arranged to be lighted from the front,

but the separate lobby entrance to thorn is un-
necessary, and the aim the author seems to have
had in view is to get all the accommodation in

a depth of 14ft. Gin. The living-room is

14ft. 6in by 12ft. Bin ; but we do not think the

recessed fireplace a good plan in rooms of this

kind. One w.c. is placed to two houses. (6)

"Nitor"i3 another single-story arrangement;
the author has divided the blooks, one being for

men and the other for women. The plan, like

others we have named, is shallow in depth ; but
the living-room, 20ft. by 13ft., is too large, and
the bedroom is reached in the same manner as

the last describad. The pantry on the men's
side answers for a scullery. The elevation is

pleasingly simple and well adapted ; the gables

and intervening porches are effectively combined,
and made to break the roof along the frontage.

(7) "Beta" showsarowofsmallhou3e3,twostorie8
high, in a trim Queen Anne style. Each house has

an entrance leading into a large living-room, with
scullery and pantry at back, and two bedrooms
over ; but the treatment partakes more of a row
of small tenements than a block foraged people.

(8) "Peace" adopts an economical plan, though
rather ill-digested. The living-room, or

kitchen, 12ft. 6in. by 12ft., opens into a bedroom
8ft. Sin. by 10ft., one being arranged in front,

and the next behind. The pantry and scullery

are combined ; but there is only one w.c. to a

pair of houses. The elev ition in halt-timbered
work is rather ornate. (9) " Edgar." This is a

two-storied block, comprising four dwellings on
ich floor. A common entrance and stairs is

provided for the four houses ; the bedroom is

small, and only one closet shown for two ; the

arrangement otherwise is compact, and the

elevation plain, though rather uncharacteristic.

(10) " Lex ' is a plan which shows study, but is

rather too elaborate. Two-storied blocks for

able-bodied men and women form centres in the

two r'ispoctive frontages, the single-story dwel-
lings being devoted to old people. The scullery

is reduced to the size of a pantry with a sink
;

but the objection is the distance of the living-

room from the bedroom. (12) " PupilJ." sends

a compact block of four dwellings, two stories

high, which has the resemblance of a country
inn rather than a block of almshouses. The
sexes arc divided ; each tenement has a living-

room, with bed recess and pantry; a scullery and
w.c. in rear; but the arrangement, if self-

contained, lacks room, and there is no distinct out-

let to each house, which seems dssirablo. " Black
and White" (No. 2) divides his block into four

parts, two tenements being set apart for married
couples, two for males, two for females, and the

end tenements for one of cither sex. The plan of

each tenement shows a chimney-corner to the

fireplace which, though cosy, rather cuts up the

room ; the scullery and pantry are behind, and
the bedroom on one side ; the houses thus inter-

lap in some cases. Elevation is in a fanciful

Jacobean style. "Weaver" arranges his bed-
rooms in the roof, lighting them by back dormer
windows. In this manner he economises area,

but the scullery and yards are cramped, and
the stairs too narrow and awkward. We do not

like the manner the two separate blocks join at

the corner. The porches and seats are well-

managed and made external features, hipped

back to roof. "Arnold" designs a compactly-

planned block, or rather two blocks, one being
intended for men (two stories) and the single-

story block for women. The living-room and
bedroom are arranged en suite, and there is a
common front and back entrance to each pair.

The pantries are well- contrived between the

dwellings in the women's block ; fuel-stores and
awash- and bake-house (thelatterinthe women's
yard) are provided in the rear. External eleva-

tion is half-timbered Gothic ; drawings are

neatly executed. "Snow Flake" is a clever

one-story arrangement ; the porch and bay
window of each tenement is made a projection,

and hipped back to main roof ; the elevation is

neat, in a rather prim style, the details lacking

character. We can only pass in rapid review

several other designs of merit, but which
have lost sight of the primary idea of compact
planning and appropriate treatment and group-
ing. Amongst these we must place "Frank,"
an arrangement with a canted comer occupied

by two dwellings, the bedrooms being obtained

in an upper story, clever, but intricate, in the

oifioes ;
" Bonus Hominus," too costly in char-

acter, also planned with a canted comer dwel-

ling ; "Hexagon in Circle," a two-storied

arrangement in half-timber work; " Clarior e

Tenebris," two stories, expensive in style, and
more suited for a small villa ;

" Hex," awkward
in planning, and not characteristic in style

;

" Fortes fortuna juvat," too ornate, with wasted

passage-room and cramped scullery; " Bndy-
mion," pleasingly grouped and artistic, but not

convenient bedroom approach ; "Ralph," fairly

planned and artistic, but crude in drawing;
"Noel," scattered and disjointed in the rooms;

"Ambition," "Kismet," bad position of bed-

room ;
" Juvenis," ill-contrived doorways, and

too costly exterior; "EnAvant," corner ar-

rangement of offices faulty, and uneconomical in

entrances, &c. Of other designs which miss the

purpose of almshouses, and are meagre and un-

suitable in detail, we can only name Sub Judice,

B. J., Kairon in Circle, Trial, Norman, Good
Luck to your Fishing, Nil Desperandum, Ed-
mund, Lancaster, Utile Dulci, Motto A.
The designs sent in forlectern and font- cover are

few and disappointing, leaving us no choice for

selection. "En Avant '
' is the best of the three,

though the details are poor. We have received

also " Con in Circle," whose design for a lectern

shows an enormous stem, with an absurdly

small desk. The four struts leaning against the

octagonal base have a meaningless appearance,

and we can hardly appreciate the artistic value

of such appendages. The fleur-de-lis on
the font-cover, in stamped leather, are also

drawn without reference to the axes or lines of

angle-ribs; the details are below par. "Nil
Desperandum" No. 2 sends a sheet of more

elaborate designs, of the quality of which we
forbear to say more than that we are at a loss to

know what style they are supposed to be drawn
in. The draughtsmanship also is not faultless.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.

AT the meeting of this board on Friday, the

Right Hon. Henry Fawcett, M.P., ac-

companied a deputation, and addressed the

board with reference to a memorial presented by
the Committee for the preservation of Kings-
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land-green, asking thai tliis open space, about
an aero iu extent, may be maintained as a place

of public recreation. There Was also a memoridi
from the Vestry ot Paddington, complaining of

the sinking by Mr. Brass, builder, of basements
to ceitain warehouses in Queen's-road, Bays-
water, to a greater depth than sanctioned by the

vestry. A report was presented by the Works
Committee, relative to the amendment of the
Artisans and Labourers' Dwellings Improve-
ment Acts, and submitting a sub-committee's re-

port and return on the subject, which the com-
mittee had been directed to forward to the Home
Secretary. The return showed that fourteen
schemes had been instituted. In four ca.se.i, the
schemes for Whitcchapel and Limchouse, for
Bedfordbury, for Great Wild-street, and for
Old Pye-etreet, the sites had been entirely

cleared of buildings, and possession given to the
Peabody trustees, under the agreement for sale,

and in all but the last cass, the new dwellings
were in course of erection. The Great Pear-
court area had been, and that iu White-
cross-street was being cleared, and possession
would, in both cases, soon be given to the Pea-
body trustees. In the areas of Goulston-street,
of St George the Martyr, of Essex-road, and of
High-street, Islington, the final award had been
issued, and in the remaining schemes, those of
Bowman's-buildings and Wells-street, Poplar,
were before the arbitrator ; and in those of Little
Coram-street and Great Peter-street, claims
were being sent to the Peabody trustees. Up to
the 30th November last, 9,638 persons had been
removed, and 13,12G persons remained to be
displaced. The total cost had been £824,49",
and a further outlay of £847,871 was anticipated,
making a total of £1,166,372. Towards this,

£355,894 would be probably recouped, and
£80,036 would be saved in the Little Coram-
street and Great Peter-street schemes, where the
total cost, except about £10,000, would be paid
by the Peabody trustees. The nett cost to the
ratepayers of the fourteen schemes would then
be £1,225,442. The sub-committee reported
that they had arrived at the conclusion that no
mere amendment of the existing Acts on the
lines hitherto followed would avail to render
their operation within the metropolis satisfac-
tory, they being both unnecessarily dilatory and
costly, and that nothing short of a complete
alteration in the whole method of procedure
would effect the object in view. In any new
enactment the Board should be empowered to
draw up plans of unsanitary areas to lay before
the Hume Secretary. A Government inspector
should then hold an inquiry, on oath, in the dis-
trict, and the Home Secretary should have the
power on his report to authorise the Board to
acquire all interests iu the property. The
Secretary of State should also have full power to
allow the Board to appropriate any portion of
the areas purchased to commercial and other
purposes. With regard to the abatement of
nuisances, the Board should be appointed the
authority for the metropolis, and all expenses
-should be paid out of the metropolitan consolid-
ated rate. An oflBcial referee should be ap-
pointed, before whom the owners of unsanitary
liroperty should be summoned, and the referee
should have the power of ordering that the pro-
perty be closed within one month if not fit for
habitation. Within six months the Board should
liave the power to remove such property if it

still remained unfit for habitation.—The report
was approved. It was agreed to enter into a
new agreement for the erection of other build-
ings, instead of an opera-house, on the site be-
tween Cannon-row and the Victoria-embank-
ment. A letter was read from Mr. C. Forster
Haywood, district surveyor for St. Gile's-in-the
Fields, requesting the Board to afford him legal
assistance in obtaining the removal of wooden
hourdirg in front of a house used for advertising
purposes, and was referred to the Building Act
Committee. It was decided to erect a new fire-

brigade sta'ion on land belonging to the Board
in Great Scotland-yard, adjacent to the building
of the Christian Knowledge Society, in substitu-
tion for the present station in Chandos-atreet,
reported to be small and inconvenient.

WEB STRAINS IN SIMPLE TRUSSES.

THE current number of the Transactions of
the American Society of Civil Engineers

interesting paper bycoutaius an
Sweet, member.

,j J .,
Elnathan

' Web Strains in Simple

Trusses, with Parallel or Inclined Booms." The
author claiuis to investigate, by a more correct

method, the strains in braced structures, than
those given in the usual handbooks. The ordi-
n iry method of determining the maximum effect

of a moving load upon web measures of trusneii,
'* assumes that as the moving load passes over
them, each panel is fully loaded before the ad-
jacent triangle in advance bears any part of the
load." In single systems of tnangulation, this

assumption is reaardod as erroneous, for the
" instant the head of the load passes a panel-
joint of stich a truss, a part of it is transmitted
by the floor system to the adjacent triangle."

The author then proceeds to investigate the
maximum vertical stresses produced by uniform
moving loads in trusses of this kind. Trusses
divided into panels of equal length are readily

calculable, as the panel-length becomes a con-
venient unit, and if, in designing the truss, the
height and the panel-length are made to have a
simple numerical ratio, the panel-length unit
facilitates the calculations. The author shows
by diagram the mode of finding the greatest
shearing strain at -any panel-point, and he pro-
ceeds to investigate analytically the subject and
the stresses on the diagonals. The maximum
shears having been found by an equation, the
graphical method is applied to determine the
resulting stresses in the web members, a method
rapid and direct. The author works out a
strain sheet for a wrought-iron bowstring girder
90ft. span, with a clear roadway of 18ft., aud
two sidewalks 6ft. wide, having a rise of lOft.

The arch is supposed to be in the points of a
curve of equilibrum, divided into 9 panels, the
moving load assumed being 801b. per sq. ft . of
floor-surfaee, the uniform dead-load of the truss

being 4001b. per lineal foot, and of its arch
751b. The diagram of the frame is drawn to a
convenient scale with the diagonals required to
transmit the psnel-weight to the abutment.
The force polygon is drawn to a scale of
10,0001b. per inch. This resolves itself into a
very simple figure of radial lines, the vertical line

representing to the assumed scale the whole
dead and live load. This line is subdivided into
ei^ lit equal parts (the number of loaded panel-
points), and through the points lines are drawn
parallel to the several members of the arch,
intersecting at a common point. These represent,

in direction and magnitude, the stresses in the
members of arch to which they are respectively

drawn parallel. The horizontal line represents,

to the same scale, the stress iu the lower chord
and horizontal members.
The other subjects discussed are inter-oceanic

canal projects, with additional information ob-
tained from recent surveys in Nicaragua, giving
maps of proposed canal routes between that
lake and the Pacific Ocean, with profiles or sec-
tions of the canal, besides minutes of meetings,
and reports on uniform tests of cement.

Treatment of Sick and Wounded during War.
8. Appliances used in Teaching Medicine

;

Books, I^iagrams, Models, &c.
8A:tiT.4BY SEcrio>r?— 1 . Domestic and Hospittl

Architecture. 2. Planning and Conotmction.
3. Ventilation, Lighting, and Warming. 4.

Water-closets; Sinks, and Baths. 5. Sewerage
and Drainage. 6. Water Supply and Filtration.

7. Health Resorts and Sanatoria; Books and
Diagrams. S. Miscellaneous.

All inquiries and communications respecting
the Exhibition should be addressed to th ) Secre-
tary, Mr. Mark H. Judge, Parkos Muwum of
Hygiene, University College, Gowor-street.

THE LONDON INTERNATIONAL MEDI-
CAL AND SANITARY EXHIBITION,
1881.

THIS exhibition, which has now been defi-

nitely entered upon by the Committee of
the Parkes Museum of Hygiene, will be held at

South Kensington, from July i6th to August
13th, inclusive. Her Majesty's Commissioners of
1851 having granted space for it in their Exhi-
bition buildings. The Medical Cosgress, which
holds its seventh session in London in August this

year, has given its cordial support to the under-
taking ; but the Exliibition Committee have de-
cided not to make any -ppeal to the medical pro-
fession to join in the guarantee-fund, on account
of the heavy expenses which the members of the
profession must incur in d nneotion with the
Congress. All others who are interested in the

r regress of medical and sanitary science will be
appealed to to subscribe to the guarantee-fund,
of which the first list, amounting to £655, has
just been published.

At a meeting of the Exhibition Committee on
Wednesday (Jan. 19) the classification was
decided upon as follows :

—

Medicai, Section.— 1. Surgical Instruments
and Apparatus. 2. Appliances of the Ward and
Sick-lioonj. 3. Drugs, Disinfectants, Medical
Dietetic Articles, and Mineral AVaters. 4.

Electrical Instruments and Appliances. .5.

Microscopes and other Optical Apparatus. 6.

Apparatus of other kinds used in the Investiga-
tion of Disease. 7. Appliances used for the

THE RUINS OF RABBATH AMMON.

IN his new book, " The Land of Gilead," Mr.
Laurence Oliphant gives a graphic de-

ficrijition of tho ruins of Rabbath Ammon as fol-

lows:

—

For pioturesquenesj of situation, I know of no
ruins to compare with Ammon. The most
striking feature is the citadel, which formerly
contained not merely the garrison but an upper
town, and covered an extensive area. The lofty

plateau upon which it was situated is triangular

in shape: two sides are formed by the wadies
Nuegis and Hadeidah, which 'diverge from tho
apex, where they are divided by a low neck, and
thence separating fall into tho valley of the

Jabbok, which forms the base of the triangle,

and contained the lower town.
Climbing up to the citadel, we can trace tho

remains of the moat, and crossing it find our-
selves in a maze of ruins. The massive walls

—

the lower parts of which still retrain, and which,
rising from the precipitous sides of the cliff,

rendered any attempt at Boaling impossible

—

were evidently Ammonite. As I leant over
them and looked sheer down about 300ft. into

one wady, and 400ft. into the other, I did not
wonder at its having occurred to King David
that the leader of a forlorn hope against iheso

ramparts would meet with certain death, and
consequently assigning the position to Uriah.
The only possible point from which that officer

could have advanced was at the apex where the

low neck connects the citadel with the high
plateau beyond, but even here he would have
had to charge up an almost hopeless escarpment.

This is confirmed by the account of Joib's

messenger to David describing the incident, who
says, "We were upon them even unto the

entering of the gate. And the shooters shot

from off the wall upon thy servants ; and some
of the king's servants be dead, and thy servant

Uriah the Hittite is dead also." (2 Sam. xi. 23,

24.) Portions of this colossal gateway, and the

massive Wall flanking it, at the point where the

low neck joins the apex of the triangle, still

remain to attest the truth of this narrative, and
to identify the spot where Uriah met his fate.

Joab afterwards took the lower city, which he
called "the city of waters," indicating very
probably that the Jabbok was dammed into a
lake near the lower city, to which the conforma-

tion of the valley would lend itself ; but that the

citadel still remained, and was upon the point of

being taken, doubtless because its water-supply

was cut off, and the provisions, after a siege

which must have lasted nearly two years, had
become exhausted. So David arrives to take

part in the final capture of the citadel, aud
avenges their pertinacious resi.-tanoe by putting
" tho people that were therein under saws, and
under harrows of iron, and under axes of iron, and
made them pass through the brick-kiln." (2

Sam. xii. 31.)

The citadel in all probability contained a
temple to Molech "the flam'>-god," who was
the supreme object of Ammonite worship, to

whom they offered up human sacrifices ; and the

brick-kiln here alluded to may be conjectured to

have been literally the "burning-place of

Molech," where sacrifices wore offered, and the

children of Ammon made their sons pass through
the fire. Perhaps where the temple of Molech
once stood the Romans reared that magnificent

edifice, the ruins of which still remain to attest

its grand proportions ; it faces to the cast, and
was doubtless dedicated either, I ke that of

Baalbec, to the sun, or to Hercules. In either

case the religious idea was closely allied to that

which is embodied in the worship of B lal and of

Molech. The foundations of this temple were
abaut eighty yards by forty, and its fa^'ade was
composed of four colossal columns the pedi'stals
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KESEDOS AT ST. MABTIN's CHUBCH, ^JBIQHTON.

The unusaal dimensions of this reredos arose

from the fact that it was the desire of Mr.
Arthtir Wagner, who, with his two brothers,

founded the church, that the east window should

be kept as high as possible, in order that space

might be left for an elaborate work below, such
as we so frequently find in the churches in

Spain. We have, however, in our own
country four or five great reredoses still re-

maining—those at Winchester, St. Alban's,

St. Saviour's, Southwark, Christchuich Priory,

and in an Oxford College, and these have
baen followed rather than foreign examples.
The total width of the chancel is 40ft.

in the clear, and the height to the window
it about the same. The whole is constructed of

wood, and the main portion is divided by towers
into three divisions. At the foot of the centre

division stands the altar, 1 2ft. long, and above
it is a series of canopied niches, with figures of

tke Apostles and our Lord in the centre.

Above there is a slightly overhanging cove sur-

mounted by an open carved cresting. The
towers on either side contain niches. On the
right we find five figures, St. Nicholas, St.

Barnabas, St. Stephen, Lazarus, and Sk. Ann.
On the left, St. Martin, St. Paul, St. Alban, St.

John Baptist, and St. Elizabeth. On either

side of the centre picture in the upper range are

fine small niches, with figures of angels playing
on various instruments. The large flanking
towers, which are hexagonal on plan, display

two ranges of niches towards the spectator.

The tower on the right containing figures of

Seth and Enoch, Noah and Job, Aiiriam and
Hoaes, Melchisedec and Abraham, Isaac and
Joseph, Joshua and Jonah, Hannah and
Samuel, David and Isaiah, Daniel and Ezekiel.

The tower on the left contains figures of St.

Athanasios and St. Basil, St. Gregory
Nazieuzen and St. John Chrysostom, St. Poly-
carp and St. Clement, St. Lawrence and St.

Ignatius, St. Boniface and St. Augustine of

Canterbury, St. Richard of Chichester and St.

Wilfred, St. Elphege and St. Ansclm, St. Chad
and St. Edward the Confessor, St. Dunstan and
the Veoerable Bede. The paintings are in a
doable range. In the upper row of compart-
ments the subjects are as follows : Centre, the
figure of Christ the Conqueror, tiiumphaut in

•xpresoion and crowned ; below him stand St.

Jonn and the Blessed Virgin, on the left are St.

ICary Magdalene and Mary the wife of

Cleophas, and on the right the Good Centurion
and the Penitent Thief. Then in the first panel
to the left, we have St. Mark and St. Matthew,
in the next and outermost, St. Luke and St.

John, and behind, St. Paul with Phoebe and
PrisciUa. The first panel on the right of the

centre contains Adam arid Abel, the next

Abraham, Moses, Elijah, Isaiah, and Ezekiel.

The centre panel of lh<j lower row is occupied

by the Nativity with St. Joseph and St. Anna,

the Infant St. John, and one of the Holy Inno-

cents. The three kiiigs are in the act of adora-

tion. The panels on the right of this are

devoted to the chief personages of the Old Dis-

pensation not represented in the upper row

;

Ist. Judees : Joshua, Gideon, Deborah ; 2nd.

Priests: Samuel, Aaron, Eleazar ; 3rd. Kings:
David, Hezekiah, Josiah ; 4th and 5th, Minor
Prophets. On the left are found personages

notable in the history of the Church. Ut. The
Fathers : SS. Jerome, Gregory, and Ambrose.
2nd. The monastic orders : St. Francis of Assisi,

St. Thomas Aquinas. 3rd. Royal Persons : St.

Elizabeth of Hungiry, St. Margaret of Scot-

land, St. Louis of France, King Charles I. In

the fifth panel wo come to modem times, the

object being to se^ forth the mis.sionary charac-

ter more particularly of the Church of England,
in the persons of the firot bishops of her five

daughter churches. In the sixth are repre-

sented modem worthies of the Church. These
two panels have, in the drawing from which
this illustration is ipade, been transposed by
mistake. The small compartment, on the wings
clo>ing the lower range left and right, contains

the champions of truth against Paganism : St.

George, St. David, St. Andrew, St. Patrick,

Judas Maccabteus, Judith, and the Three Chil-

dren. These paintings were all executed by Mr.
H. Ellis WooldriSge. The major part of the

woodwork of the reredos is gilt. The walls

surrounding it are to be diapered with tones of

green ; but at present the work suffers much
from this very necessary part of the design not

having been completed. The figures were carved

at Ober Ammergau, many of them by Joseph
Mayr, of whom we have lately heard so often.

The reredos was carved and constructed by Mr.
J. E. Knox, of Doris-street, Kennington Cross,

who has j ust completed the pulpit and canopy,

of which we hope shortly to give an illustra-

tion. The work was designed by Mr. Somers
Clarke, jun., F.S.A., 6, Delahay -street, S.W.,
who was also the architect of the church.

CHISWICI SCHOOL OF ABT, BEDFOBD PAEK.

The new School of Art, now in course of erec-

tion at Bedford-park, is situated on a command-
ing site, having a frontage of about 90ft. in the

Bath -road, almost adjoining the Bedford-park
stores and church. To-day we have reproduced
the plans and front elevation of the portion now
being built. Larger class-rooms are proposed for

erection at the rear of the present structure, and
extending to the frontage secured to the site by
the roadway at the back of the premises. The
purposes for which the several studios are in-

tended will be found written on the plans. The
ofiice of the care-taker commands the entrance

on all sides, and the hall and staircase are ar-

ranged with a view, not only for present rpquire-

ments, but for their ultimate uses when the future

extension is completed. The stairs are oft. wide,

and have teak treads. A heating - chamber
is provided under the gentlemen's lava-

tory, and hot - water pipes will warm
the entire building, excepting the master's

room, where an open fireplace is to be used.

The style chosen for the school is in harmony
with the houses and other public buildings

erected on the estate, though rather a later

type of old English building, has, perhaps,

been taken as a suggestion for the elevations.

To secure harmony with the surrounding build-

ings, which are from Mr. Norman Shaw's de-

signs, the plans for the new school of art were
submitted to Mr. Shaw, and received his ap-

proval before the work was commenced. The
entire building is being built in red brick, with
cut-brick archways, pediments, strings, aud
copings, the sills and upper surfaces being
covered with lead. The roof is to be covered
with green slates, and the windows throughout
are to be glazed with clear glass, in square
quarries, larger in size really than the scale of

those shown in our present elevation. The
architect from whose designs, and under whose
superintendence, the school is erecting is Mr.
Maurice B. Adams, A.R.I.B.A. Mr. E. S.

Burchett, of South Kensington Museum, is to

be the head-master, in conjunction with Mr. F.

Hamilton Jackson, of Bedford-park, and late of

the Slade schools. The Duke of Devonshire is

the president, and among the vice-presidents

are Lord George Hamilton, M.P., ihe Marquis

of Bute, Leopold Rothschild, Esq., and tho

Right Honourable A. J. B. Beresford Hope, M.P.

OFFICES IN SCXDEIEQE-KOAI), BEADFOED.

These iuildings, now approaching completion,

have 'been sreeted next the public ^ta«rway

connecting Sunbridge-road with Miller-Gate,

a position which has been taken advantage of

to secure side-lighting, and also to acquire two
lower stories between the different levels of the

tw6 streets, available for warehousing. The
principle fagade is to Sunbridge-road, a new
thoroughfare, which, in course of time, must
become one of tho main arteries of the town.

The style adopted is a free treatment of the

Queen Anne period, a style not liitherto intro-

duced into any of the buildings of tho town.
The main fronts are buUt in cleansed a^hlar of

uniform- colour, from the quarries of the

neighbourhood, Messrs. Waugh and Isitt are

the architects, and the work has been carried

out by local contractors.

" buildino news " desioninq club.—an
aetist's home.

A EESiDENCg, with studio, for an artist was the

first subject chosen for competition in this series

of designs by members of our club, and already

we have published the selected design. • To-
day we have lithographed " Cui Bono's" de-
sign, to which the second place in the competition

was awarded. In this plan the studio is on tha

ground-floor, which, for suburlian sites at any
rate, presents a difficulty not easily overcome if

adjoining houses are to be erected, because the

light would in that case be seriously interfered

with. Trees, also, if near the studio-windows,

as in "Cui Bono's " sketch, would also be much
objected to by the painter. When the studio is

placed on the first floor, both these difficulties

are mostly to be overcome. The general ar-

rangement of the house now illustrated is not

good, as we have already pointed out. To enter

the studio the staircase has to be passed under,

and the way to the kitchen is far from admir-

able. The architectural treatment of this design

has much to commend it.

MELBOSE ABBEY.

Melsose Abbey, which the genius of Sir Walter
Scott has rendered the most celebrated of

Scottish monastic buildings, owed its foimda-

tion to the munificence of King David I., who,

from his attaijhment to the Church and the

frequent liberality of his endowments, is re-

puted to have been " a sore saint to the Crown."
The original buUding was erected during the

decade ending 1146, but of this no trace now
remains. It was too near the borders of England
to escape during the disputes with that king-

dom. The neighbourhood was the repeated

scene of warfare between tho contending hosts

who were

"Keeping the rights of the border side.

Warden to warden, and man to man."

Edward II. destroyed it during his retreat in

1322. It was restored by the liberality of King
Robert the Bruce

;
given to the flames by the army

of Richard II. in 1385, and sustaino-l repeated

injuries from other inroads. It was tenanted

by the Cistercian monks who, whatever may
have been tho original severity of their order,

appear ultimately to have gained tho reputation

of being anything but ascetics, for

'
' The monks of Melrose made good kale

On Fridays when they fasted,

And wanted neither beef nor ale

So long 's their neighbours' lasted."

The abbey was rendered uninhabitable during

the destroying zeal of the Reformation, and the

building seems subsequently to have been looked

upon as a quar-y for the erection of private and
public buildings, and the repair of mills and
sluices. In the early part of the 1 7th century

the nave was fitted up, and for some time used

as a parish-church, and a vault, which still re-

mains, thrown over it with the stones of the old

building. Tho ruins are now carefully pre-

served and placed under charge of a keeper.

There are several different designs shown in the

clerestory openings, of which two are shown in

our illustration. Their capitals, together with

the p ateras and boss, are excellent specimens of

the characteristic carving of the building.—W. C.

• See BuiLDixa News for December SI, 1880.
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OBLIQUE BRIDGES.*

ANEW edition of Mr. Buck's well-known
treatise on Oblique Bridg-es has just been

brought out, in which wo find that the original
essay has been thorouglily revised by his son,
Mr. J. H. Watson Bunk, and several inaccuracies
which had crept into the plates and letter-press
have been corrected. In the present edition
also, a simplification of the analysis of the deve-
lopments for obtaining the dimensions of the
twisting rules has been attempted ; in other
re-ipects, th« book does not materially differ in
appearance from the old edition. The subject is
well illustrated. No less than 12 plates of
diagrams accompany the descriptions, leading
the student from the elementary principles to the
method of construction. The oblique arch is not
a modern invention, as some have imagined. In
Italy, the art of oblique bridge construction
appears from Vasari to have been known as
early as 1330, when Nicola, called II Tribolo,
erected a bridge over the river Mugnone, near
Porta Sangallo at Florence, on the main road to
Bologna. Few writers on the subject have in-
vestigated the principles of the art in this
country before Nicholson, who was the first to
elucidate the subject, and to explain the method
of constructing skew arches with spiral courses.
Mr. Buck's treatise is, however, recognised as a
standard text-book ; and the author's treatment
has divested the subject of many of the intrica-
cies supposed to belong to it. The first chapter
contains a concise geometrical exposition of
the subject, from which the student will obtain a
correct idea of the elements of the oblique arch.
The development of the surface of an oblique
section of a cylinder lies at the root of the oblique
arch, and the explanations given of the diagrams
on plate 3 are sufficient to convey the principles
to the student and to remove any preliminary
difficulty. At the same time, any one who
attempts to make working-drawings of the joints
in the development of the extrados, or the
elevation of the face of an oblique arch, will find
the projection of lines tedious and troublesome,
and any great degree of accuracy will be impos-
sible. To facilitate the construction of bridges
of this kind, it becomes necessary, therefore, to
resort to computation. Mr. Buck enters into the
investigation of the forraulee for determining the
dimensions and angles, and shows that the
means of determining the point at which the
joints of the arch face meet, also lend other
valuable aid. Of course, trigon«metrical know-
ledge is required in woiking out the formula;.
In another chapter, the method of working the
voussoirs, or the winding beds of the voussoirs,
obtained by the use of the " twisting
rnle," is described, and the manner of finding the
dimensions of the two rules employed by the
maaon or bricklayer given. But the most useful
part of the treatise is devoted to practical
examples of the application of the formulte.
The numerical values attached are those suited
to actual bridges, and the first example given
illustrates the case of a bridge of 33ft. span,
of samjcircular form, to carry a railway over
a road at an angle of 50°. The results
are tabulated, and the author shows how they
are to be applied in the construction of
the twisting rule.*, and templates for the work-
men. The mode of erection is the subject of
another chapter ; after which, some useful rules
follow for the making of moulds for drawing
oblique bridges ; these are cut out of thin wood
or cardboard. Some valuable observations are
raada in the concluding chapter, on the extent or
degree of obliquity, to which it is safe to con-
struct an oblique arch, and the calculations made
lead the author to the conclusion that an angle
of 25°, "is the natural limit of obliquity to
which an arch can, with scientific propriety, be
cotstructed, when composed of an entire semi-
circle on the direct or square span." The angle
of 45° has been considered as the greatest degree
of obliquity at which it is safe to construct an
arch

; but, as the author observes, such an opinion
has been formed from the practical difficulty
found of makiug semicircular arches safe at that
angle, and because this difficulty increases from
95 to 45 degrees, it has been assumed to increase
from the latter, downward." ; whereas, the con-
trary iM the case. The work is confined to
obliqme arches, which are cylindrical upon their

83

nght section; those with elliptical dirtct
sections are not considered, as the author just
considers them deficient in stability ! Mr. W.
H. Barlow's description and diagrams for
facilitating construction, are valuable auxiliaries
in saving computation, and add greatly to the
practical value of Mr. Buck's labours. As a
guide to the engineer and architect on a con-
fessedly difficult subject, Mr. Buck's work is un-

Builbins Inttlltfltnct

Bath and Wells Diocesan Socteties.—The
quarterly meeting of these societies was held at
Wells on Tuesday week, when the following

¥^Aj^
'«'«'"e made:— St. Lawrence Church,

Pnddy, for extensive repairs and restoration,
£100; to St. Lawrence Church, West Harptree,
for extensive repairs and re-roofing. £100 ; new
mission church in the parish of St. John, Bridg-
water, £100; to St. Mary's Church, Norton-sub-
Hamdon, towards restoration, £10; to St.
Michael's Church, Timberscombe, towards re-
storation £10 ; to school at Wellow, near Bath,
£10 towards new class-room. The report of a
sub-committee was read as to the appointment of
honorary architect in succession to the late Mr.
Benjamin Ferrey, F.S.A. Out of 17 candidates
Messrs. E. B. Ferrey and J. D. Sedding, both of
London, had been selected. On being put to the
vote, Mr. Sedding was elected.

Eltiiam.—The opening services of the Bible
Christian Chapel, Eltham, took place on the 13th
inst. The building is Gothic. The front is faced
with red bricks, and has a large five-light
window filled with tinted glass, the tympanum
being filled with diagonal brinks and terra-cotta
tiles. The sides are in best stock bricks with red
bands and arches ; the building being covered
with Broomhall tiles. The open benches are in
pitch-pine, and the rostrum (part ornamental)
is of the same material, but polished. The whole
of the roof-timbers are exposed, together with
the work, and varnished, the principals and
purlins being stained. The whole of the works
have been weU executed by Messrs. Watts and
Dayies, builders, of Foot's Cray, Kont, from
designs and under the superintendence of the
architect, Mr. Wm. Theobalds, London

The space allotted to customora ia l«id witk
marble mosaic, by Messrs. Burko and Co., of
London. The manager's and strong-rooou u«
situated at the back of the banking-room, into
which they open ; there is an extra strong-room
for plate, valuables, &c., in the basement. Th«
manager's residence ha« dining and drawing
rooms, kitchen, pantry, and the neceMary du-
mestio offices, several bedrooms and a bathtom
on the first and second floors, appioacbed br a
staircase in pitch-pine and mahogany, with a
separate staircaae for servanU. The whole o(
the works hare been meet efficiently carried ont
by Messrs. Roberts Bros., of Stamford. The
architect is Mr. W. Talbot Brown, A.R.I.B A.,
The Square, Wellingborough.

SroinrinTBOT Colleoe.—The eoUege of th«
Jesuits at Stonyhurst ia being further enlargei
Two years ago a new wing was erected at tb«
north end, and now a new wing on the soutk
end is nearly finished, and other important ad-
ditions have yet to be made before the acbeuM
of enlargement is complete. Some idea of tli«
scale upon which the new part is designed mar
be gleaned from the fact that the academy-room
18 98ft. long and 50ft. wide. The ceiling U
this room will be one of the richest example*
executed in modem times. The style ia
Jacobean, and the modelling is founded on the
type of those famous ceilings at Aston Hall ; batm addition to this a deep plaster frieze, com-
posed of shields, animals, fruit, flowers, and
arabesques, will be carried along three tides of
the chamber. It is computed that the total ex-
penditure upon the proposed additions will
be a httle over £120,000—that is, exclusive of
the stone, which ia quarried upon the college
estate. The architects engaged are Messrs.
Dunn and Hansom, of Westminster, and the
whole of the sculptured details and modelling
are entrused to Mr. Roddis, of Aston. The con-
tractor for the building is Mr. Thos. Craven of
Blackburn.

'

'\ Practii-al and TheoretiMl Esaay on Oblfque Bridges
By.Oii«RoE WiTuoii Buck, M. Inst C.E. Third edition
Manned bf hiM Hon, J . H. Wat»»h Buck, M.Inst. C.E.
London : Crosby Lockwood and Co.

Salisbuey Diocesan CnuEcn Bhildinq Asso-
ciation.—The first quarterly meeting of this
association for the present year was held on
the 4 th inst. There were only two cases which
could be dealt with. The first was an applica-
tion for a grant towards the restoration of the
parish-church of Tidcombe, in the archdeacrnry
of Wilts, which is in such a dilapidated condition
as to require re-building. The proposed works
are estimated to cost £700, of which £300 has
already been provided, and an increase of accom-
modation to the extent of twenty-two additional
sitttngs being secured, a grant of £60 was made.
The other case was from the tything of Chicks-
grove, in the parish of Tisbury, in the archdea-
conry of Sarum, a grant being required towards
enlarging the existing school-chapel there, by
adding to it a chancel, which will give seventy
additional sittings

; the proposed works to cost
about £300. A grant in aid of £25 was made.
Stamfoed.—The new banking premises at

Stamford, for the Northamptonshire Banking
Company, hare been in progress during the last
18 months, and were occupied for the first time
on the 22nd ult. They are situated in High-
street. In them is contained all the accommo-
dation required for an extensive banking business,
including a residence for the manager. The
main front, of Portland and Bath stone, rises to
a height of 50ft. above the pavement, and is

designed in the English Renaissance style. It
is divided into four bays, the two side ones of
which project slightly from the main line and
contain the entrances to the bank and manager's
house. The banking-room is lighted by two
large windows in the main front. The fittings,
consisting of desks, vestibule, wainscoting,
doors, &c., are of American walnut, with ma-
hogany panels and oak mouldings, all from
special designs of the architect, as is also the
chimney-piece, consisting of a marble mantel,
with waliut, &c., overmantel, containing a
clock. The wall above the wainscoting, and the
panelled ceiling, have been decorated in colour.

Wynaed's Almshouses, Exbteb.—This rather
interesting block of old buUdings, standinjr just
without the site of the city's ancient south gate,
has been restored. They were built by William
Wynard, the third recorder of Exeter, in 1436,
but some of the original buildings were destroyed
during the sieges in the civil wars in the I7tfc
century. The group consists of a chapel, and
houses for 12 indigent men, built in a square
with an open courtyard in the midst. The build-
ings, having become somewhat ruinous, havejoet
been carefully restored under Mr. Edward Ash-
worth, architect, of Exeter. The north front of
the quadrangle has been nearly all reconstructed
in Heavitree stone, and the chimney-shafts of
the dwellings are rebuUt in brick and Bath stone.
The walls have been raised 18ln., thus giving
additional comfort in the heretofore low-ceilinged
bedrooms. The roofs of the north, east, and
west sides of the quadrangle have been recon-
structed of new timber. The coating of rough-
cast has been beaten off the fronts of the houses,
and the facing of Heavitree stone repaired and
made in cenformity with the chapel. The bell-
turret and the labels and string-courses have
been made good where need be. The woodwork
was done by Mr. Vica-y, the masonry by Mr.
R. Mitchell, the carving by Mr. Harry Hema,
and the painting and glazing by Messrs. King-
well and Son ; all these tradesmen beinir of
Exeter.

*

At the West Sussex Quarter Sessions, held o»
Thursday week, a report was receivtd from the
highways committee as to the appointment and
duties of a surveyor for the division. The report
stated that there were foar duties falling upon the
surveyor as an officer : those of in8pectln<{ every
county bridge, and to report on its state ; to inspect
and report on other bridges when called upon to
do so ; to inspect police-stations and other county
buildings

; and to inspect the main roads at least
four times in every year. It was recommended
that the duties required for bridges and county
buildings should be separated from those relating
to roads, and that the two offices be discharged by
diffsrent persons—the one to be a member of the
Institution of Civil Ehigineers, and to be call, d the
county-surveyor; the other to be a competent
county road-surveyor. The pay of the fnrmet
should be an annual retaining-fee of 50 guineas,
with IJ guineas for each attendance to inspect
bridges aud buildings, and 5 per cent, commission
on all contracts above £20 ; commission to include
plans and specifications. The county-road sur-
veyor should be paid £100 a year, including
travelling and all expenses.
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Xore than Fifty Thousand Keplies and
Lettenott nM«cts ot UBiTersal InU>rc6t hnrr nppoar<>d durins
the but ten T«u« in the ENOUSH MKCUANIC AND WOULD
OF SCIE>'CB. most of them from the pen« of the lf>adin!c

Scieotific and Technical Authoritlea of the dar. Thoiis-inds of
orixikal uticle« and scientiilc papen. and counileas roc4.4pts and
vtikklM emhncinK alaMct trtrj lutoect on which It Is pouible
to 4wire InConaatkin kaT« alao appcnred during the lame period
Tkecnriiect and moct neewmt* mfcnnatton nspectlnii all new
rtfMBe diacoTvrtM and mechanical Invvntioaa u to be found ia
Its paxea, and iti laifv eircnlatton render its the best mrdium
ftv all advOTtlMn wha with thdr annonnrements tobebroufcht
Bnd«r the notlM of munfltftaran, machanics.Mrirntific >Torkers,
and amatenn. Prtoe Twopence, of all bookscllera and news-
Tmdor*. Post frm Iftd. Office ; SI. Tarlstock street. Corent-
cv>i» w.a

. •'^^^»-«

TO OOBKESPONDENTS.
CWe do not hold ovnelves responsible for the opinions of
oar oomipo&dcDts. The iilditor respcctfiill7 requests
ttiat all oommimioatioiis should be drawn up as bheflj
aa pontble, as there are many claimants upon Uie spaoe
allotted to oonespondenoe.l
AH letters should be addreesed to the EDITOR, 31,

TAVISTOCK-STREET, COVENT-OARDEN, W.C,

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
J. FASsMoaK Edwakds.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
Hie charge for advertisements is 6d. per line of eight

words (the first line counting as two). No advertisement
inBerted for leas than half-a-crown. Special terras for
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Comsponlr^itce.

SAIOTAEY PEOTECTION ASSOCIA-
TIONS.

To the Editor of the Btjildino News.

Sib,—Judging from the evidence now avail-
able, it is nndeniable that room exists for the
formation of a sanitary protection association,

baaed npon sound principles, for the metropolis,
where, if we may rely upon one statement made
during the discussion on Professor Jenkin's
paper at the Society of Arts, 50,000 new houses,
unfit for habitation, are annually added to the
enormous number believed to exist already
within its limits. Although the discussion does
not appear to have been upon any very exten-
alve scale, one or two remarks were offered in
criticism of the proposal, which many will be
unable to regard as having been satisfactorily
disposed of by the author of the paper in his
reply, and on which it might be well to elicit the
opinions of outsiders to whom the subject of
house-sanitation is familiar.

Mr. Cresswell, in expressing his disappoint-
ment at the insignificant proportions of the
association's operations, doubtless had his own
more extended scheme of sanitary assurance in
view, and it may, indeed, fairly be urged that if

domestic sanitary inspection be necessary at all,

it is a subject with which nothing short of
compulsion and universal application can eifec-

tnally deal. A purely voluntary association,
•och as that adrocat<>d in the paper nnder

review, will obviously fail to bring within its

scope that large class of anything but sanitary

property which owes its origin to speculative

building, a circumstance which, while it may
net affect the value of the association to its

actual members, clearly detracts from its

efficiency as a means of improving the sanitary
condition of LoHdon as a whole. It is evident,
therefore, that the largest possible measure of

success which may attend the new association
will not imply more than the merest nibbling at

the fringe of the domestic insalubrity known to

abound in the metropolis.
This much being premised, it will be well to

consider, in greater detail than the promoters
seem to have devoted to the question, how far

the objects of the association are likely to be
attained, even for its members, by the proposed
system of inspection. In this matter the ob-
jection raised by Mr. Rogers Field may be said

to be well-nigh fatal to the practical success of
the scheme. Mr. Field's experience in house-
drainage, both in and out of London, is almost
unique, and certainly entitles him to be heard
on such a point as the amount of time required
for the perfect examination of a house previous
to the preparation of a report on its sanitary
condition. He evidently considers the terms of
the association too low to secure proper atten-
tion to this very important preliminary, and is

supported in this respect by Mr. Collins, who
regards the matter from a thoroughly practical
point of view, especially in condemning the idea
that a young and inexperienced man can be
trusted to deal with this question under the
merely nominal supervision of a consulting
engineer, no matter how eminent the latter may
be. Professor Jenkin, it is true, partially an-
ticipated this objection in the body of his paper
by arguing that the resident engineer of the
parent association in Edinburgh "is paid at the
rate common for men of his standing, and that
" the consulting engineer receives a fee which,
having regard to the call on his time^ is remunera-
tive." Now, our examination of the figures in

the Edinburgh association's balance-sheet for
the second year, as appended to the paper,
shows that a salary rising from £150 to £170 per
annum has there been paid to the resident engi-
neer, and that the annual remuneration of the
consulting engineer (Prof. Jenkin himself) is

£52 10s. The association has been in existence
not quite three years, during which time 1,200
houses are stated to have been improved, the
total cost of Professor Jenkin's services being
thus £157 10a. at most, an amount which,
divided by 1,200, yields the munificent average
of 2s. 7jd. per house, as the remuneration of the
consulting engineer, by whom, as he himself
states, this amount is considered "remunera-
tive." The explanation of this seeming paradox
may possibly be that in the large majority of
cases the projected alterations are never brought
under the notice of the consulting engineer at
all, but effected upon the sole responsibility of
the resident and subordinate official. But if

this be so, the fact tissuiedly militates against
the fundamental idea ef the association, by
which the aid of co-operation is invoked in order
to secure eminent and authoritative advice in

contradistinction to the counsels of second-rate
and inexperienced persons. Pursuing the finan-
cial question still further, and taking the salary
of the Edinburgh resident engineer at £150 per
annum for the first two years, and £170 for the
third, it wUl be seen that a total of £470 for the
three years is to be considered under this head,
which, treated as before, yields an average of
7s. lOd. per house for the 1,200 which have been
improved. Making every allowance for the
benefits of co-operation and the extolled absence
of pecuniary gain for the association, it is simply
impossible that sums such as these can be con-
sidered sufficient to secure the requisite amount
of engineering supervision over works under
execution, especially when the peculiarly do-
tailed nature of house- drainage work is con-
sidered. On this point I would just draw
attention to a flaw in the argument advanced by
Mr. Robins, who quotes a case in which certain
recommendations of the Edinburgh Association
were carried out at St. Andrew's by local work-
men, and afterwards inspected, presumably by the
officers of the association. No one with any
knowledge of the subject would wish to

depreciate the advantages, and even the necessity,

of good design in work of this class ; but it would
be idle at the same time to ignore the fact that
faultless execution is just as much to be kept in

view, and this it has over and over again been
found impossible to secure by any so-called

system of final inspection, or, in fact, by any-
thing less than the most minute and skilled

supervision over such items as pipe-laying and
jointing, and the setting of traps and other

fittings. No adequate inspection of such work,
can, by any possibility, be performed by one man
who, as stated with regard to Edinburgh, has
been expected to visit 450 or 600 houses per

annum, in most of which, as the figures

show, structural alterations have been in pro-

gress at the time referred to.

There is one other objection which, it seems,

has already been raised against the formation of

the London Association—that of unfair compe-
tition with professional men as sanitary advisers.

This, while Professor Jenkin alludes to it in his

paper, he takes no pains to meet in any effective

way, although it will probably be admitted that

the figures already quoted constitute a remark-
able confirmation of the charge. An association

which tacitly claims to bo in a position to supply
the engineering advice and control requisite for

the sanitary improvement of a house for an
average sum of 10s. 5|d. can hardly be said to

leave much scope for remunerative charges by
professional men for their evidently more
deliberate and exhaustive treatment of a resi-

dence. Neither can it be held that the Edin-

burgh Association, in undertaking to advise in

sanitary matters beyond the limits of that city,

has been careful to avoid a similar charge of

interference with professional interests. The
same report from which Professor Jenkins has

extracted the balance-sheet to illustrate his

paper, contains the names of several public and
private establishments in various parts of Scot-

land in regard to which the advice of the asso-

ciation's officials has been obtained, and there is

even one case named in the report in which an
English infirmary was favoured in the same way.
Under these circumstances, it would have been

but fair to waive all claims of commercial dis-

interestedness on the part of the Edinburgh
Association at least, and to state, also, whether

the London Association proposed to extend its

operations in a similarly objectionable manner.

There is an essential difference between a mutual
protection society and a huge trading association,

and it can hardly be expected that those who
would favour the one would necessarily be in-

clined to further the aims of the other. This

must especially be the case when, as has been

shown, defects in principle exist in the organisa-

tion, from which either the work or the members
must eventually suffer.—I am, &c.

,

John S. Hodoson.
Hexham, Jan. 17, 1881.

SHEFFIELD FONT COMPETITION.

SiK,—In reply to "A Last Resource," I can

state that the premium and icork for the above

have been given to a "local modeller" for a

semi-Classic design, introducing s<o«<' and bronze.

The principal architectural firms in Sheffield

refused to compete, for reasons given in yourpaper

by a former correspondent.—I am, &c.

,

Not a Competitob.

Sib,—I, too, was a competitor in the Sheffield

Font Competition. My drawings were duly

returned, carriage paid ; but, unlike "A Last

Resource," I was informed that the execution of

the font was given to a sculptor of Leeds (I

think), and the £5 premium to a gentleman of

Sheffield.—I am, &c.,

Heney Tehby.

34, Crawshay-road, North Brixton.

MODERN DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE.
Sib,—Some seven years have elapsed since the

cry went forth that Queen Anne should reign,

and that all noble Goths should be felled to the

ground. That cry has, in great measure, been

fulfilled ; but have we much cause to be proud

of the result ? When one thinks of some of the

work which was being palmed off on the world

as Gothic, he need not wonder that a change was

welcomed. But now, having given our " 1 ady

help" a fair trial, we may well ponder on the

past, and ask ourselves whether wo should not

be wise in letting the venerable Goth have an-

other opportunity of redeeming his character
;

for was he not the very best of servants for ages

before Queen Anne was born, and also after her

death ; therefore, do not let an upstart with a

fictitious name have it all her own way.
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A well-known architect once made the absurd

remark that we could not have Gothic without

pointed arches ; but, as the same man has siuce

written a book in which there is so much in

praise of my old friend (notwithstanding his

evident desire to tread him underfoot) , I for-

give him.'

I trust that no one will jump to the conclusion

that I have no sympathy with the so-called

Queen Anne revival or mania, for such is not

the case, and my belief is that it has done us a

vast amount of good ; but whilst we appreciate

its many successes, we cannot but deplore its

numerous failures ; and I am convinced that we
are losing much by trying to ignore a style

which has served us so well in the past, and
which is capable of doing so again in the future.

My strong conviction is that it depends much
more upon the man than the styh-^ as to whether
a fabric is pleasing or the reverse, and I am of

opinion that there is no style of architecture in

existence out of which a clever man would not

be sure to produce something interesting.

Skill and common-sense will work wonders,

and a Gothic house in good hands would be
nomore costly, and could be made equal in every
respect to the very best in the Queen Anne
style which ever has or will be built.

Some prejudiced people will doubtless say :

Show us some good Modern Domestic Gothic.

True, it is more rare than it should be ; but if

any one will go to Burleigh-street, Strand, he
will find there a little house, designed by Mr.
Butterfield, and erected about 15 or 20 years ago,

well worth the visit ; from there, let him go to

those Queen Anne Mansions at the back of

Sloane-street, and in their midst, at the corner of

a square, he will find a charming Gothic house
designed by Mr. Street (without small panes
dotted all over its front, like some of its

neighbours) thoroughly domestic and thoroughly
modem. I know of only few successfully

treated modern stone-mullioned windows ; but
the Gothic part of a house on Campden-hill,
designed by Mr. Norman Shaw, is well worth
study for this kind of fenestration ; and the
other day I came across a truly delightful

example glazed with plate glass near the Castle
Ear Estate, Ealing. Gothic windows generally
look well with large- sized sheets of glass, but
Queen Anne windows do not ; and, as a proof
that this fashionable style owes its popularity in

a great measure to the colour of the materials
used, and its small panes with thick white sash
bars ; I cannot do better than draw attention to
the unsightly appearance of a dormer in cement,
and a window minus its white bars, in a block of

buildings on the Chelsea Embankment. Mr.
Waterhouse's Red Gothic in Holbom may be
studied as a successful link between what is

purely domestic and ecclesiastical. Trusting that
these musings will, to some extent, bethemeans
of arousing those giants of the pen, and others
who, for a time, battled with the insidious

tempter, but who now seem to be revelling in

her fascinating arms.—I am, &c.,

W. Galswoeiht Davie.
5, Pembroke-gardens, Kensington.

south side of tower are omitted, and the arches ap-
parently carried by a mere pendant.
From the drawing one could not gather that

there is a beautiful series of statues between Qrst
and second floors, as well as others on the piers be-
tween the windows.
The photo, shows a clock, apparently, on the

turret at south-east angle ; the drawing a large one
on tower.
The tower itself is anything but correct. The

large pinnacles are shown connected by cusped
arches la photo., and that which is corbelled out
over the ridge looks graceful, whilst in drawing it

is most awkward. Indeed, the corbelling out of
the first parapet to tower is anything but
correct.

There is only one gable at the south end of
building, the roof being returned past that gable,
same as in front. The tarrets at each side of said
gable are shown much too high—in photo they
appear to be just in line with highest point of
" steps" to gable.

It is ncedlosa to call attention to minor points ;

I have said enough to show that the drawiug is of
no use to architects as a study of the grand
building it so »»faithfully represents. The series

of Belgian town-halls is unrivalled, and I have
wondered sometimes that we have had no reliable

drawings of some of them among your generally
invaluable plates.—I am, &c., M.

HOTEL DE VILLE, BRUSSELS.
SiB,—In your issue of Dec. 24, 1880, there ap-

peared a view of the Grand Place, Brussels, taken
from a drawing by M. Brandling.
No doubt the picture would be "telling," on ac-

count of the subject, and it is extremely interesting
to anyone who has been in Brussels.
But will you allow me, sir, to point out some of

the discrepancies which appear between the plate
and a photograph which I got in Brussels some six

or eight years ago. I shall only mention some of
the most obvious differences in the matter of detail,

and can assure you the drawing is quite un-
reliable.

To begin with, the photo, shows five double bays
between the nearest (south, I expect) turret and
the tower, each bay having two arches in same,
i.e., ten arches and windows over ; the double bays
are separated by stronger piers and double statues.

A sort of niche apparently is formed in the parapet
to finish the pier between bays. All this is iguoied
in the drawing.
At the other side of tower the arrangement reaUi/

is quite different from what it is on the south side

;

but the drawing shows the same, and also two or
three windows in excess. The parapet here ought
to be quite different to what it is on south side.

The ground-floor arches in south turret at angle
and in tower are very different to what is shown by
photo.

According to photo, in order to make way for

some entrance steps, two pillars carrying arches on

WESTWOOD HOUSE, SYDENHAM.
SiH,—Mr. Lawrence's statement in your issue of

the 7th inst., that the bricks for the cornices were
moulded by him, is not correct. The whole of the
pilasters, cornices, and other architectural features

are of red brick, supplied by Mr. Lawrence, but
rubbed, gauged, and moulded by hand on the job.

A few bricks of different sizes were made to suit

the detail of the cornices : hence the mistake. The
balustrading to terraces and verandahs are built

up in brick and turned. The carving is being
done by Mr. NichoUs, of Lambeth.—We are, &o.,

Veitch and Closb (the Builders).

89, Stauhopj-stcaat, N.W., Jan. 13.

CHIPS.

The annnal prize distribution at the Gloucester

School of Science and Art took place on Tuesday
week ; the report showing a slight increase in the

number of students, and that 20 more certificates

were gained in the examination than last year,

while there were 13 fewer failures; 12 Queen's
prizes, and 54 certificates were gained.

On Thursday inlast week afatal accident occurred
at the stone quarries of Messrs. S. and I. Cliff, at

Lanehead, Brighouse. Eight men were being

drawn by a crane and chain and box, from a

quarry 120ft. deep, and when half-way to the sur-

face a link in the chain opened as it passed over

the jib, and the box and men fell to the bottom.

All were seriously injured, and one named Heaps
died soon afterwards. The chain had been used

for hauling loads of stone weighing about five times

as much as the men and box.

A massive ti;mb has just been erected in Folke-

stone Cemetery in remembrance of the late Mr. J.

H. Challis, of Shorncliffe. It is constructed of the

finest Carrara marble, weighing 19 tons, as worked,

exclusive of the lining of vault, &c., and is 14th-

ceutury in character. On the principal face of the

monument is a medallion portrait in statuary

marble of the deceased, suimounted by his coat of

arms, crest, and motto. Mr. George Prebble, of

Folkestone, was the builder.

A master cabinet-maker, named William Black-

well, carrying on business in Shoreditch, was
sentenced, on Tuesday, to 21 days' imprisonment by
the magistrate at Worship-street, for an assault

on one of his journeymen, Robert Everett.

The improvement commissioners of West Hartle-

pool were offered, and accepted, on Tuesday on be-

half of the town, 17 acres of land to be laid and
maintained in perpetuity as the Ward-Jackson
Memorial Park.

The night watchman emp'oyed at the estiblish-

ment of Messrs. William Cubitt and Co., builders,

Gray's lun-road, was found on Tuesday morning

frozen to death.

The body of Mr. Montague Pritchard, son of

Mr. Pritchard, civil eugineer, of London, who was

drowned by the capsizing of a boat off Montfirth

on New Year's Day, was recovered on Thursday

last.

The water-side premises of the Burham Brick,

Lime, and Cement Company, in Bolredere-road,

Lambeth, were destroyed by fire on Tuesday.

The occurrence resulted from the abnormally high

tide slaking the stores of lime.

A new cafe and hall, to be known as the

Dalrymple, are about to be built at Fraserburgh,

from the designs of Messrs. Jenkins and Marr,

architects, Aberdeen.

5tttercammumcatt0n;»

QUESTIONS.
[0381.]—Sewaire SludKe.—Ithimldbefflad if aomo

o( your able correspoudcuU will ^ve u« the latent Intor-
mation on the traatmimt of tliU uuue of taniUrr «iigi-

neera. I bare wen aiid read of ununt evcrr fuim or
proccra of mud nunlpulation, bat what I uk (or mora
particularly ia practloil results and facta. Much baa bceo
aid and written about native (uaiw, apadal raanana,
and cement-making. Will aome correapoadent kindly
say where a valoobla and aalaabte manure aa a product of
aewage sludge ia betng made, what priee it aella fur, and
how much baa been sold at thia price, boni fide, during
the paat year! Alao as to the oement mjumfaetmet
what price per tan doea the cement aell tea T Baa it been
sold in large qoaatities for important worka, and where
used! FractiraU toformatiua and facte are wanted. I
can filter a gallon of crude aowage and make it deejr ae
Bpring-water. 1 can make a ton of exodlent maoore or
of cement, bnt what do theee prooeaaea coat, and what is

the amount realiaed in the aole I Four or fire pounda per
ton (or manure teada very well, but if anybody waata a
few thousauds of tone of sewage aludge to operate upon
1 can find it him gratis, and Leave bfm all the profit.—
J. B.

[638a.]—Damp Wall*.—TTm front door of my houae
opena into a small entrance ball, about 16ft. by lOft.

Out of this is an open atairoaae, leading up to the flrat-

llour, and oiT the lauding of thia fioor another open stair-

case leading up to the next floor. The walla of the hall

and first atairii are paper, and Tarnished. Above thia the
walla are colour-waah. Whenever there ia a fall in the
temperature the whole of the ramithcd walla are streeiB-
ing down with wet, and although there ia nothing of thia

to be seen on the colour-washed walla on the t^jp ataira

and landing, the dampneaa aeema to spread throughout
the whole of the houae, ao much ao that Ifear the health
of the family suffers from it, and I should feelextremely
obliged it some kind friend could soggeat a remedy.
Would a store placed in the hall, and a ventiUtor in the
ceiling do any good ! I have not tried anythinif of this

sort, for I have felt afraid of introducing wann air, leet

it should have the etfcct of drawing out tho damp. I
ought to stjite that the walls are etune, and wore built
without a damp-course, but the exoesi of moisture only
shows itaelf when there ia a change in the weather.—
W. a. C.

[6363.]—OholT Stalls.—In the choir of Bangor
Cathedral, aa fitted up some years ago by Sir O. O. Scott,

the weeternmost atall on each side ia canted on plan, so
as to face their occupants, the Dean and Uesidoutiary.

towards the N.E. and 8.E. coraers of the chanc :1 respect-

ively. I tee in Bowman and Crowther's *'Churcheeof
the Middle Ages," that a siiailar arrangement exista at

Nautwich, Cheshire. Are there any other old examples
m England !-V. M.

[6 64.]—Fllteh and Truss Beam.—I shall be
greatly obliged if some of your numeroua readers would
favour me with the safe load a Uitch beam (for a store) of

the following dimensions will carry, or a formula for cal-

culating the same :—Length of beam, 25ift. ; distance

between supports, 24ft. ; two 12J by 4i Baltic fir pianka,

wiih Jin. wrought-iron plate in middle, bolted at

every 2ft. The beam is also trussed on both sides, with
inch tie-rods, which pass underneath two cast-iron platea,

which form two struts 12in. deep, and dividing the beam
into three equal parts, the truss rods rising at enda of

beam to within Sin. of top —W. McB.

[6365.]-Party-WaU.—Thirty-four years ago A. and
B. owned two two-story cottages, the gable enda of

which (each half-brick wall) abutted upon each other

and supported the floor and roof-timbers of the respeo-

tivedwellings. A. pulled down his cottage and erected

on its site a malt-house of greater height. In the progreaa

of the work A. removed the half-briok gable wall and put
up another wall of half-brick as high as the gable of the
cottage belonging to B. Ab:)ve that height he built a
one-brick (9iu.) wall, one half of which hung over and
rsted upon the wall of B. 1. Is this one-bnck wall a
party-wall ! 2. Is it, or half of it, the wall ot B ! or (3) is

it the wall of A. ! A. having acquired an easement to the

extent of 44in. over the property of B., who has now
pulled down hia cottage, and is intending to eiect a

higher building ; and (4) has B. aright to inserttimbeta in

the 'Jin. wall erected by A. thirty-four years ago !—Pabty
Wall.

[63G6.] — Churches with Thatched Boofs.—
Notes and Qurriea for the current week quotes a number of

churches with thatched roofs, in C^imbridgeshire, that

of Coveney. In Norfolk, Tivetshall, .St. Margaret {chan-

cel only), Ingworth (nave), Thurgarton, Trimingham
(chancel). Fasten, Eidlington, Oimesby, andNorivick St.

Etlielred. In Suffolk, Middlet^in, I'akefleld, South Cove,

and Fritton. I do not remember having met with any
thiitched churches save in the Eastern Counties. If such

in other parts exist, it might be interesting to record them.
— IIaseyHems.

[G367.]—Frost Prevention.—The Staiulanl of 17th

ia.st. says :
" There are small mechanical contrivancee by

which we can easily enough prevent the bursting of pipes,

the freezing of cisterns, and the blowing up of boilers."

Safety valves I know, but what are tiie other mechanical

contrivances alluded to ! - Zebo.

[6368] — Brlcklayera' Charges.-Mr. Laird, a

brickhtyer, contracts to do the brickwork of seven cottages

and one shop, all to be finished in a workmanlike manner,

to the satisfaction of any competent jud«e. This shop-

cellar is built, but a flood come.t, caused by the river, and
consequently the cellar alhulcd to is washed down tiy it.

These cellar- walls are again built by this brickhiycr. Now,
are we justiHed in paying tliia bricklayer extra money for

the rebuilding of this cellar or not !—A. S.

[6369.] - Thrust of Vault. -Will one of your

re.adera infona me whether the following method for find-

ing the thrust ofa vault ia correct ! Calculate the weight

of the arch or vault comprised in one compartment or

between two adjacent piera ; then the thrust may be oon-

sidered equal to thia weight multiplied by the length of

diagonal groin, divided by 16 times the nse of the arch.
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H eorract, pleue expUin what U meant bjr " compart-
Ment*' in such a case !—8. M.

[6S70/—Chambers' Proportions. — Are Cham-
tos' Prup»rtians of the Modern Orders the usually ac-

cepted ones !— S. M.

(«37l.^ -Stone "Work.—We have been dolnu stone-

work to some offices There quantitiea were given. The
alone used exoeeds that given in the quantities. Can
?irinent for the extra quantity be legally withheld!—
otxasiai.

' [WIS.]—Architects' Charges.—I have carried ou'
flSBS for Tilla, the total cost of which, a^ per estimates.

«sa £600. tjince the building was commem>ci several

additions hare be^^n made by the proprietor ia the dif-

tereot trades, which will bring the cost to considerably

Mve than the £500. AVhat must I charge for the extras !

Pan I oaknlate for the commission on the total cost at

> over and above the £500 !—JuvmiLa.

[6STS.]—School Plans —It would greatly oblige me
(s t«ader of your paper for several years) if some one
sonld tell me the number of boys each dsss-room is in-

tended to seat in the new City of London School. There
are 90 class-rooms, and general size is 24ft. x 22ft. Is 40
the number ! If so, 13ft. 6in. is about the sttrface space
per boy. Is this a good allowance T In some schools I

Mid a much larger allowance. "What space should b,-

allowed in class-rooms where a Inryc school-room is also

frovided in a large boarding school t -Koa.

Jl£PLI£S.

r686l.j-Openings. — The openings mentioned by
"Botnbald" are' all large ones, and, in the ordinary
coune of measuring, would be deducted, espe<nally the
stage opening 22ft. by 20ft., unless a great deal of extra
labour, not stated, has been performed. If it is stated in
the contract that openings are not to be deducted, a dif-
fcsent construction, of course, must be put on the matter

;

hut the case is hardly fully stated enough to enable a
SStiifactory answer to be given.—Q. H. Q.

[6362.]—"Wall.—The answer ta "Leo's" question
WOlild depend on the crushing resistance of the bricks of
the lowest oourae. This being obtained, the problem is

fednced to ascertaining the height to which a section (>f

the wall, say. tft. stjuare, could be built before its weight
eqnsUed the crushing weight per foot. Practically the
snuhing of the bottom course would presuppose the
bricks all to be of the same degree of hardness (a by no
neans possible thing) and an equal bonding in the brick-
work of the wall.—O. H. O.

16352.]—"Wall.—Taking the crushing pressure in lbs.

per square inch of brickwork to be 800, and the weight of
a cubic foot of brickwork 1121b. Let x — ht. above
bottom course of BW in feet. Then x x 15 x J x 112 =
weight of BW resting on bottom course. Area ofbottom
eoime = 16 x 12 x 9, and this x Vy 800 gives pres-
sure that bottom cou^^e will support, .'. x x 15 X J x
112 = 15 X 12 X 9 X 800, .-. X = l,0i8ft. fiin., and Sin.
added to this will give height from ground = 1,028ft 9in.
—H. B., Belfast.

[6854."—Measuring- Zincwork.—A eft. chimney-
pot, with a bend or elbow in it, is usually charged as 6ft.,

and the bend extra on, according to the amount of extra
work in it.—T. E. Julia.v.

(SSSe.l-Stone Shield.—If a "Constant Reader"
will refer to Cussans' "Handbook of Heraldry," pageSl
(chapter on Tinctures), he will read that :—" Ermine is

Mpresented by an argent field, powdered with sable
* spots,' whilst ermines is the reverse of ermine, being
isble, powdered with argent 'spots.'" Such being the
case, his course is simple. No. 1, 2, 3, and 4a being ermine,
the ground (field) is left perfectly plain, argent (silver)
always being shown so in carved work, whilst 2a and 4,
being ermines, their fields are sable (black). In engrav-
ing and .sfrulpture, sable is denoted by parallel and per-
pendicular lines crossing each other at right angles, each
fine bein^ separated from its neighbour by about the
Width of Itself.—Habby Hans.

(63se.l — Mathematical Question.-AB = 15

»C='5r»e-12. Cos.A= ^'-' -»-^"'-BC'
. Cos!

2AC X AB
A _ 144 -h 225-81 _ 288 _ 4 . ^. , .^^^ „* .-: T ~ = — . . COS. A = 8000 = cos,

2 X 12 X 16 3B0 5
Se?62".—D.

CHIPS.
A new drill-bsll, for the use of the Ist North

York Artillery "Volunteers, wns opened in Grange-
road, Middlesbrough, on Saturday. It measures
Il4ft. by 4.5ft. in the company-drill part, and
90ft. by 30ft. in the portion used for gunnery
exercises. It is built of bricks with white facings,
and is open-timbered. Adjoining is an officers'

loom, with sergeants' room above, and a clothes-
store next the roof. Captain S. E. Hill prepared
the plans and designs, and Mr. Balsher, of tiouih
Bank, Middlesbrough, was the builder.

A new block of public buildings is about to be
erected in Boscawen- street, Truro, the principal
thoroughfare in the city ; indeed, until modem
iroproTements took place at Plymouth, it was
considered the widest street in Cornwall. The new
buildings will consiit of a corn-exchange, post-
effice, and a private shop, and will be Classic in
style, agreeing with the adjoining market and
town-ball. The ground-story will be of granite,
tnd the upper porti.n of the street frontage of
freestone. The com-ezdiange, which will be
placed to the rear, will be 70ft. by 25ft. Mr.
ftilvanus Trevail is the architect.

The chancel of the Episcopal Church at Kirk-
wall, Orkney, was destroywl by fire on Sunday
morning, owing to an escape of gas ignited by the
keattug appsratos.

STAINED GLASS.
BiEXEfOHAM.—Auotlier two-light window in

the north aisle of the N»w Church, "Wretham-
road, Soho Hill, has been filled with a sub-
ject in stained glass. The subject selected is

from Matt. xix. 13, It. It depicts, in the right-
hand light, Our Lord, while in the act of receiving
two children (who are bending before Him), re-
buking His disciples for their endeavour to keep
them from Him. lu the immediate front is tli-s

mother of the two children, with her back to the
spectator, gazing in adoring wonder at the act and
words of Our Lord. To Our Lord's left is a group
of children, one of whom is nestling in the folds of
His robe, betokening the confiding and simple
faith of a child. To the right-hand of Our Lord
are the Apostles, Peter, .Tames, and John, who
evidently feel the rebuke, and a mother presenting
her child for the Divine blessing. In the fore-
ground are wild roses, lilies, and other flowers

;

in the middle distance and over Our Lord's head
are trees, boldly treated, and between their trunks
are seen the walls of a city and the evening sky.
The subject is placed beneath a lily canopy. In
the quartrefoil tracery an angel holds a scroll with
the text: " Suffer little children to come unto Me,
and forbid them not." The work has been exe-
cuted by Measrs. Camm, Bros., of Smethwick, at
whose establishment the whole of the other
windows in the church were also produced.

BiNOLEY, YOBKS. — A two-light stoined-gldss
window has just been erected in the old parish-
church ; the scheme of the design being an illus-

tration of the " Te Deum," e-jch light containing
groups of figures representing respectively angels,
apostles, prophets, martyrs, and the Holy Church.
The principal piece of tracery contains the "Agnus
Dei," and the smaller traceiies the sacred mono-
gram. Below the window is a handsome memo-
rial brass to the children of Mr. S. Wildman, of
Bingley, in wh se memory the window is erected.
The window and brass were designed and executed
by Messrs. Shrigley and Hunt, John o'Gaunt'a
Gate, Lancaster, and 2S, John-street, Bedford-row,
London.

BucKNALL —A stained-glass window has been
presented to Buckuall Church, and was unveiled ou
Christmas Day. It consists of the central light of
the three east lancets. The subject is "St. Mary
and St. John in contrmplation of the Ascension."
It is the work of Messrs. Camm, Brothers, of
Smethwick.

Halifax.—The "Wesleyan Church of St. John
has been engifted with a handsome stained glass
memorial rose- window, from the atelier of Powell
Bros., L»eds. Itc^ntains fourlarge figure-subjects,
surrounded by ornament of a very rich description,
both in colour and detail. The subjects are the
calling of Samuel, Solomon building the Temple,
Christ blessing little children, and St. Paul preach-
ing at Athens. The wall-space beneath the window
has also received some slight decoration from the
same artists.

HEMiKaBOEOuon, near Selbt, "yoRKsniEE.

—

A stained -glass west window (memorial,! has just
been erected in this fine old 15th-century church,
some portions of which are of even anterior dates.
The subject, which occupies the whole of the five

1-ghts, is "The Crucifixion," with some of its

more salient accessory features. The notable
feature of the treatment of this window, admirably
suited to the tone of the surrounding architecture,
is that it is in the style of, and reproduces the
characteristics of, the celebrated "lork -minster
g'ass. The artists are Messrs. Powell, Bros., of
Leeds.

Hoddesdos CntTEcn, Heets.—A two-light win-
dow has just been erected in this church. The
subject selected by the donors was " 'The Sermon
on the Mount." In the dexter light is a seated
figure of Our Lord, surrounded by his Apostles,
delivering his sermon to the multitude, which occu-
pies the sinister light. Eich subject is surmounted
by a rich canopy. In the base, beneath small
canopies, are seated figures of the four Evangelists.
The tracery contains a floriated cross with the text,
" Blessed are the pure iu heart," &c. The window
was designed and executed by Messrs. Shrigley and
Hunt, John o' Gaunt's Gate, Lancaster ; and 28,
John-street, Bedford-row, London.

^
QtJEENMOEE Chuech.iieaeLancastee.—A two-

light stained-glass window has been placed iu the
church, containing two single figures of the Angels
of the Resurrection bearing trumpets. The tracery
contains the " Agnui Dei." The window was de-
signed and executed by Messrs. Shrigley and Hunt,
of Lancaster and Loudon,

_Wyke, YoEKsniEE.—a memorial stained-glass
window has just been erected in this church, dedi-
cated to the memory of the late Rev. C. W. Houl-
brook, formerly vicar of the parish. The subject
is from Matt, xiv., 30—viz., Peter, whilst walking
to Jesus on the sea, fearing and beginning to sink,
cries, "Lord, save me," which is the legend text
in base. The window is from the studio of Powell
Bros., Leeda.

STATTTES, MEMORIALS, &c.

''A Good Name is Better than Riches."— . i

Under the above heading the Exeter and riiimouth
Gazette for 'January Ist, 1831, sajs:—"As the
last ray of sunshine in the expiring year streamed
fitfully through the painted windows of the south
aisle of Heavitreo Church yesterday afternoon, it

illumined momentarily the forms of the workmen
who rested from their finished labour. On the
wall of that aisle, near to its eastern end, they had
just placed a mural tab'et of pure statuary marble.
The superscription thereon reads :

' Stephen Shute,
13 years a member of the choir of this church. He
was—as a working statuary, singularly skilful ; as
a foreman, beloved by man and master; as a
Christian, humble and sincere. Called away
September 3rd, 1880, aged 42. This tiblet was
erected by one iu whose service he died, and who
mourns him as a brother.' The monument is a
parallelogram measuring about 3ft. by 2ft. Its
statuary marble slab is moulded and polished, and
quietly enriched by incised ornament. Around
the whole is a border of grey dove marble." Mr.
Shute's almost sudden death from cholera, just
after his return home from Belgium last autumn,
was recorded in these columns at the time (Sept.
17th). A widow and nine children were left to
mourn his loss, and for these a subscription started
realised nearly £100. Amongst those who helped
in the good work are the names of numerous
architects and clergymen, with whom poor Shute
(in his capacity of travelling-foreman for Mr.
Harry Hems) came into contact with in different
parts of the country, as well as not a few of his
old operative friends. Amongst the latter are the
clerks of works of two new cathedrals at present
in hand—Mr, J. Willis, now representing Mr. G.
Gilbert Soott, M.A., F.S.A., in that capacity at
the cathedral building at St. John's, Newfound-
land, and James Bubb, the clerk of works at Mr.
J. L. Pearson's, R.A., new cathedral at Truro. It
is possible that other of our readers who may not
have already contributed may like to do so.

liEQAIi INTELLIGENCE.
A BoEouan Suevetoe on the CnEsnSTEY of

Plastee. — Adams v. Aemstbono.—This claim,
heard on January 13lh before the County-court
Judge at Margate, was for £10, balance of account
in respect of the building of two cottages for the
defendant.—The case was adjourned from last

court day, when it was stated by the defendant
that inferior mortar was used, and that, con-
sequently, the walls of the cottages were damp.
An adjournment was ordered, that the Borough
Surveyor (Mr. Albert Latham, C.E.) might report
upon the matter. The following report we take
from the Thanet Guardian of the 15th inst. The
Judge (to Mr. Latham): You have investigated
this work, have you ? Mr. Latham : I have, your
Honour.—The Judge : And what is the result you
have arrived at '?—Mr. Litbam : Do you wish me
to report en the subject ':*—The Judge : If you
please.—Mr. Latham : Generally ? or specially as
to the quality of the plaster ? The Judge : As to
the quality of the plaster and generally also. Mr.
Latham : In company with the plaintilT and de-
fendant, I took an opportunity of visiting the pre-
mises, and of obtaining samples ' f the plaster. The
difficulty arises from the fact of the ( fiiorescence of
nitre, commonly called saltpetre, upon the surface
of the plaster. The question is, "From what
cause does this arise':"' To ray mind, from the
presence of salt in the iror/t and of organic matter in

the meteriah ofwhirh the plaster is composed. The
organic mattt-r in the material was in the nhape of
nitrogen ; therefore, we have salt, water, ni-
trogen, and atmosphere

; and the result is that the
vapour cri/stallises and is deposited in the shape of
saltpetre, aud has blown off or raised from the sur-
face the wall-paper, which is practically destroyed.
The Judge : Qiiite so. Mr. L-ithim: I have had
given to me a copy of the agreement. I believe it

is acknowledged by both parties to have been
correct, aud the fourth section says that the plain-
tiff "ia to render and set all external walls wi'h
good hair-mortar. " I have been told by Mr. Adams
that, although this was the letter of the contract,
there w-as also an implied contract that he was to

use garden-mould. It is the presence of this garden-
mould, together with salt, which has brought about
all this trouble. The Judge : Quite s >. Mr.
Latham : Then comes the question as to whether
the words " to be set with good hair-mortar " mean
that it is to be of the best class of woikmau^hip, or
what is us-ual in cases of this claps ? The Judge

:

I shall pnt the latter construction upon it. Mr.
Latham : It is a fair sample of work for cottage
property. The Judge. Do you call the work
average work considering the class':' Mr. Latham

:

As a professional man, perhaps I am inclined the
other way. There is hair in the mortar, but not so
much as I should like to see iu good work, and the
setting is tender. The Judge : Quite so. Mr.
Latham : I should say that the sample of mort ir

produced last court day is not a fair sample. The
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Judge : Still, you Bay the work comes up to the

conditions. Mr. Latham : I should hardly like to

say so ; but, having talked the matter over with
the plaintiff and the defendant, I have come to the

opinion that it would be advisable for them to come
to a compromise in the re-papering of the house,

which would cost about £4 each. The Judge (to

the plaintiff) : Are you willing to assent to that

course? The plaintiff : I hardly agree, as I told

the defendant it was too early to paper the walls.

The palmer has been blown off the walls by the

damp. Mr. Latham : I don't agree with that, as

the damp only would not cause efflorescence. The
defendant : You have not reckoned the stair-

walls. Mr. Latham: That will be £ 1 each. The
Judge (to Mr. Latham) : I am obliged to you for

your valuable assistance and report. I shall adopt

your suggestions as to the case before me. The
plaintiff sues for £10; I shall give him judgment
tor £6. The plaintiff : And the costs, please .'' The
Tudge : The usual costs ; to be paid in seven

days.

A Client's DnriouLTiEg with ms Buildee
AND ABcniTEOT.—At Derby County-court, on
Tuesday, before Mr. Woodforde, judge, the case of

G. Pemberton v. F. Parkes was heard, in which
£39 43. 9d. was claimed for work done. Defendant
is a medical galvanist, who, desiring to build pre-

mises in Burton-road, Derby, employed Messrs.
Sheffield and Hill as architects, the work being
performed by the latter. The contract was taken
by builders named Birkumshaw, and on their

failure a Mr. Bakewell was called by the trustee

to complete the work ; but after a time he declined

to go further, and a difference arose between de-
fendant and Mr. Hill, his architect. Plaintiff then
took up the contract, and he set his mea to work
from the 3rd to the 10th May, for which £10 4s. 9d.

was now sued for. An altercation then took place
between plaintiff and defendant, and the former
took his men away but defendant having called at

his office, plantiff consented to recommence work,
which reached the sum of £29, in addition to the
sum already incurred. Plaintiff was referred

by defendant for payment for the recommenced
work to Mr. Hill, against whom defendant's
counsel now made allegations of neglect. After a
long hearing, it transpired that an action had been
commenced against Parkes by the trustee for
Birkumsbaw's, the original contractors, and his

honour eventually gave judgment of non-suit.

A CuBious Vebdict.—'Woethinoton v. Sudell.
—This case was tried on Monday in the Queen's
Bench Division (before Mr. Justice Bowen and a
common jury,) and was brought by an architect

to recover £161 as remuneration for preparing
plans for repairing and rebuilding a publichouse ia

the Qray's Inn-road. It was agreed by counsel
that the amount, if any, to be paid to the plaintiff

should be £151, being 5 per cent, on the proposed
outlay, and also some out-of-pocket expenses. The
defence was that the plaintiff was instructed to

prepare plans which would represent an outlay of
from £1,.W0 to £1,800, whereas those which were
prepared could not be carried out for less than
£2,400. The plans were prepared in 1875, and no
claim was made until five years afterwards. The
explanation given for this was that the defendant
hadleftthe neighbourhood, and his address was not
known to the plaintiff. The jury retired to consider
their verdict, and when they returned the foreman
said that the jury had agreed upon a verdict for the
plaintiff for £45. His Lordship, however, explained
to them that the parties had agreed upon the
amount, and that he cou'd not take the verdict for
the amount which they mentioned. They then
retired to consider their verdict again, and in the
result they returned and found a verdict for the
defendant. His Lordship stayed execution.

Alleged Inacctteact op Conteact Plans.—
An arbitration took place at Newmarket, on the
I3th inst., in reference to the sewerage works in

course of construction at Exning, between Messrs.
Saint Brothers, of St. Ives, the contractors, and the
Newmarket local board of health, the sanitary
authority. In February, 1880, tenders were in-
vited for levelling and draining about six acres of
land for sewage utilisation. The lowest tender
was accepted, that of Messrs. Saint, at £380, and
the contract was entered into in due course, the
contractors basing their estimates upon the plans
and specifications furnished by the surveyors to
the local board, Messrs. Clark and Holland, of
Newmarket. Soon after the works had been com-
menced, it was discovered by the contractors that
a larger quantity of work would have to be done
than was anticipated by them when they estimated
for the tender, and it was alleged by them that the
plans and specifications supplied by the board were
inaccurate. In accordance with a clause in the
contract, the dispute was referred to two arbitra-
tors and an umpire. The umpire appointed was
Mr. Angel, architect, of London ; while Mr. K. E.
Rowe, of Cambridge, diocesan architect for Ely,
acted as arbitrator for the claimants, and Mr. C.
Pritcbard, of Birmingham, civil engineer, was
agreed to in the same capacity for the local board

of Newmarket. The plans and apeclBcations baring
been put in, the claimants called Mr. Pooley,
civil engineer, of Cambridge, who deposed
that tlie plans were inaccurate and misleading.
Mr. Bootham, builder, of Cambridge, confirmed
this evidence, and the Messrs. Saint detailed
what had occurred between them and the sur-
veyors to the board. On the part of that authority
it was contended that inasmuch as the advertise-
ment had stated how much levelling would have to
be doue, the plaintiffs ought to have known what
they were about, and that if they bad entered into
an improvident contract it was their fault, and not
the board.—Mr. J. F. Clark, of Newmaiket, one
of the surveyors to the board, gave evidence in
favour of the plans. In cross-examination he
admitted that certain transverse sections on the
plans were incorrect. They had been made by a
clerk in his office.—At the close of the inquiry the
umpire and arbitrators announced that the award
would be given on or before the 1st March.

A Suevetoe's Ceetificate not Necessaby to
Peove Completion.—Lewis v. Hoabe.—This was
an appeal to the House of Lords, on Tuesday, from
a judgment of the Court of Appeal reversing the
judgment, after trial, of Mr. Baron Huddleston.
Ihe action was originally brought by the re-

spondent against the appellant upon a guarantee
to the following effect:—"In consideration of
your advance to Mr. Thick's authority of this date,
1 hereby promise to pay you £110 on completion of
six houses, in accordance with a contract of this

date between myself and Mr. Thick." It appeared
that Mr. Thick was a builder, and that he had
agreed to erect certain houses, for which he was to
be paid on obtnining a certificate from the surveyor
that the buildings were complete in accordance
with the contract. The question left to the jury
at the trial was, whether or not the houses could
be said to have been completed before action
brought, the builder not having received the cer-
tificate to that effect from the surveyor. The jury
found that the houses had been completed as a
matter of fact. Mr. Baron Huddleston, on further
consider.ition, decided against the plaintiff, on the
ground that the houses were not completed in

accordance with the contract, the builder not
having received the surveyor's certificate, and
directed judgment to be entered for the defendant.
The Court of Appeal reversed that decision, on the
ground that the finding of the jury on the question
of the completion of the houses was conclusive,

and that the question whether or not the certificafe

had been given did not arise. At the conclusion of
the arguments, their Lordships (the Lord Chan-
cellor, Lord Blackburn, and Lord Watson) affirmed

the judgment of the Court below, on the ground
that the form of the verdict made it imperative to

hold that the jury found that the houses were
actually completed in accordance with the contract
in every particular except the actual issuing of the
certificate. The issuing of such a certificate would
not make the houses complete if they were not
actually completed, and the withholding of the
certificate would not make them incomplete if they
were actually complete. The appeal must there-

fore be dismissed with costs.—Judgment affirmed,

and appeal dismissed with costs.

Impeopee Bcildino Mateeials.—At the Ed-
monton Sessions on Wednesday, Andrew Nichols,

builder, of Shacklewell-lane, was charged upon
two summonses with violatiug the lOGth bylaw of

the Tottenham Local Boaid of Health, the
material used by him as mortar in the construction
of two houses in Deleview-road, Eastboumia,
Stamford-hill, within the jurisdiction of the Board,
not being of a character to solidly bind the bricks

together. Mr. de Tape, surveyor to the Board,
said he personally visited the houses on the 3rd of

december, and took the four samples of mortar
produced from the brickwork. He also gave
notice that the walls were in a dangerous state,

and they had been partially taken down. The
samples were handed to the justices, who with the
greatest ease crumbled the so-called mortar into

dust between their fingers. The Bench ordered
the defendant t] pay £o and a continuing penalty
of 23. Gd. per day for 40 days in respect of each
house (£20 altogether) and costs, intimating that

they were determined to assist local authorities in

enforcing their bylaws.

(Bwc (Bf&tt Cable.

A meeting of the local board of Bridlington was
held last week, to consider the plans forwarded by
Messrs. Brierley and Holt, civil engineers, to whom
the premium of £100 had been awarded in a recent

drainage competition. After two hours' discussion,

it was decided to write to Messrs. Brierley and
Holt, and suggest that the amount of tunnelling be

reduced, with a view to reduce the cost of exe-

cution.

Mr. Eli Johnson, a sculptor of some repute, died

at Northampton, on Friday last, of congestion of

the lungs. His chief works were a bust of the late

Mr. Charles Gilpin, and another of Mr. George

Palmer, M.P.

Tm! death ia recorded, at the ago of 70 year«,
of the distinguUhed French architect, II. Hector
Lefuel, who waa bom at Versailles. The pupil
of his father, a capable member of the same pro-
fession, M. Lefocf early attracted notioe by his
diligence and accompliobmeDts ; he obtained
the Grand Prix, first class, in 1829, and conse-
quently studied at the Villa Mddicis. He suc-
ceeded Visoonti as architect to the Palais de
Fontainebleaa, and was employed to continue
the works which united the Louvre with the
Tuilcries. In 185$ he was elected a Member of
the Inxtitate ; and appointed Commander of the
Xiegion of Honour in 1867.

The Society of British Artists, baring placed
their fine galleries in Suffolk- street. Fall Mall,
at the disposal of the Sunday Society, the
Winter Exhibition, consisting of 945 paintingv,
1 7 pieces of sculpture, &c. , was opened to the
members of the society on Sunday last between
the hours of 5 and 7 30 p.m. On Sundays,
January 23rd and 30th, the exhibition will be
open to the public free by tickets, which will be
issued by the Sunday Society to those applyingr
by letter and sending a stamped and addressea
envelope to the hononsry-secrotary, 8, Park-
place-villas, W. This is the second time that
the Society of British Artists have generously
seconded the efforts of the Sunday Society.

TiiE death is announced of Augusto Edouard
Mariettc, better known as Manette Bey, the
archaeologist of the modern school of Egypt-
ology. M. Manette was bom at Boulogne in

1821, and beg:an life as a teacher of grammar
and drawing in that town, occupying his leteura

in the unaided study of Egyptian hieroglyphics.
In 1848 he was attached to the Egyptian Mu-
seum at the Louvre, and two years later he was
first sent to Egypt on a scientific mission, the
object of which was the search for Coptic manu-
scripts preserved in the monasteries of the
country. Mariette found his way to Sakkarah,
the ancient Memphis, and there began that series

of excavations which will be for ever associated

with his name. He discovered the site of the
Serapeum, the temple and inclosure dedicated
in ancient times to the worship and custody of

the sacred bull Apis, as well as the long range
of dated and inscribed tombs in which the bulls

were buried, and which furnish a check and a
verification of Egyptian chronology derived
from independent sources. During bis first

visit to Egypt, Mariette also excavated the
buried part of the Sphinx, and demonstrated
anew the fact that that stupendous monument
is hewn from the solid rock. Mariette remained
some years in Egypt, and on his return to

Europe was appointed assistant keeper of the
Egyptian Museum in the Louvre. Returning
to Egypt, he received the title of Bey, and was
appointed by the late Khedive as Conservator of
the National Monuments of Egypt and Keeper
of the Museum at Boulak, an institution which
may almost be called of his creation.

The great success of the Nottingham Castle

Museum of Art has encouraged art-lovers in

Nottingham to form a society which now has
something more than one hundred members. Its

objects are the encouragement of art and the

dissemination of art knowledge. Mr. S. Dutton
Walker, F.S.A., is the hon. sec, and he has
been very materially assisted by Mr. G. H.
Wallis, the curator of the museum. Lectures

have already been given by Mr. Wyke Bayliss,

F. S. A., Mr. John Forbes Koberts, Mr. S. Bourne,

and by Professor Marehall, of Leeds. Mr.
Bourne's paper was most interesting, and de-

scribed very graphically the dangers and diffi-

culties which he encountered in his expedition

for artistic purposes and for photography, in the

mountain ranges of the higher Himalayas. After

the lecture, Mr. Bonme exhibited his splendid

collection of photographs, taken as above de-

scribed. Other lectures are to follow, and the

session will be wound up by a soitej at the

Castle, when Lord Helper, the President, Trill

preside.

Ijipoetant engineering operations are about

to be carried out near the Lake of Constance by
M. Honsell. The objects are, to keep the water
of the lake from rising above, or sinking below,

certain limits (showing a difference of level of
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l-8m.), and to prevent future high waters
giving a more abundant discharge than the pre-

sent. The requirements of navigation, the

secority of the town of Schaffhausen, &c., ne-

eeositate this. The project in hand includes two
operationa : enhirgement of the Stiegen channel

(oy means of wa3i-boaids, so placed that the

outflow there will not show an increase on the

present till the water reaches their level) ; and
regnilansatiou of the bed by dredging, from the

Stein bridge to a little below the confluence of

tiieBiber, a distance of 5'575m. Full particu-

lars of the soheme will be found in the Archifes

in Settnet* of December 15.

CHIPS.
An inquiry was recently held at the Tolhouse,

at Oreat Tarmouth, before Mr. Morgan, Local
Government Board inspector, with reference to an
^plication from the town council for leave to

borrow the sum of £5,000, for paving various parts

of the town with wood and concrete.

Anew organ sind choir-stalls, erected in Chellas-
ton Church, Derbyshire, were used for the first

time last week. Mr. Samuel Warren, of Derby,
built the organ.

An enthusiastic demonstration took place at

Hull on Saturday, in celebration of cutting the

ftnt sod of the Hull and Bamsley Bailway and
Dock. Messrs. Lucas and Aird, of Lambeth, are
the contractors for the work.

The town-hall at Newbury has been altered and
improved under the direction of Mr. J. H. Money,
architect, of that town, by Mr. W. H. Simmonds,
contractor, of Beading.

At Birmingham, on Monday week, Benjamin W.
Smith, cashier in the employ of Messrs. Martin and
Chamberlain, architects, was committed for trial

on a charge of embezzling moneys, amounting to
nearly £1,000, belonging to his employers.

The Local Board of Stapleton, next Bristol,

decided, at a meeting held on Wednesday week, to

carry out a complete drainage scheme for the parish,

in accordance with a scheme and plans prepared by
their surveyor, and at an estimated cost of
£15,000.

A new school-house has just bean built in con-
nection with Holy Trinity Church, Aldershot ; Mr.
J. Seabright was the builder.

An inquiry was held on Wednesday week at
Preston, Lancashire, before Mr. G. Thomhill
Harrison, C.E., an inspector of the Local Qovem-
ment Board, into an application by the Preston
Town Council for sanction to borrow the sum of

£60,000 for public improvements. At the close of

the inquiry the inspector said there appeared no
objection to the sanction of the Local Government
Board being given.

A new mission church for the North-end of
Yarmouth was opened on Tuesday week. It

is 84ft. by 2Sft., and accommodates 400 persons.
Mr. Newby was the contractor for carpentry
work, and Mr. G. Nickerson, also of Yarmouth,
for the brickwork. The cost has been about £580.

The School-board for the Forest of Dean received
at their monthly meeting plans sent in by Messrs.
Haddon Brothers, of London and Hereford, and
others by Mr. Roberts, of Cinderford, for new
schools for Steam-mills, near Cinderford. After a
long discussion on the plans, a decision was post-
poned till the next meeting of the board. The
estimated cost of Messrs. Haddon's plans was £900,
and for those of Mr. Boberts £1,500.

Mr. Alfred Creer, who for nine years had been
deputy borough engineer of Halifax, West Riding,
was last week elected borough surveyor of Lancas-
ter, from amongst 176 candidates.

The town council of Carlisle received last week
a letter from the secretary to the Royal Archaeo-
logical Institute, accepting, on behalf of the Insti-

tute, the invitation from the council to visit the
city in 1882.

Mr. George Kice Jay, for many years borough
surveyor of Maldon, died on the 13th inst., at the
age of 77 years.

The town council of Hull, on Thursday week,
decided to raise the salary of the waterworks
engineer, Mr. D. Maxwell, from £350 to £450 per
annum.

A Corporation report states the cost of the
Temple-bar memorial to be £10,690 6s. 7d. Of
this £5,260 is payable to Messrs. Mowlem and Co.
for the foundations, scaffolding, granite work,
masonry, carving and modelling; £2,152 to Mr.
Boehm, B.A., for the statues in marble of the
Queen aad Prince of Wales ; £1,081 to Mr. Birch,
A.B.A., for the " Griffln " in bronze ; and
£1,603 15«. for the basso -lelievos.

The annual exhibition of the Dublin Amateur
Artists' Society was opened last week, and the
newspapers of that city state that the standard of
the work is much superior to last year. The
i'udges. Sir G. Hodson, Sir Thos. A. Jones,
'.R.H.A., and Mr. Thomas Drew, B.H.A., report

that there is shown much careful study and ob-
servation of natural effects, and that they were
particularly pleased with several studies of land-
scapes direct from nature, especially with No. 319.

Regret is expressed that, as was the case last year,
there has been no competition in figure subjects
and heads. They award the prizes thus :— Section
A : figure subjects and studies of heads—no awards.
Section B : landscapes from nature (oils)—Ist, Ma^
Kate Benson (secretary of the society) ; 2na,
Charlotte E. Benson ; commended, Mary K.
Benson. Do. (in water-colours)— 1st, Maiy Kane

;

2nd, Charles D. Manley; commended, Dora
Martyn and Edith Cane. Section C : animals
—1st, not awarded. 2nd, Mary K. Benson

;

Section D: pictures from sketches (oils)— Ist,

J. M. H. Todhunter ; 2nd, Mary K. Benson.
Do. (in water-colours)— 1st, Dora Martyn ; 2nd,
Edith Cane. Section E : flowers (in water-colours)
—Ist, Miss Godfrey. Section F : illustrations—no

Srize awarded. Special prize for study of distance,

tary K. Benson.

A new work, entitled, " Chapters from the His-
tory of Old Saint Paul's," by Dr. W. Sparrow
Simpson, editor of " Documents Illustrating the
History of St. Paul's" (Camden Society), is in the
press, and will be published shortly by Mr. ElUot
Stock.
A new aisle has been added to St. Peter's

Church, Galashiels, which will accommodate 180
persons, the previous amount of space su£&cing for

300 sitters. The cost was about £ 1 , 000

It was reported at the last meeting of the town
council for Pembroke, that seventeen replies had
been received to the advertisements of the council,

offering the munificent premium of £25 for the best
scheme for supplying the town with water.

The local board of Torquay last week received
the sanction of the Local Government Board to

the borrowing of £22,425 for the purpose of form-
ing a new storage reservoir, and extending the

water -supply of the town.

Mr. C. Wentworth Wass, who for more than 22
years has occupied the post of superintendent of

the picture-gallery at the Crystal Palace, was last

week presented with a testimonial consisting of a
silver salver and a purse of 200 guineas on his

retirement. Regret was expressed that this feature
of the pilace was likely, for financial reasons, to

be discontinued.

Mr. Boehm is actively engaged upon a statue
which is to be erected in Waterloo-place, as a
memorial to Lord Lawrence. The site is south'
east comer, and the size of statue, character of

pedestal, are to correspond exactly with the me-
morial to Sir John Burgoyne, also the work of Mr.
Boehm, which stands opposite.

New parochial infant-sohooU for St. Mary's,
Limbeth, were opened by the Archbishop of Can-
terbury, on Monday week. The building adjoins
Lambeth Palace, and is of red brick ; it is planned
as a large hall, with class-rooms at each end. The
cost has been £2,750, and accommodation is pro-
vided for 270 children. Mr. J. P. Seddon was the
architect.

The parish-church of East Carlton, Norfolk,
was opened on Thursday, the 13th inst., after

restoration, including a new roof, extensive repairs

to walls and windows, and entire reseating.

A stained-glass window has just been placed in

the Abbey Church of Romsey, Hants, reijresenting

Christ leading the Blind Man.

A mission-chapel is about to be built for the
hamlet of Wick, near Lyminster, Sussex, Mr. W.
Street is the architect ; the building is to seat 200
people at an estimated cost of £1,000.

A new post-ofRoe and other buildings have just
been erected at Haverfordwest, for the trustees of

Sir John Perrott's Charity. Messrs. Morgan and
Thomas were the builders.

New business premises, built for the Accrington
and Church Industrial Co-operative Society

(Limited), at Autley, Accrington, were opened
last week. The joiners' work has all been exe-
cuted by the men in the Society's joinery depart-
ment, under the direction of Mr. G. A. Whiteside,
foreman, and the rest of the work was let to local

contractors. Mr. Henry Ross, of Accrington, is

the architect employed by the Society.

Iiamploug'h'B Pyretic Saline Is refreshlnir,
oin«tairrcc«l)lp,iiiid the nreyentiveot FEVERS, BILIOUBNESB,
SMALL POX, SKIN DISEASES, and manT other spring and
•ummer ailments. Sold by chemists throuffhout theworla,and
the Maker. 113. Holborn UUI. Vu no mbititute ~{ Adtt.1

Holloway's Pills thoroughly purify the blood,
completely cleanse the lunRS, reinvigorate debilitated or
vitiated nervous action, fctrcngtlien the inu^cleK, and clear the
brain These excellent Pills are particularly r4'C0inmended to all

persons whose occupation is sedentary or conducted in close

rgains,aad to the nervous, dyspeptic, and the low spirited.

UEETINaS FOS THE ENSTJINa 'WEEK.
MosDAY.—London Institution. *' Probiems in the His-

tory of Civillaation." By Dr. E. B. Tjlor,
F.R8. 5 p.m.

Wedxesday.—Society of Arts. " Siireestions for Pre-
ventinff London SmoKe." By W. D.
Scott-Moncreiff. 8 p.m.

TuuasDAY.—Society of AiU. "A New Mechanical Fur-
nace and a Continuous System of Manu-
facturing Sulphate of Soda." By Jas.
Mactear, F.C.8. 8 p.m.
London Institution. " The Manufac-

ture of Indigo from Coal." By Prof. H.
E. Amastroug, F.K.S. 7 p.m.

Society for the Fine Arts. " Book
Decoration." By J. W. Bradley. 8 p.m.

Saturday.—St. Paul's Ecdesiological Society. Ann'/ql
meeting. 2 p.m.

Throat Irritation.—Soreness and dryness, tick-
ling and irritation, inditcing cough and affecting the voice. For
these symptoms use Epps s Glycerine Jujubes. Glycerine, in
these agreeable confections, being in proximity to the glands
at the moment they arc excited by the act of sucking, becomes
actively healing. Sold only in boxci, 7Jd. and Is. IJd., labelled
*' J^MSS Erpa and Co., Homoeopathic chemists, London." A
letter received : "Gentlemen,— It may, perhaps. Interest you to
know that, after an extended trial, I have found your givcerine
Jujubes of con.lderable benefit (with or without medical treat-
ment) la ulmost all forma of throat disease. They soften and
clear the voice. In no case can they do any hann.—Yours faith-
fully, Gordon HoiMis, L.K.U.P.E., Senior Physician to the M«-
nicipal Tliroat and Ear Infirmary."

••-<

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
North Waxes Slate Trade.—The slate trade

of North Wales still continues very dull, and al-
though notices have been given of an extension of
full working time at the Oakley quarries, Fes-
tiniog, several of the smaller quarries remain
closed. The adoption of the Employers' Lia-
bility Act threatens to give rise to some trouble.
Mr. Assheton Smith, the owner of the Llanberis
quarries, has notified to his workmen that in the
event of their refusal to contract themselves out of
the Act he shall reconsider the arrangement under
which he supports the quarry hospital and allows
pensions to widows of men killed in his employ-
ment-. The matter has been referred to the North
Wales Quarrymen's Union, the Council of which,
after receiving statements from most of the quar-
ries comprised within the district of the or-

ganisation, have decided upon recommending the
men to adhere to the origmal resolution arrived

at, and not to contract themselves out of the Act.

CINDER-SIFTING ASH CLOSETS
Superior to Earth Closct-s. Por Gentlemen's Houses, Cottages.

Schools. £c.

NO DRIED EARTH REQUIRED.

The SanitaryApplianceCo. (Ltd.), Salford.— •~^^»-«

Doulting Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
of best quaUty. Pnces, deUvered at any part of
the United Kingdom, given on applicatisn to

CHARLES TRASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdou, Ilmiuster, Somerset.

—[Advt.]

McLAGHLAN & SONS, 35, St- James's-
Btieet, S.W. Builders, Decorators, and House Faiuters.

Designs and Estimates.
General Hepaira and Alterations Executed.

Experienced Workmen always in readiness, and sent to
any part of tke country.

—

[Advt.]

BATH STONE.
SUMMER DRIED,

CORSHAM DOWN,
100,000 Feet Cube.

PICTOE & SONS, BOX, WILTS.
[Advt.]

TENDERS.
•.* Correspondent* wotild in all cases oblige by giving;

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the
accepted tender—it adds to the value of the information,

Exeter.— For new factory. Fore-street, Exeter, for

Messrs. Lloyd and Son. Messrs. C. Shoppee and Sons,

22, John-street, Bedford-row, London, architects. Quan-
tities supplied by Mr. H Shoppee :—

Brass, London £12,478
Pethrick and Co., Plymouth ... 10,984

Stephens and Sons, Exeter ... 10,484

Jones and Co., Gloucester ... 10,290

Clark 10,269

Claridge, Banbury 10,096

Stephens and Bastow, Bristol*... 9,859

Brand and Co., London 8,300
• Accepted.
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THE GOOD AND BAD OF THE SEMI-
CLASSIC REVIVAL.

BY the " SGini-Classio revival " wo mean,
of course, the revival of what is com-

monly, and inaccurately, called the " Queen
Anne" style : that half-English, half-Dutoh
mode of building which seems to have come
into fashion round London in or before the
reign of William ill., and which lingered
on till domestic architecture, properly so-
called, almost died out amongst us. Prom
the middle of the 18th century till now,
plenty of architecture, better and worse,
has been applied to domestic buildings of
the more expensive class ; but the greater
part of it has not really been domestic archi-
tecture at all. There has been no everyday
style, no prose style, no style for common
purposes. Nearly everything that pretended
to style at all has been put into a monu-
mental style, or a sham monumental stylo.
While the temples of Greece, the palaces of
Eome, and the churches of ModiiBval
Europe have been ransacked to furnish bits
of detail for the adorning of city shops and
middle-class villas, we have even been as-
sured by those eloquent writers about art,

who are so much more abundant in our
times than in those when art grew and
flourished, that all this is as it should be,
and that our only fault lies in not carrying
the process far enough. Wo ought, it ap-
pears, to have gone a stage further, and not
only to have tilled our house-fronts with
pointed arches and window-tracery ; but to
have covered our rooms with cross-vaults in
brick or stone, if there was the least
intention of making them truly Gothic.
Similarly, no doubt, we should never
build so much as a cottage without
stone lintels and cornices, if we wish
our work to be truly Classic ; for the Classic-
temple style is as essentially based on stone-
lintel construction as the Gothic-cathedral
style is based on arches and vaulting. It is

this sort of teaching, by the way, which led
to all the horrors of stucco and sham-fronts,
—two devices to get the effect of monu-
mental architecture without its cost ; and it

is this teaching which has made the most
beautiful thoughts of bygone artists trite, if

not repulsive, by the perpetual mixing-up
of them with the vulgar and the sordid.
But is not monumental architecture (people
have asked) the highest class of architecture ?

and when we can copy the highest, why
should we, for any purpose, copy anything
lower ? Is not poetry (it might be
answered) the highest class of literature*
Why, then, on your principle, should not all

literature be poetical ? Monumental, or as
it might almost be called, rhythmical archi-
tecture, is the poetry of building, and the
man who feels no incongruity in applying it

to shops and banks and warehouses, ought
to feel no incongruity in a rhymed Daily
Inews or a blmk-verse Times.
One of the strongest points in favour of

the revived semi-Classic is, that it is a re-
action against all this misplaced monument-
alism. It is an admission that the common-
sense of the world is right, when it says
there ought to be a radical difference be-
tween a cathedral and a cottage. It is a
return to a pro.se stjle for prosaic subjects,
and to a slight and relatively temporary
stylo for slight and temporary purposes.
Such purposes there always have been, and
always will be, and it ought to bo possible,
now and here, as well as in other times and

distant places, to fulfil them artistically.

We have heard plenty of declamation against
short building leases, and should be glad
enough, wore it practicable, to see them
done away with. Permanence is a good
thing when it can bo had ; but it cannot be
had everywhere, and the architect's business
is to do the best under the actual conditions
he meets with. To-day ho may be deal-
ing with some great national work,
meant to last for ages; and to-mor-
row with some trifling structure likely to
vanish before the next generation ; the pro-
blem is to make both of them fulfil their
purpose the more satisfactorily while they
last. To do this, the two subjects must be
treated very differently in all respects. It
is not monumental Gothic alone that does
not lend itself with fitness to shops and
cottages ; it is the monumental phase of
every great style that ever existed. We do
not get much ocular proof of this amongst
the remains of past styles—for the plain rea-
son that the permanent in them has endured,
whUe the temporary, with a few chance ex-
ceptions, has passed away. A moment's
thought, however, will show that it must
have been so. The wildest dreamer of all

the dreamers who for the last fifty years have
taken upon themselves to oirect the workers
amongst us, could not imagine that the
Egyptian people ever lived in houses con-
structed as the Egyptian temples were.
But ought some art-prophet thereupon
to have stood up and testified against
them ? Should he have said, " It is

of no use your trying to build in the
Egyptian stylo, unless you adopt the very
same construction all through your dwellings,
which you see in the temples ? " They buUt,
no doubt, in a very temporary way, with no
sort of attempt at the same class of con-
struction ; and yet, in an unpretending
manner, it is easy to believe that their tem-
porary works harmonised with and gave
added dignity to, the almost eternal struc-

tures beside them. So it was with the Greeks
—so with the Modiseval builders ; so it is

with the Mahometans almost down to this

day. There is, and there was with all, a
monumental way of building for monumental
purposes, and a temporary or half-tem-
porary way for ordinary ends ; a noble vein
of poetry for adequate occasions, and a good
honest sort of prose for daily life. This is

one of the most essential things which the
leaders of the semi-Classic revival have re-

cognised, or, to speak more truly, have only
half-recognised, as yet.

If there had been existing amongst us a
multitude of precedents showing what the
early Gothic buUders thought suitable for

temporary structures, such as those we now
have to provide for in London, the Gothic
architects of to-day would doubtless have
copied these, and not the later ones. Very
few such precedents exist, and, for the most
part, few ever did exist : since in Mediseval
times not one in a hundred of the special

requirements of our age had any place at

all. The right and consistent course for

architects who adopt Early Gothic as their

style for permanent works would clearly be
to devise another phase of that style for

temporary and subordinate works. But
while architects are, unhappily, all sepa-

rated, with every man's hand against his

brother, it is out of the question to devise

either stylos or phases of style. Styles, of

necessity, have to bo devised by a multitude

of artists working together ; and all that an
isolated artist can do is to work with
all the power he has in such stylos as al-

ready exist. Hence, it will not do to blame
too much the isolated artists of our day,

because, when prevented by their isolation

from developing the phase of Gothic which
is wanting, they have fallen back on a phase

of mongrel Classic. It is a way of building

adapted for ordinary, half-temporary uses,

and that is its strength ; but it is also a way I

which harmonises Ul with the higher phoMt
of either Gothic or Classic, and that is it*

weakness. We may, therefore, bo said to
have once more, as of old, two style- phases,
the monumental and the temporary, the
poetical and the prosaic; but Uio misfor-
tune is that the two do not now, as they
did and should, harmonise together. Hence
we speak of the want having been only
half-met, the problem only haS-solved, the
necessities of the two style-phases only half-
recognised as yet.

Another weakness of this revived semi-
Classic is, that it does not really know how
to deal with any materials but brick and
wood. The North and West of England,
the great freestone and rubble-stone dis-
tricts, can, as it stands, hardly turn it to
any account. No doubt some architects
will get over the difliculty by building in
Yorkshire, for instance, just as they would
build in London. A man who cannot adapt
his ideas to the materials at hand has
nothing for it but to adapt the materials to
his ideas, and may save himself the trouble
of thinking how to make the best of local
conditions Tby putting his client to the ex-
pense of bringing bricks and tiles from a
distance. This, however, even apart from
the doubtful honesty of it, will seldom give
satisfactory results. One great charm ol
good architecture is, that it seems to grow
out of its site, to harmonise with its sur-
roundings, to be a part of Nature ; and this
a brick building in a stone country very
rarely seems to be. In the midst of a large
town it may pass, for the surroundings
then are artificial ; but in the country, with
rocks and quarries about it, and flag-

stones, it may be, peering through the turf
at its ba'o, the absurdity of importing bricks
is a little too glaring. The architects in our
stone districts are, however, more fortunate
than their contempoiaries elsewhere. They
have already, if they would have the wis-
dom to use it, a domestic style far more ia

harmony with monumental Gothic than is

the semi-Classic of 17th-century London.
In those districts Gothic traditions have
hardly, even yet, quite died out ; and we
may see what the later Medioeval builders,

at least, were accustomed to work in as their

everyday style. This, no doubt, needs
modification ; it is far enough from being a
ready-made solution of all our modem
difficulties, or a complete model for the
cheapest and most temporary of modem
structures. But it comes nearer to this than
any, save a very few, of those examples in

the brick and wood district of England
which show a similar amoimt of

MedisBval feeling. The semi-Classic revi-

val, therefore, has no right to spread
into places that can so well do with-
out it, and that indeed can so ill do with
it. It is a makeshift which we in London
may bo pardoned for availing ourselves

of till we can find or develop something
better, but one which we should be far from
thrusting on others who have already the

geim of a "prose style" incomparably
superior. Yet there can hardly be a more
palpable or lamentable proof of the helpless-

ness of isolated artists in the matter of

building-style, than this very confession.

When the same Gothic types are followed for

monumental works all over the kingdom,
we are driven to advocate as the best thing

possible, under the circumstances, the adop-
tion of two other quite distinct styles for

temporary and everyday works—one for

brick districts, and another for stone ones

;

and we are driven to this because experience

has shown that architects, while they are

isolated, may work fairly in old styles, but
are almost powerless in devising new ones.

StUl, as nothing is quite perfect in this

world, the present isolation of architects

is not absolute and complete ; and the

measure by which it falls short of being so,

is the measure of what can be done in
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modifyiying and giving vitality to the revived

semi-Classic. Such mutual helpfulness

as there is goes on chiefly through the

agency of the professional jouma's, by
which every architect can see what aljuost

every other architect has contributed from
time to time towards the solution of the
problems which all are concerned with. The
Association lectures and the Institute papers
have their value,—though the latter society

seems to become more and more a business

one, and to have few very brilliant sugges-
tions to offer, even from a business point of

view. But, after all, the way to study art

is to look at it and work at it—not to talk

about it and hear about it ; and thus illus-

trations, as being by a long stage nearer to

the realitities than mere descriptions are,

will always take decided precedence of

them. So, by one means and another,

the revived semi-Classic of our day does show
some slight departure almost everywhere
from its original form. A modem '

' Queen
Anne " house differs perceptibly enough in

most cases from anything that was done in

the reign of Queen Anne or her predecessors,

smd it differs very often in the right direc-

tion. Indeed, the final merit which we re-

fer to in the style in question is its great
and almost unexampled fitness for modifi-
cation. Architects may well hesitate to

touch the perfect Gothic, or the perfect

Greek, by way of alteration; and almost
every minor style has a sort of organic one-
ness about it which makes successful inter-

polations difficult. It is the crowning glory
of the revived semi -Classic, on the other
hand, that no one need despair of making it

better. Its detail can hardly be worse, and
so far it is emphatically the " corpus vile " on
which, as we have all been taught, experi-

ments should be made.

THE WEATHER AND THE BUILDERS.

THE recent severity of the weather has
not only stopped building operations,

but put to a severe test the capabilities of

those contrivances upon which the art of

good building depends. The contractor

who has undertaken to complete work has
been obliged to take advantage of the clause

in his contract which suspends the operation

of penalties for non-completion on account
of the inclemency of the weather, if he has
not already become a loser by the external

forces he has had to contend against, causing
dislocated walls, fractured stonework,

the destruction of mortar-joints and plas-

1»ring, burst pipes, and a variety of other

disturbances. The check to biiilding opera-

tions which have only advanced so far as to

be stiU in the hands of the bricklayer is

serious enough to create some apprehension
in the minds of those who have taken con-
tracts at a low price, though, if the lesson of

care and caution is heeded which such a
check brings with it, the unusual stress of

weather has not been without a salutary

effect. But a severe season has a far more
reaching application, especially to the large

sectien of the public who build and occupy
new houses. It becomes an exacting test

of material and workmanship. Even the
most substantially-built house must have
Buffered in some form or another. We are
afraid to contemplate the results of the frost

and driving snow in the case of the many
thousands of new houses which have recently

been built and occupied, and espfcially when
the frost abated and the breaking-up com-
menced. To begin with the roof, it would
be an instructive inquiry to discover the
percentage of water-tight roofs when yester-
day's thaw began. The roof may generally
be taken as a pretty sure test of the quality
of the house in other respects, though the
best-covered roofs are not invariably exempt
from the driving of fine snow between the
slates or the consequences of a thaw in a

confined gutter. The custom of having
parapets, which the builder still clings to,

despite its manifest evils, increases the risk

of an overflow, and invites the accumulation
of snow against the front wall, which forms
a good lodgment. When the thaw begins
the wall becomes saturated with moisture,
and the tenant may have to contend with two
forms of evil—the leakage through crevices

into his ceiling, and a wall sodden
with liquefied snow. The gutters get
clogged by the drift, and instead of

becoming the channels of discharge are
converted into troughs, which fill and be-

come a never-failing source of trouble in

snowy weather. The change from Classic

to Gothic led to the adoption of a more
sensible form of roof which the Queen
Anne style of building has retained ; but,
unhappfly, architectural style has been as
blind to the necessities of climate, as the
more arbitrarymistress Fashion in the matter
of women's dress. The idea of a roof which
shall throw off the rain and snow beyond
the walls is in theory a very easy matter

;

but somehow the architect, in his endeavour
to turn it into a picturesque feature, manages
to defeat the main object, either by placing
two gabled roofs in awkward proximity, or
making flats and gutters, where the
principal fall would naturally take place.
In not a few roofs the architect has done
the very thing the hydraulic engineer would
do if he wished to form a catchwater basin
or a reservoir. He places a huge dam in the
shape of a roof right across a valley formed
by the slopes or sides of adjacent roofs,

thereby penning up the water, and he
carries a blind gutter through the obstruc-
tion as a relief. What a makeshift ! It is

nothing but a contrivance to get over a
blunder. One often sees a chimney on an
outside wall carried up above a roof. When
a snowfall occurs a mass ofiL rests against
the chimney, soaking into thi warm brick-
work and finding its way down appears as

damp spots in the ceUing oi the bedroom
below. The remedy for this is un-
questionably a small steep roof will; ridge
constructed across the anglo, thj sides

of which would throw off the snow on
either side. An ordinary gutter is seldom
efficient. The ridge connecting the stack

with the main roof also helps to support
and steady the former. In a letter to the
Times last week, Mr. Latimer Clark makes
a very useful suggestion to prevent melted
snow from overflowing the gutters and
flooding the rooms below. It is briefly to

place inverted troughs of wood or iron, or a
simple V-shaped trough with apex upwards
along the gutters, so that when the snow
melts the water is freely conducted away
by the gutters.

We hear of numerous instances of the pene-
trability of the fine drift-snow of the recent

storm, andofmany roofs in the metropolis and
elsewhere it has found its ways through.
Buildings with steep Mansard roofs and
parapets have suffered to a great extent
owing to the choking up of the gutters,

though the least desirable angle seems to be
that which is flat enough to afford a resting

place for large masses before they begin to

slide off, and the wind has more chances of

raising the slates of flat roofs. The suggestion

of covering the gutters by two inclined

boards leaning together at the top is a good
temporary remedy ; but we might ask why
builders do not provide some more per-

manent form of protection over gutters, into

which a large surface of roofing discharges ?

Movable galvanised wire netting that could

be taken off in sections, would be an inex-

pensive and effectual barrier if placed over

these channels. It is needless to say that

common tile roofs, if too flat, or the tiles are

not laid with a close good lap, are very ex-

posed to the drift of fine snow, and we hear
of a chxirch recently built in the suburbs,

into which the snow has driven between the

tiles to such a degree that the aisle is

rendered useless. In specifying roofs of
this description great care is necessary to
obtain truly-made tUes, and to require close-

fitting or pointing in the laying ; but when
architects have the choice of improved tiles

such as theBroomhall Company's, and other
forms of Italian tiles, it rests with them
whether a perfect roof is the result or not.
When snow melts it begins to slide down
roofs, and in the case of buildings without
parapets some inconvenience, if not damage
to glass conservatories, may be ex-
perienced by avalanches from lofty build-
ings—a good reason, it seems to us, for a
steeply-inclined roof. One suggestion is to
arrest masses of snow, by inserting short
pieces of galvanised hoop-iron under the
slates at intervals, the ends being made to
turn upwards.
These observations lead us naturally to

a question which has always taxed the
ingenuity of architects and plumbers—
namely how to render skylights water-
tight. It is not too much to say that an
effectual skylight is more the concurrence
of good workmanship and favourable con-
ditions than design, for a well-planned
method of hingeing the lights, and forming
well-grooved rafters and water-tight rails

may be rendered completely abortive by the
carelessness of the joiner or plumber, in

fitting or in dressing the lead round
the kerb. A wooden skylight is, moreover,
subjected to the most trying circum-
stances. Alternately wet and dry, scorched
by a hot sun, or sodden with moisture,
few parts of the joiner's work are apt
to decay so soon. These conditions re-

quire the most seasoned materials ; but in

actual house-building perhaps less regard is

shown, in this respect, than for other more
visible specimens of the joiner's work. The
consequences are soon apparent. Either the
kerbing shrinks, loosening or otherwise crack-
ingthelead, the sashesbecome warped, anddo
not closely fit, or the shrinkage of the stiles

and rails leave openings which admit rain on
every occasion. Natural decay sets in, and
completes the work of destruction. The in-

conveniences and discomforts arising from
wooden skylights are chiefly due to the
parsimonious manner in which speculative

houses are built. Instead of 2in. or 2Jin.,

they are seldom more than 1 J or 1 Jin. thick

;

no capping is provided to cover the joints,

no tongues are introduced, and the glazing
is imperfectly performed with putty which is

constantly giving way through shrinkage.

Of course, metal skylights avoid many of

the risks to which wood is exposed ; but to
all skylights there is the objection that the
first heavy snowstorm throws the hall, stair-

case, or landing of the house in darkness, or
shuts out the light from any room which is

lighted entirely by its aid. During the past
week, many of our railway-stations were
obliged to be lighted by gas during the day
owing to the late snowfall ; but in the case

of a skylight, surely the skill of the archi-

tect or builder might be called upon to de-

vise some outer protection in the form of a
steeped-pitched open-metal grating or net,

to throw off the snow as soon as it falls

without obscuring the light ; and it is re-

markable that the perversity of the building

craft is such that an outer skylight is often

of lower pitch than the surrounding roofs.

Of walls, it is unnecessary to say more
than that the builder very often ren-

ders them damp and cold by adhering to the

old-fashioned idea of having sohd walls

where hollow-constructed ones would be
better for every sanitary reason. In stone

districts, where good rubble walling can be
had and solidity is not grudged, a solid

wall may secure all that is required ; but it

is a miserable stickling for traditional

usage to buUd thin solid walls of porous

brick, and afterwards try to stay the

inroads moisture and cold produce. With
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these observations we pass on to allude to a
few of the oommonor defects found within
the house. That wonderful specimen of
human ingenuity, the modem sash window,
is by no means an infallible check to driving
wind, rain, or even snow, as many of our
new houses have found to their cost within
the last few days. Here the art of the
architect has done really little to abate the
evil. When we have no cold air pouring upon
our heads in our parlours or studies, we
have a deluge of rain that enters, or small
heaps of driven snow, which accumulate in
the crevices of the sashes, and pile themselves
up in the corners of our windows. On the
outside of the window the flat sills form
shelves for the snow to lodge till small
mountains and ridges appear, but these are
harmless compared with the deluge of con-
densed water which greets our eyes after a
sudden fall of the outside temperature. It
is useless to inquire if we have remedies for
these things. As violent snowstorms only
happen once or twice in a generation, the
modem house-builder does not trouble
about the precautions of extra thick sashes,
weather-bars, or grooved and tongued
stiles. Everyone knows the value of a
double window ; but it is an item of cost
that tenants are not prepared to pay for, so
builders and those they build for are content
with the usualsashwindow with its numerous
shortcomings. How mercilessly inefficient
some of these fittings are has not perhaps
been so fully tested till the other day, and
it is certainly cruel irony which points to
these deficiencies in some of the better
buUdings of the metropolis, whore the skill
and experience of the best artificers
are supposed to be centred. It is true,
indeed, that the modern architect can
provide against these things : he can
specify close - fitting sashes, grooved
and tongued rebates, weather-bars and
draught- preventers

; yet by the strange
coincidence of modem contract work and
machine-labour, all the theory, all the work-
man's care in operating is thrown away.
Competition has brought with it the produce
of inferior timber-markets and the artless-
ness of mechanical labour. The most
skilled workmanship is baffled by shrinkage
of timber, and the most consummate con-
trivance may be frustrated by iU-judged
conversion of timber. There are a score of
other minor dtfects, which a severe frost
opens up. The plumberand thebuilder arenow
busy in arresting the flow of water caused
by the bursting of pipes, in patching up
roofs, gutters, and skylights. In view of the
present breaking-up of frost, we may caU
attention to a few useful suggestions made
by the writer we have already referred to.
Pipes buried in the ground are safe from
frost, but vvhere, as in areas, cold passages,
&c., they are exposed, the author proposes
the very simple precaution of "inserting
within the pipe a small thin tube of gutta-
percha or indiarubber, containing air,
sealed at the ends, and extending the whole
length of the pipe. It may be held in posi-
tion at intervals by copper wires brought to
the outside at the joints and soldered in
with them." The taps of hydrants for
watering gardens should be buried 2ft. in
the ground, the handle for turning the tap
and the delivery pipe being brought up to
the surface. Screw-taps are better, as they
shut ofl' the water gradually, and avoid the
sudden blow caused by the common plug
taps. Another hint to prevent the bursting
of hot-water boUers is worth remembering,
and that is to draw off a quart of water from
the boiler before lighting the fii-o. If this
can be done the pipes are not frozen, and the
fire may be lighted with safety ; but this
precaution ought only be a supplementary
one to a safety-valve. Builders and archi-
tects would earn the respect of their em-
ployers and the public if they bestowed a
little care and thought on these matters.
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SPECIFIC BUILDINGGRAVITY OP
MATERIALS.

IP we take in our hands equal bulks, a
cubic inch for example, of two different

solids, such as marble and lead, we at once
perceive a great difference in the pre&SQrs
produced upon each hand, or, as we should
say, one cube feels much heavier than the
other. There is, in fact, a greater mass of
paitioles of matter condensed in the cube of
lead than in the cube of marble, owing to
those particles being more closely packed
together, so that bulk for bulk lead is heavier
than marble. In order to have an exact or
scientific method of comparing the densities
of various solids, wo adopt the weight of an
equal bulk of water as the standard unit,
and compare all other solid substances with
it. Thus, if we find that a cubic inch of lead
weighs as much as llj cubic inches of water,
we call 11 J the "specific gravity" of lead,
its density being UJ times that of water.
The celebrated philosoijher, Archimedes,

appears to have been the first to have had
his attention called to this mode of com-
paring the densities of different solids. The
King of Syracusehavinggiven acertainweight
of gold to a workman to make into a crown,
he returned him a crown having the full
weight of gold delivered to him ; but sus-
picion being afterwards aroused that it had
been alloyed with silver, the king referred
the matter to Archimedes, who, while cogi-
tating over the problem, happened to notice
that when he stepped into a bath full of
water a quantity of water e<]ual in hi/k to

his own body flowed over before he could
immerse himself. It then occurred to him
that, if he immersed a mass of pure gold
of equal weight to the crown in a vessel full

of water, and observed how much flowed
over, and then did the same thirg with the
crown itself, he wcfuld be able to see whether
the latter occupied more space than the mass
of pure gold, and thus dettct the quantity of
silver used to alloy it, as gold is nearly
tTOce as heavy as sQver for equal bulks, and
therefore the ciown would be of proportion-
ately greater bulk. The specific gravity
then of any solid is its weight as compared
with that of an equal bulk of water, distilled
water at 00* Pahr. being used as the stand-
ard of measurement.

Specific gravities of solids might, no doubt,
be determined by making exact cubes, say,
lin. each way, and weighing them against a
cubic inch of water, but this would be a
troublesome and inexact process, as we often
require to know the specific gravity of ir-

regularly-shaped bodies, and it is, moreover,
rendered unnecessary by the followinghydro-
staticlaw that "a body immersed in a fluid

is pressed upwards with a force equal to the
weight of the fluid displaced "

; from which
it follows that if we weigh a heavy body in

water, by attaching it to one side of a
balance and allowing it to sink in the water,
it loses in weight exactly that of an equal
bulk of water ; so that the weight of the
body as taken in air, minus its weight in

water, is the weight of an equal bulk of

water. If, then, W is the weight of the
solid in air, w its weight when immersed in

water, we have

Specific gravity =

or alloy of two metals, we must know the
gpeciflo gravity and volume of each com-
ponent

; let 8 and a be the spociflo graritiea,
V and V their volumes ; then wo have

—

W - a;

We have here supposed the substance to

be heavier than water ; but in the case of

most woods which float in water, in order to

find their specific gravities we must attach
a heavy material, sufficient to sink the
specimen below the surface of the water.
Call P the substance whose specific gravity
is sought, Q the weight employed to sink it,

and let w^ be the ascertained weight of Q
when weighed in water, and w the weight
of P -f- Q in water ; then we have

—

W
Specific gravity of P = '

Specific gravity of alloy = X'^+i^
XT V -<- »
Having thus briefly described the manner

in which the specific gravity of any aolid
body (not soluble in water) can be ascer-
tained, we now propose to consider the
subject in its bearing upon the utility of
materials used for building purposes. We
have seen that the specific gravity of a body
varies with its density, or the closenoM of
its particles to one another ; now it baa been
generally observed that the durability and
cohesive strength of materials are in direct
proportion to their compactness or density,
a heavy stone or one of high specific e:ravi^
being usually stronger and more durable,
c(eterii paribui, than a lighter one, in which
the specific gravity is low. This arises
chiefly from the lighter material being more
porous and absorbent than the heavier, and
therefore possessing less power of resistance
to pressure, as well as being more easily
acted on by water getting into its pores, and
either dissolving a portion of the substance,
or freezing in winter and splitting the stone
to pieces by the expansive force developed
in converting water into ice.

In selecting a stone for building purposes
it is therefore desirable to ascertain its
specific gravity, as even a slight variation in
two stones of similar chemical composition
wiU often make a great difference in their
relative durability. We have a remarkable
instance of this in the case of the magnesian
limestone employed for the external facing
of the Houses of Parliament at Westminster,
where the Bolsover stone was first used,
which has a specific gravity of 2-43 (water
being unity) ; but the quarries of this stone
being worked out, a stone of specific gravity
2-3 from Anstone was substituted, the decay
of which, when exposed to weather, was
very rapid, as compared with the Bolsover
stone, although the chemical composition
was almost identically the same in both.
The difference of cohesive strength in the
two kinds of stone, when subjected to a
crushing weight, is also very conspicuous,
being in the ratio of 117:83. Again, the
magnesian limestone from Cadeby, whose
specific gravity is 2'0, is very absorbent of
water, and possesses a low degree of cohe-
sive strength. There are, however, occa-
sional exceptions to this rule, as the mag-
nesian-limestone of Bramham-moor has a
specific gravity only slightly higher than
the Cadeby stone, but is much less absorbent
than some of higher specific gravity; and
is also possessed of considerable cohesive
strength.

With regard to sandstones, the same rule
may be said generally to hold good where the
chemical composition is similar, but as this
latter varies considerably in different stones,
we cannot always draw correct conclusions
merely from a knowledge of their specific

gravities. Thus Craglcith- stone, which is

nearly pure silica, has great crushing
strength, and moderate absorbent power

;

but Park-spring stone, which has a higher
specific gravity, has less cohesive strength,
but is at the time less absorbent, the chemi-
cal composition of the two being different.

Eenton sandstone has also a high specific

gravity, but it is very absorbent, and has
a low crushing strength, the amount of
silica in its composition being much less than
in the above-named stones ; and Heddon
stone, which is much lighter in weight but
contains more silica, is much less absorbent,
but has a less crushing strength, and its

power of resistance to weather is also small,

ilorley-moor stone, from the neighbourhood

k

of Derby, has a very low specific gravity, ac-

J
companied with high absorbent power and

W + u'i — w
I

but moderate cohesive strength.

To find the specific gravity of a compound ' In the case of the Oolitic limestones, the
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rule which has been laid down will be gene-

rallyfound to hold good, those from Anoaster

and Portland, which have high specific gra-
vity, being the least absorbent, strongest, and
most durable. The stone from Portland,

however, has a higher crushing strength,

owing probably to its containing a
small proportion of silica, which is absent

from the composition of other English
oolitej. Among the different varieties of

Portland stone, the most durable are those

which have the highest specific gravity,

that obtaiaed from the top bed being
heavier, stronger, and more durable than
the stone from the lower bed in the same
quarry. Bath stone has, generally, a low
specific gravity, combined with but moderate
crushing-strength, and being highly absor-

bent, its power of resisting weather is but
small. Some kinds of this stone, however,
have much greater durability and strength

than others, and generally in proportion to

their specific gravities. In other limestones

which are not oolitic, the rule holds good,
the siliceous limestone of Chilmark having
a high specific gravity combined with great
resistance to crushing, and low absorbent
power, which qualities render it a valuable

building material where strength and
durability are desired.

Metals dififer so greatly in character one
from another that it is difficult to draw com-
parisons between their specific gravity and
other qualities : thus gold has a very high
specific gravity, and is at the same time the

most malleable and ductile of metals ; it is

also possessed of the greatest power of re-

sistance to the actioa of acids, and is xm-
altered by exposure for any length of time
to atmosphfric influences ; while on the other
hand zinc, which is about ono-thiid of the
density of gold, possesses but little ductility,

and readily oxidises when exposed to the
air. Such comparisons, however, are of little

value as between separate metals ; it is by
comparing different specimens of the same
metal that we discover the value of ascer-

taining their specific gravity. Thus, for

example, we find that cast-iron has an
average specific gravity of 7' 12, and is very
brittle, being liable to fracture by a sharp
blow, although it will at the same time bear
a very great crushing weight ; while wrought
iron, whose specific gravity averages 7 '68,

has rather less crushing-strength, but will

bear almost any amount of hammering
without being fractured.

Again, if we take two different specimens
of cast-iron, we shall find that the one pos-
sessing the highest specific gravity is in-

variably the stronger, and this arises from
the particles being more closely packed
together, as well as from greater uniformity
of texture, since castings are very liable to

be honeycomed from unequal shrinkage in

cooling, which renders them weak and
brittle. In some of the cheap castings in
iron, a large proportion of carbon is mixed
jsrith the metal, which reduces both its

strength and specific gravity, rendering it

extremely brittle, and almost useless as a
building material that is liable to strain of

any kind. The way to test the soundness
of metallic castings is to take their

specific gravity, which might easily be
done by weighing them in a tank of water ;

had this been done in the case of the first

great bell (Big Ben), which was cast for the
clock-tower at Westminster, the porosity
and inequality of the casting would at once
have been detected, and the expense of
taking down and re-casting the boll might
have been saved to the country. It is al-

ways found that when columns of iron are
cast solid throughout, the centre portion is

much less dense and strong than the part
nearer the outside, owing to the latter
cooling more rapidly than the former ; hence
it has been found that hollow colimins
possess greater strength, weight for weight,
than solid ones, and in inverse proportion

to the thickness of the metal, which is

always denser and has a higher specific

gravity in thin castings than in thick ones.

Of the various kinds of timber employed
for building purposes it may be generally
afiirmed that those which have a high
specific gravity are stronger and more dura-
ble than others of a low specific gravity.

Thus, if we compare pitch-pine with spruce,

we find the former to have nearly twice the
specific gravity of the latter, and that both
in strength and durability it is also greatly

superior. The wood at the centre or " heart

"

of firs and many other timber-trees has a
higher specific gravity than that taken from
the outer part of the trunk, being at the
same time stronger and less liable to decay
when used for building. Timber baulks are

often iinsound in the middle, and their

strength is thereby greatly impaired ; the

unsoundness is difficult to discover without
sawing them in two ; but if their specific

gravity was taken as they lay in the water
or dock and compared with that of a sound
piece of wood, the soundness, or otherwise,

of the inside would be at once rendered cer-

tain, the unsound part having a lower
density than the sound part ; so that in case

the timber was decayed in the middle the

specific gravity of the whole beam would be
less than that of a sound specimen.
There are many other building materials

to which the rule will apply ; thus, if we
oompEire different kinds of brick and roofing

slates, we find that those which have the

highest specific gravity are the most re-

markable for their strength, durability, and
non -absorption of water; the softer and
lighter qualities being also more readily de-

stroyed by exposure to weather. The
strength of cement depends, in a remark-
able degree, on its weight, Portland cement
weighing only 1061b. per bushel being found
to have little more than half the tensile

strength of cement whose weight is 1301b.

The adulteration of white-lead used by
painters can be detected by its weight, as the

materials mixed with it are generally of

lower specific gravity. Many other ex-

amples might be adduced; but we think

that enough has been said to prove that, in

selecting materials for building purpose^,

a great deal more attention should be paid

than is usually done to the question of their

specific gravity.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE fortnightly meeting of this association

was held on Friday evening', the President,

Mr. E. C. Lee, in the chair. Messrs. Edward
W. Smith, F. Kenyon Parker, Arthur Smyth,
and H. W. Simpson were elected as members.
Mr. Eales, assistant-secretary, announced that

the first visit of the session would take place on
Saturday (to-morrow) the 29th inst., and would
be made to the Standard Assurance Offices, King
"WilUam- street, E.G.

THE "S.P.A.B." ON rTS DEFENCE.

The following letter was read by Mr. Paqe,
hon. secretary :

—

The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings,

9, Buckingham-street, Jan. 2l8t., 18S1.

To the Hon. Sees, of the Architectural Association.

Deab Sirs,—The attention of tlie Committee of this

Soaety having heen called to some remarks made by one
of the speakers in the diacupsion that took place on the

paper by Mr. Pink, of the 7th inst., I am desired to ask

you to be good enough to read this letter at tlie next
meeting of the Associati >n. The Society has made efforts

for the preservation of many of the churches of Norfolk,

amongst others of North Walsham, and of St. Peter Man-
croft, and St. George, Tombland, Norwich, besideshaving
issued a pamphlet on *' Restoration in East Anglia," a

copy of which ia enclosed. The Society is now occupied in

endeavouring to procure the repair of Knapton Church.
It receutlydrew the attention of the restoration committee
at North Walsham to the nave roof of the cliurch, and
appealed to it to retain as much as possible of the r&-

markable and unique old roof, instead of wh lly replacing

it by a modem imitation. Tlie Society has, from tiine to

time for a lengthened period, directed its efforts against

the work done at St. Alban's Abbey, and it oppose*! the

granting of the faculty recently apphcd for for the resto-

ration of the west front. In face, however, of the local

approbation of the proposed restoration, its opposition

was futile, and no further action seems now possible.

The committee thinks that the same publicity should he
given to this statement as to the remarks of the speaker

referred to, which were, of course, made in i^aorance of

tlic proceedings of the Society. This will be gained if you
will kindly read this letter to your meeting.—Vours faith-
fully (on behalf of the Society),

CuAs. G. VisALL, Hon. Sec.

PEOPOSED VISIT TO BOitE.

Mr. T. Blashill said he believed many arohi- J

tccts and students, young and old, would like to
|

hear of a good opportunity of visiting Rome, and r

ho therefore mentioned that this spring an ex-
cursion would leave Paris a week before Easter,

and return to Paris a week after Easter, stop-
ping six days in Rome, two at Florence, and
about one day each at Turin, Genoa, and Pisa.

This would involve 1 7 days' absence from Lon-
don, but of these 9 only were full working days.

He went with two pupils !ast year, and now
offered a few of the leading particulars about the
excursion. The total outlay, travelling 2nd
class, between Paris and Rome, and placing all

arrangements in th« latter city in the hands of

recognised excursion agents, varied from
£21 lOs. to £25 15s., but a margin would be
needed for extras, chiefly to bo expended upon
photographs. Low as these figures were, the '

arrangements were neither low nor insufBoient, -7=5

and a well-known sculptor and archseologist I

conducted the English .section of tlie party in a I

manner quite equal to that with which our own
archieological and architectural excursions had
made us familiar. The advantages to be derived

from such an excursion were very great, espe-

cially to anyone engaged in the study of Classical

architecture. Six days in Rome, at the best a
short time, was enough to enable a student to

gain great insight into the examples of ancient

art there displayed, and would give new value

to all illustrations met with in future years. He
suggested to any young men proposing to take

part in the excursion to join together, and spend
their evening leisure in reading Roman history,

and in studying the large number of architec-

tural works now available, and so to prepare

themselves for sightseeing.

THE PEOPOSED TEAVELUNO STUDENTSHIP.

The Peesident said he bad a communication
to make with reference to the proposal of an
A. A. Travelling studentship, broached at the

opening conversazione, which members would con-

sider of a highly satisfactory character.

Originally a very modest view of the situation

was taken, and a sum of about £400 was aimed at

;

the prize sub-committee were entrusted with

the duties of drawing up a draft of regulations

which bad since been submitted to the general

committee, who had unanimously approved of

it. One of the members oi the sub-committee

took a very sanguine view of the undertaking,

and to him much of the success that had attended

their preliminary proceedings was due. While
some doubted whether the money cotdd be

raised, and recommended that a general appeal

be made to the profession, and that the members
be urged to canvass all their friends, he strongly

supported the idea that the Association had
power and energy enough to be self-ruling, and
that the members could and would, if properly

approached, raise a sufficient sum. fie must
here reveal that this sanguine member was no
other than the hon. secretary of the sub-com-
mitte, Mr. Aston Webb. The report of the

sub-committee would have been before the

members this evening but for an unforeseen and
very gratifying circumstance—namely, that

although only about a hundred members and
former members had subscribed, the sum
originally proposed had been more than
promised, and they would, therefore, not

only be able to send out a student this

year, but had determined, in order that

the remaining seven-eighths of the mem-
bers might have an opportunity of joining

in the movement, to establish a second student-

ship. The actual sum provided was £515.

Having made an urgent appeal to the general

body of members to co-operate in the scheme,

assuring them that the modest half-guineas

would be equally valued with the larger sums
that were given by the senior members, the

President concluded by reading the draft condi-

tions. The age of competitors wEl be limited

in the present year to 25, in 1882 to 21, and in

1883 and afterwards the limit of age will be

23. Every candidate must be a member of the

Architectural Association. The studentship will

bo of the value of not less than £20, and the

tour of the successful candidate shall extend for

at least four weeks. The drawings are to be

submitted in competition by the first Friday in
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May in each year, and consist of:—One draw-
ing from the round (shaded) ; three sketches
from existing: buildings (or portions thereof)

;

six sheets of measured drawings from buildings
erected prior to the year 1750, drawn to a Jin.
scale, with at least one sheet of full-sized details,

on sheets of paper not exceeding imperial size.

Should these conditions not be adhered to by the
candidate, he will bo disqualified. The student,
prior to the commencement of his (our, shall
receive the sum of .£10, and should the judges
be satisfied with the work executed by the
student when on his tour, a further payment of
f 10 will be made, and a bronze medal presented
to him at the annual conversazione.

PABSONAOES.

Mr. Lacy W. Ribob, diocesan architect for
Sussex, read a paper upon this subject, premi-
sing that muih of what he should say would be
just as applicable to houses for gentlemen of
small means as to parsonages. He proposed to
epeak of country parsonages standing in their
own grounds ; although much naight be applica-
ble to town parsonages, it was ob-rious that on
confined sites, with a party-wall on either side,

many features of the ideal building must be
dispensed with. Parsonages differed from other
houses not in essence, but in the accidents which
surrounded them. These might bo classified
under two heads—tenure, and sources of funds
for erection. As to the former point, it was
necessary to remember that the parsonage and
glebe belonged to the incumbent in right of
his benefice, not as a trustee, but absolutely.
Although the incumbent had power to build,
enlarge, or otherwise improve the benefice at his
own expense, or out of funds placed at his dis-
posal, there were so many points on which the
consent of the bishop and the patron were re-
quired that it was desirable, before beginning to
build, to apprise them of the fact. On no point
were they more likely to be anxious than that
the buildings should be approximate to the bene-
fice, and it was specially necessary, in view of
possible future tenants, not to over-build the
income derivable from the incumbency.- Still, a
good house, if in a pleasant district, attracted
men of independent means, to the undoubted
advantage of the parish. The greatest
delinquents amongst the building clergy
were those who added as much as possible
to the outbuildings, regardless of quality
of materials and soundness of construction,
if they would outlast their own day. In build-
ing for a bachelor, or a man whose immediate
requirements are small, or whose funds are
limited, it was only right to remember that each
new incumbent, or even the present one, might
want to enlarge. If, therefore, space could be
furnished in roofs which might hereafter be
converted into attics, or could otherwise prepare
for contiogencies, it would be well. The funds
available should be expended in making the
house as commodiDus as possible, leaving it for
future time to add bays, porches, and similar
features. In some instances the lecturer had
gone so far as to put in the girders for the
openings into the future bays. At Eartham,
for example [see illustration], the attic-roofs

were laid, or, rather, the ceiling-joists of first-

floor were strong enough to act as floor-joists.

As an incumbent was landlord as well as tenant,
he was liable for substantial repairs, no allow-
ance being made for wear ; and, if necessity
arose, even for rebuilding. The workmanship
should therefore be thoroughly sound and good,
beauty should be achieved by good outUue and
proportion, and there must be an absence of

ornamental features and architectural frivolities.

The courts having held that internal papering
and painting were merely decorative, the former
might be omitted from the building- contract

;

but as to painting, he had never yet found
anyone strong-minded enough to follow the
decision to its logical conclusion, and leave inter-

nal work without its equivalent staining and var-
nishing. Aviaries, observatories, conservatories,
&c., should not be included in works to be exe-
cuted with funds supplied from a public source.

Having referred to the speciality which affected
parsonage-building, owing to the sources whence
the funds were supplied, namely, the patron,
public subscription, the Eeolesiastical Commis-
sioners, the governors. Queen Anne's bounty,
and lastly, the clergy who inhabit, Mr. Ridge
remarked that he knew of but one complete
Mediaeval parsonage. This was at West Dean,
situate in a hollow of the South Downs, near

Eastbourne. It was now used as a cottage, and
was a long two-story building, with two-light
windows, having rebates for casementu or
shutters, a charming stack, and circular stair-
case. It was illustrated in Turner and Parker's
" Domestic Gothic," and in the TraniiacUom ot
the Sussex Archieological Society. In a large
proportion of old Sussex livings was to be found,
either standing alone or built into and incor-
porated with the house, a timber-built cottage
with solid oak beams, a great central chimney
stack, lead- light casements, briok-nogged or
plastered panels, sometimes weather- tiled on the
upper part, two-stor. in height at the front, and
one end with a high-pitched roof running
down to within a foot or two of the
ground at the back and other end. The
plan consisted simply of three or four rooms on
each floor leading out from one another. The
lowness of the stories and the insufficient height
of the doors rendered it necessary for a modem
man to take heed to his ways as ho walked about
therein. Such were the humble abodes of the
mass of the country clergy 200 years ago. Since
that time parsonages had passed through every
form taken by other houses. It was at a more
recent period discovered that the old timbers
exceeded the necessary scantling in size, so fir

was introduced of dimensions terribly attenuated.
Slates were a great invention, and might be put
at so much lower pitch than tiles, so on they
went at an angle of 80° or less ; but the south-
west wind had since driven the rain right
through. Then came the Gothic revival, when
every rocrm was gabled, and an accumulation of
gutters and snow-stores created marvellous to
behold, and terrible to keep clear and in repair,
while to suffer patiently all the evils arising
from casements and small lights might almost
be regarded as the special form of martyrdom^
not so severe, perhaps, but far more lasting than
that now in vogue—by which the parsonage-
buildingclergy of thstday proved theirorthodoxy.
Common-sense, double-hung sashes, and, to some
extent, Queen Anne (not in this case the Bountiful
lady of Dean' 8-yard) had advanced the art some
stages further, -while the old weather-tiled
timber house had asserted a considerable artistic

influence in all parts of the country where brick

and tile, rather than stone and slate, were the

natural building materials. Never before were
architects so free from the tyranny of stvle and
prejudice, and so able to satisfy, in accordance
-with the dictates of common-sense, any definite

requirements such as those issued by the Eccle-
siastical Commissioners, to which he would pro-
ceed to call attention in detail. Even where
architects did not need to obtain the Commis-
sioners' consent to their drawings, they need
hardly neglect the particulars issued by them,
even if it were only to coerce a possibly self-

willed client into the right way. He had Mr.
Ewan Christian's authority for announcing that

that gentleman, as architect to the Ecclesiastical

Commissioners, was always ready to look over

when in pencil, any drawings which were to be
submitted to him. He would say to those who
accepted this privilege—show the points of the

compass on your plan, and look after your as-

pects ; uutU you have satisfied Mr. Christian that

you have obtained all the sunshine and cheerful-

ness that the site is capable of affording, you
will have a bad time of it. The Commis-
sioners, added Mr. Ridge, suggest the

provision of two sitting-rooms with the

somewhat modest dimensions of 16ft. by 14ft.

It is certainly desirable that one room at least

should exceed these dimensions, and I am in-

clined to give preference to the dining-room, as

being that best adapted for those meetings of

parishioners, and of neighbouring clergy, which
constantly occur in parsonages. The dining-

room is, as as in fact the commissioners call it,

a "sitting-room"—in some cases the family

sitting-room. It must be cheerful, with a

south-east or southern aspect, and as unUke as

possible to the state dining-room, looking north

of a gentleman's mansion. The drawing-room,

or ladies' room, has no special features in a par-

sonage. A bay will almost certainly be asked

for, as some piotiu'esquenecs of plan i* much
appreciated. It is well to provide a side wall

where a conservatory may be placed, and a

French casement opening in that direction. The
study is a room of considerable importance. It

should be free from the disturbing influences of

the household ; for instance, its fireplace should

not be back to back with that of the kitchen. It

should be easily accessible for caUers, though

the kind of parijih largely affects the mods in
which this is to be pruWded for. In purely
agricultural parishes, with the exception of the
squire and a farmer or two, the people will go
by preference to the back door. In more popu-
lous places the front door will be chiefly
used, and a ipeoial study-entrance may-
be provided. As the study should be soorad to
professional duty, a small room aSords less temp-
tation for domestic incursion ; the 14ft. by 12n.
given by the Comnussioners is ample. A kitohen
and scullery must also be provided. To the
five bedrooms, each with a fireplace, should
be added at least one dressing-room, -with a
fireplace, if it may be, and large enough to hold
abed. Where only one dressing-room is pro-
vided, it is not a bad arrangement to make it

applicable to either of two rooms, so that if
guests come who expect that accommodation, it
may be given over to them. You should bear
definitely in mind which rooms yon intend
specially fur the servants, and, in some cases,
the adaptability of certain rooms for day and
night nurseries will be discussed and provided
for. The Commissioners also ask for pantry and
china-closet, larder, water-closet, -wine and
beer-cellar, conl-house, dust-bin, &c. There
should certainly be a pantry, rather than, or in
addition to, a china-closet. Where cows ars kept
a dairy is necessary in the smallest house, and it

must bo near the back-door. Of water or earth-
closets three are generally required—one on the
first-floor, on first landing, one for gentlemen's
use, either external or on the ground-floor, and
one in connection with the servants' offices. As
a rule, the two last I provide as earth-closets,

wherever there is a garden. The provision of a
cellar is much appreciated as an additional
store, and also as a summer larder or dairy.
Where there is no cellar, Mr. Christian sug-
gests that the wine can be stored in bins
under the stairs. Don't excavate a cellar

in a damp soil, as a wet cellar is Tery
dangerous to the health of a household. For
the coal-place, cleaning-room, and servants*

w.c, I have found it a good plan to provide a
separate door out of the scullery, with a little

oovered lobby or yard. In one place, that of
Forest-row [see illustration], I have abolished
the old scullery back-door and have substituted
a door calculated to be of very general use for
tradesmen, servants, and parochial callers, as

well as being a back-garden door. Where the

front door opens into the garden and there are

casements in the drawing-room, I hardly con-

sider a special garden entrance necessary. It

makes an additional external opening to bolt and
bar, and is liable, unless very well managed, to

bo productive of through draughts, with the

consequent slamming of doors. One thing not

mentioned by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners,

but almost essential, is a back staircase, or, at

least, part of one. Where all the sitting-rooms

are on the ground -floor, it is sufficient to provide

a back staircase to the level of first landing

only. An additional room very much valued is

a parish-room. This does not mean a small

public hall, such as that attached to the church

of Whitechapel, or those which some London
clergymen have provided ; but a rough room,

suitable for night schools, choir practices, and
similar meetings to which the people will come
in their working clothes, a place where mothers'

meetings may be held, the parish lending-library

kept, soup distributed, blankets served out, and
the hundred and one other things done of which

a rural parsonage is the centre. It serves for a

waiting-room and for interviews with callers of

the rougher classes. It should be easily accessible

from the parish or back-door, rather than from

the front door, and should have good means of

ventilation. In the country store-closets are

very necessary. A linen closet, nesr a flue if

possible, or containing the tank of a hot-water

system, is very desirable, and a clothes cupboard

in the servants' bedroom is also useful. A bath-

room, while nice, is not, in these days of the

morning cold-water tub, a necessity, and the

bath and the hot-water system should be pre-

vided at the incumbent's personal expense, and

remain his property. Cold water should be laid

on to first fioor, and a housemaid's sink will be

necessary. Unless the well is shallow and pump-
ing easy, rain-water should be collected from

the roof, and a supply for first-floor provided,

the oveiiow being taken to a tank in the

ground. Where yon mu^t depend on rain-

water, the storage should be ample to cover

dry seasons, and in such cases earth-closets have
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manifest advantages. The trater for kitchen
boiler oasht to be filtered. A\Tien you have a
deep well and force-pump, its position is of the

greMest importance, and should be fixed before

setting out the house. Now as to construction.

For warmth and dryness it is desirable to use
hollow walls, properly bonded. My usual prac-
tice is to hare 16in. hollow brick walls on
ground-floor, and 9in. brickwork, covered with
weather-tiling, on first floor. This has many
advantage*, beyond the appearance, over IGin.

walls carried the whole height
; you get a

far better bearing for plates, especially

those of first floor ; there are no difficulties to

contend with over the heads of windows ; and
there is no fear of sound being conducted up the
hollow from one floor to the other. At the level

of the under side of plate of groimd- floor I put
the damp-course on the inner ftice of wall only,

carrying the hollow at least Sin. below it. It is

best to have the 4in. thickness of brickwork on
the outside and the 9in. inwards. At 9in. below
first-floor plate build solid; the projection oi
wealher-tiling will keep this dry. BYom plate-
level have 9in. work, which, if the bricks are
really square, may be built with bricks on edge
in Flemish bond, giving 4 Jin. courses, into
which the plain tiles can be nailed with long
galvanised nails having heads. This work will

certainly be dry. In suitible positions 11 in.
hollow walls are permitted. The Commissioners
allow battening, but I have seen so much of it

old and dilapidated, and of about the strength
of a bandbox, that I have the strongest preju-
dice against it. For your peace of mind, put a
damp-course to your chimneys at the junction
of stack and roof, stepped up the rakes. Don' t lay
tiling in the London way ; it will not be under-
stood, and lead flashings or tiles dressed down
as on slating are useless in the country. Access
to roofs and gutters is desirable, not only for
general purposes but because parsonages are
subject to surveys at not unfrcquent intervals.
Do not, however, have more central gutters than
you can fairly help ; no one goes paddling about
on a roof without doing harm. My practice is to
cover the house with a single roof, broken up
and disguised, it may be, with dormers, gables,
and hip.", starting from a high level on one side,

and running down on the other, generally to-

wards the north, to a few feet from the ground,
80 as to develop the principle of the old cottage
parsonages. The requirements of the Governors
of Queen Anne's Bounty correspond with those
of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. No paper
on Parsonages would be complete that did not
treat of the subject of alterations. The Bounty
require ia such cases an estimate of the value of
old materials, which you wUl have to furnish.
Speaking generally, bricks and stones will be
reusable, old tiles, when old and sound, are
better than new ; a few doors may be available,
but sashes and frames are seldom worth putting
in again. Old oak is very disappointing ; men
object to work it on account of its extreme hard-
ness and the nails in it. Look carefully for
lead. For the rest, the old materials will hardly
pay for taking down. It is well to remember
that for a given outlay you can get a larger
house, with more accommodation, by retaining
as much as possible of the old place, than by the
popular process with those who have not to find
the money of clearing away and building dc novo.
An old house, intelligently altered, is more
charming and picturesque than a brand-new one.
Toa lay the plans of the old house down on
paper, and then, without prejudice, arising from
the uses to which the different parts are now
put, con over how best you can bring the place
into accord with modem ideas.
The PaES^)E^T spoke in high terms of the

practical character of the paper, and observed
that for country parsonages a good arrangement
was to provide a special entrnnce and lobby
leading direct into the study with a beU rung
from outside and hung in the room. Ho called
upon

Mr. EwAjf CnniSTiAir to open the discussion.
He said Mr. Ridge had brought before them the
general principles governing a parsonage-house,
but there were a few points of rfetail which had
been missed. The jjreat distinction between a
parsonage and any other gentleman's house was
that, in the former case, you had to build not
for the actual occupant, but for all future in-
combents, and must provide things suited not
for s man of means, but act upon the supposi-
tion that the occupant would have simply the
income accruing from the benefice ; further, the

future tenant might be unmarried, or might
have a large family, and it was impossible to

conjecture how long the present occupant would
remain there. In two cases, a parsonage and a

palace, it had been his fortune to plan a house
for one man, carry it out for a second, and a

third inhabited it. In the case of the palace,

the first bishop had a grown-up family, and
wanted no special provision for their wants ; his

successor had a family of young children, and
required two large nurseries to be provided.

TMs was done, and then the third bishop came,
and as his sons and daughters were grown up,

he had the building altered back again at his

own expense, while still paying off the cost of

the previous alterations, from which he derived

no benefit. A parsonage must, therefore, be
planned and built upon general principles, and
perhaps the easiest method of suggesting these

would be to tell the members the mental process

that he underwent when he locked over the plans

of rural parsonages sent to him for examination.

The first consideration was the aspect. In order

to be healthy, a house must have all the sun-
light possible. He had found so much difficulty

in persuading architects and their clients to

adopt these views that he had put up in his

office an Italian proverb he learned from the

late Professor Cockerell, '
' Where the sun does

not come the physician does." The view might be
good on the north, and the outlook might be on
slums or a dead wall on south ; but even then he
believed the future occupants would prefer to

live on the sunny side of the house. Three times

in the course of his large practice had he given

way to architects or their cUents on this point of

aspect, and in every case when he had visited the

completed building, he had seen that it was a

mistake, and that a little ingenuity on the part

of the architect would have overcome the iffi-

culty. The economies of the house were too

often overlooked. It was the exception for a

parson to have two servants, and needless time
and labour in cleaning or serving must be
avoided. He sometimes saw in a planned room
of 16ft. by 14ft. as many as five separate win-
daws—involving not only imnecessary original

outlay, and the maintenance of curtains, glass,

&o., but much time in cleaning, and extra bolts,

bars, and shutters, to be moved twice every day.
Long passages were also wasteful. All chim-
neys should be internal, so as to get the fire-

places in the most useful position, and utilise

their heat ; external chimneys were only per-

missible when made as thick and massive as old

work of the kind. A house could not be healthy
unless the staircase and corridors were warmed,
and also provided with plenty of fresh air. Mr.
Ridge had advised them to put the 9in. section

of a hollow wall inside, and the 4 Jin. outside.

Constructionally this was right, but there was
a great practical difficulty ; unless the bricTcs were
extraordinarily good, the bond would not be
thorough, and hence such a quality of brick

would be required that it would be less expen-
sive to buUd in solid 18in. work. At the

same time the hollow space was an excellent

non-conductor, and he therefore recommended
them to put the 9in. course outside, or, where it

could be afforded, to build with two 9in. thick-

nesses, with an interspace of Sin. In no case

should the ties be of iron, which quickly rusted

away. Built on either of these pi ns, and with
a proper damp-course, a new house would be as

dry and warm as most old ones. The drainage
of the country parsonages was often a matter of

very considerable difficulty, as no general

sewerage system existed. Earth-closets were
most useful, as they obviated the necessity for a
cesspool. When the soil consisted of gravel

over clay, the well-water supply would certainly

he contaminated if a cesspit of any kind were
dug, but if the soil were chalk or clay, over sard,

all would be right. It was very important that

nothing should be omitted frtm the plan, as if it

were not discovered till the funds were borrowed
it might not be completed for many years. He
had seen a parsonage where for years there was
no path or steps to front door, because this was
overlooked in designing. No " fads " desired

by a client should be given way to, for reasons

he had already mentioned, but there was one
which was especially objectionable—that of

placing obscured or coloured glass in the upper
part of the window, shutting out the best part

of the light. He always denounced this

abominable practice, and recently saw an in-

stance of this, the design of a member of the

Architectural Association, who had built a good

many houses, which made him downright
savage ; he could have taken a hammer, and
smashed that stained glass with the greatest

pleasure. Again, he had known a country par-

sonage built with Bath-stone dressings, but
in which there was not a single shelf, cupboard,

or other fitting, the architect having forgotten

or neglected Bacon's observation that men built

houses to live in, not to look at. He constantly

saw plans for timbered work of pitch-pine,

barge-boards, &c., and disapproved of them,
because a parson ought not to be burdened
with painting every three years and repairing

such unnecessary features. Old oak for reusing

was worse than useless. It was not only, as Mr.
Ridge had said, hard to work, but was almost

always worm-eaten, and if laid where it could

not be ventilated, would soon go, however sound
it might be. He remembered discussing this

with the late Sir Gilbert Scott, who replied,

" But when you and I were young, 'old oak'

was constantly specified." "^o," he said,

" that was ' old ship timber,' well seasoned by
salt water and exposure, and quite a different

material."
It being now 10 o'clock, Mr. Blashill pro-

posed and Mr. H. W. Peatt seconded a vote of

thanks to Mr. Ridge for his paper, and this was
carried amid applause, and suitably acknow-
ledged by the lecturer, who also thanked Mr.
Christian for coming down that evening and
giving them so practical an address.

THE CAPABILITIES OF RENAISSANCE.*
By Andeew Dewai.

IT is not, we think, generally remembered in

the profession that every style of architec-

ture has gone, and will continue to go, through,

four stages of existence ; stages so little thought
of, that we are convinced, were they more so,

better work would be done and fewer crudities

erected. The first stage, and what may pre-

eminently be called the life of the style, is that

during which it has come into existence, run its

course of beauty, vigour, and grandeur, and
died in the coldness and stiffness of a wearied
old age. The second is the Renaissance, or new
birth, when all the vigour of the old life is

coursing through the veins of youthful enthu-
siastic giants, developing new forms and running
riot in ornamentation, but whose hands are not

yet softened to the delicacy of touch, nor minds
trained to the cunning of the masters from whom
they are learning. The third is the revival,

where the j'oung life of the Renaissance has lost

its fire and foot-ruled itself to a correct but
despicable copyism. And the last is the sepul-

chral or dead stage, when Ufe, life-like studies,

and even correct copyism are gone, and only

gaunt skeletons grow into the air, freezing all

art and feeling with their deadly stony stare.

The stage we have mainly to deal with to-

night is the second, and while the subject is

supposed to treat more particularly of the

Renaissance of the Roman style, we think it

will be to the purpose in this age of turmoil in

architectural styles not to exclude from our con-

sideration Renaissance as a whole.

It is scarcely necessary to teU an architectural

association what Roman Renaissance is, and yet,

if we may judge from the works of many who
practise the style, it is a word without meaning.
Renaissance, in most dictionaries, is said to be
revival ; this is apt to lead astray, for the correct

meaning is new birth, and the term was applied

in the first instance to the resuscitation of

Classical learning in the fourteenth century, and
thereafter to the new birth of the Roman style

of architecture. This took place iirst in Italy,

and gradually spread over all the civilised

nations of Europe, each nation, as it copied the

new-bom architecture, impressing its own
stamp upon it, so that now we have not only

English Renaissance, but Italian, French,

German, Spanish, and even Russian. Its in-

fluence has thus been boundless in Europe,

showing that it contains the germs of a nobility

which meets the aspirations of the most varied

intellects of the civilised world. At the begin-

ning of the RenaissHUce considerable fertili^ of

design was displayed and picturesque combina-

tions of Gothic forms and features in Classic

dress showed how those early giants, such as

Brunelleschi and Alberti, were feeling their

• reper read, Jan. 19, before the Edinburgh Archi-

tectural Association,
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way ; and besides, it indicated as a finger-post

of art the new road architecture was treading

;

but, unfurtunately, when the climax of Italian

Renaissance was reached in the erection of St.

Peter's, the tide of mere copyism set in, and
with a Palladio and a Vignola to mould the art

by foot-rule and scale, architecture in Italy died,

nor seems in any hurry for a resurrection.

y When Roman art and the Empire died in

R arms, architecture was in infancy ; every struc-

ture in its almost severe simplicity of form

betokened the influence of Egyptian immortality

and Grecian culture. While the bases and
shafts of columns were broad enough to balance

eternity, the capitals, friezes, and panels were

worthy to be wrought in gold. Such a feature

as a dome carried on pillars and hung iu air was
never planned, and spires wore a flight above

their grovelling religion. 'Tis true they built

the Pantheon—and well deserved he immortality

who conceived it, with its vast span and one

almost poetic eye in its zenith, guiltless of glass,

or frame, or bar, across which the white clouds

flit in their depth of blue, while the rain and the

sunshire poured in together ; but Brunelleschi,

when he lifted this down and balanced it upon
his lofty pillars, so that Florence, far and near,

should see the Pagan temple purified by Chris-

tianity, and swung into the heavens to show
them where their thoughts and aspirations lay,

accomplished a work than which there is not a

more glorious in the whole story of art. Therein

lay the true Renaissance, the true new birth of

a style. Not the fashionably- clad skeleton of

polished bones and grinning teeth, not the

scarecrow of a thing that never had life, with a

brand-new suit of a dead man's clothes, but the

living body itself resurrected, with flesh and
blood, with fire in the eye and strength in the

muscle, and having on a garment that never
grows old. Not the rigid standard of size, the

equal balance of parts, the reduplication of form
and idea, each moulding and projection labelled

to the inviolable part of a module, so that the

fear of inexactness freezes the heart of the most
imaginative mind, but a form which changes
with every purpose, a variety still consistent

with harmony, projections as they are required

for shadow or shade, and the ornament expres-

sing all feeling and sentiment, showing nature
in every variety of mood, and imbuing the un-
dying front with such a picture of the times

that like, an ever-open page of history, whoever
runs may read.

Thus, we say, did the first Renaissance com-
mence, and had it continued, would have been
living still ? But its history is the history of all

styles, from Egyptian to Queen Anne
;
glory

and decay are common to each. Art but
resembles life in all its forms, and death comes
sooner or later to both, so that the most we can
do is to give longevity to that which is best, for

the pantomime invariably comes in at the end of

the circus.

In the Italian Renaissance we have said with
St. Peter's commenced the decline of the style,

for the idea of a dome was not new, and a

vulgar struggle after mere size and bigness took
the place of that search after new forms and new
adaptations of an old style to changed require-

ments and altered conditions which had charac-
terised the works of the preceding architects.

With this lack of invention naturally commenced
an increase of mere poli.shing. Kid gloves suc-

ceeded homy hands. Work was cleaner done,
mouldings better shaped, ornament more regular,

and planning more formal. Manner succeeded
matter, ceremony succeeded sentiment, affecta-

tion supplanted feeling, and regularity super-
seded beauty.

It is interesting to trace this degeneracy from
life into formalism in ornament, and no study
will more richly repay the architect, or even mere
lover of art, than a searching examination of the

sculpture, carving, and ornament of the different

periods of a style. As this is cognate to our
subject, a sketch of it will not be amiss here.

The idea was brought forcibly to our notice

while sketching, more particularly the sculpture

of the Gothic churches of England and Italy.

In the earliest carving we have, as a rule,

very rough workmanship, but no mistake in the
intention of the sculptor ; his meaning, however
rude his method, is brought out in startling re-

lief. Wliiit a man said he meant in those days,

and a spade was called a spnde, under all cir-

cumstances. Thus, in St. Mark's, Venice, a
sculptor wishes to tell you of John the Baptist,

and he depicts him trying to fish his head out of

a tub. Judas is hanging with a rope round his
neck, and a purse in his hand. In the porch the
whole story of the Creation and the Dulugo is

worked in mosaic ; and Eve, in one, after eating
the apple, is shown hurriedly putting on a gar-
ment, while Adam is looking most uncomfortable
in a stiff nightshirt. In St. Zono, Verona, two
uncouth figures are being driven out of a garden,
and as both are trying to hide their nakedness
with ahuge cabbage-leaf—not a dainty fig leaf,

which only makes nudity more conspicuous*—no
doubt is felt as to whom they arc meant to re-
present.

Adam and Eve is indeed a favourite subject
with all the old carvers. A peculiar one in
Beverley Minster shows the pair beside the Tree
of Knowledge ; Eve has eaten the apple, and
looks decidedly jolly, while she proffers a bite to
Adam ; but the worser half, finger in mouth,
seems to doubt the propriety of the feast. A
startlingly realistic group, on the centre door of

Notre Dame, Paris, shows an angel holding the
scales, in which a praying saint and a sinner are
being weighed. The saint overbalances the
scale, and thus the sinner is found wanting,
although the Devil himself, with hands on beam
and scale, is striving to bear it down. A smaller
devil also reaches from the burning brimstone,
with a crooked bar, and bends his energies to

the hopeless task, but all in vain. Here, a lesson

taught to all mankind, the carver's rude chisel-

marks being, without doubt, of more meaning
to the godless of Paris, than the sermons of five

centuries of preachers.

As evidencing in a peculiar manner the
ubiquity of the Gothic style, and the ties which
in those distant ages linked together countries

so far apart, we may mention a group met with
no less than five times in four different nation-
alities—The Creation of Eve. The first place

we observed it was at Roslin Chapel. On an
old oak chest in the crypt may be seen a most
graphic and realistic bas-relief of this most
interesting episode of our history. Adam is

asleep and lying on his side, head on hand. The
Deity, in pontifical robes and tiara, is kneeling
down, and lifting Eve bodily out of Adam's side,

while the effulgent sun and crescent moon, each
fashioned into a face, smile complacently on the

portentous event. At Beverley we were amazed
to find the same group slightly altered, the Deity
standing, with monk's robes but no tiara, and
Eve floating gracefully into the air, all but her
feet out. Travelling southwards, we next
encountered the same scene at Sainte Chapelle,

Paris, rendered lifeless, however, by a modern
restorer, and the sculptor, whether first or second

was not very clear, had perpetrated the

anachronism of providing Adam with a fig-

leaf ! We next saw it at Orvieto, and last at St.

Zeno, Verona, which probably is the original of

all the others, as the church dates from the 12th

century.
Numerous other instances might be multiplied

of the life and history conveyed by those early

Gothic carvings ; but our point at present is to

show that as the sculptures grew more perfect,

the stories told became fewer, the attitudes more
formal, and the meaning more vague. From
bas-reliefs on plain panels the figures grew more
and more relieved, until they stood first in niches

and then on the apexes of gables and pinnacles,

when they were lost in the clouds.

In the revival of Gothic in our own times, we
would expect an evidence of the progress of the

world's culture in the carving exhibited ; but

what see we ? Where sculpture is attempted, a

king and queen's head terminates the label of an
entrance porch. Why they have been so

decapitated ; whether emblematical of a monarchy
or a republic ; whether there as Defenders of

the Faith, or gibbeted for their misdeeds,

nobody knows, and nobody ever pretends to

know ; nor is our disgust allayed when we are

aware the same thing is repeated tens of

thousands of times over the length and breadth

of the land. But we have made greater pro-

gress than this, to do ourselves justice. We
havj, in Edinburgh, a brand-new cathedral, by
one of the greatest architects of the 19th cen-

tury, and on this, if anywhere, should examples

of our progress in carving in 600 years be found.

Contrast, therefore, with the sermon on Notre

Dame the west doorway of St. Mary's. Over

the entrance a central sitting figure holds a key

• A ridiculous example of this is seen in the Vatican,

where some squeamish Pope had contracted for bushels

of stucco flgleaves, and had thorn plastered over every

nude figure indiscriminately—man, woman and child.

in one hand, and a Uunb in the other—nothing
wonderfully original in either idea, or coureyiug
any decided meaning. John the Baptiat in on
one side—why not Peter?—he got the key ; and
a man prays on the other—but what for i The
whole combination has only been half thought
out ; but the paucity of imagination is most
strikingly displayed when wo examine the rest
of the doorway, decorated merely with oopiea
from York, Bererley, and Ely, of all sorta of
monsters growing out of, and intertwined with
foliage. These monsters hare no meaning in
this enlightened age. The days of ghosts and
ogres are gone. Once upon a time this dtlirium
tremem of religion was a terrible reality; but
when Sir Gilbert Scott expected to frighten the
fashionable west-end inhabitants of Edinburgh
with such bogies, he certainly was not fluttering
the intelligenoe of our learned metropolis; stiU
such may be, notwithstanding, a correct Cockney
notion of Scottish culture. While not profnia
in the exterior decoration of St. Mary's, enough
has been lavished on a useless zigzag enrion-
ment on the interior clerestory windows to have
carved the whole of the " Sermon on the
Mount."

{To he eontintied.)

COMPETITIONS.
FoEEST Hill.—^We hear there are Ave sets of

designs submitted for the proposed new church
of St. Paul's, Forest-hill, and that a committee-
meeting was held last Wednesday OTening to

take them into consideration and to make a selec-

tion. We are glad it is proposed to obtain the
opinion of a professional architect of eminence
upon them. An excellent site upon rising

ground in the rear of the present temporary
church has been selected, and the sum fixed upon
by the Committee is £6,000 without a spire,

though a few of the designs would exceed this

sum.

PoNTEFttACi Town-Haix ScHEiCB.—The town-
hall committee of the corporation, under the

presidency of the Mayor, met on Monday evening
for the purpose of opening the seals of the

authors of the numerous designs for the additions

to the above. The author of the selected plans,
" Straight and True," is Mr. Perkins, of Leeds,

and he will be intrusted to carry out the work.

The second selected design, " 18S0," is the work
of Messrs. Roper and Brown, of Manchester.

CHIPS.

At the Carlisle Consistory Court, held on Wed-
nesday week, plans were produced, and a facolty

granted for the addition of a south aisle, 60ft. by
20ft., north porch, and heating chamber, and the

rebuilding of the vestry at bt. John's Church,

Keswick. Mr. Watscm, of Penrith, is the archi-

tect, and the cost is estimated at £1,300.

The Guildford town-council last week discussed

the question of sewering the town, and eventually

referred the matter to a special committee. It was
stated that Mr. E. Rawliuson, C.B., had expressed

an opinion that the town could be well sewered for

£12,000.
. o , xu

A three-light window at the west end of south

aisle of Halifax parish-church is being fitted with

stained glass as a memorial to the late Archdeacon

Musgrave, 48 years vicar of the parish. Messrs.

Hardman, of Birmingham and London, are carry-

ing out the work.

A new Congregational church has just been com-

menced at Chiswick. Mr. Brousdeu is the con-

tractor.

Mr Henry Bruce Joy has j ust completed a statue

of the late Lord Chief Justice (of Ireland) White-

side, which is to be placed in St. Patrick s Cathe-

dral, Dublin. It is executed in mirble, and repre-

sents the chief justice iu a sitting attitude arrayed

in his full robes.

The apse of Albury parish-churoh, Surrey, has

just been fitted with sumptuous hangings of velvet

and fiilk, having a gold ground with pomegranate

figuring and narrower bands of claret, green, and

gold. The hiingings were made and presented by

Lidy Hoke wood Gage.

At the meeting of the Wimbledon Local Board

held last week, one of the members moved that as

the opinion of the board was at variance with that

of the surveyor. Mr. Masjn, on the dramsge ajnd

other matt.r«, he be given the usual three months

notice. Tbis h iving been seconded, an acrimonious

personal discussion took place, in the course of

which it transpired that the clerk to the boardhad

written a private letter to Mr. Mason, urging him

to resign. The subject was eventually referred to

a committee of the whole board.
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ILLUSTIIATIONB.
BOTAL ACADEMY PBIZK UBOAL DRAWING OF XNTRANCE TO

CHAPTKB-HOUSE, WESTMIKSTEB.—SUSSEX PABSOXAGES.

—

OOTBIC CHAKBSB IX TUB LIMES, DULWICH.

Our Lithographic Illustrations.—--•

—

WESTIONSTEB ABBEY.—THB ENTBA27CE TO THE
CHAPTEE-HOUSB.

Fob the detail drawings from Westminster
Abbey, which we have reproduced to-day, Mr.
M. Allen received the Royal Academy " First

Silver Medal for Measured Drawings" for 1880.

The double-page plate furnishes a front eleva-

tion as well as a section of the entrance to the
Chapter House, and the single-page sheet in-

cludes the elevation as seen from the passage-
lobby, and also a longitudinal section (looking
south) of the passage between the Chapter-
house and the cloister. All the stone joints are
put in from actual measurement, and the sizes in

figures are also furnished on the plates. The
subject thus illustrated is so well known as to

need little description on the present occasion.

A review of all the drawings submitted in com-
petition for the R. A. medals and prizes was pub-
lished in the Buiidixo News for Dec. 17 last

year.
STTSSEX PAE80NAGES.

OuE first double-page plate to-day includes the
plans and exterior views of four Sussex parson-
ages, which have lately been erected, from the
designs, and under the supervision, of Mr. Lacy
W. Ridge, F.R.I.B.A., and who is also diocesan
surveyor to Chichester. We have chosen these
drawings in order to practically illustrate Mr.
Ridge's lecture on " Country Parsonages," which
was delivered last Friday before the Architec-
tural Association, and reported by us to-day on
page 92. The buildings illustrated are Eartham
Vicarage, Fast Wittering Rectory, Bishopstone
Vicarage, and Forest-row Vicarage. The plans
in each case are all carefully figured, and Httle,

therefore, need be said by way of detailed de-
scription beyond a reference here to the report
which we give of the lecture.

GOTHIC CHAICEEE AT THE "LIKES,'' BULWICH,

One of the most picturesque interior drawings
of domestic decoration this year at the Royal
Academy was that which we publish to-day,
showing the " Gothic Chamber," as it is called,

lately completed at " The Limes," Dulwioh,
from the designs of Mr. Theodore A. Howard,
architect, of Bemers-street, W. An interesting
feature in the design is the " upper chamber,"
or retreat, over the fireplace, and which is

reached by a quaintly-contrived lobby and stair-

case. The style chosen for the entire work and
furnishings, and hence the name of the apart-
ment, is Gothic. As an example of this style,

the illustration cannot fail to be interesting at
the present time, when other styles are generally
thought more suitable.

A block of county police buildings has just been
erected in Church-street, Oldbury. The front
elevation is of red brieks with Bath-stone dressings.
Mr. Htnry Howe, county surveyor for Worcester-
shire, was the architect, and Mr. G. H. Marshall,
of West Smethwick, the contractor.

HOUSE-DRAINAGE, SEWERAGE, AND
VENTILATION.

A PAPER upon these subjects was read
before the Society of Civil and Mechanical

Engineers by Mr. Reginald Middleton, on
Thursday night. The author pointed out that
in house-drainage sewage matter should be re-
moved as soon as possible and entirely, so that
there may be no fermentation, and that when it

has left t^he house there should be no return of
the gases evolved from it. To effect this it is

necessary that all pipes should be air and
watertight ; that the drains should be laid, if

possible, outside the houses and in straight lines
both as regards direction and gradient ; that
they should be free from the walls, so that
settlement of the foundations may not affect
them, and that they should be easily accessible.

No connection should be made with the drain
inside the walls of the house, and a disconnect-
ing and ventilating chamber, protected by a
siphon trap, should be introduced between the
drain and the street-sewer. The closets should
be placed outside the main walls of tho house,
and should be ventilated, the soil-pipe should
be outside the house altogether, and should be
carried of its full diameter to a point above the
roof and not near either windows or chimneys.
The pan closet and C3 trap should be done away
with, and an apparatus used free from angles
and without space for the evolution of gas.
The waste-pipes from cisterns, and safes of
baths and closets, should be carried into the
open air and no further, so that they may act
as detectors. The discharge-pipes from sinks,
bath?, and lavatories should be entirely discon-
nected from the main drain or soil-pipe, and
should deliver in the open air on to the gratings
of stoneware siphon gullies, which, again,
should discharge into a manhole on the main
drain. No trap of any sort in direct connection
with the main drain should be placed inside the
house. The drain should be ventilated from the
siphon rear, the sewer to its extremity. Many
cowls and other mechanical contrivances have
been devised for increasing ventilation

; but, in
the opinion of the author, they either fail when
most wanted or are unnecessary. Cisterns
should not be made of lead, but preferably of
galvanised iron ; they should be carefully
covered in and easily accessible, and frequently
cleansed. There should be separate cisterns pro-
vided for flushing closets, and it should be
impossible to draw any water from these except
for that purpose. No cisterns used for dietetic
purposes, or for anything but the flushing of
the closets, should have any connection what-
ever with any drain, trap, or soil-pipe. The
main drain must be laid to such a gracUent that
it will be self-cleansing. When such a drain
goes under a house, which cannot always be
avoided, the best material to be used is cast iron
jointed with tarred spunjarn, and leaded, and
laid m a bed of Portland cement concrete. A
diameter of 4in. is amply sufficient for the drain
of an ordinary house. A hope was expressed
that before long wrought iron will supersede
lead for pressure pipes. House-inspection
seemed to be little understood by householders.
A mechanic is well fitted to examine into the
condition of the pipes and appliances, but of the
designing of sanitary arrangements he knows
nothing, or less than nothing, for what he does
know is faulty. It is almost useless to call in
an engineer to examine a house unless he sees
the whole of it, and it is equally useless to ask
him to certify as to the condition of the house,
if the work has been carried out by the local
builder from his report, unless he has seen the
whole of the reconstruction. He did not think
that compulsory inspection by oificors appointed
by the local authorities will satisfactorily meet
the requirements of householders and the public.
When the sewage has passed the siphon trap on
the main drain the house should have done with
it ; but such is not generally the case. If the
main drain is disconnected from the sewer by
a ventilating manhole, any gas which may re-
turn will be carried up the ventilating pipe, but
as drains are generally arranged it passes into
the house. Small pipes and drains should have
a gradient producing a minimum velocity in
them of ISUft. per minute, and large sewers
should have a minimum of 1.50ft. If these
velocities are not maintained deposit will take
place, and the sewer will become an elongated
cesspool. The quantity of sewage to be dis-

I

charged is constantly varying, but for practical
1

purposes it may be taken that one half passes
away in eight hours. To meet this variation
oval sewers have been designed in which tho
scouring action is more concentrated than in tho
circular sewer. In a sewer in which the trans-
verse diameter is j of the vertical diameter, the
radius of the invert is J, and the radii of the sides

1 J the transverse diameter, measuring 3ft. 9in.

by 2ft. Cin. with a gradient of 1 in 900, will dis-
charge 1,000 cubic feet per minute with a mean
velocity of flow of 167ft. per minute, and haii
that quantity with a velocity of 151ft. per minute.
This provides for the discharge of the sewage
proper of a town of 200,000 inhabitants. U,
however, the rainfall on an area of 4 square
miles at the rate of lin. in 24 hours, 80 per cent,

of which finds its way into the sewers, be added,
the dimensions will have to be increased to
7ft. Gin. by 5ft., and the velocity will be, with
the same gradient and running full, 241ft.

per minute, while, when discharging 500 cubic
feet, the velocity will be 151ft. per minute.
Drains must be provided for the removal of rain-
water, but these may be taken to the nearest
stream, and may be short and small, whereas
if the sewer is used for this purpose it necessarily
goes on increasing in size up to its outfall.

Where pumping has to be resorted to, the
introduction of rainwater into sewers is especi-
ally to be avoided. However desirable it may
be that the separate system should be adopted,
there are ditBculties in the way. Two drains
have to be provided, and workmen are so care-
less and ignorant that, unless special precautions
are taken to prevent it, they will join up the
house drains to either conduit indiscriminately

;

this arrangement would also add to the com-
plication of our underground works. As the
maximum velocity in drains should be about
270tt. per minute, these cannot be laid down
steep hiUs, but should be contoured round
them. In low-lying ground it is difficult to
maintain a velocity of 150ft. per minute, and
here, in many cases, flushing or pumping must'
be resorted to. If lift pumps are used, the
expense of plant, buildings, and ground is

serious, besides the constant yearly charge for

fuel, repairs, and attendance. The greatest care
must be taken that the foundations of sewers
are sound, and that the mateiial employed is

well adapted to resist the acids contained in the
sewage and the erosive action of water. Port-
land cement concrete pipes make good sewers
for the smaller sizes, and similar concrete laid

in situ would be better than brick for the larger
sewers. House junctions should be laid in.

when the sewer is built, even if not at once
used, and they should point in the direction of
the flow. All angles or causes of retardation
should be avoided, as also any splashing, which
will cause deposit. All sewers should be laid

in straight lines, both as regards direction and
gradient, so that their position may be known
without difliculty, and they may be easily in-
spected and clea:;sed. Sewering through the
streets is to be preferred to draining along th&
backs of houses. A very useful arrangement,
where the fall of thedrainsis small, andwhere itia

desired to irrigate on a small scale, is the flush

tank, which, when full, discharges its contents
automatically by means of a siphon. The
author considered the arrangement designed by
Mr. Isaac Shone, of Wrexham, superior to that
of Mr. Rogers Field, both in its certainty of
action, and in its cheapness. Both these
arrangements were good protectors against the
return of sewer- gas. The best mode of disposal

was to put sewage on the land, and the ordin-
ary sewage farming seemed to be the most
natural and simple method. Intermittent fil-

tration is only the same thing in a condensed
form. Sewage farms do pay, he stated, when
not carried out on too grand a scale, and where
not charged with amounts which in no way be-
long to them. The sludge is troublesome, but
it may be collected in tanks, dried and mixed
with bone-dust or otherwise, and used as a
separate manuie, or it may, in some cases, be
ploughed into the ground. For the success of

sewage farms the separate system is almost
necessary. In conclusion, the lecturer dealt

with the question of ventilation, expressing his
belief that cold air may be introduced into a
room without draughts supervening if the
aggregate of the openings be large enoi>gh, while
each individual opening is very small, and
if the supply of fresh air for the lights

and also for the fire be introduced to them
direct.
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rROFESSOR NEWTON ON GREEK
ART.

PROFISSOR NEWTON commenced a course

of lectures on the " Greek Art of the Age
. of Periclet" on the 7th inst., at University

College. He said ho had that day to talk ahout

three artists who immediately preceded Phidias,

not literally with referouco to date, but in style.

The first was Pythagoras, who was not uncom-
' monly called Pythagoras of Rhegium, his date

'faUing some time between 600 and 400 B.C., as

was proved by the dates of certain statues of

piympic victors which were made by him, and
'of which Pausanias gave the names. There was
im interesting, though, unfortunately, too brief,

notice of Pythagoras of Rhegium in Pliny, who
said that he was the first to render more like

nature, the veins and the muscles, also the hair,

of the human form, as represented in his statues.

He took more pains, and got out of the previously

conventional way of representing those details.

In short, he put more life into his figures.. He and
the other two artists of whom the lecturer in-

•tended speaking on that occasion were workers

in bronze. He believed there was no evidence

that they ever worked in marble. Pythagoras

made several statues of athletes, and also a

figure of a lame man limping owing to an ulcer

in his foot, and in which, according to the testi-

mony of the ancients, the agony of the limping

man was admirably expressed in the face of the

statue. There was other testimony in ancient

writings, to the effect that Pythagoras was the

first to impart to his statues the qualities of

rhythm and symmetry. Unfortunately, we had
no extant samples of his art that we could ap-

. peal to with certainty as to their identity.

After a lengthy criticism of the opinions

recently advanced in the '
' Joirmal of Hellenic

Studies," by Dr. Waldstein on the art ofPytha-
goras, and especially with reference to a statue

said to be by him, now in the British Museum,
;

Professor Newton passed on to notice the second

,
of the three sculptors to whom the lecture had
reference—Myron, who, like Polycletus and

'

• Phidias, was a pupil of Ageladas of Argos. He
was a Boeotian, and was said to have competed

' for a statue with Pythagoras, and to have been

J)eaten by him. His date must, therefore, be
put at least as far back as 460 B.C. He was
probably a little earlier than Phidias, and, as

far as we knew, worked exclusively in bronze,

and there was no doubt that he was, in the eyes

of the ancients, one of the great early masters in

that material. We had a considerable list of his

works—twelve or tlurteeu—and among them
were two or three which attracted the special

notice of the ancients, not merely of the Roman
critics, but of the poets ; indeed, it might be
said that Myron was the first of the great

sculptors of antiquity whose fame had come down
to us, not merely in the casual notices of Greek
or Roman critics but in the writings of the poets.

• The third and last sculptor with whom he had to

deal in the lecture was Polycletus, who, as

already stated, was like Myron, a pupil of Age-
. ladas. According to Overbeck, he was some
fourteen or fifteen years older than Phidias, but

.' the notices of him rather indicated that he
retained certain archaicisms. His most cele-

;
brated work was the chryselephantine statue of

' the goddess Hera, at Argos, of which we had
.' some faint idua from a bronze coin of the Roman

period. This statue was described by Pausanias,

and seemed to have ranked next in importance
..to the two more celebrated chryselephantine

statues, viz. , that of Athene, at Athens, and that

of Zeus, at Olympia. QuintiUan, while praising

Polycletus very strongly, said that his statues of

the gods, beautiful as they were, were deficient

in majesty. Of his statues at Athens, the most
celebrated were the Diadumenos, an athlete put-

ting on a diadem, and the Doryphoros, an athlete

with a spear.

Professor Newton's second lecture was de-

livered last Friday. It dealt with the public

works at Athene dating from that period, but in

order fully to appreciate the character of those

it was necessary, he said, to give a retrospective

sketch of Athenian history from the date of the

taking of Athens by the Persians, b.c. 480, when
the temples on the Acropolis were burnt. The
half-century between this date and the breaking

out of the Peloponnesian war, B.C. 431, might
be conveniently divided into three periods cor-

' responding with the successive administrations

of the three great Athenian statesmen, Themis-
toolcs, Cimon, and Pericles. Themistocles, the

victor of Salamis, had for his first object the
fortifying Athens after the retreat of the Per-
sians. In spite of the jealous opposition of

Sparta, he succeeded in building a wall seven
miles long round Athens itself. His next work
was to fortify the Pirieus and Munychia with a
wall 14ft. or 15ft. thick, b'lilt throughout of

solid blocks of stone. This gave complete
security to the shipping in the harbour of the
Pirajus. The further plans of Themistocles,
which probably included the connecting Athens
with the Pirajus by the long .walls, were cut
short by his banishment, b.c. 466, when Cimon
rose to power. The southern wall of tjie Acro-
polis Was built by him, and the great bronze
statue of Athene Promachos, on the ParthenoB,
may have been dedicated during his administra-
tion. The great painter Polygnotos was his

personal friend, and painted tlie Stoa Poikile,

and the Thesoium. One- of the first acts of

Pericles on coming into power after the b^^ish-
ment of Cimon was the building of the. long
walls which connected Athens with the Pirceus,

converting the port and the city into one great
fortress. The building of these walls was
commenced B.C. 458, and completed B.C. 451.

Round the harbour of the Piraeus was built a
new city on a regular plan, designed, by the

celebrated architect Hippodamos of Miletus, who
afterwards built Rhodes. Docks, magazines,
and an exchange for merchants were also con-
structed on a grand scale, so as to make the

Pirceus a port suitable for commerce on an ex-
tended scale. It was about this time that the

treasury of the Hellenic Confederacy was trans-

ferred from Delos to Athens, a change which
added greatly to the power and resources of

Athens. Aiter waging many wars with
chequered fortune, but of which the result, on
the whole, tended to extend and consoUdate the

empire of Athens, a peace was concluded with
Sparta, B.C. 445, which gave a short interval of

rest before the outbreak of the Peloponnesian

war. It was in this interval that Pericles, hav-

ing secured the Pirajus and Athene by complet-

ing the vast scheme of fortifications originally

planned by Themistocles, turned his attention to

the adornment of the city. It was then that the

Parthenon was commenced, which was completed

437. The Propylsea, the building of which was
carried on from B.C. 437 to 431 ; the Odeum, a

musical theatre, of which the roof was made of

the masts of Persian ships taken -at Salamis ; the

great temple of Demeter at Eleusis ; the temple

of Nemesis at Rhamnus ; the temple at Sunium,

and the Erechtheum on the Acropolis were all

commenced probably about this time. Professor

Newton then explained the drawings by which
the lecture was illustrated, and which comprised

views of the Acropolis taken from different

aspects, a restoration of the Propylcea, and a

view of it in its present ruinous state, a restora-

tion of the east front of the Parthenon, a view of

the Erechtheum, and a plan of the Acropolis

showing the most recent discoveries. He then

gave a brief description of the architecture of the

Propylsea, the Temple of Victory, the Parthenon,

and the Erechtheum, Thesium, the paintings of

Polygnotos, Myron, and Pamenos, in the Stoa

Poikile. The cost of the public works in the

time of Pericles could not be exactly ascertained.

The Propylsea alone, according to Heliodonis,

cost 2,012 talents, a sum reckoned as the- equi-

valent of £460,000. Leake thinks that in this

amount must have been included most of

the outlay on the Odeum, Parthenon,

Elusinium, Propylsea, and Erechtheum, and

calculates the whole expenditure on account of

these at 2,950 talents. The whole amount is

calculated by Grote at £690,000. The liberal

expenditure on public works, dramatic enter-

tainments, and festivals which distinguishes the

age of Pericles had its source in the main in the

wealth which flowed into Athens in the form of

contributions, direct or indirect, from her de-

pendencies. Plutarch, in a well-known passage,

draws attention to the fact that these public

works, so exquisite in their finish, were con-

structed in an astonishingly short time. They

were, as he expresses it, made quickly to last

long.
*-^^^^~*

At a special meeting of the members of the

Derby Mechanics' Institute, held on Wednesday
week, plans prepared under the direction of the

committee for the erection of new premises in the

Wardwick, at Derby, at an estimated outlay of

£4,500, were approved, and the committee was
authorised to obtain tenders.

HARROOATB CONSERVATIVE CLUB
COMPETITION.

''pHE choice in this competition has fallen, ••
JL as we stated last week, on a denign marked
"X,"byaIocalarchitcct,Mr. Arthurllisooe. The
object oi the competition was to provide k Urge
public hall, which is much required for an im-
portant town like Harrogate, also a suite of
ostemblv-rooms with bed-rooms, andaOonierva-
tire olnb. The site fronts the Cambridffe-road,
and a footpath. Mr. Hisooe baa made uie front
elevation towards Cambridge-road, in the ceotre
of which frontaKO is the door to Uie aaaemUj-
rooms ; on the left of this entrance is an ex-
cellent refreshment-room, 30 by 18ft., properly
connected to a kitchen at the back. On the west
of the refreshment-room is a ticket-office, and on
the left of this is the main entrance to the
Alexandra Hall, with a secretary's-room on the
otherside. The hall is 76ft. by 32ft. 6in., and will
accommodate 500 people. Passage conunnnica-
tion is made with the assembly-rooms, and the
billiard-room fronts on to the footpath called
Bculah-place. An entrance is arranged in tlie

centre of this frontage, and is made the entranoe
to the Conservative club, with a reading-rmm
on the left ; in the comer there is also a smoke-
room, each 18ft. by 14ft. The stairs from main
entrance to assembly-rooms lead to a corridor
5ft. wide, which conducts to the gallery of
the hall and the bedrooms. There are steps
from the entrance in Beulah-place, wluch lead
to the club-rooms, of dining-room 20ft. Gin. by
18ft., with necessary rooms connected ; a read-
ing-room 18ft. by 14ft., smoke-room and
billiard- room, for two tables, two stories high.
The w.c.'s and lavatories on each floor are well
situated and lighted. The bakehouse is in the
cellar, and the second floor is devoted to bed-
rooms, W.O., &c. The front elevation is certainly

one of the most practical where expense is a con-
dition. It has an Italian frontage to Cambridge-
street, two stories and attic story The whole of

the entrances are well marked, and make an im-
posing elevation. A handsome portico of good
Classic proportions adorns the three entrances,

and the windows on the ground and first floor

have cambered heads, the dormer windows having
circular heads in the attic story. The roof over
the entrance to hall is detached and higher than
the oth9r, and marks the entrance very well.

The entrance in Beulah-place is in a projecting

bay, and is carried up three stories, and a domed
roof over a handsome Classical portico, and the

cambered-headed windows makes this frontage

worthy of being a frontage to an excellent street.

The design which is placed second in order of

merit is one marked with a Star for a motto, by
Mr. R. Dyson, of Harrogate. The leading

feature is the connection of the entrances to the

hall and assembly-rooms, which are only sepa-

rated by a wall. On the left of the entrance to the

assembly-rooms (which are, by tho way, very

narrow, a fault spoiling the design very much)
is placed the coffee-room, and at the back is the

pubUc hall, 70ft. by 30ft. This is ail that this

entrance leads to, no ticket-ofiioe being shown,

rhe adjoining entrance is equally narrow, and
leads only to the various committee-rooms. The
chief entranoe is in Beulah-place, in the centre,

with a dining-room on one side and a reading-

room on the other. These are for the Conserva-

tive club, while the entranoe passage leads into

a hall of excellent proportions, iu which a band-

some flight of steps is shown to tho other club-

rooms, comprising the billiard- rooms, coffee-

rooms, and other rooms so necessary for a
building of this kind. There is also another

smoke -room Qver the dining-room of the ground-

floor. The elevation spoils the design, having the

chief entrance at the end ; but probably the

author, Mr. Dyson, considered that, on account of

the small sum of money that was to be laid out

on so large a building (only £3,000,) it was
better to make a frontage of less length than

that to Cambridge-road. The elevation, how-
ever, is good, and the best drawing of the whole.

It is Classical, in three stories of the three

different orders, the door being in the centre.

Three-light windows are placed on each side, all

with semicircular heads ; a gable is placed over

the bay in which the entrance-door is shown, aid

a parapet over this with an open colonnade. The
cornices and dentil courses inseparable, however,

from a Classical elevation of this kind must add

materially to the expense. The elevation to

Cambridge-street shows ordinary square-headed

windows on the ground- floor, and ceimbered heads

to the floor-windows, which range in one long
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row. The building is oa this side only taken up
two storiis and attics, which are lighted with
circular-headed dormers ; but this frontage will
not compare favourably with that to the end
deration. The large windows to the coffee-
room, with reliering arches over, and projecting
chimneys built out from first floor, should not
belong to the same building as the open colonnade
of the end elevation.

"Cafe" (by Messrs. Perkin and Bulmer, of
Leeds and Harrogate), is a good design. It
shows two elevations towards Cambridge-street,
with a good ground-plan, in which the entrance
is made on the extreme left of the building, and
leads direct into the Alexandra Hall, 75ft. by
81ft. The club dining room is on the right of
this passage, and occupies the frontage. In the
centre is the entrance to the assembly-rooms,
with the coffee-room and kitchen on one side,

and a smoke-room oppoi^ite and the steps. The
billiaid-room is to Beulah-place, in the north
oomer, and tlje S. E. comer is the entrance to

the club, which is again upstairs with smoke-
room, dining-room, card-room, and billiard-

room, 35ft. by 24ft., over club dining-room and
entrance to public-hall. There is an excellent
hall at the end of the staircase on the first floor,

which is an advantage over any of the other
doaigns. The front elevation, which is certainly
the best, shows a large gable in open
timber, in centre of building, and the whole of
the attic story is in open timber-work. The
dub dining-room, and the bUliard-room over, are
only two stories high. A bay-window is shown
at each side of the main entrance to assembly-
rooms, which stops onder the open-timber gable.
The end is also in open timber, as is the front,

«nd if it were to be built, it would reflect great
credit to the architects. The windows and
doors are square throughout, and, like the whole
of the other designs, it is proposed to be of pitch-
faced stones and ashlar dressings apparently.
The alternate elevation is an Elizabethan
desi^, with two gables to main building two
stones high, with a Mansard roof, and sky-
lights for attic-story, and the entrance to the
hall is roofed with a hipped roof.

The whole of the drawings are got up in
pencil only and colour, and the one which has
had the greatest pains taken with it is un-
doubtedly one by Mr. Geo. Mallinson, under the
motto of " Mon Patria." It shows a large hall,

like all the others, on the left of the principal
frontage to Cambridge-street, with committee-
room on the left of the entrance to same ; on the
right are smoke- and dining-rooms, and are con-
nected with entrance to assembly-rooms, and a
billiard-room is placed at the back, and lighted
from Beulah-place. In a similar manner to the
last- mentioned design, the entrance is placed at
the comer of Beulah-place and Cambridge-
street, and the stairs ran up from an octagon hall
to the club on the first floor, which are ably
designed to give easy access to a large billiard-

room suitable for two tables, and a committee-
room, as well as smoke and other rooms, neces-
sary for a building intended for such a purpose.
It IS so capitally arranged, that we venture to
say that, if the elevation had in any way com-
Sared with the plan, the allotment of the
esigns would have been different. The eleva-

tion shows one huge ugly Mansard roof and
gable only, relieved from dreary hideousness by
an excellent turret, and arranged in the comer
and over the entrance to the club-rooms. It is a
pity to see such a plan so spoiled in the eleva-
tion. The other designs (only two or three)
need no special mention.

LONDON SMOKE, ITS COST AND CURE.

A LECTURE was delivered oh Wednesday
night at the Society of Arts, John-street,

Adelphi, by Mr. W. D. Scott-Moncrieff, C.E.,
entitled "Suggestions for Preventing London
Smoke, and Making it Commercially Available."
Mr. R. Rawlinson, C.B., occupied the chair.
Referring to the present condition of London as
regards its fuel, the lecturer said there were,
leaving out the question of coke, about four
millions of tons of coal consumed in London
ereij year, in addition to which about two
miUions of tons were used by the gas companies
for the purpose of extracting light. All this
quantity was passed through retorts, and, after
a large amount of bad gas had been extracted,
it was converted into ; coke and cinders,
the ayerage amount of gas extracted from

one ton of coal being 10,00C cubic feet. The
result of practical experiments had proved to
him (the lecturer) that by extracting only from
3,090 to 5,000 cubic feet per ton, instead of
cinders, there remained an excellent and smoke-
less coal, and the gas extracted, instead of
being only 16-candle strong, was 24-candle
strong. What he, therefore, proposed was that
the gas companies, instead of taking 10,000 cubic
feet of gas per ton from 2,000,000 tons of coal,

should extract 3,333 cubic feet per ton from
6,000,000 tons, the whole quantity required for

consumption in London. The result would be
that the companies would have double the quan-
tity of products they had at present in the shape
of tar and ammoniacal liquids ; the community
would have 2 4-candle instead of 16 -candle
gas ; the fuel resulting from the process would
Ught readily, and would make a cheerful fire,

giving out 20 per cent, more heat than
the common coal now in use, and, what was
most important, there would be no smoke
from it. Ho then went on to show by
figures that if the whole of the 6,000,000 tons
consumed yearly were treated in this way,
the value of the gas extracted would bo
£1,750,0C0 more than under the present system,
and the coal could be sold at a cheaper rate than
now. In conclusion, he said statistics showed
that if the system were carried out there would
be an annual saving of £2,125,000, which might
be taken as the yearly value of London smoke.
London would then be a smokeless city, and all

thatwould have tobe deducted from the £2, 125,000
per annum would be confined to a few items,

such as the cost of additional capital required
for transit, appliances, and the terms to be made
with the gas-companies for carrying out the
scheme.

KITCHEN-BOILER EXPLOSIONS.

THE usual list of killed and wounded from
kitchen-boiler explosions has already far

exceeded its average annual proportions. There
is not the slightest reason why a kitchen or
bath-boiler should ever explode if properly fixed
by a plumber who has the smallest amount of
common-sense. Mr. Thomas Fletcher, F.C.S.,
of Warrington, points out :—There are two
simple ways by which an explosion can be totally
prevented—one by fixing a dead-weight safety-
valve, which should be for convenience fixed
when the apparatus is put up first. The other
is to cut a hole in the hot-water return-pipe a
little distance above the boiler, this hole being
from Jin. to lin. in diameter, and to solder over
this a piece of sheet lead about l-32in. thick,

just sufficient to safely stand the general water-
pressure, making, in fact, a weak place in the
system of pipes which will be the first to give
way. This hole must be cut in such a position
that the pipe is certain to be warmed from the
fire, and as near as possible to the boiler. It
must also be where, in case of the sheet-lead
being blown out, the water will not be
thrown into the room, but into the fire, so as
to extinguish it. Any plumber should do this

for a shilling or two, and although it is linble

to make a mess, it only does this when an explo-
sion would occur in its absence. It is also easy
to put an escape-pipe, through which the water
could be led away to the outside of the building
in case of accident. This thin lead safety-disc
might be made so as to fi.x in a brass socket and
be easily replaced if an accident did occur.
There are many simpler, cheaper, and more
satisfactory arrangements for circulating boilers,

which can be fixed at less than one-tenth the
cost, and of all these the best is a galvanised
iroa or copper cylinder of about eight gallons
capacity, with a tap, and a good gas-heating
burner underneath it, the cylinder having a
loose lid and a water-supply tap over it for
fiilling as required. After some months' daily
experience with this, there is no doubt that it is

far cheaper to use than the circulating boiler

system, and far more useful for general work.
It has also the advantage of absolute safety
snder any p ossible condition.

ABCHITECTUBAL & ABCHJEOLOQICAL
SOCIETIES.

CtMBEEIAHD ANDWusTMOnELAirD ANTiaUABIAN
SooiETjr.—The winter sestiion of this society was
held at Penrith on Wednesday and Thursday in
last week, in the Assembly-room, where a loan
collection of ancient arms and armour had been

brought together. A visit was paid on the first

day to Brtiugham Hall, where the priva;e ohapel
and the collection of armour in the haT were in-
spected, and a paper on " Armour" was read by
the Rev. T. Lees, of Wreay. In the afternoon,
a paper by Dr. Stephen, of Copenhagen, was
read on the Runic stono found at Brcugh, which
was stated to be the first inscription in Runes
discovered in Westmoreland, and purported to
bo the grave -kiat of Cimokom, wife of Alh ; the
probable date was the later part of the 6th cen-
tury. The Rev. H. Whitehead read a paper on
" The Old Church Plate in Brampton
Deanery;" the Rev. T. Lees one on " Sculp-
ture at Longmarton Church '

' ; and Mr. Joseph
Robinson one on " Roman Remains near Wolsty
Castle." These consisted of a square camp,
resembling those at Risehow and Bowuess, but
differed in having very deep foundations but no
internal fioors. On the second day, Mr. R, S.
Fergusson read a paper on the alleged '

' Labarum
at Carlisle Cathedral," recently discovered by
Precentor Veuables. He produced a copy of 315
masons' marks found in the Cathedral, and
stated his belief and that of Mr. Creed, the clerk
of works, that the alleged sacred monogram was
merely a Mediaeval mark placed on a stone
by masons who quarried it from the Roman wall.
In this Mr. Lees and others agreed, it being
stated that Mr. Venables had made a mistake.
Sir George Duckett read sotne notes on
" Royalists' Memoranda, tempo Charles I.," and
a discussion after took place on the stone circles

at Raisbeck and Maughanby.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
Tke Abtisans" Dwellings Acts—Sir B. Cross

intends to move for a Select Committee to con-
sider the working of the Artisans' Dwellings Act,
1875, and the Metropolitan Streets Improvement
Acts of 1872 and 1877, and especially to inquire into
the causes, that have prevented the reconstruc-
tion of dwellings for the poorer classes to the ex-
tent contemplated and authorised by those Acts.
This motion originally stood in the name of Sir
Sydney Waterlow, but it has been arranged that it

should be placed in the hands of the late Home
Secretary. The motion stands for to-day, but there
is not much chance of its beiug reached.

The Removal of Snow in London.—Sir H.
Vemey on Monday asked the Chairman of the
Metropolitan Board of Works whether his attention
hod been drawn to a description in T/ie Times of
the 20th iust. of the plan adopted in the city of
Milan for clearing away the snow by dividing the
city into districts ; and whether he would direct
that arrangements should be made now, and in
case of future snowstorms, for this purpose, the
work being carried on by night as well as by day
all through the metropolis, including the parks,
the snow being carted to the Thames and other
waters, and thus work given to thousands of men
who are thrown out of employment by the weather.
Sir J. M'GarelHogg : I beg to state that X
have observed the description in The Times to
which he refers ; but it is not in the power of the
Board over which I preside to adopt that or any
other plan of clearing snow from the streets of the
metropolis, which are under the sole charge of the
local authorities. I think I may say, however,
from inquiries instituted in some of the largest
parishes, that great exertions are being made to
grapple with the present diflicully. On the Vic-
toria Embankment, over which my Board has
control, 400 men, 40 carts, and two snow-ploughs
were employed for nearly three days in removmg
the snow, beginning work at 3 o'clock in the morn-
ing. This shows theimmense quantity that fell, and
I may had that, assuming a depth of Giu , the fall of
snow over the whole metropolitan area of about
117 square miles has been roughly estimated at the
enormous amount of 8| millions of tons. The
House will see that to cart all this away in a few
days, in many cases to a considerable distance,
would be a matter of absolute impossibility.

Floods and Deatnaqe.—The Government Bill

to make provision for the conservancy of rivers,

the prevention of floods, and other matters, is to be
known as the Rivers Conservancy Act, 1881. It
provides that any 20 or more owners or occupiers
of land rated at not less than £2,000, or any con-
servancy or sanitary authority having jurisdiction
within any part of a river basiu, or contiguons
river basins, may apply to the Local Government
Board that such basin or basins may be constituted
a conservancy district, and that a conservancy
board may be established. After local inquiry the
district may be established by provisional o/der
subject to the following regulations:—!. Where-
ever just and practicable the district shall be
divided into three descriptions of land, («) lowlands,
(J) midlands, (c) uplands, and each of the said de-
scriptions shall contribute inadiflerentproportionto
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the expenses, or part of the cxjjenses of the Conserv-
ancy Board OS may appear equitable. 2. The highest
rate in the pound pay<ible hy any lauds declared to

be uplands shall not exceed one-sixth part of the
rate in the pound payable in respect of the lands in

the district which pay the highest general rate. 3.

In constituting the board care shall be taken to

secure thereon an adequate representation of owners
as well ag of occupiers, and provision shall be made
wherever circumstances shall require for the repre-
sentation of urban sanilary authorities, conservancy
authorities, or other similar bodies. The powers of
the conservancy board will be for the prevention
of floods, for arterial drainage, for the storage of
water, for the irrigation of laud, or any such pur-
poses. The boards will have powers as to works,
as to giving compensation, as to acquisition of land,

as to survey of water- courses, and as to enforce-
ment and commutation of liabilities. The whole
of the expenses of the improvement of works and
of the construction of new works, and one-half
of the other expenses incurred by the board shall

be borne hy owners of laud within the district.

The remainder of the expenses incurred by the
board shall be borne by the occupiers of the lands
within the district, and the Conservancy Board
shall provide a fund, to be called the Conservancy
Fund, to be raised by rates made on !he owners
and occupiers of lowlands, luidlands, and uplands
within the district of the Board, on the basis of

the ratable value of the property assessable to the
poor rate. An uiban sanitary authority may be
constituted a Conservancy board for their district

;

and where so constituted, the Local Government
Board may provide that the expenses incurred by
such authority may be wholly or partly borne by
the general district rate, or other rate out of which
their expenses as such urban sanitary authority,
under the Public Health Act, 1875, are defrayed.

Builirms JnUlligmtt

Battle Chttech, Bbeconshibe.—This church
hag just been reopened after a complete restora-

tion, undertaken at her own expense by Lady
Cleasby, widow of the late Sir Anthony Cleasby,
who is buried in the churchyard. The church

,

situated in a wild mountain district, is a small
plain structure of the Perpendicular or Tudor
date ; the chief featiues being a good segmental
oak roof, with well moulded intersecting ribs and
cornice, and a good Perj)endieu]ar east window.
The roof has been repaired where necessary ; the
whole of the windows and stone dressings care-

fully renewed ; a porch with oak roof and
traceried barge-board added to the north door-
way ; a small vestry added on the south side.

The whole of the old tittings, which were modem
and without the least merit, have been removed
and replaced in pitch-pine varnished. The chancel
floor has been raised two steps, and an open
screen in pitch-pine on a plinth of Forest of

Dean stone erected between it and the nave.
Godwin's encarrstio tiles have been laid in

chancel and nave. A font of elaborate design
has been well executed in green Bridgend stone
by Mr. W. Clarke, carver, of Llandaff. A
reredos in pitch-pine, with inlaid texts and carved
cornice, will be fixed at the east end. The work
has been carried out by Messrs. Williams and
Sons, of Brecon, from the designs of Mr. J.

Bacon Fowler, architect, of Brecon and Swansea.

^EisTOi.—New premises for a local firm
of spirit merchants have just been com-
pleted at Bristol from the designs of Mr. J.

Bevan, architect, of that city. The building
will have a frontage of 179ft. on the north or
New Baldwin-street side, and 5oft. of east
frontage in Marsh-street. The cellarage alone
covers 9,000 superficial feet. From the street-

level to the top of the dormers the height is

60ft., and to the top of the turrets 80ft. The
buUding is in the French Renaissance style.

Messrs. Wilkins and Sons, of Bristol, have been
the contractors, and the work has, during the
past two years, given employment to some hun-
dreds of men. The carving has been done by
Mr. E. Sheppard, of Bristol.

Dakltngtox.—Extensive alterations and ad-
ditions are about to be made to the Wesleyan
chapel, Bondgate, comprising the lengthening
of the chapel from eatt to west, new entrance,
lobbies, rcpewing, new pulpit, and the enlarge-

ment of present vestries, and erection of new
vestries and committee-rooms. Mr. G. G. Hos-
kins, F.R.I.B.A., of Dirliugton, has been en-
truiited with the work.

Daliiy, EDnrBUBon.—The memorial-stone of
a now Free Church, which is in course of erec-
tion on a site at the west end of Dairy, was laid
on the 1.5th inst. The building, which has been
designed by Mr. Raeburn, architect, is in the
Gothic style. The principal features in the front
gable elevation are a deeply-moulded doorway
and a large four-light window with tracery.
Buttresses rising into piMnacIos above the roof
also impart character to the design. At the
west corner there is to be a spire rising to a
height of about 130ft., with belfry and clock.
Above the belfry the spire breaks into the octa-
gon, and is surmounted by a weather-vano. The
church is designed to seat 800 worshippers, and
it is to cost about £5,000.

Nantvvich.—The new children's home and
schools for Nantwich union, adjoining the work-
house, are now almost ready for the reception of
the chUdren for whom they are intended. The
exterior measures some 77ft. in length by 20 in.
depth. The building is semicircular in design.
The heating arrangements, we may add, were
provided for by Mr. E. H. Shorland, of Man-
chester. The schoolroom will accommodate some
70 scholars. The contract for the home and
schools has been satisfactorily carried out by
Mr. James Madely, the contract being for £3,200,
Mr. J. Heywood being his foreman over the
workmen. Extensive alterations have been made
also at the workhouse itself by Mr. Madely,
whose contract is for £1,4C0.

NoBWiCH.—A large block of buildings, which
have been erected at t! e corner of Redwell
and Princes-streets, for the accommodation of
Princes-street Congregational Chapel Sunday-
schools, were opened on Monday week. The
chief facades are Classic in character, and are
built of white brick with mouldings and dressings
of ornamental Cossey bricks. On the principal
floor is a lecture-hall 62ft. by 39ft. and 32ft.

high, accommodating 700 persons. The roof of

hall is coved and panelled, and has a cornice
and bold corbels, and light is given by a long
lantern 24ft. wide. On three sides is a over-
hanging gallery 8ft. wide with iron balustrade,

and on the fourth side is an apsidal recess for

organ, with a lower and upper rostrum in

front. Beneath the gallery are doors opening
into a series of class-rooms, ranging from r2ft.

by Oft. 6in. to 19ft. by 12ft., a library and super-
intendent's, and secretary's rooms, and at the

end of hall, on gallery level, are two large class-

rooms, with folding rooms opening into the main
room. The woodwork is of pitch-pine, varnished,
and the corridors and passages are paved with
Minton's tiles ; the heating is by hot-water,
supplied to every room on Perkins's principle,

and the ventUation on Tobiu's principle. Beneath
these principal buildings in the basement are

two class-rooms 37ft. by 28ft. and 2Gft. by 25ft.
;

three smaller infants' rooms each averaging
16ft. by lOft. ; a mothers' meeting-room 38Jft.

by 25ft. ; a church-parlour 3-lft. by 26ft., and
furnished as a drawing-room ; kitchen 20ft. by
12Jft., and heating chamber. Mr. Edward
Boardman, F.R.I.B.A., of Norwich, the archi-

tect of the adjacent chapel, designed and super-
intended the erection of the buildings, and
Messrs. Downing and Sons were the builders.

The total cost of building and fittings was
£12,605, including £4,450 for site.

CHIPS.
The annual meeting of the Hull School of Art

was held on Thursday, the 20th inst., when Mr.
Menztes, the head-master, reported that the in-

creased comfort and accommodation of the new
premises in Albion- street had considerably in-

creased the results in the examinations. In the

national competition, one bronze medal and two
book prizes were obtaided, and in the third grade

competition, 19 prizes ; in the second grade local

examination, 17 students obtained 19 prizes, 64

passed in one or more subjects, and U obtained

full certificates.

Mr. H. Scott Hayward, of Frocester, Gloucester-

shire, has been appointed surveyor and inspector

to the Inolosure and Copyholds Coramiesionors, in

the place of the late Mr. Marcellus Newtown.

A new house for Mr. A. W. Vaisey, at Tring, is

about to be erected. It will be faced extsrnally

with black chulk flints and bright red brick quoins

toanglfs and reveals up to first floor level, and

above (except to one or two gables) with orna-

mental dark red tile hangings ; the roof will be

covered with Broseley tiles. Tlie contract is let to

Mr. James Honour, and Mr. William Huckvalo,

of Tring, is the architect.
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"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNENG CLUB.
Bo.ics HoHisus. (The description of " Fiank'a" design
applies also to yours. They are both alike in «neral
plan. The mottoes are rightly distingaishea, bat
"canted comer dwelling " should have read "canted
corner dwellings.")- K in Cibclc. (A small sketch of

Eidilia will do )—EinBAiM. (Too late for review.)

Drawings Rsceived.—R. M. F., W. H., E. H., L. B.t
B. D., W. B. L. J., W. H., T. C, W. H. N.

THE INSTITUTE EXAMINATIONS.
To the Editor of the Botldeto News.

Sir,—It is the intention, I see, of the R.I.B.A.

to institute an examination for future associates

ere admitted. The young aspirant will probably

think that the ordeal shotild be submitted to by
aU the existing members ; that those who mak»
the rules should submit to the ruling. If ex-

amination is necessary for the associates, why
not for the Fellows ? Is it not more necessary

for the Fellows than the juniors ? I certainly do

not consider the Fellows up to the right standard,

and at a late meeting was struck by the di«-

advantageouslight in which the Fellows appeared

from their ignorance. It was the evening when
the paper was read on the Isle of Wight Roman
antiquities. One Fellow, supposed to be our

authority in Classical matters, had to be informed

by a visitor that glass for windows was usedhT

the Romans. Another Fellow showed his lack

of general information by asserting his belief in

fossilised human brains (in a fgurative sense,

the statement is only too true), and none of the

Fellows present had gmnptloH enough to put

right the two wild theorista, one of_ whom
asserted that the Romans only built their walls

about 3ft. high, and that the upper portion was

wood framing and phister ; the other that a

specific meaning was attached always to a certam

geometrical form. These people will now nde

their hobbies more furiously than ever, their

assumption being uncontradicted that the R. I.

B. A. coincides with them. The idea about the

Roman buildings is an utter delusion. The

Romans were good constructors and fond ol
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stone, and eucli materials wero abundant. To
make the upper portion of -walls of wood-
Inuuing, would have been more trouble and
expense than using stone, and would have had
no adrantage. It may therefore, safely be said

that He leallt tare of stone their whole height. But
how, then, Hr. Smith would say, can you pos-
•ibly account for the circumstance that in so

many difierent parts of the country, the walls of

Roman buildings arc found about the same
height. The reason is, that the same conditions
hare befell all, and the history of this Isle of

Wight example will suflioe.

Here, as everywhere else, where the Bomans
penetrated, they settled down to remain. They
built handsome bouses and made themselves at
home, and no doubt much benefitted the natives,

but unhappily did not teach them arms, so that
when at length the Bomans left, the northern
rovers made this kingdom their prey. The
Boman villa now under consideration, when de-
aerted by its first masters, would doubtless be
taken possession of by the natives, who were not
long, however, in tenancy. In the middle of the
fifth century, the Jutes made a raid on the
island, plundering and destroying. The villa

would attract their attention, of course. It was
no doubt rifled of all portable valuables, and
then set on fire. As only one skull was found,
it would seem there was little defence made
against these savages, as they probably would
exterminate the scant population. The bare
walls of the villa would now stand forlorn and
dropping slowly to decay for the next six

hundred years, civilisation being blotted out by
the Northmen. In the eleventh century, stone
building was revived, though in a rude fashion.
Theworkmen, withoutmuch skill or proper tools,

would, we may be sure, eagerly seize on the
materials of the ruined villa in preference to

quarrying new stone. There is abundant proof
that this was generally done, and so the walls of
the villa would be rased to the ground-level,
the goodness of the Boman mortar and want of
tools preventing the destroyer's going lower.
But this leTel of the eleventh century is not the
same level as of Boman times. It is 2ft. to 3ft.

higher, the ground by mouldering of stone and
decay of vegetable matter having risen. From
the eleventh century to the nineteenth the
ground has still been rising, though the increase,

partly by woods being cut down, and from
agricultural use, is not so great as before. The
first rise of ground gives the height of Boman
remains as now found. The second period covers
to a depth of about 2ft. the top of the walls. In
towns the case is somewhat different. The wall-
ing materials was sooner made use of, so that
little beyond floors are found, and from the
great quantity of building debris, rubbish and
dirt in towns when unpaved, the accumulation of

soil has been much greater than in country
places, where the villas are usually found. In
towns Boman remains are usually 15ft. or 20ft.

below modem level.

As regards the other theory, of the geometrical
figure, mentioned by a visitor at the meeting
aforesaid, sufBce it to say that the simple radical
forms of square, circle, and triangle have been
itsed by all nations at all periods possessing any
taste for ornament, with or without relation to

any purtictular religious dogma, and so they will
continue to be used, as none others can be
invented ; but religious ideas do not Becessarily
accompany their use. The practice, I beg to

note, at present ruling in the Institute of
abbreviating the papers read for publication, so
taking out all their life,light, andspirit, isa very
stupid one.—I am, Sir, &c. M.

SiE,—As passing a compulsory examination is

to be the diploma of all candidates for the
architectural profession this year, I have for
some days been inquiring in my own mind the
extent and time which this enforcement will
take to remedy some of the evils at present
existing in the profession. The opinion of its

members at large upon so important a matter,
though your valuable columns, will, I think, be
gratefully acknowledged by all.

The most important inquiry may be : Is there
any remedy at law to immediately put down all

who have been practising in the name of "archi-
tect " who are not properly qualified men ? Fur-
ther, will it have any influence in abolishing a
perhaps worse evil—that of underselling in the
charges of professional practices-one too common
amongitt many equally qualified men in this as
in other professions.

One other inquiry may be made by some of

our junior members— namely, are all who are at

present students of architecture not in practice

to pass their examination before they can enter
upon a private practice for themselves ?

If there is, under the present rules of the
profession, any hindrance to the remedy of

the evils mentioned, they should now be
put into new form.—I am, &c.,

DESISEBiLTUlI.

THE SHEFFIELD PABISH-CHUECH
FONT COMPETITION.

Sib,—In reply to a recent query as to whether
this matter is settled, I beg to say the award
was, in due course, made to Mr. Charles Green,
of Sheffield, and that this gentleman is at pre-

sent carrying the work out. How far it will be
in accordance with our accepted views of what
is correct time will of course show !

Canon Blakeney, the present Vicar of

Sheffield, is an old and esteemed friend of ray
own ; and I have, as well, many family ties con-
necting me with Sheffield and its church. When,
therefore, it was decided that the designing of
this memorial font should not be entrusted to the
local men (Messrs. Flockton and Gibbs) who
were then engaged upon the church, I strongly
urged the Committee to procure designs from
some architect of acknowledged staudmg, and
then get him to procure some good and tried

man to execute the work. This, however, was
overruled, and an entirely open competition
decided upon.

It will be remembered that, at the commence -

ment of the restoration, the work was placed in
the hands of Messrs. Flockton and Gibbs, of
Sheffield, in connection with the late Sir G.
Gilbert Scott, B.A., as consulting architect.

Had the latter gentleman been spared all would
have been well.

At the time when the competition for the font
in question was advertised, Messrs. Hadfield
and Son, of Sheffield, whose clever Gothic work
we are all more or less acquainted with, wrote to
the professional journals, saying it would be
impossible for them to intrude a design into a
building ether architects were engaged upon,
and this feeling was, no doubt, shared by many
others in the profession. But I venture to urge
that it would have been better for the public
weal if the Messrs. Hadfield, or some other
architects of ability, had seen their way clear to
secure to Sheffield's ancient parish-church a font
of a character worthy of its surroundings.

I do not say that this wUl not be so as it is
;

but without having had any opportunity for
seeing the accepted designs, I shall venture to

atsert that this is very doubtful; for, Mr.
Charles Green— although an artist of no mean
ability—is, I believe, no lover of Gothic.
Many of us find ourselves in Belgium every

now and again ; and as we pace the grand old
Flemish churches, we gaze with mixed feelings
at the huge summer-house-like pulpits which
adorn so many of them. These pulpits are per-
fect marvels of wood-carving ; in skilful work-
manship they surpass anything that we people
in England can do ; and yet, they are so out of

character with the immediate surroundings, that
we look at them, hardly sure whether we ought
to rejoice most in their wondrous art-power, or
lament their utter want of sympathy and of
character with the building they form a part of.

Four miles or so from Sheffield is Eotherham.
The parish-church of this lattertown is of about
the same date, and is even finer than that of
Sheffield. It was restored some six or seven
years ago, by Sir G. G. Scott.

A memorial font to the late Vicar, who died a
year or two ago, being proposed, a design by
request was prepared by Mr. J. P. Seddon, of
Queen Anne's-gate, W.C., and was illustrated at
the time in this paper.
Mr. Seddon was good enough to entrust the

carrying out of his design to myself, and by
Whitsuntide the work in question will be in situ.

It will be instructive, when both are in place, to
compare their respective merits, and then, for
everyone to j udge for themselves which course
seems productive of the best results.—I am, &c.,

Haeet Hems.
Exeter, Jan. 22, 1881.

SHOULD SOIL-PIPES BE FIXED UP
OUTSIDE OB INSIDE HOUSES?

SiE,—This is a subject upon which consider-
able difference exists both amongst architects

and plumbers, and, as a good deal of that
difference is owing to the supposed extra
danger from frost ii the pipes are fixed up out-
side, this is the very time to discuss the ques-
tion.

At page 391 of your issue for May 17th, 1872,
I referred to this in connection with " Fig.
112," which showed a vertical soil-pipe fixed up
outside with a lead branch pipe coming into it

—part of this lead branch-pipe being exposed
outside—and I then stated that if the vertical

pipe got frozen up, this lead branch-pipe was
often useful by admitting of a slit being cut in
its top which would allow the water often to
flow out harmlessly outside and so prevent the
house being flooded. The cutting of this slit

may allow a kitchen-sink to be used after the
vertical iron pipe has been frozen up. In cases

where the soil-pipe or waste-pipe gets frozen up
even although fitted up inside of the house, as is

the case at present in properties I know of,

then no such "safety-valve" in the shape of

"cutting a slit," as above referred to, can be
done ; so that even in this matter of freezing-
up, an outside soil or waste-pipe has some ad-
vantage over an inside one.

Looking at the matter from various stand-
points, and especially considering what is best

for the safety and health of the inmates, I support
the idea that, as a rule, soil-pipes (and waste-
pipes too) should be outside. This is recom-
mended in the model by-laws of the Local
Government Board of a.d. 1877; and, in reply

to the objection as to extra annoyance or danger
from temporary freezing, I remark : — Take pre-

cautions.

As to these "precautions," I may first observe

that it is not the soil-pipe that freezes, but the

water in it. No water should be in it, however,
except in the act of flushing, and that will hardly
freeze it up. What causes soil-pipea and wasto-
pipes to freeze up is generally a continual leak-

age from some crane or valve, &c. , that does not,

or is not, shutwhen it ought to do so. A leaking
ball-crane in a cistern, if the cistern overflow
enters the soil-pipe, is almost sure to produce a
frozen-up soil-pipe. I have a case of about 60ft.

of frozen-up soil-pipe from this cause. Had the

cistern-overflow discharged outside and where it

could be seen, I do not expect the soil-pipe

would have been frozen up, even although it is

outside. Other outside sr>il-pipes, where there

has been no such leakage, and where the cistern-

overflow does not enter the soil-pipe, are not
frozen up, even where there are several water-
closets into one soil-pipe. As water requires to

be in the traps, putting salt-water down, espe-

cially last thing at night, would help to prevent
them getting frozen up.

A second "precaution" for the soil-pipe it-

self is to fit up one of a good thickness of metal.

If the vertical pipe is iron, then, instead of

being only about one-sixteenth of an inch thick,

it should be a cast-iron pipe one-quarter of an
inch thick, and get several coats of paints. If a
stUl further "precaution" is wished, then the
vertical pipe may be boxed up inside of a neat
wooden case, as high up as the water enters, and
also filled round with sawdust or other non-con-
ducting substance. The hole in the wall where
the branch soil-pipe comes out at should be
tightly plastered or filled in all round the pipe

to prevent a draught of cold air blowing in under
or alongside of the pipe. These cold draughts
often cause pipes to get frozen up. Wrapping
up the pipes inside with felt is, of course, a good
preservative.

One reason which may be termed "scientific"

as well as sanitary, which I do not remember of

having seen referred to as yet, for placing the

soil-pipe outside, and which may be especially

worth mentioning while the present aiirial

crusade against the bad air in our towns and
cities is being waged, is that a soil-pipe placed

outside generates and discharges into the air far less

sewage gas than one fitted up inside.

It would bo an advantage to hear the opinions

of some of your other correspondents upon this

question at this time, and especially if they
would state how their soil-pipes are fitted up,

and what they are made of, and how they stand

asregardstho above "precautions."-—I am, iScc,

W. P. BncnAH, S.E.

21, Benfrew- street, Glasgow, 22nd Jan.

HOUSE-SANITATION.
SiE,—I should be glad if you would allow me

to protest against Lieut.-Col. Jones's remarks
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with reference to what I said ia opening the
discussion on Mr. Robins's paper at the Eoyal
Institute of British Architects.

The fact that three books from my pen have
recently appeared, in each of which the principles
and practice of house-sanitation arc set forth,
one being entirely deroted to that subject, and
that I have given a very large number of public
lectures on it to all classes of hearers, shows
plainly enough that my aim has been '

' to spread
the Imowledge of the very simple rules of
health "

; and if Lieut. -Col. Jones will
take the trouble to look at either of those books
ho can satii^fy himself that this is the case. I
think that the more people know about the
sanitary arrangements of their houses the better

;

but I said, and repeat it most distinctly, that a
person who is not practised in carrying out
sanitary works is not competent to put his own
house in order ; that no amount of reading can
give that practice, any more than reading can
enable a man to dispense with the services
of a .surgeon when he has to have his leg
cut off. I say that it is a most absurd and
mischievous thing to advise people to take upon
themselves the responsibility of putting their
houses into a proper sanitary condition ; that in
every instance that has come under my own
notice, a sense of security has been given which
has afterwards been shown to be false ; and I
will add that no one, who was himself aware of
the numerous pitfalls in the way of sanitary
practice, would ever dream of giving such advice
to householders.—I am, &c.,

W. H. CoEPiELD, M.A., M.D. (Oxon.),
Professor of Hygiene and Public Health at

University College, London.
10, Bolton-row, Mayfair, W., Jan 27, 1881.
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that these eminent gentlemen break the law with
impunity, whUst I and others of my calibre are
pounced upon at once, if the slightest infringe-
ment of tho rules of the Act is made by us ? I
a™;*"., R. Feeemau.
Fenchuroh Buildings, E.C., Jan. 26, 1881.

"THE WONDERFUL STOVE."
Sm,—When Mr. Burges has seen the above,

I, in common with other of your readers, would
be glad to hoar his opinion of it.—I am, &c.,

JonN P. Sbddon.
1, Queen Anne's Gate, Jan. 26.

i'le.*^

whilst the north

MODERN DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE.
Sm, —Mr. Davie, of Pembroke-gardens, Ken-

sington, in his letter in your last issue, " deplores
the numerous failures " made in the Queen Anne
revival. He may well deplore them—such ele-
vations for instance, as that of the Chiswick
School of Art, with its corbeUed-out pilasters,
broken pediments, serrated wall-head, and
badly-proportioned almost everything. The
facade seems as if it was broken away at its

extremities in the centre of a solid between two
openings, showing weakness where, if any-
where, there ought to be strength. A design in
the same style for the Liverpool School of Art
(published in a contemporary), is not much
better, with its pilaster resting on a window-
cornice !

But why shovdd a style, so free for all im-
purities, be selected for—of all purposes in the
world—a School of Art ? impurity meeting the
student upon the very threshold. When our
University buildings were designed, it was ably
argued that the style ought to have been Classic

;

and for a building devoted to such a purpose
as the teaching of Art, surely no style could be
more appropriate than the noblest of all—the
Greek.
Mr. Darie casts a longing and a loving eye

towards the Gothic, and points out where, in
London, some good modern examples may be
seen. In Glasgow it would be eqully easy to
point out admirable examples of Greek in build-
ings designed to meet modern conditions

—

churches, warehouses, town-residences, and in
its neighbourhood, villas.

How is it that with all the perpetual talkee-
talkeo about " high art," there is no endeavour
to revive in architecture the highest of all art ?

—I am, &c.. Delta.
Glasgow.

DISTRICT SURVEYORS.
SiE,—"That which in the captain's but a

choleric word, in the common soldier is flat

blasphemy." Excuse any slight verbal error in
th^ quotation, as I am writing without the
took.
A large red-briek building is in course of

erection for an eminent firm in Bishopsgate-
strect, which is, I believe, the design of an
eminent Queen Anne architect, and, being in the
City, is under the supervision of an endnent
District Surveyor. The moulded-wood window-
frames are iet within an inch of the exterior face
of the brickwork, in clear contravention of the
provisions of the Metropolitan Buildings Acts,
which neither District Surveyor nor Metro-
politan Board of Works are authorised to

HOTEL DE VILLE, BKUSSELS.
Sin,—Allow me to confirm your corsespondent
M. s " able letter on the above drawing, in vour

issue of Dec. 2-Jth, '«"" \...-\ir. -a ,-. t.?J_j,-'L_

I think
to notice a^

I have a photo taken in 1879,
portion was undergoing repair.
In the fifth paragraph of letter, p. 85 " M."

speaks of the parapet at top as being different on
the north of tower to that on the south—it is juat
the same ; the only difference being tho number of
bays : on the south are five bays of two windows
each; on the north are three bays, that next the
tower of two windows ; bay in the middle three
windows

; and bay next angle tower two windows.
To correct the drawing would take too much of

your valuable paper, so 1 refrain; but will notice
a few of the most glaring inaccuracies. To the
left (south) of the hotel is a street Bue de I'Etuve.
The drawing barely showsacourt, and showsahouse
that does not exist. The proportion of the most
beautiful Spanish houses on the right or north of
market-place ig bad ; the beautiful architecture,
sculpture, and gilding is simply spoiled ; tko
market-place is so ««faithfully represented that one
would hardly think, from the drawing, the hotel
stood on the top of a hUl or incline.—I am, &c.,

F. A. Babth.

any section is required to carry a certain weight at its fre«
end, but is found to be only equal to half that load ; of
what aaaistanc© wonld a cantilever, C D, of same section
and material as A B, be if placed under the same, and
connected therewith by a vertical strut or column I

Wotild it have the effect of doubling the strength of A B,
as would be the case if placed alongside that cantilever
directly under the load !—Sevebs.

[6379.]—Papering New Walls.—I am about to

enlarge some rooms of a dwelling-house, and wish to

paper on the new walls as soon as completed. Would
rendering in Portland cement and sand, and setting with
Keen's cement, enable me to do so t If not, what should
bedone!—X. Y. Z.

^6380.]—Wood-Carvinff.—Would any reader kindly
inform me of the best elementary work published on
wood-carving, and also tho tools, &c., requisite for a be-
ginner ?---Kbbus.

[6381.]—Befinement andNeatness—Ireadwith
- ,.- „ , ... much interest the above article in your number of 2l8t
moaiiy. What I want to know is, how it occurs

I Jan. I cannot make any of my friends agree with me

5ttterc0mmuntcati0tt»

QUESTIONS.
[6374.]—Jacobean and Queen Anne Styles.—

Will some of your readers kindly give names of works,
cost, and where to be obtained, of one or two in.e.ipen3ive
publications, with details of dwellings ?—J. 8.

[6375.]—Asphalte Paths.—Would some of the
readers of the Building News kindly give me the proper
method of making and laying asphalte suitable foi garden-
paths, yards, &c. ! I have made several lots lately, but it

does not set satisfactorily. —Asi-iialtos.

[6376.]—Limestone Beads.—Will some brother-
surveyor kindly tell me if the rules given in Law and
Clark's book on *' Boads and Streets for Granite " are
applicable to limestones, and where I can get a work
treating on the construction and maintenance of limestone
roads !—S. Trow.

[6377.]—Incline
cline by means of a chain and drum,
drum [and consequently the speed at which the trucks
are to travel) is constant. Some of the trucks have
wheels of 18in., and some of 9in. diameter. Then, query:
Which trucks, the 18in. wheels or the 9in. wheels, will
require the greater power to work, and what will be the
proportionate difference of power required I—D.

[6378.]—Cantilever.—Supposing a cantilever A B of

thatdelicacr and reflnem«ntdoeaDot eouWfaiiiiiifaniiitr
of bnckwork and imitaUon mortar-joint*. Aa I f«el wan
tliat the writer of the above artiele can enter into the
feeling and ipitit of the paet, I am going to aak a Ttn
tioii, an answer to which from him would oonfer aa ol>.
ligation. I am intereeted io an old maailoD, date ISM—
probabljr the flneet in the oonnty—but now ia a <~»-tmieoaUe itata of neglect. It haa been Ulnetrated ia
Maata, Hall, and other worka of that nature. It la bdck
work, with atone-work in windows, doors, and aMla*.
The brickwork ia vety rough and mwren, there I* nonal-
rormity in the general aixe of the brldia, and the moitar
joiuta arc Terr tliick and imgnlor. To eover all «»',
about eighty yaara am, the whole front was eokmred : the
1*^ time waa aboutUirty raan aco. and It I* now par.
Uallj peeling off.- Bow can the eoloiuing be naored
without injuring the original face t I meaa the He» as
existing eighty years ago. It will teqoin watchful can
and aolmiTy. To acrape it would look miaanbia in the
days of Queen Victoriii, though, aa a new boiUiiig, it
was, no doubt, a One piece of work in the dan of Qnwtt
blizabeth. I want it cleaned and the aneioit tone i»-
tained. A builder auggested a removal of the Otttar aaae
of bncka and neat work put in ila place betwesD the
atono-work. Of courae, I diimfawid him.—O. H. K.

RBPLISa.
[6389.1—Mathematleal.-The nnmben 18, It, B,

give the ratio of the aidee of a right-angled triangle,
and from thia we get angle (a) = aS' bX; (t| •MS.AC -H AB^ - BC« _or using tiie formula coa. A =
12' + Vf - 9"

-Trucks are to be drawn up an in-
The speed of the

2AC . AB

2 12 . 15
= *"*> "^ f"™ this we get eoa. Q

36' 62*. If " Bpon'a " tables sire only a table of aatoial
ines, we can find the cosine, knowing that the cosine at
an angle = the sine of its complement-H. 8.

[6361.]—Sewage Sludge.—"J. B.'a" qaeationcaa
scarcely be answered satisfactorily in the oompaaa of the
usual space devoted to queries. The manorial valne ol
sewage sludge depends upon the percentage of nitrogen
and phosphoric add (I omit the potaah, which ia pieaent
only in small quantitiee) . When aludge ia obtained br
simple subsidence from untreated sewage water, it may,
If the road surfaces of the town are pared, and if atom-
water is exi ludod, contain from 24 to 8 per cent, of nitn>-
gen, and nearly as much phoephorio ood when brongfat
to an absolutely dry state. But there are few towna where
the " separate system " ia rigidly enforced, and irtian tha
sewage water is clarified by simple aubeidence. We get
the sludge, tlierefore, diluted or admixed with from EO to
76 percent, of road detritus, and, where lime is used oa a
precipitant, the quality of the deposit is still furtber de-
graded by the added lime. Sludge which may ooet from
25s. to 30s. per ton dry to desiccate has aeldoin a theoreti-
oal value beyond lis. to 16a., so that " J. B." will not be
likely to receive many applieationa for hia mud-heapa.
When sludge, 0' tained from the treatment of the sewage-
water, with a plentiful mixture of lime, ia dried and cal-
cined, it yields, as Oen, Scott has pointed out, a very good
cement. The sewage of the town of Burnley (population,
60,000) is now being thus dealt with at a profll. There ia
a ready sale for all the cement made (about IS tona
weekly), at 388. per ton. Many hundreds of tona have
been made and sold during the past twelve months. The
material is now being chiefly employed by the engineer
of the Lanfeosfaire and Yorkshire Railway Company for
engineering works. For further particulars **J. B.'
should apply to the manager of the Burnley Sewage
Works, Duckpits, Burnley.—G. Bklgbavr.

[6363.]-Ohoir-Stall8.—In reply to "V. M.'a"
question on above, I think I may s^ely say that theeeare
the only two examples in either England and Wales where
the westernmost stalls on each side cant on plan towarda
the NE. and SE. angles of chancel respectively.—PaxD. J.
Frekmait.

(6 '61.1—Flitch and Truss Beam.—Add 30 times
the thickness of the iron flitch to three timea the breadth
of tlie wood, both in inches, and the teanlt X by the
square of the depth in inches, and divided by the length
of the bearing in feet will give the breaking weight in

cwts. at the middle, thus :— (} x 30 + 3 X 9) X 6l«

24 = 335 cwt. approx.,and this -f- by 10 gives the work-
ing load = 33'5 cwt ; also taking into account that the
beam is trussed, a safe load would be about 2 tons.

—

H. S., Belfast.

[6368.]—Bricklayers' Charges.-No.—P.
[6368.] -Bricklayers' Charjres.-The bricklayer

cannot charue for rebuilding cellar walls if he haa entered
into a positive contract to perform certain work, unleaa
an intention is exprc'^scd to the contrary. If the flood
was an unexi>ected accident, and the work waa carefully
performed , the law apportions the confleqnenoes : the brick-
layer is liable, before its completion, and he will lose hia
remuneration, and the owner loses his part of the contract.
The law does not bind a man to do what is imposaible,
but a contractor is liable to rebuild any part which may
fall or be washed away before its completion, ao aa to fol-
fll his cOntract.-O. H. O.

[6371.]—Stone Work.-No.-F.
[6372.]—Architects' Charges.-Yes.—P.

A bust in marble of the lateMr. Thomas B assey,

the contractor, has been placed in the apse at the
south-eastern angle of Chester Cathedral, by his

three sons, who also subscribed the expense of ths
renovation and decoration of thia portion of the
building during the general restorations under the
late Sir Gilbert Scott, as a memorial. The bust,

which was executed by Mr. Wagmuller, stands
upon a red sandstone pedestal. 'The local work
was executed by Mr. W. Haswell, under the direc-

tion of Mr. £. Tarrer, architect.

Mr. Frank Dicksee, painter, and Mr. William
Hamo 'i'homycroft, gcmptor, were elected Asso-
ciates of the Boyal Acsaemy on Thoisday in last

week.
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WATEB SUPPLY AND SANITABY
MATTESS.

HoTB Edob, ksab Haufax, Mao Sewebaob.—^Tbe Hklifaz Uuion Bural Sanitary Authority
luLTing been c&lled upon to uudeitake the main
sewange of this \-illage in consequence of the de-
fective state of the present sewers, tenders have
been obtained, and that of Mr. Beujamin Boberts,
eontractor, of Low Moor, accepted for the works,
from plans prepared by Mr. T. L. Fatchett,
TT«lif«T, under whose superintendence the contract

ia being carried out. Tanking for settling purposes
li airaiiged in Mr. Henry Wcstwood's plantation,

•ome 200ft. below the pinfold, where the sewage
empties itself from ISin. glazed earthenware pipes.

This size of sewer is carried forward up the road
past the pinfold, and through Mr. Crossley's pro-
perty, until it reaches the turnpike-road, at a depth
of 12ft., so as to allow for the branches from base-
ments of houses, &c. A manhole is formed here,
and ISin. sewers run right and left along the turn-
pike road. Branch sewers, 12iu. and 9in. in

diameter, are also carried up Green-lane, and the
other side-roads adjoining the main thoroughfare
of tke village. Junctions are to be left at conve-
nient distances for taking up the branch drains,

manholes and ventilators being provided where
neoesaaiy.

1 ^ I

LEOAIj intellioence.
ASCHTTKCTS' CBTncisji ON Abchitects.—The

inquest at Devonport, on the body of Timothy
O'Leary, a labourer, killed by the fall of a rubble-
wall at the public-hall in course of erection in Fore-
street, in that borough, was resumed on Monday.
Mr. Samuel Knight, F.B.I.B. A., of Coruhill,
London, the architect of the hall, deposed that he
was in no way hampered as to cost in drawing the
plans, and that when he last visited the building,
on Oct. 26th, the wall which had fallen was about
42ft. high. He believed that the wet weather
which prevailed during the last three weeks of the
year was the primary cause of the accident. Mr.
F. W. Barr, olerk of works, said he had inspected
the works from the commencement, in May last, and
was in every way satisfied with the way in which
they had been carried out. He attributed the fall of
the wall to the wet weather, but had had no reason
to anticipate such an occurrence. In the eight or
ten days before the fall of the wall, it was raised
by about 14ft. Thomas Gower, the foreman of
worksj deposed to the good character of the rubble
matenals used in the wall, and the contractor, Mr.
James Matiham, of riymouth, added that he had
not been hurried, and tiiat he could not account for
the accident. Mr. James Hine, F.K.I.B A., of
Plymouth, expressed an opinion that in the erection
of a wall of this thickness and height, and without
cross-girders or buttresses, it was undesirable to
build m rubble. He should have had more con-
fldcnce in brickwork of like thickness, because in
mbble-woik there were no hoiiz^utal beds, and
some inequality arose from the different workman-
ship of the men employed. He found that the wall
was built with the best flat -bedded lime-stone and
Aberthaw, and that it was better bonded even than
specified. That it should, under such circumstances,
nave fallen showed some error in judgment in the
design. Possibly, if the wall had been carried
slowly in stages 3ft. or 4ft. in height, and every
stage had been allowed time for consolidation, the
large overhanging cornice would not of itself have
brought the wall down ; built as it was, the masonry
was comparatively " green," and the overhanging
mass was the last finishing touch. The corrner
(Mr. Yaughan) intimated that he had thought it

hisduly, in the public interest, to obtain an architect
of considerable eminence to afford him assistance
on technical matters. He did not wish to confine
independent evidence to Mr. Hine, and if Mr.
Knight, or anyone interested in the matter, desired
to call further evidence of that character, he would
grant an adjournment. Mr. Knight asked for an
adjonmment, because the evidence of Mr. Hine was
entirely at variance with his careful calculations as
architect of the building. He felt that a serious
responsibility had been put upon him. The Coroner
said the opmion in his own mind was that Mr.
Sne did not reflect upon Mr. Knight's professional
zepntation, but that his evidence simply amounted
to an expression of opinion that it might perhaps
have been better had the work been proceeded with
more slowly. Jlr. Knight : But he challenges the
design, ill. .Hine : I simply say a brick wall
would have been bettor and safer than a rubble
wall. Mr. Knight said this was a charge of " error
in judgment," which he could not allow to go un-
challenged

; and, in order that he might obtain
other evidence as to his design, he must apply for
an adjournment. The inquest was then iidjoumed
tin Feb. 15th.

'

In BE G. Beown.—This was a first sitting last
week in the Court of Bankruptcy (before Mr.
Begistrar Murray), for the proof of debts and the
appointment of a trustee. The bankrupt had
carried on the business of a builder in Btdfont-

terrace, Fulham, and his statement of affairs re-
turned unsecured debts amounting to £2,200 ; fully
secured debts, £8,600 ; and assets, £2,300. Proofs
for nearly £2,000 were admitted, and the creditors
appointed Mr. John Vale and Mr. Robert Gifford,
accountants, as joint trustees, with a committee of
inspection.

In be Batch.—The debtor, Jacob P. Batch, who
has present a petition for liquidation, is a pavior and
contractor, carrying on business in Camberwell-
road, and he is also described as late of Bucklers-
bury, Walbrook, and Bishopsgate-street. Mr.
Ditton applied last week, with the concurrence of
creditors, that Mr. James Waddell, accountant,
who had already been appointed receiver, should
be also empowered to act as manager of the business,
which was of an extensive character. The liabilites

were returned at £22,000, and it was anticipated
that the assets, if advauhigeously realised, would
be sufficient to pay the creditors in full. The
debtor was engaged in several contracts, and the
petition had been filed by the desire of the creditors
m order that the property might be protected. Mr.
Registrar Hazlitt granted the apphcation, and an
injunction was also allowed to restrain several
actions.

ToBIN'sVENTILATDJOTcrBEa.—BUSTON V. TOBIN.
—This was an appeal at Lincoln's Inn, before
Lords Justices James, Brett, and Cotton, from a
judgment of Vice-Chancellor Malins dismissing
with costs an action by the plaintiffs to set aside an
agreement for the sale to them of the defendant's
patent, and granting the defendant the relief asked
by his counter-claim for specific performance of
the agreement. The heating of the case before the
Vioe-Chancel'or occupied 14 days in February last,

several witnesses having been examined, and the
defendant having been examined and cross-exam-
ined at great leng'h. The object of the action was
to set aside an agreement entered into in April,
1876, by the plaintiffs, who were ten in number,
for the purchase from the defendant, Mr. Martin
Tobin, of his patent rights for an invention < f an
"improved mode of ventilating rooms," on the
alleged grounds that when the agreement was en-
tered into the patent was utterly void and had been
frequently infringed, and that in order to induce
the plaintiffs to purchase his patent rights the de-
fendant had made fraudulent representations
knowing them to be untrue, and had also concealed
important facts which he ought to have stated to
the plaintiffs at the time when they entered into
the contract. From the decision in favour of the
defendant the plaintiffs now appealed. The case
occupied several days, and on Tuesday last their
Lordships unanimously upheld Vice-Chancellor
Malins' judgment.

CHIPS.
A pulpit, handsomely carved in Caen stone, with

marble and alabaster tastefully introduced, has
just been presented to Brigstock Church by an in-
fluential parishioner. It was executed by Messrs.
Jones and Willis, of London and Birmingham.

The annual dinner of the Warrington Branch of
the National Association of Master Builders of
Great Britain was held on Wednesday week, the
chair being occupied by Mr. B. W. Collin (the
president for the year), and the vice-chair by
Alderman Chandley (the vice-president). About
40 gentlemen were present.

The annual report of the Bristol Cathedral Com-
pletion Fund has just been issued by the dean and
chapter. It states that the total amount expended
has been £4,200. During the past year the prin-
cipal work has been to provide doors to the west
porch, and to complete the carving within the new
nive and on the west front. It is now proposed to
remove the chapter-house from near the west end
of the cathedral, so as to allow of the formation of
a court before the west front. When that is accom-
plished, an effort will be made to raise the south-
western tower to the same level as that at the
north-west angle, which will cost about £500. The
architect is Mr. G. E. Street, B A.

A vicarage is about to be built at Ambleside,
from the designs of Mr. J. W. Grundy, architect,

of XJlverston.

A Bogett memorial infirmary is about to be
added to the Boyal Albert Idiot Asylum at Lan-
caster. Messrs. Paley and Austin, of that town,
are the architects.

The presentation of prizes to students in the
school of art and dtsign at Lincoln took place last
week, when a report was read stating that in the
National Competition, one of the four silver medals
for oil-paintings, and 20 third- grade prizes were
gained, and at the Government examination, 6
prizes and 30 certificates were gained by 75 students.
The Gibney studentship of £iO for two ytars bad
been awarded to Oowald Lloyd. It was stated
that the bad accommodation and over- crowding of
the school was telling injuriously on the evening
tatendance of students.

<Bvx <BfSitt €Mt
Me. John J. Craio, of Knoxville, Tennessee,

says that the United States Government has
recently opened, and is now working successfully,

a quarry of white stone in the immediate vicinity

of that city, which is pronounced by competent
judges to be superior to anything of the kind
found elsewhere in the United States. It is a
highly crystallised limestone marble —and as it

comes from the hammer or chisel is almost per-
fectly white ; when polished it shows a Mint
pinkish blush ; long exposure to the atmosphere
seems to whiten and harden it, a sort of glass-

like enamel forming over its surface and render-
ing it almost entirely impervious to dampness
and stains of any kind. A column of this marble
which has been standing in Knoxville more than
thirty years, and which has never been touched
with brush or soap, is as white and clean to-day
as it was the day it was first exposed. The
texture is neither too hard nor too soft, but allows
the sculptor to work it without extra effort, and
trace on it the finest lines of finished form, and
yet hard enough to retain these lines in all

their original delicacy. The quantity of the
marble is said to be unlimited. Knoxville is

surrounded by whole mountains of it.

One of the indications of reviving trade (says

the London Correspondent of the Manchester
Guardian) is to be seen in the result of the opera-
tions of the Land Committee of the Metropolitan
Railway. In the year of briskest trade in the
past decade— 1873-— the sales of the large
quantity of surplus land that company possesses

were to the amount of £100,241, but the amount
fell off, and for 1879 the amount of the sales

was only £5,900. Last year an official but un-
published return shows that they increased to .

£19,206—larger than any year since 1876. Con-
currently the rents of property let have risen,

]

and there are less arrears carried forward. It '

is evident that more persons are investing in

land and property in London, and the movement
carried on tliis year will yield a still larger re-

turn to the Metropolitan Railway.

A LECTUEE on '
' Water Supply and Filtration '

'

was delivered by Professor Corfield at the Farkes
Museum of Hygiene, before members of metro-
politan building societies, on Saturday afternoon.

The relative advantages of hard and soft waters
for domestic use wore compared, the preference
being given to soft water, especially on account
of its economy of soap for washing ; and the
Porter, Porter-Clark, and Atkins modes of re-

moving the lime from hard waters were described.

The constant-supply was universally admitted
to be better than an intermittent one, and pres-

sure had been brought on the metropolitan
companies to provide it ; it diminished the risk

of unmanageable outbreaks of fire, and reduced
the amount of domestic waste. But it had its

dangers, for whes the supply was turned off for

repairs there was a possibility that the contents

of water-closets would be drawn in by suction,

as happened at Croydon, with the result of

typhoid fever outbreaks. For pipes and fittings

lead was the best and most convenient materiaj

;

and thedangeroflead-poisoningwas infinitesimal.

It was probable that in the future iron pipes,

protected by a well-worked application of Pro-
fessor Barif' 8 discovery, would be largely used.

Passing on to the subject of filtration, the lec-

turer denounced as unsound in principle the

common practice by water companies of taking
their supplies from rivers and other admittedly-

contaminated sources, and then endeavouring to

filter them. The downward intermittent method
was the best mode of filtration, as it aerated the

water, and its action was gradual. The various

kinds of filters were described, the use of sponge
being condemned as uncleanly. The lecture was
illustrated by numerous specimens of exhibits in

the museum.

The following letter is one of the 175 applica-

tions sent in to the Corporation of Bamsley for

the appointment of Borough Surveyor, and
its reading at Tuesday's meetingof the Bamsley
Town Council excited great mirth :

—" January
15, 1881. H W offers himself as

candidate for Borough Surveyor of Bamsley

—

having had great experience as builder in cheap
and jerry line, would know all tricks of jerry

builders, and would see good property was put
up in Bamsley. Jerry building in Sheffield now
docs not pay, so having made a bit would leave
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it 2 accept post of Borough Surveyor of your
important and rapidly increasing town, -which I

have visited several times, and the air of which
a^ees me, also with my wife and five children,

youngest of which is 4 years old. I would
give the whole of my time to the job, and would
accept £200 until you discovered my great capa-
bilities, when I am sure you would give me the

full salary. I used to be clerk of works for

building' firm until I went into the jerry building

line (cottage), and should have done veiy well,

but Sheffield is overbuilt with jerry property. I

will look after your important town well, and
catch them, knowing their tricks. I can wait
on you any day this next week if appointment
be made, and will give you reference to people
here. — Your humble servant, H

As the recent experience of Plymouth might
be that of any town to which water is conveyed
from any distance, it is worth while to consider

the inconvenience to which the inhabitants of

that town have been subjected by the frost. It

has been shown that a few degrees of frost wUl
stop the water supply of a town, and the plain

lessons of this emergency should not be over-

looked. During the great drought of 1864,

when the Bristol water supply was stopped for

some weeks, the Local Board of Health erected

pumps in various parts of the city, and these we
believo have been allowed to remain, the handles

in the mean time being removed. These pumps,
scattered over the city, could, if required, be
brought into immediate use, and constitute a
second source of supply. Where no similar

second supply exists, it might be possible to drive

a few Abyssinian tubes in various districts

and work them by steam-power. In a seaboard
town like Plymouth, had the worst come to the

worst, sea-water might have been condensed,
and a partial supply thus obtained ; but an
inland town would have no such last resource to

fall back on.

The Sanitary Engineering and Ventilation
Company, of Victoria-street, Westminster, have
lately introduced a modification of their patent
air-cleansing water-box in combination with a
wall bracket for drawing-rooms and boudoirs,

&c., which has many advantages. The bracket
(which is designed either for a flat wall or a
comer) is made large enough to carry a bust, a
vase of flowers, or other ornament, behiud which
the current of purified air ascends vertically, and
without damage to the ornament or to the deco-
rations of the room. A valve is provided for con-
trolling the supply, and the incoming air may
be perfumed at will by putting a spoonfid or two
of scent in the water- box.

The eminent American civil engineer, General
Charles B. Stewart, died in Cleveland, Ohio,

January 4th. General Stewart was engaged in

the construction of the Philadelphia, Wilming-
ton, and Baltimore Railroad, one of the first

raUroads in the country bmlt for passenger
service. Subsequently he constructed the
Brooklyn dry docks, displaying therein an
ability which secured his appointment as Engi-
neer in Chief of the U.S. Navy. His volumes
on naval architecture, the construction of dry
docks, &c., attracted wide attention at home
and abroad, and gained him much distinction

at the hands of foreign authorities. He was for

one term State engineer of New Tork, and
deserves much of the credit for the first Niagara
suspension-bridge.

One of Messrs. Barnard, Bishop, and Barnard's
slow-combustion stoves, on exhibition at the
Alexandra Palace, deserves notice, from the beau-
tiful overmantel which surmounts it being made
of the new wood, sequoia. The tree from which
this wood is derived grows in the same forests

and is closely allied to the Scrjuoia gigantea,

popularly known as the Wellingtonia, one of the
largest trees of the world. From the natural

order Cupressina, to which it belongs, the most
ancient examples of woodwork, recorded and
extant, have been derived. On fallen trees of

iS'. gigantea 1,600 annual layers have been
counted, and Professor Asa Gray considers it

probable that close to the heart of living trees

may be found the circle that records the year of

our Saviour's nativity. In the country of its

growth the wood of S. scmpei-cirens, applied to

numerous purposes, is in high repute for dura-
bility below, upon, and above ground. Having
the warm tone of cedar, without the over-

powering odour of that wood, and a varied

aspect, from plain linear forms to the most
beautifully diverse figure, it is applicable to
ornate work in ecclesiastical and domestic archi-
tecture, and is especially suitable for panelled
interiors and furniture.

A VACANCY in the Royal Academy has been
created by the death of Mr. Alfred Elmore, R.A ,

on Monday last. Mr. Elmore was 66 years old,

having been born at Clonakilty, in the county
of .Cork, in the year 1815. He exhibited his
first picture at the Academy so long ago as 1834.
Two of his earliest pictures, " The Crucifixion,

"

exhibited at the British Institution in 1838, and
"The Martyrdom of Becket," which was on the
walls of the Academy in 1839, are now in a
Catholic church in Dublin. His gr^eatest

successes were won in his historical or semi-
historical painting. The " Origin of the Guelph
and GhibeUine Quarrel" (1844), his first im-
portant picture of this kind, was sold for £300,
and gained him his entrance as an Associate into

the Royal Academy. This was followed by the
"Fainting of Hero" from Much Ado about

Kuthing, in 1846 ; "The Invention of the Stocking
Loom," in 1874, a picture which achieved great
popularity ;

" The Death-bod of Robert King of

Naples, Wise and Good," in 1848; " Religious
Controversy in the time of Louis XIV." in 1849,
" Griselda in 1850, and " Hotspur and the

Fep" in 1851, among other pictures. Mr.
Elmore was elected an Academician in 1877. His
funeral takes place to-day at Kensalgreen.

We hear that it is proposed to hold another
Exhibition of Fine Art in the Royal Albert Hall
in May next, which will consist, as before, of

works by British and foreign artists, architec-

tural drawings, sculpture in marble or other

material, terra-ootta, engravings, &c. All

works intended for exhibition must be delivered

at the Royal Albert Hall, free of all charges,

including carriage, on the 22nd and 23rd of

April, accompanied by a letter addressed to

manager, describing the work as it is intended

to be described in the catalogue. All paintings

and drawings must be suitably framed ; copies

are not admissible. A committee of selection

will be appointed, but artists are not restricted

as to the number of works sent in. A commis-
sion of 7^ per cent, will be charged on all works
sold.

Epps's Cocoa—Grateful and Comforting.—
" l{y a thorough knowlodpo of the natiu-al Unws which govern the
oponitions of diK<'stion and imtritioii, and hy a careful application

of the tine properties of wcil-sclcctcd Cocoa, Mr. Epps has pro-

Tided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage
which maysave us many doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use

8f such articles of diet tnat a constitution may DC gradually built

op until strong enough to resist evei-y tendency to disease. Hun
dreds of subtle maladies are floating around us rvady to attjick

wherever there is a wealt point. We may escape many a fatal

shaft by keeping ourselves well fortifled with pure blood and a

properly nourished frame."— Cirif Service G(isf««.—Sold only in

Packets labelled—" J.*mes Epps and Co., Homoeopathic Chemists,

Lonpon."—Also makers ofE>ps'8 Chocolate Essence foraftemoons

Lamploug'h's Pyretic Saline Is retreshlngTi
most agreeable, and the preventiveof FEVERS, BlI 'OUSNESS.
SMALL FOX, SKIN DISEASES, and manv other spring and
summer ailments. Sold by chemists throughout theworld,and
the Maker. 113, Holborn Hill. Vte no mbstitute —fAnvT.l
Hollo-way's Ointment and Pills exercise price-

less power over lumbago, all pains of the muscles, nerves, and
joints, and quickly reduce all swellings caused by accidental

injuries, weakne«.s, or hereditary taints. Theintelliglble instruc-

tions enveloping Holloway's medicine give full counsel for

using it most advantageously for regaining health, strength^ and
mobility.

CHIPS.

A fine-art loan exhibition is on view at Hom-
castlo, including a large display of oil and water-

colour pictures, china, ivory carviugsi, and cabinets

of bijouterie.

At a local board meeting held at Luddenden-foot

near Halifax, on Friday, Mr. S. Utley, C.E., of

Halifax, was instructed to prepare plans for the

rebuilding of the bridge over the river Calder.

At a meeting of the Acton Local Board, held on

the nth inst., Mr. Henry Monson was unani-

mously elected assistant- surveyor, out of 91

candidates for the oiiice, at a salary of £150 per

annum.

Anew Primitive Methodist chapel was opened

at Dunton Baasett on Sunday week. Mr. Wilson,

of Huncote, was the builder.

Works of sewerage are about to be carried out

for the Eugby rural sanitary authority in the

villages of Long Lawford and Brinklow, at the

estimated costs of £3,000 and £750 respecUvely.

Mr. Pamall is the engineer.

The town-council of Denbigh held a special

meeting la5t week to appoiut a borough surveyor,

when Mr. John Daives, who had just previously

resigned his seat as a member of the council to

become a candidate, was elected.

The new docks at Sutton Bridge, in the Wub,
were completed last week after two yean' labour,

and a supper was eiveu to the oames in celebra*

tion of the event. HeHn. Benton and Woodiwid,
of Derby, were the eontracton.

An inqairr was held at Scarborough on Fridaj,
before Mr. Bobert Morgan, O.E., an inspector ox

the Local Qovemment Board- with referanoa to an
application from the corporation for sanction to a
loan of £15,850 for works of new wwerage tendwed
ueceasary by the rapid iucreaie of the north-
weatem district of the town, and for minor stiaat

improvements. The pluu were explained by the
borough surveyor.

At the late meeting of the Whitechapel district

board of works, the death of Mr. S. W. Iron, for
to years surveyor to the board, by a fall down the
steps while entering his own house, was annoonoel,
and Maj<>r Muato, the representatlTa at the Metro*
politan Board of Works, in moring a Tote of oon-
dulence with the family, ezpreesed reprobation of
the " indecent haste " with which a candidate for
the appointment had sent out canvassing dtcolan.

UEETINOS FOB THE EMSUINQ WEEK.
SATtisDAV (to-hobiow.) — St. Paul's Eodeilolasieal

Society. Annual meeting. 2 p.m.
Architectural Awodation. Tiiit to

Standaid Awumiioe Office, Kng Wi-
Uam-etraet, E.G. Sp.m.

MoKDAT.—London Inatitntian. " OlieThing that Hirtt
Be." By Bev. Hark Pattlion, BJ>.
6 p.m.
Royal Institute of British Arehitecte.

" Persian Architecture and Construc-
tion." By C. P. Clarke. 8 pm.

TcKSDAY.—Institution of Civil Engineers. Disctiarion

on "Deep 'Winning of Gael in Bouth
'Wales." Paper on the "Fortonooth
Dockyard Extension Works." By C.
Colson. 8 p.m.
Society of Arts. "The Indostzial

Products of douthAfrica." BySirButle
Frere. 8 p.m.

Wkdhisdat,—Society of Arte. " Trade Prospects." By
Stephen Buume. 6 p.m.

British Archa>olo^cal Assodatian.
"Exploratian of the Boman Villa at
Bromham." By W. H. Batcher, of
Deyizea. *' Recent Excavations in the
Tread." Bv Dr. J. 8. Phene, F.8.A.

TauBSDAY.—London Institution. *' Three Years of
Daily 'Weather Forecasting." By K. H.
Scott, F.B.8. 7 p.m.

St. Paul's Ecdesiulogdcal Society.

Annual Dinner.
Civil and Mechanical Engineen' So-

ciety. ** Draining and Embanking 'With

Eegiid to Kiver Outfalls." By William
C. Street. 7p.m.

Fbiday.- Architectural Asaociation. "The Sanitary
'Work of an Engineer." By E. Turner.
7.30 p.m.
The Institution of Civil Engineers.

" Boile«." By W. Marriott. 7 p.m.
Eoyal Institution. " Modem Spectto-

Bcopy.'* By Dr. Schuster. 9 p.m.

Satcboay.—Parkes Museum of Hygieso. "Drainage."
By Eogers Field. 8 p.m.

Doolting Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of

the United Kingdom, given on appUcatien to

CHABLES TBASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Bminster, Somerset.

—[Advt.I ——«-^^^«
McLACHLAN & SONS, 35, St- James's-
streetjS.W. Builders, Decorators, and House Paintera.

Designs and Eatunatea.

General Eepaira and Alterations Executed.

Experienced Workmen always in readiness, and sent to

any part of the country.—[Adtt.]

BATH STONE.
SUMMER DRIED,

CORSHAM DOWN,
100,000 Feet Cube.

PICTOE & SONS, BOX, WILTS.
[AOVT.I

«-^^^«
TEITDBBS.

•,• Correspondent* would in all oases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering-at any rate, of the

accepted tender—it adds to the value of the mformation.

Batlev.—Por villa residence at Bstley. Mr. Walter

Hanstock, architect, Batley :—
Mason :

—
Booth, J. and Son, Batley £539

Joiner ;

—

Jackson, G., Batley »3
Plumber:—

'Walahaw, J., Batley 85 It 6
Plasterers:—

Morton, Bros, Batley 85
Slater:—

Thornton, J., Heckmondwike ... 53

£1,012 12 8
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£M,*ea 7
31,000
82,610
31,351
80300
S8,A35 9
S7,000
96,500
25,550
24.348 14 U
23,000
23,380 U
23,374
23,000
22,832
22,500
21,000
19,200

BsLTArr.—For diTenion of BlackstaiT Eirer, Belfast

:

Stantsid, J, Dublin
CuUde. R. and Ck>., Belfut ...

Ibwkcs. Sros.
MeCraa ud UoFariand, Belfast
Bdf, B. T.. London
Doherty.'W. J., Dublin
Monk.T
Ix>wry, J. and Son, Belfast
Moffet, K. and Son, Paisley ...

MeNeUy and McKee
Dixon and Co., Belfast
Thompson, J., Belfast
Campbtll, W. H., Belfast
Oo^lull. J. and Son, Inveniess ...

Corty. E., Belfast
Damon, F, Bury
Fitxpatrick, Bios., Belfast
Maitin, H.& J., Belfast (acoepted)

BmioBTOK.—For new roads and sewers on the Aldring-
ton Estate, forE. Vaughan, Esq., and W. J. 'Williams,

Esq. Mr. Chas. Jackson, surveyor :-

No. 8 road :—
Oliver (accepted) £1,170

No. 90 road:—
Oliver (accepted) 900

Clsekenwell, N. — For enlargingr classroom for
younger infants at Bowling Green-lane school, Clerken-
well, oy 35 school places, for the London School Board

;

Boberts, L. H. and B £212
Lawrence, E 199
Fritchard, Q. S 189
Grovor.J., New North-rd. (acoepted) 187

GciLDFOHD.—For making-up Park-road, at Stoke-
next-GoiJdford, for the Guildford town council :

—

Patrick,W £97 10
Gomett and Mills (accepted) 75

Hackxet.—For building model lodging-houses at
Ea^mey, for Mr. B. Hyams. Mr. Edward Brown,
architect, 18, Hanbory-street, Spitalfields :

—

tr«f £8,743 J
Gould and Brand 8,284
Thomas and Barrett 7,850 14 9
Baldwin and Willcock 7,329
Gill 7,212
Marr, C 6,890
Hawkins 6,852
Bait, 8 6,780
Jackson and Todd 6,755 5
Eoyal 6,720
Shnrmur (acoepted) 6,354

Hamxebskith.—For the enlargement of the school in
Albion-road East, Hammersmi^, by 400 places, for the
London School Board. Mr. E. E. Bobson, F.S.A., archi-
tect to the board :—

Booth and Sons £4,185
Bankin, J 4,097
Cbappell, J. T 4,006
Higgs and Hill 8,968
Hook and Oldrcy 3,932
Hams and Wardrop 3,K96 e
Chamberlen, Bros 8,769
Tongue, W 3,733
Grover, J 3,6%
Stimpson & Co., Brompton-road* 3,628

• Accepted.

[Coat of site (area 22,142 square feet), £2,312 8s. 5d.

;

cost of (a) school buildings only, including closets,

£8,260; (b) tar paveraent and playground, £88; (c)

teachers' rooms, £200; (d) extra foundations, £80;
total, £3,628. Cost per head of (a) and [b), £8 78. 6d. ;

total cost per head, £9 Is. fid.]

KiLBCEX.—For the erection of stabling, &c, for the
L,ondon General Omnibus Co., atMews-road, Kingsgate-
load, Edgwaie-road, Kilbum. Mr. Alfred Tosh, archi-
tect. Quantities by Messrs. Bolton :

—

Jackson and Graham £4,735
Warr 4,395
Piyor 4,390
Ells 4,328
White 4,227
French 4,121
Hayward 3,975
Higgs 3,899
Price and Bichardson 3,877
Colter 8,854
NichoUs 3,825
Julian and Co. 8,788
Allen and Son 8,780
Bichaids and Munt 8,732
Beele 8,692
Judd 8,595
Ward and Lamble 8,543
Bnssell and Cowley 3,533
Parker 8,477
Garrod ... 8,283
Vaughan 3,184

KlKO'e-CROBs, N.—For pulling down and rebuilding
staircases and providing corridors at the York-road
idiool, King's-cross, for the London School Board. Mr.
E. E. Bobson, F.S.A., architect to the board :—

Boberts, L. H. and E £1,598
lAWrence, E 1,560
Fritchard, G.S 1,480
Grover, J. .. 1,478
Williams and Son, Thomhill-sq.,

Islington (acsepted) 1,424

Lewisbam.—For erection of premises, Lewisham, Mr,
George Vickery, architect :—

Conder, E. ...

Brass
Colls
Ashby
Patrick
Lawrance
Nightingale ...

Jeirard

... £8,875
8,480
8,340
8,246
8,181
7,991
7,S72

7,664

Leeds.— For furnishing the new offices for the school
board for Leeds :

—
Gas pendants and fittings ;^

Smith, C. and Son (accepted) ... £230
Hinges, &c. :

—

Smith, C. and Son (accepted) ... 100
Copper casements :—

Wilson, G. (accepted) 50

I/>SDOif.—For alterations at " Market Tavern," Smith-
field, E.C. Messrs. Alexander and Gibson, architects.
No quantities:

—

Bull and Cooper £379
Watson and Dennett 877
Dodds and Eobb 359
Smyth© 347
SpencerandCo 345
Niblett 344
Cass and Belldon 340
Groame 326
Price and Itichazdson 316
Benson 297
Eeed 295
Cranston 278
Smith 276
Crouch and Tasker 275
King 270
Colter 267
Parker 261
Lorder 260
Eadley 265

NawiNGTON-NKXT-HuLL.—For the erection of schools
in St. George's-road, for the Newington school board ;

—

Habbershaw and Sons £4,356 14
Hockney and Liggins 4,290
Spcnce, A. and Co., York 4,265
Brown, A 4,216 13
Morrell, J 4,206 7
GUes, T 4,204 13 3
Wilson, Bros 4,204 13 S
Berry, H 4,140
Qoates, T 4,100
Sergeant, R 4,036
Skinner, J. T. (accepted) 3,948

Newport Paonell.—For restoring (after fire) the
"Swan Hotel," Newport Pagnell, Bucks. Messrs.
Usher and Anthony, architects ;

—

Contract No. 1 :

—

Hull, Bedford £657
Moore 610
Green and Hull, Wellingborough... 555 10
Edey and Son, bt. Neot's 539 10
Mills, G., Newport Pagnell (accepted) 627

Contract No. 2 :—
Mills, G., Newport Pagnell (accepted).

Newport Paonkll.—For 'cellarage at the Cannon
Brewtry, Newport Pagnell, for Messrs. Wilmer. Messss.
Usher and Anthony, architects :

—

Coverley £210 13
Smith 160
George 156
Mills (accepted) 143

[Iron columns and girders are not included in the
above contract.]

Peckhah, S.E.—For new classrooms and lavatory ex-
tension at the school in Lower Park-road, Peckham, tor
the London School Board. Mr. E. E. Eobson, F.S.A.

,

architect to the board :

—

Higgs and Hill £674
Lathey, Bros 590
Downs, W., Hampton-street, Wal-

worth (accepted) 574

Peckham, S.E.—For a cookery classroom at Sumner-
road school, Peckham, for the London School Board :

—

Tongue, Plumstead (accepted) ... £240

Pol TON.—For two dwelling-houses and small farm-
buildings at Potton, Beds., for Mr. W. T. E. Judd.
Messrs. Usher and Anthony, architects :

—

Haynes, Sandy £795
Gray, Gamlingay 739 17
Bumage, Potton 749
Eainsford, Potton 671 3
Peters, Gamlingay 664
Woodman, Potton (accepted) ... 637

SxAUFonD.—For a new bridge over the Welland, to re-

place one swept away by the July fiood, for the town
council:

—

For masonry ; —
Cook and Bennett, Spalding ... £878 15
Coates, W., Thtapston 504
Woolston, J., Stamford 449
Perkins, W.,junr, Easton 447
Hinson, C, Stamford (accepted) ... 898

For ironwork:

—

Nelson, J., Leeds 616 10
Eamadge, W., London 491 3
Wilson, Bros, Darlington 460 12 10
Butler, J., York 440
Bridge and Roofing Co., Darlaston 418 18 6
Eichardson and Son, Leicester ... 418 6
Abbott, C. H., Stamford 404 5
Marwood and Co., Birmingham ... 387 17 3
Ashmore and White, Stockton-on-

Tees 882
Gimson and Co., Leicester 361
Pitts, M., Stanningley 330
Davis, Wolverhampton 311
Dawson and Uanelly, Leeds* ... .300

• Aocepted.

TuRsnAM Geeks.-For making up the main road at

Tumham-green, from Gunnersbury railway-bridgo_ to

Goldhawk-rood, Hammersmith, for the Chiswick im-
provement commissioners. Mr. H. O. Smith, surveyor ;

~
Mowlem, J., and Co. (accepted) ... £1,260

Wrexham.—For the construction of a new street from
Eegent-street to Watery-road, for the town council :—

Davies, Bros £1,088 19 8
Scott and Edwards, Chester ... 1,008 4
Hushes and Owen 966 2 8
Kirk, T., Chester 960
Davies, 8. and Son, Wrexham*... 896

• Accepted.
[Messrs. Davies and Son have since applied to with-

draw their tender, on account of an error of £100.]

£4,908 e
4,435 u
4,176
4,097 u
3,680
2,965
2,860
2,829 u
2,638

"WiMBLKDON.—For buildiog two houses at BaynesPark,
Wimbledon, for Mr. Morrell. Mr. H. Shaw, ard[ut«ct.
No quantities :

—

Davis
Jackson and Graham
Wood
Steel, Bros
Price and Eichardson
Garrod
Holloway
Cass and Belldon
Parker

YsTRADYFODwo.—For the improvement of roadsinthe
Rhonddafuch Valley, for the local board :

—

Green, of Femdale (accepted).

BEST BATH STONE.
Wesfwood Ground, Box Ground
Combe Down, Gorsham Down,

and Farleigh Down.

RANDELL, SAUNDERS. & CO..LIMITED,
CORSHAM, WILTS.

Bath Stone.—Every description and the best quality
supplied direct from his own Quarries by

ISAAC SUMSION/"^^ ARK BTBEET, BATH.
Quarryraan and Stone Merchant. Established 1791.

Prices, delivered to any part, fm-mahed on application.
—LAdvt.]

WANTED.

WANTED, a Situation as Assistant
in nn Architect's Office, riisscd the U.I ,B,A. Prelimi-

nary Examination, 1880 ; also Science and Art Examination in
Advanced Architocturc and Building Construction, and holds
full Drawing Certlflcate. Firat-clasa references.—a. H. D.,
Munor-place, Hale, Farnham, Surrey.

A DVEETISEE (25), thoroughly
J %, Practical and Competent, seeks a Situation a» Assistant
Surveyor, Clerk of "Works, Builder's Assistant, or otherwiio ;

excellent referenies. Terra , £2 per week — P. M., Messrs.
LOWE and Co.,3H, Bi^hopsgatp-^treet "Within, London.

DVEETISEE requires Situation aa
Junior Assi-tnnt ; four years' experience. Working De-

tail and Perspective Drawing. Draft Hpecill ations, Measurinir,
ana General Koutino. — Address, W. H. C, 2, Aveoue-place,
Tu^denham-road. Ipswich.

ANTED. — A PARTNEK with
£7.50, to take a Share in a Patent connected with the

Building ; splendid contracts in hand. — "AIX," 29, St. Stc-
phcn'8-road,"W.

ASSISTANT WANTED, must be
r\ Good and Expeditious at Constructional Details^
General Oflitre "Work, and Perspective.—Apply, stating terms, to
JAMES SEWAUD and THOMAS, Architects, Cardiff.

N AEOHITECT'8 ASSISTANT de-
J.ju tires an Engagement ; unexceptionable references : terms
moderate.-Address" A8SIRTANT." care of Messrs. Hethering-
ton and Oliver, Arehiterts, Carlisle.

A
l^ESIQNEE, i'irst-class, Seeks EM-
I 7 PLOYMENT ; thorough knowledge of Style. Details, &c.
Terms moderate. — Address, Mr. GEOFFB.EY, St. Ives, "West
Hill. Sydenham.

DESIGNiiR of FIGURE and ORNA-
MENTAL DECORATIOX, STAINED GL.-^SS.

HEIIALDKY, and all kinds of Artistic Work in the Media-val
and Classic Styles ; can also execute the same ; highest refter-

ences ; offers his fiorvices.—L., 29, Gladstone-street, Southwark,
London.

WANTED, a MTUATIUN as Man-
aging Assistant, in London or Profinces ; twelve

years' experienee Highest reference and testimoniiils.—Addross
by letter, "AHCHITEGT." 82, Olissold-road, Stoke Newington,
London, N.

rpHE ADVERTISER, who has had 20
_i_ years" experience in the profession, 12 rears of the time aft

Managing Assistant t» one of the leading Architects In Lnndon,
and three years in practice, wishes to occupy his spare time In
preparing fiketchCH or other work for architects at his own
office.—M. B.,C. H. Job and Co., 40. Upper Thames street, B.C.

A"
EOHITEOT'S ASSISTANT seeks
ENGAGEMENT ; well up In Working , Detail, and Pen-

and-ink Drawings-— Address. A. li , Vicarage, Andover, Hant8._

f\ OOD, QUICK DEAUGHTSMAN
\SJ[ requires SITUATION in London immediately Workinfr
Detail, Perspective Drawings (Gothic and Domestic) ; 3 year*
varied experience ; good correspondent ; speeimens sent.—H.,
11, Lime-grove, (ihepncrd's Bush. __ _^____ .

AUETgi^XSSISTANT (Architect and
Surveyor's), with practical experience, seeks ENGAGE-

MENT ; three years with present employer ; satisfactory refer-

ences.-Address, B POTTER, 30, Cnctwynd-road, Dartmouth
Park Hill, W.W.

,pONORETE BUILDING.—
\J WANTED, a respectable Builder or established Company
to undertake, as a SPEOIALITE, or in connection with a similar
Business, a nen- System of Building in Concrete (which has been
amply tested in practice"*, and to bring the same before the
n»tice of the public. Patentee's time being entirely occupied
otherwaysjhe hnn no oppo-tunlty of developing or pushing the
invention. Remuneration to depend wholly upon profits. Prln-
cipaWonly communicated with.—Address, 8. 8., care of May's,
15ft, Piccadilly.

THE AYLESFORD POTTERY COM-
PANY are prepared to supply GAULT BRICKS, HOOF-

ING, and RIDGE Til,EH fplftip and ornamental, red ar.d darkh
HALT OLA/i;i> STONEWARE DRAIN PIPES, CHIMNEY
POTS, AGRICULTURAL PIPES, *c. in Trucks at Aylcsfor*
Station (S.E.R.). or in Barges at the Works.
For Prices, Ac, apply to THOMAS STANFIELD, Aylesfora

Pottery Company, 168, York-road, Lambeth : or to JOSBTH
UAMBLET, at the Works, Aylesford, near Maidstone, Kent.
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THE MANAGERS OF METROPOLITAN
BUILDING.

THE chitf managers of Metropolitan
building', under the various Acts passed

to regulate it, are the Metropolitan Board,
the Board's officials, and the district sur-
veyors. The chief objects of the Acts are to
insure safety from fire, security of construc-
tion, convenience for traflic, a certain
amount of regularity in street frontages,
and freedoni from gross sanitary defects in
buildings for public use or habitation. The
intentions are excellent, and the regulations
on the whole have done, doubtless, more
good than harm. There is plenty of room
for improvement, however, not only in
themselves, but in the way in which they
are carried out, and the Building News,
being on this subject an independent
journal, can speak freely and plainly bolh
of the regulations and the regulators. Of the
latter : the district surveyors are those with
whom everybody v, ho has to do with London
building is most frequently concerned.
Amongst their number are men of culture
and ability, of whom wo should wish to
speak with all respect, even when we are
comjielled most fundamentally to differ from
them. But along with them are also, un-
happily, men of no culture, and no ability
beyond the low and narrow capacity
which, for the most part, is all that their
routine business requires. An elementary
knowledge of construction, a slight acquaint-
ance with the strength of materials, and a
close familiarity with the working of a few
Acts of Parliament and the regulations
appertaining to them, are found in practice
to be a sufiicient passport to the dignity and
emolument of a district surveyor. The
qualifications are so common, or so easily
acquired, that it is no wonder the applicants
are about fifty times os numerous as the
ofiBces. On what principle the selections
are made it would bo difficult to say ; but
they are not apparently influenced by high
attainments or by professional reputation.
Here and there, as we have said, these
things have proved no hindrance to a dis-
trict surveyorship, but it is doubtful if they
have proved a help to it. The mechanical
drudgery of the duties, too, has few attrac-
tions to a first-rate man; and while these
duties remain what they are, the Metropo-
litan Board can hardly be blamed for not
trying oftener to "cut blocks with a
razor."

The misfortune is, however, that along
with the want of high capacity is apt to go
a certain want of refinement and considera-
tion, which makes those who suffer from
them unpleasant people to deal with ; that
the less respect they are personally entitled
to, the more deference they frequently insist

on when placed in office ; that moral excel-
lences do not always exist to compensate for
intellectual failings ; and that the conditions
under which district surveyors work tend
strongly to aggravate all ihese evils. The
district surveyor is paid, not by a salary
from any public fund, but by fees from the
very men whose work ho has to regulate. It

is as if an architect, though appointed by
his client, should be paid f'roiu first to last

only by the contractor. The very dangrr
which the Institute has so constantly and
properly set its face against—the existence
of a money relation of any sort between
architects and the contractors who work
under them—here shows itself in full force.

In this fact there is such a plain and pal-
pable opening for malpractices, that even
were there, in no case, the least real ground
for suspecting them, it would bo impossible
to keep out slander and 8u.spieion. .Suppos-
ing, however, that malpractices ever do
exist, they must clearly be very difficult of

detection. A little liberality in the calcula-
tions by which fees are decided— a little

consideration for the surveyor's interest in
agreeing as to which are or are not to be
looked upon as separate buildings on the
same site, will make matters pleasant
without a resort to anything so indelicate
as open bribery or corruption. On the other
hand, it is nobody's business to inquire into
the little advantages which the builder or
building owner may get in return for these
concessions. Further, it is not usually
respectable contractors, but speculators
of the lowest class, who chiefly want to
evade the Building Acts, and the tendency
—though, of course, we do not say the
usual result—of the present system is to
establish close relations between this lowest
class and the district surveyor. The worst
sort of building, therefore, is that which
tends to be surveyed most leniently ; while
the best class, as we shall see directly, is not
unfrequently visited with the utmost rigour
of the law. For the district surveyor,
unhappily for the public, is not confined to

the duties of his office, though in many
districts they would more than employ all

his time and energy. He is allowed, in

addition, to carry on a private practice,

which may be a large one, and which, in

many cases, has at least large results. His
interest—and it will be remembered that we
are speaking throughout of the natural
interests under the present system, and not
of the way in which honourable and high-
minded men may rise above them— his

interest is so to use his powers that no
architect but himself can practise in his

district without perpetual vexation, annoy-
ance, and delay. The scamped house-
building of third-rate streets is done with-
out architects, and the district surveyor has
no interest in making difficulties there ; but
in the best class of houses, and in public

buildings almost without exception, archi-

tects are employed, and in dealing with
these he has both the temptation to, and the
opportunity for, gross unfairness. It is his

interest— and experience points to the con-
clusion that in certain cases it is his

aim— to shut all outsiders out of his

district, and to engross as much as

possible of its architectural practice him-
self. The powers entrusted to him may
be twisted into admirable means towards
this end. Public buildings in London have
to be constructed to the satisfaction of the

district surveyor—with power of appeal, if

anyone thinks it worth while to make an
appeal, to the Metropolitan Board of Works.
The Metropolitan Board is only a magnified
parish vestry, guided by the advice of a

superintending architect, who is only a
magnified district surveyor. We intend

no disrespect to the present occupant of the

office, but this is what it naturally makes of

all who fill it. In practice, therefore, the

power of appeal does not usually count for

much, and we are thrown back on the dis-

trict surveyor. When he deals with a public

building, he can first find any number of

faults with the proposed construction ; he

can next spend almost any amount of time

in insisting on alterations and arguing about

them ; and, finally, he can cause the outlay of

a large amount of money in effecting the

alterations he insists on. Thus he can first

discredit the intruding architect as a bad

designer; then he can bring him into ill

repute with his clients as a waster of time ;

and, lastly, he can make him notorious for

running into an extravagant quantity of

extras. We ought to add that he can wind

up by appropriating in buildings of his own

OS many of the other architect's ideas as ha
cares about, since, by a recent roGQlaticn, ha
is (ntitled Dot merely to examine, bnt to
keep, a complete set of the working draw-
ings. With all these points iu his favour,
it is strange, indeed, if he does not often
have an advantage over his compi'titurt ; and
if cautious people in his district do not
prefer to employ him personally, with the
hope of saving both time and monej. It is

to the credit of district surveyor! as a body
that all this does not hapjrien more conspicu-
ously and frequently, but it is an intolerable
disgrace to the system under which they
work, that it should be possible for it to
happen at all.

We may give an example, by no means
imaginary, of the sort of way in which the
present system can be worked, and of the
class of men who can obtain and keep for

many years the appointments in question.
In a locality famed all over London for the
badness of its low-class house-building, the
public superintendence is done by two per-
sons whom the scoffers of the neighbour-
hood have named " Pomp and Vanity."
Mr. Pomp, an elderly man of vast preten-
tiousness, is the district surveyor ; and Mr.
Vanity, a younger person of infinite conceit,
is his managing clerk. Intrinsically, Mr.
Pomp differs little from a clerk of works
of the old school, with his " Peter
Nicholson," his "Builder's Jewel," and his

indispensable bust of Michael Angelo. The
only noticeable work he has ever done is to
interfere with the work of other people;
and if you are an architect, you would not
admit him as a clerk into your office, even
if he asked no salary. In the course of
business, you send him the drawings for a
public building to be erected in his district,

and he makes an appointment to sec you.
Pomp sits in dignity in his arm-chair, and
treats you as if you weie a schoolboy come
to say a lesson. Vanity stands behind him
and prompts him, holding a list of objec-

tions and complaints numbered from 1 to

perhaps 50. As each objection is read out.

Pomp enlarges on the depravity which must
have produced the thing objected to, and
then turns up his head and looks at you out
of one eye, like an intelligent jackdaw. If

you defend your work, he offers you a
hundred times over an apx>eal to the Board
of Works, and threatens you every five

minutes with a summons before the magis-
trate. It is of no use quoting principles or

precedents ; he tells you beforehand that

nothing will convince him. Adopt his

alterations you must, or oppose them before

the Metropolitan Board. There is little

benefit in appealing to a body with no
technical knowledge of the questions at

issue, or in exposing yourself in the process

to more officialism, more pretentiousness,

and more maimers as graceful as those of

Mr. Pomp himself. You agree to the

alterations, in the hope of saving time, and
in the despair of saving money, do what you
will. Business settled, Mr. Pomp gives you

a little paternal advice ; criticises your style

of drawing, and brings out as an admirable

model for imitation, an inch-scale drawing
of a kingpost roof. " This," he says, as he

recalls to your memory the first labours of

your articleship some thirty years ago,
" this is the way in which you should learn

to get out details ; this shows the manner in

which the true architect explains his de-

signs." Perhaps, poor man, he does not

really mean to insult you ; to him a king-

post roof is the crown and flower of ail con-

struction; he could do nothing more
original himself ; he can imagine nothing

more original done by others, and his idea

of an architect is that of a man who spends

his time in drawing neatly, what any car-

penter can make without drawings at all.

The construction settled, you proceed

with the work. You have a first-rate con-

tractor, and the best materials that can be
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bought for money. The structure, as it

rises, looks, in comparison with the jerry-

building of the neighbourhood, a marvel of
firmness and solidity, but you are stopped
at every step. There is not a clause or a
regulation under which you do not get a
complaint, a letter, or a threat ; and though
you may prove, nine times out of ten, that
the clauses and regulations do not apply to
the case in question, you have the trouble of
correspondence and the annoyance of delay.

The foreman cannot draw a brick from the
wall or take up a board from the floor with-
out a notice from Mr. Pomp, that the build-
ing is being rendered insecvire, till at length
some new intruder withdraws his attention
from you, and you are left to build better or
worse at your pleasure. In the moan time,
at every visit to your building, you have
watched with awe and interest the shops
adjoining it. The walls are so weak,
the supports are so thin, and so

m&nifesdy out of the upright, that you in-

stinctively speak in a whisper as you pass
them, like Alpine climbers who hold their
breath for fear of bringing down an ava-
lanche. If Mr. Pomp has been so hard to
please about your own solid and substantial
building, what imaginable means could have
induced him to allow a ricketty house of
cards like this ? You delicately ask as
much of the owner next time you see him,
but he only answers, with a significant

smile, "Mr. Pomp is a very nice gentle-
man." If you are wise, you inquire no
further into mysteries that do not concern
you. Tour own treatment, after all, might
have been worse. It is not worth naming,
people tell you, in comparison with that
which Mr. X. had to put up with. He and
Mr. Pomp competed not very long since,

for an important work in the latter gen-
tleman's district, and Mr. X. gained the
competition. It was a " public building,"
and Mr. X. had to submit the drawings to
Mr. Pomp for his approval; a succesful
competitor compelled to ask a beaten com-
petitor for his approval of the design which
had beaten him ! Language cannot ade-
quately paint the situation, and we should
in vain try to describe, even if we fully
knew, all Mr. Pomp's endeavours to find
expedients equal to the case. We leave the
details to the moralist or the satirist who
wishes, for onco, to make an exhaustive
study of the meanest side of human nature.
We repeat, again, that we have not

described Mr. Pomp as an average speci-
men of the London district surveyor. But
we also repeat that it is a public disgrace
that it should be possible for any specimen
such as this to occupy such an office, and
that there is something radically wrong
about the system which permits it. More
than this, there is something yet more
grossly wrong about the system which
tends to make men into this type, which
tempts them, if it does not persuade them,
to wink at bad building and raise frivolous
objections to the good ; to neglect public
interests, and gratify private exclusiveness,
not to mention private spite. Let district

surveyors, by all means, be well paid ; but
by no means let them be paid by the very
men they are appointed to watch over. Let
them continue, if no better plan can be
found, to inspect and decide in the first

instance on the construction of public
buildings; but let their whole time be
devoted to ofiicial duties, and not to the
keeping of their districts as close preserves
for their private practice. Let such scandals
as that of a defeated competitor, revenging
himself by the help of his official i)Osition

on a successful one, cease at once and for
ever ; and let there be a real appeal from
every district surveyor's decision to an
able, impartial, and thoroughly unconnected
tribunal. Lastly, if it is not too much to

ask, let not only some few, as at present,
but let every manager of Metropolitan

building make an efi'ort, in his transactions
with other architects, to conduct himself
like a gentleman dealing with gentlemen.
Art, wo have long ago heard, softens men's
manners and renders them less savage. If

there is any truth in the assertion, it is

painful to think what the manners of some
Building Act officials might have been had
they adopted a career that brought them
into no relations with the artistic.

THE NEWBURY GRAMMAR-SCHOOL
COMPETITION.

NO less than 38 sets of drawings have
been received for the Newbury gram-

mar-school, and these have been exhibited
during the last week on screens in the large
room in the Town-hall, Newbury. As was
intimated in the particulars furnished to
competitors by the secretary, the trustees
have availed themselves of the advice of

Mr. Waterhouse, and that gentleman has
made known the result of his labours
to the trustees, having awarded the
design with motto " Industria Omnia
Patent," by Messrs. Power and Hughes,
of Leadenhall Chambers, the first place,
and the design with motto " Collegiate," by
Mr. C. H. M. Mileham, of Qower-street,
London, the second premium. A glance at
the plans shows a general agreement as to
the position of the chief divisions of the
building, which had to comprise a school-
room to accommodate 200 boys, with three
class-rooms and conveniences ; a dining-
hall to seat 80, \vith kitchen offices to
answer also the purposes of the head-master;
dormitories for 40, and master's residence.

It was also necessary to bear in mind the
provision for future extension. We find, in

the large number of plans, a front building
facing the Enbome-road, with two or more
buildings in the form of cross wings. In
many plans the schoolroom has been placed
on the east side, and is made to form a
return-block, with the class-rooms and
dining-hall in the front building, and the
master's house on the west side, and there
are undoubted advantages in this location
as regards lighting and aspect ; but in some
designs this arrangement has been reversed.

Either end is suitable for the house, and
some very good plans show it at the east

side. A few plans are based on the quad-
rangle. It is, however, of fundamental
importance that the assistant-master's room
should occupy a central position, so as to com-
mand a view of the school, dormitories, and
playgrounds, that the class-rooms should be
near to the school, and the dining-hall to
the kitchen, and that the entrances should
be convenient, and close to the cloak-rooms
and lavatories. Further, it is required that
the boarders and their rooms should be
arranged as much as possible so as not to
encroach on the day- scholars' quarters ; that
the master's house should be self-contained
and easily separated ; and that the rooms
and corridors should be spacious, well ven-
tilated, and lighted. In many of the plans
we find the main corridor connecting the
school with the class-rooms, dining-hall,
and house, is placed on the inner side, which
has the effect of preventing a cross-ventila-
tion through the main rooms and dor-
mitories, and in some cases it is made
excessively long, without sufficient light in

parts that should be well-lighted ; while, in

others, space has been wasted in useless

passages. The stairs should be centrally

placed, and near the main entrance, and this

has been adhered to in most of the plans.

As regards architectural treatment, the
designs are various, though it is pretty
evident that the intention of asking Mr.
Waterhouse to advise has influenced a
large number of the competitors to adopt the
Gothic which is most in favour with him,
and, perhaps, for scholastic buildings of

this kind, the Tudor or Domestic Gothic

buildings of the 16th century supply
very suitable models. A few Queen Anne
and Classic designs are, however, seen,
though many of these appear to indulge in

expensive features. Of suitable Renaissance
we find scarcely one good example, and the
best designs in the present instance are in
Late Gothic. Many of the drawings ex-
hibit a large amount of skill and study in
their preparation ; one or two we noticed
have rather exceeded the instruction as re-
gards colour.

We can only afford space to notice in detail

the chief designs. Beginning with " In-
dustria Omnia Patent " (by Messrs. Power
and Hughes), we have no hesitation in at
once admitting it to be a well-planned and
economical design, bearing indications of
study. The authors have placed their build-
ing to face the north or Enbome-road, leaving
in the rear a large area as a cricket-ground,
and giving to the head-master's house a
south-western aspect, a disposition which
seems favourable, and one suited to the
level and site. The design is shown by an
ink perspective sketch. Late or 16th
century Gothic, of English character, has
been adopted, and the front, which will

occupy a commanding position, consists of a
central entrance, carried up three stories,

and finished as a gable, a gabled school on
the east side forming a wing at right angles
to the front, and the master's house the
corresponding side. The features are plain,

and the grouping and details bear a
scholastic character, while the three main
divisions of school, class-rooms, and resi-

dence have been kept in view, and made
distinctive featmres in both the plan and
design. The fronts are of red brick, with
stone or terra-cotta dressings. As in many
other plans, the usual disposition of build-

ings has been adopted ; a range of building

with two cross wings, or Ul shaped. The
school, which forms the east wing, and is

only a one-story building, is 6oft. by 27ft.,

and its height to the springing of roof is

16ft. It is well lighted by side-windows
on the east, and by two end windows of

Perpendicular character. The main longi-

tudinal corridor, which connects the school

with the other portion of the building, forms
a good entrance, and communicates with
two class-rooms in front, while a back
corridor, running at the side of school, forms
an entrance into the playground, and
gives access to another class-room, which is

built out behind. It would have been better

to have reversed the arrangement of this

part by putting the day -scholara' hat-room
and lavatory where the class-room is, near
the back entrance. The class-rooms are

convenient in position : they are each 20ft.

6in. by 18ft. 6in., have long desks to

accommodate forty boys, and are well

lighted by wide windows to the left of the

pupils. The dining-hall forms a corre-

sponding wing on the west side of the
entrance, and measures 40ft. by 18ft. 6in.,

with a bay-window in front, capable of

seating 90 boys. It is in convenient

proximity to the kitchen offices of the

master's house, and the service arrange-

ments, the china and store closets have
been considered. Near the centre entrance,

and commanding the corridor, is a sitting-

room for the under-master, and opposite

the entrance, forming a projection behind,

is the main stairs, with a lavatory and w.c.

below it, well ventilated and commimicating
with a covered playground for the use of

the boarders. In the house arrangement,
the kitchen is well placed, not only near
dining-hall, but master's room ; but perhaps
the latrines and covered playground would
have been better if placed on the other side

instead of being so close to the domestic

offices, and the Ubiary-door put in a roore

retired position. On the first floor are the

dormitories. One, 34ft. by 24ft., divided

into 12 cubicles, is placed at the school end.
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and two others41ft. 6in.by 18ft. Gin., occupy
nearly the entire floor along the main-front,
each comprising 14 beds, or over COO cubic
feet per boy. The assistant-master's room is

placed between these, commanding the
dormitories, and the lavatories are also

central, opening into each of them. Bath-
rooms and w.c.'s are over those below, and
occupy the upper lani3 ing. The housemaid's
closet is well placed ; the corridors are oft.

wide and well lighted, and the authors show
openings for light and air on the inner side

of dormitories. These are obtained over
the roof of corridor, and furnish, with the
front windows cross ventilation. Generally,

we find the details fairly worked out ; hollow
walls are proposed, the closets and soil-pipes

have external positions, and the heating
and ventilation have been considered. Boyd's
stoves are provided to supplement the
open fireplaces. The estimated cost is

£7,000, the school and class-rooms, dining-
hall, &c., being calculated at 6d. a cubic
foot, the dormitories at 5d., and the master's
house at 7d.

" Collegiate " (by C. H. M. Mileham) is

certainly less satisfactorj^ though its author
has correct notions of school-planning, and
is one of the architects who occasionally
takes the place of the architect to the Privy
Council on Education, and to the Charity
Commissioners, according to the description
accompanying the design. The pencU sketch
shows a very plain, thoroughly domestic,
treatment in Late Gothic. The squat
entrance-tower and cupola, and grouping,
the open-timbered covered play-shed, and
the details have an almost picturesque
homeliness about them, and not very much
to put one in mind of a modern collegiate

establishment, and the author has clearly
taken one of the old types of English build-
ings for a guide. In plan the tower forms a
bold-arched gateway or entrance ; on one
side are the school and class-rooms forming
a compact block of budding, entered from
the gateway, and having a corridor between
the school and the three class-rooms. The
school, lighted from thefront.is 52ft.by20ft.,
and has three ranges of seats for 40 boys
each ; the hat-and-cloak room forms a lobby
entrance on one side, and the class-rooms
are planned on an approved model close to
the school-room and well lighted, with
angle fireplaces. We much doubt whether
the school-room is quite large enough for

assembly purposes. On the left of entrance
is a dining-hall 33ft. by 20ft. for 80 boys,
with a bay window, a servery conveniently
placed, and lastly the master's house
forming the end of the range, the ofiices

extending in the rear and making a long
wing terminated by a wash-house and
laundry. Behind the school block is a
covered playground and a fives- court ; the
staircase forms a semi-octangular projection
near the entrance, and the assistant-master
is well placed. The first floor plan is less

satisfactory ; the house and dormitories
strike us as drawn out to an inconvenient
length, and the position of assistant

master's bedroom would hardly afibrd him
the supervision he ought to have over the
two dormitories which are placed at right
angles over the school end. The partitions
of wood dividing them are not desirable,

and the lavatories and bath-rooms look
cramped. The dormitory with 12 cubicles
is well placed on the other side of the
master's room, and the store-room is

central. We should have thought one
nursery sufficient and a little more lavatory
space useful. In the house arrangement,
economy has been considered in the kitchen
andserving to dining-hall ; but the offices at

the back make an unnecessarily long wing,
and the planning of reception-rooms is not
satisfactory. We prefer the sitejjlan. No. 2.

The estimate is £7,022.
We intend to illustrate both these designs.

"Newbury" is shown by a large ink per-

spective. It is a Gothic design, broadly
treated, vnth ])lca8ing grouping, and some
good detail in the elevations ; but the author
rather exceeds the requirements in the
plan, which forms a quadrangle, >vith open
centre court and corridors round. The resi-
dence, dining-hall, class-rooms, and play-
ground form respectively the four sides ; but
the schoolroom is too long, and is over the
classrooms, a decided objection. " Pos-
tulata," by Mr. J. II. Money, of Newbury,
is a boldly drawn ink design in Late Gothic,
rather modernised in treatment. The main
objection to the plan is the length of school-
room, which is 110ft. by 24ft. It forms a
single-story wing ; the house forming the
other. The intervening building in front has
the classrooms and an inner corridor, which
connects the school and house. "Falk-
land " is a striking set of drawings in an
expensive palatial style, calling to mind the
Elizabethan front of WoUaton House, which
apparently served as a model, and there are
few good points in the plan, which is broken
up by bays in a rather profuse fashion.
" UtUitas " is a clever pencil-sketch in out-
line, with a touch of French Gothic, freely
handled, havingalofty double-stage spireover
entrance. The plan lacks economical distri-

bution of parts, which are put together in a
random kind of manner ; but the chief de-
fects are the position of the classrooms and
lavatories : the former are too far from the
school, and the latter from the entrances.
" Experientia " (we are told the design of
Messrs. Giles and Gough) has many good
points. The main building, drawn in a Late
Gothic style, is shown with three stories.

A florid centre entrance, finished as a
gable, has some good French detail about
it, though expensive. The main front block
is occupied by a dining-hall and classrooms,
and the school forms a wing in the rear.

In the plan, the position of kitchen with
respect to the dining-hall and masters'
rooms, have been considered ; and there is

much in this part of the plan which u like

that of the design placed first. The cor-
ridor is rather long. " Compass and Square "

in circle, is another clever well-drawn Gothic
design, but cos ly ; the dining-hall is made
a prominent central feature, and there is

a long centre corridor, but the school is

long, and is cut off from classrooms by lava-

tories, and the main offices are straggling.
"I Strive to Win" (we believe by Mr.

Webb, of Eeading), is the motto of a cre-

ditable set of drawings. The author seems
to have worked out the conditions of the
plan with care ; the school, class-rooms, and
domestic offices are all in good positions,

the isolated sick-ward is a desirable arrange-
ment, and the least satisfactory parts are

the want of continuity in the corridors, and
their lighting, and the length of school-

room. No less than five designs have been
submitted for the elevations ; these are

treated in Gothic, Queen Anne, and Old
English. The elevation in brown ink in a

Late Gothic style, with dormers, and
another, " L. S. D.," in a picturesque 17th-

century style of Domestic character, display

decided taste. We hear that this design

was favourably considered by the Commit-
tee. " Experto Crede" is a Queen Anne
design ; the brickwork is relieved by bands,
there are dormer gables along front ; the

arrangement lacks compactness in the do-

mestic offices, though there are good points,

as the lavatories, the division of the boarders,

&c. The school forms a lengthened front.

The alternative plan is the best. "Oxford
and Cambridge " (Gothic), shown by a neat

perspective, shaded in Indian ink, is remark-
able for the small windows ; in other respects,

there are creditable points, though the

plan is indifl'erent. "Manners Makyth
the Man " is an able design in Queen
Anne showing some picturesque handling

but wanting in coherency. There is

the London School Board ring about the

front, a series of dormers cut it up,
and the treatment of fiat arches in
the end gable windows looka weak and
hard. The plan ia too costly. Why two
large schoolrooms 48(t. by 22ft. cadi?
These form the facade, and the dining-
hall is made to connect the hotue,
which is behind, with the school.
"School," io a lAth-century French Flam-
boyant style, is the motto of a clever sot of
elevations, lightly relieved by sepia-washes
in roofs and windows. There is soine spirited
and piquant detail, but we are constrained to
remark the unsuitableness and expense of the
stylo for the purpose intended. The plan ia

not satisfactory. Near arehong two striking
designs under the motto " Study," though
apparently by different hands. One of them
is in a Queen Anne style, with timber fram-
ing in parts, pleasing in detail but wanting
in rhythm and character ; ti\o other is in a
more monumental collegiate Gothic style,

but the plans areless satisfactory. Oueof them
has a long, ill-lighted corridor, and both fail

to carry out the conditions of a school resi-

dence. "Design with Beauty, Plan with
Care," is the motto of a competitor who
evidently has worked oui his design under a
sense of the truth conveyed in the above
maxim. The Gothic is of a more sensible

and moderate kind than many others, and
the chief faults are in plan the g^eat Ung^
of school-room and the largo area occu-
pied by the buildings. Some good
features are to be seen also in " Nota
Bene," who sends a bold pencil per-

spective in Domestic Gothic ; but the
porch and oriel window of the house has an
awkward squatness. The elevations are well
drawn, but the plan scattered. " Druid,"
Gothic, a well-treated elevation, simple and
broad in effect, makes the dining-^all a
centre feature, and puts the offices in the

rear. The school is made a projecting winr.
" Multum in Parvo " is better in plan, with
a bold tower entrance. " 1881," in a mixed
style, semi-Classic with some half-timbering

in the gables, is a clever design, exhibiting

artistic feeling and shown by a neat perspec-

tive of suitable character.

We must pass in rapid review a few other

designs, many exhibiting great labour and
skill in preparation. "To Be or Not To
Bo" is in a monumental Gothic style, with

centre tower and a half-timbered house ; the

elevations are well drawn, but the plan in-

coherent. "'Twasiutho Prime of Summer
Time," &:o., is picturesque in the parts; the

end wings advance from the front, and
bold GoUiic and Jacobean features are

blended, but the planning and lighting are

imperfect. " One Lives and Learns," in a

mixed, rather undistinguishable style, half

Italian, half Queen Anne, has too straggling

a plan, and the school and class-rooms are

poorly arranged. " Propria Qua Maribus,"

is too confused in plan though picturesque in

elevation, French Gothic in character, and
shown by a cleverly drawn perspective.

"Licet Mihi Appelere" has some good

points in plan, but we question the trades-

men's entrance being put where it is ; the

dining-room and servery are well planned,

but the scheme lacks simplicity. Three

alternative designs are shown, one in Queen

Anne. No. 2 is a quadrangular arrange-

ment but too irregular to make it desirable.

" Plan " has a clever ink perspective in a

Domestic Gothic. " Spes," " Enter these

Portals," "Woodstock," " DulceDomum"
in circle," A Outrance," " Progress," " Mens
Sana in Corpore sano," " England," " Peli-

can," " Experience," "Education," "Syn-
tax," "Newbury," "Eien sans Dieu,"
" Agamemnon," " I.C," " Detur Digniori,"

"Architect," " Qiulibet," "Spes," area
few others of which we cannot speak.

The requirements of warming and ventila-

tion have, we find, not been lost sight of by

some of the competitors, and, other things

being equal, the trustees ought to take these
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questions into consideration. It is important
that the heat required in the school and
class-rooms should be utilistd in warm-ng
the dormitories over by flues in connection

with the heating-chambers or stoves, and we
find the author of one premiated design has
provided for such utilisation, and that

Boyd's stoves, in conjunction with the fire-

places and coOs iu -n-indow-recosses, have
been specified. Extracting flues and air-

pump ventilators are shoAvn in many of the
designs, and in an establishment of this

kind it would be possible to make the smoke

-

flues not only useful in warming, but in

causing up-draught for the escape of foul

air. Not less necessary is the demand for

good drainage : the soil and waste-pipes
should be placed outside, and not only be
trapped but disconnected ; and provisior
might be made for the storage of the rain-

water as indicated in some of the plans.

Cost has been exceeded by many of the com-
petitors, and some ridiculously low figures

per foot cube are made the bases of esti-

mates. Mr. 'NVaterhouse's decision, we may
add, will be subject to the approval of the
Charity Commissioners, and we may express
thereg^t that a wider selection was not made.

THE LATE MR. B. J. TALBEET.
TITE regret to announce the death of Mr.
IT Bruce James Talbert, which event

took place at his residence, 5, Euston-
square, on Friday evening last. In him we
have lost one of our best decorative designers,
and many of our readers will feel that they
have lost a kind and genial friend.

Mr. Talbert, whoso decease has taken
place at the early age of 43, has made a
name, as a designer of furniture, which lias

not been equalled in England since the days
of Chippendale and Adams. He commenced
his working life with a wood-carver in

Dundee, and afterwards acted as an assistant

in the ofiice of an architect in that town.
Leaving Dundee, he wont to the ofBce of

Mr. W. N. Tait, iu Glasgow, and then to
Mr. Campbell Douglas, in company with
Mr. J. J. Stevenson and Mr. Sellars. Mr.
Talbert was conspicuous in Glasgow for his

talent as a draughtsman, and he here made
the acquaintance (an acijuaintance which
ripened into a happy friendship when they
met some years afterwards in London) of

some other young architects and artists,

who, like Mr. Talbert, have made a some-
what prominent figure in the art world.

Sul«equently he worked largely in de-
signing metal work for Messrs. Skidmore
and Co., of Coventry, and while there was
engaged to elaborate and work into detail

the designs of the late Sir Gilbert Scott for

the metal-work of the Albert Memorial.
Mr. Talbert's first engagement in London
was with the old firm of Messrs. Holland
and Sons, of Mount-street, Grosvenor-
square, who executed some of his earlier

furniture designs. After this, he was
employed chiefly by Messrs. Jackson and
Graham, for whom he designed many of

the principal decorative objects exhibited

by that firm in the various international
exhibitions both at home and abroad.
Leaving this house, he entered practice in

Gower-street on his own account, and settled

down to the class of work by which he has
made his name so well known, and his in-

fluence so widely felt. The Gothic school
had no more enthusiastic and earnest worker
than Mr. Talbert, and the publication ia

1867 of his first great work, " Gothic
Forms ; applied to Furniture, and other
Decorations for Domestic Purposes,"
brought him to the front rank as a de-
signer of furniture, a position he continued
to improve, and an influence which he ex-
tended to the end of his life.

Though devoted more especially to furni-
ture, his ability as an architect was of a

high order, as those who remember his

design for the Manchester Town-hall—one
of the three selected—will admit. In 1870
Mr. Talbort published a second volume of
" Furniture and Decorative Designs," which
publication, like his work already alluded
to, met with considerable success both in

England as well as America, whore Mr.
Talbert's designs found many admirers and
copyists, especially his earlier productions,
which were almost entirely Mediroval in

character and ornate in detail. The designs

which he recently prepared were more than
often based upon Jaooboan models, a style

which he, perhaps, made more decidedly

his own than any other, though much of

his work depended upon simple natural
forms. His life was a generous and unas-
suming one, and he was ever ready to assist

others. By his death the Hogarth Club
loses one of its most sociable and prominent
members. He was at one time a constant
contributor to the pages of the Building
I^EWS, nearly all his Eoyal Academy draw-
ings having been published in our pages.
Mr. Talbert also designed the Building
News heading, which, it will be remembered,
was chosen in an open competition by Prof.

Donaldson, who acted as referee.

EOTAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
AUCHITECTS.

THE seventh ordinary meeting of the present

session of the Institute was held on Mon-
day evening, the President, Mr. J. Whichoord,
F.S.A., in the chair. The Secretary announced
the recent deaths of two honorary and correspond-

ing members, Mariette Bey, of the Boulak
Museum, at Cairo, and Professor Martin Gropias,

of Berlin. The hon. secretary stated that six

candidates had offered themselres for the Pugia
TravelUng Studentship, viz. : E.J. Mllner Allen,

of High-bank, Fulham, S.W. ; F. W. Booker,

Cromwell-terrace, Cromwell-street, Nottingham

;

A. Hemingway, 103, Heaver-street, Battersea,

S.W. ; Francis Hooper, Elmleigh, Hayne-road,
Beckenham ; "W. R. Lethaby, 20, Calthorpe-

street, W.C ; and Jas. Andrew Minty, 16,

Marshall-street, Edinburgh. After carefully

considering all the drawings, the council had
elected Mr. Lethaby to be the Pugin student for

1881. An exhibition of the drawings by all the

candidates would be held during the week com-
mencing Monday next, Feb. 7th. Mr. R. P.

Spiers remarked that the successful candidate

gained the Soane Medallion in 1879.

PERSIAN ABOHITECTTJBE AND CONSTEUOTION.

A paper, written by Profes.sor T. Hayter
Lewis, who is now in Egypt, from materials

furnished by Mr. Caspar Purdon Clarke, now
travelling through India, was read for the

joint authors by the Secretary. It commenced
with the following introductory passage :

—
The objects of art, with most of the drawings
which illustrate this paper, were lent to me
(Professor Lewis) by Mr. Caspar Purdon Clarke,

who for some two years was employed by Her
Majesty's Government as resident architect to

the British Embassy in Persia, and who is now
in India on a mission from the authorities of the

South Kensington Museum. To him I also owe
many valuable suggestions respecting theories

of the formation and influence of Persian and
other Eastern Art. I am afraid that to many
of the members the subject will not have much
interest, for it may seem to be but remotely

connected with our present work. To me, how-
ever, the study has served as a relaxation from
the hard work of ordinary professional life,

as it appears to show the source of the new and
grand outlines practised by the Byzantines

—

outlines which, in various styles, are now
homely forms to us. The dome, for example,

not springing timidly, as may he said even of

the great Pantheon of the Romans, from a cir-

cular base, built solidly up from the ground, but

raised high in the air, on four great arches,

whose angles were gathered up into pendentivesto

form a base, high above, for the dome which was
to cover all. 'fo Persia, too, whether under its

various conquerors or its native race, we owe, so

far aa I can gather, that singular form of pen-

dentive, the honeycomb—one of the most dis-

tinctive features of Arab art—and many, if not
most, of the beautiful ornaments of tUe work,
incised marbles, and other refined decorations,

which give so great a charm to Byzantme and
Arab work. Through Byzantium, Egypt,
Spain and Venice, Persian art deeply influenced

Meditcval work in Italy, Germany and France

;

and not until the rise of pure French and Eng-
lish Pointed architecture did this influence pass

away. It affected us again in later times.

When we look upon the dome of St. Paul's

Cathedral, when we consider the decoration best

fitted for it, and envy perhajis the skill of Sir

Christopher Wren, it will be well to remember
that, some 1300 years ago, the same form was
built up in a bolder way, and its surface was
decorated by the Byzantmes in a manner wliich

we are only now trying to imitate ; and that these

same Byzantines worked, so far as I can learn,

after the hints supplied to them by the Persians.

The paper treated of the unique character of

Persian history, Persia being the only one exist-

ing of the ancient great monarchies. Nearly all

the accurate knowledge possessed of it, derived

from personal investigation, was due to Sir R.
K. Porter, Texier, Flandin, and Coste, with
such memoranda from residents in Persia (but

without the assistance of drawings) as were
given by Major Smith and others. The valuable

essays which Mr. Fergusson had written, partly

from those materials, were well known. Ac-
cording to him, no hiatus in architectural history

was more complete than that of Central Asia
during the ten centuries which elapsed from
Alexander to Mahomet. A map, showing by
various tints the boundaries of the Persian King-
dom at different times and under different domi-
nations, was exhibited, and a reference was
made to a letter, but little noticed, of the his-

torian, Niebuhr, who, long before the discoveries

of Botta and Layard, prophesied that the time
would come when those who lived after him
would find on the Tigris and the Euphrates
the origin of Grecian art and mythology.
The drawings of Persepolis, forming part of the

University College series, were exhibited and
referred to ; also a drawing, from the same
series, of the Tomb of Cyrus, which bore evi-

dence of Grecian art—a fact to be explained by
the constant communication of the Greeks
through the Ionian Colonies with Persia. That
much Greek influence was at work there before

the conquests of Alexander was probable, and
his conquests were not mere invasions. Alex-
ander built cities in conquered countries, and
peopled them mostly with Greeks. Two such
cities were buUt on the farthest limits of his

dominion, some 150 miles north of Moultan,
near the scene, in our own times, of the Battle

of Chillianwallah ; also one near Cabul, another

near Candahar, two others on the Indus, and
one near the modern Merv. The details of

Indian work from the time of Asoka, some 70

years after Alexander's death to the later times

of the Amravati Tope, about the fourth century
of our era, showed Greek influence. Analogies
between the details of carvings at Persepolis and
at the Sanchi Tope were referred to. Illustra-

tions of the same were exhibited. The paper
continued with references to the dominion of the

Greeks in Asia ; the revolt of Bactria and Par-
thia ; the new Bactrian monarchs, who were
also Greeks, and who ruled until B.C. 120, in

Cabul and Western India ; the Indo-Scythian
kingdom ; colony founded by Trajan at Nine-
veh ; the ruins at El Jerash (the ancient Gerasa)

in the almost uninhabited land of Moab ; Sassa-

nlan rule iu Persia, Syria, and Egypt ; the re-

production of ancient Persian forms at Feroza-
bad and Serhistan, &c. ; the Persian plan still

worked on in the Saracenic works of Syria,

Egypt, and Sicily, as well as in the great com-
mercial route from Alexandria northward to

the South of France. 'Wiiether the Byzan-
tine pendentives came from Persia it was
impossible to say, but the mode of lighting

domes, as at St. Sophia, was undoubtedly
due to the Persians. References were made
to the over-running of the Persian native

empire (the Sassanians) by the Arabs, whose
capital was established at Baghdad ; to Mah-
moud of Ghazni ; to the invasions of the Mon-
gols or Moghuls ; to Timour or Tamelane ; to

Moghul architecture in Persia and North-
Westem India. The paper then touched upon
the actual mode of planning and building

houses in Persia, a mode which had been in use

for centuries ; and with regard to which Pro-

fessor Lewis said:—The drawings which Mr.
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Clarke Jias supplied, and whiuh I take as my
text, are.tlio ground-plan and scctionB of a Per-
sian house built about 1650. It has the open
court, wbich answers in some meafuro to the
Roman atrium, though the disposition of the
whole plan is unlike the Roman. Roughly
speaking, it consists of a long open court with
rooms on the two longer sides. The entrance is

at the end of the rooms next the ro.ad, through
a small but very pretty octagonal hall, some-
what uuu.sual in plan and with a peculiarly

groined roof, the design being described to me
Hs like that of Beejaporc, which was illustrated

in the Institute TraNsac/ioiis by Mr. Fergusson.
Out of this hall you turn sharply to the
left into a passage which leads sideways into

the court. By this sudden turn, the privacy
of the house is quite protected, an object
which I am sure ought to be borne In mind
more than it is in our own plans. In the
centre of the court, which is paved with square
tiles, is a square sinking for water and its foun-
tain. On the side opposite to the entrance are

two rooms and a kitchen. There is an upper
story over somj of the rooms, but in general
they are ceiled only by the roof. In planning
such a house, the Persian architects use paper
which is ruled crossways in faint lines—paper
eimilar to that used in France and Germany by
architects, and in this country by engineers

—

the divisions representing the ordinary thick-
ness of the walls. To speak broadly, the archi-

tect has only to draw his brush through these
squares, and the workman knows just what is

wanted. I need scarcely say that this metliod
of working gives a sort of rhythmical pro-
portion to the different rooms, and it mate-
rially assists in continuing the rectangular sys-
tem of planning which has so especially

characterised Eastern art from Egypt and Assyria
downwards. At the same time, the exquisitely
beautiful manner in which, in the East, the
square form is often gradually brought into the
octagonal or round, by almost imperceptible
degrees, takes off the unpicturesque appearance
which these pims would otherwise have. To get
to the upper-story, the stairs are formed in a
way which seems to be likely to lead to acci-

dents. The steps are all planned as winders,
not ascended as ours would be—round a cylinder
—but winding very little, each step being mide
just large enough to take one foot, so that the
stall's can only be ascended and descended one
way, and that way not a very safe one to an un-
practised climber. A sketch, by Mr. Clarke, of
part of the stairs of the house, the plan of which
I give, illustrates this peculiar mode. I now
come to the ornamental work. The surfaces,

much railed, are executed in pliister, possibly
stamped but never cast. The plaster when
being mixed with water is beaten up, so as to

prevent its crystallising, and is at the same time
mixed with a decoction of maddot-root or with
sugar. The plaster thus treated will not harden
for several days, and in order to make this paper
as praoticil as possible, I have Irid this method
tried by an experienced plasterer. The result
may bo seen in some twisted specimens which I

exhibit, and which did not set for several days,
tliough without the treatment I have described
they would have been qu';te hard in a few
minutes. By retaining the plaster in this moist
state, the plasterers are able to work all the
ornaments by hand with great facility on the
spot ; and much in fact as the Italian band of

pla terers who came over here at the building
of Queen Anne's chui'ches, when such beautiful
work as that at St. Martin's-in-the-Fields was
executed by them by hand. In a Persian
living-room the chief object of decoration
Is the fireplace, the opening of which rises higher
thun in our own fireplaces. The fuel used is

wood, compo.-'ed of long loys set up on end on
the hearth. A flue leads like ours to a chimney
top, often prettily ornamented. Next in point
of decoration are the windows, formed in
pli.-tor-work of beautiful patterns, the chief

being that of a slender central stalk branching
out into dedicate c juventional forms. The effect

i-", of course, that of a s'jreen keeping out the
fierce rays of the sun, and when filled with
coloured glass, like the specimens exhibited,

jirodming a most beautiful effect. The doors
are equally ornamental, and are made of small
pieces of wood. Professor Lewis concluded
with a reference to some of the forms of Persian
decorative work, expressing Mr. Clarke's opinion
that they wcie derived from the Tartar or

Chinese—perhaps from Tartar-Chinese art

—

notably the bulbous dome. The Profosaor,
having referred to objects of Persian work at
South Kensington, exhibited some cpecimeng of
ornament, and some drawings lent to him by
Mr. Clarke; and ho closed his paper »ith the
following paragraph:— I may say that Persia,
invaded, conquered, desolated, in the handd of
strange masters for centuries at a time, still

shows, in the words of Major Smith, that
" Persian art, from the earliest times until the
present day, has retained a distinctive character-
istic style," and I will venture to say that in it

arc to be found outlines, colouring, and decora-
tive work which have formed the bases of many
of the most beautiful architectural forms handed
down to us by the Byz mtines and the Arabs.

Mr. James Feeousson, F.R.S., said the paper
they had just heard was of a very interesting
character, and one of a class too seldom heard in
that room. It was to bo regretted that Prof.
Lewis had dealt with so wide—too wide—an
interval of time and ground, that ade<piate
criticism was impo.isible in one evening. The
peculiarity of Persia was, that it was never one
country—never inhabited by a single homo-
geneous race of people. Indeed, it was the site

of the dwellings of the three races of men whom
the Bible described as the descendants of Shem,
Ham, and Japhet. The perplexity introduced
by the intcrminglings and overlappings of
peoples was so great that no one could distinctly

follow the shufflings of the cards. The archi-
tecture was similarly complicated, so that no
reliance could be placed on any theoretical
sequence of styles. The Greeks left some traces

of their presence ; the Parthians also, to a
smaller extent ; the Sassanians more ; but
perhaps the Persian modes of building grew
with a large addition of Arab element, and an
admixture of the Mogul influence. These oom-
binationsof foreign influences, as puzzling as they
are unsatisfactory, were illustrated in the plans
and elevations which were exhibited on the
walls. Ho differed from Mr. Purdon Clarke in

his condemnation of the influence of the Moguls.
All the mott beautiful buildings, not only of

Samarcand and other Persian towns, but of

many parts of India, were the work of Timour
the Tartar, and to the Moguls the decorative
use of colours was due. The Palace of Mashita
was a remarkable structure, well worthy of care-

ful stady. It was built about 610, and apparently
by Byzantine architects, for it stood on a dis-

tinctly Corinthian base, and was everywhere
ornamented with the acanthus-leaf. It had
been thought that the Saracens based the style

they used in Spain on a certain amount of

Chiistian art, mingled with Turanian ideas. In
this pa'ace was to be seen a good example of

the jjeudentive dome—later, of course, than
that of St. Sophia. Prof. Lewis had spoken
as if the peudentive dome was invented in

Persia. He could not positively say it was not

;

but his own opinion was that the whole series

of domes was to be traced in Christian lauds
between the timple idea of a domical cover, as

worked in the Pantheon at Rome, and the use of

pendentives at St. Sophia, Constantinople. He
did not think that the Western architects obtained

any help in their conceptions from the Eist ; the

invention of the dome was, he believed, a

Byzantine, and not a Persian, idea. The author

had spoken of the Oriental doaies as exceedingly

intricate in plan ; but when he was at the Crystal

Palace with the late Joseph Bonomi during the

building of the Alhambra court, he noticed that

the workmen used a number of triungular,

round, and other simple forms of pieces of plas-

ter, and fastened them together by little notches

as easily as one would build a brick wall. The
result was pretty, ingenious; but not grander
dignified.

Mr. Ckace called attention to some drawings

and a plan of a 17th-oentury house at Bagdad,

which he described as a very pretty example of

Saracenic architecture, having some Per-^ian

peculiaiities. He stated that the Palestine Ex-
ploration Committee were about to undertake

explorations on the east of the Jordan, a district

which had been little disturbed since it was laid

in ruins, and which was expected to yield much
interesting information which would bear on

Persian architecture of the Rotnan period. Prof.

Lewis had stated that the Persian tiles ceased to

bo made in the 17th century, but he believed,

from the inquiries he made at Damascus, that

the art had not died out at the close of last

century. It was hopeless to attempt to trace a

direct sequence between the art of ancient Persia

and the almoHt purely Saracenic art wliicU ezisti
in Persia at the preaent day.
Mr. WiLUAM Stxpsox referred to the lome-

what annlogoua architecture ho Iiad examiocd
in the Jellalubad Valley and in Delhi, deicribfaif;
in detail the mostpio of Kiln Koua, and the old
fort in the latter city, wliich he conaidered the
finest domed building in India, or indeed in the
East. The pierced windows, of whiuh an ex-
ample hung on the wall, were common in the
East, and were use) for ventilation and to keep
out aniinalfi; in India they were csnred in
marble ; in Kasbmcre and at Cairo they wero of
wood, but he had never before heard of plaater
ones.

Mr. R. PnENE Spiebs observed that coDsider-
able stress was laid in the paper on the
originality of the I'crsians, not only in decora-
tion but also in conttruction, although be
had not heard sufficient proof advanced as to the
latter point. They had been told that the great
pondentivo dome wat derived from Persia, bat
he had heard no reason to doubt Mr. Fergtusoo'l
theory that the dome was developed by Byzan-
tine builders, and nothing more than a penden-
tive-roof had been illustrated from Fenuan
sources. It seemed that the stalactite or honey-
comb vaulting, of the intricacy of which 60
mueh had been said, was bnilt up of a number
of simple forms, and it was evident that the later
examples were much more complicated than the
early ones. The pierced windows of the East, it

should bo remembered, wore placed so high np
in a lantern that only the reflection of the light

transmitted by the stained- glass was cast upon
the whitened walls, and in that climato this

afforded sufficient light in the rooms.
Mr. G. AiTciiisox, B.A., referred to the very

large and valuable collection of Persian masons'
trade-books and plans, illustrating the architec-

ture and decorations of that country, which Mr.
C. P. Clarke had secured for the South
Kensington Museum during hi.t mission in that
land, of which only a small portion were
exhibited that evening, and stated that so

thoroughly were the principles of the art under-
stood that Mr. Clarke took a plan and section of

an elaborate cornice in one town, and gave the
drawings to a workman at Teheran, who from
them made an exact reproduction on the British

Embassy premises in the latter city. The
pendentive domes were built up of inlays of

wood, cut to the required shapes on the ground,
set up, and covered with plaster. The house at

the Paris Exhibition of 1878, erected by the Shah
of Persia, was executed in this manner. The
pierced windows, referred to by Mr. Spiers, were
not always set so high in the walls as ho had
said ; they were seen directly in the lower rooms
when the glass with whicli they were filled

glittered like jewels.

The President, in closing the discossioii,

expressed his gratification at the announcement
made by Mr. Grace as to the proposed explora-

tions in Eastern Palestine, and proposed a voto

of thanks to the author of the paper that had
been read. At the next meeting of the Insti-

tute, to be held on Feb. 14, the discussion on
'

' Sanitary science '

' would be resumed.

THE NATIONAL BUILDERS' ASSOCIA-
TION'.

rilHE National Association of Master Builders

X of Great Britain held their sixth half-

yearly meeting at the Palatine Hotel, Man-
chester, on the 26th ult, when the following

towns were represented—namely, London,

Liverpool, Slanchester, Salford, Lancaster,

Wolverhampton, Bradford. Noithampton, Lin-

c In, Leeds, Warrington, Wigan, Birmingham,

Sheffield, Huddersfield, Portsmouth, Doncaster,

Edinburgh, Dundee, Rochdale, Crewe, Maccles-

field, Bolton, Kidderminster, Stalybridge, St.

Helens, Hull, Oldham, andMcltham. The re-

port of the Council and the accounts for the last

half-year were adopted aud directed to be cir-

culated. The National Association of Master

Painters of Scotland, which has afiilinted itself

to the National Association of Master Builder.,

of Great Britain, was represented at the meeting.

The following gentlemen were elected as officers

for the ensuing year—namely, Jfr. Stanley G.

Bird (London)^ president ; Mr. W. H. Cowlin

(Bristol), and Mr. Robert NeiU, jun. (Man-

chester), vice-presidents; and Mr. Edward
Hughes (Liverpool), treasurer. Mr. Thomas
Clay (Manchester), the late president, who was
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compelled to retire through ill-health, was
deotied an honorarr' vice-president, and great
zegnt was ezpreased at his enforced retirement.

It vas deoidea to increase the number of gentle-
men forming the Council from 21 to 25, and re-
presentatives from Edinburgh, Bolton, Hull,
Sheffield, and Portsmouth were elected members.
It wa-s also decided, on the invitation of Mr.
Stanley G. Bird, to hold the nest half-yearly
meeting in London. The question of extending
the Association was considered, and this was re-

commended to the consideration of local associa-

tion!), who were requested to take the matter up
in their respective neighbourhoods, with the
view of increasing the number of local associa-
tions. The question of the liability of employers
under the Employers' Liability for Injuries Act
was considered, and after some discussion, during
which several schemes of insurance were sub-
mitted by the Sub-committee appointed for that
purpose, it was decided to refer the question
to uiem for further consideration, and to bring
the matter to maturity at the earliest possible
date. After the meeting the members of the
C!ouucil and other gentlemen from local associa-
tions in the immediate neighbourhood were
entertained at a banquet by the members of the
Manchester and Salford Builders' Association.

PLYMOUTH DOCKYARD EXTENSION
WORKS.

AT the meeting of the Institution of Civil
Engineers, on Tuesday, Mr. Abernethy,

F.R.S.E., President, in the chair, the paper
read was on the "Portsmouth Dockyard Exten-
sion Works," by Mr. Charles Colgon, Assoc.
M.Inst.C.E.

These works were on the north side of the
island of Portsea, somewhat to the east of the
old dockyard. The area inclosed was about 180
acres, of which 95 acres had been reclaimed from
the mud lands of the harbour. The works were
designed by Colonel Sir. A. Clarke, K.C.M.G.,
C.B., R.E., Assoc.Inst.C.E., and were carried
out under the superintendence of Mr. H. Wood,
M.Inst.C.E., Mr. J. Maodonuell, and the
author.

Before the works could be commenced it was
necessary to inclose the site. This was done by
constructing a shallow dam on the highest part
of the mud, and an outer dam inclosing the
harbour wall. The inner dam was completed in
October, 18C8, and 1,200ft. of the outer dam
were closed at the same time. The additional
water area or basin accommodation consisted of
the tidal basin, 9 acres in area, with a depth
of 43ft. Gin. at H.W.O.S.T., and 30f'. at
L.W.O.S.T., and about 1,600ft. of wharfage;
the repairing basin, having an area of 21 acres,
and Sift. lOin. in depth at H.W.O.S.T., and
21ft. 4in. at L.W.O.S.T. ; the i-igging and
fitting basins, each having an area of 1 jj acres,
with 34ft. lOin. depth of water at H.W.O.S.T.,
and 21ft. 4in. at L.W.O.S.T. ; the wharfage
accommodation in the three latter basins was
equal to about 8, 200ft. The whole of the works
were constructed in Portland cement, more than
100,000 tons having been used.
The retaining walls for the basin and harbour

wharves varied in sectioLal area according to
the position and depth from the level of the
coping. The tidal basin wall was 48ft. lOin. in
height, and the width at the base was 22ft.
6in., diminishing to 6ft. at the top. The harbour
wall was 44ft. 6in. high by 20ft. wide at the
base, and the basin walls were 38ft. 6in. high
and 16ft. wide at the bate. The materials used
were brick and concrete, with Portland stone for
facing at the top, and granite coping. The
foundations were laid upon piles ordinarily
spaced oft. and 4ft. apart from centre to centre
The size of the piles varied from llin. to loin.
in diameter, and theirlength from 14ft. to 19ft. for
beech and 20ft. to 30ft. for fir; transverseandlongi-
tudinal sleepers were fitted over the pileheads ; on
the outside was a continuous row of sheet piling.
The pile shoes were of a composite character,
the plug being of cast-iron, with wrought-iron
straps

;
all the piles, with the exception of the

back row, were driven to the same batter as the
wall, viz., 1 in 8. The toes of the walls were
protected by a concrete foreshore about 10ft.
wide.
The docks contemplated were five in number;

01 these only three had been constructed, viz
,two communicating with the repairing basin,

and the deep dock, which was entered from the

tidal basin. The entrances only of the two
others had been constructed, the docks being
left for future consideration. Tlie founda-
tion of one of the docks on the south
side of the repairing basin was partly on
the London clay and partly on the sandy
beds below, and was constructed of beech piles
from 14ft. to 16ft. in length, spaced generally
oft. by 4ft. apart, except near the head, where
the lines of piles were altered to suit the curve.
Considerable difficulty was at times experienced
in driving these piles, in consequence of meeting
with isolated beds of stone. When these stones
were near the excavation level they were re-

moved, and the pile was driven in its proper
position, and the hole fUled with cement. The
foundations for the broad altar, and all works
above, were also on piles, but at a higher
level than the foundation for the floors and
lower altars. The spaces between the
sleepers on the top of the piles, and to

a depth of 2ft. 6in. from the top, were
filled with Portland cement concrete. The
floor was constructed of Portland stone and
granite, and was 7ft. 6in. thick. The length
from within the entrance to the broad altar at

the head was 410ft. ; the width between the
copings was 110ft., and mean depth 42ft. The
entrance to this dock was constructed fer an
ordinary ship caisson ; the width between the
copings was SOft., and the depth of water at
H.W.O.S.T., 3Sft. 6in, The other dock was
parallel with the one just described; the width
of the wharf between the two being 100ft. The
foimdation of this dock was somewhat different,

as the piling at a higher level for the broad altar

was omitted, and theexcavation was continued to

the same level as the foundation of the floor of
the dock. The length of the floor from the
inside of the entrance to the broad altar at the
head was 406ft. 6in., and the mean depth 42ft.

Sin. The entrance was constructed for a ship
caisson, and was 82ft. wide at the level of the
coping ; the depth of water at H.W.O.S.T. was
33ft. lOin. The culverts for filling and empty-
ing both these docks were arranged on each side

of the entrance. The two docks yet to bo con-
structed would also be on the south side of the
repairing basin. The piling in the foundations
of the entrances had been omitted, the sheet
piles only being retained. The deep dock on
the east tide of the tidal basin was so designed
that ships could enterat low water of spring tides.

In the foundations, the ground having proved
more satisfactory than had been anticipated, the
piles were omitted, and an extra depth of con-
crete substituted. The total length of the floor

of this dock, from the inner face of the entrance
to the back of the recess at the head, was 4 15ft.,

and the mean depth 46ft. Sin. The culvert for
emptymg this dock was 7ft. in diameter. The
entrance was 82ft. wide at the level of the
coping, and the depth of water at high and low
water of spring tides 41ft. 6in. and 28ft. respec-
tively.

The north and south locks were abreast, to
the north of the deep dock, and formed
with the tidal basin the grand entrance to the
system of docks and basins constituting the
extension of the dockyard. The length
of the floor inside the entrances was
4S8ft. and the width at the level of the coping
1 00ft. The west entrance of the deep dock and
look was closed by a sliding caisson, which
could be hauled into a chamber by engines and
gear placed in chambers beneath the roadways.
The depth of water over the sills of these
entrances was such that ships could enter at low
water. The east entrance was closed by a ship
caisson, and had the same depth of water as the
other docks.

All the docks and basins were drained by a
7ft. culvert, communicating with the two main
pump wells. These were situated at the south-
west comer of the repairing basin, and were
55ft. 6in. deep below the level of the coping.
All the sluices were of cast iron, faced with
gun-metal, and the arrangement of the ma-
chinery was such that the valves could be raised

either by hand or by shafts and gearing in con-
nection with the capstan or caisson engines.

Each penstock was provided with an arrange-
ment for throwing the clutch out of gear by the
action of the valve, when it was either com-
pletely raised or lowered. The whole of the
penstocks, capstans, and sliding caissons were
worked by compressed air. The main pumps
were on the plunger principl-, with plungers
eft. in diameter and of Gft. stroke, constructed

by Messrs. James Watt and Company, of

Birmingham. In the smaller drainage-chamber
of the well there were three single-acting pumps,
each 16iu. in diameter, and having a stroke of

2ft. 6in. The engines for working these small
drainage-pumps were of the ordinary type,
having two inverted vertical cylinders, 16in. in

diameter, and 2ft. length of stroke. The main
pumping-engines were of the compound type,

with two inverted cylinders, the high pressure
being 40in. and the low pressure 64in. in

diameter. These pumps were capable of clearing
two of the largest docks, containing together
about 90,000 tons of water, in about four
hours.

THE STANDARD INSURANCE
COMPANY'S NEW PREMISES.

SOME time ago we alluded to the new oflice*-

of the Standard Insurance Company, Kinf
WiUiam-street, E.G., as a building possessing^

the merit of departing from the commonplace
type of Classic buildings, and we drew atten-

tion to the bold treatment of the basement and
mezzanine, forming as they do a lofty sub-
structure adorned with red Aberdeen granite

pilasters, and to the Greek feeling of the ornamen-
tation generally. Last Saturday afternoon the
members of the Architectural Association paid
their first visit to this building, and were con-
ducted over the several offices and departments ;

the plans and working details being fully ex-
plained to them. The architects, Messrs.
Boulnois and Warner, had a narrow and
awkwaidly shaped site to adapt running at the
north end to an acute angle, which has been
utilised by one of the two main stone staircases.

On the ground- floor, at the south comer, is a
public office, of ungainly form (an irregular pen-
tagon), partaking of the shape of the ground, and
measuring about 44ft. by S6ft. in its longest

dimensions. It is paved with Minton's tiles,

laid to a pleasing Greek pattern. Adjoining i&

another large office. The public office is fitted

up as a bank, with manager's room, desks,

counters, &c., &c. We notice that the dado,
doors, architraves, and partitions are executed
in mahogany. One column, encased in Scagliola,

by Messrs. Bellman and Ivey, supports a long
girder or beam in the plaster ceiling ; but beyond
this, there is little that is decorative to call for

remark. Ascending the stone stairs, we arrive

on the first floor. Here there in a bo ird-room
above the public office, lighted by three largo

windows with mahogany sashes and architraves,

the lower sashes are lofty, and divided by ver-

tical bars to represent French easements ; there

is a mahogany dado, panelled ; a parquet border
to the floor, and the doors and cornices are exe-
cuted in mahogany. Lavatories and conve-

niences are obtained in the rear. The other
rooms on this floor comprise a secretary's offioe,

medical officer's room, and a large offioe on the
north side, to be let. The second, third, and
fourth floors are also arranged for offices and
chambers in connection with the insurance busi-

ness, or will be let. The basement is veiy com-
modious ; the old vaults have been faced with
white enamelled bricks, and have been converted

into a series of well lighted and ventilated

urinals and w.c.'s, light being obtained by
Hamilton's prismatic pavement lights. There
is also a high-pressure hot-water apparatus, an
hydraulic lift, and commodious strong-rooms
and safes, the latter fitttdup by Messrs. Chubb
and Sons. The heating apparatus and electric

bells have been supplied by Messrs. Land and
Co., of Stratford-by-Bow ; the tilework dado to

the staircases, by Mr. White, of Gresham-
chambers ; and the tile floor of public office by
Messrs. Minton and Co. We may add that the

works have been carried out in a thoroughly
excellent manner by the contractors, Messrs.

Perry and Co., and reflect credit on the vaiious

tradesmen employed. The stone-carving to the
fajadc has been executed by Mr. Kelsey in a
praiseworthy manner, and with a true feeling

for Greek. The polished red granite pilasters

of the basement have cast-iron stanchions behind
them which carry the Corinthian coluruis and
superstructure of the main fajade, and the floors

are all of rolled joists and concrete. The whole
of the work has been under the superintendence
of Mr. W. Stanley, clerk of works. The archi-

tects have kindli promised their drawings of the
building, which we hope to illustrate at an
early date.
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ABCHITECTtJBAIi & ABCH^OLOQICAL
SOCIETIES.

BlEillNGIIAM AeCIIITECTUIUL ASSOCIATION.—On
Saturday afternoon last (Jan. 29) a visit was
made to the new Science College in Edmund-
street. There was a large attendance of mem-
bers, includinjf Messrs. T. H. ManscU, K. B.
Morgan, T. F. Proud, A. Clere, J. P. Osborne,
Fred. Gr. Hughes (Hon. sec), Messrs. E. Wood,
and W. H. licndrick, of West Bromwich

;

Messrs. H. H. McConual, F. E. F. Bailey, and
J. Ellis, of Walsall, &c. Mr. J. A. Cossins,
the architect of the building, met and conducted
the party.

Leeds ArciiitectueaI; Association.—A meet-
ing of this association was held on Thursday
week, Mr. S. E. Smith in the chair. A
memorial to the Eoyal Institute of British
Arcliitects was adopted, requesting them to re-
quire all Fellows to be elected from the ranks
of the Associates, who in the future will be
required to pass an examination. A paper en-
titled " An Apology for Perishable Construc-
tion," was read by Mr. D. Brade, of Kendal.

Leioesteh Society of Aechitects. — On
Thursday evening, the 27th Jan. last, this so-
ciety held a conversazione inthe Museum Lecture
Hall and School of Art, which was attended by
nearly five hundred guests, among whom
were the Mayor of Leicester, Alderman Kemp -

Bon, Alderman Stevenson, Alderman Barfoot,
Mr. Millican, and other members of the Town
Council ; Mr. W. S. Hobson, Mr. George
Hodges, Mr. Frank Hodges, Mr. J. D. Linton,
Mr. Orrock, Mr. G. T. Robinson, Mr. H. W.
Lonsdale, Mr. R. Phene Spiers, Mr. Ordish, Mr.
Shenton, Mr. Burgess, and others. These guests
were received by Mr. Joseph Goddard, the
President, in the great hall, where a very large
collection of works of art had been collected.
These were lent by collectors and connoisseurs
in the town, and by some of the principal manu-
facturers in London. Among the drawings
were several fine examples by David Cox,
De Wint. Cattermole, J. D. Linton, J. Orrock, J.
Fulleylove, Harry Ward, R. Phene Spiers, and
T. Langham ; a large study in pencil, by John
Ruskin, of the West Doorway of Rouen cathedral,
and several eepia drawings of Old Leicester, by
the late Mr. Flower. Messrs. TroUope and
Sons sent some fine pieces of old tapestry and
modem furniture and faience, collected by Mr.
G. T. Robinson from various manufactories
throughout Europe. The Ladies' Work Society,

31, Sloane-street, sent specimens of embroidery
and art needlework, among which were three or
four pieces designed and worked by H.R.H.
Princess Louise, president of the society, and a
series of decorative china plaques were contri-
buted by Miss Spiers. In the rooms of the
School of Art Messrs. Collinson and Lock,
Messrs. Richardson and EUson, and Messrs.
Gillow, of London ; Messrs. Noble, Cort and
PauU, and Elgood Brothers, of Leicester ; and
Messrs. Smith and Sons, of Birmingham, were
all represented. Messrs. Heaton, Butler, and
Bayne contributed cartoons for stained-glasa
drawn by Mr. HolUday and Mr. Shields, and
Mr. H. W. Lonsdale sent the cartoons for glass
of St. James', Croydon. In the museum build-
ings were Japanese drawings and embroidery
lent by Mr. Cutler, and Persian carpets and em-
broidery by Dr. Dresser. So important a collec-
tion of works of art and art manufacture has
rarely before been brought together for such a
purpose, and it reflects the greatest credit on the
energy and industry of the president and com-
mittee. In the conservatory, where a band of
music played during the evening, were several
designs by the architects of Leicester. On the
following day Mr. Goddard entertained the
principal guests and architects of the town at a
luncheon in the Assembly Rooms, and it was
arranged that a portion of the collection, viz.,

the water-colour drawings in the great hall,

should be opened to the public till the following
Tuesday.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
Edisbukoii.—The prizes gained in the year

1872-80 by students of the School of Art were
distributed last week. The number of students
under instruction in the School of Art during
the year l,S7S)-80 was 8-11. The awards obtained
from the Science and Art Department, in the
national competition, are:—Male School.— 1

gold medal, being the third year in succession

that this prize has been gained by the school

;

3 silver medals, 6 bronze medals, 12 Queen's
prizes (books.) Female School.—3 bronze medals
and 2 Queen's prizes (books.)

Halifax.—The annual distribution of prizes
in connection with the Halifax School of Art
took place on Wednesday week. Mr. AV. H.
Stopford, the head-master, was unable to be
present to read his report, for the first time since
his appointment, having broken his leg by a fall
in the street ; but he wrote that the ladies' and
evening classes had been unusually well attended,
and 300 more works had been sent to South
Kensington for cxamiuation than in any pre-
vious year. For a carpet design, J. W. Riley
had taken a National bronze medal, the Owren
Jones' bronze raedal, and a book prize ; and seven
other Queen's prizes were gained. The second,
grade examination, held in April, was the most
successful ever held, and resulted in 5-1 passes,
including 1.5 markei excellent. The report of
the sketching class spoke also of an increase in
numbers and an improvement in character of
work.

WoLVEEnAMPTON.—The annual meeting and
distribution of prizes in connection with this
school took place on Thursday, the 20th ult.

The report showed that during the year 163
students attended the classes, an increa.se of
fourteen on the previous year. Sixty- three
students were examined in May, and obtained
one prize and 15 certificates in art, and three
Queen's prizes and twenty certificates in science
subjects. At the National Competition seven
third-grade and one book-prize were gained.
Towards removing the building- debt of £1,600
(which has been a burden for twenty-five years),
donations equal to one-half had been promised.
Mr. J. H. Chamberlain, of Birmingham, then
delivered an address on " Some of the Uses of a
Knowledge of Art."

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
Sunday Opbsino of Soxtth Kensinoton

MusEtrji.—Last week Mr. A. Grey asked the Vice-
President of the Council if the privilege of mem-
bers of Parliament to enter the South Kensington
Museum on Sunday afternoons could be '•estored.

—Mr. Mundella could not find any minute relating
to the existence of such a privilege. He thought
the House would agree with him that if the South
Kensington Museum was to be opened on Sunday
at all it should be opened to the general public, and
if it were to be closed it should be closed al-
together.

TnE Temple Bar Memorial.—Mr. Labouchere
asked the First Commissioners of Works last week,
whether it was his intentiou to take steps to remove
an obstruction consisting of a griffin elevated above
two statues representiug her Majesty and the
Prince of Wales, which had been erected opposite
to the New Liw Courts in the centre of a public
highway.—Mr. S. Lefevre : Sir, the Corporation
of London claim, and I beheve have always
exercised, an exclusive right and jurisdiction over
the streets within the City, and the erection of any
monuments there, and I have no intention of con-
testing their claim. I am further precluded from
raising any question as to the obstruction caused
by the Temple Bar Memorial by the fact that my
predecessor most reluctantly gave facilities for a
widening of the road rendered necessary by its

erection. In order to prevent a much greater in-

convenience to the public by the narrowing of the
roadway, Mr. Adam felt himself compelled to re-

sell to the City a atrip of land, so as to add to the

road to the extent to which it was to be diminished
by the Memorial. The necessary effect of this was
to reduce the footway in front of a portion of the

new Courts of Justice by about five feet. The
design for the Memorial was not submitted for the

approval of Mr. Adam, nor was he in any way
responsible for it. I think every one must admit,

now that Memorial is completed, that a great mis-

take has been made ; that it is very unfortunately

placed ; that the reduction of the footway in front

of the Courts of Justice will be most inconvenient

to th6 public ; and that the Memorial itself is

artistically unworthy of the site. I cannot but

express my hope that the Corporation of London,

which has always shown so much interest in

questions of taste and public convenience, will defer

to the general opinion of the public on the subject.

I believe the best course would be to remove the

main portion of the Memorial, which has some

merits, to a point not far distant, where the road

is much wider, and on re-erecting it there not fo

replace the griffiu. I have communicated in this

sense unofficially with the authorities of the City.

I am unable, however,, to say at present whether

they will take any action. The matter rests entirely

in their bands. I can only say tbat I iball be glad
to co-operate, on behalf of th« Oflioe of Workj, in
removing any difficulties which may exist to loeh
a course.

Decoiiatios or ths House of Comoss.—Ur.
Scbreiber on Monday uked the Fir«t Commiiwioner
of Works whether he iotroded to proceed with tha
mural decoration of tha Central Hail u{ th* Honsa
of Commons.—Mr. Shaw lisferrs : The question
as to the best mode of filling the vacant panels in
the Central Hall has been the subject of difiieulty
and doubt sinco 1871, when a committee of artists
advised against proceeding further with moaaio
pictures. I have not yet had time to solre the
difficulty myself, and I cannot hold out hopes tbat
an I stimate will be proposed this Session.

The National Pobtiuit OALUonr.—^In nply to
Mr. Bereeford Hope, who asked a question in re-
ference to a supposed outbreak of fire at the abore
namedgallery,—Mr. Shaw Lefevre said on Monday:
I am glad to be able to assure my right hon. friend
that the occurrence to which he refers at the
National Portrait QsUery did not assume the pro-
portion of a fire. What occurred waS due to an
over-heated flue, which, through 9in. of solid
brickwork, caused to smoulder a little hay with
which some rats who had bored a hole through
some concrete had made themselves a nest adjoin-
ing the brickwork of the flue. "The smoke of the
hay gave warning, and in a few minutes the
danger was removeid. There is no damage to the
building or its contents.

The Meteopolitan Watee Bill.—In the Hotue
of Lords on Tuesday, Lord Camperdown asked
whether, considering the present state of pubUo
business, it was not advisable to introduce in that
House tlie Bill providmg for the creation of a
Metropolitan Water Trust. Lord Dalhousie replied
that the measure was at present under the con-
sideration of the Home Secretary, who had not yet
arrived at any decision on the subject.

CHIPS.
The parish-church of Burstock, Dorset, hss been

restored, at a C( st of £440, from the plans and
under the superintendence of Mr. P. H. Peters, of
Victoria-street, Westminster, and Sevenoaki,
Kent.

The Beckenham local board accepted, at their
last meeting, the resignation by Mr. Watkins of
the oiHce of surveyor to the board. At the same
meeting it was decided to obtain tenders for the
Shortlands section of the sewerage scheme, and it

was reported that 8,248 yards, out of a total

length of 24,655 yards of main sewering, had
already been completed.

A new organ is being erected io the parish*

church of Filej'. Messrs. Forster and Andrews, of

Hull, have taken the contract at £412.

St. Marychurch New Club and Coffee Tavern
was opened on Saturday lost. The style of the new
building is Domestic Gothic, built entirely of red

brick with dressings of Watcombe terra-cotti. The
work has been carried out by Mr. A. Harris,

builder, of St. Marychurch, from the designs and
under the superintendence of Mr. E. Appleton,
architect, Torquay. The cost of the building is

£800, and of the furniture £300.

At a meeting of the Scottish Society of Water-
Colour Painters, held in Glasgow on 'Tuesday, for

the election of members and associates, Messrs.

Pollock, S. Nisbet, and G. Stratou Ferrier, arlists,

Edinburgh, were advanced from the ranks of asso-

ciates to members, and Mr. Kobert Little, also of

Edinburgh, was elected an associate.

A winter meetin" of the Bristol and Gloucester-

shire Arch£oological Society was held at the Ladies'

College, Cheltenham, on Wednesday week, when
two papers were read, one by Mr. G. B. Witts,

descriptive of his exploration of the long barrow,

recently discovered at West Tump, Buckholt

Wood, which contained a walled passage 2ft. wide,

of oolitic stones, leading to a chamber, these

containing human skeletons and bones of deer and
oxen, and flint arrow-heads. The other paper, by

Mr. J. H. Cooke, of Berkeley, dealt with the eix-

teenth-century mauuecript histories preserved in

Berkeley Castle, and their author, John Smyth, of

Dursley. A loan museum of antiquities was
brought together at Cheltenham for the meeting.

A stained-glass window has been placed in Marl-

borough College Chapel to the memory of Mis.

Thomas, the wife of the bursar. The chief subjects

are figures of St. Cecilia and Miriam, and beneath

are t,roup8 representing the family at Bethany, and

Ruth refusing tJ leave Naomi. Messrs. Clayton

and Bell, of London.

At the half-yearly general meeting of the Great

Eastern Railway, held on Friday, the Chairman

stated, in reply to questions, that the directors

had instructed Sir John Hawkshaw, C.E., to

report as to the best site in Norwich for a new
passenger station.
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OurLithographic Illustrations.

LTVEDEJJ NEW BUILDINO.

Ltvedeu New Building, so called to distinguish
it from the neighbouring and less interesting Old
Building, lies far away from everywhere in a
Northamptonshire field. It is a ruin, the ruin
of a house that was never finished, whoso ac-
complished architect and owner, Sir Thomas
Tresham, died in the midst of his labours,

leaving not only Lyveden, but Rothwell Market
House, and the Triangular Lodge at Rushton,
as lasting monuments of his singular skill and
untimely death. Lyveden Old Building was one
of the seats of the Tresham family, Rushton was
another, and both these belonged to the branch
of which Sir Thomas was the representative at

the end of the 1 6th century. He was a Roman
Catholic, and suffered much for the sake of his

conscience during the reign of Elizabeth. He
was saturated with the spirit of his religion.

No man who ever lived was more deeply versed
in the mysteries of the Trinity, and no man ever
gfave quainter expression to his knowledge than
the architect of the Triangular Lodge at Rush-
ton. Of all his known works, this lodge is the
only one that reached completion, for his death,
which occurred in September, 1605, was speedily
followed by the arrest of his son Francis for
complicity in Gunpowder Plot, and Francis
being gone, there was no one to carry out the
uncompleted buildings, even if they could have
been finished by any other hand than Sir
Thomas's. But, unfortunate as was his death,
it fixes to a year the date of Lyveden, for there
are innumerable evidences of the sudden collapse
of the works in consequence. The window-
mouldings are unmitred, the shields are not all

completed, while hardly any of the mouldings,
chamfer stops, key-stones, and so forth, of the
internal doors, are quite finished. This building
is a singular example of the Elizabethan style,

displaying an intensely Gothic spirit, clothing
itself in Classic garments, and with an admirable
judgment. For, whatever may be said againt't

the employment of a complete entablature half-
way up a building, there can bo no doubt in this

case as to its beauty and the refinement of its

detail, nor as to its value in preserving, as it

has, the remarkable sculptures with which it is

enriched. The purist may shudder ; but the
artist will rejoice, and the historian shout aloud
for joy. Bearing in mind that Sir Thomas
Tresham was a scholar and a mystic, we find
that whereas the ruling principle of the Tii-
angular Lodge is 3, here we have as a basis the
numbers 4, 5, 7. The plan is a Greek cross
with 4 equal arms ; and not only to, but each
ide of each arm is equal, measuring 23ft. (see

fihect III.). The way in which this somewhat
curious number (23) was obtained, seems to be
as follows : The bay window was taken as a
basis, each of its five sides being oft. long, and
the canted side at sach an angle as to be the
hypothenuse of a right-angled triangle Vihose

other sides (respectively 4ft. and 3ft.) would be
formed by prolonging the adjacent sides of the
bay (see Sheet II ). The di.stauco from the tide

of the bay to the main angle of the building is

also oft. This, then, gives three 5's and two
4's, or a total of 23ft. for the length of the main
side against which the bay is placed. It may
also be noted that, by this arrangement, the end
of each arm of the cross is divided into 7 lengths
of 5ft. Coming now to the elevation (Sheet I.),

we find that the height from top of base to

ucdertide of middle cornice is about lift. 6in.,

or half the length of one main side. In the
base itself we have in each tide 4 bays of 3

shields, separated by three windows. The
shields have never been carved, indeed, some of
them were never fully outlined; but, judging by
the Market House at Kotliwell, the intention
was to carve them with the arms of the county
families. The total number of shields is 144, or
12 in each of the 12 sides. The windows be-
tween the shields light the basement—which is

half in the ground. 'To light the ground-floor we
have in each main side a window of 4 lights,

and in each side of the bays 2 lights, except
where the main entrance is. We now come to

what is perhaps the most remarkable feature in

the building, the middle cornice. This is en-
riched with 7 remarkable emblems (see Sheets
I. and III.), which occur in regular succession
with certain exceptions. Taking the end of any of

the arms of the Cross, we find that in each of
the 7 lengths of 5ft. occur two emblems.
Starting on the extreme left (on the main wall),

they begin with those marked I. and II. (see

Sheet I.), and luu up to VII. (see Sheet III.),

they then start again on the front face of the
bay with No. I. and II., and run up to VI.,
starting again on the main face with I. and II.

Therefore, on the 3 chief faces of the ends of
the wings are placed the emblems I. and II.
Now, turning the right-hand comer and going
down the main side of one wing, we start with
No. III. (thus continuing the sequence from the
bay side), and run regularly up to VII , a second
series of 7 ending in the inner angle. Start-
ing again from the inner angle, we begin with
No. III. (I. and II. being quite omitted), and
finally finish in regular succession with No. VII.
at the outer angle, ready to begin the next bay
side with No. I. as already described. There
are consequently 12 emblems in each of the
unbroken sides of the wings. It is unnecessary
here to describe the emblems, that being done
on Sheet IV., but it will be seen that the
numbers 3, 4, 5, 7 still play an important part
in the arrangement. The trefoil (in the band of
No. I.) is from the arms of the Treshams. In
No. II. it is difiicult to explain the letters

E. T. N. on the wreath. Can anyone make a
suggestion ? 1 he ladder in No. I. has 5 rungs,
that in No. VI. has twice 5, the 3 dice in No.
VII. have each 5 pips, and so on. The carving
of these emblems is very careful, but the ar-
rangement is rather stiff and formal. Much of
the work is as sharp to-day as when it was exe-
cuted, partly owing to the excellence of the stone
(a local stone from Staniou), partly to the
protection of the overhanging cornice. The
windows of the upper floor are similar to
those of the ground-floor, but taller. We come
now to the upper cornice or entablature, in the
frieze of which are incised legends, as is also
the case in the Triangular Lodge and Rothwell
Market House. And here we have further evi-

dences of Tresham's ingenuity. He chooses
such legends (always in Latin) as shall fit as
nearly as possible the various sides of the build-
ing, allowing one lineal foot to each letter.

Thus in the Triangular Lodge, each side of
which is 33ft. long, there are 33 letters. At
Lyveden the same idea is carried out. On the
sides of 23ft. are 23 letters ; on the breaks of 5ft.

are 5 letters. The legends commence on the
north face of the north wing, by the main en-
trance, and each of the 7 lengths of 5ft. contains
a word of five letters ; the first of these, lESVS,
being emphasised with a trefoil next the I (see

Sheet I., also upper plan. Sheet HI). It will

be seen that on the main wall to the left of the
bay window, we have the word lESVS, and to

the right the word MARIA. Now, if we look
at the west wing and supply from "Bridge's"
the words now missing, wo find that we have
the same arrangement, lESVS to the left, and
MARIA to the right. On the east wing, too,

the word MARIA would come in a similar posi-

tion. We may conclude, then, that this idea
was carried out in each case, but no recjrd

exists of the inscription previous to Bridge's
time. The legends end on the east side of the
north wing, thus completing the circuit of the
building, and, whether by design or chance, the
last inscription has one letter less than the
number of lineal feet to bo filled. This difliculty

is surmounted by introducing the monogram
XP, which forms a fitting tennination to the
whole. Internally, the building is finished with
as much care as on the outside. From the front
door on the ground-floor a vista is obtained
right through the building. The arches are all

of wrought stone, many with elaborate panelling;
but are very difiicult of access, as all the floors

are gone. There are 4 rooms on each floor.

The largest in the basement is evidently the
kitchen, but it is very badly lighted. In the
bay at the back of the fireplace are large ovens
not thown on the plan ; they are built outside of
the main w»ll, under the ground. The south
wing was probably entirely devoted to the stair-

case, and the other two rooms to stores, &c. On
the ground-floor to the north wing would be the
entrance-hall, the south wing the staircase, the
two others habitable rooms with fireplaces. In
the N.W. comer of the north wing or
hall, and about 7ft. from the floor, is a
square projecting niche, which may have
been intended for Sir Thomas's patron saints.

The east room on this floor is the only one which
has the bay thrown into it. On the keystone of
the arch leading to the bay are two shields,

bearing respectively the arms of Tresh.im and
Throckmorton, Sir Thomas having married
Muriel Throckmorton. The doorways leading
into the south wing or staircase, both on this floor

and that over, are grouped into a striking

feature on the side next the staircase, but none
of their mouldings are entirely finished. On
the upper floor, besides the staircase, there
would be three habitable rooms with fireplaces.

That in the west wing is the most important, or,

at least, has the most elaborate fireplace, and
was possibly intended for the use of Sir Thomas
himself. It is in this thick wall over the
kitchen fireplace that we should first look for
signs of one of those secret hiding-places which
were not unusual in the houses of the Catholic
gentry in Elizabeth's time ; but there does not
seem to be any reason to suppose there was
anything of the kind here. Of Sir Thomas
Tresham's object in building this place we have
no knowledge. Whether the numerous sacred
emblems about the place are indications of it*

being built for religious purposes, or whether
they are merely the inevitable expression of a
mind so mystic as Sir Thomas's, it is difficult to

determine, but the general air of the building is

distinctly secular. But whatever its primary
object, Lyveden was never so far completed as
to fulfil it, and we probably see it now in much
the same state as it was left. One of Cromwell's
colonels is said to have tried to demolish it with
cannon, but there are no evidences of such an
attempt, though I believe it is true that he
carried away the floor-timbers to use in his own
house ; the ends are still embedded in the walls.

For this action of his, the man who measures
the building is likely to be otherwise than grate-
ful. J. Alfeed Gotch.

SOUOCL OP AET, UVEEPOOL.

We illustrate this week the first premiated
design, by Mr. T. Cook, arcliitect, 12, St.

Gtorge's-crescent, Liverpool. The areas of
the various rooms were named in the conditions
furnished by the committee to the competitors.

They amounted to 6,936 supl. feet. The areas
in this design amount to 7,185 supl. feet. All
the rooms have north lights exclusively, except
two, which have an east light in addition.

Fresh air is admitted to all the rooms by Tobin
tubes, and the foul air is extracted by vitiated

air-flues, carried up with the smoke-flue from
each fireplace, and also by additional flues in

outer main walls, connected to Boyle's air-

pump ventilators on ridges of roofs, by air-

tight trunks. The buUding will be faced with
Ilolliugton stone.

MOENINQ-EOOM DECOEATION.

Last week we illustrated a Gothic interior from
the Royal Academy E.xhibition, 1880, and to-

day, from tho same exhibition, we publish the
side elevation of a morning-room in a later style,

rather Jacobean in character. Mr. Walter
Hensman, of Shepherd's Bush, W., is the archi-

tect of the work. The details underneath the
general drawing include enlarged parts oT tho
frieze and general wall-surface decoration.
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®

ScuthEaafVlew.

Explanation of EmbleniB.

I WiAinlheband; ttie Pillar, the Cross ivith crowii_
of Ihomu.ihe Ladder, th« Sponge and Spwr wiTh
a Heart beTween Ihem , a Cord (or Scourge 7) in .

fciTm cf ail S. TTie -whole malting mono^riunlHS.

H The monwgram X?' surrouiid^d by o wreniti qf
leaves hearing on three bosses the inilialj^
E.TN,

JIl Judass Money-bag. surrounded by the thirty
Receo of Silver

N A twisted Cord circumscrtbinff swordfl
. hal-

berdi. torches . and alantern^o one of the.
swords is adhering Mnlchus's ear.

"V "Wiftm a twisted Unen wreath are the Scourge,
ftePiUza" and crown of thomo, the Sotrpm cf_-.

Reeds On the Rllar stands the Cock .fcround
it is tvistedt a Cord

.

"VI A Crovm of Thorns aurroundj the ladder, the

Cro83 with crown of thoms, the %)ct^, Speor
Hanuner and "Pncers.

A3L The aeamleas Garment
. between three dice

hi the circumscrtbtng band are helmeta and
^untletfl.

Tn'-" Emblem

Legenda m Up»r Cornice

.

«UESVS MVNDl SALVS
GAVDE MATER VIRGO MARIA
VERHVM AVTEM nCV'ClS rEREVN-
TiBvs qynaj^ srvxirnA est]
&ESV'S BEATVS]VENTER QVI TE
PORTAYIT
HARIA mater VIRGO SPONSA
innvpta]

^eneddot tim devs in ieter-
nvm maria]
[MIHI AVTT>1 A^rr GIORLMU
NIRI IN CRVCE DOMINI N06TRI X
Of tw ibavt- Sie pwftouB in hrack«I» ar* re hnan
extant; they, are wfpUad ptr\ "Bridgea' Kvlh-
BJnptonahire ; bid even in findgM tnDa(cir.t?00)

there mtut have been much miauntf . a« th«
leg^endt given hy huo would not extend round
the wlwle Building. On the south face of the -

South Bay ia legifie TEAMA
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EBEUHARD AND CO.'S PATENT
PARQUET FLOORS.

"TTTE have lately had brought to our notice a
f T new method of laying parquetry, which

rtomifecs to supersede the usual mode of appUoa-
Jon. Messrs. Eberhard and Co., of Edward-
(treet, Hamp.steadroad, the inventors of this
syetem, have recently laid do-rni a parquet floor
at Marlborough Rooms, Regent-etroet, not upon
the usual wooden ground, but upon a cement
foundation, and it U this particular application of
it that calls for notice. The room in question is

about 40ft. fcquarc, and is to be used for assem-
blies, banquets, and balls, and the old floor
consisted of brick arching resting on iron
girders and finished with concrete and cement.
The surface had become cracked and uneven.
A floor of parquetry was decided on, and Mr.
Tyler, the architect of the alterations, finding the
usual system of laying impracticable, applied to
Messrs. Eberhard to undertake the work, which
has been performed in a manner highly satisfac-
tory. Messrs. Eberhard's process consists in
fixing the parquetry upon an adhesive bed of
their patent glue—a composition at once hard,
impervious, and capable of forming a level
surface for the parquet. This "patent glue" can
be floated upon the most uneven kind of flooiing
without recourse to any other preparation, and
the result, from a personal inspection of it on
both cement and boarded floors, we consider,
can be confidently recommended to the profession.
At the Marlborough Rooms, it was necessary to
make up the sunk portions of the floor with the
patent composition—a difficulty which is at once
removed by its use, and on this account it

becomes a most valuable groundwork for par-
quetry upon staircases, corridors, and landings,
where the traffic and wear are constant and
geat. At Messrs. Meeking's premises in
olbom, it has been successfully used for the

latter purpose on the principal stairs of stone,
which had become worn to a considerable extent,
in some places, we hear, as much as an inch and a
half. But another advantage of this mode of
laying is that it saves quite 30 per cent, of
material, and enables parquet of 3-8thsof an inch
in thickness to be used, instead of the usual inch
stuff. It must bo obvious to anyone who knows
how ordinary parquetry is made, to see that its
wearing surface is not more than that tliickness,
as directly 3-8ths of the stuff is worn down the
tongues are exposed. In reality, therefore, the
3-Sth of an inch parquet laid by Messrs. Eber-
hard is quite as lasting as the inch, while the
solidity, permanency, and imperviousness of the
bedding are superior in many respects to the
ordinary system of laying down. A large draw-
ing-room in Grosvenor-square, which we also
inspected, shows that the patent glue can be used
with equal advantage upon ordinary floor-
board.s, their uneven and worn siu-faces being
made up by the composition. The glue is simply
.spread over the surface after heating, and the
parquet squares pressed upon it. In a moment
after the parquet becomes immovably fixed, and
after setting, nothing will separate the two
without splitting the wood. We understand the
cost of laying a plain Stettin oak star-hke
pattern is 2s per foot super for the centre, and
23. Cd. for the border. Tho firm supplies floor-
ing to the trade from 7d. per foot, their
"patent glue" being £i per cwt. The per-
manence and solidity of the bedding, its imperme-
able nature, and especially the great economy
efi'ected by a reduction in the thickness of the
parquet, recommend Messrs. Eberhard's system
to tlie attention of all architects.

ments are certainly very early Norman, and the
generid opmion of antiquaries points to tho year
1073, as the date of tho rebuilding of tho crypt
by Archbishop Lanfrauo. Subsequent altera-
tions were made, howe»er, and tho pillars wore,
as the author says, readjusted to suit tho rebuilt
choir above. We have already reproduced
several of Mr. Donkin's drawings in our pages.
These capitals are executed with great vigour,
though they are essentially rude, and tho author
thinks, not without reason, that tho subjects
represented by the carver may have been dic-
tated as much by fancy as by the desire to pro-
duce allegorical designs. There are no less than
24 plates of lithographs : two represent views of
the great crypt as rebuilt about 1095, and the
eastern crypt, the original burial-plaee of
Thomas a Becket, built by William of Sens
about 1175 A.D. The figures in the capitals of
plates III. and IV. are exceedingly grotesque
and spirited

; the faces of the knightsor crusaders
represented are almost comic in their features.
The subject in another capital is certainly more
symbolic—a ram's head, made to resemble a man,
and the arms, holding a fish in one and a cup in
the other, are Christian emblems, but the winged
animal upon the neck of capital is not so clear.
In the next capital is a representation of a half-
human being with double head, riding on a pea-
cock, the symbol of the Resurrection, and this
one and those on plates 10, 18, and 21, are
striking examples of clever symmetrical and
decorative treatment.

THE CAPITALS IN THE CRYPT OF
CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL.*

]\rR. J. DONKIN, architect, has just
i-T.L brought out a small volume of illustra-
tions of the capitals in the crypt of Canterbury
Cathedral. Every visitor to that grand old
structure must have noticed tlie great crypt
which forms one of the chief attractions of the
cathedral. No English crypt can compare with
it in size or architectural importance, and it is
not remarkable that the author should have been
tempted to transfer to paper the various gro-
tesque carvings on the capitals of the pillars
which support tho vault. Many of the oma-

• The Capitals in the Crypt of Canterbury Cathe-
aral. Described and illustrated by J. Doxki.v, Archi-
tect. London : W. J. Johnson, 121, Fleet-street.

ST. MARK'S, VENICE.

THE following circular letter has been ad-
dressed by the St. Mark's Committee to

their foreign members :

—

St. Mark's Committee,
9, Buckingham-street, Strimd, W.C.

18th January, 1881.
Sir,—I have the honour of bringing to your notice the

resolution pa-ssed at the General Meeting of the St. Mark's
Committee of the 17th instant.
In consequence of an address delivered by Cavaliere

Azzurri on the 29th October, 1880, in tho course of whioh
the Cavaliere, who is President of the Academy of St.
Luke, deplored the recent restoration of St. Mark's in
these words:—"It ia indisputable that the injuries in-
flicted upon the characteristic value and integrity of this
building by these works are of the gravest kin 3," and
expressing in the name of the Academy their sympathy
with the object of the Committee, the St. Mark's Com-
mittee considered it their duty to put themselves in com-
munication with the Academy, and have adopted the
following address :

—

" To the President of the Academy of St. Luke.
" The St. Mark's Committee, at a General Meeting held

at the residence of Mr. O. E. Street, E.A., Professor of
Architecture at the Royal Academy of Arts, London,
desires to thank you for the manner in which you have
expressed your opinion upon the subject of the preserva-
tion of tlie basilica of St. Mark. This Committee expresses
its profound satisfaction to find, by the letter and speech
of your Honourable President, Count Azzuiri, that he
entii-cly agrees with this Committee upon the question,
and is desirous of making the Academy tlie intermediary
of nil communications the Committee may have to make
with regard to the building. The Academy of St. Luke
may well be considered in virtue of the illustrious names
among (hose of your own countrymen, as well as the
many distinguished foreigners who enjoy ita membership
as the authoritiitive representative of the intemationality
of art, and the Committee hopes to find in the Academy a
tirmbasis of support and a judicious appreciation of the
sentiments which inspire any observation the Committee
may feel it necessary to make on the subject.

"IIbskt Wallis, Hon. Secretsry."

officer in the Metropolitan Fire Brinds, from
ainongHt 105 applioatioua. Mr. J. 8. SimoniLi
was elected.

A rei>ort was received from the PcrUamOBtsry
commitlecs as to the tramway schomea and billi,
recommending that ooosent be (riven to thi?
North London Suburban, the Woolwich and
Soutb-Eost London, tho Cauniu)(-town and
Plaistow, and tho Shepherd's Bui,h, Guoncrs-
bury, and Kew Tramways schemes, with refer-
ence to which provisional orderi bad been ap-
plied for to the 13oard of Trade ; and alao to the
Lea Bridge, Leyton, ond Walthamstow, and the
Southwark and Deptford Tramways Bills, on
undertakings being respectively given to amend
the Bills in I'arliaraent. This wa« agreed to
with the exception of the Kew scheme, reterrcd
for further consideration.
The prevention of floods committee preaented

a report, which was adopted, recommending that
the Victoria, Albert, and Chelsea Embanlcmenta
be protected from overflow to a further extent of
Cin., viz., to 5ft. 6in. above Trinity high-water
mark, instead of 6ft. as at present, and thitthe
engineer be instructed to prepare plana. The
engineer's plans for the prevention of floods in
the Chelsea District were submitted and
approved, with the alteration of height from
5ft. to 5ft. Cin., and it was decided to vary the
height of the works already ordered in West-
minster in similar manner, and to require the
owners of river-side property who have already
raised their walls, to comply with the new regu-
lations

; those who have raised them to be
advised to add another 6in. to their walls. It
was explained that the former limit wa» fixed
because experience showed that no high-tide bad
ever risen over 4Jft. over high-water mark, bnt
the tide of tho 18th Jan. reached a maximum of
5ft. It was further reported that two-thirds of
the owners of river-side property had complied
with the new regulation and raised their walla to
the 5ft. limit.

n Ml «

COUPETITIONS.
House Sanitation.—The Council of the

Society of Arts offer the following medals for
plans showing the best sanitary arrangements
in houses built in the metropolis, such plana to
be exhibited in the Society's Rooms, Adelpbi, in
June, 1881, and to be sent inoa orbefore 12th May,
1881 :— 1. One silverraedal for the best sanitary

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
'pHE weekly meeting of this board was held
J. on Friday, when a deputation from the
Lewisham and Lee Inundation Committee
attended to present a memorial, signed by 3,000
persons, on the subject of floodings in the dis-

tricts of Lewisham and Lee. It was stated that
these floods resulted from the overflow of tho
rivers Raveusboume, Quaggy, and Poole, the
outfall of which was in another district, and
also from the storm-overflow from one of the
Metropolitan main sewers into the Ravensbourne
at Catford- bridge. The memorial was refen-ed

to tho works committee.
It was decided to inform the vestry of Newing-

ton, in reply to a letter as to the action of

the Lambeth Water Company in cutting off the

water supply to certain houses in that parish,

that the board will on the first opportunity con-
sider as to obtaining an alteration of the existing

law, and will do their utmost to protect the

interests of the consumers. A report was received

from the fire brigade committee, submitting the

names of tix candidates for the post of second

arrangements, carried out and in satisfactory-
working, in a house let out in tenements to
artisans, for which a weekly rental is paid. 2.

One silver medal for the best sauitary arrange-
ments, in actual working, in a house of the yearly
rental of £40, or less, to about £100 in valae.
3. One silver medal for the best sanitary ar-
rangements, in actual satisfactory working, in a
house of the yearly rental value of £200 and
upwards, to any amount. 4. Tho houses moat
be open to the inspection of the judges,
who, in considering their award, will be
guided by tho suggestions of ijlans for main
sewerage, drainage, and water supply, made
under the Public Health Act, 1875. The houses
must have been in actual occupation within the
last three months, and a certificate must be given
by the occupiers, on a printed form, stating the
satisfactory working of all tho sauitary arrange-
ments, such form to be obtained at the Society
of Arts. 5. The houses may be old, fitted with
modem sanitary arrangements, or may be new.
They must be within the metropolitan area of
the Board of Works. 6. The sanitary arrange-
ments must include the conditions for good
water supply, drainage, warming, and ventila-

tion of the house, and precautions taken against
frost. 7. The medals may be awarded to tho
occupiers of the houses, or the lessees, or tho
owners. 8. The plans must consist of a ground-
plan and sections, to the scale of not less than
one inch to five feet ; details of not less than one
inch to the foot ; the plans may be accompanied
by specifications. 9. Tho names of the archi-

tects, surveyors, or sanitary engineers who
directed the sanitary arrangements should be
given, and certificates will be awarded to those

whose plans obtain tho medals.

Kendal.—The design of Mr. D. Brade, of

Kendal, submitted under the motto " Leviticus,"

for th3 proposed hospital for infectious diseases

in Kendal, has been selected by the corporation.

The design marked " Sylva," also by a local

man, Mr. Martindale, was considered by the
committee very good, but was rejected because
the cost exceeded the stipulated sum (£1,200) by
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£600. Only one other plan, "Health," was

KrwBtmT.—Mr. Alfred Waterhouse haying

been called in to advise the trustees, examined

the plans last week, and the first premium of

£50 for the best design has been awarded to

Messrs. Power and Hughes, of Leadenhall

House, London, the second premium of .£'25

going t} Mr. Chas. H. M. Mileham, of IH,
Gower-street, London. Our review of the de-

signs appears elsewhere.

PiBlBBitiRrrzBUKO. — The town council of

Pietermaritzburg, South Africa, received 1-5 sets

of plans, some from England, others from the

Cape, for a new town hall, proposed to be erected

on the Market-square, facing Commercial-road,

at a cost stipulated not to exceed £20,000.

The committee appointed to consider the designs

were assisted by professional advice, and
awarded the first premium (£100) to the set with

the motto "Africa," the second, of £50, to

" Labor Omnia Vincit." It was found the former

had been sent by Messrs. Welchman and Reid,

of Grahamstown.

The Rowland Hill Meiiokl4.l.—Sir Frederick

Leighton, P.R.A., Mr. Calder Marshall, R.A.,

and Mr. Woolncr, R.A., who acceded to an

invitation of the Rowland Hill MemT)rial Com-
mittee to adjudicate upon the various models

sent in by competing artists for a statue of Sir

Rowland to be erected at the Royal Exchange,

have decided that a model, which proved to be

the work of Mr. E. Onslow Ford, gives the best

promise, but they advise that the artist should

be requested, before the commission is in-

trusted to him, to send in another design on a

larger scale.

Sblbt Schools Competition.—In response to

the invitation to architects to prepare plans for

the new schools and alterations to the chapel,

about 3-5 sets of drawings were sent in, and the

committee, after carefully considering the merits

of the respective sets of designs, selected six for

final consideration bearing the following mottoes,

viz., "Raikes," "Experience" (motto in red

lettering), " Experimental," " Liverpool,"

"Spes," and " Wesleyan." At a subsequent

committee meeting this number was reduced to

four, "Spes" and "Wesleyan" being put

aside, and it was finally decided to place the

remaining four designs in the following order of

merit, viz. :— 1st, " Experimental "
; 2nd,

"Livenx)ol," by C. O. Ellison, of Liverpool;

3id, "Raikes,"" by E. Birchall, of Leeds; 4th,

"Experience," by William H. Thorp, of Leeds.

We have not heard the name of the successful

architect who is to carry out the work, but

understand that he is a Manchester man.
" Liverpool," by C. O. Ellison, of Liverpool,

receives the second premium, and " Raikes," by
E. Birchall, of Leeds, the third.

Bttillilnfl KnUlUsenct

BuiLDiNOS IN BiEitiNQHAM.—The foUowing is

a return of new buildings, either erected or for

which plans were approved by the borough sur-

veyor, during the year 1880, together with the

returns for the previous years :

—

1880. 18r9. 1878. 1877. 1876'

nouses and shops 1,301 . . 1,197 . . 1,205 . . 2,700.. .2,903

Churches — .
— . . — . 1 .

Chapfla 1. — .. 1 .. 3 ..

Schools — .
— . 4 . 6 ..

Manufactories and
warehouses ... 04 . . 102. . ei. . 86 . . 107

Miscellaneous ... 71 . . 101 . . 96. . 90. 43

Alterations, &c. ... 222 . . 225. . 290. . 167 ,
. 52

CHIPS.

Plans for a new church at Lawkholme, Keighley,

at a cost of £2,C00 for nave only, without pews,

are being prepared by Mr. J. Bailey, architect.

The parish-cliurch of Chaoeley, Gloucestershire

il about to be restored from the designs of Mr.
Ewan Christian, at an estimated cost, exclusive of

the chancel, which will be undertaken by the

Ecclesiastical Commissioners, of £1,600.

A new peal of bells have been presented to the

parish-church of St. Oswald, Corapton Abdale, by
the vicar. The bells are six in number, replacing

four smaller ones, and were cast by Messss. Warner
and Son, of Loudon; Messrs. Savory and Sons, of

Painswick, erected the frame.

Mr. Robert Morgan, C.E., as Local Government
Board insi)ector, held an inquiry at Derby on
Thnnday week in regard to a petition presented

by the Corporation for the issue of a provisional

order as to the acquisition of certain lands for the

boilding and improvement of streets, and also to

an apphcation for sanction to borrow £5,6.50 for

works of street improvement. The plans were ex-

plained by Mr. Coulthurst, borough surveyor, and
no opposition was offered to the proposals.

Mr. Bdwin Crossland, timber merchant, Halifax,

was seriously injured on Wednesday week, while

inspecting the boiler at his works, by the fall of the

weight attached to the boiler, which fractured one

of his thighs in two places and also injured his

back.

We understand that a very effective design for

the proposed cathedral church for the Isle of Man
has been prepared by Mr. J. Pitt Bayley, architect,

Fulham-place, Paddington, W. The drawings,
which are accompanied by a report, are in the

hands of the Higb-BailiS of Douglas.

1,659 ... 1,625 ... 1,660 ... 3,053 ... 3,177

Under the class "Miscellaneous" are included

—County-court, nurses' home and bum ward at

the General Hospital, Free Library (Constitu-

tion- hiU), library for the Society of Friends,

St. Agnes Home and Orphanage, the drill-hall

(Thorp -street), additions to the Society of

Artists' rooms, two assembly-rooms, the Junior

Liberal Club, the new arcade, premises for the

Household Supply Association, club and insti-

tute, &c. The number of plans submitted for

approval for the past year was 610.

East TnonPE.—The comer-stone of St. Paul's

Church was laid at East Thorpe, Mirfield, on

Tuesday week. The church is on plan a paral-

lelogram, 97ft. long by 49ft. wide inside the

walls, and will be divided by arcades of seven

bays, forming a nave and chancel, with aisles of

equal width through, the main span being

18ft. 6in. and the aisles each 13ft. wide. The
style adopted is 14th-oentury Gothic. The
columns of the arcades will be of Dalbeattie

granite monoliths, placed on octagonal stone

bases. The seats throughout will be of oak

;

the chancel-floor is raised four steps above the

nave, and will bo seated with stalls for a choir

of 40 voices. A principal external feature will

be the tower, which will be 20ft. square, and
will consist of four stages, including an organ-

chamber immediately over entrance, and will

have a stone gabled roof, finished with wrought-

iron cross. Great difficulties have been ex-

perienced in laying the foundations, the site

being of gravel and sand, which formerly was
the bed of the river ; but these have been over-

come by a liberal use of concrete, put in to an
average depth of 1 1ft. Mr. W. Swinfen Barber,

F.R.I. B.A., of Halifax, is the architect, and
the contractors are Messrs. William and Joshua

Milner, masons; Mr. George Chamock, car-

penter ; and Mr. John Naylor, plumber, all of

Halifax.

ShAEEOW. St. AnDEEw'S (NEAESHErrlELD.)—
The interior art-decoration of this church, on a

somewhat extensive scale, hasjust been completed.

The treatment of the chancel exhibits a great

amoimt and variety of elaborate yet congruousand
chastely harmonious ornamentation, inframing

and surrounding entablatures containing the

principal mural subject-frescoes. These are, on

the north side, the Twelve Apostles, with their

respective emblems, the legend beneath being,

"The glorious company of Apostles praise

Thee "
; and on the south twelve of the Prophets,

with the subjoined legend, " The goodly fellow-

ship of the Prophets praise Thee." The figuresand

entablatures, of which the ground is deid gold,

are in spirit fresco, their subdued effect depend-

ing mainly on outline, with but a sparing use of

colour, yet all sufficiently distinctive. The
whole chancel-work is on a vellum-coloured

ground, diapered and lined in ashlar pattern,

surmounted by a richly-ornamented frieze. A
dado in dunky red carries the sacred monogram,
I.H.S., TOund the entire chancel, the principals

of the roof being also richly decorated in gold,

red, and black. The whole interior of the

church has also been painted, coloured, and
murally decorated, the richer and more pro-

nounced decorations being, however, confined to

enunciating the salient features of the archi-

tecture. Above all the principal windows and

large arches are elaborately-ornamented ribands,

emblazoned with various text legends. The
designs were prepared and the whole work exe-

cuted by the art firm of Powell, Brothers,

Leeds, who have also been intrusted with tho

decoration of the organ and pipes.

Tewkesbitey Abbey.—The Tewkesbury Abbey
Restoration Committee met last week, when.

after a discussion on a letter received from tleir

architect, Mr. J. Oldrid Scott, respecting he
restoration of the west front, it was resolvid,

"That there being conflicting opinions on ihe

part of the arcliitect and members of this con-

mittee with respect to tho restoration of the wot
front, the further consideration of the same le

postponed until the opportimity arises for fin

architect and the committee to have a persona,

conference." An offer by Mrs. Glynn of £300

for a stone pulpit, to be constructed from a

design by Mr. Scott, was accepted with thanks,

as was also one from Sir Edmund Lechmere,

chairman of the committee, of £150, to be

expended in the restoration of the morning

apsidal chapel, under Mr. Scott's direction ; this

was in place of an offer of £125 for a canopy to

font, which will be provided by Mr. and Mrs. B.

T. Moore. A letter was read from Mr. Charles

Stanton, of Upfield, Stroud, offering to restore

the figure of the Virgin and Child, in the niche

over the north porch, at a cost of £76, but as

their architect doubted tho desirability of inter-

fering with the remains of the ancient figure and

niche, it was decided to submit Mr. Scott's

opinion to Mr. Stanton for his consideration.

West Beomwich.—The mission church of St.

Michael and All Angels, West Bromwich, was

opened on Tuesday last by the Bishop of Lich-

field. It has been erected at the sole expense of

the Rev. II. Jesson, curate in charge, from the

designs of Messrs. Wood and Kendrick, archi-

tects. West Bromwich, by Messrs. Stockton and

Sons, builders, Oldbury. The church consists

of nave capable of seating 250 persons, also

chancel, sacristy, baptistery, and choir vestry.

The materials used pre brindled bricks and

Portland Etone. The chancel is separated from

nave by an elliptical-moulded arch, in the centre

of which is a massive rood-screen. The chancel

contains seats for choir, sedilia, and piscina, the

roof being supported on hammer-beam princip^.

The design of the church is 14th-century Gothic,

and it has cost £1,600.

CHIPS.

Apropos of the recent stoppage of water-pipes

by frost, the South London Press suggests th^t the

duties of district surveyors might be, with advan-

tage, enlarged, so as to insure that houses in course

of"building should be so supervised that the water-

pipes connected with the main should be laid suffi-

ciently deep, and brought into the house, as to

escape the freezing of their contents, and the stop-

page of tho water supply of the family. At pre-

sent, the pipes are too often laid but a very few

inches from the surface.

At ameeting held atDrogheda on Sunday, plans'

prepared by Mr. P. J. Dodd, of that town, archi-

tect, for a new Roman Catholic church of St.

Mary, were approved, and £4,150 was subscribed

in the room towards the cost. It will consist of

nave, aisles, bell-tower, chancel, and two side-

chapels, and two sacristies. The outside dimen-

sions will be 135ft. by 65ft., and the tower is to ba

196ft. high. The foundation-atone will be laid on

March 25th.

The St. Pancras Ironworks Co. have issued a

neat and appropriately designed calendar for 1881,

exhibiting a design for an entrance- gate.

At the annual meeting of the Gloucester and

Bristol Diocesan Church Building Association, held

on the 27th January, the following grants were

voted --For churches: Whitehill, £80; Crudwell,

£60- Brimicombe, £50; Shorncote, £40; and

Aldworth, £30. For schools : Eastmgton, £35

;

Northleach, £20 ;
Mincliinhampton, £20 ;

Broad

Blunsdon, £15 ;
and Oakbridge, £5.

A coffee-tavern was opened at Milton-next-

Sittingbourue on Thursday, Jan. 27th. It has been

built %y Mr. John Seager, of Borden, from the

plans and under the superintendence of Mr. W. lu.

Grant ; tho cost has been £1,140, exclusive of pur-

chase of site.

New borough offices are in course of erection at

Poole, from the designs and under the superin-

tendence of the borough surveyor. Mr. Morns is

the contractor.

A stone monument, weighing about 30 tons, has

been constructed by convicts in St. Mary s 1 risen,

Chatham ; it is to be removed to Portsmouth, and

set up in frent of Haslar Hospi'.al, as a memorial

to the officers and men lost in the traiumg-ship,

Eitrydice.

Mr E P. Croucher, land-agent and auctioneer,

has removed from 38, Southampton-buildings, to

more commodious offices ou the ground- floor of

No 76 Chancery-Lane (three doors from Hol-

bora). His branch-office at 223, Seven Sisters-

road, N., will be continued as before.
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Uore than Fifty Thousand Beplles and
I.ilUiNtm BUbjeetB ot Universal Intcrpst have unncared d'lrlnir
lli.a-t l.iiyrarsln tho KNCILISH HKCHAMC AND WOKLI)
OF SCILNCK, most (if tfura fnim the pens of the leudlnjt
."^eiltitilje jiud Tectiiiical Autlioritieu of the day. Thousands of
original articles and scienlifle papers, and couutless receipts and
wrhklea emliracinK almost every sulyect on which it is possible
tn iesire information have also aitpeared durinR the same period
Tl* earlii-st and most accurate information respecting ali new
se^ntiflc discoveries and mechanical inventions is to bo found in
iU pages, and its large circulatiou render its tho best medium
ftf* ail advertisers who wish tlieir announcements to be brought
upder the notice of mannfactuxers, mechanics, scientific workers,
and amateurs. Price Twopence, of all bookseller* and news-
tendors. Post ft-ee 2id. OlHce : 31, Tavistock street, Covent-
farden Vf.O.

TO COBKESFONDENTS.
["We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
DUX correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all couununiciitions should be drawn up as brieily
as possible, as there are many claimant upon tiie space
allotted to correspondence.]

All letters should be addressed to the EDITOE, 31,
TAVISTOCK-STEEET, COVliNT-OARDEN, W.C.
Chequea and Post-office Ordora to be made payable to

J. Passmobi Edwabds.

ADVEEnSEKENT CEAEaES.
The charge for adveriisements is 6d. per line of eight

words {the tirst line counting- as two). No advertisement
iliserted for less th.an hiilf-a-crown. Special terms for
series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

Front Page Advertisements and Paragraph Advertise-
ments Is. per line. No front page or paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 56.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
oiSce not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday,

TEEMS OF StTBSCEIPnONS.
(Payable in Advance.)

Including two half-yeai-ly double numbers. One Pound
per annum (post free) to any part of the United Kingdom

;

for the United States, £1 Bs. 6d. (or Cdols. 40c. gold). To
France or Belgium, £1 68. 6d. (or 33f. :Wc.). To India (via
Brindisi), £1 lOs. lOd. To any of the Australian Colonies
or New Zealand, to the Cape, the West Indies, Canada,
Nova Scotia, or Natal, £1 68. 6d.

Mr. E. M. Tdttle, of 13 and 15, Laighfc-street, New
York City, is authorised to receive American subscrip-
tions at the rate of 6 dols. 40c. per annum.
Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 2s. each.

NOW EEADY,
Handsomelybound in cloth. Vol. XXXIX. of the Bdild-

l.fo News. Price Twelve Shillings. Order at once, as
only a limited number ai'e boimd up.

N.B.- -Cases and vols, must be ordered throuf>h a
bookseller or newsagent, as the regulations of the Post-
office prevent them from being sentby post.

PoxTEifRACT Town IIai.l.—Eekata.—The authors of the
desi^ placed first in this competition are Messrs.
Perkin and Buhner, of Leeds, and not Mr. Perkins, as
stated in our last issue.

Eeceiveo.—A. S. and Co.—B. of K.—W. M. F.—G. 8. 8.
—J. n.—n. U.—p. W. E. and Co.—E. B.—F. and B.—G. B. and L —A. B.-E. P. C. Co.—T. W. and Son.—W. J. B.-W. T. and Sons.- J. T. and Son.-A. H.
B. and Co.-S. and Co.—S. P. and Co.—M. and Co.

Fiat Justitia edat CtELUM. (We could only publish
your letter with your name appended.)—A. H. B.
(We know of no good book. Try at Batsford's, 62,
High Ilolbom.)

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
J. W., J. Smi!it, and Others. (The rules and conditions

of the Designing Club appeared in the Bhildiso News
of Oct. 22, 1880.)

lost by the thoD, as now, uuirerNal system of
leaminif to draw as it is tcrtncd, tho more
espooially when tho workman is tho subioot of
it ; and I reminded him that in the old Uothio
days, when the workman was at leant a some-
thing', and a power in art, that even the very
paper on which we work so industriously did
not exist to draw on, and that conRctiuently the
art-power of tlio workman, whatever it might
be, must have been brought out and utilised in
some other way. There can bo, us I think, no
sort of doubt as to how this was done : the work-
man, in whatever material ho worked, com-
menced as he ended ou that—e.g., tho stone-
carver learnt to carve and draw in tho stone
itself, and thus worked out a result even in the
very act of learning his trade. That it is a
subject of great difficulty and must wait for the
future none can doubt ; but, considering the
universality of the present system, I have
thought it but fair, to an all-but-forgotten
idea, to remind yovu: readers in the art world of
it.—lam, &c., - C. Bbttcb Allen.

C0msp0ittrettct

THE ARCHITECTURAL IHTSEUM.
To the Editor of the Buildino News.

Sin,—You are at all times willing to do an
act of justice : will you kindly do me one? In
your report last week of the annual meeting of
the Architectural Museum, at which Mr.
Lomax, tho sub-secretary, was present, it is

stated that tho very foundation of the institu-

tion was built ou the idea of tempting the
workmen of our day by the placing before them
fine examples of the old and past arts of archi-
tecture and sculpture, and by tho award of
premiums for the rendering of these on paper

;

in other words, of making drawings more or less

elaborate and finished, of such details on paper,
just, indeed, as is now done every day, and
year after year at the Royal Academy, and at

the British Museum, at South Kensington, and
other schools. Will you allow me to say tiiat it

was not the extension of this idea, but its very
reversal, which founded the museum in Cannon-
row ? When I first saw the late Sir G. G.
Scott on the subject of the museum and school

attached, I tried to show him how much was

BRIGHTON CLOCK-TOWER.
SiE,—Ifany of yournumerous readers have, like

myself, sent for ijartioulars of the above com-
petition, they may perhaps be interested in the
inclosed reply, if you can find room for it. It
seems to me high time that architects should
decline to have anythinfr to do with competitions
on any terms whatever.—I am, &c.,

W. 3.

COPY OF LETTEE TO THE BaiOlITON TOWN CLERK.

Sib,—I beg to thank you for sending me particulars of
the proposed clock-tower competition.

I must say that I am asionished at the consummate
impudence of the town council in issuing such a proposal
to the profession, and still more at the fact that architects
can be fools enough to send in designs on such prepos-
terous conditions.
You coolly ask not only for complete working drawings

and specifications (each set of which are worth their 5 l.er

cent.), but for a detailed estimate, which involves taking
off the quantities and pricing them out (a labour which
alone is worth 2i per cent, each set) ; and for the whole
of the sets sent in you oiler in payment altogether a
beggarly sum of £45, which would not pay for one set of
properly-made drawmgs without the quantities.
Moreover, you do not appoint any known competent

person referee, and you have the additional meanness to
stipulate that if a premiated desifrn be carried out, the
twopenny premium shall be merged in the commission.
I wish the competitors joy of their job ! They will richly

deserve the reward they will get.—Yours,
VeEV DlSQDSTEDLY.

"DE REBUS GESTIS ET QUIBItsdAM
ALUS."

Sib,—The excellent letter from Mr. Buehan
in your issue of 28th inst., is a valuable contri-

bution to tho clearing up of the vexed question

of inside or outside soil-pipes. One solid fact,

backed by common-sense and practical know-
ledge, is worth a bushel of theory, and I

apprehend if architects and engineers, in con-

junction with reliable and competent tradesmen,

continue to approach the question in the spirit

of your' correspondent, they, with the general

public, may safely leave the scientists and other

amiable, but withal crotchety, enthusiasts, to

speculate over, and fight out the '

' Battle of

Stinks" to their hearts' content. Within the

past few days on one of my own works (an

alteration of an old house) where I had occasion

to order the removal of a defective internal lead

soil-pipe, and reflxing a new one externally

with tho " Norman Shaw " open hopper arrange-

ment, the W.C. was frozen up with the soil-pipe

during one of the severest nights of the recent

storm. It is true the bath and lavatory wastes

emptied into the same hopper, and were the

primary cause of the mischief, but I doubt not

in their absence the same result would have

followed. At the foot of this lead soil-pipe I

had one of Mr. Buchau's excellent ventilating

traps according to my usual custom, and it was
was frozen up also. The situation, on the top of

a hill, was unusually bleak and exposed. I

have ordered the removal of the open hopper,

and the running up of an iron ventilating pipe

above the roof level, and the soil-pipe is to be

cased with wood, packed inside with slag wool

or felting (an excellent non-conductor, by the

way). As to the freezing of the Buchau's trap,

I have reason to believe the frosty wind from

a brook at the foot of the hill into which the

drain emptied had access up the length of it,

as the drain was partially frozen up at the

mouth.
I should like to hear from some of your

correspondenU if, aft«r all, it uiauita olMr that
a properly fixed iutcmal loil-ptpe U not,
under certain oonditiooa, better lo fixed.

From traps and soU-pipeii to the new font
about to be preaentod to our old porikh chim^W tho Sheffield Freemaaooa, is a long «tep.
Your ooneapondent, Hr. H. Uemii, with whoae
racy letters all readers of tho B(7lu>nK»
Nbwb are familiar, only tells half the atory
when ho alludes to my firm keeping clear of tlia

font oompetitioo, out of coDsidaratiua for the
aruhileots emplored on the church restoration.
That had sometJiing to do with our dedaioa,
but tho primary reason was ths iagm^iaff and
undignified nature of such competitions which
are demoralising tho profession daily, and
ought, with their promoters, to be oontemptn-
ously disregarded by all architects of even
average practice. If such are short of work,
let them fill up their own spare time, and that
of their pupils and assistants, by measuring and
carefully studying the nearest old work, as the
writer hag done many a day with adTantage and
satisfaction, while, per contra, he has once or
twice before now reaped failure and consequent
tribulations of spirit, not to say loss of pocket,
from unsuccessful competitions, and as to
benefit of any kind, echo answers " Where ?

"

One word in reply to Mr. Hems and his com-
plimentary allusion to our works. I have these
five or six years been flattering myself that our
work was gradually but surely casting itself

loose from all sympathy with moat of the
" Gothic revival work " of these 23 years past.
" Clever " it is not, nor I hope ever will he, in
the sense that 99 per cent, of what is usually
termed " clover Gothic " earns the sobriquet.
They say, " Do Mortuia nil nisi bonum" ; but

Rotheram Church reminds me that long before
I joined tho Society for tho Protection of
Ancient Buildings, I had a grudge against the
late Sir G. G. Scott for his destruction of the
old east window, with its quaint tranaomed
lights and capital arrangement of glass space.
The restored church as a result has lost scale,

and got a "clever modem Gothic" window,
with glass to match, by, doubtless, some eminent
art fijm, and crowded into it is more " clever"
design and drawing than probably could be
seen in the Medieeval glass of the entire church.

I have a respect for our good friend Mr. J. P.
Seddon ; but why on earth did not he design his
font on the lines of the old one, or, for that
matter, several local ones of the same date, and
put thereon the old cover ? Let us hope he has
not ventured on a second "clever Gothic" addi-
tion to the glorious old church.—I am, &o.,

Chaeles Hadpceld.
Com Exchange Chambers, Sheffield, Jan. 31.

MODERN DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE.
Sib,—Where has "Delta" been looking if

he cannot see that, for the last three hundred
years and until quite lately, we and other

European nations have been doing little else

than " endeavouring to revive Greek art " f—the

outcome of which effort is the eternally reiter-

ated Corinthian capitals and Classic mouldings

which line miles of streets in Belgravia, Ken-
sington, and compose the whole of such weari-

somely ugly cities—even if only for their very

monotony—as Glasgow and Berlin, and of

which everyone, who dares to admire what
really pleases him and not what he is told by
pedants is correct, is so heartily nauseated

with?
It is perfectly plain that " Delta " is not one

of these persons, else he wonid not talk about

the Greek style being the noblest of all, when,

as a matter o"f fact, it is one of the most rudi-

mentary and unscientific -its beauty arising

merely from the good taste shown in tho work-

ing out of its simple construction. Certainly,

it we arc to throw away all the scientific and

(esthetic experience we have gained from the

last two thousand years, wo can call ours " high

art," which "Delta" so desires, but evidently

does not understand.—I am, &c.,

E. A. PaiPSOK.

HOUSE SANITATION.

Sib,—I beg to support Dr. Corfield in his

assertion, on page 113, that " a person who is

not practised in carrying out sanitary works

is not competent to put his own house in

order ; that no amount of reading can give that

practice."
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I migbt mention a case in mv own expenenoe

where a F.R.S., who was well read up in the

subject and could lecture well upon it, tried it

;

but somehow he could not get on at all, the

details bothered him, &c. He then came to me
and I planned out the work with him at once,

and as the workmen he had were rather inex-

perienced he got my foreman to look over them,

while at same time doing the particular parts,

and as a conse<iuence, his mind was at once

eet at rest, and we have been friends ever since.

So there is some truth in the proverb that " au

onnce of practice is worth a pound of theory."

It is better to have both, however. —I am, &c.,

W. P. BucHAN, F.S.Sc. (Lond.), &c.,

Sanitary Engineer.

Glasgow, January 31.

PKOPOSED VISIT TO ROME.
SlE,—By some misunderstanding, the total cost

of this visit, which I brought to the notice of the

Architectural Association on the 2l8t ult , is piven

in your report as varying from £21 lOs. to £'2.) Lis.

These figures should be £16 to £18, according to

the route chosen.—1 am, &c.
Tros. Blashill.

THE WEATHER AND THE BUILDERS
Sib,—In your article of 28 January, under

the above heading, you describe Mr. Latimer
Clark's suggestion to permit of the ready flow

of water from melted snow in gutters. Will

you allow me to point out that a serious objec-

tion to an inverted V trough is that its removal

would be necessitated every time a man had to

pass along the gutter to repair a broken slate,

and, irrespective of the inconvenience of this,

the trough itself would sure to be damaged by
carelessness, to say nothing of slates being

broken in its removal. A very simple means of

gaining the desired end is to construct '
' snow

boards" in convenient lengths for handling,

with Sin. by l^in. deal laths, laid Jin. apart on

bearers, say 4in. deep, shaped on the lower

edge, spaced at intervals of say 2ft. Gin. The
snow rests on top, and as it melts drains through
between the laths and the water runs freely

away. These "boards" in no way interfere

with traffic over the gutters, for repairs to roof,

Sec, they protect the metal both from sun and
" hob-nails," and if they are painted every few
years they will last a very long time. I have
only to add that all "outlets" from gutters

should, of course, be covered with domical wire

or other gratings to prevent the stoppage of the

pipe by leaves, &c.—I am, &o
,

Edwin T. Hall, A.R.I.B.A.

57, Moorgate-street, EC.

nevvbxjey grammar-school
competition.

Sm,—It may be well to warn competing archi-

tects against a piece of carelessness of which we
have betn the victims. A carefully-drawn pen-
and-ink perspective view of our design was not
unpacked until after the award had been made
and the drawings criticised by the revieweis. This

would have remained uuknown to us, had we not

gone down on Mouday last to see the drawings,

and remarked its absence.

Wo are aware this would not have influenced the

award, with which we fully agree ; but the object

of the view, to call attention to the plans, was
entirely lost.—We are, &c.,

Feb. 3rd. A Outeanoe.

EXTERNAL SOIL-PIPES.

Sis,—Mr. Buchan asks for opinions on this

subject. I hope he will give some explanation

of his assertion that " a soil-pipe placed outside

generates and discharges into the air far less sew-

a^e-gas than one fitted up inside."

He can hardly be speaking of an inside iiii-

reutilaled soil-pipe, which would discharge its

gas through the trap, or otherwise, into the

house. And if ventilated, why should it generate

more gas if fixed externally ?

If a pipe be fixed inside, and kept warm by
the heat of the house, a permanent ventilation

upwards is much more probable than if its

external surface be chilled by the night-air.

And on this account also a stoneware pipe is

better than metal, especially iron. And it is

less liable to get frozen. But there is no reason

why it should not be protected, if external, by a

casing of brickwork. During the recent frost,

I have not found anything but a strong upward
draught through my soil-pipe, which is not

merely internal, but isolated within a larger

ventilated pipe, through which, also, the upward
draught is equally strong and constant.

Outside a neighbouring house I observed an
external soil-pipe coated with ice for about 20ft.

from the area, and surrounded with a strong fire

at the foot, in a vain attempt to thaw it.

—

I am, &c., WiLUAM White, F.S.A.
Wimpole-street.

Jtttertommutticatioit.

QUESTIONS.
[6582.1—Gas-Stoves.—Will some of 3""^' numerous

readers kindly give their opinion on the question of

haWn^ gas-stoves instead of the ordinary fire g.rato in

rooms throughout a house which has no special ventila-

tion provided, and if, in their opinion, they are dangerous
to health ? A few days since three gentlemen fainted

from sitting in a room for some hoiurs where a gaa-stoye

and many gas-lights were hurning, and no special venti-

lation provided. Information on the subject will greatly

oblige -J. W.W.
[6383.]—Condensation of Windows.—Can any

reader oblige by stating from experience how to clear

windows of a comer grocer's shop one side, one end plate-

glass, 7ft. high ! Shop 9ft. pitch, 25ft. by J6ft., entrance

at corner.—X. Y. Z.

[6.'?84.]-Nett Measurement.—What is nettmea-
suiement? In the measurement of granite ashlar for

caisson grooves in dock-work, does it mean that the

groove (about 1ft. 6in. by 1ft. lOin.) is to be deducted
from the cubic quantity of the granite !—F.

[6385.1-French Polishinir.-When sending maho-
gany joinery work out into building to tix before polish-

ing, is it usual to rub in anything to keep stain and grain

from rising ? I am told to use lineeed oil by one, and by
another that if I do so the polish will not take.—E.v-
QUIEER.

[6386.]—Electric Bella.—About June, 1880, I had
18 electric bells fixed in my house, all acting properly for

3 or 4 months. In rooms where there are two pushes

both will act on being touched, whilst in the course of the

day one or both will not act at all, and the like in the bed-

rooms. Some woik right one day, and the next will not

act. Can any kind reader of this journal explain the

cause and remedy to correct the evil, and oblige ? The
battery is properly charged, or thought to be so.—A Suu-

SGBIBER.

[6.387.]—Deposit on Quantities.—How should 1

act with an architect who is too moan to return the deposit

money on a bill of quantities, although he has been asked

for it several times ? lam referring now to a case in

which I have receipt for the deposit and a memo, stating

that it will be returned on receipt of tender. Tender was
sent in on form provided in the oi-dinary way, and Njas

below the average of the list, and it is not disputed that

it was bona-fide. I may also say that the contract has

since been let and the work commenced. This instance

is not a solitary one, unfortunately, as I could name
several architects, some of them with good practice,

who will not disgorge without considerable pressure.—

BciLDER.

[6388.] -Quantities.—In the case of quantities for

work being taken out by a quantity surveyor, is it usual

and proper for the architect to divide (or receive any part

of the fee for quantities), the architect being put to some
amount of trouble in negotiating with the surveyor and
explaining drawings and specifications, &c. '—An Arcui-
TKCT.

REPLIES.

FIGURES IN GLOUCESTER CATHEDRAL.
SiE,—The statement that the very beautiful

croups and figures in the Gloucester reredos are

—

like the panels on the lower part of the Temple
Bar scarecrow I —of plaster, is incorrect. The
sculpture in question, like the rest of thereredos.

is of fine Painswiok stone, from the Cooper's-hill

quarries. They are the work of that talented

sculptor Mr. William Itcdfearn, of Upper Ken-
nington-lane, Loudon, whose early death a few
years ago, all of us who knew him, as well as a
wide field outside that circle, so deeply deplored.

—

I am, &c., Habby Hehs.
Exeter, Jan. 29.

[6321.1 -Norman Woodwork.—The doubts I ex-

pressed {Dec. 10, 1880) as to the existence of Norman
woodwork in this country seem to receive continuation

by the inability of any reader to give a a rtisfactory

instance of known work of that period. The g )od rector

of I'riston, near Bath (Rev. T. U. Hillier), however,

writing mo a few days ago, says: -"You say you liave

never teen any genuine Norman woodwork. I should

like you to come here and see a grand Norman door

in Priston Church. Some years agi) Mr. Birlescombe.

then the late Sir O. Gilbert Scott's chief assistant, assured

me that this door was really Norman, both as regards the

wood and the iionwork." 1 happened t, receive this

letter at Macclesfield, when in company with Mr. James
Stevens, F.U.I.B.A.. the well-known architect of Man-
chester. "I remember," remarked Mr. Stevens, upon
my showing it him, " that many years ago Sir Gilbert

and I were both with a large archinological parly who
took this part of Cheshire for a ramble. We were at an

old church near here, and Mr. Scott— it was long enough

before he was knighted—read a paper tliercon. Amongst
the features of especial interest which he pointed out was
an old door, the woodwork of which he defined as Nor-

man. He oal;ed particular att -ntion to the sturdy excel-

lence of tlie woik, but wliilst we were all esaminjig it

intently, an old villager, who had hobbled in amongst us

unnoticed, remarked, "'Cuse-me, raeister, I kiows
nought about Norman, or any of thorn men you've leen

a m-ntioning, but I knows you m ikes a mistake aVout

that there door. It wern't no one called Norman as nade
it. It were wrought by my grindfather. who were a
whecl-wright in f village. I've heard my old father sprak

on it many a lime." I shall feel very interested iulea-n-

iug whether any real Norman woodwork does exist aty-

whete.—Harry Hems.

[6362.] -Damp Walla.—The damp which you oli- -

serve comes out of the vapour of the atmosphere, and not

out of the object on which it forms. During th^ fall o?

temperature the air gets cooled down to iu " dew-point

"

- i e., the temperature at which coudtnsation takes place

- the atmosphci-e then, being unable to contain its mois-

ture, deposits it on the hard cold surface of the varnished

paper. The same effect may be observed on bringing a

tumbler of cold water into a hot room, when, its surface*

will get covered with a mist. Your beat remedy would be

to place a stove in your hall, as it would tend to keep the

atmosphere at a constant tempeiature.—H. S., Belfast. •

[8S62.]—Damp Walls. -The complaint "M. G. C."

makes is entirely due to the condensation of the moisture*

or, rather, of the air in the house, which the varnished

paper arrestswhjle the colour-washed wallsaboveabsorb.

It is a defect few houses are exempt from, and the only

way of remetlying the evil is to warm the hall by a gas or

porcelain stove, or a hot-water coil, and well ventilated by
a louvre or exhaust ventilator at the t9P of staircase. One
of Boyle and Son's ventilators would answer. Condensed
moisture rendered visible in this manner is not so detri-

mental to health as walls that absorb t'le moisture both

from within and without, but which do not show it.
_
A

damp-proof course would be of use in checking the rising

of moisture from the ground, but would not cure the evil

corar-laiHed of, which is due to condensation, and not per-

eolation from the outsde, and it is only hard, smooth,

and impermeable surfaces which are subject to the com-
plaint.—O. n. G.

[6383.]-Choir Stall8.-In reply to "V. M ," and
also in coiTectiou of Mr. F. J. Freeman, the westernmost

stalls in St. Pete 's church, Derby, ai-e canted towards

N.E. and S.E. respectively.—F.

[6367.]-Frost Prevention.— One of the contri-

vances alluded to for preventing the bursting ofrgipes

consists in placing in those portions of pipes exposed to

cold or draughts small tubes of gutta-percha or india-

rubber, scaled at the ends, which can be fixed at the

points by wire. The expansion of the water or ice is thus

compensated for. Another plan is to leave the taip

slightly open, so that a trickle ef water may be main-
tained. A safer plan consists in emptying the pipes and
cisterns, and to have an outside stop cock so as to draw
directly from the main when water is wanted. These pre-

cautions are not always practicable. To thaw pipes,

clolhs dipped in hot water may be applied to the frozen

or exposf^ parts. A very easy means of ascertaining

whether a boiler is safe before lighting fire is to draw off

some water. If it can be drawn there is little fearof ex-

plosion.— G. H. G.

[6369.1—Thrust of Vault.—The method described

by " S. M." is approximate, and may be con-idcred true

for vaults of small span. The weight in one .
compart-

ment means the weight comprised between the two piers,

or the space included between the four points of support

of the diagon.al ribs. Of course, the thrust act.s along ,

Uie diagonal rib or groin. The rule, it is harfly neces-

sary to say, docs not apply to common cylindrical vaults.

—G. H. G.

[6374.1—Jacobean and Queen Anne Styles.—
X cmnot refer " J. S." to any inexpensive bo >ks treating

of these styles, the simple fact being that no one has

published any book treating of the details. Mr. Steven-

son's recent work on Domestic Architecture deals with

the style generally, but does not enter into details. I

can only refer " J. S." to the illustrations of the Biildiso
News, wliich contain numerous examples, and the works
on furniture that have appeared from time to time. As
Jacobean and Queen Anne are really based on Classic

and Gothic tyiies, " J. 8." had far better study these ; he
would then be commencing at the purer sources of the

styles which go under these names, for he may rest

assured the pub'ic are beginning to tire of grotesque

exaggerations and caricatured features, and that a

reaction must come sooner or later. By the way, there i.s

au old book, out of print now, but likely to be obtained

from second-hand booksellers, called Hum's "Exemplars
of Architecture," which pives examples of a few old

buildings of the reigns of the Jameses.— G. H. G.

[6.375.1—Asphalte Paths,-I should advise "As-
phaltos" to prepare a good dry surface of concrete before

laying the asphalte. 'The material may be spread in two
layers, but one layer of ^in. thick would be best for foot-

paths. Claridge's asphalte is well suited for the purpose,

and directions may be obtained of the secretary in

Surrey-street. Directions for fusing the asphalte are

given in the article " jVspIlalte," in "Commonplace
Column," Vol. XXXIV., p. 277, where the subject is

treated pretty fully.- -G. H. G.

[6377.] -Incline.—The trucks wi'h the wheels of 9in.

diameter will require the greater power to work in the

proportion of 2to 1, or the proportion of power to weiglit

is in the ratio of the radii of the two wheels on the as-

sumption, of course, that the trucks are of equal weight,

and the direction of force is parallel to the plane.- -

O. H. G.

(6378]-Cantilever.—If the ends of cantilevers

were not fixed securely and the vertical strut was loosely

connected, the effect would not be "ecjual to a cantilever

of double the strength ; if the frame was rigidly fixed at

A and C, little increased s'.rength would be derived, as

the timbers are in the worst position Ui take the strain.

If C D was a raking strut, the effect would be considerably

increased.—G.

[6.370 1—Paperinir New Walls.— Rendering in

Portland cement and sanrl, and a setting of Keene's
cement is a good preparation for immediate paperiny,

though if the walls are at all damp, or are exposed to a
wet quarter, I should advise waiting a ehorttime. There
is a kind of tin-foil sold which can be fixed to the wall
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before paperin)?, and which prevents the dump coming
through. Any respectable decorator would be able to
supply it, and I think upon this there would be little risk
of damp showing.—O. H. O.

10379, ]-PaperInB- New 'Walls.—If "X. Y. Z."
does the work carefully as he says, being particular to
u«e clean shaip sand, free from saline or loamy matter,
he cannot do better. The finishing coat may be either
Keene's or Parian cement. Before papering, the surface
should have a coat of paint prepared, as painters cull it,
'* sharp colour."

—

Old Bcildkb.

[6379.]-PaperIii8' New "Walls.-I should not like
to nsk a (jood paper on new work, such as *' X. Y. Z.'*
suggasts^ and would advise him to adopt either boarding
or canvas, or a process that was introduced to mo some
time since, by which the patentee promised to enable such
work as '• X. Y. Z." requires to be done. I should like
to know if the process is working now, and where the
same can be ootamed. It was called, if I remember
rightly, Atkin,son's or Hitchings Rapid Slab Plastering.
Tlie slabs of plaster were sold dry, and were to bo fixed
with nails, over which paperhanging or colour could bo
put at once.—T. \V. S.
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STAINED GLASS.
FAENHAjr.—A stained-glass window has been

placed in the south aisle ofFarnham parish church,
in memory of the late Dr. J. S. Utterton, suffragan
Bishop of Guildford. The window is of three
lights. In the centre is the figure of Our Lord as
the Shepherd and Bishop of Souls, and beneath it
the Parable of the Talents. In the right-hand
light is a figure of St. Barnabas, and underneath
he is represented as laying the price of the land at
the Apostles'- feet. On the left light is St. Paul,
and beneath it he is depicted as preaching at Athens.
The work has been executed by Messrs. Powell and
Sons, of Whitefriars, London.

Guarantee Fund, the following additions have
been received :—Messrs. Burroughs, Welcome
and Co., £30

; Robert Rawlinson, Esq., C.B.,
£25 ; Sir James Paget, Bart., F.R.S., £10 lOs.

:

T.C. Smith, Esq. (Hull), £lo, Messrs. Strode
and Co., £10 ; Messrs. WooUamsand Co., £5 Ss.-
John Carter, Esq., £.5; Messrs Mayer and
Meltzer, £5; W. A. Meredith, Esq., £5; The
Sanitary Engineering Company, £.5 ; Daniel T
Bostel, Esq. (Brighton), £3 ; WUliam Martin-
dale, Esq., £2 " — —

—**-•

—

At a general assembly of the Royal Academy
held last Friday erening, Messrs John Brett,
painter ; Andrew Gow, painter ; and William
Surges, architect, were elected Associates of the
Royal Academy: We especially congratulate the
Royal Academy on the last-mentioned election

;

and wo trust that at the earliest possible date,
Mr. Burges may take hi.s proper place among
the Koyal Academicians.

Pbincb Leopold presided last week at the first
meeting of the Kyrle Society, which was held in
the Kensington Town Hall. There was a large
attendance, including the Princess Louise and Sir
Frederick Leighton. Prince Leopold made an
eai-n?8t appeal to all, in order that a love of
beautiful things might be diffused among the
DOor. Amongst the objects of the Society were
the preservation of open spaces, the laying out
of open spaces as gardens for the public, the
formation of choirs to give concerts to the poor,
decorations by mural paintings, and the gifts of
flowers. The objects of the Society were
warmly approved.

Me. James Miln, known to the literary and
arch.-oological world by his important work,
published in 1877, entitled "Excavations at
Camac," died last week. In the summer of
iS73, Mr. Miln went on a tour to Brittany.
Wheti visiting the celebrated alignments of
standing stones around Camac, his attention
was drawn to a series of mounds at the Bos-
senno, which he determined to investigate. His
operations extended over the next three years,
and resulted in the discovery of a Gallo-Roman
settlement, consisting of a villa of eleven rooms,
surrounded by a number of other buildings,
including a bath and a small temple, which
seemed to have been occupied for a considerable
period prior to the middle of the fourth cen-
tury, when they had probably been destroyed
by fire. The results of these investigations
were embodied in the work already mentioned,
which was issued almost simultaneously at
Edinburgh and at Paris. Returning' to Carnac
in 1877 he continued his researches, and having
at length finished the text and illustrations for
the first of a series of new works in which he
intended to embody the results of his last three
years' excavations, he came to Edinburgh at
Christmas to see it through the press. During
the few intervening weeks he worked inces-
santly, and had completed the revision of the
proof-sheets the day before he was seized with
nia short and fatal illness.

CoNSiDEEABLE progress has been made with
the arrangements for the London International
Medical and Sanitary Exhibition, 1881, and
since the publication of the first list of the

.. .
Albert E. Fraedelle, Esq., £1 Is.,

and Messrs. Walter Macfarlane and Co., £25.
In addition to the medical and sanitary sections
there will be a miscellaneous section, consisting
of school furniture and other articles more or
les.s connected with the general purpose of the
exhibition. Applications for space are to be sent
in not later than Thursday, March 31st, 1881,
but from India, the Colonies, and America, ap-
plications will be received up to April 15. Full
particulars may bo had on application to the
secretary, Mr. Mark H. Judge, Parkes Museum
of Hygiene, Gower-street.

On Wednesday evening, the 26th ult., a soiree
was given by Messrs. Watt and Wilson, con-
tractors for Lord Bute's new mansion, now in
course of erection at Mount Stuart, Bute, to the
men employed on the works. The company
numbered about 200, and the chair was occupied
by Mr. J. Windsor Stuart, factor for the Bute
estate. The occasion was the opening of a
recreation-hall, which has been built at Lord
Bute's expense, for the workmen, who, situated
as they are, about five miles from Rothesay, the
nearest town, are in a somewhat isolated position,
and such a hall will supply a much-felt want.
At the close of the proceedings, amongst other
votes of thanks, one was enthusiastically accorded
to his lordship for his generosity in providing
the new hall.

The sixth half-yearly report and balance sheet
of the National Association of Master Builders
of Great Britain have just been issued. It is
reported that since the last meeting the National
Association of Master Builders of Scotland and
the Builders' Association of Weston-super-Mare
have joined this Association, bringing the total
number of affiliated societies up to 49. The
council regret to find, from statements submitted
to them, that there is still great depression in
trade, with very little prospect of improvement,
and in every town there is a much larger number
of men seeking employment than is required.
The only alterations in the working rules or
rates of wages, which were pending when
this report was issued, on the 23rd Jan., were the
following : Birmingham—Notice has been re-
ceived for advance of |d. per hour from the oper-
ative carpenters ; and from bricklayers for |d.
per hour, together with an alteration in the
rules. Bolton—The master builders gave 6
months' notice to masons that their wages would
be reduced Id. per hour from the 7th May next,
and they have received a counter notice asking
for an advance of Jd. ; this notice given by the
employers to the operative masons is simply to
reduce the wages to the same rate as that which
is being paid in Manchester, which is only 10
miles distant. Manchester—Notice has been
given by the employers to revise the plasterers'
rules. With reference to clause 23 in the "High-
ways and Locomotive Amendment Act of 1878,"
whereby many contractors have been made liable
for repairs to the road when the surveyor of the
district has considered that they had extraordi-
nary trafiic thereon, the solicitor of the asso-
ciation has pointed out that a builder is not
bound to pay whatever a surveyor may demand
but has a right to refuse until the surveyor has
proved, to the satisfaction of the court for the
district, that the damage has been done, and the
person alleged t9 have done the damage to the
roadbythe extraordinary trafiic may bring before
the court evidence to the contrary if he thinks the
amount unjustifiably high. The balance-sheet
shows total receipts from all sources of £-1 1 1 lis.

3d., and the balance in hand which in July was
£329 8s. lOd., has been reduced to £187 9s.

should bo Uken to mak» it more wortliy of the
g:reat purposM to which it U deyoted." In the
course of hi* tenurks bis lordship said, aUhoiurh
be was pleased to toko part in the proceedinn,
yet be felt compelled to enter huproUat aniut
the project beinf kitiated at such an inOTpor-
tuno tune as the prcMnt. However, there wu
no reason why a beginning should not be made
now, although it was imposmble to make maoh
progress untU times improred. Hu lordship, in
conclusion, said if it was proposed to interfere
with that beautiful spire, he, for one, wonld
have nothing to do with the project. Mr. S. E
Shiriey, of Eutington I'ark, seconded the reso-
lution, statmg that in the hands of the eminent
architect who had been called in the work of
restoration might be safely left. Mr. C. E.
Flower (ex-mayor of Stratford) proposed, as an
amendment, " That thU meeting do now ad-
journ until this day three months, to enable the
parishioners of Stratford to assemble in public
meeting and discuss the present state of tha
parish church, form a representative committee,
and report the result of their deliberation." Mr.
E. Gibbs seconded the amendment, and referred
at some length to the extensive and costly re-
storation effected 40 years ago. As an archi-
tect, and one who was concerned in the carrying
out of the former work, ho denied that the
fabric was in need of attention. It had had
spent upon it during the time named as much
as £ 1 0, 000. The mayor of Stratford (Alderman
Cox) supported the amendment. The bishop
then put the amendment to the meeting, when a
very large number of hands were held up in its
favour. On the contrary being put, only a few
persons in the body of the hall voted for it,

apart from t!ie clergymen and others on the
platform. His lordsliip declared the amendment
carried by a very large majority. The meeting
then became somewhat lively. An effort was
then made, amid considerable excitement, to
appoint a committee ; but it was strongly op-
posed by the greatmajority of those present, and
the meeting broke up in some disorder, the near
expressing a determination to go on with the
work.

Throat Irritation.— Soreness and drjmew, tick-
Ilnff and irritation, IndiKlnKCouKh and affecting the Te>0. For
tliese aymptoms uite Epps^g Gl}-ceiiDe Jujube*. OlvceriDe, la
these ajjreeablc ronfectlons, being In pruximitr to theglaDda
at the moment ther are ext-ited by the set ofRUVkitiir, beemnM
actively heaUng. Sold only In boxes, 7}d. and It. lid., labetlej
" JkHEs Epps and Co., lIomcDOnatbic themfata, London." A
letter receired

:
'• Gentlemen,—It may, perbapa. Interest yon to

knowthat.anernn extended trial, I hsTe found yoar vlycerbM
Jujuheeof con iderablc benefit (with or without medleai trvst-
ment] in almost all forms of throat disease. They soften and
clear the voice. In no case can they do any harm.—Yours faith-
fully, Gordon Holhes, L.H.U.P.B., Senior Physician to the Mtt-
nicipal Throat and Ear InSrmarr."

Holloway's Fills.—These famous Pills parifv the
blood, and act most powerfully, yet soolhiuffiy, on the itrer,
stomach, kidneys, and boards, ftiTtng tone. eneritT, and Tlgoor
to th* whole system. They are wonderfully effieacious In aU
ailments incidental to females, and, asa general ^n.Uym dtdne,
are unequal.ed.

CHIPS.
On Wednesday evening, January 26, Mr. Bichard

J. Collier, of 28, Finsbury-pavemont, offered fop
sale by auction, at the Chequers Inn, Marsh-
street, the Black Horse Lane Estate. Notwith-
standing the inclement weather, there was a fair

attendance of buyers, and about three-fourths of
the estate was soon disposed of, the sales amount-
ing to £7,172, and as Mr. Collier has since cold
several lots by private treaty, there is no doubt
but that purchasers for the remaining portion will

soen be found.

The Bishop of Worcester presided over a
meeting held on Tuesday in the Town-hall,
Stratford-on-Avon, to consider what steps

should be taken for the restoration and improve-
ment of the parish-church, celebrated as the

burial-place of Shakespeare. The Marquis of

Hertford proposed '
' That, in the opiBion of this

A special meeting of the Sanitary Committee of
the Hull Corporation was held on Wednesday
week, to receive a report from Mr. F. Sharp,
borough engineer, on the interruption to the out-
ward flow of the sewage. It was stated in the
report that, owing to the increase of population,
especially iu the western district, the accumulation
of backwater between tides was steadily increuing,
and that it had become necessar}-, in order to pre-
vent the generation of gases, to establish pumping
engines ; looking to the fact that the necessitv for

reUef was even greater iu Kewington than in Hull,

it was desirable to have one pumping-station for

the two districts, the estimated first cost being

£12,000. It was decided to forward the report to

the local boards of the adjacent districts of New-
ington and Cottingham, iu order to obtain their

co-operation.

The Tewkesbury local board of health last week
resolved to purchase the entire undettakiog of the
Tewkesbury Gas Company, at the price of £15,000,

subject to the approval of the ratepayers, and the

consent of the Local Government Board.

meeting, the present condition of Stratford-on- A clock, with a single black dial and gilt figures-

Avon Church renders it desirable that steps
| and a peal of three bells chiming the hours and
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quarters, have just been placed in the tower of
Froxfield Church, near Petersfield. They were sup-
plied by Mr. J. W. Benson, of Ludgate-hill, E.G.

Two new schools are in course of completion for
the Swindon School Board, and will shortly be
opened. Those in Sanford-street are being built
by Messrs. Jones and Co., and the contractors for
the Westoott-street schools are Messrs. Forse and
Astley.

Mr. T. J. Elliott, resident agent of the South-
wick Park Estate, Hants, has been appointed
Professor of Estate Management at the Boyal
Agricultural College, Cirencester.

The officers of the Koyal Engineers propose to
erect a memorial staiued-glass window in Rodiester
Cathedral in remembrance of their comrades who
fell in the Zulu and Afghan wars.

Plans by Mr. W. St. John H. Hancock were sub-
mitted to the Bognor Local Board, last week, of an
estate known as Brooklands, on which it is proposed
to erect 300 dwelling-houses, and also summer and
winter gardens, baths, a pier, &c.

A new post-office is about to be erected at Neath,
South Wales, from designs by Messrs. Lean and
Hooley, architects, of that town. It will be Modern
Italian in style, and will be situate at the corner of
Wind-street and Church-place ; the street frontages
will be of native polled stone, with Bridgend stone
dressings.

The iron viaduct across the Solway, on the Sol-
way Junction Railway, near Annan, was seriously
damaged on Sunday by large masses of ice coming
down from the Esk and the Eden. Many of the
pillars have been broken, and further damage
has since occurred. As the line is closed for
traffic on Sundays, there was no accident. The
bridge is a mile and a quarter in length, is con-
structed of pillars and girders, and was completed
in 1867.

A special meeting in quarter-session of the
Devonshire magistrates was held on Friday, to
receive the report of a committee appointed to
consider the manner in which the county surveyor
had discharged his duties. The committee an-
nounced the reception of the resignation of the
surveyor, and it was decided, before making a new
appointment, to consider the duties of the office

with regard to the advisability or otherwise of
appointing two coimty surveyors instead of one.

The town council of Grimsby adopted, on the
I9th ult., a scheme and plans prepared by the
borough engineer for the main drainage of the
town, and also of the adjacent urban sanitary
district of Clee-with-Weelsley. The estimated
cost of the scheme is £7,554 for the Grimsby
portion, and £1,667 for the Clee portion.

The vestry of Eensingtou have raised the
salaries of their surveyor, Mr. Weaver, from £600
to £700 per annum, and of their medical officer of
health. Dr. T. Orme Dudfield, from £500 to £600.

A new mission church of St. Ambrose, was
opened at Pendleton, near Manchester, on Sunday.
It is Gothic in style, and is built of brick, with
terra-cotta stringcourses and copings. It consists
of chancel, nave, and south eusle, measures 70ft. by
28ft., and seats 380 persons. The principal roof ia

of pitch-pine, and is open to the collar-beam ; the
seats, chancel-screen, and other fittings are Edso

of pitch-pine,
the ai'chitect.

Mr. Henry Loid, of Manchester, is

A fire occurred on Saturday morning on the
premises of Messrs. Weaver and Greeu, builders,
of New Whaif- road, Caledonian-road, N., and
resulted in the destruction of the upper portion of
a building 40ft. by 20ft. used as workshops.

The parish-church of St. Michael, Highgate,
was reopened on Saturdaj^, after undergoing en-
largement, reseating, and improvements in venti-
lation and warming, at a cost of £3,000.

An inquiry was held at Bolton, before Mr.
Arnold Taylor, one of the inspectors of the Local
Government Board, on Friday, iuto an application
from the town-council for sauction to borrow
£300,000 for street improvements and works of
sewerage. Mr. J. Proctor, borough surveyor,
explained the deta'ls of the works, some of which
have already been partially carried out.

A chancel- screen has just been erected in the
parish-church of Norton-sub-Hamdou. It is of
wrought iron, on stone base, and stands 13ft. high

;

it is gilded in parts, and painted maroon and black.
Mr. A. W. Blomfiold, M.A., of London, designed
the screen, which was carried out under his

superintendence by Messrs. Shrivell and Co., of
London. Messrs. Stanaell, of Taunton, executed
the decorations.

Mr. John Stones, of TJlverston, has fitted up the
new banking premises at Stamford for the North-
amptonshire Banking Co., described in our issue of
21st ult., with his curvilinear iron revolving
shutters, worked by patent balance-weight motion.

The Eoyal ArchjEological Institute have been
invited by the Mayor and Corporation of Bedford
to make that town the centre for the present year's
annual excursion.

The members of the architectural classes in the
Brighton school of ait, numbering about 45, paid,
on Saturday afternoon, the first of a series of visits

to building-worka in progress ; visiting, under the
direction of the head-master, Mr. W. M. Alderton,
the new children's hospital in Dyke-road. At the
close, a vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Potter,
the clerk of the works, who had explained the
works.

The bridge trustees of Glasgow have received a
report from Messrs. Bell and Miller, engineers, as
to the condition of Glasgow-bridge. It is therein
stated that every arch of the bridge is fractured,
and that the fissures extend for 223ft. out of the
389ft. total span. These fractures, which extend
along the centre line of the bridge, have been
caused by the passage of weights much heavier
than the bridge was originally intended in 1835 to
bear; and further injury had been caused by
the lowering of the river-bed. They recommended
that no weights over 12tonsbe allowed to cross the
bridge, and that the footings and foundations be
protected by throwing down bags of Portland
cement concrete.

The lecture-hall connected with the Congrega-
tional chapel at Cliftonville, West Brighton, is

about to be improved by the addition of a number
of new class-rooms. These will form a new front
to the street and will be built in Kentish rag to
agree with the chapel. The plans are being pre-
partd by Messrs. Holford, Clayton, ajid Black,
architects, of Brighton.

CINDER-SIFTING ASH CLOSETS
Superior to Earth Closets. Fur Gentlemen's UousCs, Cottages,

Schools, SiC.

NO MIIED EAIITH KEaX'IUED.

The SanitaryAppliance Co. (Ltd.), Salford.

Doulting Freestone andHam Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of

the United Kingdom, given on applicati«n to

CHARLES TRASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Ilminster, Somerset.

—LAdvt.]

McLACHLAN & SONS, 85, St- James's-
Btreet, 8.W. Builders, Decorators, and House Painters.

Designs and EBtimates.

General Repairs and Alterations Executed.

Experienced Workmen always in readiness, and sent to
any part of tke country.—[Advt.]

BATH STONE.
SUMMER DRIED,

CORSHAM DOWN,
100,000 Feet Cube.

PICTOE & SONS, BOX, WILTS.
[Advt.]

MEETINQS FOK THE ENSTJINQ WEEK.
MosDAY.—London Institution. " Succession to Thrones."

By Sir H. S. Maine. 5 p.m.
Society of Engineers. Presidential

address by Charles Horsley, President
for 1881. 7.30 p.m.
Institution of Strveyors. Discussion

on " Rural Water Supply." 8 p.m.
Society of Arts. " Watchmaking."

By B. Eigg, M.A. 8 p.m.

ToKSDAY.—Institution of Civil Engineers. "The Ports-
mouth Dockyard Extension "Works. Part
II." By C. Colson, A.M.I.C.E. "The
Plant and Temporary Works Used on
the Portsmouth Dockyard Extension."
By C. n. Meyer, A.M.I.C.E. 8 p.m.

Wednesday.— Society of Arts. " The Present Condition
of the Art of Wood-Carving In England."
By J. Hungerford Allen. 8 p.m.
Sanitary Institute of Great Britain.

"The Law in Relation to Samtary Pro-
gress." By W.H.Midiael, Q.C. 8 p.m.

Thuksday.—London Institution. "The Castes and
Trades of India." By Prof. Monier Wil-
liams. 7 p.m.
Society for the Fine Arts. " The In-

fluence of Women Upon Art." By Mrs.
Xecdham. 8 p.m.

Friday.—Institution of Civil Engineers. " Internal Cor-
rosion of Cast-iron Pipes." By M.
Buchan Jamieson, Stud.Inst. C.E. 7 p.m.

Society of Arts. "Gold Fields of
India." By Hyde Clarke. 8 p.m.
Royal Institution. " Distances of the

Stars." By Prof. R. S. Ball. 9 p.m.

COLLINSON & LOCK,
MODELLERS, WOOD-CAEVERS, AND DECOEATORS.

MODELLED PLASTER WOEK ?i'liS's5MaS:i''^'^"""'
""*'''"*

WOOD CARTING

PAINTING & DECORATING.

in the style of tlie Renaissance, and used construc-

tively in the enrichment of Interior Woodwork and
Furniture.

of an artistic kind. Richness of Colour and Effect

produced by Simple and Inexpensive Methods.

Specially Designed and Coloured Wall and Ceiling

Papers.

109, FLEET STREET, & 3, ST. BRIDE STREET, E.C
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COHESION.

IF ve coinparo the principles on which
ancient buildings have been constructed

with those adopted in modern architecture,
we find that in the former the resistance of
the matcriiil to crushing was alone con-
sidered by the builders, while in the la'ter
the cohesive strength or resistance to tearing
asunder, has been brought into action as well
as the crushing strength. Now since it hap-
pens that the power of resistance to crushing
in stone or marble is always vastly superior to
its cohesive strength, we find that many of
the most ancient buildings, in which the
former principle of construction has been
adopted have stood until the present day,
while works comparatively modern, in which
the latter principle has predominated, and
which from the nature of their construction
have contained within them the elements of
their own dissolution, are now often in a
state bordering on ruin, and unless care is

taken to preserve them will soon fall to
pieces of their own accord. In the most
ancient buildings, it was customary to use
large blocks of carefully squared stone,
which required little or no cementing
material to keep them together, their own
of weight sufficing to do so, and the strength
the supporting columns or piers was always
greatly in excess of what would suffice to
carry the superincumbent loads.
With the introduction of the arch great

changes took place in the modes of construc-
tion, small stones being employed instead of
large ones, and cement between the beds and
joints being relied on for keeping the stones
in their places, and preserving the unity of
the structure. And since the arch, from its

very nature, is always trying to break itself
up into its component parts, and doing its

utmost to thrust out the walls of the build-
ings, it follows that the force of cohesion
between the materials, by which the main
parts of it are united together into one
homogeneous mass, becomes an important
matter for an architect's consideration.
"When an arch breaks up it does so by the

opening of the joints of its voussoirs,
generally at three or four different points,
and the force which causes this must bo a
tensile one, acting as it does against the
cohesion of the material of which the arch
is formed. Also when a wall is pushed over
by the thrust of an arch or by any other
force, it is the cohesion of the material that
first yields to the strain, and the mass itself
not being of sufficient weight to counteract
the thrust by its own inertia, is overturned
about its outer edge.

Cohesion may be defined as the attraction
which all solid particles have for one another
in accordance with the law of universal
gravitation, by which every particle attracts
every other particle in creation in direct pro-
portion to its mass, and inversely as the
square of the distance apart. A simple ex-
periment will show the existence of this
law, for if a small piece of wood is floated in
the middle of a bowl of water, it will be
found in a short time to have been attracted
to the side of the vessel, and as often as we
remove it therefrom, it will return to the
side again. The cohesion between bodies
which are brought in close contact with
each other, increases in intensity also accord-
ing to the time that they arc left together
imdisturbed. Thus if two pieces of polished
plate-glass perfectly clean are placed closely
together, they will in a short time become
so firmly attached as to render it a matter of

some difficulty to separate them, and if left
for a long period together undisturbed, it
will be found easier to break the glass itself
than to separate the two pieces at the joined
surfaces. In this case, owing to the smooth-
ness of the surfaces in contact, air is excluded,
and the particles brought into the closest
union.
In the construction of buildings, the

materials used are always more or less rough
on the surfaces to be united, and therefore
will not unite of themselves, but require a
cementing material to bo interposed, which
while attaching itself finuly to each surface,
will itself possess as great cohesive strength
as the materials itimites. In these cements
it is found that time is an important element
in the cohesive power which they attain ; the
cohesion of the cement when first used is

generally but slight ; but after a few days
have elapsed, it is found that a considerable
amount of force is necessary to separate the
materials cemented together, and after some
months have passed, it will often be foimd
that the force necessary to break the cement
will tear asunder the stone, brick or other
material which it adheres to. Take, for ex-
ample, the use of Portland cement for uniting
two bricks together; if a cement of good
quality and weighing Icwt. or more per
bushel is used "neat," to form the joint and
kept under water for a month, it will require
a force of 3001b. per square inch of surface
to break the joint ; if left for three months
a force of 4001b. will be necessary ; and if

left for twelve months or more about 5001b.
to 6001b. per square inch, will be required
to tear asunder the cement. Now as the
cohesive strength of ordinary brick is not
generally more than 3001b. per inch, we see
that the strain that would fracture the
cement joint would be more than enough to
tear asunder the bricks themselves. It is

usual, therefore, to mix a considerable pro-
portion of sand with Portland cement when
employing it as a mortar, by which process
its cohesion is very much diminished ; thus
the same cement as that mentioned above,
when mixed with four times its bulk of sand
is found to have a cohesive strength, after

one month's immersion, of only 321b. per
square inch ; after six months the strength
is increased to 1221b. ; and to 1401b. at the
end of twelve months. If mixed with only
twice its bulk of sand the cohesive strength
at end of one month is 921b. per inch, after

six months it is 2201b., and at the end of

twelve months the strength is 2701b., which
is nearly equal to that of common brick

itself, so that no great advantage is gained
by using neat cement for ordinary brick-
work, whUo an additional expense is in-

curred.

Cohesive strength may be considered as

the diametrically opposite of crushing
strength, which is the resistance of materials

to the pressing more closely together of their

particles, and in such materials as cement,
stone, or brick is vastly greater than the

cohesive strength or the power of resistance

to the tearing asunder of the particles. Thus
Portland cement which has been mixed with
water and left to harden for a year or more,
has a crushing strength of about three tons

per square inch of section, while the

cohesive strength is about l-12th of this.

In ordinary bricks also the resistance to

crushing is five or six times the cohesive

strength. In stone the force of cohesion

between the particles is very variable, and
but few experiments have been made to

ascertain its amount with accuracy ; but we
find that Chilraark stone, whose resistance to

crushing is G, 3001b. per inch, has a cohesive

strength of only oOOlb., while Craigleith

stone, whose crushing strength is 7,8001b.,

can bo torn asunder by a tensile force of only

4u0lb. per inch.

Slate is the only material that can be

classed among stones in which the cohesive

force is about equal to its crushing strength,

being as much m from 9,000 to 12,000Ib-
per square inch of section.
The force of cohesion in mortar made

with ordinary limo and aand varies so mnch
according to the qunliiy of the lime, that
but little reliance can be placed on experi-
ments with it ; but there is no doubt that
time is an important element in augmentiiig
its cohebivo power. The quantity of sand
mixed with tno lime also makes a consider-
able diffortnco to the strength of the
mortar; thus white chalk lime will not
bear more than 3 times its bulk of sand, but
if rendered "selenitic" by the addition of
plaster of Paris, its greatest cohesive
strength is attained with 3 times its bulk of
sand ; and the Burham lime, when rendered
selenitic, has its ma.\imum cohesion with (J

parts of sand ; while Halkin limo made
selenitic attains its greatest cohesive itrength
with only 4 ports of sand to one of Ume.
Roman cement, which is nearly as strong
as Portland when used neat, is very mu(£
weakened by the admixture of sond, having
little more cohesive strength than common
mortar ; its cohesion is, however, increased
by time much in ihe same proportion as
Portland cement.
Cements which are mixed with water in

order to render them cohesive appear to
require a certain amount of porosity in the
materials to which they ore applied in order
to enable them to adhere to the surfaces,
by which the water is partly absorbed
before the cement is set, and the cementi-
tious material becomes, to some extent,
amalgamated with the stone or brick ; such
impervious materials as granite, slate, and
flint having but little cohesion with ordi-
nary cements ; in the case of flint walling a
certain amount of cohesion is obtained oy
using the mortar while it is hot, or before
the lime in slaking bos had time to cool.

In metals the cohesion of the particles
depends very much on the process of their
manufacture from the ore and the manner
of treatment to which they are subjected.
Thus if iron is melted and cast in a mould
the particles arrange themselves in the form
of crystals of a cubical or octahedral form,
and the tensile or cohesive strength is small
as compared with the power of resistance
to crushing, the two forces being in the
ratio of 1 to 5 or 6 ; that is to say, while
the cohesion of cast iron varies from 6 to
10 tons, its crushing strength is from 30 to
50 tons per square inch of section. A con-
siderable difference in cohesive strength is

also found to exist between specimens of the
same kind of iron when cooled rapidly or
allowed a long time in cooling. When the
proportion of carbon mixed with the iron
is considerable, the cohesion is weak, but if

subjected to a process which bums out a
large portion of the carbon, it may be
rendered tough and malleable, and its

cohesive strength greatly increased. The
material known as wrought iron has had
the greater part of the carbon removed, so

that the proportion is less than one per
cent, of the mass, by the process of burning
and then rolling or hammering, so that the
crystals become lengthened out into fibres,

which gives the iron immense cohesive

strength, although it, at the same time,

reduces its resistance to crushing by about
one half. The form of section into which
the metal is roUed or hammered consider-

ably affects the cohesion ; thus when made
into round or square bars it will bear a
strain of from 23 to 27 tons per square inch

before being torn asunder ; if, in the form of

flat bars, the breaking strain will he from 22

to 26 tons, angle and tee iron will stand a
strain of from 21 to 25 tons, while plates,

if strained lengthways of the grain, are torn

asunder with from 20 to 24 tons ; but if the

force is applied across the grain they will

yield with a strain of from 17 to 21 tons.

The resistance to crushing in short pieces of

wrought iron is from 16 to 20 tons.
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Another yariety of iron in which, rather
mor« carbon is mixed with the metal than
is the case with wrought iron, is termed
steel, under which name, however, we find

materials with great variety of cohesive
power according to the mode of manufac-
ture; thus ordinary soft steel has its

cohesive and crushing strengths nearly
equal, and amounting to from 30 to 32 tons
per square inch; but in hardened steel the
tensile strength is much greater, being
generally about double that of wrought iron,

and in some cases even much more than
this. There is also a peculiarity about steel

which gives it a great advantage as a
building material over either wrought or cast
iron—namely, that whereas the latter will
have their elasticity permanently injured if

strained with more than one-third or one-
fourth of the breaking weight, steel bars or
beams may be subjected to a load equal to
one-half the bre^ng strain without their
elasticity being injured in any serious
degree, a property which renders it much
safer to use than common iron.

Various experiments have been tried in
order to ascertain the cohesion of the fibres

of different kinds of wood ; but so great a
discrepancy is exhibited in the results ob-
tained, that it is almost impossible to know
beforehand how much force may be applied
without producing fracture. Much depends,
even in the same piece of wood, upon the
amount of moisture it contains, the cohesive
strength of wet timber being found to be
about half that of dry timber ; but, on the
other hand, if the wood is over-dried its

strength is materially diminished. From
the experiments that have been made at
different times, we find that the force neces-
sary to tear asunder pieces of wood strained
lengthways cf the grain in tons per square
inch of section is somewhat as follows:—
Beech, 2-1 to 6-6; chestnut, 4-5too*8;
English elm, 2-4 to 6-3; spruce fir, 1-3

to 4-5; Dantzic fir, 1-4 to 4-5; American
red pine, 1-2 to G-0; American yellow
pine, 0'9; Memel fir, 4-2 to 4-9; pitch-
pine, 2-1 to 4-4; Riga fir, 1-8 to 5-o;
English oak, 3-4 to 88 ; teak, 1-5 to
6-7. The resistance of timber to crushing
is generally much less than its cohesive
strength, being in some kinds of wood in
the proportion of about 1 to 2, and in others
of 2 to 3, when short pieces, such as
cubes of wood, are experimented upon ; it is

therefore advisable to employ timber in a
building in such a manner that its power of
resistance to tensile strain may be brought
into play rather than its crushing strength.
A knowledge of the cohesive strength of

various building materials will enable the
architect to arrange his design so as to get
the greatest amount of work out of each
kind of material he employs. Thus, since
stone and brick have but small cohesive
power, they will be best employed in such a
manner as to put but little tensile or tear-
ing strain upon them, while their great
crushing strength is thoroughly utilised.
Timber and wrought iron will bo employed
where great tensile force comes into action,
and cast iron where a great crushing weight
has to be sustained. Slate and steel, in each
of which the tensile strength is more nearly
equal to the resistance to crushing, may be
employed in any way that appears con-
venient, the latter especially where a great
load or strain has to be sustained, without
risk to the structure.

CROWDING IN THE SUBURBS.
ANYONE who has watched the growth

of our suburbs will have noticed two
considerable evils which have sprung uj:

from the encroachment of new buildings,
and which promise before very long to make
residence in the suburbs as disagreeable and
as insufferable as it is in the denser parts,
unless restrictive measures be carried out.

The first evil to which we allude is the
alarming intrusion of small houses upon the
larger properties, the absorption in fact of
every available acre or open space of ground
by the speculative builder, and the destruc-
tion of once-beautiful gardens and open
fields. The danger threatens to become
yearly so formidable as to drive the
wealthier and professional class of residents
farther out, and to make our suburbs huge
wastes of brick and mortar devoted to small
trades and lodging-houses. But the danger
does not stop here, for encroachment means
encroachment on the rights of common and
recreation for the people, and the diminution
of the breathing area, or that degree of

density of population which increases the
Registrar-General's return as an inevitable
and proportionate result. It means even
more than this : the deprivation of light and
air, and the exhilarative effects of open
fields upon our children, the depressing
influences of crowding, and, to the poorer
classes, degradation, dirt, and misery. This
state of things has been brought forcibly to
our mil ds from what has been recently
going on in the south and west of London,
and the repeated grievances made known in

thenewspaperspublished more particularlyin
those parts, which seldom find expression in
the greater and more central journals of
metropolitan opinion. To take a sample of
a few of these. One writes under the
incognito of " Fresh A.ir," complaining
" loudly against the nuisance of the brick-
fields and dust heaps" in one locality of
Brixton, the vapours and smells from which
are sickening, and extremely distressing to
dwellers in that large and overgrown part of
London. Windows to parlours and bod-
rooms are obliged to be closed during the
larger part of the day, and as the warmer
weather comes, the nuisance is not only
insufferable, but positively injurious to
health. Another equally strong letter

in the South London Press, under the
heading of " Open Space," dwells at
some length upon a greater nuisance, as

he calls it. Ho says: "What I com-
plain of is this : Large houses, with their

beautiful gardens, are destroyed to build
small property, or, perhaps, to make six

houses out of one," and he cites the neigh-
boiurhoods of Stockwell and Heme HUl,
where one dense mass of small houses exists,

with narrow roads, and not one open space
or public garden to be met with. And he
appeals to our municipal rulers and vestries

to check this reduction of open ground, and
concludes by calling to mind the regulation

of public buUdings abroad, in such cities as

Paris, Vienna, Turin, &c., with their fine

wide roads and public gardens. A third

and larger class of residents, who are obliged

to dwell in localities under the control of

the vestries, repeatedly protest against the

unjust incidence of ratmg, in having to pay
for roads that have never been properly

made, or the substratum of which is wholly
composed of rubbish and dust-heaps. Well
may some exclaim, their own dust-heaps are

brought from the back to the front of their

houses. These are only a few of the com-
plaints made which will be found to make
up the staple of correspondence in the

columns of suburban newspapers, and which
are constantly repeated from one year's end
to the other.

There is an artistic, as well as sanitary

and moral, aspect to this question of en-

croachment which it would be injudicious to

ignore, and it appears to us to be the duty
of the architectural press to call attention to

the unrestricted manner in which our build-

ing-estates are managed, and the pernicious

nature of what, in a few years, threatens to

become a great blot upon our architectural

achievements and civilisation.

One of the principal causes which have
contributed to the evil is the springing-up

of new localities near the lines of our local

railway systems, and the temptations offered

to owners of land and the larger class of

property to sell or part with their interests.

The conditions of short leasehold tenures
have also operated to favour the overcrowd-
ing of estates, and to take away the induce-
ment to lay out capital on buildings of an
architectural character. Plots of land are
granted without restrictions, no plan of

boundaries or the number of dwellings to be
erected is laid down, and the conse-

quence is the building of a small
class of house, with cramped gardens
— if they can be dignified by that
name — overlooking the grounds of

larger residences. There is no legal redress

for the occupiers of these, who have to bear
all the inconveniences attending a row of

small tenements whose windows, back or

front, overlook their grounds, depriving

them of prospect, light and air, or otherwise

destroying the residential quiet or pleasant-

ness of the locality. The Land Clauses

Consolidation and Amendment Acts, it is

true, afford protection to owners and
occupiers of property in the event of com-
panies or projectors of railways and other

works having power to take certain lands

and buUdings. The clauses in those Acts

provide for compensation for compulsory
sale, also for deprivation of rights and good-
will, deterioration caused by severance of

land injuriously, lessening light and air,

nuisances, &c. ; but they do not touch that

larger class of injuries inflicted upon estates

by jerry builders, by the close edging
rovmd of small tenements, and there is no

legal responsibility for injury or incon-

venience caused by the speculative builder

who chooses to obstruct the prospect from
your windows, and seldom can compensa-
tion be obtained for diminution of access or

frontage from these causes. The Lauds
Clauses Consolidation Act enables the

owner to claim compensation, not only for

land purchased, but also for damage caused

by severing the land taken from other land,

and the owner may compel promoters under
certain circumstances to take that la,nd,

which severed would be of no value to him

;

but there is no statute which protects the

occupier of a decent house or piece of land
from the injury or nuisance of having his

garden-front spoilt by the erection of a lot of

back yards and pig-sties. It is true an in-

junction in equity may be obtained for ^jfr-

manent nuisances, such as swine-pens, lime-
kilns, brick-kilns, offensive gases, smoke;
and the Nuisances Removal Acts apply
generally; but there are numerous pleas upon
which they can be evaded, and the aversion

people have to go to law or to indict for such
offences make these legal processes almost
dead letters. No occupier can resent the

raising of a wall to interrupt prospect, for

the law holds it to be only a deprivation of

delight, not of what is absolutely necessary
;

nor is it considered a legal nuisance to

destroy the privacy of another by opening
windows directly overlooking his house or

grounds. In cases of building close

to another's property the only legal

remedy is for obstruction of light

and air ; but this obstruction seldom
amounts to the deprivation necessary to sus-

tain an action in the circumstances we are

considering. The obscuration must amount
to a real inconvenience. So far, then, the

occupiers of the better class of houses must
submit or vacate them ; they have no
remedy against the encroachments of a

greedy set of builders who, whenever they

have the chance, pounce down upon some
semi-rural locality within moderate distance

of rail, take a lease of land, uproot all the

fine trees, intersect it with numerous roads,

and cover every available foot with build-

ings. The open sites are thus spoilt by con-

stant invasions of the overwhelming tide of

bricks and mortar, the few properties that

remain untouched like islands of green park
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or meadow, quickly fall in market value as
" desirable " residences, and, in their turn,
are swallowed up by the untiring demand
for small houses. Wo only refer the reader
to the transformations going on at Brixton,
where some of the best and most open
neighbourhoods are being divested of all

their character and pleasantness by rows of
mean tenements, the backs of which face
the gardens of the better houses, and by
what has been done at Streatham, Ihe
Dulwich - grove Estate, Peckham Eye,
Wandsworth, and other parts. One writer
fairly complains of the want of dis-
crimination in the selection of sites for
these mushroom dwellings, and that
builders should be allowed to erect their
wretched tenements over open spaces like
StockweU-green, in defiance of the public
sense and in utter disregard of the rule that
houses in the suburbs should have gardens
attached to them. Our builders have, in
their desire to produce rent, neglected to
make their houses in size and character
correspond with the locality, and as long as
the public tolerate this state of things, it

will be useless to look for architectural
and sanitary improvements in dwellings of
this class.

The invasion of residential estates and
open spaces felt in the suburbs is made
more palpable, from another no less crying
evil which the Building Act of the Metro-
polis fails to remove. There is a complaint
from many residents that no gardens are
given to the houses on many new estates.
Not content with hustling together several
himdred houses on an acre or so of land
with open gardens in contiguity, no pro-
vision has been made for even proper airing
ground, and the tenants are compelled to
endure the vexation of not only having to
live out of town, but to enjoy none of the
conveniences of a rural suburb when they
get there. It is, besides, a cruel irony which
brings people within sight of open fields and
gardens, but denies to them a share in them.
We believe it to be the duty of those who
administer our local Building Acts to exer-
cise some discretion in these matters, and, if

necessary, to enforce restrictions upon
builders by curtailing the means they pos-
sess of invading the rights of the occupiers
of old estates, and by laying down a limita-
tion of the number of plots of land for houses
in suburban localities. It is hardly
necessary to ask Legislature for greater
powers than are at present possessed under
our BuUding, Metropolitan Management
and other Acts. Ml that is demanded is the
exercise of discretionary powers and a little

more restriction upon those who cover
estates, a more careful supervision of the
building in oar suburbs carried on by irre-
sponsible persons, or as much as is bestowed
upon architects' work in the metropolis.

THE WATER QUESTION.—I.

rpHERE are several great questions before
-*- the public at the present time, some
political and others not so. Of politics we
have nothing to say here ; but the water
question is one which may be treated im-
partially, and the scope is certainly large
enough. Most people are affected by the
water question ; some have too much, some
too little, and others are supplied with
water of bad quality, while some have no
supply at all. The water question has
many branches ; those to be treated of here,
in a general sort of way, are the prevention
of floods, the supply of water for domestic
and other purposes, the maintenance of
navigations, the damming up of water for
mill purposes, the levels of the outfalls of
land-drainage, and the purity of river
water equal, at least, to the preservation of
fish. In considering any one of these,
regard must be had to all the others. The

management of rivers in England and
Wales is at present under too many separate
and independent authorities, whose interesta
are antagonistic to each other, and it seems
impossible to allow the present state of
things to continue much longer. All the
water interests of each river basin should bo
under the control of one authority, composed
of representatives of the various interests
within the watershed area or river basin

;

indeed, two Bills have already been intro-
duced in Parliament this session, the one in
the House of Commons by the members
representing Bedford, London, St. Ives,
Stockton, and Herefordshire, " to make
provision for the better prevention of floods,
and for the conservancy of rivers," and the
others in the House of Lords by the Lord
President of the Privy Council " to make
provision for the conservancy of rivers, pre-
vention of floods, and other matters."
Although the two Bills are alike in inten-
tion, they differ in their scope and pro-
visions. The House of Commons Bill pro-
poses to make the unit of area to be repre-
sented three parishes or one borough, which
is to be a " sub-district," and the " district"
is to consist of all the unions of parishes

—

the Poor-Law Unions—in any county ; and
the general district is to be the whole basin
of a river having its outlet at the sea. In
view of these provisions, it may be well to
see what the number of parishes is in each
county. They are, approximately, as follow.
It must be premised that they include
those parishes which are within boroughs.
The order in which they are set down follows
first, the South coast, then the East coast,
the North-east, the North-west, and the
West. Anything coming within the scope
of the water question must be considered
without distinction of boundaries between
England and Wales, and, therefore, in foUow
ing the Western coast, the order is not here
broken by any such distinction. Takin,
the line of hills which range north an
south through England, much more rain
falls in the counties on the Western side of

the range than in the Eastern or Midland
counties ; but as we are not now offering

any comparison in this respect, it seems
more fitting to take them in the order set

down, viz. :

—

Counties.

South Coast—
Cornwall
Devon
Dorset
Hampshire
Sussex

East Coast
Kent
Essex
Suffolk
Norfolk .......

Lincoln
Noeih-East Coast—

E. R. Torks. . . ,

N. R. Yorks. . . .

Durham
Northumberland

.

Noetd-West Coast—
Cumberland . . .

.

AVestmoreland .

,

West Coast—
Lancashire
Cheshire
FUnt
Denbigh
Anglesey
Camarvou
Merioneth
Cardigan
Pembroke
Carmarthen
Glamorgan
Somerset
Monmouth

Number Number
of of

Parishes Unions.

221 13

475 20
287 12
358 26
326 23

430 29
372 17

624 17
715 22

757 14

374 10

493 16

314 15

541 12

205 9

110 3

487 30

456 11

36 3

80 3

52 2

88 4

48 4

106 5

144 3

83 5

170 7

496 17

154 6

Coonties.

Imjum Couimzs

—

Brecon
Montgomery . .

.

Radnor
Salop
Hereford
Worcester
Glouoestor
WUU
Berks
Surrcv
Middlesex
Herts
Bucks
Oxfordshire
Warwick
Northampton . ,

.

Bedfordshire . .

.

Huntingdonshire
Cambridgeshire .

Rutland
Leicester

Staffordshire . .

.

Derby
Notts
W. R. Yorks. , .

.

Number
of

Pariiihet.

107
78
46
300
245
276
363
316
240
156
211
166
196
209
233
332
138

87
177
67

351

278
279
305
701

14,861

Nmnber
of

t'nioiu.

4

4
3

16

8
13
17

17
13

16

27
13

7
9
13

12
6
3
9
2
11

16

9
9
34

647

In any consideration which may be given
to the subject for the purpose of which these
approximate numbers of parishes in England
and Wales are given, it is better to exclude
the metropolis altogether. Thus, deducting
191 parishes from the total number of 14,861
there remains for England and Wales, ex-
cept the metropolis, 14,670 parishes, includ-
ing those which are within the boroughs,
and deducting for the metropolis, in like

manner, 22 unions, there remain of them
625 in the 54 counties of England and
Wales. The authors of the Bui may be
able to show some good reason tor limiting

the extent of a sub-district to three parishes,

but the number certainly appears to be very
small. The extent of a "district" seems
better, being practically co-extensive with
the coimty ; and as to the area to be dealt

with by the General Conservancy Board, viz.,

the whole river basin, that has almost unani-
mous consent.

The Bill provides that in any " sub-
district " the owners of property of the
annual ratable value of £300 in the aggre-
gate, may apply to the Local Government
Board for a provisional order to put the Act
in force, or a town-council may do the

same : and owners of iiroperty of the aggre-
gate annual value of £1,000 in any county,

may apply for the constitution of all the

unions into a " district," which would be,

generally, co-extensive with the county, or

thereabouts ; or two boards of guardians,

or one town-council, may do the same ; and
for the establishment of the " General Con-
servancy Board," having jurisdiction over

the whole river basin, two town-councils, or

the owners of property of the annual ratable

value of £2,000 in the aggregate, may apply

in like manner. The duties of a sub-district

and of a district conservancy board would
be to protect the river and watercourses, and
to prevent or mitigate floods, by removing

dibris from their beds, and repairing and
mtiintaining their banks ; and a district

conservancy board may, further, widen,

straighten, or otherwise improve any water-

course, or remove any existing bank, wall,

dam, or weir, or make any new one, or

make any new watercourse or sluice ; but

these works are to be subject to the approval

of the General Conservancy Board , andwhere

the water-level may bo lowered by the

removal or alteration of any dam or weir,

compensation for injury thereby is to be

made. The General Conservancy Board is to

be composed of representative members of
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the district boards, members of town councils
within the river basin, justices of the peace,
owners of property rated at £100 a year and
upwards, and members of any existing con-
serrancy body within the area ; so that the
system is throughout largely representative
of the ratepayers. The fund out of which
the expenses are to be paid is to be raised by
a rate ui)on lands as defined by the local

government board, and which is to be levied
on the same basis and subject to the same
rules as the poor rate. This is to constitute
a general conservancy fund, but a district

board or a sub-district board may raise a
fund solely withia their district by a separate
rate, for the purpose of carrying out any
work solely within their district ; but the
General Conservancy Board are to have u
veto upon this if they are of opinion that
any such proposed work would be injurious
to the general interests of the area of their
jurisdiction.

Former Acts of Parliament have failed of
their purpose in the matter of rating the
lands proportionately to the benefits received.
In this Bill it is proposed, under the head
of " Special benefit of particular lands,"
to charge such lands as the Conservancy
Board may declare to be particularly bene-
fited by works carried out by them, with
special expenses, as private improvements,
the fund for which is to be raised by a
private improvement rate in the same
manner as such rates are raised under
the Public Health Act, 1875. The Con-
servancy Board may, with the approval
of the Local Government Board, borrow the
money required for the purposes of the Act
from the Public "Works Loan Commissioners,
for a term of years not exceeding fifty. The
occupiers are to pay the rates and deduct
them from the rent next due. Th°8e are the
chief features of the Bill introduced in the
House of Commons. In defining the area
over which a General Conservacy Board is to
have jurisdiction as " the basin of any river
having its outlet at the sea," there appears
to be a defect. It may, perhaps, be amended
when the Bill comes before the committee

;

but as it stands, in that respect, several large
and important rivers which ought to have
separate conservancy boards, would be
included with others which are large enough
without them ; thus the Wye, which has a
watershed area of 1,609 square miles, would
be included with the Severn, and the Trent
and the Yorkshire Ouse would both be
included in the basin of the Humber, whereas
the Trent and the Ouse ought certainly to
have separate conservancy boards ; the one
is 4,052 square miles in extent, and the other
1,842 square mUes, and they enter the
Humber from opposite directions ; and there
are other similar cases. Thin, as the Bill
stands, each little river all round the coast
having its " outlet at the sea," would have
its conservancy board, whereas it would be
much better to combine several of these with
adjoining large river-basins. In the Govern-
ment Bill introduced in the House of Lords,
it is proposed that adequate provision shall
be made for the representation on conser-
vancy boards of owners of property as well
as of occupiers, and for that of urban sani-
tary authorities, and of existing conservancy
authorities. The purposes of the Act are
declared to be (1) the protection of land
from injury by floods

; (2) the arterial drain-
age of land; (3) the storage of water for
drinking or other purposes ; and (4) warp-
ing, or the irrigation of land. The Conser-
vancy Board is to have jurisdiction over a
river-basin or contiguous river-basins, and
in orJer to procure the constitution of a
board, any twenty or more owners or
occupiers, or any twenty or more owners
and occupiers of land of the ratable value
in the aggregate of not less than £2,000 a
year, may apply to the Locil Government
Board tor a provisional order constituting
tiie district and establishing the Conservancy

Board, who may cleanse, repair, and main-
tain any watercourse or outfall for water,
or any wall, bank, dam, or other defence
against water; and they may deepen,
straighten, or embank any watercourse, or
raise, widen, or alter any bank or dam ; and
they may make any new watercourse or new
outfall, or construct any reservoirs or other
works for storage of water. Of course, any
person injured by any work would be com-
pensated. The occupiers are to pay the
rates, and deduct the amount from the rent
next due. Where the improvement of any
work or the construction of any new work
would be of special benefit to particular
lands, the Conservancy Board may make the
execution of such improvement or new
work conditional on the owners ef those
lands consenting to bear the whole or some
equitable part of the expense, and those
works are to be deemed improvements of
land under the Improvement of Land Act,
1864, The money required by a con-
servancy board for carrying out the new
Act may be borrowed at interest in the
manner provided by the Local Loans Act,
1875, for a term of years not exceeding 60.
A conservancy board may sell, for

drinking or other purposes, any water
stored by them.
The land within a river-basin is to be di-

vided into three descriptions—lowlands,
midlands, and uplands—each description of
land contributing to the expenses in a
different proportion. The highest rate for
the upland is not to exceed one sixth of the
general rate of any other lands. Whether
itis just and reasonable thus to divide the
lands of a river-basin must be subject for
our consideration on a future occasion.

ARCHITECTtJRAL ASSOCIATION.

AN ordinary meeting of the Association was
held on Friday evening, the Presidenf,

Mr. E. C. Lee, in the chair. Mr. Eales, hon.
sec., announced that the second visit of the
session would be held on Saturday afternoon
the 12th inst. (to-morrow), when Mr. T. Koger
Smith's new Hospital for Consumptives at
Hampstead would he inspected.

The President read a letter from the
librarians, announcing that as the time during
which the library was opened had proved in-

sufficient, an experiment would be tried for the
remainder of the session of increasing tlie time
on and after February H, to one hour each
Friday evening, from 6.30 p.m. till 7.30 p.m. on
ordinary meeting nights, and from 7.15 p.m. to
8.15 p.m. on the alternate class-nights. The
announcement was received with applause.

THE SANITAET WOKK OF AN AECHITECT.

Mr. Ebnest Tuenee read a lengthy paper
treating upon the general principles of sanitary
science and their application to house-construc-
tion. A number of illustrations of the elemen-
tary principles of disconnection and manhole in-
spection, lent by Mr. Kogers Field, were hung
on the wall. Beginning with aspect, he advo-
cated the importance, wherever the architect had
a choice, of planning the principal rooms to face
south, so as to gain all the light po«pible, and to
allow the windows to be frequently opened.
The choice of site was even more important, but
the architect seldom had an opportunity of selec-

tion, although he could do much to render it

healthy by under-drainage, carj being taken
that these drains did not communicate with the
sewers. If the site consisted of '

' made " ground,
an attempt should be made to secure a plot that
had been made for at least two years before
being touched for building purposes. The dele-
terious effects of ground-air when drawn into
houses were well known, and the evil could bo
guarded against by covering the entire
surface of fito with asphalting, or a Gin.

bed of cement concrete, rammed solid. A
free circulation of air between this impervious
bed and the floors above should always b)
afforded. Too frequently, in country and
suburban houses, the damp-proof course and air-

bricks were not built sufficiently high in the
walls, and when the adjoining paths and flower-

beds were raised these protective arrangements

were choked. While ardiitects were agreed that
brick-built houses were healthier when con-
structed with hollow walls, it was surprising to

see how few houses were built in this manner. In
the matter of soil-drains, he must admit that
many architects, even those standing well in the '

profession, had shown culpable neglect. Not long
since, he was called upon to investigate the
cause of a pestilential odour in a London mansion,
which had been built four years previously,
from the plans and under the superintendence of

a well-known member of the profession. Ex-
amination proved, that, owing to the defective

construction of a trap and improper pipe-laying,
scarcely any of the house drainage ever reached
the sewer. Atwut 3,000 gallons of sewage had
to be pumped out from under the floors bf two
houses, a considerable quantity of the saturated
earth removed, the whole place disinfected, and
a bed of concrete laid. Unless the pipes were
examined, many defective ones would find their

way into the work. He had sometimes con-
demned as many as GO per cent, of those brought
on to the site, although they had been sent from
well-known manufacturers. They shoidd be
laid to uniform fall in straight Unes, all bends
being made by bent pipes. Before the pipes

were covered in, the lower end of drain should
be blocked and the pipes filled with water to test

the joints ; the levels should al.»o be tried. Very
good work could be made with Stanford's joints,

run in with Russian tallow and resin ; but where
the pipes ran under the floor, as they must do in

most town houses, iron pipes, coated with
Angus Smith's preservative solution, might be
used, the joints being run with load. In detached
and semi-detached dwellings no drain need, and
no drain should, run under the floors. Man-hole
chambers should be constructed outside the

house, where possible, so that the drain and its

branches should be accessible and capable of

being cleansed with a brush without disturbing

the floors. House-drains should be made as

small as possible, for the smaller the pipes, the

less the friction, and consequently the greater

the hydraulic pressure and velocity, and the less

the chance of obstructions taking place. The
consequence of the neglect of this principle had
been that most of our sewers and drains in

London were too large, and were as a result

laden with deposit, wliioh evolved fold gases.

As to inclination, he had found in practice 1 in

30 none too great a fall to give to the house
drain. Disconnection and ventilation of the
drains, with the object of preventing sewer-air
from passing into the building, were of high
importance. It was complained that there was
a bewildering variety of patented apparatus
provided for these purposes, but he was con-
vinced that if young architects would acquaint
themselves with the general principles of dis-

connection and ventilation, and would inspect

what had already been done by architects and
engineers, they would soon master the details, and
would learn thatfortheattainmentof these objects

no patent systems were necessary. In the first

place, a siphon-trap should be fixed between the
building and the sewer, and between the trap

and the building the drain should be open for

from 2ft. to 4ft. In brick houses and where the
drain was not deep, an open channel with brick

sides, widened out at the top and covered with an
open grating, answered well; but where the drain

was deep or largo, a brick manhole should he
provided having an open channel through which
the drainage would pass through the siphon into

the sewer. The soil-pipe should bo carried out-
side the building well above tlie roof, undimin-
ished in section, and he attached very little

importance to any cowls. The plan of utilising

the rainwater-pipe as a drain ventilator was
vicious and unsatisfactory, and the pipe was of

no use during a stonn, when most required for

ventilating purposes. Where the level of outfall

would not admit of the drains being laid with a
good fall, frequent flushing was necessary, and
for this purpose a flushing cistern fitted with
Rogers Field's annular siphon did the work
effectually and satisfactorily. No waste-pipe
should bo carried into a drain, or even into a
trap, unless there was a free current of air

between the end of pijie and the water seal. The
most important was the overflow-pipe from the

cistern, which was even now frequently connected
with the drain or with the CD-trap under the

closet—a cause of much fatal disease. One of the

best regulations erer made by the water com-
panies was that in new houses overflow-

pipes were to be formed as warning
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pities only. Amon^it traps, the o aud
bell traps must 1)3 conderautcl, and by these two
^ppliiuiq^H lio btlit\ed iiKjro illucss Imd been
oaui>ed tbau by any othur. The S and P traps
were the siniplest and best, and for rcceivinjf
waato-pipe drainasre, Djultnn's cheap puUy
trap was (^ne of the bust. Water-closets might
be divided into threH elassjs—pan, valve, and
wash-out. Although pan -closets were con-
demned by all who linew their liltliy retaining
capabilities, they weie still manufactured daily
aiid by the thousand; he hoptd they wonM ere
long be prohibited under all local by-laws. The
result of his experience with the valve-closet was
that, if properly constructed and trapped and
.supplied with wat>-r, it Has less open to objec-
tion than any othe.". The 8iInple^t apparatus
was tlie wash-out, of which there were many
virieties,. including Bosters and William
White's. In what were called traplcss closets,

as lon^ as the supply of water and the plunger
which closed the outlet to drain were in perfect
order, the operation was very good ; but if the
water fulled, the air from the soil-pipe would
enter the house through the overflow pipes when
the plunger was raised. His experience was
airainst the use of the ordinary yalve-closet used
without a trap under it, and, indeed, the advan-
tag<e8 of a properly constructed watei-trap
under a clostet out- weighed all the objections
that could be raised to it. The waste from the
Bade should be carried through the wall and left

projecting with dimply a hinged copper flap to

prevent draughts. For the seriica of water to

closets, a l^in. pipe and valve should be provided
where the bottjm of cistern was less than 8ft.

above the w.o. apparatus ; a l-inch pipe
and valve up to 12ft.. and a Ijin. pipe and
valve for all above. For wash-out closets the
diameter should be increased in each case by Jin.
The water- companies' regulations, by which the
flushing of closet was limited to two gallon?, was
an unsanitary measure, as that quantity was in-
sufficient to cleanse the closet. For wash-out
and hopper cl «ets nothing was better than the
eiphon waste-preventer, which gave a sudden
fliuth. Although there were many waste-not
valves, none had been brought to perfection,
bat Tylor's seemed the best. Closets should be
kept, as Dr. Thomj)son had suggested, at a
higher temperature than the house, so that the
current of air might be towards the closet instead
of from it. The posit'on of the cistern was one
of the most important sanitary arrangements of
a house. The cistern should have no chance of
beingcoutamiurted : it must neither be too warm
nor suffered to become frozen ; it must be covered
in aud readily accessible for cleansing. In con-
clusion, the lecturer dealt briefly with the sub-
ject of ventilation, remarking that architects
were too apt to look out for some single appa-
ratu", some patent appliance which could be
specified without any further trouble than giving
the name of maker and price. They might
search in vain for any one system that would
satisfactorily meet every cise. To introduce in

the simplest and most economical manner a con-
stant supply of fresh warm air at a rate of about
3,030 cubic feet per head per hoar was the
problem to which architects would do well to
direct at'ention, and one on which he hoped to
speik on a future occasion.

Mr. EoGEKs Field, B.A., remarked that the
rule of safety in dealing with the enormous
number of sanitary appliances now in the
market was first to master the principles of
sanitation, and then (o apply them to the cir-

cumstances before you. If the action of the
apparatus could not be uaderstood, then actual
trill should be made before adopting or reject-

ing it. These elementary principles were so

simple that they were generally overlooked

;

they dealt with the immediate removal of all

foul matters. Proceedieg on this rule, the old

c3-trap, the pan- closet, and the dip- trap were
alike condemned. Stanford's jointed pipes had
been referred to. a-id these were excellent if they
fittid accurately, socket to spigot; but it was
necessary that the joints of these, and any pipes,

should be carefullv tested when laid. That
very day he had to deal with a builder who had
told him that the com nt-j iufs caused ob.struc-

tions to flow in the pipes, that clay-joints were
unsafe, and that ho himself put nothing at all

between the lengths of pipe—a practice which
need hardly be condemned in that room. He
agreed with the lecturer that the house-pipes
used were generally too large to give an efficient

scour. Manholes were often objected to on the

score of expense, but he maintiincd that in the
long run they were less costly than the breaking
up of drains othirwife H'cessary. Where man-
holes were impracticable, inspection caps shotild
bo placed on the drains at the most acoessiblo
points.

Mr. E. O. Hayfs wished to rul-o a point not
suffijiently. in his opinion, considered. Mr.
Turner had lai 1 it down lis an axiom that there
should be no coimectinn bctwccu the nistem for
water supply ond that for the closet service.
Looking to the gnat inconvenience of multiply-
ing household cisterns, he would ask. Was this
duplication absolutely required where waste-
preventers were affixed to tho dosft supply?
He was inclined to bilievo there was no danger
of contamination. He proposed a vote of thanks
to the lecturer.

Mr. G. J. Symons was not able to show that
effluvia should bo conveyed from the clo.«et to
cistern if a waste-preventer were used ; but as
drinking-water ought to be above suspicion, he
would under no circumstances permit both ser-
vices to be drawn from the same container. An
important point in ventilation of soil-pipes was
that ar-:y reduction of the diameter of pi^.e in-
creased tho friction of the air, and thireby
cheeked the current.

Mr. WiLLLiM White, F.S.A., reminded the
last speaker that in many London houses it

would be diffi'ult to provide two apartments for
the duplicated cistern, and, unless they were
widely separated, it would be of little use adopt-
ing two cisterns. While he believed a waste-
preventer mateiially reduced tho danger, except
where there was a leaky valve, he thought a
distinct, if small, feed-cistern should furnish the
closet service. The clo.-et should be thoroughly
flushed out at each using ; tho wash-out was
the only form of basin a sanitary man would
specify. With sanitary pans, deser\'edly so-

called, there was no opportunity for the accu-
mulation of foul air, and the operation was
single and simple. He was surprised to hear
Mr. Turner speak with semi -approbation of the

valve-closet, which was \inder-trappod. For
his own patented closet, he claimed that it had a
waste-preventer, which could be made of any
size up to 6 gals. ; but practically he had found
from 2 to 2J gals, flush sufficient, if it were
sudden.
Mr. E. Geiffith, C.E., considered the most

important frinciple in house drainage to be
that all feeoal matters should continue in motion
till they reached the outfall. If Tyler's closet

were used, with an S or P trap, and the inter-

vening length ventilated, it was almost impos-
sible for a smell to be peiceived in the house. In
999 out of a thousand cases traps, cowls, and all

patent apparatus might be abmdoned without
risk, provided this primary point were borne in

mind. At a recent sanitary congress at Exeter,

architects received many severe raps, and he did

not think altogether with justification ; but even

now they paid little attention to drains. He had
that week inspected, in the West-end of London,
a group of new aud expensive houses where the

old pan -clo.sefs were in use, and also D-traps,

and the soil-pipes were i.nventilated ; and yet

one of these houses was sold for £12,000. Some-
thing must be wrong in tho architect. He had
never seen a house prop rly drained unless

the drains were laid by a specialist. (Laughter.)

You couM not find a single Government building

that was properly drained.

Mr. H. H. Collins condemned the waste-

prevention regul itions by which water companies

deprived the users of a constant system of tho

effectual flushing of closets. He would defy any
architect or specialist to mnke his apparatus per-

fect. His recent experience of Siauford's joints

in ahouse buil'Ung at Lanca-ter-gate was that

the builder paid him the compliment to say he

should not tike another contract under him un-

less he added 10 per cent, to the contract. He
found it utterly impossible to get these pipes to

fit true, and, though he had them up six or

seven times, he had even now very grave doubts

whether they were perfect. His plan was to fill

them with water, so as to test the tightness of

the joints. He considered Potts's chamber as

simpler and less costly than a disconnecting

manhole. As to Profess- ir Kerr's suggestion to

build sanitary shafts as annexes to houses,

they would be greater abominations than the

present system.
Messrs. E. C. RoniNS, Douolass Mathews,

and others, having spoken, Mr. TtJRNEE replied

upon the discussion. He admitted that whe: e

tho discoDnectioa of a waste-preventer ezi<t/>4

between tho closet and the c'stem, the^re was very
little danger of contamination ; but he had n< vtr
found pructieal difficulty in iiihi^ting on having
a separate cistern, and unlcu one adhered to the
principle of separntion, tho health of the houM-
holel de-pendid on ony plumbtT who might
afterwards be omphiyed. Ho thought th* con-
voniciico of a manhole outweighed ihe Initial

outlay, aud the co-t was less than that Involved
in taking up drains. The architect rhould in-
iiist upon drainage boioK u much an rlrmeot of
tho house with which ne ma entrusted a* the
construction or the decoration.

THE CAPABILITIES OF RENAISSANCE.*
By AlTDBBW Dewab.

[Conliniitd from pagt 95.)

^T^nUS far we have been spealiing onlj of
L carving; as a short digression ; what has

been the advance of furm in COO years ? An Eng-
lish architect in the 1 3th century conceived ihat a
nave, side-aisles, transepts, and choir, with a
central and two western towers, was the mOKt
fitting shrine in which to embody hia religion,

and au English architect in our day confesses he
cannot improve on it, though asked to provide
for a different ceremonial »nd a changed religion.

Progress of furm in 600 years mtj tbos be
summed up as nil; progress in carnng

—

back-

tcard.

In Renais-sanee pro; cr, although the change
in its ornament is not so varied as in Gothic, it

is no less marked. In the early forms sculpture

and ornament are sparingly introduced, and
then, like Gothic, only in panels near the eye
where the story could be read, or on the friezes

of such a size as to be easily decipherable. Ai
time went, on fronts like the Certe>sa of Pavia
grew into an architectural bear-garden. Cornices,

bases, pilasters, panels, niches, and window-
heads caked themselves with ornament in the

richest profusion—some of the latter in beautiful

and imaginative designs, while the figures vied

with the life. Later, the i-tatues were exiled to

pede.-tals on the skyline, keeping guard with

hundreds of emjity urns, to give a funereal aspect

to the design, while the ornament tear the eye

was of the most regular and exact description,

entirely without meaning. Lastly cuime on the

Borromini and Rococo styles, where flying

Vennses hold stone festoons with stone ribbons

;

where beautiful acanthus-leaves grow out of

lions' tails, and circumnavigate the whole panel;

where men's feet take root and devolve, contrary

to the Darwinian theory, into the vegetable

creation ; and rose-trees, in fulfilment of the

doctrine, blo.s.s(im into eagles' heads. Then
mouldings are stopped and '• woe-begone figures

in impossible attitudes cling to broken pediments

for dear life " ; while Venice can show a church

in which huge folds of marble drapery may bo

seen, warranted to look like Ihe original at so

much a yard—a sight which always draws

bursts of admiration from the ladies. Even
cherubs, with double - action wingj meeting

somewhere in front and unconnected in any
visible way with the body, fly over altars and

pediments in picturesque profuhion.

In the revival of Renaissance -for Renaissance

in our day has been honoured with a revival

—

the absurdities are invariably first seizeel hold of

and copied with cheap exag^rations. Festoons,

ribbons, broken pediments. Darwinian monsters,

et hoc ffeiiK-i omite spread themselves in the mott

immcaning manner, and make us wjnder if

architects will ever be wholly original.

It may not bo out of place to notice a con-

spicuous freak of the late Renaissance in sculp-

ture, idealising new birth, we suppose, in

nudity. In St. Paul's Cathedral, the great

lexicographer, Dr. Samuel Johnson, stands as

Adam in the garden of EJcn, a veritable

H»rcules in form and muscle ; but we doubt

whether even Boswell would recognise him.

Fancy the absurdity of Dr. Johnson waddling

alwut St. Paul's as an Apollo. Another similar

instance is in Milan, where Napoleon, by
Canova, is posing as Mercury in his usual un-

dress of a hat : We have f-eeu this costume in

Panama with the addition of a switch, but there

the climate is more congenial than France.

We may thus sum up, as we did Gothic, the

• Taper read, Jan. 19, before the Edinbursb Architec-

tural Association.
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progress of Reuausanoe in 400 years, both in

form and earring, as almost nil

In this rambling way, which is as good per-
haps as any other, we are trying to give you a

general idea of what Bouaissauce is, what it

should be, and how architects hare conceived it

ought to be ; and this in its main features is a

story which has undergone repetition in every

country in Europe. One great diflerence, how-
ever exists between the architecture of Italy and
other countries, for while it may be said to have
stood still there for 200 years, or only to have
made feeble copies of French art, in France
the First Kenaissanoe was succeeded by the

Kevival, in which the forms and details were
mere copies of the old Boman, while an almost
distinct style was developed in their chateaux,
in the time ot Francis I., and another almost
equally distinct is in progress in theirarchitecture

of to-day. In Britain, not only have we had a

Revival, but an extensive dinner of the styles,

with courses innumerable, and that too without
as much original development as the French,
for our only boast is our stiff-necked Eliza-

bethan. Thus, even in this century, we com-
menced with Greek and Koman, then followed a
little Tudor, a taste of Venetian, some Early
English, Scotch Baronial, Elizabethan, and
Queen Anne , till now, sick and tired of every one,

the Lord only knows whom we shall copy from
next.
We have, however, some hopes of the pro-

fession. We are not inclined to believe alto-

gether that architects are the women of the
learned arts, who change their fashions as often

as their prototypes their dress, and now is the
age's opportunity ; now, in the words of the
preachers, is their day of salvation. The im-
pulse given to the Queen Anne development of

Renaissance has been so widespread, and the
new forms and expressions added to our archi-

tectural vocabulary of such beauty and value,

showing, also, an endless variety in the same,
that a new English Renaissance has a clear

course before it which may be made as distinct

as the French, as beautiful, as flexible, and as

durable.

In seeking to expound the capabilities of Re-
naissance propier, and its almost undeveloped
resources, we wish it to be understood we do not
disapprove of a Renaissance in any style so that
it be Renaissance—new birth—and not re^dval.

The difference between the two, you will re-

member, is this : in the Renaissance there is

fertility of invention, originality of feature, life

in the detail, and progressiveness in the form

;

while in the Revival invention is an incubus,
thought a drug, and life a superfluity ; the man
who can mimic is an artist, and the perfect

copyist a genius. Perhaps we may, without
bemg invidious, call attention to some examples
in Edinburgh in illustration of our meaning. In
the New University building we have a good
example of Italian Renaissance, for the form
expresses boldly the requirements of the interior,

and the ornament is subordinate, and gives em-
phasis to the construction. In the old college

we have a medium between Renaissance and
Revival, which is more worthy of commendation
than blame ; in the high school, a masterly
treatment of Greek, which we are all proud of,

though not without defects. As an example of
English Renaissance, perhaps no work in the
city compares with the late David Bryce's
masterpiece, the Bank of Scotland; while in
Gothic, as a worthy rival to the spire of any
English cathedral, we would have you, in

wonder and admiration, pay your devotions
before the General Assembly Hall, said to be by
Pugin, in Gillespie Graham's name.
Of examples of the first life of a style^which

should have preceded Renaissance—we have St.

Giles, Holyrood, and Trinity, all very good
Gothic, but great sufferers by iconoclasts,

restorers, and Ruskin's horror—railways.
Of Revival in all styles, we are unquestion-

ably rich ; so much so, there is not the slightest

necessity for architects supplying us with any
more. Out of dozens, wo shall only single the
most conspicuous, such as the National Gal-
leries, Surgeons' Hall, Commercial Bank, Bum's
Monument, Melville Monument, Fettcs College,
New Infirmary, St. John's Eijisoopal Church, &c.
Nor would we be a tjpical British city did we

not possess magnificent works of dead art. In
the modem style, wo have that supreme milk-
chnm, the Nelson monument. In Scotch Baro-
nial—we know not what else to call it—that
German combination, puzzle and toy, the Calton

Gaol. In Egyptian, that huge darning-needle,
the Martyr's monument. In Gothic, those pano-
ramic pasteboard screens, the Free Church Col-

lege and Nicolson-street U. P. Church. While
in Classic we have all the Eitablished churches
of the city.

Rich as Edinburgh undoubtedly is in large

works of Classic architecture, she is far surpassed
by Glasgow in these as well as in new examples
01 a pure Renaissance. So numerous are they,

indeed, that it would be ahnost invidious to

mention them ; but we cannot pass over the Fine
Art Gallery, Glasrjow Herald Office, and New
Club Buildings. Her architects also are numer-
ous and well known ; but the man, above all, who
has made Glasgow what she is in Classic Archi-
tecture, and whose name is reverenced by her
citizens as one of her greatest sons, is that of

'Greek" Thomson. Thoroughly imbued with
the spirit of Grecian architecture, he never
wavered in his devotion. Style after style

swept over the city, drawing all in its vortex,

but he alone remaiued faithful, and the conse-
quence is that while his contemporaries are

almost forgotten, he, in his works and apart
from his works, still lives, and in that master-
piece St. George's Church and spire, which
dominates the city and catches the eye of every
stranger, he has erected what a man of genius
only could have accomplished, a building fitted

to rank beside the greatest works of ancient
Greece.
During the Gothic mania we were, with most

architects, of opinion that Gothic was suitable

for anything and everything ; and the many
able designs by enthusiastic and cultured archi-

tects at the time confirmed us in this ; nor are

we yet shaken in our belief that, if masterly
handled, it is so ; but how many architects have
handled, it in a masterly manner, or even fulfilled

the promise of their youth, and kept themselves
free from from a grovelling copyism P Revival,

unfortunately, is ever ringing in their ears, and
not Renaissance. It is only necessary to say that
when an architect forgets the best traditions of

his profession and emulates the jeweller ; when,
as in Ely Cathedral restorations and the Prince
Consort Memorial, twisted columns and inlaid

precious stones take the place of natural forms
and architectural history in carving ; when
monsters still decorate porch-doors and window-
labels ; when the old forms are repeated ad
itanseam, without reference to the new require-

ments of the age—then it is time for the second
Gothic, as it was for the first, to die.

With all due deference to Mr. Ruskin, we
think the Scott Monument, for the time it was
produced, one of the noblest conceptions of the
human mind. Whether we take it for its fitness

for the purpose required, its originality of form,
or the correctness and unity of detail with which
it is carried out, it tells us, as with undying
authority, that the too-much forgotten name of

George Kemp has only one rival in Britain—Sir

Christopher Wren. Scott's monument one would
therefore class as a work of true Gothic Renais-
sance, not Revival, for this, if for nothing else,

that its form is essentially new ; and herein true

living art ever consists in any style and in any
age. Pure detail is necessary, and its correct

application is, indeed, a high accomplishment.
Yet it may be, and often is, but the ornamenta-
tion of a structure otherwice dead ; while origi-

nal and appropriate forms to true needs, however
rude the detail, so it be not false, marks the

true architect, and is a living testimony to the

fact of an art having progress. In some of our
own Late churches (and we are proud to say
they are by Edinburgh architects, and worthy
members also of our own Association), we have
works of a true "Renaissance"; we refer to

Barclay, Brougham-street, Morningside Episco-

pal, and Mayfield Free Churches. In all these

there is a decided French feeling ; the Gothic is

Continental, but it is not mere bones : the flesh

and blood are visible through them, and the

forms are original and appropriate. Long may
it be so, and it can only be regretted once, and
that is for ever, our own architects had not the

opportunity, as they had the capacity, of design-

ing a cathedral for the city worthy of the best

Scottish art, the fitting representatives of the

Scottish mind which evolved the Scott Monu-
ment.
While on Gothic Renaissance, we would ask

why domes are not oftener constructed, and even
in Gothic, why do they not oftcner take the

place of spires t In approaching any city it is

not the spires that strike 'awe into the traveller,

and prepare him for the beautiful in art ; for to

our mind they look too much like splinters

broken from some wreck beneath ; while a dome
rising in quiet majesty into the sky, darkening
the heavens with its bold bluff outline, yet veil-

ing itself with the atmosphere of distance, is an
object worth a hundred spires ; a work of man's
hands that never failed to please, and to increase

our respect for the dignity of human concep-

tions. 'Tis in this direction and in the infinite

combinations of domes with pinnacles and spires,

that one of the roads of progress in Gothic leads,

unless, indeed, mortification has not set in too

badly for the present.

Having now in a general way indicated where-
m the capabilities of all kinds of Renaissance

consist, we will particularise with Renaissance

proper. To say it would be unsuitable for

churches would be to deny merit to several of

the grandest churches in Christendom—St.

Peter^s, St. Paul's, and the Pantheon, Paris.

Still we would be inclined, seeing we have a
grand indigenous Gothic of our own, to erect

churches in Gothic as a style suitable for the

purpose, taking care at the same time to develop

it from its purest period, adapting it according

to the needs and requirements of each varying

age. At the same time most interesting churches

have been buUt, such as St. Eustache, Paris ;

and Notre Dame, Dijon ; where the form is

Gothic, even to flying buttresses and pinnacles,

and yet the detail is essentially Classic. These

churches were as interesting a study as any on the

Continent. The strange effects produced by the

unwonted combinations, in many instances so

pleasing, showing also how they could be im-

proved, that we wondered why the style ever

became still-bom. To say they are infinitely

better than the machine-made copies of old

parish-churches, such as hundreds throughout

the country, is faint praise, and if in attempt-

ing to follow these old architects we succeeded

in even approaching in their originality, it

would show that at least we were men—not

monkeys or Chinamen. It is our belief that in

this direction only will architecture progress and
keep itself alive ; by Gothic, for instance,

adopting Classic and Renaissance forms, and

treating them with Gothic freedom, and vice versa

by Renaissance, borrowing from the Gothic that

freedom and elasticity which at present is all its

own.
For all buildings of a secular nature the

Renaissance is eminently suitable. It gives all

the breadth, mass, and dignity required for

municipal and monumental edifices, and yet is

Kght and airy enough for a villa. A building

in Renaissance, therefore, cannot fail to please,

if it is truly designed to represent its purpose
;

if uniformity, merely for the sake of uniformity,

is avoided ; if newforms are constructed for a de-

finite purpose, andnotmerely fornovelty ; if doors,

windows, cornices, chimneys, and towers are not

copied, but are specially designed for special

uses and the beauty of the building as a whole ;

if ornament is only used to emphasise construc-

tion, and sculpture and carving to illustrate the

purposes of the building or tell its history. For
this latter purpose natural forms are preferable,

and should be introduced with a meaning.

Monsters and monstrosities are to be avoided,

and can only be pardoned on very exceptional

grounds. Although found in good Renaissance

and even good Gothic, where we pardon it as a

quaint conceit on the part of the carver, no
reason on earth exists for, and no meaning is

conveyed by, animals with bodies ending in

volutes and foliage. Animals, if introduced,

should be perfect and foliage natural ; nor can-

we see in a building which is otherwise anything

but a visible iadication of artistic dissolution itt

the architect and in the art.

In conclusion, we would wish to have it im-

pressed on us all that the gist of all Renaissance

is to be truthful ; that is art, as in morals,
" honesty is the best poUcy"; and originality,

especially in form, the escutcheon of the genius.

WATER : ITS COLLECTION AND DIS-

TRIBUTION.

ON our desk lies a little octavo with the above

title, written by Mr. Joseph Parry, C.E.,

intended as a practical handbook for domestic

and general use. That such a book is wanted

• Water: itsComposition, Collection, and Distribution.

By Joseph Pabey, C.B. London: FrederickWame and
Co., Bedford-street, Stnmd.
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by tlie general public may bo testified by the
general confusion and inconvonicnco arising
from a frost such aa that we bavo recently ex-
perienced, or from the temporary stoppage of
domestic eerviees, arising from sundry causes
connected with cisterns and ball-taps. There
is a great want of knowledge among a largo
class of householders of sanitary fittings, and wo
have even hsard absurd remarks made by people
of alleged faults of scrow-down taps, the bell-
traps of sinks, &c. Tlie author relates a story
of a local-board engineer who recently called at
a cottage and was asked to look at the tap. " It
has been here," said the woman, " about ayear,
and scarcely any water will come out of it, and
it's always leaking." The tap was one of the
screw-down sort, and had never been properly
open or shut, but used as a plug-tap. Other
similar instances might bo mentioned in the
experience of all surveyors who have had to
visit houses in their districts, proving an utter
want of knowledge of the proper use of fittings.
The first chapter of Mr. Parry's book enters
into the earlier history of domestic water supply,
the Health of Towns Inquiry, and other legis-
lativ6 measures. We quite agree with the
remark made that the present tendency to cen-
tralise in a Local Government Board should be
watched b/ district authorities with jealousy.
Compliance with a Grovemment department
may be certainly purchased dearly, for, as the
author justly says, it tends to lessen the sense
of responsibility and represses the exercise of
intelligence on the part of local bodies. Its
proper function is the laying down of general
principles, leaving details to local requirements.
The author takes a practical view of the subject

;

he thinks the occupier, no less than the local
authority, has a duty to perform in making
himself a master of the sanitary appliances of
his own house, and that it is the consumer's co-
operation that is required to prevent waste.

Speaking of filtration, the author exposes the
popular delusion that a patent filter is capable
of purifying water. The mochanical impurities
it arrests, on the contrary, foul the filter by
collecting in the pores of the material, and as the
Elvers Pollution Commissioners point out,
myriads of minute worms were developed in the
animal charcoal of one of the best house-filters,
and passed out with the water when the filters
were used for Thames water, and when the
charcoal was not renewed at sufficiently short
intervals. The most effective filtering materials
are said to be animil charcoal, the magnetic
carbide of iron and spongy iron. One or two
forms of rain-water filters are illustrated in sec-
tion. In alluding to the London "Water Supply,
the author advocates local administrative con-
trol, instead of irresponsible water companies,
who only care to secure a good dividend, but
who care not a pin about either the purity of
the water delivered or its sufficiency. We also
find the author objecting to the house-meter
system as tending to restrict the necessary use
of water, and adding to cost and maintenance,
and he attempts to show that waste can be pre-
vented by a more intelligent interest and atten-
tion to appliances.

Water- rating is discussed, and Mr. Parry
shows how consumers in three towns, charged
at the same water-rate, may have to pay very
<iifferent amounts, as the rate is levied upon the
net annual value with a 30 per cent, deduction,
or upon the same with only 10 per cent, reduc-
tion, or upon the gross rent. The tables given
of rates charged at different places illustrate
the importance of one rateable value as the basis.

The remarks on domestic appliances are practical.
It is hardly necessary to speak of the desirability
of the protection afforded by a well-fitting
cistern cover, of ease of access to cisterns, their
position in well- ventilated parts of a house,
their periodical cleaning—matters easily recog-
nised as important but seldom attended to. The
greater evils of connecting water-closet with
the cistern by overflow pipes, or the use of one
cistern for water-closet flushing and also for
drinking are pointed out and illustrated, and the
merits and defects of the several kinds of closet

basins are indicated, though not with the clear-

ness we could have desired. The author describes
the usual means of cutting off the entrance of

«ewer-gas by carrying up the soil-pipes, the use
of traps, ifcc, but we find some useful methods
arc not mentioned, such as the disconnection of

drain-pipes by the use of ventilating gullies,

open soil-pipe heads, &o. The hints given on the

different kinds of ball and other taps, regu-

lating cisterns and pipes will be of service to the
class of readers to whom they arc addressed

;

and the author administers a few raps to archi-
tects who, in spito of warning, continue to lay
pipes behind plaster-work, and neglect to pro-
vide wooden cases for them, and ho says thoy
wiU make no change until compelled to do so.

Wo may usefully repeat the advice that load
pipes should not be laid in ground containing
cinders or chemical refuse or lime, if thoy are
expected to la,st, but that a wooden V-shaped
trough should be formed covered with asphalte.
A short chapter on " Effects of Frost " will bo
welcome to many re.iders, but it only mentions
a few of the ordinary remedies. Outside stop-
cocks are recommended on all service pipes, and
a draw-off cock at the lowest point of pipe
inside the building, so that water may bo drawn
direct from the main when a frost occurs. Wo
have no space to dwell on the chapter devoted
to rural water supply, pollution of well-water
by sewage, collection of rain-water, construc-
tion of tanks, though- various hints may be found
of eervioo. We may repeat that the book does
not pretend to be a complete handbook of appli-
ances

;
its author's aim has been to instruct the

uninitiated, and to furnish the householder with
useful information respecting the sundry
domestic water appliances, and this task has
been performed with ability and moderation.

)>e introduced into a room ihonld be obtained
from as pure a Roaroe powdbls ; the Bir-ducta
should bo ithort aod kept clean ; inleta and out-
lots should be aa large and numcroui aa jmetiC'
able; direct conoDta from inlet to ootlet elioald

be avoided, and everything ahonUl be provided
with a regulator eaaily aooMaibl«.

VENTILATION: ITS PRINCIPLES AND
PRACTICE.

" rpHE Practical Ventilation of Public and
X Domestic Buildings " was the title of a

paper read before the Birmingham Architectural
Association by Mr. William Henman, architect,

of that town, on the Ist inst. The subject
matter of the lecture was cast in a rudimentary
form, with the aim, as the author explained, of

permanently impressing the principles and facts

of ventilation on the members' minds. Ventila-
tion was defined in the act of obtaining in any
inclosed or partially inclosed space a healthy at-

mosphere, i.e., an atmosphere from which had
been removed the contaminating products of

putrefaction, combustion, and respiration. This
could only ba achieved by removing the vitiated

air and replacing it by fresh air. This pro-
cess would, unless care were taken, occasion
discomfort to the occupants of the inclosed space
in more than one way—by the influx of sus-

pended particles in the air, and by the actual

movements of currents of air. The practical

problem then was to change the air without in-

troducing dust or draught. The first part was
answered by. passing the incoming air through
sprays or over the surface of water, or with
better effect by passing it through wetted cloths

or loosely-packed cotton wool, care being taken
frequently to renew the straining surfaces, or

the air would after a time receive greater con-

tamination than it parted with. The second

part of the problem, the avoidance of draught,

was more difficult of solution, and this result was
only to be effected by cnretul disposition of in-

lets and outlets, and regulation of size so as to

give a diffused flow of air into and out of the

apartment at the rate of not more than 1 jft. to

2ft. per second. Having explained the laws of

diffusion and absorption of gases, Mr. Henman
proceeded to the practical development of the

laws he laid down, remarking that not only

should our dwellings be ventilated, but they

should be built on an impervious foundation ; the

streets should be laid out so as to allow of free

currents of air through them, and the drains and

sewers should also bo supplied with means of

changing the air. For dwellings natural ven-

tilation might be relied upon, but for public

buildings some artificial appliances were needed.

The most potent agent in ventilation was heat.

The lecturer urged that not only was the open

fireplace wasteful in fuel consumption, but it

could not maintain the claim often advanced on

its behalf, that of being a healthy means of ob-

taining ventilation—the change of air effected

by it was not caused in a manner most favour-

able to either comfort or health. In speaking

of ventilation by the chimney-flue, the author

mentioned that he had for some time past been

experimenting, in order to devise a mode of

transferring the heat of the vitiated air to the

inflowing air which was to take its place.

Although he had not as yet succeeded in per-

fecting an apparatus, he had reason to hope a

good result might yet be obtained. The air to

BUAINAOE.

THE fourth of the current serica of Saturday
afternoon IcctnroK at the Parke* MuMinm

of Hygiono was delivered U>t week by Mr.
Rogers Field, B.A., M.I.C.E., who dealt with
the subject of "Drainage." The lecturer ob-
scned that the ceeential prinoiploa of efflcieut

dcuinagc might bo reduced to two— let, that all

foul matter should be rapidly and completely re-
moved from the house dlrecuy it wa* pioduoed

;

and 2nd, that there should bo no back current of
foul air into the house through the pipea and
drains used for removing the foul matter. It

was admitted by all that oesapooU failed to com-
ply with the first requirement, but the objec-

tionable quality of the cesspool, that of retaining

decomposing matter, reappeared in many of the
traps thut were daily being laid in our Intchena,

sculleries, and closets ; amongst theae might be
classified th3 dip, or mason'a trap, the ^ trap,

and the pan-closet. To show the neoeasity for

making drains self-oleansing, and for giving^ a
sudden flush, Mr. Field gave experiments with
the simplest form of closet apparatus, an-1 pro-

ceeded to explain the various modes of jointing

drain-pipes. In conclusion, the principle of

disconnection was explained, and the importance

was insisted upon of having regular and periodi-

cal examinations of the drainage of a house by
a weU-qoalified man.

CHIPS.

Weddington Church, near Coventry, a bnilding

re-erected in 1733, was reopened on Wednesday
week, after restoration. New roofs of pitch-pine

have been constructed, and fresh mullioned win-
dows placed in the walls. The chancol floor has

been raised and famished with oak stalls for the

choir, and with new communion-table and altar-

rail. The pulpit and font have been set on stone

bases, a chancel-arch erected, the uava-floor laid

with Minton's tiles, and a new porch constructed.

The work has been carried out by Messrs. Fox, of

Atherstone, from the plans of Mr. A. W. Blom-
field, M.A., of London.

The second fcction of the tramways through

Ipswich was officially inspected by Major-Oeneral

Hutchinson, on behalf of the Board of Trade l»st

week. Mr. P. S. Btuff is the engineer. The line

is a little over a mile in length, and connects the

western suburb of the town with the main line

railway station.

The church of St. Jude, Plymouth, is about to

be completed, by the erection of a tower and spire

at the north-west angla of the building, and rising

to a total height of 1 20ft. The tower will be of

three stages, constructed in tooled limestone, light

and dark, with windows of Doulting stone ; and

the spire will be built in light limestone, with bands

of red Mansfield and Portland quoins. Messrs.

Hine and Odgers, of Plymouth, are the architects,

and the work is to be commenced forthwith and

completed by October next.

At the East Riding potty-sessions, held at York

last week, James Kay, builder, of Darlington, was

fined £5 and costs for having failed to comply with

the by-laws of the rural s»nit»ry authority. It

was proved that defendant bad erected buildings

in Fraocia-street, Gate Fulford, which were deficient

in sanitary requirements, and had also let them

without obtaining a certificate from the rural

authority

The local board of Luddenden- foot, near Halifax,

at their meeting last week, adopted p'ans prepared

by Messrs. Utiey and Gray, engineers, of HaUfax,

for the erection of a new iron bridge.

A new school in Amlierley-road, Harrow-r(»d,

W was opened by the Chaircaan of the London

School-Board on Monday evening. The building

has cost £5,3.58 for erection, and sccommodites 3G0

boys and girls ond 210 infants; the site contains

an area of 22,000 square feet, and cost £H,22S.

The mixed department of the school consist^ of six

separate class-rooms, each accommodating 60

children.

Messrs. Wm. Walker and Co., of Bunhill-row,

have supplied the mshogany chimney-pieces,

counter, and office fittings, alsD the stoves, wi^
liand-painted cheeks and hearths, for the Standard

Life Assurance Company's new offices in King

William-stroet, City, which we described last

week.
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ILLUSTEATIONS.
BOTAL aCADIVY TRAVELLING STCDSSTSHIP DE6I0X FOR A

COLLEOB.—DB.'ilGN FOB AST OAK CABINET FOB BOOKS AND

CHINA.— ARTISTS* HOUES :
*' WEIBLEIGU."—BT. ANDREW'S

FBK8BTTERIAN OHrBCH, BEADING.

Our Lithographic Illustrations.

DESIOIf FOE A COLLEGE.

The design we publish to-day by Mr. Walter
Millard, for which the Travelling Studentship
of the Royal Academy has been awarded, was
made in competition with others, at the Academy
during the month of October. The conditions
required accommodation to be provided for a
principal, vice-principal, and 40 students, with
a hall, chapel, library, lecture-room, kitchen,
&c., on a site measuring 15 Oft. by 200ft. In
this design the kitchen is placed under the hall,

the floor of which is raised considerably above
the level of the quadraugle and reached by an
external flight of steps. The lecture-rooms
occupy the upper part of the entrance-gateway.
An open cloister, running round three sides of

the quad, leads up to the residences of the
principal and vice-principal, and affords covered
communication from the gateway to all the
students' staircases. From onp of the inside
angles of the cloister rises the tower, forming a
groined porch to the chapel. The bird's-eye
perspective has been traced for photo-litho-
graphy by Mr. Millard from his sepia drawing.

" BCILDISQ NEWS " DESIONISO CLXJB.—AN OAK
CABINET FOB BOOKS AND CHINA.

"Jack" is again the author of the selected de-
sign, the subject being a small cabinet for books
and china. Tluns, elevations, and a view are
given, as well as details, together with an alter-

native design. The scales in all cases are given
on the lithographic illustration of the designs
which we herewith publish.

VEIBLEIOH, BBENCBLEY, KENT.

SoxE few years since, Mr. Harrison Weir (whose
drawings of natural history are known probably
to a wider circle of the general public than the
works of most artists) wishing to pursue his
favourite study of animals and horticulture,
erected on the steep hill-side of the road leading
from Paddock Wood to Brenchley a small
" cottage omee " with detached studio. After-
wards desiring more accommodation, he carried
ont the buildings shown in our illustrations.

Advantage has been taken of the slope of the hill

on one side, and the rising ground in the rear on
the other, to increase the effect of the buildings
and meet the difficulty of the levels. The two
portions—old, etched, aihdnew, shown as black

—

are connecied together by a handsome staircase,

which is carried up in the tower, and affords
access to the various levels. The materials are
red brick, with Bath-stone dressings, and wea-
ther-tiling on the upper floors. Black walnut,
pitch-pine, and sequoias have been used in the
staircase, and joiners' work to the principal
rooms. The principal stoves are of Godstone

stone only, no iron or metal-work being used.

The architects are .Messrs. Wadmore and Baker,
of 35, Great St. Helens, E.G. ; the builders,

Messrs. Penn Brothers, of Pembury, Kent.

ST. AXDEBW'S PKESBTTEEIAN CIUJECII, .EEABINQ.

A SQTJAEE site necessitate a departure from the

usual type of planning, and advantage was taken
of this to produce a building praoticall without
obstruction to sight. A lino drawn from the
pulpit through the four columns T)nly cuts across

the passages to the seats. Some doubt was ex-

pressed when the design was prepared as to the

acoustjo properties of the building, but it has
proved a perfect success. Sittings for COO per-

sons aie provided on the ground- floor and in the

end'gallery, but these can be increased to 900

at a slight expense by the insertion of side gal-

leries. The materials adapted are red bricks

externally, and white ditio internally ; Bath
stone dressings, slating for roofs, and timber

and boarding for the inner ceilings. All wood-
work is of pitch-pine. The work has been well

carried out by Mr. Filewood, of Reading, at a

cost of about £4,500, under the superintendence
of the architect, Mr. John Sulman, 1, Fumival's-
inn, E.G. The drawing from which the litho-

graph was taken appeared in the last exhibition

of the Royal Academy.

CELLARS, WATER-TANKS, AND
RESERVOIRS.

IN the memoranda rcspec;ing materials issued

by Mr. Robert Rawlinson, C.B., as an
appendix to his " Suggestions " for main
sewerage and water supply, some useful
remarks are made on the construction of concrete

tanks and reservoirs. It is recommended, for

instance, that where concrete is substituted for
brickwork, the concrete should be one-third
thicker than brickwork, and the same rule is

applied to retainicg-walls. These, to be safe, it

goes on to say, "should have cohesion and
gravity equal, at tie least, to four times the
moving weight to be retained, and should have
drains through their substance, from back to

front, to permit of drainage and prevent any
accumulation of water behind the retaining-

wall." Experience in the construction of

underground tanks, sewage and water re-

ceptacles, and even large basements, has been
bought dearly in many instances, owing to the
want of due precaution in excavating the site,

in rendering the bottom water-tight, and in

making it firm and unyielding to the water
under pressure. It is useless to depend on a
layer of clay-puddle upon a bottom of porous
gravel or sand without a preparation of the
surface, and for this purpose nothing can be safer

than Portland lime concrete of suificient thick-

ness, which should extend under the side-walls
of the reservoir or tank. In the construction of

underground cellars in water-logged districts,

the architect has to consider the conditions of

stability required for a tank subject to pressure
from below, and all round. If he fails to meet
then;. Lis employers suffer the periodical inflow
of water whenever the soil is surcharged with
rain, or the water-level rises. Many districts

in London have suffered from this cause of late,

and we think the attention of sanitary authorities

should be directed to the subject of underground
cellars generally. At present we find no attempt
made in the smnller class of houses to exclude
water from cellars ; the brick -paving is laid

imply on the bare ground, or it is covered with
a thin coating of cement, and the walls are in
many caces only one brick in thickness, without
drainage of any kind. It is time some legal
enactment to prevent the construction of under-
ground cellars and basements without proper
drainage should be enforced, as much misery
and disease are due to the prevalence of basements
which are no better than defective watT- tanks.
The best covering fora cellar-floor is undoubtedly
a layer of asphalte on a bed of concrete ; but unless
the walls are al:<o water-tight, the water will find

its way through the joints and the brickwork at
the bottom, to prevent which the walls them-
selves should be rendered with asphalte on the
outside. There is little chock to the intrusion
of water, however, if there is no drain, and the
effort of the builder should, in this case, be
directed to making an un derground tank, without
resting satisfied with the power of the cement
floor and brick walls to keep out floods. We
know cases in which cellars have been tinkered

and patched up year after year to no purpose,

in ignorance of the fact that as the underground'
water rises the cellar becomes no better than a

porous tank, and that the only remedy is to

carry off to a lower level the surplus water by.

drainage, or failing this, to pump dry.

NEWBURY GRAMMAR SCHOOL
COMPETITION.

'pHE following are the names of the authors

I of the most noticeable designs sent in in

this competition. We attributed last week the

design " Experientia " to Messrs. Giles and
Gough, but ttis was a mistake of the ofBoial

who gave us the information. "Experientia"
is the design of Messri'. Newman and Billing.

"Experience" was the motto of Messrs. Giles

and Gough.

"N wburj-" {quadrangular plan), Mr. Frank T.Bagal-
lay, 19, Great George-strett, Westminster ;

" Postulata,"

Mr. J. H. Money, Newbuiy; "Falkland," Mr. W. G.
Lewton, Eeadiog; "Utilitas," Messrs. Bromilow and
Cheers, 6, rekin-buildings, Hairington-strect, liverpool

;

" Experientia," Messrs. Newmnn and Billing. 186,

Tooley-street, Londun-bridge ; "Compa.s-i and Square,"
Mr. George D. Slevenson, 11, Alexandra-park, Ilomsey,
N. ; "I Strive to Win," Mr. G. W. Webb, Reading

;

"L. 8. D.," same; "Design with Beauty, Plan with
Care," same; " Experto Crude," Mr. James L«dingham,
Bradford ;

" Oxford and Cambridge," Mr. Fred. Bobert-
son Kompson, Hereford ;

" Manners Makyth Man," Mr.
Woodman, 2, New-road, Brighton; "School," Mr. J.

Tieadway Hanson, 5, York-buildings, Adelphi, W.C.

;

" Study," Mr. Alfred Williams, 22, Southampton-build-
ings, Chancery-lane, W.C; 'Druid," Mr. C. Biyan
Oliver, 15, Great James-street, Bedford-rc.w, W.C;
"Multum in Parvo" and "Nota Bene," Mr. Edwin
Dolby, Abingdon; "1881," Mr. Alfred Drewe, Margate
and Didcot; 'To Be or Not To Be," Mr. C. Martin
Toombs, 5, Woodbine-terrace, Leaminpton : " 'Twas in

theMme, &c.," Mr. W. U Komaine Walker, 19, Buck-
ingham-street, Adelphi, W.C. ;

" One Lives and Learns,"

Mr. H. Wilkinson Moore, Oxfoid ; 'Propria Quio Mari-
bus," Mr. J. Martin Brooks, 35, WBllington-street,

Strand, W.C. ; "Licet Mihi Appelere," Mr. G. Atkinson
Barnes, Newbury; " Han," Messrs. Bickcrdike and 8ug-
den, 2, Field-couit, Oray'a-inn, W.C ;

" Experience,"

Messrs. John Giles and Gough, 28, Craven-street, Chai^
ing-cross, W.C.

»-^^^»-* -

PARLIAMENTAKY NOTES.
SOLWAY Beidoe.—In reply to Mr. Pease, Mr.

Chamberlain said, on Tuesday, his attention had
been directed to the destruction of a large portion

of the Solway Bridge, and he had ordered a further

inquiry to be made into the matter. It was a mis-

take to suppose that the Solway Bridge was of the

same construction as the Tay Bridge, and that the

failure might have arisen from the same cause.

It was true that it was constructed of wrought-
iron columns and lattice-girders, like the material

of the Tay Bridge, but the application was widely

different.

Local Expenditijee of London.— Mr. Firth

asked the Prejidentof the Local Government Board
on Tuesday whether it was a fact that the Cor-
poration of the City of London, and the London
vestries and district boards, expended annually be-

tween three and four millions sterling, and that no
part of the expenditure was audited by indepen-
dent or skilled auditors ; and whether hewaspre-
paicd to initiate such measures as might be needful

for the auditing by public auditors of such accounts.

Mr. Dodson—The expenditure in questinn is about
£3.000,000 per annum. The auditors of the ves-

tries and district boards are elected under the
Metropolis Management Act by the ratepayers out
of the members of those bodies who are qualified to

serve as vestrymen ; but no professional qualifica-

tion is prescribed for the oifice of auditor under
the Act. I am unable to say how the auditors of

the Corporation are appointed, but I lather tbiiik

they are appointed by the Corporation itself.

There does not appear to be any power to enforce

disallowances by the auditors of vestries and dis-

trict boards. At the fame time, however desirable

it may be that such powers should be conferred,

and that duly qualified public auditors should be
appointed, I am not prepared to undertake measures
for that purpose this Stssion.

TuE Rivers Conservancy Bill.—On the mo-
tion of Earl Spencer, in the House <i Loids on
Tuesday, the Select Committee on the Rivers Con-
servancy and Floods Preventisn Bill was nomi-
nated as follows :—The Lord President, the Duke
of Somerset, the Duke of Bedford, the Duke of
Marlborough, the Earl of Derby, the Earl of

Sandwich, the Earl of Jersey, the Earl of (Jamper-
(lown, Viscount Bury, Lord Monson, Marquess of

Huntly, Lord Penihyu, and Lord Norton.

An industrial exhibition was opened at Wigt.D,
by the Bishop of Carlisle, on Monday week, aud
will close to-morrow. The chief feature is a col-

lection of obsolete articles formeily in domea:ic
use in the Border district.
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THE PRESENT CONDITION OF THE ART
OF WOOD-CARVING IN ENGLAND.*

CARVING in -n-ood is as ncces.«aiy to good
architecture as carving in stouo, and much

more necessary. Many huildings that are not

vranting in external dignity and even splendour,

are finished from foundation to roof-ridge witli-

out the help of a stone-cutter, but are well

fitted in the matter of wood-cutting within

doors. The sole feature that gives interest to

some old London houses is their carved wooden
doorway and porch, e.g., in Queen Anne's-gato,

Westminster, and in some by -streets of the

City. Wood-carving is the glory also of many
of our old churches, for wood is the material

with which churches, like houses, are finished.

As regards architecture, we have livtd to see

two revivals in this century—the Pointed style,

and now the Classic or Italian architec-

ture, as naturalised here in England by
Jones, Wren, and their successors. Both
classes of building are absolutely incomplete

without wood decoration. Architects have been

in advance of carvers, and we see the exteiiors

of modem buildings far better understood than
the interiors. Great exertions have been made
by the late Sir G. Scott and other architects to

train carvers of stone, but much remains to bo
learned and practised by the carvers of wood.
We seem to have stopped half-way in our re-

vivals, and as I wish to direct attention to a

want that seems to me very serious, I must pro-

ceed to notice these revivals in detail.

Considering the rate at which the world
moves, and the rapid changes ot fashion, the

Mediseval style has had a long reign. Now what

Eart has wood-carving had in that revival ? We
ave rebuilt the Houses of Parliament, and have

just finished the new Law Courts, and have
erected churches innumerable. In how many of

the latter shall we see carved miserere seats,

crocketed canopies, or carved shrines? What
progress has been made in regard to the fitting

up of civil architecture ? The throne in the House
of Lords is, perhaps, the best piece of work in

the Palace of the Literature, but the general

fittings of the building are devoid of interest.

Now let any one walk into Henry Vllth'a
chapel, in Westminster Abbey, or that of St.

George at Windsor, and imagine how dull and
uninteresting either building would be with-
out the stalls and canopies that rise loft, or IGft.

on either side. The stall-work of both belongs
to a period of dec ly in Pointed architecture, yet
what noble achievements in woodwork these

seats and canopies are! The misereres have
brackets which > erve as a sort of seat when
turned up. The brackets are supported by
masks, grotesque figures, or animals, with
foilage, gracefully turned. The designs are
quaint, humorous, and always carved with spirit.

The carvers have been their own designers,

and have evidently taken pleasure in their

work. Perhaps a certain amount of humorous
quaintness is characteristic of all good carving,

whatever the date or style. Cur modern
churches look cold and dull, evtn
where great sums of money have been spent
upon them, from want of this kind of furniture,

once so general. Then, again, as to roofs; no
structures could be grander than the great
wooden roofs of the Middle Ages. Some were
supported by king-posts, queen-posts, hammer-
beams, and a forest of smaller supports : intri-

cate, jet not without regularity and order : and
always having figures of angels with out-

stretchedwingson theends of the hammer-beams.
Perhaps such costly undertakings are scarcely

to be hoped for in our times. Yet the hall of

Lincoln'sinn, withabeautifiilroof, waserecttdby
Mr. Hardwicke 40 yearssincp. With the exception
of occasional restorations of college halls, I

doubt whether we have followed the example set

80 long ago. Another fine form of roof or ceiling

one would gladly see reproduced more constantly
is that of square-panelling with carved leaf-work
on the points of intersection. Most of the ceil-

ings in modem churches, or in houses built in

the Mediicval style, are merely panelled with
rails moulded by the plane. Caived leaf-work
of this kind—light, bold, broad, and sinewy

—

though it is not of extraordinary difficulty, can-
not be added to ordinary panelled work, because
of the cost. As wo see it in old work, it is

simple and coarse, but effective. It does not
require an accomplijihed hand for its execution.

• A paper read by J. Hungkbpobd Pollks, before the
Eociety of Arts, on Wednesduy lust, Feb. 9tb,

Yet the quick, ready hands from which such
work ought to bo produced with case

and at moderate cott, cinoot bo found.
In making such a statement, I feel bound to

acknowledge the services to wood sculpture of

Mr. Brindley and his pupils. He has restored

stall-work and tabernacle work of all kind.". But
such skill is confined to very few firms in

London, Peterborough, and perhaps one or two
other favoured cities. We have nothing like the
amount of skill and talent in the wood-carver
that we can resort to in masons and carvers of

stone. If the Mediajval revival has not seen a
lively and growing school ot architectural wood-
carvers, neither can wo point to any solid

achievements iu modern and Mediiev*! furniture.

One or two light and well-constructed pieces,

such as sideboards, buffets, &c., have been seen

in the great International Exhibitions. But in

furniture, far higher acoompli>hment8 are re-

quired of the carver. If wo are to go
on building, fitting up interiors, and making
Mediicval furniture, it is in the di'ection

here indicated that we want training and prac-

tice. Something should be said as to the treat-

ment of carved woodwork and carved furniture.

Old work was partially gilded. In roofs where it

had little light upon it, it was painted and gilt.

It was never covered with glossy varnish, as so

much of our modern woodwork is.

Let us turn now to the decorative woodwork
of a later period—that purely domestic style

which wo call Elizabethan. It belongs, in

reality, to the earlier revival in this country of

Classic or Italian architecture. It was neither

so artistic in outline, nor bo fine in detail, as the

art of the time of Henry VIII., but it was
executed when the kingdom was more or less

isolated from Continental Europe, and our style of

architecture, and of the woodwork and sculpture

that belongs to it, became national. It is

the Elizabethan house, its interior panelling,

its fanciful carving, and massive furniture,

which has retained so great a popularity down
to our own times. Country houses of this kind

have been refitted, and others built in recent

times, and we continue to build them still. All

the woodwork of the old houses has a distinct

and natural character. But it had this character

owing to certain national prejudices, and to the

difficulties that stood in the way of pending

artists to Italy, to study in Rome or Florence.

Nevertheless, builders and projectors of Eliza-

bethan houses aimed at following the lead of

the artists of Italy. Italian wood-carvers

adopted the mouldings, capitals, brackets, arab-

esques, and leaf-work, which they found on
ancient monuments. Though they borrowed

these details from architecture, they modified,

simplified, or multiplied them, according to their

opportunities and the nature of the materials in

which they had to work. In this respect, they

did what wood-carvers had done for the Pointed

style. The egg-and-tongue, the drip moulding,

the ogee mouldings covered with leaf- work, had

all been adapted to their service. But, in the

hands of the earliest and finest carveis, an im-

mense variety was introduced into these import-

ant elements of decoration. So also with capitals

and brackets : the Classic acanthus was put to

universal use. It was varied in ten thousand

ways. Yet we recognise in all these Italian

capitals, or brackets, or scroll-work, in which

this leaf is used, the old type. We cannot but

see, moreover, what a pregnant type of foliage

it is, and how inexhaustible in its application,

offering an endless field for variety, and yet

preserving that unity which is one of the

great principles ot art. Wo must keep

this Italian wood-carving before the mind, if

wo wish to understand that of our own country.

The peonUarcharacter of our own Elizabethan art

was due to our firmer hold of old Mediseval ideas.

The Elizabethan house was still surrounded by

a moat. It had courts and gate-houses. The

doors were old ledge -doors of massive oak,

sometimes pierced with shot-holes. Then we

preserved the old tradition of one vast room, or

hall, to which withdrawing-rooms, and libraries,

and galleries were offsets. The entrance was a

passage panelled off from it, so that access

could be had through it to the rest of the

house. Over this passage a gallery commonly

led from one side of the house to the other,

still across this great haU. These panelled

screens and galleries are richly decorated with

'carving of several kinds. A huge fireplace

was provided on one side. The upper end

was raised, and the handsomest seats were placed

there. The walls wore panelled with oak, to a
height of ten or twelve feet. Then noUe halU
are "the making" of the Elizabethan hooM,
aa they bod been of the earlier Tudor hooaea,

and of old castles, and manoni, and grangra,

time out of mind. The architectural dispoaitlon.

inside and out, was, in great measure, dictated

by that of the old Pointed style. The Renai»-

aance was adopted with onthiuiasm, bat the

parts and details were fitted to a system of

muIUoDcd windows, pointed roofs, and Tudor
arciies. Builders expressed their thoughts in a
borrowed language. The fireplace was put
together over a Tudor arch, like all the door-

ways of the house. Round arches were of

late adoption. The hall-soretn had Claaaioal

columns, capitals, and brackets. Terminal figurer,

with Ionic capitals, supported the larg^e and
projecting cornices. Both in these large screens

and the chimney fronts, the details are curiously

mixed in character, but they retained to a
great degree their abstract and conventional

design. In the richest and best examples of

screens and fire-places, fignre sculpture is

employed. Arabesque work was carved with

spirit, and used to cover imposts, or panel sur-

faces, or coupled together and spread out into

cornices, and the upper borders of c jntinuoos

panelling. Another favourite element of decor-

ation is that scroll work of flat relief, with

bosses of turned and split wood at intervals,

called strap-work. The cornices of chimney-

pieoes, or screen divisions, are often interrupted

by work of this kind lapping round it, and
passing over members of the structure above or

below. It would seem to bo an idea borrowed

from ironwork of the middle ages. This strap-

work, and the larger surfaces of it round

heraldic scutcheons, borrowed, probably, from

the notched and curled edges of boiled and
stamped leather, are very effectively employed

in Elizabethan woodwork. The furniture of

this period has huge acorn table-legs, with

gadroon ribs on the upper and acanthus leaves

on the under surfaces. The same acorn rhape,

elongated, serves for stair-balasters, and for

supports to sideboards and cabinet-fronts. Other

notable objects of furniture are the bedsteads.

The bed-heads are divided into recessed panels,

and the tester is supported by huge acom posts,

sometimes by fluted columns, much diminished

as they rise. Rude terminal caryatid figures

are generally introduced iuto the bed-head.

Most of the details of Elizabethan woodwork are

meant to bo Italian. The mouldings are partly

mn off from the plane, partly fitted in with bil-

lets or egg-mouldings, but worked, it must be

remembered, by uneducated carpenters, joiners,

and carvers. If we take Elizabethan carving

detail by detail, it is full of faults, shortcomings,

and inconsistencies. It aims at a graceful and

beautiful ideal ; but it is carried out

—often ignorantly—as best it can be. We re-

cognise in it a real character; it is full of

strange and even grotesque incident, but it

speaks the mind of its day. And this is what

gives spirit, life, and meaning to good intentions

in the artist. If we attempt to reproduce wood-

work belonging to that period, we must do it

with some spark of love for the interesting side

of an age so remarkable ; and of art, so full of

inconsistencies, or, at least, of rx)mpound ideas.

If, on the other hand, we simply copy this old

work, and with labour and neatness follow its

oddities, without knowing how to modify their

art in our turn, as they modified Italian art in

theirs, we do but reproduce the grotesque side

of it. The neater, the smoother, the more

mechanical the imitation, the more glaring be-

come the faults of our work.

(
To be concluded.)

CHIPS.

A transept has been added to the church of All

Saints, South Liimbeth, and was opened on Sunday

week. Mr. Sidney Smith. A.B.I.B.A., was the

architect ; Mr. Shepherd, of Bermondsey-new-road,

the builder.

At a meeting of the Hounslow Working Men's

Club, held on Thursday week, plans of club

premises prepired by Mr. Palmer, architect, were

adopted, and the tender of Mr. D*nioU accepted at

£G00 for its erection.

A new passenger riilway-slatioo is abiut to be

built at Ladyship, near Halifax, West Biding of

Yorks., from the designs and under the direcUon

of Mr. John Fraaer, C.E., of Leeds. The contjact

has been taken by Messrs. Chamock, of Haufaz.
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COMfETITIONS.
Bubtox-oij-Tbeht Mab££T-eaix. — At a

meeting of the Burton town council held on
Wednesday week, it was, after a discussion, de-
cided to rescind the resolution of November 9
last, awarding the Eecond premium of 35gs. in
the market-hall competition to tlie author of the
design numbered No. 16. It was also reported
that the proof furnished by the author of No. 8,

whom the first premium of 60gs. was condition-
ally awarded, that it could be carried out for

£8,250, was, in the opinion of the markets'
committee, iosufScient and unsatisfactory. It
was resolved to re-award the premiums—the
first, of COgs., to the author of No. 10 design

;

the second, of 35gs., to the author of No. 19 de-
si^, and that No. 10 design be carried out, with
slight modifications, under the supervision of the
author, whose name did not transpire.

Caedipf I^^FIR^M^A^1Y — The annual meet-
ing of the governors of Glamorgan and Mon-
mouth Comity Infirmary was held on Tuesday
week at Cardiff, when a report was presented
recommending that as the author's estimate of
the cost of carrying out the design marked
"Health" had been raised from £14,800 (or

£126 per bed) to £23,000 (or £221 per bed),
whilst that for the design known as '

' Tria
Juncta in IJno " had been fixed at £21,048 (or

£210 per bed), the govemors should appoint the
authors of the latter design, Messrs. James,
Seward, and Thomas, of Cardiff, as their archi-
tects. This was adopted, and Messrs. James,
Seward, and Thomas were formally appointed
architects, with instructions to modify their de-
signs in accordance with the suggestions of the
London professional referees and the medical
staff ; but not to exceed the original esti-

mate without consulting the governors afresh.
It maybe mentioned Mr. W. Nash, F.R.I. B.A.,
and Captain Douglas Galton, C.B., F.E.S.,
were the referees, and were appointed more
than four years since. Seventeen plans were
submitted, of which "Health" and "Tria
Juncta in Uno" were bracketed first and the
premiums divided.

Masonic Haxi,—Club Peehises akd Shops'
Mebthte Ttefil.— In response to invitations to
architects, about 20 sets of drawings were sub-
mitted in the above competition, some of which,
as usual, it was estimated could not be carried
out for twice the sum proposed to be ex-
pended; but of the three selected for further
consideration, the choice was eventually given
to a design bearing the motto " Plain and Prac-
tical," by Messrs. Wing and Johnson, London
and Abergavenny, Mon. This design was illus-

trated by a well-drawn perspective. Two well-
considered sets of plans were sent from Liver-
pool, and others from London, Bath, Aylesbury,
Clifton, and South Wales.

EoCHi)Ai.E.—In answer to their advertisement
the Rochdale School Board have received de-
signs from 38 architects for their new school at
Earelands, and after various meetings reduced
them to 7. The following are the mottoes of the
seven :—" L'tility " (3 sets), " Comme il faut,"
" Choose well : your Choice is Brief yet Endless,"
" Knowledge is Power," "Practice makes Per-
fect," " No. 3.507," and " Experentia." The
conditions specified a mixed school, with infants'

department, to accommodate 500 scholars, the
cost not to exceed £5,000. One of the authors
estimates the cost of his design at £3,500, or £7
per scholar.

CHIPS.
The City Lands Committee of the Common

Council are in favour of the Temple-bar Memorial
being undisturbed at present, and a report to thia

effect ia, it is said, to be read at the meeting of the
council on the 15th inst. On the other hand, the
City Press intimates that while the Memorial will
remain, it appears highly probable that the griffin

will be removed, and some other heraldic device
substituted.

The Commissionera of Northern Lights have
decided to erect two new lighthouses on the
•onthem shore of the Firth of Forth : the one at
Dunbar and the other on Fidra Island.

A new chapel was opened at Haslingden on
Thursday, January 27th, for the United Methodist
Free Church. Messrs. Potts, Pickup, and Dixon,
Manchester and Oldliam, are the architects

;

Messrs. Williams and Hope, of Dinting, near
Glossop, contractors for the masonry and brick-
work. Local men executed the other work. Total
cost, £4,200.

Btiilbinfl Knttllifitttce,

Cettdwell.—All Saints' Church, Crudwell,
was reopened by the Bishop of Gloucester on
Tuesday week, after works of restoration,

effected at an outlay of £1,200. The fine 15th.
century tower, which was in a dangerous con-
dition, has been buttressed and secured with
iron ties ; its walls have been underpinned and
buttressed, the crushed arches have been re-

moved and replaced, and a relieving arch has
been built across the west end of south aisle,

screening off a baptistery, and affording support
to the tower. The stucco-work has been re-

moved from the exterior, and the walls have
been repaired and pointed. The common roofs

and plaster ceilings with which, 50 years since,

the Perpendicular open roofs over nave and
aisles were replaced, have been removed to

make way for others more in accordance with
the fabric. The west front, first west bay, and
east front of south aisle have been taken down
and rebuilt, stone for stone, the chancel roof

has been retiled, and the floors throughout the
church made good. Messrs. Waller and Sons,

of Gloucester, were the architects, and Mr.
Clutterbuck, of the same city, was the con-
tractor.

Daelinqton.—The Wesleyan chapel at North
Cowtace, near Darlington, has been reopened,
after being temporarily closed during alterations.

The old-fashioned pews, pulpit, and other fram-
ing, have been removed, and replaced by new
open benches and rostrum. The position of aisles

has been altered, wall cleading carried round the
chapel, new entrance-doors provided, and a
thorough system of ventilation adopted. Mr.
FredW. Brooks, Darlington, was the architect

appointed, and the alterations have been most
satisfactorily carried out by the North of Eng-
land Sjhool Furnishing Co., Darlington.

PLYMOtJTH.—A new malt-house has been
erected at Plymouth for Messrs. Pitts. The
malt-house covers an area of over 6,450 super-

ficial feet. It is four stories in height,

and is substantially buUt of rubble limestone,

with brick dressings to the door and window
openings. The kiln floor has an area of 1,400

superficial feet. The cost of the reconstruction

wUl be upwards of £3,000. Mr. Charles King
is the architect. Mr. A. R. Lethbridge is the con-

tractor ; the joiners' work has been executed by
Mr. May ; Messrs. CoUing and Hocking have
been entrusted with the plumbing ; Messrs.
Rownson and Drew, ofLondon, have supplied the

wrought-iron work for the kiln floor, and
Messrs. Willoughby Bros., of Plymouth, the
cast-iron columns and girders.

WiOAN.—The erection of St. Joseph's Semi-

nary, the foundation-stone of which was laid last

year, is making progress. The site is about four

mUes N.W. of Wigan. When completed the

building will form a quadrangle, the sides of

which will be about 220ft. in length. At present,

however, means will not permit of more than the

north and east wings being built, the former of

which wUl be •;,20ft. by 41ft.; the latter 222ft.

by 37ft. These two wings will include temporary
chapel, refectory, lecture- room, class-rooms,

thirty-six rooms for professors and students, in-

fimary, ambulacrum, and, above these, two
large rooms extending the whole length of the

wings, which can be adapted as dormitories, if

needed. All the external walls are built with
carefully dressed stone, of excellent quality,

quarried on the seminary grounds. The plans

have been prepared by Mr. James O'Byme, and
the building has been intrusted to the firm of

Messrs. Roberts and Robinson.

St. Margaret's Church, Lothbury, has just been
closed for entire reconstruction internally, the
proposed works including the removal of galleries,

replacement of old oak pews by open benches, re-

laying of floors, lowering of pulpit and reading-
desk, and enlargement of the organ: the laet-

mentioned work has been taken by Messrs. Bryce
and Son.

The local board of Exmouth onWednesday week,
after considering two rival schemes for the disposal

of sewage, instiucted Mr. Martin, of Exeter, to

prepare fresh plans for sewering the town, with
an outfall at the north end of the docks.

The new University College at Nottingham is

approaching completion, and will be opened by
Pnnce Leopold in June or July next.

TO CORBESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all communioatious should be drawn up as briefl/

OS possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

All letters should be addressed to the KDITOR, 31,

TAVISTOCK-STIIEET, COVENT-aARDEN, W-C.

Cheques and Fost^office Orders to be made payable to

J. Fasshobe Edwards.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line of eight

words (the first Une counting as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than half-a-crown. Special ternis for
series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
apphcation to the Publisher.

Front Page Advertisements and Paragraph Advertise-
ments Is. per line. No front page or paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 58.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 6 p.m. on Thursday.

TERMS OF STJBSCRIPnONS.
(Payable in Advance.)

Including two half-yearly double numbers. One Pound
per annum (post free) to any part of the United Kingdom

;

for the Unittd States, £1 68. 6d. (or 6dols. 40c. gold). To
France or Belgium, £1 6s. 6d. (or 83f. 30c.). To India (via

Brindisi), £1 lOs. lOd. To anyof the Australian Colonies
or New Zealand, to the Cape, the West Indies, Canada,
Nova Scotia, or Natal, £1 68. 6d.

Mr. R. M. TuTTLB, of 13 and 15, Laight-street, New
York City, is authorised to receive American subscrip-
tions at the rate of 6 dols. 40c. per annum.
Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 2s. each.

NOW READY,
Handsomelybound in cloth, Vol. XXXIX. of the Bcild-
INO News. Price Twelve Shillings. Order at onoe, as
only a limited number are bound up.

N.B.- -Cases and vols, miist be ordered through a
bookseller or newsagent, as the regulations of the Post-
ofiice prevent them from being sent by post.

Efceived.—W. L.-H. and Co.—J. L. B.—D. and Co.—
W. H. L.-J. P. M.-C.Bros.—D. M.-J. M.—E. and
Co.—M. Ry. Co. -J. B.

D. J. M. (Try at Batsford's, 52, High H Jbom j but we
are afraid you will not be able to get a really good book.
AVe know of none.)—C. T. (Our remark on yotu* plan
was not made inconsiderately, but after comparison
with others. What we meant by " plan incoherent "

was that there was a want of connection, and the corri-

dors were too long. No remark was made on the size

of schoolroom )

"BUILDINO NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

LIST OF BUI1.JKCTS.

A. A cottage hospital for eisjht beds, for sick of both
sexes, with provision for infectious eases, and with
necessary offices and appurtenances. Proper floor

space to be allowed, and attention to be given to venti-

lation and warming. Plans, elevations, and sketch.

Jth of an inch to the foot.

B. Details of a wooden verandah, and entrance doorway
to the above. Inch scale.

Drawings Received.—Nil Desperandum No. 2, Nemo,
H. C. in circle, Good Luck to Your Fishing, Ogmore,
B. J., Con in circle. Motto A., Hubert. York, Beta,
Ambition, Lancaster, Bonus Hominus (will do), In hoc-

Signo Vinces, Alpha, Arnold.

CnmspottUmtt

THE INSTITUTE EXAMINATION.
To the Editor of the Butldino News.

Sib,—The letter of "Desideratum" in your
issue of 28th ult. indicates a strange want of

knowledge on the part of one apparently so

anxious to exclude about three-fourths of his

fellow-professionals from practising their call-

ing.

He mtist surely be aware that it is not within
the power of anybody in this country to grant
licences or diplomas under any circumstances for

the exclusive carrying on of our profession.

The utmost that is proposed is that the

R.I.B.A. should make admission to their body
contingent on the passing of some sort of test of

fitness, instead of as at present merely by ballot

or election. The only effect of this would be to

give somewhat more standing to the members of

the Institute—a matter that the public will, of

course, take "quantum valeat."

The Institute has no power, any more than
the Royal Academy, to regulate the terms or

practice of members of its profession. Any
diploma or credentials it may grant cannot
aflect anyone outside its own circle. Indeed,

the issue of a diploma that, either directly or

constructively, implied that its holder had a

right to practise not accorded to other parties

would be an infringement of the charter of the
I society, and I may add, for the informatloa of
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"Desideratum," that a pretension of the kind
would be actionable at law, as un interference
with the liberty of the subject.

It would serve no useful purpose to discuss

hero the point as to whether our profession

should bo an open or a Uraited one—there is

much to bo said either way, and I am giving no
opinion thereon. But the time has not come
for the solution of the matter in the sense your
correspondent assumes when he talks so glibly

of immcdiatehj puttiinj doint a few thousands of

his fellow professionals. It will require the con-
sent of the Legislature for this, and that will

never bo accorded on demand from any profes-

sional or any society ; but must follow the
strongly-urged demand of the public, who wiU
have to bo educated to see the necessity of this

change.
And most assuredly the public will never be

brought to see this from the point of view so

undisguisedly protented by "Desideratum,"
that is, the limitation of practice to a select few,
coupled with what he hints at, the power of pre-
venting competition in their charges.
At present, rightly or wrongly, the public

find their account in the extreme competition of
professionals, and judge themselves better served
by the energy and skill which this strain evokes,
rather than by the talents of a select and inde-
pendent few.

There is one point that I think many over-
look, that is, in case of any diploma needed for
practice, our Government wiU assuredly entrust
their own Department of Science and Art, to wit
South Kensington with this, not the K.I.B.A.

—

I am, &c.

3rd February. B.

BUILDING-STONES.
SiE,—An article in your issue of January

28th, on " Specific Gravity of Building Mate-
rials," has just come under my notice. I have
not studied chemistry or other scientific sub-
jects except in a general way ; but I have some
practical knowledge of building stones

—

thoroughly understand the qualities of some of
them—and have always been accustomed, since

I was capable of observation, to notice the
characteristics of any slone which came in my
way. The writer of the article I refer to lays it

down as an axiom, that the higher the specific

gravity of a stone, the more durable it is likely

to be. If this were the case, granite would, of

course, be far more durable than the best
description of the lighter oolites. In proof that
this is not the case I may mention the fact

referred to in the Btjildlno News of Oct. la,

1880. The old church of St. Mary, at Truro,
had just been taken down, and although the
granite spire had been built "little more than
100 years," the angles and various surfaces of
the ashlar were eaten away to the extent of half
an inch or more." I have come to the conclu-
sion, therefore, that high specific gravity does
not necessarily prove a building stone durable.
But I do not write to call attention to this

matter only. The writer of the article speaks
highly of Aneaster and Portland oolites. " The
latter," ho says, "has the higher crushing
strength, owing probably to itj containing a
small proportion of silica, which is absent from
the composition of other English oolites," and to

this also he attributes its diirability. Now this

shows that the writer has not made any extended
inquiries, and I beg to inform him that the
Doulting oolite contains 2-04 of silica while the
Portland contains only 1-20. Although I am
the lessee of the Doulting Quarries, I hope. Sir,

you will allow me to add this question to the
writer of the article. Does he—does anyone
else—know of any building in England of equal
age showing so little decay as the ruins of

Glastonbury Abbey ; the St. Joseph's Chapel
dating from the twelfth century '<—the whole of

which is bnilt of Doulting stone. There is no
more important quality in building stone, if its

chemical properties are good, than homogeneity
in structure—the colour will then be uniform.

—

I am, iSrc, Charles Teask.
Norton-8ub-Haradon, near Ilminster.

February 7.

LIVERPOOL SCHOOL OF ART.
SiK,—We have not had opportunity of seeing

how this competition was decided till the illus-

tration appeared in your last.

It is clear that one main essential stipulation

has been ignored—viz., the north lighting of the
principal room, the First Antique. Tliis was a
matter on which we were allowed no option, and
it cost mo many a tedious hour in trying to ar-
range these rooms for the north light.

I note the accompanying descriptive notice in
yours states this large room is north -lighted, with
the addition of an extra light to the cast; the
fact being that it is lighted directly from the
east with a supplementary light only from the
north. I suppose it may be said that this is the
same thing. Is it so ? A room north-lighted
means a room with its main or sole light from the
north, and this is 52ft. long and only 2.^ft. wide.
Really the north light here is not wanted at all,

and evidently put in order to suit the elevation,
or possibly to give an apparent compliance with
an essential stipulation.

It will thus be evident why the suggested
reference to a professional umpire and a public
exhibition of the plans were so cavalierly denied
to us. A matter like this could never have been
overlooked if pointed out at the proper time, and
backed by public comment.
Wo have a '

' true bill
'

' against the School of
Art, and its first lesson is an instructive one.—

I

am, &c., A CoitPETiTOE.
February 6.

SiE,—Thanks to your courtesy, the other
competitors and myself have the opportunity
denied us by the committee of seeing the plans
to which the first prize was recently awarded,
and, by your leave, I will now compare the
arrangements thereof with the instructions issued
for the guidance of competitors, and the additions
thereto made by the secretary and head-master
during interviews with them.

1. The conditions expressly say, that all

requirements set forth in italics " tmisl he literally

eomplied with," and in italics it is as plainly
stipulated that " That the tieo antique rooms, the

painting, life class, and head- master's rooms must be

lightedfrom the north," whilst the importance of
this was further urged by the head -master, who,
on courteously showing me over the present art
school, specially pointed out the evil of light
being admitted on nwre than one side of a class-

room ; to overcome which windows were boarded
up in some cases, and in others curtains were
used to minimise the difficulty of cross-lights.

Judge, then, my surprise to find all these vital

points simply ignored in the first prize plans,
in which the antique-rooms are lighted by three
windows from the north end, ajiA six side-windous
having three other asp.'cts, whilst the life-room
has three windows to the north, and one to the

south, setting aside the instructions issued by
the Science and Art Department, London, which
plainly require such rooms to be " lighted from
the north side by a single large window " ; de-
partures from instruction on vital points which
disqualify the plan, and reproduce, on a larger
scale, the evils of the existing school.

2. It was also stated to me that, whilst the
style was left to the competitors, harmony with
the present building would be preferred, so as to

make oue complete structure in effect (hence,

the wing of the old building was published with
the instructions) , and it was further pointed out,

as important for the sake of economy, that both
old and new schools should be workable by the
present staff, and from the present ofSce. Again,
jixclge my surprise to find these points also utterly

ignored in the plan of the committee's choice.

Other points lie invitingly open to criticism,

such as the communication between the two
schools, but I will confine my remarks now to

the actual departures from instructions and
admitted principles of art school lighting ; and
these bemg so glarir g, seem at once to account

for the committee's effort to stifle criticism by
refusing to exhibit the drawings submitted in

competition, and compel us to the decision that

if the selected plan was the best of the 86 sent ir,

the result is far from flattering to the profession,

whilst if it is not the best, the selection is dis-

creditable to the managers of an art school.

—

I am, &c. A ConPETiioE.

EXTERNAL SOIL-PIPES.

Sib,—In reply to Mr. Wm. White, F.S.A.,

p. 140, as to why I asserted that "a soil-pipe

placed outside gmerates and discharges into the air

far less sewage-gas than one fitted up in.side," I

may observe, first, that I am rather astonished

that a professed sanitarian like Mr. White

should require to ask that question. As to proof

of such being the fact, let a penon go into •
privy upon a cold or frosty day, and then little

or no lad smell may be felt; but go into the
same place u{>on a warm day, and the ameU
will be disgusting. Then M to loil-pipcs, go
up to the roof and apply the noee to the top of
an outside one, and then to the top of an inside
one, when, ten to one it will be found that
the stink of the latter is very much in exoesa of
that of the former. Further, apply an ane-
morxctcr to each, and again ton to oue that the
speed of the current outwards from the inside
one will be several times that from the outside
one, consequently my " ussortiou " is proved as
above stated.

The greater " warmth " and "heat" which
Mr. White himself says the inside pipe gets,
wro the factors which tend to the production of
the greater quantity of sewage-gas.* The
quicker passage of the air through Sio soil-pipe
somehow does not prevent thu, as said air
gradually gets warm in its course, and the
longer the BoU-pipe, the more does the passing
air get loaded with sewage-gas from off the
stinking putrefying matter adhering to the
interior of the "warm" inside soil-pipe. This-
is one of the reasons why I wish soil-pipes to be
outside, viz., because that a leak outside will
likely do no harm to the inmates ; but a leak
inside, and especially from a hole in a long soil-

pipe means poiioning to the breather of the foul
air from the leak, said poisoning being slow or
quick, according to the state of the breather's
body, and the amount of disease-germs in the
foul air or "gas."
Mr. White says his inside soil-pipe was all

right during this frost. Now mine {I am onlj »
temporary tenant in the house) in the middle of
the house was frozen up for a fortnight, while
my sink, 40ft. from ground, and discharging
into an outside pipe, was used during the whole
of the frost. It was coated with ice, but that
did not disturb anycne that I know of.

A severe frost like this may not occur for
many years, so, in this country, to put a soil-

pipe of any length inside, merely for fear of frost,

is, I consider, foolish.

There are thousands of people now in their
graves who might still be living had it not been for
breathing the bad air from soil-pipes, and many
before the end of this year of grace, a.d. 1881,
will be sent there before their lime from the same
cause. Some people blame "Providence" for
this : I blame the Government for a good deal
of it, and the public for most of the rest.

As to Mr. White's idea of protecting the
external soil-pipe " by a casing of brickuork," I

fear that would be rather clumsy-looking. It

reminds one of the tower of Babe!, and might
cause confusion by suggesting the idea of a
chimney for a subterranean wash-house. Now,
although I have dabbled a little in antiquarian

lore myself, I really thmk a neat wooden case

would serve the purpose far better, and would
be cheaper as well as handier, and more appro-
priate.—I am, &o.,

W. P. BuoHAjr.

SiE,—It seems to me very desirable to obtaia

evidence of the behaviour of external soil-

discharge arrangement during the late prolonged

and exceptionally severe frost. We have been
informed hitherto that not a single instance of

freezing-up has been known to occur
;
yet it

seems to me that, be the soil-pipe outside or in-

side, some of the new forms of traps used which
receive the soil-pipe at the foot and ventilate by
a grating to the ground (such as Stiff's and
Weaver's) must, unless fixed pretty deep in the

earth, be very liable to freeze and bring on a

state of things such as given by Mr. White.
Again, it seems desirable to know if the

freezing of water in the pan or dish of apparatus

has taken place as frequently as one would
expect with the open system.

I would, with your permission, invite corre-

spondents to relate some of the lessons which I

feel confident the last frost has been able to-

teach us.—I am, &o. A. C. G.

February 9th.

NEWBURY GRAMMAR SCHOOL COM-
PETITION.

SiE,—Allow me to offer a few remarks on
your review of my design for the above school.

I admit that the schoolroom might with advan-

• Warmth, or a medium heat is favourable to putre-

faction ; cold is unfavourable.
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tage be a little wider ; b»t its area gives 5 2

square feet per scholar when the 200 are assem-

bled in it, and as the nave of a church, arranged

in the usual way, generally requires ob to 6

square feet per adult, including passages, I

think no inoonvcnienoe would arise from crowd-

ing in the schoolroom. The sum named by the

trustees, £7,000 for the whole building, rendered

it necessary to avoid extravagance. The esti-

mate did not state the value per foot cube of the

various parts of the building ; these might be

useful in compariHg with other plans. They
are:—

For school and classrooms, &c., diniog-
hall, kitchen, &c 7d.

Dormitories and accessories CAd.
Headmaster's house 7.ld.

Laundty, vasbhouse, and out -offices 6d.

I have not the plans to refer to : but I believe

the dormitories provide a minimum of about
700 cube feet of air for each occupant.

The assistant-master' 8 bedroom is said not to

afford the requisite supervision over the two
dormitories which are placed at right angles
over the school- end of the building. Bearing
in mind that for this purpose, practically, the
relative positions of apartments are the relative

positions of their doors, another reference to

the first-floor plan would show that the doors of

these two dormitories are both in full view of

that of the assistant-master's bedroom, and
quite as near to it as the door of the dormitory
on the other side.

The planning of reception-rooms is a matter
about which I suppose there may be varied
opinions ; but a day- and a night-nursery cer-

tainly seem desirable in a house that may be
occupied by a head-master with a large family
of young children ; and I think that the laun-
dry and washhouse are best placed at a con-
siderable distance from the house and school

;

their being added beyond the out-offices has
given rise to the long low wing to wliich I

think you seem to take exception.—I am, &c.,

ChAS. H. M. MlIiEHAM.
114, Gower-street, W.C.

Sib,—-In the critiaue given by you in your
imptession of last week, having reference to above
competition, I notice tliat my design "Expetientia"
is set down as being " we are told the design of
Messrs. Giles and Gough." Allow me to state
thiteuch is eiitireli/ incorrect, and should bo that of
Newman and BilliDg,Tooley-street, London-bridge.
I presume that as you desire to be correct in all

your reviews, you will do me the favour of stating
its right authorship and you will greatly oblij^e.

At the fame time, allow me to thank you for so
favourable a criticism as that you gave. My lata
partnfr, Mr. Netrman, has now been dead some
years, but I retain the old name for a lime longer.—I am, ire, Aethub Billing.

183, Tooley-street, London-bridge.

SHEFFIELD PARISH-CHURCH FONT.
Sib,—I was in perfect ignorance of any letters

on the above subject having appeared in your
paper until within the last three days, when one
of the competitors gave me the information,
together with a rough idea of their contents.
Allow me to say that, as sorn as the selection
was mado (which, from unavoidable causes, was
not until some six weeks after the designs were
submitted), 1 employed a person accustomed to
such work to pack up and return, carriage paid,
all the drawings eubmitted (70 in number),
inclosing in each package a letter of thanks,
together with the names of the successful com-
petitor (Mr. Chas. Green, Sheffield) and the
receiver of the £5 premium (Mr. Anthony Welsh,
Leeds). I do not know that more could reason-
ably have been expected.—I am, &c ,

Ejtsob Deuey, Hon. Sec.
24, George-street, Sheffiield, Feb. 8.

[The competitors, doubtless, reasonably ex-
pected the usuil announcement through the
professional journals.—Ed.]

THE MANAGERS OF METROPOLITAN
BUILDING.

Sib,—The article in your issue of last week,
under the above title, appears to me to convey
an erroneous impression, as there are no
"Managers of Metropolifan Buildings": a
manager being one who controls ; whereas the
Building Act only authorises officials to super-
vise or look over works after they are done.

The article speaks disparaging of the narrow
capacity, culture, and ability of "district sur-
veyors." The following facts are, I submit, a
completi- answer to this remark :—There are Co
district surveyor.-! in the metropolis : 39 of them
are Fellows of the Royal Institute of British
Architects, and 10 mure are Associates; the
president, Mr. AVhichcord, is a district surveyor,
and several of them are also members of the
council. Every candidate, before being ap-
pointed to the oflioe, is compelled by law to pass
an examination at the Institute ; and, straugeas
it may appear, the district surveyors of London,
and candidates for the appointment, arc the
only persons in the British Empire who hold
any diploma as to their Cipability to practise

as architects ; and this fact is so well known and
recognised in courts of law, that it adds con-
siderable weight to their evidence as witnesses.
Generally about two-thirds of the candidates
offering themselves for certificates, after ex-
amination, are rejected; and if it is objected that
the test is not severe enough, this is now
remedied, as the Council of the Institute who
conduct the examination have recently arranged
with the Metropolitan Board of Works to raise

the scale of proficiency, and charge fees to pay
the examiners. I'lie article further speaks of
" the want of high capacity, refinement, and
consideration, &o., of district surveyors." I
submit the statement is most unfair to a body of
gentlemen who are, many of them, the elite of the
architectural profession. Can it be applied to

the President of the Institute, and such well-
known names as Professors Donaldson and
Kerr, Messrs. Edward I'Anson, F. W. Potter,
G. Atchison, Edward Woodthorpe, T. Roger
Smith, Charles Forster Hayward, Charles
Fowler, and many others of similar character?
or, taking the junior and rising members of the
profession, is it true of such men as Thomas
Heiiiy Watson, T. Clark.-on, Thos. Blashill,

Douglass Mathews, Rowland Plumbe, and many
others who have won reputation and fame
at the Royal Aeadimy and Architectural
Association, and by well-known works they have
executed ? Surely the writer of the article has
never even perused the list of district survtyors,
the mere consideration of which testifies to the
conscientious and honourable manner in which
the Metropolitan Board of Works have, without
favouritism, almost invariably selected from
amongst the numerous candidates those men who
have already proved tlieir capacity. The article

then speaks of " the possibility of mal-practices
as regards fees," and suggests "that district

surveyors be paid by salary."
Every district surveyor is compelled by law to

make a correct return of the fees received by him
every month to the Board of Works, and, as they
are paid on a fixed scale, I fail to see how mal-
practices can arise, and anyone conversant with
the difficulties of dealing with speculating
builders must know that t/ici/ are the last

persons to offer a bribe, their usual course being
to set the law at defiance, and refuse to pay fees
till forced to do so by legal process. It is simply
impossible to pay district surveyors by salary.
It would be most unfair to tax the whole com-
munity to pay for the official inspection of work
done by builders, and contrary to reason and all

legal precedent ; and, while the fees in a district

may amount to £300 in one year, they may, by
the stoppage of building operations, drop down
to £50 iu the succeeding one; again, it is simply
absurd to say that district surveyors should not
be allowed to carry on private practice. It
should be remembered that district surveyors
merely supervise works, and neither control nor
direct them, and almost all the official sujier-

vision throughout the kin .'dom as regards medi-
cal, legal, and general matters is, and must be,

conducted by men holding a high position in

their several professions, who, in their own
practice, daily grapple with the difficulties of

their practice, and no one is fit to have the offi-

cial supervision of large and important works
but architects who have themselves executed and
directed such on their own account, and are,

therefore, fully conversmt with the difficulties

and technical details connected with them.
The writer further insinuates " that district

surveyors wink at the doings of speculative
builders, while they vi.-it with rigour thu work
executed in public buildings designed by archi-
tects." Here, again, he is mistaken.
With respect to public buildings, the law com-

pels builders to carry them out to the satisfac-

tion of tho diatri .t surveyor, and the frequent

occurrence of accidents in the metropolis and
elsewhere has proved the ni ces.-ity of this salutary
rule; but as regards specuhiiii-e houses, ther^ is

no such power, and if the walls are the proper
thickness, and the legal precautions to prevent
the spread of fire observed, the district surveyor
has practically no power unless a house is su

wretchedly and badly built that he can induce a
magistrate to condemn it as a dangerous struc-

ture. The latter plan i»' now frequently adopted.
Thero were over 3,000 dangerous structures

condemned iu the metropolis last year, avcragiiig

about fifty to each district surveyor. It is

quite true he may perhaps get a scamping
builder occasionally fiued, but tie fines generally
inflicted are so shght that it pays builders to

run the ri^k, and, if convicted, pay them ; for

instance, a magistrate who has just fined a
tradesman £10 for adulterating a pint-, of milk
or pound of coii'eo will let off a scamping
builder who has eiccted several buildings in such
an insecure, defective, and unsanitary manner
that they may cause the spread of disease and
death, with a nominal fiuo of 10s. But this is

not the fault of the di.strict surveyor. One dis-

trict survej or, hDwcver, last jear did succeed in

getting a builder fined accumulative penalties

to the amount of £170, and the defendant was
sent to prison for six mouths in default. The
same district surveyor has recently, at his own
risk, pulled down a large cxuantity of work
erected contrary to the law, and expended some
hvmdrcds on making the building safe ; and is

now suing the freeholder of the building estate

to recover the money.
Scarcely a week has passed during the last

year but numerous cases where district sur-

veyors have prosecuted scamping builders have
been reported iu the professional journals, and
not one-tenth of these brought into the courts

are published. All these proceedings entail

heavy losses on district surveyors as prosecutors.

Can these measures be called winking at specu-
lative builders' acts ?

The writer alludes to Mr. Vulliamy, the archi-

tect of the Metroijolitan Board, as only a
"magnified district surveyor." For the last

18 years Mr.Vulliamy has activdy superintended
the whole of the architectural and surveying
works connected with the grand metropolitan
improvements carried on during that time by the
Board of Works, and the urbanity, candour, and
high sense of honour displayed by him in his

dealings with the profession generally h.as made
his namoaproverb in the profession, and I oubmit
that it is too late in the day to assert that cases
referred from district surveyors to him do not
meet with fair treatment at his hands ; and as

respects the Board of Works, not only are Mr.
VuUiamy's recommendations fairly considered,

but the Board has often gone out of its way to

assist applicants (o meet special difficulties by
calling in the assistance of their engineer. Sir

Joseph Bazalgette, or in cases of fire-proof con-
struction, of Captaiu Shaw, and frequently they
have not even insisted on tlie strict legal inter,

pretation of the Building Acts.

The latter part of the article, though .-alir'ical

and amusing, does not affect in the slightest

degree the question referred to in the heading
;

but the statement that district surveyors endea-
vour to make their districts preserves for private

practice is absolutely false, as they are compelled
by law to report every case where they are them-
selves so employed and to get some other sur-

veyor appointed to overlook them.
It is not for me, Sir, to complain of the part

the BuiLDiNO News has hitherto taken with re-

spect to bad and speculative building, and rotten

and defective houses. In proceedings «hicli I

have at various times initiated or assisted at for

the purpose of preventing bad building, your
paper has often afforded me generous and power-
ful assistance; and though, perhaps, want of

knowledge of the technioal working of the
Building Acts, and the difficulty of enforcing
them, may have led the writer astray, yet it is

only by the continued discus.-ion of the question
that the plague of bad building can be stayed.

But I fearlessly assert that as regards their

capacity, intelligence, integrity, and zeal, the
district surveyors of London are fully equal to

their work, and that they arc doing their duty
to the utmost of their power, and that the evils

we all deplore in connection with bad building
are to be remedied, not by fault-fiuding or

jealou.sy, but by the Press seconding the efforts

of those who are doing their utmost to enforce

the law as it at present stands, whilst at the
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same tune working for its amcndmont and ex-

tension.—I am, &c.,

KoBEET Walkee, F.R.I.B.A.,
District Surveyor of St. Martin'«-in-tho-

Ficlds, and St. Anne, Soho.

THE FUTUEE OF CEMENT.
SiE,—I have teen to Aiierley with Mr. Drake,

and he has shown me a passage tiled with cement-

tiles, some of which are red. He informs me it

was done in 1870, in which case he would be C!<rrect

iu the assertion he made in your paper.—I am, &c.

W. H. Lascelles.

121, Bunhill-row, London, E.C.

GLOUCESTER BEREDOS.
SiE,—As I know Eomething of the ahove reredos

and its workers, will you allow me to correct thf

statement of Mr. Hems iu your last week's issue ?

Mr. William Redfearn, of L*pperKennington-line,
London, whose early death Mr. Hems deplored, is

still lift)!;; : but he was not the sculptor of the

groups and figure!! in the reredos, but the highly

esteemed and talented gentleman, the late Mr.
James F. HtdferB, then of Queen Anne-street,

next door to the house and studio of the great land-

scape painter Turner.—lam, &c.,

Heney Teeev, Architectural and
Monumental Sculptor.

34, Crawshay-road, North Brixton.

LYVEDON NEW BUILDING.

SiE,—The letters E.T.N, on the wreath surround-
ing the sacred monogram probably stand for

EN-TOTTil-N'IK.-V—In hoc (siguo) vinces—iu

allusion to the Labarum or Imperial banner of

Constantino.
Leamington, Feb. Gth. C. R. HoHBE.

5nttit0mmunttati0n.

QUESTIONS,
'

[6389. J —Stained Wood.—The interior of a clinpel,

including open-timbered roof and seats, are .stained dark
oak. The church being rather dark, this makes things
more gloomy. Can this be taken oif in any way without
scraping', and light stain substituted ? If not, what tint

could be suggested in the way of paint?—A Sub-
SCEIBER.

1.6390.1—Whatman's Paper.—Some of this paper
(hot pressed) I have had by me about six years, and now
when coloured on it becomes very spotted, and the ink runs
on it just as it would on blotting-paper. ^Vhat is the
cause of the defect, and is there any remedy for the same T

The advice of your readers will be thankfully received by
—An Old SuBSCiiicKii.

[6391.1—Royal Academy—Measured Draw-
ings of Ancient Buildings, &c.—Will some of

your readers kindly give me information of the above T Is

anyone eligible to corapete, or must you be studying at
the Academy .' When must drawings be sent in, and
what are the stipulations laid down? Any hints will

greatly obhge—A Student.

[6399.]—Pipe-Jointing".- Can any correspondent
inform me whether the jointing of stonew*»re drain-
pipes in cement and flaunching externally round tlie

socket and joint with clay puddle is a bad system ? It

has been suggested that the clay puddle prevents the
cement fiom setting, and destroys to a certain extent the
chemical action which takes place in the process of setting.

Ifi this so I—Enoinekb's Assistant,

r6393.]—Dog-Kennels.—Can any of your readers
tell me the bes-t way Ut dcjsiga a kennel for six dogs
(beagle.**;, or what books to consult on the subject?

[6394.1-Entasis of Greek Column.—Will some
one kindly explain how to set out fwU size the entasis of
a Greek column, or give the name of a work in which the
information may be found.

—

Vinctus Uesits.

EEPZI£S.
[6331.]-Refinement and Neatness—It would

be difficult, without seeing the work, to recommend any
treatment for removing colour from old brickwork. If,

however, the colour was made up with hme, a weak solu-

tion of hydrochloric acid, sayj I part to 8 or 10 of water,
would probably remove it. It would have to be applied
by rough brushes of some kind, and would probably want
more thin one repetition. Hydrocliloric acid is cheap,
'about 2J. per lb., and is useful for reranving lime from
anything which does not itself contain much lime as a
basis. — TiEii Wuiteu ok tiir Article on *'ItEFiNEMENT
AND NkATXESP.

[().'',S2.!—Gas-Stoves.—These articles arc considered
unhealtliy.— F.

[G282.]—Gas-Stoves.—I have warmed my offices for
vears with Cundy's patent gas-stove, manufactured by
Jsiessr.^. Carbitt and Co., of Itotherham. I have used
numbers in offices, rooms, halls, shops, &c., and never in

one instance heard of anything unpleasant arising from
them. Indeed, it is the boststove 1 have met with. TJie

construction is a terra-cotta cylinder inside an iron one,
the space between receiving the products of combustion,
wliich are taken away by a tube to either a flue or the ex-
terior of the building. The air is admitted at the bottom
of the terra-Cfttla cylinder, is checked in its progi'ess up-
wards, and issues at a perforated top at about 110'. They
are made in three sizes, and I prefer the atmospheric
burner properly adjusted.—W. P.

[6^2.]—Gaa-Stoves.—I (imdecidodly of opinion gaa-
stoves are less healthy than ordinary rirfr^rrates when
there is no special means of escape for tht* prodtict^t of

cembustion, and every' physician of roputalion condemns
gaa as a deadly foe to health, even when UK''d for lighting

Eurposc*. The mischief may be conMderably lfss*.'iR"d,

owever, by the provision of proper outU-ta near or in the
ceilings for the escape of the poisonoui* produ':t« of rxini-

bustiim, such as the carbonic acid and other impuritie.**,

and by propi-T inlets for the supply of fresh air to Ihe
sttjve. A ventilutinj? opening above the stovo in the ceil-

ing, or leading to a flue, would be tlio best meaiu, and the
ventilating gas-burner uf Kuttcr's should bo tucd inoU
rooms where mucli gu3is burned.—G. 11. O.

[63S2.1—Gas-Stoves.—These are more dangerous
than flies, because the products of combustion, altbou^h
dangerous, are not pccn, like smoke from fires. Special

narrow chimneys would, in many cases, require to be put
in for these gas-stoves to render them as safe a« fires, and
even then I fear they would not be aa healthy. A good
fire both heats and ventilates, while its smoke gives

warning of down-draughts and bad chimneys. The case

mentioned at page 140 of three gentlemen fainting in a
room with a gas-slove is probably only one case of many
bad effects from them. Of courec, like other things, they
are open to improvements, but iu the mean time people
using them should be careful and watch their real effects.

-W. V. B.

[63S3.1—Condensation onWindows.-Put plenty
of outlet ventilation above the gla.sa through the cornice,

or by means of shafts internally, up to and through the

roof, if practicable.- F.

I6as3.]—Condensation on Windows.—The only

way to clear the condensed moisture is to i)rovide good
ventilation, and to preserve a sufficiently high temi)eraturo

in the shop to prevent condensation taking pla -c. There
ought to be openings above the plute-glass windows, so

that there may be a constant circulation of the air ; but
under certain conditions of the atmosphere, aa when a

sudden fall in the tf^mperatnro takes place which deposits

moiatui'e quickly, little can be done, and I have occa-

sionally seen well-veutilated shops subject to the misti-

ness.— G. H. G.

[63&4.1—Nett Measurement. -The "nett" mea-
surement means the dimcnsiims of any material after de-
ducting any surplus. Thus the granite ashlar, without

the groove for caissons, would be the "nctt" quantity of

material. — G.

[6386.]—Electric Bells.—The reason "A Subscri-

ber's" electric bells act in the way he describes may be
due to two or three causes. In the first place, should the

wire not have suffici'-nt resinous insuhition the moisture

in the atmosphere and walls will so atfect the covering

that it becomes a conductor rather than an insulator,

consequently the current, instead of flowing from the

pushes to the instruments, will escape by the wall to

earth. Secondly, if the presses are not tir»ped with
platinum the points of contact are apt to become coi^

roded, and so prevent the current flowing into the line.

This would account for only one of the two presses iu the

same room acting. Thirdly, if the instruments are

coarsely made the current would not be sufficiently

strong, after a little u.se, to work them. If these points

are attended to the bells will be found to act properly.—
JuLiL's Sax, 108, Great Russell-street, W.C.

[6387.1—Deposit on Quantities. —You can sue the

architect for the deposit if more lenient measures have
been unavailing.—G.

[6aS7.] -Deposit on Quantities.—Sue him.—F.
[(j3Sg/; -Quantities-— It is usual. As to its being

proper is another, and somewhat open, question.— F.

[6388.]—Quantities.— It is customaiy for the archi-

tect to receive a part of the fee for quantities if he has

been to the trouble of supplying the surveyor with infor-

mation and explaifing his drawings and specifications.

The proportion he receives is generally detenniaed by
r-rearrangement. Sometimes it is a fourth. I do not

think, however, the practice is a defensible one on the

grounds of policy, and the less architects have to do with
quantities the better for them.—G. 11. G.

[6388.]— Quantities.- It is perfectly clear that an
architeet has not any right whatever to divide or receive

part of the fees for quantities. His trouble for negotiat-

ing with the surveyor and explaining drawings and speci-

fleations, &c.,i3 covered by his commission as arclutect, is

part of his duty, and to re<iuire or accept from the sur-

veyor remuneration for it would be very improper. The
council of the R I.B.A. have recently published a state-

ment on this subject, which deserves the careful attention

of " An Architect" and others who may desire to tind a

loophole to justify the appropriation of part of the sur-

veyor's remuneration.—An Old Survkvor.
1638S.]—Quantities. -In reply to "An Architect,"

I should say that it is certainly not "usual" nor is it

"proper" for an architect to diWde or receive any part

of the fee for quantities because he ha» been "
j ut to some

amount of trouble in negotiating with the surveyor and
explaining drawings and bpecitlcations," &e. What the

in'jotiatiojts may be I do not know, but, certainly, the

neeesary information of telling a sui-voyor what the draw-

ings and specification mean would c unc within the ser-

vices for which the architect receives his commission. Of

course, the better the drawings and specifleation, and

therefore the better the architect, the less necessity for

the n^qntintions and explanations. It might be well to

quote the following manifesto, which was printed in the

J^roce^di»g.s, 1880-81, No. 5, of the R.I.R.A., and which it

would be well for members of the Institute to bear m
mind, and in addition to which I would recommend mem-
bers to turn to By-law XXIII. Tlie manifesto is aa fol-

lows .—" Sharing Commissions with Quantity Surveyors.

—It having been recentlv stated to the Council of the

Royal Institute of British Architects that the charges

made by quantity surveyors arc sometmies shared by the

architect, and such a practice, if it really exist, being open

to great and obvious objection, the Council hereby

publicly declare that for tlie future such practice, if

proved, will be deemed condu t which, m the opinion ot

the Council, is derogatory to the professional character of

any Fellow or any Apsociate of the Institute. —

A new church is about to be erected ia Harder's-

road, Peckam, S.E.; from the designs of Mr. C. L.

Luck,

WATER SUPPLY AND SA.NITART
MATTERS.

ABHiiYSTWiTn Water Suri: t-

iiij; of tho Towu-council of A Id

lost week for th« i>«iri>o«e of u'^ t pa
Hliould be tjikeu with refer^ure tu tb of
the now reservoir; the affuirs of i r,

Mr. I'homa.s Jimi^, htin^ nnw in li
i

• '•vo

ajiplicnttoDB were received. Tb' r'a

sureties asked oitlier to be roloasod h j.'i-

gation or fo be allowed to tliiish the work ; the
trustees of the coDt(n<^^'^r'« **fltn*" m!ho offpr^d to do
the work iiud to j

* " £,

provided a f;uura> ''i«

town-couucil. It v. ".u:i\

sureties must B*iU be held lunp timtblu, iU<cy tthould

be allowed to fiuinh the work if they thought fit.

They were further empowered to treat, if they
chose, with the trustees, for the duo performance
of the coiitrnct.

\Vb regret to announce tho sudden death of

Mr. William Hoff Wontner, architect, which
occurred on Wednesday, the 2nd inst., at tho

age of 67. The deceased had for some months
complained of failing health, but was attending

to hia professional duties up to the time of hin

death, which took place at his rosidcnco after

returning from business for tho day. Mr.
Wontner, who 30 years ago gained a medal for

a design shown at the International Exhibition in

Hyde Park, enjoyed good connections and a con-

siderable private practice, but he will be better

known as being lor nearly 30 years associated

with Messrs. Holland and Sons, during which
time he carried out many large works for them,

having the entire charge of designing and ar-

ranging the decorations and fnmiture executed

by this firm. Amongst the houses referred to

may be mentioned Balmoral, Floors Castlc,Sand-

ringham, Cloverley Hall, Costcssy Hall, Sefton

House, and Croxteth. In such extensive works

as these, Mr. Wontner had many opportunities

of displaying his taste and ability, especially in

tho alterations of a constructional character,

which in several instances had to be made. In
all these the deceased brought his skill as a prac-

tical architect to bear with results which always

gave much satisfaction to those who employed

him. The life of one who thus quietly did his

work thoroughly and well deserves a record,

though the importance of the above-named in-

stances of his designs wUl cause his memory to

remain.

The Paris art-world is just now busy, and
amateurs are looking forward to the yearly

Salon. Several exhibitions which may be con-

sidered as forerunners of the great annual show
opened this week. Only two of them, however,

are worth especial notice, that at the Mirlitons

Club in the Place Vendume, and tho one at the

Cercle Artiatiquc et Litteraire, in the Rue
Voluey. At the Place Vendorae the first thing

that is sought after is invariably what Meissonier

may have contributed. Tliis year it is tho por-

trait of a gentleman, evidently, from tho sur-

roundings, a sculptor. The artist has depicted

his raoiel in the most natural of positions,

sitting on the arm of a large straight-backed

chair. He is a man in tho prime of life, and

holds in tho left hand a half-consumed cigar.

Another great attraction is the portrait of the

Prince of Wales by Ba.stien Lepage. Tlie like-

ness is not perfect, but the picture is truthful in

every detail.

The Northern District Meeting of the Aaso-

ciation of Municipal and Sanitary EngineersanJ

Surveyors will be held at Bhiydon-un-Tyne, on

Friday, the 'i.ith inst. Tho members will

assemble at 12 o'clock iu the large room, Station

Hotel, Blaydon. Those who purpose attending

the meeting are desired to indicate the same by

post-card addressed to Mr. P. \V. Tliomson,

district honorary secretary, Willington Quay,

NorthumbcrUnd. The following papers will be

read and discussed:— " Roadways," &c., by

James Hall, borough surveyor, Stockton ;

" Wood Pavements," by R. S. Rounthwaite,

borough surveyor, Sunderland. During the day

the works of Mes.'^rs. Sm'th, Patterson and Co.,

sanitary ironfounders, Messrs. Douglas Bros.'

ironworks, Messrs. liarriman and Co.'s pipe-

works, and Blaydon bottleworks will be vbited.

The Diilliii ErpyeMs states that tie restored

cathedral of St. Patrick, in Dublin, "which
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stands as a monument to the piouK munificence

of Sir Benjamin Guinness and which he be-

queathed as a precious inheritance to the Church
of Ireland," is already crumbUng to decay. The
faot is disgraceful, but it can no longer be con-

cealed, for Uie most cursory observer need only

look around to see the damp floors, the pillars

mouldering at the bases, and the wormeaten
woodwork of the pews, all bearing evidence to

the progress already made in the work of destruc-

tion. The injury now proceeding is alleged to

be due to defective drainage ; the cathedral is

built on a low site near the bed of the river Poddle,

and there is a well, known as that of St. '.Patrick,

situate in the middle of the aisle, which fre-

quently overflows. The Expreta condemns alike

tne dean and chapter, the cathedral board, and
the congregation who worship at St. Patrick's,

and says it will be a disgrace to the whole
Protistant Church of Ireland if measures be net
immediately instituted for thoroughly overhaul-

ing the oondition of the fabric, and investigating,

with a view to remedying, the causes which have
led to the mouldering and crumbling condition

of the foundations.

Th£ annual distribution of prizes to the stu-

dents of the Artisans' Institute took place on the

31st ult. at the Institute premises in Castle-

street, Upper St. Martin's-lane, when a number
of addresses were delivered having reference to

technical and trade instruction. Sir Philip

Cunliffe-Owen, K.C.M.G., C.B., presided, and
referred to the steady improvement on the art

side of Engiish maniifactures which had been
progressing during the last few years, mention-
ing, as an illustration of the new position taken
up, that a French manufacturer of furniture had
recently visited London to purchase English
goods. He trusted that when this Institute was
transferred to Finsbury, and obtained the ad-
vantages to be offered by the City guilds, the

members would benefit by the new opportunities
offered. Amongst other speakers were Messrs

.

Hodgson Pratt, treasurer, and a trustee of the

Institute ; Philip Magnus, secretary of the City
and Guilds of London Institute ; H. Trueman
Wood, secretary of the Society of Arts ; E. C.

Bobins, and Professor Huntingdon, of King's
College ; the general tone of the meeting being
congratulatory upon the prospect of the estab-

lishment of a united guilds' college in Fins-
bury.

Wb were the first, a good many years ago,

to suggest the advisability of the establishment
in the metropolis of a permanent exhibition of

the various materials and appliances used in build-
ing construction. The experiment was tried more
than once with varying degrees of success, but
never, as it seemed to us, on a sufficiently

extended scale, or with the requisite attention

to the necessary conditions to ensure permanent
and complete prosperity. It is absolutely

necessary, for the thorough development of the
idea, that the founders of such an establishment
should be completely disinterested and possessed

of sufficient capital and energy to thoroughly
comprehend the various branches of the indus-

tries they seek to illustrate. These require-

ments, as far as we are able to judge, will be
found in connection with the Builders' and
Manufacturers' Exchange and Subscription

Booms, recently opened at 205-6, High Hol-
bom. The promoters have secured central

and spacious premises, and they have gathered
together a very interesting and valuable collec-

tion of materials and appliances which will

doubtless be added to from time to time. Not
only this, but they have in the application of

many of the more important inventions connected
with heating, lighting, drainage, and ventila-

ting, adopted the best means of exhibiting the
different appliances in connection therewith by
applying them to the needs of the building
itself, so that the architect and builder can see

different systems in action almost side by side,

and thus judge for himself of their merits. The
venture should obtain the combined support of

architects, builders, and manufacturers, and
while it is characterised by the business tact and
fairness which seem to have attended its estab-
lishment will doubtless do so.

HouSEHOLCEBS are sometimes summoned for

not cleansing the footpaths in front of their

premises ; but it is turning the tables in quite

an opposite direction to find a surveyor of

highways charged with neglecting his duty in

not removing the snow from the public roads.

A case of this kind came before tli« magistrates

at Brigg, on Tuesday. Evidence was given
that for a week two sides of a road were blocked
with enow varying from five to six feet in

depth, that during this time the defendant em-
ployed only three old men to remove it, and that
after the receipt of a justice's order five days
elapsed before the road was cleared for trafiic.

A fine was imposed.

Thk Students' Preliminary Examination of

the Institution of Surveyors was held on the
25th and 26th ult. The passing of this ex-
amination is the condition of enrolment in the
class of students. The subjects comprised simple
mathematics, the first three books of Euclid,
history, one language (ancient or modem), and
the writing of an original essay. Of the eleven
candidates who entered, the following, whose
names are given alphabetically, satisfied the
examiners, viz.—J. Crawter, A. P. Durlacher,
A. Paull, R. C. Squarey, W. Tarrant, and C.
E. Waring. W. Tarrant passed at the head
of the list, obtainiog nearly full marks in each
subject. These candidates will be expected to

present themselves for the final (technical) ex-
amination in April, 1883, at the close of their

student course.

Epos's Oocoa.—Orateful and Comfortingr.—
" liy a thoroUKh knowledge of the utui'al luws which govern the
operations of aiKestion and nutrition, and by a eareftil application
of the tine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has pro-
vided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured beverage
which may save us many doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use
»f such articles ol diet that a constitution may "be gradually built
up until strong enough to resist eveiy tendency to disease. Hun
dreds of subtle miiladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there isa weak point. We may escape niany a fatal
shaft by keeping ourselves well fortifled with pure blood and a
properly nouri-Oied frame."

—

CitU Service Qnzette.—Sold onlv in
Packets labelled—" J.vmes Epps and Co., Homoeopatbic Chenusts,
London."—Also makers of Epps's Chocolate Essence foraitcmoon.^.

CHIPS.
At a meeting held at Keighley, Yorks, last week,

it was decided to erect a church in the thickly-
populated district of Lawkholme, at a cost of
about £2,600, and Mr. J. Bailey, of Keighley,
was appointed architect.

Tenders were last week accepted lot the erection
of a new infirmary at Dowsbury, and amounted in
all to a total of £10,864 ISs. 4d.

The Llautrissant school board decided on Friday
to ereet nfeiv schools for 400 children at Gwawn-
yr-Ergyd, near Williamstown, from the designs
of Mr. Jenkin Evans, of Treorky.

The gas company oi York have let the contract
for a new gas-holder to Messrs. Close and
Ayre, of York.

Major V. H. Vaughan-Lee, M.P., will bear the
cost of restoring the chancel of the pariah-church
of Ilminster, one of the finest Perpendicular
buildings in the West of England, and the work
has just been commence by Mr. 0. Tra^k, builder,

of Norton-sub-Hamdon.

The local board of health for Croydon resolved
last week to expend £5,535 on new farm buildings
and manager's house at the sewage farm, at
Seddingt»n.

A new peal of bells were dedicated yesterday
(Thursday) afternoon at Christ Church, Bray,
near Dublin. The bells number eight, the heaviest
weighing nearly 29 cwt., and measuring 54in. in
diameter across the mouth. They were cast by
Messrs. Taylor, of Loughborough, and have cost,

with frame, about £1,000.

A parish meeting was held at Lewes on Wed-
nesday week, to consider the question of improving
and enlarging the parish-church of All Saints, a
building re-erected in 1805, and having all the
incongruities and defects of that period. It was
decided to rebuild the church in sections, as funds
permit, on an enlarged scale; and a committee was
appointed to make inquiries and obtain plans.

The town council of Salisbury accepted, on
Thursday week, an offer made by the Ven. Arch-
deacon Sanctuary, to purchase, at £750, their

moiety of the interesting building known as the
Old City Workhouse, and formerly as Audley
House, the archdeacon stating that it was his desire

to conserve the leading architectural features of
the building, and to make it, in a renewed con-
dition, a credit to the city.

The woikmcn in the employ of Mr. Crossley,
builder, of Bromley, Kent, met at the " Duke's
Head," in that town, on Saturday week, and pre-
sented a box of mathematical instruments, as a
testimonial, to Mr. Simmons, who lias been
manager to Mr. Crossley for six years.

The 26th annual report of the Wesleyau Chapel
Committee states that during 1880, 116 new chapels,
costing £137,156, were opened ; 15 schoolrooms, 10
ministers' houses, and other enlargements and
additions, with 35 new organs, involving an entire

cost of £312,548, which is less by £72,857 thau the

outlay of 1879, while the new chapels show a de-
crease of 13, both these declines being attributable
to commercial depression. There are now 101
chapels in course of erection at a cost of .£139,604,
and about two-thirds of these are being erected in
districts where there were previously no Wesleyan
Methodist chapels.
Mr. H. Breston Wallen, eon of Mr. William

Wallen, architect, Greenwich, has been appointed
secretary to the Home for Working Boys, London.
The Warnford Ecclesiastical Trustees, at their

recent annual meetiug, made the following grants
towards the erection, enlargement, or restoration
of churches situate within the ancient diocese of
Gloucester :—Chalford, £15; Clifford's Mesne,
£150; St. James's, Gloucester (additional) £50;
Hartferry, £200 ; Gloucester, Eaikes' Memorial,
Bruuswick-road, £500; Todenham (additional),

£30 ; and Whiteshill, £200. For parsonages : All
Saints, Gloucester (additional), .£25; Churcham,
£75 ; Eastleach Martin, £100 ; Kempsford, £100

;

Njmpsfield, £10 ; Sheepscombe, £20 ; Taynton,
£701 ; Womington (additional), £100 ; and Wel-
ford, £12.

St. Cuthbert's Church, Pandon, Newcastle-on-
Tyne, has just been opened, and is built from the
designs of Mr. Gibson, architect, Newcastle-on-
Tyue. The interior fittings, including a handsome
brass gasalier, oak litany-desk, &o., are the work
of Messrs. Jones and Willis, of Birmingham.

1 m^ I

Lamplougrh's Pyretic Saline is retreshin^,
most agreeable, and the preventiveof FEVEU.S, HII.IOUSNESS,
SMALL POX, SKIN IJI.SEASES, and many other spring ana
summer ailments. Sold by chemists throughout theworld,and
the Maker. 113. Holborn Hill. Uie no lubicitute —{Advt.1
HoUow^ay's Ointment and Pills aie remedies de-

signedly placed witUin the reach of a!l sickly persons, because the
treatment is easily applied, certain in its effects, and perfectly
innocuous to the most delicate constitution. For alt cbtst com-
plaints, this Ointment rubbed briskly over the ribs night and
morning gives ease, and prevents bronchitis, asthma, &c.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSXJIKQ WEEK.
Monday.—London Institution. "Fruite anil Seeds."

By Sir J. Lubbock, M.P., F.B.S. 6 p.m.
Hoyal Academy. Lectures on Archi-

tecture by Professor Street, R.A. No. I.
'* The Study and Practice of the Ait."
8 p.m.
Koyal Institute of British Architects.

Discussion on "Sanitary Science as Ap-
plied to Civil Ai'chitecture." 8 p.m.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Engineers. Discussion
on ''Portsmouth Dockyard Exteusiozi
Works " 8 p.m.

Wednesday.—British Arch reologieal Association. "Pre-
historic Interment at Plymouth." By F.
Brent; "Roman Wall of London in
Hounusditch." By C. AVatkins ; and
'* Notes on New Grange." By J. Eomilly
Allen, F.8.A. Scot. 8 p.m.

Society of Arts. " Participation of
Labour m the Profits of Enterprise." By
Sedley Taylor, M.A, 8 p.m.

Thuesday.—London Institution. "VioUna." By Eey.
H. R. Haweis. 7 p.m.

Civil and Mechanical EDgineer^s
Society. " The Water-Bearing Strata of
the Thames Basin." By A. F. E. Grant.
7 p.m.

St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society. "St.
Peter's and St. Paul's Compared." By
Eomers Clarke, junr.,F.S.A. ; and "Su^
gestious for the Fabric of the Church in
the Present Day." By E. B. Ferrey.
7..30 p.m.
Royal Academy. Lectures on Architec-

ture by Professor Street, R.A. No. II.
" The Piinciples of the Ait." 8 p.m.

Fbiday.—Institution of Civil Engineers. " The Roade to
Noi-thampton Railway," By J. E. Wal-
ler, Stud. Inst.C,E. 7 p.m.
Architectural Association. " In Lom-

bardy with the Architectural Associa-
tion."' By E. J. Tarver. 7.80 p.m.
Royal Institution. " Fruits and

Seeds." By Sir J. Lubbock, M.P.,
F.R.S. 9 p.m.

Satubday.— Parkes Museum of Hygiene. "Water-
Closets, Sinks, and Drains," By Prof.

W. H. Coifleld, M.A., M.D. 8 p.m.

Doulting Freestone andHam Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of

the United Kingdom, given ou appUcati-aiu to

CHARLES TRASK:,
Nortou-sub-Hamdon, UmioBter, Somerset.

—[Advt.]

McLACHLAN & SONS, 35, St- James's-
Btreet, S.W. Builders, Decorators, and House Painters.

Designs and Estimates.
General Repairs and Alterations Executed.

Experienced Workmen always in readiness, and sent to

any part of the country.

—

[Advt.]

BATH "stone.
SUMMER DRIED,

CORSHAM DOWN,
100,000 Feet Cube.

PICTOE & SONS, BOX, WILTS.
[Adtt.]
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AECIIITECTS AND THEIR LECTUEERS.
ARCHITECTS have been a good deal

lectured lately. Ihey have had a host
of sanitary sermons preached to them, both
within their own societies and out of thorn

;

but we are inclined to doubt whether sani-
tary science has benefited much by the per-
sistent advocacy of those who come forward
as its champions. Not that we desire in the
least to disparage the intentions of those
who have been attempting to enlighten the
profession upon so important a subject—aa
admitted weak point with one class of
architects ; but to point out that the pill may
be administered in rather too undisguised a
form, or rather those who supply the sani-
tary medicine do so in a way calculated to
offend the susceptibilities of many who look
upon sanitation as but one, and not the all-
important, duty of the architect. It is un-
fortunate that manyof the persistent sticklers
for sanitary perfectibility look upon well-
constructed drains and traps as the be-all
and end-all of good architecture, and that
they are, or affect to be, blind, or callously
indifferent to the other qualities of domestic
arrangement and comfort which the archi-
tect is equally called upon to consider and
take under his care. It is not rarely we find
the sanitary engineer making distinct charges
against the architect, and setting himself up
in almost everything as the supreme arbi-
ter in sanitary matters, without reflecting
that his own hypotheses are often based upon
the most recent e.xperience, and are not less
seldom at variance with the views of his
professional brethren. The questions of
drainage, disconnection of pipes, and ven-
tilation, furnish abundant proof of diver-
gence of opinion, and our reports of the
recent discussions at the Institute indicate
in a remarkable manner how difficult it is

for sanitary experts to come to anything
like a fairagreementupon matters of sanitary
arrangement. Complicated contrivances
have, wo believe, driven many inexperienced
architects mad ; they have become be-
wildered with the claims of traps, ventilating
arrangements, closet apparatus, and so forth;
patentees have pressed their inventions with
such eagerness that the professional man
fiuds it almost impossible to steer clear of
conventional complexities, and to rely upon
his own sense in meeting any particular
case, and in the simplest and least costly
way.

It is the attempt to hedge roimd each new
sj stem with a kind of cleverness and com-
plexity, to make every patent a monopoly,
and to drive builders and architects to the
use of some particular nostrum which, we
think, needs guarding against; but the only
way of doing so is for architects to acquaint
themselves, as one speaker at the Association
pointed out, with the general principles of

disconnection and ventilation. Let us take,
for example, an ordinary house. Instead of

applying A. or B.'s patent ventilating trap,

the same thingmay bo accomplished by aliow-
ing the drain from thehouse to the sower to psss
through an open guUey, covered by a grating,
and the house soil-pipe may be carried up
and left open at the top. Of course, before
the house-drain entered the sewer, a siphon-
trap should bo placed as another check ; but
the open grating affords all the relief desired,

and gives a free escape to any gas that may
happen to pass the trap. As regards cowls,

their employment is not absolutely necessary,

the only requirement being that a current

of air can pass unin'erruptcdly through the
house-drain from one outlet to the other.

Nothing is easier than thus cutting off the
foe, while a patented apparatus, if it gives

us an equally efficient result, may be costly

to keep in working order. In respect of

water contamination, a perfect waste-pre-
venter would disconnect the closet from the
cistern, though a separate cis'ern is the
simplest way out of the difficulty.

Then there are a host of crotchet-mongers
and hygienic reformers who are always
harping upon some favourite notion, such as

making all our town dwellings single-story,

and converting the roofs of our houses into

artificial gardens or schools. Touching the
latter, wo are told upper London might soon
be turned into garden -schools for teaching
children on the "kindergarten" system.
" Wherever," remarks Dr. Richardson, "the
photographer can place a studio for catching
the rays of the sun, the teacher can place a
garden for his school " ; but probably it

never occurred to the worthy doctor that of

all unsightly abominations, a glass photo-
graphic studio on a house gives the greatest
jjain to the sensitive architect's eye. Nor
has, probably, the efiect of a pile of snow,
several feet deep, on our house-tops been
seriously considered in advising flat roofs

upon our houses and schools. It is true
there would be less risk of sudden avalanches
of snow falling upon people in the streets,

while the house below would better retain

its heat by the check of radiation upwards
;

but we shudder to think of a thaw upon a
flat surface. It has been proposed, with
a greater show of reason, to turn the roofs

of somoofourBoard-schools into playgrounds
for the children, and the suggestion made by
one writer is even more daringly provocative
of the art-architect's sense of anguish,
namely that it would be necessary to enclose
the flat surface with a breast-high wire
fence. What our architecture would become
if our buildings were at the mercy of these

would-be reformers of sanitary matters, it

would be hard to predict. We should have
our eaves bristling with all conceivable
forms of cowls and gas-escapes, our flat roofs

would be alternately the scenes of flowering
shrubs, romping juveniles, or wet clothes,

and the artistic hopes of many in pic-

turesque skylines would be ruthlessly dashed
to the ground. Every part of a building
would be subject to the innovations of those
who had new schemes of construction

and ventilation ; new ideas of the eco-
nomical expenditure of our town areas, and
sanitary crotchets would on one system make
our houses lofty towers of stories, or restrict

them to the limit of primitive hovels. By
so long standing aloof from sanitary

science, architects have brought upon
themselves much of the ridicule they
now receive. It is in vain thfy
utter protests aguinst the unfair accu-
sations cast upon them by sanitary experts

and writers in the public press ; a'l their

protestations will be vainly made till they
have themselves mastered the subject, and
can reply with some earnestness and show by
works the faith that is in them.
An architect—a young practitioner espe-

cially— is hardly so free an agent as he ought
to be when it is his fortune to obtain the

erection of a large building. At the very

inception of his design he is overwhelmed
by a oonsiderat'on of details up n which
much of the success of his wor,; depends

;

there is not only drainage to provide for, but

the most efficient means of accomplishing it,

then arise the questions of warming and
ventilation, and these must be settled in his

own mind before ho can complacently sit

down to write his specification. In thi^

document no uncertain or floating ideas can

find expression, ho must resolutely fix upon
some one system or another, and specify it.

Bat he ia hampered by a host of conflicting

schemes and rival claims, and at last, to save

thought and trouble, commits himself to
some particular aiiparatus or patent appli-
ance which can oe specified in a few
words without the trouble of making a
number of inquiries about its efficiency or of
adopting a simple scheme which might be
far better, and at less cost meet the demands
of the case. The thing is so casilv done

—

"Provide and fix one of Mr. Nostrum's
patent apparatus, &c," the name and address
of the patentee is sufficient, and a load of
responsibility and mechanical detail is

removed from the architect's shoulders at
this stroke of the pen. Whether the said
apparatus ever answers is a question the
architect who adopts this policy seldom cares
to find cut, and Mr. Nostrum is well satis-

fied if he gets another architect's testimonial
to add to his lengthy list. The profession
becomes little wiser by this mode of picking
up sanitary knowledge ; its members seldom
take any trouble toinquire whether they might
not have dispensed with a manufacturer's
patent, and have secured a similar result

;

but the painful fact remains that the task
would have been attended with considerable
trouble, and details would have to be
mastered. It is the mastery of details which
seems to be the great obstacle to sanitary
progress, and if this could be once removed,
the engineer and practical sanitarian could no
longer throw in the teeth of architects

allegations of "inexperience" and in-

competence. Might not the Institute

and the Association, who have so recently
encouraged discussion on these matters,
establish classes for the purpose of culti-

vating a closer alliance between the builder
and plumber, or rather between the archi-

tect and sanitary engineer, with a view to
solve some of the difficulties which at present
besot the former ? Such discussions as those
which have followed the papers read by Mr.
E. C. Robins and Mr. Ernest Turner are not
fruitless if they lead to mutual conviction
that the work of the architect is not to study
drainage and ventilation as if these were
the only objects of his attention, but to

loam with a good grace whatever sanitary

science has to teach
, j ust asheloams, orshould

learn, the other rudiments of his profession.

THE WATER QUESTION.—If.

^pO prevent floods the first thing to be done
-L of a practical nature is to ascertain the

quantity of water the river will carry off in

its normal condition. The normal condition

of a river must be taken to be, not its

original condition, and not, in most cases,

its present condition, with all its obstructions,

some useful and others not so, but such a

condition as that would be which would
allow the continuance of weirs established

for useful purposes in suitable situations,

the construction of which is such as to

obstruct the passage of flood-waters in the

least practicable degree. All other obstruc-

tions should bo removed : they consist of

shoals, formed by reason of continual

neglect of the preser\-ation of the regimen

of the river, and of small and unnecessary

weirs.

Floods, if by that be meant the whole
amoimt of water falling in great rains, could

not be " prevented " by anything that could

be done, but that is not the meaning

;

although on some occasions the question

has been presented in that light and that

answer given to it. The prevention of floods

means, practically, the prevention of the

injurious overflow of rivers, and this means
the storage or regulation of the excess of the

heavy rainfalls over and above the carrying

capacity of the rivers. There is a practical

limit to the quantity of water which can be

stored in any district ; it is a limit defined

by financial economy rather than by the

absolute possibilities of things without any

such regard ; but the question of storage, in
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oonnection vrith river improvements, has
not always been considered in the proper
light. The storage required is not of the
same nature as that required for the supply
of towns, except subsidiarily, and for a
comparatively small portion of the water to

be dealt with ; it is rather the regulation of

the flow of the excessive rainfalls than the
absolute conservation which is, in this case,

the object of "storage," and this takes it

out of the category of those impossibilities

which have sometimes been said to

exist in this matter. The first thing,

then, to be ascertained is the quantity
of water the river will carry off in

every part when its regimen has been
restored and amended through those lands
which are liable to floeds ; and then to re-

g^ard the storage and regulation of the flow
of the remainder. It has been said that they
are separate questions ; but they cannot be
80, and unless they be considered together,
in the first instance, and before anything is

done in the improvement of the river itself,

it may well be apprehended that either too
much or too little will be done in that re-

spect. The apprehension lies not so much
against the engineer as against the politi-

cian, who may, perhaps, limit his view of

the water question, in respect of floods, to
the improvement of rivers only, regardless
of the concurrent question of the regulation
of that further quantity of water which the
rivers cannot carry off as fast as it falls. If

he do the one thing only, he will have to
make an undne interference with existing

water rights ia the river, and, besides that,

he may damage the adjoining land in dry
times, more than would be compensated for

by their relief from floods. By this, too much
would be done ; and if, on the other hand,
the water rights be duly respected, and at

the same time the required moisture in the
adjoining lands be maintained in dry wea-
ther, too little would be done, for floods

would still be frequent; and the water
question is not one in which a given expen-
diture of money confers a benefit strictly in

proportion to its amount, as witness the
attempt to improve the river Nene ; whereas
if that scheme had been fuUy carried out as

it was laid down by the engineer, and the
work had been begun where the Act of
Parliament directed it to be begun, that is,

at the outfall, the money now lost would
have contributed pro rata to the benefit of

the whole work, and would have been spent
with advantage to the land and river alike.

This is not, certainly, an instance in which
storage formed any part of the scheme ; but
it illustrates as well as any other the un-
wisdom of not going far enough.

In considering the question as a whole,
the circumstances of the case should be con-
sidered downwards from the summit of

every hill, and a comparison should be made
between the original and natural state of

things and their state to-day under the re-

quirements of the inhabitants. There is

plenty of evidence that the higher portions
of the land we inhabit have been denuded
of their finer particles and fragments by the
force of water, falling in the first place as
rain, which have been, and continue to be,

carried down towards the sea. Whether
this has always been so or not, it is certainly

true of the present time and circumstances,
and may without doubt be said to have been
true of the circumstances of river basins be-
fore men became the proprietors of the land.

It is between that time and the present that
it is desirable to institute a comparison,
in order to see whether the owners of the
higher lands should, in justice and reason,
contribute to the relief of the lower lands
from floods. The denial of the upland pro-
prietor that he contributes in any way per-
sonally to the injury of the lower lands; and
that he only transmits what falls upon his

land by no act of his own, holds good in re-

spect of the water, but of the water only.

If the upland proprietor allows the soil and
fragments of his land to be discharged into

the river he does not exercise the power he
possesses to maintain his property without
injury to his neighbour. It is not to the
point, and does not satisfy the sense of jus-
tice, to say that he cannot prevent the soil

being washed away by the rains in the
natural way. He claims to exercise a right
over the soil, and the sole right, to the ex-
clusion of whomsoever, and it could easUy
be shown, as against him, that if he will he
can keep the soil and debris of his land upon
bis own premises. That he will not go to
the expense of doing this is reasonable
enough, but it spoils his argument that he
does not contribute to the injury of his

neighbour.
To revert to the original order of things,

the natural conditions are that the debris of
the higher lands is washed down into the
river by the rain, but also under the natural
conditions of the river it was carried towards
the sea, much of it being spread out and
deposited along the valleys by the heavier
rains, raising the land into the present
meadows. Many proofs of this are found in

the excavations which have been made for

sewers, bridge foimdations, and other works
in valleys, where old roads and implements
have been found at a depth of several feet

below the present surface—as much as oft.,

certainly. This, of coiu:se, amounts, even
in one river-basin, to a vast quantity of

earth deposited in the valley, but probably
much more has been carried down into the
sea by the river, the heavier rains causing
such a scour along the bed as to maintain a
sufficient channel.

_
A good deal is said about weirs across

rivers being the cause of floods. As a
general proposition, that can neither be
maintained nor denied. All that can be said
is as to some particular weir, and with refer-

ence to its circumstances, which must first

be known. The extent to which a weir
influences the height of the water in the
river above it—the amplitude of the back-
water—can be found approximately for any
weir, the circumstances of which are known,
together with those of the river. The
accompanying sketch is a section of

such part of the river above a weir as is

influenced by the backwater, the vertical

scale being greatly disproportionate to the

horizontal.

If A B represent the surface of the river

in its original state, and a weir or dam be
erected in the position shown, the water
will pass over it at a height C due to the

quantity and the length of the weir. If

from that height C a line be drawn hori-

zontally backwards until it cuts the surface

of the original flow at D, as represented by
the dotted line C D, that distance, from C
to D, will be about half the distance to

which the surface of the water in a regular

channel will bo influenced by the erection of

the weir ; that is to say, it will be so in-

fluenced as far up as the point E, twice the

distance CD. The authorities give the

distance C E as being from 1'5 to 1-9 times

the distance C D ; but if twice that distance

be taken, it will allow a margin for error,

and will give the utmost limit of the back-
water. Irom that point upwards to the

next weir the river remains uninfluenced by
the weir below ; but it is only in rivers with
considerable fall, or where there are but few
weirs, or when the weir raises the height of

the water but little above its original level,
that there is any great length of river thus
iminfluenced, in the ordinary state of the
flow of the river ; but the influence of the
weir becomes less and less as the quantity
of water coming down the river increases,
until, in a very high flood, when the weir
becomes drowned, its influence in checking
the flood is but little. The late Mr. E.
Leader Williams gave evidence before the
Select Committee of the House of Lords on
Conservancy Boards in 1877, that when
the Severn Navigation Commissioners were
before Parliament for authority to construct
these weirs the question was fought over
for nearly six weeks, and the result was
that he arrived at a form of weir which
not only pens up a certain quantity for

the purposes of navigation, but facilitates

the passing off of the flood water as well.

It is a solid weir, with a level crest from
end to end, and without sluices or means of

passing off the water other than over its

top. The back of the weir is rounded off

to a parabolic curve, instead of being, as

most weirs of the kind are, flat on the top.

This improved form gives greater velocity to

the water passing over the weir, and
reduces its height for any given quantity
passing over. This, however, is not the
curious point to which allusion is made
above ; it is that before a weir is formed the

flood-water runs over a rough bed, there

being at the first of the flood but little

water in the river—but meaning, presum-
ably, only in the case of the Severn, or

sinular rivers—and, therefore, meeting with
great obstruction to its flow from that

roughness, whereas, when the weir is

erected, it forms a pool of comparatively

still water above it, through which the flood

passes more readily than it did before

;

indeed, directly the first of the flood touches

the upper end of the pool, it sets in motion
the whole mass of water, and it is discharged

more rapidly than it would be if it came
into an empty channel. This was supported
by Mr. J. H. Taunton, the engineer of the

Thames and Severn Canal Navigation. It

has been proved to have been practically so

on the Severn, and that is much to the point;

but it would not be justifiable to consider

this proposition as having reference to

rivers in general. In order to still further

"oduce the height of the water due to any
iven quantity passing over the weir, the

I ingth is greatly increased by constructing

aslant of the river course, making it, for

river 130ft. wide, 500ft. long, or there-

abouts; and besides the effect which the

increased length has in reducing the height

of the water passing over it, the form in

which the back of the weir is constructed,

being that of a parabolic curve, has another

effect in the same direction, for, compared
with a weir which has a flat crest, this form

of weir causes an increased velocity of the

water in the ratio of 5 to 7. This is so

when there is a free faU over the weir, but

in high floods the boat traffic passes over

these Severn weirs instead of through the

locks, the weirs being submerged and the

water-surface nearly level.

i mmm v

BOOKBINDINGS, ANCIENT AND
MODERN.*

THERE are probably few of the artistic

industries which have suffered so much
from modern mechanical appliances as the

art of the bookbinder. It is only natural to

assume that when books were transcribed by
the monks, who expended the best part of

their lives on the penmanship and illumina-

tion of Bibles and missals, their bindings

should have been thought worthy of an

equal expenditure of artistic labour, but that

* Bookbindings, Ancient and Modem. Edited by
Joseph Cundall. London : OeoTge Bell and Sons, York-
street, Coventgarden.
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as soon as typography and the multiplica-
tion of books took the place of hand-labour,
the art of the bookbinder declined. With
the multiplication of mechanical appli-

ances, so surely did the fine-art clement
disappear in this country, that it was not
till the reign of Queen Anne that any im-
provement in this respect took place. Mr.
Joseph Cundall has just brought out a
handsomely got-up volume, " On Bookbind-
ings, Ancient and Modern," dedicated to

Sir Henry Colo, K.C.B., an amplification, it

would appear, of a book published some
years ago on the same subject, but long
since out of print. Mr. Cundall's work is an
exhaustive treatise on the subject, and the
illustrations of bookbindings, which form
so attractive a feature of the present
volume, have been chosen, the author says,

as " being remarkable either for their pro-
priety or their beauty."
The art of bookbinding has been made

the subject of many learned treatises. S.

Frognall Didbin's " Bibliographical De-
cameron," Amett's "Bibliopegia," and the
works of E. Pournier on French bookbind-
ing, and Wheatley are well known, and,
with many others, have been laid under
contribution in the book of Mr. CundaU.
The author shows that the art of the decor-
ative bookbinder, as a recognised art,

reached its climax in the loth century,
though previous to that period, and before
the editions of the classics, the external
bindings of illuminated manuscripts were
often enriched with precious stones, and
silver plates inlaid with costly gems. Mediso-
val volumes, such as the splendidly bound
" Gospels," were chained to reading-desks
and lecterns, and the baronial castle could
eften boast of its treasured volumes, which
were prized so highly that they were
attached to a table in the great hall. Mr.
Cundall alludes to the splendidly adorned
" Gkispels " given by Leo III. to various
churches, sometimes decorated with pure
gold and precious stones. These adorned the
high altar.

Glancing over the earlier history of the
subject, and omitting allusion to the book-
binding of the ancients, as seen in the
AssyriaB collection at the British Museum,
or the books of the Greeks and Romans—the
latter of whom, it must be remembered, had
their bibliopegi or bookbinders, and
advanced the art to a very high state,

according to the allusions given by Horace,
Catullus, and other Eoman writers—we
may refer to the sculptured diptych as giv-
ing a faint idea of the earlier forms of the
art, and especially to the bindings of the
Byzantine artists, ornamented with colours
and gold, bas-reliefs and enamels. "In
the bindings which have been preserved of
the 6th century," says the author, " precious
stones begin to play a prominent part;
'Byzantine coatings,' as they were called,

were principally of metal—gold, silver, and
copper, gilt—into which the jewels were
introduced. We must not forget that as we
approach the Middle ages the bindings and
the manuscripts which they enfold often
belong to quite distinct periods." Cameos
and intaglios,Byzantine or Limoges enamels,
and bas-reliefs of ivory or metal of different
periods and characters are mixed together,
adds M.Libri, and he illustrates this " singu-
lar mode of botching" in an "Evangc-
larium " taken from La Sainte Chapelle, now
in the Paris National Library. The fact
was, the goldsmith claimed the external
ornamentation, the artist the interioradorn-
ment, and the binder the mechanical part of
the work. The " Silver book of Ulphilas,"
a book of the Gospels translated in a.d. 370,
is an example of the style of earlier decora-
tion. A beautifully executed book-cover in
carved ivory, probably a MS. binding of the
gospels, is illustrated by a fine photograph,
and forms the first plate in the book we are
noticing. It is now in the South Kensing-

ton Museum, and belongs to the 9th century

;

the cover is divided into three long panels,

the Virgin and Child occupying the centre

panel, while the bottom panel, extending
the whole width of the book, has a repre-

sentation in relief of the Nativity, and the
corresponding one above has an emblematic
design. The whole is in low relief, the panels

divided by a bold cable moulding, or bead
and reel enrichment.
The ago of Charlemagne was one of great

advance in the art, and Italian artists and
workmen were employed. Leather and
carved wooden covers, plated, ornamented
with clasps of gold or silver ; or gold plates

set with precious stones, cameos, and other
choice ornaments were common ; a fine spe-

cimen of this form of binding in the British

Museum, composed of a border of raised

panels, and a central panel with figure of a

saint, is illustrated. The ornamentation is

massive, composed of silver plates with
crystals and gems. So valuable were covers

indeed, that after the goldsmith had finished

his work the bookbinder placed over it a
covering of thin leather or rough silk,

called a " sendal."

The monasteries offered every facility for

transcription and binding, and the monks
enjoyed the privilege of both writing and
binding ; they prepared the parchment and
leather, the latter being made chiefly from
stag-hide. The real cover was made of wood,
sometimes pine ; but afterwards wood fell

into disuse, as it harboured decay, and bind-

ings were made of pasteboard, manufaotm'ed
from old manuscripts. The Crusades, says

the author, fostered the production of elabor-

ate bookbinding, and the Arabs excelled

in the delicacy and beauty of their bindings.

Among the illustrations of Mediseval covers,

a German manuscript of the 12th century,

bound in gilt metal, decorated with
ohamplevo enamels, crystals, and gems is

given ; the original is now at South Ken-
sington.

The examples of the art after the inven-
tion of printing show a marked change in

character and stylo. Calf and morocco were
introduced as coverings in the loth century,
the basis being oaken boards in many cases ;

but the parchment of old MSS. was soon
utUised in the making of covers after the
introduction of paper, and many valuable

old books were lost in this way. We read that
Agobard's theological writings of the 9th
century were rescued from destruction, and
that Masson discovered the works of this

author, which a bookbinder of Lyons was
about to tear up to bind some volumes ; the
manuscript is to be seen in the King's
library. The art reached a pitch of perfec-

tion in Italy about this time ; board covers
were discontinued, and calt and morocco
enriched with gUt devices became general.

Venice, we hear, was the school of the art,

and Aldo Manuzio, the first binder of note
properly so-called who set up a press in

1488. The Aldine Anchor frequently
occurs. Gold tooling and chased silver

coverings were practised, and a highly
ornamental style sprung up in Italy, which
was patronised by popes cardinals, poets,

and princes. Several elaborate speci-

mens of the bookbindings of this period are

given by Mr. Cundall, one from the library

of the celebrated Tommaso Maioli, printed
in Rome in 1509, "Procopius—De Bello
Persico." The ornament covers the whole
surface, and consists of elegant scroll-work
and flowers, with a richly-designed centre.

A folio edition of Caesar may be seen in the
British Museum, from the same collection.

The Renaissance artists displayed their

utmost powers in the elaboi'ation of bind-
ings, and brought all the resources of art

to bear. The bookbinding of Prance in the

16th century equalled the Italian for the

sumptuous richness of the designs. Of
course Italian designs were reproduced at

first, till Jean Grolier and has followers

formed a now school of bookbinders. QtoUer
was a g^oat book-colloctor, who engaged
Italian workmen, and the illustration given
by Mr. Cundall of his copy oli^" Adagia of

Erasmus" is an excellent specimen of the
style, characterised by rich turdors, and a
decorative sense of the treatment of leather,

which has not been surpassed. Dark brown
morocco, ornamented with interlaced pat-
terns, with acentre title, all in gold toohng,
was common, and the patterns generally

consisted of geometrical linked forms, many
with floral devices. But we pass on to later

works.
A splendid binding of the 1 6th centiuj,

with the arms and monograms of Henry II.,

and Diana of Poitiers, shows the riconeas

and striking effect of the interlinked border
and folial enrichment. Many had silver

clasps and knobs, and the emblems adopted
were often suggested by the names of the

owners. The doleful style of death's head
and cross-bones was not uncommon in the

time of Henry III. Among the choicer

specimens illustrated, is a binding of the

end of the 16th century, from the library of

Etienne de Nully.
The chapter on Bookbinding in Germany

and England in the 16th century, is in-

teresting. Binding in stamped leather be-
came an important art after the invention of

printing in Germany, and the German Bible
now in the Mioseum at Nuremberg affords

a striking illustration of corner metal-
mounts in bold relief, and an elegant kind
of impressed ornament on the side of cover.

Another design by Hans Holbein, in morocco,
with interlaced ornament, is given. English
bookbinding slowly developed ; embroidery
on velvet was employed largely at first, and
such bindings are to be seen in our national

collections. Leather came into use with
the invention of printing, and stamping with
gold and blind tools followed. A very
beautiful specimen of a gold embroidered
cover of a book, printed at Augsburg in

1613, is illustrated. It is bound in maroon
velvet. The author cites numerous patrons
of the art from the Heni-ys to James I., but
it is well-known that French artists were
employed to bind the principal books. John
Reyner, binder to Henrys VII. and VIII.,

is said to be the first Englishman who did

work that could compare with that produced
abroad, and several specimens by him are

to be found in the British Museum.
Grolier designs were introduced in Edward
VI. 's time. During the 17th, and early

part of 18th centuries, the art reached a high

state of perfection, and the examplei given

are typical of the style. A great patron of

the art was Auguste de Thou, whose library

contained various costly styles. A beautiful

book-cover, of Dutch workmanship, of silver

gUt, is one of the best illustrations, dated

about 1670, and copied from a cover in the

South Kensington Museimi. As illustrating

the French style of the binding of the 18th

century, we have, by permission of the pub-
lishers, reproduced plate XXV., showing an

example of " mosaic " work, a style of book-

binding introduced by Padeloup, the binder

to Louis XV. "In his search for variety,

he blended together designs from the gkss-

paiuting of the Middle Ages, the flowers and

suns of Louis XIV. style, and the fine dot-

tings of Le Gascon. The excellence of

Padeloup," says the author, "consists in

the solidity of his bindings, in the choice of

colours displayed in their ornamentation.

He constantly inlaid patterns of lemon,

red, or green morocco in bindings of

morocco, or taffetas, with linings, and

fly-leaves of gold paper." The design

we give is the cover of the " Institutio

Societatis Jesu," Rome, 1587, in the BibUo-

tWque Nationale Paris. It is sufficient to

observe that during the 18th century the

rage for collecting books and bindings was

at°its height, and it was the custom for

authors to collect as well as write books.
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Issimmo ^SociETATis Jesu. Rome, 1587. Example op Mosaic
WoEK BT Padelottp. (In the National Library, Paris.)

Numerous are the names mentioned by
Mr. Cundall. Tiie Duke do la Valliere
was a great collector, M. Girardot
was another, and Gaignat was a
third. Besides Padeloup, Dubuisson and Le
Monnier were noted designers in morocco.
At the end of the work a chronological list

of celebrated binders and patrons is ap-
pended, and the author alluies to the better
taste recently introduced by English book-
binders, though wo cannot, from an art point
of view, join with him in the view that the
binders of the present day, with a few
notable exceptions, are eminent in artistic

work. But we have no space to follow the
author in his later chapters, and may take
leave of the work with the hope that his

labours will be rewarded, that the learn-
ing on this branch of literary production,
which Mr. Cundall lias brought into a
portable compass, together with the beautiful
examples of the art he has collected, will
help towards a more correct taste, and that
modern bookbinding will worthily take its

place in the history of ilie art.

THE STUDY AND PRACTICE OF THE
ART OF ARCHITECTURE.*

IT is impo'sible for a professor who enters on
his duties under hueh circumstances as have

involved my itppointmeiit to this office, not to
say at least a few wor<l.s of somewhat personal
character. Three of my brethren who, in suc-
cession, occupied this chair within my time, have
all been taken away from us within a brief
I>eriod. One of th^jm was the master under
whom I had studied, and to whose varied in-
formation, skill, and enthusiasm for his art I
shall always fttl myself a great debtor.JBut
the last was one to wliora many of you students
who are here to-night are similarly indebted.
Mr. Barry hid, as many of you are aware, held

• Lecture* sd Archib-ctuie to Students of the Koyal
Academy. By Ueoboi Euuijxd Stbeet, II A. No. 1 ;

deiiTertd Mondnjr, Feb. 14, 1881.

the post of professor in this Academy for some
six or seven years. His lectures were marked by
the variety of the subjects which they embraced,
and by the judicial impartiality which it was his

aim to thow in his appreciation of what was, in

his eyes, good in all styles. The sad event which
closed his career to suddeidy interrupted last

year's lectures when their delivery was but half

completed. But they are shortly to be published,
and will, I doubt not, be well worthy
of your study and attention, as con-
taining the advice, criticisms, and views upon
our art of one who held a most distinguished
place among liis brethren. This is not the place

or the time to say more on such a subject. But
loss than this I cannot say on an occasion when
all of us would have been so glad that it slioidd

still have been his voice to wMch you listened,

and liis counsel that you had to accept. Tlxere

is one difficulty which all professors must feel in

the work which is to be done here. It is, as I

think, our first duty to think of our students and
their good. And in successive years it might
be necessarj-, or, to say the least, advantageous,
if the simple truths and precepts which are the
foundation of all that is best in art were repeated
time after time to the succeeding audiences of

fresh students. And so, perhaps, it may matter
httle if sometimes I repeat what has been far

better said before, in hopes that to some at least

there may be freshness, instruction, and novelty
in what I say. The real difficidty is that a pro-
fessor who wishes to teach well must, of neces-
.sity, inculcate only what he himself believes to be
true ; and that in dealing with art, as soon as he
ieives the domain of simple first principles, he
tomes upon ground wliere every view is con-
tested, and each man's art is, to a great extent,

independent of his neighbour's. And my hope is

that in listening to mo you will none of you
forget that, after all, what I tell you
is intended to be suggestive first of all.

If I tell you of first principles which
all acknowledge, and then give you advice which
seems to sin against them, you may be sure I

have not made myself imderstood, and in any
case it is the first principle which must bo held
fast by. To-night, however, I shall have to

'confine myself very much to questions which

much concern those of you more especially who
are students in our Architectural School, but
which may, I fear, be comparatively tmintcrest-
ing to the rest of my audience. In subsequent
lectures I liope I may find it possible to deal
with questions of a different and plousanter kind
—less elementary, and such as all of us who
wish to be artists are bound to interest our-
selves in. It is a good rule of the Academy that
compels you all—painters and sculptors, as well
as architects—to listen to architectural teaching.
But no teaching can be worth anything which
tries to accommodate itself to the indifference of
an audience, and it would be a mistake to assume
for an instant that anj' of you wish to know only
a litt le about any one of the arts, and care only
to attend here because the Academy insists upon
your doing so. The first test of an artist is

that he should feel a real and absolute, if not
an almost equal, interest in all the arts, and
the painter who does not care to know some-
thing about architecture is sure, at least, never
to be so good a painter as he might have been,
whilst to you students of Sculpture, I woidd say
thiit my art and yours are so intimately allied,

neither in their highest developments being ever
perfect without the aid of the other, that it

is incumbent upon you, if you would excel, to
know much more than merely a little about
architecture. The three arts are indeed all de-
pendent on each other. The most perfect
building is that in which not only the archi-
tectural lines, proportions, and features are all

good and beautiful in themselves, but one in
which provision is thoughtfully and wisely made
by the arcMtect for the best display in harmony
of the arts of painting and sculpture. The
architect deals with outlines and masses, with
light and shade, but for that deeper interest

which touches one most, after these general
effects have been produced, he depends, except
in the vastest bmldings, upon the other arts,

and he must know and feel enough about them
to make him competent to provide for their
worthy and dignified treatment. And siuely it

is not less needful that the painter and the
sculptor should be so well trained in architec-
tural detail as to make it impossible for them to
do or admire work in which ignorance of that artis

exhibited—such ignorance being fatal in its effect

wherever it exi-sts or is conspicuous. Nor should
it ever be forgotten that the study of the most
permanent of all the arts has a real value if it

leads all artists to consider in their work not
only what is good for to-day and for the fashion
of the time, but for ages to come, so that it may
be looked at with love and respect by their

descendants for miny generations. So much
only do I think it necessary to say by way of

introduction to my subject for to-night, which
I have selected as being one on which we ought
first of all to understand each other, and on
which one who is growing old may well speak
decided words of counsel to you who are only on
the threshold of your career. With what con-
ception of art are you bound, then, to begin your
work P The work of the architect isevidently com-
plicated by conditions pecidiar to itself. It must
be usefid first of all, beautiful afterwards. Un-
less it is useful, it is not really artistic. Useful-
ness may be exhibited in trifles as much as in

the greatest affairs. You must realise that it

is not only necessary to learn how to plan a
building so as tomake it most thoroughly fit for its

purpose, but you must learn also how to design
every detail so that it shall be the fittest for the
place, and for the work it has to do. You must
therefore begin by studying how to plan well,

and how to bmld well. Good construction is

the basis of good art ; though even here a
word of caution is required, for new modes of

construction may be popular, but not good : and
the only test that I know of good construc-

tion is the certainty of its being permanent.
Unfortunately, you will find that this is the

greatest temptation which wiU assail you from
the first in your architectural career. You will

be tempted to sacrifice solidity to some fancied

necessity for ornament; but it is nevertheless

the fact that many very noble buildings, of all

ages, are almost absolutely devoid of mere oma-
,

ment, and that no work which is not solid and
well constructed and proportioned, however
richly it may be adorned, is ever in the end
lastingly ornamental. Consider for an instant

in what way this rule affects you when in prac-

tice. The Egyptian and Greek remains—quite

apart from any intrinsic beauty which they

possess—affect everyone by the evidence of their

I
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admirably solid mode of constnictioii. The
MOinewhiit unsightly masses of brickwork which
lire all that are at first sfien of some g'reat
Roman works, such as, cr/., the Baths of
Caracalla, affect the senses in the same way. In
Mediaeval times, it is when you are traversingsome
passage fonned in the thickness of a wall that
the same feeling is excited, and in all these
cases it is the respect for his work which the
builder shows that reacts upon us. Nothing is
ever entirely unworthy of notice that is done
with this feeling, and as it would be wholly
impossible to obtain, as it would also be absurd
to demand, the same goodness of design in a
mere temporaiy erection as in a permanent one,
so the merit of an architectural work will almost
always have some distinct relation to the solidity
of its construction. The reason for putting this
fact before all others which bear on the .study and
practice of an art is that if you have but a firm
grip of it, all you have studied ^vill bear more
fmit, because it will give you in one vital point an
infallible critical test for the examination of all
arcliitcctural work. And if I do not attempt to
teach you in my lecture much about the merely
practical side of your work, you must never
forget that this is in no degree whatever because
I wish you to ignore what is absolutely essential,
but only because it is seems to me that this
Academy of the Fine Arts requires of its pro-
fes.sors and of its students that their main devo-
tion .shall be to the artistic side of our
.irt, with but such incidental references to its
practical side as grow naturally out of
tend to illustrate and explain the other, sat In your jjlaoe hearing one of the greatest of

I

.Such references, even if only incidental, caniiot
be infrequent. At every turn we are met with
the question whether what we have designed is
the best thing possible under the circum.stanoes,
not whether it is the most beautiful—the best
tiling in architecture being always that which
combines the most sagacious use of the materials
available, the soundest construction, and the
most convenient adaptation to the requirements,
with thorouglily good artistic character and jjro-
portion in the mass and in all the details, and
.some eindence of imagination in the design. The
architect has to work under limitations wholly
unknown to the painter, sculptor, or musician,
and yet his art requires for its perfection no less
invention and imagination and loftiness of cha-
racter. If we look carefully at painters' work,
we arc struck with the extraordinary extent to
which the artist reveals liimself in his work. On
the canvas of a great painter you see not only
the man who sat for his portrait, but abnost
equally the man who painted it. In a more
.subtle way the architect is revealed in his work.
His refinement or his coarseness, his love of

truth or indifference to it, are always evident.
In the highest art it is the man rather than the
society or the system that is seen ; and as

in ages when insecurity of life, tyranny of

rulers, ruthlessness, or religious intolerance,

were rife, tlieir very existence involved that
of men of the strongest and most heroic

character, so in the same times the greatest

buildings were erected. The indindual man
lived often a higher life, and had a higher con-
ception of his work, than is usual in more easy
and perhaps more polished and virtuous times.

At the same time, though, the highest art is a
reflex of the spirit of the man. The man is

dominated to a great extent by the age, so that

the spirit of the age is seen more or less in the
architectural works of all times. Our own his-

toiy will be read in ours possibly long after all

other records of its work are lost, and it lies

Vith us to secure that the record .shall be that of

the best features, not of the worst of oui- times.

Tlic les.son for you is obvious : you must culti-

vate in your.sclves a high sen.se of the require-

ments of your art, and a persistent self-reliance

and individuality. Without these you cannot be
great architects. And it is more neces.sary to

insi.st on this with you than with your brethren
of the bnish and the chisel, because your daily

life may be, and too often I know is, spent in

working under influences wholly hostile to this

higher view. It is well to speak thus to you
who are .still young, and who, being so, are also

generous, and I hoiH; enthu.siastio. You will

soon cease to be young ; but unless you maintain
to the end the other qualities you will not be
great artists. There may, of course, be enthu-
siasm of a certain sort for bad things. Many of

us, I fear, fancy whilst we are doing common-
place, if not vulgar things, that our work is

worthy to excite it, never really realising any of

the necessary conditions. And it is worth while
to ask, therefore, what is it wliich really does
create our enthusiasm in ancient examples 'f

Enthusiasm is not morel v the highest kind of
interest. This may lie kindled by historical
associations

; but a bare field on which a battle
has been fought has this. Extreme age gives
interest, but it need not he lovely. Singularity
of situation, of material, of adaptation to excep-
tional purposes, may all give interest. But none
of them create real enthu.siasin. And the only
arcliitcctural work which does excite it is that in
wliich you find evidence throughout, that the
artist thought nothing of his own part in it, but
only of the perfection of his work, of its

solidity first, and then of its refliiement.
Try by this test such buildings as the
the Parthenon, the Temple of Neptune at
Paestum, the Campanile at Florence, Amiens
Cathedi'al, or the choir of Westminster Abbey,
and you will find that all possess these qualities,
and all of them, kindle undying enthusiasm.
Once learn to .see that such qualities exist and
produce their effect, and you have made one
step at least towards po.ssessing them your-
selves. Nor is it necessary that you should have
any hope of exhibiting your qualities on
buildings of such importance as those just men-
tioned. Recollect that in Athens, in Italy, in
France, and in England small works have been
at least as interesting and perfect as large ones,
and that no artist depends upon the largeness of
the work given to him to do for the opportunity
of showing his real worth. I recollect when I

my predecessors- the illustrious Cockerel!
declare that the most perfect thing he had ever
designed was a scraper ; and, strange as the
illustration is, he was serious, and justified in
being serious in such a view. It may be argued
that in ancient tunes there was an intuitive rather
than a conscious recognition of the need for re-
finement which I assume to be necessary ; but
this I am inclined to doubt. AVhat, for instance,
is the story of the long and slow development
of Doric arclutecture, but one of an attempt to
secure more refinement by the gradual perfection
of every detail ?—the enthusiasm for what had
gone before being the stimulus to greater perfec-
tion, and the refinement being the conse-
quence of the enthusiasm. Or, again,
in the whole history of art, is there a
more interesting chapter than that of the gradual
development, by repeated changes and modifica-
tions, of the circular Roman and Byzantine
buildings, through the Romanesqu? apse into

the intricate and beautiful complete Gothic
chevet of the French churches ?—a development
wliich was gradual only in the sense that we can
trace aU the steps by which it proceeded, but
which, as compared with the slow and patient

development of Egyptian and Greek art, as-

tonishes us by the rapidity of its proceedings,

the fertility of imagination shown by those who
conducted it, and the vast and complete change
in all architectural forms which in a few years
was achieved. Some among you may have no
enthusiasm for your art, and may have no inte-

rest in such evidence of what the architects of

old must have felt. You may have been told to

bo arcMtects, not because you re-fused to be any-
thing el.se, but because the profession seems to

offer a fair mode of getting a living. This is to

reduce your art to the level of the basest trade,

to deprive your-selves of all chance of real suc-

cess, and to condemn yourselves to a career of

mediocrity which will benefit neither you nor
youi" neighbours. If there are any such students

here let me beseech them to take a new view of

their duty, and to cultivate, by every means in

their power, the frame of mind I have been de-

scribing. It does not lie in the power of every-

one to become a great artist. But it is in the

power of even the least gifted among you, by
cultivating his reverence for thewaysand work of

great artists, to make it impossible that he should

ever be guilty of anything wholly bad and con-

temptible. Ci.)nsider what a glorious in-

heritance you have ! In every part of

the civilised world, the architect whose eyes

are open finds, on all sides, works which speak

more forcibly, the more he examines them, the

great and eternal lessons of his art. He, above
all men, has a delight in the past, because he
can read better than others the most permanent
and intelligible of its visible records. If he is

wise he never ceases to learn, for the examples
he has to study are of inexhaustible number and
variety. Even if circumstances compel him to

limit his studies to liis own country, there is no
cause for regret ; for I suppose the man has not
yet lived who lias seen all that is worth seeing,
even of EngU.sh architecture ; and as mufli may
often lie learnt l)y the patient study of small
works as by more ambitious attempts to study,
to group, and to analyse the origin, principles,
and developments of the art all over the civilised
world. Avhen you have resolved to look at your
work in tliis spirit, you must be reminded that
there are some minor conditions of success which
I do not think beneath notice here. Toiu: first

business is to become an accomplished draughts-
man. As you will hear presently, good archi-
tects have existed, and may always exist, who
do not draw well ; but no one can safely say to
himself that he will elect to be numbered among
them. Architectural diaughtsmaiiship is a good
training for everyone, because its first es.sentiaU
are clearness and accuracy ; and the man has to
depend very much for his knowledge of the effect
his work will produce—must loam so to represent
it on paper as to insure that liis drawing is a
fair representation of its effect. The habit of
tinting and shading architectural elevations is a
bad one, and not to be encouraged. It is a
simple waste of time. In outlining geometrical
drawings, as well as in sketching, never use a
very hard pencil, and make up your mind in the
latter to dispense almost, if not altogether, with
indiarubber. The essence of good architectural
drawing is not only that it should be clear and
accurate, but that it should be done positively
and once for all. Nothing is more fatal than a
slovenly and tentative habit in architectural
draughtsmanship, and if you indijge in it you
will find it stand much in your way when
you attempt to nrake original designs.
When you draw these, the first thing that
you must endeavoiu- to accomplish is

to acquire the habit of seeing in your mind
what you want to draw before you draw it. To
see some men draw one might almost suppose
that the pencil was gifted with the miraculous
power of making a design, so little does it seem
to be certainly guided by the hand that holds it.

The habit of picturing your design to yourself
before you draw it would save a great deal of
this confused sort of work. Knowing what
your intention is, you have then only to put it on
paper ; but if you have not taken this prelimi-
naiy trouble, you will never work with half tlie

accuracy or speed which would otherwise be
possible. Good draughtsmanship is a necessity
in these days for a really accomplished architect.

It Ls impossible in this respect to put ourselves
exactly in the position of men who had not our
facilities and our system of education. It is

true we are not better artists than they were

;

but in one sense we can draw better, and arc,

therefore, bound to do so. I am not aware that

any one knows how a Greek architect set out
bin design. And as to the Mediaeval draughts-
man, we know, by such books as that of Wilars
de Honicourt, a 13th-centmy French archi-

tect, that an architect's drawings then
were something like children's drawings now.
And even at a later date the still extant
original drawings for such works a.s the

front of the church at Louvain, the Steeple

of Ulm, and the Cathedral at Kiiln were
strangely unlike the exact geometrical drawings
which we are able to mfike. These drawings
—published in MoUer's " Denkmaler " and
Hollar's drawing of the Steeple at Mechlin,

engraved, no doubt, from an original drawing,
affords interesting illustrations of this kind of

elevation. You will find that though they are

in elevation, they are frequently so far put into

perspective as to exhibit at all points the plan or

horizontal section of the work. Both the draw-
ing of elevation and plan are, however, so slight,

that it must have been impossible for any
architect to have satisfied himself without further

details, and these, there is fome evidence to

show, were set out by the architect himself at

large on a floor specially provided for the pur-

pose. Such a floor exists in the work-room
over the passage to the Chapter-house at York,

and at Limoges the original setting-out of the

groining was found by M. Vemeille in a similar

position. Possibly also, models were more used

than they are now. At Louvain is still pre-

served a most exquisite model, cut in stone, of the

complete design for the west front of a church,

which itself has never been completed. When
compared with the design, which is also pre-

served, it is seen that the model represents

mouldings and traceries with an exact accuracy
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which U not attempted in the drawing. But the
making of a model by an old architect, in place

of a careful geometrical drawing', is no excuse
to any one for making careless drawings in the
first place now. They are sure to lead to care-

less details afterwards. Too many of you come
here wholly ignorant of all works on your art.

Many of them, to which it is always easy to gain
access, will give you more evidence of the best

kind of architoctual drawing than any verbal
hints can. But you will iind that in these
there are united clearness, accuracy, feeling

for detail, delicacy, and conformity of line,

and you will find no backlining to mark the
supposed shaded side of projections, and none
of those provoking splotches of black
which are unhappily so much in favour with
some young draughtsmen. A power of drawing
in perspective is of the first importance on two
grounds : first, that without this knowledge your
enjoyment and success in sketching will be very
small ; and, secondly, because it will render it

more easy to you to realise the effects of your
building in perspective, without having the
trouble of making a careful drawing or a model,
to convince yourself of its real appearance.
Without this power j-ou will hardly be able to

realise the real light and shade of a design ; and
without this ability it were better never to

attempt to make a design at all ! The delicacy
of draughtsmanship on which I have insieii^d

will -lead to refinement in other yrays.-/^a
essentially vulgar drawing may be nxade of a
refined building ; it should be your aim to let

the drawing itself have that air of refinement
also. You are, all of you, armed with mathe-
matical instruments the like of which no age
before our own has ever seen. Remember that
these are useful servants and no more, and that
whenever you can do so, you had far better use
your hand in place of your instrument. You
cannot practise this too much or too steadily.

Draw accurately, firmly, and, as far as may be,

with a single stroke, the outline of a
Greek or Etruscan vase, the volute of a
good Ionic capital, the sections of Greek
mouldings, and equally of our own English
mouldings of the 13th and 14th centuries. The
hand trained in this way is, believe me, a much
better servant than the bow pencil. The curves
which can be drawn by a trained hand, under the
guidance of a trained eye, are far more beautiful
because more subtle in their variations and pro-
longations than those of any instrument ; and I
insist on this point because, unhappily, the bow
pencil, and not the hand, isatthe root of almost
all the so-called ornament of the nineteenth
century. Another habit which it is desirable to
encourage is that of representing with a few
lines the effect of several. In drawings to a
very small scale the attempt to represent every
line of moulding and detail is sure to be a
failure as well as a waste of time ; and the
selection of those lines which are essential is

always evidence of good draughtsmanship. This
cannot be done without a real knowledge of the
character of the details. And as no one can
draw a building accurately without this know-
ledge, I need hardly say that it is very far from
a waste of time for a painter to give some atten-
tion to architectural detail. Some of Turner's
pencil-drawings are capital examples ofhis power
of indicating so accurately the details of a
building, that no one need be in doubt as to the
stylo in which it is built. He could not have
done this unless he had educated himself by the
study of architectural detail, and his example
ought to be followed by every painter-student
who wishes to be able to introduce any archi-
tectural features into his pictures—as who
do;s not? One word of caution is necessary here.
The power of making good and attractive draw-
ings is of immense value, and may make a vast
difference in your prosperity and success
in life. But it is a means only, and
not the end. It has its dangerous side.

It Ls possible to make a design look well on paper
which will never pass muster in execution
Nothing is more suicidal than this ; but, unfor-
tunately, there is nothing against which it is

more necessary to warn you. If you do devote
yourselves to making attractive architectural
drawings, do them always, I beg you, with a
conscientious determination to represent your
work absolutely as it will appear—the real ob-
ject of working out architectural designs in
perspective being the discovery of weak points in
the design, so that they may be corrected in

execution. When once you are able to draw

fairly well, you arc prepared for what is the best
and widest field of study—the buildings which
are the best illustrations of our art. And in

these it is well, I need hardly say, to devote
yourselves as far as possible only to the best ex-
amples. In sketching, it is best at first to eiT
on the side of formality. Draw, above all,

clearly and accurately, the ground-plan of every
building you A-isit, for without this, no other
sketches are complete, and with it, even slight

sketches of the elevations or details are never-
theless intelligible. At the beginning, you can
hardly take too many dimensions; your work
must be sketched and measured on the spot with
equal accuracy. At a later period you wiU be
able to generaU.so more, and to dispense with
this elaborate detail in your studies. In sketch-
ing, never make the common mistake of using
the commonest paper. Treat yourselves, from the
Irst, to luxuiy in this one respect. Make
your measured sketches in a book, and take
care to make your dimensions ample enough to

insure the acoiracy of the drawing you make
from those sketches ; but in the case of mould-
ings, of sculpture, of the filling in of panels or
arches, let your sketch be as carefully drawn as
possible, and do not depend at all upon your
two-foot rules for the accuracy of your sketch-
ing. Pay special attention to such points in
construction as the jointing of stonework, the
design of mouldings meant to meet special wants,
as

—

e.ff., the slopes of buttresses, and of other
members intended to throw off water, the
adaptation of architectural features to their

situation, as, for example, the details used near
the eye and far from it, and the modes adopted
for making them both properly visible, and at
the same time strong enough for their place and
work. Einally, in whatever style it is that you
are most interested, never fail to draw with the
utmost care, and to store up in your mind the
effect of all the best mouldings you see. There
is no part of your studies more important than
this. Never believe any one who speaks lightly
of the science or art of moulding. (I call it by both
terms, because it embraces both.) By no test can
youseparategood work from bad more surely than
by the comparison of the mouldings. A good
A good moulding grows out of the necessities of
the occasion. It gives us the power of ac-
centuating our lines or proportions in the most
positive manner if wo choose, or of softening
them off so delicately as almost to conceal the
transition from one feature to another. With-
out their aid there is a rudeness—a coarseness,

one may almost say—which is offensive whilst

with their aid that refinement of line which, as

I have told you, it should be your great aim to

achieve, is made more perfect, and carried to

greater perfection than in any other way. In
drawing mouldings, I advise you always to

sketch them with as much accuracy as possible,

and to a good size, and on no account to depend
upon correcting your indifferent sketches by a
multitude of dimensions. Your eye, your hand,
and you memory will be misled. You wUl look
again and again at j our sketches, and will for-

get all about your dimensions, and so be led to

a permanently false impression of their real con-
tour. Kememberalwaysthat sketches ofmouldings
alone, without equally accurate sketches of the
features to which they belong or with which
they are connected, are useless. A well-known
book which would otherwise rank as one of the
most accurate works on the subject is utterly
valueless, owing to an omission of this kind.

Arch mouldings are drawn without any plan of

the capitals which they support, or of the jambs
below the capitals. The relation of one of these

to the other is of the very essence of the matter,
and unless both are drawn it is really of little

use to draw either. In the same way the rela-

tion of the mouldings of a window to its tracery,

of a column to its capital and base, and of both
to the entablature, ought always to be recorded
in a tketch. From the drawing of mouldings
you will go on to that of sculptured or carved
members, and in these it is the effect which was
intended to be produced of which you must be
thinking. So, for this purpose, I attach but little

importance, save as a test of mere draughtsman-
ship, to the work which you have to do in our
schools from casts. All architectural features in

which carving is introduced ought to be looked

at and drawn in the very place fur which they
were intended. If a cap look perfectly well

hung against a wall, on a level with the eye, it

can hardly be suitable for its real position in

the building some 50 ft. above the spectator,

and a great difference in treatment ought to
exist between a piece of carving which is made
to appear to do hard service, and another which
evidently has no such serious work to do, and is

rather the evidence of the artist's pleasure in
his work.

{To be continued.)

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AT the eighth ordinary meeting of the
session, held on Monday evening, the Hth

February, John Whichcord, F.S.A., President,
in the chair.

The Secretary having read By-law LXXVI.,
the Peesidknt announced that, in pursuance of
the said by-law, the Council proposed to submit
to her Majesty the Queen the name of George
Godwin, F.R.S., F.S.A., Past Vice-President,

as the Royal gold medallist for the current year.

SANITAEY SCIENCE IN ITS RELATION TO CIVIL

AKCUITBCTUEE.-—WAEMINO AND VENTtLAIIOlf.

The discussion, adjourned from the 17th
January, of the paper by Mr. Edward C. Robins,
F.S.A., was preceded by a description of a
system adopted at the City Guilds Technical
College, to be erected in Tabernacle-row, E.C.,

and which resulted from a conference between
Mr. E. N. Clifton, Mr. J. L. Bacon, the Pro-
fessors, and Mr. Robins.
Mr. Henkt Dawson, having referred to

tlie drainage of buildings, continued the dis-

cussion on the subjects of warming and ventila-

tion. He concluded by saying :—I have been
particularly struck with the system adopted at

the Long Room at the Custom House by Mr.
Boyle. I must give my testimony that his aii--

pump ventilators are really so constructed as to

act like air-pumps. They do exhaust the air in

the top, and my impression is that they are most
useful things, and may be made very valuable

for the extraction of foul air from large build-

ings. To say, however, as is the custom, that

there is never any down-draught is saying too
much, and when I went up there to examine the
system, I found that the outlet-tubes, instead of
being as described—earned up straight from the
ceiling right up through the roof—have a bend
in them, and in that almost horizontal bend is

placed a contrivance for the purpose of checking
any little down-draught, and there is also a
little receptacle for soot. As to the admission
of fresh air by vertical tubes, it is made
available in large halls, where high enough, no^

doubt with success. I believe Mr. Robins states

that he considers it particularly suited to a room
with an open fireplace, and from that opinion I

must entirely dissent. I think there can scarcely

bo anything worse than a room with an open
fireplace, into which cold air is admitted by a
tube of that sort. I think so for this reason: that

my own conviction, scientifically, has been quite

confinned by experience in two instances. At the
particular request of clients (sgainst my advice)

the system was tried, and in both eases it most
ignominiously failed. It failed, as I said it

would, from the fact that the cold air—unles.»

the room is at least 20 feet in height—has a
rapid upward direction to the coiling, and is sure

to descend again on the heads of the persons in

the room, more especially if there is a large open
fireplace. When this system of Tobiu's was
loudly praised, and referred to in the rooms of

the Society of Arts, I went there within a few
days after, and saw that the system was being
tried there by means of open windows. Poor
Mr. Le Neve Foster was then there, and I said

to him, " What do you say about this new means
of ventilating your room ? What do you think
of the ventilators " f " Oh "

! he said, "Con-
found them all. Ever since these things have
been put in, I have had nothing but rheu-
matism and sciatica." He told me he had
moved from one side of the room to the other

to escape the current ; but it was, he said,

impossible to do so. The instances where, by
request, I have put it in force, have been
attended with the same complaint. Does it not

seem palpable that to go and tlu-ust columns of

cold air up to the ceiling (of course with the view
of purifying the atmosphere of the room) is a
course that is unscientific and altogether bad,

especiallywhen you reflect that this air is brought
down to the level of the lungs, to be breathed

by persons who have already expired it. There-
fore, I look upon it as a most imperfect system
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anywhere. In very largo halls, and even in

churches, sometimes it may be introduced with
impunity or no great harm ; but I do submit that
the more natural sj'stem of bringing in the
fresh air at the bottom and carrying it over such
a heating medium as hot-water pipes is a far
more scientific, natural, and healthy plan. With
regard to the Custom House, I found that the
tubes (about 6ft. from the floor) were covered
over with ledgers. I asked them why tliis was.
" Because we feel a draught," was the reply.

Mr. J. I'. Sedeon said that architects
could not but rejoice at the sanitary crusade now
in progress, trusting that some good might re-
.sult from it to the community. He welcomed
the interest recently shown in the matter by the
members of the medical profession, as the public
would lusten to them, though long deaf to archi-
tects, who had piped much longer in the same
strain. He wondered whether such learned
gentlemen would be surprised to hear that a dis-

cussion upon the practical ventilation of build-
ings was held in this room of the Institute of
Architects in the year 1863. A glance at the
remarks then made would show that architects
were even then alive to the grave importance of

FUEL DOOR

A, common flue to up and down-draught.
B, valve to phut off up-draught.
C, up-^raught-
D, fuel chamber.
E, smoke-flue for down-dratight.
F, counter-balance weight to front bars.

the subject. The speaker, having referi'ed

briefly to questions of drainage, afterwards

quoted some remarks ho had made during that

same discussion, which took place several years

previous to Mr. Tobin's alleged discovery. Mr.
Seddon concluded by referring in laudatory terms
to " Tlie Wonderful Grate," the very existence of

which, he said, had been doubted by Ms friend,

Mr. William Surges, A.R.A. ; and he begged
leave to show a model of it lent to him for the
purpose by its inventor, Mr. Samuel Russell.

Mr. Saitoel Russell, having been called on by
the President, enumerated the special properties of

his grate to be, that it burnt throughout the day
and night without attention ; that the quantity
of fire might l)e regulated at pleasure ; that the
intensity of fire might bo regulated at pleasure

;

that when set to any desired quantity and intensity

it wouldcontinue to bum witlibutslight variation

;

that it consumed nearly all its smoke ; that the
fire was always bright and clear, no black coal

being seen ; that it was very clean when in use
and required no fire-irons ; that it gavrfa large
supply of pure warm air; that it burnt anthra-
cite coal, coke, or cinders, or any combination
of these ; that the chimney-flue did not refiuire

that the cost of fuel for it was one penny for
si.x hours ; that no coal -box was required in the
room. Mr. Eu8«cll continued as follows :^For
the accomplishment of tliose purposes the grate
is provided with two flues, one passing upwards
in the ordinary way from above the fire, the
other commencing below the fire and passing up
behind it, the two communicating at any con-
venient point above the fire. At the junction of
these two flues a valve is formed capable of
being regulated so as to divert the draught in
either direction. When the valve is open, leaving
a free upper draught, the fire is very mild, and
in proportion as it is closed the fire increases in

intensity, and produces almost a white heat when
quiteclosed. Thuaany fire desired may beobtained
by simply turning the knob which regulates
the valve. Another portion of this invention
consists of a vertical tube or chamber for con-
taining the fuel, the lower end of which opens
into the back of the grate. It is charged from
the upper end, which is then closed air-tight.
The fuel by the action of its own gravity con-
tinues to supply the consumption of the fire. The
double flue and valve, as already stated, regulate
the intensity of the fire. To regulate the quantity
the front bars are made to draw forward with a
counterbalance weight always tending to draw
them back, with a catch to fix them in any de-
sired position. When the catch is removed, the
backward pressiu^ stops the fall of fuel, the fire

becomes gradually less, and is finally extin-
guished. By this arrangement a small quantity
of fire may be kept burning throughout the
night, the bars in the morning being drawn for-
ward, and a scuttle of coal supplied starts it

afresh for the next four and twenty hours. As
the fuel enters at the back the smoke is evolved
from it before reaching the fire, and whether the
up or down-draught, or both, are in force, it is

consumed, the only escape for it being through
the fire. The recess in which the grate stands
forms a hot-air chamber through which the ex-
ternal air, or where this is not practicable, the
air of the room, passes.*

Professor Ayrton, Mr. Wm. White, F.S.A.,
and Mr. E. Spencer Rolfe having spoken, Mr.
E. C. Robins, F.S.A., replied on the whole
di.scu8sion, and a vote of thanks was awarded to

him for his paper.

THE CONSUMPTIVE HOSPITAL,
HAMPSTEAD.

THE second Saturday afternoon "visit" for
the present session of the Architectural

Association took place on the 12th inst., when a

large number of members met at the North
London Hospital for consumptive patients, at

Mount Vernon, Hampstead. The building occu-
pies a triangular site on a hill- top, with roads
on two sides, the chief frontage being towards
Branch-hUl-road. The entire scheme will provide
accommodation for 100 patients, but at present
only ' the first third of the hospital has been
erected, and this section is almost finished struc-

turally. The architect is Mr. T. Roger Smith,
F.R.I.B.A., who.«e design was selected in open
competition three years since, and was illus-

trated by two elevations and two key-plans in the
BuiLDDio News, December 19, 1879. Mr. Smith
met the visitors at the hospital and explained
the working drawings, giving full explanations

as to the principles and details of construction.

The style of the building is Early French Renais-

sance, of a chateau type, with a high-pitched
pyramidal roof, pedimented dormers, square-

headed windows, and circular angle turrets ; on
the garden front of the principal floors is a

covered verandah carried on cantilevers. The
facing materials are red brick and stone dressings,

with red roofing tiles. On plan, the hospital

is an isolated parallelogram with projecting

angle turrets, the long sides of hospital ranging
north and south. It consists of four principal

stories and an attic. On each floor is a wide
central corridor running from end to end, and
placed slightly to the north of medial line, so as

to give the larger rooms the southern front. The
basement is utilised as out-patients' departments,

household stores, and similar purposes. The
ground floor is devoted to administration, a board

-

* Messrs. Archibald, Smith, and Stevens, of 48, Leices-

ter-square, have since sent us the foUowin!? note with
regard to the stove.—Ed. B. N. "Saturday, Feb. 12.

Fuel chamber filled at 6.30 a.m. Office closed at 1.30

p.m., opened a^ain Monday, Feb 14, at C.'iO a.m., when
fuel chamber was found empty, but Are still burning in

grate."

room, committee-room, and day-room, reaidant
medical officer'H and physicians' rooms. The
first and second floors are identical, the fonner
being for female, and the latter for male pa-
tients. In each is a largo day-room, and a
series of wards for six, four, and two beds, the
present accommodation being for between 40
and TiO patients. On the south side all the
windows open with French casements into the
arcade or verandah already alluded to; and
the south-west angle turret forms a ciroular

nook, 8ft. Gin. in clear, added to that ward. Tlie
north-west angle turret is occupied by the
water-closets, iiractically shut off from the
main building by a cross-current from windows
at inner angles of turret. The kitchen and its

dependencies, the servants' bedrooms, and those
of some of the nurses, are placed in the attic,

following the modem hotel practice, so that the
smell of cooking cannot penetrate into the wards.
At the eastern or unfinished end of the section
already built is a well-stair, and also a manual
lift ; the grand staircase, principal entrance,
boardroom, &c., are to be provided at a future
day in the central block. The corridor which
forms the main feature on each floor, is lighted

and ventilated from the lantern over well of stairs

and also by borrowed light from the wards ; it

is built fireproof in brick arches, carried on iron

joists, and Mr. Roger Smith remarked
that he had found this cheaper in exe-

cution than any of the estimates pro-

cured from patentees of special floors. Tlie

external walls, where exposed to wind, have
been built hollow. An effort has been made to

render thoroughly secure the steep-pitched roof

;

the main braces are carried from comer to

comer, so that the principal rafters are hips ;

collars are thrown across above the ceiling, and
an iron is canied over to act as a tie-beam

;

and in addition to these measures, all walls have
been built up into the roof. In the basement
some of the rooms are divided only by iron

columns, with wooden partitions between, so

that, if needed, a large board or meeting-room
could be provided. Some trouble was expe-
rienced with the foundation, which is on loam,

but a greater difliculty was, that, owing to the
high elevation, the pressure of water only
reached to the second floor ; here, therefore, the

chief cisterns are situated, a hand-pump and
small cistern being fixed for supply of kitchen.

The stories are each Hft. 6in. high, and the

cubic space per bed varies from 1,000ft. to

1,200ft. The lower part of windows are filled

with large sheets of plate-glass between the

mullions, and the upper portions with squares of

moderate size. The corridor and staircase are

wanned by hot-wator apparatus, but each room
is wanned by its own open fireplace. In front

of the terra-cotta flue an air-space has been left

opening into the room near the ceiling, so as to

provide additional ventilation when the fire is

lit, and verticil tubes are introduced in

each room. The flues are made as straight as

possible ; circular, in terra-cotta, with rough
surface, and openings are provided in the

basement, so that they can be swept with-

out disturbing the patients. The fireplaces

are lined with Minton's tiles, and have basket

grates set in shallow femioctagonal recesses ; the

chimney-pieces are of a green marble, recently

introduced by Messrs. Blackmore and Nixson, of

Stonehou.se, Dent, Yorks, and have an effective

appearance ; the mantels are very narrow, and of

deal, painted. The dado of walls, and the walls

of corridor and stairca.se, are fini.shed in Martin's

cement, and the corridor has been laid on each

floor with an ornamental border of encaustic

tiles by Messrs. Craven, Dunnill and Co., of

Jackfield, Salop. The closet fittings have been

supplied by Messrs. Doulton, of Lambeth, and

the soil-pipes arc carried up open into the roof,

well above the dormer openings. The future

extension of the building has been kept in sight

throughout, so as to reduce the amount of recon-

stniction of existing work to the lowest point.

The contractors for the portion now in hand are

Messrs. Higgs and Hill, of Crown Works, Lam-
beth, and thoir foreman on the works is Mr.

H. Unicume ; the amount of contract is abont

£10,000.

The town-council of Godmanchester, last week,

elected Mr. William Baxter of that town as

borough surveyor. For the appointment, the

salary attached to which is only £52 per annum,
there were, as usual, a large number of appli-

cant?.
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FITZJOHX TOWEE, HAJIPSTEAK.

This hou.se is now being completed, from the
designs of Mr. John Th mas Wimperis, of 25,
Sacki-ille-street, Piccadilly, for Mr. Herbert F.
Baxter. A Domestic "Mediteral style ha.s
been adopted, admitting of much variety of
treatment, and is executed in red brick, with
black pointing', Porll -nd stone dressing, Broseley
tile roofs, ornamental crestings and terminals,
with WTought-iron finals to tower, partly gilded.
The builder is Mr. William Brass, of Old-street,
St. Luke's.

ST. UABT ABBOTTS CHUBCn, KEXSIXOTON.

This church has only within the last few
mondui been completed by the erection of the
tower and t-piie but the main portion of the
building was comraenctd about ten years ago.
It is one of the largest churches built by Sir
Gilbert Scott, and is certainly the most con-
spicuous as well as sotisfactory church from his
designs erected in London. A set of working
drawings of so importaLt an example of eccle-
siastical architecture cannot fail to be of interest,
and we have therefore arranged to illustrate the
building rather fully, more especially the tower
and spire, which were among the last designs
prepared by Sir Gilbert Scott before his death.
To-day we publish the south elevation and plan,
•with a detailed elevation of the west front.
Other illustrations will follow, when we may be
enabled to furninh further particulars of the
church. The erection of the tower and spire wa."!
carried < ut under the supervisicn of Mr. John
Oldrid Scott, F.K.I.B.A.

BOYAL ACADEMY COJIPETITION— A COLLKOE FOE
rOETY STUDENTS.

Last week we illustrated the selected design in
the Competition for the Royal Academy Travel-
ling Studentship, the subject being a college for
forty i.tudent8. and itt author was Mr. \V. J.
N. Millard To-day we publish the perspective
view of the design reckoned second in merit in
the same competition. Mr. A. H. Tiltman is the
author.

ABOLE rniEPl.ACE IS OAK BOOM, EAWD3N HOUSE,
HEBTS. DATE 1622.

The original of this drawing was exhibited at
la«t year's E.xhibiiion of the Eoyal Academy ; it
•was finished in eepia, with -washes of the same
colour. The work is thoroughly characteiistic of
the period, and of considerable interest, though
its quaint (ymbolism is rather ob.«cur'. Tlic
figures in the frieze, however, clearly represent
tlie Continents of Europ-, A.sia, Africa, and
America, with the animals, &c., peculiar to each.^e (.tonework is white in colour, and has a
charming effect in conjimclion with tlie dark
hue of the oak panelling round the room ; the
framing of the latter, as may be noted, is of verv
irregular width?.

'

OXIDATION OF BUILDING MATERIALS.

NEARLY all our building materials suffer

largely from the effects of oxidation, the
chief causes of this destructive action being
moisture accelerated by acids and contact. In the
case of metals, it has been pointed out that
humidity in the air and in miming water act by
the formation of the hydious oxide in propor-
tion to the purity of the metal, and hence
wrought iron is mure r.ipidly aifeoted than steel,

and steel than cast iron. It is well-known that
cast iron has an outer skin, which is much loss

subject to rust, and, on this account, it is best
suited for all exposed constructions, though,
even in these situations, the metil should be pro-
tected or coated. Cist iron, ca.st in sand, is more
readily oxidised than when it is cast in loam,
especially when exposed to galvanic action,

and this has bcm accountel for by the greater
smoothness of surface of luaiii castings. When
iron has to be galvanised, the loam casting is

decidedly preferable. It is needless to dwell on
the importance of protecting wrought iron, and
thin plates of it should never be exposed to the
atmosphere without protection. Recent exiwri-
ments have not yet furnished us with any ready
and jiennanent preservative coating for iron, and
coatings of zinc or asphalte appear to be the only
resources which can bo relied upon to arrest

decay in iron exposed to moisture or sea water.
Crj'stalline WTought iron is more subject to

chemical action than tho fibrous and amorphous
kind of texture, and according to Mr. G. R.
Burmll " tho old Swedish iron and the charcoal
iron, formerly used for iron railings in the
metropolis, bus yielded to the etlects of the
galvanic action of the atmosphere in a manner
very different from the wrought iion made at
present ; which latter, being made from coal, is

much more fibrous in textui'e."

It may be uunecessai'y to review the
numerous patents and preservative processes that
have been brought out end tried, and have been
given up as inadequate to cope with the
destructive action of the atmosphere upon
ironwork. Good coatings of boiled cil are recom-
mended for all malleable iron whilst it is hot,
and for castings after they have been cleansed.
Paints of oxides of lead and iron serve their
puipose ; but it would be dangerous to trust to
their protection for any length of time, and in
tho case of paints prepared from lead has s,

a chemical action is set up between the surfaces

;

and we should rather bo inclined to prefer the
application of a coating of gas-tar or asphalte,
known as Dr. Angus Smith's patent. Iron
coated with this application is found to stand
the atmosphere for a number of years longer
than any other coating, and the mineral bitu-
men resists the action of acids and all iron ex-
posed to fumes. Coating the iron with a prepara-
tion of pulverised glass vnth. bronze, or copper,
also of lead, have been tried with more or less

success ; but the difficulty is to apply such pro-
cesses to large standing structures like bridges.
Few of our readers have not heard the more
recent treatment of iron on the Barff system, by
which the articles are subjected to superheated
steam at a very high temperature. We often
won-ier how long some of our iron railway
bridges will stand the gradual deterioration and
loss of fcubstance they are being yearly subjected
to. The steam from locomotive engines upon the
iron roofs of many of our railway stations is

another instance of rapid deterioration going on,
and it may be worth the attention of our
engineers to consider tho expenditure necessary
to keep such roofs in efficient order. The contact
of lead and iron is well known to setup a chemi-
cal action destructive to iron-work embedded in
stone, and the acid in oak is found to act injuriously
on iron, as illustrated by the decay caused by iron
nails in wooden ships. Much structural injury
is due to the combination of iron and stone. The
rusting of wrought iron cramps is a common
instance due to certain salts of lime, but old
cramps and ties closely embedded in mortar,
which excluded the air, have been found in a
perfect state of preservation. We may recom-
mend Portland cement, as the most judicious
fixing for iron in stonework.

The effects of oxidation on stonework arc no
less apparent in what is known as weathering,
and there are but a very few stones—such as the
very compact sandstones, and the crystalline

magnesian limestones— which are capable of
resisting moisture. Of course, stones containing
a large proportion of carbonate of I'mo must

quickly suflfer from oxidation, esiwcially when
exposed to alternate rains tuid frosts, to damp
atmosphere and driving winds, and when their

textures are more or less absorbent..

SMOKY CHIMNEYS.

AT this season many are the complamts that
reach us of incurable smoke-nuisance in

houses, the remedy for which is often within tho
reach of the tenant or occupier. The usual idcti

is to place a chinmey cowl or some curiously

-

shajjed pot on tho top, which may, or may not,

ett'ect a cure. Brickhiyers are appealed to for a
remedy, and they generally suggest the latte'r as
an expeditious mode of getting over the difM-

culty ; the chimney is again tried and the smoke
goes up, the occupier rejoicing in the thought
that the nuisance is at last abated. But another
day comes when the wind may be in a different

quai-ter : the same evil is experienced, and what
was thought to be a cure tiu-ns out to be at best

an expedient that wiU only answer under certain
states of the atmosphere. A speedy reme<ly
invoh'ing less cost find trouble will generally be
found available. In nine cases out of ten the
fault is in the lower part of the flue, the
"throat," as it is technically called, this part
being so large that the cold tiir interferes with
the passage of the wann smoke. All that is

needed is to contract the throat just above the
fireplace, wliich may be done easily by intro-

ducing a sloped slate, or forming with tiles and
cement a kind of projecting corbel on one side

or the back. If this is performed carefully the
happy mediiun is produced, and the smoke,
having no cold current to impede its passaj^e

upwards, escapes. In building houses, the
throat of a flue ought always to be reduced at a
certain angle, neither too slowly or too quickly,

to the required area of the flue above, and if

this point be attended to, the chimney will draw
without tho inconvenience of having to open
doors and windows. A valve to open or clote

above the fire-grate, provided in some stoves,

will generally be found to answer it fitted to

fiie-places with large throat", but of course thi*

entails the expense of a new grate. It is

possible, however, to have a regulating valve to-

all fire-flues, so that it may be opened or closed

at pleasure. Not only mi>;ht the grievance of

smoke be abated by this simple means, but tho
draught could be regulated to a nicety, and the
consequent consumption of fuel, and the dis-

charge of Stygian smoke into our atmosphere
be greatly lessened. We venture to think if the

Smoke Abatement Committee woul 1 turn thi ir

attention to the evil of large, gaping chimney
mouths, and pass a regulation limiting the size

of the throats of our domestic fireplaces, thi^y

would be dealing practically with the grievances
they are trj-ing to remove.

PAKLIAMENTAK-y NOTES.
New Coubts of Justice.—In answer to Mr.

Firth and Mr. McLaren, Mr. S. 'L^ fevre said on
Tuesday: 1 have eveiy reason to believe that the
new Courts of Justice will be ready for the occu-
pation of the Judges in Easter, ls82. The clock
will be placed in the tower in the course of the
present year, and I hope it will be seen both day
and night.

Museum of Natueal History.—Mr. S. Lefevre,
in reply to Sir C. Eeeti, said on Tuesday : The Bo-
tanical and Mineralogical Collections have already
been removed from the British Museum to the
Museum of Natural His'ory at South Kensington,
which, I believe, will be opea to the public on the
next Bank Holiday—namely, on Easter Monday.

Mr. J. Whittaker, architect and surveyor, was
killed on Monday week by an accidental fall fnm
a train near Hindley- station on the Lancashire avd
Yorkehire Hailway. At the inquest it was proved
that deceased had been to Wigan on business and
went I o sleep in the train. Waking up suddenly, be
opened the carriage-door on tho oit-side and fell

out, and was mutilated by a passing train. A
verdict of accidental death was returned.

Messrs. Chubb and Son, lock and s»fe makers (o
the Queen and to the Bank of England, have ju-t
issued a new illustrated priced catalogue. It has
been compiled by one of the firm. It consists of
2S pages; contains nearly 150 illustrations; the
prices of 700 different articles ; and no less than
1,100 dimenbions of locks, safes, &o. It is etat d
that nearly one million of tho patent detector locks
have been made and sold.
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THE PRESENT CONDITION OF THE ART
OF WOOD-CARVING IN ENGLAND.*

[Conehitledfrom page 163.)

LET lis turn to a later fushioii, that so popular
uow under the name of Queen Anne.

Numerous examples of the woodwork dosijfned
by the architects and carvers of the 17th and
18th centuries remain in public buildingn,
churches, and dwelling-houses. Tht y had fewer
decorative resources than their contemporaries
in Italy and France. One great name, however,
belongs to the profession of wood sculptors of
the century, that of Griiding Gibbons. His
foliage, flowers, birds, and other details have the
sweep and d.-licacy of Nature, so far as an
appfoath to Natui-e can bo carried in decorative
cai-viug. All the carving of the 17th and ISth
centuries mny be called architectonic. It was put
to the service of interior decoration. Houses
were no longer built with the givat halls already
noticed. Chui-ches, however, and large public
halls, such as those of Greenwich Hospital, Kil-
mainham Hospital, in Dublin, and other places,
were often screened off from the doors. Such
screens are regular and orderly facades, with
arched entrances, surmounted by a pediment.
The walla of these structures, and of fooms
generally, were divided by colunuis or pilasters,
fluted, and with carved Corinthian capitals. The
panelling is no longer of the old sizes, but in
very large divisions; one of dado height, with
tall panels above. They stand well out, and are
enclosed within bold roll mouldhigs, projecting
beyond the sui-face of the panels. Where these
panels are of great size, the mouldings were
carved. Wreaths of leaf-work stand out iu relief
on the architraves, that finish the wall panel-
ling

; and that sunnoutit the openings of fire-
places and doorways. These doorways, even
inside the rooms, are generally covered by a pedi-
ment. The picture frames, that form the upper
portion of the chimney fronts, are also sur-
mounted by a pediment. Garlands of leaves or
flowers, with bold side brackets, iu the form of
volutes, over which the foliage falls, or from the
eyes of which another scroll of leaf-work springs,
form the side decoration of the chimney fronts
of the more correct Wren period. There are
some special features, out of whi h the wood-
fitters and joiners of the last century may be
said tj have made their decorative work, and
these are the very elements we want our wood-
cutters to have at command to-day. First, figure
sculpture. In this countrj-, oiu' wood-carvirs
have never been strong in this essential mitter.
Even in Wren's time, and that of his successors,
beyond an occasional artist, there does not seem
to have been any possibility of commanding the
seri-ices of carvers educated to this extent. We
find heads— of cherubs, women, &c.—occasion-
ally wfU-modelled and finished. But the con-
temporary Italian and French wood- cutters could
beat us out of the field iu tliis respect. Of
foliage, the English carvers were masters. That
of Gibbous, was of all kinds—abundant, and yet
delicate. Generally, he used lime-wood ; and
his work naturally found its place as an addition
to actual architectural details, and was applied
to friezes, or placed under pediments, or on the
architrave fronts of chimney pieces. In archi-
tectural carving of this period generally, the
acanthus leaf and the vine are the only ones
employed. There is, also, the honeysuckle
ornament, and anthemion, or leaf arrangements
similarly composed. In later work-Adam's,
for instance—the olive, era leaf of similar shape,
was added. Speaking generally, however, the
leaf u^ed is the acanthus. It is cut on capitals
and uuder brackets. Portions are composed over
the surfaces of mouldings, in a hundred varieties,
and with endless inventiveness. Yet it is always
recognisable, and helps to preserve the unity of
the general design of the decoration. On the
furniture of Queen Anne's time you see the
acanthus leaf on the bulging legs of chairs and
tables ; and broken pieces of it on the tops of
bed testers, on chimney pieces, and round look-
ing-glass frames. The finer, more wiry work
of Adam, and the Chippendale furniture, is

decorated with sprigs, orportiimsof this leafage.
And some small Adam mouldings are entirely
worked in tiny acanthus, even when the width
scarcely reaches three-eighths of an inch. The
decoration of wood edges or mouldings takes so
large a place in the arrangement of panelling.

• A paper read by J. Huxoebford Polles, before the
Society of Arte, on Wednesday, Feb. 9th.

of picture-frames, of fire-place openings, door-
ways, and so on, that it forms the most notiooablo
decorative feature at the command of the carver.
It is worth observing how few the mouldings of
these periods are. They are derived from classic
Rome. There is the egg and tongue; leaf
mouldings, billet niouldiugs, made up of small
square dies seimratcd by hollows; bead mould-
ings ; ribbon mouldings (guilloches) ; square key
frets ; the Vitruvian scroll ; little else. Yet few
as these are, the shades of variety to which they
lend themselves are endless

;
partly by the size,

partly by the shape of the egg and the anchor,
or by carving the e^^ surfaces, or by various
treatment of the acanthus leaf-work, where it

covers the surface of the moulding lii.es. The
carvers of the last century cut these in soft pine,
over long 1 ngths of moulding ; often in beautiful
curves and turns of the leaf. A slip of the
chisel would have destroyed the side of the door-
way. There are examples in the Kensington
Museum, taken from old London houses, quite
complete, and of masterly execution. Could
we be sure of getting such sharp, free-handed
work done now ? Then as to furniture. Cham-
bers introduced Chinese fret- work, and the
Chippendate- cut those delieate pierced cabinet
tops, and china shelves, and table edges, which
are so highly prized row. The carving of look-
ing-glass frames took the form of little Chinese
gardens, with rocks, grottoes, argus pheasants,
and other curiosities down the edges. As far as
architectural carving was concerned, how very
few and simple are the elements of this old

work. It is of a kind which all carvers could
learn ; which will always return full and
redundant measure of effect and agrecable-
ness for the modest skill it requires. Some
London firms well understand this kind of
carving ; but only two or three establishments.
Putty, or papiennache, or other moulded
imitation, arc generally provided by the builder.

Look at our picture frames, and the feeble

meanderings of putty over their siufaces, and
compare them with the simple, honest mouldings
of the Vandyck frames. I do not forget
the admirable objects we have seen at various
International Exhibitions. But these are the
results of special and extraordinary exertion
of artists, and are monumental— not works
that can bo placed within the reach of
ordinary buyers, or made without excessive cost

of time and labour.

In conclusion, we are brought to one or two
observations of importance. First, all de-
corative carving in wood, Mediieval and
Renaissance, has been intimately connected
with architectiu'e ; and, further, has been
architectonic in design and details. The taber-
nacles, pinnacles, and spires of Mediieval stall-

work, triptychs, and so on, are designed on the
lines of external architecture. So with door
pediments—really small roofs—pillars, capitals,

architraves, and so on. How is it that wood, so
different a material from stone, and being used
indoors under such different conditions from
those that govern exteriors, should fall under
the rules and lines of actual architecture ? Ought
not all woodwork to be governed by some di.stinct

principle of decoration? Most designers have
asked themselves this question, and battered
their brains for an answer. The honest endeavours
of many architects and cabinet-makers show
that an answer has been sought, and the general
results show how rarely it has been found.
Sooner or later we must all come round to the
principle which has prevailed so generally, if not
so universally, in the past. Good art maintains
its unity. Axchitecture is the master art. Sculp-
ture and painting find their true places imdcr its

shadow. This architectonic character is one of

analogy. Wood carving should be suggestive,
not imitative, of architecture. It is on a lightor

and a broader scale of proportions, in accordance
with the continuity of fibre and tenacity of gi-ain

of wood as contrasted with stone. Another
observation I make is on the extreme simplicity

of the elements out of wliich such endless
varities, both before and since the Renaissance,
having boon produced in carving—one or two
kinds of foliage, half a dozen tjT>es of moidded
edges. Some of these are convex iu sections,

some concave, some unduhiting. One of the
most dangerous stumbling-blocks to modem
carvers, men who have not well read or thought
the subject out, is the vast variety of fragmentary
examples in museums. Tliey belong to various

periods, and represent nuuij- pha.ses of change.
The student aims at producing something new.

In art, novelty—actual novelty — i» rarely to be
had. The truditiuns of art, desccndiDg through
the long ages of tlie past, reveal to us the unity of
principle which they miiintaiii, not less than tho
simplicity of the instruments, by mcaus of which
succcHsca BO nuiuy and so various hare been
achieved. All the great Mediujval and Rt-
niasaaucc arcliitccts were students of nature vm
keen and tnie as ourwolvoe, but they sought
variety rather tlian novelty, in pcrixjtuul fresh-
ness of application, of few but inoxhatutiblo
principles. What they did, soulptors and earrcrs,
decorative carvers, can do in their dcgrco in our
days. If to narrow our field is in reality to
increase our insight and inventive powers,
it follows that modesty, self-restraint, and
simplicity of aim should govern our desi^fnii of
ornamental carving. Look at tho decorative
carved work, such as one sees, for iiutaDce, oa
sideboanls. Some of these compositiona are
skilfully carried out ; but the impression they
pro<luce is that of redundance, crowding, want
of discrimination, absence of effect, good work
often wasted. To compose really weU, to know
exactly where to stop, and how to make a simple
piece of foliage or figure set off the space it fills

—

to possess what we mean by a correct taste, is

partly a gift, pai-tly the fruits of thought and
observation. To pick and choose, and mingle
together in the search of novelty and variety, is

the least likely way to acquire it. If the desire
to put too many omfunents is the danger of com-
position in carving, so to try to follow nature too
far is the danger in execution. No leaf, or
flower, or other object followed up to realisation,

really decorates the freizo or tlie wood-work ou
which it is carved ; it is bettor to carre it com-
plete, and lay it on a table, or in a cabinet.
^Vhen we decorate a frieze, or a cabinet, the
ornaments are to be portions of the thing deco-
rated, and worked out, some more, some less,

according to the size, shape, amount of plain
surface, and so on. Leaves die into tho surface,
or are only iiulicatcd over many places, on the
bell of a capital, the tympanum of a pediment.
Points in the leaf are here and there fiUly deve-
loped. Figures in bas-relief are often of extreme
flatness, or partly flat and partly brought fully

out and undercut. Much foliage that would bo
excellent if indicated only, one sees absolutely
spoilt by attempts to elaborate petals, leave",

tendrils, and so on. Even natural proportions
have frequently to be modified. Opportunities
of careful rendering of nature are never wanting
to the carver, and his finer skill and deeper
knowledge produce their true effect, when he
knows how to keep other portions of his work
subdued, or but partially defined, and strictly

subordinate to architectural requirements.

ABCHITECTXTRAL & ABCH.S:OLOaiCAI«
SOCIETIES.

BlBMINOHAM ABCniTECTTJBJLL ASSOCIATION.

—

An ordinary meeting was held on Tuesday even-
ing, the 1st inst., at the Rooms, Queen's College,

under the presidency of Mr. R. B. Morgan,
chairman of the Association. A vote of thanks
was accorded to Mr. J. A. Cossins for his kind-
ness in conducting the party on the occasion of

the recent .visit to tho New Science College in

Edmund-street. A paper en titled " Some Ideas
on the Practical Ventilation of Public and
Private Buildings," of which we published an
abstract last week, was read by Mr. AVilliam

Henman. A discussion followed the reading
of the paper, after which a hearty vote of thank*
was passed to Mr. Henman for his contribution.

An ordinary meeting was held on Tuesday even-
ing last (the 1.5th) at the rooms of the Associa-

tion, Queen's College. The President, Mr.
George Ingall, was in tho chair. After the

business a paper entitled '

' Art Workmen—Past
and Present," was read by Mr. John Roddis.
The paper, which by the courtesy of the author
we shall reproduce in a future niunber, was ex-
ceedingly interesting, and at its close, a hearty

vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Roddis.

Bainsn AKcn.EOLooiCAL Assocutios.—The
fifth meeting of tho session was held on the

2nd inst., Mr. Thos. Morgan, F.S.A., in the

chair. The discovery of a portion of a Roman
sepulchral slab at South Shields was reported by
Mr. R. Blair. It represents a mounted pedi-

ment, with heads in high relief, and is similar

in workmanship to the celebrated slab with the
Palmyrene insciiption found in tho same
locality, the site of the cemetery of the Roman
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when, upon letting the water on, it was found

that the hot-water cylinder and th» boiler,

lately supplied, were both frozen up and had
burst. Jlending this will cost about twenty times

as much as the putting in of a scour-cock and
pipe at the proper time. The plumber's advice

in the summer time, to proWde against frost, is

often scouted as a mere attempt to get extra

work.
In the following drawing, Fig. 1, an extra-

tc^ety plan of fitting in the hot-water pipes is

shown which, especially with a little attention,

will not only help to give greater safety against

the kitchen- boiler exploding, but will also help

to prevent the cold-water supply-pipe from

freezing. The improvement here (in addition to

wrapping the pipes with felt) is to supply the

kitchen-boiler from the small hot-water cistern

B, in place of from the cold cistern A, as shown

in Fig. 2, and which is generally done. M is

the hot-water cylinder, with expansion-pipe F
leading np into the hot cittern, and which may
have a hinged valve upon its top. All draw-otf
cocks are to be taken from this expansion-pipe,
so that the cylinder M may not be able to be
emptied by any of them. It is a bad plan to

branch any crane off cither of the circulating-

pipes, E or G. I is the hot-water supply to the
sink J, and K the waste-pipe of the sink. L is

a disconnecting or grease trap outside of the
house and joined to the drain. H is the tcour-

pipo of the kitchen -boiler N, with a stop-cock
upon it. Now, in the time of frost, if the hot-
water crane at the sink at J is left constantly
trickling a little, it will keep up a movement of

the water in the supply-pipe P, and prevent it

freezing up so readily, while all the pipes, D, E,
F, O, and I being warm, they cannot freeze.

lie waste-pipe of sink K being under the
ground will hardly freeze either in this case,

especially if the grating at Q be covered over
while the frost lasts. In this case case, too, it

may easily be seen if the pipes D and F are all

clear by either blowing into or pouring water
down the pipe D, and seeing the effect produced
at the top of the pipe F. C is the pipe co«-
necting the two halves of the cistern with a
hinged valve at the hot end. With this Fig. 1

plan the fixe in kitchen may be kept on without

danger, even when the water-supply by the pipe
P is temporarily stopped, so being that water is

poured by hand into the cistern B, and not
drawn off ; so long as the cylinder M is full of
water, and the oxpansion-pipo F clear, the
fittings are safe, and especially if water poured
into the top of the pipe D rises up through the
pipe F. As an extra precaution, a safety-valve
might be put on upon the cylinder M. It would
be useless, however, if the fire had been off and
the pipes E and G frozen. In this case the
valve would be safer were it fixed to the boiler,

but this is easier done with exposed boilers than
with close ones.

In closing, I may recall u precaution regard-
ing supply and outlet pipes of boiler and tank
M, mentioned at page 20S of this journal for

February 21st, 1873, inattention to which is

possibly the cause of some of the late boiler

explosions, viz., that there should be no
"bagging" in any part of course, but—and
especially in the expansion-pipe—a rise upwards
in every part of the route.—I am, &e.

"W. P. BuciiAN, S.E.

EXTERNAL-SOIL PIPES.

Sir,—I am sorry to find that Mr. Buohan's
reply does not afford a sufficient explanation of

the special objection which he makes to soil-

pipes fixed inside the house, that '

' they generate
and give out into the air more bad gas than
those fixed externally."

The probability of leakage into the house is

not under discusi^ion, and I do not pretend to

exi>res3 an opinion as to whether, upon the
whole, such pijies are better fixed inside or

outside. There is at present a very great diver-

sity of opinion upon the subject, and I have
only professed to give certain facts which have
come under my own notice as to what I myself
and others have done.
But Mr. Buchan's illustration of the privy is

nothing to the point. A properly ventilated
soil-pipe cannot be in any way compared with a
stagnant cesspool ; it is simply misleading so to

invite the comparison and, if I find, as I do in fact,

a free constant upward current through my soil-

pipe, I may safely conclude that any decom-
position of the accretions on its inside will be
reduced to a minimum.

Surely some further explanation is needed to

account for his startling fact that an increa.sed

rapidityof air-current through a soil-pipe favours
decomposition rather than oxidation. I did not

assume, nor could I suppose, that there would
be in a stonewars, or even a metal pipe, fixed

inside the house, any such heat as to favour
decomposition, but only that amount of differ-

ence between the temperature within the pipeand
that of the outside air, which would create a
current otherwise neutralised by the chilling of

the pipe if subjected to exposure.
Mr. Buchan is usually so correct in liis views

and accurate in his explanations, that I can only
suppose him to be under some misapprehension
as to what it was I endeavour3d to point out.

—

I an), &c , William White, F.S.A.

SlE,—In reply to ''A. C. G.," I weuld inform
him that I have found the open grid-traps, such as
Stiff's, Stridder's, &c.. &c., may be kept from
frefzin;^ up by the old-fashioned remedy of pouring
down a little strong ealt-aud-water from time to
time.

I dare say the same might be tried with a lead
soil-pipe, but I have not had occas'on for it. My
experience tf ouiside foil-pipes does not show me
tint they are liable to freeze up ; they are not sup-
posed to be ever fiUed with water, like a supply-
pipp.

While wi'h my pen in hand, may I ask some
sanitary reformer kindly to point out for our
htnefit, what are the real structural defects of the
Bell- imp and D trap, aud in what precise point
llipy are in fault ? 1 never find that anyone has
ought to £ay further thau that they are obsolete ; but
there must Burely ba a more satisfactory way of
defining the matter.
Some twenty-six yiars ago X was taken over

premi-es in l.iveipool by one of the sanitary
iDspectors, and shown the amendments just curried
out, viz. , thrtc bell-trajis in eiuks, and one Urge
gulley outs'de bell-trap; aud these were indicated
to me KS illustrating a valuable sanitary lesson,

that 1 was thtn too youn^ to call in question,
although I did not Bee it at thetime. I hnvo lived

to see such things denounced, like many other
so-called sanitary contrivances ; but surely tho
luwB of science are unvarying and not subject to

cbiuges of fashion.— I am, &c., B.

BURTON-ON-TEENT MAEKET-HALL
COMPETITION.

SlE,—Referring to the notice in last weel's
BtriLDiMO News as to the alteration in the award
of premiums in this competition, I shall be obliged

if you will allow me to state what thp -proof,

which I submitted to the Council, eon>isted of ; in

order that the profession and the public may judge
whether I have been treated fairly or unfairly in

this matter.
When first asked to show that the building could

be erected for the stipulated amount, 1 made
calculations fuch as are usual, aud informed the
Markets and Fairs Committee that I was satisfied

th'it the hall could be built within the sum
named. This not being censidered satisfactory by
the committee, I took out detailed quantities for

the work, forwarded a copy of the bill of quanti-.

ties to the committee, and with it inclosed a tender

from one of the largest contractors in Birmingham,
offering to execute and complete the whole of the

work in accordance with my plans, for the sum
of £8,250.
This the committee, acting I am informed

(though it is diflioult to believe), on professional

advice, deem " insufficient and unsatisfactory "

and decline to iuform mo what further proof they
require, or could possibly have.—I am, &c..

The Ownee op Plan No. 8.

Birmingham, Feb. 16.

FIGURES IN GLOUCESTER CATHEDRAL..
SiE,—A correspondent kindly draws attention to

a cleric il error I fell into in a recent issue, by re-

ferring to the lat^ talented sculptor of the above as

Mr. W. Eedfearn, instead of Mr. J. H. Kedfem.
But the most remarkable thing seems to be that

auy ordinarily informed person should have doubted

the existence of Mr. Redfern's renowned sculpture

iu the Gloucester Cathedral reredos at all ! There
does appear, however, reason for some little un-
certainty as to what pirticular stone the sculptor

selected for his work. Mr. John Hunt, the cour-

teous sub- sacrist of that cathedral, was my autho-

rity for quoting it as from the Cooper's Hill

quarries. The other day, Mrs. Esther Tuffley, of

Nailsworth, expressed to me her strong belief that

the stone in question was from Jier quarry at Balls-

green, near Nailsworth. Again, on turning to a

contemporary (lliiUilcr, Feb. 22, 1873), I find it

therein stated that Redfern's groups and figures

are wrought in stone from Mr. Wingate's quarry

on Crickley Hill

.

These various statements go to show that it is

not altogether clear what particular sort of Pains-

wick ttone was used. There is m uncertainty,

however, about the power and the ability that

every line of Mr. Eedfern's sculpture displays. His

early death is the more to be lamented, when we
realise to the full—now that he has gone—how few
men are left behind him worthy to take his place.

—I am, &c
,

Habey Hems.

SHEFFIELD PARISH-CHURCH FONT.

SiE,—With regard to Mr. Drurj's letter in your
last issue, I deem it necessary, as I was the cause

of this corresjiondence, that I should give some
explanation of my dissatisfaction.

As I stated in my first letter, my drawings were
returned, carriage paid, but no " letter of thanks
with the names of the successful competitors"
accompanied them. This it w^ould seem was
simply an oversight ; but as no announcement of

any kind appeared iu the professional journals,

I naturally expected that if all competitors were
treated in the same manner there would be general

difsatisfaction. To extract information on the

subject was therefore the cause of my procedure;

but as Mr. Drury has now intimated the names of

the successful competitors, and given a satisfac-

tory statement, there remains nothing more to be

Siid.—I am, &o., A Last Resoueoe.

SEWER VENTILATION.
Sib,—I sse the question of inside or outside soil-

pipes is being discussed in your paper. I am
certainly in favour of inside pipes, taken up through
the roof and ventilated there, for several important
reasons.

Firstly. The warmth of the house facilitates the

action of the ventilating pipe.

Secondly. The pipo is protected from frost, but
it should always be so placed as to reader easy
inspection at auy time.

Thirdly. You avoid the necessity and risk of

passing your closet junctions through the outer-

wall to connect them.
Beyond this, I think my report* will explain

itself, as I have endeavoured to make it as clear as

possible to non-professional readers—such as are

usually met with iu town councils.-1 am, &c.,

R. Read,
Assoc. Memb. Inst. C.E., City Surveyor.

Epitomised on p. 193, under the title of " The Ven-
tilation uf Sewers."
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"THE CAPABILITIES OF RENAISSANCE."
SiE,—I see tliat in Ms paper on this subject read

in Edinburgh, Mr. Dewar— it may be from some
escape of memory—has unfortunately confounded
the works of two great architects. lie is speaking

of the architecture of Glasgow, and after paying a
tribute to the genius of "Greek*' Thomson, no
less happily expressed than it is deserved, ho
instances " that masterpiece, St. George's church
and spire," as one of his chief works. St. George's
spire, a composition of singular originality and
beauty, is in every respect a masterpiece, but it is

the work, not of J. Thomson, but, as are several

other great works in Glasgow, of Mr. Stark, of

Edinburgh. The church to which Mr. Dewar
refers, when lie says that in it " 'Greek Thomson'
has erected what a man of genius only could have
accomplished, a building fitted to rank beside the

greatest works of ancient Greece," is, in all pro-

bability, the United Presbyterian Church in St.

Vincent-street, a building of great grandeur of

composition and unrivalled beauty of detail.

If I mistake not, there was not long ago, by
another critic than Mr. Dewar, another work in

Glasgow ascribed to Mr. Thomson which was not
his. Thomson's work is not only so unique, but
by careful observers is so unlikely to be confounded
with that of his imitators, that it seems surprising

such mistakes could possibly be made.—I am, &c.,
T. G.

DOMESTIC BUILDINGS ON PIERS AND
ARCHES.

SiE,—Ithason many occasions suggested itself

to me, especially so after the heavy fall of snow,
why the architects of the present day should not
have advocated the erection of domestic buildings

on piers and arches, so that the underside of the

usual living-floor would be some two or three feet

above the level of the ground lino, so that a free

current of pure air would entirely surround the
building.

Why we should cling to the Ancient British idea

of burying ourselves some few feet below mother-
earth I cannot understand, and by so doing lay

ourselves open to sundry diseases and serious con-
sequences ; but were the idea cariied out, there

would be no need of the manypatent damp-courses ;

neither should we experience rotten floors and
woodwork. Besides, the « hole of the pipes which
underlie the building would be at once accessible

should there be an escape or leakage, and the

unpleasant disturbance of floors from such a cause
would be done away with.
Taking this idea on the first principle, that of

health, it must be obvious to all that it needs con-
sideration, and the additional height in the build-

ings would not be a very heavy item to the cost.

I believe Dr. Richardson's "City of Health"
was to be built on this principle, but in a far more
expensive manner. I hope some day to see this

idea embodied in local bj-laws where it is practic-

able in buildings.—I am, &c.
Feeek. W. Hyde.

LIVERPOOL SCHOOL OF ART.

SiE,—I read with much pleasure the two letters

in last week's Bxjidino News, and endorse every
statement therein. Mere writing, however, by
individual competitors will avail us nothing, whilst,

by unity of action, we might teach the gentlemen
concerned such a lesson as would impress itself

upon them and the public generally in such a way
as to prevent the recurrence of such barefaced
scandals.
What I suggest is, that each of the 80 competitors

subscribe towards a common fund for the purpose
of bringing the case before a jury of disinterested

men, so as to see whether any committee can adver-
tise for plans on specific terms, and set same at

naught after putting architects to considerable loss

of time and money. I shall be glad to subscribe
£.5 to such a fund, and should be glad if my
brother competitors would communicate to you
their names and subscriptions, when the necessary
arrangements can be made for an early trial.—

I

am, &c., A CoMrETiTOE.
[We have received several other letters having

reference to this competition, for which we cannot
spare space. " Another Competitor " offers half a
guinea towards the fund.

—

Ed. B. N.]

The town-council of Birmingham on Tuesday
instructed Messrs. Martin and Chamberlain to pre-
pare plans for public baths in Monument-road,
estimated to cost in execution £22,000.

The new church of St. Paul, Bournemouth, was
consecrated on Tuesday by the Bishop of Winches-
ter. It is Early English in character, and has
been built from the plans and designs of Mr. A. H.
Parken.

A stained-glass window is about to be placed in

the north transept of Holy Trinity Church,
Twickenham ; it is supplied by the Gateshead
Stained Glass Company, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

5ttttit0mmutticatian.

QUESTIONS.

[G395.]—Oak Palingr.—Will «omo reader kindly nay
what is the bent means of preserving a Riga oak paling,
all wrought and exposed to the weather and smoke «f a
town ! I should prefer to retain the grain of the wood.
-X.
[S39C.1—Bell-Turret.—I am at present engaged in

designing a bell-turret, supported on four turned oak
standards, and I should be obliged if any of your readers
would kindly assist me to find the smaUest section of the
said standards at any point. The turret ia a square
pjTamid, 10ft. high from eaves to tinial, and 3ft. square
at base, and the supporting standards 5ft. high. Do not
take the weight of turret into consideration, but only
regard wind-pressure and scantling of oak standards.-
Bbll-cote.

[6397.]-Area Walls.-Under an ordinary lease of a
dwelling-house landloid has to keep main walls and tim-
bers in repair, and, amongst other obligations, tenant
has to keep the boundary walls in repair (there being a
considerable extent of g'arden and yard). Recent frosts
hare seriously damaged the area walls round house. These
areas are wide and open, thus the wall ia a kind of retain-
ing one to keep up the soil behind it. Whose duty is it

to repair these walls, involving in part their being rebuilt ?

Landlord denies his responsibility, alleging they are
boimdary walls. —EsguiaEit.

[6398.]—"WorkhouBe Plans.—The guardians of the—- Vnion advertised the following ia our local paper :—
"To Architects and Contractors. Union. New
School-House. The Guardians of the above Union invite
plans, specifications, and estimate of a proposed new
school-house and tramp-wards at the workhouse on or
before the 31st day of January. For further particu-
lars apply to Clerk of the Guardians." In answer to the
above, three plans, &c., were sent in. The guardians
chose one of them, which was sent to the Local Govern-
ment Board for approval, but was returned to be altered.

In fact, they were so altered that they were nothing Uke
the original, and the tramp-wards were altered that they
are now almost identical with the plans sent in by me,
and not according to the original plan sent in by the
successful architect. Will you or any of your correspond-
ents tell me whetlier I have any claim on the guardians
for my plans. &c., taking into consideration the wording
of the advertisement, and, if any, what would be a fair

charge !

—

Fairplay.

[6399.]—Filtration.—I should like to know the best

work on filtration of potable water.—Esquiree.

[6400.]—StainingPitch-Pine Green.—Will some
kind correspondent inform me the ingredients, and how
to apply them, in order to tint pitch-pine a clear pale
green?—B. J. M.

[6401.1- Modulusof Rupture —I read inEankine
" the modulus of rupture is 18 times the load that will

break a bar lin. square, supported at two points 12in.

apart." Will somebody be kind enough to explain this

for me T I want to know why it is taken as 18 times the
breaking weight T—M. I.

[6402.]—Quantity of Stone In Spire.-In taking
off quantities, which is the customary method of obtain-
ing the cubical contents of stone in a spire -to get the
net quantity only or take for each stone the smallest rect-

angular block out of which it can be cut ! I presume
the latter, so as to allow for the waste, which would be
conslrable, but I should like the opinion of someone with
more experience than

—

Novice.

[6403.]—Builders' Accounts-In billing extras
and deductions, is it better to subtract the smaller from
the larger items of the same description in the abstract

!

For instance, 70 superficial yards of plastering as in-

tended from 90 as executed, in consequence of alterations,

simply carrying the difference of the two amounts or 20
yards to the bill of extras, or show 90 yards in the column
of extras and 70 yards in that of deductions.-X.

[6404.]— Sanitary Engineering'.— In Baldwin
Latham s work, page 45, it is stated that in the case of a
2ft. barrel sewer running Sin. deep, with a fall of 1 in

650, or a velocity of l"6ft. per second, it will require a
drop in the invert of 6'29ft. for the water to pass over an
opening 1ft. wide. With a velocity of 2*25ft. per second
the drop should be 3'25ft., and with a velocity of 3ft. per
second the drop should be l'7ft. Wdl some of your
readers kindly explain how the " drop " is arrived at ?—
A.N.

REPLIES.
[6371.]—Stonework.—You cannot legally demand

payment for the extra quantity of stone used, unless an
order was given for the same by the architect after the

contract was taken, in which case you could show evidence

of the extra quantity used. Extra work or material to be
paid for ouglit to be granted only under the order of the

architect in writing. "Yorkshire" had better make ar-

rangements to have his work measured if the architect is

willing to adopt this mode of adjustment.—G. H. G.

[6372 ]-Architects' Charges.—"Juvenile" can

charge on the total cost of building, includmg extras

ordered, over the £500.—G. H. G.

[6373.]-School Plans.—Each class-room is, doubt-

less, intended for 40 boys. It is recommended that the

number in class-rooms and the school-room should be

equal. An area of 13ft. 6in. to each pupil is sufficient.

The principal school-room should be large enough to

allow soft, (cubic) space per child, and this is the allow-

ance made by the School Board lor London.—G. H. G.

(6390.1-Whatman's Paper.—Owing, doubtless,

to damp'. Six years is too long to keep drawing-paper.

It may possibly have been badly sized at first. Sponge

well with alum water when straining the paper, though

this will not always answer if the spotting has gone too

far.-B.

[6S)2.]—PIpe-Jointing.- I am of opinion the ex-

temsl cement jointliv Is better SToidcd on eUr, sa the
former shrinks or ondu sad mskM the j oiot osslsH.
Concrete is > good material for Jointinir, sod when th«n
is any risk of settlement tha pipes an beat laid io con-
crete. A great deal depends on bedding the joints of
pipes evenly, for the slightest settlement disturbs tb*
Joint. The sookets espeeUlly should b« free from pres-
sure. I should prefer for vet subsoils an ssphslle-Jsint,
the trench being lined with day puddle.—O. II. Q.

[6394.1-Entaais of Oreek Colamn.—Infomu-
tion on this subject will be found in Tarn's " Prsetleal
Oeometry" (Liockwood sod Co.), pp. 82, V&, sod 101.—
Abchitiot.

WATEB SUPPLY AND SANITABT
MATTERS.

TitE Vektilatios op Sewkhs.—The Corporation
of Gloucester have received a report on tne ren-
tilation of sowers from the city surveyor, Mr. R.
Read, A.M.I.C.E. It seems that in 1876-7, the
outlying districts of the City were resewered, from
the plans of Mr. Mansergh, C.E , who proTiled
street ventilators throughout at about w) yards
interval. The smells from these ventilators soon
occasioned complaint, and, contrary to Mr.
Mansergh's advice and that of the Local
Government Board inspectors, charcoal buckets
were placed on the ventilators, but as their
effect was simply to block the openings, they
were removed after nine months' trial. Mr.
Read says he has since opened ventilators in all the
old city sewers, and though the smell at first was
rather intense in the summer-time, it has gradually
diminished, and the deaths from miasmatic diseases
have decreased from 149 in 1877 to 120 in 1878, and
60 in 1879, an improvement which he attributes
partly to the free ventilation and partly to the ex-
tension of the city water supply. Experience has
shown that there are still a large number of old
unventilated sewers in the outlying districts re-
cently added to the city ; and, as ventilation would
be difRcult, costly, and likely to lead to opposition
from private owners, and wilhol ineffective unless
supplemented by flushing from the street mains,
Mr. Read recommends the corporation to do away
with all old sewers at the backs of the houses, and
to connect every house with the new system in the
street front. This process has been gradually
going on since the new sewers were laid, but it

needs acceleration, and this can be done in either

of two ways under the Public Health Act of

1875 : Ist, by compelling each owner to connect his

house with the new sewers at his own expense

;

or 2nd, by raising money on loan for the corpora-
tion to carry out the work themselves. If these
old sewers are abandoned and disconnected, Mr.
Read believes that the Gloucester sewers will be as

perfect as any now in existence, and very little, if

any, smell will arise from the ventilators that can-
not be got rid of by fiushing ; at the same time he
observes that the principle of the ventilation of

sewers has never yet been carried to itslogical con-
clusion, or app'ied in such a manner as to effect its

undoubted purpose, viz, that of producing and
ensuring a continuous draught of air of such a
strength as to render it practically independent of

the atmospheric changes, to which the feeble respi-

ratory action of the present system of ventilation

is so extremely susceptible. iTiis can onljr be dons
by treating the house-drains in combination with
the public sewers as one complete system, and the

attempts hitherto made to separate them are, he
asserts, based upon a fundamental error, the result

of unreasoning panic amongst householders,

divided authority, and independent action amongst
sanitary engineers, architects, builders, and medical
men.

The Disposal of Refuse.-A report on the

disposal of house and street refuse has been pre-

sented to the vestiy of St. Pancras by a special

dusting and slopping committee. The members
state that they visited Manchester, Salford, Roch-
dale, Bury, Warrington, and Leeds, all towns in

which the contents of privies or middens have to

be disposed of, and in all cases they found adopted

some mode of destructi n by fire in furnaces. The
sorting was generally done by machinery, and the

primary object of the operation was to find fuel for

the working of machinery for manure making. The
Manchester dust depot is described as a general

municipal manufactory, where many descriptions

of skilled labour and mechanical contrivances are

in opera'ion, which seem to have brought the Man-
chester corporation into competition with the rate-

payers, by carrying on the trades of machinists,

carpenters, builders, wheelwrights, tinmen, brush-

makers, «S:c. This development the committee

deem a very questionable policy for a public autho-

rity to adopt, and admirable as the system un-

doubtedly is for Manchester, where the poil-closet

system is in operation, it does not appear to the

committee suitable for London. At Leeds and
Warrington, all the ordinary house refuse jscon-

sumed except the human excreta, which is sold

without any mixture, to farmers. While there

was some doubt as to the best form of furnace and
mode of burning, the committee considered that

destruction by burning was, both from sanitary and
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economical poiuta of view, the system most appli-

eMa to Loudon. The disposal of residuum might
be left for future consideration. Having shown
the ondesirability of attempting to establish one
centnl depot for the whole district, and urged that
the afBcieut collection of dust is of scarcely second-

%rf importance to the disposal of refuse, the oom-
mittae oondaded by recommending :

—

lit. Hie %'flstry should decide whether the collection of

diMt ahould be in the hands of the vestir, ortheoontrao-
ton, and your committee are of opinion that the collection

should be in the hands of the vestry.

Slid. Whether this is decided in the affirmative or the
negative, your committee should be authorised to prepare
draft reermatioiu for collection for the consideration of
the veetr^'.

Srd. That if the contract system is to be continued,
jomr committee should report on the modiilcatious
iriiich are required in the present form of contract.
4th. That whether the vestry decide upon doing their

0»n work bs dust collectors or not, the refuse be partly
or wholly burned, and, therefore, your committee should
be instructed to seek for a site, for works, and that the
vestry should otfer a premium of £50 for the best scheme
of dispocing of refuse by Are, accompanied by plans and
other details.

LEQAI. INTELLIQENOE.
Abchiiects' Cbiticism ost Aechiteots.—The

adjourned inquest on Timothy O'Leary, alabourer,

who was killed by the fall of a rubble wall at the

new Public Hall, Devonport, was resumed on
Tuesday. In our previous report, in our issue for

January 28 (page 114), it was mentioned that Mr.

Hine, architect, of Plymouth, expressed the opinion

that there was an error of judgment in the erection

iu rubb'.e-work of so thick an unbuttressed wall as

that which fell, and that insui&cient time was
allowed for consolidation ; Mr. Samuel Knight, of
Comhill, London, EC, the architect of the build-
iog, asked for an adjournment to produce profes-
sional evidence as to the desi^. At the adjourned
inquest, Mr. E. A. Grumng, F.E.I.B.A., of
Gresham-house, E.C., deposed that ho was ap-
pointed assessor on the competition designed for
ue public hall, and aa such selected for
adoption the plans of Mr. Knight, who
was then a stranger to him. He had examined the
contract-drawings, and found the thicknesses of
walls greater tliau would be required by the Metro-
politan Building Act. He had seen the wall which
bad fallen, and considered the work very well exe-
cuted, the mortar being equal to cement. He be-
lieved the wall, if built again under more favour-
able circumstances, would stand. The work was
carried up too rapidly in wet weather, and he
thought the wall fell forward because of a combi-
nation of damp moitiir, the face of the wall being
heavier than the backing, and the depth of inden-
tations iu the face of the piers below the cornice.
In his opinion, there was no error in judgment in
the design of the wall, or of conduct in the super-
intendence of the building. Mr. Hine called at -

tention to clause 6 in part 2 of the first schedule in
the Metropolitan Building Act, which provided
that where the thickneirS of a wall was less than
one- fourteenth of its height, the thickness should
be increased in that proportion. Witness said he
had ^iveu attention to the clause, but he denied
that it was intended for this class of work, or that
the work put into the wall in question required it.

Mr. John Watson, architect, of Torquay, had had
extensive practice in rubble masonry construction,
and could see no error in the design of the public
hall, and no inherent weakness. The wall ought
not to have been carried to so great a height iu wet
weather without a cessation V) allow the mortar
time to dry. Mr. Arthur Gates, of London, Crown
Surveyor of H.M. Woods and Forests, reported
that the walls were, in his opinion, suiliciei-t for the
purpose, and that if slowly built and protected from
soaiage they would be stable. Mr. T. Eoger Smith,
district surveyor of Southwark and part of Lambeth,
reported, "Had these plans been brought before me
officially, as those of a rubble building to be erected
in my district, I should have considered the thick-
ness of the walls and the general distribution of
piers and openings as satisfying the requirements.*'
Mr. G. B. Williams, also a district surveyor under
the Metropolitan Build ng Act, said: "The con-
tract drawings are properly and carefully designed,
and if carried out with care and without undne
haste the work would have stood properly." The
Coroner expressed the opinion that the fall of the
wall was a pore accident, over which none of the
parties interested had any control. It seemed that
the accident was to be attributed to the indenta-
tions, combined with the excessive wet weather,
which prevented the motar from setting. The clerk
of the works might have been a little too sanguine
and a little over-anxious to get on with the work,
and proceeded with the work perhaps a little fast
in the wet weather. But the accident was attri-
butable not merely to one cause, but to a combina-
tion of causes. The jury returned a verdict of
accidental death, and exonerated all concerned from
blame.

Out (Dto Cabk
The Meti-opolitau Board of Works and Uie

Corporation of Loudon are at issue as to the
much-debatedBillprojectcd by the Great Eastern
Railway Company with respect to Epping Forest.
The latter have given the Company their support

;

the former, on the other hand, decided last Fri-
day by 20 to 11 to petition Parliament against
the Bill for making a railway from Chingford to

High Beech, and against taking any part of the
Forest for the proposed extension. The Corpora-
tion has been at fault. It saved a beautiful spot
which was fast being nibbled away, and now its

CouncU as the Conservators of the Forest have
already forgotten their duty, and require to be
taught it by the Metropolitan Board of Works.

The Chief Commissioner of Works and the
authorities of the City of London have, we hear,
been unable to bring about an arrangement for
the removal of Temple Bar obstruction. Unless
some satisfactory arrangement can be come to, it

is understood that provisions will be made to
abolish the exceptional powers at present pos-
sessed by the City authorities, enabling them to
erect such memorials in public thoroughfares,
independent of supervision, and to place the area
imder their jurisdiction in exactly the same
position as other parts of the metropolis, in which
the consent of the First Commissioner of Works
requires to be obtained before any statue or
memorial can be erected.

A SCHOLARSHIP, or rather travelliug student-
ship, for the exclusive object of fui'thering the
study of purely decorative painting has thus far
been wanting, and it is no doubt singular that
this should have been the casewhile so many stu-
dentships in coDiieotion with painting and archi-
tectural art have from time to time been founded.
The "Painters' Company" have, however, now
offered the " Meuce Smith Travelling Student-
ship " of forty pounds, to be increased under
certain conditions to fifty pounds, for cempetition
among the students of the West London School
of Art, and the particulars of the scholarship
were announced to the students on Monday even-
ing last, at a meeting held for the purpose, by
Mr. John S. Rawle, the head master. The con-
ditions, which we need not here enumerate, are
of the most desirable kind, and the competition
cannot faU to attract many able competitors.
The first competition will take place in February,
1882. The successful competitor will be required
to spend at least two months abroad, and will be
required to make sketches and notes of works of
coloured decoration, which will be submitted to
the committee on his return. Should the student
elect to visit Paris, or such parts of the Conti-
nent on this side the Alps as may be arranged,
£40 will be the entire payment, but £50 wiU be
given if Italy be visited. We commend the stu-
dentship to those for whom it is intended.

Theee are serious objections to be urged
against many of the new schemes for tramways
in various parts of London. One of the greatest
is the stoppage of and interference with traffic

in narrow roadways, to the great annoyance of

passengers and to the injury of the trade of those
who have shops along the route. A more lasting
disadvantage is occasioned by the tram-lines
taking up the best part of the roadway, and
causing greater wear by the cutting up of the
surface. It is no wonder that strong opposition
to projects of this kind has come from many of
the vestries of late by the attempt to lay tram-
ways in very narrow thoroughfares, thereby
Kubjcoting shopkeepers to inconvenience, and
the margins of the roadways to constant repair
and repaving. We happen to known of one part
in the route of one of the South LondonTramway
lines, where the residents have been subjected to

a repetition of this grievance, amounting in each
case to an obstruction of all traffic, vehicular and
pedestrian. If tramways ai-o public conveniences,
and we are inclined to think they are, the com-
panies would bo serving their objects better by
contenting themselves with the wider thorough-
fares.

In consequence of the strictures recently passed
in the Dublin newspapers on the decaying con-
dition into which St. Patrick's Cathedral in that
city has been allowed to fall (see p. 167 of our
last issue), a special meeting of the cathedral
board was held on Monday, under the presidency
of the Dean, " to consider the ravages which
ground-damp has made in the fabric of the

cathedral." Mr. Boyle, C.E., reported that he
had had the levels of the River Toddle specially

taken that morning, and found it to be only 2ft.

Tin. below the level of the floor of the cathedral.

Ho was, therefore, certain that there was a large
lodgmeEt of water under the cathedral floor,

which could not be drained into the Poddle at

its present level. A letter was read from Mr.
J. J. Fuller, architect to the cathedral, in which
he strongly recommended that the most urgent
thing to be done was the cleansing and deepen-
ing of the watercourse of the Poddle, a river

which had often flooded the cathedral, and that
accomplished, the floor should be re-set in

waterproof concrete, and the decayed stone in
the bases of the pillars cut out and replaced. It

was resolved to form a special committee, and to

inaugurate a fund for the purpose of carrying
out the recommendations.

Throat Irritation.—Soreness and dryness, tick-
ling and initation, iuducing couph and affecting the voice. For
tht'se symptoms use Epps's Glycerine Jiyulies. Glycerine, in
these agreeable ronfecllons, being in proximity to the glands
at the moment they are excited by the act of sucking, becomes
actively healing, sold only in boxes, Tid, and is. l^d., labelled
" James Eprs and Co., Homojonatbic Chemists, London." A
letter received :

" Gentlemen,—It may, perhaps, interest you to
know that, after an extended trial, I have found your glycerine
Jujubes of con-iderable benefit (wither without medical treat-
ment) in almost all forms of throat disease. They soften and
clear the voice. In no case can they do any harm.—Yours faith
folly, GoanoN Holmes, L.R.C.P.E., Senior Physician to the Mu-
Thrncvliip c at and Ear InfirmaiT "

CHIPS.
Plans prepared by Mr. Arthur Baker for the

eulargementand improvement of the Rhyl town
hall were approved and adopted by the im-
f)rovement commissioners of that watering-place
ast week.
The Manager of the GlamorgauBhire Banking

Company of Swansea, whose new premises we
illustrated on December 17 last, wishes to state the
company is an unlimited one, and not limited, as
was stated in our illustration.

The tower of the parish-church of Springfield,

next Chelmsford, a structure built early m the 12th
century, having shown symptoms of failure, is

about to be restored from the plaus and designs of
Mr. Joseph Clarke, F.S.A., the diocesan architect
for St. Alban's.

Xiamplon^h's Pyretic Saline is refreah.ing',
must aKrctatile, and the prcventivcof FEVEUS, JllIJOUSNEeS,
SMALL POX, SKIN DISEAHES.and many other Bpring and
Bummor ailments. Hold by chemists throuffliout theworla,aDd
the Maker. 113. Uolborn UUl. Vte no tubttitute —IAdvt.^
HollOWray'e Ointment is not only fitted for heal-

ing sores, wounds, and relieving external ailments, but rubbed
upon the abdomen it aets 114 a derivative, and thus displays the
utmoiit salutary Influeuee over stomachic disorders, dcranfje
mentsofthe liver, irrcgulantica of the howelH, and otherin
tebtiue inconveniences which mar man's comfort.

—

LAj^vt.}

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday. — London Institution. "Art Among the

Ancient Greeks." By J. E. Hodgson^
K.A. 5 p.m.
Eoyal Academy. Lectures on Archi-

tecture by Professor Q. E. Street, R.A.
No. III. " The Development of Styles."
8 p.m.

Institution of Surveyors, " Ecclesias-
tical Dilapidations." By G. R. Crickmay^
of Weymouth. 8 p.m.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Engineers. " The "Weight
and the Limiting Dimensions of Girder
Biidges." By Max am Ende, A.M.I.C.E.
8 p.m.

TuUBSDAY. — London Institution. *' One Aspect oi
Colours.' ' By Captain W. de W. Abney,
F.E.S. 7 p.m.

Ex)yal Academy. Lectm'es on Archi-
tecture by Professor Street, R.A. No.
IV. *' Thirteenth Century Architecture-
Italy." 8 p.m.

Society for the Fine Arts. ** Book De-
coration." By J. W. Bradley. 8 p.m.

FeiDAY.—Institution of Civil Engineers. *' Sewer Work."
By R. H. Thorpe, Stud.Inst.C.E. 7 p.m.
Royal Institution. "Excitability in

Animals and Plants." By Dr. J. S.

Burdon-Sanderson, F.R.8. 9 p.m.

CINDER-SIFTING ASH CLOSETS
Superior to Earth Closets. For Gentlemen's Houses, Cottages,

Schools, &e,
NO DRIED EAKTH KEaUIUED,

The SanitaryAppliance Co. (Ltd.), Salford.
, *-'^^^^*

Donlting Freestone andHam Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of

the Uuited Kingdom, given on application to

CHARLES TBASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Uminster, Somerset.

—[Advt.]

McLACHLAN & SOXS, 35, St- James's-
street} B.W. Builders, Decorators, and House Fainten.

Designs and Estunatcs.
General Repairs and Alterations Executed.

Experienced Workmen always in readineas, and sent to
any port of the country.—[Advt.]
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DISLOCATION IN DESIGN.

ONE of the many points dwelt upon by
Professor Street iu his opening lecture

at the Eoyal Academy, reported in full iu

our last is3ue and again to day, was the im-
portance of relation in the design and
sketching of features. Coming from so able

an exponent of the Gothic School, the ad-

vice seems to possess more weight than
if an authority on the opposite side had in-

culcated the same doctrine, and we think, on
this account, it deserves the attention of all,

particularly those who are ready and willing

to learn.

In a recent article we had ourselves re-

marked upon the absolute duty of the archi-

tect to make the parts and features of his

building bear some sort of relation to the

spectator, more especially with reference to

the height and scale of mouldings and
carved ornament, light and shade. In com-
petition designs one is accustomed to see a
most flagrant disregard of this kind of

architectural adaptation ; but when one
comes to see actual buildings carried out
upon a system of hetereogeneous patch-
work with big and little, coarse and refined

features, mixed together without scale and
with no pretence to method, we might
almost imagine architecture to have sunk
into hopeless degeneracy. With some archi-

tects this laxity of method seems habitual

;

they seem to have imbibed their architectural

knowledge from the scrajjbook, and to have
looked upon the parts of great buildings

somewhat in the light of a disjointed puzzle.

It is all " bits " with them : there is no
idea of design as a work of synthesis,

certainly none of connection or coherence.

No conception or central idea runs through
their compositions, except when they boldly

copy some other building. We believe this

weakness to be largely due to the manner in

which students make sketches of old build-

ings, and Professor Street has happily
pointed to it in speaking of sketching.

"Eemember always," he says, "that
sketches of mouldings alone, without equally

accurate sketches of the .features to which
they belong or with which they are con-
nected, are useless." The same remark may,
with equal force, be applied to every separate
or isolated feature of a building. With
respect to mouldings, there is a common
idea that anything will answer the purpose
of one if it is made to project, and is divided

into iiarts. Its height above the eye, its

vertical dimension, and its projection, are

all important ; but the size, number, and
contour of the members are paramount con-
siderations to the designer who has any
desire to make people respect the work as

the evidence of design. In nature, plan and
purpose are \isible throughout every object,

and the argument from design has been
pressed into service by philosophers and
theologians ; in architecture the argument,
we fear, would rather confound and perpiex
any future architectural anti-Darwinite who
used it. Ihe want of relation and connec-
tion between mouldings and their positions,

is not the only or even the most palpable
form of the disjunction or dislocation of

features. More than once lately we have
drawn attention to the sculptured decoration
of new buildings, and have protested against

the meaningless procedure of sticking copies

of Kenitissauco artists' work in positions the

originals were never intended to occupy.
Professor Street, referring to this point,

attributes the fault to its right origin.

Ho atlaches little importance to drawings
of ornament or sculpture made from casts in

schools. The pupil sketches them as objects

close to the eye, and, losing sight of their

original connection in the edifice, is wont
to introduce them as ornament in various

parts of buildings, regardless of position. No
better advice can be given than that " all

architectural features in which carving is

introduced ought to be looked at and drawn
in the very place for which they are

intended." Instances occur to us cf bosses

and string-courses carved by the Med aval
sculptor for the aisle of a cLurch, which we
have seen made to do service in a clerestory

considerably above the eye, where one would
only look for the indication of a bold leaf or

some vigorously expressed features. How
useless and wasteful of skill and labour it is

to put the same amount of detail and
elaboration in a piece of carved work which
will never be seen, and another piece fixed

close to the eye, it is needless to prove by
argument

; yet architects are constantly

doing it, and the carvers are not always
conscientious or skilled enough as artists to

use their discretion. The habit of seeing

things in one's mind as they will be seen

in situ, though so in.portant a matter, is

singularly lost sight of. With one class of

artists, neatness is a magnified vh-tue every-

where, and equal care is bestowed in the

carving of the bands or finial of a spire as in

that of a font or pulpit. Excellent as a

quality, these artists are led into a rather

mistaken belief of the omnipresent power of

fine carving, without the reflection that the

same amotmt of labour may be profitable in

one place and thrown away in another.

Many of the most conspicuous failures in

architectmal design are owing to the neglect

of realising in the artist's own mind the effect

of a building when erected, and the value of

perspective is mainly its use in enabling us

to detect any fault or blemish in the concep-

tion, either in its composition or light and
shade. For this reason we are glad Professor

Street enjoined upon the studtnts of the

Academy the importance of the power of

perspective sketching, and in picturing in

their minds the result of any design. It is

necessary, however, to point out that there

is the art of " tricking up perspectives "—

a

practice largely resorted to by experts who
are paid for making perspective drawings
as attractive as they can, and that this art

of making a design captivating is a very

different art to the persijcctive sketching

which the lecturer advocated, and which
ra' her exposes the defects and want of pro-

portion of a design , enabling its author to

remedy them before too late. Perspective,

to be of use, must be a truthfully correct

representation of facts, not an artfully pre-

pared picture ; it should be rather the

tentative means to an end, not the imaginary
end— a drawing put forward to misrepresent

the reality. But the truth is the competi-
tion architect uses the art iu quite another

way ; he does not often trouble about

making a perspective himself, to satisfy

and solve any doubts in his own mind; but

he gets an artist to make one for him, and
this is done to conceal defects, and not tUl

after the actual designs, and all the draw-
ings have been prepared. Let young archi-

tects learn this art for its own sake, and the

power it gives them to design artistically

andcomprehensively ; andletthcm resolutely

eschew the practice of making drawing a

false vehicle of design, and they will soon

begin to appreciate the power of coherent

compositions and the importance of

conceivhig everything by scale and from a

true standpoint.

THE WATER QUESTION.— III.

WEIES in rivers serve three useful pur-

poses : they create a head of water

for the working of mills, they facilitate the

navigation, and they hold up the water in

dry seasons within the reach of the roots of
plants, and promote vegctatioQ in the
adjoining lands. They are so numerous
and useful for these purposes that they
cannot, with any regard to commercial and
agricultural economy, be done awsy with

;

but many of them are of extremely rude and
imcconomical construction, and as long as
they remain so they offer a standing subject
of dispute amongst the varied interests m a
rivtrbasin. Some of these badly-constructed
and inefficient fixed weirs might bo advan-
tageously replaced by movable weirs. These
consist of doors hinged horizontally under
water, and can bo lowered so as to
lie flat on the bottom of the river,

and allow flood waters to pass over them,
being raised again on the subsidence of

a flood by chains and machinery to keep
up the head of water in ordinary times

;

and in rivers of shallow water they afford

a moans of navigation. But the passage
of floods can be sufficiently well provided
for by means of fixed weirs provided with
sluices, to be lifted vertically by rack and
pinion, or by acrab travelling overhead along
the line of sluice-gates, whereby a part of
the water is passed ofl' underneath.

PLAN

The quantity of water which can be
passed off in this way, and the height to

which any given volume of water will rise

against the sluiee-gates, with any given
opening, may be found approximately
thus :

—

Let Q be the quantity in cubic feet per
second

;

L the aggregate length in feet of all

the openings

;

H the height in feet to which the

water will rise above the centre

of the openings—supposing all

the gates to be drawn to the

same height, and that their sills

are all on the same level

;

and h the height to which the g^tes are

drawn

;

Q = L;< X 5 V H,

In this case the form of the sluioe-open-

Then,

and -)

accnoN

M W
PLAN

inws is taken to be of the oi dinary abrupt
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construction shown in Fig. 2, where 5 would

be the constant multiplier proper to that

form. If the openings of the gates be 20ft.,

the sill 6ft below the head of water, and the

gates be drawn 2ft., the head H will be 5ft.,

and the quantity of water passing through

in cubic feet per second_will be approxi-

mately Q = 20 X 2 X 5 V 5 = 447.

But by making a floor, extending up-

stream 8ft. or 10ft. from the sill upon which

the gates shut down, and on the same level

as the sill, and by forming the sides of the

openings in curves approaching the form of

the " contracted vein," the proper constant

becomes 7 or thereabouts, and the quantity

will be approximately as follows :

—

F/C 3

SEC TION

The openings of a sluice thus formed are

20ft. wide, at the end of a weir 100ft. long.

When the gates are drawn 2ft. the water

stands level with the crest of the weir, 6ft.

above the sill of the sluice, and the water xn

the pool below stands nearly up to the level

of the sill. The quantity of water which

may be expected to pass through the sluice

in cubic feet per second is—

Ui X 7 V_H
I

= 20x2x7V5 = 626.

If the level of the water below the sluice is

not wholly below the opening, as it was in

the latter case, the head H is to be reckoned

as being the difference of level between the

surfaces of the water above and below the

weir. When there is a depth of 15ia. going

over the weir, the water in the pool below

is, e.g., found to stand in a sheltered place

3-75ft. below the crest of the weir, and the

siU of the sluice is 6ft. below it. The gates

remain drawn 2ft. as before.

Under these circumstances the approxi-

mate quantities of water which may be ex-

pected to pass through the sluice, and over

the weir respectively, are as follow, in cubic

feet per second, the depth [d) being l-25ft.,

measured from the crest of the weir to the

surface where the water is comparatively

still :— _
Through the sluice LA x 7 VH

= 20 x_2 X 7 V5 = 626 'i

Over the weir 3J V*J« i
i

^'^^^

= 3JV 1-953 X 100 = 465^

Although the circumstances of the passage

through the sluice now are different to those

of the former case, yet the quantity (626)

apijears the same, because the head is the

same, viz., 5ft., in both cases, although the

opening is in one case covered and in the

other not so. With regard to the constant

multiplier 3 J, it is derived from the coeffi-

cient -625, which !s taken to be the proper

coefficient found by many experiments on

the flow of water over weirs, and, from

amongst the numerous coefficients so found,

to be the most suitable to the circumstances

of this weir. It indicates as the practical

quantity |ths of that which would be due to

the abstract law of gravity, or the theoretical

quantity which would be represented by ^rds

of8—neglecting a decimal of from -02 to -04,

8 being the square root of twice the force of

gravity, or twice the velocity which a falling

body has acquired at the end of the first

second of its time of descent, and which,

sppUed to water as to other falling bodies,

is the fundamental law of all hydraulics ;

and the velocity of falling water varies as

the square root of the height from which it

falls, and the height from which the lower-

most particles of the sheet of water going

over a weir fall is the height from the sur-

face of the water above the weir, where it is

comparatively still, down to the crest of the

weir, and as the velocity of the particles at

every point in the height decreases upwards

as the square root of the depth below the

surface, the mean velocity of all the particles

of the sheet of water is two-thirds of that

due to the lowermost. If the sheet of water

falling over a weir be l-25ft., or any other

depth, the velocity due to the lowermost

particles is 8 v/t', neglecting a small decimal

of from -02 to -04
; but the mean velocity of

all its particles from bottom to top is only

two-thirds of this, or 5J V d, by the abstract

law ; and practically only about fths of the

quantity of water which this would repre-

sent passes over a weir of the form of that

which has been referred to ; and over no

weir whatever does it much exceed fths : in

many weirs it is less. The constant 3 J then,

is thus derived, being |ths of 5 J, and applies

to measurements in feet, and to the duration

of one second of time.

Feet measurements, taken in hundredths,

are better than inches, but not always con-

venient ; and when the depth of water going

over a weir is measured in inches, the con-

stant 3J should be divided by the square

root of the cube of 12, = 41-56; but then,

when depths are not great, it becomes

better to estimate the quantity in cubic

feet per minute instead of per second,

and in this case 3J x CO = 200, and

200 ^ ^.g^^ ^^g constant multiplier for

made 200ft., as from A to C, the height

would ho^^Q^y'2li2{t..a.niilihe

weir were made 300ft. long, as from A to D,

the height would ^'^^^^C^^Y = l-92ft.,

and therefore, for the same elevation of the

weir's crest, the height to which the water

would rise above it in this latter case would
be 4 - 1-92 = 2-08ft. less than if the weir

were placed directly across the stream. But
there is a practical point to be attended to

in those oblique weirs, which does not arise

in the other case.

In approaching the weir the particles of

water take a curved direction, tending to

meet the line of weir at right angles, and
the effect of this is that the bank below the

weir at its upper end is worn away unless it

is protected, and the proper form of con-

struction is a curve as at E ; and, further,

when a weir is thus placed obliquely, the

water has a tendency to lun along the foot

of the weir on its upper side and to wear it

away ; and to prevent this the bank should

be curved out on the upper side at the lower

end of the weir, as at P.

EDI8 ON DECOEATION
FUENITUBE.*

AND

41-56

these measurements : it is less than

is sometimes adopted, and presupposes the

water above the weir to have no velocity of

approach, but to be still or nearly so ; it is,

therefore, subject to be increased where the

water has a cuiTcnt in approaching the weir
;

the constant 5 or 5-1 is frequently applic-

able ; and, indeed, for accuracy, every weir

requires a careful study of its circumstances,

and an equally careful examination of the

results of experiments made under similar

ciicumstances".

It may frequently be seen on rivers that

weirs are aslant of the stream, as in Figs. 4

and 5.

The object of making the weir obliquely

is to increase its length in order to diminish

the height to which any given quantity of

water can rise upon it. Thus, if the length

(/) of a weir constructed directly across a

liver, as from A to B, Fig. 4, be lOOtt., and

the quantity of water coming down the

river be such that it rises to a height (/i) of

4ft. above the crest cf the weir, the propor-

tional number representing the quantity

passing over would be 800, being 100 x 4

X V4, or 100 V4' - 800. If the length le

THEEE are two ways in which different

people will be likely to judge of the

present work : by considering the principles

advocated in it, and by looking at the

examples which are given to illustrate those

principles. To take the examples first, and

those examples chiefly which show various

modes of architectural decoration for houses,

we cannot help noticing the strong light

which they throw on the better and worse

sides of the revived Semi-Classic. Never

before, perhaps, have modern architects

worked in a style which so frankly admitted

itself to be a mere fashion, like the fashions

by which dressmakers and milliners lead

women captive at their wiU. Never before,

perhaps, have they so cynically abandoned

aU pretence to reason, truth, or beauty as

"motives" for detail, and relied so un-

blushingly on the mere novelty and popu-

larity of the forms they adopt. On the

other hand, they have never before attempted

so fully to deal with the difficulties of do-

mestic architecture, and to treat furniture,

house-decoration, and secular art-work of

all sorts in a characteristic manner, and not

in one which is a mere echo of the great

monumental styles. In Mr. Edis's book we
can see numberless instances both of the

good and the bad of the treatment in ques-

tion. Such a book will long remain a valu-

able and suggestive contribution to the

literature of house design ; but we fear it

will not bo long before the permanent in it

will be somewhat hidden, to ordinary

readers, by the decay of the temporary.

The more pronounced a fashion is the

more ridiculous it looks when it has ceased

to be the fashion ; and it is conceivable that

a time may come when the style of architec-

ture which Mr. Edis affects may seem as ill-

chosen for the purpose of enhancing the

beauty of his ideas, as the style of dress

which the Queen Anne ladies affected was

ill-chosen for the purpose of setting oS the

beauty of their faces. So much it is right

to say to the shortsighted people, if there

are any, who mistake the starting-point for

the goal, and who think that the revived

Semi-Classic, as it stands, is a perfect style,

instead of being a mere rubbish-heap out of

which some valuable elements of a style

may by degrees be picked. That Mr. EdiB

• Decoration and Furniture of Town-houses: a series

of Cantor Lectures delivered before the Society of Arts,

1880; amplitiud and enlarped by HoBenTW. Edis.F.S.A.,

F R 1 B A.., architect. With 29 fnll page illustrations

and numerous sltetohes. London : C. Kegan Paul and

Co., 1, Patemostor-square. 1881.
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is not of this number it is needless to say ;

he clearly looks at tho present style- fashion

as something to transform and perfect, not
to rest in. We ought to state, too, that

only a minority of the illustrations represent

designs of his own, though tho greater
part of them are in one phase or another of

the style which we have referred to.

The most interesting part of Mr. Edis's

work to architects in general is perhaps that

on floor, wall, and ceiling decoration. Much
of this relates to what miiy be done by way
of improvement to existing houses. Mr.
Edis first discusses the cutting away of old
stone floors in halls and pissages for the
purpose of laying above them marble or tile

pavements. This, as being troublesome and
costly, not to say dangerous, he does not
advocate. Neither does he recommend the
use of those very inartistic materials, oil-

cloth and linoleum ; but suggests several

modes of treatment which would be fairly

good. Thus the stonework may be kept
white and used as a border for warm Persian
or Indian rugs ; better stUl, its margin may
be painted a soft brown, or other suitable

colour, to keep away damp and dirt ; or,

again, it may have a border of incised lines

filled with coloured cement. In addition to

this border the stone may have a largo
square or diagonal pattern of incised lines all

over it, with small red or black tUes at the
junction of the lines, or more expensively, it

may have borders and patterns of inlaid

marble slips. The paving, again, or marble
mosaic may be laid over the stonework, and
the additional height gradually champered
off towards the doorways. Mr. Edis, we are
glad to see, advocates a large proportion of

quite plain iUing, instead of the wearisome
decoration of every square inch of flooring
which the manufacturers' pattern-books
always show us. The same principle he
insists on here, might with equal wisdom be
applied to wall-surfaces, and even when we
have found the best wall-papers that can bo
bought for money, it would be a wonderful
relief, in most cases, to use them sparingly,
and as a mere contrast to prevailing pattern-
less spaces. This, however, is an advance
which remains for the future, for most people
at present do not think their principal rooms
half finished as long as there remains a yard
of patternless space to give a momentary
reposetotheireyes and brains. Mr. Edis, after

discussing the floors of halls and staircases,

proceeds to those of rooms, and goes into the
relative merits of borders painted, staiued,

and parqueted. Next follow several pages
on external coloured decoration, by way of

brightening up our dreary stuccoed streets.

The great diffiovdty architects have to con-
tend with here, and everywhere else in the
simpler class of coloured ornamentation, is

that of getting their ideas carried out. Ex-
perience leads one to think that from some
mysterious reason every man who has a
colour-blind son, hastens to apprentice him
to a house-painter: and no amount of
practice ever enables the apprentice, in after-

life, to execute an architect's design within
a dozen shades of what it ought to be. No
architect can afibrd to stand over a house-
painter all day long; and very few such
painters can be trusted to go on rightly any
longer than an architect is touching them,
supposing, that is, that the colours they are
using are in the smallest degree uncommon

;

so that, as the final result, architects are
afraid to use anything that can be termtd
colour at all.

Mr. Edis afterwards takes up tho question
of internal-wall decoration, mentioning in
succession the Burmantofts faience, tapes-
try, flock, and other wall-papers, including
those stamped after the manner of leather

;

the so-called " Muralis," various kinds of

painted tUes, and wood veneering. Friezes
with figure-subjects, and also with birds and
flowers, of course, come in for prominent
notice. The latter, with tho naturalistic

treatment proposed for them, strike us as

being out of harmony with the highly-con-
ventional forms of the " Queen Anno " and
Jacobean styles. "Naturalism," however,
which in practice means copying tho skin-

deep forms of nature, and missing its all-

pervading life, is having its day ; and those
who are heartily sick of it need only rejoice

when it is so used that others are likely to be
sickened of it also. In the matter of ceilings,

Mr. Edis gives some very good advice ; dis-

courages figure-subjects, even apart from
their expense: points out the danger, in

existing houses, of using colour so as to

make the bad plaster details even more
offensive than they are, and seems to prefer
delicate tints with some use of stoncUling, and
a slight picking-out of mouldings.
Having given, in outline, a brief abstract

of one chapter, we can only indidicate the
subjects of the rest. They deal, in greater

detail and minuteness, with the various por-
tions and apartments of the house, such as

the entrance-hall, the staircase, the dining-

room, drawing-room, library, and boudoir,

and the bedrooms, nurseries and ofiices. On
all of these subjects there are a multitude of

valuable suggestions, and a very complete
account of tiie various materials and systems
amongst which an architect may choose.

There is a useful chapter on furniture, and
another on such things as pottery, porcelain,

glass, metal-workj looks, door-plates, and
window-blinds. Ol all those items there are

illustrations ; the examples are good of their

kind, and as the makers' names are in all

cases given, even those purchasers who koow
least of art workmanship can ascertain where
their money may be safely expended.

TEN YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN
INTERMITTENT DOWNWARD FIL-
TRATION.*

MR. J. BAILEY DENTON, C.E., has
just published the results of his ex-

perience in works of "Intermittent Down-
ward Filtration," and a perusal of the facts

brought forward will, we believe, remove
many of the objections which opponents
to that system of utilisation entertain. Mr.
Denton faii'ly takes these objections to

task, and, as far as we can find, shows that

they are founded on imperfect views of the

condit.ons required for a successful appli-

cation. One of the most indispensable of

these is that intermittenoy of application is

necessary, even ia "suitably constituted

soils,'' and another, that under-drainage be

adopted. The most desirable soils are ob-

viously those partaking of the character of

a sandy loam, and, therefore, to apply the

system to dense clays, improperly prepared,

is an unfair test of the capabilities of filtra-

tion. There is no doubt, also, that inter-

mittent filtration has been unjustly tested

by tho ordinary rules applied to surface

irrigation, the principles of which are based

upon a very different treatment. The author

in his introduction, classifies the towns and
villages according to tho nature of their

outfalls, and while he shows that sea-board

towns may, after some cleansing process,

reasonably discharge their sewage direct

into the sea, towns situated on estuaries

and tidal rivers, and inland towus generally,

can only effectually get rid of their sewage,

having rega d at the same time to the

standard of purity suggested by the Rivers

Pollution Commissioners, by having recourse

to siu-face irrigation, or intermittent filtra-

tion. No doubt it will be said that towns

so located cannot always command the

area of land suitable for this treatment, and

that some mode of chemical precipitation

is necessary. Yet it may be affirmed from

experience, chemical processes have neither

• Ten Years* Experience in "Works of Intermittent

Downward Filtration, separately, and in combination

with Surface Irrigation. By J. Bailev Dknios. E. and
F. N. Spon, Charing- cross, London.

been remunerative, nor altogethor successful
as a purifying means. Ruupocting drainage,
we need only mention the case cited by
Mr. Denton, of the unfortunate Rite seleotod

at East Moulsey for tho Lower Thames Vol-
ley sewage, the disadvantagCB of which are

p anted out.

Replying to the objections urged by somo
to in'ermittont filtration, such m the clog-
ging of the soil, and its consequent loss of
absorbing capacity, tho nuisance ariang
from a limited area being so treated, and
the cost of preparing land for the process,

Mr. Denton instances the case of Merthyr
Tydvil, which was the first experiment made
to show that these objections are not Talid.

Instead of taking one acre of suitable

soil, drained 6ft. deep, to cleanse the sewage
of 3,300 persons, as suggested by tho Rivers
Pollution Commissioners, three acres were
taken to do the same duty, and the sewage
was distributed by furrows ; so that the
doubts entertained by the commissioners
were met. Later experience seems to have
shown that tho anticipations formed by
Dr. Frankland and others were well founded,
and that as regards the quantity of land re-

quired to insure economical results, it was a
simple matter of the quality of the soil, its

capability of absorbing the sewage at stated

intervals, and of retaining its oxidising

130 wer. It has heen found, indeed, that free

porous soils cannot be overcharged with
liquid. Mr. Denton says " If we avoid the

denser clays as altogether unsuitable (unless

they are so altered by mixing, burning, &c.,

as to lose their natural character), and regu-
late the application of the sewage to other

soUs, within the limits of 1,000 persons to

the acre of those most suitably constituted,

and 250 persons to the acre to those least suit-

ably constituted ; allotherdescriptionsof cul-

tivatable land maybe made capable of filtra-

tion, and the advantage of being able

permanently to cleanse the sewage of a dis-

trict where any land, more or less suitable,

is to be purchased or leased in sufBcient

quantity to meet these limits, cannot be
overestimated."

Passing over a few useful sections dealing

with tho amount and value of sewage, solid

matters, and sludge, temperature of sewage,

storm overflows, and suitable soUs, we
come to numerous instances of application.

The Merthyr Tydvil works, and tho results,

are described in some detail, and the author

quotes figures and facts to prove that much
that has been said about that noted case

does not bear investigation. At Kendal,

in Westmoreland, the author has applied

the same system successfully, though, in-

stead of limiting the sewage of 1,000 persons

to an acre, the Council used only one-third

the land recommended, which, of course,

has unfaiily tried the process. At Forfar,

in Scotleind, the process has been applied in

combination with surface irrigation, and the

receipts of the farm produce speak for them-

selves. At Great Malvern, surface irri-

gation ond intermittent filtration have also

been successfully combined. Halstead,

Essex; Bamsley, Yorkshire; Hitchin, Oak-

ham, and the Convalescent Hospital, Walton,

Surrey, are among the other instances cited,

and they afford convincing proofs that, even

under unfavourable circumstances, inter-

mittent filtration can be used with decided

advantages, and thatc'oggingof the soil has

not been proved. The plans and estimates

of the farms given, and the experiences and

notes recorded at tho end of Mr. Denton's

book are valuable, and deserve study.

ARCHITECTUEAIi ASSOCIATION.

AN ordinary general meeting of the Asso-

ciation was held on Friday evening,

the President, Mr. E. C. Lee, ia the chair.

Messrs. H. B. Thorpe, J. L. Kingham, G.

Maides, J. Holdgate, W. J. Hilton, J. U . Quick,

T. W. Abbott, R. Donaldson Hawes, and F.
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Slaiter were admitted as members. Mr. Eales
proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. T. Roger
Smith for meeting the members at the Con-
sumptive Hospital, Hampstead, and explaining
its details of construction, and announced that
the next visit would take p)ace on Saturday, the
J6th inst. (to-morrow), when the members would
assemble at 3 p.m. in the new board schools on
the Queen's-park Estate, Harrow -I'oad.

TKB ASaOCUnOS' a BXCUBSION TO LOXBABDY.

Mr. E. J. Tabyeb read a paper descriptive of
the excursion to Lombardy, conducted last
autumn by Mr. Hugh Stannxis. The lecture
was cast in diary form, and was avowedly of a
general and gossipping character, the author
suggesting that details could be filled in by
other members of the party. A number of
drawings, including plans, elevations and mea-
sured details of the principal churches, rubbings
from monuments, and full-sized details were
hung round the rooms. These illustrations re-
presented the joint work of the members, exe-
cuted under the supervision of Mr. Stannus, and
subsequently arranged and pieced together by
him ; they were supplemented by drawings lent
by Mr. Hilton Nash and others, and by photo-
graphs, the whole forming a very interesting
exhibition of ItaUan Renaissance architecture.
The party, Mr. Tarver mentioned, consisted of
twelve members, and the route taken was vifi

Calais, Paris, and the Mont Cenis Tunnel to
Turin, that city being reached on Saturday, the
18th September hist. The low pitch of the roofs
and the overhanging eaves, together with the
intensity of colours, and the clearness of the
shadows, at once reminded the party that they
were on the southern side of tha Alps. It was
conmionly asserted that the alterations of roof
pitch Eis one went south was a question of
turning off rain ; but as there were driving rains
in Italy, he thought the reason was rather that
with a flat pitch it was easier and more eco-
nomical to obtain the large projection of
eaves which alone made street-life, in the heat
of the day, endurable, and this accounted for the
covered arcades in the principal streets. A visit
was paid to the new Jewish Synagogue, with its
enormous coved and truncated roof, square on
plan, and its numerous superposed orders of
columns; the effect was rather " spindly." In
the afternoon they went on to Milan. A g^and
oeatral feature of the town was the Gallerie
V'ittorio Emmanuele, a gigantic promenade
roofed with glass at a height of about 80ft., and
containing the fashionable shops and restaurants

;

its architect, Mengone, like our Bassevi, met
his death by a fall from the roof. The lecturer
suggested that our Trafalgar-square might with
advantage be covered in and treated in similar
fashion. The Palazzo Municipale was, accord-
ing to Mr. Stannus, correct in its proportions and
details, and its cornice exhibited a feature pecu-
liar to Milanese work ; but Mr. Tarver thought
it monotonous. If anything could have given
Milan Cathedral a chance of looking well it

should be moonlight ; but although they selected
that for a first view, it seemed to the visitors
frivolous and wedding-cake-like externally;
inside, as seen next day, the huge pillars in a
long cross-row gave an Egyptian effect In the
church of Santa Maria presso San Celso, they
first saw some of Bramante's work. It has an
apsidal east end with ambulatory, the planning
being as irregular as any Northern Gothic work,
but the result classically quiet and steady. As
seen during the excursion, Bramante seemed to
have treated Renaissance architecture with just
the proper amount of playful freedom and no
more, and to have always worked within his
power. Albcrti's work appeared, in comparison,
quite "stodgy," and that of later men, with
their twists and curves, both in elevation and
plan, quite licentious. In Italian domes, the
groat feature was the management of the piers.
A dome of large size could not stand comfort-
ably on square piers ; on the other hand, an
octagon of equal piers and voids produced a very
tame result, and it was interesting to observe
the stages bctwefn these extremes. In our own
St. Paul's Cathedral, he thought the effect was
marred by the segmental arches alternating with
the four great semicircular arches. In the
gorgeous church of San Alessandro, Milan, he
roughly noted the plan, which was at once
powerful and interesting, but bad apparently
never been publiHhc-d. Its principle seemed to
be that, having settled the diameter of the great
dome, the faces of piers were drawn from the

pointswhere diagonal lines touched this diameter.

Twolargeoolumns—onecircular, the next square

—gave extra stiffnessto the piers, and carried the

four great semicircular arches ; but all the rest

of the church followed either the diameter of

great dome, or tlie width between these diagonal
points. These piers gave just the right amount
of support, and the pendeutives came together
comfortably at the springing line. The great

dome was raised on a drum, and was further
helped by a seeond impost on sp-iuging mould-
ings above the main cornice, which would other-

wise have concealed too much of the arches as

seen from below. The interval of rest given by
the barrel-vaults, the subordination of the flat

dome over the choir, and the still further subor-

dination of small side domes, and their sur-

rounding barrel- vaults, produced an ever-varying
and picturesque composition. The terra-eotta

treatment of the Ospedal Maggoirc had been
often illustrated. No Northern architect would
have designed the windows with head and jambs
surrounded by an unbroken border of ornament

;

he would, perhaps rightly, have emphasised the
spring of the arch with a capital or other break.
The plan of this hospital was a central court-

yard, with four smaller courtyards on each side,

the enormous wards forming the division between
the nine courts. On the following day, Mr.
Stannus piped all hands to measure the cleverly-

planned church of San Satire, the drawings
being subsequently put toge her under his direc-

tion. At mid-day they took train fur the well-
known Certosa, a monastery of the Carthusians,
now under the charge of the Italian Government.
In the buildings space had been economised in a
complete manner, but without producing a sense
of cramping. The church was partly under
repair, so that they were unable to e.xamine some
portion. The whole was so rich as to baiHo de-
scription. As an architectural composition, the
nave front was shocking; but one could revel in

examination of its every detail. The best
features of the choir were the backs of the stills,

ornamented with wood inlay, said to have been
designed by Borgognone. At Pavia, the next
town visited, the party found themselves amongst
Mediaeval arcaded streets and market-places, and
close to their hotel, an enormous octagonal
building was in course of erection ; it was to be
a covered promenade, but would make a respect-
able domed church. The unfinished cathedral
of Pavia, designed by Bramaute, was moht in-

structive. A wooden model of the completed
church andengravingssliowed what a stupendous
effort it was ; but he thought the treatment of
alternate arches of the dome, carried up a stage
higher than usual, would produce a weak effect.

The top stage of the tower exhibi'ed Bramante's
restraint. 'The Church of S. Theodore contained
some fine frescoes on the north and soutli walls of
the transept. The fonner was divided into
twelve squares, containing representations of the
patron saint's life, and at the bottom, one long
panel with a row of figures under a continuous
canopy and figures at a table in the centre—an
arrangement binding the whole scries well
together. Those on the south side reprefcnted
the life of St. Agnes, and were far finer, the only
fault being that the di'awing was a little too fonnal.
The church of San Michele was m unusually rich
example of the Lombardic style. At the water-
girt and ague-haunted town of Mantua
they visited first tlie largo church of Son Andrea,
one of Alberti's designs, and rigidly clean-cut
and proper in its Unes. The desecrated church
of San Sebastian has an external staircase with a
double arcade of exquisitely refined cliaractcr.

The Ducal Palace The consisted of a series of
rooms designed and painted by Giulio Romano

;

one had full-sized figures of heroes on the walls,

and marvelloiLsly foreshortened figures on the
ceiling, tier above tier ; a third had walls and
ceiling in one continuous unbroken surface,

painted with the Fall of the Giautr'. The next
day was one of hard work at Verona, a route
having been strictly an-anged by Mr. Stannus,
embracing all the important buildings. Tliey
began with the outlying 12tli-century church of

S. Zenone, one to which the mind gra*eful]y

reverted through the daze of all the Renaissance
work seen during the trip. At San Bernaidino
there was a circular baptistery, the Capella
Pellegrini, by San Micheli ; but it «as very
inferior to Bramante's baptistery at San Satiro,

Milan. Thecathedral wasalsoa Mcdifcval church
of the 12th or Hth centuries. The church of San
Giorgia, on the other side of the river, was an
oppressively grand design ; it contained a large

1

altar-piece by Paul Veronese, representing the
martyrdom of St. George. At Sta. Maria in
Orgauo was much inlaid woodwork in the choir,

but although ingenious, it represented only
inanimate objects, and was not to be
compared with that at the Certosa. They
obtained leave to visit also a verj- early
chapel, excavated in a hillside, and decorated
with contemporary frescoes ; another church, S.

Fermo Maggiore, was interesting for its single-

span roof and its jmlpit. He was disappointed
with the Scaliger tomls, and were it not for the
Gothic mania no one would have been excited by
them. Last of all they visited the Roman arena,
which transported the members into quite
another world from Verona. Friday, Sept. 24th,

was the last day, and on it they were to fulfil at

Brescia one of the chief purposes of the excur-
sion—to secure a monograph of the Church of

Sta. Maria de Miracoli. Before attempting this

the members vi^ited the two cathedrals, new and
old, standing side by side, and connected by a
passage. The new one is on an enormous and
costly scale. The old cathedral was a circular

church of the 12th century, on a 9th-century
crypt. The Palazzo Municipale was an un-
finished building, and was designed by Bra-
mante, begun by Fompntone, the second story

carried out by Sansovino, and added to by Pal-

ladio, there still being an opening for a modem
architect in the completion of the octagonal top
story. The afternoon was well spent in the
measuring up and drawing the Miracoli, and in

the evening the party broke up, some going to

Venice, and others returning by the St. Simplon
and Gothard routes for Paris—all that he could

answer for being his own return to England at

the time laid down in the prospectus, and within
the expense that Mr. Stannus had named.
Mr. G. Ceiokmay, jun., of Weymouth, read a

supplemental paper, describing the trip to Venice
undertaken by a few of the party, in which he
dwelt upon the peculiar character of Venetian
Gothic and Renaissance, and upon the beauty of

their colour decorations, and suggested that the

Association should arrange for a special excursion

to this most interesting city.

The Peksident, in inviting discussion, re-

marked upon the value to young architects of

exciu-sions into Italy for purposes of study and
comparison of actual builtfings.

Mr. LoNGDEN, one of the members of the

party, said he was struck with the free and bold

use of colour in external decoration, but thought
it was only jwi-missible in the brUUant sunlight

of Italy. The ironwork was differently applied

to that which we were accustomed, but was ex-

cellent in its details ; in Lombardy flat strips of

iron were largely used for ornament, in com-
bination with square pifeces and bars. A typical

example was that suiToimding the tombs of the

Scaligers. . In several churches, as at the Cer-

tosa and S. Maria del Organo, they saw wood
u.sed as an inlay. He passed high encomiums on
Mr. Stannus for the excellent manner in wliich

he arranged and carried out the excursion.

Mr. GiLi. also referred to the varied use of

colour decoration seen in Lombardy, as in the

frescoes at Brescia ; the blue, red, and yellow

used there appeared grey in the shade and at a

shnrt distance. Much of the Rococo decoration

added to earlier churches, as at San Michele,

Brescia, was very bad. In Bramante's unfinished

Cathedral at Pavia they saw that the nave tri-

foriiun had been continued in monochrome over

the flat wall surfaces of the unfinished transepts.

Mr. SiAijmjs explained that his object in

planning the excursion was to show the students

the beauties of Renaissance work as carried out

hi Italy, and that Gothic was not the only avail-

able style, and he thouglit it had not been an
unsuccessful effort. He described the mode in

which the measured drawings and plans were

executed by a combination, and added that it

had not yet been decided whether the results,

with some additional notes, should be published

in a separate form or in one of the architectural

journals. He threw out the suggestion tothe

members that in future the Association excursion,

instead of being confined to our own country,

should be in alternate years extended to the

Continent, the intervening year being devoted

as now to an outing in England.
Mr. R. P. Spiers seconded the vote of thanks

to the readers of the pipers, which had been

proposed by the last speaker, and added to it

the name of Mr. Stannus for having inaugurated

and organi.sed the excursion, and thus amplified,

the motion was carried by acclamation.
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THERE IS no subject for study more import-
ant than the relation of carved ornament

to architecture. Yo\i know how in all times it
has formid a leidin- feature. The repetition
ot dehnite ornaments at reg\ilar intervals is one
of the easiest modes of securing' due attention
to the member on which it occurs. The mould-
ing adorned with oarvinf.- is always more noticed
than any other, and the liu°s which require
special emphasis arc those to which such work
oug-htto be confined. You will soon find that these
carvings, as well u.s the mouldings, are modified
to suit their positions, near or at a distance from
the eye. You will notice also certain contrasts
between the ornament in good and bad work.
In the former it is never aggressive or too pro-
mment

;
in the latter it is almost always so. In

the former it is used with due deference to the
common sense of construction

; in the latter it
disregards the construction entirely. I cannot
give ^ ou a better example of this than is
attorded by the division of such an enrichment as
the so-called dog-tooth flower. In good work
this 13 always divided to tuit the joints of the
stonework

;
in bad work it is set out with abso-

lute uniformity all round an arch without any
reference to the joints, which thus, instead of

, coming always between the (lowers, occur in the
worst possible places. I mention these points
because, if you once notice them for your-
selves, you will .see how important they are, and
how certainly they indicate the quality of the
work in which they are found.^As there is no

..
isort of training for an architeof equal to that of
the study of buildings, so it is absolutely impos-
sible for you to learn your art only from the

• lessons which are able to teach you here, or
which you learn in the rout.ne of architects'
practice. At all costs, then, you must spend a
certain proportion of even- year in travelling-
and examining buildings for yjurselves, and tht
only special advice I cjn give you now i.s, not
to try to cjver too much ground at first. It
IS wispr to study a few good works well, and
to make yourselves thoroughly masters of them.
Having done this for some time vou will find
your power of .seizing the best points in the
buildings you visit increase rapidly, and you may
then make your journeys more rapid and less
cxhau.stive and particular. These very general
suggestions may seem almost unnecessary ; but
unfortunately I know from experience how few
of us Spend enough time in sketching and
measuring existing works ; and how few manage
to make clean, clear, decided sketehes of what
they see. Observe that i{ is generally impossible
to improve a sketch after it is once made ; what-
ever it is, pray leave it'with all its first freshness
about it. There is a virtue in that which will
never be increased by after-work. If you have
any feeling of the artist in vour composition it
will bo impossible for vou to go on for lono-
dxawing the good work' of other men or other
tunes mthout gr.adually finding yourselves
distinguishing clearly l)ctween good, inferior,
and bad work. In this country it so happens
that you aU have, witliin reach, examples of a
national architecture perhaps as noble, and
<-ertainly as universal in its developments, as
that of any other land. Some of you, as you
pas.s through our .schools, give painful evidence
of the fact that you wholly ignore this great,
indeed, untold,—advantage. Compare your o-wn
chances of education with that of the student
who.^e fate has ordained that he shall learn all
that he knows in new countries, where not a
h;agment remains of an older art than that of
his own time, and you will see how immense
your advantages are compared to liis, and how
far in advance of him you ou<rht to be in real
taste and culture. But I am told, sometimes,
that you have no time, no opportunity, no means
to avail yourselves of your advantages: and
when I ask one who excuses himself in this way
whether he has drawn much of Westminster
Abbey, or of the cathedral nearest to the town
from which he comes, I find that he has deferred
t^is duty to some future day, or that he thinks
the advice too impossible to be practicable.
Others among you, too, may believe what you
are often told, that what you should aim at is an
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original style, and that the constant study of
already executed work is nut likely to assist you
in this. Well, this is too long a question for
thifl eveniDg; but if the nineteenth century is
to dLHtinguish itself by not caring for all that
has gone before, I can only say that it will dis-
tinguish Itself in a quite unique fashion. I
shall have to speak to you more at length on
this point in my third lecture, and need, there-
tore, ouly say here that we know of no period in
our art m which architocts were not studying
the work of men who hiid gone before. They
studied them wisely, so that they might improve
them. Ihe variations which they made were
sometimes so slight and so slowly made as
hardly to amount to variation at all, and if
there ev. r was a psonle more prone to such a
course than another it was that Greek nation to
whoso art we all look up as among the most
inspired results of the highest training I
would never have ycu draw and (-ketch exist-
ing examples with a view to copying or repro-
ducing them. That is wholly contrary (o right
principles. What I wish is that you should
draw 80 much of them as to find yourselves
penetrated with the feeling for architectural form
and perfect! .n which as the results of centuries
of developoicnt have been discovered to be the
best. This study is, in truth, analogous to that
of the scu'ptor, as illustrated by (ho exquisite
work of that great man (Flaxman) which just
now you have an opportunity of studying within
these walls. You see hm drawing from the
life until he has mastered all the motions and
attitudes, outliues and muscles of the humin
form. Then posses.«ed to the full of this know-
ledge, he lavishes his poetical spirit on com-
binations of figures, which illustrate at every
turnhispower, his knowledge, and the perfection
of h:s sentiment. The commonest subject in his
hands becomes endued with a beauty and a
srrace which are so natural as to seem iuherent.
What the human form was to him, the com-
phte study of the accumulated expeiience of
ages in existing buildings is to you. And
}ou are to use them not that you may steal
from them, but that you may be able to deal
with the problems that come before you with
the same spirit and power that they show,
whilst you avoid with care the failures and
mistakes which you can discover in them.
You may well ask me here how far such a due
study of ancient examples as I have been advis-
ing must be carried in the direction of purely
archaeological inquiries ; and I think some advice
on this point will not be thrown away. It is
quite true that archa;ology is not architecture

;

but one-half at least of the studies of any
architect who cares for anything beyond the
work of his own hands has its antiquarian side

;and what is important is, that this alternative
side to your studies, far from diminishing your
interest in them, is fcuie to enhance them. In
the history of the development of styles, you
have matter for endless interest. The buildings
you admire and examine are the work of men of
whom you know nothing, and who lived ages
ago, perhaps. Unless you can put them in their
proper places in relation to each other, in their
proper sequence, you will never be able to un-
derstand their gradual developm-»nts

; and accu-
rate knowledge on such a point is, beyond
everything, useful (o men who have any hope
of making any further developments in their
art. There is a fruitful sort of anliquarianism,
and a dry and fruitless sort ; and it is with the
former only that I care to advise you to
interest yourselves. You may well leave the
rest to the men who are antiquaries and
nothing e!se, and with whom art counts
for no more than antiquity. But you
cannot leave to them those analyses of
the progress of art in each man's work,
from one man and one age to another, or
from one country to another, without most
serious loss to yourselves. I know nothing more
useful than such studies and such acomplish-
ments as these. They will prevent jour being
drawn into the downward current which sets
.strongly 'n the direction of business as against
art ; for the man who has once devoted himself
to them will never lose that interest in the
higher developments of his art which it ought
to be, above all, your ambition to have and
maintain. There is much more to be said as to
the direction your studies should take ; but
before I touch on this I must get you, if I can,
to realise that you must devote some at least of
your time to tlie sister arts of painting and

I

sculpture
; and this not with any idea of (xcel-

ling in the practice of all the arts,- that i* a
happiness rex-rved for a few heaven-bom and
grcatlv-giftcd mortals: But rather with the
thought that unless you know enough al>out
other arts to be convinced of their highest
developments in connection with architecture,
you will bo like no many of your predecenors,
unable or unwilling to recogniiie that in the
harmonious combination of all the artii is the
greatest future for each of them iie]>arttt«.'Iy

;

and it is from among the ranks of you who are
now growing up that we hope (he men will come
who will have the happiness of seeing what will
really be a resurrection of art in thi« land.
Tlie practical divorce of the arts haa ended in
the gravest loss to all. The architect haa bo-
come too much of a mere builder ; the painter
lives to make pictures to be lived with and
loved by a few, instead of the many ; and the
sculptor's life ia too often apent on work for
which he cannot care much, Vecause it is of no
general interest, men having too often forgotten
that his work ia beyond all other that which
completes and beautifies and ennobles the work
oi the architect. On some other occasion I
shall hope to be able to apeak to some of you at
length on this point, for I am persuaded that
there is nothing by which both arts will gain »o
much as by the more frequent combination of
the two. For your own share in auch a con-
summation in the future, you will not find ao
much opportunity for study in England as else-
where, but you should loae no opportunity of
familiarising yourselves with examples of moral
decoration, whether by sculpture or painting, in
books, of which, as you know, wo have acceaa
to a goodly store in the library of this Academy

;

[

and for acquainting yourselves with sculpture,
there is nothing more to be desired than that
you should give up some of your time to
drawing and modelling from ancient examples,
a very large proportion of the finest works of
all times being the sculptured decorations of
buildings of the Classical, and Mediieral,
and the Early Renaissance schools. No small
advantage will those gain who devote some
of their time to learning to model. In my
opinion, all the decorative sculpture or earring
in a building onght to bo modelled in the first
instance by the architect. This is the only way
in wliich that harmony throughout the work can
be secured which is essential to good effect. It
is impossible to direct another man properly
merely by giving drawings for such work, and
you must learn to give your instnictions in the
round. The day, I hope, may not be far distant
when aU sculptors will ajiree withnic—if, in-
deed, they do not so already—in thinking that
the best of their work would be even better than
before if it shewed a thorough appreciation of,
nnd fitness for, the requirementw of the building
in which it is placed. I know nothing more
fascinating than the evidence in most ancient
work of the same feeling as to detail being com-
mon to the architect and the sculptor. You do
not see where the work of one ends and of the
other begins. The sculptor seems to know all

about architecture and the architect to be quite
conversant with sculpture ; and I much wish
that in the arcliitectural school here we occa-
sionally, or even, I may say, rcgularlj-, found
.some students of sculpture laying a.side their
modelling tools and their chiaeLs, nnd coming to
us for some instruction in the art, a good know-
ledge of wliich is essential to their own complete
success. In future lectures in this course I shall
have repeatedly to refer to the works of sculptors
and architects, in which it is difficult to say
wliich of the two ai-ts can most rightly claim the
artist. But if this ia again to be the case, the
young sculptor must understand that ho haa to
master something more than the rudiments of
architectural styles, and that, when he con-
descends to think of work which is half aichi-
tectural and half sciUptiiral, it must be ^vith a
complete sense of the equality of the two arts, if

his work is to live with that of the great masters
of all old and true schools. If the sculptor
ought to learn so much of architecture, how far
ought the architect to go in the study of the
hmnan figure ? It is a quest ion surrounded
with difficulty. A great building may be built
wliich shall not include any representation of
the human figure. Either by acc-dent or by
robbei-y of their sculpture, some buildngs which
once had figure sculpture have none now, and
yet are hanjly less evidently beautiful in their
effect. The practical difficulty about dr.t«ing
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from the life is that if it is oarriod a very little

way it is of no soivi e, whilst if it is pei-severed in

very far it is almost cei-tain to bo at the expense
of other aceomi>li.~lunents which are even more
essential, and there is a risk that the student

may end by being both a bad fijrure-paiuter and
a worse architect than he would otherwise hare
been. It is only, therefore, in those very rare

caacs in which au architectural student feels a
complete conviction that he has the unusual
and rarely - given power of combining the
two arts that he sltould venture to avail

himself to any great extent of the privilege

which is conceded to liim in this Academy,
though he should never lose any opportunity of

studying the history of the combination of point-

ing with architecture, and of making himself
fairly learned in the theory of such work. This
he may do, whether he can draw the human
figure or not, and unless he has done it he will

never bo able to associate himself T^-ith a painter
in counsels as to the completion of his own work.
In addition to impro\ing your skill as artists, on
which I have been saying so much, you are
bound to spend a great deal of time on other
studies, without which you can hardly hope to

rise to real eminence. There is, fii-st of all, a long
course of practical study, which will show its

results in your work with certainty.^AU the
risitors of ourArchitectural School feel, lam sure,

as I do, that there is much to be improved in

this respect in the work of the majority of the
students. You ought never to make serious mis-
takes about simple matters of construction, or

simple details of arrangement. Many of them
are the result simply of a want of a little common
sense, than which there is no quality that an
artist of any sort ought more sedulously to cul-

tivate, and the architect most of all. And as,

perhaps, it is when you make a ground-plan
that this failure is most e^Hdent, a few words on
this, which is the foundation of all good archi-

tectural work, will not be out of place. In
making a plan there arc two things to consider

;

first, the convenience of the buildmg for its pur-
pose ; and next, its suitability for its position.

All good artists welcome with pleasure what is

called a difficult site. In truth, there is no site

80 easy to deal with. It is when the site has
no marked features of its own that the architect

must make those of his own work predominant.
The Acropolis of Athens and the Forum
Romanum of Homo are, in ono sense, difificult

sites. That is, they are so pictiu-esque, so

irregular in their levels, that everything has to

grow out of the necessities of its situation.

There are no lessons more useful than those
which you may learn from such examples as
these. The Greek added one building to another
in an almost picturesque confusion, and in a
mode in which, if we believed some of oui*

teachers of a few years back, it is impossible for
any but the most erratic Gothic architect to
take any pleasure. The Reman made a wind-
ing and irregular descent from the Capitol, with
buildings of wholly dissimilar style on either
hand, as he descended, and then when he had
passed through the arch of Septimus Severus,
and found himself in face of a straight road for
a short distance, he took care that it should be
occupied by a succession of irregularly-placed
and designed colimms, monumental pedestals,

and buildings, whose beauty was that which
came from the individual character of each, as
well as from the gradual growth of the whole,
and the evidence it afforded of the historical

continuity of the community and its arts. Nor
when the Forum was left behind, and but a
short distance separated the Romans from the
Colisseum, was there any care to secure a
straight road from one to the other. The paved
roadway meandered on under the arch of Titus,
suiting itself to whatever conditions existed in
the easiest fashion possible, and without any
thought whatever of th^se necessities for formal
setting out of cities which are only reasonable
when, as in many Transatlantic examples, there
is no history whatever to be recorded, and a
whole town is laid out at one time, and com-
pleted almost as sojn as laid out. There are
cases in which, however, the wise arch.tect en-
deavours not only to build to suit his site, but to
make the peculiarities of his site suit some sump-
tuous antl scenic laying out of his whole build-
ing. Time will not admit, however, to give
more than a passing reference to a subject,
which in itself affords materials for many a lec-
ture. Nor is it at tbe outset of your life that
you are likely to have euch opportunities as

would enable you to realise the advantages of

the stufly. I have told you that you must study
tenvenience of plan. This you may do, not to

the exolxision of architectural effect and character,

but always with a strict eye to it. In designing
the plan of a house, for instance, it does not do
to make the external design first and then to

make the interior fit it somehow or other. It is

necessary to keep both in your mind, but it isthe

interior that ought to be supreme. The best

exterior in the world would not atone for a
faulty internal plan. And observe that a good
interior is not simplj' one planned upon some
everyday scheme, and one in which life does not
simply go on smoothly and without hindrance,
but one which has so much suggestiveness and
special adaptation as to make it in every way an
interesting one to live in or to use. To accom-
plish this you must realise how every part is to

be used, and so contrive as to give every one
pleasure in using it. It is this harmonious and
reasonable variation of plan that gives the
greatest value and charm not only to the in-

terior, but, as a natural consequence, to the ex-
terior also. The same rule applies to all other
buildings. If they are well contrived for their

special use, depend upon it you will be just as

well able to make their elevations good as if

they are carelessly contrived. A church requires

by custom, by law, or by sentiment, a generally
similar arrangement of the plan. At least, it

requires the same component parts—a nave, a
chancel, a porch, a steeple, a vestrj'. How
differently may not these be grouped and de-

signed ! The variations in the provision for the
given wants in this case are, as you know, in-

numerable. And how much more various may
not the plans for a house be;' If you
reeilise that the real value of architec-

ture, as of all the arts, is its human and
personal interest, you wiU see how impossible it

is that any art can be vrerth anything in which
this is whoUy ignored. T?he only justification of

endless rows and groups of houses, all arranged
on the same lines down to the pattern of the
scraper and the design of the area-raiUngs, on
of the balconies, is that the people who are to
inhabit them are so identical in all their wants,
wishes, and modes of life, that one pattern of

house will do for all. Fortunately this is no
more true of this age than of past ages. And
now, as then, the best-planned buildings will

be those which take account of the existence of

a diversity of men, with endless varieties of

tastes, and wants, and circumstances. It is

here that the study of ancient art is so invalu-
able. In former days, with much less facility

for intercourse and movement, we see how
many are the adaptations which architects

had to make when they went from one part of

Europe to another. In our own time this is of

every-day occurrence. An English architect

may be called on at any time, at the very outset

of his career, to go to some foreign dependency
where every condition of life and climate are
wholly different from what they are in England.
The plans as well as the architectural forms
which are suitable in England are wholly out
of place in a tropical country. In one, just as
much as in the other, the same first principles

may have to be observed, but the resulting
forms will be wholly dissimilar ; and the man
who begins life with some knowledge of how
such differences have been successfully dealt
with before, has an untold advantage over the
man who treats all countries and all climates
alike, as if the satisfaction of local requirements
were not, in truth, the very first condition of a
good piece of architecture. Before I conclude,
there are two points only on which 1 must say a
few words. One is the necessity for study of
much wliich we cannot teach you here, and
which you will never learn in the workshop of

an architect. Such, for instance, is the study of
language and the study of books. I cannot too
strongly insist on the former. Without a know-
ledge of modern languages you cannot travel

witti complete pleasure, and you cannot know
anything of the largest half of the literature of

your art ; and unless you have travelled, and
unless you have read a good deal of what archi-

tects and critics in other countries teach and
think, you have deliberately shut yourselves out
from a large portion of the education which is

indispensable to an accomplished architect. As
students, you have access in this academy to a
a most admirable artistic library, year by year
becoming more and more complete, and where
you may do more to cultivate your own taste by

acquaintance with the best examples of all times
than I can do for you by any number of lectures

or addresses. And, in the second place, I wish to
say but a few words on the way in which you
avail yourselves of tho instruction offered you
in the schools. I have no desire whatever to

exaggerate its importance. Most of you, I hope,

arc at work day alter day on the drawings and
designs of the architects under whom you are

studying. Nothing is a better training than
such work as this. If you have given you the

original drawing—be it general design, or detail

of a part at large—and are condemned to com-
plete it either by jjutting his pencil lines into

ink, or by the slower process of copying it, you
arc leaniing in the best way all that he can
teach you. But you are in one groove, and
affected only by one mind ; and by coming here
you find yourselves brought face to face with new
ideas and views, inasmuch as you have to work
under the direction of the visitors assisted by the
master. But, to make any good use of such op-
portunities, it is not enough to come here occa-

sionally, and only and so often as is absolutely

necessary, but with regularity, punctuality, and
preparedness. The one regret that I feel in

connection with our architectural school is that

the students do not, as a rule, appear to wish
to attend once more than is absolutely necessary,,

and when one sees anything short of the
highest zeal, one is led to anticipate something
vei-y far short of the highest success. It is this

absence of enthusiasm for his work which is

fatal to an artist. If you have it you will

tliiuk no hours too long for work, and labour,

instead of being toilsome, will be ^our greatest

pleasure. Unless you have enthusiasm for your
art yourselves, how can you expect that others

will have any to spare for you and your work 'r

It is a contagious quality. The artist who
really has it does liis work in such a way as to

make others feel for him what he feels for hi»

own work. This is seldom, if ever, worthy of

love and admiration, unless it is the outcome of

a zeal and a fire which are real and intense. If

we have such a zeal, how will it show itself on
our works? This is a question which affects

what is called tho practice of our art as dis-

tinguished from the study. I have left myself
scant time to speak on this part of my subject,

but fortunately there is not much to be said.

In art a man who has zeal must almost of

necessity have more zeal for some of its forms
than for others. The forms which our art has
taken are styles in which it is almost impossible

for any artist to take an equal interest. And a

man who is really an artist will find it natural

to practice in one style, impossible to do so

in another. Modern practice has tried to

convert the world to an opposite view

;

it has assumed that an architect can design

equally well in any style. Of course, if

this were true, there would be no art in

the work, for an artist must show himself in

his work, and it would be impossible to do
this in antagonistic things. It is not, in my
judgment, necessary or desii'able that I should

pronounce positively to you as to which is the

best foi-m for the architecture of the present day.
That, when you have studied and thought, and
worked for a few more years, each of you will

have to decide himself. But this I can tell you,

that if you have zeal enough and enthusiasm to

care for youi- art for Art's sake, you are far more
sure of success by adhering strictly to what you
believe to be good, true, honest, and artistic

work, than if you attempt to jJcase everybody
by doing whatever you are asked to do in what-
ever style or fashion may be dictated. The man
who knows how to do one thing well is more
certain of success than he who tries to know a

little of everything, and in study and in practice

common sense and good art both claim from you
that you should at any rate know the style of

your own choice well. Beyond all doubt it is a

sort of inspiration that is requiicd in the artist

who is ever to do any really great work, and
this will never come to one who never dreams
of perfection, who thinks first of all of

gain and worldly interest, who treats his art as

a mere matter of business and routine, not as au
imperious mistress who must have all his d«vo«
tion and all his heart. To seciu'e this enthusiasm
you must bo dreamers in one way only—you
may give reins to your imagination—you may
dream of beauty, of majesty, of perfection—you
may picture to yourself what you would and will

accomplish ; but you must be no dreamers about
your proper work. That must be constant, steady
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in purpose, thoughtful, and always in some way
bearing on your art cither dii-ectly or indirectly.

The more time you devote to study the more will

you become engrossed in your art, and the more
you will find tliat it is delightful and interesting

in all its changes and developments of old, and in

the practical application of what you learn from
these to the art of your own time. Industry alone

will not make a great artist : but if thoire is one
thing more certain than another in art, it is that

all great artists have been industrious, and that

if you wish to be numbered in their results you
must follow their example.

ST. PETER'S AND ST. PAUL'S CATHE-
DRALS COMPARED.

MR. SOMERS CLARICE, Jcu., read a paper
on "St. Peter's and St. Paul's " before

St. Paul's Ecclcsiological Society on Thursday,
the 17th inst. A building was to be accounted
an example of good or bad architecture, the lec-

turer reminded his hearers, in proportion to its

adaptability to its pui-pose, suitability of design
to materials of construction, and its accordance
with the laws of Nature ; its style was but a

question of grammar, and mattered little so long

as the ideas were clearly expressed. Those
learned in architectural grammar found that the

west-front of St. Paul's was full of blunders,

details badly applied, and quite contrary to rule
;

the portico was deficient in projection, two
orders were superposed, the columns were
doubled and were wrongly spaced

;
yet all felt,

on looking at the front, that it was but scant

praise to call it " the most pleasinjr design of its

class that had yet been executed." But in the
chief front of St. Peter's (called for convenience
the west-end, but really facing east) the dimen-
sions were colossal ; the balustrade surmounting
the front rose far higher than the western
towers of oiu* own church, whilst the width was
nearly double. The gi-ammatical blunders,

although many, were not so numerous as at St.

Paul's. Yet, in effect, St. Peter's was as huge a
failure as St. Paul's was a triumphant success.

The beatity of St. Paul's did not rest on the
correct application of the Classic styles, but upon
outline, massing of parts, contract between the
spiring form of the western towers and the vast
shell of the dome, and the placing of these in

just relation to one another. The lecturer

sketched the history of the rebuilding of St.

Peter's, from 14.50 to its structural completion.
The plan was recast, and the prodigious dome
was conceived and originated by Bramante, the
architect, from 1503 to 1510 ; he was followed by
Raffaelle and F. A. Gioconde, who elongated
the nave to about its present length. Antonio
de San Gallo succeeded in 1517, and proposed
developments of the design, by which it would
have been made much superior to the present
building. Peruggi, the next architect, readopted
the Greek cross of Bramante, and introduced
great retrenchments, cutting down the scheme.
Antonio de San Gallo the younger added to his

Greek cross a vestibule, and a vast fagade,
runiung north and south ; his original design,
still preserved, showing much which seemed to

have suggested to Wren what was called his

favourite design for St. Paul's, but with the
essential difference that Wren's dome was to

.stand on eight piers, whilst San Gallo's dome
had four piers already constructed. Michael
Angelo, 1546-64, cut down San Gallo's plan,

which had only been partly completed, ruth-
lessly ; ho gave up the vestibule, struck out all

aisles and side-chapels, and reduced the scheme
to extreme simplicity. With beautiful detail

the va.stness of the dimensions would have made
his interior impressive, although not equal to

Bramante's or the younger San Gallo's designs

;

but Michael Angelo did his best to destroy any
grandeui' of effect by the huge and vulgar
details adopted. The Greek cross was now com-
pleted, the substructure of the dome partly
reared, and shortly after Michael Angelo's death,

roofed in. In the 17th century the existing
nave was added by Carlo Madema. Granted,
that this elongation had diminish d the appear-
ance of concentration of effect on the dome, what
was it made the interior of St. Peter's .so dis-

appointing ? It seemed utterly devoid of human
interest, frigid, and unsympathetic ; it was more
crushing than the interior of St. Paul's, yet all

would admit that the proi>ortion of the dome
and its surrounding parts to one another was
far superior to that of Wren's masterpiece. Mr.

E. A. Freeman had shown that the disap
pointment universally felt in first entering
St. Peter's was due to the blunder of the archi-

tects in adopting the magnifying in place of the
multiplying principle, the individual arches and
other features bciugenlarged instead of introdu-
cing a number of features of the same kind. St.

Paul's in re-ereotiou passed through no such
vicissitudes as the fellow-chiu-ch, and we were able
to follow the gradual growth of the scheme from
the drawings left by Sir Christopher Wren.
Before the Great Fire Wren was called in to

repair Old St. Paul's, and he then proposed to

use the old cruciform plan, but " to cut off the
inner comers of the cross, making a dome in the
middle, after a good Roman manner." Wren was
closely connected with Ely, where this very
scheme had been adopted in the 14th century.

When the Great Fire of 1666 ruined the old
cathedral. Wren showed himself desirous to

throw over all Gothic traditions, and although
he had never been to Rome, yet he produced
a design which, on comparison, is shown, both
on plan and elevation, to bear strong affinity

to San Gallo the younger' s plan for St.

Peter's. Fortunately, the clergy insisted on a
"cathedral form" being preserved, and the

result was a more spacious and convenient
building, and a much more effective design
than Wren's first proposal. Bramante and
San Gallo were largely influenced in their

designs by the influence of the gigantic ruins
in Rome, erected at a period when art was
at a low ebb ; the idea of St. Peter's was
essentially that of the Basilica of Maxcntius,
and the Parthenon dome. Again the Roman
method had always been to build in brick, faced
with thin slabs of marble held on by cramps,
and this mode of construction exercised a power-
ful and not often recognised influence on the

design for St. Peter's. Although the external

walls of that cathedral were faced with stone, all

the rest of the building was of brick. The
whole interior was, when first finished, decorated
not with marble or solid stone, but with plaster.

Those parts near the eye, and that could be
touched, were now being gradually cut away and
replaced by marble; but from one end of the
church to the other not a single leading archi-

tectural feature was of that material. Con-
sequently, what woidd otherwise Lave been
moderate-sized piers or pillars were developed
into enormous brick piers, mountains of material.

Wren, although aiming at building after '
' a

good Roman manner," was fortunately un-
acquainted with Roman manners of construction,

and wo therefore had in St. Paul's a building

whichwas reallybuilt of stone within and without
and in which aU wall-sm-faces, decorative fea-

tures, and carved details were executed in stone.

For this reason he thought Mr. Burges, A.R.A.,
was singularly out of sj-mpathy with St. Paul's,

when in his scheme of decoration he proposed to

chip away a greater part of its internal surface,

and replace it with a marble veneer. St. Peter's

was intended so to be treated ; St. Paul's was
not, for the leading lines were all in solid

wrought-stone, and were integral parts of the

structure. Turning to the plan of St. Paul's, it

would be seen that the long and narrow nave
carried out was not so u.seful as would have been

one of greater breadth and less length, and the

internal effect of the building, now an unhappy
compromise between a long and a domed church,

based, the one on a Latin, the other on a Greek
cross, would have been improved. It was curi-

ous to observe the many comcidences of the plans

of New St. Paul's and Ely, yet there was no
careless imitation. When having made each point

his own. His conception was English Mediaeval,

covered with a Roman skin not very correct in

detail. The economy of material was remark-

ably seen in the dome, which was quite original,

and was, indeed, a perfect masterpiece of scien-

tific construction. Owing to the multiplicity of

parts in St. Paul's, its dome, and still more its

nave, looked larger than St. Peter's ; although

the dimensions were much less. In St. Paul's,

Wren, regardless of all precedent, introduced

an attic story, answering very nearly to the

Mediaeval triforium, in order to carry the vault of

nave. This had been denounced by critics as a

shocking granunatical blunder ; but as it played

a useful part in the construction of the building,

this innovation was but one of several inst ances

in which Wren permitted his good sense and

imagination to get the better of his rules. In

looking eastward the whole effect of St. Peter's

was better, because more concentrated than that

of St. Paul's. In the latter they had a nare not
very wide and of some lon^b, temuDating in •
vast area, beyond whiab came what appeared to
be a contraoted and gloomy paivtage, rather than
a continuation of the nave, l/o prove that Wrm'i
first proposal of a Greek cross would have been
better, they had bat to oompara the view up the
nave with that from cither tronscpt-door.
Further than thin, if the long choir of St. Paul's
could be closed, and the altar placed under the
eastern arch of the dome area, there would bo a
great priictioal l)onefit, ami thi.s, wliich was
nearly akin to one of the proposals of Wren, he
threw out as an addition to the many schemes
which had been propounded fur " cumpletini;
St. Paul's."

THE BEDDING OF GIRDERS.

IN fixing girders for bridges a good bearing
is important, and the size of the templat«s

should be made to distribute the weight upon
an area of surface of the pier adequate to the
purpose, allowiug a good margin. In iron
bridges the expansion and contraction of tLe
metal necessitates a means to allow for longi-
tudinal movement at one end. This is effected
usually by a series of rollers running upon a
bed-plate resting on the pier, and these rollent

should be numerous enough to distribute the
weight of half the girder and its load. The
rollers should be of wrought-iron, about Sin.

diameter, and these are fixed so that they are
kept at a proper distance apart. The main
girder has usually a plate fixed below its end
which fonns, as it were, an upper bed-plate,
and this rests on the rollers. Another necessary
precaution is to allow for the tilting action at

the ends of a girder which deflects under a load.

To provide for this and to insure an even bear-
ing the girder should not be rigidly fixed to the
upper b^d- plate, but be hollowed out so as to

form a kind of rule-joint, thus allowing the end
of the girder to tilt, at the same time keeping its

position firmly on the rollers.

It is necessary to fix the bottom bed-plate
securely to the stone capping or template of the
pier, and levers or dovetml bolts shoiild be used,

and the bearings upon the rollers ought to be
carefully fitted and ground.

CISTERNS.

SOME good advice is given in Mr. Parry's

recently published book on "Water:
its Composition and Collection," with respect to

cisterns. Lead-lined cisterns are better avoided,

though they form a large class in the older

houses ; (ind it is pointed out that water seldom

acts on tarnished lead, though bright new lead

is often acted upon by it. It is not so generally

known as it ought to be, that zinc is liable to be

acted upon, and may produce metallic poisoning.

A large number of new cisterns in the smaller

houses in the suburbs are zinc-lined, and the

fact ought to be noted, though we have not

heard of any case in which poisoning from this

cause has been proved, or even suspected. Speak-

ing of iron cisterns, the author remarks that " if

iron cisterns are used they should receive a coat

of boiled linseed oil, carefully applied, before

they leave the ironfounders' premises, and before

they are painted. A wash of Portland cement

affords an excellent protection for iron, if skil-

fully put on. Tho iron should receive three

coats, and the wash should be renewed every

year."
We very much doubt if more than a very

small percentage of cisterns are ever cleaned.

This neglect arises chiefly, probably, from tho

inaccessible, awkward positions in which they

are frequently placed. How often do we find

them fixed close up to the roof as a lean-to,

without sufficient space for a man to put his

head to look into it, and certainly witliout space

for cleansing. If they are fixed outside, as thejr

often are, they are found without lids, so tl^
any filth or decomposing matter may fall or tie

thiown in. Any duty and inconvenieiit corner

appears to be a place for a cistern, and it is time

architects paid more attention to a point whieh

they generally leave to chance. In many honses

the tenants do not know even where to luid the

cistern. Good ventilation and sufficient light

are two essential conditions to be met in selecting

a suitable place, and those who take or buy

houses, should, above all, see that there is no

coimecting pipe or overflow, between the cistern

and water-closet or drain.
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ILLCSTRATIONS.
SEW CHUBCn OF ST. MARY ABBOTTS, KENSINGTON.

—

ORAKMAB SCHOOL AT HAMl'TON.—DESIGN FOB A CO: -

CBXTK UOnSE.—SECOND PREUIATED DESIGN FOB THE
OLA800W MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS,

beliind the 3entral mass of the front elevation.

In the plans, the large apartment chown in the
ground -pla i is the tellin<r-rooin, for receivinj;

gas aud water-rates. In the first-floor plan, the
large apartment on the left hand at the top is

the Town-hall ; those rext to it, on the right
hand, are the gas and water offices; on the
right band are shown various offices and com-
mittee-rooms. The octagonal chamber at the
bottom is the Lord Provost's room, and that to
the right of it an ante- room. To the left

hand are thown three saloons, and the oval
room l>ehiud the reception-room and staircase is

the council-chamber.

Our Lithographic Illustrations.
-

—

*^-t—

•

ST. MAEY ABBOTTS CHUBCH, KEKSINGTOX.
TO-DA.Y our double-page plate illustrates in
detail the several stiges of the spire and upper
part of the tower of this church, both in eleva-
tion as well as in section. Last week we pub-
lished the south elevation with general ground-
plan, and also a detail of the west front. Our
next illustration of this building will include a
general elevation of the tower and cpire as com-
pleted, with a longitudinal of the entire church.
The late Sir Gilbert Scott, R A , was the archi-
tect.

nAitPTOS OKAMMAE-SCHOOL.

This school, founded a.d. 15.56, was recon-
stituted under a scheme of the Charity Com-
missioners, dated Kov. 27, 1878, aud that
enabled the governors, of whom Mr. Alderman
Knight is the chairman, to give instructions for
the erection of the building of which we give
an illustration this week. The foundation-stone
was laid by Lord George Hamilton on the 11th
day of October, 1879, and the building was oc-
cupied in the autunm of last year. It is oon-
itructed of red bricks and Bath stone, and
proWdes accommodation for 2 5 boarders and 12.5

day-scholars, at 3J to 4 guineas per term, and
care has been taken, in arranging the plan, to
admit of further extension ; and already it is in
contemp'ation to erect a school-chapel. The
buUdiog, including an Infirmary in the grounds,
was erected at a cost of £6,887, by Mr. S. W.
Anes, of the Atlas Building Works, Putney.

DE8I0X FOB A COXCEETE HOUSE.

CoscEETE construction is constantly a subj-ct
for debate by all interet-ted in building, and few
have done more towards its development than
Mr. Lasctlles. To-day we publish a design
prepared for him by Mr. Ernest Newton, archi-
tect, for erection in concrete slabs, tile work
and half-timber construction being imitated by
the material in question, which is only IJin.
thick, built upon concrete studding ; the
chimney-stacks in red brickwork.

GLASGOW MUiaCIPAL BUTlDINaS COMPETITION.

We illustrate, this week, the design to which, in
the late competition, out of 98 submitted, Mr.
Barry awarded the second premium of 500
guineas. Messrs. Coe and Kobinson, the authors
of this design, appear by their report to have
adhered veiy closely to Mr. Carrick's plan, con-
sidering, indeed, that the terms of the competiti jn
bound them to this course. The report further
ineotions that in the composition of their design
their aim has been to give it (in the terms of the
competition} a broad and dignified, rather than
a florid character ; and with this in view, they
hive adopted the pure Classic style, avoiding, as
far as possible, any tendency towards the free-
dom of Reuaissancc. The design consists of a
principal order on a rustio basement, the sky-
line 1x;iDg broken by one large tower placed
over the principal staircase, and rising boldly

DIMENSIONS OF GIRDER BRIDGES.

AT a meeting on Tuesday of the Institution
of Civil Engineers, a paper was read " On

the Weight and Limiting Dimensions of Girder
Bridges," by Mr. M. am Eiide, Assoc. M.Inst.
C.E. The author treated of a formula for the
weight of girder bridges, which he based, to
some extent theoretically, upon the strains in
the principal or primary parts, viz., the flanges,
the vertical web, and the wind- bracing, and
to some extent empiiically, upon the experi-
mental construction of the secondary parts or
bracing. A distinction was made between the
theoretical and the practical weight of girders.
The former was the weight of an ideal structure,
without connections and lateral stifl'ening ; the
latter contained the theoretical weight, together
with constants of construction, for the various
part', and an item for secoudary bracing in
addition. The constants of construction (such as
the allowances for rivet-holes and cover-plates)
were generally understood, and there was no
great variety of practice ; but practice varied
greatly with regard to the allowance for second-
ary bracing. It would be inaccurate to draw
conclusions from existing structures as to that
item, even for structures of equal size; but
it would be entirely misleading to do the same
with regard to structures of much larger size and
of different proportions. The author considered
it, therefore, requisite to design such structures
in order to ascertain the item for secondary
braciuj' over the whole range of practical con-
struction. Omitting smaUer structures, in which
the secondary bracing was ruled by considera-
tions apart fiom strict economy, this ran^e
extended from spans of 1.50 feet to 1,.500 feet.

Thedesignsrcpresentedspans of 1,500, 1,000, 750,
.500, 255, and 150 feet, the latter two having
been executed for the Costa Rica State Railway.
The system, common to all, was novel ; and
great economic advantagts were claimed for it.

The principal features were :— 1, a polygonal
form of the top flange composed of only five
straight or nearly straight members ; 2, in con-
sequence of this form few meshes in the web ; 3,

the depth of the girders at 1-lOth and 9-lOth of
the span was equal to one-half of the depth in
the centre as characteristic of the foim of the
girders ; 4th, the depth iu the centre was equal
to l-5th and l-6th of the span ; 5, the widths of
the bridges were determined according to a
practical formula ; 6, the construction in detail
was accomplished almost entirely with ro'lcd
bars, plates being used only at the junctions of
the principal members. Points 1 to 3 were based
upon a calculation of the theoretical weights of
a number of foiins of girders with a polygonal
as well as with a curved top flange, the results
being stated on a diagram. Point 4 was based
upon results derived from the formula nferred
to in the latter part of the pai^er. Pi.int 5
required a formula of a curve which was an
asymptote to a straight line of an assumed
inclination (here 1 in 30) ; such a curve was an
hyperbola. Point C was in accordance with the
modem style of bridge-building.
From these designs six values for the second-

ary bracings were derived. If, then, the weight
was hypothetically put :

—
^ (ja + z") X (B + ;"')y L

viz., as a function of the three principal dimen-
sions of the structure, D the depth, B the width,
and L the si>an, five values woild be sufficient

to determine the five contauts. They were found
to be the following :

—

;' = 0007, s" = - 10; :'"= - 6; x=y = \

This constituted the < mpirical part of the pro-
blem. Referring again to the theoretical jjart,

a simple system had to be chosen, since a
formula was required equUly correct for all pro-

portions of span to depth, besides not being too
complicated. Such siiiii)lo systems were the
gilder with two parallel fliinges, aud the bow-
string girder with a parabola of the 2ud degree.
The latter was prefeiTcd as having more points
of resemblance with the girder of greatest
economy than the foniier. '1 he weight of the
ideal structure mentioned above was determined
entirely on theoretical grounds, while the neces-
sary additions for the practical weight were
derived from the designs, under the assumption
that an equal degree of economy could be
obseivtd in the practical construction of the bow-
string girder. The formula for the weight of

the parabolic girder bridge thus completed could
bo utilised to ascertain not only the liinitiag

spans of such bridges, but also a point of greater
import inoe, viz., the most economi'! proportion
of the depth to the span of the girders. This
influence of the depth upon the wi ight of girders
was illustrated by a diagram, which formed the
record of a large number of rt suits oltaiued from
the formula. The author was led by it to con-
clusions which wore in perfect haimonv with
expeiicLce and modem practice, viz., that for
veiy large bridges the best proportion of deptih

to span was from about 1 in 4 to 1 in 5, and for
small bridges 1 in G to 1 in 8. With a view of

applying the formula to other systems, especi'illy

to the systdii of greatest economy, the theo-
retical Weights of various forms of girders were
calculated, and the results tabulated on the
diagram before referred to. This embraced the
parabolic girders of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, and
CD.h degree fbeing necessarily all girders with
many meshes in the web), and a number of

girders with few meshes in the web, among
which was the girder of greatest theoretical

economy, and the girder illustrated in the
design

.

A formula was then given analogous to the

formula for the common parabolic girder, but
containing as a factor the proportion of the
theoretical weight of any given form to that of

the parabolic girder, and the practical weight
could thus be calculated by referring to the
table.

A diagram was exhibited showing the limit-

ing depths of all parabolic girder-bridges, i e.,

I he depths at which the weights were infinite;

the curve defining these depths was an ellipse.

The same diagram showed the depths which
limited economy, i.e., at which the weights were
a minimnm. Another diagram showed in detail

the weights of the principal parts of all parar
bolic girder-bridges, the depths of which were
most economical.
In the summary the author referred to the

incompleteness of the investigations contained in

the communication, and cxpres.'-cd his belief that

a great deal more might be done in the same
direction ; but ho thought he had succeeded ia

showing that the construction of a formula
generally applicable to the girder-bridges was
not an impossibilty, and that even in its present
form it would be of practical u.sc for estimating
the weights of large bridges. The mathematical
part required to determine the theoretical weight .»*

of flanges, web, and wind-biacing, was con-
tained in an appendix.

CHIPS.
With reference to tlie Royal Academy design for

a college, which we publi.-hed last week, we find
that it was not ** reckoned secund '' in the com-
petition, as we were informed. There is no second
or third place or pi ize awarded iu the Travelling
Studentship competition.

The parish-church of Northaw, near Barnet,
was destroyed by tiro on Sunday, consequent on
the over-htating of the warming appal atus. The
church was a ]?erpendicular siructure, and was
restored a few years since at a cost of £3,000, and
a new organ was erected only three mouths ago.

Memoiial-slones of a new Baptist chapel, iu
course of erection in Marth-slrtet, Ashf.ird, East
Kent, were laid on Wednesday week. Mr. W. R.
King is the architect, aud the cost will be about
£2,000.

The fine old parish-church of NorHi Curry, near
Taunton, is now iu the hands of the builder, and a
thorough restoration is intended. The rich and
massive octagonal towers are crumbling away to
such an extent that scarcely a i)crf» ct stone or a
portion of its details can be seen. The nave and
aisle walls arc bulged and oveihangiug to a dan-
gerous extent. The aicLitect is Mr. John O.
6cott, sou aud succe>sor to the late Sir Gilbert
Soott, and the clerk of works ia Mr. Hannafoid.
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TRUiO, AND ITS CATHEDIiAL.
rpHE olA pari.ih-ehurch of St. Maiy is uow
X almost entirely removed, ami the general
works are hcinff iiusheil ou by Mr. James Biibb,
Mr. Peai'soii's elerk of works, as fast as frost

and snow Mill allow some 40 or 50 men to pro-
ceed. The stained-glass windows that were ill

its south aiile have been carefully removed for
future use, and all the monuments have been
eared for in like maimer. When the old roofs
were taken off, the timbers were foimd to be so
rotten thai the wonder is they have stood so
long. The south areade had its stones so firmly
cemented together, that to remove them piece-
meal was a work of the greatest difficulty.

They will all be re-incorporated into the new
eathedi-ul. The south wall still stands, 9Jin. out
of the perpendicular, and jjropped by stays. It
will be pushed back bodily to its original upright
position by "jacks," and then wiU form the
south wall of the choir of the new edifioe. The
foundations for the choir itself are nearly all

laid, and a large quantity of eaiih has been re-
moved preparatory to forming the crypt.
Such of the granite of the old tower that was

sound and good, has been reworked for the
courses under the plinth and for tliose between
the base-moulds of the crypt. Some of these
latter are in the old material also.

A note or two upon the old church just sacri-
ficed for the new cathedi-al's sake, may at this
particular period be interesting, and serve as
some record of the past, useful for reference in
yea.ra to come. St. Mary's Chm-ch was, in the
main, of Perpendicular type, and it seems
quite a matter of conjecture what earlier build-
ings preceded it. The various dates at which
any mention occurs of these are few and far
between.
In September, 1259, Bishop Bronescombe, of

Exeter—he ruled the See from 1257 till 1280—
visited Truro, and dedicated the church of
Kenwyn—the day following that of St. Mary's,
Truro, and the d.iy after, the church of the
already established Dominican Friars. On
November 6th, 1328, Bishop Grandison dedicated
a high altar at Triuo, and in 1421 BishepLacy
licensed the chapel of St. George, in the paiish
of St. Mary—which does not imply, of course,
that it was a separate church—and the jambs
of a window in one of the aisles stem to indicate
that formerly this chapel was attached to St.
Mary's.

Writing during the reign of Henry
VIII., Leland, in his "Itinerary," makes
reference to "one paroche Chm-ch in Truru; "

I

and another writer (Hals) says that some of the
old glass in the north aisle bore the arms of
John, Earl of Cornwall, who succeeded to the
Crown in 1199. In Kenwyn-street, clo.se by, a
Donunioan Priory was foimded in 1250. There
are records that WilKam of Worcester visited
it in 1478, and the bidlding was standing mitil
the middle of the last century. Besides the
friary ju.st alluded to, there was also, at Truro,
a convent of Poor Clares, who, by the bye, had
the repute for being \evy wealthy.

All that has been found that iii any way throws
light upon an earlier chm-ch, has been religiously
presei-ved by the painstaking clerk of works,
Mr. James Bubb, and so carefully hiis all being
carried out under that gentleman's direction,
that not so much as a single actddeut has
ooourred to life or limb during the progress of the
works.
Amongst the brasses there is one to Cuthbert

Sydenham, Mayor of Truro, in 1627. He died
in 1630, and the memorial appears to beas<ro»(/-
/land one, for underneath Sydenham's brass, and
on the same stone, was found an older one

!

Some interesting brasses were also found on a
buried slab in the chancel-floor. As regards the
windows in the north aisle, it is a curious fact
proof exists of their having been originally built
of an oolite—the original sills and some pieces
of jamb left intact in situ proving this, and that
the granite used afterwards was merely a res-
toration, and not the first work. Some 14th-
century tracery and jambs were found, worked
out of Elvan stone —the banker-marks of the
masons are very distinct upon these stones. Many
glazed and unglazed tiles were found buried in
the chancel, together with a Spanish embossed
tile of beautifulworkmanship. Several old wiLdow-
jambs found built in the north wall were, no
doubt, those of the Hth-century window, which
had been replaced by Perpendicular ones. These
fragments were worked ia Polyphant orCarclew
Btoue—more probably the latter. Some sand-

stone remains are largely impregnated with iron,
and show strong signs of oxidisation.. Mr. Bubb
also found, scattered under the floors, several
pieces of a granite font, hexagonal in plan, and
of Early English character. A piscina built in
the north wall, two pieces of a. stone newel
pertaining to a turret staircase leading to the
rood-loft, aijd other such suggestive items have
been found and preserved. Of old woodwork a'

moulded oak curb—of 15th-century work—some
elaborately carved wall-plates and purlins of
the same date, and a piece of oak with the date
of 1693 thereon are amongst the finds. The
present (or rather just defunct) church was
built "at the proper cost and charge of the in-
habitants, and other pious benefactors," in the
early part of the 16th century. There still

exists an interesting deed, dated 1504, wherein
Sir John Arundel grants pei-niission to the
inhabitants of Tnu-o to quairy stone in his
manor of Truro Vean, for the building "of the
churehe, and of a newc towre in the pyehe of
owre Ladyo of Truro." Among.st the remains
of ancient stained-glass in the windows of the
south aisle, were to be traced the anns of the
Tregians, Trenoweths, Arundells, Canune-
nows, Edgecombes, and other of the original
benefactors ; but this glass was mostly swept
away during the middle of last century. On
one window, however, what is supposed to be
the artist's name is yet preserved, it reads: —
"Wilbno. 1518." It was at the time that so
much of the old glass went (1747), that the
"restoration" of the building took place, and
then the fine old waggon-headed oak roof was
covered by the plaster Classic ceiling, that did
duty until the present overthi-ow. The new
spire and tower were buQt about the same time,
and a record in the Churchwardens' book may
be read under date of August 9, 1769, notifying
that they '

' gave the men when they finished
the steeple, 28. 6d." The pulpit, which isan in-
laid oak one of bulb-like shape, was made by
one Bone, of Trm-o, who was father of the
celebrated Royal Academician and enamel
painter of that name. The corporation seats of
oarven oak were made in 1730 ; so was the organ
built by Byfield, and intended originally for the
Chapel Royal, but, not being utilised there, a
native of Truro, named Lemon, bought it, and
presented it to his pai-ish-church. The altar

table is of oak, and has around it a brass, on
wliich is inscribed a text (John vi. 54). It was
presented by the Rev. G-. Phipjxjn, who was
vicar from 1625 to 1647. ' Haeky Hkms.

ROMAN REMAINS, LEADENHALL
MARKET.

AN important archseological discovery has been
made on the site of the new Leadeuhall

Market, the excavations for the building of

which have been going on for some time, and
have brought to light a number of old Roman
and mediaeval walls of various lengths and thick-

nesses.' We are not yet in a position to give our
archffiological readers any definite infoimation at

present about the construction or origmal pui-
pose of the structures unearthed ; but we may say
Mr. Miller, the clerk of works to the market,
is engaged in plotting to scale the plan of the
foundations ; and when this has been done we
hope to be able to lay before our readers more
details. The plan, drawn from accurate data,

reveals two separate walls of some thickness, with
others at tight angles, and their relative positions

and levels lead to the conclusion that the old

Roman foundations had been built ui)on at

diSerent periods. The tluckest wall discovered
is 9ft., though the exciivations now proceeding
arc clearing another important wall. Some of our
rather wise contemporaries have already hazarded
a conjecture that the massive Roman foundation

discovered is that "of a semi-circular apse ex-

tending to the unusual width of 33ft." The
fact is that nothing of the sort has been absolutely

proved, though it may have been imagined by
some over-enthusiastic antiqtiarics who have
visited the site. The curved wall which has

given rise to this notion does not form more than

half an apse (if it can be called one) but is cut by
a wall in the centre. The curva has been found
by careful investigation, made by the clerk of

works, to be semi-elliptical, as it is stnick from
two centres, the radii being 19ft. Sin. for the

large arc and 13ft. 4in. for the smaller. The
foimdation, or lower part of wall, exposed is

6ft. Sin. thick, above which was a fragment of the

real wall 3f1. 1 lin., which lumpof ma.sourj- showed

a coating of 2Jiu. of plaster in three coata on the
inside. There may be some reason for bulievinff
this curved wall formed the apse of some Roman
building— [M-rhapit a baitilica, but till further
discoveries Iwve been made it will bo futile to
expre-ss an opinion. Several fragmentii of the
upper portions of the walls have Ix en found and
carefully drawn to scale by the clerk of works, and
these in some places measure 8 to 10ft. in height.
They are particularly intcrcstinii-, and show in
all cases a Kentish rubble foundation of Home
height, after which are four courses of thick
Roman tile ; rubble again, of larger stone*, and
another layer of tiles, the red tiles formintr aa
occasional Ixmding to the wall. Not the ka*t
important " finds arc rude stone arches formed
of thin voassoirs of stones, very irregularly con-
structed. It haa been thought by one antiquary
those are Saxon.

THE NEW PARLIAMENT HOUSES FOtt
CAPE COLONY.

AFTER a competition, about ten yean ago,
which proved abortive, the Cape Town

Government have prepared the contract-plann
for their new Parliament House, and the ten-
ders for the erection of the superstructure, fur-
nished, we believe, by English and colonial

builders, will be delivered on the 28th of the
present month. Mr. Whichcord, P.R.I.B.A.,
was apj)ointed consulting architect to the Govern-
ment, and, we understand, has reported upon
the general scheme, and has suggested many
improvements, both in design and detail ; but
whether these will bo made appears doubtful.
The design is Classic, of a rather ordinary type,

and with many commonplace features. The plan
is an oblong parallelogram, the main fajad-s
being 264ft. long, and the return fronts 140ft.

The centres of these facades are adorned by
porticoes of the Corinthian order, the columns
being in pairs, while the angles are emphasised
by pavilions of slight projection and with
domical roofs. It is intended to build these

fronts with red brick, with the porticoes and
architectural features and dressings of Portland
cement, the materials for which are intended to

be supplied frem this country. We are sorry

the Cape Government, with granite quarries at

their service, have decided to adopt materials

for their Parliament Houses which have been
in this country only used of late years in inferior

classes of building, and we hope that at leaft

the columns of the main porticoes will be
executed in the natural granite of the locality,

a material which has been adopted for the sub-
structure of the proposed building. The granite

used for the latter is from the Paare quarries,

about forty miles from Capo Town.
The general drawings have been prepared

under the superintendence of Mr. J. Fforde,

the chief inspector of the department in Cape
Town, and the work is to be completed in

March of 1883. The plan has been arranged
to meet the rcqtiirements of the Govern-
ment. Entering by the portico facing

Grave-street, there is a hall and large central

vestibule, extending through from one front to

the other, and forming the central feature of the

plan on its short axis. On each side of the

hall, and opening directly from it, are the two
chambers, the House of Assembly being on the

left and the Council Chamber on the right.

These are lighted mainly from the front by a
series of pedimented windows, the sa^ea of

which will be opened and regulated by a mecha-
nical appliance beneath the windows. Each
chamber is about 67ft. by 36ft. The Assembly
chamber has its division lobbies. Corresponding

to entrance-hall on the avenue front is a general

library. The other frontages are taken up by
retiring and waiting-rooms, reconl-offices, &o.

On the first floor are the committee, waiting,

and reporters' rooms, and the ba.scment is do-

voted to record-rooms, &c. Two open areas, one
on each side of the central vestibide, give light

to the corridors and inner rooms. The central

vestibule is a spacious apartment, surrounded by
coupled columns and having a gallery, and with

the legislative chambers is the main feature of

the interior. The Grave-street facade will be

of one story, the larger windows of the Assembly
and Council chambers occupjing the entire

wings on each side of the portico ; it rc.-ts on a

granite ba^-emeut ; the avenue faijade is of two
stories above the basement, the centre portion

under portico being of three stories. It is

adorned by pilasters of one order. The fall of
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the ground being considerable, the granite suh-
structore is brought into view in some of the ele-

rationfi, and will form a conspicuous element in

the design. The present site is on rock, a
prerious one havinsf been abandoned. We may
add that teak is specified for all the sashes and
frames, lintels, &o. The approximate cost will

be about £120,000.

THE PROPOSED MUNICIPAL
BUILX)INGS AT GLASGOW.

THE Town Council of Glasgow held a
special meeting on Tuesday last (22nd

inst.), and resumed consideration of the scheme
for the proposed new municipal buildings. The
subject came before the Council in the form of a
recommendation adopted in committee by a
majority, to the effect that the city architect,

Mr. John Carrick, should be instructed to re-

adjust his sketch-plans so as to show Accommoda-
tion in excess of that formerly contemplated

;

this extended accommodation to include an
official residence for the Lord Provost, an art

gallery, a public library, and apartments for tho
sanitary department. The Lord Provost moved
the adoption of the committee's recommendation,
raising the alternative question whether the
restricted area of building-ground to which the
recent competition was restricted should be ad-
hered to, or whether the Council should exercise

the compulsory powers it possesses under Act of

Parliament, by acquiring additional ground to

the east, and so securing a site large enough to

carry a suite of public buildings worthy of

the city, and providing, in a comprehensive way,
for all local requirements. These broad issues

were more or less clearly recognised by the
Town Council, and the (Uscussion ran more or
less relevantly upon these lines. It was not a
discussion invoh-ing architectural questions;
what description of buildings should occupy the
site was never alluded to. It had reference

entirely to the extent of ground which should be
set apart for municipal buildings, and the mind
of magistrates and common councilmen was
chiefly exercised in regard to the greater amount
of " siller " involved in the larger scheme. The
Lord Provost, in supporting his motion, ad-
mitted of course that extra expenditure was in-

volved in the purposed amended scheme ; but he
contended that in any case this increased cost

mast be met one way or another, and he referred

to a proposal to expend £27,000 in improving
the present corporation galleries, which were
admittedly unsuitable for their present purposes
as an art gallery, as showing tbat if the recom-
mendation of the committee were notcarried out
the money would be less judiciously expended
elsewhere. Mr. Walls moved as an amendment
that the recommendation of the committee be
not agreed to. The discussion, as we have said,

proceeded altogether on the question of cost, and
need not be further indicated in these columns.
The only argument of the economists was that
money should not be spent if it could be retained
in the pocket of the corporation ; but the fact

was overlooked, that by following this poUcy in

the past something like £100,000 has been added
to the expenditure which, in any case, the city

must now face. After the discussion continued
for three hours, the Council adjourned till Thurs-
day (yesterday) without coming to any decision.

The town council met again on Thursday,
and resumed consideration of the question of the

New Municipal Buildings Scheme. The dis-

cussion lasted upwards of four hours. In course
of the debate, Mr. Jamieson submitted the
following motion:—That the Council dis-

approve of the motion contained in the minute
of 25th February ; resolve that the limit of the
buildings to be erected under the Municipal
BuildingsAct of 1878 be limitedto the areaalready
purchased ; and that it be submitted to the Com-
mittee to consider the purposes referred to in the
Act for wliich accommodation be provided, and
to inttruct Mr. Carrick to prepare a block plan
to indicate how that accommodation may be pro-
vided, learing freedom to competing architects

to arrange how that accommodation may be best

obtained ; and that the competition for the new
designs be an open one, snd that the co»t should
be inert astd to about £2.J0,000.

Mr. Jackson moved to the effect that a remit
be made to the committee to get prepared by
the city arohitect, in addition to the plans upon
which the recent competition was based, an
alternative sketch, plan, treating as the pro-

posed building area, the block to the west
of John-street, the solum of John-street, and
the area east of John-street represented
by the required frontage of that street ; said

sketch plan to show how the amount of building
accommodation necessary for municipal pur-
poses may alone be proceeded with at once, but
in harmony with the buUdiiig plan, capable of

extension if required within the area thus
described, and all in accordance with the
Municipal Buildings Act of 1878, and to report.

The Lord Provost withdrew the motion he pro-
posed at the last meeting in favour of Mr. Jack-
son's amendment, and on a division between the
amendments of Mr. Jackson and Mr. Jamieson,
the latter was carried by 28 to 17 votes. Mr.
Wall's amendment was thereupon withdrawn,
and that submitted by Mr. Jamieson became
the judgment of the Council.

ABCHITECTtTBAL & ARCH^OLOQICAL
SOCIETIES.

Andoveb Aeoh.eolooical Society. — At a
meeting of this Society, held at the Town-hall,
Andover, on the 19th, a paper was read by
Mr. Driukwater Butt on " Mediseval Architec-
ture," and was followed by a discussion in which
the Rev. C. Collier, the Rev. H. C. M. Barton,
and other gentlemen took part. The paper was
profusely illustrated with drawings by the
author.

Bbitish AECnJEOiOGiCAL Association.—The
sixth meeting of the session was held last Wed-
nesday week, Mr. Thos. Morgan, F.S.A., in

the chair. Mr. Worthington Smith exhibited
a pre-historic quern from Thetford, and two
largo flint implements from the gravel drift of

the cemetery, Southampton. Mr. Allen drew
attention in reference to the recent congress, to

the view of Stonehenge, in 1588, in the " Par-
ticular Description of England," by Wm. Smith,
Rouge Dragon. This somewhat fanciful sketch
shows several of the top stones as being then
in position. Mr. Saunders described a specimen
of the Dutch "Thunder Glasses," which are

but seldom seen in England. The emission of

water from a central spout gives notice of atmo-
spheric change. Mr. Loftus Brock, F.S.A.,
described the progress of the discoveries at

Leadenhall Market. Large masses of Roman
walls continue to be exhumed, and these prove
to be the foundations of a building of large size,

probably of basilica form, which appears to

have had an eastern apse, with two tran,sept-

like chambers to the south, with other buildings

to the west. Traces of four distinct burniugs
have been found. The first paper was by Mr.
Francis Brent, a description of an interment
found at Castle-street, Plymouth, and wliich

proves to be of Romano-British date. A large

urn was found, covered with slabs of stone set

sloping over it. The discovery was made in the

heart of the present town, in preparing for an
iron column of a warehouse. The second paper
was by Mr. Chas. Watkins, who described in

detail the ^portion of the old City rampart of

London, recently discovered at Houndsditch, and
removed. About 70ft. of the wall were cut

through, and the lecturer minutely described the

construction. The wall was one of Kentish rag-
stone, bonded together with the usual bright

red tiles, and having a chamfered plinth on tho
outer side. A ditcussion ensued, and the frag-

ments of mortar and brick examined. The work
was pronounced to be of Roman date, and it

corresponds very closely to the portions of the

well recently found in the Tower and in

America-square. The paper was illustrated by
a large series of drawings. The third paper
was by Mr. J. Romilly Allen, F.S.A. (Scotland),

and was on Pre-historic Struetuies at Tealiug,
Forfarshire. There is a perfect underground
house, and many stones with cup and ring
markiugs.

COMPETITIONS.
Selbt Schools, &o.—The designs placed first in

this competition are by Messrs. Wro. Waddington
and Son, of Manchester and Burnhy—motto,
" Kxperientia" ; the second and ttiird pre-

miums being awarded to Mr. C. O. Ellison, of

Liverpool— motto, "Liverpool," and Mr. E.
Birchall, of Leeds—motto, " Raikes," respec-

tively. The scheme includes the erection of new
Wesleyan schools and remodelling tl e present
chapel, the proposed outlay being about £4,000.
The works will be proceeded with forthwith.

Here than Fifty Thousand Beplles and
Letters on 8UbJcct« ol Universal Interest have appeared U'.rinjr

the last ten years In the ENGLISH MKCILiNJC AND WOKLIl
OF SCIENCE, most of them from the peni of the leading
Scientific and Teehnicftl Authorities of the diy. Thousands of
oriKiaal articles and scientific papers, and couitless rweipts and
wrinkles embracing almost every suhjcct on vhich it is possible
to desire information have also appeared during the same period.
The earliest and most accurate information respecting all new
seientiflc discoveries and meclianical inventiois is to be found in
its pages, and its large cireulatioa render its the bc^t medium
for all advertisers who wish their announcemints to be brought
under the notice of manufiicturers, mechanics, wientific workers,
and amateurs. Price Twopence, of all book.eller8 and news-
vendors. Post tree a^d. Office : 31, Tavistocf street. Covent-
garden W.

TO COBKESFONBENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opiniona of

our correspondente. The Editor respectfully requeeta
that all eommunications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible^ as there ai'e many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.!
All letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 31,

TAYISTOCK-STREET, COVENT-GAEDEN, W.C.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

J. Pabsmobe Edwards.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line of eight

words (the lirst line counting as two). No advertiBement
inserted for less than half-a-crown. Special terms for

aeries of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

Front Page Advertisements and Paragraph Advertise-
ments Is. per line. No front page or paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5a.

Advertisements for the current week n^ust reach the
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.
(Payable in Advance.)

Including two half-yearly double nimibers, One Found
per annum (post free) to any part of the United Kingdom;
for the United States, £1 6s. 6d. (or 6dols. 40c. gold). To
France or Belgium, £1 6s. 6d. (or 33f. 30c.). To India (via

Brindisi), £1 lOs. lOd. To any of the Australian Colonies
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Pro Bono Publico. (Your letter, though sent to ua, is

addressed to a contemporary. Our inference is that it

has been sent to more than one of the professional

journals, and it would, therefore, be wasting our space
to insert it.)—N. E. R. (Returned ; the clerk of the

works was, we imagine, employed by the architect 1)

Comspfoniience.—»-*-»—
JEREY BUILDING.

To the Editor of tlie BmLDma News.

SiK,—A very great deal of nonsense appears

in the various professional journals from time

to time, 3^our own included, in the shape of

correspondence, on the c^tIs of had or " jerry "

building. Somebody buys a house for, say,

£400, and thinks he has been keen over his bar-

gain, and possibly boasts that he lias got it

"cheap," untU he has lived in it for a few
months, and finds that what in his ignorance he
tookforbroadcloth is only " shoddy," and the poor
jerry builder too often gets blamed for what is

the parsimony of the house -buying portion_of the

public.

To illustrate my meaning, I will suppose a
case in which a builder erects two houses adjoin-

ing, practically the same in plan and elevation,

and also in finish, so far as moulding, cornices,

painting, &c., is concerned.

In what I will call No. 1 he uses every pre-

caution to secure a substantial, sanitary house.

The whole area, if at all damp or of made
ground, he covers with a bed of cement concrete,

and builds his wall up to above the ground-line

in ceraent, on which he places a goofi vitrified

.

domp-course, by Taylor or some other good
milker, on a layer of asphalte, using it also on
all sleeper and dwarf walls, for floors and steps.

He buys nothing but well-burnt and good-

shaped bricks, and is careful to get a sharp

fresh- water or pit-sand, free as possible from
loam, and builds fire ch<y linings into all flues.

He also uees for joists to first floor, 1 lin. by 3in.,
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and Uin. by 4in., sound redwood deals, and
not less than 9 ly 3 after, and all well-stemmed,
covering tlieif with 1} grooved and tongued
flooring - boards in narrow widths, and
uses equallyi durable timber in his roofs
and his partitions, properly trussing and
bolting them ; he also uses for his gutters,
aprons, and flashings, 71b., 61b., and 51b. lead,
and secures his slates with 71b. copper nails, and
laid to a Sin. lap. In plastering he uses lath,
and half and double luth, and plenty of hair,
and sees that all walls and partitions are plas-
tered to floor- line, at back of skirtings, &o., and
fixes grounds for aU architraves and skirtings,
and has all window-frames properly bedded in.
He also lays in sound sanitary pipes for his
drains, trapped in a proper manner in the proper
place, and for his water service uses the heaviest
weight of pipes, and remembers that during the
next or other winters severe frost may bo ex-
perienced, and does a host of other things that
would be specified by a competent architect, for
he intends to lire in it himself.
In house No. 2 he commences with the

cheapest brick he can buy, half burnt, and
wholly bad, using for mortar the surface-soil of
the site, road-mud, or other available rubbish,
and '

' runs it up " as quickly as possible ; no con-
crete, no damp-course, flues carelessly pargetted
with the same mortar, and often not at all ; for
joists using 7in. by 2^in. battens, and less for the
smaller rooms, with Jin. flooring, and with roofs
and partitions to match. Gutters and flashiogs
of No. 10 zinc, slating with IJ lap, and iron or
zinc nails, water-pipes the lightest he can get,
and hie waste and overflow pipes carried into
w.c. trap or soil-pipe for economy. In the
matter of drainage he lays a lot of pipes in a
trench, and lets them take their chance, and
does a hundred other " scamping tricks " that
the district surveyor does not, and, in fact, is
utterly unable to prevent.
On totalling up the cost he finds that, allowing

a fair profit on the transaction, he can offer No.
1 for £1,000 ; but at the same time he explains to
the would-be buyer that he can take for the
next house something like £900, and the bar-
gain is struck, and the builder knows that if he
builds a half-dozen more in the same style, they
would all be off his hands before No. 1, pro-
vided he wished to sell it.

As soon as the house begins to go wrong, say,
after the first heavy day's rain, or a week of very
hot weather, or a few degrees of frost, the pur-
chaser begins to use unparliamentary language
about the builder, whereas, for a moderate fee, a
respectable surveyor would have pointed out and
explained to the would-be purchaser, the respec-
tive merits and demerits of"the two houses.
Your house-buyer or renter, for that matter,

too often wants a larger or grander house than
his capital or income will warrant him in bar-
gaining for, and as a matter of choice he takes
the showy imitation, in the same way that he
buys liis paste "diamonds " and zinc " bronzes,"
and shoddy "sealskins." Judging from my own
observation, there are as many " jerry " buyers" " jerry " builders in the world

with hot water, and, finally, be eonneclcd to the
bottom of the cistern. The return-pipe may travel
in any direction back to the bottom of boiler. Thus,
when there is fire, circulation will be kept up in
the whole length of the pipes. All would be warm,
and freezing would be out of the question. There
is very little, if any, use in Mr. Buchan's hot-
watir cylinder, M, and the third circulating pipe,
G, is worse than u.ieles8, for it would tend to pre-
vent circulation in the pipes D and F, aud thereby
promote freezing.

If a cock is kept trickling, to prevent freezing of
cold supply, it should be one in connection with
cold-water cistern, not with the hot. Waste of hot
water must mean loss of heat.— I am, &c.,

J. M. QETiima, architect.

BUESTINQ OF PIPES AND BOILERS.
SiE,—A very simple and effective plan to prevent

the bursting of water-pipes when exposed to severe
cold is to form a small air-chamber at or near the
part affected. If the- pipe rims horizontally, a
short branch standing vertically to it thus
will answer well, but if the pipe be vertical Q
it should be formed by either continuing ' *

the pipe beyond the draw- off or putting a shot
branch out at the side, and then tumiDg it up
parallel to the pipe thus— ^ If, however, it be
put in circulating pipes
system, or the escape-
water tank, it must be
downward a little before

^
of a hot-water
pipe from a hot-
caused to dip
being turned up

otherwise the bubbles of steam will rise into the
chamber, force out the air, condense, and finally
fill the chamber with water. With the dip, how-
ever, this can scarcely arise. The increase in bulk
caused by freezing water is very slight, not exceed-
ing about 12 in 10,000 ; the chamber, therefore,
need not be lar^e. Six inches of pipe of the same
size as the main will, in most cases, be ample.
Due allowance, however, must be made for the
compressing of the air if the head of water be
great. A similar contrivance will prevent the
rattling often caused in pipes when the taps are
quickly shut off. This is generally most easily
done by turning up the endof the pipe thus
for about 6in. I have found this am '

stop all rattling, even with a head
of water.

DO thus—
ample to

\\

Of 50ft. Iln

If a man wants a good house, let him build
one, employing a competent person to superin-
tend it, or employ a respectable builder at a fair
price, which may easily be done with the help
of one or other of the many building societies in
operation, and he will then be doing something
to stamp out the offending "Speculator," and
the still more objectionable financier behind
him, who gets the lion's share of the plunder
without the odium attached to the business.—

I

am, &o., S. B. Buaiox.
Newcastle -on-Tyne

.

FROZEN WATER SUPPLY AND KITCHEN
BOILER EXPLOSIONS.

SiE,—Mr. Buchan's statement in your last issue,

that kitchen boilers are usually supplied from the
cold-water cistern, is most astonishing, and must, I

think, account for many of the explosions which
occur in the North. To prevent the freezing of
boiler-supply a warm circulation must be maintained
through all the pipes.—This can only be properly
effected by haviug a hot-water cistern connected
with the boiler by two pipes exactly as for hot-
water heating apparatus. The cistern must, of
course, be high enough to supply warm water
whererequired, audit will form the expansion-box;
no other provision for expansion is necessary.
The jUitc-pipe, from which all cocks draw off, must
gofrom the top of the boiler, and (that there may be
no dead branches like the pipe I to the scullery)
must travel to all places which are to be supplied

The bursting of boilers is not, however, caused
by split pipes, but from the outlet and inlet-pipes
being frozen up, and all outlet for the steam being
cut off. Safety-valves have, again and again, been
recommended. Unfortunately, safety-valves too
often get stuck fast when wanted. A cheaper and
much more reliable plan is to insert in the boiler a
small fusible plug. If the alloy of which the plug
be formed be made to melt at a temperature of
about 250'' Fah., it will be impossible fer the steam
to be raised beyond 161b. above atmospheric pres-
sure, or equal to a head of water of about 30ft.—

a

height much less than the ordinary run of hot-
water boilers. If in conjunction with this it be
made an invariable rule never to take a draw-off
direct from the boiler, but from the circulating-
pipes only, it will be impossible to empty boiler
save by boiling the water away. This cannot arise
unless there be a free vent for the steam, and, con-
sequently, it will be scarcely possible to have a burst
boiler from any other cause than by letting water
into it when it is either red-hot, or nearly so. In
this case, no contrivance will prevent an explosion,
and if the cook has not sufficient gumption to pre-
vent such an occurrence, the master or mistress
should find it, or blame themselves only if their
boilers burst.—I am, &c., T. E. Juliajt.

"WONDERFUL GRATE."
Sin,—Many of your readers as well as myself

would be very much interested in the brief account
given of the above last week, and if it does all that
its inventor claims it is indeed a "wonderful
grate." There are a few points which your readers
wouM doubtless be glad to know

—

1. Does the heat from the fire in any way car-
bonise the coal in the feeder, as, if so, tar would be
formed, which would be a gi-. at nuisance ?

2. If the fire required feeding while burning,
would not the removal of air-tight door cause a
draught and fill the room with smoke, &c. ?

There are several other point-* which should be
considered, such as (1) the facility for sweeping
chimney, (2) the lowness of the front hood cauring
the heat to pussup the chimney.—I am, &c..
West Bromwich, Feb. 21. J. T. E.
[Several sentences embracing inquiries as to

makers' names, prices, &o., have necessarily been
struck out. "J. T. E." or any other readers
should apply direct to the makers, whose ad-
vertisemeut appears on our frout page.

—

Ed.
B.N.]

EXTERNAL . SOIL-PIPES.
SiB,—I am afraid that Mr. White's letter on p.

192 has been written too hastily, and before he had
time to digest my explanations given at p. IGo. I

there showed that the lewage-polloted air Uown
off into the atmotpbore from an inside Boi-pipewaa
several times the quuutily and t^M wcree iu quality
than the acwoge air from an outtide soil-pipe

;

consequently, lam correct iu asserting Uut " the
iubide aoiUpipeB scuerato and diicharse into the
air more bad air limn the outsidi' ones.'"
As the subjict is of the highest importance for ui

all, permit me to call attention to another import-
ant point, in this rehjtii n, and one which 1 am not
aware has yet been publicly referred to, viz. this:
An inside soil-pipe has generally a tpeedy, conttant
current of air through it, the effect of wlilch ii
soon to drg up the interior, as the wind dtiea
clothes upon a blowy day. Now, if the water com-
ing down the soil-pipe was pure, this would not
matter; but the water is foul aud contains large
quantities of organic matter, aud possibly tome
particles of particulate coutagia. Now, so long as
the inside of the soil-pipe is wet, these pattwles
may be held or moored to the side of the pipe ; bat
as the water evaporates, or is carried off by the
current of air, then mauy of these particles may
break loose from their moorings and get carried
aleng with the current of air whore it goes ; aud lo,
if a leak existed in the soil-pipe inside of the house
the air from the soil-pipe might soon carry with it
thousands of organic particles—some of which may
be particulate coutagia—into the atmosphere with-
in the house, the results of which may be baceifa)
to the inmates.
The greater heat of the intide soil-pipe is more

favourable to fermeutaticu or putrefaction, aud to
the generation aud distribution of foul organic
matter aud particulate coutagia than the gi eater
coolness of the outside one : beuce the outside one
is the safest.

For Mr. Read, C.E., at p. 192, to speak of the
" liak of passing your cJojet junctions through the
outer wall to connect them with the vertical outside
soil-pipe " is simply absurd. There is no particu-
lar " risk " in the matter, and, if wanted, au out-
side soil-pipe can quite easily be protected from
frost. In the case of chukage in the vertical pipe,
these outside side junctions are often of great ser-
vice.

It is another mistake of Mr. Read to suppose
that : the warmth of the house facilitating the
action of the ventilating-pipe is a benefit to the
inmates. People forget that while fresh air enter-
ing one end of a short soil-pipe may come out not
very impure at the other end, yet the same air, after
passing through a long soil-pipe, comes out highly
impure and dangerous, and especially if the pipe
be warm. So that in dull or close weather, when
there is no wind to carry off the aerial imparities,
to have thousands of mside soil-pipes each dis-
charging some hundreds of feet of bad air into the
atmosphere is anything but sensible, and is scarcely
creditable to our science, and for Mr. Read to advo-
ci^te such ideas, in combination with making
the house drains ventilate the sewers (which idea
is not new, as he imagines) is very bad sanitary en-
gineering, however '• civil " it may l>e.

This combination of the house-drains with the
sewer, which Mr. Reid advocates as a grand new
idea of his own, is the plan which was in use at
Croydon iu 1875, when Dr. Buchanan examined
that town, and which plan of " laying on "—as he
expresses it—the sewer air to the houses was one
cause of the wide and rapid spread of the fever,

owing to the fact that the sewer air which flowed
along the house drains, carried with it the germs of
the filer. To prevent this in future Dr. Buchanan
recommended that:

—

"Thirdly, the direct connection of houses with
sewers must, wherever possible, be interrupted

;

and an efficient system of ventilation be applied to
every house-drain." See " Reports of the Medical
Officer of the Privy Council and Local Government
Board," new series, No. VII., for 1875, published
in 1876. I would recommend Mr. Read to peruse
this masterly report on Croydon : it may help to

trevent him from again recommcudingplans which
ave already been weighed in the balance and

found wanting. It also shows how much, in such
a matter as sewer ventilation, all engineers may
learn from an able physician.

The "fundamental error" iu the ideas I have
condemned is mere w^riting without due thought,
and not having the right knowledge aud experi-

ence.—I am, &c., W. P. BucH^ir, S.£.

LYVEDEN NEW BUILDING.
SiE,—In the description of "Lyveden New

Building " in your issue of Feb. 4, you request a
suggestion as to the explanation of the letters

"E. T. N." (or "T. N. E.") iu the wreath snr-

rounding one of the emL'ems. This doe« not seem
difficult of interpretatio i if we consider it in con-
nection with the ad jac^ it design, round which are

the words " Esto Ml .." In this we have the
emblems of the sacriti e of the Crucifixion, typical

of the redemption an i salvation of mankind, with
the initials of the w )rd3, " Jesus Hommum Sal-

vator " (or the first three letters of the Greekname
Iijooui;), and the pious builder says, "Esto Mihi

"

—" May it be so forme."
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In the design under discussion, we have the

Greek Xp, the first two letters, and the emblem of

the man Christ, who was born into the world to

save sinners; and so Sir Ihomas Tresham sur-

rounds it with the initials of words declaring such
fact to the reader, " Tibi Xatum Est "—" He was
bom for thee."—I am, &o.,

Edwaed B. Knobel.
Bocking, Braintree, Feb. 18.

BUILDING STONES.

Sib,—In your issue of the llth inst., Mr. Chas.
Trask makes a slight error in stating that the spire

of the church of St. Mary's, Iruro, was of

granite.
The stone came from St. Stephen's, and is of

quite a soft nature.
There are churches in Cornwall I could mention

built of granite, which have been standing as much
as 800 years, and still show the tool-marks in the
stone.

This even would hardly be a ciiteriuu of the
durability of granite, as there were no proper
quarries m those days, and only surface-stoue was
used for buildings, which is very inferior to the
good blue stone out of the quarries nowadays.

—

Vours, &c., D. H.

SiK(—Without entering into the question of the
comparative merits of Doulting and Portland
oolites, we shall be obliged by your inserting a word
or two in referoDce to Mr. Trask's remarks in your
issue of the 12th inst., concerning the state of the
granite used in the old tower of St. Mary Church
at Truro.
One hundred years ago gianite was not " quar-

ried " at all in Cornwall, but surface-stone was
exclusively used for all building purposes. A great
deal of this surface rock, or "moor stone," is of
very inferior character.

There is also a kind of granite found in the St.

Stephen clay district, which is decidedly perishable
when used for external work, and cannot be com-
pared with the granite produced from the deep
quarry workings, such as those of the Mabe, Con-
stantine, Stithiaus, and some other districts.

Jt will be a pity if any inferior material is used
in the construction of su fine a work as the new
cathedral at Truro is designed to be.—We are, &o.,

John Eeebhan and Son.
Peniyn, Cornwall, February 16, 1881.

TWO CAUTIONS.
SiE,—Architects should be on their guard agaiust

the wiles of an impostor who has been practising
for some time on the better nature of the archi-
tectural profession. After an extended London
experience he is now " working " the provinces,
iind has been heard of at sundry places iu the
North. He is in appear.>nce tall and straight, and
is in habit of nsing freely the name of Mr. Alfred
Waterhouse, E.A. The impostor's name is sub-
ject to variation. He ostensibly applies for work,
but ends in begging. It would be probably a real
chanty to hand him over to the police.

Another caution I venture to give at the present
time, when architects have so much to do with
limited liability enterprises, and that is, to beware
of accepting the so-called " fully paid-up shares "

ia return for their services. Unless specially
registered, such payment is not legal, and may, in
case of the company " winding up," result in an
unpleasant surprise—the being called upon to
"pay up" for these same shares. I know those
who are iu this dilemma at present time. In
some cases in which actions have been brought,
the juilge, I suppose by rule of equity rather than
law, has decided in favour of the shareholder ; but
it dees not always happen so, and it may be that
the imfortunate man not only loses the original
sum, but has to change places, becoming a debtor
instead of creditor, and is mulcted a second time—
a double loss and costs !—I am, &c., M.

SANITARY SCIENCE IN ITS RELATION TO
CIVIL AUCHITECTUBB.—WAEMING AND
VENTILATION.
SlE,—In your issue of last week, containing Ihe

adjourned discussion on Mr. E. C. Bobins's piper
on the above subject, I was particularly struck by
the remarks made by Mr. Henry Dawson on the
method «f ventilating rooms by meins of leading
celd air in a pipe to within a few feet of the ceil-

ing, iu which he says the cause of failure is a
down-draught in all instances unless the ceiling be
at least '20ft. in height. Now, Sir, I know several
cases in which this method is used, both in private
houses and offices with the greatest success. In
nach cafe the method employed is as follows :—

A

Gin. metal or other pipe is carried from the floor
level to within about 3ft. of the ceiling at the other
end of the room over the fireplace, and at the level
of the ceiling is placed one of Mr. Boyle's admirable
ventilators leading into the smoke-flue. I never at
any time heard the slightest complaint of a down-
draught. They have been in use during the

whole winter, and the ceilings range from 11 to
13lt. in height iu both cases.—I am, He.

Ventilation.

$ntetC0mmumcati0n.

QUESTIONS.
[6405.]—The Institute Gold 3SIedal.-WiU any-

one who really knows say what are the qualifications for
the gold inedai of the Institute ? A well-known architect
told me some years since that he thought it would be
much fairer and more satisfactory to all Cu>ncerned if it

were shot for annually, like the (iueen's Prize, at Wim-
bledon ; and another said to me a few days since he was of
opiuion that at a recent award it must have been tossed
up for : Also, what is the intrinsic value, and la it true
that since Mr. Kuskin's refusal it has been a work of
ditticulty to persuade any ene to take it!—Meddler.

[6406.] —Felting- a Roof.— "NV'ill any of your readers
kindly inform me whethrr it is necessary to board first

when laying felt under a tile or slate roof when the rafters
do not exceed a foot apart I—A tJuBSCBiitER.

L6407.]-Cubinff a Building —Will some one tell

me if, when cubiug a buiidrng- to tiad the cost, the foun-
dations and roof are takeu mto account i If not, what
pail of the building } -A Suu^cribkr.

[6408.] -Architectural Tour.—Will any corre-
spondent kindly suggest a book to btudy with a view to
going a measuring and sketchiag tour in Normandy and
Britiany .' One which would suggest the best buildings
to copy would bjof most value to—Peacock.

[6i09.] -Milled Lead.—Lead for a flat is specified
51b. I Jiud it weighs ouly 4^1b., varying from4lb. 7oz. to
4lb. 9oz., the siiraples being taken Jrom centre of Sheets.
Is 4ilb. lead mauufactured purposely, and shall I be
wroug in condemning such lead as does not apprt>ximate
more closely to 5lb. than the above .'—J. T.

[6410.] -Clerk of Works.—Will someone inform
me if it is the duty of the clerk of works, or of the con-
tractor's clerk, to make out the account of extras at the
endof thejob?-N.E. 11.

[6111.]—Eaves.—Having a dispute with a neighbour
as to the allowance for an eaves drop, which in reality
measures abaut Gin., yet 1 claim Din,, can sjme reader of
this journal inform nie what projection is the general rule
or law, aftd whether any d Iference in the use of slates and
tiles !—An Old Subscriber,

[6112.]—Charges for Abandoned Plans.—An
architect is selecu-d in a limited competition by the mem-
bers of a schojl-board and becomes appoiuttsd architect

to the board. Four schools are erected in different parts
of the town, two of which passed the Educational De-
partment without any alteration, 9ft. super being allowed
for each child ; but the plans for the other two schooJs
were not passed by the Educational Department, and
their loidsuips gave orders that 10ft. must be allowed in
tlie mixed school-room and 8ft. in the infants, instead of
{»ft , as allowed in the other schools, necestitating a dif-

ferent arrangement in each case. Of course, the plans
had to be entirely re-drawn. The buildings have since

been erected accordingly, at a cost of £2,300 and £700
respectively. '* Constant Header, R.," would feel obliged
if some of your correspondents would say what would be
a fair charge to make for the abandoned plans. The
usual commission has been paid on the cost of the schools
as erected. The estimated cost of the first or aban-
doned sets of plans was £2,200 and £760.—Constant
Keadeb, K.

[6113.]— Green Slates.—Wliat are the be&t green
slates to use, to work in courses with Bangor 24 x 12 or
20 X 10, reliable as tooolour and wearT—BuiLDER.

JiEJ'ZI£S.

[6370] -Chambers* Proportions. -These propor-
tions are often used, but some architects prefer to take
the particular examples of the orders they adopt and carry
them out in impoitant Classical buildings. Examples,
fur instance, of tlie Roman Ionic will be found to differ

in the proportions of the pjrts. If we take the Corinthian,
the usual height is not exactly determinable on account
of the ruined state of the best temples, but the height
usually given is from24 to 3 diameters. These differences
being very common, it is sufiicient for the architect to
take the proportions laid down by Chambers, though
Vitruvius, Scamozzi, Palladio, and Vignola are gener-
ally followed as being older authorities.—O. H. G.

[6395.]—Oak Paling.—Use Stockholm tar, which
contaius creosote, and has strong preservative qualities,

while, being transparent, it shows the gram of wood.—
G. H. O.

[6390.]—Bell Turret.—For a turret of the descrip-
tion you tumieh, the comer standards may be at their
smallest section, 5iu. ; but it is imposiiible to give a satis-

factory answer without seeing the elevation of the turret
and the mode of construction intended, especially the
bracing or tilling in between standards. G. H, G.

[6397.]—Area "Walls —The boundary walls are not
necessarily the area walls. If the tenant has to keep the
former in repair under the lease, 1 do not consider that
he is called upon to repair the area walls, if by these are
meant walls round the house, serving as redlining walla,

and within the boundaries. As the laudlorJ has to keep
main walls and timbers in repair, it seems to me that he
is certainly liable for damage by frost to the area walls,

whirh belong more piop.rly so the house. The question
is whether by the term " boun'Jary walls" the area walls
are included. I should say not.— O. H. G.

[6397.]—Area Walls.—The retaining walla can
hardly be boundary walls, so that the repair should be
executed by the landluid.—H, L.

[6399.]—Filtration. -Parry's "Water: its Compo-
sition and Collection," contains information of a general
kind, and Capt. Gatton's manual on ** Sanitary Coq-
stmction " may be c^n.suUed, but there is no authorita-
tive treatise on tlie special subject that I am awa- e of.—
G. II. G.

[6401.]—Modulus of Rupture.—I mnnot find the
article in Ilankiue, but believe the formula is to enable
the modulus of rupture t« be found by tsperiment. To
calculate the strength of the beam it should be borne in
mind that the top and bottom halves oi it act in opposi-
tion, with an average stress of half the greatest stress,
ie., half the modulus of rupture, which stress is concen-
trated at points I of the distance from the neutral axis
to the top and bottom edges of the beam respectively. We
havethus/= (-L^^a ) X 2, where / = modulus of

rupture, I = length in inches, w = breaking weight ia
lbs,, k = two-thii-ds of the depth fur reason above, a =
area of top or bottom half of beam. The '

"'
is the ordi-

ih
nary formula for beams with load in centre, and is multi-
plied by 2 on account of the average stress being half the

gi-eatest. The formula stands thus :— ;.

= 18 w,—E. "Wedster.
4x3

[6401.] - Modulus ofRupture. -I.et A B be a beam
of uniform rectangular section, of lenf?th.r, breadth i.aud
depth d, loaded at centre with the weight \V, then weW Xmust have external bending = internal, that is, — . -^

_ f
I. Let J bx':

!/

1ft.,

Z-hx^. Now let
6

1 = 1' , d = 1", then "^-11= /- or / ^ : 18 W.

Thus, if W be made just suffiji-nt to break the beam, we
know/, which ia called the "'modulus of rupture."—
H. S,, Belfast.

(;g«)2 ] -auantlty of Stone in Spire. -" Novice "

is right. The quantity for each stone should be the
smallest reetiingular block out of which it can be cut,

great care being taken that the quoin stones are carefully
measured.—H. L.

t6402.]-Quantity of Stone inSpire.-In takin?
the cube contents of spii e the stones ought to be measured
to the extreme dimensions as tliey come from the saw of

the banker, as, of course, the waste in working it must be
allowed.-a. H. Q.

[6103.1—Builder's Accounts.—I prefer subtract-
ing the smaller from the larger items Of the same descrip-
tion in the abstract, and carry the ditference to the billof

extras. In the ease mentioned 20 yards is the amount to

be biUed out.-G. H. G.

[6403.] -Builder's Accounts.—Tf the extras and
omissions are composed of exactly similar items the nett
results can be shown ; but as, in most cases, only two or
three items could be so adjusted, it is usual to bill the
extras and omissions in full, making a summary at the
end.-H L

[6404 ]- Sanitary Engineering:.—A weight falls

16*lft. in one second, Gl 4 in two, &c , that is, 16 1 X (*,

wh^re t = time in seconds. The time required for pass-
ing over the horizontal space of 1ft. at the velocity of

l'6;t. per second is -—. seconds, and the vertical space

fallen in that time is IS- 1 x (-L.)''- 151 = 029 feet.
^ 1-6 ' 2 51)

The other formulne in like manner. - E. Wkbster.

[6 104."! -Sanitary Engrlneerins.-The "drop"
in the invert necessary to allow a li(iuid at certain velo-

cities to overleap, so to speak, a given opening, is deter-
mined by the resultant of two forces, the momentum of
the water in sewer, and the force of gravity. The problem
is discussed in works on hydro-dynamics.-Q. H. G.

PAKLIAHENTARY NOTES.
Opening IMuseums on Sundays.—Iu the House

of Lords on Tuesday, Lord Dunraveu moved a
resolution in favour of opening the Museums and
other national iustitatious on Sundays Lord
Shaftesbury moved as au amendment that such
institutions should be opened on week-day even-
ings up to ten o'clock. The Duke of Somerset
supported the resolution, but would exclude the
Museum library from its operation. The Arch-
bishop of Canterbury pointed to the fact that the

experiment had failed at Maidstone afttr being
tried for three years. He beliavei that the sense
of the country was against the proposal. Lord
Kosebery argued that the change proposed might
do good, and could not possibly do harm. Lord
Cairns reminded their lordships that the House of
Commons, which had to provide the meaLS, had
repeatedly rejected thii suggestiou by large
majorities. Lord Graavi'le contended that the
experiment had succeeded whotever it had been
tried, and that Ihe violent opposition which the
motion formerly encountered had utterly disap-

peared whore such institutions were now open on
Sundays. After a few remarks from the Duke of
Argyll against, and by Lord Thurlow iu favour of,

the motion, the House divided, and having by 41
ti 31 rejected the motion, subsequently agreed ts

the amendment.

Oednance Suevey.—Mr. Pu»h asked the First

Commissioner of Works iu the House of Commons
on Tuesday, what steps had been taken since last

session to accelerate the completion of the Ordnance
Survey. Mr. Shaw-Lefevre said: In coD.sequeno8
of the promise given last session, every endeavour
has been ra ide to accelerate the survey. A supple-
mentary estiuiate for £5,000 was voted at the end
of last session. I shall ask shortly for another
supplementary estimate for the current year of

£3,000, and for next year the vote asked (or will

be £10,000 in excess of last year. This will enable
a very considerable acceleration of the survey, as
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much as will be possible within the time, and with
some further increase in subsequent years the sur-
vey may be completed by the year 1890.

LiaoTiNO THE National Gaixeey.—In reply to
Mr. D. Grant on Wednesday, Mr.Shaw lefevresaid
that the first Commissioner of Works could not
order the lighting of the National Ait Gallery, so
that it might remain open on wetkdays until ten
o'clock, without the concurrence of the trustees,
and it was quite impossible for him to do so against
their opmiou. They objected to gas as danger-
ous to the national collection, and he did not
think that there was at present sufficient experience
to decide upon the suitability of the electric
light.

I.EOAI. INTELLIGENCE.
Meteopolitan Building Act.—
(Section 26, Rules 2, 3, and o.)—

Case undee
• "ShopFbonts'

, , ^

Mr. Bedford, the builder of an extensive block of
buildings, attended before Mr. Paget on the 11th
inst., at the Hammersmith Police-court, in answer
to a summons taken out by Mr. T. E. Knightley,
district surveyor for Hammersmith, to show cause
why he should not separate eight shop-fronts,
facias, and cornices, with fireproof pilasters and
trusses, and limit projection of shop-fronts to 5in.
from external walls. Mr. Knightley conducted his
own case. Mr. J. Haines, solicitor, appeared for
defendant. Mr. Knightley stated that as at present
constructed, the pilasters between shops were of
wood, and that the facias and cornices (also of
wood), were continuous from one end of the build-
ings to the other, calling his assistant to prove this,
and also that the shop-fronts projected consider-
ably more than is permitted by the Act. Mr.
Hayues called witnesses, one of whom admitted
that the pilasters had been as described, but that
an alteration had been commenced; whereupon
the magistrate allowed Mr. Knightley his costs for
the day, adjourning the summons for the require-
ments of the act to be carried out ; after which,
the parties met on the works, and defendant under-
took to make application to the Metropolitan Board
of Works for " special sanction."

Liability of Venbob ob PnEOHASEB in Case
OF FiEE.— •' Raynee v. Preston."—In this ap-
peal to the Supreme Court on Monday, from a
decision of the Master of the Rolls, a question of
some interest to vendors and purchasers of houses
is raised—viz., whether, when, after a contract has
been entered into for the sale of a house, and before
the completion of the purchase, the house is burnt
down, the purchaser is entitled to recover from the
vendor money which he has received from an in-
surance conjpany under a policy which he had
before the agreement for sale effected on the house,
the purchaser, when he entered into his contract,
not knowing of the existence of the policy, to
which the contract contains no reference, and the
insurance company knowing nothing of the con-
tract for sale. The Master of the Rolls, conceiving
himself bound by a decision of Lord Eldon in 1801,
in the case of ' Paine v. Meller " (6 " Ves." 349),
and a decision of Vice-Chancellor Kindersley in
18C4, in the case of "Poole v. Adams" (12
"Weekly Reporter," 6S3), held that the purchaser
could not recover the mouey from the vendor. The
purchaser appealed. Their Loidships (Lords Jus-
tices James, Brett, and Cotton), reserved judg-
ment.

A Conteactoe's Claim.—Competition Esti-
MATES.—Beown v. the Beidlington . LoCAL
BoABD.—This action was heard in the Chancery
Division of the High Court of Justice, before
Vice-Chancellor Sir R. Malius on the 17th inst.,
and was a builder's claim under a contract for the
erection of two mortuary chapels and a keeper's
lodge for the Biidlington Cemetery. The local
board selected in competition Mr. Smith, of
Nottingham, as their architect, and he prepared
specifications, according to which he estimated
that the buildings ought to be completed for
£2,500. The plaintiff's tender of £.5,912 was the
lowest but after cutting down the woik to £4,788,
it was accepted, and the work was to be completed
by the 1st of January 1877, the date of tender
being June 10, 187-5. The defendants took posses-
sion on September 18, 1879, alleging that the
contract had not even then been completed, and
they now stated that they had expended £114
upon work which ought to have been done by the
builder. The plaintiff represented that at that
time, through alterations and additions directed by
the architect, he had spent upwards of £10,000
iipon the building, that the work was practically
finished when he was deprived of posfession, atd
that the contract would have been carried out in
due time but for the new orders and directions, a
masons' strike, and bad weather. He had re-
ceived £4,23.') "s. 8d., and held certificates from
the architect for work done which would entitle
him to a fuither sum of £1,238 18s. 7d., but he
claimed about £6,000 beyond that. The defend-
ants denied all liability for any payments beyond
that which had been already made, and they had i

filed a counter-claim, by which they sought to set
off against anything that might be found duo to
the plaintiff a sum of £1,9G0 as damages for delay
in completing the contract. On the suggestion of
the Vice-chancellor it was arranged that, all
charges and imputations of fraud being withdrawn,
and the certificates y.nd awards not being insisted
upon as binding, there should be a reference to
Sir Henry Hunt t > determine, having regard to
the circumstances of the case, how much, if any,
money remained due to plaintiff. The ooets were
reserved.

A Paety-Wall.— Hackman t. Davey.—This
was an action recently tried at the Brighton
County-court to recover £33 Ss. Ud. under the fol-
lowing circumstances :—The plaintiff is a builder
at Brighton, and ho erected several houses in
Hastings-road. Adjoining the last of the plain-
tiff's property defendmt erected a house. The
party-wall of the plaintiff's house was an ordi-
nary one, erected partly on the plaintiff's and
partly on the defendant's ground; and the
defendant used it in the ordinary way to sup-
port his house. There was no agreement between
the parties. Plaintiff thought defendant ought to
pay part of the co.st of the election. His Honour
said the defendant had a perfect right to use that
portion of the wall built on his land for any pur-
pose whatever, or even, if he choose, to split the
wall down, taking away that portion which stood
on his land, even if he rendered the remaining por-
tion useless.—Verdict for defendant with costs.

Non*-Aoceptance of Enoineee's Cketificate.
—The arbitration case of Hutchings and Berry v.
the Corporation of Honiton was brought to a close
after four sittings before Mr. E. Vigor on Friday.
The plaintiffs contracted to construct works of
drainage in Honiton from the plans of Mr. Ellis,
engineer, who reported to the corporation that they
had completed the work to his satisfaction. On
behalf of the corporation it was contended that
certain works had been omitted, amounting in cost
to £6 5s. only, and plaintiffs not being able to get
the money in full, brought the case now fully
hea.rd. The arbitrator has yet to give his award.
It is stated that the costs will be many times the
amount in dispute.

Pavement Lights—Haywaed v. Hamilton
AND Anothee.—This case was argued on Wednes-
day in the Exchequer Division, before Mr. Baron
Pollock and Mr. Justice Hawkins. This case was
an action to recover damages for the infringement
of a patent of the plaiutift's for improvements in
Savement lights, and was tried before Mr. Justice
[awkins in November, 1879. His Lordship then

directed a nominal verdict for the plaintiff with
40s. damages on the findings of the juiy ; but his
Lordship did not enter judgment for either side.
There were on Wednesday two cross-motions, one
by Mr. Webster for judgment for the plaintiff,

and another by Mr. Aston, who contended that
the findings of the jury were really in favour of
the defendants, and, in the alternative, for a new
trial on the ground that the verdict was against
the Weight of the evidence. The plaintiff's con-
tention is that his invention is novel and useful, no
one having previous to bis patent of 1871 con-
structed a strong iron frame flush with the pave-
ment and utilised the old ship's light with glass
prisms so adjusted as to let in a powerful light
into cellars or store-rooms. His counsel urged that
it was practically admitted at the trial the plain-
tiff's framework, ic, was useful and novel,
and the jury found that it was new to
glaze pavement lights in the manner set
out in the plaintiff's specification, and that the
defendants' framework and prisms were a colour-
able imitation of it. The defendants rely on the
answer given to one of the questions put to the
jury—viz., whether, having regard to the state of
knowledge at the date of the patent, it was a new
thing to form and arrange a prism eo that the light

would bo thrown forward in one direction by
making one of the sides of the prism uprit^ht, or
neaily so, and the other side inclined to it at such
an angle that the light passing through the upper
surface may strike the inclined side and berefiecied

completely, or nearly so, within the prism, and
issue from the upright, or nearly ui)right, side in

the direction required: "Is that a new thing,

having regard to the state of knowledge in 1871,

the date of the patent r" Answer,—'No." The
plaintiff's invention, therefore, it was contended,
was not novel, and it could not be the subject of a
patent. Something very similar had been done by
Mr. Daiker, by means of a prism, before the patent
of the plaintiff. The form of the frame was old
and the glass flange was old, and the defendants,

by cutting a nick cut of a glaes prism placed in

a frame, hajl only u ed the knowledge common to

all the world and had not infringed the plaintiff's

patent. After hoai ing the arguments of counsel

and a full citation of the authorities, their Lord-
ships gave judgment for the plaintiff with costs,

granting aUo the injunction and account prayed
for in the claim. Thi- matter was, however, directed

to stand over for 10 days, in order that the de-

fendants* advisers might have an opportunity of
seeing whether they would come to any settlement,
or whether tbey would go to the Court of Appeal.
DUTBICT SuEVmrOBS AND TBEIB Febs.— On

Wednesday, at the Mansion House, Measrt. Trol-
lope and Sous, builders, were summoned before
Alderman Sir Andrew Lusk, MP., at the iastonca
of Mr. Collins, the Board of Works ditlrict sur-
veyor for the eastern portion of the City, for
having, as builders of premises at 27 and 28,
Nicholas-lane, neglected to give notice to him
within two days of the commencement of the work.
Mr. St. John Wontner, solicitor, attende<l for the
defence. The summons was taken out under the
provisions of tlie 38th section of 18 and 19 Vic,
chap. 22, notice having to be given by builders
within two days of the commeacemeut of the work
to the district surveyor, containing particuUra,
inler alia, of the situation, area, height, and
probable uses of the building. In tbia cose Moam.
Trollope were the builders of 27 and 28, Nicholas-
lane, in the ward of Langbourn, which was claimed
by Mr. Collins as being a portion of his district.

Mr. Wontner stated that the firm hod pulled
down old end erected fresh premise* on the
site in question. They looked at the list of
district surveyors, and gave the notice to a Mr.
Power, who they thought was the surveyor, and
to this gentleman the firm paid the required
fees. Mr. Collins said that Mr. Power woa the
surveyor of the adjoining ward of Candlewick,
and therefore a mistake had been made by the
defendants in giving him the notice. The buildings
were within the ward of Langbourn, whi h was a
portion of his (Mr. Collias's) dcstrict. Mr. Wontner
said they had given the required notice when the
buildings were commenced to Mr. Power, who was
thought to be the proper officer. They had in-

quired at tlie Board of Works, but had been unable
to get the question decided as to the proper dis-

trict. The boundary of the two wards inteisected
the buildings. Mr. Power bad inspected the pre-
mises and certified that all was correct. The
penalty was recoverable under Jervis's Act, in
which it was laid down that the proceedings mutt
be taken within six months of the commission of
the offence. He, therefore, took the objection
that, as the buildings were commenced in April,

the proceedings should have been taken wi'h'n six

months of that date. He compla'ned that bis clienta

had been summoned there on a criminal charge
simply that a decision might be given as to who
was the district surveyor. The Court was not
called upon to decide that, but whether his client

had committed a breach of the Act of Parliament
in not giving notice. Mr. Collins could recover the
fees paid to Mr. Power by suing him in the County
Couit. The Beadle of Langbourn Ward was called

to prove that thepremises woreiu that ward wholly
and solely. Mr. Collins contended that he wafi the
surveyor of that ward. Afier some further argu-
ments, the case was adjourned.

CHIPS.
The Mayor of Salisbury (Mr. E. F. Kelsey, J P.)

is about to have a residence erected on the Milford
Manor Estate in that town, the architect being
Mr. J. O. Parmenter, of Southampton, the
contract having been taken by Mr. John Barber,
builder, of Brown-street, Salisbury.

At the St. Olave's district board of works last

week a report was received from the works com-
mittee recommending that the costs incurred by
the board in hiiing carts, horses, and diivers, ana
extra labour, and oilier expenses incurred, through
the default of the contractor, Mr. Reddin, to re-

move the recent heavy fall of snow, be charged
against him. It appeared that the board's officer*

applied to Mr. Reddiu for more carts t-j clear the

streets, but the contractor failed to comply with

the request. It was decided to charge the cost thus
occasioned, £24 16s. 6d , against the contractor,

and it being reported by tlie inspector that 121

streets were not properly cleansed, it was further

resolved that a penalty of 6s. each be enforced for

each of these streets. Several members urged the
desirability of the board undertaking its own
scavenging.

An Odd Fellows' ball in Hanworth-road, Houns-
low, was opened on Tuesday. It is Gothic in

style, seats 700 pet sons, and has been built from
the designs of Mi-ssrs. Cooper, Sou, and Miller,

architects, of Reading.

A new chapel f ,ir the United Free Methodists
was opened in St. Oeorge's-road, Truro, on Thurs-
day week. The style of the building is Gothic,
and it has a faeade of Plymouth limestone, with
granite and Bath-stone dressings. GOO sittings are
provided, and the cost has been £2,2.)0. Mr. Jam>'S

Hicks, of Redruth, was the architect, and Mr. J.

Blight, of the simo town, the contractor.

The foundation-stone of a new workhouse
infirmary was laid at Mile-end Old-town on
Tuesday. The building will accommodate 400
patients, and the contract for erection has been
taken at £32,300.
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An agitation has once more been started in the
City for roofing- the Kojal Exchange with glass.

The wonder is how City men could have
patiently put up with such an inconvenience so
long. The proposed glass roof needs no dis-

cussion. Not a few of these who frequent the
exchange iu the afternoon are elderly men
accustomed to all the comforts of modern oivili*

sation, and why thoy should have to be exposed
to the inclemency of the weather as though they
were night policemen or sen ti its on guard at
Buckingham Palace, it would puzzle even the
members of the grandGresham Trust to discover.
Since the lust occasion on which the proposed
system was seriously discussed, improve',
^sterns of glass roofing have been widely ad-
justed, which obviate m;my objections raised to
the older methods. With these, those who have
the custody of the Royal Exchange should make
themselves familiar.

Thb burning of stained glass has always been a
Tery important part of that business ; numerous
failures from over-heating or not sufficient
heating have been a constant source of trouble
to the stained-glass artist. The old kilns for
burning glass have been heated by coal, and
the volumes of smoke sent forth for the six or
eight hours required to get the proper heat have,
since the Smoke Prevention Act, obUged many
of the glass stainers to bum at night or be
summoned for committing a nuisance. Messrs.
Thompson Bros., of I^ds, have, with the
assistance of a stained-glass artist, invented a
gas kiln emitting no smoke, and, they claim, so
completely fusing the outlines and shading, that
in some cases it is difficult to say ou which side
the colour has been placed. Tiles are burnt
and all kinds of glass bent bj' the same kiln.
By this process a kiln Oft. by 4ft. can, it is
stated, be filled, burnt, and emptied three times
in 24 hours, given four hours to heat and four
hours to cool each kiln full of glass. The coal
kiln can only be heated and emptied once in
twenty- four hours.
The sister obelisk to that on the Thames Em-

bankinent, presented to the Americans by the
Khedive of Egj-pt, was safely set on its pedestal
in the Central Park, New York, on the 21st of
January. Three things in connection with the
American obelisk contrast strongly with three
others in connection with the onQ brought to
England. The American engineers managed its

transport and re-erection without any hitch, and
yet do not seem to think they have accomplished
anj-tliing miraculous ; the individual who paid
the co.st insisted on his name being kept secret

—

though many people believe him to be Mr. W.
H. Vanderbilt, who has done a good many other
handsome tilings in the same unostentatious
way; and, finally, the Americans contrived to
find a site for the obelisk without quarrelling for
months as we did, and up to the present have
not embelliiihed it with mutation sphinxes or
brass conicr-pieces. American art, engineering,
and modesty, are so immeasurably behind our
own, as we know, if aU the world does not, that
for once we can afford to feel small.

Ajioxo the evils rjsulting from the intermit-
tent sj-i-tem of water- supply, and they are too
well known to require reiteration, may be men-
tioned the waste thut is hourly and unavoidably
going on, and which, to a great extent, is im-
possible under the constant system. Mr. Parry,
lor instance, in his recently-published hand-
Ixiok, shows this clearly by a diagram indicating
the number of gallons per hour flowing into a
district each hour during tho intermittent
supply, from which it appears that duiing the
intermittent service the consumption was at
least -50 per cent, greater than an economically-
controlled constant service. The diagram illus-
trates no exceptional case, and the pipes
and fittinjrs of the houses were examined
periodically during the time, and the leakages
repaired when discovered. A more remarkable
instance is that afforded by Liverpool, when the
drought in the summer of 1865 led to a restric.
tion of the supply. Although the duration of
the daily service was reduced to seven hours, the
diminution of the total daily consumption from
the change was only f) per cent, instead of 70
per cent. The table given shows a striking in-
crease of waste under the intermittent system,
while the rate of consumption under the con-
stant is now 22^ gallons per head per day.

Few of the peers who argued the question of

opening museums and galleries on Sundays, this

week, seem to have troubled themselves to find
facts on which to base their deductions. Here
is one which ought to have some weight. In
England and Scotland such institutions are kept
fast closed. In Ireland, on the contrary, the
National Gallery of Dublin is opened from two
o'clock on Sundays untildusk, oruntilsix o'clock
in summer. The number of Sunday visitors

amounts on an average to nearly half the whole
free admittances of the week, ranging from GOO
to 1,000, while the weekly average is sometliing
over 2,000. The visitors consist almost exclu-
sively of the working classes, and are very well
behaved, two policemen being quite sufficient to

keep order. Of course. Lord Shaftesbury will at
once connect the opening of the National Gal-
lery in Dublin with the lawless doings of the
Land League

!

Epps'a Cocoa.—Grateful and Comforting:.—
" By u thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the
operations of digestion and nutrition, and byacareful application
of the line properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has pro-
Tided our breakfast tables with a deliCRtely flavoured beverage
which may save us many doctors' bills. It is by the judicious use
of such articles of diet tnat a constitution may 1h> gradually built
up until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hun-
dreds of subtle maladies arc floating around us ready to attack
wherever there i^ a weak point. We may escape maay a fatal
shaft by keeping ourselves well fortifled with pure blood and a
froperly nourished frame."— Cipif aertiee Gazette.—Siotd onU in
ackets labelled—" James Kppb and Co., Homccoputhic Chemists,

London."—Also makers ofEpps's Chocolate Essence for afterQoon.s.

CHIPS.
A new vestry is in course of completion for the

church of St. Giles, Kingston,' near Canterbury,
the restoration of the chancel being already
completed. Mr. Eobert Davies, of 30, Dorset-
street, Portman-square, W., is the architect, and
Messrs. Sutton and Wood, of Canterbury, are the
contractors.

The town council of Newport, Mon., have
adopted a report from the free library committee,
recommending the adoption of the plan of Messrs.
Watkins and Sons for a new free library ; the cost
of execution is estimated at £lj,000.

Messrs. SpaldingandEvans, architects, of Queen
Victoria-street, B.C., have dissolved partnership.

The vacant post of inspector of factories has been
conferred on Mr. Henry Prior, secretary to the
Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners.

liamplongh's Pyretic Saline Is TOtreshine,
most agreeable, and the preventiveof FEVERS, HII.IOUSNESS,
SMALL POX, SKIN DISEASES, and many other spring and
summer ailments. Sold by chemists throughout theworla,and
the Maker. 113. Holbom Hill. Ute no lubatitute ~i Adtt.1

Hollo'way's Pills.—No amount of wealth, nomeans
of pleasure are of the slightest value without health. It is
inconceivable how small a disturbance of the animal functions
begets wretchedness, and how readily it may be rectified by a
few doses of some purifying and regulating medicine, su cb as
these world-renowned Pills, which are ever the suil'orcr's surest
friend.

MEETINQS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—Royal Academy Lectures on Architecture, by

Professor G. E. Street, R.A. No. 'V.

"Thirteenth Century Architecture of
France." 8 p.m.
Eoyal Institute of British Architects.

" The Law of Light and Air." By T.
Rcger Smith. 8 p.m.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Etigineers. Di8CU8>ion
on " The Weight and Leading Dimen-
sions of Girder Bridges." Paper on
' Tide Gauge, Tidal Ilarmonie Analysis,
and Tide Prediction." By Sir 'WilUam
Thomson, LL,.D., F.II.S8., L. and E.
8. p.m.

Society of Arts. "The Languages of
Africa." By R. N. Gust. 8 p.m.

Wednesday.-British Archteologieal Association, " Tlie
Saxon Cross at Winwick, Lancashire."
By J. Eomilly Allen, F.S.A., Scot.
8 p.m.
Society of Arts. " Lighthouse Charao-

teristica." BySir'Wm. Thomson, LL.D.,
F.R.S8. 8 p.m.

TuuBSDAY.—London Institution. "The Inside of an
Insect." By the E«v. J. G. Wood.
7 p.m.
CivilandMechanical Engineers' Society.

" Steep Gradients v. Heavy Works *'

By J. B. Watton, A.M.I.C.E. 7 p.m.
St. Paul's Eccleiiiological Society.

"Suggestions for the Fabric of the
Church in the Present Day." By E. B
Ferrey, F.B.I.B.A. 7.80p.m.
Royal Academy. Lectures on Archi-

tecture by I'rof . Street, R A. No. VI.
i&naX lecture). "Thirteenth Century
Architecture of England." 8 p.m.

Fbiday.—Architectural At^Hociation. " Cheap Churches."
By Wm. White, F.8.A. 7.30 pm.
g03iety of Arts. "The Results of

British Rule in India." By J. M. Mac-
lean. 8 p.m.
Royal Institution. " Ela<*ticity "Viewed

as ro.?8ibIy a Mode of Motion." By
Sir William Thomson, LL D., F.B.S8.
9 p.m.

Doulting Freestone andHam Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, deUverod at any part of
the United Kingdom, given ou applicati«u to

CHARLES TEASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Ilminster, Somerset.

—LAdvt.]

McLACHLAN & SONS, 35, St- James's-
street, S.W. BuilderB, Decoratoi's, and House Painters.

Designs and Estunatcs.
General Repairs and Alterations Executed.

Experienced Workmen always in readiness, and sent to

any part of tke country.

—

[Advt.]

BATH "stone.
SUMMER DRIED,

CORSHAM DOWN,
100,000 I'eet Cube.

PIOTOR & SONS, BOX, WILTS.
[Advt.]

TENDEKS.
•.• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering-at any rate, of the

accepted tender—it adds to the value of the information.

Aylesbdkt.—For the erection of six semi-detached

villas in the New-road, Aylesbury, for J. E. Taylor, lisq.

Mr. G. Luckett, architect :—
Ball, Aylesbury £2,400

Kingerlee, Banbury (accepted) ... 1,788

DAETroED.—For farm-builtiings at the Temple Farm,
Dartfoi'd, for the Right Hon. Lord Tredegar. Mr. Eobert

Griggs, architect :
—

Waller, Dartford £1,845

Crockett 1.675

i'atman and Fotheiingham ... 1,68'i

Blake, Giavesend 1.B25

Braid and Co 1>425

Sharp & Sons, Dartford (accepted) 1,414

Debbv —For the erection of the ne-w church of St.

Chad, at MiU Hill, Derby. Mr. H. G. Turner, New Court

Chambers, 57, Chancery-Lme, W.C., architect. Quanti-

ties by Mr. R. Waite, Duflield:—
Col ins, T., Tewkesbury £8,900

Hair, J., Church Gresely 8,88110
Thompson, E., Derby 5,410

Walkerdine,W., Derby 5,326

Webbe,N., Buxton 5,077

Walker and Slater, Derby ... 4,990

Allen, H. F., Leicester 4,949

Bromage, F., Leek 4,947

Hewitt, G., Derby (accepted) ... 4,700

[Total number of sittings, 796 ; cost per sitting under

£6 ; cost per cubic foot about 45d.J ,,.,,. ,

Geeeswich.—For removing iron school buildings from

Goodson-road and le-erecting in Nynehead-road, (or the

London School Boaid ;—
Pl'itchaid, G. S £299
Jerrard,S.J ^19

Hook and Oldrey 206

Atherton and Latta, Chrisp-stiect,

Poplar (accepted) .. ... 199

Geeenwich.—For erecting hoarding round site of new
school in Nynehead-road, Clifton-road, (or the London
School Board :—

Piitchard, G. S £160

Hook and Oldrey 93

Atherton and Latta 86

Jerraid, S. J., Le'wisham (accepted) 74

Gt. Yaemoutii.—For alterations and shop-front. King-

street, Great Yarmouth, for Mr. G. Biistow. Mr. J. W.
Cockrill, architect, Glencoe House, Gorleston, Great Yar-

mouth:

—

. .

Carpenter and jomer :

—

Cooper, Yarmouth £249 10

Salmon „ 287 10

SpiingaU „ ??? o oBray „ 211

Norlor „ 210

Want „ (accepted) ... 206

Painter, plumber, and glazier :

—

Woolverton and Son, Gt. Yarmouth £119 6

Rainer, Gt. Yarmouth 112 16

Norman and Son, Gt. Yarmouth ... 108 10

Green, Southtown 105

Gotiin, Gt. Yarmouth (accepted) ... 93 17

HoEsuAM.-For entrance-gates to the cemetery, for the

burial board:—
Littlefield. £"
Etheridge, E. (accepted) 14 9

LoKDoi, N.W.- For the construction of sewerage works

at Camden Town, Kentish Town, and HoUoway, for the

Metropolitan Board of Works. Sir Joseph W. Bazal-

gette, CE., engineer :

—

Williams and WiilUngton ... £99,900

Dickinson S^.OW
Dnnmore S6.891

Kirk and Randall 75,000

Webster 74.320

Wall, Bros '3.640

Crockett 68,634

Hook and Oldrey 68,600 o

KiUingback 67,860

Pearson and Son ; 68,960

Nowell and Robson 64,980

MowlemandCo 68,000

Smith, J. M 89,900

Kellett and Bentley 58,000

Cook and Co 53,076

Eigby (accepted) 52,911

IvOSDON.—For new oak shop-fltttngB, counter, &c., at

121, Oxford-street, W., for Mr. J. H. Hill. Mi'. Wm,
Goldsmith, architect:—

Treble and Co £674
Sage 510

Drew and Cadman 439

LasceUes 423

Berridge and Traise (accepted) ... 376
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DESIGXINQ IN THE SOLID.

MR. C. BRUCE ALLEN'S letter, in the
BuiLDiXG News of the 4th of February,

gives us the opportunity of putting together
a few thoughts on the subject of which he
has been the able and persevering expo-
nent. And, first of all, it may be noted
that the theory about the production of art-

work with which he, and subsequently some
other writers, have made us familiar, seems
to consist of two parts, not necessarily

inseparable. The first part is, that solid

forms should be designed in the solid, and
not by mere flat representations of them

;

the second part, if this does not belong, as

an extreme view, rather to some of Mr.
Allen's imitators than to himself, is that all

art-work, from the largest to the smallest,

ought necessarily to be designed by the very
men who execute it. We think there are

cases in which both parts of the theory are

true, cases in which neither is true, and cases

in which one only is true. In small works
of the higher class, among which may be
included tigure-sculptures, decorative carv-
ing, and non-geometrical ornament of all

sorts, perfection can only be expected when
the design is first modelled instead of being
drawn, and when the designer is the very
man who is finally to execute it. Even here,

however, as everywhere else in the world,
to liiid the right path is not so easy as it

looks ; and here, as everywhere else, there
is the danger that in following to its conse-
quences one right principle, we shall forget
and trample on another no less right and
imjjortant. For instance : if the sculpture,
or carving, or ornament is to form part of a
building, as the best sort of all these things
once did and still should do, it is not enough
that they shall be good in themselves ; it is

still more important that they shall bo fit for

their place. Hence it may be necessary
either to do without them altogether, which
in these times would often be the wisest
thing, or to put up with an inferior excel-
lence ia the minor detail, rather than spoil

the harmony of the composition as a whole.
In the ages of perfect art, the architect and
the sculptor, the architect and the carver,

th ! architect and the decorator, were alike

ia tastes and aims ; their works naturally
agreed with each other, for they all worked,
all their lives long, in one and the same
style. Now, on the contrary, almost every
architect has or tries to have, a style of his

own, and finds it hard enough to meet with
subordinate artists whose work will do any-
thing but painfully jar with it. From the
)uo-t ambitious to the leist ambitious of

modem structures—from the Albert Memo-
rial, whore the sculpture almost makes us
wish the architecture away, down to a
multitude of humbler examples, where we
are led to wish, conversely, that the archi-
tect had turned out the carver, this want of
haimony stares us in the face. Decoration
is, after all, only the sauce where architec-
ture is the dinner; and the question is. Shall
we have a well made sauce that will spoil the
m"a', a badly-made sauae that will agree
with it, or no sauce at all ? A prudent man
is likely to choose the last course, as the
least of the three evils ; and thus the case
iu which both parts of Mr. Allen's theory
are true becomes one in which few archi-
tcc^s of the day are able to act on his prin-
ciple.

There are cases, however, and verj'

numerous cases, in which neither part of

the theory seems to hold good. All work

that consists only of geometrical fonns can
be worked perfectly from drawings of those
forms. There is only one right way of
working a given form of this class, and the
right way is the same for every workman.
Nothing has to be left to his taste, or judg-
ment, or discretion : he has only to do his
work in a workmanlike way, and the in-
tended result will come of itself. That tiiis

should be so seems positively painful to some
writers on the subject. They picture every
workman as a bom artist, brimming over
with fancy, invention, and originality ; and
it grieves their very hearts to think of such a
man passing year after year in mere me-
chanical work. Mechanical work, however,
is just what the majority of people like :

far more men are made for doing than for
thin!:ing. How many " neat men " are
there to one inventive architect ? One would
like to ask these sympathetic writers how
many bom artists they meet with amongst
their own acquaintance, amongst the people
they go to business with, the tradesmen who
supply them, the servants who wait on them,
and why they think that working men, who,
as we all know, are "our own flesh and
blood," should be so incomparably more
artistic than other men ? It is no more
necessary, however, that every workman
shoidd be by nature an artist than that
every soldier should be by nature a strategist.

Plenty of other endowments than these
are needed before a successful building or a
successful campaign could ever be carried

out; endowments which, if less showy, are

quite as indispensable, and which are wanted
by men and supplied by nature, in the pro-
portion of something like a thousand to one
of the showier ones. But the curse of our
time, to use language which is no stronger
than it is true, is that everybody wants to

be at the top of the tree, and that every-
body of a benevolent disposition wants to

pull everybody else up there also. It is the
time in all departments, commercial, social,

and artistic, and in the latter, which is the
only one with which wo have here to deal, is

the cause of innumerable evils. We ought to

adopt the highest style of architecture, people
tell us, and the highest style of decoration,

and they do not stop to ask whether the one
will be congruous with the lowest purposes,
or the other producible by the lowest type
of decorators. Returning, however, to our
subject, it may be said, with regard even to

geometrical forms, that in old examples
there is a certain life and freedtim in their

arrangement which is rarely found in work
of our own day ; and that this shows that a
good deal of liberty must have been left to
the workman, even here. We admit the life

and freedom, but we think it less likely to

be due to the workman than to the architect.

An architect without a contractor, free to

modify his building fr( m day to day as he
watched it growing, was a very different

being from the modern contractor-ridden
architect, bound to "prophesy" his whole
building before a stone of it is laid, and to

live in bondage all his days through fear of

extras. If architects could, one and all,

renounce their pretensions to the gift of

prophecy, could get rid of the fetters in

which contracts tie them, and could build,

as their predecessors did, just as much or as

little as the money iu hand would admit of,

we might see life and naturalness in archi-

tecture once more.
This brings us to the third case, in which

we consider that one only of the principles

which we understand Mr. Allen to insist on
is either true or practicable. This is the

case of large art production, such as entire

buildings and the like, which are far too

vast to be executed by one man. It is in-

conceivable to us that the general design,

the all-pervading idea, the indivisible soul,

which gives miity and almost personality to

every groat architectural work, could ever

have been made up by the contributions of

a multitude of workmen. That tbosu work-
men who were fit for it once had more
liberty of design than it is possible under the
conditions of to-day to give them, is what
every one readily admits ; but their liberty

must have been in minor details, not ia
main lines and masses. It is no easier

to believe that Lincoln or Salisbury,

Laon or Coutances, was designed bit

by bit amongst a hundred masons,
than to believe that Hamlet was composed
by a company of players, who each wrote
his own part. When we speak, therefore,

of renouncing pretensions to prophecy, we
mean prophecy of details'—jirophecy of

cost—notof that general pre-arrangementof
line and mass, which must necdshave existed

in the case of every building worthy to be
called architectural. But a building is a
solid thing, and wo agree with Mr. Alien
that it ought to be designed in the solid.

Elevations do not show it as it is, and
perspectives, even rigidly accurate ones, only
show it from a single point, whereas it will

be seen from an infinity of points, far-offand
near. Designs ought without doubt to be
modelled first of all, rather than sketched,

though geometrical drawings would be
necessary in the after-stages of the work,
just as they now are. This is so desirous,

that models would prob ibly bo in universal

use, but for two or three unfortunate cir-

cumstances. On existing systems they are

tedious to make and difficult to alter aud
experiment on. If they show much detail

(which in reality they seldom need do for

the architect's purpose) they are very costly,

and, worst of all, they are misleading and
unattractive to clients. A showy view, with
"men and women and prancing horses,"

would carry off a competition from the most
admirably-studied model, provided no pro-

fessional assessor were called in. Before we
can design our buildings in the solid , and so

avoid half the abortions that disfigure our
streets, we must first discover a rapi cT, easily-

altered way of sketching in model, and wo
must next insure that our sketch-models will

be adjudicated on by men competent to

understand them.

THE INSTITUTE PRIZE DRAWINGS.

THE drawings submitted in competition

for the Institute prizes, are, generally

speaking, up to the average of merit, though
this time the Tite prize has elicited the

highest talent. The Soane medallion and
£50 prize, it will be remembered, was offered

for the best design for a provincial county-

court, a subject of sufficient practical utility

to bring out the planning capacity of

students, while possessing enough public

character to demand, in its composition,

some regard for architectural treatment.

We can hardly congratulate the competitors

for this prize in the result of their labours,

and the Council of thj Institute will not

find the task of selection, we fear, a very

easy or pleasant one. " Utility," placed in

a conspicuous position, is a massively-

treated building of Renaissance character,

in brick and stone, not without points ; but

the end stair-turrets, carried up with conical

roofs, do not add to the architectural im-
pression. The plan is fairly contrived,

though wo hesitate to accept the corridor

arrangement, with the circular stair-

cases at either end, as the best planning.

The entrances at each end, one for the public

and the other for the judge, are convenient,

and the situation of the registrar's public

office, accessible from the public entrance

and corridor, is also satisfactory. The
county-court is on the first floor, and occu-

pies the front part over the registrar's

offices, lighted by front windows, and well

approached by the staircases. Its dimen-

sions are 40tt. by 30ft. 6in. The judge's

retiring-room is over his entrance, and over

the other entrance a vestibule is obtained for
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the public. The bailiffs', waiting and wit-

nesses' rooms are on the other side of cor-

ridor. The detail of this design is wanting
in refinement. "Tendez la Main Droito "

is an able and well-grouped Gothic design,

with a good tower-entrance, and some fair

detail. The public vestibule is made the

principal feature in the plan, and occupies a

large area in centre. A boldly-planned stair-

case is placed ai the end near the entrance,

and gives access to the court above. The
registrar's room opens from the vestibule

on the inner side, and the waiting-rooms,

&c., are, at least, in serviceable proximity
to the court. Another Gothic design
" Ad Rem " is spoilt by some heavy
details ; the comer pinnacles to gables have
a stumpy look, and rather detract from the

general design, which is conceived in a
foreign spirit. The court on the first floor

is well approached by a flight of stairs lead-

ing from the waiting-hall below, and the

registrar's ofiices are in good positions ; but
we do not like the separate buUding, or

annex, thrown out behind for witnesses'

rooms, nor the lighting of corridor, which
latter is not very clear. Next to this

is a gloomily-sullen Gothic design, con-

ceived in a remarkably austere manner,
and rather satirical in its unadorned naked-
ness. Well might the author motto it " My
Deeds upon my Head "

; it is certainly heavy
and prison-like enough to remind the luck-

less debtor of the severity of the law. The
design bears resemblance to some Medisoval
Italian fortress in its lofty crenellated tower,

and the windows are reduced to mere slits.

In plan, the author shows an immense
waiting-hall, the court being over it, ap-
proached by stairs at one end. One of the

cleverest Classic designs is that of " Set

Square." The plan and composition are both
symmetrical ; a central projecting feature

crowned by a pediment emphasises the court,

which is placed transversely, and forms the

axis of the building, the judges' and solici-

tors', and other rooms, forming right and left

wings in front. The ground-floor is nearly

all vestibule and staircase and arcaded cor-

ridor, the private ofiices being in front, but
the registrar's position is certainly out of the

way. There is a Greek feeling in the detail

;

the composition is quiet and dignified,

though the plan is hardly practical. " Quad-
dratus, " in a Classical Doric style, is also a
symmetrical composition, heavy and too

monumental in treatment. Here, also, the

court is made the central feature, crowned
by a fiat-hipped roof, and having a Doric
tetrastyle portico in front. A central

entrance vestibule and circular- ended stair-

casesareprominentlyemphasised in elevation

;

a good outline perspective, taken from a

lofty point of sight, accompanies the draw-
ings. " Equity " has some good drawing.

It is in Italian Gothic, heavily treated, and
its chief fault is a want of coherence in the

composition. The author places the court

at one end ; the entrance and hall and cor-

ridor are not happily managed. " Hie Mihi
Panis," " Try," an unfinished Gothic sketch

with lofty tower ; and " Celeriter," another

half-finished perspectiTe drawing, are also

exhibited.

The design undermotto " Forum," for Sir

W. Tite's prize, leaves no choice for the com-
mittee of selection. It is imdoubtedly an
able contribution both in drawing and
composition. The subject is the interior

of an exchange, certainly one affording

scope for architectural capabilities. The
author shows a central hall 120ft. square,

surrounded by corridors, these being sepa-

rated by arcades with two orders of columns.
At on3 end is a grand approach and stair-

case, the latter forming a distinct projection

from the hall. A very clever sectional per-

gpective through the hall and vestibule,

uiaded in India ink, is exhibited, which
thoroughly exx>lains the design. The hall is

lighted partly by a domical roof, divided into

nine compartments, each having a lantern,

partly also by clerestory windows above the
arcaded galleries. The details and sections

are admirably drawn. " Huguenot" is the
motto of a design of plainer character,
Italian, of course. The proportions of

central court are not happy, and the attic

pilasters at the ends carrying the lantern
beams look very weak. There is a wide
arched recessed entrance. "Mens" is an
elliptical vaulted hall or exchange, the
arcade being adorned by the Ionic order.

The plan is a long parallelogram, and the
best drawing is the tinted perspective.
" Honos alit Artes " is a very fiorid Italian

design, with portico and lofty tower over
entrance, the hall being lighted through a
quadrangular dome or lantern, having iron

ribs.

The Grissell medal this year is offered for

a design for " tower and steeple." " Con-
tendo is the best design. It is an elabo-
rately-drawn loth-Century Gothic tower
and spire, of good outline, with a section to

a large working scale, and a cleverly-drawn
view from belfry-floor, looking up, showing
the " squinches." " Simplicity " is another
contribution of merit ; the ink sketches

showing different stages of the spire and
staging, &c., are creditable to its author ;

and " 1881," is a penoU sketch of loss merit
and completeness. It must be remembered
this prize is awarded mainly to encourage
constructive knowledge and detail.

THE BURLINGTON FINE ARTS CLUB.

A COLLECTION of engravings in mez-
zotinto is now on view at the Gallery

of the Burlington Fine Arts Club, arranged
to illustrate the history of that art, from the

earliest work of Von Siegen, the supposed
discoverer of the art, down to the time of

David Lucas. Little is definitely known of

the origin of the art of mezzotinto engraving.
Many writers ascribe the invention to Prince
Rupert Palatine, of the Rhino, who died in

1682 ; the " Parentalia " speaks of Sir

Christopher Wren as the originator, he
having communicated it to Prince Rupert.
In the introduction to the catalogue of this

collection, a sketch of the history is fur-

nished, which gives the credit of the inven-

tion to Ludwig von Siegen, to whom is

ascribed the first plate scraped in mezzotint,

which forms No. 1 of the collec'ion. It is a
portrait of Amelia Elizabeth, L'ndgravine
of Hesse, and is dated 1G42. Another is the

Holy FamUy, after A. Caracci. Of Prince

Rupert's work five specimens are exhibited,

chiefiy figure-subjects. The writer of the

catalogue thinks Siegen communicated the

discovery to Rupert, who was an ingenious

and artistic Prince. He at least introduced

the art into England after the Restoration.

The Head of the Executioner (3), Magdalene
in Contemplation (6), and the portrait of the

Prince, are all exceedingly characteristic,

and indicate the first methods of execution.

The features are very expressive.

Many examples in the gallery serve to in-

dicate the manner of working pursued by
different artists. In No. 69, a portrait after

Kneller, the face is the only part-finished, the

coat and wig being drawn in white ; the rest

of the ground is dark. Henri Gascar's work.

No. 21, "Duchess of Cleveland," is highly

finished, but the ground rather coarse. The
portrait of Samuel Butler, author of " Hudi-
bras" (24) ; that of Jan Steen, in brown, 43,

and George White's portrait of Jean Bap-
tiste Monoyer (52), are all suggestive

examples ; the latter shows a crispnoss and
precision of manner. This artist engraved
after Lely, Kueller, and others. Of George
Vertue's work there is one specimen, Por-
trait of WUliam II., when young—a deli-

cately-drawn portrait of the youthful prince.

We also note No. 72, Peter van Bleock's

portrait of Rembrandt ; No. 79, portrait of

Lady Grammont, after Lely ; No. 84, a

mezzotint by Edward Fisher, in " first

state," a fine brown print ; a few works of

John Dixon, in his forcible and dteply-toned
manner; of James Watson, romarkablo for

their colour and gradation of features, Nos.
115, 116; of Richard Earlom, two exqui-
sitely-finished fruit and flower pieces (120,

121) ; of WilHams WarJ (161) ; T. Goff Lup-
ton (188, 189), and a few admirable mezzo-
lints of landscape subjects by George Clint,

Easling, J. M. W. Turner— also a work l^y

John Watts, a powerful artist. The examples,
with the exception of a few landscapes, are

all portraits and figure compositions.

We have only glan ced at a few of the

more striking mezzotints in the gallery. An
examination of them will convince any one
of the beauty and delicacy of this mode
of representation. The very manner the

mezzotint is produced, the removal of the

"ground" by degrees as the half-tints or

the highest lights are required, this being

done by the scraper, and the very few im-
pressions that can be obtained from the

copper-plate, are enough to show the value

of the process in the hands of a tiue artist,

and the great rar ty of fine examples of the

art. Resembling the finest India ink or

sepia drawings, and having, to our minds, a

degree of delicacy in light and shade and
gradation unknown to other kinds of

engraving, the art approaches p.ainting, and
its productions will always hold a high posi-

tion.

ENGINEERING IN SOUTH AFRICA.

SOUTH AFRICA— generally so-called-
consists of the Cape Colony, the

Transvaal Territory, the Orange Free State

(which is independent). Natal, Zululand,

and many other native territories. And
anyone who will take the trouble to look at

a map, and think a little of what he sees,

may obtain a fair idea of the extent of this

vast region ; but, from no book, as far as we
know, can any idea be derived of what South
Africa really is from an engineering point

of view. In times past, hampered and kept

back as it was by forces at once momentous
and vast, it had but little opportunity for de-

veloping its latent resources. For years

native wars have been an in'iuperable enemy
to progress, and were in themselves sufficient

(to say nothing of the anti-progressive

Dutch population) to keep back any country,

no matter what powers of development it

possessed ; but with all these troubles, and
they are greater and more deep-seated than

anyone at home imagines, the Cape Colony

has made great strides. Since the year 1874

several thousand miles of railways have been

surveyed, and several hundreds constructed,

opened, and satisfactorily worked ; and
this is but a mere drop in the ocean com-
pared to what must be done, and for which
this colony is fully ripe. And it came to

maturity in this respect almost (when com-
pared with other countries) before its time

in consequence of one great physical defect.

South Africa has no navigable river. From
north to south cr east to west, wo can't

find one that can float a boat of ten tons for

twenty miles ; therefore all transport is done

(except where there are railways) on common
roads [of the worst description] by bullock-

waggons, and as the great centres of trade

are far up in the interior, such as the Dia-

mond Fields, the Transvaal, &c., the annual

expenditure on carriage is enormous. There

is, therefore, little originality in the sug-

gestion to construct railways whereby goods

can be carried at less than one-half the rate,

and in one-ninth the time.

In 1874 the Cape Government got a Bill

through the Colonial Parliament, authoris-

ing an expenditure of iu.OOO.OOOon railways,

and that sum, and a good deal more, has

been sijentonthe lines now open and in the

last Session of Parliament another Bill was
introduced by the Government for exten-
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Kions, estimated to cost £7,000,000 ; but thoy
afterwards withdrew it for some party rea-

sons, and not that any man was against the

Bill, for every member of the House wanted
to have a railway at his own door.

We will now give a hurried sketch of one
line, from which a general idea of all the
railways in South Africa can be gathered.
The " Frontier Eailway," commenced in

the latter part of 1874, and completed in

1880, is one hundred and fifty-four miles

long, running from East London, a rising

seaport (where Sir John Coode is carrying
out extensive harbour-works), on the Indian
Ocean, to Queenstown, a pretty little up-
country place, situated in a mountain basin
at a height of 3,540ft. above the sea-level.

The country lying between these points is

rich and fertile ; but a great portion of it,

was, until after tlie Kaffir War of 1878, in

the hands of the "Gioka" tribe, ruled by
the famous "Sandilli." The country, with-
out being actually mountainous, is ex-
tremely broken by hills, running parallel to

the seaboard, and at right-angles to the

line. The engineering problem consequently
was, to run from hill to hiU, with the least

possible expense, and by the best line. And
to do this, the engineer was allowed to use
gradients of 1 in 40, and curves of five chains

radii (66') ; the latter of which, we are

afraid, were taken advantage of far too
liberally, for, standing on the top of a hill

commanding a good view, the lino can be
seen for miles twisted and distorted like a
huge snake basking in the sun ; and to give

the reader some idea of its tortuous nature,

we may add that the total length of line,

between i's terminal points, is one-third

more than the actual distance as the crow
flies.

As before stated, the country is fertile

;

nay, more, it is in some districts extremely
rich and beautiful, but for the most part

ill-cared for and badly cultivated ; and the
patches that are tilled are pretty well left to

themselves. Few of the farms are fenced,

and the houses, taking the whole farming
community of South Africa, are poor and
comfortless. It is true the climate is good,

and the people live much out of doors.

We must now return to the railways. AH
lines in the Cape Colony, with one small

exception, are laid to the narrow gauge,
3ft. Oin., with steel and iron rails, 451b. to

the yard, the former only used on steep
gradients and on outside of sharp curves

;

but we hope before long to see this false

economy abolished, and the former metal
universally adopted. Up to the present all

sleepers have been imported from the Baltic,

via England, where they were creosoted

—

or, to be more accurate, supposed to have
been ; but the Government are now taking

steps to make use of the timber grown in

the country, of which there is abundance in

parts ; but we have not yet had an opportu-
nity of judging of its suitability for this

purpose.
Up to the present all railways at the Cape

—except one—have been constructed under
what is called the " Departmental System,"
that is to say, the Government (in whose
hands are all railways) established a "rail-

way department," and appointed Mr.
Charles Hutton Gregory, C.M.G., &c., of

Loudon, the chief consulting engineer, and
ho organised professional staffs for each line

sanctioned by the Colonial parliament, and
sent them out to survey and construct them,

in all 959 miles, which are now practically

completed—and out of this total length

only about 190 miles were constructed by
contractors.

This "Departmental System" has not

been considered, on the whole, a success,

cither by the Government orthepubUo, and,

I am afraid we must add, by many of the

engineers employed. Its failure was duo to

many causes. In the first instance, as soon

as the Bill was passed, the country were

impatient until operations were commenced.
Consequently, the works began before the
surveys were anything likecompleted, and the
final result was that the navvy, with hia pick

and shovel, had to do much that the assist-

ant engineer could have accomplished with
his level and theodolite. Again, we acknow-
ledge it with regret, many of the engineers
employed having had no previous experience
in the actual carrying out of works, gave
prices to tradesmen and navvies—well, to

say the least, that were absurd. Another
cause of the unpopularity of the system, and
perhaps the most serious, is that it gives
scope for peculation of a serious nature ; but
whether it has ever been taken advantage of

or not, we do not profess to know. On the
other hand, much of the work done under the

"Department" is sound and good, and
many of the engineers employed were pos-
sessed of ability and experience ; but, unfor-
tunately, their results were leavened by those

who had no such qualities.

For these and other reasons the Govern-
ment have (we understand) determined to

construct all future lines by contract ; and
wo consider such a determination a wise one,

for we are convinced that the legitimate

duties of a civil engineer do not embrace all

those that fall on a contractor's agent ; and
as an engineer under this " Departmental
System " was so placed, his position was at

once dual and utterly false. If the time
that many professional men are forced to

give to unnecessary reports and endless red-

tapeismwas thoughtfully devoted to their

work, we should not have to hang our heads
so often in shame for the blunders made and
attributed to the profession all over the

world; and, unfortunately, the mistakes of

an engineer differ vastly from those of a
lawyer or doctor. In one case a client may
lose a suit or a patient may die, but in the

other a work is executed which probably
becomes a lasting monument of ignorance
and incompetency, not only to its designer,

but too often to the profession at large.

In a future article we hope to deal with
South Africa as a field for young members
of the profession.

E. H. H. H.

ROYAL ACADEMT LECTURES ON
ARCHITECTURE.*

THE PEDiTCIPLES OF THE AET.

IN my last lecture I endeavoured—and, I hope,

not in vain—to show you what course you
ought to take in pursuing the study of architec-

ture as a fine art. I assumed that you were aU
students, whether of my own branch of art or of

others, and that you would all, if you really

aimed at success, gladly welcome my advice,

even if at times I seemed to demand very much
from you in the way of imagination, of zeal, of

enthusiasm, and, more than all, of industry.

To-night I advance a step further in an attempt

to show you what are the principles of the art

to which some of you are devoting yourselves,

and in which all of you are interested.

Few, I suppose, can doubt that there are true

and false principles in all the arts ; but that they

are more capable of definition in regard to archi-

tecture than to any of the others, is certain, and
this because the absolute truth or falsehood of

an architectural work is capable of demonstra-

tion up to a certain point. But by principles

you must well understand that I do not mean
rides. These last have often been laid down,
with the result that where they have been

obeyed implioitlv, aU life has been most eifec-

tu-iUy stamped out. Such, cy., is the supposed

rule of proportion of columns and their entabla-

tures in Greek and Roman temples. This was
derived from the measurement of some one

example, and the establishment of that as the

model for all others, so that, given the diameter

of your colunm, the rest followed, and, in short,

the rule was not one for designing a good

column, but one for copying exactly a particular

cohunn. There is no pretence for believing that
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such rules ever affected the original arohitccta ;

and the particular features to which they are
appUcd are so different in their projiortiou* in

ancient examples, as to prove that, even io the
best days, there woa great latitude allowed, and
that there was none of the iiuipidity which in tlie

certain consequence of obedience to Kuib arbi-

trary rules. If you want to know how far the
framers of such rules may try to take you, a few
quotations from Soamozzi's *' Mirror of Aruhi-
tecturo" will HufHco. "Here," he says, "in
shown how tho columns follow one another, and
how high every one mast be." " Tho Doric
must be twelve modules and fifty- throe minutes
and a-half high." "The Ionic must bo thirteen

modules high." "The Tuscan arch most lie

three modules and fifty-two minutes wide."
"The impost is twenty-seven minutes high,"
and so on, down to every detail of tho colunm,
its capital and base, pedestal and impost.
Everything " miutt be" of an exact and defined
height, projection, or distance apart.

Ihe principles of tho art of architecture are

as eternal and reasonable aathc so-called "rules"
are arbitrary and ephemeral. It is with tho
former only that wo are concerned to-night.

The most indisputable are those which affect

construction, and they are of universal applica-

tion. The construction of a building must be
good if it is to be a work deserving of our re-

spect ; and by goodness we understand that it

must be (i.) permanent ; (ii.) exhibited rather

than concealed; (iii.) natural; (iv.) suitable to

its purpose and material ; and (v.) it must avail

itself of the latest discoveries and inventions

where it is clear that they are available under
or consistently with the first four conditions.

A few words only will be necessary on each
of these divisions, (i.) Construction mutt be per-

nutnent. In my last lecture I told you that our
respect for old architects was generally in exact
proportion to their respect for themselves and
their work. No architect would willingly, I
suppose, build a wall that was certain to fall

;

but he is hardly less to blame who knowingly
builds one that is sure not to last very long;
who makes it too thin, builds it without sufficient

foundations, or uses a bad quafity or insufficient

quantity of mortar or cement. And as it is

certain that purely temporary building is not
architecture at aU, so that is most likely to be
architectural which is made to last as it were for

ever. Now, to be permanent, a wall must be
well constructed. It must not only have good
and solid foundations, but its weighta must be
evenly adjusted and duly provided for, and its

various openings must be, as far as possible, no
cause of weakness to it. But, according to the

second principle, that construction should be
exhibited rather than concealed, the coverings of

these opeuings ought to be evident and obviously

strong enough for their place. A lintel is a
good thing to use if you can be quite sure that it is

strong enough not to break Id two, but it is not
a good thing if it really does no work, but is

relieved of all weight by a hidden lintel of iron,

or by an arch concealed in the wall above it.

So, also, in good work, the construction of the

exterior should, as far as possible, show the

arrangement of the interior, and you ought at

once to know something about the positions of

the floors, the shape of the roofs, and the sizes

and uses of the principal rooms, merely by
examining the exterior of the building. The
next principle that I have laid down is that the

design must always be natural, that is, proper

to the place, as simple as the case allows, and
not strained or eccentric in its character or detail

for the mere sake of producing effect. And on
this point I cannot do better than by quoting
what Leon Battista Alberti has well said (book

i., chap, ix.) :
—

" Wc ought not to lay out our vhole study in adorn-
ing one part of our building, so aa to leave the rest neg-
lected and homely in comparifton of it ; but let tbcm bear
that proportion among themselves that they ra*y appear
to be an entire and perfect body, and not di*«join***d and
unfinished members. Moreover, in the forruiiig of tbes.;

members wc ought to imitate the modesty of nature. Let
the members, therefore, ba modestly proportioned and
necessarj- to your uses. For all building, if you consider

it well, owes its birth to necessity, was nursed by con-

Tcnienee, and embellished by use. Fleasuie was the last

thing consulted in it, which is never truly obained by
things that are immoderate. Let your building, there-

fore, be such that it may not want any member* which it

has not, and that those which it has may not in any re-

spect deserve to be condemned. Nor would I have an
edifice terminated with even continued lines void of all

manner of variety. Variety is. without dispute, a very

great beauty in everytliingwhen it joins and brings things

together in a regul.r manner,—thines different but pro-
portionable to each other. For, aa in music, when the
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I the treble and the tenor agrees with both,
then arsaes from that varie'y of sounds a harmonising
whole; so the like happens in everything else. Of course,
things mu?t be exroutod according to the approved
practice of men of skill ; but with this caution, that when
xamoua architecU seem by their practice to have deter-
mined this or that treatment of Doric, Ionic, Composite,
or Tuscan, to be the most beautiful of any, yet they do
not tie oa down to follow tht^m so closely as to transcribe
their very designs ; but only stir us up by their instruo-
tioaa to produce something of our own invention, and to
endeavour to acquire equal or greater praise even than
they did."

The natural treatment of the general design
of a building is, therefore, that which you should
always aim at, providing for the requirements of
the building without any violent saciifice for the
sake of mere architectural effect. But such a
principle as tlus has, of course, its limits. There
is a sort of scenic effect which is not to be
obtained so easily in any other way as by elabo-
rately symmetrical arrangements of plan and
building. Few finer examples of this can be
pointed to than Greenwich Hospital, where

—

save for the blank absence of any central object
to which the rest maj' lead up—the effect is

unquestionably stately and impressive in a very
high degree. Another example of the same
class is Bernini's really grand quadrupled curved
colonnade leading up with a vast sweep to the
front of St. Peter s at Rome. Its scale is grand,
and its extent magnificent ; but it overwhelms
the building to which it leads, and, grani as the
idea is, the effect is not perifect, solely, as at
Greenwich, because the central object is not in
itself worthy of such a noble approach. In the
late Genoese palaces you will find good illustra-

tions of the same sort of scenic architecture,
dependent for its effect on stately arcades leading
from terrace to terrace, and in many of the French
and English bouses of the Renaissance there are
somewhat similar arrangements. One wing
corresponds with another. There is a central
porch, and the garden is arranged in reg^ar
terraces, with pavilions or summer-houses at
proper intervals. But if you compare one of the
finer buildings of this class—as, for instance,
Montacute House or Barrington Court—with the
design of, say, Haddon Hall or Magdalene
College, Oxford, where every portion of the
building tells its own story, and is differently

treated accordingly, it is impossible to deny that
the love of stately balance and symmetry may
be satisfied at too great a cost, and that a far
better artist is generally revealed in the
least formal work of the two. However much
one may appreciate scenic architecture, it is

necessary here to be rather discouraging as to
its common introduction. For a long time the
student has been taught that the only possible

good arrangement of a large building is one
founded on this principle. It has been assumed
that all buildings must have a centre and wings
corresponding exactly. If the stables are built

in the guise of a wing connected with the man-
sion by a colonnade, then some use must be
found, at all risks, for a corresponding colonnade
and wing on the opposite side. So, a chapel
and kitchen having to balance each other,

neither can be allowed to tell its true story on its

face, and, in the end, the scenic effect is the one
thing that seems to be thought of. This is not
convenient building, and is consequently not good
art, and the cases iu which it can be ventured
on must always be rare and exceptional in their

opportunities.

The next rule is that the design should be
euitable for the m iterial which has to be used.
This is a practical rule which involves the wise
adjustment of the moans to the end. No archi-

tect should ever quarrel with his materials as

long as he can iusuro their being the best of

their kind. His sole btisines is to take care
that his design is suitable to the material, and
u.sually to that which is nearest to his hand.
Where means are unlimited, or the object to be
attainel is one of monumental character, then
it is right to go far afield at any cost to obtain
the be;jt and most magnificent material ; for the
first step to be taken, if a building is to be
sumptuous, is that the material should be worthy
of the labour that is to be expended on it. And
to gome extent, the material thit is to be used
settles the design of the work. A quarry which
produces enormous blocks of gfranite has scant
justice done to it if the architect who uses it

confiues himself to small blocks of stone. It

leads almost naturally to the use of great
monoliths, than which nothing is more im-
pressive, though there may be no art in the mere
magnificence of eize. A|.'ain, a design suitable

for a stone country would be wholly unfit for one

iu which brick alone could be u:ed ; and where-
ever many marbles could be obtained, the design,
to be natural, must be in every respect quite
unlike anything that could be built in a country
where nothing but a fine and easily-worked
oolite existed, or in one where the only material
was a hard and untractable limestone. Natural
use of his material is, indeed, one of the first
aims of a good architect, and this not only in
the selection of the stone to begin with, but
equally iu the way in which it is worked. If
you use a fine marble for the face of a wall, it

must be wrought very finely everywhere, and
poUshed for the best part of the work. If,
on the other hand, you use a freestone, you may
confine yourself to working the elaborated archi-
tectural features, only leaving the body of the
wall rough ; but you must remember that if your
architecture is to be good or elaborate, you must
begin by working the face of the wall, so that
the whole may be of one harmonious texture.
The size of the stones and their jointing is

equally to be thought of. As a rule, large stones
are only to be used in large buildings ; for the
apparent scale of a wall depends much on the
size of the stones that are used in it. The same
is true if the available materials are brick or
timber. With either of these the whole
structure, every moulding and every detail of
ornament, ought to be different from what they
are in stone. Every material has its own
capabilities, and the architect is bound to use
each in its proper fashion. And here, on this
point of making the best possible use of common
materials, I may give you a quotation from Sir
Henry Wotton, in the conclusion of which I
think we may all very heartily agree :—
" It will, perchance, be said that this doctrine " Iwhioh

he had been laying down] *' touching the five orders were
fitter for the quarries of Asia, which yielded 127 columns
60ft. high to the Ephesian Temple, than for the Spiiits of
England, who must be contented with more ignoble
materials. To this I answer that this need not discourage
us, for I have often at Venice viewed with much pleasure
an ante-porch after th' Greek manner, raised by Andrea
Palladie upon eight columns, the basis of stone without
pedestal, the shafts of meer biick Ijft. thick, and conse-
quently 35ft. high, than which mine eye hath never seen
more stately of stone or marble."

He then describes how the bricks were made,
and concludes,—"which short description I
could not omit, that thereby it may appear how
in truth we want rather art than stuff to satisfy
our greatest fancies."

Finally, the architect must avail himself of
the best as well as of the latest discoveries and
inventions in construction. It cannot be right
to buUdone day with arches everywhere through-
out his wiirk, and on the next to assume that no
such convenient servant as the arch had ever
been discovered. Nor is it reasonable to say,
'

' 1 will use a round arch because I like it, but
though I know that a pointed arch is more con-
venient, and, in some positions, far stronger, I
disUko it so much that nothing shall persuade
me ever to adopt it,"—a sentiment expressed
with the honest frankness of his time by the old
writer just quoted, in the following passage:

—

"As for those arches which our artisans call of the
third and fourth piint, I say these, both for the natural
imbecility of the sharp angle itself, and likewise for their
very uncomeliness, ought to be exiled from judicious eyes,
and left to their first inventors, the Goths or Lumbards,
amongst other reliquea of that barbarous age."

The Pompeian architect who carried the
entablature above his columns on a concealed log
of timber was trying to imitate the work of men
who had been dealing with blocks of stone large
enough to bridge the space fiom column to

column, and there was laudible ingenuity in the
Pompeian' s device, who, having no stone to use,

invented a substitute for it. But to us who
know that such a substitute is not permanent in

its nature, and that there is now a mode of

carrying the wall above by arches over such
spices which may be absolutely permanent, there

is no justification whatever for the limitation of

the Pompeian mode of buildiug.

In modern buildings the greater part of the

construction is concealed, and there is a conse-

quent temptation,—only too often acquiesced in,

—to make it subservient entirely to supposed
convenience. A common instance of this is the

free use of iron as a concealed support in place

of masonry. Our forefathers knew nothing of

such aids to easy planning. When they made
the plan of one floor they involved themselves in

accepting the same plan for the floors above and
below. Walls came above walls, and no little

nkill was required, th'^refore, so to plan the

various floors as to make aU the arrangements

convenient, and yet subject to good and sound
structural conditions. Iu our own time the
temptation to carry walls on iron girders over
voids is too often accepted as a matter of course

;

the ingenuity exercised in planning is diminished,
and tlie structure is less permanent, for a flaw
in the iron, its decay, or the accident of a fire,

mav involve the ruin of a whole building where,
under the old conditions, the walls might have
stood unharmed by such catastrophes. I do not,
therefore recognise such aids to construction as
these as being real and genuine. They are
rather temptations than anything else, and
ought only to be adopted when it is clear that
their use is not opposed to the principles already
laid down. The architect who attempts by con-
cealed construction to imitate a wholly different
sort of work must inevitably fail, for siucerity is
of the essence of good art, and the detection of
insincerity is certain. Even untutored men will
surely perceive that a deception has been
practised, and will resent it. If you have such
magnificent material that you can obtain it in
masses of sufficient bulk, I can conceive no
reason for objecting to the employment of tra-
beated systems of architecture. The vast bulk
of the horizontal block or lintel is in itself im-
pressive

; and if it rests upon blocks of corre-
sponding magnificence, in the shape of monolithic
columns, there are few modes by which the
imagination can be more surely excited . But
the same sort of design executed with small
stones, or with bricks covered with plaster,
never impresses us in the same way, because the
slightest attention discloses the fact that some
unseen mode of holding the work together has
been adopted, without which the whole must
certainly at once collapse. The Mediseval archi-
tect was, Uke the Greek, a frank and sincere
constructor. There was no disguise about his
work. In his hands each stone may be said to
have had its office and to have performed its

duty. And there are few examples more
illustrative of bis feeling than those monuments
and open porches which are so common a feature
in Italian buildings. Here there are four arches
carried on four single shafts,—a sort of construc-
tion which is really impossible. The architect
frankly announces the fact that it is so by the
exhibition of an iron tie across the base of the
arch which ties the whole together, and makes
the whole work, not only possible, but secure.
The modem mode of doing the same thing would
be to continue the columns up above the caps to

support concealed girders. In this way the
evidence of the tie is got rid of, and the eye is

distracted by a feat of construction which, to
those who are not iu the secret, is wholly in-

comprehensible. In good work the external
form is always a translation of the internal

stnictiu-e; a building, if it is perfect, being as

complete an organism as the human frame.
So far, I think you will see that the principles

which are necessary in all good architeuture are

almost beyond dispute. It may be said by
some of you that they are mere truisms. Would
that they were always so accepted and acted on !

It is not too much to say that if they were abso-
lutely accepted and always acted on li ttle more
would need to be taught. The man who never
consented to break one of them would, depend
upon it, have so much character as to make it

certain that the ornaments of his construction,

which convert building into architecture, would
at least have that great force which comes from
simplicity and fitness for their place and work.
His ornament would be that of the construction,

and would not be merely applied in front of it

and without reference to it. His work would be

so complete in itself and in its details that even

as a ruin it would be beautiful. The ruins of the

consummate works of the Greek architects are

hardly less beautiful in their decay than they

were in their perfection. Two thousand years

of neglect have left the Temple of Neptune at

PsBStum as grand and dignified, as well nigh as

beautiful, as on the d ly of its completion, whilst

the Gothic ruin is equally worth studpng, and
just as provocative of admiration as the Greek.

Every part of its construction was useful as well

as ornimental, and the destruction or decay of

parts still leaves what remains instinct with

power and beauty. How different may the case

be : In a R man building you may too often

remove the whole applique face of the archi-

tecture, and the buUding will still stand, but in

such a guise as to give you no sense of per-

miu'-nt beauty ; whilst in a modern building it

is sufticient to lot it fall into decay to see how
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loathsome it liiS been from the first, for that

"calm decay" which seems to give so many
added charms to the Greek or Gothic fragment,
discloses in it nothing whatever that is good, or
pleasant to the eye, or in any sense venerable.

We have next to consider how far, out of the
vast array of facts which the student finds in the

history of his art, some may be selected whi^h
involve the establishment of abstract truths.

And to accomplish this wo must examine the
works of all tihies rather than of one period only,

confident of this, that as all good developments
in art have proceeded from the realisation of

good principles dormant before, so the more
these practices are traced home to the causes or
theories out of which they rose, the more likely

are we to perceive their true bearing.

The first essential of a building is, as we have
seen, that it .-hall bo well built. This is not
architecture. Architecture is the art of giving
" stylo" to building, and, after this, some or all

of the other abstract qualities of Rhythm,
Breadth, Scale, Light and Shade, Mystery,
Repose. "What, you may ask, is "Style"? I
will answer you in the words of one of the most
distinguished of my brethren (M. VioUet-le-
Duc) :—
" Style resides in distinction of form, and is one of the

elements of Lcatity, though it does not itself constitute
beauty. Our sense of style is instinctive. In the midst
of an assembly you distinguish one man among all others.
It ia not beauty which attracts you in Iiira, and yet,
moved by a mysterious influence, your eyes follow him.
If 5'ou have any power of observation, you find yourself
arriving at some sort of explanation of the power he
exercises. It is something in his frame, as well as in his
contour, in his movements and the mpport which exists
between them and his features and expressions. By
degrees you have Jixed ideas as to his habits, his tastes.
his character. It is the first time you have ever seen him,
and you know him not ; but you buiM upon what you see
a whole romance. It is only those who po.-^sess style who
exercise this singular fascination. ftlMukiud is so spoilt
by false education, by infirmities, moral and physical, that
it is not common to find any who really have tliis quality.
But look at animals, and you will lind that they all

possess it. There is never a false gesture, never a move-
ment which does not follow on a want, a de-ire, or a fear.
Animals are never affected, mannered, vulgar. Whether
plain or handsome, they have style, because they have
none but simple sentiments, and si'ek their ends by the
simplest and must direct means. Man, and above all,

the most civilised man, being a very complicated animal,
transformed by an edu ation which teaches him to light
against his instincts, it is almost neces.sary for him to get
out of himself, so to speak, in order to find * style.*

"

Style in architecture is the perfect harmony
between the means and the end, wliich is found
in all the ideas and desires of the highest type
of man. R- fineraent of detail is indispensable

;

largeness and breadth are its mitui-al forms of

expression ; but in certain places it may give
greater grace to the most intricate and deUcato
wort. It is this noble quality which is essential
in good art, and it is as possible to have it in a
building as in a man or a btaet. Tlie essential
condition, you sie, is that your style should be a
true and sensible expression of simple and
abstract principles or rtquh-ements. It has
nothing whatever to do with styles of archi-
tecture, as we call them, for it is possib'e that
every one of these in succession may afford
examples of incontestable style. This, at least,

is clear, I suppose, to all of you,—that a vast
chasm exi.sts betwten architectural designs ; that
some are vulgar, affected, mannered ; whilst
others are natural, simple, and dignified ; and
that whilst the only admiration ever extorted for
the former is that ignorant love of a new thing
which is so evanescent and so little to be re-
spected, the admiration of the latter increases as
they grow older, and year by year becomes more
certain and universal. The popular voice, which
finds something worth loving after an age has
passed since the construction of a building, is as
unerring in the correctness of its judgment as
the supposed approval of a new work is fallible

and to be mistrusted.
The next quality at which we must aim is, like

the former, one which is common to our own and
other arts. The poet cannot afford to neglect
stylo in his work any more than he can venture
to trifle with its rhythm, and a perfect building
has its rhythm as well as its style. It is a
quality very difficult to describe in words, but
in architecture it is an art depending on numbers
and proportions. Some expression caught up,
repeated, balanced, emphasised in succoedinf:
passages, at intervals which are either regular
or regulated, constitutes usually the rhythmical
beauty of a work of architecture. No doubt it

is sometimes secured by direct appliances of

geometrical figures, at others by that instinct for
the beautiful which makes a trained eye go so

near to the figures or proportions which might

be drawn by rule, but to which the charm is

added of something which is fresh, human, and
suggestive in its very departure from exactness.
Take the simplest case conceivable, that of a
Greek portico. Arrange the columns with
perfect regularity and withsut any thought, and
there is no rhythm ; but arrange them so that a
dominant point in the base shall be placed in a
certain relation to another, as, e.g., the centre in

one of the columns or capitals, or in the pedi-
ment, and that the line which connects these
two points be one which, if repeated again, con-
nects other marked features, and you at once
have a simple and admirable sort of rhythm.
Or, tike another case, to prove the point by a
negative. Design a tower, 300ft. in height, and
divide it into twelve equal stages, and you will
have an erection which will have no more
rhythm than the empty sheet has before the poet
has covered it with his rhythmical lines, let
such a tower may possess all the qualities which
I have up to this point included in the condi-
tions precedent of a good piece of architecture.

It may be tolid, simple, suitable for its purpose,
and may even have a certain style ; but not
having rhythm, it is not architecture at all in
any good sense. If we wish to see how the op-
posite affect may be produced, let us see how
Giotto planned the proportions of his tower or
campanile at Florence. My drawing shows yon
this design in elevation. You will perceive that
it is divided into seven principal stages in height.
Of these the six lower are grouped in pairs, and
so arranged by lines of dark marble and string-

courses as to increase in height as they leave the
ground. In the two lower stages, the panels,
being very near the eye, are of the same height.
In the next coupled sttges the upper windows
are one-seventh larger than those below them

;

the fifth and sixth stages are nearly equal, but
the upper one has panels marked with an outline

of sei'pentine one-tenth longer than those below.
Finally, the single story of the upper stage is

equal to two of those below, and crowns with
rare grace this succession of coupled stages which
have gradually led up to it. The diameter of the
tower is the dimension which appears to regulate
the whole scheme, being one-sixth of the whole
height. The gables over the windows are of the
angle whose base is as 3 to a perpendicular of 4
and hypothenuse of 5,^according to the
ancients the perfect triangle, the square of the
hypothenuse being equal to the united squares
of the two sides. But the square or circle seems
to have been the figure mainly used by Giotto
in arranging the lines of his work. In Giotto's

tower I have given you an example which
shows, I think, how conscious one of the greatest
artists was of the use of some definite system of

proportion. It is not possible to give you an
incidental treatise on so large a subject, in the
midst of a lecture which has to embrace so

much in so short a time. But in a few words I
may direct your attention to it, with a view to

inducing you to follow the subj ect up for your-
selves as you have the opportunity. I will take
one only out of many figures which have been
made much of in old times, and this is the equi-
lateral triangle. There can, I think, be but
little doubt that the proportions of the Pyramids
were decided by it. Take four equilateral tri-

angles and incline them to each other to a com-
mon centre, and you have, as nearly as may be,

the outline of the finest among them. The
equilateral triangle has always been one of the

most favourite forms, but e.-pecially was it so in

the Middle Agos. Westminster Abbey and
Stone Church are both designed with its aid,

and M, Viollet-le-Duo has given several French
examples—Notre Dame, Chalons, if I remember
rightly, among others. Old writers frequently

enlarge on the virtues of this and other such
figures to the architect, and though in the use of

many of them there seems to be something
rather empirical, it is not possible to doubt that

they have influenced architects in ahnost all

ages.

{To he eontintied.)

ART-WORKMEN—PAST AND PRESENT.*

By John Roddis.

PROBABLY, no broader example could be

given of that tendency to " think in crowds,"

described by Mill, than the popular favour shown
to picture painting and the singular neglect of the

• A piper read before the Birmingham Architectural

Association (seep. 189).

industrial arts in England during the luitt

hundred and fifty years. Tliis tendency hsa
been so marked, and it* rcsultH have been of such
a very decided character, that it would sot be too
much to say that for every score of EngUsbmen
who could intelligently oriticiiio the point« of a
good picture to-day, not more than one of the
number could be found capable of judging the
real merits of a good piece of enamulliDg,
carving, gem-setting, metal- working, or any
similar art. Every man of average ability
is now expected to know something about
"art," and following the prevailing fashion
the crowds have looked at pictures, until a txlief

has obtained that this particular branch of
art-work covers the whole i<round. Now, if we
look at this fairly, wo shall find that it is a very
remarkable thing, and wh"Uy unlike anything
which has preceded it. At the beginning of the
eighteenth century the art-workmen of England
stood in the very first rank. The true artistic

instinct in the people had survived the long
gloom of Puritanism. The French taste im-
ported at the Restoration made no lasting im-
pression. A little repose after the storm of civil

war was all that was needed to prove that the
arts of England were still alive, not only at the
root but in every branch and fibre. If Esmond
—with those calm thoughtful eyes Thackeray
loved to dwell u^n—had wished to show one of
his old compamons from the Low Countries the
artistic skill of Englishmen, do you think he
would have felt that everything worth seeing
could be found in the studios of the painters ?

No ! Esmond would have known, perhaps,
where some excellent artist in iron was fasbiomng
iron bars into fairy shapes, for the park- gates of
" one Squire Western. And we may imagine
Thackeray's hero whispering to his friend,
" Western is a wild fellow, but, like most of our
country gentlemen, he knows a bit of true art
when he sees it." Then he would have carried
him to the shop of some artist in silver ; and,
having looked in upon the furniture makers and
jewellers, he might have a.-ked his companion,
with all modesty, whether Engli.sh art, in its

widest sense, was not fairly up with the age.
But a fresh change from this whole.-ome state

of things was to foUow—and it came about in
this way. Hogarth was a personal friend of
Captain Coram, founder of the Foundling Hos-
pital, and the great painter's name consequently
appeared in the list of its earliest governors.
Hogarth then painted a portrait of the venerable
Captain and presented it to the Institution,

following up . the gift with the " March to

Finchley," and other works. Then came
Richard Wilson, Allan Ramsay, and many
others, with specimens of their art, until there
was hardly a painter of note in the country who
was not represented at "The Fovmdling." A
visit to this collection of pictures became the
fashionable morning lounge, and the grounds of

the Hospital were daily promenaded by " ladies

and gentlemen of quaUty," in all the pride of

brocaded silk, three-comer hats, gold-headed
sticks, and curly wigs. This enthusiasm
suggested to the minds of the shrewd
painters "a long-felt want," and, in order

to meet that want, they decided to hold an
annual exhibition of works by "the unied
artists," which, under the patronage of
George III., became a Royal Academy of Arts.

It was a strangely slender beginning, but the
want they discovered has been so well met that
to-day the capital of the Actidemy is more than
halt-a-million sterling. With the rise of the
Royal Academy the decline of English art-work-
manship set in. That institution has given such
a vastly preponderating advantage to the pro-
ducers of pictures over every o&er branch of

art-workers, and its example has been so per-
sistently followed by the prorincial art societies,

th.it all otherarts hare withered for lack of light

and nourishment. Formoro than a hundred years
Arcliitecture .suffered from this neglect, and its

fortunes fell so low that it was driven to feed

upon the dry bones of tie "five orders." Ineed
not remind you how strong men at length began
to protest against the shameful state of their

profession ; and, though repelled time after

time by the lofty superiority of the Academicians,
the good fight was carried on bravely, until

English architects had shown that they could
build better edifices than many of their haughty
rivals could even draw. Then the Academy,
after long reflection, allowed that Architecture

was an art, and elected a member of the profession

to their body.
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Having called your attention to these pre-
liminary matters 1 will now proceed to examine
the position iirt-woikracn have held in former
times ; how they have worked, and under what
conditions their various arts have flourii-hed,

commencing witli ^orae of those who a.'8i8ted in

the great revival of art iu Ita'y. It appears to

hive been the rale at that time that a master
should work with a few pupils uudor him—an
average of half-a-dozen pupils, or workmen, to

one master—and when the work was veiy large
several masters were engaged upon it. To us

who arc familiar with '

' Art Compnuies,
Limited," employing hundreds of workmen,
under the direction of men who could not fashion
a bit of gold, silver, glass, iron, or clay into any
artistic shape whatever, this may at first tight

seem very strange ; but, as we look in upon the
old artists in the midst of their work, we sliall

probably lean with a kindly preference towards
their system of working. As an architectural

frculptor, I shall, perhaps, be pardoned, if

I fiibt introduce to your notice one of my
own profession. The name of Nicolo Pisano
rises above all the bright names of the Kevival
like the morning star—he it was, who, finding
the art of sculpture mumDiiilcd, bound in Byzan-
tine cerements, touched the dead thing with his

miraculous fingers and gave it life. Little is

known of earlier days beyond the fact he worked
with his father as a stone-mason. The first

time we are introduced to him as a sculptor he is

working upon the scjffolds at Lucca Cathedral
(1233), carWng the pediment over the north
portal,—a " Descent from the Cross," full of

bold vigour in the compos-ition, and full of error

in its details no doubt, but still such a work as

had not been cut in Italy for nearly a thousand
years. Nearly thirty years after that (1260), he is

carving the famous pulpit at Fisa iu an entirely

new style. He has been ranging up and down
Italy during these years, working here and there,

but mostly where he could find examples of

antique art for stu ly. It is my object to-ninht

to describe n^t works but workmen, or a grtat
deal could be said about the pulpit at Pisa. The
fame of this work brought him a coniinis>ian

from the city of Sienna. Tlie Siennese, emulous
of the fortunate Pisans, would have a pulpit in

their cathedral slill more siJendid. This is the

work duplicated in plaster at South Kensington
—the work that would have been duplic ited for

every great town in Englarid years ago, only
that gilt frame? obscared the vision of those who
should have done it. Pisano signed the contract

for the Sienna pulpit on the 29th of September,
1266, and the bond states that " Nicola with his

men, Arnolfo and Lapo, and, if he desires it, his

3on, Giovanni, shall lome to Sienna in the
beginning of March in the following year in

order to prepare a pulpit for the Cathedral. The
master is to receive eight soldi a day, each of his

4tssistant3 six, and his ton four. The master shall

be allowed to travel four times every year to Pisa

:for fourteen days in order to superintend some
works in the baptisterythere. The columns, and
lions upon which they rest, as well as the Carrara
marble for the whole of the work, shall be
furnished to him." The receipts for payment
are s'ill extant, and end in November, 1268,

showing that the work was finished in a year

and a half. And the fourmen must have worked
like beavers to have done it in the time. The
truth is the four, six, or eight soldi a day had
very little to do with that speed. The men were
in earnest, and gathered delight in their work
just as the labouring bees gather honey in the

roses. To them a dilato^ day wonld have been
a day of wretchednesj. It is a curious fact, as

showing what demand there was the services of

Pisano, that we findhim, in 1273, entering into a

bond of £300 that he would carve an altar for

the Cathedral, Pistoga. A few months later the

work appears to have been in hand, as we find

his receipt for £100 in part payment. Of the

men he took with him to Sienna, Arnolfo rose to

the greatest eminence, and in his turn made a

distinct mark upon Italian art. Leaving his old

master, he went to Naples and entered the service

of King Charles of Anjou, and afterwardi

worked in Rome both at sculptor and architect,

in which latter capacity he was intrusted with
the restoration of the Cathedral at Florence and
many other important works. It is pleasant to

that his good master, Pisano, remained long to

follow the art that seemed to be as life to him,
for in 1288, nearly fifty years after we first saw
himat L'i33a, he, with Iiis S'-n Giovanni, iscir-
ring^ the great fountain in the market-place at

Perugia ; the son greatly improved, but with-
out the tire and vigour of his father.

I regret that in the hour at our disposal I can
do lit'le more than glance at lives of the great
art -workmen. I propose to bring under your
notice this evening, and having briefly looked at

the system under which the CHrvers were woik-
ing at the end of the tliirteenth century, I will

now call your attention to the goldsmiths, and
for this purpose, I think, we shall not do
better than select Benvenuto Cellini. Celliui

tells us that he considers himself to be one of the
most wonderful men in the world, and he insists

thit there must be no mistake about that. He
tells us also that he was bom "precisely the
night of All Saints' Day, iu the year 1500, at

half-an-hour past four," so that «e are expected
not to make any mistake about that matter
fither. His father, he informs u,-", wa.s in great
anxiety as to the sex of the child, and when told

that it was a boy, he could do nothing in the
fulness of his heart but cla.'-j) his hands and cry

"He is welcome! he is welcome !
" and

Benvenuto being the Italian for welcome, it was
decided to call the child Benvenuto, or Welcome
Cellini. "Well, he claims to be a wonderful man,
and he was so. By turns he was gentlu-
hearted as a lamb, or cruel and furious as a
wolf. He rode all the way from Paris to Flor-
ence to assist his sister's children when they
were in distress; and at different times he
killed no less than three men in private quarrels,

besides maiming many others. One day he could
reason with a prescience centuries in advance of
his time, and the next become a prey to super-
stitions that would have disgraced the meanest
intellect iu Central Africa. He made for the
Grand Duchess of Tuscany the most delicate gem
ring that ever graced the hand of a lady; ani
for the Grand Duke he formed the gigantic
bronze statue of Perseus. He partly fortified

Florence, and acted as chief gunner iu Rome
during the siege, killing the Duke of Bourbon
and wounding the Prince of Orange. There-
fore, all things cou-'idered, I think you will

agree with ine thit we may fairly laugh at his

charming self-conceit, and still believe him when
he tells us that he is really a wonderful man.
It was necessary I should mtntion these singular
contraritties in his character, or, otherwise, we
should hardly be able to account for the inf.nito

variety iu his works. These would require a
separate lecture, or indeed a course of lectures,

in themselves, and our object to-night is to look
at the man in his "fhop," as he was pleased to

call the place he worked in. In his memoirs he
says: "Having attained the age of fifteen, I

engaged myself against my father's inclinations

[tiis lather wished him be a musician] with a
goldsmith named Antonio de Sandro, who was
CDmmonly called Marcone. This was an excellent

artist, and a very worthy man, high-spirited,

and generous in every respect. So great was
my inclination to improve, that in a few mouths
I rivalled the most skilful journeyman in the

business, and began to reap some fruits from my
labours." But while yet a boy his fiery temper
brought him into a violent brawl, and the

Council of Eight banished him from Florence.

After a time we find him working for the Bishop
of Silaraan.a, who had employed him to make
a large silver vase. Cellini tells us that his only

assistant at that timo was a little boy. This
work led up to an introduction to the Pope and
further commist-ions. And the young man,
though now but twenty-three, was not content

with fame as a goldsmith; he could not feel con-

tent with that a'one, but would be master of all

kindred arts too. He says : "There was at this

time iu Rome a native of Perugia, of great

abilities, named Lancizio, the only mm that

worked in his branch of the business, which was
that of a seal-engraver. Every cardinal in Rome
has a seal upon which his title is engraved ; it is

made as large as the hand of a child ten years

old, and the title is embellished with a number
of figures. One of these seali well executed
costs a hundred crowns and upwards. I could

not help desiring to rival so eminent an artist,

though this business differs widely from that of

the jeweller and goldsmith. I therefore set

about learning this business, and, though I

found it extremely difficult, was never wearied

by any labour it cost me, but steadily pursued
the objects of gain and improvement. There was
likewise in Rome another eminent artist, a native

of Milan, who went by the name of Caradosso.

Tliii mail worked only in mvdals, engraved with

a chisel, upon thin plates of metal and many

other materials ; he made some Scripture pieces
iu mezzo-rilievo, and figiu-es of Christ, a pahn
long, of thin plates of gold, and of such adjnir-
able workmanship, that I looked upon him as
one of the greatest masters of this art I had ever
known

; and I envied him more than any of the
rest." That admiration of the master, that
grand spirit of tmulation ltd Cellini later on to
excel iu this department of art also, and Pope
Clement eventually made him chief medallist to
the Roman Mint. When he was in his twenty-
ninth year, he says he " opened a fine shop in
the place called Banchi," in Rome. "1 kept
five able journeymen, and besides the Pope's
business did several other jobs, insomuch, that
the shop contained different wares in jewels,
gold and silver to a very considerable amount."
Now, it so happened, that thieves broke into this

shop, from which circui»stance we learn that the
five assistantslivedupon the iiremises with Cellini,

who thus formed a little ai-t community of his
own. This appears to have been a very general
system, and fifteen years later, when Cellini was
employed at tJie French Court by Francis I. , we
find his leading men still domiciled with him.
Indeed, he describes his domestic affairs in

France at some length, and we may, perhaps,
take so much from the di'scriptiou as serves to
illustrate our theme. Writing of his assistants

at that time, he says :
" The first and higbest in

my favour was Asoanio, bom in the kingdom of

Naples at a place called Tagliacozzo ; the second
was Paolo, a Roman, a person of mean birth,

who did not so much as know his own father

;

these two I had brought from Rome, where they
had lived with me. The third was likewise a
Roman, who came from Italy on purpose to enter
into my service ; his name also was Paolo, and he
was the son of a poor Roman gentleman of the
Maccherani family. This young man had made
but little proficiency in the business, but he was
brave, and an excellent swordsman. The fourth

journeyman was a native of Ferrard, whose
name was Bartolemeo Chioccia. The fifth was
a Florentine, named Paolo Micceri." He is also

good enough to give us a \'iew of th.>m all at

work. The king having given Cellini an old

castle for a workshop, resolved to pny him a

visit, and we wiU let the master describe the

circumstance in his own words. '

' As the king
entered the saloon, the first object he iierceived

was myself with a large piece of plate in my
hands, which I had not yet placed, and which
was to make the body of Jupiter ; another was
employed on the head, another again upon the

legs, so that the shop resounded with the beating

of hammers. Whilst I was at work, as I had a
little French boy in the shop, who had someway
or other offended me, I gave him a kick which
di'ove him above four cubits towards the door, so

when the king entered the boy fell against him.

Tlie good monarch laughed heartily, but I was
in the utmost confusion" It was shortly after

this that Cellini made for the French king the

famous salt-cellar, which is without doubt one
of the finest examples of the gold-nuth's art ever

produced by any age or nation. This work was
executed iu fine embossed gold, enriched with a

slight charging of enarae' . Round the base arc

figures in relief representing the four winds and
the hours of thj day. The upper part repre-

sents the surface of the sea, and rising from it

are figures of Neptune and Cyl.ele ; botli figures

inclining a little backward in order to fi5im con-

venient handles. The sea god rests his hand
upon the prow of a ship containing salt—a tribute

from his kingdom ; and the goddess in like

manner rests her hand upon a vase containing

spi;e—a tribute from the earth. This master-

piece of the art is at present in the Ambraser
gallery at Vienna.
We wiU now turn our attention to another

branch of metal-work, and in order to illustrate

it, we will take up an art- workman much less

romantic than Cellini, but certainly not less in

earnest ; I mean Peter Visuher, the great bronze-

master of Nuremberg. Vischer came of a family
j

of clever braziers. It is recorded that his father,
J

Herman Vischer, in H.57 cast the bronze font for
j

the parish-church at Wittenbi rg. But there is
j

nothing very striking about the performance.

People were running pretty much together in an
j

old groove in Germany just then, so far as bronze I

work was coucemed. The figures modelled by
j

Herman were of a certain "regulation" type;

but still they were equal in merit to any other I

production of the kind »t that time. At length!

Peter entered his father's foundry, and taking!

his soul in with him, presently infused such Ufa!
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into the art as spread their fame far and wide.
In HSU the young' man was admitted as a
"master" of liis art, and in 119-4 he was sum-
moned with the carver, Simon Lambcrger, to tlie

court of tlie Elector Philip, then residing at
Heidelberg, in ord r to " assist him vfith his
advice and skill." I^ter was a constant and
enthusia.stio worker, and later on in life it was
his pride to see his five tons working in the
foundry with him. Still happier was he on that
day when his favourite son and namesake, Peter,
was admitted to—What ? To the Church f To
the Bar ? To tlie College of Sur^'cons ?—those
modern bcho la of hunger into which the sons of
successful workers crowd so eagerly?—No. Peter
liad what was to him a greater satisfaction than
all these, for he saw his worthy sou admitted a
'

' master' ' in the tliimble trade. But then we must
remembar that he was a "master," not in the
sense that he sit up in an office with his trade
books around him, while in the factory below a
thousand dies were stamping om everlasting
pattern of thimble from year end to year end.
The rims of his thimbles were adorned with
charming figures and device.^, and pretty legends
in praise of industry. They were works of art,

and therefore he was honoured with t'le dignity
of mastership. In one sense Peter Vischer re-
sembled Pisano, inasmuch as he grew stronger
in his craft every day he lived. From the time
he entered old Herman's foundry, as a boy, life

with him was one steady succession of struggles,
and one unbroken run of victories In his art,

until he finally subdued the stubborn nature of
bronze and gave to the world his famous shrine
of St. Sibald. It is generally allowed that but
one other production in this material can stand
in the same high rank as this shrine, and that is

the work of Ghiberti in his beautiful gates.
There are duplicates of both at South Ken-
sington, but the general public merely gaze upon
them with a vacant eye, seeing little or nothing
of their true beauty, for their minds have re-
ceived no true art-education yet, and Uncle
Toby looking into the widow's eye will serve
their turn much better than anything Vischer or
Ghiberti could do. There is just one other point
I would like to mention about Vischer before I
pass on, and that i ibis singularly unselfishmethod
of business. His castmgs were acknowledged
to be the very finest in Europe. He had no
rival, and few came within reasonable distance
of rivalship. Yet he was always ready to throw
open his foundry and place all the masterly
appliances he had invented at the service of
O'.hers. I think you will agree with me that
this was the action of a man who earnestly
sought the advancement of his art before any
other gain whatever.

I will now as'< you to turn yoxir attention to

the enamellers, and with them we will carry our
subject into England. Enamelling is one of the
few arts we do not inherit from Greece, or any
other ancient nation. In a crude manner it was
practised in different parts of Europe soon after
tha fall of the Roman Empire. Perhaps one of
the most striking examples of its use may be
found in the well known crown of Charlemagne,
the process used being that so well described by
the monk Theophilus. But we have to do with
the later schools, for it was an art that grew,
and almost every century added something to its

worth, until the gathered skill of the ages
appears to have centred in the 16th century at

Limoges. That generous patron of the arts

Francis I., the friend, as we have seen, of Cellini,

understood art-work too well to neglect any
branch of it ; and having seen specimens of

work by Leonard, he at once decided to found a
school of enamelling at Limoges, over which
that excellent workman should act as director.

But—and mark the delicate care of the good
king—at that time Leonirdo-da-Vinci, self-

exiled from Italy, by sheer envy of his mighty
rival Michael Angclo, was eating his great
heart away at the court of the French King; so

lest the proud and sen'iitive Italian should thiak
his great name might be confused with that

other Leonard, enameller of Limoges, Francis
ordered that the latter should be known and
spoken of as " Leonard Limousin," and by that

nam s he is recognised in the annal of artwork-
manship. Limousin, like his royal patron, was
fully alive to the superiority of Italian drawing
and colour, and under this influence improved
liis school until it was in advance of anything of

the kind in Europe,or, so far as we know, in the

world. His portraits too were held in great re-

pute ; notably tln.se of the Duke de Guise, and

Catherine de Medici—the latter is still presoived
in the Cluny Museum. But it transpire 1 later
on that even Limousin, though he had then been
w orking forty , ears, had not done all th»t could
bo done with enamel. In 1G32 Jean Tontin,
who was very skilful in treating tranplucid
enamels, discovered a set of vitiifiiblo colours,
colours tliat would stand the fire without any
change of lints. It was now no longer needful,
in order to produce shadows, to use the black
enamel paste employed at Limoges, and Tontin
rapidly took the lead in his art. He afterwards
became famous as a miniature painter, and join-
ing with Isaac Gribcling, a p linter in crayons,
took pupils, among others Morliere who after-

wards enamelled rings and watches so beautifully
that they became the fnshion. But perhaps the
brightest man of that school was Petitot, a native
of Geneva, who, together with Bordier, wi nt into

Italy to study in the Italian schools and labora-
tories. In this partnership Petitot i)ainted the
figures and Bordier the hair, drapery and back-
grounds. Their j^)int-work attracted great
attention, and Charles I. invited them to England,
where they remained many years. But troubles
overcast the court of Charles, the civil war broke
out, and after the death of their patron they re-

turned to France, where Louis XIV. received
them with great h jnour. Bordier died in IG90,
and Petitot survived him but one yeau:.

{To be continued.)

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.*

AT the ninth ordinary (business) meeting
of the Session, held on Monday, 2Sth Feb-

ruary, Mr. J. Whichcord, F.S.A., President, in

the chair, the President announced, with
reference to the award of the Royal Gold Medal,
that no substituted nomination had been sent

in for the nomination made by the Council ; and
that, pursuant to the terms of By-law LXXVI.,
the vote of the Fellows present at the Special

General Meeting, to be held Monday fortnight,

would be taken by the show of hands on the
name proposed by the Council.

A letter, addressed to the Secretary, was read
from the Science aud Art Department, London,
S.W. , transmitting, for the information of the

Council, the copy of an English abstract of the
principal regulations for the proposed Exhibition

of Fine Arts at Madrid, which has been fur-

nished to the Foreign office by the Spanish
Minister.

All information which may be desired by
intending exhibitors can be obtained at the office

of the Spanish Legation, 12, Queen's- gate Place,

S.W., between the hours of 2 and 4 p.m.
Mr. T. Roger Smith, Fellow, brought forward

the question of the pressure of the existingLaw of

Light and Air upon architectural practitioners,

and offered suggestions as to the rendering
the law less oppressive ; also as to the part

which the Royal Institute of British Architects
might take in forming public opinion, and
promoting legislation on the subject.

Mr. Roger Smith concluded by moving the
following resolution, which was seconded by
Mr. E. C. Robins, namely:—" That the Council
be requested to appoint a Committee of Members
of the Ins' ituto to inquire into the question of the

law of light and air, as it affects buildings, and
to make such practical suggestions with respect

thereto ai may seem expedient."
A discussion followed, iu which Prof. Kerr,

Fellow ; Messrs. C. Looock Webb, Q.C., Hon.
Associate; T. ChatfeUd Clarke, Fellow ; H. Daw-
son, Fellow ; Arthur Cates, Member of Council

;

E. S. Roscoe, Hon. Associate, and the President

took part. The resolution was carried.

RENAISSANCE IN THE CITY.

SEVER.i\Jj new buildings in the Renaissance

style are being erected or have recently

been finished in the City. These works indicate

a rather more English interpretation of a school

of design which had begun to fall into dis-

repute some years ago, when every building of

Classic architecture was more or less a copy of an

Italian palace. In the new buildings we are re-

ferring to, there is a marked avoidance of

• Our reporter was not admitted at the last meeting of

the Institute, and the printed proceedings from which
this report is taken have only reached us on the day of

f^oin^' to press, and arc, in themselves, incomplete— con-
tainiuy no report of tlie'di:iCU3sion.

commonplace columnar ordinances anddctaili;
thus in the now stone ta<j*d6 of the London and
Lancashire LifeCompany'soHlce* inCuruhill, slill

concealed by scaffolding, we perceive a litthi

freshness in the treatment of the windows, whicii
are divided by mullions; the can'ed entabla-
tures and pilasters are bubordioatcd, yet a strict

Classical fueliaj; pervades the oompoaitioii.
Meesra. Colls and Soua are the buildun. In
Lime-street, a bloik of new ofiSoes has been
built, the fronts beiug of stone. The comer
buildings wo refer to are in a French Re-
naissau e manner. Corinthian piLutera are intro-
duced between the bays, but these arc flatly

treated, and the shafts are relieved by shore
ilutings at the base, and lielow the capital* of
pilasters. The carved beads of tlie second-floor
windows, and the entablature and attic, are
designed and executed in a <juieter aud more
Clas.sicul spirit than we somctimCH see. Adjoin-
ing is another row of offices or chambers in a
style partaking of Venetian character, without
coluimis or pilasters, but broad and flat in treat-

ment and marked by some feeling. Below
the windows the panels are carved with
curvilinear ornament of flat character, the
sunk part of the panel being only slight,

but enough to give relief. This kind of
enrichment cannot, at least, be charged with
being commonplace ; we almost tire of rows of

balusters, and elaborate carved scrollwork in
relief is worse, while a little change suggested by
the architecture of the I6tn century in
Belgium or Germany may bo welcome, although
not pure in its origin. In the comer buildinj^

of this row the windows arc wide and have mas-
sive lintel heads supported by small pillars, and
they are emphasised by corbelled balconcttes, and
various other features of Venetian character are
introduced, such as the notched mouldings which
surround the window-bays, and the semi-Gothic
carving round the windows. In Fenchurch-
avenue, two or three new structures of architec-
tural pretensions have been built. We more par-
ticularly notice a stone-fronted block of offices,

with pilasters of slight projection in three stories

.

The ground-story has wide rusticated piers, and
these carry pilasters of much smaller diameter,
while the upper row of pilasters carry nothing,
but stop below a string-course in a meaningless
and objectionable manner. Looking more care-
fully at the features of the building, there is

evidence of refinement in detail, though some
parts, like the pcdimented doorway, show a
strong Queen Anne temper, which rather spoils

the otherwise quietly-treateid fagade. In each
of the buildings we have mentioned, there is a
distinctive character, and an avoidance of the
commoner stereotyped and rather vulgar
features of the style.

POTTERY DECORATION.*

A LITTLE technical guide-book on the
decoration of pottery under the glaze,

written by MissLouise McLaughlin, Cincinnati,

promises to become a popular introduction to an
art now largely practised by amateurs. The
authoress, from a, lengthened experience, is

enabled to give her readers some practical advice

upon the subject of under-glaze painting. A
preparation in drawing isone of the first requisites

to success in the art, and as the authoress says,

there is a foolish notion that anyone, however
incompetent of drawing and ignorant of decora-

tive laws, can paint upon pottery. The pre-

liminary remarks in the little brochure before

us are descriptive of the manufacture of pottery,

the processes of drjing and firing, &c. The
difference between over and under-glaze paint-

ing is pointed out. We may quote a few
passages here :

'
' Over-glaze painting is executed

upon the glazed surface of the finished ware
with vitrifiable colours, having enough flux or

fusible material in their compouition to

cause them to fuse at a comparatively low
temperature, and so become attached to the

glaze. Under-glaze decoration is effected by
the use of colours which contain les-i flux, and
consequently require a higher tempe'.ature for

their fusion. It can be executed either upon the

ware in the "green " state, or, as is more com-
monly the case, in the biscuit. These two
methods of painting differ materially in their

effects. . . . Those who are not practically

conversant with the two methods can be easily

* Pottery Decoration Under the Olaze. By K. Loniss
AIcLacohlix. Cincinnati : Robcit Clarke aud Co.
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misled, and mistakes aro frequently made by
those who !<hou]d know better as to the method
employed in the ease of a piece of ware in ques-

tion. A certain delicacy of tint and firmness of

outline characterises over-glaze painting, which
is easily recognised by experts ; but those who
cannot distinguish between the two methods by
this means, may ascertain to which class the
decoration belongs by looking aslant the sur-

face." Under-glazo decoration is more uniform
on the surface than the other kind ; the painting
itself is more diffiuult, the colours being more
likely to change under the great heat required.

The difficulty of knowing the resulting effect

can only be overcome by repeated failures,

and it is this experience which the book before
us is intended to supply in some measure. It is

admitted that over- glaze painting possesses
greater delicacy of effect and a variety of colour,

Uiongh the under- glaze is the most artistic and
efiective, and seems to be the most rational

method of applying the decoration.

The colours for painting under the glaze are
prepared from metallic oxides, and are fewer in

nimiber than those employed in the other
method, being confined to colours which will

stand a high degree of heat. These are named,
as well as the fluxes used ; and the author
speaks well of the finely-ground French colours
manufactured by M. Lacroix. A list of the best
of these which have fired well are given, and
will be of service. The English carmines are
said to be very satisfactory, and the Victoria
green of the Worcester colours is specially com-
mended, as a light green which stands well.
Phillips's English colours are also well spoken of,

especially his Mazarine blue.

The method of decoration described is sai 1 to

be similar in its effects to the Haviland or Limoges
faience, and the chief feature of tho process,
according to the writer, consists, not in the glaze,
but in use of clay, which is mixed with colouring
oxides capable of bearing a high degree of heat
and which gives body, producing an impasto in
the painting. The operation has the nature of

both paintiu^r and modelling as " the high lights
may be laid on so thickly as to produce actual
relief." The entire secret of the method consists
in the use of clays as a vehicle or body for the
colours, a mixture of those partaking of the
qualities of both yellow and red clays being con-
sidered tho best. This clay is dissolved in water,
and should be made a Uttle thicker than the
diluted clay called "slip." Ware in a " green

"

state, moist from the moulder, is recommended,
and a hea\y impasto treatment produces the
richest effect. To prevent the applied clay from
cracking in drying, care is necessary to lay on
diffeient layers of the same consistency, or to
have the body of clay moist. We have no space
to follow the writer in tho directions given for
paiutlng a vase, which will be found clear and
Buffic'ent, the chief aim of the painter being
directed to obtain a good even ground of two
coats, so as to cover the ware, and to lay on
the decorative design, beginning with the middle
tint next the shadows, and lastly, laying on the
high lights so as to give relief. Some remarks
on " drying," modelling in relief, incising and
car^-ing follow, and the handbook will be found
a valuable help to those who are desirous of
mastering the difficulties in the way of this
pleasing artistic handicraft.

THE VENTILATION OF DWELLING-
HOUSES.*

ANOTHER edition of this treatise has been
brought out, and the author of it, Mr.

Frederick Edwards, jun., known as the author
of "Our Domestic Fireplace," and other works
on kindred subjects, while deprecating the slow
and tardy recognition he has received from a
section of the public press, enters afiesh into the
discussion, and p isses in review the systems of
ventilation and warming which have been
rocently brought forward. On the publication
of tho first edition wo expressed our opinion on
thj merits of Mr. Edwards' treatise, and, there-
fore, we may confine ourselves in the present
notice to a brief alluMon to the principal sugges-
tions the author has now to offer. Since the
appearance of the author's first edition, the
subject of ventilation and warming has become

•Tlie Vmtilationof DwelUnff Hou»e«, and the Utili-
fiation of Heat from Open Firepl»oee, &c. Second edition,
renwl. By FsEnKRicK Eowahds, jun London: Look-
mans, Oreen, and Co.

a pet one with sanitarians, and the literature of

it has largely increased.

Mr. Edwards's book is essentially a practical

guide, and the author is content with describing
and commentiing on the merits and shortcomings
of the numerous theories and patents rather
tlian propound a new theory of his own. And
it is really this view of the question that com-
mends itself to the practical man, for it must be
acknowledged that since Drs. Reid and Arnott
wo are in possession of all that is valuable in the
theory of the subject, the chief question being
the best mode of applying our knowledge to

existing circumstances. Mr. Edwards's im-
provements are based largely upon the sound
principles which Dr. Reid ami Dr. Arnott
were the first to introduce into this country,

namely, the control of tho draught in the

chimney flue ; he further recommends a
supply of fresh air from an external
source to every fireplace, so that we
may not depend on a mere chance supply by
doors and windows. In his preface, he says,
'

' In most modem grates, the principle of slow
combustion, which he has been recommending
for twenty-five years past, has been intro.hieed

in some form or other. . . . The principle of

heating a large number of houses from a single

powerful furnace, which the author discussed in

the previous edition of this book, has not been
introduced in this country, but has been intro-

duced in America." The author further alludes

to the unnecessary discharge of air through our
chimneys, in some cases amounting to as much
as from 20 to 00 thousand cubic feet of air per
hour. This air is drawn from a variety of

sources, through doors and windows, from
the basement ; it descends unused and short

chimneys, comes up escape-pipes, and even
drains and sewers. These evils, ho contends,

may be effectually dealt with by amendments
to the Building Acts, which shall require

properly- constructed register doors to check
draught, and a compulsory admiss-ion of

fresh air, from an external source, in con-
nection with every fireplace. By these two
improvements the following advantages are

secured :^" (1) Economy in fuel
; (2) An

absence of draughts
; (3) Absence of closeness

;

(4) Absence of smoky chimneys
;

(o) No rush of

air from the basement, with smell of cooking,
&c.

; (6) Attic floors and small rooms, with short

chimneys, easily warmed, and perfectly habit-

able
; (7) The chance of the entrance of foul air

by escape-pipes reduced to a minimum." No
one can question the soundness of these prin-

ciples, which the author thinks should receive

the attention of the Legislature, and not be left

to individual caprice.

In the second chapter of the work, the author
describes a variety of appliances for ventilating

dwelling-houses ; these are divided broadly into

those which provide for the entrance and those
which provide for the exit of air, but the prin-

cipal of these are too well known to the architect

to require repetition. Perforated zinc, air

bricks, sliding valves, louvre ventilators, and
the kinds known as Sheringham's, T. Boyle's,

Cooke's, and other forms of window-sash and
door ventilators, are illustrated. Many of these

are simple and self-evident forms of inlet, others

like the " sun burner" system of ventilating, are
revivals of old plans. Mr. Edwards combats the
notion that a high-level admission of fresh air

is more liable to contamination before it is in-

haled than when introduced below ; as regards
the contrivances for admitting air, those which
distribute the air are undoubtedly the best ; and
the author names Lockhead's Cooke's, Boyle's
Blake's, &o., as preferable to many others.

Speaking of ventilators, he says, "If a
ventilator to admit air in raodente quan-
tity be provided to every window, if an
open fireplace be used, and tho chim-
ney bo otherwise turned to account, and
if gas be only used along with effective

means for removing the products of combustion,
there can hardly be reasonable grounds for sup-
posing that the chambers of our dwellings will

not be as well ventilated as existing circum-
stances will readily permit." The author's
remarkson the ventilation of basements, kitchens,

ground-floors, bedrooms, and other parts of a
house, are useful, though tho suggestions con-
tain little which the architect who has any
knowledge of the principles of ventilation, would
not readily a;.'ree with. The use of Sheringham's
or some other kind of inlet to afford a supply of

air to the fireplaces, without allowing them to

draw on other questionable apertures, is too
self-evident to reqtiire notice, and the same may
be said of the value of checking or regulating the
air up some chimneys by the use of registers, so
as to prevent down-smoke in others. For bed-
rooms we think the air is better admitted through
an inner wall than direct through an outer wall,
as between the upper anc lower sashes ; and gas-
burners ought to have some provision like the
ventilating-lamp, for carrying off the products
of combustion.
We pass to the second part of the book, which

treats on warming, and in this division of the
work we find the author more at home. The
various schemes for getting rid of smoke are
discussed, and many sensible remarks are made
upon them, into which we have no space to enter.
The author shows very obviously how we may
bum bituminous coal in our open fireplaces with
little smoke, and the principle he adopts is simply
a modification of the well-known plan of Dr.
Arnott. Everyone will admit the sunk ash-pit
was objectionable, and the contrivance compli-
cated, though all will acknowledge the sound-
ness of the principle. Mr. Edwards's grate re-
tains the best features of this grate, and is illus-

trated. A sort of blind or shutter to move up
and down in front of the burning coal is substi-

tuted, the ash-pit is dispensed with, and a neat
front is the result. The author enters into the
question of fireplaces and smoky chimneys pretty
fully, and quotes Captain Galton's figures bear-
ing upon the rate air passes through the chim-
ney, which give 4 to C cubic feet per second, or
14 to 20,000 feet per hour as passing up an
average chimney with a fire burning.
Mr. Edwards docs not claim to have done more

than point out the grievances of the smoke
nuisance under which we suffer, and the waste-
ful expenditure of our fuel. He shows that our
chimneys dii'charge an enormous quantity of air,

drawing their supplies from tho worst sources,

and that the remedy for this, applicable to

existing houses, is, first, to check this enormous
passage of air through our flues by a " rege-
lating regLster," which may bj clobed more or

less by means of a handle in tho room under
complete control. A diagram of this regulator
is shown, and its advantage is, that it can be
operated without blacking the hands. Secondly,

a systematic introduction of fresh air, without
draught, is necessary, to accomplish which the
author proposes the air to enter warm, near tb e fire-

place, in winter, instead of traversing our rooms.
The plans indicated show openings over tho
grate, or a ventilating grating at the top, with
a warm-air chamber behind the fire. Preferably
he " adopts the system of admitting fresh warm
air by carrying a smoke-flue from the gr.ite to

the ceiling with a warm-air channel around it,

and to allow a second supply of fresh warm air

to enter the room below the ceiling, through an
open grating." This utilisation of waste heat is

alleged to be a distinct improvement on Captain
Galton's system. We cannot follow the author
further, though the remarks on utilisation of

waste heat are in the main true, and may be
accepted as a fairly representative statement of

the question ; and, on the whole, Mr. Eelwards'

work may be read with profit by members of the

profession, and those interested in the great

question of the economy of our heating arrange-
ments.

NEW BOARD SCHOOLS NEAR
HARROW-ROAD.

LAST Saturday afternoon the Architectural

Association paid a visit to the new Board
Schools situated in Beethoven-street, on the

Queen's Park Estate, Harrow-road. These
schools have recently been erected from the

designs, and under the supervision of, Mr. E. R.
Robson, F.S.A., architect to the London School
Board, the contract having been taken by Mr. W.
Downs, builder, of Walworth-road. The design

is based on what has been called tho '

' central hall

principle," and tho buildings occupy a square
area of some extent—a plan which, while it

allows of many advantages in oue-storied

buildings, admits of adoption only where a large

area of land can be obtained.

The ground-plan resembles in shape the letter

X the hall forming the central block, the olass-

rooms being ranged on each side paraUel thereto,

and also occupying the principal front and back

blocks. One-half of these are for girls and Uie

other for boys, each side having two entrances

placed in the angles. Four class-rooms (each
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29ft. X 20ft.) are thus arranged en suite at each
end of the hall, and these form the principal
blocks front and back. The (•la.sB-rooraa are
Boparated by wooden jjartitions with Bliding par-
titions. Entering by one of the four comer
entrances, there is a plain tiled lobby with iron
scraper, a cloak-room fitted with racks for hang •

ing on one side and with ample moans of venti-
lation, also a lavatory ; we next come to the
graded schoolrooms, floored with wooden blocks
laid hening-bone fashion, and having a raised
stepped platform for desks. These rooms are
commodious, well ventilated by ceiling out-
lets with flaps, and lighted by large windows
with tho usual School Board wiudow-sashes
below, and with easements above a transom,
the latter opening inwards by means of Elsley's
patent
We next enter the hall, which is 65ft. long

by 30ft. wide, lighted cliiefly from an upper raised
longitudiii.il skylight. The roof of the hall is

constructed in one wide span, which includes
the oliiss-rooms on either side, the main rafters
being continued over the side-walls of hall, and
the whole forming one wide slated roof on the
oatside, relieved only by the centre skylight of
hall. An economical construction is obtained by
this plan. The principals to the hall are plain
fir, stained and varnished, and tied together by
iron tie-rods. The lateral class-rooms open into
the hall by wide revolving shutters, fitted with
an adjusting screw by G. Stevens, of GosweU-
road. Boyd's stoves are provided for heating;
there is a gallery at one end, and the floor is

laid with wooden blocks. The walls are painted
and coloured above a high dado, which is of
a reddish chocolate colour. Deal desks made by
Mr. Lasoellea are fitted in the school and class-
rooms.
The infants' school forms a separate building

on the girls' side of the site. It is a plain brick
building of paraUelogrammic form, divided by a
longitudinal wall. On one side are school-rooms,
each S.^ft. by 24ft.,with a class -room between and
a " Kit dergarten" gallery is fitted up in each

;

between the school- rooms are sliding partitions
by which the three rooms may be opened as one
for assemblies. On the other side are babies'
rooms and cloak-room between ; the former have
galleries at the comers, and are well lighted and
ventilated. Isolated closets are built at each
end. There is also a small lodge for a caretaker,
near the entrance to the school-ground. The
external features are plainly but effectively
treated, malms being used for the outside walls,
relieved by quoins, window-d ressings and string -

courses of red brickwork neatly pointed, the
characteristic style of the Board School having
been followed. We understand Mr. Robson has
adopted a separate system of drainage, the rain-
water and sewerage being kept quite distinct.

ON A COMMON BUT VITAL ERROR IN
THE CONSTRUCTION OF SICEWED
ARCHES.*

By Edwaed SAira.

IN the arrangement of a railroad we must often
cross other routes or streams obliquely ; thus

skewed arches become a necessity to us. The
construction of a skewed arch, however, in-
volves a considerable knowledge of solid geo-
metry. Now, in oar school estimate, he is a
great geometer who has mastered Euclid's first

tlirce books ; he who knows the sixth is a prodigy.
Yet Euclid's six books form but the first chapter
of geometry proper; they are only the skim-
mings of the surface. Hence the average engi-
neer shrinks from attacking the problems con-
nected with tho tkew ; struggles through them
with doubts, leading sometimes to disaster ; or,
in despair, has recourse to the trussed girder.
Not those of geometry merely, tho laws also

of sta'ics have to be considered ; these laws,
bearing as they do upon our every-day life, are
ignored among our pedagogues. It is more
praiseworthy to know the name of the centurion
who first crossed the Rubicon, than it is to
understand the action of a pair of common
scissors. Hence the grossness of our ignorance
of common things. We have had, in reference
to the arch-stones of a skew, discussion after
discussion in which, the law of stability is never
once advetted to. Hence, besides seeing the
skew sometimes placed unsuitably to the road-
ways, we invariably see the courses so contrived

• Read before the Eoyal Scottish Society of Arts, 28th
February, 1881.

as to offend oven tho commonest perception of
the proprieties of building.

In building a hou.so on a hill-slope wo do not
lay the foundation-stones flat on the ground and
pile tho coursesparallcUy upon them. An ordinary
navvy knows how to dig the foimd level, and the
youngest mason's apprentice knowshow to try the
phmunet on it. It is an easily -perceived and
well-known law of structure that the resisting

surface should be squared to tho direction of the
pressure applied to it. If the surface be placed
obliquely, we know that there must be a
tendency to slide, which tendency can only be
resisted by the roughness of the surface or by
the stickiness of the mortar ; and we know also

that, if the obliquity be too great, both of these
may fail to prevent the sliding. Hence the
maxim that in a properly-arranged structure
each resist ing surface or bed should lie square to
the pressure applied upon it.

Now, in every arch, whether oblique or not,

the pressures must be from one abutment to the
other : hence their directions must be in vertical

planes parallel to the length of the road ; while
they must be inclined according to the curvature
of the arch.

At the crown of a skewed arch, then, where
the direction of the thrust is horizontal, the
course of the arch-stone must be square to the
line of road, and consequently oblique to the
crown line. Now, if we place an arch-stone so

on the crown liue of the centring, its ends must
descend either way on the sides : as we descend
the inclination of the line of pressure changes,
and the question presents itself. How are we to

shape the course, so that at all places it may
cross the line of pressure perpendicularly ?

The architect, or, as he prefers to call him-
self, the engineer of the bridge, settles the
matter at once ; he makes the courses of one
breadth all along like the thread of a common
screw, and he perseveres in this arrangement to

the very abutment ; he has made no inquiry as

to whether the conditions of stability be thus
satisfied.

The merest glance at the result of this pro-

cedure is enough to show that everywhere,
except at the crown line, the bed or resisting

surface is oblique to the pressure upon it ; and, as

you see from the example before you, the obli-

quity increases as we descend upon the arch

;

and it must necessarily be so. The mark of

each stone upon the sofit is a quadrangle, none
of whose comers is ri ht.

The actual buildi. ,' of tlie arch is begun at

the abutment, and t: j very tirst operation, that

of preparing the abutment to receive the first

\ oussoir, tells us that we are wrong, fov we are

dressing the bed obliquely, not to the plummet,
for with that we have at present no concern ; but
to the line of pressure, as indicated on the cen-
tring. Our very drawings tell us this. The
engineer, however, complacently lays the stono

down, and proceeds to build upon it in the same
faulty way. He does not perceive that he is

building a house on the hill- side, with the foun-
dation and courses parallel to the ground. The
placing of the crown-stones square to the road
was a faint admission of the true principle, to be
disregarded everywhere else.

It is not to be wondered at that structures so

put together and subjected to the tremor of

passing trains, should come into disfavour. Were
it not for the cohesion of the mortar and its

gradual hardening by carbonisation, skewed
bridges built in this way would inevitably
tumble.
Beginning from the crown, let us trace what

ought to be the course of one of the beds. Set-
ting out square to the liue of road, and descend-
ing upon the curved surface, it crosses one of the
lines of pressure, one of the sections of the arch
by a vertical plane parallel to the roadway ; it

should cross this line of pressure perpendicularly

;

and this condition serves to determine its fonn.
It is thereby required that the thickness of a
course should decrease as we go down, being in

all cases proportional to theeo-ineof the inclina-

tion; thus, in the case of a ciicular arch, the

thickness of the course at 60° from the crown
should only be half of what it was there.

From this definite geometrical law, which
indeed is the translation of the mechanical one,

we are able, whether the arch be circular or

elliptical, or of any other form, to compute the

details of the structure so arranged that the
resisting surface shall everywhere be square to

the direction of the pressure. In this way, since

there is no tendency to sUde, the whole strength

of the cement goes to augment tho stability of
tho structure.

There does not appear to lie anything very
difficult or incomprehensible in lliis law; nothing,
surely, bejrond tho capabilities of those who
claimto write " Civil Engineer" after their names;
and yet it does so hapt)cn that not a single
skewed arch, so far as I have learned, has bceu
built in Britain, embodying this easy but india-
pensable principle.

Ah ! but, we shall be told, this is a new prin-
ciple never before heard of. Who is to bo blamed
for not having put in practice what was im-
known ? Softly a little. I ask you to turn to
tho first volume of the Tranaactiam of our Society,
or to the Civil Engineer and Architect's Journal
for July, 1840, and there you wUl learn that the
whole of this doctrine was fully explained and
published six-and-forty years ago. That is a
long while for a true principle not to make ita

way, but to make no way among those who are
the most deeply interested in knowing and apply-
ing it.

The other side of the centring before you
exhibits the proper arrangement ; which, besides
that of giving all the stability attainable, baa
other and important advantages. Firstly, it

recognises no limit to the angle of skew.
Secondly, aU the arch stones, except those at the
ends of the courses, are approximately rectangu-
lar. Thirdly, the variety in their thicknesses
makes the contract with the quarry-master much
more easy.

Unfortunately, this law is expressed in the
form of what is called a differential, which has to
be integrated to be made of use ; while the
differential and integral calculus is but rarely
glanced at by our engineers. Yet this calculus,
the calculus of infinitesimals, is so elementary in
its nature and so all-pervading in its uses that,
without a knowledge of its essential principles,

no one can understand how to measure the sur-
face of a sphere, how to teU the circumference
of a circle, or even how to compute the solidity

of a pyramid.
I ^^

THE FRATERY, CARLISLE CATHEDRAL.

THE refectory of the Austin Canons at
Carlisle, now known as the Cathedral Fratery,

is the subject of an article in the Saturday Reriew,
in which Mr. G. E. Street's work of restoration,

now being completed, is defended against tho
charges made by the anti-restorationists. The
Fratery is erected parallel to the church, on the
southern side of the now-destroyed cloister-

court ; it is of Decorated character, but the large
traceried windows on the south side, and
the alterations about 1484, have given it the
appearance of a 15th-century building. It stands
on a vaulted undercroft of six bays, and measures
79ft. by 27ft. Patched up and Italianised by
Machell, the clerical reviver of Classical architec-

ture in the diocese of Carlisle, the hall had been
divided into three apartments, new floors and
ceilings had been introduced, and eveiy early
feature had been mutilated or destroyed. Mr.
Street has thrown down the partition walls and
opened out the whole apartment, with the excep-
tion of the eastern slype, and it is to be con-
verted into a muniment room. The jamb and
ba.se of tho original doorway, c. 1300, which
had been replaced by Prior Gondiboutne by
another, which in its turn had perished, have
been discovered by Mr. Street, and are being
rebuilt on the old lines, exactly reproducing
the beautiful mouldings. This door wUl be
approached by a short flight of steps, and pro-

tected by the restoration of one or more bays of

the destroyed cloister, of which the foundations
have been dug up. The plaster ceiling and
modem roof of the hall have been replaced
by a semi-hexagonal coved ceiling, with tic-

beams and king-posts. Machell's square-
headed windows, with central muUion and
transom of the familiar Cambridge type, which
were being crushed by the decay of the wide oak
lintels, have been removed. Some 1 Ith-century

niches, which had been used by Machell to block

up the small 14th-ceutury windows above the

cloister-roof, have been placed in their original

position above the high table. The external

walls, of soft red sandstone, have been carefully

restored, the string-courses being renewed wher-
ever traceable ; and the beautiful reading-pulpit

on the south side, with its exquisite panelled

ceiling, seat and water-drain for the reader, has
received attentive treatment. AVhen the resto-

ration is finished, Carlisle Fratery wiU, accord-
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ing to the writer in the Siiliiniai/, exhibit the

moat perfect example of a Mediiwal monastic

refectory to be seen in England.

A XEW DISCONNECTING TRAP.

MESSRS. JAS. STIFF AND SONS, of Lam-
beth, are manufacturing a newly-invented

•waste-water trap, called the " "Weatherly Dis-

connector Trap," which comhiries in a con-

venient and easily-accessible form a siphon trap,

a waste-pipe, a grease trap, and an oi)en yai-d

gullv, which we have pleasure in laying before

our readers. It c m be placed in any convenient

position outside the house, wherever a waste-

pipe discharges. The trapmay be best described

by the accompanying section. A B is a siphon
or inlet into the outer

end of which A, the

waste-pipe, is intro-

duced. It has a deep
water - seal, and the

discharge end, B, is so

turned into the gully

that no dirt can clog

the siphon, nor can the

slop-water be forced

up through the gra-

ting E E. The end
B is also made large

enough to admit the hand, so as to re-

move an obstruction, should any occur. The
exit pipe, C D, by its dipping into the gully,

becomes a second trap, affording a good water-

seal, and any gas from the sewer end D, which
may pass through the lower trap, finds an easy

and constant escape through the open grating

into the air, so that double security against

effluvium is obtained by this means. Grease iiiid-

ing its wav into the trap will float on the sui'taoe

of water, t", and can be removed by taking off

the iron grating. It will be seen that the

Weatherly trap is simple and effective in

operation ; it contains nothing likely to get out

of order; there is no chance of its overflowing;

the double trap and open grating are both safe-

guards against the admission of any sewer air into

the house, and as the traps are distinct and inde-

pendent, the foul gas can exert no pressure on
the inuer and upper siphon. As we have per-

sonally inspected the trap, we can safely recom-
mend )t to the profession as an economical sub-

stitute for other costly and elaborate contrivances

designed to effect the same object. The whole
trap measures, internally, lOin. by 9in., and
16iD. in depth. The inlet, A, is 2in. diameter,

B is 3Jin , and D is 4 Jin. diameter. There is

nothing to corrode, as the entire trap is manu-
factured of glazed earthenware, and its price,

complete, with iron grid, is only 12s. 6d.

The " Weatherly trap " does in a simple man-
ner what dozens of elaborate " interceptors " do
in a more complex way : it breaks off the con-

nection between the waste-pipes from our sinks,

lavatories, and baths, and the sewer, and carries

out a principle that has been universally ac-

cepted by aU scientific sanitarians. We have
lately spoken of the absolute importance of

applying such principles in the most direct and
least costly manner, rf architects are to benefit by
appliances, and the Weatherly trap seems to be
a tmiely introduction. It can be simply set in the

ground as a box, and the connections made, and
does not require brickwork. We may add that

the trap has been lately commended by Professor

Corfield, M.D., at the Parkes Museum of

Hygiene.

edge, the former bending and adj usting itself to

the inequalities of the glass, so that a firmer hold,

added to a more water-tight joint, is the result.

By the aid of the accompanying sections these

features and the principle of the bar can be
readily comprehended. No 4 shows a light zinc

or copper bar formed by uniting a top and bottom
"putty substitute," making a neatly-finished

moulded rib for general roofing. The chief

feature, as before hinted, is the form of the

metal and its relative position with the surface

of the glass. Mr. Fletcher's bar, it will be seen,

instead of holding the glass in a few points

tightly by making the metal grip the glass at

right angles, curves the metal so that its sur-

face presses uniformly upon that of the glass,

and follows any iui qualities in it from end to

end, thus avoiding the objections of partial grip

or looseness and ribration of the glass,

Another advantage claimed for Mr. Fletcher's

system is that should '
' any moisture from con-

densation or otherwise become frozen between
the metal and glass, the force of the expansion
of the water in freezing -will lift the metal
rather than break the glass, so that when the

ice thaws the metal will resume its position

upon the surface of the glass." No. 6 shows a

company intend to develoi^ the architectural

branch of their business in the manufacture of

features and details. Trusses, capitals, mould-

ings, ornamental panels, balustrades, form a

large class of the articles manufactured, and

from our examination of some of the inodelled

work, we have little hesitation in saying the

clays procurable are capable of being modelled

into every useful variety of architectural or

modelled ornament. Mr. F. Barker, member of

the late fiim, and formerly a Liverpool contractor,

takes the position of managing director, and Mr.

E. Griffiths, of 44, Finsbury -circus, is also on

the directorate.

FLETCHER'S PATENT METAL SUBSTI-
TUTE FOR PLTTr.

WE have this week examined a new mode
of glazing horticultural and other build-

ings, the principal object of which is to give a
secoire fixing for the glass without putty. One
objection made to some systems is that the zinc
bars do not fit closely to the glass throughout its

whole length ; the rebates or clips which take
the glass are usually made rigid, and as they
grip or hold the glass at oiJy a few places where
they happen to touch the uneven surface of the
glass, they are liable to crack and split it, be-
sides letting water through. In Mr. Fletcher's
patent "Metal Substitute for Putty," the zinc

or copper bars are so formed as to hold the glass

in a less rigid manner ; instead of the metal
being bent at right angles to the glass, holding
it as in a vice at a few points, the surfaces of

metal and glass a:c in close contact along the

section with a galvanised iron cere combining
increased strength and rigidity with the " sub-

stitute " and admirably adapted for large roofs.

The "metal substitute" can be adapted to any
form of glazing bar in wood or metal, and it

has undoubted advantages for skylights which
are so exposed to the sun that the usual putty
joint quickly becomes biittle or rotten. For
skylights the "substitute" would be used on
the top only in place of the putty. Mr.
Fletcher indeed docs not claim as his invention a

new metal bar, but rather a method of applying
metal as a fixing for sheets of glass to ordinary
bars. As the metals used are not corrosive, no
painting is required, while the ease and facility

with which the glass can bo introduced enables

Messrs. Fletcher, Lowndes and Co., of West-
minster, to undertake contracts at a considerably

less rate than those for roofs glazed upon the
ordinary systems. The "substitute" can also

claim to be a little less unsightly than the putty
joint, and being of a moulded form will com-
mend itself to architects aa a neat form of bar
for glazed roofing.

TOTLEY TERRA-COTTA.

ANEW company is being formed to develop
and carry on the terra-cotta, fire-brick,

pipe, and tile works at Totloy, near Sheffield,

hitherto conducted by the firm of Chadwick,
Barker and Co., and, from an inspection of the

terra-cotta manufactured, we believe with a fair

prospect of success. The specimens of paving-
tiles we have examined in white, red, and other

colours are hard and true in shape, and of a

quality leaving little to be desired. Stable

bricks and gutters, copings and curbs, lidge

tiles, ornamental tiles, crestings, chimney-tops,

&c., are among the more usiful class of wares
made besides sanitary goods ; but wo find the

BTHLDING NEWS DESIGNING CLUB—

A

VILLAGE INN AND SHOPS.

WE have received for this subject a large

number of creditable designs, some in a

IGth century half-timbered style, and many of

Jacobean character. The chief fault we find is

the extravagant pretensions of some of them,

and the large comer inn with rooms that would
suffice for the wants of many a suburb to an
important town. (1) "Veronese" has been

happy in treating in a rather picturesque French

fasliiouthe comer inn and shops, andincombiiiing

brick and stone and timber with much artistic

breadth, though we might accuse his design of

a little inconsistence and whimsicality in parts,

as the shallow corbelling of the upper floor,

corner windows in the tower, the small jjublic

entrance doorway, the cornice over dormer win-

dows, the brick interpolation generally.

In the plan there is much that might be im-

proved. The position of the bar is central, but

it is hardly near enough to the kitchen for Ufcful

service, and its lighting sometimes would be

rather doubtfid. The public entrance porch is

awkward, and the tap-room at the comer could

only be reached by passing through the bar,

which would be inconvenient. On the other

hand, there is a degree of compactness andsnug-
ncssinthe aiTangement. There are two entrances,

the private part of house is tolerably well cut

off from the public, and the bar is sufficiently

screened from the entrances as not to be

draughty or obtrusive. A bar-parlour 14ft. by
9ft., a tap-room 17ft. by 13ft., a snuggery

12ft. by lift. 6in., besides the bar and kitchen,

are provided on the ground-floor, and the walls

arc disposed and broken so as to produce quaint

homely comfort. The bedroom plan is conveni-

ent. The shops are 16ft. square, with a lining

room and scuUery beliind, and two bedrooms

over. We fail, however, to see how the stairs

is lighted, uidess by a skylight. The elevations

do not quite agree with the plans : we find a

chimney omitted from bedroom over shop. (2)

"Pupil J." This design rans the first very hard,

and had the rooms of the inn not been so

small, we might have placed it first. The
author has produced a well-contrived and com-

pact plan, the entrances are well placed ; the bar

is snugly located in convenient proximity to the

kitchen and public entrance, and a small dining-

room for strangers is obtained close to the

private entrance, well separated from the public

part. The stairs, conveniences, and lighting on

both floors have been all considered. The
shops are small, but the planning and entrances

convenient, and there is a private door with

vestibule between shop and house, so that the

rooms above might be let for apartments if

desired. The elevations, in a Late, timbered-

gable, Gothic style, are well adapted and
characteristic, and the recess with scat, below an
overhanging story of the inn, is useful. Group-

ing and details are both satisfactory, and the

author has been successful in impai-ting a it1-

lage homeliness, and in losing not ^-n inch of

ground wastefuUy. (3) "Walter." This des-ign

has also the merit of extreme simplicity, group-

ing, and character, it is in an Old English

Domestic style, suitable for brick and parget

work, but the plan covers more area, and is not

economical in arrangement. The large comer
bar, 23ft. by ICft , is too large, and the counter

in excess of village requirements ; the side en-

trance is narrow and insignificant, and the

staircase would be ill-lighted through the small

fanlight over door. The offices are not compact.

With respect to the shops, we might say they are

roomy, but there is little to commend, and it is to

be regretted so well-conceived an external design

has not been worked out with more study. The
drawing is creditable. (4) "Nemo" has lieen

less successful tliis time. AVe can speak with
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rflmmendiition of his neat effective tliawing, and
also of the talent exliibited in the details of the
elevation, which is in a sort of Goiliicised Queen
Anne, biit it is wanting in rhythm and cohesive-
ncss. The windows on the side of inn are too
various in size and style, and the gabled npper
story destroys the breadth, and iiltogcther there
is too much that is restlots in the design. The
fault of the plan is that it a-suraes the prcten-
Hions of a small town hotel, and the bar is too
largo and too far away from tlie kitclien. One
good feature is a club-room on the first floor of
inn, but it is rather larger than would be re-

quired. The shops are certaiuly narrow, and
the stairs are not well lighted, (iy) "Per"
is a quietly treated elevation possessing much
<:haraeter ; the roof over the sliops is k' pt
low, tlie upper stoiy being lighted from Ld'ty

ilormer windows wliich piojcct over the lower
ones. The side elevjlion has been ineon-eetly
drawn, the entrance is shown cramped between
the bay windows, while the plan sliows a much
wider entrance. In the plan the author has run
away with the idea cf a town hotel. Why the
large coffee-room and a bar big enough to supply
refreshments at a metropolitan station ? '

' I'er
'

'

lias to learn to plan with economy and effect

;

his offices are arr anged after a very stereotyiied

town fasluon. (G) "Jack" sends a spiiited

sketch in a kind of Jacobean, racy in parts
;

but the corner iim is excessively large, the two
public bars measuring in area 24ft. by 23ft. Gin

,

and the planning is more suitable for a small
town inn of the first class. Despite its clever-

ness, there is room for improvement ; the upper
landing is wasteful and the stairs narrow ; while
of the shops we may remind the author it is not
necessary in a village to occupy nearly 30ft. of

frontage with a parlour and staircase, besides
the shop. (7) "In Hoc Sigua Vinoes" fails

in the plan ; the bar is too large, the comer
entiauce is objectionable, and the narrow
passage from the side entrance, together with
the position of bar-parlour and kitchen, are not
convenient or well-considered. The ekvation,
except the narrow pointed corner doorway,
I)08sesse8 merit ; the gallery or verandah from
dub-room wuidow, and the half-gabled treat-

ment of shops a'e suitable features (io.''igned in a
sensible manner. Timberframing and tile-hung
gables are the principal features, and these are
introduced with moderation. (8) "Black and
White." There are some good points in the
I lev'ations ; the style, Late Domestic, has been
plainly treated in biiek, timber, and tUe, but the
inn is far too large, and covers a larger area than
is desirable ; the planning is wanting in oom-
pa;tu. ss, and the shojjs a-d piivate entrances
iil.so take upfront ige unnecessarily. (9) "Bonus
Ilominu.---." A neatly drawn and characteri.stic

elevation, in a Domestic English style, makes I he
public bar too large, and the entrances and
passagi 8 destroy the internal economy ; the
i.itehen is too far from the bar and commercial
room, and the private entrance is awkwardly
jilauned. The hhops are more suitable. (10)

"Fi'lelis" also has mistaken requirements, the
comer building has more the pretensions of a
hott-'l, the p issages are unnecess^iry, and the
Tooras to<^ large. In eltvation the treatmen*",

brick and timber work, is suitable and inex-
pensive fur a brick or timber locality. (11)

•'Black and White" (2). 'Ihis design, in a
similar style, cleverly drawn, indicates merit ; lut
tliere is a lick of method i-nd grouping in both
pl'in and elevation ; the bar and entrance are
i.cit well disposid, and there is a general
awkwardne-s iu the aiTangements. The upi)cr
jJan is better and shows a liriiC mf eting-room.
(12) "CuiBuni"is a very effective and u( atly

drawn elevatim in brick and timber framing.
The inn, oaly two stories high, has an octagon-
«iMled bay at the corner, which forms u good
recess in the bar parlour, but the puMic
*aitrance and bar are too narrow, aud the bar
eounter would have been better set further back.
The plans of shops, and the way the parlours are
frqueezed up by the kitchen and stairs, not to

iiiCntiou the po.'-itio:i of w.e., and tlie i'1-lighted

^t«irs, are faulfy. "Beta" goes infer a large
<;orn r bir with side windows, and we must fay
of the planning thit it is wanting in contrivance
and c jmpactness ; the back passa. e, too, and con-
veni> nces are awkward. The shops also are rather
cramped by the passages. In other respects the
<lc:iign is in a suitable Queen Anne brick stjlo,

the ^hops and inn I eing cjutdocd under one
i ne of ri)of . Tlie billiu. d-room is a good pro-
vision, but llie en'ranec to it is narrow, ai d tli?

inner passages and bedrooms wasted. " Frank "

sends a well-drawn Laic Gothic, but expensive
row witli timber-fr lined inn, between which
and the shops is an archway to a stable yard.
The inn is tolerably comijleto, but unsnittd for

a village. On the first floor a large club-room,
32ft. Gin. by 1.5ft. Oin., is obtaim d, t.xtendingover
the archway. The shops have a common private
entrance between two (*f them, besides the shop
door. The upstair kitchens are objectionable,

and would be of sendee only if tho first-floor

was let separately. Motto " A " is neat in style,

but the stairs to iim arc not lighted, and the
long passtges at side of shi ps are wasteful. In
other respects the design is suitable. "Fiat"
has too e.xpcn-ive a pl.an, and the staircases are
not well lighted ; the shops .also are large. The
author sugge.-ts a dub-room : of the elevation,

though rather over-timbered, it is suitable.

"Alpha" smacks too much of the suburban
taveni ; the approach to bar and the other
arrangementi are not the happiest, and the
adoption of a Queen Anne brick stylo might have
been a trifle more in keeping if the corbelled
pilasters and other extravagances of the style

had been omitted, and a more moderate treat-

ment adopted. '

' Endymion '

' is well broken
and picturesque in its features. The covered
porch and seat is a good feature, and the bar is

well placed, but the passages destroy the com-
fort of the house and take up room. The shop
an'angements are fairly planned, at least as
regards the stairs and entrances.

Of a numerous class of designs we can only find

room to say they have exceeded the conditions
and justifiable expenditure, what ver merits
they may otherwise display. "Norman" has
a large comer inn with public bar, and the ele-

vation is in a brick and half-timbered ftyle,

with some respectable features and detail.

"Lancaster" errs in the same direction ; the
entrances are not well managed, and the tim-
bered fronts look fi'icd and toj showy;
"Kelme" is particularly extravagant in plan and
elevation ; V in circle, Ernest, Nil Desperjjudum,
No. 2, are also costly in plan or style, and a
similar remark as regards plan applies to the
design with initials A. L. B., That's my Id a,

Trial (the lat't has an effective elevation), Am-
bition, Ogmore, H. C. in circle, Nil Desper-
andum. So:nc of these designs exhibit ability

and careful di'awing. A few other drawings
must also be enumerated, but their authors have
lost sight of the rural character and moderate
requirements of a village population. Hubert,
York, Hope, B. J., Good Luck to your Fishing,
are all weak in planning, more or less, and the
elevations in some cases would be far more ap-
propriate in a town or suburb than a rural

locality. It is one thing to di'aw an elevation,

but quite another to design it so as to make it

agree in character with a particidar locality. To
seize this character, to make the building har-
monise with its environment, shoiJd be the great
aim of the architect in every work.
Only three designs have been sent us for the

sedilia, and, in order of merit, "Con" in circle

comes first, "Utile Diilci" second, and " Og-
mnre" third. Both the former are, however,
extravagantly florid. We did not require costly

tabernacle-work canopies, but a plain treatment
iu wood.

WORKED EXAMPLES IN GEO-
METRICiL DRAWING.*

'^I^HIS is rather a supplementary treatise for

_L the use of .students preparing for the
examinations than a text-book on geometry.
The author, the Rev. John Hunter, M.A., pub-
lishes it with a conviction that a greater number
of worked examples, especially in scale consti no-

tion, is necessary than will be found in any
other book, and that the solutions of problems
should be given with demonstrations. Our
knowledge of a few recent text-book.s corro-

t'orates Mr. Hunter's bel ef , and we think he
has been doing a useful service in giving the
working out of a few of the more important
questions in RC'iles. To give our readers an illiLS-

tra'ioii of the way in wh'ch Mr. Hunter handles
his subject, we are tempted to quote the first

example given. "The distance between two
towns is 1') miles, and their positions on a map
arc S^in. apart. Calculate in an explanatory

° Worlud Ktnmpio in Oe metri.-!tl Drawinj?. By the
Rnv. .'orix Hu.vTri:, M .V L >u'ljii : 1.. -nijinan^, Grn e-i,

and Cj.

way tho representative fraction of the map."
After defining the representative fraction of a
drawing as the ralio that the distance from point

to point on the drawing bears to the real distance

rejiresentcd ; tho author proceeds, "If two
towns are 1.5 miles apart, and two
points indicating tie positions of these

towns on a map are 8Jin. apart, the draw-
ing is on a scale of 8|in. to 15 miles, or, in

common denomination, 8|in. to 12in. X 6289

X 15, or
33

12 X 5280 X 60
'

and this ab-

stract fraction reduced to its simplest form by

cancelling becomes
1

which is the repre-
115200

sentative fraction." Similarly other samples
are worked out, and the construction of ecalos of

various fractions are explained, which will be
found of great use not only to those preparing
for examinations, but to all architectural and
engineering students.

The problems worked out are well chosen and
useful : such as to divide a straight line into any
number of equal or proportional parts ; to find

proportionals to any other lines ; the construc-

tion of triangles from given lengths of sides,

drawing tangents, &c. Tho problems are

followed by a selection of exercises, many of a
useful and practical character, and we have no
hesitation in recommending Mr. Hunter's little

book to all students and others engaged iu

instruction.

MUNICIPAL AND SANITARY ENGI-
NEERS AND SURVEYORS' ASSOCIA-
TION.

A DISTRICT meeting of the Northern branch
of this association took place at Blaydon on

Friday, Mr. A. M. Fowler, of Newcastle, in the

chair. Mr. R. S. Rounthwaite, borough sur-

veyor of Sunderland, read a paper on '
' Wood

Pavements.'* Nearly two miles of roadway
have now been laid in Sunderland with wood
blocks, and the author stated that he had had to

modify his opinions as to the safety for traffic of

the material, and, after considerable experience,

now considered that wood paving was no more
dangerous than granite sets if it were properly

laid, with comparatively close joints, and if kept
scrupulously clean. Wide joints served to accu-

mulate dirt, which soon became dangerously
greasy, and with 3-inch blocks a space of |in.

between each course would be found sufficient.

The most recent system of laying adopted in

Sunderland was to excavate to a depth of 12iD.,

and then ou a concrete foundation of one of

Portland cement to one of clean ballast, 3-ioch

blocks, having a depth of 6in., were laid. These
blocks were of seasoned redwood, Mcmel and
Dantzic being preferable to that from Riga, but

iu any case impregnated with creosote in the

proportion of, at least, 101b. per cubic foot. The
joints were run with a mixture composed of one
gallon of creosote oil to one cwt. of pitch, alter-

nated three times with coats of fine gravel. A
paper on " Roadways " was read by Mr. Jam
Hall, borough surveyor, Stockton-on-Tees. Both
for broken metal and paved roads the most im-

portant matter was the foundation, which should

be provided with drains to carry the water to and
along the sides of road. For heavy traffic Port-

land cement concrete was the best foundation, as

it improved with age. In the North of England
slag was largely used, either by itself or in con-

crete. Scoriic bricks, as made and used in

Stockton, formed a cheap and noiseless pave-

ment, but their durability varied greatly. Reso-

lutions were passed in favour of having the

general secretary of the society located in Lanca-
shu-e or the West Riding of Yorkshire (Mr.

Graham, of Westminster, the late secretary,

having resigned), and of having the next annual

meeting in London, The members subsequently

visited Messrs. Harriman and Co.'s pipe-works
;

the works of Messrs. Smith, Patterson and Co.,

ironfounders ; and the ironworks of Messrs.

Douglas Brothers.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at

Ilfracombe on Tuesday week before Mr. S. J.

Smith, C.E., relative to an application from the

local board for leave to borrow £t,000 for new
waterworks, and £500 for flagging the High-stree"^.

At the suggestion cf the inspector, the town council

Hfc^reed t j ask for £500 more in order to cover the
clerk of woika' salary and bgal expenses in cou-
Lect:o:i witU the waterworks.
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TOXB OF AECnBISHOP MEOPHAM, CAXTEEBCEY
CATHEDRAL.

Aborbiseof Meopham's tomb forms a screen
diriding St. Anselm's Chapel from the eouth
aisle of the choir of the cathedral. The
canopy of the tomb, together with the large
shafts and jambs, is of stone ; the body of the
tomb, with the small shafts and bases, bt-ing of
black marble. The date is 1333.

SHOPS AT NOEWOOD.

These shops, now building in High-street, Nor-
wood, are from the designs of Mr. Arthur Caw-
ston, architect, of Clement's-lane, E.G. The
boildlogs are in red brick, and are covered with
Broeeley tiles, the woodwork being painted
white.

lAldlEIK IKFANT-SCEOOI. DUILDIXaS.

The new infant-school buildings of St. Mary's,
Liambeth, have been erected upon a site kindly
given by the Archbishop of Canterbury, with a
£rontage to the higk road, a little beyond the
church and Palace. The necessary funds were
supplied mainly by the accumulated stock be-
longing to Archbishop Tenison's School, in the
hands of the Charity Commissioners, by whom
permisi-ion was granted to the tmstees for its

appropriation to the above-named purpose. The
buildings are from the design of Mr. John P.
Seddon, architect, of No. 1, Queen Anne's-gite,
and were erected by Messrs. Belham, buildern,

of 155, Buckingham Palace-road. The accom-
modation provided is for 300 children : and com-
ErUe a large s<;hoolroom 54ft. by 25ft., and two

irgc classrooms, to one of which is attached a
small room to serve as a creche for the very little

children, who, when wearied, may sleep there
quietly. There is a playground behind, part of
which is covered over. 'J he buildings are well
heated throughout by stoves and lighted by gas,

and the walls decorated and hung with pictures
to give a cheerful a.'-pect. In one of the class-

rooms the end group of windows is filled with
stained glass, the gift of a friend of the school

;

one couplet, in memory of Mrs. Tait, represents
Christ receiving little children, and the other,
to Archbijjhop Sumner, with subjects bearing
upon '• Faith working by Love." At one end of
the group of buildings is a mistress' residence,
fitted into an irregular portion of the ground in
a somewhat pictunstjue manner. The entire
cost of the strui ture and its contents has been
about £2,500. 'Ihe ni:.teriala are stock brickwork

relieved with red bricks, and the roofs are covered
with tiles. The site having been a portion of the

Lambeth Palace grounds, there is a background
of foliage giving a pleasant rural appearance in

the heart of the metropolis. Ihe Bishop of

Rocheotcr, at the recent opening of the schools

by the Archbishop, stated that they were the

best group of buildings of the kind ho had seen,

and that by their picturesque and yet modest,
unpretending ciiaraoter, excelled the much larger

and more costly piles of buildings in their

neighbourhood.

NEWTOWX CHTTBCH, EXETEB.

Some short time since there was a competition

among local architects for the proposed church
to be erected by the Exeter Church Extension
Society for a district taken out of the populous
parishes of St. Sidwells and St. James. The

J lans being submitted to Mr. E. R. fiobson as

professional referee, he reported in favour of

those with the motto of " Laus Deo," prepared
by Mr. R. Medley Fulford, A.R.LB.A., of the

Close, Exeter, and the Committee followed Mr.
Robson's advice, and commissioned Mr. Fulford

to prepare the working drawings. The building

is to be of local brick, with Beer and Box Ground
stone dressings externally ; and buff brick from
Candy and Co.'s works, Chudleigh-road, with
bands of a local red stone, and HamhiU in-

ternally. The shafts to the nave columns will

be monoliths of red granite. The roofs to be

"barrel" ones of deal and pitch-pine, and
covered with slate. The only alteration made
in the des'gn since the competition is in the west
tower; the " saddle-back tower shown iu the

original design being at the west end of north
aisle, whereas the present one is at the west end
of nave, open to the interior, and of more stately

proportions. The Newtown board schools adjoin

the site, and a portion of same appear m the

drawing ; they were erected some years since

from the design of Mr. P. B. Hayward. The
total length of the interior is 121ft., and 64ft.

across the transepts, and will accommodate 820

on the ground- floor. There will be a gallery iu

the tower at the west end. The height, to the

summit of the slated roof of tower, is 130ft. The
work is to be commenced forthwith, and if funds
will not admit of the whole being undertaken
this year, a contract will be entered into for the

erection of nave, transepts, and aisles, exclusive

of chancel and tower above the level of ridge of

nave roof.

NEW OFFICES, ETC., ABBEY WHARF, BEABINa.

This building, which is now almost completed,

has been erected to meet the growing wants of

Messrs. Ridley and Sons, timber-merchants, of

Reading and Staines. The work is of simple
character, but is substantial in construction.

The half-timber work is of solid oak, filled in

with brickwork and plaster, the oak generally
being left as it came from the saw, and without
application of stain or paiut, &c. The light

for offices is chiefly obtained from the side of the
building overlooking the timber-yards, because
the roadway being narrow, and the traflic of

heavy timber over it considerable, it was thought
desirable, both on the score of safety and quiet-

ness, to adopt this arrangement. Mr. W.
Ravenscroft, of Reading, is the architect.

BLACKHEATH, CLONTAEF, DUBLIN.—NEW DEAWINa-
EOOJt.

This sketch gives the interior of a ball-room,
which forms part of additions to this house be-
fore illustrated in the Building News. The
apartment terminates with a semi circular etid,

as shown in tho view, and has a large bay win-
dow on one side, and on the other an ante-room
or recess bay, opening into the ball-room proper.

The room is about 40ft. long, and 40ft. measured
across the bays. The pilasters throughout are

framed with moulded walnut stiles and panels of

delicate Cinquo-cento-like work, in low relief in

sycamore; it being intendtd to body-in the
ground in low-tone colour, leaving the sycamore
in the carving of its natural colour. Dublin has
been always famous for its beautifully free and
artistic stucco-work of the last century, the work
of Italian settlers and French refugees, and it is

much to be regretted that btfore this all disap-

pears, some enterprising artist does not under-
take the drawing and publication of some of the

good examples of ceilings, &c., hundreds of

which remain in private boubes and eltewhere;

while iu the last few 3 ears hundreds have dis-

appeared. An iittcnipt has been made in the

stucco-work work of this new ball-room to re-

vive something of the high artistic character and
freedom of modelling suggested by old examjles,

and all the enriched work has been specially

modelled by Messrs. Sharpo and Emery, archi-

tectural sculptors, of Dublin, and finished by a
carver ; some of the details, such as birds, &c.,

being fixed in rough plaster and carved in their

places. The result has been work of more than
oidinarily good artistic character, at a by-no-

means extravagant cost. The architect is Mr.
Thomas Drew, R.H. A., of Dublin.

COMPETITIONS.
PoNXEFKACT.—A Special meeting of the Ponte-

fract Corporation was held in the Town-hall on
Thursday, Feb. 24, the Mayor {Mr. John
Rhodes) presiding. The sub-committee of the-

proposed new town -hall produced the amended
plans as altered by Messrs. Bulmer and Perkins,

of Leeds and Harrogate, the estimated cost to be
£7,400. Mr. Barker proposed and Mr. T. Words-
worth seconded a proposition that the plans be

not received, inasmuch as the previous estimate

of £7,000 had been exceeded. Aldei-man Gott
moved that the minutes of the committee be con-

firmed, which was seeonded by Mr. Barstow,

and supported by Aid. Robson, and on being put
to the meeting the amendment was canied by 16

to 7 votes. It was further resolved that the new
Town-hall committee be empowered to at once-

proceed with the work, and advertise for tenders.

Trades' School Competition, Beistol.—The
Society of Merchant Venturers of Bristol desire

to put up a healthy and commodious building at

as small a cost as is consistent with thorough-

ness, abundantly supplied -with light and air, and

so arranged as to be well adapted for technical,

scientific, and general work of the kind now
carried on in science schools. In response to-

their advertisement, 21 sets of plans were tent

in, the estimates of cost varying from £12,000

to £22,000. The society have awarded the pre-

mium of £100 to Mr. Stuart Colman, of Bristol.

They were assisted in making their selection by
Mr. Robson, the architect to the London School

Board, who reported upon the whole of the plan»

sent in.

Bueton - on - Teknt "Wokkhouse. — At the

meeting of the Burton board of guardians held

on Thursday, the 24th ult., a report was received

from the building committee as to the designs

for the new workhou-se, obtained in the recent

limited competition. These had been sent in by
Mr. J. H. Morton, of South Shields, the cost of

which was estimated at £35,538 Is. lid., and by
Messrs. Wilson, Son, and Aldwinckle, of Lou-
don, the e.-timated cost being £32,772 6s. 2d.

The committee recommended the adopti"n of

Mr. Morton's plan, and explained that the extra

cost of £2,538 was due to the fact that all the

buildings were designed by Mr. Morton as two-

storied. The board adopted the report, and ac-

cepted Mr. Morton's design, ni.poiuting its

author architect for the new woikliouse, at a
commission of 4i per cent, on the total cost of

the buildings. A premium of £30 wiis vottd to

Messrs. WUson, Son, and Aldwinckle.

CHIPS.

The dates fixed for the sending ia of works
intended for the annual exhibition of the Royal
Academy have just been published, and are as

follows:—For paintings, drawings, &c., Monday
and Tuesday, March 28 and 29 ; for sculpture,

Wednesday, March 30.

The Stock Exchange is about to be considerably

enlarged, from the design of Mr. J. J. Cole, of 24,

Fiusbury Circus, at a probable cost of a quarter of

a million.

The Wolverhampton Board of Guardians opened

on Feb. 18th twenty tenders, ranging from £2,078

to £3,076, for the extension of the workhouses

premises, on the Eagle-street side, aud accepted

the lowest, that of Mr. S. Teece, of Darlaston, who
had amended his tender previously to the meeting

of tho Board by i-trikiiig off £110 ; it now appeared

on breaking the seals tliat even at £2,188 it would
have been the lowest offer.

The restoration of the west front of Lichfield

Cathedral is progressing, and the uorih-west spire

has just beeu commenced; it is foiiud to be in

worte condition than had been antiiipated. The
new figure of Peda has just been iilaeed over the

central door in the great facade ; aud on Thursday
week the figure of Our Lord, given by the Bishop

and executed by Miss Grant, arrived in the city;

it will replace a statue of thorlis II. over the west

window.
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BOOKS KECEIVED.
J/fchtvood* 8 Builders' and Citnt.ractors' Frice'Soolc

for i881 (London : Crosby Loekwood and Co.)

has had several additions made to it in *ho par-

tieuiars and prices of labour and material, and
will therefore bo found more useful than ever.

Spoils' Architi'ctti' and Bidlders' and CoH'

traebrs' Pocket-Book for 1881 (Loudon :.E. and
F. N. Spon) is considerably extended, butis, neyer-

theless, as handy and convenient as it is accu-

rate »ud reliable. Bcvis'a Builders' Price-Book

for 1881 (London: Bevis and Co.) has, it is

stated, had a very favourable reception, and is

now issued for the fifth time. The Rudiments

of Civil Eui/ineerinrj, by Henry Law, Sixth
Edition, revised by D. K. Clarke (London

:

Crosby Loekwood and Co.), has been almost

rewritten by its reriser, who has added nearly

three hundi-ed pages of fresh matter, and has
brought an old and reliable text-book thoroughly
up to diite. Measures, Weiejhts, and Moneys ofall

Nations, by W. H. B. Woolhouse, F.R.A.S.,
&c. (London : Crosby Loekwood and Co.), is the

sixth edition of an exceedingly useful volume of

Weale's Rudimentary Series. The work also

embraces an analysis of the Hebrew, Christian,

and Mahometan Crilendars. Electrotyping, by
J. W. XJrquliart (London : Crosby Loekwood
and Co.), has some good inJtormation in it ; but
much more that is mere padding. The first part

of the book might have been condensed con-
siderably, and the second—which alone really

treats on the subject-matter indicated by the
title—is not always reliable, and seldom coherent.

What Girls Can Do, by Philiis Browne
(London : Cassell, Fetter, and Galpin), is the
second edition of a very pleasantly-written book
for mothers and daughters. A System ofPrac-
tieal Arithmetic, for the Use of Schools, by Samuel
Young (London and Manchester : John Hey-
wood), contains much information not usually to

be found in treatises on arithmetic, having
special reference to cotton-spinners, millwrights,
engineers, and builders.

PROF. NEWTON ON GREEK ART.

THE third of the coiu-se of lectures on Greek
Art in the age of Pericles, was delivered

by Professor Newton, on the 4th ult., at the
University College, and dealt with arcliiteeture

and history of the Parthenon, and its chiys-
elephantine statue of Athene. The temple of
Athene Parthenos was shown to have consisted
of two unequally-sized chambers, of which the
smaller, that at the rear, was the treasury, and
the larger contained the magnificent statue of
Athene, constructed in ivory and gold by
Phidias. This temple was finished about B.C.

438, and reraaiutd perfect till at least the time
of Plutarch, who, in the second century of our
era, described it as ijossessing all the freshness
of youth. Converted into a church on the esta-
blishment of Christianity, it was used successively
by the Byzantines, the Latins, the Venetians,
and the Turks, by the last of whom it was
refitted internally to serve the purposes of a
mosque, and it was finally restored to the Greeks
about half a centuiy since. The exact position
in the temple of the famous chryselephantine
statue was unknown ; the older opinion was that
an oblong space on the floor of the larger cham-
ber, paved with inferior marble, marked its site,

but German archaeologists had held that the
statue stood much closer to the wall dividing the
chambers, and they had professed to see traces
of a recess in this wall. Mr. James Fergusson
had adopted the older theory as to position, but
propounded a new view as to the Parthenon
itself, which he said was not an open space, but
roofed over, and lighted by clerestory openings.
The statue itself was stated by ancient writers
to have been 32ft. high, exclusive of the base ; it

was of gold and ivory, the flesh being represented
by the latter and the garments by the former
material. Many rude and imperfect repre-
sentation of the statue existed on coins,

gems, &c., but these did not agree
with one another. The most noteworthy of
modem restorations was that made by M.
Quatrem&re de Quincy, about half a century
since, which curiously agreed with the inde-
pendent restoration made by Flaxman fur his

lectures on sculptuie, but both of wliiuh hud been
proved to be inaccurate by comparison with
ancient delineations, and still more on reference
to the statuette of thesame goddess recently found
in Athens. The lecturer then described the rich

frieze which surrounded the exterior of the colla,

the well-balanced sculptural compositions in the
pediments at either extremity of the ttemple, and
the vigorous metope subjects between the
triglyphs, explaining that a gi'cat. portion of
these beautiful sculplurcs were now to be seen
in the galleries of the British Museum.
The fourth lecture of the eouraev delivered a

fortnight since, was devoted to the rec&tly dis-

covered statuette of Athene, which was illus-

trated by photographs and a drawing to full

size. Professor Newton pronounced it to be a
reduced copy, in the dull, lifeless, Roman raaU'
ner, of the famous statue. lu this statuette
which was of marble, the goddess had a helmet
with three high crests, and having a sphinx in
the centre and a griffin on each side. Over the
breast was the regis covered with snakes, in the
centre of which was the Gorgon's head. Below
this was a richly-flowing gaiment, flowing to
the feet, and this was apparently folded or
covered an under' garment. The arms were
bare

; in the right hand was a victory, unfor-
tunately headless ; the left hand rested on a
shield. This statuette agreed with the descrip-
tion by Pausanius of the chryselephantine statue,

in which it was stated that on the outside of the
shield held in Athene's left hand was depicted in
relief the battle of the Greeks and Amazons, and
on the inside the battle of the gods and giants.
He also referred to a spear, held in the left hand
as well as the shield. Tender the right arm of
the statuette was a column, for which there was
no authority, and which the lecturer believed
was only introduced to support the arm of the
statuette. The figtire of Mercury carried in the
right hand of the original statue must, he
thought, have been supported by a bar of copper,
concealed in the frame-work upon which the gold
and ivory was built up. Professor Newton an-
nounced that his fifth lectiu'e would be delivered
on the 4th March (to-day, Friday) at 4 p.m.,
when he would describe the frieze, and that a
supplementary lecture would be delivered on the
following Friday, the 11th, in which he would
treat of the sculptures of the Temple of Zeus,
at Olympia.

Ml I
—

AECHITECTURAL & ARCHJBOIiOOICAL
SOCIETIES.

BiEMiNanAJi AEcniTEordKAL Association.—
On Saturday afternoon last the association
visited the new Wesleyan College, at Hands-
worth, which is now approaching competition.
Owing to the inclemency of the weather, there
was only a small number of members present,
amongthembeing Messrs. E. Pincher, E. "Wood,
and W. H. Kendriek, of West Bromwich, F. E.
P. Bailey, and J. Ellis, of Walsall, Fred. G.
Hughes (hon. 8ee.),&c. The architects, Messrs.
Ball and Goddard, being unable to attend, Mr.
Osborne, the clerk of works, conducted the
party. An ordinary meeting was held on Tues-
day evening (March 1), at the Rooms, Quten's
College. Mr. O. Essex occupied the chair (Mr.
Morgan, the chairman, being absent). A vote of
thanks was passed to Mi-ssrs. Ball and Goddard,
architects of the new Wesleyan College, Hands-
worth, for permitting the membel* to visit that
building on Saturday, the 29th Vult. A vote of
thanks was also passed to Mr. Osborne, the cleik

of works, for meeting the party. Mr. A.
Reading delivered a brief lecture entitled, '

' The
Proportions of Ancient Classical BuUdings and
their Application to Modern Design," for which
a vote of thanks was accorded to lum.

Builliittfi Jntellisenct

The annual dinner of the Lincoln Master
Builders' Association took place the other night,
Mr. W. Kirk, president, occupying the chair, and
Mr. H. S. Cljse the vice-chair. > It was reported
that the Association was in a highly satisfactory

condition. The Vice- President and Secretary both
spoke upon the Employers' Liability Act and its

probab'e effect on the building trades, and it was
stated that a general insurtince fund was proposed
to be ebtablished by the National Master Builders'
Association.

Instead &i oil, wlii;:h thickens and makes the
stones dirty, a mixture; of glycerine and alcohol is

u!!ecl by many. I'he proportions of the mixture
vary according to the instrument operated upon.
An article with a large surface, a razor, for
instance, sharpens best with a limpid liquid, as three

parts of glycerine to one of alcohol. For a graving
tool, the cutting surface of which is very small, as

is also the pre>8ure exercised on the stone in

aharpeuiug, it is necessary to employ glycerine
almost pure, with but two or three drops of

alcohol.

BouBNEMouTH.—The new church of St. Paul,
Bournemouth, was consecrated ou Tuesday week.
The first portion of the church has been erected

from the designs of Mr. Augustus H. Parkcn,
F.E.I.B.A., Bournemouth, and is in the Early
English style. At present, an apsidal chancel,

north and south trausepts, a central tower, and
two bays of the nave and north aisle only are
built. This portion will accommodate about 300
worshippers. The rest of the nave, and possibly

a south aisle too, will, it is hoped, followatsome
early future date, and the church will then afford

sittings for 700 persons. The exterior walls are
of Purbeck, and the dressings are of Bath stone.

The pulpit, which is the gift of the architect, is of

Bath stone, and is the work of Mr. Harry Hems,
of Exeter. The contractors for the whole of the
works are Messrs. Hale and Son, of Salisbury.
The tile pavements were tupplied by Mr. W.
Godwin, of Hereford.

Beistol.—A new Baptist chapel, at Totter-
down, was opened yesterday. "The new chapel
will accommodate 500 persons on the ground-
floor. The style is Italian, and the chapel 40
f»et wide, 82ft. long, and 26ft. high to wall
plate 38ft. to collar-beam. The general con-
tract has been taken by Mr. A. J. Beaven, of

Bedminster, at the sum of £2,175. The work
has been carried out under the superintendence
of Mr. Alfred Harford, architect, of 30, Broad-
street, Bristol.

EoixoiLE.—On St. Matthias' Day the church,

of the Holy Trinity, Edingale, was reopened,
after having been entirely rebuilt under the di-

rection of Mr. Charles Lynam, architect, Stoke-
on-Trent. The new church consists of a nave,

chancel, and vestry leading out of the chancel,

with tower carried up over the vestry to the
height of about 50ft., and including organ-
chamber, belfry, and heating chamber. It is in

Early English style, and is built of red brick

with stone dressings, lined internally with white
brick. The roof is open-timbered, and the

flooring is of plain tiles with wooden bricks be-

tween the seats, which are open benches. The
nave is artificially lighted by Jones and Willis'

new Hesperus lamps depending from the roof-

timbers. Accommodation is provided for 130
worshippers. The work has been performed by
the contractor, Mr. Robert Young, of Lincoln,

and the total cost has been about £1,800.

Hawoeth.—Ou Tuesday week the church of

St. Michael and All Angels, Haworth, and.

erected upon the site of the old church, so closely

associated with the Bronte family, was conse-
crated. The style of the new church is Perpen-
dicular, and the masonry is of local sandstone.
The interior of the church presents the usual
features. The roofs are of stained deal, that of

the nave being of hammer-beam construction,

with moulded intermediate rafters. The interior

walls are plastered, and they wiU shortly receive

decoration. The whole of the arches, capitals,

&c., are of simple masonry, without carving or
elaborate detail, the only exception to this rule

being the blank arcade, or panelling in the

eastern bay of the chancel. The old tower is

worked into the new building. Accommodation ia

afforded for SOO adults and 130 children. The
cost will be about £7,000. Messrs. T. H. and
F. Healey, of Bradford, are the architects.

Clauqhtox.—Christ Church, Claughton, was
opened last week after enlargement. A new
north chancel aisle, with additional sitting accom-
modation for 70 worshippers, is providtd, whilst

an organ-chamber and vestry correspond on the

south side. The space formerly occupied by the

organ in the west gallery is now seated to accom-
modate an additional 120 free sittings. The
heating arrangements have been carried out by
Mr. Gibbs, of Liverpool. The general works
have been executed, at a cost of over £2,000, by
Mr. James Bratt, contractor, of Rock Ferry,

from the designs and under the superintendence

of Mr. David Walker, architect, of Liverpool.

DENitAEK Paek, S.E.—The new church of St.

Saviour, Copleston-road, S.E., was consecrated

by the Bishop of Rochester on Tuesday week.
It consists of a nave with aisles, transepts, and
chancels, and seats 1,000 persons. The style is

Early English, and the walls are of white brick

facings, with Bath stone dressings. The inter-

nal wall surfaces are of gauged brickwork, and
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the Toussoirs of arcades are of altemato coiu'ses

of blue and white stODe. The roof is paralkl,
and the building is pewed. Above the altar is a
vindotr filled with stained glass by Messrs.
Gibbs and Howard. Beneatli the church is a
reetry and other >iffiecs, and adjoiuing is a par-
soDi^e, provided, like the church, at the sole cost

of Mr. Francis Peek. The architects wore
Messrs. Weeks and Hu^rhes, of Tunbridge Wells;
the buildt r was Mr. E. Terry, of Belleuden-road,
Peckham, and the c.'erk if works was Mr. S.

Burdett.

METBOFOLITAir BOASD OF WoEKS.—At the
meeting i.f this board on Friday, plans prepared
in the superintending architect's department for

the enlargement of the head-quarters of the firc-

Ixigade in Soul hwark- bridge-road were adopted,
and the brigade committee were authorised to
make arrangements for the erection of the new
buildings ; the estimated cost was between
£13,000 and £14,000. A commimication was
received from Sir W. V. Harcourt, stating that
ho could not, as Home Secretary, sanction the
proposal iu the Board's Various Powers Bill to

repeal the 33rd section of the Streets' Improve-
ment Act, relating to the provision of accommo-
dation for the labouring classes who might be
displaced. It was decided to refer the matter
to the works committee, with power to with-
draw the clause if necessary for the passing of
the Bill. Revised plans of the works proposed
to be carried out for the prevention of floodings
in the Chelsea district, and prepared in the
engineer's office, were adopted.

liElCESTEE.—The new buildings for the Lei-
cester Secular HaU, now completed, occupy the
site of the old Secular Club premises. The style

is a free treatment of Flemish Renaissance.
Above the groimd-floor, which is built of best
hard buff Darlcy Dale stone, the front is exe-
cuted in very thin brownish-red Coalville bricks,

with white mortar joints, except the moulded
and carved portions, which are in bright red
rubbers, and the pediment copings and similarly
exposed parts, which are of red Mansfield stone.

The portion of the front—the tower—consti-
tuting the house, has the regulation 18th-eentury
panes of crown gla-ss, the windows falling in tlie

gable of the HaU proper being aU glazed with
antique glass in leads. The roofs are covered
with brown Brostley tiles. In the carved capitals

of the five stone pillars which carry the front on
the ground-story are to he read the names of
Socrates, Jesus, Franjoia Michel Arouet de
Voltaire, Thomas Paine, and Robert Owen, and
in corresponding niches just above occur busts in
red terra-cotti of these worthies, while bronze
belts round the pillars will be inscribed witli

quotations from their utterances. The accommo-
dation comprises the following:—On the first

floor, the lecture-room ; on the ground-floor, the
general club-room, 66ft. long and 22ft. wide,
with bar, committee-room, and Freethought
book-shop ; on the basement-floor there is a
large room, about .5.5ft. by 22ft., paved with a
peculiar hard, light-coloured concrete, suitable
for bowling, billiard', or other purposes. The
architect was Mr. W. Lamer Sugden, of Leek

;

Mr. William Bailey performed the duties of
clerk of the works.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
NoTnxonAM.—The annual distribution of

prizes to the students in this school was made
by Lord Sherbrooke on Wednesday week, when
reference was made, by most of the speakers, to
the change of head masters which had recently
taken place, Mr. J . S. Rawle having left to occupy
a simikr position at the West London Schwl of
Alt, and having been succeeded by Mr. Dal-
^leish. Silver medals were awarded to W. H.
Wightman, Gilbert S. Doughty, Thos. Duttoii,
A. Middleton, J. Clews, Lucy A. Leavers,
Arthur Marshall, H. G. Smith, A. W. Brewill,
G. G. Simpson, W. R. Walton, J. Famsworth,
Ada Fussey, M. H. Goodyer, W. Hardy, T.
Meldrum, J. Simons, F. C. Vessey, H. William-
son, and J. W. Wood ; the mayor's silver medal
was taken by Jas. C. Butler ; 109 third grade
medal prizes, and 11.5 second grade prizes,

besides many certificates, were also awarded.

Beojclbt, Kest.—The annual meeting in
connection with this school took place on Friday.
The report showed that the number of students
who attended la^t year was 113, showing an in-
creasa of 33 oa the pr;;v;ou§ y«Ar. 41 stuien's
had tent I2C works to the annual examination at

South Kensington ; hut they had not been suc-

cessful in obtaining a single third grade prize
;

36 second grade certificates had been gained by
the 50 students who competed.
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THE SUPERVISORS OF METROPOLITAN
BUILDINGS.

To the Editor of the BtnLDiNO News.

Sib,—Permit me to thank you for the insertion

of my letter on this subject. The reply from the

writer of the article considerably modifies the
charges first made. But I must still demur to

his qualified statements :

—

1 . From the frequent proceedings that I have
taken un^er the Building Act and other causes, I

have been brought in close contact at various
times with every district surveyor in the Metro-
polis, and though it is satisfactory to learn th^t
the writer only intended to refer to s^me half-

dozen district surveyors when he spoke of their
" narrow capacity, culture, and ability"; yet I

venture to assert that he is not justified even in

this statement. There are, by the Directoiy,
over 900 architects and building surveyors
practising in the Metropolis, and I assert that
for knowledge of building construction and the
special ability required in the position, district

surveyors are far beyond the average of the

general practisingLondon architects. My proofs of

this are the following :—In my own district office

I have records of some 40 cases where architects

have attemiited to ca'ry ouc construction,

which was jiDt <i. ly illt-ga', but iih'olut ly

dangerous. I h ive also a laige cjlleeti^u of

photographs of failures where architects have
been employed, and which I shall be happy to
show your correspondent. I have been engag^ed
in professionally investigating most of the
building casualties which have occurred during
the last six years in London, and in nearly ai of
these, architects have been engaged. Most of

the district surveyors have carried out large
works ou their own account ; but there is no in-
stance on record where any practising district

surveyor has had a serious accident occur to
works under his own control. I have frequently
heard architects in law-courts give such evi-

dence as the following :—That it is possible to
form an opinion as to the safety of an old party-
wall by looking at it only on one side, or with-
out examining the base or foundation ! I have
heard them swear that bricks, copings, and
chimney-pots falling from roofs would not be
likely to hurt people ! That brickwork three
courses to the foot with l^in. mortar joints was
sound work ! That insufficient cast iron was not
dangerous till actually cracked and falling! I
assert that no district surveyor would be guilty
of these acts or words, and I retort the charge of
" narrow culture," &o.).

2. I am glad the writer e.iys he does not
insinuate that district surveyors wink at the
doings of speculative builders ; but he thinks the
system tends to make them do so. I care far

more for facts than tendencies, and the facts I
gave in my last letter prove they do not. But,
more than this, I assert that diati ict surveyors have
strained the law as far as they can to stop specu-
lating builders' rascality ; the Building Act was
originally intended simply to prevent the spread
of fire, and till last year there was nothing in it

to touch insufficient and bad matei ials, and even
now the only way to stop scamping buildings in

this respect is to report the work, when so done,
as dangerous and get a magistrate to condemn
it ; the Act as regards dangerous structures was
never originally intended to be worked for this

purpose. I was myself the first to apply it in

this way, and the fact that the other district sur-

veyors have followed my examxile till the

dangerous structure oases have quadrupled,

proves that whatever the tendencies Act may be,

the facts are against the author' s couelusicns.

The writer says I am opposed to refoi-m ; here

he is also mistaken. The strenuous attempts that

I have made for the reform of the working of

the Building Acts is a matter of notoriety

throughout the profession, and it is well known
that for two years I spent the whole of my
district income in this manner: and, having
never yet summoned a builder for a fee, I have
a right to be heard on this subject. The case

mentioned by the writer where he was informed
a builder had paid an excess fee is a remarkably
weak one, even on the face of it ; he says " the

builder informed hiui." If the writer assumes his

facts on information supplied by builders against

district surveyors, no one will be surprised at any
views he may adopt. Would he take the opinions

of wolves on the character of sheep-dogs ?

He asks. What check is there on district sur-

veyors ? It so happens there is a very efficient

one. The Metropolitan Board of Works com-
prises 48 members ; these gentlemen represent 56
parishes, which have an aggregate of over 3,000

vestrymen. District surveyors are compelled to

give a receipt on an official form for every fee

they take, giving the squares of the buildings

and full particulars ; and any builder or other

person who thinks he has paid an excess fee

has only to mention it to a vestryman of his

parish, who can bring it at the next meeting
before his representative at the Board of Works,
and the matter is at once investigated. This kind

of case is continually occurring, and almost in-

variably it is found that the district surveyor is

right, and I challenge the writer to produce even
five cases during the last year where throughout
the whole Metropolis any district suiveyor has
charged an excess fee, and if he will give mo the

facts I wUl myself investigate the cates (in con-

fidence) and bring them before the Committee of

the District Surveyors' Association and the Board
of Works. Under the present Building Act it is

impossible to pay district surveyors by salary;

some districts arc not worth £100 per anuum, and
several not £200. The writer says public roads

are surveyed at the public expense, why not

public buildings? He seems to be unaware that

theatres, lectnre-halls, &c., are private property,

tliTt di-trxt survej'ors' piincijial duties are to

survey piivatf, no'- pu li'-, oiiinliii;;* ; and I

iniayi'jc ihai till the w»-iter gits the law altered
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so that fees for iirivato scaffokU and hoardings,
court foes for lawsuits, and similar mattorH, are
paid by the i^ublic, he will not get the cost of
supervising private buildings defrayed at the
public expense. As regards the next subject,
viz., appeals to the Metropolitan Board of Works
from the district surveyor's decision, the writer's
last shot at rao falls harmless. I have probably
in the neighbourhood of Charing Cross more cases
of public buildings to deal with than any other
district iurvej'or in London ; and though I have
had tj meet many leading architects in these
cases in no instance has my decision been ap-
pealed against; the only case when my name
has been before the Board being when I reported
the iron-work for a certain buOding dangerous,
and the Board, with thtir usual courtesy, helped
the architect out of his difficulty by referring the
matter to tlieir engineer, who showed him how
to tie up the building.

In my last letter I purposely abstained from
faying anything with reference to the insinuation
that district surveyors in their official transactions
fail to conduct themselves as " gentlemen dealing
with gentlemen." District surveyors have often
a delicate task to carrj' out in informing other
architects that their plans are contrary to the
law, or that their client's buildings are dangerous,
and it is not to be wondered at that occasionally
ill feeling or some display of temper is evoked

;

but I assert that, as a mle, district surveyors
eoon become, from the frequency of these cases,

a remarkably even tempered and considerate
set of men ; and they are no more annoyed at
these little displays of temper than a surgeon is

at the f 1 actiousness of a patient under an opera-
tion.

Under the Building Act district surveyors are
compelled to meet no one but the builders
actually doing the works, and they have no
responsibility till they have certified their com-
pletion "to the best of their knowledge and
lielief

'

' under the Act ; but all of us, as a matter
of courtesy, are in the habit of continually
meeting architects and arranging matters with
them beforehand, in order to save their
clients delay and expense ; but is it fair in
return for receiving this consideration at our
hands, to demand it as a right and bring a charge
of discourtesy against us when differences occur?
In my own practice I have made it an invariable
rule, whenever any question arises and I find that
an architect is employed, to write him at once,
andin almost all cases this coiu'tesy is gratefully re-
eeivrd and generouslyreciprocated ; buti have met
with some strange instances to tbe contrary. One
surveyor, upon my proceeding to inspect a dan-
gerous stnicturc by the order of the Bnard, seized
a sleige-hammer and threatened to da.sh out my
brains if I ascended a ladder to do .so. I obtained
the assistance of the police, who removedliimfrom
the building. Anotler architect, while discussing
a question as to the strength of iron-work, upon
my differing with him, suddenly stigmatised me
as a scoundrel. I have been infonned more than
once that I should some evening be knocked
down in Leicester-square ; certain members of
my own profession have frequently described me
as mad, crazj' on dangerous structures, and fool

to my own interest, &c. But none of these
things have moved me, as I fully expected
that any fair attempt to promote the enforce-
ment of the law for the safety of buildings
would evoke this opposition ; but the result in
my case has proved that I was right, as in
every instance I have succeeded. Magistrates,
at first indisposed to convict, have become con-
vinced by the inexorable logic of facts, and from
the numerous building casualtii-'S which have
occurred ; and though the greatest difficulty I
have had to meet with has been the opposition of

incompetent so-called architects, as ignorant of
building law as they are of construction, yet I

am pleased to find that every day I receive fresh
proofs of the gratitude and coufidence of the re.
sidents and householders in my districts.

The thanks of the district surveyors are emi-
nently due to the Buildino News for its efforts to

pat down bad building ; but if one district sur-
veyor has been gmlty of practices that reflect

any discredit on himself or his colleagues, we have
a right to demand that facts and names be
published, or at least sent to the Committee
of the District Surveyors' Association, where
ihi-j will bs properl3- investigated ; but after
the determined effort that has been lately made
on our part to stop bad and nnsafe building, as
well as reform the lav>-, it is, I submit, too late to
make general tliargcs asrainst even one member !

of our body without following them up and
proving them to be either false or true. The
irue blot in the working of the Building Act, is

that magistrates will not enforce adetiuatc
pen'ilties on builders ; and till this is done the

1 law is practically powerless. I intend shortly to

,
bring before the public glaring instances in proof
of this statement.—I am. &e.,

KoBEBT Waikeb, F.R.LB.A.,
District Surveyor of St. Marlin's-iu-

the-Ficlds, and St. Anne, Soho.

21, King William-street, Strand.

THE INSTITUTE AND ITS PAPERS.
Sib,—The leading article in your issue of the

18th ult., touched, I am sure, a chord of sym-
pathy in every member of the Institute.

Assuming that the papers read at its meetings
would bo considered by visitors and outsiders as
some approach to the measure of the capacity of
the Institute as a body, it may not be out of
place to review the ' repast which we have had
served up at the intellectual banquets of the
present session. The " Menu," as sketched in
the Opening Address by the President, seemed
to prospect freshness ; he reduced the number of
courses, but promised that the food should be
more substantial, and hoped that the three
stewards would supervise '

' fearlessly
'

' the duty
imposed on them ; and what have we had P Too
much soup, very little fish, plenty of made
dishes of the usual doubtful character, but a
positive absence of real cuts from the saddle
and sirloin.

The first paper read, "The Modem Barrack,"
by Mr. Ingress Bell, was a good honest meal,
and all went away satisfied. The second paper,
"Sanitary Science," by Mr. E. C. Kobins, was,
on the contrary, unsatisfactory. As a dis-

course before what we are bound to consider a
body of practical working architects, it might, I
think, be considered obtrusive. I listened, and
have read, in vain to find in it anything which is

not practised by every architect of the day who
knows his business. I admit that the paper was
carefully prepared, and for its painstaking
character deserved the warm thanks of the
members ; but at the Institute, if we may accept
Lord Palmerston's definition, it was dirt,

simply "matter in the wrong place.' Before
amateurs, or students in architecture, it would
have been appropriate, but before architects it lost

its raison d'etre. I am afraid, however, that this

might be said of more papers than Mr. Robins',
and it is rather to the discussion on his paper
that the annoyance experienced by many mem-
bers may be attributed. We have had speciali^ts,

professors, and others occupying two whole
evenings in lecturing architects on the pre-
liminaries of their sanitary education. Aca-
demical discourses and theoretical froth have
been allowed to proceed until, I daresay, the
rooms of the Institute are now regarded by
many as an appropriate place wherein to air

spurts of eloquence, and to obtain cheap lessons
in elocution, wiih the additional advantage of
seeing it all in nice large type in the Transactions,

and faithfully epitonised in the professional
journals.

Fellows of the Institute, at times, delivered
themselves of sound matter. I think, though,
that if Mr. Dawson would consider the laws of

moving water, or the conditions under which
water in slow motion deposits matter in suspen-
sion, and with increased velocity removes it, he
would alter his opinion as regards the diameters
of house-drains, and would amve at the con-
elusion that architects arc in the habit of
specifying diameters far too large for the pur-
pose. Mr. William White, F S.A., however,
was positively amusing in the following nar-
rative:—One evening, when the curtain in his

sitting-roomwas unhooked, and he was suffering
seriously from the gaslights, on getting up to
the ceiling he was struck with the immense
heat ii-to which he was putting his head.
Now, Sir, that is the sort of information we

want. I daresay most of his hearers would look
to the floor-line for the heat from gas-lights
near the ceiling ; but now we all know that it is

not so. Thanks !

Who is responsible for all this waste of time ?

Is it the secretary, or the three stewards ? One
could have understood such things during the
last regime ; but when the well-known skill and
accomplishments of the present secretary were
imported, it was thought that his motto would
b3 " Nous avons chan{.'C tout ccla."' But, during

the discussion I have referred to, there he Bat

like a lamb, a white lamb in fact, and one could
not help wishing that some gentle shepherd
would, with bis crook, give him the gentlrtt

lift under the tail, so that he, or the President,

or Eomcone might name every man as he rose,

and so close the discuotion. Or, where was the

librarian ? He ought to liave been at hand to

say that Mr. Robins' pajwr, and all the discus-

sion arising out of it, would be quite uuocceosary,

as there was nothing in any of it except on
warming and ventilation, which is not to be
found in S. Stevens Hellyer's book, "Dolce
Doraum."
The third paper on the "Remains of Roman

Buildings at Brading, Isle of Wight," by
Messrs. Price, was, so far, very interesting to

architects, but moie so to the antiquary. That,
however, was balanced by the unique array
of feminine beauty, which occupied " the front
row of benches."
On the fourth paper on " Persian Architec-

ture and Construction," by Mr. C. Purdon
Clarke and Professor Lewis, I will not offer

any comment. I repeat, however, for this

occasion, my observation respecting the "front
row of benches."
We have thus had four out of the six, or, at

the outside, eight papers promised by the Pre-
sident, and what have we gathered? What
could we have gathered ? These are ques-
tions which I leave to be answered by those

responsible for the papers, and will only add
that if really practical and sound papers are not
forthcoming, I do not see that the meetings
need take place at all. Shut up the shop ! H
you cannot give us a good dinner, don't invite

us, or the result will be that if you continue to

give bad dinners, the invited will stay away,
and then when there is a good meal there will be
nobody to partake of it.

Let us have pure meat, and less soup and
puddLig ; in fact, more of the sort of repast

which Mr. Roger Smith's paper last night, and
the discussion which followed, gave us.—I am,
&c., Wm. Woodwabd.

THICKNESS OF ARCHES.
Sir,—In the last edition of the " Encyclopiedia

Britannica," art. "Bridges," Prof. Fleeming
Jenkin, the writer of the article, quotes a well-

known empirical formula for the thickness of the

crowns of arches, with which he credits Mr.
Trautwine as the originator, but on what
authority he does not state. The formula in

question, which is of the form D = C v' ''i
was

suggested by me, and adopted in my own
practice as early as 1850, and communicated to

the Building News, in which it appeared on the

27th Feb., 1857. I have some recollection of Mr.
Trautwine and another gentleman claiming the

formula in letters to the Civil Engineers and
Architects' Journal, about the yiar 1861,

neither of whom I believe claimed to have
thought of it more than two years previously, I

wrote to the C. E. & A . Journal on &e subject at

the time ; but from some cause or another, my
letter did not appear, and the matter dropped.

Mr. Trautwine is the author of a very excellent

"Engineer's Pocket Book," in which he gives a
formula for the thickness of arches, but it differs

much from that quoted by Prof. Jenkin.

—

I am, &c. J. T. HuEST.

BUILDING STONES.

Sir,—Perhaps you will allow me to assure

your correspondents on this subject in your last

issue, that I did not—nor was it my object to

—

disparage granite or any other stone. I stated

that a high specific graWty was no guarantee of

the durability of a building stone, and I men-
tioned a proof which came to hand. I might
have given many other proofs of my argimicnt

;

one more will be sufficient now. At Wells
Cathedral, the abaci of the caps of the columns
were generally of dense blue-lias. Tliis was all

gone to decay, and had to be replaced at the

recent restoration by other material, while the

lighter oolite remains in perfect preserration.

—

I am, &c. Chables Tkask.

HE BOARD SCHOOLS—ORPINGTON
COMPETITION.

SiB,—In October of last year the above School

Board, through their clerk, Mr. Robert Gordon
Mullen, advertised in j'our valuable journal for

designs for additions and alterations to the
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British Schools, Orpington, and also for the

erection of a schjol house.
Can you, or any of the readers of the Bmu)-

mo News, through this medium, inform the

public, including the competitors, what has
been done in this matter by the committee ? One
would have thought the Board woidd have
acquainted the competitors the result of their

labours.

The following is a copy of a letter accompany-
ing the returned designs :

—

Local Offices, Bromley, Kent, 19Ui January, 1S81.

BOABD SCHOOLS, ORPINGTON, COMTETITION.
Sfa,—The Board having made their selection, I return

your designs herewitb. Tlumkm^ you for competing,
1 am, Su*, Yours faitlifully,

[Signed] Kodert Ooedon Mullkx.

Is it not reasonable that the compctitoreshould
know to whom the honour has fallen, and is it

not usual to acquaint them?—I am, &o.,

Ohi; Inif.rested.

SOCIETT OF MERCHAIfT \TENTURERS'
TRADE SCHOOL, BRISTOL.

Sm,—The inclosed letter will be interesting

to many of your readers, as showing one of the
worst results to the profession of the competition
system.
This is the competition in wliich the Press was

excluded from renewing the designs.—We are,

&c., Bevis and Hiix.
Gloucester Chambers, Kings-road, Southsea,

and at Fareheun. March 1.

Merchants' Hall, 25th February, 1881.

8. M. V. THADE SCHOOL COMPETITION.
Deab Sib,—I heg to adrise you that I have this day re-

turned to your address, carriage paid, the designs you
sent in for the proposed new trade school.
I take the opportunity of informing you that, while the

Society have offertd to purchase for £100 the set of de-
signs which they are advised is the best of those sent in,

none of the designs ai^ satisfactory, and no one of them
will he carried out,

I am, dear Sir, yours faithfully,

(Signed) Qeorois H, Pope,
Treasurer, 8, M, V.

Hessn. Bevis and Hill, Architects, Kings-road,
Southsea,

WHOSE PLAN IS IT?
SiE,— In the BuiLDiKO News of to-day is pub-

lished '
' a design for a concrete house for Mr.

Lascelles, designed by Ernest Newton, archi-

tect." The j;/an given in the comer of the litho-

graph ought, however, to have been acknow-
ledged as Mr. R. Norman Shaw's. See the
BtrrLDQjQ Newb for May 31, 1872, page 448.—

I

am, &c,, E. W. Godwin.
St. Stephen's Palace Chambers, Westminster,

S.W., Ftb, 25.

Other correspondents have written pointing
out the same thing. We cavised a communica-
tion to be made to Mr. Newton, who replied as
follows :—" My explanation of the matter is very
simple. Mr. W . M, Lascelles applied some time
ago to Mr. Shaw to design him some houses to

be built in concrete on his own method. Mr,
Shaw being at the time very bu.sy, handed the

work over to me, at the same time giving me
permission to use any of his drawings I might
wish to use in giving Mr. Lascelles thi' sketches.

This one that you publi>hed last week had a plan
similar in nearly every respect to the house men-
tioned. The elevation was considerably varitd,

as far as I can recollect. When you proposed to

pubUsh it I asked and obtained Mr. Shaw's per-
mission, he stipulating only that his name should
not appear."

—

Ed.

THE LATE FIRE AT MESSES. J. AND J,

GREENWOOD'S.
SiB,—So much has been written and spoken of

late in reference to the lack of good feeling and
sympathy existing between employers and em-
ployed, that a noble exception cannot be too widely
made known.
At the above fire all the joiners' tools were

destroyed. Aa soon as the amount of each man's
less was aaceitaiLcd, Messrs. J, and J, Greenwood
presented to each uninsured workn.an seven shil-
lings and sixpence in the pound ; to each insured
workman two shillings and sixpence in the poimd,
and made good the apprentices^ luss in full.

As the generous sympathy th us displayed is un-
precedenttd in the BuildiLg Trade, we hope its

pubUcity will lead other employers to act as nobly
when their workmen may he placed in like cir-

cumstances,—We are, &a.,

Ekployes or J. axd J. Geeenwood.

"FROZEN WATER SUPPLYAND KITCHEN

-

BOILER EXPLOSIONS."
SiE,—I am glad to see Mr, J. M. Gething, as an

architect, taking an interest in this subject, and
beg to thank him far his kind intention to en-
lighten us upon it, I fear, however, that he has
been rather hasty in sending off his letter, and
without uuderstuuding the real bearing of his re-
marks.
In regard to my diagram. Fig. 1, page 192, he

says :—
' There is very little, if any, use in Mr.

Buchan's hot-water cylinder M," Now, it is a
great mistake to S;iy so, because, with a small boiler
especially—as, e.^., for a close range—and a strong
fire, it is this hot cylinder, and not the hot- water
cistern, that affords the safety ; because the hot
cistern may be emptied, and then, without the
cylinder, the small boiler may be boiled dry, and
become red-hot in a short time ; and, if the cold
water comes on again in these circumstances, an
explosion takes place, and perhaps one or more
persons are killed, I trust, therefore, that, with
this explanation, Mr, Gething will both see and
acknowledge his error promptly.

If Mr, Gething will look again at Fig, 1, p. 192,
he will perceive that a complete warm circulation
is maiutained between the hot cistern B and the
boiler N, by means of the down and up-pipes D
and F, And so long as these are circulating pro-
perly and a fire on, there is no danger of the boiler-
supply freezing, even although the branch pipes
lea off the up-cast pipe F were frozen. It is quite
customary to make a " dead branch " of the hot
pipe to the scullery sink, the length of which may
perhaps be only 5ft., or it may be 20ft,, even
although provision is made to have hot water
at once when a hot crane is opened at either
a bath or basin, a small extra circulating
pipe being put in to produce that effect, but as 1
thowtd no bath, &c,, on page 192, I considered it

unnecessary to complicate the drawing by showing
said extra pipe, as it is not really necessary in con-
nection with my subject on the solution of the
problem on page 192, although said extra pipe,
when put in, is an improvement. However, if it

is wished, I am quite ready to supplement my
drawing on page 192, but not to correct it. I leave
the latter for Mr. Gtthing to do, if he is able, by
a drawing of his own.
Although it sounds well in theory tmd at the

first blush for Mr. Gething to say that if a cock is

left trickling it should be a cold one, and not a hot
one, because '* waste of hot water means loss of
heat" ; he forgets that the warm-water from this
hot-cock tricklmg slowly is utilised in preventing
the waste-pipe from freezing, and also that as
there may be an extra strong fire on during a
severe frost, this trickling at the hot crane may be
of use in preventing the hot-water from boiling,
to prevent or stop which in some houses a large
quantity of the hot- water has sometimes to be
specially rim off, particularly while cooking, so
that all Mr. Gething's architectural objections to
the plan. Fig. 1, page 192, are either mistakes or
theoretical fancies, which won't stand a moment's
practical criticism from a plumber who is acquainted
with the subject,

I may add, in concluding, that I have the
system shown in Fig, 1, page 192, in operation,
and it worked well during the late severe frost in
a large house which lately got a close range and
small boiler put in, in place of the former open fire

and large boiler. To tne credit of the ironmonger,
it should be mentioned that he refused to fit in the
small boiler unless a circulating tank was put in,

and when I was appealed to if the expense was
necessary, I backed up the ironmonger, who was a
stranger to me, for the reasons I have stated above
as to the cistern being emptied.—I am, &o.

W. P. BUCHAU, S.E.
Glasgow, February 26th.

EXTERNAL SOIL-PIPES.
Sib,—Considering the very great acknowledged

importance of a correct conclusion on this matter,
it is a pity that Mr. Buchau gives merely reiterated
statement and assertion, instead of explanation or
reason why " the sewage-polluted air, blown off

iut« the atmosphere from an inside soil-pipe, is

several times greater in quantity, and also worse
in quality, than the sewage- air from an outside
soil-pipe." Mr. Buchan must have credit for
seemg it, and believing it to be so ; but he will be
doing a much more substantial service to the cause
of drain-veutil ition and sanitary science, if he will
in eome way formulate his proposition in reference
ts the pace of current, quantity of air, and change
of temperature in a given lengthened size of pipe.
It is, I believe, generally admitted, but I am of
course open to correction, that in a soil-pipe dis-
connected from the sower, foul air will be gene-
rated only from one or both of two causes, namely,
foul matter deposited in the pipe or drain, and
stagnation of air. My propoMtion supposes the
pipe, whether external or internal, to be sound and
free from deposit ; and I argue that the more rapid
the draught up the pipe, the less danger of the
generation of foul air. If this argument

is unsound, I hope it will be shown wherein
it is unsound, and not merely denied. Far
be it from me to deny that Mr, Buchan is

quite correct ; but I do deny that he has supported
his proposition by an vaUd arguments. True, he
says that bad gas is given off by flie greater heat.
But, in order to make this practically applicable
to the question, it is necessary for him to show how
many degrees he finds the external temperature to
be raited in its passage through an interior pipe,
more than in an exterior pipe ; and what would be
amount of difference in temperature, and the
length of time, necessary to induce the decomposi-
tion, which he alleges to fake place ; and, further,
what would be the amount of increased evapora-
tion taking place, which is said to make the in-
creased draught up the soil-pipe more dangerous
than the torpid state which he advocates.
Another point deserving of consideration is that

the ventilation of an interior soil-pipe is much
more likely to be regular and constant in its action,
from the very fact of its more equable temperature,
notwithstanding the changes which may take
place outside ; whilst an exterior pipe exposed to
the heat of the summer's sun, and to the winter's
frost, will imquestionably be liable to sudden and
frequent changes in its action, in a manner most
undesirable.
The question of outside or inside soil-pipes has

been, and still is, very much controverted. Mr.
Buchan's knowledge and experience may enable
him to settle it to his own satisfaction in very few
words. But a question of this sort is not so easily
to be determined " off-hand," if it is to carry con-
viction to those who have grave doubts as to its

solution, and who will not rest content with the
mere ipse dixit even of a scientific man.—I am, &c,,

William White, F,S.A,
30a, Wimpole-street, 1st March, 1881.

SiE,—In a house I have recently altered, here,
there are w.c.'s at the back and one in the front of
the house.
The soil-pipe of the back w.c's I carried above

the ridge of roof, because I wished this pipe to

serve as the outlet for foul air. The top of the
soil-pipe in the front I allowed to be considerably
lower than the ridge of roof, because I intend this

one for the admission of fresh air, and so to create
a constant current in the soil-pipes and drain.

We know the effect of not carrying chimneys
above the ridge of roof. But the position of the
soil-pipe with regard to the roof does not appear
to me to be often considered. The other day 1 saw
one of Banner's cowls which was placed below the
ridge, spinning about like a top, while one on the
same house carried above the ndge was answering
perfectly to the wind.

I may mention that the soil-pipe which I have
used for the admission of fresh air is outside the
house, and the other one inside.—I am, &o.,

Chaeles F. Moxon.
Beach Cliff, Westgate-on-Sea, Feb. 22.

ILLICIT COMMISSIONS.
SiE,—A company is now being started for the

manufacture of bricks and tiles. To obtain share-
holders, prospectuses are being issued to various
individuals, and amongst others to architects,

A leaf, of bluish-grey colour, has been inclosed
therewith, and sent, as I suppose, to professional

gentlemen only ; in it occurs this paragraph :
" It

is proposed to allow the profession, who are holders
of ten shares and upwards, a discount of 10 per
cent, on goods required through their agency,"
As this would amount to from U to 2| per cent,

on the cost of a building, and is the commission
given for bricks and tiles only, the public may
easily imagine how an architect can work for a
client at 2i or 3i per cent,, and yet be better paid
than the more conscientious one, who will have at
least 5 per cent, from his client ; but, on the oth r
hand, will accept no other commissions except those
paid by the client.—I am, &c.,

HiTQH McLacelan.
South Kensington, March 2.

The members of the court of the Founders' Com-
pany have awarded their freedom and livery, with
a prize of ten guineas, to Mr. Hugh Stannus,
A.R,I.B,A,, of 118, Kennington Park-road, for
his essay on " The History and Art of Foundry iu

Brass, Copper, and Bronze," The essays gene-
rally are reported to have given great satisfaction

to the judges, and a second prize of five guineas
has been awarded to Mr, Edward Tuck, of the
Chauutry Works, Sheffield.

At the Carlisle Consistory Court, last week, plans
were approved for the rebuilding of St, Nicholas
parish-church, Whitehaven, on its present site,

incorporating into the new and larger building
some portions of the existing tower. The new
church is to be built from plans by Mr, C, J.

Ferguson, architect, of Carlisle, aud will be seated
for 1,000 people; the cost is estimated at £8,700,
which will be met by a lady, as a memorial.
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jlnt^rc0mmunicati0n.

QUESTIONS.
LGlH.l — Trigonometry. — Cuuld some praoticul

redder kindly recommeud a good b jok on the application
of trigonometry to land-surveying ; also one of mathe-
matical tables, the publishers, and price, and oblige !—
Kanyaka.

[6415.] —Centrolinead.—Will any reader kindly
inform me the way to use a centrolinead I I have a per-
spective to make of a house, aud wiah to be 200ft. away.
The angles I intend using are 60' and 30'. What I wish
to know is how to apply the centrolinead, and whether
the vauisliing-points are necessary to woik it. I know the
principles of perspective. If some one will kindly set me
liijht 1 shall be much obliged.

—

One in a Fix.

[6116 i—Value of Architect's Practice.—Will
someone inform me upon what basis the value of an old-
established practice of an architect its ascertained J

—
A. T.

[6417.]—Pebble Dashing.—Could anyone inform
me where the small pebbles, used for "pebble-dashing"
the exterior walls of buildings, can be obtained, and the
approximate cost of same per ton ? Also, how many
yards will a ton cover, and, if possible, to explain the
modus operandi of "pebble -dashing" on a surface of
Portland cement J—Lancashire.

[0118.]—Smoke Cure.—Houses are being built at
foot of hill, and client fears smoke. He suggests carr>'-
ing pipe from external wall to back of register, and about
3ft. up. Which is more probable, that pipe will act as
exhaust of high-pressure engine, and drive smoke up flue,

or tiiat admission of air into ilue will weaken draught at
register T Client's idea is to prevent smoke at bottom of
flue rather than at top. Suggestions will be welcome. If
above pipe adopted, what size should it be I Flue, 14iu,
by 9in.—J. T.

[6419.]—Schooi-Boards and their Architects.
—Are school-boards obliged to employ a professional
man to prepare requisite drawings and specilieations, and
superintend the erection of new schools ; or does the de-
partment witness and sanction the employment of ama-
teurs? I have a case now under my notice in which a
novice has ofi'ered his services, and is pi eparing the above-
named particulars.—H. W. L.

[6420.]—Maintenance of Koadway.—Will any
experienced reader inform me whether there is any saving
practically to the ratepayers in maintaining a public
roadway from the fact that the central part is kept up by
a tramway company, the sides only being made up from
time to time as may be necessary by the parish. We were
told that if the tramway were laid in our district that a
saving would result to the ratepapers for the above
reason. I questioned if there would be any saving, but
should be glad if anyone will furnish a few facts from ex-
perience.—A Man in tue Subuebs.

[6421.]—Builder's Claim for Increased Depth
In Foundations.—A builder tenders for erection of a
block of six cottages, plans and sections being given for
only two, showing depth of foundation 2ft. 6in., but no
instructions given on plans, sections, or in specification,
that the ground sloped both laterally and longitudinally.
Tender was accepted and work proceeded with, the foun.
dations being brought up to the same level throughout,
occasioning (owing to the falls of the ground) an average
of 5ft., instead of 2ft. 6in. as tendered for. Can the
builder claim for the increased excavation and brick-
work ( Surveyorloweredleveloflasttwo cottages in block,
and increased thickness of wall of end gable separating
fourth and fifth house. Can the builder claim this and
fur the verge pointing and flashing of roof, where it
abuts against the wall of the adjoining house I—W. B.

[6422.]—S. K. Exam.—Would some of your able
contributors kindly inform me what are the general ques-
tions put to students in the examination of architectural
styles under the Department, and, also, what are the
proper books to read up for the same !—Student.

SEPLIES.
[6189.]—Fifteenth-Century Dr. Tanners.—

Some little t'.me ago (Aug. 13, 1880) passing allusion was
made by me, in a reply to a query under the above head-
ing, to a sculptured figure of a skeleton in Exeter Cathe-
dral's choir, which some had ascribed as an efllgy of
Bishop Lacy. I expressed my fli-m conviction that this
was an error, but I was not prepared at the time to say
whom it did represent. I have just come across some in-
formation that seems to bear upon tlie figure in question
JnEichai-d Izacke's original edition of the "Antiquities
of the City of Exeter," dated 1676. In page 93 it is re-
corded:-" In 1465 Bishop Courteney finished the north
tower of his church" (i.e., formed the Norman north-
west tower of the original building into the north tran-
sept of the new Decorated one) " and freely bestowed tie
clock-bell therein bearing his Christian name, Peter,
under which tower is an aisle. There purposely erected
lies interred one William Sylke, some time sub-chaunter
ol this church, and reported to be the donor of tlie lumi-
naries, or candle-lights yearly burnt in the quire of the
said church between the feasts of AUhallowtide and
Candlemas, an etfigy of whose skeleton is there largely
portrayed in white alabaster, under a fair arch, thus in-
scribed :

—
' Sum quod eris : fueramque quod es : prome pro

me precor ora.' " Mr. Sub-Chaunter Sylke's inscription
does not seem to corre.spond with the existing inscription
over the skeleton at the entrance to St. Andrew's Chapel
in the north aisle of the choir, but otherwise the refer-
ence seems to fit in with him. The preface, if I may use
the expression, on th-; title page of Izacke's "Anti-
quities," is delightfully pungent. It runs: "Books
receive their doom according to the reader's capacity."
Ihe original MSS. of this work is still preserved amongst
the city's records.—Harry Hkms.

[6389.]—Stained 'Wood.—As 'a practical hand in
sn h woik, I would advise him not to attempt to get ott'
dark stain by scraping or composition of any kind, as it
would not only unfit the wood for any after-purpose, but
cost endless labour in doing so. As ho states "the
church IS too dark," I would suggest (and which is now

much in vogue in all churches) to make a nice white dis-
temper, with plenty of best ultramarine in same, and put
this on open woodwork of ceiling. If this is properly
done it will not only look sound and solid, but will add to
the light of the church. I think if this was carried out
correspondent would find he need not go to the expense
of doing anything to the scats, bbould he, however, still
think the church too dark, and would like the seats
altered in appearance, I would advise a nice drab in two
pai-ty colours ; but this also should be done by one well
experienced in the making and using of colours; although
looking simple enough to paint, it requires great care in
the proper mixing of fitting material, and the working of
same for such like f urnituie. 1 should be pleased to give
corrcfpoudent any further information, or would carry
out the said work myself for him should he think fit to
advertise his address and requirements.—Cuuuuu Dtco-
SATOR.

[6391.]-Entasis of Greek Coliunn.—I should
advise tlie axis, height, and upper and lower diameters of
column, to be set out full size on a floor of good working
area, i'.om bottom of column or shaft draw a line inde-
finitely perpendicular to the axis of column, and from Oie
extreme point of the upper diameter as centre, with
radius equal to the lower semi-diameter, strike an arc
cutting the exis in a point. Through the latter and
extreme point of upper diameter then draw an oblique
line, cutting the horizo"ntal line produced, and this inter-
section will give the centre of any convenient number of
ordinates or rays, which may be drawn thiough axis of
column. Upon these several rays the semi-diameter of
the bottom of column is set ott from the axis, and the
points so found will be in the cuive required, which may
be drawn either with a stiaight or fle-xible ruler. There
is a sort of trammel that may be used for the same Bur-
pose.--U. H. G.

[6398.]-Workhouse Plans.-1 do not think " Fair-
play" has a claim legally, inasmuch as the guardians
»aid nothing in advertisement about compliance with the
requirements of the Local Government BoiUd. The case
IS Certainly a fiagraut one, and the guardians deserve ex-
posure for selecting a plan which has been so altered by
the Local Government Beard as to be scarcely recognised
again, and in rejecting one which appears to have come
so near to the requirements of the Boaid. If the particu-
lars furnished to the compolit'is gave them to understand
that the approval of the Board was necessary, there
might j.ossibly be a case against the guardians, which
would, however, be hardly worth tiying.—G. H. G.

[640 2.] - Quantity ofStone in Spire. -" Novice "

would probably have but au imperfect idea of what to
allow for waste in the angie stones and plain ashlar of
spire, and had better leave it to intending contiaetors to
make their own allowance, with a statement to that effectm the bill. The margin to be allowed for waste will vary
very much, according to the kind of stone used. If in
Bath stone or other soft oohte, the angle stones would
be sawn one out of the other, and the ashlar would be
cut to the rake, whereas in the North of England or
other grit-stone locality, a square stone large enough to
make each separate angle stone would have to be pro-
vided for, for even if moulds were sent to quanles to have
stones roughly scappled to shape, to save cariiage, the
square stone would be charged for. Moreover, I should
not give it in cube feet at all, butgive thenumber of super-
ficial feet measm-ed over all, taking each thickness as a
separate item, as Sin., 6in., and 4iu., aud giving the height
of each from ground lor hoisting, then state, " To extra
stone and labour, to an^jle of spire," in lin. feet, and for
the solid portion at top measure the courses separately as
square stones, also noting this in the bill. As a practical
mason, 1 should take it m this way,—S. B. B.

[6403.1 — Builders' Accounts. —It is far more
satisfactory to bill extras and deductions in full.—F.

[6403.]-Builders' Accounts.-The 20 yards only
13 an extra, the 70 yards being in contract, and not need-
ing to be considered. Thereis no deduction, and there-
fore the seventy yaids cannot appear in that column, and
therecannotbeany reisonfor so doing, except that the
surveyor is to be paid by percentage on the extras and
deductions.—S. B. B.

[6406.]-Felting a Koof.—Yes.-F.

16407. J-Cubing- a Building:. — Take from the
bottom of the footings to half-way up the roof.—F.

[6407.]—Cubing: a Building'.—The whole of the
buildings from bottom of foundation to, say, half-way
up roofs, should be measured. Also all dormers, bays,
and projections. Solids, such as chimney stacks, should
be estimated separately.—B.

[6409 1—Milled Lead.—Most certainly, 4ilb. lead
cannot honestly be substituted for 51b. It is not any
way to the point to say that it would do as well. The
plumber pays for his lead by weight, and also charges for
It by weight. Half a pound gained in each super foot is
a matter too serious to overlook. Let the contractor see
that you are not to be taken in in this case, and you will
escape imposition at his hands for the future.—B.

[6409.] -Milled Lead.—4ilb. lead is manufactured
purposely. If 51b. lead is specified, "see that you getit."—F,

[6410.]—Clerk of 'Works.-Neither ; the accounts
should be prepared by a competent surveyor.—F.

[6412] — Charges for Abandoned Plans.—
Chai-ge a nominal amount suflicient to cover time, otflce
expenses, »S:c.—F.

[6413.]-Qreen Slates. -Nantle "Vale.—P.

A select committee of the House of Commons,
on Tuesday morning, passed the preambles of two
Bills promoted by the Itletropolitan Railway Com-
pany, the principal one being one to enable the
company to make an immediate extension of their
system from Aldgate to Tower-hill, as an instal-
ment of the completion of the Inner Circle Rail-
way

; the other Bill is to authorise them to make
agreements with the Corporation of London and
other bodiea, for the purpose of completing the
City extensions.

LEGAL INTELLIGENOE.
MODEBN HoUSEBtTILDIJJO.—At the Etlmoiitoii

Petty Sessions on Friday, R. Ridley, builder, of 2,
Newton-road, Page-green.Tottenham, wascbarged
upon five summonses with violating the by-law of
the Tottenham Local Board of Health which pro-
vides that " the external and party or side walls of
evoiy new buildiug constructed of biick, stone, or
other hard substances shall be efficieotly and
solidly bonded and put together with mortar or
cement, aud the bricks, stone, aud timber used in
every new building shall be substantial and suffi-
cient ; aud for the purpose of securing stability to
new buildings, the mortar, cement, bricks, and
timber used, or intended to be used therein, shall
be subject to the approval of the Local Board."
Mr. W. A. H. de Pape, surveyor to the Board,
deposed that in September, 1»79, the defendant
deposited plans for the erection of five houses in
Newton-road. The plans were approved, subject
to compliance with the by-laws. Witness visited
the buildings on the 17lh ult., and found a very
improper substance being used as mortar. It was
composed of screened lime from old buildings,
mould, aud a very small porti m of lime. Samples
were placed before the magistrates and carefully
examined by them. The material fell intj pieces
upon being slightly pressed between the fingers.
Mr. de Fape said the principal iugiedieut was
ordinary mould, That same stuil had been used
in all the five houses. The plaster upon the walls
was composed of mould and screened rubbish from
old builtUngs. The party and iutornal walls had
beeu constructed nearly altogether of brickbats,
but the facing was good. Walls so constructed
were not safe. In some of these houses the
party-walls were in a dangerous state. Proper
timbers had not been used in the construc-
tion of the houses. The floor joists were bad

;

most o! them were of old timber which
ought not to have been used, but some of them
might have passed if the workmanship had beeu
at all decent. The houses were finished, but were
not safe for human habitation, aud ought to be
puUed down. The matter would be reported to
the board at their next meeting, and no doubt
directions respecting the houses would be given.
Mr. Abbiss said the iniliction of a fine, even to the
full amount allowed by law, did not meet the
justice of such cases. Here were houses which
would be positively dangerous for people to live in,

and he thought the board ought to exercise what
power they pos-essed in order to have the buildings
pulled down. He had never seen such wretched
samples of so-called mortar in his Ufe. Did the
defendant have notice not to use it ? Mr. de Paj

e

replied that notice not to use the materials in
respect of two of the houses was sent to the de»
fendant on the 28th of December, but he went on.
Mr. Abbiss said the bench were determined to do
all in their power to put a stop to this nefarious
style of building, and required the defendant to
pay the full penalty of £5 for each house, and a
continuing penalty of 10s. per day for forty-four
days in respect of the two concerning which notice
had been given. The defendant was also ordered to
pay 40s. for neglecting to carry a party wall of a
uew buildiug to the required height under the by-
law of the board devised for the prevention of fires.

The total iiues and costs amounted to £75 Us. 6d.,

and the bench ordered a month's imprisonment
upon each summons iu default of the money being
paid or recovered upon distraint.

Back Monet fob Bkickmaktno.— Stbeet v.
Hudson and Baeee.—In this case, heard at Bow
County Court on Saturday, the plaintiff, Simon
Street, a brickmoulder, of Barking-road, sought to
recover from defendants the sum of £11 138., being
money retained by defendants on 466, 000 bricksmade
by plaintiff for them. Defendants pleaded justifica-

tiou lor retentiou, and set up a cotmter claim of
£50 for bricks alleged to have been spoiled in mak-
ing by the plaintiff. Mr. Willis, in opening the
plaintiff's case, said his client was engaged for the
brick season by the defendants to manufacture
brick", for which he was to be paid 5s. 6d. per
1,000, of which 6d. per 1,000 was tj be retained by
defendants till the end of the season, when they
were to pay it over to plaintiff, providing he had
not misconducted himself so as to warrant his

being discharged. Should he, however, be dis-

charged for any proper cause, the employers
claimed the right to retain the money. Pmiutiff
remained in their service till September 3rd, when
he was discharged on the ground that he had been
idle all the previous week. It wa? then nearly the
end of the season, and plaintiff and his gang had
made 466,000 bricks. He applied for the back
money on this number, but the defendants refused
to pay it. The defence was that plaintiff did his

work so badly that 50,000 bricks were entirely

spoiled, aud defendants submitted that under these
circumstances they were entitled not only to keep
the back money but also to be paid for the loss.

The jury returned a verdict for the defendants,
but disallowed their counter-claim.

LiBFi. ON A Lincoln AncniTECT. —Last week a
Sheriff's Court was held in the Castle of Lincoln,
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before Mr. A. B. Barton, Acting Under- Sheriff,

and a j urr, to assess damages in an action for libtl,

in which Mr. Wn>. Watkius, of the firm of Messrs.
Watkins and Scorer, architect!, of Liticolu, w.4s the
Tilaintitr, and Mr. Wm. Reeve, plumber, also of
Lincoln, was the defecdiuit.—The action was
founded on a Utter which the defeiuUnt had caused
to be sent to the Rev. 0. C. Ellison, Vicar of Brace-
bridge, Chairman of the Lincoln Board of
Guardians, and Chaiiman of the Bracebiidge
Schools. This letter was s>ut to Mr. Ellison on
the 2nd August last, and was signed "Miles's Boy."
The letter ran as follows :—'• Lincoln, '2ud August,
ISSO. Sir,—The architect who has done the Dis-
pensary and Union in excessive charges for
quantities of lithography has also done the Braoe-
btidge School Board and yourself by charging 2J
percent, for quantities of ten times the cost ot
lythography, the latter being doue by the boy in
his office; and he hss charged you £10 for
lythography."—Mr Ellison at once forwarded the
letter to Mr. Watkius, who had been the architect
engagei in the erection of the Lincoln Dispensary,
and alio for the enlargement of the Lincoln Union
Workhouse and the erection of the schools for the
Bracebridge School Board, and was likewise
employed personally by Mr. Ellison. Mr. Watkins
succeeded in ascertaining that the letter in question
had been written by Orlando Keyworth, a clerk in
the office of Mr. Dale, solicitor, Lincoln, at the
request of the defendant. The latter gave to Key-
worth a letter to copy, and Keyworlh stated that
this letter was in the handwriting of Mr. Goddard,
also an architect in Lincoln, and the defendant
told Keywoith " he might guess again and be
wrong." Proceedings were at once initiated, a writ
being Served upon the defendant; but he took no
action to defend himself in the matter, and no com-
munication was received from either him or his
solicitors until the 12lh of the present month, when
a writ of inquiry had been issued.—The jury found
for the plaintiff, damages £10.

The Midland Land and iNVESTsreirr Coepo-
BATiON (Limited) v. Peto.—This case was origi-
nally brought on at the last Warwick Assizes, and
was farther heard last week before Mr. Justice
Denman, at Westminster. The fiction, it will be
remembered, was brought to recover a sum of up-
wards of £14,000, alleged to have been paid to the
defendant by the plaintiffs by mistake on behalf of
one Godbold in respect of certain buildings erected
by the defendant for the said Godbold in Uhancery-
lane.—His Lordship delivered judgment on Satur-
day last. After reciting the facts of the case at
cansiderable length, the Judge held that there had
been no such mistake as alleged, and that the sums
paid to the defendant had been paid on the certi-
ticates of the architects after they had been duly
checked on behalf of the plaintiffs. Judgment for
the defendant, with costs.

DlSTBICT SCETBYOES' FeES—An EXPLANATION
Wanted.—At the Mansion House on Wednesday,
Messrs. Trollope and Sons, builders, attended be-
fore Alderman Lusk, upon an adjourned summons,
at the instance of Mr. Collins, the Board of Works
district surveyor for the eastern portion of the City,
for having, as builders of piemises at Nos. 27 and
28, Nicholas-lane, neglected to give notice to him
within two days of the commencement ot the work
in accordance with the 38th section of the 18th and
19th Vic, c. 22. Messrs. TroUope's explanation was
that, thinking the premises in question were in the
southern division of the City, they gave the requi-
site notice and paid the legal fees to Mr. Power,
the surveyor of that district, who had inspected
the buildings and certified that all was correct.
The premises, however, were shown to be in Mr.
Collins's district. On Wednesday, Mr. Collins said
that since the last hearing Mr Power had paid over
to him the whole of the fees, and had handed in
the notice given him by Messrs. Trollope, and in
these circumstances he asked that that summons
might be withdrawn. Sir Andrew Lusk, seeing
that on the last occasion he made some strong ob-
servations as to Mr. Power's conduct in taking the
fees for a matter in another surveyor's district, and
in thus causing the summons against Messrs.
Trollope to be issued, asked whether he was pre-
sent to offer any explanation. Mr. Collins said he
was not. Mr. Wontner, solicitor for the defence,
Slid Mr. Power was summoned to attend as a wit-
ness on the last and on that occasion, but he had
thought fit to set the Court at definnce. If such
behaviour were tolerated, there would be an end to
the transaction of business. Sir Andrew Lusk said
if an application were made to him to compel Mr.
Power to attend, be should issue that process
directly. Mr. Wontner said no doubt Mr. Power's
conduct would be brought before the Metropolitan
Board of Works, and that would suffice. The
summons against Messrs. Trollope was then with-
drawn.

A handsome brafs eagle lectern has just been
placed in St. Mark's Church, Kt^igatc. We under-
stand it is from the workshops of Jones and Willis,
Loudon and Birmingham.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

NoELAND Wateewoeks.—The water supply of
this village having beeu contaminated for some
time back, a public inquiry was held, and the
plans and sections of a scheme submitted by Mr.
T. L. Patchett, Halifax, approved. The works,
recently completed at a cost of £1.55, cjusiit of a
covered ventilated impounding reservoir, con-
structed on the edge of the moor, adjacent to the
noted *"boiliDg" springs, which have also been
covered in and connected to the reservoir. Four
inch sast-iron piping is caitit^d across the moor,
and along the road to thi village as far as the
" Blue Ball Inn," a distance of 1,192 liueal yards,
and ihen continued forward, by 3in. piping, to the
lower extremity of the district. A loop lino of
main supply pipes is also carried for a distance of
513 lineal yards round by the church. Publio wells
are put down at convenient places, as well as
branches from the main arranged to the various
properties, and provision made for fixing boss and
jet.

STAINED GLASS.
HoETON IN Eibblesdale.—A large three-light

stained-glass east window, in the antique, clear,

pure, and effective York-minster-glaas style, has
just been erected in this church to the me uory of

the late John Wm. Foster, Esq. The subjects are
respectively the Nativity, Crucifixion, and Ascen-
sion. In the first, an angel bears the legend
'• Gloria in allissimis Deo." The artists are the
Messrs. Powell, Bros., of Leeds.

Hawoeth, Yoeks.—This church has been further
eugifted with a stained-glass four-light or memo-
rial window, situated at the east end of the south
aisle. Of the subjects chosen, each illustrates a
prominent event in the lives of the respe tive chief
apostles of the Jews and Gentiles, Si. Peter and
Paul. The first two lights represent St. Peter, ac-
companied by St. John, healing the lame man at
the Beautiful Gate of the Temple, to the marvel of

the beholders. The groups of the last two lights
pourtray St. Paul preaching at Athens. The
tracery lights, haviug special regard to the dedica-
tion of the church, present figures of St. Michael
and Angela. The whole is richly toned and orua-
mented. The window is by the art firm of Powell
Bros., Leeds.

CHIPS.
The church of St. Michael, New Quay, Corn-

wall, built a few years sioce from the designs of

Mr. William White, is about to bo enlarged from
that architect's designs.

The memorial-stone of a new infirmary, now
being added to the workhouse of Mile End Old
Town, was laid on Tuesday week. Mr. J. M.
Knight is the architect, and Messrs. W. and F.
Croaker are the builders, their tender at
£32,300 having been selected as the lowest of 16

received. The building will accommodate 400
patients.

At the Middlesex quarter sessions on Thursday
week, Mr. F. H. Pownall, the surveyor of county
bridges, was appointed county surveyor, under the
Highways and Locomotives Ameadmeut Act, 1878,
at an inclusive salary of £400 per annum.

A memorial stained-glass window has jast been
placed in the Grammar-school at Monmouth. The
subjects are tiken from the Beatitudes, and the
work has been executed by Messrs. Ward and
Hughes, of Fiith-street, Soho, London.

A new Congregational Church is about to be
built at Eiland, near Halifax, from the plans of
Mr. Kirk, architect, Huddersfield.

A drinking-fountain is about to be placed on the
Hoe, Plymouth, as a memorial. The plans are
being prepared by Messrs. Hine and Ougers, of
that town.

The Elm Park Estate, Finohley (formerly known
as "Elm Place"), is to be sold by auction, in
building plots, for the erection of villa and other
residences. This freehold estate is one of the
fiuest in the north of London. Messrs. E. £.
Croucher and Co., of Chancery-lane and Seven
Sisters- road, ate the auctioneers.

A new permanent church of St. Paul is being
erected in Femdale-road, Brixton, from the de-
signs of Messrs. Haberehon and Fawckner, and will

be opened in May next. The organ is beiug built
by Messrs. Lewis and Co., of Shepberd's-bush.

A new meeting-hall is in course of erection in
connection with the Established Church at Kiugs-
kettle, N.B. The building is Gothic in stjle,

measures 40ft. by 21ft., and is constructed of local
freestone. Mr. Storrar, of Cupar, is the architect

;

Messrs. T. and M. Berwick, of Kettlebridge, have
taken the contract for masonry, and Mr. Sellars,

of Kingskettle, that for joinery.

Out ©fRce €Mt
Thanks alike to our readers and advLrtisers, we

have this week been able to add another eight
pages to the BtriLDiNa News, which will hence-
forth consist of 48 pages of letterpress, and six
or more pages of illustrations. The enlargement
will remove, for a time at least, the inconvenience
wc have laboured under for some time, ai ising

from the growing demands upon our space

;

should it recur, and readers and advertisers once
again combine to exert the gentle (and by no
means objectionable) pressure we have ju>t

yi; Ided to, we shall be quite ready for another
enlargement.

A EEOENT advertisement for a surveyor and
inspector of nuisances for the Swindon Local
Board dittrict, at a salary of £90 per auuum,
brought nearly eighty aj)plioatiou3 for the office.

Only three of these were from local men, the
others residing in the following towns :—Rams-
gate, Edinburgh, Sheffield, Manchester, Bognor,
Southsea, London (4), Birmingham (2), Taunton,
Rochdale, Oxford, Stratford -on-Avon, Burtou-
on-Trent (2), Southwark, Malton, Homcastle,
Hull, Norwich, Camden Town, Derby, Ciren-
cester, Stafford, Bedford, Waltham^tow (2),

Holbeach, Gateshead, Liverpool, Huddertfi>-ld,

Croydon, Newnham, Bristol (2), Liddington,
Lower Clapton, Hereford, Bolton, Buxton,
Lowestoft, Carlisle, Nottingham, Darlington,
Bradford (3), Shipley, Glasgow, Whitby, Man-
chester, Yarmouth, Alton, Leeds, Llandudno
(2), Stranraer, Middlesbrough, Tunbridge
Wells and Leek. A special meeting to consider

these applications was held in the board-room
on Tuesday week. Some of the applications

raised a laugh. One applicant for this £90 a
year remarked that he understood tlie board
would require some security, but "as he was
possessed of property worth at least £18,000, it

would be clear this could be easily be arranged "

!

One very handsome builder in the North, in

business on his own account, sent his photograph
as a recommendation. Another directed his

envelope so badly that it pasted through, and
bore the stamp of, no less than nineteen post

offices before it arrived at its proper destinaiion.

After an examination lasting upwards of four
hours, four gentlemen, from Lowestoft, Walt-
hamstow, Bolton, and Hereford, were selected

for a personal interview with the Board.

It is stated that Sir William Harcourt'*
London Water Bill avoids his predecessor's gross

blunder of embodying the terms for purchasing
the varied interests of our seven or eight com-
panies. The bargain, if any be attempted, will

te left to the new Water Trust or other power-

now hatching, or perhaps by this time duly
hatched, for official incubation has not been
neglected, say rather steadily advanced, by
Parliamentary obstruction. The Water 'Trust

contemplated by the report of Sir William
Harcourt's Committee was designed to have the
choice of regulating the supply as in the hand»
of the companies, to introduce a competing
supply, or to buy up existing interests—these

alternatives to be exercised separately or in any
chosen combination.

TiiE 14th annual general meeting of the
Builders' Clerks' Benevolent Institution was
held at the offices, 27, Farringdon-street,
E.G., on Tuesday, Feb. ^22, Mr. Stanley
G. Bird (the new president) in the chair.

The report showed that the income for the
past year was £510 2s. 2d., of which sum
£375 Is. 9d. belonged to the Relief Fund, and
£155 Os. 5d. to the OrjAan Fund. Duriug the
year an addition of £300 stock had been made to

the invested funds. A public dinner was held
on the Gth April last, under the able president-

ship of Mr. Taprell Holland, the sum of

£269 16s. being the result of his earnest appeal
on the occasion. This success enabled the com-
mittee to add a new pensioner to the list, and a
vacancy occui'ring at the same time through the

resignation of Mrs. King, an election was held,

when Mrs. S. A. Coulson, and Mrs. M. A.
Olver (the only eligible candidates), were both
elected by show of hands, being thus spared the

expense and anxiety of a contest. The total

number of pensioners now on the funds is 10,

besides two children being maintained and
educated in connection with the Orphan Fund.

It has been asserted that the .First Com-
missioner of Works is likely to bring in a
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Bill to remove tlie Temple Bar Memorial. The
repoit in we believe uufounded, aud probably
springs out of the fact, mentioned by us a fort-

night fiiioe, that next session, when tlie question

of the goveniniont of London comes forward in

the shape of a Cabinet measure, it is likely that

provisious will be introduced wliiuh will give

the First Comniiesioner of Works the same power
in the streets of the City of London that lie has

iu the streets of the metropolis outside London,
by which he can forbid the erection of any
memorial or building of any sort iu a public

tboroughfaro, and his acquiescence is necessary to

any such erection.

Ox Tuesday evening a lecture on " Ideals in

Christian Art " was delivered in the hall

of the LivciiJOol Free Library by Mr. C. T.

Oatty, V.S.A., curator of the Mayer Museum.
Mr. Gatty exhibited, by means of the oxy-
hydrOjion light, a number of drawings from
ancient and modern works of art, carvings,

jiaintings, sculpture, and illuminations included
within the Christian era, with a view to demon-
strate that up to the fifteenth century there was
always an unmistakable air of the supernatural
about the productions of artists, and that from
that time to the present day the tendency had
been to represent the simply human element to

the exclusion of the religious ideal. In support
of his theory, the illustrations were exliibited in

a series of constrasts. As an instance may be
mentioned the Great Seal of England in the reign
of Edward II., in which the king is represented
as the rigid, upright, thoughtful, ideal Christian
king, with a dove perched upon the top of his

sceptre and a cross upon the globe. On the other
hand was the Great Seal in the reign of George
IV. , without the dove and the cross, the monarch
depicted in an attitude of ease, surrounded by
luxury and supported by the presence of Her-
cules and Minerva.

Jfarper's Magazine for this month has an inte-
resting article by Mr. Moncure D. Conway, on
Btdford Park, with some illustrations, comprising
—A View from a Balcony—Tower-house and
Lawn-tennis Grounds—Dining-room in Tower-
house — Queen Anne Gardens — Co-operative
Stores and Tabard Inn—Reading and Billiard-
room, Club-hou.se—A Fancy-dress Party at the
Club—and An Artist's Studio. Mr. Moncure D.
Conway says that his '

' summer ramble ended in

a conviction that Bedford Park was an adequate
answer to Mr. Mallock's question, 'Is LifeWorth
Li«ng f ' " If lived at Bedford Park, Mr. Mon-
cure D. Conway says, " decidedly yes."

Is one of his "Latter-day Pamphlets" Mr.
Carljle expressed himself strongly on the sub-
ject of statues. After observing that the first

question to be decided by " a company of per-
sons who have decided to set up a brazen image '

'

was whether the hero's memory is worthy a
htatue, Mr. Carlyle said the next question to be
decidtd was whether the statue would be worthy
the hero—"Is it so excellent in point of art as
to be a respectable approach to the Ideal ? Or
alas, is itnot such an amorphous brazen sooterkin,
bred of prurient heat and darkness, as falls, if

well seen into, far below the Real ? Can you,
my misguided friends, think it humane to set up
iu its pre.-ieut uncomfortable form this blotch of
mismolten copper and zinc, out of which good
warming-pans might be made 'i Cannot the
Woods and Forests, in the name of sense and
common decency, interfere at least thiLS far?
Namely, to admonish the misguided citizens,

subscribers to the next Brazen Monster of sad
sculptural solecism, and exhort them three
successive times to make warming-pans of it and
repent; or failing that, finding them obstinate,
to say with authority, 'Well, then, persist. Set
up your Brazen Calf, ye misguided citizens,

and worship it, you, since you will and can. But
observe, let it be done in secret, not in public

;

we say in secret at your peril ! Observe there-
fore. Build a high enough brick case, or jo.ss-

house for your Brazen Calf, with undiaphanous
walls and lighted by sky windows only

;
put

your Monster into that and keep him there.
t'hither go at your pleasure and worship your
bellyful

; ruin your o->vn souls only, and leave
the poor population alone ; the poor speechless
unconscious population whom we are bound to
protect, and will !' " And now some people in
Chelsea are proposing to erect a statue of Carlyle
himself on the Chelsea Embankment

!

We are informed on good authority that an
influential committee has been formed of London

and Provincial builders, and several meetings
liave been held, with the object of forming a
company for the building and auxiliary trades,

on strictly mutual principles, which shall enable
employers to insure against accidents hnppening
to their workmen. We a re given to understand
that in a few days the project will be laid before

the trade.

A REPORT on the works executed by the City of

London Commissionersof Sewers during 1880 has

j ust been presented to that body by Mr.Wm. Hay -

wood, their engineer and survejor. It is stated

that during the year Monument-yard was ren-

dered available for carriage-traffic, and a new
street opened on the east side into Pudding-
lane. The entrance to Limo-street-square has
been widened fiom lift, to 20ft. wide — an
important addition to a series of improvements
carried out during the last few years in that lo-

cality. Many other ttreet improvements have
been carried forward a stage, and arrangements
have been made fer setting back houses in

Basinghall-street, Fetter-lane, AVarwick-lane,
Fore-street, Jewry-street, &o. Among other
contemplated improvements, as to which free-

holds have been bought or negotiations entered

into are those for continuing the widening of the
south side of Ludgate-hill, for widening Fleet-

street on north side between the Couits of Jus-
tice and Chancery-lane, Ave Maria-lane on the

south side, and Upper Thames-street. A variety

of pavements were lnid in the carriageways,
including the Val de Travers compressed, Lim-
mer compressed, and the Sooietc Fran(;ai8e

asphaltes, the improved and Ligno-Mineral
wood pavings, and some granite work. On the

footways the three kindis of asphalte already

mentioned were laid, and also York dressed

stone. In a length of 50ft. of footway, on the

south side of Leadenhall-street, there have been
laid, as an experimental comparison, three

parallel strips of (1) granolithic pavement

—

formed of crushed granite mixed with lime and
cement, and formed into slabs— (2) Maninghen
stone, a calcareous sandstone with fiue close

grain, from the Maninghen quarries near
Boulogne, and laid in courses 2ft. -nile and
2|in. thick, and (3) York flagging of ordinary

description. In April next it is intended to

commence the lighting of three districts of the

City with electric light, under the Brush, Jab-
lochkoff, and Siemens, Brothers' systems; the

experiment would be continued for twelva
months. An experiment is being tried in a
district between Fenchurch, Aldgate, and Lower
Thames-streets of washing the streets by jet

and hose.

It is generally believed that Portland cement
is impervious to gas as well as mois'ure, but its

capabilities have been a little exaggerated. Mr.
Philbrick, in an article on house-diainage, iu the
Massachusetts State Board of Health report,

alludes to a drain, well laid, with full cement
joints, and covered with concrete of hydraulic
cement, which, notwithstanding, gave off

through this cement a sufficient effluvium to

make the cellar nauseous, even though the
soil-pipe was ventilated. Dr. Russell, lecturer

on sanitation at the Watt Ins'itute, Edinburgh,
tested the efficacy of Portland cement by having
a cylinder made, 2in. long, composed of two
parts of sand and one part of cement, bedded in

a glass funnel, and coated with paraffin, with the

top of the funnel dipping iu mercury, within an
air-tight vessel. Ai aspiratory force, equal to

lin. of mercury, brought air through it slowly,

while a suction, equal to 7in., gave a tolerably

rapid succession of bubbles. 'These experiments
are conclusive, and show there is a tendency
among builders and others to overrate the imper-
^-ious qualities of cement.

CHIPS.
The corner-stone of a Moravian Sunday-school

was laid last week at Wyke, near Halifax. The
building is to be of one story, 46ft. by 27ft., and
will be divided by a wooden partition into boys'

and girls' departments. It will accommodate 300
scholars, and will cost £1,000. Messrs. G. Hep-
worth and Sons, of Brighouse, are the architects.

The church of St. Margaret, Halstead, Kent,
was consecrated by the Archbishop of Cautfrbury
on Wednesday week. The old parish-church has
been pulled down, and the one just consecrated

consists of a nave, a'sle, south porch, vestry, and
organ-chamber, added to the cemetery ctiapel.

which has been altered into a chancel. The style

is 13th century, and accommodation is provided

for S.'jO persona. The arcade-columns are of green
fiaLdstuiio, Hud the arches themselves of moulded
brickwork ; the floors are of encausiic tiles, and the
opn Bca'iug is of deal. Mr. W. Milford Teulon,
ot Lnndou, was the architect ; Mr. Williams, of
Hirrington-squaro. London, the contractor, and
Mr. J. Miles Oriffiu executed the carving. The
cost has exceeded £4,000.

Th") Camborne Waterworks Company have ac-
cepted iho tender ot Mr. W. II. Thomas to enlarge
their reservoir to a capacity of six million gallons,
at a cost of £477.

At a meeting of the Esaez Church Building
Society, the following grants have been made :

—
Clucton- on-Sea, £2.5; Chadwell-hrath new church,
£50; Fore»l-ga'e iron church, £15; Fiittlewell,

£20 ; and Steeple now church, £00.

New school and a teacher's residence nre about
to be erected for the united district school board of
St. GeorcG ami St. Bride-super-Ely, near Cardiff,
at St. G> crime's, from the plans and designs of
Messrs. Blecsley and Vaughan, of Cardiff.

At a special parochial meeting, held at Kirkin-
tilloch on Saturday, Mr. Kinnear was appointed
architect for the new manse, the cost not tu exceed
£1,500.

The parish-church of Almondsbury, Bristol, has
been effectively lit up by means of the new Hes-
perus oil-lamp, manufactured by Jones aud Willis,

of Birmingham and London.

St. Andrew's Church, Droitwich, is now reopened
after some considerable alterations, includmg a
new set of choir stalls, by Junes and Willis, of Bir-
mingham.

A new Catholic Church of St. Patrick is in course
of erection in the London-road, Nottingham, from
the plans and und'ir the direction of Messrs. Evans
and Jolley. The contract for the first two sections
has been taken by Messrs.Vickers and Co. at £1, 163,

and at a meeting held on Sunday week it was
decided to proceed with a further seoti m at an
estimated additional cost of £763, by which the
permanent structure will be cariied throughout the
nave aud its aisles to the roof-plate level.

It has been determined to restore the parish-
church of St. Andrew, Bishop Auckland, at an
estimated expense of £3,000. Mr. A. W. Blom-
field, M.A., is the architect.

A gold medal has been presented to Mr.
William Wagstaff, builder, of Freston, near
Ipswich, as a testimonial to the manner in which
be bui't the new Weslejau chapel in the village of
Chdinondiaton.

On FiiJay week a mee ing was held in a drill

hall on the occasion of the presentation of a testi-

monial to Mr. S. Brownfield, superintendent of the
Surrey Commercial Docks, by the employee of that
large conipany. The testimonial consisted of a
tilver tea aud coffee service and salver, and there
was the large number of 861 subscribers.

The annual meeting of the Bradford Antiquarian
Society was held last week, when a report was read,
showing that the Society is in asati.'factory condition,
nud that ten members had been added during the
year. Mr. S. T. Empsal was re-elected president.

Throat Irritation.—Soreness and dryness, iidt'
ling and Irrltatiun, incluciiif? congh and alfpcting the Toice. For
tlu'titj SYniptonis use Kpps's Ol^ceiine Jiyubcs. Oljcvrine, in
thetie Rfirocable cunfectiuna. being in pruxiinity to the gUnda
at the moment they are excited by the act of sucking, becomes
actively healing. Sold only in boxefl, "id. and Is. Ud., labelled
" James Errs and Co., Homceopathjc Chemists, London." A
letter received : "Gentlemen,— It nuiy, perhaps, ioten'st you to
Itiiow that, after an extended trial, 1 have found your eityccrine
Jujubes of consideniliie benefit (with or without medical treat-
nieut) in almost all forms of throat disease. They soften and clear
the voice. In no ease can they do any harm.—Vour^ faithfully,
OoHDoN Holmes, I..R.C.P.K., Seolor Fliysiclan to the Municipal
TliroiLt aud Ear InlirmarT."

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.— Loudon Institution. "TheGodaof Canaan.'*

By Prof. A. H. Sayce. 5 p.m.
Society of Kngiueers. 7.30 p.m.
Society of Arts. *' The Scientific Prin-

ciples Involvt-d in Electiic Lighting."
Ey l*rof. "W. G. Adams, F.R.8. First
lectute of course. 8 p ra.

Tuesday. Tnetitution of Civil Eng-ine' rs. Discussion on
"Tide Oaug'e, Tidal Harmonic Analyaei,
and Tide Predictor." 8 p.m

W EDSESDAY. - Socicty of Arts (in theatre of South Ken-
sington Musetim). "Accents of Cliim-
borazoandCatopaxiin I8S0." By Edward
"Whymper. 8 p.m.

TiiiaFHAY.— Socie'y for the Fine Arta. "Art with Re-
ference to the Stage." By AV. J. Allen.
8 p.m.

Tjondon Institution. '* The Prospects
of Architecture in Modem Civilis^ticn,"
By Wm. Morris. 7 p.m.

Fbidav.- University College. *' The Sculptures of the
Temple «f Zeus.at Olympia." By Prof

.

C. T. Newton. 4 p.m.

Laxnplon^h's Pyretic Saline is refreshing
.iiostftiircpablp.arid the prerentiveof FEVERS, «II TOUSNESH,
SMALL I'OX, SKIN DISEASES, ftnd manr other tprinr aBd
fummer ailments. Sold by ch^-mists throuenout theworta,aiid
the Maker. U3. Uolborn UilL Vu no mbtUtvtU —{Adtt.I
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Hollowtty's Pills p»mfy the blood, and by this
•pevmiioQ orvvent thv dcpr^swng clTrctaof col4, damp, and f>»)i(nf

Tvather. Thry rwus* thv nwvous BXstem to a hmlthv standard,

ttBd cire a wholcwone tODC to eT^rj orgma of the body. HoUo-
Tay^ PilU presc&t Xht turest means of checklns all chest
COBplaiBt*.

^m 9

CINDER-SIFTING ASH CLOSETS
Svperior to Earth CIomU. For GrnUeucu's UoaseSi CottagM,

Schools, Ssc.

SO DRIED EARTH REQUIRED.

The SanitaryAppliance Co. (Ltd.), Salford.

Doulting Freestone andHam Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, deliyerod at any part of

the United Kingdom, given on applicatisu to

CHARLES TRASK,
Korton-sub-Hamdon, Ilminster, Somerset.

— LAdtt.]

McLACHLAN & SONS, 35, St- James's-
Etre«tt S.W. Build<a^ Deciiraturs, and Houae rainteis.

Designs and £stiinates.
General Hepairs and Alterations Executed.

Experienoed Workmen always in readiness, and sent to

auf part ol the country.—-[Aurx.]

BATH STONE.
SUMMER DRIED,

CORSHAM DOWN,
100,000 Feet Cube.

PICTOR & SONS, BOX, WILTS.
[Advt.]

TENDERS.
•«* Oorrespondenta would in all cases oblige by giving

the oddxeflaea of the parties tendering— at any rate, of the
accepted tender— it adds to the value of the infoimation.

Beibill.- For road-miking, BexliilI-on-8ea, f-r Earl
De la WaJT. Messrs. FuwUr and Hill, surveyors :—

Cruttendcn, F.. St. Leonards ... £788
King, A., Hollington 650
Boll, E., Holliiigton 633

BaocKLET.—F.T construction of a sewer on an estate
at Brockley, near I.ewisham. Mr. Henry S. Legg, of
Chiist's Hospital, engineer ;

—

Carter, W £2,500
Woodham, W. and J 1,965
Keeble, J. W 1,618
Bell, J 1,699
Kirk and Randall 1,390
Webb, J. W 1,375 Q Q
McKenzie and Co ... 1,243

Blackueath.— For alterations and additions to No. 8,
The Paragon, Blackheath. Mr. Geo. Legg, architect.
No competition :

—
Shurmur (accepted)

.

CoTHzasToxE, Tdi Ks.-For works to St. Cuthbert's
Church. Mr. C. I-urdon Claike, arihitect, BhefEeld-
terraoe, Cempden Hill, London, W. :—

Kyle, J., Barnard CasUe (accepted) £1,290

CovESTBV.—Fur the erection of a stone wall in Brick-
kiln-lane, for the Coventry Board of Guardians. St. T.
W. "Wbitley, surveyor ;

—

Mellor and Dyer, Kenilwortb
Lockley, 8.

Newman, W
Price, Thos
Conl8aii,T
Taylor, W
OatUc, C, Coventjy (accepted)
Green, B

CaiCKLEWoOD.—For the construction of roads and
•ewers on the Cricklewood Estate, for H. 8. H. Princess
de Losignan. Mr. Edwin T. Hall, A.R.I.B.A., 57, Moor-
gate-street, E.C., architect :—

Todd, W. O., Southgate (accepted) £560

Ceoidale.—For erection of board-school, Croxdale,
near the city of Durham. Mr. Joseph Shields, architect,
Dndum:—

£84 10
39 18 6
88
32
30 10
28
28
26

Kfll, A.jTliester.le-Street ... £2,673
Brown, W. P., Sunderland ... 2,422
Atkinson, W. C. 8tockton-on-T. 2,310
JcjinaoD, J., Hattlepool 2,280
Eobson * Tremble, lletton ... 2,094
Oradon and 8<m, Durham 2,062
Foidie, E., Gllesgate Moor ... 2,060
Lowes, J,, Durham 2,059
AlldDaon * Son, Oate«1i-on-Tyne 2,054
Bailei, O., Durham 2,053
Ptatt, W., Durham 1,980
Whaley, J., Diiiham 1,976
Tajlor, Bros., BJai.chland ... 1,960
Bofawn, T., Low Fell 1,966
Grant, J,, Durb.am 1,940
Robinson and Tidster, Ferryhill... l,i!63
Elatob, T. ./., HouKhton-le-8pring 1,798
Bidley, W, Low Law 1,750
Focter, W., Cr.,xd .le(acoepted)... 1,710
Blackett, W, & K., B. Auckland 1,683
Hnist and VTlute, Tangley Moor 1,640

11 4i
7 8

15 6

17 4i

12 6

Dexdy Dale. -For villa residence, conservatory,
stabling, out offices, &c., Denby Dale, near Huddersfield.
Mr. Frederick Moorhouse, architect. Quantities bj Mr.
Hoffman Wood, Leeds :

—
Mason :

—

Turton, J., Skelmantborpe.

Carpenter and joiner :—
Holmes, J., Denby Dale.

Flum ber and glazier :

—

Lidster and Armitage, Huddersfield.
Slater :—

Goodwin, Wm. and Son, Huddersfield.
Plasterer :—

Child, Wm., Denby Dale.
Painter:—

Lawton and Hogley, Holmflrth.

EDixnuKoii.—For constructing the Edinburgh Suburban
and South Side Itailway, being about 7 miles of double
railway. Messrs. Trimble and Pedd'e, en.-ineers :—

Waddell, J. (accepted) £144,000

Exeter.—For the inclosure of sliow-yard and erection
of shedding at the annual show of the Devon County
Agricultuial Society :

—

Clements, of OiilUngton, near Kingsbridge (accepted),
£652.

FiN6D0RT Park.-For building new shop-front and
making alterations to premises at Seven Sisters-road,
Finsbury Park. Mr. Wm. Smith, architect :—

Larke £962
Shurmur 945
Harper 932
Durnford and Langham 879
Stevens 828
Steel, Bros 819
Dodds and Cobb 785
Mattock, Bros 777
Wilkinson 760

Forest Gate.—For the erection of a pair of semi-
detached villas in Earlham-grove, Forest-gate, Essex, for
J. Maidment, Esq. Messrs. Hills and Fletcher, archi-
tects :—

Alej^ander £1,175
Wire, Bros gio
Crisp and Tomlin 892
Lee, H. (accepted) ,.. .. ,.. 820

Hiouoate.—For alterations to the " Whittington Stone "
publichouse, Uighgate-hill. Mr. Wm. Smith, architect:—

Kerry £593
Shurmur 593
Larke 690
Harppr 547
Durnford and Langham 628
Stevens, Bi-os 470
Steel, Bros 46O
Mattock, Bros 417

HoLBOBN, W.C—For works of dusting and sloppingfor
the Holboru Diatriet Board of Works :—

Dodd (accepted) £3,000
More 2,880

Hove.—For repairs to Ellen-street Schools, for the
School Board of Hove, next Brighton :

—

Parsons and Sons (accepted) £37 10
[Lowest tender received.]

HoxTON.—For alterations to " White Hart," Hoxton,
for Mr. E, J. Rose, Messrs,Wilson, Son, and Aldwinckle,
architects :

—

Cox £975
Shurmur 874
Hearle 833

Lancaster.—For the erection of the Bogett memorial
inflrmai-y at the Royal Albert Asylum for Imbeciles,
Messrs, Paley and Austin, of Lancaster, architects :—
Mason's work :

—

Baynes, C, Lancaster (accepted).
Joinery:—

Hatch, J, (accepted).
Slating and plastering :

—
Cross, E, and Sons (accepted)

.

Plumbing and glazing :

—

Calvert and Heald [accepted).
Painting:—

Warwick, H, (accepted).

LAvENDEH-niLL.—For repairs to "Premier" ale stores,
27, Tyneham-grove, Lavender-hill, for Messrs. B, Taylor
and Co,, Frederick-street, Hampstead-road. Mr. W. F,
Potter, architect :—

Hayworth, S„ Kingsland £48
Hersee, F,, Peckham 46
Walkley,H , Battersea 43
Weaver and Green, King's-cross ... 43
Dearing, C, and Son, Islington ... 39 9
Butler, G, W,, Caledonian-road* ,„ 39 9

•Accepted.

LosDox.—Tenders for alterations to No, 6, Lime-
street-square, for the Investment Company, Limited, Mr,
Wunble, architect:—

Brass £3,337
Kamsey 3,235
Falkner 3,166
Colls and Son 3,133
Mcl^chlan 3,117
Ashby and Homer 3,112
Morter 2,987

LosDOM,—For new manufactory, Nos, 28 and 30, Gra-
ham-street, City road, for Messrs, Carlisle and Clegg
Messrs, Ford and Hesketh, architects :—

Hall, Beddtill, and Co.
Lee
Roberts
Perry and Co.
Brass
Ashby, Bros
Crabb, O
Morter
Conder
McLachlan
Pelo, Bros
Lawrence, E

£8,664
8,388
8,168
7,977
7,897
7,762
7,673
7,588
7,556
7,644
7,444
7,370

Lo.NDos.—For alterations to the "Black Friar"
Sublichouse, Queen Victoria-street, E,C. Mr H I
ewton, architect :

—

?"'•'?'«' £938
Ltdstone
Auiey ;;; 787
Shurmur 603
Walker .;;

Beale ©71

LoxDOK.-For Army and Navy Hotel, Viotoria-s'rcet,
S.W Mr. F, T. Pilkmgton, architect, Messrs, Palmer
audBuault, surveyors. Contract No, 1, for foundations :—

Perry and Co, (accepted)

LosDos,—For stables and workshops, Rugby-yard,
Lamb's Conduit-street, W.C, for J, W, Elvin, Esn
Messrs, Johnstone and Paine, architects :—

Marsland, J £2,760
Mustoe, G, 2,6a7
Sanders,F 2,531
Axford, J, B 2,415
Langmeadand Way (accepted) ,,, 2,356

London.—For alterations to a city restaurant. Mr H.
I, Newton, architect, ?7, Gt. George-street, Westminster
Quantities supplied ;

—

General works ;

—

Burman £933
Lidstoue

. 880
Aulcy ;;. 7S7
Shurmur 693
?'»"'« •••

. ,,•; 690
Beale (accepted) 671

Pewterer's work :

—

Bufow 175 10
Warne 175
Heath 169
Saunders (accepted) 151

Lutterworth,—For the erection of school-chapel and
Presbytery, Lutterworth, Leicestershire, for the Rt, Rev.
Bishop of Nottingham, Mr, C, (i. Wray, F.K.I.B.A.,
architect. Quantities by Messrs, LinsJell and Giffard:—

Halliday, T, C, Greetham
, Bromwich, Foster, & Co,, Rugby
Herbert, T and H,, Leicester ,,,

Parnell, J, and Son, Rugby
Hewitt, G,, Leicester
Saw and King, Lutterworth
Coleman, J,, Monks Kirby
Bass, C, Leicester
Sawbridge & Turner, Lutterworth

Peckham,-For five shops and dwelling-houses, to be
built in the Peckham-road, S,B, Mr, R, J. Worley, archi-
tect. Quantities by Mr, B, C. Gleed :—

Downs, W, B, and Co.

£1,276
1,251

1,202 9
1,195
1,187
1,100
1,010
974 18
954 18 9

Lawrance, E,
Toms, E
Smith, Wm
Taylor and Parfltt
Green, G,, 11, Powell-rd,, Clapton

£4,930
4,850
4,829
4,780
4,359
4.285

Plaistow,-For the erection of a blotk of three houses
in flats, for workmen's dwellings, at Plaistow, Essex, for
John Low Boots, Esq, Mr, Thomas Williamson, archi-
tect :

—

Alexander £1,300
Sharp and Everard 1,300
North, Bros 1'280
Button (accepted) 1,260

Reoent's-park,-For repairs to 29, William-street,
Regent's-park, for Messrs, B, Taylorand Co. Mr. W. F.
Potter, architect :

—

Walkley, H., Battersea .,, ',,, £78 10
Hersee, F., Peckham 65
Butler, U, W,, Caledonian-road ... 68
Dearing, C, and Son, Islington .,, 54 11
Hayworth, S,, Kingsland 49
Weaver and Green, King's-cross* ,,, 49

•Accepted.

Rugby,—For villa residence atDunchurch, Mr, Frederic
Kilby, Elborow-street, Rugby, architect. Quantities,
supphed :

Davis £897
Spencer 810
Bennett 797
Watson 785
Lissaman 756
Young 710
Jusan 699
Heap (accepted) 675
Tew 630

Proprietor suppli s bricks, stoves, and chimney-pieces.

Salisburv,-For alterations and additions to premises
on the canal, Salisbury, for Mr, Thomas Bloom, Messrs,
John Harding and Son, architects and surveyors :—

Pellctt, E £2,000
Witt, E 1,990
Foley, A 1,881
Tomkins, E 1,831 10
Scruse, W 1,809 3 5
Young and Sons 1,780
Tryhorn, P 1,710
Adey, W, H, (accepted) 1,615
Wort, J 1,686 10

All of Salisbury,

Saltlev,—For sewerage works. Mr, E. Pritchard,
engineer, 27, Gt, George-street, London, S,W,, and 37,
Waterloo-street, Birmingham, Quantities by Jlr, E. J,
Pumell, Coventry, Contract No, 3 :—

Fawkes, Bros,, Southport £9,771
Law, G,, Kidderminster 8,777
Davinson. Wm,, Sheldon 8,611
Hughes, Lower Gomal, Dudley .., 8,500
Hilton, H., Birmingham 8,147
Currall and Lewis, Birmingham,,, 8,076
Palmer, A., Birmingham 7,703
Smith, J. M., Westminster^ ... 7,800

• Accepted.
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STONE, BRICK, AND TERRA-COTTA.

WHATEVER may be the merits of

tlio different styles contending for

public favour, tliere can be no doubt that

material has a considerable share in the suc-

cess and workable conditions of any of them,
and will have much to do with its general

acceptance. Unfortunately, stone has never

been employed with any amount of success

in London ; all our stone buildings have
been more or less failures. The smoky
atmosphere has done its best to clothe our
most costly buildings in a thin drapery of

soot, or has accelerated the work of natural

decay ; they soon become dark and sombre
masses, their architectural beauty and de-
tails become less and less distinguishable,

and people pass them with a scant ac-

knowledgment of their architectural pie-
tensions. St. Paul's Cathedral, despite its

blackness, strikes us by the grandeur of its

mass, and the magnificence of its propor-
tions ; the Royal Exchange by its impos-
ing portica ; both are isolated structures,

appealing to the eye by their size and mag-
nificence ; but how many architectural

masteriiieces in the City, in less favourable po-
sitions, are ever looked at ?—the chief reason
being that their stone fagades have assumed
such a sombre monotony of grey or black that
all play of hght and shade is lost. If we leave
the older buildings of Wren and Hawks-
moor, GKbbs and Chambers, and look at

those built within the past generation, we
see little or no difference ; they are all

irretrievably shrouded in black.
Passing to recent stone buildings, the

discolouration is almost as noticeable. Take,
for instance, a few of the large stone-
fronted buildings in the City—the great
hotel in Holborn of the London, Chatham,
and Dover Railway Company, a facade
possessing much good detail ; all the stone
facades in Snow-hill ; the Deposit Bank, and
several offices in Cheapside. Eventhe Mercers'
Company's nowpremises in Cheapside, hardly
finished, and the New Savings Bank in
Queen Victoria-street have lost their clean,
stony freshness, and have begun to wear
the sombre hue so characteristic of London
street architecture. It may be noticed that
the projecting features, like cornices, string-
courses, and pediments, produce a deep
black shadow below them, more or less

streaked vq>on the plain surfaces of stone-
work, and wherever there is a projection
the blackness is increased on one side. In
quite new stonework a mottled appearance
is first noticed, which gradually darkens.
One of the most marked instances of smoke-
discolouration, and the patohiness attending
its earlier phase, may be observed in the
new Temple Chambers facing the Embank-
ment ; and it is rather remarkable that all

the new buildings of stone have suffered in
this neighbourhood. The stone front of St.
Stephen's Club-house, the stonework in the
School Board offices, the War and Foreign
Offices, Whitehall, and even the Grand
Hotel and the other new buildings in the
vicinity of Northumberland Avenue have
lost their freshness. The New Law Courts
are putting on a grey tint of carbon, and
whether Classic, Gothic, or Renaissance,
wherever, in short, stone has been used, we
see the same discolouration going on.

There is a monumental character about
stone edifices hardly obtainable in brick,
and this association appears to be so deeply
rooted in the architect's mind that ho can-
not divest himself of the idea that a build-

ing of a public character, a city bank, or an
exchange must be a stone building. The
Classic architect is especially prone to adopt
this view, and he has always striven against
brick, as a material unworthy of important
architecture. On the other hand, one of the

strong points of the Gothicist was that he
gladly accepted brick, and availed himself
largely of its use, and the popularity and
flexibility of the stylo were mainly due to

this cause. The desire for monumental
effect has always been a snare to the
Classicist. In accepting the highest expres-
sion of his art, he has naturally considered
stone the only material in which the
trabeated form of construction and columnar
facfades could be adequately carried out

;

and when this failed him, he scrupled not.

Brickworkhasbecome popular with theQueon
Anno men. We may notice a remarkable
building in the latter style by Mr. Norman
Shaw for the front of a bank iji Bishopsgate-
street. We have no wish to institute an
adverse comparison, nor do we deny that
the highest class of architecture has always
been favourable to the employment of

stone; but we think the architect, in this

climate at least, has had so many proofs of

the failure of stone in smoky atmospheres
that he might, in his own interests, begin
to consider whether stone might not be ap-
plied in a manner less open to the objec-

tions we have named. It is quite certain

that the failure of many buOdings we have
instanced has been due to the overwrought
stonework, the ela*)orate carving, and exces-

cessive ornamentation of the facades. On
those buildings where the ashlar-work has
been left untouched, as in the new Gresham
Offices in the Poultry, or where the large

surface of the front has been left quite

plain, the smoky atmosphere has told with
less effect. Fagades relieved by columnar
ordinances, or where the salient features are
numerous and the carved relief work is pro -

fuse, have, on the contrary, suffered the
most. The sooty particles find their way
into every nook and crevice ; the capitals of

columns, the spaces between modillions,
the fino quirks and crevices of mouldings
and carved work get filled with the accu-
mulated layers of floating blacks till all re-

lief and contrast disappears in one dingy
coating of lugubrious fur. Repeated
showers and wind drive these particles of

soot into every corner and crevice, con-
solidating them as time goes on. Cannot
the architect, in dealing with facades of
town buildings, btar the facts we have
stated in mind, and if stone must be used,
choose a style of Classic freer from the ob-
jection ? Is it necessary for him always to
use the orders, piling them up in agony
upon the faces of his stonework, or reces-
sing his front, and leaving nooks for the
yearly drift of soot-flakes ? Is he compelled
to have profusely-carved string-courses and
panels that get so choked with dust as to be
hardly dis'inguishable ? There are some
styles of stone ornamentation, as that so wcU
practised by Sir John Poane, and w"hioh
have lately found imitators among the
French Clas-^icists, less open to objection;
the stone face is left plain, and the lesser

ornament is sunk instead of being raised.
The stonework washes itself clean, and the
incised relief, though it gets filled up with
soot, does not lose its character.
Butwhy d oes the Classicist so pertinaciously

cling to stone, when ho has within his reach
the power of fabricating the clay of the
district ? Perhaps it is because he can-
not cut and carve it like he can freestone.

Mou'ded brick and terra-cotta are intrac-
table, and it is this fact which operates
against their use. We have, nevertheless,
the examples of Italy and North Germany
to show how architects have applied brick
and terra-cotta in important details, both
iu the Romanesque and Gothic epochs.
Capitals, arches, and friezes found in the

German brick buildings show the capabili-

ties of the application of terra-cotta to
Classical features. What has been done at
South Kensington in one or two of the
annexes to the Museum and at the School
of Science show the impeniioable nature of
terra-cotta, and its resistance to the effects

of smoke ; but wo may point with more
satisfaction to Mr. Wuterhouse's Natural
History Museum, and his new building just
completed between Piccadilly and Cond-
street, where terra-cotta of two shades
has been employed with good effect, to
show how the Classic architect may turn
it to account. Difficu'ties attending the
uncertain shrinkage of the clay and the
unevenness produced by warping in loEg
lines of cornices and mouldings, havebeen the
serious obstacles to its use; but with increased

facilities for manufacture, the admixture of

different clays and substances, these will

disappear. It is practicable, however, to
erect a columnar facade with cement con-
crete in blocks at probably less expense
than in Portland stone, and the question
seems to bo worthy of tho attentive con-
sideration of those architects who work in

the Classical styles, if they desire to place
their art on the same footing as regards
economy and durability of appearance with
that of the revivalists of brick architecture.

WATER-COLOUR DRAWINGS AT THE
DUDLEY GALLERY.

'I'^HE Dudley Gallery general exhibition of
J- water-colour drawings opens with a
choice selection of pictures of genre and land-
scape ; domestic and romantic incident being
as usual largely represented on the walls
and screens. To begin our review in the
order of the numbers, two or three archi-

tectural subjects call for notice. Mr. John
O'Connor, for instance, exhibits a striking

little interior transparent in colour, and some
vigorous drawing of detail in his ' • Spanish
Portico, Burgos " (5) ; the richly-carved

circular-arch and the colonnade in perspec-

tive are drawn with a sympathetic know-
ledge of Oriental work ; and near it is Mr.
R. Phene Spiers' scholarly drawing of a
Mosque at Luxor, Egypt ; but his best effort

in this part of the room is a drawing of
" Old Doorway, Rustofan, Brittany " (No.

10), a charming sketch of a Lati Gothic
doorhead, with an ogee-label moulding,
crocketed, springing from vertical continu-
ous and projecting jamb members. The
grey stonework and the broken aroh-movdd
are handled with much breadth and effect.

" St. Alban's Abbey from the S.E." (12), by
Victoria S. Hine, is a truthful repre-

sentation of the old Abbey, refined in

drawing and pure in colour. " A December
Morning," by Mr. Max Ludley and "Arti-
chokes," the work of a lady artist of much
promise, Elizabeth H. Howard, depicting a
fair-haired little girl in a field, against a
background of dark foliage, are both spirited

studies ; and the visitor can hardly leave

this corner of the gallery without remarking
a masterly and powerful study of light and
colour in " Hay Barges on the Thames," by
Mr. R. W. Allan, an artist who is working
evidently in the same spirit as Miss Clara

Moutalba. The same gentleman's " Street

in Granada " (20) is also noticeable for an
idealised treatment of a commonplace sub-

ject. Those who admire the weird, wUI
find something to captivate them in Mr.
John M. Swan's " Sorcerers," a composi-
tion exhibiting a skilful handling of the

strange and demoniacal.
Rural and domestic incidents are attrac-

tively brought to our no ice by such works
as Mr. H. B. Tidmarsh's " Will He Come :"

and Mr. Percy Macquoid's clever reminis-

cence " Bringing iu the Peacock at Christ-

mas," the last fomided upon an old custon'

prevailing in some parts of Wales of cooking

a peacock with skin and feathers for Christ-
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mas. The young lady in light-yellow gauze
drapery, carrying the bird, and the acoess-

sories, are well drawn. There is much fresh-

ness and a natural sense of colour in Mr.
Philip Norman's "Mermaid Street, Eye"
(33), with its grass-grown roadway ; Mr.
Charles Earle's " An Autumn Misty Morn-
ing " (37), Mary Forster's "Eingwood,
Hants "

((>4), a quiet and truthful sketch of

misty meadows ; while upon the same part
of the wall we are charmed by Mr. Frank
Dillon's " study of Siberian Crab Blossom,"
a truthful and sympathetic rendering in

colour. The blue vase and the sprig, with
the bronzed basin are admirably set otf on a
background of golden hue. As usual, coast
and marine subjects are pretty numerous.
We may pick out Mr. Joseph Knight's small
study, " In Conway Bay," a pleasant bit of

open landscape, such as one may see fringing
the coast ; the hillock of drift is cleverly

managed. Mr. A. W. Weeden's " Storm
Cloud" (75) is vigorous and natural in

colcur ; and the highly-fiuished sketch of

the -Land's End" (96), by Mr. Frank
Walton, a disciple of the Naturalistic school,

sustains that master's reputation for truth-
ful execution, combined with good colour-
ing, though drawn rather at variance with
received canons of composition. Next it,

Mr. W. T. Eichards gives us a grand, for-

cible, and rocky landscape in his best style,

in which body-colour has been largely used
to produce eflect. Mr. Arthur Severn con-
tributes also a characteristic study, " Sunset
at Sea " (201), and Mr. Edwin Ellis a grand
picture of rock and billow in his " Summer
Bea " (219). Landscape and mountain
scenery, always a fascinating theme with
the younger school of artists, finds many
able exponents. Mr. J. B. Bedford's stmny
view, "Clogmen Mawr," is a taking
picture ; the autumnal tinting in Mr. Pils-

bury's "Ploughing" contrasts rather
strangely in treatment with the bright and
ra'her too naturalistic co'.ouring in Mr. J.

Lewis's p'cture, " Down where the Bluebells
Grow," near it. The former is as sympa-
thetic as the last is painfully realistic intone'
A fine study of mountain and atmosphere is

Mr. Walter Severn's " Mountain Tarn in

Ireland" (149) ; but descending to a more
modest subject, Mr. John Whipple's " Sheep
Crossing Dartmoor" (155), equally excels
for its truthful drawing, simple water-
colour, and broad handling. Mr. J.

M' Dougal, in 301, sends a broadly-treated
landscape, a " Hay Field" under a mid-day
summer sun. The bright cloudless sky,
such as may be seen on an early summer's
day, has been well depicted. Mr. Ernest
A. Waterlow also contributes a fine sunny
upland, in which a peasant girl is seated;
the windmill and clump of trees are
happily introduced. Hard, and rather
heavy in colouring, though sharp and
sparkling in bright reflection, is Mr.
A. B. Donaldson's " Eiver AVitham, Lin-
coln," but his " Green Cottft, Canterbury,"
has a pleasing depth of light and shade, and
less mannered in style. No landscapes,
however, for power and highly-finished
execution, surpass Mr. Joseph Knight's
contribution, "Evening" (363), a sandy
roadway through Lauks of tufted grass, with
a group of wayfarers ; and his masterly and
finely-painted subject, " VeUed Sunlight"
(56^), a landsca]^)e or swampy heath, remark-
able for the hazy distance and grassy fore-
ground. Both pictures show a keen sense of
colour, chiaroscuro, and finished execution.
Mr. A. H. Haig's sketch, " At Chartres"
(76), is a crisp and clean drawing, ia which
the artist has thrown a spell of picturesque
fancy round the river and cathedral. One
of the few studies of romantic incident on
the walls is Mr. Lexden L. Pocock's figure
of a lady seated, lulled by music ; it is heavy
in colour, and scarcely suggestive of the

Slet's sentiment conveyed in the couplet.
ore sensational is Mr. Waterhouse's '

' St.

HiJalia" (103), where the body of the saint

is lying in the Forum shrouded by snow.
"Awaiting S-entence" {V2'2), by Mr. F.
Cotman, is a clever study of juvenile

delinquency. The two urchins standing
against the wall have all the expression of

anxious expectancy in their countenances
thoroughly characteristic of school life.

" Consolation," by Mr. C. Garland, is also

simply told, only in this case the little

offender on chair, with blue sash and long
hair, is consoled by an affectionate grey-
hound. Mr. Henshall's " Leonisa " (150),

is a skilfully idealised figure, and the light

drapery of background well throws up the

dark features of the heroine. Among the
sketches of picturesque mother - country
" Nuneaton Market Place," by Miss Patty
Towusend (152), is interesting as the school

place of " George Eliot." The market-place
is known in "Jiinet's Eepentance " as the
High-street of Milby, and it was here,

it is told, the great authoress, when a
girl, often rode with her father to market.
The work of Mr. Onorati Carlandi is re-

markable for the breadth of handling and
depth of tone, " A Village Street of the
Campagna" (163) is an excellent example of

these qualities, and there is a poetic charm
in the grey tones of the marble walls. Mr.
Arthur Severn g^ves us a trim garden sketch
in his view " Near Ambleside " (173), and Mr.
William Stott, in 182 and 270, two able

studies of sunlight effect. The girl in blue
frock, in a plantation of willows, the gleams
of sunlight through which fall upon the
figure, is drawn skilfully, and the shadows
and half lights are perfect. No. 188, "Light
in Darkness," by E. Eoseler Franz, is also a
clever study of sunlight and shadow, as it

can only be seen in Italy ; No. 200 evidently
conveys an ironical incident : the reflection

from the wet roofs and yard is clever ; and Mr.
Harding Smith's "Youth and Age" is an
admirably finished figurestudy, the titlebeing
a metaphorical description of the figures de-
picted—an aged cardinal in his scarlet robes,

about to be assisted by a youth up a flight

of stairs. No. 218 is a striking piece of

inland river scenery, by Mr. W. G. Addison.
The place of honour on the end wall is

occupied by Mr. John White's forcibly-

painted figure of a child seated on a wicker-
work chair playing with a money-box,
under the humorous title "The Way the

Money Goes." Its massive chiaroscuro con-
trasts strongly with many other drawings.
Mr. Elgood's study in a village churchyard,
" Far From the Madding Crowd "

; Mr.
George Hare's carefully-drawn and finished

study of Mediaeval costume (233) ; Mr. Ead-
clyffe's "Farmhouse" sketch (240); Mr.
A. Severn's " Rouen from St. Ouen'V243),
and Mr. Terry's " Bravo," are all creditable

performances, the several merits of which
we cannot stop to point out. Of the few
architectural drawings, Catherine Thornton's
"Arch of the Silversmiths, San Georgia in

Velabro, Eome" (274), must be mentioned
for the carefully-drawn Eenaissance porch.

We may point to a few other pleasant

sketches, as, for instance (282), bold in depth
of tone; No. 286, "Spring," No. 307, a
quaint " Old Town-hall, Stonehaven,"
cleverly managed in the reflected light (373)

;

a drawing of " Siena Cathedral" (361), and
one or two humorous studies, especially

Mr. Davis Cooper's "Intervention" (338),

and an old maid listening over a garden
wall to the converse of two unsuspecting
lovers beneath, cleverly limned by Mr.
Frank Cox (358). Mr. Charles Earle sends

two landscapes in a rather mannered style

(378, 404). "The Courtyard of an Inn,

Verona," by Mr. J. O'Cbnnor, and Mr. H.
M. Marshall's " Approach to Westminster,"
are both correct in drawing and colour. Mr.
J. S. Hill has caught the sentiment ox-
pressed in the line " Calmly the Day is

Dying " (400), and Mr. Henshall has dis-

armed criticism in his amusing subject, " An

Argument " (403), who depicts very skilfully
the expressions of the heated debaters in an
after-dinner eiiu-ute. Miss Kate Hastings, in
her "The Idle Singer of an Empty Day,"
(344), has, perhaps, hardly been fortunate in
the conception, though the colouring is in a
pleasing decorative key ; Miss C. PhUlott's
" Where the Garden Apples Grow " (462), is

a more classically thought-out figure,

heightened by light drapery, and a marble
background. " Bacchus and Pomona," by
Mr. Sidney Whiteford (436); "Mother's
Cup of Tea," by Mr. J. M. Swan (446) ;

" Les Champs de Colza," by Mr. D. Carr;
"APuddler between Two Fires," by Mr.
M'CuUoch ;

" In Possession," by Mr.
McFadden ;

" A Bright Day in Autumn," by
J. E. Grace (526), and Mr. Compton's "Mid-
night at the North Cape " (533), are all

praiseworthy. Mr. J. C. DoUman, well
known for humorous incidents, sends one
of his comical studies in No. 492, though
perhaps less happy than the contribution of

last year. On the screens a few noteworthy
sketches and studies greet the visitor. We
may especially draw attention to '

' Three
Studies ofMereMorot" (563), vigorous in

light and shade, by Bertha Nowcombe, an
artist of power in the portraiture of
character ;

'

' Old Manor House , East Mascul,
Sussex," by Mr. A. C BeU; "In Pass of

Killieorankie " (603), by Mr. John Euskin,
a pre-Eaphaelesque study of rocks of much
truth and elaboration in finish ; one or two
pleasing sketches by Mr. Phene Spiers, as No.
602; and awonderfully conscientious render-
ing of an " Old Book and Bric-a-brac Store,"

by Mr. B. W. Spiers, an artist well-known
for his consummate fidelity and study of this

particular phase of still-life (No. 622). We
may also pay a tribute to Mr. Barraud's
" Sketch in Surrey " (631) ; Mr. Woodlock's
"Dame Quickly" (637); "Pursuit," by
Mr. S. Paget (672), a Quixotic fancy; Miss
Jackson's " Chrysanthemums " (673) ;

" Autumn Fruit," by Mr. S. T. Whiteford ;

and Nos. 668, 671, 627, 591, and 580. The
statuettes and models exhibited display in-

vention, especially Mr. D. S. Bloor's
" Greedy," a terra-cotta, and Hannan Bar-
low's " Sympathy," an amusing and spirited

modelled subject of the canine and feline

species.

THE WATEE QUESTION.—IV.

IN the Bills now before Parliament for

the conservancy of rivers and the pre-

vention of floods, the river basin is the area

over which a General Board is to have
authority. It is said to be of groat import-

ance that the whole river basin should be
iucluded, from the source of the river to the

sea. The whole basin of a river includes the

foreshores and mouth of the river, down to

mean-tide level ; but for the purposes of a
Elvers' Conservancy Act, it would be well

to extend the limits of the river authority

to low-water mark of ordinary spring tides.

The experience which has been had of one
authority improving the cour e of a river

in its upper and middle portions, while

another authority has held command of the

lower portion and the outfall, has not gone
to prove the wisdom of that arrangement,

and, therefore, it is now urged that it is

important to include under one authority

the whole area of a river basin in respect

of all the water interests, and the sei is

looked to as being the only proper limit of

the jurisdiction of such a board. Following

the order with which we began, along the

south, east, north-east, north-west, and

west coasts, there are, from Land's End to

Fowey, a distance of 85 miles along the

coast—not following every indent of the sea,

but a general line—12 rivers or streams,

having basins of 47, 40, 29, 33, 10, 33, 12, 40.

60, 50, and 80 square miles respectively, and
the river Fowey itself of 120 square miles,

as appears upon the map ot the " Catchment
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Basins of England and Wales," prepared by
the Ordnance Department, and published by
Mr. Stanford, of Charing-cross.

Proceeding, in like manner, a further
distance of 88 mUes from Fowey to Dawlish,
there are 12 rivers having basins of the fol-
lowing areas :

—

Name Area.
711

Lynher 100/
Tamar 385
Tavy 85

)

Plymouth Leat.. 23}
Plym 59)

From Dawlish
distance
the

Name.
Yealme , .

.

Erme
Aune

Area.
36
43
54
73

200
203

here included in that of the Ouse), and the
Ouse itself. Tlie areas of these river-basins
are as follow :

—

to

Dart
Teign

St. Alban's Head, a
of 90 miles, there are nine rivers,

areas of the basins of which are, in
square miles, as follows :

—

Char 39
Brit 52
Bredy 21
(Weymouthj .

.

87

HI
Exe 584 (
Otter 82

r— 21)
Axe 165

From St. Alban's Head to Littlehampton,
95 miles, there are 13 rivers

—

Frome 187
Piddle 119
Stour 459
Avon 673
Lymingt: n 91 )

Beaulieu 52
Test 477

Itchen 231
)

Hamble 35 }

85)
(Portsmouth) .. 235

26)
Arun 370

)

The Isle of Wight is not included ; it has
a coast line of about 55 miles, and 5 rivers.
From Littlehampton to Dover, 95 miles,

there are 8 rivers—
35

Adur 160
(Brighton) .... 56
Quae 205

Cuckmar .

.

Old Haven
Bother

751
121/
312)
88/

Ludd 1.39— 39
122

Ancholmc 244
Trent 4052
Don 682

Eesuming, there

Aire 815
Ouso 1842
Derwent 794
Foulness 133
Hull 364

206

are, from Hornsea to
Redcar, a distance of about 80 miles
(Scarborough).. 157 I Esk.

From Redcar
there are

Tees

to Tynemouth, 44

147)
100/

miles,

708 )
I

Wear 456
77/

I
Tyne 1130

From Tynemouth to Berwick-on-Tweed,
60 miles

31i
Blyth 131

I

Wansheck 126;
37
18

Coquet 240
Aln 104

1291
37/

Till 231

From Dover round by the North Fore-
land and Whitstable and outside the Isle of
Sheppey to Sheemess and up to Chatham,
and down the Medway again to Sheemess,
and up the Thames to Greenwich to meet
the basins of the Thames proper and the
Lea, and, crossing over and going down the
north shore round by the mouth of the
river Crouch to Bradwell, the distance is
about 185 miles, and there are the following
rivers :

—

Stour 373
The Swale 157
Medway 680
Cray and others 314

Thames and Lea 4613
Roding 317
Crouch 181

The object we have in view in making
these tabular statements is to show, at a
glance almost, what a large number of
small river-basins adjoin the sea-coast of
England and Wales ; but without further
remark at present, upon that point, we pro-
ceed to the north-west coast, and follow it

and the west coast to Land's End, whence
we started.

From the river Line, in Cumberland, to
the mouth of the Kent, at the head of
Morecambe bay, there are the outfalls of the
rivers of the Lake district of Cumberland
and Westmoreland, the distance being about
125 miles to the southern watershed of the
river Kent.

Calder 28

)

Irt 61
}

Esk 64 )

Duddon 46 i

28}
66 )

Leveu 202
Kent 2.55

Wyrai
Arth ..

Aeron ,

,

Teifl
'.'.

23,
31
52
48
386

digan bay to Cardigan Head is 100 miles, in-
cluding

—

Pryaor 141
Artro 45

3
Mawddach 151
Dysynni 64
Afondyfl 217
Lery 34

2J
Rheidol 70
Yatwjth 75

Prom Cardigan Head round by St. David
Head and St. Govens Head, to the mouth of
the Bristol Channel at Worms Head, is a
distance of 160 miles, in which are

—

Neveru 94 1

(St. Bride's bay) 65 /
Cleddau 212)
(Pembroke) .... 114 (

Taf
61)
183/

Towy 5U
Qweudraeth 73)
Llwchwr 156

)

211
104/

Proceeding along the east coast to Great
Yarmouth, and about 20 miles beyond, to
the division of the watersheds of the Bure
and Waveny, a distance of 100 miles or
thereabouts, the following rivers dis-
charge :

—
Blackwater 434

24)
Cohie 192

'

53)
Stour 407
Orwell 171
Deben 153

- 32)
Aide 109 J

Minsraore 34 )

Blyth 79 (

- 53)
Yare & Waveney 880
Bure 348

Again, to and a little beyond the Withem
Eau, at Saltfleet, a distance of about 130
miles.

Line
Eden 915
Wampool 78

)Waver 70

}

Ellen 72)
Derwent 262

)

II
Ehen 72

)

These rivers convey into the sea the sur-
plus waters from Ulieswater, Haweswater,
Bassenthwaite lake, Derwentwater, Thirl-
mere, Crummockwater, Buttermere, Lowes-
water, Ennerdalewator, Wastwater, Conis-
tonwater and Windermere.
From the watershed of the Kent, round by

Blackpool and up the Eibble nearly to
Preston, and back by Southport to Formby,
near the mouth of the Mersey, is about 50
miles, along which the following rivers dis
charge :

—

Lune 418

Bamney 94
|

Ebbw 94
j

TJsk 540 1

65J
Wye 1,609

From Worms Head along the South Wales
shore by Swansea, Cardiff, Tredegar, and
Newport, to the watershed ditiding the
Wye from the Severn basins, is 100 mUes
or thereabouts ; and there are 12 rivers,
viz. :

—
66

Tawe 106
Neath 118
Afon 87
Ogmore 114

67
Ely 81
Taff 198

Taking the Severn basin properly to ter-
minate where it meets that of the Wye on
one side of the Channel and that of the
Bristol Avon on the other, near Aust pas-
sage, and returning down the Channel on
the Somerset and Devon shore to its mouth
at Hartland point, west of Bideford Bay,
there are, in 120 miles, 15 river basins, in-
cluding that of the Severn, viz. :

—

Severn 4,350
Avon 891
Yeo 106
Axe 101
Brue 197

80)
Perrett 562;

82)

East Lynn

24
29
41

I

Taw 455
Tiirridge 336

10

Wyre 208
Eibble ,585

Douglas 168
55

Welland 760
Witham 1079
Steeping 101
Witheru Eau . . 189

Glaven 293
Nar 131
Wissey 243
Ouse 2607
Neue 1077

Passing the mouth of the small river
Ludd, and entering the Humbor, and pro-
ceeding along the south shore past Grimsby,
New Holland, and Winteringham, we come
to the mouth of the Trent, then the Don,
the Aire, and the Yorkshire Ouse ; and, on
the left bank of the Ouse, the Derwent, and
lower down, the Foulness and the river
Hull ; then, passing round Spurn Piiint, we
come to Hornsea, having traversed the tide-
way for a distance of 135 miles or so
although the coast-line from Saltfleet to
Hornsea is not more than 40 miles

; yet we
are bound to go so far up the Humber to
meet those great rivers the Trent, the Don,
the Aire, the Wharfe (the area of which is

Going from Formby up the Mersey about
10 mUes above Liverpool, and crossing over
to the mouth of the river Weaver, back by
Birkenhead to the mouth of the Mersey and
round by Hoose and West Kirby to the head
of the Dee estuary, and back round Air
Point to the coast at Prestatyn, the distance
is about 85 miles, and it includes the out-
falls of the basins of the following rivers,
viz. :

—

Alt 1261|Weaver 711
Mersey 885 / |

Dee 813

Thence along the northern shore of Wales,
round by Great Orme's Head and through
the Menai Strait along the western coast of
Carnarvon and round to Aberdaron, is 90
miles, and the following rivers fall in :

—

Clwyd 319
I
Seiont 143

39

)

Conway 222
J

78

Soch 33
Erch 55
Dwyfaoh 48

The Isle of Anglesey has a coast line of
100 miles, and 5 rivers

—

Braint .53

Cefui 41
4'

Alaw

From Aberdaron, along the shore of Car-

On the Devonshire and Cornwall coast,
from Hartland Point to Land's End, there
are river basins of the following areas, in a
distance of 110 miles, viz. :—108, 8, 149,
154, and 4.3 square miles; and another, in
which St. Ives is situated, of about 10 square
miles.

Now, seeing that there are, as above set
down, so many small river-basins all along
the coasts of England and Wales, how would
these be dealt with by the Bill now before
Parliament ? Each large river-basin would
very properly be constituted a district for
the conservancy of all the water interests
in it, but of the others—what ? The words
of Mr. Magniac's Bill, bearing on this point
of the constitution of the districts, are " the
basin of a river having its outlet at the sea,"
and of the Government Bill, •' a river-basin
or contiguous river-basins." Under the
first of these each of those small river-basins
above described would constitute a conser-
vancy district ; under the second, the juris-
diction of a river board proper might be ex-
tended coastwise from the mouth of the
river so far as to include one or, in some
cases, two small river-basins in each direc-
tion

;
but it would hardly be found convenient

thus to extend the jurisdiction of those
boards farther than that ; and, indeed, in
most cases it woidd probably be found to
be inconvenient to go so far even, and that
it would be better to limit the authority of
a large river board to the immediate fore-
shores

; and it would appear that several of
the smaller river-basins should be combined
under the authority of a coast board whose
jurisdiction would extend in each direction
to meet that of a river board proper, and
thus to cover the whole ground; and
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although but little or nothing may be re-

quired to be done along the coast itself, yet,

in case of need, there would be an authority

to act. In the twenty-two sections of the

coast above described, the divisions are

made at the water- sheds of contiguous river-

bds'ns, and where smaller river-basins are

bracketed with others, it is an indication of

a probable convenience of arrangement,
subject, perhaps, to much ampndmont, for

in any proposed combination of the small

river-basins, local feeling must have sway,
and ought, perhaps, to govern tho result

;

but whether between the mouths of the

larger rivers the smallest river-basins should
««ch form a conservancy district, or that
several should be combined, thoy would
best br dealt with by coast boards in con-
junction with those of the larger rivers.

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS.*

HORTICULTURAL building is a branch
of construction so surrounded by

technical considerations, that it is impossible

to deal with the subject from a purely
artistic point of view. The architect feels

the difficulty of reconciling the horticultural

builder's ideas of fitness with his own, and, on
this account, it appears to be almost incon-

ceivable forhim, with any consistency, to con-

SjJt the " artistically " prepared catalogues

of well-known firms. We have, on several

occasions, regretted that no reliable and
practical treatise on the subject was within

-the reach of those who required information,

but who did not want to be bound by the

conventional systems of greenhouse build-

ings and gardeners. Mr. F. A. Fawkes, of

the firm of T. H. P. Denn=s and Co., of

London and Chelmsford, a well-known firm

of horticultural builders, has brought out a

book which furnishes the sort of practical

and independent information we have indi-

cated. Mr. Fawkes's treatise docs not pre-

tend to give hints on design to the archi-

tect, but to furnish him simply with those

constructional and mechanical points which,

as tho author puts it, should be dec'ded by
the horticulturist. A few of these neces-

sarily touch tho vicissitudes of the seasons,

the "relation of the inclination of the solar

rays to roofing, aspect, drainage, ventilation,

heating, &c. The effects of the sun's

altitude during the longest and shortest days

are pointed out by diagrams, the warmest
rays being, of course, those which fall upon

a horizontal plane in a nearly perpendicular

direction. In this climate the maximum
angle is nearly 62°, and occurs on the day
when the sun' attains its longest duration

above our horizon, while the angle of the

gun's obliquity during the shortest day is

about 15°. On these simple facts rest tho

whole philosophy of roofing our greenhouses

ficonorai'"ally. Ou the chapter on " Sun's

Rays " the author quotes the table of

Bouguer, showing the loss of light by trans-

mission through and reflection from glass.

Prom the latter of these the proportion of

light-rays lost by reflection from a smooth

plate of glass is shown to be considerable.

Thus, at an angle of 5° made by sun's rays

with glas? out of 1,000 rays impin-

ging, more than 50 per cent. (543) are

iost by reflection, while, at an angle

.of 70° to 90°, only 25 rays per 1,000 are

lost, a fact which at once informs us that a

ro .f so pitched that the rays shaU strike it

D'-'rly at a right angle i-s the most desirable.

A' any angle between 00° and 90°, only a

pi tiportion of 2\ per cent, of the sun's

r ys are lost ; but allowing for other con-

3:leration8, the most favourable pitches,

nrcording to Mr. Fawkes, vary from 36° to

4 j =
, for latitudes ranging from .50° to 59°,

that is taking into consideration little aid

from artificial heating. But there are

• nortictjltor»l BuDdinpi
F. A. Fawkm. Londun
Ualbom.

their Construction, ftc. By
B. T. Batsford, 52, Hijfli

other conflicting constructional conditions
pointed out by the author which the
architect ought to consult. A lower
pitch than 26° is no safe for glass ; a flat

one requires to be securely tied to prevent
thrust, and on the whole, wh^re the sun's

rays are necessary, from 26° to 44° is

recommended as a good inclination for

general purposes. Aspect and site

are discussed ; but, of course, on
these heads, tho architect ought to

be as good a judge as tho horticulturist.

A southern aspect is perhaps the best for a
lean-to ; for a span-roof, one in whioh the

axis or ridge runs north and south, so that

each siderecnves its share of the sun's rays.

Ai in other points, the question of aspect

depends on the kind of plants grown, and
various othsr local considorati-ns.

The chapter on levelling may appear
rather superfluous in a work treating on
horticultural buildings, yet the subject un-
questionably forms a useful branch of the

practical business of tho horticultural

builder. An important section is that treat-

ing of sections of growing houses, and the

diagrams given will be found of use to the
architect, as the particulars of height of

front wall, staging, the opening of the

lights, &o., are indicated. Lean-to, span-

roofs, with and without front lights, three-

quarter span, curvilinear, ridge and furrow
houses are discussed. The author says,

speaking of the claims put forward for

curvilinear roofs, "it is open to question

whether their advantages are not over-

whelmed by their disadvantages." He ad-

mits, however, that the solar rays are trans-

mitted in a better manner than through
other forms, and architecturally we are in-

clined to prefer the circular section to the

flit roof for lean-to's, the chief difficulty ex-

perienced being the construction of venti-

lators for curved roofs, to say nothing of the

cost of the ribs. Conservatories or show-
houses are made the subject of remark in

another chapter. It is certainly true that tho

horticultural interest has been hitherto the

paramount one, and that architects have
allowed the conservatory to escai^o atten-

tion. UutU, indeed, it is looked upon as an

addition to the reception-rooms of a house,

its treatment will be neglected and made
subordinate. The remarks made under this

head are generally judicious : the lines of

a conservatory should harmonise with the

structure to whioh it is attached, and fussy

detail ought to be avoided. The designs

given are not to our minds fortunate in-

stances of tho application of these prin-

ciples, though they indicate some approach

to a more artistic conception of details than

one generally finds in illustrated catalogues.

A few plans showing the connection with

the reception-rooms would have been

usefuUy given ; for we consider tho most

important solution of the difficulty the

architect is called upon to work out is to

make the conservatory adjunctive to the

house, and not treat it as a separate buUding.

It ought to be treated more as an apart-

ment, and less as a growing-house ;
staging

is not necessary, and a good paved fl)or is

almost an indispensable condition to effective

design. A few useful constructive hints

are given about roofs and gutters, features

which are generally left to a whim on the

part of the designer.

We have no room to dwell on the subse-

quent chapters treating of garden-frames,

plant - protectors, subsidiary erections :

glazing and various technical matteis

come in for a share of attention. Pew
practical horticulturalists will be found, we
think, still prejudiced in favour of puty as

a fixing for glass. Tho author describes

the systems known as Helliwell's, Rendie's,

Johnson's, and Shelley's, and tho sections of

the bars are illustrated by diagrams ;
but

rather unadvisedly concludes by tho a'<sertion

I
that " a lengthened experience of tho various

systems in mechanical glazing have con-
firmed the conviction that if proper materials
be used, and the process carried out carefully,
no system is better adapted for horticidtural
buildings for growing purposes than glazing
with putty." We venture to think the ob-
jections urged against the "artificial

systems " are somewhat trivial as stated.

Because tho '
' world is intensely conserva-

tive " that is no reason why a " system,
however good," should not supersede a bad
system. No doubt some of the mechanical
systems fail in allowing either too much
play for the glass, or do not afford a uniform
joint; but these objections have been over-

come, as we last week pointed out, in the
use of Fletcher's " Substitute." Yuleanite
fillets and other elastic substances between
the metal and glass no doubt quickly be-
come brittle or decay ; but the same certainly

holds good with regard to common putty.

The details of staging given are of practical

value. On the subject of ventilation little

new is said. Our author prefers framed
lights hinged at the top to other kinds of

opening, and they are recommended even in

preference to pivoted centre ventilators for

ordinary buildings. Of course, inlets should
be as low as possible, and top ventilation

high. Various modes of heating, such
as flues, hot-air stoves, high and low
pressure hot water, are all discussed, and
these sections will be found of value. But
we have no space left to say more on Mr.
Fawkes's book. Even a few words on
metereological matters, and the use of

barometers and thermometers, anemometers,

&c., are added ; and a short chapter on the

law of tenants' fixtures, and Building Act
regulations. A good index is given. The
work is copiously illustrated; and every

horticulturist and architect will find the

treatise a useful summary of technical

information and data.

ROYAL ACADEMY LECTURES ON
ARCHITECTURE.*
[Coitthiii dfrom page 22S.)

THE PRINCIPLES OF THE AET.

IT is obvious that in all systems of proportion,

the parts or divisions of a building which

are treated in relation to each other must be

either really connected with each other, or so

visible together at one time as to be naturally

look.'d at as united members. There need, there-

fore, be no connection between the lines which

settle the proportions of the interior and exterior

of a building. What is intelligible is that there

should be a distinct relation or system of pro-

portion between features which the eye is

certain to compare together,—as, e.g., the height

of a column to that of its entablature, the

dimensions of a metope to those of a triglyph,

and the proportions of both to the diameter of

the column and the width of the intercolumnia-

tion. Another mode of deciding the proportions

has been ingeniously formulated by Mr. Watkiss

Lloyd in his calculations as to the system of

proportion adopted in the Parthenon. It is im-

possible to deny that his discovery appears to be

a real, and, if eo, an important one, though the

system adopted seems on the face of it to be

whoUy arbitrary. He shows that the propor-

tions are all derived from a system of figures

standing in the ratio of 1 to 6, that is, spparate_d

by the number five—as, for instance, 1-6, 2-7,

3-8, 4-9, 5-10, and so on. Thus the breadth of

the 'top step is to its length as 4 to 9. The lieight

and wi ith of the front as 9 to 14, and tlie height

of the front to the length of the building as 2

to 7, and so on. What is not clear is whether

such a system was peculiar to this one building

;

and oven then I fail to see why it should pro-

duce a good result. Vitruvius, speaking of rules

fur proportion, says that,

—

" The anci.mts have directed those to be obseryca in all

works, but irnre particularly shiiuH they be attended to

i,i thrj teiimles of the sols, in wlu(:h the faults a? well a<

tte buuutiei remain t ) the end of time

And for the last two centuries or more men

• By Gkoboe 1Susiu.vi> Stekkt, R.A. No. 2, deUverai

Thur8day,l''eb. 17, 1881.
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have been endeavouring to discover what these

rules are. They have succeeded in ascertaining

many facts of the highest interest. And there

is evidence that in Mediaeval times similar rules

•were observed to those which Vitruvius laid

down. To mention one only. In 1521 Cesare

Cesariano published a book on the subject,

Cesariano, in his Commentary, gives a plan,

section, and elevation of Milan Cathedral, which,

after Vitruvius, he calls the " Ichnography,

"

"Orthography," and " Soenography," "A Tri-

gmo as Variquadrato perstriicta Germanieo more."

And "Secundum Oermanicam Symetriam."

Professor Cockerel! took much paina, many
years ago, to show that WUliam of Wykeham
planned the chapels of his colleges at "Winchester

and Oxford by the aid of geometrical figures,

and there is, no doubt, something fiiscinating in

the suggesdon of any scheme which shall in-

volve as a certainty a well-proportioned work.

Whether laws can be laid down which can be

generally applied is open to grave doubt ; but

Cockerell's words are, in any case, true, and
worth quoting :

—

" The perception of proportion, the fundamental ele-

ment of the beautiful in architecture, seems to be the

last acquirement of the student instead of the first. We
begin by admiring omamenta, details, and forms ; but it

is at a more advanced stagre only that we make all these
subordinate to that sense of rhythmical proportion and
that harmony of quantities which affect the mind like a
mathematical truth, and, like a concord of musical sounds
on the ear, is perceived and confessed by the eye as

obvious and unalterable."

The only fear in such investigations as these

is, that any of you should be led to suppose that

any system can stand in place of the genius of

an artist. The utmost that you will arrive at

by such a process is the avoidance of errors of

general proportion, it being very manifest that

this is possible.

But it would be a calamity if you were led to

suppose for an instant that the use of a mathe-
matical formula could or ought ever to be sub-
stituted for the cultivation of the eye ; that is,

of the natural sense of good proportion or

rhythm in architectui-e. It is by the careful

observation of cultivated eyes that some of the
most delicate, and at the same time most impor-
tant, rules have been arrived at for our guidance.
A few of these may shortly be referred to here.

There is, first, the entasis of the Greek coliunn.

The column, first of all, was made to taper, so

as to give it the greatest possible appearance of

stability, and then it was perceived that there

was some appearance of the outer lines being
very slightly concave. This is an efifect which
you will find constantly in absolutely straight
lines. A ceiling, the side of a spire, a long line

of steps, will all of them, if absolutely straight,

appear to be concave. The Greek artist reme-
died this by the most delicate increase of dimen-
sions, giving his column an almost imperceptibly
convex outline,—no more than was enough to

correct the ocular deception which the straight
line produces. In old examples this entasis

appears sometimes to be exaggerated, owing to

the decay of the stone or marble at the junction
of the column with the capital. And it is im-
portant to notice, also, that the entasis was not
given where good reason existed for omitting it.

Thus, in the two ranges of columns forming the
cella, the columns of the upper range are con-
tinuations of those below them, with an entabla-
ture inserted between them. In this case, if the
upper and lower columns had had any entasis,

there would have been a disagreeable conflict of
curves, and so these columns are all formed with
straight outlines. Another practice was to make
the columns slope slightly inwards, so as to give
a greater appearance of strength ; another, the
placing of the outside columns nearer to each
other than the rest ; another, the giving a slight
curve to the architrave, for the same reason as
the entasis was given to the column ; and another
the making the whole tread of the long line of
steps on which the temples were placed slightly
higher in the centre than at the ends. In Gothic
architectui-e you wUl find the same delicate mo-
difications to meet various opticil effects. Spires
undoubtedly sometimes had an entasis. It was
usually so delicate as not to offend ; and, indeed,
it may almost be said that directly the entasis
is obvious it is offensive. The spire-lights and
pinnacles of spires were also so contrived as to
produce the same effect. Then columns were
often banded, not in the centre, but slightly
above the centre. The reason is that if you
band a column in the exact centre the upper half
of the column is certain to look longer than the
lower half. Then just as the Greek column was

inclined, so are the walla of many steeples.

Good rxamples of this are seen in some of the

best of the beautifiJ group of Normandy steeples

which make the neighbourhood of Caen such
delightful ground to an architect. Another
delicate adjustment is coni^tantly adopted in old

traceries, but seldom, I fear, noticed. This is

the change in the dimensions of mouldings when
the tracery becomes intricate, and where the

moulding proper for the large lower lights of a
window would, if carried throughout in a me-
chanical way, entirely block all the smaller lights

and spundrels of the tracery and cusps. Another
is the stilting of arches slightly, in order to make
the curved line sit with sufficient quietness and
dignity on the cap ; another the modification of

the curved lines of cusps to give the same effect.

These, indeed, were often diawn by hand ; no
other way allows of their curves showing such
delicate gi-owth.- At Lincoln, the cusped arcades

are all so drawn. In the Italian arched cano-

pies to porches and monuments, where the arches

are so constructed as not to be able to stand

without iron ties at the base, the arch was
weighted on the under side with a somewhat
heavy trefoil, the effect of which was to give an
appearance of stability. These illustrations will

bo sufficient to show you how vmiversal has been
the desire of architects in all ages to adopt the

most subtle variations for the sake of securing

the best possible effect in their work, and how
important it is, therefore, to remember that the

training of the eye is far more necessary to the

architect than the closest adherence to the pre-

cepts of Vitruvius and those who have followed

in his steps, interesting and valuable though
those precepts may often be, and full of sugges-
tions well worth following out.

The other elements that I have named are

what we look for in the best work, but they are

not so indispensable as those already mentioned,
and for this reason : they are elements which
may be aimed at, more or less, according to the

choice of the architect. He may aim, if he
chooses, at breadth of effect ; and he will always
do well to do so. But he may equally aim at a
picturesqueness which sacrifices breadth, and
which, if it arises naturally out of the conditions

of the case, is by no means to be despised. In
all cases, also, the treatment of the design with
the object of impressing the eye with a real idea
of its scale is important. It hardly admits of

discussion whether or no the artist is skilful who
makes the scale of his building look smaller
than it really is, for it requires much skill so to

dispose and proportion the various members as

to make each appear to be of the right size for

its place, and yet to add to, rather than diminish,
the apparent size of the whole. But I think all

these points will be more easily dealt with if we
go on now to consider, as far as time will

admit, the evidences we have in ancient build-
ings of the close attention which was paid by
their designers to subtle principles which it is

necessary to master if we are to produce work at
all comparable to theirs.

In one point all ancient work agrees. This is,

that all parts of a building must be equally well
designed. No good work is ever done which is

done solely for show. If you really love your
work, you will make it good all round,—as simple
as you like ; for it would be absurd to make
work which can hardly be seen as elaborate as
that which is meant for the delight of the eye of
every passer-by,—but still good in its propor-
tions, andin its detail, wherever any is introduced.
To how many buildings of the first half of this

century wotild it be possible to go with this im-
pression of an architectural sbte qncl noii ? The
truth is that only too often men seem to have
thought that one elevation of a building would
be all that would ever be seen. They have
satisfied themselves with handsome geometrical
elevations of the principal front, and have as-

sumed that every one would be polite enough
not to look at the work in perspective. So you
see grand cornices in front, none at all at the
ends, stone on one side, compo on the other, and
other similar mistakes. For the same reason,
no discovery that old architects often indulged
in sham fronts to their buildings justifies their

erection now. From some point of view, the
deception is quite sure to be detected, and when
found out produces the worst possible effect.

Moreover, it is hardly possible to design a sham
front which does not at once condemn itself, be-

i

cause it almost always happens that the features,

which are used merely because they are pretty,

having no corresponding structure behind them,
(

have no structural effect, and thus prove them-
selves to be uimcceesary impostors.

A sham feature is often introduced f»T the
sake of symmetry, and it is worth while to con-
sider how far the symmetry which df pends on
uniformity is a necessary feature. The uni-
formity which arises from an absolutely similar

requirement throughout a building is natural

and defensible. Examples of it may be seen in

the repetition of the columns round a Gretk
temple, in the uniform design of the outside wall
of a Roman amphitheatre, where each bay,

having similar requirements, is almost identical

with the rest ; and in the bays of a Gothic
cathedral nave, all of which are almost of

necessity alike, because each follows exactly from
the same construction. Nevertheless, unifonnity

may easily ruin the effect of a work in which, in

the right place, the principle has been admitted

to the full. Imagine for an instant such a work
as Notre Dame, Paris, altered for uniformity's

sake by the erection of a choir exactly like the

nave, with two eastern steeples corresponding

with the grand examples at the other end, and
you will see at once how entirely ruinous this

sort of symmetry may be.

Repetition of similiar features where the re-

quirements are the same seems to me to bo the

true sort of symmetry to aim at. In this way
you gain the required effect without sacrificing

convenience or truth. Then, if the site is not

symmetrical, or if the building is the result of a

series of erections at different periods by way of

additions to tomething older, it is far better to

give up the idea altogether, and to let the build-

ing tell its story. This is a way in which the

Greeks acted on the Acropolis at Athens.

Nothing can be more deliberately unsymmetrical

than the planning of the matchless buildings on
this sacred spot. The temple called the Ercch-
theum is an example of the most singular in-

terest in this way. The Greek artist not only

disdained the attempt to make all the buildings

agree with each other, but may rather bo said

to have been bent on making them all asdifferent

as possible. He then placed them at all sorts of

angles with each other, knowing that the

picturesque effect of which he wasso fond would
thus he secured, so that, in truth, the whole
group may rather be said to be too deliberately-

picturesque, if it has a fault at all. The houses,

temples, Forum, and other buildings at Pompeii
are examples of precisely the same feeling.

They aU bear distinctly the marks of their

history. Each house had its own character, and
its own arrangements. There was no pretence
anywhere to accommodate the architectare of a
whole street to wliat might be deemed to be the
average wants of the inhabitants. And in the
street which above all others has architectural

character,—that of the Tombs,—you walk now,
as men did from the first, between a succession,

of more or less stately monuments and monu-
mental chapels, none of which have been made
with any reference to the effect of their neigh-
bours, but solely with reference to the wishes,

the pride, or the wealth of the men who put
them up. In the same way the Forumis rcgiJar,

but the temples which surround it are quite
irregularly arranged, and upon altogether
different designs ; and the laying out of the
streets, not being regular or rectansfular, just the
same irregularities occur that we find as a result

of natural gi owth in our own old towns. In
Mediffival times precisely the same \iev wag
taken as by the Greeks. Historical truth ac<J

life-like character in the design were preferred

to uniformity as an almost invariable rule. And
in all good work you will find, even where there
is apparent symmetry, that considerable differ-

ences exist. At Notre Dame, Paris, the two.
western steeples are essentially symmetrical,

and wore probably erected at the same time, but
there are important differences of detail in them,
which give a charm and life to the work which
it would not have had if each had been a mere
repetition of the other. And in earlier times,

in the fagades of St. Mark's, at Venice, and of
the Cathedral at Pisa, you will find that the

apparently corresponding dimensions of door-

ways and arches do not really tally at all, and
have evidently been deliberately varied, in order

that the eye might be unconsciously saved from
the weariness produced by too great uniformity.

The Mediseval architects have left some most
remarkable examples of the extremely small

effect that the desire for uniformity had upon
them. Of this there is, perhaps, no more con-

vincing example than the fagade of Chartrcs
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Cathedral. This had a west front, flanked by
two stoeples, one of whioh only wis completed
by the end of the twt>lfth century with a spire,

which, for beauty of dcsij;n, i:i not far behind
the very best of its period. It was no sooner
bnilt than the whole church, save the west front,

was rebuilt after a fire, and on a grander scale,

so that the new nave-roof, reaching to the base
of the spire, very much spoilt its effect. Thtn,
in the iifteenth century, one of the greatest men
of his time, Jean Te.xier, was employed to build
on the ancient north-west tower a second spire

to complete the front. What course do you
suppose he adopted ? The nineteenth-century
answer is, of course, in favour of a steeple

exactly like the first, so that though both woiUd
then be too low for the roof, there might never-
theless be that uniformity which is now usually
supposed to be the right thing to strive for.

Texier did nothing of the sort. He boldly de-
clined to look at the early spire, and simply set

himself to work to build the loveliest spire he
could design. And his work is a success from
every point of view. It is exquisite in itself,

properly proportioned for the height of the
church, and though so unlike it, groups well
with the other spire, and the result is that we
have the pleasure of seeing two c/itfs d'ocun-c

where otherwise we should have had only one
design to admire.

Some of you may perhaps ask whether, after

you have done your best to attend to all the
principles which I have been insisting on, your
work could be worthy of being called really one
of architecture, in the absence of all sculpture
and painting. Some writers—and they are men
of the greatest authority—deny by implication
that they can be. But though in my last

lecture I told you how strongly I desire to see

the three arts employed together, I am not dis-

poaed to allow this, and I shall insist upon it

now, because I think that for young men the
habit of designing without the aid of figure
sculpture is very important. A drawing of a
poor design may sometimes be made to pass
muster by a daintily-drawn representation of

sculpture ; but this is not what is first wanted.
At the same time, though it is necessary to be
able to dispense with the aid of the sister arts,

it is equally necessary that you should know
how to ayail yourselves of their assistance. The
1>eet work is that, as I have before told you, in

"which all the arts are combined. And no form
of architecture can be pronounced to be con-
temptible in which these accessory arts have
been highly developed. The grandest architec-

ture can, however, exist without such aid. It

is not absolutely necessary ; and if circumstances
compel the architect to (fispense with it, he is in

no degree whatever relieved from the necessity

of doing the very best work. Certainly we have
only to think of some of the buUdings which are

amongst the noblest works remaining, to perceive

that they never depended entirely upon sculpture

for their effect. Little, if any, is left on the re-

mains of Oreek art. The sculpture is now in

moseums, and the architecture, unadorned by it,

often still remains. No one can say that the
buildings have obviously suffered by its removal,
for in some it can hardly be said whether there
ever was any sculpture or not ; and yet in such
cases, of which the Temple at Bassse and the
Temple of Neptune at Psestum are typical ex-
amples, it is impossible not to feel impressed in

the highest degree by the art exhibited. The
same feeling is excited by the monasteries built

by the Ci!<tercian order. They were built under
a rule which prohibited all use of sculptures or

paintings ; and yet I suppose by common con-
sent they are among the most precious relics of

old times that remain in the world, and their

most enduring charm is the delicate grace of

all their architectural lines and details. Even
in the case of a building such as Chartres
Cathedral, in which sculpture and painting play
a most important part, it is not in their pre-
sence or in thinking of them that the imagination
is most impressed. It ia probably on the
exterior, in some general view of the building,

that this happens. And in the interior it is

when, looking down the mighty nave, we see the
great columns, the vast clerestory, and the
vaulted roof high above, that we feel the im-
pressiveness of the building, and the power of

the man who built it. An impression created
in this way is, indeed, one of the advantages
wliich our art possesses. She can satisfy the
critical eye with beauty of detail, skill in con-
Btroction, and harmony of proportions ; but at

the same time she appeals to a much wider
world than that of connoisseurs by her ability to
stir the imaginations and touch the feelings of
the humblest. The means by which this is

accomplished are the management of masses, of
light and shade, and the intricacy or mystery of
the composition. Each of these may be done in

a variety of ways, and the same treatment is not
available in all countries alike. In Italy and
Greece, for instance, under the influence of a
bri'Hant climate, the wall is to the architect like

a canvas to the painter, on which every line may
be made to tell with precision, and where even the
slightest line has its proper force. In the North
it is almost necessary to break this wall in order
to produce the shadows. For the same reason
the more you can deal with dteply-cut mould-
ii.g8, the more certain you are in this climate of
your effect. The primary use of them is to give
the architect the power of manipulating and
managing the lines of light and shade. A
moulding well designed produces the required
effect even when there is no sun to light it up,
and it is not a little curious that England, having
less sunshine probably than any other part of
Europe, is the country in which the moulding of
architectural features has been carried to the
greatest perfection. But one of the results of
having to depend on lines for effect is that with
us the line is everything, whereas in Italy the
wall is all in all. In the best Greek art the line

and the wall surface were equally cared for. The
Greek deUghted above all things in making his
work as distinct and clear as possible. The
delicate lines of his fluted columns, the orna-
mented mouldings, and the clear bold relief of
the statuary all show this. But the Egyptians,
and after them the Italians in the Middle Ages,
were happiest when the sun could play on the
long unbroken front of a building as it does on
the upper stage of the Ducal Palace at Venice,
or on the vast and almost unbroken walls of the
greater palaces and town-halls in Siena, Verona,
Pisa, Florence, or Perugia.
The mystery which is so dear to the Northern

mind has comparatively little power in the
South. But it is a power which the English
architect must know how to use. Nowhere is

one more visibly impressed by this than in some
of our own cathedrals, where the vast length,
aided by intricacy of line, variety of detail, and
skilful manipulation of light and shade, produce
often most exquisite effects. A building in

which the light is all equal is that in which the
architectural effect is the smallest. That in

which the variety of light and shade is greatest,

though divided in broad and well-accentuated
groups, ie that in whioh it is best, even if its

detail is not always perfect. Closely allied to

the light and shade is the composition of the
outline. As long as this follows a convenience
or a necessity in the plan, it is more than merely
justifiable ; but the determination to obtain an
irregular and picturesque outline at all cost is

not to be commended. All good buildings teach
us the importance of dominating horizontal lines.

Without them there is no repose. Contrast the
effect of the steep roof of a Gothic cathedral
with that of a building where pinnacles rise up
against the sky, and you will see how superior the
former is. Westminster Abbey and Henry VII.'s
Chapel are good illustrations of this. In one
the vertical lines aie strong as they can be ; but
they are controlled by the quiet horizontal line

of the roof, which in the other is not allowed to

produce any effect upon the design.

I have now, I think, touched on most of the
principles, strictly so called, by which the good
architect is bound. You see that they are many
in number, but that they all resolve themselves
into an observation and obedience to certain and
very few first principles. The best Greek archi-

tects and sculptors were the best by universal

consent that the world has ever seen, an i with a

few words upon their work I may well conclude
tliis lecture. Observe, then, that their one ob-

ject was to secure the utmost refinement, satisfy-

ing, at the same time, all the requirements of

the best construction. They had the blessing of

a sunshine which gave effect to the most delicate

lines, and which allowed of their buildings being
decorated with brilliancy of colour almost past

belief. Nothing so well proves their ex-
traordinary delicacy of observation as their

matchless sculpture of the nude. This was the

effect of study of life in active motion by the eye,

rather than of merely anatomical knowledge.
And all the details of Greek art seem to ijrove

that they result from an extraordinarily patient

and delicate observation of the influence and
effect of light as well as of the true necessities of
construction. If the same men had had to build
in Northern Europe, of course they would have
modified their style in endless respects to suit so
different a climate. But wherever they built,
it would have been as worthy of admiration as
in Greece, because their work would still hi^ve
been done with all their heart and all their
power ; and because they realised (as all of us
must, if we are to be good architects) by their
actions, if not consciously, that all noble orna-
ment and all good work are an expression of
man's delight in God's work, and that without
the refinement which we see everywhere in
nature, no work of our hands is worthy to be
called a work of art.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

AT the ordinary meeting of this association,
held on Friday evening, Mr. E. B. I'Anson,

vice-president, occupied the chair. It was an-
nounced that the next "visit" woidd be made
on Saturday afternoon, the 12th inst. (to-morrow)
to the Marylebone Workhouse Infirmary, erected
from the designs of Messrs. H. Saxon Snell and
Son.

CHEAP CHUE0HE3.

Mr. William White, F.S.A., read a paper
on this subject, illustrated by a large numler of
working drawings of churches of moderate cost,

erected from his designs, three of which we
reproduce to small scale. The author prefaced
his subject by a defence of the architects

who may be called upon to prepare plans
of a building where the funds are extremely
limited, arguing that not only is this a legiti-

mate sphere for the exercise of his profession,

but it is one needing a thorough knowledge and
grasp of construction, and of the value of all

available material, so as to avoid waste in con-
vertibility, carriage, or labour. There is an
economy, however, which is in danger of bring-
ing architects' work in degradation, and these
designs into discredit and even disgrace; the
fictitious and ielusive sort combined with super-
ficial display, resultant from competition. To
say, as has been asserted by members at the In-
stitute, that for an architect to give in to the
erection of a building with insufficient means
is bringing discredit on the profession, is very
like declaring that it is of no good for an em-
ployer with insuifioient means to consult an
architect, whereas it may be presumed that in-

sufficiency of means may be the very reason why
an architect should be called in, in order to make
the most of available funds, even though to the
architect it may be but a thankless and unprofit-

able task. Proceeding to his subject proper, Mr.
White remarked that it will not do to expect
the same character or the same result in a cheap
church as in an expensive one. As a guiding
principle, one must aim rather at giving the
building a genuine character of its own, than at

endeavouiing to impart to it the exact character

of an old building of any definite style or period,

which would make it but a mean or meagre
indicator of something better. Still less

must there be any striving after structural

decoration. It is impossible to uphold iron as

the grand desideratum for cheap churches.

What the author has seen of iron churches has
not impressed him in their favour in respect

either of comfort, of cost, or of character in

proportion to the amount of accommodation
provided. Whatever may be the material or the

workmanship, the consideration upon which the

whole basis of c*lculation and of treatment must
depend is the superficial area or accommo-
dation to be provided, for economy implies

making the most of available space as well as

of material. Proportion and relative height of

building have more to do with comparative cost

than is generaUy supposed. The popular idea

that in respect of cost "style" is a more im-
portant factor than form, proportion, substance,

material, construction, detail, or finish, has been

a pernicious delusion. Coming more closely to

the things on which cost or cheapness depends,

let us first consider form and proportion. Lofti-

ness of proportion, which is necessary to

grandeur or dignity of effect, and which
is at the same time a material source of

costliness, is one of the first things in a
design to be considered in order to keep

cost within due limits. But great height is not

in all cases desirable for use ; as, for instance,
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in respect of hearing, lighting, or warming

;

and yet it may be desirable for the sake of pro-
portion or for cubical content of air-space. The
actual or relative height of a building must
depend very much on the breadth of its respec-
tive parts, and it is evident that a steep roof

over a broad building must run up to a consider-
able height. Tho speaker has often been pressed
to plan a buildiug as a plain parallelogram
instead of with aisles or other adjiuicts—on the
score of expense, amongst other considerations.

He had replied thit on account of cost ho could
not pretend to attempt it. By dividing it up
into parts, the building assumes a more manage-
able form with respect to height. Thus, say a
proposed building is to be 3.3 feet internal
breadth in a single span. To obtain fair pro-
portion, the walLs must not be less than about
28ft. high, and with a moderately steep roof the
ridge will rise to ooff. from floor. It would be
difficult to treat this, evcu now apparently de-
pressed building, in such a manner as not to

appear mean and bald. But divide it up, and
you may have a nave iOft. wide, and walls
still 28ft. high, with the ridge 42ft.

from the floor, and the whole will be
of good and lofty proportions, with far
more impressive effect, and subordinate aisles

not unduly dwarfed. This may appear an
exaggerated case, but it represents a simple
illustration of the principle which the speaker
had carried out. Some 14 years ago, continued
Mr. White, I had the remarkable opportunity of
rebuilding a modern church of about 25 years
old, that of Holy Trinity, Barnstaple ; it had
failed partly from insecurity of foundations and
partly from the great pressure of wind on an ill-

constructed root of nearly 3.5ft. span. I recast
the design entirely, in the manner just indicated,
retaining the total breadth of nearly 3.5ft., and
height of nave-wall 28ft., but subdividing it

into two aisles and a nave of 20ft. span. I have
given, together with the working diawings, a
diagram showing the outline of the new section
relatively to that of the old. It wiU be seen how,
with exactly the same attitude, the proportional
height of nave is greater and far better than
that of the old ; and how the objectionable pi-o-

portion of the length of rafters, which was as
nearly as possible equal to the height of wall,
and the general baldness of internal cfl'eot have
been obviated. The cubical contents have been
reduced by almost one-fourth, but the general
effect of height and spaciou-sness is as great as
before, if not greater. Apart from cost, the
new building is of a fonn better adapted to
almost all circumstances. True, there are pillars

occupying a part of the available area, and to

some extent fonning an obstruction. But very few
persons in a congregation And the interception
of pUlars an obstruction to hearing and seeing,

so much as they do other obstructions, such
as distance or accidental position, in a more
spacious building. In respect of hijariag, tho
loss would be far greater through the cubic
contents being doubled, by having one large

space ; whilst in respect of seeing, it is equally
certain that the majority of people prefer that
which impresses them the most with a sense of

fitness. Twenty-five years ago I had an im-
usual though excellent opportimity of putting
to a practical test the relations of cost to the

simple parallelogram and to the subdivided
church, and I availed myself of it. Two out-

lying chapela were to be built, within a mile or

two of each other, in the parish of Andover.
The cost of material and labour, and other con-

ditions, were precisely similar ; the only differ-

ing circumstance being that one building at

Smannel was built to accommodate 176 persons,

and the other at Hatherden to accommodate 160.

The larger church cost £648, and the smaller

one £700, to the great surprise of the committee,

who wrote immediately for an explanation of

the remarkable fact, all being prepared for the

revex-se. The same buUders were invited to

tender for both churches at the same time, and
I have every reason to believe that each one esti-

mated his work for the two buildings at the same
prices. That theie was no vagueness in the

plans or specifications was evident from the

fact that the only extra in either case was
the church-yard gate. In each instance the

whole of the tenders were within a small range
of each other, and in every case the estimate for

the large church, with its arcade, aisle, and
transept,was less than that for theother, whi<;h was
buUt upon the simpler plan, in spite of the extra

cost of pillars and arches. The actual outlay on

the one was about £4 6b. per person, and on the
other £3 lOs. The larger and cheaper church is.

AISLE Eoop, ST. Michael's chuech, battebsea.

EOOF OF AXFOED CHUECH.

EOOF OF LITTLEHAIIPTOS CHUECH.

TRIPLET WINDOW.

in my opinion, the more picturesque, and to me
it has more character and suitableness for

its purpose than the other, and is the one which
I should prefer for my own use. Subordinate
parts, moreover, afford not only additional play
and feature, but seem to add size and import-
ance to the main parts, and allow more scope for

variety and design. The little chapel at New
Quay, in Cornwall, was bnilt to accommodate
180 persons, at a cost of about £680, which is

slightly les.s in x>roportion than that at Smannel.
Here, however, buildiug was in some rcfipects

cheaper than in many parts of tho country. I
have since enlarged it to double the size, at

about tho same rate, by means of lengthening it,

and the addition of a gabled aisle. We will

now Icok at another church which miut come
under the denomination of cheap—that at Free-
mantle, near Southampton. This church is for

940 persons, and cost £2,860— a fraction over £3
per person. It is not a church which I should
like to attempt to repeat for the same money

;

being a permanent stiucture of some preten-

sions, and although I have been told that I
ought to be ashamed of mentioning the cost, I

cannot say that I am ashamed of the building

itself, which has since been provided with s
tower and spire, and subsequently enriched with
carving. The church 's built and finished with
brick internally, and cased externally with
Swanage-stone. The stonework of the windows
is thinner than I like to have it ; but the intro-

duction of moulded bricks for labels and strings

is a piece of economy well repaid in respect of

colour by the result. The difficulty which neces-

sitated the greatest care in reducing the cost to

a minimum was that the whole scheme had come
to a complete deadlock after eight or ten years

of repeated endeavours to start it, and the suc-

cessive abandonment of impracticable plann. I
suppose at the present day that churches built

at the cost of less than 6d. per cubic foot may
fairly come under the denomination of '

' cheap
churches." I exhibit on the walls what I
have recently effected at Hanwell, at the ccst

of little more than 5Jd. It does not pretend to

be a show church, but it is one of which no one
need be ashamed, built as it has been to supply
the mgent need of a poor End populous district.

It is built of common stock brick, with moulded
arches, jambs, and other dressings of red brick,

the only stonework used being for the pillars,

caps, and bases of arcades, and the tracery of

windows. Here are no tile passages, but one
floor of woodblocks throughout. The upper
parts of walls and spandrels between arches are
plastered ; only chairs are at present provided,
and somewhat meagre fittings. But the per-
manent portion of the fabric is thoroughly sub-
stantial, and all the requirements of the Societies

have been fulfilled. The interior area of this

building is about 5, 800ft., and the accommoda-
tion being barely I Oft. super for each person is

for 600 people, according to the plan, at a cost

ofjust over £4,000—ofcourse, without the steeple.

An excellent church, by Mr. Cutts, in North
Kensington,* has been deservedly well spoken of

as accommodating 750 persons, at a cost of

£5,000. This happens to be within a fraction

of the same cost proportionately as the church
at Hanwell. But I have just commenced a
cheap mission chiu'ch at St. Michael's, Wands-
worth-road, Battersea, which, with an equal
accommodation, comes to nearly £1,000 less,

when the cost of the crypt suggested by
the fall in level of ground is taken into account.
The price per cubic foot is about the same ; but
the church is an illustration of what may be done
in respect of total cost by reducing the height,

and consequently the cubic contents, by econo-
mising the construction. The result remains yet
to be seen. It would, however, in any case fiufil

the requirement for which it is erected. Hero I
have had recourse to wide aisles without a proper
clerestory, but with wooden doimer windows in

lieu of it. The tenders for this were all within
£200 of each other, so that the amount b freely

to be relied upon. None of these, however, touch
the even yet more difficult question of cheap and
temporary mission churches. For these we must
look beyond and beneath the range of what we
have been discussing. In addition to considcra-

tion.s of form and proportion, we have to fall back
still fuither upon substance and structure.

A thin wall implies economy by a reduced
amount of roofing to cover it, and a reduced
total of cubical content. I have spoken de-
preciatingly of iron. The iron church at

Battersea-rise was reconstructed at Night-

• Illustrated in the Building Nkws for August 23.

1878, by pe:spcctive and gtoundplan.
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ingale-lane. Its accommodation was for

400 persrans. It cost originaUy £1,600, or£4per
mttiog. Its temporar)' removal on to another
part of the same site during the erection of the
permanent church cost £600 ; its subsequent
rcmiTal and re-erection iu Kighlingale-lane
again cost £500. That at St. Michael's, Wands-
worth-common, aceonuuodatiug about 130 per-
sona, at the rate of Sft. super for each, would
hare cost for removal on the sime site £130. I
have found the cheapest and best materials
for such purposes to be wood-framing, covered
insidt) and out with lath and plaster, and roofed
with felt or boarding. It may be well, however,
if it shotild be desirSd to give it a little more
permaueucr, to cover with pantiles or slates on
the roof and upper pirti of gables or walls,
especially in exposed situations. The mission
ohurch of St. John, at Littlehampton, is con-
structed in this manner. The first contract, for
the accommodation of 210 persons, according to
the usual standard of church-building societies,

though of course not in accDrdance with their
requirements for a permanent building, was
under £650, or a little over £3 per person—again at the rate of Sft. super. Slating,
and some stiffi.ning of the timbers, added
£50 to the cost. Additional room for nearly
80 porsons has now been provided for £200
by an aisle on the south side, the rate being
£2 10s. each. The site is not freehold, and I
have detached the structure by laying the wood
sills on a strip of felt without any mortar bed.
Here, again, I have adopted the principle of
tiie clerestory, which is carried upon wood posts,
with low aisles. The roof was to have been
covered with iron and a thin course of concrete.
This was changed to slates. It is ceiled with
deal boarding to foUow the lines of back of
principals, which are laminated, of three boards
one inch thick, naUed and bolted. The roof is

tied with iron rods and braces. The wood sup-
ports, only 6iD. by 6in., and 17ft. liigh, were
found insufficient to stand the rocking of the
wind, and were strengthened with pieces bolted
to then. The building depends for its effect,

which is quite church-like, wholly upon the
general proportion, form, and arrangements.
There is no detail in the ordinary sense of the
term, and it has no pretension to more than it

really is—a cheap but thoroughly usable and
ecclesiastical building. A class-room and various
extraneous appliances have been added, which
arj not included in the statement of cost. In a
somewhat similar building in Park-road,
Brightoo, but with external brick walls, I
provided, as here, wooden posts and a wooden
clerestory. A better and more permanent
v!on-*truction was desired, and the builder
proposed cast - iron pillars and 9 - inch
arches for the arcades. I found, however,
that at a considerable saving, and at a vast im-
provement to, the building, we were able to

adopt stone caps and bases, 9in. stone shafts

instead of iron, and an arcade of 14in. work
instead of 9in. This building, 80ft. by 40ft.,

affords accommodation for 400 persons, at a
cost of about £2,000, or nearly £5 per person, at
Sft. each. The chapel of Axford, near Hunger-
ford, was a marvel of cheapness, and perhaps
may be thought to tell against the principle

which I have laid down. It is a plain parallelo-

gram accommodating, at the rate of 7ft. super.

each person, 153 persons, for about £425, or less

than £3 each person; it is built of flint and
brick, and covered with sUtes. It has a well-
pitched roof, and the walls are 10ft. high, with
wooden windows. Now, I had here to put into
better shape will out increase of cost, a design
already contracted for by a local builder from a
local plan. Some increase of cost was necessi-

tated by a lengthening of the buildi ag, which
according to the first plan was not large enough,
by about one-sixth, to accommodate the number
of persons for whom it was supposed to be
erecied. Iu dealing with it I had to raise the
pitch of roof considerably, and I lowered the
walls by 2ft. : but had the building been
proposed for 300 or 400 instead of 150, the
treatment of it must have been very different,

and very much more difficult to deal with at the
sime rate of cjst, in order to obtain anything
like a fair proportion. My treatment did not
add to the co.it beyond the addition of the
one-sixth tf increas d area already refined to,

which brought up the accommodation from 132
to 153, and the builder's tender from £363 to
£423 10a. In conclusion, Mr. White said : Let
our uncostly works bear upon their face the evi-

dences of theii- unoostlincss. Let them not be
decked out in structural finery to which they
are not entitled, and then let us comfort our-
selves under all criticism that we have done
better than our severest critics could have done
under similar circumstances. You may be in-
clined to think I have said and done far too
much on behalf of cheap churches, but pray do
not go away with the idea that we ought to be
content with an inexpensive makeshift building.
Do not listen for a moment to the popular cry

'I
Why all this waste upon splendid and beau-

tiful buUdings when so many are destitute of any
description or even of healthy homes?" Without
the self-sacrifice of the rich, without indulgence
in ecclesiastical architecture, or iu liigh art for
the benefit of others, nine-tenths of the amount
wnioh had been spent in impoverished districts

would never have been expended ; the greater
need woidd never have been felt and never sup-
plied. A cheap building is often a necessary
evil, a mere substitute for something better,
wliich may, and sometimes does, stand in the way
of what might be of a higher and more permanent
character. But it is in one sense a school of art.

It teaches us the best, the most natural, the
most simple modes of construction, and fits us
for the better use of our higher opportunities.
Let us not, then, despise small things ; but let us
rather aim at making small things great by our
care and diligent use of them, knowing this to
be our most important element in ultimate suc-
cess.—A short discussion ensued, in which Mr.
Aston Webb, the Rev. Mr. Blakiston, secretary
of the Incorporated Church Building Society

;

Archdeacon White, Mr. Pratt, and others took
part, and a vote of thanks was accorded to Mr.
White for his paper.

MEASUREES : THEIR POSITION AND
PRACTICE.*

By ROBEET SOOTT.

MEASURING as a distinct jrofession was
first practised in Grlasgow about the

beginning of the present century. On 2ud
March, 1815, " rules and regulations for measur-
ing mason work " were sanctioned by decree of
the Dean of Guild Court of Glasgow by this

decree: "The Dean of Guild and his brethren
of Council, ordain and direct that the same shall

bo strictly observed in time coming by all

measurers of mason xrork within this city and
liberties." In 1825 there were seven firms
practising measuring in Glasgow as a distinct

profession, and one firm who practised as archi-

tects and measurers conjointly. Now there are,

according to the directory for 1880-81, no fewer
than forty firms in practice as measurers in

Glasgow, and it is a noteworthy fact that the
ratio of architects practising as measurers is less

than in 1825. In defining the position of

measurers, I propose to consider their relation

to architects and contractors, also their duties

and powers under the contract. As practised in

Glasgow the office of measurer is distinct from
that of the architect, although there are a few
architects who combine measuring with their

other and proper work; audit should be distinct,

as under the system of re-measurements wliich

obtains in Glagow, the offices of architect and
measurer cannot both be legitimately practised

on the same occasion by one person, which will

be quite apparent when it is considered that the
architect is the representative or agent acting

for behoof and in the interest of the proprietor,

and it would be quite reasonable on the part of

the contractor to decline to accept of a measure-
ment prepared by the architect, and such non-
acceptance would not necessarily be any reflec-

tion on the honour of the architect. Of course,

in cases where the contract is a slump sum, and
the quantities taken out by the architect, the

evil is not so great, as the contractor may have
an opportunity of satisfying himself as to the

accuracy of the quantities, and if he has no
such opportunity he can always add a sum to

his offer sufficient to glv.> him a safe margin to

work on. Although the office of the mea.surer is

distinct from that of tlie architect, they are still

so closfly connected, the first stage of the work
of the one being the interpretation of the work
of the other, that the measurer must co-operate,

and when there is no detailed specification, have
personal intercourse with the architect in the

• Bead before the Architectural Section of the Philoso-
phical Society of Uksgow.

preparation of the schedule or estimate, which
usually contains the sole specification of the
work, as well as the quantities of the various
kinds of materials and workmanship, as measure d
from the plans, to the extent that he must give
effect to the instructions of the architect iu
rogai-d to the nature of the materials to be used
and the kind of workmanship required in the
execution of the various parts, even to the
minutest detail, and append to the schedule such
conditions of contract as the architect may deem
necessary or expedient in the particular circum-
stances under which each building is erected. It is

indispensable that the measurer should in these
matters be subject to the control of the archi-
tect, as it is not otherwise possible for him to
prepare such a schedule of quantities with speci-
fication as would be a fair interpretation of the
most complete set of drawings, and necessary
for the realisation of their author's conception;
and this co-operation and intercourse is increased
when, as frequently happens, the architect is so
pressed by the proprietor that he does not get
sufficient time to mature and complete his plans,
and they are put into the measurer's hands in
such a crude state, that without verbal explana-
tion they would not be intelligible. The
measurer is entitled to prepare the schedule of
quantities, according to the particular mode of
measurement which prevails in the locality

where he practises, as, for instance, we have in
Glasgow and neighbourhood what is termed the
"Glasgow mode of measurement," and that
without any interference on the part of archi-
tect or proprietor. I have endeavoured to state
what should be the proper relation between the
measurer and the architect iu the preparation
of the schedule of quantities or estimate, and to

what extent the measurer is subject to the con-
trol of the architect : I use the word control
advisedly, as it has been claimed, and that with-
out definition or exp'anntion, that " the
measurer should bo under the control of the
architect," and it is of no small importance to
the measurer to understand exactly to what ex-
tent it is safe for him, in the exercise of his pro-
fessional functions, to submit to the control of

either the architect or contractor, so that he may
not be embarrassed in the impartial and just

perfonuanoo of his duties, and that he may
escape the odium of being designated either the
creature of the architect or the clerk of the
builder. The schedules having been issued to
contractors, offers received, and contracts duly
entered into, themeasurer's position is essentially

that of strict neutrality between proprietor and
contractor, and requires that he shall perform
his work of re -measurement with integrity,

impartiality, and accuracy, according to the
principles and spirit of the schedule which is the
basis of contract ; taking his measurements at
such times as miy be necessaiy for his proper
examining of the work, and . completing his
measurements witliin a reasonable time after the
building is finished. With regard to the applica-
tion of the schedule or contract prices to the
after-measurement of the work, it is the duty
and within the powers of the measurer to apply
the contract prices to all items of work which
have been executed in strict accordance with the
description in schedule, and to apply propor-
tionate prices to such item's as have been
increased or modified, either as regards material
or labour ; but iu the event, and it frequently
happens to some extent, of there being extra
work executed, for which prices cannot be de-
duced from the contract prices, it is not within
the power of the measurer to price them, unless,

as in exceptional cases, the contract stipulates

that they arc to be priced by him, and so it is

customary for such items to be priced by the con-
tractor. As the measurer usually examines these

prices for extra work before fiJlmg them into his

measurement, which is done in cither blue or red
ink, to distinguieh them from prijes which are

taken from the contract, it is cuutomary
for him, when he considers these prices

disproportionate to the current value of

the work, to advise the contractor to that

effect, and, if possible, have them so far

corrected, but not finally adjusted, as the advising

by the measurer is altogether gratuitous, and
can in no way impair or affect the right of either

the architect or proprietor to examine the extra

prices and reject such of them as may be con-

sidered exorbitant. It is sometime., the com-
plaint of contractors that measureis reduce the

prices filled in by them for extra work without
their knowledge or consent, and when tliis is
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done they have just cause for complaint, as the

measurer who thus acts is not only discourteous

to the contractor, but arrogates to himself a

posilion which is neither tenable nor desii'able.

On the other hand, the contractor is not entitled

to assume that the measurer, by filling in these

extra prices into the measurement, thereby

cun-oborates them, as it is often the case that the

measurer puts in those jjrices even when he

considers them exorbitant, and if he were to

act otherwise he would debar the contractor

from his opportunity of makinj; what seems to

him a fair claim, and one which both architect

and proprietor have a right to refuse should it

not be so. The measuier having allowed the

contractor to make his claim for extra work,

or having imwarrautably reduced the prices for

such work, and the architect or proprietor

having judged the prices iu either case as over-

charged, and refused to admit the claim to the

extent of the alleged overcharge, thei-e thus

arises a state of matters for wliich very few con-

tracts provide a method of settlement, and which

is sufficient to furnish a cause for tedious, irri-

tating, and expensive litigation. The few appeals

which have been made to the law-courts by the

contractors of Glasgow and neighbourhood
speak volumes for the fair dealing and good
feeling which exist between them and the archi-

tects ; but however successful they may have
been m settling these differences in the past, it

would be well to provide in the contract an
arbiter who has a knowledge of the work and
commands public confidence, to whom appeal

could be made ; as sometimes the settlements

are only amicable in appearance, the contractor

often submitting to the reductions made rather

than have the anxiety and trouble connected

with a lawsuit, get the name of being litigious,

and lose the patrenage of the particular archi-

tect concerned. It is acknowledged by the

measurers of Glasgow that the architects and
contractors respect their distinct status as a

profession, leave them free and untrammelled
in their work, and treat them in the most
courteous and considerate manner. In treating

of the practice of measurers, I will first take up
the mode of measurement, and afterwards make
a few remarks on some points affecting their rela-

tion to one another, and the maintenance of their

status as a distinct and honourable profession.

In regard to themode of measurement, itwasstated

in a paper read before the Glasgow Architectural

Society 19 years ago, that " it was commonly
remarked that tradesmen must know the mea-
surer before they couldknow the mode of measure-
ment,"and unfortunately, thesame statement can
bereitei'ated nowwithas much, if not more, ac-

curacy than at that time. Although the expression

"Glasgow mode of measurement" is so familiar,

it is an astonishing fact, and one very humbling
to the measuring profession, that it is only for

the measuring of mason work that there are

formulated i-ules and regulations, and for them
we are indebted to the Incorporation of Masons
and the Dean of Guild Coui-t of Glasgow as

constituted in the year 1815 ; and that rules

and regulations for the other departments
of the work have never yet been framed

;

and so it is no wonder that there is a want of

unifomrity iu practice, as there are measurers
practising in Glasgow who have only the
memory or memoranda of their observations of

their apprentice-master to control them, and even
feel at liberty to depart from his example in the
belief that they have no law to observe, but are

a law unto themselves. Although the rules and
regulations for measuringmason work, sanctioned
in 1815, were both simple and comprehensive,
were published under the auspices of the Dean of

Guild Court and the Incorporation of Masons,
and possessed so much intrinsic merit that they
have formed the basis of the latest approved
rules and regulations

;
yet, they seem to have

been disregarded to such an extent that "in 1840
great inconvenience was felt in Glasgow and
neighbourhood from the want of a general and
uniform mode of measuring mason work " and a
meeting of the architects, measurers, builders,

and Incorporation of Masons, convened by cir-

cular was held, at which a committee was
appoiutcd, who di-ew up an entire new set of rules

and regulations, wliich were unanimously ap-
proved of and adopted at another general
meeting to which the committee reported, and
were printed andcirculated as " Rules and Regu-
lations for the Measurement of Mason Work in

Glasgow and Neighbourhood." An effort to

amend these rules and regulations was made in

1858, but, from some misundei'standing, came to

an untimely end, and not having been resuscitated,

there has been no rivisal of the mles since 1840,

although the necessity for such revisal has been
vei^y much felt. It may be interesting to examine
the more important and general principles laid

down in these rules, pointoutsome of the departures

from their precepts, and indicate which of the

many and varied substitutes are worthy of being

adopted as improvements, and fitted to bring

them into hamiony with the spirit of the age.

They direct, that buildings of every description

shall first be measured net as ruble, the daylight

size of apertures beingdeducted, whether arched

or otherwise ; no allowance to bo made for

levellings
;

projections of running cornices,

mouldings, and belts reduced to the thickness of

the walls with which they are connected ; ecun-

cheons of through openings to be charged by
the superficial yard, and levellings for bond
timbers to be charged separately. The standard

thicknessof wallsremains as statedin rulesof 1815.

All hewn work to be charged for its additional

value over the price of ruble. Rustic work to

have its channels girded into the bottom.

Columns, pillars, buttresses, and similar work,
where heavy materials aro used, to be taken by
the cubic foot, and where not measured as ruble,

the prices shall include building, the hewing
being afterwards measured for labour only. All

plain ashlar, rybats, sills, and lintels to be
measured by the superficial foot. Window and
door architraves to be girded and taken by the

superficial foot; or to be by the lineal foot, stating

the girth. Cornices and running mouldings to

be measured at the extreme points for the length,

and girded across including the upper bed to the

line of wall as moulded work, and reported by the

superficial foot. Stair steps and platts to be
rated by the superficial foot, and measured clear

of walls. The departures that have been made
from these rules are so numerous, that those who
have schedules passing through their hands and
examine them as to the mode of measurement,
will find it hard to believe that such rules are in

existence, and wUl see the propriety of the mode
of measurement being distinctly specified in every

schedule of mason work, and they will also find

sufficient justification for the remark that
'
' Tradesmenmust know the measurer before they

can know the mode of measurement." A
departure has been made from the rule that all

building shall be fii'st measured as ruble work,
in so far as all die walls, pedestals, and parapet

walls composed of one stone only in thickness
;

also chimney stalks are not usually measured for

ruble ; but are described and rated to include

building, and such departui-e simplifies the pri-

cing of such items, as the contractor can at once
determine the cost of the building of same, which
is quite a different class of work from the build-

ing of hewn work into a ruble wall. In deduct-

ing arched apertures from ruble work, some take

the height to spring of arch only, which is

according to the rules of 1815 ; but this method
caiiuot be commended, as it would take a very
astute contractor or measurer to calculate how
many shillings less per rod the work would cost

on account of this extraordinary allowance. In
measuring rustic work, some observe the rule by
girding the channels in the bottom, while others

measure over, but not into the channels, and
then measure the channels separately by the

lineal foot ; the latter method is preferable, as it

takes the work as it is actually executed, and
suits for any kind of channel, whereas the former
is liable to give the least allowance in measurement
where the channel is most elaborate and difficult

to work. Plain siUs and lintels in ashlar walls

are sometimes measured as extra over ashlar,

and sometimes as extra over ruble, in which case

they are deducted from the ashlar ; the former
mode is objectionable, on account of its liability

to mislead in pricing, seeing there is the general

rule for hewn work to be charged for extra

value over ruble, and it is desirable to have as

few exceptions to general principles as possible.

In measuring the hewn work of cornices for

labour only, where the stone has been taken by
itself, some have separated the moulded hewing
of front and soffit from the weathered hewing of

top bed, and it is a deviation which will com-
mend itself to the practised and unpractised

alike, as it is absurd to measure as a unity things

which differ so much in cost of production. In
specifying cube material it is well to state the

cubic content of each stone, if exceeding 15 cubic

feet, and where they do not come under the note

the breadth nor breadth twice the thickness," to

give the specific sizes ; as these partictilam

enable tradesmen to ascertain at once what the

cost of the stono will be ; and care thoiUd bo

taken not to measure stones by the cubic foot,

which do not fall under that class in the qnarty

price list—for example, the stones in the upper

and lower leaves of a main cornice, which may
be only 7 or 8in. thick, are sometimes taken by
the cubic foot when they are what are designated

broad stones and aro sold by the superficial foot

:

of course an intelligent offerer can calculate the

price per cubic foot from the rate ^r superficial

foot, if he is furnished with particulars of the

thickness, breadth, and approximate length of

stones required ; but he may be saved this abstruee

calculation by the measurer reporting such stones

by the superficial foot, w hich ne can do without

additional labour. The difference in the cost of

cube and broad stones is so great that where a

cube stone containing under 20 cubic feet would

cost Is. 4d. per cubic foot, a broad stone Sin.

thick and of uie game cubic content will cost 4g.

per cubic foot. A very important point in tic

specifying of cube material is to give the thick-

ness or height of the stones, seeing that the

common practice is to describe it so that the price

shall include the dressing of beds ; as in the case

of ordinary piers of a shop-front, there may be

only 1ft. of dressing to 2 cubic feet of material.

In piers built in courses 1ft. high there is 4ft. of

dressing to 2 cubic feet, and iu the eventof broad

stones 8in. thick being measured as cube, there is

eft. of dressing to 2 cubic feet. It is now the

general practice to number stair-steps, stating

length clear of wallhold and description of lab our,

in place of measuring them by the superficial

foot; and some also deviate from the rules by
measuring stair platts the fuU size including

wallholds, as they consider it entirely misleading to

state the superficial content ofaplatt which is 5ft.

by 4ft. clear at 20 superficial feet, when with 9in.

waUholds on two sides it requires a ttone con-

taining over 27 superficial feet, and costing more
per foot than one of 20ft ; and it also relieves an
unscrupulous contractor from the temptation to

scamp the work by giving the platt an insuffi-

cient wallhold. Having dwelt at such length

on the measuring of mason work, which is the

most important of all the departments of build-

ing, I propose to make a few remarks on the

measuring of the other departments for which
there are recognised but unwritten rules ; and
first in order comes brickwork. There are three

modes practised in measuring brickwork. (1)

There is the mode under which openings are

not deducted ; (2) that under which the open-

ings are deducted less one scuncheon in width ;

and (3) that under which the work is measured
net, and all plumbings, and such like, taken
separately for extra labour. The first of these

modes is so devoid of the principle of fairness

that it is surprising that it shpuld not have dis-

ai^peared along with the similar mode which
once prevailed in measuring mason-work, and it

is a most cxtraordinai-y thing that it finds more
favour in the eyes of contractors than either of

the other two modes ; while, if it be admitted

that the amount of work executed oftener exceeds

than falls short of the quantity estimated, it

operates oftener against the contractor than
in his favour. The second of these modes,

viz., that under which the breadth ol

of one scuncheon measured as solid work is

allowed for the plumbing of two scuncheons, is

likewise objectionable. What is its effects?

Suppose, for the simplicity of calculation, an
opening 13ft., and the allowance for plumbing
the scuncheons at such an opening in 9in. wall

to be 3s. , at an opening of the same height in

an 18in. wall, where the labour is less than the

double, the. allowance will be almost, if not

altogether, four times the amount of that in the

9in. wall—viz., 12s. The third mode—viz.. net

measurement for brickwork, with the plumbiugg

and such like measured separately for labour

only, is the only method wliich is worthy of

being practised by measui'ers, whose endtavour

it is to miikc thoir measurements an exact re-

presentation of the work executed, aid this is

the mode that is prevailing over all others. In

the measuiing of carpenter and joiner work
there arc a great many conventional allowances

given, and it is not usual to specify the extent

of the allowances in the schedules for the work,

so that the contractor has to take the risk of

getting more or less according to the usual

practice of the particular measurer who may

in price list, viz., "length not to exceed twice 1
happen to have the work in hand. Although
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theee aUowances arc merely matters of traditiuu,

it is astonishing that they are so generally
adhered to in practice ; but still there are some
differences ; as, for instance, I have heard of
cases where Sin. was allowed for angle cutting
OD lath, whereas 6)0. is the allowance generally
made, and I hare been informed that sometimes
there is no allowance made for angle cutting on
deafening boarding.
The measuring of joisting has recently been a

matter of public diseus-sion, and certainly calls

for adjustment ; but if the present method,
which is almost uniformly adopted, is to be
altered, the alteration must be effected with
general consent, as it will only make confusion
worse confounded for a few measurers to adopt
a differentmethod at theirown hand. The present
method of measuring joisting which is placed
18in. centre to centre by the square yard, by
taking the net inside length of the building by
the full length of the joist, seems to have arisen
from the recently prevalent practice of measuring
joistuigandflooring together, wliich is gradually
and happily being departed from, as the
allowing of a quantity of flooring of the
value of, let us say. Is. 6d. per tquare yard,
for an equal quantity of joisting of the
value of, say, 3s. per square yard, could not
be considered eitlier fair or reasonable ; and it

would be utterly impossible without the exact
dimensions of the building being stated, to cal-
culate what percentage additional should be put
on the cumulo price to cover the loss that would
be entailed by this method. There is no doubt
that the measuring of joisting, as before stated,
does not give the proper quantity in square
yards, calculating 6 lineal feet to the square

.
yard, as in a building 36ft. long, where the
length of joist is 25ft., the mode of
measurement practised would give the quantity
of joisting at 100 square yards, whereas, cal-
culating 6ft, to the square yard, the quantity
would be 104V6 square yards or 4',j per cent,
more, which percentage the contractor, under
the present system of measurement, must be
held to put on the price. The allowance of
one edge in the breadth and height of bound
doors is also worthy of consideration, as it does
not give equal or proportionate value for clean-
ing edges and fitting doors, for one door may
be priced at 18s. i^er square yard and another
door at 98. per square yard, and thus the allow-
ance in value is double in one case what it is

in the other, while the labour for which the
allowance is made may be the same in both
cases ; such allowances might be dispensed
with and a charge per door made for
fitting. Again, the mitring of bases and skirt-

ings is a cause of complaint with the joiners,

and it would be a decided improvement were
mitres to be numbered, and such a method would
only be fair and reasonable, and could not be
looked upon as a concession wholly in favour of
contractors, as it would deprive some of them,
who, instead of mitring the skirtings to the
window and door facings, put in base blocks, for
which they get a separate item, while they are
saved the labour of mitring. In the measuring
of slater work there is not much scope
for variation, and yet there is often un-
pleasantness arising about the deduction of
windows and other points, on account of the
gfcnerally recognised rules being still unwritten.
The allowances presently given at eaves, valleys
and piends are worthy of reconsideration ; in
fact, it would be well that the present system of
including these allowances in the quantity of
work should be given up, and that the several

-cuttings bo stated separately by the lineal yard,
as the value of such allowances varies with the
different classes of slates ; and with thebest slates,

where the value of the allowances is greatest,
there is the minimum of extra labour and waste
of material. In measuring plumber work there
are, generally speaking, no allowances made, so
that any differences that exist in practice are
merely in the classification of the work. It might
be both interesting, wholesome, and beneficial
to the whole plumber trade, if the quantity of
lead were sometimes ascertained by the use of
scales and standard weights, in place of by tape
line, foot-rule, and gauge, as it is not easy for
one not up to the business to understand how
work can sometimes be executed at the market
I>rice of the material. The measuring of plaster
work and painting does not require much com-
ment, the work being sa much of a superficial
nature that there are very few allowances
required, and consequently the mode of mea-

suring is much more uniform than in the more
complex departments of work. In plaster

work the allowance of one foot for each extra
mitre on a cornice or moulding, seems a very
arbitrai-y method of fixing the value of the extra
labour required in its formation, and it would
be much more satisfactory and reasonable to

enumerate all mitres, intersections, and butt
joints, so that they could be priced at their fair

value, and would, at the same time, give the
contractor, when offering for the work, a correct

idea of the average length of stretches in which
cornices and mouldings could be run, and such
information would be an important factor in his

calculations as to the price required for the work.
It will be readily judged, from the foregoing re-

marks on the practice of measui-ers in regard to

the modes of measuring the several departments
of work, that each measurer has little or no relation

T.ith any other, and that there is uniformity,
even to a limited. degree, in their practice, can
only be accounted for by the fact that aU the
measurers presently practising in Glasgow, have
been trained in the ofiices of a very few firms,

or by those who canie out of these offices. But
as the members of the profession have now
increased numerically beyond the limits of a
family circle, the variations in practice will also

increase and lead to such confusion , as will

greatlydeteriorate our usefulness as a profession.

Nor should competition, however keen, provided
it is straightforward and honourable, be a
bar to our good relations one with another.
It is not so in other professions or trades,

who have their faculties, institutes, and associa
tions, and we have evidence of this before us
every day. We know how keenly all tradesmen
compete with one another, and it is also within
our knowledge that they fraternise and make com-
mon cause in the interests of their trade; and this

same kindred feeling isnotforeigntootherprofes-
sions, and why should it be to om-s ? It is to be
feared that there are somewho adopt practices, in

order to secure work, which are neither honour-
able, legal, nor moral, and which will certainly
bring their due reward to those who adojit them.
For, how can a proprietor have confidence in a
measurer who enters into an agreement with him
to manipulate his fees, so that the proprietor's

share will only be ^ or 4 of the whole
expense, or perhaps nothing, in the face of the
clause that "the contractor to pay one-half
expense of measurements and schedules," and,
inferentially, the proprietor will pay the other
half. It seems the very height of folly for a
measurer to offer such terms, and for a pro-
prietor to accept of them ; for by what process of

reasoning can the one persuade the other that
the manipulation of a measurement wUl only
begin when the last item has been reached, and
that manipulation arranged for before the work
is in hand. The man who could so act in his

relations with one party cannot expect but that
that party will suspect him of en-
tering into similar arrangements with others,

for the purpose of defrauding him. It

has been asked. Can a measurer not make any
aiTangement he pleases with a proprietor, pro-
\'ided the contractor is not charged more than
the half of a fair fee? I answer " Yes and No."
He may, if he states in the schedule what the
amount of the fee is that the contractor is to

pay the half of, for then the contractor knows
what he has to pay, and can make provision for

such a deduction off his prices. But if he only
puts in the usual clause that the contractor is

to pay one half of fee, then that must be
understood to mean one half of a fair and
reasonable fee ; and the amount actually re-

ceived by the measurer is the fair and reason-
able fee in the circumstances. The pricing
of schedules by measurers for contractors is a
part of their practice which is of a very ques-
tionable nature, as it must be supposed that
measurers get their knowledge of prices from
offers which are placed in their hands for a
specific purpose, and to give the use of the

prices in these offers to other and competing
tradesmen does not fall short of a breach of

confidence, and is unfair to the contractor who
has ascertained the value of work from his

practical knowledge of its execution ; and some-
times enables men, who know little or nothing of

work, to take contracts out of the hands
of the practised and skilled tradesman.
And it is advisable that measurers should
take nothing whatever to do with the

maMug up of offers for work, the

measuring of which is in their own hands.

There is one other matter which has a baneful
effect on the measuring profession, and that is

the number of apprentices taken into oiir offices,

and that sometimes without any regard to their

general fitness for their work ; and the result is

that many spend what is the best training-time
of their life at a profession for which they have
neither liking nor capability ; and whenever
they attain the age that they require a salary
sufficient to maintain them, they are set adrift

to make room for more apprentices, and left to

look out for some other calling which shall suit

their peculiar tastes and abilities, and that at a
tune when their minds are naturally not so

susceptible and may have been duUed by
seven or eight years of drudgery work in a
measurer's office; and no doubt the system
of attempting to do all work by apprentices,

and dispensing with the services of efficient

clerks and assistants, tells on the reputation of the
profession, as it will be readily admitted that a
slovenly or badly written document, with all

sorts of interlineations and erasures, is quite
sufficient to deprive the most carefully drafted
schedule or measurement of the confidence of

both contractors, architects, and proprietors. I
will now draw these, perhaps unduly extended,
remarks to a close by endeavouring to answer
one question, viz.—How are measurers to retain

their status as a profession ? Their status can
only be retained by union and co-operation, in

short, by the formation of a Measurers' Associa-
tion ; as without such it is impossible to have
any approach to imiformity in the mode of

measurement or attempt to reform any of the

evils referred to in the foregoing remarks. In
revising, amending or framing rules for measur-
ing any department of work it will only make
matters worse for any one to act individually, and
having to confer with architects and contractors

in their corporate capacity, the measurers must
meet them in a similar capacity, otherwise they
cannot and are not entitled to be heard. A
Measurers' Association I what good will it do ?

some will say ;
well, if it does nothing more

than settle the comparatively few questions now
raised, it will do a good, needful, and beneficial

work. Such an association can be formed more
readily now than it will be in the future, as the

difficulties will increase with the number of

practitioner.s, and the basis will require to be
broad enough to comprehend all those who are

entitled to practise. What is to hinder the

leading members of the profession to arrange
for a general meeting of measurers in the City, to

consider the propriety of forming a Measurers'

Association f Nothing ; everything is in favour
of such a step being taken ; the association of

master slaters is already preparing to meet us to

consider some questions in regard to the mode
of measuring ; the master masons have
been waiting for a conference since 1858,

and are now resolved to do their ut -

most to have a new and uniform mode of

measurement ; and the other trades' associa-

tions will be sure to follow suit ; and last of all

the members of the Institute of Architects, if not

in a corporate capacity, at least individually, are

loud in their condemnation of the present un-
satisfactory state of matters, and may very soon

take action to set matters right. I shall not

presume, in the presence of so many of my
seniors, to take the responsibility of the initia-

tive step, but I trust some such steps as have
been indicated shall be taken, and that none
will hold back until they see what kind of asso-

ciation can be formed, and then consider whether
they shall join it or not, but that aU will come
forward aud assist in making it such an associa-

tion as will be a credit to the profession, able to

deal with aU questions affecting its interests and
enjoy the confidence of all kindred institutes and
associations.

RIVER-BARS.*

ASMALL octavo volume, wi-itten by Mr. T. J.

Mann, the Assistant-Engineer to the Dublin

Port and Docks Board, a portion of which has

appeared in Engincerhiff, contributes some useful

facts on the causes of river-bars and their treat-

ment by induced tidal s20ur. Mr. Mann chiefly

draws attention to the means which have been

adopted in Dublin Bay to reduce the bar near

• lUver Bars: Notes on their Foimation and Tieat-

ment, &c. By T. J. Ma.vs, Assistant-Engineer to the

Dublin Port and Docks Boaid. London ; Crosby Lock-

wood and Co.
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the entrance to the Liffey, and his ovni investi-

gations into tlie formation and removal of the

bar appear to corroborate certain views very
Kubstantiall}-. The gradual reduction of the bar
at Dublin i5ay has been a work of time, and
forms, as the author observes, one of the most
remarkable in the history of harbour improve-
ment. Two extensive i^and-bauks, called rc-

sjieetively the North and South Bull, are formed
at the western extremity of the bay, and it is

through these the Litfey discharges itself. In
1748 the great south wall was commenced, and
carried in an easttrly direction for about one and
a-half miles, terminating at the Pigeon House
fort. The cross-section fui'nished of this wall
shows it to be from 37ft. to 48ft. wide. It

consists of two parallel rubble walls, the space
between being filled up with sind. This wall
has had a beneficial effect, by protecting the
river from the encroachment of one of the sand
banks, but chiefly by confining the currents of

the ebb and flow to a certain channel, has pro-
duced a tidal scour, which has directly led to

good results. These are specified in detail by
Mr. Mann, who enters into the various schemes,
proposed, among them those of Sir Thos. Hyde,
Page, Rennie, Bligh, Corneille, andothereminent
engineers. The great north wall, of rough
rubble stones, was ultimately formed, the stones
were deijasited so as to foi-m a rubble mound, and
made to find their own foundation. By reference
to the charts and sections given by Mr. Mann, it

is seen what effect tliese walls have had in indu-
cing scour and so removing the bar. An increase
in the depth of channel amounting to 20ft. in

some parts has been the result. As regards the
formation of the bar, the author attributes it to

the '
' combined action of waves and the current

of the flood tide," the former stiiTing up the fine

sand of whitli the bottom of the bay is composed,
and the latter carrying it along and heaping it

up.
The author dees not confine his book to a de-

scriptive account of the treatment adopted at

Dublin Bay, but enters into the theories wliich have
been advanced for bar-formation. These are
discussed in the earlier chapters of the book, and
give a somewhat more permanent value to it.

The author seems to support the view that bars
are sometimes formed by wave-action alone, and
evidence is brought forward which appears to

confinn this view. The tendency of waves is to

move sand towards a coast, simply because the
effect of on-shore winds are not counteracted, and
of course accumulation takes jjlaoe. The
artificial expedients that have been proposed to

produce agitation at the bottom by stirring up
the sand while the ebb tide is running over the
shoal, are described, and the bars of the Rhone
and other great rivers are mentioned to show
what has already been accomplished in reducing
bars. The conclusions drawn from the observa-
tions of the La Plata and Parana rivers, given
ty Mr. J. J. Revy in his " Hydraulics of Great
Rivers" are quoted by the author, who thinks
with some show of reason that the same laws
hold in the case of tidal estuaries. As the scour
is able to commence the deepening process, it is

only reasonable to conclude that, in the absence
of a modifying force, the deepening will con-
tinue. The chapters on " wave action," "cur-
rents and scour," contain a resume of many
leading opinions, and are interesting on that

accoirat alone ; while the author brings evidence
to show how conflicting some of these opinions
are, as for instance the effect of wave action on
the bottom of rivers. That wave-action is an
agent in the production of sandbanks and
.shoals, there can be little doubt ; and the author
believes that in shallow waters wind-waves
produce considerable effects, and should be taken
into account in the design of works for the
purpose of removing bars. The book has been
well printed, and will be found a practical guide
to those engaged in the improvement of rivers

and harbours. Its author has been successful in

bringing undoubted evidence forward to prove
the value of tidal scour as an economical agency
in such works.

PROFESSOR NEWTON ON GREEK ART.
" rpHE Frieze of the Parthenon " formed the

_L subject of the fifth of the course of lec-

tures on Greek Art in the Age of Pericles, by
Professor C. T. Newton, C.B., and was delivered
in the theatre at University College, on Friday
afternoon. On the walls were hung a series of

drawings, to a reduced scale, of the sculptures of
this frieze, as they at present exi.st in the P^lgin
Gallery of the British Museum, and a few illustra-

tions of horses and their ridei's, drawn to full size.

The leoturerspoke in t ulogistic terms of themanner
in which the sculptor Phidias had overcome the
difficulties, not only of the actual material,
white marble, in which he wrought, but those
inherent to an endeavour to cambine on one
plane, and in exceedingly low relief, representa-
tions of the poetic ideal and of actual daily life,

of the visible and the tupernatural. This frieze

passed completely round the four outer tides of
the building, within the range of culumns, but at

a high level ; the subject was a procession, or
rather two processions, startiug from the south-
west angle and arriving at a climax on the east
front. Taking the northern and longest line of

figures, the one which happened to be the less muti-
lated of the two, they saw the subject was opened
with groups of men controllirjg and mounting
spirited horses ; then followed a tmnultuous
throng of riders, which gi'adually resolved itself

into a cavalcade, succeeded by groups of chariots,

with horses, first restive and then quietly pro-
ceeding, groups of men on foot, carrying various

articles, oxen and sheep, women bearing various
vessels. This order was followed on the
southern side, both process'ons leading up, as

the angles of the east front were turned, to a
group of aged men on either side, to six seated
figures, male and female figures standing, and
in the centre a group of four standing figures,

one of whom was handing and another receiv-

ing a folded fabric. What was the meaning
intended to be conveyed by these groups ? The
idea originally propounded by Stuart and Revett
was that this represented the Pan-Athenaio
festival, and this conjecture seemed incontro-
vertible. Having sketched the progress of the
festival, Mr. Newton reminded his auditors that
it culminated once in five years in the public

presentation to the chiyselephantine statue of

Athene in the Parthenon of a peplos, or veil,

which had been embroidered in the interval

since the preceding great festival by the prin-
cipal maidens of Athens. This afforded a key
for the interpretation of the sculpture,

which he would proceed to apply. Re-
turning to the south-west angle, they saw
the noble youths of Athens preparing to take
part in the great procession, first in the act of

secuiing and mounting their horses, and then
falling into the line, as an honorary armed escort

to protect the treasures which were exposed to

view on this occasion. Phidias overcame the
danger of monotonous treatment of this part of

the procession by giving varied attitudes to the
horses, and by selecting typical portions of the
clothing worn by the young aristocracy, putting
some in armour, others in ordinary costume,
others again as unclad, except by the robe which
streamed behind them in the wind ; had Phidias
been an Assyrian artist, he could have faithfully

carved every detail, but being a Greek, he
studiously strove to give variety. In the south

-

side procession the young nobles were replaced
by the regular troops. Next they had tight or

ten chariots, which took part in the contests on
this occasion ; these were greatly mutilated, but
enough remained on the two tides to show that
at the rear the horses were rearing up, and were
being restrained by attendants, but that as the
head of the procession was reached the action

was more restrained. There appeared to be an
endeavour to suggest some oJ the games, in-

cludingthat of aimed men leapinginto a swiftly-

moving chariot, and the armed warrior seated

beside the charioteer. In front of these were
the thallophori, men who had passed the age of

military service, but were permitted to carry

boughs in this procession ; next were frag-

ments of musicians, and then scaphephori, men
bearing wine-jars to be u^ed in the sacrifices. These
were preceded by the victims themselves, sheep
and cows, part of which would be offered to the

gods, beuig consumed by fire, and the remainder,

with the wine, would be actually feasted uijon

by the people. Before these animals were
kanephori, maidens carrying sacrificial instru-

ments, and then a few figures of aged men, who
were probably archons or magistrates. These
led up on either side to the cuhninating
point of interest ; the facing groups of seated

figures and tho.se standing in the centre who
took part in the actual presentation of the

peplos. That the seated groups, each of six

persons of great dignity of pose, were those of

deities, there could be no doubt. The unpoetic

observer might ask, How could it be supposed
that the gods should appear sitting in the midjst

of the venerable magistrates, who yet seemed
utterly uncon.scious of their presence? Tho
artist intended this unconsciouHness, and en-
deavoured to represent the gods as coming from
Olympia and, unseen of mortals, actcepting tho
sacrifices ott'ere'd on the altar and sharing in tho
honour paid to Athene. The same mingling of
the natural and supernatural was exliibited in
the works of Media;val painters. As to who tho
deities were, there had been published twenty-
nine theories, and the battle of the gods still re-
mained an open one in which young German
writers might try to win their spurn. That
one of tho figures represented Zeus there was
a consensus of opinion, and the general
idea was that perhaps as many as eleven
of the Olympian deities were represented,
but he thought every attempt to mix with these
local lieroes was unsatisfactory. What they
must hope for was that some new discovery
would be made of a replica cf these seated
figures, showingtheir attributes, or even possibly
giving the names. Between tho benches on
which these deities were sitting, was a group
engaged in the actual presentation. The outer
female figure on either side carried a stool upon
her head, and two others seemed to be presenting
offerings, and between these, on the right of the
composition, a tall female, attended by a servant,

was stanaing, partly unfolding the peplos
which was being received by a female, alto at-

tended by a female servant. This veil we knew
was embroidered with the exploits of Pallas-

Athene and the battles of the gods ; it was folded
and placed on the knees of the statue, which was
jfterwards clothed with it on special occasions,

and had, they also read, been brought at tho
head of the procession upon a mast on a wheeled
ship, but was carried by band up the steep as-

cent to the Parthenon. The lecturer referred to

numerous passages in Greek writers illustrative

of the Pan-Athenaic procession portrayed on this

frieze, and added that the whole surface was
probably coloured—the background being of a
deep ultramarine blue, like the sculpture he saw
excavated from the site of the tomb of Mausoleus
possessedwheufirst uncovered. In conclusion, Pro.
Newton spoke of the great beauty, dignity, and
variety of this frieze, as giving it inestimable

value, and urged those present to carefully study
the original fragments in the Elgin galleiy. He
announced that he should give a supplemental
free lecture on Friday, the Uth inst. (to-day),

at 3 p.m., on the recent discoveries at Olympus.«-^
SANITATION AS AN INCREMENT OF

VALUE IN HOUSE PROPERTr.

A PAPER imder the above title was read ou
Monday before the Institution of Suri'eyors

t>y Mr. H. H. Collins. To a large extent, it

was similar in character to recent papers read at

the Institute and elsewhere, only the conclusion
of the paper being specially devoted to the sub-
ject indicated by the title.

.For the benefit of those who object that sani-

tary work is costly, the author has approximately
calculated the additional expenditure whicd
would be required in the construction of a Lon-
don house of usual character, having, say, 2.5ft.

frontage, 60ft. deep, and containing five floors,

giving a total height of, say, 00ft. At liberal

prices, the work would not entail an original

outlay exceeding £60. To alter such a house
would cost £150 at the least. Allowing the

builder 10 per cent, on his outlay, it would de-

mand only £6 per annum to be added to the

rent, a small sum when compared with the im-
munity from danger to life and health which it

would secure. Any ordinary- size house, say,

of rental of about £100 to .£200 per annum, can
be altered so as to bo converted from an insani-

tary to a sanitary condition for a sum not ex-
ceeding £300. This statement must, of course,

be qualified to this extent, viz., that no extra-

ordinary difficulties present themselves ; but Mr.
Collins unhesitatingly asserts that in every case

the expenditure need not be excessive ; that in

most instances It need not bo but moderate ; that

under all circumstances such expenditure will

pay itself in a few years by the saving in doctors'

bills, the preservation of furniture, &c., and tho

cheerfulness and happiness which it must and
will procure.

*-^^^^-*

A Wesleyan Chapel is to be built at Youghal
from Mr. Uill's plans ; Mr. Kelly is the contractor.
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SSLSCTKO DE810N FOa NE^VBDBY aUAMMAU-SCHOOL.—

8KCOND PBKMIATED DESIOK FOB THE LIVEBPOOL SCHOOL

or ABT.—THE BEAOEr's ROCSE, LUDLOW.—WALL PAPKB

DECOBATIOV.—AETISTS' HOVES : NO. 12, MB. WILLIAM
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rSXBBIDOE CHUBCH.

Our Lithographic Illustrations,

KBWBXmT OBAlQCAS-SCHOOIi.

"Wb putUsh, to-day, the selected design, by
Messrs. Power and Hnghes, for the new gram-
mar-school at Newbury. We fully described

the design in our notice of the competition on

p. 118, ante.

LIVEEPOOL SCHOOL OF AKT.-

SESIOK.
SECOND PEEMIATED

Tee selected design in this competition was pub-
lished in the Building News for Feb. 4, 1881,

and to-day wo are enabled to illustrate the

second premiated design, the author of which is

Mr. C. O. Ellison, F.R.I.B.A., architect, of

Liverpool and London. Much dissatisfaction

has been expressed at the result of the com-
mittee's award, and Mr. Ellison has refused to

receive the premium awarded to him, while he
claims the position of selected architect, his

design having bten placed first by the Art-
Master of the school, who, it seems, reported on
the designs for the committee. Our readers will

now be able to compaie the two plans, and
judge for themselves as to the relative

merits of the two designs. Our illustra-

tion to-day is from a drawing specially

made for us by Mr. Ellison, as the committee
declined lo lend him the competition drawings,
or, indeed, to allow any of the competitors to

see cither of the plans submitted. The fol-

lowing is a short description of the design pub-
lished to-day :—The arrangements are very
simple, the entrance being placed on the level of

the present buildings, from which the new
8ohool will be managed, aud must have ready

access, and the attendant's room is so placed as

to supervise both old and new entrances, whilst

the secretary is provided with an office (instead of

using the board-room, asat present) and lavatory

;

w.c., &c., are i rovided for use of the staff. All

these rooms are lilt, to 1 2ft. high, utilising the

great slope of the street, whilst placing the

grouad-floor of the art-school on the level stipu-

Uted in the conditions. The staircase is im-
mediately opposite the entrance, and entirely

imder control from the attendant's room. The
whole of the rcoms required by the conditions

arc provided, and in tho best relative positions

to each other, with an excess over spccitied area

of over 300 super, feet, in every case lighted

abundantly by largo windows, with north aspect

only, and no cross-lights whatever—not even a
skylight being used— vital points of art-school

arrangements, the importance of which the

Committee do not appear to have realised. The

cloak-rooms for the ladies and gentlemen are

separated by the entire length of the building,

the former being a comfortable room in wbicli

the ladies can take their lunch (a want much
felt by the present students), and from which

the w.c.'s are entirely shut off by a ventilation

corridor, whilst the gentlemen's w.c.'s, &c., are

placed in an ojieit court, entered from their

cloak-room, so seouringthebest possible sanitary

arrangements. Another want much felt is that

of convenient places for the washing of model-

Uug tools, boards, palettes, &c., and for the

mounting of paper, a room for which has been

provided on each floor, besides retiring room and

w.c, out of the life classroom, for use of the

life model. It is proposed to warm the pre-

mises by the use of open firestovcs in the rooms,

and hot- water pipes round the walls, corridors,

and main hall, the flue from the fui-nace being

an iron pipe passing up the centre of a 5ft. air-

shaft, having connection with every room, so

securing a certain extraction of foul air, there-

from, and consequent drawing in of fresh air,

through specially-prepared places ;
air-shafts

also being provided in connection with the flue

from cash stove, rendering the ventilation

certain. The exterior is designed to harmonise

with the present institution, of which it is to form

part ; the fronts to be of white stone, with coui)led

columns of polished granite to the entrance-

porch, over which it is proposed to place a

group of statuary, indicative of the purposes

of the building.

BEEXBEKCBS TO PLAKS.

Office in existing premises, from which the entire in-

stitution will have to be worked.

A. Entrance to art-school from the street.

B. Entrance to art-school fiom institute.

C. Attendant.
D. Lavatory, w.c., &c., for use of staff.

E. Foul-air exhaust shaft for ventilation.

F. Secretary's office, or extra elementary classroom.

G. Boys' entrance to institute playground.

H. Architectural classroom.

K. Ladies' retiring room.
L. Second elementary room.
M. First elementary classroom.

N. Modelling room.
O. Room tor paper mounting, palette-washing, &c.

P. Store-room.
Q. Gentlemen's cloak-room.

R. Painting room.
S. First antique room.
T. Second antique room.
V. Head master's room.
W.Life classroom.
X. Life model's retiring-room.

Y. Ventilation corridors cutting off tho w.c.'s from mam
building. Plan No. 2.

THE KEADEe'S house AT LUDLOW.

The Reader's House at Ludlow is a fair sample

of the excellent half-timbered work abounding

both in tho town itself and neighbourhood. It

is situate behind the church, and was the official

residence of one of the clergy who held the post

of Reader. The house is now used as a store for

a trades-man in the town, having long since

fallen into disuse as a dwelling. There is little

or no detail worth drawing internally. The
name of the original owner of the house, to-

gether with date of erection (IGIO) is carved on

the head-beam of the upper window.

EOSE PATTEEN WALL-PATEE DECOEATION.

One of our plates to-day illustrates the last new
decorative design prepared for Messrs. Jeffrey

and Co, of Essex-road, Islington, by Mr. Walter
Crane, who has thus described the design

of the rose pattern :
" ' To those who have

been long in city pent,' this wall-paper may
perhaps help to recall the ' plaited alleys of the

trailing rose ' and other pleasurable places. The
briar-rose on the waU is changed to the garden

rose in the dado and frieze, having, in those

positions, a more conventional form in accord-

ance with the more strictly-defined limits of the

pattern, as well as its figurative or emblematic

intention. In the intermediate panels of the

frieze and in the central panels of tho dado, it

will be noticed that the rose-tree springs from a

heart-shaped root (perhaps its native toil), and
bears, for central flower, the winged head of an

Amoriu8(a personage not altogether unconnected

with its culture), while the crossed arrows

through the garland point to the moral of the

old song:—'When I gather the rose so red

there groweth up a sharp thorn there.' " The
colourings are of the most delicate and har-

monious kind, rendering the effect of the design

hospitable in every way, and quite unobtrusive.

This may be said equally of the executed work
as of the original cartoon.

AETISTS' HOMES : NO. 12—ME. WILLLAM EMEEBOK S

HOUSE AT LITTLE SUTTON, CUISWICK.

Little Sutton was an old house, parts of which

were in existence before the time of Cromwell.

It is situated in a picturesque old garden, sur-

rounded by ivy-clad walls and fine trees, one of

the cedars being extraordinarily large and per-

fect, its huge branches covering a space of over

90ft. in diameter. The greater part of the old

house being uninhabitable through decay, was
pulled down ; tho old parts are shown in black

on the plan, and the new hatched. It is faced

with red bricks, and red CorsehUl .'<tone dressings

and covered with tiles. The plan was arranged

so as to preserve the old kitchen, bUliard-room,

morning-room, and conservatory. The hall,

entered from a verandah in connection with the

entrance-porch, is surrounded by a 'dado, the

height of doors ; the lower panels are fiUed with

tiles made to design, by the School of Art at

Bombay. The woodwork is painted a mottled

blue'colour, harmonising with the general tone

of the tiles, the whole being soinething the

colour of lapis laztdi. The- staircase is divided ,

from the hall by three arches, through'which is

seen fhe staircase-window, representing, in

stained glass, the Earth, Air, and Water. Under

the central arch is the firciilace, on the hood of

wliich will eventually be a, bronze figure of

Orpheus, on a ground of mosaic. The floor is

of marble mosaic, and round, the border are the

various beasts listening to tlie mu-ic, the trees,

and river, &c. Above the dado, and on the

wooden panels of ceiling, will bo the birds, &c.

The woodwork of dining-room is plain American

wubiut, the panels of dado being filled with

dark Japanese leather-paper. The panels and

beams of ceiling are of stained and dull varnished-

fir. The drawing-room woodwork, and furniture

throughout, is painted a mottled greenish blue,

after the same maimer as the hall. The decora-

tions of this room, when complete, are intended

to illustrate Chaucer's " House of Fame." The
cliimney-piece, of alabaster, is sm-moimted by a

Caen- stone design, on a rock of glass, showing

the entrance to the castle, with the various

figures mentioned in the poem, carved in half-

round relief, and the gateway itself also richly

and quaintly carved ; the rock of glass repre-

senting the ice on which the castle was supposed

to be built, and on it are cut the various famous

names of the world's history. In the frieze all

round the room will be tho figure of Fame
and the various groups of suppliants, and the

pillars with the groups upholdiug the renown of

ancient cities and nations, &c., executed in very

low relief, and painted on a ground of blue and

gold. The panels of ceilings will have conven-

tional designs and the heavenly bodies on

ground of gold and blue. The morning and

other rooms have no particular scheme of decora-

tion prepared, and are simply painted and

papered in quiet tones.

detached bell-towee, pembeidob chuecs, neae
heeefoed.

We are unable this week to give a description of

the picturesque belfry illustrated in this sketch.

The largest order for church furniture ever given

out from New Zealand has just been shipptd by

the well-known firm of Joucs and Willis, of London,

and Birmingham. It was intrusted to them by
the architect, Mr. B. W. Mountford, and is for

Christ Church Cathedral. It compriss nearly

every requisite for the fittings of a church.

New schools are about to be erected at Slough-

lane, and considerable additions to the Brasshouse-

lane and Ci-rbttt- street schools for the Harborne
and Smethwick School Board, from drawings by

the architects to the board, Messrs. J. P. Sharp

and Co., of Birmingham.

The Duke of Norfolk has commissioned Mr. G.

Gilbert Scott to prepare plans for a large church

in the Early English style, which he is about to

erect in Norwich, in fulhlmeut of a vow. The site

selected, and given by the duke, is one of the most

oommandiug in the whole cily, btiug that on which

stood the old city ijaol.

A new school chapel, dtdicated to the "Holy
Cross," was opened on the Ist of March by the

Bishop of Nottingham, at HuckuuU Torkard,

Notts. It is a plaui substantial building, in red

bricks, with an open roof. The trusses, with

the exception of prim ipal rafter, are of iron, and
possess a light, yet good ajvpearance. The woik
has been earned out from the plans and under the

superintendence of Mr. Richard Whitbread, archi-

tect, The Lodge, Burton Joyce, Nottingham. Mr.

Chas. Houldbworth, of Huckuall, was the builder.
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THE FABRIC OF THE CHURCH AT
THE PRESENT DAY.

AT a meeting' of St. Paul's Eoclesiological

Society held at the Cliuptcr House, E.C.,
oil Thursday, the 3rd iiist., Mr. Edmund B.
Ferrcy,F.R.I.B.A., read a paper on thia subject.

Having introduced his subject by a ski tch of the
revival of Ecclesiastical Gothic in this country,
as a result of archaeological research and the
publication of architectural drawings, the
author touched on the polychromatic decorations
and other modifications rendered fashionable
amongst architects by the study of Continental
churches, and expressed his satisfaction that the
rage for the exact reproduction of the details of
Continental churches had passed away ; adapta-
tion and not importation was the trae principle
which should guide us in the studj' and use of
old work. Proceeding to the immediate subject,
Mr. Ferrey exhibited a series of ground-plans
of Italian basilicas, and, alluding to the atrium
often found iu front of these, said : I have often
thought that such a feature as these courtyards
might, with advantage, be introduced in London
churches, were giound not so valuable. The
vaulted cloister walks round this court, with a
fountain in the middle, would be a fitting pre-
paration for the entrance of the worshipper into
the church itself. Although unfortunately we
have not a superabundance of sunshine in our
climate, the arcades not only would, when
necessary, shelter one from the sun, but more
often from the less welcome rain. Of the basi-
lican plan we have few modem examples in
England—the arrangement does not seem to
gain ground. There is, of coui-se, the celebrated
example at Wilton, built for the late Lord
Herbert of Lea, and St. Barnabas, Oxford, and
within the last year, St. Augustine, Stepney.
The latter has, however, no Roman or Italian
details—it is in the Gothic style. At the same
time, the number of churches founded on the
basilican type, which have no constructional arch
or division between the nave and chancel, is on
the increase, the limits of the latter being
defined by a screen or by tome ornamental treat-
ment in the roof-truss over. The nave and
chancel are, then, of the same width, whichisan
advantage in many ways, except in the point of
art. If the chancel is broad, to be in good pro-
portion, the length should also be great. But
I think in a large church, to make no distinc-
tion externally between nave and chancel, or
any break in the roof, is monotonous ; whereas,
in a small church itmay do very well. A chancel -

arch well treated may be made a very noble and
dignified feature. The narthex or western porch
to the ancient basilica was generally long and
narrow, agreeably to the meaning of the word,
"a rod." This adjunct is not often found in
the Middle Ages, except occasionally in some of
the cathedrals, such as Ely, or at Durham,
where it is called a Galilee, supposed to be in
allusion to Galileeof the Gentiles (really aLadye-
chapel at the latter), and holding the same
position to the remainder of the church as the
narthex. The south, or sometimes north, porch,
of a different form to the uarthex, took its place.
It is curious how, in the present day, the term
'

' narthex' ' hasbecome so popularised than even in
Nonconformist chapels one finds it used, or
rather misused. I, for one, therefore, rather now
avoid the word. A vestibule of this kind is very
useful. By contriving a baptistery in the centre,
and porches to the north and south of it, with
their entrances as shown, a feature in the church
effective both externally andinternally isobtained.
The original type of basilica, of course, had no
transepts. The space between the top of the
oolunms or arches of the nave was greater than
in Media-val churches, and the range of mosaic
figure-subjects is a feature I should like to see
adopted in England—a triforium belt, as Mr.
Forgusson well calls it. I do not pretend to say
that it is equal in effect to a triforium, where
depth of shadow and recess is necessarily
obtained. But more height is required for the
triforium, and it is difficult, as will be commented
on presently, to make much use of it except on
rare occasions. The ambones, or pvdpits on each
side of the entrance to the chancel, for reading
the Gospel and Epistle (the old arrangement in
the basilican churches), scarcely seem to suit
the tastes of the present day; but the baldacchino,
or canopy to the altar, is a feature many would
like to see introduced. I speak of it from an
architectural point of view, not from a theological.
Then there is that striking feature in the later

basilican churches, the confessio, or shrine of a
saint, beneath the choir, with the ever-burning
lamps in it. Tliis gives us no help for our
chiu'ch. In our town churches, where space is

so valuable, there is no reason why a moining-
chapel should not be made under the chancel,

with a flight of steps down to it in the centre,

and access tu the clioir by steps up on each side.

In several churches, where the ground slopes

rapidly down towards the oast, advantagehasbeen
taken thereof to make use of the extra height for

a vestry, as at the parish- church, Yeovil, and at

Worsham Chiuch, North Wales. But in theee

cases there is only a spiral staircase of approach.

For basilican churches the apsidal termination to

the chancel is almost invariable. Butthere can-

not be the slightest objection to a square end.

An apse cincta, i.e., semi-domed, needs, in order

to be complete, decoration with mosaic or fresco.

Moreover, an apse, whether semi-circular or

polygonal in form, wastes room which is generally

valuable, particularly in town churches. Like
the narthex, the apse,- so beautiful a termination
to the chancel, has been so much travestied,

either roofedover in the most clumsy manner with
open timbers, or iumake-shiftmanner into a wood
panelled ceiling, that one is tempted to be tired

of it. The apse ought either to be a semi-dome,
executed in brick or in stone, or, better still,

groined in brick or stone. In our Mediaeval
churches the east-window is generally a marked
distinctive feature. But in an apse the eastern-

most window is no more important than its

fellows, and owing to the cornice or wall-plate
being continuous at the same level all round the

apse, there can be little height for agoodreredos.
In the square east end the extra height of wall

obtained by the gable makes it possible in the

first case to have an east window of some import-
ance, and secondly, for the same reason, affords

greater height for the reredos. Again, more
space for the sanctuary is given, and the ex-
pense is undoubtedly less than in an apse, where
the roofing and its adjuncts are always rather
costly. At the present day the architect is fre-

quently rigidly tied down to a small expenditure
quite inadequate for the requirements. While I

admit that no building, whatever its destination

may be, is perfect unless suited to its usee,

I plead for a little latitude in the treatment and
ornamentation of the aisles and such accessories.

To maintain, as has been said, that every part

of a church, whether occupied by the worshipper
or not, should be free from obstruction, is ab-
surd. It is not absolutely necessary that there
should not be a single column or interrupting
pier of any kind. Though churches are erected

to be used, they must not be regarded in the
same light as a theatre or musie-haU, where it is,

or ought to be, a sine qua non, that as each of
the audience pays for admission to see the play,

he must have his money's woith. A little

mystery in the plan of a church is a good thing
so that any one entering in ut the west door does
not see the whole of the place without coming
any further. But in small churches it may often
be advisable to rest content with an aislelees

nave, whilst aisles can be put to the chancel, one
for the vestries, the other for the organ. In
these cases, whei e funds are not much restricted,

the morning-chapel (an almost essential feature
in the large church of a town) might well be
placed at the east end as a lower building se -

parated from the chancel by an aisle, and the
model of the Lady -chapels attached in this situa-

tion to so many of our cathedrals. Means of shut-
ting off the chapel, when in use, by thick curtains,

should be contrived, both for the sake of warmth
in cold weather atd for acoustic reasons. The
arrangement of such a cathedral as Alby, France,
having no aisles, but a series of small chapels
separated by solid walls, or, in other words,
internal buttresses, would be quite suitable to the
worship of our communion, with only the slight

modification of cutting archways through these
partition walla. Such a, plan has been carried
out at St Augustine's, Peudlebury, near Man-
chester. I should add that the nave and choir

at Alby Cathedral are of like width, with no
marked break between them. A good deal has
been said at different times about the absurdity
of columns in churches of the ordinaiy nave-and-
aisle arrangement. The objection has been
surmounted to some extent by building wide
naves and very narrow aisles, and this, to some
extent, does away with the complaint that
columns embarrass the worsliipper, and are bad
for sound. Butiti8veryea8ytotheori6e,and what
looks very pretty on paper often breaks down

in practice. For example, if it is agreed to build

two chancels, the total internal width of which
shall be the same, but differently divided as

regards the proportional width of nave and
aisles, thus: No. 1. Nave, 35 feet wide, aisles

each Oft. ; No. 2. Nave, 25ft. wide, aisles each
lift., the total mttnial width from aisle wall to

aisle wall will be the same in each case, with tlio

exception of a slight additional thickness to the

85ft. nave wall. But when the elevation is

designed it will be found that at starting the

great width of No. 1 involves increased dimen-
sions in the whole church. The doors and
windows must be larger, the porches more im-
important, and the tower of greater size. More-
over, the wider the span of the building the
stronger in proportion must be the strength of

the roof-timbers, as they have to bridge a gi cater

void than usual without any intermediate sup-
port. And if there is abundance of timber in

the roof, care must bo taken to make the walla

sufficientlystrougandrigid,whileample buttresses
must be built to resistthetbrustouhigh walls. For
if the span is wide, to be iu good proportion, th&
height must also be great. Care must also be
taken not put too heavy a covering on such a
roof. All these points have to be weighed when
a church of this plan is to be built ; but I believe

from experience tliat these structures of great

scale, although only to the extra amount of

bricks and mortar used iu them, they ask more
in that particular item, yet altogether they are

little more expensive than others containing

about the same accommodation. I am not now
speaking " without book," but from an investi-

gation I made a short time since. Height and
size are unquestionably powerful helps to dignity

of architectural effect. As a broad general rule

the larger the scale of the church the less adven-
titious ornament it absolutely requires in its

details—the eye is impressed by the size. I do
not mean to say but that the larger church will

not be improved by or bear ornamentation. To
illustrate my argument, take such opposite

examples as the nave of Ely Cathedral, and
Roslin Chapel. Were the latter as plain and
even as the former, we should think nothing of it.

On the other hand, were the nave of Ely
Cathedral abounding with " apprentice pillars"

and such like profuse ornamentation , we shouldnot

probably consider it much improved—we should
say, " There may be too much of a good thing."
Another important element of grandeur is repe-
tition of parts. Suppose, for instance, a church
of four bays of veiy plain design, and then

• another one exactly similar, but with eight bays
—how far more handsome the latter would look

than the fonncr. There is no more remarkable
example of this than in that most effective fea-

ture of Mediaeval churches, technically called the

trussed rafter roof. What could look jjlainer,

almost poverty-stricken, than one paii' of these

trussed rafters. Multiply this by a forty, and
how singularly effective ! I regret that 1 cannot
recommend this type of roof for our churches
now. Sound gets swallowed up among the
forest of timbers—that is one objection. Again,
although it is possible to employ coloured decora-

tion, the scanty width of one foot betwctn each
rafter and the necessarily limited space and
the timbers themselves give little scope. If

the under-side of the rafters and braces are

boarded, and moulded transverse and longitu-

dinal ribs fixed so as to form panels, abundant
and unrestricted space is left for the brush of

the decorative artist. Far be it from me to sug-
gest any such treatment of subjects as in the

ceilings of the Renaissance churches of France,
or Italy, or like Michael Angelo's frescoes iu

the Sibtine Chapel, Rome. No worse or more
uncomfortable position for them to be examined
could be dc\'ised. I would only suggest some
species of figure-decoration appropriate to the

distance from the eye, and to some extent con-

ventionalised, and brought into harmony with
the architectural surroundings, not like a canva»
out out of a picture-frame, and stuck up
in the ceiling, on the chance of looking all right.

The wood ceiling has further advantages: it

gives a neutral space of air between the inteiior

of the building and the external atmosphere,
making the church warmer in winter, cooler in

summer, in fact, far less subject to variation of
temperature. It is also better, acoustically, not
only for the clergy and congregation, but for

the organ and choir. There is, however, rather

a risk of echo in a barrel-shaped or arched ceil-

ing, with only a few projecting ribs. I would,
therefore, suggest the introduction of ornamental
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«s well as useful principals, which wotild tond
to break the echo and give variety and richness

to the roof. It is ofton alleged as an objection

to ohorohes of v reat span and height, that the
preacher cannot be heaid, and that in every way
they are bad for sound. I cannot admit this,

for the obvious reason that I believe large

churches can be built free from this defect if

only certain rules are followed. While admit-
ting that in some cases the ordinary laws of

accoustics seem to belie themselves, still the

broad rule of avoiding large flat unbroken sur-

faces of wall (fertile sources of echo), the avoid-
ance of cradle- shaptd ceilings of great length
of wood (or more particularly barrel-vaulting of

stone), unless thei-eare collar-beams or piincipals,

to cheek the waves of sound, the introduction of

arcades, or in other words, aisles to the
nave, all help towards the desired result.

I am also inclined to think that if pendant gas-

lights be used, the long suspending rods are very
helpful in preventing echoes. Wood screens are
a valuable element iu every way to a church; (1)

for ritual reasons, ('2) for protection to that part
of the church adjoining the altar, (3) as giving an
appearance of warmth and furnishing to the
building, and taking away that cold and un-
finished look which some churches have. We
must all agree that churches ought not to look
as if they never had any worshippers in them,
except on Sundays and Saints' days. (4) Screens
serve the function of mile-atones, by which, in

imagination, to measure the length of a church,

and thus in the most legitimate manner to make
it appear longer. It has been sometimes pro-
posed to buUd naves circular or octagonal in

glan, upon tlie fashion of Aix-la-Chapelle
athedral, or St. Gereon, Colog:ie. This is not

only a coitli/ arrangement, owing to the many
breaks and angles in the wall, but also owing to

the difficulty of roofing it. For this form to be
really effective, it should either be vaulted or

domed over, or have a kind of lantern. At All
Saints', Harlesden, is a church with octagonal
nave (the chancel is not yet built), designed upon
the theory that every one should see and hear,

so there are no columns or other interruptions to

view. Owing to the large span, the construction

had to be very strong, and there is almost a
forest of timber employed, with a due allowance
of bol's and straps. The effect is picturesque,

but we cannot say dignified, being a little too

suggestive of a secular building. In this

instance the difficulty of vaulting over the space
would have been the expense. Moreover,
immenee buttresses in very thick walls must
have been built to resist the thrust of the vault-

ing. I admit that wood vaulting is sometimes
used with the object of lessening the weight and
consequently thrust. I admit also that there is

Mediaeval precedent for it. But, in my humble
judgment, wood vaulting does not seem a natural

use of the material ; stone, brick, or tufa being
more legitimate for that purpose. The plan of

a aeries of small gables at right angles to the

nave, instead of a lean-to aisle, though found
in some German churches, is in every way
expensive and destructive of that quietude and
repose in design which should characterise an
aisle necessarily subsidiary to the nave. More-
over, it is not a common-sense mode of roofing,

whereas a lean-to roof is. Some fifteen years

since this mode of roofing was very prevalent

among architects, but happily did not latt long.

{To be conChiued.)

THE NEW VIADUCT AT MOORSWATER.

A WORKofgreat magnitude—that of building

a stone viaduct to take the place of an old

wooden structure at Moorswater, on the Com-
•waU Railway—was on Friday week brought to

a successful termination. Travellers on the

Cornwall Railway cinnothave failed to have ob-
served the extensive railway repairs which are
being carried out in connection with the

numerous viaducts and bridges marking the

course of the line bitween Plymouth and Fal-
mouth. Between those tiro towns there are

forty-one viaducts, varying from the level of low
arches to the height of loO to 160 feet, and the

majority of this number are constructed of

timber. These viaducts are a subject of special

care, six separate gangs of workmen being co n-
stantly employed in no other duty than main-
taining them in condition. Now, however, the
company are replacing the old arches by works
of more durable construction, and which, in the

long run, are likely to effect a considerable
saring in the costs of maintenance of the road.
Most of the original viaducts are built of timber
on stone piers, and they are so constructed that
any one beam can be taken out without impair-
ing the stability of the arches ; but the new
viaducts are constructed entirely of stone ob-
tained from the company's quarries at West-
wood in the Glyn Valley. Already a number of

the bridges have been renewed, including those

at Drawwood, West Largin, Cliimeck, West-
wood, and Penadlala, all between Bodrain-road
and Doublebois, but the greatest undertaking of

the whole was that at Moorswater. The date of

the commenoeraent of operations was Apiil, 1878.
Mr. T. H. Cole, a jrouug engineer from the
chief office at Plymouth, had charge of the
works, and after his death, due to an accident
sustained in the performance of his duty, Mr.
T. H. Gibbons was appointed to succeed him as

engineer in charge of the new works, and as

assistant of Mr. P. J. Margary, engineer of the

CornwallRailway. The new MoorswaterViaduct
is composed of eight lofty arches, the highest
of the six inner arches being 148 feet above the
ground, and those at the tides about seventy feet

in height. The arches have a span of eight/
feet, and thirty-four feet rise : their breadth is

twenty-one feet, and they are full segments.
There is a broad foundation of cement concrete
forming the base of the piers supporting the
arches. This foundation goes down about
twelve feet to the solid rock. The thickness of

the masonry in the piers is twelve feet at the
base, with a batter of one in sixty, and they are
built of dressed We^twood stone, in blocks of

from three toni downwards. The arches are
three feet thick at the crown, and five feet at the
haunches. The soffits are of dressed Westwood
atone, and the facing quoins of Cornish granite
from Messrs. Freeman's Caradon quarries. Exoejit

thespandrelsof the severalarches, the whole work
is of solid masonry, and thus strength and light-

ness are obtainid by carrying up the casing
walls to the level of the crown of the arches.

At that level three dividing walls are carried

the full length of the viaduct, and upon these

two low, longitudinal arches are turned,

which make the roadway. The full width of

twenty-four ftet given for the roadway is ob-
tained by three overhung courses of picked
stone, which affords an additional breadth of

eighteen inches on each side. The massive slabs

of Westwood stone forming these coui'ses are

each about a foot in depth. The ends of the

viaduct are closed with masjiirj-. The roadway
of twenty-four feet leaves 2ft. Gin. clear

of the rails on each side. The iron rail-

ings upon the viaduct are 3ft. 6in. above the

raUs, and the manholes, projecting slabs of

masonry over all the piers, are Oft. 6in. by 2ft.

6in. The structure is S02ft. in length, 148ft. in

height, and practically straight, though the

viaduct it has replaced was built on rather a

broad curve. The quantity of stone used in the

structure is about 50,000 tons, iu blocks of from
2 to 4 cwt. each, and the total cost is £30,000.

THE WORKING OF SLATE QUARRIES.*

SLATE-QUARRYING is not one of those sub-
jectswhich have been over- written about, atd

the little book now before us, from the pen of a

practical quanyman and owner, Mr. Morgan
Richards, of Bangor, comes to us, therefore, with
a certain amount of freshness in a literary point
of view. The writer in fact does not set up any
claim to be considered an author ; he writes
simply a practical treatise for practical quarry

-

men and capitalists, and his object throughout
is to inform those who invest in slate-quarrying,

but who have no practical knowledge of the

business. Many capitalists part with their

money on the solicitation of adventurers who
have nothing to lose, but all to gain. The author
also exposes the impudence and assurance of

pettifogging managers, who know little of slate-

quanying, though they cut a dash and speak the

loudest. The first part of Mr. Morgan Richards'

treati.se deals with the defects and advantages
of the present system of working slate-quarries

in North Wales. He shows that money is often

thrown away on places that can never prove re-

munerative, as well as on good quarries, worked in

a defective manner. Even geological theories are

* Blate-Quarryin?, and How to Make it Profitable. By
MoBOAK Richards, Bangor. London: Watts and Co.,

Fleet street.

sometimes at fault. The author relates how the
devotees of geology, in their over-trust in dedu -

tions, become dupes to their blind belief. Thi y
overlook secondary causes in primary. A com-
pany was once started in London, where, says
the writer " great bubblesare generally formed,''
for following and working the splendid slate

veins of Lord Penrhyn's quarries. "Six great
engineers, leanied in Cumbrian geology, started

IX)st-haste from the metropolis, duly ai riving at
Bangor ;

" they drove to Bethesda, ascended

y Fronlwyd, and Camcdd, Llewelyn, and "after
much levelling and surveying, came to the
solemn conclusion that the Betheada veins were
running direct to Puffin Island, and the great
Orme's Head. Thither they went to find, as

they cobfidcntly expected, their grand theory
realised ; but, to their dismay, instead of finding
slates, they only met the eternal hard gridstone,

stretching out its sinewy arms to embrace the
fawning waves of the billowy sea, that for ever
come and go with awful grandcirr that defies all

description." The author says, truly enough,
that the opinion of two or three practical quarry-
managers is more to be trusted and valued than
all the reports, drawings, and sections of learned
geologists and engineers. Many failures in

tpeculations are traceable to tw^o causes : (1)
'

' venturing at places that no honest experienced
man woirld recommend ; and (2) extravagance in

the expenditure of money, and mismanagement
iu opening quarries that would pay well if

judiciously and economically worked." What
with extravagant boards of directors and non-
resident engineers, the construction of grand
tram roads and powerful engines, smart offices,

and unfathomable shafts, a great show and stir

is made ; but the article wanted, slate, is not

found.
The slate stratum of North Wales is described

by the author, and will be found of practical

value to those interested ; the great beds of

Carnarvon and Merioneth are its main divisions,

but the author jjoints out to those who are too

often misled by the reports of new companies,

that it is a fallacy to assume a slate stratum
traceable for some miles is one continuous un-
disturbed body of the same size, hardness,

colour, and cleavage, and that, because one
quarry has a good yield and reputation,

others on the same track must be the same.
Instead of this, practical quarrying reveals

numerous minor and secondary causes that affect

a slate vein, even producing different textures

and colours of the material in the same quarry.

The author very strongly condemns "the bad
effects of letting slate bargains partly by
poundage, partly by the yard or ton, and partly

by giving so much money in the pocket of the

bargain," and illustrates it by actual figures, the

prices paid for making, and the selling price per
thousand. In short, it is recommended to adopt
in letting, the "standard price and poundage
system" pure and simple, and that no bribe

money should be given over and above the

standard price, and poundage paid for working
the "bargain" for a month. The causes of

waste in quarrying are summed np by the words
" bad management," and the author shows that

good management is the only way of avoiding

waste. The causes of waste are briefly

enumerated as follows : (1) By working quarries

in one deep pit, instead of in galleries ;
(2)bywork-

ing them underground without removing the

top; (3) by workingthemirregularly,wdthaview
of making immtidiate large returns ; (4) by work-
ing them unskilfully, and by using machinery,

plant, and tools ill-adapted for the work. These
several causes are discussed at length. The
great advantages of workingquarries in galleries

instead of xats are clearly pointed out. The crew
commencing to work on the pit method has to

throw all down to a depth of, say, 50 yards ; but
on the gallery system only about 10 yards has

to be removed, a safe and convenient depth for

the men to work at. Much waste also takes

place in cutting elates by the ordinary method
with chisel and hammer, which might be avoided

by the sawing and dressing-machines used in

the Festiniog quarries. The concluding part of

Mr. Richards' treatise deals with the relation of

landlords and quany-owners, but we are re-

strained, by want of space, from alluding to the

sensible remarks on the vexatious restrictions

imposed by landlords, and their eft'cct in paralys-

ing speculation, and other observations on the

relation between quariy-owners and their work
men. We heartily coirmiend the book as a

practical guide to the working of slate-quarries
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THE UTILISATION OF REFUSE.

A SYSTEM of destroying the noxious pro-;

perties of refuse, and converting it into

more or less useful matter, has now had a fairly

extended trial at several towns in England,
notably Leeds, Blackburn, Warrington, and
Derby, and has been found fairly successful.

Leeds has led tlie way in these improvements,
and the municipal authorities are satisfied with
the result. The furnaces and other appliances
were designed by aMr. Fryer, ofNottingham, and
their first practical trialwasmadeatBurmantofts,
about two miles from the town-hall of Leeds,
by the erection of a six-celled destructor and a
carboniser. The destructor consists of six (or

more) compartments or cells, built in brick,

lined with firebrick, and tied together with iron

rods. It occupies a space of 22ft. by 24ft., and
is 12ft. in teight. An inclined road leads to a
platform over the top, and another incline leads

from the level of the firing-floor to the adjoin-
ing road. Each cell is capable of destroying or

carbonising seven tons of refuse in 24 hours, and
to secure the greatest economy, the work goes
on uninterruptedly. The cells consist of a
sloping furnace, with hearth and firegrate

covered by a reverberatory arch of firebrick,

with one opening for the admission of refuse,

another for the escape of the gases, and a fur-
nace-door for the removal of clinkers. The
refuse is emptied on the platform, and shovelled
into the cell, falling first on the incline, thence
reaching the sloping hearth, whence, when
sufficiently dry, it is pushed on to the fire,

where, OAving to the radiant heat of the firebrick

arch, it burns fiercely, the products of com-
bustion being gases, a tine ash, and clinkers.

Every other cell is provided with an opening
large enough to take in infected bedding, mat-
tresses, &c., as well as diseased meat. The
gaseous products of combustion pass throiigh a
flue to a boiler, which supplies steam to a hori-
zontal engine di-iving two mortar-mills. In
these mills the clinkers are mixed with lime, and
ground into an excellent mortar, which sells

readily at .5s. a load ; while the tin cans and
iron are sold for old metal. No fuel of any kind
is required, the cinders and other combustibles
found in the refuse supplying all that is needed.
Daring the year 1879 the following is an account
•of the work performed by the Burmantofts
destructor:—14,000 tons of rubbish; 190 beds
and mattresses ; 264 carcases of pigs attacked
by some fever ; 1 cow, 10 sheep and lambs, 28
quarters, and 1.5cwt. of bad meat. The staff

required for each "shift " comprises a foreman,
who acts as engine-driver, four furnacemen,
and one labourer. Besides the destructor there
is also a carboniser, which is necessarily built in

a different manner, as it is used to convert
street-refuse and vegetable matter into a char-
coal, which sells at the rate of 30a. a ton. The
carboniser consists of a group of brick cells,

each having a separate furnace. It is 26ft.

long, 12ft. wide, and I5ft. Oin. high. The
"shoot" is fitted with sloping plates, which
project from its sides, and form a k-nd of spiral

cave or ledge, which, near the bottom of the cell,

takes the form of a fire-block, resting on a wall
which divides the contents of the cell from the
ga.5es of the fire. The Tegetable and other
refuse to be converted into charcoal is filled into
this shoot or well in a solid mass, the eaves, or
ledges, forming on their underside a flue, so
that the matter is gradually heated as it slips

down the well, until, at the bottom, it is sur-
rounded by nearly red-hot firebrick. The char-
coal is withdrawn at the bottom, and is placed
in a cooler worked by the steam-engine, and each
cell is capable of treating 2J tons of vegetable and
street refu.se in 24 hours. The cost of a com-
plete establishment, with a six-celled destructor,
an eight-celled carboniser, boOer, engine,
mortar-milb, buildings, &c., is £4,500. No
nuisance of any kind is experienced in the
ricinity of the depots, and the refuse which
might, under other circumstances, be deposited
in i)laces where it would become the hotbed of
di.sease, is effectually destroyed or utilised.

New class-rooms added to St. Gabriel's School,
Upper Easton, Bristol, were opened this wiek.
The contract for constructing the new class-rooms
was taken by Mr. E. M. Hodges, under the per-
sonal supervision of Mr. J. F. Trew. The style is

Gothic, and the rooms are built of Cattybrook red
and coloured-face bricks, with Westwood stone
dressings.

Halsteao, Kext.—A new church, dedicated
to Saint Margaret, was consecrated at Halstead,
about four miles from Sevcnoaks, on the 23rd ult.

The church stands in the groimda of the ceme-
tery, the chapel for which, erected about 30
years ago, being of suitable size and design, has
been left intact, with the addition of an organ -

chamber and vestry, and fonns the chancel ; a
nave and aisle with south porch being now built

to constitute the whole a parish church, sup-
plying the place of the old one, which previously
stood inside the park of Halstead-place. The
church is in the style of the 13th century,
accommodating a little over 200 persons. The
rercdos is executed by Mr. Griffiths, of London.
Externally the walls are of faced flint, with red
brick quoins, and dressings of Box Ground stone.

The contract has been carried out at the price

of £1,050 (the reredos-and a few small extra
works being additional), by Mr. Williams, of

Harrington- square (formerly of Cardiff), under
the direction of Mr. William MUford Teulon,
architect, of 18, Upper Woburn-place.

Blaokbeook, St. Helen's.—This neighbour-
hood has been long in want of school accomoda-
tion, &c. Messrs. Richard Evans and Co., of

the Haydock Colleries, have erected ou a pro-
minent and advantageous site a largo and sub-
stantial block of school buildings for boys, girls,

and infants. The arrangements, besides the
school-rooms, include class-rooms, galleries,

lavatories, cloak-rooms, and spacious yards,

&c. The late.st improvements in desks, &c.,

have been adopted and supplied by Messrs.
Colman and Glendinning. The schools are

so arranged that meetings, otherwise than
for school purposes, can be held in them if

desired. "The designs are by Mr. Edmund
Kirby, architect, Liverpool, and the builder is

Mr. William Owen, of that city.

HiLLMASTON, WiLTS.—The parish-chui'ch was
reopened on the 3rd iust., after having been
restored from the designs of Mr. G. E. Street,

R.A. The north aisle has been rebuilt 20in.

wider than before, and the north arcade and its

columns have been restored to a vertical position

without being taken down. The under portion
of the aisle-roof is of plain but massive pine,

and it is covered with lead. The plaster ceiling

and the roof of nave have been removed, and an
open roof, covered with stone tiles, erected. The
chancel has also a new open roof, and an organ-
chamber has been erected, and the fonner oak
sittings of chancel cut down and remodelled.
The pas-sages have been laid with tiles by
Messrs. Godwin and Co., of Lugwardine. A
new reredos, carved by Mr. Earp, of Lambeth,
has been erected, and an elaborate altar-cloth

has been worked by the ladies of 73, George-
street, Portman-square. The Poynder family
have promised to erect a memorial east window,
by Claj'fon and Bell. The structural works
have been can-ied out by Messrs. Smith and
Light, of Chippenham.

-»-^^^^*

COMPETITIONS.
Cablisle.—Several architects have, we under-

stand, been selected to compete for the proposed
new buildings of the Carlisle Grammar School,

to be erected in Cuthbert's Close, Carlisle, under
a new scheme. The instructions were finally

settled last week, and provide that the school
buildings are not to cost more than £10,000.
The plans are to be sent in ou or before the 20th
April.

Beiohton.—Tlie new clock-tower competition
at Brighton has attracted no less than thirty-
nine competitors, and this number of designs
have been received. The site of the intended
structure is at the top of North-street, and the
building is to include conveniences both for men
as well as women, the latter to be on the first-

floor. Above the first-floor, accommodation for

a clock is to be provided in the tower, which is

to be surmounted by a ball, 8ft. in diameter,
arranged to be raised and lowered on a staff,

15ft. high, by means of electricity. A refuge is

to be contrived outside the base of the tower,
which is to be 25ft. from the ground to the
central line of the clock-face. 'The clock is to

have four illuminated faces, 5ft. in diameter.
The total cost is restricted to £1,500, and the
prizes are £20, £15, and £.0 for the three
selected designs, che drawings in these case.=

to become the absolute property of the Town
Cotmoil.

SuTFOLK Lunatic Astlum, Mblton.—The time
for sending in plans for the erection of a new
block of buildings at the Suffolk County Pauper
Lunatic Asylum, at Melton, near Woodbridge,
has been extended to April 1st. I'hs plana are

to provide accommodation for 150 patientu, and
are to be sent in to the committee at the County
Hall, Ipswich.

*-^^^^«

ABCHITEOTUBAI. & ABOH^OLOaiOAZi
SOCIETIES.

Bbitisu Abcilkolooicai, Association.—The
seventh meeting of the session was held onWed-
nesday week, the Rev. Dr. Sparrow Simpson,
F.S.A., in the chair. Mrs. Jackson Gwiltexbibited
a rubbing from one of the brasses in old Mar-
gate Church, executed by herself. It reprsents

a priest of late date. Mr. R. Ferguson,
F.S.A., described a painter's palette of Roman
date, recently found near Maryport. It is a
small flat slab of polished slate-like stone. Mr.
Loftus Brock, F.S.A., described the progress
of the discoveries at Leadenhall Market,
where an extended length of Koman wall
has been met with over 12ft. thick and
going from east to west towards Grace-
churchstreet. Some fragments of brilliantly-

coloured fresco wall-painting were exhibited.

Mr. T. Morgan, F.S.A., referred to the late Mr.
Planche's report relative to Leadenhall, in which
it is mentioned under the date 1315, some con-
siderable time before it ia referred to in the
Histories of London. Dr. Phene, F.S.A., pro-
duced models in silver of two remarkably fine

fibulae recently discovered in Ireland. They are
elaborately ornamented and have been jewelled.

Some other Irish antiquities were shown, among
which were some of crescent-like form, probably
in reference to the worship of Astarte. Some
neolithic stone implements bore evidence of use
in war or the chase. The first paper was by the

Chairman on "Representations of St. Paul's

Cathedral in early MSS." The lecturer referred

to a 14th-oentury MS. at Lambeth, where the

lofty spire of the church is shown, and the ball

on the summit, in which the relics wereplaced, in

the belief that they would protect the spire from
fire and tempest. A MS. in the Cottonian Col-

lection shows the west front with fair details,

as does also another MS. in the British Museum.
The second paper was by Mr. J. Romilly Allen,

F.S.A. (Scot.), on the early cross at Winwick,
near Newton Bridge, Lancasliire. Only the

lateral arms remain of what was probably one of

the finest of our ancient crosses. It ia covered
with elaborately-wrought fretwork patterns,

similar to those of early date in Ireland and
Wales. In the discussion wliich followed, Mr.
Jas. Heywood, F.S.A. , V.P., pointed out the

frequency of Saxou and Danish names in the

North of England. The proceedings were
brought to a close by a paper by Mr. C. H.
Compton on the Law of Treasure Trove, which
was followed by an animated discussion. In
course of the evening a communication from Mr.
C. Roach Smith, F.S.A., was read, reporting

the discovery of another " Honesta Missiones"
inscription near Liege, and Mr. de Gray Birch,

F.E.S.L., described the details.

SCHOOLS OF ABT.
Penzance.—The grotip of buildings which

have been erected for housing the Penzance
school, which is taught by Mr. H. M. Geoffroi,

were opened by the Mayor on Monday. They
occupy a site on the Morral Fields, now being
laid out for building purposes, and are Domestic
Gothic in character. The external walls are of

rubble masonry, with snail-creep jointing, and
the dressings of cut granite. On the chief front

are carved the badge ol the Science and Art
Department, and the borough arms. A vestibule

leads to the principal room, which is 62ft. by
32ft., and 30ft. high from floor to ceiling. The
lighting is from end windows to east and west,

and from the north side. The -walls are lined

with pitch-pine dado, to a height of 4ft. from
floor, and above tliis level are rough stuccoed.

The main timbers of root are open to ceiling,

and are varnished. At the further end of the

main room are the masters' and modelling

rooms, each 15ft. square, and below these are

store-rooms for casts, and heating-apparatus

chamber. Mr. S. Trevail, of Truro, is the archi-

tect, and Messrs. J. N. Julian and Sons, of the

same city, are the builders.
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Htmdred Thousand Replies and Letters« MM«ct> of Uairenul lnterc!«t hnvc sppi'ared durins
U«lA«tteBT««nut the ENGLISH MECHANIC AM) WORLli
OP SCIENCE, most of tht-m fmm the pt-na ef the leadinft

and TechnlcAl Authorities of the dar. Thoiisands of
oriyJMal article* and scicntilio papers, aod countless receipts and
WfttUc* MahraciBfT almost erer; euttject on which it U possible
to dmin iatennatfoa liaTe alao appeared during the same period
Tbecarlleat Ul4 meet accttrat« Information respecting all new

' mechanical inventions is to be found is
itapacet,aBd its large circulation rendcii it the best medium
fcr aUadTtrtiseri who wi&h their annoanccmenti to be brouffht
VBder tke notice of mann&cturers, mechanics. scinitiQc workers,
aad aasateurs. Price Twopence, of all booksellers and news-
rtmian. Poa free ^d. OOlce : 31, Tftrlstock, itreet, Corent
futeft W.

v-^^^^-e

TO COBBESFONDENTS.
PRTe do not hold onrselvea reeponsible for the opinions of
oar correepondentfi. The Editor respectfully requests
thMt all oommunicatioDfl should be drawn up as briefly

M poenble, as there are numy olaimaats upon the space
allotted to oorreBpondenoe.]
All lettets ahoold be addressed to the EDITOR, 31,

TA\1ST0CK-STREBT, COVENT-GARDEN, W.C.

Cheques and Fost-offioe Orders to be made payable to
J. FxssHO&x Edwabds.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The ^tar^ for advertisements is 6d. per line of eight

words (the first line counting as two) . No advertisement
inserted for less than half-a-crown. Special terms for
aeries of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

Front Tnge Advertisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No front page or paragraph
AdTortisement inserted for less than 5e.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 6 p.m. on Thursday. Front page
advertisements and alterations in serial adrertitiementB
most reach the office by Tuesday to secure insertion.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.
(Payable in Advance.)

Including two half-yearly double numbers, One Poimd
per annum (i>oet free) to any part of the Unit^ Kingdom

;

for the United SUtes, £1 Ss. 6d. (or edols. 40c. gold}. To
ft&nce or Belgium, £1 6s. 6d. (or 33f. 30c.). To India (via
Brindisi},£l lOs. lOd. To any of the Australian Colonies
or New Zealand, to the Cape, the West Indies, Canada,
Kova Scotia, or Natal, £1 6s. 6d.

Mr. R. H. TuTTLB, of 13 and 15, Laightp-street, New
York City, is authorised to receive American subscrixH
tiona at the rate of 6 dols. 40c. per annum.
Oues for binding the half-yearly volumes, 2s. each.

NOW READY,
Handsomelybound in cloth, Vol. XXXIX. of tiie Build-
ixo News. Price Twelve Shillings. Order at once, as
only a limited number are bound up.
N.B.' -Cases and vols, must be ordered through a

bookseller or newsagent, as the regulations of the Post-
office prevent them from being sentby post.

RsCEivED.—Capt. L.—H. and Co.—B. and S.—J. C—
W. B. and Co.—J. W. L.—R. 8. W., jun.

OSB WHO PeEF-KRS to SlBUIT HIS WoRK TO COMPETENT
MsN . (An isolated case of inefficiency is no argument
sgainst anrstem. The article you quote was not directed
against individuals, but against toe shortcomings of a
system which reoderssuchirregularitiespossible. Your
proper course is to bring the case before the local
board or sanitary authority of your district.)

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
LIST OF SUBJECTS.

A. A cricket pavilion, containing, on the ground-fluor,
an assembly-room, refreshment-bar, conveniences, and
an open verandah to be arranged in front. On the
firstrfloor, provision to be made for a ladies' retiring-

room, kitchen, pantry, and scullery, and a lift to re-
freshment-bar from kitchen. An external tntrance to
kitchen to be provided. Materials, brick and timber.
Scale, Gin. to the foot.

B. A bedstead, a half-tester. In hard wood. lin. scale
and details.

DsAwiKos Received.-H faut Marcheravantdn Cornier,
Juvenis, Nil De^perandum (2), Walter, Beta, Excel,
Yarra Yarra, In hoc Signo Vinces, Ambition, Weaver,
Jack, Fiat, Ogmore, Snow Flake, Norman, Tam
O'Shanter, Per.

Comsponuenct
STEATFOED-ON-AVON CEMETERY

COMPETITION.
To the Editor of the BtTZLDiNO News.

Sib,—In November last the Corporation of

Stratford- on-Avon advertiBed for plans for lay-
ing out the grounds, and for designs for chaptl
and lodge for proposed new cemetery. In reply
to the advertisemtnt, there were 29 sets of draw-
ings sent in. Probably some of the competing
architects would like to know how the matter is

progressing.
From the 29 sets of drawings sent, the one

showing the most elaborate detail was chosen

—

certainly not for the arrangement of the plan, as

no vestry was provided, and the waiting-room
was nothing more than a porch. A place some
7ft. by 10ft., a door at each end, windows on
each fdde with bench under, no fireplace. Second

and third premiums were given to Stratford

men, evidently by way of compliment, as the
second premiated design showed the chapel and
lodge in a line some 120ft. more or less from the

road. There was about as much difference

between the third and second premiated designs

as between the first and second. Many very
good designs were passed over.

Messrs. Wood and Kendrick, whose plans were
selected, were instructed to obtain tenders for

carrying out the work. This they did ; but when
these were laid before the Cemetery Committee,
together with the working drawings, the
latter could not be identified with the competi-
tion drawings. The handsome entrance-gates
"which had been the admiration of all be-
holders," had been stripped of their attractive-

ness ; in the windows the stone muUions had
been omitted, and wood ones substituted; and
many other alterations. From these drawings
the quantities were taken ; but the average
amount of the tenders by far exceeded the
amount laid down in the conditions. Under these

circumstances the Cemetery Committee refuse to

give the premium to Messrs. Wood and Ken-
drick. They in return complain of the harshness
of the clause in the particulars relating to the
sum proposed to be spent, and offer to obtain
estimates from the competition drawings. This
the committee are willing they should do, but
Messrs. Wood and Kendrick refuse to do this,

luiless the committee put (as they say) a more
reasonable construction on the cost-of- erection

clause.

I think this is very unfair to the competitors,

who took the trouble to prepare designs for a
building that could be carried out for the sum
stipulated in the conditions, and should very
much like to see the opinion of other com-
petitors. Cannot we league together, and do
something to have the matter settled in a more
just and satisfactory manner f—I am, &o.

£1300.

THE MANAGERS OF METROPOLITAN
BUILDINGS.

SiE,—In your articles on District Surveyors
you allege that they use their official positions to

secure private business. I don't think that is

con-ect. Speaking for myself, I may say that
silthough I have been a district surveyor for

nineteen years, yet I have never sought business

;

on the contrary, always refused it in my dis-

trict. But were it otherwise, I could not act in a

double capacity. I must report my engagement,
and then another surveyor would be deputed to

overlook my work ; but it would be dilficult to

devise any system that should be so perfect, that

no fault would be found with it.

Nor can I agree with you as to payment by
salary: payment by results is much better, as it is

a stimulus to activity and a faii'er arrangement.
In the years 1866-7-8, speculative building was
very active ; then came a panic from over-pro-

duction, and it declined for several years. In 1873

it again began to revive, last year being the

crowning year, and again we are on the eve of a
panic— the largest that speculative building has
ever passed through. Payment by salary would,
therefore, be a mistake, as we may fairly expect
a decline in production for some years to come.
If all buildings supervised by the district sur-

veyors were public buildings, payment to them
from the public purse would be fair enough ; but
public buildings are few, private buildings

nimierous ; and why A. should contribute to the

district surveyor's salary, when, perhaps, he may
never require his services, and B. and C. escape
comparatively free, although employing him
constantly, I cannot see. On the contrary, the
incidence of taxation following services rendered
seems to me a most equitable adjustment of bur-
den ; besides which, if men are disposed to go
wrong, payment by salary would not stop them,
and I cite as evidence a dismissal, not so very
long since, of an important sub in Mr. Vul-
liamy's oifice. Then, as to collecting fees from
the man whose work we survey, why not f Pay-
ment of fees is not a matter of favour, but an
obligation ; there need, therefore, be no conces-

sion.

The picture which you have drawn reads very
much like an old quarrel about which some of

us may have heard something before ; but be-
cause two men at the west and two in the east

fall out, I see no reason why fifty-eight others

who keep the peace should be condemned ; as

amongst a body of men there will not be uni-

formity of temper and demeanour. The Metro-

politan Board of Works has ample opportunity of

choice whenever a vacancy occurs, and they ap-

pear to discriminate very well. But the world is

li\'ing over again, and the satire of Aristophanes
on Plato'sRepublic is yet applicable to ourpresent
daily life, " for they hate the old things '^—that
possibly is the gist of the whole thing. The in-

stitution works very well, but it's growing old,

and so some say it should be destroyed.—I am,
&o., T. E. Kniqhtley.

2, The Grove, Hammersmith.

THE MOUNTAIN ASH LOCAL BOARD
AND THEIR SURVEYOR.

Sir,—I am Surveyor to the above board, and
engineer to their sewage scheme, which we have
just completed.

I arranged to do the scheme for £120. Afterpre-
paring plans and specifications, and submitting
same for approval of the board, I recommended
that they should advertise for an inspector, one
that had acted as such on sewage works. The
boarddissented, having an old official as nuisance-

inspector and rate-collector (who is a carpenter

by trade} ; they selected him as inspector of the

works at an additional salary of 24s. per week.

I at once objected to the appointment, and
pubUoly and emphatically stated that I would
not take the responsibility of the work with such

a man as inspector. After the works are com-
pleted, a certain member, who has a great

animosity against me, makes an assertion that

in many cases white lime is used instead of

brown lime in the man-holes, and iu many cases

the joints of pipes have not fillet of cement on
the clay ; and wishes to make me responsible for

anything that may be amiss. During the time

that the sewage works were carried out, this

board's boundary has been increased from 3,026

acres to 10,327 acres, which was strongly op-

posed before the Government Inspector and
both Houses of Parliament. I have also carried

a new road, through Pailiamentary orders, all of

which I have had to do without assistance. I

therefore ask, even assuming I did not refuse

to take the responsibility—Can a board hold an

engineer responsible for the details of a scheme
when he has more than he can do otherwise ?

If so, I utterly faU to see the object of appoint-

ing an inspector.— I am, &c. J. H. J.

Local Board Office, Mountain Ash, S. Wales,
March 7th, 1881.

RE BOARD SCHOOL, ORPINGTON,
COMPETITION.

SiE,—Though I have made inquiries in the

locality, no one seems able to furiiish me with

any information as to the successful competitor

in the above.
I may mention that the Board might have

expressed their " thanks for competing " by re-

turning drawings properly packed, correctly ad-

dressed, &c.

I trust the circumstances of this competition

may be remembered when drawings are again

advertised for by the same parties.—I am, &o.,

CoiiTETiTOE Dissatisfied.

A "PRACTICAL YOUNG ARCHITECT."

SiE,—Here is an advertisement, cut out of the

Clairch Times of to-day:

—

BUILDING.—A practical young archi.
tectivill MAKE PLANS for NEW HOUSES, &c., or for

Alteratiyns, and superintend the work, if desired, for concider-

ably less than the usual charge.—Address, Alpha, 18, ALdover-
road, Hornsey-road, London.

This young gentleman is on the high road ta

success, and we may live to see him President of the

Institute, or at least a recipient of the gold medal,

—I am, &o., Yankee Doodle.
March 4.

EXTERNAL SOIL-PIPES.

SiE,—Will you permit me to say that what Mr.
Moxou mentions iu his letter in your last issue as to

the " spinning about " of aBaimer Cowl, when it

is improperly fixed, is quite correct. They ought

always to be placed high enough, and so that

eddies caused by projectii ns, whether of chimneys

or otherwise, are avoided. Then, as in the other

case he alludes to, they will always act perfectly,

though, even then, tw^o near one another may not

always be facing exactly the same way at the same
time.
In your editorial, 18th ult., you say that cowls

are not absolutely necessary. This, too, I can

agree with in the same way, that it is not absolutely

necessary to be rich in order to be happy ; but we
aU strive to be the former iu order the more com-
pletely to insure the latter. So in the case of
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cowls : they render conditions which aro otherwise

of uncertain effect, and often unpleasant, to say the

least, not only comfortable, but safe. In the words
of many good authorities, " they undoubtedly help

matters." In fact, if a proper soil-pipe be properly
ventilated, it becomes practically a matter of small
importance whether it be outside or, as mostly
happens iu existing houses, inside the house. The
trap should be at the foot of the soil-pipe, and the

inlet into the latter not less than 3it. above the

trap, and not less than 2^in. diameter.
In ray opiuion, the soil-pipe need never be more

than 4in. for the largest house. At the Mansion
House, I believe, one is 9iu, diameter—about 5

times too large -and unventilated. The trap
should be a closo trai>, and not a gully-trap iu the

drain, at a distance from the foot of the soil-pipe,

as if so, we miss the cleansing force of water fall-

ing into it vertically from a height of several feet

;

besides which, iu winter, ventilation is entirely

suspended when the trap is covered with snow,
&c., or the inlet with ice, in cases where the rain-

water-pipe is improperly utilised for an inlet.

It is a fuudameutal error to suppose that there

is a current of air up a vertical pxpe, per se. The
siphon action of water falling down a " long leg "

is tjuite a different nutter from that of air passing
up a " long leg" ; naturally air will as frequently
pass down the long and out at the short pipe.

Under proper arrangements the same air should
not rest iu the soil-pipe a minute.—I am, &o.,

Edw. G. Bannbk.
11, Billiter-square, E.G., March 8.

and his back soil-pipe as a foul air outlet, said plan

i^ very dangerous to the inmates should a leak

occur, because from his explanation both soil-pipes

are in full connection with the drain passing

through the house, and should his pipes go wrong
the inmates of this house, altered by Mr. Moxon,
are in danger of their lives. I know of a case

something similar where the father and several of

the family were tikon ill, and the doctor blamed the

up-cast soil-pipe, which was near the bedrooms and
had a hole in it. The soil-pipe was put outside

and trapped at its foot, and ventilated per se after

this, while the draiu passing through the house
was ventilated by a special pipe put up outside at the

back of the house. So long as the soil-pipe inside

the house is sound, very bad sewage-polluted air

miy be flying up within it continually, and do the

atmosphere of the house no harm, but so soon as

one leak occurs, the poisoning of the inmates

begins. So far as safety to the inmates is con-

cerned, Mr. Moxon's style of ventilation is there-

fore a sham and a delusinn, and for the good of

the public th-j sooner this is understood to be the

case the better for all concerned.—\V. P. B.

Sib,—Mr. White states that the explanations I
gave on pp. 164 and 217 don't enible him to see

how the inside soil-pipe can discharge more
sewage-polluted air into the atmosphere than an
outside one ; nor how it can be worse iu quality.

Now in case he really does not understand this as
yet, and as many more may be in the same con-
dition, perhaps 1 may be allowed to give the fol-

lowing explanations :^
Fiist. As to proof that the inside soil-pipe dis-

charges the mist bad air, the application of an
anemometer to either the inlet or outlet end of the
pipe shows thit while the current is speeding
through the inside pipe at tlie rate of from 100 to

400 lineal feet per minute, when we apply the same
anemometer to the outside pipe we only get, at the
most, perhaps, 2dft., and that irregularly ; say,
from no movement ia the anemometer up to 20ft.,

or somewhat more or less, according to the posi-
tion of the outside pipe and the motion of the
wind, and whether or not it has an induced current
ventilator upon it. It would ba waste of your
space to say more on this.

Second. In reference to the quality of the
sewage-polluted air; that depends upon the con-
tents of the iuterior of the soil-pipes, and their
condition ; and iu this connection I find that
Mr. White contradicts himself, for while at

page 192 he admits that there aro " accre-
tions" upon the interior of the soil- pipes,

yet at page 248 he says his " proposition
supposes the pipe, whether external or internal,

to be sound andfreefrom deposit." Now this ''pro-
position " of Mr. White that a soil-pipe from
water-closets, after being some time in use, is

"free from dep:i8it" is a mistake. Vertical soil-

pipes, after being a few weeks in use, begin to have
a deposit within them, which deposit is not washed
sway by the ordinary flushing with water. To get
it off, the soil-pipe would require to be swept by a
apecial brush, as referred to by me iu A.D. 1877 iu

one of my patents, where an illustration of such a
brush is shown. Some soil-pipes accumulate de-
posit quicker than others, according to how they
are used. A master-plumber iu the South of Eng-
land writes me that he had just taken out an old
6in. soil-pipe whose iuterior diameter was reduced
to 3iu., but this was in a hotel, and the beer would
likely be to blame for 70 per cent, of this deposit.

All Mr. White's arguments or ideas btised upon
Boil-pipes being *'free from deposit" are, therefore,

fallacious.

As to Mr. White's assertion that " the more
rapid the draught up the soil-pipe the less danger
of the generation of foul air," I may say that I do
not know what would be the effect if iho draught
were at the rate of thousands of feet per minute,
but at the rate iu soil-pipes in actual use in ordinary
houses there is gre.iter danger to the inmates from
soi'.-pipe air blown into the house from an iuside

soil-pipe, especially if long, and the holes are near
the upper bedrooms, than from an outside soil-

pipe. An outside soil-pipe can be fitted up so that

if a leak occurs inside of the house, only the air

from three feet, or le^s, of the soil-pipe can come
in ; whereas with the inside soil-pipe, a leak mside
the house means bad air from off 20, 30, or 40ft. of

close, warm soil-pip5, consequently the danger is

far greater with the soil-pipe inside than outside,
should an opentny occur in the soil-jjipe inside of the

houe.—l am, Ike, W. P. BuOHAN, S.E.
Glasgow, March 5.

P.S.—As to Mr. Charles F. Moxon's plan, page
248, of using his front soil-pipe as a fresli air inlet

DISTRICT SUIIVEYORS AND THEIR FEES.
SiE,—Permit me to offer an explanation in

reference to certain remarks made by Alderman
Sir Andrew Lusk, MP., at the Mansion House
Justice-room, upon the occasion of the withdrawal
of a summons against Messrs. Trollope and Sons,

and reported in your issue of the flth inst.

The Alderman expressed surprise that I should

have received fees in respect of works not within
my district, and that I failed to attend the court to

give evidence upon the summonses served upon
me as a witness. The facts of the case are shortly

as follows:—Last April, Messrs. Trollope gave
notice of certain works iu Nicholas-lane they in-

tended erecting, on receipt of which, I referred to

the District Map, and found the proposed works
were clearly within my district. The buildings

were surveyed during construction, and iu Novem-
ber were completed, the account was rendered, and
paid by Messrs. Trollope ; subsequently, Mr.
Collins claimed the fees, and much correspondence
ensued ; in the result he took out a summons
against Messrs. Trollope for neglecting to give

him, as district surveyor, the legal notice ; this

summons being heard on the 23rd ult., when the

Ward Beadle of the adjoining Ward of Lang-
bourne proved that the main portion of the bu-ld-

ings weie within that ward. This evidence I

accepted as against that of my map, and paid Mr.
Collins his proportion of the fees.

In regard to the summonses and the alleged non-
attendance to give evidence, allow me to remark
that the first summons only came into ray bauds
on the afternoon of the day the summons was re-

turnable, and too late to enable me to give evidence.

I attended the court on the second occasion, and
met Mr. Collins, who expressed his willingness to

settle the case. Together we proceeded to Mr.
Wontner's olfice, where we met Mr. Trollope, and
then to my office, where I paid Mr. Collins his

proportion of the fees, upon the understanding
that the summons against Messrs. Trollops was
to be withdrawn, and my attendance as a witness
dispensed with.

I regret having to trouble you with this letter,

and must trust entirely to your sense of fairness to

insure its insertion. On two occasions I have
attended, with Mr. Morten, my counsel, the court

to make this explanation, but both Sir B. W.
Carden and Sir Andrew Lusk, while expressing
sympathy, could hardly see their way to making
the court a vehicle for a personal explanation.—
I am, &c.

,

Edwakd Fowee,
District Surveyor of the Southern Division of the

City of London.
63, Queen Victoria-street, E.C., March 10.

CHIPS.
The annual exhibition of the Irish Fine Art

Society was opened iu Dublin on Monday. The
pictures are not so numerous as last year, but are

stated by the Irish papers to show an improve-
ment in quality, while the society is now placed
financially in a better position than at any previous

period.

The Okehampton Local Board received last week
draft plans firr the sewerage of the town, prepared
by Mr. Martin, C.E., of Exeter, and instructed

him to prepare detailed plans and specifications

;

the estimated cost is £1,270.

An inquiry was held at Enniskerry courthouse
on Saturday, before Mr. C. P. Cotton, inspector to

the Local Government Board of Ireland, respect-

ing a scheme of water supply for the village of

Enniskerry. The plans have been prepared by Mr.
Price, C.E., and will replace a supply from shallow
wells by one from a deep bore in a solid bed of

rock applied by a main. The scheme was opposed
by the Dublin Corporation, who offered to supply
their Vartry water, but it was objected that this

would not reach the higher levels.

Jntercommuttication,

QUESTIONS,
[0423.]—Chapel.—In erecting a oemetery chapel,

should It be set to Polar or matmetic compasa point

!

The building is to be used for all reli^oua denomina-
tions. If Toiar, wlmt is the present deviation!—Alpha.

L642i. 1—Plate G-irder.—Will aome reader please give

the dimensious of a plate girder to carry a distributed

load of 12 tons over a 22ft. opening? Also for a cast-iron

beam of the same span. The rules for above will greatljr

oblige.-W. Mci'.

[6425.]-Sir George Gilbert Scott, B-A.—In
rtrply to Mr. Fred J. Freeman's question on "Cathe-
drab)," some time ago, Mr. Irvine mentions the names of

one or two gentlemen as likely persona to fumiah a com-
plete list of ecclesiastical and secular buildings on which
6\x Gilbert waa engaged. 1 am sure such a list would be
most interesting to the readers of this valuable paper.

The Editor has kindly promised to publish such a list.

Will no one tupply it J—Ecclksiolooist.

[6426.] — Bursting of "Water-Pipes.—In your
paper of the 26th Feb. last ia a letter from Mr. T. E.

Julian, giving particulars of the means of preventing the

bursting of water-pipes. I thall be glad if Mr. Julian or

any of your readers can say whether the process he sug-
gested ia not the same as a Mr. Lyon has a pattat for,

and, if it is the same, has an owner of house-property the

right of using the process for his own pipes if he has
the work done by hia own workmen I— An Estatb
AOEST.

[6427.]— Perspective of Shadows. — Will any
reader kiudiy explain the theory of the perspective of

shadows, or recommend a simple and concise work on the

subject ?-H. A.

[6428.]—Oak Pittiners.—What ia the best kind of

oak to use for internal littings, such as bench seats,

dados, coimters, &c. I recently had some work carried

out in British oak, which I vaiuly thought was the best.

It w^s for some bank fittings, counters and desks and
dados. I waa greatly disappointed, and scarce could

fancy it was o&k.. when fixed it was quite white, no
grain or feaOier, coarse and raw-looking, and it splits

and warps badly. I am teld that English oak always
looks bad at first, but this is now four years finished, and
no improvement in appearance. They say Uantzic oak
should have been specified, but I have no experience

of it. What oak do cabinet-makers generally select!

-B.

[6429.]~Town Sewage Filters.—WUl some per-

son kindly inform me, through the Building News, the

best material for forming filters to sewage tanks, in order

to make effluent fit to pass into a stream of water without
being a nuisauce?-Beta.

[6395.] Oak Paling*.—*'X." has got a Biga oak
paling exposed to weatlier, and wants to know the best

way to preserve it, and retain at the same time the grain

of the wood. A good plan is to oil it twice or thrice with
Unseed oil, and leave the rest to Providence. It is a pity

that he did not use English instead of Riga oak. Our
native oak will resist atmospheric influences far better

than the softer-natured and more expensive Riga.—Habby
Hems.

[6400.] -Stainingr Pitch-Pine Green —Mr. Las-
celles, of Bunkill-row, E.C., possesses an excellent receipt

for doing this, which some Uttle time ago, through the
professional journals, he offered to impart to anyone in-

terested—for a consideration. -Harry HaMS.

[6406.] -Felting a Roof.—Referring to the answer
of your correspondent " F.," I cannot sej that it ia abso-
lutely necessary to board a roof first before laying felt,

though it is certainly better work to lay boarding, and it

is usually done.—Huou McLaculak.

[6408.] -Architectural Tour.—Fettit's "Archi-
tectural Studies in France," Pugin and Le Keux's " Nor-
mandy," also Viollet le Due's " Dictionnaire Raisonn*? de
rArcliitecture."—Hugh McLachlan.

[6410.]—Clerk of Works.—A contractor may order
hia clerk to make out the accounts of extras at the con-
clusion of works without employing a surveyor. An
architect also may require the clerk of works to measure
all extras during progress of works to clieck the contrac-
tor's account.—Hl'oh McLiCULAN.

[6413.]—Green Slates.—Elterwarter are the beat
both for colour and wear. They are used in many large

buildings in London, including The Tinien office. In colour

they are a splend d contrast to the darkei kinds of slate,

and look specially well on a red brick building. The
address is—The Eiterwater Green Slate Co. (Limited),

Ambleside, AVestmoreland.—CHAaLKs Bell.

[6114.]-Trigonometry.—The subject is treated in
Baker's "Land and Eugineering 8ur\'eying." Also in
" Mr. Jackson's '* Aids to Surveying rractice," both pub-
lished by Messrs. Lockwood and Co. A very good book
of mathematical tables is "Rules and Tables, " by Pro-
fessor Rankine, published byGrillin and Co.—G. H. G.

[G418.]—Smoke Cure.—I should prefer the pipe of
admission of air to be introduced below the tire-grate.

The plan suggested would tend to weaken draught. I
should suggest contracting the throat of flue just above
the register.— G. II. G.

[64i9.]-Schooi-Board8 and their Architects.— '* H. W. L.'s " question, if founded on an actual case,

suggests inquiry. I believe, however, an amateur can
prepare the design, and that it is only necessary to pass
the rules of the Education Department.—G.

[6l-20.]-3MCaintenance of Boadway.—In reply

to this question, there would be little or no saving to uie
ratepayers by reason Of the centre of the roadway being
kept up by a tramway company, as practical evidence
may be adduced to prove that a tramway occasions extra
wear in the sides or between the granite pitching and the

gravelled parts. The objections made to new lines of
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tiunvay appear to show this pretty plainly, as when the
txamvay is under repair the trattic is diverted to the sides,

and rutsaie thereby tormed, besides other incouvenienccs.

—G. H. G.

[&(21.]—BoUder'a Claim for Increased Depth
in Foundations.—The lateral and luugttudiual slope

of the ^uuud ou^lit to have been either shown or speci-

fied, in default ut which a builder might make a claim

for the difference in depth, as it would be cleaily an
extm. The acceptance of a tender does not compel a
contractor to pel iorm additional work. As regards the
second question, the brickwork ought to be measured,
and any extra labour to verge-pointing might be claimed.

—G. U. O.

[6121.;—Builder's Claim for Increased Depth
in Foundations.—A builder can claim, and should be
paid, on all extras ordered durinij the progress of works
by the architect or client. Alao on w^ork ri quired to
enstire safety of works, or to comply with legal demands
of local authorities, should it be pioved tliat such extra
works were unforeseen, or havebeen omitted in the draw-
ings or specification. It is usual to insert a clause iu the
general conditions cf ihe specitication to the effect tnat
no extras will be allowed for unless ordered iu writing by
the architect, in which case a cheut's orders are nuliitlea

should the builder have signed tlie specification and ini-

tialed the pages where such clause occurs. Unforeaeen
necessary works must still, however, be paid for. Any
works shown in drawings or specification, and not car-
ried out, should be allowed for on the credit side of the
account, and deductions made accoi-dingly. A clause is

usually further mtide iii the general conditions providing
for the rate at which extras and omissions shall be valued.
The direct auswer to your correspondent, therefore, is

that the builder can legally claim for the extiu excavation
and ooncrete in foundations, for the extra thickness of

gable wall, verge-pointing, and roof-Hashing, also extra
projection to slating or tiling of roof with cutting. On
the other hand, deductions may be partially set against
these, owing to the lower height of two last cottages.—
HuGU McLachlan.

lower eleTation than Minsteracres, it was pro-
posed to supply the highest village (Uickley) by
windmill power, by which that portion of the
supply would require to be lifted 223ft. The in-

epoctor stated that the open service reservoirs in

the opposition scheme would have to be covered,
and auuounced his intention of going over the

§round with the various parties interested aiter the
isappearance of the snow. The inquiry lasted

over six hours, considerable interest being mani-
fested in the proceedings.

FASIilAICENTAB'S' NOTES.
Subways.—Sir H. Vemey last week asked the

member for Truro whether, when a new street was
formed, it was the habit of the Metropolitan Board
at the same time to make a subway lor containing
gas, water, and other pipes, and whether the
Board would use their endeavours to have subways
made whenever they had the opportunity of doing
so. Sir J. M'GarelHogg: I beg to state that in
forming new streets the Metropolitan Board have,
when considered advisable, made subways for
containing gas and other pipes, as in the C£ise

of the Victoria Embankment, Queeu Victoria-
street, Northumberlaud-aveuue, Commercial-
street, Whitechapel, (iarrick-street, and South-
wark-street. The great inconvenience, however,
of disturbing existing arrangements would not, I
think, justify the formation of subways iu all

cases, and 1 am not, therefore, prepared to say that
the Board will on all occasions use their endeavours
to have them made. Power is usually taken iu the
case of long and continuous improvements to form
subways, and such power has been taken with
regard to the new streets proposed from Chariug-
cross to Tottenham- court- road, and from Picca-
dilly-circus to New Oxford-street.

LEOAIj INTELLIQENCE.
DisTElCT SuKVEYOKs' FEES.—Ou Moudav, Mr.

Moreton, barri^ter, attended at the Mansion
House on behalf of Mr. Power, a district surveyor
of the City, to ask the Court to hear an explana-
tion in answer to some remarks made in reference

to his conduct iu the case of Collins v. TroUope,
recently before the Court. Sir Andrew Lusk said

he was glad to hear that Mr. Power had an expla-
nation, but as he did not put iu an appearance
before the court he could not enter into the matter
then. He had no doubt that the explanation was
a satisfactory one, and he advised Mr. Power tj

wiite to the newspapers.

Aechitects' CHAEaES.—Paeaiee v. Loibl.—
This was an action Iried at Nisi Prius, before Lord
Coleridge and a special jury, on Tuesday, which
arose out of the improvements now being carried

oat by the Metropolitan Board of Works in
Tichboine-street, and was for work done and
services rendered by the plaintiff for ttie defendant,
for which he now claimed £1,191 Os. Id. The
defendant paid £221 13s. 8d. into court as a sum
sufficient to meet all the plaintifE's claims against
him. It appeared that the plaintiff, who is an
architect, was at various times employed by the
defendant, M. Emil Loibl, the proprietor of jthe

Loudon Pavilion, to prepare certain plans and
specifications for the alteration and improvement
of his music-hall. In 1578 the Metropolitan
Board of Works gave notice to Mr. Loibl that they
intended to take and purchase these premises. The
defendant's claim for compensation on this

account was leferred to Sir Henry Hunt and two
umpires for arbitration, and he was finally

awarded £109,000. This large award, the plain-

tiff alleged, was in some part due to the careful

plans and drawings made by him of the premises,

and also his valuable evidence on the case as an

Out (DfRct %Mt—--«

—

The House of Lords has confirmed the decisioi.

of the Court of Appeal that the Managers nt

the Metropolitan Asylums District have in

authority under their Act of Parliament to ^=1

;

up at Hampstead a Smallpox Hospital, which i>

a nuisance infringing private lights. Tli'

Managers are thus made to feel more tlian

ever the difficulty of discharging thti;

duties towards sufferers from iufecticu^

and contagious disease in London. Tlii-

case, whicli has been before the law-court

with varying fortune for many years, Ulustratis

in a remarkable manner the difficulty of rcccu-

ciling necessary care for the health of the win
community with sanctity of jirivato rig]

The result manifestly affects other large centii-

of population no less than London, and now tluU

attention ha.-s been pointedly directed to the

anomalous state of the law, it is likely that

Parliament will be moved to jiut it ou a different

footing.

It is not often, probably, that prison-wardtr.-

cultivate decorative design, or seek their inspira-

tions from bui-glais under their care. Au
instance, however, took place a few months ago.

in one of our London prisons, in which no ks
personage figured than the notorious hou-

breaker who now awaits his trial in connection

with the celebrated South Kensington burglary,

committed a few weeks ago. This man, when
in prison, was found to he an admirable hou^;e-

painter, and was employed to paint the Gover-

nor's house, and other similar works. During
this time one of the warders took part in a public

competition for a decorative panel design, and
finding the above prisoner was clever in such

matters, the warder engaged his charge to pre-

pare the comjietitive design for him. The draw-

ing was sent in and won a prize for the wa.rder,

who was, of course, supposed to be the designer

of the work. A disclosure, however, was madi

,

and an appropriate punishment was inflicted I'li

the competitive warder, who nearly lost his plac

A more perfect example of "art needlework

has seldom been seen than one executed by a

WATEB SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTEBS.

EOSTEBVOE, Co. Down.—On the 28th ult., the
guardians of the poor of Kilkeel Union, as the
rural sanitary authority, received tenders for the
construction of waterworks in accordance with the
plans and sections preiiared by Mr. W. J. Watson,
C.E., of Newry, for the supply of water to the
Tillage and district of Bostrevor. Eight tenders
were received, and that sent in by Messrs. Gregg,
Mooney, and Co., contractors, of Dublin, being
the lowest, was accepted. The works will be com-
menced at an early date, and are to be carried out
under the supervision of the author of the adopted
scheme.

Wateb Supi>i,y at Pbudhoe.—a Local Govern-
ment Board inquiry was held at Prudhoe, North-
umberland, on the 2nd inst , by Captain 11. C. T.
Hildyard, late U.£., respecting the grauting of
compulsory powers to enable the Hexham rural
sanitary authority to carry out their Muisteracres
water scheme for the supply of a population of

5,000 in the eastern portion of their district. Mr.
J. S. Hodgson, C.E., engineer of the scheme, stated
the estimated cost to be £11,216, inclusive of land
purchase, eugiueetiug, and contingencies. The
(Ufiply would be obtained from springs, and a
draiudge area of 23U acres, ij miles from the
neatest point to be supplied, and would be wholly
by gravitation. The scheme provided for twenty
gallons per head per day, or 100,000 gallons iu all.

The drainage area was on the millstone grit, be-
yond the area of the coal workings, thus insuring
the permanence of the proposed supply. The
scheme was opposed by the Duke of Northumber-
land and the Mickloy Coal Company, and a counter-
scheme, proposed by Mr. F. Kich, architect, New-
castle-upon-Tyne, was submitted in opposition to
the authority's proposals. The cost ol this was
estimated at £7, 130, a supply of 1.5 gallons per head
per day being taken as the basis. The sources are
on the coal formatioo, and, being at a considerably

expert in such matters. He based his charges on woman who has spent the best part of her life m
the prevailing practice of his profession in like London prisons for drunkenness .

It was made
cases at 10s. 6d. per cent. Lord Coleridge ob- ' entirely in prison, with a common pin, a piece of

served as to this basis he would not hear of it, it
' an old shirt, and the woman's own hair. The

was merely a question of quantum meruit. No hair ornamentation was in every way good, and
body or society had any right whatever to fix equal to the work of the most re-fined and culti-

their charges at certain sums and say they were to .^j^jg^ designer. It was, however, only the work
be paid. The more he saw of this case the more
he felt it was one which might be settled. After a
conference between the learned counsel, Mr. C.
Russell said he would take a verdict subject to a
reference. Verdict accordingly.

of a ojmmonplace London "prison bird."

One of the handiest things we have seen for a

long time is the "Fellows" file, invented and
made by Mr. Charles Fellows, of Wolverhamp-
ton, for sorting, binding, and indexing letters,

cards, invoices, orders, and other business docu-

ments. There are no springs, wires, or screws

CAMBEiDaE.-Stained-glas3 windows have re- *» B^* out of order The dociunents are not

cently been placed in the chapel of Corpus Christi perforated or dainaged, and are kept quite clean

College, Cambridge: one ou the north and one on
]

They need not bo folded or cnaorsed, so that

the south side of chauoel, immediately next the much office- work is saved. The "file is

large east window (subjects : Christ Crucified and dui'able, the arrangement for indexing simple

the Entombment). Each window is divided into ' and easily followed, and no man of business

STAINED GLASS.

panels, following the example of the glass as seen

in the fine old window in the same ch.ipel.

The subjects represented are, on the north side,

Christ bearing His Cross, in upper panel, and the

Betrayal beneath ; and ou the south side, Christ's

Appearance to Mary Magdalene in the Garden
(Noli me tangere), and beneath, the Incredulity of

St. Thomas. The windows were designed and
executed by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, and Bayne, of

London.

CHIPS.
On Friday last, at the Central Criminal Court,

George Andrews, a mister builder, of Notting-
hill, was sentenced to four months' imprisonment
for obtaining shortly before bankruptcy property

of the value of £150 with intent to defraud a

creditor.

On Sunday week the premises of Messrs. Lewis
Brothers, Nottingham, were nn fire. The utility of

fireproof- Hoors was she wn to great advantage in the

fire, for there is no doubt whatever had it not been
a gypsum cement concrete lloor (Dennett's patent)

in the room where the fire occurred, the entire

stock and machinery of Messrs. Lewis Brothers,

including the valuable horses, would have been
destroyed. As it was, the damage done was not
great.

Mr. William Hitchin, who for ten years past

has been district surveyor to the Newark- on-
Tieut highway board, has been remanded by the

local magistrates ou a charge of forgery.

should hesitate to send to the inventor for

specimen of this simple but most convenient and
indispensable help to order and regularity.

On Thursday week, at a meeting of the Court

of Common Council, a report was brought up by-

Mr. Day from the City Lands Committee on the

subject of the Temple-bar Memorial. It gave

the history of the structure, the entire cost of

which amounted to £10,C9C Gs. 7d.—namely, to

Messrs. Mowlem and Co., for preiimmary

works, foundations, laying foimdation-stone,

scaffolding, granite work, masonry, boasting,

carving, and modeUing, £.5,26(i 4s. 3d. ; Mr.

Boehm, A.Il.A., for the two Royal statues,

£2,1.52 lOs.; Mr. Birch, A.E.A., for the griffin,

£1,081 10s. ; Mr. Mabcy, for the models and bas»

reliefs, £1,218 13s.; Mr. Kelsey, for a bas-

relief, £385 ; Messrs. Baily and Son, for lamps,

£450; Mr. S. A. Walker, for photographs,

£39 Os. Gd. ; and for draughtsmen, clerk of the

works, and expenses, £102 18s. In addition

there was a sum of £327 13s. 3d. for paving the

street, which the committee thought should b©

paid by the Court of Sewers. Of the sHm of

£10,696 they had paid £5,650, leaving a balance

of .£5,016 to be paid. After much mutual

recriminination between members of the Court,

who beifin to sec how ridiculous they havemade
themselves, and others who are too deeply in-

volved to admit their mistake, the report W!us

I

received and referred back for execution.
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FACADES.

ASTEANGER making notes of our
London street architeoturo must be

smitten by confusion of ideas with respect
to style, for he must soon observe we have
no settled principles of design, evea as
regards one school. What are called, some-
what vaguely, "Classic" buildings, will be
found to comprise such widely-different
modes of treatment, that it would be hard
to say which features could bo really desig-
nated Classical. This difficulty is increased
by the freedom assumed by those who work
in the later phases of English Classic, and
follow semi-Dutch or Quten Anne models,
and we have to look for some apparently
trivial feature to distinguish the work of
such architects from Lato Gothic. Wo are
not going to complain of this wide diver-
gence of style ; it shows, at least, a certain
amount of life and vigour, and a throwing
off the shackles of mere academicism, always
a blighting influence on art, as on life

and thought. The use of brick for buildings
in this Semi-Classic style has rather widened
the breach between it and the purer
forms of the school, and we have already
noticed the bearing of this fact. It may be
well, too, to take note of another fact,

namely, the facilities afforded by the low-
relief features of this style for the employ-
ment of moulded brick and terra-cotta, and
the importance of making our ordinary
street facades depend chiefly on features
that will not harbour soot and dirt in irre-
gularities of surface.

A walk through many of our streets will
show how steadily the employment of brick
has advanced from the crude idea that all re-
lief in it was to be obtained by surface orna-
ment, tUes, and stone dressings, to the recog-
nition of a more substantial style, depending
on the free use of cut and moulded brickwork.
In Farringdon-street, one or two massively-
built facades have been erected, which show
a bolder handling of the material; but,
turning from these more prosaic buildings
to Messrs. HoweU and James's new facade
in the Haymarket, it will be seen how" the
material can be used in the more elaborate
forms of street architecture. The new
faoade is of red brick and terra-cotta, the
latter being used in the window mullions,
transoms, pilasters, and pediments of the
third-floor windows. The design is, per-
haps, more in the spirit of Renaissance ; the
relieved ornament in the pilasters and panels
is delicate, yet rich, though the proportion-s
and some of the features are more Old
English or Jacobean in character. We may
instance this faoade as an example of what
may be accomplished in the fronts of com-
mercial buildings in good thoroughfares
without the use of stone. In New Bond-
street a few new facades may be noticed,
built entirely of brick., in a similar style,
with Semi-Classic features. It may be said,
and justifiably, that some of these betray an
ephemeral fashion which will never survive
even some of the more modest buildings by
their side, that they are dishonest imitations
of an age in which small panes of glass and
Dutch fancies prevailed ; but wo draw atten-
tion not to their style, but the freer use of
brick in the formation of features which
architects once thought could not be
wrought in it. Less elaborate than the
new fagade in the Haymarket, but effective
and solidly carried out, is a narrow front in
Maddox-street, to the New Museum of

Building and Sanitary Appliances. The
style is Semi-Classic but more English ; the
windows are carried up in vertical con-
tinuous bays, and the facade is terminated
by a gable of curvilinear form in cut brick-
work. The only stonework is the corbelling

of balcony and the mullions below. Next
door is another new front of red brick, in a
rather purer form of Classic, the windows
in this instance being marked by moulded
projecting architraves and cornices, and the
fagade by a dentil cornice of cut brick and a
balustrade.

In the three buildings wo have named,
the same Semi-Classic style has been carried

out, though in different manners. Very de-
cided Classic details may be seen in all

three instar..;GS, but these have been turned
to very different accounts ; in one case
verging upon Late Gothic by the adoption
of mullioned windows, and upon Italian in

another.

In studying the architecture of street

fagades it is easy to see a struggle is going
on between the wall and the window ele-

ment. When Italian became the prevailing
style, the window was the prominent
feature ; the wall was reduced to a dead
flat plane, and had a sort of negative
existence, upon which the windows ap-
pear as framed openings. Such buildings
have generally two or more tiers of windows,
each supported by columns or pilasters

carrying either a pediment or an entabla-
ture ; the wall is quite plain, sometimes
rusticated between the ground-story win-
dows, and a horizontal string-course cuts off

the rusticated from the ashlar-work above.
In contradistinction to this kind of eleva-
tion was the columnar fagade which pre-
coded it, in which the windows were mere
apertures in the wall, while upon the wall a
screen of columns or pilasters was planted,
as it were—a style which prevailed during
the age of Sir W. Chambers and his school,

and of which parts of Somerset House may
be taken as admirable examples. There
was more monumental grandeur and impres-
siveness in the use of columns and porticoes,

but the style fell into disuse for common
purposes as soon as the age began to look
upon every-day architecture in a more com-
mon-sense manner, and as soon as it became
apparent that it was a mere mockery to have
large columns composed of brick, cemented
over to make them louk like stone. The
fenestral style was decidedly an improve-
ment, but it led to a monotonous land of

fagade in which the wall was a mere blank
surface. Latterly the wall has again come
into prominence ; the columnar style has,
however, for ordinary fagades, given place to

a treatment in which the piers are pro-
nounced and made to assume projecting
vertical faces or pilasters between the win-
dows, and many conspicuous developments
of this mode of dealing with our fronts may
be noticed. Three distinct expressions of the
style may be noticed in some new buildings
iuTlirogmorton- avenue, London-wall. Here
we have the columnar style typified in the
new Carpenters' Hall, the new offices of the
Submarine Telegraph Company on the oppo-
site side in a florid Italian Renaissance, in

which the windows are the chief ornamental
features, and near to the last, in a plainer
but similar style, the fagade of the new
Provincial Bank of Ireland, another recent
building. " Drapers-gardens," lower do%vn,
shows aflat, pilaster treatment, in which the
fenestration is set back, but made a promi-
nent feature. It is easy to see which is the
mode likely to become employed in our
towns. The columnar has been given up for

general commercial purposes as an unbend-
ing pompous expression ; the fenestral style

of the Italian or Florentine school is also

rather inflexible, though very well suited to

Pall Mall, whore it is planted, or to private
residences like Bridgwater House ; but the
architecture of our streets, to adequately

express a variety of wants, must be capable
of making use of a vernacular material in a
pliant yet architectural manner.

EXHIBITION OF SWISS ART.

THE artists of Geneva have opened an
exhibition at 168, New Bond-street,

which is the first of the kind held in London.
The collection is representative of the works
of living and deceased artists, and as such
will repay a visit from all connoisseurs.

From the catalogue of the pictures, illus-

trated by pen-and-ink sketches made by the
artists' themselves, and annotated by Mr.
Lawrence Harvey, architect and medallist
of the Eoole des Beaux Arts, Paris, to which
is added an historical sketch of art in
Geneva, by Robert Harvey, Ph.D., a brief

biographical account is furnished of the
leading artists who have developed the art

of Geneva, especially the school of Swiss
landscape painting. The present exhibitors

are, in fact, the artistic descendants of

De La Rive, who died in 1817, and was the
first Gonevese painter of Swiss scenery. It

would be impossible in a rapid glance at the
pictures to do more than point to some
characteristic paintings, chiefly confined to

the land of Alp, and lake, and valley. In
the lower gallery are to be seen a few
striking pictures of the Alps, as No. 13, by
Ed. Metton, "Le Dome," in the chain of
Mont Blanc, is a grand piece of Alpine
scenery, though the high lights may strike

the eye accustomed to the colourless and
hazy atmospheres on this side of the Alps as
being very harsh. The most striking of the
large piotxires is Arthur Calame's " Wreck
at Sea," a view from Boulogne pier, remark-
able for its fine colour, and the crowd of
animated figures on the pier-head, painted
in a vigorous manner. A portrait (No. 16)

by Ch. Vuillermet, is a wonderful piece oi

execution and worthy of a high place in por-
traiture ; there is a Rembrandt-like force in
the face combined with the finish of a Wilkie.

No. 17, by A. Lugardon, is a fine view of the
"Eiger Group of Mountains, from the Great
Bernese Oberland," giant mountains ficm
10,000ft. to 13,000ft. above the level of the
sea ; the painting, however, suffers from a
crude sharpness in the lights and colouring
a little too "stagey" for an easel picture.

A grand ravine such as can only be seen in
Alpine passes, ia painted by Jules Hebert,
whose works evince force and decision of

handling. It is the Via Mala (22). A.
Veillon's " Morning View of Monte Rosa,"
an isolated peak with its winding glacier, is

clearly painted ; and a very forcible picture

is A. Beaumont's " Sunrise on the Wetter-
horn " (32), with its dark foregroimd of

mountain ;
" Drying Nets on the Savoy

Shore of Lake of Geneva, " by P. Bocion, is

painted with a good deal of French feeling.

The grey tones of Miller or Daubigny are
depicted in shoreof the lake, and the handling
is quite different from the simple unaffected
treatment of English landscape. No. 40,

a view of the Jungfrau, by A. Lugardon,
is a clever study of light and shadow, and
wo must also name F. Furet's "Lake of

Geneva " (47), and " View of the Eiger " by
A. Veillon (49), as effective studies of sun-
shine and brilliant colour in which breadth
and poetic sentiment are combined. " The
Village-Engine going to a Fire " (52), is the
subject of a large picture by Eugene Bur-
nand, powerfully painted in the dashing
spirited group of men and horses ; and we
must cursorily note N. Lemaitre's " Mont
Blanc," a fine study of gradation of colour
from a dark rocky foreground to the purple
and roseate tints of the distant mountain-
crest ; and the clear blue mountain scenery
of Lake Leman (CO) ; nor can the visitor faU
to notice, before quitting this gallery, a few
pictures of incident, one by Henri Hebert
(19), a spirited study of a christening,

thoroughly French in manner ; also Nos. 30,
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and 37; "Crossing the Frontier" by E.
Castrea (53), " A Soldier's Yarn " (61), by
B. Yautier, a picture of almost Teniers-like

fidelity in detail ; and a case of euamol
paintings showing some spirited figure sub-
jects.

The upper galleries contain a few striking

landscapes, lakes, and mountain-pieces by J,

Hebert and A. Yeillon. The last-named
artist's Lake of Eugstlen (To), is a vivid

study of transparent lake scenery with
the rising Titlis in the background. The
artist has depicted the lake famed for its

transparency and blueness with realistic

truthfulness. No. 69, "The Matterhorn
at Daybreak " is a fine view of the mag-
nificent valley of Zermatt, with the over-
towering heights of the moujitaiu tipped
with bright orange. L. Mennet's view
of Mont Blano (77), and another by the
same artist (82), are very graphic paint-
ings of lake and picturesque scenery, but
the most noticeable picture in the room
is by E. Castres, " Changinsr Horses at

the Hospice du Simplon " (78), a village

just below the summit of the mountain,
showing a diligence arriving at the hotel,

the snow-clad landscape being relieved by
the figures of tourists and the hospitable
refuge of the Augustine monks. The scene
is truthfully told and impressive in simple
contrast of the dark dress on the white
landscape. " The Troubadour " by E.
Kobellaz, is clever in composition, and
animated in the figures . E . Sordet's
" Wetterhom" is a wildly grand picture of
barren crags and fruitful valley ; and there
is decidedly French handling in the colour
and treatment of "A Yillage Farm "

(Xo. 87). We must also glance at a work
by E. Metton of rock and pine ; another by
Albert Gos (90), a fine view from the upper
end of the lake of Geneva, the mountain
background of Le Gramont rising from the
dreamy lake, the whole a wonderful piece of

atmospheric painting. If the collection fails

in the more refined touch and execution of

the French and English schools of land-
scape, it shows, nevertheless, a vigour and
freshness that is a hopeful sign of a growing
art. The visitor may see Alpine scenery
depicted only as native artists can depict it

;

the snowy Alp, the glacier, lake, and plain
are rendered with all the reality of nature,
and with a boldness of handling character-
istic of an untrammelled race of artists.

The water - colours are not less remark-
able for these qualities. 8. Clift's " Castle
of Chillon," Mr. H. Terry's "Temple of
Augustus at Pola," a tetrastyle portico, and
the same artist's view of court in the
"Bey's Palace at Constantino " (105), are
distinguished for truthful drawing and
colour. Two frames of sketches by F. Furet
of Genovese views (117) are bright and
sparkling studies, partly obtained in body
colour, evincing a keen sense of natural
freshness and sunlit effects, mellow and soft

in tone. The fresh green and the breadth
in "Spring" and "A Field of Flowers,"
are rarticularly striking, and the artist has
not lost in the general effect the finish of

smaller details. We cannot omit to notice
the groat glacier d'Aletch by J. Way (114)

;

nor the beautifully sharp and brightly-
coloured sketches by H. SUvestre (Nos. 119,
and 115), both true in architectural draw-
ing and colour ; nor the series of admirable
water-colour sketches executed by the late

H. Terry, placed round the room and now
for sale by his widow. These are studies of
Swiss, Italian and English landscape. A
few spirited charcoal drawings are also in

the collection.

ENGINEERING IN SOUTH
AFRICA.—II.

IN the last article we gave a short and
sketchy history of the system of railway-

making at the Cape. We now purpose to

give young members of the profession, who
intend going abroad—as many of them do
—the benefit of our experience, obtained by
many years of professional toU, bo;h at

home and abroad.
We will suppose a young engineer has

been appointed as assistant in one of the
colonies on a salary of £300 per annum,
with 7s. Cd. per diem as a " field allow-
ance " whilst in camp. The Government of

the Cipe usually find food for a horse which
they supply. And if there are three or four
young fellows living together in camp - as is

usually the case—on survey, they can live

well on their "field alloivance," and save
their salaries. Before leaving England, the
following instruments should be purchased,
and the very best makers chosen:— V 5in.

transit theodolite, a I'iin. level and staff, a
largo aneroid to read up to 10, 000ft. , a
prismatic compass, a box sextant, a steel

(Gunter's) chain, a few well-selected books
of reference, a small but good box of draw-
ing instruments, also railway curves and
scales. This is all we consider absolutely
necessary, and as transport is often diffiault

to obtain, more becomes a nuisance. There
is little shooting in South Africa, conse-
quently a gun is not much use. The ordinary
clothing of Eng'andis suitable for the Capo ;

many peoj^le make the great mistake of

bringing with them far too much. However,
an iudiarubber bath and waterproof sheet
should not be omitted ; but a silk hat and a
supply of gloves are advanced luxuries.

When all thete things named are provided,
if our assistant has still money to spare, he
should purchase the apparatus and books
necessary to enable him to pursue his

favourite non-professional subject, such as

astronomy, or botany, for unless a man has
some sound resources within himself, he will

often find time hang intolerably heavily on his

hands, especially in up-country places. And
the ennui thus produced is too often dis-

posed of by Cape brandy ; but we must say
that out of eighty or ninety engineers we
met with in South Africa, very few fell

victims to drink, whereas, with the medical
profession the reverse is the rule, and we
can account for it in no other way but that
the former had plenty to occupy their time
and were always within a short distance of

a colleague, whereas the medical man, living

in a small and obscure village, having, as a
rule, no kindred spirit for an associate, be-
comes disheartened, and then, if there is no
mental resource, his downfall follows.

Up to the present we have spoken of

Government appointments, which are in

many respects desirable, and as, in the
course of a few years—perhaps less—men
will be required for various proposed works,
we would recommend any engineer, who is

desirous of service abroad, to try to obtain
an appointment at the Cape, the Trans-
vaal (where, before loug, they must have
railways on an extensive scale), Natal, or
the Orange Free State— the climate of all is

good, excepting a small portion of the
Transvaal near the coast, which is low-lying
and swampy.
The Government do not, however, mono-

polise the professional field ; there is room
in abundance for private practice, which is

growing every day, and is now in the hands
of the unlicensed adventurers we spoke of

before. Except in the Government service

there are few—very few— qualified archi-

tects ; in fact, we know of none. But there

are several who, year after year, expend
thousands on buildings the most hideous that

ignorance and vulgarity < an conceive. This

is one great field for private practice. Let
any architect who comes abroad, learn,

before he leaves home, how to take and
book continuous levels and use a theodolite,

as he may be required to buUd reservoirs,

dams, weirs, or filters, in connection with

mills and wool-washes, &c., where the use

of an instrument is indispensable, and where

the services of an engineer cannot be ob-
tained. In most colonial works, an architect
will bo expected to give good practical re-
sults rather than sosthetical effect.

As to an engineer arriving out with the
intention of entering into private practicp,

if he follows the advice which we give, ho
may do well ; but we must first point out a
difficulty he will meet with in the laws of
the country, and then show him a way out
of his troubles. Of course, as at home, any
man, be he a tinker, a tailor, or anj thing
olso you please, can advertise himself as iiu

architect or engineer, or both ; he can build
all sorts of structures, and make railways or
canals, and he meets with no legal difiiculty.

But he must not suivey; for, the moment he
enters the field of the land-surveyor, he is

face to face with a hard and fast law, that
completely ignores him and his work, unless
he has pa-sed an examination for, and ob-
tained the licence of, a " Government sur-
veyor." And as this examination is open to
all, on payment of a small fee (£15), and as
any yomig engineer with ordinary qualifi-

cations could easUy pass it with a little

rubbing up, he should make it the initiative

step to his professional career at the Cape.
At the present moment there are about sixty

Government surveyors in practice, the total

list embracing only one hundred and two,
and the area of the British possession iu

South Africa is somewhere about seven hun-
dred thousand square miles, which is ridi-

cidously out of proportion to the number of
surveyors ; the result being, they obtain
more to do as a rule than they can execute,
and their work is vastly different from what
an engineer would expect to see. They no
doubt can give the correct acreage of a
piece of country, but as their qualifications

do not include drawing of any kind, their

maps (or diagrams as they call them) are of

the most meagre and school-boyish charac-
ter. For these and other reasons, we have
no hesitation in saying that an engineer,

having passed the examination, and being
expert (from previous experience) in getting

up plans, &c., would soon monopolise the
most paying portion of the surveyor's prac-
tice, such as townships, locations, &c. The
examination we do not consider a difficult

one, consisting as it does of pure mathe-
matics in the first instance ; and when this

is passed, some actual work must bo executed
to the satisfaction of the "Surveyor-
General " of the colony. We must not bo
understood to say that an engineer should
give up his profession altogether for turvey-
ing—far from it ; but he should most cer-

tainly combine them. And a much more
satisfactory combination would be found
than that of architecture and engineering,

if we are allowed to judge from the eye-
sickening buildings erected by the latter

profession all oy er the world. An engineer

has no time to devote to architecture,

whereas surveying is a vital part of his

early education ; therefore, the combination
with the latter is natural and wise, but with

the other, for the most part highly unsatis-

factory to all. R. H. H. H.

CENTRE OF GRAVITY.

IT has been demonstrated, both experi-

mentally and by mathematical deduc-

tion, that in every solid body there is somo
point at which, when it is acted upon only

by the attraction of gravity, the body cai»

be supported by a upward force, all it.s

particles being in equilibrium about that

point so that no other force is required to

keep it in its place. Thus, for example, if a

long plank of uniform width and thicknesi

is rested at one end only on the edge of

another plank, the force of gravity will cause

the opposite end to fall to the ground ; but

if the plank rests at its middle, then bo'h

ends will be kept ofl' the ground, and the

whole plank can bo sujiported at the middle
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point only. Should it happen, however,
that the plank is thicker or wider at one
end than at the other, it will no longer be
found to balance about its middle point, but
about some other point which is nearer the

heavier end. The point about which the

body balances in either case is called its

"centre of gravity," and is that through
which passes the resultant of all the forces

which the earth's attraction exerts upon the

particles of the body. The weights of all

the particles may bo considered as a number
of parallel forces, whose respective moments,
taken about, the centre of gravity, balance

each other. In a homogeneous body, or one
in which the particles have all the same size,

weight, and distance apart, the centre of

gravity coincides with the middle point of

the body or mass ; and although this con-
dition is seldom if over found to exist in any
known substances, yet we shall, for the sake
of simplicity, consider in what follows that

all bodies are homogeneous, so that insfeal

of the mass of any body, or the number of

particles it contains, we may substitute, in

our investigations, its length, area, or

solidity, as the case may be ; since these are,

upon that supposition, proportional to the

mass or weight of the substance.

The term '

' centre of gravity '

' has been
applied for the sake of convenience to the
point described above, but its position is

quite unaffected by any variation in the
actual force of the earth's gravity or attrac-

tion, or by any change in the position of

the body with respect to the earth ; thus the
centre of gravity of a plank remains in the
same place whether the plank is in a hori-

zontal, vertical, or oblique position ; and
this property affords us a rough and ready
method of finding experimentally the posi-

tion of the centre of gravity in flat surfaces

such as triangles or polygons ; for if we
suspend the triangle A, B, C (Fig. 1), loosely

vp

from an angular point A, and drop a plumb-
line, A P, from the same point, marking the

line, A D, where it passes over the figure,

and then do the same thing with the angular
point, B, marking the line B E (Fig. 2), we
shall find that the point G, where A D and
B E intersect, is the centre of gravity re-

quired.

The importance of knowing the position

of the centre of gravity of any body will be
seen when we consider that in any investiga-

tion of the force which the body exerts,

we may suppose its whole mass or weight to

be concentrated at that point, and to pro-

duce the same mechanical effect as the

weight of the body itself actually produces,

so that in all jjroblems in mechanics we have
only to consider the weight of a body as

acting at the centre of gravity. Thus, in

calculating the resistance of a wall of sol id

masonry to any force tetiding to overturn

it, we take its weight aciing vertically

at the centre of gravity of its

section multiplied by its perpendicular

distance from the outer edge ot

the wall as the moment of resistance which
has to balance that of the applied force

taken about the same point. Suppose A B
(Fig. 3) to represent the section of a wall,

column, or pier, resting en level groimd ; it

•ttiU not fall over by its own weight so lo ig

as a vertical line from its centre of gravity,

as ij, passes within the outer edge, A ; but
if the structure is raised or loaded at the
top with a heavy weight, so as to raise its

centre of gravity to G, the vertical line from

which passes ever so little outside the base

at A, the body will then fall over about that

point by the action of gravity. In the

former case, the weight has a moment
about A tending to draw the mass inwards,

whUe in the latter the moment of the weight
tends to pull the wall outwards.
We shall now proceed to show how the

position of this important point can be

determined with more or less accuracy in

the various figures commonly used in con-

struction. In simple geometrical forms the

centre of gravity can be readily found by
ordinary geometry ; thus, in a uniform

straight rod or cylinder, its position is

evidently at the middle point ; and if two
heavy particles of equal weight are ctn-

nected by a thin rod, their common centre

of gravity will be half-way between them ;

but where their weights are unequal, that

point will be nearer the heavier particle, its

distance from each being inversely propor-

tional to their weights. In a par^elogram
the centre of gravity is the point of inter-

section of the diagonals. In any plane

triangle its position is found by bisecting

any side A C in E (Fig. 2), drawing the lino

B E and taking E G equal to one-third of

B E, then G is the centre of gravity of the

figure.

The position of the centre of gravity of a
triangle being determined, we can readily

ascertain that of any other plane polygonal
figure by dividing it into triangles. For
example, in the trapezium A B C D (Fig. 4),

representing the section of a retaining wall,

its centre of gravity, G, is required to be
found ; draw BD and bisect it in H, draw
AH and CH, and take Hp one-third of HA,
Hk one-third of HC, p and » will be the

centres of gravity of the two triangles. Join

p 11, and draw AF and CE perpendicular to

BD ; then these lines can be put to repre-

sent ths areas or masses of the triangles

respectively, which may bo considered as

concentrated at j' and n, and the centre of

gravity, G, will be in the line p n, so that

AF X Gj) = CE X G»
= CE X (pn - Gp)

.: Gp (AP + CE) = CE X pii

CE
or. Op =

AF -t- Cti
pn

In order to investigate the strength of

an iron beam, it is requisite that the centre

of gravity of its section should be determined,
as the neutral axis passes through that point,

provided that the strain to which it may be
subjected does not surpass the limit of

elasticity. The simplest form of section is

that of ' angle " iron (Fig. 5) Let p and n
be the centres of gravity respectively of the

two arms, join // n, and let (( be the area of

section A b, t that of A C ; then the centre

of gravity G is in the line p n, and is de-
termined by the equation

—

a X G j» = i X G .'J

= b(,p>i-Qp)

or Gp = , . p n

In the case of the " tee " section (Fig. 6),

let Cj|> be the central axis, p and n the
centres of gravity of the flange and web

r / c.s
B-

T>

\G

\ 1

.A « a:

respectively, a the area of the flange A B,
h that of the web or vertical portion ; then,
as before, we find h from the equation

—

a X G^ = 4 X G»
= b {pn — Gp")

or, Gp = ,. p n, and On = pn - Gp.

As an example of T-iron, let ua take the
length of A B as 6in., and its thickness lin.,

that of the vertical part 5in., and thickness

jin., then a = 6, i = -^ , and p being the

middle point of the section of A B will be

2J
-)- 4 or 3in. from n ;

15

* -- ' - l^in.
13

Gp

4

X 3

G» = li= ?* ,orl846in.
13 13

'

Another common form of section of an
iron beam is shown by Fig. 7, which may be

/^ / c . 7

1

P
»

I

9 •

r>
C

G 1

1
-

^ / a a

divided into three rectangles, of which p, n,

and r are the centres of gravity respectively,

situated in the central axis AB. First find

the common centre of gravity g of the web
and top flange, taking tr for the area of the

flange, 6 for that of the web ; then we have

J X g n = a >(. pg
= a {p n — g n)

a
. an = —

+ b
pn

g r = g n + n r.

Let c be the area of lower flange, then, since

the mass of the web and upper-flange are

concentrated at g, we have

c X G )• = (a + *) G jr

= {a + bjgr - Gr)

orGr =-'^±^.?r
o -f A + c

and G » = H )• — O r.

Suppose, for example, that we have

beam whose top flange is oin. x lio., the

web lOin., x lin., and the bottom flange

lOin. X 2in. ; then a = 5, h = 10, c =20,

11

gn

G

a I

.5

5-1-10

gr = gn

n
1

u
G,

+
47-

H r = _ ins.
e

5 -i- 10 _ X 17 _

6-17
14

.37
"
14

2-6-13in.

In order to determine with exactness the

position of the centre of gravity of curved

lines, or of surfaces bounded by curve?, or

i.
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of solids whose section is some known curve,

it is necessary to employ the rules of the
integral calculus. Thus, in the cose of an arc,

ACB (Fig. 8) of a circle whose centre is O,
and C its middle point, the centre of gravity
O of the arc will be on the line OC, which
bisects the angle AOB ; and if 9 be the half-

angle, AOC, then the formula for finding the
distance of Q from the centre of curvature is

OG = OC. ^'°' ^

6

the angle 9 in the denominator being
<neasured in "circular" units and not in

degrees. The position of the centre of
gravity of a circular arc is required to be
inown in the investigation of the strength
and thrust of srchcd ribs in which the depth
of the rib is small as compared with the
radius, so that the centre of gravity of the
line passing through the middle of the
section of the rib may be taken without
material error for that of the rib itself. To
facilitate such calculations we give below a

table showing the values of "5 and ^^IL^ for

different lengths of arc.

Volae of e Value of 9 in cir- Sin. 9

in deg. cular uaits. "e

6 .0373 •9987
10 •1745 •9949
16 •2618 9836
20 •3491 •9798
25 4363 •9686
30 •6236 •9549
35 •6108 •9389
40 •6982 •9207
45 •7854 •9003

52J 9162 8668
eo 10472 •8270

^^i 1-1781 •7842
75 1 3050 •7379

S^*
1-4.399 •6886

90 1-5708 •6366

To find G by this table we have
only to multiply the radius of the arc
by the number in the third column,
which corresponds with the half-angle
AOC, subtended by the half-arc at O, and
we get the distance of G from O. For ex-
ample, let A B subtend 60° at 0, then 9 =
30"

; and if O C = 20ft., then O G = 20 x
•9549 = 19098ft., so that the point Q is

very nearly 1ft. from the middle point C.
We can, however, find approximately the

centre of gravity of an are by considering it

as made up of a number of small straight
lines, or by taking the chords to represent
ihe area, I<et y„ b, c (Fig. 9) be the centres

of the chords of a number of small arcs

;

draw a h, and bisect it in </ ; then g is the

centre of gravity of the two chords, and very

nearly of the two arcs which they cut off.

Then draw g c, and take G ^ to G c in

the ratio of the length of the chord r, to the

sum of the lengths of a and b ; G will be the

centre of gravity of the three chords, and

very nearly of the arc of the curve. If the

chords are equal, and the curve a circle, then

G will be on the radius O b, and Gy is equal

to one-third of g c. lu the same way we can

proceed for any number of chords.

For the purpose of investigating the
stability of circular stone arches it is neces-
sary to find the centre of gravity G of a
portion of the arch such as A C B (Fig. 10).

In order to do this we must determine the
position of thecentres of gravity respectively
of the two sectors, AOB and a O b, namely,

p and «, which are situate in the radius,
O C, bisecting the arc, ACB. If E and r

are the radii of the outer and inner curves,
and O the centre of curvature, 2 9 the angle,
AOB; then we find by help of the integral
calculus that

p n = p

siu. 9
9^

o«and

Now, since the masses or areas of the
sectors vary as the squares of their radii, we
have

Gjj.K' = Qn .}'

= r' {pn + dp)
.•. G» = „ — .pit

and O G = Op + Gp
For example, suppose the arch to subtend

an angle of 60° at O, then 9 = 30° ; let the

arch be 9in. thick, and the inner radius

10ft. ; then r = 10, E = 10£, and by the

foregoing table we have

that

fl

= •9549, so

Op = Z± X -9549

Oh =

p n

Op =

2-K £3
3 4

= 6-8435ft.

|- X 10 X -9519

= 6-366ft.
= 6-8435 - 6 366 =

10«

4775

X 4775
- 10*

16
= 3-0683ft.

G = 6-8435 + 30683 = 9-9U8ft.,or 9ft. 10 9-lOin.,

which places G l-06in. below the intrados of

the arch. The centre of gravity of an arch

can also bo found approximately by con-
sidei-ing the section of each voussoir as a
trapezium of which a, b, c (Fig. 11) are the

B ri CIS. A

centres of gravity. Join a h, and if the

voussoirs are equal the point g bisecting a h

wiU be their common centre of gravity ; or

if unequal, then ag -.bg in the ratio of the

area of voussoir 6 to that of voussoir a.

Join eg, and in the case of equal voussoirs

the common centre of gravity G will be

found by taking Gg one third oi gc; or if

unequal, then G c -.Gg as the sum of the

areas of u and b to the area of voussoir c
;

and so on for any number of voussoirs.

In the case of a surcharged arch, ABC DE,

(Pig. 12), in order to determine G, the

centre of gravity of the section of the solid

portion, we have first to find those of the

trapezium A B C 0, and of the sector E O D.

Divide the trapezium into two triangles by

the diagonal AC bisected in H, and draw

B H and O H ; take B-p one-third of HB,
II ?i one-third of OH; join^M, and in the

Wnopn take ngiopg in the proportion of

the area of triangle A B C to that of triangle

A O C ; </ is the centre of gravity of the

trapezium. Let the radius O r K bisect the
angle DOE, then, as before, we get the
centre of gravity r of the sector from the
formula

0,. =2ojj8mJ
3 9

9 being half the angle DOE.
Let a be the area of sector, 6 that of the

trapezium, then o = O D'. 9, 9 being taken
in circular measure from the second column
of the foregoing table

—

b = OA + BC X AB
and the area of ABODE is J -a

Draw the line rg, and produce it to G, so
that

—

g>= (Jj-

01 a g =
-a)G,g

— a

which determines the position of the point G.
The position of the centre of gravity in

solid bodies such as the parallelopiped,

cylinder, cone, &c., cannot be determined
by an experimental method, as in the case
of planes, and we must, therefore, rely
entirely upon geometrical investigations for

obtaining it. In the case of a cylinder
whose top and bottom are circles or regular
polygons, the centre of gravity is in the
central axis and half way between the top
and base. In a solid right cone or pyramid
having any number of equal sides, the
centre of gravity is in the vertical line A B
(Fig. 13) drawn from the vertex to the

/^ / C/f .

F / C./3

centre of the base and at one-fourth of the
height above the base. In a hollow cone
or pyramid where the surface is a very thin
shell, the centre of gravity is at one-third
of the height from the base.

To find the centre of gravity of the frus-

tum of a cone cut off by a plane at C
parallel to the base, let B C = A, a the radius
of the base, b the radius of the top at C ;

then we obtain G, the centre of gravity of

the frustum from the formula

BG^ h .
at + 2at + 3^

4 a* + a A + *«

In the case of a pyramid the same formula
will apply, by taking a and i, as correspond-
ing sides of the base and top, or as radii of

the inscribed or circumscribed circles re-

spectively.

Suppose it is required to find the centre of

gravity of a solid round column, 30ft. high,

with a radius of 2ft. at base, and of 20in.,

or \\ii., at the top. In this case we have

—

BG
m .

30, « = 2, A = -

20 254+3 + 3

4 + 1° + 2J
-

* ^ 3 9

2563

\A1

= 14 0934, or 14ft. IJin.

Ni w let a circular cylinder or flue of

radius r be cut out of the middle of the

column, and having its axis coinciding with

that of the column, as shown by the dotted

lines (Fig. 13), as in the case of a chimney

shaft ; it is required to find the position of

the centre of gravity </ of the solid part that

remains, which will of course lie in the
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common vertical axis. Let n be the centre

of gravity of the cylinder, then B» = —
• Let

M and m represent the masses of the solid
coliunn and of the cylinder, M - m wiU be
the mass of the remaining solid portion.
Then wo have, by geometry

—

M =

m =

M- S)-")

Then B <? =

In the foregoing example let )• = 9ins = |ft.,
then we have,—

M =

= 10.

.30

91

9

4 + 10 25'^

3 9y

m = lO-T ^I

,

16'

91

••By =

M — M = 10.,r

27

16

2565

182

1213

lU
1.5

1213

144

= 13-9118ft.
= 16875

1213
= 13ft. 10-94in.

In the case where the column has an
entasis, the position of the centre of gravity
wiU be rather higher than where the sides
are perfectly straight ; but the difFeronce is
so very trifling that it wiU be quite near
enough to take the centre of gravity as found
above, since the determination of its exact
position when the outline is a curve involves
very intricate formulas.
In the investigation of the stability of

domes of stone or brick, it is required to
determme the position of the centre of
gravity G (Fig. 14) of a thin slice or "lune"
which IS cut out of the dome, as C D K I.
Let H G be the vertical line dropped fromG on the horizontal line O F, where is the
centre of the dome, supposed to be spheri-
cal

; then it is sufficient for the purposes of
the investigation to find the value of O HWhen the angle AOB is smaU, we obtain
by help of the integral calculus the for-
mula

—

designing a structure should take into con-
sideration the position of its centre of
gravity, since its stability is much affected
by the position of that point. The most
stableand durable buildings are undoubtedly
those of a conical or pyramidal form, in
which, as wo have seen above, the position
of the centre of gravity is very low down

;

and next to these we may put such build-
ings as taper upwards from the base like
many of the towers of old English churches
where the base is made broad and
strengthened with projecting buttresses, the
upper part being much narrower than the
base and often terminated by a conical spire.
On the other hand, we sometimes meet with
buildings which are made wider as they
get higher, and having overhanging angle
tun-ets or oriels corbelled out, or with heavy
projecting cornices, all of which tend to
raise the centre Of gravity and reduce the
stability of the structure. Lofty chimney-
stacks are often made with the upper part
nearly twice the width of the lower part
next the roof, so as to resemble in
form an inverted cone in which the centre
of gravity is the highest possible, so that it
is not to be wondered at that such structures
are often blown down by the force of the
wind in heavy gales.

OH = f
B* - '•' 6 - i Bin. 29
B' - >» 1 - cos 9

Wlere I = R, and K = r, and 9 is
tafcen m circular measure as in the Focond
column of the above table. If, for example,
we make the angle 9 equal to 70" or 1-2216
from the second column of the table, then

OH = I
^'-'•' 1-2216 - -3214

When 9 is a right angle, we have

OH =
'R» - r^

X 1-5708

= -589 B'

If we take r = 10 and E = lOJ, we find
B« - r' _ 214700 ,-„,,

In which case 0H = 7'1 for 9 = 70°, andUU — 8-100, when 9 is a right angle.
The height HG of the centre of gravity is

deteraimed by the formula

HG = |
E« - )'

(1 + COS. (

which becomes, when 9 = 70°

503
^'-^HG =

and when 9 = 90°,

Ha=i

IV

R' -t*
R' -r*

Tr/?'"^inP?^°''^
values of Band r, we haveHG = 6 964 for 9 = 70°, and HG = 5-192

for 9 = 90 .

It is very desirable that the architect in

ROYAL ACADEMY LECTURES ON
ARCHITECTURE."

THE DEVELOPMENT OF STYLES.

'pO-NIGHT I propose to speak to you on theX development of styles in architecture. It
IS a subject which everyone is bound to study
who wishes to know anything at aU about the
meaning and history, not only of the various
orders or styles of architecture, but, one may
almost say, of every detail of their ornament.
In art, it is true, there are periods of progression
and retrogression. We see a style gradually
and patiently developed to perfection, and then,
after a more or less prolonged reign, we see it
deteriorate, either in the hand of the very nation
by which it had been perfected, or, more com-
monly, by the influence of another nation, who,
by right of conquest, have been the masters!
and have destroyed or modified the style which
they found existing.
The modes in which styles are developed one

out of the other are numerous. There is, first,
the gradual progress towards perfection. There
13 the change caused by transplanting a style
invented m one country to another, whose
reUgious, political, and, more than all, whose
climatic conditions are different. There is
agam, the influence of new processes or new
modes of construction, of new materials, or the
absence of the materials by the use of which
advance has hitherto been secured. There is
the potent influence of religion ; the influence
again, of mdividuals, cither of great sovereigns
or of skilful architects ; and—greatest of ail-
that of miHtary conquests, and the intercourse
ot traders with foreign countries. All these
and many mmor causes have contributed to the
changes which have from time to time occurred
in the history of our art, and to imderstand them
all thoroughly some acquaintance is required
with the lustory of various countries, with the
growth and consolidation of states, and the con-
nection which has existed between them at
various periods. I!ut, even without tliis know-
ledge it IS possible to derive great gain from amerely general and summary study of the ques-
tion, and It is in this that I wish to guide jou
to some extent to-night.
For our purpose it will be sufficient to go

back so far only as the most perfect period of
Greek art. With few and minor modifications,
all existing European art mav be traced back
directly to Greece. The more ancient civilisa-
tions acted upon Greece, and, through Greece,
upon Europe. Almost all Greek forms are
derived from Assyria and Egypt ; and, great as
is the antiquity of Greek art, it is almost to be
regarded as m„dem by the side of that of the^ .l" 1^^°' tliercfore, with Grecian art
after it had formed itself into a weU-defined
style, some six or seven centuries before the

alXy^b.ltim." ^"''"' ^•'^- No.S,deUver6d

Christian era. At this date we find the Boric
order in so well-defined and perfected a state in,
c.y., the Temple of Corinth, that for many
centuries the variations from the type then
established arc only slight alterations from time
to time in the proportions of the various part*,
with a determined adherence to the general form
and design as it was first seen. Some examples,
as, for instance, the Lyoian tomb in the 6riti«b
Museum, are, beyond all question, imitations of
a wooden construction ; but the question
whtither the design of the Doric order is or is
not so also, has always been open to much dia-
cussion. The evidence of the entabUture -with
the triglyphs above it is strongly in favour of a
wooden origin

; but, on the other hand, it i« in
the earUest examples that the columns are mo«t
clumsy and as unlike as possible to wooden
posts. On the whole, however, this seems a not
unlikely fault to have been committtd in using
a new material, whilst it is at least possible that
the original wooden construction was confined
to the roof resting upon stone or brick piers.
And if the development of wooden constiuction-
into stone resulted in some of the grandest
buildings for ages, showing the same adherence
to the primitive type from first to last, it would,
be impossible to conceive a more singular sur-
vival of features, some of which had nothing
whatever to do with tho construction of the
buUding. The Temple of Corinth, and pro-
bably the Temple at Assos in Asia Minor, date
from the seventh century B.C. The Theatre at
Girgenti was begun circa 480 B.C., the Temple
of Theseus in 469, whilst the Parthenon was
finished in 438. In a comparatively short
period all the best examples of Doric were
erected, but for 200 years before the Parthenon
was built, if not for more, architects had been
building in the same way ; whilst for centuries
later the style was still persevered in, until we-
see one of its latest examples in the Forum at
Pompeii—probably a work executed under Greek
influence—within a few years of the birth of
our Lord.
At the same time, we have the interesting

fact that other styles co-existed with the Doric
during the greater part of the period refeiTed
to. The Ionic Erechtheium on the Acropolis
was buUt in about 420 bo., and is, therefore,
as nearly as possible of the same date as the
Parthenon. The Corinthian is a Uter order, and
generally under Roman influence, but even this-
co-existed with Doric and Ionic. We have
here, therefore, the remarkable fact that in
Greece at the same time three styles of architec-
ture w-ere deliberately practised, and that the
only alterations were modifications of propor-
tion. There was absolutely no development of
a new style, no combination of the features of
the three styles, and the Doric never, as time
went on, underwent any modificatio!i or im-
provement from contact with the Ionic, or the
Ionic from the Doric. Indeed, it is probable
that ai-chitects confined themselves each to one
style even if the adoption of tho style did not

S'^^T^''^ ^' ^^ '"'*'• ^° *^'»e times of Guelpb
and GhibeUine in Italy, and of the Moors and
Christians m Spain—upon the poUtics or the
blood and the race of those who built.
The Greek mode of construction was so de-

pendent upon the use of single blocks of stone
that it was all but impossible to attempt the
erection of buildings of vast size. A remarkable
evidence of this is afforded by the Temple of
Jupiter at Girgenti. Here the dimensions are-
vastly in excess of anything ordinarily built by
them, the height being absolutely more than
twice that of tho Parthenon, and the architect
ventured on the deWce of building up his
columns with small stones and attaching them
to the \vall in a way which shows how limited
the application of the style of architecture wag,
and with a result which must have been as im-
pleasmg as it was, happily, unusual. But even
such an example as this has its interest, showing
as it does that among the Greeks there was no
such thmg as impatience and fretfulness be-
cause new things were not perpetually being-
invented. A beautiful thing once doue could
not be too often repeated. Men never tired of
seeing it.

The handmaid of Architecture-Sculpture—m the same way, was just as deliberate, and
when a really beautiful work had been done
there was no hesitation as to repeating it over
and over again. The Venus of Praxiteles is said
to have been repeated at least a hundred times •

and the same thing may be said of many of
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the finest works of the greatest Greek sculp-

tors.

The g eat virtue of the Greek artist was his

appreciation of refinement of line, and his in-

tense admiration for the nohlest possible repre-

sentstious of man and beast. Compare Greek
sculpture with Assyrian or Egyptian, and you
see the gap which separates a perhaps digTiified

but always conventional figure from one in

which the tire of the living soul is made to light

up the WtU-wrought stone ; and it was this

temper which made him—possessor as he was of
almost unmatched skill—content to labour on
from one century to another in the reproduction
of what he had once for aU found to be very
good.
From the Greek we turn naturally to the

Roman, who was influenced by the magnificent
remains of the Greek buildings in Southern Italy
and in Sicily on the one hand, and by the even
older work of the Etruscans on the other. He
never realised the necessity of development in
architecture, but the introduction of the arch,
which he used freely in aU his constructions,
goon modified, and rapidly changed, the whole
character of his art. He must be said, I fear,

to have spoilt what he borrowed from the
Greek, having little of his acute sense of beauty.
He never observed that all Greek art was a
reasonable adornment of a reasonable construc-
tion, and proceeded to treat the orders as mere
ornaments to be added to the face of a wall,
without any serious consideration of the pur-
poses of the wall itself. He put the three orders
one above another, three or four in height,
pierced arches between them—having discovered
the value of the arch without discovering how
it ought to be used—and retained to each order
and each stage of his building the heavy cornice,

which had its raison d'etre only in being the finish

of a wall. In its larger works it is the brute
force of the work, the vast thickness of the walls,

the immense span of the arches and vaults, the
trusting to size and solidity rather than to re-

finement or grace for the result to be achieved,
that strike us, and not the beauty, imagination,
or architectural fitness of the work. The archi-

tecture and the building were, to a great extent,

wholly independent the one of the other. In
some of the vastest Roman works—as, e.g., the
Basilica of Constantino and the Baths of

Caraoalla— the architecture has disappeared,
and yet the walls remain. The architecture was
applique, lib; a garmeut which had little to do
with the body it covered, save to follow, in a
general way, its outlines. The development (if

it may be so called; which is seen in great orders

piled one ou another in the Flavian Amphi-
theatre, may well be compared with the Greek
mode of treating a tiro-storied erection, as we
see it in the cella of the Temple of Neptune at

Feestum, where the upper range of columns is

simply a prolongation of those below, without
entasis (f'jr that would have been fatal to the
continuity which was the essence of the design),

and divided not by a cornice aping the top of a
wall, but by blocks of stone forming a string-

course and bioding the whole together,—a con-
struction strictly analogous to that of Gothic
building, aad wholly opposed to the Roman
succession of orders.

I have said that the Roman used the arch
without showing that he knew at all how it

ought to be used. But it is in his capacity as

artist, not as constructor, that I mean to make
this statem';nt. As a constructor he certainly

had advanced far beyond the Greek, buthiscon-
Btructiuus are remarkable mainly for their vast-

oess, and fur the impression they convey of being
the work of men who regarded the labour of

hirdes of untutored workmen with as much
satisfactiou as the work which could only be
wrought by skilful hands. Or rather, I should
perhaps miy, they regarded the two things as

intirely distinct,—built their walls, their arches,

and their vaults first, and then brought their

columns, ttieir mouldings, and their statuary to

adorn them. So that,—to take a good eximple,
—the ViIIh of Hadrian, near Tivoli, is in its

ruin a mass of rough brickwork with hardly one
single evi lunce of art in its design, whilst the
museums of Rome have been richly endowed
with sta'uoH and sculptures which existed in it

without i)L-!ng architecturally part of it. The
arch was used as a servant to do good work, and
no mori?, for the Roman never perceived that if

it were to l> - a feature in the building it must,
almost of necessity, be the chief feature. His
one development was to construct his arch in a

wall which was divided into panels by imitations,
more or less exact, of columns, with their en-
tablatures and cornioesr His endeavour was
evidently to make it seem still as if the column
and the entablature had something to do with
the construction, though, in point of fact, they
were absolutely independent of it, and were
decorations of the face of the wall, regulated in

their position, and in no other way, by the size

of the arch required. Then the column, with
all its belongings, being found to be an ornament
and no more, it was natural to see it at last

placed away from the wall, connected with it by
a returned plinth and cornice, and at last, carrying
on its summit a statue or group which, by an
after- thought, gave a kind of excuse—and a
very lame one it is—for a piece of architectural

feebleness which is almost unique. The deve-
lopment of the Roman upon what the Greek had
given him was, therefore, nothing less than the

destruction of the whole virtue of the original.

That had been accurately constructed and well

designed, whilst this was constructed with
reference to design, and treated as no good
architecture can possibly be,—as though the
Will and its decoration were two wholly distinct

and separable entities. For the first three
centuries of the Christian era I see no evidence
of anything that can properly be called an archi-

tectural development, or that even seemed to

pave the way for one,—with one notable excep-
tion. This is the fondness of the Roman
builders for circular arrangements either of

rooms or of alcoves in angles of rooms, and of

alcoves placed doa-d-doa. Of all these, good
specimens are seen in the Palace of the Csesars

on the Palatine Hill, and in the double temple of

Venus and Roma hard by, where the two
temples are identical in plan, each finishing in

an apse placed back to back. In the Pantheon,
the enormously thick wall is planned with re-

cesses, some coved and some square on plan, and
with detached columns carrying the entablature

above them,—an arrangement which we shall

see somewhat later distinctly suggesting the

design of the circular recesses under the dome
of SS. Sergius and Bacchus at Constantinople,

and San Vitale at Ravenna ; whilst in the so-

called Temple of Minerva Medica, a circular

domed central space is surrounded by a series of

ten recesses, nine of which are circular. The
Greeks had shown their sense of the beauty of

circular buildings, and the Roma,ns followed in

their steps, as we see in this example in the

Pantheon at Rome, the little Temple at Tivoli,

and in the Temple of Vesta at Rome. But the

necessity for enormous supports ta their skilfully-

constructed domical roofs led the Roman archi-

tects to make these recesses in the walls where
they could safely be introduced, and thus to

pave the way for the introduction of buttresses,

and of the ap.sidal terminations and circular

chapels around them, which played so large a

part in much latter developments.

It was in about a.d. 289 that the great step

in advance was made in the building of Diocle-

tian's Palace at Spalatro, on the eastern shore of

the Adriatic. Here a range of arches was
carried— probably for the first time— on the

capitals of colunms, without the interposition of

any sort of entablature. The same sort of con-

struction had, it is true, been suggested long be-

fore in such erections as the portico of the Pan-
theon, where semicircular archc i are turned over

the lintels above the columns in order to take the

whole weight to the capitals, instead of on to the

entablature. This apparently simple change
was one which at once revolutionised all existing

architectural laws. The column was no longer

a mere ornament. It became at once the most
useful, the most conspicuous, and in every way
the most impurtant, as it had always been the

most beautiful, feature in a building. And from
that time forward it was impossible ever again

to construct a building as before with the post

and lintel only, without deliberately ignoring the

most useful and convenient discovery which has
over been made in the art of building. From
that time the arch became master of the position,

just as before the beam had bjen. The old

system had lasted one can hardly say how many
centuries, and it is needless to declare that

nothing can ever make the use of the arch,

round or pointed, absolete in the same real sense

as the use of the lintel or beam has become.
The Greeks, who, if they did not invent, at

least perfected the orders, never in later times

seem to have sympathised at all with the Roman
modifications of them, most of which were con-

sequent on tha use of the arch. Their Byzan-
tine art owes but little to Rome. It was, in

truth, a genuine invention of a style developed
out of Greek, but in which the arch was an
essential feature, and in which the cornices and
mouldings, the columns and their capitals, were
all modified to suit it. Their decoration was
almost entirely Eastern, both in its motif and in

its mode of execution. Their development was
aradicalone; for in place of the old Roman mdold
Greek construction of plain walls and columns
carrying only a dead weight, Byzantine art is

remarkable for the extent to which it treated

construction in a new fashion as an affair of

weight and counterpoise. This was provided for

in the arch and pier, in the dome and its supports.

The Roman basilica required no great scientific

skill for its erection, whilst the Byzantine build-

ings dealt with some of the most difficult

problems of construction, and really foreshadowed
the triumphs achieved in the scientific and
delicate constructions of the Middle Ages.
During this period, i.e., between the time of

Constantine and that of Charles the Great, the

Roman buildings were not undergoing any deve-

lopment. Tlie long series of Popes, from the

beginning down to 774, the time of Charles's

conquest, had done more in the way of conversion
of existing buildings, or re-using old materials,

than in attempting to erect new build-

ings. The basilica, with its long ranges of

columns, ended with a throne or apse,

afforded just the accommodationthat was needed
for Christian warship, and the multitude of old

fragments available led for ages to the construc-

tion of buildings in which the whole of the

details are antique, and in which the general

form is founded also on an ancient one. The
long ranges of columns of all sizes and sorts are

often very imposing, but .the interest of the

churches is rather archseologioal than architec-

tural. The interest of the fragments of which
they are constructed is great. They afford

evidence of the slovenly execution of much
Roman work, but at the same time of the

freedom from all rule as to the exact dimensions,

Ijroportions, and decorations of the various

orders. It is hardly too much to say that no
two capitals in one of these buildings are alike,

whilst the remains are, with few exceptions, of

Ionic, Corinthian, and Composite, and not of

Doric. Not the less were these buildings im-

portant links in the chain of development. The
long lines of columns ; the simple wall pierced

with a clerestory above ; the apse at the east

end projected from a cross nave or transept, out

of which other and smaller apses were formed
on either side of the central one, formed a model
which, as we shall see, was one of the princiijal

foundations for the complete Romanesque
buildings of the eleventh and twelft^h centuries.

And the buildings,—which still remain substan-

tially on the old lines, as St. Paul Without the

WaUs of Rome, San Lorenzo, and St. John
Lateran,—were repeated with more or less close-

ness at Ravenna, in the two churches dedicated

to St. ApoUinaro at Aquileia, in San Miniato,

Florence, San Zenone, Verona, and, last of all,

in the ground plan of Pisa.

But if Rome was thus, as before, uninventive,

this cannot be said of the city of Constantinople,

where Constantine the Great established the seat

of government in a.d. 330, i.e., about fifty years

after the ereetiou of Diocletian's palace. Here
the Romans wore going back again to the East,

and with an architectural result which has been

one of the most remarkable in the whole history

of development. Greek art hid now for some
centuries been all but completely thrust on one

side by Roman, after the latter people had be-

come the conquerors, and it was not until the

foundation of Constantinople that it once more
raised its head. The Greeks again exhibited their

powers of invention in the Byzantine style, in

which we see so many evidences of acquaintance

with the architecture of Palestine. The churches
—now converted into mosques,—still existing in

Constantinople are of various dates and of

various stages of development. . Constantine's

first church was a Roman building, like the old

Basilica of St. Peter at Rome, a long building,

with wooden roofs, an eastern apse, and probably

an atrium. All the ornamentation w is internal,

in place of external. It was burnt down in

A.D. 531, in the time of Justinian, and so vigor-

ous was the architect of the new church,

—

Authemius,—that in forty days from the fire ho

laid the first stone of the new basilica, and com-
pleted the whole church in five years and ten
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months. The cupola la about 104ft. across,
about a fourth li-ss than the I'antheon ; but,
then, it is carried ou arches instead of on a con-
tinuous wall, and in constructive sldU its archi-
tect was far before the man who built the
Pantheon. At the same time ( circa a.d. u30)
SS. Sergius and Bacchus was built, and this has
special interest, seeinif that San .Vitalo at
Ravenna, consecrated in 547, is on exactly the
same plan aud de^igu ; whilst in the somewhat
late Church of St. Theodore, wo have a plan
copied ahnobt exactly in Sta. Fosca Torcello.
And here, though it is a little out of place, you
must notice how comijletely Constantinople gave
her art to Venice, not only in these early days,
but down, at le ist, to the thirteenth century,
when the Venetians attacked and sacked the
city, and carried off as spoil most of the exqui-
site decorative work which we now see there,
and, not least among this, . the four antique
Greek hoiscs which stand over the portico of
St. Mark's. Indeed, it is impossible to look at
any part of the original work of St. Mark's
without realising that scarcely a feature is in-
digenous, and that all is absolutely and wholly
Byzantine in plan, in elevation, in detail, and in
coloured omnment and decoration.
The construction of these Coustantinopolitan

domes is as interesting as their design. The
cupolas are ingeniously buttressed and strength-
ened by semi-domes below the tambour, by
cross arches and vaults and domes in the en-
closing aisle. And the domes, instead of being
constructed of heavy stonework, were built
usually of hoUow pots ; and in the case of SS.
Sergius and Bacchus, with eight great vaulting
ribs rising from the centres of the arches to the
centre of the dome, the spaces between the ribs
being filled in with wagon-vaulting resting on
them. This extreme constructive skill would
alone deserve our liighest respect, even if, at the
same time, all the decorative details had not
been, as they are, of a very refined character.
No merely arclutectural carving of conventional
foUage has ever excelled in effect or in technical
skill the best works of this school, in which, for
some four or five centuries, the same detail is

very closely adhered to.

Another parallel ttream of art must also be
noticed,— in Syria. The examples of this,
dating from the first to the seventh century oif

our era, are numerous, very perfect, and of the
profouudest interest to the student. You will
find a full and admirably illustrated description
of them in Count de Vogue's " Syrie Centrale,"
and I advise you to consult it in our library.
Here, in part owing to the climate, in pait to
great solidity of construction, which was wholly
of stone, and in part to the absolutely deserted
state of most of the sites, time has dealt with a
very gentle hand, and an astonishing number of
examples of this most interesting period remain
all but perfect in most of their details. The
earliest are—as might be expected in a Roman
province—generally imitations of Roman work.
But by the fourth century the influence of the
native Eastern art, closely allied to that which
is seen in Constantinople soon after, is seen in a
well-defined .system of design and ornament
which prevails in a large number of buildings,
and which has so much in common with much
later European work as to make one at first

almost incredulous as to their great antiquity.
This is, however, indubitable. Tho most in-
teresting and typical examples for my present
purpose are the Church at Ezra, and the cathe-
dral at Bosra, in the south of Syria, and the vast
convent at Kalat Sem'an in tho north, between
Aleppo and Antioch. An inscription still re-
maining on the walls of Ezra shows that it was
completed in a.d. 615, oraboutsixteen years before
St. Sophia' 8 was begun. Its plan is remarkable,
as so many of these Syrian plans are, for its

admii'able arrangement. It is a square building
ou the outside and octangular inside, the angles
being relieved by semicircular recesses covered
with semi-domes. A small chancel is projected
on one side, and within the octagonal nave eight
columns and arches carry a quasi-domo or eight-
sided vault of vei-y pointed section, with the
important feature of a tambour below it pierced
with windows. Here, therefore, we have,
though on a small scale, a construction which
suggests, in a very definite way, the most
advanced constructions of the European builders
eome centuries later. The plan, simple as it is,

is very beautiful, and shows how extremely
skilful these Syrian architects were. Even more
striking is the cathedral at Bosra. This is ou a

far larger scale than the church at Ezra, but, un-
happily, the central dome and the arcades which
supported it have disappeared, and we are left to

conjecture that it was the experience obtained
in such works as this that led to the more stable
construction of the domes in Constantinople.
Here you must notice the remarkable love of
the plan of a circle enclosed witliin a square,
with a number of sunk semicircular recesses in

tho walls. Tho treatment of these, with
columns carrying the wall above them, seems to

be the connecting link between the recesses in

the walls of the I'antheon, and tho management
of the semicircular recesses under the tambours
of the Domes of Sta. Sopliia and SS. Sergius
and Bacchus. Even more remarkable than
these churches is the vast convent at Kalat
Sem'an, erected in the fifth century. Here,
among a vast number of ruins of buildings
attached to it, is still left so much of the grand
church as enables tis to form a fair idea of its

general design. Tho plan is crucifonn, with an
octagonal centre, the walls of which are
buttressed by cross arches contrived with
extreme skill so as to be themselves supported
by apsidal chapels in the four angles made by
the junction of the four arms of the cross. The
central octagon stands on eight arches, and
there was no central dome, the church here
being, in fact, a hypiethral building, built round
the column of St. Simeon Stylites, which stood
in the centre of the octagon. There is no build-
ing of which the date is more certain. St. Simeon
died in 459. The base of the column on which
he spent thirty-seven years of his life is still in

its position. In 560 Evagrius visited the con-
vent, and has left a most exact account of the
building, which had been erected directly on St,

Simeon's death, and his account agrees in every
detail with the existing building. I can hardly
express too strongly my sense of the singular
excellence of this plan. Even with the recollec-

tions of Amolfo's work under the dome in the
cathedral at Florence, and of our own Alan of

Walsingham's octagon at Ely, it is a very open
question whether this far earlier treatment of the
same problem is not more excellent than either.

At Kalat Sem'an there are but few evidences of

Roman influence. The long arcades of the four
arms of the cross can hardly be said to be cer-

tainly derived from the basilica ; and the great
entrance at the end of the transept, three
grand arches each with its own pediment,
has no prototype, and is itself more than likely
to have suggested the design of the very best
French Romanesque, such as we see at St.

Trophime at Aries. Then we find here a very
regular system of window-decoration, of mould-
ings well adapted to their exact position, and
outside the central apse we have a design which
might almost be pronounced to be a work of the
eleventh century, if we saw it in some so-called
Lombard church in the north of Italy or on the
borders of the Rhine. It is divided on plan into
regiUar bays by attached columns placed one
over the other in two tiers, and in height by a
cornice which is already treated as a mere
i-tring-course. At the summit, arches springing
from the caps of the columns support a cornice.
These arches are somewhat large, but otherwise
there is little to distinguish them from the Lom-
bard corbel-tables of Pavia. Nothing more
deserves notice than the really beautifully carved
stonework of these buildings. It is truly
Byzantine in character. Tha ac:inthus-leaf plays
still a large part, but is treated with great
variety of arrangement, and is supplemented by
many charming designs of running ornaments,
carved mouldings, and patterns in low relief,

which speak well for tho skill and taste of their

designers. Not less noticeable is the fact that
these buildings are almost wholly of stone.

Stones of large size were obtainable, and floors

are constructed by throwing arches across at
intervals of a few feet and bridging the spaces
by long horizontal blocks of stone exactly fitted

together. It is about the most undying mode of

constniction ever seen in arched buildings. Nor
are theie any buildings in which the semi-circu-
lar arch is more freely, more honestly, used than
it is in these.

[To be continued.)

PROFESSOR NEWTON ON GREEK ART.

A SUPPLEMENTAL lecture was delivered
by Professor C. T. Newton, C.B., on

Friday, tt University College, the subject

being the sculptures of the Temple of Zeus, at

Olympia. For our knowledge of the remains
of this temple wo were, the lecturer reminded
his hearers, indebted to the members of tho

German expedition, who began their investiga-

tions in October, IS75, and were now bringing
them to a close. The diBcoverics made had been
of singular moment, but he should confine him-
self in this lecture to the sculptures which had
been found of the time of Phidias. Oi these,

one of the most remarkable was tho statue of

Nike or Victory, of which he showed two
drawings. This base, which was found close to

the statue in itself, was of unusual character,

being triangular in outline and covered on the

chief face with a long inscription, and also had
a shorter one which gave the name of the sculp-

tor, one Pasonios. vVo knew from Pausanias
that ho was the artist employed ou one of

the pediment groups of the temple itself. The
shorter inscription said that the statue was
devoted to a victory in battle of the Mes-
senians over tho Lacedemonians, and this

would give an approximate date of 425-20 B.C.

as tho period of its execution. A cast of the

statue had been placed in the Elgin room, but
since it was made some other fragments had
been added to the restored statue. As they
would see, this Victory was a female figure lean-

ing forward from a rock, with the left foot

advanced. The drapery was flowing back-
wards as if the figure were moving rapidly ; and
there were distinct indications of wings, which
must have pointed upwards. The attitude was
that of the moment of descentto earth, on a mis-

sion from the heavens. The face was of exceed-
ingly beautiful type, although it had been much
mutilated, and unfortunately both fore-arms and
hands had been broken off, so that we could only
conjecture their position, the left arm being
apparently free, and the right hand occupied in
holding the drapery. The left foot must have
been supported by a fragment of rook, and the

flying drapery acted as a counterpoise, or

flying buttress ; but even then the attitude was
a bold one, to be executed in marble, and sug-
gested that Pseonios had been accustomed to work
in the more tractable material, bronze. Beneath
the right foot was a broken portion of what
had been called an eagle ; but neither in nature
nor in conventional Greek art was there any such
bird, and the lecturer supposed it to be either

a gull or other aquatic bird, or a turtle or tor-

toise. Many writers had criticised this statuemost
severely, but even Overbeck, who pulled it to

pieces, acknowledged that the effect of the whole
was very sublime. It must be admitted that

this Nike was inferior in drapery and execution

to what Phidias would have done, but it had so

great an intrin ic merit that the cas^, plac d in

the Eli; in room in juxtaposition with the match-
less scidftures from the Parthenon, did not lose

so much of its effect as might have been ex-
pected. Pausanias also described the sculptures

in the western pediment of the Temple of Zeus
at Olympia, of which the fragments have been
found and put together. These, Pausanias said,

were the work of Pajonios, and represented the
chariot contest between Pelops and Oinomaos,
King of EUs. Pelops had promised to give his

daughter, Hippodamia, in marriage to the man
who should defeat him in a chariot race : but if the
suitor lost ho was to be put to death. Oinomaos
won by bribing the charioteer of Pelops to

take a lynchpin out of his chariot. It was the

moment before this that was chosen for the

group ; and at tho outer angles, as in the

Parthenon pediments, were personifications of the

two rivers, Cladeus and Alpheus, bounding the
scene of action. Zeus stood in the centre, and on
either side were the chariots about to take part
in the race ; the wife and daughter of Pelop?,

some suborciinate figures, and the river-gods just

referred to. No representation, in the round, of

this group existed m England ; but in the mu-
.seum at Berlin were casts of this and the eastern

pediment as far as they had been restored . The
scheme agreed remarkably with the description of

Pausanias, but the execution was very disap-

pointing. It was certainly not sculpture of the

highest class ; tho workmanship was coarse and
clumsy; the general position was tame and
Erosaio, and the figures of the horses compared
adly with those he had exhibited last week

from the Parthenon ; indeed, some of the work
might have been done by stonemasons. The
discovery of this pediment had, indeed, been a
great disappointment to students, and it was
matter for conjecture whyPseonios should have
done no better with his opportunity. He muit
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now pass to the western pediment of this temple,
of which they also knew the name of the
aoalptor—one AlcAmenes—and the subject, the
battle between the Centanrs and the Lapithee.

On either side centaurs were to be seen carry-

ingf off the women who attended the nuptials

of Pirithoos. In the centre was a figure

which Pausanias identified with Pirithoos,

but which, from its superior size, its pose and
unmoved appearance, could not be that hero, but
most be meant for a deity. Such an introduc-
tion of a presidisg unseen deity, was very
usual ; an analogous instance being the presence
of Athene and other gods at the Panathenaic
procession on the Parthenon frieze. This
central figure had the features and the cha-
racteristics of Apollo. In this pediment there
was a great resemblance to the eastern one

—

the same slovenliness of execution and coarse-
ness of working, and the result did not at till

correspond to the reputation of Aleamencs
among his contemporaries. The lecturer added
that he visited Olympia with Prof. Colvin in

1876, being the first persons, except a German
scientific man, to visit the site after the exca-
vations were commenced. Mr. Colvin and he
made independent notes, and published them on
their return without having communicated to-
gether, and in the opinions they expressed the
German writers generally concurred. They
agreed in saying that the sculpture gave evi-

^nce of great origfinality and vigour of con-
ception, but that the execution indicated that
the designs were executed by other and less

skilful men than the artists who designed them

;

and thiy. opinion had been confirmed byOver-
beck, in the last edition of his book. Was it

mot probable that the designs, having been
sketched out by Pseonios and Alcamenes, were
oarried out by native artists of Olympia, where
we have no evidence of such a school of sculptors
as we knew to have existed at this period at
Athens. The date of these sculptures might be
fixed within a few years, and was from 13 to

18 years later than the execution of the
<5hry8elephantine statue of Athene in the
Parthenon, which was completed c. 438
B.C. A statue of similar materials was erected
to Zeus in the temple of Olympia, about this

period, in or about 432 b.o. As this statue
must have absorbed, in execution, a vast amount
of treasure, the accumulation of generations
of offerings, was it not possible that an
insufiicient sum remained in hand to allow of
the employment of skilled artists upon the
pe:liments which were in progress about this

time, and that in fact the reputations of Peeonios
and Alcamenes were sacrificed to the statue of
Phidias f He must now pass to a subject of
deep interest, but one only creating longings
irbich would probably remain unsatisfied tUl the
end of time—that of the great chryselephantine
statue of Zeus, which stood in this temple.
Such statues were made from a desire to com-
bine the representation of flesh in ivory with
the most precious material at command. Of the
statue of Athene we knew the dimensions and the
Tsloe of the gold employed—some 44 talents

;

iere we had no particulars of the cost of the
Elisian figure except a playful allusion in

Lncian, who in speaking of a person who
had stolen two locks from this Zeus, ob-
served that the spoil amounted to six Attic
mime each—about £300. The only ancient
representations of the statue were two copper
coins of so late a date as Hadrian, one of which
showed a figure seated in a chair holding a
Victory in its right hand ; the other coin merely
displayed the head. From Pausanias we knew
that the statue had a robe of gold covered with
flowers, that it carried a sceptre in the one hand
and in the other a figure of Victory. The chair
was carved with figures of heroes and with
agonistic contests, and at the base was the Birth
of Aphrodite from the Sea. Barriers kept the
moltitnae from approaching too closely to the
throne, and on these barriers were many subjects
painted by Panaios, the brother of Phidias. This
8tatue8tood8bout42ft.in height. Indeed, carping
critics suggested that if the god stood up his head
would go through the roof of the temple, the
height of which was 68ft. It suffered so much
from the damp that it became a question whether
it should not be moved from the temple ; but
an ingenioas person was found who repaired
the cracks in the ivory, and it remained in a
perfect state till the time of the Emperor
Ctiimla,, who formed the impious notion of re-
Btonng it to the Capitol at Komc, but was

deterred by the peal of laughter which burst
from the presumably concealed priests in the
statue, when the effort was made. It was said
that it was subsequently removed to Constanti-
nople, and was destroyed in a great fire, but
there was no authority for this statement. One
of the most recent discoveries at Olympia had
been that of the position of the painted barrier,

which was carried in front of the throne, and
round the impluvium in the centre of the temple,
which part, as its name implied, was open to the
sky. Of the statue itself, there was no hope
that we should find any remains. Many years
since M. Quatremere de Quincy made a drawing
showing a conjectural restoration of this great
work of art, which agreed well with all we knew
of it from the description of Pausanias. The
testimony of ancient writers as to the effect and
appearance of this statue was very marked

;

Cicero, Dion Chrysostom, and all others who
referred to it, agreed that it possessed an extra-
ordinary dignity of expression and pose. Dion
Chrysostom, indeed, said that it was far removed
above the cares and toUs of this life, and that its

contemplation took one into another world

—

i'ust such language as he might use about the
'arthenon sculptures. In conclusion, Prof.
Newton referred to some drawings of parts of

the twelve metopes on the temple of Zeus,
which, we were told by Pausanias, illustrated the
labours of Horakles, and of every one of which
fragments had been found. The treatment of

these metopes was hard and austere, and not
very skilful ; and they were far inferior in design
and execution to those of the Parthenon.
In a summer course of lectures, to be com-

menced on May 6th, Professor Newton an-
nounced that he proposed to treat of the funeral
rites and sepulchral customs of the Greeks and
Romans.

ART-WORKMEN—PAST AND PRESENT.*
By John Roddis.

{Continuedfrom page 227.)

ANY mention of art-workmen, however per-
functory, would be incomplete if Grinling

Gibbons were forgotten. There is something in

the spirit of Gibbons much akin to the honest
perseverance of Vischer, though he never had
Visoher's initial advantages in life. For a long
tim§ he was working about London carving
architectural details for just what the builders
would give him, and speaking from some know-
ledge of the value builders, as a rule, put upon
art detaUs, I can assure you, gentlemen, that his
remuneration would not be much. I mention
this that we may not be surprised when we find

that the young man has had enough of it ; that
he has taken a small shed at Deptford, having
bought some wood of his own, he has decided
that if he must work and starve he will at least

starve upon work that can afford him pleasure.

It was in this shed that, by lucky accident,

Evelyn found him—but we will ask Evelyn to

tell us about it in his own pleasant way.
(January 18th, 1671.) "This day I first ac-
quainted his Majesty with that incomparable
young man Gibbons, whom I lately met with, in

an obscure place, by mere accident, as I was
walking by a poor solitary thatched house in a
field in our parish, near Sayers-court. I found
him shut in, but looking in through the window
I perceived him carving the large cartoon of
Tintoret, a copy of which I had myself brought
from Venice, where the original painting re-
mains. I asked if I might enter ; he opened
the door civilly to me, and I saw him about such
a work as for curiosity of handling, drawing,
and studious exactness I had never before seen
in all my travels. I asked him why he worked
in such an obscure and lonesome place ; he told

mo it was that he might apply himself to his
profession without interruption, and wondered
not a little how I had found him. I asked him
if he was unwilling to be made known to some
great man, for I believed it might turn out to
his profit ; he answered that he was but yet a
beginner, but would not be sorry to sell off that
piece." However, nothing came of the King's
patronage : Charles was too indolent to encourage
genius of any kind. But Evelyn did something
better than speak to the King; he introduced
Gibbons to Wren, and we soon after find the
young man carving ornamental details at
Windsor Castle. I do not propose to follow

* A paper read before tlie Birmingbam Architectural
Association (see p. 189).

him through his great works at St. Paul's, and
at Chatsworth, but I propose showing you how
nearly his system of working resembled that of

Pisano, and the other great workmen who have
passed under our notice to-night. We have seen
that Pisano formed the centre of a little school

of his own. That he worked constantly himself
and inspired the same ardour in those about
him ; so that from him other masters went out
into the world forming similar circles of their

own, until his influence perceptibly touched and
coloured the taste of his time. And this was
exactly the case with Gibbons. People are apt
to look at the vast amount of labour necessary
to produce the carvings at St. Paul's, Chats-
worth, Southwick, Petworth, Exton, Canter-
bury, Oxford, and a dozen other places, and
exclaim that " it cannot be all Gibbons's !

" No,
certainly not. It is by the little company of

carvers in which he stands as king. He was the
ruling mind ; but instead of working with his

two hands only, he trained eight other hands to

follow his mind in all things, and the owners of

them were Watson, Laurens, Dievot, and Selden,

and when working under the direction of the
master it would be difficult to distinguish the
work of one from the other—though, perhaps,

Watson rose nearest to the general skill of

Gibbons. Only let us bear this important point

in mind always—the master worked constantly

with the men. If he had been content merely
to receive money profit from their labour, if he
had been an employer and not a workman, we
should probably have heard nothing whatever of

him orlus school. There is one other thing I should
like to mention in connection with Gibbons, for

it is always pleasant to notice generous patron-
age in high places. In his declining years it

was suggested to George I. that an art-workman
of such excellence should not longer remain
without some mark of royal favour, and the

bountiful King, after taking some considerable

time for due reflection, appointed Gibbons his

Master Carver

—

with a salary of eighteen pence per

day. That is about half the pay of a door
porter, but still sufficient to establish a precedent
for the honourable reward of art-workmen,
which, I believe, has never been overstepped

by any member of the House of Brunswick.
It may perhaps be considered by some that we

have no right to claim Flaxman as an art-work-
man. Many would raise the cry that "he
gained his fame as a sculptor." By which is

meant, in modern phrase, that sculpture is high
art only when it is isolated, and has little or no
claim to be an art at all when it is applied to

some useful object. For instance, if Cellini

lived to-day, his bronze statue of Perseus would
take a much higher rank than his salt-cellar,

though it is acknowledged by every one who has
ever written intelligently of the two works, that

the latter is an immeasurably superior example
of art. But this is not an error grown in our
time ; it is part of the subline stupidity which
has risen up and spread over the nation during
the past 150 years—though, happily, to-day
there are signs that it is being dispelled. Many
very "superior" people thought Flaxman
lowered his prestige by modelling pottery for

Wedgwood. It was astounding, they said, that

a man who was taking high-class commissions in

Rome should be sending home models for plates

and dishes at the same time. And not only

doing it openly, but encouraging the young men
about him to follow his example. The fashion-

able world was filled with delight when he drew
the outline sketches of the Inferno. " Society

"

said that was high art of the very highest kind
—a very different thing from modelling cups

and vases. So much was thought of them that

they were published with a description in four

different languages, for circulation over Europe.
But mark the verdict of time. Any bookseUer

will obtain you those drawings for a crown—all

the languages included. But a good piece of

Wedgwood ware modelled by the hand of Flax-

man is now worth its weight in gold. Let all

art-workmen keep their eyes upon that fact, for

it is significant, and marks tbe dawning of a

new day. To my mind, Flaxman possessed in an
eminent degree the true instinct of the art-

workman. He was modest, and could, there-

fore, make his art subordinate to the object it

was applied to. It he designed a vase the body
of the work would take the outline of a vase in

every part of it, and his charmiug groups were
used merely as accessories. A proud and vulgar

man would have had the vase all figures—his

work first and vase afterwards. He was honest

;
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therefore he treated his subjcctH in a manner
beet suited to his material, not as if be were
designing for embossed silver. And that I take

to be one of the highest merits in a workman,
that he shall recognise the material he is work-
ing in, and not strive to strain its capability. If

he be working in wood it will allow him great
freedom, and let him take advantage of that

freedom to the full extent ; but should ho at-

tempt the same treatment in stone, he would be
unwise, for though ho may with time and care

do something that will astonish the groundlings,
ho cannot help but make the judicious grieve.

To show how seriously Flaxman entered into

the duties of a workman, and how well he
understood that the cost of production must
necessarily tell for or against the application of

good art-detaila to usiful objects, we will, in

passing, glance at one of his bills. At this time
he was about thirty years of age ; and the bill

will be one himdred years old next month :

—

"Mr. Wedgwood to J. Flaxman.
£ s. d.

1781. A shell Venus 1 5

March 7th A Bacchante 1 5

Cupid and Psyche 1 4

Two busts of Rousseau and
Sterne 16

A sitting Flora 1 5

May 20 Moulding a bust of Dr.
Fothergale 1 4

6 19

Received in full of all demands by John Flax
man."

Now I cannot but think that this bill is an
instructive one. In this age, when it is con-
sidered vulgar to price art productions in any
thing but guineas, the shilling difference be-

tween "a Bacchante" and the group of Cupid
and Psyche seems peculiarly strange. But in

this wo may see the rectitude of the man ; he
had arranged with himself a certain scale of

payment by the hour, and to that standard he
would honestly work. Wedgwood understood
this, and that made the emplojinent of Flaxmau
possible. If the great potter had stood in fear

of his modeller surprising him with "fancy"
prices for his work, it would have restrained his

action, for no business man should trade without
knowing the ground upon which he stands.

It is ijerhaps not generally known, and may
be worthy of mention here, that two of the
greatest architects of modem times discovered
their two leading art-workmen in Birmingham.
Half a century ago Pugin was building Oscott
College and Barry was busy with the Birming-
ham Grammar School. At ihat time a young
man who had spent several years in the studio of

Sir Francis Chantrey was engaged as Master
Carver at the seat of the GoSa at Perry Barr.
Being near at hand, he modelled the capitals for
the Birmingham Town Hall, and, whUe engaged
upon this work, made the acquaintance of

another art-workman who was at that time
engraving letters and carving monuments " for

the trade." The two became fast friends; and
Barry having seen gome productions by the
monumental sculptor, entrusted him with the
carving of the Grammar School ; while Pugin
secured Chantrey' s old pupil for Oscott. At
that time the Earl of Shrewsbury was about to
commence the great additions to Alton Towers,
and the building of his magnificent church at

Cheadle was to follow. Both these important
works were placed by Pugin in the hands of bis

protege, and he lived to finish them, but, broken
in health by overtaxed energies, he returned
home to die ; and the good earl, like a true

patron, placed a monument in his church record-
ing the faithful services of the sculptor. Barry
took his man to London, and ultimately placed
the sculpture and carving of the new Houses of

Parliament under his direction. I need hardly
remind you that his namo was John Thomas.
The other was Thomas Roddis, whose unworthy
son will perhaps be xjardoned for briefly recalling
his memory to-night. Now both these men had
much of the true spirit of the old artists in

them, for they worked constantly, and directed
personally everything that fell to their hands to

do; and it may not be uuinstructive to local

men, as showing what constant work can accom-
pUsh, if they will compare the details on the
Grammar School, carved at the time I have
stated, with the vigorous statue of Thomas
Attwood carved by the same hand a quarter of a

century later. These two names must serve to

link the past with the presout, and in the littlo

space that remains I will endeavour, as briefly

as may be, to sketch the position of art-workmen
in oui- own time, though in doing so it will be
like walking out of a garden into a wUdemess.
As we look out upon the broad prospect of art

to-day, what do wo see ? Painting !—striding

the scene like a colossus, while the industrial

arts creep about imder its huge legs to find

themselves dishonourable graves. What is our
Royal Academy ? Painting !—with a few speci-

mens of isolated sculpture, but seldom, or never,

sculpture applied to any useful object. If we
have an exhibition of "old masters" who are

they? Painters; they are the only masters
"society" is capable of appreciating in our
tune. What are the exhibitions of provincial

"art societies"?—pictures only. Wliat is the

great and special teaching of all our art schools ?

—picture-painting. And what has it all ended
in? It has ended in this, that we have no
national industrial art left to us. If you ask the

intelligent young artists of England why they do
not take up one of the applied arts, they will tell

you plainly that no means exist of drawing
public attention to such works, that however
high they may rise in excellence there is no mark
of honour whatever awaiting them ; and, lastly,

that the general public in England have long
ago lost the power of correctly judging art-

workmanship when they see it. This last asser-

tion may seem to be a very sweeping one ; but
let me illustrate by a notable example. I know
a region where there is a newly-erected memorial
fountain—that is it we may call a church steeple

a fountain—and upon it are played some of the

most absurd antics that ever api^eared outside of

a nightmare. Did you ever give a little child a
box of block letters to play with and observe

what absurd words its baby ignorance would put
together ? If you have done this, I am sure yon
have found it amusing, but not half so amusing
as the singular hash of ornamental details put
together on the fountain I speak of. Should
you ever examine that remarkable structure, you
will find dog-tooth ornament of the 13th century

used in conjunction with diaper of the 14th.

Crockets of the l-5th century—but of a distinctly

German type—with capitals cut in imitation of

Early French work. The panels are composed of

modern naturalistic foliage, and the spout block
is cut in the style known as Queen Aime. And,
as seasoning to this wonderful salmagundi of

styles, the flat spaces are filled with garish
mosaic, by way of lacquer I presume, without
which no true bit of " Brummagem" would be
complete. But droll as all this must appear, it is

not half so droU a sight as seeing certain

notables of that region—which shall be name-
less—gravely walking round that architectural

scarecrow declaring it to be a work of art. It

is said they intend having a museum of orna-
ment in those parts, and you will probably agree
with me that it is time. And it may not be too

much to prophesy that ten years after such a
museimi has been established that " work of art"
will be discreetly carted away. I ventured to

say in the opening words of this address that

for every score of Englishmen who could in-

telligently criticise the points of a good pietiire

to-day, not more than one could be found
capable of judging the real merits of a good
piece of enamel, carving, gem-setting, metal-
work, or any similar art. That is the great rock
ahead : for English art-workmen are struggling
without being understood by their countrymen.
For the most part they are mere factory hands.
Theii- arts have been divided, and sub-divided,
imtil the men are little better than pieces of men,
simply so many wheels in a vast machine, a

machine without brains, barren and uninventive.

It has ground up the old ideas of the Greek,
Roman, Gothic and Renaissance, and now it is

grinding up the arts of India and Japan ; but
of itself it has invented nothing—absolutely

nothing. How many men would be required

—

presuming that this country could produce such
a work in our time—how many men would be
required to produce that salt-cellar by Cellini ?

First there would be the designer ; ho must have
a room apart. His drawing would be copied in

wax by the modeller. Then would eomo the

silversmith, to be followed by the enameller, the

chaser, the burnisher, and others. Cellini did it

all: he did it all, and, therefore, all parts were
masterly, and though his skill was applied to one
of the himiblest vessels of the table, it has been
a living charm for four hundred years. If

Cellini had lived in our time, and could have
been kept from our " art-training" sufflcientlj

to work as he did, do you know what would have
happened after the production of that salt-

cellar ? A deputation of capitalists would have
waited upon him with a scheme for forming »
new Art Company to becalled " Cellini and Co.,

Limited." And when they bad explained their

programme of stamps and dies, and the number
of articles they expected to produce in an hour,

it would have been a delight to see the proud
old artist rise in his auger, demanding what
they meant by an "Art Company," or whether
they intended starting a Poetry Company also,

to called "Tennyson and Co., Limited," be-

cause the one would be as reasonable as the
other. He knew that the art was in the indi-

vidual, and that is what we have to reviyo

to-day, the glorious individuality which marked
the works of Pisano, Cellini, Vischer, Limoges,
Gibbons, andFlaxman. That is the work we
have before us, and the first steps taken should

be in quest of that individuality, or, at least, in

quest of ground where it could grow. As for fine

art schools—reform them altogether. If a student

draws a design for enamel, show him how to mix
the colours and fire it. H he model* a work in

wax, let him take his model to a bench, and
teach him how to beat it up in silver. If he
models in clay let him put it into a kiln and bum
it. If this were done you would have schools of

art worthy of the name, not mere picture-mills.

By these means you would teach young men
that the hammer and the file are as much art-

tools as the brush and the crayon; and you
would pluck out of our generation that piece of

modem snobbery which tells us that soiled handv
are disgraceful. By all means in our power we
should endeavour to have annual exhibitions of

industrial art in every manufacturing town in

the kingdom. By doing that we should not

only be lifting up for public recognition artf

that are now contemptuoui-ly thrust from oui

view, but by constantly bringing them forward w*
should gradually instruct our present instructors.

A most necessary thing to do.

Let it not be understood that I decry the

grand art of painting, or that I am insensible to

the high position Englishmen have gained for

their country in that beautiful art. My quarrel

is that in our admiration of the rose we have
neglected every other flower in the field ; and I
believe it is our duty to show our young men
that there is honour to be got, even as young
Vischer got his—by making so slight a tlung as

a thimble beautiful. You will remember the

old tale that the Spanish Queen would have her
famous carver, Gaspard Beccera, cut her such a

figure of the Virgin as should astonish all Spain.

The wood was brought from a distant province,

but, after many trials, the carver failed to reach

his ideal. It was cast a^ide, and another block

brought to him—this time from the Holy Land.
Again the artist tried, and again he failed, and
to escape the anger of his Royal Mistress he fled

from court into a hiding place. There he threw
himself down at night in a miserable hut before

a log-fire, and over his broken spirit came the

calm of sleep once more. But in his dreams he
saw the fair ideal stand before him, and as it

stood a commanding voice cried aloud to him,
" Ajise, Gaspard ! The wood is before thee

—

shape the thought that stirs thee !" Springing
to his feet he seized a log from the fire, and from
it carved one of the most marvellously beautiful

figiires ever produced by human hands. It wa**

destroyed during the wars of Napoleon ; but
Longfellow has embalmed it in immortal verses,

a few of which I may aptly quote in con-
clusion:

—

Then a voice cried, " Ri,se, O Master t

From the burning brand of oak.

Shape the thought that stirs within thee !"
And the startled artist woke.

Woke, and from the smoking embers
Seized and quenched the glowing wood ;

And therefrom he carvec an image.
And he saw that it was good.

thou sculptor, painter, poet

!

Take this lesson to thy heart

:

That is best which lieth nearest

;

Shape from that thy work of art.

And the voice that cried to Gaspard is crying to

the young artists of England to-day, "Arise!
here, at hand, are gold and silver, iron and
steel, wood and stone. Take up these and shape
from them your works of art."
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THE ROYAL SCOTTISH ACADEMY.

THE 55th Exhibition of the Royal Scottish

Academy was opened a week ago, being a

fortnight later than last year. The increase in

the number of pictures sent has this year been
unpreoedented. However badly it may be
faring with other branches of the national in-

dustry, the manufacture of paintings seems to

have Deen in a flourishing way. The walls of

the Academy can rarely find places for over
1,100 subjects, but 3,000, or 500 more than any
number sent in former years, have sought ad-
misaian this year. This large surplusage is

partly accounted for by the later date for open-
ing ; contributions not finding a place in the
Glasgow Exhibition coming eastward. It is

also partly accounted for by the increasing num-
ber of amateurs, and possibly of professional
artists also. Thanks to schools of art, and cheap
production of lithographs and photographs of

well-knGwn works by master hands, the desire

to possess originals seems to be getting widely
diffused, and the general proficiency exhibit.^dis

evidence that the pietori^ art is one which re-

quires only a better perseverance, to attain a
degree amply sufficient to make its pursuit a
source of pleasure to the public and of profit to

the artist. Genius has no longer to make
romantic struggles for development, but is

elbowed by a crowd of aspirants to its honours,
educated by the schools of art. The juvenile

essay must, in most cases, faU below the standard
of even tolerable mediocrity, and numbers of such
are sent, but it is understood that the greater
number of paintings sent away were well worthy
of a place, and some could not find admission
from not complying strictly with the regula-

tions. It seems a pity that such numbers should
pass out of public recognition, when it might be
profitable as a speculation to have a supplemen-
tary exhibition in a private gallery. As it is,

the committee have found space for only 1,050,

which is a total considerably under the average
of other years.

Whatever difficulty this great number of works
from which to select may have occasioned in

making the selection, that selection has every
chance to be a good one, and even a hurried
inspection seems to indicate that there is more of

interesting subjects than usual. Portraiture is

plentiful, from the full-sized presentation por-
traits down to the more generally interesting

representations of youth and beauty. There are

three portraits by Millais. These, of course, owe
much to the interesting character of the sub-
jects, and the pecuUar methods of delineation.

The encouragement given to production does

not appear to have developed much ambition to

step out of the more commonplace and homely
paths of the art. The numbers of what may be
called historic or dramatic pictures of the higher
class are few and far between. 216, "Napoleon
on Board the Bellerophon," by Orchardsou, is a
well-known work of the turtist. More than
equal to it, in pathetic power to interest, is No.
97, "The Thin Red Line," by Robert GiU.
This picture represents the unbroken lino of

steel presented by the British infantry to the

attack of Russian cavalry at Balaclava. There
is little of the confusion of battle in the piece.

The figures lack somewhat of the finish of other

figure subjects ; and the red line, when looked at

in detail, is somewhat obscure ; but the effect

of the composition at its proper distance brings

out the idea of the artitt to perfection ; the red

line with unbroken continuity is distinct and
vivid, and forms a striking contrast to the foe,

represented by one dismounted soldier on the

ground, and a veteran officer on the point of

falling from his steed.

"The evening of Culloden," by Hole, is

another picture of the tragic aspect of a battle-

field ; but the meaning of the various attitudes

of the few figures represented is left very much
to the imagination of the spectator to discover.

Mr. Barclay gives " An Incident in the Life of

Robert the Bruce," in which all the figures are

expressive ; but Uie countenance of the principal

party lacks altogether the dignity which it is

natural to expect, when the peasant mother is

devoting to the serviee of a fugitive monarch
the lives of her two only sons. Unlike the hero
represented by Hntcheson's sculpture in the
other room, Mr. Barclay's "King Robert"
looks like aqui.t country gentleman, without a
care to tronbJe him.
There are great numbers of less ambitious

subjects of gre.t dramatic power, such as Erskine

Nicol's "Storm at Sea," Sir F. Leighton's
"Golden Hours," "The Prodigal Son," &o.
Landscape in oils has numberless excellent

examples, of which one of the best is "Ben-
venue," with some nice foreground painting of

rock, and pool, and heather. " The fragments
of an earlier world," &:c

,
quoted as motto to the

piece is not, however, at all descriptive of this

piece ef landscape.
The picturesque in architecture is not a great

favourite with oil-painters. There are hardly
any pictures of the sort, and these few display a
great amount of ignorance or indifference in re-

gard to the proportions and details of the subject
represented. Such artists have never studied,

like Turner, the constitution of the architecture.

"Jedburgh Abbey," by A. Pengal, is a very
common example, in which not only leading
features in the construction, but the immovable
features of the landscape are tortured and
displaced for the purpose of producing some
pretty and conventiontil effect of light or colour.

A very pretty sunset light, in this instance, is

given ; but the Abbey, which is a good way off

the river, looks here as if it could tumble into

it ; and the bridge, which is close at hand, is

drawn to a scale which puts it almost out of
sight.

It is only in the water-colour departments
that architecture gets anything like justice from
the artist. There are numbers of excellent
examples here, which show how much the
architecture of a landscape can effect in pro-
ducing the picturesque.
Here too, however, when detail is seen, the

ignorance or indifference of the artist is too fre-

quently apparent. As an instance, 209 professes

to be a truthful representation of the '
' interior

of the Catholic and Apostolic Chapel " in Edin-
burgh. The whole aim of the artist seems to be
to depict, no one can tell what. The light is not
that of fading day, and the architecture has
nothing of the various aspects she has given it.

It has been recently built, is thoroughly dry and
well heated, and the strong point of its interior

is certainly the sanctuary; but not the sanctuary
of the artist, which is only a dismal hole, ignor-
ing almost entirely all the pretty effects of light

and shade produced by the rich arcading of the

walls.

Asacontrast8ee(l,046)"InLeuoharsChurch,"
where the artist has evidently intended to give
the building a conventiomal colouring and light

to smt the ruined Norman work. The detail,

to a great degree, necessarily becomes obscure,
but the leading lines of the arcaded surface are

so truthfully portrayed with a little indication

of the rich details, that the beauty of the work is

very much enhanced, and we have some confi-

dence in the picture as giving a fair conception
of the building as it really is. (858), " The in-

terior of Lindisfame," by M. P. Taylor, shows
a careful study and appreciation of construction.

It represents the skeleton of the partially dis-

membered structure fighting a losing battle with
the wind. Mr. Sessels. in 830, sends an effective

picture of " Santa Maria del Miraooli," in

Venice. Mr. Burbridgo contributes two elaborate

and attractive works (1011), " Antwerp Cathe-
dral," and (1044), "An interior of the church of

St. Somare," near Antwerp. In the latter, the

rood screen, which is richly decorated work, it

shown well in the light, and is depicted with
masterly fidelity, at least with no confusion.

The picture is enlivened by professional figures

and banners, and the perspective of the lofty

choir and the mellow light are all excellently

rendered. "Old Edinburgh" is illustrated by
numerous examples, of which the public do not

seem to weary.
Not less remarkable than the extent to which

the picturesque in architecture appears in this

exhibition, is the collapse or almost entire ab-

sence of woodland landscape. Street pieces, coast

scenes, lake scenery, buildings, and figure sub-

jects abound, but so far as trees and foliage

constitute the beauty of the landscape—the

appearance of the walls would almost justify

Dr. Johnson's opinion of Scottish scenery, that

it had nothing of the kind to show. Of the two
or three exceptions, a very characteristic

example is Walter Paton's "Dunfermline, and
its Abbey from the South." The abbey is far

away, rising above the town in purple light,

and in contrast with some fir trees, and local

colour in the foreground.

In the architectural department, the number
exhibited has fallen off in the same large ratio

that other works have increased. There are

only 22 drawings in all, or about half the

diminished number of the year before. This
result is, probably, the faithful reflection of the

great depression of building enterprise through-
out the country, as the names of several regular
contributors are this year absent from the list.

Tlie matter of arrangement has been easy, as

most of the drawings are made to a reasonable

scale, and they are all placed together, and in

good positions.

Foremost in interest are the drawings sent to

illustrate the architectural designs of the new
medical schools of the University extension.

This important work is one which would require

a great amount of illustration from the variety

o f design, characteristic of its many peculiarities.

Unlike the old building, where the accommodation
is provided round a single court, the new re-

quires for air and light the formation of several

quadrangles, and in each of these there is very
considerable variety of arrangement and detail.

It is not easy accurately to define the style of the

building as awhole otherwise than by saying that

it bears in most of its parts a strong resemblance
to the works executed during the early times of

the Rennaissance. Edinburgh, in its public

buildings, has several kinds of Classic, simply
treated as in the Register-office, or more florid

as in the Post-office. She has a reminiscence

of the Erectheum in the High School, and of

the Parthenon in the Royal Institution, and
something like a powder-magazine in the Aca-
demy itself. The new Medical School has no
affinity in its design with any of these buildings,

and is evidently trammelled by no rules other

than those which an extensive acquaintance with
good examples will supply, and the exigences of

the plan suggest. No. 1 gives a "bit" of one
of the "Quadrangles," in which ordinary Clas-

sical detail is conspicuous. But Drawing 2

takes us outside, and shows the south-west angle

from the meadow-walk, in which there is nothing
whatever of the regular Classical detail. This
perspectiv) shows the ornamental portion of the

south front, and gives a much better notion than
the lithograph of the whole building of the

altitude of this portion of it.

The now famous Glasgow Municipal Building
competition might have been more extensirely

represented. Only one (914), by J. Armstrong,
Edinburgh, puts in an appearance. This is one
of the domed examples, which Sir C. Barry did

not seem to Uke. It is a geometrical elevation

of the George-square front, and is a very pleasing

and well-proportioned composition, if not possess-

ing any striking feature, with exception of its

tower and dome.
(923) " Proposed Buildings for the Spiers In-

stitution, Beith," is a water-colour perspective

of what appears to be a very large undertaking.

It is only the distant and picturesque effect

which forms subject for critical inspection, and
the result is far from being satisfactoiy. The
whole composition lacks the unity which is a
first essential of all design. Imagine one of the

long German Romanesque churches, with its

lofty steeple, walking up to contact with an
enormous double villa—forming the other half

of the whole—and such is its aspect as repre-

sented in the picture. Each portion in itself

seems excellent, but the conjunction is utterly

destructive of anything Uke the unity of the

whole.

(922) is a large pictorial representation of
" Dunheath Castle," and some alterations pre-

sently being made. The interest here lies not

so much in the architecture, which is very ordi-

nary Scottish Baronial, but in the castle and its

site. The architecture of the additions is in

good harmony with the original. The castle

stands upon a rocky knoll, if not the summit of

a hill, and has much of the aspect of the real

castle of the older time. The water-colour

artist lias probably desired to intensify this

aspect of the building.

Of smaller mansions there are some excellent

examples, in which the influence of the Queen
Anne revival is apparent. Of these the most
attractive every way is 915, "Ryldenc, Essex,"

with its lofty windows of mullioued lights and
well-arranged projections. Ihere is some novelty

in the arrangement of the porch, which has
balcony on the top, but the door itself lacks the

dignity and imi)ortance to be expected in such a
building.

Street architecture is represented by two
drawings, which fonn a striking contrast. (886)

"The Glasgow Herald Office " is the perfection

of design for a street-front in the Classic style
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of the Q.ueeu Anne period, but with nothing of

extravagance or littleness about it. The design

embraces a heavy coniice projection, above which
is a floor and two dormers of good design and
prominence.

(893) "Tlie Scottish Conservative Club" is,

so far as Classical architecture is concerned, a
very poor affair. The Conservative club is very
Conservative of the old orthodox and common-
place decoration. Itsfrontto Princes-street will not
form a conspicuous feature, and is hardly what
an institution of this kind would lead the public

to expect. The only prominent member of its

frontage is the heavy and deeply projecting
balcony, borrowed from its neighbour, the New
Club. It is not a pretty feature, and has lately

.shown signs of giving way. A balcony of this

sort carried in a straight line over all projections

is both constructively and (csthetically bad

.

Extreme economy in all decorative detail

appears to be the order of design for 894, " View
of the Principal Staircase," which is a good
drawing in perspective of a Tory \('ide, but very
ordinary, staircase.

Church architecture is represented by six

drawings, etched. (892) "St. James U.P.
Church, Paisley," appeared, though in another
guise, in the exhibition of last year. This
church, apparently, is a reproduction of the
Free Church of Mayfield, only the tower and
.spire are transposed and the perspective
taken from a much better point of view.
This is the only drawing which is done to a
scale preposterously large. This intensifies the
more obvious defects of the design, without
illustrating more clearly than a smaller scale
would have done, the ordinary lancet detail.

One cardinal mistake is the great projection
given to the double transepts, making the
length across nearly, if not quite, equal to that
of the nave. This occasions a dread expanse of
blank wall, for which the architect, Mr. Blanc,
seems to have a partiality, to compensate for
cutting up his surfaces elsewhere. But it shows
the audience too much to right and left of the
pulpit, and could ea.sily be mended by giving
better proportions to the nave. The tower is

massive, but the spire itself audits junction with
the tower are not so happily designed. The
junction is effected by an octagonal belfry
chamber ; but the corner pinnacles are poor, and
there is a want of something to conceal or adorn
this somewhat weak and awkward arrangement,
never very satisfactory without something of
the sort. The spire itself is covered with an
interminable succession of equi-distant orna-
mental bands. These have no meaning as
representing the building courses, and add to the
co.st without improving the monolithic aspect of
the pyramid.

(924) " New Church at Juniper - green."
jfuniper-green is a small village near Edinburgh,
and has got a city church. The design is

Classic, and is evidently a large galleried church
with two handsome towers in front, and the
usual treatment of this kind of plan.

(900) "West Front of a proposed U.P.
church, Edinburgh," is a church designed in
much the same style as that recently opened at
Rosehall. All the details are well proportioned,
and harmoniously arranged with a good eye for
the beauty of the Romanesque.

(897) (935) are drawings of two small Early
Gothic country churches, which bear unmistake-
able marks of being first essays in church archi-
tecture. In the former the author U at great
pains to elaborate a front, in which the details
of buttressing, &e., are altogether diverse and
inconsi^tent with the fair simplicity of the rest.

The front is not only buttressed with massive
Transition projections, finished with arcaded
pinnacles, but the \ipper part of the gable is

fiDinhed with arching, and this grandeur carries
nothing but a rather low and heavy-looking
Ijclfry. The large window underneath is a com-
bination of three lancets, utterly spoilt by the
introduction of a trefoil over each. To get this
the proportions of the lancets are curtailed. The
trefoil-light, without any connection with a
system of tracery, is about the ugliest thing to

put on the top of a pointed window, and the
interior effect of plate-tracery of this nascent
stage is anything but happy.

In the other example, the same unreasoning
tendency to add unnecessary accessories, to avoid
the appearance of simplicity, is manifest ; but
the funds have been scanty, and there is a lack
of the ambitious, which has produced a comical
effect. The church would have been vcy well,

if well had been left alone. But at one corner
of the gable is a small erection like a sentry-box,
with a low octagonal-fronted belfry immediately
above. The only pui'pose of this arrangement
seems to be to save the beadle in a storm of rain

.

But the author has ignored the function of a
belfry in placing it so very low ; and the ordi-

nary gable belfry would have been much better
for the bell, and much less costly. To balance this

rather stumpy projection at the one comer, is a
very thin one at the other. The simple or moulded
skew put is not sufficient, and a slight pinnacle is

added, buttressed, to keep it steady. The but-
tressing, however, is on the wrong side, where
no thrust can pos.-ibly occur ; and it is omitted
where it might appear to bo possible. The
author is more at home in house architecture,

and Mr. Bloxam's " House at Momingsidc " is

a very pleasing example of the suburban villa.

(917) " Interior of Momingsido U.P. Church,"
appears to be a tentative experiment in interior

perspective, which had better have been left at
home, for the credit of the church and the Aca-
demy. It would require no little skill in
draughtsmanship and colouring to make such a
wide and lofty interior as this appears to be,

look anything like itself. The perspective plan
has not been studied, the exaggerated height
dwarfs the pillars of the nave, and the drawing
is no fair interpreter of the design as it will

appear when completed. The roof, which has a
yellow wash to indicate that the carved vault is

boarded, does not rest upon the walls directly,

but on hammer-beams, concealed with penden-
tive groining. The arcades appear to be con-
structed of Byzantine stilted arches ; and the
pulpit and accessories are very indistinctly ren-
dered.

LEGISLATION APEECTING DWELLINGS.

A PROTEST againjt arbitrary interference
with private interests under the plea of

the welfare of the general community, was mide
by Mr. John Honeyman, in a paper read before
the Architectural Section of the Glasgow Philo-
sophical Society on Wednesday week. Attention
was drawn to the many encroachments—in
themselves insignificant, but persistent and
cumulative in character—made upon the liberty
of individuals under the Public Health and
other Acts of paternal legislation, and he lurged
that the danger was greater in similar action
attempted by local authorities than in that of
Parliament, because the smaller bodies were less

controlledby high education and larger experience
of affairs. The building regulations adopted by
many town councils, the Greenock Police Act of

1877, and the additional powers now sought by
the Glasgow Town Council, were adduced as
illustrations of the high-handed mode of dealing
with private interests adopted by local bodies,
and the author pleaded that legislation affecting
dwellings shoiUd be altogether taken from the
hands of local authorities, and be dealt with by
Parliament alone, by means of general building
and sanitary Acts. These could be carried out
through the agency of local authorities, subject
to central control, and private Acts for street
improvements and other special purposes could
still be left in the hands of the urban authorities.
The great and pressing needs were for, first, an
amendment of the Public Health Acts ; and
secondly, a General Building Act for Scot-
land. In many districts of Scotland no building
regulations existed at present, and in every case
where they did exist they required amendment.
Further than this, in no instance in Scotland
was the administration of building laws in the
hands of a competent executive. In the larger
towns the administration was in the hands of a
dean-of-guild court. That of Glasgow was pro-
bably the most efficient of the kind in the king-
dom, and yet it was hardly possible to conceive
of a worse organisation for the purpose. The
Dean of Guild was simply appointed president
because he was chosen to fill the chair of the
Merchants' House, and he was in no sense a
representative of the ratepayers. He sat as
supreme judge with eight "liners," four other
merchants, and four members of the Trades'
House, and it was hardly possible to imagine a
more ridiculous constitution for a judicial

body dealing with scientific and techoical ques-
tions. Such counts should be totnlly abolished,
and for them should be substituted an executive
body representative of the public—perhaps some
committee, of the town council. But this new
body should only carry out the details of general

and imperial measures. Such laws, when relat-

ing to construction, should be simple, and should
require some well ascertained minimum of
strength . Neither the regulations nor the cha-
racter of the inspection carried out under it should
relieve builders from the fullest responsibility
for their work. As to such matters as those of
fireproof and stable construction, general leginla-
tion would be comparatively easy ; but in deal-
ing with sanitary arrangements we became
involved in a labyrinth of perplexity, principally
arising from the large and miscellaneous
crowd of advisers, all claiming to be experts in
sanitary science. It would be desirable, how-
ever, for sanitary legislators to consult alike the
medical sanitarian, the practical sanitary engi-
neer, and the trained architect, in laying down
the regulations adjudged to be absolutely neces-
sary. Two kinds of legislation affected the
sanitary conditions of dwellings, and these ought
not to be confotmded or mixed together ; the one
dealt with the arrangement and construction of
the dwelling itself, and should be provided for
by a general Building Act ; the other related to
the use of the house, and the conduct of its in-
mates, and should be provided for in a Public
Health Act. The author proceeded to treat In
detail upon the regulations which the town
council of Glasgow recently sought to have
sanctioned by a provisional order, expres.sing the
opinion that many of these proposed an unwar-
rantable interference wi h private interests.

While a sufficient amount of free space for light
and air ought to be secured in populous places,

the prohibition of "hollow squares" was an
extravagant curtailment of freedom. Again,
while overcrowding should be forbidden in
densely-peopled districts, the object should not
be attained by making the height of ceilings not
less than 10ft. Anymore combination of materials,

however eccentric, employed in the formation of

separate apartments, did not affect the general
health, and was outside the scope of a Building
Act. Questions as to the healthfulness of a house,
and the number of persons who might occupy it,

should be dealt with under a Public Health Act.
An absolute requirement of 10ft. minimum
height of rooms would affect the value of all

existing houses, and greatly increase the cost

of building ; it was unnecessary for the public
welfare, as healthfulness did not depend on
height, but on cubic capacity and completeness
of ventilation. Moreover, a low building was
not only more commodious and cheaper, but was
more easily ventilated, for in the majority of

cases the fireplace formed the only means of
change of air, as people stopped up all openings
above that level. The author showed the
absurdity of the opinion that density of popula-
tion was necessarily an evil, by adducing the
low death-rates in well-planned and clt-anly-kept

artisans' dwellings, even when situated in the
most thickly-populated parts of towns. Such
mischievous regulations as thit which sought to
fix the height of the rooms at 10ft. would render
abortive every effort to ameliorate the condition
of the housts of the working class by renderiug
it impossible for anyone to erect them profitably,

and so as to let at moderate rents. He had been
informed that the improved dwellings erected in
London could not have been built remuneratively
if subject to such regulations as were sought by
the Corporation of Glasgow relative to free

spaces and height of ceilings. In short, such
restrictions violated the principles underlying
all beneficent laws—the obtaining of the greatest
amount of good for the greatest number, coupled
with the jealous conservation of the liberty of

the subject.

The church of St. James, Halifax, is undergoing
internal restoration from the designs of Mr. W. S.
Barber, of that town. All the heavily-leaded
windows have been removed, and replaced by new
lights in cathedral glass, suppliod by Mr. Stafford,

of Halifax ; a now pulpit bas been erected by
Messrs. Jones and Willis, of Temple Works, Bir-
mingham

;
gas-standards are being supplied by

the Midland Metal Work), Coventry ; and the
walls, ceilmg, and gallery-fronts are being deco-
ration by Mr. Biuus, of King's-cposs, Yorks. The
chancel-floor is being laid with encaustic tiles, a
new organ is to be erected, and open stalls are
being erected in the nave, Mr. Gaines, of Stannary,
being the joiner.

Mr. C. M. Crawshay, surveyor to the local board
of Heston and Isleworth, has been remanded on a
charge of embezzlinj; various sums of money
a-nounfing to about £700, the property of the local

board.
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Our Lithographic Illustrations.—»-*-*—
EE8IDEKCE AT CA1I>-ES FOB MONSIEini LE

CHEVALLEK DE COLQUHOUN.

The sketches illiistrate the design for a residence

now in course of erection at Cannes for Mons.
le Chevalier de Colqtihoun. The lower stage
of walling, as far as the level of first floor, is of

ashlar, the upper part being constructed of alter-

nate bands of ashlar and thin red bricks, while
the projecting gables are of weathertiled timber-
work. The design has been prepared by Messrs.
Hedland and Powell, of 89, Chancery-lane,
W.C, the general disposition of the plan having
been arranged by Monsieur le Chevalier him-
self.

ST. AtrOUSTDJB's CHAPEl, BEISTOL.

This building, situated opposite to, and within
one hundred yards of, Bristol Cathedral, is known
locallyasthe " Mayor's Chapel." Builtorigin-
ally in the 1 3th century, it was formerly called

Gaunt's Church, and the hospital which was
then attached to it went by the name of " Gaunt
of Billeswick," because "Maurice de Gaunt
built this hospital in Billeswick Manor, in the
north-west suburb of the town of Bristol, near
the monastery of St. Augiistine, before a.d.

1229, for one chaplain, and one hundred poor
people to be relieved every day." Leland's
notice of this establishment runs thus :

—"One,
Henry Gaunt, a knyght sometyme dwellyingnot
farre from Brandone Hylle, by Bryghtstow,
erectyd a college of priests, with a master, on
the green of St. Augustine." In the view given,

but little of the 13th-century building here re-

ferred to is to be seen, though the Burly Eng-
lish sculptured corbel table on the south side of

the nave clearly belongs to this period, as does
also much of the plain masonry of the west
front. The north and south walls, with their
windows, also belong to Gaunt's building,
although Perpendicular tracery has in some
cases been somewhat maladroitly fitted to the
Early English openings in place of the simple
cusped heads which they originally contained.
Among the monuments are effigies of two ktiights

clad in mail, their right hands resting on the
hilts of their swords, their shields borne upon
their left arms, and their legs crossed, showing
them to have been knights of the Holy War.
Wkom they are intended to represent is uncer-
tain, but they most probably belong to the
Berkeley or Goumey families. In 1680 the ill-

famed Captain William Bedloo was buried here
near the principal entrance, without any memo-
rial or in.«criptioD. He is said to have been
concerned in the Rye House plot, in the reign
of Charles II. Lotos Ksatf.

WAREHOUSE, OEEAT EiSTEKN-STEEET.

This building has been erected by Messrs.
Waters and S'on, of 34, Eastcheap, in a plot of

laud held from the Metropolitan Board of Works,
with two frontages of 40ft. to Great Eastern-
street, and to Willow-street at the rear. The
front portion, including a basement and foui'

floors over, is used for the manufacture and
carrying on of an extensive pickle business, and
has a large double cartway, giving ample access

and egress from Willow- street, a lift direct

from which serves all floors. In the Willow-
street portion are also lofty stables 15ft. high,

harness-room, and loft over, and a carter's resi-

dence over the double cartway. The materials

are common stocks and red brick bands, cornice,

&c. A simple treatment of brick piers and tra-

beated openings has been adopted, as lending it-

self most readily to large window -space and
ample light. A little brick carving has been
sparingly introduced into gable over the crane,

doors, and in brick cornice. The work has been
carried out by Mr. B. E. Nightingale, builder,

of Lambeth, Mr. Aston Webb being the archi-

tect.

"BUILDINQ news" DESIONINO CLTJB.—A BLOtTK

OP BIOHT ALMSHOUSES.

Otm Designing Club plate this week furnishes
illustrations of the selected design for a block of

eight almshouses, situated on a corner site with
a 10ft. fore-court to each house. The drawings
explain themselves, and full dimensions are

given. "Black and White" is the author of

the design. Brick and timber are intended for

the proposed buildings.

NEW BEEWEEY AT DAYBEOOK, NEAE NOTTINGHAM.

The brewery of which we give an illustration

this week is now being built for John
Kobinson, Esq., at Daybrook, a suburb of

Nottingham, from the designs of Mr. Herbert
Walker, C.E., of Basford, Nottingham. The
building, contracted for by Messrs. Bains and
Turton, of Basford, is now approaching comple-
tion. The building is designed to contain a thirty-

quarter plant, and is arranged on the " tower "

principle, so that there is no pumping of wort.
The cold-liquor back of cast-iron is in the roof,

and the liquor is heated in a cast-iron boiling-

back fitted with copper coil. The mash-tun is

of cast iron, and fitted with Southby's patent
automatic mashing machine, and with Couron's
patent rakes and copper sparger. The malt is

raised to the upper floor by a double cone sack-

tackle worked by steam where it is passed
through the mill, from whence the grist shoots
into a hopper immediately over the mash tun.

The wort from the mash tun runs into a steam-
jacketed wort copper, fitted with copper foun-
tains, &c. The hop-back, which is ot cast-iron,

is underneath the copper, from whence the wort
runs over one of Pontxfex and Wood's patent re

frigcrators to the fermenting rounds, which are

of English oak, and placed in a separate build

ing. There rounds are fitted with revolving
skimmers and attempcrators. Beneath the fer

menting tuns are the settling baeks, from which
the beer will be finally racked into casks. There
are splendid rack cellars on the same level as the
racking-room floor. The beer will be lifted from
the cellar to the waggons by a cask-hoist,

worked by steam-power. A horizontal steam-
engine placed in the basement drives the whole
of the machinery. A well, yielding a splendid
supply of water, has been sunk in the brewery,
and the liquor is lifted from thence to the liquor-

back in the roof by a set of three-throw pumps
5in. diameter. The building has been designed
so as to enable the brewery to be worked with
the minimum amount of labour, and although
everything throughout is of a most substantial

character, no money has been expended in un-
necessary decorations. The buildings in the

rear consist of washing and cask shed, stables,

coopers' shop, &c. To make the premises more
complete, there are capacious maltings attached
consisting of two sixty -quarter sets.

AETISTS' homes: NO. 12.—MB. W. EMEESOn's
HOUSE.

Last week we gave a double-page view and
plan tf Mr. William Emerson's House at Little

Sutton, Chiswick, with a description of the

building. To-day we publish a longitudinal

section, taken through the hall and drawing-
room, with part of the dining-room on the left

and part of the library on the right-hand side.

The beautifully-modelled plaster frieze, with
the central figure of Fame, is shown in the

drawing-room, and illustrates Chaucer's " House
of Fame," the whole being elaborately coloured

in harmony with the ptirposes and general tone

of the room, which is in blue and gold. Tho
hooded mantelpiece in the library is entirely in

concrete, to be richly painted and gilded. The
drawing, with the assistance of the description

given by us last week, will explain itself.

DKTACHBB BELL-TOWEE, PEMEEnXJE.

The detached Tower of Pembridge, illustrated

last week, is an interci'ting example of tho few
ecclesiastical buildings in England in which the

tower or ttuTet is detached from the church it-

self and treated as a campanile. Three bells

are herein hung, and the timbering to support

the weight of these is very massive, and of com-
plex construction. The village possesses a num-
ber of half-timber houses, and there is also a

small covered ancient market building of great

interest.

EOyAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE AWARDS OF PEIZES.

A SPECIAL general meeting was held on
Monday evening, Mr. Whichcord, F.S.A.^

in the chair. It was resolved, by acclamation,

that, subject to her Majesty's sanction, the

Royal gold medal for the year 1881 be presented

to Mr. George Godwin, F.R.S., F.S.A., past

vice-president. The recommendations of the

council for the award of medals and other prizes,

1880-81, having been read to the meeting, were-

discussed, and the following awards were made

:

—The Soane medallion and £50, offered for a

county-court for a provincial town of 30,000

inhabitants, was awarded to the author of design

bearing the motto "Utility," whose name and
address were found to be Roger Thomas Conder,,

2, Wycdhara-crescent, Junction-road, N. A
certificate of honour was awarded to the author

of the design bearing the motto "Set-square"
(whose name and address have not been received

by the secretaries), and design bearing the

motto " Tendez la main droite," by Mark John
Lansdell, Bedford-row House, Great James-
street, W.C, received hon. mention. The Tite

prize (value £30), offered for the internal covered

area of a royal exchange, was awarded to the

author of the design bearing the motto-

"Forum," viz., Robert William Collier, Holy-
port House, Shortlands, Kent. A prize of books^

of the value of five guineas was given to the

author of the design "Mens," by WUliam Tyson
Gooch, HStel de Nice, Rue des Beaux Arts, Paris.

The Grissell Medal, for a tower and steeple in

any style of architecture, was awarded to the-

author of the design bearing the motto '
' Con-

tendo," viz., Frederick Miller, 5, Upper Spring-

street, York-street, Portman-square, W. A
prize of books of the value of two guineas was-

awarded to the author of the design under the

motto " Simplicity " ; and a similar prize to the-

author of the design under motto " Winter's

Tale," these being John H. Curry, 22, South-

ampton-buildings, W.C; and Arthur Beresford

Pite, 44, Bloomsbury-square, W.C. A certifi-

cate of honour was awarded to the author of

the design under motto " Clavis," viz.,

Herbert GoodaU, 17, Burlington-road, Bays-

water, W. As to the Institute Medal and five-

guineas, offered for dra-wings, it was resolved

that, though there was only one competitor, tho

author of the drawings of Kelso Abbey, bearing

the motto "Norman," be awarded the medal
and five guineas ; the name and address were-

found to be Arthur Percy Gunston, Heme Hill,

Tunbridge Wells, Kent. The Institute Medal
and ten guineas, for essays on the towers and
steeples designed by Sir Christopher Wren, were

awarded to the author of the essay bearing the

motto of a Wren, viz., Andrew Thomas Taylor,

Moorgate Chambers, Finsbury-pavement, E.C.

Certificates of honour were awarded to tho

authors of tho essays bearing the mottoes
" Circumspioe " and "Sixteen Hundred and
Sixty-six," Thomas Rowland Hooper, Redhill,

Surrey, and Frederick Ernest Bales, 9, Welbcck-
strect, Cavendish-square, W. The recommenda-
tions of the Council for the subjects for medals

and other prizes to be competed for during the

Session, 1881-82, were discussed, and with a

few slight amendments adopted.
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THE FABRIC OF THE CHURCH AT
THE PRESENT DAY.

(Concludedfrom p. 278.)

THE most perfect type of ehuroli is, I suppose,

the nave with a clerestory and loan-to aisles

—

the arrangement of nearly all the great Mediieval
cathedrals, abbeys, and parish churches; Bristol

Cathedral, with its splendid domical-vaulted

nave- a isles and absence of clerestory, beingnotable
among the excepiions to the general rule. The
mania for totally abolishing columns from
churches, or worse still, putting up meagre cast-

iron ones of little less substance than stone or

marble, has also led to another great mistake—
wide bays, which, I need scarcely say, is de-
structive to the scale of a church, and dwarf its

proportions. I have previously spoken about
churches without aisles, but must now allude to

St. Bartholmew's, Brighton, where there is

somewhat the effect of a nave arcade on each
side, owing to the deep recesses. But externally

the appearance is that of a huge building rising

abruptly from the ground and sadly needing the
assistance of aisles to lead the eye gradually
down to its base. There have, during the
last few years, been many churches built

in London of which one can orjy fairly

see the west front and east end, the sides

being closely abutted on by the neighbouring
houses, such as St. Augustine, Stepney ; St. Mark,
Coburg-road, Old Kent-road ; St. Mark, Wal-
worth. In such situations the external orna-
mental appearance of the sides of the church is

of no great consequence, provided everything is

plain and substantial and good, as everything
connected with a church should be, whether pro-
minent or not. The mode of roofing St. Mark's,
Walworth, is economical and suits churches
where only the west front is seen, not the sides.

I have more than once heard the churches in the
South of France held up as examples suitable for
our imitation, such as St. Etienne, Perigeux,
where the domical arrangement of vaulting
exists. This necessitates the width of the bays
and that of thenave being the same— ?.^., square.
The difficulty about having a series of domes

to the nave and chancel is that they must either
be treated externally as a feature (and this to
English eyes would be rather contrary to the
quietude and repose usual in the body of a
church, and iuterfere with the effect of the
tower). Or, on the other hand, the domes might
oidy be visible internally ; but that involves waste
of space inside the roof, the highest point of each
dome only occurring at intervals, and not con-
tinuously along the ridge, as in a pointed vault.
Whatever authority there may be for construct-
ing stone galleries in early examples of churches,
as at Santa Agnese, Rome, or in some of those
in Germany, the feeling at the present day is

against them, though it must be admitted, if

galleries are designed at the same time as the
rest of the structure, and form a part and parcel
of it, they may Eesthetioally be an improvement
rather than otherwise. But in these days of free
and open churches, there is a general consensus
of opinion that there ought to be no distinction

whatever, no elevation of any one portion of the
worshippers above the others, with the sole excep-
tion of the choir, where the special dress and posi-
tion north and south, instead of east, sufficiently

explain the reason of the raised platform. Per-
haps such a splendid example as the triforium
gallery at St. Augustine, Kilbum, ought to
convert one. But in this instance the practical
use of the gallery is clearly subsidiary to the
architectural effect of the same. And, moreover,
those who occupy this isolated position are, or
were, not the ordinary congregation, but a special
section of them. A west gallery over a vestibule
is not only very effective and easy to contrive,
but can be used for a large organ (as in many of
the foreign churches). Acoustically the effect is

then very good. But as, happily, in the Church of
England the music used in the service of the
Holy Eucharist is not performed in a west
gallery, the west organ coiJd ho used for
voluntaries or on great festivals, where, by
the electric action, it could be played by
the organist sitting near the chancel. The
organ for accompanying the choir should
certainly bo placed immediately adjoining
the chancel. I shall presently be saying a
little more concerning the best position of the
organ. Notwithstanding the elaborate argu-
ments against the use of columns in churches of
ourFaith, and the variety of ground-plans of early
and Mediaeval buildings which have been pro-

duced having no columns, the time-honoured
nave-and-aisle plan is still the usual one both in

churches where High ritual is carried on, and in

those where Evangelical doctrine is held. There
is one objection I have sometimes heard alleged
against a very wide nave with narrow atslcs.

It is this. Why go to all the fuss and
expense of columns and arches, merely to obtain
ai^es 5ft. or 6ft. wide, which are virtually only
ustful as passages to the scats ? My reply to

this would be that, even in a wide aisle-less nave,
there must of necessity bo side passages as well

as a central one. Supposing the nave was made
so much wider as to take in the space occupied
by the narrow aisles I have mentioned, other
difficulties arise. The nave must bo of g^at
height to look in good proportion ; the absence
of the arcade would make it not so good for

sound ; it would not be easy to light artificially.

It would also be much more difficult to cover in,

as one must have very strong construction, the
roof being more exposed to wind and weather
owing to its altitude. The walls must be thicker,

and the buttresses of greater strength. All this

would cause expense, while the pleasing feature
of the aisles attached to the nave would be much
missed, and the light and shade caused by them
lost. It must not be supposed that these remarks
contradict those I made in an earlier part of this

lecture. I am now alluding to naves of more
than 35ft. or40ft. span. Uptothat limit, height
and grandeur of effect can be secured without
any very great difficulties. But when larger
dimensions have to be dealt with, and the
valuable constructing aid of aisles has been
dismissed, it is not very plain sailing.

Much has been said as to the relative advan-
tages of bricks pointed internally as compared
with rough stuccoed or plaster walls. I am free

to confess, as far as I am concerned, that a
church of stately proportions, even if built of
plain stock bricks, relieved with red bands here
and there, or of red brick with bands of bluish
grey bricks or courses of ashlar- stone, looks
better than a dismal expanse of bare stuccoed
walls, particularly if the roof or ceiling is

slightly decorated in colour, if there are

cathedral rolled glass quarries, or better still,

good painted glass, and if a warmth of tone is

afforded by a few different-coloured stones,

marbles, or granites. It is true that the plaster
walls can be decorated in colour, but the ques-
tion of expense is generally too serious an
obstacle to having figure- subjects, neither is the
want of them much felt on the nave and aisle

walls, though over the chancel-arch a good sub-
ject is a great desideratum. Unfortunately
however, in the majority of cases where the
church has been opened with rough stucco on the
internal walls and consecrated by the Bishop, it

is considered finished for all time, even the
simple inexpensive masonry pattern not
being suggested. In a brick church, sunk
ornamental medallions of stone or terra-eotta
could be introduced at intervals, to be filled with
sculpture by degrees, or a kind of frieze of
decorative hand-painted tiles fijced under the
windows, having a series of lozenge or other
ornamentally- shaped panels for mosaic or other
decoration. These panels can also most appro-
priately be filled with memorial inscriptions

relating to those who have worshipped in the
church. This plan has been carried out in two
or three churches in my knowledge, and with
admirable effect. Instead of the embarrassing
white or black marble tablets, interspersed with
a pseudo-Gothic tabernacle or a brass, none of
which features harmonised, and were all fixed
in a haphazard style, a pretty decorative
feature has been gradually added to the church
in lieu of a series of objects incongruous the one
with the other. Brick is now such a usual
material for churches, that it is superfluous for the
architect to hesitate employing it in lieu of stone.
The well-known work of Mr. Street, on the
'
' Brickand Marble Architecture, of North Italy,

'

'

first brought this subject into prominence. Brick
is a most natural material for adoption in Eng-
land, especially for those who are sticklers for
precedent. It was little used in church architec-
ture until the 17th century, but we see it at
East Barsham Manor House ; Eastbury House,
Essex; Sutton Place, near Guildford (where terra-
cotta is also much used) ; at Hurstmonceaux
Castle, Sussex, and elsewhere. The more
decorative features of a design should, as a rule,

be in the upper part of the building ; the dado
or the base-mouldingsbeing kept severe and plain
in treatment. To put very delicate ornamenta-

tion in places where it cannot be properly teen,
is, of course, absurd, though not infre<|ueDtlT
done. But it is quite potsible to have a rich
design for the ceiling treated in a bold, vigorous
style, suited to the distance from the eye.
Now, in modem roofs this axiom is often
quite disregared. A stately church is built,

the walls of the chancel lined with marble
and alabaster, and a magnificent reredoB,
or, perhaps I should rather say altar-screen,
erected, extending almost from floor to roof.

But the roof to the nave is of a construction not
greatly superior to that of a good bam—a series
of rafters, braces, and collars, iron tie-rods to tJ»»

principals, and the space at the back of rafters,
lath plastered and whitened. This is very true
and honest work, appropriate enough to a simple
little village-church ; but in a fine town-church we
ought to look for something better and more
dignified. Look at those grand old churches in
Norfolk and Suffolk, where the hammer-beam
roofs are of the richest description, frequently
with the remains on them of the original
colouring and gilding ; the cornices filled

with a profusion of the strawherry -leai

ornament, or with carved bosses— oftentimes
with a series of angels with outspread wings
carved in wood, acting like a frieze to
the cornice. Then the ends of the hammer-
beams have lovely figures of angels, either
bearing various musical instruments or holding
shields with the emblems of the Crucifixion and
others ; while all the available space in the roof-
trusses is filled with elegant traceried panelling.
Few architects at the present day take as their
basis this beautiful type of roof, fearing, perhaps,
it is too late in style ; but there is really no
difficulty in adapting the form to one's require-
ments. To speak of the vestries, it is generally
necesf^ary now to have two, one for the clergy
another for the choir. In towns, where space is

Umited the other will be placed above
the other, and made to form an effective

feature externally. The most convenient and
decorous position for the vestries is adjoining
the chancel, particularly in those churches
where there are frequent celebrations of the Holy
Eucharist. The passing to and fro between the
chancel and the vestry must then be frequent
with the servers. It is inconvenient for them to
be obliged to come into the nave every time they
have occasion to go to the vestry. In some
churches, as at Christ Church, Ealing, the clergy
vestry is at the side of the chancel, while the
choir vestry is at the west end under the tower.
This involves the clergy walking down the nave,
to offer the prayer with the choir, and then com-
ing back with them in procession to the chancel.
After the service the clergy must again go to
the other end of the building and then return to
their own vestry. Whereas, if the two vestries

are placed adjoining the chancel, with one door
in the north or south wall of chancel between
the end of the choir seats and the altar-raU, and
another door from the vestry into the nave
aisles, both entrances can be used as occasion
requires. The organ has, of late years, been so
much increased in size and capacity, that its

best position becomes a matter of great impor-
tance to the architect, as well as to the organ-
builders, and those who pay for it. Those who
are not music-mad must confess that some-
times too much is sacrificed for these
gigantic organs, such as that recently placed in

Salisbury Cathedral, in the N. transept and choir.

One position for the organ, which I believe on
very good authority to be excellent for these in-
struments, and from an architectural point of
view may bo rendered telling and effective, is a
gallery or deep recess on the north side of a
M-erfc chancel, over the vestry, boldly corbelled or
bracketed out. In the noble church of St.
Martin, Brighton, designed by Mr. Somers
Clarke, Junr., the organ is in this situation, and
I am told by him that although the recess for it

is comparatively small, yet the effect of sound in
the building leaves nothing to be desired. At
St. Michaels, Camden Town, now in course
of building, the same idea for the organ is

contemplated. I think rather too strong a point
has been made of the baptistery being in a
small distinct aisle or apse opening out of the
main building. By raising the font on a flight

of steps (of which there are many charming
instances in Mediasval work), arranged in a
picturesque form, by the pyramidal tabernacle-
work canopy, sometimes reaching its spire-like

form half-way up to the roof, or by a further ex-
tension of tho dignity appropriate to Baptism,
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by the erection of a land of baldacchino, or $tone

eanopj supported on pillars or piers, and with
inolodDg gates (as at Luton Church)—by all

these means, I say, the font can be worthily
enshrined. The arrangement of steps is a more
important point than is always considered. If

the site of a church oSers such a chance, a bold
flight of steps, up to the west entrance, with a
broad platform at the top as a breathing-place
before one enters the church, is a valuable

feature in giving dignity and importance to the
building, as must be patent to all of us by the
example at the cathedral just outside these doors.

It seems curious that although such a fine effect

is obtained by climbing up a number of steps
to a church, almost the same effective result is

secured by going down into a church after one
has entered on a level. It is, of course, essential

in this case that there should be a good wide and
long platform in-ide, not a little narrow ledge,

when there is a risk of tumbling down. If the
first bay of the nave is on the higher level, the
appearance is very good, as in the case of the
Cathedral of St. Denis, in Paris. Mr. Miokle-
thwaite, inhisbook on ''Modem Parish Churches, '

'

has well pointed out the errorof raising chancel-
floor too lugh above thatof thenave. He urges that
thestepsshould befurtherea8tward--otherwiBethe
floor of the chancel becomes considerably fore-

shortened. As a rule, a chancel raised three
steps, that is, Idin. or 18in. above the nave, is

quite suflicient up to the end of the choir-seats.

Then there should be an interval of 3ft. or so,

at nothing looks worse than the occurrence of

steps immediately at the east end of these seats.

Further east, perhaps, three steps up and a
platform sufBciently wide for the communicants,
and then the kneeling-steps. If there is any
room to spare, after an interval of flat within
the altar-rail, there might then be three steps

up to the pUtform on which the altar stands.
Such is a good arrangement of steps to speak
about or imagine. UiJortunately, when it comes
to be carried into practice, the fcheme becomes
almost Utopian, on account of the expense, for

all these steps and platforms take up space. In
any church each step ought certainly not to be
less than I ft. wide, and would be better if wider.
Consequently, supposing there are ten steps from
the nave-level up to the altar-platform, the
chancel must be of considerable length. The
interesting old church at Llanaber, near Bar-
mouth, North Wales, of the Early English period,

has a most dignified arrangement of steps for a
small country parish-church. There are five

steps up to the chancel, and then five more up
to the altar—an unusual plan. This building,

in other ways, ought to teach us the lesson of

simplicity and appropriateness to its situation,

with its long narrow lancets of a beautiful pro-
portion, and its general severity of treatment.
There is no straining after effect, yet nothing
can be more successful than the result obtained
by this reticence of design.

THE MANUFACTURE OF ABTIFICIAL
HYDRAULIC LIME AT MEUDON,
NEAR PARIS.

A FEW years ago an English writer on limes
and cements suggested in our columns the

advisability of preparing an artificial mixture of

chalk and clay, rather than continue to employ
the fat chalk-limes which at one time were so
much in favour with London builders. It was
at once urged that, possessing, as we do, such
vast deposits of grey chalk-lime or lime rich in

silica and aluminum, and with a broad belt of

liasidc-Ume stone running across England from
Somersetshire to Yorkshire, it was quite unneces-
sary to think of preparing an artifici il hydraulic
lime, or to go to the expense of improving the
limes made from pure chalk. It is impossible to

deny that we have in this country many very
excellent building limes ; still, such limes do not
exist in all parts of the couutry, and in the
North of England the limes chiefly burnt from
the carboniferous and mountain limestones are
notoriously bid for structural purposes. Such
being the case, a description of the great manu-
factories of artificial lime near Paris, which for

some reason or other are rarely vicitcd by Eng-
lish travellers, may not be without interest.

The rocky escarpment crowned by the fortress

of Issy, which overlooks the plain of Meudon, is

a chalk ridge, and the hill of Issy is an outcrop
of the Uppt-r or flint-bearing chalk, which here
is from 1,200 to 1,500 feet in thickness. The

belts of flint run through it in perfectly hori-

zontal lines or strata, lowing its undisturbed
geological position. The quarries of Issy
are extremely interesting, as the workings
are all in parallel galleries or timnels hav-
ing arched roofs, each gallery being three

metres wide and seven metres high. These
galleries are very numerons and intricate, and
extend for great distances under the hill, as
the quarrying has been practised since 1829.

The French Government engineers have the

entire control of the quarrying operations, and
decide upon the positions of the galleries and
tunnels. The chalk is got by piece-work ; the
men being paid 1 20 franc per cubic metre loaded
on to the carts ; this is about equivalent to 9d.

per cubic yard. Con.-idering that the men have
to keep the galleries neatly trimmed, and the
roofs a true arch, the price seems small, though
we were given to understand that a good work-
man easily earns 5s. per diem at this work.
The chaUc, when brought to the works, is mixed
with 20 per cent. , by measure, of clay brought
from Argenteuil. This is a grey plastic clay

with veius of yellow and red, indicating the

presence of iron. It is an excellent brick earth,

and is largely employed at the potteries in the
neighboxirhood for the manufacture of tiles, pans,

di-ain-pipes, &c.
The mixture of the chalk and clay is effected

in two different ways ; the one the summer
plan, the other chiefly practised in winter. As
the drying of the compound is accomplished
without artificial heat, it is necessary during
the w'nter to effect the mixture of the chalk and
clay with the least possible quantity of water,

and to do this it is usual to employ during the

cold months anordinary vertical pug-mill similar

to that in u^e in brickworks. The chalk and
clay are thrown in by shovelfuls at a time, five

of chalk to one of clay (the chalk naturally

contains about 4 per cent, of clay) . This com-
pound is pugged twice, and then spread in small
lumps on the floor of large sheds to dry. It

becomes dry enough to put in the kilns in about
twenty-four hours, or that spread one day can
be burned the next. The calcination is effected

in small running or continuous kilns with inter-

stratified fuel ; the fuel consists of small coal and
gas coke. The burnt lime is drawn out twice a

day, and placed in sheds, where it is slaked with
a minimtun of water. The slaked lime remains
for five or six days in layers of considerable

depth, after which it is ground and sifted. The
grinding appears to be necessary, chiefly owing
to a considerable proportion of " core" or under-
burnt material. From the sieves the lime passes

into small sacks, in which it is sent out for use.

Nearly all the hydraulic lime used in Paris is

thus sent out by the burner as slaked lime. The
sacks are supplied gratis to the customer—that

is, no charge is made for them if they are returned

in fair condition when the next load is delivered.

This hydraulic lime, which makes excellent

mortar, is usually mixed with three parts, by
measure, of sund, though it is a common prac-

tice to specify two measures of sand to one of

lime. Comparatively, very little lime, however,
is US' d in Paris, owing to the practice of em-
ploying plaster of Paris, which stills prevails

almost universally. The plaster seems to stand
fairly well even in exposed situations, in conse-

quence of a considerable admixture of lime,

which protects it, to a great extent, from the

aotion of the weather. The mixture of lime and
clay obtained from the pugmill is very imper-
fect, and on crushing up the lumps from the

kiln they are found to be full of particles of

quicklime, many of them as large as peas. The
manufacturers admit the incompleteness of the

compound made in the pugmill, but content

their customers with the assurance that they must
have this or nothing, as they cannot prepare a

slip in the winter time.

The summer mode of manufacture is precisely

similar to that practised by some of our English
Portland cement makers : the chalk and clay are

washed together in a mill, which consists of a

large wheel rotating in a circular trench. The
tire of this wheel is armed with iron spikes, and
a considerable quantity of water is used. The
chalk and clay are ground under this wheel for

from
1
J to 2 hours ; at the end of which time

the contents of the mill are reduced to a creamy
slip, which is run off into settling ponds or

backs to dry. The water gradually evaporates

or soaks into the ground, and the creamy mix-
ture when sufficiently consolidated to be dug
out, which may take several months, is removed

in small cakes to the drying-floor, whence in 24
hours it is ready to be burnt.
The hydraulic lime thus prepared is far more

perfectly mixed than it could be by simple dry-
pugging, and the quality is much superior to
that prepared in the manner we first described.
During the winter-time a large quantity of clay
is carted into caverns or excavations in the
galleries of the quarries, and is there mixed by
washing with chalk, in order to dry and become
ready for summer use. The advantage of making
this mixture in the quarry is that the chalk is so
absorbent that the water is very freely sucked
away from the slip, and the compound becomes
sufficiently dry for use with little or no trouble.
The works at Meudon are those originally

founded by M. St. Leger, who was the first

maker of hydraulic lime in France under the
process described by Vicat. M. St. Leger seems
to have patented his process in England, but it

docs not appear that he ever put his plan in
operation here.

Near Paris there are now three manufactories
of artificial hydraulic lime on this plan. That of
M. Deschamps-Hevin, of the Route des Mou-
lineaux, at Issy, is the most important. The
price of the ground hydraulic lime is about 24
francs per cubic m&tre—say roughly. Ids. per
cubic yard.

THE CITY AND GUILDS OF LONDON
INSTITUTE.

THE Council intrusted with the promotion of

this scheme have just presented their first

annual report since the registration of the Insti-

tute in July of last year. The principal part of

the report discusses the subject of the erection of

the Central Institution, the arrangements in con-
nection with which were referred to the sub-
committee in December last. At that meeting,
Mr. Alfred Waterhouse, A R.A., received in-

structions to prepare plans for the new building,

and these plans are now submitted to the
goveiiiors. It will be remembered that a site in

Exhibition-road, South Kensington, was granted
to the Institute by H.M. Commissioners, and the
instructions givtn to Mr. Waterhouse were
framed in accordance with the suggestions con-
tained in the report of the Livery Companies
Committee in 1878. These were chiefly that the

course of studies to be pursued at the Central
Institution should embrace applied physics, ap-
plied chemistry, applied mechanics, and applied

art. Owing to the necessity of having to make
provision for the teaching of these four branches
of technical work at the outset, the plans have
exceeded the expectation of the Council, and the

minimum amount of £50,000 promised to the

Commissioners to be expended on the building
when a free site was asked for. The Council,

recognising the advantage of carrying out the

full proportions of the building, instead of

sacrificing them to a reduced cost, have decided

upon carrying out so much of Mr. Waterhouse's
scheme as may be built for the funds at their

disposal. The plans have been submitted to the

Commissioners for approval, and at a meeting
held on the 3rd instant it was resolved that,

considering the necessity of proceeding at once
with the erection of the Central Institution, so as

to keep within the covenants of the lease granted
and theimportance to theinterests of the Institute

of so doing, the Council '
' empower the executive

committee to make arrangements for the erec-

tion forthwith of so much only of the building,

according to Mr. Waterhouse's plans, as

can be completed for the sum of £55,000
(the funds available) ; but that every effort

be made to obtain the further funds neces-

sary to enable the entire building to be con-

structed in accordance with the approved plans."
According to the report, the whole ground
granted will not bo covered at once ; but the

plans have been prepared so as to admit of the
future extensions without altering materially the

disposition of the rooms. The report speaks of

the importance of making provision for museums,
a library of technology, and a large theatre to

hold 500 students, for which accommodation
could be found in a south wing ; but the most
indispensable requirements are a sufficient

number of lecture, class-rooms, laboratories, and
workshops for students in the four branches.

Mr. Waterhouse's report, addressed to the execu-
tive committee, generally describes his plans.

The building will occupy the entire frontage
toward Exhibition-road (300ft. in length), and
will consist f three parts—the main building, a
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nortli wiDg, and an engine-liouse, and row of
workshops iu the rear. The building will be five

stories in height, averaging loft. Oin. from floor to

floor, except the topmost floor, which will be of
varying height, the centre audextreme ends being
higher than the rest. The plans show two
theatres, large laboratories, about 40 class and
lecture-rooms, a council-chamber, reading-room,
and refreshment room and officfs for the man-
agement. Mr. Waterhouse has judiciously set

tlie building back 20ft. from the north and south
boundaries, in order to insure light on both
sides, and to provide for future wants ; a
corridor, 10ft. wide, runs through the building
from north to south ; and another, 7ft. wide, in
the return part of the building on the north.
The main corridor is lighted by large end win-
dows, and by a range of windows on either side
of the main staircase on the ground-floor and
upwards. The entrance is central, and the
ground-floor level is approached through a
large and handsome hall, 37ft. by 33ft. 6in., the
groined ceiliug of which is supported by four
piern. The sketch-plans amended contain accom-
modation for four classes, as follows:—11,657
super, feet for 9 workshops or class-rooms, 3
sheds and mathematical class-room, for the
study of mechanics ; 13 class-rooms, containing
9,3 Oft., for physics; 5,011ft. in seven class-
rooms for art; and 15,023ft. in 17 labora-
tories, class-rooms, and workshops, for che-
mistry. With the additional floor area for
the management, theatres, and students' rooms,
the total amounts to 57,608 superficial feet.

Koom will be left on the south-west corner of
plot for an additional wing, 78ft. by 66ft. The
general disposition of the departments is de-
scribed in the architect's letter. The workshops
are confined to the basement, and three glass-
roofed sheds behind the centre of building
are devoted to processes that would be un-
pleasantly conducted within the building.
The mechanical section and lecture theatres,
&c., occupy the ground-floor; the second-
floor is devoted to art and chemistry.
The estimated cost of the building, including
fittings and professional charges, is £71,000;
and there is a deficiency of about £20,000, after
making allowance for the amounts promised by
the various companies.

T'he report also refers to the progress made
with the Technical College, Finsbury, plans of
which have been approved and the buildero'
tender received. 'The lowest tender, that of
Messrs. Peto Bros., amounts to £20,382, exceed-
ing by £382 the expenditure authorised, and
the council have recommended that the tender
be accepted with such omissions as shall reduce
the cost to £20,000. Mr. Clifton has prepared
the plans of the building, which will contain
32 rooms, including a laboratory, two lecture-
theatres, &c. It is satisfactory to hear that
during the past year 422 students have received
instruction in applied physics and chemistry at
the temporary class-rooms in Cowper-street
schools. The students belong to the artisan
class. The overcrowded condition of the studios
attiched to the South Loudon School of Technical
Art have led to plans for additions at the back
of one of the houses rented by the Institute, and
the report expresses obligation to Mr. Robins
for his valuable assistance and promise to under-
take the superintendence of the work. Mr.
Sparkes has volunteered to direct the classes,
assisted by teachers who give instruction in
wood-engraving, modelling, painting, and
designing. The cost of carrying on the schools
is estimated at £900, and the number of students
attending the classes is encouraging.

Referring to the technological examination
',

the Council express great satisfaction at the
results, and the visit made by the director to
some of the principal centres in the North of
England, show that the evening classes estab-
lished are exciting an interest in technical
education in the manufacturing districts, and
stimulating local efforts in erecting laboratories
and clafs- rooms in several towns. We have no
space left to refer to the report on examinations
given in the appendix, nor the grants given in
aid ef various institutions, such as University Col-
lege, King' B College, the Horological Institute ; for
technical education at Nottingham, Lancashire
and Cheshire Union, all of which have benefited
by the establishment of professorships of mechani-
cal engineering, chemical technology, metallurgy,
and classes for other technical handicrafts. "The
financial position of the Institute shows the total
expanses from February till December, 1880, to

be £8,906 15s. 9d., and an income of £13,549,
leaving a net balance on the year's work of
£5,231. It is anticipated the expenses during
this year will be in excess of those of last year,
owing to the development of the Institute's
work ; but there is every reason to believe the
funds of the Institute will be constantly receiving
acccssion.a, such as the annual sum of £2,000,
contributed by the Common Council in aid of the
work, and the subscriptions of other livery com-
panies who do not now subscribe.

THE FORNEW INFIRMAEY
MARYLEBONE.

A LARGE party of members of the Archi-
tectural Association visited on Saturday

afternoon the infirmary now being erected for
the guardians of St. Marylebone, in Rackham-
streot, Ladbrooke-grove-road. 'The buildings
occupy a site of about five acres, opposite St.

Charles' College, and will provide accommoda-
tion for 850 sick and infirm pauper patients;
they were commenced in May, 1879, and will be
ready for occupation in about two months' time.
The architects are Messrs. H. Saxon Snell and
Son ; the contractors Messrs. Warr, Brothers, of
Kentish-town ; and Mr. J. W. Dorrell has acted
throughout as clerk of works. The visitors were
received by Mr. H. Saxon Snell, jun., who
exhibited the voluminous working drawings in
the chapel, afterwards conducting the party
over the building, and entertaining them in one
of the wards. The plans showed that the site

falls rapidly to the north-west, so that the
ground-floor of one portion is treated as a base-
ment iu another ; upon it are placed five long
buildings running north and south, connected
by a central corridor. The central block is

broken by an open court. The portion next
the road is pierced by a gateway, and co nsists
of rooms for principal officers, with chapel
above ; the block to the rear is devoted to ad-
ministrative purposes, including kitchen, with
scullery, bedrooms for nurses, and a water-
tower, the laundry forming an annex to the
rear. On either side of these central blocks are
two blocks of wards, three stories in height, the
western portion being intended for male, the
eastern for female patients. The buildings,
generally, are constructed of stock bricks, with
23in. solid walls, and the whole of the work is

of substantial character. The roofs are slated,
with tile cresting and terra-eotta terminals. The
style is a free and plain treatment of Early
Gothic. Variety is given to the outlines of the
buildings by angle turrets to wards, and flfeche

to chapel, and the water-tower rises to a height
of 182ft. from basement, and is finished with
steep slated roof. On entering by the covered
way in the central block, in which is a weigh-
bridge and grooved tramway, the oflijials

apartments are seen on either side, and include
those for head doctor, matron, under matron,
and assistant mediciil ofiicers. Above these is

the chapel, which is 60ft. by 3eft., and 22 ft. in
height to plate, and another 22ft. to apex of roof.
It is seated with pitch-pine benches, and will,
it is probable, be chiefly used by the nurses, 58
in number, and from the Nightingale Institu-
tion. The internal walls are faced with white
Suffolk bricks, with foliage panels and other
ornamental details, in Brown's pressed bricks.
The string-courses in the chapel and throughout
the infirmary are of moulded bricks, by Looker,
of Norbiton. No masonry is introduced into the
construction of the chapel, the reveals of the
lancet-lights being of cut and rubbed bricks, a
somewhat costly substitute for Bath stone. The
roof is a waggon vault of one span, in three divi-
sions, tied at the collar, and divided longitu-
dinally by exposed principals into six bays. In
the centre of the chapel, at the west end, is a
large open stove, surrounded by coils of hot-
water pipes. Below the roof -plate, and between
the windows, panels are left for subsequent
decoration in distemper or with illuminated
texts, and relief is also afforded by foliage
panels of carved brickwork. The glazing is of
tinted cathedral glass. Passing across the open
court the kitchen was visited ; it measures 46ft.

by 40ft., and is fitted with au immense close
kitchener at one end, and with Benham's cook-
ing apparatus at the other, the side being occu-
pied by dressers, over which are deep shelves.

The walls of this room are being Lined with
glazed tiles, the dado buff and the upper portion
white. To the north is the scullery, where the

internal walls are faced with white tiles

from ceiling to skirting. An annex to north
on the higher level forms the laundrjr,
which is fitted with two each of the largest size
of Mesfrs. T. Bradford and Co.'s washing,
wringing, and hydro -extractor machines, hi
the walls of this room are fitted Beart's per-
forated bricks. A separate building forms the
mortuary. It is divided by a wall into two por-
tions, tho larger being fitted with slate shelves
for the reception of bodies, the smaller with a
slate bench and conveniences for post mortem exa-
minations. The inner walls throughout are
faced with glazed white tiles, and the lighting
is by obscured glass. Over the kitchen are two
floors of nurses' apartments, each having a sepa-
rate room. In tho centre of the tower, wluch
forms the most prominent feature of the block
of buildings, is carried up the kitchen shaft, and
around this is a staircase and a series of four
tanks, each carried, as a continuous vessel, close
to the outer walls upon a strong framework of
gilders, and together capable of holding a water-
supply of 25,000 gallons. From the central
courtyard corridors branch off to the two parallel
lines of wards on either side. The blocks are
planned on each of the three floors as a central
day-room, with near it a lift, three separation
wards, each of two beds, and two ward scullery.

Both north and south of these roams is a wari
arranged for 14 beds on either side between the
windows. The floors are of deal, and the walls
are coated with Keen's cement, and will here-
after be painted. Mr. Saxon Snell's thermo-
hydric stoves are adopted for warming, and for
ventilation, sash windows and inlet and exit
exit tubes at the floor and ceiling levels are de-
pended upon. In the officers' and nurses' rooma
Boyle's ventilators are used. The contract was
taken at £109,000, and the work is now rapidly
approaching completion. As soon as it is fit for
occupation the patients will be transferred from
the old Marylebone Workhouse, which is under-
going reconstruction, from the plans of the same
architects.

DARKENED CHURCHES
GLASS.

STAINED

A SENSIBLE letter on this subject in the
last number of the Guardian by Mr. Arm-

field, the York architect, has reminded Mr. John
Henry Parker, C.B., of a visit he paid to Hursley
some thirty years ago, when John Keble took
him into his church and pointed out, with tears
in his eyes,the new painted glass iu the windows,
saying—My friends have been so kind to me
that they have filled all my windows with
painted glass until I cannot see to read the
Service. I used to think that painted glass was
something light, ethereal, heavenly ; but
modem painted glass appears to me to be of the
earth earthy, and dark, which I never imagined
glass could be made.
"I will not," says Mr. Parker, "be answer-

able for the exact words, but this is the substance
of what he said to me ; he had been accustomed in
hisyouth to do duty in Fairford church, where aU
thewindows are filled with Mediaevalpainted glass,
in which the figures are Flemish, but the back-
grounds are English, yet you can see to read a
Prayer-book of small print in any part of that
church ; the glass is all of the fifteenth century,
and at that time English glass was celebrated
for its transparency. In the twelfth century
some of the paiuted glass, as at Canterbury, is

very opaque, copied from the glass of the South
of France, where it is an object to keep out the
light, which is too strong ; but it was soon seen
that this was not suited for the climate of Eng-
land. Iu the fourteenth century this was par-
tially remedied by having only a belt of colour
in figures of small size, with the silvery English
glass above and below, as in tho side-windows of
Merton College Chapel. Previously to that, in

the thirteenth century, what was commonly
called grissaillo, or grey glass, was introduced,
as iu the five fine lancet windows, called "The
Sisters," at York. In the fifteenth century
large figures were used, but the backgrounds
were still of the grissaille glass, with little or
no colour. In modem painted glass there is

generally a great deal too much colour in the
background, which quite kills the principal

figure. At the distance of a few yards the eye
catches tho background only, and loses sight of

what ought to be tho principal object in the
window. The old glass-painters knew how to
make use of the lead to bring out the picture.
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The figures were not intended to represent life, but

painted statues, standing under ainojpies, and by
putting a thick lead at the edge oi the canopy

they made it appear to stand out over the head

ot the figure : modern glass-painters make it all

flat toKether. In justice to Messrs. Clayton and

Bell 1 must say that in some ot their

leoeat glass, as in Exeter College Chapel, they

seem to have returned to the practice of the old

glass-painters, and their glass is no longer

opaque. I do not believe that the old glass

painters ever used Vfhat Mr. Armfield calls

enamel. TTieir glass was always pot- metal

glass, but with a brown colour in lines upon it

;

what are called quarries, with which many of

our old windows are filled, are only small dia-

mond-shaped panes of silvery glass with a pat-

tern drawn upon them in brown colour ; but, of

course, all burnt in."

MAKING IRON COLUMNS SECURE.

MANY experiments have been tried with a

view to making iron colimius fireproof, or

at least sufSeiently so to be able to stand a small

fire in their neighbourhood without bending,

and thus bringing the entire building to the

ground in ruins, long before it would be

destroyed by the fire alone. Casing the columns

with concrete, wood, asbestos, brickwork, &c.,

has been tried. Recently two more suggestions

have been made. One is to inclose the columns

in rings of terra-cotta, put on over the top when
the colomn is set up. These would act as a

shield to keep off the heat till the tire could be

subdued. The plan is simple and inexpensive,

and has the added advantage of giving oppor-

tunity to make the columns highly ornamental,

as terra-cotta readily lends itself to decorative

treatment. The second plan is to fill the

columns with water. To do this the plates or

castings, usually placed between the columns
where they stand one over the other, have holes

or openings of some kind, so that there is a free

communication from column to column, from the

bottom to the top of the buUding. Where
coluirns are already erected, short pipes are used

to connect them at each floor. The uppermost
column is also provided with a small escape-

pipe, passing through the roof to the open air.

At the base of each tier of columns a pipe is con-

nected with the street mains, so that all the

columns may be filled with water, cither per-

manently or on emergency. When thus filled

with waterand providedwiUi'an escape for the ex-

pansion of the wateror steam, the colxmmswould
stand unharmed until every floor was burned
out. Were the girders also hollow and filled

with water in the same manner, both girders

and columns would undoubtedly stand intact,

even after all the floors and the roof had fallen

in, and they could be used again in rebuilding.

The system is patented in the United States,

according to the American Fireman's Journal.

THE STRENGTH OF WROUGHT-IRON
COLTTMNS.

THE number and magnitude of the iron

bridges and viaducts constructed in

America have given the engineers in that

country a wider scope for experimental investi-

gations than can be afforded to our own
engineers. Thus, according to a paper read
by Mr. G. Bouscaren, before the American
Society of Civil Engineers, the contracts for

several iron-bridges and viaducts for the Cin-
cinnati Southern Railway, those especially over

the Ohio, Kentucky and Cumberland rivers,

gave opportunity for a number of experiments
to be made during the year 1875, for the purpose of

testing the respective worth of Gordon's and
Rankine's empirical formulae for the determina-
tion of the strength of columns and compression
members. It was chiefly in respect of the value

of constant/ of Gordons formulae, or a value

supposed to be equal to the ultimate resistance

per square inch of a short column whose length

IB equal to its diameter, that the experiments
were specified. Gordon's rule was selected, it

appears, Hnd a proviso was made in the specifica-

tion that experiments should be made to find the

value of constant / to be used for each kind of

iron and shape of column proposed by the con-
tractors. Tables are given showing the results

of these tests, and a description of the apparatus
Tised for measuring the compression is furnished

in the paper we refer to. Some of the columns

mentioned were of octagonal shape in cross sec-

tion, in four segments, rivetted through the
flanges, or otherwise diametrically between the
flanges. Failure generally took place by deflec-

tion. The other tables thow cross sections of I
form, circular or rhoouix columns, square rivetted

sections like box girders, and others of latticed

posts or open coliunns composed of two channel
bars latticed. From these experiments the

author derives certain conclusions which are of

sufficient practical value to give here. In the

first place as between Gordon's and Rankine's
formula, Rankine's is pronounced the more
accurate of the two. This is shown, says the

author, "by the results of the tests on the

Phoenix and closed square posts, where, the parts

being thoroughly united together, the large

factor due to defective construction and work-
manship may be coneidered eliminated in a
great measure." The results tabulated, we find,

from the extreme values of constants obtained

for Phoenix posts with flat ends, make under
Gordon's rule a difference of more than 22 per

cent, and imder Rankine's less thanl7. The ex-
treme values obtained for the square closed posts

with flat ends give a still greaterdifference between
the two, or less than four per cent, for Rankine
and more than 15 for Gordon's rule. Another
conclusion was that "iron of the highest

modulus does not necessarily make the strongest

column," a fact which seems at variance with
the opinion of many engineers. The "greatest
value of '/' obtained for the Phcenix posts

corresponded to the smallest modulus," but this

must be explained by the quality of the iron

used. The importance of bolting securely

together the several segments of built columns,

so that the parts may act as one continuous

column, is insisted upon ; lateral flexure, or buck-
ling, being especially guarded against, as well as

longitudinal relative motion. In some cases the

substitution of close rivetting for cast shoes,

bolted on, made a considerable difference in the

strength. One other important fact was
elicited from the experiments, namely that '

' the

thickness of the metal and the spacing of the

rivets be so proportioned that the coluinn shall

fail by flexure as a whole, before any local

buckling or flexure shall take place." In fact,

the experiments seem to have confirmed the rule

laid down by Fairbaim, as to the distance

between rivets. Leaving the details of the

paper, we are prepared to endorse the opinion of

the author in thinking that many useful experi-

ments on specific pointsof wrought-iron columns
remain to be tried, such as the effect of the

eccentricity of the line of pressure to the axis of

column, that of a force acting transversely to the

axis, and the effects of the different coimecting

members on open or latticed supports. Large
bridge contractors have, as the author well

observes, ample means andfacilities for conduct-

ing experiments of this kind, and we certainly

think one of the most advantageous steps for

both engineer and contractor would be the dis-

covery of some means to reduce the "factor of

safety" invented to cover, as the writer says, two
large fields, the "incidental" and the "un-
known," and we might add " imperfect manu-
facture."

PUBLIC WORKS IN INDIA.*

A LETTER addressed to the Right Hon. W.
E. Gladstone, M.P., and other members

of the Government, by Mr. Alexander R. Binnie,

M.Inst.C.E., lies upon our table, and will bo
profitably read by those who are endeavouring
to promote economy in one of the largest depart-

ments of expenditure connected with our Indian

Empire. Mr. Binnie, in brief, shows the absur-

dity of a large department composed chiefly of

civil engineers, being governed by a small body
of better-paid Royal Engineers. The fact is,

the military spirit of the old days is obstructive,

coming into unnecessary collision with a rising

class of civil engineers who have devoted the

best part of their lives to the study of construc-

tions such as Government buildings, roads, &c.

,

and are more competent to carry out such works.

The total number of officers, civil and militaiy,

in the Public Works Department, is stated to be
upwards of 800, and they arc assisted by a body of

about 600 or 700 subordinates, which is recruited

by natives, &c. If, as the author shows, 25 to 30

percent, are the establishment charges paid by
the Government of India for the total engineering

• London : £. and F, N , Spon, Cbaring-cross.

services rendered by its Public Works Depart-
ment, it is high time a reform of tliis depaitment
toik place. The engineering staff is redundant.
In this country, the civil engineer's charges
only amount to about 5 per cent, on the value of
the work executed. Mr. Binnie enters some-
what minutely into the reasons which have
caused this excessive expenditure for engineering
skill. That they are inherent in all public
works departments we do not question, but they
are well summarised in the following pas-
sage:—"The Government of India have been
attempting an impossibility—viz., to govern and
direct what in the main shoiild be a purely civil

department of the most energetic, elastic, and
progressive description, by rules founded on and
inspired by a spirit of the most rigid military
character, and administered by a narrow and
exclusive ctrcleof purely military officers, &c." It

is shown, also, that the great body of competent
men who are civil engineers in India, have been
relegated to inferior and subordinate positions.

In the case of the Sagar barracks failure, the
author points out that the inquiiy showed the
Royal Engineer officer who constructed
them had no previous experience of build-

ing in stone and mortar. The Allaha-
bad failure also was due to the want
of knowing the simplest quality of the

lime used, and the officers in charge were dis-

missed. Then an immense waste of time and
energy arises from the friction of departmental
work and correspondence. We can merely give
the author's general views as to what may be
done to remedy the present system. No economy
can be effected by employing incompetent or
underpaid men whose mistakes lead to immense
cost sometimes. Three branches are suggested :

the military, civil engineering, and local depart-

ments. The military department should be
strictly confined to military duties, the ci^H

engineering department for design and con-

struction only should be officered and governed

by trained civil engineers of the best class,

and a third or local class shovild be in-

trusted with repairs, maintenance, and re-

newal of all civU engineering works already

constructed, as weU as the construction of aU
civil buildings, into which class natives may be
largely introduced. Mr. Binnie has been for

many years actively engaged in the manage-
ment of public works, and, therefore, we are sure

his opinions will be taken for what they are

worth. We think he has made out a strong

case, and that the Public Works Department iu

India might be considerably economised and
rendered more efficient by the suggestions he has-

offered.

THE BRIGHTON CLOCK-TOWER
COMPETITION.

WE are rather surprised to find that so many
as forty-two designs have been sent in

for the proposed clock tower at Brighton—first

on account of the insignificant premiums offered,

and next, because it was by no means apparent
that the proposed structure would ever be
erected, or that, if it were, there existed the

slightest chance of any but a local man being
entrusted with the work.
The works committee this week selected three

designs, awarding the premiums in the follow-

ing order;— 1st, £20, to "Passing Away";
2nd, £16, to "A Shield with a Cross on it";
and 3rd, £10, to "Gravity" (Mr. J. M. Mao-
Laren, of King William -street, London, W.C.);
and this selection was confirmed at the meeting
of the Town Council yesterday.

;r" Passing Away" is a good design, but
several practical defects are apparent in the

arrangements for the clock machinery, and
the ventilation and lighting of the urinal.

The author sent in two designs, the cost of

the one chosen, the best of the two, being £1,000,

and that of the alternative one £1,100. The style

is French Classic ; the whole structure is kept

within a reasonable space, and the objectionable

urinal is placed underground out of sight.

Brickwork and Portland stone are the materials to

be used for the lower part, the upper being

composed of iron, of a light and durable

character.

The second design is the worst of the three.

Its cost is greater (£1,295), the urinal is above
ground, and the whole structure heavy-looking.

The stylo is a modification of Italian Gothic.

I The third design is better altogether, and the
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ornament of the tower ia particularly good. The
style is Freucli Classic. On the top Ls a figure

of Mercury. The plan ia well arranged. Caro

seems to have heen taken to provide for the

clock machinery in every detail, and the urinal

is well lighted and ventilated. The estimated

cost is within £1,500, the sum named.
Among the other designs '

' Point within a

circle," "Brightelmstone," " CommuneBonum,"
"Requirement," "Let Brighton Flourish for

Ever," and " Experience," are perhaps the best.

Most of the others are either indifferent attempts

to accomplish the object sought, or extravagant

efforts to erect miniature churches, pavilions,

and fortresses. One design, "Iron," is entirely

of the material indicated by the motto.

"BUILDINa NEWS" DESlGNINa CLUB.
A CoTTAOE Hospital.

THE plans we have received for this subject,

though displaying ingenious arrangements,

are not, on the whole, satisfactory, and as it

frequently happens, the best plans have the least

artistic elevations. We are, therefore, compelled

to award the first place to a desigfn in whic.'i the

two elements have been considered. By a cottage

hospital we did not intend a formal kind of

edifice, with the wards planned in hospital

fashion on either side of a centre administration

block, but a homely-looking building, partaking

of the appearance of a cottage, and to facilitate

the design of such a building we limited the

accommodation to eight patients. (1) "Jack"
appears to have combined these qualifications in

some measure, at least, though we do not accept

the plan as either a perfectly contiived or econo-

mical one. Its merits are that the wards for

male and female patients are conveniently close,

with a nurse's room between, so that the same
attendant can overlook both wards; the w.c,
bath-room, and lavatory to each are well placed
at the end, and have cross-ventilation ; a con-

valescent room is provided near the entrance,

with a special ward and operating room near
the main wards, whUe the matron's room and
apartments, kitchen, &c., are shut off from the
hall by an open screen, yet close enough to the

wards and entrance for economical superintend-

ence of the hospital. The chief objections to the
plan are the want of through ventilation in one
of the wards, the position of the beds in the

comers, and the location of the infectious ward,
which ought to have been isolated or cut off

more than it is from the house. The wards are

28ft. 6in. by 15ft., each with Boyle's ventilators

in circular turrets over them; the windows
have sashes below and easements above. The
entrance and side covered way and conveniences
have been thought of. Externally, the entrance

is made a central feature ; there is an open
porch with two arches, the matron's bedrooms,
partly over the porch, being gabled ; the wards
are pronounced yet handled in a semi-domestic
manner, and the treatment is brick of late 16th

century character. (2) " Beta " has fairly dis-

posed his sick-wards on each side of an adminis-
tration block ; they are well ventilated and
lighted ; a verandah is obtained in front of each
ward, in connection with a day-room provided
at the end of each for the use of convalescents

—

a good feature. We don' t like the long corri-

dor, and there is a want of compactness and
economy in the service. A block in the rear for

infectious cases, connected by the corridor, is

shown, but is rather too large. The design is

cottage-like in the treatment of the wards, but
the dormers and details more quaint than suit-

able. (3) " By Veronese " has been successful

in treating the plan with some degree of domestic
freedom; the male and female sick-wards, 23ft.

by 18ft., are placed at the ends of a right-angle

block, each has a large bay - window for

the use of patients ; the windows are confined

to one side ; a bath-room and closet are provided
to each ward, and the kitchen and offices are

handy, but the service from them through the

entrance hall to the male ward is objectionable,

and making the operating room a prominent fea-

ture close to the entrance is also a mistake.

There is a want of contrivance in the domestic
part. The style, brick and timber, is suitable,

but why three little gable windows to the ward f

They look extremely paltry. (4) " Tam
O'Shanter " we place fourth, because of its very
characteristic external design, wliich is mainly
half-timbered. The roofing in one wide span is

continued over an outer verandah, which returns

at one end, and the entrance to sick-ward and
infectious-ward are obtained under it. We
hardly see how the hall is to be lighted ; the

corridors are awkward, and the light and ventila-

tion of the wards, confined to a wide end window
in each, are inexcusable faults in the plan, to say
nothing of a general want of conception. (5)

"Walter" has judiciously-disposed wards ; one
is 24ft. by IGft. 6in., but the male ward has its

entrance directly opposite the front door; the

matron is not central enough to supervise the

general arrangements, and the nurse's room and
operating room are ill-placed, and too near the

entrance, and other details are not well contrived.

In the elevations the author has givea a rural

character to the building, the administration

occupying the comer between the two blocks or

wards. The treatment is brick. Late English,

with Semi-Classic detail. (6) " In Hoc Signo
Vinccs." In this plan the wards are at right

angles, with a nurse's room in the comer,
opening into the corridor and into each ward.
We object to the front position of the operating

room and the straight corridor entrance directly

leading to the wards. The general distribution

of plan is economical, but the details are not

worked out satisfactorily. The means for heating

by hot air behind fireplaces, and the ventilation

and drainage are specified. A fever-ward is

shown at the extreme end of the kitchen building

The design, Domestic Gothic, is spoilt by the

sprawling relieving arches over the lintels. (7.)

"Per" is a symmetric plan on the pavilion

system, the wards being connected by corridors

with the centre block ; the bays to day rooms,

are good features; but the entrance and long
corridor approaches, and the distance of nurse

from wards, would destroy the homely comfort
and economical working of the hospital. The
high gabled matron's block in the centre, and the

clock and chimney-stack rising out of it, have a

pretentious look. (8) " Alpha " has a similar

distribution, but the connecting corridors give

access to an operating-room and accident-ward,

with nurses' apartments attached to each ward

;

the kitchen and matron's room are central, but
the position of the former, with respect to the

entrance, is not desirable, and the use of front

stairs for the infectious cases, provided on the

upper floor above the kitchen offices, is open to

still greater objection. In elevation the author
has adopted a Queen Anne treatment, but too

ambitious for a cottage hospital. (9) Less
satisfactory as an elevation is " Yarra Yarra."
It is, however, more modest, being aE on one
story ; the plan is a balanced arrangement, with
the wards arranged as wings. These are 21ft.

by 17ft., with through ventilation, and back
lobby entrances to airing-grounds, forming
isolating chambers to the earth closets. The
central block arrangement and its long corridor

leading to a detached block for infectious cases,

is too formal and workhou«e-like. The author
provides for heating in the right system by fire-

places with Gallon's stoves, &c., details of which
are given. (10) " Bonus Hominns." This is

rather a good arrangement ; the convalescent

room and matron's on each side of entrance, and
the position of wards right and left, with end
verandahs and seats for the use of patients.

The infectious ward, is isolated and placed in the

rear of female ward. The ventilation is pro-

posed to be secured by Boyle's air-pumps ; open
fireplaces are shown. The wards, 23ft. 4in. by
15ft. lOin., would have been better separated

from the surgery and mortuary, and the offices

are not placed in the best positions. The front

elevation is suitably treated, but the double
gable looks a little out of keeping in character.

(U) "Ephraim" is on the semi-detached ward
plan, with centre administration offices. The
wards, with bayed ends, the conveniences, and
the verandah, are good features ; but the nurse,

as in the last plans, is too far from the wards,
and the cooked food would have to traverse two
long corridors to the patients. The infectious

block is made a distinct wing behind the female
ward with its own entrance, but the bath-room
is unhappily placed, and the general planning
is not conducive to economy of administration

;

the ventilating provision is by Boyle's, and hit-

and-miss inlets at window-sills, with open fire-

places and hot- water coils under windows. The
sketch shown is suitable. (12) "Rex" has a
pleasing elevation, one story, the wards forming
gable ends, with a verandah between their pro-

jection, serving as an entrance. The matron, and
nurse, kitchen, and surgeon are symmetrically
disposed at the four comers of centre block ; but

the wards show no side-windows, and no closeta
or bath-room in connection with tkem, a serious
deficiency, which might easily have been added
at the sides.

We can only speak in very general terms of
the remaining designs, the authors of many
show skiU in parts, but have mistaken the re-
quirements of a small cottage hospital.
"Fidelis" has some merit in the elevations,

and its plan a few good points ; the wards, with
nurse between, are convenient ; the conveniences,
&c., are well placed, and the matron and kitchen,
two indispensable requirements, are in judicious
proximity. The side-entrance and the corridor
to infectious ward are also fairly planned.
"Juvenis" is a plan also showing a proper
arrangement of the wards, &c., the matron's
apartments; the acute, or infectious, ward, and
the proximity of kitchen to the sick-wards have
been well considered ; but the aiithorhas not been
happy in connecting the domestic or office part
to the wards. More costly in scheme is '

' Black
and White," a long corridor, pavilion plan, de-
fective in working facilities, though showing
knowledge of buildings of this class, " 11 faut
Marcher avant de Courir" has a neat Gothio-
esque exterior ; but the plan is wastefully dis-

posed, and the ventilation imperfect, to say
nothing of the distance of kitchen fromsick-wards.
"Ambition" has the. germ of a good plan;
the ward blocks, with the convalescent bays at

the ends, and the conveniences are well planned,
but the scheme is not compact enough. "Pupil
J." shows an artistically treated elevation, with
verandah for patients, but the lighting and ven-
tilation of wards ai-e imperfect, and the
administrative offices hardly weU considered.
"Hexagon in circle " is a straggling plan, the
corridors are long, and the wards are only lighted
at the ends. The offices are mixed up in a rather
confused manner, and the best part of the design
is the external treatment. "Snowflako" is

simple in elevation, but the plan is too formal.
"Weaver " places his wards behind a long ad-
ministrative block, but the plan is somewhat
incoherent, despite a fairly treated elevation.

"Fiat" is too confused; the corridors are
wasteful and ill-lighted, and the female ward
badly ventilated. " X. L." is sensibly managed
as a one-story building, but not worked out
satisfactorily in plan. " Arthur " has i balanced
arrangement, but not economical. We can only
name " That's my Idea " showing a good ward
arrangement, but with iU-contrived offices

forming a semi-detached block. "Arnold,"
jumbled in plan with poorly proportioned wards,
and a neat elevation in a Gothio timbered style.
" Trial" fairly planned in the wards.
The few designs we have received for a

verandah leave us a poor selection. "Rex"
has, undoubtedly, the most suitable design, and
the posts and heads are sensibly treated in pitch
pine. "Tam O'Shanter" shows a plain post
and bracket treatment: and "Tom Tit" an
elaborate Gothicesque design with cut brackets
and bull's-eyes in small squares above a transom,
rather fidgetty in style. " Ogmore " and " Dum
vivo cantabo," also contribute designs; these

are both bracketed, but the manner the brackets
spring in the former design is somewhat clumsy.

THE LAW OF LIGHT.*

MR. EDWARD STANLEY ROSCOE,
barrister-at-law, and the author of "A

Digest of Cases relating to Building," which we
noticed some time ago in those pages, has brought
out another useful compendium for architects,

entitled " A Digest of the Law of Light." It

must bo confessed that until recent decisions,

the law of light remained in too uncertain and
nebulous a form to allow of a clear exposition

of thesubject. Mr. Roscoehasdone a goodservioe,

therefora,inembodyingthc results of recent deci-

sions, and the author has wisely chosen the form
of a digest. The author treats the subject in

five chapters, as follows:—The Creation of the

Right ; the Prevention of the Right ; the Aban-
donment of the Right ; the Extent of the Right

;

and the Vindication of the Right. The rules

are succinctly stated first, each being accom-
panied by an "illustration" drawn from real

cases, with notes and references to cases. It is

usefully pointed out that the right to light

stands upon a different footing entirely to the

• A Digest of the Law of Light. By Edwakd Stahlrt
EoscoE, Bamster-at-law. london : Keevea and Turner,
Chancery-JUuio.
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right to air. For example, the owner of a str-
]

vient tenement can protect himself against the

acquiremeut of the right to light through a

\riudovr in the dominant tenement, by erecting

an obetruction, but he cannot prevent access of

air to a doorway or small aperture without
blocking it up entirely. The only imaginable
instance of interference with air is when its in-

terception or contamination makes a room
injurious to health ; but such cases are very
rare, as pointed out by Lord Selbome, in the

CSty of Ijondon Brewery Co. r. Tenuaut.
We may take an instance from the book to

show how the author handles his subject. It is

laid down as an axiom, referring to the aban-
donment of the right to light, that the " demo-
lition of tbe building or the blocking up of the
aperture does not in itself constitute an
abandonment, being only strong evidence of the

intention of the owner of the dominant tene-
ment." Three illustrations are given : we take
the first case of " Stokes v. Singers." "A. is the
owner of a house with ancient windows ; in 183"

the owner for the time being blocks them up
with rubble and plaster. In 1856 B., the
adjoining owner, begins to build in such a
manner as would, had the windows been open,
have obscurtd the lights. A. then opens his

windows, and B. erects a hoarding in front. A.
brings an action in respect of his rights, and it

is rightly left to the jury to say if there has been
an abandonment of his right by A., which they
negative." Whether the right is abandoned or

not is shown to be simply a question of evi-

dence.

The celebrated decision of Sapling v. Jones is

epitomised by the author as follows; "An
acquired right to light through particular aper-
tures in the doiainant tenement is transferred to

apertures in a new building on the site of the
original dominant tenement, but the owner
thereof must clearly show that the new apertures
are in the same place as those which existed
in the former building." It is not necessary that
new windows should be of the same size as old
ones; the area may be enlarged, provided the
additional light cannot be obstructed without
interfering also with the actual ancient light.

The most recent decisions have, we observe,
been stated. An appendix of statutes, including
tbe sections of the vai ious Acts bearing upon the
subject, is added, and the "forms " given at the
end increase the practical value of Mr. Koscoe's
little guide, especially those of " Statement of

Claim " and " Defence." The table of cases and
the general index will be found of great service

for the purposes of references, and the matter
and typography tiave been so admirably arranged
as to present at a glance the legal ruling in every
important case likely to come before the profes-
sional architect and surveyor. We consider this

little digest a geod model of what an architect's

legal handbook should be—brief in statement
and furnished with references.

DICTIONARY OF ARCHITECTURE AND
THE ALLIED AUTS.*

THE second edition of Messrs. Audoley's
second volume of their dictionary is to all

appearance an earnest of the subsequent volumes
of their great undertaking. During the issue

of the first parts we expressed our opinion of

the merito of the dictionary, as far as we could
judge from a very partial view of the work

;

but now the second volume is boimd, carrying
us from "Aquila"to "Baptistery," a more
satisfactory idea of the aim, scope, and fulfil-

ment of the work is possible. In the preface to

the second edition, the authors introduce a very
flattering letter, approving of their scheme, from
the late M. VioUet-le-Duc, and also in support
of bringing together the terms not only of archi-

tecture and its allied arts, but those of archaeo-

logy. The authors say, that its the proper study
of architecture, sculpture, painting, and the deco-
rative arts is impossible without the study of

archiejlogy, they have " brought abreast of

them all those archaeological matters which are
int'm'itely linked with them." Every architect

and student will admit the value of the introduc-
tion of terms bearing upon the history of the
art, and we see no article admitted in the pre-
sent volume that could well have been excluded.

* Fopnlar Dictiaaary of Architectore and the Allied
Art*. By William J. Avuhlily and Qkorob A.
AcDiLiT, FeUowa K.I B.A. London: A. Sothemn Sc

Co., Strand and FiocadiUy.

In the preparation of a dictionary or encyclo- '

pedia, it is impossible to satisfy all tastes : some
will say that subjects interesting to them have
been omitted, or too cursorily treated, wliile

other subjects, in which they feel no interest,

have occupied a larger space in the dictionary

than they ought to have doue. Many practical

readers perhaps will be disposed to think that

such articles as "Arabesque,', "Atrium,"
"Aureole and Glory," have received too much
notice, and occupy more space than they are en-
titled to in an architectural dictionary, while
other topics, such as "Arch," " Arch Mould-
ings," and "Auditorium," have not been dis-

cussed in the manner they might have been.

There may bo some ground fur these opinions,

though it must be borne in mind an exhaustive
treatment of all the subjects would have increased

the size of the work to an extent that would
have placed it out of reach of the larger number
of students for whom it is intended. Some
terms in a dictionary may usefully be subordi-

nated to others or reduced to definitions, while

those subjects which throw important light on
any vexed point, or about which ordinary books
and treatises give scant infonnation may be
more amply treated. As Messrs. Audsley's dic-

tionary is a " popular " one, technical explana-
tions and mathematical theories would have been
out of place, and practical terms of architecture

and construction have been only incidentally

referred to, on this account probably. It would
have addtd greatly to the general value of the
work if some of these topics were treated more
fully, and a few of the terms in ecclesiology,

&c., were cut down ; but we must take the work
as we find it, and thank the authors for the
patience and learning they have brought to

bear in its compilation.

One good feature in many of the articles is the

free use made of the writings of authorities, and
the foot-notes. Thus, in the article "Arab-
esque," which occupies nine pages, copious quo-
tations are made from Hittorlf, describing the

rise and progress of RafEaelle's school. A few
illustrations would have added to the practical

value of this article. Owen Jones's and L.
Gruner's works have been laid under contribution

in explaining the characteristics of this style of

ornamentation, and we cordially endorse the

opinion that the term " arabesque" should be
confined to the mode of ornamentation introduced

by the Arabs ; the Renaissance ornament in which
every kind of animul and vegetable creation

appears being very inappropriately known under
the same name. The terms " Arabo- Byzantine,"
" Arabo-Moresque," " Arabo-Persic," are in-

troduced, as uted by Girault de Prangey, in

his work on Arab Architecture. Under the term,

"Arcade and Arcaded Colonnade," anexample
of this feature, as used by the Roman and
Italian revivalists, would have been acceptable.

The word "arch" is treated more historically

than constructively, and the illustrations of its

use are somewhat meagre. '

' Arohoeology
'

' is

a term merely defined under this heading,

though its various branches and applications

are very fully discussed in the dictionary.

To the word " Architect " about 30 pp. arc

devoted ; the most useful part is the list of

architects who lived before and after Christ ; but
we are inclined to think the article unnecessarily

ong, though filled with many valuable quo-
tations from Viollet-le-Duc, the R.I.B.A.
Transactions, and inscriptions. The most
copiously illustrated article in the voliuuo is that

on "Aureole or Glory," and the information

collected on the subject indicates considerable

study of the works of Christian archaeologists,

M. Didron, Ducange, and ether soiu-ces.

The word '
' Baptistery

'

' is fully discussed, and
is well illustrated by several types or plans of

early structures. A useful index of words is ap-

pended, a very desirable addition even to a dic-

tionary. The work is well printed, and Messrs.

Audsley may be congratulated in producing a

work of popular reference which must long re-

main the only general dictionary of the arts

allied to architecture extant.

At a meeting held at Cannock last week, plans
prepared by Mr. Jovce, architect, of Stafford, for

the eulargementof ih»parish-church, were adopted,
and it was decided to obtain tenders for the execu-
tion of the work. The nave and aisles will be ex-
tended eastwards, so as to absorb the present
chancel, and a new chancel will be built beyond
the present lines, additional accommodation being
afforded thereby for 24U persons.

Builtiins Jntclltfitttct

BiBKiNOHA^.—Plans for new buildings for the
Gas department of the Corporation of Birming-
ham have been prepared by Mr. Yeoville
Thomason, architect, of that town. The
buildings will form a continuation of the Council-
house, covering the remainder of the site

bounded by Congieve-street, Edmund-street, and
Eden-place. The offices of the Gas department
will be on two floors—viz., the ground-floor and
the lower groimd-floor. The whole of the first

fliorwillbe appropriated to the Art Galleries,

for which an entrance is provided in Congreve-
street, with an entrance-hall, 30ft. by 21ft.,

and a staircase to the galleries of ample width,
terminating on a landing 67ft. by 19ft., from
which there are two entrances to the galleries.

There are 24 rooms, giving a total area of 17,380

square feet, and wall space of 12,208 superficial

ftet, with the exception of a gallery set apart

for an Industrial Museum. The gaBeries will be
in communication with each other by archway
entrances. The external elevations of the build-

ing will form generally a continuation of the
Council-house, the front to Congreve-street
being varied by a portico in two stories the full

height of the bmlding, and emphasising the

entrance to the Art Galleries. The elevation at

its junction with Edmund-street will be ter-

minated by a clock-tower. The elevation to

Edmund-street will bo in harmony with the

other elevations of the Council-house, but in

much plainer style. The elevation to Eden-
place will be similar to the present, except that

the upper windows are omitted, and moulded
panels worked instead. The elevation to the

courtyard will be of yellow brick and stone,

harmonising with, but in advance of, the present

design. The ventilation of the departments will

be separate and distinct. It is proposed to use

the principle invented by Boyle, and successfully

employed at the Custom House, London.

Gatesheat.—A new co-operative store has
just been erected in Jackson-street, Gateshead-
on-Tyne. The structure is of three storiep,

including a large cellar, and is divided into

several departments. There is also a large pub-
lic hall, which it is estimated will hold about 500

people. The front of the buildings is in Jack-
son-street. It is of Classic design, with a

polished stone front and columns and cai^'ed

caps. At one end in the gablet there is the

Borough coat of arms, while in the gablet at the

other end is the society's motto, "Beehive
Industria." The frontage of the buildings is 72ft.

6in., and the back and front together 168ft.

The whole is built of red brick, with stone

facings. The ventilation is arranged by
Sherrington's patent ventilators, and the foul

air will be carried off the whole premises by one

of R. Boyle and Son's patent self-acting air-

pump ventilators. The contractors are Messrs.

Greason and Stockdale, Gateshead. The archi-

tect is Mr. E. Jameson, Swinburne- street,

Gateshead.

Halifax.—A new higher board school is

about to be erected between Prescott-street and
Oxford-road, from the plans of Mr. Richard
Horsfall, of Halifax. Tbe style is Queen Anne,
the windows are two and three light, mullioned

and transomed, an arcade running along the

principal fronts ; the roofs are broken up by two
towers and by gabled dormers. The external di-

mensions art 209ft. by 66ft., the site being very

narrow and necessitating unusual planning.

The basement is arranged as laboratory,

cookery, kitchen, chemical stores, the boys' and
girls' covered playgrounds, keeper's residence,

and offices. Above this is the ground-floor

with a central corridor 204ft. by 10ft. Gin., on
either side of wliich are twelve class-rooms 22ft.

by 20ft., and 24ft. Sin. by 22ft., each class-

room being provided with a separate cloak-room
opening out of it. Lavatories for both sexes

and two teachers' sitting-rooms and lavatories

arc provided. On the first floor is the assembly

hall, 109ft. by 32ft., which is lighted by a

clerestory, and from which open off on the sides

class-rooms, and at either end a retiring-room,

20ft. by 13ft. Separate staircases for boys and
girls are provided at either end of the hall. The
heating is by low-pressure hot- water apparatus.

Tbe design was selected in the recent competi-

tion instituted by the Halifax School Board,

and the estimated cost of the building, cxclu-
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sive of playgrounds and boundary walls, is

£4,700.

HoBNBY Castlb.—Hornby Castle, tho seat of

the High Sheriff of Lancashire, has been reno-

vated, and a new wing added by the present

owner, under the supervision of Mr. John
Jowett, his clerk of tlio works. The entire

building is heated by hot water. The lights

of the central ball are of stained glass, and
the windows of tho front haU, boudoir, and
other apartments, are also partially of stained

glass, the work of Messrs. Camm Brothers, of

Birmingham. The omameutal tiling in the

apartments and corridors is contributed by
Minton, Hollins and Co., of Stoke-upon-Trent,
and by Maw and Co. , of Bro.seley, Staffordshire.

The new wing has been built by Messrs. Ives
and Son, of Shipley, and this firm has also been
entrusted with tho erection of the new works on
the estate. The plastering has been done by
Mr. Benjamin Dixon, of Bradford ; the plumber
work by Mr. Samuel Rushforth, junr., of Ship-
ley ; and the painting by Messrs. Bottomley and
Son-s, Crossbills.

Iethlingbobouqh.—The parifh-church of this

village has been for some time under restoration,

and the work is now nearly complete. The
present restoration has not embraced its unique
tower, but we hope that ere long attention will

be paid to it. Some time ago Sir Henry Dryden
examined the structiire, and was of opinion that
the lower stages were being gradually crushed
by the weight of the lantern, and that the ex-
terior buttresses did not sufficiently counteract,

by their thrust, the danger of a possible ulti-

mate collapse. The church itself, which con-
sists on plan of nave, north and south aisles,

and corresponding transepts, has been carefully

restored throughout. The roofs are almost
altogether new ; that over the chancel is entirely

of oak, an exact reproduction of the original

one ; the other roofs—save in their huge tie-

beams, which are of oak—are of deal. The
carved work throughout the church is by Mr.
Harry Hems, of Exeter ; and the contract, now
drawing to a close, has been carried out by Mr.
W. H. Honson, builder, of Mnedon, near
Wellingborough, from the designs, and under
the immediate direction of the architect, Mr.
Joseph Peacock, F.E.I.B.A., 15, Bloomsbury-
.square, W.C, London.

ABOH^OLOQIOAX.
Thb Paoan Idol of Ballachulish.—At the

meeting of the Society of Antiquaries of Scot-

land, on Monday, a notice was read by Sir

Robert Christison, Birt., of an ancient wooden
image found in November last in a peat moss at

Ballachulish, Glenooe. When found the image
was prostrate on its face on the hard subsoil

underneath the moss, which at present is 4ft.

Sin. deep, but within the last thirty years a
depth of 6ft. of fine old peat had been out from
it. The figure is that of a nude female, as

rudely modelled as it is almost possible to con-
ceive, but at the same time presenting a dis-

tinctly recogrnisable imitation of the human
form. The figure is hewn out of a block of solid

oak, and is 4ft. 9in. high. The head has a
rounded protuberance, which has been suggested
to be the hair gathered into a top-knot, the face

is somewhat flattened, the nose partly obliterated,

and the eyes made by the insertion of quartz
pebbles to represent the eye-balls. The arms
are representtd by rude carving in relief on the
sides, and the hands are indicated in a similar

manner. The legs terminate without feet in the
lower portion of the block, which is merely
rudely squared, and serves as a kind of pedestal
to the figure. The condition of the wood is in
every respect that of oak which has been
naturally embedded in moss. Nothing akin to

this remarkable image has hitherto been known
either in Scotland or Ireland. A group of male
figures, eight in number, all standing on a simple

log of slightly curved form, were found in 1836
at Holdemess, and four of them are now pre-
served in the Hall Museum. They are much
unaller than the Ballachulish image, but they
are remarkable because they are of similarly
exaggerated character, and have also the eyes
formed by the insertion of quartz pebbles. They
seem to have been fixed by the feet into holes in
the log placed as closely together as they could
stand. Each figure kad a club and two shields,

according to one account of them ; but the
photograph shows only one shield, as they exist
at present. Sir Robert also exhibited drawings

received from Mr. Worsaao of two wooden
images of somewhat similar character. One,
which is of oak, and about three feet in length,
was found in a peat bog near Viborg, in Jutland.
Another, also of oak, and five feet in length,
was found in a peat bog in Mark Brandenburg,
and is now in the Berlin Museum. It represents
a male figure rudely cut out of the solid, with a
long rounded body and short legs, the arms
merely indicated, the face fairly well formed,
and the eyes bearing traces of being inlaid.

After conipaiing these with the Ballachulish
specimen, he said the most likely conclusion was
that arrived at by the Rev. Mr. Stewart, viz.,

that it was of Scandinavian origin and of their
Pagan time, and, therefore, probably a thousand
years old. General Furlong stated that he con-
sidered the image Pagan and connected with
nature-worship.

ABCHITECTTTRAt & ABCHiEOLOQICAL
SOCIETIES.

LrVEEPOOL A-ECHITECTUBAL SoOIETT. — The
sixth ordinary meeting of this society was held
on the evening of the 9th inst., at the Koyal
Institution, Colquitt-street, the President,
Charles Aldridge, F.R.I. B.A., in the chair.

The drawings submitted by the class of design
and construction, for " A public-refuge, lamps,
and drinking-fountain, to be erected on the open
space above the Georges Landing-stage," were
exhibited on the walls. After the routine busi-
ness had been transacted, the paper for the even-
ing, entitled, '

' Impressions and Recollections of

North Wales," by Mr. Samuel Huggins, was
read by Mr. J. M. Hay, in the unavoidable ab-
sence of the author. A. discussion followed, in
which several gentlemen took part, and the
meeting terminated with the usual vote of thanks
to the author of the paper, and to Mr. Hay.

COMPETITIONS.
Nbwbtjet.—Nearly thirty sets of plans for the

drainage of the borough having been received,

the Corporation have appointed Messrs. Law
and Chatterton, of Queen Anne's-gate, West-
minster, to advise them in awarding the pre-
miums of £100 and .£.50 respectively for the two
best plans. The plana have been open for in-

spection at the Town Hall on Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday in this week.

Radoliite.—Toe Wesleyans of Radcliffe are
about to erect a handsome chapel to accommo-
date 850 persons. The commission has been
entrusted to Mr. A. W. Smith, of 42, Market-
street, Manchester, whose design has been
selected in competition with Mr. Woodhouse,
of Bolton, and Messrs. Maxwell and Take, of
Bury.

Blackfkiaks Beidoe. — A rather important
competition among sculptors for the groups to
be erected on Blaokfriars Bridge is about to take
place. The designs for the first group, of which
the subject is Cromwell, will be S3nt in on
Monday next, and from what we have seen of
some of tho models, the competition bids fair to

be worthy of the occasion. We trust a com-
petent judge win be engaged to assist in making
the award.

CHIPS.
The death is announced of Mr. W. J. Bernhard

Smith, an antiquary of the best type, who
thoroughly understood the subjects—swords and
weapons of war and of the chase, and armour—
which he had made pecuharly his own.

The New Skoldergate Bridge at York was
opened on Thusday in last week. It has been
built at a cost of about £60,000, from the designs of
Mr. Geo. Gordon Page, M.I.C.E., of London. The
original design was illustrated in the Bcildino
News for May 24, 1878, by a perspective and de-
tailed drawings, and the amended design as now
carried out by a perspective, on June 25, 1880.

By a fire which occurred on Tuesday morning
the workshops in the occupation of Messrs.
Devereux, in Church-street, Stoke Newington,
were partially destroyed.

Additional schools are about to be built at Bran-
stone for the Burton-on-Trent united district

school board, from the plans and specifications of
Messrs. Giles and Brookhouse, of Derby.

At a meeting of parishioners of Hove, next
BrightOH, held on Monday, it wsis determined to
take steps for building a church in the north-west
district of the parish.

A Hundred Thousand Replies and Ijetters
on .ubjccta ot UnlTcrul Int4<r(>Ht huvp appcariKl d'ihnjf
the lut ten Tcan In the EMOLISH MECHAMC AND WOULIl
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oriKinnl nrticlM and tcieDtUlc papers, and counuea* receipt* and
wrlnklea embracing almoat ererf uhject on which It li poiailile
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The earlieat and most acetirate Information respecting all new
sclentlflr dlscorerles and meclianical inrenttons is to M fbund in
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the cricket pavilion, of course, should have read
one-sixth of an inch to the foot.)

—

II fact Mabciibb
AVANT DE CouaiB.

—

Enoinebb. (You bfc eligible as a
competitor. You did not send your name, so we
cannot send you the rules asked for.)—Geo. D. lawis.
(Your suggestion is a good one, but our space is so
limited we caimot entertain it.)

Cottesporttieitct,

THE INSTITUTE PRIZES—A DISTINC-
TION AND A DIFFERENCE.

To the Editor of the Buildinq News.

SiE,—Mr. Charles Barry may be pitied for the
fit of indigestion which he suffered at the Institute

on Monday last, in consequence of the tiny gnat I

attempted to make him swallow, after tho whole
convoys of camels that he gulped at the Glasgow
and Westminster competitions, apparently with
no bad results to himself.

Mr. Lansdell, by tho judgment of the com-
mittee of selection and the meeting generally,

sent by far the best design for the Soanc medal
competition.

His per.?pec!ivo was discovered by the Council
to be a few inches less than the prescribed size

(not larger), to his own obvious disadvantage.
On such ground, forcibly urged by Mr. Barry,
he was disqualified, and all I could obtain for

him was a certificate of merit. Immediately
after, by favour of Mr. Barry and others' sup-
port, a secimd prize was granted to a design sent
for the Tite prize, which had ignored a vital

condition as to plan, although it was admitted
that several other admirable designs had been
submitted to which no technical objections
were raised. This decision was virtually con-
demned by the meeting, and carried only
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by the President's vote, which was needed to
back those of all the Council present to obtain a
majority. Did Mr. Barry forget that he, as
umpire in the Westminster Vestry Hall com-
Setition, bad suffered a decign with an elevation
oable the prescribed scale—a design since

found hoplesdy impracticable—to take the first

premium r—I am, &c.,

John P. Seddos.
1, Queen Anne's-gate, March 16.

S£ BOAED SCHOOL, ORPINGTON
COMPETITION.

Sm,—My experience in above may interest,
and at the same time answer the queries of your
two last correspondents Not having heard
result after the lapse of five weeks, I wrote to
the clerk of the board on the 24th January,
asking if matter was settled, and who was suc-
cessful, when I received a reply "that the board
had practically decided, and my drawings would
be returned in a few days."

After patiently waiti?'g again for five weeks,
I troubled the clerk with another note, when he
wrote me that " Mr. John Ladds, of Chapel-
street, was the successful competitor ; he thought
my drawings had been returned, but would
inquire into the delay."

I do not doubt the fairness of the decision, as
Q. speak from experience) Mr. Ladd's school-
drawings would always take a high place—but
a fortnight more having now passed, I think it

is something new for an unsuccessful competi-
tor's drawings to be detained for seven weeks
after the practical decision of the matter. Whore
are they all this time ? and why have they been
detained P are fair questions for Mr. Mullen to
answer on their return, I think.—Inclosing my
card, I am, &c.,

A.R.I.B.A.

" JERRY BUILDINGS."
Sib,—Mr. J. B. Burton, in your issue of the

25th February, charges you, and other profes-
sional journals, with publishing '

' a very great
deal of nonsense " in reference to jerry building,
and in a somewhat unsatisfactory manner, I
think, advocates the cause of the builder. Your
correspondent is apparently familiar with build-
ing, for his details are calculated to lead to the
impression that he knows what is the right
thing to be done if the right buyer is forthcoming.
I think, however, Mr. Burton does not fuUy
appreciate the question of "jerry building,"
as it is usually applied to a style of dwellings run
up in the suburbs of London, and, perhaps, a
few other populous cities in England. It is

the uncontrolled doings of imprincipled land
and house speculators who, iu tiieir anxiety to
become rich, daringly erect in all directions
houses unfit for human use.

It is not a question of buyer, but simply one
of tenant, for the mass of London's suburban
papulation are not in a position to become their
own landlord. Houses they must have fer
themselves and their families, and it is for their
protection that those writers who decry the
jerry system busy themselves in pointing out
the iniquities practised by the so-called builders
of Euch questionable structures. There is no
waiting on buyers, for longbefore eventenants are
forthcoming, acres of land are covered with
houses which, from an honest builder's point of
view, are simply abominable. The whole affair
springs from an unholy compact entered into
between ground-landlord, leaseholder, law-
yers, land agents, and a class of men good
enough to be in a ring so welded, facetiously
called builders. The ricketty building so pro-
duced, very often stands upon a bit of ground
charged with a rent, ample, in many cases, to
pay a fair interest on the outlay for a good
hotue.
We can expect nothing else from such sur-

roundings but houses by the thousand, which
are simply imfit for human habitation. If your
correspondent wishes to protect the perpetrators
of such doings, I do not envy him his self-
imiKised advocacy; but I presume, from his
Northern experience, he can form but a faint
idea of the state of things around and in London
which induces your contributor to send you "a
very great deal of nonsense."
Those who can order and enter into the proper

arrangements for building their own houses do
not always, however, get that which they baiguin
for, as the numerous conflicts in our law-courts
testify. For them, however, we need not feel

any more compassion than we would for a man
who paid for a piece of genuine broadcloth and
received shoddy goods instead. But those who
have neither the means nor time to select the
machinery to secure a good habitation are
entitled to the protection of the Press to venti-
late a subject fraught with se much evil. The
grocer, milkman, and other tradesmen are liable
to punishment who sell fraudulently, and
why should not the manufacturers and dealers
who supply the "jerry " builder with improper
materials be likewise subject to legal supervision
and control? The difficulty surrounding the
question is the want of a fair and reasonable
standard, whereby bricks, mortar, timber, and
slates may be properly assessed or tested, for
I fear that many of the houses built to order
contain material just as bad as the jerry houses,
although raised under the supervision and guid-
ance of fomj»c<c«< men.—I am, &o.,

11th March. He^bt Reid.

STRATFORD-ON-AVON CEMETERY
COMPETITION.

Sib,—Having been one of the unsuccessful
competitors in this competition, I can fully
coincide with " £1,300," if the facts stated in his
letter are correct, as regards the premiated
design.

We were restricted to £1,300 to build a chapel,
with mortuary attached, a custodian's lodge,
and entrance-gates, with 200 feet of boundary
waUing, and I am quite sure that only a moderate
design could be carried out for the sum, as spe-
cified in the conditions of the competition, and I,
like " £1,300," think it most unfair that those
who took the trouble to keep their designs
within the limits of the amount specified, should
be overtlirown by those whose designs would
cost perhaps double.

I am pleased to hear that the committee have
refused the premium to the authors of the de-
ceptive designs, and should be glad to see a
more deserving competitor carry off the award.
I should be gratified if the original competitors'
drawings were returned to the committee, and a
£1,300 design selected.—I am, &c.,

A COMPBTTTOB.

Sib,—I notice in this week's issue of the
BuiLDiNO News a letter signed " £1,300," with
regard to the above competition.
By the advertisement inviting the competition,

one premium only was announced to be given,
but I presume your correspondent is correct in
his assertion that second and third premiums
have been awarded ; certainly very liberal on the
part of the Corporation, and a policy tending,
no doubt, to keep the recipients—their fellow-
townsmen—"sweet.

"

When competitors scrupulously prepare their
plans to keep within stipulated amounts, it is

most unjust that such plans should be set aside
for a showy set of drawings which cannot be
carried out within the limits ; and it must be
plain to the dullest comprehension that to build
a chapel, mortuary, and lodge, &o., &o., for
£1,300, cannot leave much margin for elabora-
tion of detail.

I should be glad to co-operate with "£1,300,"
to see if some fairer arrangement could not be
arrived at, by which men who work honestly
should have a chance of success.—I am, &c.,
March 14. Anothee Competitob.

"VICTOR EMMANUEL MEMORIAL."
Sib,—There are, I find, not a few British archi-

tects who are about to become "concurrents" in
the above affair. For their benefit, let me give
them a hint at starting.

In the notification appearing in so many papers,
the impression is conveyed that the whole scheme,
even to the town and locality, is to be left to the
discretion of the parties, but I find in the "pro-
gramm," isaued from the Italian Consulate, that
the structure is to be in " Rome."
This being the case, it will be found that when

the designs are adjudicated on, the precise locality
will have to be a factor for consideration, notwith-
standing anything hinted to the contrary in the
"programm."
To anyone who knows modern Rome, it will be

apparent that to denign a structure of the size and
proportions required in this case, without consider-
mg where it is to be put, would be as absurd as to
contemplate the erection of a palace like Muswell-
hill or Crj stal Palace in the EC. district, before
taking into consideration the exact site it is to
occupy.—lam, &c.,
March 11. B.

FROZEN PIPES.
Sib,—Your correspondent, T. E. Julian, pro-

poses a remedy to prevent water-pipes biu-sting,
and he bases his calculations en the false impres-
sion that water in freezing increases in bulk about

Water, as we all know, reaches its point of
greatest density at 4° Centigrade, and until it
reaches that point, obeys the usual law of expan-
sion and contraction by coutractiug under reduced
temperature:—At 4° water commences to expand
until freez ng point is reached to about 1 + •00012,
but on solidifying, after passing the freezing-point
of 0° Centigrade, the bulk is increased from 1 to
1-098, an increase of nearly 1- 10th of its oriirinal
bulk.

When we see, therefore, vertical as well as
horizontal pipes burst almost along their whole
length, we very much fear that one of the princi-
pal difficulties will be to find the " part affected "
so ingenuously pointed out by your correspondent.
—I am, &o., G. J. B.

CHEAP CHURCHES.
Sib,—Is it possible that the illustrations to Mr.

White's paper in your last issue are intended as
examples to follow? They are, in my opinion,
just what should be avoided, beiug the reverse of
what is beautiful, and certainly of what is cheap.
The construction is not good, the material far in
excess of what is needed, and the use of iron
altoaether objectionable. The arch, too, of the
window-head, shown in detail, is not consistent
with cheapness or common-sense, the mode of
jointing, save from centres of arch, being a silly
vagary, increasing cost without auy advantage.
The arch, to be cheap and good, should be of three
half-brick rims, no cutting or rubbing being
required —I am, &c. M.

LANCASTER ASYLUM—A CORRECTION.
Sib,—In the first iasue of your journal for this

year I observe a report on buildings in progress.
In this report you say that the Laucaster Asylum
is being built from the designs of Mr. Grayson.
Allow me to inform you that I am the architect,
and it is from my designs that the large annexe at
the Lancaster Asylum is now being carried out.
I am, &c.,

Lancaster, March 10th. A. W. Keeshaw.

WHY IS NOT LITTLE QUEEN-STREET
WIDENED ?

Sib,—We will begin by saying that we have
not the smallest pecuniary iuterest at stake in
this matter, our object being t<) obtain more light
on a subject of vital public importance, considering
the accidents which are daily oouurriug.
A largely-signed memorial was presented by a

deputation of ratepayers to the Metropolitan
Board of Works on the 25th ult., and Mr. Newton
Wilson, in an able speech on their behalf, said,
" that the prayer of the memorial was not a new
one, the improvement having been anked for some
time ago. There was, however, a daily-iucreasing
necessity for carrying out the miprovemeut, inas-
much as scarcely a day passed wiihout the occur-
rence of some accident, owing to tha narrowness
of the street. He would only refer to two
accidents that had occurred during the last few
weeks, Vice-Chancellor Bacon haviug been a
victim on the Hth inst., and Mr. Justice Groves
only a fortnight before. These were only well known
instances of accidents that were cousiautly occur-
ing. Last week three accideuts had occurred. The
policemen whose duty it was to prevent if possible
any blocks iu the traffic, found it impossible to do
so. The improvement prayed for was not merely
a local but a metropolitau oue, inasmuch as this

narrow street was an important connecting link,

not only between the East of London and the ex-
treme West, but also between North aud South.
The particular part of the street which required to

be improved was only H5ft. in length, aud was
located at the northern extremity. It was occu-
pied by property of a very secondary character,
and was, in fact, in such a state that it had been
condemned." They wished particularly to call the
attention of the board to this fact, as the present
time presented a very favourable opportunity for
making the improvement desired at a miuimum of
i-ost. If there were any delay iu tne matter, the
improvement would cost very much more than it

would now. In conclusion, Mr. Wilson said the
question was not unworthy the notice of a board
which had already earned the gratitude of the
metropolis by the many vast public improve Tients

which it had carried through, fhe Metropolitan
Board of Works said they had n - po wer to take
work into their own hands, but have offered to
contribute one-half the net cost towaids improve-
ments, if effected by Local Board of Works, for St.

Giles's, and to lend them £10,000 more at 4 per
cent., repayable in fifteen years.

A deputation waited on the Local Board on the
8th inst., and strongly urged them to accept terms
offered by the MetropoUtan Board, ana the matter
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vriU be discussed at the Local Board meeting on

Tuesday next. " Why, of course they will gladly

accept them," your uninitiated readers will ex-

claim. Wo venture to prophesy, however, that

unless much public pressure be brought to bear, the

offer will be hushed up, and rejected on the plea of

expense to ratepayers. " Why ? " the above-

mentioned readers will ask.

If some independent member of the Local Board
will give us truthful answers to the following

questions, the public will be able to judge for

themselves why the improvement is in danger of

not being carried out :
^

1. Are any members of the Local Board in

favour of an alternative scheme for forming a new
street from the corner of Great and Little Queen-
streets into Holbom near the Royal Music Hall ?

2. Would not this scheme involve the demolition

of several almost new warehouses, and other very

valuable property ?

3. Are any members of the Local Board owners
or leaseholders of property so aileoted, and if so,

to what extent ?

4. The estimate cost for widening old street, and
also for making the new one.

6. The arguments (if any) which can be advanced
in support of the great expense of new street in

lieu of widening the old one at a comparatively

small cost. —We are, &o.,
AaCHITEOTS AND SUEVBTOES.

SlE,-

EXTERNAL SOIL-PIPES.

-It is not I that am hasty or inconsistent.

If your correspondent can see no difference as to

what I said between accretions caused by splashing

and actual deposit, in an ill-constructed pipe or

drain, further words are wasted.
If it be the fact that pure air passing through a

pipe at an increased rate of two thousand per

cent, should render the emanations more foul,

either in quantity or quality, than would be the

case with a state of semi-stagnation and gentle

evaporation, some of us oerteimly are in need of

instruction.

Danger from leakage is quite outside the ques-

tion raised, and it may be met by isolation.—

I

am, &c. William White, F.S.A.

THE FABRIC OP THE CHURCH,
SiE,—Owing to absence from town, the proof

you were obliging enough to send, reached me too

late for correction. The MS. from which I read
the paper being rather rough (caused by there

being no time to get it fair-copied), has resulted in

some obvious, though not serious, misprints, which
I need not now particularise. Allow me, however,
to express my regret that, in alluding to AU Saints'

Church, Harlesden, I omitted to mention the fact

of the nave-roof being eventually intended to be
vaulted in wood, which a little qualifies my argu-
ment.—I am, &c., Edmund B Feeeey,

15, Spring-gardens, S.W,, March 16.

CHIPS.
Mr. Charles Pugh, late sanitary inspector to the

Mortimer rural sanitary authority, Berks, has
been elected to a similar oiiice under the Guild-
ford rural authority, from amongst 60 applicants.

A meeting was held at the Queen's Institute,

Dublin, on Tuesday afternoon, for the purpose of
forming a ladies' sanitary association for Dublin,
and addressei* having been delivered by medical
men and engineers, it was decided to start such an
organisation.

The town-council of Yarmouth are about to

make afurther experiment in the use of iion pilings
for the repair and protection of the quay-walls. A
committee have reported that a short length of
iron pUiug had lasted three times as long ns the
adjacent wood piles, and was not only imperme-
able to worms, but it was impossible to shorten
iron piles by cutting them, as was alleged to be
done with wood, and so they had to be driven the
full length. Tenders were opened for the supply
of sufficient to protect a further length of 30Uft.,
and that of Messrs. Williams and Co., of London,
the contractors for the iron already used, was ac-
cepted at £7 10s. per ton.

The Town Council of Wolverhampton on Mon-
day voted an increase of salary, from £120 to £140,
to Mr. Blanton, sanitary inspector for the
borough.

The railway station at Wellington, Salop, is

undergoing rebuilding, and the new offices are now
being occupied. The facings of the building are
of 3in. red bricks, from the works of Mr. Edwards, of
Riiabon, with Yorkshire freestone dressings ; the
internal woodwork is chiefly of stiiued piue. A
new covered-in platform, with asphilte paving,
and 300 yaids long, has been providtd. The con-
tractors for the station are Messrs. llorsman and
Co., of Wolverhampton.

Jnttrcammunicatioii—M-*—
QUESTIONS.

[6130.]—Action of ^rost on Mortar.—Should
frost penetrate the mortar of a building, causing it to

shell or fall off the face, will tho mortar set agaiu in the

wall!—W. L. B. Sku'TOn.

[6431.]—Chas-Tar Varnish—There is some method
of mak' ug ordinary ga8 tar into a firm, hard, black var-

nish, other than by distillation, Ibelieve, by mixing acids

with it. Can any correspondent say how it ia done!—
P. T.

[6432.] -Stain for Stonework. -I want to stain a
small portion of stonework to match the red-brick facing

m front of house. Can any of your readers kindly inform
me what ia the beat thing to use as a permanent stain to

stand the weather?—Stonk Stain.

[6433.] — Ijevellingr — Beservoira. — Could
*' 0-. fl. O.," or any other reader of the Buildixq Nbws,
tell me of an inexpensive book on Levelling as applied

to architecture, price, name of publisher, &c.f Have
looked in various catalogue?, but cannot find one. Also

a cheap book on Reservoirs, &g. T—Koepknick.

[6434.1-Baker'fl Oven.-Would "G. H. G." or

some other enlightened reader kindly inform me the best

way of describing the necessary work to be done and
provisions to be made in a sf ecification for a baker's

oven, furnace, &c., which I am building in connection

with a baker's shop !—Nodlef.

[6435.]—First Commissioner of Works OflQ.ce.
— will any of your readers be kind enough to inform me
if there is an arehitecta* office in connection with the Go-
vprument Commissioner of Works Office, and if candi-

dates for admission are required to pass any examina-
tion!—i'.

[6436.]—Fence to Higrhway.—Will any reader
kindly assist me in the followmg;—A. owns land abut-
ting on the highway, separated therefrom by a quickset
fence grrowing on a " cop " or mound 2ft. high, the foot

or base of wnich " cop " is 2ft. from the centre of the
hedge-row or quicks. There is no ditch on either side.

A. wishes to displace the hedge by a stone wall, and
claims the foot of the " cop** as his boundary. I contend
that the land to the centre of quicksets belongs to the
highway. Who is right ?—Survetob.

[6437.1—Mastic Cement.—A great deal has been
said and written of late in the columns of your highly-
prized and valuable journal on the antiquities and quali-
ties, &c., of Portland cement. If any of those corre-
spondents who gave such valuable information about the
Portland cement gave some information in a similar way
on the origin and properties of mastic cement, together
with its proper mode of use, I thing it woxild interest

many of the numerous readers of the Bdildiko News.—
Pao Bono Publico.

[643S.]—Architects' Drawings.-Will some of

your readers satisfy me on the following point:—After I
have completed the works my client wants the drawings,
&c. In coDsideration of our having a good deal to do
with each other in business matters, I had considerably
reduced my ordina-y chai'ge (the usual commission), and
there was also a verbal understanding that the plans re-

mained my property. Can my client now claim tbe
drawings, &c., seeing that I have not charged full com-
mission I Does the difference in the rate of commission
ch .i^ed affect the property of the drawings in question 1

-Doubtful.

[6439.]—Damp "Walls.-Willanyexperienced archi-
tect or builder inform the writer the best external appli-
cation to apply to brick walls to keep out damp T The
case required is this : Some gables to a large house are
reduced to one brick, or 9in. in thickness, coped with
terra-cotta. The gables are lofty^, and in a very exposed
situation. The recent heavy rains, with beating winds,
has driven the wet through the walls, and the house
being entirely of brick and stone dressings, does not admit
of cement being used. The writer would be grateful to
know what external application, so soon as the walls are
diy, would be suitable, and have the effect of keeping
them dry.—Siccus.

[6140.]—Hatch.—Will some one kindly inform me
what is the best method of fitting up a hatch between
dining-room and serving-lobby of a good house 1 Also
whether there is any method of hanging sUding sashes
without weight and cords t-EsguiEEH.

the other. The fact is, there Is good sound stuff one would
use oat of doors or up in roofs away from the eye, that a
judicious man would never dream of putting directlr

under theeye. It ia entirsly a matter ofjudgment. "B."
asks what cabinetmakers generally use. I do nut know
what oak they hare a prefereoce as a rule for, but I do
know what they have a great wwaVnfiUi for, and that ia

sandpaper. When once sandpaper touches oak, be it

Eoglish or foreign, it ia rained for ever. Oak mast,
under all circumstances, be left from the toot. In my
shops the use of sandpaper is only permitted inone place,

ana that is in the w.c—Habsy Hems.

[6428.]—Oak Fittings.—The best kind of oak to use
for internal fittings, such as dadoes, counters, desks, &c.,
is Riga or Memel wainscot. It is, with few exceptions,
always used for such purposes by builders and cabinet
makers. It stands much better ttuin English oak, and is

as a rule, nicer-figured wood, though English oak butts*
when quartered, and cut into boards or planks, ought to
contain some very prettily-figured wood, scarcely inferior

to wainsoot oak. It may not be oat of place to say that
oak should have time to season, two to four years,
according to the thickness of the boards. — Builosb,
Leeds.

REPLIES.
[642S.]—Oak Fittings.—"B." sljould have used

Riga wainscut oak, such as is supplied by Messrs, Oliver
and Sons, the well-known timber merchants, of Bunhill-
row, E.G., and many other high-class people in the same
business. Riga would have cost him double as much as
the English, but the expense in labour is somewhat less,

and the ultimate result would have been a clean, satisfac-

tory job, snch as one can seldom get where the general
run of Eogli.sh stuff ia used. Of course, when English
oak is bought of men hke Mr. F. Whitlock, of Woburn,
Bedfordshire, one gets it exceptionally good, for in
Northamptonshire and neighb curing counties, as well as
in Uarnpshire, the English oak flourishes well. Such oak
works up beautifully, and if "B." had used it for the
bank fittings refened to he would, no doubt, have had
reason to be proud of them. Oak varies very much in

price, but fur high-class work the dearest ia probably
much the cheapest in the end. During the present week
I have had a good deal of oak in, and I find whilst I have
bought a couple of trucks of excellent, sound, and dry
English planks at 2s. 2d. the foot cube, I have paid for

some American (in bulk), 3s., delivered, and have bought
other seasoned English at 6s. Further, within the last

few days I have purchased dry foreign wainscot from thiee
different timber merchants ut the respectivu- rates of

6s. Gd., 9s., and Us. a foot cube, I merely quote these

prices passingly to illustrate that there is oak and oak,
and to show that although within the last few days I have
bought stuff at prices varying from less than 2id. the
i-iclnip to Ud., that, novcithelets, I should very muc:i
hesitate beturc I defined auy one a greater bargain than

FABLIAMENTAB7 NOTES.
Supply.—The foliowingsupplementary estimates

for the Civil Service and Revenue Departments,
for 1880-81, were voted on Monday :—£2,192 for

the maintenance and repair of public buildings in
Great Britain and the Isle of Mau, £3,000 for the
survey of the United Kingdom, includiajff the revi-

sion of the survey of Ireland ; £5,087 for new
buildings connected with the Science and Art
Department, £800 for the British Museum baild-

ing<4, £1,838 fur d^lomatic and consular buildings,

and £260 for the Treasury.

Highways.—Mr. Magniac on Tuesday asked the
President of the Local Government Board whether,
considering that general discontent prevailed with
regard to the present Law of Highways, and that
in the last Session Her Majesty's Government
would not agree to the appointment of a select com-
mittee of that House, they would take active stepa

to procure information on that subject. Mr,
Dooson said that thereasjn why a select committee
of the HouBe of Commons was not appointed last

year was that a committee of the House of Lords
was sitting on the subject. He saw no reason to

doubt that the information then obtained, together
with that already in the possession of the Local
Government Board, would be sufficient to enable
him to deal with the subject. He could not
altogether agree with his hon. friend that ia the
present state of the law it was impossible to arrive

at a just and equal valuation of property for
rating purposes ; but he admitted that there were
difficulties in the way of so doing, and that it was
desirable that the law should be amended.

Beitish Potteey.—Mr. Gray on Tuesday asked
the Vice-President of the Council why the prices

of modern British pottery at present exhibited in

the Bethnal-green Museum had been carefully

erased from the labels affixed to them, while the
prices of modern foreign pottery had been allowed
to remain, and if he would state the date of the
order of the Committee of Council on Education
sanctioning such erasures. Mr. MundelJa : The
minute sanctioning the withdrawal of the prices

upon modern examples of British pottery and
porcelain at present exhibited at Betbual-green
Branch Museum is dated March 23, 1865. at the
time when Lord Aberdare was Vice-President of

the Committee of Council and Sir Henry Cole was
director of the museum. These examples were, for
the most part, purchased at international exhibi-
tions at greatly reduced prices, aud, at the special

representation of English manufacturers concerned,
the prices were expunged from the labels, com-
plaints being made that musoum prices were
quoted to the trade by customers at a much lower
rate than the goods could be supplied at. The
examples of foreign manufacturers having been
acquired at the usual prices, the labels were
mamtained, showing the cost.

liEOAL INTELIiiaENCE.
Jeeey BtJiLDrNa at Sutton, StraEEY.— At the

Epsom Petty Sessions on Monday, W. Tester,

builder, of Sutton, was summoned forhaving erected
eightnewbuildingsat Sutton, the materials used not
being in accordance with the requirements of the

Sutton parochial committee. Mr. W. O. Reader,
on behalf of the Epsom rural sanitary authority,

stated that defendant h*d purchased some land in

Balham-lane, Sutton, and in September last plans

were laid before the Sutton parochial committee
and approved by them subject to the work being
done in a proper manner and with proper materials.

From the very first thi materials aud the work-
manship had alike been bad, aud the surveyor had
had great trouble in the matter. He had iusisted

on certain portions being pulled down and recon-
structed, but the materials used quickly degene-
rated again, aud the wurk was very badly done
indeed. Instead of mortar, garden-mould, mixed
with the smallest quantify of limo, was use^l, and
this possessed no coheoive properties. Four houses
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were built and covered in, and four more were
baU-up. They would not be fit for people to live

in. Mr. Appleton, surveyor to the Epsom rural

authority, gave similar evidence, eaying that
several of the walls were out of plumb by Sin. or
4in., and quite -unsafe. If a brick were taken
airay the "mortar" foil away from it at once. If

the walla of the four partly- built houses were not
I'uUeddowu they would soon fall dowu, and por-
tions of the completed building would have to be
demolished. The witness produced samples of the

"mortar," which the magistrates crumbled to

doit in their fingers. Mr. H. Keele, builder, of
Sutton, corroborated, stating that the stuff put in

as mortar was laid almost as thick as the bricks,

and Ihey were simply mud houses. There were
now seven props to hold the walls up, and not one
of these walls was straight. Defendant did not
deny that the work was badly done, and explained
that he had placed the work in the hands of his

son, who was over 30 years of age, and had given
directions for everytbing to be done in a proper
manner. Honey was found for the work, but his

sou had applied it to other purposes. The magis-
trates adjourned the case for 14 days, in order that
they might inspect the houses in company with Mr.
Appleton and the defendant.

Staiskd Glass Competitions.—Dixon v. Coe-
pus Chbisti Collkob, Cambridoe.—In this case,

tried on Tuesday, at Nisi Prius, before Mr.
Justice Lopes and a Common Jury, the plaintiff

was a designer and manufacturer of stained-glass

windows, and the defendants the Master and
FtllowB of Corpus Christ! College, Cambiidge. In
the month of May, 1879, the defendants were
desirous of erecting a stained-glass window in the
college chapel. The plaintiff and others were in-

vited to send in designs on the undi.rstandiog that
the artist whose design was selected should have
the execution of the work intrusted to him. The
plaintiff accordingly sent in a design, and another
was furnished by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, and
Bayne. After an interval the plaintiff was in-

formed that his design had been rejected, and
would be returned to him by train. In the course
of time a package was delivered at his place of

business containing a design which was certainly
not the one with which he had furnished the
defendants. The plaintiff, therefore, went to

Cambridge and saw the Dean of the college, who
offered to show him the selected design. This was
no other than the plaintiff's own design, and regret
was expressed on the part of the defendants at the
mistake which had arisen. They nevertheless
employed Messrs. Heaton, Butler, and Bayne to
execute the window, and the plaintiff brought the
present action to recover damages for the loss of
contract. Mr. Bulwer said he was happy to be
able to announce that the case had been settled.

The defendants still believed that they were legally

in the right, but they could not disguise the fact

that, owing to their mistake, a certain amount of
hardship had been inflicted on the plaintiff.—

A

verdict was then formally taken by consent for the
plaintiff for £12-5.

In eb G. Colls.—The bankrupt, who recently
presented a petition for the liquidation of his

affairs, was a btiilder and licensed victualler, carry-
ing on business at Bayswater and Earl's Court, and
also at the Bell Hotel, Addle-hill. At the first

meeting the liquidation proceedings fell to the
ground, and an adjudication followed. This was
a sitting for public examination, and the balance-
sheet returned liabilities amounting to £5,900

;

fully- secured debts, £30,98-5; with assets (inclusive

of an estimated surplus from property in the hands
of creditors), £3,881. The Begistrar, at the
instance of the trustee, on Wednesday ordered
certain explanatory accounts to be filed, and ad-
journed the sitting in the mean time.

LiABiLiTT FOE QUANTITIES.—At Southampton
Coimty Court, on Tuesday week, H. Morris, archi-
tect and surveyor, of Freemantle, sued J. W.
Bowland, builder, SouthamptoB, for £32 lOs.

commission on preparing bills of quantities in
connection with Christ Church, Above-bar,
Southampton. Plaintiff was architect of the
church, and in that capacity took out the quanti-
ties. Defendant obtained the contract for erection,
but liad not settled this account for commission.
It appearing that the action was a friendly one
between plaintiff and defendant, at the suggestion
of the judge, the client for whom the church was
built, a Mr. Earl, was made co-defendant. It was
proved in evidence tbat Mr- Earl told defendant
to strike the item 1 i per cent- for quantities from
his contract, as he should pay direct for a copy of
the bill of quantities. The judge, having shown
Mr. Earl the difference between taking out quanti-
ties and the making of a copy of the bill, ordered
Mr. Bowland to pay 30s., the cost of the copies he
had received, atd Mr. Earl to pay £20 17s. for
taking out the quantities, after allowing a set-off
of £9 as penalties for plaintiff's delay in preparing
plans. -^
Ur. James S. Swallow, late of Scarboroagh, has

been appsinted city surveyor of Cape Town.

WATER SXTPPLY AND SANITARY
UATTEBS.

Hawes and Gayle Seweeaob.—This work has
been commenced by the contractor, Mr. Bichard
Atkinson, of Ingleton ; Mr. Eussell acting as clerk
of works. The sewage is to be utilised upon
land specially prepared for surface irrigation and
deep filtration, the gross solids being intercepted in
suitable tanks. Messrs. Brieily and Holt, C.E., of
Blackburn, are the engineers acting for the Bural
Sanitary Authoiity of Aysgaith Union, county of
York.

BiEjnNORAH —A special meeting of the Bir-
mingham, Tame, and Bea District Drainage Board
was held on Tuesday, at the Council House,
Birmingham ; Alderman Avery presiding. In
accordance with the recommendation of the Works
Committee, approval was given to an agreement
for the purchase of 48 acres of freehold land,
buildings, &c., at Tyburn, for the sum of £6,000,
and it was resolved to apply to the Local Govern-
ment Board for their sanction to a loan of various
sums amounting in the whole ta £180,000, for the
purchase of land and the construction of works.

Wednesbuey.—The Wednesbury Local Board
has resolved that Mr. Fritchard, of Waterloo-
street, Biimingham, report as to what system of
sewerage would be advisable for the town, and
what land would be required for that system.

CHIPS.

The organ in Famham parish-church, Surrey,
is about to be removed to a new chamber and im-
proved. Mr. Woodjer, of Guildford, is the archi-
tect, and Messrs. Walker are the builders ; the cost
of the work will be about £1,300.

The Council of the Eoyal Albert Hall have pub-
lished a notice stating that they are prepared to
receive for exhibition in May next such works of
art as have been submitted during the present year
to the Council of the Royal Academy of Arts and
conditionally retained by them, but which cannot
be placed at Burlington House for want of space.
The days for the reception of these works will be
the 25th and 26th of April

-

The Lincoln Urban Sanitary Authority accepted
last Tuesday the schedule of prices sent in by
Messrs- Cowen and Lansdown for the connections
to main sewerage- The authority refused the lowest
tender of Mr. E. Garden, and the Messrs. Burns
Brothers withdrew their tender, which was the
next lowest.

A new building for the Northern Assurance
Company is about to be erected at the corner of
Commercial-street and Albert-square, Dundee;
Messrs. James Maclaren and Sons are the
architects.

Messrs. T. Bobinson and Son, Limited, of Roch-
dale, have received a cable message from Mel-
bourne, stating that they have been awarded three
first-class prizes at the Melbourne Exhibition, the
highest award in each class of their exhibits of

wood-working machinery, steam-engines, and
boilers.

In the list of bankrupts published in Tuesday's
London Gazette, appeared the name of Frederick
George Helmore, architect, of 23, Leadenhall-
street. City.

A new storage reservoir, to contain nineteen
million gallons of water, and two filter-beds are
about to be constructed for the Pontypridd Water-
works Company on high ground in the parishes of

Aberdare and Ystradyfodwg. The engineer of the
works is Mr. S. Harpur, of Pontypridd.

The town council of Newport, Mon., resolved on
Tuesday to form a main thoroughfare through the
town at an estimated cost of £50,000.

The Court of Assistants of the Drapers' Company
have this week decided to increase their subscrip-
tion to the City and Guilds of London Institute from
£2,000 to£4,000 a year for two years, the augmen-
tation to be devoted to the new building and its

fittings in Finsbury.

The council of the Eoyal Institute of British
Architects have accepted Mr. Ernest Turner's offer

to present a silver medal for sanitary science to the
candidate in the first obligatory examination under
By-law XIV. who most distinguishes himself in
subjects connected with sanitary science.

For some years past there has been a great deal
of building going on iu and around balisbury,
adding considerably to the house accommodation
of the city. During last year no less than 213 new
houses were built, and a large number of others
are now in course of erection in Wyndham's Park
and on the Manor and School estates adjoining.

The Gainsborough highway board last week
elected Mr. Francis Potter as surveyor, in lieu of
Mr. Lamb, resigned. The salary is £1.50 per
annum, and there were 68 candidates foi the ap-
pointment.

Our (Dfiftce ^Mt,
A LEcruEE on " Sanitary Assurance " was

delivered on Tuesday .evening at the London
Institute by Professor F. de Chaumont, F.R.S.,
who remarked that in round numbers one- third
of the whole mortality of the country was due to
consumption, diseases of the respiratory organs,
diarrlia!a,ciiterioandecarIet-fever, anddiphtherii.
All these were diseases favoured or propagated
by neglected house sanitation, and disease was
chiefly caused in insanitary dwellings by foul
air and foul water. Means ought to be provided
for removing bad air and admitting fresh air,

and for protecting the water supply from close

connec.ion with the sewers. Dr. de Chaumout
then explained the aims jnd scope of the recently-
formed Sanitary Assurance Association, with
which our readers are already familiar, and
pointed out that the organisation was not formed
with the purpose of obtaining a profit. The
carrying out of such a measure of compulsory
inspection of dwellings by the State could hardly,
he thought, be sanctioned either by Parliament
or public opinion at present ; but it was desirable

that the work should be undertaken by private
enterprise in the mean-time.

A SCHEME is on foot for placing the church-
yard of St. Margaret's, Westminster, in a con-
dition more in harmony with its character and
surroundings. At present the churchyard is an
unenclosed space, and is in a most neglected
condition. It is proposed to surround it with a
handsome palisade, and to lay out the ground in

a proper manner. Part of the ground belongs
to the Government, and the First Commissioner
of "Works has promised that the Government
win contribute a portion of the expense. It is

also expected that the Metropolitan Board of

Works wiU assist in the work ; but it wUl still

be necessary to raise a sum of two thousand
pounds by public subscriptions.

The Secretary of the Science and Art Depart-
ment states that the apparatus placed by Mr.
A^ C. Engert in the Chemical Lecture Theatre
at the Science Schools, South Kensington, is

found to remedy the acoustic defects of the loora

to a very considerable extent. The department
regrets that it has been impossible for Mr.
Engert to apply his invention in its entirety, as
he could not be permitted to touch the wall
behind the lecturer's table.

Me. T. J. Gawihoep, of Long Acre, has sent
us a copy of his illustrated catalogue of me-
morial Ijrasses. He points out the fact that
many " brasses " of the 13th and 14th centuries

are now iu good preservation, whilst the ad-
joining designs in marble or stone are lost, thus
proving their value as a record of the past.

Assays of the metal on which these were
engraved have been made, and one of like alloy,

and consequently quality, expressly manufac-
tured for the purpose. 'This " Latten " brass is

thick, hard, of a deep rich colour, but, unlike

the Birmingham yellow or zinc brass, does not
corrode. Mr. Gawthorp also calls attention to

his introduction of engravedbronze formemorials.
The metal he uses is an alloy of pure copper and
tin without any admixture of zinc, equivalent iu

durablity to the ancients' bronze. The great age
of these old "bronzes" is alone sufficient to

prove that copper and tin in right proportion

may indeed be regarded as indestructible. Un-
like "brasses," the engraving is not filled in

level with the suiface of the metal (a cover

under which unscrupulous engravers of cheap
brasses hide bad work, with a view to extra

profit, regardless of durability), but thinly

coated with a deep colour to give greater legi-

bility. Those who prefer a more subdued
appearance than the biUliancy of brass, would
find this kind of memorial supply the want. It

is suitable for fixing on the floor, walls of

churches, or on tombstones in churchyard or

cemetery.

The Great Eastern Railway Company lave
withdrawn that portion of their Bill which
related to the Epping Forest Extension. This is

a reasonable and just concession to public

opinion which will be appreciated by all except

the City Corporation, whose support, for some
occult rea^on, was accorded. Probably in some
way or another some job was in contemplation ;

else it is hard to say why the conservators of the

forest should have been so eager to surrender its

chief chirm.
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ILLUSOEY. SANITATION.

SINCE the institution of local and other
Boards charged with the duty of pro-

tecting us from the dangers consequent on
an impreved system of sewerage, ills before
unthought of h&vo unpleasantly devel-

oped themselves, creating dismay instead

of hoped-for comfort and contentment.
In the gradual and unavoidable transfer

of our personal control of the evils of the
house to those endowed with popular as

well as legal authority, we lost our individ-

uality, and while contributing to the costs

of such machinery became mere helpless

units in the force by which it is impelled and
governed. Ever since drains and their

oontrolment budded into a science, many a
theorist has had ample opportunity of

airing his opinions, but in the course of the
numerous tentative blundorings, much evil

and discomfort has been inflicted. To add
to what in itself was trying enough, progress

developed new types of disease hitherto
unknown, and the disturbed and conflicting

views of our medical authorities added sub-
stantially to the dangers of the situation.

Hence, like in other matters of a domestic
character, an unsettled feeling of distrust

has arisen, leading the afliicted—we might
even say the oppressed—to grasp at any
seeming chance of relief from the uncom-
fortable and dangerous character of- their

unsanitary suiTOundings. Modem un -

sauitariness, when dissociated from the
complex and bewildering phrases which
engineering and medical scientists have
surrounded it, is a very simple question
indeed, tor it only really means that the
dwelling and its inhabitants have become
endangered by a neglect of the most
ordinary health - preserving precautions.
Whether these dangers are self - sought
or vicariously inflicted, does not very
materially affect the question, for their

existence, under any circumstances, necessi-

tates the most serious attention to their
remedy or removal. We may take it,

however, that much discord and disagree-
ment prevails amongst those professing to
have special knowledge of what is now
generally accepted as sanitary science and
its complex teachings.

These considerations readily occur to us
at the present time from the recent organ-
isation of a sanitary insurance society,

launched under doubtless creditable

auspices, and framed on the model of a
similar institution, believed to be doing
good and honest service in the metropolis
of Scotland. All things must have a be-
ginning, and it is a healthful sign of pro-
gress in any direction, when it is founded
on a basis practical and trustworthy in

character. Such, we may fairly assume,
the parent Sanitary Insurance Society of

Edinburgh to be ; but, before accepting its

teachings or implicitly pinning our faith

1 o its guidance for dealing with a great city

like Loudon, we need not be blamed for

examining the relative surroundings of the
two cities, and considering whether what is

good for Edinburgh is equally good for the
Sletropolis.

Edinburgh is favourably circumstanced as
to site which, from a geological point of

view, is unexceptionable in facilitating,

by the peculiarly favourable character
of the rock on which it is buUt, a ready
deliverance of its rainfall and sewage to the
conveniently near sea-outlet at Portobello.
The solid and substantial character of the

buildings, and wide and well-conditioned
streets of the Modem Athens, are also good
and useful factors in securing a tolerably
fair state of sanitary comfort. Wo refer

generally to the newer portions of the city,

for the Canongate and other similarly cir-

cumstanced ancient localities are not by
any means perfect in their sanitary sur-

roundings. The city of Edinburgh also,

has another and special advantage from its

having been the first large community
which derived any benefit from the utilisa-

tion of its sewage, as the long continued
fertility of a portion of the Portobello sands
testify.

A city so circumstanced and occupied by
a comparatively limited high-class popula-
tion, offers peculiar facilities for the success-

ful treatment of its sewage, due, primarily,

to the precipitous character of its site secur-
ing a high velocity for its passage to a good
and contiguous sea-outfall. There are few,
if any cities, which command similar advan-
tages, and under intelligent control, sewer
gas, as understood in London, need not
have any existence in Edinburgh at all.

Constructive science generally is in a much
better condition, the quality and character
of the masonry being better than work for

similar purposes in London ; for, in the
northern city, the "jerry builder " has not
yet, nor is he likely, to obtain a footing equal
in importance to that which he commands
in London.
We have thus glanced at the conditions

which, by theii' exceptionally favourable
influence on the sajiitary state of Edin-
burgh, and which are being offered as the
model, whereby a protection society is to be
established for the well-being of the inhabi-

tants of London. Under any circumstances,
the difference in extent between the two
cities would interpose difficulties in the way
of establishing sound and healthy sanitary

control and government, let alone the
almost insuperable obstacles, the inheri-

tance of governmental supineness and con- '

structive defects. Like unto many other
great cities of ancient as well as modern
times, London is placed upon the banks of a
tidal river which, until very recent times,

received all its drainage, and sometimes
worse, of whatever kind which its inhabi-
tants could not otherwise dispose of. It was
not until the abandonment of cesspools and
the introduction of larger supplies and use
of water that any evil effects were recognised
in the use of the Thames as the main sca-

venger, to whose care was entrusted the
waste of London's citizens. When, how-

|

ever, increasing population, and a better

appreciation of what may be termed '

' per-
sonal cleanliness " developed to an alarming
extent, the river was no longer competent
to accept its ancient office without rendering
its waters so impure as to create a nuisance
which, during certain seasons, almost pro-
hibited its use for pleasure purposes. The
malodorous stream therefore, in allitsnasti-

ness on one hand, and the congestion of

inland sewage on the other, ultimately
resulted in the organisation of a powerful
body invested with popular authority to
undertake the government and control of

the main or arterial drainage of London.
The area apportioned for the exercise of the
Metropolitan Board of Works' rights and
authority was limited and prescribed in

character, embracing, however, all the
parishes proper of the city and suburbs.
The physical conditions, however, of the
space to be dealt with, were much more un-
favourable than those at Edinburgh, neither

was the authority so concentrated or effect-

ive in its capacity of control. The inter-

ception of the drainage of all kinds, was the

first condition on which the Board purposed
to base their ultimate operations and
accordingly the main sewers were designed
to receive and convey to outfalls the whole
filth of London and its affiliated parishes.

The natural fall of the mer Thames in its

circuitous course was not very considerable,

and as the selected points of oiitfall were on
its banks, any improved gradients of the
drains were only possible by reduood length
and depressed reservoirs of discharge. The
conditions, therefore, controlling the scheme
of London drainage are very different, and
much more onerous than those existing at
Edinburgh, or, indeed, anywhere else in this

country. Simple collection and control-

ment of the accumulated sewage produced
from a population of something like

4,000,000 of people, is not, by any means,
an easy task, but to provide for its removal
or extinguishment is even more difficult.

We shall endeavour to describe the
machinery by which this task is accom-
plished.

Tidal influences prevent the free and con-
tinuous discharge of the accumulated sewage,
and it is therefore desirable only to pump
out the contents of the north and eonth
reservoirs at flood-tide, or practically twice
duringevery twenty-four hours. The obvious
reason for this arrangement is that theo-
retically, at least, the receding tide conveys
the sewage and its associated belongings to

distant points which are not supposed to be
prejudiced by its deposit, for, according to

all natural laws, its total extinguishment is

impossible.

Such, then, undernormal conditions is the
position of the London .main drainage, as

now controlled, and to the government of

which all other subsidiary drainage is amen-
able or subordinate. The householder, how-
ever desirous he may be of rendering his

home proof against the insidious influence

of sewer-gas cannot control the insuperable

defects inherent in the very inception, execu-
tion, and government of the main drain
proper itself. He is bound to connect his

house, and to pour into the main channel all

and every iota of excreta, &c., produced by
him and his surroundings into a noisome
stream, which already contains, according
to the position in which it is emptied, the

outpourings of hospitals and divers popiila-

tions. It is this kind of unavoidable bond-
age which creates one of the most dangerous
difliculties of the sewerage system, for it

complicates and intensifies the dangers of the
ordinary householder. To clear his house
of what, under the modem system of cleans-

ing is regarded as a dangerous common
nuisance, he becomes intimately associated

with the almost illimitable, and certainly

indefinable accumulated refuse of, it may be,

millions of his fellow subjects, who, in the
universal thraldom of main-drainage slavery

are helplessly compelled to submit to the lot

apportioned them by the controlling authori-

ties. The cleansing of the river Thames by
the interception of the London sewage, not
only overcame the crying evil of a polluted

stream, but it promised comfort to the
luxurious inhabitants of a great city, who
disregarded the evils likely to follow from
such a system when it apparently secured
present immunity from the dangers and
annoyances of a complex system of cesspools

and imperfect drains.

The new dispensation, however,, in its

complicated surroundings begets evils

hitherto unknown, and it is from such
dangers that the modem sanitary engineerand
scientist promises relief and safety. The
main sewer traverses in its tortuous course

all sorts of conditions of localities and
neighbourhoods, and becomes charged with
the most heterogeneous contributions from
pure as well as polluted sources. Under
such circumstances, therefore, the huge and,

in constructive sense, substantial sewer
conduit becomes a retort for the pro-
duction of gaseous products, which, from
uncontrollable natural laws ascend, finding

vent in the weak points of the concomitant
subsidiary drains, thus insidiously entering
the dwelling, thus engendering disease, and
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inducing death- From the extreme west to

tlie distant e»st of the huge aggregation of

streets and dwellings of London, and its

affiliated suburbs, the slow wending stream

of pollution drags its slow coiurse along,

receiving, from various tidal and other

influences, checks to its onward progress

towards the point of its ultimate river dis-

charge. Conserved for a brief and naturally-

defined space of time in the huge reservoirs,

it is emptied by mechanical agency on the

full tide, which theoretically is supposed to

float it seawards, thus securing its removal
beyond further baneful influences. This

question of removal is of great and para-

mount importance, which, in the future,

will receive some sensible solution, for at

present there is much diversity of opinion as

to the efficacy of existing means of sewer-

age disposal . Abut recen t alarm in the Firth

of Clyde, on the banks of one of its numer-
ous and beautiful lochs, seems to show that

sewage matter, however carefully dealt with
is the source of ultimate danger at the seat

of its disposal. The dredged mud from the

malodorous Clyde, into which Glasgow
empties its sewage and other abominations,

is by means of hopper barges deposited in

a deep loch upwards of 25 miles distant from
that city. Careful medical examination,
influenced by the appearance of new types

of disease, proves that they are engendered
by the deposit of Glasgow sewage mud,
which gradually, even from the depths of

its deposition, forms, on the shores of a
beautiful loch, poisonous matter, which con-
verts one of the healthiest seaside resorts

into a pestilential fever centre.

London, in like manner, although, by
somewhat diflferent means, is freed from its

filth ; but unlike Glasgow, its population
suffers during the process of collection and
storage from the poisonous sewer gases

which itsaccumulationunavoidablyoccasions

.

The difficulty, therefore, incontending with
sanitary improvements in London is much
greater than any other city, because the

length and capacity of its main drains create

and store up poisonous matter, difficult of

controlment, or even eliooination. Under
certain conditions, indeed, such as those
created by heavy rainfalls and floods, an
hermetically sealed house-drain connections
would be almost incompetent to withstand
or resist the pressure of the pent-up gases

of many miles of main drain. There is no
present possibility of increasing the velocity

of these sluggishly-driven sewage streams,

and therefore the sanitary expert, in setting

about his task of remedy, must first deal

with an evil over which he can exercise no
appreciable control. He must fight the
demon of disease by remedial rather than
by preventive means, and the Herculean task

of effectively rendering a sewage-connected
London dwelling proof against the entrance

of gases is one of difficult performance.
Even if the surroundings of the case were
in themselves simple and easy, the perfect

isolation of a house from its associated sewer,

if not practically impossible, is one of more
than ordinary difficulty.

Examine the character and quality of the
subsidiary sewers of London, with their

faulty lines and gradients, and bad materials

imperfectly connected with the houses along
their cotuve. Houses hurriedly and badly
built on yielding foundations cannot be
efiectively or permanently sewered, and dis-

jointed pipes readily afford the means of

sewage saturation in foundation basements,
if not the upper walls, of a large proportion
of the "jerry built" dwellings of a London
suburb. The hoime so circumstanced may
be for a time regarded as less liable to the
entrance of sewer-gas, because its virulence

is absorbed in the soil and porous materials

of which it is constructed, although in the
long run it must essentially become a
" diseased house."
There are, unfortunately for the London

householder, none of the favourable conditions

attached to his case which secure for the citizen
of Edinburgh the advantages of a Sanitary

Protection Society ; and which, in the interest

of public safety, has been extended to the

metropolitan house-dweller. There are

obstacles of a formidable nature to be en-

countered ; not the least of which consist of

the fragile structural character of the house
itself, which would, in too many cases, be

incompetent to withstand the disturbing

influence of the necessary works to ensure

its sanitary perfection. The machinery of

remedy offered by the new Sanitary Society,

is quite voluntary, and may, we trust, exert

some beneflcial influence in dealing with
favourably-circumstanced cases of an ex-

ceptional character. We are not hopeful,

however, of seeing much improvement
realised i)y its exertions, for the evil is too

deep-rooted for private enterprise to over-

come or remedy. In the direction of

guaranteeing sanitary perfection in newly-
built houses, there would be better prospects

of success, for a dwelling so circumstanced

would secure a rental higher even than the

extra cost required for its invulnerability

against disease.

In the absence of sufficient controlling

authority London is allowed to extend
itself in all directions, by the building of

new houses, many of which, under proper
challenge, would not be allowed to be built.

There is a lamentable want of accord all

round on this vital question, notwithstand-

ing the abundance of remedial authorities,

which would have but little employment or

attention bestowed upon them, if the neces-

sary primary measures of prevention were
fairly considered and insisted upon.
Apart from what may be termed foreign or

external danger, produced by the Ciuses

we have referred to, there are domestic and
internal soiu-ces of diseases built with the

house, and like the ailments of a helpless

child, inheriting parental taints, may be
regarded as practically incurable. Walls
(placed on manure-charged soil) composed
of bricks, competent to absorb in many cases

their own weight of moisture, and jointed

with mortar produced from road-sweepings
and sometimes worse ; timber, which if not
primarily defective, speedily from its posi-

tion becomes rotten, and walls plastered

with porous and spongy materials, which
have their surfaces covered with poisonous
papers stuck on with vegetable paste, which
soon engenders a fungus growth capable of

destructive and malignant influences ; the

carpets, curtains, and indeed, every item of

the furniture of such a house, and the cloth-

ing of its inhabitants, are, in themselves,

calculated to create disease, without the

supplemental danger of sewage-gas. Ab-
sence of ventilating appliances intensifies

the dangers arising from the conjunction of

so many formidable and, under the circum-
stances, uncontrollable evils. The windows
and doors axe fortunately not capable of being
hermetically closed, which should beregarded
as a signal advantage, for it permits of some
degree of relief, by the entrance of air in

and through this dwelling of undoubtedly
" shoddy " surroundings.
Lcndon and its doings is looked upon by

provincial cities and towns as a model for

imitation, and in the matter of drainage we
fear the lesson has been read too slavishly,

leading to the general adoption of sewage
disposal into sea or river outlets. What has

been done in the Metropolis is considered a
guide as to what should be done elsewhere,

and so main drains, and wasteful and dan-
gerous water outfalls, have become fashion-

able. Look, say the servile imitators of a
vicious system, at the main drainage of Lon-
don : it cost millions, and conveys away, in

the most perfect manner, all the waste of so

great a city. The bill for all this supposed

comfort has not yet been settled, for suffer-

ing, disease, and death are still sending in

their ever-recurring claims, which must be
met, and while they continue to be pre-
sented, they record the incontrovertible fact

that the source of their origin is due to a
lamentable infringement and disregard of
Nature's laws.

SCOTLAND IN EARLY CHRISTIAN
TIMES.*

THE Rhind lectures in archseoh gy, de-
livered in 1879 by Mr. Joseph Ander-

son, Keeper of the National Museum of the
Antiquaries of Scotland, have been printed
and published in a handsomely got-up
octavo volume. Mr. Anderson has given
the lectures as they were delivered, with
the addition of details and footnotes, and
the interest and value of the work are

greatly enhanced by the excellent en-
gravings of structural remains, plans, and
relics, given in the text, which have been
collected from various sources. The wood-
cuts of plans and characteristics of ancient

chtxrches, for which the author is indebted

to Mr. Thomas S. Muir, are of particular

value to the student in this branch of British

archsBology, and we are enabled, by per-

mission of Mr. Douglas, the publisher, to

reproduce two of the most striking ex-

amples. Mr. Anderson's first lecture is

one of the most successful attempts we have
seen to place archocology on a scientific

basis. The subject is handled in a thoroughly
philosophic spirit, beginning with the

examination of the materials found within

a particular area or geographical limit,

and next examining those existing within

neighbouring areas, for the purposes of com-
parison, and the establishment of relation-

ships and types. In this way Mr. Anderson
classes the materials in a given area under
two heads— a "principal group," embracing
all types and relics that are indigenous,

and "derived groups" of types not in-

digenous, imported from other areas. Even
in the principal groups of relics, subordinate

froups may be met with, characterised by
ifferentiation of types in material, form,

&c., due to different stages of progress. The
author follows Dr. Arthur Mitchell, the
former lecturer, in some of his conclusions,

as, for example, in showing the connection

between prehistoric and existing man, and in

applying the same method of investigation.

In Scotland, as in other countries, the three

stages of progress popularly known as the

Ages of Stone, Bronze, and Iron are to be
met with, though it does not follow these

ages are necessarily true of all areas in their

sequence ; and it is also necessary to bear

in mind the lecturer's statement that

archaeology has no dates and can give no
periods that can be expressed in chrono-

logical terms. The points established by the

author may be summarised as follows :— (1)

That archeeology is the study of phenomena
which differ in different areas ; (2) that the

great question in every area is, What are the

facts ? (3) that the answer to this question

in respect to Scotland can only be obtained

by an exhaustive collection of the materials

from the whole country
; (4) that such a

completely representative collection of

materials implies a national effort ; (5) that

while this is a necessity of science, it is

also an object worthy of a national effort,

because it is characteristic of all educated

communities that they are careful of their

scientific materials ; (6) that the peculiar

nature of these materials as the only revealers

of the growth of culture and civilisation of

a nation require a speedy and national effort

to secure.

The most important part architecturally

of the volume is the discussion on the

sequence of types of the earlier i-emains of

the Early Celtic Church. Sweeping away

• Scotland in Early Christian Times. By JosKra
Andebson, Keeper of the National Museum of the

Antiquaries of Bcotland. Edinburgh : D. Douglas.
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all structures which are known to be 12th

century or later, the author takes the re-

mainder, and endeavours to classify the
specimens.

In most of these examples no moulding,
ornament, or distinctive detail is to be seen

that is met with in architectural books. In
this residue we find some buildings earlier,

some later, than others ; it is possible the

earlier typo may have survived longer in

some places, or there may be some places

where the same type was never superseded
by a later type ; but in dealing with classes

this uncertainty as fo age does not disturb
the sequence of types. Mr. Anderson, pro-
ceeding on these lines, instances two classes

of structural types : churches with a nave and
chance], and churches that are simple
oblongs—a single chamber. The former,

as the more complex, is the later, though it

is to be found passing from rudeness of style

and construction, up to the more elegant
Norman manner. There are "chanceUed
churches built of unhewn stones, but none
built without mortar." On the other hand,
sajs the author, "the single-chambered
type of church, which never rises to the
dignity of the Norman edifice, can be traced
backwards by a series of gradations of

CHUBCH OF ST. EEOULU3, ST. AXDEEw's.

style and construction, into a type which is

truly primitive, and corresponds in all its

characteristics with the type of the earliest

churches in Ireland, from which our
Christian institutions, as ultimately estab-
lished, were derived." No one will for a
moment hesitate to conclude that the single-
chambered form is the older of the two,
that it goes back farther than the chancel
type, though a specimen of the former may
be found that is later in date than one built
in the latter form. The precise date of any
specimen is undeterminable. Our first illus-

tration represents the church of St. Eegulus,
St. Andrew's, a structure of an exceptional
kind in its features. Sir Gilbert Scott
imagined it to be anterior to the introduction
of Norman architecture into England, and
remarks that it is of parallel character
to Cormac's chapel at Cashel, one
of the latest of the old Irish
churches. The latter is of the 12th cen-
tury, so that, as remarks the author, the date

assignable to St. Regulus " would be some-
where within the limits of three centuries."

"St. Regulus belongs to the most advanced
type of chanceUed churches, consisting ot

nave, chancel, and apse ; and though it is the
only example of this advanced typo which
is of unassigned date in Scotland, its typical

form links it with the group of 12th-oentury
churches." The round-towered church on
the island of Egilsay illustrated is a re-

markable instance. It has a nave and chan-
cel, but also an exceptional feature -a round
tower at the west end. The masonry is

irregularly coursed, and of various-sized

stones ; the tower is of smaller stones, un-
hewn, and fitted to the round, and had a
conical stone roof, though the latter featute

is now absent. .There is no window at the
east end ; the openings are small. Pro-
ceeding to discuss the significance of the
round tower, the author compares it with
two other peculiar towers in Scotland, one
at Brechin, in Forfarshire, and the other at
Abernethy, in Perthshire ; both circular and
slightlytaperingbut isolated structures. That
at Brechin has an octagonal spirelet, and is

divided into sevenstages of unequal heights
;

the openings have inclined sides. The sub-
joined illustration shows the doorway of this

mens we have instanced were derived from
the same area as the Irish round towers of

which that of Devenish is another specimen.

There is no doubt the identity of type is

made out, the features in all three being
similar. We must, therefore, look to the

principal area or group lor evidence of the

origin and purpose of these structures, and
these have been summarised from Dr.

Petrie's well-known work. The whole
period of this type in Ireland lies between
the end of the 9th and the beginning of the

12th century, and Egilsay church is shown
to be the type that comes closest to the 12th-

century church.
Passing from the chanceUed to the single-

chambered structures frequent on the

western side of Scotland, a few remarkable
instances are given, as in the plan (illuB-

trated) of Teampull Cholumchille, in Ben-
becula, where the chancel has been added

;

and Mr. Anderson shows that there are two
varieties of this type, one which passes into

the chancel type, and one which does not.

The latter primitive form has one chamber,
one doorway, and one window, all of the

smallest dimensions ; of this kind some are

built with lime, others without any binding
material. The cell at Inchcolm is one of

liUlfii
(ll
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interesting tower. It faces the west, with
inclined jambs, and is composed only
of four stones, the sill and jnmbs
being of the whole thickness of the walls.
As will be seen, the architraves are en-
riched by two rows of pellets ; over I he
arch is a carving of the CruciKxion,
and raised panels, with figures habited as
ecclesiastics are represented on the jambs.
" One bears a pastoral staiF, of the form
peculiar to the early Celtic Church, having a
curved head, resembling that of a walking-
stick. The other bears a book on his breast,
and carries a cross-headed or Tau-staff, which
is of exceedingly rare occurrence, either in

this country or any other." The Abernethy
tower is very similar ; the stones are dressed
to the curve, and have horizontal and verti-

cal joints, and it is evident both belong to
the same type and always stood alone. Mr.
Anderson next describes and illustrates the
round tower at Devenish, in Ireland,
and attempts to show that the two spcci-

those illustrated ; it is roofed with stone,

the plan is not a parallelogram, hut irregu-
lar ; it measures 16ft. in centre of floor in

length by 6ft. 3in. at the east end, and 4ft.

9in. at the west ; the walls are about 3ft.

think, and the arched masonry of roof and
doorway are of the roughest description,

the latter having overlapping stones for its

inner head. A still more primitive form is

described in the third le.ture, where this

simple form is traced through other grada-
tionstUl weget a roughly-piled heap of stones

formed into oblong and beehive-shaped cells,

linking the Christian structures to types
which go back into Pagan times. We have
only room to say this lecture is profusely
illustrated by woodcuts of plans and views
of these island monasteries, as the group
of structures on St. Michael's Rock, an
island near the coast of Kerry, others on
High Island, on the coast of Connemara,
of double bee-hive cells, and other pecu-
liar groups of structures of irregular
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shapes. Many of these remains exist

as groups comprising one or more
churches in association with monastic
dwellings of bee-hive shape, inclosed within
a cashelor rampart of uncemented stones.

The churches have ususally a west doorway
and an east window. We have thus a series

of structures in ascending order, beginning
from the simple type of edifice of small size,

and rude construction, and one chamber, a
door, and a window. The next type con-
sists of a nave and chancel in which the chan-
cel is not bonded into the nave, but forming
a transitional link between the single and
doable-chambered structure ; another form
in which there is no chancel-arch, the open-
ing between being flat-headed with incUned
jambs ; another " variety ia which there is

no chancel-arch proper, the end of the
barrel-vault of chancel opening directly into

nave ;" and lastly, a variety with the chan-
cel-arch fully developed, and appearing to

join with the 12th-century building. The
author says, " We can also see that the
earliest group of these remains is an exten-
sion from the great group of monastic re-

mains in Ireland, characterised by an aggre-
gation of circular uncemented beehive-

roofed cells round a small oratory or church,
and that the second group is also an exten-
sion of the Irish style of small churches
unconnected with monastic buildings." He
points out, however, that this early form of

church, while partaking of the construc-
tive features of Pagan buildings, among
which it first appears, differs from them in

the regularity and plan, in the east win-
dow, and its 'platform or altar.

Mr. Anderson, in drawing conclusions
from the rudeness of the features of these

remains, does not think they necessarily

imply want of capacity or culture in the
people who built them, and he farther de-
nies that the highest expression of a people's

culture is always to be found in their archi-

tecture. In the concluding lectures, to
which it would be impossible for us to refer,

the author proceeds to examine various relics

that are still extant of the Early Celtic

Church. Among these the manuscripts form
the most interesting features, as they were
written and illuminated by men who lived

in these primitive dwellings, and used the
early types of churches. The illustrations of

ancient Celtic ornament are very interest-

ing, and the reader will find numerous
illustrations of remarkable and elaborately

decorated bells, crosses, and reliquaries,

many exhibiting instances of refined Celtic

interlacing and ornament. The work has a
good index, and is one of the most readable
and scientific treatises on the archfeology of

Scotland we possess, and we cordially re-

commend it as such to our readers.

THE WATER QUESTION.—V.

WHEN the outfalls of drainage are not
directly into the sea, but into a tidal

river, the great point for drainage, and also

for the prevention of floods, and, indeed, for

the conservancy of the river generally, is

the lowering of the low-water level in the

tideway, by removing shoals and other

obstructions to the flow of tidal water, and
this is at the same time conducive to the

interests of the navigation of the river.

Sometimes it has been said that the interests

of drainage and navigation are necessarily

antagonistic, the one requiring that the

water be lowered, and the other that it be

kept up ; but a consideration of the circum-

stances of a tidal river will show that that

is not so, but that the interests of both are

served at the same time and by the same
wM-k, and that by due observation of the

tidal actions of a river, the flow of water
can be so regulated as to conduce greatly to

its proper conservancy for the purposes of

both agriculture and commerce.
A spring-tide is an increasing tide, rising

to its highest level once a fortnight, and
taking its place in the economy of nature on
alternate weeks with the neap tide. These
are the ordinary springs ; but twice a year,

at the times of equinox, the tides rise extra-
ordinarily high. It is, however, the action

of the ordinary spring-tides which governs
river works chiefly.

The downward flow of fresh water in

every main river meets a body of sea-water
coming up twice a day ; the tidal water is

the stronger at the first ; but having re-

ceived its initial impulse from the tidal wave
of the ocean, that is all the force it has ; and,
not being, like the force of the downward
flow, continuous, its force is gradually lost

as it proceeds up the river-course. The fresh

water opposes the passage of the tidal water,

checks its speed and progress, and, together
with the resistance of the bed and banks,
and other obstructions, brings it to a stand-
still, at a distance from the mouth of the
river all the shorter the greater the obstruc-
tions are ; and, conversely, at a distance all

the greater, the less the obstructions are. In
passing up a river the tidal water meets
three forms of resistance: (1) the force of

gravity, against which it is acting in ascend-
ing the river ; (2) the resistance of the bed
and banks and the obstructions placed in its

way, and (3) the resistance of the downward
flow of fresh water ; all of which, in the
aggregate, bring it to a standstill sooner or
later, i.e., in a shorter or longer distance.

If there were no downward flow of fresh

water for the tidal wave to meet with—it

the river were empty—the resistances to the

passage of the body of tidal water would be
those of the bed and banks and the vertical

height to which it would be raised, which
together would bring it to a standstill of

themselves ; but in such a channel the tidal

water would run farther, and its speed
would be greater than it is in actual cases

where it is met by a body of fresh water
coming down the river, and the removal of

obstructions in the tideway, as, for instance,

shoals and unnecessarily wide piers of

bridges, facilitates the passage upwards of

the tidal water ; and, of course, the more
water goes up the river, the more must come
down again to the sea, tending by its more
powerful action on the bed of the river to

deepen it and reduce the level of low water,

whue it does not at the same time reduce
the level of high water, but rather tends to
maintain and to increase that height, thus

causing a greater range of tide. It might
seem, perhaps, on a casual view, that lower-
ing the bed of a tidal river and the low
water level, in the middle or upper portions

of the tideway, would have the effect of

lowering the water level altogether, and
that the tide would not mark so high ; but
if we consider the following circumstances it

will appear that that is not so :—At the time
of low water at the mouth of the river, and
when the flood-tide begins to make and to

set inwards, the water at any given point of

the river's course has not yet fallen to its

low-water mark there ; it continues falling,

while the water at the mouth of the river is

rising. By the time it has fallen to its low-

water mark, the tide has risen at the mouth
of the river to a certain height, whereby a
slope of the surface downwards from the sea

is produced, and, the water continuing to

rise there, increases the cross-sectional area

of the waterway and impels a greater

volume of water into the river the greater

the difference of those two levels is, com-
bined with the cross - sectional area of the

waterway. The volume of water which will

enter a river in any tide marking a given

height, depends upon the inclination of the

surface of the water downwards from the

sea, as one element. This is greater at the

first of the flood than afterwards ; but it is

not at the first—say in the first quarter of

its rise—that the greatest quantity jjor hour
passes, although the surface inclination may

be greater during the early part of the
flood tide than it is during the later part,

for the volume depends also upon the depth,
and as this increases faster in ratio than the
inclination diminishes, the time of greatest
flow is at the moment when these two ele-

ments together produce the greatest effect.

The height of a tide at the mouth of a river is

absolute and beyond control; but the height
of low water at any point on a river's course
can be altered, and, by lowering it, the
difference of level between it and the water
at the mouth of the river is increased, and
so a greater volume of tidal water may be
induced to enter the river, and as more goes
up, more will come down, scouring the
river's bed ; and, curiously enough, these
causes and their effects are interchangeable

;

a large body of tidal water cannot enter the
river unless the low - water higher up be
maintained low, and it cannot be so main-
tained unless a large body of tidal water be
admitted into the upper portions of the
river, so as to scour the bed on its return to

the sea on the ebb tide. The volume of a
tidal wave considered in this way is a com-
parative one ; the actual volume is depen-
dent on the width and depth of the tidal

entrance of the river and on the cross-sec-

tional area of the tideway and its hydraulic
mean depth combined with the velocity of

the current due to the inclination of its sur-

face. Upon ascertaining each of these ele-

ments, which are subjects of measurement
and observation, the actual volume may be
ascertained.

Where the rise of the tidal wave is un-
obstructed, it rises and falls in equal times,

six hours flood and six hours ebb, by tidal

time, or 6-2 hours of solar time ; but when it

advances up a river and meets obstructions
of various kinds, including the downward
current of fresh water, it does not continue
rising so long, but may come to rest

at the top of the tide in five hours, and
occupy seven hours in ebbing out, al -

though, except for the volume of

fresh water in the river, the tide water itself

would probably ebb out in five hours or less,

butcombinedwith thefreshwater of the river,

they together may occupy seven hours in

running down to low-water mark, accord-
ing to the configuration of the channel.

The state of the tide at the same instant of

time at two places on a river may be illus-

trated by a diagram.
Let the station A be at the mouth of the

MEAN
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river, and the station B at some point higher

up. When it is low water at A, the water at

Bisat the mark nson the gauge. Bythetime it

has fallen to its low-water mark there, it has

risen at A to the height b on that gauge.

Continuing to rise at A, it attains high

water, and at the same instant it stands at

B up to the height c. Continuing to rise at

B, it attains high water, by which time the

surface at A has fallen to the level d on the

gauge.
The essential observations, therefore, are

four—viz. : 1st, L.W. and its time at station

A, and at the same time, by chronometers of

identical adjustment, the height a on the

gauge at station B. 2ud, L.W. at station
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B, and at the same time the height b on the

gauge at station A. 3rd, H.W. and its

time at station A, and at the same time the

height c on the gauge at station B. 4 th,

H.W. and its time at station B, and the

height d at the same time on the gauge at

station A.
The Yolume of water contained between

the two surfaces of the river, represented by
the two black lines on the diagram, is the

volume of tidal water which runs into the

space between the two stations A and B
during the flood tide, and by dividing this

quantity by the duration of flood and by the

area of cross-section, the probable mean
velocity of the current may be found, and
by adding one-fifth or one fourth to the

mean, it will indicate the probable maximum
velocity at the surface.

A certain volume of water having entered
the river from the ocean, and being possessed
of a certain momentum, from the considera-

tions above set forth, that momentum is

gradually absorbed by contact with things
in its way, whether they bo the natural be d
and shores of the river, shoals over which it

must pass, or blank obstructions such as
piles and piers of bridges, the aggregate of

all which make up a sufficient resistance to

absorb the force with which the tidal wave
was endowed at its origin ; and the fewer
these are in number or the less the obstruc-
tion of each, the farther will the tidal water

t pass up the river before it is brought to rest

;

and, also, the less the aggregate obstruction
the higher it wUl rise, within certain limits

;

for if in its passage the obstructions are not
sufficient to absorb its strength, it expends
the remaining portion in heaping itself up
vertically ; and this takes place with greater
eiTect when the width of the channel
gradually diminishes from its mouth up-
wards, for, having a wide mouth and admit-
ting a large body of water with a great
momentum of force, it rises vertically to
dispose of itself as it ascends the channel.
There are several instances of this ; at the
mouth of theBristol Channel the range of tide
is not more than 13ft., but at King Eoad,
near the mouth of the Avon, it is 40ft., at
ordinary spring tides, and at the mouth of
the Wye, at Chepstow, greater still.

With regard to the downward flow of
fresh-water floods in respect of increase in
the height of high-water mark at such times,
it may be said that the mouth of a river can
be but full, and if there were no fresh water
in the river, it would be wholly fUled with
sea-water—the source of the tidal wave, the
ocean, being unlimited in magnitude—and
this tidal water would run up the river and
rise as high at any place as if there were no
fresh water coming down ; but the greater
the volume of fresh water the higher stands
the low-water level in the river, while the
height of the top of the tide at the river's

mouth is not correspondingly raised, and the
slope of the surface of the tidal water down-
wards from the sea being reduced, less water
comes in, and the quantity of tidal water
admitted is less or more, as there is more or
less fresh water in the river; thus the
quantity of tidal water admitted into a river
at each tide is regulated automatically. The
first practical operation is to dredge and
remove shoals and other obstructions to the
flow of tidal water, after which the action
becomesone of nature, morewater flowinginto
the upper portion of the tideway, which, on
its return to the sea, makes for itself a
sufficient waterway.

o
CONSISTENT CONSTEUCTION.
NE of the m.any inconsistencies com-
mitted by the modern architect is that

of introducing a thing which really contri-
butes nothing to the strength of a building,
but is merely added to give an ostensible
eflfect. Take for an example the use of the
arch, so much employed in modern building

as to almost make one believe it cannot bo
done without. In a number of cases it is

absolutely essential as a constructive expe-
dient, and in these there is nothing what-
ever to urge against its employment exter-
nally, especially if we are to take the sound
advice laid down by one school of architects,

and lately by Mr. Street in his Eoyal
Academy lectures, that the external form
should always be a translation of the in-

ternal structure. That it is so generally is

very far from being the case ; not that we
wish to defend the doctrine to some of the
extreme conclusions to which it may be
pushed, as in that case, we should probably
have very little external architecture at aU

;

but the maxim at least is a wholesome one,

as it gives no room for purposeless and
counterfeit construction. We find the arch
used in an infinite number of cases where it

is quite certain the lintel would be better

adapted and more economical. We might
take, for instance, a row of private houses
or villas. Everyone knows that an arched
window-head is awkward internally ; it has
to appear as a sham outside, and its circum-
scribed space to be carved or filled up in

some ridiculous manner ; on the inside it

either does not appear at all, or when it does
it has to be filled by painted glass, as no sash
or casement can be made to fit it properly.
And yet it continues to be the favourite re-

sort of architects and builders whenever ap-
pearance is to be studied. We may often
see in a block of new offices one story with
square-headed windows, and another with
arched apertures, or a story of flat arches
and another of pointed shape. If we re-

flected a little we might doubt the wisdom
of the arrangement, and discover that a dif-

ferent order in their use would have been
more judicious. It is too apparent that the
mixture of arches and straight heads has
been the result of fancy, and not of dis-

cretion.

But there is another foible of the modem
designer more reprehensible—a superfluous
use of features not warranted, and only
making a profession of strength ; we mean
the employment of the arch above the
lintel. Here we have one element of archi-
tectiire evolved from a system of construc-
tion which expressed itself in every form of
building added to another, which in like

manner sufficed to answer every purpose of

covering an opening. The modem archi-
tect inherits them both, and so he thinks he
may use them together whenever he is so
minded. The manner in which the arch
and lintel are combined is often offensive to
good taste. It is not uncommon to see
buildings with narrow openings, these being
covered first by a stone lintel, or what in
miny cases is a mere counterfeit of one,
having a wooden lintel or rough arch be-
hind, and above this a visible arch of
masonry or brickwork. Next to it may be
a wider opening covered only by an arch, or
simply by a lintel, and we wonder why such
apparently superfluous means should be ex-
pended over the narrow aperture, when for
the wider opening the single feature is con-
sidered sufficient. In many of these cases
the weight of wall to carry above the open-
ing is comparatively trifling, and the lintel

quite adequate ; but the superposed arch (as

a discharging ai-ch) seems only admissible
over wide openings where the wall to be
carried is considerable. Where large blocks
of stone can be obtained, the use of the arch
above seems to be a useless piece of pretence
—a kind of absurd redundancy or tautology,
and as such to be avoided by every architect
who has any wish to employ with economy
and effectiveness the expedients at his dis-
posal.

We might ask, If iron is stronger than
stone, why use the weaker material as the
show material, reserving the actual work for
the concealed ironwork ? The answer will
be doubtless: "We prefer stone, because it

hag a more massive effect than iron." But it

is not a satisfactory reply, for, as we have
hinted, it may be used, as in the case of a
lintel, only on the outside of a wall placed on
its edge, but of such a shallow depth that
it would not support a fraction of the weieht
intended to be carried by the conceued
timber or iron behind it. For a similar
reason we may ask. Why place an arch over a
lintel if one is amply si^cient to discharge
all the weight P It is too contradictory to
one's sense of proportionate strength to
allow that both are necessary ; but it is thifl

kind of sham that appeals to a popular in-
stinct. Then there are lintels which really
carry no weight, or are relieved of it by a
hidden arch behind them. This is equally
repugnant to good taste and truthfulness,
though it is very often followed. What we
say is, that if lintels are the best for our
purpose, why not boldly use them ? If we
cannot get stone of si^cient dimensions,
let us employ lintels of Portland cement
concrete. If our materials are brick, we can
use the arch to discharge a dead weight over
our lintels ; but let us be consistent in not
using both where one is visibly sufficient,

and where both would only appear to be a
substitute for thoughtful construction and
design, and provoke one to critical compari-
son. Even so pronounced an advocate of
the arch as Mr. Street, said the other day,
" If you have sueh a magnificent material
that you can obtain it in masses of sufficient

bulk, I can conceive no reason for objecting
to the employment of trabeated systems of

architecture. The vast bulk of the horizontal
block or lintel is in i'self impressive ; and if

it rests upon blocks of corresponding magni-
ficence in the shape of monolithic columns,
there are few modes by which the imagina-
tion can be more surely excited." It was
pointed out, however, that what may be
impressive in such a case may disclose a
weakness where the materials are small, like

brick, and draw attention to some unseen
mode of holding the work together. A con-
structed lintel, or a trussed girder, may be
a useful method of carrying walls instead of

arches in some circumstances ; but it is cer-
tainly one which cannot be honestly or
conscientiously reconciled with a truthful
system of architecture.

ONROYAL ACADEMT LECTURES
ARCHITECTURE.*

THE DEVELOPMENT OF BTYI.ES.

IT is not very difficult to connect this Syrian
school with buUdiugs in Europe. It is

improbable that a flourishing province of the
empire should keep entirely to itself such re-
markable powers. M. de Vogiie gives some
examples of construction with parallel arches
covered with flagstones, such as the baths of
Diana, at Nismes, an arch of the bridge at Nami,
and a corridor in the arena of Arlos. He assorts
also that the tomb of Theodoric at Ravenna,
built about 500 a.d., is really so akin to them in
all its details of ornament and construction, that
to him it seemed to be almost a Syrian work. And
it certainly seems possible to trace a distinct in-
fluence of these Syrian buildings on not a few of
the Romanesque buildings of the eleventh and
twelth centimes in the south of France, through-
out the Rhine provinces, and in the east of Spain.
The Syrian buildings, dating mainly from the
fifth, sixth, and seventh centuries, mutt at that
time have been seen by many in a perfect con-
dition, and were so far in advance of European
works of the same age as to make it certain that
they would find imitators, who, however, with
none but Roman works and traditions before
them in their own country, would be likely, as a
rule, to graft some of their features on to their

own buildings without wholly abandoning the
style of the latter. Doubtless the influence of

these Syrian Byzantine architects was largely
felt in the Holy Land ; and it is incontestable
that the influence of the Holy Land,—and
particularly of the buildings in Jerusalem,—on

• By Oeorqe Edmund Street, R.A. No, 3, delivered
Monday, Feb. 21, 1881. (Concluded torn p. 289.)
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European art was equally great, and too remark-
able to be passed over. It was of a twofold
kind. Crusaders and pilgrims visited the holy
places, and returned knowing somewhat of an
art different from th^ir own. Then wherever
they formed communities or carried on trade in

the East, they erected churches and other build-

ings for their own use and in their own style,

mo titled by that of the country.

The Church of the Holy Sepulchre haa been,

aa you all know, I dare say, a subject of much
contention. But hardly any one now believes

that there is any room for doubt as to its autlien-

ticity and antiquity ; and to-night, at any rate,

I must speak to you as though there were none.

The church, as we now see it, is a collection of

additions made from time to time to the original

church built by Constantine. This was probably
a great basilica, with a long nave and double
aisles and transepts: West of these a circular

building open to the air in the centre,—very
much as in the church of Kilat Sem'an,—where
was a shrine over the sepulchre. This central

central space was divided from the surrounding
aisle by a range of piers and columns. In the

outer wall of the aisle were three circular pro-

jections or chapels. Here we have a most
interesting plan, and one of which the outer wall

still remains. At the latest it can hardly be a
later work than the sixth century, but I see no
reason for doubting that it is really the work of

Constantine, and though the arrangement is un-
like anything that we know of in bis time, it is

just such a shape as might naturally grow out of

the special req airements of the case. Unhappily,
in a restoration after a fire in the early part of

this century, so much damage was done to this

part of the building that it is now a little

difficult to realise how venerable it is. The
alterations made at various times have been
great. First of all the nave was burnt, and in

its pi 'ice was erected in a.s. 1130, a choir with
an eastern chevet and a dome over the crossing.

The western side of the transepts then abutted

on the circular church round the sepulchre. The
architecture of the whole of this later work was
thoroughly European. It was the work either of

French or Spanish architects, and it is most
interesting to see the exterior of its apse giving
back to Jerusalem exactly the same outline as

had first of all been there devised. The outline

IS a specially common one in the centre of France,

—a great circular apse with three chapels and
gp ices between them for windows.

Close to the Churoh of the Sepulchre are other

churches,—St. Helena, St. Mary, and St. Mary
of the Latins, all of them evidently built by
Europeans in the twelfth and beginning x>f the

thirteenth centuric. At Bethlehem is a church
which is probably also of the date of Constantine.

'It is a great basilica, with transepts, double
aisles, and wooden roofs above a clerestory.

The transepts and choir all end in apses, and
may well be compared with the little triapsal

church at the cemetery of St. Calixtus in Rome,
of about the same date. The interest of this

chnrch is that it shows us the plan of a Christian

church found upon the Roman basilica before the

Greeks had developed the construction of the

dome. The Christians, when they had to choose

\>etween the form of a basilica and that of the

ancient heathen temples, naturally chose the

former. The old eella of tie temple was narrow,

dark, and meant only for the functions of the

priest ; whereas the Christian church had to be

large, well-lighted, and open to the multitude,

and this church at Bethlehem shows so clearly

the way in which it was adapted to the purpose

as to be well worth study. This is, indeed, a

story of the ninth century which attributes this

.church to Justinian. It goes that when the

architect who had been sent by him to build it

returned to Constantinople, the emperor was so

disg^usted with his description of liis work that

he charged him first of all with malversation,

and then finished by having him decapitated.

This punishment has been suggested in our own
day as a better mode of promoting good art

than any other, and perhaps not very un-
deservedly. I fear, however, that there is no
truth in the Justinian storj-, which only does

credit tothe originality of the narrator, Eutychius.

Justinian's principal works are known by con-

temporary description. They were Sta. Sophia,

Rt. John at Damascus, and the Church of the

Presentation at Jerusalem. They were all

varied in design. In the first everything was
sacrificed to the dome ; in the second and third,

^he dome and the ba-ilica had been combined

very much in the form in which they are seen
throughout Germany and France down to the
end of the twelfth century.

I have already told you how much Eastern
art affected the ait of the rest of Europe. But
the Holy S-pulchre buildings had a singular
influence. The religious interest in the site and
history of the spot led men to wish to copy the
elevation of the church, and, accordingly, we
find a number of buildings avowedly intended to

be repetitions of it. Perhaps the most curious
of all these is the group of six churches founded
at Bologna in 430, avowedly in imitation of the
Ho'y Sepulchre. Tliey are very small, and it is

now difficult to see how they can be called copies,

save in the one fact common to both of the
cluster of churches in one group. A much closer

imitation is the crypt of St. Benigue at Dijon.
Here the outline was evidently most closely
copied, and there was above it a similarly planned
church with a double aisle round the centre,

which was open to the sky. The people in the
triforium galleries and on the floor were thus
able to look down into the crypt, and in this way
a vast numV>er of pilgrims were able to be pie-
sent at one time.

The various churches of the Templars all over
Europe were, in the same way, rough copies of

the Holy Sepulchre Church. The Temple
Church, and the round churches at Cambridge,
Northampton, and Maplestead, all have a round
church at the west end, corresponding with
Coustantine's circular church, and the choir
projecting to the east, just as the latter choir
did at Jerusalem. So also have the Templars'
Church at Segovia, and the fine church (not

connected with the Templars) of St. Gereon, at
Koln. In France the Church of Neuvy St.

Sepulchre, built by Geoffrey, Viscount of Bourges,
after a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, is not the
only example of the same influence. The
destroyed Church of the Temple in Paris, with
its circular nave and long chancel, was probably
the most beautiful there ; though, on the whole,
none can be found that excels our own Temple
Church in this city, with which I hope all of you
are well acquainted.

In Constantinople, at Jerusalem, and in Syria,

we have had the work mainly of the period from
the fourth to the eighth century. The next great
epoch at which we might pause if time allowed
is that which followed the coronation of Charles
the Great, in the old and completely Romanesque
Basilica of St. Peter, in the year 800. But it

must suffice to say that constant, though generally
hostile and warlike, intercourse with Italy was
leading the Northern people to a more thorough
realisation of what Roman art was than would
have been possible from the study of the works
which had been executed during the Roman
occupation of their own countries. And it is

clear that from this time began that stream of

mixed Byzantine and Romanesque art wliich so

steadily flowed for some two hundred years from
the south northwards, and mainly on the two
parallel lines of the Rhone to the centre of

France, and the Rhine from the Alps through
the centre of Germany.
The various influences which I have been

describing, had been gradually forming a style

which was well defined, greatly advanced in

constructive art, and full of variety. At times,

as you will have gathered, it was swayed by the
Byzantine influence of Venice and the East, at

times by more distinctly Roman influence, and
sometimes by that of Arab art. But, on the
whole, I incline to give much more weight to the
Byzantine share in the work than it is usually

the fashion to give. Charles the Great evidently
copied San Vitale and SS. Sergius and Bacchus
in his Minster at Aachen, and after its erection

there grew up a series of magnifloent churches
in the Rhine country which had far more con-
nection with the East in their plan and general

design than with Rome. In England and in

Normandy, on the other hand, the style is more
properly called Romanesque than anywhere

;

for, from beginning to end, our buildings of the

earliest period show no knowledge whatever of

Byzantine art, and when compared with the

coeval buildings of Italy, of Germany, or of the

south and west of France, they illustrate an
entirely different phase of development. It can
hardly be denied that far more skill and
science was shown in those days in the South
than in the North. We have grand buildings,

but their decorations are coarse and their plans

rude, compared to thoae which are seen at

Aries, at St. Gillie.«, at Poictlers, and elsewhere
in countless French examples.
Undoubtedly, there was an architectural

influence at work in Great Britain which was
but little connected with Rome. The early
British Church was closely connected with that
of Ireland. There wo still see remains of ex-
tremely early churches or oratotifs, wholly dis-

tinct in style from either English or French
Romanesque, and the architectural origin of
which it is most difiScult to account for. One
feature, which is, perhaps, the most remarkable,
is the construction of doors and windows with
their jambs inclined towards the head, in Classic

fashion. This is never seen in England, nor, I

believe, in France, and certainly suggests a
separate knowledge of Egyptian and Greek
detail. It is not a little remarkable that this

feature is carried on as late as the 13th-ceutury,

and, as we Aall see when we have to discuss

our English architecture, it is from Ireland,

probably, that we obtained our love for the
square- ended churches which are so marked a
feature in really English architecture, and so

opposed to all the traditions of Roman and
Byzantine art.

There is still something to be said about
another potent foreign influence, which is seen

in almost all early Italian buildings south of

Rome. Few countries are blessed with a sea

coast so extended in proportion to the popula-
tion ; and it is no matter for wonder, therefore,

if the people were good sailors and good traders.

No one can travel in those parts without find-

ing features which are entirely new and imlike

those in any other part of Europe. There
is so great an infusion of an Arabic com-
bined with a Greek element in both design and
construction, that it is impossible to class the

buildings with those erected under simply

Roman influence. To the present day you may
travel among villages and towns in Southern

Italy where the houses are all covered with flat

roofs, out of which small domes occasionally

rise, and when you come to a church you will

find that it has features entirely unlike any seen

elsewhere in Europe. It may have a central

dome adorned with intersecting arcades placed

slightly in advance of the face of the wall ; .

a tower pierced with lofty round - arched

windows, with the openings either extremely

stilted, or of horse - shoe shape ; walls panelled

with small pilasters at intervals, with lozenge-

shaped panels of ornamental carving? or inlay- .

ing placed below the arches which connect

them. Arches are used for ornament only, as

at Sta. Maria Ancona, where the whole facade

is covered with arcades whose arches avowedly
have nothing to do with the construction. It

is diftioult to explain in words the bizarre effect

of these buildings. Their authors are to be

looked for on the other side of the Mediterranean,

but they affected, in some respects, the whole

architecture of Italy, as, to mention one instance,

the construction of pointed arches, in vast num-
bers of which the arch -stones or bricks are not

made to radiate from the centre of the arch,

being built with the same kind of feeling as in

the Moorish arches in Spain, as, e.g., in an arch

at the Puerta del Sol, Toledo, which is, for the

greater part of its size, not an arch at all ; and
which is of constant occurrence in all Spanish

buildings erected under Moorish influence. The
decoration, which is profuse, is wholly unlike

real Romanesque work ; and, as is usual in Arab
work, it always has the look of being entirely

used for the sake of its beauty and not for its

utility, or as an ornament of the construction.

Many of these features are found in the Greek

churches of the same period, and it is natural,

when we regard some passages in the history of

the country, that such marks of foreign inter-

course and influence should be seen. Down to

the 11th century the Greek Emperor had his

lieutenant or capitan at Ban. The country was,

in turn, occupied by Normans, by Saracens, and

by the German Emperors. But at heart, the

population seems to have sympathised with

Byzantine and Arab art far more than with

Roman.
Down to the 12th century, and even later, the

whole south of Italy, and a considerable portion

of Spain, were, more or Icks, identified with

.4jab art, either by reason of conquests by the

Arabs, or by the importation of Saracen mer-

cenaries. To give an instance : I remember
seeing at Lucera a m ignificent castle, in which,

even so late as a.d. 1230, Frederick II. kept his

Saracen soldiers. He was not a very Chnstian
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king, for, as his troops wanted a mosque, he con-
verted the cathedral at Lueera into a mo-que,
turning the bishop out, and installing his Sara-
cen mercenaries ia Ids place ! — a feat which
made Dante condemn i'rederick II. to purga-
tory.

The influence of the Moors upon the course
of art in Spain is as remarkable as, but much
better known than, the corresponding effect of
the southern side of the Mediterranean on Italy.
Here, in the earliest times, it was a point of
honour with both Moor and Spaniard to build in
his own style. But, as time wore on, and the
Spaniard freed himself from the dominion wliich
the Moors had exercised, the Moorish architects
still remained in the country practising their
national art uutil the time of the Inquisition,
and each nation influenced the other. In the
later Moorish work we see constantly a number
of completely Gothic details introduced iu a very
picturesque fashion ; and in the Christian
tiuildings, from the end of the I'ith century,
we meet equally frequently with pretty bits of
distinctly Moorish detail iu the midst of what is

otherwise the purest Gothic And wherever
the Spaniards used brick, as they did in a large
part of the coimtry from Toledo to Guadalajara,
Saragoza, Calatayud, and Taragona, the
whole of it is a most inten sting mixture of
Moorish and Gothic, both in general design and
detail.

Nowhere do we see more instances of the way
in which architectural styles spread from one
country to another than in the history of the
Italian Republics. As an example, take the
case of Genoa, which is a typical one, for there
polities and trade, foreign conquest, mercenary
warfare, and foreign travel, are features which
meet us at every turn. The Crusades were
utilised by its people for purposes of trade. They
were among tlie gieatest traders to the East
from the time of the first Crusade to the fall of
Acre, iu 1291. They had, in many Eastern
cities, their own streets, their own warthouses

;

and the riches of the East came, to a great ex-
tent, through their hands to Europe. They
despatched vessels against the Saracens in the
Balearic Isles and on the mainland of Spain, and
obtained in return not only shiploads of booty,
but also an annual Spanish tribute to the cathedral
of San Lorenzo. Then, again, they had treaties
with, and kept consuls at, Narbonne, Montpelier,
Aiguemorte, and other Provengal towns. They
went as far north as to the great fairs in Cham-
pagne, where they exchanged their goods with
those of the manufacturers of Ypres, Bruges,
and other northern tovras ; and they built larger
ships expressly that they might carry their
goods to the Hanse Tovms, and even as far
north as that singularly interesting trading
depflt at Wisby in the Isle of Gothland. In the
East they had consuls and warehouses at
Trebizond and Kars, in Persia, and, above aU,
in Constantinople ; and one result of their foreign
connections is seen in a singular episode of the
joint Venetian and Grenoese occupation of Eastern
cities in the thirteenth century. We are told
that two marble columns from St. Sabbas, at
Acre, were sent to Venice, and erected in front
of St. Mark's in the Piazzetta, after the Venetians,
in a hand-to-hand fight with the Genoese in the
church, had burnt their warehouses, and
compelled them to take refuge in Tyre. This
fight was only too common an Italian incident,
for, as you know, the Italian Republics showed
no mercy to each other. Pisa fought with and
ruined Amalfi as early as the twelfth century.
In the thirteenth century the Genoese, led by
Oberto d'Oria, conquered Pisa, in the great sea-
fight, at Meloria, and after destroying the chains
which guarded the mouth of the Amo, brought
them home in triumph, and hung them over
their gateways, where, until our own day, they
have remained. A hundred years later Venice
fought a duel to the death with Geuoa, andwhat
little power was left to the latter was ultimately
destroyed by the Visconti of Milan. Each one of
these contests ended in something added to the
artistic possessions or developments of both con-
quered and conqueror.
In France, the most fruitful source of deve-

lopment must, no doubt, be looked for in the
Crusades, in which she had so large a share. An
illustration of the effect of the intercourse which
they promoted is seen in the case of Eudes de
Montreuil, a famous architect of the thirteenth
century, who went to the Holy Land with St.
Louis, and built the fortifications of Jaffa.
Another French architect, Jousselin de Corvault,

also went to the East with St. Louis, but the
only record of his work there is that he invented
divers instruments of war. But upon the origin

and development of French architecture I shall

have so much to say in another lecture that I

need not detain you upon it new. My object has
been this evening to show you how possible it is

to follow the growth of styles of architecture,

and I hope I have also shown you how much
interest there is in such iuvestigations. Unless
we make them we shall always bo ignorant of the
real history of old buildings, and unable to

follow the course of their developments.
We have traced the progress of our art in the

South and East, where in those days all the pro-
gress was being made. Wo are ready to go
more into detail now in the rest of Europe,
where in its later stages the developments of

architecture left- the South far behind. We
have seen the growth of the art up to the time
of Charlemagne. From his time untU the fall

of the Holy Roman Empire with Frederick II.,

450 years elapsed, and during all that time
Germany and Italy had been practically one
country under one sovereign. Hence evidence
of their union meets us at evci-y turn in the
early churches of the two countrieti. At Pavia
and in Milan we are in presence of the same art

as at Mainz, Coblentz, and Koln. One illustra-

tion, and this of a singular kind, will suffice.

The apse of such a building as the Baptistery at

Gravidona, close to the southern slopes of the
Alps, is distinctly founded on the apse of St.

Mark's at Venice. You will see by the plan the
ingenious creation of three little apses in the
thickness of the wall of the principal apse. To
any one who had planned, or seen the plan of
such an apse, it might occur that a piercing for
a window should be made of the same outline,

and just such windows we do find in the early
churches on the Rhine.
The minor changes and varieties in German

round-arched buildings are too many and too
great to allow of my mentioning them now,
though not so great as they were in the various
parts of France. In those days France was
formed by a number of provinces, each practically
distinct from the other, so we see as many styles

as there are provinces. The whole South is

fairly uniform ; but if you compare Normandy
with Poitou, or either with Aquitaine, Alsace,
the lie de France, Champagne, and Burgundy,
you will find, in fact that the one thing common
to all was the round arch, and a perfect freedom
of developing whatever was required for con-
venience, for good construction, or for the
demands of a different climate. I have left

myself no time to show how this last require-
ment affected art. But wh°n you consider that
in the south of Europe a flat roof is the best
covering, whilst iu the north a steep one is a
necessity ; and that in the south a very small
window is mcessary, whilst in the north it can
hardly be too large

; you have two particulars
which alone would account for an enormous
change in style. They proceeded to modify and
develop in a mode which was everywhere
founded on common-sense, and varied, therefore
in its developments in every country. This,
indeed, is one of the great accomplishments to
the architects of the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries. The Greek architect had been, above
all things, a worshipper of beauty for its own
sake. A lovely line lost none of its loveliness
for him by constant repetition. The Roman
recognised the skill and taste of the Greek, and
tried to copy his orders and his columns, for-
getting that they were always the decorated
features of a real construction. He treated archi-
tecture as an art which had nothing to do with
building, and failed conspicuously in leaving any-
thing that was very original, or much that was
beautiful , behindhim . The Byzantines took up the
work, and to a great extent transformed it ; but
they inherited the old Greek idea of perfection,
and spent ages in developing their designs. And
then, iu the eleventh century, came this new
spirit, which made men suddenly conscious of
the exceeding charm of variety, and of the
power which the freeest use of the arch gave
them for securing it. Their art was that of

men who were devising everything that they did
with a reason. They adapted themselves to the
requirements of convenience with a novelty of

resource and invention which is astonishing the
more it is looked into. They tried to build so that
their work should last for ever. Mortals them-
selves, they never dreamt of making any work
temporary and weak. By the middle of the

twelfth century, therefore, it need not surprise

us that their work bore its proper fruit, and that,

after having discovered the practical use and
convenience of the pointed arch, they goon in-

vented and perfected a now style consequent
upon its use, which, in rapidty of development,
variety if resource, and real beauty, soon
eclipsed all that had gone before. But this style

lies outside my proper subject to-night, and in

my next lecture I shall hoi,e to show jou how it

affected Italian art. In that country one of the
oompletcst of the round arched buildiDgs was the
cathedial at Ksa. If anywhere Roman influence
should be ffl', one would have supposed it would
be there. But the Pisans wire liie their con-
temporaries the men of Genoa, of Amalfi, and of
Venice,—resolute adventuiers who went far
afield,- and in a.d. 10.50 they had made an ex-
pedition to Sicily. They had captured at se& a
prize of extraordinary value, and they had taken
Palermo fiom the Saracens who held it. Then,
returning laden with their booty, their first and
very pious idea was to build a magnificent
cathedral, and so cosmopolitan were they, that they
employed a Greek—Boschetto by name—as their

architect. He built them certainly a magnificent
chtirch. But it was not Roman or Italian. It
had the long ranges of columns of the basilica,

but it lud the Eastern dome, and in every detail

throughout the work it is the Greek whose hand
you see, and Byzantine architecture, not
Romanesque, with some of the same flavour of

Arabian art which we have been noticing in the
more touthern part of Italy. And it was imder
the shadow of it s arcaded walls that the greatest
architect of the thirteenth century was born and
educated in his art.

It has been difficult to say anything like

enough on my subject this evening. In all

directions Hues might be followed out far beyond
what I have been able to attempt. But 1 am
in hopes that I may have said enough to induce
some of you at least to follow out these interest-

ing subjects for yourselves. The course of art is

like a stream with endless back currents and
eddies, which interrupt us on our way. It takes
us from Egypt to Greece, from Greece to Rome,
thence to Grecian art again at Byzantium, to

Syria and the Holy Land. Then it crosses again
to Europe, taking possession of the south and
west of France, and, joining two streams, one of

mixed Byzantine and Roman from Ravenna and
Venice, and the other of pure Romanesijue from
Rome, flows northward to the German Ocean.
There these streams of art, rich in their combined
developments, find another art establishing itself,

founded upou an independent use of Roman work.
At the same time. Moor and Christian are fight-

ing for dear life in Spain, and wherever cither

plants his foot he builds in his own style, either

in the most complete Moorish or in the severest

Romanesque borrowed from his neighbours on
the other side of the Pyrenees, but each showing
occasional evidence in some part of the work of

the influence of his enemy. In this progress of
art it is diflicult to say which has done most, the
Church or the Sword. There had been a pause
before what was supposed to be a fatal date, the
year 1000. But when that was passed and the
world had not come to an end, men breathed
again, and began to build with renewed energy
and enthusiasm. The circumstances of the age
were all really in favour of the arts. For it is

in countries which are establishing themselves,
making their laws, cementing ttieir polities,

bringing their communities into order, that
public spirit is at its highest point, and that art

has its greatest opportunities and exercises the
most fascination. In a highly-civilised state,

where every one is satisfied, and there are no
wars or rumours of wars, where life is easy, and
men lazy and luxurious, it has a comparatively
feeble influence.

In my succeeding lecttires—having brought
you, as it were, to the threshold of the thirteenth
century—I hope to show you somewhat more in

detail how the development worked out its course
in Italy, in France, and in our own country. If

we know so much we shall know almost enough,
for in Germany and in Spain the distinctive art

of the thirteenth century hardly ever existed. In
Germany men were so proud of their early style

that they troubled themselves as little as possible

about any new one imtil the magnificence of an
Amiens and a Beauvais forced them to an
attempt at rivalry, only jnst completed, at Koln.
And in Spain there was much the same en-
thusiasm for the earUer stjle, and when it was
thought well to follow the new fashion it was
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for the the most part by the hands of a French-
man, and not of a Spainard, that the 'work was
done.

ROYAL IXSTITTTE OF
AKCHITECTS.

BRITISH

A SPECIAL meeting of the Institute was
held on Monday evening, when the follow-

ing resolution was carried, tiem. eon., on the

motion of Mr. WTiichcord, President, seconded
by Mr. Charles Barry, Past-President .—" That
By-laws XXV., XXIX., and LXX., in so far as

they relate to tlie holding of the annual general

meeting on the first Monday in May, be siis-

pendod ; and that the annual general meeting
for the current year be held on the second Mon-
day in May, that is to say, the 9th May, 1881."

Notice was given by Mr. Barry of his intention

to propose that a special general meeting be
summoned for the purpose of authorising the
insertion in the By-laws XXV., XXIX., and
LXX., after the words " first Monday in May,"
of the following : "or as near thereto as con-

Teniently may be."
The "house list" of nominations for ofBcers

for the ensuing year of office, has just been
issued by the Council as follows:—Presi-

dent, •ilorace Jones, Vice-President. Vice-
Presidents (three names to be returned),

tThomas Hayter Lewis, F.S.A., V.P. ; tEwan
Christian, V.P. ; tDavid Brandon, F.S.A.,
P.V.P. Ordinary members (fifteen names to be
returned), Aitchison, G., B.A. ; tBlomfield, A.
W., M.A. ; Brooks, J.; tCates, A.; tClarke,

J., F.S.A., P.V.P. ; tCurrey, H., P.V.P.

;

Fowler, Charles ; Fowler, James (Louth)
;

tGibson, J., P.V.P. ; Gruning, E. A. ; tHan-
sard, O. ; tHoneyman, J. (Glasgow) ; tl'An-
son, E., F.G.S., P.V.P. ; tKnowles, J. T.

;

Paley, E. G. (Lancaster) ; Porter, F. "W.
;

Smith, T. E. ; St. Aubyn, J. P. ; tVulliamy,
O., P.V.P. ; fWaterhouse, A., A.R.A., P.V.P.

;

tWorthington, T. (Manchester). Honorary
Secretary (one name to be returned), tJohn
Macvicar Anderson, Hon. Secretary. Secretary

(one name to bo returned), tWilliam Henry
White, Secretary. Additional names for elec-

tion, which must be proposed by two Fellows,

must be sent to the Council on or before Satur-
day, the 9th April.

QESBBAI, CONTEEENCE OF ABCniTECTS.

The Council of the Institute have approved the

following arrangements for the approaching
General Conference of Architects in London,
namely :

—

Friday, 6th May, 1881, 8 p.m. Opening Meeting of the
Coafertnce. Keception by th? President and Council.
Presidential .Vddress.
Saturday, 7th May, 11a.m. Conference Second Meeting.

Papers on •* Quantities." 6.30 p.m. Institute Dinner.
Monday, 9lh May. Visits to New Buildings, &c.

8 p.m. Annual General Meeting. Reports of Council,
EUction of Officers, Election of Board of Examiners
under Metropolitan Building Act, &c.
Tuesday, 10th May. Visits to Now Buildings, &c.

8 pjQ. Conference Third Meeting. Biscustuon of the
Paperson " Quantities."
Wednesday, 11th May, 11 a.m. Conference Fourth

Meeting. Reports and Papers on '* Architectural Compc
titions. 3 p.m. CoDference Fifth Meeting. Discussion
of the Papers on "Architectural Competitions." 8 p.m.
Conference Sixth Meeting. Paptrs on some Subject of
Artistic Character.
Thursday, 12th May. Visits to New Buildiags, &o.

9 p.m. Conversazione.*.^
ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE fortnightly meeting of the Association

was held on Friday evening, the President,

Mr. E. C. Lee, in the chair. The following

new members were elected:—Messrs. F. A.
Hewer, W. Aston, C. A. Bovill, W. R. Hobson,
H. A. Gregg, Bernard Dicksee, E. Hardy, W.
Dewes, J. T. Muller, R. Guy, G. Hubbard, J.

Hart, and T. W. Parkes. A vote of thanks
was accorded to Messrs. H. Saxon Suell and Son,

the architects of the new Marylebone Infirmary,

and Mr. Eales announced that the next visit

would be made on Saturday, the 26th (to-

morrow), to Exeter Hall as remodelled from the

plans of Mr. Alfred R. Pile. The President

read the following letter, signed by 12 members
of the a8.sociation :

—

" We, the undersigned members of the Architectural

* The Council explain that the senior Vice-President,
Profeaior Lewis, havingformaUy declined the Presidency
(or the enauiog year, Mr. Horace Jonea, the Vioe-
Freddent next m order of seniority, is therefore nomi-
nated.

+ This dagjcr denotes Members of the existing
Council.

Association, desire that you will, at an early date,

summon a special business meeting to consider and dis-

cuss the desirability of increasing the entrance fee.

Taking into consideration the numeiom advantages
olfered by the Association, and the additional induce-

ment whicli the i)roposed studentship will present for

new members to join our ranks, the present seems a
favourable time for raising the entrance fee. "We there-

fore propoie that in Rule 17 the words ' One Guinea'
shall be substituted for ' lOs. 6d.' It is not, however,
int>'Qded that this alteration shnll be made until the com-
mencement of the next session,"

The President added that the special meeting
would be held on Friday, April Ist, at 7 p.m.,

and that afterwards Mr. Riddett would read a

paper on " Settlements" in place of one he had
previously promised on " Swimming Baths."

nOLLAOT).

Mr. R. Phene Spiers read a paper descriptive

of his visit last year to Holland, which we print

in extenso, in the next column.

The Pbesideht, in inviting discussion upon
the paper, remarked that while there was much
picturesqueness in Dutch architecture, there was
a want of detail and finish, a crudeness of colour,

and an inartisticness in the execution, which de-

tracted from its value. It was certainly not the

country which they would select for the holder

of the new travelling studentship.

Mr. H. W. Bkewee thought Mr. Spiers had
not sufficiently taken into consideration the cir-

cumstances under which the vast and bare
churches of Holland were built. They dated in

the main from the loth and 16th centuries—

a

period when there was a demand for large places

of worship, but a disinclination to spend much
upon them. The designers, therefore, unable

to expend suras equal to those which had been
employed in France or Germany, carried their

new churches well above the surrorfbding large

houses, but trusted to their height and propor-

tions to give dignity ; in many of these churches

the only architectural detail was to be found in

the tracery of windows. Taking into considera-

tion thfir vast size and great simplicity, the

effect of these churches was pleasing, and must
have been more so when they were fitted up
with the rich furniture now almost entirely

destroyed. Hehad been rather surprised thatMr.
Spiers had not referred to the hall of the Palace

at the Hague, an apartment apparently about

180ft. long by 60ft. square; the roof must have
been 100 years later than that of "Westminster

Hall, say of the middle of 13th century, but it

was a good example of hammerbeam construc-

tion, very plai'-'.'y tr ;;'ed. It was a question

whether the dcsiirucrs i this roof visited Eng-
land,or if our arcliitect.ti were indebted to it for

in.spiration. The domestic architecture of Holland
was remarkably interesting and worthy of study.

The Dutch greatly disliked picturesqueness, and
lichens and mosses were hated from the very

bottom of a Dutchman's heart. He proposed a

vote of thanks to Mr. Spiers for his interesting

paper.

Professor Keee observed that Butch architec-

ture was characteristic of its circumstances

of development. It was odd, eccentric ; cer-

tainly—although Mr. Brewer did not seem to

think so—picturesque ; the detail was very
suggestive ; but the present fashion of fol-

lowing this Low Dutch style under the name
of Queen Anne was, it was to be hoped, only

a passing caprice of the popular fancy. We
ought to make the best of the fashion for this

plebeian style while it lasted, hoping that itwould
prove tobe but the stepping-stone from the Gothic,
which had had its day and gone out of favour, to

the superior style of the Renaissance.

Mr. Blashill and Mr. Hilton Nash ha"ving

spoken, the latter suggesting that much of the

piquancy of the superior Dutch architecture,

when compared to ours of similar character, was
due to the smaller bricks (about Sin. by 4in. by
2in.) employed in Holland, the vote of thanks

was put to the meeting and carried by acclama-

tion.

Mr. Spiees, in acknowledging it, suggested

that the name of Mr. Brewer should have been

coupled with his own, for the series of beautiful

water-colour drawings which that artist had lent

for exhibition. With reference to Professor

Kerr's observations on the Dutch origin of our

Queen Anne style, he might say that on his

return from his tour he found excellent repro-

ductions of several of the quaint brick gables and
pediments he had sketched in Holland, on the

series of now schools erected by the London
School Board.

HOLLAND.*
[with LITHOQEAPniO ILLUSTEATIOSS.]

WHEN asked to give a paper on some sub-

ject this session to the members of the

Architectural Association, your secretary was
anxious that I should qualify, in some respect,

the simple heading I proposed "Holland," by-

adding " The Architecture of." I preferred, .

however, the one word for two reasons. First,

it left me free to take up whatever branch of the

subject I might deem mo.st interesting; and
secondly, I avoid lying myself open to the

awkward position of the gentleman who under-

took to read a paper on snakes in Iceland, and

who, when he began to study his subject, found
there were no snakes there. It has been con-

tended by many that there is no architecture in

Holland. The guide-gooks omit that general

summary of the architectural features which
generally forms the preface to their description

of a country. Fergusson, in his "History of

Modem Architecture," viz., of the Renais-

sance period, devotes one page onljr to it, and
illustrates and speaks of only one building, the

Town-hall of Amsterdam, one of the most pre-

tentious and least satisfactory of any in Holland

;

and the only description I can find (and that

after I had "written this paper) which treats of

the subject is one by Mr. Brewer, read to the

Architectural Association in 1876, who described

the cathedral of Bois-le-Duo and some other

places in South Holland. This, at all events,

leaves me a fair field to begin upon. I should

wish it to be clearly understood, however, from

the commencement, that because I shall attempt

to treat the subject this e\ ening, and, as far as

lies in my power, endeavour to interest you in

it, it by no means follows that I am prepared to

advise any of the students of the Association to

make Holland their camping-ground for their

summer excursions. They possess in our own
country and in the North of France much
better material to cut their teeth upon, and it is

only when they are of more mature ago and

experience that they should venture to "visit and

sketch in a country where what we call " Queen

Anne " reigns supreme. The architecture may
be divided broadly into five periods. 1st, that

which belongs to the MediEeval epoch, which ex-

tends far into the ICth-century, and of which

the cathedrals of Bois-le-Duc, Utrecht, and

perhaps Haarlem ; the towers of the churches at

Dort, Delft, Leuwarden, Enkhuisen, and

Rotterdam; the town-halls of Middleburg and

Veer, the waa^huia of Deventer, and a few

houses here and there may be taken as examples,

2nd. The work of the 17th-century, of which

the town-halls at the Hague, Haarlem, Kam-
pen, and Leyden ; the waaghuisen or weighing-

houses of Leuwarden, Hoom, and Alkraaar;

and the houses at Dort, Hoorn, Enkhuisen,

Delft, and Middleburg offer an interesting

series. 3rd. The architecture of the ISth-

century, consisting principally of town-

haUs and houses of pretentious but uninterest-

ing character, based on the French Louis XTV.
style. 4th. The work of this 19th century, quite

commonplace, and without very much to redeem

its ugUness ; and 5th, modem work. Of the

last I have very little to say. I had no inten-

tion of reading a paper on Dutch architecture

when I visited the country, and I did not happen

to come across much of Mr. Cuyper's (the chief

architect in Holland) work; I do not feel

justified, therefore, in criticising what I saw.

Roman Catholic churches seem to be almost

the only modem buildings, and they were

generally (those I saw) of a hard and monoton-

ous effect, without any features to note or take

interest in. In fact, it was only of the build-

ings of the first two classes that I made any

drawings, and they alone seemed to offer

suggestions in design. I propose, as on

previous occasions, when I have lectured on

similar subjects, not to attempt to take you with

me on my tour, because to those who have not

visited the country such description is difficult

to follow ; but to arrange my subject under the

heads of the different classes of buildings. It

may be as well, however, that I should put be-

fore you the line of my route. I went by way of

Harwich to Rotterdam, thence to Dort, Delft,

the Hague to Leyden by canal boat, back to

the Hague, Gouda, Amsterdam, Alkmaar,

Haarlem, Amsterdam, Purmerende, Hoom,

• A Paper by B. PiienbSpibrs, F.KI.B.A., read before

the members of the Architectural Association, March 18,

1881.
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Enkhuisen, Harlingen, Leuwarden, Zwolle,
Kampen, Dcventer, Zutpheu, Amheim,
Utrecht, Bois-le-Duo, Middleburg, Zierikzee,
Goes, and thence to Antwerp. There are many
other places of interest I might have visited,

especially more of those towns now called

the "dead cities," from which the commerce
has departed. But it was so difficult to obtain
any information respecting then, or to put any
trust in the guide-book, that I consider I
did pretty well in the month I spent in the
country.

The general aspect of Holland is very peculiar.

As you journey by rail, or even by boat on a
canal, the whole country lies beneath you, one
mass of the richest verdure, dotted over by the
black and white cattle which luxuriate thereon,
and interrupted by long avenues of trees which
line the borders of all the roads. The villages

and houses dotted about are somewhat disap-
pointing, in that youfindUttle of the picturesque-
nesa which abounds in our own English examples.
They are all so neatly kept : the roofs in perfect
order, the windows and woodwork all freshly
painted, and in the brightest, not to say glaring,
colours ; the gardens and hedges carefully
trimmed, and the palisading all so newly painted
that the artist searches in vain for those beauties
of colour which time and cecay alone can give,

and the architect fails to find any of those
picturesque combinations of roof or wall in
which almo.st every English village aboimds.
This want of picturesqueness in the houses, how-
ever, was in my case compensated for by the
brilliant effects of light, as the sun is going down.
Owing most probably to the rapid formation of
dew in a country intersected everywhere by
canals and ditches, and where continual irriga-
tion of the whole surface is going on, the bril-

liance of the last rays of the sun seems to be
diffused throughout the atmosphere, and the
most splendid effects of light in the towns, as
well as in the country, are the result. The first

time I saw it at Dort I thought the street must
be on fire, and it at once recalled those brilliant
effects which one sees in the pictures of Cuyp,
Both, and De Hooghe. Possibly it may not be
the same aU the year round. I happened to
enjoy nearly a month of continual sunshine, and
naturaUy, therefore, the vision of the sun-setting
and the depo.sit of dew were every-day occur-
rences. I found the people very obliging and
kind everywhere, their only defect, so far as I
was concerned, being their inquisitiveness. If I
only looked at a building, they began to look
also ; if I took out a note-book, I was sur-
rounded ; and when I sat do^vn to draw,
" Takener," " Takener," resounded on all sides,

and it was with the utmost difficulty I could get
a sight of the building I wanted to delineate. It
was true they moved aside when pressed re-
peatedly to do so, but only to make room for
others who, coming up to see what was the
matter, took their place.

I shall divide my subject into three classes:
first, the churches ; secondly, the public build-
ings ; and thirdly, the shops and warehouses,
private buildings, villas, and farm buildings. I
put the churches first, not because they are the
most interesting, for with one or two exceptions
they are the least, compared with other countries,
but because it is convenient to adopt an order I
have followed in other cases. Unfortunately, I
have but few illustrations to put before you. 1
have selected two plans from M. Narjoux's book,
"Notes of an Architect's Trip to the North-
west of Europe ''—the Groote Kerk of Rotterdam
and of Amsterdam. The interior view of the
former, also taken from M. Narjoux's work,
will at once convey to your minds the poverty
in the architecture of nearly all the churches in
HoUand. In the place of the stone vaulting
which is necessary to complete the interior effect
of the nave, we have a plain barrel vault in wood,
with the plainest tie-beam and struts. When to
this we add that the tracery of the windows is of
the poorest and most meagre kind—generally in
brick glazed with common window-glass—the
whole of the stonework whitewashed, and a
large enclosure blocking up the nave and side
aisles, and extending sometimes into the tran-
sept, this enclosure rising sometimes 12ft. high
to keep off the draughts from the congregation,
the

_
total absence of any ancient fittings, the

choir desecrated, and its floor green and damp,
all these give some idea of the depressing effects
of religious architecture in Holland.
In one or two of the churches the iron or

brass grilles in front of the choir, dating from

the 17th or 18th century, are still to be found
;

and at Gurt and Eukhuisen are some of the

most beautifully -carved stalls (disused, of course)

to be found out of Italy. It is said they were
executed by Dutch artists ; but, if so, their

authors must have sojourned in Italy so long as

to become thoroughly imbued with the Italian

style. When I compare these stalls with those

of Haarlem and Amsterdam, also very fine,

but possessing the especial style of the Low
Countries, I am constrained to believe that the

artists of tho stalls in the two first-named
churches must have been Italian. I am in

hopes it may be possible to obtain oasts of these

stalls at Dort and Eukhuisen for the museum
at South Kensington. The more interesting

churches of HoUand are those of Bois-le-Duc,
Utrecht, Goes, Kampen, and Haarlem. The
last, built in 1442, is noticeable for the size of its

choir, which has the same number of bays as

the nave. Here the roof (also in wood) has
been treated in a more architectural manner.
It is possible that the Dutch architects, taking
for their examples the vaulted cathedrals of

France, had intended to reproduce the stone
vaulting ; but fearing the too great weight in a
country where the foundations are necessarily

treacherous, they changed their minds at the
last moment, and debased these wooden roofs.

It is much to be regretted they did not come
over and study our English churches, and es-

pecially those in Norfolk and Suffolk, where
they might have found examples of decorative

roofs thoroughly in accord with the style, and
realising the artistic harmony of the whole
building. The aisles, I should say, are fre-

quently vaulted in stone.

At Bois-le-Duc the cathedral has always re-

mained Roman Catholic. The interior thereof

has retained its original arrangement, and had
it not been subjected some 30 years ago to

restoration, would have retained most of its

ancient fittings. These were, most of them, sold,

and replaced by new ones of paltry character,

and we are fortunate in possessing, at South
Kensington, the magnificent marble jube which
once formed tho inolosure to the choir. Mr.
Brewer, in his paper in 1876, described the
church in detail, so that there is no necessity
for my saying more than that the cathedral is

one of first-class magnitude, and worthy of

comparison with French and English cathedrals.

It is about 400ft. long, and con si -its of a nave of

seven bays and double aisles, transept with
aisles, choir of four bays, choir aisle, and a
chevet, with seven radiating chapels, an extra
chapel on the N. side, and an octagonal building,
which Mr. Brewer suggests may have been a
chapter-house. I did not visit Roermond,
Breda, or Bergen-op-Zoom, to which Mr.
Brewer refers ; but the chui-ches of Kampen and
of Goes have both of them double aisles on each
side of the nave. At Goes there are three
apsidal terminations—the central one in the
prolongation of the choir, the other two in the
prolongation of the double aisle ; at Zic-rikzee,

oidy the central chapel is emphasised, the other
two are marked by the line of the external wall
of the chapels of nave and choir aisles being
carried through. The Nieuwe Kerk, at Amster-
dam, has seven chapels in the chevet, of which
five are polygonal and two square. At Delft,

the old church has apsidal terminations to aisles

and choir.

I said, in the earlier portion of my paper, that
I should scarcely be prepared to advise students
to make Holland their camping-ground. I think
I should make an exception in favour of Utrecht,
where the ciithedral and archiepiscopal museum
would well repay a visit to that country. Unfor-
tunately, only a portion of the cathedral remains
—the transept, choir, chevet, and the western
tower. The intermediate part, the nave, fell

down in 1674, and was subsequently entirely

cleared away.
The drawings of the ruins, as they remained

some twenty years afterwards, are to be seen in

the museum of the town-hall. The eastern end
of the cathedral dates from 1254 to 12.57 ; it is

beautifully proportioned, the tracery of the win-
dows and all the carving being French in cha-
racter and excellent in design and execution

;

the height of tho choir is 11.5 feet. On the south
side of the choir is a fine cloister, now undergo-
ing fairly carofid . restoration. The western
tower, 338 feet high, is composed of three

stories ; the lower two square and in brick, and
tho upper one octagonal and in stone ; it was
formerly surmounted by a stone spire, which

brought the height up to 364 feet. This reminds
me that I have mode no reference hitherto to the

church towers of Holland, which are especially

noteworthy. It is singular that in a country

where tho foundations wore so little to be de-

pended on, they should have ventured to raise

such enormous and weighty structures; they

trusted probably to the great thickness of walls,

and their being tied in at various levels. In more
than one case, however, and notably at De.ft and
Dort, the towers are considerably out of the up-
right. Besides those at Dort and Utrecht, of

which I have here drawings, I am able to show
you an old print of the tower of tho church of

Zierikzee, in South Holland, one of the most
formidable structures ever conceived. Had it

ever been completed it would have exceeded by
over a hundred feet the height of the spires of

the cathedral at Cologne. The print shows the

tower as it was intended to be, and as actualljr

built, with the church adjoining, from which it

seems to have been detached, possibly owing to

the fear that if it were to sink it might drag the

church with it ; the base of the tower measures
about 76 feet, including bultreB.ses. The church,

as here shown, no longer exists, and has been
replaced by a modem Palladian structure.

The most beautiiul tower in Holland is that

of St. Vitus at Leuwarden, a fifteenth- century
structure of stone and brick of two colours.

Doubtless time has mellowed the tones of the

surface, but the introduction of yellow brick

here acts as a sort of intermediary between the

red brick and the stone, and is extremely happy
in its effect, and worthy of imitation. The too-

great difference in colour between brick and
stone, especially when the latter is sparingly

used, is in the tower of Dort, is always objec-

tionable. When, however, a third colour some-
what between the two is introduced it acts as a
harmoniser, and, to use a painter's phrase,
" pulls the thing together." The base of this

tower is 64ft., including the buttresses, which
are Oft. deep and 7ft. wide, so that you can get

some idea of its size. Unfortunately, the church
to which it was attached exists no longer. There
are several other towers of note, such as those

at Zwolle, Enkhuizen, and others, of which I

have no large illustrations. The Nieuwe Kerk
at Delft has a fine lofty tower with two stories,

square on plan, and two above them octagonal
and crowned with a spire. The tower close by,

belonging to the town-haU, is also good ; it has
its bells hung outside the belfry windows—

a

peculiarity often found in Holland. At Gouda
there is a very fine series of stained-glass win-
dows (29 large and 13 small), executed between
the years 1553 and 1606. The subjects are

Scriptural, with the figures of saints and of the
donors. ITiey have, however, too much line-

drawing in them to be perfectly satisfactory to

my mind, and seem to bear the same relation to

fine coloured glass as a coloured print would to

an original picture. I ought also to call atten-

tion to two remarkable fonts in brass, one at

Bois-le-Duc and the other at Zutphen. Of the
former you can judge for yourselves from Mr.
Brewer's drawing. At Zutphen the base is car-

ried on six lions ; the leg or stem of the font is

smaller, and decorated with small figures in

niches ; and tho cover is hexagonal, equally rich

as, and somewhat similar to, the cover at Bois-

le-Duc.
I come now to the public buildings. With

the exception of Middleburg, the town-halls of

Holland are far inferior to those of Belgium. A
few of them, such as those at Gouda, Alkmaar,
portions of Haarlem, at Veere, and Zierikzee,

date from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,

but are extremely simple ; one of the richest

fagades, and typical of the picturesque though
debased style of the seventeenth centiuy, is the

town-hall at Leyden. The town-hall at Middle-
burg, built in 1468 by Charles the Bold, presents

a fine front of some 200 to 250ft., with lofty-

gables at each end of the main facade, which
consists of ground and first floor with a lofty roof.

The lower portion of the building is compara-
tively plain. The wall between the windows
of the first floor is covered with canopies, with
colossal statues of the Counts and Countesses of

Flanders. In the centre, behind the main block,

is a lofty tower with belfry. The style of the

whole building is Flamboyant in character, with
rich tracer}- in the windows, the walls above the

windows of the fii'St floor and in the gables above
them being covered with rich blank tracery.

The older portion of the town-hallat Haarlem
was originally the palace of the Counts of Hoi-
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for the the most part bjr the hands of a French-
man, and not of a Spainard, that the work was
done.

ROYAL EfSTITlTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

A SPECIAL mooting of the Institute was
held on Monday evening, when the follow-

ing resolution was carried, item, con., on the
motion of Mr. AMiiehcord, President, seconded
by Mr. Charles Barry, Past-President :

—" That
By-laws XXV., XXlX., and LXX., in so far as
they relate to the holding of the annual general
meeting on the first Monday in May, be sus-
pended ; and that the annual general meeting
for the current year be held on the second Mon-
day in May, that is to say, the 9th May, 1881."
Notice was given by Mr. Barry of his intention
to propose that a special general meeting be
summoned for the purpose of authorising the
insertion in the By-laws XXV., XXIX., and
LXX., after the words " first Monday in May,''
of the following :

" or as near thereto as cou'
veniently may be."
The "house list" of nominations for officers

for the ensuing year of office, has just been
issued W the Council as follows:—Presi-
dent, 'Horace Jones, Vice-President. Vice-
Presidents (three names to be returned),
tThomas Hayter Lewis, F.S.A., V.P. ; tEwan
Christian, V.P. ; tDavid Brandon, F.S.A.,
P.V.P. OrdiDary members (fifteen names to be
returned), Aitchison, G., B.A. ; tBlomfield, A.
W., M.A. ; Brooks, J.; tCates, A.; tClarke,
J., F.S.A., P.V.P. ; tCurrey, H., P.V.P.

;

Fowler, Charles ; Fowler, James (Louth)
;

tGibson, J., P.V.P. ; Gruning, E. A. ; tHau-
fiard, O. ; tHoneyman, J. (Glasgow) ; tl'An-
son, E., F.G.S., P.V.P.; tKnowles, J. T.

;

Paley, E. G. (Lancaster) ; Porter, F. "W.
;

Smith, T. R. ; St. Aubyn, J. P. ; tVulliamy,
a., P.V.P.

; tWaterhouse, A., A.R.A., P.V.P.

;

tWorthington, T. (Manchester). Honorary
Secretary (one name to be returned), tJolm
Macvicar Anderson, Hon. Secretary. Secretary
(one name to be returned), tWilliam Henry
White, Secretary. Additional names for elec-

tion, which must be proposed by two Fellows,
must be sent to the Council on or before Satur-
day, the 9th April.

OEIJKEAI, CONFEEENCE OF AECniTECTS.

The Council of the Institute have approved the
following arrangements for the approaching
General Conference of Architects in London,
namely :

—

Friday, 6th May, 1881, 8 p.m. Opeoing Meeting of the
Conference. Beoeption by th? President and Council.
Presidential Addt^.
Saturday, 7tt>May, 11 a.m. Conference Second Meeting.

Papers on " Qnantlties." 6.30 p.m. Institute Dinner.
Uonday, 9th May. Visits to New Buildings, &c..

3p.m. Annual General Meeting, Reports of Council.
EUction of Officers, Election of Board of Examiners
under Metropolitan Building Act, &c.
Tuesday, 10th May. Visits to New Buildings, &c.

8 p.m. Conference Third Meeting. Discussion of the
Paperson ** Quantities."
Wednesday, 11th May, 11 a.m. Conference Fourth

Meeting. Reports and l*apers on '* Architectural Compe-
titaous. * 3 p.m. Conference Fifth Meeting. Discussion
of the Papers on "Architectural Competitions." 8 p.m.
Conference Sixth Meeting. Papers on some Subject of
Artistic Character.
Thursday, 12th May. Visits to New Buildiags, &c.

9 p.m. Conversazione.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE fortnightly meeting of the Association
was held on Friday evening, the President,

Mr. E. C. Lee, in the chair. The following
new members were elected:—Messrs. F. A.
Hewer, W. Aston, C. A. Bovill, W. R. Hobson,
H. A. Gregg, Bernard Dicksee, E. Hardy, W.
Dewes, J. T. MuUcr, R. Guy, G. Hubbard, J.

Hart, and T. W. JParkes. A vote of thanks
was accorded to Messrs. H. Saxon Snell and Son,
the architects of the new Marylebone Infirmary,
and Mr. Eales announced that the next visit

would be made on Saturday, the 26th (to-

morrow), to Exeter Hall as remodelled from the
plans of Mr. Alfred R. Pite. The President
read the following letter, signed by 12 members
of the association :

—

" We, the undersigned members of the Architectural

• The Council expUin that the senior Vice-President,
ProfetMOr Lewis, liaving formally declined the Presidency
fcr tie ensuing year, Mr. Horace Jones, the Vioe-
Pfeaiaent next in order of seniority, is therefore nomi-
nated.

This dagger denotes Members of the existing
Council.

Association, desire that you will, at an early date,
summon a special business meeting to consider and dis-
cuss^ tlie desirability of increasing the entrttnce fee.
Taking into consideration the numemin advantages
offered by the Association, and the additional induce-
ment which the proposed studentship will present for
new members to join our ranks, the present seems a
favourable time for raising the entrance fee. We there-
fore propoce that in Rule 17 the words ' One Guinea'
shall be substituted for ' lOs. 6d.' It is not, howover,
intended tliat this alteration shall be made until the com-
mencement of the next session."

The President added that the special meeting
would be held on Friday, April Ist, at 7 p.m.,
and that afterwards Mr. Riddctt would read a
paper on " Settlements " in place of one he had
previously promised on "Swimming Baths."

Mr. R. Phenfi Spiers read a paper descriptive

of his visit last year to Holland, which we print
in extenso, in the next column.

The President, in inviting discussion upon
the paper, remarked that while there was much
picturesqueness in Dutch architecture, there was
a want of detail and finish, a crudeness of colour,

and an inartisticness in the execution, which de-
tracted from its value. It was certainly not the
country which they would select for the holder
of the new travelling studentship.

Mr. H. W. Beevtee thought Mr. Spiers had
not sufficiently taken into consideration the cir-

cumstances under which the vast and bare
churches of Holland were buUt. They dated in
the main from the 15th and 16th centuries—

a

period when there was a demand for large places
of worship, but a disinclination to spend much
upon them. The designers, therefore, unable
to expend sums equal to those which had been
employed in France or Germany, carried their

new churches well above the surroitnding large
houses, but trusted to their height and propor-
tions to give dignity ; in many of these churches
the only architectural detail was to be found in

the tracery of windows. Taking into considera-
tion their vast size and great simplicity, the
effect of these churches was pleasing, and must
have been more so when they were fitted up
with the rich furniture now almost entirely

destroyed. Hehad been rather surprised that Mr.
Spiers had not referred to the hall of the Palace
at the Hague, an apartment apparently about
180ft. long by 60ft. square; the roof must have
been 100 years later than that of Westminster
Hall, say of the middle of 13th century, but it

was a good example of hammerbeam construc-
tion, very plaii:'y tri;;'ed. It was a question
whether the dcsi'.riicrs f this roof visited Eng-
land,or if our architect.-i were indebted to it for
inspiration. The domestic architecture of Holland
was remarkably interesting and worthy of study.
The Dutch greatly disliked picturesqueness, and
lichens and mosses were hated from the very
bottom of a Dutchman's heart. He proposed a
vote of thanks to Mr. Spiers for his interesting
paper.

Professor Keee observed that Dutch architec-
ture was characteristic of its circumstances
of development. It was odd, eccentric ; cer-
tainly—although Mr. Brewer did not seem to

think so—picturesque ; the detail was very
suggestive ; but the present fashion of fol-

lowing this Low Dutch style under the name
of Queen Anne was, it was to be hoped, only
a passing caprice of the popular fancy. We
ought to make the best of the fashion for this
plebeian style while it lasted, hoping that itwould
prove tobebutthe stepping-stone from the Gothic,
which had had its day and gone out of favour, to
the superior stylo of the Renaissance.

Mr. Blashill and Mr. Hilton Nash having
spoken, the latter suggesting that much of the
piquancy of the superior Dutch architecture,

when compared to ours of similar character, was
duo to the smaller bricks (about Sin. by 4in. by
2in.) employed in Holland, the vote of thanks
was put to the meeting and carried by acclama-
tion.

Mr. Spiees, in acknowledging it, suggested
that the name of Mr. Brewer should have been
coupled with his own, for the series of beautiful
water-colour drawings which that artist had lent

for exhibition. With reference to Professor
Kerr's observations on the Dutch origin of our
Queen Anne style, ho might say that on his

return from his tour he found excellent repro-

ductions of several of the quaint brick gables and
pediments he had sketched in Holland, on the
series of new schools erected by the London
School Board.

HOLLAND.*
[with LrrnooRAPHic illusteations.]

TTTHEN asked to give a paper on some sub-
* V ject this session to the members of the

Architectural Association, j-our secretary was
anxious that I should qualify, in some respect,

the simple heading I proposed "Holland," by
adding " The Architecture of." I preferred,

however, the one word for two reasons. First,
it left me free to take up whatever branch of the
subject I mig'ht deem most interesting ; and
secondly, I avoid lying mj'self open to the
awkward position of the gentleman who under-
took to read a paper on snakes in Iceland, and
who, when he began to study his subject, found
there were no snakes there. It has been con-
tended by many that there is no architecture in

Holland. The guide-gooks omit that general
summary of the architectural features which
generally forms the preface to their description
of a country. Fergusson, in his "History of

Modem Architecture," viz., of the Renais-
sance period, devotes one page only to it, and
illustrates and speaks of only one building, the
Town-hall of Amsterdam, one of the most pre-
tentious and least satisfactory of any in HoUaud

;

and the only description I can find (and that

after I had written this paper) which treats of

the subject is one by Mr. Brewer, read to the

Architectural Association in 1876, who described
the cathedral of Bois-le-Duc and some other

places in South Holland. This, at all events,

leaves me a fair field to begin upon. I should
wish it to bo clearly understood, however, from
the commencement, that because I shall attempt
to treat the subject this e^ ening, and, as far as

lies in my power, endeavour to interest you in

it, it by no means follows that I am prepared to

advise any of the students of the Association to

make Holland their camping-ground for their

summer excursions. They possess in our own
country and in the North of France much
better material to cut their teeth upon, and it is

only when they are of more mature age and
experience that they should venture to visit and
sketch in a country where what we call " Queen
Anne " reigns supreme. The architecture may
be divided broadly into five periods. 1st, that

which belongs to the Mediajval epoch, which ex-

tends far into the 16th-century, and of which
the cathedrals of Bois-le-Duc, Utrecht, and
perhaps Haarlem ; the towers of the churches at

Dort, Delft, Leuwarden, Enkhuiseu, and
Rotterdam ; the town-halls of Middleburg and
Veer, the waaghuis of Deventer, and a few
houses here and there may be taken as examples.

2nd. The work of the 17th-century, of which
the town-halls at the Hague, Haarlem, Kam-
pen, and Leyden ; the waaghuiscn or weighing-
houses of Leuwarden, Hoom, and Alkmaar

;

and the houses at Dort, Hoorn, Enkhuisen,

Delft, and Middleburg offer an interesting

series. 3rd. The arcMteoturo of the 18th-

century, consisting principally of town-
halls and houses of pretentious but uninterest-

ing character, based on the French Louis XIV.
style. 4th. The work of this 19th century, quite

commonplace, and without very much to redeem
its ugliness ; and 5th, modem work. Of the

last I have very little to say. I had no inten-

tion of reading a paper on Dutch architecture

when I visited the country, and I did not happen
to come across much of Mr. Cuyper's (the chief

architect in Holland) work ; I do not feel

justified, therefore, in criticising what I saw.
Roman Catholic churches seem to be almost
the only modem buildings, and they were
generally (those I saw) of a hard and monoton-
ous effect, without any features to note or take

interest in. In fact, it was only of the build-

ings of the first two classes that I made any
drawings, and they alone seemed to offer

suggestions in design. I propose, as on
previous occasions, when I have lectured on
similar subjects, not to attempt to take you with
mo on my tour, because to those who have not

visited the country such description is difficult

to follow ; but to arrange my subject under the

heads of the different classes of buildings. It

may be as well, however, that I should put be-

fore you the line of my route. I went by way of

Harwich to Rotterdam, thence to Dort, Delft,

the Hague to Leyden by canal boat, back to

the Hague, Gouda, Amsterdam, Alkmaar,
Haarlem, Amsterdam, Purmerende, Hoom,

* A Paper by K. PiibnbSpieb.i, F.R.I.B.A., read before
the members of the .\rchitectural Association, March 18,

1881.
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Enkhuisen, Harlingen, Leuwarden, Zwolle,
Kampen, Deventer, Zutphen, Amheim,
Utrecht, Bois-Ie-Duo, Middloburg, Zierikzeo,

Goes, and thence to Antwerp. There are many
other phices of interest I might have visited,

especially more of those towns now called

the "dead cities," from which the commerce
has departed. But it was so difficult to obtain
any information respecting then, or to put any
trust in the guide-book, that I consider I

did pretty well in the month I spent in the
country.
The general aspect of Holland is very peculiar.

As you joxirney by rail, or even by boat on a
canal, the whole country lies beneath you, one
mass of the richest verdure, dotted over by the
black and white cattle which luxuriate thereon,
and interrupted by long avenues of trees which
Uno the borders of all the roads. The villages

and houses dotted about are somewhat disap-
pointing, in that youfindlittle of the picturesque-
ness which abounds in our own English examples.
They are all so neatly kept : the roofs in perfect
order, the windows and woodwork all freshly
painted, and in the brightest, not to say glaring,
colours ; the gardens and hedges carefully
trimmed, and the palisading all so newly painted
that the artist searches in vain for those beauties
of colour which time and cecay alone can give,

and the architect fails to fmd any of those
picturesque combinations of roof or wall in
which almost every English village abounds.
This want of picturesquencss in the houses, how-
ever, was in my ca.se compensated for by the
brilliant effects of light, as the sun is going down.
Owing most probably to the rapid formation of
dew in a country intersected everywhere by
canals and ditches, and where continual irriga-

tion of the whole surface is going on, the bril-

liance of the last rays of the sun seems to be
diffused throughout the atmosphere, and the
most splendid effects of light in the towns, as
well as in the country, are the result. The first

time I saw it at Dort I thought the street must
be on fire, and it at once recalled those hrilUant
effects which one sees in the pictures of Cuyp,
Both, and Dc Hooghe. Possibly it may not be
the same all the year round. I happened to
enjoy nearly a month of continual sunshine, and
naturally, therefore, the vision of the sun-setting
and the deposit of dew were every-day occur-
rences. I found the people very obliging and
kind everywhere, their only defect, so far as I
was concerned, being their inquisitiveness. If I
only looked at a building, they began to look
also ; if I took out a note-book, I was sur-
rounded ; and when I sat down to draw,
"Takener," " Takener," resounded on all sides,

and it was with the utmost difficulty I could get
a sight of the building I wanted to delineate. It
was true they moved aside when pressed re-
peatedly to do so, but only to make room for
others who, coming up to see what was the
matter, took their place.

I shall divide my subject into three classes

:

first, the churches ; secondly, the public build-
ings ; and thirdly, the shops and warehouses,
private buildiugs, villas, and farm buildings. I
put the churches first, not because they are the
most interesting, for with one or two exceptions
they are the least, compared with other countries,
but because it is convenient to adopt an order I
have followed in other cases. Unfortunately, I
have but few illustrations to put before you. 1
have selected two plans fromM. Narjoux s book,
"Notes of an Architect's Trip to the North-
west of Europe '

'—the Groote Kerk of Rotterdam
and of Amsterdam. The interior view of the
former, also taken from M. Narjoux's work,
will at once convey to your minds the poverty
in the architecture of nearly all the churches in
Holland. In the place of the stone vaiilting
which is necessary to complete the interior effect
of the nave, we have a plain barrel vault in wood,
with the plainest tie-beam and struts. When to
this we add that the tracery of the windows is of
the poorest and most meagre kind—generally in
brick glazed with common window-glass— the
whole of the stonework whitewashed, and a
large enclosure blocking up the nave and side
aisles, and extending sometimes into the tran-
sept, this enclosure rising sometimes I'ift. high
to keep off the draughts from the congregation,
the total absence of any ancient fittings, the
choir desecrated, and its floor green and damp,
all these give some idea of the depressing effects
of religious architecture in Holland.

In one or two of the churches the iron or
brasB grilles in front of the choir, dating from

the 17th or 18th century, are still to be found;
and at Dort and Enkhuisen are some of the
most beautifully-carved stalls (disused, of course)

to be found out of Italy. It is said they were
executed by Dutch artists ; but, if so, their

authors must have sojom-ned in Italy so long as

to become thorjughly imbued with the Italian

style. When I compare these stalls with those

of Haarlem and Amsterdam, also very fine,

but possessmg the especial style of the Low
Countries, I am constrained to believe that the
artists of the stalls in the two first-named
churches must have been Italian. I urn in

hopes it may be possible to obtain oasts of these

stalls at Dort and Enkhuisen for the museum
at South Kensington. The more interesting

churches of Holland are those of Bois-le-Duc,
Utrecht, Goes, Kampen, and Haarlem. The
last, built in 1442, is noticeable for the size of its

choir, which has -the same number of bays as

the nave. Hero the roof (also in wood) has
been treated in a more architectural manner.
It is possible that the Dutch architects, taking
for their examples the vaulted cathedrals of

France, had intended to reproduce the stone
vaulting ; but fearing the too great weight in a
country where the foundations are necessarily

treacherous, they changed their minds at the
last moment, and devised these wooden roofs.

It is much to be regretted they did not come
over and study our English churches, and es-

pecially those in Norfolk and Suffolk, where
they might have found examples of decorative
roofs thoroughly in accord with the style, and
realising the artistic harmony of the whole
building. The aisles, I should say, are fre-

quently vaulted in stone.

At Bois-le-Duc the cathedral has always re-

mained Koman Catholic. The interior thereof

has retained its original arrangement, and had
it not been subjected some 30 years ago to

restoration, would have retained most of its

ancient fittings. These were, most of them, sold,

and replaced by new ones of paltry character,

and we are fortunate in possessing, at South
Kensington, the magnificent marble jube which
once formed the inclosure to the choii'. Mr.
Brewer, in his paper in 187C, described the
church in detail, so that there is no necessity

for my saying more than that the cathedral is

one of first-class magnitude, and worthy of

comparison with French and English cathedrals.

It is about 400ft. long, and consists of a nave of

seven bays and double aisles, transept with
aisles, choir of four bays, choir aisle, and a
chevet, with seven radiating chapels, an extra
chapel on the N. side, and an octagonal building,
which Mr. Brewer suggests may have been a
chapter-house. I did not visit Roermoud,
Breda, or Bergen-op-Zoom, to which Mr.
Brewer refers ; but the chui'ches of Kampen and
of Goes have both of them double aisles on each
side of the nave. At Goes there are three
apsidal terminations—the central one in the
prolongation of the choir, the other two in the
prolongation of the double aisle ; at Zierikzee,

only the central chapel is emphasised, the other
two are marked by the Une of the external wall
of the chapels of nave and choii- aisles being
carried through. The Nieuwe Kerk, at Amster-
dam, has seven chapels in the chevet, of which
five are polygonal and two square. At Delft,

the old church has apsidal terminations to aisles

and choir.

I said, in the earlier portion of my paper, that
I should scarcely be prepared to advise students
to make Holland their camping-ground. I think
I should make an exception in favour of Utrecht,
where the cathedral and archiepisoopal museum
would well repay a visit to that country. Unfor-
tunately, only a portion of the cathedral remains
—the transept, choir, chevet, and the western
tower. The intermediate part, the nave, fell

down in 1674, and was subsequently entirely

cleared away.
The drawings of the ruins, as they remained

some twenty years afterwards, are to be seen in

the museum of the town-hall. The eastern end
of the cathedral dates from 12.54 to 1257 ; it is

beautifully proportioned, the tracery of the win-
dows and all the carving being French in cha-
racter and excellent in design and execution

;

the height of the choir is 115 feet. On the south
side of the choir is a fine cloister, now undergo-
ing fairly careful . restoration. The western
tower, 338 feet high, is composed of tluee

stories ; the lower two square and in brick, and
the upper one octagonal and in stone ; it was
formerly surmoimted by a ttone spire, which

brought the height up to 3G4 feet. This reminds
me that I have made no reference hitherto to the

church towers of Holland, which are oepecially

noteworthy. It is singular that iu a country

where the foundations were so little to be de-

pended on, they should have ventured to raise

such enomious and weighty structures; they
trusted probably to the great thickness of walls,

and their being tied in at various levels. In more
than one case, however, and notably at Deft and
Dort, the towers are considerably out of the up-
right. Besides those at Dort and Utrecht, of

which I have here drawings, I am able to show
you an old print of the tower of the church of

Zierikzee, in South Holland, one of the meet
formidable structures ever conceived. Had it

ever been completed it would have exceeded by
over a hundred feet the height of the spires of

the cathedral at Cologne. The print shows the

tower as it was intended to be, and as actualljjr

built, with the church adjoining, from which it

seems to have been detached, possibly owing to

the fear that if it were to sink it might drag the

church with it ; the base of the tower measures
about 76 feet, including huttres.ses. The churchy

as here shown, no longer exists, and has been
replaced by a modem Palladian structure.

The most beautii ul tower in Holland is that

of St. Vitus at Leuwarden, a fifteenth- century
structure of stone and brick of two colours.

Doubtless time has mellowed the tones of the

surface, but the introduction of yellow brick

here acts as a sort of intermediary between the

red brick and the stone, and is extremely happy
in its effect, and worthy of imitation. The too-

great difference in colour between brick and
stone, especially when the latter is sparingly

used, is in the tower of Dort, is always objec-

tionable. When, however, a third colour some-
what between the two is introduced it acts as a
harmoniser, and, to use a painter's phrase,
" puUs the thing together." The base of this

tower is 64ft., including the buttresses, which
are 9ft. deep and 7ft. wide, so that you can get
some idea of its size. Unfortunately, the church
to which it was attached exists no longer. There
are several other towers of note, such as those

at Zwolle, Enkhuizen, and others, of which I

have no large illustrations. The Nieuwe Kerk
at Delft has a fine lofty tower with two stories,

square on plan, and two above them octagonal
and crowned with a spire. The tower close by,

belonging to the town-hall, is also good ; it has
its bells hung outside the belfry windows—

a

peculiarity often found in Holland. At Gouda
there is a very fine series of stained-glass win-
dows (29 large and 13 smaD), executed between
the years 1553 and 1606. The subjects are

Scriptural, with the figures of saints and of the

donors. They have, however, too much line-

drawing in them to be perfectly satisfactory to

my mind, and seem to bear the same relation to

fine coloured glass as a coloured print would to

an original picture. I ought also to call atten-

tion to two remarkable fonts iu brass, one at

Bois-le-Duc and the other at Zutphen. Of the
former you can judge for yourselves from Mr.
Brewer's drawing. At Zutphen the base is car-

ried on six lions ; the leg or stem of the font is

smaller, and decorated with small figures in

niches ; and the cover is hexagonal, equally rich

as, and somewhat similar to, the cover at Bois-

le-Duc.
I come now to the public buildings. With

the exception of Middleburg, the town-halls of

Holland are fax inferior to those of Belgium. A
few of them, such as those at Gouda, Alkmaar,
portions of Haarlem, at Veere, and Zierikzee,

date from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,

but are extremely simple ; one of the richest

fagades, and typical of the pictm-esque though
debased style of the seventeenth centuiy, is the

town-hall at Leyden. The town-hall at Middle-
burg, built in 1468 by Charles the Bold, presents

a fine front of some 200 to 250ft., with lofty

gables at each end of the main facade, which
consists of ground and first floor with a lofty roof.

The lower portion of the building is compara-
tively plain. The wall between the windows
of the first floor is covered with canopies, with
colossal statues of the Counts and Countesses of

Flanders. In the centre, behind the main block,

is a lofty tower with belfry. The style of the

whole building is Flamboyant in character, with
rich tracerj' in the windows, the walls above the

windows of the fii'st floor and in the gables above
them being covered with rich blank tracery.

The older portion of the town-hall at Haarlem
was originally the palace of the Counts of Hoi-
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Ituid. Leading' cut of the pitturf-piUery is an
ancient room vritli its fittin^rs and furniture, of

the seventeenth ;eiitury, more or less uninjured,
and this room and the court-roora of the town-
hall at Eampen are the most interesting speci-

mens of interior decoration to be found in

Holland. Bound the lower portion of the former
room runs a dado of about Oft. high, in oak,
eonsiderably darkened by age, enriched with
deep-sunk panels, Jacobean pilasters, and cor-

nice ; the walls above being simply white, with
portraits in black ebony frames hung upon them,
and ancient armour, blue and white cliiua dishes,

and flags. The roof is a pointed barrel vault in

dark coloured wood, with a single tni.ss, consist-

ing of tie-beam and arch in centie of room,
both tie-beam and arch being moulded and
carved.
In the town-hall at Kampen there is a similar

dado round the room—the lower portion brought
out to form a seat, the upper portion decjorafed

with detached Corinthian shafts and cornice
complete, the spaces between the shafts having
small areades filled with inlaid wood stained in

rarious patterns. Across the centre of the room,
and the same height as the dado (about 8 or 9
feet), is a screen similarly decorated to the
dado ; the arcades in this case, however, being
pierced. On the outer room side is a bar of
wood, before which it is said the counsel used
to plead, and hence the expression being "called
to the Bar.' ' I think it is more likely it was
placed to keep the public off the screen, and that
the counsel pleaded where he could be better
heard, viz., in the inner room. In this inner
room, at the further end, is a magnificent
canopy over two seats, very much like the stalls

of a cathedral, in which the judge and chief

burgomaster sat. This seat, and a case or cup-
boud on the other side of the chimney-piece,
are beautifully carved. The chimney-piece,
which is of earlier date (a.d. 1-543), is tlxe finest

in Holland, and will be best understood from my
drawing. Here, as at Haarlem, the wall above
the dado is white ; there is a fine panelled ceil-

ing in wood, the ribs of which have a peculiar
ogee curve, of which I never remember to have
seen an example before, and which gives a
pleasing effect in the play of light and shade.
These two rooms at Haarlem and Kampen may
be taken as the types of the finest interiors in

the national style of Holland. The wood panel-
ling, now almost black with age, and the white
wall above, present a powerful contrast, and
give the cue for its subsequent decoration By
the sides of the windows are green or red cur-
tains ; thay are of thin material, intended
rather to break and diminish the light than to

exclude it ; these, when partially drawn, throw
rays of bright colour on the white walls of the
room, on which are hung portraits of rather
sombre colour in black ebony frames, and
brightly burnished armour. On the shelf formed
by the cornice of the dado are placed specimens
of the blue and white Japanese ware (which
have been so much prized for their simple eflfects

of colour by the Dutch for the last two hundred
years, and have been so largely imported from
Japan). Brass chandeliers and sconces and
other metal utensils, furniture of rich inlaid

work, and chairs and couches covered with em-
broidered Utrecht velvet, present an ensemble of

rich deep colour, the effect of which mustbe seen to
be thoroughly appreciated. The pictures of De
Hooghe and Metzu in the Old Masters Exhibi-
tion at the Royal Academy (now just closed),

and at the National Gallery, representing the
interiors of more ordinary apartments than those
juat described, will show how much effect can
be obtained by the simplest colours. The floors

of these rooms, I should say, are generally in

oak on the upper floors ; on the ground-floors they
are invariably paved in brick or marble. Tlie
chief decorative feature in the ordinary Dutch
house is the chimney-piece, generally made in

wood, painted a dark colour, rising to the ceil-

ing, with a shelf, on whii:h, even in the most
ordinary dwellings, will be found a range of blue
and white plate". The chimney opening is, of

course, entirely lined with Dutch tile/".

I must now, after this digression, return to

my subject of the town-halls. The later portion

of the town-hall at Haarlem, which now forms
the entrance to the museum, is a very good
pecimen of early seventeenth-century Dutch
Renaissance. In the town-hall at Hoom the
architect has attempted an arrangement that
never looks dignified ; the building is placed on
the angle of two streets (a very obtuse angle of

about IGO d-greos); the entrance doorway is

placed on the angle, and, projecting slightly

irom the front, masks it. Oj iho first floor the

mallion of the window above forms the angle

;

above is a small gjble with pilaster in centre,

carried up lo form a quasi-finiaX with the Dutch
Lion sitting at the top. The facades on either

side of this central angle are treated similarly,

with large-stepped gables of two-stories of

windows. The town-hall of Kampen has a

picturesque tower. Its chief peculiarity is its

parapet ; it is carried by small segmental arches

supported by corbels, and is pierced with tracery.

Instead, however, of containing the gutter, the

water flows off from the roof beneath it, so I am
afraid it was put on for ornament only ; it

enables workmen, however, to get to the gutter

or roof for repairs, or for throwing the snow off,

and therefore it serves some practical purpose.

On the whole, perhaps, the town-hall at the

Hague is one of the best Renaissance buildings

in Holland, and is the only building w orth noting
in that town. The principal front, with its

central gable, is fine and well proportioned, aud
the arrangement of the octagonal tower with a

smaller gable at the side is very picturesque ; the

whole is built in red brick with bands of stone

;

the principal gable, the main entrance, and
flight of steps in front being entirely in stone,

so, as it were, to give greater importance to it.

We now come to the waaghuisen, or weighing-
houses —public buildings almost peculiar to Hol-
land. As the name denotes, they are chiefly

used for the weighing of cheeses. On the upper
floor are the offi es, and on the ground-floor are

the large weighing-machines and storerooms.

The cheeses are brought up from various parts

of the country in gaily-painted waggons, which
on market-days form a most picturesque assem-
blage with the piles of yellow and red cheeses.

The waaghuis at Deventcr is one of the best Late
Gothic buildings in Holland; it stands detached
on three sides in the middle of an open square,

and is built in brick and stone. At one angle is

the staircase in an octagonal turret decorated
with blank tracery ; it is balanced by a small

oriel turret on the opposite side. The windows
between and on the sid-i are of Late Gothic,

square-headed, with mullion and transom
inclosed within a three-centred cusped arch.

Au external stone staircase to the main front

was added in 1043, and is an extremely pretty

specimen of Renaissance work. The waaghuis
at Alkmaar, erected 1682, and often mistaken
for the town-hall, is one of the best typos of

Dutch architecture. The front of the building

facing the canal is built of stone and brick of

two colours. It is of two stories and surmounted
by a g-ible, with two orders of pilasters and
cornices, a gablette, largo console brackets, and
figures—obelisks and vases forming finials.

Besides the.se, the waaghuis at Amsterdam,
erected in 1488-1-525, and the most picturesque

building in that town, p.>sses.sesa series of towers

and corner turrets, which with their pointed

high roofs form a most picturesque assemblage.

Of other public buildings, the Kauselerie of

Leuwardcn (now the Court of Detention), the

Arsenal at Hoom, and the Fleeschhalle at Haar-
lem are all interesting and of special character.

The first-mentioned of these—a building of from
200 to 2.50ft. frontage, with two stories—has a

range of square-headed windows on each floor

enclosed within three centred arches. Oae-third

down the main front from the riglit hand and
over the entrance doorway is a lofty gable, of

such unusual design and complication in its

character that I thought it worth v>hile to pre-

pare a large diagram of it taken from my sketch-

book, to enable me to describe more accurately

itJ constituent features. The entrance doorway,

and features immediately above it, and the

external staircase aud stone balustrade are of a
later date.

The arsenal at Hoom is intcrestiag for the

effect obtained by the decorative dispokition of

the bricks in the front, and it is, fortunately,

almost singular in the attempt to make the front

adapt i'self to the street, which does not run at

right anghc with the blor^k. The block forms

angles of 1 15 degs. and 75 degs. respectively, and
all the returns < f the doors and windows are

made to these angles. There is a similar instance

of this at Bourgos, The architect here has

fail, d to take advantage of the site, and a comer
turret containing the staircase, which now is

placed awkwardly in the angle of the block

inside, would have formed a picturesque feature,

and got rid of the irregularity of the site without

any material increase of cott or loss of space.

The fleesch-hallc, or meat market, at Haarlem;
though very debased in stylo, is extremely effec-

tive. It is built in red brick and stone ; the faces

of the quoins and bands of stone, in-tcad of being
flush with the brickwork, are brought out about
an inch and a half. This is enough of itself to

make the building look what may be called
" busy " ; the agony is then piled on in the shape
of vases, finials, corbels, consoles, console

brackets, obelisks, bull's-eyes, cartouches, and
other decorative features to such an extent that

any attempt to draw the building in perspective

drives you wild. It would not be so difficult,

however, to draw it in elevation, and, there-

fore, the original design did not present the same
diificulty.

I have now of public buildings only the city

gateways left to mention, and these must at one
time have formed an unrivalled series of cha-

racteristic specimens. Unfortunately, nine-

tenths of them have disappeared, and it is only

in the so-called "dead cities" that any are to

be seen. There are two in Hoorn (a third

having been destroyed two years ago), one in

Zwolle, one in Haarlem, four in Kampen, one
at Enkhuisen, three in Zirrikzee, and a few
others probab!y which I have not seen. The
most interesting are two of those at Kampen (of

which I have drawings of one here), a fine ex-

ample at Zwolle, and the two at Hoom. The
most ancient is the one at Hoorn. Though
called "poort," or gateway, it has no entrance

archway, and probably derived its name from its

having been erected to defend the entrance to

the harbour. It is circular on one side, towards

the sea or harbour, and presents a straight front

towards the town, with an octagonal turret at

one angle. It is built in stone and red brieV

,

and surmounted by a high roof aud belfry, the

latter, however, of later date. The lower por -

tion of the other gateway reminds one of some
debased Roman archway, so strictly does it keep

to the architecture of the second or third cen-

tury of our era, even to the long Latin

inscription on the frieze. In this and other

buildings similar inscriptions suggest that the

Dutch architects of that period must have con-

sidered their nation to be the great civiliser of

the modem as the Roman was of the ancient

world, and their prowess upon the seas at that

time, and the steady, resolute way in which
they made themselves their own masters, gives

them, or rather gave them, some title to the

claim.

I come now to the domestic buildings, which

may be divided into three classes : 1st, houses

vrith shops on ground-floor, or warehouses

;

2nd, private houses, villas, and summer-houses

;

and 3rd, farm buildings. The first class ate the

oldest and most interesting, and seem to have

preserved their original arrangement better

than in any other country I am acquainted

with, except in Brittany and in some of the

towns, as Lubeck and Dantzic, on the Baltic.

The chief noticeable feature about them (the

Dutch shops) is the loftiness of the shops, whilst

in Brittany, as at Morlaix, for instance, the

shops are barely 7 or 8ft. high, in Holland they

vary from 12 to 16ft. The shop-front is nearly

all glazed in small panes, with thick sash-bars.

It is divided into three bays by solid posts, the

compartment in which the door comes being the

narrowe t; above the door a moulded transom

runs acr'ss the front. The windows of the

lower portion are closed with hinged shutters

falling forward, which form an external counter

during the day. Sometimes the upper half of

the shutter is hinged at the top and supported

ou iron brackets, and fonns a shelter from the

rays of the sun. At Alkmaar there are several

instances in which a hood is c irried along the

whole of the shop-front, and the light enters

the shop through the windows above if. The
height of the houses is various ;

sometimes, as

at Enkhuisen, there is only an attic storj- above,

with windows in a gable or dormer window

;

sometimes the house rises to two or more floors

above. The termination of the older buildings

is invariably a stepped gable. The gutter lies

on the party-wall between, which is not carried

up as a preventative against fire. According to

the width of the front, there are two or three

windows in each story. These windows are

divided by a central wooden mullion and one or

two transoms. T.'io upper portions are glazed

with lead lights, the lower have small

casements opening inwards, with thick sash-

bars dividing them into panes, aud an
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external hinged slmtter which opens out-

wards. The window-fi'amcs are invariably set

back about 4^ia., and have three-centred

moulded arches over thom, with decorative tiles

and bricks in the tympana. The fronts of all

these older houses are in brick, with stone bands
at intervals, and stone strinjfs. There is very
little if any carving, and this is restricted to

shields setting forth the trade of the occupier.

In the upper part of the gable, in almost every
house, is a pulley protected by a wooden hood.
When the whole of the building is devoted to

stores, in the centre of each story is a door for

the admission of goods. The design thus de-
scribed holds gooi for all the buildings erected

in the middle half of the 17th-oentury ; thence,

in the 18th-century, the stepped gables give way
to rococo designs, with small pediments at the

top ; console brackets of various forms, with
garlands and panels and other decorative

features of the time. The effect of this is ex-
tremely picturesque, though the forms are
occasionally of such a nature as to cause a
shudder oven to a designer in the Free Classic

style. (Note example at Leuwarden in the ac-

companying plate.)

In Amsterdam the horrors of the French Louis
XIV. and Louis XV. style run wild in every
gable, which, to my mind, makes that town one
of the least interesting in Holland. Whilst
mentioning Amsterdam 1 should notice a variety

one finds there. In thit portion of the town
occupied by the Jews the ground-floor is elevated
some 5ft. above the level of the street, and the
entrance door is reached by a small flight of steps,

thus admitting of a basement and basement
shop, to which you descend by a few steps.

These houses, however, may have been built for

residences, as the ground-floor has only ordinary
domestic windows. The pulley and hood, how-
ever, is found at the top of every house in
Amsterdam, which incUnes me to believe that it

was considered to be of use in private houses.
Much of what has been described as belong-

ing to the first class applies equally to the build-
ings of the second class, viz., private houses, ex-
cept, that, as a rule, all the older houses have
been converted into shops. The chief feature
noticeable in the houses is the sash-window,
which was inti'oduced in the eighteenth century.
The lower part, which rises two-thirds of the
total height, alone is hung, so that only the
lower part of the window can be opened at all,

and that only one-third of the height. As the
rooms are comparatively lofty, it is not of so

much importance as it would be in the low rooms
of the same kind in England. It has one ad-
vantage, that of allowing the lower part of the
upper sash to become a transom, which is occa-
sionally, as in Rotterdam, richly carved. A
great number of all the houses in the two classes

have the canal in their rear ; and this suggests a
very picturesque feature, a kind of inclosed bal-

c >ny, which forms the scullery of the house,

Tlie.se are generally constructed in wood, and
piinted in bright colours. The rear elevation

of the houses in this case are generally covered
with cement and painted, and the gables are
finii-hed with plain barge-boards. The level of
the canal is invariably so much lower than the
frtreet that these sculleries are on the basement
floor, and, instead of projecting, they are some-
times set back, the walls being carried on a large
circular or elliptical arch, which constitutes a
very picturesque feature, especially when, in-

stead of being inclosed as a scullery, it is left

open as a small court, filled with flowers, with an
open balustrade and gate and two or three steps
down to thy canal.

One of the noticeable features in the private
houses is the ground-flior room, the drawing-
room facing the street; the sills of the windows
are low, so that any p^s8er-by can look into the
room, the wire-blind of fantastic shape only
covering a portion of the window. This draw-
ing-rooji must be the proverbinl room of which
we hear -so much as t > its cleanliness and order.

It is entered only once a week, on Saturday,
when everything is thoroughly dusted and
cleansed, and it is then left for another week,
when the same process is gone thi'ough again.
I very rarely, if ever, saw anybody sittiug in
t'le room, though possibly I may not have passed
at the right moment, or the persons in it miy
hive been ensconced against the front wall, the
small spiegels or looking-glasses attached to
each window allowing the person inside to see
anybody passing in the street. These loolcing-

glas-scs arc also found in the first-fl lor win low-,

so that the young Indies are able to see a pa.«ser-

by without being iu turn seen. The periodical
cleansing of the fronts of the houses is amusing
and sometimes troublesome ; they have a
sort of pump-squirt, which they place in

a tub of water, and wash down the whole
front of the house; woe betide the unfor-
tunate man who may leave his window open, or
who happensby accident to go to the window when
these ablutions are being carried on ! The
amount of washing that goes on apparently
every day in the week is quite astounding. I

have spoken hitherto of the town residences

:

most of the Dutch upper and middle classes

have, however, small villa residences outside the
town. These are extremely simple iu plan, and,
though poor in design, make up for it by the
most abundant display of colour. Those villas

are all painted, and a variety is obtained by
making the cornices, the window-frames and
sashes, and shutters all of different colours, or

of different tones of the same colour. The
favourite colour is green of two shades ; the

monotony of this will be varied by the window
architrave or the frame and sash -bars being
painted red, the cornices being purple or brown.
The gardens with which they are surrounded are
laid out in beds with flowers of various kinds of

the most brilliant hues ; and instead of the front

wall being just high enough, as in England, to

prevent your looking over, in Holland they pro
tect themselves by an open railing or balustrade
only, and a small gateway—all in wood; the
rails white with red tips, and a green rail. Un-
fortunately, these are always kept in good order,

and regularly painted, so that the crudeness of

the colours can never be toned down by the action

of weather and age.

These villas all delight in names given by their

owners, which are painted up in large characters—"Lust en rust" (pleasure and ease), "Vriend-
schap en zezelschap " (friendship and soci-

ability). The most frequent one I saw sounds
very funny in English; it was " Euim sigt,"

which means, I believe, " a fine view.' ' In no
feature do the Dutch people seem to take more
delight than in the outbuildings known to us as

eummerhouses. These are generally placed at

the bottom of the garden overlooking the caml,
or a meadow separated from the house by a nar
row stream or ditch, over which a foot-bridge

—

to be raised at pleasure —is thrown. These sum-
mer-houses are generally octagonal on plan, or,

at least, the side facing the canal has the angles
canted, so that the windows in it may command
up and down the stream. Sometimes, in addi-
tion, there is a small balcony of wood in front of

them. These summer-houses are always built of

wood, with a tile roof, and their designs are not
only of the most fantastic character, but they are

painted all sorts of colours. The match- boarding,
running in horizontal courses, is frequently
painted white and green, or white and red, in

alternate bands, the window- frame and shutters

being painted as before described. The sides of

the great canal by Z landiim, for two or three

miles, are lined by a succession of these summer-
houses. To the greater number of these a more
architectural character has been given by raising

above the bow or canted window gable ends of

various designs, generally in imitation of stone
CDnstruction though built in wood.

I heard a good deal of the peasants' villas

and farm buildings, so I took a carriage from
Hoom to Enkhuisen, and stopped on the way to

make sketches. The principal form of farm
building that I saw I have drawn out for your
information ; it represents a fair typo of those
which you see scattered throughout the country.
There is only one story, the whole covered by a
four-sided thatched roof. Sometimes, when a
building adjoins a road, a more architectural

appearance is given by cirryiiig out the gable
over the principal room, and this and a portion

of the other part of the roof is covered with
pantiles, the thatch being sometimes oit in pat-

terns. In these farm buildings there are only

two sitting-rooms and a kitchen, one of the

sitting-rooms being furnished w.th bunkers, and
used as a bedroom. At the back is the stable

or cow-.shed, the waggon-.«hed and entrance to

same on the right-hand side ; the fireplaces are

generally arranged iu the centre of the house,

with a siogle stack of chimneys in the centre,

or slightly on one side. The walls are a 1

painted in bright colours, and the lower 2ft.

of the house is distempered a pale blue, as also

the clinker pavement round, and the lower part

I'f the stems of the tree> ; Ihe pithA-uy leading

to the entrance doorway and to the stables is

formed of red and yellow clinkers arranged in

patterns. Sometimes on the side of the buiue is

planted a row of trees, which are cut to shape,
and the branches spread out to shield the win-
dows from the sui. This system of cutting the
trees to shape, Bometimes of the most fantastic

kind, obtains occaaion«Uy in English Tillages,

the forms being more fantastic here than I have
ever seen in Holland. The peasants' residences

are one-story buildings, not very picturesque,
but extremely well kept in order.

There only remains for me now to say a few
words about the windmills, which not only foim
so constituent a feature in Dutch landscape, but
are a very important part of the fanning
property. They are of two kinds—those which
are employed for the irrigation of the land and
for pumping water out of the polders, which are
sometimes 30ft. or more below the level of the
sea, and those which are used for grinding com,
sawing wood, and every possible use for which
wo employ eteam- power. Sometimes these
windmills tower up to 60 and 70 or 100ft. high,
and sometimes they look like mere toys. "The
construction of these windmills is more or less

the same throughout : the upper portion is

generally of wood, covered with slate or with
boarding ; the lower portion, which contains the
residence of the millowner or tenant, is in brick;

the beams and crank holding the sails are some-
times richly carved, and as usual all the wood-
work is painted a brilliant colour.

This exhausts as much of the subject as I have
any right to talk about after a month's visit.

Although I have extended my route some-
what beyond the ordinary tour of English
travellers I have seen sufiicient to warrant
my belief that there is still a great deal

more interesting work to be found, the great
difliculty I experienced being the want of a
proper guide-book ; in fact, it is only within the
last two or three years that any one has thought
it worth while to go beyond Amsterdam, Rot-
terdam, and the Hague. The works of Henri
Havard and of Charles Wood chiefly induced me
to vary my trip, and to run over what, in some
respects, was an unexplored ground for an archi-

tect. Looking broadly at the recollection of my
trip, I seem to have been permitted to go back
200 years to make my acquaintance with the

Dutch people as they were then. Before going
I went to see performed the Dutch play "Anna
Mie," and though I was told that the scene of

that play dates back some 200 years, and that I
might be disappointed if I expected to see the

same customs and costumes, I do not think that

was the case, for at Hoorn, Enkhuisen, and
Kampen there were the same old houses, the
people wore similar costumes to those of their

ancestors, and if the dialect had changed, at all

events it was all the same to me. I hope some
of you may be induced to extend your tour some
day to Holland, and if so that your impressions

and recollections will be as pleasant as mine are.

CHIPS.
St. BrycedaleFree Church, Kirkcaldy,was opened

last wcHk. The church is built in the English Gothic
style of the I'ith and I3th centuries, and is said to
be the finest ecclesiastical edifice in Fife. The spire,

founded on rock, rises to the height of 200ft. above
the ground, and is seen from all parts of the burgh.
The building U oblong, and is seated for 1150
persons.

The Lord Bishop of Durham has presented the
town of Bishop Auckland with a Young Men's
Church Institute. Plans and specifications have
been prepared by Mr. Robert W. Thompson, archi-

tect, Bish-ip Auckland, and the work will be
commenced at once. The total cost will be about
£1,000.

Mr. Chis. A. Alexander, 4, Rue Regnard, Place
de I'Odeon, Paris, is the author of " Set (Square,

"

submitted for the Soane medallion and awarded a
certificate of merit.

At the quarterly meeting of the Bath and Wells
Diocesan Societies, held at Wells on Tuesday
week, grantsof £100 were made towards a mission

church in St. Johu's parish, Bridgwater, and of £10
towards a new aisle to Monktou Combe Chorch,
near Bath.

A cott ige-hospital and convalescent home is

about to be opened at Llandrindod Wells ; it hai
been built frjm the designs of Mr. Ernest Day, of
Worcester.

A new organ, built by Messrs. Conacher and
Son, of Hulderafleld, was opened in Union-street
Congregitioual Chapel, Brighton, on Weduesday.
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BT. ICASY ADBOrr's ICEW CHUECH, KENSEfOTON.

Within the last few weeks we have published
seTeral details of this important and recently
completed church, including those of the entire
spire and tower. To-day we finish our series by
publishing the east and west fronts, with an
elevation of the beautifuUy-designed spire, and
also cross and longitudinal sections of the
building. A general plan has already been pub-
lished. The church will accommodate 1,600
people, and Sir Gilbert Scott, B.A., was the
architect.

THK CHADWICIt: MUSBTTlt, BOLTOJT.

This museum is the gift of the late Dr.
Cbadwick, and was erected for the Corporation
from the design of Mr. E. Ejaill Preeman,
Bolton, selected in open competition. The main
entrance is placed in the centre of the principal
front; it is in the form of a recessed porch.
The hall, 14ft. by 12ft., opens by means of large
folding doors into a corridor I Oft. wide, having
at either end the entrance to the lower museum.
The staircases, of good width, leading from the
lower to the upper museum, open out on each
side of the corridor, and meet in a central flight
over the entrance-hall. Directly facing the
entrance, and separated from the corridor by a
glazed screen, is the curator's room, the position
and arrangements of which have been specially
considered with a view to supervision. Glazed
screens at either side give the curator control of
the approaches to the museum and staircases,
while small angle windows enable him to see
what is taking place in the various rooms. The
museum is divided on each floor into four rooms
30ft. by 20ft., connected on the side next the
park by a wide corridor, having on the ground-
floor an entrance from the park, with a large
oriel window over. All the rooms are arranged
CTi tiiite. Visitors are thus enabled to go through
the museum, entering at one side and leaving at
the other without confusion. The plan of the
upper floor is similar to the lower, except that a
sculpture gallery is provided on the corridor and
staircase landings. In the basement, which
opens from the park at the lower level, are rooms
intended for geological museum and for other
heavy specimens, also apartments for the porters,
heating- cellars, &o. The materials employed
are brick, with red Runcorn stone dressings,
moulded bricks and terra-cotta ornament being
used in string-courses, paneL), &c. The roofs
are slated with North-Country green slates. The
upper parts of the windows are glazed with lead-
work of an ornamental character. The internal
fittings are of pine, painted, the floors of
e -trance and corridors being of marble mosaic.

The contract was let to Mr. Joseph Robertshaw,
of Bolton, for £4,485, and the works have been
carried out by him in a satisfactory manner.

SKCOND PEEMIATED DESIGN FOB NEWBUEY
QBAjnCAB-SCUOOL.

This design was fully described in our notice of

the competition on p. 118 ante.

DUTCH QABLES AND BEICKWOBK.

This interesting page of quaint bits from Hol-
land are ^iven by way of illustrating Mr. E.
Phene Spiers' valuable paper read before the

Architectural Association, and published by us
to-day on page 324. The remarkably well-

dosigned gables from Enkhuisen, dating from
1625, are as good as the specimen from Deventer,
of about the same date, but they show a style of

work which can soon be lost in the extreme,
since quaintness is a quality often not far re-

moved from ugliness, as may be seen by the
example here given from Leuwarden. The two
window-heads from Dort show two very general
types of arched openings, and how they are often

treated in the spandrels by the old Dutch
builders.

HOUSE AT BALHAM-HILL.

The drawing which we publish to-day, of a resi-

dence recently erected at Balham-hill, was
exhibited last year at the Royal Academy. The
work in execution has been modified somewhat,
but the same outlines to the gables have been
kept, and the plan is exactly the same. Mr.
Arthur Cawston, of 11, Clement's-lane, E.C., is

the architect.

CHIPS.
Extensive alterations, including the building of

a new chancel, a tower, and reseating, are about
to be carried out in St. Mary's Church, Apple-
thwaite, near Windermere, from the designs of
Messrs. Fatey and Austin, of Lancaster. The out-
lay will be about £2,000.

A landslip, of about 40 yards in extent, occurred
on Sunday evening in the Abbotacliff Tunnel of the
South-Eastem Railway, completely blocking the
line, and stopping rail traific for several days.
In January, 1877, a similar slip occurred at the
same end of this tunnel, that nearest to Folkestone,
and the directors of the railway then proposed to
drive a new tunnel between Folkestone and Dover,
more inland than the present series of cuttings and
tunnels.

The magistrates of Great Yarmouth remanded on
Saturday a young man named Frederick Ssanes on
one of several charges of obtaining money by false
pretences. The prisoner was articled to a firm of
architects and surveyors at Leeds, and sifterwards
went to Sandown, Isle of Wight, where he was
employed in the borough surveyor's oiiice, and had
an account with the Newport branch of the
National Provincial Bank of England. After the
account was closed, he filled up and made use of
blank cheques in various towns. He admitted the
offence in court, and said he should be ruined.

Mr. Vigor, who was appointed arbitrator at the
recent Somerset assizes, m an action brought by
Messrs. Hutchins and Berry, contractors, against
the Honiton town council for extra work done be-
yond their contracts for draining the town, has
awarded plaintiffs £90 9s. lOd.

A monument to the memory of the officers and
men who lost their lives in H.M.S. Eurydice is

being erected in Haslar Cemetery, by Messrs.
Bramble Brothers, of Gosport. The base consists
of granite blocks prepared at Chatham, and will
cover an area of 22ft. by 17ft. The upper part will
be of Portland stone, and will be irregularly con-
structed as a crag, on which will be placed the
Eurudice's anchor and tackle. On the sloping side
of the monument will bo engraved the names of
all who were drowned. The monument will be
10ft. in height, and will be completed in about two
months.

New Roman Catholic schools and master's bouse
are about to be built on the Bitteswell-road, Lut-
terworth, at the joint cost oi Lords Denbigh and
Brave. The contract for erection has been taken
by Messrs. Law and King, builders, of Lutter-
worth.

At the City Court of Common Council, last
week, it was agreed to let sites in John-street and
Thomas-street, Old Kent-road, at 3d. per foot
super, for tlie erection thereon cf artisans* dwell-
ings. Several members objected that the Corpora-
tion was not justified in letting trust property at
less than half its full value, but the City Architect
stated that the rent would bo higher than he had
estimated, and that the stipulation that the laud
was to be used solely for artisans' dwellings, had
not, in his opinion, been a detriment.

A PANEL IN TERRA-COTTA.

WE have seen at Messrs. Doulton's, at Lam-
beth, a terra-cotta panel, designed and

modelled in soft clay by Mr. Greorge Tinworth,
an artist well known for liis ability, who
has produced many masterly works, and whose
exliibit at the Rcyal Academy last year may be
yet in the remembrance of some of our readers.

The present panel is an alto-relievo intended for

exhibition at the Royal Academy, and represents
" Christ's Triumphal Entry into Jerusalem,"
and is a finer work than the last. The artist

htis endeavoured to represent the scene described

in Matthew xxi., and by the other Evangelists.

The centre figure is that of Christ seated upon
the colt of the ass, the latter being in front, led,

and the colt unbridled. In front and in the rear

of the Saviour the panel is crowded with figures

representing the Disciples and the multitude,
" who spread their garments in the way." Palm
branches are held aloft by the Disciples, who are

singing, and the artist has shown a child who is

held in order to place a garland on the Saviour's

head. Of course, the procession is largely made
up of Jews, who are looking on. Christ,

in reply to one, points to the stones, which
"should cry out if these held their peace," while-

in front Lazarus is seen leading the Virgin
Mary. In the extreme front of the procession

a throng of figures is introduced, among them,
though behind the nearest figures, the figure of

Zacchteus, of short stature, is seen. We notice

a variety of incidents : a boy with flowers, the
hand of a thief, attempting to pick the pocket of

a spectator ; various creeping animals are shown
in the foreground, and a hen a'nd chickens ;

while in the rear group of the procession, com-
posed of Disciples, one of the figures is "shown
holding a roll ; but the interest is centred in an
old man, evidently intended for Judas, who is

stealthily taking a bag, the price of the Saviour's

betrayal. The composition is agreeably broken
by the introduction of aboy with a palm-branch
in the foreground, and a lamb, beneath the foal,

which has escaped. An old man is pulling at

the branch behind, evidently disapproving of the

boy's following. 'The composition, crowded with
figures and accessories, might have been ren-

dered less confusing by a little more grouping.

The figures are animated, and the faces expres-

sive of emotion and excitement, and the artist

has been successful in giving movement to his

figures and drapery. Mr. Tinworth must be
allowed to have undertaken a somewhat difficult

theme. The treatment of so many figures and
costumes was no easy matter where several

incidents had to be told ; and the technical

qualities of the work are of the highest kind. It

may be thought the accessories and the fore-

ground are a little too naturalesque ; they may
be, but the artist has presented us wi h almost a

living representation, and the very delicacy,

action, and individual expression he has shown,
indicate imdoubted powers. Mr. G. Tinworth's
terra-cotta panels, designed and modelled for

the Guards Memorial Chapel, are works display-

ing also much vigour of conception and spirited

handling. The panel we have described mea-
sures 10ft. in length by 3ft. 2in. in height, and
the colour of the clay is very agreeable and stone

-

like.
I ^^ I

A group of new buildings are being added to
Christ College, Brecon, from the designs of Mr. J.

B. Fowler, of that town. They include a principal
schoolroom, 80ft. by 2()ft., beneath which are three
large classrooms; oppoite to these rooms, separated
by a corridor on each floor, are a science lecture-
room and laboratory, with a class-room 40ft. by
18ft., beneath. Another block consists of the head
master's house, two sets of private studies heated
by hot- water pipes, and lavatories and dressing-
rooms. The school adjoins the ruin of the ancient
monastic church, a i3th-ceutury structure, the
chancel of which was some years since re-roofed
and restored for use as a school-chapel, from the
plans of Mr. J. P. Seddon, of Queen Anne's-gate,
Westminster.

A new Primitive Methodist chapel, with school-
room beneath, is about to be built at Wall Nook,
Grcetland, from the designs of Mr. W. H. D.
Horsfall, of Halifax. The chapel will be 49ft. by
30ft., and will be built of local stone and seated in

pitch-pino for 250 people. The contract for
masonry has been taken by Mr. Tbos. Noble,
Qrectland, and that for joinery by Mr. E. Schofield,

West Vale, the total cost being £700.

Mr. Arthur Linnell was last week elected sur-
veyor to the highway board of West Eddisbury,
Cheshire, at a salary of £1U0 per annum.
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WE. H. H. STATHAM ON
OENAMEiSTT.—I.

rpHE first of a coiirse of four lectures on
X " Ornament, Historically and Critically

Considered," was delivered at the Royal Insti-

tution, by Mr. H. H. Statham, on Thursday
afternoon, the 17th inst. The lecture was of

an introductory character, and dealt with the

general principles governing ornament, and was
illustrated by a great number and variety of

examples, drawn to large scale, of parallel types

whicli the author regarded as good and as bud.

Having shown that ornament was essentially a

metaphysical art, and explained the true

function of colour in relation to it, Mr. Statham
observed that all true omaniout was distin-

guished by the qualities of rhythm, repetition,

symmetry, and alternation. A rhythmical
balance of parts was an essential to effective

ornament, and was strongly insisted upon by
the late Owen Jones in his standard work
on the subject. It was a quality that was
apparently ignored by the Japanese artists, and
it would be interesting could we know how
Owen Jones would have reconciled their work
with his rules. Ornament was not produced
by drawing a series of irregular scratches or

even isolated curves on a given surface ; but let

these scratches, lines, or curves conform to a
fixed plan, and the production of ornament
could hardly be avoided. The elementary
forms might be considerably varied, and the
result would be rendered more pleasing so long
as the variation was based upon some geome-
trical form, perhaps rudely worked out. There
must be, to some extent, a geometric symmetry,
although this need not be very apparent. Very
much ornament which appeared to have little

law except its own sweet will was capable of

reduction to a rule, and owed its value to con-
formity to this set scheme. However unequal
the ornament might be, there must be a clear

relation between its distribution and the space
it occupied, a law governing the use of orna-
ment being that the ornament must appear not
only to fit, but to occupy, the space in which it was
placed, so as to show it was intended for that
position. Having illustrated this point by com-
pleting the foliage drawn on a panel with a few
strokes and leaves, which converted it from a
weak into an effective design, the author pro-
ceeded to another important law—that govern-
ing the curvatures of ornament. Curves played a
very large part in ornament, and very often they
were drawn in a very unscientific manner. This
law, a universal one, was that all curves,

whether springing from other curves or from
straight lines, should be struck at a tangent to

the lines from which they diverged. A series of

curves were shown upon the screen, exemplify-
ing the fact that when curves conformed to this

rule the effect was agreeable and natural, and
that when it was departed from the effect was
weak and crippled, because the lines would
appear to out through one another whether con-
tinued to that point or not. Further, in two
designs of leaves springing f iom common bases,

that in which the stems ended parallel to each
other w^ould look better than that in which they
approached one another; for in the latter the
mental effect would be to continue the lines so

a.s to intercept each other. The effect or sura
of these qualities of rhythm, repetition, geo-
metrical symmetry, alternation, equal distribu-

tion of spaces, and proper relation of curve to

curve made up what might be termed abstract
ornament. Ornament should not attempt to
directly imitate nature ; but a very largo class of

genuine ornament was based upon the adapta-
tion of natural forms. There was also a very
beautiful class of ornament not derived from
these forms, and which might bo distinguished
as "abstract" ornament. In the decorative
work of all savage nations a great proportion
of the ornament was produced by filling up the
space treated with simple lines, having little

meaning or purpose in themselves. This
abstract ornament might be traced in a higher
form in Egyptian art, and reached its greatest
development of perplexity and mystery in

Saracenic art, in which a puzzling and compli-
cated effect was produced by the shifting and
rearrangement of a few lines. The familiar
Greek key pattern was in like manner a colloca-
tion of squares, with one side cut away, inter-
woven with one another. One of the most
intricate Saracenic patterns was a series of

concentric hexagons, slightly tilted. Ornament

could be produced not only by drawing on a

surface, but by varying that surface so as to

produce an alternation of light and shade. The
effect of these variations of surface or mould-
ings played an important pirtin architecture,

and was an indication of its character, thought-
fulness, and refinement. As Owen Jones had
remarked, if seen in the mass there might not

appear much distinction between a Eoman
and a Greek ruin ; but if the profile of a single

moulding were examined, the one would be

found to be as refined as the other was coarse

and thoughtless. Another class of abstract

ornament arose from constructive details, as in

the coursing of brickwork, or in diaper or

herring-bone pattern, arranging masonry in a
reminiscence of wooden construction, or as in

the familiar stiles and panels of the ordinary

six-framed door. Passing now to ornament
derived from nature, he would ask how far it

was subject to the saihe laws as abstract orna-

ment. While it must not imitate, it might have
various degrees of approach to, nature, governed
in their nearness of likeness to a considerable

extent by the nature of the material and me-
dium worked in. Thus in crewel work, exact
symmetry should be avoided, and the imitation

of nature might be comparatively near, but orna-

ment to be placed on a building should be
architecturalised. A leading reason against the

attempt to precisely copy nature was that in

most media it could not be done successfully

;

the direct effort to reproduce a flower in carving

only called attention to the absence of the deli-

cacy, the finish, the fragility of the natural

form. Again, such minutely-copied work vio-

lated the necessity for fitness for its space and
purpose. On tho wall was hung a design of a

mass of freely-growing foliage, sketched from a
capital in a Parisian building ; it was beauti-

ful and vigorous in itself, but as carving it was
worse than useless. It failed to conform to the

outline of the capital, it was too rugged and
quite unfitted for its purpose. Beside it was
shown a design by the lecturer, wherein the

same idea was conventionalised, brought within

a heart-shaped series of bounding curves, the
only latitude of freedom allowed being that the

design grew from one comer of the capital, and
that the leaves and their curves varied so as to

symmetrically fill up the entire space at dis-

posal. By a still more conventional treatment
the same conception could be utilised for par-
quetry. The principles governing growth in

nature must be observed in ornament

—

e.g., as in

actual life, all curves must spring in the same
direction, whether flowing from right or left of

a central stem, and it was an obvious mistake to

repeat the trailing festoons, so appropriate in

Eenaissance decoration for a wall surface, upon
a ceUing. It might be asked. How far the
human figure might be used as a part of orna-
ment ? In Classic work the humnn figure had
been sometimes introduced with good effect ; but
the rule must bo laid down, that the use of the

human figure should be avoided except in

grotesque treatment, for if it was well drawn,
the figure was worthy of a better position than
mere ornament, and if badly done it only gave
offence. The most pleasing examples were
those in which the human form was rendered
stiff and conventional. Child-figures might
sometimes be introduced with better result ; an
effective example of this was in a wall paper
pattern by Walter Crane, now hung at the
Grosvenor Gallery. The grotesque did not
suggest a misuse or degradation of the subject,

and might be more boldly employed. The use
of grotesque animals upon jugs or other doures-

tic vessels was almost universal throughout the
world. The imitation of artificial objects was
invariably bad, because it brought back the

mind to everyday matters, and it was generally

a proof that it was introduced to save trouble

and thought. Artificial objects were very fre-

quently used in Eoman and Eenaissance work,
and also in a great deal of the work by Grinling
Gibbons, which was often very faulty in con-
ception, although admirably executed. It was
au interesting matter for inquiry, how far orna-
ment as such could express special ideas ? This
could only be done to a very limited extent, and
the subjects must be considerably modified to

suit its position. In conclusion, Mr. Statham
Riiid the value of ornament was to be measured
by the amount of thought expended upou it.

The n<-xt lecture, delivered yesterday (Thursday),

was confined to the Egyptian and Classic schools

of ornament ; in the third, tu be given next

Thursday, Mr. Statham will take up OeiJo and
Oriental types, and in his concluding Ibiture
Renaissance ornament, and the Japaneae tnd
Adam " crazes " arc to be considered.

EXETEE HALL.
EXETER HALL, so long associated with

the promulgation of Evangelical and
Pliilanthropical objects, has lately undergone
considerable alterations and additions. As may
be remembered, the proprietors of the building
resolved to sell their property, and proposals
were made to convert it into a music-hall or
hotel. Tho Young Men's Christian Association
requiring central premisos for their work, ulti-

mately raised enough money through their
friends to purchase the building, and the sum of
£25,000 was subscribed, and the premises have
been so thoroughly remodelled that it may be
regarded almost as a new building in its arrange-
ment.
The committee have made provision to let

rooms specially adapted to the purposes of
meetings of religious and philanthropic societies,

charitable institutions, lectures, conversaziones,
concerts, and other public meetings. Au in-
spection of the building reveals many important
structural alterations to the lower part, while
the means of ingress and egress have been much
increased and otherwise improved. We find two
new stone entrances, and staircases have been
built on the west side facing Exeter- street,

flanking the end of great hall and giving access
thereto at the gallery end, in addition to which,
by the requirements of the Board of Works, the
grand staircase from the Strand entrance, which
leads to the centre of the long side of hall, has
been improved by the substitution of two flights

at the upper end instead of the old single one.
A new entrance has also been formed on the
north side over the original wide area, and a new
porch and corridor from the west side, so that in
case of crowded meetings or panic two new
means of egress are available. In the basement,
on the north or long front, the wide area has
been covered in by a circular roof of iron ribs

with side lights, and is to be used as a gymna-
sium; the original level of basement floor has
been lowered to the lowest course of footing, and
the original arched vaults have been turned into
class-rooms, each 32ft. by 13ft., and otherwise-

converted for the purpose of the night schools,

&c. The floors to these are paved with wooden
blocks, and the openings reduced. An engine
and boiler-room, with an intake for fresh air,

have been constructed, and by means of a fan
air is introduced by channels in the corridors and
the basement-rooms, with coils of hot pipes for
warming the air admitted to the class-rooms,
gymnasium, &c. The vitiated air is extracted
through openings, and passes into a wrought-
iron trunk, which communicates with the well or
hoUow newel of the stair-turret at the north-
west comer, which thus answers the purpose of

au extraction-shaft.

Mr. W. W. Phipson, under whose supervision
the ventilating arrangements have been confided,
has certainly succeeded in producing au agree-
able atmosphere in the basement. Lavatories
and conveniences have been fitted up along the
Exeter-street area, these being supplied by Mr.
Bostel, and the walls of basement have been
coloured and relieved by a dark dado and other
decorations. A lecture-room, covered by an iron

and glass roof, has been obtained in the area
on the Strand side, and ladies' rooms are pro-
vided.

The ground-floor has been much improved j

the ofiice of the secretary, Mr. W. Hind Smith,
occupies a jMsition facing the main entrance
corridors and thoroughly central, and is provided
with speaking-tubes to every part ; a coffee and
dining-room and reading-room have been ar- .

ranged, and additional Ught obtained between
these rooms by filling in mullions and glazed
lights along the side corridor ; while the lower
hall has been enlarged by the addition of the
old corridor and a gallery over, and now is capa-
ble of accommodating 700 persons. A platform
has been constructed at the north side, and the
gallery now extends on the three opposite sides

;

the hall has been heated by coils imder the plat-

form where the warm air partly enters, and at

other points, and now presents an admirable
apartment of the kind suit;ible for lectures : the
walls, gallery, and ceiling being decorated in

suitable tints of buff, green, and chocolate. The
other rooms include a parlour to accommodate
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l')3 per8;«Js, rocoption-room, reftrencj-libraiy,
fc'.ilfit, /c. Thy luez/iuiue floor is appropriateil
to a vjiriely of olKues, ulii- fly commitiee-rooms for
<]rff(irent societies, such as the Bagged School
U»ion Temperance, and other bodies.
The great hall presents little change of ap-

pearance, though various improvements have
been made in it. The m.wt noticeable of these is
the levering of the galleries at the side of the
gK»t organ, which formerly rose to an awkward
height and obscared the end windows of hall

;

the floor of hall has been also lowered under the
gallery, and the latter brought forward on canti-
levers, adding oft. to its depth. The new stair-
cases in Exeter-street afIo«i easy access to this
part of the haU both above and below the gallery.
The ceiling—a flat, segmental vault—has not
been touched, but the pilasters have been re-
lieved from the walls by colour in two shades of
buff and brown ; the lisers of seats are perforated,
and hot-water coils have been introduced under
them, and on eauh side of room. The hall is
128ft. by 76ft., and is capable of holding 3,000
people. Formsrly, the absence of sufficient in-
lets for fresh air drew upon the openings in the
ceiling, and those in the hall often experienced
down draught. We find that eight new inlets
have been made in the walls, and these are in
connection with the hot coils. The seats have
also been made to tilt a little, adding much to
tlieir comfort ; the cramped and miserably-ap-
proached reporters' gallery in front of the organ
has been improved, and the stairs and approaches
to the platform somewhat altered. A new
domed apartment, to seat about 150, approached
from the grand staircase landing, is well adapted
for councU or board meetings.
The decorations are in keeping with the style

of the hall, a kind of Greco-Itoman, and the
prcdomiuant colours are buff, French grey, and
chocolate in the dados and darker features. The
ornament is strictly of an architectural cha-
racter, and serves to emphasize the detail without
being obstrusive or glaring. Exteriorly, the
west front facing Exeter-street has been slightly
altered by the addition of the flanking stair
turrets, a new entrance doorway, and a few new
openings—features which have, on the whole,
rather improved the elevation. The joinery
throughout, in pitch-pine varnished, has been
carried out in a very creditable manner, Mr.
Priestnall being the foreman.
We may add the plans of the alterations were

prepared by Mr. Alfred R. Pite, architect,
having been obtained in competition ; and the
builders are Messrs. Higgs and Hill ; the clerk
of the works, Mr. J. Brady ; and the foreman to
contractors, Mr. Seward. Mr. J. Turner R-ie is

the leasee of the refreshment department. The
cost of the alterations will amount to £23,000,
£14,000 of which have been subscribed, and the
committee appeal to the Christian public to help
them to make up the amount, and to make
Exeter Hall more than ever a centre of Christian
work and influence. We understand the hall
wiU be reopened on the Jubilee day, the 29th
instant.

PAPYROTILE DECORATION.

WE have this week had brought to our
notice a new kind of surface decoration

introduced by the " PapyrotUe Company," 14,
Holbom- viaduct, the manager of which is Mr.
A. W. Buret. The "Papyrotile" is a kind of
leatherette, and is composed of specially-pre-
pared materials, and jxjssesses an appearance,
toughness, and feeling admirably adapted for
a wall lining. Many of the specimens have a
finished surface resembling leather, but it can be
manufactured to represent stamped or carved
woodwork, panelling, tiles, or plastic work, and
can be embossed on the surface and printed in
any colours required. The specimens on view
at the offices of the company show a variety of
designs and applications well worth the attention
•of architects and decorative artists. The '

' Papy-
totSe" is made to any size, but the specimens
shown are from 4in. to Sin. square, and have the
appearance of thin tiles. One of the examples
shows a black dado, imitating carved ebony,
inlaid with blue and white panels of the same
material, surmounted with a rich wall-pattern
of GroUer design, embossed with a rich Italian
Benaissance design upon a brown ground
relieved by black and gold. One side of the
room is decorated with a qaietly-designed
17th-century wall pattern, suitable for a library
or study, enbossed and printed in four colours,

the dirk blui»h {rrccn gi-ound having a foliil
pattern of sag.' frreoii with buff flowers shaded
with black. The wall-decoratiou is surmounted
by a light frieze, with foliage, and the dado is

composed of small panels to resemble ebony with
gold margins, and is relieved by a dado frieze of
embossed foliage upon a gold ground. The price
of this is about 7s. 6d. a square yard. Another
specimen is a rich brown relieved with gilding
in the centres. We noticed a staircase dado
with frieze ; the lower part is of tmbossed papy-
rotile in blue and brown relieved by black
mouldings, the effect of which is very rich.
The material is suitable for plain simple colour,
or the most elaborate kind of relief ornament

;

it may be applied to ceilings as well as walls and
panels, inlays for furniture, and a variety of
other decorative purposes. It can be fixed to
the wall-surface with glue, or to battens
the width of the tiles. The surface, we
understand, can be brushed or washed with
water, and the tiles can be bent to curves. The
non-conductive nature of the material will
render it a useful huing for thick masonry walls,
and as a less reflecting surface to sound than
plaster or cement. If, as we hear, the experi-
ments which are being made to render it water-
proof succeed, the "Papyrotile" must take its

place as a valuable decorative material of greater
durability than wall-papers, and compiratively
cheaper than other substitutes.

ABCHITECTXTBAL & ARCH.aSOLOaiCAL
SOCIETIES.

CiMBBiDOE Anttquaeixn Society. — At a
general meeting of this society held on the 14 th
inst., Mr. Griffith read some notes on a series of
neoUthscollectedin Cape Colony and the Diamond
Fields by Mr. J. Rickards, now of Cambridge.
'Ihese implements, which were exhibited at the
meeting, were arranged in four series. The first

included a number of flakes, scrapers. grinJers,
and heavy, perforated stone balls, all found on
the surface of the ground. Some of the finer
examples of scrapers bore a remarkable resem-
blance to Euglish specimens, some of which were
also exhibited. The two next series were found
in shell-mounds skirting the beich at East
London and Port Elizabeth. They were of two
periods, the earUer be ng mixed with bones of
large mammals ; the later mounds contained
large quantities of rudely ornamented pottery,
and hammer-stones and rubbers. The fourth
series were taken from Bushmen's shelters.
Professor Lewis exhibited a real-.'-ize drawing of
the statue of Athene, found on Dec. 30th, 1880,
in a Roman house at Athens, and supposed to be
a reduction of the chryselephantine statue in the
Parthenon. The figure was 4ft. oin. high, of
Pentelio marble, and was armed with helmet,
shield, and ajgis, and had a serpent as a girdle,
while a Gorgon-head formed the boss of the
slueld.

The Bbistol and Clifton Sketchixo Club and
JuNiOE Aechiteots' SOCIETY.—The opening visit

of the members of this club (formed February
8th, 1881) took place on Saturday, March 12th,
to the Church of All Saints, Corn-street,
Bristol, when there was a large attendance,
among those present being the President
(Mr. Charles F. Hanson, F.R.I.B.A.) ; Mr. J.
C. Moncrieff (Vice-President); Mr. E. H.
Edwards, and others of the local architects.
The proceedings were commenced by an address
by the President, who proposed, this being the
opening meeting of the members, to explain an
idea which had suggested Itself to him, as the
most practical for their mode of working during
the coming and following seasons, which mode
of working he (the President) summed up as
follows :—He proposed, at each visit, to dispose
of and place each member at such portion of
each edifice as he (the President, orin his absence,
either of the vice-presidents) thought fit, and
as "many hands make light work," the mem-
bers would, by taking measured drawing.s, ob-
tain complete details of each edifice visited ; the
exterior elevations, &c., as far as could not bo
taken by members being obtained from extant
plans or publications, "nie work thus executed
during each season could, the President surmised,
bo published at the end of each year as " Rem-
iniscences of the Ecclesiastical and Domestic
Architecture of Bristol," or 60tmc other appro-
priate title ; thus giving the public the benefit
of the labours of the club, such work to be
one that could be relied on by the j)rofession

and the public as a standard work of reference.
The Pre^ident th»u urged upon Ids hearers tlio

necessity of working neatly and accurately, so
as to attain this end, and concluded with a
description of the edifice under consideration,
and which is rich in architecture and ornamenta-
tion, on which the members commenced to
operate in the manner advised by the
President.

BBiTisn AEcn.T:oLOOicAL Association.—The
eighth meeting of the session was held on Wed-
nesday week, the Rev. S. M. Mayhew in the
chair. Mr. R. Blair exhibited sketches of a
Saxou tombstone at Monkwearmouth, found in
the repair of the church, and now preserved in
the vestry. Mr. Cuthbert Bede described an
early bronze stopper recently found in Rutland,
aud Mr. Saunders a copper coin, taken from the
city wall of Hereford, and which was pronounced
to be of Byzantine date. Mr. Horman-Fisher,
F.S.A., produced a bronze bell, of Germanwork.
Mr. Chasemore described the discovery of flint

-

flakes on the banks of the Thames at Putney,
and Mr. Worthington Smith exhibited several
others from the northern heights of London,
from positions fully 60ft. above the present level
of the Thimes. Among these was a pounder of
grey granite found in a bed of sand 1.5ft. thick
at Shacklewell. Mr. Roach Smith, F.S.A., sent
sketches of some rare pilgrims' signs derived
from a Continental source. Mr. Ferguson, F.S. A.

,

produced a large collection of knitting-sheaths
from the Wigton district, Cumberland. These
archaic-looking instruments were much com-
mented on, and the chairman pointed out the re-
semblance of some to the form of the knife on
the Mithraio sculpture at Newcastle; while
Mr. Geo. Wright, F.S. A., drew atteutien to
their analogy to the Persian creases. Mr. Loftug
Brook, F.S. A., described various fictile articles
recently found in London. The Chairman exhi-
bited a remarkable series of Venetian and other
glass vessels of great beauty and value. The
first paper was on the discovery of two Roman
pottery kilns on West Stow Heath, Suffolk, by
the finder, Mr. Hy. Prigg. These are of small
size and of circular form. Many fragments of
the wares made were exhibited. These were of
light and dark pottery, and included a patera,
with a potter's mark, of fine dark ware, very
similar to Samian, except in colour. The second
paper was by Dr. Stevens, of Reading, and was
descriptive of some curious discoveries made
while excavating in the River Kenneth at that
time for a new bridge. Mediajval relics were
met with ; beneath these others of Roman date

;

while at the lowest level reached were many
bones of pre-histurio and extinct animals, with
knitting implements of very remote age.

Makchesteb Aecuitectueal Association.—
The last general meeting for this session was
held in the Rooms of the Association on the 22nd
inst., when the fullowing members were elected
as officers for the ensuing year:—President,
James Murgatroyd, F.R.I.B.A.; vice-presi-
dents, J. W. Beaumont, M.S.A., and Thos.
Chadwick ; secretary, John Brooke, 24, Barton-
arcade.

COMPETITIONS.
Aye New Hospital.—Last week the sub-

scribers to the new hospital buildings fund re-
ceived and considered a report by the referees.

Professors Macleo i and Gairdner, and Mr. Sal-
mond, architect, all of Glasgow, to whom the
competitive plans fur the hospital had been sub-
mitted. All three concurred in placing first the
plans submitted by Mr. Murdoch, of Ayr, but
Mr. Salinond added a rider stating that in his
opinion the carrying out of this design would
cost £11,300, whtreas the conditions prescribed
the outside cost as £8,000. Mr. Murdoch stated
that he would undertake to have his plan exe-
cuted for a stipulated sum ; and, afttr a discus-
sion, the meeting was adjourned for two mouths
to enable Mr. Murdoch to procure builders'

tenders.

Beiohton.—The names of the authors of the
first and second premiated designs in this com-
petition, of which we announced the result last

week, are as follows : "Passing Away," Messrs.
Simpson and Branch, 03, Ship-street, Brighton

;

" Shield with a Cross on it," Mr. F. J. Ban-
ister, 22, Great James-street, Bedford-row,
W.C. As we mentioned in our last issue, the
third premium has falleu to " Gravity," by Mr.
J. M. MacLaren, of King William -street, Strand.
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Castlefoed Ceueteky.—The Castleford burial

board recently advertised for dcMigns for the

laying out of the new ceraeteiy. They received

sixteen sets of plans and seleottd that beating
the motto "Ex Concesso," which proved to be
by Mr. S. AVilkinson, surveyor, of Sowerby-
bridge, near Halifax.

New Workhouse Infikmaey, West Beom-
wicu.—In the recent competition for the above
the plans sent in were submitted to Mr. Yeoville
Thoniason, of Birmingham, to report upon. The
design bearing the motto "Economy" was
placed first,

'
' Efficiency and Durability '

' second,
"Perseverance" third. The guardians, how-
ever, reserving to themselves tlic right of final

adjudication, awarded the first premium to

'"Economy," the second to "Perseverance," the
third to "Efficiency and Durability." The
authors of the designs were :

" Economy," Mr.
Henman, of Birmingham; "Efficiency nnd
Durability," Mr. Edward Pincher, of West
Bromwich ; and "Perseverance," Messrs. Wood
and Kendrick, of West Biorawich. The three
premiated designs are to be submitted to the
Local Government Board to recommend for
exfcution. The three premiums were £60, .£40,

and £30, and the first will be forfeited to the
board as liquidated damages in case no builder
approved by the guardians can be found to execute
the work according to design for the sum of
£14,000.

CHIPS.
The town council of Leicester, at their meeting

last week, appointed Mr. Giiffith, who has beeu
acting as engineer of fl jodworks, at a salary of
£400 a j'ear, as a resident engineer of the water
undertaking, with a saUry of £.500 a year.

Steps are being taken at Goole, for the estab-
lishment of a school of art in that town.

The prepara'ions for the commencement of the
survey of Eastern Palestine are uow complete.
The War-office have gianted to the committee of
the Palestine Exploration Fuud the services of
Lieutenant Couder, who executed most of the
survey of Western Palestine, and Lieutenant
Mantel], both of the Royal Engineers. The woik
will be commenced in tLe North—the Land of
Basban.

Mr. II, Ingram waslast week appointed surveyor
to the local board of Littlehamplon.

The town-council of Donoaater have adopted
plans prepared by Mr. Bridge, engineer of the gas-
works, for the construction of a large gas-tank and
gasometer.

The construction of a line of tramways from
Cardiff to the suburb of Grangetowu was com-
menced last week. Mr. Jephson is the contractor.

A diocesan consistory court was held at L'andaff
on Monday week, when a faculty was applied for
for the restoraMou of Sr. Mary's Priory Church,
Abergaveimy, in accordince with plans prepared
by Mr. Nichohin, architect, of Hereford. It is

proposed to restore the nave and north aisle, at an
ebtimated cost of £2,774, and the faculty was
granted, power being granted to the restoration
committee, if funds permit, to add two permin>nt
porches at the west eni. A faculty was also
grafted for the restoration of a further section of
Christ Church, Newport, greatly injured by a fire
someyears since. Mr, Pritchard is the architect,
and the present work will in'.lude the chancel,
chancel aisles, and vestry.

The new town-hall for Wandsworth is rapidly
approaching completion, and will soon be opened.
The contractor is Mr. Parsons.

The hjcal board of Brentford have received six-
teen plans for the dra-nage of the district, offered
iu competition in response to advertisements, and
last week decided in committee to c.ll in an cni-
neut engineer to advi-e as to thi best and second
best plans and the scheme most adapted to the re-
quirements of the district.

On Thursday week, Eirl Derby opened the new
premises of the Oldham School of Science and Art,
which have been erected by the Messrs. Piatt
Brothers, as a memorial of their late father, at a
cost of nuarly £10,000. Ou the folbwing evening.
Lord Derby distributed the prizes to the successful
students in this school, and in the cour-e of an ad-
dress congratulated the school on its record of cou-
tiuuous good f irtune, which was the evidence and
result of good management.

A convent for nuns of the Order of the Perpetaal
Adoiation is about to be built on the Corklv-hill,
Ma.xwelltown, opposite Dumfries. Mr. Pugiu, of
Lindon, is the arohitect, and the contract for
building has been let to Mr. Develiu, of Gla"gow.
whose tender, according to the GUifgow ILrali,
was £3,000 lower than the hi,{hest received.

A Hundred Thousand Replies and Letters
on subjects (i( UnivtTsal Iiiliicst Imvf fti>iiiMi4'd d'.riiiK

tholMtti'I. vrai!,lii tlic E.MiUsH .MKCHANIU .V.M) WlllU.n
OF SOIKKCK, niuut uf tlicm fruiu the peiu of Lh« leudiiiK
Scipntlflc and Technical Auttioritjes of the dar. Thousands of
orivinat articles and scientific papers, and countioss receipts and
wrriikles embracinfr aiaiost every sul)Ject on which it is possiiile

to desire information have also appeared during the ^Hme period
The earliest and most accurate information respecting ali new
scientific discoveries and mechanical inventions is to be found in
it8paKe8,and its tartfC circulation rcndcil it the tH^st medium
for ail advertisers who wish their announcemeota to be broufrht
under the notice of manufacturers, mechanic*. scientUlc workers,
and amateurs, Price Twopence, of ail booksellers and news-
vendors, Poit free a^. Office : 31, Tarlatock street, Covent-
frarden W,

TO CORKESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. The Editx)r respectfully requests
that all corniiiunications shoiild be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimauU upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]
All letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 81,

TAVISTOCK-STliilET, COVENT-GAliDEN, W.C.

Cheques and Post-office Ojrders to be made payable to
J. Fasshobs Kdwabus.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The ohai^ for advertisements is 6d. per line of ei^ht

words (the first line counting as two). No advertiBement
inserted for less than half-a-crown. Special terms for
series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to Uie Publisher.

Front Page Advertisements 23. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No front page or paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Situations.
The chaise for advertisements for "Situ .tions "Wanted "

is O.vs Shilling for Twenty Words, and Sixpence for
every eight words after. AU Si'uation advert^stments ntutt

l)-^ prepaid.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday. Front page
advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the office by Tuesday to secure insertion.

^;

TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.
{Payable in Advance.)

Including two half-yearly double numbers, One Pound
;r annum (post free) to any part of the United Kingdom

;

or the United States, £1 68. 6d. (or 6dols. 40c. gold). To
tYance or Belgium, £1 68. 6d. (or 33{. 30c.). To India (via

Brindisi), £1 10s. lOd. To any of the AustraUan Colonies
or New Zealand, to the Cape, the West Indies, Canada,
Nova Scotia, or Natal, £1 6s. 6d.

Mr. R. M. Tuttle, of 13 and 15, Laight-street, New
York City, is authorised to receive American subscrip-
tions at the rate of 6 duls. 40c. per annum.

Cases for binding the half-yearly Tolnmes, 2s. each.

Receivrd.—T. W. H.—Ms M.—B. and B.—J. T. F.—
T. P. L.

" BUILDING NEWS " DESIGNING CLUB.

Nil Df.speeandum No 2. (Your design arrived too la(e
for r-view. The faults of the plan are the position and
ventilation of the wards, and the other j arts «re not
economical. As legaids ynur second lem irk, tlxat the
almshouses illustrated resemble very closfly the Rous
Memoiial liuildmg, we cannot hold ours Ives respon-
sible for copyism.) —0u.murr (Your design was irre-

trievable this time, and ought to have been named in
the last group.)

CDritspoiiUeiut

THE NEW PRESIDENT OF THE
K,I,B A,

To the Editor of the BtriLDi>ro News.

SiE,—Mr, Horace Jones has been nominated
by the Council of the K.I.B,A, for election as
President for next session. Surely it is no
disrespect to Mr, Junes personally to fay that he
is not the member of the profession best fitted

for such a post. Certainly he is not at the head
of it, nor even a leader. The names of many men
betterqualified will nodoubtrefidily suggest them-
,sel es, and I cannot but think that it would be
higlily derogatory both to the Itistitute aLd to the
profession if he were elected

,

My purpose i^i writing, however, is to be al-

lowed to remove two misapprehensions which, I
find, extensively exist,

1st. That no other nomination can be made.
2ud. That even if it could, it would show a

" want of confidence " in the prt sent Council to
do so.

To tho,-e I reply : That the nomination of the
senior Vice-President is made by the Council
under by-law 2(3, which allous thim no atterna-
tire, and this shows how careful the In.stitute

should be in th^ electioa of its Vice-Presi-
dents,

Although thus nomioatid, the election, under
by-law 2,5, is in the hands of the general body of
Fellow,-!, any two of whom miy, under by-law

,

30, nomiuate any other Fellow for the office,
|

jirovided such norainalion is accompanied hj tho
nomineo'ij consent to servo if ilo»ted, and is wnt
to the secretaries of the R.I,B,A, at least foer
weeks before the date fixed for the Annual
General Meeting (first Monday in May),
The meeting will this year be held on May

9th, so there is ample time for Fellows to exer-
cise their privilege, and thus avoid what I
cannot help thinking would afterwards be re-
gretted.

To obviate the possibilit» of a teclmical diffi-

culty, it would be desirable that nominations
should be sent in fully four weeks before the
Jirst Monday iu May, although the meeting
does not take place until the second.—I am, &c.,

K. E. P

THE INDIAN PUBLIC WORKS
DEPARTMENT.

SiE,—I was in India at the same time as Mr.
Binnie.

As far as I can remember, civil engineers
made quite as many blunders as military en-
gineers.

The system is, of course, full of red tape, like
any other Government Depari ment, and bbows
that the State is not a good agency for carrying
on works requiring commercial tact.

The great defect I noticed was the very care-
less way in which < stimates were prepared. As
soon as work was begun, innumerable omissions
and errors appeared ; these, of course, led to
endless correspondence.
The accounts are kept on a bad system—it

seemed to me a perfect muddle.
As a lule, the woiks are not let to large,

respectable contractors. The men who get con-
tracts, verj' often very large ones, would never
get a larger contract here than building farm-
fences or carting stones.

They never had any securities. In putting a
stop to work in India, the India Office did the
best thing they have done for a loug time.—

I

am, Sec, A. G. Mueeay.

STRATFORD-ON-AVON CEMETERY
COMPETITION.

Sir,— Replying to " A Competitor," in last
week's Buildixci New<, full particulars of the
Cemetery committee-meetings (from which my
iiifirmation was obtaiLcd) were given in the Strat-
ftird Herald oi Feb. 4th and A' arch 4th. This
paper is published at 29, High-street, Strat-
fsrd-on-Avon.^I am, &c., £1300.

HYDRAULIC LIME WORKS ATMEUDON.
SiH,—I read with much pleasure the interesting

article on the above, but I must add that I was
just a little disappointed at flLding the wiiter
missed the application of the process iu the cai-e

where I was most specially interested, for he
prefaces his remarks by a very pertinent allusion
to the unsuitability of the lime of the North of
England for buildiug purposes, which led me to
hope his remarks would suggest some opening
for improvement. But I note that the process
is merely applicable for chalk-lime, where the
mateiial can be pulverised or dissolved previous
to mixture with the clay and burnt togc-ther.

In this district, i.e., North Lancashire, York-
shire, Westmoreland, and part Cumberland, all

the limestone is the Carboniferous, hard as marble
and inexhaustible in quantity ; it is the riche.ft

lime in the world and invaluable for agricultural
purposes, but for some reason the worst that
could be tf^ed for buildings. It never properly
dries in walling or plaster, and taken in connec-
tion with the excessive damp atmosphere and
wet climate, it is not to be wondered at that our
houses are damp and the people subject to
pulmonarj-, iheumatic, and kindred diseases.

There is a usual stage in the existence of a
dwelling, commonly the second autumn, whm
the walls throughout are saturated wiih wet,
often never remedied. The customaty explana-
tion is that the lime "gives," but this is now so
usual as scarcely to be thought worth notic, a
sort of providential arrangement which it

is wrong to grumble at. But notwithstanding^
the old-fashioned prejudices of these districts

for everj-thing local and customary, I still think
it wouM be well worth the while of any ener-
getic party to give his attention to the produc-
tion of a suitable and not too costly hjdraulio
lime. The clay, unfortunately, is difficult to get
here, but it is simply a matter of a little railway
carriage,—I am, &o.
March 23. B.
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CHEAP CHURCHES.
SiK—Tour correspondent is justified in his

reip^rk as to the illustration of my window-
aich. I can only say that it docs not truly repre-
sent my drawinKi and that I never have arches cut
and gauged in that manner. I have iride joints
for arches, often filled in with chippings, but I
never put half- brick rings to carry two or three feet

of wall. I inclose a sketch snowing one half,

according to the illustration, and the other accord-

ing to the original drawing (a, as drawn ; b, as

engraved).
ft is well that attention should have been called

to this representation of it. At the same time I

cannot Lut think that " M." would have done

better service with respect to the roofs if, instead

of slashing away in the dark, and from behind the

screen, he had given his own idea of what is strong,

cheap, and beautiful, and compared the scantlings

and quantities of the timber, span by span, with

mine.
There is at present, so far as can be gathered

from his letter, nothing to show that he really

knotcs what mine are, any more than he was aware

of the real construction of the arch. In any case

he does not appear even to have inspected the

drawings.
I am never above learning, and am grateful for

instruction ; but I confess to its coming with better

grace if given in a kindly spirit, and in an open-

uanded way.—I am, &c.,
William Whitk, F.S.A.

30a, Wimpole- street, 22nd March.

THE SUNDAY SOCIETY.

SiE,—We have the pleasure to announce that,

through the liberality of Sir Coutts Lindsay, the

Grosvenor Gallery has once more been placed at

the disposal of the Sunday Society for two Sun-
days, and to-day it has been visited by the mem-
bers of the Society between thehours of sixandhalf-
past eight.

Next Sunday the Gallery will be open to the

public by free tickets, which will be forwarded to

all persons who make a written application and
send a stamped and addressed envelope to the

honorary secretary, 8, Park-place Villas, W.—We
are, &c.,

DUNKAVEN, President.

Maek H. JtTDGE, Honorary Secretary.

9, Conduit street, W., March 20.

CHIPPING NORTON CEMETERY
COMPEriTION.

Sib,—A short time since, a competition for a
design for a cemetery chapel and gatekeeper's
lodge, to be erected at Chippmg Norton, was ad-
Tertised in your paper, and drew 47 designs. I

would suggest that if Messrs. K. W. and Co., the
successful competitors, would publish their de-
signs in one of the building papers it would be, I

feel certain, to the satisfaction of the remaining
46 competitors.—I am, &c.,

OXB OP THE FOETY-SEYEN.

DISCONNECTING TRAPS AND THEIR
VENTILATION.

SiB,—Atj). 281, March Uth, Mr. E. G. Banner
makes certain remarks regarding the application
of disconnecting ventilating traps for soil-pipes,

with some of which I can hardly agree
He lays, e.g., " The trap should be &chse trap,"

became if it is not it cannot be flushed properly,
and also, when it snows, ventilation ceases.

Now, both of these objections are imaginary,
and need not exist, nor do they in scores of cases
where I have applied open traps myself. It is

quite common to see the snow lymg on the ground
all around, and the ventilating openings of the
trap clear. Further, for extreme cases, provision
can easily be made to carry on the ventilation
sufficiently, even supposing the gratiug be tempo-

rarily covered, by means of an extra air inlet pipe
let into the wall, &c., so as to be above the snovp,
as, e.g., the following words from my patent of
29th November, 1877, refer to, viz. :—" Fitting a
small inlet air-pipe to allow a free current to enter
and ventilate the trap and all pipes connected
therewith, even when the trap li covered with
snow, or otherwise closed."
A close trap is necessarily difficult to got at, and

as Mr. Banner refers to, also unnecessarily expensive.
We ought to be able to examiue the condition of
the trap in a moment, and be also able to cleanse
it easily, if necessary. To have to unscrew bolts
and peer into the interior of the trap, like looking
into the hold of a ship through a buU's-eye open-
ing, is scarcely the thing.
As to Mr. Banner's assertion that " it is a funda-

mental error to suppose that there is a current of
air up a vertical sliaft, per se," I beg to state that,
generally speaking, it would be a "fundamental
error" to suppose there was not, in the case at
least of inside soil-pipes, which have a communi-
cation at their foot with the open air. In the case
of outside soil-pipea, however, matters are differ-

ent ; these are especially more needful of a venti-
lator placed upon them, both to help to produce
an up-current and also as a preventive against
down-draughts,

I do not approve of Mr. Banner's plan of
contracting the outlet of his soil-pipe to only 2Jin.
diameter. Foragood job, both the freeh.air inlet
area at the foot and the foul-air outlet area at the
top of the soil-pipe should be as large as the soil-

pipe itself. Mr. Banner's small ventilating inlets
and outlets are, I consider, serious mistakes, and
especially for long soil-pipes.— I am, &o.,
Glasgow, March 21. W. P. Buohau, S.E.

EXTERNAL SOIL-PIPES.

SiE,—Mr. White's reference on p. 31.5 to the
" difference between accretions caused by splash-
ing and actual deposit " are not to the point, for it

does not matter which of the two ways the " accre-
tions " came so long as they were found to exist
and to have a bad effect.

No one ever said, as Mr. White implies on p.
31.5, that "pure air passing through a pipe at an
increased rate of two thousand per cent, should
render the emanations more foul." The words are
mere useless splashes—nay, more, Mr. White had
no right to take up the space ef the Building
News with such nonsense.
As to Mr. White's closing words, "Danger

from leakage is quite outside the question raised,
and it may be met by isolation," I nave to observe
that he is wrong, both in his assertion and his
remedy. Danger from leakage is one of the
questions involved in deciding whether a soil-pipe

should be outside or inside ; and as to " isolation,"

while it is easy isolating the branch pipes when
the vertical main soil-pipe is outside, the plan has
yet to be discovered to satisfactorily effect that
when the pipe is inside, i.e., keeping out of view
the fitting up of the water-closets in a special

wing erected outside of the main wall of the
house, as per Fig. 281 of my own book on
"Plumbing."
In regard to this question of inside and outside

soil-pipes in this discussion, an engineer, whose
name is not unknown in these pages, writes me this

week, that while at one time in favour of outside

soil-pipes, he was now in favour of inside ones,
because the outside ones were apt to freeze when
the valves were leaking. I shall not recapitulate

what I have already said in meeting that objec-
tion ; but he makes a new objection to the outside
soil-pipe, viz., that the sun's rays, by beating upon
it, would heat it up, and so make it as bad as an
inside one in producing foul air and germs. Now,
to this I would answer, that it would only be
in certain positions and at certain times, now and
then, that the sun's rays could affect a soil-pipe

;

moreover, it would so happen that while the sun's
rays were heating up the soil-pipe and causing it

to discharge more foul air and germs into the air,

yet these same rays would, at the same time, kill

these germs as they came forth into the sunlight
and the open fresh air; so that sinitary science, I
trust, shows this danger to belong to the region of

the imaginary.—I am, &c.,

Glasgow, March 21. W. P. Buohan, S.E.

"ST. AUGUSTINE'S," OR "THE MAYOR'S^'
CHAPEL, BRISTOL.

Sib,—May I correct a slight error which appeared
last week in the description of the " Mayor's
Chapel, Bristol" ?

Referring to an old sketch-book, I see, by a
sketch which I made myself in 1873, that the
building is dedicated to St. Mark, and not to St.

Augustme, as would appear from Mr. Knapp's
otherwise admirable sketch in last week's issue.

The mistake would probably have occurred
through the close proximity of St. Augustine's
Abbey, which building, however, is in no way
connected with St Mark's.—I am, &c.,

Bristol, March 22. E. Heitbv Edwabcs.

5nUrcommutticatioit»

QUESTIONS.
[6441.] —Roof Tiles.—I am anxious to roof in a ch-

cular turret witli tiles. Shall be glad to know if tiles are
sold for this purpose, or are the ordinary tiles sold, cut to
the radiating joint by the tiler when lixiug .' —Far Off.

[6442.]—South AArica. - Having read with great
interest " R. H. H. H.'s" papers in this valuable journal,
I should be glad if some correspondent could gire infor-
mation as to whether it is possible to procure a syllabus
of the examination for *' Government Surveyors."

—

Quid.

[6413.]—South Africa.—Ilavin;? read with great
interest the article on "Engineering in Soutli Africa,"
by " R. H. H. H.," in this week's issue of the Building
News, I should be glad if you. or any of your contribu-
tors, ceuld inform me where further particulars are ob-
tainable, both as to Government appointments and private
practice, and more especially as regards the " Government
Surveyors.'*—F. Ward.

[6444.]—South Africa.—Having perused with much
interest your article on " Engineering in South Africa,"
I should like to put the following questions to the author :

—To which inttrument does he give the preference for
colonial use, tlie Y or the Dumpy level ? Should it have a
compass attached to it ! What is a convenient length for

the staff ! As regards the examination for the licence of
a '* Government Surveyor," what does the pure mathe-
matics embrace ? -C. E.

[6445.]—South Africa.—I have been reading your
articles m the Building News on South Africa, and shall

esttem it a favour if you can give me any information as
to the opening there for a young architect and surveyor

;

whether Government appointments can be obtained ; and,
if so, how and whether such appointments are suitable

for unmarried or married men, or both 1
—
"W. M. C.

L6446.]-South Africa.—To "R.H.H. H."-Ihave
read your valuable article in this week's Building News
with great interest, and more especially so as I am on the
point of emigrating to South Africa, and I have ventured
to ask you ifyou would kindly enlighten me respecting a
point or two with which I am puzzled. I am anxious to
procure, if possible, a situation in an architect's employ
out there before starting, and I am at a loss how to pro-
ceed. Do you think I should be able to do so, and, if

you do, would you be kind enough to tell me the best

way to set to work 1 I am twenty-two years of age, and
havebeen in the architectural profession nearly seven years.

I have, for my age, had a very good experience, both prac-

t'C£il and artistic, and am qualified to do any work in an
architect's office. I am told there is an advertising
medium at the Cape, through which most young fellows

procure their situations out there. Am X rightly in-

formed, and, if so, do you think it would be wise forme
to advertise in it ? If you can give me any assistance in

this matter, you will confer a great favour upon one
who is very anxious to make his way in the world, and
who has no prospect of doing so in England.—\V. G. S.

[6447.1 —Stucco Plaster. — A plasterer became
bankrupt, left a quantity of prepared plaster for the
finishi.jg coat on the job which has lain for six months.
The new contractor states that the lime is not now fit for

use. Asa wide difference of opinion has arisen on thi&

subject, I would feel obliged for an opinion through
your paper from some competent authority.—Sam.

[6448.] -Drain-Traps. — Professor Reynolds, of

Owens College, recommends a trap formed of bxicks and
cement, connected at each end with pipe drains. I fear

the joint between the cement and stoneware must always
be somewhat defective, and must tend, after a time, to
cause obstruction. Can any reader who has used such a
trap infonn me if such obstruction has thus arisen, as I

am thinking of using these traps ?—Nbmo.

[6449.]—Dischargre of Pipes.—What quantity of
water will each of pipes discharge if they are ^in. and jin,

in diameter respectively, the head being 1,000ft. and the
length two miles J—Zero.

[6450.]—B, I.B.A. Exam.--"\Vill any reader kindly
say which are the best text-books for "Material" and
"Construction" in preparation for the R.I.B.A. Exam,!
-X. Y.

[64E1.]—Local Board Surveyors.—Will any of

your readers be kind enough to inform me what may be
the salary usually paid to the surveyor in a town of about
6,000 inhabitants, and whether it is customary for the
surveyor to give the whole of his time to the duties of the
Board, or to till this office in conjunction with his own
practice ^—W.

[6452.]—Self-actinff Lever Ball-cock.-Canany
reader informme of a self-at!ting lever ball-cockthoroughly
to be relied on as drop dry for a reasonable number of

years f Ball-cocks, as a rule, are exposed to continual
trickling of the water, consequently the interior washers
or parts of indiarubber or composition frequently require
renewal. Do not some taps allow the water in the cistern

to fall and then fill it immediately without the continuous
running ! Are not the working parts of some all metal ?

Often annoyance and expense is occurred, particularly in

the case of tell-tale overflows and frost.-Aechitkctus.

[6463.]—"Waterproofing Jffiaterials. — Can any
architect give me his practical experience of Szorelmey's
waterproofing mateiialsT-ARcaiTECTUs.

[6454.]—Diameter of Pipe.—Will any reader have
the kindness to solve the following question or give some
formula for same:—A straight pipe leading from a reser-

voir has to deliver 240 gallons per minute at a point
1,024ft. from Uie reservoir, and 64ft. below the surface of

the water in it. Find the diameter required for the pipe.

-Constant Reader.

[6455.1—Norwegian Frame Houses.-Canany
reader give me particulars as to cost of Norwegian frame
houses, and the method of constructing same, or supply
me with the name of any Arm who undertake this class ol
workl-n.W.K.
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[6456.]—Damp.—The walls of my house, just above
the skirtings are very damp, and 1 Had that the walhi
have been construeteti without a damp-course. As I do
not wish to gu to iiny grpat expensf, 1 am thinking of
cutting out the plaster where damp, and then coat the
walls with silicate, and then replaster. Would this pre-
vent the damp from showing through the paper I—Eco-
NOMV.

[8467.]—Constants. — In Banister-Fletcher's book
on Quantities Ihe cost of labour on fir frame framed in
trusses is 1 70 hours per foot cube, to bo multiplied by the
rate per hour for a carpenter. Will any reader inform me
what this means'! I am told the builder is entitled to
charge IJd. per hour on a carpenter's wages, and calls it
a " master's price." Which is the constant to be multi-
plied by ! Dodson'sbook gives it at '163 days per foot
cube. How many hours are supposed to be a day's work .'

Is " labour aud nails per square " a safer guide to value
by?—W. Q., Birkenhead.

[6158.]—Extras.—About twelve months ago I com-
pleted (a contract, £3,000) building a country residence

;

the extras amounted to, say, £800. In due course the
architect furnished his statement, and duly passed the
work. I now have a balance due of nearly £200, a dis-
pute having arisen relative to the work done. A clause
in the agreementsays, " Should any dispute arise between
any of the said parties hereto the architects to be the sole
arbitrators, aud their decision shall be binding and final
on all parties." I ottered to rectify any defects, but therectify any defects, but the
owner refus es to allow me even to inspect the alleged im-
perfect work , and the architect is with him. My question
to you or any of youi numerous readers is, In such a case,
will the Court allow an architect to act as arbitrator, or
will he beset aside for an iudependent person totally un-
biased I—A 13 Years' Subsckibeu.

JiErziss.
[6423.]-Chapel.-If "Alpha" were to get up early

some morning and sight the rising sun with two stakes,
he would obtain an orientation for his chapel sufficiently
accurate for all purposes. It is more than probable that
such a proeefiding is in accordance with the custom of the
MediHsval builders. Mathematical exactness is the bane
of modem architecture.—Quid.

[6428.]—Oak Fittings.—"B.'s" fittings, I should
judge, were made from American white oak, much
fancied by builders for sash frame sills, and called by the
workmen sash sill oak. This is not half as durable as
good Baltic flr. English oak is fjr too diflicult to work
for fittings of this description. When specifying again, say,
" brown Kiga wainscot," and see you get it, as there are
four sorts of Kiga wainscot, called English brown Eiga
wainscot, Dutch brown lliga wainscot, 1st brack Kiga
wainscot, 2nd brack Eig;a wainscot. The qualities being
in this rotation, it requires great practice to distinguish
between these three first. Cabinet-makers use the first
two, but they also use a great deal of Stettin oak, and
this, while much easier worked, matches the English oak
more than the others, and is the most durable. A great
deal is used by railway-cumage builders, and is the only
oak that I would use for church-fittings, except English.
The latter I prefer tor the a.ssociatious wiUi old work.
*' B." can take this as the experience of one who has
bought, converted, and used six to eight hundred logs in a
year. In all good shops hard wood is left from the plane
or cutting tool, no scraper or glass-paper, and it should
be so specified, We are apt to foi-get the teachers, and
assume that each of us do a certain thing that no one
else does ; but to Mr. Bayne, one of the clerks of works at
the Houses of Pai-liament, Westminster, belongs the
credit of beginning the rebeUion against the scraper and
sand-paper, so destructive to all form in mouldings and
levels in surface woik.—Eobeei Puillips.

[6430.]—Action of Frost on Mortar.—In the
case mentioned, the front should be well washed down to
remove dust, and wet the brickwork. The joints should
then be pointed in cement or a strong mortar made of
stone lime, with a httle sand.—Hugh McLachi,a.v.

[6433.]-Levelllng-- Reservoirs.-The best book
you can get for the use of architects, Src, is by McDonald,
price 6d., Uateford, and " Waterworks," by Hughes, 43.,
Lockwood aud Co., will answer your purpose, I believe, on
Reservoirs.— G. F. B.

[6435.]—First CommissionerofWorks Ofa.ce.
—Yes to both questions. The vacancies are advertised.—
HuQH McLachla.v.

[6436.]—Fence to Hig-hway.-la the case men-
nonedl should certainly take 1ft. of the "cop" as the
boundary, from which I should build the wall.—G. F. B.

[6436.1—Fence to Highway.—A. is certainly
nght. I have never known a quick hedge planted to the
extreme boundary of a property, aud in surveying it is
usual in cases similar to the one in point to compute the
quantity not to the thorn quick, but to the foot of the
cop, or edge of the ditch, as the case may be.—Land Suii-
VBYOR.

[6436.]—Fence to Highway.—A. should build
his stone wall m a hue with the outside of liis hedge when
trimmed, cut, or pruned (say, a eufflcient projection for
the main branches), always bearing in mind that by 5 and
6 Will. 4th, cap. 50, section 6.S, aud by 25 and 26 Vic,
cap. 61, seotion 51, no fence can be erected within 15ft. of
the centre of any highway. I cannot lay my hand on the
clause now, but in one of the Highway Acts the highway
is defined as the whole space between the hedges. In
equity it is would be assumed that as no doubt the quick
was planted i!ig-zag fashion, the outside stool would be on
A.'s land.

—

Hobbbt Phillips.

[6436. ] - Fence toHigrhway.—In the case described,
there is no doubt the centre of the quickset edge is the
boundary. It is generally considered that property in a
fence without a ditch is joint, if acts of ownership do
not prove the contrai-y.—G. H. 0.

[6438.]-Architects' Drawings.—Your agreeing
to reduce the ordinary charge for the drawings does not,
in itself, alter the ownership of the drawings. A verbal
understanding that the plans were retained by you
amounts to very little in law, though it ought to be ample
between honourable men. It has been ruled that the
architects' drawings cannot leg.iUy be retained by him if
claimed.-O. H. G.

PAKLIAMBNTART NOTES.
Civil Service Estimates.—The Committee of

the House of Commons on Monday proceodcd with
the consideration of the Civil Serrice estimates,
and voted £42,739 for the maintenance and repair
ef Royal palaces, aud £2,.397 for Marlborough
House. Ou the vote of £110,926 for Royal parks
and pleasure grounds, Mr. Henry Fowler (L.
Wolverhampton) proposed a reduction of £10,000
as a protest against the taxation of the whole
country for the support of London parks. A
lengthened discussion ensued, in the course of
which Mr. Sbaw-Lefevre expressed the opinion
that, considering the relation of the Metropolis to
the country, it was but fair that the expense of the
London parks should be defrayed out of the public
purse, aud on a division the amendment was
negatived by 150 to 34. The following votes were
also passed:—£33,260 for the Houses of Parlia-
ment, and £125,428 for public buildings.

Stattte of Eaul Russell —Mr. Cavendish
Bentinck on Monday asked the First Commissioner
of Works whether the statue of Earl Russell,
lately erected in the Central Hall, was to remain
permanently on its present site ; whether the site
had been approved by the Department of Works, and
whether, before approval the Department of Works
had asked or obtained the opinion of the Royal
Institute of British Architects, or of any other
competent architectural authority, whether such a
statue could be placed in the Central Hall without
detriment to architectural effect ; and whether the
statiie had been set up in the Central Hall at the
public cost ; and, if so, whether the sum necessary
to defray this charge had been included in any
estimate which had been laid before Parliament.—
Mr. Shaw-Lefevre : The statue of Earl Russell
was erected in the Central Hall in pursuance of
the authority given in May, 1879, by the Deputy
Lord Great Chamberlain on the application of the
then First Commissioner, the right hon. member
for Rutlandshire. Before that authority was given
a model of the statue was erected on the proposed
site, and received the approval of a committee
composed of a number of distinguished persons,
including the then Prime Minister aud the present
Prime Minister. The site was also approved^by the
late Mr. Edward Barry, the son of the architect
of the building, aud himself a distinguished archi-
tect, and who was generally consulted on matters
affecting architectural changes in this bui'ding.
ISTo expense has fallen upon the Government in
the erection of the statue. Under these circum-
stances it is not my intention to make any suggestion
for the removal of the statue of this distinguished
statesman.

Valuation of Land in Enoland.—Mr. Ram-
say last week asked the President of the Local
Government Board whether, considering the
general feeling in Scotland in favour of the Valu-
ation Acts, under the provisions of which the value
of all lands and hereditaments is annually ascer-
certained with ease and accuracy in that country.
Her Majesty's Government would consider the ex-
pediency of introducing the same system into Eng-
land, and appoi jt a Select Committee to inquire
and report as to the means by which such a change
in the law of England might be best carried out, so
as to secure a uniform valuation of all real estate
throughout Great Britain.—Mr. Dodaon : Although
I have no reason to doubt that as the hon. member
states the feeling in Scotland is in favour of the
Valuation Acts in force in that country, I must
remind him that in applying the system to England
the feeling here has to bo considered, and I am not
aware of any desire whatever on the part of the
ratepayers to have the system referred to applied
to this country, where the local rates of all kinds
have been always assessed upon rateable value as
distinguished from the actual rental of the pro-
perty. The effect of such a change would be to
interfere most seriously with the whole incidence of
rating, and I am not prepared to recommend the
introduction of the Scotch system or to institute
any especial inquiry with that view. At the same
time, I am sensible of the advantage of uniformity
attending the Scotch system, and I am in hope that
substantial uniformity may be secured in England
in a manner adapted to the habits and circum-
stances of the country.

Proposed Railway Extensions neab N.W.
London.—A Select Committee of the House of
Commons, consisting of Sir J. Kennaway, Sir R.
Cunliffe, Mr. Thornhill, and Mr. Henderson met
on Wednesday to consider several important
measures for extending the present railway system
near London. The first Bill is promoted by an
independent company, and seeks powers to con-
struct a line from the Great Western station at
Uxbridge to join the Watford and Rickmansworth
Railway at Rickmansworth. The second Bill is

promoted by the Great Western Railway, and is

for precisely the same purpose as the first Bill, the
proposed lines runuiug side by side with one
another. The next extension is promoted by the
London and North-Western Railway to empower
that Company to extend the Watford and Rick-

mansworth Railway in the same direction u that
sought by the Metropolitan Railway, wh-> are
seeking by the next Bill to further extend Iheir
Harrow and Rickmansworth extenaiou line to
Aylesbury, and thereby establish a new communi-
cation with Birmingham. The last Bill in the
group is to incorporate a company with powers to
construct a railway from the Uxbridge branch of
the Great Western line to Amersbam and Ayles-
bury. Each of these Bills is opposed by the pro-
moters of the other extensions, all of whom have
presented petitions against one another.

LEGAL INTELLKJENOB.
CONTBACrOBS AND COSTEACT PbICES.—CaSLAKE

V. Bywateks.—This case, tried on Saturday in the
Queen's Bench Division, in Banc, before Mr.
Justice Watkin Williams and Mr. Justice Mathew,
raised a question of some interest and importance,
as to whether a person entering into a contract
with builders to construct for him a house with all
fittings, &c., is liable to pay them the full contract
price, and also to pay the artificers employed in
the building—in fact, as one of the judges ob-
served, to pay twice over. The question had
arisen in this way : A Captain Elliott had entered
into a contract with Messrs. Bywaters, the
builders, for the erection of the Beaoonsfield Club,
Pall-mall. The contract was entered into in the
year 1876. By the contract Bywaters were to
cotnplete the contract works to the satisfaction of
Mr. Dudley, the architect, for £24,359, extras
(ordered in writing by the architect) to be allowed
tor at measure and value, " at the prices in the
bills of quantities," the specification setting forth
every particular, even to dressers, &c., but pro-
viding that for certain things, as bells, &c., cer-
tain sums were to be allowed, such provisions to
be at the disposal of the architect, who, as to
these provisions, was to employ such persons as
he might think proper to carry out the works, the
amounts to be deducted from the contract. The
plaintiff had supplied certain gas fittings, &o.,
wholly ignorant of the terms of the contract, but
aware that the builders were contractors ; and the
question was whether the defendants had con-
tracted with the plaintiff. The gasfitting was
included in the provisions referred to. The
plaintiff had done the gas-fitting in the house, and
it appeared that he was selected by the architect,
but was sent for by the builders, and had his
directions from them, the architect only certify-
ing the amounts payable to the contractors from
time to time, including the gas-fitting, as well as
other heads of work; and then Bywaters, the
contractors, paid the gas-fitter with the other
artificers, and had thus paid the plaintiff a certain
amount. Difiioulties, however, arose, and the
plaintiff brought an action in 1877 against Captain
Elliott for the amount remaining due to him

—

£1,300; but he discontinued that action under
advice, and brought this action against the con-
tractors, and in the meantime they had sued
Captain Elliott for the arrears due to them under
the contract, including this claim, and they ob-
tained judgment for the amount, £1,200. The
present action—the gas- fitter's action—against the
contractors was tried before Mr. Justice Stephen,
aud, after a trial lasting three days, he obtained a
verdict. This was an application on the part of
the defendants to set aside the verdict as
against the evidence, and also on the ground of
misdirection as to the effect of the contract, and
this had been fully argued. The argument for
the contractors was that under the contract the
architect was to select the artificers, and amongst
others, the gas-fitter, and that therefore. Captain
Elliott was their employer, and was to pay them,
the provision referred to taking them out of the
contract. The argument on the other side was
that this could not be, for, if so, then Captain
Elliott would pay twice over, as the contract price
included everything. The Court came to the con-
clusion that the verdict ought not to be disturbed,
and so they gave judgment for the plaintiff". Mr.
Justice Watkin Williams, in giving judgment,
said the question, no doubt, was one of consider-
able importance, whether the artificers employed
were to recover from the contractors or the con-
tractors' employer. The question was whether the
plaintiff, as the gas-fitter, had been employed by
the contractors, the defendants, so as to make the
defendants liable to him, or whether the plaintiff

had contracted only with Captain Elhott. The
evidence was not very clear

;
probably if it had

been this question would not have arisen. The
plaintiff stated that he had been brought on to the
premises by Bywaters, who wrote to him telling

him that he was selected, and that he had his

directions from them. The contract indicated that
Captain Elliott was to pay them for everything on
certificates of completion to certaiu amounts. The
architect appeared also to have given Bywaters
certificates to enable them to know what sums
they were to pay to the artificers. Thus it was
that certificates had been given to Bywaters as to
Caslake's work with others, and the amounts were
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paid on these certificates bj Captain Elliott. The
Qvefrtion wns whether there was un employment of

Caslake by Bjwattrs. C&t^Iake knew nothing of

the terms of tieir contract, and only knew that
they were contractors. Was there evidence that
Bywateis employed Caslake? Their contention
was that they only employed him on behalf of

Captain £Uii,tt as the common employer, who ul-

timately paid. His case was that they employed
him, and that he received bis directions from them,
and that all that the architect did was to certify

what sums they should receive from Captain
Elliott. The contract between Bywaters and
Elliott threw no light on the question whether
or not they employed Caslake or any other particu-

lar artiticer. That question would depend upon
what pas&ed between the parties, and, in truth.

the contract was rather against Bywaters, for it

showed that Captain Elliott had contracted to pay
them the very sum of money claimed by the
plaintiff and other artificers. " All provisions to

. he at the disposal of the architect " did not mean
they were to be taken out uf the contract, but ouly
that the architect as to these things was to have
the privdege of ihoosing ihe artifii.ere. Then as

to the conduct of the parties, it appeared to bear
out this view ; for though Caslake had first sued
Captain Elliott, he waa adviced to and did drop ii

u untenable, and Bywaters had obtained j udg-
ment against Captain Elliott for these very moneys.
It was char that the parties understood that the
artificers were to be employed and paid by By-
waters, who were to receive the entire amount
from Captain Elliott. The verdict, therefore, did
not appear to be wrong, but rather to be rght,
and this apphcatioo for a new trial must be dis-

missed. Mr. Justice Matthew concurred. The
application for a new trial was accordingly dis-

missed, subject to sppeal.

The CoMMissiONEBS op Woeks Aifi) Public
BtnLDiNOS AND Dalton V. Anqus and Co.—This
was an appeal brought by the appt Hants, the de-
fendants below, against an order of the Court of
Appeal reversing a decision of the Queen's Bench
Division, setting aside a verdict in favour of the
respondents, the plaintiffs below. The respondents,
Messrs. Angus and Company, are coachbuilders at

Newca^tle-on-Tyue. In 1849 they converted a
dwelling-house in the Westgate-road into a coach
factory and warehouse. In the process of conver-
sion tney 1 emoved the internal walls.of the building

and erected on their own soil close to and in contact
with the ad j acent premises suice purchased by the
appellants, ihe CommiEsioners of Works, a large

stack of brickwork, serving the twofold purpose of

a chimney-stack and of a support to the main
f'rders which had to be put in to sustain the floors,

hese girders were inserted into the stack on the
one side, and into the respondents' wall on the
other, and formed the main support of the upper
stories of the factory. The lespondeuts made
these alterations without any direct grant from
the owner of the adjoining premises of any right of

lateral support, or any assent on his part to the

me of such support, or knowledge that the same
was in tact enjoytd. Ihe appellants, the Com-
missiouerf of Works and Public Buildings, having
purchased the adjoining house in order to erect a
Probate Office on its site, coutracted with Mr.
Charles Da! ton, the other appellant, that he shoulil

execute the proposed works for them. By the
contract and specification so entered into, it was
provided that the contractor should erect and
complete the work and all things necessary to be
done in and at out the same in a thoroughly sub-
stantial and workmanlike manner, conformably to

the Fpecificatiou and general conditions, and that
he should shore up the adjoining buildings, and
make good all damage that might be caused there-

to during the progress of the works. Mr. Dalton,
in the course of the execution of the work, exca-
vated the ground adjoining the respondents'
premiS) s, leaving a thiik pillar of clay round the
respondents' stack of brickwork for its support,
and also placed shores to support the respondents'
building. Notwithstanding thesa precautions,
however, the ground beneath the chimney-stack
gave way, and the respondents' building, losing
Its main support, fell, 'ihe respondents thereupon
brought an action against the appellants (the Com-
missioners) and the contractor for the loss

occasionid by the fall of their building, which was
tried at the Newcastle Summer Assizes, 1876, before
Mr. Justice Lush and a special jury, when a ver-
dict was found for the plaintiffs, with £1,943
damages. On the case coming before the Queen's
Bench Division for judgment, the Lord Chief
Justice and Mr. Justice Mellor, Mr. Justice Lush
dissenting, decided that the plaintiffs had no right
to the lateral support of the adjacent soil, and
gave judgment in favour of the defendants. That
Judgment, however, was reversed by the Court of
Appeal, consisting of Lord Justice Cotton and
Lord Justice Thesiger, Lord Justice Brett dissent-

ing. The appeal from the judgment of the latter

Court was partly argued before the House of

Lords in November, 1879, when their lordships
directed that the cause should stand over imtil the

It amed Judges could attend to assist the House
with their opinion on the questions of law raised.

In November last the appeal was re-argued before
their lordships, assisted by the above-named
Judj;cs, who then requested time to consider their

opinions on the questions of Uw which their lord-

ships put to them. Ou Thursday week the learned
Judges delivered ^^rirt^/m very long and elaborate

opinions, which occupied three hours in reading.

lt|was understood that the learned Judges were
almost equally divided in opinion on certain of the

questions which had been submitted to them.
L"rd Coleridge, on behalf of the House, thanked
the learned Judges for their careful and elab»rate
opinions, which were ordered to be printed, and
the further consideration of the case was then ad-
journed sine die.

STATUES, MEMOajALS, &o.

CleoI-atea's Needle.—Ou Saturday last a
number of people assembled at the Eccleston Iron

Works, Pimlico, to witness the casting of the, first

of the two bronze sphiuxes which are to be placed

one on either side of Cleopatra's Needle on the

Victoria Embankment. The sphiuxes have been
designed by Mr. Vulliamy, and, when completed,

will be placed at the base of the needle in line with

the Embaokment, one looking towards West-
minster and the other towards the City. Each
sphinx will he 19ft. long by 6ft, wide, and 9ft.

high over all, and will weigh about seven tons.

The metal used is composed of 90 parts copper,

and 10 parts tin, about eight tons of metal being

run for each figure to allow for waste. The mould
in which the figure was oast was 20ft. long, 10ft.

deep, and Oft. wide, its approximate weight, in-

cluding the core, being 150 tons. On Saturday

the cupola containine the molten metal, at a tem-
perature of 2,010° Pah., was tapped soon after

half-past 12, the bronze being run into a 10-ton

ladle. Shortly before I o'clock the molten contents

of the ladle— eight tons—were successfully trans-

fered to the mould, the running temperature
being reduced to about 1,950° Fah. The run having
been successfully effectetl, the visitors were shown
tlie four wiues, which are to be placed one at each
angle of the <)belisk where it rests on the masonry
base. There were also designed by Mr. Vulliamy
as well as thefour filling pieces between the wings.

Each of the fllliKg pieces represents the cartouche

of Thothmes 111., the insignia being the sun, a
draftboard, and a beetle. In addition to these the

vi-itors were afforded the opportunity of examining
the two cast-iron lamrs standards, each 18ft. high,

which are to be placed on the two sanctuaries in

Northumberland- avenue, and surrounded by four

dwarf posts of corresponding design.

Glasoow.—A niche in the hexagonal tower of

the new Asylum for the Blind, Glasgow, was last

week enriched with a group of statuary representing

our Saviour restoring sight to the blind. The
figure of the Saviour, which is of heroic size, is

seated, with the right hand raised in the act of

benediction, whi'e the left is placed on the head of

a kneeling youth with upturned face, in the act of

prayer. The treatment of the drapery and acces-

sories is Mediaeval, in keeping with the architecture

of the building, which has been designed by Mr.
W. Landless, Mr. Chas. B. Grassby, of Glasgow,
is the sculptor, and the group is a presentation to

the managers of the Institution by Mr. Charles
Tennant, M.P.

WATER SANITARYSUPPLY AND
MATTERS.

Haiilbt.—The opening of the works for the
purification of the sewage of the borough of Han-
ley took place on Thursday week. The sewage of

the borough, with the exception of a very small

area, is intercepted and conveyed by gravitation

to a convenient portion of the Trent Hay Farm,
where it is dealt with by precipitation and filtra-

tion. The cost of the drainage and other works,
with the purchase of 23 acres of laud, has exceeded
£62,000. The works have been carried out from
the plans and under the supervision of Mr. Lobley,
borough engineer, Hanley.

Chelmsfoed.—An inquiry was held last week at
Chelmsford, before Mr. S. J. Smith, C.E., one of

the inspectors of the Local Government Board, as

to an application from the Chelmsford local board
of health for permission to borrow a further sum of

£13,000 for sewerage works, and of £2,000 for the
new market, in addition to the sums of £8,700 and
£13,000 respectively borrowed for these objects.

After hearing evidence, the inspector visited the
sewerage works, when he expressed an opinion that
the number of sub-soil drains was insufncient, and
that the area under filtration ought to be increased.

He therefore recommended that the board should
borrow £14,000 instead of £13,000 for the sewerage.
At a special meeting of the local board since held,

this was acceded to by a majority of one.

Our(Df5a Cable.
A PAELLASTEurAKT paper was issued on Saturday

last giving the annual report of the directors of

the National Gallery for 1880. The pictures

purchased during fhe year were— St. Sebastian,

by Bernadino Cotignola ; and the Virgin, and
Child with the infant St. John and an Angel, by
Leonardo da Vinci. There had ' been many
bequests : by Mrs. Joseph Henry Green—the

Deposition from the Cross, the Adoration of the

Kings, the Head of St. John the Baptist with
MouruingAngels, Portrait of a Man in an attitude

of prayer, the Visitation of the Virgin to St.

Elizabeth, Christ Crowned with Thorns, the

Flight into Egypt, the Virgin and Child with
other figures, Christ appearing to the Virgin
Mary, the Mocking of Christ, the Crucifixion,

the Virgin and Child with Sc. Elizabeth. The
late Mr. P. r. Poole, K.A., bequeathed "Tho
Vision of Ezekiel," by himself. The presents

were : by Mrs. Robert Holland, Pan and Syrinx,

by Francois Boucher ; by the Trustees of the

British Museum, Portrait of a Man, attributed

to Sir A. More ; Portrait of Anna Maria Schur-

mann, by Jan Lievans ; a hunting .scene by Jau
Weeninx ; and a landscape attributed to R.
Wilson, R A. The loans were : by the Duke of

Norfolk, Portrait of Christina of Denmark,
Duchess of Milan, the work of Hans Holbein

;

and the Coloima Raphael, belonging to the Duke
of Ripaldi. The total number of pictures now
contained in the public rooms of the Gallery, ex-

clusive of water-colour drawings, is about 1020.

The alteration of the ceiling and skylight in the

Turner Gallery is earnestly commended to the

attention of her Majesty's Treasury. There are

now 639 pictures protected by glass. The gallery

^was visited during the yearby I,036,r2.5per8on8,

and the total number of students attending the

gallery was 22,622.

It was stated at a recent meeting of the Stoke-

upon-Trent Town Council, on Thursday, that

the pi ofits of the Stoke and Fenton gasworks for

the past year amoimted to four thousand seven

hundred pounds, and the Stoke share of this sur-

plus is equal to a rate of something Uko two
shillings in the pound, so that the financial ad-

vantage to a town of supplying itself with gas is

very considerable. The adverse to the bright side

of the picture was referred to by the mayor, who,
while believing it would be a long time before

the electric light would take the place of gas in

private house, regarded the spread of the brighter

illuminating power in lighting larger spaces and
pubUo buildings as inevitable. Itis justposssble,

therefore, that the time may not be very far off

when the acquisition of gasworks by governing

bodies will not be such an object of anxious

desire as it often is now, and when those towns
which have been luiable to persuade their gas

companies to part with their property may con-

gratulate themselves upon their want of success

rather than lament it.

A plan is proposed by Mr. Charles Waring for

the construction of a central railway terminus at

Northumberland Avenue, to which are to be
brought the trains of the North-Western, the

Great Western, and the South-Westem Rail-

ways. His plan is to bring the North-Westem
and the Great Western trains from Willesden

along the existing West London Railway down
to a point close to Battersea Bridge, thence to

carry them by a new railway under the Chelsea

Embankment, under the new embankment which

is projected by the Metropolitan Board of Works
from the Vauxhall Bridge-road to the Houses of

Parliament, and thence alongside of the present

Metropolitan District Railway toNorthumberland
Avenue. The South-Westem would be brought

to the same point by a new bridge across the

river half-way between Vauxhall and Victoria

bridges. Mr. Waring proposes to build his new
station on that piece of at present vacant ground

belonging to the Metropolitan Board of Works
which abuts on the Northmnberland-avenueand
Whitehall-place. It will be more than double

the size of tho existing Charing Cross station.

Mr. Charles Barry is associated with the work

as architect, and Mr. J. Wolfe Barry and Mr.

Aitken as engineers. A conference on the sub-

ject of the proposed station has, it is stated,

already been held at the Metropolitan Board oi

Works, when Mr. Waring stated that he was

prepared to purchase the necessary land and

privileges from the Board, and to lodge a Bill in

the next session of Parliament asking for authoritj

to carry through the enterprise.
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At a meeting of the committee qf the Sunday
Society this week, at 9, Conduit-street, a report

about public work being carried bn in the City

last Sunday was considered and the following

resolution adopted, viz., " That the Right
Honourable the Lord Mayor, M.P., be requested

to bring the following resolution before the next

meeting of the Court of Common Council, viz. :

'Tliat the committee of thb Sunday Society

having learned 'that workmen were employed
yesterday (Sunday) in some of the principal

thoroughfares of the City in fixing the apparatus

for electric lighting, desire to express their dis-

approval of such work being performed on Sun-

days, and, on the ground that it would endanger
the preservation of Sunday as a day of leisure,

when the mass of the population are able to avail

them.selves of the elevating influences of Religion,

Science, Literature, and Art, this committee

trust that the Court of Common Council will

take iiuch steps as may be required to prevent a

repetition of such unnecessary work.' "

It is proposed by the Lords of the Committee

of Council on Education to hold a special loan

exliibition of Spanish and Portuguese ornamental

art in the South Kensington Museum during the

coming summer months. The Committee of

Advice has been formed, and the first meeting,

at which His Royal Highness Priace Leopold,

K.G., presided, took place on Saturday, the 19th

inst., in the museum. The iKjrd President of the

Council, Earl Spencer, K.G., and the Vice-Pre-

sident of the Committee of Council, the Right
Honourable A. J. Mundella, M.P., received His
Roj-al Highness.

The question of the reconstruction of the Tay
Bridge continues to engage the attention of the

North British Railway directors, and they believe

that the bridge finally decided upon is the best

possibleunderalltheciroumstances. Itprovides for

the navigation of the river with spans of a width

of 245ft., the greatest height being, from high"

water to the under side of the girders, 62ft., as

against 88ft. in the old bridge. The line of the

bridge will be a uniform gradient, varied con-

siderably, being in one part as severe as one in

74 north of the four navigable spans. There
were in the old biidge nine other large spans. In
the new bridge these will be replaced by eighteen

spans of half the old dimensions, the girders being

placed below instead of above the rails as before.

Each of the piers will be of brickwork and con-

crete up to eight and a half feet above high
water, and of plated wrought iron from that

level to the under side of the girders. The ter-

mination of the bridge at each end will be by
brick arching, and a substantial parapet will bo

erected throughout its entire length. Many
suggestions have been made for the utilising of

the old foundations, which in themselves are

quite capable of sustaining the weight of the

superstructure ; but the insuperable objection to

their use lies in the fact that they were liable to

scour, and this, in the new bridge, would be pre-

vented by making the foundations, except those

in rock, 20ft. below the bottom of the river,

where they will be beyond the reach of any possi-

bility to scour.

The death is announced of Mr. William
Wailes, the well known artist in stained glass,

of Gateshead-on-Tyne. The deceased was the
son of a former steward of the Greenwich Hos-
pital estates at Dilston, and was bom at New-
castle. Half a century since he carried on business

as a grocer and provision dealer, but occupied
his leisure hours in the study of the art of stain-

ing glass. In order to see the best specimens of

windows, Mr. Wailes spent some time in visiting

the cathedrals and principal churches of ths

Continent, and on his return commenced buisness

in Newcastle as an artist in stained gla-i^s. His
fame became world-wide and his works are to be
found not only throughout Europe, but in India,

America, and Australia. He had a family of a
son and two daughters, one of whom married his

partner, Mr. Strang. Mr. Wailes was 72 years
of age at the time of his death.

A NEW method of protecting iron from the
effectsof the atmosphere has been devised byaMr.
Ward. The new process consists in the combined
application of silicates and heat, and is termed
the " inoxydising" process. This is tlie basis

of several subsequent processes for ornamenting
the surface of the metal. The inoxyditing
process consists in coating the cast or wrought
iron objects with a silicate composition, which is

applied either by means of a brush or by dipping
the iron in a bath of the solution. The coating

quickly dries upon the objects, which are then
passed through a funutce heated according

to the nature of the articles under treat-

ment. Tie silicate composition is thus fused and
absorbed into the pores of the metal, becoming
homogeneous with it. Upon cooling the articles

treated are found to be covered with a duU black

coating,, which, it is stated, is found not to

suffer change from long exposure to the atmo-
sphere, nbr to disintegrate or separate from the

sirfaces to which it has become applied. The
ornamentation is effected by coating and fur-

nacing the articles by the combination of the

silicate composition with vitrifiable colours.

Throat Irritation.—Sorenesfl and drynesfl, tick-
ling and Irritation, inciticlnf? coufrh and affpctini: the Tolce. For
ttieso 8Vinpt(>ms use Epps'» Olyceiine Jiyubos. Glycerine, in
tlit'fle aj^reeable cunfoitiuns. beln^ in proximity tu tlie giandH
at tlie moment ttiey arc excited by the act of sucking, becomes
actively hcallnK. Sold only in boxes, 7id. and Is. Ud., labelleU
*' JxMKs Kffs and Co.. Ilomcenpiithlc Chemists, London." A
letter received : "Gentlemen,—U may, perhaps, interest yon to
know that, after an extended trial, 1 have found y<mr .Glycerine
Jujubes of considei-able benefit [with or withoirt medical treat-
ment) in almost all forms of throat disease. They soften and clear
the voice. In no case can they do any harm.—Yours faithfully.

OoaDON Holmes, L.a.C.P. E., Senior Physician to the Municipal
Throat and Ear Infii-marr."

CHIPS.
A public meeting of the citzens of Dublin was

held on Monday, to consider the site for the pro-
posed Science and Art Museum. The claims and
disadvantages of Merrion-square and £ildare-
street havmg been discussed, it was decided to

memorialise the Government in favour of the latter

site. Satisfaction was expressed by several speakers

that the Government bad promised to throw open
the competition for the proposed buildings to

Irish architects.

A loan exhibition of ancient and modem art

needlework is t? be held in St. Patrick's hall,

Dublin, from Thtirsday, April 28th, till Saturday,
May 7th. .

Memorial-stones were laid at Dawliah, on
Thursday week, of New Wesleyau Stinday-schools,

in course of erection at a cost of about £4.50. Mr.
Delbridge is the architect, and Messrs. Hawkins
and Lamacraft are the builders.

A new Wesleyan chapel was opened at East
Grinstead on Wednesday week. The architect is

Mr. Haughton, and the builders are Messrs. Cbarl-

wood Brothers ; the cost has been about £1,800.

A fire broke out on Thursday morning week in

a pile of deals on the premises of Messrs. Bartram
and Prout, timber merchants, Belvedere- road,
Lambeth, and was not extinguished till consider-

able damage had been caused. On examination it

was found that the deals had been saturated with
paraffin oil, and near by was discovered some
matches and a large bottle containing a little

paraffin.

The Government have accepted the tender of

Messrs. Robert Neill and Sons, of Manchester, for

the erection of the new Post-office in that city.

Mr, Williams, of the Office of Works, London, is

the architect. It is expected the building will be
completed in about three years, the date named in

the conditions of contract being May 1, 1884.

The Whitechapel district board of works pro-
ceeded on the 14th inst. to elect a surveyor in suc-
cession to the late Mr. S. W. Iron. From amongst
67 candidates, Mr. La Riviere, assistant surveyor,

was appointed by 23 votes, as against 26 votes
1 eoeived by Mr. D. J. Boss, one of the principal

assistants m the City Commissioners of Sewers'
office.

A first meeting of creditors of William John
Hutchingsand William James Berry, builders and
contractors, of Honiton, was held on Monday week,
at Exeter. The statement of affairs showed total

liabilities £1,819 14s. Id. ; total assets, £594 43. 5d.,

and the debtors offered a composition of os. in the
pound. Liquidation by arrangement was resolved
upon, and a committee of inspection was ap-
pointed.

A new Congregational Chapel is about to be
built at Mevagissey, Cornwall, from the designs of
Mr. Silvanes Trevail.

A tender has been accepted, at £1,447, for the
erection of a U.F. church on the island of Sanday,
Orkney.

Messrs. Frotheroe and Morris have to-day
removed from 98, Gracechurch-street, E.G. (which
premises are required for City improvements) to

more commodious offices at No. 8, New Broad-
street, E.G., close to the Broad-street and Liverpool-
street termini, and two doors from the Bishopsgate
(Metropolitan) station.

The seat of the Hartopp family at Four Oaks-
park, near Sutton Coldfiald, has been reopened,
after conversion into a race-course, at a cost
exceeding £100,000. The old hall has been left as

a centta-piace to the track, which is oval in form,

and li miles in circuit. Five blocks of stauils have
been built iu brick, stone, and iron, having plate-
glass windows and screens to the principal lluon,
and these including the accommodation on the flat

roofs provide room for over 4,000 spectators. Mr.
W. Jenkins, of Binnett-hill, Birmingham, has been
the architect, and personally supervised the opera-
tions ; the coutrdctors were Messrs. Surmau and
Sons, of Great Colin ire-street, Birmingham.

The memorial-stone of a Primitive Methodist
chapel was laid iu Commercial-road, Bournemouth,
on Wednesday week. The building will be Gothic
in style, will hare a froutage of Rith-atone, and
is to seat 200 persons. The cost will be about £900.
Mr. H. £. Hiiwker is the arcbiteot, and Mr. Joy
the contractor.

A group of Good Templars' buildings were in-
augurated at Paisley on Monday. They are Classic
iu style, are built of locil stone, and consist o{ a
main hall, 75ft. by 40ft. and 45ft. high, seating,
inclusive of horae-shoe gallery, 1,000 persons; at
the rear are two rooms, each seated for 100 person),
and beneath two smaller halls and several minor,
rooms. Messrs. Reimieson and Scott, of Paisley,
are the architects, and Mr. James Barclay, of
Paisley, toek the principal contract for building.
The cost has been about £7,000.

A new district church of St. Thomas is beinz
built at Derby from the designs of Mr. Joseph
Peacock, of Bloomsbury-square, London. It is

Norman in style, and consists of nave and north
and south aisles under three gable roofs, and with-
out clerestories, and a square- ended chancel. The
aisle and chancel windows will be round-headed
without muUions or tracery, and at the eastern and
westtru gables will be wheel- windows. The walls
will be ef hard brick, faced outside with Coxbench
stone, and hned inside with cement. Open seats of
pine will accommodate some 600 worshippers. The
church is to be opened at Michaelmas next.

A new high altar was consecrated on Saturday
at St. Joseph's Roman Catholic Church, Elm-
grove, Brighton. It is constructed of white marble,
was designed and erected by Mr. Herbert, of Liver-
pool, and has cost £800.

A school of art is to be opened at Bedford, in

May, under the chairmanship of the head master
of the Bedford Grammar School.

The Devonport town council have decided to
purchase the Mechanics' Institute iu that town, in-
cluding its property, for the purposes ot a free

library at a cost of £2,500.

The annual meeting of the Kent Archoiological
Society for this year will be held at Canterbury
about the end of July, and a visit will be made to

Wiugham on the second day of the meeting.

Mr. E. S. Downs, of Hadleigh, Suffolk, who had
been surveyor and inspector of nuisances to the
local board of that town since its formation, died
suddenly on Tuesday week.

The corporation of Ghard, Somerset, have re-
solved to adopt the sodium process for the treat-

ment and disposal of sewage. The system is the
invention of Mr. J. H. Smith, borough surveyor of
Taunton, and has been iu use in that town for
some time.

A new Wesleyan chapel WM opened in Church-
street, Ashbome, on Tuesday. It is Grecian com-
posite in style, and is of brick, with Stanton stone
dressings and mouldings. It measures C9ft. by
36ft. 6in., and beneath the chapel itself are a
schoolroom, 44ft. by 37ft., infants', and three
class-rooms, chapel-keeper's lodge, and vestries.

The chapel is seated in pitch-pine for 500 persons,

with provision for a future gallery. Behind the
rostrum is an apsidal domed orchestra. Mr. John
Wills, of Derby, is the architect, and Mr. George
Pemberton, also of Derby, the builder ; the total

cost has been about £2,000.

The local board of Wellington, Salop, have
arranged terms with the local water company for

the transfer of their waterworks and undertaking
to them, as ths urban sanitary authority, for

£12,000.

Mr. Wm. Crank, sewer contractor, of Bolton,
committed suicide on Wednesday week by hang-
ing himself. At the inquest it was stated that
deceased was depressed in spirits on account of a
dispute with the contractor for a new gasometer
for Bolton, for which he had taken a sub-contract
at a schedule of prices for excavations. He left a
written paper declaring that his act was not rash,

as it was ''to heal a broken heart caused by in-

justice." A verdict of suicide whilst in a state of

temporary insanity was returned at the inquest.

At Tighuabruaich, N.B., on Saturday, the
memorial stone was laid of a new hall to accom-
modate 200 persons. Mr. Smellie, of Partick,

Glasgow, is the architect.

Mr. Thomas Thurstow, of Ashford, East Kent,
died on Friday, at the age of 82. For very many
years he had been one uf the principal road sur-

veyor* in Kent, and a great many of the turnpike
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highways were under his mauagemeut. He sur-

Teyed much of the line of the South-Eastem Rail-

way Compauy, and for some years was surveyor to

the Ashford Local BoEurd.

Four iron piers are being built at the present

time at the Britannia Ironworks, Derby, for a

bridge to cross tlie river Indus, at Attock, to carry

the Iiorthem Punjab Railway extension. The
piers are all of wrought iron, each 21ft. 6in. wide
at top ; Nos. 1 and 2 are each 132ft. high and 66ft.

wide at base ; No. 3, 109ft. high and 55ft. wide at

base : and No. i, 86ft. high and 47ft. 6in. wide

;

they weigh respectively 300, 300, 250, and 100 tons.

The bridge wiU be of steel girders, carrying a line

of rails, 5ft. 6in. gauge, at the top and a roadway
underneath. The engineer is Mr. A. M. Rendel,

C.E., of Great George-street, Westminster.

The H'. udon local board of health have elected

as surveyor Hi. J. Pollard, an assistant in the

eugiiieer s department of the Metropolitan Boa-rd

of Works.

The Sir Gilbert Scott memorial brass, designed by
Mr. Street, R.A., for Westminster Abbey, is just

being completed, and it will be on view very shortly

at the Royal Architectural Museum for a few days
before being fixed in its place. Of this due notice

will be given by an advertisement in our pages.

The new free library and Hastings memorial
museum at Worcester were opened on Wednesday
by Mr. J. Russell Lowell. They have been erected

from the designs of Mr. R. Kuill Freeman, of

Bolton and Derby, selected in competition. The
contractors were Messrs. Wells and Son.

The pirish church of Norrieston, Perthshire,

has just been restored from the designs of Mr.
J. M. MacLarsn, King William- street, Strand,
London. The interior has been entirely re-

modelled, and a richly-designed pulpit, with carved
canopy over, replaces the old one. Decorations
have been carried out on an extensive scale by Mr.
Miller Stirling, from drawings supplied by the
architect.

•'^^^^-*

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BBITISH
ARCHITECTS.—The Tenth Ordinary Meeting of the

Seftsion wiUbe h< Idon M;o>DAYevenin»,',2Mth inst., at « p.m.,
when, after the Dumest of Candidates reeomnteiided for admisiiiou
have been aDDOuuced, a Paper entitled 'HISTOUICAL DOCU-
MENT*" will be read by 5. J. Stevenson, Fellow. The paper
treats prim-ipallT of the modern practice of Kestoration

J. MAcVICAR ANDEUSON.Hon Sec.
WILLIAM H. WHITE^ecretary.

9, Conduit -ttreet, Hanover-square, London, W.

KSETINOS FOB THE ENSUINO WEEK,
HoiTDAT.—Boyal Inatihite of BritiBh Arch tects. '* His-

torical Documents." By J. J. Stevenson.
8 p.m.
Society of Arts. *' The Scientific Prin-

ciples Involved in Electric Lighting."
By Prof. W. G. Adams, F.R.8. 4th and
concluding Cantor Lecture. 8 pm.

TwDAT.—^Institution of Civil Engineers. IMscussion
on paper by D. Phillips, on " The Com-
parative f^durance of Iron and Mild
Bteel vrhen Exposed to Corrosive Influ-
ences." 8 p.m.

Wkdhesdav.—Society of Arts. *"Ee:«nt Advances in
Electric Lighting." By W. H. Preece,
M.I.C.E. 8p.m.

Thossdat.—Beyal Institution. " Oraament." Lecture
No. 3. By H. H. SUtham. 3 p.m.
Civil and Mechanical Ene^ineers* So-

ciety. "Lifts." By G. J. Child. 7 p.m.
St. Patil's Ecclesiological Society.

*'Baal Worship and Baalitic Practices
Connected with Modem Times." By
Rev. S. M. Mayhew, M.A. 7 30 p.m.

FaiOAT.— Architectural Association. Special business
meeting. 7 p.m. '* Settlements." By
L. C. Riddett. 7.30 p.m.
Royal Institution. |'*The King in His

Relation to Early Civic Justice." By Sir
H. S. Maine. 9 p.m.

lAinplotiffh'B Pyretic Saline Is retreshliig:,
BOtt asreeable, and the preventiveof PEVEUH, BILIOUSNESS,
SMAIX POX, SKIM DISEASES, and many other sprine and
rammer aUmenti. Sold by cbf^miBti throughout the world, and
th* Maker. 113. Holbom HiU. Vte no mbgUtvU -{ Advt.1

Holloway's PUla.—These famous Pills purify the
blood, and act moct powerfolly, yet soothingly, unthcliv<^r,
•toinacll, kidoeyi , Mnd bowelt, giving tone, energv, and vigour
to the whole lyitem. They are wonderfully effl'caciouB in all
ailments Incidental to femalei, and, a*a general fomily medicine,
arc oneqaaliel.

Ctabe ©ebjs.

WAQES UOVSUENTS.
Hawick, N.B —The strike in the building trade,

after being continued for a fortnight, was settled
on Saturday by the masters conceding the demand
of the men for an advance of wages from 6Jd. to
7d. per hour.

1 ^ t ;

McLACHLAir & SONS, 35, St- James's-
street, B.W. Builderh, Deciiiutors, asd House Painters.

Detngna and Estiinates.
Oen<n*aI B«pain and Alteratioiu Executed.

Expeneii'. <1 Workmen always in readiness, and sent to
any put of the country.—[Advt.]

Soolting Freestone andHam Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of

the United Kingdom, given on applicatien to

CHABLES TRASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Dnuuster, Somerset.

—LAdvt.]

B A T H Tt one.
BOX GROUND,

THE BEST FOR ALL EXTERNAL USE.

CORSHAM DOWN
Cannot be sluvassed in bbautv of appearance

foe interior work.

PICTOE & SONS, BOX, WILTS.
[Advt.]

•'^^^^-W

TENDERS.
•»• Gorreepondeuts would in all cases oblige by giving

the addreesea of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the
accepted tender—it adds to the value of the information.

Anbrlby. — For the erection of stabling, letter"

Borters' room, and cottage in the Ridsdale-road,
Anerley, S.E., for Mr. Walter Smith, of the Co-
operative Stores, Anerley. Mr. C, J. C. Pawley, architect,

26, Moorgate-street, E.G. :
—

Spicer, J., Anerley £1,475
Smith and Son, J., L. Norwood .. 1,215
Maslus, G., Anerley 1,205
Holledge and Smart, L. Norwood 1,110
North and Appleton.New Wands-

worth (accepted) 1,095
Ochenden,H., Anerley 931

Ayr.—For upholstery work, &c,, in the new town-haUj
for the Ayr town council :—

Wilson, of Ayr (accepted) £237 3 5

Balham.—For additions to No. 4, Archer-terrace, for

Mr. J. A. Southon. Mr. J. Randall Vining, 48, Guild-
ford- street, Russell-square, architect:—

Rumens, W £424
Marriage, W 410
Potterton, T. (accepted) 396

Barton. -For the construction of a 2ft. pipe outfall
sewer, sluice chamber, principal bench carriers, &c., for
the Warley main drainage on the Barton Old Hall Sewage
Farm. Mr. John Price, A.M.I.C.E., engineer. Quantities
supplied by the engineer:

—

Snape, W. and Sons, Eccles £20113 8
Williams, J., Chester 163 19
Turner, E, and Sons, Warrington* 137 2

• Accepted.
(Engineer's estimate, £140.)

Bishop Auckland.—For the erection of a young men's
Church institute. Mr. Robert W. Thompson, architect,

46, North Bondgate, Bishop Auckland. Accepted
tenders :—

Mason's work: —
Bell, Q. H., Bishop Auckland ... £655

Joiner's work :

—

Braxthwaite & Son, B'hop Aucklud. 368
Plasterer's work :—

Kirby, S., Bishop Auckland ... 90
Slater's work :—

Pollard, W., Bishop Auckland ... 57
Painter's work :

—

ThompBOU, R,, Bishop Auckland ... 45
Plumber's work :—

Laidler, J., Durham 179

£1,394

BouESEMouTH.—For the erection of a mortuary at the
cemetery:—

Manuel £195 6
Jeans 171 6
George 152
Jenkins and Son 147

Burnhau, Bohebset.—For scavenging the town, for
the local board :

—

Bperring, J. (accepted) £260
[Eleven tenders received.]

Burton-OS-Trent.— For erection of bark shed, &c.,
stores, chimney, &c.. Burton on-Trent. Messrs. William
Sugden and Son, architects. Leek. Quantities by archi-
tects:-

Sugden (no relation of architects)
Chamberlain, Bros.
Pickering, Bros.
Buxton and Thomey

Chiswick.—For the construction of four additional
tanks at the sewage pumping station, for the Chiswick
improvement commissioners. Mr. H. O. Smith, engineer
and surveyor :

—

In brickwork. In concrete and
brickwork.

Acock, G £3,977 £4,122
Dickenson 3,889 3,991
Kecble, T. W. ... 8,574 3,688
Nowell and Robson 3,442 3,591
Neave, W. andSoB .. 3,285 3,370
Smith, H.» ... 2,520 2,860

(* Recommended for acceptance.)

Dockhead.—For additions to St. Saviour's Wharf,
Dockhead, for Seth Taylor, Esq. Messrs. Snook and
Stock, architects :

—

Rider £4,035
Wells 3,984
MarsUnd 3,912
Greenwood, J. and J 8,697
Holland and Hannen 8,573

Drumcondra.-For the substitution of steps for a re-
taining wall on eastern side of lloUybank, Drumcondra,
for the town commissioners. Mr. L«onai-d, C,E., town-
ship surveyor :

—
Derwan and Boylan [accepted) £50

£2,344 17

DoRciiKfiTKB.—Tenders received by town council for a
cottage to be erected at the waterworks. Plans prepared
and quantities supplied by Mr. Walter Thomas, Assoc.
M.I.C.E., borough engineer and surveyor:—

WeUspring, J., Dorchester £299
Guy and Son, Dorchester 29110
Ball and Son, Southampton 290 3
Tilley, L., Dorchester 275

HiouoATK.—For additional nurses' apartments at the
Holbom Union Infirmary, Highgate. Messrs. H. Saxon
Snell and Son, architects :—

Howard £2,350
Bamford 2,275
MowlemandCo 2,246
Wall, Bros 2,190
Crocltett (accepted) 2,069
Garrud 1,037

HoLLOWAV.—For new meeting-room, additions, &c., at
St. Barnabas Church, Harriet-road, Hulloway. Mr. T.
K. Green, architect :—

Niblett, W. T. (accepted)

.

HovK.—For scavenging the district for one year, for
the Hove town improvement commissioners :

—
Hudson (accepted) £100

[L owest tender but one of those sent in.l

KiLBURN, N.W.—For the enlargement of a school now
in course of erection in Netherwood-street, Kilbum, from
600 to 1,000 school places, for the London School Board,
Mr. E. R. Bobson, F.S.A., architect to the Board :—

Kirk and Randall (accepted) ... £2,847
Messrs. Kirk and Kaudull's tender was accepted at

£6,462 for the original school, and the present tender is

based on contract schedule of prices :— Cost of site (area
32,795 sq. ft ), £2,587 68. 9d ; cost of (a) school buildings,
including larger closets, £2,594; (''), tar pavement and
playground, £124 ; (c), boundary walls and gates, £129

;

total, £2,847. Coatper head of (a), (6), and ',<:}, £7 28. 4d.

Kirkintilloch.—For the erection of ttreet urinals, for
the police commissioners of Kirkintilloch :—

Smith, G. and Co., Glasgow (accepted),
[Lowest of four tenders receiv^.]

Leicester.—For the erection of two lodges and en-
trance gates at the Abbey-road approach to -Vbbey Park,
for the Leicester town-council. Mx. Tait, ai'chitect :

—
Lodges. Gates.

Kellett, W. H. (accepted) £1,113 £303 10

Leek.—For additions and alterations to the West-
street Sunday and day-school premises, Leek. Messrs.
William Sugden and Son, architects. Quantities by the
architects :—

Bromage )

Stevenson J

... £1,275

Leek.—For alterations and extensions to St. Edward's
Schools, Mill-street, Leek. Messrs. William Sugden and
Son, architects. Leek. Quantities by the architects :

—
Knowles 1

MackereU J £1,203 1

Phillips )

LisKKAED.—For the erection of schools in Barley-lone
for the Liskeard School Board. Messrs. Webb and
Pearce, architects to the Board :

-

Gill, Liskeard £2,195 10
Godfrey, Liskeard 2,190
Trehane, Liskeard 2,050
Pooley and Sierley, liskeard ... 2,035
Nichollsand Sons, Liskeard ... 1,975
Northcott and Sons, Pensilva* ... 1,756

•Accepted.
(Architect's estimate, £1,826.)

London.—For proposed dwellings, for the Broad-street
Station Dwellings and Workshops Co. (Limited). Mr. E.
T. Hall, A.R.LB.A., architect :—

Patrick £35,312
Longmire and Burge 34,300
Adamson 33,700
Bray 33,350
Greenwood, J. and J. (accepted) 32,800

London.—For street-cleaning and dust removal durii^
three years, for the vestry of St. James, Westminster :

—

Bryce (accepted) £3,700 per annum.
[Piesent contract, £4,700 per annum.]

London.—For foundations in Gray's Inn-road, Hol-
bom, for Mr. Ryall, Mr. George Vickery, architect :

-

Jerrard £1,636
Patrick 1,625
Morter 1,543

Colls and Sons 1,542
Lawrence 1,485
AshbyBros. 1,465

Brass 1,438
Nightingale 1,430

Crabb, Geo. 1,302

London.—For first portion of new premises in Upper
Whitecross-street, E.G., for Messrs. Hodgkinson, Stead,
and Co. Mr. John Collier, architect :

—

Crabb, Geo. (accepted)

Lowestoft.-For making-up St. Geoi^e's-road, for the
improvement commissioners ;

—
Church, J £367 15 9
Tandy, Thoa., 363 15
Yallop, Jas. (accepted) 347 3 6

Lowestoft.- For the construction of intercepting

sewers, for the Lowestoft Improvement Commis-
sioners :

-
Botterill, J., London £13,753
Bell, J., Wood Green, W. ... 12,369
Rigby, Worksop 10,962
Pearson and Son, Ipswich ... 10,000
Neave, J., and Son, Lewisham... 9,458 9 6

Etheridge and Fay, Manchester 9,000
Cook and Bennett, Spalding* ... 8,186

•Accepted
(Surveyor's esUmate, £8,243.)

Melton Mowbray.—For a sewer in Nottingham-road,
for the local board. Mr. Johnson, surveyor :

—
Bishop £75
Shurman 58 15

Barnes 47 19

Gljver 46
Shaw, B. (accepted) 42 10
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GROUND BUILDINGRENTS AND
ESTATES.

THE creation of ground-rents in the
suburbs of London and other largo

towns, a source of wealth to the landed
proprietor, promises, unless guarded against,

to become an evil of such magnitude as to
lead to the gradual extinction of substantial
building, to say nothing of architecture, in

such parts. Well may the leasehold build-
ing system be considered an "English
abomination," when we see the exorbitant
ground-rents paid for strips of land upon
which it is simply impossible to build decent
houses with decently-sized gardens to them

;

when hundreds of residents in various
Xjarts of London are driven out of houses
which could boast of their one to five acres
of land to make room for iU-constmcted
tenements ; and when every month young
builders are ruined by being made the tools

of speculators who have promised to
give them a start in business, on the
understanding that they cover their

ground with bricks and mortar, heaps of

badly-construoted tenements, and to after-

wards sell them to struggling City clerks

and others, who have either saved enough
or can obtain about £300 to £500 from a
building society. These three well-defined
developments of the leasehold system, the
restriction of building area, the deteriora-
tion of residential estates, and the bank-
ruptcy of speculative builders, are evils

which, at the beginning of every year, seem
to grow in importance, but they all spring
from the desire to buy land cheaply in large
quantities, and then lease it in small lots at
exorbitant rents to small builders, who
desire to derive an income from their cun-
ning by supplying the demand for a small
class of houses. There is a popular notion
that the speculative or " jerry " buDder, as

he is sometimes called, is at the bottom of

this pernicious system, but it is not so ; he
is only one of the necessary consequences of

it. The fault lies deeper, it may be traced
back, indeed, to feudal restrictions, the
monopoly of land, and the complex legal
machinery attending title and the trans-
fer of land. Compelled to rent land,
the builder constructs his houses to
last only the term of his lease ; and
in so acting he is only doing that which
the most honourable man of business can
approve. He must so apportion the ground-
rent to the house-rent as to secure a profit,

calculated of course in such a way that the
rack-rent bears a certain proportion to the
ground-rental, so as to enable him to make
a fair interest on his outlay, and to lay by
such an annual sum as wiU, with accumu-
lated interest, amount to the value of the
capital expended at the oxph-ation of the
lease. The tenant is the real sufferer ; he
has to pay not only the interest of the
builder for his outlay, but an additional
sura fcr instiranoe or a sinking fund. Let
us look at the subject a little deeper. It

is evident that to make a house remunera-
tive, tlie ground-rent must be proportion-
ately small; but this is daily becoming more
and more impossible. In many instances
the ground-rental exceeds one-fifth the
rack-rental, the results of which are
cramped gardens or badly-built houses.
Under the present system, the speculator
with large capital reaps the benefit ; he
takes a large quantity of land, and
pays a wholesale price, the first few
years being rented at a peppercorn.

The land is underlet at higher rates,

in fact it is retailed out to the builders,

creating an "improved" ground-rent. A
lot leased at, say, £100 is under-leased
at a considerably increased percentage,
often from 25 to 50 per cent. The £100 is

charged by the lessee on houses covering
perhaps only half the plot, so that he gains
double by the transaction. To make his

bargain remunerative it is easy to see that
the temptation to the builder is to divide
this plot into as many lots as he can, as the
more the ground-rent is divided the better is

the chance of sale or mortgage of the build-
ing; but as an owner or landlord can distrain

for arrears on all the houses built upon land
on which the ground- rent has been assessed
equally, it is best to take the several leases

separately from the, freeholder direct. The
interests of freeholders and builders are
consequently often diametricallyopposed ; the
one endeavouring to obtain a large return by
getting hisi land covered, and the latter,

striving to spend as little money as he can
upon houses he does not care shall survive

the term of his lease.

The figures realised for building-land in
the suburbs of London increase year by
year. Ground-rents are often as high as £8
for a strip of land not much more than 80ft.

deep by Ibft. frontage. Much of the land in

the south of London sells at from £1,000 to

£2,000 per acre, and even at ten miles from
the City, land for building purposes often
lets at from £500 to £600 an acre. At such
exorbitant prices, and with an increasing
demand for houses of a small stamp, it is not
surprising the temptation is great, and that
few, even of thosewho inherit andenjoy semi-
rural residences of the older class in many of

our suburbs, can resist the inclination to part
with houses standing Ln their own grounds.
This form of the mischief is, perhaps, more
serious, in its way, than the building over
of some acre or two of waste or unreclaimed
land ; it is certainly more pitiable to see some
fine old suburban house which has been in-

herited for two or three centuries levelled to the
ground for the sake of the increased value
of the few acres attached to it, so that they
may be divided into small lots, and built

over with a class of mean tenements. Any-
one may see this wanton spoliation of the
suburbs in some of our main thoroughfares
three or four miles from the City ; as, for
example, in the Peckham-road, Brixton-
rise, Tulso-hill, Streatham, in all of

which parts well-buUt brick houses,
with their own appanage of land, are being
sacrificed. The results of this change are
manifold. It affects the value of property
in the neighbourhood ; when the larger pro-
perties are sold or built over with a small
class of tenements and shops, the well-to-do
occupants leave or retire farther away from
town, the fewlarge housesthatremain become
quickly untenanted, and the locality once
enjoying a residential reputation completely
changes its character and becomes com-
mercial. Of course, in many cases, the
expiration of leases often leads to the change,
though if there were some restriction

imposed on builders, there wotild not be
that destructive fury in demolishing an old
house and dividing its acre of land into per-
haps 50 plotsfor houses which, at£8 ground-
rent, would reahse the interest on £400 to

freeholder. The relations between the free-

holder and the builder may be better
understood if we take an example of

an ordinary agreement for a building
lease. In proper documents the term of

lease and the ground rents are speci-

fied, according to the several frontages,
at per foot lineal ; a peppercorn rent of a
few shillings is charged for the first year,
and perhaps half the rent for the second
year. The ground-rent may be apportioned
among the houses built at the specified

rates, or there is a proviso fo the effect that
one-fifth or sixth the rack-rent should be

the highest limit. The lessee agrees to erect
so many houses of a certain kind, the cost of
which is specified, though the actual value
of the materials and labour, at a certaiu
rate, is not so clearly defined ; the houses,
however, are generally to bo lot at a certain
rental. Possession of land is given to lessee
on signing the agreement, and he is generally
required to complete certain houses by a
certain date, in default of which the free-
holder can annul the contract and take
possession of the ground, buildings, and
materials on the ground. The other pro-
visions include the insurance of the houses,
the repair and maintenance of roads and
sewers, each lessee bein^ called on to con-
tribute his share to these expenses according
to a scale fixed by the surveyor. Other
covenants are sometimes to be found relating
to the materials and scantlings to be used,
thesurveyor'sfoesiorapproval of plans ofeach
house, and often 1 per cent, on cost of house
for his certificates ; also relating to duplicate
agreements, leases, and counterparts, with
a variety of other legal requirements, which
the lessee, often unconscious of his responsi-
bility, agrees to perform. The lease, among
other things, comprises covenants binding
the lessee to paint outside every three, and
inside every seven years ; to rebuild or re-
instate in case of destruction by fire or
otherwise ; to use premises for trade pur-
poses only ; not to commit waste, assign, or
underlease without proper notice ; and to
leave premises in good repair at the expira-
tion of lease, with a proviso for re-entry of
lessor on nonpayment of rent or breach of
covenant. There are few more unequal
laws than those affecting the lessee, or one
who holds by an underlease, as he is re-
sponsible for non-observance of covenants,
even not of his own making, or is made the
sufferer for the nonpayment of rent by
others on the estate.

The custom of making periodical ad-
vances to the builder is one very generally
prevailing in this country, and, to a
certain extent, becomes an incentive to a,

certain class of builders to undertake this
class of speculative house manufacture.
The leases contain usually a provision for
such advances, which are made on the sur-
veyor's certificate during successive stages of
the building. In this way the freeholder or
lessor covers his land by creating rent, taking
care however that the sums advanced are
considerably within the value of the work
executed. Often a mortgage is executed to
secure repayment. The builder is tempted
to embark in a speculation which he has no
adequate means of carrying out, and begin-
ning with a stock-in-trade of rough carcases,
and helpqd by advances, he obtains large
credit for materials, and often manages to
cover a large estate with his miserable hovels.
The system is prejudicial to the building
trade in every branch ; it encourages a lazy
and imprincipled set of men to embark
with inadequate capital, to live on the
" draws " they obtain, till the wretchedly-
built tenements fail to let or secure re-
spectable tenants, and the half-finished

houses are pounced upon and sold to ill-

advised purchasers, The bankruptcy court
is the haven of the builder, who often begins
anew if not irretrievably ruined in his pro-
spects. But the evil unhappily spreads
farther ; the system calls up a demand for a
class of incompetent builders and workmen,
who, useless at better work, or too lazy to
be employed on honest workmanship, give
prices for and take contracts upon erections

which have no claim to the designation of
"building," and who, by low prices and bad
workmanship, tend to undersell the labour
and skill of better men. It is time some
Umit was put upon the freeholder or lessor

in leasing his land, and that ground-rent
should be made to bear a fairer relation to
the land and to the rent and class of building
erected upon it.
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BLACKFEIARS-BRIDOE SCULPTURE
COMPETITION.

THE Committee of the Bridge House
Estates have received about 50 designs

in competition for the first of the groups to
be erected on the four pedestals of Black-
friars Bridge, and the designs have this

week been arranged for private exhibition

in the Guildhall of the City of London. The
subjects selected by the sculptors are some
allegorical and some historical, and the
materials suggested are generally stone or
bronze, a few of the competitors only pro-
posing to use marble. Taking some of the
more conspicuous designs at random, with-
out any attempt at classification, we note a
vigorous group of two colossal equestrian
figures representing a scene from the history
of William I. , for execution in bronze. The
entire leng'h of the pedestal, which is 28ft.,

by 12ft. 6in. in width, is occupied by the
figures. These, when judged simply as
sciilptures, seem admirably adapted for the
position intended, even if it be objected that
William the Conqueror had very little to do
with Blackfriars Bridge, or, for that matter,
the City Corporation either. The authors
of the work under notice are Messrs. Mark
and W. Rjche, who like Mr. Charles B.
Lawes, seem to have grasped the necessity

of a sharp and defined outline for any
sculpture to be executed in bronze, espe-
cially as in this case when intended to bo
seen from a distance against the sky. The
last-named artist, who, we believe, is a pupil
of Foley, has however, rather too much of
this quality in his fine equestrian figure of

William I., to which we refer. The thorough
modeUiug of the horse is worthy of much
praise, and it at once attracts notice ; but the
animal, as well as its rider, seems to be going
through a struggling performance, and the
whole composition lacks dignity in conse-
quence. Messrs. Farmer and Brindley have
a far different series of groups, one only
being worked out in detail. One and a half

inches to the foot is the scale in which all

the designs have had to be submitted, and
all are exhibited at the same height from
the floor. This group represents William
the Conqueror presenting the first Charter
to the City of London, and the other designs
include Edward T. with Queen Eleanor,
Queen E izabeth, and Queen Victoria. The
style is Gothic in character, in strict har-
mony with the bridge, and the architectural
treatment thus adopted is an advantage in
many respects. When seen from a distance,

however, the grouping would, we fear, be
rather confused, and in a composition de-
pending so much on detail, the effect would
be comparatively lost. This fault certainly

cannot be alleged against Mr. H. E.
Tinker's line boldly-treated Cromwell (38),

whose colossal cart-horse is full of vigour
and spirit, like its rider. The enormous size

of the pedestals seem to render some such
massive treatment necessary, especially

when it is remembered with what equally
huge surroundings and scarcely refined

backgrounds the sculptures will have
to compete. Mr. Hugh Stannus has,

however, by preference taken the scale

of the ironwork of the bridge for the scale

of his design, the subject of which is

allegorical, and illustrated by a group of

well-balanced figures, whose chief quality

is dignified repose. The composition is de-
cidedly original, but loses in effect from
want of a more pyramidal treatment. 1 his

omiirsion the author, in his printed descrip-
tion, says is intentional, because thepiers are

not in the centre but at the ends of the
bridge. This is imquestionably true, but
then the pedestals are nearly 1,300ft. apart,

uid so tbe sculptures must usuallybe judgedW them selves as separate compositions.
Ifotwithst anding the depressed contour of

ICr. Stannus's group, his design must be
numbered among the best exhibited, and he

is almost the only competitor who has
treated the design in such a way as to
adapt it to the curved corners of the piers.

Righteousness sits in the centre, seated on a
throne, supported by figures representing
Wisdom and Length of Days. The throne
seems on the rear side to add to the objec-
tionable height of the pedestal lines. Mr.
W. Marshall's figure of Patronage, with a
well-designed lion by his side, is a good
work, though the subject is rather obscure.
The Imperial Assemblage held at Delhi by
Lord Lytton, iu commemoration of the
assumption by the Queen of the title of
Empress of India, forms the subject chosen
by Mr. James Gamble, of Old Brompton,
for his clever composition. This sculptor,

as a pupil of Stevens, does his master
justice ; but the crushing effect of the trophy,
emblematic of electric light, with its Goliath
figures and hanging lamps sumounting the
whole, seems to place the design quite
beyond the likelihood of erection. Four of

such structures on Blackfriars Bridge would,
indeed, produce a remarkable effeut, to say
nothing of their cost, which would neces-
sarily be enormous. The total height of the
composition is about 40ft. Mr. E. G.
Papworth is the author of a weU-conceived
group in Portland stone, representing the
Dawn of Civilisation in Britain, a well-
known incident in the history of Boadicea
being selected for the subject figures. The
composition is architectural and dignified,

but the parts appear raher disjointed, while
the side figures, with the tea-chest-like

blocks of meaningless masonry, seem too
theatrical to be pleasing. No. 40 shows
" Activity directing Indolence and Sloth to

Progress," a design which does great credit

to its author, Mr. Arthur G. Atkinson, of

Kew. The figures would be over 20ft. high,

but they ore, for bronze, admirably free and
well defined and well suited to a pier at the
end of a bridge, because they seem to lead
towards the structure as a centre. The
figures are nude. Britannia, as might be
supposed, is a favourite subject, and has
been rendered in several ways, though by
some in a singularly similar manner. Thus
in No. 14 Mr. Fabbrucci has a car drawn by
lions driven by a boy, the whole composi-
tion being good, if not original. The same
idea, but less cleverly carried out, is illus-

trated in a group adjoining by Mr. R.

Mullins, who shows Britannia on the sea in

shells with sea horses, mermaids, and other
creatures emblematic of the deep ; but though
well modelled in parts, the entire composi-
tion is lumpy in general effect. Mr. W. S.

Firth, of the Lambeth School of Art, quite

rises above this charge in his dashing group
of Boadicea, which is rather spoilt by the
recumbent figure of a man under the three
prancing horses of the chariot. He is

introduced to allow of the group being
executed in stone as well as in bronze ; but
this is a mistake, for the work is decidedly
in other respects best suited for a casting.

The oar is perhaps hardly correct from an
archaeological point of view, which is not a

minor detail. At the other corner of the
exhibition we notice a rather too elaborate,
but otherwise masterly, equestrian figure of

Queen Elizabeth in the full costume of her
later life. The author is, we are told,

Malempre, but the work seems to suggest
Boehm's character of work in the horse, at

any rate, and the design attracts attention.

We do not like the row of five large medal-
lions let into the face of the pier. The sub-
jects are Shakespeare, Bacon, Drake, and
others ; but their insertion seems only to

add to the objectionable largeness of the
pedestals with their coarse carvings and
cornice ornaments. This author sends three
other historical sketches in clay. Mr.
Michael Lawlor, who did one of the groups
on the Albert Memorial, contributes a telling

design of large size, representing Alfred the
Great embarking to oppose the Danes. The

several figures are too much separated to
form a whole, and if placed thus upon a
bridge pier would probably suggest an
intended leap into the water below, while
the purposes of the various characters are
not quite clear. Near this last is Edward
the Black Prince, by William Tyler, and
adjoining is Mr. Thomas S. Leo's Death of

Wat Tyler, which seems loo hastily modelled.
The author of the Death of Abel, last year's
Academy prize design, ought to have worked
out his model more thoroughly, for at

present the merits of his composition under
notice hardly compensate for its several

faults. What Adam and Eve have got to
do with Blackfriars Bridge is not quite

clear, but Mr. T. Farrell, R.H.A., in a not
very vigorous composition, has chosen
this subject, illustrating the " Expul-
sion," with Sin and Death following in
their track. Besides several other models
which we have not space to mention now,
are a few competitors' drawings which,
according to the conditions, were eligible,

provided models were made subsequently
should any drawings be premiated. Of
these by far the best are a series of four
designs to l|in. scale by " Dieu et Mon
Droit," though the compositions shown by
them are overcrowded and too involved for

execution as statuary. The drawing of

some of the characters is masterly and full

of character, while they aU. show much
thought and study. The subjects are

historical, and include Boadicea, Richard
II., Henry V., and Elizabeth iu the younger
years of her life. The original studies are

likewise shown. A set of single colossal

figures, drawn in charcoal, worthy of

remark, is contributed by "Via."
All the premiated designs will become

the property of the Corporation, and Sir

Fredk. Leighton, P.R.A., has undertaken to

assist the Committee in making their awards.
The prizes are two of £250, two of £150,
and two of £100. The estimated cost of

the several designs is required of the authors,

with a written description of their designs

;

the time necessary for the execution of their

works being also named.

ANCIENT ART NEEDLEWORK.
THOSE who are interested in the art of

needlework, and who desire to see our
modern work occupying an honourable posi-

tion as compared with theneedlework of earlier

periods, ought to pay a visit to the highly
valuable exhibition of ancient English and
other art needlework at the Royal School at

South Kensington. The present exhibition

is a development of the idea to hold an
historic series of examples of ancient work,
and as an instructive collection cannot fail

to be highly appreciated. Our space is so

limited we can merely glance at a few
out of the many specimens we have seen.

These have been lent by private individuals,

religioushouses, &c.,and have beenadmirably
arranged in chronological order by Miss L.
Higgins and Miss Wade, with the aid of

Mr. Alan S. Cole. One of the most precious

cases contains fragments of embroidery of

the 12th and 13th centuries, of what is

known as the Opus Anglicanum, or chain-

stitch. The fragments lent by the Dean
and Chapter of Worcester (4 and 5) are very
well preserved specimens of red sUk and
other woven fabrics, embroidered in gold

thread, with figures of crowned andsceptered

kings ; these are from the cofiin of Bishop
deBlois (1218— 1236), and from the tomb
of Walter de Cantilupe. The chasuble in

blue or green sUk, with a branched pattern

in gold thread (No. 11) with orphrcys and
figures ; No. 1 2, a chasuble with orphrey con-

taining six panels of figures workedin the

opus plumarium, or feather-stitch, are admir-
able specimens of 13th and 14th-century

wo. k, rich in design and cc lour. A red velvet

cop J 'J
S), and the blue (not black as stated)
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velvet altar frontal (21), with eagles, fleurs-

de-lys, and the glorified Virgin, and other

emhlematic figures, are good examples of

early 15th-century embroidery. A boldly-

designed pall of red velvet and cloth of gold,

a pomegranate pattern, with purple velvet

border, and groups of figures in gold thread
and silk, No. 24, is a particularly well-pre-

served specimen, and is valuable for the
costumes of the figures. It belongs to the
latter part of the 15th century. Of copes
belonging to this period. No. 26, red velvet

and gold tissue, embroidered in the hood,
with the Raising of Lazarus, and with
orphreys, must be noticed as a very fine de-
sign ; and the pall (27), lent by the
Vintners' Company, is in very fine pre-
servation. Coming to 16th-century speci-

mens, manylinen embroideries and hangings
for various purposes are to be seen, and
some very admirable copies of old work
done by the ladies of the school. We par-
ticularly refer to some work with stitches of
the time of Elizabeth. Nos. 36, 40, 60, and
63, some Spanish, are well worth examina-
tion. The specimens have beenicainly con-
tributed by Lord Middleton. Seventeenth-
century needlework is largely represented.
The red velvetPrayer-book(87), embroidered
in gold, with silver threadwork in relief

(dated 1634), and the miniature of Charles
I., an exquisite production in silk, lent by
Lady Catherine Berkeley ; the coverlet.
No. 96, quilted with yellow silk embroidery,
are remarkable examples of design and
workmanship. We can find room only to
mention a richly-embroidered coverlet, of
Italian design, in red silk, with blue scroll-
work (126), of English workmanship

;

a floral embroidered valance (137) ; and a
rich blue hanging with folial border, the
embroidered work being in straw-coloured
silk of English execution. No. 154 is a
blue silk coverlet, with yellow scrollwork
design in chain-stitch. Various French,
Flemish, German, and Italian embroideries
are to be seen ; a splendid curtain of French
design of the 16th century, with floral

festoons on a white satin ground, and an
embroidered frame worked by Mary Queen
of Soots when prisoner in Sheffield, are
among the exhibits. We notice, also, a
few curious specimens of "modelled"
needlework, in which the figures and folial

devices are wrought in high relief upon the
ground, but the visitor will appreciate more
the excellent restorations of old fabrics, and
the handiwork executed by ladies of the
school. With the aid of the excellent hand-
book of embroidery written by Miss L.
Higgins, and edited by Lady Marian Alford,
published by the authority of the school, the
present exhibition may be made eminently
instructive to students in this branch of art.

It may be of service to mention that the
ladies of the school undertake church work
from architects' designs, and we have seen
some exceedingly well-executed work for
church decoration.

VENEERING, OR THE PLATING OF
WOOD.

WHEN the system of veneering, or
plating, a common wood with a thin

facing of rare or valuablewood first originated,
it would be difficult to say. In the East, it

has been customary to face woods with ivory,
pearl, and rich woods for ages. In Europe,
the French and the Dutch were the first to
adopt the system, and it was not unknown
in England as early as the days of Eliza-
beth and James I. The ground was then
oak, and the veneering consisted of white
holly and ebony wrought in patterns or
floral devices for the ornamentation of
panels, for bedsteads, chests, and cabinets.
This we may call old English marquetry;
but it never grew in our hands to the mag-
nitude it attained in France and Holland

The old Dutch marquetry or veneering was
truly beauliful, and the same may be said
of the French inlaying, which developed
into buhl-work, consisting of chased brass,
ivory, ebony, tortoise-shell, and other
valuable materials.

The taste for largo surfaces of rich and
highly - coloured woods entered on the
scene with the opening of the last century.
At that time, a great part of the furniture
was of walnut, and the new material,
mahogany. As both these woods were
occasionally figured, the prominent parts,

as the panels, the backs, and the rails of

chairs, the fronts of drawers, &c., were faced
with figured woods. The edges of these
veneers give ample scope for indulging in

the system of banding ; and before the close

of the century, the principle of inserting
bands, strings, and- ornaments, painted and
burnt on the face of satin-wood, &c.,
became very general.

The growing introduction of fir-wood
from the Baltic, offered a cheaper material
than the older wainscot-oak, or the un-
reliable walnut, or the native hard-woods,
and, with this adoption, the system of
veneering became a necessity. We have
before us a sideboard dating from about
1780, the top of which is faced with a veneer
of Spanish mahogany, 6ft. ein. long, and
2ft. 6in. broad. These early vensers
were necessarily strong, from the fact of
being cut on the pit by hand-sawyers ; but,
looking at the present degenerate race of

these men, the wonder is, how they were
ever cut by hand? From 1730, to about
1830, it was the classic work of the sawyer,
and to rise to a veneer cutter was to rise to

a point which marked the summit of their
trade ; to give us five or six veneers in the inch
was the perfection of work, and, in this case, it

would require no ordinary men to deal with a
veneer of the size we have mentioned above.
As may be supposed, when they came

into the hands of the cabinet-maker they
were very rough and irregular, to get over
which, the smoothing-plane and the tooth-
ing-plane, was freely and energetically used.
We here picture the state of things which

existed down to the time of I. K. Brunei,
the inventor of the circular-saw, an inven-
tion that revolutionised the cutting and con-
version of wood. Brunei, upon mastering the
difficulties that attended upon the introduc-
tion of the circular-saw, turned his atten-
tion to the detail of veneers. Here he was
met with the difficulty of the size of the
saws necessary to deal with deep logs of

wood, and this difficulty was enough to
appal a mind even of the gauge of this great
engineer.
Knowing that success can only wait upon

diligence, Brunei, at great cost, pursued his
experiments in this department for two
years with only the approximation of suc-
cess. His early saws were of the ordinary
type, ground fine or thin on the edge. These,
by the heat of friction, expanded on the line
of the teeth, and buckled or frilled to such
an extent as to render their work worthless,
and their failure constant. Watching the
failure on this head, Brunei was struck with
the idea of nicking the saw, or cutting it

into the form of segments at the points
where it most buckled. These cuts extended
from the edge of the saw into its solid part, and
dealtonlywith the portion that was subject to
the operation of heat. Brunei was struck
with the result, as the saw, so nicked, made
fair work, and altogether got over the diffi-

culty of buckling. The great point achieved
by this simple experiment or discovery was
that the circular saws might be made in

segments, and the body of the saw be made
of a casting or castings of a great size. The
first application of this system to practice
convinced Brunei that he had mastered the
subject of veneer - cutting by machinery.
The soundness of this conclusion has been
proved for haif-a-century, as nothing in the

way of substantial improvement has been
added to this machine.
As a branch of trade, Brunei followed

veneer cutting at Battersea, and, with the
aid of partners, erected a considerable mill

there, as early as 1826. In the full develop-
ment of this mill eleven machines were
at work on the ground, the diameter of the
saws being from 7ft. to 17ft., the largest of

the saw teeth being of the gauge of five to

the inch

.

The writer, years ago, was at a provincial

mill where a machine of this character was
erected. The size and cost of this instru-

ment for the simple purpose of cutting thin
sheets or slabs of wood, appeared to him
prodigious. Upon its being started there
was a great hum all over the place, and the
behaviour of the machine was anything but
satisfactory, as Brunei's buckling was
revived. The proprietors struck at the root
of the matter, and engaged a very ex-
perienced operative. This was an elderly

man, who might fairly have used Shake-
speare's words in Romeo and Juliet: "He
jests at scars that never felt a wound," for

he had lost most of his fingers with the in-

struments of his trade. The working of the
new machine in his hands was perfection,

the error the maker had run into was simply
driving it at too high a speed. The process
is to cut the logs into planks or flitches, and
by preference to give the same a fair amount
of seasoning ; the plank is then laid down,
and upon it is secured, by glued blocks, a
frame or cradle of stout wood made after

the manner of a gate.

The frame, with its mount of veneer-
wood, is then placed on edge, and secured
to the travelling-bed of the machine, and,
in due course, brought up to the saw. The
veneer leaves the parent wood at somewhat
of an angle, formed by the saw increasing in
thickness from the edge, and, being thin,

can be bent or rolled up as it is taken away
to be bound and packed. The cutting by
these machines is perfection ; there is no
waste by the saw running out at the side,

or by holes in the centre, as was the case
with sawing by hand ; and the number of
veneers won from the inch of wood is double
the number possible by hand : viz., 12 to 16,
the former being the most general gauge.
For some years past, Brunei's machine

has had rivals, notably in the horizontal
saw-frames or machines, which, by the in-
sertion of fine-ground saws, are capable of
doing delicate work. Perhaps it is only
fair to admit that these machines, as worked
by Messrs. Ballhiemer and Co. of Glasgow,
are capable of producing one or two more
veneers in the inch of wood ; but the
saleable quality of the same is not so high
as those cut by the older machine. The
former machine is more capable of ridding
itself of its sawdust, and the friction of its

ground-flange puts a slight polish on the
veneer. The horizontal machine fails to
burnish the wood, and hence a dull, dead
face exists on the veneer, which detracts
somewhat from its saleable value.

A new and highly-successful machine is

the rotary, on the principle of the knife—

a

system highly favourable to wood in the
round, and to figure, as in the case of birds-
eye maple, found only on the face of the
logs. The nimiber of the veneers in this
case is greatly increased, as there is nothing
lost by the saw, or with the rib or set of
the same marking the face of the veneer.
The evil here is, that the length of the logs
is restricted, and the wood cannot be
planked and seasoned ; the system of steam-
ing the wood and cutting it, having, in
many cases, to be resorted to, to prevent
breakage on one face, an evil that is very
apparent if a thick gauge is worked upon.
With regard to the number of veneers cut
from the inch of wood, the rotary system
offers the greatest contrast, and the advan-
tage gained over the old hand-system is
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marvellous. It -will be remembered that

six was the standard number won by hand,
whereas the rotary machine, if working on
close hard material like pheasant-wood, will

produce 40 to 60 veneers. The writer has
worked upon such examples as the latter,

and he can only add that they require

manipulation of the first order ; the old

instruments, the hammer, toothing plane,

and the scraper must be laid aside, and the

veneer bedded down by the call, and
simply faced with fine sand-paper when
dry. We need only say that inlaying or

banding is out of the question with such
fine-drawn examples of veneering, although
the system is largely followed in connec-
tion with knife-cut veneers on the flat, a
system highly favourable to such wood as

walnut burrs and slabs of Austrian and
Pyrenean ash.

Such, then, is an outline of the changes
which have been wrought during the pre-

sent century in the subject of veneering or

plating of wood. Every step has been in

the direction of improvement, and these

8t«p3 have been so quick and so efficient,

that, from the chaos which ruled a cen-
tury ago, we have emerged to a state of

efficiency, beyond which, further progress

or improvement appears impossible. As a
concluding note, wo cannot lay down ou
p«n without paying a tribute of high''

praise to the genius of Brunei ; for no
other man ever took up the subject of

veneer-cutting at so low a point, and laid

it down again on such an eminence.

ROTAIi ACADEMY LECTUEES
ARCHITECTURE.*

ON

THIBTEEI^TH-CKNTUBT ABCUITEOT UitE—ITAXY.

I
HAVE brought you so far on the path of

development in my last lecture, that we find

ourselres at the end of the reign of the round-
arched styles. It is natural, even in treating on
Pointed architecture, to take Italy before any
other country, not because the history of Gothic
architecture is seen and studied better there than
elsewhere, but because it was from that time for

many centuries a sort of central region in all

questions of art. We shall find, indeed, as wo
go into the question, that, so far from taking a
leading part in the development of Pointed art,

Italy was always lagging behind—that she pro-
duced no very good or original work, and that

for soma of her best buUdhigs she was indebted
to foreigners. Nevertheless, in few countries is

thcri more to interest us. The state of art was
not unlike what it is with us No one style held
undisputed sway. There were foreign influences

at work which introduced strange novelties into

a large part of the country. The extensive sea-

board ; the mercantile character of the people,

and their unmatched situation at the centre of

all commerce and of the then chief lines of traffic;

the independent and warlike character of the
republics—amoug which Venice, Amalfi, Genoa,
Pua, and Florence were the most active; the
habit inherited from their ancestors of borrow-
ing rather than inventing—all added to the

varieties of style seen in their buildings, and to

the development by degrees of local peculiarities.

Just before the period we are dealing with,

Italy had been torn and distracted from one end
to the other by foreign princes or foreign in-

vaders, by intestine troubles and constant wars.

In the eleventh century the Greek Emperor
still had his Capitan at Bari on the east coast.

The country was harassed by Saracen inroads,

and was reUeved and then occupied by ad-

venturous Normans ; and the German Emperors
were ruHug a great part of the land. The era
itself ig as distinguished for the personages it

produced as for the troubles among which they
led their lives. The Swabian Frederick II.

stands out not only as a central figure in the
history, but equally as one of the most lavish

promoters of building of palaces, of castles, of
churches, and even of mosques. And the

artists by whom the time was glorified are, as

we shall see, iuntimerable, while their status

• By Pro'esBor O. E. Stbeet, UA. Ivccture No. 4,

1dHr«¥4 on Tharedujr, Feb. 21, lo thcitudcnts of tlic

£>yal Academy.

was much more like what it is with us than it

was elsewhere at the same time. On all sides

from the earliest period we meet with the names
of the architects and sculptors whose works still

remaui, and are able to trace them working,
now here, now there. Their names are recorded
in countless inscriptions—not only in documents,
in which Italy is so rich, but on churches, over

their doorways, on pulpits, on friezes, on monu-
ments, on columns, and ou baldachins. The
architecture, instead of beiug that of the coimtry
or the province, seems, as we study it, to become
that rather of the individual architects and their

followers. Thus we have at a very early period

the Maestri Comaoine, Freemasons with ciu'ious

charters and privileges, whose head-quarters on
the Island of Comacina, on Lake Como, gave
them them their name ; the Campionesi of

Campione, opposite Lugano, who from 1244

—

when Anselmo da Campione contracted to work
at Modena i« perpetuo for six lire a day in

summer, and five iu winter—reigned, as it were,

until the fifteenth century, having among them
Enrico I. and II., and Giovanni I. and II. ; the
Antelami of Parma, one of whom built the
Baptistery in 1196; the Cosmati family, of

Rome, who succeeded each other for about 150
years from a.d. 1150; and, finally, the clan of

Masuccio, of Naples, among whom, as among
the Campionesi, we have Maeucfio I., II., and
III., always spoken of as if they were a sort of

succession of monarchs. The personal element,
which always adds so mu;h to the interest of

artistic studies, is seldom absent, and it is be-

cause it is all but entirely so at the same period
in most other countries that the study of Italian

art in the thirteenth century is so interesting.

In my last lecture it was at the erection of the

Cathedral of Pisa by a Greek architect, Buschetto,

that I paused. His work has been too often

talked of as if it were iu any true sense Roman-
esque. It is, in fact, almost exactly what we
might expect from a Greek or from an Italian

brought up in Greek traditions, who wished to

conciliate popular taste by conforming to some
extent to Italian customs. His plan is evidently

founded upon the early Roman chm-ches ; it is

cruciform, has transepts of great projection, and
apsidal terminations to them, as well as to the

choir. But with the love of a Greek for the

dome, he insists on i-etaining it, though he is

boimd by his basilioan plan to carry his ranges
of columns on from east to west, without any
internal mark of the intersection of the transepts.

It is in the plan only that any deference for

Roman precedents is seen. His walls are all

arcaded externally, the arches in the true Byzan-
tine fashion, very thin and flat, and for orna-

ment only. Under every arch there is a lozenge-

shaped panel of coloured stone or marble. The
spandrels over the arches are all inlaid with
patterns 'of extremely elaborate character, and
the sculpture of the foUage has everywhere the

excellence of execution, the conventional symbols,
and the variety of design so invariably seen iu

Byzantine work. This great church was finished

at the end of the twelfth century. At the same
time, all over the south and east of Italy, the

same sort of style, produced by the same Eastern
influence, was almost universally adopted.

Observe also that it is one of the most singular

facts in the story of our art, that over the whole
of this district hardly any real or active influence

was exercised by the pointed arch. It was used,

it is true, but not universally, e.g., at St. Maria
Aquila, in a.d. 1315 ; and at Bitonto, so late as

1335, we have buildings mainly constructed with
circular _arches, a fact hardly to be paralleled iu

any other part of Europe, though in Southern
Italy any number of similar examples exist.

I have said thus much about Pisan art in the

twelfth century because it was in Pisa that one
of the central figures of the time was bom and
trained. This was Niccola Pisauo, bom about
1205. Not very much is known of him or of his

origin ; but that little is somewhat wonderful,
if we are to credit the statement that already,

when he was only about fifteen years old,

Frederick II. made him his architect, and took

him to Naples, where he was employed on the

castle which Frederick was buildmg there.

Thence, at twenty-six, we find hira going to

Padua to build the great church of Sant' Antonio

;

then to Arezzo, to build San Domenico. Then
we find him developing his skill as a sculptor,

executing pulpits for Pisa and Siena, and design-

ing, and, with the powerful aid of his son

Giovanni, executing the great fountain at

Perugia. I might fill in this chronicle of his

work with many more details ; but, short as it is,

how interesting, is it not, to us P Ho has been
brought up, as we see, in Pisa, in the presence
of the Catredral and of the Baptistery, and of
the circular tower begun iu 1 1 74 and completed
probably before his eyes. He studies it, and
then, after a few years at Naples (where he was
surrounded on all sides by art of the same sort,

as at Benevento, at Salerno, Amalfi, and Caserta
Vecohia), he goes to the north of Italy. He
visits Venice, for his first great work, the
Church of Sant' Antonio, is evidently founded
on a study of St. Mark's. But he is athoroughly
eclectic artist, picking up ideas where he can,
and adapting them to lus own purpose. He
thinks the gi'oup of domes at St. Mark's might
be improved if they were loftier, and if one was
in some way more striking than the rest. Then
he recollects the great cone which covers the
central portion of the circular Baptistery at Pisa,

and, with striking effect, places it in the centre
of his group of domes. Then he hears, no doubt,
of the wonderful effect the French architects

were producing by the beautifid plans of their

chevets—apses surrounded by aisles and chapels
—and determines to imitate them. I say he
"hears," for it is inconceivable that, after

having seen any of them, he should have planned
anything so clumsy and iU-oonceived as the
chevet of Sant' Antonio,—a succession of square
chapels as badly designed as they well can be>
and which yet, in the following century, seem to

have been the model on which the never-com-
pleted choir of San Petromo, Bologna, was to
have been founded. Then, on the exterior, the
fagade recalls the outHnes of the Greek churches
in the south with which he was familiar ; whilst

on either side of the choir he builds with most
picturesque effect octagonal towers or turrets,

unlike anything in the south, and surpassing
any of those which bad been erected somewhat
on the same lines before his time in Lombardy
and along the course of the Rhine. The whole
effect of this great church is singularly Eastern
—more so, even, than that of its prototype.

Thus grew this great church— still perfect, but,

in spite of all its interest, lacking somewhat of

the impress of a really great architect's hand,
and not fit to be compared for an instant with
the far more refined and scientific churches
which the French ai-chitects had been building
during the fifty years before its foundation ; but,

nevertheless, remarkable for the beautiful gi'oup-

ing of the external outline—a point seldom re-

garded by the early ItaUan architects. It was
after the design had been made for this church
that his best works as a sculptor were executed

.

And here, again, we find hira distinctly in-

corporating figures and ideas which he derived

from Roman sculptures preserved in Pisa. To
these he added, no doubt, so much and such
intelUgent study from the life as to give great

interest and pathos to his work, when compared
with most of the Italian work that had
immediately preceded it, though I am quite un-
able to admit that he was so much superior as is

commonly asserted to the French sculptors of

the same time, of whose names, and story, and
training we know so little. His two great

works, in which he shows us the skill of the

architect and sculptor combined, are the pulpit

in the Baptistery at Pisa and the fountain at

Perugia ; and of about the same period is the

purely architectural work of Santa Caterina at

Pi^a.

The Italian pulpits of this century are among
the most magnificent relics left to us. The ex-

amples which led up to Niccola Pisauo's work
are of the type of Guide da Como's at Pistoja, a

square erection supported on columns resting

on beasts, and with its sides covered with sculp-

ture. Niccola followed the idea, but improved
upon it. He made his pulpit hexagonal, and
carried it on trefoilod centres resting on shafts

supported on lions' backs. In this way he jjave

far more architectural character to his work than

Guide da Como had done ; and not only is his

sculpture better ; it is the combination of the two
arts that most strikes us, while the delicate taste

with which coloured marbles are used toonhanc3

the beauty of the design is remarkable. The
sculpture itself you can study, I believe, at

South Kensington. It shows a sense of the value

of grouping, and of the natural treatment of

emotions and action, which under his Itali.an

predecessors had been almost wholly neglected

or despised. "The type of figure which most

affected him was not beautiful, anc ho always

exaggerated extremely the size of his heads.
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But with any such criticisms as these one must
admit, nevertheless, that his worli paved the

way for all that was most excellent in the men
who came after him. He learned something, no
doubt, from such a man as Giunto da Pisa, who
was flourishing when he was young, and Cimabue
and his successors were aiding with equal power
and zeal the work that ho was doing.

Niooola Pisano died in 1278, and in the six

years before his death his name is connected
with two of his most exquisite works. At Padua
he had erected a great false front to Sant'
Antonio, iu which he sacrlfiood everything to

breadth of etfect. At Sta. Caterina, Pisa, in

1272, he has left us a fagade which is still false,

as being a great gable which has no sort of re-

lation to the shape of the building behind it, but
the beauty of which is incontestable. Its

simple, unbroken outline gives the breadth of

which Niocola was so fond. Its lower stage is

very quietly arcaded ; above this is an arcade
of trefoiled pointed arches, carried on detached
.shafts, standing so free from the wall as to give
most vigorous Hght and shade ; and above this

again a circular window in the gable, flanked
and surmounted by arcades like those below.

! For an architectural composition, taken by
itself, I know few more charming works than
this. The steep gable looks like the effort of a
man who hod seen the steej) gables of Northern
Gothic, and wished to vie with them in this

respect, as well as in the light and shade that
northern climates require, but with which
Italian architects generally seem not to concern
themselves. Here, as in other works, we can
trace the influence under which he worked. The
Leaning Tower stood within a few hundred
yards of the spot on which he was building, and
bis arcaded front is a very simple development
of the effect which he admired in the arcaded
walls of the Campanile—Nicoola's arches being
pointed and cusped where those of the Cam-
panile are round, but otherwise being practically
of precisely the same order of construction.
Niocola' s other great and crowning work is the
Great Fountain at Perugia. You can hardly

• imagine a more charming work iu every respect
B than this. It stands in an irregular piazza,
* midway between a cathedral of fair architec-

tural interest, and the vastest Gothic palace
after the Ducal Palace at Venice that I know.
This, I suppose, was rising about the time that
the fountain was erected, and at the same time
the cathedral walls were being encrusted with a
gay diaper of coloured marbles. The fountain
consists of two enormous basins, the upper one
supported by an apparently countless group of
columns standing in the water which fills the
lower one. The capitals and columns are of
various shapes. The upper basin has figures at
intervals all round, whilst the lower basin has
a long series of square panels, separated from
each other by clusters of moulded, chevroned, or
spiral shafts. Out of the centre of the upper
basin rises a smaller one of metal, out of which
the fountain plays. The whole of the panels in
this elaborate work are square, surrounded by

-^ mouldings, and Niccola Pisano showed his
sculptor's sense in avoiding the common snare
of introducing pointed arches for decoration
where none are required. Covered as his work
is with elaborate sculpture, what is most felt is

the extreme order and simplicity of the whole

;

and when you go on to look in detail at the
charming sculpture of saints and heroes and
tutelars of the Church on the upper basin, and
of the labours of the months, the signs of the
zodiac, the arts and sciences, Romulus and
Remus, and I know not who beside, on the
lower basin, and notice how refined are the
attitudes of the figures, how delicate the fea-
tures, and how completely the whole are wrought
into one perfect piece of architecture, you must
be blind indeed if you do not recognise the
gi'and chartcter of the art of this central figure
of the century. It is true that the design is

mainly what we owe to him, and that the exe-
cution of most of the sculpture was probably
entrusted to his son Giovanni, and some possibly
to Amolfo di Lapo ; but not the less is it a
crowning work both of his life and of the cen-
tury that he aJomed.

I cannot leave Niccola Pisano without a few
words about his son Giovanni. He, t )0, was a
great artist. To my mind, it is in his work as a
sciUptor that there is most to admire ; but, like
his father, he was both architect and sculptor.
His two most important architectural works are
the Chapel della Spina and the Campo Santo at

Pisa ; and I suppose there is little doubt that it

was he who, with singular skill, converted the

exterior of the Romancs<iue Baptistery in the

same city into a most picturesque and graceful
Gothic work by the addition of a crowd of

traceries, of pinnacles, and niches all round the

base of its sombre dome. I suppose that all of

you know the Spina chapel. Before its too

wholesale i-estoration it was impossible not to

love it for its eccentric beauty : but it was a

beauty obtained in defiance of every law that

in my former lectures I have told you to ob-
serve. There is hardly a stone in its exterior

that can be said to be structurally true. The
steepest gables ever seen are put up at the east

end of the building, with a roof of very moderate
pitch ; behind them are three spires, and then
all along the side walls, to conceal the fiat roof,

a whole range of niches, surmounted by pinna-
cles of a fashion dear to Italian architects, and
very pretty—where a statue is placed between
four detached shafts', which carry the crocketed

finials of the canopy. In all the work of the
Pisani, mistakes are made such as are never seen

out of Italy. There is a most singular confusion

of round and pointed arches. Their traceries, as

we see them in the Campo Santo, are by no
means well designed. They are indifferent

about the subordination of orders in the tracery,

and pack circles together as if they were en-
tirely separate parts of the work, instead of

combining them, as the Northern architects did,

in perfect order, by means of continuous inter-

secting mouldings. Then their capitals seem
always to be made with hardly any reference to

the work they have to do. You have a large

capital carrying a shrunken and insignificant

archivolt. And this is the more remarkable,
because elsewhere, at the same time, one of the

most marked features is the way in which every
capital had its exact and separate function, to

which its size was accurately adjusted. In good
architecture this must be the case, and I am
obliged to srrm up the work of the Pisani by say-
ing rhat, with all their merits as sculptors, they
were not equally good architects ; and that in

planning, in construction, and in obedience to

the precise law of making their ornament grow
out of their structure they sinned only too often

;

though at the same time the decided way in

which Niccola at once threw aside the traditions

in wliich he had been nursed is as remark-
able as it is honourable to his artistic zeal and
insight.

I have said so much about the Pisani because
they so exactly fill the canvas iu this century

;

but, widespread as their work was, it would be
a mistake to suppose that a description of it has
at all exhausted what has to be said on the sub-
ject of Italian Gothic. A most remarkable fact,

indeed, is that whilst they were building in the
way I have described, there were rising three

churches of quite different but most admirable
character in every respect, one at Vercelli

(1219-22), another at Assisi (1228-53), and,
lastly, Genoa Cathedral, of which the date is not
certain.

Vercelli was bmlt, according to the tradition,

by air English architect. I do not qrrite be-
lieve this, though undoubtedly its details sug-
gest a foreign hand, and are admirably good.
It is built of brick and stone coursed ; all the
fections of piers and mouldings and the details

of the vaulting are admirable, and none of the
faults are committed of which the Pisani were
guilty every day. The ground-plan is, in most
respects, wholly unlike an Italian architect's

work. The vaulting compartments of the aisles

are square and those of the nave oblong, north
and south, contrary to the Italian rule. The
choir is square-ended, but the chapels of the
transepts are apsidal. The detail of the clustered

columrrs, with their capitals and bases, and the

groining of the windows, are all completely like

French work, and very admirable, and the

eastern triplet reminds me of England. It is

only on the exterior, in fact, that any Italian

character is given to the design ; but even here

there is far more attempt than is usually made
to secure a picturesque lout ensemble. The west
front is flaiiked by two lofty Itnlrau towers or

turrets. There is an octagonal central lantern,

and, on the south side of the transept, a campa-
nile placed at an eccentiio angle with the rest of

the work. A fine cloister and a chapter-house
make this church very complete. Its builder
was a Cardinal Guala, who had been for some
years legato in England, and who erected this

church on his return, having evidently a wish to

emulate some of the work be bad learnt to

admire in England and France.
San Francesco, at Ascisi, is even more re-

markable. The architect hero is said to hare
been a German, but the evidence of the mould-
ings is, on the whole, more in favour of his
having ticen a Frenchman. The singular fact,

however, is that, as at Vercelli, this iufluenoe

did not affect the exterior, wluch is designed
completely in the local style, of which I shall

have more to say.

At Genoa, again, we have a work of extra-
ordinary beauty, and so skilfully planned and
designed that it is almost impossible to suppose
that it can have been wholly invented by its

architect. It is evidently a work which is the
outcome of a series of developments, and yet not
one of the steps which could lead up to such a
work are to be found in the neighbourhood or in

Italy. It is, again, the work of a man who, if

not a French architect, had at least been trained
in France, and is so good that it cannot be dis-

missed without a somewhat careful notice. Iu
the first place, it is to be observed that it is en-
tirely built of black and white marble (the black,

a limestone from Lavagna, which is well bonded
into the wall, and, indeed, forms its substance,

whilst the white is from Carrara, and is used in

thin slabs, SJin. thick, between the more solid

courses of black), and that the system of using
alternate courses of these two materials is carried

here to the extremest point. This fasliion was
obtained, I have no doubt, by the Genoese from
the East. You recollect what I told you in my
last lecture about their wars and their commerce
with Arabia and the East. And there is no
fashion more noteworthy among the Arabian
architects than this of the rrse of coloured
materials in the way we see adopted at Genoa.
Niccola Pisano and his followers had used a
different system, and one which to me seems
preferable. They used the two materials, but
usually the black was in narrow bands on a field

of white, placed where it aided by an emphatic
line some architectural feature. This plan was
adopted at Pisa, Lucca, and Siena. The Genoese
adopted the more Eastern system of nearly equal
courses of black and white. All their churches
are built in this way, and from the simplest de-
signs, such as that of San Matteo, Genua, up to

the extremely elaborate treatment of the detail

in the cathedral, all agree in this ; and so prized

was the system that in course of time it became
an aristocratic privilege iu Genoa to build in this

fashion, the four great families of the Fieschi,

Doria, Spinola, and Griraaldi alone sharing it

with the municipality. No doubt the churches
were under the protection of some one of them,
and the cathedral probably of the governing
corporation ot the city. Cathedrals in those
days were sometimes strangely used. At Genoa
general assemblies of the people were held iu the
nave. Questions of peace and war were there

settled by popular vote, and religious and politi-

cal purposes seem equally to have been served by
it. The nave Avas "renewed" in 1307, as an
inscription tells us, but, I have no doubt, on the
old lines. The west front and the western arch
of the nave, with a groined gallery, are all of

the first half of the thirteenth century. The
architect—whoever he w as—was bound by the
blackand white system of decorative construction.

That, as we have seen, was a point of honour
with his clients. He not only adopted the

system of construction, but carried it on
throughout his work by covering all the plaiu

spaces between the shafts of his doorways with
black patterns inlaid on white, and white on
black, and in his arch mouldings he counter-
changes the colours. The design for the front
had three doorways, separated by buttresses. In
order to show his decoration, the architect makes
the jambs of his doorways simple splays, against
which are set marble shafts—three large and
four small—on each jamb. He leaves a good
space between them, and on these spaces inlays

an infinity of elaborate patterns. His bases are
beautifully moulded with foliage carved under
them, and iu the oar\'ing of the capitals, and of

a tree of Jesse on the jamb of the great door-
way, we see the hand of a skilful sculptor, whose
work is entirely different from anything that

the Pisani were doing at the same time. Tho
arch mouldings are all finely drawn, carved, and
chevroned, aud some of the marble shafts are
spiral, and some carvefl. Above the central

doorway there was the invariable Italian feature,

a rose window, and the design included
apparently the equally French feature of two
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western steeples, of which one only was in part
built. Had the whole beea completed as it was
begun, we should have had in it one of the most
exquisite works of the century ; and interesting,

as it seems to me, beyond measure, from the

eTidenoe it affords of the natural fusion of two
systems of architecture—French and Eastern or

Arabian—in a perfectly fine work. Whenever
any of you have the opportunity of studying
this work on the spot, I counsel you first of all

to makes yourselves acquainted with the two
earliest doorways in the west front of Boucn
Cathedral. There, in the most perfect Frtnch
work, you will see how the Northern architect,

having only one material—and that stone

—

nevertheless contrived to obtain the same effect

of black patterns on a white ground by deeply-
cut patterns in the stonework. Aud there i^ so

mndi analogy between the two works that I an.

disposed to think that the architect of Genoa had
seen the work at Rouen before he designed, in a

somewhat similar spirit, his great work at Genoa.
I ought to have added that hi^ nave arcades are

carried upon circular columns, which, with the

arches above, are all built of alternate courses of

black and white ; and that a second arcade, open-

ing to the aisle, takes the pi tee of a triforium.

Perhaps it is too ingenious to suggest that the

architect of the nave of Kuuen had adopted the

same singular device ; aud though his work was
later in date than the two doors, it was no doubt
earlier than the nave of Genoa.
Another very decorative front of about the

same period, which ought not to be forgotten,

for it is equally unique in its way, is that of the

cathedral at Ferrara. I have been luiable to

learn anything as to its history. It is an altera-

tion of and an addition to an older fa^'ade, carried

up high above the roofs in three great equal

gables, arcaded and enriched with great boldness

and beauty on every portion. In the central

division an elaborate porch oftwo stagesin height
projects boldly from the front. This is gabled
oa three sides, and has a sculpture of the Last
Judgment scattered about in its upper compatt-
lucnts. I hardly know any front in Europe on
which so much work has been lavished. And
though it is impossible that it should be other-

wise than very stiiking and iuterestiug, it ia

impossible to regard it as a xjiece of genuine work
or construction. It is a front put on against the

church, with no sort of connection with it in

outline or design. It depends not on good pro-

portions, but on extraordinary richness of detail

ior its effect. Its architect was not satiffied to

leave a stone unadorned throughout the whole
upper part of the building. His windows and
argades are crowded with shafts ; the mouldings
are rich and effective ; and yet, beautiful as the

work is, it has the character of an imported
design, and there are no other buildiogs in the

country which lead up naturally to it.

I hardly like to omit all mention of the cathe-

dral at Ancona. Here, on the very edge of a
country almost given up to Byzantine work,
Margharitone, of Arezzo, is said to have built

the front of the cathedral—a charming composi-

tion, with a projecting gable carried on detached
shafts, a rose window above, and a very steep

path to the porch and to the front. This is soon

seen to be altogether a false arrangement. The
design, if not seen in perspective, is very beau-

tiful and well proportioned. The gables have
all sloped corbel tables, and the whole effect is

surprisingly nnUke any common Italian work ;

and yet the masonry was done by an Italian hand
and no other. The doorway has an array of

eight detached shafts set against a splay, as at

Genoa. The shafts are alternately large and
small ; some of red mirble, some of white, some
spiral, and some octagonal ; and the base is made
of red and white marble and grey granite. The
section of this jamb is like that of the west door-

way at Genoa. All these works have some
features in common which are not usually met
with in Italian Gothic. These are the use of

clu-stered columns, as at Veroelli and Genoa;
clustered piers, as in the doorways at Amonaand
Genoa, each shaft in which carries on its own
capit il a well-defin»d member of the arch ; the

use of buttresses, which at VerccUi are of con-
siderable dimensions, and at Genoa are marked
features—a rare occurrence, the Italian buttress

beuig naually a mere pilaster round which a

lieavr cornice at the top of the wall is returned.

Finally, the mouldings are good in the sense in

which the best French mouldings are good. They
are well drawn, have good light and shade, and
are accurately fitted to their places. In a'l there

respects these buildings are entirely unlike the
work of Niccola Pisano, and in luy opiuioa far

more refined than it is. Moreover, there is no
flavour whatever of the revived Classicalism

which was always evident in his work, and the

effect of light aud shade, which is striven for

and obtained, is quite refresliiug in the midiit

of the platitudes (if I may so call thorn) of the
Italians.

The conclusion at which you may arrive from
what I have been saying will be, perhaps, that

the less indigenous Gothic architecture is in Italy

the more beautiful it ia. To a certain extent

this is true, but to a certain extent only. There
are other effects obtained by the Italians which
well deserve admiration, and in every one of the

buildings just restored it is to a part only, not
to the whole, that it is possible to refer in terras

of unmixed praise.

{To be continued.)

HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS.*

AMONG the discoveries of these later times

there ia one less noticed than steam and
electricity and all their works. This is a new
way of looking on the past—a new method of

writing history. Till quite recently, history was
supposed to deal only with grand and heroic

events. The actors, seen through the mist of

the past, seemed larger than common men. The
style proper for history was grander and more
majestic than that of ordinary life. People
spoke in heroic language, which it was the his-

torian's duty to invent for them. If the

speeches were proper to the occasion, it did not

matter that there was not a particle of evidence

for their authenticity. One wonders it Livy's
readers believed that the speeches which he puts

into the mouths of the speakers were ever really

spoken. Probably they neither asked themselves

the question, nor cared for the answer. It was
enough that they were well written, and fitted

the occasion. How strange to us now is the

old notion of Parliamentary reporting—that Dr.
Johnson's idea of what a apcech should have
been should have passed as the actual Parlia-

mentary utterance. It was no doubt bett-r, and
the fact that it was not what was actually said

seemed to the readers of no importance. Such
an artistic presentment of events, according to

the writer's notion of them, may have been
better than the reality, but it is not history.

Give us the simple fact*', tell us what really

happened, the actual words the people used,

—

make uh realise the circumstances as they really

occurred. A Roman emperor in a full-bottomed

wig seemed no inconsrmity. But to us it is

absurd. To represent the scenes of the New
Testament among Mediseval architecture and
with Mediaeval costumes, though it offends us

less, we know to be untrue aud valueless £i8

historical records of the times they profess to

represent. But the smallest actuil fact, how-
ever ordinary and common at the time, which
happens to have come down to us, is of absolute

historical value, as an actual portion of the

perished life of former times. It enables us to

realise it, and the commoner the fact the more
valuable it may be for this purpose. The
Mediaeval representations of Scripture scenes are

of no historical value for Scripture history, but
they are of absolute value for Mediaeval history.

They are perfect and incontrovertible evidence

of Mediseval ideas and modes of thought, of

Media:val dress and architecture. Whatever has
come down to us from any former period is of

value for the history of that period, even of

more value the more common and commonplace
it is, for it brings us close to the ordinary lives

of the people. The penny loaves from the

baker's shop at Pompeii, the pots and pans from
the houses, a pair of Etruscan old shoes, an
Egyptian wig, the flint knives and arrow-heads
of the old Cave men, a child's rattle from an
aboriginal lake-dwelling, are more eloquent to

us than the grandest passages of biatorians.

These things, when we can touch and handle
them, help us to realise the peri.shed life, to feel

near it. Writings of no value at the time,

dealing with unimportant events which, after

they had served their immediate purpose, were
mere waste-paper, become, by their accidental

preservation, valuable historical documents.

Such are thePaston Letters—mere ordinary letters

• Paper read at the Hoyal Institu'e of British Archi-
tects, Much 28, by Jonx James Stkvexsos, I'.R.I.B.A.

from a boy at college to his mother at home,
the accounts of house expenditure of an ordinary
household, the invent iries of household goods
when on the death of their possessor they passed
to the next heir.

But it is a modern notion to attach value to
such usele.«8 old rubbish. Formerly, the newer
a thing was, the more it was pdzcd. This was
even the case with regard to important docu-
meuts. It was the custom to re write old deeds
and charters on new skins of vellum, the old
ones being then counted worthless. It was the
same with the manusc ipts of the Scriptures.

Those we have are mostly quite modem. It is

mere accident, and no special ca:c, which has
preserved the one or two old copies which
exist. A new cjpy was always thought better

than an old one, just as we think a now coat"

better than an old one ; and when they got the

new copy, the old one was regarded as of no more
value than a Church Prayer-book with the

prayers for the Royal family out of date. Its

only value was the parchment or vellum, which,
as far as it was good, was used up for Lew
writings.

Ttie same feeling continued till quite recently

with regard to some kinds even of works of art,

such as gold and silver plate. Only a few years

ago silversmiths put as an advertisement on
their bills, " Family plate melted aud re-mide."
What fainily would melt their old plate now ?

Yet, historically interesting church-bells are still

sometimes remelttd for the sake of the old

metal.

I was told that the fel'ows of a college at one
of the universities, not long ago, had their old

plate melted down into u eful articles of a neat
modern pattern ; and another college, a year or

two ago, being somewhat behind their age,

sold some of their old pUto to a dealer at the

price of old silver for mel ing. The dealer, how-
ever, was not behind his age, but reali>ed for it

the quadrupled or quintupled value of ancient

plate. Silversmiths lament now the tons of

Queen Anne teapots and three-pronged forks

they have melted for old silver, for which they
could get now twenty shiUinga an ounce. The
rage for the art of this period may be, to somH
extent, mere fashion, and may pasi. Fashion
may run up the prices, at one time, of Etrus ;an

vases, at another, of blue china, hawthorn pets
or Chelsea shepherdesses ; but this new rever'nc

;

and value for old things, bec>iu«n they are old,

and the older the more valuable, can lot fats,

now it has become evident to those who think ui

these things that the actual relies of any age, (f

whatever kind, are the only thoroughly reliable

historical documents of that age.

Such documents may be of almost any kind
;

anything that tells of the life and ideas of the

time. For this purpose they need have no in-

trinsic value ; they need not have beauty or art

;

it is enough that they be authentic. We may
think them ugly ; for any purpose of ours they

may be useless ; but we have no right to destroy

them—not even if, besides being ugly and use-

less, we can see no historical significance in them.

That may be the fault of our ignorance
;
just as

an Arab, who had found an ancient Egyptian
vrig, might regard it as merely worthless old hair.

We have no right to destroy them : we are

merely their custodians. Wider knowledge,

some farther light, may give them value to those

that come after us.

This new mode of looking on the records and

relics of the past is shown in the museums for

their preservation which have been established

in every country pretending to civil'sation.

These are quite modern institutions, unknown at

any former period of the world's history. Old

things have been preserved formerly for many
reasons, and in various ways, else wo should not

have them now ; but never till these latter days

have special buildings been devoted and great

expense incurred for the sake of preserving

things which are of no practical use, which are

often not beautiful, but because they are

historical documents, which illustrate and enable

us to realise the past history of mankind. The
one essential of such records which makes them
worthy of a place in our museums, is that they

be authentic, that they be not spurious copies or

imitations.

Now of such historical documents old build-

ings are amongst the most valuable. We cannot

put them in a glass case like a museum speci-

men, but they are as well worth preserving

authentic and unaltered, by whatever means we
can, as anyof the objects in our museums of which
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wo take such care. Better than anything else, they
enable us to realise the Ufe of former times.
An historical event becomes real to us when we
enter the room where it actually happened. This
is one of the chief pleasures of travelling. Why
do crowds go to Abbotsford ? Not certainly for
the beauty of its architecture ; but because wo
come nearer to one whom we all feel to be aper-
soiuil friend and benefactor. In an old building
we seem to become acquainted with those who
built it and those who have lived iu it. We see
their ways and habits, we can better imagine
how they thought and felt. Imperfections and
dilapidatiens from continued human use, when
seen in this light, often acquire positive value.
I remember iu the belfry of a little country
church in France that the bell-rope, rubbing
ugainst the side where it came down through the
vaulting, had worn a groove a foot deep in it.

What countless tellings of the bell it told of.

Probably that stone is "restored" now. In the
door to the dormitory at Westminster Abbey,
opened out a few years ago, the steps are worn
down at one side, showing that one leaf of the
door was usually kept closed. Not a very valu-
able historical fact, it may he said, yet some
have felt touched on realising that here the file

of monks ijassed daily. I confess to a strange
feeling of awe and interest when at Eome I saw
the wheel-ruts in the paving-stonea of the slope
to the Capitol, where the Roman triumphs must
have passed.
When we have the actual buildings we can

people them. It helps the imagination in
realising the life of perished generations to know
these were the wall and roof they saw ; this was
the floor they danced and dined on. When lord
and servantsdined at the same table in the great
hall, there may have been mutual confidence be-
tweeu them, but there can have been little cul-
ture in either. The little windows which from
the private apartments overlooked the hall,
showed that the lord would be master in his own
house. At Fyfield, near Oxford, such a window,
which commanded the solar was lately removed,
and inserted in the outer porch, which seems
quite needless falsification of history.
The successive alterations in succeeding cen-

turies do not perplex us. We can trace them
all : they are all authentic. But when the re-
storer enters, confounding the whole into his
own notion of what the building once was at
some one time, destroying the authenticity even
of the original work by scraping it and painting
it like his own new work, instead of the pleasures
of the imagination, we have only perplexity and
a deep sense of the folly that would not leave
the old building alone to tell its own tale.
The history, through succeeding centuries, of

the religious chought and the social life of the
peoi)le, was once written in our churches. Each
age had added its record, but not so as to obliterate
the older writing. We cau read the religious
history of the country in its churches, in the
great choirs of monks in the monastic churches,
and the small space reserved for the people, the
evidence of the gradual assertion of their rights
shown in the cathedrals, and of the more rational
faith which is still that of the Church of Eng-
land, but the signs of which, no matter what
their richness or beauty, for the last forty years,
have been everywhere destroyed as '

' vile rub-
Tjish, that got stuffed into churches in the last
century or two," as Sir Edmund Beckett, in his
*'Book on Building," p. 300, describes this
work. I would ask Sir Edmund Beckett, Are
these not centuries of English History ? "VVhat
light, then, has he to destroy their records ? In
an old church we live back again through all the
centiu-ies of English history : each generation in
its day we feel trod this floor, looked up into this
vault ; these arc the original painted decorations
from which the whitewa-h has lately be-.n un-
covered, of which parts remain uninjured. The
smallest portion of such authentic original work
U invaluable. We thank the generation who,
when it became shabby- looking, instead of de-
stroying it, saved it for us under the coats of
whitewash. What destructive stupidity it

seems to obliterate these records by making new-
copies over them, not in the same lines as at
Bruges, not in the same colours as at Salisbury,
or obliterating them by the new blazing crudi-
ties at the hospital of St. Cross.
The principle on which restorers have almost

universally worked, that they should bring an
old building ioto harmony by removing later
additions and excrescences, and replacing these
l)y new work of their own, his mide the build-

ings, when they have worked their will, insipid
and uninteresting ; it has destroyed their charm,
their individuality, and their art. As to this,

tastes may differ ; but thero,can be no question
that this treatment destroys an old building as a
continuous historical record. The alterations
and additions of the successive generations do
not confuse us. Each is clearly written iu the
handwriting of its own time, and wo can de-
cipher the older record under the newer. The
modem restorer, by his scraping and rebuilding
of the old work, makes it indistinguishable from
his own work, and destroys the whole accumu-
lated record by his power of forging the writing
of any age, reducing it all to a modern imitation
of some single period. We have no right to do
this. These records are not ours. Our duty is

to preserre them and band them on to posterity.
We may not like them : wo may think them
ugly ; but that is a consideration which has no
place in regard to an historical document. Wo
must not alter or falsify it to conform to our
notions of what it ought to have been.

This principle of the value of old buildings as
historical documents seems so obvious, if we care
at all for the records and history of the past (and
surely every civilised and educated creature
does), that I almost feel I should apologise for
insisting on it. But among the generality of
people connected with building it is scarcely
acknowledged and but little practised. If it

were, their treatment of old buildings would be
different. From their habits and training they
look on them as existing only for use or beauty.
This new appreciation of the value of histori-

cal documents is shown by the large measure of
support which has been given to Sir John Lub-
bock's Bill for the Preservation of Ancient Monu-
ments. A few years ago, any member attempting
to press such ideas in the House of Commons
would have been looked on as an enthusiastic
bore, and there are still members who regard
them as mere nonsense in comparison with the
sacred rights of property.
The architecture of each period is influenced

by the religious, historical, and literary notions
prevailing at the time. But not immediately.
It lags behind the general culture. It was long
before the revival of Classic learning in Europe
found its expression in pure Classic architectnre,
or the Romantic revival of the last generation
was embodied in the accurate and intelligent
reproduction of Mediaeval buildings. And simi-
larly architectural practice is to a great extent
unconscious still of the value of old buildings as
historical documents—a value long felt by many
men of culture, but which has only lately found
vocal expression in the Society for the Protection
of Ancient Buildings, founded by Mr. William
Morris.

I cannot give a better instance of this unoon-
sciousnefs of the value of old buildings as his-
torical documents than a sentence from Sir
Edmund Beckett's "Book on Building."
"Rich people," he says, "who know little

of these things from their own experience,
may take my word for it, as a builder of no
small experience both on a large and small
scale, that the restoration of a great old church
. . . . will pay them infinitely better interest

for their money in every way that they can wish
to have it than anything new that they can
build. (Of coursa I am only speaking of orna-
mental outlay in building.)
" Just now there is St. Alban's Abbey. . . .

It wants at least £30,000 to restore it safely and
thoroughly. Set the best architect you think
you know to build you the finest church he can
for £30,000. Do you imagine you would get
anything comparable to St. Alban's?"
There is no hiut here of an old building being

of historical value, and iu his second edition Sir
Edmund Beckett notices the idea only to abu.se

it. He looks on St. Alban's as so much work
doce to his hand as a basis for carrying out his

own ideas of architecture. And in the restora-
tion which is going on, he is carrying out these
ideas. The Buildino News of Nov. 26, of last

year, gives an elevation of the new west front
with the statement '

' Sir Edmund Beckett,
Bart., architect of this." The description
which accompanies it, which is obviously written
by the architect, states that as no traces remain
of the original Early English front, the restora-
tion must be an invention of everything except
the very Late Perpendicular window, and that
this is in such a state of decay that "any
restoration of it would be only rebuilding a
modem copy of what has been pronounced, by a^

high an authoritv as any in the world, a rery
bad specimen of a very bad style." I may
observe that the ruinous state of this window is

denied by others. The notice goes on—"Sir
Edmund Beckett, who has become legal master
of the position, through the cessation of the

subscriptions and committee being left, not only
without funds, but in considerable debt, has
determined not to rebuild it, nor to attempt an
imaginaiy restoration of the imknown Early
English design, but to adopt the Early Decorated
or Geometrical style."

In all this there is the frankest ignoring of

St. Alban's Abbey being an historical monu-
ment. It is merely a subject for Sir Edmund
Beckett to try his hand at architecture on. And
it is the same with other parts of the church.
" Sir E. Beckett," says the same notice from
which I have quoted, " has already inserted win-
dows in the four dark bays at the wett of each
aisle, which Sir Gilbert Scott objected to because
there were none before, either because they were
impossible by reason of some abbey buildings
standing there, or, after they had fallen, and
let down the walls and vaulting, the walls bad
been rebuilt roughly with no architectural cha-
racter."

Surely the position of the abbey buildings is

a question of some arehieological interest, for

the determining of which Sir Edmund Beckett's
new 'windows destroys the historical evidence.
" Now that the windows are in," says the
notice, " they are universally considered a great
improvement." Not universally : there are

some whose knowledge and taste give authority

to their opinions, who thought that those dark
bays gave special character and interest to the
church, and who do not sympathise with the
conunonplaoe notion, however imiversal it may
be, that peculiar features should be destroyed,

and all our churches reduced to a dead level of

uniformity.
In a letter to the Times, in the controversy

about the west front. Sir Edmund Beckett says
that his design has been admired by every one
who has seen it, except one or two influenced by
jealotisy ; that the exhibition of Mr. John Scott's

rival design brought over all opponeats.
To those who think our first duty to old

buildings is to preserve, and not to destroy them,
it is a matter of indifference which design is

best. Compared in value with the ancient work,
which is destroyed, both are worthless ; Mr.
Scott's so far better that it preserved the old

window.
And, as to their value as architecture, I

venture to assert, and I know many whose
opinions are of value agrf e with me, that the old
front is better than either, it its simple dignity
and venerableness as compared with their fussi-

ness and strong for effect. The west front was
stable if it had been let alone. It is stated now, asif

it were adiscovery, that " the new high-pitched
roof requires a gable at the west end to close it

in," and "the present west front," says the
notice, '

' is quite incapable of carrying one with-
out complete reconstruction." The new high
roof necessitates a new gable, and the new
gable necessitates the destruction of the old
west front.

Sir Edmund Beckett abuses the old window,
and challenges comparison between it and his

own. I accept the challenge. The old window
is of a piece with the beautiful Perpendicular
work of the interior. The aim of the design is

not to make pretty figures m stonework, but to

form a frame for ranges of figures in stained-

glass, and it is perfectly fitted for the purpose,
rhe balanreof solid and light is admirably pre-
served. The pictures are gone, but the frame is

full of good and refined design, and I venture to

say that it. shows more architectural skill

and knowledge, than Sir Edmund Beckett's
window. The sill of his window is curved,
a form whiuh the taste of Mcdireval builders
prevented them from adopting. His openings
are out of proportion ; his window has three

Catherine-wheels, the openings of the central

one, which should be principil, being lets than
half the size of the side ones, and swamped by
the cusped circles which surround it. At parts,

the mass of stone is wider than the width of the
lights. The designer, in making nine narrow
lights, as in the old window, has forgotten how
the rifinement of the Perpendicular architects

enabled them to reduce iu proportion the masses
of ttone in the tracery. But the btranges t

feature in the window is the bottom part of the
great circle, projected in plane beyond the tracery
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under it, and hanging uusupported from two
points, like a swag in debased ClasMc—liker, in-

deed, a sauBage. It looks as if the author had
not known what to do with the portion of the

window under the swag ; as if it had been left

on his hands after the rest of the tracery had
been designed. The tracery of these central

lights is very curious. It hiis a Strawberry-
^1-Gothic look, and instead of mitring as it

ought, one part goes behind the other, like

basketwork. That is to say, it shows ignorance

of common principles which a very little

ordinary training would have rendered impos-
sible, while the want of ttchnieal knowledge is

not, in this instance, as I hare shown, compen-
sated for by sense of proportion or beauty of

design. This is a mistake characteristic of

amateur work. Yet this designer, because he
pays monfy, is allowed to do what he likes with
the historical monuments of the country.

Sir Edmund Beckett's views are at lea&t logi-

cal, and they have old authority on their side.

Like the Mediaeval architects, he does not hesi-

tate to destroy old work, as in this case, because,

like them, he believes he can replace it with
better designs of his own. But he is almost
singular in these views. This opinion of the

merit of their own designs, as compared with
older ones, is not generally held by modem
artists or thinkers. Restorers profess to try

to keep the old designs, even if for some reasons

they are compelled to substitute new work of

their own. It is those who are most original in

producing new work who have the greatest

Teneration for the old. Many instances of this

might be given, did time permit.

If there be truth in the views I have been
stating, or even in the common views of restora-

tion, one who holds Sir Edmund Beckett's

opinions is not a proper custodian of our ancient

buildings. Paying money to alter them ought
not to give claim to the custody of national

monimients. They contain the history of the

nation. They are the national property. But
the ample terms of the faculty he has obtained

seem to justify Sir Edmund Beckett in talking

of St. Alban's as he does, as if it were his

own property. Yet it seems a recognised prin-

ciple with the Chancellor's courts, that if any-
one will pay the money, he may do what he
likes with our historical buildings.

This principle was followed in the restoration

of St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin. As Sir

Benjamin Guinness expended a large sum on it

he was, like Sir Edmund Beckett, allowed to be
his own architect. He has destroyed the beauty
of the church. Mean new stalls replace the old

carved oak ones of the Knights of St. Patrick,

which it is questionable if the money he expended
jostified him in appropriating.
The restoration of the other cathedral which

Dublin possesses was undertaken by Mr. Roe, a
wealthy distiller, who more modestly and wisely

intrusted the work to Mr. Street. A noble church
is the result, practically a new one ; but com-
paring the two cases we must admit that Irish

whisky has done more for ecclesiastical art than
Dublin stout.

The treatment of the Cathedrals of St. Patrick
and St. Alban's by the two wealthly baronets,

who have amused themselves as their architects,

is not unusual, nor are the principles of restora-

tion which Sir Edmuad Beckett proclaims those
commonly held by the profession [of which in

this instance he proclaims himself a member].
But those principles have the merit of being
logically consistent, and they have the sanction
of all the great periods of architecture. Like the
old architects. Sir Edmund Beckett considers his

own work better than the old, and that in

destroying the Perpendicular window, and
replacing it by his own, he is doing a ser-

vice to art. Architects are usually more
modest. They claim only to remove excrescences
and alterations of later times, and either to bring
the building back to the condition in which its

architects left it, or to complete and carry out
their unfinished design. They regard the old as
of liistoricjl Value, and, even if they believed
they could do better, do not think themselves
entitled to attempt it. But this view is not
Irgicallyconsistentandp'octical, like Sir Edmund
Beckett's. It Hckuou'ledges that old buildings
are valuable as historical records, and^ therefore,
they reproduce them from their own conjecture
and imat'ination. This is absurd. A manu-
factured historical document of a later age than
the time it professes to belong to is worse than
useless : it is misleading, li falsifies history

.

The only thing to do with an liistorical docu-
ment is to leave it alone, taking all care to

preserve it. If, Uke most old buildings, it be a
document not of one age, but containing the
work of successive periods, we must preserve
them all. It may be imperfect, but we lessen

its value and destroy it as a document by
attempting to complete it from oui" own conjec-
tures. It would be absurd to finish the carved
mouldings of structures which the Greeks
left uncar\'ed. An old building may have later

additions ; but to remove these is to destroy
records of the time to which they belong, while to

substitute new work for them, especially if it is so

well done as to be indistinguishable from the old

work remaining, makes old audnew alike valueless

as a record. Yet this has been a common practice.

It is duo to the same habit of mind, which in

history made historians supply proper speeches
for their heroes, and imaginary reports of the
House of Commons Uke Dr. Johnson's. The
absurdity of the practice in literature is now ap-

parent. Carlyle, by his reverence for absolute

authenticity, finally finished it. But architec-

ture, as we have seen, lags behind in modem
thought, and the confusion of ideas which it

springs from still prevails in restoration. Be-
cause a building is of, say, the 13th century,

and, therefore interesting, restorers turn it into a
new building. They talk of their work as 13th-

century work, perfectly unconscious that it is,

and can only be, 19th-century work. At best it

is only a copy, and no one seeing it can tell

whether it is an accurate copy or the product of

the restorer's imagination, and thus its value as
an historical record is destroyed. Till lately

such deception was impassible. Old work is

sufliciently understood to make accurate repro-
duction of it. Kow a restoration is like a
forgery of an old writing, in which the character

of the old letters is imitated so accurately as to

prevent detection. If a building is an historical

record, treat it as such, and do not alter it or

falsify it. I do not forget that buildings are

sometimes more than historical records ; they
have value besides for their beauty as works of

art, and for their practical uses, which in deal-

ing with them an architect must take into ac-

coimt. As to their beauty, it is a question

whether it is not better preserved by leaving

them alone than by restoration as commonly
carried out. I certainly think so, and I know
many painters agree with me. As to their use,

it is right to keep an old building in use : it is

the sm-est way of preserving it. It is to their

being turned to some use, seldom that for which
they were built, that we owe the x^resorvation of

almost every ancient building we possess. If

not used, they fall into ruin from neglect, or
disappear as stone quarries. Not the Goths or
Vandals destroyed the great buildings of Rome,
but the Romans themselves, when, from the de-
cay of the city, they had ceased to be used. The
Emperor Majorian in the 5th century, "a great

and heroic character, such as sometimes arises in a

degenerate age to vindicate the honour of the
human 'species " (Gibbon, vi., 1C6), attempted
to stop the destruction by a fine of two thousand
pounds sterling on every magistrate allowing it,

and amputation of both bands and a whipping
on their officers.

{To be continued.)

MR. H. H. STATHAM ON
ORNAMENT.—II.

ON Thursday, the 24th ult., Mr. Statham
delivered a second lecture on " Ornament,

Historically and Critically Considered," at the
Royal Institution. A numerous display of illus-

trations, enlarged by the lecturer from actual
examples, or lent by the Science and Art Depart-
ment, South Kensington, was hung upon a
screen. Egyptian ornament, the lecturer re-

marked, was at its best cumbrous and clumsy in

its conception. It usually consisted of very
simple elementary lines and curves, combined and
rearranged ia bands of decoration : zigzags,

abrupt curves, and pointed figures being the
commonest forms. The petals of certain com-
pound flowers, greatly conventionalised and
stifi'encd, occurred very frequently. These de-
corations were chiefly painted, and as might be
seen from an examination of the mummy-cases in

the British Museum, were almost restricted in

choice of colours to the primaries and green-
vivid hues which needed to be seen in the bril-

liant Egyptian sunlight to make them appear

harmonious. The examples given in Owen
Jones's " Grammar of Ornament " wero
not very exact as to colour, he had found by
comparison with the actual specimens from
which they were draw^n, nor were the outlines
strictly followed, being generally too precise in
the reproduction. The lecturer referred in

detail to some illustrations, showing how the
suggestions, albeit hea^-y and executed with little

grace, were to be found of the Greek key pattern,
and also of the spii-alised forms that play such
an important part in Indian and Arabesque
ornamentation. The forms of ornament, and
especially the representations of nature, were
materially influenced by the building ma-
terials in common use iii Egypt—sun-baked
bricks and intractable granite, and to the
uee of the latter stone for columns the
peculiarly stiff treatment of the bell-caps was
probably due. Their employment of mouldings
was notably clumsy, but their chairs show, as
a rule, good constructional outlines. It was a
difficult question how far an Egyptian artist

regarded his representations of natural objects

as conventionalised. The author was inclined to
suppose that the artist intended his paintings of

lotuses, birds, &c., to be regarded as actual
paintings of stUl-life, but that he was hampered
by imaginary requirements of art. It was
pleasant to pass from these examples to consider
Greek ornament, the most logical, the most re-

fined and thoughtful, the world had ever seen.

Having shown the more common Greek decora-
tive forms, the key or fret, the fillet and bead,
the wave, the "honeysuckle," and the "acanthus
leaf," the lecturer pointed out that the names
by which we distingmsh these designs were un-
known to the Greeks, and we had no authority
for supposing these were the flowers or forms
intended to be represented. Indeed, he believed
that they were not directly derived from any
given form, but that they were abstract expres-
sions of grace and beauty in elementary lines,

repeated with such regard for symmetry as to

produce pleasing effects. The ideas were not,

strictly speaking, original; many of the patterns
could bo formed in ruder or less refined expression

on the work of Assyrians, Egyptians, Per-
sians, and other nations with whom the
Greeks were brought into contact. But
the treatment was marked by a new delicacy

and refinement, and the subtle curves of

the parabola and hyperbola were introduced into

the smallest detaDs. Greek artists were by no
moans pedants as to symmetry, and examination
would show that while the main outlines of a
design were repeated on opposite sides of a
central line, the minor curves and lines were
considerably varied without destroying the rela-

tive balance of parts. Many of the free forms
appeared due to the use of the brush for drawing,
and the so-called honeysuckle pattern was
evidently one of these—a point which Mr.
Statham practically illustrated with a few strokes

of a brush filled with colour. It was quite

possible that a skilful artist might evolve the
"acanthus" leaf from his conception of a
vigorous leaf-growth, but the question of the
origin of this decoration would never be clearly

settled. There were no rude angles in their

work, and all curves sprang from tangents of

other lines or curves. Still, their work was not
uniformly perfect, and a drawing of a vase was
shown in which the artist had neglected to

occupy liis whole field equally, and had, more-
over, neglected to emphasise the position of the

handles—an error not very uncommon in Greek
vases. A series of comparisons with the works
of neighbouring nations was given, showing
that the volute of Ionic capital was probably
derived from Persian architecture, and that
other featmes were similarly adaptations. An
extraordinary coincidence coiUd be seen in the
British Museum, and was illustrated. He had
drawn a Greek vase, having upon it single bands
of ornament at the neck, rim, and base, and in

the centre of body a procession of warriors. In
the "savage" room of the Museum, only a
short distance oft, he was struck by seeing a vase

from the Peluian Islands, in which there were
similar bands of ornament, and on the body a
very rudely-executed procession of warriors

can-ying weapons and heads of enemies, while
the ornaments on the bases of both vases were
identical in conception. It would be interesting

to know if there could be any connection

between the two, or if the resemblance was a
meie concurrence of ideas. Having shown
illustrations of Greek dress patterns as we
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know them from paintings on vases, Mr. Statham
remarked that the iufluenco of Greek design
had been felt from their days to the present
throughout the cinlined world, and Komans,
Byzantines, "and Gotliic and Ecnaissance de-
signers were largely indebted, directly or in-
directly, to its refining effect. He must next
refer to Roman ornament, between which and
the work they had just examined there was an
immense and striking diiference, due to a want
of thought in designing and reticence in execu-
tion. Wliere a Greek artist would merely paint
a decoration on a moulding, the Roman would
carve it. The Roman artist was indeed so pro-
fuse with his carving that ho would leave no free
space to rest the eye : his curves were abruptly
made and broken, and the foliage was often
massed into cabbage-like forms. Pompeiian
ornament was derived from Roman, and was
marked by special features and faults of its own.
It was a singular instance of a rediscoveiy that
at the Reuiiissance decorators adopted ideas from
old Roman works in a manner so nearly re-
.sembling that of Pompeiian artists that we were
apt to forget that the ruins of Pompeii were not
excavated till long after the period of the
Renaissance. In his concluding remarks the
author dt.scribed the archaic stiffness and use of
serpentine form as characteristic of the Byzantine
.style, and added that he should deal in detail in
his next lecture with this and the Celtic and
Oriental tyi^es of ornament.

I

JAPANESE DECORATIVE ART.

LAS r week a a paper was road by Mr. J. W.
Tonks, at the Queen's College, Bir-

mingham, before the members of the Architec-
tural Association, on the above subject. The
lecturer said that this age was remarkable for
the rapidity with which a new discovery spread
abroad. Like the Arabian genius of the bottle,
Japanese art, once freed by JBritish cannon from
its restricted national scope, had in less than
twenty years spre d over the greater part of the
earth. So remirkable a phenomenon deserved
inquiry to ascertain whether it was like a past
rage for "Old Dresden" or a present one for
"Blue China," destined to leave little trace be-
hind, or whether it was a genuine revival of
distinct art features. While watching its

growth and development, noting the changes it

un larw'n* in course of translation into the art-
Ian ^aai;e "f nations adopting it, the just weigh-
in^ of its art-value was a more important
matter. The furniture and decoration of rooms
had already beon influenced by Japanese taste.
Architects had begun to design interiors in that
style for English houses, and it had became a
serious question whether an art owing its origin
to an exclusive Eastern people might not ex-
tensively prevail. Japanese art had actually
been known to Europeans for 300 years. The
Jesuits, under Xavier, brought fine specimens to
Portugal, and the Dutch carried wares of Hozen,
Satsuma, and other places to Holland. There
were fine examples of such old date at Hampton
Court, and there was a stUl finer collection at
Dresden. Yet though known thus early and
prized highly the general awaking of Europe to
the character and beauty of Japanese art wasnot
twenty years old. It dated from the Inter-
national Exhibition of 1862. These exhibits,
first described by Mr. John Leighton, F.S.A.,
created a profound sensation. They were
bought up immediately, and led to the still more
remarkable display at Paris in 1807. These
specimens, scattered far and wide, had an instai.t
influence. What that influence had done our
paper-hangings, furniture, and art objects
proved. Limbeth and South Ken>iiigton were
knowingly or unknowingly imbued with the
foreign feeling, and the lecturer had heard of an
eminent firm in London who, for nearly twenty
years, had made their best successes liy obtain-
ing at liigh prices series of Jnpanese decorative
designs. Although, according to Sir H.
Thompson, the art of Japan came originally
from China, the islanders had made it their own
by their originality of treatmfiit. This art,
however truly suf.h, was chiefly decorative. Sir
E. J. Reed, M.P., in his remarkable account of
his recent visit, could not admire their slight, ill-

arranged dwellings, on which the winds had full
play; and, allowing for all insular prejudice, a
slight study would show that they would in no
way suit our island. To come to decoration of
surfaces, there was a crude element. The placing

of panels or fan-shapes at eccentric intervals,

without support or reason, was not to be justified

on true art principles, however effective as a
trick. The manner in which the Japanese varied
sot patterns in a border, avoiding symmetry and
repetition, yet maintaining harmony of form and
colour, was an important matter for study.
Imitations or adaptations of these features by
Europeans had generally failed through lack of
this pervading harmony. The next point where
Japanese art was worthy of study was in tho
relief it afforded to the eye by frequent divisions
of plain surface or diapered surface, upon which
the chief elements of tho design were brought
into duo effect. In this it surpassed tho Hindu
and came near to the traditions of Greek art.

But it was in the exquisite sense of the beauty of
form and colour in the objects of Nature that the
Japanese chiefly excelled. This gave a new
sensation in art. Europeans had displayed
flowers and plant* in decoration twisted into
scrolls and curves, or w rked into diapers, like
School-of-Art competition wall-papers. But the
Japanese artist drew the branch or plant in the
actual order of its being, trusting to his artistic

power of combination to m:iko it satisfy the eye.
His success had been proved by the host of
imitators he had found. His first strength was
in his graphic fidelity to nature, his second in his
mastery of the art of grouping. His fidelity and
mastery of drawing, however, gave the Japanese
at last a freedom quite surprising. A few
touches would give a mountain, extinct crater at
top, with tables of mist surrounding it—a river
meandering through a pliin, the motion and
repose of water, the nxurmiu' of the brook, and
the roll of the ocean. The Japanese treatment
of birds and animals was remarkable for vitality

and action. A border of a large salver in post es-
sion of Messrs. Elkington, consisting entirely of
flying storks, was cited as an instance ; and a
symbolic contesting dragon and eagle in centre
of same was graphically described, whUe it was
pointed out that all this was still decoration,
not painting, no shade being given, and all

ha'ving a flatness of treatment suitable for that
class of art. It was shown that this art resulted
from intense and loving study of the objects
depicted by even the commonest workmen who
took part in the labour ; and the lesson of the
necessity for a more thorough art education in
England was illustrated and enforced. The
Japanese chose the plants, flowers, insects, birds,
and animals around him for his ornament, and
hence in hishands eventheflightofaflock of geese
became beautified. Finally, Japanese art was
largely symbolic, depicting its religious myths,
national events, literature, and poetry. The
greatest blunder for Europeans, therefore,
would be to copy it. We did not want pagan
symbols, Japanese history, or Eastern literature.

What we did want was the art principles which
made its decoration so attractive. We required
freedom from mere repetition, yet obedience to
the finest laws of harmony. We wanted variety
and repose in decoration, the genuine drawing
of plants and flowers, the mastery and living
display of animal forms in ornament. Lastly,
we should employ tho forms all around us, learn
to use such forms as symbols truly and nobly,
and then the study, not the slavish copying of
Japanese, would lead us to a great decorative
art.—The lecture was illustrated by a number
of specimens, many of them of groat value.

A NEW SYSTEM OF WARMING AND
VENTILATION.

OUR readers know the ordinary sj'stem of heat-
ing by coils in which the hot water is made

to circulate in horizontnl tubes. Messrs. J. Weeks
and Co., horticultural builders, of King's-road,
Chelsea, have just introduced a great improve-
ment upon this system, which combines the
advantages of the ordinary coil with a fresh
warm air diffusion. We have seen the new
apparatus, the " hydro-caloric " coil, in opera-
tion, and have tested its eapibilities, and we
believe that Messrs. Weeks' s invention will
completely revolutionise the old plan of heating,
and in a manner that will approve itself to the
most exacting of sanitarian critics. The new
hj dro-calorio coil can be fixed in connection with
an ordinary hot-water apparatus or hot-water
system, to any building, and its appearance is

certainly in its favour, and will meet the objec-
tion of many architects who have a strong
aversion to the concealment of a hot-water coil

by ornamental cases. Messrs. Weeks, with a
knowledge of tho natural laws of heat and gases,

have placed their hot-water pipes vertically, in-
stead of horizontally, and through the centre of

each tube, aninch air-pipe of wrought-iron pa-ses,

open at both ends. 'These inner and concentrio
pipes communicate at their lower end with a
horizontal air-chamber, to wliich fresh cold air

is admitted by an ordinary pipe or channel from
the outside. The air, in passing through the
inner tubes, necessarily becomes warmed by con-
tact with the heated surface of the outer water-
pipes, and ascends with a greater or less velocity
according to the temperature. The upper ends
of the air-tubes are left open, and terminate in a
chamber or trough, which may be filled with
water to moisten the atmospheix', or with cotton-
wool, or other medium, to screen off all impure
particles. Tliis upper air-chamber is covered by
an open grating, tCrough which the warm air

rises and diffuses itself in pleasant breath-like
currents through the room.
One imdoubted advantage in the hydro-caloric

coil is its economy. Besides the heat given out
by the coil or outer pipes by radiation, which,
of course, is in proi>ortion to the surface of the
pipes heated, additional warmth is diffused by
the fresh warmed air passing through the tubes

;

and a double heating surface is obtained, a gain
of one-third more heat being claimed over
the common coil of horizontal pipes. Tho
supply of air can be regulated, and flaps are
fixed to the lower air-chamber of coil, by open-
ing which the air of the apartment may be
utilised, and the outer supply shut off. By
actual and careful experiment, wo found an
ordinary coil of this construction containing
about 40 tubes, discharged into the room
30 cubic feet of fresh warm air per minute at a
temperature of 115", the water in the coil being
at a temperature of 140°. The external air was
50°. The upward current of air through the
tubes, measured by the anemometer, showed a
current of 45 cubic feet of air in 5 minutes, and
a piece of tissue paper placed over the tubes
would be instantly raised by the current of air.

The apparatus might be advantageously used to

warm and ventilate not only halls and public
rooms, but hospitals, greenhouses, vineries, &c.
The air introduced may be readdy fumigated
by carbolic acid, oranyother disinfectant placed at

the outer inlet, and we found the fumes of some
ammonia in less than 10 seconds after it had
been applied to the channel, at a distance of about
10ft. from the coil. IJy the adoption of
this apparatus, fumes may be conveyed
into conservatories, and the atmospheres of
hospital-wards be easily disinfected; the coil

can be made to give out the required quantity of
fresh warm air for any apartment by the addi-
tion or reduction in the niunber of the tubes. It
can be fixed under the floor if required ; but its

present construction is so far more sightly than
the original form, that it may be made to
harmon'se with the dadoes of apart-
ments. The vertical position of the tubes is

more architectonic in character, and admirably
admits of ornamentation or colour to suit the
tone of the walls. The hydro-caloric coil can
be made in circular as well as in the usual oblong
shapes, and it can, in fact, be made to suit any
purpose for which heating is required. We
understand Dr. Townsend, of Queen's Gate, and
other eminent physicians have expressed their

approval of the coil, and are about to use it for

heating and disinfecting operating-rooms. Its

great simplicity and cheapness are important
points in its favour, and as it combines the ad-
vantages of admitting and wanning the air at

the same time, it cannot fail to supensedo the
ordinary systems of ventilation and warming.

SANITATION AS AN INCREMENT IN
VALUE OF HOUSE PROPERTY.

AT the last meeting of the Institution of
Sui-veyors, the paper on this subject, read

by Mr. H. H. Collins at the previous meeting,
was discussed. Mr. W. White, F.S.A., ex-
pressed the opinion that very little increase in
value had resulted from what had yet been done
iu tho way of sanitation, and that because
people in jicneral did not see the necessity for

good construction on sound principles. He con-
sidered that a tenant ought to be aide to demand
from the landlord .some certificate that the drains
were disconnected from the .sewers, and that
there was a separate supply for drinking pur-
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poses, and he suggested that a short Act might
be passedf declaring that an action for recovery

of rant should not lie unless it could be proved
that the sanitary conditions were not unwhole-
some. Mr. J. W. Leeds showed the fallacy of

the prevalent fears of ** OTcrerowding.'* He
diifered from Mr. Collins In his idea of placing
w.c.*6, sink^, &c.y near the external walls, be-
cause the currents of air were then more fre-

quently into the house than out of it, Mr. T.
Chatfeild Clarke looked with suspicion on quasi-
philanthropic associations which took payment
tor their services. This question should not be
the subject for clap-trap discussion, nor made the
property of specialists, but be treated as falling

within the lines of aa architect's daily practice.

The last speaker had overlooked the fact that
if the closets, &c., were grouped in centre of

house, the drains must be carried beneath the
floors, and would be a possible cause of danger.
Mr. Bogexs Reld defended the new Sanitary
Protection Association, and gave particulars of a
recent case, in which, by ex-imining the plans of

a partially-built semi-detached villa, he had
be^ able to recommend alterations which were
carried out at an extra cost of £18, but which
would hare cost from £70 to £80 as alterations

if the work had been completed. Prof. Kerr and
Mr. W. H. Warner having spoken, Mr. C N.
Cresswell said he thought it had been hardly
neoessary, in this year of grace, for Mr. Collins

to come down to that Institution and demon-
strate that proper sanitary equipments for

houaea increalsed their value ; the proposition
waa self-eWdent. The laws of sanitary require-

ment were fixed and definite ; but what remained
to be done was not only to be make the public
understand these principles, but to induce them
to apply them. Having argued against legis-

lating in advance of public opinion as an unwise
attempt to move an organism by its tail, Mr.
Cresswell suggested that it would be possible to

draft a general Building Act, whereby certain

regulations could be laid down and established
by law, each particular local authority applying
and, if they pleased, amplifying them, but never
curtailing them. He also meutioned a sugges-
tion he originally proposed some years since,

that the local authority should grant a gradu-
ated certificate, on the principle of Lloyds'
classification of ships, as to the sanitary con-
dition of a house. The discussion, on the motion
of Mr. E. C. Robins, was adjourned till Monday
next.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AN ordinary meeting of the Institute was
held on Monday evening, the President,

Mr. J. Whichcord, F.S.A., in the chair. The
Secretary read a list of nominations for mem-
bership, comprising nine of proposed Fellows,
73 Associates, and one Hon. Associate. Among
the new members admitted was Mr. W. Q.
Orchardson, R. A.

EI8T0AICAX DOCUMENTS.

Mr. J. J. Stevenson read a paper under this

title on the Restoration Controversy, which will

be found on p. 354. At its close Mr. Stevenson
explained that he had deemed it only right to

send Sir Edmund Beckett, Q C, some extracts
from that portion relating to the new west front
of St. Alban's Abbey, and to ask if he would
wish to come down and answer the criticism.

Sir E. Beckett had written to th3 Institute in

reply.

Sir E. Beckett's letter was then read by the
Secretary, and caused great amusement, the more
salient passages being greeted with outbursts of

laughter and ironical applause :
—

I cannot, as I told you, go out to he&r Mr. Pteren-
on's paper this evening even if I wished, and having-
lead the extract« which you have Bent me, I cannot
ay I do wish to bear more of it. It seems to me a very
feeble repetition of the same kind of opinion? and s'atc-
ments • it would be absurd to call them arguments—whinh
were refuted and exposed by Sir Gilbert fckjott, Mr. Str ^t.

and others in 1877. in a manner which wonld have eatisflcd
mo-tt men for more than four years. He has certainly
been mo.e discreet this time, bo far as I can judg- from
the extracts, in avoiding all reflections on any specific
reatorstions except one, in which be could make sure of
more eympathy at t^e B.I.B.A. than he got last time.
Another proof of hU pOMewing the better part of valour
i» hi* nlenoe about the conteate in which his Anti- Kesto-
ration Society have been engaired ainoe 1877. at 8o'it^w<rll

aadCariiale, and. I may add. St. Alban's, with their
neoal soooeee. But vague gecemlities aod platitudi-s on
mudi a •object can do no good. It might be of aome use

to warn mankind against employing dangerous restorers
who have committed certaia speciitled atrocities: but I
cannot imagine what good Mr. Stevenson flatters himself
he is going to do by warning mankind against iht only
perean whom he specifically attacks now, inasmuch as he
IS certain not to be employed by anybody in the way, and
you have already learned how gratuitous advice is re-
ceived by the comts which have to determine such matters,
if they are disputed. However, it is dithcult to fathom
the depth ef some men's coutidence in their own powers.
Mr. S:evenson perhaps imagines himself to be the coming
man of the Anti-Kestorationists, whom the world has been
waiting for to change the destiny of the west front of St.
Alban's, and either to converter frighten rae into letting
it fall down, as it very soon will if let alone, or else into
rebuilding it according to the dictation of somebody else.

He may persuade himself, too, that the time is at hand
when the decision of these things is to be taken out of the
hands of the proper legal and ecclesiastical authorities,
together with those who pay for the work, and handed
over to those who have nothing to do with it, which must
be accompanied with a power of taxing somebody to
provide the funds ; and that it is our duty to convince a
set of meddling strangers, and not them to convince ua,
who have the work to do, which they certainly will not by
making statements about facta which we know to be
wrong, and expressing opinions which we have no reason
to consider worth a farthing, but very much the contrary,
seeing the absurdities with which they are accompanied.
Further, the same people advocate letting buildings fall

down, retaining deal pews and plaster screen*, and any-
thing else—we know what their opinions about the '* any-
thing else " is wortli, even if it does not admit of absolute
refutation. I shall appear ungrateful for the compli-
ments he (Mr. Stevenson) pays me in saying that *'my
views are at least logical, and have old authority on their
side, and that I am like the Mediteval builders;" but I
cannot help it, any more than I can return them or pro-
nounce his views either logical or Mediteval, or anything
but irrational and absurd. Moreover, it appears, that
however logical and supported by authority my views
mi.y be, my practice is heretical and dreadful. ** Sir
Edmund Beckett does not hesitate to destroy old work,
because he believes he can replace it with better designs
of his own." There is a sense in which that is true, and
another in which it is false, as is usual iu many ingenious
libels and mis-statements ; the public are intended to
take it in one sense, and the author will defend it in the
other as soon as he is taken by the throat and made to say
what ho means. If "old work" means comparatively
modem brick walls, with the old ornamental stones tum-
bled iu as rubble, parapets of the churchwarden style,
lime-washed daubs of sham panels on rotten thin boards
of the last century, roof-timbers whieh your oldest
member condemned as unfit to stay fifty years ago, and
which would probably have all fallen together with their
attached irons in the snow of the last two winters, and
perhaps brought down the whole clerestory, and more
with them—then undoubtedly he is right, and may make
the most he can of it. But if he really knows anything of
what he writes about (which I doubt, from certain inter-
nal indications), he knows that not a single bit of
genuine Gothic work, or work of any architectural pre-
tension at all of any date, either in wood or stone, has
been destroyed at St. Alban's since I have had anything
to do with it, if it was c^ipable of stmding safely any
longer. Of course ignorant people can pronounce any-
thing capable of standing because they see it stand yet

;

and then others, who are not quite so ignorant, but some-
thing worse, avail themselves of such statements by saying
that " the ruinous state of (whatever it may be) is denied by
others," and so avoid pledging any reputation of their
own or of anybody else to the denial, and yet take the
benefit of it : a mode of controversy which is thoroughly
contemptible, but too common iu other matters as in
this. The fact is that tlie west front of St. Alban's
ceased to exist as architecture, except the central part,
and became britk walls Ion r ago ; and now the central
part also is simply dead of old age, bad construction, and
worse building, and stone entirely unfit for external use,
and has only two alternatives -to fall down, or to be
rebuilt before it falls. Fortunately, enough remains of
the inside of the porches to enable tliem to bo, in the
common sense of the word, restored, i.e., retaining some
of the oil stones together with some new ones copying
the old. Many of the external arch stones of the ceutral
porch have also been found, used hs rubble in the modern
walls ; that being so, the only question is the mode of
rebuilding the west front, except tlie porches, and that
Las nothing at all to do with the present subject of
'* Historical Documents," as Mr. Stevenson absuidly calls
it, as if any good were to be done by using common words
in a sense in which no man underotauds them It cau never
be a historical mo/iumci.t (to speak English andnotnou-
sen-se) again. Even if anyone pi-oposed to et)py it, there is

absolutely no architecture to c jpy, except that vile I'erpen-
dicularwmdow, aboutihe u^jliest in England. Badasitis,
I contemplated letting it alone if it would have stood being
let alone ; but it wou'd not, and I will ctrtainly not spend
sixpence in rebuilding or copying such a thing, whiuh is

the real meaning of '• restoring '* it, in its present con-
dition ; n T would I let anybody e!se, if there were any-
one so foolish as to offtr it, spoil th ; whole design by
sticking in such a window as that, which never had any
business there at all, and belongs to the period when the
depravity of the monks of St. Albans had become the
scandal of all Kngland. Nearly all the original windows
in the church, except some of the clerestory lancets, are
Decorated, and therefore so are the seven new oaes
whieh I have inserted already in the formerly dark bayj
of the ainles, which everybody can see are an immense
imprjvement to the church. I am quite disappointed to
see nothing in the exti acts, but you will d>ubtless hive
the defect supplied, of the criticism of which Mr.
bteveason gave me notice in his letter, inviting me to
come and make spo.t for the rhilistincs this evening,
**on the inferiority of the new west window to the
present one, both in design and proportions." Benign,
being a matter of taste, will be veiy ea«y for hira to dia-
pose of, aud I am very glad to find that such a cdtic a
Mr. Stevenson does disapprove of it. I should be m ire

alarmed than I have been a*. anyViing I have heard of it ii'

tic did not. And I am too m tcb used to su -h ciitici.>m

of designs which end in bein'< gcuera'ly admired, atid

sometimes ev*fn copied, whentht-y are done, t'>pay much
att<?nti>n to it, especidlly after (he many opinions I have
alieaiy received in f .vour of this dcsigti, and iFome let

ters begging thit I will not alter it, w..ijh perhaps some

persons ma^ think superfluous. But when he talks of
the inferiority of the new proportions to the old ones
he is evideatly drawing a now at a venture, and
taking for granted that, with my usual audacity,
I have altered them for nothing buc my own
fancy. And yet he could very easily have
ascertained, as the drawings are published, that the out-
lines of the new and old windows are identical, as well aa
the number of the lights, except what is due to the
arched sill, which is necessary for -iny sound construction
there, as the present window actually stands on the thin
vaulting of tlie porch ; or else we must have had a window
of really different, and perhaps worse, proportions. Bo
the moment he gets out of tlie safe regions of opinions
which admit of neither proof nor refutation, into the
dangerous realms of facts and measurements, not a word
he utters is correct, at least, about the restoration of St.
Alban's, which alone I am concerned to notice. It is
really what they call breaking flies upon the wheel,
instead of blowing them away, to ciiticise the platitudes
and paradoxes of which the extracts, at any rate, are
composed, apart from these special blunders about St.
Alban's, which were obviously meant to be the plums of
this very heavy pudding. Still, a specimen or two are
irresistible ; for here is the very latest nostrum
of the Anti-Kestorationists for keeping up old
buildings :~" It is right to keep an old building
in use : it is the surest way of preserving it. . . .

If not used they fall into ruin." That, then, is the true
way to restore churches that are on the point of falling

;

go on baldly using them. Never mind if people tell you
they are dangerous. Probably they know nothingabout
it; at any rate, *' some people deny it." If a congrega-
tion is buried in the ruins, what can be a more glorious
and beautiful end ! If cracks are heard and seen, and
ston.s begin to fall occasionally by way of warning, why
then perhaps you must give it up and wait
serenely for its fall, aa they did at Chichester when
they found the tower hopeless. The ruin will still

be very interesting to artists, who, Hr. Stevenson assures
us, specially agreed with him, anQ I dartsay they do.
But though use is the thing to keep buildings in repair,

we must have no restoration for such a base object aa use.
'* Unless we act like barbarians .... we must
leave it unused, if its use involves alterations which in-
jure its historical value," as of course eveiy restoration
and eveiy new stone put in for repair pro tanio does. To
people of this order of mind and uuderotanding, South-
well is as Stoueheuge and St. Alban's as Avebury or a
Ctesar's camp

At the conclusion of the letter, Mr. Hoeace
Jones exclaimed : Surely you are not going to

print this ?

The Pbesident: No, not in full. I think,

gentlemen, Mr. Stevenson's paper we have heard
read, and the mild letter from Sir Edmund
Beckett will lead some member to open the dis-

cussion.

Mr. "William White, F.S.A., remarked that

he did not object to the general principles nor to

the practice of con8ei*vation, but he could not ad-
mit the reality of the exaggerated ideas of some
conservationists as to what was possible and what
impossible in dealing with old work. In one
point he agreed with Sir E. Beckett in objecting

to what he understood Mr. Stevenson to say

—

namely, that it would be better to allow a build-

ingto become useless than to repair it, if by touch-

ing it we altered its historical character. If he
rightly understood Mr. Stevenson, he thought he
had expressed himself in a i)erfectly illogical

manner, and in a way which did not meet the

views of most members. If a building were left

unused it would very soon bo swept away ; it

was the continuous adaptation to the require-

ments of the times that had preserved to us the

great mass of our Eisglish cathedrals and
churches. He would not deny that there had
been a lamentable want of care in restoration.

He must for himself confess that in some of his

own early works he was not as scriix>ulous as he
should have been. But he had suffered for that,,

for ho had often had the credit of destructive

work, which he had refused to do, but which
had been subsequently done by the vicar or

churchwardens. He must controvert the as-

sertion by Sir E. Beckett that design was
'* a mere matter of taste." Design was
capable of aualysis, and the exercise of

reason in almost every particular, although
there was a spirit in design which it was
impossible either to argue ui>on or define,

and this expression depended on the mucli mis-

used and much abused qualities of sentiment and
poetry. Tlio more careful preservation of our
historical monuments was due, in large part, ta

the writings of Sir "Walter Scott. Sir E. Beckett

had stated that he had touched nothing at St.

Alban's Abbey except the west front, but he

could not help thinking that he had something

to do with other work done at the Abbey, and
especially the destruction of the south corbel

table. However that might be, ho hoped Mr.

Stevenson's suggest!' in would bo adopted,

nara"ly, to make the lostitute's Committee for

the Preservation of Ancient Monuments more
practical.

Mr. EwAX Christian^ agreed with Sir E,
Beckett ill thiuking that Mr. Stevenson's paper

was pretty completely ans a ered on the last
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occasion, when ho adduced very similar ar^u-
menta. He had as great a reverence for the
past as Mr. Stevenson, but he believed that the
pew system had been a most murderous thing for

the influence of tlie Church of England, and could
not, therefore, admit that pews should be re-

tained. A most righteous work had been done
in clearing out tlieso exclusive boxes. He would
ask the lecturer where he drew the line between
what was historical evidence and what was mere
modeminterference with the fabric,because—[Mr.
Stevenson : I draw it where you begin to falsify

and copy]— if so, anything whatever existing in
the church, whether it were the work of a
churchwarden or village carpenter, must be
undisturbed, because it illustrated some period
of the history of the building. If the insertion
were a real work of art, it ought, of course, to
remain, but not otherwise. He concurred in
the strictures which had been passed on the
restoration carried out at St. Patrick's, Dublin

;

it rendered one perfectly miserable to walk
through the Cathedral and behold the awful
result. He also agreed with Mr. Stevenson that
the architects were not the only persons worthy
of blame in church restorations ; the clergy and
churchwarden were often responsible for much
injury ; he had himself groaned over their work.
In restoring a church in Norfolk he found
one of the earliest of the Jacobean Communion-
rsuls, having the characteristic dog-moulding;
he urged that it should be untouched, but in fis
absence the authorities took the rail down and
burned it. As consulting architect he visited a
Herefordshire church, where there was a genuine
apse having Saxon work in it ; against his
advice this was destroyed to put in a large
new window. He coiild tell them a good
deal about the robberies committed on chan-
cels by those who ought to preserve them

—

of the lead stripped off, sold, and replaced
by tiles, of the mean fir poles substituted for
sound timbers, and he often regretted that he
could not make the fellows now in their graves
come back and repay what they had taken away.
As to Southwell Minster, he should like to know
if Mr. Stevenson would have hesitated to replace
the western spires taken down in 1801 for the
sake of their lead. It had been said that the
towers were too weak to leave them ; but any
one who had been on them, likehimself, and had
seen the solid 4ft. 6in. walling, would have
known that this was incorrect. He had taken
considerable pains to reconstruct them as they
formerly appeared, and was guided by old illus-

trations, including an original drawing by
Turner, executed shortly before the spires were
removed, and last week he had the satisfaction of
seeing the new ones in position.

Lieut-Colonel Lenox Peendeegast, hon. asso-
ciate, suggested that if it were generally known
that a committee of the Institute would come
forward with alacrity to examine into and ad-
vise on the proposed restoration of churches or
old houses, many vicars, committees, and country
gentlemen would gladly avaO themselves of such
opportunities, and much ancient work would be
preserved. It was to be feared that much of
Wren's work fell into the hands of restorers
who, however they might understand the prin-
ciples of Gothic work, had no sympathy with
the Renaissaure, or a thorough acquaintance
with the Five Orders. He was glad to see in
the recent restoration of St. Stephen's, Walbrook,
that the old pews had been left, for the whole of
the columns were stilted, and the design con-
ceived in harmony with these.
Mr. Cheistian explained that the lostitiite

appointed some years since a committee far the
conservation of ancient monuments.
Mr. Heed askid if that committee was still in

existence, and did it ever sit ?

Mr. Cheisti-vn : Yes ; whenever occasion for
calling it together arose.

Mr. L. W. RinoE : Does the committee ever
publish a report P

Mr. E. Woodthoepe : Or is it after the usual
style of the Institute ?

No reply was given to these inquiries, and
Professor Keee said it was to be regretted that
Mr. Christian had dealt with the theological
question of the pew-system, rather than with the
broad issues raised by Mr. Stevenson. He (Mr.
Kerr) was not one of those who lived in the past,
and ne was afraid Mr. Stevenson was, but he
sympathised to a great extent in the view he
had put forth—the need for a more universal
recognition of the interest attaching to records
of the past.

The Peesident proposed a vote of thanks to

Mr. Stevenson for his paper, which was carried

with applause.
Mr. Stevenson, in replying, explained that he

had simply invited Sir Edward Beckett's atten-

tion to certain features in the design for St.

Alban's new west front, to which exception
might, he thought, bo taken ; and he had said that
the removal of the old west end was a reckless

destruction of an ancient monument. It had
not affected his criticism of the design that

Sir Edmund was not an architect by pro-
fession. In a building of such a character as

St. Alban's, they had a right to criticise any
published design purposing to alter its features.

In reply to the Secretary to the Institute, Mr.
Stevenson explained that the drawing of the
west front exhibited on the screen was enlarged,

he believed with strict accuracy, to six times the
size, from the design published in the Buildino
News. He had simply referred to it as one of

the grossest instances of ignorant interference

with a valuable work of architecture. Although,
personally, the reader of the paper was no one,
he thought Sir Edmund Beckett might have
honoured the Institute with his presence at its

meeting. He agreed with Mr. Christian, that
the locked-up pew system was objectionable

;

what he recommended was, instead of- re-

moving the pews, to take the doors off and
leave them open. He had tried to show
that, as historical documents, old buildings
had an intrinsic value quite independent of their

character as works of art. He hoped that this

would, before long, be accepted as an elementary
truth in the architectural mind. Notwithstand-
ing what Sir Edmimd had written, and Mr.
Christian had said, there was a great difference
in his paper of that night and the one read three
years since. He had endeavoured to set out
more broadly and more fully tho great principles
on which we should go in dealing with an old
building, namely, the consideration of its his-

torical interest.

THE CHANNEL TUNNEL.
CLOSE to the western entrance in the Abbot's

Cliff', near Folkestone, are the Channel
Tunnel works, now progressing under Colonel
Beaumont, R.E. The project, both in design
of plan and mode of execution, is practical
and ingenious. The chalk strata of England and
Prance are geologically continuous, and the dip
of the beds is the same—namely, toward the east,

on both sides of the English Channel. The
lowermost portion, known as the "grey chalk,"
is of more clayey nature than the other portions
of the chalk formation, and is sufficiently im-
pervious to water to render perforation feasible.

The plan proposed is to follow by a descending
tunnel the natural dip of the grey chalk towards
Dover, until a depth of 200fr. below the sea bed
of the Channel is attained. The Channel Tunnel
will then be driven horizontally right across
from shore to shore. A similarly inclined tunnel
on the French side, rising along the direction of

the dip of the strata, will make communication
again with the upper surface of the land. The
giey chalk isthusenteied and followed through-
out along its natural position—from daylight
on the one side, and in its subterranean and sub-
marine depths to daylight on the other side of

the Channel. The works at Abbot's Cliff con-
sist of a short drift-way from the sea front of

the "Warren" to the commencement of the
trial tunnel, wliich is circular, "ft. in diameter,

and runs parallel with the existing line of the
South-Eastem Railway. It has ab'cady attained

a length of 300 yards. The chalk is drilled by
a circular disc of iron cutters, worked by a com-
pressed-air engine by means of a shaft with
bevel-wheel gearing, the shaft and engine
extending for a length of 30ft. The cuttiog

disc makes two revolutions per minute, and
is fed forward a Jin. at each revolution.

The t'jtal advance of the whole face of the

boring is Jin. per minute. The debris

cut out by the revolving disc is received in a

sort of large iron tray, which is hauled back
every now and then by a chain worked by an
auxiliary air engine ; and the water which per-
colates the chalk is easily kept under by a small

donkey pump. The promise of success so far

seems good, but the 7-foot tunnel has not yet

been driven much, if anything, below low-water
tidal level, and we have yet to learn whether
any powerful jets of water may get in through
fi'sures as the subterranean depth is increased.

Trial shafts have been driven vertically down a
considerable distance both on the English and
French shores, and there have been no signs of
extraordinary difficulty from such souroea.
Nevertheless, the question of a possible fissure
or deep crack in the continuity of the grey chalk
itself ID mid-channel, along a line passing be-
tween the "Vame" and the "Ridge,' can
only be actually settled when the Channel
Tunnel itself solves it, and ends, once and for
ever, all discussions upon the subject.

A NEW ANTISEPTIC APPARATUS.

THE Antiseptic Apparatus Manufacturings
Company, of 27, Harrow-road, W., have

lately patented an apparatus for deodorising and
destroying the foul gases arising from closets, to
which we draw tho attention of our readers.
The invention consists in a copper vessel fUIed
with a specially-prepared deodorising solution of
permanganate, and so shaped that it can be fitted
closely to the container of the closet beneath the
seat. From this vessel a smaff metal tube leads
up to the rim of the basin, over which it turns,
and by the movement of the lever which actuates
tho bowl, in combination with a small plug or
piston working in a cylinder at one end of the
vessel, the solution is forced through the small
tube at every action of the handle, and a small
portion of it mixes with the water in the basin
sufficient to deodorise it. The water is turned
pinkish by the mixture, and retains its bright-
ness as long as the closet remains in a clean con-
dition. We have inspected the apparatus, and
do not think it can possibly get out of order, as
the action is very simple, and a certain quantity
of the fluid is taken into the cylinder and forced
out at every fall of the handle. There is no con-
nection with the water-lever of closet. The
apparatus can be made to any size, to fit any
closet, but the size kept in stock holds sufficient
fluid to last a twelvemonth in ordinary cases.

The cost of the apparatus is 36s. , and the com-
pany are prepared to fit it to any public institu-

tion as well as private houses. For hotels,

railway -stations, factories, and hospitals, we
believe great advantage will be derived from its

use as a disinfecting agent. Dr. W. B. Richard-
son and other scientific men have spoken in high
terms of the patent, and its great recommenda-
tion is that it can be fitted to every construction
of apparatus by any competent plumber.

CHIPS.
The foundation-stone of a new vicarage at

Abbots Bickington was laid on Friday week. The
building is being erected by Mr. R. H. Beckly, of
Fancrasweek, from the designs and under the
superintendence of Mr. S. Dob.H, architect, of
Exeter.

A Primitive Methodist chapel, seating 350 per-
sons, was opened at Pilsley, Derbyshire, on
Monday week. Mr. S. Godber, of Pilsley, "fas the

architect, and Messrs. Rouse aad Hall, of the

same place, were the builders.

New Congregational Sunday-schools were
opined at Over, Cheshire, on Tuesday week. Mr
George Hamlet was the builder.

At a meeting held at Marshwood, near Bridport,

last week, it was resolved to erect a new church in

that district at a cost of £1,000. Mr. G. R.
Crickmay, of Weymouth, is the architect.

The restoration of St. Peter Manoroft Church is

progressing, from the designs of Mr. G. E. Street,

R.A., but the committee find that it cannot be
reopened »t Whitsuntide, as originally proposed.

The first pile was driven by Lady Jarvis, on
Tuesday week, of a new fish- landing wharf now
being formed at Fisher-fleet, King's Lynn, as the

first portion of the proposed new docks. Mr.
Walker is the contractor.

A cew lecture-hall, which has been added at the

rear of St. Andrews' Presbyterian Church, Upper
Norwood, was opened on Wednesday week. It is

built of stock bricks, with red brick dressings, and
measures 54£t. by 24ft., sealing between 200 and
300 persons. Ten classiooms can be formed by
erecting a aeries of framed partitions. Beneath
the hall are minister's rooms, ladies' room, and
kitchen. Mr. Dunk, of Leadenhall-street, was the

architect, and Messrs. HoUidge and Stuart, of

South Norwood, were the builders ; the cost has

been £950.

St. James's Church, Halifax, was reopened on
Wednesday week after having been restored, from
the designs of Mr. W. S. Barber, architect, of that

town. The chancel-pavinj has been executed

by Messrs. Maw and Co., of Broseley, Salop.
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ax PEI.VCKSS'S TltlATRE.—THE BKAUFOET THIATEB.—
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Our Lithographic Illustrations.

BOYAi PItlXCESs's THEATEE.

This theatre, recentl7 erected from the designs
of Mr. C. J. Phipps, F.S.A., has a frontage
toward* Oxford-street of 21ft., and is built in
Portland stone. Over the entrance is an open
loggia 8ft. deep, forming a balcony overlooking
the street. This is approached from the smo-
king-room and grand foyer on the level with the
dress-circle corridor.

IBSBSAUFOBT THEATEE—FEOTAOE TOWABDS THE
EltBA^'B3tENT.

The illustration shows the frontage towards the
Victoria-Embankment of the new theatre now
being erected for Mr. R. D'Oyly Carte, from
the designs of Mr. C. J. Phipps, P.S.A. The
other approaches are in fieaiifort - buildings,
Strand; and as the theatre is isolated on all
sides, there is great facility for entrance and
exit. The materials used are red brick and
Portland stone.

ST. StATTHIAS' CHITEOH, T7PPEE TULSE-HrLL,
BEIXrON, S.W.

Thi3 <5^fh was won in open competition last
year. The design which is now iUustratod differs
matenallT from the one evLhmitted in competi-
tion, both with regard to the plan and also as
regards cost. The walls of the church wUl bo
faced both externally and internally with red
brick, with stone dressings to windows, arcades,
&c. ; the nave columns will be in red Mansfield
stone. The chancel will be groined in brick
•with etone ribs ; the other portion of the church
will have open-timbered rojfs. The architects
are Messrs. Hamor and Waters, of No. 8, John-
street, Adelphi, Ix)ndon.

OBSION FOB OEAMMAB-SCHOOL AT NBWBUET.
The drawing which we illustrate this week was
sent in competition for the Newbury Grammar-
schools under the motto "Propria qure maribus."
It was proposed to build it of red bricks with
torra-cotta dre.-sings, and the roofs covered with
Penmoyle sea-green slates. The architect is
Mr. J. Martin Brooks, 35, Wellington-street,
Strand.

'mriLDisa CLUB.—EOW 01'HKWS" OESIOHmO
AUCSHOtTSES.

This week before last we published the selected
design for a row of almshouses, and to-day we
give the drawings of the second design, the
author of which is ' ' Nemo."

By the slipping of a scaffold at the new municipal
bmldiDgs now in course of erection at Perth, a
mason named Thomas Wallace was on Saturday
thrown from a height of three stories and killed.

THE BUILDING EXHIBITION.

AS our readers are aware, the Building Exhi-
bition opens at the Agricultural Hall on

Monday next, and will remain open till the 19th
inclusive. This is the second year of the enter-
prise, and the promoters appear to have done
everything in their power to render the forth-
coming exhibition not only an improvement on
the last, but a thoroughly representative exhi-
bition of the various trades, arts, and processes
connected with the great industry of building.
Many new and revived processes allied with
building and construction will be represented at
the Agricultural Hall, and we find, from a glance
at the well-compiled and bulky catalogue edited
by Mr. John Black, the secretary and manager,
many of our leading manufacturers connected
with the building and engineering trades have
entered the lists as exhibitors, and we may fairly
look forward to examples and specimens of many
recent manufactures and appliances The exhibi-
tion will be divided into rows distinguished by
the letters of the alphabet placed at the end of
each row, and the number of the stalls as noted in
the catalogue, with the letters of the avenue wiU
enable any visitor to find the stall of any ex-
hibitor. A comprehensive classified index is given
in the catalogue, giving the names of exhibitors
in alphabetical order, with their respective rows
and numbers of stands. It is tmuecessary in this
preliminary notice to give anything like a com-
plete idea of the various branches represented

;

we find, however, among them several inventions
and exhibits relating to smokeless grates and
fuel, specimens of ancient and modem locks,
various decorative appliances, building materials,
constructive expedients of interest to the archi-
tect and engineer. Building stones are repre-
sented by stands of well known merchants, bricks
and tiles by numerous manufacturers, cement
and concrete, ironmongery and brass work,
chimney-pieces, encaustic andother tiles, joinery,
door furniture, gas-stoves and firegrates, horti-
cultural building and appliances, hot-water
apparatus, and a variety of wall and other de-
corations, together with numerous mechanical
apparatus and labour-saving machines, are
among the thousand exhibits which will
find a place in the hall, many of which
we shall notice in detail next week.
Among the three hundred exhibitors we find the
names of Messrs. G. and E. Kansome, Messrs.
Doulton, Steven Brothers and Co., Messrs.
Chubb and Son, H. and C. Davis and Co., Wil-
cock and Company, Ashton and Green, Jones
and Willis, S. Trickett, Jeffrey and Son, Boyle
and Son, W. Smeaton and Sons, Joseph Cliff and
Sons, Drake and Co., W. H. Lascelles, the Papy-
rotUe Company, the Antiseptic Apparatus Com-
pany. The catalogue is prefixed by a few
readable articles. "A Sketch of the Histiry of
Decoration," by Mr. W. J. E. Crane, wiU be
found a general introduction to the decorative
exhibits. "Smoke and Fog Abatement and
Smokeless Fuel " forms another useful introduc-
tion to the display of heat-producers and various
appliances ; after which are short dissertations on
aniient and modern locks, by EUhu Burritt,
M.A. ; "Glass as Applied to Building and
Decoration," by C. Evelyn Smith ;

" Our
Timber Supply," " Distempering," &c. These
introductory chapters have at least an educa-
tional value to the many hundreds of visitors
who frequent the exhibition, and make the
moderate-priced catalogue prepared by Mr.
Black really a useful handbook ; but another
feature wliich we did justice to last year has
been retained, namely, the blank space for
visitor's notes on each page of the catalogue,
which adds considerably to the permanent value
of the volume, and will be foimd of service by
all those who visit the exhibition for the purpose,
not only of seeing, but recording their experi-
ences. Mr. Black's sixpenny catalogue, in short,
is suggestive of how these often uninteresting
records may be turned to account.

of the examples from churches built from the
year 1844 to the present time. The illustrations

have been culled from a variety of sources,
among them the BtJiLDiuQ News, and have boon
collected and arranged by Mr. Alfred Capes,
architect, the introductory essay on the
"Principles of Architectural Beauty" being
written by the Rev. J. M. Capes, M.A. Among
the illustrations of old churches given are views
of St. Mary Overy, the Temple Church, Austin
Friars, St. Ethuh-eda, Bow Church, Lambeth
Palace Chapel and Crypt, St. Stephen's Chapel,
Westminster, St. Stephen's, Walbrook, and St.
Dunstan, Stepney. Of the new churches the
list begins with the late Sir Gilbert Scott's early
church, St. Giles, Camberwell, a fair illustration
of which is given. The interior of All Saints',
Margaret -street, by Mr. Butterfield ; St.

Columba's, Haggerston, by Mr. J. Brooks, repro-
duced from the Buildino News ; St. Mary
Abbott's, Kensington, St. Jude's, Kensal-green,
by Mr. J. T. Lea; St. Augustine's, Kilbum, by
Mr. J. L. Pearson, R.A. ; St. James-the-Less,
Westminster, by Mr. Street, R.A. ; St. Saviour's,
Oxford-street, by Mr. A. Blomfield ; and St.

John Baptist's, Kensington, by Mr. J. Brooks,
are the best of these examples. Short descrip-
tive notices are given of each. But the principal
part of the book is devoted to the introductory
essay by the Eev. Mr. Capes, in which the
principles of beauty are discussed, though what
exact bearing the subject has on the churches of
London is not particularly clear. We cannot
afford space to analyse Mr. Capes' theory,
which in the main appears reasonable. He thinks
in the adoption of some prominent imit and its

repetition more or less, that the highest beauty is

to be reached in architecture, and St. Mary
Overy is pointed to as an example of the prin-
ciple of adopting a unit of length. Wo think
a little too much prominence is given to window
tracery, as having exercised so great an influence
on Pointed architecture. No doubt it was an
important feature, but we cannot acknowledge
that it was the brilliancy of 14th-century glass
which altogether made the art. Two beautiful
examples of windows are supplied in the illus-

trations—those at Austin Friars and of St.

Etheh-eda, in Ely-place, the former belonging to
the latter part of the 14th century, and the latter

belonging to the early part of that century. The
illustration of the latter is a clever wood engrav-
ing, by H. W. Brewer. The remarks made by
Mr. Capes on modem architecture are sensible,

and his strictures on the "Queen Anne style,"

which is denied to have '
' any style at all, but an

Anglicised continuation of the brick architecture,
imported by William III.," are to the point.

OLD AND NEW CHURCHES
LONDON.*

OF

THE work before us under this heading com-
prises a series of illustrations of the exist-

ing churches in London from the Norman period
to the Great Fire, in addition to which are many

• The Old and New Churches of London, &c. ; col-
lected and Arranged by Alfeed Capes, Architect, with
an Introdu tory Essay by the Eev. J. M. Capes, M.A.
London: J. Bumpus, Oxford -street.

CHIPS.
The third annual diimer of the Builders' Clerks'

Benevolent Institution will take place on Thursday
next, at the Guildhall Tavern, Gresham-etreet,
E.C. Mr. Stanley G. Bird, President, wiU take
the chair.

A tender has been accepted at £4,241 for the
erection of a church at Burham, near Bochester.

The Brighton board of guardians last week in-
structed their architect, Mr. Maynard, to prepare
plans for an infirmary for 3-30 patients, and vagrant
wards for 100 males and 40 females.

A new Primitive Methodist chapel was opened
at Swanwick, Derbyshire, last week. It is Gothic
in style, is built of Leicestershire etone, with
bands of blue brick, and has cost £750 for erec-
tion. Mr. Wills, of Derby, was the architect

;

Messrs. Brown and Simkins, of Eastjfood, were
the builders ; the heating is by hot-air on Trus-
well's principle.

The Great Yarmouth Eace Committee adopted
last week plans by Mr. Cockerell, architect, of
Yarmouth, for the construction of a new grand
stand capable of accommodating 1,000 people.

The Board of Works on Friday last finally
passed the plans for a new theatre, which is being
erected in Panton-street, Hajmarket, and which
will be opened about September next. Mr. Alex.
Henderson, who has obtained a lease for eighty
years, has decided to name the new theatre the
"Lyric." The building, when completed, will
seat 910 persons.

The local board of Eedditch last week accepted
the tender of Mr. Laws, amounting to £7,0.51, for
sewering the district in accordance with plans
prepared by Messrs. Gotts and Beesley, of West-
minster, and appointed their surveyor, Mr. BayUs,
as clerk of works during the progress ol the works
at an additional salary of 253. per week.
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Buillims KntelUgmce.

DuBLEi.—The hoardings have this week been

removed from around the South Dublin City

Markets, and the building will ba opened for

use in about two months' time. The style of

the building is a Flemish Gothic, freely treated,

and the external fronts are buUt of red bricks

from Leeds, with mouldings and dressings of

terra-cotta, Mansfield stone being employed for

wiudow-traceiy. The chief front to South
Great George's- street is three stories in height,

and has a central double entrance with traoeried

windows and a gable to main roof rising 65ft.

from ground, and flanked by octagonal turrets.

At each angle of the market are pavilions sur-

mounted by high-pitched roofs, finished with
iron ridge cresting at a height of 58ft. A belt

of forty -five shops open upon the street frontages,

the stories above being devoted to private resi-

dences. Forty-eight other shops open into the

market-square, which measures 240ft. by r20ft.

in the clear. This inner space is being con-

creted, and on it will be placed 150 stalls. The
market is traversed by two carriage ways at

right angles to each other, and is roofed over

with timber on cast-iron girders and columns in

ten bays, the southern slopes being slates, and
the northern ones glazed with obscured glass.

Five or six pendant gas sun-bumers will be hung
between each bay. Beneath the market are

stores, 8ft. in clear between floor and ceiling,

and arched over with brick. Messrs. W. and R.
Mawson, of Bradford, Yorkshii-e, are the archi-

tects, chosen in open competition ; Mr. J. Hall
Thorpe, of Leeds, is the contractor, and Mr.
George Hutchison the clerk of works. The
contract for building was taken at £65,000, and
was commenced in AprU, 1879.

East Geinstead.—A new 'Wesleyan Method-
dist church was opened on Wednesday week at

East Grinstcad by the President of the Wesleyan
Conference. The church, which will accommo-
date 300 people, is 45ft. long by 31ft. 6in. wide,

and has a small end gallery. The masonry to

the front is of local sandstone, rock-faced,

relieved with Bath stone windows and dressings.

The style is Gothic
;
plate-tracery is used in all

the front windows. 'The roofs are covered with
plain brown tiles. There is a small tower
carried to a height of 56ft., the lower part being
in masonry, and finished from a height of 30ft.

above ground, with plain tile roof. Attached to

the church are a schoolroom, 21ft. square,

2 vestries, minister's lavatory, copper-room, boys'

and girls' w.c's., &c. Internally, the roof of the
ehm-ch is open-timbered ; the platform is in

carved and modelled oak. The gallery front in

pitch pine. White cathedral glass is u.sed

throughout. The church and schoolroom are

heated by Constantine's hot-air apparatus at a
cost of £48. The contract for the buildings,

exclusive of boundary-walls, was taken by
Messrs. Charlwood Bros., of East Grinstead, at

a cost of £1,277. The architect is Mr. S. W.
Houghton, of Southborough, Tunbridge Wells.

EoEEMONT.—The foundation-stone of the new
parish-church is to bo laid on Tuesday next. It

is being built from the designs of Mr. T. L.
Banks, and will be Gothic in styleand cruciform

on plan. It will consist of nave and aisles, 88ft.

by 47ft. 6in. wide to outer whlls ; chancel 24ft.

long by 20ft. wide ; shallow transepts, each 32ft.

longand 8ft. deep ; baptistery, vestry, and organ-
chamber. At a future time a tower and spire,

100ft. high, will be added. The church will scat

650 ; will be built entirely of red freestone, from
the contiactor's quarries at Bankend and Ring-
ing-stones ; and the internal fittings will be of

pitch-pine, varnished. Mr. John Smith is the

contractor, his tender having been accepted at

£5,775.

HiOHEE Opensiiaw.—On Wednesday week,
the 23rd March, the Lord Bishop of Manchester
consecrated the new church of St. Clement's,

Higher Opcnshaw. The general plan is oblong,

the south side being parallel with Ashton-road.
The only projections are the chancel and two
porches. 'The style is that of the Geometrical
period. The two side-aisles are of good height
and are roofed by a "lean-to" against the
clerestory-wall above. Internally the dimen-
sions of the church aro as follows : Extreme
length, 119ft., by a width of 52ft. ; the nave
from floor to ridge is nearly 50ft. ; and the

chancel 40ft. The walls internally are plastered

between stonework, and epen-timbercd roofs

have been adopted. Dumford parpoints are used
throughout the exterior, with Yorkshire dressings

to all windows and angles. Accommodation
has been provided for 048 worshippers. The
contractors for the superstructure were Messrs.
Wilson, Toft, and Huntley, Messrs. Cordingly
and Stopford doing the mason's work. On the
eastern portion of the site a vicarage is to be built,

and this, with a tower, will bo proceeded with
when funds justify the outlay. The whole of

the works were executed from designs prepared
by Messrs. George Enticknap and Walter K.
Booth, architects and surveyors, of Cooper-
street, Manchester. The estimated cost of the
works under the present contract, exclusive of

the tower, is about £5,350. The alabaster pulpit
and font were carved by Earp and Hobbs. The
reading-desk and lectern were made by Larmuth
and Sidebotham.

Ipswicn.—The new museum in High-street is

approaching completion, and will be opened
about Midsummer next. The iuilding is

Queen Anne in style, and is erected of local red
bricks with dressings of darker red and Bath stone
niullions. It contains an entrance-hall 33ft. by
18ft., leading into a southern museum 103ft. Cin.

long by 20ft. wide, and a central museum 71ft.

9in. long by 33ft. wide, each lofty, and lighted
by double skylights, and provided with a wide
galleiy; a library and reading-room, 73ft. by
27ft., to be seated for 350 people ; a science
classroom on the north side of building, accom-
modating 150 students; art classroom, 72ft. 6in.

by 26ft. ; laboratory, and science master's room.
The cases are being transferred from the present
museum in Museum-street, and arranged in the
new buildings, by Dr. J. E. Taylor, the curator.
The contractors aro Messrs. J. B. and F. Ben-
nett, of Ipswich, and the clerk of works is Mr.
R. T". Orr; the architect (selected in competi-
tion) of the museum, and the adjacent Ipswich
Fine Art Society's hall, which was opened last

spring, is Mr. Horace Cheston, of London. We
illustrated the design for the museum on Aug.
29, 1879.

KiKKDAT.E.—A new cemetery at Kirkdale,
Liverpool, was consecrated on Tuesday. It

consists of 88 acres, 16 of which have at present
been laid out for burial purposes. The churches
and offices attached to the cemetery were built

from the plans of Mr. William Duckworth, jun.,

architect. There are three chapels provided,
those for the Church of England and Noncon-
formist denominations being grouped so as to
form exteriorly one building. This is placed
nearly in the centre of the site ; the remaining
chapel, that for the Roman Catholics, being
placed about 90 yards to the north-west. The
style is Geometric, or Thirteenth-century Gothic.
A clock tower and spire, reaching to the height
of 90ft., are attached to the grouped chapels,

while a spirelet 70ft. in height rises from the
south-western corner of the Roman Catholic
chapel. The lodge and registrar's house are
placed on either side the entrance from Long-
moor-lane. The style adopted is domestic
Gothic of a simple character, harmonising with
that of the chapels. The contractors for the
churches and lodges are Messrs. G. Wood and
Son, Bolton ; and for the road-making and
drainage, Mr. D. A. Jardine, St. Helen's.

LiMEHOTJSE, E.—The new town-hall for Lime-
house was formally opened on Tuesday. It is

situate in the Commercial- road, and is a rect-

angular structure in the Italian style, having
in front an open portico carried on polished
granite columns. The fagades are of white
Suffolk brick and Portland stone, with arched
windows. On the first floor is the lirge meeting-
hall, which is 70ft. by 40ft., and 26ft. high. It

is lighted by day with eleven casement windows,
and by night with three sunlight burners ; at one
end is a platform 12ft. wide, and at the other a
gallery of equal width. The ground-floor is sub-
divided into vestry-room, ofBcers' room, clerks'

offices, strong room, collectors' office, and porters'

office. The foundation-stone was laid in October,

1879, and the design was illustrated in this

journal some years since. Messrs. A. and
C. Harstou were the architects, and Mr. John-
son was the buUder. The cost has been about
£10,000.

LrvEKPOOL.—The Baptist chapel which has
been erected opposite the Prince's Park Gates in

Prince's-road, Liverpool, the foundation-stone
of which was laid on the 1st July, 1879, was
opened on Sunduj-. The chapel has been de-

signed to accommodate about one thousand per-

sons, and consists of a nave 75ft. long by o2ft.

wide, occupied by gfround-fioor seats and a
gallery on three sides. Under the whole of the
ground-floor of the chapel is provided a lecture

or school-room of the same size as the body of

the chapel. The chapel, lecture, and school-

rooms are heated by hot-wtter pipes, around
and under gratings in the aisles. "The ventila-

tion of the chapel is so arranged that there is

fresh air admitted, and the vitiated air passes
into a space in the main roof, and from thence is

extracted by a Boyle's cowl. The coronas and
gasfittings are a&nirable specimens of nrtistio

work, and are from the workshop of Mr. A.
Bucknall, Renshaw-street. The exterior is of

an Italian or Romanesque character. The
builders are Messrs. Brown and Backhouse, Mr.
Henry Sumners, F.R.I.B.A., Imperial-build-
ings, Dale-street, is the architect.

Salisbuet.—A canopied tomb and recumbent
figure in Salisbury Cathedral, forming a me-
morial of the late Bishop Hamilton, wore
formally presented to the Dean and Chapter ou
Friday. The effigy of the bishop has been
modelled and designed by the Hon. and Rev.
Bertrand Plcydell Bouverio, and executed under
his direction by Mr. R. Glassbury. It is of white
statuary marble, and represents the bishop as

clothed with the stole, cope, &c., and having at

his left side his pastoral staff. The dress is that

of a priest of the 13th century, but the hands
are folded on the breast, whereas at that period

the custom was to represent a bishop with the

right hand slightly raised and the fingers placed
in the attitude of blessing. Over this figure is

an Early English canopy, designed by the late

Sir Gilbert Scott, and erected by Mr. White, of

Vauxhall-bridge-road, London, under the

supervision of Mr. John Oldrid Scott. On
either side are five open arches, with supporting
columns, which bear the coping. The columns
are each formed by three clustered pillars of

Purbeck marble, with caps all differing of a
floriated character, suggested by those in the
Chapter-house. The coping or roof is divided

by arched ribs, springing from the columns
with diagonal ribs, having varied bosses at the

intersection. The stonework is all from the

Hindon beds of the ChUmark quarries. The
carving of the canopy has been executed by
Messrs. Farmer and Brindley, of Westminster
Bridge-road. -^

COMPETITIONS.
Blackbtten.—A new Wesleyan chapel, to seat

650, at a cost of £2,500, is about to be erected in

Griffin-street, from the designsofMr. Woodhouse,
of Bolton, whose plans were selected in competi-
tion with Messrs. Waddington and Son, of

Burnley ; Messrs. Thackeray and Woods, of

D<:rwen ; and Mr. Miles Aspinal, of Blackburn.

Cardiff iNFiEStABY.— The governors of the
Glamorgansliire and Monmouthshire Infirmary
discussed, for over three hours, on Monday,
which architect or architects had been selected

in the recent competition. It transpired that,

to quote the words of the South Wales Daily
News, "there had been an extraordinary want
of care on the part of the building committee in

conducting the negotiations," which took place

after the plans of Mr. Bell, of Manchester (sub-

mitted under motto " Health"), and of Messrs.

James, Seward, and Thomas, of Cardiff (motto
"Tria Juncta in Uno"), had been selected as

the best two in the competition. The report of

one of the referees, and other documents essen-

tial to a complete statement of the case, were
admitted to be lost, and it was allowed that

both of the competitors had been appointed
architects inferentially. By a large majority,

Messrs. James, Seward, and Thomas were finally

instructed to carry out their plan for the new
infirmary for 100 beds, and it was suggested
that compensation should, under the peculiar

circumstances, be paid to Mr. Bell. Both the

Cardiff newspapers publish articles severely

commenting on what they term the " infirmary

scandal."

FiNSTALL.—The Stoke Prior (Worcestershire)

L'^nited District) School Board have accepted

the dc-dgns of Mr. John Cotton, architect, of

Birmingham and Bromsgrove, for the new
schools about to be built atFinstall, near Broms-
grove, and for which there has been a recent
architectural competition. About eight sets of

plans were sent in.
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SCHOOLS OF ABT.
BsisiOL.—The annual distribution of prizes

and certificates was made on Monday week at

the Museum. The committee in their report
spoke of the increased prosperity and efBciency

of tlie school, and stated that the attendances at

the evening classes were last year more numerous
than at any time previously. The successes

gained by the students compared favourably
with those of former years. Mr. J. NichoU
Smith, the head master, also read a report in

which he stated that the work of the school had
been more satisfactory during the past twelve
moi.t'u than at previous periods.

OLDiiAit.—The new Science and Art Schools,
built at the cost of nearly £10,000 by Messrse
Flatt Brother.-, and by them presented to th.

town of Oldham, were formally opened by Earl
Derby on the 1 7th ult. 'Ihcy adjoin the
Lyceum premises, and are similar in character
of design, being erected of stone in large blocks.

On the ground-floor are two machine drawing
and geometry rooms, each 42ft. 9in. by 27ft. 6iu.,

accommodating 65 students each ; a third room
for machine drawing 42ft. Sin. by 20ft., and
B master's office 20ft. by 16ft. 9in. The first

floor is similarly planned, and set apart for

classes on building construction, mathematics,
and mechanics, technology, and a laboratory.

On the second floor are the art room, chemical
lecture-room, and chemical laboratory. Heating
is by hot-water pipes at low pressure. The
fittings are all of St. John's pine, stained and
Tarnished, except in the chemical laboratory,
where pitch-pine is used. The total number of

students, for whom desks and seats are pro-
vided, is 651 ; but the full capacity of the
school is for 1,500 students. The architects

were Messrs. George Woodhouse, of Bolton, and
Edward Potts, of Oldham and Manchester. The
contractors were, for excavating, drainage, and
masonry, Messrs. J. and S. Smethurst ; brick-
work, Messrs. J. and O. Partington ; carpentry
and joinery, Messrs. C. Schofield and Co. j

slating, Mr. D. Jackson
; plumbing, glazing,

and painting, Messrs. Buckley, Son, and Halls-
worth ; heating and ventilating, Mr. W. W.
Phipson, London ; and rolled iron beams,
Messrs. Measures and Co., Southwark.

The Fsmxle School of Aet.—On Monday
afternoon the Lord Mayor presided at the annual
distribution of prizes gained by the students of

the Female School of Art, in Queen-square,
Bloomsbury. Mr. Francis Bennoch, the hou.
secretary, read the annual report, in which the
committee express their satisfaction that two
national silver medals and one bronze medal and
five Queen's prizes of books had been gained in
competition with all the schools of art in the
United Kingdom, and their gratification at the
general excellence observable in the work of the

Tarious classes of students, as shown by the 61

third-grade prizes obtained, being the largest
number ever awarded to the school. During the
past year 223 students received instruction in

the various branches of art education. In April,

21,222 drawings and seven models were for-

warded to South Kensington from the school,

being the works of 162 students, or an average
of more than 13 by each competitor. The
national silver medals were gained by Miss E. C.
Nisbet and Miss £. Harris, the bronze by Miss
Beason, and the Queen's prizes by Misses Chap-
lin, Lovell, Rouse, SpUler, aud Whittaker. The
Queen's gold medal was awarded to Miss Reason,
the Clothworkers' Company's scholarship to

Miss Wood, and the Subscribers' scholarship to

Mits Waugh. The judges were Mr. Yeames,
R.A., Mr. Morris, A.R.A., and Mr. Fildes,

A.R.A. ; and for the Gilchrist prizes, Mr. Poyn-
ter, R.A. The Gilchrist scholarship was won
by Mdlle. Bode. Several students had taken
art mistresses' certificates of the highest grade.
The efficient working of the school was much
hindered and all projects of improvementstopped
from the lack of means to extend their premises.
The fund for the raising of the Queen's scholar-
ship to the permanent value of £60 per annum
now only required £450 to complete it. The
committee announced the foundation of a
scholarship of £10 by the Baroness Burdctt-
Coutts. Her Majesty continued her iufluential

penonal patronage to the school, and had this

year become the purchaser of the work " A
British Sailor," by Miss Reason, the Queen's
scholar. The committee congratulated the super-
intend«nt. Miss G inn, and her able assistants,

on the success of the school.

Dublin.—The annual distribution of prizes
and certificates to students of the Dublin Metro-
politan School of Art, founded in 1731, was
made by Earl Cowper, Lord Lieutenant, on
Thursday, the 24th ult. La the course of an
address on the position of the school, Dr. Steele
attributed the backward state of the school to
the absence of a museimi of ornamental art from
the city. In Dublin, during last year, they had
509 pupils against 841 in the art schools of

Edinburgh, and 3,563 in those of London ; at
the last examination Dublin gained only 2 second-
grade prizes against 85 in Edinburgh and 314 in

London; 17 third-grade prizes, against 71 in

Edinburgh and 237 in London, and 3 in the
national competitions (2 bronze medals and 1

Queen's prize) as against 26 (including 1 gold
medal) in Edinburgh and 85 (including 6 gold
medals) in London. Yet the result of the
examination was, for Dublin, unusually good.
This spring it was intended to erect a new school
of art building, and when that was completed
the present premises would be used as an art

tnuseum.

AKCHITECTUBAL & ARCH-SOLOaiCAL.
SOCI£TI£S.

BmioNQHAM Abchitectubai. Association.—
An ordinary meeting was held on Tuesday
evening (the 29th) at the Room, Queen's
College, under the presidency of Mr. R. B.
Morgan, chairman of the Association. After
the business, a paper on "Pictorial Art" was
read by Mr. W. H. Vernon, a well-known local

artist. The subject was treated at great length
and the paper was highly interesting. At its

close a hearty vote of thanks was accorded to

the author.

ExETEE Diocesan Society. — The Exeter
Diocesan Architectural Society held its quarterly
meeting on Thursday, the 24th, in the College
Hall in South-street, the archdeacon of Barn-
staple being in the chair. The attendance was
not large. The Rev. J. L. Fulford, the secre-

tary, read the report of the committee in which
was described the Exeter Church extension
scheme through the erection of a now church
(St. Matthew's) to be shortly commenced, the
architect being Mr. Fulford ; and also an iron

church in St. Sidwell's parish ; the erection of a
new chancel and reseating St. Petrock's by
Messrs. Hayward, and alluding to some restora-

tions going on in different parts of the county
—the rebuilding the nave of St. Peter's, Ply-
mouth, under Mr. Prynne ; a new church from
plans by Mr. St. Aubyn, for the hamlet of Nott,
in the parish of ReveUtoke. Allusion was made
to the present clearing of the site and removing
materials of the scarcely - remembered King
John tavern in South-street, which had a half-

timbered front, removed above forty years since,

with various curiously-carved figures of Henry
VII.'s time, and stUl preserved in the city.

Drawings were shown of the original front. A
paper was read by Mr. Ashworth, architect,

"Notes on some North Devon Cliureliep,"

describing the screen work and good towers of

the churches of Lipford, Atherington, Cole-

ridge, Chawleigh, Chulmleigh, Bishops Nymp-
ton, Chittlehampton, Tawstock, the peculiar

spires of Kingsnympton, Barnstaple, Swim-
bridge, &c. The paper was illustrated by a num-
ber of plans, detail drawings, and rikctches in

water-colours.

AKOHJSOLOaiCAL.
Antiquities in Asia MiNon. — M. Leon

Cahun, who went out last year to the East,

charged with a mission from the French Minis-
ter of Public Instruction, has returned, with his

wife, who accompanied him. He has been able

to explore little-known parts of Northern Meso-
potamia, and examine a good number of undo-
scribed ruins. Among the most interesting are

those of a manufactory of pottery established at

Rttkka in 1108 by the Sultan Mahmoud-Abou-
al-Hasim ; Parthian ruins at Djaber, and a
Roman villa absolutely intact at liessafa, the

ancient Sergiopolis, between Palmyra and the

Euphrates.
v-^^^^.*

The parish-church of Newnham, which was
destroyed a few weeks since by fire, is to be re-

built under the aupervisiou of Messrs. Waller and
Son, of Qluucester, who were the architects for the
recent reatoiation of the church.

A Hundred Thousand Replies and Letter
on subjot'ta ot Universil Interest nave appi'ared durins
the last ten vears in the KNGLISH MECHANIC AND WORLI)
OF SOIKNCE, most of them from the pens ef the leading
Scientifle and Technical Authorities of the day. Thousands or
original articles and scientific papers, and countless receipts and
wrinkles emhraeing almost every subject on which it is possible
to desire information have also appeared during the same period.
The earliest and most accurate information respecting all new
scientific dlseoveries and mechanical inventions is to be found is
its paftes, and its large circulation renders it the best medium
for all advertisers who wish their announcements to he brought
under the notice of manufacturers, mechanics, scientific workers,
and amateurs. Price Twopence, of all booksellers and news-
vendors. Post free 3id, Office : 31, Tavistock atreet, Covent*
garden W.

•—^
TO COKBESFONBEXTS.

[We do not hold otiraelves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

aa possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]
All letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 31,

TAVISTOCK-STKEET, COVENT-QAEDEN, W.C.
Cheques and Post-oflice Orders to be made payable to

J. Fabsuoks Edwards.

ADVEHTISESIENT CHAEGES.
The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line of eight

words (tile first line counting as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than hali-a-crown. Special terms for

series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to tiie Publisher.

Front Page Advertisements 2s. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No front page or paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s,

Situations.
The charge for advertisements for "Situations Wanted "

is Onb Shilling for Twenty Words, and Sixpence fop

every eight words after. All Situation adverl*sefnentt mutt
heprepaid.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 5 p.m, on Thursday, Front page
advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements

must reach the office by Tuesday to secure insertion.

TEEMS OF SUBSCEIPTIONS.

(Payable in Advance.)

Including two halt-yearly double numbers. One Pound
per annum (post free) to any part of the United Kingdom

;

for the United States, £1 6s. 6d. (or 6dols. 40c, gold). To
France or Belgium, £1 6s, 6d. (or 33f. 30c.). To India (via

Brindisi),£110s. lOd. To any of the Australian Colonies

or New Zealand, to the Cape, the West Indies, Canada,
Nova Scotia, or Natal, £1 6s. 6d,

Mr. E, M. TuTTLE, of 13 and 15, Laight-street, New
York City, is authorised to receive American subscrip-

tions at Uie rate of 6 dols. 40c. per annum.

Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 2s. each.

Eeckived,—H. W.—J. P.-P, and Son,-W. B. 8, and
Co,—W, amd Son.—J. A,—H, and C—C. L, H,—I. and
Sons.-A. E.-D. and H, J. N,-E, D,—W, B, W. and
Co.— E, M.—S, A, Co,—F. W. S.—E. L,—C, and Co,—
F, and A, W,— G, and Co.—J. H.—J. M.— J. J. C. and
Co. - P, H, D,—G, B, andL.—F. I. Co.—W. W.—W. E.

andSon.—C. H. 8.

Peovincial Student. (Write to the Secretary, at 9,

Conduit-8tree% W.)—Lex. (It would not be fair,)—

J, H, C, (Nicho sou's Dictionaiy is rather out of date,

though the terms in construction are generally good.

We know of no other modem practical dictionary,)

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
Drawinos Received,—Bonus Hominus, Nemo, Fred.

C0ritsponlience.

THENEW PRESIDENT OFTHEE.I.B.A.

To theMitof of the Building Nbws.

Sir,
—

"Will you allow me to protest against

the idea that the election of my friend, Mr.
Horace Jones, " would be highly deroga-

tory both to the Institute and to the

profession " ?*

It is not a question of electing the most
suitable man. On the contrary, it is simply

one of routine, like the election of the Lord
Mayor.

I have reason to believe that many Fellows

of the Institute think with me that th&

sooner we return to the old mode of election

the belter.

Let us therefore demand a special meeting,

discuss the question, and if strong enough
effect a change ; but it appears to me very

unfair to commence the business by making
a set at Mr. Horace Jones, who, as an archi-

tect, will not suffer in comparison with

either the present or past President.

Another point for discussion might be the

expediency of members remaining year after

year on the Council.

In the new list of Council just published

some of the names sound very like " house-

hold words."—I am, &c.,

March 29. W. BuEGES.

• SjeBuiLDi.vu News, March 25, 1881, page 343.
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Sib,—Kindly allow me to trespass a little on
your space, by way of supplement to the letter

you published last week.
A contest for the Presidential chair would be

unseemly, and is therefore to bo dcprcciited. It

is the hig'hest honour the Institute can bestow,

jet in most instances the position has been
graced by the notability and services of those

who have filled it, quite as much as it has
honoured them.
The relative professional position of any gen-

tlemen who may now be nominated will be Icnown
to none better than to those gentlemen them-
selves, and I venture to express a hope that all

claims may with graceful courtesy be withdrawn
in favour of the more acltnowledgcd leader, and
so allow the election to be by acclamation.—I am,
&c. K. E. P.

CHIPPING NORTON CEMETERY
COMPETITION.

SiK,—Obsen-ing the letter by " One of the
Forty-seven" in last week's BuiLcrNO News,
we wrote to the secretary to inquire if the matter
was settled, as stated.

The following is the reply received this morn-
ing—by which it will be seen that the Corpora-
tion intend to adhere to the amount stated in

particulars.—We are, &o.,

Webb and Tubes.

1, Blagrave -street, Reading, March 29.

Chipping Norton, 28 March, 1881.
Deab Sirs,—I am sorry 1 have not earlier informed you

the result of the competition for the plana of chapel and
lodge for cemetery. There were 47 sent in, out of which
the Town Council selected 4, of which yours was one, and
in the event of the plan tirst chosen not being within the
£500 limit, they will fall back on the other three in the
order of choice.— Yours ti-uly,

O. H. Saunders.
To Messrs. "Webb and Tubbs, architects,

1, Blagrave»street, Heading.

t

SEWER VENTILATION AND EXTERNAL
J

SOIL-PIPES.
'* SiE,—In your issue of 18th February you gave an
abstract from a report of mine upon the above sub-
ject, which drew from Mr. Buchan the strongest
expressions of disapproval ; however I do not wish
to reply to Mr. Buchau's sneers, but to try and
place the consideration of the subject upon a
broader basis than the merits of a patent trap.

The quefetion of inside or outside soil-pipes has
been eo exhaustively discussed in your coiiunns,
that it seems to me the advantages of either system
are so e?enly balanced, that their application may
very well be decided by local circustances. For
instance, in ventilatiog the drains of an existing

buildiuR, the soil-pipe might be carried up outside

to avoid cutting tlirough ceilings, floors, stairs, and
roofs, and there is no doubt the possibility of sewer
gas entering the house is thereby reduced to a
minimum ; but the experience of the recent severe
winter I think justifies one, when building a new
house, with good materials aad workmanship, in

taking the vertical soil-pipe inside and ventilating

it abuve the roof, always providing free access for

inspecting, cleaning, and lepairing the whole
length. Any attempt to cover up or protect the
outside soil-pipe from frost is rendered useless by
the carelessness and indifference of the ordinary
householder, as witnees the case of water-pipes,
where the most ordinary precautions against frost

are notoriously neglected.

The hotter ventilating action of the inside-pipe is

shown by Mr. Buchan himself in his letter of 11th
Marcli, where he states that the current through an
inside- pipe varies from 100 to 400ft. per minute,
while through an outside-pipe it is only from to

20ft. per minute, and I submit that this simply
means that an inside-pipe draws atmospheric air

into and through the drain or sewer from the
nearest inlet—be it a Buchan's trap or the nearest
street ventilator upon the main sewer— at a rate

from 20 to 100 times greater than an outside-pipe
does.

Mr. Buchan seems to have entirely misunder-
stood the facts contained iu Dr. Buchanan's report
upon the Croydon epidemic, 1875. 'the report
certainly gives a sketch of a plan (somewhat
similar to mine) for ventilating the drains of neio

houses^ that had then recently been adopted iu

Croydon, but it had nothing to do with the
epidemic; neither dots Dr. Buchanan mention
any cases of fever originating in any houses so

treated ; on the contrary, he says, the fever was
mostly confined to one parish, comprising the
oldest and worst sewered portion of the town, and
that 90 out of the total of 101 deaths occurred there.

In this parish there wa^ no ventilation of house-
drains, except through ovtrflow-pipes, leading

directly into the sewers from cisterns of drinking
water, "that were usually jdaced iu very confined

situations under bedroom floors." At the same
time, the main sewers were adaiittedly too small

for their work, the means of flushing limited ; the
street ventilators were from 120 to 2.50 yards, and,

in some cases, half a mile ajiart, and were all in-

operative fr«m being stopped up with charcoal
trays, which were removed during the course of

the epidemic.
In commenting upon the sketch. Dr. Buchanan

says that the ventilating pipes " were habitually

too small," and, while disclaiming any knowledge
of engineering details, he gives a second bketch,

embodying the principle of Mr. Bnchan'a trap, and
suggests its adoption as an improvement upon the
latest plan then in use at Croydon.
Now, I do not, as Mr. Buchan supposes, lay

claim to any new discovery. I simply ask, now
ventilation is almost universally acknowledged to

be the only effectual method of dealing with sewer
gas, that its advocates should have sufHcient

faith in the principle to apply it logically and
thoroughly.
Given, therefore, well-laid sewers of proper

capacity, with street ventilators every 60 yards, and
6in. house-drains with 4in. soil-pipes, carried up
the full size for ventilators above the roofs, such a
constant current of air would always be entering
at the street ventilators, and finding its exit at the
soil-pipe ventilators above the roof, that no sewer-
gas could accumulate, and, therefore, any trap
introduced into any part of the house-drain to in-

terfere with this current is worse than useless,

however ingeniously constructed.

Thus for every 60 yards of main sewer in an or-

dinary street, we get, say, 24 soil-pipe ventilators,

4in. diameter, if the houses are in close order ; or,

say, 16 if the houses are semi-detached, all drawing
air into the sewer through the street-ventilator

immediately below them.
It is argued that householders have nothing to

do with the ventilation of public sewers. Why
not. when the sewers are made for their benefit '/

The householder has the use of the public sewer.

Why, therefore, should he block the way to the
only natural safe and efficient point of veutilation

above the roof, but insist upon the present feeble

and stagnant system discharging at the street

level, by placing in his yard or garden a patent
trap which is sure to be forced when the water in

the sewer rises above the mouth of the house-
drain ?

Trusting you will be able to find room for this, I

remain, Sir, yours, &e ,

R. Read, A.M.LC.E.
28th March. City Surveyor, Gloucester.

SiE,—The more flatly Mr. Buchan contradicts

the more he seems to involve himself. He denies
having said such a preposterous thing as that by
increasing the rate of pure air passing through a
pipe by 2,000 per cent., the emanations would be
more foul. But this is the very thing which he
alleges, when he argues that the pace of upward
current through an exterior-pipe would be 20ft.

per minute, and through an interior one 400ft. per
minute, and yet at the same time maiutains that

—whether in spite of this or because of it—the
sewer-pollated air given off into the atmosphere is

greater in quantity and worse iu quality through
one fitted inside than through one fitted outside.

Of course he may ingeniously say that, although
pure air be admitted at the lower open end, no pure
air whatsoever can pass through, because it becomes
polluted in its passage upwards and outwards. But
granting him the fall bcHefit of this, I must con-
fess my utter inability to see how an increased
quantity of pure air admitted, and at a vastly

increased rate, should increase the evil rather than
diminish it. The qna/Uitf/ isli\rge\y increased, but
if it be also at the vast increase of impurity
the result must be fearful indeed. And the same
may be said of the splashing of a pipe being no
better, if no worse, than a stagnant deposit of

foeoal matter in a badly-constructed drain. I must
apologise if I have wasted 3^our space, or exhausted
your reader's patience with such tr ivialities ; but
Mr. Buchan has urged his point against me with
such apparent soberness and seriousness that it

seemed scarcely right to let it pass unchallenged.
At all events, I am not alone in my view that
something may be said on the side of infernal

pipes. Even if a little bad air should leak out of

the Si il-pipe into a thoroughly ventilated isolating

shaft, and be carried off by it, it would be better

than the almost certain stagnation which would
take place in the ventilation of an external one at

times of extreme heat or of extreme co!d.—I am,
(fee, WiLLiAit White, F.S.A.
Wimpole-street.

DISCONNECriNG TRAPS AND THEIR
VENTILATION.

Sir,— I confirm all I said at p. 281, for I don't

think it of importance that Mr. liuchan does not
agree with what I said there about soil-pipes,

traps, &c. I am, in fact, of the same opinion, as to

his knowledge of the subject, as Mr. J. P. Seddon
plainly expressed iu your issue of 23th January,
1876, and as 1 suppose Mr. White is, from what he
said at p. 315, 18th iust.

Mr. Buchan will hardly be taken as an authority
cither as to the effect of sunlight or geims, 1

suspect, if the latter really do exist in a pro-

perly ventilated soil-pipe. As a practical plumber,
he may know what " wiping a joint " means, but
such a term even may not be correctly understood
by other people.
lam not a plumber; but I suppose "wiping"

means completely polishing off, or neatly flnuhing.

Mr. Buchan thinks the inlet and outlets of a soil-

pipe should be the same as its full sectional area

;

so, if he were asked as to the best way to ventilate

a room or a building, he would probably say, dis-

regarding the inconvenience and expense : Do away
with the ceiling, or take the roof off, entirely for-

getting, in the case of a " regulator," that the
opening for escape of air from it, underpressure, is

infinitesimal
;
yet, as a practical plumber, he

ought to know it is quite sufficient for tbe
purpose for which the "regulator" is used.

Agam, while Mr. Buchan objects to my small in-

lets and outlets as " serious mistikes, especially

for long soil-pipes," he says, iu a patent ne took
out in 1877, he " provided a small inlet pipe to

ventilate the trap and all pipes connected there-
with." This, I suppose, is as " pateuted " by the
Edinbro' Air-Chambered Trap in 1875, which is

also an outside gully-trap.

I did not refer, in what I said as to the advan-
tage of a close trap at the foot of a soil-pipe, to

any trap " difficult to get at and necessarily expen-
sive," &c. ; on the contrary, it is not at all neces-

sary now to unscrew bolts, &c., to effect eaty ex-
ammation and cleansing, as your readers know,
and I still feel quite sure any proper close trap is

far better than an outside gully-trap, for the

reasons I have previously stated, as well as others,

owing to the difficulty of making a secure and
lasting jointbetwesnit and the soil-pipe. I should
certainly not myself use an earthenware trap for

the foot of it. Opinions may perhaps differ as to

this, and it really is amusing to observe how
seriously circumstances in sanitary matters seem to

alter cases. Mr. Buchan has himself said enough
on inside and outside soil-dipes to determine think-
ing people south of the Tweed which plan is the
best to adopt, I fancy.
Allow me here to remark, when I patented my

lever-trap in 1872, and cowl in 1874, all that any-
body then thought it necessary to prevent was the
ingress into the house of gas from the sewer. It is

unnecessary now to claim that the lever-trap—an
expensive one no doubt—effectually accomplished
that, or to remind your readers that both the trap

and cowl together, without an irJet in a proper
position between the two, were but delusions and
snares, and left cottages and castles alike unsafe,

in fact, "mere deadly fever-traps," in which
dreadful condition, I am warranted in saying,

almost all still remain, however recently and ex-
pensively coiistructed.

Almost the first letter I wrote on sanitation

(October 5, 1874) in Sanitary Record, began with
words to this effect :

" The use of D traps under
each closet should be entirely forbidden by legisla-

tive enactment." It is noteworthy that in the
Local Government By-laws of 1875, D traps were
not disapproved of ; but in the amended Local
Government By-laws of 1877, the use of any trap

of the kind known as a D trap, below a
closet, is forbidden. And I entertain no man-
ner of doubt that it is right, when the

soil-pipe is so ventilated as to insure a constant

quick current of fresh air passing up it, and the

house- drain is properly trapped against the sewer,
and has a similar current of fresh air made to pass

constantly through it also, and independent of that

which may be easily made to constantly pass up
the soil-pipe. To effect both of these most neces-

sary objects is, in most houses, easy, and obtain-

able at a comparatively trifling cost, as has been
lately shown by Mr. H. H. Collins, F.R.I.B.A.

Sanitary science has unquestionably made more
progress during the last five, than during the pre-

vious ninety-five, years ; it is now the question of

the day, and it may be hoped, I trust, that the

time is fast approaching when disputes on what to
the pubUc are minor matters will cease, and that
the community at large will be permitted to derive

the full benefit of its recent most important dis-

coveries and advantages.—I am, Sc:.,

Edw. Gbeosox Basneb.
11, Billiter-square, March 29.

At a county meeting held at St. Mary-hill, near
Cardiff, last week, it was decided to proceed at

once with the restoration of the nave, iu accordance

with plans prepared by Mr. J. Pritchard, of

Llandaff. The work will include new seats, floor,

pulpit, reading-desk, lectern, and extensive repairs

to loof. The tower has just been rebuilt, and tho

chancel renovated from the designs of the same
architect.

The annual meeting of the Sussex Archceological

Society was held at Lewes Castle on Thursday, the

24th ult., when the officers, general, and editorial

committees were all re-elected.
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QUSSTIOSS.
[6450.1—Baalish Cathedrals.—Will any reader

kiadly name a gx>od sound work (illustrated) on English
Ofttheorala genercdly, or any wurk particularly treating of
Yorit and Exeter .'—\V. W. R.

[6460.1-Stamped Plaster.—Will someone kindly
deacribe process fur executing this ! It is useless giving
designs to country plasterers.—A Cousxav ABCiUThCT.

1.6461.]- Echo. — Wanted, a remedy for preventing
vibration or echo of sound ! When a i erson is speaking
from a platform at one end of the room, it is almost
impossible to onderstcuid what is being said. The room
is 67ft. 6in. long, by 35ft. wide, and is IGft. 6in. Iiigh at
«aT<8. It is divided into five bays, with four queen prin-
cipals ^of the hammer-beam t}-pe), and hiis a glazed lau-
tem (similar to those ai»eJ in bilUard-rooms} , fixed near
the central bay, to giveadditional light to the room. The
roof is open up to straining beam of principal, and the
walls and ceilings are plastered. Su^^sted remedies will
oblige.—A. Wood.

[64G2.] -Floor 40ft. Span.—My client wants a roum
40ft. by about 70ft., but without columns, and hiving
bedrooms over witb lath and plaster partitions, and a
trussed roof over. The problem how to carry this floor
economically and effectually, by iron girders or otherwise,
may be easy to many of the readers of this journal, from
whom information would be acceptable to au old aub>
scriber.-A Countet Abcbitect.

[6463.]—Cubing" Workhouse.—Will any of your
numerous readers kindly tell me what would be a fair
price to cube a new workhouse at, to accommodate, s-ty,

from 300 to 400 persons, the building intended to be very
plain, built of stone, the quarry being within 3 miles of the
site I Should the master's house, hospital, i:c., be cubed at
the same price ? Also the cost per head to calculate for
each inmate in a similar workhoujse ?—J. C. W.
^6464.]—Baker's Oven.—Having leased some pre-

mises on which J. shall have to build a bakehouse and ovcn
(being a baker), it has been suggested to me by a prac-
tical man to build the oven with contrete instead of bricks
as usual, for two important reasons—first, economy

;

and, secondly, that if prox>erly constructed the repairs
will be almost nihil, as concrete is well knonn to be a
fireproof or fire-resisting composition. Can any of my
fellow-readers btate whether the suggestion could be car-
ried out with advantage ! If so, full j>articulars as to the
proportions of materials in making the concrete would,
no doubt, be useful to many in the trade as well as—
Bakeb.

[64G5.]-By-Law of the Enfield Local Board
Xtelatin^to Booms in the Boofs or Houses.—
** In any building to be erected, every habitable room, ex-
cept rooms in the roof, shall be in every part 8ft. in height,
at the least from floor to the ceiling, and every habitable
room in the roof shall be, at the least, 7ft. in height from
the floor to the ceiling throughout not less than one-half
the area of such room." The Board, having determined to
enforce the observanc of their laws, and prevent, by
adopting all means within their power, the continuance
of the "jerry" building within their district, took pro-
ceedings against a builder for an alleged infringement of
this law by constructing a bedroom over a small kitchen
forming the back additions to some houses now in course
of erection, and as indicated by the following sketch.

[6169.] - Surveyinar.—I shall be plad if any of your
readers can intorm me whether there is a legal handbook
for surveyors, giving ioforinition respectiuK- the proprie-
torship of fences, ditches, hedges, and boundaries
generally ; mode of measuring same, and allowances to
be made for overgrowth, &c. I have looked through
the principal bouKs on surveying, but cannot find a
word on the subject.—YouNO Ucrvkyor.

The defence was that no infringement of the by laws
had taken place, it being a room in the roof, in which the
magistrates concurred, and the summons wa'j di:i>mitssed.

My contention was that a room in the roof is a room
constructed entirely witiiin the roof itself. Take, as an
illiutration, a "Mansard" or queen-poat roof in the
attic story. Feeling strongly upon the matter, I consider
it incumbent upon me, in the dischai^e of a public duty,
to test the decision of the magistrates, and, therefore,
shall feel much indebted if yottr readers will give this a
faroorable consideration and reply.—W. K.

[6*66.]—Australia.—Wishing for an Aust:alian ap-
pointment, I shall be glad if some reader will kindly
reply to the following queries :—What are the prospects
of employment for an architect and surveyor's ai-sist-

ant I liow should I set about obtaining an appointment T

What is the usual remuneration I Is there any Govern-
ment survey or public works on which an appointment
might be obtained ; if so, bow could it be secur^ 7 What
are the pay and requirements T— Colonist.

r64S7.J—Lime in Well.—Will any of your readers
tell me if a cart uf slaked lime shells emplied into a well
(for purifjring purposes) will so affect the water that if

conveyed from the well by means of a lead pipe, the pipe
will be eaten through in the course of two years 7—Koix-
BCJBOH.

[6468.]-New South Wales. -Can anv reader say
what Govemment appointments are obtainable by a young
architect and surveyor in New South Wales, and whether
th« Mme are filled by competitiTe examiaations or other-
wise! CMttld a situation be readily obtained in an archi-
tect's office, say. in Sidney T Any other information on
the subject would greatly oblige -Kioeasit.

JiEPZIES.
[6i06.]—Felting: a Roof.—It is the custom to board

the rafters, and then place the felt upuu that, but the felt

can be fixed to rafters 12in. apart without boarding, and,
if carefully done, the result would be almost equaUy etii-

cient.—G. H. G.

[6407.]—Cubing a Building-.—Some estimators in-
clude the foundations and ruof, othera only the roof. The
most j udicious mode of taking the dimensions of height
is to take from the footings to half-way up the roof, or to
apoiat between the wall plates and ridge, which will give
a fair average. To take only from ground floor to upper
ceiliug is not a fair cubing, as it does not include spaces
in which a great deal of material and labour have been
expended, and in small buildings their omission would be
serious.-G. H. G.

[6410.]—Clerk of Works.—The contractor's clerk is

the right person to make out the •* extras,*' but the clerk
of wttike might periorm the same duty.—Suhveyob.

[6420.]—Maintenance of Roadway.—In reply
to the above question by a " Man in the Suburbs," 1
have to state that there is a great saviug in the mainten-
ance of a roadway by reason of the ctutre portion of a
road being kept up by a tramway compauy. In my dis-

trict I have a main road having 3 miles of double trams
and half a mile of single trams, the saving alone iu
macadam stone during the year ending the 25th inst. has
been over 1,000 tons. I may add that the road in ques-
tion has a great and heavy tratlic upon it.-LiNCA-
SIIIUE.

[6423.]—Chapel.—I am much obliged to " Quid '* for
replying to part of my question ; but what I particularly
wish to know is if it is necessary to put a cemetery chapel,
to be used by all denominations, due east and west, or
can it be placed any way. A reply will oblige.—Alpha.

[6424.]—Plate Girder.—The depth and width of
girders are often Uxed by the requirements of the struc-
tures of which they are to form a part. Iu the following
formula, A = area of bottom flange in inches, D ~
depth of girder in inches, L = length of bearing in feet,

W = breaking-weight in tons on the middle, or double
the breaking weight if uniformly loaded. Plate girder.
—As the depth and width are not given in the question,
let 1-14 of the span, or 19in., be the depth of the girder, it

being a good proportion for economy of metal, and let

the width be 9 or lOin. When the depth is 1.-14 of the
span, the safe breaking weight may be calculated as 4
times the safe loai; therefore with a stationai-y and
equaUy distributed load of 12 tons, the breaking-weight
in the centre would be equal to 24 tons. Then by the

formula W = ^— , .'. 24= ^^ ^ ^^
, /. 57A = 264, and

L 22 '

A = 463 square inches for the bottom flange. The top
flange should then be 4'63 X 1'25 or 5 79 sq. inches. The
depth of the flange is | of the depth of the girder, there-
fore in. the case under consideration 4jiu. It will be
sufficient to havd for the bottom flinge a plate 6in. X iin.,

two angle irons 2in. X 2iu. X ^iu., and part of web 4.iin.

X liu., which gives an area of 4i square mches. The top
flange should have a plate lOin. x ^ in , two angle irons

2iin. x 2^in. x ^in., and part of web 4.^in. X ^in. This
gives an artu of 5 1) square inches. A sketch of girder is

given. Cast iron girder, not to be recommended. Taking
the sarne depth, width, and load as in the last example,
the breaking-Wright in the centre should be 30 tons, since
with cast iron it should be calculated as 5 times the safe

load. Then by the formula W = -
^'^ - , .*. 30 =
li

^ ^ '^
,
.*. IDA = 330 and A = 17 37 square inches for

tlie bottom flange. Supposing the girder to be loaded on

the top, the area of top flange should be 1-^, orE'79 sq.

inches. The sketch shows a section, which is sufficient to

9><|g

meet the above cilculations. " W. McF." may verify the
sections of the flanges itself.—Huau McLaculan.

[6129.]-Town Sewage Filters. -I believe " Beta"
would find the following sufficient for his purpose:—At
tiie bottom 6 to 12in. tine clean sand, then 12 to ISin.

pf)wdered animal ch%rcoai, 12in. sand, and at the top 1 to
2ft. of gravel. The Altering material would require to be
chang-'d o-^-casionally, iicconliag to the amount of sewage
run urough.—Hugh MgLachlav.

[6430.] — Action of Frost on Mortar. — The
answer to W. L. B. Skipton's query depends on the pene-
tration of the frust. if the surtace of the joints have
peeledoff only, they maybe raked out and re; ointed, but if

the joint can be easily dug into witli the point of the
trowel, I should say the mortar would not set again.
Generally ^peaking, only the face of the joints are afftcted,

and not the interior, in which case I should bo satistied

with rakiog out and repointing the joints.— G. H. G.

[6433.]—Levelling — Reservoirs.-I should re-
commend "Koepeuick" to get Bimm's "Treatise on
Levelling" (price 8s. 6d., Lockwood and Co.), or, if an
elementary work is required, Baker's " Land and Engi-
neering Surveying" (2s., same publisher) . For archi-
tectural purposes the latter book would be amply
sufficient. Por architects' use, a simple spirit-level*

mounted on a stand with two apertures for s^ht aud
cross wires is often enough. Kueh is to be had almost
instrument-makers. I cannot think of any good treatise

on reservoir construction, rtlag^'s " Sanitary Work,"
price 3s., may be consulted. Alsu Air. llobeit Riwlinsun's
printed suggestions on water supply, which give some
useful informati>n. Consult also tiie volumes of Bl'ild-
iNu News.—G. H. G.

[6134.1—Bakers* Oven. — I answered a previous
coriespondent on this question in your paper published
March 3ist, 1876, aud No. 4392. —Amdbosk Wood.

[6436.] — Fence to Highway. — "Surveyor" is

wrung in making his claim to the centre of quickset. In
planting a hedge where there is no ditch, it is usual iu
most districts to set the tame within the boundary to the
extent of 1ft. This allows for the growth of iiedge, which
is seldom less than 1ft. on each side of quickset, and as

the owner of a hedge has had possession of that space
fot' a number of years, it would be impossible to deprive
hicn of his claim, but I do not thing he would be entitled

to claim anything for the cop or bank. Much conftisiun

has arisen amongst young surveyors about the rights of

fences aud dituhes, through want of practical training.

When I was young I frequently came iu contact with old
surveyors who never deviated from the rule of 4ft. fr^m
the quickset for the extent of the ditch. This leaves 1ft.

for the hedge and 3ft. for the ditch. It is now frequently
my fate to meet with some young upstart who will stt up
a standard of his own iu the same parish. I have had
3ft. 4in-, 3ft. 6in , and 4ft. set up by different individuals

as the proper rule ; but if there is a parish award in exist-

ence, it is easy to tind out the proper width if the old
boundaries have not all bten disturbed. One one occa-

sion I had to inspect an award, and I asked an old gentle-

man in whose custody it was, what he considered to be
the allowance for a ditch in that parish. He replied,
" 4ft. on old iuclo^ure and 3ft. on new. Yuu will find it

in the award." Not being able to do so, I requested his

assistance, and he likewise failed. He then said, " Well,

I could have sworn it was there. I have heard it men-
tioned so many times." Now, I took the opportunity of

trying it on the new inclosure, and found it to be 4ft. In
the same parish Uved, within my reccdlection, an old gen-
tleman, a considerable owner of property, who, in cases

of dispute was looked up to as an authority, and he
always maintained the 4ft. theory ; but his son, who suc-
ceeded him, fluding that he was generally on the wrong
side of the ditch, as stoutly maintained that 3ft , or some
dimension considerably under the old standard, was cor-

rect.-Old Suuvevoe.

[6436.]—Fence to Highway.—In a case like this,
" Surveyor " is certainly wrong. The bottom of the road-
side of the cop is the boundary of the highway. The fol-

lowing is the best argumeut in favour of it :—Suppase
the road was newly made with no fence whatever, but the
side of which is clearly dehned by the edge of metalling
or otherwise, and Mr. A. wishes to put up a thorn hedge
and cop along the roadside to protect his laud —would the
surveyor be willing to allow him to place half the cop
width on the road f No, certainly not. Any gate-post,
bank, cop, hedge, or other feuce must be set back beyond
t le side of the road, so as not to inte fere with or obstruct
in any way whatever the traffic on the XQ^d ; and inversely

it may be ai^jued that if the surveyor refuses to allow the
bait of cop width to be placed on a new road, but insists,

as he should do, upon the whole width of the road being
left unobstructed by anything whatever, then he has no
right whatever to insist upon taking anything beyond the
roadside of the bottom edge of cop rs belonging to the

road. Reasjnable consistency is an arbitrator's jewel.

But, again, suppose Mr. A.'s land to be 3ft. above the
road, then the cop will be 5ft. high, and the centre of

hedge-row 6ft. from roadside of bottom of cop, and the
other side of the road the cam,e, and the hedge-rows the
boundaries ; then the surveyor loses 10ft, out of the width
of his road, which is wasteful in the extieme, I believe

the Ordnance Surveyors show the hedgerows as the side of

the road, but 1 do not thiuk tliere is any precedent or
reasun for doing so. It certainly is not *' the custom" in

thcae counties (N.W.) at all events. " Surveyor " is ap-
parently thinking of a railway cutting, which is the only
argumeut in favonr of his supposition, but a countiy
road is another thing altogether, as the land for the site

is generally given up out of the adjoining estate, and the
whole width macadamised is dedicated to the highway.

—

W. G., Birkenhead.

[6138.]—Architect's Brawingrs—Unless you can
legally prove the verbal understanding mentioned, it

would be wiser to give up the drawings to the client. The
question of commission does not alfect the drawings what-
ever. "Doubtful" cin try the cas in law with his

client, should it please him. It would be for the benellt

of the whole profession, as it is doubtful whether the
architect or client h is a legal rifjht to the drawings after

completion of work.—Huoii MoLaciilan.

[6438.]—Architect's Drawing's.—Will " G. H. G."
kindly say wlietlier or nut 1 am bouud to deliver up the
drawings before my account is paid ! Can my client

legally refuse payiaout uutd he receives the drawings T

I would also say that in making out the account I did so
for "serviies rendered" without specially naming the
drawing's. Doisthis alter the circumstances at all? I
thank " G. 11. G." for his reply so far.— Doubtkl'l.

[6439.]—Damp Walls.—Rake outlho whole exterior

joints liin. deep, fill up with go^d hoiio^^t rt'd-lea<l putty,
lU'iorporated witli hemp to biud it, aftej wards caulking the
whole with a blunt eud piece of wood, haalLy tlnishing the
joiuti with more matenil of some kind, aud make uni-
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form with a small trowel in usual way. This process may
be slightly costly, but it would only be doiuff it once.

Stop out, and nut keep out, ia my advice. Wai^hinga and
other daubiu^s so often Miygested are sheer waste of tim^
and money, and " bunkum," to bout. Kill or Cure ;

adopt no quackery.—Old Silas.

[(i438.1-Damp Walls. -I have little faith in ex-
ternal applications under the conditions stated. One plan
recommended and found to answer for stonework is a
solution of soft-so.ap, /lb. of soft-soap to the (gallon, fol-
lowed by a so'utiin of alum, Jib. to the gallon. Han-
some's iuduntinf? soltitiun, ou which an insoluble silicate
of lime is formed in the pores of the brick, has been used
with success. The " I'otrifying Liquid " has also been
found to throw olf the wet and render the wall less ab-
sorbent. Of course, the only etfectual remedy would be
to tile or slatc-hansf. The walls of gablosshuuld have been
built hoUow. Wiion will architects and builders perceive
this ?-a. n. O.

^

[6440.1 -Hatch.—I should prefer to mike the door
slide either in a hollow or uu grooved fillets in the room.
There should be another hatch on the serving-room side,
so that it may be opened first and the dishes placed on a
ledge before the inner hatch is opened. The method of
finisbing a hatchway must be left to the designer. It is,
doubtless, the most pleasing feature that can be
chosen, but whatever is done should be plain. A bold
quarter-round run on the edge of openings, if it is visible,
seems preferable to architrave members. There is a
method of raising sliding sashes b/ means of a wheel, the
teeth of which engage a rack on the edge of sash ; but I
forget the name of the inventor.—(J. H. G,

[6442.] -South Africa. -Although this anci the fol-
lowing questions relating to South Africa were not ad-
dressed to me, yet, with your sanction, I wUI venture to
m.ake a few remarks. In answer to " W. O. S." I must
say tliat ho stands about as good a chance of making
money at the Cupe in the architectural profession as any
other adventurous speculator who would seek to do like-
wise by sending a cargo of winning-pans to the East
Indies. In answer to " W. M. C," I might add that
every land-smveyor at the Cape who has passed the
Government examination styles himself a Government
surveyor, although they have nothing whatever to do for
the Government. The only Government post that
" W. M. C." would be likely to get if he were to go out
would be as turnkey to H.JI. prison at Kim'erley, which
desirable place is frequently vacant.—W. M.
[6448.]-Drain Traps.—Why should " Nemo " use

a trap "formed of bricks and cement," and run the risks
he fears ! Professor lleynolds recommend*;d such a trap
about eight years ago, but knowledge and sanitary aj)-
pliances have progressed since then, and " Nemo " can
get fireclay traps which serve the purpose better than
" brick traps." A built trap is also more liable to leak-
age of both water and air. " Nemo" should have said
for what purpose he intended to apply the trap.—W.P.B.

[6451.]—Local Board Surveyors.- In reply to
W.," the tact of there being so many aspirants to the

office of surveyor materially depreciates their services,
and at the present day a salary of from £60 to £100 for a
small town is considered fully adequate ; and as to pii-
vate practice, it is not in their power or knowledge to
command one, this only being in the possession of fuUy
qualified men.— S. W.
[5466.]—Damp.— If "Economy" would use Lin-

crusta-Walton, the Sunbury Wall Decoration, he would
find it would at once answer his piirpose, and save him
the expense that he contemplates.—George Mason.

[6466 ]-Damp.—The cheapest thing in the end for
'* Economy " to do is to cut out a course of bricks, above
the ground-line, and insert the Bruomhall Company's
Patent Damp-proof and Ventilating Course. It is easily
done, and in similar instances has proved successful.— C.
A. G.

[6456.1—Damp.—I should recommend "Economy" to
cut out the jilaster where damp, and replasterwith Parian
cement, then put on some pitch paper, and re-paper the
wall. I have had this done to my house, and think it will
answer.— G. F. B.

CHIPS.
A new Roman Catholic school-chapel is being

built at Halliwell, Bolton, dedicated to St. Joseph.
The building consists of a schoolroom CGft. by
32ft. ; two class-rooms, one 21ft. by loft., and the
other 19ft. by loft. ; a chancel shut off by revolving
shutters ; vestry, 15ft. by loft. ; lavatory, &c. The
total cost, including seats, will not exceed £1,100.
Mr. Herbert E. Tijou, of Manchester, is the archi-
tect, and the builder is Mr. John Roberts, of
Thomas Holden-street, Bolton.

The chapel of Pembroke College, Cambrilge
was reopened by the Bishop of Ely on Friday,
after enlargement to the east, under the supervision
of Mr. George Gilbert Scott, M.A., F.S.A. The
chapel is believed to be the first work ever carried
out by Sir Christopher Wren, and was erected
at the sole cost of Dr. Wren, Bishop of Ely, on his
release after imprisonment between lfi!.3 and 16G0
without trial or sentence. Sir Christopher's stucco
ceiling has been untouched, but the east wall has
been taken down and rebuilt 17ft. further east,
stoue for stoue. The new sanctuary is divided
from the chapel by an arch of which the details
are taken from St. Paul's Cathedral. The sup-
porting columns are monoliths of Saravezza
marblu from the Apennines, near Spezzia, and
staud brazen bases with a podium of Frosterley
black marble. Messrs. Farmer and Brindley, of
London, furnished the columns.

A course of four lectures is about to be de-
livered by Dr. Bristowe, medical officer of health
for Camberwell, in the vestry-hall of that parish,
on sanitary subjects.

PARIilAMENTABY N0TE3.
MiisiUNiNCis OP Main EoADa.—On Monday,

in the House of Commons, in submitting a resolu-
tion, that it was expedient so to amend the High-
way Act, 1878, that part of the miiiitenauce of
mam roads might bo defrayed from other sources
than county rates, Mr. Haroourt pointed out that
those roads were originally constructed for the
benefit of all classes of the public ; but that by the
abolition of turnpikes a very Urge proportion of
the community who used the roads were exempted
from coutribiitiug towards their maintenance.
The result was that the most unfair burden was
thrown upon the rural paiiibes, while the muni-
cipalities escaped altogether. The hon. gentleman
sugge-ted, therefore, not that they should ri turn
to the old turnpike system, but that a moiety of cost
of maintaining the main roads should in future be
borne by the Consolidated Fund. Mr. Dodson
regarded with apprehension the proposal to allow
any class of the community to dip their hands into
the Imperial Exchequer and take whatever they
might think fit to expend ou a matter that admitted
of an indefinite extension. Ou a division the
motion was negatived by 159 to 143, a majority
of 14.

FiEES IN Theatees.—Mr. Maofarlane, on Tues-
day, asked the Secretary for the Home Department
if he could state that the safety of the public was
secured in theatres and other places of public en-
tertainment in case of fire ; and, if not, if he could
give any assurance thit he would give the question
his immediate attention.—Sir W. Harcourt.—

I

have communicated with the Lord Chamberlain ou
this subject, and he wishes it to be stated that, as
far as the the theatres Ucensed by him are con-
cerned, he has caused the recommendations of tho
Select Committee of 1877 to be embodied as far as
possible in the regulations issued by him for the
guidance of managers. The theatres are inspected
from time to time, and the managers are held re-
sponsible for the safety of the public. With regard
to new theatres, the responsibility of framing regu-
lations for adequate security from fires is imposed
by the Metropolitan Buildings Act of 1878 on the
Metropolitan Board of Works, whose printed
regulations are open to inspection. I have ad-
dressed myself to the hon. member for Truro (Sir
J. M'Garel-Hogg), and he has assured me that in
all new theatres very stringent measures are taken
to insure the escape of persons in the event of
fire.

Open Spaces in London.—Mr. Walter James
has introduced into the House of Commons a Bill
providing further facilities for making open spaces
ill the metropolis available for exercise and recrea-
tion. Where any ground is placed under the care
of trustees by some local or private Act of Parlia-
ment with a view to its being kept as a garden or
open space, they are empowered by the Bill to
transfer their interest in it, or its maoagement, to
a local authority to the end that it may be preserved
for the enjoyment of the public. The local au-
thority to which the transfer may, according to
this scheme, be made, either for valuable con-
sideration or by way of gift, is either the
Metropolitan Board, the parish vestry, or the
distiict Board. But before such transfer is made
the Bill makes it necessary for a resolution in
favour of it to be passed by a majority of two-
thirdi of the persons present at a special meeting
of the trustees. Where, also, the owners or occu-
piers of houses round or near an open space have
" rights of user " over it for exercise and recreation,
the owner of the spot is authoristd by the Bill to
transfer it to one of the above-mentioned local
authorities on trust for the enj lyment of the public,
provided the consent be obtained of two-thirds of
thoee present at a spjcial meeting of the owners
and occupiers interested. Power is aUo given by
Bill to the owneis of metropolitan burial-grounds
in which there has been no interment since 1800 to
transfer them to a local authority with a view to
their being planted and laid out for the enjoyment
of the public. With regard to consecrated ground,
however, a faculty of the Bishop is made necessary
for the exercise ni any Board's or vestry's powers
of management under the measure. In the city of
London the Corporation is the local authority, to
which it is proposed that open spaces may be thus
transferred. MetropoUtan commons, it may be
noted, are expressly excluded from the ope-
ration of the measure. — In the House of
Commons on Wednesday afternoon, Mr. W. H.
James moved the second reading of the Metro-
politan Open Siiaoes Act (1877) Amendment Bill,
the object of which is to enable the Vestries or the
Metropolitan Board of Works to take over, for
the purposes of public recreation, and with the
consent of two-thirds of the residents and of the
ground landlord, all the squares and disused burial-
grounds of the metropolitan area. Earl Percy
moved its rejection ; Sir A. Peel supported it.

Mr. Courtney, on the part of the Government,
assented to the second reading on the understand-
ing that in Committee compensation clauses were
introduced ; and, after some observations from Mr.

Warton and Sir E. Wilmot, Earl Percy deferred
his opposition until a future stage, and the Bill
was read a ueooud time.

liBOAI. uttelliqenos.
In BE W. T. NicnoLa.—The debtor, who baa

presented a petition for liquidation, is a builder
and brickmaker, carrying ou business at East
Dulwich and Brockley. Uis debts ato estimated
at about i!13,UUu, and the assests ahoiv a consider-
able surplus subject to realisation. Upon the
ajiplicatiou of Mr. Edwin Hughes, the Itogistrar
appointed Mr. Potter, architect and surveyor,
Seveuoaks, to the office of receiver of the estate,
and granted an iujanctiou restraining two actions.

In itE F. Or. Heuiobe.—This was a first meet-
ing in the bankruptcy of Frederick George Hel-
more, of 23, Leadeuhall-street, architect and
builder. The bankrupt recently filed a x>etitiou
for liquidation, estimating his debts at about
£12,00U, but the proceedings have proved abortive.
Numerous proofs were now admitted, and the
creditors appointed Mr. J. Ford, accountant, 76,
Cheapside, as trustee of the estate, together w.th a
committee of inspection.

Clibni's Liability poe Quantities. — At the
Westminster County-court on Wednesday week a
case of considerable importance to quantity sur-
veyors was heard before the Judge (Mr. Bayley),
involving the question of liability for the fees of a
surveyor employed by an architect to take out the
quantities of a building. The plaintiff was Mr.
Henry Pafford Foster, ol 5, John-street, Adelphi,
surveyor, and the defendants weie the Directors of
the Southsea Pier Hotel Company ; and the actiou
was brought to recover the sum of i;.oO, for work
done. Mr. Williams, in opening the case, called
the judge's attention to the decision in " Moore v.
the Guardians of the Witney Union," which in-
volved the very same question now sought to be
raised. In 1878 the directors of the Southsea Pier
Hotel Company instructed Mr. George Rake, ar-
chitect, to make plans for the enlargement of the
hotel. Whilst the plans were in course of prepara-
tion, they were altered in accordance with the
wishes of the committee. The alterations having
been finally approved, Mr. Rake employed tho
plaintiff (Mr. i'oster) to take out the quantities,
and they were Uthograpbed and sent out
to different builders, it turned out that
no tender was accepted, and the plaintiff

sent in his claim for the work done to the directors.
They, however, alleged that there was no privity
of contract between them and the plaintiff, and
that he must look to Mr. Rake for payment, and
this actiou had been brought to recover the amount.
The original claim was £80, but it had been re-
duced to £oO, in order to bring it within the juris-
diction of the Court.—Mr. Glynn, for the defence,
contended that the decision of Chief-Justice
I'yndall in "Moore v. the Witney Guardians" was
an extraordinary mixture of law and fact, and did
not bear the construction sought to be put on it. It
was true there was a uaage that the cost of
taking out the quantities should be paid by the
builders, but there was no provision that in the
event of the building not being proceeded with that
the parties employing the architect were liable for
the amount.—His Honour said the decision clearly
implied that an architect was authorised to employ
a competent surv>^yor. —The plaintiff proved having
been instructed by Mr. George Rake to take ouc
the quantities ; and his evidence was corroborated
by Mr. Kike, who said that the taking out of
quantities was no part of the duties of an architect
occupying any position in his profession. In the
event of the woik being carried out, the usage
was to include the fee in the builder's estimate.

—

His Honour said it had been clearly proved to his
satisfaction iu two recent actio us heard in his Court
that this was the usage of the trade, whether th re
was any competition or not ; and that an architect
was justified iu instructing a competent surveyor
to take out the quautities. Assuming the services

of a competent surveyor to be necessary, the coat
must ultimately fall ou the employers.—Mr. Rake,
cross-examined, said that various additions were
made from time to time to the proposed buildings,
at the sugge-tiou of the sub-committee and
secretary, including an additional story and three
large biy windows.—Re-examined : In no respect
did the plans exceed his instructions. He
merely introduced modifications suggested by the
directors. Mr. Alderman John Baker, one of the
directors of the company, was called for the
defence, and said the directors handed the original
plans to Mr. Kake, and intimated to him that the
outlay contemplated by the directors was about
£1,3U0. It was afterwards proposed to add another
story, at a cost of £500, makug the total £2,000.
He also intimated to Mr. Bake the opinion of the
directors that as they had already paid £-60 for the
pians he should charge a reduced fee, which he
consented to do. The reason why the work was
not proceeded with was that the tenders were
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largely i& excess of the ameunt contemplated by
the durectois. Cross-examined : Hd did not re-
cognise Mr. Foster in the matter at all. Mr. £. T.
Stehelin, secretary of the company, in cross-

examination said, there was uo minute on his

books expressing dissatisfaction with Mr. Bake on
the ground that the tenders were in excess of the
estimates. Uis Honour said he could not see how
the plaintiff could be affected by any instructions

giTen to the architect. Judgment would be for

the plaintiff, for the full amount, with costs, ta be
taxed by the Registrar.

" StrKFACB CONCBKTB."— CaSB UNDER MeTBO-
POUTis BuiLDUJQ Act.— At the Hammersmith
Police-court, on the 18th inst., Mr. J. Brown ap-
peared before Mr. Paget, in answer to a summons
which bad been taken out by Mr. Knightley, dis-

trict surveyor for Hammersmith, to show why he
had not covered the surfaces of sites of six houses in

Braokenbury-road, with Gin. of " good conciete,"
as required by the by-laws under the Metropolitan
BuilcUng AcU, 1856 and 1878. The defendant was
represented by Mr. Kisch, solicitor, and alleged
that the work was already done. Mr. Knightley
called his assistant, Mr. W. Holditch Stevens, to

disprove this. Witness said that about the 12tb
Feb. the grouuJ-surface beneath one of the back
rooms was done as a specimen, and the material
was approved, but the remaining sites were either

not covered at all, or merely with loose brick rubbish
or burnt b^ast vdth a dehciency of lime. Although
the defendant several times promised attention,

the floor- boards were ultimately laid without re-

gard to this promise ; and further means of inspec-

tion were at au end. A witness was called for the
defence, who said he hid mixed the concrete, and
could use as much lime as he pleased, admitting
that in some places the said concrete was not six

inches but four inches in thickness. Mr. Paget
eaid even this would be wrong, and asked why, if

the concreting had been done at all the floor-boards
had been nailed down to prevent the district

surveyor from seeing it ? He made an order as

prayed, the work to be carried out within 7 days.
Defendant to pay costs.

A Seweeaob Contract.—The case of Pattinson
V. the Lichheld Cerporation reached its final stage
list week on an appeal in the Exchequer Court.
it was an action brought by contractors, Messrs.
John and Robert Pattinson, i o recover the sum of

£3,491 19s. Id. for work, labour, and materials
supplied in connection with the Lichfield sewerage
works, and for breach of contract, and it was
ordered for trial at the recent Stafford Assizes, but
by arrangement tras referred to arbitration, when
the action— nhichoiigiually contained the nume of

Mr. Robert Giiflith, the city engineer, as joint de-
fendant—was amended to its present form, with
the Corporation as sole defendants. The arbitrator
{Mr. Spruce, engineer, of Tamwortb) made an
award in favour of plaintiffs, and found that the
Corporation were indebted to plaintiffs in the sum
of £1,382 13s. 2d. for work done, and the addi-
tional sum of £1,006 4e. 8d. for damages, recording
an award for a total sum of £2,338 178. lOd., with
costs. Against this award the Corporation ap-
pealed to the Exchequer Court, on the ground
that the arbitrator had foimd for the plaintiffs for
a sum outside the contract, made in writing and
.sealed by t!ie sanitary authoiity, and so bad,
tmder the provisions of Section 174 of the Public
Health Act, 1875, invalidated the award. The
court considered sufficient reason had not been
shown which would justify them in setting aside
the award, and therefore dismissed the appeal, with
«o8ts against the appellants.

Heavy Failukb in Manchestee.—A petition

for liquidation has been filed in the Manchester
County-court on behalf of Matthias Seanor, of 1,

Police- street, Manchester^ architect, by Messrs.
Hall, Son, and Lord, solicitors. The liabilities are
estimated at £79,200. A local paper states that
this failure has been caused by the debtor's con-
nection, as a director, with a Manchester building
society, in which capacity he, along with his co-
direotors, signed promissory notes for loans to the
society to a considerable amount. The debtor's
«onnection with the society, moreover, ceased up-
wards of six years ago, and his position is one for
which much sympathy is felt.

Deiecttvb MoETAE.-Fredeiick Coirick, of
Annesley-road, Upper HoUoway, builder, was
summoned at Marylebone on Wednesday, before
Mr. De Rutzen, by the Metropolitan Board of
Works, for ueing defective mortar and concrete in

•ome houses erected by him in Chester-road, St.

Paneros. Mr. Burton, solicitor, appeared for the
Board ; and Mr. Freeman for the defendant. Mr.
A. Bovill, district surveyor for St. Pancras, on
being railed, sta'ed he had given the defendant the
statutory notice to remove the footings in the foun-
dations and the defective mortar, but nothing had
been done. The mortar was very bad, and the
footioe* composed of soft bricks. He summoned
the defend int for that offence, and he was fined
40i. aud costs in each case. Mr. Freeman, for the
^Itfeuce, contended that the defendant could not be

summoned twice for the same offence, and that the
Board had allowed the matter to stand over for a
long time. Mr. De Rutzen stated that he should
make an order to alter, vary, or remove the defec-
tive work : but, at the defendant's request, he
adjourned the matter for a week.

CHIPS.
It is annonnced in Tuesday's Gazette that Messrs.

Tomlinson and Cowdell, of Coventry and Leicester,

architects, have dissolved partnership.

Mr. J. D. Prior, tha new inspector of factories,

and late secretary of the Amalgamated Car-
penters' Society, has this week been appointed
by the Home Secretary to the Birmingham dis-

trict.

The town council of Tenterden are at issue with
Mr. Warrington, the contractor who recently re-
built the town-hall, as to his charges for extras.

The matter was discussed last week, when a com-
mittee was authorised to offer a settlement, and, if

not accepted, to arrange for arbitration.

At a meeting of heritors, held at Kirkintilloch,

N.B., on Saturday, plans by Mr. Kinnear, archi-
tect, were adopted, by a majority of those voting,

for the erection of a new manse, at an estimated
cost of £1,430.

The new cemetery at Horsham was consecrated
by the Bishop of Chichester on Tuesday. It is

situate in Deunes-road, and has been laid out, and
the buildings constructed from plans by, and under
the supervision of Mr. T. Skinner, of Horsham.
Mr. Etheridge took the contract for chapels,

entrance- lodge, walls, gates, &c., and that for

paths and drainage was taken by Mr. David
Mitchell.

The University of Edinburgh resolved on Satur-

day to confer the degree ofLL.D., on Sir Daniel
Macnee, President of the Royal Scottish Academy,
and the ceremonial presentation will take place on
Wednesday, the 20th prox.

At the Birmingham police-court, on Tuesday,
James Lewin, described as a builder, of Sun-street,

Nottingham, and bis wife were convicted on a
charge of having obtained furniture valued at £20
by false pretences, and were sentenced, the mau
to six months' and the woman to two months'
imprisonment with hard labour.

A new font has just been placed in Holy Trinity

Church, Richmond, Surrey. It is of Devonshire
marble, and cost £70. Mr. Luck was the architect,

and Mr. William ColUngs, of Richmond, executed

the work.

The corporation of Doncaster are about to erect

a new gas-holder and tank at their gas-works in

the Holmes, in accordance with designs prepared

by Mr. R. Bridge, their engineer. The holder will

be 152tt. Oin. in diameter, and 27ft. deep.

A new reredos of carved oak, with painted

panels, is b-ing placed in the parish-church of

Wickham Market, East Suffolk, by Messrs. Cox,
Sons, Buckley, and Co., of Southampton-street,

Strand. The same firm are carrying out decora-

tions iu the chancel of this church, including the

panelling and colour and gilding treatment of the

ceiling and eastern wall.

The town council of Hereford have purchased
an estate near that town known as Eign's -farm,

and have determined, instead of emptying the

sewage of the city into the River Wye, to convert

the newly- acquired property into a sewage-farm.
Mr. Harpur, C.E., of Merthyr Tydfil, has been
appointed engineer for carrying out the under-
taking.

A new Wesleyan chapel is about to be built in

Upper Richmond-road, Putney, from the designs

of Mr. J. Weir.

Extensive works of sewage-disposal by land
irrigation are approaching completion at Worksop
under the supervision of Mr. Alsop, surveyor to the

local boird, and will be opened in about two months'
time. The total cost will be about £15,000, and
The contract for brickwork and masonry had been
taken by Mr. BuUen.

A group of industrial schools, erected for the

Cheserfield Board of Guardians in Ashgate-road'

was opened on Friday. The works have been
executed in three contracts, viz. :—No. 1, for the

buildiujr, Mr. T. Tutin, Nottingham ; Ne. 2, for

the outbuildings, Mr. Mirgeresou, Barlow : and
No. 3, for the fittings, Mr. Johnson, Mansfield

;

from the designs and under the supervision of

Messrs. RoUinson and Son, architects, of Chester-

field. The total cost has been alout £12,500.

A new police-station is about to be built at Mold,
Flintshire, from the plans of Mr. T. M. Lockwood,
architect, of Chester.

Mr. B. Thomas, of Somerton, near Taunton,
has been elected surveyor to the Faversham rural

sanitary authority at a salary of £250 per annum.

(Bux (Bf^tt €Ml
t-n

" When the Corporation of London," says the

Athcnaum, ' • desires to erect another ' memorial,'

and, taught by experience, avoids procuring a
griffin, it should employ French sculptors. The
grifiiu at Temple Bar has cost more than £1,000.

They do these things better in France ; for

instance, the following sculptors of note, em-
ployed to execute, for the interior of the Hotel

de Ville, statues of men, not griffins, are to be

paid as follows :—M. Falguiere, fop a marble

statue, 12,000fr. ; M. Carrier-Belleuse, six con-

sole terms, 2,000fr. each; MM. Cain and Jacque-

mart, each, for two lions for the facade of the

Place Lobau, 12,000fr. ; M. Felon, for a
' Fame,' 4,000fr. ; M. GuUlaume liimself for

two terms in marble for the Grande Salle 4

Manger, 24,000fr." Probably the choice of

sculptors in France is determined by merit and
not by Royal selection.

Me. John Peescott Knioht, R.A., who for a

period of a quarter of a century was secretary to

the Royal Academy, died at his residence at

Maida Hill on Saturday, at the age of seventy-

eight. The deceased gentleman, the son of a

once famous comedian, was born at Stafford in

1803, and was intended by his father for a com-
mercial career. With this view he accepted a

position as clerk in a West India merchant's

office in Mark-lane, but the failure of the firm

necessitated an alteration in his career. He had

already given proof of some taste for drawing,

and became the pupil of two artists. Under
most adverse ciroumstanoes he began to exhibit

portraits at the Royal Academy. In 1836 he was

elected an Associate, was admitted to the full

honours of the Academy in 1846, and was ap-

pointed Secretary . to the Forty before his two

years' service of member of Council had expired.

This position he held until 1873, when, owing

to advancing years, he resigned. The Coimcil,

in consideration of his lengthened and valuable

services, awarded him a pension equivalent to

his former salary.

The meetings of the Institution of Naval

Architects will be held on April 6, 7, and 8, and

the list of papers is a formidable one. There

are no fewer than sixteen on the theory and

practice of naval architecture and on marine

engineering ; and four on a subject which is ex-

citing much attention—viz., the use of inild

steel as a material for the construction of ships,

boilers, and parts of machinery. Mr. Samuda
will deal with the application of steel to the

construction of war-ships. Mr. W. Parker, of

Lloyd's, will report on the failure of the original

steel plates used in the boilers of the Liiadia ;

M. Berrier Fontaine will give an account of the

experience of the French dockyards in the use of

mild steel for shipbuilding; and Mr. J. R.

Ravenhill will read a paper on the increasing use

of steel for shipbuilding and marine engineer-

ing. Of the papers on theoretical naval archi-

tecture, Mr. W. H. White, of the Admiralty,

will contribute two. Mr. R. E. Froude will deal

with a subject with which his late father's name
was identified—viz., the leading phenomena of

the wave-making resistance of ships ; and Mr.

W. John, of Lloyd's, will read a paper on grain

cargoes.

A NEW use of our pubUo schools is about to be

made by the vicar of St. Jnde's, Whitechapel,

with the vi3W of introducing art culture amongst

the humbler classes. During Easter week a fine

art exhibition is to be opened in the schoolroom

of the vicarage. Paintings by Sir F. Leighton,

Mr. Watts, and other artists, and a large collec-

tion of embroidery and pottery, will be on show.

It is intended that every article shall bear on it

such a description as will arouse the spectators'

interest. The idea is one which the managers of

other schools are about to adopt, as it will open

a new branch of educational agencies. The
School Board authorities are to be interviewed on

the subject, and large and generous offers of

artiele.s for exhibition have been made by artists

and others.

Epps's Cocoa.-Grateful and Comforting:.-
" Ky athoroiiBh knowl«dge of the mitural laws winch fruvernthe

op.-ration8 of digefction and nutrition, and byaraieful applKatton

oftlte Hop properties of well- selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has pro-

vided our breakfast tables with a delicately flavouied beverage

winch may save us niativ doctoi-s' hills. It is by the judicious use

of such articles of diet that a constitution may he gradually huilt

up until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hun-
dreds of subtle maladies are Hoating around us ready to attack

wh. rever there is a weak point. We may escape maRy a fatal

shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a

properly nourished frame.*'—Cica brrriee anzetu.—^Md only in

Vacketa labelled—" jAMas Epps and Co., Hoinux>pathic ( hemists

London."—Also makers ofEpps's Chocolate Essence for afteraoous
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Mr. RicLard Shaw, builder, of Scarborough,
committed suicide ou Thursday in last week by
hangiog himself from a beam in his woikahop.

At a general meeting of the Society of Paintera

in Water Colours, held on the 28th inst.. Pro-
fessor Adolph Mengel, of Berliu, was elected an
hinoraiy member, aud Messrs. George du Maurier
and Wilmot Pilsbury were elected associate eihi-

bitoi s.

Mr. A. H. Parker, architect, and papil of Mr.
H. Rowe, the county surveyor, has just been
appoiiited surveyor to the newly formed local

board of Blaines, a populous district lying outside

the municipal boundary of the city of Worcester.

So rapiJ has been the rise in the number of

scholars at the Qieeu Elizibeth Grammar School,

Darlington, since the erection of the ne* builjing
some three or four years ago, at a cost of about
£14,000, that it is now found to be imperative to

erect a large new class-room wing; this anaex,
like the original building, will be carried out from
plans prepared by Mr. G. G. Hoskins, F.R.I.B.A

,

the Governors' architect.

EXAMINATION UNDER THE
METROPOLITAN BriLDING ACT. 18 and Ifl Vict., cap,

liJ, S(ict, XXXIIi.—The Hoard of t-xamincrs appninted by ihe
Roy:iI Inst tuto of IJrftlsh Art'liitccts to examme all OTSons
uresoiitini; thi'mseWes for the purposp, as lo tht'ir cum -cteiify to

rfonn the duties of Itistrict !*ur?ejor in London, and to grant
ertificatea to Candiiiates d*'SPrTiu« of the samf, will hold an Ex-

amination on the 28th and 29th iiiftt. Eat:h Candidate must, on
or bt'fiire Friday, the 'i2nd imt , s'-nd to the Spcretaries an appli-
cation, which must be acoomp>tnicd by a Stntement, drawn ac-
rurdintc to a form to be previou-tly obtained from them, and each
Candidate will then be required to attend at the Inst-tute on
Thursday, the 2Sth in^t., from 10 a.m. until 1 p.m , and from 'i

p.m. until 5 p.m , for the written and firaphic Kxaminiition ; and
on FridHy, the 23th in*t., at la notm, for the oral Ex.Tniiuation.
Each Candidate, on tendinft In his formal statement andaopiica-
tion must pay to the Institute a fee of two Kuinea^i, and each
Candidate, on receivinf^ his certittcate, should the same h-:

frraiited to him , must lay to the Institute a further sum of three
Ktiineas.
FINAL VOLUNTARY AUCHITICTUBAL EXAMINATION,

JUNE, 1881.—An Examination will be held, under the auspices
of the Hoard of Examiners recently appointed by the Council , on
theUth, 15th, 16th, and 17ch June. 1881. Alt NEW CANoI-
I)AIES will berequi>ed to go through Lhe Examination as a
whole, in both the Scicntifl': and Artistic Sections; but tho^e
Gentlemen who have previously pabsed in one section will
he permitted to offer themselves fur Fxaminatiiin in the
nther Section. Each C.>ndidate must, on or hef'ire Saturday, the
SOth inst, send to the Secretaries an application, which must
be accompanied bv a statement drann aceor.iini; to a form to he
nreviously obtained from them : and each riindidate, on tieridlntt

ill his formal appli<ation and the requiied probationary woik,
must pay to the Institute a fee of four auineaB.
KXAMiNAtlON UNUKK BV-LaW XI V. MARCH, '882

—

The lirst Obligatory Exanmatton for McmberBhip will be held
in the month of March, 18S:>, under the auspices oi the Board of
Examiners recently constituted by the Council.
THE NOVKMHKR HALLOT. -Candidutes for Memh-ifhip

aie reminded that gentlemen desirous *f being in time for the
Ballot to be hel-l on the FIRST MONDAY IN NOVEMBER,
must S'nd in their papers on or b* fore SATURDAY, the 2:!rd

inst., xs the nomination of ('andiHatca for the November Ballot
must be made at the Elcvontti Ordinary Meeting, to be held on
the 2&ih iu&t.

J. MACVICAR ANOER-SON, Hon. Poc.
"\MLLIAM H "WHITE, Secretary.

Royal Institute of British Architects,!!. Conduit-street,
Hanover square, London, W.

I

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MoNDAT.— Society of Arts. '* Tlie Art of Lace-Mating.''

By A. 8. Cole. 8 p.m.
Institution of Surveyors. Adjourned

discuss.on on paper by H. H. Collins on
" Sanitation as an important Increment
of Value in House Propcrt-y." 8 pm.

Society of Engineers. 8 p.m.

Tuesday.-^Institution of Civil Engineers. "The Actual
Lateral Pressure of Earthwork." By B.
Baker, M.I.C.E. 8 p.m.

Society of Aits. "Canada: tlio Old
Colony and the New Dominion." ByE.
Hcpple Hall. 8 p.m.

"Wednesday.— Society of Arts. "The Discrimination
and Artistic Use of Prcjious Stones." By
l*rof. A. H. Church. 8 p.m.

British Arcliivologiail Association.
** The Roman Mosaics at Brading." By
Thoma.s Morgan, F.S.A. "The Nor-
man Cathedral at Bath Discovered, the
Rcpa'ra in 1869." By J. F. Irvine.
8 p.m.

Thursday.—Royal Institution. " Ornament." By II. H.
Statham. 3 p.m.

Buildera' Clerks' Benevolent Institu-
tion. Annual Dinner at the Guildhall
Tavern, Gresham-street, E.C. 6 for
6.;i()p.m.

Civil and Mechanical Engineers* So-
ciety. *' ijainfall." By B. Haughton.
7 p.m.

Fr.iDAY.-Eoyal Institution. " Tlie Convereion of Heat
into Sound," By Prof. Tyndall, F.R.S.
9 p.m.

Lamplou^ti's Pyretic Saline is refreshing,
mi>st .iKTeeable.aiid the preveiitiveof >'EVEKS, hlI^OL8.^E&^,
BMALL I'OX, SKIN DISEASES, and many other spring and
summer ailments. Sold by chemists throuKiiout theworia,uid
the Maker. 113. Holborn Hill Vm no lubttttutt -^A.dvt.1

Holloway's Pills are admirably adapted for
BtrcnKtheninjf d> bilitated and ncrvou* constitutions. Weak
diget^tiTe organs arc inviKoiated and poor blood enriched by this
purif>insE nicdlun>'. The most delicate may take it without
apuretitiision, the mo«t timid need hitve no fear. The balsamic
nature of Holloway's PUla gua'autces their strengthening
p-wcrs.

%xix^t ©e5os.

WAQES MOVEUENTS.
Berwick- oN-TwEED.—The painters in this town

ttruck work on Monday in consequence of the
refusal oi the masters to raise their wages to

the old level, 7d. per hour. This sura was paid till

the beginning of the winter, when it was reduced
to 6d. per hour,and the men now ^tate that trade has
so revived as to justify a return to the old rate of

pay.

Straxkaee.—The masons in Stranraer have this

week struck work for an advance of an additional

halfpmny per hour on the sum paid during the

past 12 months—viz., 6d.

CINDER-SIFTING ASH CLOSETS
Superior to Earth Closets. . For Ocntlcfiaen's Ileuses, Cottager-

Schools. &c.
NO DRIED EAKTH REQUIRED.

The SanitaryApplianceCo. (Ltd.), Salford.

Doulting Freestone andHam Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of

the United Kingdom, given on applicati»n to

CHARLES TEASK,
Norton-sub-Hajndon, Ilnuuster, Somerset.

—[Advt.]
•'^^^M-*

McLACHLAN & SONS, 35, St- James's-
street, ti.W. Builders, Decorators, and House Paintei-s.

Designs and Estimates.
General Repairs and Alterations Executed.

Experienced Workjmen always in readiness, and sent to

any part of tke country.—[Advt.]

BATH STONE.
BOX GROUND,

THE BEST FOR ALL EXTERNAL USE.

CORSHAM DOWN
ANXOT BE SURPASSED IN BKAUTY OF APPKiRANCE

rOR INTERIOR WORK.

PICTOR & SONS, BOX, WILTS.
(See trade advt. on p. XXV.) [Advt.]

TENDERS.
•»• Correspondents -would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering-at any rate, of the

accepted tender—it adds to the value of the information.

AsERLEv, S.E.—For the erection of a detached villa,

Anerley Park, for C. Bolls, Esq. Mr. R. Cruwys, archi-

tect. Bunk Chambers, 451,Bnxton-road, S.W. Quantities
supplied :

—
Wootton, Penge £1,419
Candler, Brixton 1,350

Eice, Clapham 1,346
Huxtable, Anerley 1,282

Simons, BrLxton 1,257

Richardson, Clapham* 1,167
Pack, Brixton 1,165

Macey, Brixton 1,150
•Accepted at £1,160.

Batteesea.—For rebuilding the " The Prince's Head "

publichouse, and erecting three shops in York-road,
Battersea, and stabling in rear, for Messrs. Sansom aud
Curington. Mr. H. I. Newton, architect, 27, Qt. George-
street, Westminster. Quantities supplied ;—

Walker £6,070
Taylor 5.920

Grimwood and Son 5,895
Shurmur 6,S68

Langmead and Way 5,765

Godden 6,715

Jjimble 5,679
Mattock, Bros 5,333
Burman 5,207

Cooper 4,995
GUI 4,987
PickcrsgUl 4,944

Bbixton.—For new road and sewer, Heathfleld Estate,

under the superintendence of Mj. Wm. Eve, 10, Union-
court, Old Broad-street ;

-
Bell £386
Porter 325
Potter 315
Pizzey 296 15
Harris 272
Mayo, 297, Brixton-road (accepted) 260 17

Brixton.—For new roads and sewer, Loats-road, for

Mr. John Loat, under the superintendence of Mr. Wm.
Eve, 10, Union-c jurt. Old Broad-street, E.C. :—

BeU £892
Porter 816
Potter 753
Pizzey 694 10
Harris 578 9
Mayo 510 15

BcRWASH.—For dairy, lodge-entrance, and model cot-
tages, fur J. C. Schroeter, Esq, Laurelhurst, Burwash,
Sussex. Mr. .)o8cph S. Moye, architect :—

D,iiry and Lodge-entrance:—
Dray, T., Burwasb £709 18 6
Waterhouse, S. (accepted) 697 15

Cottages: —
Dray, T., Burwash £436 18 6
Waterhouse, S., Burwash (accepted) 38S

£860
826
(K» 9
780
7«0
775
771 10
7fl0

751 9
741
717
684 10
687

1,365
1,322
1,065
1,031 10
1,025
1,017 15
1,006 12
1,000

1,000
970
963

£4,550
4,100
4,096
4,C(X)

3,917
3,899
3,793
3,731
3.730

3,576 U
3,395
3,328 10
3,198
3,170
3,138

Bromsobovk,—For villa residcoce. New-road, Broms-
S-ove, for Bliss Auster. Mr. John Cotton, architect,
irmingham and Broma^ovo. Quuntitieii supplied :

—

Smith, B. N., Birmingham
Bates, Birmingham
Archer, Birmingham
Loughton, Birmingham
Read and Cook, Itronugrove
Love and Flint, Dudley
Tilt and Fisher, Bromsgrove
Bradney and <"o., Wolverhampton
Woodward, Birmingham
Inwood, Malvern
Feltham, Birmingham
Brazier and Weaver, Bromsgrove*
Walton, Smethwick

• Accepted.

BaoHsoBOVK.—For a residence at Bodford, near Broms-
grove, for George Cole, Esq. Mr. John Cotton, architect,

Birmingham and Bromsgrove. Quantities supplied :

—

Jones and Bon, Birmingham ... £1,390
Bedding, Oldbury
Hancox, Birmingham
Bates, Birmingham
Taylor, Birmingham
luwood, Malvern
Brazier and Weaver, Bromsgrove
Tilt and Fisher, Bromsgrove
Cook and B>ead, Bromsgrove

After reviaion :

—

Tilt and Fisher
Cook and Read
Brazier and Weaver (accepted) ...

Caudks Town. For buiMing a pianoforte factory at
the rear of No. 103, Bark-street, Camden Town, for Mr,
G. Ajello. Mr. James Robert Fanusa, architect. Quan-
tities supplied by the architect ;

—
Bamford and Son ...

Augood
WttU, Bros
K-rry
Macfarlan;
Edgar
Mattock, Bros.
Pickersgill
Irfunble
Toms
Steed, Bros
Boden
Gould and Brand ...

Aniey
White (accepted)

Chelssa.—For erecting new hospital for women,
Fulham-road, Chelsea, 8.W. Mr. J. T. Smith, architect.
Quantities by Messrs. Hunt and Steward :

—

Holland and Hannen
Patrick and Sons . .

.

TroUope
Simpson and Son . .

.

Braid and Co.
Conder
Pero
Shaw
Higgs and Hill

CoLCHKSTSB. — For erecting two houses in Crouch-
street, Colchester, for Mr. T. Ward Watson. Mr. Hora.-e
Darken, of Colchester, architect:

—

EverittandSon £1.399
Wilea, Geo., 1.333
Chambers, A. J 1,300
Dupont, F., 1,275
Oldridge, C. H. (accepted), ... 1,260

Croydon.—For tar-paving at Beulah-road playgrounds,
for the Croydon School Board :

—
Lake (accepted) £280

Halifax.—For the erection of a Higher Board School,
for the Halifax Schojl Board. Mr. Richard Horafall, of
Halifax, ar chitect. Accepted tenders :

—

Masonry : Firth and Son.
Carpentry : Smith, J.

Plastering : RuRhworth and Firth.
Plumbing : Stafford, R. P.
Ironwork: Taylor and Parsons.
Painting : Marshall, T.

Total amount of accepted tenders, £5,821 ISd. ; cost of
school, including purchase of site, furniture, &c.,
£11,000.

Habtinqs.—For the erection of two houses, for E. W,
Stubbs, Esq. Messrs. F. and J. Plowman, architects,

Hastings :

—

Vidl-r £775
Lambert 686
Ditch 660
Phillips 615
Woodall 56'
Starr, Bros., Hastings (accepted) ... 534 10

HoLttECK.—For infirmary and alterations to main
bnildmg at the Holbeck Union Workhouse. Mr. Wm.
Hill. F R.I.B.A., Leeds, architect. Quantities by Messrs.
Hoffmann Wood and Lindley Oldroyd, both of Leeds :—

Brick and mason*8 work:—
Myers, C, £1,495

Joiner's work:—
Pinder, Wm., 2,160

Plumber's work:

—

Ellis, J., 720
Plasterer's work :

—

Orange, H., 190
Slater's work:—

Sharp and Harper 410
Painters' work :

—
Robinson, J. 120

... £12,380
12,100
11,893
11,150
11,000
10,934
10,876
10,548
10,480

Total £8,095

Ilfracombf.—For additions to Twitchen House, Mort-
hoe, near Ilfracombe, f'»r Dr. O. B. I>jn^8taff. Mr.
Edward Burgess, architect. Cuintiti s by Mr W.
Thornicraft :

—
Hookwar, BUefjTd : £1,003
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K«-Tr.—For flnuhing three houses at Sidcup, for
Oeorge H. Tatham, &q. Messrs. Ebbetts and Cobb,
aiebitecto, Saroy House, 115, SCiaod:—

ladstooe snd Sun £SX
Fooook,J 795
Went «nd Ferkios 639
Koigfat, T 495
Wiluamsoa (accepted) 375

IjBfCKSTBR.—For new Memorial-'hall, Archdeacon-
lane, Leicester, for Mr. Thomas Cook. Mr. Edward
Burgess, architect ; Quantities by Mr. W. Thomi-
ci»ft :—

Herbert, T. and H £6,150
Kellett 6,960
Hutchinson, J., and Son 5,917
Bass 5,899 15 10
Major 6,835
CSark and Oarrett 6,696

LnoHTOit Buzzard.—Fir the repair and decoration of
the com exchange. Mr. Ootto, architect :-

Gibbs, T £100
Webb, T 99 10
Furser, J. and B. 92
Tutt, J. (accepted) 89

LosDos.—For n^w counting-house, &c , Leadenball-
street, for J. T. Morton, E^q., under the superintendence
of Mr. Wm. Eve, 10, Union-court, Old Broad-street,
E.C. :-

Lascclles £340 10
Salt 265
Heiser 252
Harris and Wardrop 221
Wilson and Extou 219

MiDHCBST.—For the erection of a public hatl and
assembly room, for a limited liability company. Mr.
Buck, oi Hotsham, architect :

—

Sharpe, Horsham (accepted).

MosKTOs CoHBS, SoHERSSTSHiBB.—For new north
aisle to the parish-chnrch. Mr. E. H. Lingen Barker,
architect ;—

Gay, E. (accepted) £480

KoTTiNOHAii.—For hosiery warehouse in Castlegate,
Nottingham, for Messrs. C. and F. Sudbury (exclusive of
foundations and basement story, which were previously
done by "measure and value"). Messrs. 8. Dutton
Walker and Huwitt, architects. Quantities supplied :—

Marriott and Wartnahy £6,326 10
Crookes, Foster, and Co 6,173
Jelley 6,929
Hodson and Facon 5,750
Clarke 5,672
Bickling 6,620
Hind 6,497
Hensfaaw ... r 6,423
BeUandSon 6,417
Vickcrs 5,396
Messom 6,393
Wooll, Bros 6,380
Wbeatley and Maule 5,150
Scott 6,050
Lynam, Nottingham (accepted)... 4,990

PATBiCBOFr. —For constructing a disinfecting stove at
the workhouse, Patricroft, for the guardians of the
Bartoh-upon-Irwell union, Mr. John Price, A.M.I.C.E.,
engineer :

—

For the building :
—

Williams, G., Flixton £69
Moore, T. and Sons, Eecles 65
Davidson, J. M., Urmston 63 10
Brooks, K. and Son, Patricroft ... 56 10
Haigh, J., Urmston (accepted) ... 50 10

For the ironwork :
—

Fletcher, J. and Sons, Salford ... 62
Exeoa. of J. D. Leigh, Patricroft* ... 47 10

• Accepted.
(Engineer's estimate lor the whole, £120.)

FicxHAX, 8.E. —For repairs to houses in Bell Garden-
road, for F. J. Purssord, Esq Mr. B. Cruwys, architect.
Bank Chambers, 451, Brixton-road, B.W.

Smart, Brixton (accepted) ... £115

PoTHBT HrLL.—For the erection of a house on Putney
Hill, for Jno. Bonthron, Esq. Mr. J. T. Wimporis,
architect. Quantities by Mr. J . G. Hilton :

^
AldinandSon £5,178
Brass 4,980
Thome... 4,930
Fish 4,889
Patrick and Son 4,428
Aries, 8. W 4,068
Adam«on and Sons 2.987
Bcrivencr, BegenVs-pk. (accepted) 3,907

EsDDiTcn.-For sewering the district for the local
boai*d. Messrs. Gotto and Beesley, of Westminster, en-
gineers :

—

Laws (accepted) £7,051

ScARBOROUQH.— For new premises in Westborongh,
Scarborough, for Messrs. Rowntree, Sons, and Co. Mr.
Edward Burgess, architect. Quantities by Mr. W. Thorni-
craft :—

Walton, E. £16,151 3 2i
Bastimann, J., and Bona 14,625 17 2
Foster, J 14,047 3 7
Thorp, J. H 13,635 15
BeUerby, W 13,464 6
Homer, F 13,111 16
Coates, J 13.064 9 2i
Malton, W. E 12,622 8 44
Barry, J 12,677
PctchandFox 12,326 4
Peacock, W. 12,816 2
Spencer, A. and Co 12,268 8
Padbury, J., and Son 12,105 1 2
Jaram, J. 12,104
Mansfield, 11,978 2
liland, J 11,934
Leake, B 11,897
Posgate, L. 11,863 11 7
.Towsey, W. 11,787
Dennison, W 11,7S8 18
Scales, G. 11,620

Smethwick.—For the erection of new schools. Hough-
lane, Smethwick, for the Harborne School Boa-d.
Messrs. J. P. Sharp and Co., architects, Birmingham.
Quantities supplied :

—

Garlick, J., Birmingham £2,840
Whitehouse & Jones, B'raingham 2,512
Whitehouse, D., Smethwick ... 2,494
Hapcote and Sons, Birmingham... 2,492
Smith, H. & Son. West Brumwich 2,465
Bowen, J., Birmingham 2,450
Harley and Son, Smethwick ... 2,330
Jeifery and Son, Birmingham ... 2,290
Walton, E., Smethwick 2,249
Stockton and Son, Oldbary ... 2,239
Bennett, W. T., Birmingham* ... 2,185

• Accepted.

Smethwick.—For additions to Brasshouse-lane schools,
Smethwick, for the Harborne School Board. Messrs. J.
P. Sharp and Co., architects. Quantities supplied :

—
Garlick, J £1,860
Whitehouse,W 1,678
Bowen, J 1,460
Whitehouse and Jones 1,450
Stockton and Son 1,449
Harley and Son 1,430
Sapcote and Sons 1,396
Bennett, W.T 1,391
Jeflfery and Son 1,344
Walton, E 1,331
Smith, H. and Son (accepted) ... 1,322

SoMERS Town.—For part rebuilding Nos. 1 and 2,

Chapel-street, Somers Town, for Mr. J. W. Jones.
Messrs. John Saville and Son, architects, 1, Argj'le-
square. Quantities supplied ;

—
Fawkes, O £1,390
Emery, J 1,350
Temple and Forster 1,290
Cave, C 1,250
Hawkins, T 1,099
Beale, J 1,040
Wall, Bros 998
Auley,J 980
Eoyal, W. (accepted) 966

SouEBS Town.-For cabinet and bar fittings at " The
Coffee House," Chalton-street, Somers Town, for Mr.
Charles Brown. Messrs. J. Saville and Son, architects.
Quantities supplied :

—
Braid and Co £380
Schlater, N 315
Temple and Forster 300
Hoyal, W 307
Ltiaring, 8 286 5
Auley, J 287
Emery, J. (accepted) 277 16

Pewterer'a work for ditto :—
Wame, J 183
Grimes, 155
Watts and Co 148 14 6
Paddon, W., junr 147
Wame, H. T 146

SouTHAKPTON.—For new premises, at S. W. comer of
North Front and St. Mary's-street. Mr. Arthur Martin,
architect :—

Kowland (accepted) £316 15

Stbatpord-ox-Avon.—For alterations and additions to
Rowley House, Stratford-upon-Avon, for Mr. H. W.
Newton. Mr. Joseph Lattimer, architect. Quantities by
the architect:—

Roberts and Sons £1,125
Callaway, J 1,180
Price and Son 1,152
Wilkinson, T 1,091
Compton, J 1,030
Cox and Kings 1,000
Girling,W 997 8
Whateley, G. (aooepted) 917

Stroud, Glos.—For scavenging the town for three
years, for the local board ;--

Per Year.
Lawrence £351
Savage (accepted) 339

TiLEHURST, NEAR Readino.—For alterations and addi-
tions to the Roebuck Hotel, for Messis. Hawkins. Mr.
G. W. Webb, architect, 1, Blagrave-strcet, Reading.
Quantities supplied :

—

Elli'jt, Newbury £1,590
Kimberlee, Banbury 1,600
Dodd, Caversham 1,498
Simonds, Reading 1,484
Wernham, Reading 1,477 12
Higgs, Reading 1,429
East. Reading 1,412
Jenkins, Heading 1,280
Kingerlee, Banbury (accepted) ... 1,200

[All bricks, sand, and a portion of the fittings will be
provided by the proprietors.]

UcKFiELD.—For drainage works at Ridgwood, for the
Uckfield local board ;

—
Ware (accepted) £48

West Briouton.—For making new road for the pro-
prietors of the Aldrington Estate, West Brighton. Mr.
Arthur Lewis, C.E , surveyor :

—
Oliver £370
North 361
Harrison (accepted) 310

West Ham.—For the execution of road and sewer
works on the Stratford Market Estate, West Ham, for
the United Land Company (Limited) ;

—
WaUer, A £2.180
Crockett. W 2,150

Acock, G 1,760
Killingbaek 1,749
Porter, W 1,719 16
Wilson, H 1,688
Jackson, John 1,499

Ford and Co 1,495

HoUoway 1,490
Jackson, Jesse (accepted) 1.399

BEST BATH STONE.
Wesfwood Ground, Box Ground,

Gombe Down, Gorsham Down,
and Farleigh Down.

RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO.,limited,

CORSHAM, WILTS.

Bath Stone.—Every description and the best quality

supplied direct from his own Quarries by

ISAAC SUMSION/==^v^^>^^™'^'=^ BATH.
QuaiTyman and Stone Merchant. Established 1791.

Prices, delivered to any part, famished on application.

— I AltVT.]

NOW EEADY,
HANDSOMELY BOUND IN CLOTH,
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BUILDING NEWS,
PEICE TWELVE BHILLINQB.

Order at once of any bookseller, aa only a limit -A nmnher
are bound np.
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PARQUET FLOORINGS.
150,(XX) ft. super, in Stock, ready for Ikying

EIGA INCH OAK FLOOR BOARDS,
Is. p<?r foot super, {grooved & tongued).

Immense Stock atwaj/s readj/ for Laying,

•S2S2S<^

WOOD CARViNBS.
All Styles executed for the Trade at 8peci» I

Kates. Skilled Aitisans stnt to all parts of
the country.

Estimates and Destgns on Application.

^ THIN PARQUET
(Turpln'B Patent). R-IS inch thick, prepared on
deal back laniinuttoiiB, equal in vrour tu incn
Solid Parquet. Uwd for VeneerinB old exEittlD^

d«al floors, and It tuiceptlble of removal at plca»ure. Sec CuDstructicu.

ARTISTIC
ORNAMENTAL
l".VRlifKT.
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LONDON, FRIDAY, APRIL 8, 1881.

THE BUILDING EXHIBITION AT
ISLINGTON.

[fibst notice.]

A GENERAL glance at the manu-
factures and various appliances con-

nected with building, engineering, and
decoration now open to the public at the
Agricultural Hall, Islington, affords satis-

factory evidence of the public appreciation
of the idea and of the efforts of its pro-
moters to insure success. Confining our
present notice to a general review of a few
of the leading exhibits in the order of the
main avenues, we first remark an extensive
show of decorative chimney-pieces and stoves
in suites, kitchen-ranges, &c., exhibited by
Messrs. Ashton and Green, of Bury-street,
St. Mary Axe, E.G. The sculptured
statuary, Siena, and other Italian marble
chimney-pieces, are costly and elaborate in

design, and the general visitor will find

much to interest him in the workmanship and
finish of these exhibits. The suites are in-

tended to illustrate the fittings and decora-
tive accessories for the fireplaces of drawing-
rooms, dining-rooms, halls, bedrooms, and
other apartments. The enamelled slate

designs in dark green, black, and other
colours are well worth attention ; these, in
some instances, are relieved by cut and gilt

scrollwork; they are in aU sizes, and are
fitted with slow-combustion stoves, tile

hearths, fenders, and fireirons of suitable
patterns. We notice aji enamelled slate

dado in sage green, with peacock-green
frieze enriched with floral ornament on
an oak plinth for bath-rooms ; some
well-finished Queen Anne grates, with
embossed electro-bronzed panels in the
sides; a few excellent " Parson's Grates,"
black and brass moulded register-stoves,
fenders and fireirons ; a large display
of kitchen tile panel ranges of different

makes, enamelled baths, lavatory tops;
while another part of the collection is

devoted to ridge tiles, string-courses, and
other architectural wares. We also
noticed the " Kyrle Grate" (Parker's
Patent), named, we presume, in honour
of the society which, in junction with the
National Health Society, has been instru-
mental in bringing questions of sanitation
and house-furnishing to the front. It is

manufactured by the Coalbrookdale Co.,
and one important advantage appears to be
the adaptability of the principle to any
grate. The one shown has the appearance
of an ordinary open fire-grate of the form
familiarto the publioas the "Country Parson's
Grate," but called by the Coalbrookdale Co.
the " Iron Bridge " grate. The improve-
ment lies in the back arrangement, which is,

however, remarkably simple : a hole about
10 by 2 is made in the bottom of the brick
just above the solid bottom of the fire,

which aperture communicates with a supple-
mentary flue at the back. The draught draws
through the lower part of the fire into the
supplementary or back flue, whilst the upper
portion of the fire draws through a small
aperture in the top plate which occupies the
place of the usual register door. The two
flues meet just above the point and join the
chimney proper ; thus, a high degree of
temperature is raised and maintained, a
damper at the top regulating this, and a sliding
blower in front, which, however, is only
necessary when the fire is in process of
lighting. Mr. Joseph Tall, of Lordship-
lane, Uuhvioh, shows a new method of

building in concrete, in which the material
is cast in the form of panels about 3ft.

loin, by 3ft. This improved mode of con-
crete building is illustrated by a room
built with the material, fitted up with a bay
window with mullions, a fireplace, &c.
Each slab or panel is about 3in. in thickness,
and is cast in a mould so that when put to-
gether they form a series of panels with
stiles and rails ; the joints occurring in the
centres of these. The interior framework is

moulded, and the external projections are
left square ; the outer surfaces of the panels
can bo ornamented with coloured materials
or simply rough-cast. Drawings showing a
patent roof, dispensing with lath and plaster,

indestructible door and window-frames, &c.,
are also exhibited, Ventilating contrivances
arc numerous : Messrs. Boyle and Son, of
Bothwell-street, Glasgow, and Holborn
Viaduct, exhibit their patent self-acting air-

pump ventilators of various forms, adapted
for the extraction of foul air from buildiiigs

of various kinds. The forms shown range
from the most elaborate fl^che or turret, to
plain, circular, and square, and the ven-
tilators can be applied, not only to apart-
ments, but to soil-pipes, drains, workshops,
&c. These are made of all usual sizes of
pipes. Chimney-cowls and vertical-tube
inlets are special manufactures of this firm,
and a large diagram, explaining the applica-
tion of Messrs. Boyle's system of ventilation
to houses and other buildings, will be scanned
with attention. We may next notice the
improved wood revolving shutters, worked
by a balance-weight motion, for the purpose
of regulating the coil, as that by Salmon
Barnes and Co., of Ulverston—a marked
advance on the old system by obviating all

friction, &c. Gas-flttings and chandeliers of
many new patterns are to be foimd in the
stall fitted up by Messrs. D. Hulett and Co.,
High Holborn. The opal shade light for
large rooms is a great improvement in
economising illuminating power ; the shade
throws the light on the table, whereas the
ordinary globes in use refiect it on the
ceilkig. We commend also the hexagon
tubes for gas-brackets introduced by this
firm, and their street-lamps are certainly
economical in avoiding putty - glazing.
Architects will be repaid by inspecting the
beautiful specimens of the " Lincrusta-
Walton" or Muralis decorations of Messrs.
Walton and Co. ; and the artistic wall-
papers of Messrs. Jeffreys and Son, of Essex-
road. The blueish-grey wall-paper and dado,
and a light silvery grey paper, enriched with
Renaissance scrolls, heightened by gold, are
particvdarly rich and effective. Messrs.
Jackson and Graham exhibit examples of
their fibrous plaster ceilings and cornices,
and theAdamite decorations and friezes show
the capabilities of the material for relief

painting and ready fixing to ceilings and
walls. Another and more recent decora-
tion lately noticed by us is to be seen in the
artistically harmonious and quiet interior
furnished by the Papyrotile Company, of
Holborn Viaduct, a kind of paper-tile wall
decoration, affording a comfortable and
semi-hard surface, resembling stamped
plaster or leather, which can be printed and
embossed to any pattern, and in various
pleasing shades of colour. The room thus
lined is of a dark sage green, with a warm-
toned folial pattern in embossed relief, and a
rich dark dado ox brown relieved by gold
margins. In the departments of faience and
terra-cotta, Messrs. WOcock and Company,
Burmantofts, Leeds, contribute a variety of

their manufactures in glazed bricks, terra-

cotta, Burmantofts faience, and sanitary
ware, and their specimens are superior in

design and colour to any in the Exhibition.
In this climate we cannot conceive a more
durable, cleaner, or brighter material for our
house-fronts. String-courses, diaper-work,
in brown and tints of green, panels in

different shades of pleasing colours, with
|

relief ornament of natural and conventional
foliage, panels and plaques for inlays to
furniture, are among the instances this firm
exhibit to show the capabilities of their

excellent material. A few well modelled
panels, with emblematic figure-subjects,

are in good taste. The colours are in shades
ot brown and green. Specimens of tUes
pleasingly arranged in geometrical but
irregular lines, embossed with suitable

Queen Anne and Renaissance ornament, in

gradations of green and blue blended into
pleasing harmonies, are in good keeping,
and contrast with many of the vulgar
examples of such work to be found in th&
exhibition. Messrs. Wilcock show what
may be done to relieve our chimney-pieces,
hearths, and dadoes by the substitution of
high-class modelled and coloured faience for
bad carving in wood. We notice in the
collection some unique vases of antique
shapes made in the same clay, with the
colour blended and glazed, of superior
manufacture ; a large red terra-cotta medal-
lion with head, a few well designed consoles,

and a variety of glazed-coloured bricks

moulded and plain. We may merely add
that Messrs. Wiloock's collection does not
pretend to compete with the bizarre and
cheap manufacture conspicuotis for tawdry
decoration and coloiu-s. In the sanitary

department of this firm we remark a very
strong kind of stoneware closet made in the
sectional form of a trough, and of such a
size and thickness that its use supersedes
the ordinary wooden riser, the only part
reqruring to be lined being the seat. It is

needless to say the SanitaryTrough Closet can
be readUy cleansed; the trough can be fitted

to a range of several closets, with partitions

of brick or simply galvanised iron or slate,

projecting a little, and of a sufficient height
between each as to insure privacy. For
schools, factories, barracks, and other
buildings of a public character, the trough-
closet is well adapted, and appears to be &
great sanitary improvement on wooden and
iron ones.

Messrs. Burke and Co., of Newman-
street, have a few highly-artistic specimen*
of their marble mosaic, a material well
known to architects. These mosaics are of

good design and colour, and the exhibits
show what may be accomplished to produce
imperishable wall decoration. The advan-
tage of marble mosaic for polychromatic
decoration, its freedom from artificial colour-
ing and factitious elements, and the soft

and harmonious effect, are needless to dwell
on here. One of the principal specimens is.

a slab of mosaic of the opus incertum kind,
composed of marble tesserae, of irregular

shape, inserted in a solid mass in cement,
and afterwards rubbed and polished. The
design is of semi-Greek or Pompeiian
character, a scroU-work and honeysuckle of
black tesserae with birds are introduced, on a
ground of a pleasing mixture of blended
colour, in which yellow, red, and grey are
the predominant colours. The marble
mosaic concrete manufactured by this firm
for the Law Courts is a capital paving
material, and the colours are harmonious.
The examples of foliated borders in white
and black are very bold, and suitable

in character for pavements and sur-

face decorations where flatness is essential.

Messrs. Doulton and Co.'s show of ware,
sanitary and artistic, is a fair representa-
tion of this well-known firm's manufacture.
We need only single out here a capital new
siphon waste preventer; samples of the
new radiating tile stoves, a great improve-
ment on iron stoves, as there is no smoke ; a
filter, invented by Mr. Bailey Denton, in
which ground stoneware and sand are the
filtering materials, the specimens of the
Doulton ware in tiles and art pottery, and
terra-cotta details for buildings and decora-
tions.

Several firms of established reputation
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exhibit in various forms of decorative iron-

mongery which the present styles of house-
architeoturo have called into existence.

Messrs. Yates, Uaywoud, and Co., of Upper
Thames-street, show some creditable things
in the way of Queen Anne stoves, kitcheners,

warble mantelpieces, &c., and there are

some others, ^vith chimney-pieces and over-
mantels in walnut, manufactured by Messrs.
Walker, of Buuhill-row. Mr. James Hill

shows a large collection of Qaeea Anno and
Elizabethan locks in brass. Bim, mortice,
drawback, stock, and cabinet locks of vari-

ous patterns, night-latches, brass furniture,

and plates of superior quality are to be seen.

For more expensive locks, in which the in-

genuity of the lockmaker has been taxed to

the utmost to bufilo the skill and dexterity
of the burglar, the interesting stall of Messrs.

Chubb and Son, of Queen Victoria-street,

is worth a visit. Messrs. Chubb exhibit

several wonderful and beautiful specimens
of the art of the locksmith. "We need only
to name the electric time lock, in which two
chronometers are introduced, constructed so

that it can be adjusted to any time ; the
electric burglar alarm, contrived in such a
manner, that even if the wires are cut, or

tampered with in any manner known to ex-
pert burglars, the alarm is sounded. The
combination keyless lock is also a marvel of

the locksmith's art, and we are glad to find

that perfect mechanism can bo combined
with the artist's taste, and that our leading
locksmiths are emulous of imitating the
Mediseval artists, aud the later work-
manship of the Tudor period. Many
of the mechanical improvements in this art

are due to our American friends, and to the
great Hobbs a debt of gratitude is due in

challenging the asserted superiority of our
own skill. Those, atleast,whotakeaninterest
in safes and locks will find, by a glance at

Massrs. Chubb's stall, that we have made
some progress of late years in this direction.

The comfort of students has not been for-

gotten. Messrs. Colman and Glendenning,
of Norwich, exhibit a very cleverly con-
trived seat and desk, both of which can be
adjusted to suit the pupil. The seat-back is

fitted with Dr. Eo h's spine pad, which cm
be raised or lowered to suit the support re-

quired. This "adjustable desk," and the

science and art table," which can bo used,

as a flat table, as a desk for writing, and a
sloped rest for drawing and sketching, are

certainly noticeable and inexpensive ap-
pliances for the school or class-room. The
(ilendenning " modern desk " is made in

pitch-pine, birch, walnut, varnished or
polished, the desk and seat being supported
by cast-iron standards.

Parquetry and wall panelling are largely

represented by many manufacturers. We
may especially call attention to Messrs. J.

E. Eberhard and Go's (lidward-street,

Hampstead-road) improved jjarquet flooring

and patent glue for laying parquet on
wood, stone, concrete, and other surfaces.

The specimens of treads in end-grained
wood, and teak nosings, and the samples
of parquet for dadoes and other purposes are

worth attention. Wo have already noticed

the advantages of Messrs. Eberhard's thin

parquet laid in their patent glue, and we
may now draw notice to their p.anelled dado,

a handsome parquetry table, and several

specimens of moulded joinery and carved
panels. Mr. H. Bassant, of Well-street,

is the exhibitor also of improved purquet
flooring and wall panelling. A very effective

ijado, in two kinds of English oak, is an ex-

cellent specimen of workman«liip. Messrs.
Esdailc and Co., of the City-road, are con-
spicuous exhibitors of S-.vedish doors, floor-

ing, &c., of various descriptions and
moderate prices. A four-pantlled inside door^

7ft. bySft.. moulded both sides, costsonly las.

•id. in deal framing. The American doors,
architraves, and other mouldings are also

well turned out and cleanly worked. In

this connection we may mention Webb's
(Worcester) " Decorated Woods " for floors,

walls, &c. These are tile-like blocks of pine,

stained throughout their substance with
various colours in elaborate patterns. They
have the appearance of being inlaid, but the
colours are rather tawdry. Of course, unequal
shrinkage is avoided.
A branch of house-fitting manufacture,

which scorns to have made great strides of

late years, and is well represented at the
Exhibition, is that of window-sashes and
window-blinds, &c. No less than a dozen
exhibitors we have noted display specimens
of sash arrangements, fastenings, lifts,

fittings, blinds, and shutters. A handsomely
fitted-up sta'l in the main avenue (Messrs.

Hodkinson and Clarke, of Birmingham) is

worth a visit for its unique display of

window-blinds, .shutters, &o. We may draw
particular notico to the "Queen Anne"
window-blind revolving shutter, a neat and
effective shade, also serving as a ventilator

for dilfusing the air through the room ; the

laths are, as in the Venetian blind, with in-

tervening spaces, and it is made as a re-

volving shutter to coil in a cornice above the

window. The cod takes up a small space,

and the prices quoted for red deal is about
Is. 8d. per foot superficial primed. The
"metallic Venetian" blind is certainly an
economical substitute for wood, and occu-
pies less room. Another clever form of

revolving shutter is shown to a doorway. It

is called the "Early English" revolving
shutter : the surface is studded over, repre-

senting nail-heads, and when painted of a

dark colour and gilded, represents a light

metal surface. The lead lights of this firm

are neater than usual , and compare well with
many lead-glazed lights, and wo have con-
fidence in recommending them to architects.

J. Tomlinson and Sons, Leeds, exhibit an
ingenious model of a "reversible window"
(Phillips' patent), the advantage of which is

that ordinary sashes can be made to swing
round for cleaning, thus avoiding the risk

of accidents in cleaning from the outside.

The sashes are hung clear of tho slips and
inside bead, and to avoid straight joints, tho

side of sash U rebated, and a metnl bar in-

serted to fit the rebate. Each sash is

turned on two pivots or screws fixed to the

bars. Another advantage of tho pivots is

that the sashes can be brought up close to the

bottom bead and the meeting-rails. Tho
method can be applied to any common sash

window, and we can bear testimony to tho

simjjlicity and effc^ctiveness of the invention.

The " Ulvorston patent revolving shutter,"

well known to builders, is shown by a full-

size working model, by Salmon, Barnes, and
Co., Ulverston. It is needless to say the

motion is rendered free from the objections

urged to many ordinary revolving shutters,

and the manufacturers guarauteo tho work-
ing. A variety of fittings for shops,

stabling, and other purposes, is to bo seen

in the stall of JMessrs. Clarke, Bunnett, and
Co., of Queen-street. Cast-iron fittings to

stalls, of good oinstruction, aro shown by a

model, and tho liii, v/ith patent brake, is an
improvement on the old plan. AV'e notice,

also, si>ecimons of motallio blinds. Close to

this stall, Messrs. Jones »nd Willis, of

Euston-road, send numerous articles of

their manufacture. The " Hesperus " lamp,

of various patterns, is worth notice ; the

light given is said to be equal to 4 j candles.

Suspending and table lamps, pendants,

corona?, brackets, and every form of domestic
and eecles'astical brasswork will bo found,

and tho workmanship and linish leave little

to be desired. In scigliola the exhibits of

Messrs. Bellman and Ivoy, of Wigmore-
street, claim notice ; v.-n ious specimens of

executed worVs of columns, dados, capitals,

nnd ti;e mode of covc'rin;;; iron or brick cores

with saagliula, are shown, and woith atten-

tion from tie profession. The imitations

tae remarkably good.

We have already referred to a concrete
cottage in slabs. Several exhibitors show
forms of improved concrete apparatus. Mr.
Thomas Potter, of Grange-park, Alresford,
has two models, one showing his monolithic
concrete apparatus for building, and
the other, hollow walls constructed with
Potter's dove-taUed facing slabs, which
require no appliances, and which make
smooth-finished surfaces on both sides.

There is a model also showing how
half-brick faoiiigs may be used with the slabs
inside. To architects desirous of comparing
the advantages of tho different systems,
these models, and tho apparatus shown
by Messrs. Tall, and Drake andCo.,in another
part (No. 296), will be found of interest.

Mr. Alfred Walker, of Leeds, shows a Queen
Anno pdaster with trusses, some excellent
firo-proof steps, in which iron slag has
been introduced in tho aggregate, and a
very hard granite concrete. Tho best proof
of tho excellence of this material are the
works executed by Mr. Walker; among
these we find the paving to nave and aisles

of St. Bartholomew Church, Armley, Leeds,
a largo structure lately illustrated in our
pages, from the designs of Mr. Henry
Walker ; tho gun-platform at Bridlington
Quay, several railway platforms, as Clayton
and Batley stations, others on the Great
Northern Eailway. The concrete pavement
has been used also for the Eedmill and
Pontefract, and other station platforms, and
for this purpose no material can ofTer greater
advantages. Some thousands of yards have
been laid for the Leeds School Board at
various schools; and for heavy trfuc and
stable floors cannot be surpassed. Mr. W.
H. Lascolles, of Bunhill-row, has again a
very interesting and instructive exhibition
of his concrete work. The chimney-pieces,
designed by Mr. Norman Shaw, E.A., are
capital examples of manufacture. We also

observe a window, designed by Mr. A. W.
Blomfield, M.A. ; others by M^ A. Water-
house, E.A. ; a clustered pillar, designed by
Mr. A. W. Bloomfield ; and various taste-

fully-designed and manufactured panels,

balustrades, cornices, strings, and other
articles. Mr. Lascolles' patent tde slabs

may be seen well introduced in the model
cottage exhibited by Messrs. Ihlee and
Home, of Aldermanbury, in another part,

built to show the value of Balmain's lumin-
paint. The walls and ceilings of

chamber are washed over with
paint, and present a highly lumin-
elfect, an artificial daylight, which
be turned to profitable account in

various ways. Messrs. Ihlee and Home's
rustic cottage is one of the most complete
illustrations of the value of this jjaint we
have seen. Wo believe the pa'nt can now
be had at Cs. a lb.

We must defer till next week notices of

several other exhibits, and will have some-
thing to say on a variety of important con-
tractors' labour-saving appliances. Mr. F.

W. Eeynolds, of Blackfriars; Crossley Bros.,

of the Poultry ; Messrs. Eosser and Eussell,

of Charing-cros?, are exhibitors of some
very excellent ajjpliances and machinery.

The "Eureka Concrete Co.," of Queen
Victoria-street, aro also exhibitors of various

useful and ornamental applications of their

concrete, and for staircases and railway plat-

forms no material is better suited. Jlessrs.

Hamilton and Co., of Leadenhall House,

have, as usual, a striking display of their

patent prismoidal lens pavement lights, to

which we may draw attention in our next

;

Messrs. Hobbs, Hart, and Co., of Cheap-
side, show a bullion-vault door, as made for

the Treasury at the Bank of England, and
some capital safes called the "Progress."

Messrs. Eownson, Drew, and Co. also exhibit

some spotiuiins of rolled iron joists and
brasswork of good design, while sanitary

appliances are too numerous and important

to mention in detail this week. The searcher

ous
this

this

0U3
may
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for novelties in this direction will find

much to interest him in Messrs. Capper, Son,

and Co.'s exhibition, and at other stalls to

•which we hope to be able to refer in our

next issue. AH who value brightness and
cheerfulness about a house should see the

variety of tasteful and inexpensive blinds

and blind-materials shown at stand 200 by
Messrs. J. Avery and Co., of Great Portland-

street, which are as unique as they are

desirable ; and a modest little invention

should not be overlooked in Shaw's " Dust-
less Cinder Sifter," devised by a lady and
shown by Mr. Goddon at stand 350, which,
if only the servants can be prevailed upon to

use it, will certainly prevent dust in many a

room and save many a ton of coals in the

course of a lifetime. The show of cooking
apparatus, stoves, steam washing-machines
and wringers, made by Mr. Clements, at

stalls 17, 18, 20, and 21, will repay attention.

Our examination led us to the conclusion

that they were really labour-saving ap-
pliances, and in many cases inventions of a
similar kind are pushed before the public,

which not only imperfectly fulfil their

objects, but involve more work than the
older and simpler hand-processes they are

meant to supersede. The last exhibit we
can mention this week is that of Messrs.
Lovedee, Son, and Bate, of the New Kent-
road (No. 375), comprising some useful looks

and door furniture, a patent sash-lifter of

simple action, a patent curtain-fastener, and
one or two other domestic helps, which, if

a little beyond the scope of a building
exhibition, are certainly within the wants
and means of everyone who lives in a house
made with hands.

h

THE SOCIETY OF BRITISH ARTISTS.

THE fifty-eighth annual Exhibition of the
Society of British Artists, Suffolk-

street, PaU Mall, East, opens with the dis-
play of some pleasing pictures, and if there
is nothing strikingly original in the collec-

tion, the walls show a more healthy tone in
treatment and colour than we have lately

seen. Incident in everyday life forms,
as usual, a large class of subjects, and one of
the most pleasing oil-piotures which greet us
in the large room is Mr. J. R. Reid's sub-
ject, "Her Constant Care," in which the
painter, with his customary freedom of hand-
ling and freshness of colour, depicts an old
farmhouse and yard, with a thoughtful
housewife engaged in feeding her brood
of chickens. The picture, however, has
more in its treatment and handling than the
subject to engage attention ; the touch of
the artist, rather " blottesque," is never of
that painstaking neatness which many ad-
mire ; there is a neglige, but without indeci-
sion or crudity, a suggestion of freshness
in the early foliage. A well-known mem-
ber, W. Dendy Sadler, the painter of " Com-
plete Angler " and other well-known works,
sends one of his amusing studies of monas-
tic life in " A visit from Brother Dominie."
The jovial countenances of the monks with
their fishing tackle are humorously por-
trayed, a glimpse of the old monastery above
its surrounding of foliage appears in the
background, and the only exception we
take is the particularly prim and modish
porch, which has an exceedingly modem
look about it rather out of keeping.
" Return from Sport," by J. S. Noble, M.,
occupies a conspicuous place. It is a large
canvas ; the group of dogs, watchfully
guarding the bench of game, is vigorously
painted, wanting, however, in the solidity of
shadow. The same artist's "Waiting and
Watching," another large picture (195), re-

Eresenting a harvest scene, the chief figures
eing a horse harnessed to a rude cart

partly laden with the sheaves of wheat,
displays a more masterly handling in com-
position, light and shade. J. Gow, M., E,

Gustave Girardot, M., A. Ludovici, are well
represented by works such as "A Gipsy
Nymph "(20), "Anxious Inquiries" (27),

"The Little Beggar" (41), "A Cosy
Corner " (16). The last is French in hand-
ling, soft and bright in colour and rich in

accessories ; the girl in bright blue dress, and
the bay windows are truthfully rendered.
Landscape is admirably represented by

such consummate masters as A. F. Grace,
James E. Grace, James Peel, Stuart Lloyd,
all members of the Society. '

' The South
Downs " (10), a picture of undulating
scenery, is painted in the low key of colour

affected by the school to which its painter,

Mr. A. F. Grace belongs ; the ground looks

brownish in hue, but though wo are not
charmed by fresh- pastures, there is a good
deal of true sentiment about this picture of

open downs. A particularly fine landscape
is "Cyffing Fall, Capel Curig" (33), by
James Peel, M., always a skilful delineator

of Welsh scenery. The hazy atmosphere is

exceedingly well-painted, and equals the
artist's reputation as a painter of mountain
effects. "The First of June" (34), by P.
M. Chase, is a clover rendering of the effects

of sunshine upon landscape ; the air looks
still, and everything wears a settled aspect.

The artist has been happy in depicting the
summer's sheen. No. 42, "A Pond with
Weeds about its Side," by James E. Grace,
is a sympathetic grey-toned pictin-e, belong-
ing rather to the French than English land-
scape school, but admiiably painted ; while
close to it, " Crabbed Age and Youth," by
W. C. Symons, is as tawdry and garish in

tone. G. F. Munn, in " Barren Land," is,

as usual, naturalistic in treatment ; and
" Harvest Tine," by T. F. Goodall, a large
landscape, freshly painted and breezy, bo-
longs also to the modern school of English
landscape. In the corner of the room J.

Whipple's " Land of Hills and Rivers," a
scene in North Wales is equally striking for

its conventional French manner, hard in
handling and sombre in its tone, contrasting
remarkably with the fine landscape below it

by George Cole, M., entitled, " Pittleworth
Old Mill Lock, on the Rother, Sussex"
(118), a large, warm-toned picture painted
with all the delicacy of manipulation and
balmy softness and luminous colouring which
distinguishes this well-known artist's work.
The aerial haziness of the scene, and its rich
sunlit effect and introduced cattle are har-
monious elements, and if they rather verge
on the effeminate in style, will always be
very popular among a largo class of picture
admirers. " Where Once the Garden
Smiled," by Stuart Lloyd, M., one of our
leading painters of the Naturalistic school, is

another large and taking picture, repre-
senting a great expanse of sea from a preci-
pitous cliff clothed with verdure and apple-
blossom, such as one may see on the south
coast. The sea in its depth of blue and
green, bounded by the extended horizon,
forms a grand contrast with the green spring-
like foreground and rich blossom. " A
September Morning" (145), by J. H. Snell,
is too pre-Saphaelesque in treatment. J.

White's " Deepening Twilight," Stephen E.
Hogley's " Going South," a solidly-painted
mellow-toned mountain, with cattle ; J.

White's " Silver and Gold " (201), a wonder-
fully truthful rendering of trees, bold in
handling; H. Campion's "Autumn," a
grandly-painted coppice, are other clever
landscapes.

'Ophelia" is the name of a skilful and
poetically-conceived composition by A. J.

Woolmer, painted in that classically semi-
mystic vein so characteristic of the artist.

The landscape depicts one of those deeply-
shaded groves which the author loves to
paint, in which the high lights are brought
out with almost fantastic and iridescent
brilliance heightened by the depth of blue
in the recesses of the shadowed part. In
the foreground, shaded with "pendent

boughs" at tho margin of the "weeding
brook," sits " Ophelia," her " bright

coronet of weeds " hanging on the branches.

Tho manner and colouring aim more at the

scenic than the natural. Of genni painting

we notice :—Fred. Slocombe's "Leaving
Homo" (133), a gfirl attired in black in a
railway compartment, with much that is

pathetic, and the execution is careful. " The
Two Violins," by Gertrude Martineau,
almost too intensely lesthetic, and the

colours in a low key of harmony ; but per-

haps the most successfid picture in this room
is Horace Cauty's "Whither?" a little

girl and kitten on tho steps of a quay or

landing-steps, pure in colour and sentiment.

II. Cafiieri's "Isabella" is a little out
of scale, the figure is dwarfed by the

huge green vase of flowers ; it is redeemed,
however, by the harmony of tho colour.

Jas. HayUar's "Dinner Hour" (03), Sir

John Gilbert's " Sancho Panza" (75), J.

Burr's " Pride of the Ballet," A. Glasgow's
" Dressing the Model " (101), are all credit-

able productions. A very touching historical

incident is told by L. C. Henley in his

"Martin Luther Singing in the Streets of

Eisenach " (105) ; the wife of Conrad Cotta,

and the clean picturesque background of

houses are well drawn, and show both in-

vention and good colouring. J. Eraser

exhibits some dexterous handling on his

fine seascape "Seeking a Haven," the
glistening light of the rolling waves, and
the distant rook-cliff which looms through
the half-irradiated mist, are painted with
a crispness and finished care worthy of the

artist's skill. C. Rossiter, in 231, paints

some picturesque costume in his quietly-,

toned piece " 'The Search," Flemish in its.

furniture and accessories ; A. F. Patten, in
his more ambitious incident from the
"Tempest," the " Meeting of Ferdinand and
Miranda," exhibits his wonted power as a
graphic portrayer. Thecomposition is highly
finished, and there is much beauty in the
face of Miranda. P. Macnab's "Village
Bridge " is a natural English landscape.

The visitor will not leave the room without
bestowing praise on Wyke Bayliss's grandly
painted " Interior of St. Mark's, Venice "

(210). The intricate sculpture and splen-
dour of the marble mosaics almost dazzle

the eye accustomed to the more subdued
grandeur of our own cathedrals ; the
painter has chosen the north aisle of the
choir, with its magnificient pulpit of
serpentine, and by his dexterous manipula-
tion of glowing colour and deep shadow,
has thrown a poetical charm over the
interior of an edifice few artists have been
able to depict without falling into garish-
ness.

Among many pictures of mediocre quality
we meet with several of merit in
tho south-east room. In E. A. H. Lucas's
" Besieged " (245), the painter has drawn
upon the Mediieval incident ; the fortress,

and the besieged who are intent upon fish-

ing in the stream beneath the walls, are
painted with telling effect. Edwin Ellis's
" Waiting for the Boats " is a large striking

picture, bright and vigorous in handling, in

its contrasts of light and shade, but not
quite so "impressionistic" in manner as
others we have seen of his ; while, above, W,
Grossmith depicts a humorous subject—

a

party of gentlemen seated round a table

carousing, certaiidy in a more merry than
sober frame of mind. The tallow candles
flaring, and burnt low in their sockets, the
smashed glasses, the bluish daylight stream-

ing over the shutters, and the dissipated

faces of the company are truly suggestive of

the title " Till Daylight doth Appear," and
recalls the time of the Georges. A keen
sense of landscape effect and manipulative
skill is shown in A. S. Williams's view

(338), in Jas. E. Grace's " Eventide " (350),

C. Gibbs' "View in Surrey" (269); W.
Gosling's '

' Thames by Shiplake Lock '

' (282),
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"Early Spring" {319\ "On the Canal,

Aboville " (293), W. Hemsley's "Flotsam
and Jetsam " (355), J. E. Jacob's

"Loiterers" (350), D. Passmore's amusing
study (313). "Last Sunrays," by Sir K.
P. Collier" (295). Lionel P. Smythe's
"Up a Tree " is also clever. In the south-

west room VT. Bromley's incident from Sir

W. Scott's " Heart of Midlothian"; the ex-

quisitely finished little cabinet piece "Wed-
ding Presents," by Mary Hayllar ; A. de
Br^anski's fine colour reflection in " Silvery

Thames," T. F. Goodall's " Hide and Seek,"

K. Warren's " Introduction," F. W. Meyer's
" Moonlight Scene " (433), and No. 454, by
Stuart Lloyd, are a few of the best. J. E.
Christie's " Group of Figures in a Dusky
Eoad" (47S), and Nos. 509, 511,513, 517,

54f, 545, are worth noticing in the ante-

room to the large gallery. Before leaving

the oils, we may award a tribute of praise to

Miss Henrietta Rae's studies, Nos. 23 and
65, which are ideal rather than common-
place conceptions.

The water-colours contain a few creditable

performances, though in many of them we
find the purity and tone of the transparently-

mixed pigments giving place to the use of

opaque colours and artificial handling with
the object ostensibly of standing comparison
with the oUs. D. Passmore's " Old Church,

Caterham" (574), is boldly and pleasingly

sketched in the less objectionable form.

A few other architectural sketches are to

be seen on the walls; wemay refer in passing

to Richard M. Rae's " Street in Antwerp"
^582), showing the tower of St. Jacques,

Elizabeth Petrie's, " Canal, Venice," and
"Goldsmiths' Arch, Rome," and the effec-

tive drawing of the " Globe Room at the

Reindeer Inn, Cromwell'sCouncil Chamber,"
by G. R. Clark. The artist has eflfectively

drawn the fine mullioned window, ceiling,

and chimney-piece of this once handsome
Tudor apartment, and the group of Crom-
wellian figures have been introduced by C.

Cattermole ; but the most striking architec-

tural subject is Wyke Bayliss's fine interior

of St. Madeleine, Troyes, where the correct

drawing and delicate intricate detail of

sculptured won: are intensified by the fine

-colour and management of light and shade.

Mr. Evan's " Canal Scene " (701), with the

Bridge of Sighs, and Mr. R. Phene Spiers

;

" Old Houses, Antwerp " (758), are both
clever. W. J. Muckley's " Wildflowers

"

(600), Bernard Evan's "Sunset" (642),

Alice Bllis's " Study of Azaleas " (661),

Mrs. F. Hall's "Primula," David Law's
"View near Cookham" (665), P. W.
Wainewright's fine cattle-study, " Sun-
rise " (691), A. R. Qointon's " Quiet

Retreat " (672), Carlton A. Smith's clever

rfigure-studies, " Sorrow" (702), and "Hap-
pinesss" (712), are a few other drawings
which are worth notice. The pictures we
have pointed out have been necessarily

limited to those displaying invention or

artistic merit. Unavoidably, many mediocre

and feeble productions will be found on the

walls, not a few artists having adopted the

artificial and essentially realistic manner
that has lately come into fashion ; but
the visitor will find ample to recompense
him in good drawing, and purity of senti-

ment and colour.

THE WATER QUESTION.—VI.
'pHE quantity of water flowing down a
-L river channel may be calculated by the

following formula) : they range, in point of

accuracy and attention to details, from the

simplest and most general to the nicest

refinements of correction for varying condi-

tions of a flow of water ; but they all depend
essentially upon the two conditions of

hydraulic mean depth and mclination of the

gurfacc of the water, which to;?ether govern
the velocity. The volume is the product of

tJw cross sectional area of the stream and

the mean velocity of the whole section, and
while the former is a matter of simple mea-
surement, the latter is more difficult to
arrive at with any degree of accuracy ; and
it is only after an investigation of the im-
mense number of experiments which have
been made, that the authorities in the
science of hydraulics have been able to
arrive at formulto which represent the true
velocity approximately. With certain
precautions, the velocity may, in some
cases, be actually measured, as well
as the cross sectional area, and when
that can be done the volume may be
found more satisfactorily in that way.
The cross sectional area of the stream may
be measured by selecting a part of the river

which is of tolerably uniform section for

a considerable distance—say 200 yards

—

dividing the distance into equal lengths, and
measuring the cross section of each division

by means of ropes—preferably of wire

—

strung across the river, taking the depths at
short intervals along the ropes, and where
the difference of level of ihe surface of the
water at the two ends of the length of river

experimented upon can be ascertained with
accuracy, the mean velocity of the whole
stream in ordinary cases and in tolerably
uniform channels may be found by the
formula deduced by Eytelwein, or that by
Du Buat. The fundamental conditions are
that the velocity varies as the square root of

the hydraulic mean depth, the fall being
constant, or as the square root of the fall

when thehydraulicmeandepth is constant ; or,

neither being constant, as the square root of
the hydraulic mean depth and fall multiplied
into each other ; and to bring this abstract
ru"e into conformity with observed actual
velocities a coefficient is applied, of such
magnitude as to bring the abstract numbers
into coincidence with the actual numbers
observed. Eytelwein's rule for the mean
velocity per second is

where h = the hydraulic mean depth, and
/= twice the fall per mile ; h, f, and v

being all in feet or all in inches.

Du Buat's rule is, for inches,

,,_ 307(V<;;--1)

V » - typ. log. ^ s + 1 '6

and for feet,

_ 88-51 (,y/d - -03)

— •3 [id- -1)

V « - hyp. log. -j/ » + 1'6
- -084 {^d - -03)

d being the hydraulic mean depth, and s the
length in which the surface of the water
falls one unit, as 2,640 when the fall is 2ft.

in a mile. The fractional deductions are
made from the fundamental formula

—

=v-.
in which c is the coefficient 307 or 88'51, in

order to make it agree more nearly with the

results of experiments under varying con-

ditions, and are applicable in cases of

moderate velocity of 2ft. or 3ft. per second.

Other authorities make corrections for

similar effects of increasing velocity. Thus,

Mr. John Neville, in his " Co-efficients and
Formula)," published by Messrs. Crosby

Lockwood and Co., gives, from experiments

made by various persons, the increasing co-

efficient as follows, when applied to the

abstract rule V ra, r being the mean radius

or hydraulic mean depth, and s the sine of

the angle of inclination, or the fall in any
length divided by that length ; thus being

when the fall is 2ft. in a mile. For a1

2640
velocity of about 1ft. per second the co-

efficient is 91-3 ; for about IJft. per second

it increases to 95-5; for IJft. per second,

98-6; for 2ft., lOO'o ; for 2|ft., 100-6; for

22ft., 103; for 3Jft., 106-6 ; for 5ft., 109-3
;

for 6ft., Ill; for 7ift., 112-3; for U\it.,

117-9; for J5ift., 118-4; and for a velocity

of about 21ft. per second, the coefficient is

120. As the velocity thus does not strictly

follow the rule of ^/rs, Mr. Neville has
found a more exact formula, which is

—

V = 140 y/rs - 11 'y/rs~

and this seems to agree nearly with observed
velocities under all circumstances. Mr.
Neville has found that Du Buat's formula
may be pretty safely relied on when applied
to general practical purposes, and says
that much of the valuable information pre-
sented by Prony and Eytelwein is but a
modification of whatDu Buat had previously

fiven, and to whom we are primarily in-

ebted for much that is attributed to the
two former.
None of these found any difference in the

velocity of a stream which could be attri-

buted to the kind of surface over which it

ran ; but a later authority, Kutter, has in-

troduced into his formula, as translated by
M. Lowis D'A. Jackson, a term of correction

according to the kind of surface, as brick-

work, earth, gravel, &c.
Kutter's formula is, for English feet

—

1-811

N + 41-6 f
-00281

^{^----"D-fr
*Jrs

in which v = mean velocity in ft. per second,

r = mean radius or hydraulic mean depth in

ft., S = sine of the hydraulic slope of the

surface, N = coefficient of roughness and
irregu'arity; and the values given to N are

for brickwork and ashlar in good order, '013;

for channels in earth in good average order,

-020 ; and for rivers and brooks, from "020

to -035 ; but this formula is not so well

adapted to rivers as the three preceding.

It may be useful to compare the results of

the first three rules. In a river of 100ft.

mean width, Oft. deep., and of such a con-
tour of bed as to give 5ft. hydraulic mean
depth, the fall of the surface of the water
being 2ft. per mile, or 1 in 2,010, the mean
velocity in feet per second by Du Buat's

rills IS

_ j^b'51 (VS - -03) _ .381 (^5 _ .33) _
V 2b40 — hyp. log. V 2641 G

3-93 and 3 93 X 600 = 2,353 cubic feet per

second.

By Eytelwein's rule it is,

i^ V5"irT=4-0fl

and 4-C6 X 600 = 2,436 cubic feet per second.

By Mr. Neville's rule it is.

140.A /s X _L. - 11 ^a/-5 X ,r!- = *73V 2640 V 2640

and 4-73 x 600 = 2,838 cubic feet per second.

And if we take the coefficient for velo-

cities about as much as this to be 109, as

found by others (in this case by Mr. Provis)

the mean velocity would be

109 '^jl-s = 109a/ 5 X ^L-= 4-74 ft. psrseconi,

or, practically, the same as by Mr. Neville's

own rule ; and it illustrates what is found to

be a general tendency in all the hydraulic

formulae derived from experiments neces-

sarily made on a comparatively small scale

—viz., that the action of large masses of

water is sensibly greater than these formuliB

indicate, so that in applying them to rivers

of large volume they rather uuderstate the

actual quantities, which, indeed, is no fault,

but the contrary.

The truth of Eytelwein's and Du Buat's

formulae has been contirmed by Mr. J. F.

Bateman, F.B.S., for rivers and open water-

courses -ft-hero the section is tolerably uni-

form. When he laid out the Manchester

Waterworks he constructed the works in

many parts with special reference to taking

such observations as would determine a

great many points which were then some-

what in doubt, and he tested upon the

watercourses there the calculations of al-
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most everybody.
(
Vide Evidence, Water

Supply Commission, 1868.)

But where the fall of the surface of a
river is very small in any length that could
bo experimented upon, as it is in many
cases, the inclination cannot be ascertained
with sutScient accuracy to enable these
formula) to be applied for fiudiug the
velocity, and in those cases the volume of

water is best ascertained by actual measure-
ments of the velocity with floats, and for

that purpose no better proceeding can be
taken than that adopted under the direc-

tions of Mr. Bateman, on the river Thames.
The length of the river experimented upon
was divided into six measured distances,

and the time was taken in which the floats

traversed the six divisions at five or six

different places in the width of the river.

The mean velocity was not computed from
the observed surface velocity, but was ac-
tually ascertained by floats so adjusted, that
whilst one all but dragged upon the bottom,
and therefore travelled with the bottom
velocity, another floated at the surface, and
the two floats being tied together, one acted
upon the other, in quickening and retarding
their respective paces. Gutta-percha was
used for the floats ; it is very nearly of the
same specific gravity as water, being '96 of

water, and therefore it floats. A gutta-
percha ball vnll float almost wholly im-
mersed, so that the wind can have no effect

upon it. The balls were so adjusted that
one was heavier than the other, and sank to

the bottom, but did not touch it, and thus
by finding the mean velocity in all parts of

the stream, the mean of the whole stream was
found.
To estimate the mean velocity roughly by

one observation, Prony's rule may be
taken

/ 7-783+ Y\y
V.10-3-15 + V/

in which V = the maximum surface velocity
in feet per second in the centre of the river,

or in i's axis, whether that be in the centre
or not, and this gives for velocities similar
to those in the above examples, the same
results as in Mr. Neville's shorter rule

V = -835 V
which would

4-
velocity of

indicate

73
a maximum surface

»3d
= 5-66ft. per second, but

covered in the movement of largo masses
of water. One of these was that the sur-

face velocity of water at a given inclination

varied directly as the depth of the channel,
and another was that the bottom velocity of

water varied directly as the square of the
dejjth. With a given volume of water
pa.«sing at increasing rates of inclination,

and, therefore with diminishing depth, it

was calculated that at a depth of 27 ft., and
with a surface velocity of 176ft. per minute,
the bottom velocity would be (iOft. per
minute, at a depth of 21ft., and with a
surface velocity of 241ft. per minute, the

bottom velocity would be 72ft. , and at a
depth of 18ft., and with a surface velocity of

2901t. per minute, the bottom velocity would
be 75ft. : thus, while the surface velocity

increased 65 per cent., the bottom velocity

increased only 10 per cent. But the question

arises whether the rules derived from the
motion of masses cf water so vast as those
of the American rivers are more applicable

to the English, Irish, Scotch, and Welsh
rivers, than the old formulcB are, confirmed
as they have been by experiments on a scale

of very considerable magnitude.

for velociiies about half these the mean is

more nearly 'SV.

Referring to the examples above worked
out, it must bo confessed that there is no
very near agreement between 393 as found
by the first, and 4'73 by the last ; but this

velocity is greater than necessarily occurs in

rivers, and the best judgment would pro-
bably be shown in using Eytelwein's or Du
Buat's formula in cases of ordinary flow, and
Neville's or Prony's in floods.

As to the velocity of water at the bottom
of a river, or anywhere along its bed, it is

very difficult to ascertain it by actual mea-
surement, apart from that in other portions
of the body, but from the experiments of Du
Buat it is found to be, for mean velocities of

about 3ft. per second,

«= (v'V - 1)'

When V = the mean surface velocity from
side to side of the stream, which is always
less than that in the centre or axis of the
stream . In this case u and V are the velo-
cities in inches per second. Mr. Beardmore
adopted this rule m his hydraulic tables

for velocities of from 1 to 15ft. per second.
Experiments which have of late been

made upon the large American rivers show
a different relation between the surface and
bottom velocities.

In a discussion at the Institute of Civil

Engineers in 1879, Mr. George Higgin said

that in the experiments carried out under
the direction of Mr. Bateman, Past-Presi-

dent of the Institution, on the great rivers of

South America, certain new laws were dis-

HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS.*

{Concludedfrom p. 356.)

THE Parthenon, the Pantheon, and most of the
Egyptian temples which remain were pre-

served as Christian churches ; the amphitheatres
of Rome, Nimes, Aries, and the theatre at

Orange as Mediaeval fortresses. We have
emerged from barbarism and acknowledge the

value ot old building independently of their use,

and would not now destroy the Parthenon or

the Coliseum, though practically useless, yet an
old building is more safe if we can find a use for

it. But unless we act Uke barbarians we must
not forget that it is an historical record, and we
must leave it unused if its use involves altera-

tions which injure its historical value. It is

worth the cost. I can conceive no better em-
ployment of our wealth. Yet it is riches which
is) the great destroyer. The City Companies
have latterly been employing their wealth in

pulling down their old halls and building new
ones, in destroying the few old buildings which
remain in London, to increase their income from
their sites.

The tieatment of old houses is difBcnlt.

Changes may be necessary if a family is to live

in them ; but it would be better to keep them as

ruins than make such changes as destroy their

value as a record of the life of the old time.

But that is not necessary : some use could be
found , for them, which, while giving a motive
for keeping them in repair, would leave their

historic d value intact. The fashion which
lately prevailed of making ruined houses and
castles habitable has, in most cases, been more
destructive to their value as docviments than
keeping them as they were. It involves their

total destruction by renewal of their internal

arrangements, the evidence of old manners and
life by substituting for them modern conveni-

enc3S, and when this is done they are more
costly and inconvenient than new ones.

Many who pos-ess old houses are willing to

put up with some inconvenience, rather than
injure their historical value by altering them to

suit modern uses.

In churches a more serious questi m than mere
convenience arises, for it is urged that all con-

siderations must give way to the proper conduct
of Di%'ine worship. This plea is imanswerable.
The new practices introduced in this generation

into the worship of the church must involve

some changes in the fittings. But it is made in

excuse for changes by no means involved in it.

One cannot a.sk a congregation who have ceased

to feel the old custom of responses by the clerk

a fitting mode of conducting service, to retain a

three-decker pulpit which conceals the altar

;

but in this and similar changes is no reason why
the Walls should be stripped of their plaster, the
old monuments torn down from fhem and col-

lected in a batch out of sight ; the floor, which
was often a curious page of history, taken up
and replaced by Minton's tiles; the rich classic

• Paper read »t the Eoyal Institute of British Archi-
tects, March 28, by Jou.v James Stevksbo.v, F.R.I.B.A.

oak panelling of the chancel removed ; and even
Perpendicular windows and roofs destroyed, be-

cause wo dislike the style, for "extirpating'

without mercy." Incongruous insertioDs have
nevertheless some intrinsic merit (" Church
Restoration," p. 35), which Sir Edmund Beckett

saye, "is clear to everybody except the fanatical

auti-restorationists, who are beyond the reach of

reason, and only fit to rank with anti-vaccina-

tors and objectors lo interference with other
filth."

This is a reckless assertion of such men as
Poynter, Stacy Marks, Mark Pattison, Coventry
Patmore, Aldis Wright, Robertson Smith, Percy
Wyndham, Alma Tadema, Sir William Gull, Sir

Charles Dilke, Birkett Foster, all members of

the Society, as well as Thomas Carlyle, who8&
last public letter was a plea for preserving th»
work of Sir Christopher Wren.
Oak panelling and Renaissance tombstones ott

the walls are not incompatible with the neir

arrangements for the service, and we would
honour God more, I think, by respecting the
work of each generation who did their best to

honour the church, than by thrusting it out by
our own

.

I shall not venture an opinion as to whether
galleries and high pews are incompatible with
Christian worship. High pews are out of fashion,

but in the opinion of some both good architects

and High Ritualists they have a better archi-

tural effect than the benches usually substituted

for them. In Wren's churches they are part of

the architecture. Wren objected to pews, but
when he used them he made them an essential

part of the architecture of the church, and their

destruction which is going on in the city

churches is destruction of his design. They could

be made into low pews by raising the floor more
easily than by cutting off the top, or substitut-

ing new Gothic ones. Galleri-.s are not found
to be inconsistent with the service in those
churches which depend for their incomes on pew-
rents, and they are features of the great Byzan-
tine and Mediaeval churches. It is rather mis-
taken architectural notions which have caused
their removal in our churches, with the result

that the whole design of the church has to be
altered , often spoilt, by a great addition to make
up for the lost room. These galleries were often

picturesque. They did not destroy, but merely
overlaid the original design, which, with a slight

effort of imagination, could be realised. I
sometimes think that the desire for restoring

springs from a lack of imagination, from in-

ability to reaUse the old effect till it is actually

completed and made out before our eyes. Hence
the desire to have every bit of foliage, every
break in a moulding completed and made per-

fect, just as many see no beauty in the Elgin
marbles because the legs and noses are broken.

They would like them restored, and being archi-

tectural sciUptures probably would have been
restored had the Parthenon been in England. At
an earlier period even sculptors would have re-

stored them, but their culture now prevents them.
Many architects attain to the same pitch of

cidtiu'e before all the ancient buildings of the
world are restored.

The plea of convenience goes a very little way
to justify the usual mode of restoring churches,
and there is still less ground for alterations in

order to beautify them, even if we had the abso-

lute confidence in our own taste j ossessed by
Sir Edmund Beckett. He has no difficulty. He
would " extirpate without mercy " anything he
thinks ugly, thereby constituting himself the
standard of taste, not only for the present, but
for all time. This is not in accordance with the

teachings of history, which shows that taste

changes. The merits even of the despised Per-
pendicular may come again to be appreciated,

and its destruction everywhere by restoring

architects regretted. There are already signs of

this in the practice of Mr. Norman Shaw, and
others of our best architect s.

But even if we could be as cock-sure as Sir

Edmund Beckett, this gives no right to alter

and falsify historical documents, even if we
think it improves them.

I am not blind to the difficulty of preserving

old buildings as historical documents. We
cunnot put them in a glass case in a maiseum.

They become useless and unsuited to modem
requirements, and cumber valuable groimd ; or,

worse BtiU, they decay, the floors get rotten, the

rooms foul and fever-haunted, and they fall

under the ban of the Dangerous Structures Act.

Notwithstanding all these things, if we
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thought them of sufficient vnluo, these old

buildings could be preserred. These things do
not prevent our preserv-ing older work which we
think more valuable. Tho important tiling is

to keep old buildings in repair. A prop is better

than rebuilding, and if they are so far gone that

some renewal is needed, to remember that the old

stones and timbers we can leave are, even if not
perfect, better than new ones. Their preserva-

tion depends on our valuing them enough to

stand the cost and inconvenience of keeping
them.
Their chief enemy is the love of newness, the

desire of change, which is pleased even when
the change is for the worst, like the Shah of

Persia, who, on returning home from his

European tour, had the books in tlio royal
library re-bound in modem European style,

destroying beautiful old Persian buildings. How
many of out restorations exhibit similar bar-
barism.
To such minds it seems absurd to prefer the

old (f) to the new (?) : the new is smart, bright,

showy, complete ; they cannot feel tenderness
of age, or see the value of the records of history.

If old buildings are national historical docu-
ments, itisa fair question for argument whether
any single architect, however able, should have
the sole power of altering them. It is not un-
reasonable that the autocratic authority which
an architect claims in his own original work
should have some limitation in dealing with
works which are not his. If doctors do not
think it Inconsistent with their dignity to consult
with their fellows in the case of a patient,

neither need architects as to how best to pre-
serve a national treasure for future generations.
There are few restorations as to which different

views might not be taken as to what should be
done. I have found curious proof of this. A
society of architects, counting several eminent
members of the profession in its ranks, makes an
annual excursion to some ancient buildings. On
the questions which occasionally arise as to their

restoration, the views are sometimes as various
as the members. All agree as to preserving
them and keeping them in repair, but in the
doubt as to the alterations necessary the con-
census of opinion tends towards leaving them
alone.

In many cases I have noticed that architects
who have no scruples as to their own restora-
tions, would minimise tho extent of a restora-
tion carried out by others, and this from no
unworthy motive, but each man has his own idea
as to what he would do ; the old work is more
interesting to him than the new work substituted
for it, for it gives room for his imagination.

This may account for the strong feeling in

this country against rebuilding the front of St.

Mark's at Venice. While rejoicing in it I can-
not quite understand it, while many restorations
as destructive are going on here. It is said that
an Italian committee has been formed for the

¥
reservation of St. Alban's. I wish it were true.

am sure we would gladly abandon SirEdmund
Beckett to them if they could make anytliing of
him.

Unfortunately such discussions occur often
after the restoration is done, and are as useful
practically as a consultation of doctors after the
patient is dead.

It would not be unreasonable to have such
consultations as to national monuments before
they were altered. Among other benefits it

would relieve architects of having to do things of
which they disapproved. Sir Gilbert Scott
laments that he had occasionally to act against
his opinions, lest if he threw up tho work it

should fall into less scrupulous hands.
The Society for tho Protection of Ancient

Buildings has had some experience of such dis-

cussions, the architects of restorations in most
cases courteously admitting that these are ques-
tions of public interest as to which the public
are entitled to express their views, but at the
same time treating the building as they choose.
In some few cases representations are treated
with silent contempt or with resentment, more
frequently, however, by the clergyman than by
the architect.

I have sometimes wondered whether the in-
fluences of this Institute could be exercised in
bringing about a discussion of restorations before
they took place. Professional habits are against
it ; bat it might be justifiable on the grounds
that oar ancient monuments are the property of
the public and of posteritjr. The standing of
the Institute would give weight and authority to

its opinions, and I am confident that tlio more
tho question is discussed the more will opinion

lean to preserving our old buildings as they
are.

In a discussioH on the subject, some years ago,
one speaker asked whether the restorations of

the last thirty years had not preserved more old

work which, without them, would have perished,

than they had destroyed by removal or altera-

tion. I believe that utter neglect would have
been less destructive than these restorations.

What remained would at least have been au-
thentic, not destroyed as historical documents by
new work which we cannot tell from tho old.

But though neglect be less destructive than
restoration, no one proposes it as the proper
treatment for old buildings. Keep them in re-

pair ; keep them watertight
;
prop up the walls

;

rather do this than rebuild them. Do no mind
them being out of perpendicular, if they are not

insecure. Above all, let no architect take more
restoration in hand than he can personally

superintend and bo responsible for. It is heart-

breaking to one who reverences old buildings to

see this treatment by country builders and clerks

of works. I have heard of one architect who had
actually a lithographed specification for his

restoration, ordering the same destruction in

every case of the ancient plaster on the walls,

and removal of the old monuments ; the same
tearing up of the old pavements, and substitu-

tion of modem tiles ; the same new scraggy
brass altar-rails.

AATiy this hurry to get every church restored

at once ? Better wait and have it rightly done.

It can easily be kept from tumbling down
meanwhile. Why should this generation take
upon itself the right of altering as it likes the

records of every previous generation in English
history, or, still less, destroy them as records

by renderng them undistinguishable from its

own?
What right has it to destroy everywhere the

records of the last three centuries ; to look on
them, in the elegant language of Sir Edmund
Beckett, as " rubbish that got stuffed into

churches in the last century or two " ?

One thing I am sure of, that unless the pre
sent continued destruction and alteration of old
buildings ceases, our descendants will have hardly
one left to look at. The whole records of the past
will have become merely nineteenth-century
records.

Each alteration, as it occurs, may seem of

little moment; but the process is universal,

penetrating, by the influence of the clergy, into

the remotest localities. It is rampant in France
and Italy and all over Europe ; and soon hardly
a building will be left a continuous and au-
thentic record of the past. One City
church a year pulled down, or its interior

architecture destroyed by pulling out its old

fittings, may seem of little matter; but this rate

will insure the destruction of all of them in a short

lifetime. It is false to plead spiritual benefit

as a reason. The Eolesiastical Commissioners
spend the proceeds of their destruction, and more,
in restoring chancels and churches, which is too
often only another mode of destroying them as
historical documents.
In each case the architect may think he is

giving a building handsomer and better than
the old. I do not admit this. Restored churches
have, without exception, a dull sameness which
destroys their interest and makes us turn
from them with disgust. Their colour and pic-

turcsqueness are gone, which were due to their

imperfections, to the wearing of the stones by
time, and the moss and lichens. What painter

would think of making a picture of a restored

church ? But even if the restoration improve the
building it is a loss to the country, for, in almost
every case, it involves its destruction as an
historical document.

I shall not insult tho profession to which I

belong by supposing that the common practice

of restoration, which has played tuch havoc
with old buildings, proceeds from love of gain.

It is due to a mistaken method, old habits, and
an unconsciousness of the ideas which are be-
coming more and more prevalent on it. Opinion,
as indicated by the public press and many
other ways, is going against the present practice

of restoration, and more and more appreciating

the value of old buildings as historical records,

and I do not despair that even architects and
the clergy may come round to this view before

all the old buildings of Europe are destroyed as

historical documents by restoration.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

A SPECIAL business meeting was held on
Friday evening, before tho ordinary pro-

ceedings, to consider a proposed alteration to

Rule 17, by which the entrance fee shall be in-

creased from " 10s. 6d." to "one guinea," it

being suggested that the change shall take place
at the commencement of next session. Mr.
I'Anson, vice-president, occupied the chair. A
long discussion took place. Mr. Gilbert Red-
grave moved, and Mr. H. H. Stannus seconded,
the resolution for the increase of entrance fee,

which was supported by Messrs. R. E. Pownell,
H. W. Pratt, Jas. Smith, R. Phen6 Spiers,

Tanner, Aston Webb, and J. D. Mathews,
while Mr. Blashill led the opposition to the

change, and was followed by Mr. Gotoh. After
100 minutes' discussion, a show of hands was
taken, when the resolution was carried by an
overwhelming majority. Mr. F. E. Eat.es, hon.

sec, announced that the next visit would be
held on Saturday, the 9th inst. (to-morrow), at

3 p.m., when the church of St. Mary Overie,

Southwark, would be visited.

SETTLEMENTS.

Mr. L. C. RroDETT read, under this title, a
paper which will be found on p. 387.

Mr. Blashiu., in proposing a vote of thanks

to Mr. Riddett, observed that he had given them
a most interesting paper for such a class of sub-

ject, and had treated it in such a manner that

it would benefit those who most needed such ad-

vice. It was not, however, an infallible preven-

tive of "extras" that the client shouldgo onto the
Continent while the contract was in progress, as

the lecturer had suggested, nor even that the

architect should accompany him, for the speaker

remembered that the work which ran him into

the largest biU for extras was one in which the

client asked him to join him in a tour. Whilst

sitting at a table d^hofe in Switzerland, the client

exclaimed, " I'U double the size of that house,"

and it was done.

Mr. Aston Webb hoped he had misunderstood

Mr. Riddett in supposing that he had said that

the charge for quantities had much better be

kept from the client, and that the less he knew
the better. This would be very dangerous advice

to give young architects, and he had himself

adopted the opposite course of explaining that

quantities must be paid for, and had in the final

settlement mentioned tho fee. If any objection

were raised, he suggested that the client should

consult any architect in large practice. On tho

lowest ground of policy this was prudent, for

there was always the possibility of a disagreement

with the builder, who, if unscrupulous, might
endeavour to shako the architect's credit by
informing the client that the charge for quanti-

ties was included in the contract. A frequent

cause of extras was that the trial borings on

site were not sufficiently numerous to give a fair

estimate of the nature of foundations. It some-

times happened that if extras were too carefully

reckoned and settled as the work went on, the

client had to pay at a higher rate than if he had
waited till the sealed estimates were opened at

the close of the contract.

Mr. Lacy W. Ridob said Mr. Riddett had not,

he thought, advised the architect to conceal

anything from his client, but he quite agreed

with Mr. Webb that the architect should be

scrupulously candid. A very unfair and untrue

assumption was sometimes made that all builders

were rogues ; he had by no means found it so,

and had been glad to hear Mr. Riddett condemn
the supposition. He had found the mostfrequent

source of extras to be the indefiniteness of re-

quirements of the client, or rather of the client's

wife, who would prowl about the work and

suggest little alterations, in apparent uncon-

sciousness of the fact that these must all be paid

for. It was the architect's duty to point out to

such a client the unreasonableness of expecting

a builder to supply material or labour for

nothing. As contracts were generally drawn

up, there was room for great tyranny over the

builder, unless the architect was careful to take

an equitable view of the transaction.

Mr. H. W. Pbatt believed that in practice,

although architects might start with the resolve

to give a written order for every alteration, yet

this generally broke down as the work pro-

ceeded; perhaps, when an omission was pro-

posed to be set o JE against an extra. Mr. Rid-

dett had passed over thn difficulty of " p.o.

prices " rather lightly, but it was in practice

almost impossible to get at the real prime cost,
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as manufacturers countenanced discounts. He
had found it best only to recognise the general

contractor, and to take no notice of the sub-con-
tractors.

Mr. RiDDBTT, in reply to the vote of thanks,
explained that Mr. Webb had misunderstood him
as to the charges for quantities, and that ho had
distinctly advocated that the client should bo in-

formed of all the expenses he must meet. Ho re-

membered only one instance in which the client

took offence, and that gentleman promptly struck

the item of quantities out of the builder's contract

as soon as it was shown to him, and to this day
the quantity surveyor had failed to obtain pay-
ment. But such cases were rare. He thought
most architects could speak well of builders as a

whole ; but if one should come across a bad speci-

men, a word was sufficient—one could not be
too quickly down upon him. It was impossible
to cast off extras accurately while the contract
was in progress, or until the sealed estimates
were opened. There was undoubtedly a great
deal of difficulty in getting at prime costs ; but
he thought so long as the builder only asked a
reasonable profit on his outlay, skill, and labour,
no client could object. He had found it advan-
tageous, whUe dealing with the general contrac-
tor, to recognise the sub-contractors in the
various departments, and had learned very much
from them.

SETTLEMENTS.*

I
MUST admit that the title of my paper is

ambiguous, and that it may be taken as re-
ferring either to the structural or to the financial
meaning of the word. A paper on structural
settlements by some one well up in the subject,
would, I know, be interesting to many. More
than one member of our profession would snatch
a fearful joy from frank confession of failures in
foundations ; of the perverse conduct of piers

;

of the obstinate refusal of thin walls to conduct
themselves as though they were thick ; or of the
lighter scantlings of timber to behave as do the
larger. In confessing my own inability to share
such pleasures, I will hope that I have not been
guilty of alluring to this meeting any who may
have attributed the more ghastly meaning to
my title.

It is of financial settlements that I wish to
speak. These must occur in connection with
most of the buildings which come through your
hands ; I think these, therefore, should be of
general interest. From the other sort I wiU
hope that you may, with reasonable care, be
delivered. If, however, you should not, you
will find a few hints as to financial settlements
all the more useful. What can be more distress-
ing than to hear the ordinary views held by the
outside public as to the financial powers of the
architects whom they employ 'i Who cannot call

to mind many instances of works where diffi-

culties of plan, of design, and of construction,
and even of the contract sum, had all been
happily surmounted, but where the breakdown
came with the biil of extras P Where the aliena-
tion of the client ^vas accompanied by a sugges-
tion that the swollen outlay was not so pleasing
to him as it was to the gentleman who took five
per cent, upon it ? Where the unhappy architect
was somehow or other credited with an innocent
incompetency to fight a bill of extras, and, at
the same time, with a kind of criminal adroit-
ness and direct interest in causing it to come
into existence. The opinion entertained by an
ordinary outsider on the subject of extras seems
to be that if any of his friends be about to buUd,
they must make up their minds to an increase
of say 100 percent, upon the contract sum ; but
that if he himself enter on any building enter-
prise, his own case must be the exception by
which the rule shall be proved. The outside
public has received some little confirmation of
its views in this matter by the recent experience
of the Corporation of the City of London. It
will be many years before it will let architects
forget that one may start to spend £5,000 on a
griffin and its surroundings, but ultimately find
that he costs double that sum.
As to the circumstances which usually give

rise to dispute about extras, I will quote Chief
Justice Erie, who said :—" It constantly hap-
pens that in the course of the performance of a
contract certain deviations and additions are

* A papor read before the Architectural Association
C. SiDDKTi on the 1st lost.by L.

required, and it almost as constantly happens
that the contract contains a clause that the
party who asks for these deviations and addi-
tions is not to bo liable to pay for them, unless
some condition is performed, which is to

operate as a security for the price to be ehai-ged
for them. But again, almost as constantly, the
party who executes such order, trusting to the
spoken words of the other, takes no care to see

that the condition is perfonued, which is neces-
sary to entitle liim to payment." This " condition
precedent" is, of course, the order in writing,
always supposed to be the grand condition upon
which extras will be allowed. This "order in
writuig '

' seems to bo most systematically ne-
glected in many oases. Perhaps from the sheer
impossibility of keeping up any system of
written orders. One often finds that, in the
early stages of the job, thoy have been given
with punctilious care ; but, as the work goes on,
can it bo that the zeal slackens ? Or that it

is found impossible to say, oft-hand, what is or
what is not an extra f I think the latter cause
may have a good deal to do with the difficulty.

Still, I think, thivt the order for a " variation"
might be given without having on the face of it

an admission that an extra is to be incurred.
I have seen more than one kind of lithographed
form on which to order variations, the architect

retaining the counterfoils ; certainly a step in

the right direction, and of great utility at the
final adjustment. I have never seen any of
these forms advertised by the law-stationers,
but if brought out in some well-devised shape,
I think they would command a ready sale. I
shall have something more to say about the
ordering of extras later on. I would here only
point out that it is well to be consistent in this

particular, if you can.

I will now de.al with some of the most fre-

quent causes of extras. The most frequent
causes may, I think, be summed up as follows :

—

•

Want of foresight on the part of the architect

;

defects in his drawings and specification ; de-
fective superintendence ; the client's interference.

The first three seem to bo avoidable causes ; it

would be too much to say the same of the last.

Among extras caused by want of foresight I
have observed the following chief offenders.

Doubtless many others will suggest themselves
to you. First, an insufiioient survey of the site.

This is one of the items for which an additional
charge is recognised by the Institute scale, but
in practice it is, I believe, very frequently
thrown in with the five per cent. Perhaps on
that account it is rather liable to be shirked.
When building on an open site the levels are
too often taken by guess. The buildings con-
sequently are found to be too high or too low,
to the extent of perhaps only a few inches, but
just sufficient to cause an aggravating increase
of expense, in making up surrounding levels,

in finessing with drains, in getting out of diffi-

culties with the damp-courso, or in facing at
the finish, and at serious extra cost, some
parts of the external walls which were not
originally intended to appear above the ground.
When building on a site covered with or sur-
rounded by existing buildings, plans, sections,

elevations, and in some cases photographs of
what already exists, can scarcely be too care-

fully or plentifully made before anything is

pulled down. If these be shirked, and difficulties

as to right of light or air or other easements
spring up, these difficulties are much more
troublesome to settle. It may be that the build-
ing either stands still, or is modified in its

design, causing grievous distui'banco of the
contract and claims for all kinds of extra-s. The
costs, too, of the lawyers whose aid has been
sought by or thrust upon the cUont and his
neighbours, are sure to be reckoned as '

' extras '

'

—and 80 they are. I think the record of build-
ings which aro to bo replaced by the new can
scarcely be too perfect. And while on this sub-
ject I would say that where additions to and
alterations of existing buildings are intended my
remarks apply with equal force. Another cause
of extras is want of foresight in finding out the
nature of the soil. Too often it is assumed to

be just like that of some adjoining owner. The
evidence of a labourer who once siw a well dug
out, or a sewer driven throu;j;h, in the vicinity

of the site, is trusted to. When you come to

build, you find, perhaps mace ground, perhaps
springs, perhaps a seam of clay where gravel
was expected. A few trial-holes would have
solved the question—good deep ones, going lower
than the level at which it may be intended ulti-

mutuly to stop, So as to know all about the
subsoil. In our metropolis particularly, where
it is often nocoi-sary to reach the London clay at
a very great depth, this precaution la specially
useful. A case occurs to my mind where the
trial-holes revealed the existence of a portion of
a disused burial-ground, and great indeed would
have been the difiicultics of the settlement but
for this discovery. Foresight in getting inform-
ation as to local building regulations, which are
sometimes more rigid than those of the metro-
polis, may saveagooddealof expense. Foresight,
too, as to the level of public sewers secmj too
obvious a matter to refer to. Yet, quite recently,
I heard of some houses which could not be
di-aiued, except at heavy after outlay, becanso
the architect had either not tried to discover
the level of the sewer, or, which is quite
likely, had been misinformed with regard to it.

Then as to the trouble caused by defects in the
preparation of the drawings. I do not believe
that the blame is to be altogether, or even
chiefly, visited on the architect, although he is,

of course, actually responsible for them. Given
unlimited time and unlimited staff, and there
would be very little trouble arising from thi«
source. Hurry is the bane of the architect, and
is generally forced upon him by his client. It
is strange to see some sober citizen, who, in all

ordinary affairs of life, acts with the greatest
deliberation ; who will watch and wait upon a
market with untiring patience, will invest his
money only after the most mature reflection,

will, even in the silection and purchase of the
site, show the most perfect self-control ; but
who, having selected and paid for it, appears in
quite a new hght. From that time forth until
the house is up, ho is in what I have heard well
defined as a "jackass hurry"—an expression
which seems to commend itself as a kind of ex-
pletive which escapes the charge of profanity.
One does not observe the existence of this passion
until a man comes to deal with bricks and mortar

;

bnt the cases are quite rare, in my experience,
where it is not developed by building operations.
But there are other defects in drawings which I
think lead to trouble at the finish,, not due to
huiry 80 much as to bad style of preparation.
Drawings in which the power of drawing would
seem to have been exercised chiefly for the con-
cealment of the intentions of the draughtsman

;

drawings where artistic power is largely deve-
loped in the direction of skirtings, of architraves,
of tile pavements and enrichments , to the neglect
of the weightier matters of construction ; draw-
ings which, on the other hind, show too little,

and where, from lack of knowledge or of enthu-
siasm, the sections are artfully taken through
the least interesting portions of the plan ; draw-
ings prepared for the purpose of a competition,
but not subsequently reduced to the level of
common sense ; drawings without figured dimen-
sions, and which yet do not yield accurate results
on the application of the scile ; drawings made
by much subdivision of labour, but at the cost of
harmony betweenplans, sections, and elevations

;

general drawings deficient in largo scale details

—and even in some cases details deficient in
general drawings I All these and many other
sorts of defects lend themselves to the manufac-
ture of extras, because they all tend to make the
basis of the contract shadowy and insecure. I
have noticed the best results ensue where the
general drawings have been made to a small
scale and left in pencil, while the details to larger

scale are being made. The small-scale drawings
are then corrected wherever the making of the
details has revealed some needed alteration (as

it generally does) , and the whole become part of

the contract. I know how diflicult it is to carry
out this method in many cases, but I have cer-

tainly found it to be the best. I do not say that
perfect drawings are a safeguard against extras,

but we all know that they go a very long way
to prevent thcni.

As to defects of specification, I have less to

say on this head. No doubt, defects in this

document do largely conduce to cause doubts and
difliculties which (in spite of some ingenious and
inequitable clause to the effect that all matters
omitted are to be considered as included) are

sure to have their influence on the settlement.

But the author of really good drawings will not,

I think, break down over his specification, pro-
vided that he has worked on the lines of some
good model, and, having adopted a system, con-
sistently followed it up and improved on it.

There is a style in specifications just as there is

in drawings. Conciseness is dearly gained at
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the sacrifice of clearness, and clearness is im-
perilled where there is great verbosity. This
sounds very commonplace; but I think it con-
tains the general principle involved, which is all

that I have space to set forth within the limits

of my paper.
Defective superintendence of the works,

especially where the works are at a considerable
distance, where, moreover, there has been a
little display of the weaknesses above referred
to, and where the builder is not clever or pos-
sessed of a clever foreman, is another cause of
extras. The blunders accumulate, and have to

be corrected, and the settlement for extras such
as these is not rendered the more agreeable by
reason of their generally forming the subject of
the familiar "voucher," with its mysterious
prodigality in the matter of pecks of plaster, and
oushels of cement, and hods of mortar, and much
painful evidence of the small amount of work
that can be done in an hour by a British work-
man, notwithstanding the advantage of a
steadily-attendaut labourer to stand by and see
him do it. Difficulties under this head do not,

of course, arise where the job has the benefit of
a good clerk of works. He can generally ward
them off ; but if by chance they do crop up, I
cannot say that I have often found him able to
exercise any very accurate control over the
voucher. Perhaps his time is too much taken up
with other matters. Perhaps, if it were not, the
task would exceed the powers of a man who
might be an excellent judge of work, but not
good at checking accounts. When he is good at
both he is a very strong man, and I am afraid
you will not be able to secure his services until
you have got some way beyond the stage at
which I venture to advise you.
The foregfoing causes of extras are avoidable.

The other cause,—the client's interference,^can
hardly be included in the same category. I
speak of the ordinary client. There are some
(very rare birds indeed) whom one gladly calls

to mind as brilliant exceptions. An eminent
architect (who has visited and addressed us here)
has often said, in my hearing, that the most
satisfactory results he had achieved were in cases
where the client saw least of the work as it went
on. Perhaps it is only an eminent architect who
can take that line. Younger ones may not be so

experienced at seizing or interpreting their
clients' requirements, or so sure of his seeing
their work through rose-tinted spectacles at the
finish. But as to the financial result, I think
there can be very little doubt that a tour on the
Continent during the progress of the job would
be very beneficial both to the client and to the
contract, where expense is a matter of supreme
importance. Where clients exist in the form of

a committee or body corporate, the idea of tem-
porary expatriation is hardly feasible. In such
cases I need scarcely point out that the authority
for extras and alterations is apt to be questioned
by the authors, and that the record cannot be
too carefully preserved if the architect is to

escape the blame, or if the builder is not to
escape the payment for them.

{To be continued.)

HINTS ON HOW TO OBTAIN BY COLOUR
PICTURESQUE INTERIORS.

By Thomas Bojtnae.

THE practical working out of this subject—
which has capabilities of adaptation to a

very great variety of systems of treatment

—

bestows on it the advantage of forming a topic

fruitful of much divergence of opinion and dis-

cussion. Consequently, it has become the basis

of an unlimited amount of theorising.

To examine the question properly, we must go
back to the origin from which competent authori-

ties draw their proofs of the use of colour in its

tmest and purest aspect. Take, for instance,

those exquisite examples which are furnished to

us by the mural peiintings of Pompeii. There
we find the people constructing their houses in

narrow streets, and carefully excluding the over-

powering rays of the sun, with which they were
familiar enough, when business or pleasure

called them to the fields or the sea-shore. In
their houses they wished to secure the means of

enjoying that mental and bodily repose, which
is BO requisite and benefixsial to exhausted nature.

* Put of s paper read before the Edinburgh Architec-
tural AiHociatian on March 3U.

And they found it in the subdued light and
atmosphere which they had create^l for them-
selves within doors; and by the use of l)right

colours, that were nstrumental in producing
richness and brilliancy, and at the same time
bestowed an air of refreshing repose, which it

would have been impossible to have effected, had
too much light been allowed to predominate.
Under most circumstances this modified light is

preferable to glaring sunshine ; as the fact of
light being subdued should not be supposed to

suggest any feeling indicative of monotony or

even a paucity of the correct elements constitut-

ing repose.

All practical people will readily admit that
ttrong glaring light is neither a promoter of nor
an aid to a studious disposition, for undoubtedly
tlie mental faculties, when in full action, are in

a nxanner disunited from the operatiftn of

external activity. In short, the essence of

decorative art is the realisation by the effect^' of

colour of an atmosphere calculated to produce
spontaneity and harmony of emotion in the
mental powers, aiding by its sympathetic action
the free operation of all the functions conducing
to mental enjoyment. In our climate, for a few
months, we have no doubt a succession of bright
sunny days ; but for the greater part of the
year, we are surrounded by a greyness and
sombreness of light and atmosphere which are
neither conducive to cheerfulness of spirits nor
to healthiness of body. Therefore, from the
very want which we experience of what the
more fortunate inhabitants of southern countries

have in excess, we might reasonably be expected
to resort to artificial means for obtaining the
light and warmth requisite. This can be
accomplished by the use of those bright and
warm colours which the citizens of Pompeii
were so successful in adapting to their varied
requirements.

It must be obvious to every one that if good
results are to be obtained, and that subtile

quality of effect secured by the action of colour,

that the numerous harmonies involved in its

construction cannot be the outcome of mere
chance. They must be the result and operation
of most careful study and calculation, and to

those who are fortunate enough to understand
the value of that knowledge, the picturesque
will not only be retained in their social surround-
ings, but they will also become aware that in

the perfection of design and colour, which their

skill has matured, there will likewise be found
co-operating the possibilities of the highest
forms and principles of art-knowledge.
Before going further, it may be concisely ex-

plained here what I mean to convey by the

word " picturesque," as it applies to this sub-
ject. I intend that it shall be understood to

denote what the eye conveys to the mind as an
agreeable and pleasing sensation, and as pos-
sessed of sufBoient coherency to embody
thoughts which shall acquire significance to

the understanding of the observer. That the

presence of a simple colour, or even sense of

colours, can produce what I have defined as

"picturesque," would be needless to suppose,
although it must be conceded that as soon as

form is added, light and shade are introduced,

and pictorial effect is thereby immediately put
in operation. This may properly be looked upon
as the elementary stage of the higher forms, and
although merely a preliminary step, it is by no
means an unimportant one ; as it indicates the
presence of the faculty of perception of beautiful

forms individually, and leads onward by a pro-

cess of education, until the ability of grouping
and massing the separate shapes is acquired.

I may just say a word or two respecting the
importance which is frequently attached to in-

dividual articles on account of their costliness.

Thoreis oftentimes a glaring absurdity displayed
in relation to accessories of furniture. For, in

the first instance, as we are well aware, ex
pensiveness is, by no means, a proof, either of

the intrinsic or artistic value of an article. And
secondly, a reckless want of consistency is too

often exhibited by dealers in those things, recom-
mending too costly materials without the
slightest thought or consideration of the focial

position of their clients or their relation in life

—

points which are of vital importance to the

general success of a carefully developed and
artistically executed design.

It is to be much regretted that the evil refericd

to is one of nouncommon occurrence, and it cannot
fail to create a spirit of repugnancy in the minds
of all possessing a correct sense of fitness even

in the presence of auxiliary artistic details in
themselves successful.

Thus we perceive that the efficient decorator,
lik(^a skilful pilot, has not only to be accurately
informed of the bearings which lead easily and
safely to the desired destination, but also of
those which indicate difficulties and dangers
which are to" be guardedly avoided. And we
must acknowledge that any failure in obtaining
a full sense of completeness -within the sphere
which, in many instances, comprises the area of
our daily lives, would be conducive of nrost irk-
some and intolerable results." We now comS to
the important point -relative to the liofhting

qualities, and the adaptation of the colourmg of
the apartment to suit the double requirement of
daylight and artificial light. Daylight is the
most difficult point to manage. With steady
sunshine, a just-disposition of rich colouring in
combination with the usual accompaniments of
a well-appointed room, would be sutncient to
realise a successful effect. But with the preva-
lence of the cold, grey light which predominates
with u?, suitably- coloured hangings, formed
either of opaque or transparent material
judiciously employed, are of great value when
assisted by tinted glass in the windows. The
ceilings and walls should be appropriately
coloured in rich tints, with just enough gilding
to give quality to the colours. The recessed
parts of ornamental cornices and other structural
details ought to ba illuminated with still richer
colouring. Then we have the covering of the
floor to deal with, as being next in importance,
from its mass.

It should represent a radiance of colouring,
leading up either to the woodwork or walls,

although this is generally more associated with
the walls.

In this connection it is of material consequence
to have a margin of colouring round the floor of
the room, outside of the carpet, and of a propor-
tionate breadth ; as by this means we obtain an
apparent increase of breadth and height in the
room, the eye accepting the limit of the carpet as
the floor proper. It has also the advantage of

rendering an air of light and freedom.
By the effective application of stained glass,

textile materials, and artistic colouring alluded

to, the cold greyness of the light can be trans-

formed into a soft ethereal atmosphere by a
skilful combination of the prevailing masses of

tints ; the whole, of course, being carefully regu-
lated by the special points of colour and form
imparted by the accessories of the room, whether
of furniture or works of pictorial art.

Then, again, we have examples of the use of

white in deoeration. And this we might pre-

sumably be expected thoroughly to understand,
from the length of time it has been so generally

in use. But it is actually one of the mediums
which appears from observation to have been
employed in a most ignorant manner. Granted
that it is a very difficult—although seemingly
simple—colour to handle, still, like all others,

when systematically arranged to illustrate sim-
plicity and severity of treatment, it can be
utilised in an exceedingly picturesque way. But
it is an essential principle that every detail

should be rigidly adjusted to suit, as in the

Adam or Chiijpendale forms of furniture.

The ceilings ought to be finished in white,

also the cornices. The latter should be in plain

moulding, entirely divested of enrichment, then
a frieze, terminating with white moulding ; the

intervening or upper waU-.i-pace covered with
chictz paper-hanging, having a constructive

moulding also in white, separating it from the

surbase, which should be done in tinted Indian
matting, with the skirting in white, the wood-
work being likewise done in dull white, em-
bellished with bm-nished brass moimtings. The
prevailing tone of the carpet might be green,

or possibly a neutral blue felt might be advan-
tageously used, and a margin round the floor

stained and waxed.
For the fireplace an appropriate chimney-

piece of the Adam type, the sides being Uned
with suitable tiles, a dog-grate, with brass

fender completing this part ; the furniture covered

with stamped velvet of a unifonn tint to con-

trast with the carpet, and the curtains of the

same material or cretonne, edged with lace, and
suspended from thin brass poles.

On the lower part of the windows there might
be half-sash blinds made of Madras or figured

muslin, fitted on brass reds, while the upper
sashes could be made to enhance the general

effect by the adoption of stained or coloured |

'
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A few ricUy-colottrcd Oriental rugs scattered

about the floor, and select specimens of china,

and Strange's and Bartolozzi prints, in plain

ebonised frames, with one or two choice ex-
amples of Dutch delft placed here and there on
the walls, or arranged iu cabinets, aided by the

introduction of a brass sconce or two, would!

make up a composition for a room Yrtioh, while

perfect in taste, would be both ploasaAt and pic-

turesque to the mind and ey£. .

Treating of lemon-yellow in its application

as a medium for decorative, purposes, it requires

aneaiictly opposite treatment to that just spoken
of : all its auiiliaries should consist of rich tones

of colouf 'ind gilding. This ruje also applies to

its two complementary primaries, red and blue,

and these, when rightly adiusted to the light of

an apartment, are better sllited than any other

tints for backgrounds, either foe furniture or

pictureS/^ Next in value comes green, and all

the other tcrtiaries are capable of being employed
eitherin masses or in subordinate details. Butthey
are necessarily tamer and more opaque iu their-

operation than those colours of which they are

modifications.

Now, herein lie the special functions of the

decorative artist, and the distinctive operative

quality of his studies. He endeavours to realise

continuity of expression, by blending in their

separate parts the entire assemblage of forms,

colour, and textile subjects, which go to render
his complete work a success.

Another important feature which falls to the

decorator to deal with, is the form of the apart-

ment. An L-shaped room, or one with recesses,

furnishes capabilities of receiving a variety of

effects by the natural action of light and shade,

as well as from the important circumstance that

the eye of tlie observer is not competent to take
in the entire range of the room at one glance,

thus causing a feeling of expectation which is

usually more grateful to the mind than any
pleasure or enjojTnent that is of too easy
access, and therefore soon exhausted— the in-

evitable result of a square or oblong-shaped
apartment. 'Although by their mode of handling
such-like uniform subjects the resources of the

decorative itrtist can be best displayed, there

T>eing no opportunity for accidental effects of

light and shide to emanate from the natural
forms, the decorator is called upon to exercise

his powers of invention, in order to make up
for tlie deficiency. This can be accomplished in

a variety of ways, such as breaking up the lines

of the walls by dadoes composed of raised flocks,

leather, or other irregular surfaces ; also by
working-in artistically-designed mirrors, with
bevelled- edged plates, supplemented with
shelving, to reciive va es or other objects of

virtu.

TTien there could bo an elegantly-constructed
gallery or shelf, of light proportions, placed
around the walls at a suitable height, for the

display of china or delft ware or other orna-
mental articles, the doors being so contrived as

to form points in the decoration by their being
embellished with handsome capes.

Thus those parts only would be utilised which
are most available for decorative purposes,

leaving ample space for the introduction of pic-

torial art—an imp irtant adjunct in the work of

interior adornment. Besides, in the angles
formed by the walls, brackets of an ornamental
character might be judiciously placed. The ap-
plication of dcborative brasswork, such as lamps
or gas-brackets, in harmonions design, and
fixed at proper distances on the walls, along
with a due proportion of similar metalwork on
the doors and shutters and at the firplace, in

conjunction with tiled hearth, should not be
overlooked in the arrangement of artistically-

designed composition, as they play a very mate-
rial part iu making it comprehensive and com-
plete. They also give a quality and richness to

the other constituents, on the simo principle

that we work upon when we apply gold to

enriched cornices, to define the lines and light

up the masses.

Then wo have the chima'y-pieoe, which is

obviously expected to perform a most important
function. Being tho source whence warmth is

diffused throughout the apartment, it becomes
a centre of attraction from physicil require-

ments, and it ought therefore to be mide worthy
of increasing our intellectual pleasures, by its

design and details expressing at once a unity
and conformity with the other parts, architec-

tural and decorative.

Of coure it must be borne in mind that the

description I have endeavoured to convey in this

verbal sketch, is only an indication of the end-
less traid of ideas which unfold themselves to

the mind's eye, and could be brought to bear in

a relative sense from the sources referred to, in

tho artistic handling of such an apartment to a
degree that could only be limited in accordance
with the resources of the client's purse.

Doubtless, after all, for the ordinary purposes
of cvery-day life, simple and harmonious treat-

ment in the embellifnment of our interiors is

preferable. And with tho materials ready to

tfur hands, and which are for the most part in-

expensive, it is surprising what results can be
obtained, when worked out methodically and
studiously, and what an amount of gratifying

satisfaction is capable of being conveyed by this

means to the appreciative eye. For on entering

an apartment where this latter style prevails, it

will be found on examination that thehappy result

does not flow—as many might be led to suppose
.^from the action of individual parts of furni-

ture, however handsome they may be in design

and material, although they perform their part

in making up the picture. Neither does it arise

from the use of costly fabrics employed for

coverings, conscious though we are of the valu-

able aid they lend to the general air of com-
pleteness, by producing a concentration of

richness over the whole. It is from the wall or

mural treatment that the harmonious tone issues.

It pervades everything, and is felt everywhere.
The shadows which would otherwise be harsh
and crude, are by its influence toned down and
mellowed. Wbile, at the same time, brilliant

lights, which would have appeared like distinct

forms, and become ofi^ensive to the repose of the

room, are modified by the reflective quality of

the luminous walls, acting as an atmosphere in

conferring the just power and activity to those

parts which are expected to occupy a prominent
place in the service of home requirements.

In conclusion : Respecting the manipulation
of colours, to obtain the result indicated, the

necessity of their nice adjustment will be ac-

knowledged ; also the imperative requirement of

carefully considering the various conditions

under which they ought to be employed. It is

obvious, however, that the motives by which the

relative proportions are governed are not de-

pendent on any law of a hard and fast nature.

From this circumstance, and as already stated,

in interior treatment, there are incidental con-

ditions constantly occurring and making a
demand on the artistic powers of the decorative

artist. »-«^
THE ATJRIOL MEMORIAL WINDOW.

A MEMORIAL window to the late Rev. E.
Auriol, rector of St. Dunstan-in-lhe West,

Fleet-street, has been in contemplation by the
parishioners of that church, and five designs
have- been submitted in coinpelition, which were
on view during this week. Wo have been able

to see foiu- of the five designs, and these were
distinguished by letters. 'The window, to be
filled with painted-glass figiu-e subjects, is of

Pi-rpendicular character, the tracery of the head
leaving rather small and awkward-shaped open-
ings for the glass. This difficulty has been met
by introducing figures of angels, while the three

main lights have been treated in nearly all cases

with figures of the Saviour, the Virgin, and the
Apostles, illustrating incidents in the life of

Chiist. Design m irked A has tho centre-light

filled with Christ with an infant iu His arms,

while the side openings show Him blessing little

children. The lower panels of these lights

illustrate the Return of the Lost Sheep. The
colouring is rather vivid. Design B has the

centre-light occupied with the Ascension of the

Saviour, the Apostles being introduced in tho

side compartments. The decorative accessories

and the colouring arc in harmony. Design C
has tho Virgin and Child as a central subject, the

side compartments representing the Birth of

Christ and figures of the Wise Men with offerings.

The author of design D is more realistic in

treatment, but is cleverly worked out in the

figures, and the co'ours arc happily blended.

Our application to see tho selected design, now
in the hands of the architects, Messrs. Fowler
anl Hill, of Serjeants' Inn, was refused,

though on what ground it is hard to say, unless

the couimittee desire to avoid p:;blic criticism on
their selection. The tenders for the window
appear to have been close. The window, we
understand, is to be placed in the south-east

apsis, the gallery in which is to bo removed, and
the groining above slightly altered. It is con-
templated to insert a stained-glass window in

each of the other sides of tho octagon, and the
removal of the galleries will add much to the

appearance of the edifice internally—itself a
rather remarkable example of planning contrived

to meet the exigencies of a cramped site.

THE LATE ME. J. F. GOULD.

A TALENTED and oomparstively young
architect, Mr. John Ford CJoufd, of

Barnstaple, died suddenly at the Horse Shoe
Hotel, Tottenham- court-road, W.C., on the
30th ultimo. Mr. Gould was the son of Mr.
Richard D. Gould, the present borough surveyor
of Barnstaple, and was at one time a pupil of

Mr. WilUam White, F.S.A., of Wimpole-street.
From an early age he showed great artistic

talent, and his wonderful eye for colour, and
the beauty of his mouldings, have been marked
features in all his works.
Mr. Gould particularly devoted himself to

church-work, and his restorations were numerous,
especially in North Devon, where he has left

his mark in many places. The best of his works,
perhaps, is Winkloigh Church, restored in 1873,

and in reference to this work Mr. Street, R.A.
—although personally a stranger—addressed

to him at the time a letter of congratulation.

Mr. Gould had been consulted about restoring

a church at Bristol, and going there last Mon-
day week, he went on thence to London the day
after, and was found dead in bed at bis hotel

the next morning. He was a little over 40 at

the time of his death, and was never married.

His last work, Sheepwash Church, is to be
opened in a few days.

CHIPS.

Mr. Ernest E. Pither, whose name we have al-

ready had occasion to bring before our readers, in

connection with several architectural fpecialities,

requests us to notify that, owing to the increase of

his business, he has been comi)elled to remove from
4, Newgate-street, E.G., to more spacious premises,

and has formed, at 53, Mortimer-street, Cuven-
dish-square (the London office of the Gateshead
Stained Glass Company), a decorative art studio,

where many things will be found which will amply
repay a visit.

A lecture-room and other adjuncts are about to

be added at the rear of the Presbjterian Church, iu

Ipswich, from the designs of the architect of the

church, Mr. Frederick Barnes, of that town.

An infirmary for 400 patients is about to be
erected at Croydon, from the plans of Messrs.

Berney and Monday, of Croydon.

Col. W. S. Trevor, V.C., Roynl Engineer, has
beenappointed Director-General of Bailvrays and
Deputy-Secretary to the Government of India in

the Public Works Department, on the retirement

of his brother, Major-General J. S. Trevor, E.E.

The foundation-stone of new schools in con-
nection with St. Mary's Church, Bi»hophill Junior,

Yoik, was laid on Monday week. Mr. Simpson, of

Priory-street, Ycik, is the contractor. The build-

ings will be of red brick, and adjoin the west-end
of the church ; the main school-room measures 50ft.

by 30ft.

The City Giiffin will not for the present at any
rate be compelled to vacate bis uncomfortable
perch. The member cf the Court of Common
Council who had brought forward a resolution on
the subject, withdrew it on Thursday last, openly
admitting that he feared "to play into the hands
of avowed enemies of the Corporation, tuch as Mr.
Firth." The fato of the uncouth monstrosity is

but delayed.

The directors of the King's Lynn Coffee Tavern
Company have adopted the plans of Metsis. Adams
and Sou, arcliitecta, for a, new tavern in St. Ann's-

street, upon land they have purchased there for

that purpose. The new building will be upon a
large scale, containing, iu addition to the ordmary
accommodation, billiard and other rooms, and a
number of sleeping-apaitmcnts.

" Lincrusta- Walton," the Sunbury wall decora-

tion, has obtained a first-class award at the

Melbourne Exhibition.

A stained-glass window, by Misars. Wailes and
Strang, of Newcastle, has been placed in Bedcar
Church, in the North Riding. Th^ subject istaken

froai Matt. xxv. 35, 36.

A new buiial-grouLd at Singleton, near Chi-
chester, was coLSefrdted last week. The building

works have been cairitd out by Messrs. Poate, of

Westboume.
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Our Lithographic Illustrations.

kaho^ai. savKE wt;tht. design foe a
CATHEDEAl.

Tna drawings which we hare reproduced to-day
are those for which a National Silver Medal was
awarded to Mr. Gilbert S. Doughty, student of
Kottingham School of Art, at the last national
competition held in connection with the Science
and Art Department. When the drawings
were exhibited last autumn at the Albert Hall,
we remarked upon the whole series. No archi-
tectural drawings, however, were equal in merit
to those contributed by the students of the
above school.

ROBTEEBN ASSITEAJfCE COHPANt's OFFICES AT NEW-
CAfflXE-UPON-ryNK.

TnBSE offices occupy a commanding position at
the comer of St. Nicholas-square and CoUing-
wood-street. The frontage is of rubbed ashlar,
and the door case of dark-red granite. The
company's offices are on the ground-floor, with
Strong-room, lavatory, clerks' room, &c., in the
basement. The remainder of the building is

occupied by suites of offices, with a house for
the caretaker at the top. The whole building
work has been well executed by Mr. Rob ert
WhicheUo, of Newcastle, and the carving by
Hr. G. Milbum, of York. Messrs. Austin,
Johnson, and Hicks, of Newcastle, were the
architects.

STABLES TO MAtWOOD HOUSE, BAUIAJt-HIIi.

APECuixuuTYwithregard to these stables is that
although they ari> being built within 10ft. of a
public road at Balham, on land under the super-
Tision of the Metropolitan Board of Works, yet
they are exempt from the Metropolitan Building
Act. This being the case, the architect has had
the rather rare opportunity of building a
country stable in the midst of Londoners, and
the contrast between the building and those
around is rather striking. The materials used
are red brick and tiles ; the plaster work in the
gables is rough-cast, which has been very suc-
cessfully managed, and has dried a perfectly
•white colour. All the woodwork is stained dark,
but the general dark colour of the building is
well relieved, not only by the rough- cast in the
gables, but by the band of buff terra- cotta,
2ft. 6in. deep, which runs aU round the building
between the red bricks and the tile-hanging.
Instead of the coach-hou.se doors being hung,
and thus liable to being blown to pieces with
the wind, they run one behind the other on
Hatfield's patent moving axle rollers. The
wheeUwere supplied by Messrs. Hart, Peard, and
Son, of Wych-strcet, Strand, and the whole
works are being executed by Messrs. Bowyer
Bros., of Upper Norwood, for the simi of £750.

Arthur Cawston, of 11, C!ement's-lane,Mr. Arthur
E.G., is the architect.

noTEr,OAI MAKTEL-riECE, "OLD COCK
UAUFAX.

This mantel-piece is in the banqueting hall of the
"Old Ck)ck'' Hotel, HaUfax. Upon the upper

side of one of the mouldings is the date of 1581.
The carving is a fine example of the work of
that period. The armoriai bearings of the
Savile family are worked above in stucco.

J. F. W.
TYNECASTLE TAPESTEY.

The term "Tynecastle Tapestry," coupled with a
device, constitute the trade-mark of a new
material for the covering of walls, dadoes, friezes,

panel», ceiling, &c., which is the invention of
Wm. Scott Morton, of Edinburgh. The tapestry
is a rough embossed canvas, stiifened with a
backing of strong paper, and is particularly
suitable, on account of its texture, for producing
pleasing artistic effects with comparatively little

labour, while its toughness renders it very
durable. The embossing of the canvas is

attended with difficulty, owing to the unyielding
nature of the fabric, but uuder certain con-
ditions, as much as half an inch of relief can be
obtained. The tapestry is fixed on walls with
ordinary strong paste, and is prepared so as to
hang without any shrinkage, and may be de-
corated before hanging, or afterwards, and in
the case of panelled work, sheets can be made
up to any ordinary size, and fixed to frames,
or pasted to walls, as may be desired. In the
hands of some high-class decorators who are
using the tapestry, a great variety of effects are
being produced, from simple enamelled treat-
ments in soft colours for picture backgrounds,
to richly lacquered work, after the style of old
leather. It is also being applied in a variety of
ways in the embellishment of ship-saloons, and
is so prepared and fixed as to resist the action of
sea-water. The material is produced generally
in 2ft. widths, and in height to suit the length
of walls, thereby avoiding waste in matching the
pattern. Extra widths from 3ft. to 5ft. can be
supplied for dadoes, &c. Eor the walls of large
apartments in mansions and public buildings,
this tapestry is particularly suitable, owing to
the wide range of design which can be obtained,
a single repeat of the design being capable of
extension to 12ft. by 5ft. The tapestry is manu-
factured at the Albert Works, Tynecastle,
Edinburgh.

ARCHITECTURAI, &ABCH^OLOGHCAL
SOCIETIES.

BlEMINQHAH AECHITEOTTTKAL ASSOCIATION.

—

On Saturday afternoon last a visit was made to
the new Church of Saint Alban, in Conyhere

-

street, the architect of which is Mr. John L.
Pearson, R.A., F.E.I.B.A. The Clerk of the
Works, Mr. N. W. Vickers, met the members,
and conducted them over the building, which is

now approaching completion. The church is to
be opened in May.

CHIPS.
During the past fortnight new schools have been

opened by the London School Board in Worning-
ton-road, Portobello-road, Notting-hill, and
Bolingbroke-road, Battercea. Schools are struc-
turally complete, and are about to be furnished
and fitted up, in Gloucester-grove East, Chelsea,
which contain GOO school places ; Duncombe-road,
Finsbury, 1,198 places; Goodson-road, Eother-
hilhe, 800 places; and the Poulteney school, Ber-
wick -street, Soho. 1,000 places. These schools are
all erected upon the plainer system recently
necessitated by the £10 limit per head of tlie

Education Department, and are from Mr. E. E.
Kobson's designs.

The Sunday-schools attached to Silver-street
Baptist cbapel, Taunton, have just been reopened,
alter enlargement and improvement. The work
was cariiel out by Messrs. Samson and Fox.

The memorial-stone of new Wesleyan schools,
about to be erected at the rear of the Hannah
Memorial Chapel, Lincoln, were laid on Monday
week. The buildings will cost about £1,000, and
are being erected from the designs of Messrs.
Bellamy and Hardy, of Lincoln, by Mr. Wright,
contractor, of the same city.

The town council of Glasgow have granted a site
for a bronze statue of Dr. Norman Macleod, oppo-
site the Barony Church, in Cattle-street. 'Jhe
statue has been modelled by Mr. Mossman, sculp-
tor, of Glas{!Ow, and the subscribers received a
report on Friday that it ig almost ready for cast-
ing.

The Farm Homestead, at Shorthampton Farm,
near Charlbury, Oxon (recently destroyed by fire),

is being rebuilt. Mr. Alfred Groves, of Milton-
under-Wychwood, is the builder.

THE CRYSTAL DAMASK PAPER.

WE call the attention of our readers to
the " Crystal Damask" wall papcrii

now being manufactured by Messrs. Cun-
nington and Co., of Park Walk, Chelsea, S.W.
These hand-printed wall-papers promise to
supersede the ordinary papers for decorative and
other purposes, both on account of their crys-
talline surface, durability, and artistic treatment.
The "crystal surface" is prepared with a
mineral substance, which not only reflects the
light, producing a varied play of light, shade,
and half-tint at every turn, highly conducive
to light rooms, and also to the beauty and colour
of the patterns ; but is impervious to dust and
dirt, and the injuryarisingfrom gas-burners. Thfr
colours are permanent and free from arsenio,
Several specimens we have seen are very effective-

One of an amber-colour covered with a floral

pattern ; another in which a leaf-pattern in a
sort of sage-green is printed negatively
on the crystal surface ; a beautiful silvery
grey paper. These are well worth the attention
of architects and others who desire harmonious
gradations of colour, suitable for almost any
furniture. The "passiflora" pattern, printed
on one paper made by this firm, is particularly rich
and striking in design. Positive and negativfr
patterns are both made to suit individual taste.

For dados the dead surface is preferable, as it.

is more solid, and well supports the crystal
fUling above. Many architects have already
used these papers for important mansions, but
the prices are so moderate that they may be used
with advantage in the decoration of ordinary
houses.

COMPETITIONS.
Edikbueqh.—Some months ago cMnpetitioa

plans were asked for a church for the Colston-
street U. P. Congregation, Edinburgh, and in
answers over 20 sets of designs were submitted.
some of them being from architects in Glasgow-
After some discussion three plans were selected
for further consideration, and on Monday night
last the congregation met and unanimously
agreed to adopt the design recommended by the
managers and the Church Extensicin Committee
of the U. P. Synod, and which proved to bo by
Mr. Andrew Dewar, architect, Edinburgh. The
plan of the selected design is in the shape of a
horse-shoe, and accommodates 500 on the ground
floor and 300 in the gallery. The site being a
corner one, the main entrance will be on the
angle ; but there are also two side doorways for
exit, thus providing ample egress in case of panic.

Behind the church there is accommodation for
vestry, seasion-house, and keeper, and the whole
is connected with the HaU at present on the
ground and now used for worship. The design
is Early English Gothic, and shows an im-
posing entrance doorway with large wheel
window over, and finished with a tower about
90ft. high. The front to each street shows a
gable with a large traceried window forming a
prominent feature. The cost is estimated about
£3,500.

Newbuey Deainaoe Schemes.—A special

meeting of the Town Council was held on Wed-
nesday week, to receive the report of Mr. Law,
C.E., on the numerous plans whichhadbeen sent
in] for the drainage of the borough, in response

to an advertisement offering a premium of lOO
guineas for the best plan, and 60 guineas for the
second best. Mr. Law reported that the first

premium should be awarded for the plans bearing
the motto of "Westminster" and the second
premium to the plans marked " Final."

SouTU Stockton.—The designs of Messrs.
Weatherill and Moses, Stockton-on-Tees, have
been selected in competition for the new Wes-
leyan Chapel and Sunday Schools about to be
erected at South Stockton. The chapel will

accommodate 1,000 persons, and the school

between 400 and 500. The estimated cost is up-
wards of £3,000.— •-^^^»-«

Alterations and additions in the shape of new
screens, choir- stalls, pulpit, vestry, east window,
&c., are being carried out to St. Thomas's Church,
Redbank, Manchester, by Mr. Charles Hoathcote,
architect. Mr. Wm. Honey is the contractor for
the work.

The tender of Mr. Alfred Groves, of Milton-
under-Wychwood, has been accepted for proposed
additions and alterations to Eastbank Rectory
House, Gloucestershire. Messrs. F.T. Wallerand
Son, of Gloster, are the architects.
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Mli. II. H. STATIIAM ON ORNAMENT.
III.

IN his third lectm-e on " Ornament," delivered

at the Royal Institution, on Thursday,
March 31st, Mr. Stathani dealt with a wide
field, passin":, in an hour's addrcs.'^, from Celtic

to Saracenio and Oriental ornamentation, and
from thence to take a rapid survey of the whole
of Gothic art. The leoture, like the previous

one, was profusely illustrated ; the examples
shown includinjj many large drawings by Mr.
Statham, coloured diagrams and textile fabrics

from the South Kensington MuBcura, and a

number of casts of Gothic details, lent by
Messrs. Brindley and Farmer, of Weatminsler-
bridge-road. Mr. Statham said ho introduced
the subject of Oriental decoration by a reference

to Celtic art, because tho latter represented in

an ahnost typical manner the principle of " inge-
nuity in arrangement" which ran through the
whole of Eastern ornament. This Celtic orna-
mentation was chiefly exemplified in Irish

manuscripts, and in tho sculjjtured stones in the

remoter districts of Wales, Cornwall, and West
Scotland. It had an obvious counectiou with
Byzantine art, and appeared a development of

Eastern influences and civilisation imported into

these islands, probably by missionaries, about the
fifth and sixth centuries of this era. It con-
sisted of eimple elementary forms, so twisted,

tangled, and interwoven, as to produce an effect

of great complication. Spiral and broad riband
forms were the more usual ornaments, and
these were often very minute, and so elaborate
as almost to baffle the copyist. Indeed, Mr. J.

0. Westwood mentioned in his handbook that in

one initial on an Irish MS. he counted 136 curves
in a space Jin. by Jin., and that he had broken
down in an attempt to copy a single page of the
Book of Kells. These manuscripts were, in fact,

the work of men who believed that in copying
and illuminating the sacred books they were per-
forming a sacred duty, and who did not grudge
devoting a lifetime to the task. Animals
were often introduced ; these represented a
peculiar type of what m'ght be supposed
to be a dog, grotesquely treated, whose
head and tail formed the extremities of the
riband or spiral form, the wreathings of which
were always connected. These designs were
freely treated with colour, and in all their
varieties were typical, he considered, rather of
an ingenious than of a high art. Saracenic
ornament, to which he must next proceed, might
be divided into two classes, the earlier being the
Arabic, and the later the more elaborate and
refined Moresque phase. Both were marked by
a free employment of flowing and involved pat-
terns, based on natural forms, but into which
the representation of the human figure or of

animals did not enter. The designers were pro-
hibited by their religion from availing them-
selves of these obvious sources of ornamental
motive, and so were compelled to bestow the
more skill upon the limited field of artistic

decoration, with results at once original and
beautiful. In Arabic work colour was employed
more consistently than in Celtic ; in the latter

art it was applied anywhere upon a band or
stem, just where the artist thought a spot of red
or green would appear effective. In the former
art a given figure was maintained of one colour
throughout, harmony and balance being attained
by interlacing the forms with a regard both to

colour and Une. By the Moors, the flowing and
interchanged forms were carried out with still

greater intricacy and refinement, and the colours
were most harmoniously cocsbined so as to pro-
duce a rich effect. Moresque ornament was
carried out with a delicacy, richness, and elab J-

ration which often removed all recollection of
the mechanical origin and building-up of the
design. The hexagon, distorted and varied, with
ingeniously stopped Uues here and there, was
the basis of many of the Moresque schemes
of decoration, and in the better class of work the
ornament was often conceived upon two or oven
three apparent planes of differing design, the
interstices being fitted up with other patterns
placed obliquely to the principal forms. These
were treated with gilding, blue, red, and other
bright colours, applied in such small quantities
as not to offend. A large number of examples
were shown, chiefly of decorations from the
Alhambra. In Persian work of all periods there
was a more free use of flowers, but the ideas
were too realistically treated, and not with the
intellectual skill shown by neighbouring nations.
In examining Indian ornament they came upon

a vei-y different mode of treatment, and one in

which natural forms were boldly treated in

naturalistic fashion, both as to colour and out-
line. One reason for this was that our know-
ledge of Indian ornament was largely derived
from textile patterns, in which tho natural
treatment of flowers and foliage was more suit-

able than it was to architectural design or to

furniture. A peculiarity of Indian ornament
was that the artist never sought to define or en-
close his ornament with a band. Tho edge of

tho portion decorated was marked only by the
stoppage of the patterns. Especially could this

bo noticed in damascened metalwork. The orna-
ment was clearly much more guided by the feel-

ing and taste of the designer than by any reason-
ing process. The alternation of two forms or

colours, tho variation of minor details, and the
use of tho singular detail wo called the curled

pine-cone, were other characteristics of Indian
ornament ; but its great and distinguishing
beauty was the skilful use of colour. The
brightest hues were so blended in small quanti-
ties as not to attract the eye to any one portion
of a design, but to leave a general impression of

bloom. It was interesting to trace the occasional
appearance of details, evidently borrowed from
Classic sources, but debased and altered, in Indian
work, and this owed its origin to the conquests in

North-West India by the Greeks. In conclusion,

Mr. Statham rapidly traced, by a series of illus-

trations and easts, the rise and progress of

Mediseval ornamentation, showing how in France
and England the Classic and Byzantine gradually
resolved themselves into the Norman, how they
gradually developed into the free and elegant
First Pointed, how this became debased as

natural forms were more and yet more carefully

imitated until, in our Perpendicular, the
mouldings became extremely shallow, and the
whole aim was to cover a largo surface with an
applique scheme of easily executed decoration
without bestowing much thought upon its indivi-

dual features. In his fourth and concluding
lecture, delivered yesterday (Thursday) after-

noon, Mr. Statham commenced with the return
to Classic types at the Renaissance, and having
referred to the work of the Adam Brothers in

the last century, dealt with the present craze for

Japanese ornament, showing its merits and mis-
applications.

CHIPS.
A meeting of the restoration committee for the

Ashburtou parish-church was held on Friday,
« hen the report of tho architect, Mr. G. E. Street,

B.A., was read, showing that the amount required
for the complete restoration will be £4,000. It
was resolved that the architect be desired to pro-
ceed with the necessary plans

.

At the last meeting of the local board for Brom-
ley, Kent, a report was received from Mr. Alfred
Williams, the engineer, as to the progress of the
main sewerage. The total length of the Bromley
sewers is 23^ miles, and the contract has been taken
by Mr, Potter, at £29,758, and will, the engineer
expects, be finished for considerably less than the
estimated sum. The Ravensbourne sewer will cost

less than the contract-sum, and will be completed
within 3-t months.

A new police-station at the prison buildings
adjoining the Maison-Dieu, Dover, was opened
last week. The work has been carried out by
Messrs. Denne, of Walmer, from the plans of the
borough surveyor, under whose direction the old
police-station in Queen-street has been altered into

sergeant's residence and surveyor's offices.

The east window of the parish-church of
Brownsover, near Eugby, has just been filled with
stained- glass at the expense o£ Mr. Matthew
Holbech, Bloxam, the well-known archaeologist,

and as a memorial to Mr. Laurence Sheriff. The
principal subject is the Crucifixion, and in the side

lights are figures of St. Gabriel and St. Michael

.

The work has been carried out by Mr. Frank Holt,

of St. John's, Warwick.

The specification of Messrs. Henry Jones and
Son, South Kensington, was accepted last week
for the erection of a new organ in Brackley parish-

church, Northants.

At a vestry meeting held at Rotherfield, Sussex,
plans prepared by Messrs. Cronk, architects, of

TuubnJge Wells, were approved for building a
voluntary school at Jarvis- brook.

Mr. Sidney Cooper, R.A., has expressed an in-

tention of formally presenting to the Corporation
of Canterbury a school of art, which he has erected

and furnished in St. Peter's-street in that city, and
which is now being carried on in accordance with
his views upon art-training and education.

A Hondred Thoasand Replies and Letteia
»u)tlccts of tJniTflnal InU'reit bftve appeared durliu|

the !«»t Un jcar> In thf KNOI.IKH MECHANIC ASD WORLn
OF KCIENCB, molt of them frum thD peu af tha Iaa41ac
Scientific and Tecbmcal AuthurlUea of the dar. Tboiuanda «f
oriKinat article* and Klentlflc papen. and counlleu receipt* aad
wrrBkleaemhradngalKKNt ererr eul^ect on which It la poaalMd
to dealre Infonnatloa hare alio appeared during the tame pcno4.
The earliest and moit accurate Infonnatlon re*pectin« aU new
•cicntiflo diaoOTerlea and mechanical inventlooa Is to be found iB
ita paftea, and Ita larse citculaUon renders It tha beat medium
for all adTertlicr* who wish tbair announcements to b* bfoucht
under the notice of manulbcturers, mechanics, sclentlle workers,
and amateurs. Price Twopence, of all booksellers and naws-
Tcndori. Post free lid. Odlcs : U, Tarlstock atreet, CoTsat-
rarden W. ^.^

TO COBBESFONDENTS.
[We do not hold onnelvea Tespoiufible for the oplnfona of
our correspondente. The Editor respectfully requesttt

that all commtinicatioiu should be drawn up as briefly

as poasible, as there are many olaimauta upon the spaoo
allotted to correspondence.]
All letters Bhoufd be addressed to the EDIT0B,81»

TAVI8T0CK-8T11EET, COVENT-OAKUEN, W.C.
Cheques and Post-office Ordera to be made payable to

J. Fasuuook Edwabus.

ADVEETISEMENT CHAB0E8.
The chai^ for advertisements is 6d. per line of eight

words (the tirst line couutinK as two) . No adTertiaement
inserted for less than half-a-crown. Special bemm for

series of more than six insertions can M asoertained oo
application to the Publisher.

Front Page Advertisements 28. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per Une. No front page or paragraph
Advertisement inserted for leas than 6s.

SiTDATIONS.
The charge for advertisements for "Situations Wanted "

is Osa Shillino for Twenty Wobus, and Sixpence for

every eight words after. AU Siination advertisements muit
be prepaid.

Advertisements for tiie current week must reach the
ofiBce not later Uian fi p.m. on Thursday. Front page
advertisements and alt^utions in serial advertisement*
must reach the office by Tuesday to secure insertion.

TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.
(Payable in Advance.)

Including two half-yearly double numbers. One Found
per ftTtTiiiTTi {post free) to any part of the United Kingdom

;

for the United States, £1 68. 6d. (or Gdols. 40c. gold). To
France or Belgium, £1 68. 6d. (or 33f. 30c.). To India (via

Brindisi), £1 IDs. lOd. To any of the Australian Coloniee

or New Zealand, to the Cape, the West Indies, Canada,
Nova Scotia, or Natal, £1 69. 6d.
Mr. R. M. TuTTLE, of 13 and 15, Laight-atreet, New

York City, is authorised to receive American subscrip-

tions at Uie rate of 6 dols. 40c. per annum.

Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 2s. each.

Reckived.—K. v.—B. L. Co.—J. D. and Co.-Thui«>
Mech. Inst.—E. H. S.—J. E.—S. Bros.—A. S. Co.—R.
and Son.-J. L. A.—B. B.—P. and M.—S. A.—G. 8.—
H. S. and Son.—J. and W.-G. B. J.—J. J.—Utley
and Gray.—A. V.— 8. Bros.—J. McD.—B. I.

We regret that great pressure on our tpace this week
compels us tj leave over the continuation of Professor
Street's Academy lectures, eevoral letters, and other
matt^.

**BUIIJ)INa NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB,
BDBJECT.

A gamekeeper's cottage, containing gun-room and w.c.

attached, a living-room, kitchen, and offices, and three

bedrooms. Plans, and two elevations, or one elevation

and a view. Scale, 8ft. to the inch.

Deawinos Rkckivkd.—Trial, Cambria, Con, T. A. H.,
Merit, Bonus Horainug, Cain and Abel, Eclipse, Nemo*
Fred, Virginiusi, Squib, That's my Idea, Nil Despeian-
dum No. 2, Ambition, Beta.

Coraspotttience.

THE PRESIDENCY OF THE INSTITUTE.

To the Editor of the Buildiso News.

SiE,—It is with very great regret that, not

only I, but many others, have heard that Mr.
Street is prepared to serve as president of the

Institute, if elected, instead of the gentleman

nominated by the Council.

No one feels more admiration than I do for

the artistic talents and the rare personal abilities

of Mr. Street, and it would give me unfeigned

pleasure to join in a unanimous vote of the

Fellows in his favour. But surely it is placing

him in a position in eveiy way unworthy of him
to make his presidency depend upon the result

of a struggle in which no point of principle

—

not even, so far as I know, the old cry of Gothic

and Classic—is raised.

AVith regard to Mr. Horace Jones, there are

many considerations, such as his large practice

and extended experience, his personal ability, his

official position, and, above all, his steady

devotedness to the affairs of the Institute, which
make him a very suitable man to hold the ofBce

of president. In addition to all this there is one

point of very practical import. For very many
years Mr. Horace Jones has been a consistent

advocate of examination for the profession of an
architect. The scheme which has been adopted,

and is to come into operation in 18S2, is largely
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due to his initiatire. He took an active part in

Suiting it into shape, and should he be in office

uring the year of its introduction, such support
•s it may require from the president ot the
Institute will be ungrudgingly accorded. If, on
the other hand, Mr. Street, who has nerer given
any support to the proposal, and is understood
to be uniarourable to it, be president, I do not
«ay he will intentionally hamper or hinder it, but
he cannot be expected to take any cordial part in

its establishment, and the difference between a
friendly or an unfriendly president will be suffi-

cient to have a most sensible effect on the future
of the examinations. I submit that the Institute
will be stultifying its past actions if, at such a
moment as this, it goes out of its way to denl an
nndeeer^'cd blow in the face to the man whose
proposal it is adopting by substituting for hitr.

another who has taken no part in advocating
or assisting the examinations.—I am, &a.,

T. EOQEB Sjqth.

Sm,—I cannot think that many members of
the Institute will agree with Mr. Surges' views
as expressed in his letter in your last issue. I,

for one, think that the most suitable man >hould
be elected, and that the election should not be
influenced by any mere question of routine or
Council seniority.

It is, I admit, extremely unfortunate that
those who do not agree with the present
absurd by-Uw, which practically leaves the
Council no choice as to nomination, are obliged,

»0 to »peak, to go into opposition ; but Mr. Bur-
gee utterly mistakes this opposition if he sup-
poses that is "a set" at Mr. Horace Jones,
who, by the accident of circumstances, has sud-
denly been placed in the position of immediate
senior Vice-President— a position which Mr.
Street would this year have himself held, had he
not, by retiring, shown his evident disinclina-

tion to be thrust upon the Institute under the
new by-law ; and I submit, with all possible
re^)ect to Mr. Horace Jones, that Mr. Street's

claims should not now be passed over because he
has declined to accept a mere routine nomination
in order of Council seniority. Mr. Horace Jones
will not think those wanting in respect to him
or for his high professional reputation who, con-
sidering Mr. Street's claims are pre-eminent,
have issued the accompanying circular to the
Fellows of the R.I.B.A.

I hope, with Mr. Surges, that, after the
election, immediate action will be taken to call a
^)ecial meeting to consider the desirability of

repealing the new by-laws as to Presidential and
Council nomination.—I am, &c.,

RoBEET "W. Ews, F.S.A.
14, Fitzroy-square, W., April 6.

14, Fitzroy-square, March 3Ist, 1881.
Dear Sir,—An iniluential body of the Fellows of the

Boyiil Institute of IJrilish Architects intend to support
Mr. George Edmund Street, R A., who has been nomi-
Bated for the office of President, and has undertaken to
serve, if elected. Should you feel, with them, that Mr.
Btreet's claim caaaot be p^sed over, in justice to him-
elf and the profession we trust that you will make
every etfort to be present on the 9th May, to support him
by your vote.

n T>n«»i Spi«ii« i
niittee for the promotion ofB. PB«xi Hpiebs

( jj^ street's election.
An intimation of your co-operation in this proposal is

requested.

Sib,—Is it to be regretted that opposition to

the suggested gentleman has arisen.

It is said that Mr. H. Jones is not the '
' head

of the profession," and that Mr. G. E. Street is.

The latter part of this statement is not so uni -

Tereally acknowledged as the opposition would
have us to believe ; and it is to be hoped, for the
credit cf the profes>ion, that the latter gentle-
man will decline any nomination made in so in-
vidious a manner.

If, at every election, the cry is to be raised
" elect the head of the profession " there will be
iealotisies in what should be a united body.
Besides, the question " JTho is the ' head of the
profession?'" would soon lanl us in a mess
worse than the old battle of the Styles.

The duty of a president is to preside ; and in
this there can be no question between the
oourtesy and tact of the city gentleman, and the
strong force of character shown by the great
Uediroval -restorer.

The sensible and practical letter of Mr. W.
Burgess, in your last, is the best solution ; and
it is to bo hoped that it will weigh with the
moderate men who constitute the great body of
the profession.

AprU 4. H. H. S.

BARING'S BANK, BISHOPSGATE-
STREET.

SiK,—^What is architecture ? I know what it

teas, but am afraid that the term is now capable
of another definition. It used to be considered
that reason, symmetry, unity, proportion, and
beauty—apart from convenience and solidity

—

were some of the essential principles of archi-
tecture, and were absolute and constant pro-
perties of the art, but one or two of the so-called

leading men of the day seem to ignore all this,

and, because they have plenty of ignorant patrons,

would endeavour to make the public believe that
theugly buildings erected under their guidance
constitute an improved architecture appealing to

cultivated tastes.

The latest specimen of such refined design is

to be seen at No. 8, Bishopsgate-ttreet Within,
is for the use of the bankers, Messrs. Baring,
and has, in connection with its production, the
name of Mr. R. Norman Shaw, R.A.
The building is three square stories in height

above the ground, has three dormer windows at

the top, seven windows on each of the second
and first stories, and five on the ground-floor,
the principal and side-entrances completing the
front. The materials employed are red brick and
stone, the covering of the roofs red tiles.

I do not propose to accuse Mr. Shaw of ori-

ginality in design, only that he has borrowed
some of the features of a bygone style, and has
so distorted and misapplied them, that the effect

produced is one of unmitigated ugUness.
The building is stopped on either side by the

usual party walls with their chimneys carried up
and probably the cheapest and best manner of
terminating such a roof would be to butt it on
either side next those walls ; but no, that would
be commonpUce, so Mr. Shaw has cut spandrel
pieces out at each end, thus forming convenient
holes for snow, dirt, and rain, and had the
width of the street been taken into consideration,

and for a moment the isolated country mansion
forgotten, it would have been at once discovered
that any picturesqueness which might otherwise
have been obtained from that treatment, must in

this position be lost. Three dormer windows
complete the roof, and I need scarcely say that
they are not all central with the windows under.
The second story windows are all alike—" we

are seven," but the two end windows are ot the
" lean kind," lanky, and of course we must not
have the usual skewback which gives the
character of strength to the arch, where it is

required, so the arch here is terminated by ver-
tical lines in coutinuation of the reveals. Above
this range of insipidity is the principal cornice,

ornamented with dentili, egg and tongue, and
modillions, good in itself, but quite incongruous
in such a building where affected plainness is the
leading idea.

We are now at the seven elegantly-propor-
tioned windows of the second story—no variety
except the end, narrower lights—one unbrokon
series of badly- proportioned holes in the wall.
These windowd have segmental heads with brick
arches, wiih proper skewbacks and keystones

;

above the arches, concentric and terminating
with them are drip stones, so well conceived, that
as soon as the soot and dirt thereon accumulate,
and the rain washes it off, it will run down in

black streaks till it reaches the lower string-

course, over which it will pass, accumulating
dirt as it goes along, and so on to the face of the
wall still further under, till it meets the next
range of windows. We thus obtain all the
effect of architrave mouldings without any of

the cost.

This brings us to the ground floor, which only
requires to be seen to be appreciated. I do not

frofess to know how the interior is planned, but
take it that the poor little doorway at the ex-

tremity leads to a passage which communicates
somehow or other with tfie bank office, that the

large opening next it leads to some stables, that
there is a wall along dividing them from the

office, and that the truly wonderful windows on
the right contribute to light that office ; at any
rate, if they do not, it is not because of want of

height, for of all the distortions in the way of

windows that it has ever been my lot to see,

these ground- floor windows bear the palm. But
the principal entrance—the principal entrance.

Sir, oh! it is—it is quite too onsummately
utter.

Of c lurse, the windows have wide frames,
taking away as much daylight as possible, and
equally, of course, the panes are in small squares.

These honest architects would not dream of

adopting the inventions of soionce which enable
ordinary mortals to glaze their sashes in two
squares with that glasswhich contributes greatly
to the sarisfactory effect of any building.
The brick quoins of the windows are rubbed

and gauged ; the filling in not so, necessitating
different width of joints, and as, probably, the
architect was not cramped for expenditure, it is

to be regretted that the whole face-work was
not rubbed and gauged.
Now, Sir, no man in the profession grudges

Mr. Shaw the well-earned, extensive business he
carries on, but I do wish to ask how far the sort
of stuff he and others are foisting on the public
is likely to extend, as there can be no doubt that
it is gradually but stirely bringing the profes-
tion into ridicule. Is it because there exists a
set of inconsistent visionaries (of which Mr. S.

S. Stevenson is one) who, by dint of iterated and
reiterated eccentricity and absurdity have cajoled
the Peacock and Lily fools into believing that
what they see is a superior kind of architecture,

that, therefore, it is artistic, therefore it is

beautiful, therefore it is to bo the architecture
of the day ? Can they not listen to the voice of

reason, and know that all this new style of

architecture is simply prigged from a bygone
style, and doctored up with the necessary
quantity of unadulterated ugliness to make it

appear original? Have they considered the
elements of taste, and with them thought of the
buildings which have stood the test of time, and
compared those with these ? I will ask them
only to go a few steps eastward of this last City
atrocity, and see what John Gibson has done
for the National Provincial Bank of England

;

look at it, grasp its worth, and then go back to

No. 8, Bishopsgate-street, and think; then go
a few doors further eastwards, still on the same
same side of the street as the National Provincial

Bank, see that splendid specimen of stieet Gothic
architecture, Crosby House, then go back to

No. 8 and think. Here are three specimens of

architecture in quite distinct styles, within a
stone's throw of each other, and I only invite

students and patrons of architecture to carefully

consider these three buildings, and if they do
not come away with clear notions as to what is

art and what is not, I shall be very much sur-

prised. I would enjoin all students not to be
led away from the true principles of architecture

and art by any passing and spasmodic deceit by
whomsoever practised. Such false notions did

not produce a Wren, a Soane, a Barry, a Smirke,

or a Pennethorne, whose works endure the test

of time. Raphael's your friend, not Whistler.

—I am, &c., Wm. WoonwABD.

CARDIFF INFIRMARY.
SiE,—In consequence of the paragraph which

has recently appeared in your paper relative to

the designs for this infirmary, I deem it desirable

to send for insertion the report which I made
upon them as referee in 1875. A committee of

medical men reported in accordance with my
report, and the Competition Committee adopted
the plan I had placed first, but divided the pre-

mium between the authors of tho first and
second plans.—lam, &c.,

April, 1881. Edwin Nash.

To the Treasurer and Committee of the Glamorganshire
and Monmouthshire lofirmary, Cardiff.

Gkntlemen-,—I have the honour of presenting to yoa
the following report upon the plans submitted for your
proposed new buildings.
There are seventeen seta of de-signs represented by a

very large number of drawings upon 113 mountings or
rolls, andmanyof these show very great skill, and a strong
endeavour to plan this hospital in a correct and complete
manner.
I have visited the intended site, which in many respects

seems to be very suitable, but I aiu not called upon to speak
of this, noram I able to remark upon I he external drainage,
and as to the water I am told tljAt it is to be supplied by
the Cardiff Water Conjp:iuy.
The curative properties of pure air and sunlight should

he kept in mind while selecting plans for an inflrmary,

and with this view I have sought to give preference to
such designs as have their principal sick wards rnnning
parallel with uorth and south, whereby more sunsliine is

secured than by any other aspect; nevertheless, if any
plan has high merit irrespective of the aspect of the
wards,and if itcan be turned round upon t le land tu give the
proper aspect it should not be rejected in an offhand
manner, provided that other arrangements be of a suitable
kind, such as a g(»ud general massing of the blocks of
Imildings and a convenient arrangement of the details, all

coupled with economy, and there should be a sutlicicntly

good ext<Tnal appearance.
It was not po.ssible to form a just conclusion upon the

relative merita of S5 many designs without a laborious
analysis, and this involved a tabulation of all of them,
under numerous headings, occupying two full days
before I could reject half of the pious as not being suit-
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able, after which tlie difficulties of comparison increased
in re8i)oct of the remainder.
Amongst the Beventeen sets only nine of them place

their principal Kick wards runniug- north and south, and
seven of these nine are very excellent plans, as are also
two others, with their wards west and east, thoujfh each
of all these has some defect either sraali or larKe, which
fact indicates the extreme dilHculty tliat even the most
ingenious men have in perfect planning:. One thing
strikes me as very peculiar, namely, that for a hot^pital
within a large town, bo few of the plans show convenient
arrangements for accident cases, which require ready
ipproach and immediate treatment. The out-patients
departmentr; are much better managed

.

Provided that the wards run norlh and south it seems
to be immaterial as to whether the main frontage of the
stablishment be to the north or to the west except that
Miere is always a dulness of look in a Northern aspect.
From these design drawings it is not possible to judsre

of the constructive stability, it being requisite to have
working drawings for that purpose whiuh these are not,
j.nd many of them have no detailed sections wherein the
construction would especially show itself, but every one
of the designs which I have selected for special remark
could be substantially built.
There ure ako many details which it is needless for me

; remark upon, the chief point now biiug the determina-
tion upon a good arrangement of plan.
The estimates of the several designs range from £8,350

to £29,675, and my belief is that about £*21,000 will be
requisite for such a hospital as you require for ICO
patients.

I have believed that a critical description of those de-
signs which are conspicuous for some excellence will be
acceptable, ana therefore, as part of my leport, 1 submit
mv remarks upon them, and I estimate their merits in the
following order :—

"Wards run
A "Health" North and South
B **Tria junctain Uno'* ,, ,,

c "X. Y. z" „ ;;D "Mente et Manu"
E "NotaBene" „ ;,

F ''Veritas' „ J,"Mon devoir" „ ,,H "Nemo" West and East
1 _*'Bri»tor' „ „

It will be observed from all these descriptions that not
onedesign can be taken as 8atisfacti)rily complete and tit for
erection just as it is drawn. This always happens with
competitive designs, and the only result can be that a
design mu&t be selected which embraces as nearly as pos-
^ble tkat which is required, after which the architect
whose plan is so taken must be desired to modify his
work to suiE the particular circumstances of the case.
The external o'sthetics are best in **Tri8 juncta in

Uno," "Hejtlth," "X.Y. Z," and "Bristol."
1 trust that the injustice of paying an architect a pre-

xniam and the employing some other architect to carry out
the work will not be committed.
In conclusion, I thank you for your confidence, and

have the honour to be, gentlemen, your obedient servant,
Edwin Nash.

5, Ade"aide-place, London-bridge, Sept. Gth, 1875.
(Here followed the critical remaxka upon each of the de-

signs alluded to above.)

CARLYLB AND THE ARCHITEOrS.
Silt,—Every one must be thankful to Mr.

Froude for publishing Carlyle*s portraits of his
distinguished contemporaries dravra with such
refreshing candour, and though the scries con-
tains the portraits of the dead only, we may hope
soon to have the series of the living. I subjoin an
extract showing his views of the building trade
"which may interest your readers.—Your.^, &c.,

G. AlTCHISON.
150, Harley-street, Cavendish-square, W,
April 2, 1881.

"Shortly after my return from Germ.'iny, there began a
new, still worse, hurly-burly of thebuilding kind, that of the
new top story—whole area of the house to be thrown into
one sublime garret-room, lighted from above, 30ft. by 30,
«ay, and, at least, lift, high, double-doored, double-win-
dowed, impervious to sound, to—in short, to everything
but self and work. Something really good might have
come of it in a scene where good and faithful woik was
to be had on the part of all, from architect downwards,
but here, from all* the ' work ' of planning to begin witli,
and then of executing in all its details, was mere work of
Belial— i.«., of the father of lies, such 'work' as I have
not conceived the possibiUty of am(mg the sons of Adam till

"ttien. . . . BydegreesIperceivedittobetheordinaryEng-
lish *work' of this epoch, and with manifold reflections,
deep asTophet, on the outlooks thisofTered for i: s all, endea-
voured to be silent as to my own little failure. My new
illuatrious 'study' was definable as the least inhabitable
AHdmost entirely detestable and despicixble bit of human
workmanship in thatkind, sad and odious to mo, very. But
by many and long-continued efforts, with endless bothera-
tions, which lasted for two or three years after (one
winter starvtd bv * Arnott's improved grate,* I recollect),
I did get it patched together into someth^g of support-
ability, and continued, though under protest, to inhabit it

during all working hours, as I had, indeed, from the first
done. The whole of the now printed ' Friedrich ' was
written tliere (or, in summer, in the back court aud garden,
when driven down by baking heat). Much rawer matter,
I think, was tentatively on paper before this sublime new
* study.' * Friedrich ' onc« done, I quitted the place for
ever, and it is now a bedroom for the servants.

** The ' architect ' for this beautiful piece of masonry and
carpentry was one ' Parsons,' really a clever creature I
could see, but swimming as for dear life in a mere
* mother of dead dogs ' (ultimately did become bankrupt)

.

His men of all types, Irish hodmen upwards, for real
mendacity of hand, for drunkenness, greediness, mutinous
nomadism, and anarchic malfeasance throughout, ex-

celled all experience or conccptioa. Shut the lid on their
* unexampled prosperity* and them for evermore,"

—

*' Heminiscencea,** by Thomas Carlyle.

CHIPPING NOBTON CEMETERY COMPE-
TITION.

Sir,—I see, from your last week's issue, there
were four sets of desigus selected by the Town
Council, one of which was by Messrs. Webb and
Tubbs. It would beouly satisfactory to the remainder
of the competitors if Mr. G. H.Sanders, the secre-
tary, would pubhsh the names of the other three
selected desi<jns.

Anotheb of the Foety-Seven.

ST. PETER'S AND ST. PAUL'S.
Sir,—I only lately read, in the Euildino News

of Feb. 2'3th, the repoit of a paper by Mr. Somers
Clarke, juur., on "St, Peter's and St. Paul's Cathe-
dials," lu which it is stated that '' the idea of St.

Peter's was essentially that of the Basilica of
Marentius and the Parthenon dome " (of course
the Pantheon) ; but although it is mentioned that
Wren aimed at a ** {^ood Roman manner," and the
many coincidences of the plans of New St. Paul's
and Ely are observed, yet two coincidences in the
design and construction of St. Paul's that have
always struck me very forcibly are overlooked.
The facade of St. Agnes's church in the Piazza

Navona at Home is su very suggestive of the west
front of St. Paul's that I think Wren must have
been iDfiuentd by it, aud the cone of the baptistery
at Pisa clearly suggests the essential feature of the
construction of the dome of St. Paul's.—I am, »&c.,

M. M.

• Except one good young man of the carpenter trade,
whom 1 at length noticed thankfully in small matters.

CHIPS.
Two stained-glass windows, which are about to

be placed in the Free Church at Lochlee, Forfar-
shire, to the memory respectively of the late Lord
Dalhousie and Dr. Guthrie, have just been com-
pleted by Messrs. Baliautyne and Son, Edinburgh.
fhe surfaces of the windows are diapered with a
design representing a burning bush and Scottish
thistle alternately; in the centre panel of the one
are the aims of suppoiters of the Panmure and
Dalhousie families, while the other exhibits a spray
of the wild rose, having intertwined a scroll bear-
ing the words, *' I know that my Redeemer
liveth."

The Kenilworth local board of health have
accepted the tender of Mr. Fell, of Leimington,
for the execution of drainage operations ; and the
works are to be proceeded with at once. Mr. Fell
has just completed similar works at Leamington,
where his tender for one section of the town was
accepted at £1,140.

The vestry of St. Pancras, on Monday, author-
ised their sanitary committee to take immediate
steps to provide accommodation for smallpox
patients, at a cost not to exceed £1,500. It is pro-
posed, in the first instance, to erect an adminis-
trative block and wards for 20 patients, and the site

will probable be adjoining the workhouse and St.

Pancras -gardens

.

At fh^ Salop quarter- sessions, on Monday, a
resolution was carried authorising the recon-
atructionof the Shire Hall, atShrewsbury,which was
destroyed by fire in November last. The cost is

estimated at £35,000, and the work wiU bo com-
menced at once.

At the City Guildhall police-court, on Monday,
cross-summonses for assault were heard, in which
Mr. Edward Sadgrove, an architect's assistant, of
Holborn Viaduct, and James Stevens, night-
watchman, in the employ of Messrs. Cubitt, con-
tractors, Gray's Inn-road, were in turn com-
plainants and defendants. The summons against
Mr. Sadgrove was dismissed, but Stevens was lined

20s. and costs.

New Sunday-schools and a parish-room are
about to be built for the parish of St. Michael's,
Lewes, from the plans of Mr. Philip Currey, archi-
tect, of tbatto«n. The material will be random
flin*-, with red brick dressings, and the buildings
will be in keeping with the new vestry-room ad-
joining.

The Guildhall at Canterbury has just been reno-
vated and improved internally, the chief hall being
fitted up with new oak panelling, two galleries,

and cross benches in the area. The work has been
carried out by Mr. J. F. Cozens, of Canterbury,
from the plans and under the supervision of Mr.
J. E. Hall, the city surveyor.

An inquiry was held at Chesterfield on Wednes-
day week before Mr. R.Morgan, C.E., one of the
inspectors of the Local Government Board, relative

to an application by the rural sanitary authority
for powers to borrow £L0,000 for works of water
supply in the parishes of Tapton, North Wingfield,
Stretton, Morton, Pilsley, Shirland,| Higham, and
Wessington. Mr. E, Frith, of Bakewell, is the
engineer.

|

Itttocammutticatiait.

QUESTIONS,
[6470.]-Floor*.—Will some reader kindly expUia the

meaning of the word "listed," in reference to the laying
of a door, and oblige ?—A.

[0171.]—Material for Mounting: Tracings on
Linen.—Can any of y(iurreadei-?< kindly intunii mu what
in the best material for mounting tracing on linen I I at
present use paate, but And if I put it on at all thickly the
result is a yellow, blotchy appearance, not pleoi-ant to the
eye ; whereas, in trying to avoid thin by thinnmg the
quantity, the tracing dot^s not adhere. I thmk there must
be some better substance than paste,— K. W. C.

[6472.]—Plain Tile-Boofln^.-I should feel obliged
if any of your readers would kindly inform me from
actual experience aa to factu [for I Und upmloos are many
andvaii d),(l) What is the lowest pitch at which it would
be safe to use pUin tilisg, laid dry, as covering for roof,

the tiling being laid in courses to ^ow 4Jn. on facet (2)

Ditto, ditto, to show Sin. T (3) Is •' bedding in mortar"
praclically of much use! Is it a fact that that opeiation
frequently causes rather than prevents dampmss! (4)

What is tJie object of bedding on hay I Does not the bay
very speedily decay I (5) Is "torching" (pointing tiles

on inside) effectual in preventing penetration of wet!
(G) Are any of these additional processes really necessary
to obtain an effectually weutlier-tig^ht covoiing, or can a
tile-roof be really weather-tight without them, the tiles

being simply laid dry on the battens ? (7) bhould tiling, to
be properly executed, be nailed to the battening, or
merely hung thereto, ui eetma to be the usual practice T

—W.

REPLIES.
[6423.]—Chapel.—I should certainly advise "Alpha"

to place his chapel approximately east and west, as it is

an advantage to have it so in the case of Church of Eng-
land services, especially if the Eucharist is to be celebrated

to the mourners, as is occasionally done. I know of no
bCct who object to the orientation on doctrinal principles.
— QoiD.

[6428 1—Oak Fittings.-" B.'s" inquiries respecting
oak suitable for fittings, &c., have met with oue reply iu
particular that hirdly teems to me to represent the true
state of ihiuga. 'B." having once been disappointed in

some English oak, whicli, no doubt, was some very quick-
grown hedgeraw w.*od that, as a rule, shows very httle

branch, and is altogether untlt for the^purpose, he
thinks, perhaps, Engliah oak is all aliiie, and foreign
should be substituted. "H. H." seems to give some
curious advice respecting Enghsh oak ; for instance, to buy
English dry oak planks at 2s. 2d. per foot cube seems to

me most ridiculous. I have attended many timber sales,

but I never found oak suitable for this Wjrk sell for less

than from 33. to 53 per foot cube in the tree. I will leave

anyone to judge what the butts wlien planked and
kept till dry must be worth. 28. 2d. is hardly the price of
fir cut in scintlings, so that I think " H. U." must have
made a mistake here. " B." might find some wood to

suit his purpose in Staffordshire, where sometimes as

good a sample is offered for sale as, perhaps, in any
county. Coppice oak, 20ft. to 30ft. on butt, and 18in. to

30in. quarter girth, well grown, when convcrttd pro-
perly, shows a grain and colour that, in my experience, is

very seldom excelled. I hive seen a quautity of oak
within a short time used in a church where nearly the
wliulf was cut out of small wood, coneequen'ly bastard,

and as plain as pos^ible, Engli;»h oak, when requited for

internal fittings, should be obtained from timber maturely
grown, of not less than 13in. quarter girth, and should be
cut by some on who thoroughly understands how to

obtain the branch, aLd then 1 fully believe it is second to

none. If " B." is not suited I could give him the address
of a firm where he could meet his requirements, but would
have to give a good pnce.—H. It. B.

[6448.]—Drain-Traps.—These traps as mentioned are
frequently used in the country, and without any trouble-
some results. Of course, they require to be carefully and
well made.—H. Cubtis Card.

[G449.]-DiBcharge of Pipe.—The Jin. pipe will

discharge 225 gallons, and the iin. 506 gallons per hour.
For formula, see my reply to •* Constant Header," No.
6454.—"W. U. O.

[6151.]—Local Board Surveyors.- The remarks
of '' S. W." to **W." are very true. I will mention
three very recent appointments of surveyor, &c. 1st.

Surveyor and inspector of nuisances, £1B0 per annum,
surveyor to pay his own expenses in travelling. 127

applicants. A few were educated and had professional

training, but the greater number were grocets, bakers,

schoolmasters, soldiers, &e. 1 he whole of the comj^etent

men in this case stood shunted for (probably) a respect-

able foreman of carjwnters 2nd. Burvejor and in-

spector of nuisances, £i50 per annum, to a rural sanitary
authority. 72 applications. A few were clever and
competent men. One had written a book, "Guide to

Sanitary Inspectors," and others had otlice and outdoor
work under experienced surveyors, but the many were of
trade&m-n of every trade under the sun. In this case an
ex turnpike k' eper "walked in." 3rd. Surveyor of
highways and inspector of nuisances, £120 per annum.
61 applications. A decayed farmer was elected. It may
be through stupid crotchets of the members of Boaids ; it

may be that men of tulture. and men whose professional

education has cost a small fortune, are not wanted nowa-
days. At any rate, the three cases I state may be a caution

to a parent wishing to give his son an expensive and
genteel metns of obtaining a living. Pray, pause, I say to

liim. I will just mention another very recent appointment,
£^50 per annum, t'even were picked from 121 applicants.

They were requested to attend a meeting for election, and
to pay their own travelling expenses. Oue of the seven
travelled from Newcastle, 300 miles out and 300 miles
home. Well, the testimonials were pushed into thehanda
of the six unsuccessful by some lad, and not a word, nuc
a " Thank you," from the Board. The only courtehy shown
was from an ofBcial ser\-ant offeringa glass of ale to wash
down tlie insult. As a rule, out of 100 applicants not
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mure Uulu a doxen are qualided men. It is tlie presump-
tion of BuuiT vbo aspire to an oflice which they canoot
properly fiU that^ves to members of Boards anindepend-
ent ineiTility, and depreciates the qualifled services of
edoeated practical men.—Subvevub.

[64540—Biameter of Pipe.—Accordiag to Hawks-
ley** formula, »a foLows (see Molesworth'sPocket-Book),
the diameter of pipe will be 2'143in.

G = No. of gallons delivered per hour.
L = I^offth of pipe in ^ards,
H = Head of water in tect.

D = Diameter of pipe in inches.

-w. u. o.

[6465.1—By-Law of the Enfield Local Board
Helatlns to Rooms in the Koofa of Houses.—
I should couskier '* W. K.'s" detiuitiou;of "a room in a
roof" to b« correct, and a room such aa that described
could Dot be classed as a room in the roof. If the magis-
trates' decision is to be taken as correct, vhat is there to
prerent "jerry" builders in Enfield putting up whole
Btreeta with the bedrooms throughout constructed in the
siine way, simply by calling them '* rooms in the roof " I

—
AaCHlT£CT.

[6«S.]-By-Law of the Enfield Local Board,
&c. — Any room which is

depending upon the roof for
its ceiling, or part of its ceil-

ing, must be termed " in the
roof." The room of which
your sketch is a section
would not come tmder the
power of the by-law for the
reason that if you had shown
a ceiling line (see a in sketch)
at the height of 7ft. from the
floor you would have found
that such ceiling would be
far more than one-half the
area of the floor, as required
by the Act.—Duncombb.

[6466.1—Damp.—Thismay be perfectly cured by hack-
ing off tnc plaster as high as reqmred, then nail on slates
beaded in cement, breaking the joint, and afterwards
plaster in cement, and. when dry, no damp will ever come
thiongh.—H. CusTis Card.

[6458.]-Extras.—I would advise "Subscriber" to
oOBSolt his solicitor. There must evidently be some very
cogent reason why his balance has remained unpaid for
twelve months, uid why the owner refuses him to inspect
the premise^—H. Cvetis Cabd.

PABLIAMENTASY NOTES.
The New Mint.—Iu the House of Comnious on

Tuesday, there was a short discussion on the Bill
for acquiring a site for the New Mint on the
Thames Embankment. Its rejection was moved
by Mr. Firth, who was supported by Mr. Brand
and Mr. llylands. On the other baud, Sir T.
Chambers spoke in favour of the Bill ; Sir S.
Northcote thought it ought to be referred to a
Select Committee ; and Lord F. Cavendish ex-
plained that, though the Government were carry-
out the bargain effected by their predecessors, it

was subject to the approval of Parliament. He
further stated that the removal of the Mint was
thought necessary for the improvements required,
and thii was an unusually favourable tims for re-
moval, as the Bank of England now held aa
unusually large amount of gold coinage— 17i
millions. The opposition having been withdrawn,
the Bill was read a second time, and ordered to be
referred to a Select Committee.

Pboposed Railway Extensions neae London.—On Tuesday a select committee of the House ef
Commons, presided over by Sir John Kennaway,
gave their decision with respect to a group of five
Bills for extending the railway system near Lon-
don. The Bill promoted by a private company for
constructing a railway from the Uxbridge branch
of the Great Western Bailway to join the Watford
and Rickmansworth Railway at Rickmansworth
was declared passed, powers being also given to
the company to make a short loop line at Uxbridge
to form a connexion with the Mesropolitan District
Railway Company's proposed extension from
Ealing to Uxbridge, which has already been
•auctioned by the House of Commons. In the
second Bill, which was an omnibus Bill, promoted
by the Great Western Railway, that company and
the MetropoUtan Railway obtained leave to pur-
chase land on the south side of Hammersmith
Station and laud adjoining the sidings at Padding-
ton for the purpose of providing increased accom-
modation on the Hammersmith and City Railway.
The committee also passed the Bill authorising the
MetropoUtan Railway to extend their Harrow and
Ricknaansworth Railway to Aylesbury, and thereby
establish a new communication with Birmingham.
The London and North-Western (Rickmansworth,
Amersham, and Chesham) Bill was also passed,
but the preamble of the Bill, promoted by an in-
dependent company, to construct a line from
Uxbridge to Amersbam and Aylesbury, was de-
clared " not passed."

•.^^
The parish-churches of Crediton and South

Tawton are being restored by Mr. WiUiam Dart,
boilder, of Ctediton.

Our OfiRce €Mt
Messes. Mkasttkes Beotiiees & Co., of South-

wark-street, have just issued a new sheet of
sections of joists and girders manufactured by
them. The sheet shows the actual sizes now kept
in stock. The whole of the calculations as to

strength have been carefully revised so as to give
the safe distributed loads, and aa far as it is

possible to ascertain by calculation, verified by
numerous actual tests, they are it is stated
thoroughly reliable. Every section of joists has
been loaded by dead weight to above the indicated
load without any material deflection ; and in no
case where they have been loaded to four times
these Indicated safe loads has the joist broken or
failed to sustain the weight. In some of the
smaller sections the loads have been considerably
reduced by comparison with those on previous
sheets and books of sections. This is not because
they will not carry the loads formely indicated,

but with a view to specify a weight they will

carry without material deflection. In the sheet
are also shown several new combinations of

Messrs. Measures Brothers' patent girders.

The purpose of watering macadamized roads
is, says Mr. J. G. Hubbard in a letter to the
Times, to lay the dust created by the grinding
action of the traifio upon the broken granite, but
it is a merit of wooden pavements that they
yield no sensible amount of dust ; watering them
is, therefore, unnecessary. Although unnecessary
water-carts are at this moment in active opera-
tion, costly vehicles of great bulk and strength
drawn by superb horses, and in their resistless

and undeviating course, obstructing the legiti-

mate traific of the wood-paved streets. Not
only is the heavy cost incurred by their use
needless ; it is positively mischievous. The
process of watering, like a summer shower,
moistens the surface of the road, and makes it

slippery and dangerous for horses. Wooden
pavements should be swept, not watered ; if

kept clean (and it is easily effected), they require
no other attention. It seems strange that the
most perfect of pavements should have its merits
ignored by a treatment inherited from a different

system, pecuniarily wasteful to the street

authorities and inconvenient to the public.

A COEBESPONDENT of the Suili/ Chronicle gives
a description of a church at Canterbury, which,
if true, ought to delight the S.P.A.B. The
church—that dedicated to St. Alphago—the
attendance at the services in which (held once
on alternate Sundays) averages about half a
dozen, is in the very centre of Canterbury. Its

windows are grimed with dirt, through which
only dim rays of sunlight can penetrate to light

up the loathsomeness within. The floor in many
places has rotted and fallen in holes, and where
it has not already gone is in a dangerous state

.

In one pew a " worshipper" had amused him-
self in pasting up labels, advertising the superior
spirits and wines to be obtained at a neighbour-
ing tavern. Another contained a piece of dirty
calico ; a third was the receptacle of a quantity
of lumber and a register of gas ; and in a fourth
had been deposited a basket of coke, some fire-

wood, and a worn-out broom. In another was
a portion of a Loudon newspaper, containing
sporting and theatrical news ; a sixth contained
about half a bushel of cinders ; in a seventh tlie

flooring was nearly aU gone, the seat covered
with dirt, the floor littered with pieces of brick-
bats and a large paper bag. The vestry was
open, with no one in charge, though the
parish registers were lying about at the
mercy of any Hiischievous visitor. Within
the Communion-rails the floor was in a de-
plorable state, and in one place there is a hole a
foot wide, probably one of the many entrances
for the churchyard rats ; the communion-table
was propped up by odd pieces of rough wood ;

the books and the altar-cloth were dirty and
unoared for, and there was a rickotty old chair
in which it would not be wise to sit.

The 14th annual meeting of the Salisbury and
South Wilts Building Society was held at the
Council House, Salisbury, on Thursday in last

week, when a report was read in which the di-
rectors congratulated the members upon the
general confidence which the society continued
to enjoy. During the year 75 now shares had
been issued to investing members, of which H
were fully paid-up shares. In the investing de-
partment money had been offered to the society

in excess of its requirements. Borrowing mem-
bers had taken up 38J shares, and a larger num-
ber of these shares might have been issued, but
the directors preferred to do a safe rather than a
large business. The remarkable increase in
house property in the neighbourhood of the city

now presented favourable opportunities for pur-
chasing. The balance-sheet showed receipts on
the general accountamounting to £59, S4 7 1 Ts. "d.

,

and there was a balance in banker's hands of

£990 Os. Id. The capital account showed re-

ceipts amounting to £13,950 7s. ll^d. The re-

tiring directors, Messrs. Toomer and Bentlif,

were i-e-elected.

FoLLOWiNO up the successful commencement
made last year, the Council of St. Paul's Eccle-
siological Society have arranged for a scries of
Saturday afternoon visits to churches in London
and its vicinity. The programme was issued
yesterday, and is as follows, it being mentioned
that the dates are subject to alteration:—April
30th—St. Andrew, Wells-street, and St. Mary
Magdalene, Munster-square ; May 14th—St.

Helen, Bishopsgate ; May 28th—Primer and
Kuislip; June 11th—Berkhampstead, St. Peter,

and Hemel Hempstead ; June 25th—Bainham
and East Ham ; closing on July 9th with
a whole-day excursion to Rochester. Papers
are to be read at the Chapter-house, St. Paul's
Churchyard, on the following Thursday even-
ings :—April 28th, by Mr. Edwin Freshfield,

F.S. A., subject not yet announced; and June
2nd, by Kev. W. Sparrow Simpson, D.D.,
F.S.A., " Old St. Paul's, and some of its sur-
roundings."

CHIPS.
The School Board for Llanwonno, near Ponty-

pridd, discussed last week the condition of a school
in course of erection at Penrhiwceiber, and great
dissatisfaction having been expressed with the
walling and other njatters, a motion was carried
summarily dismissing from his office the architect
to the board, Mr. Jenkins, of Mountain Ash. The
names of Mr. Lewis Edmonds and of Mr. Moses
Cule were proposed as architects, and on being put
to the vote, Mr. Cule was appointed, by five votes
to three, to supervise the erection of the school iu

question.

The restoration and enlargement of St. Peter's
Church, Bedford, are in progress, and will be com-
pleted in about three months' time. Mr. John Day,
diocesan surveyor, is the architect, and Mr. W.
Osborne, of St. Neot'a Hunts, is the contractor.

At the Lancashire Quarter Sessions last week it

was reported that the asylum committee had
accepted a tender at £115,123, for the erection of
an annexe accommodating 1,000 additional patients
at the Rainhill county lunatic asylum.

A college is about to be erected at Qainton, from
the designs of Messrs. D. Smith and Son, of
Bennett's- hill, Birmingham.

A new stained-glass window has been placed at
the east end of south aisle iu St. Clement's Church,
Ipswich, as a memorial. The subject is the Pre-
sentation of Christ in the Temple, Luke ii., and
the work has been carried out by Messrs. Ward
and Hughes, of London.

At the Central Criminal Court, on Saturday,
Crawshey Crawshey, aged 36, surveyor to the
Heston andlsleworth local board,was found guilty of
having embezzled various sums of money belonging
to the board, and was sentenced to two years'

imprisonment with hard labour. The total amount
of the prisoner's defalcations was stated to be
£1,200, and they took the form of misappropriation
of sums of money paid by the owners of laud for

making new roads in the district.

The Lambeth guardians received and considered,
last week, plaus prepared by Messrs. Coe and
Robinson, whose designs were selected in compe-
tition, for enlarging the pauper-schools at Nor-
wood ; the architects explained that, by new
blocks, accommodation for 800 children would be
provided at an estimated cost of £50 per head.
Several members suggested that the present
buildings could be altered at a smaller expense,
and others having proposed the erectiou of an
entirely new group of schools, the further con-
sideration of the matter was rdferred to a com-
mittee of the whole board.

A rearing-supper was held last week in celebra-

tion of the completion of the i-.ew Cumberland
Union Bank ])remises at Ulvcrstou, when Mr.
Farmer, of the firm of Settle and Farmer, the
architects of the building, took the vice-chair.

A special meeting of the St. Alban's town coun-
cil was held on Wednesday week to open tenders

for the construction of main sewerage works, iu ac-

cordance with the plans prepared by Mr. Man-
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aergh, C.E. It was suggested that the tenders be
sent to the engineer for examination before one
was selected, but one or two members thought this
unnecessary. Mr. Chappie, ex-mayor and the
clerk of works at the abbey, urged the desirability
of submitting tliem to Mr. Mansergli, and it was
decided to adopt that course. 22 tenders were
opened, and will be found on another page ; they
ranged from £17,000 to £30,000. It was decided
to advertise for a clerk of works, the salary to be
£260 a year.

The Bourton-ou-the-Wator section of the Ban-
bury and Cheltenham Direct Bailway was officially

inspected by Col. Rich, E.E., last week. The new
line extends from a junction at Lansdown, near
Cheltenham, with the Great Westeni Railway,
toBourton, and there are stations at Leclchampton-
road, Charlton Kings, Andoversford, and West-
field. Along the 16J miles of railway there are 60
bridges, a brick viaduct (over the Chelt) of 548ft.
in 12 40ft. spans, and several minor arches, several
deep cuttings, and a tunnel (under Dowdeswell-
hill) 385 yards long. Messrs. Wilson and Mclnfyre
have been tlio engineers. The original contractors
for the line were Messrs. Lawrence and Co., who
were succeeded by the late Mr. Terry ; but the
later and more important portions of the work have
been executed by Mr. Lovatt, of Wolverhampton.
One section of theundertaking, that from Chhipping
Norton to Banbury, is still in progress.

M. Davioud, the architect of the Trocadcro and
one of the two architects of the Paris Exhibition
Building-of 1878, now partly pulled down, died on
Tuesday at the age of 57. He restored the mill in
the Bois de Boulogne, and laid out most of the
Paris squares.

Mr. Rogers Field, B.A., wriles :
" In the short

account of the discussion on Mr. Collins' paper at
the Institution of Surveyors, which you gave in
your issue of April 1st, yon state ' that Mr. Rogers
Field defended the new Sanitary Protection Asso-
ciation.' I would ask your permission to point out
that this is an error, as I did not say a single word
as to this or any other association of the kind in
the remarks I made."

ROYAL INSTITUTE of BEITISH
ARCHITECTS.—Candidates who are desirous cf bein* in

tinoo for the BALLOT, to bo held on the FIRST MONDAY IXIfOVEMBER, must seed in their papers on or before 8ATUR-DAl, the 23rd inst., as the Nominition of Candidates for theHOTember Ballot must be made at the Eleventh Ordinary
Meeting of this Session. Members elected after the 31st (f
October must pay their entrance fee and first annual subscription
oerore the last day of the year, but they are not required to pay
any further BUbeeription before the first day of the subsequent
January twelvemonth.

J. MACTICAR AN-DERSON, Hon. Sec.
«/,..... „ WILLIAM H. -W'HITF, Secretary.
9, Conduit-Street, Hanover-squaro, London, W.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSTTINO WEEK.
Saturday (to-morrow). — ArcMtectural Association's

visit to Church of St. Mary Overie,
London-bridge, S.E. 3 p.m.

TiTKSDAY.—Institution of Civil Engineers. Discussion on
*'The Actual Lateral Pressure of Earth-
work." By B. Baker; and reading of
paper on " The Relative Value of Upland
and Tidal Waters in Producing Scour."
By W. R. Browne. 8 p.m.

I<ampIoug-h>B Psrretic Saline is refreshing,
Sll"^?''''*'**'!*''"'"^ the preventiveof FEVERS, Itll^OUSNESS.SMALL POX, SKIN DISEASES, and many other spring andjnmmer ailments. Sold by chemists throuifhout the world, and
the Maker. 113. H^lborn HUl. Uie no iub$titute —fAnvT.l

Holloway's Ointment is not only fitted for heal-
ing sores, wounds, and relievinii external ailments, but rubbed
upon the abdomen it acts as a derivative, and thus displays the
utmost salutary intluence over stomachic disorders, derange
mentiofthe liver, irregularities of the bowels, and otherTa-
testiue inconveniuncefl which mar man's comfort.—|.Advt ]

€x^)st ©e5js.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
SrmsOBOtrEXE.—The strike of brickmakers con-

tinues in Messrs. Smeed, Oran and Co.'s works.
In the other brickfields of this district the men
have resumed work ; in one case voluntarily, and
in another upon receiving a promise from the
employers that increased wages shall be paid pro-
vided that the present price of bricks be kept np.

Doulting Freestone andHam Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of
the United Kingdom, given on application to

CHABLES TEASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Uminster, Somerset.—LAdvt.]

McLACHLAN & SONS, 35, St- James's
BtnottS.W. Builders, Decorators, aad House Painters.

Designs and Estimates.
General Repairs and Alterations Executed.

ETperienced Workmen always in readinesSf and sent to
any port of the country.

—

[Advt.]

BATH STONE.
BOX GROUND,

THE BEST FOB ALL EXTEBNAI. USE.

CORSHAM DOWN
CANNOT BB BUttPASSED IN BBAUTY OF APPBAHANCE

rOE INTEHIOll WOUK.

PICTOR & SONS, BOX, WILTS.
(See trade advt. on p. XXV.) [Advt.]

TENDEBS.
•«• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the
accepted tender—it adds to the value of the information.

Af.DKBSiioT. — For metalling, kerbin^, channelling,
draining, lighting, and tar-paving Pickford street and
Crimea-i-oad. Mr. W. L. Coidson, siu-yeyor ;

—

Cramton, I., Aldershot £762
Free, T., High Wycombe* 643

For ditto as above to Union-terrace,
Free, T £73 16 10
Cranston, I.* 65 10

•Accepted.

ALDKRsnoT.—For building brick barrel drain in Malt-
house lane, Mj-. AV. L. Conlson, surveyor ;

—

Cranston, I., Aldershot £159
Oarlaud, W., Aldershot 139
Kemp, G., Aldershot (accepted) ... 129 '

Battebsea.— For rebuilding the Princes* Head public-
house and erecting three shops with residences, &c.,
York-road, Battersea. Mr. H. I. Newton, architect;

—

Walker £6,070
Taylor 5,920
Grunwood 6,895
Shurmur 6,888
Langraead and Way 6,765
Oodden 5,715
Lamble 6,679
Mattock Bros 5,333
Buimin 6,207
Cooper 4,995
Gill 4,987
Pickersgill (accepted) 4.944

Beaumaris.-- For the erection of two dwelling-houses
for Sir Richard Bulkeley, Bart. Mr, E. G. Thomas,
architect, Menai Bridge ;

—
Jones, Evan £1760
WiUiams, D 1690
Owens and Edwards 1500
Parry, Lewis 1437
Jones, R., and Owen, D 1200
Jones, W 995
Humphrey, W., Beaumaris* ... 928

•Accepted.
Bermondsey.—For alterations to house and the addi-

tion of cellar, shop, and rooms over same, on the fore-
comt of No. 190, Bouthwa-.k Park-road, 8.E., for Mr.
J. Morgan. Mr. E. Crosse, arcliitect, Bermondsey-
square :

—

White, 8. (accepted) £300

Bloomsbuey.—For alterations and repairs to St. Giles's
and Bloomsbury baths and wash-houses, London.
Mr. Alfred R. Pite, architect, 44, Bloomsbury - square,
W.C. :-

Larter and Son £1,060
Patman and Fotheringliam ... 984
Cowland Bros 951
Hobson 896
Staines and Son 886
Faulkner (accepted) 885

BovEY Tracev, Devon.—For the construction of
Garworks for the Bovey Tracey Gas Company :

—

For erection of Works :

Mardon, J., Builder, Bovey Tracey* £050
•Accepted.

For Gas Apparatus, Mains, &q. :

Hilley and Co., Exeter (accepted) £605

Brixton.—New shop fronts and alterations to No. 3,

Shepherds-lane, Brixton, for Mr. G. Meadows. Mr. J.
William Stevens, 6, Southampton-buildings, architect ;

—

Pack Bros, [accepted) . No competition.

Bromley-by-Bow, E.—For rebuilding class-rooms, and
providing new cloak-rooms, and for warming apparatus,
at the Byron-street Schools (late St. Michael's National
Schools), for the London School Board. Mr. E. R. Rob-
son, F.S.A., architect to the Board :

—

Atherton and Latta, Poplar (accepted) ... £2,860

BuBHAM.-For the erection of new church, Burham,
Kent. Mr. E. W. Stephens, F.R.I.B.A., architect. Maid-
atone :

—

Walliss and Clements, Maidstone. £4,970
Foord and Son, Rochester 4,763
Avard, Maidstone 4,667
Callund and Son, Rochester ... 4,660
Vaughan, Maidstone 4,591
Hammond, Aylesford 4,444
Naylar and Sou, Rochester* ... 4,241

• Accepted.

Camberwell.—For making alterations and additions
to the transferred school in Camberwell-road (formerly
Emmanuel Church School), in order to make it efficient

as an infants' department, for the London School
Board ;

—

Hobson, J. D, £2,646
Downs, W 2,617
Nightingale, B. E 2,562
Lathcy, Bros 2,600
Tyerman, J 2,471
Higgs and HilP 2,424

• Reduced tender accepted at £1,262.

Clacton-on-Sea.—For enlargement of the Imperial
Hotel for W. W. Daniell, Esq. Mr. G. Gard Py e, archi-
tect:-

Pollard, R., Clacton : ... £348
Everett, H. and Son, Colchester ... 824
Beard, J., Chappie (accepted) ... 300

CniLDWALL.—For the erection of farmhousefl at
Chjldwall, for the Most Honourable the Marqoi* of
Salisbury, K.G. Mr. Thos. J. Turpin, Surveyor. Quanti-
ties supplied by the Surveyor.

Contract No. 1.

Tomkinaon, W., & Co., Liverpool £1,007
Webster, R., Huyton 961
Lothian, W , Brood Green ... 981
Gore, W., Little Wootton 896
Rothwell, J., St. Helen's 867
Tyson, T., Liverpool 826 10
Webster, T., Wavertree 798 10
HiU, T. F., Wootton 791
Olver, W., „ 786
Houghton, J. ,, 783
ICoore, J., Wavertree 765

Contract No. 2.
Boecham, J., Liverpool £1,077 16 6
Jones, O. and P., Garston 1,066
Webster, E., Huyton 1,040
Hill, T. F., Wootton 988
Olver, W. „ 927
Houghton, J., „ 922
Moore, J., Wavertree 916
Bothwell, J., St. Helen's 908
Tyson, T., Wavertree (accepted) ... 889
Webster, T., Wavertree* 848

• Withdiawn.
The above estimates do not include boundary-walls,

gates, or surface drainage and paths.

CoLCnESTER.—For alterations and additions to East
Mills, for Messrs. Marriage and Son. Mr. £. Burgess,
Great James-street, Bedford-row, W.C, architect :—

Saunders and Son, Dedham ... £1,060
Dupont, F., Colchester 957
Dobson, G., Colchester 946
Everett and Son, Colchester ... 697 10

Crieff, N.B.—For the erection of an Established
Church in Strathearn-terrace, Crieff. Accepted
tenders ;-

Mason : Cousin, of AUoa.
Joiner : Auld and Craig, Motberwell.
Slater: Phillips, J. and T., Crieff.
Plasterer : Hobson, Auchterarder,
Plumber : Anderson, C, Ciieff.

Dabwen.—For erection of new schools, outbuildings,
and boundary - walls for St. James parish. Mr. W.
Perry, architect. Market-street, Darwen, and Low-street
Chambers, Southport :

—

For the whole contract :

—

Lloyd and Millward £1,67110
Mason, bricksetter, carpenter, and joiner :

—

Emerson, Hornsby 1,640
Mason and bricksetter :

—

Lloyd and Millward, Blackburn-
road, Darwen (accepted) ... 900

Knowles, J 900
Entwistle and Johnstone 880
Kay, W 875
Entwistle, J. T 870
Orrell, J. and Sons 806
Cooper, G 747

Carpenter and joiner :

—

OrreU, J. and Sons 685 16
Eucklidge, T 673
Shorrock, R 640
Marsden, L. R 630
Kay, W 499 10
Entwistle and Johnson 490
Pilkingtoo, J 475
Iiloyd and Millward, Blackburn-

road, Darwen (accepted) ... 468
Harwood, S 454

Slater :
—

Lloyd and Millward 157
Kay, W 165 15
Orrell, J. and Sons 165 15
Baron, H. 166 15
Miles Eccles, Melbourne - street,

Darwen (accepted) 143
Heavyside, J 123 14

Plumber and glazier :

—

Knowles, J 70
Kay, W 70
Robinson, T 69
Lloyd and Millward 68
Entwistle, R 66
Briggs, J. S., Railway-road, Dar-

wen (accepted) 61 10
No name or address ... .., ... 66

Plasterer and painter :

—

Jackson, R 130
Lomat, W 120
Battcrsby, R 103 18
Watson, J., Redearth-road, Dar-

wen (accepted) 90
Lloyd and Millward 88 10

Darwen.-Five dwelling - houses at HoUinsr-grove,
Darwen, for the Industrial Co-operative Society,
(Limited) :

—

Accepted tenders.
Mason, bricksetter, &c. :

—
Entwistle, J. T £875

Joiner and carpenter :

—

Harwood, Seth 320
Slater :—

Eccles, M 61 10
Plumber, glazier, and gas-fitter :—

Entwistle, R 69
Plasterer and Painter ... 110 9

Total ... £1,435 10 8

DoNCASTEB.— For the erection of a new gas-tank,
152^ft. in diameter, for the corporation. Mr. R. Bridge,
engineer:—

Arnold, H. (accepted)

.

[Lowest tender received.]

Dublin.—For constructing, asphalting, and kerbing
footways around the South City Markets, for the Dublin
town council :

—

Stone Kerbing. jin. -Aaphalte.
Perfootlin. Peryardsuper.

Murphy £0 2 £0 6 8
Worthington (accepted) 13 8 6
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DcxswiLT,.— For the frection of mixed echool at

Dunsirell for 75 cbildrra, for the Cottingham School

Buaid Mr. John Kirk, architect to the Boatd :
—

Witty, F., Cottingham £765 7

Wright. P., CotUngham 684 IS

CoTeidalr. A.. Cottingham 66.3 1«

Feanon, R., HuU 547 8
Wr»T, H., Hull 559
Beny, H., Newington 549 14

CoalsoD, U., UtUl 5<7 17

Wharram, W. (i., HuU 645
HiiJ, D , Hull 640
Smith, F , Beverley 498
Wilkiusnn. H., Newland 492 5
Ooits, HuU (accepted) 49i 4

DoBKi.vo.—F r repairs at Arnold's, Bear Cireen, for

Mr. E, Kerrick, J.P. Mr. J. Lloutman, aichiteot :
—

Holden, Holmwood f423 7
CoUaandSona 372 10

Bargman and Sod 357 15

FoEFAa.—For the er««tion of a lodging-house in

Contti 's Wynd. for the town council :
—

Adamson (accepted) £257
[The lowest tender, that of Macintosh, £23!, was

accepted on Uarch 18tb, but has since been withdrawn].

QaiEKwicH.—For the erectisn of a school for 1,000

children in Cold Blow-lane, Oieenwich, for the London
School Board. Ur. E. II. Robson, F.S.A., architect to

the board :
—

HiggsandHiU £10,944
Wood, F. and F. J 10,510
Eiik and KandaU 10,196

Hobson, J. D 10,106
Tongne, W 10,006

Braar, W 9.994

Ehepberd,W 9,t«2

Jerrard,». J 9,793
Wall, C 9,78S

Hairisand Wardrop 9,729

AthertonandLatta.roplai* ... 9,6J0
•Accepted.

Cost of site (area 36,3:0 square feet), £2,281 lOs.
;

(a)

cost of school bui:ding8 only, including closets, £7,624

;

(4) cost of tar pavement and playground, £579 ; (c) cost

of boundary w.iUs and gates, £634
;

(d) cost of teachers'

rooms, £300; («) cost of schoolkeeper's house, £350;
special expenditure chaigeable to fcite, raising level of

playground, and providing additional depth of lj0undar>'-

waU, £113 ; total, £9,6CO. Cost jer head of (a) only, £7
128. 5d. ; total cost per head, £9 12s.

Hacenet.—For the erection of eight houses and shops
in Mare-street, and three shops in The Grove, Hackney.
Mr. Bjdney L. Walttre, architect:

—

I^wrence £8,880
Conder 8,798

Blown 8,750

Bangs 8,600
Morter 8,657

Shttimur 7,785

John^on 7,651

Boyce „. 7,460

HiSTisos.— For the erection of a theatre, with sub-
sidiary and other premises at Queen's-road, Uastingf,
for Mr. George Gaze. Messrs. Cross and Wells, archi-

tects, Hastings. Mr. C. J. Phipps, F.S.A., consulting

architects;

—

King and Son £11,980
Patman and Fotherington ... 10,377

WomerJey 9,600

Oeaiy 9,622

Ciattenden 9.346

Hiigs 9,250

Vldler 9,237

HoweUandSon 9,100

Jones and Co 8.970

Bodda 8,680

IsLiNOTOS.— For the enlargement of the Shepperton-
road school, Islington, for the London School Board.
Mr. E. R. Itobson, F.S.A., architect to the biard:—

Brass. W £3 977
Fritchard, O. and P 3.976

BobertB, L. H. and R 3,864

Lawrance, E 3,794

Williams, O. S. 8. and Son ... 3,778

Kirk and RaudaU 8,728

WaU Bros 8,707

Grover, J 3,682

Wood, F. and F. .7 3,662

Atherton and Latta, Poplar* ... 3,425
• Accepted,

(a) Cost of enlargement, including closets, £3,224 lOs.

;

(i) cost of tar pavement and playground, £39; (e) co t

of boundary-walls and gates, £86 lOs. ; special expendi-

ture chargeable to site—extra depth of foundations, £95

;

total, £.3,425. Cost per head of (o) only, £7 17s. Gd.

;

total cost per head, £8 7s. 6d.

LosDOK.—For alterations, &c., to the Gun public-

house, Brushfield-stxeet. Messrs. Wilson, Son, and Ald-
winckle, architects :

—

Shormor £M0
Marr Ih4

London, E.— For building shed at rear of No. 1, Cable-
street, fur Messrs. Fairdough and Sun. Messrs. WiUon,
Son, and Aldwinckle, architects ;

—
Palmer £745
Colman 716
Hearle 676
Cox 642
Bhurmur 639

LricxBTKB.—Four shops on London-road, Leicester,

for Mr. F. Crick. Messrs. R. J. and J. Goodacre, aichi-
tects :—

Bland, J. and Son £5.730
Clark and Garrett 5,630
Hutchinson 6,470
EUiott 6,375
Heibert, Leicester (accepted) ... 6,360

^Exclusive of ironwoik.]

LisKK \BD.—For the erection of schools in Barley-lane,
for the School Boaid :

—

Trehone, Sampson, of Liskeard* £2,060
• Accepted.

[The tender of Nortlifleet and Son was orlginaUy
accepted at £1,758, as stattd in these columns at the
time, but that tender was amended to £1,953 ; the Board,
on the 29th ult., dedioed to take the tender as altered,

but accepted the next lowest.]

LouanBOROUon. — For alterations and additions at
Southtield, Loughborough, for W. B. Paget, Esq. Messis.
K. J. and J. Goodacre, architects ;

—
Black, Barrow £.3,975

Dennett and Ingle, Nottingham .. 3,873
Herbort, Leicester (accepted) ... 3,860

LouGHTOK.—For the sewerage of a portion of the town
for the Epping rural sanitary authority, Mr. E. Egan,
of Loughton, engineer :

—

Wood, of Chelmsford (accepted] ... £490
(Lowest of four tenders, of which the highest was

£600.]

Maidstokk.—Proposed new shop and resiJence, Ton-
bridge-road, Maidstone, for Mr. T. Banks. Mr. E. W.
Stephens, F.R.I B.A., architect ;-

Bimmonds, Maidstone £2,380
Callund and Son, Rocheeter ... 2,376
Hammond, Aylesfoid 2,.%2

Naylar, Rochester 2.357
Elmore, Maidstone 2,340
Wallis and Clements, Maidstone . 2,334
Vaughan, lUaidstone 2,149

Cox Bros., Maidstone 1,915

Avard, Maidstone 1,895

Maboate.—The New Globe Hotel, Margate, for Mr. F.
Snelling. Mr. Edward Clark, architect, 432, West St. and,
W.C. :—

Contract No. 1 Foundations.
Rolfe, G. S. R., Margate £5,128 16 8
Sawyer, J. W., London 4,912
Mace;-, London 4,5li6

Manley, M., Limdon 4,166
Patamor and Son, Margate ... 4,000
Denne, Upper Walmer 8,987
Adcock, W. J., Dover (accepted) . 3,948 1

Mebtbtb.—For extension of supply of water from
Dowlais to Vochriev, for the Merthyr rural sanitary
authority :

—

For supply of 1,75) two-inch cast-iron socket-pipes, each
6ft. long:—

Spittle and Co., Newport (accepted) £4 10s. Od. per ton.

For exaavatioD and laying pipes :—
WUUams and Jenkins, Pontypridd (accepted).

Neath, 8. Wales.—For the erection of retaining wall
at Taibach, for the Neath Highway Board. Mr. C. W.
Campion, surveyor :—

Jenkins, D. and Thos., Taibach* ... £50 3
Thomas, Wm., Galltown 50
Jenkins, Rees, Bryngymos 40

• Accepted

.

Newmarket, CAMBS.-For cnmplttinEr the formation of

the sewage filtration areas for the local board of health :
-

Williams, T., Kennett £398 6 8
Whitmore 395 10 8
Hook, G., Soham (accepted) ... 325

Newport, Mon.—For inclosing the gridiron, for the

Newport harbour commissioners :
—

Railings ;
—

Stone and Sons (accepted) £89 1

Masonry :
—

Linton (accepted) 48 10

YsTBADYFODWo.—For inclosing and oth^r works at
the new cemetery at Lledrddru, for the burial board :

—
Jenkins, C. and Son (accepted).

Paionton, Devon.—For making a footpath, for the
local board :

—
Drew, C. and R. E. (accepted) ... £62 10

PoNrv'PBiDD.- For the construction of a reservoir at

CasteU»y-No8, Blaen Uechan, for the Pontypridd
Waterworks Company :

—
Kraus, A., of Bristol (accepted).

(.Lowest of six tenders.]

Pkxoe.—For alterations and additions to coach-house
and stables. Mr. T. W. Oarrood, architect :

—

Parham £275
Mears "235

Kemp 177 10
Wootton 167
Smith and Sons Its
HoUidge and Stewart (accepted) ... 150

BpADiNG.-For new chapel, operating-room, and other
works at the Royal Berkshire Hospital, Reading. Messrs.
Morris and StaUwood, architects. Quantities sup*
plitd :

—
Clarke and Bracey £4,636
Braid and Co 4,625
Brass 4,475 O
Bhaw 4,229
Clements 4,100
Eider and Sons 4,099
Silver, R. and Sons 4,057 U
Claiidge 8,860
Filewood 3,794
Parnell and Sou 8,719 U
Simonds, W. H 8,663
Kimbeiley 3,652
Searle 3,567 18
theppard (accepted) 3,482

RoMFOBD.—Detached villa. Junction-road, Romford^
for Mr. J. Manttan, Esq. Mr. J. William Stevens^
A.R.I.B.A., 6, Southampton-buildings, Holborn, archi-
tect :

—
Dowsing £1,052
IVostandCo. 1,012
Hamlin 957
Davey 940
HoUands 8)5
Boyd 825
Wood S16
Barton „. 8U0
Beale 796
Hinds 738
Iinpey (accepted) 600
Ayrea 570

Ross, Herefordshire.- For making-up Alton-street^
for the Ross Improvement Commisbiouers :—

Weaver, W.D £39 10
Bird, H 33 2 1
Miuton, F (accepted) 31 5

SELDY.--For alterations and additions to premises,
Finkle-street, Selby, for the York City and County
Hauking Company. Mr. C. Anderson, Architect, 12,.

Lendal, York, the whole tf the woik :

—

Weatherley, E., York £581 17 3
Walker, R, York 474 U
Spencer, A., and Co., York ... 460
niathome, J., Selby 458
Orange, G., Otley 455
Simpson, J., York (accepted) ... 45-^

SouTinvABK.—For rebuilding No. 25, Newington-butts,
for Mr. Charles Polden. Messrs. Muggeridge and
Powell, architects :

—

Fisher £1,147
Smith 1,007
Canning and Mul'ins (too late) ... 996
Castle 990
Pyke 905
Burman (accepted) 879

St. Alban's.—F r the construction of main sewerage
works for the city council. Mr. Mansergh, engineer:

—

Botterell, W. J., HO, Cannon-st. £30,075
KeUett and Bentley, Ealing ... 29,449 7
Neave, J. and Sods, Fulham-rd. 27,957 6 9
Nowell and Robson, Kensington 25,' SJ 1 5
Harris, W., Camberwpll 24,963 2 7
Simmons, J., Sidcup, Kent ... 24,6:3 9
Potter, H., Loner Clnpton ... 23,677 8
Neave, J. W., Lewisham 22,996 3 9
Killingback,C, Camden Town .. 22,965 13 1

McKenzie & Co., Moorgate, E.G. 22,651 >. 3
Foster & Bariy, Market Harloro 22,359 U 6
Dickson, J., Sevenoaks 22,185 13 1

Raymcnt, J. J. & Son, Hertford 21,731 8 IJ
Stevenson, J., Dartford 21,496 2
Cun"all, J., and Lewis, G., Bir-

mingham 21,219 9 1

Smart, T., Nottingham 20,871 Z
Dawson, F., Bury, La cafhire ... 20,051 15
Holland, W., Leicester 19,964 9J
Dobbs and Gummer, K^itherham 19,664 1

Raynor, J. G., Liverpool 19,474 8 O
Smith, J. M , Westminster ... 18,8)0 O
BeU, G., Gateshead 16,985 8 9

Ui'TOX Pyne.— For the erection of two semi-detached
DweUings at Upton Pyne, Devon, for the Kight Hon.
SirS. H. Northoo'o, Burt., M.P., &c. Mr. James Ger-
man, Associate and Graduate, IM.B.A., Architect, 19,
Queen street, Exeter ;

—
Scadoing, U. J £75J
Oibbard, J. R 5'j7 Q
Dennis and Short 6^0 19 O
Webberand Stephens (accepted) ... 474 12

[For remainder n/ Tenders see p. XV'UI.]

FLETCHER'S PATENT
METAL SUBSTITUTE FOR PUTTY,

FOR GLAZING PURPOSES ONLY.
PLAIN ZINC "SUBSTITUTE," Prepared for Fixing From |d. Per Foot Run.

„ COPPER ,, ,, ,, „ ijd. „ „
ACCOEDINO TO aUANTITY KEQTJIKBD.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS APPLY TO

FLETCHER, LOWNDES, & Co., Ltd., 13a, Great George St, Westminster.
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THE bank:rupT:cy bill.

ME. CHAMBERLAIN has abundantly
Ijrovcd his position that the reform of

the law of bankruptcy is urgently needed
by the commoroial classes. For some seven
or eight years past the Act of 1809 has been
unanimously condemned as a failure, and a
positive encouragement to all kinds of fraud
and swindling. Now, at last, there seems
a certainty that the good time has come,
and that this scandal will no longer rest

upon the legislation of a great commercial
countrj', It may be regretted that the Bill

is merely one of amendment, and not of

consolidation ; but the shorter the better
for its chance of passing. Its main pro-
jx)sals are that the Board of Trade shall

administer a bankrupt's estate; that liquida-

tions and compositions he abolished; and
that a realChiefJudge in bankruptcy should
be appointed. The only actual novelty in

the whole scheme is as to the interference
of the Board of Trade, It is well known
that the Act of 1861, as drawn by Lord
Westbury, contained clauses as to a Chief
Judge, which its author thought of vital

importance, and the rejection of which, to
his mind, ruined the whole measure. There
is no doubt that he was quite right in his
opinion, and this was admitted in the Act of

1869. But, though the theory of that statute
•was sound enough, it was not fairly carried
out in practice. Vico-Ohanoellor Bacon has
never even had the opportunity of really

acting as Chief Judge. He gives one
day in the week to the duties of that
important office, and lets the registrars exer-
cise judicial functions for which they were
never intended, upon all other occasions.
The Bill proposes to appoint a commercial
lawyer to the post of Chief Judge, and to

make the registrars his chief clerks, when
they would be placed in their proper posi-
tion and do work for which they are doubt-
less well fitted.

It is probable that the new Chief Judge
will be empowered to make and alter rules of

Court in the same way as is usual in the
Divorce division. If this is done, then,
should a really suitable man be chosen,
there will be some chance of the statute
being practically successful. The Bill pro-
poses a change in the present mode of ap-
peal, to which there seems no objection.

This will leave the appeal from the London
Court to the Lords Justices as it is now, but
will send parties from Coimty-courts straight
to the Court of Appeal, without going first

to the Chief Judge. The abolition of this

intermediate appeal would certainly be an
advantage from every point of view, while
the suggestion that the Chief Judge should
sit with the Lords Justices when hearing
County-court appeals, so that his practical
experience might always be available, does
certainly seem founded upon common-sense,
and likely to work out successfully.

All proceedings in bankruptcy are to be
begun by the same form of petition. But,
since the Bill will abolish liquidations as now
existing, it enables a debtor to petition on
his own account, in this respect returning to
the Act of 1861. The whole measure is

framed in the interests of creditors, and
against debtors ; so we find the petitioning
creditor's debt is reduced from a £50 to a
£20 limit. Debtors' summonses are to be
done away with ; but non-payment of a
judgment debt after a fifteen days' demand,
and execution to any amount by any
amount debtor, are made acts of bank-

ruptcy—two very sweeping alterations
which are likely to give rise to much disous-
bion.

Immediately upon adjudication the bank-
nipt's property will vest in an official re-
ceiver appointed by the Board of Trade.
Registrars will be used for this purpose ; and
the plan is but a copy of the old system of

messengers, with the difference that the ad-
ministration of assets will be in the hands of
the Board of Trade, while the Court of

Bankruptcy exercises only judicial functions
in the matter.
The bankrupt is to file a statement of his

affairs and a list of his creditors within three
days, as under the old Insolvency Acts, and
the first meeting is to be called within seven
days after adjudication, which is certainly a
prompt ijroceeding. Proxies must still, of

course, be allowed, but an effort will be
made to put down their abuse. Every proxy
is to bo upon an official form, and
available only for the meeting specified

therein. It must not be given to the
debtor's solicitor, nor used by any person to
vote himself trustee. These are ingenious
provisions, but they can, obviously, be easily

evaded. At the first meeting the creditors
may accept a composition, or a scheme of
arrangement, by the resolution of a majority
in number and three-fourths in value. But
the composition must not be less than five

shillings, while either form of arrangement
wiU have to be confirmed at a second meet-
ing, after hearing a report upon the bank-
rupt's character and conduct from the official

receiver ; and the Court can refuse to ratify

the resolution if it thinks fit. If the creditors
do not accept the bankrupt's proposals, then
they are to elect a trustee and proceed as in
an ordinary bankruptcy.
The Bill is full of elaborate provisions,

aimed at keeping these trustees in order,
which look well enough on paper ; but, as
experience has often shown, do not come
out so strongly in practice. But as the
Court will take this matter out of the hands
of the creditors, something may be done to
compel reasonable honesty, even amongst
professional trustees. Every trustee will be
bound to give security, and will be under
the sharp supervision of the Board of Trade,
and removable in case of unfitness, miscon-
duct, or collusion with creditors, though he
is to be allowed an appeal from the Board to
the Court. The trustee's remuneration will
be fixed by schedule, and all moneys
over £uO are to be paid into the
Bank of England. This is the rule at

present, if the creditors so resolve, which
tliey seldom, or never, do. But we believe
there is the difficulty that the bank refuse
to open small accounts of this kind, even
with trustees in bankruptcy. All bills of
every description are to be taxed, and the
accounts of a trustee will bo audited half-

yearly by the comptroller. These provisions
are much wanted, and they would get rid of

the present anomalous state of things under
which the court and the comptroller have no
power over trustees in liquidation.

Every bankrupt is to bo publicly examined
in court as to bis affairs, and the Court will

have power to grant, refuse, or suspend his

tender of discharge, or to qualify it with
conditions as to his after-acquired property.
If this applies to debtors whose creditors

have accepted either a composition or a
scheme of arrangement, it is indeed a
stringent proceeding. But, for the rest, it

is only a return to the sound provision of

the older statutes of 1859 and 1861, which
ought never to havebeen repealed. TheCourt
is to be able to order a prosecution if it think
fit, and even to commit the bankrupt for

tiial without applying to a magistrate. If

it bo proved that all debts have been fully

paid, or if the Court think that bankruptcy
was brought about by misfortune, it may be
annulled. But, otherwise, the civil disa-

bilities entailed upon a bankrupt will be in-

creased, and Members of Parliament,
Mayors, and persons holding public offices

will vacate their seats, and not be eligible

for re-election for seven year*. The cost of

the official administration of bankrupts'

estates will bo added to by the new pro-
cedure as proposed. This is to bo met by
the interest on undivided balances, a fixed

fee upon small estates, and a percentage
upon larger matters.

The Bill also contains clauses relating to
the administration in bankruptcy of the
estates of deceased persons, limiting the
rights of bill-holders, and dealing with
onerous property and disclaimers, which
will have to bo carefully considered in de-
tail. It is, obviously, a measure framed in

the old-fashioned spirit of hostility to in-

solvent debtors, and is, in short, a reaction

from the leniency of the present system. It
would give to the Court all the powers now
lodged with creditors generally ; but then,
those powers would probably bo actively

employed instead of being allowed to rust

away for want of being used. The Bill has
been spoken of as a return to the practice of

officialism, as under the older statutes ; and
so it is, most unquestionably. But then,

the other method has been tried quite long
enough to show its utter failure. Creditors

who admired the Act of 1809 because it

placed all power in Iheir hands, have
now found out that they cannot them-
selves use that power effectually. It
is in the nature of things wholly impos-
sible for men of business to waste time and
trouble in looking after their insolvent

debtors, while the throwing good money
after bad is by no means a popular practice.

But, if the administrators of bankrupts'

estates be taken in hand by the Board of

Trade with vigilance and vigour, we shall

soon see a very different state of things.

Property will not be so easily hidden away
from the sharp eyes of an official experienced
in such matters, neither will bills of costs

and charges come out so big after a projier

taxation. The Chief Judge is to exercise

wide powers of control over bankrupts, while

the Board of Trade will look after trustees.

Public policy and commercial morality are

both affected by frequent and dishonest

failures, and the true principle should be to

make bankmptcy a disgrace to every debtor.

We hope care will be taken in putting the

rules as to proxies into practical shape,

so that they may be really effectual ; for the
present looseness upon this point is one great

cause of the scandalous state of things.

Taken as a whole, the Bill seems sound and
suitable for its purpose, and all creditors

and honest debtors will be glad to see it

passed through Parliament during this

Session.

FINE-ART EXHIBITIONS.

"lYTANY creditable drawings in water-
i.TJL colours appear on the walls of the

exhibition of the elder Society of Painters,

ox, Pall Mall East, and among the number
of exhibitors wo notice the names of several

well-known members who have contributed

to the present school of water-colour paint-

ing, while in the list of associate exhibitors

two now names meet us, George du Maurier,

well-known by his sketches in Punch, and
Wilmot Pilsbury, whose work entitles him
tj rank as apainterof promise in the modern
landscape school. E. K, Johnson, always
charming in simple incident and brilliancy

of colour, this year attracts the visitor with

two cleverly-painted figuresubjects. " While

Lubin is away " (4) tells its own tale prettily.

The fair-facedsummer-clad young wife, with

black fichu and white cap, leaning against

the side of her cottage-door looks rather dis-

consolate in spite of her fair, bewitching

looks; while " Pleasant Hours " (03), two
lightly-dressed sisters, the elder nursing the

youngerinherlap, in agardeasurroundedby
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roses in full bloom, is also a summer fancy,
drawn with a genial finish. Those inter-

ested in the quaint gables and picturesque
architecture of the Netherlands, will find

some interest in Albert Goodwin's sober-

coloured view of Dordrecht (6), in South
Holland, a g'cam of sunshine lighting up
the red-tile roofs. Birket Foster, in his

usual facile touch, contributes two of the
most attractive pictures on this side of the

room, both reinarkable for their freshness of

colour and sunny sparkles of light, " The
Stepping-stones" (9), and especially the
" Old ^Vater Mill " (lo). with the figure of a
stooping girl, with pitcher in the rushing
stream, and spring foliage, are clear and
brilliant in tone, and gain by comparison
with other drawings which affect oil-like

depth of tone and colour in accordance
with recently received notions. Two marine
subjects refresh the eye here. H. Moore, ia

his " Light Breez-s" (13), charms us by his

fine rolling sea of deep blue and reflected

light on the waves. These are with him
always true to nature, and the picture made
up of sea and cloud is a masterly study.
" Low Water," by Arthur Hopkins, and a
" Fresh Day on the Coast," by C. Davidson,
are equally dexterous in their careful study
of sea effect. We cannot appreciate

the fantastic glare and redness in Samuel
Palmer's two imaginative subjects from
" L'Allegro"—" The Prospect "( 18) and " The
Eastern Gate." Their unnatural glow of

ruddy colour is overpowering, and certainly

does not seem to us to suggest the delicacy

of thought conveyed in Milton's mind. The
" Busset lawns and fallows grey " are

scarcely realised in the flaming fcenes. T. M.
Richardson's "Bellagio, Lakeof Como" (20),

on the other hand, strikes us as too subdued
in tone for an Italian sky ; his views in

Aberdeenshire (55) and Perthshire are more
in keeping. Few of the landscapes com-
pete with " The First Furrow " (23), " Over
the Hills and Far Away," (93), " Cornfield,

Sussex," "Valley of the Arun" (166), by
R. Thome Waite. A fine breadth of handling
and solid colouring in a low key are charac-
teristic of this artist's work, and his dis-

tances, as in 23 and 1 12, are always happy.
Grey in tone, and clever in the reflected

light is F. Powell's " Opposite the Setting

Sun," while G. P.Jackson's " Conway Bay "

is noticeable as a skilful rendering. There
are few delineators of picturesque Conti-

nental architecture who are equal in sketchi-

ness and purity of colour to W. Callow.
His '

' Haddon Hall " and '

' Piazza dei Signori,

Verona" (30), " Sketch of the Church of the
Fratri, Venice" (126), " Grejt Church of St.

Lawrence" (173)aremasterlysketches in out-

line filled in with transparent washes of

greys and browns in a manner which
reminds us of the work of Prout. Well
grouped and harmonious in colour, the last

drawing is worthy to rank as one of the best

of this master. "The Arsenal, Genoa " (40),

byCoUingwood Smith, is a bright and sunny
iew of a picturesque locality. Otto Weber's
"Mid-day Meal" (34), is a skilfully-drawn

group of horses and labourers partaking of

refreshments after a hard morning's work,
not without feeling. Several landscapes are

shown here. A fresh-looking sketch of a
Sussex lane, down which a calf is walking,

is pleasantly coloured in the naturalistic

manner of the painter, E. A. Waterlow.
Mrs. Allingham's "Clothes-basket" (48),

is a'so a simple transcript of nature, drawn
and coloured with much feeling, and T. J.

Watson's "Wooded Landscape" (53), is

noticeable also for the solid colouring axii^

breadth of treatment it displays. A large

view " Der Hallstadtter Sea" (57), by Sam
T. G. Evans, arrests attention at this part of

the room, for its fine luminous colouring.

The lake and houses have an expression of

warm southern sunshine, and there is much
that is picturesque and sympathetic in the
rendering. Mrs. Angela, inimitable as a

flower- painter, exhibits severalTovely pieces
;

the "Roses in Turquoise Pot " (54). "Fruit
and Flowers" (60), the "Azaleas (163),
"Chrysanthemums" (171), and especially

the fresh-looking primroses and violets in a
glass of clear water, entitled " Spring," on
the secondscreen, are as delicate in grouping
and colour as they are tenderly painted. D.
Cot's Welsh sketch (62) ; "The View of

Mont Blanc from Chamounix," by W.
CoUingwood (64) ; E. A. Waterlow's
study, " After Work " (65); and " Autumn
Twilight," by W. M. Hale, are creditable

performances ; the two last displaying much
sentiment and grasp. Wo also note a pleas-
ing bit, " Duddon Bridge," by C. Eigby,
" Oattield,"by C. Davidson, and a fine little

study of light and broad shadow in Clara
Montalba's "Winter Day, Venice" (69).

Two subjects, illustrative of historical inci-

dent, meet us in Oswald W. Briorly's
'' Battle Fought off Gravelines between the
English Fleet and Spinish Armada," and in

No. 86. Paul F. Naftel's charming moorland
sketch (87) is a masterly study of broad
heathery masses, rich in colour ; his views
in the Pyrenees (128, 89), also show dex-
terous manipulation and technical abihty in

the management of colour. That favourite
theme of the artist, " Whitby," is made the
subject of two drawings. A. Hunt's ruddy
evening effect, and his " Sullen-Looking
Night" (202), are truthful an' itheses in tone
and atmospheric effect. We can only cursorily
glance at Carl Haag's " Night in Egypt "

(110); George A. Fripp's cleverly executed
" Sonning Weir" (97 and No. 162) ; Alfred D.
Fripp's " Mending Nets" (103); Sir John
Gilbert's "Standard Bearer," and "Gipsy
Encampment" (113), in both of which we
find the same free outline and rich colour

which distinguish previous works of this in-

ventive artist of historical subjects ; T.
Danby's largo picture (116) ;

pictures by E.
Duncan (142), E. A. GoodaU (150), H. M.
Marshall (146) ; Samuel Read (152), a large

picture of wild grandeur and skilful hand-
ling; J. Parker (158), George A. Fripp(159),
E. P. Brewtnall (169), Tom Lloyd (178), as

instances of the work to be seen on the
walls. Basil Bradley sends a large, finely-

handled landscape, a harvesting scene,
" Found Again !" and Tom Lloyd another
pastoral scene, "Harvest Moon," a stubble
field under a bright moon, both aerial in

colour, that would do credit to any gallery.

W. CoUingwood's " Mountain Glory" (181),

representing the spectre of the Brocken, is

clever in the rendering of the illusion and
mist-veiled landscape of the Harz mountains.
Wilmot Pilsbury, the new associate, con-
tributes no less than seven drawings, all re-

markable for breadth and precision of

colouring and finished execution. The
"Stackyard" (141), the " Old Shed" (190),

are among the best productions in the gal-

lery. On the second screen, " Buttercups "

is a bright, charming little landscape, fresh

in colour and truthful; "Wagon and
Ricks" (218) and "May Blossom" (250),

are also well-finished studies, transparent in

coloiu' and crisp in the foliage. G. du
Maurier's "Twins" (238) and " A Picture-

Book " on the screens will also find admirers
of the smaller grtire subjects. George
Fripp's "Shiplake Mill" and "Harvest
Scene" (211), are both pleasing sketches of

rural subjects.

The new and interesting exhibition of

etchings just opened at the Hanover Gallery,

47, New Bond-street, is a proof of the grow-
ing taste for this class of pictorial repro-

duction. The responses which have been
made to the committee's invitation include

the works of some of our leading painters

and etchers, among them O. Bacher, F.

Duveneck, H. Herkomer, A.R.4., Otto
Weber, H. W. Batley, C. Wilberg, C. W.
Sherborne, C. O. Murray, R. Chattock,

H. Farrer, S. Parrish, E. Monteriore,

A. H. Haig, L. L'Hermitte, C. F. Watson,

W. gcott, W. Nivcn, G. F. Watts, R.A., F.
Buhot, R. Redgrave, R A., Ernest George,
F. Slocoiube, A. Le Gros, Seymour Haden,
J. Tissot, Meyer, &c. Of course many of the
works are copies of subjects already well
known to the urt-world. Wo have not the
beauty of their colour, but we see the artist

abstracting in a few forcible lines the spirit

of the origmals. In this collection, perhaps,
the work of F. Seymour Haden will most be
admired for sharpness of touch, light, anc'

.shade. " The Willows " (329),
'" Wareham

Bridge " (331), of which there are thirty-
five impressions, are ininiitsible as expres-
sions in a few lines of the etching-needle.
The very kernel of the picture, so to speak,
is brought out in a few dark and decided
touches, and the light and .'shade is perfect.

In J. Tissot's work there is more finish, and
in Ernest George's •picturesque bit of street

architecture miich spirit and feeling.

The etchings of Manchester and S. Barnada,
Venice (5 an5 6) are, in their way, perfect

poems of light and shade. O. Bacher is a
large contributor. His Venetian views of

canal and streets, -Nos. 9, 13, 14, 15, are re-

markably soft and crayon-like, yet full of

colour and vigorous play of light and
shadow. P. Duveneck shows a few feeling

works. "The Riva, looking towards the
Ducal Palace " (28) is a fine piece of
chiaroscuro, and the portraits of himself and
mother, by H. Herkomer, A.R.A., are works
of high art. H. W. Batley's series of

designs intended as illustrations for a work
on furniture are wanting in repose ; there is

a restless look in one of the designs, but the
execution is creditable. We cannot pass by
C. Wilberg's deeply-shaded street scene at
Bamberg (44) without a word of praise, as a
solid piece of effective etching ; nor the
graphic picture etched by C. W. Sherborne,
" Entrance to Westminster School " (50), in

which the solidly-shaded archway forms a
setting to the picture beyond. C. O.
Murray is a master of the etcher's needle ;

" A Dog's Life of It," and " Left Lonely "

(53 and 54), are both pathetic and powerful
works. We find an interesting architectural

subject in A. H. Haig's " Interior of an
old Swedish church " (1st state), showing a
pulpit of Renaissance design. L. L'Her-
mitte, well known for his forcible market
and French street scenes, and for a power-
ful effect of shade and grouping, sends three
copies of pictures which have been repre-
sented in other galleries, " La Boucherie,"
" L'Epicerie " (96 and 95), are exceedingly
striking etchings of those works. C. J.

Watson is a truthful delineator of street ar-

chitecture. We remark his clever and rather
sharp perspective of " London Bridge " as

a pleasing study of intense light and shadow,
and " Drury-court, Strand." " St. Cuth-
bert's Screen, St. Alban's," "Wallingford's
screen," by Kent Thomas, are feelingly exe-
cuted in the detail ; and the Bridge (112), by
W. Scott, is a fine piece of colour. W. Niven
exhibits a picturesque etching of Wysley
Grove, Cannock Chase, a picturesque old
house of Jacobean character ; and the
" Porch at Ingestre," a work of Renaissance
architecture.

Works by Colvin Hunter, R. W. Macbeth,
F. Buhot, will be foimd on the walls. The
first-named artisthas some clever studies. We
a'so notice Nos. 131, 135, 136, 138, 139, etch-

ings of well-known pictures. G. F. Watts,
R.A., has a clever portrait of A. Legros

;

and Nos. 146 and 151, French incidents,

told by so talented and semi-humorous a
French delineator ns F. Buhot, possess suflB-

cientinteresttoenlistattention. " Dcbarque-
ment en Angleterre" (1st state) is a very
cleverly-drawn incident, told with graphic
power by the artist, who is a thorough
master of black and white effects. The few
strokes which express the figures are one of

the characteristic marks of these works. R.
Redgrave, R.A., is the exhibitor of " A
Sylvan Scene" (162), and Ernest George's
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etchings, " 'Windmill, Amsterdam," .
" On

the Miii, Dieppe," "Lyme Regis, Dorset,"
and Houses at Strasbourg are all admirable,
fuU of playful light and shadow and well-
drawn detaU.
We may equally call attention to the

pictorial and masterly work of F. Slocombo
in 222, 231; and that of A. II. Haig (250
and 2j1), "The Quiet Home," and
"The Vesper Bell". Those who prefer

I pictures of incident will find many of
J. Tissot's reproductions remarkable for
their brilliant iinish andsofthandlingof Hght
and shade. "His" Portico of National Gal-
lery," "Croquet," " Seaside," "Emigrants,"
are masterly productions too well known by
original pictures to need description. Hey-
wood Hardy's'.drypoint and other etchings
of wild animal's, will also be admired, for
their careful drawing' and vigorous hand-
ling.

Mrs. Butler, better known by her maiden
name of E. Thompson, has lately finished
another of those marvellous studies of horses
which have made her name conspicuous. In
her picture, " Scotland- for Ever," now
exhibiting at the Egyptian Hall, the artist
has achieved another triumph of her skill in
this particular branch. The scene depicted
represents the '

' Charge of the Greys at
Waterloo," a whole troop of splendid horses
advancing towards the enemy. The incident
recorded is founded on the passage—" As
the regiment broke into the charge, the men
raised the cry of ' Scotland for Ever I' which
was taken up by the Highlanders, who fol-
lowed the Greys into action." The High-
landers are seen in the rear of the charge, as
a dense crowd of horses and riders ; but the
marvel of the painting is centered in the
front rank of horses, and especially in the
perpectives of the animals and their expres-
sion of desperation as they dash forward
heedless of destruction. In the centre is a
horse in advance, on one side is seen a rider
who is falling from the back of his steed

;

while the animal's head and the expression of
his impetuous eyes are wonderfully painted.
The picture is, indeed, one of heroism, and
will add to the reputation of its painter.

THE BUILDING EXHIBITION AT
ISLINGTON.

(second notice.)

MATERIALS used in building, mechan-
ical appliances, and sanitary improve-

ments form important exhibits at the
Agricultural Hall. Messrs. Eastwood and
Co., of Wellington Wharf, Belvedere-road,
Lambeth, have one of the largest stands
(No. 93) appropriated to their cement and
brick manufactures. The exhibits are
nimierous—not as in some cases afew picked
specimens of each article, but in sufficient
quantity to judge of their merits. Allen's
red and white Suffolk facing bricks, white
and ornamental glazed bricks, Broseley tUes,
firebricks of all varieties, Dutch adaman-
tine clinkers, blue Staffordshire bricks, red
and blue cresting and ridge tiles, hip knobs,
flnials, chimney caps, make up the leading
items in the very excellent display of clay
wares brought together. We were struck
chiefly with the quality of these goods—the
excellent glazed surfaces, the hard, well-
modelled ornaments and finials, and the
chequered pavings in blue StafTordshiro.
The specimens shown of Shoeburyaud Kent
bricks, especially the malm facings and
paviors, and Suffolk rubbers are equal to the
best in the market, and the Broseley roofing
and ridge-tiles leave little to be desired in
hardness or colour. Messrs. Eastwood and
Co. also show some capital specimens
of terra-cotta in ornaments, chimney caps,
and their well-known Portland cement
(Wellington brand), which is manufactured
from Modway earth. Sanitary ware in
every variety is another speciality. Passing

from clay lUaterials to stone, we find a few
exhibitors who show what quarries are
available for the architect's purposes, and
certainly to the student and young architect,

these collections of worked sandstones and
limestones possess an educational value.

Messrs. W. and J. R. Freeman and Co., of
Millbank-street (132), furnish specimens of
their granites, marbles, and other stones

;

many of these arc of very hard and durable
qualities and pleasing colours. The Camsew
gi'anite drinking-fountains are of sensible

design, boldly executed, and well adapted
for public and street purposes. The granite
drinking-trough shows a very suitable kind
of receptacle for cattle, and this form has
been executed for the Metropolitan Drink-
ing Fountain Association. Another pleasing
form of fountain in Portland stone, re-

lieved by bauds and vousssoirs of red
Dumfries stone and grey granite basin,

designed in a Moorish style, the basin
being recessed in a niche, is also in

the collection, from a design by Messrs.

Paull and Bonella. We remark a Cornish
granite church- font of simple design, speci-

mens of the Beer freestone worked to a
moulding, of the Newbiggen stone, a
warm, reddish material of promise, and
other examples of dressed and finished
materials. Last week we just mentioned
the specimens of concrete shown by the
" Eureka Concrete Company," of Queen
Victoria-street. We may here more par-
ticularly draw attention to the advan-
tages of this material for staircases, land-
ings, pavements, and floors. For these
purposes the ordinary method is to mould
the article first, but the " Eureka concrete "

can be made on the spot, and the paving or
landing laid to suit the requirements of the
case. It very quickly sets, and soon becomes
hard enough to bear the roughest traffic.

As regards cost, it is considerably cheaper
than York or Portland stone, and its dur-
ability is unquestionable. A specimen of

the Eureka concrete paving may be seen in

Oxford-street, at the corner of Old Caven-
dish-street, laid by the inventor, Mr. Nichols,
referred to by us in the Building News
of October 1, 1880. This concrete, we may
add, is composed of specially prepared
materials, and will stand heat. For
window-lintels, siUs, mullions, and cornices,

as well as for stable and warehouse and fire-

proof floors, it cannot be surpassed. The
specimens _exhibited at the show indi-

cate the large field of uses for which
this material can be employed. The
steps with round nosings, and the rail-

way platform slab show clearly the
economy that might be effected if archi-

tects for public buildings specified such
a kind of concrete, and what a saving rail-

way companies would effect if they laid their

new platforms and staircases with this ma-
terial, instead of the constantly-decaying
planks and unevenly-wearing York stone.

Mr. Thomas Lawrence, brick and tile manu-
facturer, Bracknell, Berks, is a contributor
of some good red facing-bricks, rubbers,
and cutters. In colour and quality the
specimens are unsurpassed. The latter are
8ho\vn in three kinds of red—an orange, a
bright cherry red, and a deeper shade of

red—and will be found well adapted for the
cut and rubbed work of Queen Anne details.

The model pedestals shoeing these shades
of red are worth attention, as samples
of gauged and carved brickwork, and
the tine qualities of the clays. Samples of

tile roofing of different shades, gabled tile-

work, and moulded bricks are also seen at
this stall. We may mention, as one of the
best recommendations of these bricks, that
Wcstwood House, Sydenham, illustrated in

these pages s >me time since, a large Re-
naissance building, has been executed in the
red bricks of this manufacture.

Mr. S. Trickett, Mfllwall, E., has a varied
assortment of building-stones, some in a

rough state, others dressed and polished.
The column or shaft of red Coreebill stone,
is a splendid example of the fine- veined
appearance of this close-grained sandstone.
From actual buildings executed in London,
such as the Hand-in-Hand Insurance Ofiice,

Blackfriars, St. James's Hall, the Gresham,
Bucklersbury, &c., there is little doubt of
the good weather quality of well-selected
and laid Corsohill stone. It works easily, and
is thus well adapted for carved work, columns,
and ashlaring ; but its value, as afford-
ing a warm contrast of colour with greyer
varieties of material, must make it a highly-

decorative stone, both for external and
internal purposes, and a formidable com-
petitor of Mansfield. The density and
texture are much in its favour, and the
analysis given of it shows it to be composed
mainly of silica and cementing elements.
Architects will find Mr. Trickett's collection
a highly interesting one.
Among the numerous exhibitors of

patented material, the large stall of Lips-
combe and Co., of Temple Bar, and 69,
Oxford-street, is worth attention for the
numerous specimens of their patent glazed
architectural blocks, as used in the front of
the Oxford-street premises. The advantages
claimed by this firm are that the material is.

as hard and imperishable as granite, an d is

cleansed by every shower of rain. The
dormer window exhibited is of a pleasing
warm cream colour. There are also
various specimens of keystone, moulded
heads, bas-reliefs, garden statuary and
vases, some of the designs for which,
however, we do not like at all.

Mr. George Mitchell, of Upper Thames-
street, contributes several carved statuary
marble, brocatella, black marble, and rouge
Griotte chimney-pieces, but we more parti-
cularly notice the superior groundwork and
finish of his scagliola pedestals, and the red
Devon marble-shaft.
At stands 229 and 230 Messrs. Craven,

Dunnill, and Co. (Limited), of Jackfield
Works, Ironbridge, Shropshire, exhibit three
patterns of glazed tile dados, which are both
useful and ornamental. In addition to their
pleasing appearance, they keep clean with
little trouble, and the colours are bright, and
for dado purposes these kind of tiles will

always commend themselves. A variety of
patterns for hearths, in encaustic tiles

(Nos. 357 and 358), are noticeable for

the arrangement of colour, and in
enamel and incised tiles there are some
choice examples ; splays for fireplaces of

hand-painted tiles are shown, and we noticed
a splay in embossed and enamelled tiles of
rich colours. The embossed tiles are, we
understand, taken from bronzes in a Shintu
temple, and the curious may note not only
some interesting specimens of Japanese
work, but may trace out in the ornaments
Japanese cosmogony. A slab of ceramic
mosaic has a tempting appearance for hall

pavements, and it is claimed for this mosaic
that it is far harder and more durable than
marble, and that superior effects can be ob-
tained in ceramics.

A very largo display of enamelled slate-

and marble chimney-pieces, and register

stoves with appurtenant fittings, are to bo
seen at the stall of Messrs. Ford and Marg-
rett, of Camp Hill, Birmingham. Some
exquisitely carved and very elaborate speci-
mens of chimney-pieces of the most costly
description are to be found. The "Eureka "

slow-combustion tile register, with hand-
painted tile patterns and black marble fen-
der curb and tile hearth, would transform
any room into one of cheerfulness and com-
fort. Other slow-combustion registers, with
tiled sides, are exhibited. We observe
colours and decorative accessories to please
almost any taste, from Queen Anne to the
admirers of buhl and rococo. For a varied
asscrtment of kitcheners, tile stoves, marble
mantel-pieces, hot-air stoves, &c., the col-
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lection of ilesus. Yates, Haywood and Co.,

of Upper Thames-street, will bo found in-

teresting. This dopartmont of tho exhibi-
tion is certainly the largest, but tho goods
of the firm we are noticing are of superior

msnufacture and finish to many other exhi-
bits of the same kind to be met with in tho
hall. The Queen Anne stoves and the tile

stoves will repay attention, for neatness and
good workmanship.

Messrs. Steven Bros, and Co., of TJpper
Toames-street, occupy a very conspicuous
arei in the exhibition, and their collection

embraces every variety of builders' irou-
mongerr. It woidd be impossible to do
justice here to the numerous samples exhi-
bited. In kitchen-ranges alone there are
several creditable specimens of workmanship
and fitting, with recent improvements. The
ash-pits are lined, so that brickwork and
setting are largely saved, and the manu-
facturers show a very effectual means of

ventilating kitcheners, bj' which all fumes
are carried up the flue. We also notice a
deversmoke-consuming door to some ranges.
Baths and furniture are various, and we
certainly think the dado border decoration
round the backs, specimens of wliich are on
view, an excellent kind of relief, as it maybe
made to harmonise with the dado of the
bath-room. The patent baths of this firm
of cast iron, enamelled, are of very superior
kind ; the enamelled surface is preferable to

porcelain enamel, wliich cracks and peels
off, from unequal contraction. Another
speciality is the hooded register stoves,
with electro-bronze sides and relief orna-
mentation in the late English styles; and
we remark a handsomely finished range
fitted with tUes, skirting, and electro mouut-
ings, perfect in its workmanship, and suit-

able for a mansion, hotel, or club. The col-

lection of hot-water apparatuses, boilers,

furnace fittings, and ornamental castings
and rain-water goods is very complete
and well selected, and we noticed a few
well - designed balusters, crestings, and
fiuials.

An important branch of constructive
industry is concerned in horticultural build-
ing. Mr. Henry Hope, of Birmingham,
exhibits a few models of horticultural
buildings, in wliich the framing is of

cast iron with rolled iron sashes and
cspper-glazed bars. Many advantages are
no doubt secured by the system adopted in

the metallic vinery similar to those erected
in the Eoyal gardens at Frogmore and Os-
borne. The sills are also of cast iron, and
tho uprights and panels can be made to suit

any dimensions. The sashes of front and
roof are opened by shafting and screw gear.

The " wind and watertight" casements and
frames will also meet with approval from
builders. They arc of solid rolled iron, fitting

into cast-iron frames with planed bearings.
There is a diii)-lip on the bottom rail for

c-Dndensed moisture ; the casements are hung
on gun-metal hinges, and have regulating
.stay-bar and handle. These casements and
frames can be made to any design, and are
claimed to be free from the objections made
to ordinary workmanship in windy weather.
We have mentioned several improvements in

shutters. Mr. John Stone {Ulverston) is

the exhibi'or of a revolving shutter which,
for completeness and perfect working, can-
not be surpassed.'^ The " Ulverston" shutter
18 made in wood, iron, and steel, and is

fitted with a patent self-acting oil-box, and
by the balance-weight motion the shutter
drops perpendicularly at every turn, and all

dragging, friction, and straining is avoided.
The "'ijatent motion" we inspected at the
Hall is very simple, and the self-acting

lubricator combines all that is wanted to
make the revolving shutter perfect inaction.
Stone's motion avoids also tho trouble of
winding-gear, and the shutter is balanced in

any position. We also notice specimens of
lifts and hoists, fitted with a new safety ap-

paratus, which prevents tho falling of the
cage if the rope breaks.
Brass-work of good design, locks, latches,

aud other kinds of builders' and cabinet-
makers' ironmongery, may be found in the
stall of Messrs. Eownson, Drew, and Co., of
Upper Thames- street, who also have a large
variety of sections of rolled iron joists and
girders, and portable forges and hand-fans.
We remark a well-executed marble chimney-
piece, of green and black marble (St.

Anne's), some well-fitting -wrought-iron
sashes, and a few registers. Mr. H. Sykes,
of Banksido, shows a model of an improved
friction hoist, of ingenious construction,
worth the notice of builders and architects

;

and Hamilton and Co., of Leidenhall
House, have a considerable stall near the en-
trance, devoted to specimens of their patent
prismoidal lens and pavement light, in every
variety of make and design. Builders and
others may see also models of Hamilton's
patent equilibrium and rolling motion, with
gutter, a method of fixing movable lights,

which has been described by us on former
occasions. The samples of tesselated pave-
ments, stall-board, and roof-lights show
many new and useful applications of this

means of lighting dark places and corners,
in obedience to the natural laws of refraction
and dispersion of light.

In the machinery department we observe
many ingenious modifications in labour-
saving and wood - working appliances.
Messrs. F. W. Reynolds and Co., of the
Acorn Works, Blackfriars-road, who hold a
high position in this branch, havo a large
section (stalls 349 and 350) set apart for the
display of their machines. We must par-
ticularly draw the attention of builders to
their patent concrete mixer for hand and
steam-power. It consists of a cylinder, which
rotates, movable outlet, and can be tipped to
any angle that may bo required. It is

mounted on wheels. Another useful machine
is the "Universal" planing, moulding, and
tenoning machine. We also saw a cleverly-
litted panel planing aud thicknessing
machine capable of planing a panel 18in.

wide and oin. thick. The ' deal frame" is a
self-contained simple and useful contriv-

ance. The band-saw " Imperial Combina-
tion," and other forms of saw-machines are
worth notice fortheimprovements introduced,
and the workmanship and fittings of these
machines are almost perfect. Messrs. Charles
Powis and Co., of Grracechurch-street, are

exhibitors of a patent mortising and mitring
machine (Harding's patent) well worthy of

attention. It is just patented, and our
examination of it convinced us of its

value for many kinds of work. The
mitre and mortise machine can mortise on
the bevel and perform other operations, as

blind-punching and tenoning. Tho joiner
"Universal," with self-acting feed, and
the band sawing-machine, with boring
apparatus, adapted for cutting wood
into circular, irregular, angular, or
other directions, are also noticeable ap-
pliances for wood-working. A well-fitted

hydraulic working model of a dinner-lift is

exhibited by Messrs. Rosser and Russell, of

Charing Cross. The model shows an or-

dinary-sized lift, as fitted between basement
and ground-fioor, with ram, cylinder, and
counterbalance gear. This firm shows also

several important improvements for green-
houses. One of the best of these is a system
of glazing without putty, which is applicable

to existing houses. The wooden bars or
rafters are moulded, and lead is dressed
round the roll, and at the same time forms
clips to take the edges of tho glass. A
model exhibited shows a lean-to roof thus
glazed subjected to a constantly-running
stream of water. Condensed- water gutters

are formed below the glass in the bars, and
the price of sash-bar is moderate—only 6d.

per foot, or Is. 3d. per square foot for tho
glazed roof. Outside painting is saved.

Another improvement is the cutting of the
lower edges of tho glass panes slightly on
the bevel, so that the water is more easily

conveyed into the lead grooves which form
the clips. The oak and cane coil-case is a
pleasingsubstitute for.the elaborate cast-iron
coil-cases usually sold. Wo believe Mr. Q. E.
Street, R.A.,is the purchaser of the case.

Among the economical products of this class

we may mention an improved " double L "

saddle boiler, manufactured by J. Jones and
Sons, of Banksido, Southwark, and suitable
for warming public and other buildings.
Messrs. Jones' boiler presents this advan-
tage, that while in most boilers, the heat is

absorbed by the brick setting, this is so con-
structed that the full amount of heat is

saved. An hood-shaped arrangement of flues

is fixed over the saddle-boiler, some few
inches in the clear, and the flues are made
to enter this hood-like cover; thus utilis-

ing, we should say, quite double the ordi-
nary heating surface. Tho boiler is made
in wrought-iron. Some capitally fitted

kitcheners of the Leamington type, with
nickel-plated mountings, are shown, and
Messrs. Jones havo been engaged in the
heating arrangements of one of the largest

training-ships at Portsmonth. It is unneces-
sary to repeat what we have already said
with regard to Messrs. Crossley Brothers'
(Poultry) well-known and excellent " Otto
silent gas-engine," which may bo seen at
stall No. 304. There is no doubt the " Otto"
has taken its place among our most economi-
cal motors, and its future universal adoption
for all kinds of light work is merely a
question of time.

Sanitaryapparatus, if not so numerousaswe
might have expected, show many improve-
ments. Last week we casually referred, in
speaking of Messrs. Doulton's sanitary
exhibits, to Mr. Bailey Denton's aerated
filtration system, and wo may now more
particularly call attention to the merits of

Mr. Denton's new filter. The new system
may, in short, be described as the carrying
out within the house of Mr. Denton's inter-

mittent filtration. The objections urged
against storage of water in house cisterns

are removed, as the water used is automatic-
ally supplied to tho filter, and as the water
is drawn an equal quantity is admitted above.
Complete aeration follows the percolation of

tho water through the filtering materials,

and all putreseible matter is therefore oxi-

dised. Wo consider this alternate absorp-
tion of air after the water a valuable feature

in this filter. The mechanical parts are few
and simple. There is below the filter a rocep-

taclo or tank for the filtered water, which can
bo made of slate of any size to meet the
demands. For country-houses, where stored

rain-water is used, and for schools and other
public buildings, wo believe this filter pro-
mises to supersede the common house-cistern

with its many objectionable features. The
price for a small filter with fittings, to filter 25
gallons per hour, is only 40s. These are made
to any size, by Messrs. Doulton and Co., of

Lambeth. Messrs. Capper, Son, and Co., of

Penchurch-street, have a display of Pearson's

trapless twin-basin water-closets made in

whole pieces of white earthenware. Those
shown in operation arc noticeable for simpli-

city of action, cleanliness, and security against

foul air. There are no wires and no cranks,

no container, but the apparatus is thorougly
self-cleansing. The Brian Jones' patent joint

for connecting tho closet to the soil-pipe is

another effectual security against gas-escape,

and a much more durable joint than putty.

Messrs. Braithwaito and Co., of Leeds,

show their patent siphon cistern in action.

It is a capital and economical flushing

apparatus, and too simple to get out of

order. Mr. J. E. Ellison, of Loeds, also

has illustrated models of his conical

ventilators, which admit fresh air without
draught. The conical perforated bricks and
skirtings are shown by specimens ; and the
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latest invention we saw is an " air-diffuser,"

which by conical apertures arranged
round the periphery of a circular

disc, which slightly projects from the

wall at any height, diffuses the fresh

air so equally that no draught can
bo felt. The diffuser may be decorated in

front by painted devices, or servo the pur-
pose of a mirror. The value of the cone-
shaped aperture is fully demonstrated by
the little model exhibited on the table. Mr.
E. G. Banner, so well known for his sani-

tary inventions, exhibits, besides his venti-

lating cowl and trap, already familiar to our
readers, an improved closet apparatus, tho
principal object of which is to obviate tho
evils of tho offensive deposit or incrustation

to which many closets are liable. The con-
tainer, which also forms part of the inner
basin, is made in one piece, with a flushing

rim round the upper edge. An inner basin
fits in a groove to tho outside container
forming a water-joint, and its lower aper-
ture. Sin. diameter, has a largo valve pro-
vided with a "slip-catch" joint, which
enables it to be taken out easily. By the
large aperture and valve solid matter readily

falls into the lower basin or container filled

with water. Tho valve is actuated by a
handle and levers, a well-regulated supply
of water is insured, and the inventor
has devised an efficient mode of venti-
lation from the outer basin below the water
seal.

The Builders' and Manufacturers' Ex-
change and Subscription Rooms, of 205-6,

High Holborn, are not unrepresented, for

visitors may obtain full particulars and pro-
spectuses of the now scheme. Our recent
remarks on the advantages of a central and
permanent establishment for the exhibition
of materials and appliances, make it un-
necessary to say more than that the building
trades required such a public means of in-

troducing their inventions and their busi-
ness to the notice of the architect and tho
public. The Banner system of sanitation
has been applied to the premises in Holborn,
and the drawings exhibited at the stall fully

explain it. Messrs. Engert and Eolfe, of

Poplar, exhibit a model, demonstrating the
impermeable nature of their fibrous asphalte
for damp-courses. A brick wall, set in a
cistern of water, is shown to prove the
watertight quality of the asphalte course.

We see also specimens of this firm's excel-
lent asphalted roofing-felt for coverings, and
hair- felt for lining roofs. Mr. A. C. Engcrt's
apparatus for preventing echo and trans-
mitting sound has been applied in the chemi-
cal lecture-theatre at South Kensington,
and is found to remedy the acoustic defects.

Wo may also notice Messrs. Braithwaite's
trap, " Claughton's patent," as very simple,
made of pure pig lead cast in one piece

;

unlikely to siphon out, and the water-seal is

almost perfect. F. Leroy and Co.'s (Gray-
street, Commercial- road) have specimens
of pipe covered with a "non-conducting
composition," which prevents bursting of
pipes by frost and retains heat. The method
of applying the composition is clearly shown
by the specimens, and we hope Messrs.
Leroy's composition will be more generally
applied to our water-pipes before the ap-
proach of another severe winter.

Altogether, the Building Exhibition is a
success. Another year wo should like to
see everything in bettor order on the open-
ing days of the show. Beyond this draw-
back, there is little to complain of, except
the absence of several leading firms whom
wo expected to have seen represented. We
may just remind workmen connected with
the Building Trade that the exhibition re-
mains open over Easter Monday and Easter
Tuesday, and that an hour or two on either
holiday may bo profitably spent at Islington
by those whom bad weather, or other
causes, may hinder from venturing farther
afield.

STRENGTH OF BEAMS.

WHEN an architect desires to ascertain
tho amount of load he can safely

place upon a beam which ho is about to use
in a building, he is generally satisfied with
tho information supplied to him through
some formula for breaking-weight, which
he finds ready to his hand in a " handbook,"
or other work on the subject of tho strength
of materials. Should he, however, be pos-
sessed of more than one such work, and
should he try tho formulic given by each of

them, he will probably find that there is a
considerable discrepancy in the results,which
he obtains. This often arises from a want
of consideration of tho principles upon
which any particular formula are based.
Thus, for examjjle, if the strength of a cast-

iron girder is required, he will probably use
the Hodgkinson formula

W = 20^'^

where A is tho area of section of tho bottom
flange at the middle, d the dei)th of the

beam, I its length, all in inches, and W the
breaking-weight at the middle in tons. Now
this formula is only approximately correct

when tho bottom flange contains more than
half the whole of the metal in the girder

;

and it entirely ignores the strength derived
from the metal in the top flange and web.
If, therefore, the architect should apply
this formula to the case of a beam in which
the lower flange contains less than half the
metal of the beam, he will find himself very
much misled by the result he obtains.

Since the security of a building depends
very much on a proper amount of strength
being given to every part, it becomes desir-

able that the strength of important beams
should be properly calculated from first

principles, and that too great reliance upon
formuliE should be avoided. We therefore

propose to show how this may be readily

done in the case of any beam either with or

without flanges.

When a beam is subjected to a strain by
a load placed in the middle, it is evident
that the lower part has to resist a tensile or
stretching force, while tho upper part
encounters a compressing force. There
must, therefore, be some point in the trans-

verse section of the beam where there is

neither compression nor extension going on,

and this point is situated in what is called

the neutral axis of the section. Now, since

all our moments of resistance of the parti-

cles have to be taken about this axis, it

becomes our first consideration to determine
its exact position. Formerly this was con-
sidered a rather troublesome problem to

solve ; but the difficulty has been very much
lessened from its having been ascertained,

by carefully conducted experiments, that
when a beam is not strained beyond the
limits of safety, the neutral axis passes

through the centre of gravity of the section,

whatever may be the nature of the material
of which the beam consists, or the re'ations

existing between the ultimate resistance to

compression, and the ultimate resistance to

extension. Now, since it happens that for

all practical purposes we only want to know
how much load a beam wiU bear with safety,

we shall not be far wrong if we take tho
centre of gravity of the transverse section

as tho point about which to measure our
moments of force.

Let Fig. 1 represent the transverse sec-

tion at the middle of a beam having top
and bottom flanges connected by a vertical

portion or web ; the line A B being the
central vortical axis, and G the centre of

gravity of the section, the position of which
is determined in the manner described in a
previous article on "Centre of Gravity"
(see the Building News, page 285). Now
suppose /to represent tho resistance of the
fibres or particles per square inch of section

to the forces of extension or compression at

tho distance of lin. from G ; then, since the
strain on any particle increases in proportion
to its distance from G, we have/ X x, reprc-

r/c .f
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senting the resistance per square inch at any
distance of x from G ; and / X GA is tho
resistance per square inch at tho top of the
beam, / X QB being that at the bottom of
tho beam.
Let us now take any small elementary

portion of tho section whose depth we
call Sx and its breadth y, at a distance x from
G, so that its area is y y. ex ; then tho
moment of the force of resistance of this
element about G is

And since the whole resistance of the fibres

of tho beam above or below G is the aum
or " integral " of tho resistances of each
elementary portion, we have (putting for Zx
the difierential dx) the moment of resistance

about G of any part of the beam measured,
from Gto a distance x from G, represented.,

by the expression

/
.yf.

. dx

f.y\
the integration being taken between the
proper limits for each part. These limits

are for the top flange whose breadth is jt,

from X = Gf( to x = G A ; so that the
moment of the upper flange (puttings = ^i) is

/. I? (GA.1 - G«';. (P)

For tho bottom flange, whose breadth is

(/, the limits of integration are from x = G6
to a; = GB ; and the moment of resistance

(putting y = q) oi the lower flange is

/. ^(GB'-Gi^) (Q)

Let t be the thickness of the web, or y =t,
then the integration for the part above G is

from X = to X = Ga, so that the moment
of tho forces of the upper part of the web is

/
I

(G«)'

And for the lower part of the web the
integration is from x = to x = Qb, so that
the moment for the part Gi is

/• ^^Giy

Hence we have the moment of resistance of

the whole web given by the expression

/. ^(Ga' + Gi') (T)

Now when a beam is strained by a load W>.'-
placed on the middle, tho length of the beam
being called I, wo have, by the laws of
mechanics, the moment of the strain at the
centre

= ivr .1
which must be equal to the sum of all the
moments of resistance exorted by the fibres
or particles of the beam. If, then, we call
il ./the sum of all the quantities (P), (Q),
and (T), we have to determine W from the
equation

iW./ = M./
The value of the quantity/' depends upon

tho nature of the material of which the beam
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is composed, and has to be found experi-

mentally for each particular case. For
_/x GA or/x GB, being the maximum
strains to which any of the fibres are sub-
jected, must be fixed before we can deter-

mine the value of /. Thus, in cast iron, we
find that 2 tons per square inch is considered
as the limit of safety, or working load, for

the part subjected to extension ; and since

this is the condition of the part below G, we
have to put

—

2/xGB = 2, or/> GB
And as it is also ascertained that 10 tons per
square inch is the working load for the part

subjected to compression, namely, the part

above G, we also have

—

/x GA 10.or/=-^

As, however, it is a well-known rule that

the strength of a beam is only that of its

weakest part, we must use whichever value
of / is lowest in these two equations, other-

wise we should be liable to overstrain one
or other flange of the beam.

We will now take as an illustration of the

ready application of our equations, the case

of a double-flanged girder, 20ft. long, the

position of whose centre of gravity is given
as an example in the article before referred

to on "Centre of Gravity." Here we have

—

^ = 6, J = 10, < = 1, Go ^.G*=-
G A = il', G B = -1, / = 240.U 14

Then the several expressions (P), (Q), and
(XT), become as follows—

(P)../. 5. 1211^' =^x 332

,(Q)../.«> 6i!Lr^=/x232

Adding all the quantities together, we find

—

11./ = / X 717
also

—

i W.; = W X 60

' 60
=/x 11-95 ., (A)

Example 1.—Suppose the above-men-
tioned beam to be made of cast iron, in
which 2 tons per square inch of section is

the maximum working load of the part sub-
jected to tension, and 10 tons per inch of
that under compression, then we have

—

/x UA = 10, or/= ""

/x GB = 2, or/=
121

28

61

Taking the lower of these two values of /,
iiamely

—

28
/ =

61

we obtain from the equation (A)—

W: 28

61
X 11-95 = 5-485 tons

as the working load on the middle of the

girder.

In this example the area of the bottom

AanKe is more than half that of the whole

section; so that we may apply to it the

Hodgkinson formula above alluded to,

namely

—

A_^
I

W = 26

= 26
20 X 13

240
28-17 tons

which is the breaking-weight of the beam,

and is about five times the safe load, as cal-

culated above.

Example 2.—Let the same beam be of

rolled iron in one piece of metal, for which

the maximum safe load for the parts in ex-

tension is usually taken at 5 tons per square

inch of section, and for those in compression

at 4 tons per inch,

have

—

Then, in this case, we

and

/x GA = 4, or/=

/x GB = 5,or/ =

56m
70

61

The former value of / being the smaller

one, we must put that into our formula (A),

which gives

W
121

X 11-95 = 5-53 tom

which is the safe load at the middle of the
beam.

If we reserve the beam, and place the
larger flange at the top, we shall then have

/xGA = 5,or/=j^^

and fx GB . „_ /. 56

Taking the former as the smaller value of /,
we obtain

W = ^ X 11-95 = 6-913 tons

as the safe load at the middle ; so that we
gain nearly Ij tons in strength by altering

the position.

Example 3.—Now let the material of the
same beam be steel, in which 10 tons per
square inch is the maximum working load
for either compression or extension. Here
we have

/x GA = 10;or/= ^^^
'

and /x GB
121

10;or/=^f-
The former being the lesser value of/, we
substitute it for/ in the equation (A), and
obtain

140W =
121

X 11 95 = 13 826 tons

for the safe load at the centre of the girder.

We will now for the sake of comparison
apply our formulae to a beam of the same
depth, length, and area of section -as the

above, but in which the top and bottom
flanges are of equal areas, iheir distance

apart or the size of the web being unaltered.

The point Q will now be at the middle of

the web, or 6}in. from top and bottom of the

beam ; the area of each flange will be —

-

and its thickness ^ , the values ofj) or q will

25
therefore be -5- . We also have

GA-GB= |^,Ga = GJ = 5

Therefore, the value of (P) is

,M /IJ? _ 5,N^ ^f^ 415.625

which is also the value of (Q). And the

expression (T) becomes

/lii_? =/x 83-333

The equation \ W . I = M. . / therefore

becomes
831-25 + 83 33W=/°

60
= /x 15-243 (B)

which we -will now employ to determine the

strength of the beam in cast-iron, rolled-

iron, and steel respectively. For cast-iron

we have /x „ = 2, or/= , from which

we get for the value of equation (B)

W = ^^x 15-213 = 4-69 tons

as the safe load at the middle of the beam.

Comparing this result with that obtained

from equation (A) with the lower flange

larger than the upper, we see a falling off

of nearly — tons inthestrength, although
o

the same quantity of metal is used in the two
beams.

For rolled iron we have

/x ^3^4,or/=^4

and the equation (B) becomes

W = ? X 15-213 = 9 38 tons

for the safe load at the middle. Comparing
this -with the results obtained in the former
case from equation (A), which gave 5-53
tons and 6 913 tons, we see that there is a
great increase of strength by altering the
form of beam, and that in using wrought-
iron the two flanges should be as nearly as
possible of equal size.

In a steel beam we have

/ X y = 10, or/ = ?11-•'2 ' -^ 13

W = ?lx 15-243 = 23-45 tons
lo

as the safe load at the middle of the beam.
Here again we find a great increase in the
strength of the beam, as compared with that
of the former one, which was only 13-820

ton^.

The advantages derived from the employ-
ment of the above method of calculating the
strength of beams, instead of merely apply-
ing formulffi made ready to hand, is very
considerable ; as we can tell to a nicety the
amount of strain which every part of the
section is subjected to by a given load, and
are thereby enabled to economise material
by giving a proper form to the beam,
according to the nature of the material we
employ. While, on the other hand, in
making use of fixed formulffl we are often
working in the dark, as it is quite a chance
whether the particular one we employ is

adapted or nbt to the form of beam to which
we apply it.

The above statement may also be clearly

demonstrated by applying our method to
the calculation of the strength of a joist of
" T-iron," as shown in Fig. 2. Taking as

riG.a
A

an example the section of which the centre

of gravity G is given in the before-men-

tioned article on " Centre of Gravity," in

which A6 the web is oin. by Jin., and the

flange Oin. by lin., we have

—

GA = y^ = 4-316, GB = 1? = 1-654, G* = -654;
26 26

let ; = 120in.

Then we have for the formula (Q)

—

/? (1-6543 _ .65 j3) _y X 8-4903

and for the formula (T)—

/ \ (4-346» + •654») = / X 20-5914

The equation i W . ? = M . /, becomes
therefore—

29 082W=/-
30

We have also-

104
/ X GA = 4, or / = i^, and / X GB = 5,

o'^=f
and taking the lesser value of/, we obtaiu—

W = 26-705

30
-8922 ton.

as the safe load at the middle of the beam.
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If we reverse
flange at the top,

GA =

the beam
we get

—

and have the

/ X or /
130= —, ; aud / X a B = 4,
1 1.(5

or/
104

43

and taking the smaller value of/, wo find—

W = 33-456

3U
= 11152 ten

as the safe load at the middle.
We will now compare this with the

strength of a beam containing the same
amount of metal, but having a iiange 6in.

by Hn. at top and bottom, the total depth
remaining the same. In which case

—

GA = GB = 3; Grt = Gi = 5;

formula for the two flanges be-and the
comes

—

24(3^ -

and for the web

—

3

= /
728

16

/ 1 / " + "^\
' / 125

16

Also

—

/ X GA = 4, gives/

=

therefore we have

—

Wx30 = f.
728+ 125

orW = 71

3U

iti

2.37 tons

4

3

= 71

which is the safe load at the centre, and is
more than double that obtained in the " T "
form of beam.
The same method can also bo readily

RppUed to beams of wood whose section is

rectangular, the centre of gravity and
neutral axis being at the middle of the
section. In this case, there being no flanges,
we have only to calculate the moment oi
resistance from the formula (T), and putting
(l for the depth and f for the breadth of the
section, we have the equation—

W.i = i/.i «)
In beams of fir or oak it is usual to take

the maximum working strain as 1 ton per
square inch for .extension, and J ton for
compression ; hence, according to our rule,
we put—

For example, let the beam be 12in. deep
by 6in. wide, and 20ft. or 210in. long ; then
/ = 1-12, and from the above equation we
get

W = / X 14-4 = 14-4 = 1-2 ton

as the safe load at the centre of the beam.
When teak is used for the material of a

beam, the maximum working strain is taken
as 1 ton per square inch, either for extensiau
or compression ; and we have, therefore,

/x- = 1, or/=-= 1-6; and consequently
2

W 144
6

= 2-4 tons

for the safe load on the middle.
In applying this method to the calcula-

tion of beams, it must be borne in mind
that the value given to the constant y.X G A
or/ X GBis quite arbitrary; some speci-
mens of iron, steel, and wood being much
stronger than others ; so that in each par-
ticular case we must judge for our ourselves
what is the maximum amount of strain per
square inch that may with safety be applied
to the material.

ACTUAL LATERAL PRESSURE OF
EARTHWORK.

AT the meeting on Tuesday, the 5th of April,
of the Institution of Civil Engineers, the

paper read was on "The Actual Lateral Pres-
nure of Earthwork," by Mr. B. Baker, M.Inst.
C.E.

The author dealt with the actual lateral prva-
sui-e of earthwork, as distinguished from the
"text-book" pres-sures, which, as Professor
Barlow pointed out half-a-ccntury ago, were
based upon theoretical calculations that disre-

garded the most vital elements existent in fact.

The question affected the stability of retaining
walls, the strength of tunnel linings, the tim-
bering of shafts, headings, tunnels, deep
trenches for sewers, and many other works of
every-day practice. Attention was directed to
the measurements by Lieut. Hope, R.E., of the
direct thrust of sand on a pressure-board, which
was found to be equivalent to that of a fluid
weighing 191b. per cubic foot, and to the ex-
perimental brick retaining walls tested by the
same officer, when pressures of half that inten-
sity were recorded, and these actual pressures
were compared with the coiTesponding theo-
retical pressures, of 271b and 231b per cubic foot.

General Pasley's and General Cuuninghame's
model revetment walls were then referred to,

and General Burgojno's experimental masonry
wall!', 20ft. in height; Colonel Michon's 40ft.
wall, averaging hardly more than l-12th of its

height in thickQess, and Mr. Constable's " toy "

retaining walls of wooden blocks with pease for
earthwork, indicated no less tlian the previously
cited experiments that the actual measured
lateral pressure of good filling hardly ever ex-
ceeded one-half of the "text-book" pressure
corresponding to the given slope of repose.
The author's experiments on the direct lateral

pressure of ballast and large stones were next
summarised, the results being in general con-
siderably lower than those obtained by Lieut.
Hope. His experience on the 34 mOes of deep
timbered trenches and other works of the under-
ground railway, also furnished many examples
of the actual pressure on timber-walings, tunnel-
headings, retaining-walls and vaults. Excep-
tionally light works standing perfectly, and
apparently voiy heavy works which had faijed,

alike served to prove that the designing of
retaining walls was in most instances moie a
matter for judgment and experience than for
calculation. Thus one of the walls on the
Metropolitan Railway, which should have failed
with a fluid pressure of 191b. per cubic foot, had
stood perfectly, whilst another wall capable of
resisting 1071b. had occasioned much trouble.
During the construction of the line, the wall on
the west side of the Earringdon-street station
failed bodily, by slipping out at the toe and
falling backwards on to the s'-ope of the earth-
work. This wall was 29ft. 3in. high above the
footings and 8ft. Oin. thick, and the soil con-
sisted of 17ft. of made ground, 3ft. of loamy
gravel and 9ft. of clay. On the opposite side of
the station the ground was retained by vaults,
29ft. high by 17ft. deep, but these also slid for-

ward and came over at the top, the movement
continuing even after the work had been doubled
in thickness. Tlie softening and lubricating
action of water on clay was the proximate cause
of these failures, as otherwise tlie latter vaults
would have resisted a fluid pressure of 921b. per
cubic foot.

The failures of dock-walls, though numerous
and insti'uctive, afforded no direct evidence as
to the actual lateral pressure of earthwark,
because in nearly every instance the failure was
traceable to defective foundations. Reference
was made to the original Southampton Docks
wall, constructed forty years ago, having a
height of 38ft. from fomidation to coping, and
a thickness at the ba.se of 32 per cent, of the
height between the buttresses, and of 45 per
cent, at the buttresses. If founded on a rock
bottom, a fluid pressure of 401b. per cubic foot
would have been required to overturn the wall

;

but before the backing had been carried to

the full height, the wall moved forward in places
as much as 3ft. In the recent extension of the
same docks the wall had an effective thickness of
45 per ceLt. at the base, and a fluid resistance of

from 00 to 701b. The Whitehaven Dock waU,
a.Sft. high and 13ft. Oin. thick, stood perfectly,

whilst the Avonmouth Dock wall of the same
height and 16ft. thick failed. A somewhat
similar case of sliding forward occurred at the
New South Dock of the West India Docks, Lon-
dun, where the wall was 35ft. 9in. high, and
13ft. (or 36 per cent, of the height) thick at the
base. The fact that the stability of a dock- wall
depended far more upon the foundation than
upon the thickncis was well illustrated by the
quay wall at Carlingford, which had a height of

47ft. Gin. and a thickness of only loft, at the

base. In contrast with this slight structure wks
cited the Marseilles Dock wall, liaving a thick-

ness of lOft. Oin. for a height of 32ft. One of

the boldest examples of a lightly-proportioned

wharf wall was that built by Colonel Michou at

Toul. With a height of 2Gft. and a batter of 1

in 20, the thickness of the wall through the

counterforts was only 3ft. 7iu. at the base, and
though the filling was ordinary material, and
the floods rose within Oft. of the top of thecoping,

no movement had occurred. Reference wa* made
to the failures of dock-walls at Belfast Harbour
and in the original portion of the Victoria

Docks, and the proportions adopted in more
recent works were cited. An early example of

a successful wall on a very bad foundation was
afforded by Sir John Rennie's Sheemcss wall.

The subsoil consisted of loose running silt for a
depth of about 50ft., covered with soft alluvial

mud, and the depth at low water was 33ft. A
piled platform was prepared, and upon this the
wall, no less than 50ft. in extreme height and
32ft. in effective thickness at the base, was built.

Another exceptionally heavy but more modem
dock-wall was that of the Chatham Dockyard
Extension, the extreme height of which wa*
43ft. and the thickness at the base 21ft., or, say,

50 per cent of the height.

Walls made of large concrete blocks resting^

upon a mound of rubble had been constructed in

many of the Mediterranean ports, generally with
success but occasionally with failure, as at

Smyrna, where, owing to the settlement, six and
seven tiers of blocks had to be superimposed
instead of four, and the quay-wall had after all

to be supported by a slope of rock in front. The
proportions arrived at by experience were a width
of 9 metres at the top, and a thickness of not loss

than 2 metres for the rubble mound, a depth of

7 metres below water, and a thickness of 4 metres
for the concrete block wall resting on the mound,
and a minimum thickness of 2*5 metres, and x.

height of 2'4 metres for the masonry wall coping-
the concrete blocks. Examples were not wanting
of walls founded on rubble mounds where the
thickness held a smaller ratio to the height than,

the 42 per cent, considered necessary by French
engineers. The lightest of all, perhaps, was the
dry masonry outer wall of the St. Katharine'fr
breakwater, Jersey, which was only 14ft. wide
at the base, for a total height of 50ft. The most
cursory examination of the cases of failure

alluded to would serve to justify the statement,,

that the numerous failures of dock-walls did not
afford any direct evidence as to the actual lateral

thrust of earthwork. Thus, remembering that
General Burgoyne's battering wall, only 17 per
cent, of the height in thickness, supported per-
fectly the heavy sodden filling at its back, no
calculation was required to show that the 32 and
45 per cent. Southampton dock counterforted.

wall, the 4-2 per cent. Avonmouth Dock wall,
the 36 per cent. West India Dock -wall, the 58.

per cent. Belfast Harbour wall, and the 30 per
cent. Victoria Dock wall, would all have stood
perfectly had the foundation been rock, as in the
instance of General Burgoyne's experimental
walls, instead of mud, clay, and silt, as waa
actually the case.

The aim of the author in the present paper
had been to set forth, as briefly as possible, what
he knew regarding the actual lateral thrust of
different kinds of soil, in the hope that other en-
gineers would dothe same, and that the informa-
tion asked for by Professor Barlow more than
half a centm-y ago might be at last obtained.
Although the requirement of the missing data
would probably lead to no modification in the-

general proportions of retaining structures,
since these were based upon dearly-bought ex-
perience, and not upon theoretical treatises, it

was none the less desirable that it should bo
obtained, for an engineer should be able to show
why he bcheved a given wall would stand or
fall. To assume, upon theoretical grounds, a
lateral thrust, which experiments proved to be
excessive, and to compensate for this by giving
no factor of safety to the wall, was not a scien-

tific mode of procedure.
As a result of his own experience, the author

made the thickness of retaining-walls iu groiuid
of an average character equal to one -third of
the height from the top of the footings, and if

any material was taken out to fonn a panel,
three-fourths of it was put back in the form of a
pier. The object of the panel, as of the 1 j inch
to the foot batter which he gave to the wall,

was not to save material, for this involved loss

of weight and grip on the ground, but to effect
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a better distribution of pressure on the founda-
tion. It might be mentioned that the whole of
the walls on the Metropolitan District Railway
were designed on this basis, and that there had
not been a single instance of settlement, or of
falling over or sliding forward.

ONEOi"AL ACADEMY LECTURES
ARCHITECTURE.*

THntTBETTH-CEXTrSY AECHrrECTUBE—ITAIT.

I
MUST return again to the country which I
referred to when speaking of the so-called

"Greek" architect, Buschetto, at Pisa. The
architects of the east and south of Italy, of
whom he was one, were, in fact, practising an
art which, even after their own time, was never
really supplanted by Gothic work. And I
know few parts of Europe which seem to be
more interesting. The work we see there is al-
most as unlike the contemporary work of France,
England, Germany, or the north of Italy, as is

that of the Moors executed at the same time in
Spain. The churches are usually cruciform in
plan, with a central and two smaller apsts, all

projecting from the cast wall of the transept

;

and in this one respect they appear to owe more
to the earliest Roman churches than to any other.
But the whole of their decoration is wholly un-
like Roman or Romanesque work. The arches
are constantly used for ornament only, without
being in any degree whatever constructional.
Sta. Maria, Ancona, is a good example of this.
Here the whole front is covered with arches one
4kbove the other, literally carrying nothing. The
antrados and extrados of the arches are commonly
fltruck from different centres. The arches are,
indifferently, round and pointed. The walls are
divided into panels by pilasters at short intervals,
generally six or eight feet. These have heavy
sculptured capitals, which carry arcades ; and
these, where there are no windows, are filled in
either with circular or lozenge shaped panels of
carved or inlaid work. The arches are frequently
of horseshoe shape, as in the example shown of
a window from ¥oggia, and some wall arcading
from the same church. This is thoroughly
Moorish work, and that it should be so is not
much to be wondered at, for it is a few miles
only from Lucera, where, as I told you in my
last lecture, in the thirteenth century Frederick
II. built one of the largest castles in Europe for
lus army of Saracen mercenaries, and gave them
the cathedral for use as a mosque—a somewhat
strong measure for one for whose character his
contemporary. Saint Louis, is said to have had
great esteem. It is singular that this cathedral
at Lucera should have some more than usually
Northern features. The nave and transept have
pointed arches and a small clerestory. But the
thrfe eastern apses are remarkable for having
well - designed buttrfsses and good Gothic
windows, with no trace Avhatever of the usual
Eastern influence. The fronts of these South
Italian churches are very uniform in arrange-
ment, and their inttuence is felt all over the
north of Italy down to the end of the fourteenth
centurj-. They are generally finished with a
flat gable in the centre, and all the roofs are ot
the same pitch when there are aisles. Even
those gables which seem to follow the lines of
the structure are often false. The windows in
the fronts are almost invariably wheel windows,
filled with delicate tracery, or sometimes with
Moresque pattern-", and always surrounded by a
moulding or carved member, which seems entirely
to separate them fiom the wall, on which they
becime omaraentil panels. There are usually
flat pedimental canopies over the doors. At
AquUa there are round-arched doorways, whose
joints are covered with Gothic arcades and
gabled and crocketed canopies, with three rose
windows above and a wall diapered all over.
Tliis front was really not finished till 1315, and
yet at first sight it looks like a work of the
twc fch ceotory !

More to the west, and within reach of Naples,
we see the same sort of influence rampant at
Amalfi, at Minuto, Soala, Scale! ta, Ravello, and
Salerno. At Ravello, indeed, the Palace of the
Eufolo family is a complete Moorish house, with
ita patio of two storeys in height, its great gate-
way covered with a Moorish dome, and its en-
closing walls adorned in true Moorish fashion.

• By Professor O. E. Stbskt, E.A. Lecture No. 4,
aehren'l on Thursday, Teb. 2i, to the students of the
Br-)jal Academy.

And the churches in its neighbourhood, though
they are not Moorish in the same frank com-
pleteness, are full of evidence of the same in-
fluence. The Palazzo Rufolo was, I believe,
built in the thirteenth century. The steeple of
Amalfi Cathedral is of the same date—1270. Its
lower stages have extremely stilted round-arched
openings, and the upper stage is circular, with
four circular turrets at the angUs, the centre
circle and the turrets being all covered with
interlacing pointed arches. A central dome,
similarly arcaded, rises over the church of Santa
Maria, Ravello. The cloisters, which lend such
a charm to Amalfi, are all similarly adorned, and
you must note that the arcades project slightly
from the face of the wall in all cases, so as to
advertise the fact that they have nothing to do
with its support ; whilst the very design equally
shows that most of the apparently arcuated work
is false and unnecessary. And they are without
mouldings.
My limits only allow me to speak of one other

feature in these churches—the pulpits. I take
one of those in the cathedral at Ravello as my
text. Its date is 1272, written on the marble by
the " marmorarius "—as he called himself—of
Foggia, who executed it. It is of white marble,
inlaid with opus Alexandrinium in the richest

possible manner. The six shafts which carry it

are spirally moulded and inlaid with mosaic, and
rest on lions' backs. The mosaic is all let into
panels surrounded with carving of most delicate

character. The brilliancy of the marble, the
delicacy and bright colours of the endlessly
varied patterns of glass mosaic, and the richness
of the carving, make this certainly one of the
most exquisite works with which lam acquainted.
Nor is it less remarkable for some of its sculp-
ture. The approach to it is by a staircase
guarded at the foot by a doorway, over which is

a bust of a queen, executed with considerable
technical skill, and of a fair and stately presence.
The size of this pulpit is very considerable, and
it is one of rniny. Ravello alone has two others,

a second in the cathedral, and one in San
Giovanni of earlier date, Salerno two, Benevento
two, Sessa one (of a.d. 1224, with round arches),
Mosoufo one (with horseshoe arches), and there
are many more which it is needless to name.
Here I must finish this episode. The art of
Italy cannot be understood unless you realise

thoroughly how completely different its history
and development are from those ot the rest of
Europe at the same time. Few books put you
an fait at this passage in the story, and I advise
you to consult the only authority to whom I can
send you—Von Quast and Schulz's great German
work on the architecture of South Italy. But it

is by sketching and noting the peculiarities of
these works for yourselves on the spot that you
will alone really understand them.
From this group I turn now to the North,

where at this time many churches were built,

conceived much more in the spiiit of the early
Gothic style than the former were. Of these
the best examples for our purpose are those of
the Frari and SS. Giovanni and Paolo, Venice,
Santa Corona and some others at Vicenza, Santa
Anastasia at Verona, and at quite the end of the
cantury the churches of Santa Maria Novella and
Santa Croce in Florence. Some Roman ex-
amples existed, but these have been so much
altered and modified that it is a little difficult to
refer to them. The church of the Ara Cceli, and
Santa Maria sopra Minerva, are the best pre-
served. In all these the plans are very similar.
They have the usual Italian peculiarity of a
transept, out of which a large apse in the centre
and smaller ones on each side are projected.
Their naves are generally divided into bays,
which are absolutely square, while the aisle

compartments are oblong in the direction of the
length of tlie building. This is exactly opposed
to the usual French and English system. It
gives arches of great span, and columns placed
very far apart ; and one of the results of such an
arrangement is that the buildings in which it

occurs always look smaller than they really are.
The columns are usually plain—circular or
octagonal—of great size ; there is hardly any
moulding on the arches, and the clerestory con-
sists usually of a series of small circular windows,
one to each bay. The walls have deep cornices.
At Santa Anastasia, Verona, and at the Frari,
Venice, the apsidal chapels have the rare
peculiarity of being planned with an angle in
centre, with a by no means bad effect. Most of
these examples are built of brick, and many
have timbered roofs to the naves and transepts.

and groining to the apses and aisles only. They
are thoroughly fine and useful buildings, and
tliough nowhere to be classed in the first rank of
architectural works, are yet, I think, the group
i>f building which best desen-e study of all that
I have mentioned. In them as elsewhere I see
much to condemn as well as to admire. Their
window traceries are seldom agreeable, and
never really skilful. Usually they appear to be
pieces of tracery wrought in a single stone, and
then cut off to fit the arch under which they are
placed. But on the other hand, there are many
of their features of extreme beauty Among
these are the porches and monuments. These
are commonly built with arches springing from
single shafts, with fiat gables and canopies over
them. Of course, such erections could not stand
for an hour without assistance, and this is at
once given by an iron tie-bar connecting the
capitals. But, with this assistance, there was
still felt to be an air of instability in the arch,
and this was ingeniously overcome by the
addition of a heavy cusp on the under side of the
arch, which gave the required effect by appear-
ing to bring the weight within the line of the
columns. So much depended on this eusp that it

is generally drawn with the greatest care, and
this detail shows as much as any the real artistic

skUl of the architect. Nowhere in Europe is

there a more exquisite architectural group than
in the little burial-ground of the Scaliger family
at Verona. The larger monuments are all of

this type, with the addition of a heavy pyramid
crowned by a figure on horseback rising from
behind the gables. The sculpture which adorns
these works is also excellent—very flat, and in

low relief, but full of evidence of careful study
of natural forms.

In almost all of these churches the
use of coloured materials is more or less

common. Unfortunately, few of the marble
fronts with which they were intended to be
finished were ever completed. The lower part of
St. Anastasia, Verona, where the soft and
delicate mouldings of the door-jambs are built

in alternate courses of red, white, and grey
marble, is of exquisite beauty. Such a construc-
tion, I need hardly say, brings out with great
distinctness the most delicate shades of difference

in the mouldings. It led the way naturally,

also, to the final example of the most perfect
arrangement of colour in construction, seen in

such a work as Giotto's tower at Florence,
which, it can hardly be doubted, was the result

of his acquaintance with this beautiful work at
Verona-. For only a short time before, in 1294,
Arnolfo had faced the Baptistery hard by with
black and white marble in equal courses, after

the fashion of the Genoese builders and of the
architect of the tower at Siena. L^nfortunately,

the custom was to build a blank biick wall at the
west ends of the Italian churches, with the idea

of completing the work at some future time by
the erection of a magnificent marble front, and
in a number of instances we find Iho lower part
of this, at the most, existing. The Cathedral
and Sta. Croce, Florence, and San Petronio,

Bologna, are illustrations of this habit, in
addition to the church just mentioned at

Verona.
In all accounts of architectural progress it is

the religious architecture of the country that

first of all attracts our attention. It is there

that we see men's greatest efforts, executed in

the most permanent fashion, and usually the
examples of them wliich are still to be seen are

manifold more numerous, and have a history

much more accurately recorded, then have tho

other buildings erected for secular purposes at

the same time. But in Italy tho Ufe of the

people in tho cities, with which the land is so

richly studded, was so active, so prosperous
often, and so self-reliant, that it may almost be
said, in many cases, that the secular buildings

are of as much importance as the ecclesiastical.

Every important city had its public building

—

Broletto, Palazzo Publico, or Comunale, or della

Rigione—in which its affairs were transacted,

and where the courts of justice sat. In addition

to these there were an infinite number of palaces

built by the wealthy citizens whose families

formed everywhere the aristocracy, and generally
went on from century to century in the same
city, either governing it or taking an active

concern in its affairs. Veiy many of these build-

ings are as perfect now as they were when first

built ; and in Voltcrra, Siena, Florence, Perugia,
Pisa, Lucca, Orvieto, Piaccnza, Bologna, Como,
Milan, and above all in Venice (but at a later
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date), 60 many rtmain that we are able to form
an accurate and fairly complete idea of what
these great buildings were. Most of tlieni were
founded in the thirteenth century, but enlarged
and altered greatly in the fourteenth. Volterra
has its palace, buut between 1208 and 12f)7—

a

large simi)le unbuttrcssed building, without any
sort of break in its simple outline. It was of

four stories in height. Its windows, placed
irregularly to suit the rooms, are of trefoilod

lights under an enclosing arch, and the lights
are divided by a delicate column iu place of a
mullion. At the back rises a tower intended to

carry the city bell. The doorways are simple

fointed arches, without any sort of moulding,
n tliis case, as in most buildings of the period,
we find a regular series of holes iu the wall above
and below the windows. There can be no doubt
that these were intended for the timber supports
of wooden balconies, and that so far from the
effect having ever been intended to be what it

now is, absolutely without shadow, the original
state was as picturesquely varied as was possible

by the deep shadows of these balconies, through
which the still darker openings of the windows
were dimly seen. Not far from Volterra is Sun
Gemignano, where there are not only old houses,
but still standing almost perfect a group of lofty
towers, which gives the city the strangest
possible appearance. Each family erected as
part of its home one of these towers. They are
veiy lofty, almost without openings, and with
no attempt at architectural decoration. Probably
this was confined to an overhanging parapet
supported on machicolations at the top, and two
great coats of arms emblazoned on the parapets
or walla. They have but little architectural
interest, but as they were universal in Central
Italy I cannot omit to mention them. In
Florence the most important work of the period
is the Palace of the Podesta—a good deal altered,

and now turned into a museum. This was built
round a coiutyard, on the walls of which the
Florentines, who were always desperately fond
of heraldry, have inserted in all parts their coats
of arras. Open arcades are built on three sides

of the court. A great uncovered staircase leads
up to a corresponding gallery with open arcades
on the principal floor, and access is gained to
the various halls and chambers from this. The
arches used are sometimes round, sometimes
pointed, and the details are all of the severest
and simplest type. Here, as at Volterra,
wooden balconies, with roofs on the uppermost,
were carried along iu front of the upper floor, so
as to give access independent of that tlu-ough
the rooms themselves. The walls were crowned
with an immense overhanging battlement, and a
tower rose out of one angle. In the plan, the
site being somewhat irregular, no care was
shown to make the rooms or corridors or court-
yard rectangular. Yet probably not one of the
thousands who annually go to admire this really

splendid building ever notice the irregularity.

Of other buildings of the same class and date,
I shall mention only two or three. The Palazzo
della Ragione, Milan (1228), is one of the best.
This has an open arcade on the ground story

;

above this a double string-course enclosing a range
of panels with coats of arms, and breaking for-
ward in the centre as a balcony or ringhiera—

a

common andbeautifulfeature. The principal floor

has also its open arcade on a grand scale, and
abovetliis, under the eaves, is a smaller continuous
arcade, occupied at intervals by grouped figures
in three divisions. The elements of such a
composition are extremely simple ; none, I think,
can fail to be charmed with the eft'eet, and it

teaches us a lesson as to the results to be obtained
by delicately designed elevations, depending
entirely upon good proportion and light and
shade. Coming from Tuscany to such a build-
ing as this, or to the Broletto at Como, one is

much struck by the wholly different temper
shown in them. The Florentines and their
neighbours seem always to have built iu a
severely, almost savagely simple fasliion. You
feel as if ornament were proscribed—as if strong
and lofty walls, tall unbroken towers, frowning
parapets, sparsely lighted chambers, were re-

quired by their laws or their temper. The gate-
ways and walls of Florence were grand examples
of a savage sort of simplicity—enormous in size

and extent, simple to a degree in detail, but
executed with a degre of care and solidity which
is very admirable. Bad it is to use the past tense
of such works as these. Unhappily Florence for

a short period dreamed that she was to be the
capital of united Italy, and in order to fit herself

for the position eet to work to demolish her walls,

and to leave her gateways standing out alone in

the midst of new boulevards, with the sole result

of ahnost ruining herself financially as well as

from our point of view. At Milan and at Como
you feel as you do in the slightly later arcades

of the Ducal palace—that life was meant to be
pleasant and enjoyed, and that the architect's

first thought was how to make it more and more
enjoyable.

Another important domestic work, begun in

1281, is the Palazzo Publico of Piacenza. This
has its lower stage entirely supported on open
arches, giving to the piazza in front, and to the

usual inclosed court in the centre. The whole
of the lofty lower stage is of white and red

marble, whilst the upper is of red brick, with a

marble cornice Bupj)orting a Ghibelline battle-

ment. All the detail is extremely elaborate, and
the brickwork especially is desigaed with
extreme care. The supporting urches are

pointed, the decorative arches semicircular, and
all the windows have coupled shafts in place of

mullions. Recesses are formed in the wall for

paintings, of which traces still remain. The
great advantage which the study of these

Italian domestic buildings affords to us tliat to a

very great extent they show us a noble class of

work, dignified, grave, and often very beautiful

in detail, and in almost all respects capable of

being used consistently with our own notions of

comfort and convenience. They are of great

extent, and their chambers are lofty and large.

The treatment of their windows is pai-ticularly

worth notice. The stonework is complete in

itself, shafts take the place of our mullions, and
balconies are often provided in front of the win-
dows. The glass is fixed in a wooden frame set

behind the window-shafts, so as not to interfere

with their eti'ect. In the larger houses there is

generally a courtyard, in the centre of which is

the well. The ground- story is either supported

on open arches or appropriated for cellars,

stores, &.C., and the staircase leads up at once

and often in the courtyard of the house to the

Piano Nobile. Here the rooms are of fine

dimensions, some of the more important being
vaulted ; and, it we picture them to ourselves as

they once were, we may imagine no reasonable

amount of comfort as wanting. They were the

abodes of civilised people, much larger and more
stately altogether than we are in the habit of

making our homes, and full of suggestiveuess for

us. On the other hand, there were peculiarities

which, fortunately, we do not want to imitate.

The more important houses had towers attached

to them, erected for purposes of defence. They
have no openings beyond those required for the

discharge of missiles. Their battlements were
swaUow-taUed if the owner belonged to the

Ghibelline party, square if to the Guelphs.

,
From their walls were bracketed forward
timber platforms, by means of which the ap-

proach to the doorway could be commanded.
They are almost invariably plain square build-

ings, without break or buttress of any sort, and
though sometimes of great size, nearly always
extremely fimple in design and detail, and
really more like large square chimneys than
anything else. "Would that I could tell you
more on tliis head ! But the time is too short,

and I have loft much unnoticed that I ought to

have touched upon. There are, for instance,

those vast Halls of Assembly at Padua and
Vicenza, the former no less than OOft. wide and
230ft. long ; the latter smaller, but still 72ft.

wide. They have simple-arched wooden roofs

of dark timber, and the walls at Padua are

covered with paintings, which have been well

described in the " Annales Archeologiques " by
my friend Mr. William Purges. Then there

are the cloisters, which are so numerous and so

beautiful. Many of them are of two stages iu

height, and their long series of arches in each
stage arc carried on coupled marble shafts,

Some of the best are at Verona and Genoa, and
of a more elaborate kind are those of St. John
Lateran and St. Paul without the Walls at

Rome. Tliese last are carried on coupled or

quadrupled shafts, plnin, moulded, or spiral

;

their arches are scmicular, and they have rich

and rather Classical cornices, and are filled in all

plain si>aces and round the arches with lovely

decoration in glass mosaic. These were pro-

bably executed by one of the Cosmati family,

who, m the convent of Sta. Scholastica, at

Subiaco, in the wild glen which leads to the

mountain sacred to St. Benedict and St.

Francis, built a simpler cloister of the same sort,

and left his nauio inscribed on the cornice.

Beautiful as many of our English cloUterg

are, I think they never quite equal

thcBO Italian examples. One is charmed
by the grace and bimpUcity cf the

design, by the beautiful proportion of the

arcades, and by the evident skill of the men who
contrived to carry their walls upon such dtlicato

couples or clusters of columns, without any ap-

pearance of their being too weak for their

work. I ought also to tell you of the baptis-

teries, beginning with the austere examples at

Parma and Lucca, and going on to Pistoia,

Cremona, Asti, Florence, and many more. They
are almost all polygonal or circular buildings,

Lucca being the only exception, and many of

them delightful, not only in design, but in the

decorations which have been added to them. I

ought also to speak to you of the domes of this

period, which we see at Ancona, at Sta. Maria
Arczzo, and elsewhere. Not less does the

Italian treatment of towers demand notice.

They are cither entirely withoutbuttresees, orwith
small pilasters at the angles, and repeat«d onoe
or twice on each face. Each stage is similarly

adorned, and usually they are repetitions one of

the other. A good example is the campanile ol

thecathedralatViterbo. Forsome oOft. in height,

it is a plain mass of masonry. Above this, four

stages of coursed black and white stone, each
stage having two two-light windows, and
divided from the next by decided string- cornices,,

completes the elevation of the tower, above

which is a very low spire, a feature constantly

introduced. This sort of design is of commou
occurrence. Evidently it is taken directly fronk

the early Roman campaniles, of which so many
still remain. I ought to say much more about
these lowers, which are so striking a feature

of Italian buildings ; but not less ought I to say
something as to the monuments which every-

where adorn the walls of the cathedrals and.

churches, both inside and out, and oftentimes

the piazza by their side. But time fails me : I

have detained you long, and my only fear is,

having had so many things to speak of, that I

may not have dwelt long or exhaustively enough
upon any one of the points which I vrish to im-
press on your memory. My hope is that if any
of you have not concerned yourselves on the

subject hitherto, I may have induced yoti to take

an interest in what really contains subject for

study of equal importance to all of you, whether
painters, sculptors, or architects.

To sum up shortly what the study of Italian

art teaches us in the 13th century, I think it

may be said that, unlike the nations of the North
of Europe, the Italians never really or at ail-

heartily accepted or worked out the changes
which came naturally from tlie use of the pointed,

arch. They never really realised what its uso

led to. Their system of groining, for instance,

is from first to last simple to a degree. No diffi-

cult problems were ever faced or solved in its

construction. Ground-plans were never care-

fully studied; there is little ingenuitj' or skill

displayed in them, and hardly any improvement
on those which the earliest Roman church
builders had left them in such churches as St.

Paul without theWallsor the Basilica atAquilesa.

This is the more strange because some of the early

Italianplansare extremely good, and the fondness
shown for the circular form in so manybaptisteries

might have been expected to produce the famo
effect as it certainly did iu Rome. The plan for

the small baptistery at Albenga, with its alter-

nate circular and square recesses and its central

dome, ought naturally to have led to something
far better thanNiccoU Pisano's apse at Padua.

And it is very strange, seeing that the Italians

almost always used the apsidaleast end, that they

should so very rarely have builtanaisleand chapels
roimd it, though they must have been aware of

the singularly fine effects that their neighbours in

Franco were achieving at the same time. Their

sole care was, in fact, to make their ornament
beautiful. It never occurred to them that the

proper work of an architect isfii'st of all to make
his plan as beautiful, as economic in its

use of material, and as light and elegant

as is consistent with stability. They were
extremely careless about the general out-

lines of their buildings in Franco. On the

exterior, sham gables and false constructions

of all sorts abound, and the proportions are

seldom agreeable ; and any attempt to produce

fine effects by combinations of the steeples with

the buildings to which they are attached is

extremely rare, even if it was ever attempted.
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The mouldings used are not good in themselves,
or drawn with any real feeling for the light and
shade to be produced by them : and when they
are used for an archivolt, they are usually set

upon the capital which receives them in so care-
less and ignorant a manner as to produce the
worst possible effect. The Italians never seem
to have cared mnch whether they used a pointed
or a round arch. Indeed, they hardly realised

that one gave them more power than the other,
and consequently the sort of coustruotious to
which they confined themselves were nearly
always such as could just as well be contrived
with a round as with a pointed arch. The
feature which more than any other distinguishes
true Grothic work—the buttress—is rarely used.
If it is, this is generally for ornament only, and
I do not recollect an instance of a flying but-
tress. The Italians never discovered that the
proper disposal of buttresses, so as to meet
thrusts and weights at given points, was far more
economical than the persevering vise of thick
walls without buttresses. Another difference is

that almost all real Italian ornament is applied,
and does not in the least belong to the structure.

An Italian window is ordinarily surrounded by
a moulding, which makes a sort of frame for it.

The English window of the same age has a
moulding above it to throw off rain, but else-

where its mouldings are really cut in the wall
itself, so that the window appears to bo what it

is—a necessary part of the fabric. In addition
to these peculiarities, the treatment of windows
was never very good. The best examples are
the domestic windows, in which shafts take the
place of monials with very beautiful effect, but
these seldom led to the execution of anything
like our Northern traceries; the spandrels
between the centres of the window-lights and
the inclosing arehcs being seldom pieroed, and
often left with no relief—perfectly plain. The
circular windows in the west frouts are innumer-
able. Their tracery, when it remains, is gener-
ally of the fourteenth rather than of the
thirteenth century. One of the very best
examples of the latter period anywhere is in the
west front of the Church of Sta. Maria, at Tos-
canella, in which the doorways, and the arcade
between them and the windows, are carved pro-
fusely with well-executed dog-tooth enrich-
ments. This window is rightly called a wheel.
It consists of three circles, each divided into
panels by columns, which take the place of
spokes, and between these, sharply pierced eusped
eireles gfive a brilliant effect of light and shade
to this beautiful design. One goes to Toscauella
to see Etruscan walls and remains, and I confess
to a real sensation of delight when in this sad
and forlorn old church standing with the cathe-
dral outride the walls, and unused apparently,
save by a hermit, who divides his time between
them, I came upon so thoroughly charming a
feature its this window and front.

The Italians, as we have seen, were always
very open to accept fragments of work from
other lands, it mattered not in what style. They
employed Greeks, Moors, Frenchmen, Germans,
Catalonians, side by side, at the same time.

(They are always said to have examples of Nor-
man and Anglevine art ; but of this I have never
seen any evidence whatever. These people seem
to have employed the native artists in
their buildings.) The architecture of Italy

admits less than that of the rest ot Europe
of regular classification. It was very eclectic.

There was no passion for any one style all over
the country. The architects rather than archi-

tecture ruled ; and each had his own fashion
and way of working. Then, again, the architects

were usually sculptors ; and as their taste for the
sister-art increased, they seem to me somewhat
to have sacrificed the older art to her younger
sister. With so much that is disappointing, un-
certain, and unprogressive, there are, however,
redeeming features which will always render the
study of early Italian art not only most in-

structive, but, at the same time, most fascinating.

The beauty of many of the features in detail is

as great as it well can be ; and the taste with
which coloured materials are used in construction

is far in advance of anything that the rest of

Europ<; can show, either then or afterwards.
The Italians inherited an admiration for, and
due sense of the beauty of, detached columns.
These, being used for their own beauty, were con-
stantly made to taper slightly, and were used
frequently to carry heavy weights, though with
the closest approach to insecurity. In no
country is the use of these delicate shafts

brought to such perfection. The shaft is used
by itself, coupled with another, and in groups of

four and five. Sometimes a precious block of

marble is cut into four shafts, apparently knotted
together in the centre. It is spiral, fluted,

moulded, and carved. It is used with great con-

structive skill, an arcade carried on small coupled
shafts carrying, as at Genoa, a second cloister

above. The arches of these cloisters are as

simple as they can be ; but the shafts are so

delicate, and their caps and bases so well pro-

portioned, that I doubt whether any cloisters are

more beautiful.

In spite of all such architectural shortcomings,
it must be said that in the combination of

painting and architecture all other architectural

schools were hopelessly distanced by the Italians.

The root of all that is beautiful iu their work
was struck in the 13th century ; and it is

in the magnificent Church ot St. Frincis, on the

steep lower slopes of the Apennines, that we
see already in perfection the combination of the

two arts. There are here three churches, one
above the other, built round the tomb of St.

Francis. One enters the middle church by a

pointed doorway between walls panelled with
the red marble of Perugia, in a lovely diaper of

eusped circles. A dark and sombre collection of

chapels, decorated on all sides by the painters of

the 13th and 14th centuries, leads one on to

the altar. Here cunningly-wrought screens

of iron between marble columns guard the sacred

central spot, and the eye becomes by degrees
accustomed to the half-light, and sees and under-
stands the subjects and colours which Giotto and
others have left on vault and pillar and wall.

The upper church was meant to bo entered by
a fine western doorway, but this is seldom open
now; and after drinking in this strange and
mystic effect of the crypt, access is gained by a

small newel staircase to the upper church. The
change is one of the most startling that I know.
From the darkest of sanctuaries you find yourself

in a minute transferred to the brightest, the most
beautiful, the most joyous. The architecture of

the upper church is light and graceful, the win-
dows are large, and the walls from the floor to

the centre of the vaulted roof are covered with
paintings, the whole of which are bright in tone,

beautiful in arrangement, and, as it seems to me,
full of the most exquisite sentiment, even if the

mere draughtsmanship is imperfect. Cimabue
commenced his works at Assisi in a.d. 126.5.

The roof and walls of the nave were then ready
for him and entirely undecorated. The former,

at least, is either his work or that of his imme-
diate followers. The nave is of four bays in

length. He painted the first bay with figures of

the Four Doctors of the Church, and the third

with the Virgin, St. Francis, and St. John the

Baptist. The intermediate bays he covered with
mere decorative colour—blue studded with stars

—the grounds of the subjects being gorgeous
with yellow or gold. Borders of exquisite

design and variety follow all the leading lines of

the construction. The figures show, it is true,

no few traces of Greek or Byzantine teaching and
influence ; but the simple dignity of their atti-

tudes and draperies, the charm ot the general

system of colour, and the grand decorative effect

produced by the alternated bays of subject and
ornament, leave little to be desired. Nowhere,
indeed, in the whole realm of art can one put
one's hand on a work in which the triumph of

the Italian school of the thirteenth century is

more certainly seen or more universally acknow-
ledged than it is here. And if I have been
critical to-night as to what appears to me to bo
the shortcomings of Italian architects, you will

perceive, by the terms in which I conclude, that

the criticism comes from one who appreciates

with enthusiasm what he holds to be the real and
undying beauty and interest of this great pei iod

in the history of Italian art.

MR. H. H. STATHAM ON ORNAMENT.
IV.

AT the Royal Institution, on the 7th inst.,

Mr. HeathcoteStatham delivered the con-

cluding lecture of a short course on " Orna-
ment, Historically and Critically Considered."

He commenced with a reference to the Renais-

sance movement, which, based upon a study of

and admiration for Classic literature, effected,

early in the 16th century, an entire change
in the course of thought and modes of expression

throughout Europe. Building and decoration

had previously been carried out almost intui-

tively, men working on the lines of their neigh-
bours, or trying to improve their work n-ithout
an apparent knowledge that they had a style.

But from the time of the Renaissance it became
impossible to go forward with the old Gothic
modes of working. The people had eaten of the
tree of knowledge of good and evil, and the
result was very apparent, though it might be
disputed whether this result was a benefit or an
injury to art. From this period Art was self-

conscious, and recognising types and styles be-
came imitative of them, instead of originating
new forms as needed. The only art which
afterwards rose to the highest pitch of perfection
was that art which was least fettered by prece-
dents—that of painting. In all other forms of

art the first freshness had been lost, and practice

was being reduced to mere pedantry. In re-
gard to ornament, this re-birth was based
not on the study of Greek, but on Roman
works, and had its origin in Italy, only
slowly proceeding thence to France and En-
gland. At first the new work had everywhere
a common character, but gradually diverged into
well-defined groiips. Everywhere the new style

was essentially imitative, and was less strict in

adherence to principles, less logical, in fact, than
the older works. Its very conventionality had a
nearer approach to copyismfrom nature than had
before been seen. The relation to nature was
very capricious; natural objects were treated in
decoration in a highly artificial manner, and were
mingled with artificial objects and grotesqueries
in a manner hitherto unknown. Individual
tastes now asserted themselves, and men, in place
of working in common lines of style, adopted
manners of their own, and so we could more
readily distinguish the work of an individual
designer, whether in architecture or decoration,

after the Renaissance than the Gothic period.

The lecturer passed before his audience what he
termed a gallery of illustrations, consisting of

coloured drawings of Renaissance ornament and
textile fabrics, lent by the South Kensington au-
thorities,anda largenumber of casts lent byMessrs.
Jackson and Graham, and by these instituted

a series of comparisons between the Renaissance
work of various countries, showing that in Italy
the Roman manner was almost indigenous, and
was there frequently well carried out. Some of
the great artists failed, however, almost entirely

iu their ornamentation. Thus he exhibited a
piece of decoration by Michael Angelo, which
was one of the most vulgar in conception of its

period, and another by Guilio Romano, where
the ground of design was covered with free

stems of foliage, up which lions were running.
The German work was, as a rule, worse than the
Italian, and utterly wild in its grotesqneness.
The earlier types of French work were cha-
racterised by better taste, and even those of the
Louis XIV. period often showed considerable
breadth of style, but there was less logical

sequence of ideas than in Italian work. In the
time of Louis XV. artificial objects were largely
employed, and the growth of lines from each
other was frequently neglected ; in the Louis
XVI. period the design was naturalesque and
full of realistic foliage. Gradually the taste sank
into overwrought fancies, and merely pretty
contrivances with no vigour or character. Some
of the forms of Renaissance ornament afforded a
good illustration of the presence or absence of

the quality called "style," which really meant
homogeneous character ; the dift'erence was illus-

trated by the contrast between a piece of orna-
ment by Le Pantre, and one from "Richardson's
ornaments." Granted a homogeneity of character,

it was possible for a design to be relatively

effective, although not conceived in pure taste.

It was interesting to note the occasional admix-
ture of Oriental art with Renaissance orna-
ment, and this was especially noticeable in

specimens of bookbinding, where the interlacing

strap ornament derived from Arabic sources was
typical of good work in French and German
libraries. This Arabic quality, which more or

less pervaded the treatment of book- covers
throughout Europe, was probably due to

the fact that the first hinders were Vene-
tians, who were the connecting link between
Europe and the East ; as the art was a novel

one, the work done by the best workmen became
a type for general adoption. Proceeding
to consider the stylo introduced by the Adam
Brothers in the last century, the lecturer

observed that these brothers were exceed-

ingly clever men, and their work, which
was derived largely from Pompeian source
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tipplioil with considerable originality, was
well worthy of study, but it was evident that its

l)resent popularity was nothing more than a
more fashion, for it was frequently combined
wiih Japanese ornament, than which few things
could bo more dissimilar. In analysing Japanese
work, there was seen to be very little true orna-
ment in it ; much that was called ornament
was only imitation of nature. jVlmost the
only example of geometric ornament was a v.iriety

of key pattern, wliieh nearly approached the
Celtic type. Where colour was introduced, how-
ever, it was always well used ; natural forms
were exceedingly well conventionalised, and
where no attempt has been made to copy, the
designs were very ingenious in form. The great
defect of Japanese ornament was its lack
of reference to the space and shape to
be covered, and its thoughtless irregularity.
There were two ways in which ornament could
be applied ; the one to emphasise the leading
lines of construction, as in the fluting of a
column, the other to occupy a surface otherwise
uninteresting, and of both principles number-
less illustrations were to be seen in nature,
in the treatment of the plumage of birds,
and the wings of butterflies. It was in
the emphasis of the leading lines that Japanese
art so largely failed. The Adams' work, on the
other hand, was a pretty adaptation of late
Roman decoration. Yet, notwithstanding the
inherent difl'erence between these styles, both
were simultaneously in favour amongst us. In
a recently-published book on the decoration of
the house, they might see an illustration given
as an example to be followed, in which most of
the furniture was of the Adam type, but the
dojr-panels had naturalistic foliage, copied from
Japanese work. Now these panels were really
mere spaces between framing, yet the painted
foliage was arranged irregularly, and the sprays
were continued from one panel to the next,
violating the facts of the construction. Again,
the lecturer showed sketches of Chippendale
and Sheraton chairs, the one covered with
misapplied carving, uncomfortable and ap-
parently weak, the other simple and suitable in
treatment

;
yet those who professed to guide

public taste would recommend one equally
with the othci-, and the sale would be equal.
Mr. Statham showed a richly-coloured hrmging,
designed by O wen Jones, which he considered as
almost perfect in pattern and colour, but which
the manufacturers told him had been neglected
for many years as out of fashion. Such de-
signs should never be out of fashion. In
continuation, he suggested that it would be
well if painters and sculptors would give
more attention to the principles of ornamental
design than they did, as it would often
prevent the disfigurement of otherwise pure work.
He wished also to protest against the exaggerated
importance that was just now being attached
to ornament by critics. They had recently
been told that if means were limited it was
better to procure a really good wallpaper than
engravings or paintings : a piece of childish folly
which ignored the far higher value of a human
figure or a landscape over the most clever pattern.
As Drummond had well said :

—
" But silly we, like foolish children, rest

"Well pleased with coloured vellum, leaves
of gold,

Fair dangling ribands, leaving what is best.
On the great writer's sense ne'er taking

hold
;

Or if by chance we stay our minds on aught,
It is some picture on the margin wrought."

Let us, the lecturer added, by all means re-
cognise ornament as a highly interesting study,
and understand its principles, but do not let us,
like the foolish and invertebrate Maudles and
Postle'.hwaites of the day, place it above the great
intellectual interests or the great moral realities
of Ufe.

THE WASHINGTON MONUMENT.
rpHE report of the Chairman of the JointX Commission for the Completion of the
Washington Monument, gives some interesting
details of the work recently accomplished. The
underpinning with concrete has been success-
fully completed without causing the slightest
crack or opening in any joint of the structure,
weighing more than thirty-five thousand tons.
During the summer of 1S70 the terraced em-
bankment around the base of the monument was

finished, and the iron framework for the stairs
and elevator was erected in the following winter.
This framework consists of superposed Phoenix
columns, four of which form the inner angle
posts of the staircase, and are steidiod by
Sin. iron beams at intervals, of 20 feet in
height, cEch passing through two columns, and
being securely built into the masonry at both
ends. The staircase is so planned that each of
these beams forms the inner edge of a long land-
ing, extending the whole width of the tower
inside the walls, so that the staircase consists of
short straight flights, each having 18 steps and
ascending 10ft. The elevator shaft consists of
four similar columns, forming a square nearly
10ft. on each side, and secured to the angle
columns of the staircase. This framework of
iron is carried up a little in advance of the
masonry, and a crane or derrick is attached to
each of the four outer colunms, with a boom
ISjft. long, which enables every part of
the wall to be reached. When the masonry
has been carried up to the level of the
framework, another section, of 20ft. in
height, is added, the derricks and hoisting appa-
ratus raised upon it, and the work continued.
By this arrangement, the construction can be
carried on with great economy and speed. To
prevent accidents to the workmen, a net was
woven and stretched around the top of the
monument. Lightning has been guarded against
by connecting the four columns of the elevator
shaft, through large copper rods, with the
water in the bottom of the well beneath the
middle of the foundation. Already 22ft.

have been added to the height of the monu-
ment, and Colonel Casey reports that the ma-
terial on hand, and the available balance of the
appropriation, will be sufficient to build 52ft.
more.

FIRES IN THEATRES.*
CAPTAIN EYRE M. SHAW, of the London

Fire Brigadf , and author of several useful
manuals on Fire Surveys and Protection, in this
small brochure furnishes his readers with prac-
tical advice, derived from long experience in the
management of fire-brigades, on the risks to
which theatres are subject, and we have no
doubt that if the recommendations contained in
Captain Shaw's little book were fully carried
out, the risks of fire and loss of life incident on
that terrible and senseless want of control known
as "panic" would be considerably diminished.
We think it perfectly justifiable to tell nervous
people of the risks to which they are exposed in
attending theatres and music-halls, and, indeed,
any public assembly ; and even churches are not
exempt from risks of this kind. It is some
satisfaction to know, at least, that the ordinary
sources of danger that exist in such buUdiogs
are known, and can be pointed out from actual
experience, and to hear so able an expert as
the author is a83ertin_f that, "with proper
construction, judicious management, and sound
precautions, there would be no danger for the
audience, and very little for the building." The
author enters into the various points common to
buildings of this kind, and the necessity of pre-
serving a space round theatres, of maintaining
free and unobstructed street approaches, of
proper polico supervision, and co-operation
between the police and the sworn constables
and door-keepers ; the importance of having
exits not less numerous than the internal
divisions of the auditorium, according to prices,
that the inlets should be well lighted, free from
obstructions, steps, and other dangers likely to
cause injury, and that the long corridors and
passages should be broken by ban-icrs at inter-
vals, so as to prevent a crushing at any point.
The suggestions made as regard the corridors,
entrances, and exits, are well worth the atten-
tion of architects. Passages meeting at a right
angle, or end on, are always objectionable, and the
different portions of the audience may be
allowed to join at a little distance, and at an
angle that would not cause au obstruction in
leaving. Steps, however slight, are dangerous,
but gradients are less objectionable if they do
not exceed 1 in 10. Handrails to staircases and
enclosed passages on both sides are a great
security in time of a panic.
As regards the walls of the structure, Capt.

Shaw strongly insists upon solid, well-bonded
cross-walls ; but coming to the main principle of

the recommendations, the author would divide
the theatre into as many separate parts as possi-
ble by solid fire-proof walls. Thus the
manager's rooms, dressing-rooms, stores, the
stage, auditorium, corridors, staircasefl, halls,

&c., would all be divided by such walls; the
stage would be further separated from the
auditorium than it usually is by means of a fire-

wall cariied through tho roof above the stalls

with wrought-iron doors, and the great opening
would liavo a metal curtain which could be
dropped at a moment's notice, and worked by
metal chains. These two main parts of tho
theatre being separated, the auditorium may be
divided by tho provision of separate entrances
and exits, according to the price, and the stage
in like manner might be easily sub-divided by
good divisions between the dressing-rooms,
workshops, and stores. In this manner
Capt. Shaw would divide the whole building
into as many distinct and separate risks
as possible, and the greater the number
of sub-divisions, the less the danger.
It is quite possible, as ho shows, to
diminish the risks of fire to the audience so
materially as to leave nothing to dread in case
of an emergency ; and if managers would follow
out these suggestions much might bo done to-
wards placing our metropolitan theatres in a
safer position than they are. We dread to think
of a firo at any of our crowded theatres, with
narrow passages and such few exits. The author
proceeds to discuss tho spaces to be allowed in
lobbies and passages in case of a rush into them,
these being closed off by iron doors, and some
useful details are given here ; as also the num-
ber of exits, and he gives a variety of useful
cautions to managers and others. Two separate
staircases for each part of the audience, as far
as possible apart, are recommended, but at least

two staircases ought to be provided. There are
many details which concern stage-managers more
than architects ; and the hints on the training
of men to act as night watchers are particularly
worthy of attention from theatrical managers
and the public. It would be better for the fire-

brigade M supply a fire-watch than trust the
safety of a crowded theatre to an attendant
merely dressed up as a fireman.

• Kres ia Theatres. By Evrb M. Shaw, Londoa Fire
Brigade. London : E. and F. N. Spon, Charing Cross.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
The C'dif of London Directory, 1881 (W.

H.CoUingridge and Son) is issued for the eleventh
time, and possesses its usual features of useful-
ness. J'ractical Thotugruphij, by O. E.
Wheeler (London : The Bazaar Office), seems a
practical manual of a science which is fast be-
coming an art, and has always had a fascination
for amateurs. Toys and Toymaking, by James
Lukin, B.A. (London: the ^a;affr Office), is just
the book for the boys who delight iu knives,
chisels, and saws, and who may by its pages be
induced to befriend their younger brothers and
sisters instead of damaging the furniture of
their parents. Instructions for the Use of the
Eureka Slide- Jiiile, by James Noble (Sheffield : T.
Rodgers), is the 3rd edition of a handy series of
rules for the uso of a very handy slide-rule. We
have also to hand a copy of the seventh edition
of Lessons in Etcmcntarij Mechanics, by Philip
Magnus, B.Sc, B.A. (London : Longmans,
Green and Co.), and the Proceedings of St. Paul's
Ecclesiologicttl Society, which is illustrated by
ground-plans of Stone and Swanscombo
churches, and two photo-lithographs of portions
of the former beautiful 13th-century edifice.

The local hoard of Mountain Ash, near Merthyr,
discussed on Monday ni^ht the manner in which
Mr. John Herbcit Jenkms, their surveyor, had
carried out his duties with reftrence to the sewer-
age works. It was proposed and seconded thit
Mr. Jenkins be requested to resign hij appoint-
ment ; but a letter was read from that oflicer,

stating that he bad trusted to Mr. John Lewis, the
inspector and clerk of works, in whom he had every
confidence, to see the work properly done, but that
this would be a lesson to nim, and he hoped the
board would not again have cause to complain.
The chairman said the real fault was that of the
board iu accepting a contract from inexperienced
contractors, and ttie surveyor ought not to be made
the scapegoat for the board's want of care and
wisdom. The following amendment was then
carried by 7 votes to 2, " That the surveyor, having
acknowledged his fault, and having assured the
baard that they should have no reason to complain
again, the board overlook the matter, and that he
be allowed to retain his appointment."
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BUBStAXTOrrS FAIESCE.

Wi called attention last week in our review of the

Bailding Exhibition to the specimens of faience,

terra-cotta, bricks, &c., exhibited by Messrs.

TVilcock and Co., of Burmantofts, Leeds. L'nder

the general term of Burmantofts Faience, this

firm has introduced a speciality which at once
commends itself for many forms of use andartistic

application in connection with exterior and
interior decoration and construction. We under-

stand that the firtclay used is peculiar to the dis-

trict in which Messrs. Wilcock's works are

situated, and that it is composed of a very pure
combination of silica and alumina, with but the

eiy slightest trace of iron. It is thus specially

fitted for the purpose to which it is now being
applied, as its freedom from impurities permits

it being worked into a thoroughly plastic form.

The absence of iron in the clay permits the em-
ploymentof intense heat without the colour being
injuriously affected by oxidation, and it is thus

possible for the faience to be fired in the kiln at

a heat far beyond any form of pottery, and even
exceeding the melting point of steel, thereby

securing a thoroughly hard, durable, and com-
pact body of such a character as to receive a
glaze in any colour without the slightest possi-

bility of its being affected by any extremes of

either heat or cold. The colour and the glazed
surface are produced by a combination of metallic

oxides which are thoroughly fluxed to the body,

and are inseparable from it either by mechanical
cr atmospheric causes. When in the plastic form
the clay can be moulded into any form desired

;

and as we understand that no machinery or

mechanical means are employed in this process,

but only skilled hand-work, it will be understood
that hardness and monotony of effect are avoided,

and, indeed, thi^ is very observable in the designs

produced, which hare that pleasing variety iu the

detail of execution iudicative of true artistic

handling. The material does not look stamped
or embossed, and the ab.'*ence of the stereotyped

effect so observable in many decorative produc-
tions, is not one of the least of the merits of the

faience. It will be readily understood that a
material thus manipulat d hasmany obvious uses,

and here it is presented to us in the form of

blocks for external decoration, varying in size

from 6iB. square to 4ft. or .5ft. superficial

area, modelled iu lich deep effects, with both
shadow and colour well developed. It thtis pre-

sents a material enabling colour to be judiciously

a-id tastefully introduced ijito exteriors iu a
thoronghly artistic manner and substantial form.
For sttiogc, spandrels, arches, panels, and other
decorative and enriched fonns of exterior archi-

tectm e it appears to meet a decided requirement,
as wc are unacquainted with any material
possessing its varied ciualifications. For interior

work its uses are even more varied, for made
either in the form of bloclu or tiles, and in any
shape or size, it is capable of giving unique
effect for friezes, dados, hearths, and firesides,

whilst it is also well calculated to be used for

panels in connection with wood for mantel-
pieces, and other forms of house furniture. It is

also capalle, as illustrated at the exhibition, of

making very beautiful decorative pottery. Our
illustration shows some examples of terra-cotta

and constructive faience indicating how the

flazed material which we have now briefly

escribed may be used, from desijjns prepared by
Mr. Maurice B. Adams, A.R.I. B.A. The
countrj'-house entrance-doorway with the shell

hood has faience panels and enriched consoles,

the framework here, as in the other examples,

being in red and stone- coloured terra-cotta.

The upper Grothic entrance-porch has mural
decorative panels, and dado in the same glazed
material.

MISS noeih'b qalleet, kew oabdens.

DimiNO many recent years Miss North has visited

nearly all the typical portions of the tropical

and sub-tropical regions of the globe, for the

ptirpose of studying and delineating their scenery

and floras. Commencing with Madeira and
Teneriffe, she afterwards spent some time in

Jamaica and the Brazils, and subsequently
sketched the wonderful vegetation of CaUfomia,
on the west coast of North America. Thence
she ^-isited Japan, Borneo, Java, Singapore, and
Ceylon. She afterwards spent two years in

India, and last year revisited Borneo, and is now
engaged in a tour through the Australian

Colonies, and proposes returning through New
Zealand and Taheite to San Francisco, and thence

home. In these extensive travels, and long
sojourns abroad, Miss North's principal object

has been to depict iu oil, in the open air, and in

the presence of the objects themselves, all the

varied and beautiful forms of tropical vegetation.

Being an industrious and rapid worker, she has
got together an immense number of sketches

representing the trees, flowers, and fruits of the

countries she has hitherto visited. When the

results of her present journey round the world are

added, they vnll form a nearly complete collec-

tion of the typical forms of tropical vegetation,

with the scenery of the countries in which they
are found. A selection of these sketches were
exhibited in the western galleries of the Horti-

cultural Gardens, at South Kensington, some
years ago, and afterwards for a short time in

the galleries at 9, Conduit-street, where they

attracted the attention not only of artists and
amateurs, but of scientific men, as much for their

beauty as for their extreme truthfulness.

Among others, Sir Joseph Hooker was so mi-
preseed with the desirability of having such
representations of vegetation in a state of nature,

and of the scenery in wMch it is found, to accom-
pany and illustrate the specimens collected in

the herbaria and hothouse at Kew, that he
induced the Government to grant a site in the

gardens there, on which the gallery, which is

the subject of our illustration, has just been
completed. It has been erected wholly at the

expense of Miss North, and intended as a gift

from her to the nation. It is situated opposite

to the '
' Temperate-house," in the paik adjoining

the gate leading into the Richmond-road, and
consists of a hall 50ft. long by 2oft. wide, and as

many high, lighted by a clerestory. It is cal-

culated that this gallery wUl contain between
400 and 500 of Miss North's sketches, arranged
partly on the walls, with others on screens,

classifled according to the countries in which
they are found. There is, besides, in the rear

of the gallery, a small studio lighted from the

north, and a caretaker' s house in a corresponding

situation on the southern end of the gallery. An
important feature of the design is a verandah
extending round three sides of the gallery, which
is intended to afford shelter from the sun or rain

to visitors in that part of the gardens. Its

pillars will eventually be covered with creepers,

which add considerably to its picturesque effect.

The whole is in red brick with Bath stone

dressings, and the roofs covered with zinc, and
is designed in a plain Classical style, without

much ornament. Mr. James Fergusson, F.R.S.,

is the architect.

known as Jorda-n, of Ludford, it went from
them into possession of t)io Hospital of St. John
Baptist, in Ludlow, on the opiwsite bank of the

river Teme. During the reign of James II.

Ludford was bought by a certain Sir Job
Charlton, who had the honour of entertaining

therein that monarch during the time of his

residence at Ludlow Castle. Ludford House is

rich in detail of the best kind in woodwork, fur-

niture, &c., and there is much to repay consider-

able study. The drawing, which is by Mr.
Theodore Howard, shows one side of the house,
which, though not the best, is a good representa-

tive front.

ST. JOHN S EPISOOPAl CHliltCH, FOBFAE.

This church has been erected by the congrega-
tion at a cost of about £7,000. All the money-
has been raised by voluntary subscription. The-
walls are built of local stone withPolmaise stone

dressings, which are carried round the interior

of the windows, doors, and arches. Inside they
are lined with Jin. red tiles in 4|in. courses,

which in the chancel alternate with 9in. belts of

alabaster to every two or three courses of tiles.

Ahandsome organ has been subscribed for, and is

being fitted up by Conacher, of Huddersfield.

The church is to be heated by a system patented
by Mr. Cunningham, of Dundee. Mr. James
Scott, Broughty Ferry, is the builder, and Mr.
Wm. Bruce, the clerk of works. The architect

is Mr. R. Anderson, A.R.S.A.

EESIDEXCBS : NO. 1, POnTLAXD- PLACE.

The illustration represents an important building
just completed, from the designs of Mr. C. J.

Phipps, F.S.A., at the angle of Portland-place,

Langham-strcet, and Chandos-street, just oppo-
site the Langham Hotel. The ground-floor has
two residences, with the basements below them
included. Each of the upper stories contains a
complete residence on each flat, and are arranged
as shown on the plans. The floors of each fiat

are constructed of cement concrete on iron girders.

An hydratilic lift is arranged in the centre of the

principal staircase. At the entrance-door is a
porter's lodge, having command of both the
principal and the servants' staircase. That
residences on flats are in demand, may be
assumed, as these were nearly all taken before

the building was completed, and only the first

floor remains as yet unoccupied.

BEFESENCES TO PLAKS.

GROnHD PLAN.
CnASDOS-STEEET SUITE

—

1 Bedroom
2 X): easing and Bath-room
3 Sitting-room
4 Servants' Staircase
6 Hall Porter's Room
6 Lift
POnTLAKD-PLACE SUITE—
7 W.C.
8 Bath-room
9 Bedroom
10 Drawing-room or Bed-

room
11 Ante Drawing-room
12 Drawing,.room
13 Diningsroom
14 Bedroom
15 Service and Lift from

Kitchen

UTEFOED HOUSE.

Ltjufokd HorBB, near Ludlow, is of very con-

siderable antiquity, a deed in possession of the

late owners, the Chalrton family, making men-
tion of a house here in the 1 1th century. In the

lime of the Conqueror the manor of Ludford
belonged to the Lord of Richard's Castle.

Afterwards passing into the hands of a family

FIRST I'LOOR PLAN.
1 Bedroom
2 Dining'-room
3 Drawing-room
4 Ante Drawing-room
5 Drawing-room or Bed-*-

room
6 Bedroom
7 Bath-room i

8 W.C.
9 Entrance Vestibule
10 Lift
11 Bedroom
12 Ditto
13 Ditto
14 Ditto
15 Servants' Staircase
IG T-aider
17 Wine-cellar
18 Coal-cellar
10 Kitolien

SMALL STAIECASE, LECCl, ITALY.

This interesting drawing was prepared by Mr.
Sydney Vacher, from his sketch made on the-

spot, to illustrate the architectural treatment of

small staircases when Mr. Aston Webb read a
paper on that subject a short time since before

the Architectural Association. The lecture was
printed by us at the time, with illustrations.

OLD LECTEEN, DETLINQ CHUECH, KENT.

The fine old lectern at Detling Church, Kent,
has recently been brought into its ancient use, or

rather it has been so restored as to be used on
reading the daily Lessons from. Originally,

three desks, on a sort of pillar with four sides

sloping each way and turning on a i>ivot at the

top of the stand, were used from whence to

chant the breviary services, as they are at the

present day in the chapter-houses abroad. The
Detling Lectern is of Decorative date, and is,

perhaps, the most elaborate and beautiful ex-

ample of its kind in this country. A drawing
of it is given in Parker's "Glossary of Mediteval

Architecture." The drawing wc reproduce to-

day is by Mr. Sydney Vacher, and the pulpit

seen in the view was designed by the late Mr.
Carpenter, the well-known Gothic Revivalist.

The reading-pew shown on the left has lately

been made up from the door of the pulpit.
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SETTLEHENTS.*
[Cundmhd from p. 388).

THIS biing-8 me to another part of my sub-

ject,—the authority o£ an architect to

order extras. Under the terms of the contract

with the builder he is generally entitled to order

them, and one rarely sees a contract in which
his powers ia this direction are expressly

limited. I have seen a contract containing a

clause to the tffect that the signature of the

proprietor was to be a necessary additiou to all

orders for extras ; bxit I happen to know that it

became a dead letter as the works comprised in

the contract went on, and therefore in this in-

stance it cannot, perhaps, be eaid to have been

fairly tested. There is no need for me to refer

to decided oases bearing on this point, because

they are so readily accessible to any one who
cares to peruse published works bearing on the

question. Perhaps the most recent, and, at the

the same time, the best, of such works is Mr.
Jenkins's little "Legal Handbook for Arclii-

tects, " published seven or eight years ago. I

think every young architect ought to study it.

Probably most of us have done so ; but I will

venture to quote Mr. Jenkins on the point in

question. Me says,—" Should the extras be
ordered by the architect, it must be proved that

he was authorised by the employer." But he
goes on to say,—"It will be sufficient to prove

that he was impliedly authorised. " An implied
authority does not sound like a very difficult

matter to establish. Quoting the same authority,

I will here point out that orders for extras

should not be retrospective. " The want of a

previous order will not be supplied by one given

subsequently to performance"; and also that

the verbal order of the employer himself is in-

sufficient to eatabliih a claim for extras. In the

conditions of contract issued by the Royal
Institute of British Architects there is the usual

clause as to orderiug extras in writing, but with
the modification that "any plan or drawing
expressly given and signed or initialled by the

architect aa an extra or variation
'

' shall hive
equal force. And this seems fair enough up to

a certain point. But is it quite fair to put the

onus of discovering the discrepancies between
detail and contract drawings upon the builder i

This seems to me a subject for discussion. If

all the chief detail drawings of the work can be

made before the contract is signed, then the

task of checking and comparing any subsequent
drawings on their arrival might not be very
heavy. But where, as is often the case, the

detail drawings are called into existence as the

work goes on, how can the builder be expected

to say by mere inspection whether they contain

more than was included in his contract or not?

It seems to me that in the latter case, at any rate,

such a clause as this, if inserted, should bo very
tenderly used. In adjusting contracts where a

clerk of works has been employed, one often

notices a tendency on the part of the builder's

agents to fix on him tho responsibility of the

extras, or a good many of them. No doubt, in

many cases there would be very little harm in

giving a clerk of works a certain discretionary

power of ordering variations in construction

which may be rendered necessary by some un-
foreseen circumstances, and which must be
promptly dealt with. But where any such
power is given, there is, of course, just a

possibility of weakening the power to exclude
iinjast claims at the settlement. When the

work comprised in the contract is finished comes
the question whether the account shall be pre-

pared jointly by the architect (or his surveyor)

and the builder, or whether the latter shall send
it in for the approval of the former. I tliiuk

that in most cases the jointly prepared docu-
ment leads to least difference of opinion. How-
ever honestly the builder or his agents miy have
intended to frame the account, their unassisted

knowledge of the variations is seldom sufficient

to enable them to render one which shall be
quite free from criticism ; and we all know how
much more unpleasant it is to strike out than to

prevent a claim. But architects, although,

perhaps, expected by their clients to possess an
equal taste for art and science, are very seldom
good at both. I think that if Charles Dickens
had known a little more of tho inner workings of

the profession he would have managed to say in

his well-known ode to a member of it that he
was "Architect, artist, aecoimtant, and man."

* A paper read before the Architecturdl Assuciation by
L. C. BiDDXTT on the Ist inst.

On the other hand, he would have been sure to

have made capital sport of Mr. Pecksniff with a
five-foot rod and a heavy bill of extras : so the

eulogy would have been a good deal qualified,

after all.

So far I have assumed that the settlement is

to be a friendly one. It is hardly necessary to

say much about settlements of a less pleasant
complexion. Tho matter quickly leaves the

architect's hands. The arbitration clause comes
into operation, and where there is any great dis-

play of obstinacy on either side it saves a great

deal of trouble no doubt. Unfortunately, the

eminent members of the profession who are wont
to be appointed as umpires, are often well quali-

fied for the position in all respects save that of a
knowledge of accounts. If the case bo large

enough to j ustify calling in a surveyor assessor

to (it with the umpire and to deal with the

measurements and prices, no harm is done.

There is something in a name,—and although
by any other name " extras" are no cheaper, I

think some of the sting is removed by calUng
them "additionil works." I note that the
Institute conditions adopt this phrase, and there

is certainly less of a suggestion of spontuneous
growth in the term "additional works" than
there is in the other word. The one phrase
seems to imply that the client ordered more to

be done, the other suggests that the architect
" let liim in " :—the word may bo good enough,
but this is the meaning which it has to a great
extent acquired.

I shall be leaving a very important part of my
subject untouched unless I say something about
the valuation of the variations, always supposing
that the necessary steps have been taken to

settle the extent of them. Tlie schedule re-

ferrtd to in the Institute Conditions of Contract
is supposed to govern tho valuation, and this

schedule is, as we know, in the majority of cases

a copy of the builder's detailed estimate. The
use of it preseiits little difficulty, if the user
cultivates that judicial impartiality to which it

should be his ambition (as it is by practice in his

power) to attain. But where there is no such
schedule the difficulty is sometimes very great.

I often wonder why the ordinary published
price-books do not take a little more trouble to

keep pace with the times. Perhaps it is beyond
their power ; the differences of locality and the

rapid fluctuations of markets must render it

very difficult. Still, I think that a good deal

might be done, and that if a trustworthy, not-

too-elaborate price-book were published in

London and in the provinces (just as the Post-
Office Directories are), giving tae prime-cost rates

of builders' work in the several localities, it

would be extremely useful. I fear I cannot say
to what extent such a venture would be profit-

able. One result of such a publication would
be a great assimilation of modes of measure-
ment,—a very desirable reform. More work
would be let on schedule, insuring perhaps
better work, because it would be done with a
certainty that it was not being done at a loss

;

and the little country builder, very good at his

work, but very weak in his estimating, would
perhaps be able to realise that modest fortune

which, under the present system of tendering,

seems only too certain to evade his grasp. Per-
haps at some future day our Architectural

Association and its allied societies throughout
the country will be able to do something towards
collecting information of the kitd. I spoke of the

schedule referred to in the Institute conditions.

In this particular (as in some others wliich it is

not within my province to mention here) the

conditions are a little weak. They do not
clearly say that the bills of quantiiies are the

schedule, although wo know that where
quantities have been supplied they generally do
form it. The question of the cost of measuring
variations is, perhaps, one which fairly comes
within the limit of my paper. Where an out-

side surveyor has been employed, his fees, as we
all know, are generally added to the extras, and,

as we probably all also know, would be the

subject of much indignation on the part of some
clients if they knew they were paying them.
This is very unreasonabla and unfortunate. I

hope the day will come when the position of the

measuring surveyor wiU be more clearly defined

with us, as I believe it is in Scotland and on the

Continent, and that there will be no mystery
whatever about the matter.

Settlements in those parts of the country
where the sub-letting of the various trades is

the rule, are perhaps tho most tedious and

troublesome of any. With five or six different

sub-contractora to meet, it maybe well imagined
that there is room for occasional controversy.

The rule with some architects is, I know, to

deal only with tho contractor-in-chief, and to

leave him to settle with tho rest. Probably thia

course is the easier ; although in practice I ad-
mit that I have generally followed tho other.

There is certainly an advantage in going over
the work of each trade viith the man who is a
perfect master of that trade. One is pi-etty sure
to get some practical wrinkle in tho course of
tho interview which quite compensates for the
additional trouble involved. In passing, I may,
perhaps, observe that for districts where work
is thug sub-let, the conditions of the contract
require to be modified as regards the sub- letting

clause ordinarily inserted for London jobs. Not
only should the sub-letting be recognised, but
the architect should reserve some sort of right

of approving tho sub-contractors, if he means
to have the work properly done. A good system
of settlement (but one not always practicable) is

to agree not only as to what are extra?, but as
to what is their value, as the work proceed. One
hears and knows of cases where this has been
done, and where, of course, much trouble has
been saved ; and it certainly sounds like the
simplest thing in the world. But supposing you
cannot agree ? There is then nothing for it but
to fall back upon the old system. Of course,

the arbitrator could be called in, but that would
be too ludicrous. You could not have an arbi-

tration once a week.
It may occur to yon that I have omitted to

abuse the builder, and to quote him as the
creator of extras. I can only fay that the
omission is intentional. One can but speak from
one's own experience, and mine may be of the

more fortunate sort ; but I have not found that
contractors, as a rule, desire to create extras.

When a contract is taken, the builder, if he be
a man of any method at all, and in a fairly large
way, of course makes his arrangements for cer-

tain supplies of materials and labour, all of

which arrangements are apt to be upset if there

be any material alteration in the intended works.
It is not necessarily to his interest to have any
such disturbance.

Tbere is one sort of settlement quite free from
extras. Under such a system as that to which
I just now referred (building by schedule), there

would, in a certain sense, be no extras, and
there would be one bugbear the less to worry
the architect. I do not know how far the Scotch
or French architects, who build by schedule,

may suffer from tho difficulty in question. In
both those countries the work is, as we know,
measured and valued on a schedule. In Scot-

laud, and, I presume, in France, some kind of

estimate is given. But, where it is understood
that all is to be measured at the finish, I do not
sec how the absolute total cost can be calculated

beforehand. No doubt, it is understood that it

is approximate. Speaking to a French architect

on the question of the cost of work, a ^hort

time ago, he assured me that, in his o^vn indi-

vidual practice (and he has a large one), a client

was always very meek and manageable on
this score, and "he lends me his purse," was
the expression which he used, in order to convey
the idea of his complete docility. A beautiful

and resigned spirit, quite unusual among
English clients, so far as my experience carries

me.
A very familiar form of extra is that which

arises from the weakness of sub-contracts. Tho
chief contract embraces, perhaps, a number of

provisions as to gas-fitting, hot-water work,
sculpture, stained glass, and other decorations.

You make sub-contracts with various tradesmen
or artists. At the close of the job you find that
you were not quite so careful in tho clauses of

your specifications for these sub-contracts as

you were with those of the specification-in-

chief . What I say may sound superfluous, but
I have a good many accounts to deal with, aod
I get only too much evidence that it is not.

There is sure to be a loophole for an extra in

some of these items. Tho gasfitters have re-

quired and received such an amount of attention

from the carpenters that you could almost be-
lieve that they had been lady gasfitters ! The
hot-water man wants you to find him all the

materials for setting his boilers and building his

flues, and often all the labour too ; but he was
not nearly so emphatic about these requirements
before signing his contract. You ought, per-

haps, to have understood him more clearly. I
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^ aot sav it was his fault. The other people
corn to brin^ so much as a step-ladder on to the
^semises, and proceed to use the plant belong-
ing to the builder, who, instead of carting away
Iiis ccaffold-poles and cords aud planks, practi-

eallr invests them at a good nite of interest,

diargiuff so well for the hire of them that you
miglkt almost expect the " plant " to fructify in

its unexpected state of prosperity. The carver
&as no scaffolding, and you mu^t not only find

S fer him (unless you bargained otherwise), but
Boat shift it about to suit him. I do not say
ibat any of these claims are fictitious or unjust.

I merely remark you should guard against
them.
A cause—though a less frequent cause—of

xtras is the old " p.c." difficulty. Tou provide
Tonr little sums of money for locks and latches,

for stoves and chimney-pieces, but you have
emitted to say that the amounts did not include
the builder's profit. You are not too busy, per-
kaps, to go about and order these things your-
df . When you get the bill you tell your builder
to pay it, and he does so ; but if he find the
nerchants deaf to his appeaLs for disooimts he
fairly enough charges your client with a profit.

Ton cannot, because you had omitted to put the
letters "p.c." after the sums provided, or to

airange that he should have a discount. This,
again, is a most elementary piece of instruction,

nd I am almost ashamed to introduce it, but I
know it is a caution much required by those
•who have not had experience in difficulties of
the sort.

Another cause of extras in connection with the
jrinic-coBt difficulty occurs to me. The preven-
tive is simple enough ; but the difficulty often
arises. Tour client being anxious to choose his
grates or tiles, or some similar httle matters, all

pro-nded in the contract, but in the selection of
irhich you give him discretionary power, asks
joa to take him round to the head-quarters of
the dealers in such things. The merchant sup-
plies the goods, and invoices them to your client

cr to yourself, and does not press anybody for
the money. The account has been delivered to
yon, but yon have sent it on to your builder to
pay. Circumstances over which he has no con-
trol, or at any rate you have not, prevent him
from paying it at once. The same circum-
timoes, however, induce a rather speedy wind-
mg-up of the contract accounts, and you give
your builder a certificate for his balance, quite
anconscious of the fact that the goods remain
anpaid for. "Circumstances" again assert
ihanselves in a way unpropitious to your late
•antractcH-, who liquidates, and starts agaun, re-
generate and ready for fresh troubles. You are
a little surprised to find the merchaut so calm
and unmoved. Having just settled down to
admire this good man struggling— one might
almost say, satisfied—with adversity, you are
inrther surprised by the delivery of his account,
made out to you or to your client. The disturb-
mg effect of this upon your recent settlement is

•asy to imagine. The preventive is equally easy.
Take care another time that the order to the
merchant comes through the contractor.
The grandest safegTiard against extras is, of

•onrse, the " money provision," to be expended
a« directed. I think the builder generally is

directed to expend it. In contracts of a heavy
ai^ for public bodies who arc perhaps borrowing
the amount which they propose to spend, and
wbo perhaps cannot afterwards enlarge their
homowing powers, ten per cent, would be a pru-
ieat provision. With an ordinary client, I think
that a sum of at least five per cent, on the
amoont of the contract should be thus placed at
the discretion of the architect. And it is all the
better for the client if he does not know the
extent of the provision. However perfect may
be your confidence in your client, or his in you,
1 do not believe thst he can, as a rule, bn safely
trusted with a monej provision. He will spend
it three or four times over.

One word with reference to omissions. Some
ystcm of booking omissions at least as clearly
as the extras are recorded is much to be desired.
Ko doubt the young architect with one job will
he pretty clear as to his omissions ; but when
woA gets more plentiful, and particularly when
2 happens to spread over a long term, he is very
likely to forget a few of them. Most architects
lave, I fear, a kind of horror of bookkeeping

;

kst a certain amount of it is a necessity,and will
aTe much time in the end. At any rate, a little

debtor and creditor account might be kept against
the " provisional " items, by which coiud be seen

at a glance how you were getting on, and when
to enforce severe economy with reference to
these. Many an unpleasant surprise at the
finish would be spared by even this little exercise

of commercial intelligence.

DINNER OF THE BUILDERS' CLERKS'
BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

ABOUT 120 friends and supjiorters of this

Institution met at dinner on Thursday
evening in last week, at the Guildhall Tavern,
Gresham- street, E.G., to celebrate the Hth
anniversary. The institution has as its objects,

the granting of permanent pensions to the clerks

of builders and their widows, and the giving
of temporary relief, and also the purchase of

presentations to homes for their orphans. This
was the third annual dinner, and, like the last

one, has shown a marked and gratifying advance
on the previous gatherings of a similar kind,

alike in the numbers attending it, the interest

and spirit manifested in the proceedings, and the
amount of money collected. The chair was
taken by Mr. Stanley G. Bird, the president,

who was supported by more than 120 gentle-
men, including many well-known builders and
contractors of the metropolis. In giving the
toast of the evening, '

' Success and Continued
Success to the Builders' Clerks' Benevolent
Institution," the president sketched the history
of the institution from its foundation in 18GC,

showing the large and progressive increase in

funds that had been made during the last two
years, and ajipealed to those present to mark the
present year by raising £250 for a third presen-
tation to an orphan home. The funds were in a
satisfactory condition ; there were credit balances
of £103 on the relief fund and £48 on the oi'phan
fund, while they had £1,350 invested. The
working expenses were exceedingly small. At
present they maintained ten pensioners, and two
orphans. Donations amounting to £173 Cs. and
subscriptions of £39 14s. were announced by the
secretary, Mr. H. W. "Wheatley, making a total

of £213, and in response to a challenge from the
president to help to bring this to £250, many
gentlemen followed his example and increased
or doubled their subscriptions, so that at the
close of the meeting an additional sum of

£47 14s. was announced, making a total for the
evening of £260 14s., a notification received

with cheers.

CHIPS.

A monument is in course of erection in Wells
Cathedral to the memory of the officers and men
of the 13th (Prince Albert's) Light Infantry killed
in the South African campaign of 1878-9. It is

Early English in style, end is of the Doulting
stone so generally employed in the cathedral ; it is

6ft. Gin. high, and 9ft. long, and contains five

panels, four of yellow Marfield stone. That in the
centre, which is higher and wider than the others,

is occupied by a representation in terra-cotta of
David just after he Las slain Goliath. The sculp-
tor is Mr. Tinworth, of Messrs. Doulton's, Lam-
beth ; Mr. Edcuund B. Ferrey, of Spring Gardens,
London, is the architect.

At the Somersetshire quarter sessions, last week,
plans were approved for the erection of a detached
block for 80 female patients at the asylum, aud
£8,500 voted towards the cost of building.

The Swansea Harbour trustees, on Monday, in-
creased the salary of Mr. Capper, the harbour
superintendent, from£C00 to £900 a year.

Mr. Joseph Spicer, at present local-board sur-
veyor, of Staines, was last week elected surveyor
of Southend-ou-Sea, at a salary of £100 a
year.

A stained-glass Maikham memorial window is

being placed in the paiish-church of Melton Mow-
bray. The work is being done by Messrs. Wailes
and Strang, of Newcastle-on-Tyno.

Ou Saturday week the memorial-stones of a new
chapel and schools, which are in course of erection
in Earle-street, Crewe, were laid. The chapel will

be 54ft 3in. by 42ft. internally, schoolroom and
classroom (on the ground -floor) 51ft. by 21ft., and
a similar schoolroom and classroom on the upper
floor. The plaus also include a minister's vestry,
to be erected at a future time. The design is of
Gothic cliaracter. The buildings have been de-
signed by Mr. G. B. Ford, architect, Burslem, and
are being erected by Mr. John Grosvenor, builder,
Tunstall, the amount of the contract being £1,703.

The Somersetshire Archoiological Society had a
conversazione on Monday week at Taunton
Caatle.

iSuilMns Jlnttllisaue.

Rock CHbTtcii, neae Bewdley.—The restora-
tion of the tower of this church has just been
completed. When it was resolved last summer
to take the work in hand it was found to be in a
most dangerous condition as regarded the upper
portion, and owing to the roof being thoroughly
rotten, the wet found its way into the bell

framing and floors beneith which were rapidly
decaying. It was found necessary to rebuild
the upper portion from the top of the belfry
windows, put a new lead roof, renew the tracery
in several windows, and generally restore where
needed down to the ground. The work has
been carried out by Mr. Wm. Porter, of Malvern,
under the direction of Mr. Martin B. Buckle,
A.R.I.B.A.

EDiNBtTEOn.—Operations have just been com-
menced for the erection of a church at the north-
west angle of South-Back of Canongate and St.

John-street. Messrs. Anderson and Browne,
Wemyss-place, are the architects. The plan of

the body of the church is T-shaped, the extremity
of the long arm being octagonal ; and against
the angled sides being set circular stairs leading
to the galleries, and a porch and vestibule which
form the principal entrance. The nave is covered
in one span with a hammer-beam roof, and is

ceiled with a narrow boarding at the level of the
collars. Behind the pulpit, completing the
crucifoi-m plan of the church, are an organ and
choir gallery, and under a vestry and lavatories.

The church will be seated for 875 people, ex-
clusive of the choii', 535 being accommodated in

the area, and 340 in the gallery. The estimated
cost is £4,000, consequently there are no purely
decorative features. The walls will be built of

square snecked rubble, with scabbled stone
dressings, and the roof covered with plain red
tiles. Messrs. Wm. Beattie and Sons are the
principal contractors, aud Mr. T. Bryning acts

as clerk of the works.

Halifax.—Lea Mount Boaed Schools.—
These schools, the sixth built by the Halifax
School Board, were opened last week. The site

is open and elevated, and a tower having been
placed in the centre of the building, the schools

are a conspicuous landmark in the district. The
style of architecture adopted is a version of
Early Pointed, treated somewhat ornamentally,
on account of the site adjoining the new
Shrogg's Park, now in course of formation by
the Halifax Corporation. The ground in front

of the schools is ornamentally laid out with
shrubbery, &o., the playground being at the

back. Covered plajshcds are provided, as also a
detached caretaker's house, so placed as to com-
mand the premises, on account of the district

being somewhat lonely. The schools accommo-
date 650 children, in three departments, and all

the rooms enter from a central corridor, except
the teachers' rooms to the boys' and girls' de-
partments, which open direct into the large

schoolrooms. The architects are Messrs. Leeming
and Leeming, of Halifax, Mr. R. F. Bryan
acting as clerk of works.

Hanlet, Staff.—Tlie fifth school erected by
the Hanley School Board was opened on Thurs-
day in last week. The group of buildings are

of simple Gothic style, the walling materials

being in local red brick, with Hollington stone
sparingly used for heads and sills, and the roofs

are covered with blue and red plain tiles, in

bands, with a cresting and gable fiuials of terra-

cotta. The total accommodation is for 637
places, with main rooms and class-rooms, divided

with glazed screens and sliding partitions.

There are large inclosed cap and cloak-rooms,
with lavatories to each department, and master
and mistress' rooms attached. The heating is by
Shorland's Manchester school-grates, and a
hot-water apparatus, on the small-bore prin-

cipal, by Messrs. J. King, of Liverpool. The
ventilation is provided for by bringing the outer
air into the various rooms through large grids

in the walls in connection with vertical tubes,

and flues to sliding-grids in the window-boards;
and foul air is drawn up through openings in

ceUings, directly communicating with trunks,

fitted with Boyle's air exhaust-pumps, placed in

turrets on the apices of the roofs. The cost, in-

cluding the boundary walls and asphalting, is

£4,145. The builder was Mr. John Galliniore,

of Newcastle-under-Lyme. The work has been
carried out from the designs and under the
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»>iiperintendencc of Mr. U. A . Hcutos, of Hanley

,

the board's architect.

HuDDERSFiELD.—A i\ovr theatre was opened
oil Monday. The Ramsden-street frontage ia of
boasted ashlar, and is 60ft. wide, containing tix
entrauoLs, while the side to Bull and Mouth-
street is of hammer-dressed stonework, and is

1 18ft. wide, and has other entrances. The stage
opening is 2Gft. wide and 28ft. high, and has
two tiers of jirivate boxes on each side. The
dress-circle will be furnished with movable seats,

will accommodate 120 persons, and has its own
refreshment-bar, cloak-room, and lavatory. The
upper circles will accommodate 130 perspns, and
also has separate smoking-room, bar crush-
room, and lavatory. The gallery and pit will

each seat 1,000 persons. The level of the stage
is so arranged that during a performance a car-
riage and pair can be driven direct from the
street on to the stage, thus obviating the provi-
bion of stabling within the building. The pit

seats and upper circles are provided with a hat-
rail. Mr. B. E. Entwhistle is the architect, and
Mr. J. A. Love, Southport, the contractor ; the
decorations are by Messrs. Hughes and Watter-
son, of Liverpool.

HtTLi,.—The foundation-stone of the new
church of St. Thomas, Campbell-street, was
laid on the Cth inst. The building, which is of
red brick with a very sparing use of stone, con-
sists of nave with north and south aisles, north
porch, north and south double transepts, apsidal-
ended chancel, withorgan chamber and vestrieson
south side, and bell-turret on north f-ide of
chancel. Beneath vestries is the heating-
chamber. The aisles are unusually low and
narrow, and the clerestory higher than is com-
mon, it being necessary on account of surround-
ing buildings to eft'ect the entire lighting of the
nave by the clerestory and west windows. The
transepts show externally as coupled gables,
having couplet lancets, and above these cusped
circular windows. At the junction of chancel
and transepts rises to a height of 90ft. a slender
octagonal bell-turret, with slated spire. The
roofs are open-timbered, of good pitch, and
divided into panels by wrought, stained, and
varnished arched principals and wrought purlins.
Tlie seating is of wrought, stained, and varnished
deal, with oi-namental ends. The dimensions
are: Nave, 80fc. by 34ft., with a height of
about 58ft. to apex of roof ; north and south
aisles, 5 1ft. by 8ft. wide; transepts, 2')ft. by
16ft. ; and chancel, 19ft. by 22ft. by a height of
about 30ft. to apex of wood-panelled ceiling.
The architect is Mr. Edward Sampson, of
Tyrell-street, Bradford, and the works are being
carried out by Messrs. Simpson and Malone, of
Great Thornton- street, Hull.

Salisbury.—The beautiful and unique refec-
tory in New Canal-street, knoAvn as "Ye Halle
of John Halle," has just been carefully restored,
under the superintendence of Mr. Ered. Bath,
A.R.I.B.A., of Crown-chambers, Salisbury.
This banqueting-hall was erected between 1467
and 1481 by one John Halle, and prior to 1834
was divided and subdivided into many small
rooms ; but in that year the then owner, Mr.
Sampson Payne, had it restored to its original
proportions. It is remarkable for its rich win-
dows, its elaborately-carved screen, its antique
chimney-piece, and massive and boldly-corbelled
roof. Mr. Bath his designed and carried out a
new street-front to the hall, of well-seasoned
oak framework with si/r/tjiilo plastering; in the
lower part are shop-fronts, entirely of carved
oak, with plate-glass windows, and over this is

carried on carved corbels a projecting story ; a
second story projects yet further and is crowned
by a steep gable having ornate barge-boards.
The carving, including figures of John Halle
and King Edward IV., and the sgraffito work
have been carried out by Mr. Harry Hems, of
Exeter. The general contract was undertaken
by Mr. John "Wort, builder, of Park Works,
Salisbury.

Salisduky Diocesan CinmcH Buildino Asso-
ciation.—At the adjourned annual meeting,
held at the Boardroom in the Close, on Tuesday
week, the following resolutions were passed :

—

That the vacant post of architect to the society
be not iillcd up. That when a survey or report
upon a church be desired by those who are in-
terested in its restoration, it be lawful for them
to call in any architect approved by the General
Committee (instead of, as heretofore, the hono-
rary diocesan architect) towards whose fee the

society would undertake to contribute £3 38.,

should he not be eventually employed as the
architect. That, in the event of the General
Committee requiring a report upon any plans
submitted to them, they may obtain the opinion
of any eminent architect, and give a fee not ex-
ceeding £3 3s. from the funds of the society.

That these rules be submitted to the next
quarterly meeting. At the conclusion of the
annual meeting the usual quarterly meeting was
held, when the grant of £60 for Broad Ilintou,

Wilts, was ordered to be paid, the works being
completed; and a grant of £30 was made to

Christchurch, Warminster, Wilts, all the seats

of which are proposed to be free and unappro-
priated.

Sheffield.—The Chtirch portion of the new
cemetery in Intake-road was consecrated on
the 28th ult. The cemetery contains 60 acres, and
has entrances from the Intake road and Manor-
lane. The former, the principal entrance, is

under a gateway, with stone vaulted ceiling,

and wrought-iron gates, surmounted by a
tower. Above the gateway is a residence for an
nnder-sexton, and the clock-chamber and
cisteni-room occupy the top story. On one
side of this gateway are tho board offices, with
general office, fireproof muniment room, and
superintendent's house, approached by cloisters

from the gateway, and on the other side is the
residence of head-sexton, with workyard and
offices. In the centre of the grounds are two
two chapels, similar in general plan and
arrangement, but slightly vaned in design.
They are each 75 ft. by 24 ft., each
having a mortuary aisle 37ft. by loft., sepa-
rated from the chapel by a glazed stone screen.

They have also a vestry with lavatory, &c. The
roofs are panelled in pitch-pine ; the passages
are of encaustic tiles, and the scats, which
are open benches, stand on a wood
pavement. The chipels are warmed and venti-

lated on Haden's system. The floors of mortu-
aries are of cement concrete. The third chapel

—

that for the Roman Catholics—has not yet bren
erected. The cemetery is surrounded by a wall
7ft. high. The materials of the buildings are
externally Worrall wallstone, hammer-dressed,
with Holiington stone dressings, the roofs being
covered with Westmoreland green slating ; and
the design is founded on the local architec-

ture of the Tudor period. The site was pur-
cha.sed at a cost of £13,62.5, and tho buildings,

roads, &o., have cost about £25,000. The works
were commenced in the autumn of 1878, and
have been carried out from the designs and
under the superintendence of Messrs. M. E.
Hadfield and Son. Mr. Geo. Webster has acted
as clerk of works, and Messrs. Ridal and Ami-
son have been the general contractors. Mr. W.
S. Gilman has executed the stone-carving ; the
fittings and furniture have been executed by Mr.
Ray and Messrs. Appleyard ; and Messrs.
Hardman and Co., of Birmingham, have made
the entrance gates and ornamental ironwork.

SuNDEELAND.—The first stone of new Sunday-
schools in connection with the Congregational
Church, Fawcett-street, wiU be laid on Tuesday
next. The plan is not the usual rectangle, but
is eight sides of a twelve-sided figure, and will

form the apsidal termination of a church to be
built hereafter. The outer part of figure is

capable of being shut off into eight class-rooms
by revolving wooden shutters, the inter-divisions

beingby thesame means. Accommodation is found
for 600 . The upper cluss-rooms form a continuation
of the aisle of the church , with roofs of the usual flat

pitch, and tho central drum (which is supported
by iron pillars, in which the shutters work) is a
continuation of the nave of the church, with a

steep roof, having dormer windows. The walls

are faced with stone, and all the joiner's work is

in pitch-line. The wanning is by hot water-
pipes, so arranged that the central part can be

warmed for week night lectures, independently

of the class-rooms. The contracts amount to

about £2,200, including warming and ventilat-

ing. Mr. J. P. Pritchett, of High-row, Dar-
lington, is architect.

At the annual meeting of the Durham Diocesan
Church Building Society, held on Thursday in last

week, the following grants were made :—Tyne-
month, new church, £100; Castle Eden, new
church, £80 ; Shildon Church restoration, £50 ; St.

Andrew's Church restoration, £50 ; Ayliffe Church
restoration, £50 ; Washington Church restoration,

£40 ; and Chevington Church, £10.

COMPETITIONS.
Haltwhistle.—A new Wesleyan chapel is

about to be erected, from the designs of Mr.
James Murchie, of Carlisle, whose plans were
selected in competition with Messrs. Smith and
Son, of Shotley Bridge, Messrs. Hetherio«rtou

and Oliver, of Carlisle, Mr. Race, of Weardale,
and Mr. Heslop, of Haltwhistle.

Newbuby Deainaqe.—The town council have
awarded the first premium, £100, to Mr. H. O.
Baldry, and the second premium, £60, to Messrs.

Gotto and Beesley. There were 27 compctitorB,

and the council acted on the advice of Messrs.

Law and Chattcrton, civil engineers, in award-
ing the premiums.

PoNTEFaACT.—At a meeting of the Fontefract

Town Council held on Wednoaday week, the

question of erecting a suitable structure in the

Coi'n-market for the use of buyers and sellers of

grain was discussed, and a resolution ordering
the borough surveyor to prepare plans was
passed. The Streets and Highways Committee
recommended that in future no work be ordered
by the borough surveyor unless sanctioned by
the committee. The Council were empowered
to advertise for carrying out the works of sewer-

age on the specifications having been examined
relative to the outfall works. It was resolved

that the services of Messrs. Pcrkin and Bulmor,
architects, be retained for carrying out th« new
town-hall scheme, and that £5fl be paid them for

the best plans, awarded in their favour.

Suffolk Lunatic Asylum, Melton.— At the

Suffolk quarter sessions, held at Ipswich on
Thursday, a report was received from the

a.sylum committee stating that advertisements

had been inserted in the Buildino News and
two other London journals, and the local news-
papers, inviting architects to send in plans and
estimates for a new block of buildings at the

asylum. Melton, near Woodbridge, for 150

patients. " In response thereto ten sets of plans

were submitted to your committee for their in-

spection, and after very careful consideration of

the several plans and the estimated cost of each,

they recommend the Court to adopt (subject to the

approval of the Secretary of State) the plans

marked 'C (with a story above tho proposed new
male block, instead of the proposed addition to

old buildings on the female sida), prepared by
Messrs. Giles and Gough, architects, London,
which they estimate can be carried out for about
£11,650." The plans of Messrs. Giles and
Gough were upon the table. Their chief feature

was that the extra accommodation required will

ba obtained by alterations and additions to the

existing buildings, instead of erecting a new de-

tached block of buildings. The present kitchen

in the centre of the building it is proposed to

enlarge by taking in a portion of the present fe-

male yard, and to build over the kitchen a dining

and recreation hall. It is proposed to add a new
block with two floors to the north-east of an
existing one-story warden the female side, which
will give 40 beds on each floor, and to add a
story to an existing ward, giving 30 beds. On
the male side it is proposed to add a one-story

ward, giving accommodation for 40 males. Lord
Rendlesham stated that Mr. Fulton, C.E., of

Great George-street, Westminster, formerly

engineer to the Bedford Level, had reported

on the plans. Messrs. Giles and Gough were
architects of the Kent Second County Asylum
for 900 patients, Gloucester Second County
Asylum for 800 patient«, Abergavenny Joint

Counties Asylum, additions (250 patients), Car-

marthen Joint Counties Asylum, additions and
infectious hospital for 110 patients, Leavesden
Metropolitan Imbecile Asjlum for 2,000 patients,

Caterham Imbecile Asjlum, &c. He moved
that the report be received and adopted, and that

the plans be approved, with the addition of a
story to the new block on the male side, instead

of the proposed second story to the old building

on the female tide. This was carried, an amend-
ment, by which the visiting justices were in-

structed to carry out the selected plans as pre-

pared, being withdrawn.

We are glad to hear that Mr. William Bulges,
A.B.A., who has been very seriously ill during the

la at week, is progressing favouribly

.

The comer-stone of a misssion-room for the
parish of St. John the Baptist, Chester, was laid on
the 7th inst. Mr. T. M. Lockwood, of Chester, is

the architect, and Mr. T. Hughes, of Aldford, tha
contractor.
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ABCHITECTURAI. & ARCH^OLOGICAL
SOCIETIES.

BBinsa ARcaEOLOoiavL Association.—The
ninth meeting of the session was held on Wed-
nesday week, Mr. T. Morgan, F.S.A., in the
chair. It was announced that the annual Con-
gnas would be held in the autumn at Groat
MalveTD, when visits would be paid to various
places of interest in the neijrhbourhood, includ-
ing Ledbury and Kidderminster, and perhaps
Hereford and Worcester. The discovery of a
large number of ancient British remains at

Kingston-hill was reported, and a series of the
artides found was exhibited by Mr. H.
Clutton. These consist of hand-made "food
vessels," as the small urns found in early graves
have been designated, and one of these still con-
tained grains of blackened com. Various other
earthenware articles were among those exhi-
bited, and also several masses of bronze ready
for manufacture, a mould, and some bronze
implements. These relics point to the existence
not only of a burial-place, but to the presence
of the Uviag, and afford evidence, perhaps, of
the people who constructed the so-called Caesar's

Camp on Wimbledon-common, recently so
wantonly destroyed. The position of the dis-

covery is at the junction of Combe-lane with the
Kingston-road, at the gravel-pits on the estate

of H.E.H. the Duke of Cambridge. A lengthy
discussioa followed, and Mr. &. E. Wright,
F.S.A., pointed out that these were probably
the first relics found near Wimbledon-common.
Mr. Cecil Brent, F.S.A., read a short paper on
a remarkable pack of playing- cards, which he
had discovered pasted into the covers of a book
printed in 1559 at Nuremberg. They are pro-
bably Venetian, and one bears the date of 1558.
Mr. Loftns Brock, F.S.A., exhibited seme
curious iron and bronze articles of early date,
recently found in the Farringdon-road. Mr. W.
de Gray Birch, F.R.S.L., reported the discovery
of a fifteenth -century watering-pot, found at
Messrs. Waterlow's premises, Westminster, 10ft.

below the modem surface. The chairman read
a paper on the Roman Mosaics of the Villa at
Brading, I.W., and suggested that the enig-
matical " cock " pavement in reality represented
emblematically the foui- periods of the day. Mr.
G. Lambert, F.S.A., spoke of the enormous
extent of the remains, which are known to go
fully quarter of a mile from the pavements, whUe
there are evidences that there was a small
harbour and landing-place at Yalverland. An
elaborate paper was then read on the Early
Norman Cathedral of Bath. This was prepared
by Mr. J. T. Irvine, and was illustrated by a
great number of drawings. The present abbey
church stands only on the site of the nave of the
larger building, the foundations of which were
partially uncovered during the recent repairs.

CHIPS.
A brass lectern his just been received at the

Cathedral Church, Calcutta, from the ateliers of
Messrs. Hait, Son, Peard and Co. It was designed
by Mr. Arthur W. Bloomfield, M.A., architect,

and has a large A-shaped double book-rest, similar
to come of the best ancient examples, the ends of
which are formed by a series of platts with tracery
piercings, and beneath a capital whose reticulated
foliage extends to the full size of the solTit ; ou four
sides of the massive octagon base arc emblems of
the Kvangelists.

The old churchyard cross of Clyst Houiton,
whose granite shaft for generations laid uucared
lor and forgotten in the farmyard at Treasbeare,
has just been restored, and is now refixed in the
graveyard. Like the ancient stem, the whole of
the new portions are in fine grey Devonshire
granite, and these consist of a triple approach of
steps, octagonal on plan, over which rests a massive
base. Upon this the old shaft has been placed in
titii, and above is a bold and wcU-worked cress.

The restoration has been carried out by Mr. Harry
Hems, of Paris- street, Exeter.

Mr. Alfred B. Brady was unanimously appointed
on the 6th lost, to the surveyorship of the Docking
Union Sani'ary Authority, Norfolk. The district
comprises 126 square miles, and includes the
fssbionable wattring-placc of Hunstanton. Mr.
Brady was chief afsistaut to Mr. G. W. Steven-
son, M.I.C.E., of Westminster, and was previously
in the engineering department of the Lancashire
and Yorkshire rauiray at Manchester.

Sir W. A. Rose and Co., of Upper Thames-street,
have been awarded a fi ret- class medal at the Mel-
bourne Exhibition for the excellence and purity of
their manufactures.

A Hundred Thousand Replies and Letters
on suljjects ol Vuivcrsul Intt'i-cst have appeared during
the last ten vears in the KNGLISK MECHANIC ANll WOKl.n
OF SCIEKLE, most of them from the pens of the leading
Scientific and Technical Authorities of the day. Thousands ot
orlftinal articles and scientiSc papers, and countless receipts and
wrinkles embracing almost every subject on which it is possible
to desire Information have also appeared during the same period
The earliest and most accurate information respecting all new
scientific discoveries and mechanical inventions is to be found in
its pages, and its large cireulatlon rendeis it the best medium
for all advertisers wlio wish their announcements to be brought
under the notice of manufacturers, mechanics, scientific workers,
and amateurs. Price Twopence, of all booksellers and news-
vendors. Post free 2id. Oflice : 81, Tavistock street, Covent-
garden W.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all communications should be drawn up as Ijriefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

All letters should be addressed to the EDITOE, 31,
TAVISTOCK-STREET, COVENT-GAKDEN, W.C.
Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

J. PaSSUOSE EnWABDS.

ADVEETISEMENT CHARGES.
The char^ for advertisements is 6d. per line of eight

words (the first line counting as two). No advertisenieat
inserted for less than hall-a-crown. Special terns for
series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
applicatiou to the Publisher.

Front Page Advertisements 23. per line, and Paragraph
Advertisements Is. per line. No front page or paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 59.

Situations.
The charge for advertisements for "Situations Wanted "

is Onb Shilling for Twenty Words, and Sixpence for
every eight words after. All SUuatton advertisements must
heprepaid.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday. Front page
advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the otfice by Tuesday to secure insertion.

TEEMS OF SUBSCnimONS.
(Payable in Advance.)

Including two half-yearly double numbers, One Potmd
per aimtmi (post free) to any part of the United Kingdom

;

tor the United States, £1 6s. 6d. (or 6dols. 40c. gold). To
France or Belgiiun, £1 6s. 6d. (or 83f. 30c.). To India (via
Brindisi),£l 10s. lOd. To anyof the Australian Colonies
or New Zealand, to the Cape, the West Indies, Canada,
Nova Scotia, or Natal, £1 6s. 6d.

Mr. II. M. TuTTLE, of 13 and 15, Laight-street, New
York City, is authorieed to receive American subscrip-
tions at the rate of G dols. 40c. per annum.

Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 23. each.

NOW HEADY,
Handsomelybound in cloth, Vol. XXXIX. of the Build-
ing News. Price Twelve Shillings. Order at once, as
only a limited number are hound up.

N.B.- -Cases and vols, must be ordered through a
bookseller or newsagent, as the regulations of the Post-
oftice prevent them from being sent by post.

RscnivED.—T. W.—J. S.—H. Br09.-E. A. A.—J. T. W.
—K. L. B.-T. B. I. Co.-C. D. and Co.—B. V. B. Co.
—J. C—H. W.-H. H. G.—N. E. Ey. Co.—E. C. I. A.

T. T. (The article you refer to is taken bodily from our
own columns. See p. 351. It is a common practice of
the very iuaignlQoant journal which thus fills its page^,
and which we do not intend to advertise by rebuking.)
—S. X,. (See our notice of the Exhibition this and last
week. They have no oiiice in London that wc know of.)

C0ritsp0ulrmce.

THE PRESIDENCY OF THE INSTITUTE.
To the Editor of the BiriLBixa News.

Sib,—I think it will be generally conceded
that the greatest enemy of the Institute could
desire nothing better than the proceedings
which have been taken byeome malcontents with
reference to the election of the next President.
Let us, Sir, divest the matter altogether of

personal comparisons between Mr. Street and
Mr. Horace Jones, as these have nothing what-
ever to do with the present question, and let us
rather endeavour to see how this much- to-be-
regretted contest has arisen, and Avho is respon-
sible for it, so that the blame—and there must
bo blame—may fall upon the right shoulders.

So far as I recollect, before Mr. Whichcord
was nominated as President, Air. Street, who
stood next in order to become senior Vice-Presi-
dent, resigned that position, for reasons then
stated, but to which it is not now necessary to

refer. Mr. Whichcord has (and in this I know
the members generally will agree) most suc-
cessfully, and to tlie pleasurable surprise of

many who did not know him, conducted the

affiiirs of the Institute with a courteous tact and
ability which have left nothing to be desired.

Mr. Street baring voluntarily abdicated tho
position in which the Institute had placed him,
the next in order of precedence to occupy the
chair was Professor Lewis, who has intimated
his inability to take his turn ; and, in conse-
quence, the next in order is Mr. Horace Jones,
who has been duly nominated by the Council.
On this nomination becoming known, thero

was an indefinable sort of whispering that per-
haps Mr. Horace Jones would not care to serve,

and that then perhaps Mr. Street would.
Then come upon the scene those enthusiastic
and zealous partisans, Messrs. Robert W. Edis,
F.S.A., and Mr. R. Phene Spiers, with their
circular which you published last week, and
which is calculated, I should say, to do nothing
so much as to sow the seeds of discord between
Mr. Street and Mr. Jones, and to force on a
contest more prejudicial to the interests of the
Institute than its most fervent opponent would
desire.

It would occupy too much space to point out
all the fallacious reasonings in the letter of Mr.
Edis which appeared in the last issue of the
Building News ; but I would ask him kindly to

consider that, until the what he terms '
' absurd

by-law" is repealed, it remains in force, and
every member of the body is bound ia honour
to submit to it.

Presuming that what I have above stated is a
pretty accurate summing-up of the matter as it

now stands, I would ask. Which of tho two
gentlemen is the better entitled to the support
of the Fellows of the Institute—the one who,
from whatever cause, voluntarily abdicated the

position which would, if retained, have now
placed bim in the Presidential chair by tho
unanimous vote of the Institute, but who now,
by tho action of his partisans, is seeking to be
" thrust upon the Institute," or the other who,
at every stage legitimately chosen by his pro-
fessional brethi-en, cannot now have any alter-

native but to leave the decision in the hands of

those who have placed him in the position of

being the nominee of the Institute at large for

Presidential chair ?

Unless, therefore, the actual contest is avoided
by the withdrawal of the nominee of Messrs.
Edis and Spiers and their unnamed and self-

appointed committee, I hope that tho Fellows of

the Institute will, by a very decisive vote on
May 9th, show what they think of the matter.

—

I am, &c., Wm. Woodwaeb.

Sir,—Mr. T. Roger Smith appears to base
Mr. Horace Jones's chief claim to the Presidency
of the Institute in preference to Mr. George
Edmund Street ou the score of the architectural

examination, which he states Mr. Jones has done
much to carry through, and Mr. Street is op-

posed to.

Without admitting this view of the case, allow

mo to point out that if we may judge by the

number of candidates now presenting themselves

for the assooiateship, there will be very lew left

to come up for examination for the next two or

three years.

Mr. Street, however, is not likely to attempt
to disturb that which has been passed and
accepted by the bulk of the Institute. He would,
however, I am sure, do his best to raise the

standard of the examination from the low level

to which it has been allowed to descend. As
now jjassed, it seems to be specially framed to

keep out all artistic power of design, whilst it

ofTers a fair field, and plenty of favour, to sur-

veyors, auctioneers, and builders' clerk.".—I am,
&c. R. PiiEXE Spieks.

Carlton Chambers, 12, Regent-street.

R.I.B.A. CONFERENCE.
SiK,—Will you allow me to state, through the

medium of your paper, that the sub-committee
having charge of the arrangements for the
meetings devoted to the subject of Quantities at
the approaching Conference, will be glad to re-

ceive definite ])ropositions and suggestions for

discussion, and also the names of any gentleman
proposing to speak thereat, in order that the
proceedings may be duly arranged? Amongst
other subjects, the expediency and desirability

of quantities forming part of the contract, where
they have been ijrcpared by tho architect of the
building, will receive consideration.— I am, ire,

J. Douglass Mathews, F.R.LB.A.
April 12.
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BFIRINGS' BANK.
Sir,—rermit ma to record a protest ajjainst

the wild criticism of the front of this buildiog,
Bigned "Win. Woodward."

Tlie wiiter—one hesitates to write critic—has
evidently no sympathy with the work of Messrs.
Nonnan Shaw and J. J. Stevenson, and he warns
students '

' not to be led away from the true
principles of arcHtcoturo and art by any passing
and spasmodic deceit, by whomsoever practised ;

'

'

and with the disingenuousness of inexperience he
adds : "All this new stylo of architecture Is

simpl}- pi-ii/ffcd from a bygone style and doctored

up with the necessary quantity of unadulterated
iiijlliiexs to make it appear original." Further,
the building in question presents to him only
"distorted features," "badly proportioned
holes," " insiijidity, " and an "incongruous
cornice ;

" and he refers to it as a sample of
"stuff foislid on the public" by "inconsistent
visionaries" who are "gradually but surely
bringing the profession into ridicule."

Now, Sir, one does not expect figs from
thistles, enthusiastic admiration of a Gothic
structure from a pure Classicist, a keen apprecia-
tion of the merits and beauties of St. Paul's
Cathedral from a Goth ; nor are we disappointed
when we find a surveyor, pure and simple, with
no reverence for Queen Anne. Still, criticism to
be just should be decent, and done with know-
ledge. It seems to mo the reverse of this when
it takes the form of the letter from which I have
culled the above choice phrases.
AprU12, 18S1. J. S.

SiE,—Amidst vagaries, will-o'-the-wisps,
styles, and other would-be saviours of the build-
ing fraternity, or Architectural Society, as we
prefer calling that branch of mankind that
erects dwellings and temples for its fellows, now
and then your paper contains some marvellously
bright beams of light from the everlasting fire

of truth. Surely the letter from Mr. William
Woodward, published in your issue of April 8th,
is such a one.

All our dim, hazy feelings and strivings after
a little bit of the mystery and craft of building
are laid hold of by Mr. Woodward in a most
positive manner and flung away to the winds,
and the purely practical portions of our beings
are made to stare at each other in their utter
amazement and gladness, at the concise and clear
lesson for their guidance they have put in their
very hands, and are able so thoroughly well to
lay hold of. Yes, truly, away with yon wretched
oft'shoots of putrid imaginations, make way for
a good straight-in-the-face les.son

;
your froth

and scum from overcharged panels of impracti-
calness give way to a good sound doctrine as
easily seen as it is laid hold of. How willingly
we students now free ourselves from all such
excrements and gossamer, being bound in so
long by such puerilities ; with what open arms
and joyful mien do we hail the grand Catholic
truth of "True principles of architecture" .' Our
long-carried load is gone, and we rest contentedly
on this our guide.

Principles, just one minute, let's see, look in
and out, up and down, not to miss one bit ; the
saviour of our society, what bigness and
pruriency does it seem to show ; we long to
embrace our new guide. But no—there's
something cold, dead, chilUng in it ; no glisten-
ing of eyes, no warmth greets us and imparts
its influence and companionship. This soon
increases, and our now king, fallen from the
gods, is as all the rest, untrue, and full of self-

liness and deceit, whatever its name be, and is

utterly devoid of all that our yearnings and
longings have been for ever seeking. Again,
we fall disheartened and disappointed, deter-
mined never again to ask for a king.
But can wo never dress anything up in the

form of a leader, then give it life and power of
leading : Can we never get life breathed into a
statue, or must we be for ever without that in-
fallible guide the human builder's heart is for
ever seeking ?

Just let us gaze into the old ages. How is it

our forefathers have not left us some perennial
peer and teller? Why did the majestic self-

contained intcUectualisra of the Greeks, the
surging, never still, feverish-earnestness of the
Meditovalists leave our earth and bury their
secrets with them? Why didn't the sphinx
builders, the old Buddhists, the artificers of tho
Old Testament Temple, and indeed all the old
building fraternities from the beginning until

the last hundred years or so, leave their talis-

manio canning to us ? Surely, if they had only
thought their more civilised ninoteenth-oentury
children would be moaning, under unanswered
prayers from a cold statue of true principles,

each of these generations would have left their
great secret in some tangible form.

It is Mr. Woodward who givos us thia imago
of true principles for us to worship, and who
promulgates a terrible sentence on all and every-
thing that is not inspired by it to good works.
If it were not that " our dead selves" by it aro

not led to "higher things," the whole building
fraternity would shout forth their gratitude to
Mr. AVoodwa'd. But our knees are still un-
bended before it, all is cold and still within us,

and we are forced to find refuge and help in

some other way.
Mr. R. Norman Shaw, R.A., is wrong; is

even placed on a level with tho small nothing-
nesses of some of the would-be joke-makers of

Paneh, even inveighed against as foisting some
kind of stuff on the public, is cruelly accused of

borrowing features from a by-gone style (terri-

ble word), mixing them up with his own imagi-
nation, thus distorting them, and bringing forth
a horrid abortion, with the name of " unmiti-
gated ugliness." And then, Mr. Shaw has done
all this iu the face of the true principles : reason,
symmetry, unity, proportion, and beauty, apart
from convenien?e and solidity, or, as one of our
late lamented masters wouldsay, has " swallowed
his formulas," and effectually, too. And, again,
Mr. Shaw ha^s pandered to ignorant patrons, and
led that part of '

' unaccommodated '

' humanity,
Mr. Woodward calls the Peacock and Lily fools,

into believing his work is beautiful ; and then,

not quite to finish with this last somewhat pe-
culiar achievement, something further awaits
Shaw, in his being placed with such an artist as
Mr. J. J. Stevenson, and others not named, and
labelled "inconsistent visionaries." Mr. Wood-
ward completes his letter by referring to what
did not produce several large names, which
represent past great men, to whom reverence is

due from, and given to, by all, although we
doubt if the cold imago had much to do with
with their production. Then, in a little last

sentence, we are told that Raphael's our friend,

and not Whistler.

Great Pope must have been in a rather
halluciuary state, probably, when ho wrote,
'

' For forms of faith let graceless zealots fight,

his can't be wrong whose life is in the right. In
faith and hope the world will disagree,
but all mankind's concern is charity."
Shakcspere, and from him backwards and for-

wards all along the line, mighty names, too
numerous to mention, even to him we lately lost,

seem to point in exactly tho contrary direction to

Mr. Woodward's True Principles statue ; the
greatest who are still with us: John Ruskiu,
George Edmund Street, R.A., Richard Norman
Shaw, R.A., Alfred Tennyson, than whom none
living are greater, I suppose, and whose names
are household words (not to mention numerous
others in whom surely are E. W. Godwin, and
that sparkling genius, Whistler), appear to teach
us vety differently. Their work always seems to

say: An incomprenensible soul forms p.irt of oui--

selvos, and that that soul must clothe its meaning,
when it longs to express itself, in as true, chaste,
refined, and earnest way as it may be able to.

Truly, Mr. Woodward, grand though your ideal
is, it is only a code, a law ; it touches us not,
and it is not breathing with life. May we not
then have a little burst of human nature, ex-
pressed in whatever way it will, although accom-
panied with a host of bad humours on the part
of its plagiarists ? And please do not only bind
us in with huge columns and restored old
buildings.

Be assured that that enlivening, cheerful,

honest (mark the word ! ) bank iu Bishopsgate-
street, won't bring about a total cessation of

good building and true principles, although
the profession be brought into ridicule with her
employer and darling the Public. Human
nature forms the essence of the ingredients of
both these corporate assemblies, and may we not
leave her to further her own cause in both ? She
always hides herself from "styles and prin-
ciples" ; but leaps out again when one of her
votaries frees himself and goes straight to her
for insight for doing good work ; certainly the
men I have just named aro such. I will just
conclude with what all of us feel as true as when
Shakespeare wrote it, "Those things please best

which least know how, while great things
labouring perish in their birth."—I am, &c.,

Specce Affeciatios.

NOTES ON THE COBROSION OF IRON.
SiE,—When iron is placed in contact with other

metals, galvanic action is instantly excited ; the
positive metal, or that which has the greatest
chemical activity, will suffer, and thus preserve the
negative or less active metal.

'I'he theory of metallic proserration is, that the
galvanic action of the electro-positive metal de-
composes the water, which, m the ordinary action
of oxidation, threatens the electro-negative metal,
the hydrogen which is liberated combining with
the other gases to form new compoumls. Thui
zinc ia electro-positive iu relation to iron, and
when placed in contact with that metal, even in
water, will exercise a preservative influence. Lead,
on the other hand, is electro-negative towards the
iron, and tho latter metal, being positive, will thus
preserve the lead at its own expense.
An examination of any old iron railings which

have been fastened to the stonework by means of
lead will clearly show the detrimental action that is

caused by lead when in contact with iron : the lead
will be foimd to be in a perfect state of preserva-
tion, while the iron in its proximity will show evi-
dences of active corrosion. Tin ia also electro-

negative towards iron, and thus, instead of
preserving the iron, it generally accelerates corrosivo
activity.

Copper, bra«s, and especially gun-metal, are also
electro-negative in relation to iron. The iron,

therefore, suffers by contact with these metals and
alloys.

The author has deduced the following average
coefficients of corrosion of iron and steel (under
various conditions and for twelve months) from a
vast number of experiments ceurried out by Mr.
Mallet, F.E.S., Professor Calvert, and other equally
reliable and distinguished authorities :

—

Table snowiNO CoKFnciENT of Coeeosion op
Ieon and Steel os One Squaee Inch of Sub-
face IN Twelve Months.

Cast Iron .

.

Wrought Iron
Steel . . .

.

Grains.

3 500
10-4.50

10-370

O
Grains,
3-386
.5-85.5

5 175

Grains.
2-034

7-680

6015

•as

0) »

Grains
604

0-655

0-675

•S 0)03

2 0°

^ s

Grains.
2-537
6-690

6 675

Grains.
Cast iron, in contact with brass, exposed

to sea-water of average foulness 10-175

Cast iron, in contact with copper, exposed
to sea-water of average foulness 10-685

Cast iron, in contact with gunmetal, ex-
posed to sea-water of average foulness 18-630

Best wrought iron, in contact with brass,

exposed to sea-waterof average foulness 14-820

Best wrought iron, in contact with copper,

exposed to sea-water of average foulness 21-395

Best wrought iron, in contact with gun-
metal, exposed to sea-water of average
foulness 24-195

The foregoing results are evidences of the danger
of permitting the contact of metals of opposite

electrical polarity.

Cast iron, protected with one coat of lead paint,

exposed to the atmosphere of a city, loses by corro-

sion 06355 grain per square inch.

It will be surprising to many that corrosive

action should proceed under a coating of paint

;

but this action occurs, owing to the drying oils,

when tho paint is applied, absorbing the oxygen
from the air, and becoming converted into a trans-

parent resinous varnish. Oocasioually the absorp-
tion of the oxygen produces considerable heat,

which phenomenon ia essentially similar to ordinary
combustion, carbonic acid and hydrogen both being
evolved. This absorption of the oxygen by the
oil, through the minerals forming the colour-

medium, 18 the cause of the microscopic pores
which exist in all parts of the coating of paint, the
number being proportionate to the affinity which
the oil has for the oxygen. These minute pores
are the cause of the slow oxidation of the metal
under a coating of paint, the oxygen and moisture
passing through the pores to tho metal. Iron ex-
posed to any influences likely to promote corrosivo
action should therefore be coated with at least

three layers of paint, each coat of paint being
allowed to dry before the application of subsequent
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As to the minerals, zinc is fur preferable to lead,

owing to ita positive electrical relation to iron.

The author has arraugcil the following forraultc

in order to aicerta'u w.th a tolerable degree of

exactitude the metallic life of iroa aud steel of any
given section aud under the various conditions
enumerated iu the foregoing tables.

Let C represent the coeSicieut of corrosion for

the various characters of iron exposed to various
conditions which can be obtained from the fore-
going tables.

3 the weight of the cubical section of the metal
expressed in grains.

y the lineal length of perimeter in section.

= yeus of metallic existence

B. H. Thwaite, F.C.S.

Then
V X <y

of the metal.—I am,

STBATFORD-UPON-AVOX CEMErERY
COMPETITION.

Sib,—As one of the unsuccessful in this com-
petition I shall feel obliged if you will allow me to

say briefly that I fully endorse what your cor-

respondents "£1,300," "A Competitor," and
" Another Competitor" have expressed in their

letters published in your issues of March llth, IStb,

mnd 25th. There can, I think, be no doubt in the
mind of anyone who saw the whole of the designs

submitted, who was capable of forming a correct

opinion on the subject, that the second and third

designs were so placed solely as a cuuiplimcut to the
fellow-townsmen of the committee, who have, by
so placing them, involved themselves in a difficulty,

the only equitable way to escape from which is to

request the competing architecta to return their

designs for the purpose of enabling the committee
to make a more j udicious selection. I see no cause
for supposing that such a request would meet with
anythug but approval from all concerned.—I am,
&c.,

April 7. An Old Subscbibke.

Ittttitommuttication.

QUESTIONS.
[6173.]—R.I-B.A. Examinations.—"Would any of

your leaders who have passed the II. I B.A. proficiency
exauiination kindly give jne, as early as posf-ible, a few
ideas respecting rules, subjects, and the average age of
candidate's? Alsoanyuscful information regarding same \

Perhaps it would be as well to say I have syllabus of the
examination, but which, I tliiuk, is not nearly expla-
natory enough.—C. E. M.

L6474.]—Breweries.—Can any of your readers recom-
mend me a good work on the construction of breweries
and malthouses on the most modern and impi-oved prin-
ciples ! I require the information more particularly as to
maltliouses.—C. S.

t6ir5l—Advantages of Centrolineads.—Will
some 01 your readers kindly say what advantages aie
gained by using a centrolineud in the preparation of per-
spectives, also of a pair of centrolineads over one I Where
can directions for using tliem be obtained, from makers or
books ?—O.

r6i76.]-Book on Painter and Becorators'
'Work.—Do any of your readers know of a good prac-
tical book on painter and decorators' work, with price of
book, describing how to mix and use paint, water and oil

gilding, &c. I—O.

DISCONNECTING TRAPS AND THEIR
VENTILATION.

SiE,—I said at page 375, in your issue of 1st

inst., that the use of D-traps below closets being
forbidden by the amended By-laws of the Local
Government Board was undoubtedly light.

As it may be thought that my objection to traps

being so used is limited ** to the kind known as D-
traps/' I will thank you to allow me to add that

such is no!; the Ctise, for I consider it a decided
mistake to put any trap below a closet when the
soil-pipe and drain are propeily trapped and ven-
tilated, whether it be called a D, a V, a P, an S, or

by any other name, for all of them are mere
modifications of the common siphon trap, and in

my opinion all are almost equally objectionable.

In nouses where there is but one soil-pipe—and
that properly trapped and ventilated of course— 1

prefer to lead the wastes from bath and lavatory
basin direct into the soil-pipe, to delivering them
into an outside disconnecting trap below the grid
above it. These traps are very, very often neglec-
ted, and theu they become very impure. In either

case a very small aud shght trap, as near the bath,
&c., as possible, may be put, as it may be formed
by a shght bend in the pipe when led into the
soil-pipe, to prevent air entering the latter at any
other than at the appointed inlet near the foot of

it.—I am, &c., Gbegson Bannee.
11, BiUiter-Bqaar<, April 11.

STAINED GLASS.
CoxDOVEB.—A memorial window, the work of

Mr. John Davies, Wyle Cop, Shrewsbury, has
ibid week beeu placed in Condover Church. It is a
three-light window with tracery. In the centre
openinfc is "Our Saviour at the tomb of Laza-
rus '*

; in the right-hand openicg, ** The raising of

Jarias*s daughter'* ; and in the left-hand opening
**

'1 he raising of the son of the widow of Nain."
The subjects are surrounded with a case and
canopy of I ich floral design, with "Alpha" and
** Omega " in the bases of the outside lights, and
" I.H.S." in the centre base. Iu four pieces of the

tracery are the four Evangelists, Matthew, Mark,
Luke, and John ; and four other pieces of tracery
are filled with the same &t^le of ornament as the
basa and canopy.

Bisuop*s Itchinotox.— Daring the past week,
the parish church has been enriched by a stained
glass window, wrought at the works of Messrs.
Holland and Holt, of St. John's, Warwick. The
window consists of two lights. In the tracery above
there is a ref)re3entation of the Holy Trinity. In
the right tight is a figure represcutiug the
Good Shepherd ; in the left arm rests a lamb, and
iu the right hand a shepherd's crojk. In the left

light is a figure representing the Sower. At the
foot there is the iiiscriptiou, *' In memoriam, Blain
Mandale, M.A., vicar of this parish, 1860-1&78."

REPLIES.
[6407.]-CubinBraBuilding.-The depth of foot-

ings should also be included in the height of a building
as well as half the height of roof. " G. H. G." does not
appear by his answer to allow anything for footinj?s,

though this should be done for his own reason. It also
appears to me that it would always be desii-able to price
out the trenching and concrete for foundations separately
from the cubing. It is, I believe, never done ; the
concrete is generally n^lectod in calculations, but as
this varies so much in quantity, owing to difference
of soil, it must affect the cubing considerably. Should
tte trenching and concrete be taken by itself and added
to the amount obtained by cubing, a slight reduction
should be allowed per foot cube in the pricing.—Huou
McLacolan.

[6423.]—Chapel.—A chapel to be used by all deno-
minations might be placed any way, since those who are
observant of the easterly direction would refuse to use a
chapel in common with Dissenters.—Huoii McLachlan,

[6438.1 — Architects* Dra-wings. — In reply to
"Doubtful," I may say there have btea one ortwo unfortu-
nate decisions against architects as to the legal ownership
of the drawingf, and although I do not think ''Doubt-
ful*' is legally bound to deliver them up before his account
is paid, I should advise him. to do so, to save trouble, unless
he intends to try the case at law, the result of which would
be doubtful. Unfortunately, in the eyes of the law, the
drawings are con.sidered as being a part of the services

rendered, and tbe architect not much better thsn a
tradesman who supplies them.— G. H. G.

r6450.]-R.I.B.A. Exam. — The Council, in their
rules and conditions, give aselectii^n of textbooks. Others
might be used which have been published of late years, as
Turn's " Science of Building "

; Jenkin's and IU,ymond'8
"L^ral Handbook for Architects," and recent works on
sanitary matters.-Huoii McLachlan.

[6*51.]—Local Board Surveyors—Not less than
£150 per annum should be paid to secure a man with any
real approach to the required amount of knowledge.
Private practice is not aliewed, though often winked at.—
nuGU McLachlan.

[6457.1—Constants.—Using, as is generally done, ten
hours as a day's work, it will be found that the constants
piven by Messrs. Fletcher and Dodson are ueir enough
for practical purposes. I should think l;d. an hour is an
extreme price to add extra to a carpenter's wage for
master's price, though it should never be less than Id. A
builder is generally allowed 15 per cent, profit in fair pay-
ing work—Huon McLachlan.

[0458.]—Extras.—Your case appears a hard one. As
ifar as I understand law, if you have put your signature
to suc^ a clause you must be bound by the architect's

rule ; but I cannot conceive that he can prevent your recti-

fying defects if you prove that you intend to amend them
as he requires.—Huoii McLachlan.

[6459.]-Engli8li Cathedrals.—Murray's "Hand-
book of the English Cathedrals" is the best general de-
scriptive book of moderate price I know of.—G. H. G.

[6J61.] —Echo.— The greit obstade to successful
hearing is the lantern in
the centre of the roof. It
might remedy the defect
mentioned by inclosing
the lower portion of the
*' lantern-well " with
glass, if the room is de-
pending on light from
this source, otherwise i'-

would be best to dispense
with it altogether, as
glass is directly opposed
tJ sound. If the roof is

open, try a boarded ceil-

ing, say, half-way up the
rafters, and continue

boarding to form a cove in the angles of the walls, n,

rafter ; bb, boarded ceiling ; c, joists on straining beam.—
DU.VCOUBS.

[6161.]—Echo.—Has A Wood tried the wire remedy 1

If not, I would advise liim to strain a few wires across or

lengthwise of the room about 7ft. high. Particulars of a
very good plan appeared some time ago in the Building
News, invented by Mr, Engert, of the City-road.

—

G. H. G.
[6461.1—Baker's Oven.—The suggestion to build

oven with concrete in-tead of bricks is a good one, and
may be thorougiily depended on if performed properly.

The concrete nad better be made with some calcined

material, a^ an aggregate. The proportion of 1 of Port-
laud cement to 7 or S of gravel, including sand, may be
used. Slag from funiaees is a good substitute for the
gravel, als) broken brick, burnt clay, breeze, or coke,
any of which may be used if clean. I should prefer butut
bnck or porous slag.-G. H. G.

[6465.]-By-Law of the Enfield Local Board.
&C.—A room in the roof is generally understood through-
out the building trade to be a rot)m constructed entirely

w thin the roof itself. As the tie-beam forms the frame-
work of the floor, the sketch of the '* room,'* as given in
last week's issue cannot be classed as such.—W. G *

Builder.

[6466.]—Australia.—In reply to "Colonist," lean
say from experience that an architect and surveyor's
assistant has only poor prospects in Austraha. I tried

both Melbourne and Adelaide. At the latter place I got
into the Government survey, aud was sent into the
*• Bush." The work is rough, requiring a good constitu-
tion, and, without influence, an appointment is not easily

obtained. If you have a siluutioa at present I would cer-

tainly advise you not to tty Australia.— Kyle.

[6470.] -Floors-—"Listed floor-boards" are those

which have the sappy edges removed before being laid.

This, of course, reduces their width, and consequently is

not often done. Besides, the flooring now prepared is

from such good battens, that hsty edges are a thing of

the past.—H. L.

[6470.]—Floors.—The meaning of the word "listed**

is to take off the sap from edges, and it is mostly specified

that floois shall be laid with a given width and thickness
listed clear of sap. I am not at all aware how that tenn
has been derived, unless it has the same meaning as

taking the list off the edges of cloth.—William Hun-
PLK8TON.
[6470.]—Floors--*' Listed" means having the sap-

wood removed from the edges of the floor-boards.—bua-
VBYOB.
[6471.]—Material for Moiinticg Tracings on

liinen.— Glenfield starch. No other starch will do.—
SUUVEYOR.

[6471.]—Material for Mounting Tracings on
liinen.—I have always preferred paste to any other
adhesive substance. It should be made of the consist-

ence of cream, and be fr^e from oU lumps. Spread it

evenly over the surface.— G. H. G.

[6472.]—Plain Tile Eoofing. — (1.) The low-st
pitch which I have found safe in exposed places for tiled

roofs is the square pitch. It must be remembered each
tile, from its thickness, lies at a flatter pitcli than the
general pitch of roof or rafter, as it is tilted up by the one
below it. One third of the tile exposed is fuuud to give

a good lap. I'antiles may be laid to a lower pitch, as they
overlap less. (2.) I have not much faith in bedding in

mortar, and I think, so bedded, roofs are less dr^. Hay is

better as a bedding material, as it keeps the tiles from
shaking and flying, but it soon decays. Tiling is cer-

tainly better hung than nailed.—G. H. G.

LEGAXi INTELLiaENOE.
The liAW AS to Advances to Sub-Coxtbactoes.

—At the Brighton County-court last week the case

of Wilton V. Willett was heard, in which plaintiff,

a plasterer, Eought to recover damages from the

defendant, a builder, for breach of contract.

Plaintiff stated that he agreed to do the plastering

required in six houses at Kemp Town, iu considera-

tion of plaiiitiff paying him £5.5 per house. An
arrangement was made between them that suffi-

cient money should be advanced to pay plaintiff's

men, hut after a time defendant refused to ad-

vance the whole of the money required. Plaintiff,

not being a moneyed man, was, therefore, unable

to go OH with the work, which was finished by
defendant. A written agreement was put iu, by
which plaintiff contracted to do the plastering in

each house for £55, but the document did not pro-

vide for the advance of any money. His honour
said, although it might he customary to advance
money to men taking work of the kind, the plain-

tiff had no legal claim under the agreement, and
he must, therefore, be non-suited.

Small or Laege Seweus.—Appeal.—Helby
V. The Wandsworth District Board of Works.
—A case of interest to those engaged in the de-

velopment of building estates has just been the

subject of au appeal to the IVIetropolitan Boaid of

Woiks. A new road is being formed on the s )uth

eide of Batteraea Park by the appellant, the lessee

from H.M. Commissioners of Public Works and
Buildings. The length of the road is about SOOft.,

and it is proposed to erect on each side thereof

about 30 eight or ten-roomed houses. Threa ap-

plications had bdeu made to the Wandsworth '.ia-

trict board cf worku to approve res^jectively a
I2in,, 15in., aud ISia. stoneware pipe aewer, but

all had been refused, the local board requiring a

3ft. Cin. by 2ft. brick egg-shaped sewer encased in

6in. of Portland cement concrete. The appeal

against this requirement was conducted by Mr.
Ernest Turner, architect, who submitted that a

sewer of this fcize was very largely in excess of

what was necessary, and involved a great outlay ;

moreover, that large sawers for drainage of suimU

areas were most objectionable on sanitary grounds,

and altogether at vaiiance from the teaching of

modern sauitary science, aud the general principles

and more recent practice of the Metropolitan Board
of Work?. Mr. Corsellis, solicitor, appeared on
behalf of the Wandsworth board. The appeal was
allowed, the Metropolitan Board of Works com-
mittee intimating that the use of 18in. pii^es would

be approved.
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Out OflSce €Mt
The Board of United States Engineers have

locided upon the location for the proposed
exterior breakwater of Chicago. The conatruc-

tiou of t)io now, exterior, or detached break-
water will be commenced this spring. It will

be about •'),400ft. in length and 30ft. wide,
having a direction of about E.S.E. Its westerly
end will be at a point 4,8.)0ft. due north of the
east (or outer) end »f the present " North Pier,"
and its easterly extremity at a point 2,200ft.

north, by 4,700ft. cast from the above mentioned
point on the north point, or 4,200ft. south by
1,1 00ft. west of the water works crib. This
work will be done by hired labour, and materials
furnished by contracts, with Major G. J. Ly-
decker, Corps of Engineers, U.S.A., as the
U. S. Engineer in charge. It will be formed of

cribs 100ft. in length and sunk directly upon the
bottom, uo piling being considered necessary, as
examinations give a clay bottom covered with a
shallow stratum of sand and stones.

Ax Art Exhibition will be held at St. Jude's
schoolroom, Commercial-street, Whitechapel,
from April the 1-tth to the 22nd inclusive. It

wUl consist of paintings by Sir Frederick Leigh-
ton, P.R.A., a. F. Watts, R.A., H. S. Marks,
R.A, and others; a collection of ancient and
modern needlework and embroidery

;
pottery

and porcelain ; a representative series of the
various English manufactures, and also a collec-

tion of Oriental and European ; and scientific

instruments from the Science and Art Depart-
ment of the South Kensington Museum. Open
everj- day from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m; admission,
threepence.
Major MAwrepcj has made his report to the

Board of Trade on his inquiry into the circimi-

stances which led to the recent failui'e of the
viaduct across the Solway. This viaduct—be-
longing to the Solway Junction Railway—was
opened for traffic in 1870, its length being 1940
yards, with 181 single and 12 double piers, 192
spans of 30ft. and 12 spans of 50ft. over the
double piers. Major Marindin says the disaster

furnishes a very convincing proof of the unre-
liability of small cast-iron columns when used
for the piers of viaducts in positions where they
are likely to be subjected to any blow or sudden
shock ; and, as it was proved by the fate of the
Tay Bridge that they are equally unreliable in

cases where they are exposed to heavy transverse
strains from wind-pressui-e, it must be evident
that, whether for high viaducts exposed to wind,
or for viaducts across estuaries in this climate,

where they are subjected to sudden changes of

temperature and to blows from floating ice, it

would be far better in future to avoid any such
mode of construction. He does not, however,
consider that the reconstruction of this viaduct
need be objected to, provided due care is taken,
either by the erection of timber ice fenders, or
by the substitution of wrought-iron rakers of

sufficient strength to withstand the shock of the
blows of the floating ice, to guard the cast-iron
bearing columns from any such danger ; but,
upon the permanent way, strong wooden guards
outside the rails, as a protection in case of a
run- oft, should be provided, in accordance with
the requirements of the present time, and it is

worthy of consideration whether it would not be
better to increase the width of the spans at the
centre of the channel, so as to permit the ice to

pass more freely than it does at present.

An inquiry was held at Leyton, Essex, en
Friday before Mr. Arnold Taylor, one of
the inspectors of the Local Government Board,
into an application by the Leyton local board to

borrow ,£),000 for building offices for the trans-
action of the board's business. Mr. Knight, the
author of the accepted design, explained the
plans, and stated that his estimate of the costwas
£4,404 4s. 9d. for buildings, and £500 for fit-

tings. The only opposition offered was by Mr.
Arber, the architect to whom the third premium
was awarded in the competition, who _com-
plained of the insufficient lighting of Mr.
Knight's building in the corridors and com-
mittee, and also to the position of the tower,
which would, he said, necessitate placing the
hall down a side-street. Reference was made to
a new map of the district, just completed by
Messrs. Biuley Denton, to controvert the latter

assumption, but Mr. Arber said the map was not
correct, and further asked the inspector what
would be the upshot if the work could not be

carried out for the money sought to b6 bor-
rowed, as he contended- it could not bo ? The
inspector suggetted that it would be better not
to speak of it, or Mr. Knight would, after the
manner of architects, at oneo proceed to add
more. It appeared, however, that the gum
applied for would not cover the architect's

commission, and the members of the board
amended the application to £5,500.

A EEroET has been issued on the system of
circulation of art- objects on loan for exnibition,
as carried on by the Science and Art Depart-
ment, South Kensington, from its establishment
to the present time. During last year 6,217
objects and .5,872 pictures in frames were sent
out from the parent museum to local exhibitions.

Private owners have been encouraged to follow
the example of the South Kensington Museum.
It is believed that not fewer than 170,000 loans
of examples of fine and industrial art have thus
been made by private owners to the various art

exhibitions with which the Department has been
connected since 1854. Detailed information as

to the loans of the Department is given in a
number of appendices to the report.

On Wednesday alecture entitled "Suggestions
for the Management of Cases of Small-pox and
of other Infectious Diseases in the Metropolis
and Large Towns, " was deliveredby Dr. Richard-
son, before the Sanitary Institution of Great
Britain. In the course of his lecture, Dr.
Richardson urged that the required accommoda-
tion being known, the local authorities should
keep ready, at all times, \vithin the parish, such
necessary accommodation, in small hospitals

situated in different parts of the parish or
locality. He described the size, construction,

and position of such ho.spitals, urging that
each hospital should not be larger than is suffi-

cient to receive twenty-four persons at one time;
that each should be constructed on the separate
system for the patients ; that each should be
constructed of iron, so that it may at any time
be absolutely purified by fire throughout all its

structure ; that each should be placed on the
upper story of a building, forming, in fact, the
top story of one or more houses, so that it may
be lighted and ventilated directly from it:j roof

;

that all the air that passes out of the hospital,

when it is occupied by infectious persons, should
pass through fire, and that each patient should
be carried into the hospital by a valved lift,

which lift should pass through a shaft, so as to

draw up air during its ascent, and which should,

when required, be effective for flushing the hos-
pital with air.

EOBEET DAVISON
( 12 years with Iturke and Co , London),

MARB LE MASON, C 4RVEB, AND MOSAIC WOllKKK,
Architectu ral & Decorative Arts Conservator & Superintendent.

Estimates free of ehame. Trade supplied.
OrriCES :—32, PICCADILLY CIRCUS, LONDON, W-

CHIFS
A new church for Queen-street United Presby-

terian Congregation, Edinburgh, was opened last

week. The style is that of the thirteenth century.
The church measures 72ft. longby 46ft. wide inside,

and is provided with a gallery at the south end. The
ground-floor is seated for about 550 persons ; the
gallery for about 1.50 persons.

In our notice of the Society of British Artists'

Exhibition last week, the name of Mr. Richard M.
Eoe was inadvertently spelt Bae.

The Metropolitan Beard of Works, at their

meeting on Friday, approved plans prepared in

the superintending architects' department for
the erection of a fire-brigade station in Tbeobald's-
road, and ordered tenders to be procured. It was
reported that the movable fire-station scheme was
about to be extended by the erection of fire-stations

at Hyde Park-corner, Tottenham Court-road,
City-road, Aldgate High-street, and Elephant and
Castle, Newington Butts.

A polished brass eagle lectern h.as just been fixed

in Skipton parish -church. It has been supplied by
Messrs. Potts, of London, and is erected at the coat

of John and William Mitchell, in memory of theii

father and mother.

Extensive alterations are in progress at the
Derby Station of the Midland Railway Co. Anew
platform, 8o0ft. long and 4Gft. wide, is being con-
stru cted, and the central platform is being length-
ened by 350ft., and abridge 16ft. wide, and also a
subway, made to it, in place of the present level

crossing. The works have been contracted for by
Messrs. Handiside and Co., and Mr. E. Wood, of
Derby.

SOTICE TO AECIIITECTS.
A riKNEUALCOMERENrBofAnrhitecUoftheUalted

,dom will bp held at the Boyal Inktltute of Britlth Archi-
tects during the tlret and tecond weeks of Maj. Tite Prekldont,
who will deliver an openiiif address, will prerloutiv receire
Members and their frlendi, and anr ARCHITKCirt (oon-
membert) who desln- to att«nd, on * ridax. the6tb May, at 8 p.m.
The second Conference Meetlnir will tuke place on Maturday
inominR.the'th May, HDd the Inititute Dloner.at which NON-MEMBEKH inuy, on Hpplleatlon, attend, will Uke place that
evenlnn «t7..10p.m. Tht- «|Uriitinn» of" roMPBTlTIONH " and
' QUANTITIFS" will be tubmitted tor dUcuMlon to the Cod
ferenee. A. conrertazlone will bo held onlWedncsday erening, the
llthMay.atS p.m., and the Conference will close on ThnradaT
evenlnir, the 12th Hay, when papers on ' Mural Decoration " will
be read and diictuscd.

J. MACVICAR ANnERSON.Hon.Scc.
AMLLUM II ^'HITE.RecreUry.

Royal Inttltute of British Architect^,!). Coodolt-strect,
Hanorer square, London. W.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSTJIN0 WEEK.
Wbdnksday. — British Arelin-oloRical A.HHOciation.

•* Seals of the KnighU Templars." By
H. Syer Cuming, F.S.A. Scot. 8 p.m.

Tiitj&aoAT.—Civil and Mechanical Eiigineera' Bodetr.
*' BrainaKe cf North LiDcoIzuhirc." By
J. H. Maughan. 7 p.m.

Lamplouffh's Pyretic Saline is refreshlnff.
most agreeable, and the preventWeof FEVERJJ, BII,IOUSNE»S.
HMALL POX, BKIN I)ISEA8ER, and many other spring an^
summer ailments. Hold by chemists throuirhout theworld.uid
the Maker. 118. Uolborn Hill. U$t no mh$t»tut« -<Aovt.I

Holloway*s Pills purify tho blood, ani by thU
operatioQ prevent the depressing effecU of cold, dsmp, and foggy
weather. They rouse the nervous system to a heailthy standard,
and pive a wholesome tone to every organ of the body. Hollo-
way s Pills present tho surest means of checking all chest
complaints.

Doultlng Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
cf best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of
the United Kingdom, given on application to

CHAKLES THASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Ihuinster, Somerset.

— [Advt.]
•'^^^M-*

McLACHLAN & SONS, 35, St. James's
street, S.W. Builders, Decorators, and House Painters.

Designs and Estimates.
General Hepaira and Alterations Executed.

Experienced Workmen always in readiness, and sent to
any part of the country.—[Advt.]

BATH STONE.
BOX GROUND,

THE BEST FOR ALL EXTERNAL USE.
CORSHAM DOWN

CANNOT 1)E SURPASSED IN BBAUTY OF APFEARANCB
FOa. INTERIOB WORK.

PICTOE & SONS, BOX, WILTS.
(See trade advt. on p. XXV.) [Advt.]

TENDERS.
•«• Correspondents would in all eases oblige by g-irin

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of th
accepted tender—it adds to the value of the information

Abergavenny.—For the construction of sewerage
works, for the town commissioners .

—

Palmer, Birmingham Caccepced) ... fl.SOT
[Lowest of 16 tenders, of which the highest was at

£10,000.]

Abhton-undee-Lynk.—Estimates for erection of de-
tached residence, with stable, coach-house, and out-
buildings. Mr. (i. Gill, Ashton-under-Lyne, architect.
Quantities by the architect :

—
WiUiftmson, J. W., Ashton-u-L. £1,563 10
Burton, J. and Sons, Ashton-u-L. 1,350
Haughton, A., Hyde 1.31.0

Oarside, Bams & Co.. Stalybridge 1,280
Grayson, J., Stalybridge 1,260
Holmes and Webster.Ashton-u-L. 1,250 '

Margden, A., Ashton-under-Lyne 1,218
Gibson, J., Ashton-under-Lyne... 1,215
Castle Hall Sawmills Co., Staly-

bridge 1,200
Cropper, I., DukinBeld 1,195
Taylor, G., Dukinfleld 1,186
Storrs,W. Sons & Co. (Limited) • 1.185

Architect's estimate l,2l>0

•Accepted.

Betiinal Green.—Fur warehoase (N"o. 2), Bfithnal-

green, for It. Letchford) Esq. Messrs. Hammack and
Lambert, architects ;

—

Hyatt £1,883
Wire 1,777

Cubitt 1,645

Bbthnal Gbeen. — For warehouse (No. 3), Betbnal-
green, for R. Letchford, Esq. Messrs. Hammack and
Lambert, architects :—

Cubitt £725

Bkthn'AL Grkbs. — For additions to warehouse.
Bethnal-green, for Messrs. Allan and Hanbury. Messrs.
Hammack and Lambert, architects :—

Cubitt £911
Steele 870 6

Bkwdlev.—For the erection of schools for 130 children

at Wribbenhall, near Bewdley ;

—

Price, E. T., Kidderminster ... £1,250
Accepted.
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Casniso Towx. — KDlargement of Methodist Free
Omrch Schools, n*inning Xovraf £. IXr. F. Boreham,
architect :

—

Fence & conercl
floor.

OoodnutD .. £1.56.3 ... £100
Saigouit 1,449 ... 97
Snrja 1,444 ... 90
Buna and Co.
Horiock

1,400 ... 91
1,38-i 8 ... SS 4

Morter (ucepted) . 1,300 0... 83

CAKDiFr.-^ For public street works asd town di-ainage,

for the town council :

—

Smith and Pring (accepted) ... £1,069

CoLCHESTiB.—For alterations to Balheme-hill House,
for the w%ter committee of the town council. Mr. C.
Cle^, borough surveyor :—

Bogers (aooepted) £1S1
fLowest tender received.]

DARTMOfTn.—Vor the erection cf corrugated iron roof
over vegetable market, for the town council :—

Vorpey (accepted) £98 10
iLowcst of four tenders.]

Dkptfobp.— For the construction of sewers in (a)

Junction-road and (ft) Hoodstrcet, St. Paul's, Deptford,
for the Greenwich district board of works ;

—
Mace (accepted for both) (a) £94 10 (6) £137 10

EiKTEB.— Erection of new house, for Mr. Passmore,
Ex'-ter, Mr. R. W. Best, Exeter, architect. Uuantitiea
not supplied :—

PhilUpa, Exeter £4,893
I.uscombe aud Son, Exeter ... 4,860
Sbarland, ExetPr 4,335
Stephens and Bastow. Bristol* ... 4,212

• Accepted.

FcuiAM, S.W.—For pavicg and other works in 'Wells-
road, for the Fulham district boaid of works. Mr. A. C.
Bean, surveyor :—

Jones and Winipey (accepted) ... £369
[Lowest of five tenders received.]

GoOLX.—For enlarging the Alexandra-street Board
Schools, Ooole. Mr. William Watson, Wakefield, archi-
tect. Accepted tenders :—

Excavating, brick and stonework—
EUiott, B., Qoole £401 16

SlatiDg

—

Bawlins, E. J., Leeds 75
Plastering—

TattersaU.T. C, "Wakefield ... 33 10 10
Carpenter's and 3oiner*s work

—

C;aven and Loyd, Wakefield ... 236 18
Plumbing, glazing, ironwork, and gas-fittings—
Johnson, F., Leeds 212

Painting

—

Wales and Son, Leeds 21 10
[49 tenders were received.]

GooLE.—For enlarging the Old Goole Board Schools at
Ooole. Mr. William Watson, Wakefield, ardiitect.
Accepted tenders :

—

Excavating, brick and stonework-
Elliott, R., Goole £300

Slating work—
Sterart, G., Goole 74 10

Plastering work—
Tattersall, T. C, Wakefield ... 3J 2 4

Carpenter's and joiner's work-
Craven and Loyd, Wakefield ... 223 19
Plumbing, glazing, ironwork, and gas-fittings —
Johnson, F., Leeds 57

Painting—
Wales and Son, Leeds 17 10

[52 tenders were receivei.]

Gean'tham.—For the construction of a screening tank,
and the subsoil drainage of 90 acres of land at Marston,
for the sewage committee of the town council of Grant-
ham :—

Fawkes Bros. , Birkdale, Southport £2,066 17 9
Accepted.

GBusDifiBUBGH.—For the rebuilding of a country road
bridge at Grundisburgh, near Woodbndge, for the magis-
trates of Suffolk. Mr. H. M. Eyton, of Ipswich, county
surveyor:-

Fosdick and Sons, Woodbndge ... £200 5
Accepted

.

[Lowest tender received ; surveyor's estimate, £209.]

Gbzat YARMOUTn.-For house, R^ent-street, Great
Tarmouth, for Mr. Samuel Bowen, Mr. J. W. Cock-
rill, Olencoe House, Gorleston, ardiitect ;

—

Norfor ,„ £482
Want 454
Howes, T.,York-rd.,Gt.Yarmouth* 446

•Accepted.
Gesat Yabmodth.— For desks and furniture at the

Korthgatc School, for the Yarmouth School Board : —
Hawe«,G.E., Norwich (accepted) . £133

Great Yarmouth.- For erection of Grand Stand,
Great Yarmouth, for the Great Yarmouth Race Com-
mittee. Mr. J. W. Cockrill, Glencoe House, G->rleston,
architect :

—
Contract No. 1, Concrete, walling. &c. :—

Drake £210
Bray 195
Beech and Cork ISS 10
Korfor, Southtown, Gt. Yarmouth* 149

•Accepted.
Contract No. 2, Plasterer, slater, joiner, &o. :—
Bray 445
Salmon 440
Kemp 430
Springall 425
Fuller 4tO
Want 377
Noifor, Soulhtown, Gt. Yarmouth* 359

•Accepted.
Contract No. 3, Painter, &c. :—

Piatt 80 10
Read 46 10
Green 43
Goffin, King-st., Great Yarmouth* 42 10

•Accepted.

Halifax.- For improvements at Range-lane, for Ihc
town council :

—

Kendall, Joseph (accepted) £651 15 6

Lewes.—For building schools for St. Michael's parish
Mr. Currey, ai'chitcct :—

PuUinger, Lewes (accepted) £400

Lkytosstone.—For the Eupply of a fire-engine for
Leytonstone, for the Leyton local board of health :—

Shand and Mason £U2
Merryweather (accepted) 102 10
Stone and Co 95

LoNuox, EC- For the construction of sewers and
gullies iu Xdme-strttet and Lime-street-square, for the
Commissioners of Sewers for the City. Mr. W. Hay-
wood, engineer:—

Taylor, J. and Co £3,574
Dickinson, C. «. 3,425
Mays, E 3,000
Anderson, A. and D 2,999
Killingback 2.872
Mowlem and Co 2,835
Crockett, W. (accepted) 2,642

London, W.C—For new buildings at the rear of pre-
mises in New Oxford street, for the Civil Service and
General Store Company :

—
Greenwood, J. T £9,480
Grover, J "• 9,373
Rider, T. and Son 9,222
Higgs and Hill 9,194
Laurance, E 9,100
Langmead and Way 8,979
Macey and Sons 8.8S7
Colls and Sons 8,6S0
Bangs, J. W. and Co 8,779
Chappell, J. T 8,715
Brass, W. (accepted) 8,393

Mabgate.—For the new Globe Hotel, for Mr. F. Snel-
ling. Mr. Edwaid Clark, architect :

—

Contract No. 1 ; Foundations.
Rolfe, G. and R £5,128 16

.W. J., London 4,942
Macey, London 4,505
Manley, London 4,156
Paramorand Son, Margate ... 4,000
Denne, Upper Walmer 3.987
Adcock, W. J., Dover (accepted) 3,948 1

Mold.—For a new police-s*ation at Mold, for the
county magistrates of Flintahire. Mr. T. M. Lockwood,
architect :

—

Keece Brothers, Tarporley £3,900
Accepted.

[Lowest tender received, the highest being £16,000.]

Norwich.—For works of wood- paving in Magdalen-
street, King-street, &c., for the town council :

—
For supplying timber :

—
Jewson and Co. (accepted) £8 19 per standard.

[Lowest of eight tenders sent in. Jewson's tender also
accepted for cutting the blocks as per schedule.]

For laying wood blocks :
—

Batch, J. P. (accepted) ... lO^d. per square yard.
[Lowest but one of nine tenders, the lowest, that of

Lloyd ana Co., of London, at 9d., having been withdrawn.]

For supplying blue lias lime :

—

Nelson, C, and Co. (accepted) 24s. per ton.
[Lowest of nme tenders.]

The total cost of the present section of scheme will be
about £10,000, and the cost per yard:—timber, 3s. 6d.;
cutting, 3d. ; laying, &c.. Is ; aud lime, &c., 4d. ; total,

&8.1d.

RoMK.iRD.—For fencing in the Market-phcc, for the
local bonixi of health :—

Harvey,A., £3S 10
Dowsing, J., 'SJ 15
Hinds, J. (accepted) 29 6

Salisbubt.—For buildiug additions to residence at
Fowler* s-hill, Salisbury. Mr. Fied Bath, A R.I.B.A.,
Crown Chambers, Salisbury, ai'chitect :

—

Pellett, E., Salisbury £174 18
Adoy, W. H., Salisbury 1G5
Dolman and Harris, Salisbury ... 162 12
Young, E. and Sons, Salisbury* ... 117 10

•Aicepted.
Salisbdby.— For new shop front and alterations to Nos.

60 and 64, Fisherton-street, Salisbury, for Mr. John
Evans. Mr. Fred Bath, A.R.I.B.A., architect:—

Harris, G., Silisbury £288
Wort, J., Salisbury 250 10
Young, E and Sons, Salisbury ... 249
Witt, E., Salisbury (accepted) ... 235

Salisbury.—For building additions and making altera-
tions to Elysian Villa, Church Fields, Salisbury, for S.
W. Brown, Esq. Mr. Fred Bath, A.R.I.B.A., architect.
Quantities supplied ;

—

Oborne, J., Shaftesbury
Wort, J., SaUsbury
Matthews, A. J., Salisbury
Young, E. and Sons, Salisbury ..

Witt, E. Salisbury
Han-is, G., Salisbury (accepted)..

SALi8BUBY.—For building a villa residence on the Mil-
ford Manor estate, Salisbury, for Ambrose Tucker, Esq.
Mr. Fred Bath, A.R.LB.A., architect. Uuantities sup-
plied :—

Oborne. J., Shaftesbury ...

Witt, E., Salisbury
Dolman and Hams, Salisbury

,

Tryhorn, P., Salisbury
Adey, W. H., Salisbury ...

Young, E. and Sons, Salisbury ,

"Wort, J., Salisbury (accepted)

Seauam Habbouk.—For alterations to the police-sta-
tion for the county magistrates of Durham. Mr. William
Crozier, M.I.C.E., county surveyor:—

Gradon, G., and Co., Durham ... £723 18 6
Accepted.

Sheffield.—For erection of a silver-plate manufactory,
show-rooms, warehouses, house, &c., for Messrs. W. ana
G. Sissons. Mr. J. P. Earle, Geoi^e-street, Sheffield,
architect. Quantities by the architect :

—

£1,0G2 10
715
705 5
620
600
607 10

:i,2G0
1,230
1,1S7
1,150
1,125
1,113 10
9sa 10 u

Drake, H , Sheffield

Wade, O., Sheffield

Shaw, J. B., Sheffield

Bissett and Son, Sheffield
Chambers and Son, Sheffield
Chadwick and Co., Rotherham ...

WhiUock, H., Sheffield
Mastin, G„ Sheffield
Kodley and Sons, Sheffield

Foxton Bros., Sheffield

Holmes, J., Sheffield
Feam and Savage, Sheffield
Hardwick and Burton. Sheffield...

Hirst, C, Bros., Sheffield

Gamer, T., Shefield
Alflat, W.,8heffiild
Doncaster, W. and Sons, Newark
Eathbone, T., Sheffield (accepted)
Willows, T., Sheffield

£2,152
1,893 10
1,852
1,800
1,800
1,799
1,700
1,719
1,700
1,683
1,610
1,636
1,690
l,5i)0

1,682
1,670
1,560
1,662
1,462

Soctuknd-os-Sea, Essbx.—For the restoration of the
loading pier, for the local board ;

—

Chafen £261 2
Mason, T., Southend (accepted) ... 200
Green and Burleigh 197

Swindon.—For drainage, road-making, erecting chapel,
caretaker's lodge, and mortuary, &c., for the SwindoQ
Cemetery Committee. Mr. W. H. Read, architect :--

Eicbens, J., Faringdon £5,612
Webb, J., Swindon 6,610

Barrelt, T., Swindon 6,.5g2

Maxwell, Liverpool-street, E.G.... 5,450

Beavan, A. J., Bristol 5,4''2

rhillips and Powell and O. WUt-
shire (jointly) Swindon*

•Accepted.
Swindon.—For making certain alterations and addi-

tions at No. 32, High - street, Swindon, for Messrs.
Kinneir and Tombs, solicitors. Mr. W. H. Head, ai'chi-

tect :—
WUtshire £755
Barrett, Swindon (accepted) ... 743 16

Swindon.—For laying out the cemetery and erecting

all uei'cssary buildings, for the New Swindon local

board :
—

Phillips, Powell, and WUtshire ... £5,890 10
Accepted.

5,393 10
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PARQUET FLOORINBS.
150,000 ft. super, iu Stock, ready for Laying

BIGA INCH OAK FLOOR BOARDS,
Is. per foot super, (grooved & tongued).

2m meiise Slock always raady for Lay xng.

WOOD CARVINGS.
All Styles executed for the Trade at Special
Eates. Skilled Ai-tisans sent to all parts ol

the country.
Estimates and Designs on Application,

ARTISTIC JOINERY
6-16 inch thick, prepared on 's/'Z/P
lonn, equal in wear to Inch N-'V^

Polid parrjuot. Used for vpnccrinjr old exlstlug

fTiirpln's Patent).
. , .

deal bnck lamlnatlonn, equal in wear to InchTHIN PARQUET
deal floor., and U luceptiblc of removal at pleasure, bee Coottructicu.

ORVAMP.XTAL
PARaVET.

DEAIi
BACKLNQ
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DETAILS.
'^PIIEIIE is a great deal more in lliis

JL short word tlian somo people arc in-

clined to admit. Details are often entirely

neglected or set aside as only worthy of

thought after the leading principle, idea or

plan has been conceived and worked out.

In no work is detail of more value tlian in

that of the architect, and it is the know-
ledge of the value of detail that leads many
architects to think so much of it, that they
will hardly allow a tliought for planning
and general ideas. Then, indeed, details

become trifling and lead to vexation and
disappointment, for the general observer
sees that some great point has been lost

sight of, or that the work, elaborate and
costly as it is, has been done in a thoughtless
and objectless kind of way. The good ar-

tist never sacrifices his work in this way,
and never till ho has conceived a plan,
strategically, so to speak, outlined his

scheme and marshalled his larger masses
into order, can he with patience set to work
to elaborate it. The principle applies to all

great achievements. Good statesmanship is

the tactical accomplishment of some great
measure; skilful generalship the laying
down of some line of action, or effective

oratory—each is the sketching out of a pro-
gramme before venturing upon what may
prove to be superfluous and abortive with-
out it.

In the art-world we meet with many dis-

heartening failures from inattention to plan
and arrangement ; skilful handling, costly
detail, and elaborate schemes of colour are
to bo seen thrown away upon worthless
designs. Instances of this aro numerous,
-iind may bo seen in most of the art exhibi-
tions which have grown so popular among
ns ; but not less repugnant to the spirit of
tiiithful architecture is the manner in which
<lctail is shirked and made to atone by quan-
tity for what it lacks of quality. There are,

perhaps, we might more correctly say, two
schools of artists—those who in their eager-
ness to give us the smaller graces of painting
or architecture, something that the eye can
rest on at leisure and be charmed with, are
content to let outline, form, and arrange-
ment take caro of themselves, and those
who desire only to gratify the eye by
general i'npressions and effective propor-
tions. These extremists are to be found in

both the arts of painting and architecture

;

in the former, indeed, the moderation and
truthfulness of a national school, whether
of English landscape or genre, is threatened
by them, and in architecture the same de-
cided antipathies are to be met with among
two representative factions it may be need-
less to mention. We may, however, for the
sake of distinguishing the prevailing tenets
of these parties, observe that while the
romanticist is never tired of placing before us
the accidental and ingenuous features of a
bygone age, all the little piquancies and racy
details which possess a picturesque flavour,
the other is as equally persistent in up-
holding to our view the doctrine of an art
founded on strict principles, and a model of
beauty based upon the most formal acade-
micism. These two representative no-
tions arc fully expressed in the re-
cent correspondence which has been
going on in these pages on " Baring's
Bank," though they crop out ever and anon,
creating a feeling of uneasiness in some
tninds as to the improbability of seeing a
reconciliation between artists in matters of

taste, and in others an abandonment of all

intention of pursuing any definite course, and
a simple following of the fashionable iyiiia

fatinit as a matter of pecuniary policy.

The question is simply whether we should
be satisfied to pick up details from the
manor-houses and other buildings of the
age of Queen Anno and Dutch William, and
foist them upon crudely-planned structures

of brick, or design our details de naoit for

their positions and uses !' It is hardly neces-
sary to point out that the architect is not
required to give us the pictorial at the cost

of good construction and effective architec-

ture ; his clients do not pay him to produce
models for the painter so much as well-

planned and sightly houses for habitation,

liut there is a feeling, and a very pardon-
ab'o one, among architects, to snutch their

buildings from the hard and rigid lines of

square and compass, to impart to them
somewhat of the mystery and poetry which
throw a charm round works of art, and if

by tacking on a gable here, and a mullioned
bay, or quaintly broken sash window
there, they can give to a now building a
little of the ndiveti and artlessness of old
work, they do not hesitate to employ these

means of rescuing their designs from the
prim and stereotyped order of the modem
builder. Yet there are many who do not
stop at the suggestiveness this kind of licence

offers, and to these we chiefly address a few
words of counsel.

All good detail, if it aim at something
more than the mere desire of fussiness,

ought to be congruous, suitable alike to the
materials of the locality, and to the character
of the work. Yet it is remarkable not to

find some inconsistencies, as when we see the
brick and timber of the West, the " post and
pan " work of Kent and Sussex, with
their overhanging stories and timbered
gables, grafted upon a stone building
in Yorkshire, or in the sandstone districts,

or details only suitable to brickwork
reproduced in hewn-stone. The force

of copying has led many followers of

the Late Gothic and Queen Anne to intro-

duce into their brick buildings windows and
other features which could only have arisen

in stone localities ; and we take the
mullioned window as an instance of this.

We have now repetitions of such things as

stone muUions and other wrought stone-
work inserted in brick and timbered build-
ings, and many mixtures of stone, brick, and
timber in the same building. But the details

are borrowed from all localities of the most
strangely opposite character in geological
formation. 'Ihus we have brought together,
often in the same design, the monolithic or
severely massive oriel or bartizan, common in

the strongholds of the Border, with the
more playful casements and timbered fronts

of the South, and the equally rich brick and
plaster details of Norfolk. All these are
sometimes ccmVined as if they were in-
digenous to the soil and grew out of the ac-
tual wants of the case. Fourteenth-Cen-
tury, Tudor, Stuart, and now Hanoverian
tastes are thrown together promiscuously to
give variety, for it has become almost a
recognised mark of culture among many to

vary the detail as much as possible. What
a perverse taste is it which leads to the juxta-
posing of one of the dignified bays of Audley
End with a half-timbered Tudor or Jacobean
gable, or the grotesque plaster-work such
as we see in the groups of old houses at
Ipswich and other East Anglian towns

!

Nor less important is the right placing of

details, and this too is much disregarded.
How often we find carving introduced in

parts of a faoade where the eye cannot dis-

cern it, and windows and oriels occupying
positions which were never intended by the
original authors of them. The old builders

in stone and brick were always careful to

preserve a duo proportion in the elaboration
of their ornament, so that none of their

detail was expended in positions uselessly,

but the modeiTX architect looks upon trans-

position of borrowed features as one of the
privileges of his craft, and thinks lightly of

the rule of gradation which tho Classic and
Mcdiasval artist alike obeyed. In the matter
of cornices, dentilled and plain, and brick
chimneys and gables of cut and rubbed
work, noiichdlance seems at least to be counted
a merit. There is somo excuse for fine

carving, moulded and dentil work in parts

exposed to the outlook from upper windows,
but in places where the eye cannot reach it

is vain and useless labour. In such posi-

tions relief in terra-cot ta suggests itself as
the most reasonable among all modes of

decoration. All tho better examples of
brick and timber houses, as the " Wheat-
sheaf Inn," Tewkesbury, and those of
Coventry, afford instances of a studied
regularity and gradation in tho overhanging
stories, and the delicacy of carved ornament
which lead up to them, of which Ford's
Hospital in the latter town affords a typical

specimen. Uhat details should be in one key
appears to arise naturally from the above
proposition, a principle spoken of by many
architectural writers under the name of

rhythm or eurythmy. The advantage of

scale also follows— namely, the relation of

the main to the subsidiary members or de-
tails of a building ; and touching this point,

we might instance the frequency of details

of heavier calibre inside than those on the
outside of a house ; hall-cornices, for

instance, of less boldness than thoseof draw-
ing-rooms ; and mouldings round outer
openings more replete with members or
ornament than those round the finished

details of the interior. The distribution of
detail is another matter about which much
that we see nowadays shocks our sense of
fitness. One will put all his ornament in a
comer and denude every other part of his

work ; another will equally violate artistic

sense by distributing it uniformly all over a
faoade or piece of wall without considering
the value of plain surfaces for the eye to rest

upon, or that an even distribution of detail

is wearisome and painful in the extreme.
The Japanese artist in his surfaces hits the
happy medium ; the machine-covered dia-

per is the perfection of the latter.

Apart from the general artistic considera-
tions we have thrown out, details naturally
must be regarded in a more practical sense.

Tho qualities of some stone to receive a high
degree of finish, and of others a rougher
tooling in rigid flat surfaces, must to some
degree at least influence the architect in his

choice. In brick and woodwork these
qualities are less marked, yet exist to an
extent which requires the watchful attention

of the designer. Details depend much on
the preparation of the specification and bUl
of quantities, and in contract work, unless

these are full and explicit, the building is

sure to suffer from this cause. Unless the

labour on the stonework is fully taken, the

builder is apt to satisfy himself of the kind
of details wanted by looking at the general
drawings prepared to a small scale, and
pricing accordingly. In taking off quan-
tities tor details of this kind, sketches of the

sections are important, but the proper plan
for all intricate details is to make large-

scale or full-size drawings. In the case of

brickwork the same necessity exists to give

details with every necessary description, as

in cornices, chimney-courses, moulded
strings ; and much bad and indifferent work
results from not measuring the extra labour

to moulded or dentil work.
According to the system of contract details

are looked upon in the light of a kind of

packing, and the price is regulated by cut-

ting down or adding thereto. The time

was when architects designed their details

and workmen executed them, and they were
paid for by the actual results ; but now they

are, in the large majority of cases, left to
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the tender mercies of contractors, clerks of

works, and chance. They are now esti-

mated for by the lump sum, and the archi-

tect is not always sure that what he devises

>vill be carried out in the fulness and spirit

he intended. For these reasons details have
lost much of the significance they formerly

had in the estimation of the architect. If

we turn to the details of joiners' work and
ironmongery, as carried out in the ordinary

villa residences, we shall find that they are

virtually handed over to the contractor, or

those who supply the articles. Another
of the causes which have operated to

destroy the character of details of

joiners' work, ironmongery, and plasterers'

and decorators' work, is that these

matters have been relegated also to

specialists and manufacturers who make a
trade of them. Division of labour has forced

the existence of specialists into the field, and
it is useless to say we have not benefited in

some degree from the fact. Unfortunately,
the architect who grudges his labour in the

preparation of necessary details has much to

answer for. The trade " pricelist," and the
manufacturer's catalogue with illustrated

designs cut and dried, are the natiural results

of a system which makes the architect more
and more of the supervising agent, and less of

the actual architect or master workman of

the building. There will always be found
conscientious men willing to take the whole
personal responsibility of every detail, and to

supply the necessary drawings for them, and
others who prefer to take a percentage for

acting as the agent between the employer
and the various tradesmen and manufac-
turers. Labour and skill are required in the
exercise of the former; it is the want of these

capabilities which has so swollen the ranks
of pretenders who like to act the rule of the
architect at the cost of manufacturers.

ART EXHIBITIONS AT EICHMOND
AND WHITECHAPEL.

''PHB Industrial and Pine Art Loan Exhi-
-I- bition, opened at Richmond last Wed-
nesday by the Duchess of Teok, has been
thoroughly well organised by the committee.
'J he exhibition is something more than a

mere collection of articles of workmanship
by working men and women ; it is besides

an exhibition of an instructive and attrac-

tive character, devoted to works of high art

on loan, many of the objects being contri-

buted by manufacturers, noblemen, artists,

and connoisseurs. Money prizes, medals,
and certificates are given for the best work
in the various classes of the industrial sec-

tion, which include mechanical models,
artistic workmanship, fine art, ceramics,

textile fabrics, &c.—the work or designs
of young people under eighteen years
of age, and of scholars under fourteen
years of age. A very hurried view
of the innumerable objects of art and work-
manship brought together is quite inade-
quate to do justice to them, and we may
therefore confine our remarks to the notice

of a few objects in the artistic and fine art

divisions of the collection, beginning with
the industrial part. One of the first things
which strike us in entering the large room
is a case of artistic work in gold and silver.

No. 77 is an example of the freedom and
spirit of an amateur's work, and how far

removed such work is from the manufac-
turers' in point of artistic freshness. Here
is to be found a silver clasp, a pendant, tea-

spoons, and rings, designed after old work,
in a thoroughly true spirit, and hammered
out of gold and silver coins, by W. Duppa
Crotch, the nephew, we understand, of the
eminent organist. The designs of the tea-
spoons and pendant are exceedingly elegant,
of antique shape, and the workmanship oif

the finest description. From these we
pass to several other exhibits in jewellery,

panels of hammered ironwork, and many
specimens of wrought metalwork in
bronze, lead, and steel. The cabinet
work will be found to repay inspection.
W. Aumonier exhibits a few admirable
specimens of bis carved work. We par-
ticularly draw sitteution to a group of

objects at the farther end of room, consisting
of two oak columns from Mr. Norman
Shaw's design, with carved tigui-es round
the lower end of the fluted shafts and an
oak pilaster in the Italian Renaissance style,

a very fine piece of workmanship. The
panelswith figure in relief carved in pear-
tree is a masterly work, and is from the
design of Mr. Lewis F. Day. A deal panel,
with a vigorously-carved swag of fruit and
foliage, is clever. We notice in this part a
chest of drawers carved in oak, which we
have seen before, by 0. E. Plummer, another
skilful carver. Specimens of turnery and
fretwork, showing remarkable patience and
labour, are to be seen. We need only men-
tion a birdcage in fretwork by A. C. Lane
as an instance of mechanical manipulation.
Specimens of joinery are exhibited by C.
Pennington, and two chimney pieces exe-
cuted partly by hand by R. W. Gould.

Terra-cotta and other modelling is repre-
sented by specimens exhibited by A. G.
Atkinson, A. Beck, Miss S. Blake, J.
Knowles, E. A. Skeen, G. Halse, and others.
The oil-paintings comprise many creditable
performances. Duppa Crotch sends Islands
of Ischia and Procida, and other foreign
subjects ; G. C. Blatchley some studies of
firs at Hampstead, Annie G. Stanham a
few flower-pieces, Frances F. Chancellor
three sea-pieces, H. P. Turner, in 260, gives
us a study of a " Pilot going out to
Signals," Mrs. Older a view of Venice ; but
we pass these and many more with the
thought that some of their artists have begun
at the wrong end, preferring copies to studies
from nature. The water-colour drawings
are numerous. We can only call attention
to one or two remarkably clever instances of
work by a young student, Ernest Limpug,
in Nos. 405 and 406, one a sketch of a glade,
exquisite in its fine rendering of spring
foliage, light and shade, and another " Mis-
chief," in which the head of the bird is

drawn with much truthfulness and expres-
sion. This young artist is one of the pupils
of King's College. No. 409, by Constance de
la Motte, is another skilful study. The table of

models in cork, cardboard, &c., is interesting.

F. G. Case, J. Bates, G. Wild, C. Reed, J.W.
Avery, and others send specimens of their
handiwork ; we also note a model of fire-

proof building by G. Burchett. A model of
dwelling-house, in alabaster, by J. Bates, is

noteworthy as an example of elaborate detail,

though wo cannot say much for its design,
and the labour is misapplied. Architectural
and mechanical drawings are numerous, and
many show a praiseworthy effort in design
and colour. Arthur Hinds, Constance Flint,
Duncan Caddy, H. Churchouse, J. Maronty
send drawings and copies of merit. Needle-
work in coloured filoselle silks of Indian
design, lace and crewel-work, crochet,
and other ladies' work are largely repre-
sented. We can only glance at the draw-
ings from the flat in pencil, chalk, and
colour executed by scholars under fourteen
years of age ; many of these are satisfactory
as evidences of youthful attempts. Drawings
from models, architectural drawings, pen-
and-ink copies, illuminations, are too nume-
rous to mention.

If the industrial section shows what may
be accomplished by perseverance with little

or no training, the section devoted to the
exhibits on loan strikingly indicate to what
excellence such untrained skill may attain
under direction and guidance, and we are
glad to see the committee have brougi.t
together both classes of workmanship. The
amateur working artist is thus enabled to
compare his handiwork and design with

works of acknowledged merit, and as a school
of instruction, the loan collection seems to
be almost a necessaiy complement of the
industrial exhibition. Very choice and
beautiful obj t cts are to be found in this part
of the exhibition. The oil and water colour
and crayon drawings are numerous, and
represent many of the leading artists of the
day. The drawings by E. Burne .Jones and
Rossetti, lent by T. Ayros, are alone a treat.

The crayon heads, 26 and 27, and the portrait

of a lady, by Rossetti, 31, and his female
head in chocolate crayon, are remarkable
fine examples of expression and intense

feeling, no less masterly in execution.

Burne Jones's " Luoretia " (22), and an
oil-painting, by Ridley (34), are both in-

teresting subjects. Copies from Hogarth,
and pictures by Sir Joshua Reynolds, G.
Morelaud, R. Wilson, W. P. Frith, J. W. M.
Turner, and other well-known masters, are

to be seen on the walls. No. 209, " View in

Surrey," a fine landscape ; a study by
John Ruskin, and a masterly sketch in

water-colours, " Fisherman's Home, Twick-
enham," by Professor Delamotte, are a few
noticeable works. " The Highlands of

Surrey," by E. Whymper (252), and a fine

little bit of grouping and colour by Sir

J. Gilbert (363), show two of our leading
artists in landscape and figures at their best,

nor can the admirer of pictures fail to

see three remarkable water-colour drawings
entitled, "May Day," by H. S. Marks, R.A.,

a decorative subject treated in three folding

tableaux or panels. Sir E. Landseer is repre-

sented by a charming little study of a lion

surprised by a python (674), and another a
" Dog's Head." Nos. 470, a study of figures

by Hofland, and a fine study of plums (235),

by Miss Coleman, will be admired, the latter

for charming colour, the half-tints, and
finish. This and the finelhead by Carl Haag
(234) are the contributions of Professor

Delamotte, of King's College—a gentleman
whose taste and advice have been called into

requisition by the committee. The cases of

choice objects from the South Kensington
Museum, those lent by Elkington and Co.,

some beautiful examples of gold and silver

plate, repousee, chased, and other tazzas and
cups ; and the antique objects and jewellery

contributed by Mrs. Haliburton, the stall of

Lambeth faience, Doulton-ware, impasto,
pate-sur-patc, exhibited by Messrs. Doulton

and Co.; the specimens of ancient needle-

work are remarkably beautiful and instruc-

tive contributions.

Another Art Loan Exhibition, at the Eas'.-

end of London, was opened last week at St.

Jude's School-rooms, Commercial-street,

Whitechapel, and was attended by several

thousands on Easter Sunday. The most
important part of the collection are the

paintings lent by G. F. Watts, R.A., H. S.

Marks, K.A., Sir F. Leighton, P.E.A., R.N.
Chevalier, and others, in the lower room
are hung several large paintings by
G. F. Watts, E.A. The body of an unfor-

tunate woman lying imder the dark arch of

one of the London bridges, is a masterly

study of the darker side of life. The colossal

figure subject, "To all Churches," by the

same artist, shows the figure of Christ seated

on clouds clothed with the garment of

Charity, in which folds are gathered a group

of children. Below is the darkened world.
" Aristides and the Peasant," "Time, Death,

and Judgment," an unfinished painting, and

others by the same artist, may be seen ; also

works by E. Burne Jones, his " Saint

Maria," a crayon study ; "A Dryad," and

"A Naiad," the last two representing the

spirits of forest and water respectively, are

subjects that were exhibited at the Oros-

venor Gallery. Walter Crane has contri-

buted also "Cupid," and his"Tiuthand
the TraTcUer," an allegory drawn from

iEsop's fables ; while Hubert Herkomer, in

the upper room, contributes a fewr fine

works, chiefly studies of peasant life in
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Bavaria, as " Tbo Pine Wood," " Surprising
a Bavarian Family," also a thrilling Alpine
incident, of great force and depth of tone

—

a small picture. Eastern subjects form a
large class. The i)orcelain and pottery in-
cludes some fine specimens of Japanese
ware, Ehodian ware, cases of porcelain lent
by Mr. W. H. Michael, Q.C., a case of
pottery lent by Mr. William do Morgan, of
the Orange House Potteries, Chelsea, includ-
ing some fine lustre ware of modem manu-
facture. A few cases of very rich embroidery,
lent by Cyril Flower, Esq., M.P., T. Brun-
ton Morrish, and others, add to the art value
of the exhibition, which closes to-day.

THE LEASES BILL.

A BILL to amend the law relating to
leases has been brought into the House

of Commons, and has already passed through
several stages satisfactorily. It is backed
by the names of Messro. Davey, Gregory,
Lewis, Chitty, and Torrens. The first four
of these are practising barristers and solici-

tors who, whether Liberals or Conservatives,
are agreed that the law as to leases needs
amendment, while the fifth is a gentleman
well aware of the importance of the question
to all men of business. It will be remem-
bered that in the early part of last year this
subject was much discussed. There was also
a large meeting of influential solicitors in
London who strongly condemned the exist-
ing state of things, and passed a resolution
supporting proposals that were at that time
before Parliament. A Bill was then in the
House of Commons, promoted by the late
Sir Henry Jackson, who had taken up the
question formerly advocated by Mr. Masten.
But the great point to be noted in all these
facts is that lawyers themselves are convinced
that the present system is unfair and unjust.
Considering the Conservative tendencies of
the legal profession, and bearing in mind
that from their practical experience they are
best able to judge of the hardships resulting
from the law as it stands, their testimony is

an unanswerable argument in favour of
reform.

Wo need not dwell upon the importance
of the whole matter to every man of busi-
ness, and especially to builders and others,
closely concerned in all that affects house-
property. It is in London particularly
that the evil is most prevalent, for,

somehow or other, lessees in the great
provincial towns have been more wide
awake to their own interests. By what is

called the " common form " of lease amongst
us, the lessee is made to sign a deed con-
taining all sorts of covenants, the penalty
for breach of any one being forfeiture of the
lease, and a right of re-entry to the lessor.
The covenants are generally that the lessee
will pay the rent reserved, will insure
against fire, will do certain repairs at cer-
tain times, will not assign or underlet
without leave, or carry on any obnoxious
trade, or use the property otherwise than as
a dwelling-house, with many more similar
provisoes. Kow it is evident that these
covenants are of varying importance; yet
leases have been so cast into an iron mould
by custom that in many instance the same
penalty of forfeiture is made to follow
upon the slightest breach. In cases of
forfeiture for non-payment of rent upon
the proper day, or within the time
limited, the Court of Chancery long ago
interfered to grant relief. The older Lord
Chancellors, when administering equity,
thought it monstrous that the lessee should
lose his property for such a cause, and they,
therefore, held that where ho was ready with
his rent, and with all costs and expenses
that had been incurred, the lessor should
not be allowed to use his power of re-entry,
although the covenant had, strictly speak-
ing, been broken. But here the Court of

Chancery stuck fast, and would go no
farther. The reason of this is best stated
in the words of Lord Eldon, who laid down
the rule in Equity to be that " the Court
would not relievo against breaches of

covenant, except in cases where payment of
money is a complete compensation, and will

put the party in the same situation as ho
would have been in had there been no
breach." This narrow view of the powers of

Courts of Equity has held good down to the
present time, for it must be borne in
mind that these courts are as much
bound by precedent and authority as are
those of common law. Yet it is obvious
that in the case of repairs, for instance, the
lessor could, by a money payment, receive
complete compensation. However, the line

had been drawn by authority, and so it has
remained to this day. It is true that an
Act, passed by Lord St. Leonards, gives the
Court power to grant relief where forfeiture

has arisen through the omission of the lessee

to insure against fire ; but even this is

hedged around with many precise precau-
tions, and can only be used upon one occa-
sion. Such is the law now ; and when we
remember that lessees are often entirely at
the mercy of ground-landlords, that mort-
gagees, and all assignees of the term, are
equally bound by the covenants, it seems
strange that such an anomaly should have
been allowed to last so long ; but, in truth,
the larger landlords seldom use their wide
powers, or they would before this have been
abolished, while tenants of smaller proper-
ties have little influence in the Legislature.
The Bill now in the Commons proposes

a remedy that is at once short, simple, and
sufficient. It does not invalidate the ordi-
nary covenants or put an end to the right
of re-entry for breaches. But it enables the
High Court of Justice to give relief in every
case of forfeiture in its discretion, and upon
such conditions as it may think fit. This
is done by a provision that, in any action
brought by a lessor to enforce his right of
re-entry, or where he has re-entered without
an action, the lessee may apply to the court
for such relief. The court will either grant
or refuse the relief, having regard to the
proceedings and conduct of the parties and
all the other circumstances, and, in case of
relief, may grant it upon such terms as
to costs, expenses, damages, compensation,
penalty, or other matters relating to the
breach as may seem desirable. It would be
difficult to give the Court a wider discretion,

and when it is considered that most judges
are, from their training and ways of
thought, inclined to the landlord's view,
there need be no fear that the interests of
lessors would suffer at their hands. This
section is to apply to all leases made either

before or after the Act comes into operation,
and notwithstanding any stipulation to the
contrary ; but it is not to affect the lessee of
licensed premises who has been convicted of
an offence, the repetition of which would
entail their disqualification—an exception
that seems only fair and reasonable. Neither
is it to alter the law relating to forfeiture
and relief for the non-payment of rent,

which is satisfactory enough as it now
stands. In one case the Bill does propose
to render a proviso for re-entry and
forfeiture totally invalid, and to this no
fair-thinking man can well object, seeing
than no injustice can result. This is where
the lease makes it a ground of forfeiture if

the lessee does not employ the lessor's, or
some other particular solicitor, to prepare an
assignment or under-lease. The only object
of this covenant is to insure to certain law-
yers a perennial source of profit in the estate

;

and if it has any other, this is met by the
proviso that the lessee shall give the lessor

notice in writing of every such assignment,
with full particulars, within three months
afterwards. There is another section pro-
tecting the mutual rights of several tenants

wo needunder the same lease, into whicb
not now enter in detail.

The great aim and object of the Bill is to
prevent that snapping at a forfeiture which
is more common than some suppose, and is

the cause of gross injustice to lessees, and
often to those who take under them, and
are wholly ignorant of the covenants they
have made and broken. The Court granting
relief may be trusted not to deprive any
landlord of his real rights. In eases of re-

pairs, for instance, it could order the work
to be done as a condition precedent ; where
there had been underletting there might be
damages awarded, or an injunction to give
the sub-tenant notice to quit as soon as pos-
sible. Even in the case of altering the
premises, or carrying on an obnoxious trade,
an injunction would be sufficient; for,

should it not be at once obeyed, the for-

feiture would not be relieved, and the lessor

would re-enter upon the breach of covenant
without any interference from the Court. We
fail to see how any hardship could result

from the proposed amendment. It is ad-
mitted that the present harsh law is seldom
used ; lawyers themselves confess that it

urgently needs reforming. There is also one
further point in favour of the Bill, which is

that, should it pass, all leasehold property
would improve in value, and so become safer

as a security.

I ^ I

THE WATEE QUESTION.—VIL

A GREAT flood in a river, in its upper
part, where it is no bigger than a

brook, albeit a large one, is from 12 to 24
cubic feet of water per minute per acre of the
few thousands of acres of ground above the
point of observation, and from which the
water flows ; and sometimes it is as much as
30 cubic feet per minute per acre from rela-

tively small areas. Excessive rainfalls are

but partial in their extent over large river

basins. These quantities are known because
it is here, in such situations, on the high,

ground within some few mUes of the extreme
watershed, and within the few thousand
acres of the upper part of a river basin, that
reservoirs are made for the storage of water
for the supply of towns and for compensa-
tion to miUs, and, formerly, for feeding the
canals in dry seasons ; and these reservoirs

have afforded opportunities for measuring^
the flow of large quantities ofwaterproceeding
fromknown areas ofground. When areservoir
is full the flood may be measured by the
quantity going over the waste weir, and that
passing at the same time through the outlet-

pipes, and when the water in the reservoir

is considerably below the top water-level on
the commencement of a heavy rainfall, and
the height is known at which it stands in

the reservoir, the quantity of water flowing
off the ground is measured by the capacity

of that portion of the reservoir filled up in

the time observed, and as it is usually known
what quantity of water is contained in each
foot in height of the water-level, the volume
of the flood is at once Eiscertained. If the
volume of flood-water per minute be
measured at various points on the course of.

a river between the watershed and the out-

fall, it will be found to be much greater Ie-.

the upper part of the basin than in the
lower, per acre of the drainage ground
down to the point of observation. Within,
those areas appropriated to the filling of

impounding reservoirs with flood-water,

within, that is to say, an area of ten thou-
sand acres, the volume of a flood may be
from 24 or 30 to 12 or 15 cubic feet per
minute per acre ; but at the outfall of a river

a great flood is not more than 1 or 2 cubic

feet per minute per acre, as may be sees

from the few instances following.

The area of the Thames basin, above the
tideway is 3,676 square miles, which is

2,352,640 acres. Mr. Hawksley estimated
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the maximuiu flood in the Thames, in his

evidence before the Water Supply Com-
mission, at from 20,000,000,000 gallons in a

day to 25,000,000,000, which would be from
3,222,222 to 2,777,777 cubic feet per minute

;

and if we take the mean of these two quan-
tities it would be 2,500,000 cubic feet per

minute, or 1-06 cubic feet per minute per

acre ; or if we take the extreme quantity it

would be I'l" cubic feet per minute per

acre. This is at a distance from the source

of about 100 miles, not following the wind-
ings of the river, but a general line down
the valley.

At the Albert Bridge, near "Windsor, Pro-
fessor W. C. Unwin gauged, in 1S75, one of

the highest floods which had occurred there

for many years. The quantity was 14,09i

cubic feet per second {vide Minutes of Pro-
ceedings Inst. C.E., Yol. XLIX.), or 845,000

cubic feet per minute. Mr. Unwin does not
state the drainage area to that point of the

river, but tracing upon the map of the catch-

ment basins, to which allusion was made in

a former aitiole, a line from that point to the

watershed on each side of the river, dividing

off the lower portion of the area, there

acres, Mr. W. Shelford stated to the British

Association at the Dublin meeting in 1878,
that a great flood there amounted to 8,000
cubic feet per second, or 480,000 cubic feet

per minute, which would be 1'2 cubic foot

per minute per acre of the drainage area.

This is at about 50 miles below the extreme
watershed.
On the Witham, Sir John Hawkshaw re-

ported to the Drainage Committee in 1877,

that the area draining into the river at Bos-
ton (at the Grand Sluice) is 504,000 acres,

and that the quantity of water in floods to

be provided for during periods of continuous
rainfall would be 318,000 cubic feet per
minute, or 631 cubic foot per minute per
acre. This is at about 60 miles below the
extreme watershed.
On the Shannon, at Killa^e, it appears,

from a paper read by Mr. James Lynam
before the British Association in 1878, that
the area of the catchment basin is 4,000
square miles, or 2,560,000 acres, and Mr.
Robert Manning said that the maximum
discharge there was 1,600,000 cubic feet per
minute. This would be '625 cubic feet per
minute per acre. The distance from the
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appears to be a watershed area down to that I

point of 1,700,000 acres, and acaording to

this the quantity would bo -5 cubic foot

per minute per acre, very nearly. The

distance down the valley is about 80 miles.

On the Severn, at Worcester, the late

Mr. E. leader Williams, the engineer to the

Severn Navigation Commissioners for many
years, gauged the highest flood he had

known there {ride Evidence, Rivers Con-

servancy Conmiission, 1877), and the

quantity was 24,107 cubic feet per second,

or 1,446,420 cubic feet per minute. He
does not state the watershed area, but mea-

guriog this in like maimer to that above

mentioned, there appears to be as nearly as

can b© thus made out 2,000 square miles,

or 1,280,000 acres, which gives M3 cubic

foot per minute per acre. The distance

down the valley is about 90 miles.

On the Nene at Peterborough, where the

drainage area is, according to Mr. Beard-

moro's tables, 620 square miles, or 390,800

extreme watershed is 140 miles. Mr. Bate-

man said of the same river, before the Water
Supply Commission, that he had had occa-

sion, in investigating the inundations there,

to ascertain what was the maximum flood

to be provided for in all the rivers in the

basin of the Shannon, and from information

which ho received from Mr. Forsyth, the

engineer of the Board of Works, who had
paid much attention to the subject, and

from his (Mr. Bateman's) own measure-

ments of the maximum floods in several

parts of the Shannon, he found that

1 cubic foot per minute from each acre

is a very considerable flood, and that there

is no river falling into the Shannon, even

where the volume of the flood is not checked

by any lakes, which very materially modifies

the amount of flood. There is no river which

sends down more than 1'54 cubic foot per

minute from each acre of ground.

Mr. James Dillon read a paper at the

I meeting of the British Association before

mentioned, on works he had carried out on
the Upper Inny river, where the area of the
catchment basin is 273 square miles, or

175,000 acres, in which he said that ho had
measured floods there of '4896 cubic feet per
minute per acre, being nearly the same as

the flood gauged by Mr. Unwin, at Windsor.
The largest estimate we know of which

has been made of the probable quantity of

water which might be produced by a maxi-
mum flood at or near the outfall of a river is

that made by Mr. Batoman in respect of thfe

Severn at Gloucester, which was two cubic

feet per minute per acre of the drainage
ground.
There is a reservoir at the head of the

river Chumet, in North Staffordshire, which
was constructed solely for the purpose of

compensation to mills for the abstraction of

springs elsewhere, which formerly flowed
into the Chumet. The watershed area is

6,500 acres, and notwithstanding that all

the water passes through the reservoir, the

waste weir was made only 60ft. long, while

the greatest depth of water was but 40ft.,

and the area of the reservoir about 40 acres.

It was, therefore, soon filled up, and while

it was full, on the 7th of August, 1862, a

flood occurred, which rose upon the waste-

weir to the height of 4ft. 6in. This, of

course, is a depth far beyond any depths

which have been experimented upon for the

purpose of ascertaining the quantity from
the observed depth ; but as the weir had a

clear drop of from 1ft. to 2ft., and the

waste-water course sloped away from the

weir rather steeply through the end of the

bank, it may not be inappropriate to the

occasion to apply a co-efiicient of '5 in the

equation.

in which

c = '5, the co-efficipnt,

rf = 4-6, the depth of water,
I =. GO, the length of the weir,

and Q = the quantity in cubic feet per second.

This being so,

Q = -5 X 5^ X 212 X 60 X 4-5 = 1526.

To this must be added the quantity going
through two outlet pipes, one 3ft. diam.,

and the other ISin., which together would
discharge 250 cubic feet per second, making
in all 1,776, or 106,560 cubic feet per
minute. The drainage area is mora than
6,500 acres ; but as there were within the

area, above the reservoir, a small reservoir

and two miU-dams, which together had
belonging to them about 500 acres, the area

to be taken for the flood-ratio should be

6,000 acres, and dividing the number of

cubic feet per minute, as above stated, by
this area, the quantity would be 17 '76, or,

say, 18 cubic feet per minute per acre.

Thus a great flood, reckoned per acre of

the ground from which it flows, varies much
between the upper and the lower portions of

a river-basin, if in the latter case the whole
river be gauged ; but for any separate

smaller area near the surface the quantity

per acre would, of course, be much greater,

and might to some extent resemble that

proceeding from an equal area in the upper

part of the basin, in some rivers, but not in

all, as may be seen in the two following dia-

grams. In those characteristics which
influence the magnitude of floods, no two
rivers of nearly the same length could differ

more than the Thames and the Severn, in

the upper-third portions of the watershed

areas above the tideway, although for the

lower two-thirds the respective falls are not

very dissimilar, being in the Thames rather

less and in the Severn rather more than 2ft.

per mile for 100 miles above the tideway, as

may be seen from the following diagrams,

the scales being the same in both.

Referring to diagram No. 1 , if a position

be taken up at a point either on the upper

branch of the Severn, or on the \yTnvry,

within an average distance of 10 miles from
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the watershed, it will be at a height of about
500ft, above the sea-level. The watershed
is, on the one hand, l,5o0ft. above the as-

sumed point of observation ; and on the

other, 1,250ft. ; and between these two
great general heights of watershed there is

a pass which is 230ft. above the assumed
point ; and the length round that watershed
is more than 50 miles, and its average height

may be about 1,100ft. above the point men-
tioned. Thus, then, the surface is very
steep, and the rain-water descends in

streams, which fall 500ft. or GOOft. in the

first 10 miles; in the second 10 miles, 200ft.

;

in the ;Jrd, 120ft. ; in the 4th, 60ft. ; in the

0th, 30ft. ; and forwards to Worcester, a
distance of 80 miles or so, the fall is a little

more than 2ft. per mile : that is, the general
rate of inclination of the valley, but the
river itself varies in different parts of its

course both above and below that average,
having in some parts accumulations of

gravel and other debris, and in others hard
benches of rock across its bed

.

The Thames falls but IJOft. in the first

ten miles, taking a general average of its

branches ; G7f t. in the second ten miles

;

37ft. in the third ; 22ft. in the fourth : and
forward to Teddingtoii the average fall is

somewhat less than 2ft. per mile.

The ground in the upper part of the
Severn consists of the hard impervious
Silurian rocks. The Thames comes from the
oolite and other pervious grounds in the
upper part of the basin , running over a tract

of Oxford clay, and then crossing the out-
crops of the greensand and chalk, the area
of these permeable strata being two-thirds
of the whole area of the basin above the
tideway, and as they absorb a great deal of

the rainwater and give it out gradually
during dry seasons, the stream is com-
paratively strong all through the summer.
The Severn is soon up and soon down, but in

the Thames there is a more even flow.

It is very important to regard 'floods with
reference to their frequency, as well as their
magnitude. A few examples of maximum
floods are given above, but they are such as
occur very seldom, and mostly in winter,
while floods of less magnitude and greater
frequency do more harm in the long-run.
Mr. James Lynam said (British Associa-
tion, Section G, 1878) of the Shannon
floods, that the small floods had
occurred every year and in every month.
They kept the laud saturated and cold
during March, April, and May, which pre-
vented the growth of good grass, and pro-
moted the growth of sedge and weeds. The
herbage grows only late in the season, and
is late coming to maturity, and the mowing
of the crop is thrown back into the rainy
season. In the large flat meadows there
are three qualities of land, one letting at
£2 to £3 an acre Irish, which would be at
24s. to 3Gs. an acre English, the second
letting at £'4 to £5 per Irish acre, the third
letting at £G to £8 an acre. The difference
in the values of the meadows results, not
from any difference in the soil itself, but
from a difference of the levels of the lands.
The lands of the highest rents are 9in. to
15in. higher than the others, and are above
water a month earlier in the spring. The
sedgy, weedy meadows are the lowest by
some inches, and are saturated longer than
the others. The kindness of the soil of these
is evinced in many places, for on ex-
amining it closely, numerous plants of
clover, and some fine species of grass are
seen, healthy, but small and distant ; and if

these landswere freed from saturation during
spring, summer, and autumn, the clover
and fine grass would flourish and extend.
Mr. B. S. Brundell, in his evidence before

the Rivers C'onsti-vancy Commission in 1877,
said that on the river Don the works he had
carried out there would not prevent the land
being submerged by such a flood as occurred
in July, 1872, but it was safe against the

vexatious smallo r floods which used to occur
frequently ; these works keep the water off

the land in four or five out of six floods.

QUANTITY-SURVEYING.*

TIIIS manual, just published by Mr.
John Leaning, professes to give a com-

prehensive view of one branch of the archi-

tects' and surveyors' practice, and presents

a systematic treatment of the most generally
received modes of measurement and valua-
tion. Wo may, at the onset, inform the
reader that the author, iu a concluding
chapter, alludes at length to the discussions

that have been so rife of late years at the
Institute of British Architects, the Institu-
tion of Surveyors, and which have recently
been revived in these columns, on the ques-
tion of the legitimacy of the architect taking
out his own quantities. The result of the
Conference of Architects in 1871, and the
report of the special committee on the varied
opinions obtained are given in fuU. Mr.
Leaning refers to the list of propositions
read by Mr. Arthur Cates, and which em-
bodies in a summarised form the leading
points of the matter ; and it is satisfactory

to find the writer endorsing the views of that
gentleman, suggesting considerations which
may lead his readers to make up their own
minds on the question. One of the strongest
reasons in our mind that can bo urged
against the practice of architects taking off

his own quantities, is advanced in the
following passage:—"The student should
first decide whether he will be an expert
architect, or an expert surveyor : the average
man cannot be both. The standard of attain-
ment, iu all professions, is steadily rising,

and all are tending in the direction of divi-

sion into special branches. The varied
knowledge and accomplishments in which
the capable architect should excel, leaving
out those parts of the work of the profession
which are gravitating in the quantity sur-
veyors' direction, are very great and calcu-
lated to heavily tax the powers of the finest

minds. Further, an expert quantity-sur-
veyor is the result of long-trained and
diligent attention, such attention as the
majority of architects cannot afford to devote
to that branch of the work, and it is worth
the consideration of the profession, how
much of the success of our leading architects
is referable to the fact of their association
with capable quantity surveyors, in whose
ability and rectitude they have trusted, and
thus left themselves free to carry on the
more essentially architectural part of their
work." One of the pleas, urged in favour of

the architect taking out his own quantities,
is that it is a good practice for a yoimg man,
and that it will teach him construction.
Few wUl deny the advantage ; but, as the
author points out, the main value of the bill

is to save owners and builders loss ; and, as
to learning construction, it is better learnt
from other sources, and before the quan-
tities are prepared. Analogously, it may
be said the making of prescriptions is good
practice for the medical student ; but, in
both cases, experience may be bought too
dearly at the expense of the patient and
proprietor.

Mr. Leaning's treatise opens with some
useful remarks on the value of quantities
when properly prepared, and the question-
able honesty of those who, to save cost,
think they can dispense with them. If an
estimate is to be a fair calculation of the
value of a building, it must be based on a
complete enumeration of the various items,
whether these be great or small, and if

contract drawings and specifications are to
be worked to, it seems only honest that the
employer should get a tender for neither
more nor less work than is inchided in those

• Quantity-Surveying : for the use of Surveyors,
Architects, Enf?ineers, and Builders. By J. Leaning,
London: E. andF.N. 8pon, Charing-cross.

documents. It is not necessary to say more
for the practice of making the quantities the

basis of the contract, so that any variations,

additions, or omissions may be made to the

building at the price quoted in the deposited

bill. We find the author giving a few rules

for taking dimensions in a proper order

;

such as the advantage of taking the length,

breadth, and then the depth in consecutive

order ; the collection of dimensions from a
particidar angle of the building, and in one
direction ; the taking the longest dimensions,

and afterwards the voids instead of piece-

meal ; the elimination of all chance of error

by using only one scale, and the careful

noting, in " waste " of the dimension book,
the several smaller dimensions which make
up a large one. A groat source of error, no
doubt, arises from an imperfect examination
and comparison of the several drawings at

the beginning, and the querying of any
doubtful points, especially in checking di-

mensions on the figured plans. It is a good
plan, as the author says, to number in

pencil the rooms, and make a rough tracing

of the plan, so as to identify the items relat-

ing to any. Referring to deductions of

openings, it is certainly better to make
reference to them when the finishmgs are

being measured, than to take them again,

as is very often done, and the practice of

drawing a short pencil-line across any
window or door-opening that has been
wholly deducted, or over the outer facings,

as the case may be, is one which careful

quantity surveyors adopt as a check.

Mr. Leaning adopts the system of taking
off work in two divisions. Ist. The construc-
tion or carcase, comprising excavator,
bricklayer, njason, slater, carpenter, &c.
2nd. The finishings, comprising joiner and
ironmonger, plasterer, glazier, painter, &c.,

in preference to the older method of taking
off each trade separately, keeping the di-

mensions of each distinct. The latter

certainly is the method which is still

followed by many surveyors, and seems to
be the most natural and orderly, and we
think it less troublesome and conducive to
error, as the labour in abstracting is greatly
saved. It is true the separation of the
items of any particular piece of work is more
diflicult when the trades are separated, but
the facility this method gives in writing the
bills is so manifest that we are inclined to
think it overbalances it disadvantages. The
order of taking off by either method is

furnished by the author, and copioug
examples are given. The tables showing
the order of proceeding will bo found
of much service to the young sur-
veyor, and such a list ought to be care-
fully consulted wherever quantities are
taken out. For brickwork, &c., to the
carcase, the following is the order of the
main divisions recommended :—Carcase, in-
cluding digging to trenches, footings,
strutting and planking, projections of
chimney breasts, &c. ; then fire-openings,,

including flues, hearths, stoves, and settings,

coppers, skcwback cuttings ; then internal
openings, beginning with upper story,
collecting or averaging all openings where
possible. Next facings : external openings,
beginning from the topmost story, pavings
and sundries. Many surveyors would think
the above course rather confusing, as mixing
up much of the carpenters' and smiths'
work. The plan, however, is frequently
followed, and may be usefully consulted.
We may incidentally say here that every
surveyor has his own method of procedure

;

nor does it appo.-ir necessary to follow any
one plan of taking dimensions so long as
some methodical line be adopted to prevent
repetition or omission of the items.
One of the most useful chapters is that on

" Modes of Measurement." The studeut will

find every necessary direction here as to the
method of measuring artificers' work in
every branch, and in many instances sketches
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aud examples are given to show the way of

taking the dimensions as in the case of

trenches, footings to walls, stonework, and
other details. Very clear are the directions

on brickwork, and in this section we find

more particulars given of the manner of

taking special parts, such as extra thick-

nesses to walls, as plinths, deductions

•for openings, &c. As regards fireplaces, a

moot paint, among some surveyors the

author says, "To fireplaces deduct the

chimney opening only. The theory is to

deduct ash-holes of coppers, but it is rarely

done, and in the writer's opinion should not

be. The majority of deductions will depend
upon the size of the joinery to be fixed in

the openings. The genersJ rule to be ob-

served as to deductions of brickwork for

internal doorways, is to allow Sin. in width,

and Sin. in height, beyond the finished size

of door; for external dcor-openings and
window-openings to receive solid frames,

the clear dimensions between the reveals,

and between sUl and head for the external

^)art, the same ^vidth, plus4in., and the same
Tieight, plusSin., for the internal part." For
window-openings a similar rule is practised

for the outer pai-t, but the same width, plus

^in. for the inner. HoUow walls are re-

commended to be measured solid as common
brickwork, the thickness being stated, and
the width of cavity, the ties used, and thenum-
ber to each superficial yard. Works measured
by the super, yard, the super, foot, by the

foot run, works numbered, are clearly dis-

tinguished, stated under their respective

teads, and will be foimd to contain every

ordinary requirement. As to masons' work,

the author thinks the best method of arriving

:at the exact value is to take out all the
-" labom-s " upon it, though it is a laborious

work, and few builders take the trouble to

price such work out in detail. The manner
of dealing with old buildings, crediting the

old materials, has not been overlooked, and

a few useful directions are given for measur-

ing them. " Squaring dimensions," always

a tedious thing for young surveyors, is made
the subject of a few remarks, and the im-

portance of a second person to check, and

the writing of the results in ink, are recom-

mended. The next process, known as " ab-

stracting," is perhaps quite as laborious and
intricate a task, and the advantage of order

is evident. The author thinks there is an

additional element of safety if the abstracter

-can begin abstracting at the beginning of

the dimensions and proceed with them
seriatim, irrespective of trade. The prac-

tice we have followed has been to abstract

-one trade at a time, and this plan seems

most regular. Methods are given to show
how references to the dimensions may be

made, and the rules for abstracting begin-

ning with the leading items of each trade,

and the examples furnished, illustrating the

process, leave little for the student to acquire

except practice and patience. Billing, the

last process, is fully explained, and difficult

items are illustrated by examples. The

•dauses usually prefixed to bills, from the

•conditions of specification, those especially

likely to affect the tender, are given, and

forms of tender, credits' bill, and other

^necessaries are added. The preambles to

the various trades are suggested, and we may
jidd no bill is complete without them.

The information afforded under the head-

ing of " Eestoration," especially the clauses

of general occurrence in work of this sort,

•wiU be found of use ; and the methods used

to reduce tenders, bycutting down the cubic

capacity or the quality of the finishings, are

pointed out. Of course the dimensions must

be looked through, and the bill carefully

examined to discover items that may be

omitted. We find a complete outline form

for a schedule of prices, mstructions for the

adjustment of accounts, "extras," and a

•form for a bill of variations. The assessment

of prices is treated in full in another chap-

ter ; no part of the surveyor's work is more
onerous, or requires larger or more varied

experience. Material and labour, and the

element of profit, must be each thought of.

Ten per cent, is low, and 20 per cent, a fair

profit. The prices used for cubing, the

methods in use for ascertaining the value of

brickwork, timber, &c., are stated. The law,

in its bearing upon surveyors, as disclosed

by recent decisions, will be found of service

in the settlement of many doubts which have

often given rise to questions in these pages.

Mr. Leaning's book is also rendered of more
general value to the profession, by the

Manchester Society of Architects' Statement

of methods recommended by that body, for

the purpose of facilitating the Northern

system of obtaining separate tenders for

each trade. Many of the methods stated

differ essentially from the London practice,

as in the deductions of openings, measure-

ment of hollow walls, &c., and these have

been pointed out at the end. In some cases

the Northern practice is more rational.

Finally, no part of the book will be more
practically useful to the student than the
" examples of taking off" given at the end,

where many difficult points are illustrated

in detail. But wo have said enough to indi-

cate the scope and treatment of Mr. Lean-

ing's bulky little treatise, and have pleasure

in recommending it to a numerous class of

readers, for whoso instruction the existing

works, excellent as they are, are scarcely up

to date.

ROYAL ACADEMY LECTURES ON
ARCHITECTURE.*

THIKTEENTn-CENTUBY AECHITECTUEE—FBANCE.

OUR subject to-night is one of inexhaustible

interest and extent. You have gathered

from what I said to you about Italy, in my last

lecture, how worthy the art of this age is of our

deepest and most reverent study ; and that there

is no branch of it which is more worthy of

respect than that which pursued so active and

indeed extraordinary a couree in France, from

the middle of the twelfth down to the end of

the thirteenth centiury. You are all aware, no

doubt, that France, as we nowknowit, isaoountry

gradually compacted out of a number of states

or divisions, and that it was in the thirteenth

century, vmder two distinguished sovereigns, the

saintly Louis and the warlike Philip Augustus,

that the greatest strides were made in welding

together the kingdom of which then, as now,

the He de France, with Paris as its capital, was

both the political and the artistic centre. The
various provinces preserved, however, so much
of their own traditions and tastes that each

presents its own local variation of style, which

was rather intensified than otherwi.se during the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The build-

ings of Burgundy, of Anjou and Poitou, of Nor-

mandy, of Picardy, and of Champagne, are so

different in their character that in the thirteenth

centiuy a man might almost have known where

he was by the aspect of the architecture. The
same sort of difference that existed between the

North and South of Italy is visible in the North

and South of France. But in the latter, the art

of the North is again divided into a number of

divisions answering to the provinces. To attempt

in one evening to describe all these variations

would be absurd, and I shall confine myself,

therefore, merely to the architecture of Paris

and its neighbourhood. It is necessary, before

I do this, to take you back to the twelfth century,

in order that you may see what the state of

French art was then, and what promise it gave

of the fruit which was brought to such great

perfection so soon afterwards.

The great burst of enthusiasm for building

which occurred in the 11th century has left

traces in all directions ; and for a centvuy before

1150 the works still remaining are conspicuous

for their admirable workmanship, skilful plan-

ning, and finished detail. Without dwelling on

all these points, it will be sufficient to confine

om-selves to a study of their ground-plans.

Here there is vast variety ; but the plan which,

on the whole, is evidently the most favourite,

and which occurs in various stages of develop-

ment in almost all parts of the country, is worth
examining, because it evidently contained the

germs of the great 13th-century cathedrals.

In this the chevet, or oast-end, is founded
on the Roman and Byzantine plans, finishing

with a circle around which are set at intervals

small circular chapels—three, four, or five in

number,—which give great variety to the plan

both inside and out. As an example of these, I

may mention a church of the early part of the

12th century,—Notre Dame du Port, Cler-

mont-Ferrand,—where the covering of the aisle

is a continuous barrel-vault ; those of the

chapels, semi-domes ; whilst the central portion

has a barrel-vault finished at the end in a semi-

dome. The construction here is extremely

ingenious. The builder had resolved that his

work should last for ever ; he roofed every part

with stone vaults, covered outside with stone

roofs, using no timber whatever in their con-

struction. He accomplished this by giving his

aisles quadrant vaults, so as to give a continuous

flying buttress supporting the continuous thrust

of the central vault.

What strikes one in these early churches is

the resolve of their builders to make them im-

perishable, and the scientific disposition of

their vaulted roofs, which in the chevet, owing
to the combination of the aisle-chapels with the

vaulted aisle, is extremely effective in perspec-

tive. The exteriors are remarkable mainly, in

this case, for the use of coloured materials, and

as they do not affect my argument, I omit all

notice of them. One evidence of the scientific

character of the buildings is that they are

generally designed upon some regular system

of proportion. At Notre Dame du Port, the

height and width of the nave are equal, and if

these are divided by four, two parts give the

width of the nave, two the height of the main

arcades, three that of the triforium arcade, and

four the total. From first to last we cannot but

be struck by the scientific and regular way in

which the work is done. The same plan is seen

in a number of examples, most of which—as

• By Professor G. E. Stmkt, E.A. Lecture No. 6,

delivered on Monday, Feb. 28.

St. Etienne, Nevers—have the improved ar-

rangement of three chapels to the apse, in place

of the four at Notre Dame du Port. The
Church of the Holy Sepulchre is the venerable

original of such plans as these, and its example

is of especial interest, inasmuch as the eastern

part of the chm-ch, built by the Crusaders, gives

us the Auvergnat plan almost without modifica-

tion, ris-d-vis to the apse of Constantine, which

had precisely the same sort of outline at the

western end of the building.

This common French plan of the apse is, we
have seen, a development from a Byzantine

original. The section of the vaults suggests the

use of a flying buttress, and is, indeed, so nearly

being one, that it was not a great step to deve-

lop a construction which should bring all the

weight and thrust to one point, instead of

equally along the whole length of the wall.

This was done in the quadripartite aisle vaults,

and it was only necessary to repeat them in the

central vault to make the quadrant-vault or

continuous flying buttress over the aisles quite

unnecessary. And so gloomy are the interiors

of chambers constructed in this way, that the

absence of the clerestory, so long used in earlier

unvaulted buildings, must have seemed, even to

the men who were building them, a most serious

defect, and it is not surprising, therefore, that

the combination of this with a stone vault was,

above all things, what men soon strove for. At
the same time, in the West of France, churches

were being built on plans even more obviously

derived either directly from the East or indirectly

from thence through Venice. Of the latter class

the most remarkable was the well-known

example of St. Front, Perigueux. Here, what-

ever the origin of the design, we have domes

carried on pointed arches springing from piers

which, at their base, recal completely the plan-

ning of St. Mark's, Venice, and Sta. Fosca,

Torcello ; and the story of a Venetian colony

settled at Perigueux is not required in order to

prove that the example, if not of Venice, at any

rate of countries from which the Venetians

derived St. Mark's, was followed there.

At Cahors, in a church founded in 1100, we
see a nave covered with domes, one to each hay,

finished with an apse, and three chapels of the

Auvergnat type ; whilst at Angouleme, at the

same date, tliero is a nave covered with three

domes, and a choir with foiu; chapels as at Notre
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Dame du Port, Clermont, save that in these two
examples, there arc no aisles, the ehapcla open-
ing out of the central apse, after the fashion of
Constantinople and Venice.

Tlie churches in which domes or semidomes
may be found in the Centre, South, and West of

France, are numberless. And it is very remark-
able that, after having' been so popular a feature
in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, the dome
should have been so entirely abandoned in all

later buildings. The reasons for this are obvious.
Admirable as the effect of a dome ia, long ex-
perience has proved that there is no form of
construction which entails 60 much waste of

material, or such massive supporteand buttresses.

The French architects set themselves the task of
making their buildings as light in their con-
struction as was possible, consistently with
endurance. They desired, too, to make them
useful for large congregations, and they had dis-

covered by experience how difficult it was to
control the acoustic properties of a domed build-
ing. Even if they confined themselves to a
central dome, the points of support were enor-
mous massesof masonry just at the places where
their inconvenience was most felt. Their com-
mon sense led them to desire the admission of
light in their comparatively gloomy climate, in
place of the sombre effects which are almost a
necessity when the domes are solidly built of
stone or brick.

As regards architectural detail in Franco at
this early period, it is to be noticed that in a
great number of buildings it was of extraordinary
delicacy and beauty of execution. The three
western doorways of Chartres, a doorway in St.
Benigue, Dijon, the south door of the nave of
Le Mans, and the north and south doorways of
Bourges Cathedral, all date from about 11.50.

They are remarkable not only for the really
astounding skill of the mechanics who wrought
the curious sculptures with which their columns
and other members are covered, but for the
remarkablo fact that among the branches of
foliage, in which the utmost skill of Byzantine
artists is rivalled, nude figures and animals are
represented, with a feeling for nature which is

all the more surprising when compared with the
stiff and conventional representations of life-

size human figures in the same work. Not long
after these works, a cathedral was built, evi-
dently by French artists, at Santiago, in Spain.
It was a close copy of St. Serninat Toulouse,—

a

vast church on the same plan as the Auvergnat
examples,—and it had in its south transept
doorways columns carved with just the same
desire to represent the nude figure accurately as
in the case just mentioned, and so well executed
that if done before our eyes now, they would
extort admiration from all. One other building
must also be named as an example of delicacy
in purely architectural work, the chapter-house
of St. George de Bosoherville, near Kouen. Here
there is no sculpture of figures, and what is

chiefly noticed is the beauty of execution, which
is quite consummate. The century closes with
an example of stiU greater excellence in the two
earliest of the western doorways of Eouen
Cathedral, in which the beauty of design and
the perfection of the work leave nothing to be
desired. I know no detail more worthy of study,
and the wonder is that more work conceived in
the same spirit was not executed. The only
parallel work with which I am accxuainted is

that of the western doors of Genoa Cathedral, to
which I have before referred, and in which the
ornamentation is obtained by the use of black
and white marble, while, in the Kouen examples,
it is produced by deep cuttings in the stone.
But this is a somewhat later work. The end of
tho twelfth century sees France, then, covered
with buildings, mainly churches (though all

others show the same art), built with great skill

on well-defined plans, and adorned with details
of really exquisite beauty. So far the work had
been done with zeal, but under considerable hin-
drances. At first the grandest buUdings were
those of the great monasteries. Their designers
were, no doubt, ecclesiastics, and the laity were
comparatively unconcerned. But now there is

a great change. The people take the matter
out of the hands of the church. The arcliitects

are no longer clergy, and, supported by the
suddenly-awakened zeal of the people, they
form themselves at once into a body of the most
scientific kind conceivable, and arc every day
found trying some new device for the develop-
ment and improvement of their work. In a few
years they had changed everything ; they

had discovered how to utilise the pointed
arch, and this discovery seems to have been
like a revelation to them. The arch itself

was known long before its utility was realised.

It had been used constantly for some fifty

years. Tho arches which had to carry most
weight, and whoso thrust it was desirable

to limit, were the first to be built in tliis shape.
The French builders had found, no doubt, how
easily a round arch becomes weakened, and how
serious the results are of tho least giving way of

tho supports. But at first they saw no special

beauty in the pointed arch, and adhered to the
round arch for beauty and to tho pointed for

strength. This fact is a good illustration of the
very practical character of the French archi-

tects. They loved and admired tho old form,
but in face of a practical advantage it was at

once abandoned in favour of the new one. When
once the pointed arch had been well used, and
had come to be understood, their eyes were
suddenly opened to perceive the powers its use
conferred on them. In a few years, from being
carvers they became sculptors, and at almost a
single bound, from being very moderate because
very conventional artists, they became the best
and most skilful designers and constructors the
world has ever seen. And the artist was so care-

less of everything but the perfection of his work,
that it is rare indeed that we know his name, or
anything about the way of his life or the manner
in which he set to work at the development of

his plans.

The French architects at this time had emanci-
pated themselves thoroughly, and once for all

from old traditions. They found that the use
of the pointed arch gave them a power in con-

struction such as had never before been wielded.

Before their time it was the vast mass of building

or of wall, the great size of the single stones
which composed it, no less than the art which
decorated them, wliich had impressed the mind.
Now it was seen that this was not the best way
of securing the desired result. Every day at-

tempts were made to improve the construction by
making it more delicate and graceful. The
sizes of the piers were reduced ; windows were
enlarged, and raised high up in the walls ; the
construction was of a most permanent kind, and
yet it was all provided for with the least waste
of material, so that the comparison between the
voids and the points of support is made always
largely to the credit of the Gothic architects,

whenever it is made at all between their buUd-
ings and the works of the schools which pre-
ceded and succeeded them.
The names of the architects whose works are

so familiar to all students are, I repeat, either

unknown, or if we know them, that is usually
about all that can be said. In my last lecture

we had a great deal of personal matter, for, in

Italy, you are able sometimes to follow the

architect about from one work to another, and
you see him now architect, now sculptor, and
sometimes even painter also. In France, we
know much less of the life of the artist. We
have the names of a good many ; among them
of four architects in succession at Amiens

—

of Robert de Coucy, the architect of Reims,
whose design was faithfully carried out by his

four successors ; of Eudes de Montreuil, who
went to the Holy Land with St. Louis ; and of

many more. But were it not for the fortu-
nate preservation of the sketch-book of one of

them—a friend, probably, of Robert de Coucy,
—wo should know but little of their mode of

life, or thought, or work. This sketch-book or
album was the property of Villard de Hone-
cort, and it brings before us an architect in tho
early years of the thirteenth century wandering
about on business or pleasure, visiting cathe-

drals, making notes and sketches of them, and
evidently studying how best to improve himself.

He interests himself in tho best way of cutting
stones, of lifting them into place, of setting-

out lines for work, and so forth. He sees a
lion, and forthwith sketches Mm, putting on his

sketch (a note which may bo freely translated}

"Mind you, this lion was alive." He draws
figures and designs for sculpture ; he goes to

Laon and makes a sketch of one of the western
steei^les, and writes below it what most of us
who have looked at and sketched it, as he did,

would have agreed with :
" I havo been in many

countries, as you may see by this book, but in

no place have I seen a tower equal to that of

Laon;"' and then, after a description of its

plan, he adds, somewhat oracularly, "Meditate
upon these thingri, for if you desire to build

such great angle towers you must choose a
form of sufficient projection. Proceed care-
fully, and you will do as a wise and careful
man ought to do." Then be goes to see liciin»
Cathedral, which is in course of building, and
sketches carefully the chapels of the apse, with
notes of their details. He evidently thought
very well of them, and having about this time
to build the cathedral at Cambrai (now unfor-
tunately destroyed), he gives a plan of it, in
which he seems to have repeated very cJosely
the plan and design of his favourite apse of
Reims. On another page he gives a sketch of a
plan of a chevet or apse, which he and his friend
Peter do Corbie contrived together, and,
strangely enough, so new is this plan of an
apse, surrounded by alternately square and
circular chapels, that no example of it exists in
France. If ho had travelled south he might
have seen his suggestions anticipated in the bap-
tistery at Albenga, on tho Riviera, whilst at

Toledo some Frenchman did, at about the same
time, build the chevet of the largest thirteenth-
century church in Europe on precisely this very
plan. In another he gives a plan of a square-
ended church, almost identical with our own
abbeys at BeaiJieu and Byland, on which he
writes, "This is a square church, which was de-
signed for the Cistercian order." Again, he
gives a variety of designs for drawing the
human figure inclosed within triangles. He
designs foUage, animals, a lectern, a clock-cage,
and so on. Then he travels,— visits Hungary
on business, goes to Chartres, to Lausanne, to
Meaux, as well as to Laon and Reims,—every-
where, note-book in hand, and making sketches-

of all that strikes him most. Curiously
enough, he makes not a single suggestion in any
of his sketches of any geometrical mode of
arriving at the proportions of the buildings,—

a

very noteworthy fact, seeing that most of those
he visited were either just built or in course of
being built.

I have been thus particular in describing thi»
book, because it gives us a glimpse behind the
scenes of extraordinary interest. Wc see just
how it was that these French buildings grew,
multiplied, and developed as they did. The men.
who built them were as keen about theii' art aa
it was possible to be. They were disputing with
each other as to possible new plans, new com-
binations, and repeating work the effect of
which they thought perfect, and it is this sort
of spirit which we see so actively at work ia
developing the French architecture on all hands,
from the point to which it had slowly attained
towards the end of the twelfth century.

I believe that in the time at my disposal this
evening I cannot do better, first of all, than by
showing you how this improvement anddtvelop-
ment was effected in the ground-plan of ai

French church. In most cases a good ground-
plan involves the architectural design of a great
part of the superstructure. In the best French
churches it may almost be said that it involves
the whole design. In those days every one gave
his building a stone roof if it were possible. And
nothing so certainly ueccessitates a scientific

arrangement of the ground-plan as the provision
for carrying safely a stone vault. You will ob-
serve, then, that the men who had built such a
church as that of Notre Dame du Port at Cler-
mont, or as St. Front at Perigueux, had succeeded
in covering their buildings with stone, but in a
way which left much to be desired. And the
object of each subsequent architect was to make
the construction safer, or, at least, as safe, but
with much more lightness of effect, and with
much less waste of material. The early churches
had been derived from countries in wliich the
climate required that windows should be neither
numerous nor large ; and it was not until this
period that architects began to realise how un-
reasonable such windows were in their com-
paratively gloomy and cold climate. The cross-

vault once introduced soon led to the discovery
that the use of a pointed arch was almost
essential if vaults were to be strong, and ad-
justed to other than regular compartments.
Even in the simple vault of a building whose
plan is a paralltlogrum, the thrust of a semi-
circular vault is too great, and the slightest

giving way af the walls on which its rests is

fatal. With a pointed vault this is not the case.

The thrust outward is comparatively small, and
it was soon found that it might be counteracted
not only by a buttress in the form of a pier, but
by a section only of the old quadrant vault which
held up the continuous vaults of Notre Dame du
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Port and iU class. The flying- buttress adopted
in this way rendered it comparatively easy to
bring all the thrust to one point on the wall,
because it was possible so to fortify this point as
to make it certain that it would not give way.
Then, when this was accomplished, it became
quite unnecessary to erect thick and heavy walls
between the piers and buttresses, and in course
of time the construction is reduced here to a mere
thin screen of tracery, throwing as little weight
as need be on the piers, and only sufficient to
keep the weather out of the building. In France
the whole of the early buildings were, as I have
told you, finished with circular cast ends. And
it is possible almost to count on one's fingers
the examples of large churches in the thirteenth
century in which a square east end is seen. The
most important are the cathedrals at Laon, at
Poitiers, at Dol, and the Church of St. Serge,
Augers, and the churches of some religious

orders, as, e g.y the Cistercians. Such exceptions
emphatically prove the rule. Then, when it be-
came necessary to vault thse circular ends, all

sorts of problems had to be met, and each man's
work presents some mode of solving them dif-

ferent from that of his neighbour or prede-
cessor.

The great difficulty^to be evercome arose from
the extremely irregular shajx; of every division
or bay of vaulting around a circular building.
In the square compartment you have an
arrangement in which the arches need not be of
the same height, and yet may perfectly well be
vaulted with cross ribs, the ridges of the vault-
ing cells rising or falling to meet the arches, or
being level with them. Where a succession of
these vaults is required the ribs are usually semi-
circles, because in this way it was found that
the perspective was most continuous and effective.

But this was by no means always the case.
Sometimes these ribs are made of such curves as
will allow of the filling-in of the cells being
square with the cross arches ; and sometimes,
as in the Angevine and Poitevin churches, these
diagonal arches are pointed arches rising high
above the centre of the cross arches. In this
cose, in the perspective half of each vault is lost

behind the cross vault. It is really a most un-
satisfactory sort of vaulting, and though it was
persevered in for the best part of the century in
the districts named, it was rarely adopted in
other parts of France, and not at all, I think, in
the lie de France. In the aisle round an apse
the first solution was a continuous barrel-vault.
This was very easy, but certainly not beautiful,
nor was it improved when cross vaulting was
introduced corresponding to the openings to the
chapels or arcades on either side. But when it

was attempted to divide this aisle for vaulting
bays the problem was found to be very difficult.

Treated like the square bays, with vaulting ribs
going straight from angle to angle, the effect is

obviously very bad, so the diagonal ribs were
usuallyplanncd so as to meet in the real centre of

the compartment, though this involved a disagree-
able broken line in the perspective and was not so
popular as to be accepted without protest. It
was probably after seeing such vaults constructed
that the chevet of Notre Dame, Paris, was
planned. Here, certainly, great ingenuity is

shown. The apse is divided from its aisle by
five arches, and this again from the outer aisle

by ten, and the vaulting compartments are all as
nearly as possible equal triangles on plan. You
will find this form of vault used alternately with
square compartments in the aisle round the
circular church at the Temple, where the same
problem is solved with even greater skill. In
these triangular compartments of Notre Dame
there is a continuous ridge of level triangular
spaces, and though a single such compartment is

deficient in the light and shade of ordinary
vaulting, approaching, in truth, too nearly in
principle to a cradle^or waggon vault, of which
half of each compartment is a portion, yet in so
intricate a plan as that of Notre Dame no such
fault cau be found, for the whole plan is full of
variety and light and shade. Notre Dame was
completed in 1208, but the whole exterior of the
chevet was greatly modified in 129G by the
addition of a scries of chapels between the
buttresses. I have myself very little doubt that
in Bonrges Cathedral we have a chevet which
illostrates the probable treatment of the original

chapels of Notre Dame, all of which wore
destroyed in 1296. Here, as at Notre Dame, the
outer wall of the second aisle has three compart-
ments for every one in the central apse ; and
from the centre division of each of these a small

circular chapel projects. This treatment is very
beautiful. It retains the windows between the
chapels, which was so marked and fine a feature
of the early chevets, and relieves what would bo
the baldness of a chevet consistiog, as M. V. le

Due assumes in the case of Notre Dame, Paris,

of two aisles, without any e-ccresceuces all round
the chevet. The architect of Bourges made
another important modification. At Notre Dame
the plan involved the placing of a column in the
second series of columns opposite the centres of
the arches iu the first series. He abandoned the
attempt to make all the vaulting compartments
equal, accepted the u-regular plan for the first

aisle, making his intercolumniations wider than
in the apse, and then showed that ho knew and
appreciated the Notre Dame arrangement by
dividing the outer wall into three, and making
one bay of quadripartite vaulting, which is an
exact counterpart of that in the first aisle, only
reversed, and two bays of triangular shape.
Below, in the crypt, the similarity to the Notre
Dame vaulting is even greater. At Bourges
the chevet is a semicircle divided into five

exactly equal portions, and these prolonged by
twelve bays westward from the church. The
architect, having resolved on an immense scale,

confined himself to the simplest possible plan,
but gave great originality to his design by
raising the intermediate aisle to such a height
as to admit of its having a secondary clerestory
and triforium. Notre Dame was completed in
its first form in 1208 ; of Bourges the date is

uncertain, but it is probably safe to put it at
about 1220. And in 1226 the plan of another
cathedral, almost the vastest in Christendom,
was made, and evidently by a Frenchman, for
Toledo. Here, we see that the plan of the
chevet shows a double aisle, with compartments
alternately square and triangular in both aisles.

In this way all difficulties were overcome. The
central column opposite the arches of the apse
was avoided. The vaulting has no sameness,
the compartments being alternately triangular
and square, and the surrounding chapels are of
the Bourges types, i.e., very small, but alter-

nately circular and square. The whole plan is

one of the most beautiful ever devised, and. it

is strange, indeed, that the most magnificent
development of the French plan should bo in the
ecclesiastical capital of Spain. Here, too, to
complete the likeness to Bourges, the intermedi-
ate aisles have a triforium and clerestory, and
the ungainliness which is certainly the fault of

Bourges is exchanged for a design in which the
most captious critic can find little to complain
of. The sketching architect, Villard de Hone-
cort, when he devised a plan for a chevet in
company with Peter de Corbie, made, you
will remember, one almost identical with thatof
Toledo.

It is impossible to do more than just touch
on this branch of my subject to-night. In some
future year I may, perhaps, be able to deal with
it more exhaustively. The varieties of the
modifications of the plan of the chapels round
the chevet are very great. But the main point
to be observed is, that at the beginning of the
century they were all planned on circular lines,

and that by the end of it they were all but in
variably polygonal. In Robert de Coucy's
work at Reims, we see them begun on the first

plan, and finished on the other ; and after his
time his example was generally followed. His
work was planned in 1211, Amiens in 1220,
Beauvais in 1226, Le Mans in 1230, Clermont
in 1248, and then all follow on the lines which
he laid down, and which in a few words, had
the effect of abolishing the wall and throwing
all the weight on to the buttresses, so as the
better to enable them to resist the thrust of the
vaults. To know what French architecture was
in the 13th century, it is, of course, requisite
to know a good deal more than the story of

the development of the ground-plans, though it

is true that unless you study this part first you
will never understand the rest of your subject.

Now no way, I believe, is sogood for to-night's
purpose as to take some two or three churches
for examination, and, so to speak, dissect them.
Probably, of all the French churches, there
are none in which such dissection is more
profitable than it is in the case of Notre Dame,
Paris, Reims Cathedral, Ameins, and Chartres.
And if I take the last first, it is mainly because
it is so perfect in all its parts, and so completely
the work of one period and the cffortof one man's
skill and genius, that it presents an admirable
subject for your study.

The original cathedral at Chartres was built

in the 11th century,and a vast crypt still remains
of this period. Then, in 1115, a west front was
commenced, and iu 1194 the whole church was
destroyed by fire. The new cathedral was at

once commenced, but xipon the old foundations.

The contrivance of the new architect, who de-
sired to plan a church suitable for the epoch, and
therefore did not choose to follow strictly the

lines of tho early church, is well worth our con-
sideration. At first sight, tho church of Chartres
has the look of being extremely original. It is,

in fact, unlike any other that I know. The
chapels round the outer aisle are alternately

polygonal and segments of circles. This varia-

tion seems to me to be in itself very beautiful,

as well as original ; but when we descend to the
crypt we find out at once how it has come to be
contrived, and that it was, in fact, the happy
result of a necessity made good use of. The
original church was burnt, but the cryjit sus-

tained no damage. It extended the whole
length of the church, and the architect was com-
pelled, therefore, to build on tho old lines.

Compare the crypt as it was. and the church as

it is, and you will say that the com-
X^ulsion did not amount to so much, so diifer-

ent are the two. But compare the two
plans and you will see how ingenious the adap-
tation was. Examining the crypt, we see that

tho old church had an apse, a single aisle rotmd
it, and three deep chapels with spaces between
them of the same general outline as those other

Early French churches which I have already

described. The architect of tho church saw
that by making a slight corbelling forward from
the old base it would be possible to build a choir

with two aisles instead of one, with moderate
chapels over the old chapels, and shallow ones

in the spaces between them. All this could be
done, and was done, without any additions to

the old foundations, and certainly with the

happiest result, and it would be difficult to give

any better evidence of the skill of the areliitect.

The groining of the new chevet is somewhat com-
plicated ; the inner aisle is all quadripartite

;

the outer one has quadripartite walls opposite

the large chapels, and vaultsoffivedivisions oppo-
site and including the small intermediate chapels,

whilst the three principal chapels are vaulted

separately from the aisle. In some respects this

plan is similar to many of later date, as may be

seen at St. Pierre, Bourges, and St. Omer Cathe-
dral, but I think the plan of Chartres is far finer

than either of these, giving as it does a beauti-

fully curved and varied outline to every jiart of

the apse. I am the more particular in claiming

this merit for Chartres, because no less an
authority than M. Viollet le Due speaks rather

slightingly of it, evidently forgetting that the

great merit of the plan is that the conditions

were very difficult, and that an amazingly good
result was obtained in spite of this fact. Nor
am I, much as I admire the plan, able to praise

everything without reserve in this great church.

No doubt, there were many difficulties to be

surmounted; not only the plan of the old

church, but the people who had to be employed

on the new one. Chartres had a great religious

reputation. It had then, I believe, as it has

now, a black Virgin, whose power of working

miracles was supposed to be extraordinary. It

was the epoch of the Crusades. Men were told

that to work at Notre Dame, Chartres, was as

good as to go to the Holy Land. And from

distant places,—from Rouen among others,

—

crowds of people of all sorts went to aid the

work at Chartres with their hands. Such is the

story ; and I am bound to say that there is

much in the fabric which seems to confirm it.

The whole scheme was a grand one.
^
But tho

material,—a very coarse, calcareous limestone,

full of holes,—did not admit of any delicate

work, and nothing can well be rougher than

the workmanship of all but certain delicate

portions, M,e.g., the two transept porches. The
stones are put together in a clumsy and unwork-
manlike manner. Things which are meant to

fit do not do so. The cornices and galleries

outside are so carelessly planned as to have to

be fitted to their places by taking oft and curv-

ing angles, or filling them up. Tlie work all

has tho air of having been executed by men who
were in a great hurry, who were not used to

such work, and v» ho were entirely careless as to

the goodness of the execution as long as they

could manage just to put it firmly together.

"This sort of execution happens also to tally w^ith

the architectural details of the general design.
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I

These are comparatively few, and not too skil-

ful. Tho main columns aro needlessly heavy,
being about 8-G in diameter, though tho inter-
columuiations aro only 11-7. The capitals are
not well jilanned to receive tho groining-piers
and main arches. All the members aro rude
in their section, and the flying buttresses are
not only very irregular in their design, but far
in excess of what such a vault as they support
ought to require. In tho columns the very com-
mon French plan of four columns surround-
ing a central drum is adopted

; but tho columns
are all alternately circulur and octagonal, and
agreeably varied by being made into clusters of
small columns both at the crossing and at the
responds. It must be noted also thattho columns
are alternately circular with four octagonal, and
octagonal with fourcircular, shafts surrounding
them. The mouldings are very few and very
simple, and the cai>ital8 very plain and rather
coarsely carved. The windows, too, are very
large and very plain (the great clerestory win-
dows are no less than 8ft. Sin. wide in the
clear, and their only moulding is a chamfer).
Finally, there is very little variety. Tho same
design is carried on all round the church, almost
without any change. But you must understand
that this was all done designedly. The architect
had determined to make his work depend for
its effect upon a magnificent tout ensemble, which
should be above and beyond all questions of
detail. He could not but know what good work
was, for the old west end and the south-west
steeple had escaped the fire, and each in its way
was admirable in design and detail. The three
western doorways have seldom been excelled
for tho finished beauty of their workmanship,
and the steeple is a perfect example of delicate
planning and design, and he shows his own
sense of what was good, for his work depended
for its effect jiartly upon the porches of the
north and south transepts, in which he has
shown such a mastery over delicate detail as has
seldom been seen, and this with an originality of
design and a fertility of invention which cannot
be too much praised. Both porches are gene-
rally similar in outline, but extremely different
in the detail of their planning, which, in the
case of the northera one, is very varied and
beautiful. Nowhere can be seen better than
here the love of variety which so much marks
Gothic work. It is as if the architect had felt

himself tied and bound in his scheme for the
church, and found himself breathing freely
again when he had to complete the porches.
There is so charming and endless a variety of
canopies, of shafts, of clusters of them, of
figures, of subjects, that I am at a loss to find
terms warm enough for my sense of their
beauty. But this will, I hope, be illustrated

more fully if I am ever able, as I hope, to
lecture to you on the connection of architecture
and sculpture, nowhere better seen than at
Chartres. So far I have spoken of this typical
cathedral of the thirteenth century without a
word about its colour. This was not only in-
ternal. There is still evidence in the northern
porch that, six centuries ago, the whole was
covered with rich colour. No more strange de-
parture from our present ideas of what is suit-
able can be conceived. Yet we must always
remember that the thirteenth-century architect
agreed herein intuitively with the Greek before
him, and that both felt that tho best architec-
ture could not be the best until it had been beau-
tifully coloured. But it is the profusion of
colour in stained glass which is the most striking
feature of the church. It is that by which al-
most everyone must be most struck, and by
which, after all, they must remember Chartres.
Evidently it formed jiart of the original scheme.
The windows are all of vast size, and, in spite
of this, and of their great number, they are ab-
solutely filled with glass of extremely rich and
solid colour, all of the same age as the church,
and all arranged in a generally uniform scheme,
though it is varied in detail in every part. The
architectural features of this portion of the
work which most deserve to be noted are (1) the
general arrangement in the upper windows of
large figures under canopies, and in the lower
windows of subjects in panels

; (2) the beauty
of all the drawings of foliage and ornament

;

and (3) tho fact that all the windows, rich
as they are in colour, have their leading
lines marked with a white line, so that if you
are in the church when light is failing, you find
all the openings filled with geometrical figuies
or tracery. The architect of Chartres was not

far from using regular tracery. In the porch he
does it in a small degree, and in tho great circles

over the clerestory ho leads tho way naturally
for similar figures in tho glass, and finally ho
culminates in a magnificent rose-window of

geometrical tracery in the west-front. Ilis

work as it stands is perhaps the most perfect
and least altered great French work of tho
period. It was begun, as wo have seen, in 1194,

and finished in 1260, and there is no evidence
anywhere of a change from tho first scheme
during the long progress of tho work. Time
has dealt very tenderly with it. Few and
generally unimportant alterations have been
made sinso tho dedication of the chiirch. The
whole scheme was carried out exactly on tho
lines dictated at the first, and nothing was left

for a subsequent age to do. Compared with the
puny architectural works of our own time, such
an elfort is simply amazing. Puring the same
period the cathedrals of Paris, Troyes, Soissons,

Reims, Amiens, Auxerre, Mantes, Beauvais, Le
Mans, Bourges, Clermont, Limoges, Laon,
Bayeux, Coutanoes, Seez, and Rouen, together
with an endless array of abbeys, of castles, of

churches, of hospitals, were being built. Kach
great cathedral must have been built by its own
diocese or district, for every diocese was engaged
on the same work. Yet at Chartres there is no
evidence of economy or straitened means. Too
great hasto, indeed, is the only fault I can find

evident in tho execution of the work. But it

was the venial fault of a city which refused to

see its cathedral in ruins a day longer than was
absolutely necessary.

At Notre Dame, Paris, we see the work of a
very different artist, and are able to trace dis-

tinctly the great changes which have been made
in the work since its first commencement. I

have told you of the ground-plan already. After
this, the most interesting feature is the tri-

forium. Here, in order to resist the thrust of

the main vault, the first architect constructed it

with pointed barrel vaults, at right angles to

the length of the church ; and it is diliicult to

suggest a stronger form of construction . It was
in this way that the 12th-century builders of

the cathedral at Tourmes had vaulted their

aisles, and their example was copied in one
church in England, i.e., by the Cistercians at

Fountains. At Notre Damo it was soon
destroyed in favour of flying buttresses, but at

Mantes Cathedral, said to have been designed
by Elides do Montreuil, not far from Paris,
much of tho similar construction is still perfect.

It was convenient enough, and very strong in

the nave, but singularly inconvenient in its

application to the irregular bays of an apse ; it

was probably bad for sound, and expensive and
troublesome in construction. It is not to be won-
dered at that it was soon abandoned in favour
of cross-vaults spanned by light flying buttresses.

There was an immediate temptation also to
reduce its strength by making openings between
the vaults to a dangerous extent. At Mantes
these cross-vaults are carried on slight columns,
on which a flat lintel is placed, from which the
cross-vaults spring. The failure of one of these
columns might, therefore, involve the ruin of tho
clerestory which the vaults buttressed. Eudes
de Muntreuil, I suppose, introduced this mode
of supporting the central vault, and if he was
also the first architect of Notre Dame, Paris,
ho combined it there with a second triforium
arrangement, the circular windows to light

which still remain here and there. This second
triforium was almost necessary when the main
gallery was used by the congregation, as it stUl
is in Notre Dame. Tho flying buttresses at
Notre Dame are of enormous projection, sloping
very slightly on the upper side, and seen in
perspective give an extremely ungainly out-
lino to this otherwise noble work. At St. Remi,
Reims, at a slightly earlier date, the same fault

is seen, but it was at once felt to be a fault, and
as wc see, both in Reims Cathedral and at

Amiens, was immediately corrected. At Notre
Dame the error committed at Chartres, of
making them enormously heavy, was carefully

avoided. In many respects Notre Dame affords

a singularly good subject for study. It shows
us as completely as any one building the vast

strides made during the century. The church
generally dates from quite the commencement
of the century ; the west front from 1214, south
transept from 1257, the alteration of the choir

by the addition of chapels from 1294. In this

period the style had become greatly changed.
In the earliest work, as in the columns of the

nave, wo have a stately simplicity, which im-
parts singular grandeur to the interior. Tho
capitals are very large, and admirably carved
with foliage arranged in architectural formv,

but largely composed of natural leafage con-

ventionalised. AH tho work is admirably
executed. If you compare it with Chartrca,

you will SCO how admirably. The aisles are etill,

after tho manner of Auvorgne, covered with
stone pavement for roofs, and the whole work
has tho air of being strong enough to last for

ever, without being clumsy. There is noUuDf^
frittered away or small, and tho wcstcm towers,

each with an array of shafts in tho belfry stage

of unusual splendour, are, so far as comjplet«,

the finest works of the age. Tho change in the

transepts and the diapels round the apse is

great. The architect is not one jot less clover

:

perhaps he is even more so. His work is

beautiful, and beautifully executed. But the

grand fecUng for simplicity which had reigned

supreme is no longer so evident. The mould-
ings have become too fine and delicate ; the

carving is too much a mere imitation of natural

forms ; and there is a sensible want of substance

in the look of all tho larger features, as, e.g.,

the windows of the transepts, which look too
weak to stand.

The cathedral at Reims is the next in ordez
of date of those which I can touch upon, and w
altogether, for our purpose this evening, of very
singular value. Its architect was Robert de
Coucy, who began it A.D. 1211, after a fire

had nearly destroyed the older cathedral, leaving

only portions of the two transept fronts in such
a state as to allow of their being kept in the

new work. Tho new cathedral was consecrated

in 1241, but works were in progress during tho

whole century under a succession of architects,

who must have been singularly loyal to the

original design. When De Coucy began his

work he had before him the great abbey church
of San Remi, still standing at the other end of

the town very much in the same state as it was
then. It is necessary to say something abont
this great church ; for a comparison of it with
the cathedral shows extremely well the process

by which developments of design are ordinarily-

achieved. San Remi was consecrated in 1049,

and in its original state was of the severest and
simplest Romanesque. In plan it had a nave
about .50ft. wide, of twelve bays in length, with
a clerestory, and over the groined aisles an
enormous triforium gallery for the use of wor-
shippers. The nave, doubtless, had a wooden
ceiling, and though the plan of the eastern por-

tion had the same general arrangement as the

Auvergno churches, with apsidal chapels to the
transepts, the whole church seems to me to

have rather more connexion with German build-

ings than with French. Its two western steeples

illustrate this, being, in fact, lofty turrets on
each side of the west front. Reims still retains a
grand fragment of a Roman gateway. This has
three arches, and between them three-quarter

engaged columns, fluted. The San Remi builders

evidently initiated this work ; they regarded
the columns as buttresses, and placed similar

buttresses to mark the bays of their church,

and at tho west end they fluted them. At
St. Jacques, Reims, they repeated the same
feature, and it is a very interesting example of

the way in which Roman buildings on the spot

led to Mediaeval adaptation of their features.

In 1182 tho east end of San Remi was taken
down, rebuilt, and completed in 1198, on a plan
which is nearly identical T\'ith that of a church
at Chalons-sur-Mame, which was finished fifteen

years earlier. An extended choir was built,

with five eastern chapels, and outer aisles to

tho west of them as far as tho transepts.

The great triforium galleries of the nave
were repeated, and lighted with large windows,
so as to produce a very fine internal effect.

Above the triforium is a simple arcade, which
answers to the ordinary Gothic triforium, and
above this a clerestory. There are thus four
divisions in height, instead of the usual three,

though this additional stage is a common feature

in this part of France, as we see still at Laon
and Soissons, and, as I have toll you, exists at

Notre Dame, Paris. By far the most beautiful

feature in the building is the plan of the eastern

extension, and particularly the way in which the

difHculty of the aisle-groining bays in the apse

has been surmounted by opening tho chapels to

the aisle with three arches of unequal width
resting on detached shafts. This plan enabled

the architect to make the vaulting of the aisle
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very regular in its arrangement,—a square com-
partment and two triangular ones to each bay,
the raulting of the chapels being octagonal,
thoagh the sides of the octagon sre not all equal.
The columns of the choir are all plain cylinders,
with square capitals, very finely carved in a
bold development from the lines of a Corinthian
capital. The arches are all pointed. The choir,

in spite of its va*t width, i.s groined, as, too, are
the triforium galleries. The exterior has been
a, good deal tampered with. But it is doubtful
whether it can ever have been a really beautiful
work. The proportions are low and ungainly,
and the great width of the old church was a
«tambling-block to the builder of the new choir.
He got over the dilficalties ingeniously, and in
some respects, especially in the plan, certainly
shows the hand of an accomplished architect.
Robert de Coucy, when he began the cathe-

•dral, had this building to study. It had been
•only finished thirteen years ; and it it extremely
interesting to see how much it affected him, and
yet how immensely he improved upon it. Evi-
dently he fullyrealised the beauty of the ground

-

plan, for his is almost an exact repetition of all

its g^eneral lines,-—the same number of bays in
the choir and apse, the same number of chapels,
and the same outer aisles between the ohevet
and the transepts. But he dismissed at once
the trifonum galleries, and then gave up the
fourfold division in height, and increased im-
mensely the proportions both of the main
arcade and of the clerestory; though, unfor-
tunately as I think, he repeated the upper
triforium arcade of San Remi without much
alteration. The only great departure from the
-original ground-plan was in the arches to the
chapels, in which he gave up altogether the
beautiful San Remi arrangement. He could
not well help himself. His dimensions in width
were the same, those of height more than twice
those of San Remi (124ft. as compared with
53ft.), and the three arches, which are well
proportioned in x'he one case, would have looked
absurdly narrow and ill-proportioned in the
other. On the exterior his scheme was entirely
his own. The buttresses are admirably designed,
and, in spite of the magnificent scale of the
building, do not seem, as they sometimes do, to

. overwhelm the whole building. In short, though
it is clear, if his work is attentively looked at,

that he had carefully studied San Remi, it is

equally clear that the alterations which he
made in the proportions, in the external eleva-
tions, and in the details, were so great that few
would ever be likely to discover the underlying
evidence of similarity. It is this which seems
to me to be so worthy of your notice. The great
and accomplished architect of the cathedral had
none of the conceit which prevented his seeing
the good in what had been done before ; but
rather, with admirable skill, seized on the really
^ne points of the work before him, and showed
how much more splendid the scheme might be
made. This is the true spirit for an architect.

It is the spirit in which you must work if you
want to be regarded in the way in which we all

think of Robert de Coucy and his work. This
is the real lesson which a study of Reims
Cathedral teaches. To tell you in detail any-
thing about the cathedral would take much
time. Its great virtue is its admirable simpli-
city throughout, save at the west end, where by
the end of the century another architect showed
in all its glory the latest development of the
thirteenth century. Three enormous portals
•covered in every portion with sculpture, above
them a splendid rose-window, and on either side

two steeples of rare beauty of design,—these
have an interest of the same kind as the rest of
the church. The neighbouring cathedral of
Laon is still famous for the six steeples of its

three fronts, and the exquisite treatment of
their angles, which have open arrangements of
arcades and shafts, square in some and circular
in others. Reims was to have had six steeples
also ; those to the transepts were begun before
De Coucy's design was made, and were evidently
to be of the same type as those at Laon. But
at the end of the century the architect had come
to dislike the Laon system, in which the open
pinnacles were built upby a succession of columns
and arches, piled one on another. He thought
long continuous lines of moulding more effective,
and though he retained the idea of open pin-
nacles, he coDstructed their piers entirely of
clusters of mouldings corresponding with those
of his belfry windows. I think the architect of
lison lias the best of it in the result. But it is

impossible not to see the influence he exercised,
any more than it is not to admire the beautiful
design of the Reims steeples. As in most great
Frenchchurches themouldingsare fewandsimple.
There are two features to which I take exception

;

these are the absence of a sufficient base mould-
ing, and the overwhelming size of the great
niches which crown the buttresses of the aisles,

and almost conceal the clerestory from the ex-
terior. The solidity of the whole churdi is much
in excess of that of many later buUdings ; but
its justification is its perfect condition struc-
turally, and I may almost Fay the absence of a
crack or settlement throughout its vast extent.
I wish to see no finer sight than such an interior,

as I saw it only yesterday hung all round with
precious tapesteries of the fifteenth century, which
set off and adorned its superb and dignified
architecture in the very best way.
Fine as are such churches as Chartres, Notre

Dame, Paris, and the Cathedral at Reims, I
suppose that Amiens Cathedral is by common con-
sent the gnreatest achievement of the century.
It is difficult to say precisely why ; for, not to
mention others, the slightly earlier cathedral
which I have just been speaking of, at Reims, is

even more complete and more exactly what its

first architect intended it to be. And for perfect
beauty of plans and poetical inspiration of de-
sign I think Rouen goes near to excelling all.

Probably the dimensions and the beautiful pro-
portions of Amiens give it the position it has.
Its columns are about 49ft. from centre to centre
across the nave, and its total height is above
140ft., as against corresponding dimensions at
Reims of .54ft. and 124ft. The points of sup-
port, and its glazed triforium, add to the airy
lightness of effect which distinguishes it. Its

proportions appear to have been regulated by the
equilateral triangle. The church was for some
time in progress, and the design was much
modified during the erection, notably in the
triforium and clerestory. What strikes one
most here is the supreme constructive skill of
the architect. No part of the building appears
to be unduly heavy or unduly weighted. All
the details are well designed and admirably
fitted together. The glazed triforium, which is

perhaps first seen here in a large church, is very
conspicuous for its beauty and lightness, whilst
the flying buttresses and pinnacles are beaxitiful

in their outline, and contrast admirably with the
heaviness of those at Chartres, the ungainliness
of those at Paris, and the apparently overwhelm-
ing size and number of those at Le Mans and
Koln. The vaulting at Amiens is unlike the
common French mode. In order to get as much
light and shade as possible, the horizontal section
is everywhere very square, and to secure this,

the diagonal vaulting-ribs are not semicircles,

as is commonly the case in France at this time,
but compound curves generated from the trans-

verse arches, and giving a true horizontal line

for all the ridges. The lines of such vaults
near the eye always, I think, look crippled ; but
here, at the enormous height they are above the
floor, it is very difficult to follow the lines of

these curves, and, therefore, there ia no sense
of their not being exactly true curves, whilst
the best possible effect of light and shade is

secured. The effect of the original scheme of

the nave has been much spoilt by the addition
of chapels between the buttresses of the aisles.

The effect of these is to remove the windows so

far back between solid walls that in the internal

perspective they are not at all seen, and so

the lantern-like effect which was everywhere
the aim of the architect has been lost. At
Amiens, as at Chartres, Paris, and Reims,
sculpture has its share in the success of the
work. The three great western doorways are

covered with it ; and many of the small subjects

illustrating the labours of the Months and the
signs of the Zodiac, as well as subjects from the
Bible, are full of interest, though not executed
by quite so good a sculptor as that of the porches
at Chartres and the doorways at Paris. Here,
too, let me say that the whole of the masonry
of this great church is finished with a claw tool,

which gives it from the first a textur3 far
superior to the smooth surface whicli we all

affect so much now. I mention it to you in

order to direct your attention to what may
seem, but is not really, a very minor point.

At the time Amiens was nearing completion, the

effect produced by its magnificent scale and
beautiful proportions was remarkable. At Bea-i-

vais, not much more than thirty miles distant,

the bishop and people were so jealous that they

resolved to erect a church whose glories should

completely eclipse those of their rival. Their

architect lent himself to the scheme with as

much zest as any of us would now. His dimen-
sions were considerably in excess of those of

Robert de Luzarches at Amiens, but his ambi-
tious schemes were too great for safety, and had
to be, to a great extent, altered after a ^rtion
had given way, so that the building, as it now
stands, does not fairly represent the impossible

lightness of the first scheme. In addition to an
imitator at Beauvais, Amiens undoubtedly gave
all his lines and plans to the German architect

of Kiilu Cathedral, as it did to men so far off

as the architects of Clei-mont-Ferrand and Nar-
bonne—perhaps, too, of Leon, in Spain. The
later variations of the type are certainly no im-

provement on the original. We see the art

gradually losing its freshness and force, and
becoming, perhaps more scientific, but certainly

more scholastic, and oonsoquently far less artistic

and interesting. The change can nowhere be

seen better than at Koln, where, though the

architect took his general scheme and his pro-

portions from Amiens, he gave all his detaUa

so essentially hard and violent German a cha-

racter as to destroy to a great extent the evidence

of the parentage, without, I think, improving

the effect.

I must now sum up in a few words the gene-

ral characteristics of the thirteenth-century

architecture of France. It was, then, a style

which was always in the most rapid state of

transition and development. The century be-

gins with vast, noble, and solid erections, heavy
in construction, very similar in general plan and
design, and ends w^ith works in which, though

the construction was still solid, it was so scien-

tific, so delicate in its adaptation to its require-

ments in every part, that it had become light

and airy almost past belief. In these respects

it has never been excelled before or since. In

complete work of this period there is always a

strict relation in every part of the plan to the

work to be done. The thing to be supported

dictated absolutely the shape of the support,

and the nature of the material decided the cha-

racter of the design. The details had all been

developed and improved ; the -windows, from

being plain and rude lancets, had become

richly -moulded and splendidly-designed compo-

sitions of geometrical traceries, all arranged

with careful adaptation to the proper subordi-

nation of parts, the moiildings and traceries

following each other in their relations to the

primary, secondary, and tertiary importance of

the parts. The buttresses had come to be treated

as the real framework of the building. To them

all weights were conveyed, and by them on to

the ground. The panels enclosed between them
showed no waste of w»U. They were reduced

to mere screens to keep out the weather, which

was indeed their main if not their sole office.

The proportions of height to width were much
greater and much better adjusted, and the study

of perspective effect, both inside and outside, was
carried to the greatest perfection. The same at-

tention to what one may fairly term a brilliant

beauty of detail was exhibited in every part of

the work. In sculpture, the study of nature

and of life had taken the place of a steady

respect for ancient and conventional repre-

sentations. Foliage came to be copied directly

from nature, but with an instinctive sense of

the necessity of adapting it to structural pur-

poses which is very remarkable. In a capital,

for instance, though the detail was natural, the

arrangement of the natural forms was strictly

arohitectui-al. In a spandrel, -where it was
simply meant for ornament, an absolute imita-

tion of nature is allowable, and was freely in-

dulged in. A string-course, as we see at

Amiens, was made Uko a garland of gay flowers

carried all round a building. In the representa-

tion of the human figure a still greater progress

was made. Compare the west doors of Chartres

with the southern doors, and the change is made
very clear. The latter sculptors evidently

studied from the life. They represent men in

fashion of the day, and in their faces, their

attitudes, and their grouping, there is

a gay and tender sentiment which seem
to me to be absolutely enchanting. You are

impressed, whether you will or no, with a sense

of an ago unlike our own, with no misery, no
misfortune, nothing to mar the charm of the

pleasantestandpurestlife : andthough, ofcourse,

some men's work is infinitely in advance of

others, a general high level is reached and
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sustamed in a striking manner. Everywhere
the work of the sculptor is called in to

adorn the work of the architect, and so liar-

moniously is this done that no one can tell

where the office of eith' r began or ended. Then
in all the subsidiary artu the same excellence is

seen,—whether it is in the decoration of a
manuscriiit, the painting of glass, the execution
of elaborate work in all the metals, in enamelling,
in embroidery, — everything was done with
careful reference to the requirements of tlie

material and the use to which the article to be
manufactured had to be put. And though I am
loyal to the art of my own country, I am obliged
to admit that of France to be entitled to a sort

of supremacy. In the previous century she had
given an architect and a design to Canterbury
and to Compostella ; in thi*, she covered her own
soil, stirred up the Germans to an imitation of

her work at Koln, designed the great cathedrals
of Toledo and Leon in Spain, and had a con-
spicuous influence in Italy at Genoa, Vercelli,

and Assisis. In the brief space of a century the
French architects had almost shown the limits

of what was possible in the way of develop-
ment, and left comparatively little, and that
matter of detail rather thm of principle, to their
successors to achieve. They had a grand oppor-
tunity, md certainly availed themselves of it in

the grandest way. The people seconded their

efforts with a supply of means for building so
large and extraordinary as to be well nigh in-

comprehensible. The drawbacks on their work
are, generally, a want of completeness on the
exterior, which has at the same time the attrac-
tiveness of the unexpected. If you build a
church on the scale of Amiens it is impossible to

add steeples to it which shall not either dwarf
their mother church or themselves be dwarfed.
A central steeple is impossible ; and the exam-
ples of such a feaUire are very rare anywhere in
France at this tim>3, and then, generally, as at
Coutances, they are an evidence of English in-

fluence. A multitude of steeples, two at each
front, with a lantern occasionally in the centre,
making it six or eight to one church, render
it impossible to secure such effective grouping as
we see in our English churches. And the enor-
mous height certainly goes far to diminish the
apparent length.

It is fortunate for you students that you are
within such easy reach of those great master-
pieces of art as are the monuments of French
art. The young architect may, indeed, well be
advised to study first of all the art of his own
country, to which that of Normandy may be
considered simply as supplementary, so closely

allied is it to English art. But to the sculptor
students I appeal with all my strength not to

neglect tliis vast field for study. Far be it from
me ever to advise any one merely to copy what
has been done before ; but not to avail yourselves
of it in your studies is blindly to refuse to make
use of one of the many paths whi*h lead to

real knowledge and mastery of your art. Re-
member what Flaxman told you about Wells,
and believe mo that if, as he said, you may
!earn much there, it is as nothing to what you
may learn in France, where the examples are

manifold more numerous, of all dates, and of

even greater value.

This evening I have tried to give you some
faint idea of the way in which the thirteenth-

century architects regarded and treated their

art. This seems to me to be at least as valuable
a subject for your study as are mere questions
of detail ; for I want to see you all working in

the same spirit as those great men, and not
merely trying to reproduce exactly what they
have already done so well.

•.^
" BUILDING NEWS " DESIGNING CLUB.

EEVIEW OF DESIGNS FOR CEICKET PAVILION.

MANY ingenious plans and cleverly-drawn
sketches have been sent to us for review,

though several of the competitors have lost

sight of the purpose and characteristics of a
building of this cla,ss. (1) "Jack" we place
first, as he has furnished a sensibly-treated eleva-

tion with verandah and look-out over. An
as.sembly-room 30ft. by 20ft., with bay window
at one comer opening into a verandah, forms
one end of the block. There is a wide entrance
with dressing-room and a bar 20ft. by 15ft. Gin.

on the other side, with lavatory and conveniences
iu the rear. A staircase in the centre of block
leads to the open balcony or look-out and ladies'

room, and there is another staircase from kitchen

to bar. The verandah is certainly too small for

a number of visitors, and the asscnibly-hall

larger than need be. The sketch is artistically

shaded, and the elevation is cuuceived in a half-

timbered and chiracteristic style. (2) " Cui
Bono" is clever; the verandah and open balcony
afi'oid ample room for visitors, and the half-

timbered upper story is well treated. On the
ground-floor is a club-room with dressing-rooms
in the rear placed as a wing at right angles to

the refreshment-bar and kitchen ; a central stair-

case is shown leading to ladies' cloak-room,
smoking-room, and balcony ; but the kitchen is

shut-oli' from the main staircise, and has a sepa-

rate stair communication with the refreshment-

bar below. This arrangement is better than
making only one stairs available, as many have
done. The club-room and entrance-hall are

small and rather awkwardly managed. (3)
" Ephraim" is treated with much freedom and
expressiveness. The verandah and large flat

over the bar are gojd features, and the tower
over staircase forms a picturesque object. The
bar is, however, wasteful in area, and the
assembly-room not approached as it might have
been from the verandah. The lead flat is

approached by a staircase, and the ladies'

retiring-room is also in communication with it.

(-1) "Beta." This is a freely-treated half-tim-
bered and brick building, with a rather fantastic

corner balcony and verandah below. The
assembly-hall, 30ft. by 20ft., has too much the
appearance of a schoolroom, and the movable
platform suggests the master's desk. The
entrance and the refreshment- bar are not con-
venient in their position or connection. Upstairs
is a ladies' retiring-room, with oriel window and
balcony, and the kitchen, scullery, and pantry
are provided on this floor. Tlie staircase and
general treatment of open pavilion over it are

pleasing. (.5) "Veronese" sends a cleverly

grouped and eflfective sketch, showing a brick

structure half - timbered in gables and a
verandah, the chief feature being a bold project-

ing octagon end to the refreshment-room, and a
turret-staircase to ladies' room, balcony, and
kitchen above. There is nothing in the sketch
suggestive of thei^urpose; the building looks too

solid and permanent for a cricket pavilion. The
planning consists of a large hall, 2oft. by IGft.,

the main entrance to which is under the
verandah. It opens at one end into a refresh-

ment-room, lighted by a projecting bay, and it

cjmmunicates also with the dressing-rooms,
&c., in the rear. The kitchens, ladies' re-

tiring and gentlemen's smoking-rooms, are

on the first floor. (6), "Fidelis"is a design
which approaches in character to the require-

ment. The assembly-room foiins a prominent
and eenti'al feature ; on one side the refreshment-
bar is placed, and on the other a gentleman's
dressing-room, with lockers, and a staircase to

first floor. At the back are arranged stores,

lavatory, &c. The ladies' retiring room and
kitchen are above the assembly-room. The
conveniences are rather clumsily managed, and
the elevation, suitable in style, is rather too
high-pitched. There is no balcony, but a
verandah along the front. (7) " Eclipse '

' makes
a large assembly-room, 30ft. by 22ft. with a
bayed window end, entered from verandah. The
refreshment and dressing-rooms, planned as a
cross-wing, are tolerably convenient and well-
fitted with lockers, lavatory, basins, &c., and
above this cross-range are the ladies' room,
kitchen, &o., but no balcony. We do not think
the elevation equal to the plan ; the projecting
refreshment block is chopped up, and the
junction of octagon-ended hall with main build-

ing awkwardly managed. The ladies' w.c. is

obtrusive, and badly ventilated and lighted.

The drawings are neat. (8) "Pupil J" covers

too large an area ; an assembly-room 40ft. by
2Cft. is shown. The dressing-room and
lavatory are unnecessarily spacious, and the

entrance and bar inconvenient in relation

to each other. There is a wide verandah
with a balcony, in connection with ladies' room,
but the arrangement lacks skill, and the

elevation is heavy and clumsily grouped. (9)
" Nitor." There is something characteristic in

this design as regards external treatment. A
verandah, with balcony over, is carried round
two sides, and a scoring-box, carried up as a

corner turret, forms a pleasing feature. Tliere

is an assembly-room, 18ft. by IGft., a refresh-

ment-room, and dressing-room below, with
ladies' room, kitchen, and conveniences above

;

these are approached by an outer flight of steps
at one end. Tho building is compact, though
scarcely worked out 83ti^factorily in detail. (10)
"Bonus Hominus" is ingenious in idea; a
verandah extends along the whole front, and tho
assembly-room forms one end of tho block and
ti.e refreshment-bar the other; a centre stairs

from lobby leads to the ladies' retiring-room,
and another external stair connects tho bar with
tho kitclien. The upper plivn of the rooms par-
takes of an octagon, with windows in each face,

roofed by a steep-tiled roof. The entrance
lobby is contracted, and the external oflSces are
awkwardly arranged. The ladies' retiring-
room appeirs useless unless in connection with a
balcony, and the kitchen windows command the
best views. (11) "That's My Idea" is a little

too fanciful ; the timbering is overdone ; but
the plan has a good general distribution,
though the balcony and ladies' room are very
cramped. (12) "Ambition" has also a notion.
The assembly-hall is placed between two
projecting wings with verandah between, but
the proportions are not good. The elevation is

rather feebly drawn, though suitable in style

;

no indication of a balcony is shown. "Merit"
has a similar arrangement, though capable of
improvement, the wings containing dressing-
room, ladies' room, kitchen, and offices, but the
elevation is more suitable for a villa as it is.

"Alpha" has also made the assembly-room the
centre feature, with refreshment-bar behind and
dressing-rooms on each side, but the roofing
looks lumpy, and the details and staircases are
awkwardly managed. " T. A. H., in circle,"

adopts a like arrangement to the last ; the ladies'

retiring-room and kitchen, approached by aside-
stairs, are too large ; the elevation is suitable,

and the balcony and verandah are good points.
Less satisfactory are the designs of "Cambria

"

"Squib," "Lancaster," "EnAvant," though
they are not without merit. "Endymion" is a
weU-conoeived elevation; the verandah isempha-
siscdand made to flank the assembly-room ; the
least satisfactory part of plan are tho bar and
dressing-rooms. There is a balcony and stairs

at one end. "Per" is novel at least; the
assembly-room and bar is carried up with a steep
hollow roof with wings at a lower level. There
is a balcony over entrance, a retiring-room for

ladies, and a gallery for visitors, with seats ; the
planning is, however, crude and unsatisfactory.

We can only generally allude to " Fred,"
"Trial," " NU DesperandumNo. 2," "Ernest,"
"Hexagon in circle," and "Always Bottom,
ne Belteshazzar." "This time, at all events, the
result scarcely justifies his change of motto. The
others are too fanciful, and there is little to
suggest a cricket pavilion, in spite of the exercise
ot much ingenuity.

AN OAK BEDSTEAD.

For the oak bedstead we have received a num-
ber of sketches, but these are not up to the mark.
"Nemo" is the best drawn, but the design is

lost in hangings, and the elevations only show
heavy bottom posts filling in at the foot, and a
heavy cornice with deep fringe. The details are
coarse. "Cui Bono" is more original. It shows
a Japanese treatment of the head, or tester, of
open trellis-work, scarcely suitable. The small
bracket is useful. Pitch-pine with gold panels
is proposed, with curtains of grey-green ground
with white pattern. "En Avant," "Quid,"
" Squib," " G. W. W.," " Con in circle," and
"Rex," are the mottoes of the other designs.

These all indicate crudity in the detail, and the
treatment and ornamentation are not suitable.

The first is the best.

It is proposed to add a chancel to St. Andrew's
Church, Waterloo-street, Hove, at a probable cost
of about £2,500. Mr. Charles I3«rry, whose father
was the architect of the church, has prepared the
plans, and Messrs. Lynn and Sons, builders, of
Brighton, have been requested to send in rough
estimates of cost.

At a meeting held at Chard last week, it was
resolved to take steps for restoring the fine Perpen-
dicular Church of St. Mary the Virgin. The pro-
posed works include the removal of tho galleries,

box-pews, and pulpit, erected in 1820, the re-seating
of the building, the raising of the roof to its

original pitch, and the raising of the tower ; and
they are estimated to cost £1,200.

The town council of Chester last week adopted
plans hy Mr. Lynn, architect, for increasing the
accommodation in the public market.
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BOASE HEOALLION PEIZE DBAWTNOS.

The Soane Mad^llion has this year beenawarded
by the Institute to Mr. Roger T. Conder, of 2,

Wyndham- crescent, Junction-road, N., for the

design, sls iUustrated, for a county-court for a

provincial town of 30,000 inhabitants. In the

preparation of this design special attention has

been given to the directions to competitors to

" aim at dignity and breadth of design rather

than at merely picturesque effect." The external

treatment of the design is a severe Renaissance

brick and stone building, having a plain and
solid stone g^round-story ; the upper part of the

design, except cornices, strings and piers and
linteU of windows, being in redbrick. The plans

have been adopted after a careful study of

existing county-courts, and an attempt has been

made to provide the necessiry accommodation in

as compact and convenient a form as possible.

The plan of the ground-story consists of two
entrances, one for the public and the other for

the judge ; two staircases, semicircular on plan,

rising above the roof into conical turrets ; the

registrar's public and private offices, asafe room,

waiting room, bailiff's pubUc and private rooms,

and a robiog-room ; the last four rooms opening

out ({ a wide corridor which runs through the

building from staircase to staircase. The height

of this story i'f 15ft. The public staircase is

carried down to the basement, in which is placed

the heating apparatus, fuel, &o. The first-floor

contains the two staircases—a corridor connect-

ing the staircases and giving access to the wit-

nesses' rooms, the public vestibule to court,

the court itself, whichmeasures 40ft. by SOft.ein.,

and is lighted by windows in the front wall of

the building ; the rcgfistrar's court ; rooms for

witnesses, with lavatories, &c., attached ; a

room for the use of j uries and other purposes

;

and the judge's retiring room, with lavatory,

&c., attached. The height of the court-room is

22ft., and of the corridor and rooms adjoining,

15ft. The court- rjom has a flat ceiling of

moulded beams, supported by cupids. A gallery

is provided for the public, in addition to seats on
the floor of the court. The caretaker's rooms
have been placed on the third floor, and are acces-

eible by both the staircases. The lantern placed

on the main roof is intended to act as a ventila-

tor for the court-room.

Two village shops and a country inn at the

comer, form the subject of our " Buildino
News " Designing Club to-day, and "Veronese"
is tho author of the selected design which we
have published. His plan is not good, as we
have already said, when reviewing the whole of

tlie designs; but his elevations have much to

recommend them, and, any way, his was tho

most suitable design for the first place of those

contributed. More care in tho drawing of his

design would have been an advantage.

NOBTmniBEBLAND MANSIONS, CB.4.KINO-0E0B3.

OuE illustration shows a block of residential

chambers proposed to be erected at the comer of

Northumberland-avenue. It is intended to

construct the floors of fireproof materials, Port-

land stone front with granite dressings. The
interior will be specially arranged for residences,

with hydraulic lift in centre of building.

Numerous applications have already been made
to take various portions of the premises. The
designs, which have been approved by the

R I.B.A. and the Metropolitan Board of AVorks,

are by Messrs. Ingram and Hollands, of Gres-

ham-street, E.G.

THE PEIOBY CHUKCn OF ST. MAET, BLYTH,
NCmNOHAMSHIEE

.

Me. C. C. Hodges, of Hexham, is publishing a

most interesting monograph of the fine Benedic-

tine Priory Church of the Blessed Virgin Mary
at Blyth, and wo can recommend the book to all

who value thoroughly reliable drawings of our

old English churches. The nave of Blyth
church (which was 1.58ft. long) is among the

earliest examples of Norman work in England,
while a splendid example of Late Fourteenth

archil ecture is found in the western tower. The
nave was vaulted in 1230 with tho plain quadri-

partite vault, as seen in our interior view, which
we have reproduced with the exterior view and
plan from the original di-awings which Mr.
Hodges has lent us. The ribs of the vaulting

richly moulded, and have boldly-carved

building. His plates are all lithogi-aphed by
himself, and are 20in. by 14in. in size, the de-

tails being to inch scale, and the general draw-
ings to 3-16th of an inch to the foot. Only .JO

copies have been struck oft, and these have been
privately printed.

THE OBANOE, Lrmjt TEW, OZON.

Tins building was originally a vicarage house
designed by Mr. G. E. Street, R.A., and subse-

quently enlarged by the late Mr. C. Buckeridge.
It has since ]xea purchased by the Rev. C. F.
Garratt, and another house has become the

icarage. This house, now " The Grange," has
1>een enlarged, as shown in our illustration, by
the addition of the parts tinted black in theplan'j

Mr. Edward G. Bruton, F.R.I. B. A., diocesan

Burvcyor for Oxon, being the architect.

bosses at the intersections of the diagonal ribs.

The Norman vaulting shafts are incorporated in

this vault, and a moulding carried round them,

above which the vaulting ribs spring. On the

inner face of the nave walls, above the vault,

are still to be seen the mural decorations of the

Norman period, in the form of dark red lines

about |iu. wide, dividing the surface into

parallelograms averaging 2Un. long and 8iu.

high, thus representing ashlar work on a ground
of dull yellow in distemper. In order to form
a parish-church, the south aisle wall of the nave
was taken down in 1287, and the aisle extended
laterally as far as the south wall of the south

transept, and so was settled the endless disputes

between the vicar of the parish and the prior

of the convent. This enlargement of tho church

was admirably carried out, and when the build-

ing was complete the internal effect must have
been very grand indeed. Now the choir is gone,

as will be seen by the plan ; for the ruins of this

part of tho church were swept away by Edward
Mellish in 1684, when ho rebuilt Blyth Hall.

The eastern bay of the nave and the north aisle

are now walled off from the rest of the church,

and are used by the proprietors of Blyth Hall

at their pleasure, in connection with their garden,

for an aviary and other purposes. The next bay
westward is used as a vestry, and the next

two bays are occupied by the Blyth Hall
gallery and the staircase to it. The domestic

buildings of the priory have been entirely

destroyed by the erection of Blyth Hall,

the only remnant being a small crypt

with a plain barrel vault. The rood-screens of

the conventual and parish churches are in a line

;

the former is the earlier of the two as it has

also been the richer, but it is now only in a

mutilated condition. Its lower panels remain on

the south tide forming the front to the pews,
and a portion of the upper tracery on the north

side is incorporated in the Blyth Hall gallery.

Tho IGth-century parish rood-screen has been
restored, and has six painted panels in good
preservation. Originally the choir terminated

with an apse COft. east of A on plan . B is the

S.W. angle of the south transept. Mr. Hodges
gives several other detailed particulars, and he
has carefully shown in his sections, elevations,

and details, the various peculiar characteristics

of this once most noble but now sadly desecrated

THE GLASGOW MUNICIPAL
BUILDINGS.

'pHE members of the Glasgow Town -council

X. are travelling, in tlie new municipal build-

ings scheme, in the slow and uncertain fashion

which has marked their movements in the past.

At a meeting held on the 14th inst., the com-
mittee in charge of this important undertaking
lecommended that Mr. Carrick, the city archi-

tect, should be instructed to prepare new sketch

plans, showiogaccommodaticnfor an art-gallery-

This proposal to combine a picture-gallery with
the municipal buildings gave rise toan animated,

discussion. Those who favoured the recommen-
dation of the committee said that it was not in-

tended to provide an art-gallery, properly so

called ; but only in the plentitude of space to-

associate with the corporation rooms a kind of

superfluous gallery, if the city architect should

see his way to furnish such a superfluity, in

which works of art might be displayed. It was
admitted that municipal requirements must first

of all be fully satisfied ; that even the most
ardent supporters of the committee's recommen-
dation were not sure that Mr. Carrickwould find

the art -gallery to be a feasible project; but

there could be no harm, so they argued, in

allowing that gentleman to exercise his ingenuity

in tho direction indicated. There were other

members of the council, however, who were alto-

gether opposed to what was proposed, even if it

were possible (and in their opinion it was not

possible) to provide a picture-gallery without

dwarfing the apartments for municipal use—^it

was not desirable to do so. The future necessi-

ties of the case could not be met in any such,

partial and niggardly way ; the taste for art,

the Lord-Provost and his colleagues were re-

minded, had largely extended in Glasgow and
the west of Scotland of late years, and they

might naturally expect to receive donations of

pictures in the coming years, the proper housing

of which would imply the erection of galleries

devoted to art alone, and worthy of the city.

Having thus discussed the art-bearings of the

question, one or two councillors called attention

to the obvious fact that the town-council of

Glasgow is frittering away a great deal of time

in connection with this scheme, and they urged

that in the present depressed state of tho build-

ing trade matters should be expedited as much
as possible in the interests of tradespeople as well

as of the ratepayers. In the end, however, the

recommendation of the committee was agreed

to, and it may bo said, with all due respect for

the town- council of Glasgow, that that docs not

seem to be the way to expedite matters. The
city architect's sketch-plans are almost certain

to bo unsatisfactory, for the reason that he is^

oblig ed to attempt too much, and the work will

all require to be done over again vath the so-

called picture-gallery loft out.

The foundation-stone of the new church of St.

Chad was laid at Derby on Tuesday. The stjle is-

Early Lancet, and the church consists of a nave,

83ft. by 31ft. 6in. ; aisles, 14ft. wide; chancel,

27ift. long by 24ft. 6in. wide, having apsidal east

end, and choir and clergy vestries. The walls wilt

be faced with Little Eaton stone, and the wood-
work will be of deal. Upon the east end of nave

will be a bell-tnriet. Mr. Turner, of New Court

Chambers, Chancery-lane, W.C, is the architect;

Mr. G. Hewitt, London-rood, Derby, tha builder;

and Mr. James Drummond the clerk of works.

The heating apparatus is by Messrs. Hadcn and
Sons, Trowbridge.

When St. Jude'a church, Tothill-lane, Bristol,

was built a few years ago, from the designs of Mr.

James Hine, F.K.I.B. A., architect, of Plymouth,

funds were so low that the execution of the carved

work was left until another time. The decorative

sculpture just completed has been carried out by

artists belonging to tho staff of Mr. Harry Hems,
of Exeter, acting under the directions of Mr. Hine,

the architect.

New schools and lecture-hall for the Presbyterian

Church, at Longsight, Manchester, were opened

this week. The architect is Mr. J. M. MacLaren,

King William-street, Stiaud, London.
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GKAPHICAL DETERMINATION OF
rORCES. *

MR. JAMES B. CHALMERS, C.E., has

published a treatise iu which the graphi-

cal taethod of RrofesHur Culmann, of Zurich, la

txpounded, and the author observes, "were a

preference for this method once established, it

might then in England, as now in Gonnany and
Ttaly, bo built up into a' systematic- discipline,

remarkably fitted to exercise the intellectual

pdwiSrs." It is singuliir to remark that the Con-

tinental schools of engiufcring are vastly

superior to our own iii the methods of teaching

mathematics, or ,r!lther- that porfrion of it con-

cerned with engineering Structul-cs. As the

author very justly obseryes, geometric methods
possess a much higher value than analyticffl in

expanding the mind, and it is on thi^ account we
can tracethe superior discipUne of engineers in

Switzerland, Germany, Austria, Italy, and
Russia. The engineers' structures are geometric

conceptions, and the forces act along the lines

of the figures Anployed ; therefore, it is reason-

able that the geometric conception, of statical

principles is the only rational one to follow.

While analysis arranges problems in equations,

in transforming and combining symbols, the

geometric method presents the proposition under

a sensible form to the mind. Poncelet, in his

projection of figures, was the founder of modem
geometry ; Mijbius, too, in Ge'toany, followed

up the geometric view of statics, and Rankine
and Clerk-Maxwell's reciprocal figures and force

diagrams in this country led the way to this

treatment of statics. It was by the funicular

polygon that Poncelet determined geometrically

the centre of gravity, and others the stability

and equilibrium of roofs and arches. Culmann'

s

method, exemplified by the author in the work
bef(5re us, was an improvement on the reciprocal

frame diagrams of Clerk-Maxwell, as it deter-

mined the two reactiug forces in the case of

ordinary frames. But, though Culmann applied

geometry to engineering problems generally, his

.system has not here met with the reception it

did on the Continent, where thq students were
more prepared by previous teachers to receive

this method of finding forces.

Mr. Chalmers' work is thoroughly practical

;

the application of the method is made the prin-

cipal feature. A chajiter on projective geometry
is added. In the first chapters parallel forces iu

one place are treated, and should be thoroughly

mastered at the onset by the student ; and the

older graphical methods for finding bending
moment and shearing forces, as founded upon
analysis, are given. Open frame-work is made
the subject of another chapter, and some very

interesting and elegant properties are explained.

Thus the demonstration of reciprocal quadrila-

terals is a very instructive one. The nature of

this demonstration is that : given a figure formed
of six lines joining four points in a plane, it is

possible to construct a second figure composed of

six lines joining four points, and such that each

side of the one figure corresponds to a side of the

other parillel or perpendicular to, or making a

given angle with, the first. The two figures are

called reciprocal. Methods of obtaining force-

diagrams by sections, independently of line of

action of resultant, are explained ; simpli-

fications that can bo introduced are discussed

;

and the examples of finding the force diagrams

of girders with booms, and of roofs of various

forms, will be studied with much interest.

Reciprocal force diagrams are ftilly discussed,

and their application to wind-pressure and other

requirements are made the subject of investi-

gation. Hinged arch-work has various valuable

applications in con.struction, and the author

proceeds to apply Heuser's problem to such con-

ditions of structure. Arches loaded in any
manner can be treated by the graphical method.
Various fonns of bow-and-string girder, mo-
ments of inertia of the cross-sections of beams,

are among the numerous examples given to

which the method is applicable. The arch is

fully considered in Chajiter V. ; the lines of

resistance and pressure are all to be found
graphically by diagram, and M. Durand Claye's

method of finding the admissible lines of pres-

sure is given by an example of a stone arch.

For investigating the stresses, Heuser's method
may be used, an example of which follows.

Itetaining- walls form a useful chapter, after

which projective geometry, including harmonic

ratios and conies, are treated. The examples

are fully illustrated with neatly-engraved dia-

grams ; "and, though some of these look rather

complex, the student will quickly begin to ap-

preciate a method which shortens tedious

labour, and gives results by a quicker and less

irksome mode of procedure.

We are sorry tho introductory part of Mr.
Chalmer's treatise is not a little loss mixed up
with symbols than it is, and a little clearer ex-

planation of graphical principles would have
been welcomed by a large number of students

who enter upon the subject for the first time.

"She notation also is somewhat elaborate and
intricate in parts, and may deter many from
c'omm'encipg tho study. In discussing the

methods of sections and that of reciprocal

figures, it appears to us the author has not very

clearly defined the differences between tho two,

and perhaps on the whole a briefer treatment of

the subject would have facilitated the study.

The work,'however, will be found of great use

to those who have mastered the elements and are

desirous of prosecuting their study of practical

examples by ^e most approved means within

their reach. Mr. Chalmers' book shows that

the most complex structure can be investigated,

and that the graphical determination of forces

is not confined to any work subject to stress.

SANITARY SCIENCE IN AMERICA.

S in other scientific directions, American en-

•Graphical Determination of Forces ia Engineeiiag
Btructures. By James li. Cualmkbs, C.E. Loudua

:

MacmilUtn and Co.

AL
gineers can boast of having accomplished

a great deal during the last few years with re-

gard to tbe sanitary improvement of their towns.

In many instances, it is true, sanitary recon-

struction has been forced upon the authorities of

towns, as in the case of Memphis, where the

epidemic of 1878 compelled the local authorities

to do something. A rather interesting paper

and disouss-ion are reported in the American

Society of Civil Engineers' Transactions, relating

to this town. It would seem that previous to

1878 no public sewers existed, and the refuse

and filth were delivered into cesspools, not a

little finding its way into gutters of the streets,

vaults, &c. Nicholson's pavement, it is said,

had been put down, and had become decayed,

and so absorbed much of the liquid, making
matters still worse, as the surface became so

permeated that it was a constant source of

poisonous exhalations. M'. G. E. Waring, sani-

tary engineer, was consulted by the Commission.

The "separate system" of sewerage was pro-

posed, the surface and subsoil drainage being

excluded from the sewers proper—a principle

adopted in many Englith towns, as at Oxford

and Reading. Rainfall was not necessarily en-

tirely excluded from the sewers, and Mr. Waring
has advocated the introduction of rain-water

occasionally. By the adoption of the automatic

flush-tank of Mr. Rogers Field, C.E., in con-

nection with the head of each branch sewer, and

filling these from the water-mains, all difficulty

in flushing the sewers was overcome, and
the estimated cost of the system was only one-

tenth that of a storm- water system. Small

sewers without manholes were recommended,

and a flush-tank of 112 gallons was to be placed

at the head of every branch. After much delay,

occasioned by oppositior, the work was
sanctioned, and Mr. E. C. Metcalf was the en-

gineer in charge, and Mr. F. S. Odell, C.E.,

the writer of the paper describing the works,

undertook the place of assistant engineer.

We may quote 1 ere from the description

given :
—"The main sewers were located along

the bayou, and ran iu a general direction paral-

lel therewith. For about 4,000ft. from the out-

let, one main sewer was built of brick of 20in.

diameter to the junction of the two main pipe

sewers that ran on opposite sides of the bayou,

that on the west side being loin, and that on

the east side 12in. diameter; these decreased in

size to 10 and then to Sin. diameter at the

upper end." The lateral sewers were generally

of ein. pipe, and the size was regulated by al-

lowing a carrying capacity of about 280 gallons

per day for each city lot of 25ft. fiont, the

sewers to run from two-thirds to three-quarters

full. For the subsoil drainage, ordinary agri-

cultural drain-tiles, with open joints, were laid

in the trenches witK the sewers. The grades

were slight ; in some parts a grade of 1 in 600

was allowed. Two outlets, one for high and

can be turned into either at ploaauro by means
of a swinging section working in a brick cham-
ber. Tlie sewers were laid on an average of

about Gift, below the surface, as few of tliB

buildings have collars.

Many useful details are furnished by Mr.
Odell as to the methods of laying, the difficulties

experienced, apdtho manner Field's flushing-

tanks were built. A section of the tank is illus-

trated. The. many advantages of the system

are enumerated by the author. Among these

are tho greater oloanlinesi and cheapness, as the

pipes are kept constantly flushed and a largo

brick sewer is saved, with its manholes and
other appliances. "The discussion which fol-

lowed the paper shows clearly that, notwith-

standing tho clear gains of the separate syst«m,

sanitary opinion is not unanimous in its adop-

tion. As Mi. Philbrick said, there were certain

limitations to the general adoption of the plan,

and he pointed to Albany and Boston, where
the surface water cannot be ignored ; and the

cheapness of the "separate system" neces-

sarily depends upon local conditions. In New
York and large towns also, the surface water

becomes as filthy as the sewage, and is better

conveyed away at once. Other engineers think

the omission of manholes a great defect in the

system. At any rate, the system as carried out

at Memphis seems to be attracting attention,

and tho results of the experiment will be looked

for with much interest. Without pre-judging

the merits of the case, we are inclined to think

the underground removal of storm-water is

almost imperative in many large towns where

the rainfall is abundant and the levels not con-

ducive to a speedy clearance ; but there are

numerous cases where the separate system can

be carried out with manifest advantages. An
important question was raised by one speaker as

to the effect of the flushing-tanks : whether the

initial velocity is not soon lost, so as to become

of little use at points situated at some distance

from the tanks. The flushing tank must be

largely depended on in doing ihe work of storm-

water cleansing, and there is this element in the

question which mast be settled before any town
will be warranted in adopting a system which,

in every other respect, appears a very reason-

able and the least costly one. The objections

raised against the Memphis sewerage, and

answered in detail by Mr. Waring, may be

profitably read by all engineers and sur-

veyors.

GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE.*

A SEVENTH edition, with additions, has

been published of the late Thomas Rick-

man's well-known "Attempt to Discriminate

the Styles of Architecture in England, from the

Conquest to the Reformation." The new edition

has been again revised by Mr. John Henry

Parker, M.A., F.S.A., than whom probably no

one more fitted for such a task could have been

found. The original text, as left by Rickman,

has been retained, and the additional matter is

distinguished by being placed between brackets,

or introduced as foot-notes. Comparing thin

edition with the last, few alterations or additional

paragraphs api)ear on first sight ;
and except

that the sheets of the new edition hare received

the benefit of supervision by the late Sir Gilbert

Scott, the work is practically the same. One

omission has been made, and that ia the short-

appendix of Rickman, which had served as an

introduction to the Mediasval styles, and which,

to give room for other matter, has been trans-

ferred to another -work, to be issued as au

appendix. Tliis last volume is intended to treat

the style to which Rickman had applied the

term " Anglo-Saxon," as a whole.

Any attempt to discriminate the styles of

English Mediajval architecture will probably

now be thought superfluous by many, as other

and more scientific methods of clas.sifying ex-

amples will suggest themselves to the student.

But whatever may be said on this question,

Rickman's work has withstood adverse criticism

throughout a most eventful era in tho history of

revived styles. Its classification, at once simple

and popularly understood, does not appear likely

to fall into disrepute with the profession, while

the practical and original remarks of the author,

•An Attempt to Discriminate the Styles of Architecture

in England. By tho late Thomas Rickmax, F.S.A.

Seventh edition, with considerable Additions by Jons
_ _ _ Hesky Pauksr, F.S.A. Parker and Co., Southampt.in-

one for low water, are provided, and the sewage
[
street.
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and the excccdiugly well selected wood cngra-

TUigs and plates with which it is illustrated have
Bade Rickiaau a standard text-book on Gothic
architecture.

As in the former editions, the work begins

whh an introductory essay on Classical architec-

ture, in which the Five Orders are detailed. Tlie

Ustorical appendices of records of buildings

which follow the various periods will be found of

value, and the plan and sketches of Canterbury
trypts, and the introduction of the plates illus-

trating the parts of cathedrals, are useful addi-

tions to the work as formerly published. The
work is handsomely got up, and has a comprc-
keasive glossarial as well as topographical index.

are also fine examples ; and the Satsiima tray,

and dish, and vases oa Plate XVI., and tlie

bowls oa Plate XVII., and the Kaga basin are

aliiue full of suggestion to the decorative artist.

No lessthau32 plates are given, chUfly in colours,

and wo know of no other work of the same price

which furnishes illustrative examples of such
beauty. The cdours and delicacy of surface or-

nameutatiou of many of these selected specimens,

whose transcripts are so perfect themselves, con-

stitute a school of decoration for our younger
ornameutists that cannot be prized too highly.

EERAMIC ART OF JAPAN.*

MANY of those who have seen the two superb
volumes by Mr. G. A. Audsley, architect,

and Mr. J. L. Bowes, entitled the " Keramic Art
ef Japan ," will be pleased to hear that the authors

have been induced to publish a second edition of

their great folio work in one volume at the very
moderate price of £2 2s There were not very

many students who could aiford to become the

purchasers of the original work, and we think

the authors have done a great service for art by
bringing out the present handsome volume at so

reasonable a price. The volume of imperial 8vo,

published by Messrs Sotheran and Co. , is hand-
somely bound in red cloth, suitably enriched,

and contains thirty-two plates, sixteen of them
^ing in gold and colour, besides all the text of

the folio edition and numerous wood-engravings.
The work has been printed and illustrated in the

lame magnificent stylo by the same artists, and
contains additional matter relating to the potters

of Japan, and a collection of marks and mono-
gram". We can siy little more than we have
already done when reviewing the original work
in praise of the surpassing beauty of the ex-
quisitely-printed c'romo-lithographic illustra-

tions, the work of MM. Firmin Didot et Cie, of

Paris ; and no artistic work of modem times has

surpassed these almost perfect copies of the ori-

pnals. The introductory essay on Japanese art,

well illustrated by photo-lithographs, autotypes,

and wood-engravings, is a valuable and iDtere(.t-

ing contribution, and may be read with profit by
all students and artists. We have, on a previous
•ccasion, referred to the essay. The methods of

dividing surfaces into unsymmetrical and irre-

gular spaces, so peculiar to the art of Japan, are

well explained. Several illustrations of geo-
netrical diapers—tome broken so as to produce
detached and irregular masses of diaper, will be
found ; and the subject of spacing and repeti-

tion, which the English artist so likes, but which
the Japanese tries to avoid on every occasion, is

well treated. Other elements of decoration, such
as foliage and flowers, fabulousanimals, dragons,
tortoises, birds, ic, are to be found discussed
and illustrated, afttr which the Keramic Art of

Japan forms the subject of another section. The
aeveral provinces, beginning with Hizen, are
superbly illustrated by specimens in full colours
and gold. We need only mention the beautiful
triple gourd-shaped bottle of Arita porcelain,

and its lovely ornamentation and colours ; the
manner the middle and upper bulbs are treated,

ene with spiral sprays, and the top with light-

spray of red ume pendent from the neck. Some
eirciilar blue dishes, painted with diaper-work in

four compartments radiating from the centre,

are remarkable fine instances of the Japanese
taste in treating surfaces of this kind. A tea-

bowl of Satsiima ware, Plate XVII., shows a
(imilar principle applied to the lower surface,

the diapeis being arranged in six compartments,
these bounded by spiral radiating lines from the
base. The pattem.s are all varied, both in de-
»ign and colon-, and are executed in red and
green enamels, richly gilded. Kaga ware is

also instructive as ailording examples of varied
artistic treatments ; red and gold are, however,
the favourite modes of decoration. Overlapping
medallions with figure subjects, landscapes, &c.,

belts, coiled dragons, fish, and seaweed, on
reticulated grounds, are fretjuently met with.
Plate XX r., a basin of red and gold-ware with
tortoises, and other animals, is a magnificent
txample of this style. The deep solid red ground,
and the gold frets and figures, are particularly

noteworthy features of this fine example in the
possession of the Duke of Edinburgh.
The Hizen ware on Plates XIII. and XIV.
• Keramic Art of Japan. By OsoRriE A. Audslkt and

Iamth Tj. BowEfl. London : Henry 8otheran and Co.

STONEHENGE.
DURING the Congress of the British Arcl too-

logical Association, at Devizes, iu August
last. Dr. J. S. Pheuc, F.G.S., read a jiaper ou the

subject of Stonehenge. This led to a wish being
expressed that Dr. Phenc should act as guide on
another occasion, and personally explain and
point out the various interesting features of

Stonehenge. Accordingly the Geologists' Asso-
ciation arranged for a visit, with Dr. PhenS as

director, and on Monday they visited the ancient

monument. After examining every portion of

the remains. Dr. Phene said:—The sublime
in which we are assembled consists of monuments
of, I think, two eras, w^ith a vast lapse of ages
between, and while the more recent is hoary with
almost decades of centuries, the older indicates a
multiple of the date of the more modern by a
figure the magnitude of which it is diflicult to

fix. There must have been ancient examples of

circular temples from which the Greeks and
Romans copied. But if no such examples had
been known before, the Romans would have
found them abundantly in Britain. But in my
address at Devizes I mentioned that in my recent

examination of monuments in the Mediterranean
i^laIlds I found similar lithic arrangements still

existing in some of them, notably in that of

Minorca. Not only are there cii-cular walls,

inclosing areas, like the external fosse we see

here, not only circles of upright monoliths, like

the circle of the more ancient stones of this

structure, but stones superimposed on upright
stones, forming bilithons, trflithons, and pen-
talithons ; the two latter evidently being solemn
ways of ingress to some sacred rite or position,

as was the doorway of a temple. Trilithons are

found in Africa, in the Balearic Islands, and
along the route of an unknown people vi'ho, pro-
bably even before the foundation of Rome, con-
veyed overland, through Gaul, the metallic

products of Britain and its isles, and they
apparently terminate northwards where we now
stand, and in the adjoining district of Marl-
borough. They seem the evidences of a distinct

and peculiar race, as in one route only [i.f., the
route of the tin traffic through Gaul flom Britain

to the mouth of the Rhone and thence to Africa)

is this pecidiar indication of a temple found. I

think the suggestions of former antiquaries, that
there existed here an oval arrangement of trili

thons of the older stones, were correct. There
are so many traditions of the conveyance of

sacred stones from place to place, and even to

these islands, that it is at least no new idea that
they may have been imported by holders of a
faith conveyed to these iJands by, or as, new
settlers, and if so they would have had a special

reverence ; but it is evidest they are foreign to

this locality, and if their local origin be Wales
or Cornwall, that will answer all I propose for

your consideration In the time of Cajsar, the
whole Channel Fleet, British and Continental

—

a fleet of magnificent ships, as Cajsar himself

testifies—was summoned to join the navul force

of the Veueti off the coast, where the other great

lithic monument of Europe—Camac— overlooks
the sea. Ca;sar destroyed the fleet. I have
shown in the ZSritish Arcliccologkal Journal for

the Mareh quarter of 1878, vol. xxxiv., the con-
sequences of the destruction of this fleet, and I

now submit to you this further point. I have
shown that Cffisar really came to Britain to re-

establish the traflic in and the transit of tin,

which he had destroyed with that fleet, as an
evidence of which a new route for that material
through northern Gaul was established. Cfcsar

states that he levied a tribute on the Britons,

and Strabo asserts that he returned from Britain

with "great boo'.y." Now we know that the
natives had nothing to pay in but ti)i, for his

ships could not have taken flocks and herds or

grain, and Strabo says tin and lead were their

articles of exchange for what was required from
the Continent. In this state of things a place of

rendezvous became indispensable—a sacred spot

where the oaths of the contracting parties would
bo effective. For the people of the south and
east Avebury would suffice as a jjlace for solemn
contract. But the people of the far west must
equally engage and swear on their sacred stones

or in one of their own temples. To do this a
temple, probably the most, or one of the most,
sacred, must be transported. And here—as was
the old Phcenician custom—they could deposit

their tin ore, and the other side could bring
their flocks or coin, and leave them in payment.
This Phamician custom still exists in some of

the trade ports of the Erythrean Sea, now the

Indian Ocean. If we may assume such a case

as this, and that these smaller stones wore so

transported here, we can readily understand that

when the Romans cnme to settle in the island,

and whether or not they became acquainted with
the cause of the institution, this would become
the great spot for communication with the people

of the east and west, and that here the Romans
would do honour to the country by instituting

games, and raising as an honorary edifice a

grand imitation of what: they found existing, in

which both the people of the plain and hill

country might from time to time swear fealty

and renew their pledges of good faith. No other

spot in Britain contains such evidences of Roman
public assemblage as this, shown by the cursus,

a magnificent work to honour the use of the

British chariot, and much larger than the Roman
stadium, and in selecting a spot they would have
chosen that one of all others where the greatest

assemblage of the different tribes took place,

which Avebury on the one hand and this appar-

ently Phoenician temple on the other indicate

would be the locality.

DISTEMPER.

CEILINGS and walls are often finished in

distemper, but very often turn out unsatis-

factory from the want of knowledge in the

mi.xing and laying on. Absorption in the wall

should be checked or stopped, or one part will

absorb more colour than another, and an
uneven or spotty appearance results. Various
preparations are used for preparing walls and to

stop absorption. One of these is to mix about a

dozen pounds of the best whiting with water,

adding thereto enough parchment or other size

to bind the colour, about 2oz. of alum, and the

same weight of soft-soap dissolved in water ; mix
well and strain thiough a screen or coarse cloth.

In mixing the distemper, one writer says, " two
things are essentially necessary, clean and well-

washed whiting and pure jellied size." The
whiting should be put to soak with sufficient

soft water to cover it well and penetrate its bulk.

When soaked sufficiently, the water should be
poured off, which will remove dust from the

whiting. It may then be beaten up to a stiff

paste by the hand or spatula. Size is next added
and mixed together- Care should be taken not

to break the jelly of the siie any more than can
be avoided. Another caution is that distemper

should be mixed with jellied size to lay on well

;

the colour then works cool and floats nicely, but
when the size is used hot it drags and gathers

and works dry, producing a rough wall. A little

alum added to the distemper hardens it and helps

to dry out solid and even. The best size is made
from parchment clippings, which arc put into an
iron kettle filled with water and allowed to stand

24 hours till the pieces are thoroughly soaked,

then they are boiled for 6 hours, and the scum
removed. The liquid is then strained through
a cloth. For mixing colours the whiting and
the colour required, finely ground, are dissolved

separately and then mixed to the required tint.

For example, lamp-black mixed with whiting
makes grey, and the most delicate to the darkest

shades may be obtained. For French grey the

whiting required is taken and soaked in water,

and Prussian blue and lake finely ground in

water are added to produce the necessary shade
or tint. Buff may be made by dissolving in like

manner, separately, whiting and yellow ochre.

A little Venetian red gives a warm tone. A
good salmon tint is produced by adding to the

dissolved whiting a little of the same red, just

sufBoient to tinge. Drabs of various tints can
be easily made by grinding up finely a little

burnt umber and mixing it with the dissolved

whiting. The sooner the distemper colour dries

after being laid on the better, and tlie best plan

is to close windows and doors during laying and
throw them open afterwards.
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Naebebth.—The patish-ohuroh of Narberth,
Pembrokeshire, wan reopened on Tuesday, April
19th, after being entirely remodelled and in

great measure rebuilt from the designs of Mr.
T. G. Jackson, of London. The present church,
though some of the walls of the preceding
building liavo been kept, is practically a new
one with the exception of the tower. This is

one of the so-called Flemish towers of the type
common in Pembrokeshire, combining the
features and functions of a campanile, and a
"peel tower" or border fortress. It has the
peculiarity of a second vault near the top as well
as the usual vault to the lowest stage which
opens into the nave as a transept. A turret
stair is cleverly contrived in the S.W. angle, the
lower part of which, with the original door, had
been disused and blocked, but was discovered
and restored during the present works. The
plan of the new church consists of a chancel
with narrow aisles extended considerably east-
ward of the former building, and a nave of un-
usual span equal to the width of both chancel
and chancel aisles, with wliioh it communicates
by a triple chancel arch, the middle arch being
wider than the other two, and the three disposed
on a polygonal plan. The nave is lighted by a
series of long two-light windows on the south,
and on the north opens into the tower about
midway of its length, and by a wide arch into a
north aisle, occupying the space eastward of the
tower, and containing still further to the east
an organ-chamber and vestry. The floor-tiles
were supplied and laid by Mr. Godwin, of L>ig-
wardine. The number of sittings provided by
the new church is 398. Forest of Dean stone has
been used for all exterior, and Bath stone for in-
terior masonry, and the rubble walling is of grey
mountain limestone mixed with various agglo-
merates and sandstones found in the vicinity.

Weston Beooaed.—The work of restoring
and improving Weston Beggard Church is in
active progress, at auoutlayof £1,000 or £1,100.
The new work consists mainly of a new roof to
the chancel ; the roof of the nave to be restored

;

tower and porch to be restored, and the whole
fabric to be restored wherever it is wanted. The
restoration is to be carried out from the plans of
Mr. T. Nicholson, the diocesan architect. The
tender of Mr. W. Cullis, builder, Viotoria-
.street, Hereford, has been accepted to carry out
the work.

ARCHITECTUKAL & ARCH.iEOLOaiCAL
SOCIETIES.

BlEMINQHAlt AECniTECTtJRAI, ASSOCIATION.

—

An ordinary meeting was held on Tuesday
evening (the 12th inst) at the rooms, Queen's
College. An apology for non-attendance was
received from Mr. R. B. Morgan, the Chairman,
and in his absence Mr. H. H. McConnal pre-
sided. A vote of thanks was passed to Mr.
John L. Pearson, R.A., F.R.I.B.A., of London,
architect of the new church of St. Alban, Cony-
bere-strcet, Birmingham, for permitting the
members to ^^sit that building on Saturday, the
"2nd inst. A vote of thanks was also passed to
Mr. N. W. Vickers, clerk of the works, for
meeting the party. A paper on " Bricks and
Terra-Ootta" was read by Mr. Enoch Wood, of
West Bromwich, and was followed by a discus-
sion, after which a very hearty vote of thanks
was accorded to Mr. Wood.

NOEFOLK AND NoEWICH AECIiaiOLOOICAL
Society.—The 36th annual meeting of this
society was recently held at Norwich, Arch-
deacon Perowne presiding. The annual report
was of an encouraging character, and mentioned
that in the excursion of last year to the neigh-
bourhood of Bungay, tlie little-known earth-
works at Darrow-wood were investigated and
found to belong to the class of pre-Norman
castles, with a circular mound and ditch and
base-court at the foot, so that another, although
small example, has been added to I lie list of
Norfolk Saxon castles. The cash account showed
a balance in hand of £113 os. 3d. The Dean of
Norwich, Dr. Goulburn, was re-elected pre-
sident, and Sir Thos. Bcevor was added to the
list of vice-presidents. Papers were read by the
Rev. W. F. Greeny on " Foreign Brasses" ; by
the Rev. C. R. Manning, "Notes on a Brass
Shield at PuUiam St. Mary" ; by Mr. JohnGunn
on " A S.one Cross at Sidestraud" ; and by Dr.

Jessop on "Celibacy of the Clergy." It was
announced by the secretary that the Lincoln and
Northampton Archicological Societies will hold
a combined meeting in West Norfolk on the 13th
and Hth of June next.

The Glasgow Institute of Abokitects.—A
general meeting of the Institute waaheld within
the writing chambers of Messrs. William and
0. J. MacLean, St. Vincent-street, on the 12th
inst. Mr. JohnHoneyman, the President, occu-
pied the chair. Messrs. Alexander JohnWilliam-
son, architect, 196, St. Vincent-ttreet, and James
Archibald Morris, architect, 46, Newmarket-
street, Ayr, were admitted as members of the
Institute. Messrs. John Burnet, I.A., 1C7, St.

Vincent-street, and James Thomson, I.A., 88,

Bath -street, were reappointed trustees of Hal-
dane's Academy of the Fine Arts for 1881-82.

Mr. Honeyman, President, and Mr. Sellars,

Vice-President, were" appointed delegates from
the Institute to attend the general conference
of architects to be held in London next month.
Thereafter some other business of a formal
character was transacted.

CHIPS.
A drinking-fountain has just been completed in

BoBcawen-street, Truro, by Messrs. Freeman. It
stands about 9ft. high, and is constructed of
poli shed Mabe granite, except the basin, which is

of Penzance granite.

A new Free Church was opened at Queen's Cross,
Abe rdeen, on Sunday. It is built of grey granite,
and has a tower and spire rising to a height of
H5ft . Sitting accommodation has been provided
for 800 persons at a cost for erection of £7,000.
Messrs. Pixie and Clyne, of Aberdeen, are the
architects.

Mr. F.Charlton, C.E., for many years county sur-
veyor of Northumberland, died suddenly on Satur-
day week at his residence in Tynemouth. Mr.
Charlton was articled to the late Mr. T. E. Har-
rison, railway engineer, of South Shields, and
whilst in that office assisted in preparing plans for
the formation of the Stanhope and Tyne liailway,
one of the earliest lines constructed m the United
Kingdom.

The parish-church of Freston, near Ipswich, has
just received a new reredos of three panels, carved
with the Agnus Dei, the Alpha and Omega. The
carving has been executed by Mr. Stopher, of
Ipswich, who has in band oak benches and choii-
stalls for the same church.

The La mbeth board of gnardians last week re-
ceived the award of Mr. Stevenson, the arbitrator,
in the dispute that arose between Mr. Taylor, the
contractor, and the board, as to "extras" with
reference to the building of the new infirmary. Mr.
Taylor claimed £6,000, and the matter was
referred to arbitration, but has been long delayed
owing to the illness of Mr. Stevenson. The award
was taken up last week, and proved to be to the
effect that the contractor was entitled to £13 Is. Id.
for extra work.

New board schools are in course of erection at
Swadlincote, Leicestershire. Accommodation is

provided for 123 boys and 123 girls, and 160 in-
fants, at a cost, including site, of £4,107 lis. Mr.
John Slater, of Swadlincote, is the contractor, and
Mr . Josiaa Wells the clerk of works.

An extensive sea-wall is about to be built for the
protection of Seaford, near Newhaven. Messrs.
Lee are the engineers, and Mr. William W. Turner
is the resident engineer. Mr. Seed, of Seaford,
ha s contracted for the labour and plant required,
and Messrs. Elphick, of Alciston, for the line.

T he beard of guardians for St. Saviour, South-
war k, last week sealed a contract for the purchase
of a site adjoining Champion-bill railway station,
Dulwich, on which they propose to erect a new
wor khouse.

Mr. Yeo, builder, of Torquay, on Wednesday
week broke bis arm by falling from a scaffold,
while superintending building operations.

A loan exhibition of works of industry and art,

for the county of Kincardineshire, is to be opened
at Stonehaven on the 20th prox.

The Wigton board of guardians last week
approved plans prepared by Mr. J. S. Mark,
arch itect, for the erection of new vagrant wards,
and other alterations at the Wigton workhouse.

,

A new reredos at Bickkigh Church, Devon, and
a ne w chancel screen in Butterltigh church, in the
same county, were uncovered on Easter-day. Both
have been executed by Mr. Hems, of Exeter.

The chancel-roof of Stowmarket parish-church
is being rebuilt, and boarding will be substituted
for the present plaster ceiling. Mr. Gibbous, of
Ipswich, is the builder.
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ELECTION OF PRESIDENT, E.I.B.A.

To the Editor of the Botldino News.

SiE,—There appears to be much misapprehen-
sion as to the working- of By-law 26, in the
nomination of candidates, for the office of Presi-
dent of the R.I.B.A. Many seem to believe
that the nominee of the council, if not deliber-

ately chosen, at least carries the general vote and
sympathy of that body, and that to oppose his
election by nominating some one else is to run
counter to their express advice aud wishes ; now
so far from this being necessarily the case, the
exact reverse may happen under the present
system. The council are compelled by the By-
law to nominate the senior Vice-President, and
failing him the next, and so on in rotation.

Whatever may be their opinion as to the
superior claims and fitness of any one else, how-
ever strong and unanimous that opinion may be,
aud however exceptional and peculiar the cir-

cumstances, they are absolutely powerless, aud
have no means or opportunity of conveying
their views to the general body of the Institute.

Under these circumstances, and in the firm
belief that a by-law imposing such restrictions

is directly opposed to " the true intent and
meaning" of the Charter of the Institute, I
have taken care in the present instance to assert
my right openly to express an independent
opinion. I do not hesitate, therefore, to say,
publicly, that although a member of the council
which has, under the compulsory terms of this

by-law, nominated Mr. Horace Jones, I do not

i
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think bim at the present juncturo the fittest can-
didate for the office of President. PersonaUy, I

have no feeling but what is friendly towarda Mr.
Jones ; I folly recognise his claims (under tho

by-law), and his position in the profession ; but,

apart from all personal feelings, claims, and
interests, which surely ought not to enter into a
question of this kind, I think that the Institute

would make a very grave mistake were it any
longer to pass over Mr. Street, who is uni-
veraally admitted to be the first architect of the
day, and as such the proper man, in my opinion,

to be our next President. I hear rumours of his

being asked to withdraw : I hope, and con-
fidently expect, he will do nothing of the kind.

He is pledged to his supporters (to myself among
the number) to stand if nominated, and to serve i'

elected, as I sincerely trust, for the interests of

the Institute and of the profes.sion, he may be.

If every one will vote according to his honest
conviction of what will be mobt conducive to

those interests, no one can quarrel with the
lesnlt.—I am, &c.,

Abthub "W. Blomfield.
6, Montagu-place, W.O., April 19.

Sib,—I am sorry Mr. Boger Smith should fail

to discover any principle to justify the promo-
tion of Mr. Street's election.

Truly, it is no question of petty difierenres of

opinion as to styles of architecture. It is no
mere question even of meritorious desert.

If no principle were at stake, I, for one, should
be extremely sorry to seem even to cast a slight

upon Mr. Horace Jones's deserving position, or
upon what he has done in the cause of technical
examinations for the Institute, although I may
question whether he has done so much in this

direction as even Mr. Spiers. But it is entirely

in spite of, and not because of, Mr. Jones's posi-

tion and what he has done that the apparent
opposition has been raised.

On the other hand, for myself, and for many
others also, I wholly repudiate being influenced

by any merely personal feeling in favour of my
friend Mr. Street, or by any merely personal
desire to give recognition to hia services, highly
and deeply as I appreciate them, in the revival

of Pointed architecture; conscious as I am of

their having materially and widely influenced
for good the development of all art in the present
generation—far more than those of any other
individual member of the Institute. Nor is it

upon such grounds as these that I would ask my
own friends to further the movement, by casting

the ballot in his favour, when the time shall

arrive.

Mr. Roger Smith thinks that the Institute

will stultify itself by making an alteration in

the order of rotation by seniority, in accordance
with the arrsingement arrived at a few years
ago, if it shall set aside the nomination of the
council and elect an outsider. I would, on the
contrary, most emphatically deny that it will be
possible for the Institute to stultify itself more
than it has already done by that arrangement.
It h&a bound itself hand and foot, heart and
conscience, to make it impossible, under any
circumstances, not only for a few years, but for

ever, for the council to nominate a risiDg or dis-

tinguished man as their President, or indeed
new members of council, luiless they shall have
been years before preordained to the office by a
rule which is calculated to crush out the expres-
sion of all liberty, whether of action or of

opinion, in the election. On this ground alone
the council ought to rejoice in, rather than
deprecate, the opportunity of submitting a new
name for election, and I eincerly trust that all

who desire a free constitution in the Institute
will combine to give effect to a movement which,
if it gain no other good purpose, may eerve to

establish a precedent, and may make it possible
for the Institute to elect a President, and indeed
new members of couacil, and not merely to
acquiesce in the acceptance of those promoted
years ago, by a foregone conclusion, in a manner
never contemplated by the original charter, or
by many who recorded their vote on that ocoa-
uon.
Let it not be supposed that this is a new plea

put forth to cover an advance movement. When
I first joined the Institute the mode of nomina-
tion by the council of an equal number of men
from the Classic and Grothio ranks respectively,

was tacitly accepted as a safe and prudent com-
promise. It is well knovrn that, except under
the most excex>tioual circumstances, no one put

forward by the general body has the ghost of a
chance against tho "house list" put forth by
the cotmcil. New names are not even put for-

ward in any way pari passu with tho members
of the "house list"; but with the invidious

distinction of proposer and Becouder, and in an
apparently self- constituted oppobition to the

powers that be.

Several unsuccessful attempts were made from
time to time to introduce greater freedom of

election, which, through a misconception, ended
in a more hopeless bondage than ever.

The appointment of successors by a govern-
ing body is in some respects a source of strength

and prestige ; and an external move which may
imply a want of confidence is to be deprecated.

But if self-perpetuity of that sort is carried too

far, it is very likely to result in the occasional

exclusion of those who are capable of putting

new life into it.

In the present instance, happily, the nomina-
tion ceases to be a case of opposing or of ques-

tioning the views of the council. Each member
of the council may presumably be indifferent to

the election of the one placed at the head of the

list ; for, as members of the council, they have
at present no opportunity of expressing their

own personal predilection, if they have any.

The only interested motive they might be sup-
posed to have in the matter would be that of

maintaining the integrity of the charmed circle

drawn roimd them by their vote of a few years

ago.
Fellows are asked to spare the Institute the

scandal and inconvenience of a contest. I am
not afraid or ashamed to take my part in it.

Only by those who make it a personal matter,

and call up to their aid injured hopes and em-
bittered feelings, can harm to the Institute be
done. There is nothing like a good case, a well

fought contest, and it may be a defeat, to bring
out truth, and to establish an institution on a

firm basis.

I have had no communication of any sort

with Mr. Street upon the matter, but I am sure

he would scorn to come forward upon any sup-
posed ground of personal superiority, merit, or

position, or indeed otherwise than in support

of a principle, the recognition of which, will,

I hope, enable every member of the council to

record a vote in his favour, and to show that in

the "conservation" of a great institution it is

not necessary to conserve modern accretions and
abuses.—I am, k,c.,

William White.
30a, Wimpole-street, April 20.

E.I.B.A. CONFEEENCE.
SiE,—As the sub- committee having charge

of the arrangements for the meetings set apart

for the discussion of architectural competitions,

may we, through the valuable medium of your
paper, inform your readers that we shall be glad

to receive suggestions for discussion, and also

the names of gentlemen desirous of taking part

in the same.
Any communications addressed to us will

receive careful consideration.—We are, &o.

Cole A. Adajis, Fellow,

It, Holden-terrace, Grosvenor -gardens, S.AV.
Thomas Poeteb, Fellow,

8, Victoria-chambers, Victoria-street, S.W.

BARINGS' BANK.

Sni,—In your issue of the 8th inst., Mr.
William Woodward asks, What is architecture ?

and proceeds to criticise the above buildings in

such language that, after reading it, one is

tempted to ask, What is criticism ? Were it not

for certain practical directions in his last para-
graph, we might be at a loss for an answer. In
it he appeals to tho voice of reason (his own, 1

presume), and implores all interested in true

architecture to go and study tho National Pro-
vincial Bank of England, and "that splendid

specimen of Gothic architecture, Crosby House,"
and then go back to No. 8, BLshopsgate-strcet,

and think ; and if they do not C3me away with
clear notions as to what is art and what is not,

he will be very much surprised. Well, Sir, I

have done as advised : I have gone during the

holidays, and looked at the three buildings, and
thought; and the first conclusion that forces

itself on the mind is that many of Mr. Wood-
ward's strictures on Barings' Bank are conceived

in the most carping and prejudiced spirit pos-

sible ; and the second, that lie is not very for-

tunate in the specimens of art he has pitted

against it.

To begin with No. 8 : I found an inexpensive

building, treated in an honest, simple, and
effective manner ; well marked from the adjoin-

ing houses by pilasters, with courses of stone

and rubbed brick alternately, and crowned by a,

remarkably good main cornice perfectly in keep-
ing with the style of the rest of the work. The
roof would certainly have been better without
the "spandrel-pieces" cut out at each end, as,

though probably effective on a drawing, they
are lost here in the narrow street, and the holes

for the snow would have been better away ; but
the dormers seem all right, even though they
may not come exactly over any of the openings
below. The windows are, though plain, gene-
rally well proportioned, and give quite a char-

actor to the work. Mr. AVoodward objects

that the labels over those on first floor

will allow the water to drip from the ends of the
mouldings. I always thought the object of

any mouldings over the heads of windows in

either Classic or Gothic was, in the first in-

stance, to protect them from the weather.
Classic pediments and Gothic labels would alike

throw the water off the window. Would Mr.
Woodward condemn the lot "because," as he
says, " they will thus obtain all the effect of

architraves without the cost
'

' ? Really, he is

quite intense ! But this is a type of the spirit of

the whole criticism.

Then he "goes for" the ground- floor, and
particularly the principal entrance. 1 went
inside and looked for the reason why this door-

way should be so low and wide as it is, and
found it had to be made to suit the walls of the

old passage behind , and low because of the old

floor-level above. The little side-entrance leads

to the stair to the caretaker's house ; and yet

this self-constituted critic, disclaiming all know-
ledge of the interior, " takes it that the principal

entrance must lead to some stables." I always
thought one of the attributes of good archi-

tecture to bo that it should accommodate itself

to the requirements of the plan ; and yet here is

a critic condemning before he takes the trouble

to inquire ! Another specimen of the animus of

the critique : given the wide and low doorway
required by the exigencies of the plan, and in-

terior arrangement—the entrance itself is ex-

ceedingly well designed, tho window in the

broken pediment being charmingly treated ; tho

mouldings are also very carefully drawn, the

intermixture of the stone and brick most
effective ; and mark how its designer has taken

care that all the most exposed parts shall be in

the more durable material. The jambs of the

principal entrance, the side doorway, the sills of

the first-floor windows, and all the wall-surface

below the ground-flcor windows is in stone.

The " inconsistent visionaries
'

' Mr. Woodward
sneers at would probably have made all this in

brick, to the disadvantage of the work aceoid-

ingly. Fitness for its purpose, again, Mr.
Critic, and so another attribute of good archi-

tecture.

Mr. Woodward regrets, as anyone would, that

the whole face of the brickwork is not rubbed and
gauged, and assumes (without knowledge again,

as most people wouldn't) that the '

' architect was
not craropedfor expenditure

'
' (that is fine English

for baring plenty of money at his disposal), and
contends that all this '

' plainness
'

' is the result

of affectation. When we think of what Mr. Sliaw

has done in the way of richness at Queen's Gate
and New Zealand Chambers, it is very unlikely

ho would have contented himself with such a

plain building when designing a bank for the

Barings, had he not been "cramped for expendi-

ture," as our critic's phrase is; indeed, this

is self-evident in several features, and in

none more so than the use of ordinary brick

walling for gauged work ; while the fact

thut the pediment over tho principal entrance is

left plain on each side of the little window,
instead of being enriched with the swags and
other ornaments familiar in Mr. Shaw's work
seems conclusive proof that heroinBishopsgate'

street there must have been a want of funds for

such purposes.

We are told to go from this bank to the

National Provincial, and what do we find there ?

A Classic building almost monumental in design,

with a range of attached Corinthian coliunns

going the fuU height of the fagade. Such
columns must always produce a good effect, but

after them there are no other features (except
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perhaps the sculptured panels) that can ho held

up as paragons of excellence. The windows are

not at all the proportions one expects in such a

Classic example. The entrance doorway is even
much worse In this respect, while the design of

the inner-door, with the circle ahove it to fill

up the space, Ls feeble in the extreme ; the
detail of tho architraves of these openings is

anything but Classic in feeling, rather suggest-

ing picture-frames than otherwise, while the

constant frittering away of the plain surfaces,

as in the pedestals of the columns, &c., with
a trellis-work pattern, and in little panels over

the sculptures, and in the spandrels of tho win-
dow-heads, goes far to destroy all tho breadth
of effect such a building requires. Indeed, the

whole design, even to such details as the volutes

of the capitals, looks more like the work of a
clever decorator than tliat of an accomplished
Classic arcliitect. The fagade is weakly treated

above the main cornice ; the statues look thin
against the sky-line, and by contrast with the
massive columns below, and to my thinking
they, as well as the whole design as a composi-
tion, would have been materially improved by
an attic behind these figures. Surely a much
better example of Classic can bo found than
this, which is certainly not the work of " a Wren,
a Barry, or a Smirke."
We are asked to contrast it with No. 8,

Bushopsgate. In the one case we have a grandio.e
Classic design, the motive of which is a large
banking-room, evidently built regardless of

cost ; on the other, a simple street-front, not of

a banking-room at all, but a lot of offices of
various sizes, buUt—as evidently—with a duo
regard to economy. I submit that, compared in

this manner. Barings' is the better art of the two.
If Mr. Woodward has been somewhat un-

happy in his typo of Classic, what shall be said
of his beau-ideal of Gothic—Crosby House ? Per-
haps the less the better. Neo-Gothic has never
taken very kindly to the City, and certainly
tliis specimen is not above the average. I com-
mend to his careful study tho top story of this

building, with its row of miserable windows,
hipped roofs, and wretched iron cresting against
the sky-line, and the striking feature of the
four chimney- shafts—none of them sham, it is

to be hoped, though they look suspiciously like
it—the whole business is about as lifeless as it

possibly could be ; indeed, the first-floor win-
dows are about the only passable features in the
whole front. "The entrance-door, sir ; the
entrance-door !

" as Mr. Woodward would ex-
claim, is a singular instance of ornament mis-
applied and proportion neglected, worse even
than the National Provincial.

If this is to be selected as a "splendid speci-
men of street Gotldc architecture, we may well
ask. What is architecture ? Crosby House may
be architecture of a sort. I'm afraid it is not
nrt. I wonder what Mr. Woodward's friend,

Raphael, would have said to it ; perhaps he
would have set it down to Whistler !

I went back from Crosby House, and thought
that, of all tho architectural criticisms lately
published, this ignorant squib on Barings' Bank
is about the most quite too consummately utter
nonsense that has yet appeared.—I am, &c.,

April 20. J. M. Bkydon.

SlE,—I entertain so miserable an opinion of
such writers as " J. S.," whoso letter appeared
in your last issue, that I hesitate to occupy
space in endeavouring to meet his talk (one
cannot call it argument) , because persons of his
class, who probably have not the ability to par-
ticularise, can only indulge in generalities which
nobody can attack, and which they themselves
probably do not understand, and so on they go
safely and contemptibly. "J. S." says that he
wishes to " record a protest " against my " wild
criticism of the front of the building," and all

he does is to present your readers with a
wretched precis of my letter, and proceeds to
deliver the result, I suppose, of his "expe-
rience " (which I am happy to say is not mine),
that a pure Classicist cannot admire a Gothic
.structure, as cannot a Goth admire St. Paid's
Cathedral, and that a surveyor pure and simple
cannot have reverence for Queen Anne, and then
concludes his masterly composition by the telling

words that " criticism to be just should be dece7it

imd done with knowledge."
Now it would have given us some better idea

of the "experience" and "knowledge" of
"J. S." if he had, instead of mangling my

words, pointed out the errors of my architectural
criticism, and noted tho beauties which I failed

to discover ; for however wrong my opinions
may bo, it will, I think, bo admitted, that I

attacked the building in detail as an cmhitecturul
ivork, and left it for others to refute or acquiesce
in my remarks. For " J. S." to merely call at-
tention to tho "choice phrases" of my letter

does nothing, except to render them indecent by
making them his omi, and to talk of " inexpe-
rience " he lays himself ojien to tho retort that
ho may be an old man without tlxo benefit of
experience, and that what he has given us is

from tho impotence of his age, or the peevish-
ness of his disease.

As regards tho letter of "Spruce Affectation"
I hardly know how to take it. I don't pretend
to understand it, but I mean as to whether he
intends it as a joke or as a serious exposition of
his views. I must, however, at the outset dis-
claim altogether the manner in which "Spruce
Affectation " has fastened on Mr. Norman Shaw
particularly the observations which I applied
generally. I did not intend, nor did I express
it, that those observations were to apply to Mr.
Shaw personally. I have far too much regard
for him, and for the many excellent buildings he
has carried out ; but I attacked, and I do attack,
the many monstrosities which are springing up
imder the name of architecture ; above all I
repudiate the suggestion that I accused Mr.
Shaw of having "pandered to ignorant patrons."
Such a sentence is not to be found in my letter.

And I could not briog myself to make such an
observation on so worthy a gentleman.

Well, Mr. "Spruce Aft'ectation" divesting
your letter of real or affected maudlin senti-

mentalism, what have you shown ? That you do
not understand the meaning of " True Principles
of Architecture." I will tell you that they are
as applicable to Queen Anne as to any other
style : and if you know anything of the best
examples in any and every style, you will find
in them all the true principles, and none of the
deceit. What is there in '

' Queen Anne '

'

architecture (not the stuff now called Queen
Aime) inconsistent with " reason, symmetry,
unity, proportion, and beauty," and why don't
you give us them ? I will tell you. Because
they are not iiff!>/, not intense, not commendable
to the set of fools who are now understood to
belong to the family of the Maudlesand Postle-
thwaites, because they are founded on reason,
and are the positive outgrowth of refined cul-
ture ; because they contain the essence of real
life, and are not spurious growths, catching the
sun of a summer, and drooping ill-begotten on
a bad soil.

You make the greatest mistake possible if you
think that " true principles" will " bind
us in with huge columns and restored
old buildings." Did I not invite attention
to "Mr. Gibson's Bank," and to tho Gothic
building, "Crosby House P" These have not
huge colunms, and are not restored old build-
ings, but they contain all the true principles of
architecture ; and I leave you to choose between
them and Barings' Bank, which latter is, I say,
devoid of all the true principles, and therefore

unutterably ugly. Get rid of your lily and your
peacock ; look at the three buildings I mention
with the elements of that reasonable taste which
I hope you possess, and honestly say which is

the "cold statue," and which "breathing with
life!"

One of the most amusing passages, however,
in "Spruce Affectation's letter is the odd
mixture of names he gives us as "the greatest
who are stiU with us;" "than whom none
living are greater," viz., " John Ruskin, George
Edmund Street, R.A., Richard Norman Shaw,
R.A., Alfred Tennyson, E. W. Godwin, and
Whistler."
Oh !

" S. A.," you are a joker—you sly dog;
but you are teri/ young, and all the harm I wish
you is that " your incomprehensible sold forms
part of yourself, and that that soul has clothed
its meaning, when it has longed to express
itself, in as true, chaste, refined, and earnest
way as it may be able to." There's a burst of
"human nature " for you ! Is it not utter f

"Spruce Affectation" mentions "human
nature," and seems to imply that the Dead
Revivalists, as I shall term them, follow its

lessons in their works. Do they? Has not
experience alone guided us in the discovery of
relations most agreeable to the eye ? If, for
example, a man is disproportionately tall, we
know it, and the effect is not agreeable ; or if a

man is disproportionately short, the rcsidt ia the
same. It is the medium between tho two ex-
tremes which gives us tho pleasant sensation of
perfect proportion. You do not find in nature
much that is not beautiful ; but why should you
not select the most beautiful of her productions ?

And if you do, you will find symmetry, propor-
tion, unity, and beauty. Deviate from nature,
and you get ugliness ; try to improve on nature,
and the result is the sort of art we get from the
iosthetio school, which I say is bringing archi-
tecture into ridicule. I repeat. Don't be led
away by these butterfly artists ; don't think
that they have aciuired superior intelligence or
refined taste ; remember that taste ia

'
' not

wholly the gift of nature, nor wholly the effect
of art

'

' ; but it requires for true appreciation
judgment and discernment. The drivellers who
I trust have nearly had their day—who have
filled houses with abominable, most falsely so-
called, art/iirniture—who have gulled and taught
that plates are to be himg up and looked at

—

not eaten off—men, and women forsooth, who
have written bosh, and called it "Art in the
Drawing-room," or some other catchy title ; the
honest architects who show you tho construction

of the chair, its nails and its glue, the dado and
frieze children, tho lily-gazers, the dreamers,
the angular - shouldered ladies— they are
all grossly ignorant, but unfortunately they
don't know it. They will some day, when the
public refuse to take houses whore the porticoes
and entrance-halls are not higher than an
ordinary-sized man ; when correct taste re-asserts
itself, and " immitigatcd ugliness " in houses
will not be tolerated ; when speculative builders
find their money sunk in mansions which gentle-
men will not occupy, and which will have to bo
converted into workhouses, or baths and wash-
houses—which they more resemble than abodes
of men of culture—then the day will come for
" Historical documents" (absurd term) ; then the
Stevensons of the future can put them under
glass cases, because their duty will be "to pre-
serve them and hand them on to posterity."
"We may not like them—we may think them
ugly ; but that is a consideration which has no
place in regard to an historical document."

I do hope. Sir, that the set of Maudles and
Postlethwaites who have infested London long
enough will begin to see that common-sense and
reason will not tolerate them ; and, I may add,
that I trust when any "inconsistent visionary"
again essays to teach practical people from his
dream-book, he will meet witli a castigatiou
equal to that which SirEdmund Beckett recently
gave Mr. Stevenson. The dreamers require a
kick now and then even to make them know that
they live.—I am, &c., Wit. Woodwabd.

SUFFOLK COUNTY ASYLUM
COMPETITION.

SiE,—According to the advertisement for de-
signs, intending competitors were to apply for
information to Dr. Eager, and the conditions
describe "new blocks," and specify all require-
ments for the same, including kitchen and ro-
creation-hall, <S:c.

On applying at the asylum, I was told that
Dr. Eager was away, in London, where he had
been for some time, and that competitors had
full partictUars given them in the " conditions "

which were issued to them.
The site was shown divided from the present

asylum buildings by a road, and competitors
were instructed to make a connection between
the two by a bridge or tunnel.

On my asking to see the old plans of the asy-
lum, I was informed that none of the com-
petitors were to be allowed to see them.
By the description of the premiated design in

the BtTiij)iN0 News, an entire departure fromthe
conditions of the competition is shown. The pro-
posed buildings are not even on the site shown to

the competitors ; and instead of the design pro-

viding "new blocks," the old buildings are

simply altered.

Surely this is another instance of the unfair-

ness with which competitions are carried out and
are decided without the slightest regard being
given to the expenses which necessarily have to

be incurred by competing architects. Had the

magistrates simply intended altering the old

buildings, why advertise for designs for " new
blocks, &c., " and issue conditions minutely de-
scribing the same ?

The question must naturally arise : Had the

i
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SQCcessftil competitor special iustrucUous issued
to him aloue ?—I am, &c.,

A DlSAPrODiTED COJIPETITOE.

p. S.—I may alto mention that the plans had
to be deliTCred on the night of Friday, the 1st
inst., and the decision was known in Ipswich on
the following Wednesday, so that four days
was considered by the committee sufficient to
decide on the merits of 10 sets of plans.

LATERAL PRESSURE OF EARTH-
WORK.

SiE,—In your notice of the paper on this
subject by Mr. B. Baker (BniLDUjo News, April
15), it is stated that " the author dealt with the
lateral pressure of earthwork, as distinguished
from the text-book pressures" ; and also that,
"as a result of his ovrn experience, the author
made the thiokne»8 of retaining-walls in ground
of an average character equal to one-third of the
height from the top of the footings."

If you will refer to the " Science of Build-
ing," published in 1870, you will find that in
ground whose natural slope is 30°, the thick-
ness of the retaining- wall (when the earth is

level with top of wail) is calculated to be -SiU
of the height, and when the natural slope is 45S
the thickness is -2473 of the height, which
agrees very nearly with the results obtained by
Mr. Baker in his long practical experience.

In making these calculations the factor of
safety is allowed for by taking the moments of
forces about a point one-eighth of the wall's
thickness within its base, instead of the extreme
outside edge. The only practical data re-
quired are the natural slopes which different
kinds of earth assume, and when these are de-
termined with accuracy there can be no diffi-

culty in applying the laws of mechanics to the
calculation of the proper thickness of retaining

-

Trails.—I am, &c.,

E. Wyxdiiam Tabn.
31, Momington-road, N."W., April 18.

ST. PETER'S CHURCH, DROGHEDA,
COMPEriTION.

SiE,—It was only on this day I commenced
to examine the plans for new church, and the
award will not be pronounced before the end of
the week. I have selected one of the leading
architects, who is not competing, to adjudicate,
and hope his selection will give satisfaction to
all parties. Some of the competitors forwarded
designs without giving the necessary instruc-
tions or motto, so that I have no means of
knowing their address or plans. They may
hare forwarded them, but I have not received
them. If any of them from Londoa who have
sent iu plans call at your office, I would be
obliged if they will send their address, so that
their plans can be returned in case they are not
successful.

I have received plans from twenty-seven
competitors, and as soon as the award will be
declared you will get due notice.—I am, &c.,

R. MUEPHT, P.P.
St. Peter's, Drogheda, April 18.

HALTWHISTLE WESLEYAN CHAPEL
COMPETITION.

SiE,—We are meutioued in a paragraph in your
last issue as being competitors for a Wesleyau
chapel at Haltwhistle. Be good enough to contra-
dict this stattment. We were professionilly con-
sulted in this matter, and prepared geometrical
plans explaiuing our views. We after»fards heard
that our plans were coasidered too costly, and that
several architects had been invited to submit de-
signs iu competition, in which we did not engage.—We ar.', &<:., Hetheeinoion and Olivee.
Bank Chambers, Carlisle, April 19.

THE TOWER OF ST. JOHN'S, CHESTER.
Sib,—The tower of the ancient cathedral church

of St. John, Chester, has fallen down, and buried
the magnificent Early English porch in its ruins.
No one with any love or admiraticu for what our
forefathers have done before us, but will deplore
the loss that we have sustained ; but is not our
sorrow tempered with anger when we think that
had ordinary precautious been taken, the tower
and porch luigLt beuoiv standing amongst us?
When I visited Chester last year, I was alarmed

at the visible signs of decay and danger that the
tower presented, and yet no effectual remedies
were applied to keep it together—no rertoratiou of
any sort. By restoration 1 do not mean to recase
it with new stone, to put new moulding-i or carv-
ings where old ones once existed, to so transform

it as to completely take away all archajalogical in-
terest in it ; but to prop it up, to put substantial
brick buttresses where required, to do everything
in our power to prevent losing such a fine relic of
the past.

As Mr. Euskin says:—" Watch on old building
with an anxious care. . . . Count its stones as you
would jewels of a crown . . . bind it together
with iron where it loosens ; stay it with timber
where it declines ; do not care about the uusightli-
ness of the aid ; better a crutch than a lost
limb."
Aiid yet in all England, among all our societies,

architectural or archaeological, there was no one to
do this ; and we have the crime on our heads, to
our shame be it said, of having suffered an ancient
tower to fall to the ground without holding out a
helping hand to save it.—I am, &c

,

Lewin Shaep.
84, Cornwall-gardens, Qaeen's-gate, S.W.,
AprU 16.

SEWEE VENTILATION AND EXTERNA L
SOIL-PIPES.

SiE,—First, as regards the plan of Mr. Bead,
C.E., to ventilate the public sewers up the soil-
pipes, which he says is '* the only natural, safe, and
efficient point of ventilation above the roof," I
have to point out that about eight years ago, in the
BuiLDiNQ News, page 156, August 8th, 1873, a
much more sensible and safer plan, and also quite
as " efficient," so far as the public sewers are con-
cerned, was published and illustrated by me.
In this plan the foul air of the sewers was not to

discharge " at the street level," as Mr. Read
states ; but the gratings in the middle of the street
were to admit the fresh tiir, while the foul air was
to bo continually discharging above the roof as far
from vents and windows as possible, the upward
current being assisted by a ventilator. Since 1873
I have repeatedly referred to and illustrated this
plan in various ways. If, therefore, private drains,
pipes, or buildings are to be used to assist in ven-
tilating the public sewers, there is a right and a
wrong way of doing the work, and certainly this
A.D. 1881 way of Mr. Read is not the right way.
Mr. Read says that with good sewers well venti-

lated, "no sevrer-gas could accumulate" in them.
Now, suppose we admit this, still that would not
prevent either sewer-gas being generated in them,
or dislodge germs being conveyed along them;
hence, to prevent these getting into our bouses, and
accumulating in some of the apartments in them,
disconnecting traps are necessary between every
house and the sewer ; the sewer to be ventilated, if

wished, by a special pipe connected beyond the
disconnecting trap I refer to. This is the really
"natural and safe " plan from a hygienic point of
view, and as I have said, can be made equally
efficient for the sewer, so far as answering the pur-
pose is concerned, if induced-current ventilators
are placed upon the outlets.
As to tbe "experience of the recent frost " justi-

fying soil-pipes being placed inside, I do not see
it. This experience, to my mind, simply exposed
bad planning, and bad appliances and workman-
ship. We know that it is only the water that
freezes: hence stop the leakages that caused the
freezing— «.(7., keep the cistern overflows out of the
soil-pipe, as is the law in many cases ; also, do not
use cisterns with valves that leak, but use cisterns
that have no valves that can leak. This would
seem to be a new idea to Mr. Read and many others

;

but the sooner it is understood the better for all

concerned—except, indeed, the makers of some
valve appliances that often do not do what they are
said to do.
As to Dr. Buchanan's report, Ihave again looked

it over, and find I have not " misunderstood the
facts " contained in it.

At page 46, Dr. Buchanan states that in a num-
ber of the Croydon houses that have had fever,
drain-air, charged with infection from the common
sewers, had entered. At page 69 he says, " the
direct connection of houses with sewers must be
interrupted, and an efficient independent system of
ventilation be applied to every house-drain." At
page 70, Dr. Buchanan does indeed show an illus-
tration of the plan of ventilating the sewer up the
soil-pipe as Mr. Read desires, but it is only to show
its absurdity and to condemn it ; for immediately
after he illustrates a style of trapping and ventila-
tion (similar to that previously patented by me in
April, 1875), which he recommends, and he does
so wi'h all the data in connection with his examina-
tions at Croydon fresh in his mind.

I now turn my attention to Mr. White, F.S.A.,
architect. His remark about the 2,000 per cent,
contains a bit of [a, quirk. I admit having stated
that the emanations from an inside soil-pipe at
400 feet per minute, especially if a long one, woiild
often be more foul than those from an exterior
pipe at only 20 feet per minute ; I also stated and
uphold that the air from the former would be more
dangerous to the inmates than that from the latter;
but take the 2,000 per cent, as I meant it to

^PP'yi to each pipe per ae, then if the 400 feet
speed were increased to 2,000 per cent, more, or

8,000 feet, then there would be no danger to the
inmates from holes in the inside soil-pipe, as the
great speed of the current upwards within it would
suck air from the house, instead of allowing air to
blow into the house !

The emanations from the interior of a vertical
inside soil-pipe, all " splashed" with filthy matter,
are more dangerous often than wet deposits iu a
horizontal drain, because, in the process of drying,
particles of foul or possibly disease-impregnated
matter may be more easily dislodged and carried
along with the air-current, whereas these foul
particles often lie amongst water, and do no
appreciable harm so long as they are amongst the
water; e.g., the doctors say that, notwithstanding
the thousands of gallons of sewage lying continually
in the harbour and along the binks of the Clyde,
yet they cannot point to appreciable increase of
disease from that cause, the protection being from
the particles of sewage being soaked with the
water and not rising into the air ; but let the water
be run off and the sewage exposed to dry, then
disease would soon appear, I would expect.

At the Philosophical Society of Glasgow, on 30th
March—this weelc—Dr. Ebenezer Duncan referred

to the danger of disease-breeding particles being
conveyed into the air from the sides of sewage-
wet pipes or sewers in the process of drying. I

believe he based this remark on his own experience
or ideas, and that he had not seen my remarks to

the same purpose on page 217 of the Buildino
News for February 2oth, 1881.

I may here remark that supposing the doctors
are right as to "danger "from the sewage in the
Clyde, yet, to my senses, it is often most offensive

and disgusting, especially in the summer-time.
Moreover, at Helensburgh, where the tide ebbs
and flows and leaves the beach exposed at the ebb,
we have been hearing lately of complaints of a new
style of disease that has arisen, and which is

ascribed to the sewage. Now, take this in connec-
tion with the "drain-air," which Dr. Buchanan
speaks of as being the carrier of specific infection,

and we will see that all this supports what I said

on page 217 ante as to the danger from the current
of air in an inside soil-pipe drying up the sewage,
and so disloging diseased particles, and if there
are holes in the soil-pipe carrying these into the
atmosphere of the house. Dr. Carmichael says,

as the result of his late experiments, that a hole in

a soil-pipe no larger than a pin-point is dangerous,
and also far more dangerous, than tiny sewage-gas
passing through the water-traps.
Now I must not be supposed to say that there is

no danger from liquid deposits left lying in a
badly -laid drain, for X condemn that. My object is

to point out the danger from aerial emanat'ons
from vertical soil and waste-pipes ; many people
seeming to think that because the pipe is vertical

that therefore nothing harmful can come from it

;

but that is a serious mistake, especially with lone
pipes. As to Mr. White slighting the danger of
leakage "in a thoroughly ventilated isolating

shaft, he is now leaving terra Jirma and away to

the imaginary, and there I will leave him, as there

will not be found one out of every thousand inside

soil-pipes so fitted up.

Mr. E. G. Banner asserts that, in and previous
to 1S74, " all that anybody then thought it neces-

sary to prevent was the ingress into the house of

gas from the sewer." The past pages of the
Buildino News, however, flatly contradict him,

for inter alia, page 197, September 13th, 1872,

says :
—"A great deal has lately been said about

keeping back the foul gas of common sewer from
getting into house-drains, which is very well ; but
this is not all, for it must be remembered that foul

air gathers in the house-drains and pipes them-
selves, independently altogether of the common
sewer." To cure this ventilation was recommended
in connection with a disconnecting trap between
tbe house and the sewer. Again, in 186S, Mr.
John Honeyman, architect,patented his ventilating-

trap, while in 18661 trapped and ventilated the
soil-pipe with low-level inlet and high-level outlet,

all which was long before Mr. Banner appeared on
the scene with his unpractical fancies, which, to

use his own words, I, in 1875, told him would prove
"delusions and snares" to those who adopted
them. Mr. Banner mentions the name of "Seddon"
at page 375, and also gives out that Major Seddon,

K.E., supports him iu his promulgated notions.

The following from Major Seddon, written only a
few days since, rather disproves that, however :

—
"That at first Mr. Banner thought his cowl

would render traps unnecessary on baths, sinks,

&c., I am quite aware, and always told him he was
in error ; that point, of course, he had to give up."
Now, I have been stating, too, that Mr. Banner

was "in error"; but 1 never iinitmber him
stating publicly that he had "to give up" his

erroneous views. I think wo owe a vote of thanks

to Major Seddon for telling us that.

Mr. Banner's small inlets and outlets are per-

petually so. My small inlet was only an auxiliary

one, seldom in use, and then only in cold weather,

when a large inlet was not so much nicded. A
small outlet, however, sometimes allows of_siphon
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action, and is not so good as carrying up the soil-

pipe ttie full size, especially when the soil-pipe is

inside of the house; and more especially still, if,

as Mr. Buchan so often shows it, baths, basins, and
sinks all cuter into it, as well na closets. Au inside

soil-pipe carried up full size is often as cheap as

one diminished to 2iin., the price of 2iin. cowl
being included in the latter, while the former style,

with no cowl, will often bo better than the latter

with the small cowl.
As to his close traps, Mr. Banner tells us that

"it is not necessary «0!6' to unscrew bolts," &c. I

am glad to see Mr. Banner acknowledging he has
been making improvements of late. I got one of

his large iron traps sent me from London lately,

from, 1 think, the residence of Mr. Henry Mitchell,
M.P., and it is screwed and bolted up, and weighs
about 3cwt. It looks more like a large smith's
anvil than a sewage-trap. An open fireclay trap
has been, I understand, put in where it was : the
fireclay one would cost about one-sixth the priceof
the iron one, and would be better by far for the pur-
pose, and cleaner. In some cases it is not advisable to

place the veutilating-grating right over the trap. In
this case an easily-movable plate may be placed
right over the trap, and the fresh air admitted by
a pipe led off the side, which may be carried where
wished ; c.ff., at some schools where I am at present
improving the drainage, the air-pipe to trap is 6in.

diameter, and is carried through a wall, with the
grating set vertically in the wall, a little above the
ground. The outlet is to be a 4 Jin. diameter strong
iron pipe, carried up on the outside of one of the
gables, and surmounted by a fixed induced-current
ventilator.—I am, &c., W. P. Buchau, S.E.

P.S.—As above referred to, an extracting venti-
lator on top of soil-pipe, pulling air out of it at
8,000ft. per minute, would draw air from the
house. A ventilating-pump blowing air in at the
bottom would push air out at holes in soil-pipe
into the house, as does the ordinary cold atmo-
spheric pressure at the fresh-air inlet. 8,000ft.
spoed per minute is, however, imaginary in general
practice, as I refer to at page 281. W. P. B.

5nUrc0mmunicati0n»

QUESTIONS.
[6477.1—Turnpike Roads.—"Will any reader kindly

inform me, 1st, what is meant by a turnpike road ? 2nd.
Under what Act were turnpikes abolished ; for what
reasons, and whenT 3rd. The origin of the word turn-
pike ! 4th. Any other information on the subject likely
to be of service t

—

Stratiimore.

[6478.]—Ktchingr.—'Will any of your readers tell me
of * manual on this subject, and inform me where to
obtain it, and the necessary tools and plates .'— T.

[6479.]—Board Schools.-Will some person kindly
say if the Educational Department has issued any recent
instructions, gi%'ing particulars of requirements in
Board Schools, and, if so, where same can be obtained !—
Nemo.

[6480.]—Light and Air.-The windows of some
tenements have enjoyed an uninterrupted view over
adjoining property for considerably over twenty years.
Can the owner oi the property now erect premises to
interfere with the view or the access of light to the
windows? Doea not tho enjoyment of the view, and
access of light for so long a time, make the right absolute?
Has distance between the new premises and the windows
anything to do with the matter? If the light in the
living rooms is sensibly diminished, cannot damages be
obtamed for the injury ! Does the question of dwellings
and business premises affect the matter?—Perplexed.

[^6481.1—Brick Stains.—I have been using some red
Bridgwater bricks as dressings to cottages, but recently a
sort of white stain like salt appears on the surface, and
quite spoils their appearance. They have been rubbed
and washed twice, but it again appears. Can any of your
readers suggest a remedy or preparation to prevent same,
which would not spoil or alter the natural colour of the
bricks!—J. H.H.

[6482.]—Building Construction.—Wanted, name
of a book on " Building Construction." The South
Kensington book on same subject is a very good one, but
there may be one or more in same style—perhaps Tarn's.
—J. W. C. Haldase.

[6483.]—Ancient Lijfhta.—Can one of your readers
kindly inform me what term of years is now sufficient to
confer the privilege of '* ancient lights," and what deci-
sions have been recently given on this point ?— C.

[6407.]—Cubing a Building.—Hugh McLaehlan
has clearly misunderstood my reply in thinking I did not
include the footings in, the cubing. I always take the
height from the bottom of footing to midway up the
roof. If this be followed, I do not think it necessary to
price out the trencliing and concrete, unless the latter
are of considerable depth, when such a course would be
more correct. I agree with Hugh McLachlan that con-
crete should be taken in all important buildings, but I
think it better to allow something in the cubing.

—

G. H. a.

[6427.]—Perspective of Shadows.- The most
obtainable work referring to this subject is Gwilt's
"Encj-clopicdia of Architecture." Mr. Gwilt also wrote
a separate work on the subject, but does not commend it

in his encyclopfpdia. '* The Jesuit's Perspective," pub-
lidhed in the seventeenth or eighteenth ceatiuyf is an

admirable work on the subject, also on perspective and
retlections. It is, however, a rare work. Another,
entitled " Sciography, or the Projection of Shadows," by,
I believe, Mr. Paekctt, liim been used as an authority by
the Science and Art DLpartmeut, but when I triwl to
obtain it a few years ago 1 could not 8Ucce«jd.—IIuoh
McLaculan.

[0428.]—Oak Fittings.—"H. R. B." gives "B."
Bomo good advice relative to oak. It is curious, however,
that he did not know at how many different prices the
material may be procured. In your issue of the 18th nit.,

I passingly remarked that I had bought diy oak in plank
during the previous week at various sums varying from
2a. 2d. to lis. a foot cube. To this " H." takes excep-
tion. He has attended many timber sales, he says, and
never saw oak in the tree sold for less than 3s. to 5s. a
foot cube. By the limbor-mercliant's letter and receipt
that I inclose (not for publicition, Mr. Editor) it will be
seen that I not only bought my dry planks, averaging
16in. wide, and which had been down six years, and sawn
up in 3 and 4in. planks for two year.s, for 2s. 2d., but had
them delivered at the railway station, 2 miles off inclu-
sive. "H.H. B." says such a price is hardly that of flr

scantlings. I have been at sales more than once where
the oak was sold for lower pricea than the deals. A while
since I was at the sale of a'baukrupt's stock in tlie West-
country. The competition for the deals and pitch-pine
between the local builders was brisk, and they went high.
Tlien the oak, of which there was a large quantity, wjia

put up, with the result that scarcely a bid was offered.

The few small wants of those present were soon satisfied,

and then lot after lot was knocked down to me without
opposition. I had it for a considerably lower price than
the deals had fetched. It might pay " H. R. B." to run
down one of these fine days from Staffordshire into the
Wefct. There are a few things he has yet to learn, which ho
might pick up advantageously.

—

Habuv Hems.

[6128.]-Oak Fittings.—I am much obliged to your
correspondents who have kindly answered my query.
Their advice will be of service on other occasions. I must
say that I did not know that architects were supposed to
specify the precise locality of thtir timber nor the price of
the wood in the rough, but I can very easily understand
that a better definition of my requirement is needed than
what I specified, viz., best English oak, I took the pre-
caution to require a guarantee that the wood should como
from a good place, and was assured that it was grown
upon a nobleman's estate, and I had the authority of his
lordship's steward that it was so. It is not of small
hedgegrown size, for much of it is out of stuff ISin. wide.
Oae great defect in it I omitted to name before is that it

is badly stained with " ferric " stain or dark patches like
ink. I had much of it rejected on that account, but I
now find that a quantity of it has been subjected to some
process of chemicals to remove the dark acid, and it now
shows the doctoring, and looks simply horrible.-B.

[6439.]-Damp "Walls—The method given by " Old
Silas" isceitainly not to be recommended if the bricks
themselves are porous, which all are in a greater or less

degree, since it only protects the joints, and driving rains
will penetrate any Din. brickwork built of porous bricks,
however good may be the joints. The answer of ** G.H.G."
is better. I believe Kansome's induratingsolution to be
one of the best, if not even the best ; all solutions must,
however, be occasionally repeated, like paint, since no
solution protects more than the surface of the material to
which it is applied, and so gets worn off or washed out of
the pores. Paint, and, still better, Portland cement
stucco, are both effectual, but, for appearance, should be
avoided. Tile-hanging looks best, and answers well.

—

HugiiMcLachlan.

[6441.]—Roof-Tiles.—The best plan is to have pur-
pose-made tiles to suit the required curves. Another
meth od is to select those which are most curved or bent
from ordinary plain tiles, using them to fit the curves as
nearly as they can, and, if necessary, to cut slightly the
edges.— Hugh McLachlan.

[64i7.]—Stucco Plaster.-The old plaster shotild
not be used again, except as sound rubbish, or ground up
for mortar. For the latter purpose lime must be used as
usual.—Hugh McLachlan.

[6465.]—By-Law of the Enfield Local Board.—" W. K." tells us that the above Board determined to
enforce the observance of their laws, and failed, I believe
I am right when I say that in reference to such matters it

would be a very difficult thing for any Board to enforce
their rules or regulations, as in scarcely any instance have
they got an Act of Parliament. Strengths of timbers, &c.,
cannot be made compulsory on any builder unless there
be a special Act. They can refuse to certify a house as
being fit for habitation, but only as a 8anit.ary question,
which must be proved. Take it for a fact that Boards have
considerably less legal power than they assume.—R. F.
TOLSOK.

[6465.]—By-Law of the Enfield Local Board.
—From "W. H.'a" published sketch, I should conclude
that the part in question is a bedroom in that portion of
a small house termed amongst builders, the back addi-
tions, and cannot bo considered a room in the roof, as
generally understood in the building trade.-ABuildkb.

[6465.]—By-Law of the Enfield Local Board.
—In the borough of Burton- on-Trent, a bylawsimilar to
that at Enfield exists. It is the practice of the borough
surveyor to interpret it so as to include rooms Uke that
referred to by " W. K." My opinion is, however, against
this interpretation, and I am sure your correspondent's
appeal will be witnessed with interest by all sanitarians.
The intention of the by-law is to prevent the erection of
such buildings as that shown in the sketch. If it does not
secure that intention, the sooner it is swept away and one
substituted that does, the better.— G. B. S.

[6472.]-Plain Tile Roofing.— (1) 30' 0' or, at
least, be a long way on the acute side of square pitcli.

(2) To show either 3in. or 4in. on face. (3) Yes, if

bedded close, but the operation will cause dampness if

proper ventilation is not pi-ovided for on the underside of
the tiles. (4) Bedding in liay is all "bosh." (5) No.
(6.) If the proper pitch is adopted, and if the tiles are
hung on oak split laths with galvanised iron hooks, the
tiles can be laid dry, and it will be good work. (7) Read
(6) again. Bed all tiles on the brows of roofs, and on
other exposed parts in hydraulic mortar or cement, and
hang on all the rest. Very often I find only half the tiles

pegged, and not more than one third of them tomhing
the lath. This is bad work. You may be told that if aH
the pegs ic:itcd on the laths the lower edges of the tiles
would not form a straight line, becanso the perforations
in the tiles are not gauged properly. This objoction can
be met by having a wooden horse to hang the tile« to in
one, two, and three olassee, so as to i:'auge them before
taking them on totheroof.— Buevevob.

16474.]—Breweries.—Your correspondent, " C. S.,"
will probably find *' Breweries and MalUngs," by Scam-
mell, 2nd edition, 1880, a suitable book.—J. W. C. H.

[6475.]—Advantages of Centrolineads.—The
advantage claimed in usin^ this instrument is that when
once adjusted there is no time lost in drawing the vanish-
ing lines of the building ; but the main adrantage gained
is that the difficulty of obtaining the "points of oistaDce,*'
which may be some feet away nt»m the edge of drawing-
board, is obviated. By two centrolineads, both sets of
parallel lines in a drawing may be drawn to their points
without trouble. Directions for using the instrument
have been given several times in the Buildimo Nbwb.—
G. H. Q.

;6475.]—Advantages of Centrolineads.—Road
*' Mathematical Inati-uments," by J. F. Heather, Lock-
wood and Co.—SuBVEYOB.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

WAxa&ix Sewebaoe Works.—An inquiry was
held on Thursday, and by adjournment on Monday,
before Captain Hildyard, ll.E., one of the in-
spectora of the Local Government Board, into a
request from the town council of Walsall, for issue
of a provisional order to enable them to acquire
lands at Bescot, in Wednesbury and Walsall, for
sewage disposal. Mr. William J. Boys, A.M.I.C.E.,
borough surveyor of Walsall, explained the scheme,
showing that it is 'proposed to take 170 acres of
land in the Tame Valley, and that about 2,280,000
gallons will be dealt with per day. The present
outfall aewer, constructed at a cost of £5,826, had
been made in connection with this outfall, and with
the sanction of an inspector of the Local Govern-
ment Board. Mr. H. J. Martin, C.E., and Mr. W.
Fowler, Member Inst. Surveyors, Mr. James
Lemon, C.E., and Mr. J. Till, C.E,, coufiimed the
opinion of Mr. Boys ; the opposition of the local

authorities of W^ednesbury was subsequently with-
drawn, on Walsall undertaking to agree to a clause
in the provisional order empowering Wednesbury
to join in a united drainage board within three
months.

CHIPS.
A drinking-fotmtain is about to be erected at

Swaffham, Norfolk, as a memorial of the late Sir
W^m. Bagge. Mr. Street has been appointed as
the architect of the fountain, and Mr. Thorney-
croft as the sculptor of the bust.

The restoration-committee of North Currey
Church, Somersetshire, have received a letter from
Mr. Newman Marks, secretary of the Society for
the Protection of Ancient Buildings, in which he
states that the attention of that Society has been
called to a paragraph in the BiriLDiNa News for
February 25th, 1881, which suggests that the
rebuilding of a large portion of the church may
be under consideration, and offering a few cautions
which experience has shown the committee to be
useful in dealing with ancient buildings. These
cautions are admittedly based alone on what
appeared in the Binu>iNa News, and relate to the
bulging of walls and the superficial decay of stone-
work, neither of which, Mr, Marks remarks, are in
themselves productive of serious harm, while he
protests against the introduction of Modem-
Medifeval tiles, stained and cathedral glass, orna-
mental brass-work, and other fumisMcgs, than
which "nothing," he says, '* destroys so com-
pletely the original and dignified look of an old
church."

Mr. Thomas Higgs, inspector of nuisances for
the city of Worcester, committed suicide last week
by cutting his throat.

A window has just been placed in the St.
Michael's Church, Gloucester, to the memory of
Mr. J. P. Kimberley, organist of the church for
20 years. Eight figure subjects, illustrative of
Christ as the Good Shepherd, occupy the three
lights. The work has been executed by Messrs.
Clayton and Bell, of London.

The corporation of Worcester last week adopted
a plan prepared by Mr. H. Rowe, for the rebuilding
of the Music-hall, at a cost of £2,000, in addition
to the sum to be paid by the Insurance Company.
An amendment, proposing that architects be
invited to send in plans, 30 guineas being offered
for the one accepted, was lost by a large majority.

Plans by Mr. T. M. Lockwood, of Chester, have
been adopted for the reconstruction of the Shire-
hall, Shrewsbury, recently destroyed by fire. The
estimated cost is £35,000.

At the Lindsey quarter- sessions, held at Lincoln
last week, it was decided to erect a bridge over the
Bain at Donington, from plans by Mr. Thropp,
county surveyor.
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Ax interesting discoreiy has been made at

Dnrkheim, in the Palatinate, in the course of

some excavations necessary for the reconstruction

of the baths. An enormous iron chest, contain-

ing the celebrated treasure of the Abbey of Lim-
burg, which disappeared after the siege of the

abbey in 1504, has been found by the workmen.
The treasure is supposed to have been put in

safety by the abbot out of fear of an attack. It

is composed of a large number of vases and other

objects of gold and silver, of precious stones, and
a host of coins of the loth century. There are

also a number of articles for worship, dating

from the commencement of the abbey, which was
opened in 1030.

SosTE time last week— a local journal says

10 o'clock on Thursday night, and the Tunes and
other London journals 4 o'clock on Good Fri-

day morning— the north - west comer of the

tower of St. John's Priory, Chester, from base

to summit, fell with a tremendous crash, bring-

ing down about 600 tons of masonry, and
completely crushing the fine porch entrance to

the church. The tower is said to be over 1,000

years old, and though of solid proportions, the

decaying hand of time has told on the soft sand-

stone which has been used in construction. From
time to time for many years past it has under-
gone repair, and similar work has been in pro-

gress during the past few days. To this, and
probably to the rain which has fallen recently,

may, in the mean time, be attributed the collapse.

Some years ago the tower was practically con-

demned by an eminent architect, who forbad the

ringing of the bells. The most serious loss is the

entire destruction of the massive and beautiful

Early English porch and gateway. Another
fall from the ruins took place on Tuesday, and
it is probable that the first gale of wind will

bring more of the upper part of the tower down.
A parishioners' meeting has since been held, at

wluch the vicar stated that the foundations are

utterly bad, not being carried into the solid rock.

It is proposed to appeal to the whole ooimtry
for funds to rebuild the tower from its base.

Miscellaneous and interesting gleanings
abound in the current part of '

' Gloucestershire

Notes and Queries," and we must congratulate

its painstaking editor, Eev. B. H. Blacker, on the
choice of quotations made. Thecxtracts from the

registers, notes on old traditions and customs,
and a variety of local folklore make the parts

very interesting reading. Those interested in

church restoration will read with pleasure Mr.
J. E. K. Cutts' contribution on "Notgrove
Parish Church," (CCCLXII.), in which he de-

scribes the recent restoration of the chancel

imder his directions. A Norman arcade in the

nave and numerous additions, dating down to

the IGth-contury, may be found; but the

chancel of Late 14th-century work appears to be
the most interesting feature. The chancel was
without an east window, and the stripping of

Ihe walls has exposed a scheme of sculptured

and coloured decoration, consisting of a series of

figure subjects or panels above the altar painted

in fine red lines, except the dark nimbi. These
represent, Mr. Cutts says, the Crucifixion and
other scenes in the life of Christ ; above are

three larger compartments or niches. One of

these on the left hand had the mouldings painted
with a coloured background, having a hand
issuing from clouds with other outlines of angels

in red. The south niche is wider, and is similarly

painted, and it is thought contained figures of the

Nativity or Epiphany, while the centre niche is

a sculptured representation of two seated

figures which stood out from the face of wall on
a projecting base, and over it there is a canopy,
groined beneath, with large finial above. The
figures are thought to represent the enthrone-
ment of the Virgin. A series of six figures in

red lines with nimbi and yellow hair appear
above this row, occupying the wall-spaces be-
tween the three finials of niches. Tliose are in

trefoil-headed conapartments. Besides this re-

markable discorery, other details of interest are

recorded ; thcro was a running pattern in red
colour on the inner order of nave arcading
or Tonasoirg marked on the soffits ; and Mr. Cutts
mentions a Koman sepulchral urn with ashes
in it, found at the west end of nave. The present
part contains also many passages and quota-
tions from out-of-the-way bocks more or less

connected with Gloucestershire, that will be
eagerly scanned for the light they throw on
local names and customs.

A " Manufactubees' and Millowners' Mutual
Aid Association" has been organised for the

mutual assistance of manufacturers, millowners,

and others, who are prohibited by the Rivers
Pollution Prevention Act, 1876, from jjermitting

their refuse material to flow into any water-
course ; and also for the utilisation of waste pro-
ducts. The reports of her Majesty's River Pol-

lution Commissioners have from time to time
sufficiently indicated the necessity of stringent

legislation for the protection of our water sup-
ply; and cases are occurring daily where en-
forcement of the Act threatens the existence of

the business of papermakers and others alto-

gether. Moreover, it has been shown by practi-

cal results that refuse materials can be utilised

by a combination of chemical and mechanical
processes, and converted into a source of con-

siderable profit. A BUI has been introduced and
read a first time, in the House of Lords, which
ofi^ers a way of escape for those who care to seek

it. The objects of the Bill are to provide the

means for complying with the Act of 1876. The
provisions of the Bill are analogous to those of

the Land Improvement Act, furnishing a means
of investment in the development of commerce
and manufactories, and the improvement of

mills and similar premises by outlay of capital to

the mutual advantage of both landlord and
tenant. The loans will bo repaid over a period

of years with interest, and the series of instal-

ments will become a charge upon both land and
premises thus improved, until final redemption.

A CONFEEENCE of magistrates and members of

the Wilts Highway boards was held at Chippen-
ham on Tuesday and Thursday in last week,
when various questions relating to the mainten-
ance and repairs of highways were discussed.

The general expression of feeling appeared to be
in favour of the contract system. The present
system of accounts was discussed, and a resolu-

tion declaring the previous and more detailed

method of making the financial statement to be
preferable to that now in use was lost. It was
resolved that the "extraordinary traffic" clause

of the Highways Act, 1878, requires amend-
ment, s o as to cause those who actually damage
the roads to contribute towards their amend-
ment. A report is to be presented at the next
Wiltshire quarter sessions, to be held at War-
minster.

We do not know whether it comes' within the
jurisdiction of any authority to inspect the con-
dition of the loose gutters, elates, tiles, and
chimney-pots on houses; if not, the Board of

Works mi^ht usefully inquire into the existence

of many of these accidental sources of danger in

our streets. Not many days ago we noticed in

one of the crowded streets in Lambeth two
loose lofty metal chimney-pots shaking in the

wind, one of which has since fallen. The gales

of the past week have, no doubt, loosened many
of these fragile erections, which are sometimes
stayed by an iron bar. Good earthenware, terra-

cotta, or stoneware should be made compulsory
for chimneys, as they are far more durable and
have a better appearance, besides keeping
cleaner, than metal. Loose slates and tiles,

gutters, broken ornaments, finials, dangerous
sign boards, and rotten outside shutters are a
few of the many things to which the public are

exposed in our streets in all boisterous weathers,

and as such fittings come, as a rule, under the

care of landlords, the tenants seldom trouble

about them till they actually experience some
inconvenience. There seems to be an authority

needed to compel owners of houses in streets to

keep them in a safe state of repair before they
actually require to be complained against and
propped up under the Dangerous Structures

clauses of the Building Act. Prevention is

better than cure ; but somehow our legislation

proceeds very often on the opposite principle.

We have received the Sixth Part of '
' Modem

Architectural Designs and Details," published

by Messrs. Bicknell and Comstock, of New York.
This work will be completed in ten parts of one
dollar each, and each contains eight finely -litho-

graphed plates of designs in Queen Anne, Eliza-

bethan, and other styles. When the first part was
received we spoke of the work, and we may now
simply notice the plates of the present number.
One of the best designs is the small house at

Short Hills (N.J.), Lamb and Wheeler archi-

tects. Largo detailed elevations are furnished,

and these add much to the value of the work.
We cannot approve of the other design, the de-
tails of which are of a rather fussy and too
elaborate a character to meet with admiration on
this side of the Atlantic. The aim of the pub-
lishers is praiseworth}', and the only hopo we
express is that the selection will be confined to a
few creditable works of moderate cost, avoiding
as much as possible all extravagance of style.

The parts comprise perspective views, plans,
elevations, sections, and exterior and interior

details of dwellings suitable for seaside and sub-
urban localities. One advantage in the designs
is that they are drawn to scale.

A LOAN exhibition of works of art was opened
at Newton Abbot, on Wednesday, by the Earl
of Devon. Amongst the pictures on view arc
two paintings of the Lagoon, Venice, by J. W.
M. Turner, Millais' "Black Brunswicker," the
auto-portrait of and by Northcote, R.A., lent
by Sir Stafford Northcote, and others by
Gainsborough, Reynolds, and more recent
artists. The principal feature of the exhibition
is, however, the display of terra-ootta, porce-
lain, and pottery, including not only South
Devonshire examples, but also specimens of
Limoges enamels ; of Swansea, Dresden,
Viennese, and Turkish china ; Derby, Sevres,
and Japanese porcelain ; Moorish, Chinese, and
Japanese, Mexican, and New Guinea pottery.
Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter, shows portrait
medallions in statuary marble of Archbishops
Tait and Manning, of Canterbury and West-
minster, and two carved panels in English oak.
He also exhibits a collection of ancient tiles,

comprising specimens from Nuneaton Abbey,
Salisbury Cathedral, and many West of England
churches, and others from Pompeii, Persia,

Spain, and Holland. Amongst the other ex-
hibits at Newton Abbot are mosaics, tapestrj-,

and lace.

At a meeting of the Royal Scottish Society of
Arts last week Mr. Alexander Frazer, M.A.,
optician, communicated a paper on " A Form of
Ball and Socket Level," for which he claimed
the advantage that it could he used either with
or without the ball and socket. In the discus-
sion which followed, a general opinion was ex-
pressed that many of the suggestions made by
Mr. Frazer had already been adopted or tried

and given up, and that the ball and socket level

was generally used in preference to the common
level. After some additional remarks from Mr.
Sang, who spoke strongly in favour of the old
English level, and who pointed out that a per-
fectly straight level could not be got, the com-
munication was remitted to the committee.

A NEW clock has been erected at the Town
Hall, Newbury. The clock shows the time on
four external dials 7ft. in diameter, composed of
skeleton cast-iron frames, the centres of which
are glazed with polished plate glass, ground on
one side and made opaque. There is also a small
index dial inside, by which to set the outside

hands. The clock is built on a solid horizontal

cast-iron bed-frame, which is planed. The
escapement is the double three-legged gravity,

by Sir E. Beckett, Q.C., with phosphor-bronze
pallets. This is the most accurate kind of

escapement made, and is similar in construction

to the large clock in the Houses of Parliament.

The pendulum is compensated, and has a
cylindrical bob of 2owt, All the work has been
finished by Messrs. Potts and Sons, of Guildford-
street, Leeds, who have lately erected the large

clock at Lincoln Cathedral, which strikes the

hours on the famous Big 'Tom, and the Cam-
bridge Chimes on four smaller bells. The same
firm are now erecting a large clock for Mr.
Horace Davey, Q.C., M.P., for the new pier at

Bournemouth, each of them being from the

design and plans of Sir. E. Beckett. The
raising of the tower was carried out by Mr.
Samuel Elliott, of the Albert Steam Joinery

works, under the direction of Mr. J. H. Money,
architect, at a cost of £600.

EOBEET DAVISON
10 years in Studio, Alnwick Castle, and 12 yoars with Biirkp A Co.
MarbiG and ceramic Mo»,iic Pavements and Mural Decorations.
Wood and btonc CnrvinK executed from Architects' Uesiens.

Jura & Italian Marble Work supplied to liuildcrs ready for&xing
OlTiCKS :—32. PICCAUILLY CIKOl'S, liONDON, W.

-•-^

The Irish National Eye and Ear Infirmary at

Dublin is being enlarged at a cost of about £2,000.

Mr. G. C. Henderson is the architect, and Messrs.

Stubbs and Brodigan, Amiens-street, DubUn, are

the contractors.
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THE LATE MR. WILLIAM
SURGES, A.E.A.

MANY of our readers have, by this time,
heard with mournful surprise of the

death of Mr. William Burges. Few, pro-
bably, beyond his most intimate friends
knew of his illness save from a brief an-
nouncement which appeared in our own
columns on the 15th instant, and in which
it was stated that he was recovering. This,
indeed, at the time was the fact. Mr.
Burges had been seized with paralysis at
Cardiff, on the 1st of April—the very day
on which his last publisted communication,
penned not very many hours before, ap-
peared in this journal; he was brought
Irom Cardiff to his own house at Kensington,
and there recovered—or appeared to recover
—from his attack uninterruptedly up to the
morning of the day on which he died. On
Wednesday, the 20th instant, his illness

took a very unfavourable turn ; his left lung
and heart became successively paralysed,
and ho passed away peacefvdly and ap-
parently painlessly a few minutes before
midnight. Ho was buried on Wednesday
last at the South Metropolitan Cemetsry at
Lower Norwood.
Mr. William Burges was the son of Mr.

Alfred Burges, of Worthing, a well-known
civil engineer of the firm of Walker and
Burges, Great George-street, Westminster,
who survives his son. The deceased was
born en December 2nd, 1827, and entered
King's College in 1839, where he remained
for five years. At the age of 17 he entered
the office of the eminent Gothic architect,
Mr. Edward Blore, to whom he was articled
in 1844. His first sketching tour was made
in his native county, Sussex, in the follow-
ing year, and his holiJays during the follow-
ing two years were employed in measuring
old buUdings in Lincolnshire and Norfolk.
In 1849 ho went to assist Sir Digby Wyatt,
with whom he remained some time. In the
same year Mr. Burges visited Normandy,
and in 1850 continued his Continental studies
in Belgium and Germany. Pour years later
he made a more extended stay abroad for
the purpose of measuring and drawing the
principal architectural remains and buildings
in France and Italy. The strong impres-
sions he acquired during this time of the
suitability of French MediiBval work for
modern uses, never lost its influence on the
mind of Mr. Burges.
During the latter part of 1853 and the

beginning of 1S5G, Mr. Burges, in conjunc-
tion with Mr. Henry Glutton, prepared his
first design of importance in competition
for the erection of LUle Cathedral. On the
13th March, 185G, the designs were publicly
exhibited, and on the 13th of April the
award was made by a jury presided over by
M. de Contencin and composed of M. de
Caumont, M. d'Ainstang, L'Abbe Martin
(whose subsequent conduct was justly
reprobated), and Herr Reichensperger—all

well-known arch.-Bologists. Messrs. Questal
and Denjoy and Mr. Edward Pugin were
subsequently added to the jury for the sake
of their professional assistance ; but the
last-named gentleman had, we believe, no
voice in the verdict. The jury awarded the
first prize of £240 to Messrs. Burges and
Glutton, and the second prize of £160 to
Mr. G. E. Street. Of the remaining 17
prizes, six were awarded to English archi-
tects—among whom was Mr. R. Popplewell
Pullan, Mr. Burges' brother-in-law—four
were gained by Frenchmen, four by Ger-

mans, and three by a Belgian, Swiss, and
Luxembourgeois respectively. The result

was as creditable to English art as what fol-

lowed was discreditable to French honesty.
In spite of the manly independence of the
majority of the jury, who refused to yield
to the pressure brought to bear upon them,
Messrs. Burges and Clutton were paid their
premium, and their design was handed over
to rAbbe Martin and M. Leroy, a local archi-
tect, to be mauled and patchworked into a
French edifice. M. Leroy, in the compe-
tition, had gained a silver medal and the
tenth place ! In those days we were compara-
tively unaccustomed to the uncongenial
task of criticising unfair competitions. We
have had, unfortunately, many times since

to rebuke similar instances of shameless and
audacious dishonesty on the part of com-
mittees and other bodies charged with the
management of architectural competitions

;

but we have never seen reason to change the
opinion we expressed in the Building
News of April 16, 1858, that "the Lille
Competition will stand out in bold relief

amid all the modem iniquities of its kind
for its injustice, bad faith, and intolerance
—a warning to English architects, and a
monument of French pretensions to world-
wide sympathy and unselfish love of
art."

During the year 1857, Mr. Burges, still

in partnership with Mr. Clutton, restored
the beautiful chapter-house at Salisbury
Cathedral, executing, at the same time, the
elaborate decorations. In the same year he
obtained the first premium for a design sub-
mitted in his own name for an English
church at Constantinople. Two years later
he designed the cathedral for Brisbane, the
capital of the colony of Queensland, and in
the same year (1859) Fleet Church, near
Winchfield, Hants.
The restoration of Waltham Abbey and

reconstruction of the east end of that
notable church was commenced about this
time, and later oti the side chapel, long used
as a village school, was recast and thrown in
to the church under Mr. Burges' supervision.
Cork Cathedral was designed in 1862, and
was won in a public competition, in which
63 architects took part. The motto of Mr.
Burges' design was "Non Mortuus sed
Viresoit," and ho was awarded the first

premium of £100, the second, of £50, being
given to "Let Us Arise and Build" by Mr. T.
N. Deane, of Dublin. Great exception was
taken to the chosen design, and Mr. Burges
replied, defending his design, urging that
no one contemplated the erection of a
cathedral, towers, spires, and all complete for
the stipulated sum of £15,000. The building,
although it has been erected for some years,
is only now being completed. About this
time Mr. Burges undertook the design for
Lord Carington's house—another important
\vork—and in 1864 he was engaged in de-
signing and supervising the decorations of
Worcester College Chapel, Oxford, includ-
ing the stalls, the alabaster lectern, and
other important additions. At this time Mr,
Burges delivered a series of Cantor lectures
before the Society of Arts on the Applied
Arts, of a characteristically original and
practical kind. These were afterwards re-
published in complete form, and are still

well worthy of study. About this time Mr.
Burgos made his two well-known Mediaeval
or Diirer-like drawings of St. Simon Stylite?,

illustrating Tennyson's poem, and the
Market-square Fountain design, both pic-
tures being admirable examples of the
periods of Art of which their author was so
devoted a student. Photographs of these
two drawings decorate the offices of several
Gothic architects, and we reproduced the
former, with Mr. Burges' leave, in 1S74.
Among other restorations, about which Mr.
Burges was consulted, the important
church of Stratford-on-Avon was reported

work was held over for want of funds. Last
year the work was placed in the hands of
Mr. Bu'terfleld, a new Vicar having been
appointed. Mr. Butterlield has, however,
during the past few days, declined to go on
with the work on account of the divided
state of public feeling in the town with
regard to the matter.

In 1865 Mr. liurgcs began the work at
Cardiff Castle for the Marquis of Bute, and
to this task he has devoted a very con-
siderable portion of his time from that ti me
up to the day of the commencement of his
last illness, when, as already stated, ho was
engaged in supervising works at the
castle. The new Tower, as our readers well
know, is a most important erection having
elaborate and beautiful decorations through-
out. The work executed by Mr. Burges
also includes a quadrangle of new stables,
and a picturesque timber bridge in connection
with the castle-grounds. The grand stair-
case, another very important feature in the
castle, is also entirely from Mr. Burges' de-
sign ; a water-colour view of this work was
exhibited at the Royal Academy a year or
two since. Mr. M'Connochie's house in
Park-lane, Cardiff, should also be mentioned.
This was the work selected by VioUet-le-
Duc for illustration of an example of an
English house in his well-known "Habita-
tions Modemes," and where, much to Mr.
Burges' dismay, the celebrated French
architect has not hesitated to show con-
struction and details which in reality do not
exist in Mr. Burges' work. Going back for
a moment to 1866, we must record the Art
School at Bombay, designed by Mr. Burges,
and among various minor works, a ware-
house in Thames-street, justly admired as a
much-needed proof of the possibOity of com-
bining mercantile reqxdrements with archi-
tectural effect, and a group of model lodging-
houses in Soho. In 1870 Mr. Burges de-
signed his most successful church at Studley
Royal, for the Marquis of Ripon, a work
respecting which many legal difficulties

ensued subsequently with the contractor,
Mr. Charles Barry acting as referee. This
work, we have heard it stated, was designed
at a moment's notice on the spot, by Mr.
Burges, single-handed, the T-square and
drawing-board having been provided by
Lady Ripon, so that the design might be
made, as she said, by her architect, and
under her influence.

The competition for the New Law Courts
brought Mr. Burges into the field with a
design so admirable, so original, and so
striking, that even those who are now
witnessing the gradual realisation of Pro-
fessor Street's noble structure, must always
cast back some thoughts of regret to Mr.
Burges' Strand front, which was, beyond all

question, the most artistically conceived de-
sign submitted. It has been urged—^by
ourselves at the time among others—that the
circular towers were wanting in connection
with the lower parts of the building ; but
this defect could easily have been removed,
and we confess, as we turn over the pages of

our back volumes wherein are fortunately
preserved the splendid and vigorous con-
ception destined never to become a reality,

we cannot help a comparison of what Fleet-
street and the Strand might have looked
like with Mr. Burges' bridge across the
spot whore the old bar stood, and its present
appearance, with that queer creation of an
inferior mind—the griffin and his belongings
—dominating and obstructing the roadway.
It is, perhaps, an additional reason for our
gratification at the preservation of Mr.
Burges' great design in our own pages, that
at South Kensington the original drawings
are still packed in an out-of-the way comer
in as neglected and dusty a condition as may
well be conceived.
In 1872, Castle Coch, Glamorganshire,

was re-constructed after the strict Mediseval
upon, and careful drawings made, but the |

fashion, and Trinity College, at Hartford,
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Connecticut, a year or two later, was com-
menced from Mr. Burges' design. The
college comprises a sei-ies of buildings,
having two quads,withalarge halland chapel.
The yet unfinished church of St. Faith,
Stoke Newington, is among Mr. Burges'
London buildings, and his additions to the
furniture of St. Andrew's, Wells-street,

should be named. In 1872, Mr. Burges
designed a cathedral for Edinburgh, in com-
petition with Sir Gilbert Scott andMr. Street.

Mr. Burges also built the Eipon Grammar
School, and the new speech-room at Harrow,
and one of his last-executed workswas hisown
remarkable house at Melbury-road, Holland-
park, Kensington, where he died. This,

building we have more than once described,
and a view and a plan formed the first of
our " Artists' Homes " series, published April
25, 1880. Mr. Burges was still continuing
—and probably would have been for ever
continuing—the decorations and furnishings,
which were on the most thorough and com-
plete scale. So particular was the deceased
architect to have every article of furniture
in household use in harmony with the rest,

that different spoons and vessels were de-
signed by him for various purposes, all in
silver, set with jewels, and all differently

emblematical of the purposes to which they
were to be applied.
Of Mr. Burges's other great unexecuted

work—his design for the decoration of St.

Paul's Cathedral—we gave our opinion at
the time of its exhibition. We did not then,
nor do we now, think either his own reputa-
tion or that of the cathedral suffered by its

rejection ; but it is only fair to add that no
one, except the artist himself, could have
fully realised the appearance the design
would have presented in execution, from the
inch scale models exhibited in 1872. Some
idea, indeed, may have been gained of what
might have been, from the perspective views
of his scheme which Mr. Burges afterwards
exhibited at the Eoyal Academy ; but we
still question, especially when we recall ex-
pressions we have heard him use years ago
with regard to the character and value of

the cathedral which he essayed to decorate,
whether Mr. Burges sympathised sufficiently

with its architectural spirit and purpose to :

fit him for the task.

As an author, Mr. Burges's ability was of
a high order. He was a frequent and always
welcome contributor to these pages. Among
his signed articles, to which only we can
specially allude, we may mention his review
of Blanche's last work, the " Encyclopsedia
of Costume," and other reviews of books.
He also rendered considerable assistance to

Sir Gilbert Scott, in that architect's " Glean-
ings from Westminsttr Abbey," and was
more recently engaged, in conjunction with
Baron de Cosson, in the preparation of a
critical catalogue of the collection of antique
and Mediajval helmets, which was exhibited
last year at the rooms of the Eoyal Archaeo-
logical Institute, in the New Burlington.
He had promised to read a paper at the
Architectural Association a fortnight from
to-day— May 13th— on "Queen Anne
Architecture." This lecture wojild probably
have been of an unusually interesting cha-
racter, and had occupied the mind of its

author for some time—indeed, not many
weeks since, Mr. Burges pleaded its

preparation as an excuse for not under-
taking a paper for this journal on a
somewhat similar subject. Mr. Burges
died unmarried. Of his professional and
private character, it is sufficient here
to say that none who knew him failed

to remark the thoroughness and single-

mindedness which especially marked all he
did and attempted. The Bishop of Cork's
remarks, which we reproduce below, will be
re-echoed by all who knew Mr. Burges.
Few architects have been more respected and
loved than he was by his pupils and
assistants. Among the latter were Mr.

William Emerson, Mr. E. C. Lee, Mr. Deane,
jun., of Dublin ; Mr. W. H. Lonsdale, and
Mr. Chapel, his confidential assistant. Mr.
Burges was elected an Associate of the Eoyal
Academy on the 28th of February last—an
honour as well deserved as it was, iu uur
opinion, unduly delayed.

In consequence of the death of Mr. Burges, of
London, the architect of St. Finn Barre's Cathe-
dral, no chimes were ruDg out on Sunday last in

Cork Cathedral. There was a largo congregation
at the afternoon service, at which the Lord Biehop
delivered a brief address. Special hymns were
sung in place of the usual Easter ones.
His lordship selected as his text the 9th chap,

of the Book of Ecclesiastes, and the 10th verse—
" Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with
thy might ; for there is no work, nor device,
nor knowledge, nor wisdom in the grave whither
thou goeet." In the course of his sermon he said
they were told in the New Testament that the
life in this world was merely a preparation for
the greater, the higher, the nobler life, which by
Christ's grace, blessing, and mercy they were to
live beyond the grave. Having referred to the
death of Lord Beaconsfield, his lordship said
another Ufa had passed away during the past
week which they were all, perhaps, most inti-

mately connected with. It was to him, per-
sonally, a great shock to receive into his hand
the message of the death of that celebrated
architect, Mr. Burges. As they looked at the
noble building they were reminded of that
gifted man. It was a solemn thought that the
creating mind was now at rest, that no more
work would he done by the genius who, before
one stone of that magnificent cathedral was
laid, planned it all, and saw it in his own mind.
Many a criticism was passed in the early stage
of his work on the skill and power of the archi-
tect, and he (his lordship) found that of the
number of those who from time to time came
from all parts of the world, and visited that
church—he found that those who knew most of
architecture, those who have seen the works of
great men in other lands, it was they who most
admired the proportions and the beauty of that
cathedral. He (his lordship) never met a pro-
fessional man more thoroughly conscientious iu
his work, or more anxious about the detail of
every part, whether of the structure or orna-
mentation of the building, a conscientiousness
which led him also—although his work was
expensive, and at times very expensive—to tell

beforehand the cost, so that he might not lead
unwittingly those who trusted in him into any
expense greater than was expected. The
c.ithedral shows unity in all its parts and all its

designs as the result of the work of one mind,
and now that he was gone it would stand as a
monument to his memory.
As the congregation left the sacred building

Dr. Marks played the "Dead March" on the
organ.

The following designs and drawings, by Mr. Burges,
have appeared in the Building News :—St. Finn Barre's
Cathedral, Cork (gen. view), July 17, 1863 (longitudinal
BCctiOD), June 3, 1864 (tympanum over north door),
April 17, 1874 (mosaics), Deo. ID, 1879, Jan. 30 and
Feb. 20, 1880. Brisbane Cathedral, Queensland (in-

terior), Dec. 28, 1860. Competitive design for St. Mary's
Cathedral, Edinburgh (west elevation), Feb. 14 (north do.
and section), March 14 (three sections), Feb. 21, 1873.

New tower, Cardiff Castle, for the Marquis of Bute, Dec.
9, 1870. Competition design for New Law Courts (Strand
front), April 18 and May 3, 1867. Trinity College, Hart-
ford, Conn., April 17, 1874. Warehouse, 46, Upper
Thames- street, Nov. 23, 1866. Model lodging-houses, St.

Anne's-court, Soho, Jan. 11, 1867. Door at Chalons-sur-
Marne and Girouette, formerly at Toumai, July 7, 1865.

Window furniture at Hotel de Ville, Eouen, Oct. 28,

1870. Litany desk, St. Andrew's Church, Wells-street,
and alabaster lectern and candelabrum at Worcester
College, Oxford, March 6, 1868; cabinet, November 11,

1870 ; decanters and drinking cup in silver, and e-scritoir,

April 17, 1874. "St. Simon Stylitcs"—a pen-and-ink
drawing illustrating Tennyson's poem—April 17, 1874.

AECHITECTUEE AT THE EOYAL
ACADEMY.—No. I.

TAKING the collection generally, and
confining ourselves this week as usual

to a mere list, we cannot but perceive that

there is a paucity of good subjects. Mr.
Street sends four drawings, and Mr. Water-
house has done his best ; but wo miss works
from the hands of either Mr. Pearson or Mr.
Norman Shaw, and the late Mr. Burges,

A.E. A., does not seem to have sent anything.

Such names, too, as Arthur Blomfield, W.
Emerson, J. P. Seddon, J. D. Sedding,
T. Graham Jackson, or John Gibson are
either not represented cr but indifferently.
Neither is Mr. Gilbert Scott there, nor
is Mr. Collcutt, Mr. J. J. Stevenson, Mr. E.
C. Lee, nor Mr. E. E. Eobson ; indeed, we
believe that one or more of these architects
have this year had their works refused

.

Taking Mr. Street's exhibits first, his own
two drawings are of course the best, especially
the cross view of " Bristol Cathedral Nave "

(1109). The " Duncombe Monumentin York
Minster" (1093) is perhaps less happy.
The water-colour view (1101) of " Kingston
Church, Dorset," hardly docs Mr. Street
justice, as the drawing is in some respects
very faulty, especially in the lines of the
chancel arch. No. 1057, '

' The English Church
at Eome," is this architect's fourth work.
Mr. Waterhouse has trusted entirely to his
own brush, and in No. 1010 has given us
one of the best designs he has ever made, the
subject being the "Liverpool Pier Head
Clock-Tower," to be erected in memory of
Mr. C. Turner, M.P. His second work (No.
1043) illustrates "The Library at Eaton
Hall, Cheshire," butwe like the detail less. The
third drawing by the same hand will attract

most attention, because it shows Mr. Water-
house using the Free Classic details or the
much-abused " Queen Anne." The subject,

too, is a new and important one, providing,
as it does, a Central Institution of the City
and Guilds of London Institute for the
Advancement of Technical Education, to be
erected in the Exhibition-road, Kensington.
Messrs. Bodley and Gamer have only two
drawings, and these are in pen-and-ink. The
more important of the two is a west view of
" St. Michael's Church," now building at

Camden Town, showing the tower with
which this building is to be finished.

The west window seems out of haraiony
with the rest of the design. No. 1078
shows their second work. The " Master's
Lodge, University College, Oxford," recently

built in an Elizabethan style. Mr. James
Brooks, in the " New Stables in Brick- street.

Park-lane " (1085), indulges in the style of

the hour. Queen Anne. We like far better

his " Church of St. Mary Caynham, near
Ludlow " (1111). " The Mission Church at

Lewisham," by the same architect. No.
1047, is also a characteristic interior. Mr.
John 0. Scott's best work is an exterior by
his own pen, of his "Church at Burton-
on-Trent " (1115). His " Lahore Cathedral "

suffers from the elevations, by means of which
the building is shown. Close by is a nicely-

treated country mansion, clearly dra^vn in

brown ink, called " Nether Court," at Hen-
don (1121), by Mr. Coutts Stone, well placed

on a raised terrace, and showing careful

study of old houses of the period chosen . Just

to the left we have Mr. F. C. Penrose's "St.
Paul's Choir Schools, E.C." The work has
been built some years, and is well known . Mr.
Somers Clarke has this year contributed two
views of a house in his favourite briek

style, and called the " Warren, Hayes Com-
mon, Kent." We like the entrance-view

(1086) the better of the two. No. 1108, just

above, by Messrs. Ware and Stokes, the
" Church of the Sacred Heart," at Exeter, is

a boldly-treated building, also illustrated by
other views, 1015 and 1019. Mr. Alexander
Graham's "New Front inEegent-street " for

Howell and James, is hung too high for

close inspection (1107), but the executed

building is certainly a striking one. The
"New Grammar School," at Wellingborough
(llO'i) is well hung, as it deserves, but the

_

same architect's "Bank at Stamford," is i

skyed so as to be beyond all chance of ex-
'

amination. Mr. J. T. Micklethwaite is

represented by his "Church of St. Hilda,"

Leeds, but the drawing is hung so high
that, like the one next to it—" St. Cuth-

bert's Church, Ushaw College " (1105), by
Messrs. Dunn and Hansom—we are only
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able, with the greatest difficulty, to examine
it. The " Lowisham Sunday-schools of the
Congregationalista " is by Mr. Geo. Sherrin.

The " Eaikes Memorial Church" (1092) we
hardly like, but Mr. II. J. Green's restora-

tion, or rather, rebuilding of the de-
molished Church of Wells - next - Sea,
Norfolk, is very interesting, and so

is the dashed-in sketch of " St. Nicholas
Tower, Ciien" (1047), by Mr. W. E. Lethaby.
Messrs. Goldio and Child's drawings this

year are hardly up to the mark. No. 1075, a
•'Residence for Baron de Casson,"i8thebe8t,
perhaps. Mr. John Douglas has a view of

"Barron Court, near Chester." " HaUey-
bury, Branksome Park, Bournemouth," by
Mr. Basil Champneys (1071) should not have
been skyed as it is. Mr. Sherrin's "Master's
House at Weybridge " is also cruelly hung
(next to the last mentioned), and so is Mr.
Ernest George's single exhibit, " The Coffee
Tavern and Hostelry at Newark-on-Trent "

(1082). Mr. Roger Smith's " Hospital at

Hampstead" deserved a better drawingthau
No. 1072, and the same building has already
been exhibited in the Royal Academy. Mr.
Somers Clarke, jun., exhibits a practical
drawing (1069) of a Pulpit in St. Martin's
Church, Brighton, with plans arranged
complete. The most charming interior
water-colour in the room is Mr. Haigh's
delightful "View of Mr. Alfred Hudson's
Church (1055) at Southsea." The style of
the design is mixed in character, but bold
and effective. " The New E. C. Church and
Schools at Bromley," by Mr. E. Ingress BeU,
deserve notice, and so does Mr. J. M.
Brydon's " St. Peter's Hospital, Covent-gar-
den." Messrs. Hadfield's " Central Entrance
to the Sheffield Corn Exchange" shows a
late-in-date arched way in very good style
well carried out. Mr. F. Kempson sends
his " Hereford County College," a work of
considerable size ; and Mr. West Neve has
a drawing giving some small offices at
Cranbrook, Kent. "The Staircase Hall,
St. Cloud, Paris" (1044), by Mr. Theodore
Howard, is Japanese-like and clever ; and
we like Mr. Bell's "House at Brighton."
Mr. John Pettie's " House at Hampstead,"
by Messrs. Flockhart and Wallace, is a
painter's house; and so is "Hove House,
Chiswick" (1040), by Mr. Maurice B.
Adams, a work we have lately illustrated.
Mr. Chisholm has an important work in the
"Post and Telegraph Offices, Bombay"
(1029), and Mr. E. J. May has a " Vicarage
at Tumham Green," which is unfortunately
skyed. "The Ivory Door" (1012) is by
Mr. G. A. Storey, A.R.A., and gives a detail
about full size.

THE INSTITUTE OP PAINTERS IN
WATER-COLOURS.

'T^HE gallery of this society at 53, Pall
-I- Mall, opens with a strong display of
landscape. Harry Johnson, C. Vacher,
Harry [line, the late F. J. Skill, J. Au-
monier, E. M. Wimperis, J. W. Whymper,
J. Mogford, J. Pahey, H. G. Hine, and T.
Collier, are well represented, and their works
exhibit as great a variety of characteristics.
Mrs. W. Oliver's "Lake of Como" is an
unpretending sketch, though skilful in the
light wliich is reflected in the quiet lake

;

and among the smaller unpretending sub-
jects, Harry Hine contributes several in his
clear luiuinous style. " Old Eastbourne "

is full of softened light and air, transparent
and granulated in the tints. His " Dur-
hain " is almost Turneresque, so soft and
aiirial are the colours; and "A Misty
Evening " is equally broad and full of at-
mosphere. "A Mill on the Ivel" (136) is

remarkable for its light and air. Harry
Johnson, another well-known artist in this
gallery, in his "Twilight on the Stour,"
gives us a pleasing summer river scene,
granulated in its texture of colour ; and the

same artist's " View of Nami, with Roman
and MedifBval Bridges " (169), is a well-
ftnished drawingof a sunny scene, picturesque
in the masses of structure and hilly land-
scape. Charles Vacher sends no less than
seven pictures, remarkable for their delicate
colouring and calmness. His " View of Esa,
between Nice and Monaco "

(8), is a large
and highly-finished scene, painted in soft

warm ba'my tones, so characteristic of his

work, and at first sight suggesting a
chromo-litho effect. The lofty Maritime
Alps rising in the background, bathed by the
water of the placid bay, and the aerial

colouring, take us into a Southern clime, and
it is this sunny geniality which to English
picture admirers has a somewhat fascinating
effect. The " View near the Church of
Monte Sacro, Lake Orta," is another Italian
landscape, glowing in warm tones of sun-
light. Scenes on the Nile, especially No.
170 "Temple of Kom Ombos, Upper
Egypt,' are fine renderings, the roseate hue
on the temple reflecting the moonlight, and
the softened glow gives an air of sleepy
stillness to the scene. The late P. J. Skill's
" BexhUl, Sussex," Marian Chase's lovely
basket of primroses (10), and the drawing
of the roadside bank; her "Grapes and
Apples," Mrs. W. Duffield's fine flower
piece, depicting "Pelargoniums," are all

pictures that will bear close scrutiny, and
draw admiration for their finished execution.
E. H. Pahey, known as a disciple of the Im-
pressionist school, is the contributor of one of

those simple but intensely feeling studies of
juvenile life, which is a favourite theme
with modern artists. The light-haired little

girl seated in a green-stuffed arm-chair of
our grandfathers is more remarkable as a
study of colour. Less satisfactory as a
study of features is H. B. Roberts' No. 22,
a peasant girl in a garden with a bundle of
freshly-picked rhubarb. J. Aumonier, in 24,
also an artist of the Impressionist school,
sends a large picture of "Chelsea from
Battersea Park." The figures in the Em-
bankment promenade are as truthful and as
free from the faults of many pictures of

popular subjects as the drawing and colour
of the Chelsea Hospital and houses in the
distance. The colours are worked in
tempera, and a pleasing atmosphere and
natural tone pervades the work. In con-
trast to Mr.Vacher's serene landscapes are the
rugged, breezy commons and fresh-looking
moors E. M. Wimperis loves to dwell on.
"The Ford near Criccieth " (29), an open
moor, grey in its tones and looming in the
distance, is drawn with a breadth and
vigour characteristic of this artist, who
gives us besides other spirited sketches
of open landscape a9 in the wild bleak view
of "Estuary near Portmadoc," "On the
Shore" (72), " Shore at Exmouth " (76), and
sketches of common and moor (131 and
200). G. Clausen, in " Gaywood Almshouses,
King's Lynn" (31), shows clever handling
in blends of colour, sharp and defined
lights and shadows, rather impressionistic in

manner ; and in a totally different vein must be
mentioned the ideal figure-studies of the
late Augustus Bouvier, an artist who has
acquired distinction for his graceful figure

compositions of an emblematic kind. In
the present collection, "The Lamp Seller"
(34), "Repose" (47), " Saltatrix " (54),
"The Fountain" (101), "Psyche" (162),
and the " Wood Nymph " (189), are each in
its way, the dainty and fanciful creation of
a refined imagination. The Greek feeling
in the pose and drapery of the figures in the
" Lamp Seller," the symbolised expression
of the dancing girl in " Sallatrix," and the
airy and zephyr-like movement and drapery
of the girl on a swing in the " Wood
Nymph," are characteristic of this artist's

work. We cannot be blind, however, to a
certain stiffness in the limbs, and a rather
artificial treatment of colour pervades
many of these studies. Guido R. Bach, a

a well-known member of the Institute, con-
tributes, in 35, "A Pastoral Symphony,''
one of those masterly figure gjroups which
charm as much by the freedom and truth-
ful drawing as by the purity of colour and
genuine sentiment. The subject is simple

—

an Italian boy musily lying on a rock,
piping, with his little sister by his side.

W. Small sends a pleasing study, "Low
Tide," the girl's face is charmingly real and
well drawn, but the foreshore is rather hard
in manner. A cleverly-finished drawing is

C. Green's " Behind Time," an old gentle-
man in red tail-coat and knee-breeches,
seated in the shady comer of a garden. The
costume and colouring, recalling a genera-
tion ago, are both good. The president,
Louis Haghe, in 52, is conspicuously repre-
sented by a crowded christening scene in St.

George's Chapel, Windsor, representing the
christening of H.R.H. Albert Prince of
Wales, but we are inclined to think the
picture does not add to the reputation of this

veteran painter. The incident itself is pro-
bably due to commission ; whether it be or
not, a royal ceremonial pageant is always a
failure, and the body pigment used gives the
picture, spite of some good drawing of
architectural detail, a flashy and rather stagey
look.

Boldness of handling and some solid

colouringareto be found in J. W. Whymper's-
" Timber Clearing " (56), and other draw-
ings, and the study of a girl with long chest-
nut hair with a cat on her lap, in " Enid"
(60), may be noticed as a pleasing portrait-
subject, if not properly an " arrangement in
red and brown." Less conventional and
modern is Towneley Green's " Talking Him
Over"—aprim, old-fashioned kitchenwherein
an elderly man with top boots is reclining
in a chair, and his yotuig daughter behind
him is using her tongue rather persuasively.
His small pieces on the screen, "A Fruit
Seller" (195), and "Spring Flowers," are
also feeling studies of figures, simple and
delicate, quiet in dress and colouring. John
A. Houston, Edwin Hayes, R.H.A., send
too skilful studies (73 and 74), and John
Pulleylove, in his ideal landscape from a
passage in Morris's " Earthly Paradise,"
" The Ring given to Venus," shows a num-
ber of rather commonplace figures of lover*
seated and reposing in a garden, whose ter-

races descend to a deep blue bay vrith rising

palaces on one side. 'The colouring is better
than the drawing. Emily Parmer's "The
Doubt" (88) and W. W. May's "Misty
Moimt St. Michael's " (89), are worth no-
tice, the latter for its radiant atmosphere,
and the former for the sweetness of expres-
sion in the face of the veiled damsel. As a
study of colour, "The Latest Novel" (90),
by T. W. Wilson, will be admired, though
there is little in the incident told.

L: J. Wood sends three contributions in
his usual style. " A Desecrated Church at
Senlis, He de France " (83) is one of his best
small sketches, broader in handling than
many by him, and the gray tone of the
rich front is not over-laboured by the finical

dotting which rather destroys the equally
fine subjects of "Abbeville" (117) and the
view at " Coblentz." Decision and purity
of colour mark all three works.
A few imaginative subjects may be noticed.

We may draw the attention to John Absolon's-
" Death of Juliet" (HI), a drawingof much
dramatic power, skilfvd in the glare of light
thrown on the two figures ; and especially
to Henry J. Stock's " Death of Huldbrand
(Undine) " (121), a work of skill both in com-
position and depth of tone. His "Margaret
and the Evil Spirit" (142) is a powerful
conception. The heroine of Giithe's "Faust"
is seated in a dark cell, the light streaming
through the window upon her. She is at
her devotions, and behind her is Mephis-
topheles tempting. The composition, draw-
ing, and execution are all clever, and the
gloomy surroundings, depth of shade, and
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treatment tate it out of the CDmmonplace.
The study of " GU Bias" (135), by John
Absolcu (135), is another interesting study
by that artist, and J. D. Linton's "Amy
Bobsart " (152) is worthy of that gentleman's
skill as a delineator of iigures and costume.
We may glance, too, at a plesising landscape
(126), by John Mogford, Mrs. E. Murray's
•"An Old Palace in Yenice" (113), a
charmingly clever drawing in the detail

of the marble plinth, the transparent
colouring and dexterous manipulation

;

Edward Hargitt's fresh heathery scene,
" 'Mang the Blooming Heather," Marian
Chase's " Chrysanthemums," Lionel P.
Smytho's " Carol Singers," a feeling
and highly-finished drawing-; "On the
Lledwr, N. Wales," by J. Syor; Ed-
ward J. Gregory's skilfully - finished pic-
ture " Last Touches " (144), refined in colour
and accessories; J. Collier's "Carting
Gravel," H. G. Hine's clever, fresh and
sunny landscapes (145 and 155); C. Cat-
termole's " Plea for Mercy " (165), and the
"Page's Jest" (174), and a few others by
J. H. Mole (179), J. Tenniel (178), Mary
L. Gow (185). The screens are well filled

with some sweetly-drawn studies. G. G.
Kilburne's piece (209); J. Mogford's "Au
Clair de la Lune " (206), and the clever
drawings of Towneley Green, and Fulleylove
are works of merit. Lady Lindsay sends a
few choice specimens of her studies in stUl-

life, &c., and the flower gems of Mrs.
Buffield and Marian Chase cannot be passed
over. There is, as usual, much of a slipshod
kind on the walls, and the committee of

selection will do well to exercise yearly
greater discrimination.

In connection with the Institute, we may
mention the proposal to erect in Piccadilly,

on a site nearly opposite the Royal Academy,
new Art Galleries, a public hall, restaurant,

and shops, and the intention of the Insti-

tute of Painters to assist in the forma-
tion of the company, and to hold
their annual exhibition in the new
galleries. It is also intended by the Insti-

tute to throw open these exhibitions to all

painters in water colours who are not mem-
bers, but subject to selection on the principle

of the Royal Academy ; and arrangements

will also be made for an exhibition of oil-

paintings in the winter, under the manage-
ment of distinguished artists. These gal-

laries, we find, will also be available for

scientific and art gatherings, nnd will have

a large hsill on the ground-fioor at the back,

suited for concerts, balls, and banquets;

while above, the whole area will be devoted

to the picture-galleries, so arranged that

they can be use en suite or separately. The
plans and design have been prepared by Mr.

C. Henderson, architect, of Fiusbury Pave-

ment, and the elevation represents shops in

front, with a central and two side entrances

to g^eries and hall, two mezzanine stories,

and the art galleries at the top. The design

is French Itenaissance in style, and the

estimated cost of building is £30,000.

HEAT IN ITS RELATIONS TO BUILD-
ING APPLIANCES.

THE remarkable phenomenon which wo
call heat jJays too important a part in

the economy of nature to allow of its being
overlooked by those who are engaged in the

operations of building, since the strength,

form, and utility of many substances are

freatly affected by variations of temperature,
ti the present article we propose to con-

sider some of the effects which these changes
of temperature produce upon building

materials and building operations generally,

80 far as they have been determined by
careful and well authenticated experiments
and investigations.

The first thing we have to consider is the
mod^ of measuring with accuracy the changes

which occur in the temperature of a body.
This is done for moderate degrees of heat by
means of an instrimient called a thermo-
meter, in which the expansion or contrac-
tion of a fluid such as alcohol or mercury
indicates an increase or diminution in the
amount of heat which a body contains. In
this country we have two standards in use
for measuring variations of temperature, one
of which, called the Fahrenheit scale, is in

common use for every-day purposes, and has
the temperature of melting ice, commonly
called the freezing point of water, indicated
by the arbitrary number 32°, that of boiling

water being 212° when the barometer stands
at 30in., the space between these two points
being divided into 180 equal divisions called

degrees. The other system, called the centi-
grade scale, which is now luiiversally used
for scientific purposes, takes the melting'
point of ice as the zero or 0°, and the boil-

ing point of water as 100°, the space between
them being divided into 100 equal parts or
degrees. Thermometers made of glass, and
containing either alcohol or mercury, are

incapable of being employed for very high
temperatures, since the former boils at 78°

Centigrade, and the latter at 320°, so that
we must use some other means for measur-
ing higher temperatures than these ; the
same standard scales are, however, adopted,
whatever the temperature may be. If we put
F for any number of degrees on the Fahren-
heit scale, and C for any number on the

centigrade, we can find by the following
equations the number of degrees Fahrenheit
answering to any given number of Centi-

grade degrees, or of Centigrade correspond-
ing to any number of degrees Fahrenheit.

F = 4 C + 32, C = (F - 32)

The table given below will also show the

relation between the two scales for some of

the more important temperatures ; but
throughout the present article we shall

always use the Centigrade scale in speaking

of temperature, unless otherwise stated.

Fahr. Cent.

0' —1778'
32 Ice melt^.
39-2 4 Maximum density of water.
61 16
172 78 Alcohol boils.

212 100 Water boila.

455 2.35 Tin melts.
608 820 Mercury boils.

633 334 Ijcad melts.

773 412 Zinc melts.

1062 900 Strong: red heat.

1994 1090 Copper melts.

2372 1300 White heat.

2732 1500 Cast-iron melts.
3092 1700 Bteel melts.

3i52 1900 Wrought iron melts.

One of the most important phenomena to

the builder is the effect produced upon water
by change of temperature, since this is a

substance that enters largely into many
kinds of building materials. It is an almost

univers.al law that bodies expand in volume
as their temperature rises, and contract as it

falls ; and we find that water follows this

law between the temperatures of 4° and
100°, so that the same weight of water

which at 4° occupies exactly 1 cubic foot of

space, or 1,728 cubic inches, will be found

at 50° to occupy 1,749 cubic inches, and at

100° a space of l,803in., the rate of exijan-

sion increasing with the rise of tempera-

ture. The contraction is also in an inverse

ratio as the temperature falls, 1,728 cubic

inches of water at 100° occupying only

1,650 inches at 4°. Here, however, the

contraction ceases, for wo find that as the

temperature falls below 4° the water expands

as much for each degree below as it did for

each degree above 4°
; consequently the

temperature 4° is that at which water has

its greatest density, and 1,723 cubic inches

at 4° occupy 1,728] at 0° or zero of Centi-

grade scale. At this point, however, a
sudden change occurs, the liquid water be-
coming solid ice, and at the same time ex-
panding instantaneously about 10 per cent,

in bulk, so that 1,728 cubic inches of water
at 0° are converted into 1,904 cubic inches
of ice at the same temperature. The force

developed by this expansion at the moment
of congelation is the same as wouhl bo re-

quired to compress a given quantity of

water by 1-1 1th of its bulk. Now the pres-

sure of 15lb. on a square inch of water is

found to produce a compression of 1-20,000th
of its bulk, therefore the force per square
inch required to compress it by 1-1 1th must
be equal to

20j000^ig_„^ 27,2731b,

or about 12 tons for every square inch of

surface. This, then, may be taken as the
actual force exerted by the congelation of

water, and as it takes place very suddenly,
the effect produced by converting water in

a closed vessel will resemble the blow of a
hammer of 12 tons weight upon every
square inch, so that we cease to wonder at

the bursting of the strongest pipes if full of

water when congelation takes place. Newly
quarried blocks of stone, if exposed to frost,

will be split to pieces by the freezing of the
moisture which they contain. Blocks of

slate are also rendered more fissile by the
action of frost, and can be readily split into

thin layers, but should a thaw follow the
frost it will be found very difficult to split

them until a new frost sets in and restores

the faculty of splitting. If, however, the
blocks of elate are exposed to a succession

of frost and thaws, they become quite un-
splittable. Mortar or cement joints which
have been newly made, when a frost comes
will be seriously affected by the freezing of

the water they contain, and will fall to

pieces.

The expansion and contraction of solid

metals from an increase or diminution of

their temperature is much less in quantity

than in the case of liquids, being scarcely

perceptible for moderate degrees of tem-
perature. In some metals the change which
takes place is much greater than in others,

and is always more in proportion at high
than at low temperatures ; and if we in-

crease the density of a metal by hammering
or rolling, we find that its rate of expansion
is also increased. The linear expansion of a
rod of zinc 100ft. long, if heated from 0° to

100°, is 3-576in.; that of a rod of lead 100ft.

long is 3-384in. ; that of a copper rod 100ft.

long is 2 064in. ; while a bar of wrought
iron 100ft. long expands only l'464in., but
if drawn into wire a 100ft. will expand
l-728in., and a bar of cast iron 100ft. long
is increased by l-356in, ; one of untempered
steel by l'296in., but a bar of tempered
steel is increased by l'488in. A rod of glass

expands about half as much as one of copper.

The cubical or volumetric expansioa of

solids is in all cases three times the linear

expansion. The force of expansion being

equal to that necessary to compress the body
to its original dimensions, wo are able to

calculate the thrust which a bar of iron

exerts when it is heated through 100°, and
find thatitamounts to 15 tons in a bar 1 inch

square, and therefore, to a proportionally

greater force in a larger mass. From this

wo see how necessary it is that a certain

amount of play should be always given to

ironwork when employed in large quantities

in a building, especially where it is exposed

to considerable variations of temperatures,

as in roofs, bridges, railway structures, &o.,

otherwise the supports may easily be over-

turned by the enormous force developed in

the expansion and contraction of the metal.

When a bar of cast-ii-on has been exposed

continually for several days to a temperature

above 000", it will be found that when
allowed to cool again it has not contracted

to its former length, but that it has become
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permanently elongated, so that if its original

length was 100 inches, it will now be found

to have increased to about 101 inches.

Water is not the only liquid that expands

on becoming solid, for wo find that molten

iron has the same peculiarity, and this

enables us to cast it in moulds of the most
delicate patterns, as in solidifying it expands

and fills up every part of the mould. If we
put a ball of solid iron, at any ordinary

temperature, into a mass of the molten metal,

we shall find that at first it will sink to the

bottom from its greater density, but that as

it becomes heated it will get lighter in

specific gravity, and will eventually rise and
float on the surface as soon as it has reached

its plastic state, or about red-heat, showing
that the solid metal is of less density than

the liquid iron. As soon, however, as the

iron has solidified it begins to contract with

the lowering of its temperature, and this

contraction has to be allowed for in making
the patterns for castings. Thus in passing

from the temperature of about 1500°, at

which it melts or solidifies from the molten
state, to the average temperature of the air,

it is found that iron contracts in length
from 1 to 2 per cent., according to the quality

of the metal.

From experiments which have been made
in order to test the resistance to strains of

iron at various temperatures, it appears that

cast-iron beams attain their maximum
strength at the temperature of melting ice,

or 0" of the Centigrade scale ; and that if

their temperature is reduced to — 9°, their

strength is also reduced by about one-eighth.

On the other hand, if a cast-iron beam is

heated to 100°, or the temperature of boiling

•water, the strength is reduced by about one-
eighth ; but if heated to redness, or about
900°, it loses one-third of the strength it had
at 0°. This result shows how little reliance

is to be placed upon this metal as a material
for fire-proof building, as in case of a fire

occurring which would heat the metal above
rednes?, the iron beams would give way
under a load that they would easily support
when cold.

Wrought-iron plates appear to attain their

greatest tensile strength at the ordinary
temperature, or about 16°, and to lose one-
fortieth of their strength if the temperature
is reduced to - 18°, or the zero of the Fahren-
heit scale. I? heated to 100", the strength

of a wrought-iron plate is reduced by about
one-ninth, and by one-fourth when red-heat
is reached. Wrought-iron rods, however,
would seem to be strongest at the tempera-
ture of 160", losing one-fourth of their

tensile strength when it is reduced to 16°,

whilst at red-heat they lose above half of

their strength- The resistance of some kinds
of iron to strains is, however, affected in a
much less degree by changes of temperature
than other kinds ; but in all the loss of

strength is very considerable, as they
approach the temperature of red -heat, which
may perhaps be partly accounted for by the
density being reduced, since that is generally
proportional to the cohesive force. When
wrought iron is heated to about 1,300° or
white heat, it becomes so soft that two pieces
of it can be welded together by hammering,
and the welded joint is then as strong as the
metal itself when it becomes cold.

Steel is a variety of iron which owes most
of its valuable qualities to the action of heat.

When a piece of soft steel is heated to red-
ness and then suddenly cooled by plunging
it in cold water, it becomes very hard and
possesses great power of resistance to a
crushing force, but is at the same time too
brittle for ordinary use, as it will fracture

at the slightest blow ; but on being reheated
to redness and allowed to cool slowly it

regains its original softness and malleability.

If the metal is now reheated to a tempera-
ture much below redness and then cooled
suddenly, it becomes softened to a degree
mversely proportional to the temperature to

which it has been raised, so that by care-

fully regulating this temperature wo can
give to steel any required amount of hard-
ness or softness, tbis process being called
" tempering " the steel. By hardening steel

within certain limits of temperature we
increase its tenacity, but if heated to bright

redness the tenacity is reduced. The pro-

cess of hardening steel has also the effect of

diminishing its specific gravity or density,

since the material becomes permanently
expanded in its dimensions ; thus we find

that while the specific gravity of unhardened
steel is "•9288, that of hardened steel at

11° is 7-6578. If, however, the metal is

remelted, the specific gravity of the un-
hardened steel is 8'0923, which is reduced
by hardening to 7'76-i7. The dilatation by
increase of temperature is also greater in

tempered than in untempercd steel.

We are generally apt to regard iron and
steel as good conductors of heat, which un-
doubtedly they are as compared with non-
metallic substances, their conductivity being

about twenty times that of hard sandstone

;

but as compared with other metals, their

conductivity is low, being only one-seventh

that of copper and one-tenth that of silver.

Their power of conducting heat is also less

in proportion at high than at low tempera-
tures.

Lead is a metal which has a very low
fusing point as compared with iron,

becoming liquid at 334°, and ha-ving a less

density in the molten than in the solid con-

dition, so that a piece of solid lead will not

float in the molten metal, as happens in the

case of iron. The expansion and contraction

of lead by changes of temperature are con-

siderable, for in being heated through 50°

of temperature a sheet of lead 10ft. long
wUl exjjand one-sixth of an inch in length,

and will contract by the same amount in

cooling, the force developed in this change
of length being equal to 1,0001b. per square
inch of section ; hence arises the necessity

of allowing it to have free play when laid as

a covering of roofs, which are often exposed
to quite as great a variation of temperature
as that mentioned above.

The metal zinc has its character greatly
modified by variations of temperature, an
ingot of zinc being very brittle at ordinary
temperatures, while if heated to 200' its

brittleness is increased to such a degree that

it may easily be reduced to powder.
Between the temperatures of 100° and 150''

it is, however, capable of being rolled into

thin sheets or drawn out into fine wire. The
degree of malleability which zinc possesses

depends also on the temperature to which
it has been raised when in the molten state,

the metal being more malleable if cast at a
temperature very little above 412°, its fusing
point, than when it has been heated to a
higher degree. The effect upon zinc of

rolling it is to harden the metal, and in

order to render sheet-zino available for

building purposes, it becomes necessary to

have it aiuiealed at a low temperature ; for

if it is heated to a temperature at all near
that at which it melts, it will become brittle

again. Zinc that has been cast at a tem-
perature only just above the fusing point,

and then cooled rapidly, is found to have a
specific gra^vity of 7'i78; but if cooled
slowly it is less dense, and has a specific

gravity of 7^1 45. A different result is,

however, obtained if the metal has been
heated to redness before casting, its spe-
cific gravity when cooled rapidly being in

that case only 7^109, or, if cooled slowly, it

is 7"12. Sheet-zinc expands and contracts
by about the same amount as lead does for

rise and fall of temperature ; consequently,
the same precautions must be taken to allow
it free play when used as a covering for

roofs.

The effects produced by heat upon wood
are very different from those produced upon
metals, as might be expected from its being

an organic substance. When newly-cut or

unseasoned wood is exposed to a moderate
amount of dry heat its dimensions are found
to contract, owing to the escape of some of

the moisture which it contains in its natural

state. At the same time, its power of re-

sistance to strains is greatly increased after

being kept for a considerable period in a
dry and warm chamber. Thus, for example,

we find that specimens of red deal have their

crushing strength increased from 5,7481b.

to 6,5861b. per square inch ; of white deal

from 6,7801b. to 7,2931b. ; of Quebec oak
from 4,2301b. to 5,9821b. ; of English oak,

from 6,4841b. to 10,058lb. ; of rod pine,

from 5,3951b. to 7,5181b. ; and of walnut,

from 6,0U31b. to 7,2271b. The process of

boiling or steaming timber for the purpose
of bending it does not appear to aifect its

strength in any material degree, provided it

is only continued for a few hours ; but if

kept up for a long period the wood loses

much of its resisting power. On the other

hand, if timber is exposed for a long time
to a high degree of dry heat, its strength is

greatly diminished, and it becomes very

brittle—a certain amount of moisture being
essential to its strength.

When clay is burnt into bricks the effects

produced by different degrees of heat are

very conspicuous, the bricks which are

nearest the fire being generally over-burnt

and olinkered so as to render them unfit for

buQding purposes, whilst those most remote
from the fireare often insufficiently burnt,

and are called place-bricks, fram their being
too soft to be used for outside walls, as they
crumble when exposed to weather, and do
not possess sufficient strength to stand any
great crushing load.

When rays of heat fall upon clear glass

one portion of them is reflected from its

surface, another portion is absorbed by the

material, and its temperature is thereby

raised, while the greater i>art of the inci-

dent rays passes through the glass to the

other side. The proportion of the trans-

mitted rays depends somewhat on the thick-

ness of the glass, since plate-glass Jin. thick

transmits 60 per cent, of the incident rays,

whileglassl-16in.thicktransmits70percent.
of them. About 10 per cent, of the incident

rays are reflected from the surface of glass

in the same manner, and according to the
same law as those of light are reflected, and
consequently about 30 per cent, are absorbed
or dispersed by glass Jin. thick, and 20 per
cent, by glass 1-16 thick. Although the

expansion of glass when heated is very small

in quantity, yet it is sufficient sometimes to

produce fracture in large sheets if too

tightly fitted into frames formed of

unyielding material. Thus a sheet of glass

10ft. long, will expand 1-lOin. in length if

raised through 100° of temperature, so that

if fixed firmly in iron frames, which also

expand when heated, it follows that frac-

ture must necessarily ensue, especially where
the glass is very thick, and will not readily

bend. The low "conducting power of glass

also often causes the fracture of thick plates,

for if they are heated to a considerable

degree, and are then suddenly cooled on one
side, the unequal shrinkage will produce a
crack in the glass. The brittleness of glass

can be much reduced by carefully annealing-
it, which is done by cooling it very slowly
from a high temperature

;
plunging in boil-

ing water or oil, and allowing it to cool

gradually, adds much to the toughness of

glass.

The absorbent power which materials
possess for rays of heat differs •widely in
various substances, and depends a good deal
on the nature of the surface exposed. If a
surface is coated with lampblack, or •with
white-lead, the whole of the heat rays are
absorbed, which causes the temperature of
the body to rise rapidly, and the heat is then
given off again by radiation, so that it is

not advisable to use these materials on por-
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tions of a building much exposed to the

sun's rays. Metallic surfaces, such as ihose

of iron, zinc, or lead, absorb only 13 per

'Cent, of the incident rays of heat, and con-

sequently do not become very rapidly heated

by exposure to the sun or any hot body.

Bright zinc reflects 80 per cent, of the

incident rays, iron 75 per cent., and lead 56

per cen'
.

; the difference batween these

quantities of heat reflecte i and the amount
al)sorbed being dispersed or reflected in an
irregular manner. Dark-coloured slates

absorb much of the heat which fall upon
them, which renders a room immediately

under a slated roof very hot in summer; it

i* found that a coating of whitewash laid on
the outside of the slates reduces very much
their absorbent power, although a coating of

•white-lead paint would have, as we have
noticed above, the opposite effect of in-

oreasing the absorption of heat.

In the construction of furnace chimuoys
it is of great importance to use such

cnaterials as are bad conductors of heat, so

that the draught of the flue shall not bo

reduced by the lowering of the temperature

through the escape of heat to the outside. A
chimney built of stone will lose only one-

twentieth of the heat that an iron flue

would lose, since stone is a bad conductor as

compared with metal, and one built of brick,

which has still less conductivity than stone,

wUl lose less heit in proportion. A great

loss of heat, however, is occasioned when
newly-built chimneys of stone or brick are

Ksed before being thoroughly dried, from the

quantity of moisture they contain, the

evaporation of which absorbs a large quan-

tity of heat, which becomes latent in con-

verting it into vapour. If a material is used

which is pervious to rain, there will alwavs

be a difliculty in keeping up the draught of

the flue, owing to the same cause, which
renders a double casing desirable in such

structures.

£OYAL ACADEinr LECTURES ON
ARCHITECTURE.*

THIBTEEKTH -CENTOBY ARCHrTECTUBE—ENOLiVND

.

My concluding lecture is to ba devoted to

our ovrn national architecture in one of

its very best periods. No educated Englishman
can be otherwise than proud when he thinks of

the work his countrymen did all over England
at this time. It was in almost all respects a

truly national work, since its devclopmenta

were distinct from and unlike those of all othsr

countries—and, I think, little, if at all, inferior

to the very best of them. Just as in dealing

with Italy and France, we shall find it necessary

to review shortly the state of arobitecture

dn Kugland before the thirteenth century,

Jtnd the changes consequent on the iuveu-

<ioa of the pointed arch. You know, pro-

bably, that we have ia this country a number
of buildings (.Aiirohes) in various parts of

England which have such disliuct and marked
oharactt-ristics that they perfectly admit of exact

olassiiicatioD, and are in almost every particular

unlike any of those which we know to have been

built since the Norman Conquest. Their plans,

With the one exception of the church at Brix-

worth, have square ends, not ap-idal. Brixworth

ia probably a Roman work, and has all the evi-

dencoi in plan and elevation that might be looked

for in such a case, and is not realiy, therefore,

an exception to the rule. These churches gene-

rally have masonry with long and short quoins

.alternately at the angle". Their walls have

<iarr»w pilaster-strips at intervals. Their door-

ways are generally enclosed with a narrow pro-

jecting line of stone, which rises from the ground

and encloses the whole archway. Their towers

are generally lofty, and have belfry windows
divided by rude baluster-shafts ; but where, as

at Earl's Barton and Barton-on-Humbcr, the

towers are enriched, it is with a system of

•reading or paneUiog all over the walls, which

U like that which I liave described to you as

• By ProfeMor O, E. 8ti!Ert,R.A , I'.S.A. Sixth and
concluding lecture of the coone, delivered on Tliumdajr,

Xiircba.

existing at Ancnna and elsewhere in Southern
Italy—a system of unmeaning decorative stone-
work clapped on against the face of the walls,

with no reference of any sort to their construc-
tion. I show you side by side a drawing of the
arcading on Barton-on-Humber church, and on
the front of Sta. Maria, Auooua ; and you will

see at once that the siniilaiity in the system of

decoration is so exact as to deserve special

notice. In the same way, I have made two
parallel elevations of a window frum St. Mary
Bishophill Junior, at York, and from the Cathe-
dral of Ravello, near Amalfi. You will see here,

again, that the elements of the design are all but
identical. At the same time, it is to be observed
that in the whole of these buildings there is

hardly a trace of distinctly Roman influence on
the design. The transept arches of Britford
Church, near Salisbury, may perhaps ba ex-
cepted, though even hera, in combination with a

singularly good and very perfect decorative

panelled arch in stone and tile, the arches have
the narrow outside stone border which I have
learnt to regard as one of the most distinct

marks of Saracenic architecture in the South of

Europe, as it is one of the pre-Norman architec-

tureof England. One thing at least isclear—viz.,

that Englih art at this time owed nothing, or

next to nothing, to the R'jmans. At the same
time, Ireland was rich in saints and in churches,

and had the most intimate connection with the
British Church before the coming of St. Augus-
tine from Rome. And in Ireland, as iu England,
the churches were small, generally divided into

two nearly equal parts, and always finished with
square rather than apsidal terminations. In
Scotland, under the same influence, we see the

same effects, with the solitary exopption of the

circular church at Orphir, in Orkuey, where the

special circumstances of the c ise account for the

variation.

Before the Norman Conquest England was,
therefore, provided with churches which had, so

far as we can see now, few marks of any sort

of coimectioa in style with tho^e of France or

Germany. At the time of the invasion, you
know, from what I have already told you, that

in almost all parts of France the apsidal eist

end was all but universally adopted ; and what
happens after the Conquest is equally signifi-

cant and interesting, q'he Normans came over

and evidently, as all conquering people do,

brought their art and their architects with

them. Then our English monasteries had a

most, intimate connection with French monas-
teries and uotniug is more common than to find a

monk sent from Cluny or some other great

French convent to become head of an English

house, such as Fountains Abbey, or others of

almost equal importan'^e. Each of these men,

too, brougt^t the latest fashions, and as far as the

English prejudices would allow, imported them
in some degree into his new work. In no re-

spect is this more evident than iu the substitu-

tion by the Norman builders of apsidal east ends

for the original Euglish square one:?. The ex-

amples in which either these apses remain in

part or in whole, or iu whiijh the foundations

have been discovered, are the following among
our cathedral churches : Canterbury, an apse

with a circular chapel at the east end, built or

rather begun on very much the same lines as

Sens Cathedral by a French architect, William

of Sens ;
Winc/iesler, an apse with an siisle and

chapels round it ; the cathedral at York, built

after the Conquest by its first Norman prelate,

Thomas, had no doubt three or even five Eastern

apses, a fragment of the wall of one of these

uuder the transept being still in situ ; Lincoln

not only had three apses built by its fust Nor-

man bishop, Rcmigius, but, as far as can be

made out from the small remains be'.ow the

stalls and pavement, a second apse erected by

St. Hugh, of Avalon, between 118G aid 1200,

as well as the still remaining apsidal chapels to

the eastern transepts ; Petcrboroui/h had an apse

and probably aisles finished in the same way ;

Gloucester, an apse with an aisle round it, three

apsidal chapels, and one to each transept, the

whole following exactly on the lines of Notre

Dame du Port, Clermont-Feriand, and the

numerous similar French ohevets ; IForcesler, an

apse with an aisle round it, and doubtless

chapels ; Norwich, an apse with surrounding

aisle and chapels, and two to the trmsepts, on

the same lines as Canterbury ;
Dnrlia n, uhipter-

house ap.%idal, and choir in all pr j'i.l)iliiy so

also ; Cheater, a short apsidal choir. "With the

those cathedrals has had its eastern end greatly
greatly modified or wholly altered in the thir-

teenth and following centuries ; and everywhere
with the rarest exceptions, the later architects
returned to what was the old and well-loved
shape of the eastern limb of the cross before
the Norman invasion. The apsidal termination
to a chur. h in England is, in fact, a distinct

mark of foreign influence, and the universal ob-
jection to the form—for it ia nothing short of
this—on the part of the English at subsequent
periods is, I beUeve, entirely duo to the reviving
national liking for what was consecrated in-

men's minds as their own national form. This .

'

was a perfectly natural thing if you consider for

an instant the state of affairs. After "the Con-
quest it is hardly too much to say that every
bishopric and every abbey had forthwith im-
posed on it a French or Norman biihop or abbot.

These, together with, the foreign laymen en-
trusted with local commands, were the ofiioers

who wore to keep the country in due order, and
to take care that the Norman . supremacy was
not distt^rbed. • Many of the bishops and abbots
could not speak English. ' Fo'crywhere they
found the churches I have refcfred to' existing.

Usually these were insignificant, or, "at any
rate, not magnifloent buildings. Th>y had
wooden roofs and ceilings. Sometimes they
were thatched, sometimes built wholly of

timber, and sometimes of wicker-work—as in

the famous case of the chapel which stood on or

clo.se to the site now occupied by St. Joseph's
Chapel at Glastonbury—whLch was a structure ,
of twisted rods or hurdles, covered in the

seventh century by Paulinus, archbishop of ,

York, with boards on which he laid " lead

from the top to the bottom."
The foreign bishops naturally introduced

foreign architecture and foreign architects.

Their churches had nothing whatever to do
with those which had existed before, for these

were a loc J development from, though with
but Uttle evidence of likeness to, the Roman
buildings which had been scattered throughout
the country during the Roman occupation, or

else rude native copies of the basilicas which
the British bishops had learnt to admire and
venerate in their visits to Rome. The new
churches were, in fact, almost complete repeti-

tions of the churches which had come to be

built in Normandy as the result of the long

train of development in French architecture

which had culminated in the art of the eleventh

century.

In course of time the English began a?ain to

assert themselves. English bishops, English

abbots, were appointed in place of foreigners,

and with them English art made its fir.st real

mark in our country. Jooelin, bishop of Wells,

and founder of the cathedral, and Hugh, the

second bishop of the name, of Lincoln, were
Englishmen and brothers, and commonly called

Jocelin of Wells and Hugh of Wells after their

birthplace. And it was at the end of the

twelfth century, when Englishmen were again

asserting themselves, in their o wn country, that

the invention of the pointed arch enabled them
to throw off the architectural yoke of the Nor-
mans, and develop a style for themselves, one

of the features of which was, in regard to the

ground plan, a return to our own national form

of square-ended church.

Whether I am right or not in my theory, the

fact remains that with one grand exception, the

whole of the great English churches of the thir-

teenth century were square-ended. This excep-

tion is, of course, Westminster Abbey. Here

the evidence of the building itself seems to be

complete that the king had resolved to build a

church after the model of the great French

churches, but employed an English architect to

plan it, and he made Eis plan on lines which are

distinct and diflferent from those of any French

church. Nothing is a more interesting subject

for study than the adaptation of a foreign plan

and design by an able Englishman devoted to

his national art, but it is somewhat outside my
subject to-night. All of us are proud of our

beautiful minster ; we all feel it is no dry repe-

tition or copy of another building ;
but, at the

same time, it is impossible to regard it as biiig

a fair example of a purely English church.

Some years ago, I believe that I proved to de-

monstration that the architect of Westminster

built also, and at the same time, the beautiful

church at Stone, in Kent. The arcades round

the eastern pnrtion of both churches, the detail
also : huenter, a siiurL ausiuin tnun. it h.u i.".- ..... .,«..,..-.* ^ —

, , { l e

exception of Cnterbury, almost every one of
[
of much of the ornament, and the character ot
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the wiutlow tracery and of the clustered columns
in the two churches, are to a largo extent iden-
tical, and where they are not absolutely so, Ihcy
are so nearly alike as to make it evident that
they were designed by the same hand. The
proportifjns of both churelies aio similarly

designed on the equilateral triangle, and the
materials used arc the same. The interest of

this smaller work is great, therefore, as showing
that directly thii architect of Westminster was
free to do as he liked, he built as au Englishman
of the strictest kind, ' with no evidence iu any
.part of his work of "foreign leauings, and
notably with a square east end in place of his
Westminster apse. '

The gradual growth "of an English church is

nawhcre to be studied better than at C«inter-
bury, where we are so fortunate as to have the
account of the building of the ,cathedral by two
monks, Edmer and G^rvase, one of whom
described the history of the ehurch in il30, and
the other its burning and rebuilding at the end
of the century, aoid this last taw the work
absolutely in progress very miuih as we now
have it. What happened at Canterbury gives
us in a tjlear way an iusig"ht into what hap-
pened.^much in the same way, in other dioceses.

Tlie Saxon church was probably oiie built, as
fa,r as outline is concerned, to a considerable
extent on the lines of the Basilica of St. Peter's.

St. Augustine and his successors were so dii-

tiuctly identified with Rome thii'; it would have
been certain in any case that this would be so,

had not Edmer's account led to the safne con-
clusion. Archbishop Lanfranc took tliis church
down and rebuilt it on a larger scale, finishingr

his work in 1130. His plan included a nave and
aisles, transepts with eastern ap.>.idal chapels,
and a short choir, probably finished with three
eastern apses. This church was enlarged by
another archbishop in order to satisfy the desire
for a large choir, which involved in so many
cases the destruction of our own cathedral choirs

;

and in 1174 the enlarged church had arrived
almost at the dimensions which it still has. It

had a long choir, an eastern transept, in addi-
tion to the ordinary central transept, a great
apse with an aisle round it, and apsidal chapels
on either side of the main apse, and probably to

the east of it also. The columns and arches
were low, the aisles were vaulted, but the cen -

tral portion was roofed with a wooden roof
ceiled on the under side. This was again burnt
in 117-t, and the archbishop forthwith called in
a French architect, William of Sens, who
retained but increased the height of the columns
and arches, and covered the whole choir with a
stone vault above a triforium and clerestory.

His successor, William the Englishman, finished
the church by the erection of a second apsidal
choir, with an aisle round it which was built to
receive the shrine of St. Thomas a Becket, and
east of this a circular chapel, or corona, as it is

caUed. The whole fcheme is now one of the
most beautiful in Europe. The gradual nar-
rowing of the choir before the junction of the
eastern apse with the apse of Ernulf or Anselm
is the result of an ingenious utilisation of the
older church foundations still existing in the
crypt. The same economictl considerations
affected the builders of mtny of the enlarged
choirs of our cathedrals, as, c.y., Winchester and
Gloucester, where the e-xistence of a semicircular
crypt compelled the later architect, who could
not afford to destroy the whole of the founda-
tions, to adopt some ingenious system of plan to
enable himself to combine the two. At the
Abbey of St. Denis, near Paris, precisely the
same necessity compelled the architect to make
the first bay of his choir incline considerably
on plan. It is one of the charms of Gothic
buildings that wherever such a necessity existed
it was honestly met, as 'a inatter of course, by
some arrangement which, whilst it explained
the fact on its face to every one, at the same
time add6d to the picturesqueness and beauty of
the design.

So great a work as this at Canterbury was, so
magnificent in its results, would, it might have
been supposed, have been followed, if not
throughout the whole country, at least in the
county and diocese. Strange to say, it had no
followers, and seems to have produced no effect.

In most dioceses we find the most general and
complete architectural influence exercised by the
Mother Church. The men who built this either
directed or inspired all the work in the district;

so that variations in design which were at first

merely personal,—the fancies of some one able

man,—came in courseof time to be local peculiari-

ties in which the original personal influence is

no longer seen. It is dilUcult to account for

this contrary state of affairs in the case of

Canterbury. But probably the insular pride or

prejudice,—call it which you will,—of the Eng-
li>h resented the introduction of a style of build-

ing which had no connection with and never
reminded them of the ancient traditional form
of the English Church. It is clear that the

impetus given after the Norman invasion to the

adoption of plans copied from or founded on the

Norman churches soon ceased to produce effect.

The great churches were most of them rebuilt

in the new fashion, but not the less was there a
deep dislike to the change, and a steady prefcr-

en,co for the plan which was gradually felt to be

more distinctly connected with the old times

befoi'j the invasion and conquest. I am dis-

posed also to lay some stress in this matter on
the desire of Northern nations to secure the exact

orientation not only of their churches, but of

their altars also. The French did not feel this,

and their altars arranged round a ohevet face all

ways. In Germany SHd in England, at any
sacrifice almost, altars were made to face west.

A singular instance of this I discovered in the

crypt of Christ Church Cathedral, Dublin,

where, iu spite of the adoption of an apsidal ter-

mination to the choir, the three chapels to the

oast of it are all square-ended, so that all the

altars might face the same way ; and iu Ger-
mmy, where an apse is built with a number of

altars, you will find that they are placed, with-
out any reference to the slope of the walls

of the apse, facing due west. A strong
tradition of the sort may easily have been
offended by the apsidal form. The subject

ought to be gone into more thoroughly than
I have ever seen it treated. It is one of ex-
treme interest, and au almost unique example of

a national submission to a new type of plan,

suddenly changed into a determined return to

the older and,— with the Conquerors,—evidently

unpopular plan. Certainly, within 150 years of

its introduction the use of the apse was aban-
doned, and almost every church in the thirteenth

century in England was built with a square east

end. The fact is so important, as bearing on
the subsequent progress of English art, that it

deserves our careful attention. You will recol-

lect that almost all the problems which the
French architects set themselves to solve were
connected with the more perfect planning and
designing of the ohevets of their churches. They
have left other magnificent examples of their

skill ; but it is to this part of their work that
I always find myself most attracted, and in wliich
I am siu?e that they were themselves most con-
cerned. In England, on the contrary, the pre-
judice against the apsi4al end left the archi-

tects more free to devote themselves to aU
parts alike, and in the cage of small churches,
if the English system was less academic and
exact than any can be which treats the sup-
port of stone vaults as the one great thing
to be contrived, at the same time it secured
an endless and picturesque variety of plan
and design, in this respect excelling, in my
judgment, all other countries. Observe, also, that
the ingenuity of the French architects was
devoted even more and more to the increase of

the height and the decrease of the apparent
means for supporting their lofty churches, so

that by degrees it was of the interior of their

churches that they came to think most, leaving
the exteriors to some extent to take care of them-
selves. The English architects, on the other
hand, being far less occupied with these par-
ticular scientific problems of construction, de-
voted themselves with all the greater zeal to the
developing of the detail of their buildings, and
being very practical artists never lost sight of the
importance of making the exterior as beautiful
as the interior. The vast height of such chui-ches

as Amiens, Beauvais, Bourges, or Le Mans,
makes it impossible that the exterior should be
a complete whole, from whatever point it is

viewed.
Canterbury, Lincoln, Wells, Salisbury, Lich-

field and York, not to name others, are all

churches in which the height is insignificant

when compared with the French examples just

mentioned. But they are all complete and
beautiful works on the outside as much as

inside. Nowhere else in Europe is so good and
strict a proportion observed. The moderate
height of the roof made it possible to erect

towers, or groups of towers, which, without

trying to attain impossible dimensions, are
nevertheless magnificent works. The towers of
the west front of Amiens only look like towers
when seen from the west front. When seen
from the side in connection with the church they
shrink into mere turrets. Then, English archi-

tects had great common sense. They realised

that the effect of size is not given by height
alone. They knew that the effect of length in

an interior was just as impressive ; and by
making the height of their buildings moderate,
they immensely increased their apparent length.

I remember spending a day at Amiens once,
wrapt in admiration of its magnificent interior,

and only wishing occasionally that the limits of

the church allowed me to take in the upper
part of the work, the clerestory and vaults, with-
out hfting my head to an inconvenient angle.

The next day I was at that loveliest of English
14th-century churches, Exeter. I went some-
what in dread of what I should feel. But
the modest dimensions of the interior—not
much more than a third of those of Amiens
in height— I found had been fo used by
the Englishman as to produce effects of in-
finite length, of size, of mystery, of beauty,.

to as great a degree as the work of the French-
man had produced them. It is the modest
completeness everywhere, the variety and
beauty of the detail, and the judicious adapta-
tion of the means at disposal to the end re-

quired, that strike me as the great achievement
of the English school of architects of the
13th century. I hope I have travelled too
much, seen too much, and admired too much
the great works of other countries to be a pre-

judiced or imfair judge of the comparative
merits of their respective works. But to me it

seems matter for real congratulation that the
students of our art have around them iu this

country on all sides buildings which are in

almost all respects as well worthy of study as
those of any other ootintry, whilst in some of the
highest qualities they are, if not unequalled, at

any rate unsurpassed.
The preference for the square plan of the east

end of our churches was one only of the marked
differences between English and French archi-

tects. The next in importance was the indiffer-

ence of the former, save in very important works,,

to the use of stone vaulted roofs. Tnis indifference

led, no doubt, to far greater facility in the way.
of changing the form of the ground -plan—and
led to a freer and more picturesque if to a less

stately and formal mode of design than the

French system did.

But even more important than this difference

is that which we find in the treatment of the-

capital by the two schools. In France, in all

early architecture, the upper member or abacQ»
of the capital is square on plan. This is the
Classical outline. It was modified at the end
of the 12th century by first taking off the
angles. Then they were made octagonal, and at

the end of the century a variety of angular lines

were adopted ; and, save in such churches as
Bayeux, Coutances, Norrey, and the Castle of

Mont St. Michel, the circular capital is rarely

seen. These exceptions prove the rule, for the

architecture of Normandy in the 13th century ran
a parallel course with that of England, and
shows very nearly the same sort of developments.
Broadly speaking, therefore, it is the fact, then,

that the abacus of the capital is in French archi-

tecture square, in English circvilar. The results

on the character of the architectural details from
this small difference were very remarkable.
French architects satisfied themselves with few
simple and very uniform mouldings. The most
common of all is the edge-roll, with a hollow on
each side of it—a moulding which at no time has
very much beauty, and soon satisfies the artist as

to its capabilities. The s<iuare outline of the
capital seems to neoessita'e an equally well de-
fined and sharp outline for the section of the arch.

Broad strongly-marked lines prevail, and com-
paratively little care is shown to vary the mould-
ings which are used. The effect of the employ-
ment of the circular capital was curiously

different, and equally well marked. The
general lines of the stonework of an arch which
is fitted either to one, or to a succession of round
capitals, are much softer and less positively de-

fined than the former. The shadows are less

strongly marked. With a succession of capitals

which have a square abacus you have of necessity

a succession of orders in the arch which have
soffits at right angles to the face of the wall,

and your mouldings are bound to keep to this
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outline. With a succession of circular caps
all the angles have to bo chamfered off, and
the general line of the arch is at an angle of
45' to the face of the wall. At first eight this

involres much less light and shade, and much
less decided effect, and it becomes more than
ever necessary to mould the stones in such a
way as to produce the decided effects of light

and shade which are required to moke the effect

of the arch perfect. Thus the circular capital

leads naturollT' and insensibly, almost, to the

development of the art of moulding, or (where
mouldings hare to be eschewed) to the soft and
delicate chamfer in place of the strong and
vigorous effects of the square abacus and square
soffit in the arch. The circular abacus is seen
but rarely in Norman work in England. Among
the earliest examples that I remember are the

cathedral at Gloucester, Tewkesbury Abbey
Church, and the fine crypt under the choir of

St. Mary's, Waifwiok ; and at Canterbury one of

William the Englishman's first variations from
the work of William of Sons was the intro-

duction of circular moulded capitals ioto his

work. After his time it is extremely rare to

see anything save the circular or the octagonal
cap used.

{To ie eoncludtd.)

KOYAL INSTITUTE OF BEITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE eleventh ordinary meeting of the Insti-

tute was held on Monday evening, the

President, Mr. John Whichcord, F.S.A., in the

chair.

THE LATE KB. W. BUBOES, A.B.A.

The Seceetakt announced the deaths of M.
Gabriel Jean Antoine Davioud, hon. member of

the Institut de France, of Paris, hon. and corr.

member; of theRev. Richard Burgess, B.D., hon.
associate ; and of Mr. William Burges, A.R.A.,
fellow. The Peesident having notified that the

memorial-brass to the late Sir Gilbert Scott was
now on view at the Royal Architectural

Husenm, Mr. Stbeet, R.A., rose and said

that he thought that a little more attention

should have been called to the loss the profes-

sion had sustained in the death of their friend

Mr. Burges. He and Mr. Burges practically

commenced life together in the Lille Cathedral
competition, and they had been the best of

friends ever since. AU Mr. Bnrges's work was
full of interest to his professional brethren, and
his knowledge of all antiquarian and archseo-

logical matters was very great. His draw-
ings showed extreme skill and taste, and
he felt sure that all members of the Institute

deplored this sad event. Mr. A. Gates referred

to the loss archfeology had sustained in the death
of £>r. Burgess, who had in so kindly a manner
frequently instructed their members on anti-

quarian discoveries in Rome and Constantinople,

and remarked upon the coincidence that two
members of almost the same name should have
passed away from amongst them at the same
time. The Peesident said ho fully concurred in

the remarks of Messrs. Street and Gates, and
had himself refrained from alluding to those

lamented deaths, as he anticipated that the
Council would at a future time prepare a full

biography of deceased members.

ELECTEIO LIOnriNO AS APPLIED TO DUILDINOS.

Mr. Jomr Slatee, B.A., A.R.I.B. A., deli-

vered an address on this subject. He com-
menced by observing that an architect was
nowadays compelled to have a much wider
range of knowledge than would have sufficed

for bim a generation or two ago. This was par-
ticularly the case with scientific subjects, as no
one could tell how industrial arts or manufac-
tures might be affected by scientific discoveries.

Hence an architect was bound to take an interest

in such subjects as soon as they appeared likely

to have a practical bearing on his work. Electric
lighting, the knowledge of which had advanced
with rapid strides during the past few months,
was precifcly such a subject, and his object
would be to show how the architect might hope
to take advantage of the discovery in his build-
ings and use it with success. The main divisions
of the subject would be the following:— 1. The
means of producing the electricity. 2. The
various systems of electric lighting in practical
use. 3 . The effects and advantages of t he light.

4. The coit of producing it. After giving a

short history of the invention, and describing
the first discovery by Humpliroy Davy of the
light between carbon points, Mr. Sla'cr
showed that so long as batteries offered

the only means of producing the elec-

tricity, the cost of the electric light was
practically prohibitive, and for many years it

remained nothing but a striking and beautiful
experiment. Faraday's discovery of induced
magnetism in 1830 was a great stop in advance,
and this led to the invention of the electromotor
machines of NoUet and Holmes, which were
speedily utilised for the production of the electric

light for coast illumination ; these machines were
called magneto-electric, and in their construction
permanent steel magnets were used. The more
recent machines were of the typo called dynamo-
electric, in which permanent magnets were re-

placed by small electro-magnets, and the inven-
tion of these machines was the result of the dis-

covery made in 18C7 by Dr. Werner Siemens,
Sir C. Wheatstone, and Mr. Varley simultane-
ously, that feeble currents could be induced in a
coil of wire by the residual magnetism in any
piece of soft iron that had once been mag-
netised, and that such currents could be
made to react on the iron and thus
again on the coil until they gradually aug-
mented the strength of the magnetic field, and
with it the intensity of the current in the coil

until it reached a very high pitch. After allud-
ing to the various dynamo-machines which had
been invented, and stating that the two most
extensively used in this country were the
Siemens and the Gramme, Mr. Slater gave a
general account of the latter, which was illus-

trated by diagrams. The Brush machine was
then referred to as being capable of sustaining
as many as sixteen lights in one circuit, while
the Biirgin, now being experimented with in

S witzerlaud, though the last invented, appeared
likely to become a formidable rival to the
Gramme. Before leaving this branch of the
subject it was necessary to discuss the question
of the best and cheapest means of obtaining the
motive power for driving the electrical machines,
and a comparison was instituted between water-
power, steam, and gas. It had been ex-
pected, ho remarked, that steam motive-power
as employed in factories would prove a con-
venient and economical mods of driving the
dynamo-machines, but experience showed that
not only was it rarely sufficiently steady for the
purpose, but that the steam-engine was not
continuously at wDrk throughout the time that
artificial light was needed, and hence it was
necessary to erect a special engine. For such
low powers, and for the great regularity of

movement required, gas-engines presented mani-
fest advantages, and the display of various
lamps which he should make that evening were
to bie worked by a six horse-power " Otto Silent

Gas-engine," kindly lent by Messrs. Crossley
Brothers, of Manchester. Of course where water
could be utilised it was infinitely the most eco-

nomical motor, and at Sir William Armstrong's
mansion at Cragtide, Northumberland, a small
waterfall was thus employed without cost to

work machines which lit up the principal rooms.
AVith reference to the second part of his subject,

the author remarked that the various systems of
electric lighting could be broadly divided into

two groups—the arc-light systems and the in-

candescent systems, while those also in turn
could each be divided into two branche.'i, viz.,

the systems of arc lighting using alternating

currents and those using continuous currents
;

and the quasi-incandescent and incandescent
proper. The Jabloohkoff lamp was selected for

description as using alternating currents ; and
the Crompton regulator lamp as using con-
tinuous currents, which description would apply,
with slight variations, to the other regulator
lamps, such as the Serrin, Brush, Siemens, &o.
The necessity of burning good carbons was
alluded to, and it was mentioned that in the

earlier experiments with the Jablochkoff lamp
on the Thames Embankment, kaolin was em-
ployed to separate the carbons ; but lately plaster

of Paris had been substituted, with good results,

and the cost was greatly reduced. The aim of

late had been first to get "candles" which
should be comparatively cheap and should burn
regularly, and then to devise some automatic
apparatus for bringing the positive and negative

carbons, as they consumed, perpetually to the

same relative distance from each other. The
well-known " switching " process, by which
a transfer of the current is made to

fresh carbons in the comparatively rapid-burning
Jablochkoff system was fully described. In the
alternating, as opposed to the continuous cur-

rents, there were several manifest advantages,
such as the ease of devising regulating macliinery

to keep the carbon points apart, the light was of

powerful character, the currents burned away
the carbon points equally, but the former had also

great drawbacks ; amongst these might be
mentioned the incessant hissing noise resembling
the buzzing of flies, caused by an extinguishing

and relighting of the arc too rapid to be detected

by the keenest eye, but very apparent to the ear,

and there was a predominance of violet rays.

These mattered little in outdoor illuminations, the

chief disadvantagewas thatthelight was obtained
at a needlessly great and therefore extravagant
expenditure of force. There was something
which approximated to an inertia to be over-

come in producing the alternating light, and
thisincUned the balance of economy considerably

towards the adoption of a " continuous '

' mode
of production. Further than that, the alter-

nating systems were extremely dangerous

;

several fatal accidents had occurred from in-

cautious handling of wires under this system,

whereas no harm had as yet occiurcd from a con-
tinuous apparatus. Of the latter class of appa-
ratus the author showed an example in a
Crompton lamp, which was hung in a domical
cove in the centre of the room above a gaselier,

and effectively lighted the whole apsu-tment.

On this light being replaced by the gas-

jets in the centre and sides of the room, the

yellow and relatively dim light evoked loud
calls to " turn the gas fully on," untU the

audience perceived their mistake. The lecturer

said the Crompton light, then exhibited, was,
in his opinion, the steadiest yet seen, although,

as that apparatus had only been temporarily

fixed for the evening, it was hardly a fair illus-

tration. The carbon points originally made
from gas-coke were, in this instance, a marked
improvement, and were supplied from Paris, by
M. Curre. The upper carbon in the Crompton
lamp was burned away much more rapidly than
the lower one, and in form of a crater, and this

concavity greatly affected the direction and
character of the light, which was directed

towards the floor, as from a glowing sun. In-
deed, experiments showed that in this

light 75 per cent, of the total arc

was given off within an angle of 60",

and from the upper carbon. In a very largo

room or hall, nothing could be more effective

than this continuous light, but, for small apart-

ments, some incandescent system must be
adopted. Of the quasi-incandescent lamps, the

Werdermann was described ; but it was stated

that till quite recently the applications of this

system had been so few that it could hardly be
said to have passed the experimental stage.

Within the last few weeks, however, a lamp in-

vented by Mr. H. F. Joel, of Queen Victoria-

street, E.G., had been brought into public notice,

which was a vast improvement on anything that
had been previously done in this system of

lighting. The peculiar feature of this lamp was
that the upper electrode was a large copper disc,

against which the lower (the negative carbon)

impinged. The copper disc would last for a
long time before it oxidised, and only the carbon
was consumed. This lamp was superior in bril-

liancy to any of the incandescent lamps, and
almost equally steady, while its mechanism was
such that anyone could handle it without diifi-

culty or risk. A number of the lamps could be
burnt in one circuit. It had, however, the

drawback of being rather wasteful of current.

A series of specimens were here lighted, and,

with a slight interval, were maintained through-
out the remainder of the evening, their steady

and comparatively subdued glow, although
placed in clear glass lamps, being generally re-

marked upon. The author remarked that the

special feature of this lamp was, that it was not

too intense to be introduced into the parlour. The
prin cipalincandescentsystems were then briefly re-
ferred to as beingmuch simpler than the arc sj-slem,

and the lecturer specially noticed those of Edison,

Sawyer-Mann, Lane-Fox, and Swan. Having
paid a warm tribute to the inventive genius

displayed in many forms by the mechanician of

Meulo-Park, to whom we owed much of the de-

velopment of the telephone and phonograph, Mr.
Slater observed that it was much to be regretted

that Edison's admirers were unable to restrain

within due limits the enthusiasm with which his

achievements had inspired them, as there was
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certainly no real reason [for the extraordinary
depreciation of gas shares, which ensued upon
the receipt of various telegrams from America
reporting the success which had attended Mr.
Edison's experiments. The lamp selected for

detailed description was the one invented by Mr.
Swan, of Newcastle, and its simplicity, steadi-

ness, and cheapness were pointed out, the author
observing that he was confident thatif electricity

was to be applied to our private houses for

lighting purposes it would be in some such foi-m

as this, as no one could desire a more beautiful
light. Unfortunately, the current proved too

strong for the series of eight lamps shown, and
after one or two of the carbons had snapped, the
lecturer was obliged to revert to the Joel lamp.
Mr. Swan took up the subject anew three years
ago, and had recently perfected his very simple
system. It consisted of a small glass globe con-
taining in a perfectvacuumtwowires connectedby
a minute filament of carbonised paper, a mere
thread, yet so hard, tough, and elastic that there
was no reason, given a regulated and not too
powerful current, why it should not last for

twelve months. The globe itself, exhausted to

a vacuum, and fitted with the filament, would
not cost when made commercially more than a
shilling, and would aiford a steady, powerful
light in a private room. Proceeding now to his
third point—viz. , the applications of the electric

light, Mr. Slater observed that these were so

numerous and of so varied a nature that it

would be impossible to discuss them all, and he
should, therefore, omit all reference to its use in

public streets, lighthouses, vessels of war,
mines, or for military purposes and marine
signalling, and should confine his remarks to its

advantages in buildings and for building opera-
tions. In the latter case the architect had here
ready to his hand the means of carrying out
important building operations in little more
than half the time usually required, and the
superiority of the use of electricity over that of

large flaring gas-lights was conspicuous

;

although engineers were more likely to avail
themselves of the light for such purposes than
architects, yet it supplied a great want for
both. Where night work was imperative, the
electric light afforded an efficient, convenient,
and safe method of illumination. At the Barden
reservoir it had already been employed under
Mr. Crompton with excellent results. But
architects were chiefly concerned with the in-
teriors of buildings. The conditions necessary
to be observed for the effectual artificial illumi-
nation of an interior were not so simple as might
be imagined, and varied in particular cases. A
concentrated light was required in some eases,

in others a diffused one, the latter being of
much the more frequent occurrence, and, for the
former purpose a Crompton lamp was suitable,
for the latter a Swan or Joel lamp. As a gene-
ral rule it might be laid down that the nearer
we were able to approach to the effect of natural
daylight in our artificial illumination the better
it would be. The electric light had been shown
by the spectrum analysis to be precisely similar
in composition to sunlight. The question of
suitable reflectors was tlien touched upon, and
Mr. Slater observed that if one of the arc regu-
lator lamps were hung a few feet away from
the ceiling of a room, and the light, although
itself hidden, were reflected upwards on the
white surface of the ceiling, the result would bo
a diffused light over the whole room, much more
agreeable than that given by the lamp itself.

Some such system as this had been adopted at
the Station of the Chemin de Per du Nord in
Paris, and with the Jabloohkoff lamp at the
Picton Reading Room in Liverpool

; but such
an application had not yet apparently become
general, and in the latter case it was reported
by Mr. Picton not to be a perfect success. The
advantages of the electric light over gas or oil

were then enumerated :— Ist, as to illuminating
power. Photometry was not at present an exact
science, and the readings of comparative
briUianoy depended so largely on the observer's
skill, accuracy, and Judgment, that the state-
ments varied greatly, but the extreme brilliancy
of the light was admitted by all. The result of
experiments made at the South Foreland Light-
house showed that the electric light there dis-
played was equal to 8-31 times the light of the
large six- wick Trinity oil-lamp, which itself was
etiual to 722 candles, so that this would give
C,UOO candles as the value of the light. The vari-
ous arc lights in general use varied from 2,000
to 8,000 candles; the Jabloehkoff lamp varied

from 300 to 450 candles; Mr. Swan's little

lamps equalled 30 to 40. Candle measurement
was, however, extremely unsatisfactory. Anew
method, suggested by Mr. W. H. Proece, of

measuring the intensity of the light by the area
illuminated to a certain standard was alluded to,

and details were given of the result of such a test

when applied to various lights. 2nd, as to

quality. Everyone was aware that in gas-light

the yellow rays predominated so largely that it

was impo.ssible to distinguish blues, greens and
other delicate tints ; consequently it was impera-
tive that the decoration of rooms for use at night
should be in strong colours not suitable

for daylight. The reason for the excess
of yeUow in gas-light was shortly stated.

It appeared to be almost established that the
radiating heat properties of an incandescent
body varied inversely to the intensity of the
light thrown out. The invisible radiation in

burning gas was very great, whereas it was very
slight in the electric light, where the heat
at the carbon points was so intense that all the
colours of the spectrum were produced, the result

being a light of great purity and whiteness.
Hence its value for shops and factories where
coloured goods had to be examined and sorted

;

also for picture-galleries, while if its use he-

came general ceilings would not become black -

ened nor decorations tarnished, and the danger
of fire would be reduced to a minimum. As so

little heat was radiated into the air with the
electric light the temperature in its neighbour-
hood was but slightly raised, so that all rooms
would be much cooler than under the present
system of lighting. Calculations were given
showing that one of the large arc lights of 4,000
candle-power radiated rather less heat into a
room than one good gas-burner of 15 candle-
power, while the small Swan lamps radiated,

practically speaking, no heat. It was unneces-
sary to dilate upon the great advantage of this

in public assembly-rooms. Although, as yet,

but few experiments had been made with a
view of determining the effect of electric

lighting on the acoustic properties of a room,
it would probably be found that these would be
greatly improved. Professor Tyndall had
ascertained that waves of sound were interfered

with far more when they had to pass
through atmospheres of differing densities than
when such variations did not exist. The heated
currents of air in a gas-lit concert-room must
necessarOy cause the formation of strata of vary-
ing densities, and this was probably the cause of

the complaints which were occasionally made of

the different acoustic properties of a room when
used at night and in the daytime ; so that in
electricity the architect would probably find a
valuable and unexpected acoustic ally. The
proper ventilation of rooms was next alluded to.

Public rooms, particularly when used for large
assemblies by gas-light, were always difficult

to ventilate adequately. Besides the oxygen
consumed by the audience there was the abstrac-
tion from the air of the oxygen required to sup-
port the combustion of the gag. With electric

lighting the conditions were quite different; the
light was equally brilliant in a vacuum as in the
air, and no oxygen at all was consumed by the
glowing filament of carbon of tho incandescent
systems. There was a slight consumption
of oxygen with the large arc lights, but careful
calculations showed that a lai'ge arc light of

4,000 candles nominal-power would abstract
from the air in three hours only about 6 cubic
feet of oxygen, while gas-burners giving the
same amount of light, would, in the same time,

consume 4,680 cubic feet of oxygen, or about
780 times as much as the electric light, and the
Swan lamp glowed in vacuo. This showed how
vastly more simple became the problem of secur-
ing the efficient ventilation of a room when this

enormous consumption of oxygen was got rid

of, as the air would not require renewal so fre-

quently, and therefore fresh air could be intro-

duced much more slowly and draughts would be
diminished. Equally beneficial results would
attend the introduction of the electric light into

private houses, workshops, factories, &c., and
the sanitary condition of the workpeople and
others employed would be materially improved.
It was natural that objections should be urged
against the light. It was asserted to be flicker-

ing and too white ; but it was shown that the
flickering had been largely overcome in the later

inventions ; and as to its whiteness, no light

was intended to be itself looked at, but to

enable other things to be seen, and the white-

ness could at any time bo obviated by using
coloured glass shades. Tho risk of accident

was then alluded to, but Mr. Slater said ho
considered the risk infinitesimal, and far less than
that attaching to gas-lighting. Allution waa
made to the recent burning of tho Opera Houso
at Nice, in which case great loss of life would
have teen avoided had there been a separate

source of light besides gas, for it was tho
sudden extinguishing of all the lights at the first

explosion that caused the panic which led to

more deaths from suffocation than from burning.
A formidable indictment could be framed against

gas on the score of explosions, leaky pipes,

frozen meters, &c., from which drawbacks the
electriclight was free, so that tho slight objections

against the latter, which were in many cases

more ideal than real, seemed far outweighed by
its numerous and great advantages. The
question of the cost of the electric light was a,

very important one. Much depended on the
motive power used for generatmg the elec-

tricity. When water power was available the
cost would be extraordinarily low. Steam power
come next in order of economy, and a gas-
engine was the most expensive. Details were
given of various experiments, from which it was
deduced that with a good steam-engine a light

of 204 candles could be obtained for every pound
of coal consumed, while if the same light were
obtained by turning coal into gas, even allowing
for the return, as coke, &c., of half the amount
of coal used, nearly 81b. of coal would be re-

quired, so that electricity was eight times as-

cheap as gas. If electricity were generated by
a gas-engine the saving would be iu the pro-
portion of about 5 '3 to I. Various details were-
quoted of the actual cost of the light at the
Albert Hall (30s. Gd. per evening against 878^

6d. for gas), British Museum (2s. 6d. per hour
against 15s. 6d. per hour), Alexandra Palace (6g.

Id. per 4,000 candle-power light per hour), and
otherplaces, the figures varyingfrom 7d. to 4d. and
3d., while it was stated that it was expected the
Jabloehkoff lights on the Embankment
would soon bo reduced to little over 2d. per
hour, and the little Swan lamps would
cost, it was estimated, Jd. per hour each.
The various incandescent systems had not
been tried long enough to enable details

to be given, but the improvements made all

along the line during the past year warranted
the indulgence of a confident expectation that
the cost would still diminish. The author then
discussed the possibility of architects being able
now to avail themselves of the electric light, and.
instanced the case of large country mansions^
factories, hospitals and other such institutions,

where electric lighting could be established at
less cost than gas lighting. The difficulties in
the way of lighting a large number of private
houses were much greater, as the question of
distributing and measuring the electricity could
hardly yet be said to be settled, but the efforts

of Mr. Lane-Fox, Mr. Edison, and Mr. Swan in
this direction would probably soon be successful.

It was, however, absurd to predict the arrival of

a day when the last gas tap would be turned off

for good, as such an invention as gas could never
become useless or unnecessary, just as oil still

oontined to be used in spite of the progress of

gas illumination ; but for the production of an
almost perfect light, under certain conditions,

gas could never hope to rival its brilliant compeer.
Mr. Slater concluded hispaper thus :

'
' The electric

light is, we may predict, even yet in its infancy.

Although it is eighty years since Science gave us
this brilliantmeans of illumination, and fifty years
since she supplemented that gift with another,
enabling us to do away with the old and
cumbrous means of producing it, it is only within
the last few years that any progress has been
made in the industrial application of the dis-

covery ; but during that time the advance has
been so rapid and the improvements in every
direction so great that he would be a bold man
who should predict a limit to its future pos-
sibilities."

The Peesident remarked that it was long
since they had had so brilliant a subject or so

lucid a lecturer, and invited discussion on the
subject.

Mr. JoiiN HoPKiNSON, F.E.S., said although
it was true that tho electric light was almost
identical in its colour properties with sunlight,

there was a greater amount of radiation of the
ultra-violet or actinic rays, which produced an
unpleasant action on the eyes and skin of those
who exposed themselves much to this light, and
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CTon affected their ability to sleep. The arc
also produced certain nitrogenous combinations
when displayed in the air. As the light deve-
loped itself he believed they would experience
greater economy in its uaes. It would be
interesting to know, if in the experiments quoted
at the close of the address, the items of depre-
ciation, interest, and profit had been included in

the reUtive cost of the electric light as against
g«8.
Mr. Laxk-Fox spoke of the rapid progress

that had been made in the utilisation of the
rtectric light, and suggested that while the
4k>mestic use of the light was now possible, it

appeared probable that in a very short time it

would become practicable. It coiUd be as easily
distributed from a common centre as gas, and
with more economy, while there was much less

dinger from leakage.
Mr. Horace Joxes alluded to the experiments

made at Billingsgate Market 18 months since by
the Markets Committee of the Corporation as
having been somewhat premature, and asked
whether it might not be possible at some future
time to obtain the electric light from batteries
instead of by steam or gas-engines. He pro-
posed a vote of thanks to Mr. Slater.

Mi. Ceomtton replied that to revert from
friction to batteries would be a retrograde step.
The philosopher's stone now sought by electri-

cians was some means of storing electricity for
a period as in a gasometer, and a discovery had
just been announced by a Parisian suvaiit which
promised a solution of this problem. In the
experiments made at Glasgow and elsewhere, ho
had included in the published cost a living profit
as well as an allowance for interest on and de-
preciation of plant.

Mr. A. Waed, engineer to the British Electric
Light Co., explained that the light used at the
Picton Reading-room, Liverpool, was the Serrin,
and not the Jablochkoff system, as stated by the
lecturer.

Mr. Steeet, R.A., asked if the Joel light then
-shown was as steady and perfect as it could be
made. In his opinion it nickered too much for
him to recommend its use in any building where
reading would be carried on. He could not ex-
aggerate its brilliant effect, cleanliness, and
safety, but this unsteadinesswas a serious draw-
bsick. He was at the present time prepared to
introduce it into the New Courts of Justice, but
would not do so until he could be quite certain
that it would prove successful, and electricians

would recognise that it was not in the power of
architects to delay the lighting arrangements of
buildings while experiments were being carried

oat with the systems of illumination. He wished
*o second the vote of thanks to the lecturer for

^is admirably-delivered address.

The vote of thanks having been carried by
-acclamation, Mr. Slateb responded, and ex-
jdained that the electric light had not been
-advantageously displayed, as all the arrange-
ments and connections had been made by an
^prentice of a year's standing within an hour
of the time announced for the lecture. The
gas-engine, while an admirable means of driv-

ing the machinery, was not manufactured nor
specially adapted for the purpose, and only care-

ful experiments would show the exact rate ap-
plicable to each system of lighting, every one of

which needed a special speed. The light had
therefore fluctuated more thanought tohave been
-thecase. Heought, perhaps, to explainthathehad
not the slightest interest in any system of light-

ang, and had only taken up the subject from an
architect's point of view. The system was but
>ia its infancy, and so far as he could learn, no
«hemist or engineer had as yet specially devoted
himself to the preparation of carbon points for

the production of the light, and it was probable
that they could bo made of much more perfect
homogeneity. Batteries, he might remind Mr.
Jones, were both expensive and objectionable,

on accoant of the fumes evolved, and for seve-
ral reasons had been abandoned for friction

systems. Mr. Warren de la Rue was now
experimenting with a great battery, from which
he expected great results.

FIRE IN THE HAYMARKET, AND THE
VALUE OF IRON-ENCASEMENT.

A SERIOUS fire broke out on Saturday
night before eight o'clock, at the newly-

built stores of the Civil Service Co-operative
Society in the Haymarket, which in its destruc-

tive furj", aided by the inflammable nature of
the contents of the block injured, threatened to
make a complete wreck of these recently-built
premises, and would undoubtedly have done so,
but for the adoption of a system of iron-encased
construction, to which we shall briefly allude.
The building occupied by the Civil Service Co-
operative Society has its entrance in the Hay-
market, which has only recently been erected from
the dcsignsofMr. Verity, the architect. The main
portion of the stores, however, extends to, and
fronts Oxenden-street, and forms an extensive
frontage towards it of eight and nine floors. This
block was connected with the Haymarket front
by an irregular block of building, and it was at
a point near an area for light and air that
the fire first originated. The flames soon
were seen to burst out from the roof at the
southern end of the premises in Oxenden-street

;

but, thanks to the fire-proof construction which
had been introduced upon Messrs. Dennett's
system, the principal stories of the Oxenden-
street block were saved. The fire, which origi-
natedin the brush-room, the middle building, and
which entirely destroyed it, found its way into
an upper floor (3rd floor) of the Oxenden-street
block, and ultimately burnt off the roof at the
south end of that block, yet actually left

intact the floors immediately above and
below it, thus enabling the business of the stores
to be carried on as usual, and without
interfering with the hands employed. And this
was possible only because the tire was limited to
the story in question, and mainly because the
Dennett fireproof construction of the floors
effectually intervened and cut off the floors
above and below. That the fire was a fierce one,
and assumed the nature of a furnace between
the two floors, may be gathered from the fact
that the third floor was used as a grocery store,
and was full of oils, candles, spirits, and various
other kinds of highly inflammable substano s,

while the top part of thepremises was used for the
storage of oils, &o., and the flames were fed by
the liquid running down the sides and walls, and
by the draught occasioned by a large lift in this
part. Nothing appears to have been wanted to
make the fire a terribly destructive one, and a
most severe test of the fireproof floors and their
supporting columns. No less than thirteen
steamers and two manual engines were present.
An examination of the building, for the pur-

pose of discovering the effect of the flames upon
the Dennett system, has completely convinced
us that the method of construction adopted, of
which this is one of the most successful types,
is the only one that will arrest the flames of a
raging fire, and make it possible to confine a fire

to the story in which it originated, without im-
perilling the safety of the structure by the
action of heat on the ironwork. We may inform
our readers that the whole of the blocks which
have so marvellously escaped destruction are of
brick, with floors of the Dennett construction
from basement to roof, with the exception of

those roofs burnt off, which were of timber. The
columns carrying the floors throughout are cast-

iron stanchions of cross-section, beginning in the
basement with 18in. by 2in. thickness of metal,
and at the floor in which the fire occurred, 12in.

by Ixin. These columns at the base have been
calculated to maintain 300 tons each, and are
provided with specially-cast spreading footings
5ft. in diameter, the floor being estimated to

carry 3Jcwt. per square foot. But the principal

point in the system is the encasing of these iron

stanchions in the Dennett concrete, so that exter-
nally theyassume a circularform, and are finished

in ordinary plaster. If the iron stanchions
had been exposed to the action of the flames and
water, there is Uttle doubt what would have
been the fate of the stories above, as they would
in all probability have snapped, and the whole
superstructure falling, would have brought
speedy destruction to the premises. Ascending
to the floor in which the fire raged with fury,

evidences are not wanting of its fierceness.

While all the fittings of wood and the

innumerable contents are lying in heaps of

indistinguishable dfibris about the floor, and the

thin surface-plaster of the columns and some
of the arches between the girders have peeled

off in places, exposing the bare concrete, no
sign of structural damage can be detected

in the columns and arched ceilings, which latter

still retain the sharp imprint of the centring

boards used in forming them. Entering the

adjoining room cut off by a partition, we find

the roof a charred mass of wood, and the

blackened and charred guides or runners of the
large lift, tell a tale of the fury of the flames
fed through this shaft. Ascending to
the floor immediately above the third
floor, we did not notice any sign
of the devastation below : the cases, and the
flooring, and the goods are untouched, and the
only mark of last Saturday's conflagration are
the panes of broken glass in the windows. A
portion of outer brickwork exposed to the action
of the flames showed the mortar-joints seriously

damaged and otherwise scaled. The rear block,

we may add, is a building of nine floors, about
70ft. by 70ft., the three lower stories being be-
low the street level. There were, therefore,

two floors and a flat roof above, and six stories

below the room, the contents of which were
destroyed. Such a mass of buUding and
combustible contents has been saved by
a precaution which, we aie sorry to say, is not
adopted in a large number of buildings profess-

ing to utilise fire-proof construction. The en-
casing of the ironwork in this instance, on a
method designed by Messrs. Dennett and Ingle,

to meet the objections against exposed ironwork,
especially the encasing of the columns, has been
the means of saving not only a very large amount
of property estimated at a considerable sura (the

building itself co^t at least a hundred thousand
pounds, and the contents were worth about as

much more), but also damages the society

would have sustained if the premises

had been rendered useless, and the

hands engaged dismissed. In this instance,

at least, an immense service has been rendered,

and Mr. Verity, the architect, deserves credit for

having insisted upon introducing the system in its

integrity, and encasing the iron columns, instead

of allowing a parsimonious spirit to prevail,

which usually seeks to cut down all expense in

fire-proof detail as apparently superfluous or

unnecessary.

A NEW SMOKE-CONSUMING, SLOW-
COMBUSTION GRATE.

MR. EDWARDS, jun., of the firm of

Edwards and Son, Great Marlborough-
street, and author of works on "Domestic Fire-

places," and "Ventilation," has just introduced

a new grate which, from what we have seen of

it, appears to meet the objections so long enter-

tained to Dr. Arnott's grate, and to a consider-

able extent solves the smoke-fog question which
has so recently been pressing upon public

attention. The chief improvements made by
Mr. Edwards consist in allowing the fire in the

fire-basket to burn gradually downwards till the

whole fuel is consumed, as in the Amott grate.

Instead of a sunk ashpit, or machinery to lift

the basket of coals as it bums down, Mr.
Edwards dispenses with the former and provides

a balanced blind to be adjusted by degrees in

front of the fire. This blind of sheet-iron is

balanced by chains and weights on each side of

the grate in front, so that any defect can be at

once put right. In front of the grate is a wire-

basket to catch all the coal that falls, and the

smaller cinders or dust faU through into a

trough below, out of sight and can be readily

removed or re-used. The grate we inspected was
very simple and effective in the construction—an
important point in favour of Mr. Edwards's
modifications. The fire-basket is of fire-brick

with a solid bottom, and there is sufficient depth

to allow the fire to last a day or a night, though
the receptacle may be made to hold enough fuel to

bum for 18 hours. Before the wire cinder-basket

a fender-guard is fixed to protect the dress of

persons near, and the brass rail and appearance

of this guard makes a pleasing substitute for

the common fender. Outside the fender-guard,

a tile or marble hearth can be laid. In addition

to these advantages the chimney draught can be

regulated by a valve, moved by a chain in front of

the grate, thus avoiding dirtying the hands as

with the common register door. This grate can

be easily set, and Mr. Edwards claims the follow-

ing advantages for it :— (1) A practical immunity
from smoke. (2) A fire that will bum from

morning till night, or from night till morning,

with little or no attention. (3) No chimney

-

sweeping except, perhaps, once in ten years. (4)

No coal-scuttle, except at lighting the fire. (5)

No tongs or fire-shovel. Mr. Edwards has, in

short, in his new grate studied and applied all

the requirements of a perfect grate, adopting all

that is good in Dr. Arnott's grate, Mr. Good-
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child's, and other forms, while avoiding all that

has been found objectionable in the otherwise
perfect system of Arnott. We may add that

this grate may bo made more effective by ad-
mittiiij; the fresh air through a distinct channel
from tlie exterior below the floor entering at the
back of grate, where, getting warm, the air can
be allowed to enter the room at a warm tempera-
ture, instead of finding its way in cold currents
from doors and windows. By doing away with
the sunk ashpit and regulating the blind by side

weights, Jrr. Edwards has simplified the older

arrangements eifcctually, and has produced not
only an economical grate, but one capable of

burning all day or night without attention—an
important consideration in labour-saving in
public offices and railway- stations, as well as in

the bedroom of the invalid. Artistically, the
grate is simple in form, and the sides can be
relieved by tiles or repousse ornamentaiion. A
grate in operation may be feen at Messrs.
Edwards' show-rooms, and is worth the attention
of architects.

A NEW" PAINT-BRUSH.

AN invention has recently been patented by
an architect, Mr. Edward "Wright, having

for its object the avoidance of the painter's great
grievance of the hairs coming out and spoiling
his work. In the ordinary paint-brush, the
bristles are fastened into the binding by driving
the tapered wooden handle in from the top of

the brush, and thus wedging the whole together,
the ends of the bristles being then covered with
cement to make them more secure. Of course,
the wood expands or contracts according as it is

wet or dry, and this expansion and contraction
of the wood is one cause of the bristles coming
loose. Anotherdefectof the ordinary brush istlie

length of the bristles covered up by the binding

:

this is ueuilly about an inch and a half ; and
as the price of bristles varies according to their
length, any mode of fastening which will use up
less hair will be an advantage. When a painter
uses a new brush, he has first to put on a
"bridling" or tying of string, about a couple
of inches up the hairs, to keep them from spread-
ing about too much and splashing the paint ; as
the bru~h is worn down the bridling is removed,
but the hair underneath is found all matted to-
gether with the paint, and it has to be scraped
and rubbed about a long time to get it soft ; even
then it can only be used for second-class work.
The bridling also, by drawing the hairs close

together, prevents the brush covering so large a
surface as it should do, and materially lessens
the elasticity of the hair. Moreover, before a
brush is used it has to be soaked in water to
swell the wooden handle and prevent the hairs
from coming out. By the invention of Mr.
Wright the knot of hair is made up quite
separate from the handle, the bristles are firmly
8''cured in a narrow brass or copper baud about
jin. wide, and by an ingenious little contrivance
they are bound together under great pressure,
with a metal core or centre inserted in such a
m'inner that it is impossible for the hairs ever to
get loose. The handle has on the top of it a
brass socket, made of thin pressed metal ; into

this a kaot of hair is inserted, a ling is puihed
up, and the brush is ready for u.se ; it requires
no bridling of string or soaking in water, which
two operations alone cost a painter one hour's
labour, or "d. added to the expense of the brush.
The length of hair in use in the new brush can
be regulated with ease as iho bristles are worn
down. There is more elasticity in the hair from
the absence of bridling. The piinter gets the
use of quite an inch more hair, and when it is

worn out a new knot can be bought and inserted
in the handle for considerably h ss than the cost
of a common brush, and the handle will last for
yeais.

SANITATION AS AN INCREMENT OF
VALUE IN HOUSE PROPERTY.

rpiIE adjourned discussion on Mr. H. H. Col-

J. lins's paper on this subject was concluded
at the last meeting of the Institution of Sur-
veyors. Mr. E. C. Robins said the paper had
not enabled him any more to estimate the "in-
crement of value," and, indeed, its figures as to

relative costs of alterations and improvements to

houses were so contradictory, that he could not see

from the data given how the valuer was to

readily estimate the increased benefits of sanita-

tion at a money value. He suggested that that

institution should api)oint a committee to collect

and tabulate facts, aud so obtain averages from
many men's experiences. Mr. W. P. Goulding,
of Manchester, thought that though there might
be an increase of value arising from efficient

sanitation to a purchaser for occupation, the

owner or surveyor dealing with land found no
appreciable addition to the ground-rent from
this source. The result to be looked for from
the education of the public was not an actual

increment, but a grea'er demand for carefully-

drained houses. Mr. G. Barnard explained that

ho had got rid of the connection of his house
with the sewer by collecting the sewage in

an air-tight receptacle, containing earth, and
provided with a ventilating tube, and a few
holes pierced in the bottom of the box ; when
filled, it could be taken « way, and the contents

applied to the fields, another box being substi-

tuted. If this plan were adopted for 500 houses,

he believed a profit of £1,001) a-year could be
mado. In reply to Mr. W. White, he said the

plan had been only tried at his own house, and
for three months, but had answered admirably.

Messrs. C. J. and R. J. Mann, C. J. Grey,

F. Hart, and R. Rex having spoken, Mr. Collins

replied on the discussion, stating that he had
not claimed any particular originnlity, and cer-

tainly had not meri'ed the expres.sion "sensa-

tional" applied to him by Mr. Chatfeild Clsrke.

He had simply laid down certain elementary
principles which every property surveyor should

apply, and had pointed out how defects might
be remedied at a comparatively trifling expense.

The paper would do service, he thought, if it

warned surveyors to look at this question from
a practical light, and he feared the architectural

profession, to which he belonged, was fairly

chargeable with some neglect of these matters.

If the sanitary engineer had been called into

existence as a specialist, it was because his own
profession had not proved equal to the occasion.

He quite agreed with what had been said with
reference to the so-oalled tanitary protection

associations. They recalled to his mind those
" Dr. Dulcamaras," whose practice it was to

enter the market-places heralded by a fanfare of

trumpets, largely advertising themselves as pos-

sessing a panacea for all and every mortal ill,

which they offered to their victims for the smal-
lest coin of the realm. He quoted, with approval,

from a letter by Mr. J. S. Hodgson, of Hexham, in

the BuildinqNews for January 2 1 st of the present

year. It was absurd to suppose that these asso-

ciations would do more than create a fool's

paradise, and he agreed with one of the speakers

in the discussion, that their enterprise should be

either business or philanthropy. He trusted

that the result of his paper would be that mem-
bers of that Institution would give more con-

sideration to sanitary matters in their every -day
dialings with house property, and, in particular,

endeavour as far as possible to enlarge the length

of leases.

THE CITY OF LONDON SOCIETY OF
ARTISTS.

THIS is a society formed for the purpose of

holding periodical exhibitions of works in

oil, water-colours, and sculpture; and the second
exhibition is this year held in the hall of

Skinners' Company, Dowgate-hill, Cannon-
street. In the water-colour room we notice

several highly meritorious works. Over the door
is a large effective drawing of Beeches by W. J.

Fur(;uson. Bernard Evans contributes a fine

view of "Barmouth, from the Hills above
Arthog," in which the distance is cleverly

managed. W. E. Green's "Beeches in Sher-
wood Forest," Alfied Powell's "View atTVcns-
leydale," skilful in the handling of waterfall

and foliage ; D. Law's mountain piece in Skye
(330), noticeable for its atm"sphere; J.Jackson
Curnock's landscape (311) ; T. Danby's "Dinas
Lake," full of sunlight effect, are particularly

fine landscapes. We must also notice two clever

studies by P. F. Naftel, M., lo less remarkable
for the coarse, sugar-papeied texture than for

the luminous efftcts imparted by the artist's

dexterous drugging of body pigment over the

lights. Mrs. E. Hume's "AnxiouslyWatching,"
and another piece, are clever figure subjects

;

aud a sunset by W- C. Eddington, M., may be

mentioned for its fine, oil-like effect. Carl

Ilaag's " Sphinx of Gcezeh " is a skilful study of

execution, figures, and luminous colouring; nor
can we omit the chai-miug sketch of "Norman

Doorway, St. "Been, Cumberland," by W. Har-
ding Smith, and F. Davis's sketch near Chag-
ford, Devon. J. Mogford sends some fre.sh-

looking studies, and Miss C. Montalba a fine
study of light aud shade (424), and a " Sunset.
Venice" (.507). J. Powell's "South Downs"
(459); J. Steeples' "Common" (4 08); J.H.Bamos'
figure subject, " The Disputed Boundaiy" (345);
the charming study of Primroses by Miss Emily
Jackson; C, Cattirmole's figure group, "Re-
turned from the Wars," and the fresh, breezy
sketjh of T. Pyne, will be admired among the
numerous drawings. Of the oil paintings, we
may draw attention to H. A. Harper's grand
rugged Moor (8) ; H. Caffieri's effective, silvery-
toned Beeches (Nos. 19, 211, 203) ; J. Aumonier's
" On the Cliffs, Yorkshire " (31) ; J. Moeford's
fine seascape, excellent in its colour ; E. Hayes's
breezy subject (64) ; two truthful figure subjects
by "\V. Dendy Sadler ; E. Ellis's effective im-
pressionist pictures (121— 147) ; a vigorous study
of J. White ; W. B. C. Fyfe's largo historic
picture, "The Raid of Ruthven;" W. Small's
village scene (216), and a fine study of a female
head by P. H. Calderon, R.A. The works
of A. Hacker (34), and J. Smart (37), are note-
worthy. The groups of sculpture by Count
Gleichen, "Shy" and "Cheeky," and the large
subject (531a), by C. B. Birch, A.R.A., and one
or two terra-cotta busts, are interesting. Many
well-known painters, besides those we have
named, are exhibitors and promoters, and the
present exhibition, in the selection of works, is

encouraging as an attempt to introduce the
quieting influence of art into the midst of a busy
city.

LEAD-WORK.
A S the measurement of gutters and flashings
i\ varies in some places, we may here give
the method usually adopted in London, and
described in Mr. John Leaning's new work ou
" Quantity Surveying," noticed by us last week.
In measuring the width, allowance is made for

"turning up under slating (usually 9in. from
bottom of gutter) and against walls (usually 6in

.

fiom bottom of gutter). Allow for IJin. drips

6in., and for 2in. drips Sin. ; for Ijin. rolls 6in.,

and for 2in. rolls Sin. Assume always that

drips are not more than 10ft. apart, as where in

longer lengths, there is much risk from expan-
sion and contraction." In speaking of flashings,

the author gives oin. to 6in. as their width.
" In these, an allowance must be made for tacks
and passings, add 4in. for every 7ft. in length,
and Oin. for every angle. This will be found to

be practically correct ; or allow 3in. every "ft.

in length for passings, and take tacks 6in. by
2in. at distances of 3ft. 6in. apart." Stepped
flashings are usually Vlin. wide, and the same
allowance has to be made as for horizontal
flashings. The author observes : " where
soakers are specified, instead of stepped flashings,
a piece of lead should be taken to each course of

slates or tiles, allowing the same lap as the
slates or liles minus lin., and to course with
them, running 4 in. under slating or tiling, and
turning up 4in. against wall. This gives Sin.

by 9in. for each soaker to tiles, and Sin. by 19in.

to count ss slates. Anything less makes un-
sound work."

CHIPS.
A Local Government Board inquiry was held on

Wednesday week at Luddeuden Foot, near Hali-
fax, relative to an application from the local board
to borrow £1,500 towards the rebuilding of the
bridge. The plans, prepared by Messrs Uttley
and Gray, of Halifax, were produced, and it w»s
stattd that the total expense would be £3,500, ot

which £1,500 would be given by the railway cooi-
pany, and £500 raised by subscriptions.

New Church of Ireland schools, and a teacbei's
residence, have been erected at Howth, from the
designs and under the supervision of Mr. Holmo',
architect.

It was decided at a vestry met ting held at
Abbettfii, Worcestershire, last week, to rebuild
the paiish-church, in accordance with plans pre-
pared by Mr. Hopkins, architect.

A stained-glass window, elected at a cost of

£000, was opened in St. Andrew's Church, Mildeu-
hall, West Salolk, ou Sunday week.

An oaken lych-gate has been erected at Ha-
w.irdeu churchyard. It was constructed by
Messrs. Biiley Brothers, from designs by Mi.
Douglas, of Chester.
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Our LITHOGRAPHIC Illustrations,—t-*-t—
NEW EZQB SCHOOL FOB OIBLS, OXFOBD.

The new High School for Girls at Oxford,
b'oUt by Mr. T. G. Jackson, for the Girls'

Public Day School Company, Limited, was
opened 23rd September, 1880, when the school
was transferred from the temporary premises it

had occupied in St. Giles's. The new building
stands in St. Giles's-road. East, to the north of
Oxford, on land leased from University College,
and contains accommodation for about 270
pupils in 11 classrooms, some of which com-
municate by sliding doors, besides a residence
for the mistress, an o65ce and waiting-room, a
room for the teachers, cloak-rooms, kitchens, and
other necessary offices, and a large hall, 50ft. by
30ft., for the general assembling of the school
together and for use on speech-days and other
public occasions. The principal front faces St.

Giles's-road, and is shown in the accompanying
illustration. The great hall occupies the whole
of the upper story of the front building with
the office and cloak-rooms below it, and the
principal entrance in the centre. The class-

rooms are all placed in the rear of the buUdieg,
to secure quiet, and open on each floor into a
corridor surrounding the main staircase which
occupies the centre of the building. The walls
are buUt of Headington stone in rubble work,
with dressings of brick, between which the
walling is plastered, and the front is enriched
with cornices and pilasters, and a hood orer
the entrance door, all of terra-ootta. The hinder
part of the building is kept studiouslv simple
and plain on account of expense. Betind the
school is a large playground, which is provided
with an asphalte tennis-court, and is pictur-
esquely shaded with apple-trees, the survivors
of an old orchard. The builders were Messrs.
Symm and Co., of Oxford ; and the terra- cotta
was made by Messrs. Doulton, of Lambeth.
Mr. E. Long was clerk of works.

THB LATE KB. BEtTCE J. TATBEBt's DESIOS FOE THE
KANCHESTEE TOWX-HALL.

To-DAT, among our illustrations, we have repro-
duced Mr. Talbett's drawing of bis design for
the Manchester Town Hal', and although, of
course, all immediate interest in that compe-
tition has long since passed away, an illustration
of this design cannot fail to bo appreciated. We
have chosen it from Mr. Talbert's collection of
drawings as being about the only strictly aichi-
tcctural design of importance which ho has left
in a completed form ; and, certainly, it is a com-
position quite worthy of his reputation. We
may here also draw attention to the fact that
the whole of Mr. Talbert's collection of books
and sketches, including several useful studies of

o!d work, will be sold by auction, by Mr.
Phillips, of New Bond-street, on Friday next,
the Gth inst., as elsewhere advertistd, at Mr.
Talbert's residence, 5, Eiiston-square, together
with his art furniture, both old as well as new.
The old china and other articles of rh-iii will
also be on the same occasion offered for sale.

FAaNHASI, AND
LEEDS.

ST. JOHN S CHUECH,

The originals from which these two illustrations
are taken were also selected from among Mr.
Talbert's collection of drawings. The first is an
early drawing, by Mr. Eden Kesfield, of a
building erected by him, in conjunction with
Mr. Norman Shaw, and the interior view shows
the interesting church of St. John's, Leeds, as
Jrawn by Mr. Shaw. A geometrical measured
drawing of the old rood-screen, seen in Mr.
Shaw's view of this church, was published in

the BuiLDiNO News for April 30th, 1875. The
date of the screen is lOSl-l.

COTTAGES AT CLAPHAM-PABE.

This drawing has been admitted into the
Exhibition of the Eoyal Academy this year. The
cottages are of red brick, tUed roof, white wood-
work, as usual, rough-cast in the gables; but
they are not built yet.

NATIONAL BILTBB MEDAL DESION FOE lEON
ENTEANOE -GATES

.

This charming design for a handsome pair of
wrought and hammered iron entrance-gates,
and piers in the same material, with side bays,
was awarded a national silver medal in the last
public competition held in connection with the
Science andArtDepartment atSouth Kensington.
The author is Mr. W. G. Thomas, student at the
Royal Architectural Museum School of Art,
Westminster. As a well designed and equally
balanced example of decorative ironwork, well
suited to its purpose, we commend Mr. 'Thomas's
work. The drawing, perhaps, scarcely does the
design justice, but as a practical illustration our
sheet leaves no room for complaint.

ABOH^OLOQICAt..
The Roman Villa neae Beading.—The work

of exploring the Roman villa near Brading, in
the Isle of Wight, is proceeding. The measures
taken for protecting the remains from the severe
frosts of last winter have been entirely and al-

most unexpectedly successful. No pains or ex-
pense were spared by the explorers (Mr. John E.
Price, F.S.A., Mr. F. G. Hilton Price, F.S.A.,
and Mr. Brabrook, F.S.A.), in covering in
effectually the buildings exposed to frost, and
the result is that nothing whatever has been in-
jured. With regard to the development of the
ground-plan of these extensive buildings, the
following further discoveries have been made.
The angle of wall erected a few feet to the east
of the semicircular structure between the principal
room and the hypocaust has been determined to
be an external wall of the building, as it is met
by the undisturbed soil. The furnace in the
wall of the hypocaust has been found in ex-
cellent preservation, being an arched passage
formed of large tiles with layers of mortar.
Several additional rooms, making now altogether
25 in number, have been traced, and the walls
excavated. The central space has been deter-
mined to have been uncovered by buildings,
forming a garden of considerable extent. One
of the now chambers excavated has at its south-
western corner an apse of 6ft. diameter, and at
its north-eastern end a deep pit or well. This
seems to have been formed without steining out
of the hard sandstone, is about 4ft. in dinmeter,
and lias been excavated to a depth of 25ft. At
a depth of 14ft. the skeleton of a young person
was discovered, which presented in several bones
the appearance of severe injury during life. The
well or pit yielded a large number of tiles, in per-
fectly unbroken condition, of various sizes from
Sin. to 22in. square. These had probably formed
part of the flooring of the room. Many are
marked with designs formed by drawing a comb
along the surface of the tile when soft or by the
fingers of the operators. One tile, 17in. square,
after having been elaborately ornamented by a
comb along the sides and diagonally across, and
then with a circle round the centre, was turned
by the workman while still soft on to his right
hand, and bears deeply impressed ovtr the
elaborate pattern u cast of that hand. Another,

one of the 22in. size, was walked over by the
naked feet of one workman and the hobnailed
sandals of others, and in like manner bears a
cast of both feet from the ball of the great toe to
that of the heel. The series of coins from
Severus (a.d. 222) to Constans (a.d. 350) has been
rendered complete by the discovery of one of
Magnentius (a.d. 250), who was the only missing
Emperor of the series. These conclusively fix
the approximate dates of the erection and occupa-
tion of the buildings.

Roman Antiqitities in Bath City.—A special
meeting of subscribers, to appoint a committee,
of the fimd recently raised for opening-up tho
Roman remains recently discovered at the bathe,
was held at Bath on Thursday of last week.
Mr. Davis, the city architect, exhibited a plan
of the recent discoveries and made the fol-
lowing statement :—A great haU, 68ft. wide by
about 120ft., within which is a bath, as far as
wo have ascertained, complete, have been found
at a depth of 13ft. from the surface, extending-
in length from tho western wall of the billiard-

room in Abbey-street to within a few feet
westward of the eastern wall of the Queen's-
Bath, and in width from the northern corner of
York-street to the southern corner of the late
free library. The area above this comprises the-

whole of the pavement of Abbey-street, No. 6,
Abbey-street, the Poor Law officts, Abbey-
passage (a length of 68ft.), the present cooling-
tank at the baths, with the courtyard adjoining.
Piers are now being built beneath the Poor
Law offices. The following are the proposed
works for opening-up the discoveries :— Tho-
removal of No. 6, Abbey-street, and of the soil

beneath, as well as of that under the Poor La-w
offices ; the laying bare all the bath, the plat-
form on north side, a portion of the east,

and almost the whole of the end of the great
hall on the west. It will be necessary to con-
struct arches under the Poor Law offices, for
which every facility is promised by the
guardians, to buUd two arches beneath a por-
tion of Abbey-street, to support Abbey-passage
by a viaduct from end to end, and to remove
the cooling-tank at the baths. A balustrade
will be erected in Abbey -street, from which a
view in its whole length of the excavation will
be seen. An easy access to the original level

will be afforded by a ffight of stone steps, and
also from the bathing establishment, and it i»
suggested that the ancient bath shall be again
fiUed with the mineral water, not for bathing,
but as a cooling-tank. For the balustrade in
Abbey-street, he proposes adopting the design
originally placed round the King's Bath, and
given by Sir Francis Stoner in 1697. The area
of the ancient baths is four times that covered
by Bath Abbey, and 4,000ft. more than that
covered by the Cathedral of St. Paul. A reso-
lution was adopted requesting the city corpora-
tion to aid in the work of exploration by per-
mitting the removal of the house No. 6, Abbey -

green.

CHIPS.

The eastern triplet of lights in St. James's
Church, Staveley, near Kendal, has just been filled

with stained glass, by Messrs. Morris and Co., of
London. The subjects of the central window are
the Ascension and the Crucifixion, and in the side
windows are angels holding musical instruments.
The figures and subjects were designed by Mr.
Burne-Jones.

The chancel of Oving Church, West Sussex, was
reopened on Easter Sunday, after restoration from
the designs of Mr. Ewan Christian. It contains a
number of new stained windows, including a figurei

of St. Bichard on the south side, presented by the
late Rev. E. C. Mackenzie Walcott, F.S.A., who
held the stall of Oviug in Chichester Cathedral. A
new roof, holy table, lectern, and other fittings are
all worked in oak.

At a vestry meeting held at St. John's, Lowestoft,
last week, plans prepared by Mr. J. L. Clemence,
architect, of that town, were adopted for the
extension of the church by 242 additional sittings.

The contract for making the first section of tho
proposed Pontypridd, Caerphilly, and Newport
Railway has been signed by Mr. John Mackay,
railway contractor, and the directors of the com-
pany. This section is five miles in length, com-
mencing by a junction with the Taff Vale Railway
near Treforest, and extending to the old Rhymuey
Valley Branch Railway at Nautjjarw. It includes
a large stone bridge over the river Taff at Treforest,
and will cost between £70,000 aud £80,000. The
work is to be completed in eighteen mouths.
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iraXTAL KEPORT OF THE ROYAL IN-
STITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

rHE annaal general meeting of the members
only of the Institute, will bo held on Mon-

ly week, at 8 p.m. ; the busino-'S on the agendi
iing " to receive and consider the report of the
juncil as to the state of the projierty and the
5fairs of tlie Institute ; to elect the officers for

le ensuing twelve months, and to appoint the
lard of examiners under the Metropolitan
ailding Act."

NOMINATIONS FOB THE COUNCIL.

The balloting Uat for the election of Council is

follows:—
Prksidknt.—Onename {out of two) to be returned.

—

lorace Jones, V.P.: tOeoi-ge Edmund Street, E.A.,
S.A., I'.V.P.

ViCK-rREsiDENTa.—Three (out of four) names to be
turned.—•Thomas Ilaytcr Lewis, F.8.A., V.P.;
[orace Jones, V P.: 'Ewaa CllristUn, V.P.; •tDiTid
andoB, F.8 A., P.V.P. (in the event of a vacancy).

Dedimarv Members.— Fifteen (out of 27) names to be
urned.—Aitchison, George, B.A ; •Blomfield, Arthur
illiam, M.A.; •Brandon, David, F.8 A., P.V.l'.;
iok5, Jarais; 'Cites, Arthur ; •Clarke, Joseph, F.8.A.,
V.F.; 'Currey, Henry, P.V.P.; Fowler, Charles;
•wler, James (Louth); •Gibson, John, P.V.P.;
uning-, Edward Aui<ustus ; •Hansard, Octavius

;

loneyinin, John CGIasgow) ; •!'Anson, EJward,
3.S., P.V.P.; •Knowles, J'ames Thomas; Paley,
ward Graham (Lancaster) ; Porter, Frederick Williem ;

lith, Thoma'i Roger ; St. Aubyn, James Piers ; Vul-
my. George, P.V.P.; 'Waterhouse, Alfred, A R A.,
/.P.; •Worthinjton, Thomas (Manchester); tCar-
iter, Richard Herbert ; +Edi3, Robert William, F.S.A

;

iddon, ,Tohn Pollard ; tSpiors, Richard Pheac ; iSte-
ison, John James,

loN-oaARv Saca'iT.VRV.—Oae nam? to be returned.

—

)hn Macvicar Anderson, Hja. Secretary.

isoRETARY.-One name to be returned.— * William
mry White, Secretary.

rREA.siTRKs.-One' name to be returned.—Sir Walter
"ckliife Farquhar, Bart., Hon. Associate.

lOLiciTOtt.- One name to be returned. — Frederic
ivry, F.S.A., Hon. Fellow.

\uDiTORS.~Two names to be returned.

NOHDJATION OF THE BOAED OP EXAMINEES.

The Council have nominated the following to
ve on the Board of Examiners for the year of
ice 1881-82:—

dtchison, Georffe, B.A.; BlasUill, Thomas; Cham-
's, Francis ; Fowler, Charles ; I'Anson, Edward,
f.S,; Jennings, Joseph; Kerr, Robert; Knowles,
nes, Thomas ; Mathews, Joseph Douglass ; Porter,
derick William ; Smith, Thomas Roger : Wood,
icton.

THE REPOET OF THE COUNCIL.

The annual report for 1881 is commenced with
iulogium on the method, determination, and
nmon sense with which Mr. Whichord has
charged the duties attaching to thePresideut-
p during the two years he has held that office,

e deaths of 14 members are announced, viz.,

n. Burges, A.R.A., B. Ferrey, J. H. Hske-
I, R. Hesketh and T. H. Wyatt, P.V.P.
1 hon. sec. Fellows; J. H. Browne and E.
Porster, Associates; the Marquis Campina
Cavelli, G. J. A. Davioud, Prof. Gropius,
M. Lefuel, Marietto Pasha and Coustantin
on, hon. and corresponding members, anl
V. R. Burgess, B.D., hon. member. A large
rease in the number of subscribing members
eported, the total on May Ist during the
t four years being as follows :— 1876 —
lows, .32S; Associates, 311 ; Hon. Associates,
total, 709. 1879—Fellows, 339 ; Associates,

; Hon. Associates, 106 ; total, 786. 1880—
lows, 3.33 ; Associates, 366 ; Hon. Associates,
; total, 833. 1881—Fellows, 365 ; Associates,

;
Hon. Associates, 117; total, 904. These

ires for the present do not include the S3
aiualions made on 28th March last, nor the 43
le on Monday last, which, after deducting
transfers from the class of Associates to that

Felloivs will, if approved by the Fellows,
ce a further addition of 121 new mem-
<. The council mention, in connection
h. the accounts, that they have raised
secretary's salary from £400 to £.000
annum, commencing from Christmas last,
the last annual voluntary architectural exami-
ion, the examiners and conductors gave their
ices gratuitously, thereby reducing the expense
onduotingit from £98 to £23. The 12th and
,1 voluntary examination will take place in
le next, when those who have already pas.ied
•ne section can present themselves for the

other ; but all new candidites will bo required
to pass in both sections. The character of the
statutory examination for certificates of compe-
tency to perform the duties of district surveyor
has ttlsj been modified, two sittings of three
hours each being substituted in the written ex-
am nation for one of four hours ; and fees are
now required from each candidate—two
guineas when sending in his application,
and a further sum of three guineas
on receipt of tsortifioate. No communication on
the subject of the conservation of ancient monu-
ments and remains being made to the council, it

has not, it is stated, been necessary to summon
the eimrnitteo (a point as to which it will be
remembered several questions were put during
the discussion on Mr. Stevenson's paper a month
since.) The library committee have arranged
to oi)en the Institute library free to members of
the Architectural Association under 23 years of
age and to all bondfule students of architecture

;

a loan collection of duplicate books has
also been opened, and a considerable in-
crease of readers is reported. The Competitions
Committee have presented a report dealing,
however, with a part only of the subject, to
which two meetings of the approaching Con-
ference are to be devoted. A committee has
also been formed to inquire into the question of
the law of "light and air," as it affects build-
ings. It is also reported that the value of the
Pugin Travelling Studentship has been increased
from £10 to £50 for 1882, and the two subsequent
years.

BuilMng Jnt^lUsettCt

FINANCIAL STATE3IENI.

The annual statement of accounts shows,
under the ordinary head, a total expenditure of
£6,9.53 lis. lOd., including the sum of
£4,320 17s. 4d., on account of premises altera-
tions and total i eceipts amounting to £6,870 9p.,
including £1,055 2s., subscriptions to premises al-
terations, balance carried forward being reduced
from £130 7s. 4d. to £47 4s. 6d. The balance-
sheet of trust funds shows a total amount of
£3,766 5s. 8d., of which £3,263 5s. is invested in
securities ; a balance of 6s. Id. on Donaldson
testimonial fund remains to balance at debit of
revenue account, and £502 14s. 7d. represents
cash in treasurer's hands. The balance-sheet of
ordinary funds shows, on debit side, £2,758 in-
vested; valuation of books, paintings, furniture,
&c., £9,500 ; subscriptions and arrears, £58 16s.

;

subscriptions received in advance, £12 12s.
;

balance at credit of revenue account, £47 4s. 6d.
On credit side : By property invested, and books,
paintings, furniture, &o., £12,258; subscrip-
tions in arrear, £58 16s. ; cash in treasurer's
hands, £59 16s. 6d. ; the gross totals beinir
£12,376 12s. 6d.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

Members of Existing Council,
licatiunof the " House-list."

+ Nominated since the

Ah Introduction to the Study of Gothic Architec-
ture, by John Henry Parker, C.B. (London and
Oxford : Parker and Co.), is the sixth edition of
one of the most comprehensive and useful ele-
mentary text-books the youog architectural
student or gene ral readercan consul t. Accen ted
Four-Figure Logarithms, arranged and accented
by Lowis D' A. Jackson (London : W. H. Allen
and Co.), will most materially assist all anxious
to secure accuracy in calculation, and insure
economy in time and labour. The mode of accen-
tuation adopted by the author is easily acquired
and retained.— —r/ic Twenty Stylei of Archi-
tecture (London : Sampson Low and Co.) puzzles
us somewhat. It is a volume altogether useless
to an architect, and must have been written by
somebody strangely unfamiliar with his subject.
The classification of the "twenty" styles—they
might as easily have been extended to twenty
dozen—is very funny ; wo make acquaiutance
for the first time with "Parisian," "Jesuit,"
and "Ultra-Classic," and wo further find that
" we ought not to imitate Classic, but take up
some Gothic waif of our own and train it up till

it reaches a Classic standard." "What all this

means, or why the book ever saw daylight, we
fail to perceive. We must add, in justice to the
publisliers, that everything on their part has
been done to make the book a good one. The
Earl of Beacomjicld ; a Biographical Memoir, by
Elward Walford, M.A. (London : F. Wurne
and Co.), will have its passing interest. In a
cheap work of the kind it seems hardly necessary
to have occupied whole pages with an abstract
of the Reform Bill of 1867, and similar matter,
unless to fill up the space.

BtjETON-ON-TEENT.—St. Margaret'8 Church,
Shobuall-street, was consecrated on the 9th inst.

It is of the 13th-century style of Gothic archi-
tecture of the French type, and is built entirely

of brick, except the nave piers and a few con-
structive features, which are in Ancaster stone.
It consists of a nave 89ft. by 24ft. 6in. ; north
and south aisles 8ft. wide each in clear, and
chancel with semicircular apse 22ft. 6in. iu
length, and same width as nave ; and a vestry on
either tide of chancel. Both the chancel and
nave are 41ft. to the wall plate, and Sift, to the
apex of the interior roof ; the exterior height of
the church to the tidge is 62ft. 6in. Nothing is.

added to the constructional features beyond a
massive bell turret, corbelled out from the west-
gable, and surmounted by a stone cross at a
height of 81ft. above the pavement, and an iron
cross at apex of eastern apse. The aisles are
without side windows, but are lit above by a
continuous series of dormer windows, and are
roofed in as lean-tos against the nave walls.

The nave and chancel are lighted iu the clere-

story stage by seventeen lancet windows. The
chancel is raised five steps above the nave, and.
is floored with black-and-white marble iu 12in.

quares. The nave floor is entirely of wood
blocks laid upon concrete. The roof of the nave
and chancel is of pitch-pine, waggon-shaped,,
and divided by ribs. The whole of the timber
is pitch-pine, with the exception of the choir-

stalls iu the chancel, which are of oak. The.
benches will accommodate five hundred and forty-

adults by measurement (including the choir).

The five chancel windows are filled with stained,

glass by Messrs. Burlison and Grylls, of Lon-
don, and below the windows the arcading is-

filled with a series of painted panels, executed by
the same firm, illustrative of the Te Deum. The
lectern, copied from a design by Sir Christopher
Wren, has been executed by Messrs. Hart, Son,
and Peard, of London, the other furniture of

the church having been supplied by Messrs. Jonea-
and Willis, of Birmingham. The heating is by
hot water, a novelty in the arrangements being
the warming of the upper stratum of air by
means of pipes carried upon the wall plates of
the tave roof, the upright flow and return being
at each end of the building ; this contract has
been carried out by Mr. F. Knight, of Burton..
The total cost of the church is £7,500, and the
Sunday schools now in course of erection at the
back of the church will cost another £2,000.
Mr. Reginald Churchill, of Burton, was the ar-
chitect, and Mr. E. H. Cogswell clerk of works-
Messrs. Lowe and Sons, of L'^nion-street, were
the general contractors. Mr. J. Roddis, of Bir-
mingham, has executed the whole of the carving
iu wood and stone.

Canteebuey.—A new College (St Mary's) is.

about to be erected at Hale's-place, Canterbury,,

by the French Jesuits, who have recently pur-

chased that fine mansion and grounds in the
parish of St. Stephen's. The buildings will con-
sist of two blocks, one on the east the other on
the west of the mansion. Each block will cover

an area of about 3,000 square yards, and will

consist of a community wing with numerous-
sitting and study rooms; dining-hall, 63ft. by
25ft. ; two refectories, each 40ft. by 26ft. ; two-

studies, 42ft. by 29ft, chemical laboratory 40ft.

by 26ft. ; twelve class-rooms, each about 2Cft.

by 20ft., and ten music class-rooms. The dor-
mitories will be situated on the second-floor,

covering the whole of the college and dinin^--

hall. The buildings are to be three stories hig h,.

each story 16ft. from floor to ceiling. The
exhibition hall adjoins the college, and will have
iron roof principals covered with IJin.

pitch-pine boards, varnished ; the floor will be
laid with wood pavement, "Burnett's Process."
A stage will be erected at the east end, and a
gallery at the west. The floor-joists throughout-
the buildings will be supported on wrought-iron
girders, floor-boards pitch-pine. Cement floors

to corridors and passages. Special attention has
been paid to drainage, ventilation, and heating.
The internal doors, fittings, staircases, &c. , will

be pitch-pine varnished. TTie buildings will be
of a very substantial character, and similar in

design to the present mansion. The Rev. R.
Vaughan, S.J., Liverpool, has prepared the
plans, under whose supervision the work will be
carried out, and Mr. John L. Ward, builder, of
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Cpper Brook-street, Manchester, is the con-

tractor.

IXOOKFOBATZD ChUBCH BtJILDIXO SOCIETY.

—

The Society for the Enlargement, Building, and
Repairing of Churches and Chapels has made
grants of money in aid of rebuilding the

•hurohes at Charfield, near Gloucester, £800 and
atKemberton, near Shiifual, Salop, £100; en-
larging or otherwise improving the accoramo-
dalion in the church of Kington, near Worcester,
£30. Under the circumstances of the Church
of St. Matthew, Tipton, Staffordshire, being
made wholly free, the grant made towards
building the church was increased from £100 to

£130. A grant was also made from the special

misaon building fund towards building a mis-
uon church at Wick, in the parish of Leo-
minster.

Ipswich.—The new post office and school-

board offices, which occupy the site of the late

eom exchange, hare just been completed, and
are being brought into use. The building is

built from a uniform design, but the Grovern-

ment and municipal portions are separated by a
party wall, the post office being divided into

two floors, and the school-board offices into three

floors. The style is columnar and astylar

Italian. The CornhiU and King-street fronts

are entirely of Portland stone, the south and
east sides, abutting upon the old Herb Mar-
ket, being of white brick with Portland stone

dressings, in harmony with the other fronts.

The front elevation, that to the Comhill, has
a projecting portico supported by eight columns,
arranged iu pairs, Roman Doric in character

with Greek treatment. This portiuo is sur-

mounted by four sitting figures, 6ft. in height,

representing Industry, Electricity, Steam, and
Commerce. Industry has a beehive by her side,

and holds a distaff. Electricity is not the
" angel spuming a gas retort," as suggested to

the architect by a witty town councillor, but is

represented by a female figure grasping the light-

aing; upon her head is a crown of wings with
•lectric points. Steam rests upou a steam
cylinder and piston, and is crowned with laurel.

Commerce is represented with the caduceus of

Mercury, wears a castellated crown, and holds

in her hand a wreath of oak. Surmounting the

pilasters is a carving of th'? Royal arms, sur-

mounted bytwo recumbent figures of " Genius"
and "Science." The keystonesof windows in the

first floor are also carved, and there is a consider-

able amount of carving in frieze, jambs, sills,

and heads, and panels. The public post-office is

39ft. long by 2oft. wide and 15ft. in height, and
is shut o8 by a panelled screen from a sorting

effioe, 2-5ft. by 2iit., and beyond is an inner

sorting room, 42ft. long by 25ft. in width. These
rooms, and the post-office generally, will be
warmed by hot-water pipes supplied from one of

Rivers' patent boilers in the basement, and also

by fireplaces, in which will be placed Wham-
cliffe stoves. In the inner sorting room Way-
good's patent lift will be used for the trans-

ference of letters to an upper sorting room. The
municipal offices occupy the south part of site,

and are planned as three floors of four offices

each, with lavatories, &c., in each floor, and
in the basement is cellarage. Mr. John John-
son, of 9, QueenVictoria-street, E.C.,isthearchi-

trct, his plans having been selected by Mr. Chas.

Barry, in 1879, in competition with twenty-two
others; and Messrs. D. C. Jouesand Co., Cromwell-
road, Gloucester, are the contractors. T.ie

sculpture has been executed by Mr. F. W.
Woodington, son of Mr. Woodington, A.R.A.,
»nd the carving by Mr. Baird, of London, from
the architect's designs ; Mr. O. J. Farrow, who
us now engaged in a similar capacity in the Ips-

wich New Com Exchange buildings, has acted

•8 clerk of works ; and Mr. Norman was the
builders' foreman. The asphalting work was
done by Mr. Benj . Brooker, of Ipswich. The
i»Ht has been about £10,000.

Lezds.—The consecration of the new church
i»f St. Martin's, Potternewton, Leeds, took place

•n Tuesday week. The edifice has been erected

at a cost of £6,500—from the designs and under
the superintendence of Messrs. Adams and Kelly,
architects, Imperial Buildings, Leeds. Accom-
modation is provided for 700 people. Tde style

is Decorated Gothic. The plan compiises a
cloistered nave, with north and south airlos, and
•!i>inccl, having vestries and organ-chamber on
the north side. The church throughout is built

of stone from the Potternewton quarries, the
dressings being of sandstone. Internally the

walls are plastered, and will he tinted in dis-

temper. The contractors for the work are

—

Stonework, Messrs. Franks and Evans; joiners,

Messrs. Marsh, Jones, and Cribb : slaters,

Messrs. Watson and Worsnop
;

plumber and
glazier, Mr. J. E. Bedford

;
plasterer, Mr. K.

Brunton ; ironfounders, Messrs. Nelson & Sons

;

painters, Messrs. Hemingway, all of Leeds.

The pulpit and rcredos is the work of Mr. J.

Throp, carver, Leeds, from the architect's

design.

Shekpwash, Devon.—^Tbe parish- church was
reopened on the 2l8t inst., after undergoing a

thorough restoration at the hands of the late

Mr. J. F. Gould, architect, of Barnstaple, who
practically finished the work just before his

lamented decease, and whose lust work it was.

The reconstruction of this church, with the

exception of 1 he upper portion of the tower, has

been completed. Of the original church nothing
remains of any archfeological interest. In the

new building the general lines of the old walls

are adhered to except that the chancel is extended

3ft. to eastward, and a transept has been added
to north side of chancel. The tower at the west
end, on the site of the original one, is now
carried up two stages, slightly above the level of

the ridge of the nave. Mr. Gould's design

shows another stage with compact belfry-win-

dows, and a saddle-back roof with coped east

and west gables, side gables, with single-light

louvred windows, and wrought-iron finial. The
new building has been designed in the spirit of

the style prevailing about the latter part of the

13th century. It consists of nave (about; 33ft.

by 22ft.), with western tower and south

entrance 7ft. square, transept 22ft. by 16ft.

with north transept, now used as a vestry. The
walls are built of local stone, with massive

buttresses, quoins, copings, label-mouldings,

weatherings, window, and other dressings of

Hatherliegh stone, the interior being plastered,

leaving the stone dressings to arches, doors, and
windows exposed. The aisle and chancel floors

are paved with Messrs. Maw & Co.'s tiles. The
chancel fittings, pulpit, lectern, altar-table, and
other fi'tings are all oak, the framing being of

Memel wainscot, and the panels of old oak from
the original building. The original contract

was taken by a builder, who was unable to carry

it out, and the completion of the work was then

intrusted to the clerk of the works, Mr. Charles

Oatway, of Barnstaple, who also supeiintended

the renovation of Petrockstow Church, another

of Mr. Gould's restorations. On the previous

day to the reopening ceremony, in the presence

of the Building Committee, Mr. Oatway re-

ceived at the hands of Lord Clinton a very

handsome and valuable present, consisting of

a pair of silver mugs and claret-jug, as a

private gift from his lordship in recognition of

his services.

Standlake, Oxon.—The parish-church of the

Holy Cross at Standlako, four miles from Witney,
was reopened on Easter Sunday, after comple-

tion of first section of a restoration. The post-

Reformation pews have been cleared out as well

as an unsightly modern roof. The clerestory

walls have been rebuilt, and a new roof of Eng-
lish oak has been erected over the nave. It is

enriched by hammer-beam full-length angels,

bearing shields emblazoned with the emblems of

the Passion. The seating is all of oak ; a unique

feature in the nave bench-ends is the series of

sculptured figures representing the calendar of

the English Church. This is stated to be the

first lime since the Reformation that such a

work has been introduced into any Established

church in England. The virgin saints are

placed upon the north side, and the male ones

upon the south. They all turn, more or less,

towards the east, and each rests upon the splayed

base of the bench-end. The name of each saint

appears upon a scroll. Thecarvings are all full-

length figures. The nave avenue and approaches

to the chancel are laid with encaustic tiles, and
the floors under the seating is of oak blocks,

plwed in herring-bone pattern. The font is of

Bath stone. The arcades have been restored

where necessary. The general contractors were
Messrs. Barnes"and Son, of Witney. The sculp-

ture and the wood and stone carving, including

a memorial pulpit of Engliih oak, are by Mr.
Harry Hems, of Exeter, and the whole restora-

tion has been carried out from the designs and
under the supervision of the architect, Mr.

Clapton C. Uolfe, of Reading. The cost of the

works just executed la the nave Is about £2,000.

AKCHITECTTIBAL & ARCHJEOLOGICAL
SOCIETIES.

BarnsH AncH;F.0L0OicA.L AssooiiiiON.—The
tenth meeting of the 8es?ion was hold on Wed-
nesday week, Mr. Cecil Brent, F.S.A., in the

chair. The Rev. Dr. HooppcU reported the dis-

covery of a Saxon incised slab at St. Andrew's
Church, Auckland, and of a carving of an in-

fant. Mr. C. Lyman, described the remarkable

series of interments now being uncovered at

Stapenhill, Burton-on-Trent. Morethan twenty
interments have been met with, lying in various

directions, of both sexes, some of the bones in-

dicating men of tall stature. The discovery is

attracting considerable attention in the locality,

but the period of the burials had not been de-

cided. The sketches of one or two urns which
have been found were shown, and were pro-

nounced to be of Saxon date, but it is probable

that some of the burials are of an earlier period,

since flint instruments have been found. The
others date probably from Pagan Saxon times.

The site is the summit of high ground com-
manding a capital view. Mr. Loftus Brock,

F.S.A., called attention to the public work
which has now been carried on for many years

by the Duke of Wellington at Silchester, and
detailed the nature of some of the recent exca-

vations there. A room has recently been un-

covered, the paved floor of which rests on a
series of flue-tiles for heating, laid close together

under the whole surface. Mr. Walter Myers,

F.S.A., exhibited a large collection of bronze

implements of pre-historio and Roman date,

acquired by him in Austria. They exhibit

several interesting departures from well-known

types. Mr. C. Sherborne, described a series of

playing-cards of loth-century date, and exhi-

bited fac-similes. The first paper was by
Mr. Maunde Thompson, F.S.A., and was de-

scriptive of two remarkable manuscripts of the

14th century in the possession of the Rev. Dr.

Grinsley, and hitherto unedited. They form

portions of Apocryphal Gospels, and render the

Legend of the Holy Rood, the History of Judas,

the Story of Simon Magus, the Conversion of

Tiberias, and the like. The second paper was

by Mr. H. Syer Cuming, F.S.A. (Scot.), and

was read in his absence by Mr. W. de Gray
Birch, F.R.S.L., and was descriptive of two

seals of early date of the Knights Templars.

The author referred to the fact that the order

was in existence long after the usual date stated

for its suppression; and indeed, quite on to

recent years.

EDiNBUKOn Aechitecttjeai. Association.—^The

president, Mr. J. M'Lachlan, Mr.Brodie, R.S.A.,

and a large number of the members of the Edin-

burgh Architectural Association visited St Giles's

Cathedral on Saturday, under the guidance of

Mr. William Hay, the architect of the restora-

tions. CommcDciDg with the nave, Mr. Hay
stated that this, with three bays of the present

choir, were the oldest portions of the existing

building ; that the church, which was mentioned

in history as early as 854, had been succeeded by

one built by Alexander II. in 1120. This build-

ing was destroyed in the burning of the city by

Richard II. in 1385. AU that remained of King
Alexander's building was a finely-sculptured

Norman doorway, which formed the entrance to

a porch on the north side of the nave until 1 791,

when it was demolished during some alterations

then made. This porch w;is figured in Dr.

William Chambers' work on St. Giles's, and was
a very beautiful example of the architecture of

the period. The older portion of the present

edifice was built in 1387. This included the

nave, the central tower, three bays of the present

choir, and five chapels on the south of the nave

aisle, to which were added shortly afterwards

five other chapels on the northern side. Of the

former only three remain, and of the latter only

one, the rest having been entirely demolished to

suit the formal plan to which the buildii;g was
reduced by Mr. Bum in 1829. The remaining

chapel on the north side was that known as the

Albany Chapel, built by JElobert, Duke of Albany,

second son of King Robert II., in expiation of

his share in the murder of his nejjhew David,

Duke of Rothesay, in 1402. The central pillar

of the chapel has on its peculiarly sculptured

capital two shields bearing the arms of Albany
and those of the Earl of Douglas, who was con-

cerned with him in the crime. On one of the

imposts is a shield with a cross moulin, or

miller's cross, so called because it is a representa-

tion of the iron cross which in very ancient, and
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also in modern, mills is the usual support of the
upper mill-atone, the square in the centre repre-
senting the aperture for the spindle. As the
form of the cross was therefore alwajs present,
it was supposed to be a protection against the
thievish practices of dishonest millers. It was
hence termed the Cross of Justice, and was the
adopted anns of the College of Justice. It was
difficult, Mr. Hay said, to account for its con-
nection with tlie Albany aisle. It may have
been introduced as an heraldic satire on the
absence of justice in the escape of the noble
founders of the chapel. The nave had no clere-

story before 1829, but had a stone vaulted roof,
wliich was then taken down to make way for the
present lath-and-plaster ceiling. The pillars of
the nave were originally massive octagons. They
were considered very obstructive in the Old
Tolbooth Church by those of the congregation
who were thereby deprived of a view of the
minister. Some had caused huge slices to be
carved out of the sides of the pillars here and
there, to improve lines of vision. The pillars .so

mutilated must have had a rather irregular effect
until reduced to their present more slender pro-
portions. The party next visited the choir, the
Preston aisle, the remains of the southern chapels,
where the late restorations have been made with
such good effect by the liberaUty of Dr. William
Chambers. After an examination of the various
objects of interest in the newly-restored portions,
a vote of thanks was given to Mr. Hay for his
interesting account of the edifice.

1
• COMPETITIONS.
CoLNE, Lascashiee.—AnewBaptistchapeland

schools are about to be erected from the designs
of Mr. George Baines, architect, Accrington,
whose plans have been selected in competition
with Messrs. Paull and BoneUa, London and
Manchester ; Mr. Brearley, Liverpool ; and Mr.
Watson, Burnley. The buildings are estimated
io cost £6,000, exclusive of movable furniture.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
Meteopolit.an Water Supply.—Mr. Ritchie

asted on Monday when there was any likelihood of
a Bill on this subject being introduced (laughter).
*ir W. Harcourt.—When the Bill with reference to
land in Ireland is passed, I shall be in a better
position to answer the question of the hon.
member.

Peoposed Monitkent to the late Loed Bea-
CONSFiELD.—Lord R. Grosvenor gave notice that
on Monday fortnight the right honourable gentle-
man at the head of the Government would move
for a committee of the whale house to consider a
ihumble address to herMajesty, praying her to cause
steps to be taken for the erection of a monument
at the public expense in Westminster Abbey to the
late Earl of Beaconsfield

CHIPS.
At a vestry meeting of the parishioners of St.

•Oswald, Chester, held last week, it was agreed to
accept £4,500 for relinquishing all parochial
rights in the south-west transept of the Cathedral
as the parish-church of St. Oswald. Of this sum,
£1,000 will be expended by the Ecclesiastical
Commissioners on the restoration of the transept,
£1,500 towards enlarging St. Thomas's Church,
without the walls, and the remainder for pro-
viding church accommodation within the walls.

St. John's Church, Farncombe, West Surrey, was
reopened on Easter Sunday, after the erection of
new organ by Messrs. Bishop and Son, London,
the lowering of pulpit, addition of brass lectern,
and Communion-rail, and covering of the walls of
Communion-iuclosure with Minton's tiles. Mr. C.
Forster Hayward, of London, was the architect,
and designed the tiles and organ-case, which is of
pitch-pine, and the decorations upon the organ-
pipes.

An inquest was held at West Hartlepool, on
Wednesday week, on the body of William Evans,
architect, of London, who died in a police-cell that
morning. A verdict was returned in accordance
with medical testimony that death resulted from
inflammation, accelerated by exposure to cold and
excessive drinking.

The Norwich Board of Guardians have received
three tenders for strengthening the floor of the
workhouse, amounting respectively to £121 lOs.,
£135, and £139. As the surveyor's estimate was
only £75, they have been referred to a committee
for consideration

; the names of the builders did not
transpire.

A Hundred Thoasand Replies and Letters
on subjvotB o( UniverMil IntiTPst liavc appfarod d'lrlnit
tbclast ten VLUra ill tho E.N'OLISH .MECHANIC A.N1> WOKLI»
OF SCIE.NCK, most of ttifim from the penB ef tlie leadins
Sclentillc and Technical Authoritiet of the dav. Thouiianda ol
orlgltuil articles and scientific papers, and countless receipts and
wriBkles embracinft almost every subject on which it is possible
to desire Information have also appeared during thtf same period
The earliest and most accurate information respi-ctinR all new
scientiUc discoveries and mechanical inventions is to be found In
its pases, and its large circulation renders it the best medium
for all advertisers who wish their announcements to be brnuKht
miller the notice of manufacturers, mcchunicH. scientific workers,
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THE PRESIDENCY OF THE INSTITUTE.

To the Editor of the Bitildino News.

SiE,—The principle involved in this contest
naay be very important, and the absurdity of
some of the by-laws has been made sufficiently

obvious ; but, beyond this, it seems a matter of
no great moment whether Mr. Street or Mr.
Horace Jones bo elected to the Presidential
chair. The chair of the Royal Academy has
more than once been filled, and ably filled, by
men remarkable for their social qualifications
rather than their pre-eminence in art.

I, for one, however, hail with satisfaction
these dissensions, as a sign that the Institute,
as a body, is awaking from its long sleep, and
that a spirit of reform is rife which may lead to

the entire renovation of an effete constitution.
The Council may shut its eyes—may altogether

be ignorant of the fact—but it is a fact never-
theless, that for the Royal Institute of British
Architects there exists amongst many, even of
its wn members, a feeling strongly akin to con-
tempt, and chiefly for this reason, that member-
ship is not a matter of honour or merit, but
simply one of two or four guineas per annum.
Many men belong to it from no feeling of pro-
fessional pride, or csprit-de-corps, but simply
because it goes down with the public, and
an.swers their purpose from a bu.siuess point of
view. And with all its elaborate machinery,
the Society is little more than a society of

dilettanti, powerless to cope with the diiiicalties

and dangers that harass the profession.

Now a body with a charter of incorporation
and a Royal prefix should have a higher claim
to confidenco than this, and it seems astonishing
that such an—I will not call it—incubus shou Id

have been endured so long, and that tho whole
of tho profession has not by this time success-
fully agitated for a change. But of one thing
we may be sure : reform must bo tho result of
external pressure ; it will never be initiated by
the "powers that be" in Conduit-street. More
than ono Presidential address has deplored the
existing evils ; but I can not call to mind one
that has even suggested a radical cure.
The architects' preserves being poached upon

increasingly by house-agents, jerry builders, and
id genus oinne, who have brought infinite dLscredit
upon the whole guild, a degree or diploma such
as is conferred upon all other professional men,
becomes, every day, more and more a necessity.

Why, indeed, should the qualifications of an
architect be taken for granted without examina-
tion ? You can not, it is true, make the profes-
sion a " close'' one in the literal sense of the word

;

you can not prevent any quack so disposed from
dubbing himself "architect and surveyor," but
you can make it a real honour, a real test of com-
petency and even merit, to belong to the Insti-

tute, and not as now, a mere question of an
annual subscriptioL . You can make her the
Alma Mater of the profession, and you cim draw
a hard and fast line between those within her
pale and the poachers who usurp her legitimate
functions.

A revision of the charter and by-laws seems
imperatively required on this basis :—

•

1

.

An examination, compulsory upon all future
candidates for membership without exception,
the examinations to be held periodically, and
substantia! prizes or exhibitions to be given in
connection therewith.

2. The powers of the new council to bo
enlarged with a view to the authoritative settle-

ment of vexed questions such as competitions,
quantities, &o., and also with a view to the
more complete recognition of its authority by
the public and the law-courts.

3. All members (not honorary) to have a voice
in the general management, i.e., a vote at the
general meetings, the relative value of a Fellow's
and an Associate's vote being a matttr of detail.

In instituting a diploma for all new members
thequestion atonce arises.What about thepresent
members ? That it seems is not an insuperable
difficulty. You cannot ask men advancing in
life and established in practice—to say nothing
of the many distinguished members—to submit
themselves to a technical examination, but you
can give all the present Fellows and Associates
above a fixed age the diploma according to their
grade. In fixing the exact age at which to
draw the lino no doubt some little injustice

would be done to a few, but the mischief would
be so small that this difficulty may be at once
dismissed.

Again, some of those entitled by present mem-
bership to the diploma might voluntary submit
to, or even desire, examination. Arid some
special recognition or incentive might be held
out to this class.

The voluntary examination instituted nearly
twenty years since is admittedly a failure. And
the compulsory examination for associates only,

which comes into operation next year, is perhaps
doomed to even more ignominy, and for this

reason—that young men will not submit them-
selves to an ordeal without there is a specific de-
gree to be won, and when they know that by efflux

of time—by waiting a few years—they can
attain to the fellowship without passing any
examination at all.

But I repeat that reform must be the result of

external pressure : tho existing council may
enlarge its premises, and make countless honorary
associates, but it will never voluntarily reform
itself. The governing power seems to be in the
hands of a clique—individually, no doubt, men
without fear and without reproach. And the
charter is conceived in such an illiberal spirit

that the 422 Associates—a body numerically
larger than the Fellows—have no voice in the
management, and no power of interference.

Reform appears absolutely necessary for the
welfare of the profession, if only those capable
of leading it successfully would take tho matter
up. -I am, etc.,

April 27th. F. Stose.
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Sib,—In common with very many otlier

members of the profession, I cannot but depre-

cate the letter of Mr. T. Roger Smith in your

issue of 8th inst., as not only setting forth views

on the question of architectural examination

which Sir. Street has in no way himself ex-

pressed, but with which he cannot be in anyway
supposed to agree by those who know how
sedulously he has striven for the higher educa-

tion of architectural students, and in every way
in his power to promote the advancement of the

profession. I am quite at a loss to imderstand

how Mr. Smith can assume that Mr. Street is

unfavourable to any scheme of architectural

examination, when it must be known that ho has
all his Ufe done all in his power to promote the

better education of architectural students, n^jt

only at the Royal Academy, but in every other

way in his power, as more especially evinced by
his pubUshed works and the admirable series of

lectures lately delivered by him, as Professor of

Architecture, at the Royal Academy, and I am
quite sure that Mr. Street, if elected, is much
too loyal a gentleman to do anything which
would interfere with or hinder the existing

arrangements as regards the examination scheme

;

but would, on the contrary, be much more
likely to promote its efficient working, and assist

in making it of practical and permament value to

the profession at large.—I am, &o.,

ROBEBT W. Edm, F.S.A.
14, Fitzroy-square, W., April 21.

Sib,—The facts I stated last week may I hope
have removed a good deal of misconception as to

the real nature of By-law 2G. In connection

with its working on the present occasion, there

is another point which seems to be either im-
perfectly understood or else persistently misre-
presented.
Much has been said about Mr. Jones's

courteous offer to withdraw in favour of Mr.
Street and of that gentleman's neglect to avail

himself of it. It is singular that it should have
escaped the notice of Mr. Jones and his sup-
porters that so far as any possible action of the

Council in Mr. Street's favour is concerned, that

offer was a mere form of words, without any
practical meaning or value under the present

By-laws. Had Mr. Jones actually withdrawn,
and had Mr. Street expressed tlio strongest

possible wish to stand in his place, the Council

could not have nominated him, however unani-

mous they might have been in their desire to do
80. They would have been compelled by By-
law 26 to nominate Mr. Christian, the next
Vice-President. It is clear, therefore, that to

give effect to Mr. Jones's offer (dictated, no
doubt, by a generous feeling for which everyone
must give him credit) the only course possible

under existing rules was precisely that which
has in fact been pursued under the provisions of

By-law 30, which, unless it is intended to be
applied in a case of this kind, must be considered

a dead letter and a sham. According to pro-

visions of that By-law, Mr. Street has been
nominated by two Fellows, the nomination being
accompanied by a written undertaking from him
to serve if elected. Such an undertaking is

as nearly the expression of a wish to be elected

as can fairly be expected of Mr. Street in his

position, and it now only remains for Mr. Jones
to prove the bona fides of his offer by with-
drawing in his favour."—Yours, &c,

,

Abtitue Blomtleu).
6, Montagu-place, Montagu-sjuare,

London, W., April 2G.

BARINGS' BANK.
Sib,—After all the discufsion that has passed,

the matter lies in a nutshell.

Oa the one hand, it is certainly to be regretted
that the owners of the Bank did not place su£5-

cient funds with the architect to enable him to

put up a building equal in costliness and
splendour to those whose company it is in ; and
secondly, that Mr. Norman Shaw, even if only
as a matter of policy, should not have given it

the maximum dignity and grandeur possible,

with the rcHtrictions he had to work under, and
to th3 style he so favours, instead of endowing it

with such equivocal features as must greatly
divide opinious respecting it.

On the other hand, it is equally sad to see
valuable stone and skill thrown away on another
reproduction of the eternal Corinthian coIumiu>,
especially when used for such a false office as
appearing to support a cornice that would stand
as well without them.

But progress and the exercise of originality

and individual effort, even when mistakes are

made, are better than puerile imitation ; but Mr.
Shaw, if he wishes to make his style something
more than a passing fashion, must endeavour to

give us something which will appeal to the
public spontaneously as something moi-e

beautiful than what has gone before, and not
less so.

That his taste, however, still wants some
correcting is evident from the east elevation of

the new buildings in Knightsbridge, which is

one gigantic flat wall, apparently crusliing the

little Lowther Lodge adjoining; and that in

some of his works their only claim to beauty is

in being built of red brick instead of yellow.

For his efforts to introduce a little pictur-

esqueness amidst the insipid monotony of most
of our streets, the people of London must, liow-

ever, still be greatly indebted to him ; and if he
and other architects will only bear in mind that

progress on what has already been developed, as

well as the bringing to bear of personal taste

and talent, are the essentials of true architec-

ture, the so-called Modem Gothic, Queen Anne,
and even Renaissance motives may help finally

to evolve a true National Victorian style.—I am,
&C., EVACUSTBS.

SiE,—It is not my wish to prolong unneces-
sarily the discussion on Barings' Bank ; but as

Mr. J. M. Brydon, in your last issue, has en-
tered into a somewhat detailed refutation of my
remarks on that buUding, I may be pardoned
for replying thereto.

On reading Mr. Brydon's criticism of the

three buildings to which I directed attention, it

occurred to me that perhaps I had looked at

Barings' Bank with jaundiced eyes, and so I

made another visit, bringing to bear the utmost
good-nature of which I am capable : the result

being that I must express deeply the manner in

which I am flattered by those opinions of Mr.
Brydon which are exactly opposite to mine, and
must thank him for considering me " ignorant

"

and the author of "nonsense"; had he agreed
more than he has with my views, they would by
this time have lost much of the opinion of accu-

racy which I now entertain for them. Were I

able to prove (which I am not) that Mr. Brydon
possessed the general acumen necessary for

criticism, it would not in any way alter the

buildings under notice, which stand, fortunately,

for any person's study ; but it may be useful to

consider their merits and demerits from the

point of one who is not ignorant, and who does

not write nonsense.
With reference to Barings' Bank, Mr. Brydon

has discovered, inter alia, that it is " tfell marked
from the adjoining houses by pilasters ; that it

has a cornice perfectly in keeping with the rest

of the work ; that the windows are, though
plain, generally well proportioned, and give

quite a character to the work ; that he always
thought mouldings over window-heads were to

protect them from the.weather ; that he has been
behind the scenes (or rather wall), and knows
why the principal entrance is low and wide ;

that he always thought something about attri-

butes of architecture; thati am a self-constituted

critic ; that the window in the broken pediment
is charmingly treated ; that he marks how the

designer has taken care that all the most ex-

posed parts shall be in the more durable

material ; and that because of the absence of two
swags, there is conclusive proof in this building
that there has been a want of funds."

I will take the above discoveries in their order

and analyse them. Thus what Mr. Brydon
terms pilasters do not in this case happen to be
pilasters ; a cornice as full of enrichment as it

well can be, surely is out of harmony in a facade
meagre in the extreme in other parts ; there is,

therefore, a loss of symmetry and balance, and a

want of appreciation of the value of propor-

tionate disposition of ornament, apart from the

"want of funds."
I challenge any person who possesses the very

slightest knowledge of proportion to do any-
thing but utterly condemn as most displeasing

and ugly the ground-floor windows of this bank,

and the manner in which they have been divided

into small squares only adds to the general un-
sightliness ; but I agree that theygive character

to the work. It is this very character that I

have been from the first endeavouring to criticise.

Mr. Brydon's opinions on label mouldings
accord, I believe, with elementary truths ; but
" want of funds " might have kept them away

from the first-floor windows, as they have been
from those of the ground-floor ; and this brings
us to the principal entrance.

I trust that Mr. Brydon is the only clever and
sensible critic who thinks that I ever seriously

thought that this entrance " led to stables"; but
if it is so low and wide " because of the walls of

the old passage and floor-level behind it," I
apologise for my remarks thereon, and now I
understand why several Queen Anne entrances I
have seen are equally low and wide. The low-
ness and the wideness, however, are not all that I

have to say about this entrance, but its entire

incongruity with the rest of the fajade, its

general unsatisfactory effect, its badly-curs'cd

broken pediment, its finicking details in juxta-
position with extreme plainness, its general and
unmitigated ugliness because wanting in the
true principles of architecture, viz., reason,

symmetry, unity, proportion, and beauty.
Mr. Brydon's conclusions as regards " at-

tributes of architecture," although not profound,
are obviously correct, and, as I am a "self-con-

stituted critic," I suppose he has been constituted

by the State. I never heard of him before this

as an authority on architecture, but that is my
misfortune ; tlie loss is mine, and, when ho
speaks with admiration of a " broken pedi-

ment," I cannot say that I regret my ignorance
of him as a critic. I know his school. I could
write the history of the formation of his archi-

tectural opinions from the words "broken pedi-

ment" only. His " Mark how the designer,

&o.," is a very pretty flight of imagination ; but,

as stone is the material employed to arrive at
this wonderful "fitness for its purpose," it does

not, to my mind, accord with " want of funds."
The National Provincial Bank of England re-

quires no defence of mine. Mr. Brydon's unac-
quaintance with the true principles of archi-

tecture has led him into the '

' carping and
prejudiced " spirit with which he has spoken of

that building ; and, aU I will say in reply to him
is, that it is not a fault that the building is

" almost monumental," that the architect must
not be blamed because the '

' columns produce a

good effect "
; that if he (Mr. Brydon) considers

the proportion of the groimd-floor windows of

Baring's Bank good, he cannot hoije to appreciate

the well-proportioned windows of the National

;

that it may have been a cold day when he saw
"the statues look thin against the skyline" ;

that statues should be analogous to the character

of the order—in this case Corinthian, and,

therefore, delicate ; and that, when architects

require and design figures to stand in full relief

isolated, they do not build attics behind them.

These latter remarks Mr. Brydon might make a
note of, as he may find them useful in sculpture

criticism.

But, it an utter inability to appreciate true

art in Classic design, and modelling it to the

exigencies of a bank, so as to adequately repre-

sent the wealth and position in the City of Lon-
don of an eminent firm, is too plainly observable

in Mr. Brydon's remarks on the National Pro-

vincial, what is to be said of his diatribe on

"Crosby House"? I venture to assert. Sir,

without fear of contradiction by any architect

acquainted with Gothic Art, that Crosby Houso
is a splendid specimen of Street Gothic. The
picturesqueness of its composition, its exquisit e

and graceful proportions, its well-balanced

fenestration, its carefully-dispositioned and
thoughtful ornamentation, its delicate and
charming detail, its happy skyline, all contribute

to that unostentatious, respectable, and reason-

able art, which some architects cannot, or will

not, understand.— I am, Sec,

Wm. Woodwaed.

SOANE MEDALLION DESIGN FOR A
COUNTr-COURT.

Sib,—Permit me to offer a few remarks upon
the successful design for the Soane Medallion,

which you illustrate in the Buildixo News for

last Friday. I will confine my remarks ta

the planning. The design of elevations may, to

a certain extent, be a matter of taste, but there

can be no question about a good arrangement;

moreover, you have already alluded to the

general stylo of the elevations in your article of

the 4th March, when you say, " We can hardly

congratulate the competitors for this prize on the

result of their labours," and I tliink most of

your readers will agree that Mr. Conder has

won his laurels very easily. I would just men-
tion the growing practice of omitting the
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chimneys in elevations when they do not imijrovo
the appearance. The practice ought to be dis-
countenanced by the Institute.
The judge's entrance seems to mo too promi-

nent and pubhc— it would have been better at
the side. No lavatories or cloakrooms are pro-
vided for registrar, clerks, or bailiffs. This
seems a serious omission. No lavatory accom-
modation for the general public is shown on
either floor, and I agree with you that the cor-
ridor arrangement is doubtful. In the internal
arrangement of the court on the first floor the
position of the box for witnesses is bad : they
would have to cross tlio court every time from
their retiring-rooms, and as there is no barrier
to separate the court proper from the public
space, in a crowded court this might be a work
of some difficulty, and would cause loss of time
and confusion. No place is provided for the
reporters. It is usual, and always advisable, to
have two rows of seats round the table, in order
that the solicitors can have their clerks, &c.,
close at hand, without actually being at the
table. The space provided for the solicitors
seems small for a large town, and a robing-room
for them on the first floor would have been an
advantage.—I am, &c. D. M.

COMPETITIONS.
Sm,—A new phase has developed itself in

connection with the above already malodorous
subject.

Designs for a new church at Macclesfield were
recently advertised for ; and, in reply to appli-
cations for particulars, the following circular
was issued some three or four weeks after-
wards :

—

Christ Church, Macclesfield, 16th April, 1881.
Sib,—Thereby acknowledge the receipt of your favour

which, with many other applications, was laid before the
Building Committee in due course at the last meeting,
when the following resolution was passed, of which I was
requested to send you a copy.

•' That the thanks of the Committee be presented to the
several gentlemen who have replied to the Advertisement
for rians, and that they be respectfully informed that the
Committee regret that owing to pecuniary and other cir-
cumstances, they do not find themselves at present in a
position to forwaid the requisite particulars for the pre-
paration of pLins, of which, when required, due notice
will be sent."
Eegretting that I was unable to reply to your letter

earlier, 1 am, Bir, yours faithfully,

James Johnson, Hon. Sec.

Is this yet another of the many instances of
the weU-known unbusiness-like habits of the
clergy; the lack of unity and faith amongst
religionists ; a job, or what ?—I am, &c.,

F.

SEWER VENTILATION AND EXTERNAL
SOIL-PIPES.

Sib,—My reason for troubling you again is the
fame as that which actuated Mr. J. P. Seddou in
hia letter in your columns, dated 26th January,
1876, viz., lest others might imagine that the ob-
jections Mr. Buchan advances should have weight
in disparaging a system which is considered so
generally to have conferred a practical boon upon
the public. Mr. Seddoa went on to say, "Mr.
Buchaa knows nothing of what he has taken no
trouble to examine, and jumps at erroneous con-
clusions." Mr. J. P. Seddon so expressed himself
in answer to a letter of Mr. Buchau's, in your
issue of 21st January, 1876, and almost every Een-
tence in it, and Mr, Buchan's letter in your last,
satisfy me that he really does not understand the
subject he so often writes to you upon. I don't
wish to eveu seem rude to Mr. Buchan; but if I
were either reticent or generous, after all that he
has stated, 1 feel sure he would not properly appre-
ciate my motive

; and I express myself as I have
done simply that he may not further misunderstand
me.
In his last he refers to some conversation which

he says Major Seddon told him had passed between
the Major and myself about traps to bath, &c.
First, 1 have no remembrance whatever of any
such conversatiou, and further, what I have stated
in my last letters on the subject is, I should think,
sufficient on the point; but Mr. Buchan complains
of my want of candour about it.

In a former letter of Mr. Buchau's he said, "in
Mr. Banner's specification, the usual leid siphon
traps are dispensed with, and the fact of such
being shown or done in conjunction with the air-
inlet and ventilator, justifies Mr. Banner's patout."
By this Mr. Buchau's meaning is clear, but he has
omitted to state accurately the actual wording of
my specifications.

lu that of 1872, No. 2,303, it is this :
" Owing

to the complete seal afforded by the use of the
above-described apparatus, I am enabled to dis-
pense with the use of D-traps to the closets which

are generally placed beneath the pan in all ordinary
closets to act as a seal between the closet and the
soil-pipe, and which are very liable to generate
gases by the impossibility ol keeping them free
from impure matter."

In that of 1875, No. 2,401, "From the above
description it will be seen that a current of fresh
air will coutinuou.sly flow into the lower end of the
soil-pipe at the inlet, and bo drawn up to and dis-
charxed at the top of this pipe by means of the
ventilating cowl, whilst at the same time the com-
munication between the soil-pipe and the drain,
cesspool, or sewer is cut off by the valve or water-
seal of the trap. It will consequently be unneces-
sary to provide the several closets each with a
separate trap below the basin.
The " descriplion " consists of any trap so con-

structed as to well flush the outlet at each dis-
charge, an air inlet entering the soil-pipe just
above the trap, and a ventilating cowl of any form
on the top of the soil-pipe. The basins, pans, or
valves of water-closets may be of any ordinary
construction.
Mr. Buchan will notice, what I have not the

least doubt he already knows, that the traps
referred to "in my specifications" are the traps
which always were, and which so generally still

are, placed beneath the closets, of whatever
description, and not in the waste-pipes of baths
or sinks.

The wording of my pamphlet will no doubt be
given by Mr. Buchan, as his excuse for troubling
you and me in the way he has. He is not the only
person who, for the sake of writing, I have fancied,
has written in the same sense ; but as the points
referred to are non-essential, I really have avoided
hitherto troubling you with any reply thereto,
considering it abundantly clear from all I have before
stated, that there should be a trap at the foot of
each soil-pipe from closets above the basement.
And this really is what I intended by the expres-
sion in my pamphlet, " One trap suffices for the
whole house," and practically this is so, for in the
very great majority of houses there are neither
baths nor housemaids' sinks.

I am sorry if the expression in my pamphlet has
really misled anyone ; when I wrote it, I had in
my mind my own house only, and not a large
mansion or a hospital ; at Guy's, some of the lead
pipes and sinks had been in use over 100 years, and
no one, probably, knows better than Mr. Euchan
himself that such or similar circumstances would
justify and require variations in practice in unim-
portant details.

Let me add, my house consists of seventeen
rooms and the usual offices ; the closets and soil-
pipes (not by my choice) are in the middle of the
house. One closet and lavatory is on the dining-
room floor, another on the half-landing between
the drawing-room and bedroom floors. The bath
is on the bedroom floor ; the only trap in it (the
house) is in a cupboard on the basement, and
there is no trap to the bath or lavatory waste, both
of which are led into the soil-pipe, and no one has
ever detected an unpleasant smell at either, or at
the inlet, and many have tried to do so very
earnestly and severely. If Mr. Buchan still dis-
believes, he may come and try whenever he pleases.
The inlet is a l|in. pipe, led between the dining-
room floor and the ceiling of housekeeper's-room

;

the outlet and cowl above roof is 2iin. ; the soil-
pipe proper is 4in.

A few words about traps. Neither the lever-
trap nor the double dip-trap—properly placed

—

can with fair usage be unsiphoned. I have never
heard of the water in either being frozen. The
weight of a trap is unimportant if it acts efficiently

.

Excreta should not be exposed even for a mo-
ment.
The Honeyman trap is an open gully-trap, and

so little thought of at the time that provii-ional
protection only was obtained for it. The objec-
tions to it are as great and as numerous as they
are, in my opinion, to every other outside gully-
trap. I am aware that the grating above them can
be covered over, as Mr. Buchan says, and the
inlet made somewhere else—no doubt, and they
had best always be so. The larger the gratings are
the worse they are in every way ; and if the

hke a patent lock, the key of which is always
missing : it is so simple that a practical plumber's
apprentice can understand it.

I submit it would be a great misfortune if tha
system from which such important results may
flow should be jeopardised by a pretended di«.
agreement about perfectly unimportant details,
which fair discussion and unbiased consideration
ought easily to enable us to remove, whoever may
be justly entitled to the credit of having intro-
duced it.—I am, &o., Edwd. W. BAX^tZB.

II, BilUter-square, E.G., April 26.

iWe can spare no more space for a contiauatiou
of this controversy.—Ed.]

ARCHITECTS AND SANITATION.
SiE,—Thirty years since the writer of this letter

made a determined effort to enlist the sympathies
of the public generally, and of architects more
especially, in favour of an important branch of
sanitary science. The improvements advocated
were prefaced by the text :

" Ventilation is essen-
tial to health, and no system of warming should
be tolerated which fails to afford a plentiful supply
of fresh air to, and the withdrawal of vitiated air
from, each and every inhabited apartment."
The comparatively small success which has at-

tended the effort referred to may possibly be ac-
cepted by many architects and builders as cenclusive
evidence that the improvements advocated are not
needed, or, at the least, are not imperatively called
for. Unfortunately for progress, it rarely falls to
the lot of house- constructors to hear the uncom-
plimentary remarks of occupants; these are
usually made to third parties, called in to rectify
faults or supply omissions in buildings after their
erection, when Time, " the avenger," has entered
his protest.

While the public, on the one hand, complain
that the designers of houses have failed to suggest
ventilation, and in many cases have even deprecated
its consideration, architects, on the contrary, pro-
test that their clients either " don't care for it " or
" object to pay for it," and so the question is hope-
lessly shelved. In private residences this result is
disappointing enough to those who appreciate good
ventilation. T/iei/ know that the evils of stuffy
and unwholesome atmospheres in living and sleep-
ing-rooms are too frequently submitted to, because
neither architects nor clients, and certainly no
speculative builders, will give themselves the
trouble to investigate their causes and cure, or,
better still in all new buildings, their prevention.
But when neglect of ventilation has occurred in

the erection of public buildings, or rooms con-
structed to receive large numbers of persons, the
evil results are much more evident, and the cost of
rectification very serious. Some notable examples
might be quoted in the otherwise beautiful and
successful buildings of some of our first architects,
but to name them would be invidious.
The profession of an architect has hitherto been

so little safe- guarded, that it probably exhibits a
greater disparity of culture among its members
than is to be found in any other ; hence it may be
asserted, without offence to those who are truly
efficient, that not a few architects are disqualified
to advise upon this and kindred questions of a
scientific character. To this fact may be attributed
the temporary adoption of many inventions and
so-called improvements, which carry upon their
very faces their own condemnation.
These remarks are made as introductory to a

statement of the objects of the Museum of Building
and Sanitary Appliances, the causes for its present
enlargement, and the motives for constructing the
new portion, viz.. No. 19, Maddox- street, upon a
plan differing materially from that usually adopted
in London houses.

First. The object of the proprietor has been that
of gathering together under one management
specimens of all sanitary manufactures and con-
trivances, together with building appliances which
can be deemed interesting to architects, their
clients, and others.

— - —_, „.^ ,„ >,.„.j „„j , „„^ ,^ ^„o Second. The causes for the enlargement of the
gratings are covered up, then the traps cease to be Museum are s'mply the steady growth of its at-
either Buchan's or the Edinburgh air-chambered, tractions, and the impossibility of finding space
or the Honeyman traps, and they become more de-
fective than common siphon-traps.
To return to the system as applied to my own

house, it has been in use since 1874. The tiap—

a

lever trap— has never had the least repair or alter-
ation, and it is one of the first three made. A fuller
and most accurate description of the whole system
will be fouud in your own issue of I4th January,
187C, in the Architect of 1.5th January, 1876, and
the lluilder, Uth December, 1875.

The basement rooms are about 9ft. 6in. high;
dining-room floor, 13£t.; drawing-room floor, 13ft.;
bod-room floor, 10ft.; upper bedroom floor. Oft.

'The cistern is above the skylight over the well
stair-case.

The system is not one which can be properly
judged only by a person trained to understand it,

sufficient in the origiual galleries, for the many
new appliances sent for exhibition.

Third. The motives which have guided the erec-
tion of the new building. No. 19, Maddox-street,
are prompted by an earnest desire to illustrate
practically certain simple propositions for increased
salubrity in house-construction. However far the
effort may fall short of the necessity of the case, it
will, it is to be hoped, excite interest and discussion,
and promote the objects which the proprietor has
at heiirt.

The special arrangements in the new building to
which attention is particularly invited are as
follow :

—

Ist. The provision of a fresh-air chamber in the
sub-basement, iu which the air for the supply of
the several rooms is filtered and washed.

2nd. An upcast fresh- air channel ts each room
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for the delivtry of the purified air ; warm in
winter, cool in summer.

3rd. The exiractiou of the vitiated air of each
room, at all seasons, by upcast flues.

4th. Improved arrangements for warming, by
means of grates of all kiuda, hot water, kc.

6th. Efficient arrangements for carrying off all

bad odours at their sources, anil iha prevention of
their difTusion within the building.

6th. Effectual ventilation of the house- drains,
soil-pipes, and public sewer, whereby all pressure
of sewer air is prevented.

7th. Facility for the persunal examination of
eTery foot of house-drain, usually Luricd beneath
the basement floor, but in this huu$e fully exposed
to view.
To these attractions, which are 8peci<il to the

building itself, mus^t be added the large number of
building and sanitary appliances, before referred
to, on permanent exhibition.
Much might be written upon each of the above

seven subdivisions of this question of warming and
ventilation, but consideratiou fur your valuable
pace mutt curtail this paper.
There are, however, two poin's underlying the

whole question of successful ventilation which ur-
gently demand authoritative settlement, -viz., the

§
roper positions in inhabited rooms for the intro-
uction of fresh air, and, correlatively, for the ex-

traction of vitiated air.

While some authorities (Charles Hood, F.R.S;
E.A.Parke8,M.D.,r.R.S.,&c.) advocate the admis-
sion of fresh air, moderately warmed in cold
weather, at the lowest practicable level to avoid
floor or carpet dust, and the extraction of the
vitiated air at the high<;st level, or as nearly thereto
as circumstances will permit, others (Douglas
Galton, C.B., F.R S., &o.) contend for the admis-
sion of the fresh air at a high level, even at the
highest, through the room cornice, thence to de-
scend, acquiring warmth by contact with the ceiling
and wall-faces, and mixing with the heated air of
the room, to escape by the ordinary open fire.

There is yet a third view, of American importa-
tion, which deprecates the introduction of fresh
wanned air iu toto, and advocatt s the warming of
the air of the room by radiation or convection
from steam or hot- water pipes, aud the supply of
cold air, at all seasons, directed, Tobiu-fathion,
upwards without draught

!

The vie ws of the writer of this paper are ttrongly
in favour of the first-mentioned mode of admia-
s'.on and extraction. It Eeems to him entirely er-
roneous to permit the admixture of descending
fresh air with the impurities of respiration, pro-
ducts of combustion from artificial lighting, ice, to
be again inhaled, though in a diluted form, on its

passage downwards towards the open fire and
chimney.

Further, such a principle of ventilation is op-
posed to the modem demands for economy of fuel
by alow combustion, smoke consumption, &c.,
which should reduce draught, and thus avoid lots
of heat and smoke by the open chimney.
The writer has not yet had opportunity of wit-

neesiog the pnctical application of the third alter-
nstiTe above referred to, which, however, is of too
recent introduction to admit of an authoritative
judgment. But when the introducer of the system
enforces its superior advantages by reference to the
exhilarating effect of cold, even frosty, air upon
those capable of enjoying it, it docs seem to the
writer that he overlooks the fact, that both the
young and aged, and too many even in mid-life,
are strictly enjoined to avoid exposure to cold air,
even to the extent of seeking a warmer climate in
winter than that to which we are accustomed.

D. O. Boyd.
The Huseum of Building and Sanitary Appliances,

19 and 23, Maddox-street, Regent-street, W. (in
connection with the Architectural Societies'
Hou-.e, 9, Conduit- street, W )

Boring operations for salt have just been brought
to a satisfactory close at Saltholme, near Port
Clarence, Middlesbrough, by Messrs. Bell Bros.
The bed was discovered in 18.5i, but Messrs.
Bolckow, Vaughan, and Co., after expending about
£45,000, failed to make it a commercial success.
A contract has now been let t.i Mr. Wild, and a
12in. bore has been driven by a Beaumont diamond
rock drill to a depth of 1,043ft. Tin., when the salt,
which is stated to be 100ft. thick, was reached. It
is proposed to put down an inner tube, through
which fresh water will be poured, to be pumped up
as brine in the larger baring.

Memoii&l-stones were laid on Tuesday week at
Denton Holme, Carlisle, of a new Primitive
Methodist Sunday- school. The building is Gothic
in style, is to be of brick, and seated with open
benches for 220 scholars. Mr. Joseph Sliields, of
Durham, is the architect, and (he chief contract,
that for masonry and brickwork, has been taken
by Mr. J. Huttou, Carlisle.

The Brighton town council last week instructed
Ihe borough surveyor to prepare plans and specifi-
cations for a proposed sauitorium.

5nUrc0mmumcati0n»

QVESTIOyS.
[6184 ]—Concrete.—I eball be gliui of information as

to the best sort of machinery for making- compressed con-
crete blocks aod slabs, both mouldcJ and plain. — (i.

[6485.]-Grand Hotel, Paris. -I shall be gUd if

any of your readers can furni.-*h me with the dimensions,
especially the height i-f the dining-room, at the Giand
Hotel in Paris.- E. J. K.

[6486.]—Coniaborouffh Castle.—In some archi-
tectural publication like the " Assutiation 8ketch-Book,"
there appeared a plate of a sketch and details of the
chapel in the keep of ihii cistle. A reference to where
tliifl is to be found would oblige.—A. 8. E.

L6 1S7.]—Va 1uations .—Will any reader kindly inform
me of the best published work on the '* Valuation of all
Kinds of Property," showiBgthe best method of framing
together reports lor placing before a committee ? Any in-
formation on this subject will be gratefully esteemed by
—YouNQ Valuer.

[648S.l—Pebble-DashinBr.—Could anyone inform
me where the small pebbles used for "pebble-dashing"
the exterior walls of buildings, can be obtained, and the
approximate coat of c^auie per ton ? Also how many yards
will a ton cover, and, if possible, to explain the modus
operandi of "pebble-dashing" on a surface of Portland
cement.—Lanxasuibe.

[.G4S9.]—Ezaminatioas in Bulldln? Line and
Arcllitecture.—I should feel greatly obliged if any of
my fellow-readers would kindly instruct me iu my fuUow-
ing difficulty :—Having been an articled pupil to a firm
of builders and arcliitects for four years, I wish to
know if there are any examiuations I could go in for, by
which I would be able to gain some distinction or degree
without attending a science aud art school, as I have a
great wish to gain some distinction in the above trade or
profession?—JBuiLDEa and Abcuitect.

[6490.] -Lincolnshire.—I intend bavinga ten days'
sketching trip in this county, excepting Lincoln and
Bo.ston. Would some reader suggest places worth archi -

tecturally visiting?—A R.I.B.A.

[6491.]—Cathedrals —I hope shortly to visit the
following cathedrals : Bangor, Chester, Lincoln, Lichfield,
and Southwell Minster, and would be obliged to any
readei-sof the Building News if they would impart to me
such information and poiats of inti-rest to be observed as
would tend to make my visit the more satisfactory, and
also kindly to enumerate the surrounding objects near at
hand wort^ visiting ?—Young Ahciutrct.

HEFZIES.
[6428.]—Oak Pitting-s.-The blue stains *'B." refers

to are probably caused by the stuif not being thoroughly
dry. Oak invariably "blues" after the tool when it is

not seasoned. A solution of oxalic acid and hot water
will remove this. Of course, it grives the wood a bleached
appearance, not at all desirable when ne^r the eye, but in
a roof it is right enough. Ugly old nail hole stains in roof
timbers are always offensive looking eye-sores. A
repeated application of oxalic acid will remove them in
toto.—Harby Hems.

[6167.]—Constants.—In the question and reply,
"Dodson" should have been "Dobson." In the reply
to No. 6427, "Mr. Packett " should have been "Mr.
Puckett."-Hugh McLaciilan.

[6459.]—Enslish Cathedrals.—I believe the best
work on the suoject is BritUjn's " Cathedral Antiquities,"
or " English Cathedrals," 5 vols., with 311 plates. It is

a rare and expensive work, but is to be found in first-

class art librai-ies. There is also another work which I
have not seen, published 1814-19, Storer's " History and
Antiquities of the Cathedral Churches of Great Britain/'
4 voLs., having upwards of 250 plates. Separate works on
York Cathedral nave been issued by Brittoa, Poole, and
Hughall, and others. Also, I believe, works on Exeter
Cathedral.—Huou McLachlak.

[6462.]—Floor 40ft. Span.—The best method of
carrying this is by wrought-iron plate girders placed
beneath the floor, so that the joist:^ may have a bearing
on the upper flanges. Allowing six girders in the total
length, taking 2ft. lOin. as the depth and 12in. as the
width of fl,ange8, the fioor joists wiU have a bearing of
9ft. 2in. The total weight of floor, calculating l^cwt. per
ft. super., is 175 tons, or 25 tons to each girder. Then
calculating, according to my reply to No. 6424 in the
" Intercommunication " of the 1st inst., it will be found
that the bottom flange should have 14'7 sq. inches
sectional area, and the top flange 18'375in. Therefore a
girder with section as sketch, and of the following dimen-

sions, would suflioe : Two top plates

^^^^^^j of 12in. by gm. each, two upper
"^"l p angles 5in. by 6in. by fin., web

I I pn. thick, two lower flanges 4jin.

I I by 4iin. by fin., and bottom plate
12in. by Ain. With these girders
it would DC advisable to have two
or three vertical angle stiffening

I
I

pieces on each side of small sec-
I I tion. The floor cuuld also be car*

——J r ried by trussed wooden girders,-^^"^^^^^ but it would not be so satisfactory
fur several reasons. The girders

might be made of less depth than taken if more iron
would be required. Also box girders might be used, and
part of the girders concealed in the flooring, the joists
being carried by horizontal bearing angles, —Hugh
McLachlan.

[6463.]—Cubino' Workhouse.-Per cube foot at
7d,, if cost of building in neighbourhood is about the
same as that in I^ondon. Add Id. per foot extra for the
administrative buildings and hospital.-Hugh McLach-
lan.

[6467.]—Lime in 'Well.-Chloridcof calcium would
probably have the effect mentioned. In so short a time
it may have been made by the action of tlie lime on some

of the components in the water or at the well bottom.—
Hugh McLachlan.

[6172.]—Plain Tile Roofing.-1 should be glad to
have some further particulai-s of actuil experience of
tiles in an exposed situation. "Surveyor** says pitch a
long way on the acute side of square pitch, but the square
pitch is very commonly employed. See Mr. Norman
tihaw's work at Bedford-park, LowUier I^odge, aud
Marcus Stone's house at Kensington, <S:c. How are the
tiles laid in these iusiancc^*? In the case of rafters having
tiles bedded in luortar, aud lath aud plastering on the
inside as finishing to an attic room, is it possible to pri*-

vide ventilation for the underside of tiles ? Is there any
advantage in bcddinti- in mortar? Is there any in " torch-
ing" orpointiug underside? What is thesize and thick-
ness of oak split laths necessary ? What is the best form
for galvanised iron hoaks, aud ate they better than nibs,
nail*, or pegs? Do the tiles require neither holes nor
nibs if hooks are employed ! I am about to use tiles in a
very exposed situation overhanging the sea coast. Tae
pitcU of the roof is about 60^, or 5^ steeper than the pitch
that gives a right angle at the ridge, and I shall be much
obliged for any results of experience bearing on these
points. If Mr. Norman Shaw would state the mode of
fixing adopted by him he would confer a b^on upon h 8
profession and upon—Gobo.

[6473.]—R.I.BA.Examinations.—Thelast volun-
tary proficiency examination will take place in June next,
ana all applications must be sent in on or before the 30lb
inst., as stated in R.I.B A. advertisement in your issue of
the 1st inst. If "C. E. M." and others were to write ta
Mr. W. H. White, Secretiry, 9, Conduit street, London,
W., for a copy of the rules and questions for last exami-
nation, enclosing Is. 6d., they would obtain far more
useful information than cin be given in any reply through
your " Intercommunication *' columns. The age of
candidates varies from 21 to 30 yeais. I expect the
syllabus mentioned by "C. E. M.'* is simply the appli-
cation form wWioh is sent gratis. Next year the compul-
sory examination for membership will commence.—Hugh
McLachlan.

[6475.] — Advantages of Oentrollneads. — I
occasionally observe inquiries about the use of th's simple
instrument, to which no one seems to take the tro uble to
reply. In No. 6475 , of April 15, " O." asks what is the
advantage of using one ? It saves the inconvenience of a
distant vanishing point, and a long straight edge to reach
it. A drawing, no matter how distant the vanishioe
point may be, can all be worked within the compass of
any moderate-sized drawing board that will ho.d the
paper it is on. Consequently, the board can be moved
about, put aside, and work resumed at any time without
any anxiety of mind about disturbance of points and
pasition of board. For example, I have often carried a
large-sized perspective drtwiiiK in course of drawing
about with mc, on a small board, the size of the sheet of
paper, into town iu the morning, home in the evenings,
working at it at odd times anywhere, on any table, as op-
portunity arose . How to set a ceutrolinead ? asks one after

another of your iutercommunicators. Nothing easier.

Use rule of thumb and don't bother about the science of
the thing, and a minute or two adjusts it simply ae-

toftenas you want it. Vide diagram. Mark liist on your

HORirONTAU
"i3i^

drawing the horizontal line, and any one converging line,
X — y^ tending to the distant point required. Stick the two
pins for the arms to work against in the board as above
by guesswork, say, about equidistant above and below
the horizontal line. Lay the straight edge along the
horizontal line and the arms against the pins, screwing
them up tight. Move the straight edge up to the con-
verging line, X y (of course working the arms agamst the
pins). If the straight edge does not coincide with the
converging Une come back to the horizontal line and un-
screw and readjust the arms for another trial, and, m
fact, dodge them at a more or less obtuse angle, until
the straight edge accommodates itself to both your con-
verging linos. Then fire away. I find I often hit off

the proper angle of the arms at first shot, at most times
in two essays, and always in three. Every centrolinead
works either right hand or left by reversing the arms. If
the side of the straight edge is not opposite the central
eye when beginning to work, unscrew the arms and turn
them over. Two centroiineads at one drawing are never
gracticallywanted. There are usually a far-off and near-
and vamshing-point. A pin stuck within the compass

of the board usually serves for the near one.—T. D.

t6i75.] — Advantages of Centroiineads. — It
should be mentioned that two centroiineads are necessary
if meant to work both from right and left hands, as a
right handed crntrolinead is no use when the vanishing-
point is on the left.—Hugh MoLachlan.

r6476.]—Book on Painter and Decorators'
Work.—Davidson's "HousePainting, Graining, Mar-
bling, and Sign-Writing, a Practical Manual of," crown,
8vo., cloth, 5s. This I find in Batsford'a catalogue for

1878 ; have no acquaiutance with the work.

—

Hugh
McLachlan.

[6478.]—Etching".—Obtain IIamerton*s admirable
" Etcher'sHand-Book," price 53., published by Robersoo,
99, Long Acre, from whom may also be otained all etch-
ing requisites. Tliere is also the larger and costly work
by the same author ; and much may be learnt from Ha-
den*8 lectures, which were reported in the Buildi.sv.

News.— C. E. Clavtos.
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[6480.]—Ught and Alr.-The windows having en-
joyed an uninterrupted aceeps of light for over twenty
yeara give their owner a perfect right. The owner of the
other property mentioned can build -so as to interfere with
the view, but not the accefs of light. The distance
between the new and old buildings must naturally have
something to do with the light. The question of for what
purpose the premises are used makes a difference in the
assessing of compensation. Should •• I'erplexed " wish
for further information, I shall be pleased to furnish it if

he will call or wiite to—W. J. N. T., 35, Great James-
street, W.C.

LEQAI. INTELLiaSNCE.
Liability of Payment fob Quantities. —

BiEDSEYE V. The Commissionehs of the Hotbb
HABBOtm Boahd.—At a sitting in Nisi Piius on
the 13th inst., before Mr, Justice Manisty and a
special jury, this action was hoard. Mr. Murphy,
(J.C., Mr. A. L. Smith, and Mr. B. Bray were
counsel for the plaintiff ; Mr. M'lutyre, Q.U , and
Mr. Finlay appeared for the defendants. It was
an action brought by a quantity surveyor against
the defendants to recover the sum of £70 oa. for
fees. The plaintiff relied on an employment by
the defendants* architect and on a custom in the
building trade that when a builder or contractor
did work, the architect had a right to call iu the
assistance of a quantity surveyor, to be paid by
his employer. The defendants denied any con-
tract and employment, denied the custom, and said
it did not apply to this case. It appeared thit in
April, 1S7S, a Mr. Adcockhad agreed to take oer-
tam land of the defendants at (iranville-gardens,
Dover, and to build there certain waiting-rooms,
refreshment-rooms, and baths. He was to lay out
the residue in gardens and pleasure-grounds. By
June, it became necessary, as the buildings and
gardens were nearly completed, that they should
be measured up and the amount ascertained.
Thereupon the plaintiff was employed and rendered
the services sued for in the present action. Mr.
Adcock was to be paid for any expenditure he was
put to beyond £350 by the Board ; and the large sum
of £4,15U was alleged to have become due to him.
The greater part whs paid off, but there remained
a balance of £1,00.5, and this was reduced by a
compromise made with Mr. Adcock by Mr. Finnis,
a member of the Board, to £700 on November 4,
187S. Mr. Adcock stated he was induced to accept
the lower sum on the condilion of the Board's
paying the professional charge— /.e , the solicitor,
the architect, and the surveyor. The i)laintiff sent
in his account to the Board on January 13, 1879,
but Mr. Sulwell, the solicitor and registrar, replied
the next d ly that the Bjard knew nothing about
it, and hxd never authorised the employment of
the plaintiit. The following day the plaintiff agaiu
wiote :

— '• Mr. Adcock informed me the Board had
agreed to pay my account direct, or I should not
have sent it to you." The matter thus slumbered
till October, when Mr. Adcock wrote to the chair-
man, "May I ask you to pay Mr. Birdseye's
account, as it was agreed by Mr. Finuis with me
when the compromise was effected that the B jard
should pay the surveyor •-" To this Mr. Stilwell
answered, "The Board know nothing about it,

and the plaintiff was so informed as far back as
January of this jear (1879)." Neiily a year
elapsed before the plaintiff issued his writ after
this. For the plaintiff, several architects and sur-
veyors were called, who spoke to the custom of the
budding trade, that iu any large matter, say, over
£2,000, the architect was entitled to call in a quan-
tity surveyor, to be paid by the employer. For the
dtfenddnts there were called Mr. btilA-ell, Mr.
Finnis, Mr. Humphreys, Mr. Pearce, aud Mr.
Court, members of the Harbour Board, who
were present at the meeting of February ft,

1878, when Mr. Williams, one of the plain-
tiff's witnesses, was there. The plaintiff's
name was n .t mentioned as a man to be em-
plojed. Mr. Fiimis said he had told Mr. Adcock
the Board woiJd pay the architect, but he did not
see why the architect should not pay h-s own
surveyor. He was only advising Mr. Adcock t >

accept the compromise of the £70u ; he hart always
denied that he promised to pay the plaintiff. His
Lordship, iu summing up, said the evidence of a
direct contract to employ the plaintiff was not so
satisfactory as, perhaps, the juiy might desire.
But the great question was, whether ihey thought
the custom set up had been proved—viz., whether
in a work of this magnitude the architect or con-
tractor had a right to call iu to his assistance a
quantity surveyor, whose services the employers
were to pay for. Mr. Adcock appeared to till the
double part here of contractor aud tenant under
the defendant board, and that, perhaps, accounted
for the plaintiff being left out in the cold when
payment was made. And the second question
would be, liad Mr. Adcock accepted the £700 on
the assurance that he would not have to pay the
surveyor, but that the Board would do so. The
jury promptly returned a verdict for the plaintiff
tor the amount claimed. Mr. M'lutyre asked for
a stay of execution in order to move tlie Court.
lie aud his learned junior both entertained a
strong opinion that custom did not arise in this

case, and that the contract alleged had not been
proved. His Lnrdship : You may eulettain a
strong opinion, but you see this man has done the
work, and he ought to be paid. I will not assist
the defendants in any way. The learned Judge
then, on the application of counsel, certified for a
special jury.

STATUES, UEMOAIALS, &c.

Fbant.—A brass lectern has just been placed in
Fraut Church, Sussex, in remembrance of the late
Viscount Stratford de Rodcliffe, who spent the
latter years of his long and eventful life at Frant
Court, in that parish. The lectern is from a design
by Mr. J. O. Scott, and has been beautifully
executed by Messrs. T. Potter and Sons, of 44,
South-Molton-street, and 298, Oxford-street, W.
It consists of a massive -brass eagle on pillar-orna-
mented with twelve cairngorms and bloodstones.
The church of Frant has just been restored under
the direction of Mr. J. O. Scott.

CHIPS.
Steady progress is being made with'the erection

of the new Eddystone Liglithouse, which now con-
sists of 53 courses of granite masonry, rising 7Gft.
above high-water mark. From the commencement
of the work in July, 1878, 1,400 hours have been
worked on the rock, equivalent to 155i days of nine
hours each, and 1,800 stones, weighing in all about
4, 100 tons, have beeu landed and set. Only 36
courses remain to be built, and it is hoped that the
new light will be exhibited in March, 1882. Colza
oil will be the illuminating agent, and, in addition
to the light, a two-ton bell will be fixed on the
rock, for use iu foggy weather.

Mr. T. S. Stokes was last week appointed
engineer to the waterworks department of the
Improvement Commissioners for "Wellington,
Salop.

A carpenter named Tincombe, of Croydon, on
Tuesday week had a dispute in apublichouse with
a fellow-workman, George Robson, and struck him
on the forehead with his umbrella, causing a
puncture through the skull 2in. deep. Eobsonis
not expected to recover. Both men are ia the
employ of Mr. W. J. Hobbs, builder, of Morlaud-
road, Addiscombe.

A stained-glass memorial window was uncovered
in St. John's Church, North Woolwich, on Easter
Sunday. It is by Messrs. Gibbs aud Howard, and
represents two acts of mercy—clothing the naked
and visiting the sick.

Mr. James Winter, stonemason and builder, of
Hastings, died last week, ag. d nearly 80. He was
formerly a clerk of works, aud acted in that
capacity during the building of Queen's Hotel,
Hastings.

New Board-schools in Berwick-street, Soho,and
Cator-street, Peckham, were opened on Monday
evening. The former accommodates 1,000 children
in three departments, and has cost, exclusive of
site, £12,08G: the latter sea's 1,142 children, and
cost, site included, £17,841 ISs. 6J.

The annual report of the Baptist Union of
Great Britain and Ireland, presented on Monday,
states that during 1880 37 new chapels have been
built at a cost of £39,800, and 24 new schools at a
cost of over £6,000, whilst 86 chapels have been en-
larged and improved at a cost of £24,600. 24,000
additional chapel-tittings have been provided by
these means.

New BoarJ-schooU for 500 children, andrtsiJence
for master and assistant master, are about to be
be built at Preston-next-Faversham, from the
plans of Mr. Benjamin Adkins, architect, of
Faversham.

The Swansea newspapers of last week contained
obituary notices of the late Mr. Thomas Rees,
builder, of that town. He was a self-made man,
and for 2{ years ha^ beeu an active member of the
town council, occupying the position of vice-chair-
man of the works committee. For many years
he had acted as corresponding secretary of the
Manchester Unity of Oddfellows. He was but 45
years of age at the time of death, which occurred
unexpectedly. The funeral was attended by the
town council, the borough police, the representa-
tives of the Oddfellows aud other benefit secieties,
and his workmen.

In our issue of April 15th, we give particulars
of an eagle lectern placed iu Skipton Church, and
stated it was made by "Potts," of London. The
makers' name should have beeu given as Messrs. T.
Putter and Sons, of 44, South Molton-street, W.
The foundation-stone of a new Bible Christian

Chapel was laid at Grampouud, on Monday week
The chapel will be built of local killas with granite
dressings, will seat 130, aud will cost £350. Mr.
Pendler, of Pentewan, is the architect, and Messrs.
Treganno and Bennett are the builders.

(Dur aDla Cable.

A NEW lightbou-o, the highest in France, has
been erected at Planier, near Marseilles. Its
htightis about 67 metres (223ft.). It is 4mctrcs
above that of Cordouan, and 10 metres abore
that of Dunkerque. The range of its light will
be about 17 miles (or 31,500 m.). The last stone
was placed in December. The base of the light-
house is 18m. in diameter (fiOft.) ; it is fixed in
the limestone at 2m. depth, and rises 4 50m.
above the water ; on the sea side it is protected
by a breakwater. The wall of the ligbthonso
diminishes in thickness from 2-40m. to l-30m.
The lantern will be a largo chamber 4-30m.
high. The light is to be electric, and to suffer
eclipses.

Que notice of the Indu.strial section of the
Richmond Exhibition last week was necessarily
brief, aud we omitted to mention a series of
architectural and engineering drawings by F.
J. Bancroft, South Kensington student, a junior,
working under Mr. Berry Clarke, the highway
surveyor to the Islington Vestry. They con-
sist of the following :—Road and sewer con-
struction, railway bridge over roadway, timber
roof-trusses and ohurc'h-gates and railings, as
well as a good collection of timbers u^ in
building construction, all catalogued with
their botanical names, weights per cubic foot,

&c.

The total number of structures erected in
New York during 1880 was two thousand two
hundred and fifty-two, the largest number in
any year since 1S71. A noticeable feature is the
rapidity with which the fashion of apartment-
houses has spread within a decade. The first

building of this class in New York was erected
in 1809. Similar enes had been constructed
and found popular in Boston several years be-
fore ; but the idea did not quickly gain favour in
New York, and in five years after the first

experiment, only a single house of the same
kind was undertaken. In 1875 a change took
place, and more than a hundred were built, with
about as many more in 1876, 1877, and 1878.
In 1879 two hundred and fifty-three were
erected, and last year the number was five

hundred and sixteen, making a total of twelve
hundred and fifty-two such establishments now
existing in a city which seven years ago possessed
but two. This year there is reason to suppose
that the number will be even greater, and the
boarding-houses for which New York is re-
nowned may yet be depopulated in favour of the
home-life which French flats have brought
within the reach of so many families for whom
it would otherwise be unattainable.

The exhibition of ancient and modern furni-
ture in the rooms of the Yorkshire Fine Art
Society, at Leeds, has proved a success. The
exhibition is now drawing to a close, this week
being the last during which it will remain
open to the public. 'This exhibition, however,
is to be followed shortly by one of paintings by
living artists, and from the promises already
made, there would seem to be every prospect of
an interesting and valuable dL-jplay. The
curator, Mr. James Dallas, has recently returned
to Leeds from a tour of the studios iu London,
and many artists have promised him, or com-
municated in writing their intention, to exhibit
pictures at the forthcoming exhibition. Amongst
those who have so promised are Absolon,
Aumonier, Guido Bach, Burgess, Calderon,
Davis, G. A. Fitzgerald, J. E. Grace, E. A.
Goodall, Grossmilh, T. B. Hardy, Edwin Hayes,
Herkomer, Jenkins, C. E. Johuson, G. G. Kil-
bume, Linton, Lucas, C. J. Lewis, P. R. Morris,
J. S. Noble, Pettie, Pelham, Briton Riviere,
Topham, Weeks, Walters, and Wynfield.

AccoEDiNO to the Daily Xews, a project has
been started for erecting an extensive building
in Piccadilly, to be devoted to art-galleries,

with the addition of a public hall, a restaurant,
and shops. Arrangements have, we learn,

already been made under which the annual sum-
mer exhibition of the Institute of Painters in

Water-colours will be held in these galleries.

The removal of the Institute to its new abode is

to be accompanied by an important change in
its rules—the privilege of exhibiting being
thenceforth thrown open to all painters in water-
colours. There will, however, be a process of
selection, on the principle of the Royal Academy.
Similar arrangements are in contemplation for
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an exhibition of oil-paintings in tho winter in

the same galleries.

Oil Friday last a series of drawing-room leo-

tares, given under the axispices of the National

Health Society, was commenced at the residence

of Mr. C. Ma"tthew8, Hertford-street, Mayfair.

The lectures will be on every Friday until the

27th prox., the lectnrers including Dr. Robert
Farqoharson, M.P., Jfr. C. N. Cresswell, Dr.
Henry Power, Dr. Siemens, and Mr. Ernest

Hart, the subjects being "Health in Public

Schools," " Sanitary Relations of Local Govern-
ment," "Care and Education of the Eye,"
" Stoves and Grates," and " Recent Progress in

Health Knowledge." The lecturer on Friday
was Professor Fleming Jenkin, F.R.S., whose
subject was " Sanitary House Inspection," and
in opening his discourse the lecturer dwelt upon
the necessity of the householders knowing the
sanitary ondition in regard to water supply and
the exclusion of sewer-gas from the houses iu

which they dwelt. He described the grievous
consequences which might occur through de-
fective fittings, these consequences being attacks

of typhoid fever, the ill-trapping of a drain or

had plumber's work causing fatal ventilation of

eewers into sleeping-rooms. He illustrated by
drawings and by a model the means taken to
" seal " the sewer gases ; but at the same time
he pointed out the ease with which these con-
trivances got out of order ; hence, ho urged, the
necessity of householders making themselves
acquainted with the condition of their dwellings
or intended dweUings, and he commended the
means of late offered to the public of obtaining
the information necessary to g^ard them against
dwelling in a house under insanitary conditions.

Ojt Saturday the experimental works in con-
nection with the proposed Channel Tunnel were
inspected by Sir Edward Watkin, and between
20 and 30 other gentlemen. The geological

formation of the strata through which the head-
way is being drilled continues, and it appears
likely to continue, to be composed of tho grey
chalk, a geological composition which is

peculiarly favourable to the operations from the
remarkable resemblance between the geological
strata on cither side of the Channel even to tho
minute particulars. It seems more than pro-
bable that tho formation is continuous through-
out the bed of the Channel. The circular head-
ing starting from Abbot's Cliff is 90ft. below
the level of the South -Eastern line, and 30 yards
in the cliff, measuring from the down-rail. The
drilling is advanced by means of one of Colonel
Beaomont's compressed - air engines, at the
arerage rate of about a quarter of an inch per
minute, the disc to which the cutters are at-

tached revolving twice in that time, and the
entire length of the heading is now rather more
than 300 yards. The dibria is removed from the
heading on a tramway in troUeys drawn by
ponies of a Welsh breed. Another shaft now
being sunk, and already in an advanced stage,

IS on the west side of Shakepeare's CUff, and as

soon as the required depth is reached the drill

machine will be removed here, so as to enable
the miners to meet the present heading. This,
it is calculated, will greatly assist the progress
of the work, as any water that may thus perco-
late through the chalk will run towards the
shaft. The gradient is one in eight, and the
Tentilation of the heading is effected by means
of the exhausted air from the engines.

At a meeting of the Royal Scottish Society of
Arts, on Monday, Mr. Edward Sang read the
first of a series of papers on surveying instru-
ments, in which ho strongly condemned the use
by civil engineers and surveyors of tho common
tripod for the support of their surveying instru-
ments. The tripod was, he said, constructively
unscientific and insufficient for that purpose,
and it was not creditable to civil engineers and
sorveyors that it i-hould continue to be used by
them after Robinson's stand had been made on
Mdentific principles, and seeing that photo-
graphers never used for supporting their
cameras an^ stands but such as were made on
thooe principles.

It is said that some opposition is contemplated
to Mr. Gladstone's proposal of a public monu-
ment in Westminitter Abbey to Lord Beacons-
field. It is strongly urged that, in view of the
monument raised to Lord Palmerston, followed
bjr the present proposal, the country would drift
into a systematic raising of public memorials to
every deceased Prime Minister, good, bad, and

indifferent. There are many who hold in respect

both the late and the present Premier, but we
trust there are some also who, remembering how
Westminster Abbey is at present encumbered,
cannot view without apprehension the prospect of

fuither additions.

Anotn; sixty members of the St. Paul's Eocle-
siologioal Society dined together on Tuesday
evening, at the Guildhall Tavern, under the
presidency of the Rev. Canon Gregory. The
toasts drunk were—" Church and Queen, " The
Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's" (which was
received with great enthusiasm), "The St.

Paul's Eoclesiological Society," "Architects and
Ecclesiologists," "The President, Vice-Presi-

dents, and Council of the Society," and "The
Chairman." The last toast elicited unbounded
applause, the rev. chairman having given
cordial support to this society from its com-
mencement.

It may not be generally known that earthen-
ware or terra-cotta pots have been used in
several modem buildings in London. Among
vaults and roofs so constructed, mentioned in
the last number of the "Architectural Dic-
tionary," are, tho dome of the rotunda. Bank of
England, by Sir J. Soane, R. A. ; work at Buck-
ingham Palace, by J. Nash ; at the National
Gallery, by W. Wilkins,:R.A ; and the vault
of the room added in 1839, by C. R. CookereU,
to the University Library at Cambridge. Arch-
ing by common flower-pots is not uncommon

;

it was used at the first baths and washhouses in
Lambeth, but the girders from which the arches
sprung, being of timber, rotted, and the con-
struction failed. It is said that champagne
bottles will often withstand a pressure of 40
atmospheres and upwards, or 6001b. on the
square inch. The introduction of concrete has,
in a great measure, superseded this very useful
kind of covering, but for vaults and domes the
hollow pot offers a light and highly fire-proof
construction.

Messes. Shuffbet and Co., 2, Broad-street-
buildings, Liverpool-street, London, E.C., have
brought out a book of wall-papers, containing
specimens of actual patterns kept in stock.

Many of these papers are artistically designed,
and are printed in pleasing shades of chocolate,

greens, and buffs. Some of the papers of the
first and darker shades are intended for dadoes,
the coloured surface being relieved by a con-
ventionalised patterns of foliage. A great re-

commendation of the designs is their freedom
from tawdry meaningless ornament, which
generally destroy all pictures and works of art

placed against them. Messrs. Shuffrey appear
to have met a want in producing iuexpensive
wall-papers of good design suitable for houses of

the middle-classes, and the prices they quote are
sufficiently low to enable a tenant to paper his

room throughout with patterns that wUl form a
quiet background, and be free from artistic

objections. The "Daisy" pattern, in red, blue,

and green, is pleasingly arranged, well covering
the ground with leaves and flowers, and the price
is 3s. per piece. We may also note the patterns
"Ox-Eye," "Indian " (No. 6), the "Cone,"
"Honeysuckle" (No. 17), "Diaper" "Mores-
que " (No. 18), as suitable for rooms of ordinary
houses. The remarks of Mr. G. Sherrin, pre-
fixed to the specimens, will be found suggestive,
if not always judicious. The author says : "A
pleasing way of treating tho side of a room is to

paper with these (dado papers, Nos. 1, 2, and
3 in the book) to a height of about three-
fourths that of the room, finishing with a picture
rail rebated, as shown on sketch, to receive brass
picture hooks, and covering the space above with
an embossed enrichment or a lighter paper.
By this treatment pictures have the advantage
of a dark rich background, and an effect of air

and space is obtained by the lighter decoration
above." The table to calculate the number of

pieces of paper for any room is useful. Messrs.
Shuffrey propose to publish also examples of

stoves, tiles, enrichments, and finger-plates in

another section.

TnE new school of art was opened in Man-
chester on Wednesday by the Earl of Derby.
Tho building has been erected at a cost of

£25,000, of which £7,000 remains unpaid, and
Lord Derby promised to do his part iu wiping
off this debt if the people of the city would do
theirs. In tho evening Lord Derby delivered

an address in which he dwelt on the develop-
ment of art in this country during the last huU-

century, and the beneficial influence it had in
counteracting the gradual disappearance of tlie
beauties of nature in our country, and J)ur ten-
dency towards excessive industrialism. 1

Messrs. John Bboadwood and So.vs, of Great
Pulteney-street, have had on view lately a
pianoforte of a highly decorative and artistic
character. The principal feature kf this work
of art is that the case is decorated in gesso, a
style of ornamentation whi^h has recently been
revived by Miss Kate Faulkner, who has designed
and executed the work. The case is of oak, the
gesso ornamentation being raised in relief, gilded
and painted. Inside the case is enriched with
crimson, and the workmanship tliroughout is of
the highest class. Few objects of furniture
better admit of high art decoration than the
grand pianoforte ; its large flat surfaces and the
sides of the instrument are capable of being
treated in a style worthy of the highest art, in
which symbolic subjects and colour of the
richest kinds may find a fitting place. Messrs.
Broadwood and Sons have lately done much to
show how high decorativ^o art can be applied to
the pianoforte.

A couBSE of six practical lectures, specially
addressed to working plumbers, and illustrated
by examples, diagrams, and working models and
demonstrations on "The Science and Art of
Sanitary Plumbing," vrSi. be given at the request
of the National Health Society, by Mr. S.
Stevens Hellyer, author of "The Plumber and
Sanitary Houses," at the rooms of the Society
of Arts, John-street, Adelphi, on May 17th;
June 1st, 14th, and 28th ; July 12th and 28th. To
commence each evening at 7.30. That some
further good may result to the plumbers attend-
ing them, the National Health Society will
award prize medals to the phmibers who shall
pass certain examinations in the art and science
of plumbing. Further particulars of tliis wiU
be given before the lectures are concluded. After
the close of this course of lectures examinations
will be held of a practical nature, including
working tests. Two large silver medals, several
smaller silver and bronze medals will bo awarded
by the National Health Society for superior
merit ; and certificates of proficiency will be
awarded to all working plumbers who show their
competency.

EOBEET DAVISON
10 years In Studio, Alnwick Castle, and 12 years with Hurke&Co.
Marble and Ceramic Mosaic Pavements and Mural Decjrations.
Wood and Stone Carvini? executed from Architects' Desiens.

Jura St Italian Marble Work supplied to Rudders ready for flxinff.
OmcES ;—32, PICCADILLY CIKCUS, 1,UND0N, W.

18, MOTCOMB STREET,
BELGRAVE SQUARE, S.W.

I find it necessary to warn my Customers that

my only Address is as ahove, and that I have no
connection with any house assuminr/ a similar JS^ame.

FREDERICK ARTHUR,
DECORATOR TO HER MAJESTY.

CHIPS.
In our issue of the 15th of this month we

noticed the design of Mr. Pritchett, architect, of
Darlington, for the new Congregational schools

now in course of erection at Sunderland, one
leading feature of which was the adoption of a
series of revolving shutters for the purpose of

dividing classrooms. These revolving divisions,

we sliould have remarked, are being supplied from
the Ure Mills, Ulverston (Mr. John Stones, manu-
facturer).

At a meeting held at Liverpool on Saturday it

was decided to build fifteen new churches iu the
city and suburbs, and to raise for this purpose a
fund of £100,000.

A group of buildings, including a women's club

and cafe, and creche, with shops facing the street,

are about to be erected in Heathcote-street, Not-
tingham. Mr. R. C. Sutton, of that town, is the

architect.

A company has just been formed at Teignmouth
for the foriniition of public baths. Mr. Row ton,

of that town, has prepared the plans, and the cost

of the buildings is estimated at £1,500.

A new altar and altar-rail have been placed in

Hoxwell parish-church, near Chelmsford. The
work was carried out under the (iirection of Mr.
E. C. Lee, of Great James-street, Bedford-row, by
Mr. Hammond, of Romford.
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THE PICTUKES AT THE EOYAL
ACADEMY.

THE first ioipression of the collection of

paintings hanging on the walls at Bur-
lington House this year is decidedly favour-
able. We have seldom seen better specimens
of the work of some of the leading Aca-
demicians and Associates than what thoy
exhibit this year.

It wUl, however, rather disappoint many
admirers that some of the more popular
artists have devoted most of their time to

portraits. Mr. E. J. Poynter, for example,
has only one subject- i>icture, and that
of a single figure. No. 198, "Helen."
He has chosen the moment when
the end of the war, no new thing to her,

was at hand. In the immediate prospect of
the ruin that her beauty has caused, she
stands " aU passionless, with something of

amaze," half-wondering that men should do
such deeds for such as she. Behind her is

the city in flames. Nothing can be better
than the drapery of gold and red brocade
and the jewellery ; but the face is some-
what disappointing. The dazed blue eyes
hardly suggest the Helen for whom two such
nations fought so long and so bitterly.

Among the veterans of the Eoyal Academy,
T. Sidney Cooper shows a remarkable paint-
ing, "The Scape Goat" (xNo. 211), wander-
ing in inaccessible mountains—not Eastern,
however—but doubtless taken from our own
Scotch Highlands. His others, four in num-
ber, are neither much better nor worse than
what we have been used to of lato years.
The exhibition of Mr. Solomon Hart's single
picture upon the line is a matter for regret.

One of Mr. J. E. Millais's happiest pic-
tures is No. 279. It is a portrait of a
young girl in the character of Cinderella.
Her surroundings are sombre and mean—

a

common smoke-stained stone kitchen, with
a pair of bellows hanging over her head, a
rough birchbroom at her side, logs of wood
heaped up beside the smouldering fire. The
neglected child sits solitary, but not without
a certain braveness of endurance, well
deserving the good oifices of her fairy

guardian. On a screen close by hangs the
unfinished portrait by the same great artist,

which will be regretfully gazed at by all

sorts of people, of every shade of opinion.

Her Majesty's command for its exhibition
will be gratefully appreciated by all. It is

in many ways a remarkable portrait of the
great Earl who has just gone to his rest;
differing in many ways from any other ex-
tant likeness, j'et having a subtle truth of

outline, such as probably no other living
painter could have caught. One is struck
particularly by the air of sadness which
pervades the clever features. Unlike the
portraits of Mr. Bright and Mr. Gladstone,
this is taken from the side.

The President and council of the Eoyal
Academy have made a valuable purchase of
John Collier's " Last voyage of Henry Hud-
son," No. 260. It is a piteous tale, told with
sad and earnest truthfulness. In the ice-

berg-crowded Arctic Sea the uncovered open
boat is floating, which carries the great
navigator and his little delicate son, with
none but a few of the most sickly and infirm
of the sailors as their companions, cast adrift

by the crew who mutinied in the summer of
1611. They were never heard of more.
Hudson sits at the bow of the boat, resigned
to the horrible fate which he knows he can-
not escape from, holding the hand of his
poor, cold, starving boy. One helpless

form, stretched on the bottom of the boat
suggests the condition of the rest of the
haijless crew. The same artist shows a good
portrait of "Sir Joseph D. Hooker," No.
349, and a spirited and finely-coloured re-

presentation of "Mr. Booth as Eichelieu,"
(No. 923), "The Curso of Rome." "A
Frightful State of Things," No. 71, com-
bines tragedy and comedy in ludicrous
fashion. A poor little mito has been left by
himself to finish his dinner from a dish on
his lap, when the whole poultry-yard
pays him a visit through the open door.
The room is crowded with cocks, hens,
turkeys, and chickens. You can hear the
poor little mortal's shrieks of agony,
as some geese with outstretched necks
approach his plate. The picture is painted
on a fine canvas, with little preparation, in a
very dry medium, almost like tempera. The
effectisgood, except that there is an apparent
flatness in the birds. The way in which the
variegated sheen of the coloured plumage is

got is very successful. The artist is Gaetano
Chierici. Mr. Eyre Crowe has given in

No. 66 a life-like description of one of the
most stirring events of the war during the
Indian Mutiny. The subject is the blowing
up of the Cashmere Gate, at Delhi, Sept. 14,

1857. It was a desperate affair. After the
powder-bags had been successfully placed
at the foot of the gate, and Lieut. Salkeld
and Sergeants Burgess and Carmichael had
been killed in attempting to arrange the
fuse, their place was taken by Sergeant
Smith, who is represented on the old battered
wooden bridge as lighting a lucifer to fire it,

and has just time to leap down into the ditch,

warned by the port-fire flashing in his face
that the fuse was alight. The whole is

solidly and well painted, without exag-
geration or attempt at mere sensational
effect. We see simply how, with various
fortune, those brave men stood to their

heroic work. Mr. G. H. Boughton has
again chosen one of his favourite
Puritan subjects, this time from the almost
forgotten romance of " The Scarlet Letter."
Hester Prynne, saved from the cruel death
which might have been inflicted upon her by
the heartless severity of the early Puritan
settlers, gives her whole life for the good of
all who needed help, regardless of the gibes
which were too often thrown at her by the
very people she assisted. Steadfast in her
purpose of real goodness, the fair young
woman is shown standing in the snow before
a plague-stricken house, while a sour-looking
neighbour drags away his little child from
what he deems a double pollution. Yet she
bears it all with patience, not altogether
unhappy. There is plenty of fun and
character about Fcderigo Andreotti's
"During the Sermon" and "A Happy
Father of Twins," Nos. 209, 210—the
latter being two goodly flasks of generous
wine, the idea of which rejoices the good
father's heart. What but " Envy, Hatred,
and Malice," could fill the hearts of that
troupe of favourite dogs (No. 2) when they
saw the self-conscious, black-nosed pug
puppy apparently taking from them all their

young mistress's love ? Briton Eiviere's

knowledge of animal manners was never
better shown. The great bloodhound on
the left only presses his great head in re-

monstrance against her side. Not so the fox-
terrier and collie, who show by their teeth
that they would like, if they dared, to get at
the little brute. The face of the girl is the
least satisfactory part of the picture. No.
\oo is in the artist's more serious manner
"A Eoman Holiday." The scene is in

the arena of an amphitheatre. A Christian
forced to fight with wild beasts for the
amusement of the brutal populace, has
killed one great tiger, and faint, perhaps
dying, is tracing a cross in the sand with
his reeking sword, the blood staining the out-
line as he forms it. Another huge monster,
declining the combat, is walking away,

glaring in hatred at the crowd of specta-
tors. No. 402, " Lotslceping dogs lie "—any
one who ventured to disturb either master
or dog in this amusing picture would have
himself to thank if evil came of it. It would
be difficult to conceive a more disreputable
pair than the dog and man here painted.
The latter is excellent, a perfect representa-
tion of the lowest sort of rough—out of mis-
chief because the plentiful draught indicated
by the pewter-pot on the ground has for

a time sent him off. The effect of Miss
ClaraMontalba's "St. Mark's, Venice,"—the
piazza inundated— is magic. There is a flood
of light reflected from the wet surface of the
piazza. The colouring is gorgeous, the
drawing perfect. Mr. Hubert Herkomer
could not have chosen a better subject to
display the points in which he excels than
No. 373, "Missing," a scene at the Ports-
mouth dockyard gates, during that dread-
ful time of suspense when the ill-fated

Atalanta was missing. All the emotions
experienced by young and old at that un-
happy time are represented in this fine pic-
ture. Old men and women scarcely able to
bear up against the heartrending expecta-
tion of the loss of the young sons and
grandsons who had been their chief sup-
port till now; young women despairingly
anticipating the news of their lost brothers
or lovers, all crowding together eager to
hear the news they so much dreaded.
We have this year two highly-finished

paintings by Mr. W. P. Frith. The more
important is an exact representation of a
wedding-party, "For Better for Worse," as
it is called. The moment chosen is the de-
parture of the bride and bridegroom, and
the treatment is a realistic reproduction of
what may be seen at any fashionable wed-
ding. A handsome carriage and pair, with
well-behaved and well-dressed servants, is

drawn up at the door, and the young couple
are getting into it. The normal police-

man is there, to see that the vulgar do not
approach too close. There are slippers in
plenty, some already thrown, and, as usually
happens, having missed the mark, some to be
thrownwhen the carriage drives off, andsome
suspended in mid- air, in very comic
fashion. The bridegroom is politely taking
his cap off' as he leaves. Father and mother
are tearful, suggesting the exhilarating
speeches that have enlivened the wedding
breakfast. The company is behaving as wed-
ding guests generally do on such an occa-
sion. Some of the younger having evi-
dently caught the fever, are preparing to
follow the good example as speedily as
possible. In contrast to all the wealth, com-
fort, and decorum of the scene, a villainous-

looking red-haired mendicant, with his wife
and ragged children, all for worse and no
better, stand looking at the gay sight. The
many admirers of Mr. Frith will no doubt
crowd round this highly-finished though
somewhat commonplace picture. Mr.
Frith's other pictiu-e is of a higher aim
(No. 182), "Swift and Vanessa"; the
quarrel between poor Vanessa and Swift,
upon her writing to Stella to try to find out
what was the nature of her connection with
Swift. The Dean is represented bursting
with rage, simply flinging down her own
letter to Stella, preparatory to his mount-
ing his horse and leaving her to her
wretchedness for ever. The painter has
been, we think, more successful in realising

the terror, nnhappiness, and despair of the
lady than the Dean's anger, which reminds
one rather too much of the stage. AU is

neatly and carefully painted, with much at-^

tention to the details.

ARCHITECTURE AT THE EOYAL
ACADEMY.—II.

IP the architectural drawings on the walls
of Burlington House were at all repre-

sentative of the state of architecture duriug
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the past year, then it would have been

admitted little progress has been made. In

reality, however, no such test is afforded

a fact which the selection made by
the hanging committee abundantly proves

in the present exhibition. There are

drawings as well as designs—the handi-

work of men who can artistically ex-

press their own ideas, and others which
represent merely the technical skill of the

draughtsman. We have instances of bad
design well dra-wn, andgood design ill-drawn.

It iseasy to see that this contest of meritorious

work with feats of draughtsmanship pre-

sents a difficulty to the Committee intrusted

with the work of the year. The Academy,
from the very nature of its constitution, has

to promote, and as we think rightly, the

pictorial part of the artist's work; at the

same time, it is bound to give preference to

those qualities which mark the distinction

between the painter's and the designer's

skill, and the value of the Academy to the

architect wUl become less recognised as this

point is lost sight of. A very large propor-

tion of this year's work comprises designs in

tise and in posse, drawings of domestic and
ecclesiastical buildings of an unambitious
kind, and in this notice we shall confine our
remarks to a few of the representative con-
tributions of these two classes, many of which
have been illustrated in our pages. Timbered
houses form the greater number of designs,

and we take Messrs. Gaddard and Paget's
" Houses in course of Erection at Leicester,"

a large ink perspective, as merely showing
the prevailing taste to make the gable and
chimney the raUon d'etre of picturesque house
building. Here the almost overpowering
predominance of those features has been the
aim. The Late Gothic timber treatment of

Bowden Abbey, by Mr. John Douglas,
already given in our pages, may be
instanced as another clever drawing of a
like kind, in which a chimney-shaft and a
dormer gable have been combined in a way
in which architects of late have been wont to

indulge their fancy. The sketches of gable
treatment by Messrs. Salomons and Womum
(1016) are also suggestive, and the "House
near Battle " (1032) shows a bold timbered
treatment with brick in Late Gothic, in

which the architect, Mr. Oakley, has con-
spicuously displayed his chimneys. Mr.
A. Waterhouse's "Clock Tower," pro-
posed to be erected on the Liverpool pier-

head (1010) is well proportioned : the square
tower is gabled, surmounted by an octagon
termination, and the design, intended
to be in brick or terra-cotta, is sensibly

indicative of its purpose, a merit of which
many clock towers are strangely destitute.

As a water-colour drawing it is one

of the best of Mr. Waterhouse's con-
tributions; with 4 true sense of colour

the artist has been contented with a warm
tone to express the material, and this sub-

dued tinting is seen in the other drawings of

Mr. Waterhouse to be noticed presently.

We undertand the intention of erecting this

tower has been abandoned. One of the best

exteriors in this part of the room is by
Messrs. C. E. Ware and Leonard Stokes,

(No. 1019),"Viewofthe Church of the Sacred
Heart, Exeter." The drawing, which is

boldly executed in ink, shows a well-propor-
tioned west front, treated with considerable

breadth, flanked by a fine tower crowned by
a wooden lantern ; the belfry lights are lofty,

and the gable is pierced by three bold
lancets under an inclosing arch. The
vigorous drawing in black ink and the

accentuated shadows are in contrast with
other rather washy ink perspectives near.

The large coloured perspective of the first

§remiated design for Pontefract Town-hall,
'erkin and Bulmer, architects, is noticeable

for its bold front and lofty open-belfried

tower in the Benaissance style, handled
with some freedom, and intended to be exe-
cuted in stone. We might find fault with a

littleness in some of the detail ; the tower is

not a square, tojudge from the drawing, but
decidedly oblong. These defects of detail

are somewhat overweighted by the general
outline and composition. Just above this

design hangs a long elevation in brown ink,

showing a symmetrical front with centre

towers and an arcaded gallery in the wings.
It is the Post and Telegraph Office, Madras.
The style appears to be a kind of Saracenic,

though handled with freedom, and the
grouping of the centre part and the finish of

the pyramidal roofs to the towers are a little

curious. The treatmtnt adopted, however,
has the merit of lending itself to timber con-
struction, and Mr. Chisholm's work is cer-

tainly well adapted for a tropical climate and
the object of the building, considerations

which should never belost sight of. The large
ink drawing of the " Lothians, Fitzjohn's

Avenue, N.W.," by W. Wallace and Flock-
hart, deserves notice for the rather heavy
Semi-Classic treatment. The wide windows
in the upper story over the entrance destroy
the scale of the building, which is otherwise
quaint, and the cupola adds to the pictur-

esqueness of the enaemhie, A clever ink
sketch for a small church to be erected in

Sussex (1037) is contributed by Mr. W. H.
Eomaine Walker, the chief feature of which
is the simple modest tower which rises from
the crossing, and is crowned by a tile pyra-
midal roof after the true Sussex type. No.
(1041), rather too high for inspection in a
central position is Messrs. Puginaud Pugin's
intended church and convent, Dumfries,
shown by a well-finished water-colour per-
spective, about which little need be added
than that it is in a good style and is well-

grouped in the main. Mr. C. BsU's Over
Darwen Town-hall design, (1st premiated)
we have already illustrated ; it is shown by
a neat-coloured perspective in sepia. The
broken-up gable, and the front frit-

tered by breaks and Elizabethan detail,

rather destroy the composition, which has
much to commend it. Hung in a con-
spicuous centre place on the end wall is a
charmingly-coloured water-colour interior

of the library of Eaton Hall, by Mr. A.
Waterhouse. As a drawing the work is

almost perfect in its nice tone of colour,

masterly handling, gradation of light

and shadow and reflections ; but as a design
we certainly think it by no means a repre
sentative work of this master. The panelled
ceiling looks heavy, and the beams and their

ornamentation, and the shallow corbels under
them, scarcely appear in keeping with other
parts of this princely mansion. A similar

want of proportion strikes us inthe corbelling

under the mantel of the chimneypiece, and
especially in the coved cornice which, in

the perspective, looks crushing to the detail

below. Passing to the other and chief work
of Mr. Waterhouse on the walls. No. 1084,

the design for the Central Institution of the

City and Guilds of London Institute, Exhi-
bition-road, South Kensington, we may at

once admit it to be an appropriate and
dignified design, in which the architect has
boldly availed himself of red brick and
terra-cotta, and has also accepted the Semi-
Classic style in the main features. The
composition is broken by a centre gable
flanked with turrets, and the wings are

finished with massive projections ; the apices

of gables having pedimented panels modelled
in terra-cotta with the coats of arms.
The arched ends and the circular heads of the
upper window range give a pleasing play to

the lines ; the roof is of red tiles, and Mr.
Waterhouse has mainly relied for effect upon
the broken lines of the gables and chimneys,
and a well balanced fagade to redeem the
regular spacing of the windows in the main
wings of his building. Professor G. E.
Street, E.A, has four works. Of these. No.
1057, the first we come to, represents a view
of the " English Church, Via del Babuino,
Elome." Though the least interesting, from

an artistic point of view, the building shows
a skilful adaptation of style and materials,

brick and coloured bands, to Italian require-

ments. The chief features are the apsidal

end, a chancel aisle, and an octagon
tower and spirelet, the axis of which
is slightly twisted from that of the
main axis of church, which gives it

a rather false effect in the perspec-

tive. The two ink drawings, one
of a monument to be erected in the south

transept of York Miuster to the late Dean
(1093), and a companion one, " A View
across the New Nave of Bristol Cathedral "

(1109), are charmingly fresh and bright

looking shetohes. The monument is a cano-

pied tomb, of the type of many of those in

the 13th and 14th centuries, and the

gabled ends are surmounted by sculptured

figures. The view in Bristol Cathedral is a

spirited and feelingly-treated glimpse

through two of the new bays, showing the

arcading ; there is a freshness and accuracy

in these sketches and their freely-handled

backgrounds which place them in the rank

of etchings. In a position of vantage is

Mr. Street's interior of the new church at

Kingston, Dorset (1101). This, unlike the

last, is the work of another artist, a.nd is a

sombrely-coloured view in a sepia tone.

There is a heavily-timbered roof, a very

sharply-pointed chanoel-arch, and the shafts

of the piers to the arcading are in a dark-

green marble. The drawing suffers from
thickness of line and is hard in manner, with

several defects in perspective.

Mr. J. M. Brydon's "View of St. Peter's

Hospital, Covent Garden" (1048) must be

noticed as an important building of brick,

thestylebeingLate Seventeenth Century. The
building is broken by a centre, surmounted

by a cupola ; the gable is carved brickwork,

but the width of this break scarcely

satislies us. End cupolas are shown. The
faijade is sensibly treated in a plain style,

with moulded architraves round the win-

dows. As an unpretending and cheap type

of mission church, Mr. James Brooks's in-

terior ink view (1047) is interesting. The
treatment in brick is extremely simple,

almost severe. There is a plain waggon
vault with square brick splayed archivolts

springing from circular stone pillars ; the

plain wall surface over arcade looks bare,

though the author has introduced large

clerestory windows, and the arcaded ambu-
latory adds to its pleasing character. No. 1054,

" Proposed Catholic Church, Schools and
Presbytery, Bromley," by E. Ingress Bell,

shows a dignified gable front, pierced by a

triplet of windows ; a peculiar feature is the

turret which is roofed back to the main roof,

transept fashion. The church and house

and the details are carefully and feelingly

drawn in ink. We illustrate the drawing in

our photo-lithographic pages to-day.

Commercial buildings are not numerous.

Mr. Alex. Peebles' large ink drawing of

fagade for the premises erecting for the Life

Association of Scotland in PaU Mall, shows

a boldly introduced order, but the three-

quarter Corinthian columns in the centre

supporting a lofty attic, and the panelled and

enriched comer pilasters, have rather a weak
effect. An entresol arrangement is shown.

Another important and more pleasing build-

ing in brick and terra-cotta, French Re-

naissance in style, is Mr. Alex. Graham's
" New promises in Kegent-street," for

Howell and James, a facade we recently

took occasion to notice ; but this drawing of

it (1107) inadequately represents the actual

facade owing to the absence of colour. The

balcony over entresol, the window muUions,

and dressings, and dormer gables are in

warm terra-cotta, relieved by red brick-

work in the piers, and the effect is pleasing.

The shop front is commonplace. Mr.

Walter Hensman's " Business Premises,

Manchester-square" (1112) is effective and

simply treated as a warehouse front of un-
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pretending character. The most masterly-
executed coloured interior is No. 1055,

showing " The Church of St. Peter, South-
sea," as intended to bo built (Mr. Alfred A,
Hudson, architect). The drawing by Mr.
Haigh is a work of art, and the architecture,

full of French feeling' in thedetails, shows the
capabilities of brick to impart a monumental
character. The lofty brick-moulded arches,

supported by cii-cular stone pillars, with the

frescoes in the triforium space, together
with the unique fiat Gothic roof, indicate

study of Continental detail in its more
pleasing manifestations, and reflect credit on
the architect. Nothing can be more pleasing

than the manner the details and shadows
are drawn. 1061 is another drawing cf a
church at Plymouth, by Mr. Geo. H.
Fellowes Prynne, but spoilt by the restless

fidgety ink -lines and confused shading.

One remarkable feature are the figure-panels

over the arcade, and the statues in niches in

the clerestory. The detail is rather weak.
Mr. F. C. Penrose sends a coloured view of

St. Paul's Cross and the old cathedral, in-

teresting as an archaeological subject ; as well

as a better water-colour drawing showing
" St. Paul's Choir School " (1116) as built.

Mr. J. T. Micklethwaite's large ink-drawn
interior of St. Hilda, Leeds, is weak in draw-
ing, but is an extremely interesting study
for a large parish-church. The style is very
Iiate, verging upon what have been called

debased trpes ; the ceiling is elliptical and
panelled, and there is a handsome
rood-screen aid some refined detail. No.
1100, " Design for a Church, Woodford,
Essex," by Mr. E. E. Cronk, which church
has, we believe, fallen to Mr. J. Fowler,
shows a skilfully-treated tower and broach
spire, and the end has some simple and
eflfective detail. The drawing is sharp and
clear, and is one of the best on the wall, and
has been hung in a good position. Over
this is alarge view of " Scarborough Spa," by
Messrs. Verity and Hunt. The drawing is in

India ink, and shows a building of ambitious
size and pretensions, with pavilion roofs and
other Italian features, the design of which
looks at least suitable for such a purpose, if

we cannot call it refined art of the sort. G.
F. Bodley and T. Garner show their recently-

buUt " Master's Lodge, University College,
Oxford" (illustratedby us to-day); Mr.F.W.
Eoper, his pleasing groujj of " Hospital and
Almshouses," " The Rous Memoria', New-
market" (1052), we have also given, in which
English Classic details have been artistically

introduced in the tenements ; Mr. Roger
Smith, a rather hard view of his
" Hospital for Consumption, Hamp-
atead " (1072). " Barrow Court, near
Chester" (1073;, by Mr. J. Douglas, is a
large building, somewhat overcrowded in

the detail, though good features are
descemible ; the different treatment of the
gables appearshardly explainable.Afew other
well-known names are amongst the contri-

butors. Messrs. Goldie, Child, and Goldiesend
a pleasing French Renaissance house with
high-pitched roofs, spoilt by the metallic
look of the drawing; E. P. C. Clarke is

represented bya boldly-drawn "Church near
Eotherham," broadly treated in the tower
and low spire, and we might add to the list

of those who have sent drawings, but prefer
to notice a few of these more in detail next
we3k, when we shall refer to the studies for

decoration and to a few drawings of interest

of old buildings. No one can visit the
Academy and not see the rather arbitrary
selection made in some instances, while not
a few able men whose works we have been
accustomed to look at year after year are
entirely absent or have been excluded.

THE GROSVENOE GALLERY.
^pHIS year's exhibition at the Grosvenor
-L Gallery opens with a choice collection

of the works of that small but rising school

of artists who have chosen the free and un-
conventional forms of artistic expression.

The archaic and sentimental find more
favour with many of these than the robuster
and commonplace conceptions of art. It is

true, indeed, we miss the work of Mr. E.
Burne-Jones, whose lust year's contribu-
tions were a feature of special interest; but
there are numerous imitators who attempt
to deal with similar themes, affect the same
manner, and who give us Bume-Jonesonian
proportions and countenances, and delight

in the ascetic features and cool tones of that

master. Yet, in spite of servile imitators,

there will bo found enough to justify the
object the founder of this gallery had in

view in promoting the aims of that select

coterie who regard painting as a means
of expressing the poetic and more ele-

vated sentiment of our nature, and in

transcending those rulesof art which painters,

from Raphael downwards, have followed,
often, perhaps, with a loss of individual

power and inventive freedom. On the large
canvases of Sir Coutts Lindsay, Mark
Fisher, W. E. F. Britten, G. F. Watts, R.A.,
W. B. Richmond, S. M. Hale, and others,

we trace French influence at work, and the
grey tones and sentiment of the French
landscape school are even more strong than
we have been accustomed to see in the
work of Cecil Lawson and others. Figure-
subjects and portraits make up the staple of

the larger gallery. Mark Fisher's "Spring"
is one of the largest and best landscapes : it

has a strong " impressionist" feeling in the
handling of the broad green sward, with its

rich apple-blossoin ; and equally French in
manner is H. R. Bloomer's quiet scene (8^
" On the Banks of the Seine." Miss Clara
Montalba is conspicuous in her grand and
solidly painted "Dalmatian Boat" full of
radiant sunlight and atmosphere, and her
power of producing true poetry of form and
colour out of the craft, with its yellow sail

standing in midst of a quiet sea and sky iu

one blended breadth of luminous air, is

remarkably shown. Turning to Miss
Pickering's pre-Raphaelist picture "The
Grey Sisters," an allegorical subject taken
from Goethe's "Faust," we markthe wonder-
ful likeness of the sisters to those types of

women with saddened, wistfiiL faces

which Mr. Burne-Jones has made his own.
The proportions of the figures are question-
able, and the composition is too archaic and
hard to enlist our admiration, in spite of

much feeling, drawing, and colour. The
largest, as well as, in some respects, the
mostimportantwork this year isby Sir Coutts
Lindsay, "The Boat of Charon." This
colossal picture shows a boat being pushed
from the river's brink, thronged with men
and women, " the spirits of men depraved,"
in which the painter has embodied the pas-
sage in Dante's "Inferno" (third canto),

where Charon ferries across the souls of god-
less men. The panic-stricken attitudes of
the ghostly cargo, the struggling and de-
spair of the men and women whom the pas-
sion of love has brought to perdition, are
forcibly painted, while the flames on the
horizon of the scene add to the ghastly
character of the mission described by the
poet. As a painting, there is much to praise

;

the composition, anatomy, and draw-
ing of the figures, especially Dante and
Virgil, on the shore, are masterly and
scholarly, and, in character and colour, the
work will rank, probably, as one of the best
works of Sir Coutts Lindsay. Refined and
sympathetic iu treatment is G. H.
Boughton's "Rose Standish." The grey
tones and delicate handling, the figure of

Rose in her "hood and sad-hued gown,"
and her sweet saddened expression, are quite
inharmony \vith Longfellow's poem. Figure-
subjects and portraiture occupy a large
space on the walls this year. E. Barclay's
portrait of Mrs. G. Bell Irving shows that
lady in light scarlet costume, in the midst

of china ; T. Armstrong's subject (29)
charms us for its figures and colour ; and wo
may glance also at J. E. Christie's pleasing
subject, " A Rose Among Thorns" (31) for

its genuine English sentiment, good draw-
ing, and delicate colour; Cecil Lawson's
landscapes " In the Valley of Desolation,
Yorkshire," and his view of " Wharfedale,"
both remarkable for their murky skies and
bold, smudgy foregrounds, after the senti-

ment of the French " Impressionist" school,

which has found favour with a large num-
ber of contributors to this gallery. L.
Alma-Tadema, R.A., and Mrs. Alma-
Tadema, both send specimens of their

miniature paintings, the first a wonderfully-
finished study of a classical Roman subject,
" Ave Ceosar," illustrating the festival

Saturnalia, iu which the drawing of the
architecture, the figures, and the marble
paving are equal to anything over done by
this consummate master of technical skill

and brilliant finish. " Sisters " is a touch-
ing study of two little girls, one bolstered
high up on a bed, and the other tendering
her flowers, extremely delicate in colour, and
in Flemish costume. J. E. Millais, R.A.,
sends one of his poetically-conceived faces

in " Sweetest Eyes Ever Seen," a little girl,

with most expressive eyes, holding a basket
of violets, standing against a dark bank.
We pass on to notice Albert Moore's deli-

cately-coloured " Forget-mo-Nots," a
maiden in light-blue drapery ; and his

equally poetic and symbolically-painted
"Blossoms" (137) in the east gallery—

a

figure of a girl, clad in diaphanous
drapery of light rose colour, standing against
a background of blossom, both charming
studies of graceful drawing and delicate lu-

minous colour. The large cartoon facing
the door, by W. E. F. Britten, " The Flight
of Helen," is also in a decorative key of

colour, and must bo regarded rather as an
unfinished picture, suitable for wall decora-
tion. The chariot, with the beautiful Helen
of Troy drawn by horses through the surf to

the galleon, is conceived with much classical

feeling. The colour is translucent, but the

work is too crude and unfinished to admit of

a fair criticism of its merits. This year G.
F. Watts, R A., sends inother of those
highly-appreciated groupsof high-art figure

subjects, which have long added to the in-

terest of the Grosvenor. We cannot admire
thegauntfigure of theyouth seated on a ledge
of rock in " The Genius of Greek Poetry "

;

but his " Endymion " is a masterly study,

evincing original power and poetic

feeling of the highest order, and his
" Arcadia," a half-draped nymph, is a
fijiely-handled subject. W. B. Richmond,
whose portraits always drawadmiration, has

a handsome face (60); thedeepgreen dress and
Rubens hat are in good keeping, and this

painter's other portraits are noteworthy for

drawing and good colour. T. Armstrong's
classically - composed subject "Female
Draped Figure at Fountain " pleases more
by its harmony and soft handling in a low
key of colour. W. B. Gardner, J. Collier,

R. B. Browning, are each contributors of

works of merit ; less satisfactory is 0. F.

Watts' mountain scene (72) "Carrara from
the Leaning Tower of Pisa " in a hard dry
impressionist style. A sketch of a lady, by
E. J. Poynter, E.A., maybe noticed; but
the large picture by W. B. Richmond at the

end of gallery, " Behold the Bridegroom
Cometh," may be regarded as one of this

painter's best achievements. The scene

represents a temple portico of grey marble
in the dawn of morning. The wise

Virgins have their lamps trimmed, and are

in watchful expectancy ; but the fooliih have
fallen asleep on the pavement, or are lying
prostrate over the parapet. The figures are

well drawn, and the colouring is refined in

tone, the low key of the greys, greens, and
reds in the draperies beinj in excellent

keeping.
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Mrs. Stillman, in her " Willows of

Toaoanyi" presents a figure with one of

Bume-Jones's driMry, doleful faces, in a

thoroughly pre-lltlphaelesqu9 stylo of

treatment; andW. C.Gardnera fine study of

" Autumn." The visitor will not fail to

sptre a passing glance at S. Matthew Hale's

bright sanny picture of " Les Trois Prin-

cesses " (88), also in a pre-Raphaelesque

mood, illustating a French romance; a

cVverly painted portrait, by Sir F. Lsighton,

P.K.A. ; a vigorous sketch in oils of an old

man's head by A. L^^gros, and works by
Einslie, D. Carr, T. nines, and J. Collier.

In the east gallery we must particularly

remark IMiss Pickering's feeling, though
intensely archaic, treatment of "The
Angolof Death," a breezy landscape by P.

11. Morris, A.R.A., and a large sunny
picture by C. Napier Hemy of " Oporto."
There is some quiet, cool colouring in J. E.
Grace's " Biver Side " ; and the same tone
pervades T. Armstrong's" Flight into

Egypt," thoroughly French in the handling.

W. J. Muckley contributes two decorative

]>anel3 of fruit-pieces (110 and IH), besides

a panel, executed in gesso, of water-lilies

and herons. R. W. Macbeth is shown by
two quietly-painted figure-subjects. " Sep-
tember "is a poetically-treated figure-study,

and the colour rich and autumnal. One work
by J. M. Whistler, a portrait-figure of " Miss
Alexander," is conceived in the sfntimental
grey tone of the French school, though
there is little in the figure or accessories to
draw attention. A curious legend is de-
picted by Walter Crane in " The Laidley
Worm of Spindleton Heugh" (120), taken
from an old Northumbrian ballad, which
the painter has quaintly interpreted on his

canvas. His symbolic study of "Europa"
is less happy. E. J. Gregory's large
half-length portrait (12o), of a young
lady in white satin corsage is conspi-
cuously-hung, and the workmanship care-
ful. Another, by W. B. Eiohmond, of

a dark-eyed beauty dressed in sage green,
sitting against an ebony cabinet, is more
skilful as a study of colour and depth
of tone. One of the best landscapes
is J. Buxtm Knight's " Late Autumn,"
broadly handled and showing much solid

and effective painting, after the French
manner; so also is C. N. Hemy's "Mill
in the Gloaming." H. Herkomer, A.R.A.,
has taken rather a new ground in his
* Gloom of Idwal," a very largo, rocky
mountain- scene, desolate in its gloom, with
ruddy clouds ovf r the black crest of moun-
tain. There is much vigorous painting in
the work, though lacking in interest. We
need only stay to notice C. E. Halle's poetic
composition "A Danee of Shepherdesses"
well drawn in the graceful figures of the girls

clad in transparent drapery of pale, delicate
colouring, affecting rather the classic-idyl
style; T. Armstrong's "Olive Gathering,
Mentone," pre-Raphaelesque in sentiment,
and cool in tone ; and C. E. HaUe's crudely-
handled "Boar Hunt." In the vestibule
are a few pictures by Mark Fisher, Miss
Kate Prentice (a light sunny water-colour
drawing of a bridge in Now Forest) ; a
delicately-finished figure-subject by Rosa
Koberwein ; a pleasant brightly-coloured
picture by W. J. Hennessy, "Jocund
Spring," with trees in blossom, and Ihreo
merry-making girls ; a deeply-toned sketch
by O. M. Nicholson, in " Douglas Harbour "

(189); a smudgy study of "Autumn" by
K. 8. Stanhope, and a vigorously-painted
landscape on the South Downs, by Alfred
Parsons, clever in tho distance and foliage.
The chief decorative subject is Mrs. Kate G.
Hasting'g " Finding of Moses," a balanced
oomi)osition in which tho decorative treat-
ment has been mainly gtudted.
The wat^r-cjlour sketches are few and

unimportant. J. O'Connor sends, as he
did last year, a few finished sketches,
tbia time of Verona, and Lady Lindsay

some clever studies 'of figure-subjects.

R. Doyle illustrates, in his peculiar

stippled manner, a series of sketches

of an amusing fable, "The Sailor and
Monkeys " and another study of a proces-

sion (251), in a crudely-coloured drawing,
a humorous satire upon a "Triumphal
Entry of the Quoen." G. H. Barrable is

tho contributor of a nicely-drawn figure-

subject, " Bashful " ; and E. Bell in " Danaii

and the Infant Perseus "in a boat on a
green sea, a contrast of strong colour.

Newton Benett's " Study in Now Forest"
is a highly-finished sketch in body-colour;
" Storm Driven," also, is feelingly drawn by
A. E. Emslie. This year Mi-s. Stillman
also sends another of her studios of Dante
and Beatrice ; tho faces are those of the
wistful types drawn by leaders of the school
this lady accepts. A sympathetic figure-

subject, by A. Neuhuys, and a large sunny
landscape, " The Clyde," by D. Murray,
may be noticed. T. Graham's '

' Spring
Time '

' is bright and pretty, and the '
' Study

of Nasturtiums," by P. Williams, and the
sketches of Coke Smith, and especially Mrs.
Naf^el's " Old Court- yard, of Audley
House, Salisbury," arc each masterly in their

way. Mrs. Naftel's last-named subject is a
lovely sketch of an old Tudor doorway,
with well put-in sunflower and weeds. As
a whole Sir Coutts Lindsay's collection is

well worthy of tho repute this gallery has
gained, and if there are a few works which
indicate a pandering to the feeble sentiment
of fashionable rostheticism, there aro many
more to justify tho service the proprietor

and director of the Grosvenor has rendered
to tho cause of Art.

THE WATER QUESTION.— VIII.

THE question of relieving lands from
floods ought, in the first instance, to

be considered acre by acre downward from
the top of every hill, for the purpose of

seeing whether and to what extent the ex-
cessive rainfalls may be prevented from
descending into the valley too suddenly, and
in what manner that should be done, should
it be possible to effect the object by any such

means; and if not, to see what provision is

necessary in the valley itself, by way of

removing obstructions in a river-course, or

enlarging it, or limiting the latei-al spread
of the waters by embankments, or by a com-
bination of the two latter means. The
numerous deputations to the Local Govern-
ment Board, of landowners whose interests

are likely to be affected by the Bill now
before Parliament, have sot forth, and the

same thing has been stated in the House on
the second reading of the Bill, that it is a
hardship to tax tho upper lands in a river-

basin for the benefit of the lower lands, or

that portion of them liable to floods. The
extent of land liable to floods is small in

comparison with the whole area of a river-

basin, and the objectors to the propositions

of tho Bill say that if improvements in

valleys will pay, the owners of those lands
will carry out the works required, and that

if they will not pay it is unjust to tax tho

larger area for the benefit of the smaller.

That would bo so if tho proprietors of the
upper lands were innocent of contributing

to the floods of the valleys; but, from a con-
sideration of the following circumstances, it

would appear that they are not so. The
bed of the river belongs to the proprietors

of the adjoining lands, as far as the centre

from each side. It is curious, it may bo
incidentally remarked, that the bed of a
river, which no one can see or touch, should
belong to tho proprietor of tho adjoining
land, but it may be so on the principle that
it must belong to somebody, and, except the
lord of the manor, there is no other
person to whom it could belong, excepting
also those cases in which it may have been
transferred by Act of Parliament to

another proprietary, and thoso in which,
by another right, it belongs to the Ad-
miralty Board, or to the Board of Trade, by
transference to that department, that is,

within the high-water mark of the tideway;
but with those exceptions tho river-bed

belongs to the owners of the adjoining
lands, and yet the proprietor of non-riparian
lands uses the river-bed for tho conveyance
of water from his land to the sea, and that,

too, without so regulating its flow as to
prevent tho lower lands being flooded by
it. Tho Bill proposes to divide tho lands of

a river basin into throe parts, lowlands,
midlands, and uplands ; but luiless by low-
lands is meant fen lands, or those which lie

below high-water mark, it is difiicult to see

why there should be three parts, and why
all lands above high-water mark should not
bo divided into two parts only—viz., those

which are flooded, and those which are not
so ; and looking at the question in this light,

there seems no great hardship in every acre

contributing its proper rate. The proprietor

of " uplands " is asked by the Bill to con-
tribute one-sixth of the highest rate of

other lands, presumably tho lands most;

benefited, the rate for the midlands not
being stated ; but if, instead of dividing

a river basin into three classes of land, it

were divided into only two—leaving fen

lands oiit of the question for the present, for

they must bo dealt with on a different basis

altogether from the lands above high-water
mark—there would seem to bo a way of

reckoning within the bounds of justice to

all parties. Taking tho uplands and mid-
lands as one, for the reason that they aro alt

above the highest flood level, they might
amongst them contribute, say, one-half of

tho amount, tho other half being paid by
the flooded lands, and this would not re-

require a contribution so much as one-sixth,

as tho following examples may show.
If in any river basin ono-tenth of the

whole area were subjoct to floods, and if the

cost of relieving that portion fioin Hoods
were £9 an acre, the statement would be :

—
1 acre of flooded land £4 10

Ootheracres 410

9

The average amount per acre to be paid by
tho other lands would thus be IDs., which
would be one-ninth of the amount per acre

paid by the flooded lands, and at 5 per cent,

interast it would be Gd. per acre per annum.
If only one-twentieth of tho whole area of

a river basin bo subject to floods, the state-

ment would bo ;

—

1 acre of flooded land £110
ID other acres 4 10

And the average amount to be paid by
the other lands would be a little less than

OS. per acre, or one-nineteenth part of the

amount per acre paid by the flooded lands ;

and at 5 per cent, interest it would bo 3d. per

acre per annum. But it may be said that

whUe this or that might be a fair average,

acres differ from other acres in value, and
that moorlands ought not to contribute so

much as cultivated lands. If so, and no
doubt it may be so, tho nearest approach to

an absolutely accurate basis is the rateable

value of each description of land, the average

of the whole amounting to the average rate

required.

Neither would the flooded land be equally

rated per acre ; but in this case the proper

basis would be the relative frequency of the

floods to which the different parts are sub-

ject, as (1) to minor floods, which may occur

every year ; (2) great floods, which may not

occur oftenor than once in thrco years ;
and

(3) tho highest floods, which may not happen

more than once in six years or a longer time.

Where the records of tho relative frequency

of these floods in times past aro not sufiiciently

numerous or accurate, an approximation by

levels may bo made, such as 8ft., 12ft., and
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14ft., rospoctivoly, above tLo summer level

of the river as a datum ; and each level might
contribute in something like the following
proportions.

The lowest k'vel £H Operacre
Tbo middle level 4 10 „ „
The highest level 3 0,, ,,

Avera^ £4 10

But thi.s could only be properly ndjusted
after relative areas of the three levels of any
case had been ascertained ; and indeed the
whole statement is but an indication of data.

Much labour is necessary to be undertaken in

each particular case, before the true propor-
tions can be found.

It is not, liowever, agricultural lands only
which suffer from floods; towns sufl'er

greatly. The proper basis upon which they
should contribute to the river conservancy
fund would be probably the same as that for
land, if they contribute at all ; but the more
likely thing for a borough, or a local board
district, or the district of a town's improve-
ment commission, is that the Corporation or
the Board would themselves do what is

necessary within their own boundaries to
provide such a passage for the river as would
injure no land above the town, that is, to

make and maintain the water-level standard
at the " upper boundary " of their district

efficient for tlie drainage of all lands above
that^joint. It would hardly be practicable
to rate a town for any purpose requiring the
fund to be expended beyond the boundary

;

it would not indeed be possible without an
alteration of the law in that respect, but
even if this were done there would remain
the difficulty of an amicable agreement
between the town authorities and the gene-
ral conservancy board on the proper con-
tribution of the town. As the free flow of a
river through a town is much obstructed, it

is undeniable that towns should contribute
in greater proportion, if at all, and should
at least keej) down the water level at the
upper boundary so as not to flood the land
above the town ; but besides this, the water
flowing from the town area increases the
tloods in the river at the lower boundary to

a greater than an average degree per acre
of the drainage area. The water supply
brought into the town by other means and
from another source runs into the river
through the sewers ; but its proportionate
volume to that arising from a heavy rainfall

is very small, being that of the dry weather
flow of the sewers only ; but the same depth
of rainfall upon an area built upon contri-
butes a greater quantity of water per minute
to the river than does an equal area of agri-
cultural land, as it runs off more quickly,
and therefore the town is justly liable

to a proportionately greater rate of
contribution per acre of its area.
The proper proportion would he, that be-
tween the rate of flow off the ground from a
given depth of rainfall on a steep hill side of

hard and impermeable rock, and that from
the average of all the land in a river-basin,
because, whether the town be hilly or flat,

its surfaces throw off the water quickly ; and
if that proportion be regarded, it would bo,
say, as 18 (12 to 24 cubic feet per minute per
acre) to Ij (1 to 2 cubic feet per minute per
acre) or as 12 to 1.

But the municipal authorities would prefer
to do at their own expense what is neces-
sary within their own boundaries. Where,
however, land is buUt upon in rural districts

— as in the case of small towns in rural
sauitarj- districts—the same principle is

applicable, although th3 proportion may
not justly be the same, because the ground
is not so completely built upon, on the
average of the town area, as it is in large
towns, and therefore, the volume of water
contributed to a river from a given area
under a given rainfall is proportionately
less, and might, perhaps, be not unjustly
stated at one-half that of the other case,

and if so, the rate per acre of contribution

to the river conservancy fund would be to

1 of the agricultural land in the same river-

basin above the flood-level. But perhaps
the basis of rating towns which has been
proposed by Mr. J. Bailey Denton would
more accurately meet the case.

In respect of the higher lands of a river-

basin, however, the great question of all is

whether some moans of regulating the flow
of the excessive rainfalls off the ground
cannot be adopted, which would change the
whole question from one of aid to the lower
lands to one of absolute benefit to the pro-
prietors of the upper lands ; whether, as

the rain iirst descends upon them, they may
not be enabled to exercise their prior right

in the possession of the water ; and if the
adoption of such means should be of no
gi'oater benefit than would be equal to the
liability to contribute to the freeing of the

lower lands from floods, it would at least

dispose of the difficulty of terms of contri-

bution. But, in fact, it would do a great
deal more.
A large river-basin contains within it

hills, not usually so high as the main water-
shed, but still of considerable height, along
the tops of which lie the watersheds of the
minor rivers and streams. The ground is as

various in character as the several geolo-
gical formations—some hard and igneous;
some wh'ch, although of sedimentary
origin, have been changed in character by
contact with igneous rocks ; some more
slaty and others containing more clay

;

others again of limestone, and some of

sandstone and shale ; some of chalk, oolite,

and lias. Accordingly the hill-sides of a
river basin are various in the character of

the surface ; in one case it is pretty even
and descends to the valley almost in one
unbroken slope ; in another it is broken up
into ravines ; and in others the chief feature

of the river-basin is a number of tributary

streams on which proper sites for storage
reservoirs exist. It has been strongly insisted

upon that it is impossible to prevent floods

in rivers by the construction of any reser-

voirs whatever, but that cannot be wholly
assented to, although for the larger part of

the area of any river-basin it is true. For
instance, in 1,000 square miles—to go no
further, although some of the river-basins

are much larger than that—there are 640,000
acres, and assuming 10 per cent, to be sub-
ject to floods, there would be 576,000 acres

above flood-level ; but it is only the higher
parts of this area which could be dealt with by
storing or regulating the water flowing from
them ; that from the larger portion of the area
must continue to flow directly to the river and
larger streams. But, looking broadly at the
question, the river may be said to be equal
to its duty of carrying off the water which
comes to it, and it is only the top of the

flood, as one might say, which needs keep-
ing bask for a time until the river has
begun to subside, and it may not be impos-
sible to do this on the higher portions of the
area, though not necessarily, for this pur-
pose, on the highest, as is the case in water-
works reservoirs.

When an engineer looks for a site for a
storage reservoir, or perhaps for several

reservoirs, for the supply of a town, the

elevation must be sufficient, and in general
must be great, the best water being usually
found at the greatest distance, and a great
distance requires a correspondingly great fall

in the conduit; and as foreconomy, there must
be only one conduit to supply all parts of the

town, high aswellaslow, the choice of site for

a reservoir isvery limited, and is usually found
only within some few thousand acres of the
upper part of a rivor-basiu, and not far

from the main watershed. But the same
difficulty does not arise where the object is

merely to control the flow of a bulk of

water so that its discharge may be gradual,

and prevent the river overflowing, for as

relative elevation need not be regarded, a
wide range is afforded for the choice of

sites for reservoirs ; and, moreover, the con-
trol of water may bo managed in a different

way from that of the constiuction of rcstr-

voirs properly so culled, in those river-ba^ina

where the geological formation and the cha-
racter of the surface are favourable.

There are two respects in which tho
regulation of the flow of excessive rainfall

oft the ground is to bo regarded : that of
absolute storage for a considerable length of

time, and that of merely regulating the
flow, or controlling the water until the flood

in the river has begun to subside ; and wo
will offer a few remarks upon the practi-

cability of this, presuming that the owner
of these high lands will have—if, indeed,

already ho has not—power to make 6ucU
charges for the use of water as will be suffi-

ciently remunerative, or, at least, will bo
equivalent to his liability in tho matter con-
templated by the Bill now before Parlia-

ment.

ROYAL ACADEMY LECTURES ON
ARCHITECTURE.*

THIBTEESTH-CENTUBY ABCHITEOIUllE—EJTOLiKD.

{Concludedfrom p. 480.)

ANOTHER element in tho formation of oar
English style which has to be borne in miud

is the nature of the most available stone. Un-
doubtedly the Caen stone-quarries exercised

great influence not only in Normandy, but
equally in England, to many parts of which it

was cheaper to bring that stone by water than to

obtain nativo stones by Und-carriage. And to

tome extent, at least, the mason follows the
stone. In France, Caen stone was by no means
so much used. Out of Normandy it is very
rarely seen ; for, in truth, there it had to com-
pote with local stones in all parts, and, as the
land-carriage was a great difficulty, it was not
used at any groat distance. The masons who
developed a style at Caen had much less effect,

therefore, naturally, in France than they had in

England. Their stone was used in London, in

Dublin, all along the south andeast coast of Eng-
land, and, ia short, wherever water-carriage

was available. Its texture allowed of the most
delicate workmanship being seen to the greate it

perfeeiion, and I think I never have seen or used a
stone which seems so loudly to call on the

mason to exercise his skill, wholly unlike tho

coarse stones which are so common in other

parts of France, and which seem to make the

best and most polished workmanship to some
extent a waste of labour. The 13th-century

buildings in Normandy, thanks to this stone, are

extraordinarily rich in delicate mouldings,
undercut with the greatest skill, and producing
tho most intricate and charming effects of light

and shade, and in almost all respects just such
as are used in our best English buildings of tho

same period. In England not only was Caen
stone largely used, as I have said, wherever
water-carriage allowed of its being easily landed,

but in various districts stone was to be found
which admitted of the same kind of workman.ship

as Caen stone. Each cathedral grew, and tho

best buildings were erected, in the neighbourhood

of some stone-quarry, which supplied ample
material. Salisbury was built from Chilmark,

Wells from Doulting, Peterborough from Bar-
nack, York from Tudcaster, and so on ; and iu

all these cases the stone was of fine and good
quality, and admitted of finished workmanship,
nearly equal to that which the masons employed
in the Caen district.

EngUsh architecture in the thirteenth century
was launched on its course with its own national

peculiarities in ground-plan, in the shape of tho

capital, and in the practice of the art of mould-
ing as one of the main modes of decoration to

be made use of, and, at the same time, with
what I am almost obliged to call an indifference

to tho sculptor's art. The examples of thir-

teenth-century scidpture are not such as one

can venture to compare for an instant with those

grand arrays of figures and subjects with which
the French churches were so profusely adorned.

• By FrofesaorO. E. Stbkrt.E.A , F.S.A. Sixth and
concluding lecture of the course, delivered on Thuiaday,
March 3.
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The west front of Wells cathedral is the finest

exunplti we have, and the execution and design

of the subjects and statues here is, in many
respects, admirable, justifying Flaxman's &tite-

ment that "in parts there is a beautiful sim-
pUcity, an irresistible sentiment, and sometimes
a grace, excelliug some modern productions."

Close upon Wells followed S:ilisbury, less fortu-

nate, howeTer, in that a largtr proportion of the

ancient statues have been destroyed or have
decayed. But even in these cases the sculpture

plays a remarkably subordinate part. It more
or less extends over the whole front, and yet it

nowhere overwhelms or interferes with the

architectural lines. These are as defined as

possible from the base to tlie summit, and are

almost as predominant where there is sculpture

as where uiere is none . Crowland Abbey— now,
unfortunately, in ruins—the south transept of

York, Dunstable Priory, the west front of Ely,

had all of them sculpture introduced in the same
fashion. Statues standing on corbels under
arcades in the walls, and subjects carved in

spandrels or in the tympana over archways, as

in the north door at Salisbury and tke west
doorway of Higham Ferrers, are features in the
decoration of all these churches. The south
doorway of the choir of Lincoln is almost a

solitary example of a doorway with sculptured

statues on its piers, its jambs, round the orders

of the arch, and in the tympanum between the
arches of the doors and the enclosing arch.

Even here, if you compare it with recent French
work, you wiU be struck with the modest pro-
portions of the whole, and with the extremely
well - defined character of the architectural

Knes which inclose and keep in due restraint

the exuberance of the sculptor. In what is,

perhaps, the most poetical conception in

£ngldnd, the west front of Peterborough, it is

not nntil the three magnificent arches are com-
pleted, with all their well-ordered and chastely-

himple array of shafted jamb and moulded arch,

that the sculptor has been allowed to fill the
gables and the spandrels with an array of statues

in niches, capable, possibly, of some religious

interpretation, but not near enough to the eye
to be criticised as works of art, and only serving
fur the general decoration of the gables in com-
p-iny with rose-windows and arcades and mould-
ings. If, however, in sculpture used as a decora-
tion of architecture England is somewhat
wanting, this cannot be said of sculpture as

applied to monumental effigies, or of the work
of the stone-carver in the humbler decoration
•«-ith foliage of the capitals and other members
of our buildings. In these English buildings
are rich, and the refined and delicate beauty
which was so evident in them is equally evident
in their decorations. The carving of foliage is

perfect in its arrangement of the masses and in

the beauty of form and line which marks every
pirt. It has far greater variety than French
work of the same date, and trusts more to

perfection of treatment throughout than, e.g., to

the somewhat violent, if vigorous, treatment of

the usual French capitals. The detail of foliage

develops gradually throughout the century,
from the Transitional carving of St. Joseph's
Chapel, Glastonbury, to the beautiful adaptation
in some cases at Wells and St. David's of

Romanesque outlines, or by Salisbury, Ely,
L-ncoln, and York till it culminates in such
admirable and truly architectural treatment of

natural forms as we see towards the end of the
century in stone in the chapter-house at South-
well and the passage to the chapter-house at

York, and in wood in the stalls of Winchester
Cathedral.

It is time now to do as I did in speaking of
French architecture, and to say something on
the way in which the English architects did their
work in some two or throe typical examples.
None, I think, are better for our purpose than
Wells and Glastonbury on the one hand, and
Salisbury on the other, both of those cathedrals
being wells of English undefiled, and illus-

trating two different modes of treatment,—deco-
ration of the structure by the shaft and column
in the one, and by moul<Ung and m-jsonry in the
other.

At Glastonbury, St. Joseph's Chapel is of
supreme interest. In the delicate beauty of
its detail, it is worthy to be compared to the
chapter-house of St. George's, Boscherville.
The excellence of every portion is equally in-
contettablc in both, and there are some points
of similarity in the two works which can rather
perhaps be felt than described. The chapter-

house was built by Abbot Victor, who was
abbot from 1157 to 1211, and its date is, there-

fore somewhat uncertain. The date of St.

Joseph's Chapel, on the contrary, is moat
exactly defined- The wicker church, on whoso
site it was built, was burnt down on the 25 th
of May, 11S4, and the new chapel was dedicated
on the lull of June, 1186. At this period, then,

we see a bu'lding in which the architectural

features are, in part detached columns with caps
and bases ; in part mouldings of masonry con-
tinuous round jamb and arch. The great north
door illustrates this : two of its orders have
shafts, with capitals and bases : two, continuous
lines of carved ornament. The buttresses all

have engaged shafts at their angles,— i.e., shafts

worked out of the masonry, and not detached
nook-shafts. The groining shafts, like those to

the buttresses, are all pointed in section,

—

i.e.,

they have a sharp line up the centre of tlio face,

and the same feature is repeated in the mould-
ings on the western turrets. The great abbey
church to the east of this chapel is all but
destroyed ; but what remains shows that its

designers had advanced in style, but had re-

tained many of the peculiarities of St. Joseph's
Chapel. The engaged shafti in the buttresses,

with the sharp centre, and the system of con-
tinuous moulded columns ; instead of detached
shafts, is carried still further. What is more
singular, is that the wall-rib of the groin-
ing is carried up from the window-sills,
and returned round them also. Thus you
will see that the whole scheme is one of

moulded stonework, as opposed to a system
of columns or combinations of detached shafts.

At Wells the same system is seen. The cathe-

dral was built during the episcopate of Jocelin
Trotman, who was consecrated in 1206, and who
died in 1242. From 1208 to 1214 he was in

France, having been banished for taking the
Pope's side against the King. Jocelin the
Englishman, as he was called, knew all about
the French art of the day. He was present at

the laying of the first stone of Reims Cathedral
in 1211, and he Eaw Notre Dame completed, and
no doubt many others of the great French
churches in progress. But even if he admired
them, his English sense made him, or else his

English architect was, as far as any one could
be from choosing merely to repeat anything that

he saw, with the one doubtful exception that to

a certain extent he retained the square capital.

The nave piers show us in perfection what we
see only in ruins at Glastonbury. They are

masses of masonry, built up of eight clusters of

triple shafts carrying alternately octagonal and
square capitals, and on these arch mouldings of

three orders, two of which are planned on the
chamfer and one on the square. Above the
triforium is a long arcade, three to each bay, of

moulded members, continuous round jamb and
arch, and above this a clerestory, modernised,
it is true, but with no sign of ever having had
any inside shafts or any string-course or abacus
at the spring of the arches. The groining is

carried upon a triple shaft built into the wall.

Everywhere the detail of moulding and carving
is admirable. And the effect of the modest
dimensions of this little church (the nave is only

37 feet wide from centre to centre of the
columns, and about 66ft. high), insignificant as
they are in comparison with those of the great
French churches, is nevertheless very beautiful

and harmonious in all points of A lew. The
groining is supported by flying buttresses under
the roofs of the aisles, but there are none above
them. The clerestory wall is, indeed, very
thick, and only moderately pierced with win-
dows, so that the construction is as unlike that

of the examples in France, of which I was
speaking in my last lecture, as it well can be.

I ought, perhaps, before this, to have said that
the north porch and the west front and western
steeples are in a wholly different style from the
work I have been describing in the nave and
transepts. The one is probably of earlier, the
other of later, date, but in both the detached
shaft is used as freely as possible in opposition

to the style of the nave, where its ui-e may
almost be said to have been prohibited.

The influence of Glastonbury and Wells, or
of the Doulting masons and architects—which-
ever it was—did not end hero. Throui^hout
Somersetshire, when you come xipon a piece of

1 3th-cfntury work, it is generally in the same
style. The same s^le is conspicuously visible

at Llandaff and at St. David's, and seeing that
St. Patrick was buried in Glastonbury, it would

not be unreasonable to look for some evidence
of its influence in Ireland. But it was the course
of conquest more probably than of pilgrims
which led to the introduction of Glastonbury
art into Ireland. Strongbow's invasion was a
South Wales invasion, and everywhere within
the Irish Pale we see the architecture suddenly
changed from the old Irish style to one which
has the most definite evidence everywhere of its

Somersetshire origin. In Christ Church Cathe-
dral, Dublin, for instance, we see the same
triple shafts, the same combinations of groups
of them to form columns, the same alternation
of square and octagonal caps, the same fondness
for the engaged c^ lumn with an arris or edge
formed up the centre of its face, the same
general proportions, the same carving of foliage,

and the same love of continuous mouldings.
Kilkenny Cathedral, Kildare Cathedral, and
others show the same features as Christ Church,
Dublin, and at KiUaloo, and constantly in Irish
examples we see the feature shown at Glaston-
bury and at Wells, and rarely elsewhere—the
mouldings of window-jambs returned round the
sills.

Interesting on all these grounds as the church
at Wells is, I have selected it for notice to-
night not only because of its specially English
character, and of the influence it exercised, but
because it presents, in a marvellously perfect
condition, the whole group of attached buildings
which makes up the complete English cathedral
establishment, and which are so rarely seen re-

maining and still in use anywhere on the Con-
tinent. Among them are the chapter-house,
the cloister, the bishop's palace, all containing
considerable portions of the 13th-century, be-
sides a marvellous collection of Later Mediaeval
buildings.

The chapter-house was begun rather late, and
its crypt only can certainly be said to be of our
period. This is of special interest, as showing
that although our English architects Uked a
square east end, they had no sort of dislike to a
circular building, and the plan of the crypt,

with its central column under that of the chap-
ter-house, the eight detached shafts which sur-

round it, and the planning of the gi'oining with
none but triangular bays, will have much
interest for those of you who followed mo in my
remarks on the plaiming of the chevets of the

French churches. The bishop's palace is not
less interesting. It, too, was built by Bishop
Jocelin, and agrees in style with the Later
shafted work of the west front. Its lower stage
is mainly a long groined chamber subdivided
by walls and partitions and above this, on the first

floor, a long gallery lighted by windows, which
illustrate well a favourite development of the
men who built the west front. They not only
began to make their windows more decorative

by joining lights together, but they gave them
cusped internal or rear arches. By cusped arches
I mean arches which are formed of a series of

curves without any inclosing arch ; these occur
frequently in the west front, in a doorway in

the cloister, and in various windows in the
palace, wherever one meets with the work of

this second school of Wells architects.

From the simple Early Pointed work of the

palace one goes on to the slightly later work of

the chapel, and thence to the magnificent ruin

of the hall, at each step finding the development
of the style more advanced, till, in the last, the

work of Bishop Bumell, at the end of the cen-

tury (1274— 1292), we have thecomplete change
effected to the Middle Pointed style. Nowhere,
therefore, ean you see better than here the
gradual changewhich the centurysaw completed.
At the beginning we have the work of an archi-

tect whose great idea was to make his work
solid, and yet as beautiful as possible, by the

simple use of well-designed mouldings, of

groups of moulded shafts for columns, and by
the simplest use of the pointed arch. Then,
probably, before the west front was begun
another man came upon the scene. The first

man had cared nothing for what was being done
at Salisbury. He had been not only English
but Somersetshire to the root. His successor

thinks this line a mistaken one. He admires

what the Salisbury, the Lincoln, and other

English architects were doing, and covers his

west front with arcades or arches, all carried on
detached shafts, and enclosing the figures and
statuary of which all Englishmen are or ought
to be so proud. His influence is evident also in

the bishop's palace, and to a less degree in the

great dining-hall, where the windows have still
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internal jarab-shafts; but in the end the early

system is practically accepted again, and almost
all over England, in the 14th century, the

system of moulded and clustered solid shafts

and continuous lines of arch and jamb moulding
whicli had been first brought to perfection in

Wells, was accepted as the best and universal
rule.

Something must now bo said of one of the
great examples of the other system, and we can
hardly do better than see the effect it produced
where, as at Salisbury, it is carried all through
a building, instead of being, as at Wells, confined
only to one front. Salisbury Cathedral was built

from the ground on a site never before occupied.
The first stones were laid on April 28th, 1220.
In 1225 some altars were consecrated, and in

1229 Bishop Poore, the founder, died, and in

1258 the cathedral was consecrated. By this

time, after 38 years' work, we may
assume that the church was practically com-
plete. It was later in its foundation, probably,
by some half-dozen years than Wells. Bishop
Poore and his architect—Elias, of Dereham,
probably—had no sympathy with the system of

design pursued in the nave of WoUs. The Isle

of Purbeck was in the diocese, and there was
every reason, therefore, for indulging as much
as possible in the use of its beautiful marble.
The introduction of detached shafts wherever
possible, and which follows naturally from the
rise of marble, wholly changes the character of

the architecture. The effect is admirable ; bu^,

on the other hand, the risk in construction was
great. The variety in the plans of the clustered

columns at Salisbury was very great. In the

nave the common French section of a circular

column surrounded by four smaller shafts is

adopted, and here the shafts are detached from
the centre column. In the choir the columns
are surrounded by eight detached shafts. In
the doorways and windows shafts are placed in

various ways—in clusters and one behind
another—so as to produce very deep effects of

light and shade, with the advantage that, all

the lines beinor curved, the transition from light

to dark is never too abrupt. In the Lady-ohapel
this system culminates. The width is sub-
divided into three aisles, and the vaults are

carried—one is almost tempted to say appear to

be carried—on shafts so long and so delicate and
frail as to have required the very highest skill

to insure their standing, even during their con-
struction, let alone standing as they do G50
years after their erection ! The architect

throughout the cathedral dispensed, as did the
architect of Wells, with visible flying buttresses

;

he used them only under the roofs of the aisles,

but in order to make the thrust on the walls

less, he built his vaults with stone ribs, filling

in the spaces between them with concrete made
of a very light calcareous tufa. He used an
unnecessary thickness of this material, but as

it was extraordinarily light, his construction

was generally perfectly secure, as in two or

three places only has it been found necessary in

later times t > add flying buttresses above the

aisle roofs. Beautiful as the detail of the

cathedril is, there is generally some sense of

disappointment in its interior. Unfortunately,

it is a church full of windows, and the grisaille

with which these were filled is almost all de-

stroyed. Its roofs and walls were richly coloured,

and the only portion which remained has been
restored, and is no longer at all like the old in

its effect. The painters, as at Chartres, painted
the outside work in places, as, e.g., in the west
porch and the porch to the chapter house. In
other places, as, e.g., on the concrete groining of

the porch and of the nave and on the walls of

the cloister, they coloured the walls a:.id then
marked them out in imitation masonry lines of

red colour. The ground- plan of this great
church is one of extreme beauty. It has not

only the usual transept with an eastern aisle,

but to the east of tliis a second and shorter

transept devised evidently in emulation of the

eastern transept of Canterbury, which itself was
no doubt derived from the great Benedictine

abbey church of Cluny, now destroyed, and be-

fore its destruction the only church in France in

which this beautiful arrangement was seen.

This eastern transept has also its aisle on the

east, and is of less width and proportion than
the great transept. East of the choir are three

lower chapels, in which are the delicate arrange-

ments of clustered and single marble shafts

which I have already referred to ; and it was in

the side walls of the central of these three chapels

that, before Wyatt's so-called restoration, there

remained an arcade which, for perfection of de-

sign and execution, has never, 1 am bold to say,

been surpassed anywhere in Europe. It is now
built into the west wall of the eastern transept,

and will ore long, I believe, be seen again in its

old place. If it is possible to say so m-jch of the

interior, what may wo not say of the exterior 'i

With one exception,—the destruction of the

detached bell-tower, which stood in the church-

yard till Wyatt's time,—the church is now more
beautiful than it was when it left its builder's

hands. Elias of Dereham might well deplore

the changes which men have made in the colour

of his interior. But could he see it again he
would be amazed with the beauty which time

has given to the exterior. There is, so far as I

know, no building in Christendom on so grand a

scale, which is so complete, so uniform in style,

so good in the proportions of the various parts to

the whole, and altogether, and from every point

of view, so thoroughly beautiful, as this grand
and most English church. Its surroundings are

as beautiful. The quiet close,—unknown out of

England,—surrounded by deanery and prebendal

houses, by a bishop's palace founded at the same
time as the cathedral, the whole group surrounded
by its ancient wall, and entered by its old gate-

ways, is in itself a sight for an architect; but out

of the green sward which surrounds it on all

sides the matchless church rises, with its beauti-

ful cloisters, its splendid polygonal chapter-

house, its octagonal vestry ou its southern side,

in such completeness of grace and beauty as

leaves nothing to be desired.

Like Wells, Salisbury is a cathedral well

worthy of a young architect's study above most
others. For not only will he find there the

work of the mason in all its varieties ; he will

find, too, woodwork of all sorts, moulded, carved,

and plain,—roofs, doors, chests, tables, choir-

stalls, even the great wooden wheel which was
used to raise the stone for the steeple ; and in

every portion he will find evidence of the same
sense of the necessity for comj'leteness, which is

the true mark of a good architect at all times.

The detail everywhere is admirable. The carving

of foliage is very different from, though in

my opinion generally inferior to, that at Wells,

and there is one very singular feature which is

seldom seen in England. The arcades of the

parapets, and in many other places, are carried

on quite regardless of the buttresses which inter-

sect and stop them. So that e.g., in the front of

the transepts, there are arcades not regularly

divided, but quite accidently arranged with half

or a third of an arch abutting against a buttress,

so as to give the appearance of the buttress being

an after-thought put on against the arcade.

I should have liked to take you on to the other

great thirteenth-century churches, to talk to you
about Archbishop Walter Grey's magnificent

work the transept of York, and to compare this

with his work at Southwell. I should have Hked
to show what Saint Hugh, and, after him,

Jocelin of Wells's brother, Hugh of Wells, bishop

of Lincoln, did to exquisitely in their glorious

minster, and, above all, to have seen what that

great Yorkshireman, Henry Murdao, once monk
of Clairvaux, then abbot of Vauclair, then of

Fountains, and afterwards Archbishop of York,

did in the magnificent abbey, so much of which
still remains in the beautiful valley of the Skell

;

how at Fountains he built at first in a French
style, and how, as elsewhere, gradually the En-
glish art re-asserted itself. But, after all, the

story is much the same everywhere, and the

superlative interest of such an abbey as Foun-
tains is in the insight that it gives us into the

domestic architecture of the period. The more
one sees of it the more does one discover that in

those good days there was no such distinction

between domestic architecture and ecclesiastical

as has sometimes been supposed to exist. The
same details that were appUtd to one were
thought suitable to the other ; it was the best

construction and the most suitable arrangement,

the most beautiful proportion, the most delicate

moulding of stonework, the truest system of

carving of foliage, that were everywhere seen,

whether the work to be done was for a house or

a church, for a monastery or for a castle. The
work in the great hall of the castle at Winchester
is as good as that of Bishop de Lucy at the same
tune in the cathedral. The castle at Chepstow
is as good, and in the same style, as the abbey at

Tmtern, and the hall for the layman at Acton
Bumell is on the same lines as the hall which
Bishop Burnell built at the end of the thirteenth

century in tho palace at Wells. No more
pernicious doctrine has ever been inculcated than
that which supposes one sort of art to be sacred

and unfitforusoforsecularpurposcs. Tbebestart
is that which is fittest for the first purpose, and
I suppose we all agree tliat we should, if it were
possible, like to have it for the other also. This
is the lesson of the thirteenth century, on which
so much remains to be said that I am distressed

to think how inadequately I have been able to

say, what, with more time, I hope 1 might have
said in detail on the subject. It was impossible

that in an liour all could be said that might be

;

and it seemed to me that there would be more
chance of saying something new to you if I took
a somewhat similar line on the development of

styles in the best periods in Italy, France, and
England, than if 1 tried to showyou exactly how
they differed one from another in each detail of

their work, and exactly what those details were.
It is my fault if I have failed to show you how
interesting the study may be made if you puri^ue

it with something beyond themere daily drudgery
of attention to business. Tho other arts hardly
afford the young student a tithe of the pleasure

or the profit from such studies which everywhere
throughout the civilised world attend the earnest

student of architecture, and my last words to

you for this year are, that you should regard the
addresses which I have given as being entirely

meant to bo suggestive of further Unes of study
and investigation by yourselves. And I end as

I began, by impressing on you that no one can
become a good architect who does not earnestly

study what men have done before, who has not
enthusiasm for his art to make him long and
resolve to do nothing but what is good in its

practice, and who is not ready to show that he
has enthusiasm by the industry which surely

attends it, and without which no study, no
lectures, and no schools can be of any real

THE BUILDING ARTS OF INDIA,*

By General Maclaoan, RE.

I
EVERYONE who has been in India has had
_i opportunity, at some time or other, of

taking notice of the buildings in the places at

which he has had to take up his abode for a
time. He may, indeed, be often in places where
there is not much to be seen. The ordinary

dwellings of the people will not in India, more
than elsewhere, present much that will be
thought worth observing. Yet, even in the

simplest of dwellings, one may see how much
can be made of very slender local resources, and
how well, under the guidance of ancient custom
and personal experience, they are turned to

account. When you hear of cottage- walls made
of mud it does not sound nice to English ears.

But, when you see it, you find it is something
better than you thought. Put together folidly

and tnickly, it becomes one mass throughout,

and, hardening as it dries, it forms a compact
and effective protection against heat and against

rain. In greater mass, this simple material

forms the very efScient defensive works of what
are well known as mud forts in India. How
simply, also, do we find roof protection supplied

by a skilful use of the common reeds and grass

that grow in the jungle (jungle, let it be ob-

served, is the familiar name both for forest and
all uncultivated waste, which, except in driest

tracts, commonly becomes a wilderness of shrubs

and thorny trets and tall grasses). A roof cover-

ing of reeds, of no great thicki ess, does not

truly afford much protection against the sun,

and will not exclude the heaviest rain ; but it

is very wonderful to fee what it can do. At
places in the hills, jou shall see local material

of another kind turned to account for roof

covering, in a cheap and effective way ; large

flat slabs of easOy- split stone, doing duty as

slates, with lumps of rock laid upon them to

hold them in their place. In India, as in most

other countries, there is something worth no-

ticing in the way in which the simplest of avail-

able means and materials are turned to account

in very simple ways. In India we notice next

something more. When we get above the very

lowest and poorest kinds of human habitations,

we begin to see manifested a demand for some
ornament. The ornament may be of a very rude

character, but there it is. Something is wanted

• Part of a paper read before the Society of Arts,

April 29.
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more than that the building: sliall serve its direct

and cssfntial purpose. You may find ornamen-
tation given in colour or in wood-carving. The
white-washed door-jambs may have streaks of

ochre, diversified with curved lines and spots,

and sometimee more ambitious eflorts of the

owner or the villajre artist. But there is some-
thimr of a higher class in the rough earrings of

the UnteU and the door-posts of houses in even
lowly, unpretending villages. Rough carv-ings,

na doubt, they often are, of simple waving lines

or geometric patterns, after the fashion of greater

and more elatwrate work in large cities. They
are very unsymmetrical, perhaps, and very un-
even. But this is nothing ; the eye does not
csre to be critical in locking at these things.

The ideas and aims are good, if the execution
is something rustic. Rustic or not, the effect is

very pleasing. It admits of variety of treat-

ment, and the treatment rises to various degrees
of excellence. But the great thing is that it is

the expression of a felt desire for something
more than mere needs. A something pleasi ng
to the eye has become a need, and it finds, in its

simple way, on the spot, the art that is capable
of sjitisfying the demand.
There is often a sort of idea that one must go

back a great way for specimens of excellence in

various arts, and, among these, the arts con-
nected with building. In India, as elsewhere,
people havebeen in thehabitof saying that nosuch
buildings are erected now as in the days gone
by, and that certain old arts are lost. It has
been concluded that the capacity for such work
has died out. It is one phase of the idea pre-
vailing in all ages that former times were better.
It may be the case that we cannot point to any-
thing in Indii, built within the last hundred
years, to equal the grand Hindu temples of

Tanjore, the Jain buildings at Ab(i, the Taj
Uahal at Agra, the Jama Masjid at Delhi. The
occasion for erecting such buildings and the
means are wanting. We are not warranted in
adding, also, the ability to detign and to execute
them. It is almcst needless to say that for great
and beautiful buildings, great expendituio of

money and labour is reqaired. It was perhaps
a stem necessity that stopped the Sf cond tower
alongside the stately Kutb Mii.ur at Delhi, and
the tecond tomb oppos-ite the Taj, and elsewhere
left iutended works uufini^hcd. The ability was
not wanting, but the means.
Wo are not fully able to say where the earliest

building arts cime from, ot which we see the
ilIu^t^dtion8 in India. There is nothing to show
that any distinctive art of this kind was brought
in by the intellectual race which, at a remote
age, entered India from the north-west, and
gradually extended southwards over their new
country. There is reason to believe that they
found architecture among the people of the
south. In whatever way acquired, the Hindus
have shown a very admirable power of forming
a style, and working it with great variety of
treatment, and great beauty of detail, though
not always equal soundness of construction.
No special reference is made by the historians of
the Greek invasion to fine buildings in India at
that time. But the mention of Taxila as a great
and magnificent city, feems to tell of buildings
at that place which were of some importance.
And now we have thfre only the ruin's or traces
of numerous small Buddhist topes ; and a few
other remains, which are undoubtedly Greek.
Huhammad'in architecture, which came in

from the West, assumed more graceful forms in
India than it had done in Persia. It developed
other forms again when it travelled westward,
and took root in Spain. Moreover, in India it

adopted, in the time of the Emperor Akbar, and
under the influence to some extent of his en-
larged and liberal views, Hindu forms of
ornament, as well as of construction, in works
dstinctly Muhammadan, and this in a manner
very effective aud beauiiful. And, similarly, in
many ports of India, we find Hindu buildings
of recent centuries adopting, with more or lees
success, Muhammadan forms of constructions,
with corresponding ornament. They would
appear to have something in common, in their
fundamental ideas, which allows of these adipt; -

tions without marked fault. It is otherwise
when we see Oriental forms trying to adopt
Italian features, as at Lucknow, where, in some
eatff, the mistake is aggravated by the effort to
make a good show with inferior means.
The dome and arch, borrowed by some modem

Hindu buildings, are foreign to pure Hindu
work. The construction was unknown to the

earlier Indian builders. A well-known illus-

tration of this is to be seen in the great gateway
of the Kutb inclosure at Delhi, built in the
earliest Pathan times. The arch-shaped en-
trance is not an arch, but the form is given by
horizontal courses of stones projecting one
bej ond another, till they meet. It would appear
that Hindu workmen, unacquainted with the
arch construction, were employed to execute the
work to a prescribed arch form. The same
thing is to be seen in a covered passage at the
ruinsof Rdnigatt, a Buddhist fortifiedmonastcry,
a little beyond our Yusufzai frontier, to the
west of Torbela on the Indus, above Attok.
Likewise in some old bridges in Orissa. The
high pyramidal roofs of Hindu temples in the
south of India have a dome-shaded crown,
which is not a dome. It is scarcely necessary
to say that the large Buddhist Icpes, the large
buildings of the beehive shape, now pretty
familiar from drawings and photographs, are
not domes, but are formed on a solid core.

One of the most observable things in con-
nection with the best of the old Hindu buildings
and groups of buildings, is the attention that
has been paid to choice of bite, and the admirable
skill with which the choice has been made. We
admire the way in which English abbeys and
monasteries found out lovely sheltered spots in
which to plant themselves, in green and peace-
ful valleys of our own land. No le.'s happy has
been the success of the Hindus in the choice of

situations for their buildings. Temples, in

shady glens and on wooded bill-sides, have been
placed where they have beautiful back-grounds
of crag ami forest, of rich colour and of varied
foliage. Such are numerous Hindu buildings,

small and large, in Central India and Southern
India, in Eajputana, in Kashmir, and else-

where.
It is noticeable that Buddhist building.-', mon-

asteries, temples, and topes, or relic monuments,
are many of them built on the open plain, even
in the neighbourhood of better ground, with no
reason that is now apparent for the choice of

their position. Other buildings of the Buddhists
occupy, like these of the Hindus and the
Muhammadans, commanding sites which seem
to have been cartfully selected. Some, at leait,

of those which stand on what we might be dis-

posed to think chance sites, are connected with
incidents in the traditional life of Buddha, which
may account for the exact position in which
they are built. And others probably have a
similar history.

Our building predecessors in India did not
meddle much with the large rivers. They had
to build some defensive walls and terraces on
their banks. Bridges, of course, they did not
build across such rivers. Never till railways
brought their demand for a continuous running
line did the British Government attempt any-
thing more than floating-bridges on these rivers
iu the plains. And when we consider the
character of the rivers and the requirements
of a permanent bridge, we have no reason
to bo surprised that even the wealthy
Mughal princes and their engineers did not
apply their strength and skill to works of this

class, and were content, as their predecessors
for many centuries had been, to use boats. The
pier foundations of one of our railway bridges
were scooped away by the stream, at a depth of

70 feet below the river-bed. Another of these
rivers, at a place where a railway-crossing is

being built at this present time, has been known
to rise, in exceptional floods, upwards of 90 fret

above its low-water level. We can feel, iu the
face of facts like these, that it was right to let

the permanent bridges wait till the duys of rail-
roads.

Over swift and rocky rivers in the hill country,
which it was necessary to cross by a single span,
suspension bridges of hempen ropes or cables
made of birch-twigs have long been in use. On
roads where laden cattle were used, something
different was required for crossing the rivers.

The kind of bridge called miii/a in the northern
hills is a good and useful construction, for which
the materials were commonly available. A
number of beams, laid side by side, project
from each bank of the river, slightly pointing
upwards, firmly secured by being built into the
bank, and heavily laden at the shore end.
Another set of beams is made, in like manner,
to project beyond these, and others again till the
space left in mid-stream can bo crossed by single
timbers. It is, in fact, like the overlapping
stone construction. Ou cart roads, where some-

thing more is wanted, there are no masonry
bridges in large single spans by native builders,

such as have now been built in British times.

It may be of interest to mention that a few
years ago, two brick bridges, each of a single
arch, HOit. span, were built (by Lieut. -Colonel
James Browne, K.E.) over two of the rivers of
the Kangra district in the Punjab, on the
main line of cart-road along that beautiful
valley.

In the choice of their materials, we see mucli
to admire in the works of the native builders
who have gone before us in India. In the most
lively times of Mughal building energy, the free
outlay cu grand works brouglit costly stone
from long distances, and well has their white
marble and red sandstone been turned to-

account. The most ordinary building materials,

being such as the earth supplies, have been the
same iu all ages. The difference in their use,

at different times and places, eotsists in the
choice that is made of the better or the
worse, and in the means available, in money or
appliances, for conveying what was selected to
the place where it was to be used.
When we speak of power to convey what was

selected to the place where it was to be used,,

wo observe that in India this power is not often
illustrated, as iu seme other countries, by great
buildings constructed of enormous stones. This
does not seem to have been one of the favourite
ambitions of the builders whose work is now
to be found in India. There are, of course,

big stones in fome buildings, but their big-
ness is on a different scale from that adopted
in other lands, and is not such as to give rise

to the admiration which wo feel in seeing
what has been done elsewhere. There is

a big trough at Vizianagar, in Southern
India, cut out of a sirrgle stone between 30 and
40 feet in length, but it is probable that it has
never been moved from the place where it was
made. There is a temple in Kashmir which is

birilt of five stones, one for each of the iour-

oomer piers, with its portion of roof, and the
fifth a square pointed piece, which crowns it-

Birt the whole building is not a quarter of the
size of one of the big stones in the terrace wall
of the temple at Baalbek.
The masonry of the outer inclosure walls and

basements of certain Buddhist works in Nerth-
Western Indii, perhaps the oldest masonry now
standing in that part of the country, is of a
peculiar kind of effective roughness. It is with-
out mortar. The large stones are unsquared^
They have a tolerably flatface, but there has been
no endeavour tomake them fit each other. Between
the storres are irregular gaps of varying widths
which are filled in with pieces of slaty rock, all

laid flat, and firmly driven home into these wide
joints. There are many specimens of this kind
of work in the Buddhist tract of the Punjab
frontier districts.

There are likewise in India stone circles

of upright blocks, like those well known iu

England and other countries. In one of these
circles near the village of Asota, in Yusufzai,
north-east of Peshawar, about 50ft. in diameter,
the stones have been roughly hewn on two tides.

Their greatest thickness is about 2ft., and the
greatest height of any now standing is between
lift, and 12ft.

It is remarkable how little (speaking gene-
rally) even the oldest buildings in India have
suffered from exposure ; and this exposure i.*

sometimes of a very trying kind. The buildings
bear testimony to the good choice that has been
made of the stones used in them. A dark and
hard blue limestone has been a favourite mate-
rial with the Hindus. It recoiv* s fine sculpture,

and retains sharp, well-defined edges. Much of

the Buddhist sculptured work iu the north-west
of India, where sculpture is very abundant, is

on hard clay-slate. The soulptrrro on these

buildings is mostly on the interior faces. The
Jain temples at Dilwara, on Mount Abu, pro-
fusely and beautifully carved inside, areof white
marble. Outside, these buildirrgs are of studied

plainness, not as the Hindu buildings, great and
small, in all parts of India, which carry much
ornamentation outside ; the largest of these

—

the magnificent temples of Tanjore, Trichino-
poll, TirrnevcUy, Madura, and other places in
the south, of Nassik in the west, and of Orissa
in the east—being covered throughout with
elaborate carved ornament and scrrlpture. On
the hills of the Salt Range in the I'unjab (hills

contaiiring the great mines of rock-salt) are

Hindu temples of a grey limestone, naturally of
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a somewhat honeycombed texture, wliioh lias
suffered further from the weather.

In tlio great imperal cities of tho MughaU
•white marble and red sandstone have been
largely used together, and with excellent effect.
The marble is polished, and well withstands tho
weather. But though it suffers little from tho
weather, flicro is another kind of injury, very
subtle and troublesome, to which it is exposed.
However carefully and closely the stones liavo
been laid, yet, into tho joints between them, on
•domes and terrace roofs, on cornices and parapets,
•the seeds of shrubs and trees will find tlieir way,
and there l)egin to grow and thrust their roots
beneath. The pipal tree is particularly insidious
in this kind of attack on unwatchod stone-work,
and if allowed to stay, as we see it has been
sometimes, it will slowly, but strongly, dislodge
the stones, and, if there is water near tho foot
of tho building, will push its long roots through
the wall, and down towards tho moisture that it

aeeks.
In tho iliihammadan buildings of Akbar's

and later reigns—the seventeenth century and the
later half of the sixteenth —the red sandstone is
very largely used. There aro buildings of
•earlier date, now six and seven centuries old, in
which this stone, frequently bearing Arabic
inscriptions in raised letters, is still sharp-edged
and fresh. It contrasts very favourably in this
respect with many buildings in England sadly
defaced by weathering of the sandstone. Oxford,
perhaps, looks more venerable where the edges
of the stono are worn and rounded, and the
form of tho moulding lost ; but it would have
been better if this had not happened. There are
buildings in this country of a sandstone much
resembling in colour and general appearance
that of the Mughal works in Northern India, but
very different in durability. The exposed
masonry of the Church of St. Michael, at
Coventry, is seriously worn away, and seems to
be crumbling continuously u^jw. In past days,
endeavour has been made to hold together witli
iron straps parts that were in danger of
separating, and in some of these places little
more than the iron strap now remains.
In the Indian buildings in which both -white

marble and red sandstone are used, the contrast
of colour is sometimes given by the use of the
different materials for different parts of the
building, sometimes by using them together, in
•alternate bands, or otherwise combined. Colour
is likewise shown in the Muliammadan buildings
by inlaid work in the piers of the arcades, the
spandrels of the arches, and other parts, and by
lines of black raarKe inlaid in the white. The
inlaid work is executed on a large scale in some
buildings. The stones chiefly used are blood-
stone, carnelian, and agates. The inlaid work,
besides that on the borders of panels and else-
where in geometric figures, ischieflv representa-
tions of flowers in conventional style, and often
with much freedom from the rigid symmetry
which prevails in most Oriental designs. In-
flcriptions in the Persian or Arabic characters
aro either inlaid or carved in raised letters, not
engraved like our inscriptions. In the interior
•of the great reception- halls of imperial build-
ings, and the more ornate private apartments,
gilding al.>:o was much used. But some of the
most beautiful of these Muhammadan bui'dings
are those in which there is least colour or ap-
plied decoration of any kind, so elegant are the
forms and so just the proportions of the several
parts, so refined the mouldings, and so true the
execution. One other kind of ornamental work
of much beauty is especially to be obsc rved in
these buildings, the stone screen-work of open
tracery--large thin slabs of marble or sand-
-stone, pierced with geometric figures of great
variety. Very good specimens of this kind of
work are to be seen in the Indian section of the
South Kensington Museum.
The comparatively small variety of colour

thinly applied on the outside of the Taj Mahal
at Agi^a-the Indian building perhaps best
known in England—is the cause of its having
frequently been felt, at first sight, to be heavy,
It is not really unrelieved by variety. Besides
some inlaid coloured work, it has straight lines
of black marble inlaid, black zig-zag lines on
the thin engaged pillars at the comers, inlaid
ornament following the outline of the parapets,
and encircling the neck of tho dome, and inlaid
inscriptions in large letters. But so immense is

the mass of white marble, that tho relief thus
afforded is comparatively small. A little study
of the building reconciles the spectator to this

massivencss, and only leaves him full of wonder
and delight with the beauty as well as grandeur
of the building. Its surroundings are on a scale

of corresponding magnificence. The great square
inclosuro, "with its splendid gateway, and the
minarets at the corners; the straight-lined
garden and its broad masonry channels,
with shallow stream of water and rows
of fountains in the middle; the sombre
lines of tall dark cypresses, with trees of
more varied foliage and colour throughout tho
garden ;—it is with these things about it, and a
senfo of great stillness and solemnity over tho
whole, that we look at this magnificent marble
tomb. And we feel how large a measure of

respect and gratitude is due to the men who did
all this, to tho.'e who purjiosed and devised a
monument on this scale of grandeur, and those
who executed it in a manner worthy of the con-
ception. Have not wo reason to be glad that
the wealth of building-power in those days
threw itself into forts and palaces, mosques and
tombs, pleasure-gardens for princes, and serais

for travellers ? What should wo not have lost

if Shah Jahim, for instance, had been a prince
of smaller and more modest aims, and had
bestowed the best efforts of his architects on
jails and court-houses, town-halls and barracks,
hospitals and schools ? Their time has come.
But it is better for art that Shah Jahi'm had
his turn at something else. The world has
gained.

If defect of colour enhances the noble massive-
ncss of tho Tf(J, we feel this to be in agreement
with the nature and purpose of the building.
The use of colour on Mughal buildings was well
imderstood and very general. In the beautiful
and wonderful city at the head of the Adriatic,
which so many travellers to and from India have
nowadays an opportunity of seeing, we find a
lirge amount of colouring of building.^", most of
it very Oriental in character. But India has
nothing to show of exactly the same kind.
Buildings of brick, ia India, if not faced -with

stone, were thickly plastered, and the colouring
was given by figured designs, not whole surfaces
of colour, or by a facing of glazed work, which
is of two kinds, on pottery and on plaster.

The use of glazed tiles and glazed plaster
seems ia India to be mostfrequent in the western
frontier provinces of Sind and the Punjab. But
there are many good specimens at Gwalior,
Delhi, and elsewhere, of buildings thus coloured.
The work goes by the general name of Kiin/il.

Glazed tdes aro used when a large surfai-e is to

be uniformly coloured. Patterns also of different

colours are given on single tiles. The glazing
on plaster is used for coloured devices, made up
of separate small pieces, of the different colours,

and these are laid on and cemented on the sur-
face of the building. The plaster, which is made
of lime and sand, receives first a very thin coat-
ing of glass containing lead, which both gives
a fair smooth surface for tho coloured glazing
that is to bo afterwards applied, and enables
it to adhere. Both these arts seem to have
been imported from Persia. The earliest

specimens of glazed-tile work known are

at Mashad and Tabriz. The name Green
Dome (Sad: Giimbaz) which is given to a
conspicuous building at Mashhad, of which
the city is proud, is also borne by a tomb at
Lahore, of which the green covering of the dome
is in good preservation. Another at Lahore is

similarly called Blue Dome (Zi7« Giimha:]. The
cities of Multan in the Punjab, and Tatta, and
Hyderabad in Sind, and others, have good speci-

mens of this kind of work, as well as of the
plaster Xiislii work used for wall decorations
and inscriptions. Lahore has many of great
excellence and beauty ; the most complete is the
mosque of Wazir Khan, in the heart of the city.

The figured tile work is now carried on in Sind,
at Tatta, on the Indus, and at Hala, 30 miles
north of Hyderabad. The Masjid, built by Shah
Jahan, at Tatta, has had the deficient tile work
lately restored. At this place there is no glazed
work of the other kind—that is, on inlaid pieces

of plaster.

Indian brickwork, except in wells, is rarely

seen, for it is always covered, or meant to be
covered in one of these ways. Its quality is

excellent, though its appearance is coarse, as it

was not meant to be seen. Well-burnt bricks

are united by well-made but rough mortar, the
mortar courses being of great thickness, often

ranch thicker than the bricks, giving the work
the appearance almost of a concrete wall with
thin bands of red brick. It is indeed a concrete.

A similar material is used for terraced floors and
roofs. And there are casts where, the wood
and tiles on wliich it was laid having decayed
and fallen away, the terrace covering has re-

mained, spanning tho gap, as a single block of

artificial stone or concrete bridge.

In stone buildings in various parts of the hill

countries of India, the insertion of horizontal

beams at intervals in the masonry, which Li a
common constructive arrangement, gives a
pleasing variety to tho outer face of tho work,
like the use of stono of different colours. Tho
practice is similar to tho use of bonding coursc.<<

of red brickwork, which wo see in Roman walU
of stone masonry in Britain. This was well
shown in the old wall lately discovered iu

extending the railway buildings in the neigh-
bourhood of Fenchurch-strcet Station. Tho
bright rod bands were of tiles or bricks of largo
size, of which there were three courses in each
horizontal band. Similar bonding brickwork of
bright colour is to be seen in a raassivo Boman
wall at Leicester; of which English builders

have taken advantage in a very practical way,
by using part of the material^", both brick and
stone, for the adjoining church of St. Nicholas.
In the church the construction is repeated, stone
masonry with courses of brick at intervals. Tho
cathedral of Carlisle has in like manner helped
itself to stono from a neighbouiing Roman wall.

In these cases, as in many others, perhaps no
great harm was done, as the walls were plain and
uniform masses of solid masonry, interesting

chiefly on account of their history and their con-
struction, and having plenty of the work still

left to satisfy this interest. But the practice is

a dangerous one. It has been often followed, in

all countries, and has sometimes not been quite
so harmless. We cannot tell now what we havo
lost at old Delhi. Bernier says. Shah Jahan's
new city, which was being built when he was
there, was conveniently near tho old one, which
supplied quantities of building material ready for
use. Very likely the honest intention in tho
first place was to take only the stones from ab-
solute ruins. But we know how difficult it is to
get any rule of this kind rigidly adhered to, and
to prevent the despoiling of buildings which, it

in a sense ruins, are yet ruins to be carefully
and tenderly preserved.

ST. PAUL'S ECCLESIOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

THE first of a series of fortrightly visits to
churches in London and its vicinity, ar-

ranged for by the council of this society, took
place on Saturday afternoon, and was largely
attended. St. Mary Maf/dahtm's, Mitnstei'-square,

designed by the late Mr. Richard C. Carpenter,
was the first church seen. Hero they were ro-
ceived by the vicar, the Rev. F. J. Ponsonby,
who read a short paper s^nt by Mr. R. Herbert
Carpenter, who was unable to attend the meet-
ing. The writer explained that the principle
aimed at in the church was .'paciousness. The
ancient City church of Austin Fiiars was taken
as an example, and worked out with necessary
modifications. The wide aisles and lofty arcades,
wirh tho absence of a clerestory, were like

Austin Friars, while the high-pitohed roofs of
St. Mary Magdalene were, the author considered,
improvements on the flat-aisle roofs of the older
church. This type made the arcade its chief

feature, in contradistinction to the modem type,
with a nave of wide span, and narrow passage-
aisles where the arcade became insignificant—

a

form of building difficult both for hearing and
heating. The style of St. Mary Magdalene was
well-developed Decorated. The traceries of (ho
windows were based on geometrical forms. The
mouldings were very carefully proportioned to
the larger and smaller muUions a'ld tracery. Tho
rich arcading round the chancel followed in its

detail some of the ancient work at Exeter
Cathedral—one of the finest examples of this

Geometrical Decorated date. Tho roofs of

nave and aijle were adaptations of ancirut
roof at Sherborne, which the late Mr.
Carpenter was restoring about the tim3
he designed the church. Tho east window of
chancel was a splendid example of AVelby
Pugin's powers of design ; it was executed by
Hardman. The south windows of chancel and
the cast windows of nave were not very good.
The two west windows were by Clayton and
Bell, and were fine examples of their work, and
the three south windows were by Heaton, Butler,
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and Bayne. The chancel arcaduig was originally

decorated by Grace, under tho late Mr. Car-
penter's direction ; the present paintings formed
a fine aeries of figures, and were by Mr. Daniel
Bell, a member of the choir. The space aliove

the altar was originally all gold with a diaper

npon it, and, in the writer's opinion, was better

in effect than the present decoration. Mr. Bell

had also painted tho wooden ceiling of chancel.

The iron screen in chancel arch was no part of

the architect's design, which was for a stone

aeptiun wall, and although the author was
putly responsible for the present screen, he
should like to see it removed, as it was quite

unworthy of the church. Speaking generally,

he considered there was no straining after an
effect, but the result was quiet and simple, and
especially pleasing, from the beautiful propor-
tions and careful details. The chancel was
dignified and ample in size, while the body of

the church was admirably adapted for a
large congregation to see and hear. The
Vicar added his testimony to similar effect, re-

markingthat although the church was founded in

1849, and completed in 1850-51, yet it would
bear comparison with many more recent build-
ings. At present it consisted only of spacious
nave, TS^ft. by 26ft., south ai^ile, 21ft. Gin.

wide, extending nearly to east end as a sacristy,

and chancel 32Jft. by 23Jft. wide ; but the
houses and ground had been acquired to the
north for building a second ai^le, on the same
lines as that on the south. The plans had been

frepared by Messrs. Herbert Carpenter and B.
ngelow, and would be carried out next year.

The scheme would ultimately be completed by
the erection at the S.W. angle of site of a tower
nearly 100ft. high, finished with broach spire,

having three ranges for spire lights, and rising

another 70ft. Facing the font in the south aisle

was an early painting by Mr. H. S. Marks,
A.K.A., in 11th-century style enriched with
gilding, and representing '

' Christ Blessing
Little Children."
At St. Andrew's, Wdh-atreet, the members

were welcomed by the Kev. Benjamin Webb,
H.A., F.S.A., who described the church, re-

marking that it was the first of those ercctt d
under the Peel Act, and was commenced in

1845 and consecrated two years Uter. It was
designed by Mr. Dawkes, who died only a short
time since, and cost about £10,000 for erection.

It was built by Myers, the bricklayer employed
by Pugrn for his principal works, and time had
proved it to be thoroughly and soundly put
together ; no settlements had shown, it was
very difficult to open out new windows,
and the tower had proved amply strong enough
to hear a good peal of eight bells. The build-

ing was planned to suit a nearly square site,

and, with the gallerifs, seated 1,200 people.
The style was Perpendicular, as understood 35
j'ears since ; but the church, when he became
mcumbcnt, was very defective ; it was exces-

sively dark, the galleries and roof were painted
of the dinjty chocolate tone then fashionable,
and which had faded into a dingy brown

;

there was no ventilation of any sort, the warm-
ing-apparatus would not work, and the gas-jets
were hung so as to come between the congrega-
tion and preacher. Most of these defects had
been remedied, but they could not prolong the
fabric either to east or west, and the galleries

had been retained. It now contained specimens
of the work of all the chief older architects of
the Gothic Revival, except Sir Gilbert Soott.

When the speaker was a curate in Staffordshire,

in an alabaster district which had already pro-
duced Chantrey, he heard of an uncultivated
lad named Kcdfeain, who amused himself by
modelling in the round in alabaster from pic-

tnres in the Illmtraled London News, although
he had never seen any carving. Finding the
youth seemed to have geniu«, he spoke to
Mr. Bercsford Hope, who had him educated,
and sent him as a pupil to Clayton and Bell.

As they knew, he was cut off in a melancholy
manner in his prime, his death, according to his

statement to the speaker, being accelerated by
the rejection of the statues of the Latin Doctors
on theological grounds at Bristol Cathedral,
but had Ri.dfeam lived, he believed he would
have become the greatest Christian sculptor
of his age. He carried out the reredos
in that church, from the designs of Mr. G.
E. Street, R.A. It wag executed in alabaster,
and was a rich specimen of tabernacle work,
enriched with figures. Mr. G. F. Bodley wished
to see it treated with colour and gilding ; but as

he had never seen work of the kind which did
not appear tawdry tho speaker proposed to leave
that work to his successor. The open-work
hammered-iron pulpit was designed by Mr.
Street on some Spanish examples, and was
admirably fitted by its lightness and economy
of space for a town church ; the chancel screen
was also of hammered iron from the same archi-

tect's design, and was also executed by Hardman.
The original font was by Pugin, but had been so

injured by washes of colour and by chipping
that a new one of rosso-antico, designed by Mr.
Street, had been substituted, and was about to

be inclosed in a groined baptistery to be enriched
with frescoes by Clayton and Bell. The gallery

front had been treated after the style of 15th-
century screens in Norfolk with figures of saints,

forming a complete scheme of adoration. They
coLimenced with the Annunciation in centre of
front of west gallery, and were continued through
the succeeding centuries upon the sides, and upon
the organ balcony ; the treatment of the Saviour's

figure upon this front was felt however by the
artists, Messrs. Clayton and Bell, to be inade-
quate. The east window was an example of

Pugin's advanced Perpendicular, from whose
designs it was filled with stained glass

by Hardman. It owed its success to the
introduction of a little line of white round the
figures, and also partly to the changes effected

by Pugin in the design while the work was in

progress. There were also windows in the church
by Warrington, by Livers, Barraud, and West-
lake, and by Clayton and Bell. From the designs
of the lamented Mr. W. Purges, A.R.A., they
had several works, all characterised by the per-

sonal modelling of details and supervison during
execution for which he was remarkable ; they
included an altar-tomb to a former incumbent, a
litany-desk, a large chalice covered with
sjmbolic designs, &c. There were an eagle
lectern designed by Butterfield, and executed by
P<>tter, frontals by Seddon, and examples of the
work of Carpenter and Slater, of Bodley and
Gamer, and several other architects.

INTERIOR DECORATION IN
GROSVENOR-SQXJARE.

WE have seen the interior decoration of a
house in Grosvenor-fquare, which, from

the taste displayed in its conception and the
manner in which it has been carried out, deserves
notice. The house in question is Mrs. Gerard
Leigh's residence in Grosvenor-square, a man-
sion erected, we believe, from the designs of

the Adams Brothers, adorned externally by
Corinthian columns standing on a rusticated

basement. The design and execution of the
decorations have been entrusted to Mr. Frederick
Arthur, of 18, Motcomb-street, Belgrave-square,
S.W., who appears to have displayed the utmost
moderation and taste, and to have avoided any-
thing approaching the outre in design or the
garish in colour. Much of the old Adams's
decoration remains, but in some cases

it had given place to more recent and
questionable work, and Mr. Arthur has
remodelled these portions of the decorations.

The hall is a spacious apartment, with its walls
panelled and hung with old tapestries of figure

and historical subjects, upon a bronze- coloured
ground. At the further end from the entrance-

door is a massively designed oaken-looking fire-

place of Italian design, with richly carved
pilasters and arabesques, panel figure-subjects,

surmoimted by a deep coved corLice, the latter

being enriched by stamped bronze leather of

rich design. Passing through this to the inner
hall, we enter by a door on the right to the
moming-room or "bronze-room," as it is called,

a finely proportioned apartment decorated in all

the lustre-like richness and tone of bronze.
The dado and architraves of doorways are

of a bronze red tint, but the walls, frieze, and
cornice are of a fine metallic bronze colour. This
effect is obtained by a canvas specially prepared
by Mr. Arthur, and lacquered ; the surface is

enriched by embossed ornamentation of a
neat conventional Italian pattern. Tho cornice

and frieze may be mistaken for hammered
metal-work, they are so metallic-looking ; but
the eye is immediately drawn to the ceiling of

the room, the decoration of which is liighly

pleasing and harmonious in its colours. The
artist here has not entirely confined himself to

the Italian or Renaissance, but has allowed his

fancy to indulge in Holbeinesque freedom in the
details of tho ornamentation.
The ceiling has been remodelled, and the

general arrangement consists of a large central

rectangular panel surrounded by enriched seroU
borders, and smaller medallions and panels of
painted and emblematic figure-sul'jccts. There
is nothing meretricious or garish in the decora-
tion, while the colours and tints in light shades
of verdigris-like hues are relieved and height-
ened by gold and by arabesques and scrolls.

The centre oblong panel has a life-size figure-

subject of Endymion. The manner in which the
subject is handled is very successful ; we find

the colouring in a rich brown, but rather low,
key, made to harmonise with the prevailing
bronze tone of the room. Around this subject is

a wide scrollwork margin, the smaller panels

being disposed between bands of guilloehe

enrichments. These are filled with subjects

taken from the signs of the Zodiac, and other
allegorical compositions representing the four

quarters of the globe, &o. Mr. Paget was the

artist of these. The manner in which the
draperies or curtains have been managed calls for

notice, the valances being made to assume th©
Italian scrolled form at the top.

The staircase is a very handsome feature, the
walls of the square having been relieved by
panels for old oil-paintings in a pleasing

manner. The tint of the wall is of a delicate

shade of bluish or greyish green, and forms a
good framework to the pictures, which are sur-

rounded by reeded members. The staircase is

surmounted by a circular gallery, and is lighted

by a lantern at the top, and the pendentives and
bas-relief of the Adams's plasterwoik have been
treated quietly and artistically. The staircase

in connection with the apartments which open
from the landing lent itself admirably to the

decorative artist, and Mr. Arthur has enhanced
the value of this connection by his decorations.

From the landing a large doorway opens into

the " music- room," a circular-domed apart-

ment, lighted above, and adorned with four

circular niches in the walls. The dome, en-

riched by octagon panels, has been treated with
solid gold and white, while the semi-domes of

the niches are treated with gold and white or

cream tints in a lighter manner. On one sitle of

this square vestibule, as we may call it, we
enter a small room decorated in scarlet, and
called the "red room." The treatment here
mainly consists of wall-panels, covered with rich

damask silk of a bold pattern, surrounded by
gilded mouldings ; and a rearrangement of the

doorway, having a panel with the Holy Family
by Rubens above it, and a general relief of the
ceiling ornamentation by gilding. Adjoining this

room is the boudoir, the contrast in the colouring

of which is very marked. The walls here are
hung with a particularly quiet and unobtrusive
brocaded silk in a mignonette shade of green, re-

lieved liy a handsome and bold pattern, atd the
chimneypiece with its over-mantel aro left

white, while the coved ceiling is very simply
and quietly relieved. The ball-room, on
the other side of the domed music- room,
is a long and spacious apartment fronting the
square, and of the whole frontage in length.

Here tho prevailing scheme of decoration has
been to carry out the chastened and delicate

style of the Adams's ornamentation. The door-

ways are surrounded by enriched pilasters

carrying entablature fcnd pediments which are

painted of a dead white, while the inner archi-

traves, moulded and highly-enriched with
members, are treated in solid gold, and con-
tribute much to the effect without looking at all

flashy. The walls are panelled, the panels

having a rich-patterned brocade velvet of a
delicate canary tint, set off by mouldings of

cream colour, picked out in gold. The ceiling

is a very fine example of this style of decoration,

the centre is adorned by an oval with the
characteristic radiating scalloped work, and the

ends have wide bands of ornament painted in

several shades of cream, and white and gilded.

A frieze of delicate scroll and festoon in the
same style, picked out in tints and gilding, sur-

rounds the room, and there is a haudstme
statuary marble chimney-piece.
The dining-rcom is less elaborate in its treat-

ment, and here the chief effort, for obvious

reasons, has been confined to the ceiling, which
is decorated in a veiy agreeable and unobtrusive

manner. The ornamentation , as in the other rooms,
is in carton-pierre, and in these have been in-

troduced some very cleverly-painted medallions
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and panels in monochrome liy Mr. Cuthbcrt, of

Cheyne-walk. In the centre the panel repre-
sents the Judgment of Paris, while the smaller
ones round the ceiling are emblematic figures

typifJ ing the seasons and the hours of the day.
This ceiling is one of the best we have seen as

an example of reyived Adams decoration. The
moulding and plaster work have been executed
by Messrs. Graham and Sons, of Ilathbone-
place.

1^ •

THE EOYAL ACADEMY AND ART
EDUCATION.

IN responding to the toast of "The Royal
Academy " on Saturday evening last. Sir

Frederick Leighton took occasion to explain the
important modifications which have lately been
made in the Academy schools, with a view of

increasing and improving the facilities offered

there for art-study. So far back as 1872 a
school committee was appointed, of which Sir

(then Mr.) Frederick Leighton was the chair-

man, and, as the result of the deliberations,

various tests of study were introduced in the
Painting school, whilst in the Architectural
school an upper school or class was estab-
lished, into which those students who
wished to compete for the Gold Medal or

Travelling Studentship were obliged to pass be-
fore they could do so. The immediate reason
for this new regulation was grounded on the
disinclination of those who entered as students
to continue their study in the school Epeoially

founded in 1870 for that purpose : they seemed
to consider that the privileges of free entrance
to the Academy Exhibition for seven years, and
the acquirement of an ivory disc setting forth

that fact, were sufficient. Still further modifi-
cations, however, seemed to be required, and
these have just received the sanction of the
Queen, and were specially referred to by Sir

Frederick Leighton. Instead of being ad-
mitted for seven yeais as heretofore, six

years will be the new limit, and unless

at the end of three yeirs the student
can show that he has availed himself of

the privileges offered, his studentship will cease.

The student will now be required to attend with
fair regularity (especially on those evenings
when the visitor is present), and within the three

first years of liis admittance to the schools to

attend the lectures and prepare certain designs
and other drawings ; the first proviiiion being
complied with, if the drawings submitted show
that the student has made good use of his time,

his studentship will be extended to the full

period of six years. So far for the restrictions,

and now for the rewards. The silver medals for

measured drawings and for perspective remain
as at present, except that the latter competition
will be restricted to architects, another medal
being offered in the Painting school. Two new
prizes are offered, one of .£10, for the best

architectural design executed in the school

during the first year of studentship, and £25 for

the best design executed in the school during
the first or second year after admission to the

upper school.

The most important change, however, which
has been made is in the competition for the

Gold Medal and Travelling Studentship. The
latter was founded in I8C3, being of the value of

£100, tenable for one year; subsequently, in

1873, it was iacreased to £130, the £30 being
nominally for travelling expenses to and from
England. In the Painting school the Travelling
Studentship could only be competed for by Gold
Medal students ; it was a biennial prize, taken
alternately by painters and sculptors, and was
tenable for two years. In the architectural

school it was an annual prize, tenable for

one year, and limited to those students
only who had entered the upper school.

It will now bo divided into two studentships,

one a Foreign Travelling Studentship, tenable for

one year, with an allowance of £200 ; the other,

an English Travelling Studentship, with an
allowance of £G0, each offered biennially. The
former will be competed for in the year known
as the " Gold Medal year," and the Gold Medal
will (as alrio in the case of painters and
sculptors) bo thrown in with the foreign

Travelling Studentship. This raises the value

of the biennial competition, and, it is hoped,

will greatly increase the number of competitors.

The drawings will have to be prepared in the

Academy, six weeks being allowed instead of one
month, as heretofore. It is considered also

that the English Travelling Studentship, though

of le.ss value, will be esteemed as a great boon by
those who, for various reasons, are cither unable

to leave England for so long a period as a year,

or who prefer to study our own English archi-

tecture. The time to be spent is not specified,

but a three months' tour would probably sulHce

to prepare those drawings which would be re-

quired. It is true that on the whole the Archi-

tectural s.hool has not gained much in the

value of the rewards oft'ered, for with the

Gold Medal, a scholarship of £25 tenable for two
years, was included, which is now omitted. The
concentration, however, of the Gold Medal and
Travelling Studentship of £200 in one, willmake it

a veritable blue ribbon for the student who carries

it off, and it is to be hoped at some time that

some additional reward will be offered to the

student placed second in the event of there being

a good number of competitors. Beyond these

changes, are two.others of importance to archi-

tectural students : the first, admission to the

Antique and Life schools under certaiu restric-

tions ; and, the second, the establishment of a

school for modelling on Saturday afternoons;

the latter will offer great advantages. It will

be remembered that, many years ago, in

1862 or 1803, a modelling class was estab-

lished in connection with the Architectural

Association. It fell through after a time; but

with the superior advantages offered in the

Royal Academy, it cannot fail to be of the

greatest service to architectural students. The
additional prizes offered in the Painting school

are niunerous and of considerable value ; many
of them are the results of bequests to the

Academy, which have been made for that pur-

pose, and others are deemed necessary t o raise the

standard of education. To the Turner Gold
Medal for landscape a scholarship of £50 is

added. A Creswick prize of the value of £30
also is offered for a landscape in oil. A Silver

Medal is offered for a copy of a landscape in oils

and for a set of 6 drawings from the life, four

prizes, of £30, £25, £15, and £10 respectively, are

offered. In order to encourage line engraving,

a gold medal and £25 will be given for the best

lino engraving of a figure drawn from the life,

the original drawing for which will have to be
made in the school. A separate school also is

to be provided for sculptors, and in addition to

the Gold Medal and Travelling Studentship,

now offered biennially, instead of every four

years as heretofore, there will be two prizes of

£30 and £10 respectively, to be competed for,

for the best models of a design to be executed in

the Academy in six consecutive days, and a

silver medal for a design for a medal.

One other reward, to which Sir Frederick Leigh-
ton specially referred, is a prize of £40,

for the best design in wateroolour or tempera,

for the decoration of part of a public building

;

and should an occasion present itself for execut-

ing this design in some public building, a sum
of £i per week will be allowed to the prize-

holder, so long as he is engaged in carrying it

out. Such allowance not to last longer than 12

months. In calling attention to this new prize.

Sir Frederick stated that it had his deepest

sympathy, and that he would spare no personal

effort for its efficient working: the Academy,
however, did not wish to trench on the province

of those public bodies or private persons

through whom alone this most noble form
of art could be effectually fostered. The results

of this last-mentioned prize will be regarded
with much interest by architects who, it is to be
hoped, if an occai^ion should present itself, will

support the efforts of the Council of the

Academy by advising their clients to accept an
offer to decorate more of their works if made to

them. Oneothermodification completes the series.

The library of the Royal Academy will be
open after 6 p.m. till 8 p.m. on Mondays and
Thursdays, the lecture nights, so that students

waiting in turn need not necessarily waste their

time.

DOCKS.

AT a meeting of the Society of Engineers,

held on Monday evening, a paper was read

by Mr. John Standfield on "Floating Docks,

the Depos.ting Dock, and the Double Power
Dock."
The depositing dock is L shaped, that is, it

has only one side. While it is being raised or

lowered, it is kept horizontal by the outrigger,

which is a broad shallow pontoon attached to the

side of the dock and so ballasted that it always
floats at about half its depth. The bottom of

the dock oonsists of a scries of parallel fingers or

pontoons rigidly connected to the side of the

dock, but quite free at the outer ends. The
special feature of this dock is that it can deposit

vessels on staging formed of parallel rows of

piles capped by horizontal timbers. These rows
are erected at right angles to the shore lino.

Vessels of any breadth can be raised and de-

posited. One dock can serve any number of

vessels, as the number that can be accommodated
is Umited only by the length of staging

provided.
In 1876, Messrs. Clark and Standfield con-

tracted a 6,000 ton depositing dock for the

Russian Government, and they have recently

contracted for one of these docks for Barrow.
The double povper dock differs from an

ordinary floating dock, inasmuch as it utiliseB

the buoyancy of its sides as well as that of the

bottom, and it has the unique advantage of being
able to dock itself in two hours. The sides are

enabled to slide up and down between fixed

corners, and by securing them in their low
position and pumping them out, their lifting

power is added to that of the pontoon. Thi«
dock is very rapid in its action, having less use-

less weight to lift than any other form of dock.

It has about twice the lifting power of an
ordinary floating dock for its size and weight,

and its cost is tierefore much less. Its money-
earnings powers are surpassed only by the

depositing dock above mentioned. Neither the

depositing dock nor the double power dock can

sink even if all its valves be intentionally left

open.

AMALGAMATED SOCIETY OF CAE-
PENTERS AND JOINERS.

THE 21st Annual Report of this Society for

the year ending December 31st, 1880, has
just been issued as a bulky volume of 270 pages.

In it Mr. J. D. Prior, who was recently

appointed Inspector of Factories for the Birming-
ham District, offers a valedictory address on
retirement from the post of General Secretary,

after nearly ten years' service in that capacity.

In this address Mr. Prior remarks that during

his period of office the Society has been increased

by 112 branches and 8,0P0 members, while the

augmentation of capital amounts to £24,557 Is.

2^d. while £246,582 had been paid in benefits

to members. He earnestly urges the members
to renew their efforts to extend the influence of

the Society, and to increase its number of mem-
bers. As to the past year, he says the statistics

which have been cimpiled prove that the long-

continued depression in the building trade is

slowly but surely passing away. During
1880, 18 branches were opened and six closed,

while the net gain of members was 730, making
a total roll of 17,764 members. The income
during 1880 amounted to £42,173 88. Id., being

£2,318 10s. 8d. more than the receipts in 1879; the

expenditure was £49,566 2s. 3d., £12,879 198.

Id. less than the disbursements during the pre-

ceding year. The excess of expenditure over

income has reduced the cash balance to £41,38&
9s. 3|d., being a loss of £7,392 14s. 2d. ; but
even this, compared with the deficiency of the

previous year, £22,591 Ss. lid., shows that the

times are improving. The present value of the

buDdinffs and other property belonging to the

Society"'is £46,395 5s. 8|d., or £2 12$. 2§d. per

member. In unemployed benefit, £21,922 was
expended, or £1 4s. 8d. per member, 8s. Id. per

head less than the same benefit cost during the

preceding year. The cost of tool benefit was
greater than was ever previously experienced,

being £1,412, or Is. 7d. per member. Sick

benefit cost £11,731; accident benefit, £1,200;

superannuation benefit, £487 ; funeral benefit,

£1,924 ; benevolent grants, £697 ;
and grants to

other trades, £39. £2,522, or 2s. lOd. per mem-
ber was spent in trade privileges, including

strike pay, arbitration and conciliation expenses,

law expenses, and all other costs in coimection

with trade questions ; the expenditure under that

heading in 1879 being £10,558.

At the quarterly meeting of the Worcester Dio-
cesan Church Extension, held on the 21st ult., the

following giants were made :—Crowle Church
restoration, £150 ; Broadwas Church restoration,

£100; and Kington Church restoration (ad-

ditional) £18.
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Our Lithographic Illustrations.

BOIUX CATBOLIC CHITBCH, BCHOOL AND PEESBTTEEY
AT BEOMLET, KENT.

We give thU week a fac-simile of Mr. Ingress
Bell's drawing-, now being exhibited at the Royal
Academy, showing the plan and main elevation
of the church, school and presbytery proposed to
be built from his designs at Bromley, in Kent,
by the Right Rev. Monsignor Goddard, to meet
the wants of the Roman Catholic population,
who are increasing proportionately with this
fast-growing town, and who have now no nearer
place of worship than the Catholic church at
Chislehurst. The site selected is on the main
London road, on the outskirts of the town,
and immediately opposite the very interesting
"Bromley College,'' built by the Bishop of
Rochester in 16G6. This picturesque group of
buildings, with its pretty chapel, its quiet quad-
rangles, and shady walks— still paced daily by
those " widows of clergymen of the Church of
England " for whom the good bishop endowed
the work—is doubtless familiar to most of our
readers. The proposed church will stand some
two or three feet above the level of the road—an
accident which will give additional effect to its
lofty proportions. The materials will be red
brick, with stone dressings, and green " Coun-
tess" slates for the roofs. The whole will be
treated with the severest simplicity of detail—
the interior will be lined with pressed bricks,
and thick walls and well-studied proportions will
alone be relied upon for effect. A rood-beam
and figures will mark the division between nave
aiid sanctuary. The school and priest's house
will be fir.-t conunencd, the former being used
as a temporary chapel during the progress of
the church.

• mrECASTLB TAPESTEY.

Ik our issue of the 2nd April, we gave an illus-
tration of a new waU-covering material, Tyne-
castle tapestry, so called by the inventor, Mr.
W. Scott Morton, of Edinburgh, and to-day
we a?ain give four of his designs for the same
article. This tapestry, which is of embossed
flax, is so modelled as to retain the canvas
texture, while receiving a great variety of
decorative treatment, and is being freely used by
decorators for the interior embellishment of
walls, dados, friezes, panels, ceilings, screens,
&c., of pubUc hall', banks, offices, ship saloons,
and in rooms of houses where the most artistic
effects are deured. In the hands of skilful
workmen there is no limit to the uses and treat-
ments to which this tapestry may bo adapted.
In tlie case of large drawing-rooms the canvas
has been gilt over in such a way as to preserve
the textuie, and has been toned down so as to
give a foft effect. In other cases, after gilding
the background has been picked in with colour.
In a large pubUc buUding where it is being used

the whole, after being coated with a ground-
work of soft yellow, is being scuramelled with
grey green, and parts picked out with soft gold.

Ono very simple and satisfactory treatment for

walls intended to receive pictures is the painting
of the canvas with a coat of fine light colour

after sizing, and afterwards receiving a soummel
or glaze, which is partially wiped off, and
a rub with a wax brush, or a coat of mastic
varnish, when thoroughly dried, takes ofi the
shiny effect.

TOWEB OF ST. JOHn's CHUECn, CHESTEB.

One of our single-page illustrations to-day
shows a view of the now ruined tower of St.

John's Church, Chester, which recently fell,

at the same time entirely destroying the
Early English porch at its base, and which
it seen in our view. The tower itself, though
perhaps not the most perfect example of its

kind, was by no means so indifferent a specimen
of English architecture as to be imworthy of
every care on the part of the custodians of the
church, who, instead of making tho already
dangerous structure secure, seem simply to have
left it unoared for, and hence the fall of the
tower, which has now taken place. This Church
of St. John was originally the cathedral church,
and was to have had not only two western
towers, of which the one now referred to was
one ; but it was planned with a central one also.

The style was Late Norman for tho body of the
church, advancing into the Transitional in the
upper portions of the work. The south-western
tower and western bay did not apparently get
much beyond the ground-level, while in the time
of Henry VII. the old walls of the completed
tower were cased with ashlar, and the Per-
pendiculary belfry stage and upper part were
added. It was no doubt chiefly due to this
want of solid building and good construc-
tion that the present ruin is to be at-
tributed. Mr. John Douglas, architect, of
Chester, reported on the state of the building
some ten years ago, and at that time made
careful measured drawings of the entire struc-
ture, which was greatly in need of repair, while
the tower has evidently been in a dangerous
condition for several years. Mr. Douglas's
drawings will now be of the utmost service in
restoring the church. Mr. S. Cooper Scott,
writing to the Chester Chronieh; states that in
January last, after the fall of some stones from
the south-west buttress, Mr. J. L. Pearson,
R.A., was called in, and he, after visiting the
church and taking measurements, sent in a report
to the committee on April 7th. He stated his
opinion that the core of the work was yielding,
but as a temporary measure recommended that the
loose stones be removed from the tower or set in
cement, and this work was undertaken by Mr.
Hughes, of Alford, who had examined the tower
in 1871. The masons reported that the work of
repair was almost impossible, having noticed
the widening of cracks in the north-east
buttress, and, as is now well known, this
portion of the tower fell on Thursday
uight, the 14th ult. By reference (Brit.

Museum, Harl. 2,073) we learn tho following
particulars relating to this tower, and the notes
which we give are attached to a ground plan of
the church, dated 1689:—" K, the steeple,
whereof the one half, or two sides, are ruinated,
and is building,b8ing already neere twelve yards,
and so standeth unfinished, being a very fair
steeple, about twenty-six yards high ; S, the
south side of the steeple, which is decayed ; T,
the west side of the steeple, which is decayed

;

V, the whole and very fair and sound side of the
steeple." It is interesting to note that the side
referred to by note V as sound and in such good
repiir, viz., the north, is the side which has now
given way. Our illustration has been taken
from a drawing kindly fornished by Mr. P. J.
Marvin.

"builbino news" besionino cxub.—A COrrAQE
IIOSriTAL.

''Jack" is again tho author of the selected
design, and we publish his sheet of drawings
to-day, the subject of competition being a
Cottage Hospital, having two wards, with ac-
commodation for four beds in each ward. Red
brick is intended for the walls, with tiles for the
roof. The central gable is iu rough-oast plaster
work.

mastee's loboe, untveesitt colleoe, oxfobb.
This new building has been recently erected from
the design of Messrs. G. F. Bodley and T. Gamer,

architects. It is of somewhat considerable size.

" Brown's Library" was left to the College on
the condition of its being placed in the master's
lodge. This added to the dimensions usually
necessary for such a residence. The style of the
building is iu harmony with the date of the
College buildings. The interior is fi.tted with
oak panelling in the hall and staircase, and in

Brown's Library. The building is of stone.

The view given is that of tho garden-front.
The drawing is being exhibited in the Royal
Academy.

MR. HORSLET, R.A., ON THE
" THREE ART CRAZES."

AT the opening of the new Manchester School
of Ai't last week, Mr. Horsley, R.A.,

cautioned those present against any devotion
to "art crazes." There were three kinds
of art crazes — the Classic, the Mediaeval,
and the .33sthetic. The Classic craze was a very
remarkable thing. There was a curious and
purely heathen element among the art desires of
a great portion of our people, which, when one
thought about it, appeared absolutely absurd.
There were men who believed tho only way of
resuscitating " high art," as they called it, was
to go back thousands ofyears and do as the
artists did at that time. They seemed utterly to

forget the principle upon which the great men
of those days acted, and which utterly confuted
those troubled with the Classic craze. The
great masters of antiquity never went groping
thousands of years in the past for their inspira-
tion ; they never looked so far back in the past
for their subjects, but they took the very inci-

dents of the moments and the time in which
they lived. They illustrated their own religion,

their own history, their own poets. And when
Manchester men arrived at the period when the
walls of their buildings came to be decorated in

the way which he had indicated, they must
appeal to the public by giving to them subjects
with which they would entirely sympathise.
As for the Mediteval craze, that could be most
fully illustrated by the church architecture of
our time, which was a reproduction of the past
of a most blind kind. The Gothic church was
to him the most perfect emanation of human
genius, being so exquisitely beautiful in itself

and so admirably adapted to the purpose for

which it was designed ; but that which was
fully adapted to the wishes of the people four or
five centuries ago was utterly unadapted to our
own. We had now churches in which a very
large proportion of the congregation could
neither see nor hear. He spoke most feelingly
on that subject, for he had been literally driven
out of his parish church because in the seats

assigned to him he could not see and could not
hear anything. The clergyman had arches on
the right of him, arches on the left, arches
before and arches behind him ; the restJt was
that his voice was utterly swallowed up in them,
and many of the congregation did not hear a
single word distinctly. Ho hoped to see the
time when that question would be taken up, for
it was a question that art schools might deal
with thoroughly and effectually. Mr. Horsley
observed that he had better not say anything
upon the /Esthetic craze, lest he should give
offence perhaps to some of the ladies present.

CHIPS.
A committee was last week appointed by the

vestry o£ Skerton, near Lancaster, to take steps
for the restoration of tho parish-church, including
reseating, and the erection of an organ-chamber.

At the last meeting of the poor-law guardians
for Limerick, Mr. Htnness was instructed to pre-
pare plans for new workhouse buildings.

A meeting of the council of the Essex
Archajological Society was held on Colchester
Castle last wee'i, when four new members were
elected into tho society, and arrangements were
made for the annual meeting to be held at Chip-
ping Ongar this summer. For the meeting of

1882 the town of Billericay was suggested as a
centre. At a subsequent joint meeting of the
council and the museum committee of Colchester
Corporation, Mr. J. E. Price, F.S.A., was in-

structed to prepare a desoiiptivo catalogue of tho
contents of the museum iu the castle.

Tho drainage of the district of Caerleon has just
been completed for the local board of that town.
Mr. J. Warren has been the engineer, and Mr. C.
Miles the contractor.
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THE LATE MR. THOMAS BROWN, OF
SHEFFIELD.

ON the night of tho 29th iiltimo, a clever

architect — still in early manhood—passed
quietly away. We refer to Mr. Thomas Brown,
of Sheffield, partner in the well-known and
respected firm of Messrs. Innocent and Brown,
architects, of Georgo-street in that town. The
works of theso gentlemen have attracted some
considerable attention from time to time ; more
especially tlieir fine series of Board Schools in

Sheffield, and its immediate neighbourhood. A
nxmiber of them have been illustrated in this

journal. (Netherthorpe School, Oct. 21, 1873—
Springfield Suhool, May 22, 1874, &c.) Besides
school-work, Messrs. Innocent and Brown have
carried out a large general practice, and are
highly esteemed amongst a wide professional
circle. Of their ecclesiastical efforts, the new
church of St. James, at Handsworth Wood-
house, in Derbyshire, is a particularly happy
one. Mr. Brown excelled particularly in the
drawing of details ; those he made in wood and
stone were peculiarily his own, full of power and
originality, whilst artistic in conception in the
highest degree. Mr. Thomas Brown was born
of Sheffield parents, and as a boy took honours
in the local School of Art, then under the master-
ship of the late Young Mitchell ; the late Godfrey
Sykes—afterwards of South Kensington Museum
—being at the time its second master. In due
course he was articled to the then well-known
firm of Messrs. Hadfield and Goldie, architects,

of Com Exchange, Sheffield. Afterwards, some
16 or 17 years ago, in conjimction with Mr. C. J.

Innocent, who was also an assistant at Messrs.
Hadfield and Goldie's, Mr. Brown commenced
a successful professional career. The imion has
continued, cemented by much mutual personal
esteem, to the end. Mr. Brown's health has
failed him for several years, but he ploddingly
continued to work. He took to his bed finally

on Easter Monday, and peacefully went to his
rest last Friday night. Only 3G years of age, he
was twice married, and leaves a widow and a
numerous young family. In the outer circle

Mr. Brown's quiet geniality of disposition, com-
bined with great natural ability andmodest lack of
self-assertion, rendered him particularly popular
with everyone he came in contact with.

PAINTED GLASS.*

THE history of design in painted glass bv
Mr. N. H. J. Westlake, F.S.A., the first

volume of which he has just brought out, will
no doubt be very acceptable to a large class of
artists and others, who hive hitherto had to

pick up their information from actual examples,
in a very desultory sort of way. The books pub-
lislied on the subject are either expensive and
voluminous, or were not elementary enough for
students of the art. Mr. Westlake has ven-
tured to supply the deficiency, and has at least
produced a useful work on the subject, though
capable of improvement in the arrangement of
the matter. The footnotes, valuable as they
are, might with advantage have been incorpo-
rated in the text. Colour has not been attempted
in the illustrations, and if not thoroughly cor-
rect, is certainly better omitted. The illustra-

tions given, however, have been taken from
rough sketches, and will bo found to exhibit
the principles of design in painted windows.
The volume just published treats of the 12th
and 13th centuries, and tho other three volumes
are to treat of the 14th, loth, and IGth centuries.
The author points out an important distinction
necessary to be observed between painted and
coloured glass ; of course tho lattsr is glass
coloured in manufacture, and is very different
from glass painted with vitrifiable colour.
Painted glass is not an ancient art, like en-
cjustic, fresco painting, tempera, Szc. We find
no mention of a painted window before the 10th
century, though coloured glass introduced in

pattern-glazing has been found of earlier date.
Skipping the still obscure question of the intro-

duction of painted windows, we find the first

chapter dealing with the early examples from
the Cathedral of Le Mans, and an illustration is

given of some glass fragments which formerly
illustrated the Ascension. These fragments,
Mr. Westlake thinks, bear internal evidence of

• A History of Desi^ in Painted Glass. By N. H. J.
"Wkstlakr, F.S.A. Vol.1. J . Parker and Cu., Strand,
and at Oxford,

belonging to tho childhood of the art. The
figures have decided Byzanfine characteristics

in the drapery, and another remarkable feature

is the painting of the hair in solid black, a mode
undoubtedly anterior to the conventional means
of representation by lines. M. Huoher, an
authority on glass-painting, believes the Lo
Mans Ascension window is of tho time of Bishop
Hoel, 1097, A.D. Tho colours are beautiful

"rich browns and gentle azures," the ruby is

splendid and streaked. Tho arrangement of this

window is indicated by the author, and his

general conclusion is worth repeating here. It

is to tho effect that tho painted window first

suggested itself to the artist as a series of rec-

tangular iron frames, each filled in with a por-

tion of the whole of the picture. The medallion

window aroFC out of this, and the ironwork be-

came gradually ornamental, till the use of

mullions changed. Illustrations are furnished

to show tho process of elaboration from the same
cathedral, and some of these are extremely in-

teresting. Tho Church of Neuwiller on the

Lower Rhine furnishes another example of strong

expressive lineaments, the hair curled, face slightly

modelled, and the border Romanesque. Chartres

was one of the earlier centres from which glass-

painting spread , and the noted Jesse Tree in one of

the west windows of the cathedral, is one of the

most valuable specimens of 12th-century work.
The window is engraved and described with
much discrimination. The ruby and blue in

this, as in other windows of early date, are

remarkable for variety of tone in each piece, a

quality which, as the author hints, is not known
in iDost of the German painted glass imported
into England, which is always flat and crude.

We are glad to find Mr. Westlake directing

attention to this peculiarity in aU old glass—its

absence of smoothness and evenness of colour

which most artists aim at. The 12th-oentury
glass of Angers Cathedral, the Abbey of St.

Denys, Vendome, Chalons, St. Quentin, and
Strasbourg, is described and illustrated by
specimens, and the author points to the difference

in style of fignre and ornament. After the

French examples, the art of the 12th century in

England naturally follows, and the resemblance
of English to foreign art is forcibly pointed out,

the author alluding to which cites an incident

pointed out to him by Mr. Burges, who
somewhere read of a treaty between Louis and
Henry II., in which a clause bound Louis to

allow one of his best artists in glass to come to

England. This is unverified, though it bears

out what has been generally observed in the
other arts. The resume given to assist the reader's

memory is a useful feature of this treatise, as tho

differences of style in the features and draperies

are illustrated on one page, so that they can be
compared. The remaining chapters are taken
up with the thirteenth-century style, as exem-
plified at Chartres, Rheims, Bourges in France,
and at Canterbury, Lincoln, Salisbury, &c., in

England. A few of the single figures and com-
positions are illustrated, and the whole work is

full of practical suggestions to the student and
artist. The last chapter deals with grisaille and
quan-y window—examples of which are to be
found in Salisbury Cathedral and Chapter
House. Ample quotation from Mr. Winston,
VioUet le Duo, and other authorities add to tho

value of this useful treatise.

SLOW-COMBUSTION STOVES AND ART
TILES.

MESSRS. BARNARD, BISHOP, AND
BARNARDS, of the Norfolk Ironworks,

and Queen Victoria-street, E.C., have contri-

buted much by their enterprise to make our

gi'ates and fireplaces at once economical in the

consumption of fuel and avoidance of smoke, as

well as artistic accessories to our rooms. These
"slow-combustion stoves," constructed of fire-

brick in a special manner, are too well known
to our readers to need description ; and not the

least merit of them is their artistic character

compared with the ordinary grates of iron-

mongers. Some of the new patterns lately in-

troduced, and shown in Messrs. Barnard and
Co.'s illustrated price-list, are very effective and
simple. There are no useless twirly-whirly

ornaments to get choked with dust, but the edges
are neatly reeded, of a rectangular form, and the

sides and top panels are relieved by geometrical

diapers, interspersed with pleasing medallions

or foliage in a Japanese style. The stoves are

fitted with air-tight register doors, and with
sliding blowers, and can bo had with curved,
splayed, or flat iron sides. They are made in
several varieties, Berlin blacked, cleotro-bronze.
or polished brass. An I8iu. Berlin-blacked stove,
with fire-bars lain, wide, costs £1 lOg. ; in
electro-bronze it is £2 2»., or £3 if relieved with
polished brass top panels. In connection with
these stoves, Messrs. Barnard manufacture art-
painted tiles, of very agreeable patterns, on
white, blue, buff, and other grounds. These
are 5in. and Gin. square. Of tho several pat-
terns made, the "tulip," "daisy," "chrysan-
themum," "iris," "Japanese," "passion-
flower," and " papyrus," may be cited as espe-
cially good ones. Unglazed hearth-tiles, in a
variety of dark colours, are made by tho same
firm. Garish and vulgarly-designed tiles are
now so common, that it is satisfactory to find
this firm giving their attention to tho production
of tiles of good design and colour, and moderate
price.

The designs of oirved-wood mantelpieces is

another speciality. We notice in the now cata-
logue a few very effective and simple designs,
showing tho stoves, tiled sides and hearths.
Some of these are made at low prices, in deal,

painted or varnished. A very effective mantel-
piece, with moulded jambs and mantel, and a
frieze and moulded shelf, is shown in de^gn B.
In painted deal this is £5 10s., in wainscot or
American walnut £10. Another very effective

design shows a series of art-painted tiles, or
Japanese lacquers, introduced in the mantel
below the shelf. Some of the designs are very
elaborate in the overmantels, and all sorts of
arrangements with bracketed shelves for china,
and mirrors, are shown suitable to all tastes and
pockets.

CHIPS.

At a meeting held iu the chipor-housi of
Salisbury Cathedral on Tuesday week, plans pre-
pared by Mr. G. B. Crickmay, of Weymouth, the
diocesan architect, were approved for altering the
ancient edifice, known as Audley House, into a
Church House for the diocese.

Working Men's Club buildings are being built

near the old parish-church of St. Nicholas,
Brighton. The premises comprise mission, reading,
and club rooms on successive floors, and iu the
basement, kitchen and living-rooms. The builders

are Messrs. Lynn and Son, of Brighton, and tho
cost will be about £900.

Works of witer supply for the village of
Dovenby are about to bo carried out by the rural
sanitary authority of Cockermouth, at an esti-

mated cost of £130. Mr. Pickering is the engi-
neer.

A two-light window in the new chancel of S

V

Augustine's Church, Halifax, is about to be fllle'*

with stained glass by Messrs. Powell, of Leeds an"i

London.

Mr. Jepson, of the firm of Jones and Jepson,
builders and contractors, was accidentally drowned
on Saturday night while makiug a midnight in-
spection of the waterworks extension at Ely
village, near Llandalf

.

The local board of Warminster adopted last

week plans and a soheme prepared by Mr. Martin,
C.E., for the disposal of the sewage of the town by
irrigation upon low-lying meadows known as
Bright-mead and Penny-moor. The initial cost is

estimated at £1,800.

New London School Board buildings were
opened on Wednesday week in Duncombe-road,
Upper HoUoway. They .iccommodate 3G0 boys,

3G0 girls, and 478 infants, and the expense has
been £10,-517 for buildings, and £3,058 17s. Cd. for
site, the cost per head being £11 Cs. 7d.

The chancel of Christ Church, Forest-hill, S.E.,
is about to be decorated under the superintendence
Mr. Cliristian. The work will bo carried out by
Mr. Howe, and heating apparatus is to be placed
in the church, and other improvements effected at
the same time.

It is intended to complete tho rebuilding of AU
Hallows' Church, Bispham, neir Blackpool, which
will include four additional bays in the nave and
the erection of a tower, in the course of 1881-2.

By the extra bay in the church already completed,
about 100 additional fittings have been secured.

The new structure, which is of Early English design,

is being erected from the drawings of Mr. John
Lowe, architect, of Manchester.

The county pauper lunatic-asylum at Stafford is

about to be enlarged and extended from the plans
and specifications of Mr. Robert Griffiths, of
Stafford, the county surveyor.
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Besfobo.—St. Peter's, Besford, the only half-

timbered church remaioiDg in 'Worcestershire,

was reopened on Wednesday week after restora-

tion from the plans of Mr. Hopkins, diocesan
architect. The church is a simple parallelog;ram

on plan, consisting of nave 42ft. by 16ft., and
ohanoel 22ft. by 14ft., and the -whole of nave
has framed walls. The chancel is of stone, but
retained its original roof, a mutilated rood-loft,

and the couplet window at east-end having
wooden jambs and tracery. The church has
been paved with encaustic tiles, Godwin's being
used in the chancel. Mr. Joseph Cook, of
Hartlebury , was the builder, and Messrs. Martin
and Evans, of Cheltenham, executed the carving.
The cost has been about £1,800, exclusive of
some special gift«.

BBOtTOHTOS.-—On Saturday was reopened the
little church of St. Lawrence, Broughton, near
Newport Pagnell, after restoration by Mr.
William White, F.S.A. Great interest is given
to the church by a number of old mural paint-
ings. These were opened out many years ago
by the present rector. There were indications

of several successive layers of subject paintings,
in distemper, over them. They are of late

Mediaeval date, quaint and rude, and of treat-

ment almost unique. In them arc represented
St. George with the Dragon, and a diminutive
princess ; St. Helena finding the cross ; and a
J'ieta, with men holding up, amongst other
things, a heart, a hand, and a foot, torn from
the Divine Person. Many other remnants of
paintings cannot be deciphered.

Cabnabvon.—The renovation of the castle is

being carried out under the personal supervision
of Sir Llewelyn Turner, the deputy-constable.
The outer walls have been divested of the self-

sown plants which partially concealed them, and
the joints have been pointed and cemented. The
stone staircase of the turret attached to the
Queen's Tower has been completed to its full

height of 80ft., and the tower at the north-east
end of the castle ditch, ai.d its stair-turret,

which had been inaccessible for ages, have been
thoroughly lepaired, and the chimney-pieces are
entirely rencwtd. The work at present is chiefly

confined to the turret and tower near the King's
estirance, the entire staircase of which was de-
stroyed through an explosion of gunpowder.
This staircase is renewed to the top of the tower,
and will in a few months be complete for the
turret summit. The ramparts have been
asphalted, the wall near the Queen's - gate
has been underpinned and made secure, and the
castle moat opened for a distance of 500 yards.
There being no sandstone or gritstone quarry
near Carnarvon, the materials for the mullions,
staircases, and corbels have been obtained from
the Talacre quarries, Flintshire.

CoBEBEO. — A new Protestant Church of
St. Michael has been built beside the older one at
Corkbeg, Cork Harbour, and was consecrated
on Saturday. It is constructed of local sand-
stone, with dressings of cut limestone. The in-
terior is lined with red biiek, with bands and
string-courses of white and black brick. The
church is planned to accommodate 200 persons.
The western gable has two lancet windows,
with a wheel window over. The nave is of
seven bays, and the windows are filled with
cathedral glass. The three-light eastern window
is filled with stained glass representing
Christ as the Good Shepherd, the Blessing of
the ChUdren, and Eaising of Lazarus. The
roof Is a steep-pitched one, the woodwork,
which is stained and varnished, being all ex-
posed on the inside. The edifice has been
planned by Mr. Wm. Atkins, architect, ofCork

;

but the porch and tower remain at present un-
executed. The cost has been £2,200, exclusive
of many special gifts.

Djkxwxa, Lakcasbibe. — To - morrow the
foundation-stone of a Congregational school-
chapel, at Darwen, will be laid. The building is

in tie Gothic style of architecture, built of local
tone, and faced with selected parpoints, and will
be two stories high. On the ground-floor is the
large school-room 50ft. long and 40ft. wide and
lOlt. high, with entrances at the sides of the
building for the scholars. On the first floor is a
large room which will be used at present as a
chapel, extending over the school-room. The

chapel is calculated to accommodate 400 people.

The plans have been prepared by Mr. Henry
Pinchbeck, architect, of London. The contracts
for the different trades have been let separately
to local contractors.

DiTEHAM.—New buildings are about to be
erected at No. 3, Sadler-street, Durham, from
designs by H. T. Gradon, architeot, of this

city, for Mr. John Shields. The entire block
of buildings are intended for a draper's and silk

mercer's premises, and consist of a shop on the
ground-floor 80ft. long, by an average width of
20ft. ; underneath this shop is to be a large
furnishing room, 48ft. by 17ft., with access by
staircase from shop above, and over the shop,
approached by another staircase from same, is to

be a large show-room, 37ft. by 20ft., and two
fitting-on rooms for the dress-making and
mantle-making department. The two floors

above are occupied by rooms connected with the
same department and ware-rooms. The chief

rooms are to be heated by a hot-water apparatus,
for which provision is made in the cellars. The
front to Sadler-street is designed in the Queen
Anne style. Sadler-street, though one of the
main streets in the city, is orUy 21ft. wide, and
the corporation, in spite of their long talked-of
street improvement schemes, rather than avail

themselves of such an opportunity of widening
this thoroughfare, will not give compensation
for setting the new premises back, and accord-
ingly it wiU be built to the present street-line.

The sole contract has been let to Messrs. Geo.
Gradon and Son, for the sum of £2,285. The
sub-contractors are Mr. John Grant, mason

;

Mr. James Laidler, plumber and smith ; Mr.
Roger Rule, slater ; Mr. Thos. Nesbitt, plas-
terer; and Mr. Wm. Hodgson, painter and
glazier, all of Durham. The taking down of

the present premises is now progressing satis-

factorily.

Gbeat STAifBEiDOE.—The parish-churoh was
reopened after intemul restoration, and an addi-
tion to the churchyard consecrated, on Wednes-
day week by the Bishop of St. Alban's. The
roofs, which were kingj>osts with plaster ceilings,

have been rebuilt in hammer-beam construction
of 14th-century character. The high pews and
unsightly gallery have been removed, and richly

carved oak benches, executed at Bruges for
Messrs. Buckley and Co , substituted. Messrs.
Buckley have also supplied a new iiulpit, lectern

and reading-desk, and Communion-rails. A rere-
has been erected containing two panels, with
subjects in sepia, painted on kamptulicon, by
Miss M. H. Hai-te, of Blandford. The subjects
are taken from the late Mr. J. H. Redfem's work
in Gloucester Cathedral reredos. Messrs. Camp-
bell and Co.'s tiks have been laid throughout
the church, and the space before the altar is

laid with mosaic in tessera work, executed by
Messrs. Oppenheimer and Co., of Manchester.
The new heating apparatus is by Messrs.
Porritt, of Bolton-lo-Moors. A two-light
stained window has been put in by Mr. C. de
Morini, of London. A pentagonal vestry,
faced with rag-stone, has been added to north
side of chancel. The work has been carried out
under the supervision of the rector, at a cost of

£700.

Meteopolitan Boaed of Woeks.—At the
meeting of this board on Friday, a deputation
from St. Olave's district board was introduced
by Mr. Tothurst, who presented a memorial
asking for an extension of the Tooley-street
improvements. It was stated that the first sc c-

tion of the new thoroughfare had been completed
and opened, but that relief to the crowded traffic

would not be secured unless the widening of
Tooley-street were continued from above Ber-
mondsey-street to Dean-street. The memorial
was referred to the works committee, as were
also letters from the Whitcchupel Board of
Works and the Bermondsey Vestry, urging the
necessity for a new bridge to the eastward of
London Bridge. With reference to the proposed
bridge at Putney of the Guildford, Kingston, and
London Railway, an important report was pre-
sented by the Parliamentary Conunittee. It
recommended that on the promoters of the Bill

giving an undertaking to the board that the
Fulham and Putney Bridge shall be of five

arches instead of nine, shall have a headway of
not less than 20ft. over Trinity high- water mark,
shall be as nearly at i ight angles with the centre
of the river as the promoter's limits of deviation
will allow, and shall contain accommodation for
the free passage of foit-passengers across the

river, the hoard's opposition to the Bill shall be
withdrawn. It having be3n stated by Sir Joseph
Bazalgette that the proposed railway-bridge
would bo 230 yards from the new Putney Bridge,
on which the board propose to expend £100,000,
the report was adopted by 21 votes to 4.

Tamwoetu.—On Saturday week the Bishop of
Lichfield consecrated St. Chad's Church and
Churchyard, Hopwas, Tamworth. The church
consists of a nave, chancel, and sacrarium, with
projecting wings at each side of the chancel, the
one on the north side being the organ-chamber
and the other the vestry. The style of the
church is Perpendicular Gothic. The walls of
the church over the chancel proper are carried
up higher than ihe rest of the building, and
form a low, saddle-back tower, the roof of which
is utilised as a bell-chamber. An octagonal
turret, covered with oak shingles, rises up from
the centre of this roof, and is surmounted by a
wrought-iron cross and vane. The works have
been carried out by Mr. John Deakin, of Lich-
field, from plans prepared by Mr. Douglas,
architect, of Chester. The church has cost

£2,322 98. 2d.

CHIPS.
Professor C. T. Newton wiil give to-day (Friday)

the first of a course of lectures on Greek and
Boman sepulchral monument.^, lites, and games,
at University College. The public will be admitted
to the first lecture without payment or tickets.

Extensive alterations have just been commenced
in the University buildings, Durham. The inade-
quate Mathematical and Classical class-rooms, and
the gymnasium, have been pulled down, and in
their stead will be erected a block of new buildings,
Tudor- Gothic in style, facing the Palace- green,
and affording increased accommodation. Messrs.
Robs'n and Son, of Durham, are the builders.

A new banking-room was opened for the Bank
of Bolton, Limited, iu Bolton, on Monday. It is

in style Classical, freely treated, and measures
77ft. 6in. by 30ft. 6in., and 33ft. high to ridge-
piece. The dado and doors, and all fittings, are of

Dantzic oak, and the upper part of walls are lined
with marble mosaic. Behind this room is the
strong-room, and below are book and stationery-

stores, lavatories, and heating-chamber. Mr.
George Woodhouae, of Bolton, was the architect,

Mr. D. Walch the clerk of works, and Messrs.
J. H. and D. Marsden, of the same town, the con-
tractors.

The new premises of the Wolverhampton Blue-
coat school, were opened on Saturday. The build-
ings are of red brick, and consist of a central block
with two projecting wings. In the centre, on
ground floor, are the dining-hall, day-room, and
staircases, lavatories, and cloak-rooms ; the ground-
floor of south wing is the general schoolroom for
boys and girls, accommodating 80, and in the north
wing the master's and mistress's private rooms and
kitchen. The upper floor of the south wing is a
boys' dormitory, and that on north Ihe gills',

separated by the bedroom of the master and mis-
tress. On a higher floor are the switoiia, store-

rooms, and baths. Mr. T. H. Fleeminft, of Wol-
verhampton, is the architect, and Mr. H. Lovatt,
of the 8ame town, the builder.

A carved oak lectern, with brass railings, has
just been placed in Worcester Cathedral as a me-
morial to the late Dean Yorke. It was supplied
by Messrs. Joues and Willis, of Loudon and Bir-
mingham.

New assembly-rooms, erected at an expense to
Sir Spencer Maryon-Wilson, the donor, of £1,300,
were opened on Tuesday week. Mr. John Row-
land is the architect, and Mr. Tansett, also of
Charlton, is the builder.

Mr. Abernethy, as President of the Institution
of Civil Engineers, and Mrs. Abernethy will give
a conversazione in the South Kensington Museum,
under oflicial sanction, on Friday, the 3id of June,
being the fifty- third anniversary of the date of
incorporation of the society. The sixty-fuurth
session will terminate en Tuesday, the 3Utiust.
All applications for admission, to be dealt with
prior tu the recess, should at oucc be lodged with
the secretary.

Mr. Samuel Whitaker, of Bubwith, for 17 years
surveyor to the Selby and Market- Weighton turn-
pike trust, was last week elected, from amongst 60
applicants, surveyor to the Selby highway board,
at a salary of £80.

The vestry of Camberwell held a special meeting
on Wednesday week to revise the salaries of the
parochial staff, when the remuneration of Mr.
Koynolds, the surveyor, was fixed at a maximum
of £750, that of the draughtsman at .€220, first

clerk £160, and second clerk £100. Dr. Bristowe's,

tlie medical officer of health, salary was fixed at a
maximum of £200.
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COMPETITIONS.
Carlisle.—A meetiug of the Governors of the

Carlisle Grarriniar School was held on Saturday
afternoon. The chief husiness was the selection
of a set of plana for the new school buildings.
After a careful examination of the various sets
sent in, the Governors unanimously selected for
the first premium of .f 100 the plans of Messrs.
Hetherington and Oliver, under motto,
" Health," and for the second premium of £.50

those of Mr. E. R. Robson, of London. Messrs.
Hetherington and Oliver have received directions
to prepare working drawings and specifications,
and 'a Building Committee, consisting of the
Mayor, Mr. Maolnncs, Canon Prescott, and Mr.
Milburn, has been appointed to confer with the
architects, with power to modify the plans
where it is desirable, and to take in tenders for
submission to the Governors. The purchase of
the site has been completed for the sum of
£3,250.

Deooheda. — The Venerable Archdeacon
Murphy, P.P., of Drogheda, appointed Mr. G.
C. Ashlin, <if Dublin, to adjudicate in the 25
designs submitted in competition for the erection
of the proposed new church. Mr. Ashlin's
award has been made and adopted by the com-
mittee. The design placed first is "Con
Amore," and the authors, Messrs. O'Neil and
Byrne, have been employed to carry out the
work. The design placed second waa submitted
under the motto "A. M. D. G. Catholicus," but
as it was unaccompanied by any letter, it is not
known at present who is the author. All the
designs are to be publicly exhibited. Much
labour setms to have been wasted by some of the
competitors through their neglect to make
themselves acquainted with the site, or to obtain
information respecting local materials and ideas.

For instance, the author of one very good de-
sign, " Jj'aith," evidently misled by the low
price of the local stone mentioned in the in-
structions, proposed to erect a church with a
nave 40ft. wide and 200ft. long, spanned by
stone arches, which would cost at least twice as
much as the sum stated. The local stone men-
tioned is a very hard limestone, very cheap in the
rough, but comes to about three times the cost
of most English stones when worked. This de-
sign had also another fatal fault, in that it

brought the buUding too near the line of street

(which is rather narrow), so that the effect of a
very fineaLd simple front would have been lost.

Moreover, the style adopted was too Early to
enable the existing windows and other portions
of the church to be utilised. The proposed cost
stated in the instructions— £15,000, for a
chiu-ch to accommodate 1,500 persons, was
evidently very small, and it waa of the utmost
importance to use as much of the old material as
possible, aLd this seems to havebeea made clear
enough in the instructions. About £4,000 had
been spent on a chancel to the present church,
and £600 on aisle-windows last year, so that de-
signs which disrogardtd this available material
were, of course, at a disadvantage.

Easteen Counties Asylum foe Idiots.—We
understand that nine sets of designs fur the en-
largement of this asylum have been sent in under
the following mottoes :—" Quid," '• Potestas,"
" Sympathy," Experience," Ways and Means,"
"Spero," "S. F.," " Orandum est ut sit Mens
sanu in Corporo sano," " Camulodimum."

A Hundred Thousand Bepliea and Letters
on subjt^ta ol UiiivtTBiil Intttrvst havti appcwrfd d-.rliiK
thclfirt ton ynirsln the ENGLISH MECHANIC A>.'I> WOKLP
OF SCIKNCK, nioNt of them from the pcnii of the loadlnK
Scientific and Tcclinical Authorities of the day. Thouaandn of
oripinal articles and sciontiflc papers, and countless receipts and
wrinkles enibrachiK almost every sul^ject on which It Is possible
to desire infurniiitlon hare also appeared during th« same period
The earliest and most accurate Infonnatlcm respecting all new
scientific discoveries and mechanical inventions Is to be found in
its pe.«es.and its larjfe circulation renders It the best medium
for all advertisers who wish their announcements to be broUKbt
under the notice of manufacturers, mechanics. M-ientitic workers,
and amateurs. Price Twopence, of all booksellers and news-
vendors. Post free 3|d. Office : 31, TaTlstock street, Covent-
garden W.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold oiirselves reMponsible for the opinions ol
our correspondents. The l-xlitor respectfully requeata
that all communicjitions should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]
All letters should be addres-sed to the EDITOR, 31,

TAVIfiTOCK-STliKET. COVENT-OAllDEN, W.C.
Cheques and Post-ollice Orders to be made payable to

J. Passhobe Edwards.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line of eight

words (the tlrst line counting as two). No adverlLsement
inserted for leas than half-a-crown. Special terms for
series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.
Front Page Advertisements 28. per line, and Paragraph

Advertisements Is. per line. No front page or paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5a,

Situations.
The charge for advertisements for " Situations "Wanted "

is Onb Shilling for Twenty Woros, and Sixpence for
every eight words after. All SUuation advertisements muat
be prepaid.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not Iat«r than 6 p.m. on Thursday. Front page
advertisements and alterations in serial advertisements
must reach the ot&ce by Tuesday to secure insertion.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.
(Payable in Advance.)

Including two half-yearly double numbers. One Pound
per annum (post free) to any part of the United Kmgdom

;

for the United States, £1 6a. 6d. (or 6dols. 40c. gold). To
France or Belgium, £1 6s. 6d. (or 33f. 30c.). To India (via

Brindisi), £1 10s. lOd. To anyof the Australian Colonies
or New Zealand, to the Cape, the West Indies, Canada,
Nova Scotia, or Natal, £1 6s. 6d.
Mr. R. M. TuTTLK, of 13 and 16, Laight-street, New

York City, is authorised to receive American subscrij)-

tions at the rate of 6 dols. 40c. per annum.
Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 2s. each.

NOW READY,
Handsomelybound in cloth. Vol. XXXIX. of the Bitild-
iNO News. Price Twelve Shillings. Order at once, as
only a limited number are bound up.
N.B,- -Cases and vols, must be ordered through a

bookseller or newsagent, as the regulations of the Post-
office prevent them from being sent by post.

Receivkd.—J. and. W. B.-R. W.-F. J. P.—A. H. Co.
—E. W.—W. K. B. Co.—B. of W.-A. W.-J. M. G.-
C. H.—W. G.-T. R. and Co.-B. S.-W. H. S. and
Son, D.-M. T—Midland.—J. Co.-E. and Co.-J. H.
and Co.-B. of B.-H. B. Co.—W. T. Sons.—R. P.
C. Co.-J. T. B.— S. and Co.-R. B.—J. C. E.-L. and
N.W. Ry. Co.-F, W. R. and Co.

RuswAEp. lYou saw our review of the book, and can
surely form an opinion from that ?)—A. S. P. (Murray's
"Handbooks to the English Cathedrals," JohnMurray,
Albemarle-street.)

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
Drawings Rkceived. —Eclipse, Good Luck to Your Fish-

ing, Bonus Hominus, Quiet and Simple, Hamlet, Tem-
pu3 Fugit, Rex, ICairon in circle, lotii, Squib, T. A. H.,
Snow Flake, Beta, Strad, That's my Idea, Cambria,
Home, Nemo, Pupil J., Jack Daw, Merit, Trial, Am-
bition, V in circle. Con in circle.

ABCHITECTT7BAL & ARCH-ffiOIiOaiCAL
SOCIETIES.

BiBMINOHAH AeCHITECTUEAL ASSOCIATION.

—

On Saturday afternoon (the 30th ult.) a party
(

of members visited the new mis.sion-church of
St. Michael and All Angels', at West Bromwich,
near Birmingham. The architects, Messrs.
"Wood and Kendriok, of West Bromwich, met
and conducted the party.

St. Barnabas Church, Norfolk Islaud, was con-
secrated in December last. Itia built of a yel-
lowifih-brown sandstone quarried on the island,
with fchafts to windows and doors

;
pavement and

font of red and black marble from Devonshire.
The style is Decorated Gothic, and the building
consists of nave, 54ft. by o7ft., and 17ft, high to
wall-p'ate, and the semicircular apsidal chaucel,
the chord of which is 21ft. by l'2fr. The carving of
caps, ic, has been executed by the Rev. E. H.
Codriugton, who supervised the work. The choir-
organ of 500 pipes was a special gift, and was built
by Mr. Henry Wilson, of London.

dTotitspoittititcc.
*-*~9-

THE PRESIDENCY OF THE R.I.B.A.

To the Editor of the BuiLDiNa News.
SiE,—I have been asked by several Fellows of

this Institute to prepare and circulate a state-

ment relative to the approaching election of a
President. I have accordingly drawn up the

accompanying memorandum, and I shall feel

obliged if you will be kind enough to let it

receive your careful attention.

As I have been nominated by the present

Council on the list from which the new Council
is to bo elected, and it may consequently seem
as though I were interesting myself in the Pre-
sidential election with a view to give prominence
to my own name, I have thought it my duty to

write to our Secretaries requesting them to

withdraw my name from the ballot ing-list.

—

I am, &c., T. RoaEK Smith.

10, Lancaster-piace, Somerset House, W.C
,

3rd May.

, MEMORAXDUSr ADDRESSED TO TUB FELLOWi OF THE
IN'STITUTK.

An accurate knowledge of the circumstances out of

which the present situation has grown is so important to

a right understanding of it, that it is thought necessiry
to otfer a brief recapitulation of them in the form of a
memorandum.
In the first session of Mr. Charles BaiTy's Presidency,

1876>1877, a series of revised bye-laws carefully prepared

upon the report of a special committee was adopted.
Among these were the following :

—
Bye-law XXVL—The Senior Vice-President, inro'a-

ti-'U of oUice, shall be nominated as President, unless he
give notice to the Council at least two months previous
tf) the Aimual Meeting of hi^ intention to decline the

Presidency ; and in that case the other Vice-Preaidenti?,

in order of their seniority in that otlice, shall b ko nomi-
nated. Any Vice-President who shall twice decline to be
nominated us President shall retire from office. No mem-
ber who has tilled the office of Presidenl^ for two succes
sivd years shall be again eligible for the Presidency unt I

the expiration of two years from the termination of his

office.

Bye-law XXX. - Should any addil ional name or names
bo proposed for election by any two Fellows, such name
or names must be sent by th' m to the Council four weeks
before the Annual General Meeting, with a written un-
dei taking by the nominee or nominees to Ber\e if elected.

.Such name or names shall thtn be added by the Council
to the said List,with the names of the Proposers appended ;

and the List thus altered shall be the BaUutinglitit for the
Annual Klcction, and shall be issued to all Members two
weeks before the Annual General Meeting.
Under these bye-laws, which are still in force, and

which have not been revised or withdrawn, the council at
the following election proposed as President for tfie Ses-
sion 1877-78 Mr. Charles Barry, and as Vice-Presidents
Mr. Fcrrey, Mr, Street, and Mr. Horace Jonen.
Under bye-law 30, tlie name of Mr. Whichcord was

added to this list on the proposal of Prof. Donaldson and
Mr, T. H. Wyatt, in recognition of his services as Chair-
man of the Improvement Committee, and at the election
that gentleman obtained the largest number of votes. He
thus became Senior Vice President, and as such, the
Nominee of the Institute (in general meeting) for the
Presidentship, to which he succeeded accordingly by a
unanimous electifin at the close, in May, 1830, of Mr.
Barry's term of office.

This is an excellent example of the legitimate working
of the new bye-laws, which were framed with a special

wish to avoid asf^r as possible contested elections or dis-

putes in connection with the Presidential election, and
yet to provide for freedom of choice. Here waa really •' a
distinct election for the President's chair,"* mth four
candidates.
The other Vice-Presidents elected at this time (M»y,

1S77) were Mr. Street and Mr. Ferrey.
In May, 1878, Mr. Charles Bariy was again elected

President of the Session 1878-79, and the Vice-Presidents
were Mr. Whichcord, Mr. Street, and Professor Hayter
Lewis.
Towards the close of the SessionMr. Street retired from

the position of Vice-President, and the letter in which he
assigned his i easons for so doing is as follows ;—

From "Building Kews," 11th April, 1879.

"Dear Mr. White,
*' This year (and next year it will be the same) SJ

much of my time is taken up by serving on the Council of
the Royal Academy, that I really have no time to spare
for other similar duties, and a.', under the present system.

at the Institute of Architects, any chance of getting new
blood into the Council ought to be seized, I feel that I
ought to resign my post as Vice-President and member of

Council. Will you be so good, therefore, as to take care

thatmy name is struck out of the House Lost

!

** Believe me, jours very truly,
** (Signed) GEORtiK Edmund Stbeet,

*' 11, Cavendish-place,
** Cavendifih-square, W.

*• March 20th, 1879.
" W. H. White, Esq., Sec. R.I.B.A.'*

At the election which closely followed this retirement

of Mr. Street, namely. May, 1879, Mr. \Vhichcord was, in

conformity to bye-law 26, nominated President, and
elected by acclamation. The Vice-Presidents nominated
were Professor Lewis, Mr. L. M. Barry, R.A., and Mr.
Horace Jones. They were elected in the following order
— 1. Lewis, 2. Horace Jones, 3. Barry.
Mr. Whichcord was re-elected President in M'ly, 1880,

and is now President, the Vice-Presidents being Professor

Lewis, Mr. Horace Jones, and Mr. Kwan Christian.

Professor Lewis, the senior Vice-President, has inti-

mated his desire not to serve as Pieaident, on the score of

ill-health, and, accordingly, Mr. Horace Jones becomes
tiie Institute's nominee for the Pretidentship in the ses-

sion of 1881 82.

When the time for publishing the list of names was
approaching, BIr. Horace Jones, however, took the step of

voluntarily offering to stand aside if Mr. Street desired

now to be elected President. He communicateed this

offer to the Council of the Institute, and after doing so

sent a memorandum of his communication to Mr. Street,

inclosed in a private letter, which was answered.
Mr. Horace Jones, in the course of this memorandtun,

pointed out that his being next in position to Mr. Lewis

was the act of the general body, and said, '* It would be

showing poor return for the codtidence thus placed in me,

and I believe still continuing, did I lightly abandon my
Eosition." He tJien referred to tlie fact that Mr. Street,

ad he not resigned, would in due course have been this

year nominated by the Council as President, and added,

alluding to the resignation, "that this act was a source

of regret to many who had looked forward to his tilling

the Presidential chair, a position to which his talent«,

character, and position entitle him, as would be generally

acknowledged. " He then proceeded as follows :
—

" Now, as I am entitled to a step earlier than I had
expected when the Institute put me second to Mr. Lewis,

although above Mr. E. M Barry, it may appearsomewhat
hard or ungenerous dealing on my part if I were not to

be witling to stand on one side for Mr. G. E. Street, u,

regretting his resignation, he desires now to stand m
Professor Lewis's position as senior Vice President. In

the first instance, this substitution of Mr. G. E. Street for

myself is, I submit, not a matter for the Council to

interfere in as a Council (individually they may do what
they like) : and the suggestion of such substituted nomi-

nation does not arise in the slightest degree from any
diffidence in either myself fulfiUing the duties, or in the

Institute confiding those duties to me, or beciuse it would
be in any way inconvenient or irksome to accept the

honour ; but simply that I do not think it fair or courteoos

• See Mr. Street's letter published in The BuiUUr for

23rd April, 1881.
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Co a former colleague to snatch the opprtunity afforded
by what vus, pt^tbap^ a ba:»ty» and certainly regretted,

step, by others. If, therefore, Mr. G. E. Street should
intimate his desire to boeonie Piesidcnt in the ensuing
year, I am viUiu;, as l>efor« stated, to stand on one side,

lut I hare no wish to do so under other cuxumstances."
He pnseut wntor rvgrets tbat he is not in a position

fo quote the letters which passed between Mr. Horace
JoxMd and Mr, iatreet, but that this olfer vas not acci-pted

is oiear from the letter sigueil by Mr. btreet and pub-
lished in the i^ui'tlfrof the 23rd April.
This decliuinj; Mr. Jones's offer of course left him

fne.
Subsequently Mr. Edis and Mr. Spiers addressed a

circular letter to the Fellows of the Institue on the sub-
ject of the election, and Mr. lli'ooks and Mr. Martineau
nominated Mr. Street under bye-law SO, and his uamc
lias been a'ded to the original ballotting-l:st.

The eunttet thus set up is not a personal one, but on
tlM personal question thus much, at least, requires to be
oaid. Brexy supporter of the Institute's nominee desires
io recognise heartily Mr. Street's personal and prufes-
aional position. It is, at the same time, claimed that the
aenior Vice-President haj a professional and pereoual
standing which places the suitability of his election he-
jood all doubt. Ou this point, as well as on the course
of action nursued, a letter, the last ever published by the
late William Burges, and which appealed in the Buili>.xg
Ksw-i of the 1st of April, is much to the point. The
ioUowiug are the principal paragraphs :—

** Sir,
—

"Will you allow me to protest against the idea
that the election of my frieud, Mr. Horace Jones, would
be highly derogatory both to the In.tiiute and to the
profession T

•' It is not a question of electing the most suitable
iuan. On the cuutrary, it is simply one of loutine, like
the election of the Loid Mayor.

** I have reason to believe that many Fellows of the
Institute think with me, that the sooner weioturn to the
old mode of election the better.

** Let us therei'oie dem tnd a special meeting, discuss
the question, and, if strong enough, effect a change ; but
it appears to me very unfair to commence the business
by mabiag a set at Mr. Horace Jones, who, as an archi-
tect, wiU not sutler ia comparison with either the present
or past Preaident."

"What more mijht be said on the question of principle
his been so well put in a letter which appeared on the
16th April under the signature of *• Ouiooker," that a
quotation of its priocipil paragraphs miy very suitably
-conclude this memoraudum :—

*| Poth candidates are members of a chartered society
vhieh is gaveined by laws made by the members in
^eneial meeting under the authority of the Charter, and
«jme three years ago both were members of the govern-
ing body on whom the Charter places the duty of carry-
ing tiut the laws made by the members.
"By the operation of those laws, and the votes of the

meaibers in general meeting, Mr. O. E. Street, li.A.,
Was placed in the position that, on the election of Mr.
"Wbichcord as President, he would have become senior
Vice-President, and under ordinary circumstances would
now. by the operation of the same laws, be the official
candidate fur tlectioa as President, and it is equally cer-
tain thit under such circumstances his election would
have been the unanimous act of the whole body.
*'Mr. Street thought lit to rdaigu his position on the

governing body, and thus, by his own voluntary act, he
sacrificed the possibility of so becoming President, under
the present constituti 'n, without subvertingtheprinciple
of thos« laws to which he, in common with all other
memben, is snbject.
" Had this reaignil ion arisen, as alleged by Mr. Edis,

from 'his disiaclin iti m to accept any nomioation by
mere order of seniority under tlie new bye-law,' • the
proper course would have been for him or tliose who
think with him, such as the unknown but * influential
body of the Fellows' of the circular issued by Mr. Elis
and Mr. Spiers, at some convenient opportunity during
the last two years, to have taken the steps provided by
the laws for inducing the members to alter the bye-law
which ih-y d;slike.

"Had Mr. Street regretted the false step of resigna-
tion, there must have been opportunities by which he
might hare again constitutionally taken his place among
the Tice-preaidents, and the impending contest might
then easily have been avoided, and his 'prominent
claims' received that recognition which they certainly
pre-eminently merit, but which seems to be not possible
now.

" Whatever the relative merits of the two candidates
•nay be, there cannot be any question upon whom the re-
sponsibility rests of having originated a contest which
in any event cannot but have a prejudicial influence on
the prosperity of the Institute, and which, by a due
rapect tor its constitution, might easily have been
avoided ; and Mr. Edis's letter should have the conclu-
sive result of determining all desiiing to maintain otder
and respect for authority to suppoit Mr. Horace Jones.

" Onlooker."
In a word, the real point at issue seems to be wl.cther

thorn who have formed themselves into a society, and
agreed to submit to certain laws, are not in honour and
«aty bound frj abide by those laws till they are altered or
zepw^ed.

T. E. S.

In the printed rules and directions for the
Examination in ISSO it was plainly stated that a
Proficiency certificate "shall be regarded as a
diploma of professional qualification," but the
certificate itself does not contain any clause to

this effect. It simply says that so and so "has
been examined in the Class of Proficiency, and
found by the Examiners to deserve this certifi-

cate," without stating its value.
I have spoken to three or four of the suc-

cessful candidates, and find that they are as
much disappointed as I am with their certificates,

and indeed almost ashamed of thcra.

If the Examination is regarded as a proper
test of professional qualification, why not state
this fact on the certificate ?

There is one other point I should like to draw
attention to— viz., the amount of the entrance
fee to the Examination. All Profieioney candi-
dates have to pay 4 guineas, and all Preliminary
candidates one- half that sum, ou presenting
their applications for examination ; and as ten
of the former and eleven of the latter were
examined in 18S0, the Institute received in fees
upwards ef £65. From the annual report of the
Institute it appears that the whole expense of
conducting this examination was £23, so they
made a clear profit of £-12.

In view of this result, might it not be desir-
able to lower the entra'jce fees in future, and so
make it easier for candidates to present them-
selves?— I am, &c.,

A Passed Candidate.

E.I.B.A. EXAMINATION.
Sni,—As the time ig again approaching for

the Architectural Examination at the Institute,
perhaps I may be permitted to suggest to the
Council, through the medium of your valuable
piper, the desirability of altering the wording
of the certificates which I hey award to successful
candidates in the Proficiency section of this
examination, in order to make their real value
more apparent.

* 8». however, as to this, Mr. Street's letter already
qooted in aUnto, in which he assigns hia reason* for re-
iiBsing the Vice-PreaidenUbip.

STRENGTH OF BEAMS.
Sir,—Tour admirable article on the " Strength

of Beams" (page 413) was undoubtedly read
with great interest by all students of construc-
tion. There are many works published dealing
with the subject of " Strengths" and " Strains
on Materials ;

'

' several attempt to popularise
this branch of study by avoiding the use of
mathematical reasoning or symbols ; this method
may answer in some subjects, but I do not see
how it is possible in a science requiring exactness
to do without exact forms of reasoning.
In dealing with beams there is not that

clement of uncertainty which one feels in
designing iron columns and stanchions ; in the
latter cases we have to depend so much upon
the integrity of the iroufounder and the man
who makes the mould. Even if wo are exact in
our calculations in these cases, what are they
worth, being based entirely upon empirical
formulae with factors of Sifety varying from
three-fourths to nine-tenths ? In this branch of
constructions there is much need for more in-
formation. There is no reason why the Calculus
should not be more generally applied in con-
structive problems dealing with variables, and
anyone -n-ho points out how tuch applications
can be made is doing useful service.—I am, &c.
May 1. A. Hapland.

THE CHrRCH OF ST DOMINIC'S.
PRIORY, HAVERSTOCK HILL.

SiE,—During the many years in which I have
practised the profession so congenial to my
tastes, I have invariably met with kindness,
courtesy, and consideration from my brother-
architects, and was therefore surprised on my
attention being called to an unprovoked and ill-

natured attack upon myself, and upon the struc-
ture of the Dominican Priory Church,
Southampton-road, Haverstock- hill, in the last
number of a Review entitled the Hacrhty,
edited by Messrs. "Walford and Scott. The
article is penned with bitterness, and with the
view to depreciate the building and its architect,
and is beyond the range of fair and honest criti-

cism. Invidious complaints had formerly been
made by a secret foe, at the office of the DLstrict
Surveyor of St. Pancraa, and the sequel explains
those proceedings. /

The careful and able report made by Mr.
Wallen, the District Surveyor, in March last,

completely refuted the false and disparaging
statements as to the stability of the fabric, and
I am glad of the opportunity to place it on record,
as it also disposes of the myths and phantoms
which emanate from the Sacristy.

"Considering all the circumstinces of this case, the
approval of the original plans by my predecessor, the
length of time during which the main structure had been
in progrresa, and the e-xcellent character of the work and
materials, I was, and am, of opinion that no further in-
terference or requisition was called for, but that tlie ques-
tion of thestability of the building, with all responsibility

for it, should be left with the eminent architect who was
the author of its design.
" There could be no donbt in my mind, however, that

some very slight movement at least would i-esult from the
settlement of the joints of the roof-piiucipuls upon the
bolts and straps which had been inserted aad fixed.
" I made, on the loth inst., a careful e.vaminatiun of the

building in company with its architect.
" It is singularly I'lce from any settlement in the brick-

work of the main walls and arches. Two very slight
settlements only appear in the transverse arches, not
recent, and app-irently resulting from unequal loading of
the spandrels when the works were suspended prior to
1S78.

"The main piers supporting tlie nave arcade, which
are of cut stone, and cylindrical ia form, are bedded in
putty with sheets of lead laid therein, the jointing of the
beds being very wide. I could discover no fracture of
any of these beds either in the stone or in the putty. Tho
height of tliem, however, was m some eases unequal,
evidently resulting from unequal pi essui-e ou the putty
when it was wot, or unequal spreading of it at the time
the stones were set.
" On pkimbing the main piers I found a very slight in-

clinatiou in some cases towards the nave, tiie extrerao
case being an inclination of three quarters of an inch in
a heiyht of IHf t. There was also in some cases a similar
inclination in the direction of the length (,f the church,
which tends to conlirm the view that the inclinatiuii, as
well as the inequality eif the beds, is the result of the
original setting, and not of iny subsoquent movement.

" The clerestory incline.^! outwards on the north side at
about the middle of the length of the church to the extent
of three quarters of an iueh in a height of (lit., and,
near the apse, seven-eighths of an inch in tho same height.
Un the south side it is practically upright.

** The inclination is less than I stiould have expected
doing the inevitable settlement of an arched timber roof,
well constructed, of this design.
" I have already stated that the design is a bold one,

but I do not consider it unsafe. I do not think ony
movement has taken place since the cump etioii of the
fabric, and certainly none tbat would call for the inter-
vention of the authorities, at present, at least.
"1 should recommend the architect (to whom I have

sent a copy of this report, and with whom all responsi-
bility should be left) to watch and plum'i the building
carefully and peiiodically for some time, but I do nut
consider this a ca.sc for the exercise of the powers con-
tained m the Acts referred to at the head of this report,
and I beg to testify accoidingly. »

" (Signel) Fkedkrick "Wallkn.
" Uiitrict Surveyor for West St. Pancras.

" 106, Gower-street, W.U."

The hostile criticisms in the Sacristy, are
evidently not those of one who has studied the
plans of old Dominican churches, wherein, as at
Winchelsea, Antwerp, and Louvaiu, there is

usually no structural chancel, nor a jirocessional

way around the apse of the choir, as in cathe-
dral churches and the larger minsters. The
friars did not despise common brick and slate,

and some of the most renowned churches of the
order, in Italy and Belgium, aro of brick.

It is unfair and impossible to judge of the
effect of the interior, while it is encumbered with
scaffolding, and until funds (about £300) admit
of the sculpture of the shapeless masses and
blocks of stone into foliated capitals and pen-
dents, when the columns would appear in their
true proportions.

They are sound and perfect throughout, not
a joint flushed nor a flaw perceptible in the
superincumbent arches, and tho arcades of the
clerestory ; the thrust of the transverse arches
of tho aisles is nullified by the vertical pressure,

and the equilibrium of the whole is true, '• bold,

but not unsafe."

The roof accords with the style of the archi-
tecture ; the wall-posts and curved ribs of the
main principals descending to stone capitals

which range with the springing lino of the
clerestory windows, diminishing the lateral

thrust on the upper part of the walls. Tho
internal arched boarding, with transverse and
diagonal ribs in each bay, are similar to the root

of tho grand Dominican Church of the 13th
century, at Ghent, now unhappily destroyed.

The window in the principal front bears like-

ness to that in the same church, while the "un-
interesting" two-light windows in the apse,

resemble those of the exquisitely beautiful
church of the Dominioians at Louvain.
The original design for a stone gallery as at

Florence, Valognes, and elsewhere, ou corbels

with pierced parapet and coping, was found im-
practicable on account of expense, poverty
having proved oppressive from the first, and the
aim alway.s having been to obtain as much as

possible for as little as iiossiblfl ; but tho olesign,

if accomplished, is not likely to have suited the
morose taste of the Sacristy. For the sub-
stitution of tho iron gallery, and for tho border
of red and blue in the temporary glazing, I am
not responsible.

The Sacristy has studiously suppressed the
name of the " designer," and it excites a smile
when it is gravely asserted that he " can
scarcely have seen, or at any rate have measured
an original Mediteval moulding."
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In tlie preface to Mr. J. H. Parker's
"Domestic Architecture," published in 1853,
mention is made of the Buckler coUection of

drawings and sketchep, "the result of the
labours of three generations." Since that date
the collection, then unrivalled, has been greatly
augmented, and it abounds in measured details

from ancient examples of ecclesiastical, military,
and domestic arcliiteolure.

En tibi ]a3ta damus, loetum qua; reddere possint,

Laita igitur licta perlego Ironte rogo.
Liudicris Buclere meis sis optime scutum,
Et formidabunt livida tela nihU.

ClIAKLES AiBAN BUCKLEE.

6, Hereford-square, S.W., 29th April.

IRON IN PORTLAND CEMENT.
Sir,—A few months ago there appeared in

jour journal an article and, subsequently, some
correspondence on the above subject. I have
only recently had an opportunity of seeing the
article in question, and, therefore, could take no
part in the correspondence at the time. As,
however, the subject is one of much interest to

me, and doubtless to many of your readers, and
as I do not think it was quite exhausted, I ven-
ture to ask you to find room for this, in the hope
that some others may be led to give the results
of their experience in the matter.

It is evident from the analysis given in your
article (Vol. XXXIX., p. 31S)that the "metallic
matter" extracted by the magnet contained
only a very small proportion of free or metallic
iron (-43 per cent), while 908 per cent, of it was
found to be "oxide of iion.">The metallic iron iJtesent may have been, and
most probably was, a result of the grinding
process, as stated by the writer of the article in
one of his subsequent letters ; or it may possibly
have been reduced from an oxide existing in the
raw materials used for making the cement. In
the presence of a, suitable reducing agent, such
83 carbon or carbonic oxide, iron may be reduced
from its oxide at a moderate red heat, consider-
ably below the temperature existing in a cement
kiln. Indeed, the oxide of iron stated to have
been found in the matter extracted by the mag-
net may possibly be an indication that a partial
reduction had taken place. It is not stated
what oxide was found, but from the form and
colour of the matter (p. 317) it was probably
magnetic oxide. It would be interesting to know
this definitely, as it would enable one to predict
pretty accurately the subsequent behaviour of

the oxide in the cement. If the writer o f the
article still has the notes of his analysis by
him, he might enlighten us upon this point.
From whatever source the metaUic iron may

have come, it must be evident that its presence
was purely accidental. It is highly improbable
that any manufacturer or agent introducing it as
an adiUterant would limit it to an average of
0009 per cent, of the cement.
Your article concludes with the statement that

" the less iron in Portland cement the better ; for

its presence, whether chemically or mechanically,
is productive of danger."
Free iron mechanically mixed with cement

may be so, as on exposure it will oxidise and
may cause disintegration—although it is worthy
of note that the oxidation of the iron borings in
the rust cement used by mechanics is not accom-
panied by disintegration ; but, on the contrary,
this ct ment offers a very remarkable resistance
to atmospheric influences. However, assuming
that it does tend to cause disintegration, if we
take the cements experimented with as fair sam-
ples, the danger must be infinitesimal. For
ordinary purposes, such as mortar or concrete-
making, the cement is usually mixed with other
materials in variable proportions. The metallic
iron must, therefore, form an exceedingly small
fraction of the whole ; and as only a small pro-
portion of it can be exposed to atmospheric in-

fluences, the oxidation and consequent disin-

tegration of this portion cannot appreciably
aSect the mass.
The combined iron existing in the matter ex-

tracted by the magnet in the form of oxide of

iron is sliown by your analysis to amount to
•019 per cent, of the cement. It is more than
probable that a full analysis of the cement would
have shown a much larger proportion of iron

oxides, as the magnet would only attract the
minute particles of magnetic oxide, or those
particles of ferric oxide to which particles of

magnetic oxide might be attached. However,

whatever the quantity of iron oxide might be,
it would consist of one or other of these oxides,
neither of which cau bo further oxidised under
ordinary circumstances.
In support of his view of the danger conse-

quent upon the presenoa of iron in cement, the
writer of your article states (p. 428) that "the
most durable building stones are those which
have the smallest quantity of iron in their
analys's," those " haviug oxide of iron in their
paste or matrix being liable to premature disin-
tegration," "the best stones being those which
are purely sili clous."

This latter statement is undoubtedly true ; but
the others are, to some extent, misleading. Of
two or more given building stones, it is quite
possible that the one which contains the most
oxide of iron may have the best weathering
qualities. Before forming any opinion on the
merits of a stone containing o.xide of iron, it is

absolutely essential to know the exact nature of
the oxide.

Reference is made to the stones used in the
Cathedrals of Carlisle and Chester, and in
Lincoln and York ministers ; and the more
rapid decay of the former is attributed to their
having " a much larg:er percentage of oxide of
iron in their composition than the latter." I
have not an analysis of these stones by me, but
I fear it woald be somewhat difficult to prove
that their failure is due wholly to the presence
of oxide of iron. It is quite possible that local
circumstances may have had something to do
with it, and in comparing the results given by
different stones, it is necessary to take these
lo.;al circumstances into consideration. For
instance, the Portland-stone selected for the
Houses of Parliament was found on analysis to
contain 0-5 per cent, of iron and alumina; the
famous Craigleith sandstone is said by Henry
Reid to contain 06 per cent, of iron and alumina.
Would it be fair for me to institute a com-
parison between these two stones, and to make
therefrom the deduction that the more iron and
alumina a stone might contain, the better
would be its weathering qualities ?

I do not for a m( ment seek to maintain that
the presence of iron in a building stone is

desirable, or necessarily beneficial ; hue I pro-
test against its being condemned as necessarily
destructive. The sandstone above referred to
is one of the best weathering stones in Britain,
anditisnoteworthy that it containsalargerpro-
portion of iron and alumina than is given in
your analysis of the "metallic matter" extracted
by the magnet from the cements experimented
upon. These cements would, however, contain
a much larger proportion of alumina than that
which was found in the metallic matter.

I might mention other sandstones, &o., dis-
tinctly ferruginous, which have been shown ;to

have excellent weathering qualities— «.y., the
Crawlout sandstone in Linlithgowshire, which
was used in the erection of a bridge, a.d. 140,
and of the old church of Kiuneil in the twelfth
century. Henry Reid, in his " Practical Treatise
on Concrete " (first edition) quotes two analyses
of mortars from the neighbourhood of Cologne,
1800 years old, and each containing 2 75 per
cent, of iron and alumina

; one of mort ar from
the ruins of a temple near Lamaca, Cyprus,
"supposed to be the oldest mortar in existence,
containing 3'15 per cent, of iron and alumina."
These, and a host of others, seem to show that
iron in certain forms is not very actively
destructive.

So far as my personal experience goes, I may
add that during the past fifteen years, I have
been in the habit of using large quantities of
" mine dust" (containing about 30 per cent, of
metallic iron in the form of magnetic and ferric

oxides) for both mortar and concrete making.
For the former I have used one part of lime to
two parts of mine dust, without the admixture
of any sand, and when properly wrought it gave
excellent results. For concrete-making I have
used hundreds of tons of it mixed in different
proportions, and I never found it result in
failure. I shall be glad to give particulars to
any interested.—lam, ifco., Gaeso.

THE FIRE IN THE HAYMARKET.
Sir,—I have read in your impression of yes-

terday's date the interesting article on the fire

at The Stores, in the Haymarket, on Saturday
evening last, but am at a loss to understand how
the cast-iron stanchions in the basement are
rendered capable of bearing safely an accumu-
lated load of 300 ton& each.

Having worked out the safe loads of said

lowermost stanchions from the figures given,

viz., diameter, 18iu. ; thickness of metal,
2in. ; and assuming the leiigtli to bo 10ft.

I fiud, adopting the following formula, 3G v !

+ —„ = breaking weight in tons per
40UD»

o 6 tr~

square inch of sectional area of metal, L repre-
senting length in inches, and D, diameter in

inches; that such a stanchion would safely carry
205 tons.

It would be interesting to know what con-
duces most to the enormous additional strength,
whether it is an extra number, of horizontal
stifteners that renders it so inordinately com-
pressible.—I am, &c.,

Alfred C. HtJELEY.

4, Cumberland-torrace, Lloyd-square, W.C,
April 30 Ih.

MARIETTE BEY'S SUCCESSOR.
SiB,—I am quite sure that every one possessing

any interest in Egyptology will rejoice at tUu
appointment of Dr. JuUus Oppert, the distiu-

guihhed AsByriologist, as fcuccessor to the late

learned and indefatigable Mariette Bey. What
could be more iitting than that the author of such
valuable and interesting accounts of the ancient
AssjrHUj and Bibylouiaua, and their loug-lost
cities should be selected to continue the exhuma-
tion of those hidden treasures and mouumeu'sof
their greatest adversaries, the Egyptians, soma
thirty centuries ago ?

Ttio learned doctor, like his predecessor, is a
French Academician, is fifty-sir years of ai>e, and
will consequently bring to bear upon Lis labours a
considerable amount of wisdom and experience,

and is, I believe, already in Egypt. France has
done much towards restoring to sight the remains
of those once truly magnificent cities, and the
priceless treasures that lay scattered by, covered
for ages by burning sand, and the debris of ancient
greatness. What, may I ask, has England done in
this respect, with all its boast of wealth and its

ptide in its grand discoveries ? Is it not a reproach
to our country that we have yet done nothing?
Perhaps, for its own greatness' sake; it would prefer

that what remains of ancient E^ypt should still in

occulto latent. Again, I would ask, Does not a
golden opportunity present itself of adding to the
honours of our country by proffering Dr. Oppert
some assistance in his intensely interestiug work ?

thus joining hands with France in so commend-
able an enterprise, and adding the services of

youth and energy to those of wisdom and ex-
perience, fcucli a coadjutator from England, 1
feel sure, would materially strengthen the hands
of Dr. Oppert, and would prepare in due course for

his successor, who has now given the remainder of

his life to this great work. There is a great deal

yet to be done ; the interests of England and
France in Egypt are identical, and I have often

thought had the masterly stroke of Lord Beacons-
field, of purchasing so large a portion of the Suez
Canal interest, been followed up by the appoint-

ment of an English Egyptologist, few actions

would have more redounded to the honour of our
country, or lived longer in the memory of the
nation. Mercenary England, however, can pur-
chase the Canal shares, but cannot afford to think
of the relics of the greatness of tint wonderful
country, now almost buried in oblivion.

Mariette Bey laboured most zealously ; indeed,

he overworked himself. The matchless museum
at Boulak, which I had the great privilege ol

visiting in November last, testifivs to the enormous
amount of work accomplished by him, and I do
not think his successor could mora fittingly in-

augurate his appointment than by completing the

new catalogue arrangements upon which, I believe,

Mariette Bey spent some of his very last days. I

can scarcely express with what delight I directed

my donkey-boy for Boulak, not many hours after I
hadbeeniuCairo, prepared, as I thought, from the in-

formation I possessed, fora careful examination of the

Museum ; but my disappoiutment was great to find

such a valuable and interesting a collection literally

upside-down, so far as catalogue order was con-

cerned, and with no one in possession to give the

slightest information. Still, by dint of perseverance,

I was enabled to discover a good deal. The
thought, however, prevailed, " Hero is tin nectar

withm reach, but it must not be touched."— I am,
&C., H. H. BEXDGilAN.

42, Poultry, E.C., London, May 2.

Among other important buildings to which Mr,
Thomas Elsley's patent balance sash-levei has been
successfully applied, are the New Natural History
Museum at Brompton, the New Brompton Hos-
pital, the new Temperance Hospital, London ; the
lantern-lights in the New University College,

Gower-street, and the new buildings of the
Scottish Corporation, Crane Court, Fleet-street.
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Jnttrrommunicattcn.

QU£STIOifS.
(*^]—U^htnlng Condnotors.—Can any reader

MMH« OS with the name asd address of a maker of scalio^
IMCHrs for flziw ligfatnuw rods, &c., to ckiinneys and
•pinat-BxKDF.

[5*83]-Hoop-Iron Bond.—I have been told by a
MuUer that he haa seen walls lifted by the oxidation of
boop-ina bond, the joints opening all round vhere it haa
been maerted. lias any one eke seen this I—J . T.

[M>^}—PaintinK Qaeen Anne Work.—WiUaMM of your readers idndly inform me of the most suit-
ima colour for nainting dooia and frames and sashes and
smmcB of a red brick public building in the Queen Anne
•1^ t— IxqiiKia.

[MSS.]-Vegetation on Stone.—What is the best
thiivto remoTe a thick coating of Tevetation that has
fomed on the face of a tombstone, wiuiout injuring the
aunaee and the lettering, the letters being V cut and
painted black I The material is Pennant stone. Also, is
there anything suitable for painting on the stone to pre-
wnt further vegetation forming, so that the natural
e^or of the stone will not be materially interfered with I

Tne cause of the evil is constant drippings of rain fiom
an OTerhanging tree. An answer to these questions will
gieatly oblige.—Tommy T. S«UAEa.

IM96.] — Illnstratlons for Lectures. — I am
deanxu of giving a few lectures of an elementary cha-
racter on Gothic Architecture, and would like to make
them interestiiig and profitjible by means of graphic illus«
tntions. I should, therefore, be glad to know where and
*t what cost 1 can procure sheets or charts containing a
few typical plans, elevations, sections, and views, together
with the details characteristic of the varioits periods. The
aoile moat, of course, be sufficiently large to render the
iltaaliationi distinctly visible to an audience of moderate
nae.—SootCB Clekovmax.

,.[««] — Brick Chimney -Shaft. -Will you,
throng yonr valuable columns, inform me the best mode
of liniBg a bi-ick chimney shaft, 160ft. high, to a chemical
and colour works ?— 0-\k at a Loss.

16496.]—Cemeteries.—Can any one give me a few
examples of good cemeteries, recently built, with short
deecnption of arrangement ! Have any good illuatrations
of oemeteriee appeared in the Buildi.so Nkws recently I

I uonld be ghid of dates, eo aa to faciUtate search.

[6499.]-anantIty-Snrveylngr.—Will some cx-
penenced surveyor kindly tell me the best method of
taking off the quantities of stone tracery ? Most books
Ignore the point. Does Sir. Leaning's new book go into
the matter !—Tveo.

r6SO0.]-Madame Patti's Estate.-Can any one
inform me what was the price given by Madame Adelina
Palli for the ctate she purchased in Wales, and over
which there was lately some litigation !—T. O. Andbkws,
F.K.I.B.A.

easy and accurate method which appeared in the Biiu)-
ixc. Nkws some ten or twelve vears spo, and which is
even smipler than •• T. D.'s " rule of tliumb. Find two
lines,AB and CD, converging to the VP, one above and one

Jl£PZI£S.
[6472.]—Plain Tile Eoofing'.—The square pitch is

snlbaent fur all practical purposes, and is the pitch used
at Lowther Lodge and Mr. Marcus Stone's house. Tiled
roofs should be as elastic as possible, and to secure tliis
result there is nothing equal to the old expedient of bed-
ding them in hay. Nibs are better than nails, as the tile
is leas likely tobe pinched ; but for open sheds nails should
be used, as the wind will lift nibbed tiles and cause them
to get loose. The tiles at Lowther Lodge and Mr. Marcus
Stone's house are bedded in mortar, and are not nailed
The mottled effect that has been so much admired is pro-
duced by mixing the purple, dark red, and light red to-
gether, just a< they would come from the kiln ; the differentaemn of hardness produce differentkinds of vegetation,
and BO the green mosaic effect ia caused. There is one
objection to tiles bedded in mortar, and that is when the
roof is quite new, if any rain penetrates the tiles, it ia
unable to escape at tlie laps and fills on the ceiling below.
When the tiles have vegetated this ceases. With a roof
pointed with Uroe and hair, er torched, as it is termed,
this would not be so much an objection, as more water
would find its way through ; but with hay bedding this is
altogether avoided, as the hay offers no impediment toits
pas^e. The roof of a house is usually partly supported
by the outer wal a and partly by the internal partitions,
consequently unequal settlements are unavoidable. The
stiffer the tiling is the greater number of tiles are snapped
by this strain, and the more spring they have the safer
they are. The Broseley tiles are the best, the strawberry
BroMley he most effective. Tbereis anew Broseley tile
called a machine-made pressed Broseley, which is a very
true tile, and, although not so irregular in effect as the
ordinary hand-made tile, is much tighter and more
weatherproof. I have covered a roof with these tiles at
"I »nitle of 45' that stood the terrible 18th of January,
Mid did not let in any snow. I cvered another roof in
fte same town witli the ordinary hand-made Broseley.
TUsroof let in the snow, and a third piece of roofing,
bedded in hay, kept the snow out perfecUy. There is
always plenty of ventilation under a tiled roof ; no pro.
vision need be made for it. In a very exposed position
I would lay nibbed tiles in bay, with felt and boarding
nndemeath, and work to a 4in. gauge, with an angle of
not leas than 46% and with these precautions I do not
thmk your comspondent will have anything to fear. If
rctj exposed indeed, use nails instead of nibs, or nails
and nibs will be better, the nails smaller than the holes in
the boaids so as to give the tile play. If matchlining is
used, ud the rafters arc planed, it can be painted on the
UDderside, and no other ceiling will be necessary —W II
LasciLLis.

[6474.]—Plain Tile 'Roo&ag.—It "Gobo" will
pre a name and address where a sample tile can be sent
Urn, one with mbsand peg-holes, and non-porous, shall be
sent liim indue course.—Bbick.

(J*f*l7i^T"''*''?*" °' Centrollneads.-Tlie
inqnin "how t^. nt the fentrobnead " ia so fiequently
mad* in these columns that it may be useful to repeat an

below the horizontal line. Draw a line AC, crossing these
at any convenient angle. Set one arm and the ruling
edge of the centrolinead to angle CAB, and the other to
angle ACD (as shown), the pins being fixed at A and C.
The points A and C need not be equidistant from the
horizontal line EF, nor need the angles AKF and CEF be
equal. The points A and C must be placed so that all
vanishing lines (to this UP) on the picture pass between
A and C.

—

Juvknis.

[6475.] — Advantages of Centrollneads. —
Hugh McLacblan has evidently never used a centrolinead,
as there is no such thing as a right-handed centrolinead.
One can be worked equally well on either side by revers-
ing the arms.—W. M.

,'6«75.] — Advantafres of Centrollneads. —
T. D.'s " " guess " mode is too much trouble. Tighten

the screws, with arms more open as the point is more
distant, lay the edge as in "T. D.'s" figure, and draw
a pencil line on the board along the faces of the arms
which will work on the pins. Then lay the edge to x—y
line, and if the arms cross the pencil lines, again draw
timilar lines in the new position, and fi,x each pin in the
angle made ao that each line is tangential to its rounded
face. Then Are away. If one arm will cross the first
pencil line, but the other will not, the arms are fixed too
open, and must be more or less closed ; or if both cross,
but too near the ends of the arms to allow sufficient play
for the scope of Uie picture, then also close them a little.
*'T. D." and Hugh McLachlan do not seem to be aware
that every centrolinead works either right-hand or left-
hand without reversing the arms. Occasionally two may
be needed, and one will often serve for both, setting it aa
above by one edge for one hand, and by the other edge
for the other hand. Once, on a large drawing, with the
left-hand point 14ft. away, I found the arms too flat to
work the right-hand also, but had to uae a second iiwtru..
ment. This is very rarely the case.—E. C. T.

[6480.]-I,lght and Air.-The windows of the tene-
ments having had uninterrupted view over the adjoining
property over 20 years, the owner of property cannot
obstruct or block out the light : the view is not recog-
nised by the law. Of course, distance between the new
premisea and the windows would be amaterial oonsidera^
tion for a jury, but if the light ia seriously diminished
damages can be obtained. The question of the use made
of the house so obstructed is also a material point in as-
sessing damages. The law recognises no right to prospect
except by asreement.—G. II. W.

C6482 1-Building: Construction.—Tarn's "Science
of Building," is a useful treatise for the student, and I
can recommend it. It is published by Lockwood and Co
-O. H, G.

[6483.]—Ancient LIg:hts—Ancient lights means
lights enjoyed as an easement for 20 years. C. may find
find several recent decisions by looking over the " Legal
Intelligence" in the last volume or two of the Boildino
News.-G. H. G.

[6485.]—Grand Hotel, Parls.-In answer to the
question by " E. J. K.," the dining room at the Grand
Hotel, Paris, is as sketeh, on plan, length about 77ft. and

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
SiE EowLAXD Hill.-On Wednesday the marble

J™"
of the late Sir KowJaKd Hill, provided from

the Memonal Fund now being raised at the Man-
sion-house, was unveiled, without ceremony, at
\\ estminster Abbey. The bust haa been executed
by Mr. W. D. Keyivorth, jun., and has been pro-
nounced by the widow and family of Sir Rowland,
and by those who knew the postal reformer, to be
a most successful likeness. It ia placed in the
chapel of St. Paul, and bears the following inscrip-
hon :—" Underneath is interred Sir llowland HUI.
Born December 3, 1795. Died August 27, 1879.
Originator of the penny postal system."

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Quantity Sueveyoe's Chaeqes.—Evans and

Anothee v. D'Otly Caete.—This was an action
brought before Mr. Justice Bowen and a common
jury by Messrs. Evans and Deacon, quantity sur-
veyors, against Mr. D'Oyly Carte, the proprietor
of the new theatre building at the bottom of
Beaufort-buiIdings, to recover the sum of
£132 17s. 6d. for work done in reducing the esti-
mates for buildiEg the theatre from £18,000 to
£15,000. The defence was that the p'aintiffa had
been engaged to do the work iu question by Mr.
Walter Emdeu, the architect, after the defendant
had withdrawn that gentleman's authority to act
in his behalf. The jury found a verdict for the
plamtiffs for the amount claimed.- Ou Wednesday,
however, iu the Queen's Bench division, a rule
msi was granted for a new trial by Lord Coleridge
and Mr. Justice Field, the application being made
on the ground that the verdict was against the
weight of evidence.

STAINED GLASS.
KiLD-sviCK, YoEKSHiEE.—A series of five chancel

stained-glass windows have juat been erected by
public subscription to the memory of the late
vicar, the Hev. Herbert Todd, M.A., in the newly
consecrated district church of St. Stephen, Steeton,
a church which owes its origin to his exertions.
The principal east window is of three lights, each
divided into two compartments by a bordure, with
appropriate text legends. Of these the upper and
most prominent series is devoted to incidents in
the personal life of Christ, the lower to responsive
incidents in that of St. Stephen. Thus, above to
spectator's left, the Lord miraculously multiplies
the loaves and fishes to feed the multitude, whilst
beneath St. Stephen presides, at the ministration
of tables, his attendant deacon being a por-
traiture of the late vicar. In the right-hand light is
Christ before Pilate, who washes lus hands iu pro-
test, and, beneath, St. Stephen before the Council.
The central light pourtrays, 1st, the Crucifixion,
St. John, Mary Mother, and Mary Magdalene
being immediately grouped at foot of the cross

;

and, beneath, the Martyrdom of Stephen in the
presence of Saul. The chief tracery lights above
are, centrally, a trefoil displaying a pelican and
youug and two quatrefoils, one on either side,
below, with angels bearing a liband legend,
" Surely He hath borne our griefs and carried our
Borrows." The o'her four smaller windows are
devoted to four of the Acts of Mercy, viz

,
giving

meat to the hungry, drink to the thirsty, clothing
the naked, and visiting the sick. The window^
are from the art studio of Powell Bros., Park-
square, Leeds, the treatment, in accordance with
the architecture, being in the pure 14th Century
style, the white or grisaille backgrounds giving
additional effect to the subject, colouring, and
ornamental enrichments.

TT

I

70—

width TOft. ; height to flat part of ceiling above cove,
4**f^. If "E. J. R." wishes any further information, I
shall be happy to show him the lithographed designs, a
jopy of which was kindly given to me by the architect,
Mons. Armand, some years since.—Edw. A. Orunisg, 9,
Qresham House, E.C.

. ]-Ezamlnations In Building Line and
Architecture.—I wish to inform " Builder and Archi-
tect" that professions and trades arc not as a rule com-
bined, and before ho may expect an answer to his query
about examinations he had better state whether it is hia
intention to practise as an architect or as a builder. My
advice to him would be to remain what he is, that is, a
builder, and not to style himself what he is not, namely,
an architect.—W. M.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Harwich.—The Board of Trade, as a result of
the recent prolonged local inquiry, have made an
order, authorising the maintenance and continu-
ance of the water-works, the construction of addi-
tional waterworks, and the supply of water to
Harwich and Dover-court. The capital is fixed at
£20,000 and borrowing powers to the extent of
£5,000 are granted. The works are to be com-
menced within three months after the passing of
the Act confirming this order, and are to be com-
pleted withiu twelve months after the pissing of
the said Act, or such further period not exceeding
twelve months as the Board of Trade may prescribe.
The undertakers (Mr. P. S.Brutr, C.E., of Ipswich,
or his assigns) are to provide a sufficient supply of
pure and wholesome fresh water, and if they fail
to do i0,aud if after an inquiry the Board of Trade
are satisfied that they have failed, the Board may
declare that the powers of this order shall ceaso.
A penalty of £10 per daj; is to be imposed upon
the undertakers for supplying water of less purity
than specified on the order.

MoNiiouxn.—The first eod of the two new filter-
beds and three pure water tanks, by which the
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intake of water supply from the river Wye will be
increased, was cut ou Tuesday week. The new
woika will impound 361,000 gallons additional, or
three days' more supply of 20 gallons per head.
The works are being carried out for the town
council of Mmmouth fr.m the plans of Mr T
Curley, C.E., of Broom-lull, Hereford, and under
the personal supervision of Mr. Brace. For the
work, exclusive of puddle, sluice-valves, and other
matetialc, six tenders were received ; thelowest, that
of Mr. John Mackay, of Hereford, was accepted, at
£1,461, and the work is to be completed by October
Ist. The local representatives uf the contractor
are Messrs. T. Preece and Son.

CHIPS.
Anew Baptist chapel was opened in John-street,

Edmund-street, Uamberwell, ou Sunday last. It
measures 44ft. by 26ft., and is 20ft. high to roof
plate, and 20ft. from floor to apex of boarded
ceiling. The lightiug is by side windows and
north skylight, the seating by chairs. Including
a gallery at one end of building, over the two
vestries, accommodation is provided for 300 persons.
The building is of stock bricks, and all the wood-
work is of stained pine. Mr. Alfred Bitt, of
Dulwich, was the architect, and the late Mr.
Richard Stevens, of Camber well-road (and since
his death his son) have been the buQders.

Oa Monday week the piles which formed a dam
to the entrance of Whitehaven wet-dock during
the progress of alterations were forced away by
the pressure of water. The accident will occasion
considerable delay in the reopening of the dock,
and appears to have been caused by the scouring
of water beneath the concrete foundation of the
invert through cracks in the masonry of the north
Sier. Mr. Brunlees is the engineer, and Messrs.
felson Brothers are the contractors.

The Church of Christ, Above-bar, Southampton,
was opened on Sunday week. It is Italian in style,
and is 100ft. by ,50ft., and 29ft. high, and seats
1,000 persons. There are galleries on three sides,
and at one end of the building two platforms
1ft. Gin. and 3ft. high from the floor. At the rear
are vestries and school-rooms. Mr. J. W. Rowland
was the contractor.

The corporation of Dewsbury are about to carry
out a furtner portion of the sewerage scheme, in-
cluding about half-a-mile length of 12in. brick
and concrete sewers. The work will be done from
the plans and under the supervision of Mr. R. J.
Duff, the borough engineer.

The council of the Hartley Institution, South-
ampton, last week adopted plans by Mr. James
Lemon, C.E., of that town for alterations to the
council chamber of the institution, including the
erection of a permanent orchestra.

The town council of Plymouth on Wednesday
received a report from the water committee,
recommending the execution of the following
works :

- The construction of a storage reservoir
on Rowborough Down of a minimum capacity of
20,000,000 gallons (about twenty days' supply), and
the carrying of a main thence to the reservoir at
Knackersknowlo. The estimated cost of the
works is £30,000, exclusive of purchase of land.

Memorial stones of a new Wesleyan chapel were
laid at Gotham, near Nottingham, on Monday.
The building is Venetian Gothic in style with open-
timbercd roof, and will seat 300 persons. Mr. R.
C. Sutton is the architect, and Messrs. Haywood
and Cumberland are the contractors.

At a vestry meeting held in the school-church of
All Saints, Norwich-road, Ipswich, on Thursday
week, it was decided to take steps for erecting a
permanent church at a cost of about £4,500 for the
flrst section, to seat 4o0 persons, and a committee
was empowered to obtain plans and estimates for
the work.

The St. Stephen's Art Society intends to open a
new exhibition in May. It will be held in a large
room facing Westminster Hall. The subscribing
members (250 in number) will occasionally change
their pictures, and will exhibit portfolios of sketches.
On the committee are Viscount Bury, Mr. H. S.
Marks, B.A., Mr. Frank Dillon, Mr. Claude
Calthorp, Sir Herbert Maxwell, M.P., Mr, G. A.
Sala, Mr. E. W. Godwin, Sir William Drake, and
Mr. Walter Severn.

A bronze medal and a certificate has been
awarded to Mr. Chas. Foxster Hayward, F.S.A., of
20, Montague -street, Russell-square, London, for
architectural designs, exhibited at the Sydney
International Exhibition, 1879, and highly'com-
mended.

The business premises of Messrs. M'Swiney and
Co., Lower Saokville- street, Dublin, have just been
remodelled and e.xtended, from the designs of Mr.
William Hague, of that city. A new warehouse,
with 77ft. frontage and six stories in height, has
been added to the buildings. Mr. Joseph Kelly,
of Thompson-street, Dublin, was the contractor.

Our <BWitt ^Mt
It is proposed to hold a fine-art and industrial

exhibition in the Drill Hall, Cardiff, during
August and September next. A special feature
will be made of pictures, paintings, sketches, and
etchings relating to South Wales and Monmouth-
Bhire, and another interesting section will be a
collection of the old Swansea and Nantgarw
porcelain. The exiubition will be divided into
three sections:—!, paintings and fine art;
2, statuary, porcelain and curiosities; and 3,
machinery. For the lighting of tho hall, the
Siemens, Brush, Gramme and Jablochkoff sys-
tcm.s of electric lighting aro proposed to be
placed in competition, and a series of concerts
and entertainments will bo given during the
time the exhibition is open. Any profits aro to
bo devoted to tho artistic furnishing and decora-
tion of the Free Library, Museum, and School
of Science, now being erected from the designs
of Messrs. James, Seward, and Thomas, for the
Cardiff Corporatien.

The preparations for the Exhibition of Works
of Art applied to Furniture, at the Royal Albert
Hall, are new being proceeded with. The
available space has been divided amongst the
following firms, who will afiford facilities

to exhibitors of articles which may be con-
sidered as accessories of furniture, such articles
to bo shown in company with the specimens of
art-furniture exhibited :—Messrs. J. G. Grace
and Son ; Morant, Boyd, and Blanford ; Jack-
son and Graham ; Gillow and Co. ; Holland
and Sons

; Howard and Sons ; Wright and
Mansfield ; Collinson and Look ; Gregory and
Co ; Shoolbred and Co. ; and Johnstone,
Jeanes, and Co. The Exhibition will open on
Thursday, 12th May, at the same time as the
General Art Exhibition at the Albert Hall, and
it is proposed to keep the Exhibition open until
the end of July.

Messes. M. J. & S. H. Adams, civil and sanitary
engineers, Albion-street, Leeds, have designed
a foru of ventilator which combines, in an ef-
fectual way, a ventilator with a lamp-hole. It
is called the " Pneumatic Sewer Ventilator,"
and the peculiarity of its construction is that
the gases aro thoroughly diluted with fresh air,

previous to their escape, and are thus rendered
harmless. By the constant suction to the out-
let, and the arrangement of the inlet channel,
the foul and fresh air are made to mingle and
travel round together before being discharged
through the grated cover. The construction is

perfectly simple, and the ventilator, we find, is

made in a circular and square form. The same
firTi has patented an improved " quick-charging
siphon " for the self-flushing of house-drains
and sewers, which, from its quick and intermit-
tent action, promises to become useful as a
flushing apparatus, or for purposes of inter-
mittent filtration. The principle of its con-
struction is extremely simple, and it can be
easily fitted to tanks, masonry, or brickwork for
the flushing of sewers. As the liquid rises
in the tank, the air in the siphon becomes com-
pressed to such a density as to resist the liquid
flowing through until the ball-valve comes into
operation and allows the compressed air to es-
cape. When this takes place the liquid, of
course, is admitted into the siphon, and an im-
mediate discharge of the contents of the tank
follows. The advantages claimed by the
patentees are its instantaneous and certain ac-
tion, its economy, as no liquid is wasted in the
charging

; its compactness of form, and its

cheapness. The siphons are made both in cast-
iron and fireclay.

DuEiKQ the spring rains in Georgia the Coosa
River overflowed its banks, and in one place
washed the soil from a considerable area. After
the water subsided the washed land was found
to be an ancient battlefield and burying-ground.
Part of the territory consisted of mounds,
evidently fortifications. These were strewn with
implements of aboriginal warefare, beads, and
earthen vessels. The remainder of the ground
was covered thickly with skeletons, all perfectly
exposed, and all in good preservation. A Press
despatch from Rome, Ga., dated April 2, says
the place is attracting crowds from all directions,
and it is almost impossible to prevent vandalism
from seriously impairing what will prove to

number of Indian pipes found is one of great
size and exceedingly fine workmanship, the
bowl of which is carved with great skill into the
form of a human head.

The classes m Technical Education held at
the Cowper-stroet Schools, which, ponding the
erection of tho Finsbury College, are rented by
the City and Quilds Institute, commenced on
May 2, and aro open to all who like to attend on
payment of a nominal fee. Tho foe in fact is go
small compared to the advantages offered, that
it can only be regarded as a test that the student
is in earnest, and does not attend the classes out
of idle curiosity. Tho classes, it should be
pointed out, are open to female as well as male
students, and there can be no question that many
women unable to obtain similar information
elsewhere might attend tho day courses with
advantage. A summary of the lectures to be
given and the classes to bo held, syllabuses, and
every information can bo had on application to
Mr. Philip Magnus, tho director and secretary,
at Gresham College, E.C.

The gas and water committee of the Corpora-
tion of London recently undertook to ascertain
the cause of tho great increase in the gas- bills
of private consumers, and Mr. C. Heisch, the
gas examiner to the Corporation, has accordingly
reported to them. The pressure has been
increased in accordance with public demand since
the new mains to Beckton were completed, but
the fittings of the consumers remain as they
were, and consequently gas is blown to waste.
Mr. Heisch recommends consumers to see that
their fittings are of proper dimensions and sound,
and then to control the supply by the tap on the
meter ; the carelessness of servants can bo met
by the use of "governors." The Corporation
cominittee have agreed with his report, and
"action, Parliamentary or otherwise," is post-
poned.
On Friday last, a very numerous gathering

took place in tho galleries at 9, Conduit- street,
on the occasion of the Architectural Association
Members' Soiree, the chair being taken at the
opening of the meeting by Mr. E. C. Lee, the
President, The proceedings were entirely of a
social character, and several good songs were
sung by members or their musical friends. A
facetious programme was circulated among the
company, and was printed in imitation of our
own pages under the title of '

' The British BuUder
and Architectuading News," edited of course
by the Secretary of tho Entertainments Com-
mittee, Mr. H. T>. Appleton, assisted by Mr. H.
H. Stannus, Some of tho jokes in this pro-
duction are not very creditable to their authors
or the editorship which admitted them. It is
not necessary to be nasty to be funny, nor does
profanity add to pungency; and it might be
desirable to remember on another occasion that
young gentlemen who possess a love for the
beautiful may also bo decent. Among the im-
promptu speakers were Prof. Kerr, Messrs. R.
P. Spiers, E. J. Tarver, R. E. Pownall, T.
Blashill, Chas. Forster Hayward, and others.
The rooms were hung with paintings belonging
to the Institute of Art, and a large collection
of very admirable (-ketches by Mr. L. A. S.
Stokes, made as Pugin travelling student, were
exhibited. Some good photographs of old
London were also shown, and some fine speci-
mens of ceramic ware, the property of Mr.
Wasserburger, of Snow-hill, attracted atten-
tion.

A Bill which Mr. Chamberlain has intro-
duced for confirming several provisional orders
made by the Board of Trade under the General
Pier and Harbour Act of 1861 relates to 13
places. Under these orders piers are author-
ised to be constructed at Folkestone, Ramsgate,
Shanklin, and Weymouth, and at Loohaline, in
Argyleshire. At Folkestone the new pier is to be
opposite Cheriton-place ; at Ramsgate it is to
run from the West CUff, near the boundary

-

stone between Ramsgate and St. Lawrence ; at
Shanklin, from a point between the Coastguard
watchouse and Shanklin Chine ; and at Wey-
mouth, opposite the Burden Hotel. One of
the orders confers further powers on the Wes-
ton - super - Mare Pier Company. Another
provides for the maintenance and regulation of
Crarae pier, on Loch Fyne. One of the ordeis
makes some new provisions with respect to the
harbour of Paisley and the navigation of the
river Cart. Others provide for the improve-

archasology one of the richest finds ever made on ment and regulation of Girvan harbour
the American continent. Among the countless |

in Argyleshire, and of Stomoway Harbour,
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others alter tho rates levied in the harbours of

Whitby anJ Pitteuwocm, and another revives

and ameadj some of the powers conferred by
the Leven Harbour Act of 1876.

The snmmer exhibition of the Yorkshire Fine
Art and Industrial lustitxition was foimally

opened yesterday at York, by Sir Bartle Frere.

The picture galleries are full of capital examples
of the modem masters, whilst of the ancient

school the works belonging to Lord Feversham
hold a prominent position amongst a large

number of others. The Eoyal Indian treasures,

-contributed by the Prine« of Wales, put all

the other objects into the shade. Precious
metals worked up into infinite variety of form,
and decked with precious stones, form a most
livish display ; whilst there are numerous
articles which illustrate Indian manufactures
in a variety of phases. In a hand-book which
has been prepared by Dr. George Bird-
wood, G.S.I. , for the occasion of the ex-
hibition at York, he says that independently
of the industrial and artistic value of the pre-
sents, many of them are of the highest political

significance, having been family or national
heirlooms, which nothing but a sentiment of the

sincerest and most devoted loyalty could have
tempted their posses^ots to give up. The special

industrial value of the collection arises from the
fact that it is thoroughly representative.

EOBEET DAVISON
10 years in Studio. Alnwicit Castle, and 12yrarswith Burlce&Co-
Marbtoand Ccrmmic Moiait^ Pavements and Mural Decorations-
Wood and ^tone Carving executed from Architects' Oesiirns.

Jura A Italian MarMe Work supplied to Ituilders ready for fixing.
OrncEJ :-«!. PICCIUILLY CIRCUS, LONDON, W.

19, MOTCOMB STREET,
BELGEAVE SQUARE, S.W.

I Jind it neesssary to warn my Customers that

my only Address is as aieve, and that I have no

<onneetion with any house assioniiiy a similar Ifiime.

FREDERICK ARTHUR,
DECOEATOB TO HEB MAJESTY.

CHIPS.
The Bermondsey Vestry on Monday week re-

ceived a report from the finance committee with
reference to an account from Metsrs. Eldridge
and Gee for alterations at Neckinger- house, the
residence of the clerk of works to the vestry,

amounting to £3S2 7s. 2d. The contract was
taken at £221, so that the extras amounted to

£161 7s. 2d., and the committee did not feel

authorised to recommend the account for payment.
Mr. Elkington, surveyor to the vestry, stated that
he had given an order for some of the extras, but
that between £10 and £50 represented articles he
had not aulhoiised. Severe comments were made
on the action of the official concerned, and the

a'xrouut was ordered to stand over, the details to

be brought before the committee.

Large premises in Soutbgate-strcet, Gloucester,
have just betn rebuilt and extended for a furoish-
ing contractor and depositor. The building now
isonsists of five fireproof floors of four rooms each,

the 20 showrooms being each 70ft. by 23ft. wide.
Mr. J. P. Moore was the architect, and Mr. Joseph
Meredith, also of Gloucester, the contractor.

A new system of tramways in Grimsby was in-

spected last week by Major-general Hutchison, of

the Board of Trade, who refused to pass it, as

the granite setts outside the rails, instead of being
alternately 21 inches and 1.5 inches in length, are
uuiformly dressed to 18in. The alterations will

cost, it is said, £600. The work has been carried out
from the plans of Mr. Emanuel, engmeer to the
company, by Messrs. Riggott and Hewins, con-
tractors, under the supervision of Mr. Maughin,
borough surveyor, and a committee of the town
council.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
SiTtrRDAT (to-morbo\v.) — Conference of Architects)

Heading of paper on '• Quautitiey.'

11a.m.
Architectural Association. Visit to

W. H. Lasccllos' works, BunUill-row.
Sp.m.

Iloyal Institute of British Architects.
Annual Dinner at Freemasons' Tavern.
7 for 7.S0 p.m.

MosDAT.—Conference of Architects. Visit to picture-
pallery of Buckingrham Palace. 11 a m.
Visits to St. Etheldrocla's, Ely-place,
Holbom ; tbence to St, Bartholomew's-
thc-Great, West Smitlitield ; and St.

Giles's, Cripplegate. 3 p.m.
Eoyal Institute of British Architects.

AnDual general meeting of members
only. 8 p.m.

Society of Arts. Cantor Lecture No.
IV. "Tlie Art of Lace-Making." By
Alan 8. Cole. 8 pm.
Royal Institution. General monthly

meeting. 9 p.m.

TuKSDAT.—Conference of Architects. Third meeting.
Discussion on "Quantities." 11 a.m.
Fourth meeting. Discussion on " Arclii-

tectural Competitions." Opened by the
Cliaii-mau. Chas. Barry, Past-President.
3 pm. Fifth meeting. Discussion on
"Architectural Competitions." 8 p m.

Society of Arts. "Trade Eolations
between Great Britain and her Depen-
dencies." By W. Westgarth. Sp.m.

Institution of Civil Engineers. *
' Tor-

pedo Boats and Light Yachts for High
Speed tteara Navigation." By J. I.

Thornycroft. 8 p.m.

'Wednk.soat.—Conference of Architects. Visits to Royal
Courts of Justice, 11 a.m. ; to residence
of Sir F. Leighton, P.E A., 2, Holland-
park-road, W., 3 p.m. ; to New Hospital
for Consumption, Brompton, 5 p.m.
Conversazione at Institute Rooms.
9 p.m.

Society of Arts. "The Manufacture
of Glass for Decorative Purposes." By
H. J. Powell (Whitefriars Glass Works).
8 p.m.

Thuesday.—Conference of Architects. Visits to Doulton
and Co.'s Lambeth Potteries, 11 a.m.,
and to Hertford House, Manchester-
square, 3 p.m. Sixth meeting. Papers
on "Mural Painting and the Gambler
Parry Process." By Ford Madox Brown

;

and "The Coloured Decoration of Public
and Private Buildings." By J. D, Grace.
8 p.m.

St. Paul' s Ecclesiological Society. " The
Christian Antiquities of Constantinople."
By E. Freshfield, F.8.A. 8 p.m.

Society of Arts. " Recent Progress in
the Manufacture and Applications of
Steel," By Prof. A. K. Huntingdon.
8. p m.

Society for the Fine Arts. " Art Exhi-
bitions." By Dr. J. S. PhenC, F.S.A.
8 p.m.

FsiDAT.—University College. "The Sepulchres of the
Greeks and Romans." By Prof. C. T.
Newton, C.B. 4 pm.
Architectural Association. " Light and
Air." By R. E. Pownall. 7.30 p.m.
Society of Arts. "Burmah." By Gen.

Bir A. Phayre, G.C.M.G. 8 p.m.
Royal Institution. "Mental Images

and Vi-sion." By F, Galton. 9 p.m
Satubday.—St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society. Visit to

St. Helen's, Bishopsgate, and paper by
G. H. Birch, A.R.I.B.A. Sp.m.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BEITISH
AnoHITEOT S.

Ttie *K>'UALOKXEUAL MEETING of Metoberi only vill be
held Oft MONUAY, ihe 9th inst.. when the President will take the
•cbftlracn p.m. preclMlf. Fellowiarc rcc-ommended to brinf; with
them botb Ih*- Ueportofthc Council and the Ballotine Paper for
the Annual P.lfCtion. aionlj ft vcrj few coplMi of cither will be
arailable on the night of the Meeting. Feilowft are alito reminded
that thej muKt be preteot at the Annual Meeting la order to
record their Votes.
OBNP.KAL CUXFERBNCe, 1891 .—Gentlemen B<itcnding the

Conf^rrenc mnntbc pr«ivlded with •ooclal cards to enable them
to VI-jIT th« PICTt'UE OALI.BRY of Buckingham Palace.
AppllcalHtn for theie cards niii«t be made be'orc SATL'HUAY,
7thlnat.,fi Mr. COLE A. ADAMS, It, Holden-tcrmcj, Oros-
«-cnor-garaitii,H.W.

J. M ACVICAU ANDEE80N, Ron. 8ec.
WtLUAM H. WHITK. Hecretarr.

G*Bda't-rtreet. Hftnorer- aquare, Loadon, W.

IiamploTig'h's F3n:etic Saline is refreshin?,
most agrccublp.uiid the pievontiveof FEVEK8, lill.TOUSNESS,
SMALL POX, SKIN DISEASES, and many other spring and
summer ailments. Sold b^ chemifits throusnout theworld.and
the Maker. 113. Holbom Hill, Vie no lubttitute —TAdvt. I

HoUo'way's PiUg. These famous Pills purify the
blood, and act must enuthii Riy on the liver, stomach, bowelp,
and kidneys—the great main-springs of life. They are wonder-
fully efflracious in all ailments incidental to females. To the
emiftrant, traveller, soldier, and Eailorthey will be found invalu-
able iu the time of need.

^rabe ©t&js.

WAOES MOVEMENTS.
Oldham.—The painters of this town struck on

Monday, owing to the refusal of the employers to

accede to their demand for an increase of wages of

Jd. per hour.

Doulting Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of

the United Kingdom, given on applicatisn to

CHAELES TEASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Uminster, Somerset.

—[Adtt.]

McIACHLAN & SONS, 35, St- James's
street, S.W. Builders, DeconiU>rs, and House Painters.

Designs and Kstiraates.

General Repaira and Alterations Executed.
Experienced 'Worknieu always in readiness, and sent to

any part of the country;—[Advx.]

BATH STONE.
BOX GROUND,

THE BEST FOR ALL EXTERNAL USE.

CORSHAM DOWN
C.VXN0T HE SURPASSKD IN BEAUTY OF APPEAEANCE

FOll INTEKIOll WUIIK.

PICTOE & SONS, BOX, WILTS.
{See trade advt. on p. XXV.) [Advt.]

TENDERS.
•»• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the
accepted tender—it adds to the value of the information.

Addisgombe-poad.—For Wesleyan chapel and schools,

Addiscorabe-ioad. Mr. 1'. Boreliam, architect

:

—
HiggsandUiU £6,651)

Goodman 6,415

Wui-d 6,061

Sirgeant 6,748

Bowyer 6,744
SmithandSon 5,6S7

BelhamandCo 6,451 4
Morter 5,403

Steel Bros 5,390

Woodward 6,300

Marriage 5,y50

Sawyer 5,231

Betunal Gbhkk.—For rebuilding the Rose public-

house, SVest-atreet, Bethnal Green, for Messrs. iSmith,

Garrett and Co. Messrs. Hammack and Limbert, archi-

Sinilh, T. W. and Son £1,189
Cocks, J. and H 1,118

JohnsoD,J. H 993
Cubitt, "W.B fc95

BETIIN4I. Greek.—For alterations and additions to
shop. No. 123, Brick-lane, for Mr. P. Griggs. Mr. A.
Stanton Cook, 14, FurnivaPs Inn, E.G., aichitcet :

—
Wire, B., Bethnal Qieen (accepted) £318 11 8

Canxixo Town, E.—For the erection of timber fence,

across Crawford-street, for the West Uara local board ;
—

Norton and Son £75
Gentry, M 68 10
Smith and Soa 68
Horlock 63
Shaw 62
Cordoroy 46 16
Holloway (accepted^ 44 15

Cboccu Hill,— For erecting a Wesleyan Methodu-t
Chapel at Holly Park, Crouch Hill, N. Contracts Nos.
1, 2, 3, and 1. Mr. E. Hoole, architect ;

—
E-ttra for stone

facing.

S^annan fl5,lC0 Ml.
Yardley and Sons 12,285 £388
Higgs 11,300 55J
Burman 9,960 1,600

Smith, W 9,060 1,364

Crabb 7,761 584
Holloway 7,2l9 1,390

Lathey Bros, (accepted) ... 7,033 331

Deal.— For the supply of 1,000 tons of flints, for the

town council :

—

Foster (accepted) £250

Devon —For the erection of residence at Kingswear,
for Mr. N. Baker. Mr. R. Medley Fulford, A.H.I.B.A,,
Exeter, architect. Quantities by Mr. E. Crutchloe, 3a,

Poets' Comer, 8 W,, surveyor :—

.

Luscombe and Bon, E.xoter .., £4,075
Mathews, F., Babbaeombe ... 8,900

Stephens and Bastow,B.istol ... 3,864

Pillar, L. C, Dartmouth 3,840

Gibbard, Exeter 3,620

Ebdon, Exmouth 8,499

Oldrieve, Dartmouth 3,468

Foaden, Ashburton 3.433

Bouse, Torcjuay 3,210

Tapper, Bovey (accepted) 8,066

Doncaster. — For heating apparatus, Paory- place

Chapel, Doncaster. Messrs, Va.Ti-y and Walker, archi-

tects. Quantities by architects :—
Beaumont aud Dougill, Leeds .., £295 8
I^ngbottom, C, Doncaster 260
Goddard and Massey, Nottingham . 248 16

Bolton, J. H , Halifax 225

Lampen and Theedem, Wakefleld... 219

Eayner, J. W., Thome 215

Holden, R, W., Sheffield 214
Grossley, G. and Son, Doncaster ... 212 2 G
MpESanger and Co., Loughborough 2t0

Newton and Chambers, Thornclitfe. 205

Farr, 11, Doncaster 204 18

Truswell, W., Sheffidd 204 10

Galli and Co., Leeds 199 10

Nelson, J, and Sons, Leeds 199 10

Heaps and Robinson, IjCeds ... 195

Crabtree, Bros., Leeds 190 6 11

Taylor and Parsons, Bradford* .,. 173 10
•Accepted.

DoNCASTEE.—For repewing and alterations to Priory-

place Wesleyan Chapjl, Doncaster. Messrs. Parry and
Walker, Nottingham and Doncaster, architects. Qusn'.

titles by the architect :—
Johnson, W., Doncaster £2,395

Mason, W. and Sons, Leeds ... 2,231 14 7

Athrow Bros, and Gill, Doncaster 2,187

Mcggitt, Thome 2,008 16

Arnold, H., Doncaster 1,997

Anelay, W., Doncaster 1,990

Ilhngworth Bros., Bradford ... 1,880

Chadwiok and Co., Kotherham* ... 1,637
•Accepted.

DnRHAM CorxTV.—For the erection of board schools at

Felling, for the Ucworth school board :
—

Waddle, G., Edinburgh (accepted) £3,460 18
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THE AKCHITECTURAIi CONFEEENCE.

THE third Conference of Arcbitects, the
proceedings of which we fully chro-

nicle to-day, terminated yesterday. Quanti-
ties and competitions have again occupied
considerable attention, and our reports of

the discussions will be road with interest.

The discussion of the papers on quantities,

read on Saturday before the meeting pre-

sided over by Mr. Arthur Gates, occupied a
oonsiderable portion of Tuesday. Of course
old arguments and opinions were repeated,

and in the main the resolutions arrived at

follow very closely the recommendations of

the committee appointed to consider the
subject some time ago. The substance of

them is that quantities taken off by the
architect, or someone in his employ, should
be done with the concurrence of the client,

and that the charge should be made direct

to him, instead of through the contractor

;

that quantities should form part of the
contract, and that when applied for, con-
tractors may be furnished with dimensions.
That the surveyor should be invariably em-
ployed by the proprietor, or through his

architect, and that the surveyor should be
rather the servant of the proprietor than the
contraotoi' or architect, as he is too frequently
now, seems a very reasonable and wholesome
principle. It is no less desirable that the
architect should be free to supervise the
work of the surveyor, and, in fact,

that the latter should be under the con-
trol of the architect, who should be
furnished with a complete schedule of prices.

If the " bills " represent as they ought to do
the work to be done, it is obvious they
should not only form part of the contract,

but be taken out with the concurrence and
knowledge of the owner, who ought to pay
direct for them. That the builder should
have the responsibility thrown upon him of

checking the quantities at his own risk is an
unjust anomaly, and it is quite time the pro-
fession came to a few definite resolutions for

the general conduct of architects.

With respect to the question of competi-
tions, the lines laid down by the committee
appointed in March, 1880, have been
followed in the main, and the recommenda-
tions drawn up by the Council of the Insti-

tute, for the purpose of assisting the Town
Council of Glasgow in framing conditions,

have been adopted in their general features.

The afternoon sitting of Tuesday, under
Professor Kerr, nearly lapsed into inanition,

owing to the fewness of the members pre-
sent ; and the want of a plan of proceeding,
«n the heads of those points already discussed.
The chairman expressed his inability to read
the report, and the summary he gave of it

hardly satisfied those present. The discus-
sion, however, soon showed the general
feeling. Of the advantages of competitions,
if properly conducted, no one is doubtful

;

it was also clear that the opinion of those
present was in favour of the appointment of

a professional assessor, but whether he should
become the adviser throughout, to draw up
the instructions as well as to finally award
the premium, was not so evident. Many
thought the assessor shoiild be the adviser
throughout ; then there was the question of

getting promoters to agree to such an
arrangement; but the chief difficulty we
think in the matter is that suggested by Mr.
Thos. Porter—namely, that the adviser of

the committee on the matter of the instruc-

tions may not be the fit or proper person to

make a decision on the artistic merit of the

designs. In drawing up the conditions of a
competition, a local architect of, say, fifteen

years' practice, might be more competent to
advise the committee than a Fellow
of the Institute ; but it does not follow
that ho would be the best man to
decide upon the designs when sent in,

and this is a difficulty we think the
resolution come to hardly solves. Our ex-
perience proves that which must have been
apparent to competitors, that a man fully

qualified to give the committee excellent

advice as regards what they require and its

cost, may be unable to decide fairly between
one design and another. The possible pre-
dUeotions of the assessor for a certain

stylo is a point that was not fully dis-

cussed, nor the unfairness of appointing a
Gothicist to decide upon a set of Classic

drawings sufficiently recognised. But the
principle of making it binding upon a com-
mittee who thinks of inviting architects to

appoint a professional adviser or assessor,

one or more, is a good one which may
possibly have the practical result of limiting
competitions to works of some magnitude.
The evening discussion and resolutions

pretty well exhausted the subject. We be-
lieve the resolutions fairly represent the
opinion of the profession, and we are glad
the terms of some of them have been ampli-
fied and made less restrictive and arbitrary.

It would be a great mistake to make the
resolutions at the present stage definitive,

and we believe the more open the first resolu-

tion is left on the appointment of an
assessor, the more probable is it that it will

be acted upon. Eesolution 3 follows, and
the fourth resolution, that instead of pre-
miums small payments should be made to

remunerate the cost out of pocket of those
who compete, is only fair and just, and pro-
bably the submission of preliminary sketch-
designs previous to the final competition will

result naturally from this resolution being
carried out. The question of cost, as broached
by Mr. Dawson, is important ; but this may
be left an open question for the time. Every
case must be governed by its own circum-
stances, and we think architects may be
content to get the thin edge of the wedge
in, as any exacting or arbitrary rules would
be kicked at by the promoters of com-
petitions. Another very important reso-
lution was the ninth, referring to payment

;

and we think it is time the fortunate but
unemployed competitor should be remu-
nerated within a reasonable time. Alto-
gether the resolutions arrived at on Tuesday
night place the subject on a more compre-
hensible footing than it can be said to have
been on before, and it is some satisfaction

that the Conference did not separate with-
out giving some practical effect to their

opinions, asuo Institute committee-meeting,
however ably composed, can discuss and
define binding resolutions.

The programme of visits laid down was
carried out in a very complete way, but
with it few of those who attended were
quite satisfied ; and for what reason a
fourth-rate royal palace and four old City
churches were selected for the first day's
peregrinations it may bo hard to say.

Buckingham Palace has never been held
up as a model of palatial excellence, nor
of tasteful decoration. Compared with
Versailles or the Tuilleries, it may indeed be
regarded as the poorest royal residence in

Europe, as it could boast at the time of its

erection from Nash's design as being the
"cheapest," having been "built for one
sovereign (William IV.) and furnished for

another." As a view of the State apart-
ments is not easily obtainable, however, the
visit was a welcome one to many who had
never had the opportunity of inspecting the
palace, though it is unfortunate it was no
one's duty to conduct the party over the
building, or to give reliable iiiformation.

It was some little time before the

names of the rooms were given, by
a not very intelligent attendant, and
in the mean time the visitors had to wander
without a guide over many of the desolate
apartments. Buckingham Pulaco, it may
not be generally known, is a transformation
of a red-brick mansion built by the Duke
of Buckingham, on the site of Arlington
House, early in the 18th century; and the
present palace was commenced in 1825, by
Nash, for George IV., but was not used till

the accession of Her Majesty, when con-
siderable additions were made on the south
and east sides, and the late Mr. E. Blore was
commissioned to tack ob to the original

pseudo-Koman buUding of Nash, the present
eastern front of stucco in the Italian style.

These respective parts of the palace are dis-

cernible after passing through the arched
entrance into the quadrangle. But it was
to the interior that the visit was made.
There is little or nothing to attract notice
in the lower household rooms, except that
imitation Sienna marble paper and plaster
ornamentation, enriched with gold, play a
very conspicuous part in the embellish-
ment. Panelled wall-hangings, relieved
by pilasters and columns of the Ionic
and Corinthian orders, and ceilings

adorned with guilloche architraves and
gilded ornamentation , are prominent features
in most of these apartments, which are
generally low, and not well-lighted ; though
in the planning we meet with instances of
those playful interior effects of which Nash
has given evidence in some other works of
his. The lateral recesses adorned with
Corinthian columns in the Bow Library
facing the terrace front are examples of
skilful arrangement ; but the decorations
have so marred their effect, that we cannot
regard them as successful works in the style.

The entrance-hall and grand staircase are
spoilt by the decorations in a cheap, sham-
sumptuous style, and few of the visitors

will have failed to notice that the walls of
the latter, intended to appear as being
lined with marble veneer, are, in reality,

only painted imitations, in a taste which
distinguishes in a too-emphatic manner the
age in which they were executed. The
Carrara marble stairs, its gilded balus-
trading of scrollwork, and its balcony
landing, seem to be out of keeping with the
tawdry decoration and crude panelled wall-
surfaces, with their garish string of blue
and gold, and the tympana below the
glass lantern. The " Marble Hall," which
is really a sumptuous corridor, leads to the
staircase, and is probably the worst-lighted
hall of any palace in Europe. The Green
and Yellow Drawing-rooms are splendid
apartments; but the decorations are tawdry,
and the same general character may be said
to prevail throughout the State apartments,
including the Throne-room, the walls of
which are hung with crimson satin, relieved

by gold and rococo decoration. Probably
the visitors will remember with more inte-

rest the picture-gallery, with its choice col-

lection of pictures by D. Teniei-s, Rubens,
Snyders, Rembrandt, and other masters of
the Dutch, Flemish, and English schools

;

and the State Ball-room, a well-propor-
tioned apartment, with a massive coffered

ceiling in blue and gold, lighted by windows
round the upper part. The panels between,
filled with emblematic figure-subjects, are,

however, wretched attempts. The arched
recess, or dais, is boldly managed. This
room is on the south side, and is compara-
tively recent, it being from the design of

Mr. Pennethorne, while the decorations are

by Gruner. The columns are of scagliola.

Another part the architect will have noticed

is the roof to the picture-gallery, which is

narrow and long, and is entirely lighted
through the roof by a series of centre lights

and side ranges of domical glazed openings.
These three divisions are longitudinally

divided by pendent arches, in a more re-
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raarkable than architectural fashion ; but
the lighting seems to bo perfect.

The visits to the old churches, St. Ethel-
reda's, Ely Place ; St. Bartholomew the
Great ; St. Giles', Cripplegate ; and St.

Helen's, Bishopsgate- street, were no doubt
appreciated by many of those present, and
Mr. G. H. Birch threw some light upon the
past history of these venerable edifices. Yet
we doubt whether architects came prepared
to hear dry summaries of dates and registers

read to them even of such interesting old
fabrics, which have suffered more from
neglect and spoliation than from over-
zealcus restoration. St. Ethelreda and the
old priory church of St. Bartholomew the
Great, one in the perfected Middle-Pointed
style and the other in Norman, will long be
remembered by those who saw them as
unique examples in those styles. Of course,
the circular apse and ambulatory in the last

are interesting features, though the insertion
of two modem pillars in the centre must not
be overlooked. As Mr. Birch pointed out,
the similarity between this church and that
at Christchurch in Hants is noticeable. St.

Helen's (or St. Helena) Church is probably
known a g^eat deal less than its merits
deserve. The double naves, the fine Per-
pendicular arcade and roof, and particularly
the carved oak pulpit and monuments, make
it a remarkable instance of loth and 16th
century work, as it is almost replete as a
record or "historical document" of that
age.
The visit to the Law Courts was, perhaps,

the most noteworthy, as it certainly ought
to be the most memorable on the occasion,
especially since its architect has been just
elected to the Presidential chair of the Insti-
tute. Professor Street, R.A., himself met
the members of the Conference, and the very
numerous gathering, after inspecting the
drawings, formed a v«ry attentive audience
while Professor Street explained the gene-
ral plan of the building. He began
by saying he had prepared no less than
1 ,600 working drawings since the work com-
menced, a number which tells its own tale,

and probably very few architects would have
prepared so great a number. We can easily
understand the restrictions imposed by Mr.
Ayrton when Commissioner of Works ; and
it redounds to the architect's credit that he
should have stoutly opposed the higgling
policy of economy. Mr. Street was un-
yielding in his opinion on matters of design,
and some architects would do well to follow
his example in this respect. The first plan,
it appears, proposed twenty-four courts

;

but those were afterwards cut down to
eighteen courts, and now, we under-
stand, the additional accommodation is

to be provided elsewhere. The same
" economist " in art matters objected
to the central fleche, and endeavoured to
persuade the architect to adopt a glass roof
over the hall, but without avail. To the
first the architect yielded ; but he knew,
ultimately, that, in the end, with a change
of GoverDment, the original design might
be realised. Time has solved the difficulty,

and the fleche will take its intended place
on the roof of the central hall.

We have so often described the general
plan of the Courts of Justice, it is almost
needless to say the block visited by the
members of the Conference is the main one,
and forms, in fact, the central hall, with its

surrounding courts. The hall, which is

about 280ft. by 48ft., forms the central
kernel of the vast stmeturo which, in its

labyrinthine complexity, would have been
unintelligiblewithoutsome previous explana-
tion. There are two sets of corridors on
each side, one for the judges, forming the
outer line, and another the inner line of
communication opening into the courts for
the use of the bar. It is in the arrange-
ment of these corridors and their separate
entrances, so that the barristers should be

distinct from public interference, and the
public, or, as Mr. Street calls that section

which attend law-courts, the '

' dirty public,"

be provided with their own means of entrance
and accommodation, that so much ingenuity
and skilful planning has been shown. The
public have, for example, a corridor pro-
vided for them above the bar corridor, and
this is approached by the large octagon
turret staircases on the Strand front. The
judges have their own entrances at the sides

and in Carey- street, and their rooms occupy
the outer range of rooms on the principal

floors. There are eighteen courts, chiefly

arranged on each side of the hall, and
symmetrical. Alternately with the courts,

which are generally about 35ft. by 32ft., are
the areas for light, while handsome circular

staircases form pleasing features between
them. Professor Street said there were no
two courts alike, and we find the roofs vary
in almost every case. Ventilation has been
carried out by Mr. Haden, though the
system has been much simplified, and the
cost curtailed by some thousand of pounds
under the architect's control. The warm-
ing is provided for in the crypt under hall,

and the system is partly hot-water and
partly steam, the latter being chiefly used in

the extraction shaftsbetween the courts. The
peregrination of the building took some time.

Ascending to the judges' corridors forming
the outer side, the bold ribbed ceiling, and
the traceried windows which admit light

between the courts were noticed. The very
pleasing though heavy timbering of some of

the oak roofs of the coiu'ts drew divided
opinions ; but there is one prevailing point
which, no doubt, struck many visitors : the
imstinted use of material in every part, and
the unbounded wealth of detail. Many took
exception to the interrupted roofs, the want
of unity in the main elevations, and the
lumpiness of the details. The open gallery

at end of quadrangle, and the south
bar, which has been decorated in poly-
chromy, were passed through, after which
the central hall was minutely examined.
This will be a fine hall of nine bays, about
25ft. each, and these wUl be pierced by lofty

traceried side-windows, except in one bay,
where the roof is ribbed to carry the fleche.

The decorations have been done partly by
Mr. Bell, and Messrs. Jackson and Graham,
and also by the contractors, Messrs. Bull,

whose work has been carried out in a man-
ner worthy of the national character of the
building. Professor Street spoke in high
terms of the work of Mr. Margetson, the
carver.

The new Consumption Hospital, Bromp-
ton, was visited on Wednesday by a large
number, and the visitors were conducted
over the building by Mr. Matthew Wyatt,
P.R.I.B.A. The lecture-hall was full of

plans and details of the building, and the
principal points of interest were examined
personally. The new hospital, commenced
by the late Mr. T. H. Wyatt, faces the old
one in the south side of the Fulham-road,
and is an addition to it, being connected by
a tunnel under the roadway, so that both
can be placed under the same manage-
ment. The plan comprises two wings,
connected by a front block, the centre
of which and the former being em-
phasised by projections. On the base-
ment are located the store - room,
housekeepers' apartments, Turkish bath,
compressed-air bath, servants' hall, &o.,

connected by the food and passenger lifts

with the upper stories. On the ground-floor,
the principal centre entrance leads to aa in-

ner hall and terrace crossing, which is in the
centre of the longitudinal corridor from end
to end, well lighted, communicating with the
cross wings at ends. This floor is devoted to
out-patients and dispensing ; at the north-
east end of wing is a dispensary with hatches
for the supply of medicines. In the front
block are placed the physicians' rooms, bed-

rooms, &c., for resident ofiicers. At the
rear-end of west wing is a lecture-hall or
theatre, 54ft. by 38ft., with two rows of
Roman Doric pillars, encasing iron columns

;

at one end is a gallery, and at the other a
stage for performances.
The mezzanine contains accommodation

for the nurses. On the first, second, and
third floors are placed the wards, facing
south and west, so arranged by front cor-
ridors on the north and east sides as to be
free from the noise of the street, and con-
tain from three to eight beds. The main
front corridors are 1 Oft. wide. In the centre
of each floor is a dining-room, and a special
one-bedded ward is provided on each floor.

The bath-rooms and lavatories are on the
front block, and the nurses' room has com-
plete supervision of each floor. In small
annexes to the wings are placed w.c.'s, slop-

sinks for each story, and in the rear other
similar projections are used for a like pur-
pose, while circular stone stair turrefte in
case of fire and for workmen, are here found.
The kitchen is at the topin centre of building,
served with lifts, and is well ventilated and
fitted with gas-ovens, hot-plate, boilers,

&c. ; the passages have cement floors.

The warming is a combination of open
fires by Barnard, Bishop and Co.'s slow-
combustion grates, and hot water on
the low-pressure system. Fresh air is ad-
mitted through valves, and can be warmed
or not ; and flues for extraction are
shown to all the wards, waiting-rooms, &c.

,

leading into horizontal ashlar flnes, lathed
and plastered inside with Keen's cement, and
these enter four octagonal turrets, in which
steam-coils are placed. Messrs. Easton
and Anderson have fitted up the lifts,

worked by water pressure from a wrought-
iron plate tank of 6,100 gallons, placed with
its bottom 80ft. above the basement. The
iron cage, which was tried by several visitors,

is a large one, about 7ft. by 5ft. 4in., and
will be used for passengers and other pur-
poses. It will carry a maximum load of

1,2001b. at a slow speed. We may add the
well for receiving the ram cylinder is sunk
80ft. below the basement, and in consequence
of the water found, iron cylinders were used
to tube through the "quick" stratum. Ar-
chitecturally there is little interiorly ; Keene's
cement has been used in the columns, arches,

and plaster walls ; Burke's mosaic pavement
in the halls ; the windows of wards, dining-
rooms, corridors, are double hung, with a fan

light, hinged at the bottom and regulated by
Elsley's fastenings. Externally the build-

ing is faced with Suffolk red bricks, moulded
architraves, with strings and plinth sUls,

and cornices of terra-cotta. The chief

architectural relief of the principal facade

is the entrance and the flat bay windows
above, which form central features, and are

executed in Ancaster stone. The front is

flatly treated with pilasters, curved gables

;

the octagon turrets well breaking the masses,

and adding much to the effect ; the style

adopted is Renaissance, but handled with

some freedom. Messrs. Higgs and HUl, of

South Lambeth, are the contractors.

EXHIBITION OP PICTURES AT THE
ROYAL ACADEMY—II.

ONE of the finest pictures of the year is

Mr. Alma-Tadema's " Sappho," No.
269. It is a supremely excellent perform-

ance of this great master, perfect in concep-

tion and execution. It is rather a pity that

the title is so short. Some explanation of

the subject wouldhaveincreased the pleasure

of those who are not well acquainted with

what is known about Sappho and her con-

nection with Alcseus. The scene before us

represents an imaginary meeting of the two
great leaders of the JEolic school of lyric

poetry. It takes place in a beautiful marble

alcove overlooking the .aSgean Sea—with

seats on which the poetess' pupils recline.
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listening, with their lovely mistress, to the
stirring notes of the rival master. Sappho
herself, violet-crowned (as she is called in

an extant fragment of Alcious—" violet-

crowned, pure, sweetly-smiling Sappho "), is

seated at a desk ia advance of the other
seats ; Alcajus sitting in front, playing upon
a beautiful lute inlaid with iridescent mother
of pearl. The drawing of the liands, as his

fingers touch the strings, is truly admir-
able; every detail is faultless. The posses-

sion of this delightful picture will,

indeed, bo " a joy for ever." Mr. F.
Goodall's principal contributions are two
eastern scenes. " The Eoad to Mecca"
fNo. 42), and "The Return from Mecca"
(No. 50). In the former we see the devout
servant of the Prophet, in the boundless
desert, having alighted to say his evening
prayer, his patient camel standing at his

back, the dangers of the pilgrimage being
suggested by the half-buried bones that
lie in the thirsty sand. The scene is

full of joy and refreshment. "Lightly
Slumbering" (No. 70), by G. Smith, is a
pretty cottage scene painted with care.

Mr. W. Logsdale's " Views of Flemish
Architecture and Life " are worthy of high
praise. Nothing could well be better of its

kind than No. 25, "St. Anne's Almshouses
at Antwerp." The courtyard is the portion
represented, the buildings being partly of

stone and partly of brick. Before one of

the doors sits a decrepit old woman, while
the younger women are following their

various callings. There are flowers in pots
and the usual complement of brass and
capper pans and vessels, such as Teniers and
G. Dow loved to paint. The same artist has
two other views in Antwerp, equally well
painted. Mr. W. Q. Orchardson has but
one picture this year, but one of ex-
ceptional power and value (No. 142.)

It is a portrait of Mrs. Winchester Clowes.
Subject and artist are alike to be congratu-
lated upon this admirable portrait. She is

dressed in white, sitting in side-view. The
back ground is tapestry lightly sketched in.

Notwithstanding the richness of colour and
technical skill in representing gorgeous
dress and jewelry we do not much like Sir

John Gilbert's " Fair St. George," No.
149. In a woody landscape St. George,
clad in silver armour, stands to the left of

the picture, having vanquished the dragon.
He has told the Princess to bind her girdle

about the raonst3r's neck and not to be
afeared. The dragon followed as if it had
been a meke beeste and debonayre, and
she led him into the city. No. 81, by S.

E. AValler, represents a sorry "Success."
The young gentleman is having a cloak
thrown over him as he is about to enter a
handsome velvet-lined chariot drawn by four

horses, to carry him off as quickly as possible

from the scene of his triumph, where his

opponent, in a duel, lies dead upon the
turf. The conflict has taken place in the

grounds of a fine old English mansion. Mr.
T. Schafer is not very successful in his

attempt to translate to canvas a part of the
"Story of Niobe," No. 83. One other
daughters lies dead, pierced by the arrow of

Latona's daughter. The others are looking
on with dread of a similar fate soon to over-
take them. It wants a much stronger hand
to imagine and draw so tragic a subject.

There is much to admire in Mr. E. Blair
Leighton's elaborate picture " Un Gage
d'Amor," No. 1265. A handsome young
woman is shown decoratingher partinglover's
helmet with a red velvet scarf, thinking alike

of her love and her fear for the perils which
he will have to undergo. Music-book and
mandoline, scattered on the ground, show
how the happy hours last spent have gone.
The knight, meanwhile, looks on with kindly
interest as she finishes her work. The paint-
ing of the armour and brocade is excellent.

In a different way, there is, not far off, a
piece of very careful and elaborate painting,

by Mr. John G. Naish (No. 1352), " Boul-
ders at Rest," a coast scene, of rocks richly
covered with lichen?. No. 1383, " An Un-
promising Pupil," by J. D. Watson, recalls

the manner of P. de Hoogho. The subject
is "A Riding-school of the 17th Century,"
where a lubberly Dutch lad is being in-

structed in the art of horsemanship, to the
great amusement of his friends, who are
looking on. The figure of the riding-master,
who is giving the lesson, is very good. By
H. W. B. Davis we have perfect representa-
tions of calm, quiet evening (No. 1416),
" The Evening Star," and of "Bright Sum-
mer Noon" (No.263). They are both charm-
ing, alike for the admirable painting of the
landscapes and the cattle ; the foreground
of the sunny landscape, with its flowers

and grasses, is delightful. No. 252, "Author
and Critics," by H. Stacy Marks, is full of

humour, capitally told. An author reads
his manuscript with much self-satisfaction

and energy to two friends, one of whom is

smoking and bearing the infliction] with
stoical patience and little attention

;

not so his more lively companion,
who seems to be saying to himself,
"Is it possible that he could write such
stuff as that ?" He is twisting his moustache
as he smiles at his friend's performance.
Both of the paintings by Mr. J. R. Herbert,
Nos. 259, 299, have a sober religious effect,

but the drawing of the figures, especially of
the Virgin Mother in the former is strangely
incorrect. No. 322, " Galileo before the
Inquisition," by Alfred H. Tourrier, gives a
good idea of one of the most unpleasant
incidents of history. The old philosopher, in

h's 71st year, kneels before the Holy
Tribunal, and for fear of torture, makes the
degrading recantation, denying the great
fact that the Sun was the fixed centre round
which the earth and other planets revolve.
" Ihe Ferry," No. 1407, by Robert W.
Macbeth, is an important work. We cannot,
however, admire the careless way in which
the water is indicated ; at any distance likely

to be got in a room it resembles thick chalk
in a semi-liquid state. The figures are well
grouped, on the left side three country girls

looking on as a roving fiddler, who is

accompanied by his wife and family, is

tuning his violin ; in the front are some
boys fishing as the ferry-boat crosses the
river. "The Song of Miriam," No. 1413,
is on a larger scale than the usual work of
Mr. W. Gale. It is not one of his most
successfulefforts. No. 1590isahighly finished
interior of a philosopher's study, who is

seated at a desk in no very amiable humour,
just subscribing "your most obedient ser-
vant " to a letter he has been writing, pro-
bably to some rival savant, who does not
agree with him in opinion. " Trafalgar Ee-
fought," No. 1412, is a correct and well-
finished picture of an English fleet, when
our ships were "hearts of oak." An old salt

on board one of them is pointing out to a
youngster how the victory was won. Mr.
J. B. Burgess' most important contribution
to the exhibition is No. 29, "The Genius of
the Family." It represents a little cropped-
haired boy sitting upon the counter of a
Spanish crockery-shop, playing a guitar
before an admiring audience of all sorts.

There is the parish priest, actively ap-
plauding the boy's performance ; some of
the peasants, the leader of the church band,
attentively listening, a fine lady and her
daughter, as well as his own family. All
round the shop there hang the various
coloured earthenware utensils, still very like

the Hispano-Moorish pottery, which , when
transplanted to Italy, caused the production
of Majolica, the finest pottery produced
since the best Greek period. Every detail
of this interesting, and, upon the whole,
satisfactory picture will repay the attention.
We would especially notice the painting of

the old musical gentleman's black velvet
coat with silk stripes. It could scarcely be

surpassed for accuracy of hue and texture.

C. E. Perugini's rather sensational picture

of " The Loom," would be more valuable if

it had been better drawn. " Milk for tho
Calves," by Tom Lloyd, No. 20, is a bright,

sunny bit of country life. Of the three

landscapes by Peter Graham the most inter-

esting is No. 55, " A Mountain Road," a
grand stretch of Highland scenety, the hills

partly shrouded in mist, a herd of rough
Scotch cattle being driven down the rugged
mountain road, between heath and long
green grass, tho half-hidden sunlight fleck-

ing the turf in patches as bright as emerald.
Mr. R. Halswelle even surpasses the fine

Thames views of last year. No. 154,
" The Silvery Thames," is one of those
beautiful views which the Thames abounds
in. Over the low banks you catch a sight

of rich, far-stretching pasture with herds
feeding. In front is spread, upon reed-set

water, a very carpet of water lilies in full

bloom. No. 974, " Fenland," is a still

more important and equally well painted
landscape. The effect of the lurid sky
reflected on the water greatly enhances
the charm of the scene. Life is also

thrown into it by a flight of plovers over
their favourite spot. Mr. Henry Moore has
seldom sent anything so perfectly delightful

as the fine fresh open sea in mid-channel.
No. 1006 is a careful and well-drawn study
of a nude female. The artist has kindly put
the right quantities over the title, TrbTcrna

—

to prevent the unlearned from mispro-
nouncing it. "A Pious Fraud" (No. 973)
is another of the comical subjects that

Federigo Andreotti delights to paint, and
in which he usually succeeds. The place is

a wine-cellar of a monastery with big butts,

dusty bottles, and the usual contents and
paraphernalia. While the head butler has
fallen asleep with the fatigues of bottling

and the potations he has indulged in, his

mates are diluting his favourite flask with
water, or some other liquid than wine, to the
great delight of some of the monks who are
hiding behind the casks to watch the fun.
'

' The Funeral Rites of a Mummy on the
Nile," by F. A. Bridgman, will please

the archisologist more than the ordinary
spectator. It is a not unsuccessful attempt
to illustrate some of the ancient customs of

the earliest civilised people that we have
certain records of. It requires a third of a
page in the catalogue, to explain the mean-
ing of the various parts. The memory of

the discomforts of last winter is vividly

recalled by No. 937, "Adrift," by J.

M'Intyre. It is a simple incident of a
young girl, who, in pursuit of her umbrella,

which had escaped in a gust of wind, has
got up to her neek in a snow-drift, the

truant umbrella being just a foot or two out
of her reach. There is not much in it, but
what there is is natural and well done.

GENERAL CONFERENCE OF ARCHI-
TECTS.

THE sixth General Conference of Architects,

held under the auspices of the Royal
Institute of British Architects, has taken place in

London during the past we«k. The first of

these conferences took place in 1871, and they
were held at first each year, and then biennially,

till the fifth conference in 1878, when it was
decided to make them triennial.

FRIDAY.
The proceedings were opened on Friday

evening, by a reception, at the rooms of the

Institute in Conduit-street, by the President

and Council. About eighty members and
visitors were present during the evening. At
8.30, tho President (Mr. John Whichoobd,
F.S.A.) delivered an

OPBNEfG ADDEESS,

in which he admitted that the programme for the

present Conference was neither new nor attrac-

tive, being much the same, though in a more con-
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centrated form, as that presented at the first

Conforenco, ten years ago, when papers on
"Taking Out QoantitiesandMeasuringWorks"
and the " Commercial Aspect of Architectural
Competitions," were read by Mr. John Hebb
and Professor Kerr respectively. Both these
questions were now better understood by the
profession and the public than was the case in

1S71. He called attention, in reference to the
former question, to the resolution recently
passed by the Council of the Institute in
reference to the alleged practice of a few
architects and quantity surveyors—"a practice
whereby an architect without doing a stroke of

the work, or accepting one iota of the responsi-
bility, received a share of the commission paid to

the quantity surveyor, who, in the interest of
their common employer, took out the quanti-
ties." The President proceeded to say : On
the question of competitions our difficulty

does not lie in recommending equitable condi-
tions ; the point is how to get such equitable
conditions adopted, and then equitably carried
out, and further, how, when the conditions
of a competition are not equitable, you are to
restrain colleagues, especially the younger men,
from ignoring their own interests no less than
those of the profession to which they belong.
Whatever may ultimately be resolved upon in
this competition question,—after the Institute
Committoe on Competitions have finally re-
ported and the Council have discussed the
report—^whatever professional combination may
be found, I trust that the bad aspect of modern
unionism may be kept steadily in view, so that
•we may always know what to avoid. At the
same time I admit that some sort of agreement
must necessarily be made and adhered to,

—

sach agreement to form a basis for the conduct
of those whose interests induce them to take
part in this now recognised and systematic
lottery. Perhaps it will assist the discussion of
this subject and save some heartburning and loss

of hard cash if I give you the outlines of a
. scheme of architectural competition which,
within the last week or so, has been devised
in order to obtain a variety of designs for a
building proposed to be erected in London at an
outlay of, possibly, a quarter of a million

sterling. In order that you may understand the
position, I must tell you that the proposed
building is to bo erected upon a sito already
covered with the foundation and basement
walls of a huge structure, the construction of

which was stopped a few years ago for

want of funds. The site, together with
the partially executed buUdings upon it, have
been acquired by a group of well-known and
experienced speculators, who, with or without
professional ai-sistance, have drawn up the con-
ditions of a limited architectural competition,

sn9h as, I think, are unparalleled in the annals of
architectural competition. First they send a
lithogpraphed plan of the site, showing the
foondations existing upon it, and though they
believe the measurements of the walls, &o., on
the site are strictly accurate, the competitor is

advised to carefully survey it, for these founda-
tions are to be utilised. As to the general
character of the building to be designed, the
competitor is left free to carry out his own ideas,

provided above all things that the internal
arrangements conform to those of the best
similar buildings in this country, or on the Con-
tinent, or in the United States. The plans,
sections and elevations are to be drawn to a
uniform scale of l-8th of an inch to a foot

(unless 1 -12th of an inch bo preferred by the
oompetitor) with the leading dimensions figured.
There are to be elevations of the principal
fronts, longitudinal and transverse sections, with
a plan of each floor. Eich set of designs is to

be delivered on or before the 20th of nextmonth

;

the architects invited to prepare them are some
half-dozen men of experience and position, my-
self being one of the number, and this is how
we are to be remunerated. A sum of £150 wHl
be paid to each competitor '

' towards the out-
of-pocket expenses," and "the designs and
plans will become the property of the pro-
prietors, who are not to bo bound to adopt any
of them." Now, gentlemen, when I was
honoured with an invitation to join in this com-
petition—it being nearly twenty years since I
have bet-n a competitor m an architectural com-
petition—I wrote for further information, and
lu term? of which the following are extracts :

—

" 1. I premune that the >ix or seven architijctii selected
to compete are aU Fellows of the Bojral Institute of

British Architects, or, at all events, of admitted position
in the profession. I think the names »huu!d be disclosed,
that each may form his own judgnieuton this point.
" 2. The sum olTered to each competitor towards the

cost of his drawing is a satisfactory feature, but it is

palpable that the only real prize to an arcliitect of stand-
ing would be the ultimate employment to carry out the
work, which is one of great madrnitude and cost. For this
reason the proprietors should bind themselves to employ
tlie architect whose plans are selected, upon the usual
terms of professional remuneration.
" 3. A professional assessor should be appointed by the

proprietors, and his award as to the merits of the several de-
signs should be iiiial. It is hardly probable that the proprie-
tors themselvfc-s are quaUhed to interpret the retinemeut
of architectural design, or to deal with tbe reputation of
six or seven leading architects. At all events, I think
that the competitois should be informed who will be their
judges.
"4. I do not find in the instructions any allusions to

the outlay contemplated upon the building, or any limit
as to height and number of rooms. I presume these are
points purposely omitted."

The answers I obtained to the foregoing
questions were not satisfactory ; indeed, they
were ludicrously the reverse. I was infonned
that the proprietors would exercise their own
judgment in the selection, that they would be
influenced in that judgment, '

' in favour of a plain
building giving the largest number of lettable

rooms," and that it was "the object of the pro-
prietors to have a buUding which would secure
the best commercial results." Observe, gentle-
men, this is not an instance in which an attempt
is made to evoke the latent genius of some
heaven-bom architect, to call up from obscurity
some patient, unknown and struggling artist,

who shall produce a monument that may
hereafter be regarded as a certain mark in the
varying records of architectural history. This
is a plain business transaction, proposed by men
of an eminently business character, to six or
seven members of a profession supposed to be
willing at all times to sacrifice its time, its

talent, its hard-earned money, if not its good
name, in a blind race for a small bag of
sovereigns. The six sets of plans for a build-

ing which will cost at least £230,000
will be acquired by the proprietors for the
sum of £900, and from these six sets—the
work of architects of standing and experience

—

some clever schemer of plans will be enabled to
produce a final design possessing the highest
commercial advantages which, probably, a con-
tractor may be employed to execute—-at all

events, no assurance has been given that it will

not be so. If there be any one present who has
responded to the invitation to compete, on such
terms as I have described, for such a building as

the one I allude to, I trust that he will refuse to

assist in bringing discredit upon his calling as

an artist and a man of science. I need hardly
add that, after eliciting the information I have
communicated, and making a final attempt to

get the conditions altered for the good of my
colleagues, I declined to join the competition.
You will, at the sixth meeting of this conference,
have an opportunity to hear and discuss the
opinions of two gentlemen practically occupied
in the art of mural decoration, a subject which
at the last conference, was ably treated

by Mr. Armitage, the well-known Eoyal
Academician and professor of painting. I

could have wished that William B urges had
been alive to join in the discussion, or that our
rooms might have been adorned on the occasion
with his beautiful designs for mural decoration.

The thought displayed in every scheme of wall
covering invented or adapted by Surges has
always seemed to me to place him high in the
ranks of those architects whose practice is con-
cerned with this interesting branch of architec •

ture. Having described the arrangements made
for visits to buildings to be made during the
Conference, the President added : There is one
subject of dis'iussion which, at our first Confer-
ence, occupied a prominent place in the pro-
gramme—a subject which has since that time
been frequently discussed within these walls

—

but which does not appear in the agenda of

business prepared for your present consideration.

I refer to the subject of Obligatory Examination
for Membership. That, as far as we are con-
cerned, is now settled, and such being the case,

perhaps I may recapitulate one or two facts con-
nected with the dSscussion of this important
matter during the course of my presidentship.
In my first presidential address I treated at

some length of the possibility and desirability of

preparing for the execution of that by-law
(passed in 1877) whereby "all gentlemen
engaged in the study or practice of civil

architecture, before presenting themselves for

election as Associates, shall after May, 1882,

be required to pass an examination before their
election, according to a standard to be fixed
from time to time by the Council." Well, we
have fixed the standard for 1882, and in March
next the first Obligatory ILtamination for
membership will take place under the superin-
tendence of a Board of Examiners composed of
the President, Vice-Presidents, the Honorary
Secretary, and seven Fellows. The regulations
and programme containing the slight amend-
ments passed at the business meeting summoned
to discuss them, are now printed, together with
extracts from the Charter and by-laws, the
forms of declaration and nomination, and the
ne<v rules for the award of the Ashpitel Prize,
so that in this publication may be found full

particulars of the course to be pursued by
students and others for adimssion to the Insti-

tute as Associates. Our object is to direct the
attention of professional men, both members
and non-members, to the kiud of test we pro-
pose to apply to young men desirous of earning
the honour as well as the advantage of the
associateship. And pray observe, gentlemen, I

.

am using no mere form of words. At the present

'

moment every member of the Institute who has
received a certificate of proficiency in the
Voluntary Examination is distinguished in our
published roll by a special mark ; and hereafter

every Associate who enters by examination will

be similarly distinguished. A time will come no
doubt when such a mode of distinction may be
unnecessary, when most of those who joined
under the original rules will sleep the sleep of

the just, and the great mass of members will

have entered by examination. But for the
remainder of this century I may fairly predict

that new associates, by examination, will be dis-

tinguished, in the roll of members, from their

older colleagues. This is what I want gentle-

men, who have come here to night from the
provincial centres, to tell their pupils. I should
like to be assured that, under the fostering

advice and direction of architectural societies,

students were preparing for the course laid

down in this publication to which I have
alluded ; to know that in Glasgow, Manchester,
Liverpool, Leeds, Leicester, Binningham,
Sheffield, Edinburgh, there were small groups
of young men who look to the Royal In-
stitute to confirm by examination the train-

ing they have received under the gtudance
of their local societies. But I fancy that
some of you are saying of this obliga-
tory examination, "Oh! it is only half

an examination, only intended for Asso-
ciates, and if yoimg men will wait a few
years they wUl be able to enter, full-fledged,

as Fellows." It is, therefore, but justice to

those who think so that I should disabuse their

minds of an undoubted error. Tou may have
observed that lately a very large accession of

new members has taken place, and at present
about a hundred others are waiting to be
admitted as Associates. But comparatively few
gentlemen are recommended by the Council for

admission as Fellows. The applications, how-
ever, are numerous, and if the Council did not
oppose every reasonable obstacle to candidates,

a large number of new Fellows would be
admitted, and would have been admitted during
the last year. My opinion is that before the

close of 1882 the Council will recommend to the

Institute an addition to the by-law referring to

the Obligatory Examination of Candidates for

Associateship. They will recommend that no
gentleman shall be admitted a Fellow until he
has passed a certain number of years in the

ranks of the Associates—at least, that is my
conviction and my wish. Meanwhile, gentle-

men, enough has been done and is beiog done
to prove the earnestness of our endeavours,

within the Institute, to advance the interests

not of the corporate body alone, but of the whole
profession of British Architects throughout the

world.

Mr. G. E. Stebet, R.A., proposed a cordial

vote of thanks to the President for his address,

remarldng that in its brevity he had set an ex-

cellent example for the proceedings of that Con-
ference. Amongst the subjects he had brought

before them came first the comparatively un-
interesting subject of quantities. It was not a

question in which the present speaker was
personally concerned, but he trusted the result of

the discussions upon it would be to lead the way
to some more regular mode of settlement between

client and architect as to these charges. His

experience had been that there was no fixed rule
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either as to the quantities or their payment. Some
surveyors got out these quantities very fully,

others just as loosely, and there was in a great

many bills an astonishing charge for litho-

grajihy. Every charge should be as moderate

as possible, and there should be no endeavour

to go much into detail. Ho was much more in-

terested in the matter of architectural competi-

tions, as to which ho last year presented a
memorial, to which were appended an astonish-

ing number of signatures, asking for the ap-

pointment of a professional referee in all com-
petitions. He thought the Conference should

try to arrange some rules wliich could be ac-

cepted both by those who compctod and by the

public. Tlie danger was that if these rules

were strict, many young architects would decline

to join the Institute, because they would be
debarred from entering its competitions, and the

outside public who arranged competitions would
ignore them. Although he was not, and had
never been, a competing architect, he should be
sorry to stand in the way of those young men
who were anxious to make their way in the

world in this manner. The instance quoted by
the President was certainly one of the most
monstrous specimens of an unfair competition

he had heard of ; but ho thought that competi-
tions were not so numerous nor so objectionable

as was the case ten years ago, and probably the
abuse had worked out its own remedy.
The programme of visits was an interesting

one, and the afternoon at Mr. Aitchison's

house for the President of the Royal
Academy was one they would especially look
forward to. The subject to be brought forward
on the last day of the Conference, that of mural
decoration, was one of great interest. Mr.
Street explained the scheme just adopted by
the Academy, with the sanction of H.M. the
Queen, for encouraging the practice of mural
decoration, and mentioned that he had, on
behalf of his brother-architects, undertaken to

seek to find suitable buildings upon which
selected young architectural students could be
employed in mural decoration at the expense of

the Academy for a twelvemonth. Any system
of architectural ex.aminatiou, siich as that which
had just been settled by the Institute involved
the more careful education of the architectural
student, and therefore must have the sympathy
of all members of the profession. His principal

objection to the new scheme was that it hardly
went far enough, but he understood that it

would be made more operative as time went on

.

Having given an epitome of the new scheme of

the Academy, by which it is proposed to
increase the inducements offered to architectural
students to study and remain longer at school,

(which we mentioned last week on p. 509), Mr.
Street concluded by formally moving the vote of
thanks to the President.

Mr. Horace Jones seconded the motion, which
was subsequently carried with applause, re-
marking that on the question of architectural
examinations he differed diametrically, but he
hoped not discourteously, from his dear friend
Mr. Street. He had read in Hindu history that
when the god Vishnu first obtained the upper
hand in heaven, he called to him his old friend
and chief counsellor Brahma, and asked what
they were to do with the great multitude of
good and bad men whom he saw outside heaven.
Brahma replied that if they opened the door
only just a little bit, only the great and good
men would come in, but he advised that they
should open it wide and all the people would
come up, and as the crowd got up towards
the gate they shoiUd gradually close the door,
so that only the best men would get in. The
former he thought was Mr. Street's plan ; the
latter his own.

SATURDAY.
QUAKimES.

The business of the Conference practically
commenced this morning with a discussion on
" quantities." Mr. AnrntrE Gates occupied the
chair, and introduced the subject by some pre-
fatory remarks in which he mentioned that the
question was first brought before the Institute
at the Conference just ten years since, by the
late Mr. T. H. Wyatt, the President of the In-
stitute, who recommended that the surveyor be
made the agent of the employer, that the bill of
quantities be made a part of the contract, the
builder being only responsible for the actual
work shown on this bill. A committee was sub-
sequently appointed to consider the matter, and

they reported that quantities ought to form a
basis of the contract, and that if this were done
the London practice of appointing two quantity
surveyors, one representing the architect and the
other the builders tendering, would bo uimeces-
sary ; they added that to incorporate the
quantities in tbo contract was especially

desirable where, as in the provinces, the archi-

tect took them out himself. This report was
referred back to the committee ; but they could
suggest no modification, and in June, 1871, tho

Council stated that they considered that the

principal suggestions, those as to the incor-

poration of quantities in the contract, were so

novel, and so much at variance with the existing

practice, that they could not advise the adoption
of the report. The report was ultimately re-

ceived, but nothing further was done till May,
1879, when Mr. Hbneyman, of Glasgow, read
a paper advocating the adoption of the Glasgow
system, by which tenders are invited on some-
what speculative or approximate bUls of quaa-
tities—the work as executed being measured up
when finished. On April 12, 1880, Mr. C. G.
Saunders read before the Institution of Surveyors
a paper on " Quantities and Quantity Practice,"

and in the discussion which followed, the Chair-
man said ho submitted for consideration the
following series of propositions, which had been
styled :

—

" TlIK auRVEYOH's DECALOGUE "

1. That when tenders are required from a number of
builders for the erection of a building, it is essential tliat

bills of quantities should be prepared in order that each
of tlieni may make his tender on identically the same
basis.

2. That, in the absence of special instructions to the
contrary, it is the duty of the architect to make the
necessary arrangements for the providing of such bills of
quantities.

3. That, for this purpose, the architect is the agent of
his client, and the client is bound by his acts, whether
cognisant or not of them, or of the custom.

4. That, until a tender is accepted, the client is liable
to the surveyor, so appointed by the architect, for the
amount of his commission and the expenses incurred.

5. That, on the acceptance of a bond-fide tender, the
liability to the surveyor shifts from the client to the
builder ; the surveyor accepts the builder as responsible
to him, and his right of claim against the client ceases.

6. That, if the work is abandoned before a tender is

accepted, and contract entered into, the client pays the
surveyor ; if after, the accepted builder pays, and has his
remedy ii gainst the client.

7. That, as a matter of convenience, it is tho custom
that the architect should include, and it is an obligation
on the architect so to include in his first certificate, such
reasonable charges and expenses of the surveyor ; but
the liability of the builder is not affected by this practice,
and commences immediately on the acceptance of his
tender.

8. That a surveyor employed directly and solely by the
builder, without the intervention or coacurrence of the
architect, has no claim against the client, and must look
for payment to those who employed him, and on whose
instructions he acted.

9. That there are circumstances under which an
architect may make himself personally liable to a sur-
veyor, but they are of infrequent occurrence, and are
not likely to arise with architects of any standing or re-
pute.

10. That the surveyor is liable to the builder for proved
inaccuiacies or deficiences in the quantities, and it is an
obligation on him to prepare his quantities with the ut-
most care and accuracy, that the client may not suffer by
excess, or the builder by want therein, and to fulfil his
important duties with the strictest honour and integi'ity.

Having referred to a case of an architect

who was shown to have taken a share of the
quantity surveyor's commission, the Chairman
suggested that the discussion might range
tmder the following heads:— 1. Is it desirable

or expedient that architects should themselves,

or by some person in their employ, supply
quantities for works to be executed under their

direction ? 2. 1 f tho quantities are supplied by
the architect, or some person in his employ,
should they not form part of the contract? 3.

In the like circumstances, should not payment
for the quantities be made by tho client direct ?

4. Is it not the duty of the person who takes

out tho quantities to supply to the builder, at

his request, and at his cost for copying, a certi-

fied copy of the dimensions on which the bills

are based ? 5. Is it not an obligation on tho
architect to include the amount of the surveyor's
charges and expenses in the first certificate he
gives to the builder ?

Mr. Sidney Young read a paper on " The
Relative Responsibilities of Architect and
Surveyor in Relation to Quantities." It was
essential to every contract that there should be
two parties to it, namely, the party agreeing
and the party agreed with. In the subject

under notice, the surveyor was one of those
parties. Who is the other? It is either' the
building- owner or the builder, but it cannot bo
both at the same time, and there were cases in

which it may be either one or the other. The

well-known cases of Moon v. The Guardians
of Witney Union was a type of case in which
the building-owner, by his default in failing

to accept a tender, precluded the surveyor from
obtaining his charges from the builder, and no
ono either in the profession or out of it would
question the righteousness of the ducition. But,
supposing a tender had been accepted, the sur-
veyor could only have recovered his charges
from the builder, and had the builder become
bankrupt the day after his tender was accepted,
the surveyor would have been in tho happy
position of one of his creditors, and ms
remedy against tho Guardians would have
gone. Now tho surveyor was responsible for
errors to the person with whom he contracted,
in other words, to tho person who paid him,
and, if the builder paid him, to tho builder only
would ho be liable for errors in quantities.

He did not know of a case in which a building-
owner has ever sued a surveyor, who had
been paid by the builder, for excess in
quantities in which he recovered, bnt
cases the other way, in which the builder,
having paid the surveyor, had recovered from
him for deficiencies in hia quantities, were fre-

quent. The War Department, recognising this

principle, drew up a circular on the appoint-
ment of surveyors, in which they fixed the re-
sponsibility of those acting for them by paying
them direct, and not allowing their charges to
go through the builder. By this means they
made a special contract out of the ordinary
usage and custom, retaining the services of the
surveyor on their behalf, paying him for such
services, and looking to him for errors made
against them in taking off the quantities ; and
the speaker contended that the builder could
have no claim against the surveyor for deficiency

in quantities. But the War Department went
further in their dealings with surveyors, for
builders tendering were summoned to meet and
appoint a surveyor on their own behalf, to sit

down with tho War Department surveyor, and
prepare the estimate, and the builders' surveyor
was a&opaid direct by theWarDepartment. This
would make the builders' surveyor liable alike

to the War Department and to the builder.

Formerly it was tho practice for each builder
to take out the quantities for himself, but it

subsequently was found more convenient to
employ surveyors, builders frequently appoint-
ing surveyors to act for them, and this irrespec-

tive of any appointment by the architect.

Could it be contended in cases of that descrip-
tion that any liability existed on tho part of the
surveyor to the building-owner? Now this

method of appointing a surveyor was, from a
builder's point of view, preferable, but it was
attended with too much loss of time, trouble,

and inconvenience, and, moreover, there was a
third party, the architect, who was naturally
entitled to have something to say as to the
appointment. The builders therefore virtually

delegated tho appointment to tho architect.

This was tho way in which architects had
acquired the appointment of surveyors ; but it

did not make the person so appointed anything
else than tho builder's surveyor, unless a
special intimation were given to the sur-

surveyor at the time that he was to act

for the building-owner, and to he paid by
him direct. True, surveyors, almost without
exception, considered their appointment as in the
interest of the building owner— in other words,
that they were to take the quantities as closely

and accurately as may be, and it was well that
they should so regard their position. It might
be alleged against this argument that as the
surveyor was thus indirectly appointed by the
builders, he ought not to be able to recover
against the building owner in such circum-
stances as in " Moon v. the Witney Union." On
the contrary,heoughtto havethe privilege of doing
80, becausethe building-owner, after havingby his
architect asked for tenders, might, if he cho.?e,

waver in his original intention, and thus be the
means of having caused a great deal of trouble
and expense to the surveyor, and it would seem
from the judgment in that case that the Court
so looked upon tho matter. Mr. Young men-
tioned tho case, himself v. Dr. Smith, heard in

the Court of Queen's Bench, before Mr. Justice
Field, who non-suited plaintiff, and a copy of

whoso judgment was published in exlcnso in the
Bira-DiNO News of Deo. 10th, 1879. The plain-
tiff took it to the Court of Appeal, where on the
27th May last, the appeal was dismissed with
costs, on the groimd that the building-owner was
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exempt from liabilityforsurveyot's charges iinder

the contract with the builder. If that was right,

was it reasonable or equitable to suppose that

any liability should exist on the part of one man
towards another, with whom the law said he
had no contract by which he can recover his

charges P Surely if A. was not liable to pay B.
for work he had done, B. could not be liable to

A. for the manner in which he did that work.
As to the liability of the surveyor to the
builder, in cases in which the charges were in-

cluded in the summary and paid by the builder,

the surveyor is undoubtedly liable to the
builder for errors of omission or misdescription

in his quantities, although the equity even of

this might very well be questioned. The case,

Scrivener v. Pask, which was tried in the Com
mon Pleas, in which plaintiff was a builder and
defendant a building-owner, which settled two
points. 1. That if the quantity surveyor issued

insufficient quantities, the remedy of the builder
was not against the building-owner, but (said

by Mr. Justice Blackburn to be) against
the quantity surveyor. 2. That the
quantity surveyor was not the agent of

the building - owner. With reference to

the architect taking out his own quantities,

he held that to be a pernicious system, for many
reasons: it led to secrecy from the building
owner, the charges were usually higher than
those of surveyors, and the work was generally
delegated to a mere clerk in the office, having
no special training or aptitude. Further, in

the matter of money transactions, builder and
architect ought to be kept at an absolutely un-
approachable distance ; and, again, should
errors as against the builder be discovered in

the quantities, the probability was that Mr.
Facing-both-ways would go to the wall. As a
s^eral rule, quantities should not form part of

Jhe contract. The surveyor should so take out

this tjuantities that he could stand to the cor-

rectness of them as a whole, and not desire to

jthos shield himself from responsibility for errors.

He called attention to a class of advertisement

which was being issued by the Commissioners
of Her Majesty's Works and Public Buildings,

inviting tenders for the erection of a new post-

office at Manchester, which declared that "the
commissioners do not hold themselves respon-

bible for the accuracy of the bills of quantities,

which must be verified by the persons desirous

of tendering." The Office of Works might, he
thought, have disclaimed all responhibility for

the accuracy of the quantities, and have left the

builder to settle with the surveyor, should occa-

sion have arisen ; but to cast upon him the

burden of proving and approving quantities in

this high-handed manner, would not commend
itself to the profession generally, or to the

building trade. He concluded by submitting

the following propositions as illustrative of the

responsibilities and liabilities of a surveyor:—
1. An architect may employ a quantity surveyor to

'take out quantities, and if by default of the building-

owner n'l contract is entered into, then the building-

owner ia liable to the surveyor for the charges [Moon v.

Witaey Union : Gwyther v. Gaze)

.

8. li, however, a contract is entered into with a builder,

the contract to pay the surveyor's charges by the building-

•wnerat onoe ahift« to the builder, who only is then liable

to the rarveyor (Young t. Smith).
8. In that event, tlie surveyor is liable to the builder

mily for errors in quantities.

4. In cases where the building -owner employs and pays
direct the surveyor, such surveyor is liable to the build-

ins-owner only.

Mr. J. G. Eloood, of Manchester, wrote a

paper on this subject, which was read in his

absence by Mr. J. Douglass Mathews. He
remarked that the prevalent system practised in

London of appointing two independent sur-

veyors, one on behalf of the client and the other

of the builders was in large works obviously a

good and equitable arrangement. In smaller

works it seemed unnecessary to divide the work
and labour, and it was not ordinarily done. The
charge of Ij per cent, in addition to lithograph-

ing was by no means universal. This IJondon

system did not generally prevail in the pro-

vinces. In perhaps the majority of cases archi-

tects took the quantities for their own work, and
charged various rates from 1 up to 2J per cent.

,

and almost invariably the charge was made in

the bill and paid by the successful contractor.

Wh«Te a surveyor was called in, the employ-
ment was usually limited to one surveyor. In
Scotland an entirely different system prevailed.

In the first place approximate quantities were
taken out and the bills priced, which served as

the basis of settlement at the end of the work,

when the whole was re-measured. It was very
important that a recognised scale should be laid

down for taking out, and in order to provide for

the increased labour, for small works a sliding-

scalo might be adopted, ranging from 1 per
cent, for very large works to 2 J for very small
ones. One objection to the independent tur-
veyor was that the plan brought iu another
authority between the proprietor and archi-

tect, in some cases giving him practi-

cally all the power in the settlement of accounts
and money matters — not altogether a
pleasant position for the architect. All kinds of

methods had been devised by architects and sur-
veyors issuing quantities to protect themselves
from responsibility, some very unfair, absurd
and inequitable. Most bills start with a heading
disclaiming any responsibility for their accuracy,
and in many cases throwing the burden of proof
on the builder. Having referred to the case of
the conditions just issued for the new Post-
office, Manchester, the author said the greatest
mischief had arisen from these attempts to evade
responsibOity. They would not and could not
hold good in case of a dispute pressed to a legal
issue, and as a consequence, they were often re-

ferred to arbitration, usually a costly and un-
satisfactory mode of " splitting the difiference."

The only satisfactory remedy, in his opinion,
was to make the quantities in all cases a part of

the contract, by whomsoever they might be pre-
pared. This would render it of little consequence
whether the architect or an independent sur-
veyor took them out, and any inaccuracies would
be adjusted at the final settlement of accounts.

AU might be fairly and straightforwardly done
;

the buUder would feel sense of honourable treat-

ment, and be able to price his work without fear
of undefined penalties. The objection raised

was that the proprietor would not know what he
was going to pay ; but there was no great force

in it, and it would naturally make clients more
careful in selecting a good man. It had been
suggested that the Associates of the Institute

should be permitted to continue as at pre.iient to

take out quantities, but that in future the
Fellows should be debarred. This might come
into operation in 1882, the same time as the
compulsory examination.
Mr. MoBHAM, the City Architect of Edin-

burgh, read a paper on the "Professional Posi-

tion of Surveyors of Builders' AVork in Edin-
burgh." AVhile the more favourable allusions

recently made to the systems prevailing in

Edinburgh, or more generally in Scotland,

might be well merited, their general practice

was not the subject of a well-defined system.

Among Edinburgh measurers, indeed, there was
a fairly uniform understanding on the subject,

but no authoritative definition of their profes-

sional position, nor were its general principles

and practice well determined. Still, he thought
with certaiu modifications and improvements the

practice of measuring as followed in Edinburgh
might eventually be found to contain the ele-

ments of an equitable medium between that

system on the one hand, which devolved all risk

of error on the measurer, and that which, in an
insatiable anxiety to invest in stone and lime,

contented itself with an approximate estimate

only, leaving the actual cost very doubtful until

the buUding is completed. The measurer was
in Edinburgh a public official, and probably the

only professional man who, though without
salary or specific duties, held his appointment
from the local authority. His was a public

appointment, shared by an indefinite number of

fellow officials. An aspirant to the dignity made
application to the authorities, who then remitted

to two surveyors of good repute to examine him
as to proficiency in the craft, and on their

favourable report he entered into a regular bond
under penalty, to act honestly and fairly in all

questions entrusted to him, and, having further

taken the oath to be faithful in due form before

the magistrate, ho thus became an ordained sur-

veyor, or, in more homely phrase, ho was
locally denominated a "sworn measurer."

The sworn measurer appointed on behalf of, if

not by, the employer, for general integrity was
responsible to the public authority ; in other

respects, he was properly responsible to the em-
ployer ; he was, or should be, furnished by the

architect with full documentary information

sufficient to enable him to prepare schedules of

the quantities of materials and work of the

various kinds intended in the proposed build-

ing. 'The fees for measuring and lithographing

were added as special items at the end of the

schedule, and included in the builder's estimate,
and were usually payable from his first instal-
ment. The usual fee was one per cent, on the
estimate, exclusive of the cost of lithographing
schedules. The accuracy of tlie measurements
was not guaranteed. The builder was re-
quired immediately on the acceptance of the es-
timate to furnish the architect with the priced
schedule for the purpose of pricing extras and
deductions, if any should occur. The amount
of these was ascertained and certified by the
measurer, who usually also applied the prices,
and extended the account, charging along with
it, iu a separate item, his own remuneration for
this additional work, according to the trouble
involved, and receiving it afterwards from the
builder. Total remeasurement of the work as
executed W£is only resorted to in cases of exten-
sive deviation from the contract plans. Some
architects, either under their own hand, or by
employing quahfied surveyors in their offices,

prepare their schedules for their own works, but
this system was not generally viewed with
favour, nor extensively practised.

Mr. RoBEKT Scott, of Glasgow, followed with
a description of the mode of dealing with quan-
tities adopted in Glasgow and West of Scotland,
which might, in contradistinction to all others,

be denominated the " aftermeasurement system."
The surveyor or measurer was usually employed
by the architect on behalf of the proprietor or
building owner. The architect having prepared
his general and detail drawings, gave them to
the measurer with a complete specification of

the several works, or, failing such specification,

with the necessary notes and verbal explanations.
In the event of there being no detailed speci-

fication prepared by the architect, the specifica-

tion of materials and labour, and the conditions

of contract were either embodied in or appended
to the "schedule" or "bill of quantities."
The "tender" or "letter of offer" was
affixed to the " bill of quantities," and
the acceptance of this offer by the architect

on behalf of the building-owner, in writing,

usually constituted the sole contract. In mak-
ing the after-measurement of the work, the
measurer visited the building and took his

dimensions as often as might be necessary for

obtaining access to and the proper examination
of the work, and thereafter prepared the final

measurements. The measurer having completed
the final measurement, it was handed to the
contractor, who rendered It to the architect, by
whom it was examined, and, if found satisfac-

tory, the architect granted a certificate for the
balai.ce found due after deducting the total

amount of certificates previously granted. He
urged that this system was equitable, suited to

the requirements of building contracts, and con-
ducive to amicable settlements, and proceeded to

Illustrate his points in detail.

The Chaibman remarked that it would be ad-
visable to eliminate from the discussion any
reference to architects taking out their own
quantities, as that would bo dealt with on Tues-
day by Mr. Medlard Taylor. He called upon
Mr. J. A. PiCTON, P.S.A., Liverpool, to open

the discussion. Mr. Picton observed that he had
had a great deal to do with quantities, both as

taking them out in his early career and subse-

quently as an architect, and he would give in a

few words the concltisions he had arrived at.

The subject must be looked at from two points

of view— 1st, what was right in printiple

;

2ndly, what was practicable. First tbey ought
to consider what would be just and upright to-

wards all parties—client, architect, and builder.

He would assume that proper skill had beea
exercised in taking the quantities out, and that

there was to be good faith in carrying the work
out. Now, if proper skill were exercised In their

preparation, it was certain that the work could

be as accurately measured before the work was
commenced as when it was done. That being

so, it was difficult to suggest a sufficient reason

why the quantities should not be part and parnel

of the conditions of contract, forming a datura

from which the contract prices should be

calculated, ejections would only be raised on one

or both of two grounds of suspicion of either

party—that of greed or incompetency. There
were cases now and then in which the archi-

tects had pocketed part of the commission of

the quantity surveyors, and in those both greed

and incompetency could be charged against the

man who so acted. The attempt to shirk re-

ponsibUity for the quantities issued on which
builders based their estimates could only be
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characterised as a very shabby proccediug.
AVith such a clauHe as that introduced into the
Manchester Post Office advertisement for tenders,
builders mi^iht just as well take out their own
(iuantitiesindependently from the first. Thequan-
tity surveyor ought to bo eipeoti dto bring to the

work an average amount of profcsi-ional skill

and ability, so that the builders could have con-
fidence iu bim. Still it was possible with the
most careful surveyor that mistakes might occur,

and if the percentage paidhim was only from I to

li per cent., it would be so unfair to make him
responsible for accuracy that no sane man of

business would accept iho responsibility. He
would say, therefore, th it where the percentage
was not more than

1 J the quantities should not
be insured, but that a charge of about 2J per
cent, should be made where all risks of incom-
pleteness were undertaken. All these matters
ought to be arranged perfectly straightforwardly
and above board, and the client should bo clear ly

told from the first that he must pay for quantities

in addition to commis-ion. The client would
understand his position and the fact of the
quantities forming par» of the contract would
obviate many disputes. In a large matter iu

which ho recently sat as arbitrator, this course
was adopted, and, as a consequence, it was very
easy to settle the amount due as between client

and builder. It was indeed a growing practice
in the neighbourhood of Liverpool to adopt the
rule he had advocated. There was a practice
which could not be too much reprehended, of
making the quantities vagfue, throwing the
working out of the details on the builJer. No-
thing was so conducive to a satisfactory settle-

ment as perfect candour all round. The
Glasgow plan of remeasurement on completion
was excellent, and prevented over-reaching on
either side ; but English clients might object to

the extra expense it would involve, and still

more to the possible increase under such a sys-
tem of the bill of extras. There was, he
believed, nothing of greater importance in the
archittctural world than to put this question of
quantities on the right basis, and he trusted one
result of this Conference would be that such
conclusions would be arrived at as to practically
settle the question for some time to come.
Mr. GoDDAKD, of Leicester, said the practice

amongst leading firms was that they took out
their own quantities, it being understood that
they were responsible for them ; they charged a
rather high percentage if the work was small
and the accuracy guaranteed. He thought
this the best plan possible, in practice of the
character of that district.

Mr. RiNDAix, Shrewsbury, having expressed
concurrence in these views, Professor Kebe
said that there was a marked diflterence of
principle and practice in the modes adopted in
Scotland and England, and with all his parti-
ality for the customs of his native land, he did
not think the plan of remeasurement-on-com-
pletion adapted for London practice. The al-

most religious formality of appointing a sworn
and ordained surveyor, described with such so-
lemnity by the City Architect of Edinburgh,
would be simply laughed at here. In dealing
with this question, half the difficulty had arisen
from the well-founded supposition that bad
faith would exist. He had never heard, and
could not conceive,of an instance in which the
client would not be informed that he would have
to pay for the quantities, though it was possible
that, when a quarrel arose as to money matters,
thg client might say that his architect had not
made it clear. The exact position of affairs was,
that the architect was rcspontible to the buUder
for the client's honesty, and to the client for
the builder's honesty, and to both fur his own
honesty. Mr. Young had gone on the assump-
tion that surveyors were always honest ; this
mig ht be, and was true of many, but, in Lon-
don there was a strong prejudice against the
class.

Mb. Rickmax, as a measuring surveyor, re-
marked on the great change that had gone on
in the mode of work in his profession since
tliis question was first discussed ten years ago.
They had heard a good deal about honourable
dealing, and his experience led him to divide
contractors into three classes—the first, th.ise

who do their work well, whatever price they
were paid ; another, who would do it thoroughly
or indiif<;rently, as they were remunerated

;

and a third, who could not do their work well
however they were paid. The same analogy
applied both to architects and surveyors. If

clients and their agents were always to be
implicitly relied on, and if architects, surveyors,

and builders always did thoir work perfectly,

their quantities might advantageously form part

of the contract, and all parties would possess in

the public estiinition better characters than at

present. But it was necessary to deal with
things as they were, and while there were repre-

sentatives of the first, second, and third class,

this mode of procedure could not be adopted

.

Mr. Geo. Fowleb Jones, of York, had found
the Glasgow plan of m"asuremcut after execu-
tion admirable in preventing contests, but the

client under that plan sometimes thought he
ought to have been more fully consulted as to

additional work while in progress. He long
since abandoned this in favour of employing a

man in his own office to get out the (juautities

as correctly as possible, and made them the basis

of his contracts. If anything material was left

out, he arranged to measure it at the builder's

expense. That had gone on now for 20 years,

and had worked fairly well. It obviated factious

opposition and quibbling ; indeed, he had had
but one contested action, and that, in Ireland,

was decided in his favour. In some country
places it was even necessary for the architect to

employ a clerk of works and charge the exact
expense to the client.

Mr. Feancis Thenee, barrister- at-Iaw, taid

the case of Moon !. the Witney Union was
the sheet-anchor of the quantity surveyor.
This case, decided in 1833 or 1834, established

the quantity surveyor's right to be paid for his

work. It was then held to be unreasonable that
the building.owner who failed to obtain a satis-

factorily low tender should be able to repudiate
all liabilities, and he was pleased to see at

Guildhall the other day, a building-owner, who
contested the principle, had the sympathy
both of judge and jury against him, and lost

the day. The decision had had unexpected
results on the position of the parties interested,

as to the persons who could complain of any
inaccuracy in the amounts. Grave objections
aros'i to the architect assuming to act as quantity
surveyor, from the fact that he acted as judge
between building-owner and builder, as to

whether the latter had faithfully fulfilled his
obligations or not. This was contrary to the
usually received doctrine, that a trustee must
not be tempted to abuse his trust, nor must a
judge sit in a case in which he is, however
infiidtesimally, interested. "What was the posi-
tion of an architect who took out his own
quantities, and who had been found to have
made an error ? Perhaps there was not much
difficulty -where this was in favour of the
building-owner, as he had absolute power to

refuse a certificate, where such a course was
necessary to protect the owner against an
unfair charge. But to certify for a larger sura
than had been anticipated brought the archi-
tect into unpleasant relations with the client.

It was, therefore, for several reasons an un-
desirable position for the architect to occupy.
It ought not to exist in large towns, although
it was difficult for the Institute to propose to tie

thehands of a man who had acquired skill in both
capacities as a designer and an estimator. It

was in principle correct that if all parties wore
actuated by integrity, no complications
need arise, even if mistakes occurred

;

but in that case what would become of
the legal profession ? The objections to the
practice were not imaginary; cases had fre-

quently arisen in which an unedifyiug struggle
occurred, usually in the background, between
architect, builder, and client, as to the issue of a
certificate. When an architect had to con-
tinuallydeal with details which daily becomemore
complex, as fresh inventions were made known,
it was important that he should be untrammelled
by anything that would tempt hinx to acts un-
worthy of the high dignity and character of the
profession. He thought the Scotch practice of

making the quantities the basis of the contract
the fairest to all parties, giving each value for
labour, material or money expended. He was
only afraid, for his own profession's sake, that
this would very much diminish the frequency of

building disputes.

Mr. Stan-ley G. Bied, President of the Na-
tional Association of Master Builders, said this

question of vital importance to builders was the
first subject discussed on the formation of the
Association, and they had arrived amongst
themselves at an agreement that quantities ought
to form part of the contract. They were strongly

in favour of tho plan of appointing two sur-

veyors, which was not always adopted nowa-
days. Whatever might be the outcome of this

discussion, he would suggest that there should
be a joint meeting of architects, surveyors, and
builders to settle tho question conclusively by
an arrangement fair to all parties. If surveyors

would only try and wipe out some of those

gentlemen who were making the profc8«ion a
liughing-stock and almost a disgrace, they
would receive tho hearty support of builders.

Mr. Jonx Honeykan, of Glasgow, mentioned
that in that city ptofcssional practice was
governed by two principhs, both of which
seemed to be accepted by the Conference. The
first was that the quantity surveyor should be
employed by and responsible to the architect as

the agent of the building-owner ; tho second
that the bills of quantities should be basis of

contract. If these principles were generally
accepted by the profession, they would neces-

sarily lead to further reforms. Ho could not
understand Prof. Kerr's objection to the intro-

duction into London of a method which ho ad-
mitted to be well suited to the North, on the

ground that it was too exact. One result of

the adoption of these principles in the North
was that they had there no legal cases arising

from building matters. [Mr F. Turner:
Alas ! and laughter.] He had not himself
had a single case brought into court during
a quarter of a century's practice.

Votes of thanks to the readers of papers, pro-
posed by Messrs. MacVicar Anderson and
Douglass Mathews, brought the proceedings to

a close.

THE INSTITUTE DIjraEE

was held in the evening, at the Freemasons'
Tavern. The President occupied the chair, and
was supported by over 120 gentlemen, including

Lords Crewe and Talbot de Malahide ; Right
Hon. Shaw Lefevrc, M.P. ; Sir J. McGarel
Hogg, M.P., Sir Watkin W. Wynn, M.P., Sir

P. Cunliflfe Owen, Canon Barry, Prof. Newton,
C.B., Prof. W. G. Adams, F.R.S., Messrs. J.

Abemethy, F.R.S. (Pros. Inst. C.E.), G. J.

Symons, F.B.S. (President Meteorological Soo.),

Chas. Barry (Past President), G. E. Street, R. A.,
A. Waterhouse, A.R. A., Horace Jones, E.Ryde
(President Inst, of Surveyors), &c. Mr. Horace
Jones proposed "The Houses of Parliament,"
coupling with the toast the names of Xiord

Talbot de Malahide, President of the Royal
Archaeological Institute, and the Right. Hon.
G. Shaw Lefevre, M.P., H.M. First Commis-
sioner of Works.
Mr. Shaw Lefetee, in responding, remarked

that many persons supposed that to obtain a
seat in the Hotise of Commons and to make a
speech which should resound through the-

country, was the highest point to which the-

ambition of an Englishman could rise. But
having been a member for nine years, he felt

doubtful as to the correctness of that belief. The
fame fell somewhat short of that of members of

tliis Institute, for whereas the finest speech had
but the ephemeral existence of two days—that

on which it was delivered and the next when it

appeared as a report in tho public newspapers,

—

and was then entered iu Hansard : on the con-
trary, an architect prepared a design and could
afterwards look with satisfaction and delight on
it, as it was executed in accordance with his

wishes—that is, sometimes,—and the work pro-
bably carried down the name of its author
to posterity. During the past year two
great buildings had been brought almost
to completion for tho Office of Works ;

than one of these, the New Natural Museum of
Mr. Waterhouse, no more beautiful or originali

work had been erected of late years. The-
central hall was equal to anything of
its kind, although the objection had been
raised that the style of architecture was too
severe and Classical for the collections it would
contain ; but he dare say its architect was an-
ticipating the future day when men of science

would come to worship at the shrine of Dar-
winism. Of the other great group of btiildings,

the Royal Courts of Justice, it was too early to

speak critically ; but he believed, when com-
pleted, it woiild be a lasting monument to its

architect, and an ornament to the metropolis.

If it were not for the presence of the gentleman
who proposed that toast, the City Architect, he
might have been tempted to reply to the re-

marks made by the Lord Mayor at the Academy
dinner as to the important question of the erec-

tion opposite these courts of a memorial which,
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whatever its artistio merits, did appear to him
to be not altogether happiljr situated. It had
been said that most commiBsioners of works be-

gan by dreamiiigr of some magnificent but im-
perceptible castle in the air as the result of their

reign of ofiSce, but ended by congratulating

themselves if they had been able to demolish

some monstrosity which encumbered the ground.
He hoped to be able, at any rate, to effect the

latter project, for when the law courts were re-

moved to Mr. Street's now buildings, he
proposed to clear away all the incongruous

and ugly structures on the west side

of Westminster Hall, and it would then be a

question whether the space should be left open
and Sir Chas. Barry's scheme for the completion
of the Houses of Parliament carried out, a

design which, although vastly criticised, had
certainly given us one of the greatest buildings

of the present century. Sir Cunliffe Owen
proposed the toast of " Art, Science, and
Literature," coupling with it the names of

Messrs. G. E. Street, G. J. Symonds, and C. T.
Newton. Mr. Street, in responding, remarked
that architecture touched science on the one
hand, and art on the other. The Divine breath
of art coming npon the mere building trans-

formed it into arcnitooture. Indeed, he thought
the art which the Institute specially repre-

sented was the most important of the group, for

it was its buildings which ranked first in the

estimate of a country's wealth in the arts.

Indeed, following up Mr. Shaw Lefevre's re-

marks, he believed our legislators would live

longer in the public memory by their great

buildings than by their Acts of Parliament.
Messrs. Symonds and Newton replied at great

length, and were very impatiently listened to,

the former treating upon the recent advances in

the subdivision of electric lighting, and the

reported possibility of storing the power, the
latter enlarging upon the daily increasing im-
mensity of literary riches entombed in the
British Museum Library, which, as Carlyle had
aptly said of its class, was '

' one of the dust-

bms of history." Mr. MacLaohlan, of Edin-
burgh, proposed the toast of the evening,

"Success to the Institute," with which he
associated the name of Mr. Chas. Barry, Past
President, who, in replying, said Mr. Shaw
I^efevre's compliments on the permanency of

the architect's works, together with his allusion

to the necessity laid on first commissioners to

remove ugly sti-uctnres, had reminded him that

"The evil that men do lives after ihem; the

good is oft interred with their bones." The toast of

the " President " was proposed by Sir James M.
Hogg, and acknowledged by Mr. Whichcord,
who then gave the concluding toast, that of

"The Visitors," coupled with the name of Mr.
E. C. Driver, master of the Clothworkers' Com-
pany.

MONDAY.
The earlier part of the day was devoted to

visits, and the annual meeting of the Institute

was held in the evening.

BUCEINOSAM FAIACE.

In the morning a visit was made to this

palace, by special permission, and was nume-
rously attended. The building is a well known
Falladian adaptation, by the late Edward Blore,

On entering by a gateway, beneath the princi-

pal front to St. James's-park, a large concrete

paved quadrangle is crossed, surrounded on all

sides by the palace buildings, which on three

sides are faced with ashlar masonry, and on the

fourth, the principal block, by stuccoed brick-

work. On the left is the grand portico and en-

trance. The visitors of Monday, however, ob-
tained admission to the palace by a much humbler
entrance, on the same side as that of the
equerries, and found themselves in a long,

low, narrow corridor, having a common marble
paper, but hung with portraits of members of

the Guelph family, and with paintings of royal
processions. From this point they were allowed
to grope their own way forward through the
two suites of rooms pretty nearly as they pleased,

the two attendants in charge vouchsafing no
explanation further than the nam^ssof the apart-

ments. The first of these, taken in the order
Tittted, is the Household Dining-room, used by
the equerries, an oblong apartment, with salmon-
coloured distempered walls, decorated with the
guilloche in gold. At one end is an Ionic recess,

marked off by white Sicilian marble columns.
From this opens oS to right the '55 Boom, so
named from having been occupied by the late

Emperor of the French in 1855. It is treated

in the Corinthian style, profusely decorated with
gilding, and scagliola Sienna dado and columns,
and contains panelled portraits of Napoleon III.,

Eugenie, Victor Emmanuel, and other crowned
personages. The third room seen was the Bow
Library, used for the Queen's private dinner
parties. It is rectangvilar on plan, with a cir-

cular projection from one of the longer sides

overlooking the terrace and private gardens.
The principal object of interest in the room is a
large ceramic vase, decorated on a chocolate

ground with delicately-executed groups of re-

presentative nationalities ; it was presented by
the ex-Emperor Napoleon to the late Prince
Consort in 1855, as a memento of the Paris Ex-
hibition of that year. The next is the '44 Koom,
used by the Emperor Nicholas of Kussia during
his visit in thatyear, and has a coffered ceiling,

decorated in gold on a blue ground. Follovring

this was seen a Smaller Breakfast-room, in which
are several good pictures, including one by
Huysman, "Catherine of Braganza," represent-

ing the Queen-Consort of Charles II. as caressing

a pet lamb wreathed with flowers, and a portrait of

"Don Balthazar Carlos of Spain," by
Velasquez. The walls of the room are divided

into panels by pilasters, having upon them raised

serpents and flowers in gilding, and the chairs

are, with the exception of damask seats, entirely

gilded. This completes the lower suite of

rooms, and the visitors passed through the

Marble Hall—a long Ul-lighted corridor, having
Sienna marble wall surfaces, relieved at long
intervals with white marble columns, having
gilded capitals. Opening from one side of this

corridor, by a flight of eight shallow steps, is

the Grand Entrance under the principal portico

in the courtyard. From this entrance-hall the

Grand Staircase leads to the upper suite of

rooms. The treads and risers are of white
marble, the latter about Sin. in height ; the

balusters of gilded ironwork scrolls, elaborate in

pattern, with a mahogany handrail. At the

first landing the staircase becomes double, being
carried round a circular well, top-lighted from
a dome. At the back of balcony landing are a

series of full-length portraits, above these white
marble bas-reliefs on red ground, and over these

a blue and gold frieze. An inner vestibule, in

wliich are marble statues of the late Prince

Consort, airily attired as a Roman warrior, and
the Queen, better draped as a Roman Matron,
leads to the Green Room, which is hung with
green striped dnmaek, and has immense many-
lustred chandeliers depending from the ceiling.

Beyond is the Throne-room, which is similar

in character, except that the hangings are of

crimson instead of green ; the ceiling here is

domed in two portions, the further and smaller

being shut off by a bold truss member of large

foliage, supported by angels ; all these features

are of plaster, gilded and coloured. Adjoining
the throne on the left is the Queen's private

Robing Closet, hung with rich crimson silk fit-

tings, and containing many enamel paintings,

and a table of inlaid lapis-lazuli, and other

figure marbles, arranged as birds and flowers.

Near by is the Ministers' Staircase, and then the

Yellow Drawing-room, fitted in yellow silk

damask, and having a massive gilded coved ceil-

ing; the Bow-room over the Library, domed,
with semi-dome over circular projection ; in it

are flat (scagliola) Corintliian columns of blue

and gold ; and the Blue Drawing-room, the

counterpart—except in hue of decoration—to

the Yellow-room. All these apartments are

hung with embossed leather-paper, correspond-

ing to general scheme of colouring. The
picture-gallery lies in the centre of this side of

the quadrangle, and is entirely lighted by a

series of square top lights in centre, andoircular

lunettes next the walls. The walls are completely

covered above the dado level with pictures,

chiefly of the Dutch school ; they include a

largo Bacchanalian Feast, by Rubens and
Snyders, seapieces by Van de Velde, a fine

" Assumption of the Virgin," by Rubens, genre

examples, by Jan Stoen and Teniers, a Dutch
Church, by Van dor Hoyden, and others by
Rembrandt, Van Dyck, Poussiu, Cuyp, PaulPot-
ter, &c. In a vestibule at the end are hung a fine

example of Sir Frederick Loighton's early

work " Cimabue's Madonna carried through

Florence," and Clarkson Stanfield's " The
Opening of London Bridge," radiant with flags

and banners, and good in grouping and colour-

ing. This opens into the ball-room, UOft.

by 60ft., used for state balls and concerts. At

one end is a large organ-rccoss and gallery, and
at the other an arched alcove ; the angles of

room are canted off, and the ceiling is coffered

by largo beams, decorated with the guilloche

pattern in gilding on blue ground. In the panels
are crystal sun- burners, gas being introduced to

this new part of the palace. The room is lighted

by double casement windows, high up in walls,

and between these are subject panels, occupied
by emblematic female figures ; the dado is of red

silk. A hasty glance into the domed Supper-
room on oppotite side of picture-gallery, now
undergoing a much-needed work of cleansing,

completed the inspection.

VISITS TO CITT CmiECHES.

In the afternoon a series of visits were made
to City churches under the guidance of Mr. G.
H. Birch, A.R.I.B.A., who met the members at

St. EthddredJ s Chapel, Ely-place, Holbom, and
read extracts from the " Proceedings of Archseo-
logicalSociety,"showing the history of the Palace
of the Bishop of Ely, of which this building
formed the only remaining portion. The chapel

was erected in the closing years of the thirteenth

century, and was a beautiful example of the
Decorated style. It covered an area of 80ft. by
soft., and was 50ft. high from floor to apex of

roof, and consisted of seven bays, having deeply-

recessed lights, connected by a shallow, blank
arcading with canopied heads. Previous to

1874 it was used for a long period as a Welsh
chapel, and during that period galleries were
erected, the old window tracery and sUls, and
most of the carving destroyed, and the lower
chapel or undecrof t was turned into bottling

stores. In that year the Fathers of the (R. C.)

Order of Charity acquired the premises, and
they had since thoroughly restored the building,

replacing the tracery, the corbels, and the

present oak king-post roof from the remains
found built in the walls. The east window had
been fiUed with stained glass by Saunders, of

Endell- street, at the cost of the Duke of Nor-
folk. For the west window,* whichwas finer in

design, a scheme of stained glass had been pre-

pared by Messrs. Hardman, of Birmingham.
The undercroft, which, like that under the
similar bishop's Domestic Chapel at Croydon,
had a beamed roof supported on wooden piUars,

had also been restored. In reply to a question,

Mr. Birch said these works had been carried out
under the direction of Messrs. Young and
Wheelan.

St. JSartliohmeio's-the-Greaf, West Smithficld,

was next visited. It is the eastern portion of

the priory church of Austin Canons, including

the central tower arch, and one bay of nave, a
choir offourbays, and south aisle, and part of that

to north. Circular columns, having cushion

billet enrichments and cushion caps, carry a
blind triforium, having, in each bay, four

arphes within a containing arch, and over this

is an Early English clerestory of two wide
lights filled with Decorated tracery. A plain

15th-century wooden roof, having collar-beams

supported by angels, is set upon the walls about

45ft. above floor-level. The tower arches are

circular to east and west and pointed to aisles,

the plan, as at Christchurch, Hants, being

oblong, and the spandrels are sculptured de-

vices. At the east end is a series of seven

stilted arches carried on circular columns, and
outside these an ambulatory. On either side are

two meagre iron columns supporting a girder

and portion of wall which projects into church

beneath the modern casement lights ; this pro-

jection belongs to a fringe factory at the rear of

church. In the south aisle of nave is the

commencement of 13th-eentury shafts and
groining in Purbeck marble, in which no at-

tempt is made to coarse fillets with the Transi-

tional piers and Capitals against which they

abut. ITie church is in great need of

restoration. Mr. Birch mentioned that the

church was founded in 1123 by Prior Rahere,

whose canopied tomb occupies the eastern bay

of north aisle, and was a large cruciform

structure, of which the eastern part, as now
seen, was the oldest, the nave having been

added in the 13th century. Tliis nave, which

was destroyed since 1790, was of nine bays ; the

poijular idea that the beautiful enriched door-

way in Smithficld formed the entrance to south

aisle being quite unfounded. The transepts of

Henry III.'s time were also destroyed in modem

• This window and tbe doorway to chapel were illus-

trated in the Buildiso News for June 1, 1877, by
measured drawings executed by Mr. C. H. Luhr.
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times. The vaulting of eastern portion was
never executed in stone, although prepared for.

The choir had apsidul side chapclM, as at

Norwich, the eouthtrn of which remained, and
is now usedas a coal-cellar. Projecting from the

south triforiura is a loth-century watohing-loft,

as at Malme.sbury. Beyondtheambulatory, as at

Gloucester (and Tewkesbury) was a square-

ended eastern Lady-chapel. Mr. Tavenor
Perry exhibited a series of working drawings,
showing the condition of the church prior to the

repairs executed by Messrs. Perry and Keed in

1864, when the floor was lowered Sjft., and the

north aisle wall restored to the perjwndicular
without rebuilding or disturbing the schools

resting upon it. He explained that the two
eastern piers of the ambulatory and their arches

were then built on the lines suggested by the

springers ; but, contrary to expectations, no
foundations were found on the site, and it was
more than questionable it the scheme had ever

before been completed. The apse was not a true

semicircle ; the ambulatory was set out to a
different figure, and all the arches were
" fudged," giving evidence of great confusion

or carelessness in setting out the work. The
present west wall contained some ancient

masonry, and the whole church was a puzzle,

arising apparently from several changes of plan
during the progress of building.
The stay at Si. Giles's, Cripplegate, was very

brief. It is a clerestoricd, aisled. Late Perpen-
dicular church, built in 1535, and recently re-

stored under the directions of Mr. E. Wood-
thorpe, who has covered the wall-surfaces above
the arcade with blue distemper, and the lower
part of the walls with limewash. In the south
aisle is a monument erected in 1862 to the
memory of John Milton, who is buried in the
chancel ; beneath a domed canopy is the poet's

bust, and his features are repeated in one of

the north corbels of the modem flat Perpen-
dicular roof.

The annual meeting, held in the evening, will

be found on p. 501.

TUESDAY.
The whole of this, the fourth days' conference

was arranged to be spent in discussion at the
Institute Rooms, on '

' Quantities '
' and '

' Com-
petitions." The attendance throughout the day
was remarkably meagre, but the proceedings
were characterised by animation.

QUANTITIES.

The consideration of this question was con-
cluded at the morning session, when the discus-
sion was opened by Mr. Medlaud Tayloe,
President of the Manchester Society of Archi-
tects, who read a paper, entitled '

' The
importance, and advantage to the client, of
quantities and measuring of works being done
by the architect of the works or under his own
immediate superintendence.' ' He urged that it

was a mistake to treat quantity-taking and mea-
surement of artificers' works as apart from the
architect's ordinary business. Most clients

would say that that they considered their archi-

tect responsible not only for the design and
proper execution, but equally for the full

control of the outlay, and architects would
be quite as ready to admit their clients' right
to expect this guardianship over their purses.
The architect who did not himself con-
trol and supervise the quantities and measure-
bills relatuig to the works carried out by him
left a comer of the employer's purse unguarded.
It was the bill of quantities as priced by the
builder that had most to do with settling the
cost of any building, A contractor who had
carefully priced out his estimate from a bill of
quantities, would not be induced to reduce to any
extent the total estimate afterwards. Of course,
every architect in large practice would feel it a
great relief to avoid all trouble and anxiety
about these matters, but to leave them to an
independent person, but the author held that it

could not be so delegated with a due regard to
the employer's interests. Quantities, however
full and complete the detail drawings might be,

were not intended to show the exact amount
requisite to make a "good job," and no one
else could tell so well wliat would do—neither
too much, which was waste, nor too little, which
might be dangerous or near. The architect was
tempered by the recollection that if there were
an excess in measurement or description, the
estimates would be correspondingly excessive,

and the drawings might be to be remade, or

the client might abandon the work in

disgust. On the other hand, if the
quantities were deficient, the credit attached
to a good building, well carried out in

every detail, might be cast in the shade by an
unpleasant final reckoning with builder or client.

"While, therefore, the architect was equally

biassed in either direction, tho independent
surveyor had much to fear if quantities were
deficient; but who was there to complain if they
were in excess ? The pressure was all on one
side and against tho client. The customs of

letting measurement be "enough "or "full,"
and of making the allowances for waste and
otherwise, all tended to keep the estimates up.

When quantities represented with accuracy the
amount and quality of work and labour that

would be exacted by the architect in the build-

ing, then only could tenders be fair towards
clients, and just towards builders. Where the

quantities were taken out by architects or under
their supervision, the tenders would be moderate,
whilst if an independent surveyor was employed
the estimates were both higher and wider. 'The

measuring up was quite as clearly the architect's

duty, and it ought not to be shirked by him.
The architect who inspected the building in pro-
gress was the only man who really knew all the
facts of the contract and could determine fairly.

A measuring surveyor might give way to a
builder's importunities not from improper
motives, but because he could not be fully

informed of the facts, and an able measuring
surveyor could unquestionably make out an un-
assailable bill of extras, which yet might be
very unjust to proprietor and client. The
responsibility and superintendence of the
execution of work, and the amount to bo paid
for it, should both rest with the same person.
Every opportunity should be taken of making it

clear to the public that the work in question is

necessary and honourable, and that an architect

who gave close attention to this matter was
doing his clients not the least important of the
numerous services which it was his duty to

render.

Mr. MacVicak Audeeson read extrac'.,3 from
an address by Mr. Edward Hughes, builder, of

Liverpool, recently deliverd before the National
Association of Master Builders. Mr. Hughes
severely condemned the bills of quantities issued

by architects w^ho prepared them for themselves,

and stated that it rendered the practice diflicult

for the architect to act equitably towards the
builder in the event of a disagreement arising,

or errors being discovered. The paper was
printed in fuU in the Buildino News for Aug.
13, 1880, and it will be remembered gave rise

to a long and warm correspondence in our
columns.
Mr. J. L. Randall, of Shrewsbury, agreed

with Mr. Medland Taylor's views, observing
that he was, many years since, articled as an
architect and surveyor in London, and regarded
the skill and technical Imowledge acquired in

taking out quantities quite as much a part of

his professional powers as that of designing, and
one he had a right to use. In his district it was
necessary for an architect to take out his own
quantities, and should the Institute deem it in-

compatible with continuance as a Eellow, he
and many others would be regretfully compelled
to leave that body. For ten or twelve years
past he had adopted the Midland Company's
system, and had made the quantities part of the
contract. He had seen bills of quantities issued
by London quantity-surveyors which he should
be ashamed to send out of his oflioe.

Mr. Chas. Fowlee, London, thought while
it might be necessary for the architect to take
out his quantities in the provinces, it was unde-
sirable in London. The modem system of
articling did not give the pupil an opportunity
to learn how to do it. The modern rule in all

trades and professions tended to extreme sub-
division of labour, and greater oxpertness in

reference to the branch to which a man devoted
himself. Hence architects not only did not do
quantity surveying, but were restricted to a
single style of art, and in some cases to the
practice of construction without art, such as

warehouses. Of course, it he were a thoroughly
competent surveyor, no one was so well fitted

for the work as the architect who prepared the
plans and drawings, but even then it was better
to keep free from these details. The late Sir

W. Tite always made tho quivntities part of tho
contract in large works, but the speaker did not
see the reason for this, and feared if the custom

were general, the quantitioswould belesscarefuUy
taken out, and tho gross amount of a contract
would bo unknown till its completion—an inno-
vation which tho client would strongly object to.

It would also involve rcmeasurement of tbe
whole work, at an additional expense to client.

The Chaibuan remarked that it was proposed
only to apply the suggestion that quantities form
a part of the contract to cases where the
architect took them out himself. The architect's

estimates in the North were only approximate
he believed, till the work was remeasured.
Mr. Mitchell, of Oldham, had tried both

modes of obtaining contracts, and now made B
schedule of prices the basis of contract.

Mr. A. Watebuousb, A R.A., considered the
feu of remeasurementwasBomewhat exaggerated
in London. In the t4orth he Iiad known con-
siderable deviations to be made during progress
of work, which, however, was not remeasured.
Mr. HoNBYMAN, Glasgow, said Scotch build-

ing-owners were at least as anxious as English
clients to learn the exact cost, and the estimates
were by no means "mere approximations," as
tho average amount of deviation between estimate
and result of remeasurement was certainly not
more than from 2 to 3 per cent. He would not
expect at once to see the Glasgow mode adopted
in London, although it was unquestionably the
best; but if the principle were once admitted that
the bills of quantities should form the basis of
contract, they must eventually come to it. It

was especially desirable in those parts of the
country where there were no specially-trained

surveyors, as in Glasgow and London, for the
architect who took out his own quantities was
placed in a very invidiousposition, and he should
indeed only adopt it as a last resort. There
should be no mystification as to payment, any
more than there was as to settling the account of
the bricklayer or carpenter.

Mr. HiNE, jun., of Nottingham, thought if

quantities were to form the basis of a contract,

the architect by whom the building was designed
and would be supervised was the proper man to
take them out ; if not incorporated into contract,
the less the architecthadtodo with the quantities
the better. He believed, however, the architect

would check off his drawings and often improve
or economise material if he took them out, and
they certainly afforded the very best trainiog
and education of young architects. In reply to

tho Chairman, Mr. Hino said his father had
always made the quantities part of the contract,

and the system worked well.

Mr. Tavenoe Peeey thought there were three
reasons why the architect should undertake thift

work himself ; in doing so he was compelled to
make a full examination of the drawings; he
would superintend the work more efHciently

;

and in settling accounts he would bring more
thorough knowledge to bear on the subject,

saving time and expense to builder and client.

The architect who found a dubious point in his

drawings would be more likely to stop and cor-

rect it than the quantity surveyor, who had no
inducement to inquire into the matter, but must
allow a margin for the defective instruction.

The saving to client in employing the architect

rather than surveyor was sometimes as much as

ten per cent, on total cost. In practice he never
wrote liis specifications till he had taken out the

dimensions, and he always suppUed the builder

with a copy of both.

Mr. McLachlan, Edinburgh, defended the
mode of measurement in use in that city as the
best. If the architect took out his own quan-
tities, he could not act as arbitrator in any dis-

pute with a builder without loss of dignity,

whereas a measurer acted as a buffer between
the parties in any squabbles.

Mr. H. W. Peatt had been educated as an
architect and surveyor, but on commencing
practice for himself determined to have nothing
to do with the quantities. The only reason why
an architect should take them out was to increase

his commission, whereas the man who gave his

whole time and skill to the work must be the

best to do it. There was a strong temptation to

the architect who took them out to shirk

thought over details, but to make all alike so as

to secure uniformity. If builders were can-

vassed, three out of four, and he believed a
larger proportion, would prefer to tender from
a surveyor's rather than tho architect's quan-
tities. (Ironical laughter and applause.) He did
not mean at all that the former woiild make
them more full, but more accurate ; indeed, the

architect was quite as capable of taking them in
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excess 08 the surveyor. The best plan was
for the architect to be very careful in selecting

his quantity surveyor, and to take care that the

dravings were well studied, and the specifica-

tions clear. The older plan of caUing in two
surveyors was to be deprecated on the grounds
of needless expense, and the anomalous position

of the builder's representative.

Mr. Aldbidoe, of Liverpool, complained that

nowadays builders often did not trouble to look

at the drawings, or even the specifications, when
estimating, but founded their tenders on a
schedule of prices drawn from the quantities.

This was undesirable, and the old plan, under
which builders took out their own dimensions,

although cumbrous and tedious, was preferable

in this respect. He believed the architect to be
the best man to take out the quantities, and fol-

lowed that practice himself ; in the other case,

the architect might place his client entirely in

the hands of a surveyor friendly to a contractor.

The former plan greatly assisted the architect in
realising his design, and often saved time and
money to the client. Quantity surveyors were
mortal, and feeling their responsibility for mis-
takes, were tempted to err on the side of suffi-

ciency in quantities. He made the drawings,
specifications, and bills of quantities parts of the
contract.

Mr. J. Douglass Mathews thought one of the
most important parties to a building transaction
—the client—had been overlooked ia this dis-

cussion. A man intending to build consulted an
architect with full confidence in his integrity and
aVility, and would naturally object if he were
informed that the architect proposed to hand
over an important work, involving the ultimate
cost of the building, to a third party, a total

stranger. He believed that the retention of this

work in his own hands had been of practical
advantage, not only to himself, but also to his

clients. At the settlement of accounts an archi-

tect could easily show the builder what was,
and what was not, in the contract, whereas the
surveyor could only arrive at the facts after a
long and tedious process, and as, where there was
no clerk of works, he often derived his informa-
tion from the foreman, the surveyor received an
unconscious bia.s in favour of the builder. If

it were said that the architect would be biassed
in arbitrating by his quantities, such a man
was not fit to assume the name of architect.

The practice appeared to be growing to do with-
out contracts altogether.

Mr. MacVicae Andeeson suggested that the
practice of architects taking out their own
quantities appeared to be so prevalent in the
provinces, and in use to some extent in Loudon,
that it would be absurd for the Institute to
attempt to legislate against it, at any rate, for
the present. Still he considered that in the
abstract it was undesirable. The more closely

architects made their profession an art, the
more highly it would be esteemed. Whoever
took out the quantites, and especially if the
architect did so, it was better to make the
charges direct, and not to let the fees come
through the hands of any tradesman. The
argument of the last speaker, as to the client's

loss of confidence in an architect who gave the
quantities out, could be applied with equal force
to giving the work of construction to a builder

;

why should not the architect do all the work ?

He could see no objection to having the quanti-
ties part of the contract. Two disagreeable
questions had recently come before the council
as to quantities, one in which an architect de-
fended himseU for sharing commission with the
quantity surveyor on the ground that the prao-
taoe was common, a point on which they were
obliged to correct him as to the custom ; the
other in which a heavy charge was made for an
extra copy of drawings for the builder, and he
might say that if any gentlemen thought the 5

per cent, commission insufiicient for an architect
Le was perfectly justified in asking more.
Mr. Fbedebice Dove, Vice-President of the

Kational Association of Master Builders, thought
that for a l}ng time to come architects would
experience difficulty in getting builders to tender
from the quantities they took out for themselves.
The practice was generally adopted by young
architects, who had a hard struggle to get work,
and who, in order to keep the price down, had
an inducement to attempt to mislead the builder
as to the amount of proposed cost. The remedy
would be that quantities should be made part of
the contract ; but whether that mijfht not lead
to more litigation between clients and builderp

,

from the lattercalling the quantities in question,
he would leave architects to consider. Builders
objected strongly to furnishing a complete
schedule of prices, but would be willing to sub-
mit full particulars as to extras and omissions
while the work was being executed. They pre-
ferred the quantities prepared by provincial
architects to London ones, as they were more
clear, having often copious sketches of details,
showing the exact construction ; whereas a
London architect would refuse to allow the
details on which he prided himself being hawked
about different quantity surveyors' offices. He
suggested that, before any change was made in
the practice as to quantities, builders should
have an opportunity of discussing the matter
with architects.

Mr. Scott, Glasgow, urged that London
architects must eventually make the bills of
quantities the basis of the contract, and the
moment they did, the Gla.»gow system of re-

measuring would be as necessary as it was the
most fair.

Mr. PooLE, Manchester, said during 30 years'
practice he had constantly taken out his own
quantities, making them the basis of the con-
tra(:t, and had never had a lawsuit with a
builder.

Mr. A. "Wateehouse, A.E.A., adverted to
the enormous advantage to all parties resulting
from making the quauties the basis of contract,
irrespective of the specification, as it removed
interestfrom all parties in having them either with
a margin or not.

Mr. Watkins, Lincoln, agreed with this, and
showed the necessity in that district of taking
out one's own quantities, explaining that he took
them out before writing his specification, and
handed a copy to the client for inspection.
Builders in Lincolnshire now declined to send in
tenders for works over £3,000, unless quantities
were furnished.

Mr. E. BoAEDHAN, Norwich, had also found
it necessary to take out his own quantities, or
incur great loss of time in correspondence with the
London surveyor who did it ; during a practice
extending over a quarter of a century, he had
never seen any inconvenience arising from the
practice. He always consulted his clients as to
whether they would incur the expense of having
them taken out by him, explaining that if not,
they must go to the rag-tag of the city builders
for a contract, as a large number would not
tender without quantities. He had the dimen-
sionSj specifications, quantities, and schedules of
extras bound in a book, and kept in office for
reference and examination by clients.

Mr. YouNO had not found quantity-surveyors'
pupils, at the end of their articles, able to make
out quantities independently, and, therefore,
could not understand how, during his five years'
training, an architect's pupil could master
the technicalities of the art as well as all the
details of architecture. There was more Uti-

fation over architects' than surveyors' quantities.
f quantities were made the basis of the con-

tract, the class of incompetent surveyors would
be largely increased, as responsibility for
accuraCT' would be diminished.
Mr. GoDDAED, of Leicester, said an architect

in that district must be his own surveyor, or
send to London at great loss of time. The plan
worked well in the Midlands, and he deprecated
any attempt on the part of the Institute to in-
terfere with the system ; any change should
be in favour of making the quantities part of
contract. He complained that a local man was
considered in the provinces as being more ex-
pensive than a London one, for whereas the
former openly charged 5 per cent, commission,
and 2i for quantities, his Metropolitan brother
only showed the commission, the surveyor's
quantities being paid indirectly through the
builder.

Mr. Medland Tatloe, in replying on the dis-

cussion, expressed surprise that the London
system of a special quantity surveyor had not
been better supported by argument. It ap-
peared to bo generally admitted, except by Mr.
Young, that the architect was well qualified for
taking out quantities, and that he benefited by
the practice, the only difference of opinion being
as to whether it was desirable.

The Chaieman, in summing up, referred to the
old system of appointing two surveyors, repre-
senting the builders and surveyors, still occa-
sionally adopted for large works, and said,

although the process was slow, the results were
satisfactory. In the increasingly - adopted

system under which the architect appointed a
surveyor in whom he had implicit confidence,
and with whom he was in constant communica-
tion, the builders were not represented, and
hence it was asked, not unreasonably, that the
quantities should bo part of the contract, and
thesurveyor employed and duly paid by the client.

The result of this would be that the surveyor
would be relieved from his responsibility, and
then it was a question whether the risk of the
guarantee being removed, if the remuneration
should not be reduced. This seemed only
logical, but would not the change of practice,
while removing temptation to take out quanti-
ties, lead to careless work, changes during
execution, and consequent remeasurements ?

The last effect might suit Glasgow people ; but
an English building-ow»er's aim was to obtain
as accurate an estimate as possible from the first,

and to avoid alterations. The effect of the modern
subdivision of labour was excellent in enabling a
man to apply his energies to one branch, but while
he could not imagine anything better than that
the work of architect and quantity- surveyor
should be kept distinct, he would urge all young
architects to serve a few months in a surveyor's
office. It was impossible, after what they had
heard, to deny that many provincial architects
must take out their own quantities ; but they
had only had speeches from virtuous architects
who made quantities part of the contract. He
trusted one result of these meetings would be
that architects, surveyors, and authorities who
endeavoured to protect themselves by disclaiming
all responsibility for quantities, while omitting
to make them part of the contract, would
see that such conduct did not raise them in
the eyes of builders or of the outside public.

The following choice specimens, culled from the
head of a bill of quantities, had just come under
his notice:

—

" The quantities are condensed as much as possible,
and allotvance must be made in price for all minor
matters and appuitenances, and nu claim shall after-
wards be made on account thei-eof, or for any mistake or
variation therein, as the builder must include sufficient
for the works to be finished complete, the quantities
being net."

The Chairman concluded by moving a series

of resolutions which had been draughted by Mr.
MacVicar Anderson, and which, after a few
verbal alterations suggested by Messrs. Water-
house, Chas. Fowler, Randall, and Poole, were
carried nom. con., in the following form :

—

In the opinion of this Conference it is desirable—
1. That when architects take out their own quantities,

they should do so with the concurrence of their em-
ployers ; and that the charge for them should be made
direct to the employer, as in the case of other pro-
fessional work, and not through the medium of a con-
tractor.

2. That where quantities are supplied by architects, or
by persons in their employ, it is essential that they should
form part of the contract.

3. That it is the duty of the person who takes out the
quantities to supply to the builder, at his request, a
certified copy of the dimensions on which the bills are
based.
And that these resolutions be reported to the Council

of the Royal Institute of British Architects.

aeohiteotueai. competitions.

In the afternoon, closely followiuET the adop-
tion of these resolutions, the question of '

' Com-
petitions" was introduced for discussion. Pro-
fessor Kebe, Vice-Chairman of the Institute

Committee, occupied the chair in Mr. Barry's
absence. I'he attendance of architects at no
period of the meeting exceeded 15. The Chaib-
man mentioned that they had met under
peculiar difficulties, for the committee appointed
after the reading of Mr. Porter's paper at the
Institute had prepared a report, but would be
unable to submit it. This resulted from the
fact that the report was ordered by resolution to

be submitted to the Council before being issued

to the members, and it was of so exhaustive a
character that that body had apparently been
unable to digest its contents, and had referred it

back to the committee on the ground that it

dealt with only one portion of the subject.

Under these circumstances it would be only
possible to indicate the leading features and ask
the opinion of the meeting upon them. Mr.
Porter had shown in his paper that the net
result of most competitions had been a ruinous

loss to the profession, i.e., that the actual ex-
penditure of money on drawings greatly exceeded
the amount awarded in premiums, and
besides this there was a great loss of time and
labour, and insult was added to injury, by the

unfairness of many conditions. The committee
desired to secure fair play and fair remuneration
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for those competing-. The first could not, per-
haps, be always insured, but no body of men
need work without adequate payment. He pro-
posed to the meeting three points for considera-

tion : Whether the appointment of a professional

assessor would secure fair play ; if so, should he
be appointed from the first to draw up condi-
tions ? Next, whether the principle should not be
put forth, that competitors, being the servants of

the promoters, should not all be remunerated ?

and if the conditions were thus altered, should
competitions be encouraged or discouraged by
the profession ?

A conversational discussion ensued, in which
several speakers expressed their annoyance that on
a technical question of etiquette there should be
no substantial proposition put before the meeting
for consideration. Mr. Porter submitted, in-

formally, the heads of the report, which appear
eubstantially, although not in the same order and
with amplified detail, in the resolutions adopted
at the close of the evening meeting. It included
the appointment of a professional assessor from
the outset of a competition, and the abolition of

the premium and motto systems, it being sug-
gested that in works over £3,000 two competi-
tions should be held ; an open one free to aU,

for sketches only, and a limited one by selected

competitors, all of whom should be paid an equal
proportion of a sum between 1 and 2J per
cent, on the total cost, the selected archi-

tect to be actually given the work or

to have a legal claim on the promoters.
Mr. JucES Bbooks expressed his approval of

competitions in themselves, and suggested that

those entering upon them should stipulate as

essential that a professional referee bo appointed,
and if this were granted, as it must be if archi-

tects were resolute, endeavour to push the van-
tage backwards, and to get the referee employed
to revise the conditions, and ultimately to pre-
pare them. He was confident that by persistent

effort they would slowly impress their views on
promoters of competitions. Mr. Dawson held
that the defect of the numerously-signed me-
morial, promoted by Mr. Cole Adams, and
presented to the Institute by Mr. Street, was
that it was confined to the appointment of
referee after the competition conditions were
drawn up, and as adjudicator merely. Such a
limitation only made things worse. Mr. Cole
Adamb replied that it would have been impos-
sible to get so large a support to any less general
proposal, and that it was a stepping-stone to

further progress. He explained that no one
who had signed it had thereby promised to

abstain from competing where no assessor was
appointed, but had merely subscribed to the
opinion that this was desirable. He referred in

strong terms to the " downright lying " of many
architects in their competition estimates. Mr.
R. C. Page concurred in most of the recommen-
dations, but could not see how they were to be
brought before promoters, or enforced upon
them, or on young architects; to which Mr.
PoETEE replied it was proposed to appoint an hon.
local correspondent to the Institute in every dis-

trict, who should post them in any contemplated
competition, when the Council would bring their

views before them. Mr. Page thought this

desirable, but feared committees would simply
decline to adopt the suggestions, unless
architects pledged themselves not tocompete where
their proposals were not adopted. It was very
important to limit the size and detail of competi-
tion drawings, as they were needlessly expensive,
and the works were never carried out from the
premiated designs. He differed from Mr. Pohtee
as to the excessive cost of competitions, and
thought his statistics entirely problematical,
and based on too high estimates Mr. H. W.
Peatt thought all architects would desire the
appointment of a professional assessor, but the
attempt to force it on promoters would lead to

the abandonment of the competition, as the
assessor's fee would stick in their throats

;

limited competitions should be rather en-
couraged. Mr. Aldeidge, of Liverpool,

remarked on the totally inadequate sums
stipulated by committees for proposed buildings
as the incentive to architects to give estimates

that they knew to be delusive rather than put
themselves out of the competition by an honest
statement of cost. In no respect was an assessor

more needed than to instruct a committee as

to the probaUe cost of a building. Not only
were premiums absolutely inadequate, but they
were oftenrd rendered ridiculous, and the mere
farce, by the announcement that the first

premium would be merged in the commission. An
architect should refuse thus to be mulcted of his

prize. Mr. Page considered the competition
should be rather of designers than of designs,
and strongly supported the proposed preliminary
sketch competition, to which the CnAinMAX re-

plied by asking what remedy Mr. Page would
suggest in a choice of designers if a competitor
had tho design made for him—a practice not
altogether unheard of ? In closing the meeting,
he suggested the formation of a Competition
Society of architects.

ADJOUENED DiaOUSSION.

In the evening, the discussion on competitions
was resumed. Mr. C. Barry occupied the chair,

and having apologised for the non-production of

the committee's report, indicated its purport,
and said that tho . Council would be greatly
guided in their decision by the expression of

opinion they might have, especially from pro-
vincial members. The feeliog of the Cjuncil,
guided to a considerable extent by this report,

was expressed in the suggestions they recently

made to the Municipal Buildings Committee of

the Glasgow Town Council, at the request of the
Lord Provost. These conditions had been adopted
by the committee, but were yet to be submitted
to the town-council (they will be found
summarised on p. 561, in our report from
our Glasgow correspondent). In that case,

in which the competition would have to be
held over again, the conditions originally issued

were incompatible, as a substantial building of

a certain area and number and height of floors

was asked for, which cubed out at the stipulated

cost at 7Jd. per cube foot. Such incompatible
conditions often led to their being entirely

thrown over, and so gave rise to favouritism in

the selection. It was proposed by the commit-
tee to make the award of the assessor absolutely
binding ; but he believed this would need to be
modified, as promoters having the control of the
purse would not abdicate their power of selec-

tion, and architects were not at present as im-
plicitly trusted in competitions as were medical
men in cases of illnesi. The premium system
was in every way vicious, instilling a gambling
spirit iuto the miuds of competitors, and giving
promoters the idea that they were obliging the
architectural profession, instead of being obliged
by them with suggestions at a very low cost.

He therefore concurred in their proposed aboli-

tion in favour of open and unpaid sketch com-
petitions, to be followed by a limited one in which
all received an honorarium. This could not be
adopted in very smaU competitions, for which a
different scheme would be proposed. The pro-

posal to appoint local correspondents in each
district, to notify the Council as to proposed
competitions, was highly important, as at pre-
sent the Council frequently only heard of a case

after the conditions were published, and the pro-
moters then refused to stultify themselves by
recalling them.
Mr. Beuton, Oxford, described the recent

Chipping Norton Cemetery competition, in which
70 or 80 designs were sent in fora £10 premium,
the total cost being £500 ; a design from a firm

was accepted, and from it, without obtaining
specification or working diawings, tenders

were invited and after one for £510 had been
accepted, the premiated architects were instruc-

ted to prepare dstailed drawings, &c., without
further remuneration. He should like to know
if payment was suggested by the committee
fro!n the architects indulging iu a competition,

for he had paid a certain sum of money, in

the case of a well-known competition of a few
years since, to a mm who, iu advertising

the matter, promised to return the money
on receipt of drawings. He sent in drawings,
but had never been able to get his money
refunded.
Mr. HoNETMAN mentioned that the Glasgow

Institute of Architects was also consulted by
the Lord Provost, as to the present Municipal
Buildings Competition in that city, and they had,
without consultation with this Institute, given

advice similar in purport. While competitors

entertained and evinced the idea that they were
benefited by being allowed to compete, com-
mittees would feel justified iu offering very little

inducements. He feared it would be difficult

for architects to give expression to their views,

as those who would make united action were in

a terrible minority. Mr. J. Fowlee, Louth,
urged the importance of binding promoters to

adopt the plan recommended by the referee

;

but several speakers pointed oat tho difficulties

in the way. Mr. Wateehouse said, in his ex-
perience as an assessor, several niatterri bad
struck him from time to time. One was that
very often the instructions issued restricted the
competitors too closely, and also hampered tho
referee. Another thing was th;it promoters
needed to be informed that architects did not
care for their pt^emioms, but were anxious to

get their work, and this would be facilitated by
abolishing premiums. Competitors often adopted
a mistaken course by sending in alternative de-
signs. The second designs, being often late and
unaccompanied by an attached description, gave
much trouble to the referee, and acted rather to

the competitor's detriment, as indicating that
he had not decided what was best. Ue knew
he was treading on delicate ground when he
suggested that the modem practice of sending
designs in black and white might advantageously
be abandoned for the older plan of colouring
them ; t ut he believed the latter method, for
perspectives, showed more distinctly the archi-

tect's artistic capabilities. One word as to the
morals of competitions. Many men who would
not utter a word that was not true, allowed their

pencils to tell lies ; many a tower and spire was
carried higher in the perspective than the eleva-

tion or section would warrant. Mr. Pownall
asked Mr. Waterhouse his opinion of tketch-

competitions—as for Manchester Town-hall, for

instance? Mr. Waterhouse : Oh, there, I think,

it worked very well. (Applause.) Tho Chaie-
MAN then read seriatim proposed recommenda-
tions to the Council, which, after an hour's

further discussion and slight amendment and
amplification, were finally agreed to as fol-

lows :

—

1. That the promoters of an intended c impetition, as

their first step, should appoint one or more profeasiooal
assessors. Fellows of the ttDyal Institute of British Archi-
tects (of not leas than fifteen years' practice) .whose names
should be published in the original advertisements and
instructions.

2. That the assessor or assessors ought to draw up the
particulars and conditions, or advise upon and supplement
them if already drawn up.

3. That the decision of the assessor or a'lsessOTB ought
to govern the choice unless insuperable objections shall

arise.

4. That competitions should be initiated either (A) by
inviting preliminary sketches involving only moderate cost

to each competitor, preparatory to a nual competition, or
(B) by personal invitation without sketches.

If (Al.byadvertisement, inviting architects willingto
compete for (here describe the intended work) to send in
their names by a given day, on receipt of which each
applicant will he supplied with the instructions prepared
under the advice of the professional assessors. Each appli-

cant from such instructions to send in by a given date a
sketch design (here describe limit and diaracter of such
sketches). The promoters, with the advice of the profes-
sional assessors, will select from such sketch designs not
less than (here specify the number), the authors of which
shall be invited to join in a final competition, in which
each ahiill receive for the preparation of his design a sum
to be fixed by the promoters, with the advice of the asses-

sors. From these designs a choice to be made of the
architect to carry out the work.

If (B) without sketches: by advertisement, inviting

architects, willingto compete for (here describe the in-
tended work) to send in their names by a given day, with
such other information as thecandidate may think likely

to advance his claim to be admitted to the competition.

From these names the promoters, with the advice of the

professional assessors, will select (here specify the number)
to compete ; and each competitor thus selected wilt

receive £ (here state the amount) for the preparation
of his design. From these designs a choice to be made of
tlie architect to ciiry out the work.

5. That the eventual employment of the author of tho
best design, as the only real prize of the competition,
ought to be considere I an obligation of honour, if it can
reasonably be accomplished.

6. That every member of the body promoting the com-
petition, and every assessor, must necessarily abstain
from taking part in the competition, or acting as archi-

tect in the execution of the proposed work.
7. That the work, if carried out in any shape, should

be placed in the hands of the architect whose design has
beenadjuged to be the beat, and he should be tliereby

placed in exactly the same position in relation to the em-
ployer and the intended work, as he would have been
had he alone been professionally consulted.

8. That in case a competition has resulted in the selec-

tion of an architect, and the instructions to him to proceed
further in the matter are not given within twelve months
from the t rae of the architect being so selected, heshoul'l

be paid at the usual professional rate, under theadviceof
the assessors, inclusive of the sum paid to him in
common with the other competitors, and such payment
should be taken on account of commission, should the

work be at a future time carried out from the designs

submitted by him in competition, and under his superin-
tendence.

9. That if the employer desires to possess or retain any
other of the designs, except the one adjudged to be the

best, he should have the opportunity of doing so by
making payment to the author (if he be willing to part
with his draw ngs).

10. That where preliminary sketches are submitted,
each competitor should be at hberty to sign his sketches
or adopt a motto ; but in all other cases he should sign
his name to his drawings.

11. Thit the Council of the Royal Institute of British

Architects be respectfully requested to take the initiative
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jnw STABLES FOB TUB MARQUIS OF I.0ND0XDKBRT.

—

XOBTH BALL, KEWNIIAU.— HOUSE AT BANUOOR, SREP-
FIELD.—OARWAY CHUBCU, HBRSFORUSHIRB.—NEW WE8-
LBTAN CHAPEL, SUBOITOX.—BOHLEU UBMORIAL CUAPELj
COXUBBCIAL-ROAD.

in establishing a system of competition on the above
basis, and in procuring for it the adhesion of the
vhole profession throughout the country.

WEDNESDAY
Waa a day of visits. The Law Courts were
inspected in the morning', under the guidance
of Mr. Street, as referred to elsewhere. In the
afternoon Sir F. Leighton's residence in Holland
Park-road was visittid by a large party, when
Mr. Aitchison'g mode of construction and scheme
of decoration were freely discussed, the colour
and ornament, especially in the Arab Hall,
evoking general and little-qualified admiration,
although some of the structural details of the
house, the absence of lintels or flat arches from
the east arcade and some window-heads, and
the maimer adopted for uniting the Mooresque
and Kenaissance features came in for some
criticism. The choice collection of pictures and
other works of art, with which the house is

filled, were examined with great interest and
pleasure. The staircase and other details were
illustrated in the Buildino News for November
9 and 30, 1 866 ; the interiors of study, dining-
room, and hall, December 22, 1876 ; the garden-
front, by a perspective (accompanied by a full

description), October 1, 1880, and the interior

of Arab Hall, October 8, 1880. We have re-

ferred in another column to the visit afterwards
paid to the new Hospital for Consumption, at

Brompton. In the evening a conccrsazione took
place at the Institute rooms.

THURSDAT.
In the morning a visit was paid to Lambeth

Potteries, by permission of Messrs. Doultcn and
Co., and in the afternoon Sir Richard Wallace,
Bart., M.P., received the members of the Insti-

tute, and those who had taken part in the con-
ference, at his town residence, Hertford House,
Uanohester-squarc.
Last evening the closing meeting of the Con-

ference was to be held under the presidency of

Ifr. Street, when papers on mural decoration
•were to be read by Mr. Ford Madox Brown and
Mr. J. D. Craco, to be followed by a discussion.

We shall contmue our detailed report of the
Conference proceedings next week.

Our Lithographic Illustrations.

It will be remembered that Earl Cowper, after
promising to subscribe £.500 towards the restoration
of St. Albau's Abbey, objected to some of the work
that w«8 bein^ done there. Consequently he re-

fuaed to pay bis subscription. Thereupon, an ac-
tion waa brought against him by the Earl of
Verulam and the refct <'f the committee, to recover
the sum, the work having been contracted for. On
the eve of the trial Earl Cowper's defence has, it

is said, been abandoned, under high legal advice.

Frome St. Quinton Church waa reopened on
Wednesday week after reftoratiou by Mr. Davis,
bnilder, of Langpoit. No architect's name is

mentioned in the locil account of the restoration
;

Itut we tee it stated that " the walls in the interior
bave been scrajjed, and coloured where necessary

;

and the font, an ezceeriingly old piece of Btonc-
work, ha* been bi'ghteued."

NEW STABIES FOS THE MAEQOT3 OF LONDONDEEEY.

OcB illustration represents a group of stable

buildings about to be erected in Brick-street,

Park-lane, for the Marquis, under the direction

of Mr. James Brooks, and is taken from a

drawing in the present Exhibition of the Royal
Academy. There will be accommodation for

fourteen horses in one range of buildings, placed

next a central court of somewhat irregular form.

Of these, twelve wUl be in two six-stall stables,

and two in loose-boxes, while four more horses

wiU be placed in loose-boxes in another range of

buildings on the opposite side of the court.

There wUl be also a cleaning-shed for horses, a

harness-room, and a spacious shed enclosed all

round and lighted by a skylight for the

carriages and for carriage-cleaning operations.

On the first floor, facing Brick-street, will be a

residence for the coachman, and the remainder

of the upper story will be occupied with lofts

and dormitories, and mess-room for eight

helpers, together with lavatories, etc. The
buildings wUl be faced with red brick, all mould-
ings being formed in the same material, and the

stonework will be of red Mansfield. The sides

of the cleaning-spaces will be faced with glazed

bricks, which will be introduced in bands of

different tints, and a dado of Staffordshire blue

bricks will be formed on the face of all the

walls next the stable court. The flooring of

upper story throughout will be fireproof. The
surfaces of loft floors will be of asphalts, and
the rest of Gregory's wood-block paving or

Minton's tiles. The roofs are intended to be

covered with Pen Moyle green slates ; and
thorough ventilation is proposed to be introduced

through the whole range of buildings. The
stables and loose-boxes will have Iresh air ad-

mitted by means of large gratings in the window
recesses, and the supply regulated by hinged

flaps ; vitiated air will be extracted by shafts

from the ceiUngs of the stables, communicating
with Sharpe's Crown ejectors fixed above the

roofs. The stables and coach-houses wUl be
paved with Adamantine clinkers, and the whole
of the fittings will be supplied by Messrs.

Musgrave. It is intended that these shall com-
prise the most recent improvements in this branch

of manufacture, and that the sanitary arrange-

ments shall be of the most perfect description.

The carriage-houses and harness-room will be

kept warm by hot-water coils, and means of

drawing hot water as well as cold wUl be pro-

vided both in the carriage-cleaning place and
the horse-cleaning place. Every endeavour
will, in short, be used to render the establish-

ment thoroughly fitted for the purpose for which
it is intended.

NOETH nAXL, NEWNnAM.

North Hall is the second portion of Newnham
College, which has been built, the former part

having been opened in 1877. The present

building accommodates about 38 students, and
is arranged for future extension. It was
opened in Oct., 1880. The cost was about

£10,000. Messrs. Bell and Sons, of Cambridge
and Saffron Walden, were the contractors, and
Mr. W. H. Williams clerk of works. Mr.
Basil Champneys is the architect.

HOVSE AT BAmtOOB, SEEFFIELD.

This house has been erected at Ranmoor, near

Sheffi?ld, from the designs of Mr. E. R. Robson,

F.S.A.

OAEWAT CHTTBCH.

Tnjs remarkable but little-known church, dedi-

cated to St. Michael, of which we give this week
a series of illustrations, has for some years been
undergoing a gradual and conservative restora-

tion. It possesses two probably unique 12th

century features—a massive tower, 27ft. square,

standing at an angle about three yards from the

N.W. comer of nave and connected with it by a

covered passage, and an elaborately-carved

chancel arch, in excellent preservation, possess-

ing some unusual features. A gallery formerly

extended acro.fs the west end and halfway along

the north side of the nave. When this was
removed, the cap of the churchyard-cross was
fortunately discovered serving as a fsundation-

stono to one of the posts, and the cross itself was
found a short time before in a farmyard. The
steps, base, and portion of the octagonal shaft

are in situ on the south side of the nave, and the

cross will shortly be restored according to the
design illustrated. The incised stone altar waa
found bottom upwards amongst the paving, and
is now in its proper position again. The navo
and chancel were a short time back completely
blocked up with large liigh-backed pews of every
imaginable sliape and size, and the chapel was
partitioned off from the church and used as a
Sunday-school. All this has now been changed
in accordance with the plan we publish, th&
fifteen 14th-century oak benches, with ends -lin.

in thickness, placed in the nave with ordinary
church chairs to make up the required
accommodation for worshippers, while the

font has found its way to the west-end
entrance again, and the space in tower-

below the ringing-chamber has been floored and
utilised for a vestry. The original 14th-ceutury
curved roof-timbers over the nave have beeiv

found to exist behind the plastered ceiling, and
will be shortly opened out. It is not proposed,

to make any changes in the exterior, except

those repairs which the neglect of the past cen-

tury and a half render necessary. The Knights-
Hospitallers of Jerusalem, and possibly the
Knights Templars before them, Uved in thfr

religious house hard by, the only portion of

which that has escaped destruction being

a circular columbarium, with an inscrip-

tion carved in the tympanum of its doorway
adverting to the fact that "Brother Richard"
erected it in 1 326. The Incorporated and Local
Church Building Societies have both assisted

the work with grants; but owingto the principal

landed proprietor being a Roman Catholic, there

is great difficulty in providingthefunds required .-

Mr. E. H. Lingen Barker is the architect

engaged.

NEW WESLETAN CHAPEL, 8UBBII0N-HILL.

This chapel is one of the ten to which the late

Sir F. Lycett gave an extra sum of £500 iferected
this year. It will occupy afine site on Surbiton- j
hill in the main road. The materials are best j|

red bricks and Bath stone, and the roofs of slate.. 1
The chapel only will be buUt at present, space

being left behind it for schools. 1,000 sittings

are provided, 660 on ground-floor, 330 in

galleries. The tower and spire are about 120ft.

high. The works will bn begun at once. Mr..

Charles Bell, F.R.I.B.A., Dashwood House, 9,

New Broad-street, is the architect. The cost

is a little over £5,000.

BOHLEE MEMOEIAL CnAPEL, COSOTEECIAIi-EOAI), E.

The ground- floor is occupied by school and
class-rooms, heating-chamber, offices for boys
and girls, «&c. The height of these rooms is

about 13ft. clear. The chapel is 59ft. by
37ft. Bin., and has a gallery round three sides,

the end one being deep. The ceiling is a very

flat curve, and is some 30ft. from floor to highest

part. Ventilation is by inlet tubes and two-

large Howarth's ventilators in roof. The
building is of red brick. The fact that the-

chapel stands over the East London Railway
necessitated placing the tower where it now
stands, this being clear of the timnel. The
rest of the chapel is on the tunnel; this incurred

additional expense in the foundations. The
tower-roof is tiled, the chapel slated. Mr. J.

Bentley, of Waltham Abbey, is contractor for

the superstructure, and the work is being carried!

out under the supervision of Mr. E. Early

HolUs at a cost of £3,900.

The Commissioners for the Sydney International

Exhibition, have given a "Third award," " baaed

upon inherent and comparative merit, with their

diploma and medal," to Mr. Thomas Goodman,
architect, Southend, for his picture of the ancient

porch of the parith-church of South Benfleet. This

picture was first exhibited in Loudon, and was
selected by H.M. Commissioners to represent with

others English Art at the late Paris Universal

Exhibition, and subsequently for the Sydney and
Melbourne International EEbibitions. A copy, we
should add, was purchased by the authorities at

South Kensington, for the schools connected with

the Museum.

St. Anne's Church, Bewdley, was reopened on
Monday,after important renovations and improve-

ments. The new chancel-window and new brass-

work for chancel has been supplied by Messrs.

Jonea and Willis, of Birmingham ; the other work
has been carried out by Mr. Christopher Ponntney,

of Bewdley, under the superintendence of Mr.
Meredith, architect, Kidderminster.
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THE PEESIDENCY OP THE E.I.B.A.

PROFESSOR STREET has been elected

President of the Institute by 87 votes

to 83. The result is satisfactory in itself,

but there are still probably some people

who think a good thing has been done not

in the best possible way. The new Presi-

dent is unquestionably the first man in his

profession. He is the architect of the best

building of our generation, and he has ex-

hibited in connection with that building, in

addition to the genius required for its con-

ception, an ability to modify his design in

conformity with necessity without saci-ifi-

cing its beauty, in a degree which few, if

any, other architects have ever shown. Pro-

fessor Street is, moreover, as admirable an
exponent of his art as he is a master. His
recent Academy lectures afford but an addi-

tional proof of the grasp ho has of the

questions affecting the welfare and dignity

of architecture, and as President of the

Koyal Institute of British Architects he cer-

tainly bi-ings to that body much more in the

way of reputation than he is likely to get.

It is certain, too, that a majority of

his opponents at Monday's election would
cheerfully acknowledge these facts. Why
then, it may be asked, did they vote against

him Y Partly from an idea, which it must
fairly be acknowledged had very good
grounds to rest on, that they were bound,
having assented to certain rules, to adhere
to them; and partly from something like

chivalry, which displayed itself in the letter

of Mr. Purges, published in this journal, on
the 1st of April, in which its lamented
writer deprecated "making a set" at the

other candidate. These considerations

—

most creditable in themselves, without doubt
influenced many voters against Professor

Street, who must in their hearts have felt

much as Sarsfield felt after the capitulation

of Limerick, when rallied by some of the
officers in the English army, he exclaimed,

"Only change kings with us, and we will

willingly try our luck with you again !" The
sentiment of the profession outside, regard-
less of smaller issues, undoubtedly was right

on the main question. Architecturally, the

contest was the Griffin against the Law
Courts, and no one could doubt but that

outside opinion would make itself felt

within the Institute. Still, many people
foresaw what the event has proved, that the

struggle would be a close one, and that a
candidate who, under ordinary circum-
stances, would probably have been supported
merely by the officialism of the Institute and
its connections, would attract much honest
support rendered very unwillingly, not to

him, but to the principle of which he was
the representative. On the whole, we think
Mr. Horace Jones may congratulate him-
self on the result. He has enlisted sympathy
and support in quarters where its continu-
ance could hardly have been possible, and
in a contest with a man, so to speak, a head
and shoulders taller than himself, made a
much better fight than many men might
have done who are more nearly the equals
of the new President.

Professor Street has all his work before

him if he is to make his mark as President
of the Institute, as he has made it else-

where. That ho will in himself be a success

wo do not doubt; that he will attract some
who have hitherto troubled themselves very
little about the Institute and its doings, wa
hope and believe ; that ho will do much to

widen the basis of the Institute, to extend
its professional influence, and to bring

within its control and capability of settle-

ment the vital questions affecting the wel-
fare of the profession, we hope, but
doubt. If ho is to do much, he
must have the active support of the better

class of Fellows and Associates. Such sup-

port is not rendered by non-attendance.

We overheard one distinguished architect

remark on Monday night that ho had not
been to Conduit-street fur fifteen years, and
another whose name is fairly well known,
that ho had been a member eight years, and
had never been there before. Of course, if

the members of any Society never go near
it, never trouble themselves about its pro-
ceedings, and allow the management of its

affairs to drift inio the hands of the cliques

which, under such circumstances, inevitably

grasj) the control of matters, they must not
be surprised if things go on anyhow ; if rules

and regulations are made which bring about
crises like the one just passed through, and
which, however they may be surmounted,
cannot improve the position of the Institute.

That Professor Street's Presidency will

attract the abler members of the Institute

and the profession we believe ; that the rival

candidate, if he had been elected, would
have done much to bring about improve-
ment, or would have obtained the confidence

of the men who wish to initiate it, we doubt;
hence we are glad of the result. We trust

that the contest may speedily bo forgotten,

and that Professor Street may be loyally

recognised as President of the whole Insti-

tute, and not of a section or party, and that

all may set themselves to work to bring

about some of the reforms we have so often

recommended, and which are necessary to

the continued existence of the Institute, as

the representative body of the profession.

ANNUAL aENERAL MEETING OF
THE R.LB.A.

THE annual general meeting of memters only

was held on Monday to read the minutes
of the annual general meeting, held on Monday,
the 3rd May, 1880 ; to receive and consider the

report of the Council on the state of the pro-
perty and affairs of the Institute ; to elect the

u£Bcex"8 for the ensuing twelve months ; and to

appoint the Board of Examiners under the

Metropolitan Building Act, 18 and 19 Vict. c.

122, s. xxxiii.

Professor G. E. Street, R.A., who was pro-

posed by Mr. James Brooks, and seconded by
Mr. Martiueau, received the votes of the majority

for President, leaving the Council's nominee,
Mr. Horace Joues, with a substantial minority,

the number of votes for Professor Street being
87, and for Mr. Jones 83. At the opening of

the meetmg, Mr. Whichcord, the outgoing
President, occupied the chair, and the report of

the Council for the past year was taken as read.

Professor Donaldson, in an admirable spech,

proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Whichcord,
and this was briefly seconded by Mr. Charles

Barry. The voting for the President was then

proceeded with, and while the scrutineers were
making their examinations of the election papers,

a smart passage of arms occurred between Mr.
James Fowler, of Louth, Mr. Charles Barry, Mr.
J. P. Seddon, and Mr, R. W. Edis. This display

of feeling was unintentionally originated by Mr.
Arthur Blomfield, who said plainly, butin mode-
rate terms, that those who had acted with him in

furthering the election of Mr. Street had not
consulted him before printing the final circular

of Saturday's date, which included him with
others as among those who would support pro-

posals for the amendments of the exUting by-

laws, and he regretted they had thus used his

name. The timely announcement of Mr. Street's

election epeedUy put an end to this squabble.

The re-election of Professor Lewis, Mr.
Horace Jones, and Mr. Ewau Christian as vice-

Presidents was then unanimously agi-ecd to, and
the voting for the new Council, a tedious un-

dertaking, was proceeded with. Mr. MacVioar
Anderson was re-elected by acclamation as Hon.
Secretary, and Mr. W. H. White, on the mo-
tion of Mr. Whichcord, seconded by Mr. Charles

Barry, was re-elected as paid secretary. Mr.

Ouvry was also re-elected as solicitor to the In-

stitute. Messrs. Wyatt Papworth and T. M.
Rickman were appointed auditors. Pro-

fessor Street, R.A., the new President, ar-

rived at this period of the proceedings, and
was received with several rounds of hearty

applause, chiefly from the ordinary members.

Mr. Whichcord at once left the chair in favour

of Mr. Street, handing as he retired the chain of

office to Professor Donaldson, who immediately

placed it rotmd the neck of the new President,
remarking as he did so, that he hoped all dis-

cord and division would now cea.'<e, and that the
history of the Institute, under the rule of Prof.
Street, would be one of contmucd prosperity.

Mr. Charles Fowler next drew attention to the
new way of reporting and issuing the proceed-
ings of the meetings, and took objection to the
change which had taken place. He expressed a
desire to know whether the abstracts of the pro-
ceedings, at present received on Thursdays after
the meetings, were to be bound with the volume
of the I'rnnsaciions which tliey are promised at
the end of the year? The Secretary said that
as reports of the meetings appeared in the pro-
fessional journals on Fridays, it was thought
desirable that the official proceedings sbould be
in the hands of members by Thursday night,
and it was impossible to do this if the papers
were to be printed in full at the same time, be-
cause the time allowed for members to correct

and amend the official full report of their speeches
was not sufficient. Several other speakers
endorsed Mr. Fowler's remarks, and urged that
while the time at their disposal from week to
week probably allowed them to read the single

copy of the Transactions, a large volume of over
300 pages at the end of the year would never be
read at all. Mr. Edis also pointed out that
several papers, such as the last read before the
Institute—viz., on "Electric Lighting," would
in six months' time be of very little value or in-

terest to members, however useful it might be at

the present moment. The President agreed
with the last speaker, and said that the Council
would give ,the objections to the present system
their best attention. Mr. MacVicar Anderson^
Hon. Sec, urged that the new mode of publica-
tion had not been tried sufficiently long to war-
rant _the objections to it which had been made.
The meeting, however, was evidently not con-
vinced by these remarks.
The following is the list of the new Council

for the ensuing year, from which it will be seen
that two new names have been introduced, viz.,

Mr. James Brooks, and Mr. Edward Graham,
Paley, of Lancaster :

—

lUomfleld: Arthur William, M. A.
Brandon : David, F.S.A., Past Vice-President.
Brooks : James.
Gates : Arthur.
Clarke t Joseph, F.S. A., Past Vice-President.
Currey : Henry, Past Vice-President.
Gibson : John, Past Vico-i resident.
Hansard : Octavins.
Honej-man: John (Glasgow).
I'Anson : Edward, I'.O.S , Past Vice-President.
Knowles : James Thomas.
Paley : Edward Graham (Lancaster).
Vulliamy : George, Past Vice-President.
\Vaterhou8e : Alfred, A.R.A., Past Vice-President.
WortliingtOH : Thomas (Manchester).

Of the past Council, Mr. Octavius Hansard
attended all the Council meetings, which num-
bered thirty during the past year, Mr. J. T.
Knowles 29, and Mr. Arthur Cates a similar

number. Mr. Henry Currey attended 2.5, and
Mr. Joseph Clarke 24 times. Mr. John Gibson,
on account of ill-health, had only been present

twice, and Mr. George Vulliamy only once ; but
this was accounted for by his having to he-

present at the Board of Works on Mondays, tho-

day the Coimcil meetings are held.

The meeting separated shortly before mid-
night.

I ^^1 I

THE GLASGOW MUNICIPAL BUILD-
INGS COMPETITION.

"\/TR. CARRICK, the City Architect, sub-
J.tJL mitted, on the 5th inst., at a meeting of

the Town Council of Glasgow, new sketoh-plans-

of the proposed municipal buildings in George-
square, with an accompanying explanatory re-

port, and there was at the same time laid before

the Council a memorandum of conditions which
the special committee on the subject recom-
mended for adoption in the new competition. In.

the difficult position in which he was placed,

Mr. Carrick has sought to steer a middle course,

in the hope, no doubt, of reconciling conflicting

views. As we anticipated, he has found it

impossible on the restricted space to make pro-

viision for an art-gallery in connection with the

buildings, except in the attics at a height of

some 80ft. from tho ground, and therefore this-

portion of the scheme is delayed ; but he sug-
gests that " the saloons and reception-rooms,

with the spacious lobbies and staircases," will,

in time, possess the attraction of pictures, sculp-

ture and other works of art. It can scarcely b©
expected that this sorry makeshift will satisfy
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those who desire to see Glasgow take rank along
with the other cities of the Kiniiire as a centre of

art influence, though possibly they may find it

inexpedient to press the matter further, at least

in the mean time. " The new plans," Mr. Car-
rick says in his report, " differ in many respects

from the former sketch -plans, but do not inter-

fere materially with the relative positions of the

several departments of the public service for

whose accommodation the scheme wasoriginated.

The principal alterations are in the situation of

the council-chamber, which is placed so as to front

GeoTge-square, and in the internal arrangements
of the portion of the buildings fronting John-
(treet. These arrangements will admit of the

formation of an internal quadrangle of consider-

able extent, which will bo approached from
George- square by means of a spacious opening
similar to the entrance to Somerset House from
the Strand ; or to the foreign oflices erected in

Westminster from the designs of the late Sir

Geo. Gilbert Scott. Means of communication
with Ck>chrane-street and George-street are

likewise provided, the latter being of a subordi-

nate description. The size of the quadrangle and
the openings into the surrounding streets will

ecure the most perfect means of light and venti-

lation, and should be suiiicient to satisfy the ' air

hunger ' of the most advanced sanitarian." The
buildings will be four stories above the level of

the surrounding streets, or something like 70ft.

or more in height. The first two floors are
appropriated to the foliowing departments—viz.,

the Offices of the Town Clerk, the Finance De-
partment, the Gas and Water Departments, the

Offices of the Clerk of Police, the Pubho Works
Department, and the apartments of the Medical
Ofticer. The third floor, being the second from
the level of the street, is dedicated to the accom-
modation of the Town Council. The Council-
ebamber is in the centre, fronting George-
square, and with the Lord Provost's room,
refreshment buffet, library committee- room, and
apartments in connection, nil! occupy the whole
frontage to the square. The Commiltee-rooms,
of which there are five, are in the portion of the
buildings fronting Cochrane- street. The hall,

with the two adjacent saloons, occupy the whole
of this part of the buildings fronting George-
street. Access to the whole buildings is pro-

Tided by means of four staircases, two entering
from George-square, one from John-ttreet, and
one from the Quadrangle, all spacious and easy
of ascent. With regard to the conditions of the
competition as recommended by the committee,
they seem to be conceived in a broader and more
Uberal spirit than those under which the former
plans were prepared, and to be substantially in

accord with the suggestions of the London and
Local Institutes of Architects. Brit-fly stated,

the conditions are thit there shall be a pre-
liminary competition open to all ; that from the
competitors taking part in it not fewer than six,

and not more than ten, shall be selected by an
architect-assessor, or assessors previously ap-
pointed for the final competition. Flans of the
internal arrangements, as designed by Mr. Car-
rick, will be submitted to competitors as show-
ing the gentral accommodation required ; but
each competitor is to have full liberty to sug-
gest such disposition of the whole internal
arrangements as he may think best. No
Testriction is imposed as regards the style of

architecture ; but a preference will be given to
Classic of a broad and dignified, rather than of a
florid character, and the cost of the entire struc-

ture, including architectural embellishments,
hot excluding painting and furnishing, is to be
•bent £250,000. In respect of cost and also of

the freedom given to competitors in regard to
encternal style and internal arrangement, there is

thus an important alteration on the conditions
of the former competition. With reference to
the execution of the work also, the conditions
are drawn in a more judicious spirit. Each of
the selected competitors in the final competition
shall, it is provided, receive £1-50 to cover the
expenses of the designs. From the designs
lodged in this competition, four shall be
selected by the Magistrates and Council, with
the advice of the architect-assc'sor, or as.sessors,

and the author of the first design is to be em-
ployed to execute the work on the usual pro-
fesnional terms of remuneration, unless any in-
superable obstacle prevents such employment, in
which event the author of the second, third or
fourth designs in order. A better arrangement
poaaiUy would have been that the architect-
aMCtsor, or aaaemon should have had absolute

power in the selection of the design to be
adopted ; bi!t this is perhaps more than could be
expected of municipal human nature, especially

as it exists in the city of Glasgow. Before the
Council entered on the consideration of the
report. Bailie Wilson, a prominent member of

the Board, gave notice of a motion to the effect

that the task of preparing the plans should
per mltum be entrusted to Mr. Carrick, the City
Architt'ct, who should he relieved of all his other

duties and be empowered to call in whatever
professional assistance he required in the matter.
That the members should have time to consider

this somewhat extraordinary proposition, it was
suggested that an adjournment should take

place for a fortnight. Several gentlemen in-

dicated that, without any very protracted delay,

they were prepared to pronounce on Mr.
Wilsou'ssolutionof the problem, which has so long
exercised the minds of the Council ; but it was
in the end agreed that an adjournment should
take place for a fortnight or three weeks, to allow
of reduced lithographs of the sketch-plans
being prepared for the use of the members.
What the result may be it is scarcely possible to

predict. The Committee are hopeful that they
will succeed in carrying their scheme as now
adjusted ; but there is a strong antagonistic

element in the Council, and it is to be feared

there will still be further wrangling and more
delay.

»'^^»^«

THE MANUFACTURE OF GLASS FOE
DECOKATIVE PURPOSES.

APAPER was read on Wednesday, by Mr. H.
J. Powell, before the Society of Arts, on

the manufacture of glass for decorative purposes.

The subject was divided into three parts :—
1. The development for decorative purposes
of the natural properties of glass ; 2. The pro-
duction of decorative forms, or decorative

material, by the manipulation of glass in a
plastic or viscous condition ; 3. The treatment
of the surface of glass with a view to supplement
the effects due to its form or its nature. Having
described the nature of glass, the author went
on to point out that the effects produced respec-

tively by the refraction, transmission, or

reflection of light by glass may, in many cases,

be utilised for decorative purposes. If a beam
of light be transmitted through a glass prism
or lustre, a more or less extended spectrum
is formed in proportion to the density of

the glass. If a beam of polarised light be
transmitted through a plate of glass in a
condition of unequal tension, black and coloured
figures become apparent. If whitelight be trans-

mitted through glass containing the oxide of

uraniumin solution, rays otherwise unseen become
brilliantly conspicuous. If certain metallic oxides

be introduced into a crucible, together with the
mixture for transparent glass, and be dissolved

throughoutthe mass, the resultant glass acquires

the power of sifting the incident rays, and of

transmitting effects of colour according to the

nature or quantity of the oxide introduced.

Different permanent transmitted colours are

obtained ( 1
) by the oxides of different metals, (2)

by the different oxides of the same metal, (3) by
different quantities of the same oxide, or by
different thicknesses of the resultant glass. The
characteristic colours of the oxides of gold, silver,

copper, manganese, iron, and cobalt are, respec-

tively, pink, yellow, peacock-blue, violet, dull

green, and purple-blue. Copper and iron pos-

sess two oxides each, namely, a peroxide con-

taining a large proportion of oxygen, and a

sub-oxide containing a smaller proportion. The
peroxide of copper gives a blue or green colour,

and the sub-oxide a ruby red. The peroxide of

iron gives a yellow, and the sub-oxide a dull

green. Certain oxides are valuable for their

power of respectively increasing or diminishing

the oxidation of other oxides. Thus to obtain

an iron yellow, which is the characteristic

colour of the peroxide of iron, it is necessary

to add to the mixture oxide of manganece,
which, at a high temperature, parts with
its oxygen and its colouring power fimul-

taneously. The oxygen thus set free goes to

the assistance of the peroxide of iron, which
has a tendency to part with its oxygen,
and to produce a green colour. The sub-oxide

of copper has a great tendency to rob oxygen
from any convenient source, and to produce a

blue or green, instead of a red ; it is therefore

necessary, when a red is wanted, to mix with it

some substance which absorbs oxygen with

greater avidity. The oxide used for this pur-
pose is the sub oxide of tin. Glass, in addition
to holding oxides in solution, may also hold
them, as well as metals and other substances, in
suspension. It often happens that in preparing
the quick from the oxide of gold and red from
the oxide of copper, the reductive action is

carried too far, and instead of having the
oxide in solution, the metal is found sus-

pended in the glass in a state of extremely fine

division. The glass in this condition reflects

a red colour, but transmits an opalescent
blue. If the particles of the metal be suffi-

ciently large to reflect light, and with it the
characteristic colour of the actual metal, the
well-known effect of avanturine is obtained. The
different colours produced by the same oxide are

best observed in the case of copper and cobalt.

A small quantity of the per- oxide of copper gives

a blue, and a larger quantity a green. In the
same way a strong dose of the oxide of cobalt

gives a red, a smaller dose a violet, and a com-
paratively minute quantity the characteristic

blue, or a thick layer of cobalt glass transmits

red rays; a thinner layer, violet rays; and a still

thinner one, blue rays. Opacity may be pro-
duced by devitrification, by the semi-fusion of

pulverised white or coloured glasses, and by the

addition to transparent glass of some infusible

material. Devitrification has never been pressed

into practical use ; the semi-fusion of pulverised

glass places at the decorator's disposal a mate-
rial of great strength, possessing a granular
and irregular surface, together with the

power of developing almost every tint of colour

in an absolutely permanent condition. The pro-

cess is also valuable to the manufacturer as

supplying a means utilising water. Opaque
black glass or black enamel is formed by the

addition to transparent glass of an excess of an
infusible or partially fusible black oxide, as, for

instance, that of iridium, of cobalt of man-
ganese, or of iron. White and coloured enamels
owe their opacity to the oxide of arsenic, the
oxide of tin, the phosphate of calcium, or to

cryolite, a compound of sodium, aluminum, and
fluorine, and their colours to different metallio

oxides. It is cryolite which gives the opacity

to the well-known hot-pressed porcelain.

The molten glass gathered on the end of the

hollow blowing iron may be placed in a mould,
and by the pressure of a workman's breath on
its inner surface, may be forced to adapt both
its internal and its external surface to the form
and surface of its environment. By this means
the glass may not only receive the actual form
of the interior of the mould, but may also be
imprinted by any depressed or raised ornament,
wrought on its inner surface. If instead of

being expanded by the workman's breath it be
forced to adapt itself to the mould by the descent

of a plunger, it will assume on its outer surface

the internal form of the mould, together with
any decoration which may be wrought upon it,

and on its internal surface the form and surface

of the plunger.
The molten glass may also be fashioned by

the breath and the simple tools of the glass-

blower. The arms of the chair in which the

workman sits, and the hollow and solid rods by
which he holds and rotates his blower-glass

with his left baud, constitute the entire

mechanism of his lathe or throwing-wheel.
His principal tools are what may bj called the
sugar- tong spring tool, the shears, the battle-

dore or flattening tool, together with a variety

of simple clips, measure sticks, and callipers.

However simple the tools may be, the variety of

form which a blown bulb may be forced to

assume is inexhaustible. The molten glass,

when gathered from the crucible, is too fluid for

immediate manipulation, and requiresto bepartly

solidified by rolling on a polished iron slab,

or by insertion in moistened woollen cup-

shaped moulds, from which the glass

may assume a rough outline of its ulti-

mate form. The first process in every case is

blowing through the hollow gathering iron

until the mass of glass be expanded into a bulb.

If the iron be held vertically, with the bulb

downwards, the bulb is elongated by gravitation,

and expanded at the same time ; if tho bulb be
raised and blowing be continued, it increases in

circumference only. The bulb may also be
elongated by gravitation alone, assisted by a

swinging motion. Whilst the bulb is being

shaped with the spring tool, it must be kept in

constant rotation by rolling the rod, to which it

is attached upon the arms of the chair, as other-
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•wise it would 'collapse. If tho end of the bulb
remote from tho blowing' iron be opened, and
the bulb be rapidly rotated and heated einiul-

taneously, it will suddenly bo opened by
centrifugal force into a flattened disc. If

the disc be re-heated, and the iron held

perpendicularly with the disc downwards, the

disc will gradually crumble and collapse. The
heat required to renew tho plasticity of glass

essential to manipulation is obtained by insert -

iug the bulb or vessel into the mouth of the

heated crucible, or into a furnace adapted to

the purpose. If to the end of a solid mass or

hollow bulb of glass a second working rod be
attached by a seal of glass, and the workman
recedes whilst retaining the blowing-iron, and
an assistant recedes carrying the second rod, the

bulb or mass which unites them may bo indefi-

nitely extended. If a connection be formed
between a source of molten glass and the cir-

cumference of a heated wheel, and the wheel
caused to revolve with speed, a thread is coiled

upon the wheel in an extreme state of

tenuity. This thread may be spun into a deco-
rative fabric.

Various specimens of glasswork were ex-
hibited by Mr. Powell in illustration of his re-

marks.

A VISIT TO MR. LASCELLES' WORKS.
rj^HE visit paid last Saturday afternoon by the

JL Architectural Association to the work-
shops of Mr. W. H. Lascelles, in Bunhill-row,
was both of an instructive and interesting kind,
for the members had an opportunity, not only
of witnessing the operation of many very in-
genious wood-working machines,but ofexamining
specimens of finished joinery and various appli-

cations of Mr. Lascelles' red concrete, a material
which seems destined sooner or later to take
its place among the more durable substances
the architect can employ. Conmiencing on the
ground-floor of the factory, each successive floor

of Mr. Lascelles' extensive building was taken
in order. The moulding cutting-machine at-
tracted considerable attention. Pieces of rose-

wood were passed through the machine, and
came out delicately moulded with ogees, hollows,
and fillets of remarkable sharpness. The machine
is by Robinson, of Rochdale. Another specimen
of moulded work was a cornice in a beautiful
yellow Canadian wood, the members of which
were singularly clean. To show the value of

machine labour in performing operations re-

quiring mechanical exactness, some lengths of

school- desk were drilled by holes for the ink-
bottles, and their ends cleMily cut to a certain

length by a cross-cutting and boring-machine
adapted by Mr. Lascelles, in which the chief

peculiarity is the form of the teeth of the
circular- saw. Every tooth in the wheel is cut
in the form of a lancet, and these are arranged
on the opposite faces of the metal alternately,

the effect of which is that the wood cut through
has all tho cleanness, finish, and polish of a
planed piece of work. Another very ingeni-
ous little rotary machine was set to work
in mouldings sunk from the surface of the
wood. This is chiefly employed in working
circular countersunk mouldings. A very fine

delicate moulding was turned out in mahogany,
all that was required being resting the piece of

wood on a table, and pressing it by the hand
against a circular band which can be raised or
lowered, and within which is a rapidly revolving
spindle with the tools fixed in it. By this means
the manipulator can run a moulding on a piece

of wood of any curvature or degree of straight-

ness, but its chief use is obviously for circular

work.
The American system of drying timber is

used by Mr. Lascelles, the principal feature of

which is that there is no outlet, the room being
quite airtight, and the vapour being condensed
on a series of cold-water pipes. It is an excel-

lent plan of drying. Proceeding to the first

floor, chiefly occupied in glazing and in packing,
the process of bending ribs for horticultural

roofs was seen ; the moulded rib having been
placed in a long steam-pipe, and kept in it for
'20 minutes, was quickly pulled out and bent round
a large horizontally-placed template or frame of

timber, and kept in position by a radial clip.

In this maimer the pieces composing the bar or rib

were glued and nailed together, and when taken
off it was foimd to be perfect in form. On the
second floor a door-cramp that had been in use
15 years and an American sawing- machine.

which in its work leaves the wood like a
plane, and a grooving and rebating machine were
inspected. A very cheap kind of panelled
oak dado, by Mr. Cousens Smith, is formed of

matchboards behind, faced with a veneer on
which are planted moulded pieces with bosses at

tho comers. It U equally adapted for ceilings.

On the third floor various specimens of joinery
drew attention, excellent examples of clean
finished work. The doors and other framed
work for a house at Queen' s-gate were examined
with some interest, of which the dado architraves

form a capital finish for the members of the

dado cornice. A summer-house, executed with
open framing fiUing-in, a sort of Japanese
trellis ; some cheap and effective picture- frames
machine-made, and a garden shelter, like a huge
umbrella, which can be opened and closed, drew
attention. On the upper floor a number of

London SchoolBoard desks, with the front part of

desk made hinged so as to fold back when not in

use, was one of the chief works examined, and Mr.
Lascelles has been probably the largest manu-
facturer of the.se desks. The value of machinery
in the production of park-seats was clearly seen,

as the laths can be cut by machinery to any
length and curve required to form the rounded
seat and back.
But an account of the visit would be very im-

perfect without a reference to the concrete

manufacture, which is a very important
speciality of Mr. Lascelles' business. The asso-

ciation went through several rooms of these, but
we can only name a few of the more important
and recent manufactures of special value to the
architect. The red paving slabs appear to be
excellent substitutes for clinkers, more even and
better as a surface, and quite as durable. They
have been laid at Finsbury, and the price varies

from 4d. a foot for slabs IJin. thick, and 6d. a

foot for 2in. slabs. A specimen of Potter's con-

crete slab-faced wall filled in with con-
crete, and having a moulded coping of

the same material of a deep brick red

colour, was examined by many present with
attention. The lining slabs, at 3^d. per foot

for horticultural purpose, are a capital sub-

stitute for wooden shelves which are constantly

rotting and requiring painting; the water-

crete, made by Mr. D. KirkalJy, which show that

at 4 months old the concrete stood a test of 93
tons to the foot before crushing; at 16 months
old the concrete stood 130 tons to the foot, with
a certain proportion of cement to breeze. An
egg-shaped sewer, made of segments of this

material grooved together, is another of the

attractions. Mr. Lascelles, however, has not for-

gotten the artistic capabilities of the material,

and the very effectively-designed chimney-pieces
in the Queen Anne style, call for particular

mention. For cottage building, upright studs,

with slabs of concrete, or "rough cast" on the

outer face and plaster inside, make a cheap
wall, and we are glad to find an attempt made
to panel the outer wall-face. The hearth-tiles,

inlaid with brass, are a new and pleasing mode
of cheap paving ; but we cannot afford space to

recount the variety of new things which skill

and enterprise can make in concrete, and which
need not shock the most lesthetic-minded.

THE CONTENTS OF GREEK
MONUMENTS.

PROFESSOR C. T. NEWTON, C.B., of

the British Museum, delivered on Friday
afternoon, in the lower theatre. University
College, the first of a course of eight lectures

on the sepulchres, monuments, and games of

Ancient Greece and Rome. He proposed to

treat these subjects chronologically rather than
geographically, and to comprise within his

survey the whole period of Classic history from
the days of Homer (whenever that might be) to

the decay of the Roman Empire. Opening his

subject by a quotation from Cicero's description

of his rediscovery, about 75 B.C., of the ne-
glected tomb of Archimedes at Syracuse, Mr.
Newton gave in this first sketch a general view
of the Greek memorials of the dead of that

period. These were not gathered into dismal
cemeteries, but were scattered over the country

—

those commemorative of a naval victory on a pro-

montory, those of a battle on the field itself, those

of mythic founders of cities in the agoras, those

of philosophers in their gardens. These monu-
ments were often sculptured with an emblem of

REStTLTS OF ExPEKIMENTS TO AsCEETAIN THE RESISTANCE OP ThEXJSTINO StEESS OF NiNB 2-INCH
CoNOEETE Cubes Received feom W. H. Lascelles, Esq.

Descrip- Dimensions. Base

Cracked slightly.
Crushed,

Steelyard dropped.

Test
Stress.

Per Per
Stress

Per P«
Ko. tion. Area. sq. in. sq. ft. sq. in. sq ft.

P Inches, Sq. in. Lbs. Lbs. Tons. Lbs. Lbs. Tons.
1703 D 2 03 2 00 X 200 400 19,162 4,790 3080 19,162 4,790 8080 Net cement made

on Dec. 15, 1860.

1704 do. 203 2 00 X 200 4-00 18,628 4,657 299-4 18,628 4,657 299-4 Do.
1702 C 2-00 2 00 X 2 00 400 16,298 4,074 2619 16,298 4,074 261-9 Net cement made

March 8, 1881.

1697 X 200 200 X 200 400 12,982 3,245 208-6 12,982 3,245 20S-6 Made of 3 of cement
to 10 of breeze,
Jan. 18, 1881.

1696 do. 200 200 X 200 4-CO 12,248 3,062 196-9 12,248 3,062 196-9 Do.
1G99 A 2-00 200 X 2 00 400 8,488 2,122 1364 8,488 2,122 136-4 1 of cement to 4 of

breeze, Jan. 1,

1880.

1698 do. 2 00 200X2- 400 8,023 2,006 1290 8,023 2,006 129-0 Do.
1701 B 200 200 X 200 400 5,838 1,459 93-8 6,833 1,459 938 1 cf cement to 4 of

breeze, Jan. 1,

1831.

1700 do. 200 20O X 200 400 6,796 1,449 931 6,796 1,449 93-1 Do.

Bedded between pieces of pine |in. thick.

channel slab is another useful application of the

red concrete ; but architects vrill appreciate

most of all the combined coping, cornice and
gutter of moulded red concrete for the protec-

tion and capping of walls and fagades. This
massive casting is made deep enough in section

to form a plate for the rafters as well as a sunk
gutter, while the moulding or upper member
of the cornice is made to boldly project,

and can be built over brick or moulded
courses to form a cornice of considerable pro-

jection. Its advantages over stone are obvious :

it is imperishable, as tho sunk gutter, does not
require lead lining like stone would ; the

material is cast in long lengths, and its hard-
ness and durability make it, in every way,
suited as a wall-covering. The concrete column,
in which red concrete shafts have been
introduced round the centre marble pillar,

in St. John's Church Berkeley - square,

by Mr. Blomfield, shows the value of

concrete as a material capable of standing im-
mense pressure ; and here we would refer to

the above tables of tests of Mr. Lascelles' con-

the trade or profession, and a few words con-
cerning the deceased ; that of Archimedes
already alluded to was identified by Cicero by
the sphere and cylinder engraved on it, and he
afterward." cleared and read the lines of the
epitaph which had become obliterated by the
growth of weeds. The ruling idea in making
these monuments was to provide a house for the
dead, suitably furnished for its ghostly tenant,

with a child-like pseudo-logic or make-believe
as to the value of these material adjuncts to

the shades of the departed which was paralleled

in almost every Eastern nation—Egyptian,
Greek, Etruscan, Roman, Indian, and Chinese
of every degree of culture, from the deepest
barbarism to highly civilised and rcfitied. Our
chief knowledge of Greek art was gathered from
these remains ; indeed, almost .all the Greek
remains in our principal European museums,
with the exception of tho larger sculptures, were
treasures recovered from the tombs. The
character of these remains varied according to
the piety, tho wealth, and the ostentation of the
friends or fellow-citizens of the deceased. From
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C3awio literature and from tho modem dis-

eoTeiiee, we knew that with warriors were often

bmiad tkeir weapons. In those of ladies were
tlw ktmos, which included tires, necklaces,

earrings, slippers, rouge, and instruments for

painting the eyelids. In children's tombs terra-

cotta toys were frequent, and in graves of all

sorts actual food, many unbroken eggs haring
come down to this day. Cooking instruments

of bronze were common, and very many works
of art of fictile materials, on which were repre-

sented mythological stories. It was common
also to find incantations, threatening eternal

tortures on those who should disturb the remains.

In Augustus' time there was a temporary
interest taken by cultivated men in the contents

of Greek tombs at Corinth and elsewhere opened
out by the engineering works of tho Homans,
but it speedily died out and did not revive till

the 14th century. In the mean time all objects

recovered from tombs during that long interval

were valued only at their intrinsic worth, and
bad been irrecoverably lost. It was curious to

note that of Roman art we had found scarcely

any examples ; of earthenware urns there were
specimens by the thousand, but nothing of more
interest except porphyry vases. The great and
magnificent series of tombs in tho Appian Way
at Bome were long ago riilcd of their contents.

COMPETITIONS.
CoLCHBSTEB.—For the proposed additions to

the Eastern Counties Asylum for Idiots, nine

sets of designs were sent in, and that of Mr.
Valance, of Mansfield, Notts, has been accepted.

No premiums were offered, but the work is to

be put into the hands of the successful arclu

tect.

A Hundred Thousand Replies and lietters
on aubjifta ol Universal Interist have appeared d'.riiiK

the last ten Tears in the ENGLISH Mt:cHANIC AND WOULll
OF SCItNCE, n\ost of them from the pens of the lesJinK
Seientiflc and Technical Authorities of the day. Thousands of
ori|rinal articles and ecientitle papers, and countless receipts and
wnnkles embracing almost every subject on which it is possible
tft desire information have also appeared durinfr the same period
The earliest and most accurate information respecting all new
scientific discoveries and mechflnlcul inventions is to be found in

its pages, and its large circulation renders it the best medium
for all advertisers who wish their announcements to be brought
under the notice of manufacturers, mechanics, scientific workers,
and amateurs. Price Twopence, of all booksellers and news-
vendors. Post free 3id. OOice : 31, Tavistock sUeet. Covent-
gardCD W.

CHIPS.

The Committee of the Junior Carlton Club have
unanimously approved of a bust of Lord Beacous-
field by Mr. Belt, and have commissioned him to

execute it in marble for the club.

At a general assembly of the Boyal Academy,
held last week, Mr. Biiton Riviere and Mr. Walter
William Ouless, painters, were elected Boyal
Academicians, and Mr. Thomas Oldham Barlow a
Boyal Academician Engraver.

The Bognor local board have applied to the
Local Qovemment Board for a loan for the pur-
chase of the "Jubilee School" premises, and
instructed their surveyor, Mr. H. W. Stringfellow,
to prepare the necessary plans for converting the
same into public offices.

We are desired by Mr. H. Stannus to say that
whatever blame attaches to the selecting and
editing of the programme for the soiree of the
Architectural Association is due entirely to him,
and that Ur. H. D. Appleton is entirely free from
any complicity in it.

The parish- church of Broughton, near Newport
Fagnef, has just received an addition in the shape of
a carved oak eagle lectern, designed by Mr. William
White, F.S.A., architect, of 30a, Wimpole-street,
W., Loadon, and the handiwork of Mr. Harry
Hems, of Exeter.

The last section of the granite for the Eddystone
Lighthouse has just been fitted and despatched
from the De Lank granite quarries, near Bodmin,
and it is expected the tower will be completely set
upon the rock before a month is over—fully six
months before the contract time.

The Archbishop of Canterbury, on Saturday,
reconsecrated the enlarged church of St. Mary,
Plaistow, a new chancel, organ-chamber, and
Ttstries having been added from the designs of Mr.
W. B. Maliett, architect.

The corporation of Hull have accepted the
tender of Mr. J. Pearson, a local contractor, at
£14,010 for the reconstruction of tho Victoria-pier
at the Ferry- Boat Pier. Mr. J. Fox Sharp, the
borough engineer, has prepared -the plans, and
seven tenders were received.

The fuundation- stone of a new B.C. church at
Guildford was laid on Wednesday by Cardiual
Manning. Mr. £. Ingress Bell is the architect.

Messrs. Thomas Bobinson and Son, Limited,
Bailway Works. Rochdale, have just learnt by
telegram from Melbourne, that in addition to the
three highest awards already granted them at fhe
Exhibition there, they have been awarded, on tho
si>ecial recommendation of the jurors, " The Com-
missioners' Gold Medal " for the superiority of
their exhibits of steam-engines and wooden cutting
machinery over others of the same class.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our eorrespondenta. The Editor respectfully requests

that all commmiicationa should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there ate many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.!
AM letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 31,

TAVISTOCK-STIIEET, COVENT-GARUEN, W.C.
Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

J. Pabsmosb Euwabds.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line of ei^ht

words (the tiist line countinff as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than half-a-crown. Special terms for

series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.
Front Page Advertisements 23. per line, and Paragraph

Advertisements Is. per line. No front page or paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Situations.
The charge for advertisements for ** Situations Wanted "

is OsB Shilling for Twenty Words, and Sixpence for

every eight words after. All Situation advertisements musi
be prepaid.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday. Front page
advertisements and alterations in serial advertit*eraenta

must reach the office by Tuesday to seciu'e insertion.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.
(Payable in Advance.)

Including two half-yearly double numbers. One Poimd
per anniim (post free) to any part of the United Kmgdom

;

for the United States, £1 6s. 6d. (or 8dols. 40c. gold). To
France or Belgium, £1 68. 6d. (or 83f. 30c.). To India (via

Brindisi), £1 10s. lOd. To anyof the Australian Colonies
or New Zealand, to the Cape, the West Indies, Canada,
Nova Scotia, or Natal, £1 6s. 6d.
Mr. Chaeles Wilson, of 13 and 16, Laight-street, New

York City, is authorised to receive American subscrip-
tions at Uie rate of 6 dols. 40c. per annum,
Mr. R. M. Tuttle, of Titusville, Penn., U.S.A., is also

authorised to receive subscriptions at the same rate.

Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 2s. each.

NOW READY,
Handsomelybound in cloth. Vol. XXXIX. of the Buili>-
INO News. Price Twelve .Shillings. Order at once, as
only a limited number are bound up.
N.B.- -Cases and vols, must be ordered through a

bookseller or newsagent, as the regulations of the Post-
office prevent them from being sent by post.

Received.—C. E. J.—M. Ey. Co.—F. M.—E. J. C.-R.
M. and Son.-T. H. C.-C. Bros.-J. G.—W. H. L.—
E. S. H.—H. L. and Son.-J. E. and Son.

M. (Everybody is down on the unfortunate poster. We
do not feel inclined to follow suit.)—Not a Yocno
Member. (You, and others who very properly think as
you do, should look to it next time that no such occur-
rence is possible.)

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
A. A small dairy farm, with house attached, accommoda-

tion to be provided for 25 cows. Plan, section, and
bird's-eye view. Drawings to be made to a scale of 16ft.

to the inch.

Drawings Recbivkd.—Belteshazzar, Tom Pinch, Shal-
lodi, K. G. 8. W., In Hoc Signo Vinces, En Avant,
Quid, Lancaster, Jack, Per, Tempua Fugit, Ephraim,
V in circle, Nemo, That's my Idea, Cui Buno, Jackdiw,
Merit, Hamlet, Trial, Ambition, Rex, Eclipse, Beta,
Quiet and Simple, Bquib, Pupil J., 8. A. H , Peace in
circle, Good Luck to Your Fishing, Strad, Snowflake,
Cambria, Iota, Bonus Hominus, KairoD, Con in
circle. fr-^

—<

—

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ACADEMY.
To the Editor of the Buildino News.

SiE,—As one taking a great interest in the
arts, and especially in architecture, perhaps
you will allow space for ray humble opinion,
which is at least honestly given and felt. This
year, more tlian ever in the past, after an in-
spection of the many truly beautiful works in
the other galleries, I cannot express the dis-
appointment I felt in room No. 9, allotted to
architectural drawings. After Mr. Alfred A.
Hudson's clever and pleasing interior of tho
Church of St. Peter, Southsea, tliere are not
more than one dozen drawings tliat should have
been hung. Some of the designs are tolerably
good, and even neatly drawn ; but is this suffi-

cient for an exhibition like the Royal Academy ?

Hero we have, like so many Dutch cheeses, a
large number of tame, milk-and-watery pen-

and-ink drawings which, even if produced by 1

artists of a higher order, would be but I

miserably cold and unattractive after the glow
of colour we have had in tho other galleries.

Surely colour is applicable to architecture ; and
let U8 hope there arc those who can use it.

If not, let architects keep their lifeless produc-
tions at home, and not make public how deficient

they are in this branch of their art, and how
far they are behind their brethren of the other

craft. Very few people visited this room, and
fewer still lingered long there.

Knowing how large is tho demand for space

by artists, it would not be surprising to find

this gallery closed against architecture before
long.—I am, &e., \V. B.

R.I.B.A. EXjVMINATION.
SiK,—I was glad to see, in your last issue,

a letter from a correspondent calling attention

to the entrance fees charged by the Institute

from candidates for the architectural examina-
tion.

It seems to me that a wealthy society like the

R.I.B.A., which includes, among its numbers,
nearly all the influential architects in the
kingdom, might examine candidates for an
examination in their own profession, without
charging them any entrance fee whatever.
They surely could afford to spend £20 per

annum upon this worthy object without feeling

it very much.
As the council, doubtless, will not know what

to do with the £43 they have in hand from the

last examination, perhaps I might suggest that

they ofEer it as a travelling studentship for this

year only. To prevent its competing with the

Pugin studentship the successful candidate might
be required to spend six weeks upon the Conti-

nent instead of in the United Kingdom like the

Pugin student.

If you think this suggestion worthy of con-

sideration, I shall be glad if you will publish

this letter in your next issue.—I am, &o.,

May 11. Student.

BELPER PUBLIC HALL COMPETITION.
SiE,—To what do the public imagine the

architectural profession is coming f

After having been kept waiting a week by the

courteous but doubtless busy secretary, I have
just received particulars of the above compe-
tition.

I note that tho accommodation to be provided

is a large haU, capable of seating COO persons,

with two retiring-rooms ; a small hall to hold

200 persons, with one retiring-room ; at least

four offices on the ground-floor (one of which
must be large enough for a billiard-room, with
the usual ante-room), closets, lavatories, &c.

The building is to be heated by hot water,

with all the newest and best mechanical appli-

ances.

To provide this liberal accommodation, the

munificent sum of £2,500 is lilaoed at the dis-

posal of the architect.

Now, Sir, we come to the reward of the for-

tunate (?) architect. A premium of £20 will be

paid for the design which may be selected, on
condition that the succestful architect shall,

within one calendar month, produce a bond-ftle

tender from a competent builder, to be approved

by the directors, to carry out the works for a
sum within 5 per cent, of the amount before-

named (£2,600), according to a specification, to

be approved by tho directors, which,

together with the design, is to become their

property.

The particulars state, and I fear that in this

there must be some hidden meaning, that the

premium awarded is to " merge in the amount
of commission to be fixed by the architect for

which he would superintend the completion of

the building."

Of course, I have the greatest respect for this

particular board of directors ; but it seems to

me, in all tho circumstances of the ease, that the

largest sum the fortunate architect may hope

for, in return for his plans and complete speci-

fication, is £20.
If any one has a doubt as to the generosity of

this high-minded body of directors, &e facts

that they charge the paltry sum of sevenpence

for their badly-lithographed particulars, that

the plans will not be received unless carriage be

prepaid, and those not selected will be returned
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at tho expense of the competitors, may help him
to a decibion.—I am, &c.,

London, May 9. LrvB and Let Lite.

SLIDING HALL-DOORS.
Sir,—I beg to suggest, through your

columns, that it would be a great improvement
if builders, in constructing houses, -would oc-

casionally introduce sliding inner hall-doors.

Numbers of your readers must have experienced
annoyance, if not loss, from the bangingof an inner
hall-door, or the breaking of the glass therein,

when the servant is endeavouring to open the
front door, on a windy day, without previously
closing the inner door. As in most cases where
the inner hall-door is placed it would be perfectly

convenient to make it a sliding door, its em-
ployment under these circumstances seems most
desirable, and I would strongly recommend the
adoption of the principle to those who are inti-

mately connected in providing comfortable
dwellings.—I am, &c.,

Fbbdk. PmcAU.
20, Paternoster-row, London, E.G., May 5.

THE FIRE IN THE HAYMARKET.
CIVIL SERVICE CO-OPERATIVE SO-
CIETY'S STORES.
SiE,—Your paper of 6th inst., contains a let-

ter from Mr. A. C. Hurley, expressing some
doubt as to the capacity of the cast-iron stan-
chions in the lower basement of this building to

sustain each safely the load of 300 tons, which
they were designed to carry.

The stanchion which forms the subject of Mr.
Hurley's calculation is 8ft. Sin. long, not 10ft.,

as he assumes. The width, as he correctly
states, is 18in., the section cruciform, and the
thickness of metal, 2in. The proportion, there-
fore, of length to breadth is something less than
6 to 1, and although I do not profess to be an
engineer, I submit that Gordon's formula,
which Mr. Hurley uses, and which assumes the
ultimate strength of a column or strut to be its

resistance to bending, is quite inapplicable to
this case. The fact of tho webs of the stanchion
being thoroughly braced laterally, renders it,

not as Mr. Hurley ironically suggests, "inor-
dinately compressible" {sic), but brings into
play the full power of resistance to compression
of which the material is capable.

I assume, therefore, that the stanchion is equal
to sustain with perfect safety a dead
load of one -tenth its ultimate crushing
strength. The sectional area is 09 superficial

inches, and Molesworth gives the mean crushing
strength of cast iron at 48 tons per inch. This
gives a breaking load of 3,312 tons, and with 10

for a factor of safety, the safe load would be
331 tons. The utmost possible load the stan-
chion can ever be called upon to sustain is 300
tons, and that would only be under the very
exceptional and improbable circumstance of all

the eight floors of the superstructure being
simultaneously occupied by the usual storage
and dense crowds in the sale-rooms, and goods
closely packed from floor to ceiling in the ware-
house rooms.

I may state, however, that the stanchions,
being entirely encased in Dennett's concrete, are
not Cable to some of the contingencies which
render so high a factor of safety necessary as is

generally allowed for cast-iron columns and
stanchions, such as the danger of fracture by
blows from rolling weights or other external
injury.

The cruciform section of the stanchions allows
a thorough examination of tho quality and ac-
curacy of the castings to be made, which would
not be possible in the case of cylindrical columns.
The top and bottom faces are lathe-turned, the
surfaces of contact being circular. The whole
of the ironwork was designed by Mr. R. M. Or-
dLsh, an engineer of great experience, and well-
known reputation, and I am perfectly assured of

the correctness of his calculations as well as of

the quality of tho work, which was carried out
under careful supervision both from him and
myself.

I inclose a series of calculations made by Mr.
Max am Ende as to the strength of thj stan-
chions in question, which may be of interest to

your readers.—I am, &c.,

Thomas Veeity.
27, Regent-street, S.W., May 11.

I have examined the drawings of the cast-iron stan-
chiom in the lowest part of the basement in the premises

beTonirinif to the Civil Ferviee Co-operative Society
(Ljmitod). Uajrmurket, and I have also inspected the
standiions Uiemaelves, and it appears that they are of
crucifoim section, ISin. x 2in., 8ft. 9in long, bedded in
Dennett's concrete 21in. diameter. Disregardino; tho
carrying strength of the ciincretc, but considering it

capable of preventing the hiteral yieldinff of the webs of
the stanchions, I regard the latter as being io a bettor
condition to resist axial pressure, than they would be
without the concrete in a testing machine. I, therefore,
consider it preferable to calculate tho strength of the
stanchions according to the theory o£ elasticity instead
of using foi-mulie which are based on experiments with
a testing machine.
This theory is used to decide the question whether a

column or stanchion would break by bending or by
crushing, and according to it, the resistance against

bending is for columns with flat ends P = " .' , in which

formula I is the length, J the moment of inertia of the
section, E the modulus of elasticity of the material, and
n* = 9-868.

The resistjince against crushing (supposing the length
suthciently small) is p- = aa ; a being the sectional
area, and s the crushing strength. Comparing them with

each other I get-^ = -?^^, and putting a = 69 sq. in.,

( = lOSin., J (about) = 972in.<, a = 48 tons = 1075201b.

(Molesworth), E = 18,400,000 (Mol.) I get J'- =
69 X 107,620 X 11,025 „.,,,. „, „i, , t „_ • .i,= 115, or about one-nmth.

4X8-868 X 18,400,000 X 972
This shows that the stanchion would not break by bend-
ing, and that its length might have been greatly increased
before the liabiUty to bend would occur. The strength
of the stanchion is, therefore, p — as, which gives for s
— 48 tons, p — 3,312 tons. Taking the load at 300 tons,
this represents a factor of safety of eleven. I consider
this an ample factor of safety.

I may add that, in order to combine the two formulse

into one, Rankine, Gordon, and others have put 1 + —

in place of-?- 80 that the strength of the column or

stanchion would be represented by

I + P •

In order to make tl.is formula agree with the theory, at
least within a certain range of lengths of columns, and
with the results of experiments, it was necessary for those
authors to alter the constants s and E, but aa tha stan-
chion here referred to is not within that range of lengths,
and as it is in a condition materially differing from that
of stanchions in a testing machine, that formula does not
apply here. Max am E.-(dk, C.E.

8, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, S.W.
May 9, 1S81.

"FIEE IN THE HAYMARKET."
Sib,'—Tour interesting article on the great pre-

cautions taken to render the Civil Service Stores
fireproof, serves also to draw marked attention to
the one weak point in the system. It is of little

avail to build a massive embankment to keep out
the sea if an aperture is left in it ; and so long as
our " fireproof " floors have lift " shafts " running
through tbem, the devouring element, while re-
specting tho shell, will consume the contents as
ravenously as ever.

I do not know if the Stores' liftways were encased
or not, but it may be opportune to call attention
to the practice of forming shafts, which is so com-
mon, so very dangerous, quite useless and, conse-
quently ,wasteful . Dangerous,because if a fi re breaks
out, the shaft acts as a large flue does on a furnace

;

useless and wasteful because all that is required
is a close balustrade to keep people from falling

down the hole, and high enough to prevent them
leaning over and getting their heads cut off.

But the great desideratum for all buildings is

the means of closing the liftway every night at
each floor-level. Every aperture can be so closed,

and I have carried out the plan. If the covers
are only of wood, tongued with iron, they will
prevent a draught, without which a fire bums very
slowly ; but it would be as easy to make them of
fireproof material—say coke breeze and cement con-
crete. I will not trespass on your space by going
into the mechanical details for opeumg and shut-
ting these.

1 venture, however, to say that if this system
were adopted, our fire-insurance companies would
be saved immense losses, which would have the
effect of reducing premiums, and so bo a great
public gain, while the inconvenience and loss of

business to the immediate victim of the fire would
be reduced to a minimum.—I am, &c.,

67, Moorgate-street, E.G. Edwin T. HAit.

THE DOMINICAN CHURCH AT HATER-
STOCK-HILL.

Sir,—I have for some time heard secret rumours
of something about the Dominican Church at
Haverstock-hill, but until the publication of Mr.
Buckler's letter in your paper of the 7th inst., was
ignorant of the cause. That church has been my
admiration since its commencement, and I much
sympathise with Mr. Buckler in his efforts to do
justice to his noble conception, when hampered, if

possible, by a more than usual want of funds. The
hostile criticisms of Messrs. Walford and Scott
must surely recoil on those gentlemen. Those who,
like myself, have had the pleaaure to meet Mr.

Buckler abroad, and been with him while carefully

drawing and measuring some of the beet examples,
must be amused at their impertinent remarks,

—

I am, &o., W. C. S.

London, S.W., May 10.

[We have also received another letter sisned "A
Sacristan " which we do not see our way to insert,

as we think tho name of the writer should b«
appended.

—

Ed. B.N.]

MRS. GERARD LEIGH'S HOUSE.
Sib,—In your otherwise particularly accurate

account of the decoration of Mrs. Gerard Leigh's
house in Grosvenor-square there is one important
mistake. The cartou-pierre ornamentation was
executed by Messrs. Jackson and Sous, of Kath-
boue-place, to the leading partner in which firm I
am indebted for his great personal interest in the
renovation of the enriched work.—I am, &c.,

Fk£debick Abthvb.
IS, Motcomb-street, Belgrave-squaie, S.W.
May 10.

KntetC0mmunicati0tt»
•—^

—

QUESTIONS.
[6501.]—New Burials Act.—In erecting a chapel,

in a new cemetery, to be used by all religious denomina-
tions (unconsecrated), is it usual or necessary to place an
altar- table at the east end ? If so, by what sect would it

beuaedl-E. C.

[6502.]—External Plaster Coves.—"Will someone
kindly advise me as to the proper material to employ for
external plaster coves and panels in half-timber work T

I want something white, creamy, or piuky-coloured.—
J. H. a

[6503.]—Condensation.—I have recently erected
some church-roofs in oak, having others in hand. I
should be glad of advice on the following ;—I find that
the roofs suifer from "condensation." The material is

perfectly dry, some of it being old stuff reused. Koofs
are of low pitch, about 20^. Lead is laid on back of inch
rebated boarding. Would another layer of deal boards
avail (as I wish to use up old stuff) ? Should be glad te
hear of any means other than the use of felt between lead
and boards to obviate this.

—

Tbluk.

MEPLIES.
[6172.]—Plain Tile Boofingr.—I noticed yonr quea-

tioQ in the Building News, and Mr. Lascelles' answer.
This house, the design of which waa given in the B. N. in
June, '78, was desig-ned by Mr. J. D. Sedding. It is roofed
with Welsh tiles, similar in every respect to Staffordshire.
The tiles are nailed with zinc nails, and pointed with hair
mortar on the underside. They stood the terrific gale in
October, and the only place where they gave way was
where the walla came up to the underside of the roof, and
the contractor had not bedded them ia lime on the top of
the wall ; the consequence was that the roof waa stripped
in two places for a space of 12' by "2! . I think this proves
that the work waa well done with that exception. The
force of the gale, however, drove the rain und-r the tiles,

which are laid with a 3^in. lap, into the false roof, and
so on to the ceiling of the bedrooms, and it dropped on
the floor, though in no great quantity. I should strongly
advise you on the sea face to board the roof, and cover it

with felt under the tiles, and bed the tiles in mortar as
well as nail them. You need be in no fear about venti-
lation under tiles; I find there is too much. It's all very
well talking of what will do at Lowther Lodge ; but place
a house as this i^ on the edge of a clitif 2;X>ft. high, aud it

is quite another thing. I took the precaution to board
the roof where the ceilings came up to the apars, and we
therefor© would not be able to get at it, but wherever
there is an open space the roof is not boarded. This ia the
pitch of my roof as taken from the tracing of plans. I

am not an architect, but I shall be glad to answer any
question you may wish to ask, or, if you happen to be in
this neighbourhood, show you my hou -e. Don't use the
ordinary felt: it is eenerallyrubbish. Geta sample from
Denny Bros., Leeds.— G. Aldebso.t-Svith, "VVheatcroft
Cliff, Scarborough.

[6475.] — Advantagres of Centrolineads. —
A youthful draughtsman says to me, the practical
method of using a centrolinead, given in reply 6175,
April 29th, is intelligible, but it involves the necessity of
having one true converging line to set it to. Surely, he
says, this leaves me where I was before, with the long
unhandy straight-edge, and tlie want of elbow-room to
project the true position of the vanishing-point, and so
lay down that one converging line, llere is his short cut.

His plan stands thus at an angle to his line of vision
(Fig. 1). All he wants is to lay down on his drawing any
one line parallel to x—y tending to its proper vanishing,
point. I^et him ignore the ordinary process of finding a
vanishing-point, which may be inconveniently omt of
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nadi. lilt him lay dowa on his pUn (Fig. 8) a rectangle
whkdk is parallel to bis line of vision, and of which the
Uae X -y will be now the diagonal. It is manifestly very

r/c./ r/c.s

easy to put this rectangle in perspective with ita one
vanlahing-point without requiring moreroom tiian within
th« oompaBs of an ordinary drawing-board. Here it

is, we will say (Fig. 3). Manifestly, if we draw the dia-
gonal x—y on this, we have the converging line we want
tending in the proper direction, and can start fair (Fig. 4)

,

r/c.j

Nu-1_/

riG.^
^^^^y^^"^^'"

/ ^'-^''

d
\ /

'

y/ HORISOrSTTALLfNE.

with our centrolinead "dodging" the arms and screws
b^ guesswork, as deacribed in previous reply, uutil the
aide of the straight-edge accommodat-'S itself to both
homontal and converging line.—T. Drbw, Dublin.

[6«79.]—Board School*.—I called at the Education
Department the other day to obtain particulars for plan-
ning and litting schools. Though they were printed in
October, 18S0, they do not, in glancing over them, appear
any different from those issued twelve years ago. The
rules are to be obtained from the Department at White-
hall, and, I should also thiak, from the printers, Messrs.
£yre and Spottiswoode.—Hugh McLachlan.

[6493.]—Hoop-Iron Bond.—If propeily tarred, a
wmll would never be lifted by oxidation of hoop-iron bond.
FrolMibly the builder in question saw some of his own
work serred in manner described, and he, through igno-
rance, pntsit down asa general rule.—W. M.

[6195.]—Vegetation on Stone.—To stop the v^e-
tation spoken of, either remove Uie tree or tombstone.

—

•W.M.

[6496.]—lUnstratiofls for Lectures.—If " Scotch
Clenfym*^" 'fi^ gi^e his address, or send it to the
Editor, who has mine, I can help him to what he wants. -

A.B.I.BA.

Our ©Ma %Mx.
The First Commissioner of "Works alluded on

Saturday to the pulling down of the present Law
Courts, which obscure the view of Westminster
Hall from what is called Parliament-square.
That work will probably be undertaken next
yaar. But there is, we hear, a much larger
work in contemplation. The present Admiralty
is very inconvenient, the building is wasteful in

its arrangement, and there are several important
departments of the Admiralty which are lodged
in hotues in Spring Gardens and in Spring
Gardens-terrace. Then, again, the War OfBce
is in a worse position. It is composed of the
War Office proper, of the annexe of Buckingham
House, and it has a department in St. James's-
square, on the opposite side of Fall Mall. It is

in contemplation to build upon the site of the
Admiralty and upon that of Spring-gardens and
Spring Gardens-trrrace new offices for the Army
and Navy departments.

Abotjt thirty of the employes of Messrs John
H. Julian and Sons, contractors, Truro, were
entertained to a supper on Friday evening last,

at Polwithen, Penzance, the residence of Mr.Wil-
liam Bolitho. Mr. James Julian, on behalf of
the firm, and Mr. Welch, their general foreman,
were present, and a very pleasant evening was
spent, Mr. Bolitho also honouring the company
with his presence. The health of Mr. and Mrs.
Bolitho and family were heartily drunk, as also
that of the contractors, and other toasts which
followed. A large bilbard-room and additional
kitchen apartments have ,been recently built
ad completed, which are attached to the
ery fine mansion-house of Polwithen, from the
plans of Mr. David Brandon, architect, of
London. Mr. Bolitho, in proposing the health
of the firm, congratulated them on the very good

job they had done, also on the very good con-
duct of the men during the progress of the work.

The Harrow Gazette says :
—" However much

the exterior of the Harrow School Speech-room,
which was designed by Mr. W. Burges,
A.R.A., has been criticised, every lover of art

who knew anything of his abilities must greatly

deplore that he has not lived to carry out the

decoration of the interior. In the work suitable

for such a building he was an uurivalled artist,

and had he completed it much additional interest

and value would have accrued. It is due to him
to state that he was somewhat restricted as to

plan, if not design, and that his original design,

which to us appeared a handsomer one for the

exterior, was not adopted ; and great allowance
should be made for the exceptionally awkward
and difficult site on which he had to erect the

building. When the present structure is par-

tially covered with ivy, and the south tower
completed from his design, the exterior of the

building may gain in public favour. We trust

that a little energy exerted at the coming
Speech-day may secure sufficient subscriptions

to carry out this part of the unfinished work.
The opportunity for decorating the interior as

he would have so ably and artistically done it,

is, we fear, lost."

People who acquired property within a radius
of 20 miles of St. Paul's years ago, were wise in

their day and generation. Their posterity, at

all events, will bear witness to their sagacity.
Mr. J. Taylor doubtless knew what he was
about when he invested money in some not very
attractive fields in the neighbourhood of London.
At that time the Jtetropolis was a long way
from thosefields. Now the suburbs are built upon
them, and the cry is "still they cjme." The
result is that by his will two ladies take this

property of Mr. Taylor, and the estimated value
thereof amounts to the nice sum of four millions

sterling. Two ladies worth between them four
millions sterling are worthy of consideration.

Even in these days Mr. Taylor's will can have
but one result—that of stimulating speculation

in land within measurable distance of the dome
of St. Paul's.

A Select Committee of the House of Com-
mons has been sitting during the last few days
on the BiU promott d by the North British RaU-
way Company for the construction of a new rail-

way bridge over the Tay, and on Wednesday
the preamble of the Bill was declared to be
proved. The proposed structure, which is for a
double line of rails, is de^.igned by Mr. Barlow,
C.E., and is estimated to cost about £679,000,
as against £353,000 which was spent on the
single-line bridge destroyed in December, 1879.

It will be raised on entirely new foundations,

and the Committee have stipulated that every
caisson in the piers shall be properly adjusted to

bear at least 33 per cent, above the maximum
weight to which it can be subjected. The
height has been reduced eleven feet below that

of the old structure, thus giving a waterway for

ships passing to Perth and Newburgh of 77ft.

instead of 88ft.

A LECTUEE was delivered on Friday last at

the Royal United Service lustitution by Captain
Bucknill, R.E., on the application of lightning
conductors to buildings and magazines. The
lecturer, who has been employed in testing and
inspecting a number of Government conductors,
especially drew attention to the following
among other points :— 1. The necessity of using
continuous conductors with the smallest possible

number of joints, and these joints carefully
soldered. 2. The advantage of multiple points.
3. The necessity of using larger earth connec-
tions than is now usual, and of making some of
them deep and and some shallow. 4. The
advantages of iron over copper conductors. 5.

The unreliability of the so-called safe circle

advocated by some electricians. 6. The advisa-
bility of providing a horizontal collecting con-
ductor near the ground to connect the various
earths wi'h all the conductors, rain-water pipes,

&c. 7. The want of periodical inspection and
of testing the conductors electrically when they
are properly put up. The lecturer exhibited an
apparatus for testing conductors, as well as
samples of both copper and wire ropes. For
general purposes he recommended an iron-wire
rope 61b. to the yard, and Sib. per yard when it

was carried over the house to two "earths"
on opposite sides. The equivalent ropes in
copper would weigh lib. and Jib. respeetively,
and cost about the same as the iron.

Late advices from the Isthmus of Panama
state that the cngiaeerj of the proposed ship
canal have sunk a shaft 100ft. deep, where the
Chagres river dam is to begin, and have not yet
found bed rock. This is not an encouraging
sign, as the possible success of the canal hinges
on the feasibility of diverting the course of the
river by the proposed dam. The dam will have
to be over a mile long and 1.50ft. liigh. It is

proposed to make it 3,1.50ft. wide at bottom and
780tt. at top, the lake created by it to contain a
thousand million tons of water. This is a stu-

pendous project at best; and if the foundations of

the dam must be laid more than 100ft. below the

surface, the successful is>uB of the undertakicg
to which it is preliminary becomes more than
ever problematical

.

ROBEET DAVISON
10 years In Studio, Alnwick Castle, an'! 13 years with Burke* Co.
Marble and Ceramic Mo9;iic Pavt-iuents ad<1 Mural Dec^nitionti.
Wood and stone Carviiijt executed from Architects" Deeiirn*.

Jura&Italian Marhlti Work supplied t'> Hu-lders readTforflxIng-.
OrKicrs:—32, i*ICCAl>ILLY CIttCUS. lAlNDON, W-

IS, MOTCOMB STREET,
BELGRAVE SQUARE, S.W.

I find it necessary to tvarn my Customers that

my only Address is as ahove, and that I have no-

connection with any house assuming a similar Xamtr,

FREDERICK ARTHUR,
DECORATOR TO HER MAJESTY.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSTTING WEEK.
Satubday (to- morrow) -St. Paul's Ecclesiological So-

ciety. Visit to St, Helen's Church,
Bi^hopsgate. 3 p.m.

MoNDAT.— Society of Arts. "Colour Blindness, and ita

Influence on Various Industriea." By R»
Brudenell Carter, F.R.C.S. Cantor Lec-
ture JSo. 1. 8 p.m.

TubsDAY.—Institution of Civil Engineers. Discussion on
'

' Torpedo Boats and Light Yachts for
High Speed rteani Navigation." 8 p.m.

"Wednesday.—Society of Arts. " The Electrical Railway
and the Tranami«fion of Power by Elec-
tricity." By Alexander Siemens. Sjp.m.

British Archwolugical Association.
*' Oak Figures Discovert d in Britain,.

Brittany. &c." By. Dr. J. S. Phen*?,

F.SA. 8 p.m.
TuURSDAY.—National Health Bociety, Lecture No. 1, on

** The Science and Ait of Sanitary Plumb-
ing." By S. Stevens Hellyer, Society of
Arts room. 7.30 p.m.

Society for the Fine Arts. "The Art
Decoration of Atiditoria." By Frank
Roland, M.A. 8 p.m.

Fhidat.—University College. Prof. Newton, C.B., on
" The Monuments and Games of Ancient
Greeks and Romans." Lecture No. 3.

4 pm.
Royal Institution. " Shakespeare

Criticism." By W. H. Pollock. 9 p.m.

Lamplouerh's Pyretic Saline Is refreshlnflr>.
most aereeahlp, and the preventiveof FEVERS, BlI H)L?iNE8&,
tiMALL POX, 8K1N DISEASES, and many other sprint and
ftummer ailinpiits. Sold hy chemists throughout the world, and
the Maker. 113. Holhorn Hill. V»t no tvbttitute —i Adti. I

HoUoway'a Pills have many competitors, though
no equals, for buppljinff the younij ami delicate with a simple
strenijthenin^ and purifyinK aperient. These pills, composed of
the finest balsams, are particularly adapted for all complaints pe-
culiar to females, tind arc most serviceablo at the critical periods
of early aod mature years.

Soolting Freestone andHam Hill Stone
of hest quality. Prices, delivered at auy part of

the United Kingdom, given on application to

CHARLES TRASK,
Xortou-suh-Hamdon, Ihuinster, Somerset.

— [Advt.]

McLACHLAN & SONS, 35, St- James's
street, 8.W, Builders, Decorators, and House Painters.

Designs and Estimates.
General Repairs and Alterations Executed.

Experienced Workmen always in readiness, and Bent to
any part of the country.

—

[Advt.]

BATH STONE.
BOX GROUND,

THE BEST FOR ALL, EXTERNAL USB.

CORSHAM DOWN
CANNOT BE BURPASSEI) IN BEAUTY OF APrKABANCB

i'Ott INTEKIOU WOKK.

PICTOR & SONS, BOX, WILTS.
(See trade advt. on p. XXVII.) [Advt.
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HOUSE WAERANIT.
WHEN a house is let by a landlord to a

tenant, there is no implied warranty
that it is fit for habitation. Such is still,

and apparently such always has been, the
common law of England. Under the civil

polity of ancient Eome, and in the codes of
Continental Europe, a landlord or lessor is

held to have impliedly warranted a house he
lets as being fit for its purpose as a dwelling,
and is even bound to disclose any latent
defects. But amongst us the old rule of
Caveat emjitvr, applies most rigidly to con-
tracts between landlord and tenant, so that
a man must pay rent for a house he may
have taken, even though it is too un-
healthy for him to live in not only in com-
fort but in safety. It is not impossible that
in the progress of sanitary science, and the
modern large and liberal views of law
reform, this stern jirinciple may come to be
relaxed. But so it stands at present, and
the only way in which a tenant can escape
from its consequences, is to show that when,
or before, he took the unhealthy house, the
landlord or lessor had expressly warranted
it as being fit for its purpose of a dwelling.
People are at last awaking to this fact, and
influenced by the popular preachings and
teachings of sanitary reformers, they are
gradually growing curious as to drainage.
In the good old days, drains were left to
look after themselves. But at this present
period, intending tenants like to know both
where they are, and what they are, before
they finally take a house. That the public
are fully aware of the importance of this
question, as a matter of health, is abund-
antly proved by the many cases which have
recently come before the courts of law. These
cases serve to show what are the points that
should be carefully considered by both land-
lord and tenant, and more especially by
builders who let, and who warrant, the
sanitary condition of their own houses. It
is clear, first of all, that there must bo an
express warranty, a specific representation,
for without this the tenant acts at his own
risk. It must then bo proved that this re-
presentation induced to the letting, and
further that it was false. But if these things
be well established, then, not only can a'

tenant have his contract rescinded, and suc-
cessfully refuse to pay any rent ; but he can
also recover substantial damages for the
breach of warranty, or, in other words, for
the misrepresentation.
There were two cases last week before the

High Court of Justice, one in each division, really acted upon his

which are very interesting and instructive as

good examples of this class of action. In
both, the landlords were also the builders
of the houses, and this considerably adds to
their general importance ; while, as they
ended differently, this again is full of sug-
gestion, and will cause us to inquire how
they came to snch opposite conclusions. In
Taylor v. Upton, the action was broaght for

the first quarter's rent of a house at Harles-
den, let at £90 a year. The tenant's defecce
•was that he had been assui-ed by the landlord
that the house was dry, well drained, and
well buUt: whereas he found it so damp
that he could not live in it, and with a cess-
pool under the drawing - room window,
instead of at the end of the garden, as he
had been informed. It must be premised
that, as a result of the law, the onus is

thrown upon a tenant of making out his

case as to the representations and their

defendant knew that there was a clay soil

and a cesspool, and that the house was built

without a basement. With this knowledge
he nevertheless took the house, and the
question then arose : Ought ho not to have
known that it would bo damp, and that,

having no sewers, its drainage must be, to

some extent, dubious ? If the tenant
agreed to rent the house upon his own
view of the premises, and was not induced
to do so by the landlord's representations,

supposing even that they were made and
were false as ho alleged, then ho could not
get off his bargain. After a trial extending
over three days, the jury came to this con-
clusion, and they accordingly found their

verdict in the landlord's favour. Upon an
application being made for a new trial, this

finding was supported by the Court.
Lord Coleridge based his concurrence with
the jury upon the ground that the tenant
had not taken the house upon the represen-
tations complained of, but upon his own
view. The Chief Justice pointed out that
the builder naturally praised his own
house, and as much as said that if

a man chose to select a dwelling
which he knew was built upon a
clay soil, and drained only by a cesspool, he
must expect it to be damp and to smell
somewhat strongly. But it may be ad-
mitted that this sternly common-law view
of the question is hardly in accordance with
the more modem spirit of looking at such
matters. Lord Coleridge thought little of

the fact that the cesspool were actually
under the drawing-room window; instead of

at the end of the garden as stated, and that
it had to bo emptied by order of the
inspector ; nor, apparently, did the jury that
tried the case ; but it woidd seem that had
the action been brought in the Chancery
Division it might have ended differently, if

we may judge from what happened in the
second case we have now to consider.

In Kinnaird v. Smith, which was heard
by Mr. Justice Kay, the tenant claimed to

have his contract for the lease of a house at

Tufnell Park-road rescinded, on the ground
that misrepresentations had been made by
the defendant, who was both the builder
and owner of the house, as to the state of the
drainage ; and he further claimed the sub-
stantial som of £275 by way of damages for

expenses incurred by him in furnishing, re-

moving, and repairing, and for doctor's

charges brought about by illness in his

family caused by the unhealthy condition of

the house. In the course of some corre-

spondence the landlord stated that the
drainage was in good order, and that the
drains were carried outside the house. Ac-
cording to the plaintiff, he acted upon
these repi-esentations, and, believing them,
he took the house for three years. But it

also turned out that he sent a surveyor to
inspect the premises before completing the
contract; and, as the defendant alleged,

own judgment in

state of the drainage, for if he did not
know it, ho ought to have done so." In
reading this we are stmok with the differ-

ence in tone between it and the judgment
of Lord Coleridge, and it is not easy to
believe that these judges are supposed to
be laying down the same law and in the
same High Court of Justice. After refer-
ring to the strong conflict of evidence as to
the state of the drains, Mr. Justice Kay
comes to the statement of the doctor,
whom he looked upoH as an accurate and
independent witness, and as turning the
balance of testimony in the plaintiff's

favour. In the end, th^refore, the con-
tract was ordered to bo set aside, while the
defendant was to pay such damages as the
Chief Clerk should determine or the parties
agreed upon.
Although these cases came to opposite

conclusions, it is obvious that both are full of
warning to landlords and tenants, and
especially to such landlords as may also
happen to be the builders of the property.
There is no doubt but that the equitable
view taken by Mr. Justice Kay must,
before long, prevail over the older and
stricter theory of the common law as laid
down by Lord Coleridge following a long
line of authorities. It is not likely that we
shall, at all events yet awhile, get so far as
to require landlords and lessors to disclose
any latent defects that they may know of
as existingin the houses they wish to let. But
though the old principle, that there is no
implied warranty as to the fitness of a
dwelling for its proper purpose of
habitation may continue untouched, it is

probable that any representation amounting
to an express warranty will, in the future,
come to be construed more liberally than
it has been hitherto in the tenant's favour.
This change is, in part, due to the growing
inliuenceof equitable doctrines in our Courts
since the Judicature Act began working, and,
in part, also to the important place which
sanitary science has now come to hold in
public estimation. The cry for healthy
houses has already spread far and wide, and
it would be well if all builders were at once
to recognise its growing influence. The
lessons to be learnt from these two cases are
that representations should not bo lightly
made by landlords as to the drainage of
their houses, and that a sound system of
drainage is daily becoming more and niore
essential to all paying property

.

taking the house. Of course there was the
usual conflict of evidence as to the actual
condition of the drains themselves. But
it was, at all events, clear that both the
plaintiff's wife and the plaintiff himself had
suffered from illness which their doctor said

was caused by blood-poisoning from sewer-
gas. This case also lasted several days, and
in the end Mr. Justice Kay, who tried it,

as is customary in the Chancery Division,

without a jury, came to a conclusion
wholly in favour of the plaintiff. He
found that the representations had been
made to and acted upon by the plaintiff, and
that they were false. Upon the point
whether or not the defendant knew them to

be false, the judge made some very weighty
remarks which are well worth remember-
ing. " As the defendant was a builder," he
observed, " and had superintended the
building of this house, he could not be

falsity. Now, here, it appeared that the I heard to say that he did not know the

PICTURES AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY—III.

1% TE. LOXG'S contributions fully sustain
-l-'J- his great reputation. No. 509 is the
portrait of a charming little girl, dressed for

a walk ; full face, with golden hair, black
dress, and her hands in a sable muff. His
great picture. No. 97, is of larger size and
higher purpose than most of this artist's

previous works. It is called ''Diana or
Christ," and is throughout painted with an
earnestness and completeness difficult to

excel in any modern school. The scene is

laid at the end of the Stadium at Ephesus,
which might have served as an amphi-
theatre, advantage having been taken of the

discoveries made of late years to insure the

correctness of the details. A noble Christian

lady is brought up before the silver image
of the great goddess Diana to show, by the

casting of but one grain of incense upon her
altar, that she is not a despiser of her whom
" all Asia worshipped." She, unmoved by the

entreaty of her impatient lover, who is

trying to force her to make so small

a compromise to the superstition of

the multitude, raises her steadfast eyes

to heaven, sure there of that comfort and
support which can bo hers no longer

on earth. Even he who loves her, and
is beloved, evidently has no sympathy
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for what appears to him mere obstinacy
and, perhaps, selfish disregard of his own
happiness. On the extremeleft, the governor
sits in splendid apparel ; next to him in order,

and various attitudes, some of wonder and
pity, some of reproach and dislike, priestesses

and priest surround the figure of the goddess.
One little maid seems, by her earnest atten-
tion, to show that she too will, ere long,
join the Redeemer's band. At the back, and
on the right, are soldiers and others waiting
the result of the trial, the man on the
extreme right, being a huge Nubian slave,

wonderfully drawn and painted. For har-
many of colour, composition, deep study,
thought, extraordinary finish, and correct-

ness of drawing and detail, this picture
stands out as one of the most re-

markable in the whole exhibition. Mr. T.
Faed's two pictures (Nos. 187, 542) are both
pretty. " Where is My Good Little Girl ?" is

the best. It is, as this artist so often gives

us, the interior of a Scotch cottage, with
mother and baby seated ; she is turning to a
little girl in di-grace (who is covering her
face with her pinafore), and trying
to coax her out of her wilfulness. No.
542 seems to be a protest against the
School-board, at any rate, in Scotland.
A young wench is sitting at a table
writing a letter, when there are heaps
of household duties waiting to be per-
formed. Mr. John Pettie's power of ex-
pressing character is well exemplified in
the single tigure of the fly fisherman in
" Trout-fishing in the Highlands." "The
Landscape," and adjuncts, also, are excellent.

We like his "Portrait of John Ballantyne,
Esq.,F.S.A." fNo.624) much better than the
fancy one called " Before his Peers." Li
No. 637, by Mr. Dendy Sadler, we again
have an amusing picture of monastic life,

"It is always the largest fish that's lost."

A long row of soberly-dressed monks are
listening to their angling brother's dtserip-
tion of his misfortune in losing such a fish

—

if we may judge from the distance he is

showing by his extended hands—about a
yard long. There is plenty of individuality

and variety of expression in the different

faces. Mrs. Elizabeth Butler's "Defence of

Borke's Drift, Jan. 22, 1879," is disappoint-

ing. We seem to lack the vigour of ex-
pression and power to which we have been
used in her previous works. The colouring,

also, is poor, and not always correct. The
subject seems somewhat beyond the scope
of her undeniably great powers. "St.
Ives Bay" (No. 340) is in Mr. Brett's

harder style. Its almost photographic
accuracy and exaggerated glow are not
altogether pleasing. No. 443 is a much
better pictiire, "Golden Prospects." A far

expanse of sea, at summer noon, is most
accurately and beautifully displayed.

It is taken from high rocky cliffs

covered with mosses, lichens, and such
vcrdiire as the hard stone will sustain.

The sweep of the breeze over the twinkling
surface of the water is caught with surpris-

ing dexterity. His Indian experience has
inspired Mr. "V. C. Prinsep with the idea of
" The Young Solomon." A handsome high-
bred Eastern youth, clad in scarlet robes, em-
broidered with gold, a string of pearls round
his neck, and snow-white turban on his head,
is shown seated on a silver peacock-throne in

calm dignified majesty, betokening one of

nature's noblest types. Mr. Prinsep also sends
a bright " Indian Palace in the Lake." In
addition to the pictures by Mr. J. E. Millais
already noticed, we have no less than six
other portraits, all of a high value. If we
were called upon to express an opinion upon
their comparative merits, where all are so
far above the average, we should say that
No. 86, "Sir Gilbert Greenall, Bart.," bears
off the palm. Nothing better has come from
the artist's hands. Everyone will be in-
terested in Sir P. Leighton's portrait of

himaelf, painted by invitation for the Uffizzi

Gallery, in Florence (No. 119). The President
is dressed in his Doctor's robes, with the gold
medal of theRoyal Acadt mj* suspended round
his neck. Many will be glad to compare it

with Mr. C. F. Watts' portrait of the same
gentleman (No. 484), painted in his usual
patchy way. It is not a little instructive to

see 6uch a comparison of the best work of

two such distinguished artists. In each case

the likeness is perfect. No. 511 (Miss M.
Williams) No. 229 (Miss Baldock), are happy
specimens of Mr. Watts' skill. Vicat Cole
has several beautiful landscapes and views,
especially on the Thaiaes. In the fine view
of Streatley he has put out all his powers.
A man who could slay a lion as he would
rend a kid might also have power to carry
him as a trifle ; still, surely the story of

Samson does not want amplifying as Mr. E.
Armitage has done in his astonish-

ing picture (No. 554). Not content with
slajing the beast, the swarthy giant is

balancing him on his outstretched arms,
preparatory to throwing his stiff carcase
down a crevice in the rooks. Nos. 222 to

228, also by Mr. Armitage, form a series of

small pictures in one frame, apparently for

an altar-piece, illustrating the different

forms of charity manifested by our Lord.
They are of fair average power, and have a
good deal of grace and feeling. Sir F.

Leighton exhibits more than hitherto.

Besides his own portrait and that of Mrs.
Stephen Ralli (No. 412), we have two
fancy portraits. (No. 1414) "Viola," a
young girl with dark brown hair and
strongly -defined features, side-face, in

white dress and blue bodice; and (No. 1417)
"Bianca," a lovely blonde, with golden hair

and blueeyes. Thisispaintedupon tine canvas
unprepared, and unless covered by glass,

we fear so delicate a work as this must
suffer, in time, from dirt and cleaning. His
most important subject is (No. 197) "Idyll."

In a meadow overlooking a far-extending
plain, watered by a bright winding river,

two beautiful women, the foremost reclining

happily upon the lap of her companion, are

listening to the pipe of a shepherd, who
is seated with his back to the spectator. He
is nude to the waist—suggesting a com-
panion study to the "Psamathe" of last

year. A perfect harmony of subdued colour
pervades the whole picture. No. 49,
" Elisha Raising the Son of the Shunamite,"
is a simple description of a pathetic Jewish
history. The dead child is laid on his little

bed in the first smile of death, partly

covered with a white sheet, and the sorrow-
ing, rugged prophet leans over him, half

doubting the possibility of restoring life to

his friend's little one. " Whisjers" is the last

of Sir F. Leighton's works. Ko. 585, recalling

Horace's "Lenes sub noctem susurri," de-
lightful in tone and sentiment, in strange
contrast with the commonplace " Sir Roger
de Coverley" in Westminster Abbey (No.

584) where the old gentleman seems fast

asleep in the Coronation chair. It would
be rather a wide stretch of imagination to

think the panel, No. 1469, " The Obedience
of Joshua," decorative, a sculpture in low
relief, destined to be " placed as a memorial
of the Guards' Chapel, St. James's {sic)

Park." How anyone could have perverted
the noble story of Joshua meeting the Cap-
tain of the Lord's host into the silly, fanciful

—we had almost said grovelling—-thing we
have before us, is inconceivable. Even the
archsoological treatment seems to us absurd.
How is it likely that Joshua, lately come
out of Egypt with his shepherd people,

could have had a 9th century B.C.

helmet of the Assyrian type ? There is

a good deal of merit in Miss Ellen Mont-
alba's " Seven Ravens " (No. 998). Eugene
Pavy's " Homeward Bound " is a fine land-
scape; onarough.rainy eveninga man drives

his sheep on before him through country
well-wooded with birch timber. In the

same room we have, by F. W. Hulme, a

quiet summer scene—a backwater at
Newark Priory, Surrey, No. 980, the haunt
of the kingfisher, fringed by willows and
oaks behind luxurious rivor-plants. No.
981, "Good Bye," on the Mersey, by
James Tissot, shows the departure of a
big steamer ; friends of the emigrants are
waving their last good wishes from the
deck of a lighter, as it leaves its moorings.
"Poetry and Prose" (No. 994) is a naturally-
painted garden-scene, by E. H. Pahey. M.
A. W. Hunt, in No. 935, has tried, with
only moderate success, to catch the splendid
hues of late sunset. No. 913, by Haynes
Williams, representsajustice-chamber, where
a stern old man, with a brass crucifix behind
him, dressed in red cloak, a clerk in black
as his assessor, is hearing the case against a
poor urchin whose first offence has been to
help himself to a cake out of the basket of
an old woman who, with much gesticula-

tion and clamour, is demanding condign
punishment) upon the luckless little fellow,

who stands with his hands tied behind
him. There is too much sameness in
the features of figures in "Prince Henry
before Judge Gascoyne " (No. 1353).

"The Nearest Way to School" (No.
192) strikes us as the happiest of Mr.
Hook's three sea-side pieces. The nearest
way is along the seashore ; but the
furthest way round would have got the
children earlier to their lessons, as the
temptations by the way, of crab-hunting,

&c., have altogether put school out of

the heads of the young fisher-boy and
his sister. No. 258, " Diamond Mer-
chants," is also bright and pleasant; the
said merchants being two children with a
basket of shells, seaweeds, and other odds
and ends, picked up off the beach. " Hen
and Chickens," is the title of Mr. Leslie's

graceful picture. A charming young woman
is playing the old-fashioned game. The
expression of the sweet little girl, who, as
Fox, is watching her opportunity to csitch

one of the chickens, is cleverly drawn.
Every one must admire the love for simple
home-life shown in this joyous scene. All
the roses and riches of girl- life in sunny
France that we have had painted by Mr.
Calderon for the last few years are pre-
sented this year in the one grand picture,
" The Flowers of the Earth " (161), and an
enchanting scene they make. Colin Hun-
ter's pair of water-scenes, No. 548, " In the
Gloaming," with fishermen angling in the
glow of the setting sim, and No. 558, " The
Mussel Gatherers," add fresh laurels to this

good artist's reputation. No. 18, "In
Doubt," by Ernest Zimmerman, is

not without humour. An old sailor

and wife are trying to frighten a
child by making a dead goose seem
ready to bite him, but they only half-

persuade him. We must not pass over Mr.
C. Stanisland's rendering of the " Relief of

Leyden, in 1574." Tne admiral of the
relieving fleet, as he stepped on shore was
met by the starving guards, sailors, women
and ckildren, and all, without exception,

went at once, headed by the Admiral, to the

great Church. It is a stirring subject,

carried out with much labour and intelli-

gence. There are not many of the scenes

from the East of more merit than J. B.
Burgess' " Guarding the Hostages." A
young prince and princess are under the

custody of a villainous-looking soldier who
is smoking in front of them. A. C Gow's
pair of portraits, "Dolly" (No. 314) and
"Doubts" (No. 310), are good examples of

his work. The one is a young lady who
has just received a love-letter not altogether
satisfactory. The other is a girl shelling

peas, happy and free from care. No. 892
represents officers taking leave of the ladies

of the Court on the staircase of Hampton
Court Palace. There is a good dew of

pathos and accurate observation in Arthur
Hook's " At Last." A poor old woman is
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shown, sitting in patient and half hopo)ess
expectation for her son at the wars. The
moment chosen is when joy comes at last

and sets the heart at rest. Her longed-for
soldier-son is just coming into the room,
accompanied by his delighted sister. Our
space precludes mentioning particularly the
many excellent portraits and landscapes that
aboimd.

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.—III.

mnOUGH there is little that is fresh in
-L the present year's coUection, the ex-

hibited drawings show a more moderate view
of architectural style than we have been
accustomed to see, and there is none of that
restless feverish desire to produce sensational
effects which have distinguished former ex-
hibitions. A few of the drawings show work
indeed so absolutely meagre and coiumon-
place, that we are surprised the committee
should have hung them at all, unless some
arbitrary principle of selection govern them
v/hich we fail to discover. For these reasons
there is little matter for speculation or

criticism, and the critic can only pass an
opinion on the relative merits of the works
he sees. To resume our notes, we may take
two drawings, one showing the interior of

theChurch of the Sacred Heart, Exeter ( 1 1 5)

,

by Messrs. Ware and Leonard Stokes, the
west-front of which we commented on in
favourable terms last week. The architects

show a wide nave with a timbered roof
and narrow aisles, separated by a light
arcade, but this view does not impress us so
favourably as the exterior. The other
drawing. No. 1014, is a heavily red tinted
perspective of a brick church at Southsea,
by Jir. Alfred A. Hudson, the position of

which, " skied" as it is, rather enhances the
effect. The tower, with its pinnacles de-
tached, has a little too acrobatic look about
it, and the clerestory appears rather meagre.
A French chateau-like effect is given to
Messrs. Goldie and Child's "Residence iu

the Isle of Wight " (1017), in which we fiod

some feeling detail in a Late Gothic style

;

and there is much that is sensible in Mr.
James JS^eale's " Houses at Walmer " (1009),
•where the end of one house shows a cleverly-
treated open balcony arrangement and
hipped roofing. To the raised verandah a
flight of steps leads, and the half-timbering
of the upper stories is moderate and refined
in detail, if there is nothing to charm the
admirer of quaintness. The drawing, though
neat, is rather feeble. An artistic and
homely-looking house, in the picturesque
Semi-Dutch style, is 1031, by Mr. Asahel P.
Bell ; it is quiet, and contrasts rather
notably with a few of the fidgetty
and ambitious drawings showing chimneys
struggling with or piercing dormer gables,

bracketed gables, and uneasily-constructed
roofs one sees so much of. Mr. Tasker's
" Interior of St. Patrick's, Wapping, " is an
interior more after the basilican model
than we generally see ; the cylindrical roof is

ribbed in panels, and the usual arcade is

represented by a row of Ionic columns ; but
the work little suits ordinary notions of

church-building. No. 1038 is a small red-
brick study in Queen Anne with a quaint
porch ; one of the best ink drawings ot

houses is Mr. Aston Webb's intended work
at Kwhurst, a Tudor Gothic design with a
bold bay window end and tower, spirited

and fresh-looking, without any posing for

mere effect, in which stone is the material.
More commonplace is a half-timbered
work, lOol. In the corner of room is a
lofty pulpit and canopy on grey paper, by
Mr. Somers Clarke jun, to a large scale. It

ia a design of a pulpit at St. Martin's
Church, Brighton, and the details

and outline are pleasing and well
proportioned. Mr. E. C. Ilobins's executed
desiga for the Museum of Sanitary

Aijpliances may bo mentioned as a
sensibly-treated street-front in red brick, in

a kind of " Queen Anno," passing which, and
Mr. G. Sherrin's iuk-drawing of a house at
Woybridge (1070), remarkable chiefly for

the gable end and window between chimneys,
we come to a large drawing of a premiated
design for new "Parochial Offices, West-
minster " (1082), by Mr. John E. Trollope,
showing a lofty tower and cupola, the effect

of which overbalances the structure from
which they spring. In this design, conceived
in a Renaissance spirit, boldness in the out-
line dominates at the cost of other qualities.

One of the most pleasing stone-and-timber
designs is Mr. W. Hay Murray's " Hasel-
hurst, Ore, Hastings" (1079), handled with
much picturesqueiress ; the bay and the
plain stone end of house are artistically

managed. An undeserved disregard of

merit has been shown towards Messrs.
Ernest George and Peto's highly-flavoured
piece of artistic sketching, design No.
1082, a feeling sepia drawing of a " Coffee-

tavern and Hostelry," Newark-on-Trent. The
sketch, well worthy a place on the " line,"

has been " skied," and its quaint detail and
picturesque grouping lost to sight. The three
gables and bays, and the arched piazza be-
neath are pleasingly grouped ; the com-
position is worthy alike of its author's taste,

and a mi.se en seine the painter might take as

a model. The flgures and background are
full of picturesque character, grouping, and
colour. "The Bank, Stamford," by W.
Talbot Brown (1091), is one of the few
Italian designs in the exhibition. The
facade is treated in a bold astylar manner,
the ends project over the entrances, and the
least satisfactory part of the design are the
very heavy cornices, trusses, and detail. To
give an official character and to avoid the
stereotyped effect, is no easy task in Italian

design ; the work iu question has rather
suffered in the latter respect. (We illus-

trate the design by a photo-lithograph
this week.) No. 1085 is a pleasant group-
ing ot brick stables, transparently shaded
and Jacobean in style, by Mr. J. Brooks.
We cannot see what there is of interest

in the small, very modest, '' Interior of

the Parish-room, Crosthwaite, Keswick "

(1087), although erected to the memory of a
son of the Bishop of Carlisle, to demand the
position assigned to it. Nos. 10S6 and 1110
are two coloured perspective views of a
country-house, " The Warren, Hayes
Common, Kent," by Mr. G. Somers Clarke,
in which the architect has used bright red
brick relieved by diagonal lines of grey
colour. The rather garish colouring of these
views spoil the quiet breadthand simplicity of
the work, which is of Domestic Gothic. The
stepped gables are made salient features and
some good detail appears, and the work is

some relief after the overwhelming repletion
in half-timbered and Jacobean designs which
occupy so large a space on the walls. Messrs.
R. H. Carpenter and B. Ingolow show a large
view of their " College at EUesmere," now
building (1095), a work of some importance
iu a Late Gothic style. The projecting but-
tresses and the domers are of a^JTOHtDice'charac-
ter, and will no doubt contribute much to the
solid dignity of the building, though the
drawing has rather a flat appearance and
is not taken from the best point of view for
pictorial effect. Mr. W. Talbot Brown's
;'New Grammar School" (1102) (already
illustrated) affords an example of English
Renaissance. The disparity in the gables and
the upper corbelled pilasters mar the balance
of the facade, otherwise simple and broadly
treated. Bold in drawing, and well dis-

positioned in its gables is Messrs. G. Vigor's
and Wagstaffe's "Tavern" (1104). We
must mention No. 1094, a clever and
broadly - treated building for Lewisham
Sunday-schools by Mr. G. Sherrin, with
a square turret and oct.agon end, well
drawn in effective perspective; and 1105,

|

Messrs. Dunn and Hansom's largo "Interior
View of St. Cuthbert'g, Ushaw College," with
a wide-pointed vault, the perspective of

which is taken from too central a point;
also 1108, a skilfully grouped apsidal ended
view of the east end of a church we noticed
last week by Messrs. Ware and Stokes, to

which the sharp Imes and clear drawing add
much in effectiveness, and Mr. J. Brookg'g
pretty and simple church at Ludlow (1111),

all works of merit. Mr. J. Oldrid Scott's
" View of a Church, Burton-on-Trent "

(1115), has a massive and well-proportioned
tower and spireand refined detail hardly done
justice to by the drawing which represents
it. A firm line ink drawing (1120) exhibits
Mr. G. Viger's " Hospital for the Deformed,
Great Portland-street," a brick building with
a pUaster and lofty attic treatment, in
a sort of early 18th-century style. The
crowding of the dormers and the squeezed
effect of the facades detract from the mas-
sive Classic style attempted, yet there is a
public character imparted. One of the
noticeable studies of domestic work is Mr.
Edwin G. Hardy's " Eastgate House,
Rochester" (1118), a cleverly-drawn sketch

of a gabled front, simple and picturesque.

Good detail of an Italian kind, with bands
of coloured material, is to be found also in

1126, by Mr. Bernard Smith, " An elevation

of the author's design for the church of St.

Philip." Near the door we see Mr. Walter
Millard's able design for a College in brown
ink, already given by us, a work showing
masterly grouping of the quadrangled
buildings and good detaU, one of the best

works in the room. Mr. S. Harrison's

"House at Leicester" (1128) is a boldly-

shaded ink drawing, rather spoilt by the

chimney. We may award praise also to Mr.
Coutts Stone's " Nether Court," a work
well grouped and detailed (1121). The
large, rather hard, mechanical-looking ele-

vations (1127 and 1131) of " Lahore Cathe-
dral," by Mr. J. Oldrid Scott, show a freely-

treated Gothic of suitable character for

that important Oriental city in which the

traditional forms of Western Mediseval

architecture would be strangely out of

place. No. 1138 is a large heavily-treated

elevation of "An Entrance to Holloway
College, Egham, Surrey," by Mr. W. H.
Crossland. The tympanum of the curved
pediment with the sculptured figures,

which, by the way, look rather out of scale,

is the chief feature, but the design suffers

more from the heaviness of the colour-

ing. Mr. R. W. Edis's additions to the
" InnerTemple Library" in progress (1140),

a masterly drawing in colour, shows a
pleasing brick front, with oriel windows,
in a Domestic Gothic style, harmonising
with the old buddings ; and the same
gentleman's coloured drawing (1144), " The
New Mansions in Victoria-street," in which
Renaissance has been handled with some
freedom, though the strips of brick pilasters

to the bays and gable give a weak and
frittered effect. No. 1141 is a tower attached
to a gable end of St. Michael's Church,
Camden Town, by Messrs. Bodley and
Gamer ; the former is excessively massive in

treatment, but will form a striking addi-

tion, the upper stage being emphasised by
vertical buttresses of masonry. A vigorous
ink drawing is Mr. A. W. Cross's "Resi-
dence, Hastings " (1117), and Mr. W.
Young's " Design for Municipal Buildings,

Glasgow," an Italian fagade, columnar and
balanced with a central cupola, may be
noticed as one of the few purely Classic

works. Iu Towers, Messrs. Ball and Goddard's
(1056) design for one at Handsworth Theo-
logical College is forcibly drawn. The de-

tails are good, the machicolated parapet and
pinnacles look rather heavy. Two charac-

teristic ink drawings appear (Nos. 1027 and
1040) of houses erected on the Bedford Park
Estate, Turnham Green, one by Mr. E. J.

May, and the other by Mr. Maurice B.
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Adams ; we may also mention No. l(Ho as a
well-grouped, quiet work by Mr. \V. West-
Neve.
In glancing over the decorative designs

of the year, we find here and there agradual
return to the purer forms of Classical compo-
sition, both in drawing and colour. Wo
cannot s[jeak in unquaUfied praise, however,
of Mr. G. A. Storey's " Design for Ivory
Door " (1012). The figure panels are rather
tawdry in colour, and the honeysuckle inlay

a little coarse and overdone. The former
illustrate Music, Messrs. Grace and Son
send a drawing of coloured decoration to

the Mercers' Hall (10j9), also extremely
heavy in the architectural proportions, and
overbearing in colour. The pilasters and
panels are coarso,and their capitals too high ;

th« red paper and the Italian woodwork
look probably better in execution than they
do here, but the wall-paper kills the lower
detail. The decorative arrangement pro-
posed by Mr. G. E. Fox (1063) is more
pleasing ; the colours are cooler in tone below
the dado and frescoes, the roof-timbering
being enriched by red. Mr. Owen W. Davis
(IOCS) falls into the garish and extravagant
in the choice of a tawdry French stylo, and
there is an unpleasing want of repose in the
work ; it is scarcely a dining-room style of

decoration. Much quieter, and in a happier
scale of colour, is Mr. T. Hall's design for

decoration for a hall ; the festooning on a
bluish-green is relieved by rose colour in the
gallery, but the gradation is not very good.
Mr. W. Young's interior study (1062) is too
high hung to examine the detail; the
recessed fire-place and arched cove is

curiously treated. Designs for painted
windows are worth a passing notice.

Mr. W. G. Taylor and W. J. Griffiths

exhibit a " Window in St. Paul's Cathe-
dral " to commemorate the recovery of
the Prince of Wales, of Renaissance design,

showing good colouring, also No. 1143 ; and
we may mention a design for west window
and frescoes for a church at Beckenham
(1125), by Mr. E. Prampton, with figiire-

8ubj<>ct8 in the lights; and another by Mr.
E. iJ. Jewitt, showing the " Ascension "

No. 1028, a '' Study for Decoration of Chan-
cel-arch of the Assumption, Kensington-
square," by N. n. J. Westlake, is a clever

composition in design and colour. Mr. J.

D. Bedding (1023) also shows a reredos in a
large line dra.ving, rather wanting in the
scale of figures. Horizontal lines certainly

predominate, and break up the design in

Mr. A. J. Gibbs's design for an east window
(1113; : and close to this we observe a study
of drawing-room decoration, by Mr. W.
Lane, rather heavy in the arrangement of

overmantel. Mr. P. H. Newman reproduces
his careful study of spirit fresco in St.

Peter's, Belsize-square, we have before

favourably noticed : and Messrs. Grace and
Son, a handsomely-designed and coloured
ceiling, with blue ribs on a bulT ground
(1147) at Longleat.
A few excellent drawings of old work

claim our notice. Of these we may name
Mr. F. W. Richardson's "Old Chimney-
piece at Kenilworth Castle " (1036) ; a mas-
terly oil-colour drawing by H. W. Brewer,
showing the " Gates of Henry VII. 's

Chapel" (100 i), rich in detail and depth of
tone ; an interesting old timber and stone
liouse of the 15th and 17th centuries, the
'•Birthplace of 8. Crompton," by John B.
Gass (1070); two clever coloured sketches

(102.5 and 1026) by Mr. Aston Webb, one of

very effective brick groining : Mr. Hol-
land's sketch of "Old Neptune Inn, Ips-

wich," a charming bit of old woodwork ; a
charmingly fresh and simple sketch in

colour, by W. R. Lethaby, of "Tower of

St. Nicholas, Coin " (1074), and a sketch of
"External Staircase at Lubeek" (1022), of

Benaissance work. In terms of commenda-
tion we may also name 1077, a well-studied
detail elevation of Classic orders, by A.

Frampton, refined in colour; 1090, R. W.
Collier's prize drawing of an " Interior of
an Exchange," a skilfully-shaded sectional
view previously noticed by us ; No. 1078,
already given ; Mr. T. J. Green's half-
timberedLateGothic house (1103); a Flemish
Gothic sketch (1035); Messrs. Hadfield's
well-coloured Tudor archway (1050); some
feeling decoration (1132); Arthur Baker's
"Church at Hammersmith" (1130), with
central Scandinavian-like tower ; and G.
Nattress's heavily-coloured interior sketch.

A rapid review of the collection suffices to

show that while of domestic architecture
every phase of style is represented, from Late
14th century through the Tudor, Stuart, and
Hanoverian times—even the school of the
modern " Esthetes " —Classic design is

almost entirely absent, and of monumental
buildings there is scarcely a drawing to bo
seen on the walls of the Academy this

year. »-^
ART EXHIBITION AT THE ALBERT

HALL.

THE Fine Art Exhibition of paintings,
sculpture, and architectural drawings,

opened to the public last week at the Royal
Albert Hall, South Kensington, represents
the work of a considerable class of artists

whose pictures have not been hung at the
Royal Academy for want of room. Nearly
200 selected works have been thus afforded
space in the upper gallery of the hall, and
the public have now an opportunity of

judging of the qualities of some of the
rejected contributions, though it must not
be supposed the best of the rejected works
appear here. It would be impossible to say
the collection is equal to the anticipations

we had formed, for a great deal of rubbish
has been hung, and there are many pictures
which ought not to have been admitted,
besides a want of discrimination evinced in

the hanging. The architectural drawings
have, this year, dwindled down to a very
small number, and one small bay of the
gallery contains them all. Such as they are,

these drawings do very inadequate justice to

the architectural profession, and we think
some of them would have been better un-
hung. The best pen-and-ink drawings are
(No. 541) a view of St. Michael's Church,
Whitehaven, a boldly-executed perspective,

with large tower and porch at west end, in

a Late Gothic style, by Mr. C. J. Fergusson,
F.S.A. ; and some cottages at Stoke Bishop,
Gloucestershire, by Mr. E. Gabriel (543). A
large view of additions and restorations to

Edgeworth Manor, in the same county, is

exhibited by Mr. C. N. Tripp (546) ; and a
conspicuous place is given to a large ink
int erior drawing, in very indifferent perspec-
tive, of one of Mr. Street's best brick

churches, St. John the Divine, Konnington.
The artist is Mr. P. Childs, who has taken
his view from the easternmost bay of nave

;

but the lines of apse, the acute points of the
nave arches, and especially the capitals, are
very queerly drawn and spoil the subject.

The shading, too, is crude and hard. One of

the best drawings is a carefully and highly-
coloured elevation of a suggested comple-
tion of the Campanile of Santa Maria dei

Fiori, Florence, by Mr. H. 11. Statham, a
drawing indicating some study of Giotto's

great work, though we take exception to the

weak spiral angle pillars carrying the spire-

lets over the octagon angles. Mr. G.
Carelli also fends two bold and efTective

water-colour interiors, one "A Room in the

Palace of the Doges " (520), and the other
" Nicene Council in Baptistery of Cathedral,
Siena." Mr. J. F. Wadmore has another
coloured drawing of a part of garden front,

"FeroyHall, Tunbridge," a trifle too glaring

in the red bay; and near this is a rather

simple treatment of houses facing the sea at

Worthing, by G. Truefitt (531', in which a
conical tile-roofed turret is made a feature

at the corner; the drawing is coloured. "The
Interior of Holy Trinity Church, Penge," by
Mr. E. F. C. Clarke (535), is well coloured, also
a view of " Willesden High School," by Mr.
H. Hall. We can also speak commendably of
Mr. G. Bruton's " Grange, LittleTew, Oxon"
(illustrated by us) ; a wallpaper (550), and a
large studyot interiordecoration.wehaveseen
elsewhere, is exhibited by Mr. W. Hensman.
Mr. A. Baker sends also interior view of his
"Church at Hammersmith." We hope on
another occasion to see a little more care
exercised in the hanging, for it is far too
clear that the drawings have been hung by
a committee quite incompetent to judge of
architectural merit.
In the 25 odd bays devoted to oil-paint-

ings, we notice several pictures of merit.
No. 61 " On Tramp," by Mr. A. J. Black, is a
large sombre picture, which tells its own
story truthfully. The tramps lying d )wn
on the roadside and the dark evening are
painted with efifect. Avery brightly-painted
subject is Mr. R. L.Aldridge's "Trouba'^our"
(65), well finished in the Spanish dress and
accessories. No. 68 is "A Winter Scene,"
by Mr. C. Brockman, cleverly handled as a
landscape ; and we remark also a large
picture, by A. de Breanski, in his usual
naturalistic style. No. 80. "The Lily or
the Rose" (85), is an ably conceived compo-
sition by Mr. R. Bateman : the steps and the
figures of the maidens with their typical
emblems, are well painted. In Bay 8 we
pass a pleasing portrait by Mr. F. M.
Skipworth, and a touching study of a
swarm of ragged children on a doorstep,
by Miss Jane Style, 1 07, cleverly grouped and
well coloured, intended to point a moral of
the social condition of the poor ; 109 is a
deftly-painted vernal landscape, in a low,
soft tone of colour, by Mr. C. France

;

the birch-trees and bank of stream in which
are feelingly rendered. Admirers of genre
subjects will find some conscientious paint-
ing in Mr. Wardlaw Laing's "Spinster"
(115), and in Mr. P. H. Miller's " Debate on
the Budget " (124). "Psyche," by Mr. A.
Wai'd, is a finely-conceived conception, taken
from Morris's " Earthly Paradise." Mr. A.
Wardle's study of a bleak moor (131),
Mr. Henley's " Waiting for the Axe "

(137); No. 152; Mr. S. Herbert's fine

Welsh subject; Mr. Gouldsmith's "View
near Bristol " (159); and a humorous inci-

dent of the inquisitiveness of servants, by
J. Carolus (164), wUl all bear inspection.

"Day Dreams," by Mr. F. Slocombe (170),
we have seen before ; there is some nice
colour in it, and the recumbent figure of the
young lady on the couch is well drawn. In
bay 14 is a large picture representing " The
Trial of a Noble Family before the Blood
Council, Antwerp, 1507," a scene suggested
from Motley's " Rise of the Dutch Reijublic,"

by Mr. Sydney Holland. The figures of the
judges seated at the table are drawn with
skill, and indicate the character of the tri-

bunal before whom a family—father, a son, a
young wife and child—are pleading. A large
solidly-handled subject of foliage and stream
is shown by J. Finnie (181), and we may
notice approvingly No. 191 by Mr. R. L.
Aldridgo ; a boldly-painted large landscape
with cattle, by Mr. W. H. Pigott (196) ; an
imaginative subject by W. J. Callcott (197)

;

No. 199, No. 207, pleasing gerire pictures ;

No. 206 ; a clever solidly-painted subject,
" Michaelmas Tide," by Mr. J. L. Gardner.
" A Gleam of Sunshine," by T. W. Allen,

affects the impressionist style ; as regards No.
314, it is very crudely painted, and the
curious legend depicted by Isabel de Steiger,

(308), three Valkyrior maidens proclaiming

from a lone rock, might be put down as a
rather meaningless picture of three very
ordinary half-draped maidens perched on a
sea-girt eminence. One of the best oils is in

Bay No. 22 by J. Tisot.

'The water-colour drawings comprise a few
creditable productions. We especially no-
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tice Mr- G. Ferrari's vigorous drawing of
" The Wayside Cross " (417) ; T. Kell's large

bird's-eye view of Southampton (427) ; show-
ing the docks and New Forest ; No. iHl, a

nice sketch of Church-street, Windsor, by
Mr. C. T. Hollis (436) ; Mr. J. Curnook's
"Snowstorm Scene" (412); the boldly-

handled rocky scene by the same artist, 44o
;

the birch-trees in Mr. Wheeler's "Leigh
Wood," 452. Such a feeble drawing as 444
would hare been better excluded, and No.
413, a large picture of the Bdleroplion and
a squadron exercising sail drill, with its

glaringly blue sea, might with advantage
have given place to better drawings. The
series of water-colour copies of works of the

old masters, lent by the Duchess of Edin-
burgh, executed by M. Stohl, is a valuable
one, and comprises figure subjects and Scrip-

tural compositions by Murillo, Guido,
Baphael, Da Vinci, Titian, Paul Veronese,
Kembrandt, and other masters of the
Italian, Spanish, and Flemish schools.

Sculpture is represented by a few marble
terra-cotta groups and busts by Prof. F. F.

Altini, Messrs. Malempre, J. Throp, A. Fon-
tana, S. Euddock, Nina Palmerina, and others.

Mr. Fontana's bustiu terra-cottaof Miss Ellen
Terry will be acknowledged a good likeness,

and Mr. H. Stannus's plaster model of a
" Eeading Boy," the original of which
adorns the forecourt of the Essex-street
Chapel, may be again mentioned as a work
of skilful modelling and intellectual expres-

THE GENERAL CONFERENCE OF
ARCHITECTS.

WE complete this week our detailed report
of the recent Conference of Architects,

by a notice of the proceedings on the closing
day, Thursday.

DOCXTOn's rOTTEEIES.

In the morning a party of about a hundred
architects visited the works of Messrs. Doulton
and Co., on the Albert Embankment. 'The
visitors were conducted by a member of the firm
over the works and showrooms. The receipt of
the raw materials in the yard, the grinding by
machinery, the " wedging " of the clay by boys
to extract the air and impurities, the '

' throw-
ing" on the wheel and turning to a true face in
the lathe, were successively witnessed, and in the
roaring kilns in the centre of the premises it was
understood that the finished products were being
fired. The most interesting portion of the visit

was the inspection of the decoration of the ware,
which is executed in the parti.ally dried clay,
carried on in the rooms above. About 200 young
women, and a few skilled modellers are employed
in this work, under the direction of Mr. Eix. In
each room six to ten girls are employed in one of
the processes, under the supervision of a lady
artist, who is herself occupied with work of a
higher and less restricted character. The principle
acted upon is that the scheme of decoration shall
be indicated and the highest class of work
carried out by the principal artist, the execution
of the subordinate ornament being delegated to
the assistants. In some of these rooms patterns
were being pencilled on and then incised into the
surface of the jug to be ornamented ; in others,
small points, discs, and bosses, leaves and
flowerets, were stamped in clay and applied in
decorative lines to vases ; in others, parts of the
patterns were being brought out by colour, the
pigments being clayey solutions of closely-aUied
drabs and greys, unsuggestive to an imtrained eye
of the ultimate briUiant appearance when fired ; a
higher form of work was seen in the pite-sur-
pdte, where a second clay in delicate forms and
outlines was being applied to the modelled sm:-
faces by highly-skUled workers. In one of the
rooms, the Misses Hannah and Florence
Barlow were seen at work ; the former lady was
executing paintings of finches and other birds,
by the pdU-sur-pdto process in coloured clays,
while her sister was etching out upon a vase a
group of Suffolk cart-horses, in which by a few
rapidly-drawn hnes the peculiar heaviuess and
strength of the animals were pourtrayed with
accuracy and spirit. In another room Mr.
Frank A. Butler, a deaf and dumb artist, was
keeping four assistants busy by sketching the

first portions of interlacing disc patterns on vases,

which his assistants completed. Mr. Butloropened
several cupboards, filled with finished work, all

marked by originality and variety of treatment,

and also showed vessels which have been com-
pressed into forms other than circular. In yet

another department, Mr. George Tinworth,
whoso works have been familiar objects at

recent Academy Exhibitions, was seen at work
surrounded by specimens modelled in the clay

and fired, of his terra-cotta figures and plaques.

He was, when the party entered, employed in

undercutting a largo panel of the "Crucifixion"

for Earl Brownlow, and close by was a finished

and well-burnt panelled figure, in high relief, of

the youth Daidd, sling in hand, and trampling

on the prostrate Goliath, on the inner side of

whose shield was the inscription, " Where is

boasting then? It is excluded." Beneath was
the motto, "The Battle is the Lord's." The
panel, which is of considerable size, and is

executed in a very pale, almost stone -coloured

terra-cotta, will form the central portion of a

memorial to the officers and men of the 13th

Light Infantry killed in the South African cam-
paign of 1878-9,to be erected in Wella Cathedral.

Mr. E. B. Ferrey is the architect. The visit

evidenced to the members of the Conference that

Messrs. Doulton are anxious to encourage as far

as possible the development of the originality of

the actual artist, variety being aimed at in every

way. No machinery is employed other than the

thrower's wheel, and no mechanical reproduction

or duplication is permitted. The individuality

of the artist's work is further promoted by the

signing in monogram of every piece of art-ware,

and the prominence accorded to the name of

any specially talented or skilful worker. The
artists are chiefly recruited from the students at

the Lambeth School of Art.

The members of the Conference also visited

the showi'oonis erected for Messrs. Doulton fac-

ing the Embanl-juent. In the sanitary depart-

ment, were seen a great variety of appliances

in their stoneware. Amongst the more recently

introduced contrivances seen were their aerating

filter, in which a baU-cock shuts out the supply of

water at stated intervals, so as to insure int _>rmit-

tent action and re-supply with air in the filtering

substance ; the high-pressure ball-valve cisterns,

in which the water is shut off by an equUibrium
valve, and to economise space the ball-cock is

kept very small ; a grease interceptor, a stone-

ware receptacle placed beneath the sink, in

which the outlet is on the siphon principle, and
there is a 3ft. run of water. There were also

seen a great variety of anti-percussion high-
presstu-e taps, with bib cam, horizontal, and
press-down actions, in all of which the principle

is adopted of making the block sufficiently loose

for water to pass between block and piston, so

as to avoid sudden check to head of water when
the tap is turned off. In order to meet the re-

quirements of water companies, a new form of

waste-preventing bath apparatus has been de-

vised, and is being introduced, in which the

pullmg up of the waste plug raises a lever

which renders it impossible to raise either the

hot or cold water plugs, and the moving of

either of these in Hke manner closes the discharge
pipe.

In the Art department were arranged speci-

mens of the various products of the artists

;

terra-cotta work of many sizes ; Doulton ware,

in which the clay is decorated in the soft state,

and is then but once fired with salt-glaze ; the

Lambeth faience, in which the work is fired, the

design bitten on the biscuit, dipped in liquid

glaze, and retired ; and the silicon ware, the most
recently introduced and the cheapest, in which
the colours and patterns have a peculiarly soft

appearance, from the absence of glaze. This,

like the Doulton ware, has undergpone but one
firing.

HEETFOED HOUSE.
In the afternoon a visit was paid to Hertford

House, Manchester-square, where the members
were cordially received by Su- Richard Wallace,
Bart., M.P. The principal apartments of that

stately mansion were throwa open to the visitors,

and their valuable contents were inspected with
much interest. Hertford House, formerly called

Manchester House, occupies the principal area

on the north side of that square, and was
originally bmlt by the Duke of Manchester in

1770. It was aftei-wards occupied by the French
Ambassador. The late Marquis left tbc pro-

perty to Sir W. Wallace, who has lately con-

siderably added to the old house. The additions
|

of new wings and an extensive series of gaUeries
inclosing a quadrangular court in the rear, now
laid out as a small garden in a French stylo,

besides a remodelling of the old house, have in-

creased its capabilities internally, though the
heavy brick front and commonplace dressings of

the front towards the square do little to recom-
mend it externally. Ascending a grand stair-

case, having a central flight of marble stairs

with massive scrolled balustrading, relieved by
gold, the chief attractions are the fine oil-pic-

tures which adorn the panels round the upper
part of the staircase walls. These are of clastical

subjects by a French master of the time of
Louis XV., and are fine compositions, both in
grouping and richness of colouring. A magni-
ficent suite of apartments were then entered,
comprising the drawing-rooms. The first one
contained some finely-painted pictures by Sir
Joshua Reynolds, Gainsborough, and the decora-
tions were cliiefiy of light green, white, and
gold. Another finer room, with a remarkably
rich Boule chimney-piece, contained some choice
pictures by Watteau Pdre. Several oases of
valuable china, and various cabinets of the time
of Louis XV. , and throughout this and the other
apartments the whole decorations and furniture
belong to this and the succeeding age. A few
rare water-colours by Descamps, J. W. M.
Turner, and others, drew notice. An oval
apartment, forming the central room of the suite,

and lighted by a large bow facing the gar-
den, was scanned with much curiosity and
interest. A case of beautiful gold- chased and
enamelled snuff-boxes was particularly admired,
and a collection of miniature portraits. Speci-
mens of Velasquez, Murillo, and other old
masters were hung on the walls of another
spacious apartment ; after these were inspected
the visitors passed into a large gallery forming
one of the new wings, and containing a very
complete collection of Oriental armour, em-
bracing specimens of helmets and shields, suits

of mail, scale-armour, Moorish daggers, fire-

arms ; many of these are richly decorated with
inlays and engravings. Some of the blades and
handles of the swords are enriched by damascene
ornamentation or niello work of the most intri-

cate and lace-like patterns. The return and
corresponding wing in the rear comprises French,
English, and German armour, in which full

suits of armour of plate iron of the 14th century
are to be seen, but of much plainer workman-
ship, engraved and chased work, or hammered
and repousse ornament, being chiefly noticed.
The tournament helmets and breast-plates are
very fine examples. The east drawing-room
facing the square is replete with modem French
decorations. Among the pictures we notice ex-
amples by Landseer and Sidney Cooper, Wou-
verman, some richly-tapestried couches and
chairs with gold frames. The main picture
gallery occupies the west side of garden, and
is connected with the house by the armoury
galleries. This is a very large apartment, lighted
from the top by a glass ceiling, and laid with
parquetry. Among the many works of the old

masters are paintings by Gainsborough, Sir J.

Reynolds, N. Berghen, J. Bothe, Ruisdael, Os-
tade, Rembrandt, Van-de-Vclde, Wouvermans,
Murillo, Rubens, Potter, and others. A very
fine " Nativity," by MiurUlo, and a grand pic-

ture representing the Descent of the Holy Ghost,
by Phifiipi Champaigne, are to be seen here

;

nor must we omit to mention a fine interior by
E. do Witt, and some sketches by Rubens, full

of animation and colour. In this gallery is a
writing-case with silver-chased corner-plates,

which belonged to Charles II., and a superb
beautifully finished inlaid and gilt bureau, by
Reisener probably, with ormolu figures and
clock. We also noticed a very fine interior, by
David Roberts, some choice cases of medals, and
a casket of pure buhl-work of unique shape and
design. Sir R. Wallace's colleetiou is rich in

gilt bronze furniture, such as Gouthiere work,
made in Louis XVI. 's time, and we meet with
choice specimens of Riesener's cabinet-work, to

be found in no other collection in England.
Passing to the ground-floor, the visitors were
regaled by refreshments served in a spacious

apartment or buffet lined Tsdth blue and white
tiles opening into the garden. The IGth-centuiy

room, as it is called, in which the oollcotion is

chiefly of that date, contains a few excellent

carved oak cabinets with traccried fronts, and
some rich painted china. The " Canalletto

Room " was then entered, hung with very valu-

able pictures of Venetian views by that painter^
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and filled with rich French-made cabinets, and
damisk satia chairs of Louis Quinze style. The
front room is hung in red damask relieved by
gilding, and has some very fine specimens of

Boulc-work; another is decorated with white

and gold pilasters and panels, furnished with

costly gilt chairs coveied in damask. Afterwards
the bay room behind the hall, the dining-room
and billiard-room were in their turn inspected.

As a collection of the highly decorative furniture

which was prevalent in France from the time

of liouis Xl\"., to the 18th century, and as a
gallery of French and other schools of paint-

ting, Hertford House is probably without an
equal, and the members to the Conference who
were fortunate enough to pay it a visit, will

remember it with far greater pleasure than their

visit to Buckingham Palace.

Intheevening,theconcludingmeetingwasheld
at the Institute rooms, the President, Mr. G. E.
Street, B.A., taking the chair for the first time.

XOBIL TXtSnsa ass the QAHBIEB FAUST
FBOCKSS.

Mr. FoED Madox Beowk read a paper on this

subject :—My experience of mural painting is

not (the author said) very great, nor of long
standing. Three moderate-sized panels are all

that I can boast of In this direction ; 1 began
the actual painting of them little more than two
years ago, but I have been thinking on the sub-
ject all my life. I will confine myself to the

technical and practical side of the matter. There
are twelve panels to be painted in the large

meeting-room where I am at work in the Man-
chester Town-hall. £ach panel is rather more
than 10ft. long, by somewhat less than 5ft. high.

They are not quite 5ft. from the ground. They
are thus not very dissimilar from pictures on the

line in an exhibition. Each panel has a window
directly over it, and one facing it. On fine days
there is plenty of light, but in the short gloomy
days of winter, the paintings are best seen by
gaslight, on festive occasions, when the hall is

brilliantly illuminated. At my recommendation,
that process (of Mr. Gambler Parry's invention)

known as "spirit fresco," was selected. Mean-
while, however, the spaces had been filled in

with a compound of lime and marble dust—fine

and hard. Mr. Parry, in his pamphlet called

"Spirit Fresco Painting," recommends a stucco

composed of two parts of pure river sand to one
of well-slaked lime. I do not fancy the change
of tand for marble-dust would have, in itself,

caused much difference, had not the plasterer

trowelled the surface far too smoothly—till it

was like ivory, in fact. To remedy this, I had
the faces of the panels cut down with grit-

stone, and to increase the absorbency it was,
before receiving the first preparation, well

heated with a gas apparatus contrived for the

purpose. One of the distinctive features of Mr.
Parry's invention, compared with the somewhat
similar methods in use on the Continent, seems
to bo this coating of the wall, before painting

on it, with some of the same medium with which
the colours are ground. This preparation,

which should be applied not long before the
actual painting is commenced, arrests the too

great absorption of the medium out of the

colours into the stucco, which might end other-

wise, as with Leonardo's oil-painting on plaster,

in the total pulverisation of the colours on the
surface. Also this medium, which consists of

wax, copal, and gum elemi, is, after drying,
still susceptible, even for a considerable time, of

re-solution by the spirit or essence of lavender
with which it is first compounded, so that the fresh

colour? laid on the surface are constantly re-

moistening and a.^imilating themselves to the

medium already absorbed into the plaster, thus,

so to speak, striking roots there. In
Franco and Germany, where a process, if not

exactly identical with the Gambler Parry one,

at least in a great measure analagons to it, is

sow saperseduig the old Italian fresco, they do
not coat the wall first with medium—at least,

so I am told. This is cheaper, but also less

scientific ; but when we consider the time which
these works are expected to last, we should
not be niggardly in their preparation. The
surface of the old Italian fresco is very beauti-
ful, with just that even semi-gloss which, for a
wall, is so desirable, looking well from every
point of view. The difficulties and hindrances
in its execution, however, are such, that I

question if many who have once tasted the
fweets of the Gambler Parry fresco would think

of returning to the older one. Then there is a
sine gtiii »on with regard to the painting of walls
in this climate—in this smoke-bedimmed
country—a consideration not to bo overlooked,
and expressed in the prudent housewife's in-

quiry, "will it wash?" To my own ex-
perience the Gambler Parry fresco will wash. I
have tried soap and a nail-bruth on a small
specimen before beginning on the wall itself,

and it looked as well after the operation as be-
fore. Italian fresco, whatever they may say,

will not wash. The relative claims of stereo-

chrome (water-glass) with Mr. Parry's method
remain to be considered, but I will return to
their consideration later. Mr. Parry, I under-
stand, can point to examples of his process of

twenty-five years' standing in England. I have
myself, not long since, inspected the French
paintings, much in this style, by Hyppolite
Flandrin, in Saint Germain des Pres at Paris, and
they did not seem to me much changed since the
dsy when I first saw them thirty-six years be-
fore. As to the facilities forworking the colours,

and executing different textures and appear-
ances in Mr. Parry's process, there seem to be
practically no limits to them. Every proceeding
that is applicable to oil, or water-colours, or
fresco, is easy of attainment in this spirit-fresco,

and, what is of great importance, every colour
may be used in it. Depth of tone and brilliancy
in the lights, the utmost transparency with the
height or very impudence of impasto ; all varieties

of glazing, scumbling, retouching, or stippling,
nothing seems to come amiss to it ; and though
certainly, if the portion in hand can be finished
off at once, it will, when dry, look neater—as,

indeed, is also the case in oil or water-colour

—

yet as the drying process is never complete on
the next day, the work can, if necessary, stand
over till then. This, at least, is the charming
experience of the first five or six weeks' work.
But after these are past, and the portions first

painted have commenced drying in earnest

—

then a further experience is gained ; and the
one quality which more than any other quality
becomes a desideratum in the work, is strength.
To paint strongly and warmly, and, more than
ever before, transparently in the shadows, proves,
in fact, to be of most imperative necessity. For
the colours, after a certain duration of drying,
become cooler and lighter and more opaque,
and ever as the months go on, paler and more
opaque ; so that one cannot too resolutely

grapple with this tendency. This is, indeed, one
of the chief difficulties of the process, and one
that at first caused me some discouragement,
till I got into the way of meeting it. The other,
and the only other drawback that I have ex-
perienced in this mode of painting, consists in

the tendencies of several of the colours to dry
im different degrees of glossiness. For instance,
ivory black will dry perfectly dead compared
with every other pigment on the palette. When
you walk past your painting, as the opposite
windows faintly reflect in the gentle gloss of

its surface, every touch of ivory black tells out
like a hole in the wall. Other colours have a
tendency to shine too much. Now, the plan I

have adopted to secure evenness of surface is

that of touching the offending parts with a wax
varnish, the instructions for making which are
in Montabert's well-known treatise on painting.
It is a recipe that I have stored in my memory
for thirty-six years, and I should be much be-
holden to Mr. Parry if he will either sanction
it, or invent us a better one. Now, I cannot
insist too much with you, gentlemen, on the
desirableness of wall-painting being uniform
and beautiful in surface. With easel pic-

tures it is different, for no one at all

used to them would look at them from a
wrong angle ;

but, in spite of yourself you must
view a mural painting from every angle and
situation. Baron Leys, the great Antwerp
painter, so well recognised this that, in his deco-
rations in the town-hall of that city he employed
water-glass for the wall facing the windows,
though for the two end walls of the same room,
as also for the decorations of his own dining-
room, he used gutta-percha oil,—something, it

would seem, very like spirit-fresco medium.
There can be no doubt that water-glass, pro-
perly used, not recklessly squirted on (as our
Maclise employed it, in the impatience of his

great genius), forms the most beautiful and un-
broken surface of any,—not even excepting
Italian fresco, where the necessary egg-retouch-

while the paint in that process grows gradually
weaker, in water-glass the final aspersion, to

use Maclise's own words, "has the enhancing
effect of the shower on the rose, dyeing its

native hue of a deeper, richer tinge." But in

Germany, the very country of its invention,water-
glass seems to be now given up ; so we must
needs be content with our native process, and I
for one feel nothing but gratitude to Mr. Gam-
bier Parry for the years of labour he bestowed
on his experiments, and the advantage to art in
this country. I will conclude with a few obser-
vations,—first, as to the kind of wall-spaces
best fitted to receive paintings ; and lastly, on
the choice of subjects suitable for them. The
idea of a picture being naturally a movable
object, and one inclosed in a frame, is so

wedged into and imbedded in the English
mind, that though here it may sound scarcely

credible, I can assure you I have been asked
more than once by persons seeing mo at work at

Manchester, ' ' where my picture was to be
hung when finished." The fact was, that the
naturally recessed panels under each window,
between the richly-grouped vaulting-shafts on
either side, suggested to the ordinary mind the
pictures they were wont to see round rooms.
Now, I do not for an instant mean to infer that
such spaces are not naturally fitted to receive

paintings, but I would urge that they are not the
only spaces fit to be painted, and (hat all spaces
need not necessarily be sunken panels. To my
mind, to complete the decoration of this great
hall, it will ultimately be desirable to paint not
only these twelve panels under the windows,
but the vacant irregular spaces at the two ends
of the room—one, a magnificent arched space

about 40ft. from the ground, over the organ

;

the other, a long, irregular space over the two
main entrances, and cut into by them. The
idea of pictures round a room would then be
done away with, and the mural decoration of

the hall perfected. I remember years ago, a
company of young artists so impressed with this

principle, that in their enthusiasm for a set of

spaces, high up out of sight, and each with a
couple of circular windows cut in the middle of

it, they volunteered to paint the whole gratis

—

and did so ! But there may bo a medium in

perforating your pictures. The best spaces for

painting are such as have no immediate deep
ledges to shade the edges of the composition

—

spaces of any shape that seem otherwise
useless, and, if possible, spaces where the sun
does not reach, for while I am at work at

Manchester this same sun, decked in a little

brief authority (fortunately very brief),

plays, momentarily, such tricks with what I

am painting, as might make St. Luke himself

weep. As to choice of subject, it cannot be too

often impressed by the architects on those in

authority that it should bo left to them and the

artist in combination. A fine event, morally or

historically (let us say " The Peace of Utrecht "),
does not necessarily make a fine painting ; on
the contrary, "The Peace of Utrecht can
never, as a picture, be but a number of men
assembled together in a room, and yet to get

fine painting is the chief business. Then, again,

it they wUl urge on the painter events requiring

too many figures, it may prevent his doing
justice to the work; he cannot render the ex-

pulsion of the Danes in three lines, as Hogarth
drew the soldier and his dog passing through a

gate. One subject they would have wished me
to paint at Manchester was the opening of the

Town-hall itself, with a procession of forty

thousand people, Jive miles long. On the other

hand, the painter should himself be reasonable,

and not too poetic in. his imaginings. "Eros
reproaching his brother Anteros for his cold-

ness " may be very pathetic, but scarcely to the

tastes and comprehension of a Lancashire clog-

wearing community, and the poorest and most
illiterate of the ratepayers have to be thought

of. The subjects chosen for the Great Hall are

representative of the hiitory of Manchester,

from the time of the Komans to the present

day.

THE OOLOtTEED DEOOBATION OP PtTBLIO AKD

PKIVATE BtJILDINQS.

Mr. J. D. Ceaok read a paper under this title

introducing his subject by a reference to the

distinction to be observed between the internal

treatment of a public and a private building

;

in the latter the decoration was only one element

ings can always be detected ; and stereochrome
|
of the ultimate result in colouring and effect, and

has this advantage over spirit - fresco, that
[
was to accord with the furniture, carpets, and
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drnperiefl ; in tlio former, the colouriiijj must be
independent of acoessorios, and must possess a

greater breadth of elfect than would be called

for iu a house. lie defiuod as the proper aims
of decoration :— 1. To express or erapha<iso the

best forms and proportions of the structure. 2.

In the absence of structural expression archi-

tecturally, to compensate for that absence. 3.

In some cases to correct proportions which, from
whatever cause, appear unsatisfactory, i. To
explain surfa'es and contours. 5. To add in-

terest of detail or richne.s9 of effect. Although
transcendent power in the artist might excuse
the want of strict adherence to these legitimate
aims, the disregard of them always added enor-
mously to the difficulties of the boldest and moat
Bkilful. Even our enthusiasm would usually
allow th it disregard to laws founded on com-
mon-sense had not been a real gain to genius.
The most splendid exceptions (such as, for in-

stance, the Siatine Chapel) proved the rule, for
some expression of structural lines would have
beau a clear gain to the work. In dealing, then,
with an interior, let the decorator first put to

himself these questions :— 1. Had it constructive
features clearly expressed ? And did they,
whatever they were, lend themselves to a satis-

factory explanation of good proportions ? 2.

Did the conditions of light, perspective, or other
outward circumstances make it desirable to give
additional force to this expression ; did the fea-
tures themselves lack strength, and, therefore,

need support ; or, on the other hand, were they
somewhat heavy, and, therefore, need reduction
or subduing ? 3. Or, again, were there no
structural features to deal with ? Was there an
absence or insufficiency of moulded surface, so
disposedas to as^ist the eyetnits iubtinctive search
for structural lines ? Then the decorator must
seek a method of supplying the want—not
necessarily by substituting colour for mouldings,
where mouldings might have been ; but by pro-
viding paths, or stepping-stones, by which the
eye might traverse the surface pleasantly, wil-
lingly, and by such routes as to discover for
itself those charms of proportion, of harmony,
and of art which might be there. Having been
able, the lecttirer continued, to answer the first

question affirmatively^that is, having found
constructive features well explaining the good
proportion of the interior, the colourist will take
care that all that he does shall preserve those
features, and keep them well in the mind of the
spectator. Should they run a risk of escaping
attention, either by reason of want of light, or
through the presence of other attractions for the
eye, he will duly emphasise thera by placing
tliem iu sufficient contrast to the intervening
spaces ; and this not necessarily by brilliancy
of colour, but by attention to the distribution of
light and dark. It will usually be desirable to
keep the same apparent force of relief through-
out these features, increasing the emphasis
where the circumstances tend to allow of the eye
wandering at random. If, however, the con-
structive features appear poor and inadequate,
colour affords the means, in many cases, of
restoring to them breadth or vigour. In build,
ings erected when the use of colour was a matter
of course, many of the leading constructive
lines would appear thoroughly poor and in-
sufficient if unassisted by colour. I need only
mention the ribs of the vaulting of the early
Italian churcheu. In the majority of instances
these consist of a single roll, or ohainfered square,
dividing the whole bay into four parts it the
aiea be rectangular, or in the simplest available
way if polygonal. They are made sufficient by
the painted borders which support them on
either side, and connect them so intimately with
the pictorial or other coloured decoration of the
spaces that the two appear thoroughly a part of
the game scheme. If the proportion of rib to

panel be inadequate, the border is coloured with
some decision, or toned to accord with the rib

;

but if the rib be adt quale the tones of the border
ally themselves with the decoration of the panel
or space. Coming to the third question—the
absence of structural emphasis by moulded sur-
face—we may observe that when coloured
decoration is to be a leading feature of an
interior, moulded surface may, to a very large
extent, be dispensed with. The fewer and
simpler the mouldings the better will they bear
treatment in colour. Where "mosaic" alone
is used for the intemil decoration, the finest

examples aie totally without mouldings. Their
place is taken by coloured borders, so defined as
to serve the same purpose. In order to admit

of these being used where they are, in fao^,

indispensable, all the cornices are rounded ofi',

and this rounding has the advantage of inhuriug
some play of light on the gold. The treatment
<jf gold grounds, whether in mosaic or not, de-
mands considerable care. The great value of
gold in decoration is its " sympathetic " quality.
Mor than any colour is it sensitive to the in-
fluence of adjoining colours, and it is this which
makes it so valuable an adjunct to coloured
decoration. A red or warm outline, or border,
will impart a warmth to the whole gold ground

;

whereas, if the border bo black or cold in tone,
the gold is chilled and lowered in tone through-
out. To this quality must be added that of
reflecting softly, and with a subdued warmth of
tone, the colouring of the room and its acces-
sories ; thus imperceptibly blending part with
part. All practical decorators know that it is

far easier to bring colours into harmony where
gold is used than where it is absent. By reflec-

tion, it imports fragments of the colour of one
part of the decoration into the midst of tome
other portion of the general colouring in such a
way, and with such modulation and variety, as
to afford the most valuable of all means for
"recall" of colours. And it does this with so
much "play" of light and dark that it excites
the same sort of interest as that which we ex-
perience in watching the changes of colour on
the sea as the clouds pass over. Reverting again
to the question of proportional structure, and
the colourist's dealing therewith, there are
numerous cases in which the interior has either
by intention, by want of means, or other cir-

cumstances, been left with its leading features
too cumbrous, too bold, or simply too plain for

the size or character of the whole. The excess
of such features may be repressed by keeping
the depth of colour more nearly that of the
intermediate surfaces than would be tho case if

expression were the object. Thus, if we
suppose a ceiling to be divided into small
blue panels by very wide beams or margins,
the effect will not be unpleasant if the beams
fire of brown wood ; but should they be of
some white tone, the disproportion would bo at
once painfully apparent. Precisely the same
case often arises with the proportions of doors
and their architraves, dadoes, cornices, and other
features of ordinary rooms. Where a room is of
full height its cornice may often advantageously
partake of the colouring of the ceiling in point
of strength ; but,',if the room be low, every means
must be taken to make it a part of the wall by
keeping its colouring allied to the wall rather
than to the ceiling, lest the eye be stopped before
it has surmounted the cornice. In this latter
case, the strongest contrast must be placed as
high up in the cornice as there is any convenient
place for it. In some cases it is possible to con-
tinue the same strength of colour into the ceiling
itself and so to avoid any sharp demarcation.
The^ ornamentation is no less important than
the colouring when dealing with proportion, and
its distribution is a matter of at least as nice
judgment. It is quite possible to disturb the
sense of simplicity by a very small amount of
ornament, as it is also possible to retain the
effect of simplicity even where ornament has
been freely used. When but little ornament is

used it should be strictly confined to those points
or Hues which should be noticed. The ornament
will then help to decide the impression of
'

' scale
'

' in relation to the whole interior. If

too small, it will produce a sense of feebleness
;

if too large and unbroken, it will give a sense of
coarseness. As a rule the less of ornament
there is the more important it is that its position,
form, and proportion, be carefully studied. The
coarse effect of bold forms of treatment may be
avoided by having a "secondary" finer orna-
ment drawn within, or interlaced with the
larger forms. The finer line must be the one to
break into complications of movement and curve.
It never answers to make thick and heavy lines
break into [lively or elaborate contortions.
There is something of the dancing elephant
about such ornament. Where breadth and
substance of line are used, the movement must
be in dignified and measured curves, or in forms
capable of geometrical analysis, whilst the lighter
Unes perform within or around them, with a
freer and less trammelled gaiety. So far we
have been dealing with general principles. Let
us pass to the consideration of practical treat-

ment, especially when applied to the interiors of
buildings having defined uses. In speaking of

the decoration of chixrches, I propose to omit all

mention of those of "Gothic" cliaracter, and
to confine my remarks to those which,
because less attractive to many of us, df'serve

some careful thought as to how they may be
rendered more harmonius to their use, and
more in sympathy with tho religious side ft our
minds and senses. Dignity, harmony, repose,

are, perhaps, tho first qualities we seek iu the
interior devoted to religious worship, whether
it be large or small. Repose can bo best

secured by a firm and undisturbed expression of
the leading forms of the structure. The mind
is thus quickly set at rest, and relieved from
an " instinctive search " for structural expres-
sion. However lavish the ornament may be,
it must not interft re with this first requirement.
" Dignity " of colouring is, perhaps, more
difficult of definition. It may bo attained by
light and simple tores if the building has
already noble features ; but these are often
insufficient or imperfect, or the light is too
diffused to afford any effects arousing interest.

Then a bold colouring, if skilfully handled, is of

great value. Rich and tolerably pure reds,

warm greens and browns, blues carefully

modulated, and the mellowing gold, are among
the hues which first present themselves ; nor
must we forget those touchstones of colour,
black and white, — indispensable, the one to
purify, the other to intensify tho colours em-
ployed. Tints of any of the purer colours,

—

that is to say, pure colouis having a large
admixture of wmte, — are inadmissible. In-
deed, for the interior of places of worship, the
lighter the hue, the le.-^s pure (or the more
subdued) must be the tone. The use of pic-
torial art and of stained glass will each suggest
some restrictions or modifications in the colour-

ing. The employment of both together has
often been deprecated ; but I can call to mind
many a building containing both, from which
I should be sorry to exclude either. I would
suggest, however, some attention to the follow-
ing rules where both are used : (1) The
relative positions of stained glass and picture

should be such that the tinted rays of sunlight
would never, or rarely, fall directly on the
painting

; (2) there should be a free use of

white with the coloured glass ; (3) the paint-

ings should be ptiro in tone, and simple and ex-
pressive in drawing. The conditions which are
offered to the colourist by places of amusement
are of a totally different kind. Not only must
the place iu which we meet look cheerful, but
we ourselves must look pleasant, especially that
majority who have "complexions" and are
" dressed." A great deal has been said and
written about the colouring of theatres ; but so
far as colouring goes, the theorists, when they
have differed from accepted practice founded on
experience, have been wrong. Chevreul proves
to his own satisfaction that crimson is a bad
colour for the interior of the boxes, as tending
to give the complexion a tinge cf the comple-
mentary green. He advocates a pale green,
therefore, for the interior of the boxes as
enhancing the rose tints of the complexion. He
thinks that the fronts of the boxes have a much
more remote effect iu this respect ; but that the
cushion should be covered in green velvet. Now,
here experience tells us that he is absolutely

wrong from first to last ; as he is, indeed, con-
stantly wrong when he is discussing the effects

of colour on "complexion." In this very
matter he appeals to results of experiments made
on flat surfaces with uniform tints ; and he is,

therefore, in no position to judge of effects in

which one colour is in deep shadow, another
in strong light, the object to be influenced being
a quite uncertain quantity as to depth of com-
plexion, colour of costume, and degree of shade.

Green lining to the boxes, and particularly green
cushions on the front, would be fatal to four

out of five complexions and costumes. There is

no colour at all equal to red—and especially red
in shadow—for setting off to advantage a variety

of complexions and costumes. The too red com-
plexion is toned down by contrast ; the pale

borrows colour by "sympathy." Besides this

the shadows are all warmed by reflection, and
it is cold shadows, not cool lights, which are

detrimental to a face. Then Chevreul under-
rates the value of box-fronts as colour. A light

colour which shall not be either so light or so

pure as to injure, by contrast, the whites of the

costumes, and which shall yet set forth the

colouring of the faces, will be foimd best. This
may be relieved by gilding, and by neutral

tints, or coloured ornament sufficiently broken
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np to afford only n ueutral result—a soft and

lijfht contrast to the (laiker interior. For rooms
deToted to mosio or dancing, the conditions of

colouring are not so einiilar to those for theatres

as might at first appear. In the theatre the

lighting of the audience is direct, the background

being in ehadow. In tho ball-room or concert-

room the light is to a great extent reflected from
the walls, and will partake more or less of their

tone, unless tho sources of light are distributed

pretty equally around the walls themselves. It

u desirable to distribute the sources of light,

both to obviate reflected tints, and to diminish

shadow. It is also very desirable to employ
guoh tones of colour .as readily reflect light, and
light rather warm than cold. However, many
M the tints best for this, such as rather pure
pale baffs, are trying to portions of the

ooatrunes, especially to whites of trans-

parent material, which against them become
smoky in tone. A large preponderance
of white (not too raw), with a liberal use of

gilding, and some red (as some drapery or other-

wise), for the gilding to reflect, is always good.

No background is so efl:<?ctive for a ball-room as

tapestry in pale tones of fairly pure colour,

which the texture of the fabric softens below
the colouring of the complexions or dresses.

But in a public room so costly a decoration can
rarely be expected. The beautiful variations of

qaiet tints exhibited by natural marble i arc again
admirable. If the cost allowed of it, I would
deare nothing better than to have the lower
walls, to a height of some Gft. or 7ft., lined with
TariouB marbles, and the upper walls in subdued
white relieved with g^ding, and divided at in-

tervals with pilasters of coloured marble. The
draperies, portifires, &c., should in this case be of

rich and deep colours. This, again, is a costly

decoration, and we should consider what is

possible with moderate means. Very grey
tsnes of green, broken up by soft white, and
set off by reds in tho draperies, are becoming
if the lighting is well distributed. The whites
in this case may either be softened by tinting,

or by some form of delicate arabesque orna-
ment in mixed colouring painted thereon. The
reds of the draperies must, of course, be re-

called, in somewhat reduced tone, in the decora-
tions, either as margins, lines, or medallions, or

by any means which may appear appropriate.

It the proportions of the room allowed of it, a
good system of decoration for a ball-room or
concert-room would be one by which the colour

intended as back-ground to the company would
bo carried only high enough to serve that
purpose, and the larger surface of wall from
which light would be reflected would be kept in

light and somewhat warm tones. In tho case of

smaller rooms occaeionally used for similar pur-
poses in private houses, the great point to attend
to is the even distribution of light. A wall
with some depth of colour, if not too gay, may
be made a very effective background. But care
most be taken, in that case, to light up the com-
pany and not fo much the walls. For a dinner-
party a dark wall relieved with pictures is

much the most effective and becoming. As to

the colouring of the galleries in museums,
whether for tho exhibition of pictures, sculpture,

or miscellaneous objects, I will only allude
to a few of the main points to be considered.
For picture?, which, of course, vary greatly
in tone, and contain each of them a complex
arrangement of graduated colour, there is no
background equal to red. This must be neither
too subdued nor too dark, if tho pictures
be bung near together ; but where much space
is left between tho pictui-es a duller tone may be
preferred. Marbles are excellent for the archi-
tectural features, and gilding also, if confined
to structural lines. All whites must be lowered,
for if too crude they diminish the light in the
pictures. Bronze is very useful in the acces-
sories. The colouring thus indicated is likewise
adapteil for sculpture, though some modifica-
tions may suggest themselves. Chevreul forgot
to take into account the secondary light, which
is that found in the shades, and thought that
by painting the walls blue-grey or green the
statues would assume the warm tints of the
Romplementaries of those colours. This would
be true if the white forms of the statues were
flat bas-reliefs in the same plane as the walls, or
rather if there were only ono wall. But we are
dealing with spaces surrounded by walls, and
that light partakingof their colour is being re-
flectwl from all of them. And the more diffuse the
light, the greater the effect of the " secondary"

or reflected light wliich is found in the shades.
The secondary light always partakes of tho
complementary of the direct or primary light

;

consequently green or bluish walls will inevi-

tably impart a cold or green tone to the half-

tints and shadows. On the other hand, where a
statue is well lighted, a background of dark
green foliage which is behind it only, is ad-
mirable. Or if the walls surrounding a statue
be of a warm tone, a limited background of

deep, warm green may be made effective. Two
other items of a sculptjre-gaUery must bo
considered. The floor and the pedestals, or
bases, on which the statues are placed. The
floor may be white, or white and black, if the
walls be of warm and full colour ; but if the
walls be pale, the floor may advantageously be
of a dark, warm tone, such as maroon or rich
brown. In the latter case the pedestals may be
of some green tones, for the statues will derive
some advantage in the direction of the comple-
mentary. If the walls be red, a grey marble
makes the more satisfactory pedestal, or at least

a marble containing much grey. In a museum
of miscellaneous objects, or of natural specimens,
we come to an entirelydififerentset of conditions.
Objects of this kind are, for the most part, in
cases inclosed with glass, and the backs of tho
cases may be coloured to suit the contents of
each. For such objects as china or jewelry dark
colours will be preferable ; for bronzes, or dark
pottery, grey is suitable ; whilst for such objects
as specimens of natural history, stuflled birds,

fossils, or objects possessing many varieties of
colouring, a pale grey tint is best. I observe
that this tint has been selected for cases in the
Kew Museum of Natural History ; and I am
glad to take the opportunity to congratulate the
architect of that fine building on the excellent
taste and effect of the painted decoration of the
interior, which has been treated harmoniously
and with judicious reserve. On the general deco-
ration of such galleries, above the line of the
inclosed oases, I am not disposed to place hard-
and-fast restrictions. Nothing could certainly
be less desirable than vast expanses of white.
The many varieties of natural woods afford, as
it seems to me, one very agreeable and suitable
field of choice. In any case, the good sense of
the architect will keep him within the limits of
what is fitting and appropriate.

DISOtTSSION.

Mr. F. C. Peneose, M.A., said the "black
colour" in the pendentivos of St. Paul's
Cathedral, criticised by Mr. Grace, was really
a dark blue ; absolutely blue-black would pro-
duce a very strong and objectionable contrast.
He had been glad to hear that artist advocate
reserve in the decorative treatment of public
buildings. He wished to bring before the meet-
ing some examples of a new process executed
and sent by Mr. "Wilkins. It had as its body a
mineral composition, with linseed-oil as the
medium, and was entirely free from lead, and
the inconvenience that metal gave rise to in those
exposed to its influence. It dried rapidly, and
that without the use of chemical dryers. The
work promised to be permanent, as neither sul-
phuretted hydrogen nor acids had any action
upon it.

Mr. A. WATEEnousE, A.R.A., said ho had
watched Mr. Ford Madox Brown's labours at
Manchester with great interest, and with strong
approval. He thought Mr. Brown had made a
very great success in that town-hall; tho only
unsatisfactory feature of decorations was the sum
paid for them, and he supposed the men of Man-
chester, when they made their arrangements for
the work, had no idea of what he was about to
undertake. Mr. Madox Brown had said that
the water-fresco process had been given up, but
very successful paintings had been obtained in

this manner, having a dead surface, without any
of the blurred appearances of the work in the
Houses of Parliament.
M. J. Geeqoey Ceace said that 35 or 40

years ago, when in Munich, Herr Kidbachgave
him the recipe for a composition he was using
for encaustic paintings in the hall of
the mufeum — namely, IJlb. wax to 3jlb.
gum damar and 61b. of turpentine. The
gum and wax were scraped finely, and then
very gently boiled together till the composition
became uniform. The surface -ground was
simply plaster, which was sufficiently porous for
the vehicle, and heat was applied to the work
to throw the colour into tho ground. The re-
sult was that the colours were extremely

brilliant and forcible, having tho advantages of
oil painting without its defects. One disad-
vantage of all encaustic painting was that un-
less the wax was well absorbed by tho ground,
the work was most difficult to clean. Any
attempt to wash or rub the surface produced a
smear, and he had therefore abandoned this
process for fresco work. He feared that no
paintings, in a smoky town like Manchester,
would last 100 years.
Mr. McKjnkon described a process of fresco

he had used in South America in which a body
of lime \\ as used with pure dissolved glue as a
medium, and said it was adapted to the decora-
tion of the houses of the middle classes, and
even the poor, and could bo usefully introduced
into England.
Mr. T. PoETEE had observed that in many

painted ceilings the drabs, and those colours
only, soon presented a smeary and unfinished 1
appearance, and asked Mr. Grace the reason, m
He objected to decorated ceilings, as they usually
had tho effect of reducing the apparent height
of a room.
Mr. Hugh Stanitus differed from Mr. Madox

Brown's theory that tho artist, and not the
architect, should have the choice of subjects for
mural decorations. In Sir F. Leighton's
frescoed lunette at South Kensington Museum, i
he noticed that the surface had been made
granular and rough, whereas he understood Mr.
Brown to object to any greater roughness than
necessary to get a key. The last speaker had
referred to the effect of colour on ceilings

lowering the apparent height ; this arose from
the fact that our artists returned from Italy
determined to reproduce the bright ceilings so
charming in a clear atmosphere and intense sun-
light, but overlooked the altered conditions of
climate, and forgot to decorate the walla as well
as ceilings of their rooms.
Mr. F. Madox Beowu explained that as to

the roughness of surface, he had to carefully
supervise the plasterer's work, so as to get it

just sufficiently rough to absorb the colours.

The fault usually was that it was too finely

rendered, and he had to go over it with a piece

of grit stone to roughen it. If the surface was
unduly rough, the interstices beeame filled with
dust, and the picture soon looked dirty. The
work of Sir F. Leighton, at South Kensington
Museum, was an example of the Gambler Parry
process, exactly carried out on its inventor's

system. Spirits of lavender (as to which Mr. ^
Hansard had asked a question) was used as the
most powerful solvent for gums, which were not
affected by spirits of wine, but what this spirit

of lavender was nowadays extracted from he did

not know.
The Peesident said he had been greatly

interested in Mr. Madox Brown's application of

fresco decorations to public buildings. At the

present time a member of the Society of Anti-
quaries was engaged in cataloguing tho wall-

paintings remaining in English churches, and
had found there was an astounding number.
The remarkable fact was that these paintings,

which mostly dated from the 13th or 14th-

centuries, had been executed, not in tempera,
but in distemper, which was now supposed not
to be peimanent. Mr. Armitage, R. A., had told

him that the paintings he executed many
years ago in a Roman Gatholic Ghurch by a real

fresco process, had been defaced by a white film

on the surface, and that he had cleaned them,
and proposed to re-treat them by the Gambier-
Parry process. The frescoes in a church the

speaker had built, at Westminster, and
those in the House of Lords, were ap-

parently fading away. One great advant-

age of the Gambler-Parry process v as that

the work could bo commenced, and might
be suspended for a season, and then again taken

up without showing tho point of junction. In
consequence of this, Sir F. Leighton, when
painting in this process the Parable of the

V'irgins on the walls of Lyndhurst Church, was
able to return to it without difficulty after a

year's absence. Mr. Madox Brown had argued
that the artist ought to select the subject ; but

he was bound to say that those who ordered the

work had a right to suggest this, although the

treatment must be left in the painter's hands.

To attempt to get a rough surface to the work,
for its own sake, would be a grave mistake.

Glass and marble mosaics could be only used effec-

tively on curved surfaces, and he now regretted

the effect of some of the work he had executed

in the Guards' Chapel, Birdcage- walk. Mr.
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Craco appeared to advocate tho Italian method
of omphasisiuu tho constructional lines by colour,

but in his judgment many of the churches of
Italy were completely ruined in appearance by
tho broad bands of colour with wliich the
vaulting ribs and other features were exag-
gerated. The President concluded by putting
tlio vote of thanks to the readers of papers,
which had been proposed by Messrs. Wm. White
and Waterhouse.

Mr. CH.A.CE, in acknowledging it, said that the
unfinished appearance of drab colours was
really duo to their dirty tones, which made those
colours tho first to seem cheerless and dead. He
thought bright colour never lowered the apparent
height of a room except where tho decoration
was not properly supported by the treatment of

wall surfaces. He had referred in his paper at
some length to Chevreul, because although he
had drawn some useful rule.", he was quite
unacquainted with the modem spectrum dis-

coveries as to tho relations of colours to each
other and to light, and consequently made some
curious errors.

The Conference was then formally closedby the
passing of votes of thanks—to the Conference
committee and sub-committee who arranged the
meetings and visits, proposed by Messrs. J.
M'V. Anderson and "W. H. White ; and to the
Council of the Institute proposed by Messrs.
Morham of Edinburgh, and Mitchell of
Oldham.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE fortnightly meeting of the Association
was held on Friday evening, the Presi-

dent, Mr. E. C. Leo in the chair. The follow-
ing new members were elected : Messrs. A. M.
Hobljn Oliver, A. H. Acton, A. M. Calderon,
E. S. Gale, A. Pictor, Reginald White, E. A.
Calton, D. Waterhouse, and H. G. Papps ; and
14 nominations were read. A vote of thanks
was passed to Mr. W. H. LascoUes, for permit-
ting the members to inspect his works in Bun-
hill-row, on the motion of Mr. Eales, who stated
that the next visit would take place on Saturday,
the 21st inst. (to-moiTow), at 3 p.m., when the
new Eruit and Vegetable Market, Smithfield,
would be seen, by permission of Mr. Horace
Jones. Professor Kerr presented to the library
several volumes he had written, an act acknow-
ledged by a cordial vote of thanks.

THE LATE ME. WILUAM BUEOES, A.E.A.

The Peesldent then read the following obi-
tuary notes on tho late Mr. Purges :

—
This evening, and in this place, but for his

untimely decease, William Surges, the newly-
elected A.R.A., would have given all an intel-

lectual treat in his paper on " Queen Anne Ar-
chitecture." William Purges, though never a
member of this Association, has endeared him-
self to so many of its members (for he was
always a friend to young men), was ever so ready
toassist u?, that I feel that no apology is needed
for this departure from the usual custom, even
though there were not, as in the present instance,
a special reason for it. It is not my desire, nor
on this occasion do I feel equal to the task, to
give a descriptive report of his life and work.
These have been happily touched on in the
various journals, and will, I believe, on a future
occasion be brought before you in a complete
form. We must all feel that a man great in the
art of architecture in its broadest sense has gone
from our midst. To those who remember the
effect of his Law Court drawings on the archi-
tecture of the period, tho feeling comes more
home ; for of late, on account of his works being
executed far from London, students in the Me-
tropolis have possibly conceived an idea of
William Burgos rather as a designer of decora-
tion than a great architect. These do not
know thefurore caused in the architectural world
by his Law Courts design, tho revulsion
against false imnciples that the Drysalters'
warehouse in Thames-street effected ; they may
not have heard of the Bombay Schools of Art,
perhaps the most marvellous design that he
ever made, compelling rigid 13th-cenfury
Gothic to fulfil the requirements of the Torrid
Zone, and to harmonise with its surroundings

;

nor may they know tho wondrous flexibility of
tho ultra- Goth shown in his beautiful decoration
(in the Early Renaissance style) of the chapel of
Worcester College, Oxford. Ajrt in everything
was his leading principle through life ; and
though he loved more fondly than any other the

works in architecture of the 13th century, which
he termed the Classic period of Mediajval art, he
conscientiously studied all styles, and could
manipulate them in a manner simply mar-
vellous even to those who knew him best. He
hated a sham ; ho laboriously studied all

materials and their treatment, sought out the
actual methods, and strove to reproduce them
in his works. There is, I presume, not a material

used in the building or decorative arts in which
he has not erected a monument to his genius.

Something may be gleaned of my meaning from
the photographs exhibited on the screen. Pro-
bably no architect of tho present day was
more capable of erecting a really grand
building. His power of grasp in the large,

his grandeur of conception and comple-
tion of design in its minutest details, was,
I think, unequalled. His love of completeness
in tho carrying out of his design is exemplified

in all his works—notably Cardiff Castle ; Cork
Cathedral, a now completed building in all its

parts, and a monument worthy of the man. I

need scarcely point to his last work—left un-
finished—his own houfe at Melbury-road, Hol-
land Park, to which he most kindly admitted
the Colour Decoration Class during his late and,
though at that time unexpected, final illness.

A word as to his literary labours, which are

known to so many. Few writers on archaeology
are so trustworthy as William Burges, for he
stated nothing but what he knew, and knew
thoroughly. He arrived at a knowledge of his

facts by patient personal observation of the
work he described, and by reference to original

sources of information, taking nothing for

granted that could be ascertained by research

;

his judgment in matters of the history of

art and archteology being in all cases based
on testimony rigorously sifted according to the
strict laws of evidence. What effect his works
and teachings have had on the present genera-
tion it is perhaps too soon to decide ; but of this

there is little doubt, that he liberated Gothic
design from dry-as-dust precedent and studied
copy ism, and, though a reverent follower of all

rational precedent, he incalculated the reproduc-
tion of the feeling of old work rather than the
slavish imitation of it. One of his leading
principles was that the architect should store his

mind by laborious and conscientious measure-
ments and study of the ways and means of the
old men, and then go home and design from, and
not to, them. That he should allow fancy, pro-
perly under control, to have something to say in

the matter, and, working on fixed principles of

construction and design, to produce some new
thing. As an illustration I may mention that
his thirteenth-century dormer to the Law Courts
was based on the Flamboyant dormers of the
Cluny Museum ; and this translation, as I may
call it, of the architectual ideas of good artists

of all periods into the language of the style in

which he himself thought, was a system which he
often adopted, though it would, perhaps, be
going too far to say it was the keystone of his

method of design. Equally great in any style

he took in hand, and equally finished in detail,

advancing, though more slowly than others, in

the requirements and desires of the ago, we are,

perhaps, robbed of another surprise in a new
method of designing from one of the most
original of modern architects, which might pos-
sibly be called Burgesian Queen Anne. We
cannot tell how he would have met the subject of

his paper, but we may be sure that his treatment
of the subject would have been thoughtful as

well as vigorous ; that ho would have dealt out
censure with unsparing hand on thoughtless
detail, unconstructional and meretricious design,
but would not have been immiudful of the real

values of this latest development. Ever a
kindly and genial friend, his loss will long be
felt by all who had the pleasure of knowing him.
Too tardily recognised by the Royal Academy
and elected a member—vigorous and honest in

criticism, jealous of the honour of his profession,

of great artistic attainment, outspoken and
straightforward, William Burges leaves a gap
that it will not be easy to fill.

ANCIENT LIGHTS.

Mr. RoBEET E. PowEix read a paper on this

subject. He said : A man having possession of

a piece of land has the control thereof from as

deep as he can go in the earth to as high as ho
can go towards the sky, so long as he does no
injury to his fellows. Therefore, the owner of

each individual plot ehould in building obtain all

the light or air he requires for tho purposes of

his building from the space above his own land,

and from that only, with this important addi-

tion,—that he, in common with others, also has
the right over the portion which he or others in

his behalf have devoted to public or semi-public
purposes for tho sake of common convenience in

access to tho several properties. This one point

being established, it is evident that if in build-

ing he so places his erection on liis plot that he
leaves not space enough for all tho light and air

he requires for his purposes, to be obtained from
his own land or across tho highway, ho is taking,

and intentionally taking, more than ho is entitled

to, for in building within his strict rights ho
should build only in tho way he would do if his

land were surrounded entirely by an impenetrable
division, such as a wall reaching from the
centre of the earth to the sky. If, however,
from carelessness or from malico prepense
he so places his windows that for due efBcicncy

they must receive light over his neighbour's
land, he is of necessity bound to take the
consequences. The neighbour has no power to

compel him to close them, neither has he any
title to invade his property by entering upon hi
land to himself close them. His only remedy,
therefore, is so to use his own land, that he may
not be deemed to have consented to the user of

his own ground which his neighbour intended.

In the majority of cases, tho most convenient

form of user for this purpose is the erection of

some sort of hoard which shall be coincident

with the boundary of his Own land, and be of

sufEcient height to effectually prevent his neigh-
bour from obtaining light other than from bis

own property. Occasionally a covenant for the

user of light over a neighbour's property is

asked for and granted ; more especially when
there is no immediate prospect of the adjacent

land coming soon into occupation. There is,

however, always an element of danger in grant-

ing any such consent, even upon payment of an
annual rent, as there may be difficulty in with-
drawing the grant in the event of your requiring

to use the land so long as the tenant pays tho

stipulated rent, which, if it answers liis purpose,

he will be sure to do. If not implied

by grant it is evident then in the ab-
stract that the light is filched from the neigh-

bour, just as much as a pickpocket filches

whatever he may acquire in that way. You
may say that by the exercise of ordinary vigil-

ance, and the exercise of his own rights, the

servient owner (or one over whose ground the

easement is sought to be acquired by the domin-
ant owner), may prevent the acquisition of any
such privilege. True, so may any person
prevent his pocket being picked ; but supposing
the action to bo accomplished, the law makes
this extraordinary distinction,-—if the pick-

pocket is caught in the act, he is punished for

the attempt. The dominant owner caught in

the act goes free, and, if the servient owner does
not incur considerable expense to prevent him,
ultimately is allowed to keep that which he
filched in the first instance. Tlie pickpocket,

on the contrary, if he succeeds in acquiring

complete possession of the article he filches,

and is caught, commits a greater crime than
the mere attempt, and is far more severely

punished accordingly, while the dominant owner,
if he succeeds in acquiring complete possession,

is allowed to retain it as a reward for his acute-

ness. The whole system of "ancient lights,"

in addition to its other inconveniences, holds

out a direct premium for dishonesty. It is like

enacting that, if you go to sleep, and a thief

puts his hand into your pocket, if you do not
wake for twenty minutes after, he is legally

entitled to keep all he has succeeded in abstract-

ing. Clause 3 of the Prescription Act, 2 and 3

WiU. IV , would appear to be clear enough to

meet all possible cases requiring only the proof

of the twenty years to insure the right to the

light. Judge-made law, however, has made
considerable variations in this. A leading de-

cision goes to the root of the whole matter by in-

serting a qualification inthe Act, which, toanon-
legal mind, seems unwaiTantable, and is the

cause of the greater number of the cases that

arise, although, no doubt, it greatly mitigates

the hardship every case involves. The qualifica-

tion is, that to sustain the right, the premises
must be proved to suffer "substantial damage "

(Martin r. Headon, 4th May, 18G0, re Conduit-
place, Paddington, V. C. Kmdersley ; Curriers'

Company r. Corbett, L. J. Turner ; Clarke v.

Clarke, Nov., 1865). In Yates r. Jack,
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however (I866J, the original law \rould

seem to have been maintained ; vhilc in

Jackson r. Duke of Newcastle, as to premises

in Cookspor-street, it was, on appeal,

decided that the owuer of the domimmt tenement

must be content to receive money compensation

for injury not of verv great extent. And in

Rand r. Cook, Chief Baron Pollock said:—" It

is not the law that a man who has enjoyed a

certain amount of light should go on enjoying

that amount for ever. Society is so constituted

that there must be give and take always going
on. Some people, no doubt, wiished to make it

all take and no give," which latter remark surely

will bear interpretation different to that he evi-

dently intended. He who takes without asking

at first, and objects when his neighbour wants
his own, surely is a case of all take and no give.

The opening remarks of the judge are diametri-

cally opposed to the wording of the Prescription

Act under which the action was brought, and
which says, in effect, thit " where the light has
been enjoyed twenty years, the right shall be
deemed absolute and indefeasible." Another
extension of the same principle is, that when a
building is in a shell erection before an action is

brought, the Court will not order it to be pulled

down unless in a very extreme case, but will

order an inquiry to assess a sum for damage to

be payable by the owner of the servient to

that of the dominant tenement (Isenberg r.

£ast India House Estate Company, Dec. 19,

1863). It is held, too, in Lawrence v. Austin,

1865, by the Master of the Rolls, that if a

building is completed before a bill is filed, the

Court of Chancery will not interfere, but will

leave the plaintiff to his remedy in an action for

damages. The law of light principally affects

members of our profession in connection with
identity or otherwi.se of existing lights or build-

ings with some that have gone before, and in

connection with the sufficiency of any given
light for the present or past purpose for which
it is used ; and finally, with the effect that any
proposed erection will have in the matter of

Ught with certain other existing premises.

Previously to a small treatise published by Pro-
fessor Kerr, there seems to have been no sort of

system with the least pretension to accuracy.

And any evidence given upon the subject was
merely the dogmatic expression of an opinion—
an opinion which the application of such a
system as he then introduced would in many
cases have proved to be in a great degree
erroneous. Professor Kerr starts by the propo-

sition that light is received equally from
every point in the whole hemisphere of the

heavens. A skylight in an unrestricted posi-

tion receives light from the whole hemisphere,

the vertical section of which is a hemisphere in

all directions through the centre of the plan,

which is a circle. A window in a vertical sur-

face will receive light from half a henusphere,

which will bo a semicircle in plan and a quidrant
in elevation. You may perhaps say, Why a
quadrant in elevation ? For this reason,

that no matter how high the base of our
window may be, that for all purposes represents

the horizon ; and any light received from belo *r

that line is not direct light, but more or less of

the nature of reflected Ught. As the thickness

of wall and nature of the opening exert great

influence on the quantity of light admitted to

the apartment, the advantage of splayed jambs
is shown as admitting direct light nearer to the

darker comers of the room. Mr. Kerr divides

the half hemisphere into what may be termed
pherical squares by meridian and parallels,

nmilar to the ordinary degrees of latitude and
longitude on geographical globes. To each of

these squares he assigns a numerical yalue de-

pendent on its position. If for any particular

purpose the light is more valuable for any par-

ticular quarter (say, from north or north-east for

-a studio), the slight correction can be made.
His next step is to ascertain the proportion of

'this total number of measures which is on an
average required for the sufiicient lighting of a
room as a standard. The angle of 4.i" is a rough
approximation at the obscuration that in a town
one should consider himself bound to suffer. It

has no other value. Its status is perhaps

j ostlfied by the Metropolitan Local Management
Act, 1862, which states that no building except
church or chap'.-l should be erected of a height
greater than the width of the street without
the sanction of the Board of Works. There
was also in 1896 a bye-law stating that streets

^onld be 40ft. wide, and the houses not to

exceed 40ft. high to eaves; if higher, street

must be of width equal to height. At the back of

houses the Building Act is satisfied by 100ft.

super, anyhow and anywhere. The model bye-
laws of the Local Government Board go a little

further. Nothing has been taken in account

here for the effect of reflected light, though in

most cases it plays a very important part in the

lighting of our rooms,—more especially is this

the case when a near obstruction excludes all,

or nearly all, the direct rays from sky surface.

The great reason for this apparent neglect is

that BO much depends upon the colour and
maintenance of the reflecting surface, and if

that is in occupation by the servient owner,
there is no continuous obligation upon him to

keep it as it is ; and if in occupation by the

dominant owner, it is an additional burden upon
his damage to further restrict his use of his own
this his neighbour may benefit. In dealing

with existing buildings where right of light

can by any possibility come into question, the

most politic course is to make complete and ac-

curately measured and figured drawings of the

whole premises ; this irrespective of whether
you are engaged on behalf of either the servient

or the dominant tenement. The next step is to

get these examined and attested as correct by
some other professional man (iu London, say,

the district surveyor), who has no interest in

the matter. You are then enabled to rely upon
these as showing position of matters before

anything was disturbed . Above all, fully explain

to the client the difficulties and possibilities of

the situation ; face them at first, and you will

avoid the mortification of an incomplete building

standing mutilated and truncated as a melan-
cholyexhibition of the powerot " ancient lights."

When buildings having ancient lights, or ob-

scuring windows, are pulled down, unless the

re-erection is to be immediate, it is often policy

to form a skeleton scaffold showing roughly the

position and size of the old. Abandonment for

a time will not lose the right, but it must
clearly be shown that the non-use was not by
reason of any action on the part of the servient

owner (Tapling r. Jones). Lawyers will not

listen to mathematical calculations, scarcely

will they look at diagrams. "Give us," they

say, "something a court and, if necessary, a
jury, can readily follow and understand ; that

is all we want. Tell us you know, and what
you know, and if you can readily show how you
get the knowledge, so much the better. Make
as many drawings and calculation as you please

for your own guidance and information, but do

not bring them into court. Give us results."

The effect of an obstruction to old lights has in

later years been obtained by raising a tarpaulin

of the shape of proposed works to the place

they will occupy, and then dropping it without
the knowledge of the observer, who, with his

back to the window, notes the result in the

room supposed to be affected. You can now
j udge for yourselves in some small measure the

pitfalls with which our law as to light abounds.

But why should it ? I can scarcely conceive

how, in its present place, it can do anything
else, based as it now is upon wilful wrong,
in the first instance, and giving that

wrong the benefit of legal support. Where
would be the difliculty or the wrong in mak-
ing it necessary that each man in building

should depend for light on his own land alone,

unless he would obtain a grant from his neigh-

bours ? There would be a little trouble attend-

ing the change in the first instance, perhaps a

little injustice—there always is when any re-

form is introduced. The first step would
be the repeal of the clauses in the Prescrip-

tion Act. The next would be an enactment
for the protection of those who, at the pre-

sent time of the new enactment, had been in

possession of their lights for the present statu-

tory period of twenty years. And to secure

equal justice, this should also extend to those

who had been in possession for over nineteen

years, inasmuch as it is impossible for the

servient owner now to interrupt it for a whole
year (as is required by clause 4) before the

statutory period of twenty years shall have ex-

pired. By defeating the acquirement of the right

in all cases which have not existed for these

nineteen years, no wrong will be done, as no
right has been acquired, and it is quite compe-
tent for the servient owner at the present time

to prevent it. Some little time should be given

after the passing of the Act before it should

come into operation, as was done in the case of

the Property Limitation Act, 1874, so that

parties may have time to appreciate their posi-

tion. To diminish future litigation, the Act
might contain provisions for the granting of an
indefeasible title by deed in all cases that were
proved to the satisfaction of some presiding autho-
rity to have been in existence for the twentyyears
before the passing of the Act. I am aware of

many objections to this proposal ; but I think

the balance of good will be found to be in favour

of the change. The arguments Mr. Roger
Smith used in his paper before the Royal In-

stitute of British Architects would support my
case equally well as his. There is, however, this

difference in our propositions. He says, in

effect:—"Let every man build as he pleases,

notwithstanding he interferes with ancient

lights, provided he gives due notice and pays
compensation." I say, "Settle now, once for

all, the position of the parties, and then let each

do as he likes on his own." In no way do I

propose to interfere with any man's existing

rights. I cannot agree with all the arguments
Mr. Smith uses to support his case. He first

recites that restrictions of lighting are injurious

to architecture. This I cannot concur in, for

architecture should be suited to the place, not

the place subordinate to the architecture, and
many of onr most picturesque and architectural

edifices owe a great proportion of their beauty

to the manner in which the architect has to

overcome the difficulties of the situation. The
case where premi'=es are built upon land origi-

nally in the possession of one owner, and after-

wards divided with lights in every direction,

can, I conceive, readily be met by a particular

and absolute grant in the transfer. At the

present time, such a case almost invariably

leads to litigation (Wheeldon v. Burrows),

and often ends in a man not being able to keep

absolutely what he paid for. In cases where a

large number of houses were built upon land,

originally the property of one owner, it is easy

to presume that he intended each should have

the lights over the neighbour as he planned

them. In the case of transfer, then, it was as

easy to transfer the lights he gave as it was to

transfer the property, and the deed conveying

the grant was as little likely to be lost as that

conveying the property ; in fact both could be

in one. The present law causes particular hard-

ships in the case of the numerous freehold land

societies. Several of these laid out and sold

their estates some twenty or thirty years ago.

Some of the purchasers built on their plots

almost as they pleased, but certainly not in the

way intended by the society in the first instance.

Other purchasers have made no use of their plots

to this day, and now they find iu some oases

that they can make little or no profitable use of

them by reason of lights which have been
acquired by those astute individuals who buUt
iu the beginning. It is useless telling such

people that they could have prevented the

acquisition by a hoarding ; they thought a

man's own was his own, and not his neighbour's.

Professor Keee said the law of ancient lights

was peculiar to this country, the paradise of

vested interests, and would be tolerated by no
other nation. The form litigation took in prevent-

ing the obscuration of ancient lights was very

unfortunate. The person who thought himself

aggrieved had two remedies : to proceed at

common law, or in Chancery. If he elected to

take the former course, he must wait till the in-

jury was consummated and then seek to recover

damages, but he was almost certain to adopt the

latter mode of proceeding in Chancery and apply

for an injunction, so as to stop his neighbour

from building till it should be shown that no
injury would accrue to his old lights. In

that case the man who wished to build

had had a safeguard recently provided

which wasnot sufficiently known to thisprofession

.

The court stUl grantedthe interim inj unction, but

with a proviso that the plaintiff indemnify his

neighbour, should his case not be proved for the

damage caused by stoppage of building opera-

tions. If the complaining neighbour will not

give the indemnity, the Court will not grant an
injunction, and the case will be heard on its

merits in ordinary turn. Professor Kerr referred

to the costs of these suits as prodigious and out-

rageous, adding that this was not the chief evil

of litigation, which was, that the law, as laid

down by judges, was contir.ually changing, each

freshly-appointed judge, in his ignorance of

building and the exact state of the law,

and his abhorrence of mathematical science,
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developing, by his own common-sense and legal

training', fresh rules applicable to the case's

brought before him, and these resulted in new
and bewildoring precedents being establislicd.

Judges and counsel refused alike to examine
diagrams or plans, although they were partial

to models, which they fancied they understood,
and which could be made most delusive if one
knew how to get them up ; they called for " direct

evidence," and it was most discreditable to the
architectural profession that numbers of sur-
veyors would persuade themselves to give evi-

dence to suit the views of th") side that called

them. The remedies fur the present unsatisfac-
tory state of the practice of this law of light were,
the speaker contended, first, that rules and dia^

grams as to the incidence and reflection of light,

such as those hehad proposed, should be recognised
as exact evidence, and secondly, and still more
important, that a building owner and his archi-

tect should adopt a studiously conciliatory
manner towards all neighbours, should ask as a
favour what they felt to be their legal rights,

and be willing to discuss the proposed alterations

in a friendly manner before they committed
themselves to plans.

Mr. William White, F.S.A., remarked that
ingenious as Professor Kerr's system un-
doubtedly was, yet his calculations differed com-
Sletely from either of the tables published by
[r. Tarn, and the speaker's independent investi-

gations had led him to adopt a system of light-

obstruction at variance from either of these
plans. By means of the blackboard, Mr. White
demonstrated at great length and to a gradually
diminishing audience, his theory, and the errors

he had found in the spherical measurements of
other observers.

Mr. Watson, in proposing a vote of thanks to

Mr.Pownall, said the advice of the first speaker,
that the architect and his client should act with
moderation, was excellent. His experience
showed that persons whose light was threatened
at once set an extraordinary value upon it. It

would be desirable that the Courts should bear
in mind that every unnecessary restriction on
building was contrary to the public polity and
welfare.
Mr. DouoLAss Mathews, in seconding the

motion, remarked that the law of light was in a
most unsatisfactory state. An architect called

in either by a building owner or an objecting
neighbour, should urge his client to look at the
matter in a reasonable manner, and from his

neighbour's standpoint. It was true an archi-

tect often caused offence by so acting, but it was
incumbent on him as a matter of duty.
Mr. PowsALL, in replying, suggested that if

three architects, well versed in the subject of

ancient lights, Messrs. Tarn, Kerr, and White,
were unable to arrive at a common understand -

ing as to the measurement of an ideal case of

obscuration, it was evident that the difficulties

in equitably settling cases of actual practice,

where conflicting interests were involved, were
enormous, and called for some alteration of the
law.

THE SCIENCE AND ART OF SANITARY
PLUMBING.

THE first of a course of six lectures specially

addressed to plumbers, was delivered under
the auspices of the National Health Society,

by Mr. S. Stevens Hellyer, at th<> Society of

Arts, on Tuesday evening. Mr. Hellyer said

his experience, as the junior member of the
largest firm of the kind in the king-
dom, amongst plumbers, had led him to believe

that possibly, from constant association with
lead, they were inclined to be heavy, difficult to

draw out, and still mire difiioult to turn; they
certain'.y had not much sympathy with ques-
tions of mere theory. He, therefore, proposed
to propound no theory which could not be sus-

tained inpractice, and should prove afew of them
by actual experiments. There was a tendency
amongst members of the trade to continue in the
same groave as their great grandfathers ; schemes
might come and schemes might go, but plumb-
ing flowed on for ever in the old bed. Even
now many plumbers continued to connect and
seal up and D-trap all drains, and this not only
when called into old houses, but in new dwell-
ings that had not yet teen occupied ;

plumbers
were indeed willing to dwell in Sleepy Hollow.
Sa:iitary reformers were rightly severe upon the
trade for continuing to plod on in the old paths,

although men of light and leading were show-

ing a more excellent way. He would admit that

the plumbers' charge against sanitarians was
well founded, that their ideas were borrowed at

second-hand ; there yet was a little genuine truth

in their theories which wouldrepay investigation.

But there were plumbers and plumbers; some
were like cistern-heads, which could receive

nothing ; others like solder-pipes, their capacity

was soon iiUed, and thou no more coiUd be
poured in ; but there was a third class of store

cisterns, gathering much, and after allowing
time for it to settle, passing it on for the

benefit of others ; these were supplied by
a ram from a never-failing stream. It

was the duty of every man to do his best

to advance his trade. The British workman
was no favourite with the public, and he feared

the plumber was no exception to the rule.

Shakespeare had struck him a very hard blow,
although Bacon spoke kindly of the '

' goodly
leads upon a three-story tower." But just as

it would be unfair to judge doctors by quacks,

so was it unjust to judge plumbers by tinkers.

The trade was injured by a class of men who
assumed to be masters of this and every other
trade, and it was difficult to say who or whit
was a plumber. Ou the wall the lecturer showed
an enlarged copy of an actual card received by
his firm, and a sample of many such. On the

left-hand side was an ancient wood-out of ^
closet seen in section, fitted with D-trap, and
directly connected wiih a cistern above, in which
was a service-box, while the inscription ran :

X. Y. Z.
Builder, Plumber, Fainter,

Glazier, Carpenter,
Bange and Stove-Maimer,
Hot-Water Engineer,

Pump Maker and Sanitary Engineer.
Water-closets fixed on the n^w^st principles.

"Wilting, Graining, Marbling,
Fountains Erected.

What must be the age of a man who had de-

voted a reasonable time to the study of each of

these trades ? If qualified, he certainly merited

the degree of Master of Arts. It might be
necessary in country towns to be a " three-

branch hand" to gain a living ; but if he could

get work in London, it was a mistake for a
young man to remain in such a place after his

time had expired. No trade was so important
to the health of the public as that of the

plumber, and yet any man was at liberty to

style himself a " sanitary plumber," and there

was no means of testing his knowledge or quali-

fication. It might be said that things would
right themselves, and only good men find em-
ployment ; but it would not take place till much
unnecessary sickness and death had occurred

;

or that people soon found out if any defect ex-

isted in their houses. When they discovered

the evil the mischief was often done. The details

of plumbing were hidden from sight ; those who
built houses too often expended all their means
at the outset, and could ill spare money for

alterations which they could not tell would be
an improvement on the present state of things.

The remedy for the unsatisfactory state of

things he had sketched would be to inaugurate
a system of examinations in plumbing, and
to permit no one to work as a plumber
who could not produce a licence or certificate

of having passed in this examination. It

was strange that while we had a great depart-

ment with branch schools all over the country for

teaching drawing there was no school of

plumbing, and no place where journeymen
plumbers could meet to acquire theoretical

knowledge in their craft. He would suggest
therefore that it would be well if classes and
lectures for young students were started, and he
would undertake to do what lay in his power to

make them successful. The Plumbers' Company
were now taking the question up, but he had
not heard that they had done anything since

their founding in 1365 to improve or benefit the

trade. What had the men's own societies done ?

The lecturer added, amidst hisses and some
applause, that he had found the best workers to

be those outside and untrammelled by the trade-

union societies. He appealed to the men, there-

fore, as neither companies, rich patrons, nor
unions could do much to advance their petition,

to look to thems'^lves and strain every nerve to

become more intelligent and skilful work-
men. Notwithstanding all the charges against

plumbers, however, he thought they were more
sinned against than sinning. Architects did not

interest themselves in Such matters, devoting far

more attention to the elevation than to the hidden

details of the working drawings, and to they
saw old-fashioned orvery vague sptc fications, or
perhaps such a plan asone hehad iUu^ti atcd, where
tiers of closets, lavatories, and sink waters were
required to be fixed above each other to a single

soil-pipe, which was continued above the roof.

He did not now allude to Mr. Norman Shaw'*
scheme, for although he did show a succession

of wastes leading into one soil-pipe, be believed
Mr. Shaw did not allow the w.o s to be fixed in

this way. Building over>cers, again, did not in-

terest themselves in plumbing. A few poundd
laid out on wall-papers would renovate a dingy
house, whereas, after calling in the plumber to

rectify evils, nothing was apparent except a
pigeon-house cowl on thereof and a long bill on
the library table. Another disadvantage of

plumbers was that they wore often employed by
the builder simply for the special job, and as

they were then discharged, they had little

interest in making a good job of it. A third

and greater drawback was that they were not
well trained, being too often placed in small
shops or general builder's to learn the work.
Three years might be usefully spent in

this way but it was a monstrous waste
of a youth's time to keep him for seven
or eight years in such a place. He never found
men from the country equal in style of work to

those in London, who, with all their faults, he
believed to bo the best workmen. In conclusion,

Mr. Hellyer again sketched out his scheme for

compulsory examination, and the issue of licenses

to qualified workmen, and announced that in

his next lecture to be delivered on June 1st, he
should treat upon " Joints and Pipe Bending."

TBE COMPLETION OF THE EDDT-
STONE LIGHTHOUSE.

WITHIN another month or so—much earlier

than was originally anticipated—the

actual building of the new Eddystone Light-
house, 80 far as the masonry is concerned, will

be completed, and the work of furnishing it with
the lighting apparatus will then speedily begin.

The whole of the stonework of the Lighthouse ia

in fact not merely constructed, but in the hands
of the actual builders, whose work consists in

conveying the already prepared blocks to the reef,

and fitting them in their places there. The con-

tract for the provision of the stone for the con-
struction of the Lighthouse was, it will be re-

membered, taken by Messrs. Hugh Shearer and
Co., of 21, Great George-street, Westminster,
the owners of the De Lank granite quarries, near
Wadebridge, and of granite quarrying rights

away to Roiigh Tor, over an area of something
like twenty square miles. The stones have been
wrought in a yard at Wadebridge, where every
one of the 2,200 of which the Lighthouse is com-
posed—they weigh in all 6,000 tons—has been
brought to the precise dimensions rtquired and
fitted to a hair's breadth, the whole of the
structure being built up section by section pre-
paratory to its shipment. This work has now
been brought to a close by Messrs. Shearer and
Co., six months before the expiration of the time
allotted in their contract, and the last stone of

the outward curve of the top gallery was dropped
into its place in the presence of Mr. Douglafb,

the engineer of the work, who heartily congratu-

lated Mr. Shearer upon the style in which the

contract had been executed. The completion of

the work by the present date is a matter of great

importance, as it saves very much more time in

the erection than the six months gained on the

contract, in consequence of the early period of

the season, which will enable the fitting of the

lantern, and is to be proceeded with almost at

once. The lighthouses of the Great and Little

Basses, Ceylon— executed at the Dalbeattie

granite quarries of Messrs. Shearer, Field, and
Oo.—were also carried out much to the satis-

faction of all concerned, as in the present instance

well within the time named in the contract. The
st nea for the Eddystone have, of course, varied

somewhat in size, but those of the base may be
cited as fair examples, and they are each 6ft. Gin.

deep, 2ft. thick, and 3ft. lOiu. on their outer

circumference.

A new Wesle'^an chapel has been opened in

Alan-road, Ipswich. It is built of red brick, with
white brick and freestone dregsiugf ; the platform
and benches are of varnished deal. Mr. A. Hubert,
of Ipswich, was the architect, and Mr. Alfred Coe
the builders. About 4)0 fittings are provided, at

a cost of £1,100.
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Our Lithographic Illustrations-

CHUBCHES OP THE NESE VALLET,

KOEIHAMPTOXSHIBE.*

Ons of our douWo-plate illustrations to-day
comprises a selection of drawings which we
reproduce from the book of measured and per-
Bpettive plates just published by Messrs. John-
son and Kersey, in conjunction with those
arranged and notes prepared for publication by
t^ late Mr. Edmund Sharpe, of Lancaster. The
work under notice is the result of the third or
Northamptonshire excursion of the Architectural
Association, and the aim of the joint authors
throughout has been to produce a collection of
examples of similar character, side by side,
drawn to the same scale, and arranged in chro-
nological order, so as to form a really Taluable
text-book. The Lincoln excursion—the only
other excursion conducted by Mr. Sharpe of
which a book of record has been published

—

produced a Tolurae which was more compre-
hensive, inasmuch as that work included parts
and details, mouldin<rs and foliage from all parts
of the buildings vi-^ited on that occasion; but
the present work, if more limited in its scope, is

tmquestionably more complete and more per-
manently valuable. It deals chiefly with the
main nave arcades and walls of the churches
Been, including all jointings and ornamental de-
tails, as well as sections and mouldings. Thus
the four important elements of church architec-
tural design— viz., the pier-arch, the pier, and
its capital and base, are presented in a most
practical way, affording every facility to the
student for comparative analysis and study.
Tlus series, which forms the main body and
object of the work, occupies sixty plates, and
our reduced copy of the drawing to-day, from
All Saints, Stamford, may bo taken as a very
fair representative of the rest. A more charming
example cotJd not very well be selected than the
south Bide of the chancel of this beautiful and
well-known church, which in itself presents the
entire history of the carving of the conventional
foliage of the Lancet or Early English period
comprised in the caps of the nave and chancel.
The central cap and eastern respond shown in
our drawing are perhaps 20 years later in date
than the western respond of the same arcade, in
fact, dating at the very close of the Early
English period. The freedom of treatment
shown in the central cap makes it very admira-
ble, and it resembles the very similar foliage of
the Presbyteiy of Lincoln Cathedral (a.d. 12o6).
The Stamford caps here described have the date
1210 given them by Mr. Sharpe. The second
part of the volume before us is devoted to the
representation of the most remarkable doorways
of the churches visited, as well as o! their
pisciuffi and sedilia, and these drawings occupy
35 plates. From this department of the illustra-
tions we have chosen the admirable west porch

• Chnrchcs of the Neno Valley. By Edmusd Siiabpp,

S:^'JS" iA^ii"^."" °S^ ^- °- Kebbev, architect*,
Batsford : 62, Hblboin, W.C.

atHigham Ferrers which, as will be remembered,
occurs under the fine west tower and spire of
that well-known church. The double doorways,
the enriched tympanum, the niche, and the carv-
ing all help to make this example well worthy of
the highest possible praise. The third division

of Messrs. Johnson and Kersey's volume is

devoted to perspective \'iew8 of the most
noteworthy of the churches visited, and
these bi-ing up the number of plates to 112
all told. One advantage throughout the book
is the good practical scale of the drawings ;

thus, in the first part, the useful scale of 4ft. to

the inch is used. The details are to this scale,

and the mouldings are drawn to l-6th of their
real size. In the second part, Jin. scalo is

employed, with mouldings | full size. The
authors have symagraphed all the mouldings, as
well as m?asured them out to full size, from which
they have been reduced to their presentrespective
scales by means of the pantagraph. Theleading
dimensions in all cases are written on the
plates. Every drawing has been proved on the
tpot by the authors, and all jointings have been
verified. Taken as a whole, tho book has been
thoroughly well done, though we think a few
small ground-plans would have been of the
greatest value, and their absence is much to be
regretted. The persistent way in which every
drawing has been backlined is certainly a
mistake, and some of the general drawings have
their scale spoiled somewhat in effect by the
large details, which, occasionally, seem rather
to crowd the plates. Thus, sheet 56, giving an
elevation of the straining arch across the nave
at Rushden, an almost unique example of its

kind, is an instance of what we mean. The
sketch of the cap apparently quite crushes the
general drawing. AU the sheets have been
lithographed by the authors, and well printed
by Mr. Kell. The book is nicely bound, and
will be valued for its thoroughness and
reliability by all lovers of our national trothio
Architecture. Mr. Batsford is the publisher.

HBaErOED COUNTY COLLEGE.

The Hereford County College has been built
within half a mile of the city by a company of
which the Dean of Hereford is the chairman,
the object being to meet the modem require-
ments of a good sound education at a moderate
cost, tho inclusive cost for boarders being £3C,
and for day-boys £10 per annum. The build-
ings, which have already been erected, comprise
schoolroom 50ft. by 24ft., six class-rooms, each
18ft. by 20ft., dining-hall 45l't. by 20ft., two
large staircases, wide corridor, lavatories, boot-
cleaning room, cloak-room, and drying-room
for clothes, all of which are on the ground-
floor. On the first floor there are three dormi-
tories for boys, bath-room, matron's work-
room, master s-room, housemaid's-eloset, and
W.C. On tho second floor there are four large
dormitories for boys, a sick-room, hnen-room,
bath-room, housemaid's-eloset, w.c, and two
master's-rooms. The head-master's house is

attached to the school, and gives the following
accommodation :—dioing-roora, drawing-rosm,
study-hall, cloak-room, w.c, two staircases,
butler's pantry, butlcr's-bedroom, master's-
room, servants' hall, pantry, larder, vegetable

-

room, wood and coal stores, eleven bed- rooms,
spacious cellarage, and a lift which commu-
nicates with each floor from the cellar to the
top of the house, where there is a large loft in
the roof for storage of boxes, &o. The kitchen
and scullery are placed between tho house and
the school, and are used in common for the head
master as well as for school purposes. A tem-
porary chapel has been erected, and this, when
tho permanent chapel is built, will be converted
into a library and reading-room, a workshop, or
class-rooms, as may be most needed at the
time. A stable for the accommodation of day-
boys' ponies is now being built, and other addi-
tions are contemplated. Mr. Kempson, of
Hereford, is the architect, and Mr. James
Bowers, of the same city, the contractor. The
material which has been used is local brick,
with blue brick-bands and Bath stone dre.'isings

;

tho roofs are covered with Broseley tiles, and
the joiners' work throughout is pitch pine and
oak. The building, so far as it has been carried
out, has cost about £14,000. Tho whole of the
school-buildings, including the dormitories, are
heated by hot water, aud tho school and class-
rooms have, in addition, fireplaces for occasional
use ; the water supply is obtained by means of a
steam-pump.

HOMESTEAD, AKENUAM, NEAE IPSWICH.

The buildings shown upon the bird's-eye view
are being erected for Mr. James Chirke, at
Akenham Hall Farm, upon a new site, to
supersede some scattered farm-buildings which
by age have become dilapidated. The farm
comprises about 335 acres. Tho homestead has
been designed to meet the requirements of tho
tenant, Mr. Ebenezer E. Gooding, who has
taken an active part in the arrangement of the
buUdings and matters of detail connected with
them. The cow-house is being fitted with
Musgrave's stalls for 28 cows. The stabling
accommodation is for IC horse?, 2 colts, and a
pony. Water will bo laid on to each stall, and
to all the troughs in yards. A good supply is

obtained from a well. All tho yards are covered,
with the exception of the yard adjoining the
pig-stye. The granary, consisting of three
floors, is provided with a lift. Tho cost of tho
buildings, exclusive of the roadway surrounding
them, will be about £3,900. The architect is

Mr. Alfred Conder, A.R.I.B.A., of Palace
Chambers, 9, Bridge-street, Westminster. Mr>
Robert Girling, of Ipswich, is the builder, and
Mr. Robert T. Orr is clerk of tho works.

NEW BANK, STAMFOED, FOB THE NOETHAMPTON-
SniEE BANKISQ COMPANY.

These premises, facing the High-street, were
completed at the end of last year. The front i»
built of Portland stone on the ground-floor, with
Bath above. Owing to the narrowness of the
street, it was not thought desirable to carry out
the high-pitch roof as shown in the illustration,

a flatter one being tubstituted. The accommo-
dation includes a large banking-room with high
panelled wainscoting, desks, counter, mantel,.
&c., in walnut, mahogany, and oak, from the
architect's special designs, in front, and
manager's and strong-rooms in direct commu-
nication, and a residence for the manager, with
dining-room, kitchen, and other necessary
offices on the ground-floor ; drawing-room in
the front on the first floor, and several bed-
rooms, bath-rooms, &c., on this and the second
floors. The whole of the works were well exe-
cuted by Messrs. Roberts Bros., of Stamford,
Mr. W. Talbot Brown, of Wellingborough,
being the architect.

COMPETITIONS.
Cheistmas-Caed Costtetition.^—An exliibition

of designs and pictures suitable for Christmas
and New Year cards, is to be held at
the gallery of the Society of Bi it i^h Artists,

Suffolk-street, Pall Mall East, London, in.

August next. Messrs. Hildeshtimer and
Faulkner, publishers, of 41, Jewin-street,.

London, E.G., will give the sum of £3,600 in

prizes, and expect by their own additional pur-
chases to increase this amount to at least £.3,000.

The judges are : Mr. W. P. Frith, R.A., Mr.
J. E. Millais, R.A., aud Mr. Marcus Stone,,

A.R.A. All designs and pictures intended for

this competition must be sent to the gallery of
the Society of British Artists, Suffolk-street,

Pall Mall East, on Tuesday, the 26th July, 1881.

Particulars of the prizes and conditions of com-
petition may be had at the address given above.

LowEE NoEwooD, S.E.—Fourteen sets of plans-

and designs have boon sent in by architects in

competition for the proposed new Baptist Chapel
in the Gipsy-road, Norwood, and were last week
exhibited at a bazaar, held at Hamilton-roacl
Chapel, Lower Norwood.

Whitehaven,—For the proposed public swim-
ming baths to be erected at Whitehaven, fivo

sets of designs have been received, and have been
laid before Mr. Pickering, the referee.

A select committee of tho Ilouec of Commons on
Tuesday passed the preamble of the Metropolitan
Bridges Bill, by which powers are grauted to the
Metropolitan Board of Works to enable them to
construct new bridges at Batteraea and Putney, to
partially rebuild the bridge across Deptford Creek,
and to enlarge the centre arch of VauxhaU-bridgo
by taking out the two centre piers and placing a
suspended girder across the interval. 'I'he new
bridge at Putney will be a stono structure, erected
at a total cost of £406,000. The Battersea-bridge
is estimated at £231,000. Tlie estimated cost of
altering Vauxhall-bridge is £02,000, aud the im-
provement of Deptford Creek £12,000.
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TRURO CATHEDRAL.

A MEETING of the General Committee -was

hold at the Bishop's Library on tho 10th
iust., at which the Lord Bishop of Truro pre-
sided. Mr. JohnLoughboroughPearson, R.A.,
the architect, was present, and read the report
he had prepared, relative to tho nature of the
various stones whoao names had been men-
tioned as suitable for tho new cathedral. The
paper was a pre-eminently practical one, and
the following is the substance of it :

—

In endeavouring to determine tho kind of
stone to use for tlie exterior of the Cathedral, I
have been not a little influenced by a very
anxious desire to employ some native stone, and
I therefore made inquiries in every direction,
and have had specimens sent up to me of all

those most likely to bo useful. I have also had
the quarries inspected from which some of these
specimens had been procured, and I have also
had the stones, where they have been used for
building purposes, examined, with a view of
ascertaining their quality and their capability
to resist the influences of the weather. I have
also had some of these stones worked, to ascer-
tain the amount of labour which must be spent
upon tkem to shape them into required forms.
The result of the information which I have

thus obtained is, I regret to say, that I am
obliged to be satisfied that there are no stones
in Cornwall or near it that can, with the means
at my command, be used for the Cathedral,
either externally or internally, for the decorative
features.

Firstly. Because of their hardness.

Secondly. Because they are (except in the
ease of the granites), of such a nature that no
large blocks can be got, and that even those that
can be procured cannot be depended upon, in
consequence of the vents which run in every
direction through them, and these vents are not
seen even when a stone is in the hands of the
mason, and many days of labour may be spent
on it before it separates, and thus becomes use-
less. Tho stones also come out of the quarries
in such irregular forms (compared by practical
men to " horses' heads ") that at least one- third
of it brought on to the site as block stone, and
paid for as such, would be wasted in reducing
these ungainly shapes into those required for
the mason.
And thirdly. Therefore their great cost.

The elvans generally spoken of as being useful
are the "WUd Duck," "Pentewan," and
"Newham."
The Wild Duck is a good-looking stone, and

I should recommend its use if it could be got in
quantities equal to the samples sent to me, and
provided the cost of working it were not so great,
and provided it was free from the vents I have
referred to. This stone seems not to be a
favourite, even in the neighbourhood of the
quarry, for it has not been used there except in
small features. There would be no certainty
of getting any quantity of this stone, and no
hope of getting it regularly, and certainly no
hope of getting any blocks of it of suflicient size
for the purposes of tho Cathedral.
The Pentewan is also very nice-looking, and I

should have liked to have used it for the outside
of the Cathedral ; but there are the same objec-
tions to its use as there are to the use of the
Wild Duck ; indeed, there are greater, for the
supply of this stone is rendered so exceedingly
uncertain in consequence of its having to be
conveyed by water in small boats, which can
only get up to the cliff where the quarry is

situated in certain states of the tide, and in
favourable winds ; and then no stones of any
size can be obtained, for if a larger block than
usual be raised in the quarry it can only be got
into the boats by being reduced. Efforts appear
to have been made at various times to work a
quarry of this stone away from this clitf, and in
a more accessible place, but without any suc-
cess. The very large mass of earth, ico., whidi
has to be removed before the stone can bo got
at would make the quarrying of this stone both
diflicult and costly.

Among other inquiries I made about this
stoae was one of Mr. St. Aubyn, and in his
reply he says:—"I have never used Pentewan
stone in any large quantities, I am therefore
unable to give you any reliable information
about it. I know it is very difficult to get at,

and I believe large stones are not obtainable."
The Newham slono is a particularly nice

stone, but the quarry appears to have been worked

out, or nearly so, of all the good stone. No
reliance can therefore bo placed on getting more
than a very smill quantity to meet the require-
ments of the Cathedral.
Another stone has been suggested, the quarry

of which is not far distant from Truro, called
Seveock ; but of tliis stone tho same may bo said
as of all the other elvans, and with those addi-
tional reasons against its use—that it is s ) hard
and unyielding that the labour upon it would be
equal to that upon the hardest granites, and it is

so covered with black spots that its effect in a
large building would be extremely unsightly.

'fhe "Mabe granite" is well adapted for any
engineering works, or in work where only plain
square stones need be used ; but even in such
plain and simple works its cost is from two to
three times the cost of Doulting-stone. It
would, therefore, be quite out of the question to
use it for the Cathedral, which must have sunk
and moulded work about it in every part. An
idea may be formed'of the cost of this granite
from the fact that Mr. Freeman's reduced price
for the preparation of the foundation-stones laid

at the east end of the Cathedral was £8, or equal
to more than 10s. a cubic foot, and that for a
stone perfectly plain and for another with only
a chamfer upon it.

The St. Stephen's is a soft granite, but very
liable to decay, and therefore I cannot recom-
mend its use for external work. This granite
for mere plain faces would not cost more than
Bath stone.

Despairing of getting any stone in Cornwall
that would be suitable for the work of the
Cathedral, the cost of which would not be
greater than that of stone to be got out of Corn-
wall, I turned my attention to three or four
kinds that are much used in all parts of England.
My original estimate of the cost of the

Cathedral, as statfd in my report, was based on
the value of Bath stone, and, in endeavouring
to adhere as nearly as possible to that estimate,
I am limited in the choice of stones, for nearly
all the other stones out of which a selection

might have been made are much harder to work,
and are therefore in labour alone more costly

;

as, for instance, Portland, which is an admirable
stone, but yet not quite free from defects upon
which a climate like this would act injuriously.

The Hamhill stone wis the first to present
itself to my mind, on account of its colour and
character. I have most pleasing recollections
of the effect of this stone at Sherborne
Minster, in the "Golden Choir"; but, upon
making inquiries about the weather qualities of
this stone, and after having hiid the quarries
examined, and the buildings about the neigh-
bourhood of them, and in other places in which
this stone has been used, it appears that this

stone is not to be relied upon for resisting the
influence of the weather ; some of it stands the
weather extremely well, yet some does not, and
the deep yellow veins, which give so striking an
effect to this stone, wash out to some depth, and
in the course of a few years. It is also a difli-

cult stone to work, for it is apt, except with the
greatest care on the part of the workmen, to

separate, and that this is so may be observed
where this stone has been used, for the cement
employed to stick the parts together which had
become so separated during the working is seen
projecting, the stone having decayed away from
the cement. The cost of this stone, with the
labour upon it, would bo greater at Truro than
Bath stone.

The Doultuig stone in colour and texture is

very good, and it is not at all dilHeult to work,
and I should have been pleased to have recom-
mended its use, had not my inquiries as to its

weather qualities led me to think that, as there

is some uncertainty about it, and that as it is

only out of a particular part of tho quarry that
the right stone can be got, I should scarcely be
justified in doing so without, at tho same time,

pointing out that there arc buildings erected in

which this stone shows distinct signs of decay,
whilst there are others which do not. Great
care would have to be taken in the selection of

this stone, as w.as the case at Bristol, where it

was used both outside and inside in the rebuild-

ing of the nave and west end of the Cathedral,

and where it thus far shows no signs of decay.

The Tisbury or Chilmark is also a good stone
indeed—a better stone for colour and texture
than the Doiilting. It has been and is stiU

extensively used. Salisbury Cathedral is built

of it. There aro four distinct varieties of this

stone. It is an excellent weather stone. But

its cost would bo more than that of Bath. The
"hard bed" of this stone would cost as much
as Portland for tho labour, whilst the soft bed
only about half as much, or scarcely as much as
Bath ; so that the average coat would be more
than Bath.
Tho Bath stone I have made many very careful

inquiries about, esspecially with reference to the
effect of sea-air upon it, and I have come to the
conclusion that this stone, if properly selected

and placed in the building on its natural bed,
will stand perfectly. I only recently inspected
a church built by Mr. Street, at Bournemouth,
with a lofty tower and spire. It was began 20
years and more ago, and although it is exposed
to the direct action of the sca-aii', I may almost
say of sea-water, I could not, aftir a very
careful examination, discover a single stone that
showed a sign of decay ; but, on the contrary,
I found it had acquired a hardened surface, on
which the weather seemed to have no influence,

and I found it had deepened in colour to a rich
yellow tint, toned down in places by a grey
lichen which had grown on its surface, and
which is a sure sign of a good weather stone.

Having described the character of the several
stones that have came under my notice, I will

now go into the question of their cost ; and here
I may add that, being very anxious that no
mistake should by any chance be made at tho
beginning of the work as to its ultimate cost, I
worked out all the details of every part of the
choir division, and the details which work into

this division belonging to the second and third
divisions, and I have had the quantities of the
materials in the first division taken out by a
surveyor, and having obtained carefully-pre-

pared schedules of prices, I have been enabled
to price out the cost of the work very closely

indeed, and the result, I am glad to say, shows
that my rough estimate in the first instance was
very nearly accurate. I was not a little sur-

prised at this, for anything more difficult to
arrive at in a rough way than the cost of a
cathedral, with all its complications and novelty
of size, I can scarcely conceive.

The estimates stand as follows—for the 1st

division:

—

£ £
No. 1.—In Bath stone inside and out—

totalcost Si,S3S
In Doulting stone outside and
Bath stone inside 35,860

No. 2.—In Doulting stone inside and out-
side 36,350

In Hamhill outside and Bath
stnnc inside 37,678

No, 3.—In Hamhill outside and inside ... S9,i;b7"

In AVild Duck stone for outside
only, assuming that it can be
got. and Bath stone inside 41,306

No. 4.—In Wild Duck outside and inside 49,005
No. 6.—The Pentewan may be taken to

be the same as Wild Duck, pro-
vided also that it can he {jot,

and at a reasonable rate.

No. 6.—In Newham stone outside and
Bath inside 41,466

In Newham stone both out«ide
andin.side 49,91S

No. 7.—In St. Stephen's granite outtide
and Bath stone inside 42,666

In St. Stephen's granite outside
and inside 62,732

If Mabe granite bo used for the outside, and
assuming that it is only as hard again as tho

St. Stephen's, £20,000 would have to be added
to the cost of St. Stephen's.

Taking all things into consideration, I come
to the conclusion that Bath stone of the best

quality is that which I should recommend to be
used in the building of the Cathedral.

10th May, 1881. JoHX L. Peabson.

After the reading of this report, an animated
discussion took place as to what stone should be
used . The Lord Bishop said Mr. Pearson had
taken immense pains in the matter, and made a
great mass of calculations, and had consulted a
surveyor on the subject and practical contractors,

and he was satisfied that Bath stone had all tho

qualities that were necessary for them if caro

were taken in the selection of it. The only
stone spoken of in comparison with it for the
outside was Chilmark stone, which might be a
little better, but it would cost £1,000 more, and
he did not see where that extra money was to

come from. He thought the public would be
wise enough to leave a matter of this kind fo

experts, and they would not be doing their duty
if they did not take the advice of their architect

;

they were in the hands of one of the greatest

architects of the day, whoso ability w^as not only
shown in his designs, but in the accuracy of his

calculations. He thought they would do verj
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WTOog' if they threw the whole question into the
WkTes of agitated opinion, when they had been
aqiecially charged by the county to do the work.
He thought that Committee was quite coinpe-
lent to receive the report and aot upon it.

In reply to Mr. Ctiirgwin, Mr. Pearson said
he wonld not recommend Bath stone in prefer-
ence to others if there was no money diflioulty.

In point of colour, Chilmark would be prefer-
able.

Mr. Williams said there was a very strong
|>rejudic8 against Bath stone in the county as to
Its durability.

Ultimately, it was decided that the matier be
adjourned for a fortnight.

Canon Wise then asked how far it was wise
to retain the skeleton south wall of the old
church, which was now left standiug. He pre-
sumed it would involve additional expense t<-

restore it, as all the carving was mouldered
•way, and there was really no old architecture
about it. He should like to know whether it

was worth while bolstering it up, refurbishing
it, or keeping it there at all. He would have
done with it altogether.
Mr. Nis said he was told by the clerk of the

works that it would require new foundations
throughout, and they would have to pay the
men douUe wages to do the work.
Mr. Pearson said he still held the opinion ex-

pressed in his original report, that it would be
desirable to retain it. He should grieve beyond
anything if it were done away with. It would
have a serious effect upon his design, both inside
and outside, if they took it down, and if they
had anything in its place it would bo quite as
expensive. It was quite possible to restore it.

The meeting then terminated.
The works at the New Cathedral are steadily

advancing, imder Mr. James Bubb's (the clerk
of the works) directorship.

PARTICIPATION OF WORKMEIf IN
PROFITS.

A CONFERENCE, convened by the Com-
mittee of Clergy on "Trade Unions aud

the Church, " was held on Friday night in St.
John's Schools, Fisher-street, Red Lion-equare,
the question for discussion being "Is Leclaire's
system capable of adoption in England p " The
subject was introduced by Miss Hart in a paper
cm Lieclaire and the system he successfully carried
out, by which his workmen were made practically
fiartners in his business. The tomb of this
captain of industry, she said, bore the simple
epitaph "Leelaire, contractor and decorator;
bom 1801, died 1872; " but his monument must
be sought among the living. In the heart of
Paris might be seen the industrial partnership
he developed, growing each year more and mort
prosperous ; the workers, inspired by hope,
giving thorough, honest work, the old "hands"
oot cast off like worn- out old tools, but, the days
of labour ended, passing the closing years of Ufe
in peace and independence. The son of a poor
Tillage shoemaker, Edme Jean Leelaire was
taken from school at the age of ten. He earned
his living for seven years in the fields, then
started for Paris, and there apprenticed himself to
a honae-painter. In 1827 he set up in business
cm his own account, with a capital of £40, and
two years later got a contract to paint and glaze
seven bouses for £800. Acting on the principle
of giving high pay for good work, he paid 4s. 2d.
instead of the current rate of Ss. 4d. a day to his
men. The work was so well done that the first

stone of his fortune was laid. Adopting an idea
suggested to him by M. Fregier, he in 1842 made
a division of profits calculated on the earnings
of the previous year, and divided £475 among
44 men. Miss Hart then gave an account of
the various stages through which the system
ywnd until "la Maison Leelaire " was put on
Its present footing in 1809. The principle of
participation with Leelaire meant a great deal
more than " sharing profits "; it meant " sharing
responsibilities "—it meant the moral and social
uplifting of the wage-earning class—and he
brought the principle into operation in such a
form ai to make it constitute an education for
tb»<e brought under its influence. The noyau
BOW numbered 1.30, of whom 103 were skilled
workmen and 27 clerks. In answer to in-
quiries as to the conduct of the workmen members
ot the firm, who are subject to the decisions of a
"committee of conciliation," M. Robert had in-
formed her that from February 21, 1879, to July

23, ISSO, there were six cases of delinquency.
Two men, who had committed grave offences,

were punished by dismissal, and of the other four
delin<iuents, one received a warning, two were
visited with suspension respectively for five and
15 days, and the fourth for IS months. There
had been no case of drunkenness for several years.
This was in a firm with 900 workmen on the
books, in addition to the 103 constituting the
noyau. Leelaire left a fortune of £48,000, and
had divided among his men individually and
collectively £44,000. He removed the antagonism
bet ween capital and labour by creating a bond
of union between master and men. In 1880 the
returns of the firm were £100.000; £34,715 was
paid in wages, £6,400 in bonuses, and £3,200
was handed over to the workmen's mutual aid
society. Since 1842 there had been paid to the
benefit of the workmen £104,000. An instructive
discussion followed, in which representatives of
capital and labour spoke.

THE HERBERT EXHIBITION.

OF the vaiious exhibitions of pictures open to
the public, few probably will possess more

interest to the decorative artist than the Herbert
collection open at the Hanover Gallery, New
Bond-street. This collection includes the wall
painting intrusted to Mr. Herberi, R.A., shortly
to take its place on the wall of the Peers' Robing
Room, and is the second of the series of paint-
ings by this artist. It is intended to occupy
the space next to " The Delivery of the Law on
Mount Sinai." In the present fresco, the artist

has represented the boy prophet, Daniel, in the
aot of averting injustice against the innocent;
he is shown standing on the marble steps, and
demanding that the false elders who had ac-
cused Susanna, should be questioned separately.
The accusers are self- convicted ; one said she
was seen under a mastic tree, and the other th it

he saw her under a holm-tree. The painting de-
picts the two elders, one in the background found
guilty of falseness, and the other standing
in the j udgment place, held by the executioners,
while he has been convicted out of his own
mouth. The boy Daniel, in a garment of rose
colour and green, is the centre figure, and points
with a frown on his countenance to the guilty
man, while Susanna, in white robes, on the left

side, is standing in a devout attitude, her eyes
cist upwards, while the scribes on both sides
are sho wn perplexed at the result. The other
figures which crowd the canvas are subordinate
to these groups, and the painter has skilfully

concentrated interest on the leading actors in
the scene. The condemned elder, pallid and
terror-stricken, in the hands of the executioners,
is thrown into shade, while beyond, the market-
place is thronged with people, heedless of the
scene going on. Mr. Herbert has been happy
in the architectural background, where the
palace, with its colonnades and terraces, are de-
picted, and the only hesitation we feel is in
accepting the key of pale colouring adopted, which
must, however, be judged by the circumstances
which have controlled the painter. Deeper tones
would have been fatal to the subject, aud the
scanty light available had to be made the most
of by light delicate tints. The predominant
colours are red, green, and blue in the draperies,
but these are well harmonised. The other great
picture exhibited, "Moses Bringing Down the
Second Tables of the Law," is full of expression
and action in the figure groups, but the compo-
sition is more scattered and less masterly. There
are several other pictures painted by Mr. Herbert,
the owners of which have lent them for this ex-
hibition. " The Procession of Brides of Venice,"
" Trial of the Seven Bishops, 1688," some fine
landscapes of Hampstead, painted in 1861, anda
number of other Scriptural subjects, executed
many years ago, will be looked upon with
interest.

St. Margaret's Church, Durham, is to be re-
opened on Monday next, after restoration, reseat-
ing, and enlargement. Mr. Hodgson Fowler has
beeu the architect, and Mr. G. Bailes, the
builder.

A maritime sailors' rest ia about to be bu'lt at
Point Law, Aberdeen. It will bo constructed of
corrugated iron, lined and furnished with inodorous
felt ani dressed pine. Tbe tender of Messrs. A. J.
Young an 1 Co., engineers and contractors, Man-
chester, has been accepted for the shell at £207 lOf.,

and it will bo furnished by local firms.

BuilMtts lutclUfimct.

Attleboko'.—On the 2Sth ult., the fine old
church of St. Peter, Attleboro', Northampton-
shire, was reopened by the very Rev. Lord
Alweyn Compton, Dean of Worcester. The
church, which is one of great interest and
beauty, has been v?ry carefully restored, and
" The story of the Restoration" is ably told in
a pamphlet of some seventeen pages, by the Rev.
Tnomas Grabham, the rector. The whole of
the roofs are new, and the whole of the seating,
which is of oak, is a can f ul reproduction of the
old. In the chaucel the old stalls, with miserere,
have been repaired and refixed. The body of
the church has been restored by the parishioners
at a cojt of £2,500 ; the chancel, by the
Marquis of Bristol, at a cost of £500. The
architect was Mr. Peacock, of London, the
builders, Messrs. Henson, of Finedon, North-
amptonshire.

BiEjtiNQHAM.—The new church of St. Alban
the Martyr, in Conybs re- street, was opened on
Tuesday week. The style is an English type of
Early Thirteenth Century Gothic freely treated.
The plan is cruciform, and consists of a nave
and aisles, 32ft. long and 52ft. wide internally,

the width of the nave itself being 23ft. 6in.
;

western portico ; north and south transepts,
17ft. wide, opening into aisles and eastern bay
of nave. The chancel is same width as nave,
and 48ft. loug to the extremity of the apsidal
termination, and is surrounded by an ambula-
tory. South of chancel is a chapel 30ft. long
and 18 ft. wide. The northern arm of the tran-
sept has an eastern aisle lift. Gin. wide. East of
this is the organ-chamber, to the north of which
vestry accommodation is provided. The west
front contains a row of five lancets surmounted
by a wheel windo A', nearly 16ft. diameter
across. The western bay of the south aisle is the
lower portion of the tower, now carried up
some 2oft., but which is designed to rise about
125ft., and crowned by a small square spire

rising to a total height of 170ft. The church is

built of local red bricks, specially made of a
smaller size than usual. The walls inside are
partially faced with stone and partially with the
same red bricks, the more prominent parts and
the vaulted ceiling being all of stone. Bath-
stone is used for all dressings, both inside and
outside. The roofs are covered with plain red
tiles. The floor is laid with wood-block floor-

ing, and the passage-ways with red tiles. The
church is seated with chairs. Mr. J. L. Pear-
son, R.A., of LDndon, is the architect, and the
work has been superintended by Mr. N. W.
Vickers. Mr. Shillitoe, of Doneaster, was the
builder.

Chibeock.—The parish-church of St. Giles,

Chideook,ha3 been renovated, under the direction

of Mr. G. R, Crickmay, ofWeymouth, thediocesan
architect. All, save the chancel part, is now
complete. The building is in the main Perpen-
dicular Gothic, and consists of nave, south aisle,

and porch, north transeptal chapel, chancel, and
an embattled tower. The aisle and nave are
divided by a good arcade of four bays, which was
upwards of 12 inches out of the perpendicular.
This has been put straight, a modern vestry
has been removed, and the gallery has followed
it. Mr. Beer, of Wareham, was the builder.

The floors are of Purbeck stone, bordered with
black and red tiles, supplied by Messrs. Carter
and Co., of Poole. The chancel arch has been
widened and heightened. The stone carving
and sculptured figures are by Mr. Harry Hems,
of Exeter. The oak seating has been re-fixed.

Mr. Cooper was the contractor's foreman during
the works in hand. The cost up to the present

is about £1,500.

London Technical College.—Prince Leopold,

on Tuesday week, laid the first stone of the City
and Guilds of London Technical College, Fins-

btrry, a building adjoining the Cowper-street
Schools. The new college will be a plain building,

in the Classical style. It will contain 32 roonis,

comprising a large laboratory, two lecture-

theatres, class-rooms fifed with appliances for

teaching various branches of physics, chemistry,

and mechanics, rooms for drawing, professors'

rooms, workshops, an engine-room, and clerks'

offices. The cost of the building and fittings is

estimated at £20,000 or £25,000. The central

building is to be at South Kensington, in the

neighbourhood of the museums. The building
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at Finabury, of which the first stono was laid on
May 10th, is designed to meet the special re-

quirements of the City. Mr. Clifton is the
architect and Mr. Peto the builder.

» ^M I

ABCHITECTURAL Sc AROH.3:OIiOQICAIi
SOCIETIES.

Society of Antiuuaeies of Scotland.—At
the monthly meeting of this Society, held on
Monday, a paper was read on undescribcd cup-
marked stones in the neighbourhood of Inver-
ness, by Mr. William Jolly, H.M. Inspector of

Schools, Inverness. They are all found on the
south shores of the Moray Firth, within a radius
of twenty miles of Inverness. The carvings are

generally of the simplest type, figured by the
late Sir J. Y. Simpson in his work on archaic
sculpturings—viz., plain shallow cups of vary-
ing size, sometimes surrounded by single rings,

and occasionally with connecting gutters. Some
are connected with larger hollow basins carved
in the stone. They are mostly on sandstone,
but occasionally in harder and unstratified

atones. The number of cups on single stones
varies from one to one hundred and thirteen.

They occur on stones connected with standing
circles and with chambered cairas, and on sepa-
rate monoliths ; and for the first time in Scot-
land these sculpturings liave been discovered in
connection with churchyards, in which they
have been utilised for monuments and grave-
stones. Mr. Jolly described with great minute-
ness of detail a large number of cup-marked
stones which are associated with chambered
cairns at Clava, Culbirnie, and Corriemony, a

still larger number associated with stone circles,

or carved on the stones composing the circle,

examples of which occur at Gask and Tordar-
roch in Strathnaim, at Kiltarlity, near Beauly,
&c. At Little Urchany, near Cawdor, Mr. Jolly
found several cup-markings on a granite mono-
lith forming one of the stones of a circle. JIany
were found on isolated stones. The largest of
these is a stone called Clachmore, at Culnakirk,
Glen Urquhart. It is IGft. long, above Oft.

broad, with an average thickness of 1ft., and
has on its upper surface no fewer than 113 cups,

20 of which are from 2i to l^in. diameter, and
from ^in. to l^in. in depth, many of them being
oinited by distinct grooves. Other stones simi-
larly marked, though the markings are fewer in

number, were dcsciibed from Clava, Moniack
Castle, and at Kirkton, Bunchrew, which had
been brought from Rhynie, Aberdeenshire.
The most remarkable fact ascertained by Mr. Jolly
was the occurrence of these cup-marked stones
in several of the churchyards of the district, as
in the old churchyard of Barevan, at Cawdor

;

in Braeclich churchyard, near Fort-George sta-

tion ; in the churchyard of Dunlichity, and in

that of Glonconvith, near Beauly. Other cupped
stones, like St. Columba's Font at Abriochan,
seemed to have been originally eoclesia-stical,

and one at Dunlichity was used within the
memory of persons living as a baptismal font.

Drawings of no fewer than 65 stones of these
various classes were exhibited. In connection
with Mr. Jolly's paper the Rev. Dr. Joass, of
Golspie, sent for exhibition to the meeting a
•cast of a cup-marked stone recently found at

Dunrobin , and stated that he only knew of iive

such stones in Sutherland.

YoEKSniEE Aechitectueai, Society. — The
annual meeting of this society was held on
Tuesday week, the Rev. J. R. Lunn, in the
unavoidable absence of the Dean, in the chair.

Mr. G. Hodgson Fowler, F.S.A., of Durham,
had prepared a paper on Salton Church, which,
in his absence, was read by the local treasurer,

fialton church appeared to have been erected
about the year 1100, but there was no record of
the date. Early in the 13th century the build-
ing was greatly damaged by fire, but was
restored on a grander scale, and in the 15th
century other improvements were carried out in
the edifice. At the Reformation the old church
jsuffered during the change from certain ill-

advised alterations. Having noted the reno-
vating work effected in 1639, the writer pro-
ceeded to give a general idea of the history and
state of the building, describing its main
features. The Rev. G. Rowe next read a paper
on " Walter Giffard, Archbishop of York, a.d.
1266—1279." The Rev. J. R. Lunn read a
paper on Marton-cum-Grafton Church, which
he described, statiog that it was of 12th-century
architecture. It was repaired and altered in

1722. Probably it was dedicated to St. Michael
and All Angels. In the demolition of the old
fabric to build a new church several interesting
antiquarian discoveries were made, which had
been carefully preserved. The new church was
an example of as conservative a restoration as
could well be met with.

BlBMINOIIAit AECniTECrUEAL ASSOCIATION.

—

An ordinary meeting was held on Tuesday
evening, the 10th inst., at the Rooms, Queen's
College, under the presidency of Mr. R. B.
Morgan, chairman of the Association. A vote
of thanks was accorded to Messrs. Wood and
Kendriok, architects, of West Bromwich, for
conducting the members over the Kew Mission
Church of St. Michael and All Angels, on
Saturday, the 30th ult. A paper on "Renais-
sance Architecture," was read by Mr. Oliver
Essex. After the paper a discu.s8ion took place,

and a hearty vote of thanks was presented to
Mr. Essex.

A Hundred Thonsand Replies and Liettera

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
The National Galleey.—Mr. Coope, on Friday

last, asked whether the Government was prepared
to carry out the further extension of the buildings
of the National Gallery, for which plans were pre-
pared some years since by Mr. Barry, so as to pro-
vide sufficient space not only for those paintmga
already in the possession of the nation, but also for
such additions as might be made from time to time
by gift or bequest. Lord F. Cavendish : No appli-
cation has been received from the Trustees of the
National Gallery for further space. There is,

therefore, no present intention on the part of the
Government to propose a further extension of the
buildings of the National Gallery. Mr. Coope said
in consequence of the noble Lord's answer he would
give notice that on going into Committee of Supply
he would move that it is desirable that immediate
steps be taken to carry out the further additions to
the National Gallery which wtre necessary to
provide for the present collection, and for future
additions.

Memoeials IN Westminsteb.—Mr. Macdonald,
on Monday, asked the Financial Secretary to the
Treasury whether it was true, as stated in the
public journals, that the fees paid to the Dean and
Chapter of Westminster Abbey for permission to
erect a monument therein to the late Earl of Bea-
consfleld would amount to about £400 ; and, if so,

whether those fees would be the private emolument
of the Dean and of the members of the Chapter, or
to what purpose they were applied. Lord F.
Cavendish : In answer to an inquiry which I have
made into the statement quoted by my hon. friend,
I have been informed that there are no fees what-
ever paid to the Dean and Chapter for monuments
erected at the public expense. Any fees for
private monuments are expended entirely on the
suppoit of the fabric, and no portion whatever goes
to the private emolument of the Dean or of any
member of the Chapter. I am obliged to my hon.
friend for asking me this questisn, and thus
enabling me to remove an entirely erroneous mis-
conception on the subject.

Cement MANtTFACTUEES.—Mr. Warton, on Mon-
day, asked the President of the Local Government
Board whether he could state the number of work-
people employed by cement manufacturers in

England ; and whether any complaints had been
received by the Local Government Board from in-
habitants of parishes where cement works were
carried on. Mr. Dodson: I have no information
as to the number of workpeople employed in

cement works ia England ; but as far as I have been
able to ascertain there are altogether between 100
and 150 of such works. The Local Government
Board have not, so far as I am aware, received any
formal complaints from sanitary authorities where
these works are carried on ; but complaints were
made by residents before the Eoyal Commission,
and the Board themselves have received complaints
of the injurious effects of these works from persons
affected by them, and notably from the pilots and
others interested in the traffic of the River
Thames.

Wyoliffe Baptist Chapel, King's-road, Beading,
was opened for worship on Wednesday week. It

is Bygantine in style, and the plan is that of an
oblong, with the angles rounded off internally.

The chief part is of red and grey bricks, with
moulded bnck dressings, and a portico in CorsehiU

stone. The chapel seats, including a gallery sur-

rounding three sides, 600 persons, and the cost has
been £3,600. Mr. W. Eavenscroft, of Reading,

was the architect, and Mr. Charles Filewood, of

the same town, the builder.

A new exhibition gallery is being erected at the

British Museum for H.M. Office of Works. Messrs.

MoLachlan and Sous are the contractors.
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C0rresp0ttlitttct

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ACADEMY.
To the Editor of the Buildino News.

SiE,—In your last number, a correspondent

objects to the style of getting up architectural

drawings as exhibited at the Royal Academy.
From his opening paragraph, I would infer that

he is not an architect by profession. He com-
pares, I consider, very unfairly the architectural

drawings with the paintings and other w^orks

exhibited there. It is to bo remembered that

architecture labours under the di-advantage,
when compared with those, that it alone is repre-

sented by unfinished work : the real exhibition

of architecture is to bo found in the buildings

themselves. To compare the arts fairly in the

exhibition of the Academy, painting should bo
represented by the first sketches, which in many
cases are in monochrome or charcoal ; and
sculpture by the first sketches or models in clay

on a small scale. Again, granting that it is

possible to represent the buildings in a more
artistic manner with colour, can it be expected
that if the architects have their eyes and hands
so practised to extcute them thus, they would
also be able to have that thorough knowledge
of the practical work which is more im-
portant P The Academy at present, and I
consider rightly, gives a preference to those
drawings executed by the arcliitects themselves,
showing that the employment of professional

artists for getting up perspectives is discouraged.
This was the method generally adopted only a
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few yean ago, and is still used amongst a cer-

tain clam of arohitects for competition purposes,

plenty of colour and bad drawing being the

rule. Since a large proportion of the drawings

exhibited in architecture at the K.A. are com-

petition works, it is to be hoped the old method
will not revive, a largo amount of fraud being

perpetrated by n presenting the building

materials of colours different to those Intended

to be used, of introducing skies, foro and back-

grounds not in keeping with cur climate, aud in

general inreprtsentinginthe drawing a harmony
or contrast of colour which oould not be found

in the real thing. The artistic and honest

water-colour drawings of Mr. A. Waterhouse
and a few other architects are not to be classed

with these : they are neither made for purposes

of competition nor deception, but are such as I

believe your correspondent would like to see

general. This should not be the case, for though
good in themselves, they would lead to that

style for competition work which has already

been condemned.
It should be remembered that more and

better colour has been used in architecture

with the use of simple black and white for

the perspective drawings, and colour thould be
more surely felt in the building than in its

representation. Further the use of black and
white has brought in the use of truer and better

drawing, andmany, so far from being "lifeless,"

are so good that the majority of exhibitors in

painting would fail to equal them were they to

try. Since the days of Albert Diirer, no artist,

on the authority of some, has been equal to Mr.
K. Korman Shaw in drawing with black and
white, and he, though the best, is only one of

several, whose productions do not deserve such
an epithet.—I am, &c., H.M.

THE ROYAIi ACADEMY AND ITS
TEACHING.

Sni,—Averygreat deal has been said at different

times about the Royal Academy ; but, perhaps,
no one has said anything better, or more en-
couraging, than did President Leighton the other

evening at the annual dinner. Not to dwell on
his kindly notice of those whom death has taken
away—for none, it is certain, are spared : the

high and the low, the wise and the simple, those

who are successful, and those who utterly fail,

all disapjJtar in their turn. None were for-

gotten—and I would but add a word to what the
President said about William Burgee. It is

certain that no more enthusiastic lover of art and
"Mediseval" architecture existed, or exists.
" Gothic " architecture was in him, and had
he risen suddenly from the midst of the
Middle Ages, he could hardly have been more of a
"Goth" than he was. I often battled with
him on this theme, aud urged the impossibility

of reviving a dead style of architecture in the

way now attempted, as that of the revival of a
dead language. As simply a teaching element,

all is well enough. In this he agreed, and I feel

quite sure that no better way of keeping in

grateful remembrance an enthusiastic artist could

be devised than in the judicious and the thought-
ful carrying out of Sir Frederick Leighton'

s

Academy School plans and suggestions. I
would, therefore, by way of in memoriam, say a
few words about thus new plan, and would plead
for a little alteration in its terms. On this sub-
ject, practically, of this programme of the new
Academy School, as sketched out by the President,
how much might be said ? As a painter, he will

not refuse the aid, in words, at least, of any who
have been occupied with practical work, and in
concert with those who, nowaday;, do the actual
work of art, and certainly of architecture. I

may fairly say I have had some little personal ex-
perience, and have given the whole subject more
than ordinary thought. There are broadly three
subject-matters for consideration—Architecture,
Sculpture, and "Decorative" (if we may use
the term in place of a better) Painting, or miii-ul

painting, as Sir Frederick Leighton put it. It
18 impossible to do justice to so vast a theme in
few words, so that I would confine my remarks
at the moment to Sculpture, in the Academy
sense of the term, and to this would add carvimj

in its areliitectural sense. To leave the Academy
School for a moment. It is well-nigh impossible
to witness a more melancholy sight, or to con-
template a more sad waste of time, than is to be
seen, on any daj, than that of the many indus-
trious students in the British Museum, and other
places, spending, as they do, so many, many taken.

hours, and days, and even weeks, in the elabo-

rate, and_never-to-be-finished "stippled" draw-
ings of the many antique statues, from the

famous "Torso," to othersof them, which would
seem hardly worthy of so much, aud such close

copying. In not a few cases, this costly

draughtsmanship resolves itself into the simple

trouble of covering so much paper sxirface with
with one even chalk tint—the very outlines of

the limbs at times almost forgotten, in the work
of getting an even chalk- covered surface. Surely

this must be a mistake ; for what is the final

object of the would-be and future sculptor,

but not only to know, in detail, a something of

the human form, but to be able to render it in

the round, as it is sometimes termed—to model
it, as recommended by the President— and,

finally, to cut it out of the solid block of stone

or marble ? It is but the means to an end, or

rather the learning to do a somewhat towards
the realisation of that end. But oven if success-

ful, at what a cost of time and trouble, and how
entirely different from the way of work of those

who themselves brought into existence those very

antique figures themselves, and from which we
get, or are supposed to get, so much instruction

and inspiration. All know what this method is,

and all must have seen it iu action, and must
seen the results of it. Is there no better plan, I

would ask, and if there be, would it not be
worthy of trial, in a school so famous as that of

the Royal Academy ? I have had, it is true, but
a limited and fhort experience of a plan of doing
this work altogether different from this, and
from the Academy art system as proposed. It

certainly succeeded even beyond expectation,

though so little of it. The student, or work-
man, in the first place, made a measured draw-
ing, full size, if possible, in outline of the object,

whatever it might be, with only just so much of

"shading" as to render the drawing more em-
phatic, and more full of instruction, in the act

of rendering it. He then went to work on the

actual stone block itself, and made a copy, as far

as his power over the material, and his aptitude

in the use of hammer and chisel went, atd could

carry him. But details only can, perhaps, be
undertaken first—as the head, or the arm, or the

foot of a figure, or a single acanthus leaf, or a
patera from the antique, or a bit of Gothic de-

tail from a cathedral doorway—all, bo it observed,

genuine work, and unrestored work, for this

last fearful process of restoration blots out and
cuts away bodily, and washes out, the very im-
press of the hand and mind of the artist-

workman who created the original work. This
was not, it is true, the old way of work, either

in Antique or in Gothic days ; but it needs must
be so in our own, for we nowadays live entirely

in and on the copying of the past, and do but
reproduce what those who have gone before have
set us to copy.

I would, with aU possible respect, commend
this plan to the consideration of President
Leighton, and his brother Academicians ; they
will find it on trial succeed past their expecta-
tions. My own experience was, it is true, so

short, as to be hardly worth the citing ; but the
little I could venture on augurtd the best for the
student, actually producing in his efforts to

copy the model before him, archaic work, and a
something real as a test of his power. I have
supposed here that the student is a novice, both
in drawing and sculpture, and has to acquire
both, so that it must depend on the instructor to

say when he may with advantage leave the
paper, and go onto the "round." The Presi-
dent urged the modelling in clay. I can but
hopo that he will reconsider this item. I can
assure him that it is not only useless, but takes
up the time which might be so profitably spent on
the stone, or wood itself. In a hasty moment,
and to realise a fine thought, this clay may do
its work in the hands of a Michael Angelo ; but
in feeble hands it but serves the worst of pur-
poses—it hands over the real work, the work on
the stone block, to the mere manipulative work-
man, and to those working with their hands only.

It serves but to perpetuate that bane of the day
and hour—the art-manufacturing mode of art-

production now seen everywhere ; but it should
not be within the walls of the Royal Academy
itself.

There is one other consideration here which
must not be forgotten, and it is that the models,
whatever they may be— whether figures, or
foliage, or ornament—must be fairly representa-
tive of the antique objects from which they are

A fine plaster cast of the Torso, simply

oiled, to give it colour, is all but as good for the

purposes of the student and copyist as the marble
original itself ; but once cover this with coatings

of paint or wash, all the real life and the genius
in it simply vanishes ! The haudwniting of the

artist workman of it disappears, and its great

teaching power and inspiration as the work tf

such is gone. Goodanduntampored-with models
for study would seem to be all- essential. I say
this, in all earnestness, in face of the fearful

work now going on at the British Museum and
South Kensington, where all the "antiques"
are going through a process, I presume to be
systematically repeated, of washing and cleaning

with strong alkalied water, scrubbed into the

marble or stone by rough hands, and all but
taking the marble surface, as well as the " dirt,"

as it is called, clean away from the object so

operated on. All the colour—the antique colour

—

goes, too, at the same time ; and it would be very
difficult to find out a way better calculated to

take all the " art-life," if I may coin a term out

of the object so operated on. It is truly a cruel,

new, and thoroughly modem device !

One word more, if I may say it, out of many.
I have the most pleasant remembrances of the
Royal Academy. I was there with the clever

painter Millais, who promises every now and then
so much— shall I say it?— a somethingreally great,
and would jtist allude to it for the purpose of

asking the President, who tells us that he in-

tends to personally interest himself in the new
work, why he wi6he3 with his council to limit

the time of the studentship from seven to six

years. Whom can this gratify or benefit? All

must have been right glad to hear that the time
had been extended to ten years, at the least, or

even longer ; for what artist is there -who is not
a student and a learner, to the very end of his

life ? or who is there who, having been a learner

within the Academy walls docs not wish, now and
then, to see it and its art treasures again, if but
for an hour ; to catch again a glimpse of the Torso
of the Vatican, or the Fighting Gladiator, or

the full volume of the Liber Studiorum, and not
a few other things not to be seen or got at else-

where? How much, indeed, might the Royal
Academy yet do for art and for artists without
in any way damaging or lessening itself in the
world's estimation, not, perhaps, by the follow-

ing the common and beaten roadsalways, but by
the showing to the outer world that there arc

others and untrodden ones ?

C. Bbuce Axlen.

QUANTITIES.
SiE,—The inclosed is a copy of a letter I have

just written to a client as to the present debated
subject of quantities ; which, if of use to others,

is at your service.—I am, &c.,

J. P. Sedbojj.

1, Queen Anne's Gate, May IC.

1, Queen Anne's Gate.
16 May, 18S1.

IN BE "quantities."
Dear Sir,—I advise you, 1st, to have quantities for

your proposed work taken out, aa it is necessary in such a

case as yours.
2nd. To pay a fair price for them in consideration o{

the work done in preparing them, and not for assuming
any responsibility as their correctness

,

3rd. Xo accept that responsihility yourself, and to let

them be made a part of the contract, for to throw the
responsihilily on the contractor is unjust, as, practically,

he has to swallow them whole, having no means of test.-

ing them, unless, of course, in his contract he makes pro-

vision for the risk j and to throw them on the quantity

surveyor is equally unjust, unless he be paid proportion-

ately for taking that risk.

4th , Employ a quantity surveyor in whom you can place

confidence, or direct me to do so, and believe me to be,

yours faithfully, Jou.v P. Skddos.

THE FIEE IN THE HAYMARKET, CIVIL
SERVICE CO - OPERATIVE SOCIETY'S
STORES.
SiE,—I have to ask you to kindly insert the fol-

lowing reply to Mr. Thomas Verity's letter in

to-day's BuiLDiNa News, which will end my part

in this correspondence.
That Mr. "Verity should have drawn such an ob-

viously erroneous inference from my remarks in

your previous number on the above subject I most
sincerely regret.

My letter was simply written for the purpose of

gaining more information upon a somewhat va^ue
portion of an otherwise interesting and instructive

article ; which information is most kindly tendered

iu the remarks advanced to-day by Messieurs Verity

aud Max am Ende.
I should like to be allowed to elucidate, briefly,

how I ai rived at the result stated in my last.

From the subjoined plan, which plan formed the
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basisof my computation, it will be seen that I get

a sectional area of 70 square inches, and the break-
ing weight, assuming the length of stanchion (as I

unhappily did) to be 10 feet, will be 27 tons per

square inch of section. These results now multi-

plied one by the other, and divided by the universal

safety factor 10, will give the result I previously

adduced—viz., safe load for such stanchions, 20-3

tons each.

After this explanation, Sir, there appear two
duties that commend themselves to my mind as

devolving imperatively upon Mr. Verity.

First, to admit that he is mistaken as to the real

gist and purport of my remarks in dogmatically
affirming that "Mr. Hurley ironically suggests"
anything.

Second, to withdraw the said uncalled-for and
infelicitous phrase.— I am, &c.,

Alfbed C. Htjeley.
4, Cumberland-terrace, Lloyd-square, W.C.,

May 13.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW THE GREAT.
SiE,—In your reporter's account of the meeting

of the Conference of Architects at this church, he,

in error, attributed the restoration which took
place in 1864 to our firm. The work was done
under the joint superintendence of Professor T.
Hayter Lewis and the late Mr. Slater, and it was
through our connection with the former at that

time that we were enabled to exhibit the working
drawings and describe the repairs at that time
executed.—W'e are, (Sec,

Peeey and Eeed.
9, John-street, Adelph', London, W.C.
May 17.

CHIPS.
The memorial stone of a new mission-room in

connection with the Leeds pariah-church was laid

in St. Peter's-square on Saturday afternoon. The
new premises will include a schoolroom, 62ft. by
30ft., entered from St. Peter's-square, and two
class-rooms, each 21ft. by 13ft. The style is Early
Gothic ; the walls are of pressed brick, with stone

dressings, a carved panel representing the Good
Shepherd occupying a promiuent position in the

west front. The interior of the mission-room will

be of pressed brick, with an open timber roof, and
will provide accommodation for 260 worshippers.
The architect is Mr. C. R. Chorley, 15, Park-row,
Leeds.

Messrs. Robt. Boyle and Son are at present
applying their complete system of ventilation and
air-pump ventilators to Knowsley Hall, Lord
Derby's seat, in Lancashire.

A brass eagle lectern has just been placed in St.

Peter's Church, Mansfield. It was manufactured
by Messrs. Jones and Willis, of London and Bir-
mingham.

A new te'escope-gasholder, having a capacity of

200,000 cubic feet, is about to be erected at the
Torquay gas-works, from the plans of Messrs.
Willey and Co., gas-engineers, Exeter.

Mr. Mirsh, clerk of works at the Cumberland
County Industrial School, was last week elected

surveyor to the local board of Cockermouth, at a
Silary of £80 a year.

The Plumstead surveyorship is vacant by the
retirement of Mr. P. P. Thorne, of Lee. We
understand that the local committee, to whom the
matter is referred, will recommend the appoint-
ment of a gentleman at £200 a year, to include his

whole services, and that applications will be
received up to June 4. An advertisement will pro-
bably appear in this paper next week, giving
particulars.

A tine art exhibition is to be opened at Plymouth,
in St. Andrew's Hall, and a temporary building
adjoining, lUOft. by 40ft., on Monday next. The
entries have been very numerous, the catalogue ex-
tsndiog to 100 pages.

KnUrc0mmunicuti0n»

QUESTIONS.
[6504.]—Strength ofCement Concrete Beams,

&c.—Do any correct diita exist fur cstimatinff the trans-
verse strcng-th of cement concrete beiims or slabs, in the
samo way as the strength of iron or wood beams niay bo
calculated ?—N. C.

[6505.]—Sanitary.—I have a cast-iron external soil-
pipe fixed in a chase. At the top end of this is a lead
elbow which connects a P-trap of w.c. I wish to venti-
late the suil-pipo by connecting a zinc pipe to the lead
elbow, which zinc pipe I propose carrying- up above the
roof. I should be glad to heir from some of your able
correspondents whether zinc is a metal suitable for the
purpose— !.«., wilUt wiihstand the sewer-gas for a reason-
able time !—R.

[65:^.]—Seventeenth-Century Work. - What
name would correcily apply to a countiy house built
between the years 16G2 and 1670 T Is it too late to be
called Jacobean, or would Stuart be the better term!
Aud what would be the chief characteristics of a house
erected at that period by a rich Cavalier ! I have con-
sulted Ferguason, Stevenson, Roger Smith, and Sir E.
Beekett, and they all skip from Uueen Elizabeth (Had-
don Hall, WoUaton, &c.) to Sir Christopher Wren and
the Classical revival in the 18th century, leaving conjee**
ture to till the gap. The names ^f any manor-house or
houses erected during the reign of Charles II. would be
welcome. Would their characteristics be very unlike
those of Elizabeth or James I.—of Holland House for
eximple? And were tlie interior arrangements like those
of Elizabeth's time, when the chief feature was the great
hall, with its dai's, minstrels' gallery, and carved screen,
and the living rooms and chief saloons were not on the
ground-floor, but at tlie head of a flight of stairs, or was
the hall as now, merely a secondary feature, with the sit-

ting-rooms symmetrically disposed to right and left of it,

and on the ground-floor T And was the quadrangle
or I I shape still prevalent, or were bouses built in a
simple square I An answer to these queries would greatly
oblige—A Student.

[65*J7.]-The Midland Station Roof. St. Pan-
eras.—Any information as to the cost of this will be
highly appreciated by-EjiaaYo Bmqinekb.

[6508.]—Preserving Half-Timber "Work.-

1

Am just about to erect some half timber gables, and want
the timber a duU black, without the gloss that black
paint would have. I should be glad if any of your readers
can give mo a recipe for the above that would both pre-
serve the timber and give the effect I require ?—Luscua.

[6509.]—"Wood Floors.-Writer would be pleased
to know, through the replies of your valuable paper, as
to which is considered the best kind (and sizes) of solid
wood block floor for ground floor of school buildings

;

Q.Uo best mode of laying same. Also to know the best
mode of constructing wood floor of one pair floor school,
80 as to be sound-proof.—T. K.

[6510.]— Interest on Contract Sums. — If a
builder undertakes a very large contract on a schedule of
prices, payment to be made on the certificate ot the sur-
veyor, and is kept out of largesumsof tjioney for several
months at a time in consequence of the works not haviug
been measured up, can he claim the interest, representing
in this case, say, £4,000 at 5 per cent., from his client, or is

the surveyor liable? The fees are paid half by the
builder and half by client. The builder has frequently
complained to client of the hardship of being underpaid,
and the client has remoastrated with surveyor from
time to time about delay in measuiing up for certificates.
—Scot.

[6462.]—Floor 40ft. Span.—One of your corre-
spondents in "Intercommuuicdtion" asks how to con--
struct a room 40ft. wide, 70ft. long, without columns, and
with bedrooms and trussed roof above. I suppose the
space below the room is divided in some way so that he
can get supports for girders to carry the floor, and the
floor above, with tlie partitions, could be very well carried
by making the roof trusses of extra strength, and hang-
ing floor partitions and all from them by means of iron
rods carried down between the studs. This is a common
construction with us.—Yankhe, Boston, U.S.A.

[6475.] — Advantages of Centrolineads. —
" W. M.** is mistaken when he says "Hugh McLaehlan
has evidently never used a centrolinead,'* though he
might be right in the latter part of hia reply. If he is

right, I should feel obhged with further explanations
from himself and others. '*T. D," and " W. M." agree
that a centrolinead works either right hand or left by re-
versing the arms, '* E. C. T.," on the other hand, says
** every centrolinead works either right-hand or left-hand
without reversing the arms. Occasionally two may be
needed, and one will often serve for both setting it by one
edge for one hand and by the other edge for the other
hand." I have two centruUneads, and at present use

one for vanishing points on the right hand and the other
for those on the left. It is certainly the simplest to my
way of thinking. Have given a little time to experiment-
ing to see if I could work the results mentioned by
'*T. D.," **W. M," and " E. C. T.," but at present
without success. Supposiog the arms can be reversed, I
believe the brass threads of the screws must be either in-
jured or, perchance, will not fit, the holes and slots not
corresponding exactly enough when altered from their

first position ; you may also so reverse the arras or the
instrument that the drawing edges are not in their propiT
place. Fossibly I have not loarot how to reverse the
arms to work properljr on both hands) if so, would like the
explanation how it is done with diagram. ** K. C. T."
is plainer when ho says "one" centrolinead "will often
serve for both setting it by one edge for one hand, and
by the other for the other liand . " I find it is so, but the
lines drawn by the edge b are Mightly inaccurate, as they
are only parallel with those approaching the vanishing-
point ; this can be f<mnd by experiment, the error is there
although slight, and the further off the vanishing-point
the less the error, so that often it might be passed over.
It is also a waste of time to alter one centrolinead every
now and then to suit various vanishing-points. What I
know of the centrolinead at present is derived from ex*
Eerience only, I can only make one work properly on both
anils by working one of those upside down. The Editor

is kind enough t) allow us the "Intercommunication*'
columns to assist one another and often to criticiee and
discuss the question so that the truth is elicited ; if I am
still wrong I am ready to learn what is right should any-
one be kindenou'jh to show myself and others who may
be ignorant. It is pleasing to see by the discussions in
the replies of these columns how much interest is now
taken in them compared with a few years ago, when the
replies were very few in number.—Huuii McLaciilan.

[6481.1-Brick Stains.—The stains mentioned by
"J. H. H." are to be seen not only in brickwork, but
also stonework. I believe there is nothing better than to
leave time to work its own remedy. The stains appear to
be caused by the drying of good stone lim-i mortar, the
water drawing out with it an eifiorescence resembling
that caused by the salt in sea-sind when used in mortar.
Possibly it is the same chemical production in both cases,

and, as I have never seen it in bad brickwork when the
mortar is made of river or pit-^and, look upon it as a good
sign rather than otherwise. Many hold that stronger
work is obtained by using sea instead of river or pit-sand

;

but when sea-sand is used the stains are likely to reaT>-

pear continually, notwithstanding washing of the sand.
I should say in the case of '* J. H. H." leave it alone,
the stain is a sign of good work, and will in the course of
a year or so disappear.-Hugu McLachlak.

[6482 ] — Building Construction. — There are
several works on this subject. Tarn's " Science of Build-
ing" is a theoretical work of first-class character, it goes,
however, a little more into mathematics than the preface
would lead you to suppose. I, however, questi&n whether
construction can be properly understood without. David-
goa's smail work on " Building Construction," published
by Casaell, Fetter, and Galpin, is not to be recommended.
Dobson's "Art of Buildiog," in Wealc's series, is a good
work, for practical knowledge about the best I know of,

though sometimes a little faulty in theory, Dempsey'a
" Builder'd Guide " has also good practical information,
it is larger than the others, with plenty of cuts, at parts
behind the age. Other works on the subject have been
brought out by Sir Edmund Beckett aud George Robson,
these I have not studied.—Hugh McLachlan.

[64S7.] — Valuations of Property. — " Young
Valuer's" want is one generally experienced by all

young Burvayors. The fact is, there is no book published
giving the information required. Tarbuck's little trea-
tise on "House Property" may be consulted, but, as a
rule, surveyors have to pick up the routine of report-
making in the oflice. Each valuer has usually his own
forms, and there is no rule to follow in the framing of
report-s, further than that they should be clearly and con-
cisely worded.— G. H. G.

[6 ISO.]—Examinations in Buildin? Line and
Architecture.—"Builder and Architect" had better
make up his mind which of these businesses he is

desirous of following. He cannot well do both, as they
are distinct occupations. If he goes in for architecture,

he had better write for the particulars and syllabus of the
examination established by the Institute of British

Architects, and devote hims^f to the studiea required.-
G. H. G.

[64SD.1—Examination in Buildln? Line and
Architecture.—" W. M." need not be so hard on the
querist who styles himself "Builder and Architect," To
hurt the feelings of anyone is uncharitable, and " W. M."
does not answer in any way the query put, therefore he
might have kept quiet. I believe that until this century
the business of builder and architect have been combined
in the same individual, even in this some most important
works have been thus carried out, tliat the old plan has
not yet died out in the provinces whence I suppose querist

is and also that in some European countries it still remains
without any division whatever. On the other hand I do
not think there is any man of note in Britain who com-
bines what are now known as two separate businesses,

though some noted architecta have commenced their busi-

ness-life in a builder's workshop or oflice, and at the pre-

sent time there is hanging an application for Associateship

in the meeting-room of the ll.I.B.A., the candidate having
spent many of his first years with builders, and after-

wards with a quantity surveyor before he took to archi-

tecture. Indeed, without doubt, this is the beat practical

training for an arcliitect, and if he has in himself innate
art tendencies, by educating these he may b'?eome a truly

good architect. " Builder and Architect " will not obtain

a direct reply to his question, as there are no such exami-
nations ; the nearest approach to what he reriuires are the
Government Science Examinations on Building Con-
.struction held in all the principal towns in our island ; in

London there are also the lectures on Architecture and
Building Construction in which examinations are held and
certificates granted at the University, Burlington-street,

theexaminatitmsof the R.I.B.A. and the architectural

school of the Royal Academy.—Hugh McLachlak.

[6490.]—Lincolnshire.—Barton, Croyland, Great
Grimsby, Louth, Jloulton, Thornton, Whaplode, and
Worlabye ; also Peterborough and Newark, just over the
borders. This does not pretend to be a list of the most
important places to bo visited, but in all named there is

something worthy to be noted. I believe nearly every
village in England possesses a church or other object of

interest so that no tourist can go far wrong.—Hugu
McLaciilan.

[6493.]—Hoop Iron Bond.—This should bo well

tarred and sanded before use, the first as a preservative

and the second as a key for the mortar. I do tK>t believe
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that the Ur will Veep on jxTmaujently unless the bond w
veil «ttnoand«i by the mortar, so lh»t air eannot reach

it : if any tar ia ehippcd or wears off in one place, by the

action ot air and water oxuiation will ensue, spread itself

between the tar and the iion, fplitting off the former and

lifUQZ the walla ai mentioned in query. On the other

band, if the iron i* well tarr*l and built in or surrounded

with good mortar, no oxidation will occur, the mortar

after a tinu b^ng the bmtpreservative. In proof whereof

1 have se.'n it stated that "dunQg the lepaita at toe

IViwer of London some jeara ago, some pieces of wtougnt

iron were eihibiteJ tliat had been built in the masonr;

four hundred }-eais, and were then as sound and clean as

when first forged."—Hcou McLachlas.

[frlW.] — PaixitinB Queen Anne "Work.—For
Uui tlwie is no colour better than white. Ohyc green may
beuaed for doors.—Hton McLACm-ax.

[C49S.]-Veffetation on Stone. -If the vegetation

Is thiek, a kixife or some pomted iustrumeut mubt be used

to xvnove the bulk, otherwise a good scrubbing for the

iriiole or to finish, throwing over a pail or so of water to

eiwn off. When the stone has dried, the letters would

pnbablj require repainting after which it would be worth

while to try a coating or two of Ransome's indurating

Bolntiona, uie 8ierelmey stone solution, or the damp-solu-

tion ol the Indestructible Paint Co., as used on the Cleo-

patra needle. Icannotsay which is best. The experiment

u certainly worth trjing to save the tiee and tombstone.

~Hdoh McLacblan.
l6«87.]-Briok Cnimney Shaft.—There should be

an outer shaft of sound stock bi-ickwork, also an inner

•haft of, say, 40ft. high, lined with lire-brick all up, the

lower half to have a lining of firec'ay, which would have

to bo renewed when burnt away.—Huoii McLaculax.

[6U1.1—lAwn-Tennia around.—In miking my
lawn-tennia ground I find the lines I make with whitiag

wash out easily with the rain. Will any reader kindly

tell me if there is anything 1 can mix with the whiting

o aa to make it resist Uie weather 7 1 have heard of

fine and oil, but I want sjmething better.—W. L. T. C.

[6512.]-Arohiteot8' Charges.-I should like the

foUowiog questions answered by some of your numerous
cerrespondenta:—An architect was commissioned from
the North of England to Ixmdon. The journey there and
back occupied two days, and one day professional advico.

What would be a reasonable charge ? Should he be paid

for tinM wasted in travelling! Again, he prepares two
eta of i»lans with estimates, each quite different in ar-

xaogemeot and on different sites, to cost, the first £1,400,

8nd, £1,650. AUo plans for schools, dormitories, and
teacbera' residences, with estimate for the same institu-

tion, to ooet £^,075. What would be a fair and reasonable
ehai^ to make !—A Con&takt Bbaokb.

t6l98,]—Cemeteries.-There is a design for a ceme-
tery chapel proposed to be built at Nottingham by Mr.
Maurice B. Adcons, ill-istrated in the Buildinq Nkws of

Aug. 3rd, 1877 ; a small chapel at Clitheroe, by Mr. S. J.

Mlchell, in the Builuino Naws of July 11th, 1879 ; and
a cemetery chapel, built in granite, by Mr. Ucnry Glutton,

at Tavistock, is illustrated in the issuo of May '2lst, 18S0,

wheie it is possible there ought to be a porte cochi^re, as

in the first design mentioned, while it is also desirable

where thereare likely to be many funerals in the day, that

tho cotHn should have entrance on one side of the chapel,

and exit oa the other, as in the List-mentioued. In some
cemetery chapels the coffins are in an aisle, and quite

separated from the mourners by a glass partition.

—

UuiD.
16493.]-Cemeteriea.—The following are properly

cemetery chapels, and have been published in the Builu-
uo Nxws; -Biggleswade, J. Ladds and J. M. Hooker,
architects, Oct. U, 18€8, no plan. Proposed mortuary
chapel, Nottingham church cemetery, M. B. Adams,
architect, Aug. 3, 1877. Design for same by R. C. Page,
arctiitect, Sept. 28, 1877. BuiLDixoNews Designing Club,
Feb. 8, 1878.—Huoii McLaculait.

L61fl9.]-atiantity Surveying.—Your correspond-
ent is right m saying ihat most books ignore the point of

taking oif the quintit es of stone tracery. It is ignored
in FletcbePs " Uuantities." in Dobson's ** Guide to Mea-
suring and Valuing," and also I believe in Reid's
** Voung Surveyor's Preceptor," This is a mistake, it

rather leada readers to question whether the authors
thoroughly understand the subject on which they write.

Mr, Leaning's new book I am not yet acquainted with.
If "Tyro" can refer to the Bcildin'o News of April
10th, 1»74, he wilt find a most useful set of rules agreed
on by the Manchester Society of Architects for taking out
qoaoticiea. The following is extracted therefrom :

—
"Xraoery: As this will generally be of a description

between the work of an oidinary mason and that of a
carver, the most satisfactory way would appear to be to

measure one face oier all the work a^ plain work for set-

ting out on, and then number each piece of tracery with
its dimeiunoiis and reference to the drawings or special

malgiual sketch furthe remainder of the labour, but mea-
surioff separately any groove or rebate for the glazing."
Tnis rule shows that till the time of framing it, there was
no generally -received method for taking out the quanti-
ties of stooe tracery. In one office where I worked, each
traceried window was entered separately in the bill

with a reference to itsposition that it might be compared
with the drawings. Tne cube stonework was then under
the heading of each window taken separately for the sills,

jambs, mulliuns, transoms, and tracery, first the material
including labour, and then numbering of mitres, &c. I
think *ach window for tracery at any rate should be kept
separate, that a marginal sketch sh<>uld be shown to a
scale of at Isast 4ft, to the inch, showing accurately all

the jofattng and the stones separately numbered. If the
wiodow has more than four lights, ths sketch might be to

a scale of 8ft. to the inch, and a portion drawn as a speci-

men to a larger scale. A section sufficient to show all

the mouldings, chamfers, hollows, grooves, and rebates
should also be^v«n with dimensions. Then take in the
detail quantittes as separate items, each stone of toe
dimensions lequired before working as cube material,
one plain face over all, dimensions and thickness of
piennog for tracery, circular sawn or chiselled face on
extrsdos, lineal measurement on soffits as circular work
sunk and moulded, moulded or chamfered with grooves
or rcb ftte* as the case mav be aoootdiag to sketch, mtemal
and external mitres to be separateljr uumbered as also
erele'j and joggle jointe with iinlfingi and Joggles.—
Huoa McLaciilas.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY.
MATTERS.

lrs^v^cH.—The town council received last week
an important report from the sewerage committee as

to the cost of extras in connection with the new
main sewer. It was repotted that the construction

of the main sewer from Portmau's-road to the out-

let into the liver Orwell on the east side of Hog
Highland was commenced in .Tauuary last year,

ana the entire sewer was now complete, but was

not yet in use. The cost of the upper part was
increased by £3,825 by the bad bottom of the old

tail stream of the Gipping, which had been

encased, and by £910 for additional works. The
bed of the sewer in the older parts of the town
was found to be land which at some remote period

was tidal and covered with slob, and difiicultiea

had also arisen on the foreshore from the intersec-

tion of imknown tidal drains. The total cost had
been for extras proper £5,101 lis. ; for additional

works £2,293 133., and further claims by the con-

tractors (Messrs. Pearson) for timber left in the

trenches, yet in dispute, £3,766 Os. 6d. At the

same meeting a lengthy report was received from
Mr. Peter Bruff, the engineer for the sewerage

works, as to the requirements for new arterial

sewers in connection with this main sewer. He
recommended the construction of six sets of arterial

relief sewers, at an estimated cost, exclusive of land

and supervision, of £10,100, and stated that the

most urgent works which ought at once to be

carried out would cost about £5,600. It was
resolved to carry out two sections, those in the east

central district, at once out of current rates, and to

api-ly to the Local Government Board for sanction

t» borrow £12,500 for the remaining wniks. The
total cost of the main sewer has been about £60,000.

Mabket Hakboeouqh, Gkeat and Little
BowDEN Local Boaed.— On Tuesday, the 10th

inst., Major TuUoch, R.E., held an inquiry at the

Corn Exchange, Market Harborough, relative to

the application of the Local Board to borrow
£16,000 for works of main sewerage and sewage
disposal. The plans, sections, &o., prepared by
Mr. E. G. Mawbey, the engiueer for the works,

were submitted to the Inspector, who, after taking

the evidence of Mr. Mawbey and of Mr. J. B.

Everard, of Leicester, the consulting engineer, in-

spected the land proposed to be taken for the dis-

posal area. The system to be adopted is inter-

mittent land filtration. From what transpired

there is no doubt that the scheme met the Inspec-

tor's warm approval, and that he will recommend
that permission be granted to raise the required

loan. The district has been exposed to most dis-

astrous floods which, according to the report of the

medicil officer of health, has severely affected

the health of the inhabitants, and it was explained

to the Inspector that it was proposed to deal with

this separately. The Local Board have had
drawings, &o., prepared by Mr. Mawbey for a

Floods Prevention scheme, by the improvement of

the river Weliaud through their district, but in

consequence of the probable expenses attending

the obtaining of a local Act of Parliament, have

not decided to proceed with it. It was originally

proposed in a report by Mr. Mawbey, to relieve

the town from floods by a system of storm-cul-

verts, with an outfall considerably below the lowest

partof thedistrict, which is the scheme now designed

and submitted to the LooU Board. This being ex-

plained to Major Tulloch, received his approval

;

but as the Board had not resolved to borrow the

amount necessary, viz , about £1,500, it is post-

poned for further consideration.

Wantaqe, Berks. — The Commissioners of

Wantage, having been compelled by the action of

the Thames Conservancy Board to discontinue

after July next the use of the old storm- water

drains into the river for the disposal of sewage,

have consulted Messrs. Donaldson and Davenhill,

of WaUall, who were the engineers for the Read-
ing sewerage works, and have adopted a scheme

Erepared by that firm. It is a system of sewerage

y gravitation, with the exception of a small dis-

trict, which will need pumping ; the sewerage will

be separately conveyed, in small sewers, having a
special but unpatented joint, designed by Mr.
Donaldson, to low-lying land on the bank of the

Ook, whore it will be deposited in settling-tanks,

and afterwards applied by downward filtration to

an area of 3^ acres. The estimated cost is

£t,450.

Out (BWitt ^Mt

LEOAIi INTELIilGENOE.
In eb Geoeoe Collib.—(Before Mr. Registrar

Murray.)—This was an adjourned meeting for

public examination, the baukrwpt b eing described

as of the Bell Hotel, Addle-hill, licensed victualler,

and lately carrying on the business of a builder at

South Kensington and Eirl's-court, in partnership

with George Stevens. The unsecured debte were

stated in tho accounts at £5,500, and debts fully

secured £30,985 ; assets, £3,884.—Mr. Wild ap-

peared for the trustee, and said that he was satis-

fied with the accounts.—The Registrar accordingly

allowed the bankrupt to pass his ezamiuatioa.

A veey interesting collection of works of art

and decorative pottery was exhibited last week
at tho Institute of British Architects' Galleries,

on tho occasion of the Conference Conversazione,

and among the several paintings wo noted

specially those lent by Mr. William H. Michael,

Q C. ; •'Autumn Flowers," an exquisite work
by Jules Coupel, and a pleasing landscape

by Heffuer, and a study of a head by Zimmer-
man. There were also three cases of carved jade,

Chinese snufE-boxes, and Japan lacquer-work

shown by the same contributor. Mr. G. E.

Street, R.A., the new President of the Institute,

lent "The Old Manse," by Fredk. Walker,

A.R.A., and several characteristic pictures by
Mr. E. Burne-Jones. Mr. Hal. Burrow kindly

permitted the use of some twelve selected ex-

amples of water-colour paintings and engravings

from his collection, and also two old siiits of

armour, swords, guns, &o., of much interest.

Following these we remarked Mr. W. Burton's

nine water-colours by Cattcrmole, some popular

bits by Vioat Cole, and good specimens of De
Wint's fine work. Mr. William de Morgan, of

Chelsea, sent three splendid lustre-ware plates,

a bowl, and four jars, in the same
style, all worthy of their maker's reputation.

Sir Frederick Leighton, P.B.A., lent three

pictures, some specimens of old Japanese pot-

tery and ancient embroideries. Mr. Val

Prineep, A.K.A., besides his exhibits of Indian

and Persian embroidery, showed some brass jars

and Chinese bowls. Mr. G. T. Kobinson con-

tributed some Hezin plates, and old Japanese

pots and jars. He also lent a Japan lacquer

music-stand, as well as one case of lacquer-

work. Of carpets, rugs, and embroidery, Messrs.

Liberty and Co. lent a large collection, and Mr.

Colvile Brown, A.B.I.B.A., furnished some

Japanese silk pictures, and kakemonos. The
Misses Spiers and Welby .sent some hand painted

decorative plaques, and Mr. Phene Spiers a very

good series of water-colour views from Holland,

made last year. His sketches from Brittany

and France were equally admired, both for their

architectural accuracy and artistic spirit. The
same exhibitor lent many things from Japan in

the way of ancient pottery, porcelain, and lac-

quer work. Among the most interesting things

in the rooms was a fine series of 40 photo-

graphs of the late Mr. William Burges' works,

lent by the President of the Arehiteotorj

Association, Mr. E. C. Lee. Another set of good

photographs was lent by Mr. Alfred Marks, of

Old London, and Mr. Thomas Cutler, the

author of "The Grammar of Japanese Orna-

ment," furnished some telling and interesting

cases of Japanese lacquer, embroidery, and pic-

tures. Tho Duke of Sutherland lent two oil-

paintings, and Mr. E. W. Edis, F.S A., several

conspicuous pictures and water-colour draw-

ings.

Peofessoe Newton, C.B., delivered at Univer-

sity College on Friday afternoon his second

lecture on "Classic Monuments and Games."
The subject was the funeral rites and sepulchral

monuments of the Greeks in the Homeric Age,

which was defined as that anterior to the estab-

lishment of the Olympiads. The lecturer de-

scribed the funeral of Patrooles, as related in tho

23rdbook of the"Iliad," and thoseot Hector and

the heroes slain by Clytomnestra, bringing much
information as to Classic stories and Egyptian

and Oriental rites to illustrate the customs

therein described. He expressed the opinion

that tho several methods of disposal of the d?ad,

of burying in earth or in caves, and of burning

or partially burning the bodies, were contem-

porary so far as we could trace them backwards,

and were probably marks of different races.

He stated as the results of his explorations of

Dr. Schliomann's excavations at Myctetie his

opinion that the remains and ornameiits dis-

covered, and modes of burial, were certainly not

those of Greeks, although the sites and

graves agreed with the description of

Pausanias. The mode of burial was diverse from

Homer's detailed statements as to the funerals

of the Trojan heroes, so that Dr. Sohliemann's

assumption could not be sustained, if, indeed.

Homer's heroes had any other than a legendary

existence. In conclusion, Mr. Newton traced

the points of similarity between the beehive-

like tombs at Mycenaj (" the Treasuries of

Atrium "), the Pyramids of Egypt, and the
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barrows of our own country, all of which were
masonry and mound sepulchres, probably uti-
lised by fcveral races of people. As the authori-
ties of University College have refuted admit-
tance to our reporter, we shall be unable to give
the remaining sLx lectures by Professor
Newton.

The Commissioners for the Sydney Inter-
national Exhibition have given a first award for
"First Degree of Merit," with two diplomas and
medal, to Mr. John I". Seddon, of No. 1, Queen
Anne's-gate, Westminster, for his four archi-
tectural drawings sent to tho Sydney Exhibi-
tion . One of the diplomas was specially for his
drawing of the " luterior of the Chapel of St.
Peter's Orphanage, I.-le of Thanct," built for
the Archbishop of Canterbury and Mrs. Tait.

iThis drawing obtained a medal at the Paris
ntematioaal Exhibition of 1878.) The other

diploma was for Mr. tieddon's three drawings of
the Interior of Lambeth Palace Chapel, with
decorations for the exterior of University Col-
lege, Aberystwith, and the Screen of Ingham
Church, Norfolk. Mr. Seddon informs us that,
in reference to remarks that have been made as
to the absence of any drawings of his from the
Exhibition of the Royal Academy, ho, both this
year and the year before last, sent a far finer
drawing than any of the above-named drawings,
but, on each occasion, received a polite note from
the Secretary of the Academy that they had been
unable to find room for it.

On Saturday the first ship entered the new
dock at Sutton-bridge, on the river Nene. Pro-
jectedby Mr. G. F.Young, of Sutton-bridge, the
scheme has been brought to a successful conclu-
sion in a little over three years, the first sod
having been turned by the Marquis of Huntly,
chairman of the Dock Company, on New Year's
Day, 1878. The work included the excavation
of 600,000 cubic yards of soil, and the use of
32,000 cubic yards of cement concrete, one
million and a half of bricks, and 150,000 cubic
feet of piteh-pine and Memel timber. Each of
the four lock-gates has a weight of 35 tons, and
a 50 horse-power steam-engine works the Arm-
strong hydraulic apparatus. The ground for
storage is 70 acres in extent, with railway con-
necting the docks with the Great Northern and
Midland EaUway Company's lines. The en-
gineers are Messrs. Brunlees and M'Kerrow,
Mr. Herbert Neal, C.E., being the resident
engineer. The works have been executed by
Messrs. Benton and Woodiwiss, of Derby, and
carried out under the superintendence of their
agent, Mr. Philip Ayres.

The Midland Counties District of the As.socia-

tion of Municipal and Sanitary Engineers and
Surveyors held a meeting at Hanley, last
Friday, when the members of the association
visited the sewage-works at Trent Hay, and
afterwards listened to an able paper paper, read
by Mr. Joseph Lobley, A. Memb.Inst.C.E., and
borough engineer and surveyor of Hanley, "On
the Sewage Works and General Sewerage
System of the Borough." In the early part of
the day the members of the association assem-
bled at the sewage works, and examined the
tanks, pumping-engines, and filtration areas,
and Mr. Lobley described the system of inter-
cepting sewers adopted and carried out in con-
nection with the system, and some of the main
sewers were also visited. In the afternoon they
assembled in the Council Chamber, at the Town-
hall. Mr. E. Pritchard (of Birmingham, and
secretary of the Midland district), in the absence
of the president, occupied the chair. At the
commencement of the proceedings, Mr.
Pritchard was re-elected hon. secretary of
the midland district for the ensuing year.
Mr. Lobley was then called upon to read his
paper.

Ox Saturday afternoon the members of St.
Paul's Ecclesiological Society visited the church
of Great St. Helen's, Bishopgate-street Within,
where they were received by the vicar, the Rev.
Dr. Cox, who described the monuments and
chief features, and by Mr. G. H. Birch, who
read a paper originally prepared for the London
and Middlesex Archa;ologioal Society in 1866.
The attendance of members was so numerous as
to render a perambulation of the church during
Dr. Cox's remarks a matter of difiiculty.

The ancient minster of Wimbornein Dorset

—

a Norman structure—is to be restored. The
estimated cost of the whole work required is

£?,000, and the transepts alone will cost about I

half that sum. A committee has been appointed
to carry out the work. The repairs to the central
tower are to be proceeded with first. It appears
that in interfering with the present transepts
much care must be observed, inasmuch as the
piers which mainly support the central tower
were greatly weakened by the widening of the
transept arches during tho 14th century. Sub-
scriptions for the restoration are being re-
ceived.

Mk. R. J. CoLLiEB, of Milner's Buildings,
28, Finsbury-pavement, offered to public compe-
tition on the 12th inst., at the King's Head,
Walham-green, 52 plots of freehold land in tho
Shorrolds-road, a new road out of the North
End-road, close to the Walham Green station.
The land was sold on the ten-years system,
and the success achieved by Mr. Collier in tho
other districts of the metropolis was fully main-
tained on this occasion, the whole of tho plots
being speedily disposed of for a total of £6,768.
We presume owners of land cannot let sentiment
stand in the way of profit, though we are at
times constrained to wish they would, as we
imderstand this estate occupies the site of the
residence where Albert Smith formerly lived.

At the same time and place, Mr. Collier also
realised good prices for a few plots of leasehold
ground in the Eustace-road.

An examination for a diploma in sanitary
science has been introduced into the scheme
adopted by the Senate of the Royal University
of Ireland. The diploma will be conferred only
on graduates in medicine of the university, and
the fee for examination will be £2. The ex-
amination will embrace the following subjects :

— Climate : A general knowledge of meteoro-
logical conditions, the reading and correction of
instruments, and tabulating the results of
meteorological observations. Chemistry : Con-
stitution of the atmosphere, pure and impure
waters, food. Geology : Character and struc-
ture of rocks, with reference to water supply and
drainage. Physics: Laws of heat, mechanics,
pneumatics, hydrostatics, and hydraulics, or
sanitary engineering, the construction of dwel-
lings, barracks, hospitals, schools, factories, &o.,
in accordance with the principles of warming,
ventilation, drainage, water supply, &c. Vital
statistics : Hygiene, including a practical part
on the chemical and microscopical examination
of air, water, food, poisonous substances used in
manufactures, &c. The examination in physics
will embrace the reading of plans, sections,

scales, &c., in connection with buildings,
sanitary construction, &c.

An experiment was made in Leeds last

Friday with the object of demonstrating the
efiiciency of Mr. Alfred Walker's new and im-
proved system of constructing railway platforms
of concrete, and other works of a similar kind.
The trialwas madeinayard in Grace-street, West-
street, where a section of a platform had been
built for the purpose upon the principle adopted
by Mr. Walker. The floor is 4in. thick, and
rests upon dormer walls placed 3ft. 6in. apart,
the material of which the platform is built con-
sisting of iron slag concrete, faced with
granite concrete. Mr. Walker claims for
his system several advantages. The first

being that, as the floor is in a solid block,

water runs off the platform on to the line;

whereas, in the case of an ordinary platform,
the water finds its way through the surface,

and by the action of the water and frost the
floor sinks below the coping stones, which,
thereby, become disconnected from the main
work. "The platform constructed by Mr. Walker
being upon walls, the drains and gas and water-
pipes are more easily accessible ; moreover, the
cells underneath the floor may be used for

storage purposes. This system allows of a more
rapid construction of a platform, inasmuch as

the material soon hardens, whilst in the ordinary
method the builders have to suspend work for

some time until the foundations have been con-
solidated. Amongst the gentlemen who
witnessed the experiment were Mr. Charles
Trubshaw, from the engineers' ofiice of the

Midland Railway Company, and Mr. J. B.

Fraser, architect, who represented the Great
Northern Railway Company. The resisting

power of tho walls was first tested. A pile of

pig iron, weighing 15 tons, was placed upon the
platform, which, notwithstanding the heavy
weight which it bore, showed no signs of

fracture. Subsequently a further quantity of

pig iron was placed on the platform, in order to

ascertain the pressure per square foot which it
was capable of retisting. The floor resisted a
pressure of lOcwt. to the square foot, but yielded
by the addiiion of an extra weight. It was
stated that if more lime had been allowed for
the hardening of the platform, it would have
stood even a greater pressure. 'The pressure
ordinarily stipulated for a railway platform is
lowt. to tho square foot.

Me. H. SaxonSnell, F.R.I.B.A., has written
a work, entitled "Charitable and Parochial
Establishments," which will ^hortlybe published
by Messrs. Batsford, 52, High Ilolbom, Lon-
don. Tho book will be illustrated by numerous
lithographic plans and views of public schools,
hospitals, workhouse buildings, &c., and it will
be useful as a book of reference not only to
architects but public boards contemplating the
erection of this class of building. The St.
Marylebone Infirmary, which wilt be opened
next month by His Royal Highness the Prince
of Wales, will be very fully illustrated.

IS, MOTCOMB STREEr,
BELGRAVE SQUARE, S.W.

I fini it neecasary to warn m\i Ciistomera that
my only Address is as a'loi", and that I have no
connection with any house assuminy a similar Name.

FREDERICK ARTHUR,
DECORATOE TO HES MAJESTY.

CHIPS.

By a lapsus calami, which doubtless every
reader detected, the General Conference of
Archilects was described in the first line of our
last issue as the third gathering of the kind. Of
course it should have been the sixth, as stated
correctly in the report.

The portion of King's Arms-yard on the eastern
side of Moorgate-street, EC, is about to bo con-
tinued as a carriage-way into Tokenhouse-yard.
The new block of buildings on the south side will
cover an area of 14,000 sq. ft., and is about to be
erected from the designs of Mr. Bassett Keeling.
Messrs. Dove, Brothers, are the contractors.

Mr. J. D. Prior, Her Majesty's inspector of
factories for Birmingham and the Midland district,

was entertained at dinner on Monday evening, at
the "White Horse" Inn, Birmingham, by the
members of various trades-uuions, to testify their
cbteem and to welcome him on his appointment.

The memorial-stone of a Church of England
Sunday-school was laid at North Heigham, Nor-
wich, on Thursday week. The school will be 60ft.
by 25ft., and will cost £500 ; Mr. J. Youngs, of
Dereham-road, Norwich, is the builder.

At a meeting of the Frank Buckland Memorial
Committee, held on Wednesday week, it was
decided to commission Mr. Warrington Wood to
execute a bust.

In our notice of the Colchester Idiots' Asylum
competition last week, the name of the successful
architect should have been given as R. Frank
Vallance, of Mansfield, Notts, not Mr. Valance.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSTJINO WEEK.
Monday.—Royal Instituteof British Architects. Presen-

tation of royal gold medal ; distribution
of prizes; " Sorae Observations on the
Mariette Excavations at Sakkara in re-
ference to Discoveries Kecentiy made
There," by Prof. Donaldson. 8 p.m.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Engineers. Discussion on
"Torpedo Boats and Light Yachts for
High Speed fcteani Navigation." Paper
on the l*roductiOn of Parallin and Paraf-
fin Oil," byH. H. Bnioton, M.Inst.C.B.
8 p.m.

FaiDAT.—Architectural Association. *' The Use of Mar-
ble and similar Materials in English
Architecture." By T. G. Jackson, M.A.
7.30 p.m.
Royal Institution. " Artiiicial Produc-

tion of Indigo." By Prof. II. E. Roscoe.
9 p.m.

Satcbdat.—St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society. Visit to
Pinner and Kuislip.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BEITISH
A11CH1TECT8.—The Twelfth and Final Ordinaty

MKETINO (liusiness) of the K«>ssion will be ht-Id on MONDAY
EVENING, the 23rd inst. when the Chair will betaken by G. K.
STHEET, R.A., President, at 8 o'clock precisely. The Hallot
will take place for nine Fellows, seventy -three Associates, one
Hiin. Associate, and three Hon. and C-rr. Members. The Royal Gold
Medal will be presented to GEORGE GODWIN, F.R.rt.,rast
Vice-President. The Annual Distribution of Medals and other
Prizes wi 1 take place. A Cumniuniciitton will afterwards be
made to the Mecthifr by Professor DONALDSON. Past President,
entitled, "Some Observntions on the Hariotte ExcavatioDi at
Sakkara in Reference to DiscoYCrics recently made there."

J. MACVICAK ANDERSON, Hon. SeC.
"WILLIAM H. W HI rts. Secretary.

9, Cofidttlt-ltreet, HaooTer- square, London, W-
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WAGES KOVEMENTS.
MmDLESBEOtTOH.—The notices giren in by the

Teee-«ide painters a fortnight ago, lor an advance

of Id- P*' hour, eipired on Saturday. The result

ia that a few only of the employers have acceded to

the terms asked, the trade not being in a flourish-

ing oonditien, and in many instances the notices

hare been withdrawn by the men.

Idunsloas'b'a Pyretlo Saline is refreshing,
OMMreraMr.'li'' <hf l>f.»."tlTi!Of FEAEKS, KII.tOUSNBSU,
BMAlX POX, SKIN DISEASES, and many other sprlDff and
aonmer aUmcnta. Sold hy clifmUU thmuitnout theworla.and

tM UAker. Hi, Holborn UllL Uu no tuhttttute ~4 Advt. I

Holloway's Ointment should be well nibbed
apoa Uie pit ufthr atoiitscti and rcKioQ of the heart in that par-

ticv'ar (onaof indl.i-rtion which gives rise to palpltatEon.ahort-

»••• ot bntttb.and a aulTocatiox aensation. Every distrv«stnK

•5»p(«n aooa jrieUa, digution bccomea eaay, the spirits light, and
foodhcaltll ntums.—:An«T.]

Sonlting Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
of best qtiality. Prices, delivered at any part of

the United Kingdom, given on appUcatiau to

CHAKLES TRASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Ilminster, Somerset.

-[Advt.] ^^^
McLACHLAN ft SONS, 35, St- James's
street, S.W. Builders, Decorators, and House Faiuteis.

Designs and E^stiznates.

General Bepairs and Alteiations Executed.
Eipexienced Workmen always in readiness, and sent to

any part of tke country.

—

[Advt.]

BATH STONE.
BOX GROUND,

THE BEST FOB ALL EXTERNAL USE.

CORSHAM DOWN
CASXOT BE 8i;ri"As.sed in beauty op appkakance

FOa INTEUIUU WUUK.

PICTOE & SONS, BOX, WILTS.
(See trade advt. on p. XXVn.) [Advt.

TENDERS.
*«* Ootvespondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addxesBes of the parties tendering— at any rate, of the

accepted tender—it adds to the value of the infommtion.

Bedfobd.—For the erection of two villas in Alexandra-
load. Mr. P. T. Mercer, Bt. Paul's- square, Bedford,
architect :—

Foster £1,190
Corby aad Son 1,093

Wharton 1,065

Lilley and Son (accepted) 1,035

Bedfoed.—For ntw warehouse in Queen's Hcad-Iane,
Bedford, for Mr. J. Carter. Mr. F. T. Mercer, 2*, St.

Paul's- square, Bedford, architect. Utiautities sup-
plied :— '

For Excavating, Brickwork, Slating, Carpentry and
Joinerr, and Masonry ;

—

Potter, Bedford fS09
Lilley „ VVl 12
Moore „ 769
CorbT&8oD„ 764
Warton „ 748
Eartison „ 746
Laugbton „ 730

For Fainting, Plumbing, and Olazlng :—
WoottoD £79 8 7

For Ironwork

;

Bice and Co., Northampton ... £103 10
Kilpin and Billson, Bedford ... 83 17 G
Moulton, Bedford • 63
Baker, Bedford 71 3 10

Bbixtox.—For new rooms at the Angell Town Institu-
tion, for Mr. W. Lcmare. Mr. J. William Stevens,
6, Sonttuuaptorr-buildings, London, architect :—

HaxwellBros £269
Qillard 195
Beale 192
HoUiday... 137
Pack Bros 126
Sichardson, T. O., Brixton (accepted) 119

BaniTToaD.—For the construction of the Brentford
•ad Isleworth tramways, with extensions to Hounsluw
and Twickenham (7 mile* in length). Mr. W. Forbes
Ashdown, engineer :

—

Mean, fiebofleld and Co., accepted £42,810

BaOKLCT, Kxjrr.—For the repair of Southland's-grove-
road, for the local board :—

Lanabnry, T. (accepted) £236

BaouET, MiDi>i.>sEx.—For painting and distempering
works at the Poplar and Stepney 8ii^ Asylum, Uevuns-
xoad, for the managers. Mans. A. and C. Jlarston, 16,
Itadenhall-street, B.C., architects :—

Oonlson £997
CrisD and Toulin 938
Wythe 870 C
Dcxbr, A. W., limebonse (accepted) 846

Cbabiito Cboss HosriTAL.— For warming and venti-
latiBg, by their new hydro-caloric apparatirs, the new
Medical Sckool* at the Charing Cross Hotel. Mr. J.J.
Thomson, aicfaiteet :

—

Weeks, J., sad Co, Chelsea ... £3:0

Cannock.—For paving bricks for the local board :
—

Crutchley and Hawkins (accepted) 50s. per 1,000.

Camdes-eoad.—For alterations and rt^pairs to house
and studio, 234, Camdcn-i-oad. Mr. C. E. Evans, archi-

tect:—
Perkins, R., (accepted).

Caelisle.—For the erection of five houses, Victoria-

place, for Mr. Jno. Bell. Mr. J. Murchie, architect.

Accepted tenders :—
Builder:—

Metcalfe, J £1,960
Joiner :

—

Wright, J 1,040
Plasterer :—

Ormerod, B 890
Plumber :

—

Thomson, D. and Sons 210
Slater ;—

Armstrong, D. 163 7
Painter and glazier :—

Westray. E 136
Ironwork :—

Graham, G 33
Bell hanging :

—
Hutchinson, J 43 10

Total, £4,006 173.

Claphaji.—For Kcnyon House estate, Bedford-road,
Clapham :—

For sewers, gulleys, and roads :
—

Btubbs, W £1,515
Neal, J 1,430

Harris, W 1.395

Mayo, E 1,190

Meai-s, J 1,030

For drains from sewers to forecourts of 162 houses :
—

Stubbs, W 266
Neal, J ... 245
Harris, W 228
Mayo, R 190
Meara, J 171

CocKKKMOUTH.—For converting premises in Main-street,

Cockermouth, into an Italian warehouse and shop, for

Mr. Isaac Fletcher. Mr. "W. C. Jennings, Cockermouth,
architect. Accepted tenders :

—

Builders:— Gibson, T. and W., Cockermouth.
Joiner:—Banks, J., Cockermouth.
Plumbing and Smith's work :—Banks, J. B. Cockers

mouth.
Plasterers :—Benges and Son, Cockermouth.
Painter and Glazier :— Boyd, J., Cockermouth.

Total cost, £134 98. Od.

CoLCHESTEE.—For additions to the East Mills, Col-
chester, for Messrs. E. Marriage and Son. Mr. E.
Burgess, architect :—

Sauadera and Son £1,060
Dupont 967
Dobson 945
Everett and Son 897 10

CovENTET.—For alterations and additions to Stivichall

House, near Coventry, for Mr. T. E. Eussell. Mr. W.
Tominson, A.E.I.B.A., Coventry, architect :

—

Hayward, Coventry (accepted) ... £734 6
CovENTEY.—For stabling for Mr. G. F. Twist. Mr. W.

Tomlinson, A.R.I. B. A., Coventry, architect :—
Marriott, Coventry (accepted) ... £237

Ceiftiss-by-Ellesmere, Salop.—For the erection of

vicarage house and stabling. Mr. A. Lloyd Oawell,
High-street, Shrewsbury, architect :

—

Bayley, J., Oswestry £2,041
Speake, T., Whitchurch 1,850
Birsell, W., Shrewsbury 1,796
Howell, W., Ellesmere 1,780
Griffiths, J., St. Martin's 1,765
BowdlerandCo, Shrewsbuiy* ... 1,700

Kesterton, G., Ellesmere 1,610
•Accepted.

Cbotdon.—For the construction of outfall works on the
Beddington sewerage farm, for the Croydon local board
of health :

—

Hes, Wimbledon (accepted) ... £1,680

Barenth, Kent.—For the erection of two infirmaries in
connection with the asylum for imbeciles, for the
managers of the Metropolitan Asylum District. Messrs.
A. and C. Harston, 15, Leadenhall^street, E.G., archi-

tects. Quantities supplied :
—

Wall Bros, London £16,660
Jones and Co., Gloucester ... 16,370
Crockett, London 16,326

Howell and Son, Blistol 14,995
Longley, Worth 14,970
Sawyer, Clapham 14,853
Braid and Co., Chelsea (accepted) 14,242

Deabiiam.—For erecting a pair of semi-detached cot-

tagea, at Dearham . Cumberland, for Mr. David Bell. W.
C. Jennings, Cockermouth, architect. Accepted tens

dels :—
Builders :—

Gibson, T. and W, Cockermouth ... £163
Carpenter and Joiner:

—

Ostle, A., Dearham 75
Slater :—

Mandle, T., Maryport 30
Plumbing, Smiths Work, Painting and Glazing:—
Goodall, G., Maryport 20 15

Plastering :

—

Burges, £., and Son 20 16
Total accetped tenders, £299 11 0.

East Geinstead.-For new drains to the workhouse :

—

Lynn, G ... £40 10
Godly, J 40
Beard, G 33 10
Martin, H. (accepted) 24 17

Bxmodth.—For putting the whole of the docks and
jetty in thorough repair :—

Eedway, Son and Carter (accepted).

Fobest Gate.— For the erection of two villas for -Mr
J. M. Goldie. Meiers. A. and C. Harston, 15, Leaden,
hall-street, E.C., arcliitects. Quantities suppUed :

—
Crockett £2,400
Harris and Wardrop 2,316
KUlby 2,322

Johnson, J. H 2,276
Hearlo 2,163
NioholU 2,100
Shurmur, I/>wer Clapton (accepted) 2,070

Great Paewdon,—For alterations, Passmoore, Great
Pamdon. Messrs. Gordon and Lowther, 1, Guildhall-
chambers, architects :— .

Brown, Great Pamdon £1,362
NichoUs, Harlow. 1,232
Dye, London 1,108
Taylor and Parfltt, London ... 1,089
Siitwell.W., Harlow (withdrawn) 859

Haltwhistle.—Accepted tenders for the erection of
Wesleyau chapel, at Haltwhistle :

—

Masonry ;—AVaugh.
Joinery :—Hymcis.
Slating :—Nanson.
Ilastering :— Heslop.
1 lumbing :—Taylor.
Painting :— Canning.
Ironwork :—Suowilon.

Hampstead.—For four serai - detached villas to be
erected at Hampstead. Mr. Henry S. Legg, of Christ's
Hospital, architect. Quantities by Messrs. Linsdell and
Giffoid :—

Buildings. J^°^^J»' Total.

AshbyBros £12,860 £4.769' £17,619
Higgs and Hill 12,610 4,740 17,380
Fatman and Fotheriugham 12,43!i 4,790 17,226
Brass 12 397 4,810 17,207
Burford 12,197 4,830 17,027
Croaker 12,317 4,630 16,977
MacyandCo 12,615 4,412 16,967
Morter 12,216 4,710 16,926
Kirk and Randall 12,193 4,717 16,910
Manley 11,885 4,680 16,465
Perry and Co 11,312 4,000 16,342
Lawrence 11,483 3,805 15,291
Sage — 6,900 —
HoLLowAY.—For repairs at 162, Junction-road, Upper

HoUoway, for H. Stanley Smith, 8, Staple Inn, W.C.
Mr. W. P. Potter, architect:—

Butler, G. W., Holloway £65
Dawes, F.,Peckham 68
Hart, H., Somer's Town 67 15
Eiiinbow, W., Somer's Town 55
Hayworth, S., Kingsland 62 10
Hersee, F., Peckham 49 10
Dearing, C, and Son, Islington* ... 45 16

•Accepted.
Holly Paek, Ckoucii Hill, N.—For two semi-detached

houses for Edward Preston Willins, A.E.I.B.A., 39,
Woodstock-road. Bedford Park ;

—
Hitchcock, Gipsy-hill, 8 E., contractor (accepted).

Inverurie.—For the building of a Masonic lodge in

High-street, for St. Anthony's Lodge of Freemasons.
Accepted tenders :

—

Masonry :—Gall and Walker, Aberdeen.
Carpentry :—Allan, W., Inverurie.

Slating :—Milne, W., Inverurie.

Plastering; —Gordon, J. S., Inverurie.
Glazing :—Ritchie, J. C. Inverurie.
Plumbing :—Laiug. J., luvertirie.

Ironwork :—Rae, W., Inverurie.
Total amount, £450.

Kentish Town.—For the erection of dwelling-houses in
Kentish Town, for J. M. Birch Esq. Mr. Mht. Jno.
Bolton, architect :

—
Gould and Brand £9,676
Goodman 8,800
Heath 8,800
MacFarlane 8,780
Beale 8,772

Holloway 8,432
White 8,359
liickens and Mount 8,018

Wai-dandLamble 7,979
Henry and Wallace 7,800
Drake 6,120

Kenninoton.— For painting, &c., at Licensed Vic-
tuallers* Schools, Kennington - lane, S.E. Mr. H. I.

Newton, 27, Great George-street, Westminster, archi-

tect :—
Shurmur £835
Godden 405
Keade 429
Lambel 416
Cade 400
I'ickersgill 371
Walker 337
Crabtree 210
Cook 236
Young and Co 228 8
Vears and Co. (accepted) 219

Kenxi-n-gton.-For repairs to houses in Princes-road,

Kennington-cross, for the executors of the late Mr. John
Cairn. Mr. W. F. Potter, architect :—

Norton, J„ Kennington £148
Hersee, F., Peckham 147 5
Cook, B., Farringdon-street (accepted) 145

LiMEiiousE. — For furniture, Limehouse New Town
Hall. Messrs. A. and C. Harston, ID, Leadenhall-street,
E.C., architects :—

Jenkins, Stepney (accepted) ... £603 14 3

Llandisabo, Rosb, Herepoedsiiiee.— For new aisle

and part restoration of church. Mr-. A. Lloyd Oswell,
Hight-street, Shrewsbury, architect:

—

Court, J., Llanwame (accepted) ... £601

London.-For the new Sunday-school and lecture-hall

at the Congregational Church, East Hill, Wandsworth.
Mr. E. W. Mountford, Chandos Chambers, Buckingham*^
street, S rand, architect. Quantities by Mr. E. Crutch-
loe, 3A, Poets' Comer, Westminster :—

Ronald £2,239
Adamson and Sons 2,098

Dove Brothers 2,075
Gregory 2,073

Robinson 2,012
Belham and Co. (accepted) ... 1,995

LoNooN, W.— For whitewashing and colouring the
infirmary of the guardians of St. George's, Hanover-
squai-e :

—
Tyford, O £1,017 10

Simmons Bros 825
Johnson and Co 496 10 O
Hancock and Hunt 479
Wall Bros 393
Moore, J 300
Shorman, J. and Son 292 18
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SHOULD SECULAR AND ECCLESI-
ASTICAL ARCHITECTURE BE THE
SAME?

HE must be a very accomplished architect

who has not something to learn from
Mr. Street's Royal Academy Lectures,—the
last of which, for this course, was reported
in the Building News of May Gth. Tho
breadth of the lecturer's views, and the fair-

ness and reasoDableness of his conclusions,

are almost as striking as his thorough and
minute acquaintance with every detail which
bears on his subject: and it is impossible not
to wish that Mr. Street could have given us
euch a dictionary of the Gothic Architecture
of England as VioUet-le-Duo did of that of

France. A few words, however, at the con-
clusion of the last lecture seem to embody
an opinion which may easily be misinter-

preted ; and which, when acted on without
the qualifications which Mr. Street's wide
loiowledge would instinctively suggest, may
do, and has done, a great deal of mischief.

He is speaking of tho domestic architecture
belonging to such an abbey as Fountains.
" The more one sees of it, the more," says
Mr. Street, "does one discover that in those
good days there was no such distinction

between domestic architecture and ecclesi-

astical as has sometimes been supposed to
«xist. The same details that were applied
to one were thought suitable to tho Other

;

it was the best construction and the most
suitable arrangement, the most beautiful
proportion, the most delicate moidding of

stonework, the tniest system of carving of

foliage that were everywhere seen, whether
the work to be done was for a house or a
church, for a monastery or a castle." It is

as advocates, and not of opponents, of every-
thing in the Gothic system which can pos-
sibly be adapted to the wants of tho present
<lay, that we have to make a few remarks on
Mr. Street's statement, and on the advice
which it is apparently meant to suggest.

First, then, it would seem that ecclesi-

astical and domestic architecture were most
alike in the earliest times, while thencefor-
ward there was a progressive divergence
between them. Wo are far from denying
that the art of the earlier times was the best

;

but it is quite a separate question whether
the divergence in later times was wise or
foolish. To us, the progressive divergence
seems to have run closely parallel with tho
progressive increase in the number and kinds
of secular buildings which were needed. In
very early times, the church, the castle, and
the monastery were almost the only per-
manent edifices of importance. They wore
not so different that the same class of con-
struction could not easily bo adapted to each
of them ; and where the same construction
was used, the same style naturally followed.
In later ages, unfortified mansions, detached
dwelling-houses, and secular buildings of all

sorts increased faster and faster ; they did
not require, and did not as a rule receive, the
same class of construction as churches,
castles and monasteries, and the construc-
tion differing, the stylo rightly and truth-
fully came to differ also. The remarkable
point is, that with all the marked differences
between the civil and ecclesiastical, or more
accurately, between the monumental and
the ordinary buildings of the later Gothic
times, there also existed between them a
harmony equally striking. A 15th-century
half-timbered house, and a 15th-century
vaulted chapel, are far enough apart in their
materials, their forms, and their decoration,

and yet the two put side by side, only sot

off each other's beauty by contrast. How to
produce this harmony once more is the lost

secret for which we can never look too
earnestly. The divergence in modern times
is wider than ever, and tliis is no more than
ought to be expected from the hundredfold
increase in the purposes for which buildings
are now needed ; but the harmony is gone.
Our true course is not to apply church-
architecture to buildings of all sorts and
sizes, from railway-sheds to cottages ; but,
while treating churches, railway-sheds,
cottages and everything else on tho various
principles best suited to each, to bring them
all into perfect artistic harmony with each
other.

Is it certain, again, that, even in early

times, the practice of treating ecclesiastical

and civil buildings alike, or nearly alike,

was quite satisfactory ? The church-building
of the 13th and 1-1 th centuries was ad-
mirable, and as near perfection as anything
we can imagine ; but did the house-building
of the same period, as far as we can judge
from the little that remains, anywhere
approach the same perfection ? We shoiild

be strongly inclined to deny it. The very
fact of its being so nearly like church-
building, argues against it ; the house-
type of architecture had hardly begun to be
differentiated as yet. Men had hardly
begun to think what a house should
be or could be, they had hardly begun
to realise tho special possibilities of house
design, or to invent its characteristic

beauties. Few people can get suddenly out
of the groove in which they have been
travelling all their lives, or give up in a
moment all the tastes and habits and modes
of working which have become parts of

themselves, and invent off-hand the set of
of new tastes and habits and modes
of working which are appropriate to some
new and untried field of labour. The early
church-biiilders could not easily get out of

their groove when they had to build a house

;

and we may see here and there that the
later house-builders could not easily get out
of thrir groove either, when they had to
build a church. There are plenty of churches,
for instance, with square-headed windows,
just as there are plenty of houses with
pointed ones. But this is not a thing for

admiration ; it is simply a proof, as far as it

goes, of want of versatility ; a sign that
even able men maj' get into the way of

doing their work and making their designs
automatically rather than rationally. And
in modern times, also, when we see a church-
building architect putting some secular
building into ecclesiastical Gothic, or a
house-building architect experimenting on
churches in a purely domestic style, we feel

that neither the one nor the other is doing
what is likely to be permanently admired.
The beauty of the ornament may at first

popularise the one, and the novelty of the
caprice may, for a time, captivate some
people with the other ; but these examples
of misapplied treatment wiU not, in the long
run, rjise their authors' reputations. A
typical church and a typical house, to say
nothing of other secular buildings, require
very different kinds of design and construc-
tion, and if, as we believe, the ornament
should follow naturally from the design and
construction, theyrequire very different tyi^es

of ornament also. The same details that are

applied to the one are not, generally speak-
ing, suitable to the other; and if, as Mr.
Street, no doubt truly, says, they were
thonght suitable in the Early Gothic period,

this is partly because the secular buildings

he speaks of were really constructed in a
church-like fashion, and partly because the

architects of that time had scarcely begun to

think out the innumerable problems which
secular architecture presents.

It is no longer possible, in the over-

whelming majority of cases, to construct our

everyday buildings in a monumental way.
Ecclesiastical Gothic is an architecture

sprung from, and fitted for, buildings of a
monumental class—buildings arched and
buttressed at tho least, and, whcnover they
approach perfection, vaulted also. As long
as domestic buildings were arched and but-
tressed, and vaulted here and there in parts,

a slightly modified Ecclesiastical Gothic was
a very natural style for them. But, when
the internal arching and vaulting are gone,
and the external buttressing, as far as its

structural use is concerned, has gone also, is

it consistent, or even defensible, to insist on
retaining minor features that are only ap-
propriate to arched and vaulted buildings ?

With the whole internal anatomy of Early
Gothic houses abandoned, is it really wise or
even honest to try and keep their external
shape ? This is what the question about
ecclesiastical housebuilding really comes to.

We have given up, and must, perforce, give
up. Ecclesiastical Gothic inside our houses

:

aro we, or are we not, to give it up on the
outside also ? If we can build our secular
works on the same principles on which tho
early monks built theirs, by all means let

us decorate them on tho same principles

;

but if, as everybody knows, we cannot,
then, by all means let us decorate them on
different principles. Let us accept the facts,

and adopt a decoration which conforms to
the facts, and expresses the facts, and not
buUd houses of which the elevations belie

the sections, and in which the interior is

made a jumble, that the exterior may be
made a falsehood.

All this, in a quiet unspoken way, has
been impressing itself , since the dawn of the
Gothic revival, on the minds of thousands
of people who have no special knowledge of
architecture. Decoration may dazzle for a
time, but, in tho end, tho world approves of

what is natural and sincere. So it happens
that, on the whole. Modem Gothic in
churches stands criticism, and that, on the
whole. Modem Gothic in houses does not.

The one is instinctively felt to be a reality,

and the other to be a sham. The reason is,

that what we may call Church Gothic has,

in the majority of cases, been applied to
both. It has been applied to both bocausa
theorists and doctrinaires insisted on it.

Nothing but Church Gothic, they told us,

was Gothic at all. Gothic depended on
pointed cross- vaults and buttresses, and must
have pointed windows and pointed doors,

and all the details which, in high-class

buildings, go with them. If it had not
these, it was not Gothic. What's in a name ?

Everything, apparently, to the passing
generation of architects. Overawed by the
terrible sentence which took away the name
of "Gothic" from nine-tenths of the best

secular work of the Middle Ages, this whole
generation, with few exceptions, renounced
the study of the proscribed examples. Their
secular buildings should be real Gothic, on
the outside at any rate, though so many
secular buildings in the Middle Ages failed

to be so. They would bo more Media;val
than the Mediseval builders themselves. So
we have seen Church Gothic everywhere, till

the best of detail has grown wearisome by
repetition, and till the world, over-

dosed at last with unrealities, seems
ready to go to the other extreme and to turn
its back on Gothic altogether. This is what
we have come to, through eloquence and art

criticism, through theories and dogmas,
and through unwise inferences from such
facts as those which Mr. Street brings for-

ward about Fountains Abbey. The reaction

from Church Gothic everywherohas brought
us to debased Classic everywhere ; and the
same want of judgment which has inflicted

on us so many houses in an Ecclesiastical

style, is now ready to mflict on us, if it cau
get the chance, an equal number of churches
in a Domestic style. People feel that
churches and houses ought somehow to bar-
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monise. For thirty years or more they have
ought to make them do so by repeating

church details, slightly modified, iu house-
j

fronts. At last they feel this to be absurd
mad unreal ; and the next effort, of which we
may already see traces, will doubtless be to

make them harmonise by repeating house
details in church fronts. This seems to be
the impending folly, which, like the rest,

will have its day and cease to be. The
Gothic revival gave us an ecclesiastical ar-

chitecture, but helped to destroy our civil

and domestic architecture. The Debased
Classic revival may improve our civil and
domestic architecture, but threatens at the

same time to destroy our ecclesiastical one.

It would seem as if we cannot have gooc'

churches and good houses together. Why is

this ?

The reason why, is that this remarkable
age regulates its art work not by its eyes,

but by its ears. Former ages saw for them-
selves what woxdd do and what would not
do, and acted accordingly. The present age
is too idle or too diffident to see ; it does
what it is told, if the telling is only suffi-

ciently eloquent or sufficiently noisy. Who
the teller is, does not much matter ; he may
be a great literary man, or he may be only
the "Eight Honourable Tony Lumpkin."
If he only speaks loudly enough and per-
suasively enough, some people, and perhaps
many people, are sure to obey him. Amongst
these spewters, then, who, with better luck
than Canute, have driven the tide of archi-

tecture upwards and downwards at their

will, it has been a common article of faith

that nothing but Church Gothic is really

Gothic at all. That there was a Medioeval
architecture for straight-Hoored buildings

as well as for vaulted buildings, an architec-

ture of stone lintels as well as of stone arches,
an architecture of timber as well as an archi-
tecture of masonry, they scarcely deign to
recognise. For the credit of the Middle Ages,
they seem to say. Let us keep all this out of

sight as much as possible. We cannot explain
it by our little formula about the cross-vault
and the pointed arch : the facts about civil

and domestic architecture do not agree with
our theory on the origin of Gothic, and,
therefore, there really ought never to have
been any such facts at sJl. Thirty years
ago these eloquent teachers explained that
as all Gothic must have pointed arches,
houses must have them just as much as
churches. The result of thirty years' con-
formity to their teaching being now a
faUure visible to all men, they countermand
their orders with the same cheerful con-
fidence with which they first issued them.
They still tell us that aU Gothic must have
pointed arches ; but having found that
pointed arches are apt to look absurd in a
dwelling-house, they now assure us that
Debased Classic is the only style fit for our
adoption. So much for theories, for fixed
ideas, and architectural pedantry ; so much
for letting other people lead us by the ears,

instead of walking each man by the help of
such eyes as he has. Our eyes would have
shown us—and may still show us, if we take
the trouble to use them—plenty of Mediajval
buildings, not of Church Gothic, and yet in
perfect harmony with Gothic churches; not
monumental in style, and yet grouping ex-
quisitely with the monumental buildings
beside them ; not discordant, and yet not un-
real. We may see, in short, amongst the later
Mediajval works, and even amongst some of
the earlier ones, the beginnings of a secular
stylo which might have been, and might
still be, developed further and applied to a
multitude of modem uses. Oar secular
buildings might then be in harmony, though
not in unison, with our religious ones ; but
the possibility of harmony without unison
hardly seems as ^ et to have dawned upon
the minds of our iastructors. If we had not
happened to take a passage of Mr. Street's
lor the text of these remarks, it would be

perfectly unnecessary to add that the class

of instructors referred to differ as widely
as possible from that keen observer and
thoroughly practical artist.

WOEKS OF ART APPLIED TO
FURNITUEE.

AN exhibition of works of art, including
furniture, opened last Monday at the

Eoyal Albert Hall, in connection with the

Fine Arts Exhibition which we noticed last

week. The Society of Arts have miiinly

promoted it, for the purpose of encouraging
design and workmanship as applied to

furniture, and they intend to resume the

practice of awarding medals to the artists

engaged on such work. The present

exhibition surpasses in excellence of design
the previous displays of furniture we have
noticed here, and there is one feature in the

collection which makes it of more value as a
test of progress in artistic manufacture.
The works are not " show specimens," an
element in exhibitions of this kind of which
we have lately had too much, but represent

the ordinary productions turned out by the

firms which send them. Lately, some
manufacturers have kept on stock a number
of articles which were originally made " to

order " for international exhibitions, and
many of these objects are known not to

have been the productions of the houses
which show them. A kind of fictitious and
very unhealthy competition has thus been
brought about, injurious to modem manu-
factures of all sorts. A small select display

of works such as that now on view at South
Kensington will probaBly help to bring this

kind of false advertising into disrepute

among our high-class manufacturers. The
arrangement of the articles in bays, instead

of the promiscuous arena of a large hall,

secures also, to our minds, the equally im-
portant object of isolation of each firm's

articles, so that the style of design and the

colour shown in one bay does not detract

from the work of another artist, as is often

the case in exhibitions.

Messrs. J. G. Grace and Son, of Wigmore-
street, occupy the first bay of the small part
of the gallery devoted to these works ; and
the general style of the objects is that of

the Renaissance. The large cabinet of

carved walnut-wood, designed by this firm,

is an elaborate example of the Italian loth

century work, the dark wood being relieved

by blue enamel medallions or panels with
figure-subjects. Another cabinet of satin-

wood, inlaid with purple-wood in an 18th-
century style ; a rich embroidered velvetarm-
chairinEarly French Renaissance; afireplace

with tiles, and a very handsome Venetian
mirror are a few of the exhibits. The tiles

in the fireplace are tawdry in colour, and do
not harmonise with the woodwork. Beau-
tiful specimens of Minton and Co.'s china,

and some stained glass of excellent manu-
facture, by Heaton, Butler and Co., are

shown as accessories to the furniture of this

firm. It is noticeable that Italian Cinque-
cento, and the English Classical taste of the

lath century predominate, and very few
exhibitors show work of Queen Anne or

Jacobean character. Messrs. Morant, Boyd,
and Blandford, of New Bond-street, have a
display of works in these stylos. One of the

best things is the wall decoration of side of

room, in the late 18th-century English style.

The panels of silk, of a light delicato grey
tint relieved by gilding, and an oval mirror,

are quiet and in good taste, and the frieze

and cornice are not overdone. Wo notice

also, some well-made marqueterie work in

a cabinet and writing - table, some chairs

covered with embossed velvet, and other

articles in the Italian style. The gold
lustre ware, by William do Morgan, of

Chelsea, and the brocaded silk screen are

attractive.

Bay No. 3, of Messrs. Jackson and
Graham, of Oxford-street, might represent a
model interior on a small scale of a salon or
drawing-room of the period of Louis XVI.
It is filled up in tha unique style of thai>

polished age, with the most costly inlaid

cabinets of Oriental Greek character. To
the architect the quietly-designed chimney-
piece in rosewood with inlays of ivory and ^.

motker-o'-pearl, and the walls and ceiling^s

in the style of the Louis-Seize period are
especially worth attention for their simpli-

city and quiet taste. The satin wull-hang-
ings, and the canvas-plaster cornice round
the bay, are carried out in a harmonious key
of delicate tints. We cannot leave this bay
without remarking on a few choice cabinets.

One of these, in an Oriental Greek style,

has inlays of boxwood, ivory, pear, ebony,
and other woods, and the ornamentation
chiefly consists of conventionalised patterns,

especially the honeysuckle ornament, the
front being divided into three compartments
by pilasters. The colours are in good
harmony, though the large honeysuckle in

the pediment at the apex looks out of scale.

This cabinet is estimated to be worth £2,000;
and a chimney - piece in the same style,

chastely inlaid with similar woods, is

estimated even at a larger sum. The jambs
are relieved by fluted pilasters, and a honey-
suckle frieze enriches the mantel. The ela-

borate and exquisite workmanship of these

objects, it would be impossible to overrate

;

there is no carving, but the whole effect is

produced by the contrast of well-selected

coloured inlays flatly treated—an effect

equal to painted ornamentation, though
more permanent and beautiful by reason
of the highly-polished surface. Another
very elegantly-made cabinet, exceedingly
simple in its lines of framing, is shown in

American walnut, and a small hanging
cabinet as illustrated in Mr. Edis's Book on
Decoration deserves notice. The Chippen-
dale vitrine or cabinet is unique, and the
visitor will find elaborate bronze gilt

clock and candlesticks of Italian Renais-
sance character, some specimens of Japanese
lacquer, a dog-grate by Feetham and Co.,

and a gasalier in ormolu and cut glass by
Messrs. Osier. Bay No. 4, is furnished by
Messrs. GUlow and Co., of Oxford-street,

and presents a striking contrast in tone to
the last. The wall-hangings are of dark
green velvet with embroidered borders,

"

which, and the plush curtains of the mantel-
piece, have been executed by the School of

Art Needlework, Sloane-street. We more
especially notice some rich Oriental curtains

from Messrs. Vincent, Robinson and Co.

;

a pair of beautifully painted vases in the
Italian style with figure medallions and
coUed-snake handles by Messrs. Minton ; a
massive and handsome walnut secretaire ; a
satinwood cabinet made for the Empress of

Russia ; a walnut vestibule seat, with
pendentive hood, enriched by Ionic shaft-

lets in Renaissance, and an ebony and
ivory table. Some beautifully chased metal
work, by Messrs. Elkington and Co., are ex-
hibited as accessories to the furniture, and
enhance the value of this collection. The
fireplace is recessed, and the mantel, in dark
maroon plush, embroidered, with the stove

and irons, has a very rich effect. A needle-

work panel for screen, having a figure of a
lady, on a gold ground, is an excellent imi-

tation.

Messrs. Holland and Sons, of Mount-
street, Grosvenor- square, have a more
select number of works. The Gothic side-

board or dressoir in oak, relieved by inlays

and gilding, is a conspicuous article of

furniture, and is particularly interesting as

being from a design by the late Mr. B. J.

Talbort. We certainly consider this design

one of the bust of that artist's works; it

illustrates the best points of the style Mr.
Talbert delighted to work in. It is free

from the lumpiness and unmeaning detail
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which followers of this school of decorative

woodwork have reproduced to such an ex-

tent as to throw discredit upon the stylo.

The upper compartments, with the canopy
and the panels emblematic of fish, fruit, and
game, and the brass metalwork, are well

proportioned and in strict harmony with
the purpose. An ebony cabinet, designed
and carved in a massive Italian Kenaissance
style by Barbetti is also exhibited by this

well-known firm. The wall-hangings are

dark, of 17th-century taste. A dado of

tapestry is surmounted by plush of a dark
peacock green or bluish-green shade, which
sets off the oak furniture admirably.

Messrs. Howard and Sons, of Bemers-
street, have attempted a more modern style

of decoration ; the painted fleck-paper and
the rather heavy coved, painted ceiling

quarrel somewhat with the specimens of
excellently manufactured cabinet-work and
Keramics exhibited, and less pronounced
mouldings and colours in the ceiling would
have been an improvement. Eighteenth-
century wall-decoration, generally known as

the style introduced by the Brothers Adam,
may be noticed in Bay 7, furnished by
Messrs. Wright and Mansfield, ofNew Bond-
street. A mahogany door, surrounded by
architraves and cornice, with trusses, and
some small satinwood sideboards, inlaid in

of the same chaste style, will be noticed for

their refined ornamentation and colouring. A
very elaborately inlaid pianoforte-case, after
the style of Louis XV., in which tulip and
kingwood are largely introduced, will be
admired, certainly more for the beauty and
delicacy of the workmanship than for the
design, which suffers from a lack of refine-

ment. The specimens of carving and gild-
ing are interesting examples of 18th-cen-
tury decoration. Bay No. 8 has been
fitted up in a very tasteful manner by
Messrs. CoUinson and Lock, of Fleet-street,
and the cabinets and other objects indicate
that approach to decorative moderation and
consistency which this firm has generally
displayed. We may especially draw atten-
tion to a massive mahogany chimney-piece
in the Kenaissance style, but with decidedly
Spanish feeling in the detail and carving in
the mantel, and a few other specimens of
rosewood and inlaid furniture.

Messrs. Gregory and Co., Eegent-street,
exhibit a very choice collection in solid
rosewood and Turkoman tapestries ; the cur-
tains are of good design and colour ; Messrs.
Shoolbred and Co., a variety of oak buffets,

cabinets, &c., relieved by ebony mouldings
in the Old English Jacobean styles. Over-
panelling appears to be the chief fault in
these and the elaborate piano case. The
last bay is filled up by Messrs. Johnstone,
Jeanes, and Co., in the Italian and 17th-cen-
txay styles of decoration. The carved
walnut buffet and panelling with tapestry-
panels, and the excellent parquetry floor,

call for attention. The corridor is filled up by
Messrs. Doulton and Co. with some inter-
esting specimens of their Lambeth ware,
faience and terra-ootta work. The small
relief panels, modelled in terra-cotla by G.
Tinworth, are particularly clever ; and the
admirer of decorative faience will find much
to commend in the painted plaques and
panels, and the large tazza in Doulton
ware. Mr. Edward Sears shows two panels
of stained-glass with figure - studies and
some tiles, and the School of Art wood-
carving copies of 18th-century work. Mr.
F. Jacob has a well - executed, ebony -

veneered lady's writing - table, and Mr.
J. Aumonier a carved oak pilaster in
the style of Italian Kenaissance, shows
.spirit and refinement. We notice in the
corridor, besides some decorative panels, a
few specimens ofwrought-iron work, designed
and wrought by S. and C. Phelps in a free
style. Nearly every style of modem decor-
ation may be carefully studied in the
dozen bays at the Albert Hall, and the

architect and students of decorative art may
find, in these contributions by some of our
leading manufacturers, evidence of a taste

which has been gradually supplanting the
fashionable crazes of the last few years.

THE WATEK QUESTION.—IX.

RAIN is the intermediate condition of

the three changes of form of water,

from mass to vapour, from vapour to rain,

and from rain to mass again. All water
upon or in the earth above the sea-level

is the produce of the rainfall, and comes
chitfly from the ocean, but in general from
water surfaces. Water is raised into the

atmosphere, being first converted into vapour
by the heat-rays, of the sun, and as the

vapour of water is lighter than air, being
about five-eighths of the weight of air, bulk
for bulk, and at the same temperature and
pressure, it rises and is blown about by the
wind, and as it is heat which changes the
particles of water on the siu-face of the
ocean and elsewhere into vapour, so it is the

loss of heat which changes the vapour into

water again. The vapour moving laterally

with the wind and rising up against the hill-

sides into a colder region, contracts and
unites in rain-drops. The vapour itself is

invisible ; what we see in clouds is partially

condensed into water, but not yet into

globules of Buflicient weight—a sphere in-

creasing in weight as the cube of its

diameter—to fall through the resisting

medium of air. For what knowledge of

the rainfall we possess, of an extensive and
systematic kind, we are indebted chiefly to
Mr. G. J. Symons, now President of the
Meteorological Society, who began in 1858
to collect and arrange the observations
which had then been made of the depths of

rain fallen in previous years, and to extend
the observations, and tince 1860 he has
published them annually (Stanford, pub-
lisher), and now he receives records of the
rainfall from about 2,000 stations, all over
the country.
The rainfall of this country comes chiefly

from the Atlantic ocean with the pre-
vailing westerly and south-westerly winds,
and is precipitated in large quantities
on the high ground of the chain of hills

which range in a generally north and
south direction through England. If the
rainfall on the western coast be compared
with that further inland, it will be seen
to increase as these hills are approached.
Mr. Bateman drew attention to this in his
evidence before the Water Supply Commis-
sion, to the effect that if in any particular
year the rain on the westerly coast, say, at
Liverpool, is 36in., and going right across
the country to the east coast, it iLcreases as
the range of hills is approached, where it is

at the foot, say, 40in., on the summit of the
hills it is from 50 to 60in. ; further east it is

30in., and further east still it is 20in. In an
investigation he had made across England
from Liverpool over the Manchester water-
works drainage-ground and over that of
Halifax, it was observed that the winds im-
pinge upon the westerly slope of the moun-
tains which form the eastern side of the
Kivington (Liverpool) waterworks drainage-
ground, where in a certain year the rainfall

was 48jin. Over the ridge, in the first trough
to the east, are the Bolton waterworks, the
trough running pretty nearly north and
south ; and at Belmont, in the Bolton
waterworks district, the rain was 53in. The
next trough is the valley from which the
Blackburn waterworks are supplied, and
there it was 42in. ; and over the moimtains
right down in the east it was 30in. The
Manchester waterworks are formed in a
mountain range, the Penine chain of hills,

lying between Manchester and Sheffield,

commonly called the backbone of England.
The rain at Manchester in 1859 was 38in.,

in round numbers. Going eastward, the

rain at the Denton reservoir, which is 300ft.

above the sea, was 34in
.

; at Newton it was
35in., and a little further east it was 33in.

All these places are upon the plain, or nearly

the plain. Then at the foot of the hills the

depth of rain was 46iin. Higher up at the

head of the valley, on the west side of the

hills, it was 53Jin., then 57'64in., a little

further towards the head, on the east

side, just over the summit, it was oSjin.

At the reservoir of the Sheffield water-
works, which is on the hills more to the east,

it was 46in., at Penistone 39in., and at Shef-

field, 2din., showing an increase as the hills

are ascended, and, over them, rapidly di-

minishes towards the east. On the line of the

Rochdale canal, which also crosses the back-
bone of England, in the same way, in

another year, the rainfvdl at Bochdale,
which is at the foot of the hills, was 39'7in.

At Whiteholme, on the top of the hills,

66-7in.; at Blackstone Edge toUbar, 67"oin.;

and, on the east side, 66'6in.; but these last

three places are almost entirely upon the

summits of hills not more than 1,200ft, high.

Then at Sowerby Bridge, which is at the

easterly foot, though comparatively in the

hills, it was 32'27in., and at Halifax, less

than that.

It was observed by Dr. Miller, in the Lake
district, that the rainfall increases up to a
height of about 2,000ft. above the sea, but

decreases on mountains of higher elevation.

If the elevation of the country lies within

the region of the rain- clouds, which may be
said to extend to about 3,000 or 4,000ft.,

the greatest portion of deposit within that

range takes place at from 700 to 2,000, or

2,300ft. If the greater portion of the

gathering-ground lies within that zone, set-

ting aside local circumstances, that will be
the elevation which wUl give the greatest

quantity of rain. Supposing a continuous
ridge exceeding 2,000ft. high to range north

and south, there would be comparatively

little rain on the east side ; it would stop

nearly all the rain-clouds from the west, and
the water would be precipitated on the

westerly slopes ; but, where there is a range
of mountains, the summits of which measure
upwards of 3,000ft. with depressions in the

ridge, the largest amount of rain falls in the

valleys to the east of those depressions.

These westerly and south-westerly winds
prevail over the greater part of England
and Wales ; but in the North of England, in

Northumberland, a westerly wind is a dry
wind, and a wet wind on the coast of

Northumberland is a dry wind in the West.
The rainfall map of the 6th Keport of the

Rivers Commission, 1874, shows the average
annual fall at various places in most of the

river basins. Taking Sxst those on the

western coast, which have the heads of the

valleys towards the east, the rainfall is seen

to increase upwards from the coast as the
watersheds are approached, thus,

Inches.

Mersey basin: Liverpool 35.

Manchester ... 36.

Marple 36.

Chapel-in-frith40.
Bibble basin: Frestoa 39.

Settle 50.

Lune basin: Lancaster 44.

Garsdale 52.

Lake district : Whitehaven... 62.

Kendal ..... ... 61.

Taking next, from the same records of

rainfall, those river-basins in which the

heads of the valleys are towards the west, it

is seen that in general, but not without
exceptions, the depth decreases from the

watersheds towards the middle and lower
portions of the basins, thus.

Inches.

Thames basin : Cirencester 31,
Oxford 26.

Greenwich 24.

Severn basin: Hengoed 36.

Shrewsbury 27.

Worcester 28.

Wye basin; Rhayader 46.

Hereford 80.

Boss 27.
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Inches.

TWntba&in: Birniingham 31.

IVrbj- 26.
Ketford 23.

Calderb»ia: Halifax 31.

Pontcfract 25.

Aircba&ia : Near the Water&hed S5.

Ixti* 23.

Yoriu. 0u5e ba^n : Kichmond 31.

Thirst 24.

Y..rk 23.

Tyno basin: Allcnheadi 6fi.

'Jynemouth 27.

On the Ordnarce Survey " Map of the

Kivers and their Catchment Basins," aseries

of rainfall depths is marked, which,
although not the average.', are coniparablt;

with each other, and, for this purpose, better

so than averages would be. These show the

following reductions of depth of rainfall,

beginning at the western watcrelieds anl
proceeding in an easterly direction.

Incites.
Thames basin : Nr the Watershed »l-8.

(ixfoid 271.
Heading 21 8.

Windsor 23 0.

Kingston 2I'2.

Crovdon 242.
Gietnwich 28S.
Sheemesa 22!>.

Sivein basin : Xr. the Watershed 6S1.
Shrewsbury 23'5.

Worcester 23-

Cheltenham 257.
Gloucester 218.

Wye basin: Ithayader iV
Hay 32 7.

Hereford 28 3.

Trent taiin: Birmingham 3V
Leicester 276.
Loughborough 2u'3.

Deibjshirc Wjre and Djrwent basin

:

Nr. the Watershed 65 1.

Cromford 873.
Bclper 29-9.

Derby 29-4.

Doa basin : Nr. the Watershed SI 8.

Barnsby 27'4.

Shefiield 32-5.

Dmcastei 33 1.

Inches. Inches. Inches.
taMer bo.iin : 49 7

Aire basin : 39
Wharfe bai»in : 54'7

Yorlu. Ouse basin : 27
Wear basin: 3r3
Tyr.e bjisin : 45'5

311 and 27 2.

277
3l9
25
258
28-5

21-2.

25-2.

25-6.

24 2.

212.

The facts formerly stated, of the much
greater quantity of water flowing off the

ground per acre of the drainage area in the

upper part of a river-basin than in the lower,

confirm the inference to be drawn from an
examination of the relative depths of water
fallen, as stated above ; these showing that

the greater rainfalls take place on the steeper

ground in the immediate neighbourhood of

the main watersheds.

To go from yearly rainfalls to excessive

falls in one day, which we must do in con-
sidering effects in the flood question, and
taking the latest published returns, those for

the year 1879 (for those of 1880 are not yet
jjublished, we believe), there fell at Gran-
chester mill, in Cambridgeshire, on the 2nd
of August, 3 92in. ; at Cambridge, 3'80in.

;

at Iluntingdon, 3'75in. ; at Taunton, in

.Somersetshire, 3'5oin. ; at Koyston, Herts,
;iin. On the ICth August, there fell at St.

Asaph, 375in. ; at Kidderminster, 3.47in.

;

.'it Whitchurch, Salop, 3-42in. ; and at Pen-
j'-gwrjd, Carnarvonshire, 3 n. In the jjro-

viousyear, 1878, there fell on the loth August
.at Newport, Mon., 4-24in. ; on 10th April,

at Haverslock-hill, 390in. ; on 2lst January,
at Oughtershaw, Yorks., ;5'70in. ; on 15th
August at Cardiff, 3G5in. ; on 9th November,
at Abcrdare, 3'31in. ; on Gth August, at

Matlock, Cath, 3'12in. In the previous
year, 1S77, there fell on 13th September, at

Khiwbrifdir, in Merionethshire, 4-27in.; on
the 2nd September, at Barnstaple, 3-80in.

;

on loth July, at ISolton, 3'70in. ; on loth
April, at Exeter, 3Goin. ; on loth April, at
Iloniton, 3o4in. ; on 19th January, at
Beddgelert, 3-3! in. In the year 187o, in

Monmouthshire and Glamorganshire, the
falls in one day, the loth July, wore nearly
twice as great as any previously recorded at
the respective stations ; they were at New-
port waterworks, in the hills, 5'33in. ; at
Newport, 6-30in.; atTintem Abbey, 5-31in.

;

at Cardiff, 4-80in ; at Caerleon, 4'04in. ; and
at Chepstow, more than 4-20in.

But we have not yet got to the extreme
conditions *o be taken into consideration,

for while the depths above are fair examples
of those which occasionally fall in 24 hours,

in some part or other of the country, a
greater proportionate fall takes place some-
whero every year during short periods of

time. In 1879, there fell in London •27in.

in 3J minutes ; at Sheffield, -Slin. in 5

minutes; at Arlington, l'48in. in 20 minutes
at Wisbech, •64in. in 30 minutes ; at South
Petherton, •75in. in 1 hour; at Hythe,
l'53in. in 2J hours; at Whitchurch, 2'60in.

in 3 hours ; and at Cambridge, 300in. in
4' hours.
"In 1878, •89in. fell at Caistor in 10

minutes ; at Over Darwen, -GSin. in 15

minutes; atDoncaster, l'25in. in 30 minutes;
at Banbury, lin. in 40 minutes; at Black-
burn, l'39in. in 45 minutes; at Northampton,
125in. in 50 minutes; at Cardiff, l'78in. in

1 hour; atOtterbum, 2-lOin. in li hour ; at

Huntingdon, 2Glin. in 2 hours, and so on
;

and to go back to 1875, there fell at Exeter
3'2Gin. in 3 hours ; and, in short, Mr.
Symons says in the records for 1878 that we
know roughly that in every j'ear there is sure

to be a fall at several stations of at least

30in. in 15 minutes; or 'oOin.in 30 minutes;
or •coin, in 45 minutes ; or •70in. in 1 hour

;

or •80in. in 2 hours. Now, when those heavy
rainfalls occur alter the ground has become
saturated by moderate rains persisting for a
long time together, the rivers do not carry
off the water, being already bank-full, or

nearly so ; and here we arrive at the indica-

tion of what to do, which is to make reason-

able provision for dealing with these in all

available situations, to such an extent as

may be both practicable and economical

;

for it would be useless to enter into the

consideration of any plan, however feasible

in an engineering point of view only, which
would not also be economical, on a broad
view of the question, and that view com-
prehends the supply of water, from the

stored sources, for domestic use, and for

power at a distance. In 1877, an Act was
passed for England and Wales and for Ire-

land, which gives facilities to landowners
for the construction of reservoirs and simi-

lar works, on the ground that "in many
places it would greatly conduce to the

affording of a plentiful supply of pure
water to the inhabitants of villages

and towns, and to the industrial re-

quirements of the locality, if facilities wore
given to landowners of limited interests to

charge their estates with sums expended by
them in constructing reservoirs and other

works for the supply of water, of a character

permanently to increase the value of such

estates for other than agricultural purposes,"

with which Act is incorporated the Water-
works Clauses Act, 18G3, with respect to the

security of reservoirs, and with which also

is incorporated the Improvement of Land
Act, 18G4, and the supply of water from
such stored sources as are montioned above,

to sanitary and other local authorities, and
to manufacturers and other persons, is

deemed in this Act an improvement of the

land within the meaning of tho Improve-
ment of Land Act, UGl, if the construction

of such works will effect a permanent in-

crease in the valae of tho land, or produce

a greater income, and it would seem to bo

a very reasonable provision to make in the

Floods Prevention Bill that all lands so

protected bj'watcr-consorvaiioy works should

be exempt from taxation in respect of the

flooded lands of any river-basin.

THE PURCHASE OF GAS AND WATER
WORKS.

IT has been practically conceded by every

one who knows anything; about the

working expenses connected with gas works.

that tho transfer of these works to local
authorities has been productive of economi-
cal restilts. Mr. Arthur Silverthorne, C.E.,
has brought out, as a supplementary work
to his recent volume on the " Transfer of

Gas Works to Local Authorities" noticed
by us at the time, "The Purchaso of Gas
andWaterworks,"* which furnishes valuable
statistics of the gas companies, tho price of
gas, tho annuities or purchase money paid
upon paid-up capital, and tho amount
required to pay annuities and interest per
1,000ft. of gas sold. Tho tables ol figures

referring to the gas undertakings under
local authorities show the great reductions
effected in the price of gas since the works
have been taken over. Tho author very
justly observes " actual relief from taxation
should spring from the increased develop-
ment of the resources of local under-
takings which, previously from inefficient

working or other causes, have not
contributed to their fullest value."

Under municipal management, gas under-
taking is capable of making a much larger

return than under a company, as much as £17
per cent, in some cases; and the author
clearly shows the application of capital will

be fourfold : 1st, the integral payment of

tho original company's interest; 2nd, the

reduction in price of gas ; 3rd, redemption
of capital ; and 4th, the balance applied to

the relief of local rates. On the other hand,
tho redemption of capital in the case of com-
panies is not secured, and the gas consumer
receives no benefit. In the case of many
large towns, like Glasgow and Leeds, the

exorbitant prices asked by the companies
had been a bar to the acquirement of works,

and it was only by applying for a Bill to

empower authorities to erect now works,

and introduce an independent supply, that

the corporations have succeeded in securing

transfers on reasonable terms. By the

Borough Funds Act, 1872, competing
schemes were abandoned, and corporations

were powerless to apply funds for

these purposes, though urban authorities

can, under tho Public Health Act, 1875,

supply gas under certain conditions, and
acquire works situate within their own dis-

tricts upon agreed terms. Nearly all pur-
chases, says Mr. Silverthorne, since 1872,

have been on " terms agreed," or under the

voluntary system. Among the extravagant

demands made by companies are those for

prospeotivevalue, back dividends, &c. They
generally claim to be entitled to maximum
statutory dividends, and are exempted from
restrictions which corporations are not

exempt from. The author rightly thinks

companies ought " not to receivo the

statutory dividend, but that amount less the

sinking fund required to extinguish the

annuity say in GO years." Mr. Silverthorne

enters into a number of important con-

siderations for those who contemplate com-
pulsory purchases, and tho suggestions

offered by him will save many costly failures.

Taking a typical case, the author says : "It
is perfectly correct to reckon any transfer

of efficient works a high-priced purchase

in which the purchase money and interest

on loan-capital works out higher than

t/iirtfenpcnce per 1,000ft. of gas sold."

The section on waterworks is treated

in the same praotical and masterly

manner, the statistics of water undertakings

under local management, and of the London
water undertakings under the managemsiit

of local companies, being particulaily in-

structire and useful. We cannot now enter

into tho recommendations of the author,

which appear to be sound and based on

correct principles. It is to bo hoped those

who favoured the arrangement entered into

with the London water companies some time

ago, will read the remarks here made; and

• The rurchase of Gas and Water Works. By Arthur
SiLVERTHORNB, Consulting Lngiaeor. London : Crosby

Lockwood and Co.
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the precedents given of the Cardiff water
purchase and that of Darby are significant.

On tlio whole, we can safely say economy
would bo consulted by the perusal of Mr.
iSdverthoru's treatise and statistical returns.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OP BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE session of the lustiute was brought to a

close on Monday evening, by the annual

meeting for the presentation of the royal gold

medal, and the distribution of prizes. The
president, Mr. G. E. Strcot.R.A., F.S.A., who
wore the royal gold medal and the chain of office,

took the chair.

The Skckbtaby announced the death from
consumption, on the 9th inst., of Professor

Fredrik Wilhelm SnhoUnder, secretary of the

Royal Academy of Fine Arts at Stockholm, and
an hon. and corresponding member of the

Institute.

THE CntTKClI OF ST. 1U.ET OVEBIE, SOUTnWAIlK.

The President mentioned that amongst the

new books presented to the library, was Mr. F.

T. DoUman's monograpli upon the Priory of

St. Mary Overie, Southwark, which deserved
special notice. Their old colleague, Mr. Francis
DoUman, they would remember, was for many
years assistant secretary and librarian, and the
work just completed represented the crown of

years of careful research and study. He had had
an opportunity of looking over the book,
and could speak highly of its character. Many
of the illustrations could not now have been
done, as they represented the old nave, now
destroyed, and were made from the very care-
ful drawings by GwUt. The council had also

purchased a second copy of the book to be placed
in their loan collection.

ELECTION OF JIEitBEEg.

The foUowing eighty-three gentlemen were
then ballotted for and declared duly elected,

the former operation occupying three-quarters
of an hour. As Fellows (9):—John McKean
Brydou, Cambridge-place, Regent' s-park, N.^y.;
William Watkins, Lincoln ; Henry Townley
Sugden, Buckingham-street, Strand, W.C.

;

Charles Mant, M^jor R.E., East India United
Service Club, St. James's-square, S.W. ; Thomas
Henry Eagles, Associate, Coopers' -hill, Staines

;

Frederick Wilham Waller, Gloucester ; Charles
Robert Chorley, Leeds ; John Wornham Pe»-
fol.i. Associate, Great George-street, West-
micster; andThomas Henry Fleeming, Wolver-
hampton. As Associates (73) :—John Cowell,
Canterbury ; Arthur Samuel Hewitt, Great Yar-
mouth ; John Payne, Blythwood-road, Crouch-
hill, N. ; Archibald Gillespie, Blaokheath, S.E.

;

Elward Instone, Addison-road, Kensington,
W. ; George Pearson, Finsbury-pavement, E.C.

;

Richard John Lovell, Oakley-road, Canonbury,
N. ; Andrew Oliver, Queen's-gardens, Bays-
water, W. ; Joseph Battye, Manchester ; Ed-
ward John May, Queen Anue's-grove, Bedford-
park, W. ; Herbert Hardwicke Langston, Great
James-street, Bedford-row, W.C. ; Williara
Rushworth, Croydon-common ; Matthew Reed,
Neweastle-on-Tyno ; Matthew Henry Holding,
Northampton ; Donald Campbell Marks, Church-
road, Forest-hill, S.E. ; George Halford Fel-
lowes Prynne, Adam-street, Adelphi, W.C.

;

William Allen Coombs, Blenheim - crescent,
Notting-hill, W ; William Scorer, Lincoln

;

Arthur Charles Alfred Norman, Mutley, Ply-
mouth ; Arthurllarland, Barnet-common, Herts;
Tnomas Jerrara Bailey, Queen's-road, Batter-
sea-pirk, S.W. ; Dominiok Joseph Coakley,
Cork ; Harry May, Men.stone, near Leeds

;

Frederick Moorhouse, Huddersfield; Richard
Wood, Leeds ; Harry Wilkinson Moore, Oxford

;

Frederick Henry Appleton Hardcastle, Clyde-
^treet, South Keusiugton ; Charles Aime, Wool
Exchange, Coleman-street,E.C. ; Alfred Framp-
ton, Featherstone-buildings, High Holbom

;

John Melland, Chancery-lane, W.C. ; William
Muskett Yetts, Finsbury-pavement, E.C.

;

Walter Bryan Wood, Gloucester; Frederick
Montague Grattan, Walthamstow

; William
Murray, Wood-lane, Shepherd's-bush, W.

;

Charles William Lovett, Cambersvell-road, S.E.

;

Frederick George Hughes, Binningham ; Wil-
liam Andrew Rolfe, Hill-street, Rutland-
gate, S.W. ; William Henry Romaine-
Walker, Buckingham-street, Adelphi, W.C.

;

Robert William Collier, Shortlands, Kent ;

Henry Adair Rawlins, North Finohley ; Charles

Edward Powell, Chancery-lane, E.C. ; William
Edward Clifton, East India-avenue, E.C.

;

Claude Pembcrton Leach, Weatherby Gardens,

South Kensington ; John Samuel Paul, Newing-
ton Green-road, N. ; Frederick Atkinson Powell,

Melbourne-square, Bri.xton, S.AV. ; Reginald
Theodore Blomfield, B.A. ; Manchester- street,

W. ; Sidney Gambler Parry, Clareville-grove,

South Kensington ; James Archibald Morris,

Ayr; William Neville Ashbeo, Dean's-yard,

Westminster; Robert Braxton Perriss, New-
port, Isle of Wight ; Edward Henry Bruton,

Cardiff ; William Henry Hayncs, Great James-
street, Bedford-row, W.C. ; Charles Marriner,

Francis-street, Bedford- square, W.C. ; Frede-

rick William Peel, Coleshill - street, Eaton-
square, S.W. ; Edward William Lookwood,
Huddersfield ; Herbert Stanley Saunders,

Finsbury - circus, E.C. ; Martin Luther
Saunders, Finsbury - circus, E.C. ; William
John Point, Buckhurst-hill, Essex; Mark
John Lansdell, Theobald's - road, W.C. ;

Archibald Sempel Anderson, High-street,

Camden Town, N.W. ; Alfred Hugh Davies-

CoUey, Manchester ; John Brooke, Manchester

;

Roger Thomas Conder, Wyndham-orescent,

Junction-road, N. ; Edward Early Hollis,

Bartholomew-road, N.W. ; John Johnson,

Queen Victoria-street, E.C. ; Frederick George
Knight, Wimbledon ; Edward George Stead,

Blackpool ; Edward Lane Swatman, jun.,

Hampton Hill, Middlesex ; James Webster,
Doughty-street, W.C. ; Edward Goffee, Fins-

bury-pavement, E.C. ; Clarence Tilt Coggin,

South Lambeth-road, S.W. ; Samuel Tucker,
Argyll-street, W. ; and Leonard Chas. Riddett,

Bedford-row, W.C. As Honorary Associate (1)

:

Major James Law Lushington Morant, R.E.,
Palace Gardens-terrace, Kensington. The fol-

lowing gentlemen were elected by acclamation

as honorary and corresponding members (3) :

Baron Henry de Geymiiller, Albert Thomas,
Government Architect (Grand Prix de Rome),
and Olivier .Rayct, Professor at the College de
France, Directenr- Adjoint at the Ecole des

Hautes Etudes ; all of Paris.

THE EOYAL GOLD MEDAL.

Inpresenting the royal gold medal toMr. George
Godwin, F.R.S., F.S.A, Past Vice-President, the

President delivered the following address :

—

It is now my duty to parform the act which
every year serves to remind us, in the most
practical manner possible, of the interest which
Her Majesty the Queen deigns to take in the

progress of our art. The distinction which Her
Majesty bestows to-night through my hands has
this peculiarity—characteristic of our national

system—that we are first of all consulted as to

the person to be honoured, and that Her
Majesty, unless she see reason to the contrary,

confirms and ratifies our selection. The re-

cipient of the medal which I am now com-
missioned to deliver, with Her Majesty's
approval, is therefore that one among us who
by the general vote of his brethren is held to be
the most worthy among those still undecorated.

Jealous of the honour which is thus accorded,

this Institute, with the Queen's sanction, has
been in the habit of giving the medal in suc-

cessive years to an English architect or man of

science, an English writer on architecture, and
a foreign architect or writer. In this way the

number of those who can at any one time hope to

hold this distinction is small, and it follows that

the award, if it were ever lightly made, or

on insufficient or unworthy grounds, would
be at once actively and jealously criticised

;

and we who have received it know that

its value to us is thus greatly enhanced. On
this occasion I think I may assume that it is

because you, Mr. Godwin, have distinguished

yourfelf at least as much with your pen as with
your pencil that your name was preferred to

that of any of your brethren. This year it is

by custom the turn for the literary architect to

be decorated, and that I do not think this a

custom to be regretted, you will believe when I

tell you that when I received the medal myself

it was on the same mixed literary and artistic

grounds. The work of Mr. Godwin's life, as I

need hardly tell anyone in this room, has been
the editorship of the earliest and most important
of the journals which devote themselves to archi-

tecture and its interest and progress. Of this,

if I am rightly informed, ho has been editor now
for some thirty-seven years ; and as he began

his editorship within a year of the foundation

of the journal, wo can see how comijletely he is

entitled to allthecrodit of its Bubseijuent course.

We all know that the Builder has been conducted
with an honest anxiety to improve and popu-
larise the pub.ic appreciation of architectures

;

and I believe I express the simple truth when
I say that, in avoiding the pitfall of making
it merely a professional organ Mr. Godwin
has conferred a distinct benefit upon u».

It would have been a real calami.y
if for all these years it had been our own pro-

fessional advantage and our own concerns, as

distinguished from those of the public, which
had been the main object of the editor of such a
paper. With a much larger sense of what was
really for the good of our art, Mr. (rodwin has
made his journal one which, whilst it is always
ready to devote itself with zeal to architectural

questions, never does so to the prejudice of or

in forgetfulness of those without whom we
should not exist, those who do us the honour to

put work into our hands. Among the works
for which Mr. Godwin is specially known aro

those wluch he has from time to time published

on the subject of the ciying evils of bad drainage,

bad ventilation, and bad building, especially as

these affect the condition and happiness of the

labouring classes. No more worthy work can
be done ; and though much—very much—still

remains to be done before we can be otherwise

than ashamed of our condition in this respect,

to Mr. Godwin, as one of the pioneers of pro-

gress in such really vital work, no small honour
is due. Then, to turn to another branch
of his work, I believe that I am not wrong
in attributing at least the lion's share of

the work done by the Art Union of London
to Mr. Godwin. For many years he
acted as one of the Honorary Secretaries,

and it was mainly, no doubt, to his

energy and powers of organisation that the large

and lasting success of the Institution has been
due. I need not go through the catalogue of

publications which we owe to Mr. Godwin,
from " The Churches of London," published so

long ago as 1838, to his plea for the "Estab-
lishment of a National Theatre," published in

1878. They cover a great amount of ground,

and deal with a variety of subjects full of in-

terest to most of us. No contrast between new
ways and old is greater than that which now
leads the architect to become a literary man as well

asanartist. In the earlier Media;val days this was
never known. But the invention of printing led

naturally to such a change, and the man de-

serves well of us who has made, as Mr. Godwin
has, good use of the opportunities which it

affords for the wide dissemination of information

and criticism and illustration of our art. Un-
fortunately, success in one branch of such an
architect's work is Ukely, as a rule, to lead to

the execution of less building work than would
otherwise have been accomplist ed, and with all

his energy a successful author is likely to suffer

in his practice as an architect. I am unable to

give you a long list of buildings erected by Mr.
Godwin ; but his hands have not been unoccu-
pied, and among others St. Mary's Church,

West Brompton, and the restoration of the

noble church of St. Mary Redcliffe, Bristol, may
be taken, I think, as typical examples. And

.

now, Mr. Godwin, without firrther dwelling

upon details which were familiar to the mem-
bers before they resolved to submit yoxir name
to Her Majesty for the bestowal of tliis medal,

I will only say that, though it was first insti-

tuted in 1848, it falls on me to give you a

decoration which you share with but a small

band of living men. Death has been busy in

our ranks, and at the present moment you make
the ninth Englishman who holds this Royal
Gold Medal. I congratulate you on the honour
Her Majest}', advised by your brethren, has
conferred on you, and I tru^t you may long bo
able to continue your labours on behalf of the

art and the profession to which all here are

equally with yourself, I hope, devoted.

Mr. Godwin, who was received with loud ap-
plause, replied : Mr. President, gentlemen,
and colleagues,—It is unnecessary for me to say
that I appreciate very highlj' the honour which
has been conferred upon me—an honoivr which
has come direct from her Majesty the Queen, at
the instance of the Rnyal Institute of British
Architects. I am particularly indebted to you,
sir, for the genial and flattering manner in
which you have made mention of my worlcs, and
to you, gentlemen, for the very kind and cordial
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w»y in which you have received this announce-

meot. It was my fortune to receive, sir, from
the hands of your distinguished predecessor iu

that chair, Earl de Grey, the very first medal
which was given by the Institute. Although
it is now many years ago, I can see

Lord de Grey, whose portrait hangs hefore us,

as plainly as t can see you now, and I seem to

hear his words as plainly as I heard yours. I

oan remember the flush of pleasure with which,

on the next day, I read a most commendatory
article in the Literary Gazette of that day,

written by genial William Jerdan. I am de-

lighted to see that there is at any rate one person
here who was present on that occasion, my dear

and affectionate friend, Professor Donaldson,
who from that time to this has honoured and
favoured me with liis regard. Of the 131 mem-
bers who then formed the membership of the

Institute, as against the thousand members of

to-night, I believe only some six or seven remain
amongst us. The President has naturally enough
alladed to my connection with the Builder. Let
rae point out that between those two presenta-

tions, that for an essay and the royal gold medal
of this evening, my whole working life has lain.

If it has not been a brilliant one, at any rate, I

may assert without contradiction, that it has
been one of constant and persevering effort to

spread information, to maintain the dignity of

the profession, and to aid in advancing the wel-
fare of all classes of society. I am particularly

pleased to think that our President should
nave given his approval to that policy,

which led me so to widen the scope of the Builder

as to interest many besides professional readers.

I believe that by taking that coarse a much
larger and more appreciative audience have been
reached for architects and architecture than
would have otherwise been the case. In this

editorship there have been necessarily some mis-
takes made, and there have been individuals who
felt themselves aggrieved ; but if you w^ill re-

member how many opportunities for mistakes

occur to an editor every week, and that I have
bad some 1,900 bundles of such opportunities

of falling into errors, I hope I may be forgiven

for all my lapses. The President has alluded to

certain investigations of mine into the condition

of towns ; without an assumption of mock
modesty, I miy say that they were conducted by
me for some years at considerable personal

sacridce, and with some personal risk. But if I

claim to have been one of the earliest and most
persistent pioneers in that course, and if I ven-

ture to believe that some of the feeling which now
prevails in respect to that inquiry is due to those

efforts, I do so because I am desirous to show
that the profession of architects had a re-

presentative in the very earliest stage of

that vitally important movement. I will

ask you to bear with me for two or three minutss
longer, because I wish to bring before you a
matter of deep interest to myself, as I wish to

show my appreciation of the great favour and
kindness done to me in other than words. We
have all been taught that architecture concerns
itself with commodity, convenience, and delight

—that is, commodity and convenience besides

delight. I have a very strong conviction that

the architect of the future, unless he is willing

to see a large number of buildings pass into the

hands of a different set of men, must pay par-

ticular attention to the facilities and the wants
of modem life, to novelties and improvements
in construction, and to all those sanitary

arrangements which are necessary, in order to

produce a healthful and happy home. To keep
this fact obviously before the coming race of

architects, and to induce the pursuance of that

course, I propose, if the assent of the council

be obtain^, and if the proposition find favour
at your hands to - night, to found, not
a scholarsliip nor a medal, but, by the

investment of, say, £1,000, to provide
annually a purse of £3.5 or £10. Adopting
an old university term, I would call this a bur-
sary, and it should be available to the recipient

who would go abroad for a month or six weeks
and examine, study, and report on any new
points iu planning, any novelties in construc-

tion, any improvements in the sanitary arrange-
ments which he may find in the town or city

which he should elect to visit. The mode of

competing for the bursary I have not yet quite

settled ; however, as lago says, with a ditfer-

ence, "I have't ; 'tis engendered; Anderson
and AVhite must bring tliis well-meant birth to

tliia world's light." It might be, I think, in

some mode connected with the Institute medal,
which is given annually for an essay ; and so

anxious am I to see its results, which I believe

will be of the greatest value, that I shall be dis-

posed, if the recipient of the Institute medal of

the present year be found a capable person, and
willing to accept the obligations imposed on
him, to provide the bursary for this year in ad-
dition to the investment, so that we might at

once begin to receive this information. The diffi-

culty of getting information from abroad is very
great, and I have often heard our present ener-

getic secretary complain of the impossibility of

inducing foreign members, even alter promises
made, to send any particulars of their work, so

that in that respect considerable advantage
might arise from the proposition I am making.
Tlie notes would, of course, remain the property
of the recipient of the bursary, who would per-
haps be expected to provide a paper embodying
them to be read before the Institute during the
session. As things went on, I think he woiJd
publish a book which would be of the greatest

value to architects and architecture in England.
I beg you not to consider I am throwing any
slight or anything like cold water upon the
practice of sketching and measuring old build-

ings, such as is now ijursued by members of the

Institute and the Academy. Far from it. The
pursuit and study of beauty must still be one of

the main points with an architect, if he is to bo
justified in taking the title of artist. I simply
wish it to be remembered that ttere is something
more to be borne in mind—that architecture is a

science as well as an art, and that the architect

of the future must not simply be the apostle of

the past, but the good genius of to-day. While
I would not say, '

' Let the dead past bury its

dead," I would earnestly take up the next lino

of the poet and add, " Act, act in the living

present." I trust that you will consider that

this proposition of mine, if adopted, is likely to

be of service not alone to architects but to the

general public.

Mr. Chables Baeey thought it would not be
the wish of the members that Mr. . Godwin's
noble announcement should pass unnoticed.

All details of thisscheme, which had come upon
him as upon others, as a complete surprise, must
be left for consideration by the Council ; but he
should at least like to propose the following

general vote of thanks:—" That this meeting,

fully appreciating the importance of the ideas

enunciated by Mr. Godwin, entirely agrees with
him in the necessity of the architect of the present

and the future, being a man of science as well

as a man of art ; and this meeting, whilst

cordially accepting the noble gift he has put
forward, and which will naturally for ever bear

his name, so long and so deservedly connected

with the press and with this Institute."

Mr. WiiiOHCOED, ex-President, in seconding

the motion, said he entirely concurred in the

idea that the scientific as well as the artistic

side of the architect's character should be
strengthened.
The Peesidknt, in cordially thanking Mr.

Godwin for his unexpected gift, thought the

Council would be only too pleased to accept

charge of it. He believed no one would mis-

understand Mr. Godwin's intention as to the

bursary. He did not wish to encourage one

aspect of the architect's work at the expense of

the other ; both were essential and inseparable,

but he wished the recipient of his prize rather to

have a tendency to study the scientific rather

than the artistic bide of his art. He then put the

motion, which was carried with applause, and
added that it had been their custom hitherto to

add to their portraits a representation of the

form and features of their late President. No
president had more fully deserved that honour

than the one who had just vacated the chair.

It such a movement were set on foot, however,

he trusted that subscriptions would be given on

a slightly more generous scale than had hitherto

been the case, or they would run the risk of

covering the walls of the rooms with pictures

wliich were not first-rate. Subscriptions would

be received to any amount by the council.

Mr. Whichcord was then formally requested to

sit for his portrait, Mr. Charles Barry being

appointed treasurer of subscriptions, on the mo-
tion of Professor Donaldson and Mr. Dawson.

BISTEIBUTION OF MEDALS AND PEIZES.

The President then presented the medals and
prizes to the successful competitors, in accord-

ance with the following list:—Pugin student

-

.ship, W. R. Lethaby ; Soane Medallion, Roger
Thos. Conder ; certificate of honour, Charles
Alexander ; lion, mention, Mark John Lansdell.
Tite prize, Robert Wm. Ci>llier ; hon. mention.
AVm. Tyson Gooch. Giissell medal, Frederic
Miller ; 2nd, 2 guineas in books, J. H. Curry and
Arthur Beresford Pite (seq.) ; certificate of

honour, Herbert Goodall. Institute medal and
5 guineasinb 3oks, for drawings,ArthurPerojGun

-

ston. Institute medal and 10 guineas, for essay,

Andrew Thomas Taylor ; certificates of honour,
Frederick Ernest Eales and Thos. A. Hooper.

EOCK TOMBS AT SAKKAEA.

Prof. DoxALESOs read the following notes,

illustrated by sections and elevations, of his

investigations made on the spot iu 18G0, of

discoveries made by the late Mariette Bey at

Sakkara :—An underground tomb, consisting of

long galleries and side-chambers, with a sarco-

phagus in each, had been laid open by M.
Mariette, near the great Pyramid of Sakkara,

about a quarter of a mile oft' to the north-west.

It is excavated out of the natural rook, which
consists of a soft friable grey stone, like in-

durated clay, with seams of striated or fibrous

alabaster, from Jin. to lin. deep, about 12 or

loin, apart. The roofing is circular in form,

but the walls, up to the springing of the arch

form, are lined with soft Torah stone in courses

llin. high and 18in. thick. The sepulchral

chambers are on each side of the galleries, and
measure in the clear, between the masonry, 26ft.

Gin. deep from front to rear, by 16ft. wide.

Others measured between the rude rock 28ft. 8in.

by r2ft. The floor of these lateral chambers was
sunk 3ft. lower than the floor of the galleries,

and the bottom of the sarcophagus 7ft. Sin.

below that. The sarcophagi, of red granite or

grey, measured 12ft. 9in. long by 7ft. 8in. wide,

with a total height of lift.; their thickness

averages from 1ft. IJin. to 1ft. •5in. The body
of the sarcophagus measured "ft. Sin. high ; the

lid 3ft. 4in., the top splayed oft', with a level

upper surface 4ft. lOJin. wide. On one I found
hieroglyphics, not very deeply incised, but
rather thinly marked, almost in lines (as it were)

on the outer surface. On another which I ex-

amined there was lying on the sarcophagus a

rudely carved stone couchant lion, 4ft. bin. long

by 1ft. Sin. high, including the plinth. The
main gallery was about Tift, wide by 8 or 10ft.

high, arched and lined as the chambers. I saw
about twenty-five of these chambers, but there

were still unexplored many hundred lengths of

gallery, and I doubt not many are still concealed,

encumbered with debris, and containing like

stupendous sarcophagi. The sarcophagi were of

porphyry, grey and rose granite, basalt.

A vote of thanks having been accorded to

Professor Donaldson, on the motion of Mr. Ewau
Christian, the President formally announced the

close of the session, and invited the members to

meet again on the first Monday in November.

THE VENTILATION OF PUBLIC
BUILDINGS.

SO many theories of ventilation have been

broached or propounded of late years, that

it is rather difiicult to keep one's mind

posted up with the most reliable or recent facts.

Of course, ventilation is a branch of science, en-

tirely dependent on carefully-conducted experi-

ments, while half the theories are based upon

ideas only partially verified by actual experience.

We have two very opposite views of ventilating

buildings : one which supposes the expired air

being heavier, ought to be abstracted at the floor

level ; and the other, that vitiated or exhaled air

rises naturally, and should be allowed to escape

at the upper part of the room. No doubt, the

view that the exhaled air descends arises from a

popular error in supposing that the carbonic acid

separates and falls to the ground by virtue of its

greater weight than that of air; but experiments

have proved that such is not the case, for owmg
to another law, of " diffusion," it mixes with the

breath, and is almost immediately absorbed by

the air of the room. As much carbonic acid will

be consequently found at the top as at the bottom

of a room. Temperature affects the rapidity of

diffusion ; if this gas is colder than air, it will

diffuse slowly ; if warmer, the diffusion wiU be

more rapid. The exhaled breath always asctnds

where the ordinary temperature prevails ;
it be-

comes diffused as it rises, and this it 'wiU co

more or less quickly as the temperature of the
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loom is greater or less. The fresh air for in-

halation takes jits place from below, the ascend-
ing current being induced by the bodily heat of

the person inhaling it, influenced by the general
temperature and currents in the room. Mr.
Robert Brijjgs, in an elaborate paper read, " On
the Ventilation of Halls of Audience," before
the American Society of Civil Engineers (see

report in the Transactions), discusses in a
practical manner the subject of ventilation, and
he defines ventilation of occupied places as mean-
ing only the supply of air for health and comiort
in requisite quantities. What these quantities
are varies, of couroe, w ith all conditions of life

and health, and states of rest or activity in the
individual. The experiments of Dr. Edward
Smith are referred to as showing that at mean
temperature of 60 to 70 per cent, of hygrometry,
an adult man, when awake and at rest, may be
taken to make 10 respirations of 30 cubic inches,

or 480 cubic inches in a minute. In aU exhaled
air there is a proportion of aqueous vapour :

'
' only

1 7- 10th per. cent, in volume of the inhaled air at

70 degrees is vapour, while 5 per cent, of the
same volume is exhaled at 20 degrees higher
temperature," thus the quantity of vapour in-
creases, and this excess is increased also by the
insensible perspiration from the skin. We
think it unnecessary to enter into the data fur-
nished by the author, bearing on the quantities
of aqueous vapour and carbonic acid gKs ex-
haled, though the remarks made will be found
trustworthy. These establish the point that only
a little over one-third of a cubic foot of pure air

is needed each minute, provided the entire
volume of vitiated air be removed without mix-
ture in the same time. In short, i\ cubic feet of
air per minute is considered enough to '

' remove
all vitiated air from personal sources to furnish
perfectly fresh pure air for respiration, and to
provide an atmosphere 4in. or 5in. thick around
a standing individual, which atmosphere will
ascend around him, and be suppUed from beneath
at the rate of motion of about 3ft. or 4ft. per
minute." In short, Mr. Briggs very sensibly
regards ventUation as consisting mainly of
ditfusion and dilution ; in fact, the room must be
regarded as merely an intermixing chamber of
Buffioieut capacity for such purposes, and not a
space in which the exact quantity of air to be
respired by so many individuals per minute is

contained. Without entering into the computa-
tion given, or the assumptions made, which
depend after all on individual comfort and on
observations in rooms where a sense of comfort
is maintained for long periods, we may affirm the
conclusion that for rooms continuously occupied
by persons in health 30 cubic ftet of air per
person per minute will pleasantly and healthfully
ventUate rooms, supposing, of course, proper
temperature and humidity, and a cubic capacity
of about 1,000ft. per person. This figui-e will

be quite inadequate for hospital wards and many
cases of acute disease, while increased tempera-
tures demand larger quantities of air, even after
these are satisfied. The problem is, then. What
is tlie quantity of air to be systematically sup-
plied to any hall or room ? AVhen a room is to
be occupied for a short time only, its cube
contents may be taken as so much fresh air, and
deducted from the amount required for venti-
lating the same room for the same time. In
audience chambers, the cubic capacity per sitter

i« estimated at 200 to 300 cubic feet, or only six
to ten minutes' supply of air to each person, and
where, says the author, the final purity is to
correspond to a regular supply of 30 cubic feet
per minute. "If this cubic capacity is to be
taken in addition to any regular supply for a
given length of time, then if 100 minutes bo
taken as the length of session, 2 to 8 cubic feet of
air per minu'e becomes available as an addition
to whatever is supplied." Proceeding to discuss
the practical question of introducing and dis-

tributing air, the author refers in commendation
to Dr. Reid's proposition for perforated flooring.
For audience-halls occupied for sessions not ex-
ceeding two or three hours' duration. Dr. Reid's
value of 10 cubic feet of air per minute is con-
sidered all that should be arranged for when
planning such halls. The gas-burners must not
be overlooked; each conaumes about 4^ cubic
feet of gas per hour, and requires 2,700 cubic
feet of air per hour. The writer goes into a
variety of practical rules and details on down-
ward ventilation, and steam heating arrange-
ments, rotary fans, &c., into which we cannot
now enter, but which may be very usefully con-
sulted by those interested in the subject.

TnE DICTIONARY OP ARCHI-
TECTURE.*

PART XXI. of the "Dictionary of Architec-
ture" has been published, and no doubt

subscribers will be glad to receive another con-
tribution towards the completion of this slowly

-

dragging undertaking. The present part brings
the dictionary down to the letter Q, and the
members will now be able to bind the work up
to that letter. The notice to members states the
entire cost of the present part, P to Q, has been
about £570, and the balance in hand will, it is

thought, be sufficient to carry the work to the

end of S. An appeal is also made to each
member for a contribution of £2 2s. to enable
the committee to carry on the work, excepting
those members who have joined since June,
1875. Looking at the performance of the part
before us, we meet with many unimportant names
that might have been omitted or very
much abridged. Of what practical use are such
terms as "Pacchacamac," a locality of South
America, "Pacchione," 'Pacherot, Packing
Case, and a number of other names of places and
persons which probably will never be wanted by
thesubscribersintheirwholelifetime. Many bio-

graphical notices are to be found under the letter

P, which are, to say the least, rather unnecessary
insertions in a dictionary of architectiire, while
a few other subjects, like Painted- glass. Parget
work. Perspective, &o., might have been usefully

amplified. The articles, however, exhibit as a
rule much learning and careful editing,

and every important authority has been quoted
which bears upon the subjects. Our own pages
among others have been largely quoted throush-
out the work, and one great value of the
Dictionary is that it affords the student a list of

authoritative works upon any subject of which
he may be searching for information. The
article on "Paint" is an important one, and
the BuiLDiNQ News is referred to several times
in the course of the remarks, as on the
Adulteration of Paints, by Prof. Cotton,
Vol. XIX., and in " The Decoration of Houses,"
Vol. for 1870. There is also a fairly -written
article on " Painting Rooms," thougha few good
instances are omitted. The editors of the
Dictionary have paid especial attention to the
etymology of obscure terms, as the term
"pane" or "panel" which may mean a com-
partment, a square of glass, a piece of cloth, and
the part of a fence between two posts. One
great value of the work is the explanation of the
different offices of buildings. Thus take "pan-
try," formerly the " buttery," now a large
closet wherein plate, china, and cooked provisions
are kept : a few useful hints are furnished of the
proper position of this useful part of a house.
We read, " the butler's pantry should be placed
as near as pjssible to the dining-room, for the
convenience of service ; it should he removed
from general traffic, andespecially from the back
door, for the safety of the plate ; the communica-
tion with the wine and beer cellars must be
ready ; it should be near the housekeeper's and
steward's rooms." Sometimes a fireproof safe is

necessary, and the butler's bedroom should adjoin
the pantry ; a closet bedstead is sometimes pro-
vided in the pantry. "Paper" is the subject of an
interesting article in which reference is made to

paperroofsusedinRussiaand England. Thepaper
roof at Witton House, Norfolk, blown down in

1774, and of Tew Lodge, Oxon, are mentioned.
These roofs were of sheets of stout paper dipped
in a mixture of tar and pitch, and then nailed
on like slates. Paper slabs, tiles, water-proofing
are mentioned, and Bielefeld's paper-mache
buildings described. An interesting memoir of

the late Mr. John Papworth, edited by his son,

Mr. Wyatt Papworth, appears. The article on
" Parqueterie ' is not quite exhaustive enough,
and many recent improvements in its manufac-
ture have not been taken account of; "Par-
tition " has been more fully treated, and allusion

is made to Claudel's rule for the thickness of

wooden partitions; also to partitions of sawn
stone slabs, terra-cotta, hollow bricks, and the
French partitions filled in with plaster rubble

or light stone. An exhaustive article on Pave-
ments, and articles on Peach-house, Pediment,
Perpendicular Period, Persian Architecture,
Picture Gallery, Pipe, Painted Architecture, &e.,

will be found. We should have liked in some
of these to have had more authoritative opinions
expressed ; for instance, it would have added to

• Tart XXI., P.-a , with title page and table of con-
teote. London: Architectural Publication Society, 9,
Cunduit-&trett, W.

the value of the Dictionary if
'

' Picture-gallery
'

'

had been more fully diecusscd, and the

principles of lighting explained with tome
approach to accuracy. It is hardly sufficient

to cite a number of opinions and examples of

picture-galleries, though thete may be usefully

consulted. On referring to a dictionary, the

reader naturally expects to find at least a sum-
marised view, or a definition of the correct

principles involved. We think also the term
" picturesque " should have been defined,

though the bibliography on the subject added is

useful enough. Plasterer's Work and Decorative
Plastering are more fully treated, though a few
illustrations and some notice of the recent re-

vival would have been acceptable additions.

Plate-iron Beam and Girder-bridge are inade-

quately explained, though copious references

are made to our own and other articles ; we
look also for some details of plumbing under
"Plumbery," but the word "plumber" only is

given. The reader will find the subject treated

in subdivisions, such as under the names,
"Lead," "Flat," "Gutter." The present

article is confined to the historical facts re-

lating to the craft, and to references to books
and journals. It is quite necessary in

a dictionary to break up the subjects as

much as possible, and to define the chief

subdivisions or terms, rather than to give

an exhaustive article to the general subject

embracing all details. This method of defining

terms as they occur under their respective heads
is more generally useful, and has been adopted by
the editors of this Dictionary. For example,
" Pointed Architecture " is a large topic ; but
here we have only a very general summary of

dates and authorities given, the student being
referred to each period and to various details

for more pa-'ticular information under their

various letters. Under •' Polychromy " also

little information is given, except a list of

works. The processes are described under '

' Dis-

temper," "Encaustic," "Fresco." We find a

valuable summary of particulars relating to the

preservation of materials, in which this journal

is frequently referred to. The word " quanti-

ties " is briefly defined by references made.
The present part worthily maintains the com-
prehensiveness and general accuracy of the

former portion ; and the value of the work is

chiefly in the bibliographical references, which
are very copious.

EUSTON STATION HOTEL.

TRAVELLERS to or from Euston Station

must have recently noticed an extensive

building, of considerable frontage, facing the

station entrance, and obscuring the colossal Doric
portal to the teiminus. 'The new building

connects the Euston and Victoria hotels, which
latter now form tho east and west wings of an
enlarged hotel, and the central portion of it

spans two roadways leading to the station, one
intended as an entrance, and the other as the

exit, and these have each a footway for pedes-

trians. The facade towards Euston-road is

entirely of Portland stone, and is designed in the

Italian style, though the entrances and fenes-

tration are treated to harmonise with the

severer buildings in connection with it.

The Company's architect, Mr. Stansby,

limited by the existing levels, has, never-

theless, considerably departed from the com-
monplace elevations of the old buildings, and
has imparted a freshness and variety to the

new front, though retaining a dignified balance

in the composition. One of the chief features is

the wide double entrance, formed by four rows
of fluted cast-iron columns of the Doric order,

which serve to support the girders carrying the

interior walls and superstructure. On each side

of these openings are the wings of the new fagade,

and these are carried up and surmounted with
pediments, adorned with carving in the tym-
pana. The central portion of the superstructtire

over the roadways has been well broken up by
an alternation of rusticated and ashlar facing,

and is relieved also by three bay-windows,
which are corbelled below and rise through the
main stories. Crowning the centre of the fagade
is a low clock-tower, with pediment. Corin-

thian pilasters relieve the wings, supporting a
richly- carved frieze and cornice, surmounted by
an attic with carved panelled pilasters above.

The interior comprises in all 222 sitting and
bed-rooms. Important alterations have been
made in the basement, and a vaulted corridor,
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partly lighted by a patent iUuroinator, connects

the two wings. The kitchen and larder (models

of cleanliness) ara lined with white glazed

Uinton tiles, each fixed at the comers with
brass-headed studs and screws. A ventilating

shaft from the kitchen carries away the fumes,

and it is fitted with the most approTpd cooking
appliances. Ico t^roaghs for fish, fowl, cold

meat, &c., and date tanks for salted meat, are

titled in the larder, where also marble pastry-

tables are provided. The wine-bios and vaults

arc on each side of the undergrouni corridors,

and have stone shelves, and the casks will be
lowered by lifts.

Ascending to thn ground-floor, the principal

area of which is occupied by the entrance, two
large drawing-rooms extending the whole depth
of the new block form the extreme wing».
nieseare adorned with fluted pilasters, carrying
cross-beams ; the ceilings are panelled and
coloured in light tints of buff and green,

and the walls are decorated by paintings,

tapestry panels and mirrors. One of the
main staircases in the old cast wing brings us
to the first floor of the new building. Tnis is

traversed from end to end by a wide central cor-

ridor 4o6ft. in length, including the end wings,
is paved with Minton's tiles, and lighted through
two long well-holes in the upper corridor floors

by skylights in the roof. These well-holes are

protected by ornamental balustrades of wrought
iron. A hydraulic lift for visitors is to be pro-
vided at one of the staircases in the old east
wing. On either side of this corridor the suites

of sitting and bedrooms are obtained. These
sitting-rooms are about 22 x 14ft., in some cases
well lighted by two windows ; the sitting-room,
with a bedroom and.'dressing room, are arranged
m suite in many instances. Each room has a
light cheerful paper, a well polished walnut
chimney piece, and the woodwork is finished to

imitate maple. All the floors are pugged and
the corridors are on fireproof arching and
girders. At either end of the corridor, lava-
tories and w.c.'s have been placed for the use
of visitors on each floor. A similar arrange-
ment is carried out on the upper floors, the top
one being devoted to the servants. We
nnderstatid about 60 rooms have thus been
added, and the new hotel contains besides
spacious cofft e and smoking-rooms. One very
noticeable feature has been introduced in the
roadways beneath this new buildingfor the pur-
pose of deadeniog the noise. This has been
done by paving the roadway with large iudia-
rubbor sheets, 4ft. wijy and 2in. thick, laid on
planks. The effect of this paving is to render
the trafflo perfectly noiselcs-', a point of consider-
able importance in coanection with an hotel.
^VTien the approaches havj been lowered, the
building will be seen to a greater advantage
than it is now. W'e understand this enlarge-
ment has cost the Company about £30,000. The
whole of the works appear to have been admir-
ably carried out by Mcs-rs. Kirk and Randall, of
Woolwich, the contractors, under the super-
vision of Mr. Stansby, the company's architect,
and the clerk of the works, Mr. Birrell. The
carving of the front has been executed by Mr.
Iioni and Messrs. Autaonier and Roscleb.

THE NEW CENTRAL FRUIT AND
VEGETABLE MARKET.

THE members of the Architectural Associa-
tion visited on Saturday afternoon the new

Fruit and Vtg-etablo Market in Charterhouse-
btrect and Farrlngdon-road, E.G., and were re-
ceived by Mr. Gosling, from the City Architect's
office, who showed the visitors over the build-
ings, and gave exi)lanitions of their purpose.
The tite is at the Holborn end of the space de-
voted to the City Corporation markets ; a new
rtreet ii being formed on the southern side of
the area, to the Bouth of which it is proposed at
a future time t) form a flower-market, which
will complete the series. The general principle
adopted in the arrangement of the plan of the
vegetable market is to make the main floor a-i

nearly as possible the level of the poultry
market, so that the entire range of buildings are
readily approachable, the one from the other.
There ii a diffcrtnco of about 10ft. between the
road dividirg the markets and Farringdon-
treet ; bat the floor will be kept level, with
gradient* to the main approaches. The plan
•howi an area of nearly 44,000 wjuaro feet de-
voted to wholesale market purposes, surrounded

by 41 shops (without dwelling-liouse accommo-
dation) fronting the several streets, those occu-
pying an additional area of 10,800 square feet.

There are three main vehicular approaelies to
the market area— on the east, south, and north-
west, and two other foot-passenger entrances.
The market is arranged as a series of shops or
stalls, 33 in number, having in front pitching-
stands for goods and waggos-stands ; these are

approached by an 18ft. roadway, which will

always bo kept dear for wheeled traffic. In the
middle of the market is a further arrangement
of intching stands with an area of about 4,400
square feet, including gangways. In roofing,

tlie aim has been to keep the floor as open as
possible ; the detached columns supporting the
main roof are 16 in number, and the clear fpaus
of supports are 47ft. and oCft. The roofs are of

a laminated rib construction, with a range of
glass and louvres, affording ventilation and
light, but guarding against direct sunlight, and
the intrusion of rain and snow. The height of
roofs will be 28ft. to plate level, and 40ft. to
ridge of louvres. The centre domed roof will
have a clear span of &6f t., and will risetoaheight
of over 70ft. At the junction of Farringdon-
road and Charterhouse-street is a domical tower
now being covered in, rising to the same height
80ft. above roadway levels as the intended dome.
At the south-west angle of site, that nearest the
Holborn Viaduct, is a roadway approach to the
basement, 20ft. in width, and having a gradient
of 1 in 20 ; adjoining this are placed the clerk's
residence, refreshment-house, and lavatory, and
w.c. accommodation for market salesmen. The
basement is arranged with a general area under
the market, and two tiers of vaults under the
outer shops, fronting Farringdou-road and
Charterhouse-street. The floor of upper market
is carried by iron stanchions, 43ft. and 20ft.
apart respectively, with wrought-iron girders of
similar spans. The stanchions are divided into
four classes severally, calculated to bear maxi-
mum loads of 170, 240, 285, and 350 tons each.
The main girders resting upon these stanchions
vary in weight from 15 to 32 tons, the largest
being No. 71, tlie fourth from the Southend,
w^hich stretches across the London, Chatham and
Dover Railway, and under the main entrance
in the southern roadway. The weight of this

given is 32 tons, its length 62ft., the bottom
flange is 2ft. Oin. wide, and is composed of eight
|in. plates ; its strength is calculated at 390
tons. All the girders were rolled and built up
in Staffordshire, and brought, ready for fixing,
by raU, via Stcwart's-lano Junction. The total
weight of ironwork employed in the erection of
the market is over 2,300 tons, and the total
length of girders is between two and three miles.
The lattice girders supporting main roofsare 4ft.

7in. in depth, and have spans of 56ft. and 47ft.

6in. respectively, the load upon each being from
40 to 50 tons. The construction of the roof
columns, which are all of equal size, is somewhat
novel, being sections of rolled channel iron
riveted together with attached moulded bases.
Beneath the eastern side of market are four
new siding lines from the London, Chatham,
and Dover line at Snow-hill Station ; they are
now being extended beneath Charterhouse-street
and wUl eventually rejoin the general system of
lines at Farringdon-road. Special precautions
have been taken to guard against tho possi-
bility of an engine getting off tho metals and
striking one of the columns which carry tho upper
market. At the most exposed, the S.E. angle,
between the main line and new sidings, a solid
pier of brick is set around tho stanchions, which
here and at other exposed points are doubled,
either stanchion being calculated to carry the
entire superposed weight, As the lines of the
upper market do not follow tlioso of the sub-
structure, the arrangement of plan has been a
work of considerable intricacy, further compli-
cated by the necessity to suit tho railway re-
quirements. Tho visit of tho Association was
paid almost too early for momberH to readily
comprehend the scheme ; but tho substructure is

nearly complete, the railway sidings fixed and
ballasted, while on the upper level the shells of
shops are being prepared for fitting, and a few
of tho stanchions and roof-girders are in place.
The street frontages aro of Fareham red bricks
with Portland stone dressings, and ordinary
stocks are used for the backing ; the wood-
work is yellow deal. Some criticism
was passed upon the style adopted, which is of
the Free Renaissance, which characterises the
group of markets, modified to suit a somewhat

more economical treatment. Messrs. Mowlem
and Co., of Westminster, have taken the con-
tract, which will amount to between £150,000
and £160,000 ; Mr. Beresford is the clerk of
works.

THE STONE FOR TRURO CATHEDRAL.

AN animated discussion is proceeding in the
newspapers of Cornwall and Devon upon

the report of Mr. J. L. Pearson, R.A., as to
the building stone to be used for Truro
Cathedral. It will be remembered that the
report, which we published last week on p. 591,
recommends Bath stono of best qtiality and
placed on natural bed as that most suitable, on
the grounds of lowness of cost, ease in procur-
ing of required sizes, facility of working and
weathering qualities. Mr. W. J. Rawlings, of
Hayle, urges that it would be an offence against
propriety to erect a Bath stone catliedral in a
hard stone district, and that if an impressive,
dignified, and suitable cathedral cannot be built

at Tiuro out of Cornish stone, it will be because
of want of skill in application, and not from
want of good material. It would not be de-
sirable to try to square and trim Elvan
(porphyry) stones, but, used in their natural
manner, the cost of building, inclusive of
labour and material, would be less than that
of rough Bath stone delivered at Truro. Mr.
Thomas Clark, of Truro, a highway surveyor,
and well known practical geologist, assures
Mr. Pearson that large blocks of Seveock stone
could be obtained of from 2 to 6 tons, contain-
ing few veins or faults, and in sufficient

quantities to build two cathedrals ; it is not so

hard, he says, as the hardest granite, and owing
to Lord Falmouth's promise to remit the dues on
any stone from his quarries used in the cathedral,

the price of Seveock stone, delivered in Truro,
would be 3^d. per cubic foot, against Is. 9d. for

Bath stone. Well dressed, plain worked, St.

Stephen's granite could be supplied at Bath
stone prices, while Ladock, St. Stephen's, and
Prober's church towers will bear comparison for

wear with Wells Cathedral or Bath Abbey. Mr.
A. K. Carlyou, of Fowey, contrasts the state of

St. Austell's tower and Lostwithiel spire, built

of Pentewan stone, with works executed in Bath
stone, and asserts that there need be no practical

limit to the size and quantity of Petewan to be
got, if the quarries were properly opened out.

Mr. Thomas Firks, builder, Liskeard, gives
similar testimony and states that in a house he
built at St. Blazey, 30 years since, the chisel

marks can now be seen on the Pentewan
masonry. Another writer quotes from the
fabric rolls of Bodwin church, c. 1470, to

show that Tregarthyn (Pentewan) stone was
used for muUions and windows, and says its

condition there and in the Friary hall (1350), a
modem corn-market at Bodmin, is better than
the Bath stone in Truro public rooms. " L. C."
calls attention to Antony House, near Torpoint,
built a century since of stone brought by water
from Pentewan, and where the edges are still

sharp and true. Mr. Wm. Argall, of Breage,
quotes the opinion of Mr. J. Piers St. Aubyn, of

the Temple, as to the quality and ease of work-
ing the Breage white granite. Another corre-

spondent, a builder, states that he has beforehim
specifications for the restoration of the spire of

Holy Cross Church, Kenmare, Killarney, which
was only erected a few years ago, and in which
he is directed to remove all Bath stono dressings

and Bath stone wherever found, and replace with
white limestone. In another letter, by a resident

at Gunuislhke, it; is denied that Coniish granite is

shaky, and the dissatisfaction occasionally caused
by the material is attributed to the unscrupu-
lous introduction of surface- granite. Mr.
Frederick Ash well, C.E., Truro, says that he
reopened the Wild Duck quarry about two
years since, and has taken out stones above 7ft.

by 4ft. and 18in. thick with a true face; the
quantity required for the cathedral would make
no impression on the vast masses procurable ; it I

is a fine stone and imperishable ; and from actual

experience he knows that, quarried and dressed,

Wild Duck stone can be delivered iiv Truro,
ready for setting, at Is. 4|d. per cube foot,

against Is. 9d. for Bath stone, delivered in the

rough. Mr. A. Adamson cites the report of the
Commissioners for selecting stone for the Houses
of Parliament, as stating that Bath stone absorbs
more water and has le.ss cohej-ive power than any
other stone examined by that body. He asserts,

with questionable taste, that celebrated archi-
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tects recommend it because it cim be got out of

hand quickly, and they sooner get their com-
missiouspaidtbem. Another writer, "H. C. G.,"
goes further, and in a letter which reflects

little credit on him or on the journal which has
published it, gives circulation to the absurd
rumour that "architects recommending Bath
stone obtain a higher (1) commission from the
owners than they would obtain from the
owners of other quarries." "Cornwall" says
that the Elvans are harmonious in colour, and
practically indestructible, while the Bath stone

used in restoring Henry VII. 's Chapel, West-
minster, and many other London buildings, is

rapidly crumbling away. The licv. F. C.

Hingeston-Randolph, rector of Ringmore, ad-
mits that Bath stone set on its true bed does
harden by exposure, and may be relied on as

fairly lasting ; but suggests the diiliculty of

guaranteeiog fulfilment of the conditions of

careful selection and natural placing. He used
Bath in the renewal of every window of Ring-
more Church in 18C0, but while the greater part
stands well, four or five pieces from the same
truckload began to disintegrate at once, a pro-
cess Mr. Hingeston-Randolph checked effec-

tually by paying them over with linseed-oil.

He gives other instances of the risk involved in

the use of Bath stone, and supports a sugges-
tion originally made by Mr. Chappell Hodge,
that Moorswater stone be used for external walls
and something worthier than Bath stone for the
dressings. " E. E." concedes that Wild Duck
could not bo depended on for delicate tracery,

as it chips under the chisel, and that Mabe stone
is too costly ; but suggests that Bath stone
should be used inside, Doulting or Chilmark
outside, with Mabe granite for pHnth and but-
tresses. " B." proposes Cornish granite for out-
side walls, and Chilmark for all other purposes,
and urges the committee to show faith and
courage, and issue wider appeals for the funds.
Another writer, whose letter is printed in
leaded type, and whose style appears veiy
familiar to us as that of an old and valued cor-
respondent, a.sks whether it would not be better

to give up the idea 'of using stone altogether,

and employ the material in which Mr. Pearson
has done some of the most admirable work of

the present generation—brick. Much, he says,

of the enduring material in old churches, said to

be from the Bath quarries, he has found to be of

Caen stone, and still more of the stone from
Beer, East Devon, of which Exeter Cathedral is

built. The Cornish stone, known at Bodmin as
" Margate" stone, is somewhat heavy in colour,

and not comparable with either Pentewan or
Polyphant; but it is admirably enduring, raises

easUy and in quantity, and is free working.
The St. Stephen's granite he dismisses from con-
sideration as only "nominally granite " in any
technical building sense. A stormy feeling is

imported into the controversy by many of the
writers, who appeal to the clannish " One-and-
all" spirit of Curniahmen in favour of the selec-

tion of a material which will give employment
to inhabitants of the county, and urge the com-
mittee to hetitute before doing anything which
would damage a stajile trade of the locality.

Mr. E. T. Stopford-Sackville, of Fowey, gives
practical expression to his feeling by ottering to

subscribe £2.5, in addition to £50 already given,
towards defraying the extra expense that may
be incurred by using Cornish stone ; and an
" Oxford Graduate" follows this up with a pro-
mise of an additional £6 a year for three years,
if a more durable material than Bath stone be
used. The afijourned meeting of the Cathedral
commitSeo to conbider the question takes place
at Truro to-day (Friday).

STONE PRINCIPALS AND INTERNAL
ARCHES.

AVERY rare mode of constructing roofs is

that in which stone principals occur instead

of timber. The examples in England are few,
and one or two are mentionedin the " Architec-
tural Dictionary.' ' The south transept of Min-
chin Hampton Church, Gloucestershire, has a
pair of stone principals, and at Willingham,
Cambridgeshire, a smaller instance may be seen.

At Carlo w a stone principal is constructed in

the shape of a trefoilcd arch within an acutely-

pointed arch, the object of which form is ap-
parently to obviate the necessity of counterforts
on the outside, though the writer does not give
detail.". The weight of stone concentrated
at the "cusps" of the trefoil arch were no

doubt intended to act as counterbalancing
forces, their centres of gravity falling within
the; walls. Stono ribj supporting the purlins

of roofs arc common in many churches, and
their object wasdoubtless to saye trouble. What-
ever motive induced the old architects to use

them, it isquite certain these principals add to the

monumental character of a building. The stone

arching connects, in a pleasing manner, the two
opposite walLn, and the roof becomes a more
integral part of the structure than it does when
timber is employed. But the eonstructioL

requires considerable care, and the centring

should not be " struck " till the work has had
good time to settle. If the walls are thick and
low, the springing of the ribs may be made to

commence low down, and the side walls do not

requiie any buttresses, and it is a common and
very effective manner of roofing porches, small

chapels, &c. In lofty structures the employ-
ment of stone principals is more doubtful, for

unless there is ample masonry provided in the

form, either in internal piers or external but-
tresses, observed in some of the churches in the

South of France, great risk is run, as there are

not a few examples to witness in spreading naves
and fractured arches. In this connection we may
point architects totowerand chancel arches, many
of which, both in old and modem churches, bear
evidence of the " sleepless

'

' activity of the

arch, when improperly tampered with or not duly
buttressed. Many an old Norman and obtuse

-

pointed Transitional arch to be seen in the
village churches in the south and west of Eng-
land, shows signs of the weakness and instability

of the abutments. In probably more than half

the cases to be met with, the fault lies with the
tampering spirit of later times in making exter-

nal vaults for interment, or in injudiciously-

performed alterations— as for instance, the
enlargement of a church by the addition of

transepts. During the progress of these altera-

tions, the wall is cut through and weakened, no
shores are erected to help the abutments, which
have been so recklessly deprived of their bond
with the adjacent walling, or the excavations

for the foundations of new work are made in

dangerous proximity to old buttresses or

footings. In new churches we have seen
chancel arches cracked, and serious signs of

instability in the masonry of the walls ; it is

not unfrequently the practice in these days
of partial buildings, to afford a temporary
support to the chancel arch before the aisles are

added by the erection of a rough brick ilying-

buttress on the outside ; but, it is needless to

say, very much more caution is recjuired than is

sometimes taken. In one case wo know, where
this expedient was adopted, the result has proved
so bad that the arch will doubtless require to be
rebuilt sooner or later. The chief point, of

course, is to make such a buttress the permanent
one, so that it will not ree[uire to be tampered
with when the additions are made; and to secure
safety the centring should be very carefully
" struck," and not until the work has been quite
finished, and the mortar set. Architects might
very well take a lesson here from their brother-
professionals the engineers, although the latter

cannot be said to be always infallible in their arch
construction. A pleasing proportion of an in-

terior arched opening is one in which the eye
naturally takes immediate cognisance of the pro-
portion between it and the solid masonry of the
abutments, and discerns nothing to offend it. In
very many of cur new churches, the mass of

masonry above tho arch-crown often reserved
for mosaic or colour decoration is dispropor-
tionately large to the abutments, or the spun
looks exceedingly wide for the buttresses, and
whenever we meet with such an instance, the
suggestion of a counterfort sufficient and
necessary to satisfy visual requirements and set

the mind at rest is important. Tho question is

one which concerns good proportion as much as

mechanical stability ; and, in fact, if the eye
were consulted and followed in this and similar

matters more loyally than it is, we should have
better and more carefully designed buildings

—

appealing to our sense of just balance of parts
and artistic fitness.

THE PLACE OF PICTURES IN THE
DECORATION OF A ROOM.

ON tho whole, writes Mr. Lewis F. Day, in

the Maijazine of Art, instead of pictures

being, as is supposed, the simplest solution of

the decorative problem, the difficulty of assimi-
lating them is such that in most cases the best

plan is to content oneself with very few indeed,
and those only of tho best, substituting for tho
rest more careful and thoughtful decoration.

Where good pictures are, on account of their
costliness, out of tho question, good decoration
is usually within reach—so near, in fact, that it

is apt to be overlooked. Then there is the plea-
sure, or at all events tho jiride, of the collector

to be taken into account, and the fancied security
of investment : many a man hesitates to spend
shillings in decoration where he lavishes pounds
upon paintings.

It is not often, however, that pictorial art,

and that the best of its kind, is altogether
unattainable. Photographs have the unpardon-
able fault that they fade before our eyes, •

grow paler, and dimmer, and yellower, and
ghastlier as the days go on, until only the horrid
ghost of the picture that pleased us confronts us
in its place. Still, there are photographic pro-
cesses that claim to be (and no doubt arc) perma-
ment—their names will occur at once to every
one ; there are etchings which give the work of

the artist at first-hand without intermediate
mechanic ; there are mezzo-tints ; and, lastly,

there are wood-engravings, almost perfect in
their way, and only so cheap that they are not
thought to be worth framing. There is something
almost superstitious in our reverence for a
painting in oil. How few persons think of

adorning their walls with fine mezzo-tints ! Our
hearts are set on cabinet pictures, and we spend
more on a single second-rate, if not worthless,

painting than would suffice to line our walls
with works of real though less pretentious art.

Why is this so ? Is it the colour that attracts f

Not altogether that. If colour were the chaim
we should find enamels and embroideries, at

once more gorgeous and less costly than paint-
ings, exhibited in honourable positions on the
walls where they could be seen. It cannot be
the subject that is cs'.eemed, for that is common
also to every form of engraving. The pride of

possession may account for it in some degree ;

there is a pleasure in possessing what is unique,
and the perpetual repetition of a beautiful thing
does deprive it, if not of its beauty, of some of

its charm. Probably, the chief attraction lies in
the prestige attached to picture-painting—

a

prestige altogether beyond its deserts. If the
value of art is not merely as decoration, neither

does it consist in immortalising dead herrings or
living nobodies. Rich hangings and fine furni-

ture are perhaps as well worth having as the
painted "texture" of silk and satin and the
ordinary costume that go to make so many
a picture. Once more, a picture is only
worthy of the first place in proportion to

its worthiness among pictures ; a paint-
ing as such is not necessarily above orna-
ment, or available as ornament ; and a whole
collection of inferior paintings has less value as

art than a simple room that has been decorated
with skill and thought and judgment.

Allusion has been made to decorative painting.

What, it may be asked, is decorative painting
There was a time, perhaps, when all painting
was more or less decorative; now it is for the

most part very far removed from anything of

the kind. Both painting and sculpture (which
we are accustomed to dignify by tho title of

"fine" art) and decorative art, appeal in the

first instance to the eye, and their first, if not
their highest, duty is to satisfy the eye. So
far their ambition is the same. But neither

of them stops there. Each attempts something
more than that, and it is in this ulterior effort

that their aims diverge : the further they go,

the wider they wander apart. Fine art having
duly satisfied the eye, seeks to express some
thought or sentiment, some feeling or impression,

perhaps some dream or aspiration of the artist.

Decorative art has, over and above beauty, and
even before beauty, to fulfil some useful pur-
pose. Sometimes, indeed, to beauty and the

expression of himself the painter adds a deco-

rative element, by adapting his design to seme
special purpose, as when he paints a picture

with a view to the particular position it is to

occupy ; and sometimes the decorator puts into

his work such meaning or such feeling as to

raise it to the level w ith fine art, be it ever so

fine ; but the distinction is, for the most part,

only too broadly defined, and it is seldom that

one need hesitate whether to describe a work as

a painting treated deooratively, or as a decorative

panel.
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"BUUjDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

A. OAXEESKTEb's COTTiLOK.

THE deaigtw sabmitted for this subject are

numerous, and mtiuy of them exhibit skill

iu planning^ and g^ood points in the external

treatment. (1.) "Quiet and Simple" is the

motto of the design we hare chosen to place

first, chiefly for the compaitnoss of the arranRe-

meat and the simple grouping of exterior. The
athor gets all his rooms within a square,

groups his chimneys in tlie centre, and econo*

mises his roofing. The sitting-room is made to

conuuuuicate directly with the kitchen and forms

the private part of the house, while the hall

and gun-room, with lavatory and w.c. opening

out of the latter, are separated, and can be used

by the sportsmen without interfering with the

private part. The lobby arrangement for hats

and ooats and the bedrooms are well treated.

Externally the cubical form, with a high pyra-

midal roof and central stack, has been adopted,

and the walls are proposed to be brick with
Late English features. (2) "Jack" has a
fairly good plan, but the hall arrangement is

not so happily managed as the last ; the gun-
room, lOf c. by 8ft., is rather small, and the sepa-

rate door to kitohcn from hall unnecessary. The
entrance te gun-room, opposite fireplace, leaves

little comfortable space for sitting. The eleva-

tions are uapretendlug and artistically grouped
in Late Gothic ; rubble with dressed quoins, or

flint and red brick quoins, are proposed.

The upper-story is tile-hung. We take excep-

tion to the gabled window of bedroom, the

lights of which are not central with the centre

line of gable. Some of the windows are cramped
in height. (3) " Per" : This is a quietly-drawn
design, though the small tower is superfluous

for a cottage. The detail is Late 1 7th Century,
and the walls are brick. In plan the principal

objection is the door to kitcbcn, which faces

the porch, a fault which might easily have been
•voided. In other respects the house is com-
pact and the treatment sen>iblo. (4) " Nemo "

IS a neatly-drawn ink set of elevations iu a

Domestic Gothic half-timbered style, with cor-

belled bay windows on the upper story. The
plan shows a hall with staircase, a living-room,

and kitchen on one side, and a small gun-room,
12ft. by 8ft., with doorway near entrance ; the
kitchen doorway leads from the hall, which
might hive been avoided by having a doorway
between living-room and kitchen. A kennel is

shown at the back. Generally, the fault

of the plan is that it is too cut up, and a
simpler arrangement would have been better.

(6) " Cui Bono" is a simply-grouped, well-

sketched, timbered building, in briuk and plas-

ter, with casements suitable for the object in-

tended. The plan fails iu detail ; the kitchen
door, directly opposite the entrance, might have
been avoided, and the entrance to gun-room is

cramped. (6) " Beta " is another characteristic

cottage, simple and unpretending iu style, with
• tiled upper story and with Queen Anne win-
dows. A similar fault to the last occurs in the
plan, which might have been simpUfied in the
arrangement of doorways and walls. (7)

"Ephraim" shows a neat cottage in brick and
tile with framed timber gable in a Domestic
Gothic style, but rather expensively finished in
the detail. The plan has well-separated private
apartments, with a good gun-room on the left

hand of porch, and the author shows a small
cupboard for powder opening from the gun-
room. (8) " Jo Hoc Signo Vinces" is a trim
little cottage of rubble, tUe-hung in upper story.

The author has a separate outer though covered
entrance to gun-room, with its own convenience;
the private passage to the house, and the stairs

are much too cramped. The staircase is finished
as a lead flat above in a rather pleasing manner.
Hany of the designs we have received are of

too elaborate a character. " T. A. H. in
circle," for instance, loses sightof a gamekeeper's
cottage in giving three gables. The plan is fairly
oontrived, though the kitchen entrance and
of&oe* might have been better arranged.
"Merit" is awkwardly designed in the roofing,
and the kitchen communication and the double
entrance are undesirable. No back offices are
shown, "Jackdaw" sends a characteristic tim-
bered cottagp, the framing to be filled in with
concrete. The gun-room is separated, but small,
and the lobby hardly wide enough. "Tom
Pinch" lias a plain well-grouped elevation in
brick and timber, but the gun room can only be
spproached through a back yard or the kituhen

and scullery of the private house, and the en-
trance from the yard, as shown, is small, and
close to the coals. "Pupil J." goes in for a

similar external treatment, and the large gable
elevation shows gooddctail and careful drawing,
but the porch and inner vestibule are awkward
and crowded ; the living-rooms are closed oft' by
a vestibule door, and the gun-room forms a

low-roofed adjunct on one side. "Bonus
Hominus " has some points of merit, but the

plau and details are too elaborate. The hall

and cross passage cut off the rooms and add to

the cost; the living-room and kitchen might
have opened into one another, and the chimneys
simplified. "Rex" is rather prim in the

elevation; we don't like the very fragile

-

looking porch, nor the position of kitchen-

door, and the lobby is small. "Juvenis"
afiects too much the lodge style, and though
the elevations are neat, the plan shows disregard

of common proprieties, as the kitohen-door

opens directly from the entrance porch, close

to those who enter, while the gun-room is

placed in the inner side of house, and is quite

cut off from the entrance by the private rooms.
The gun-room should have been where the

kitchen is. " En Avant "—this is a fairly good
plan ; the gun-room is on the left of entrance,
distinct from the private part of cottage, and
the chief fault we iind is the absence of all con-
veniences, and the rather finical manner in which
the timbering in the upper story and the porch are

treated. "Peace," in circle, has a plan rather

cut up by the passage ; the entrance is close to

the gun-room door, and there are no con-

veniences shown for sportsmen. The sketch

is simple, but rather incoherent, and the half-

hipped end ugly. "Strad," shows a timbered
cottage with open balcony ; the hall and
entrance to gun-room are contrived in the most
unskilful manner possible. "H. E. S. W."
makes the gun-room a separate projection,

entered from the porch, and the living-depart-
ment is kept properly apart ; the two doors to

the w.c. are objectionable, and the offices rather
crowded.
A number of other designs fail in planning.

Thus:—"Iot» " makes his kitchen and living-

room doors open close to the entrance, while the
gun-room is made, oddly enough, a back-room

;

"Eclipse" makes a separate entrance to gun-
room from an outer verandah, but no conveni-
ences are shown attached to it, and the house is

shallow and too cut up in elevation. " Tempus
Fugit" adopts the annex form for the gun-
room ; but the plan is crude and ill-considered.
" Good Luck to Your Fishing " is expensive in

detail, and the plan partakes too much of a
small villa. "Cambria" places the gun-room
behind the sitting-room, and shows a back
doorway ; the kitchen is too prominently placed

;

elevation is neat ; "Trial" has the germ of a
good plan, though rather cramped in the hall

and entrance; "V in Circle" shows a con-
venient g^un-iroom, but the kitchen-door is not
well placed ;

" Hamlet " shows no conveniences
to gun-room; "Squib" is too villa-like, and
the gun-room large ; "Ambition" fails in the
entrance, and the doors to private rooms are

too obtrusive ;
" That's My Idea" is not econo-

mically planned, though a separate gun-room
entrance is shown ;

'
' Belteshazzar," arranged as

octagon, is compact, but the gun-room is spoilt

bytho shape; "Snow Flake" is another octagon
plan cramped; "Home" has a fair plan, the
entrance to gun-room being through a porch,
but the treatment is expensive; "Lancaster"
and " Kairon " are rather crudely worked out,

and the plans poor ; "Shalloch," "Quid," and
" Con " are cut up, and lack simplification ; the
g^n-room and w.c. in the former are not well-

placed. The faults of most of the latter are
chiefly attributable to want of experience and
skill in the planning of small buildings, and in

taking types of houses ill adapted for the pur-
pose intended.

PARTITIONS OF BUILDINGS.

IN nearly all buildings, timber partitions form
a part, and there are few houses without

them in the upper floors. Although a well-
planned house ought to have few of these sub-
ordinate divisions, they nevertheless enter largely
into the construction where a number of bed-
rooms, dre8.sing-room9, and closets are required.
One of the duties of the architect is to render
partitions light, impermeable to sound, and in-

combustible ; but there are few attempts msde

to construct them otherwise than Nicholson and
the carpenters have laid down. A quarter-par-

tition, lathed and plastered, is the only kind
generally used in houses, and though construc-

tion of this kind, if properly trussed, is very dur-
able, it cannot stand the action of flames long,

as the outer coats of plastering soon peel off.

There are other modes of construction which
architects would do well to use, and perhaps
terra-cotta or concrete slabs offer advantages
few other materials do. Hollow brick or porous

terra-cotta partitions can be made to any thick-

ness, say, 4in., and in America a very light and
fireproof partition is made as follows :—A num-
ber of stout wires are strained vertically from
floor to ceiling about 4in. apart, and boards are

then set up on one side, allowing lin. space

between, and gauged mortar is then thrown
against the boards through the wires, till the

stuff is 2in. thick, thus embedding tho wires.

This face is then floated, and the boards re-

moved, and a solid 2iu. plaster partition is thus

formed. The system has nothing new in it ; iu

fact, many fire-proof concrete ceilings are made
in the same way, light bars of iron being strained

across to form a core. In Paris a very econo-

mical partition is made, occupying little space,

which is light, impermeable to sound, and fire-

resisting. It consists merely of rough, wooden
studs or posts, with necessary door-posts, struts

and braces, placed about 1ft. 6in. apart. Laths

are nailed across these studs about Sin. wide,

and about 4Jin. apart. The space between ia

then packed with rubble, light stone, or old

plaster, and the surfaces afterwards rendered.

Lime and hair, and even loam, have been used

for filling in wood frames in a similar manner.

Partitions well filled with light rubble, aad then

plastered, may be rendered quite as light as the

most complex truss partition if discharging-

pieces are introduced in the framework. For
lightness and finish, a well-framed partition,

covered with inch concrete slabs, and filled with
old plaster, seems to possess all the advantages

required in excluding sound, and rendering

rooms fire-proof ; and laminse for this purpose

have been manufactured. For shutting out

noise, an ordinary partition may be filled with

slag wool (silicate cotton), which is said to be
also indestructible, either by vermin or fire.

When thin partitions of a durable and incom-
bustible kind can be constructed in either of the

ways indicated, it seems absurd for builders to

content themselves with the hollow timber

trussed erections, which are seldom sound-proof,

and invite fire. Board-and-brace partitions are

even worse, yet they may be found in many
of our large warehouses and factories, with
flaming gas brackets attached to them. We
have even seen match-boarded partitions actually

charred by the flame of such light. As re-

gards expense, a slab partition may be con-

structed for less than a trussed partition, while

the addition of some substance like plaster or

sawdust, and ashes as a fllUng, would be very

trifling. There are several hollow blocks con-

taining Portland cement, that are capable of

forming partitions free from all the objections

that may be urged against timber, and their

solidity and architectural thoroughness ought to

favour them in the eyes of architects. The door

architraves, lintels, and other decorative finishes,

such as skirtings and cornices, can be easily

moulded in the same material, and all the com-
plicated devices of the carpenter in forming
"grounds," and jamb-Unings for the doors, and
" boxings" for windows, be superseded by more
substantial construction.

THE ST. STEPHEN'S ART SOCIETY.

THE first exhibition has been opened of the

St. Stephen's Art Society, Palace Cham-
bers, Westminster, and from the pictures we have
seen, we think it commences its career with an
augury of promise. Wo may say at the onset that

the society has been established on a proposal set

forth by Mr. John Rorke, in which that gentle-

man engaged to bear the total annual expense of

providing exhibition rooms, and defraying ex-

penses for the exhibition of works in oil and
water-colours of a number of subscribing mem-
bers, whose subscriptions, and the sales of whose
works, would go towards recouping tho expendi-

ture. A charge only of 5 per cent, on the sale of

works is made. The society is to be managed by a
committee selected from the members ; no mem-
ber is responsible beyond the amount of his
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annual subscription of ,£2 2s., and the subscrib-

ing members iiave tlie privilege of exhibiting

throughout the year one work in oil or

water-colours, together with a folio of sketches.

One of the chief advantages of the society is

that it will afford to artists a means of exhibit-

ing their works and bringing them before the

notice of the picture -admiring public, who will

be admitted on the presentation of a card.

Among the oil-pictures we notice a few land-

scapes of considerable merit. A view of
" Christchurch from the Marshes," by J. B. W.
Forster, well painted in the atmosphere ; and
Mr. W. Biscombe Gardner's fine landscape,

"Autumn Glory," showing an expanse of open
country from a hillside clad with firs of green,

yellow, and russet tint?, are probably the best.

Mr. J. Dakin exhibits a sunny piece, 'Under
the Willows," and Mr. Stuart a bold mountain
study in Wales, "Passing Sunbeams," very
<jlever in the management of the ligtit. "Alice
Bridgworth Dancing before her Father" is a

cleverly-painted incident, simple, and broadly
handled; and Mr. G. C. Hindly his produced a
very able serio-comic workinhis " Trap to Catch
a Sunbeam," in which a fair maiden is descend-
ing some stairs, lured by the strains of music,

which a gallant, seated in a tipestried-room, is

playing on a guitar. The accessories of this

picture and the light and shade are introduced
with telling effect The studies of brook and birch

trees by Mr. J. Kinnaird ;
" Waiting," a large

picture, solidly painted, of a touching incident

by Mr. Symons ; " Bjwl of Daffodils," by Mr.
Williams; and a small spirited study, "The
Guide," by E. Crofts, A.R.A., will enlist atten-
tion. We may also notice in passing Mr. J.

Cllayton Adams's highly-executed " Garden of

the Copse," an Italian view by Mr C. T. Gar-
land ; Mr. R. P. Staples' group of listeners in a
churchy "First Lesson," excellent in its atmo-
sphere and colour ; Mr. G. Chester's "Sermon
in Stones," Mr. A. F. Grace's "Homeward,"
and Mr. Wyke Baylis's grand architectural

piece, "The Bride's Door, St. Sebald, Nurem-
burg," a work we have seen before. Mr. W.
Severn, the secretary, contributes a tine view of

rocks and blue sea in his view at Sark, in water
colours ; and Mr. A. do Breanski, a WeL-h
scene vigorously handled, fresh and cool

in the colour of the mountain and meadow.
Miss WaU's " Broidstairs," Mr. T. R. Mac-
quoid's Spanish sketch, Mr. W. A. Ingram's
sunsetsketch of Rome ; Mr. Rickett's "Dover,"
and Mr. C. F. Robinson's masterly bit of

colouring, " Shiel Bridge," are a few of the

best drawings in water-colour, in which class

we must not forget to name Mr, G. Nattress's
" Interior of St. Mark's, Venice," a well-

studied drawing, and Mr. A. C. Bell's Venetian
sketch of " Santa Maria Saluta." Mr. A.
Williams's Alpine drawing, the '' Saaagrat," is as

remarkable for its technical manipulation as for

its grandeur. Some of the pictures deserve to

be hung in a better light, and a few less screens

would have been more desirable in the interests

of the pictures. The Society have, however,
every reason to be satisfied with the first re-

sponse to their appeal, and it is something that

the provisional committee comprises so many
names of notein the art-world.

GLASGOW MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS.

A SPECIAL meeting of the Glasgow Town
Council was held on Wednesday, for the

purpose of considering the minutes of the Com-
mittee on New Municipal Buildings. The Hon.
John Ure, Lord Provost, occupied the chair.

The Committee resolved to approve generally

of the plan, and recommended as follows:

—

*' 1. The competition shall consist of a preliminary and
final competition, the former being open to all and the
latter being limited as after provided.

'* 2. An architect shall be immediately appointed to
advise with the Magistrates and Council as to the pre-
paration of conditions of competition.

•' The Magistrates and Council will afterwirds appoint
an architect or architects to (1) select the competitors in

the prtlirainary competition who shall be invited to com-
pete in the Unul competition, and (2) to advise the Magi-
«tratea and Council in the selection of the four best
designs in the final competition.

*' None of the architects to he so appointed shall be a
competitor, nor be interested directly or indirectly in
either the preliminary or tlnal competition.

"3. The preliminary competition .shall he open to all,

and sImU be limited to sketch designs. These slceteh

<Iesigns shall include both pUns and t-levations, and shall

be prepared in conformity with conditions to bo after-

'Wards adjusted.
•M. Plans of the internal arrangements, designed by

Mr. Carrick, shall be submitted to competitors as showing

the general accommodation required ; but each competitor

sliall be at liberty tn suggest such disposi.ion of the

whole internal arrangements, including accesses, as ho
muy think best.
"5. Competitors shall obtain Mr. Carrick's plan and

descriptive report thereof on pnyment of £1 Is.

"(). From the competitors in the preliminary com-
])eti'ion not fewer than six nor more than ten of the best

hhallbe selected by the architect assfshor o^a^se880^8 for

the tinal cumpttition.
*7 Thee, mpetitors intliepreliminaiy competition thus

selce-td shall prepare fully-matured desigus to a large

scale; and euoh of tlie selec'ed competi ois hhall receive

a fee «f £1.'50 to cover the €xpell^es of the designs,

provided he comply with the conditions of the tlnal com-
petition to be alterwards prt scribed.

''8. From the designs lodged in the final competition,

four shall be selected, in the order of merit, by the

Migistrates and Council, with the advice of the architect

assessor or assessors, and the author of the first shall be

employed to execute the work on the usuul professional

terms of remuneration, unless any insuperable obstacle

(of which the Council, with the advice of their architect

assessor or assessors, shall be the sole judges) prevents

such employment, in which event the author of the second

design, and, failing him, i)f the third design, and, failing

him, of the fourth design, sh ill be employed.
"9. The conditions of the competition shall be strictly

enforced, and all designs which do not comply with these

conditions shall be e.xcludt'd from the competition, and
returned to the authors immediately on such non-com-
pliance having been ascertained by the architect assessor

or assessors.
'* 10. No restrictions shall be imposed as regards the

stjle of architecture, but a preference will be given to a

Classic style, of a broad and dignified, rath'r than of a
florid, character. The principal elevation shall be towards
George-square.
"11. The cost of the entire structure, including archi-

tectural embe.lishments, but excluding painting and fur-

nishing, as the same shall be afterwards defined, shall be
about £250,000.
" 12. No drawings or photographs, nor written nor

printed statements descriptive of any competitive design,

shall be circulated either among the Town Council or the

public, nor shall the designs, or copies thereof, be exhi-

bited publicly or privately till after the final award is

fiven and published, nor shall any canvassing of the

lagistrates and Council, or of the architect, assessor, or

assessors, in favour of particular designs take place.

*'13. In the preliminary and final e iinpetitions the de-
sign shall be lodged on or before dates to be afterwards

fl.xed."

The Lord Provost briefly referred to the

po.-ition in which the subject-matter stood, and
stated that for his own part he was satisfied,

after having examined the proposed plans, that

the arrangements, if carried out, would fulfil all

that the Act of Parliament desired they should

make provision for. The conditions of the com-
petition that would be put before the architects

were of an ample character. They gave an in-

dication of theaccommodation which it was desired

to have, and how it could be best put together

for the proper working of the departments.

Without committing themselves definitely to

these arrangements, they left them to throw
together the rooms in a better form, and his

Lordship did not feel he was tied down exactly

to the arraugements Mr. Carrick had put before

them. He believed it embodied all that was need-

ful they should have ; but, at the same time, it

was a quite likely thing that some rearrange-

ment might bo justly managel by a competent

architect. That being the case, there was little

more to do at the present time than to recom-

mence on a course that he hoped would end
satisfactorily for all of them. He, therefore,

moved the approval of the minutes, and that it

be remitted back to the committee to carry out

the suggestions ; and if that was done the

matter would not be delayed, but bo gone on
with immediately.

Treasurer Plamilton, in seconding the minutes,

called attention to the eleventh suggestion of

the committee, that the cost "shall be about
£2.30,000." He wished as a member of com-
mittee to point out that this word "about" was
considered a difficult term to manage. He
believed it was the general impression among the

committee—and he knew that Dr. Marwick ex-

pressed himself strongly on the point that that

shotild be a settled point—that instead of

"about" £2.50,000, it should be, "not to

exceed " that sum. He might further add that

the committee coosidered that as these were the

words of Mr. Jamieson's motion passed by the

Council, they tliould be left to be altered by the

Council. He begged to move accordingly.

After considerable discussion a division took

place, when the amendment was carried by 25

to 8, one member declining to vote. It was
then agreed to remit to the committee to make
the necessary arrangements for the competition.

The Lord Provost then submitted the follow-

ing motion: — "Approve of the Municipal

Buildings Committee minutes of 28th April and
3rd iubt. and the sub-committee minutes of 2nd
inst., and remit to the committee to make the

rt'quisite arrangements of the proposed com-
petition, preliminary as well as final, on the

principles set forth in the outline of condition*

of proposed competition as now decided, with
power to select an architect or architects for all

the purposes specified in article 2 of the outlineB

of conditions.'

Preceptor Mathieson reminded his lordship

that he suggested that in regard to the selec-

tion of an architect the words " may be " should

be substituted for "shall be."

The Lord Provost thought this was a most
vital part of the whole matter. If there was
any hesitation on the point, a division of th«

Council should be taken at once.

Preceptor Mathieson had no desire to press

his suggestion at all.

Mr. William Stuart inquired whether the

employment of an architect or architects covered

the engaging of a measurer.

The Lord ]?rovost answered in the negative,

adding, however, that if the Council desired it,

the words "any other professional assistance"

miurht be inserted in the motion.

The motion was then agreed to.

CHIPS.

The erection of a new church in Barlow Moor-
lane, Didsbury, has just been commenced. The
structure, which is iu Gothic style of Geometric
character, or 13th century, from the drawings of

Mr. Henry Littler, architect, of Manchester, will

consist of a nave with north and south aisles, tran-

septs, chancel, and vestries. Provision has beea
made for 602 sittings. The entire coat of the

erection will ba about £11,000.

A new Wesleyan chapel at Norbury, Cheshire,

was opened on Thursday, May 19. The style of

the building is Early English, and the masonry is

of Grinsbill freestone. The chapel has been
erected by Mr. James Pickard, builder, Whitchurch,
from designs prepared by and under the superintend-

ence of Mr. James H. Pickard, architect, of Orewe
and Whitchurch.

A large schoolroim and 21 class-rooms, ao

arranged that the latter all open into the principal

hall, are about to be added to the buildings of the

Baptist Chapel at Falmouth. Mr. James Hicks, of

Eedruth, is the architect.

A stained-glass three-light window has jnst been
just been placed iu the north transept of St.

Matthew's Church, Thorpe Hamlet, Norwich. The
style is Early English, and the subjects are the
" Good Samaritan," and on either side, " Visitine

the Sick" and " Feedingthe Hungry." The work
was executed by Messrs. J. and J. King, of Nor-
wich.
With a view to the protection of the interests of

native cement manufacturers, the Russian Ministry

of Finance intends to raise the import duty on
foreign cement to seven copecks. It is added that

the increased duty will extend to the ports of the

Black Sea and the Sea of Azov, and come into

force on the Ist prox.

At the City Court of Common Council last week,
on the suggestion of the Library Committee, it was
determined to purchase from the executors of the

late Mr. J. W. Baily, his collection of Roman,
Mediueval, and other antiquities found iu the City

from 1863 to 1872 at a cost of £650.

The building of the Carnegie free library has

been commenced at Dnnfernline, and the memorial
stone will be laid in July next. The preliminary

works of excavations and foundations are beiag

done under contract by Mr. Malcolm.

The local board of Whittington, near Chester-

field, last week opened applications for the vacant

office of surveyor. Forty-four were received, in-

cluding one from a man who candidly stated that

he had recently left gaol, after serving imprison-

ment for theft ; the salaries asked varied from £70
to £200. Mr. Kirk, a local applicant, was ap-

pointed, the remuneration to be £80 per year.

A stained-glass memorial window has just been
placed in Church Stanton Church as a memorial to

Miss Edwards. "The four subjects are Our Lord
speaking to the Samaritan woman at the well,

raising the daughter of Jairus, cleansing the

woman who touched the hem of His garment, and
admonishing Martha. The work has been carried

out by Mr. F. Drake, of Exeter.

Amongst those upon whom the Queen has con-

ferred honours, in celebration of her birthday, are

Mr. Hector Lewis Langeom, Canadian Minister of

Public Works, who has been made knight of

the order of St. Michael and St. George, and Mr.
Malcolm Eraser, surveyor-general of Queensland,

and Major-General Jas. Robert Mann, director

of roads, Jamaica, who have been made com-
manders in the same order.

James Shaw, builder and contractor, of Shef-

field, a married man, eloped last week with a
former sweetheart, and their dead bodies were

1
afterwards found in a reservoir.
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Ataisia' homes: so. 13—mb. iiajio thoexy-
ceoft's house.

KoBZTOX HoiTBE, with its studios, -nrhich we illus-

trate to-day, is an unusually interesting building,

and it ia the first sculptor's bouse which has been
given in our " Artists' Homes" series of illus-

trations. It is erected in the Melbury-road,
Holland Park, Kensington, and belongs to Mr.
Hamo Thomycroft, A.R.A., and included in the
same structure are several studios for painting
purposes, inasmuch as 3Ir. Thomycroft's family
is, in more senses than one, correctly described
as a family of artists. The building was erected
by Mr. lliomycroft himself in 1876, with the
advantage of suggestions and technical know-
ledge aiiorded by Mr. J. Belcher, architect.

The builders were Messrs. Adamson and
Son, of Tumham Green. Ita plan in-

cludes really two distinct residences, the
Kcond house being occupied by Mr. Kussell
Barrington. One of the necessary features to a
tculptor's studio is, of course, a side-entrance, or
txxci way, through which large blocks of marble
and loads of clay, or big models, may bo
bronght in. This, in the present instance, has
been very cleverly contrived at the side from the
Uelbury-road by a passage-way taken out of
Mrs. Thomyorolt's studio behind the statuary
gallery, on the ground-floor, and under Miss
Thomycroft's painting studio above. The sec-
tions clearly show how this is managed, and the
alcove or rcces.«td space in the lower studio
forms an admirable feature reaUy for the ex •

Ubition and display of busts and other small
itatuary. Another necessary condition to be
observed in planning a sculptor's studio is its

isolation from the house,. and this is chiefly, of
course, due to the dusty nature of the work lo
be done there ; und, in fact, it is the dust which
Tenders it a difficult matter to treat a sculptor's
studio with any degree of finish or decorative
character. Mr. Thomycroft's studio is cut off
from the house by a piettily-arranged conserva-
tory, and it ia a lofty ttructure COf t. long by 30ft.
broad. Extending beyond this is a "ptivate
icn," or "own room," with a low alcove like a
garden - hou.se at (he end, fiom which
peeps of the grounds may be oblained.
Betuming to the ground-plan, it will bo noted
that the entrance is by a side approach leading
to a vestibule, from which either the private
boiue itself it reached or the statuary gallery
with its top light and salmon-tinted walls.
Divided from this gallery by a curtained
arch is Mrs. Thomycroft's studio, as already
dcacribed, and Ix-jond is thn conservatory
leading to tiie main studio. Thus a direct
•maniiniication is secured with the entrance
-without necesjaiiiy going into the.private

part of the house at all. This latter is

conveniently contrived, and the planning of the

kitchen-floor in the sub-basement is light, lofty,

and well arranged. A garden-way is obtained

from the staircase hall, as well as from the

drawing-room bay, which overlooks the grounds
with Mr. Val Prinsep's house in the distance.

The other points of the plans, and also the

architectural treatment of the elevations, will

not require any description, as the draw-
ings explain themselves. Suffice it to say
that the walls are of red brick with York-
shire tiles on the roof, and red-shaped
tiles on the upper walls. A fourth studio is

obtained on the top-floor overlooking the garden.
The gallery, hall, and studios in the house are

heated successfully by means of hot-air warmed
in the cellar under Mrs. Thomycroft's studio by
passing over a hot- water coil, fresh air being
admitted on the garden side under the garden
steps. The studio in Mr. Harrington's house
runs up into the first-floor, as will be seen by
reference to the plans.

THE INTEBIOE OF iS EXCHANaE—TUB DESIGN.

Tms illustration represents a design for the
internal covered area and grand staircase of an
exchange. It is intended ti.at it should occupy
the centre of a symmetrical block of buildings,

and extend from back to front of such a block. It

is entered by a large vestibule, besides two side-

entrances, which give access to the internal

covered corlile, 120ft. square. The grand stair-

case occupies a prominent projection on the side

opposite to the principal entrance. The internal

square is covered by a roof divided into nine
square compartments, surmounted by circular

domical skylights, uoder which are pendentives,
leiving spandrels ornamented with bas-reliefs.

The galleries give IGtt. clear passage round,
and lead to various grand saloons and apartments,
in connection. The grand staircase rises 26fc.

from the floor of the cortile to the first floor.

Piers are arrayed round the central square land-
ing, to carry a dome. The large surfaces of the
staircase walls, and the interior of the dome, are
intended to afford a largo field for pictorial and
other colour decorations.—K. W. Colliee.

WATEIffllLLOCK CHUEOn.

Wateemixlock is a small hamlet on the banks
of XTlleswater Lake. The present church was
chiefly erected in the early part of this century,
and is simply an oblong room, with a so-called

steeple at the west end of it. Our illustration

shows a design for an entirely new church,
adjoining the old one, made in 1877 by Mr. C. J.

Ferguson, architect, F.S.A. This, it is now
proposed to carry out, with certain modifications',

retaining a portion of the walls of the old
church to form the nave, and leaving the old
steeple for the present. The works will be
executed in the most substantial manner, the
roofs, seats, and all fittings of oak, the walls of

the rubble-stone, quarried from the hill side,

with dressings from Penrith Vale. A contract
has just been entered into with Mr. Gresen-
thwaite, of Penrith, for the cseuution of works
for the sum of £1,426.

IN TUB TEANSEnS, ST. GEEGOEv's, DOWNSIDE.

The accompanying illustration gives an
interior view of the north tran.sept, and the
entrance to the choir, of the new Monastic
Church at St. Gregory's Monastery and College,
Downside, near Bath. This portion of the
building, that is to say, the two transepts and
the crossing between them, one bay of the nave
and choir and a corresponding portion of the
north and south aisles of both, together with
the tide chapels which stand east and west of

the north transept, is being erected and will

serve as a temporary church till the nave and
choir arc fully completed. The nave and choir
together will be 210ft. in length by 28ft. in

breadth, the total internal length of the church
being 270ft. The aisles are continued round
the apse, and open into twenty-five chapels that
form a crown round the choir and east end of
the building. The internal height, from the
floor to the apex of the groining, is C5f t. A fine

tower and ppiie 250ft. high is al.>-o in course of
erection, and stands at the end of the south
transept. The church is being built entirely of
Bath stone with the exception of the columns of
the arcade, M-hich are of Ancaster stone. The
groining will be carried out in Bath stone with
bands of Ham Hill stone, in the same manner
as the groining of the cloi-ters round the

quadrangle already built. The stonework i»

being executed by Mr. Joseph Bladwell, of Batb,
from the designs of Messrs. Dunn and Hansom,
architects, of 2, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-

street, S.W., and Newcastle-upon-Tyne. We
illustrated the interior of the church as proposed
to bo completed on Oct. 16, 1871 ; and the
whole group of monastic buildings by a per-
spective on May 30, 1873, and by a bird's-eye
view on Juno 13, 1874.

rOECn, OLD MOEETON HALL.

The porch in the inner quadrangle of old More-
ton Hall, near Congleton, Cheshire (at one time
the residence of the Thomyerofts), forms part
of one of the finest examples of half-timber
work in the county. The imposing group of
bay windows to the hall, with the ever-varying
patterns of lead-glazing, are too well known tO'

need description here. The illustration is from
a sketch by Mr. John Belcher, of 5, Adelaide-
place, E.G. The hall itself was illustrated in,

these pages from a drawing by Mr. J. Lang-
ham on June 25, 1880, and by a woodcut on
July 25, 1879.

C-^^^MM-*

COMPETITIONS.
Auckland Cemeteey.—In reply to the adver-

tisement which appeared in our columns,
designs were sent in by 27 competitors. At the
first meeting of the Board seven designs were
selected for further consideration, and at a.

second meeting on Thursday last, the premiums
were awarded to the following competitors:—
1st, Mr. J. P. Pritohett, Darlington ; 2nd, Mr.
F. Brooks, Darlington ; 3rd, Mr. R. W.
Thompson, Auckland.

Beentfokd, W.—The local board has received

three competitive plans for dealing with the
drainage and sewerage of the town. Captaiu
Douglas Galton, C.B., F.E.S., has been ap-

pointed referee, at a fee of £50, to report and
advise on the plans.

CHIPS.
A new reredos has been placed in the parish

church at Heverfiham, Westmoreland, from desiuus-

by Messrs. Paley and Austin, of Lmcasttr. The
work is of polished alabaster, richly m mlded and
carved, and was executed by Mr. Koddis, of
Birmingham.

A carved Caen atone font, with marble columns,
has just been supplied to Wimbish church, Saffron

Wafden. It is the work of Messrs. Jones and
Willis, of Birmingham and London.

The paribh-church of St. Peter, Mansfield, wac
reopened by the Bishop of Lincoln on Tuesday
week after partial internal restoration. Instead of
the chairs by which the old pews were replaced
a few years since, oaken benches corresponding with
those in the chaucsl have bejn erected thr^ugh^ut
the nave. Mr. A. H. Potter, of Mausriel.l, Wi*
the honorary architect, andMr. Tooley, of Bury St.

Edmund's, the contractor. The coat lus beea
£600.

Mr. W. A. Heazall, of Nottingham, architect,

the arbitrator in the case of Cordon and Morrison,
has published his award.

A memorial tablet to the memory of Co!oue>
Talbot A. P. Cox, C.B., of the Buffs, lias juit heen
placed in the Warriors' Chapel of Canterbury
Cathedral.

The Wandsworth district board of works last

week received a report from the general purposes-

committee, recommending that the salary of the
surveyor for the parish of Clapham be increased tu

£100 per annum from Midsummer next, and that;

ho ba required lo find his own oilices. Protest&

were made that if anything should go wrong with
the surveyor, the board would have no control over
their own plans ; bat the recommeuditiou was
adopted.

A new post-office is about to be erected at Alloa,

N.B., adjoining the municipal buildings in Bauk-
street. Mr. Frame, of Alloa, is the architect.

The temporary church of St. Joha the Divine,

Bedford-hill-road, Balham, was consecrated on
Thursday, the I'Jth inat. It ia of timber frame-
work, covered with corrugated iron, and lined

throughout with grooved and tongued match-
boarding. Mr. R. J. Withers, of Adam-street,
Stiand, was the architect, and Mr. tJharlos Kent,
Euston-road, the builder. It seats 230 persons,

and cost £383.

The new Royal Arms Coffee Tavern at Guild-
ford has been opened. The architect was Mr. A.
B. Harding, of Guildford, and tho clerk of the
works Mr. Shaw.
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THE TOWN AND NEIGHBOURHOOD OF
MARLBOROUGH.*

THE Town, College, and Noighljourliood of

Marlborough is the title of a little octavo
volume writen by F. Edward Hulmc, F.L.S.,
F.S.A., the author of " Principles of Ornamental
Art," and other treatises. Mr. Hu'.me's object

is to lay before his readers something about the
old town and neighbourhood of Marlborough in

Wiltshire, a place ef interest toantiqiiarics, but of

which few people knotv anything. In the past,

no doubt Marlborough played an important part
among the cities of the West of England,
especially when Bath was in its glory, for then
it was a stopping-plaoo on the road ; during the
Civil Wars the town was fortified, and was
looked upon as of some importance ; it also

chose the side of the Parliament in the War
between it and Charles I. The antiquary will

find much to interest him in the perusal of the
historical chapters of Mr. Hulme's pleasant and
readable book.
The town, as it exists, is sketched ; its rail-

way communication, till lately very bad, has
now a prospect of being improved by the com-
pletion of the Swindonand Andover Railway. The
old town can date back long before the Conquest,
and was incorporated by charter in the reign of
King John. Its proximity to Salisbury no doubt
added much to its former prosperity, while now
it is the post and market town of a considerable
district. Mr. Hulme gives many incidents con-
nected with the town, and briefly describes the
principal churches and buildings. The Guild-
hall, of Elizabeth's time, was no doubt a fine

specimen, but this was demolished, and another
built in 1C:U was destroyed by fire. A third
Town-hall was demolished also, though, from
the account given of it, with its steep roof and
double row cf dormers and pinnacles, it must
have resembled, as the author observes, the
Guildhall of the Low Countries. An existing
picturesque feature is the piazza or "penthouse,"
as it is locally named, of varying height, with
supports of different shapes. It is described in
Britten's "Beauties of England and Wales."
The Church of St. Mary, with its fine Norman
doorway, engraved in this book, and its recently
added chancel, by G. E. Street, R.A., is interest-
ing for many late features, and for a rude
carving representing a cat with a kitten in its

mouth, over the south porch, which carving a
local legend ascribes to the maternal devotion
she showed in saving her kittens, and sacrificing

in so doing her own life in a fire. The past
history of Marlborough, and its associations
with great events, are treated in the next chap-
ters, which are full of allusions. The sketch of
the College, an old brick building of Late Classic
character, with various additions, and a chapel
designed by the late Edward Blore, will be found
of interest. Among the Marlburian scholars
we find the authors of " Earthly Paradise" and
" Jason," and of "Dame Europa's School;" and
the training gicen has placed it among the higher
schools. In the higher school, the education is

intended as a preparation for the imiversitiee,
and science and art form special subjects.

The more generally interesting part of the
book describss the local antiquities, such as the
Temples of Avebury and Stonehenge ; on the
west, near AVest Kennet, the "White Horse," a
cutting in the chalk down ; Silbury-hill, Tu-
muh, Preshute Church, Fyfield Church, and
various other relics of a past age. The lych-
gato of the latter church is a noticeable feature,
and the old Norman font is a typical one. Mr.
Hulme descants in xileasaut manner on the
numerous barrows to bo found ; on the rude
stones forming the circles of Avebury ; and the
illustrations given of these objects make the de-
scriptions more intelligible. The author does
not forget to infonn his readers of the numerous
conjectures formed of the origin of these pre-
historic remains, and he dismisses such ideas as
that Stonehenge, Avebury, Silbury, &o., were a
grand Druidio planetarium, and considers the
Silbury-hill to have been a place of interment of
some great warrior or prince. Among the illus-

trations is a good engraving of the font of Ave-
bury Church, a fine cylindrical ono with inter-
lacing ornament of Romanesque design. The
earth worlcs ; the encampments, dykes, and Roman
roads, Savernake Forest and its interesting
features are noticed, and the appendices will be

* The Town, College, and Neij;hbourhood of Marl-
borough. By F. EuwAuij IIui.me, F.L.8., P.S.A, London :

Ed. bunford, Charing-cross.

found of value to the antiquarian student. The
book is well illustrated, and will bo found a
readable, pleasant handbook to anyone who may
chance to spend a holiday in the neighbourhood,
and to all local antiquaries.

ABCHITECTUKAL & AUCH^OLOGIOAL
SOCIETIES.

Beitish Abcu-eological Association. —
The twelfth meeting of the Session was held
last Wednesday, the Rev. S. M. Mayhew in

the chair. The further di.scoveiy of Roman
articles in King's Arms-yard, Southwark, was
announced by Mr. R. 1). Way. An Eccle-
siastical seal, hitherto unpublished, was ex-
hibited by Mr. W. G. Smith, who also con-
tributed a large collection of drawings in Wales.
Mr. Loftus Brock, F.S.A., described a mould
for casting pilgrims' signs, recently found in
Liquorpond-street, and which was tor the pro-
duction of signs of the celebrated Glastonbury
Thorn. The Chairman exhibited two remark-
able figures in oak, found in London, and
several other objects of Saxon and later dates.

Mr. C. Sherbom, described a dagger of his-

toric interest, since, from its inscription, it was
one of those used by the 25 men who banded
themselves together to avenge the murder of Sir
Edmondbury Godfrey, in 1678. The appear-
ance of the weapon confirmed the date. Mr.
W. Myers, F.S.A., exhibited a large collec-

tion of antiquarian objects of considerable
beauty and value. Among these were a gold
zeif, from Zanzibar, coveted with ornamenta-
tion very similar to ancient Eastern work,
although the article was of late date ; a gold
statue of Bramah, some Irish ring money of the
same material, and which, from the twisted
appearance, was probably but the goldsmith's
mode of keeping his gold in convenient form
for other purposes ; a fine series of Egyptian
articles, worked cones from Ciasbury, and many
flint implements from Thebes and from Gourna
in the desert—a locality which has not yet been
noticed as having yielded these prehistoric

evidences of the existence of man. The articles

exhibited were brought by Mr. Myers 'rom the
localities named, and were described in detail.

A paper was then read by Dr. Phene, F.S.A.,
on certain figures of wood, confessedly of remote
antiquity, which have been found in Britain,
Brittany, &c., at various periods. The
lecturer referred to the importance cf the
comparison of antiquities found in one
country with those from elsewhere, and pro-
ceded to point out the remarkable analogy
between a wooden figure found at Newton
Abbot, 2.5ft. from the surface, a Bolivian figure
found in a serpent mound, and another, also of

wood, of Astarte, found in Brittany. Reference
was also made to a rude wooden figure of the
Virgin, said to have been found on Mont St.

Michael, another which is believed to have
come over with the Holy House of Loreto, and
a third in a convent at Minorca, a well-known
Phoenician settlement.

OxFOKD Aechitectueal Society. — On
Saturday, the 14th inst., the members of this

Society paid a visit to Yarnton and Cassing-
ton Churches. The former is an Early EnglLsh
building, with windows and other insertions of

the Perpendicular period, and a tower and
Spencer aisle, built in IGU. Early in the pre-
sent century an Alderman Fletcher, of Oxford,
gave to the church an altar-piece of alabaster,

found buried in a house at Oxford, and a Per-
pendicular font from St. Michael's Church,
Oxford. The ancient font was afterwards
found in a farmhouse, and has now been re-

placed in the Spencer aisle. In the village, the

Manor House, built by Sir Thos. Spencer, was
seen, and the members proeeded to Cassington
Church, a Norman building consecrated ten

years before that at Iffley ; both were built by
members of the De Clinton family, the former
by Geoffry, the latter by Henry. The plan of

Cassington is singularly like that of Iflioy, but
the treatment is simpler. On Saturday last,

the 21st inst., the Society visited the churches of

Stewkley, Wing, and Leighton Buzzard.

A memorial obelisk of blue Aberdeen granite,

12tt. in height, having gold letters on the pedestal,

has been erected in Highgato Cemetery over the
grave of the novelist, " George Eliot " (Mrs.
Cross). Messrs. MacdonaM, Field, and Co., of

Aberdeen, carried out the work.

Butlbittfl Jntelltutntt—><

—

AxTERDiscoTT.—Alverdiscott, a small parish
not many miles from Banistaple, boasts of a
fine old Perpendicular Gothic churoh with a
western tower. The main body of the church
was restored in 18G6, bui for want of funda the
chancel and other parts were not touched. Tho
principal feature in the chancel is the new
rcrfdos ; it is of stone, and occupies the entile
width of the cast end of the chancel. A new
three-light painted cast » indow has been put
up. The artists are Messrs. Sliriglcy and Hunt,
of Lancaster. Tho chancel-roof has received
careful attention. Tho old-carved pulpit has
been lowered advantageously about six inches.
At the western end of the north aisle a new
three-light window, of Bath stone, has been
inserted. Tho whole of the work has been
carried out by Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter.
Bath.—The new Roman Catholic Church in

Julian-road was opened a few days ago. Tho
building is English Gothic of the 14th century,
and is constructed of stone inside and out. Tho
roof of the chancel forms a striking feature of
tho interior, being groined and panelled in pitch-
pine, with carved bosses at the intersection of
the ribs. Messrs. Dunn and Hansom, of
Newcastle-on-Tyne and Westminster, are the
architects, and illustrations of their design
appeared in the Buildinq News, Feb. 28th,
1879. Mr. Bladwell, of Bath, was the oontractx)r

;

and the sculpture and carving, which is of a very
elaborate description, was executed by Mr.
Roddis, of Birmingham. Messrs. Hardman and
Co. supplied the metal fittings.

RoEHAiirroN.—A new Catholic church, dedi-
cated to St. Joseph, in this pretty suburban
village, was solemnly opened, on Sunday last,

by the Bishop of Anycla, acting for the Bishop
of Southwark. The church ia in the Early-
English style, and is cruciform in plan, having^
a small tower on the north-east side, the belfry-
stage of which is carried up in half-timber
work, and is surmounted by a saddle-back roof,
with a tall fleohe springing from the centre
covered with oak shingles. Tho whole of the
exterior of church is in stock-brick, with Bath,
stone dressings, the roofs being covered with
green slates. In the interior, the chancel is

separated from the nave by a wrought-irou
rood-screen, surmounted by carved and deco-
rated figures, and is provided with handsome
oak stalls and desks of Late Decorated character,

by Mr. Earp, of Lambeth. The internal wood-
work (not of oak) is all painted in subdued tints,,

intended for further decoration later on. Tho
architect is Mr. Fredk. A. Walters, of i, Great
Queen-street, Westminster, and the contractorf

,

Messrs. Lucas and Sob, of St. James's House,
Kensington-square.

DiTKHAjr.—St. Margaret's Church, Durham,
was reopened on May lOth, after restoration. It
is one of the most ancient in the city, the nave
and chancel being of Norman date, the north
aisle Early English, but the tower, porches, and
clerestory are I?erpendicular in character. The
north aisle of nave has now been rebuilt to
twice its former width ; a new north porch
erected, having over its doorway a niche with
statue of St. Margaret; a new organ-chamber
erected on north side of chancel, and the vestry
rebuilt. On the south side new windows havo
been inserted, a new doorway and porch erected,

and also new south clerestory. A modem Nor-
man east window, which was filled with glaring
glass, has been replaced by a five-light Perpen-
dicular window, with rich tracery, filled with
stained glass by Messrs. Bui-lison and Grylls.

All the new work is in the style of the loth-
century, except some of the oak fittings, which
are later in character, to correspond with the-

pews, and all has been specially designed, no-

book-patterns being introduced. A low oak
screen now separates nave from chancel, and a
similar screen divides south aisle and sacrarium.
The altar is new and of solid oak. All the new
roofs are of oak, covered with lead; 121 addi-
tional sittings have been provided. Mr. C.
Hodgson Fowler, F.S.A., of Durham, was the
architect, and Mr. George Bailes, of the same
city, the sole contractor. Mr. J. Roddis, of

Birmingham, executed the wood-carving. The
total cost has been £3, COO.

FoKFAE.—A new church built for St. John's.

Episcopal congregation was used for worship on
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Sunday for the first time. The cburcb has been
built aoooniing to plans by Mr. R. Rowand
Anderson, Ediuburtrh, and when completed will

ooat not ler8 than £ 12,000. The design provides
for a spire, but in the meantime it has been built

to a height of only 40ft., leaving 123ft. to be
added. The nave of the church measures 901t.

by 3 1 ft. There is only one aisle, which is on
the weet side, and measures "4ft. by 18ft. 9in.

The chancel is 42ft. 9in. by 21ft. 4in., while the
organ-chamber, which is at the end of the aisle,

measures 24 ft. by 1 4ft. The vestry and beating
apparatus are below the chancel. The height
from the floor to the apex of the nave is 42ft.,

and the side walls of the nave are 24ft. high.
The church is seated for upwards of 600 persons.

GoODLKioH.—The church of St. Gregory,
at Goodleigh, situated three or four mUes
north of Barnstaple, is being entirely
rebuilt, except the tower. The old church
was a Perpendicular edifice, with features
of a Decorated character in the chancel.
It consisted of nave and south aisle, and these
will be in a measure reproduced in the new
work, the chancel being lengthened a little, and
the vestry enlarged. The roofs of pitch-pine do
not follow the old cradle pattern, that of the
nave having hammer-beam trusses with oaived
angels on the ends, and the south aii'le a tie-

beam roof with ornamental traces and pendants.
The church- roof is to be boarded in polygonal
form with ribs and bosses. The tower, which is

• graceful one, is of the Latest Third Pointed
tyie. The cost of the rebuilding will probably
amount to £2,000. The architect is Mr. Ash-
worth, of Exeter ; and the builder Mr. Thomas
Garland, of Barnstaple. The freestone-work
will be executed by Messrs. Youngs and Son,
and the carving in stone and wood by Mr.
Pickard, also of Barnstaple.

Gbbat Yakmouth.—New board schools were
opened last week at North-end, Great Yar-
mouth. The style is modified Gothic, and the
buildings are of red brick set in dark mortar
joint, the architectural effect being obtained by
the grouping, and by the introduction of
moulded and ornamental brickwork, which has
all been specially designed by ttie architects.
The drainage system is complete and efficient,
and prior to jonction with main sewer the
drainage passes through a trapped cesspool,
from which (on the school side of trap) a Gin.
iron pipe 20ft. in height is placed, with a
Banner s cowl at top, so that it will be impos-
sible for sewer-gas to accumulate in or be forced
through the school-drains. The schools are
heated by Shortland's Manchester grates.
Accommodation U provided for 610. The
cost is as follows :—Contract account, £3,876

;

fittings and furniture (about) £1.50; architect's
commission, £210; total, £4,230; cost of site
and legal expen.'es, *c., £1,424 ; total, £5,660

;

cost of schools per child, exclusive of site,

£6 18s. lOJd. ; cost of schools per child, includ-
ing site, &c., £9 5s. 6|d. The contractors are
Messrs. Beech and Cork for bricklayer's and
plasterer's work, &c., and Mr. B. Springall for
carpenter's, joiner's, and ironmonger's work

;

the architects are Messrs. Bottle and Olley.

Habbledown.—The church of St. Michael, at
Harbledown, which has been enlarged at a cost
of about £3,000, was consecrated on the 3rd
inst. The original church, which dates from
the 12th century, had a chancel 39ft. by 12ft.
6in,, and a nave 39ft. by 22ft. 6in., with south
and weet doors. The roofs are of framed rafters
^th the usual tie-beams common throughout
the south of England. The nave roof carries a
timber bell-cote at the west end. To this simple
form of church had been added a transept or
aisle projecting at right angles from about the
taiidie of the nave into which it opened. But
this arrangement being considered most objec-
tionable, and the accommodation for the parish
insufficient, the committee determined to pull
down the nave transept, and to build a now nave
and chancel on the north side of the church, of
larger dimensions than the previous nave and
chancel, which will now become respectively
nave and chancel aisles to the new work. An
arcade of three arches separates the new from
the old church. A vestry has been taken out of
the ea«t emJ, and an arch has been pierced from
the old to the new chancel. The chancel, like
^e old one, it Early English, with an Early
£nghsh tnplet for an east window. The church
Will now accommod ite about 450 persons. The

architect was Mr. J. P. St. Aubyn, of the
Temple, London, and the builder Mr. John
Lawson, of Whitstable.

Limerick.—The Roman Catholic Church of

St. Michael, Limerick City, is being rebuilt

from the designs and under the superintendence
of Mr. Morris, a local architect. North and
south aisles, each 20ft. wide, are being added on
either side of the nave, from which they will be
divided by an arcade of polished red granite
columns, with carved Portland stone capital",

carrying clerestory of round-headed windows.
At the west end of south aisle a baptistery is

being added, and three new porches to the
west end of nave and to the aisles are being
thrown out. Large transepts, and three domical
apses, at the eastern end, are also being built

;

and on east side of south transept will be a
belfry, 15ft. square and 80ft. high, to be crowned
by a gilded figure of St. Michael. The style of
the church is Free Romanesque, and in accor-
dance with it the roofs are kept low, and the
ceilings are divided into panels. The floors will
be laid with tiles, those in the passages being
encaustic. The builders are Messrs. Kennedy,
Kenny, and Molloy ; and the contract was
taken at £7.400 ; the foundations of the western
portion of the church have been laid.

Oldham.—The foundation-stone of a new in-
fants' school was laid at the junction of S tans-
field-street and Ernest-street, Coldhurs'', Old-
ham (in connection with the Holy Trinity
Church, Coldhurat). The schools are of Gothic
architecture, and are to be built of red bricks
with stone dressings, the roof to be opeo-tim-
bered and covered with blue slates. The in^ide
walls will be of pressed bricks with a dado
of white glazed bricks surmounted with an orna-
mental glazed stiing- course, and will contain the
following rooms:— Lirge schoolroom 60ft. by
24ft.; two classrooms 20ft. by 20ft. ; cloak-room
and lavatory 18ft. by lift. 9in.; main entrance
18ft. by 6ft., leading directly into each class-
room and large schoolroom. The whole of the
building will be heated with hot water ; and the
cost wiU be about £1,400. The school is being
built from the designs and under the superintend-
ence of Mr. Alexander Banks, architect, Oldham.
Mr. Whitworth Whiltaker, of Oldham, is the
contractor.

Old Chaelton.—New assembly rooms at Old
Charlton, Kent, have been erected by Sir Spencer
Maryon M. Wilson, Bart., who has given them
over to the inhabitants of Charlton for their
recreation. The foundation-stone was laid on
the 19th of June last by his eldest son. The
buUding is in the Queen Anne style, executed in
red brick and Lascelles' patent-stone. It con-
sists of a large hall capable of seating 300 per-
sons in chairs, large platform, two retiring-
rooms, &o., in the rear. The cost of the above
was £2,175 ; Mr. William Tamsett, of Charlton,
was the builder. The whole of the works was
carried out from the designs and under the
supervision of Mr. John Rowland, architect, of
Plumstead, Kent. The opening of the above
rooms was celebrated on Tuesday by a concert
under the patronage of Sir Spencer and Lady
Wilson, given by the Charlton Glee Club.

Taunton.—The barracks which have been
constructed for the 36th Brigade DopOt, on the
site of the old Cavalry Barracks m Mount-
street, and on adjacent properties, will be occu-
pied in about a month's time. The buildings
are Domestic Gothic in style, and are con-
structed of red and white bricks, with Bath-
stone dressings, and concrete floors. They
consist of soldiers' barracks for 240 non-com.
officers and men, officers' and married men's
quarters, armoury and keep, with water-cisterns
in tower above, drill-shed, hospital, and stores.
The works have cost £40,000, and have been
supervised by Major Crozier, R.C., assisted by
the division surveyor, Mr. Thomas Berry.
Messrs. Hubbard and Bevan, of Plymouth, were
the contractors, Mr. Coles their foreman, and
Mr. Hall the resident clerk of works.

YoEK.—On May 9th the Archbishop of York
laid the foundation-stone of a new church (St.
Liwrence), which is to take the place of the old
church which, up to recentlv, stood without
Walmgate Bar, York. Mr. J.'G. Hall, of Can-
terbury, is the architect of the new edifice,
which is to cost nearly £5,000, and Mr. Kes-
wick, of York, is the builder. The architecture
will bo Early English. The church is intended
to accommodate 800 worshippers. The tower of

the old church, which has stood for over 700
years, is intended to be left as a memorial, and
in it a bell will be placed : whilst the ancient
Norman porch, which is the most interesting

feature in connection with the fabric, will bo
attached to the tower, and form an entrance on
the east side of the church near the vestry.

PARLIAMENTAKY NOTES.
Monuments in Wkstminstee Abbey.—Mr.

Macdonald, on Friday last, asked the First Com-
missioner of Works if he would lay a return, in
the form of which notice had been given, upon the
table of the House, giving an account of all the
slabs, memorials, tablets, busts, statuettes, and
other monuments that had been erected in West-
minster Abbey in rt cognition of the dead since 1880.

Mr. Shaw-Lefevre.— I have no right to c*ll upon
the Dean and Chapter for any such return as the
bon. member asks for. 1 have, however, com-
municated with the Dean on the subiect. He
informs me that all the information which the hon.
member asks far as to the tablets, busts, and
monuments which have been erected since 1880 is to
be found in published histories nf the Abbey, and in
a small popular account of it sold outside the Abbey
for Is. If the hon. member prefers to examine these
monuments on the spot, the Dean will undertake to
show tUem to him, and to any other members who
may accompany him, in the course of half an hour,
at any time he will name. With reference to the
information required as to the fees', the Dean says
that the feesfor private monuments vary from £200
for a bust upward!>, according to the size of the
monument. The fees go entirely to the mainten-
ance of the fabric, and not to the private emolument
of the D. an or any other member of the Chapter.
He adds that the space in the Abbey is very limited,

the honour of a monument being very much
coveted, the disfigurement occasioned by dispro-
portionate monuments very incongruous, and the
expense of the fabric of the Abbey very great. I
would suggest, therefore, to my hon. friend, that,

as his motion is blocked by the hon. member for
Bridport, he should accept the Dean's offer. Ha
will spend a most delightful half-hour under the
guidance of a man who, beyond all his predeces-
sors, has exercised a wise and generous discrimina-
tion in offering a place in the Abbey to the
memorials of distinguished men. Mr. Macdonald,
gave notice that, in order that the estimate should
be rejected by the House, he would call the atten-
tion of the House to the scandal of selling monu-
ments in such a venerable institution. (Laughter.)

South Kensinqton Museum.—Mr. Walpole, on
Tuesday, in reply to a question put by Mr. Firth as
to whether the Trustees of the South Kensington
Natural History Museum would restore to the
public the facilities for evening attendance origin-
ally given, said there was every disposition on the
part of the Trustees to keep open the Museum
collection as long as they could, but the arrange-
ments were still so imperfect, and the staff of
assistants and attendants were so scanty, he was
afraid it could not be kept open to a later hour
than it was at present. The Trustees, however,
would take care that the public should have such
facilities for attendance as the circumstances would
permit.

•-^^^»-*

CHIPS.
The first section of a new Roman Catholic Church

of St. Mary, Star of the Sea, is about to ha built

in High-street, Histiogs, from the designs of Mr.
Basil Champneys. Messrs. Bo'l and Sons, of
Cambridge and Saffron Walden, are the builders,
and the entire co»t of church, school, and club
premises will be about £10,000.

We have received some specimens of "Metallic
Slates" from the Anglo-American Roofing Co.
These metallic roof- coverings are largely used in
the United States. They are much lighter thin
slate, and, we should think, durable.

Durng the past month new schools have been
opened by the London School Board in the follow-
ing localities:—Beethoven- street and Gloucester-
grove, East, in Chelsea dis'riot ; Duncombe-road,
Finsbury; Pope-street, near Eliham ; Goodaon-
road, Deptford ; Vicarage- road, Flumstead;
Citor-street, Pi-ckham; Manchester- street,

Maryleboue ; Brecknock School, York-road

;

and Pulteney Si;hool, Berwick -street, Oxford-
street.

The new Tiinity Cemettry at Aberdeen is now
being laid out from the pUns of Messrs. M'Kelvie
and M'CulIoch, of Dundea. The area of the site is

O^JOft. by 350ft., the soil is sandy, and 5,515 grave-
spaces will be provided at a cost of £4,000. The
contractor for (he levelling of ground, building of
boundary-wall, and mason's work of the lodge is

Mr. Leith, of Cairncry Quarries, and the otber con-
tracts are let to local tradesmen. Messrs. Macfar-
lane, Possil-parlc, Glasgow, supplied the railings.

Mr. Alexander Scott is the inspector of works.
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ComspottUenc^.

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

To the Editor of the BmLDdO News.

SiE,—Facts are always more valuable than
opinions, however well expressed, and especially

is this the case when an attack is made against

a privileged and exclusive institution like the
Royal Academy of Arts. Ever since one can
remember, a continued series of complaints have
always been made by the representatives of

architecture against the manner in which that

art has, from the first, been treated by the
authorities now located at Burlington House.
Seldom, however, has there been more cause for

such a charge than the present occasion.

Judged from whatever point of view you will,

the selection seems inexplicable, and I fail to

discover the rule for preference attributed to the
Hanging Committee by " H.M." last week.
Theoretically it may be so ; but, in point of fact,

"pot-Iuek," to u.se a common phrase, seems in

practice to be the only rule for action.

Preference, we are told, is given to drawings
executed by architects themselves. This is not

80 ; for personally I have, in one exhibition, had
no less tlian eeventeen drawings bearing my
name, made for anH exhibited by other architects,

while only one of my own designs was on the
walls on that occasion ; or to take the present
exhibition, I know for a fact that at least half

the drawings now on the walls arc in no sense

the exhibitors' own drawings. Again, were those

whose works are rejected greater sinners in this

respect than their more fortunate brethren f Not
so, for we find this year, side by side, with a
cross on their backs, down in the collars below,
autograph drawings by Messrs. Arthur Blom-
field. Ernest George, J. P. Scddon, J. D. Scdding,
T. Graham Jackson, G. A. Audsley, E. C. Lee,
and others, all of whom would have a claim to

the preference for architects' own drawings, if

such a preference received consideration or even
existed.

Your first correspondent complains because so

few coloured drawings were contributed, and
certainly there are but few in the exhibition

;

but among those tent away this year were pic-

tures of this class by Messrs. Herbert Gribble,

C. J. Phipps, J. P. Seddon, E. C. Lee, G. A.
Audsley, H. H. Statham, Geo. Trufitt, and
others — some of those named having as

many as three or four drawings refused, and
in neither case any one hung. That pen-
and-ink drawings are generally less likely to

misrepresent architectural details most people

wUl admit, and I for one quite think that in

an exhibition of this kind, line-drawings
should outnumber the coloured ones. To please

everybody, however, is impossible ; but surely

the exhibited drawings should on the whole be
the best of those submitted. Personally I have
found this not to be the case, for often my most
successful drawings have been excluded, or,

perhaps, refused two or three years running and
then hung ; while my least-telling views have
been accepted offhand. This year again indi-

vidually my experience bears me out. I sent

two drawings : my first, the more important and
generally interesting work of the two by far,

was refused, and the second, a drawing only
sent on the chance of " pot-luck," is well hung.
To look beyond myself, I cannot for the life of

me by any lino of reasoning understand why
such architects as Messrs. Grahanx Jackson,
Aithur Blomfield, Ernest George, T. E. Coll-

cutt, J. D. Sedding, J. P. Seddon, Herbert
Gribble, E. C. Lee, E. R. Robson, J. J.

Stevenson, G. A. Audsley, and W. M.
Eawcelt, should be refused a place when
several poor, uninteresting unsuccessful com-
petition or unexecuted designs by unknown
men are well hung. The present exhibition at

the Albert Hall, said to be of rejected drawings
from the Royal Academy, only makes matters
worse, for with the exception of Mr. Fergusson's
"Church View," by E. F. C. Clarke, Mr.
Statham's "Campanile," and Mr. Trufitt's
" Seaside House, " the little collection is as bad
as it can well be. Of course the authorities at

Burlingtoa House will say, "See, these are the

rejected : judge for yourselves of the justice of

otir choice," and so the present unsatisfactorystate

of things seems likely to be perpetuated. No one
who reflects for onemoment would send adrawing
to any " exhibition of rejected" of this kind,

unless he wishes to advertise his " turn out " or
" kick out " from the R.A. ; and here we see

one very good reason why not one of the repre-

sentative names which I have quoted have found
their way from the Burlington House vaults to

the top-floor of the Albert Hall. I said the
selection of the Academy is inexplicable, and I

have given some reasons and facts for such an
opinion ; but when I come to the way in which
the drawings, such as they are, are actually

hung, I can hardly express my feelings, for it

ia said that, owing to Mr. Shaw's illness and
staying abroad, Mr. Pearson took the duty and
directed the hanging. I can hardly believe it,

for, in my opinion, the last-elected R.A. is

about the best architect that England at present

possesses, and it would be interesting to know
it my informants were right?—I am, &c.,

An Old Tee Suuabe.

ANOTHER SWEET THING IN
COMPETITIONS.

SiE,—The corporation of Halifax are in want
of a large slaughtering establishment, and have

recently issued proposals for a competition. The
required premises to cover a plot of ground
l.")6ft. wide, by an average length of about

405ft., and not to cost more than £7,000 (in-

cluding architect's commission.) "Provision

must be made for slaughtering GO head of

cattle per day, 150 sheep, 30 calves, 50 pigs "

(in separate departments), "with a landing-

stage for the unloading of animals from railway-

trucks, fasting-sheds, yards, lairs for cattle,

pens for sheep, calves, and pigs, arranged for

the classification and housing of the animals

before being slaughtered, and in addition thereto
the following accommodation must be provided

:

—A manager or superintendent's house and
office, with a platform, weighing-machine, and
all needful out-offices, &c. ; a day-room for

slaughtermen, with proper out -offices, and
necessary conveniences. A diseased meat depot
or inspection-room. Premises for treating

separately the blood and gut produced at the
abattoirs. A dead-meat market or hanging-
shed, with oflices for the accommodation of
wholesale butchers. A boiler-house with a 30
horse-powersteam-boiler, with necessary fittings

and coal store." . . . . " All the premises ar«
to be fitted with hot and cold water services

throughout, and also with . . .
." machinery

for loading, hoisting, and what-not. Complete
drawings seen, even to roof-plans, together with
full specification, are called for. The value of

each set of drawings and specification by a
competent architect being, at the usual rate, 2J
per cent. ; without quantities or tender, the cor-
poration promise to pay for one such set, ap-
parently with quantities and tender, the enormous
sum of two-sevenths that value, and for one
other set one-seventh, subject to condition as to
cost. The decision is to rest with the wisdom of
the corporation, and the two partly- paid-for
designs are to become its "absolute property,"
and if the author of either of them be employed
it will be "on such terms as may be mutually
(aic) agreed upon." The competition was ad-
vertised on the 13th of May ; the designs are to

be sent in on the 28th I The only sane sentences

in the whole sheet of conditions are those which
limit the " get-up " of the drawings and forbid

perspectives.

Sir, there is only one means of putting a stop

to these proposals, which are felt as insults by all

honest and self-respeotiog men, and by their

inevitable outcome do more than anything else

to bring our profession into disrepute : it is

that you should agree to close your columns to

them—refuse to insert any competition adver-
tisement whatever—unless the same be intro-

duced by a professional assessor, and accom-
panied by a copy of approved conditions. Thus,
you would stay this many-headed beast without
striking a single blow, merely by cutting off the

air from it, and would earn the many thanks of

many another who is at present like, Sir, your
obedient servant.

An Ieatb and Disousted ABCHiTEcr.

[Our correspondent's suggestion is an impractic-

able one. A newspaper has no right to close

its advertisement columns to advertisers of
whose announcements it disapproves, and if

it did other newspapers would be less scru-

pulous, and nothing would be gained.—Ed.]

THE FIRE IN THE HAYMARKET.
SiE,—Mr. Hurley charges me with making

dogmatic, uncalled-for, and infelicitous asser-

tions.

After attempting to show by a formula which
was inapplicable to the case, and based on
hypotheses which were incorrect, that a

stanchion was equal to a. safe load of only about

two-thirds of the weight it was designed to

carry, Mr. Hurley says:—"It would be in-

teresting to know what conduces most to the

enormous additional strength, whether it is an
extra number of horizontal stiffeners that

render it so inordinately compressible."

Whatever meaning Mr. Hurley may have in-

tended to convey by this very ambiguous phrase
"inordinately compressible," I think the in-

ference I drew as to its ironical suggestion was
not " obviously erroneous," but perfectly

natural.—I am, &c.,

Thomas Veetft.

27, Regent-street, S.W., May 23.

SiE,—Your correspondent, Mr. Hurley, cannot

reasonably expect Mr. Verity to withdraw any-

thing after his own " inordinate " remarks. I have
carefully read all the letters on the matter referred

to, and we are, I am sure, very much indebted to

Messrs. Verity and Max am Ende for their letters.

Mr. Hurley has, I should imagine, been reading up
a few formulre from Hurst, Molesworth, or other

textbooks which do not investigate the principles

of scientific construction—only giving results. I

would strongly advise him to " adopt " as few for-

mula! aa possible, especially those of an empirical

nature, but to rely more on treating cases of con-

struction according to the principles of Applied

Mechanics.
My letter on page 532 (ante) bears somewhat on
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UsH matter, and I should myself be very glad of

more informatioa ou the subjcot of iron stanchions.

I knoir of no published work that deals in a satis-

factory manner with this question.—I am, &c..

High Baniet, Hay 23. A. Hart.^nd.

CHIPPING NORTON CEMETERY
COMPETITION.

Sa,—My attention has been called to the

report in yoor issue of the 13th inst. of some
remarks made by Mr. Bruton, 0.xford, at the

General Conference of Architects, relative to

Architectural Competitions, in which he refers

to the Chipping Norton Cemetery Competition.

His statements being contrary to the facts, I

shall feci obliged by your inserting this letter in

your next paper. There were ouly 47 compe-
titors, instead of "0 or 80. The premium was
10 guineas, and not £10. Full specifications

were prepared before advertising for tenders, in

which detail drawings were referred to. The
some were inspected by all the parties who
tendered, and a copy was had by the person
whose tender was accepted. AH the architects

who competed were aware that working draw-
i Dgs were to be supplied without further re-

muneration. Mr. Bruton did not compete, and
why he did not do to is best known to himself.

—I am, &c., G. H. Sattxdees,

Chipping Norton, May 17. (Town Clerk).

SANITARY PLT'MBING AND PLUMBER'S
"WORK.—"WHAT 13 A PLUMBER?"
Sib,—On the 1 7th inst. I was present at the

lecture delivered by Mr. Stevens Hellyer on the
above subject, at the Society of Arts rooms, and
as there was not the least opportunity of ex-
plaining to the lecturer where he was in error,

I am constrained to claim the privilege you
usually accord of answering Mr. H. through
the medium of your valuable journal.

The lecturer stated that his lecture would be
of a practical nature, hence the attendance of

about 500 plumbers, who were not a little

astonished to hear Mr. Hellyer express an
opinion that no man should be allowed to carry
oat sanitary plumbing without being certifi-

cated.

Now if Mr. 11. were thoroughly acquainted
with his subject, he would know that in many
of onr towns there are men such as he describes
who are certificated up to their eyes, and yet do
not know how to wipe a joint. Why ? Be-
cause the examinations are simply a series of
theoretical questions that may be learned from
a book, and, as in most of these affairs, there
does exist such a thing as "kissing by favour."
We have consequently many duffers holding cer-
tificates. I think this will thow that Mr.
Hellyer's lecture was "theoretical rather than
practical," and I must boldly assert that in the
majority of cases non-practical men are un-
worthy of a certificate, and those who are worthy
of it will not work by the hour.
Next, Who are the examiners—are they

practicians or theorists ? and is it not very pro-
bable that many practical men, though not able
to answer all the questions, might teach their
interrogators many useful points of which they
are quite ignorant ?

I have been examined as a plumber and
answered all the questions put to me ; but why ?

Because I was articled to a civil cagincer, but
ultimately adopted the plumbing trade, for
learning which I paid in the usual way. The
eximinatioo, by tlio bye, was all paper-work,
or, in other words, a series of theoretical ques-
tions. I also hold certificates for geometry,
chemistry, light, heat, sound, steam. Pitman's
shorthand, campanology (Cumberland Youths),
&c., besides two medals for the plumbing trade.
Put me in practice for any of these, excepting
plumbing and Pitman's shorthand, and I
should prove a rank outsider. So much for cer-
tificates.

When a plumber calls or styles himself a
sanitary engineer, it is all nonsense, inasmuch
as a plumber (strictly speaking), whether he be
sanitary or otherwise, has no use for engineering
skill. It cannot be said because he knows how
to ventilate a soil-pipe, dig or cleanse a drain
or cesspool, or other such dirty work, that ho is
an eogiocer ; therefore I say that " sanitary
engineer " is a title to be discarded by all
plumbers^ and used only by such men as Mr.
Baldwin Latham and Mr. Ernest Turner, for
whom I am pleased to say I am doing a great

quantity of work. Fancy the Board of Trade
calling in a sanitary engineer (at present so-

called) to repair a leaden pipe, and comparing
this self-styled sanitary joker with the above-
named gentlemen. No wonder they prefer to put
C.E. at the end of their names instead of S.E.
The lecturer also complains that our trade

societies do little or uothingto advance technical

knowledge. Now in answer to this I must tell

Mr. H. that the society has, and is still doing,

much work iu that direction, and, further, that

we have the picked men of the world enrolled in

it (though he is not one of us) , and are so i)ar-

ticular as to whom we enrol that no man is

admitted unless introduced and seconded by
members with whom he has worked, and who
can vouch for his ability and eligibility, and
should he not prove up to the standard, not
onlj' is he expelled, but those who introduced
him are also suspended for 12 mouths.

Is it not also a boon to master and man to

be able relatively to employ or find employment
at almost any time when good work has to be
done, no matter what branch of the trade it may
be in?
These are some of the advantages connected

with our Society of Plumbers.—I am, &c.,

P. J. Davies, Practical Plumber (or if I
must be an engineer), Certificated Civil

Engineer.

THE EXHIBITION AT THE ALBERT HALL.
SiK,—May I, as a casual observer and a lover of

fair-play, be allowed to point out some inaccuracies
in your article on the Exhibition at the Royal
Albert Hall. With reforeuce to your criticism on
No. 515 (Interior of St. John's, Kennington, a
church I know thoroughly well), I thiiik your cor-
respondent is at fault. He says that Mr. Childs has
takenhisviewfromtheeasternmostbayofthechurch.
Now, if he had thoroughly examined it, he would
not have said this ; he says also that the arches were
too pointed. Mr. Childs includes the easternmost
bay and part of the next one in his picture, BO it is

very clear that he has not done, or it would not be
in the view. Again, if your correspondent knew
the church, he would know that the easternmost
bay is much narrower than the other, but the arch
is of an equal height, therefore, the point is very
sharp indeed. The eastern bay, too, is canted,
and thus it alters tha perspective.
One of the best drawings he totally ignores, that

of the " House of Mercy, Kilburn." It is not very
large, but I think it a most excellent driwing.
There are many other minor errors, but I will

not trouble you with them.—I am, &c..

May 21. Faie Play.

the stoneware w.c. trap. Many other defecis
exist ;'but these are sufficient to show that at
Brighton, where such errors would be fatal, to the
passing of our plans by the town couucil, we are at
any rate in some respects abreast of you iu ordi-
nary sanitary skill and care.— I am, Sea.

Brighton, May 25. Chables E. OtATlON.

BUILDERS AS ARCHITECTS.
SiB,—In Hamilton-place, Hyde-park, there is

in progress a lar^^e mxusiou. It is being erected
by a firm of builders, who are, I am informed,
their own architects, and that other important
works are being carried out under the same condi-
tions.

This I cannot but think is a strange and most
objectionable pr.ictice.

\Vhy should builders encroach in this impudent
manner on the proviace of architects? How an
architect would be abused it he attempted to carry
out as a builder his owu design !

Can such system have aught but disadvantage
for the client both as regards cost and design ?

The attention of architects should be given to
this matter.—I am, &o., M.

SANITARY ARRANGEMENTS OP LONDON
MIDDLE-CLASS HOUSES.

SiK,—Many provincial architects who, with
myself, have read with interest iu your columns
the reports which from time to time appear of
lectures, discussions, papers, and conferences upon
sanitary matters, are suitably impressed wiih the
ever-growing public attention which theaq things
receive in the metropolis. We are of course
accustomed to look to London for "light and
leading," and you will therefore judge of the
painful surprise which accompanied my inspection
of a house in one of your populous northern
suburbs, under ths following circumstances:—

A

f'.mily, about taking a lease of a newly erected and
highly recommended house, rerjueeted mo to
approve the sanitary condition. The house is one
of about 25, letting at £70 per annum, all identical
in plan, and built under the superintendence of an
architect and with the approval of the public
authority. In all these houses the servants' w.c. is

inside the building, with neither light nor air, and
with no power to obtain either. The bath waste
communicates directly with the drain, and the
main soil-pipe, which is well within the house, is

unveutilated. As a climax the sink-waste is

adroitly conducted into the ventilating aperture of

TESTS OF LASCELLES' CONCRETE.
SiE,—Thauk you very much for your notice.

There are two errors which I should be glad to
rectify. In David Kirkcaldy's te^ts "Dec. loth,
1860," should be "Deo. 15th, 1880," and in each
case where "breeze" is mentioned, the words
"and clinker" should bo added iu the fame table
of tests. W, H. Lascelles.

121, Bunhill-row, E.C.

CHIPS.
Tbc foundation stone of a new Wesleyan chapel

was laid at South-parade, Grimsby, on the 10th
inst. Mr. C. Bell, of Loudon, is the architect.

A new churoh at the Brents, Preston-next-
Faversham, wascousecratedou Siturday we;k. It
is built at the solo cost of Mrs. Hill, as a memorial
of her late husband, and seats 260 persons. Messrs.
Kirk and Son, of Sleatord, were the architects, and
Messrs. R. M. and H. Whiting, o! Ospriuge, Kent,
the builders. The east window is filled with
stained glass, the subjects being taken from the
incidents of the Passion and the liter events in our
Saviour's Life. It was designed aud executed by
Mr. Preedy, of 15,York-place, Portman-square, W.
The Heston and Isleworth local board proceeded

last week to elect a surveyor, vice C. Crawehay,
now imprisoned for embezzlerneut, and Mr. Brom-
ley, of Westbourue-park, W., was elected liy a
majority of a single vote over Mr. Laffin, of Croy-
don. There were 40 applicants for the appoint-
ment, to which is attached a salary of £200 a year.

A surveyor, named Frederick Soames, pleaded
guilty at the assizes recently held at Ipswich to
two indictments of forging aud uttering orders for
payment, and was sentenced to sixteen mouths'
imprisonment with hard labour.

The memorial- stone of a new Ccingrfg.ational
church was laid at Turnham-greeu, on Weduesday
week. The chapel will bo Eirly English iu style

;

Mr. Lewis Banks is the architect, and Mr. Biunsdea
the conti actor. The cost will ba about £3,200.

The castle of Fyvie, N.B., the scat of Captaia
Gordon, has just been renovated under the direc-
tion of Messrs. Mackenzie and Mioinillau, archi-
tects, of Aberdeen. The harliug has beou stiipped
from the red saudstone walls, where they were worn,
have been " patched with cement and painted and
so restored to their original beaaty,''— lu the judg-
ment of the writer of an article in the Absrdetn
Jonriittl,

At the meeting of the West Kent main sewerage
board, held last week, a report was received from
the engineers, stating that the extension of the
sewer into Beckeuham had been completed at a
cost of £35,507 Us. This was £3,269 less than the
contract sum, as it hid been found pcssible to
reduce the thickuess of ihetuunel through Stumps-
hill, and also to ecouomise in other portions of the
Wiirk. Messrs. Mowlem and Co., of London, were
the contractors.

Foundation-stones were laid on May 13 of a new
Bible Christian chapel, in the hamlet of Keunard's
House, Lauuceston. The style is Romanesque,
with round-headed windows; j itch- pine benches
will seat some 80 worshippers, at a total cost of
£300. Mr. E. P. Wise, of Launcestou, is the archi-
tect, and Messrs. Liutern aud Rich, of Liftou, are
the builders.

An oak lectern-stand, handsomely carved, with
brass railings, has been recently placed iu Wor-
cester Cathedral, iu memory of tlie late Dean. The
work is by Messrs. Jcnes and Willis, of Bicmiug-
ham aud Loudon.

The new church of All Souls at Bolton-le-Moors
will bo consecrated by the Bishop of Manchester
on the 30[h prox. Tlie style of the building is

Transitional between Decorated aud Perjiendicular;
the cost has been £21,000, and 800 sittings have
been provided. Messrs. Paley and Austin, of
Lancaster, are the architects.

A chapel is about to be built iu Grafton-square,
Claphan, from the designs of Mr. W. Niven.

A new collar-factory, which will accommodate
400 hands, has just beon built at Taunton for Mr.
R. M. Moody. The building is r20£t. by GOft., aud
two stories in height, except the ironiug-rooai,
which is one story liiga and covered with Rendle'a
patent glazing. The walls are of white brick,

with freestone dressiugs. The architect is Mr. C.
Samson; the contractors are Messis. Dmham and
Veriier, and the machinery has been constructed
by Metsrs. Bradford, of London.
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Jnttitommunicatiau.—•

—

QUESTIONS,
^[6511.]—Canada.—Could any reader of the Bl'ii.din-g
News toll me if thery is an opening,' for young architecta
in Canada \ I hear that a groat railway is being made,
and that there will be villages built all along it. If so,
there will be plenty of building. Any infoimatioa on the
subject will be veiy uccoptable. If no opening for archio
tocts, what other employment ?—Glasgow.

[0512.] -Metal Bailing on Marble Monument.—I am wecting a maibic monument, and wish to insert a
metal railing into the base suirounding it. I am told
that the ordinary iron railing will lust and discolour the
marble. Would it answer better if galvanised ; or what
other metal would prevent the discolouration f Bronze is

recommended, but is this certain not to affect the marble ?—J. H.B.

[6513.]—Air andliig-ht.—A. has a freehold house
tliat was built seven years ago, and now B. is desirous of
erecting a building on adjoining plot of ground and ex-
tending backwards considerably further than A.'s. Such
a building would materially affect A.'s light to all the
windows at the back of his house. Can anyone tell me
whether A. can prevent B. building this wall beyond a
certain height, and what angle of light A. can cla^m [if

any) tj his ground-lloor window! If B.'a building be
erected, the width of open space between same and A.'s
wall will be but 6ft.—M.

[6514.]— Beams for Ligrhted Candles.— The
corbels tor a beam placed across a church for the support
of lighted candles are seen in the opposite windows in the
chancel of South Ilayling Church. I should like to khow
if similar beams are oDaerved iu other examples, and
ffhere!-a. H. G.

[6515.]-Instrument for Measuring: Internal
and External Angles.— Is there any iustriunent
made by which angles, internal and external, may be
accurately measured; An architect, in taking plana of
old buildings, frequently discovers an obtuse or acute
angle whir^h it is of importance to take accurately and
e.xpeditiously. Without an instrument he is obhged to
resort to the usual method of taking two sides and a
cross measurement, or if this cannot be readily done, to
take several dimensions, for the purpose of determinini?
the angle. -G. IX. G.

[6516.] — External Stucco-Work. — WiU some
reader of the Bltildln-o News kindly give information as
to the best and most artistic mode of treating external
stucco work, with a description of the manner in wliich
impressed work is done, what materials are required for
the same, and where to be obtained ? Also, as to how the
building corners should be finished, and what colour the
stucco left ?—I.VyUlUER.

t6517.]—Stone.—Will some one tindly inform me
what is the best stone found near the Lake District
(Westmorf-'land) that, could be used for external dress-
ings, and give a brief description of same; and if this
would not also be suitable for internal facing, what other
fctone would be ? Would they be cheaper than Bath or
any other hirgcly-used stone not found in neighbourhood .'

—A. B.C.

[6518.]—Local Surveyors' Powers —A young
znan, an architect, buys four adjoining plots of building
land in a field on the road side, each, however, independ-
ent of the other. No street is to be cut nor any new
sewer laid. He purposes selling again separately, but
when he disposes of one and submits a plan of a house for
it, the surveyor to the sanitary authority refuses to con-
sider it, unless he knows what is to be put upon the other
plots. This the architect is not prepared to do, not know-
ing what they may be required for, and an appeal is made
to the sanitary authority (a sub-division of the Buaid of
Guardians!. The result is the plans are passed, but he
subsequently finds tliat the surveyor is empowered to
r»*ject plans unless he himself is satisfied they are com-
plete, so that he becomes absolute dictator, and the difti-
oulty and dispute will be reopened. Woidd some of your
readers conversant witli the law say whether the sanitary
authority can legally act in this way ? I may also say that
during the appeal made by the architect, one of the Com-
mittee, when shown that no by-law supported them,
said, "Oh, but we can pass a resolution."-Jas. Mua-
cmsoy.

[6519.]—Appraiser's Licence.—Is it necessary for
an architect to have an appraiser's licence in order to
give an estimate for the cost of a building before arbi-
trators, or to measure and value work done by a con-
tractor, such as extias, ttc .'—J. X.

and B in diagram No 2, and fix the studs in them. Join
AB. Now set the instrument so that the straight edge
coincides with the converging line A C, and set the lower

TURE PLANE:

leg to th9 line A B, clamp it there, then shift the straight
edge to the line B D, and set the upper leg to A B. The
instrument is then set without having recourse to Mr.
Drew's dodging method at all.—A. J. McGlougiilin.

[6475.] — Advantages of CentroUneads. —
In drawing a perspective, it is very rarely that twocen-
trolineads are required, as one of the vanishing-points is

generally near enough to be reached by a T-square or
straight-edge. The side upon which the distant vanish-
ing-point is, varies according to the way in which the per-
spective is set out. On whichever side the distant vanish-
ing-point is, the same centrolinead can be used by simply
reversing the arms. See following sketch. Here A is set

liEPLIES.
[6175.]—Advantagres of CentroUneads.—With

regard to the advantages of centrolineads, there is but
little gain if you cannot find two Imfs converging to the
vanishing poiut without first fixing that in what is some-
times an all but inaccessible position. To do this it is
only necessary to treat the section of the building verti-
cally in the game manner as you do the plan—viz., set out
the plan in the usual way, finding the picture piano and
stition point as in the annexed sketch. JDiagi-am No. 1,
where S is the station point ; the quoin A being on the
picture plane, can be measured by scale simply, and
having a vertical line showing the position of quoin B, all
that is required to find the two converging lines required
IS its height. The height is nit pariicular, but must be
the greatefit height of the building at least. To get Ihia
height, draw on the plan the line B S, tending to the
station point, and through the point B, the line CD at
right angles to BS. Set off on CD the same height as
you have scaled on quoin A, indicated by the points C
and D. Join C S and D 8 and throuj/h the point U, whereBS cuts the picture plane, draw KF, cubing the lines
C S and D S in the points E and l\ then with the poiut H
on the horizontal line set off the height-* K and F, and
you have the extremities of quoin B. Now join these
points with the corresponding points on quoin A, and the
lequired convergiufj lines are found. Having got these
lines, nothing is easier than setting the instrument.
Choose your points, which must be in these lines, say, A

for use for the left hand, and B for the right hand. Hugh
McLachlan says that supposing the arms can be reversed,
he beUevesthe brass tlireads of the screws must be either
injured, or, perchance, will not fit the holes or slots not
corresponding exactly enough when altered. Now, if this
is the result that Hugh McLachlan has arrived at, after
carefully considering the subject, all I have to say is that
his centrolinead must be of an original manufacture. He
had far better go to Stanley's and buy a moi'e modern in-
vention, then experiment upon it, and afterwards I should
be glad to hear the lesult.—W. M.

[6487.]— Valuation of Property.—If "Young
Valuer" consults Mr. Banister Fletcher's took called
" Compensations,*' he will find the information he re-
quires.—W.
[6189.1—Examination in Building- Line and

Architecture.-Hugh McLachlan seems to sympa-
thise with "Builder and Architect." Probably he is a
chip of the same block himself. It is, certainly, no dis-
grace to any man if he has worked his way up knee deep
in deal shavings until he finds a chance to set up as an
architect. But the disgraceful thing is this : When a
man deliberately styles himself builder and architect; and
if Hugh McLachlan examines the rules of the Institute,
ho will see that there are stiict rules laid down to prevent
such men being elected as members. I amqmte aware of
the fact that there are many in this country who style
themselves builder and architect (would that there were
not), foremost of whom our jerry builder is a good type.
" G. H. G." seems to agree with me, for he says, speaking
of *' Builder and Architect," he had better first make up
his mind which of these businesses he is desirous of fol-

owing, before he talks a'bout examinations.—W. M.

architecture. But would it not be better if builders did
know something of architecture I As it is, they are often
called upon to bo architect and builder combinedjfor
alterations and small undertakings that is to say. xhia
probably arisea from their employer not consideriag it
*' worth while " to call in an architect, or, perhaps, which
I am afraid too often happens, because they begrudge the
architect's comnuBsion ; but when that is the case they
generally pay pretty dearly, in more ways than one,

—

Charles F. Moxon.

[6400.] — Lincolnshire. — "A. R. I. B. A." would
find it very dillicult to include all the pUcee mentioned by
Hugh Mct.achlan in a ten days* sketching trip. The best
cburchetin South Lincolnsbiro are easily accessible by
following Uie railway from Lincoln to Bleaford, Boston,
Bpalding, and Lynn, &nd naturally divide themselves
into groups, as follows, any one of which would afford
ample material for a short tiip:— 1. From Lincoln to
Cauwick, Waddington, Harmstone, Coleby, Bavenby,
Wellbourn, Wellingoro, Leadenham, Fulbeck, and Cay-
thorpe. By deviating from this line at Leadenliam, he
might include Brant Broughton, Beckingham, and Qay-
pole, but it would probably be better to visit these from
Newark, with Southwell and Hawton. 2. iYom Bleaford
to Silk Willoughby, Osburnby, Thrcckingham, Billing-
borough, Horbfing, Swayton, llelpringham, Heckington,
Ewerby, Donington, Swineshead, to Boston. 3. From
Spalding to Weston, MouUon, Whaplodo, Holbeach,
Fleet, Gedney, and Long Sutton, where we come to the
fine series of churches of the Marshland. 4. Crowland
Abbey, Thomey (Cambs.), the Deepings, and Stamfoid
could be taken with Peterborough. I have said nothing
of the north of Lincolnshire, for the notable places are
much further apart, and the district, therefore, less suit-
able for a short tour.—Anoturb A.K.I.B.A.

[6493.]—Hoop-Iron Bond.—Hoop-iron bond should
have the two courses above and below built in Portland
cement, in addition to being laid in cement, and not in
mortar. Portland cement is used by some shipbuilders as
a coating to presei-ve the iron girders. There have been
many failures of hoop-iron bond through the omission of
Portland cement ; among many I can mention, in particu-
lar, the Deal Gas Works.—A. Vooublis.

[6495.]—Vegetation on Stone. —When Hugh
McLachlan's dodge fails, if you still wish to preserve both
the tree and tombstone, you had better erect an awning
over the latter.—W. M.

[6504.]—Strength, ofCement Concrete Beams.
—1 do not know of any collected data for the purposes of
calculation. Tlie following experiments collected from
different sources may prove useful; A block of concrete
3ft. long, Hin. deep, and 4iin. thick, was tested at the
rooms of the Architectural Association on December 6,
1S67, and bore 3Gcwt. without breaking.—/yuiWer, Jan.
13, 1S6S. Mr. J. Tall, several years ago, had tluee beams
constructed for testing, each 9ft. long, 1ft. 9in. deep, and
9m. thick. No 1 was built by a bricklayer of best hard
picked stocks, best lime of the freshest quaUty, and well-
washed river sand. No. 2 was of 7 parts river ballaiat,
and 1 part cement, packed with fiat pieces of stone and
old bricks. No. 3 was of concrete, without the packing
in No. 2. After they had been made ten days, they were
broken in the presence of the Surveyor of the Peabody
Buildings. No. 1 broke of its own weight ; No. 2 required
1 ton lewt. Sqrs. ; No. 3, 13cwt. 27lb. I consider that
beam 1 should have been built in 1 of cement to 2 of
sand ; no sensible man would think of making a beam of
brick in ordinary lime. The comparison between Nos. 2
and Sis useful, as it shows that concrete with packing
will bear half as much again as without it. Another
proof in the same direction is found in Viollet^le-Duc's
''Dictionary," where, he says, that in a caste over 800
years old, the doors and windows are covered with
lintels of stone, and packed concrete. The concrete
lintels were used for the lai^er openings, and we are
told that the builders are justified by the expsriencc of
time ; for whilst the concrete beams are as sound, or
perhaps sounder, than when first put up, every one
of the stone lintels is craskol or broken, Mr.
J. Tall, in a letter to the Baikier of Nov. 7, 1838, says :

*' I can show at my factory (built between two party walls
of 12ft. span) a beam 2ft. Sin. deep and 6in. thick, packed
full of rough Kentish rag, large chippings of fiint burs,
Yorkshire stune and brickbats, which can be seen on the
face, which beam will carry 12 tons (if the walls which
form the abutments do not give way.)** From the last

clause in brackets I must infer that the test was tried
before being permanently fixed. On the District Railway
near Gloucester-road station an arch of concrete was built
75ft. span, and only 7ft. 6in. rise. It was 3ft. 6in. deep at the
crown, and of a uniform width of 12ft. The materials and
propoi-tions were 6 of gravel to 1 of Portland cement, de-
pendence for cohesion being placed on the mixing rather
than the ramming. It bore 170 tons equaUy distri-

buted over the top, and a train of seven tioicks weighing
60 tons passed over it. There was no practical deflec-
tion. Buildery Dec. 26, 1868. Dennett's concrete made
with sulphate of lime instead of Portland cement has
been subjected to numerous experiments. A beam 9in.

by 6in. laid flat with 4ft. span carried 12icwt. distributed
and snapped with 13cwt. On the premises of Messrs.W.aad
T. Jones, Southwarkttreet, the arches of 8ift. span, 12in.

rise in sufiit, 7iin. thick at crown and lOjin. at haunches
bore on a base 4ft. 6in. by 4ft. 3in. a load of pig-iron
weighing 6 tons. This gives considering the span 3^ cwt.
per ft. super. Other txperiments give from 3cwt. 4lb.
per ft. super, in a span faf 7ft. to 2 1-lOcwt. in a span of
10ft. The vaulted dome over the cabinet-room of the
New Foreign Oflices is only 9in. thick, though of 36ft.

Fpan. Prof. Kerr and others consider the Dennett arch
after setting to be a beam, having much reason in support
of the theory.—Hugh McLachlan.

L6507.]—The Midland Station Roof. St. Pan-
eras.—In reply to your correspondent in your '* Inter-
communication " of last week, I may say that the St.
Pancrasroof [240ft. span) covers an area oi 169,400 square
feet within walls, and the cost, completed, was a httle over
£31 lis. per square.-J. W. C. D.

[6503] — Preserving Half-Timber "Work.—
Stain the timber with a wash of size and lampbUck or

leiSO.l-Examinatlon In Building Line and ^^^f^
charcoal and plumbago, aUciwaids well rub over

Ai-chitecture^Y""a7chiScture anfl builJinifaro
w'h bees-wax. Flatted paint also would have no gloss.

separate businesses. Nothing proves thi^, in my mind,
30 much as the little which builders generally know of

—Hugh McLachlan.

[6509.]—"Wood Floor.- Lloyd'd patent keyed wood
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. nt, •npp'ied bx tke Wood Favemeat Construction
S^ ll«iBt«iuaic« Oompaay. The blocks would measure
aboat 6m. \>y 6m. by Sin-t laid on edge, breaking joint

vith inia on end. a g.ooTC being cut in each aide. The
bloeksare laid ua afouadatioaof concrete in rows slightly

apart, a grouting of tine concrete being run in betweon,

mt All* tha grooTes and interspaces and when set keys

tha whole tegethw. Piteh-pine is preferred, and no
'

B or piidi la needed. Fur upper floors, nail lillet^

I tida of floor joiata, bridge between with small

^ of latbing and corer withmortar as a pnggios;, after

iMA a liin. floor ihould be laid grooved with iron

toagoea and splajred headings. Instead of mortar pug-
(iag, aawdost might be used, laid on Jin. rough boarding
uatcad of lathing.—Hdob McLiculax.

[6S0e.]—Wood Floors.—For school purposes, I think

tte beat kind of floorsto be wood blocks, 9in.x Sin. x Sin.,

laid in squares uf three headers and three stretchers, so

that the stretcher squares and header squares work dia-

sociaUy. They should be buinettised and laid dry on a
&k screeded bed of flue cencrete. In damp locaULies a
6in.bed of broken bricks, btones, &c., should be laid

vndar the ooaerete. The wood blocks ought to be cut

•ul staekeit loosely ia a dry place at least three months,
and the eoncrete ought to be laid at least two months
before the floor is laid. To prevent tlio sound from pass^

lag through an ordinary boarded iio jr, Ullets should be
nailed along the joists, just above the lower edge, and
fin. rough boarding nailed to the lillets, and the space
letireen boarding and the floor tilled with pugging sand
or sawdust.— Quid.

[6S11.1—Iiawn-Tennla Ground.—Ask a painter
to prepare a quick-drying white-lead paint.— Hugh
McLaOBLaK.

[6SI2.]—Arohltecta' Charges.—The following is

an extract from Rule 1 of the schedule of the Koyal In-
stitute of British Architects for professional practice and
diarges : " Besides which all travelling and other inci-

Aenlau expenses incurred by the architect are paid by the
emplojrer, who may be also charged for time occupied in

teaTdlin^ it the work be executed at a considerable or
teeouTenient d'stance," the ** which" referring to the

commission of 6 per cent. The minimum time
eharge aooordiog to the same schedule is three guineas a
day and may be higher according to the '* professional

position " of the architect. This anawera the first part of

the query. There is nothing in the schedule that applies

to the second part, 2i per cent, being the lowest charge
aaooed, this iaclndes specification besides the plans, ele-

atioas, and sections complete. Hurst's " Architectural
Sorreyor's Handbook ** gives ** preliminary sketches and
designs complete, including survey of site, &c., Ij per
eent." 1 suppose qaerist has not made a surrey of site,

fai which esse I beliere 1 per cent, is generally charged,
nia would give on tile several amounts £14, £16 10s., and
dClO Ifis., or a total of £51 Ss., besides cost of travelling,

time, ftc, given in the first part of the query. If querist
la eommencing practice, it would be better to make no
diarge for time spent in travellingand in London.

—

Hugh
ICc-LacBLax.

CHIPS.
The City Commissioners of Seirers last week con-

idered a recommendation from the Finance Com-
mittee that the sum of £600 (one year's salary) be
given as a gratuity to the widow of the late Mr.
W. 6. Hayjfood, who was employed for 33 years
in the chief engineer's office, and for 20 years of
that time as the principal assistant. An amend-
ment raising the gratuity to £750 was carried by a
large mijonty.

A memorial pulpit has just been erected in St.

Maiy Magdalene Church, Worcester, at the cost of

Lieut.-Colonel Johnstone. It is circalar in form,
and has a dark marble bass and columns and
carved alabaster cornice. In the central drum are
rank two large and two small panels, occupied
liy carved scenes, and divided by rich pilasters

and crockets. Mr. W. Forsyth, of the Tything,
Worcester, carried out the work.

The parish church of Malpas ia about to be
restored from plans prepared by Mr. John Douglas,
of Cbciter. The works will include the repair of
masonry and tracery, the removal of colour and
wash from the walls, the filling of eut window
with stained glass, the reseating in oak of nave
aisles and choir, and the provision of new si:reen at
west end, and new heating apparatus. The cost
wiU be £3,000.

The first meeting for the summer season of the
Cumberland and Westmoreland Antiquarian and
ArchtBslogical Society will be held at Kendal in the
last week of June, and the second meeting, at a
later period of the year, at Kavouglais.

A new linn of tramways is to be inspected in
Derby by Major-Qeneral Hutchinson to-day. It
extends from 8t. Peter's-street to the Normantin
Hotel, Pear Tree-hill, and is IJ milej long. Mr.
Johnstone is the engineer.

A techbical exhibition of woodwork and joinery
was opened last week at the Fine Art Qallery,
High-street, Ipswich, having been organised by a
committee, of whom Mr. J. It. Jeffeties, of the firm
of Bansomea, Head and Jefferies, was chairman.
Prizes amounting to £50 were offered for competi-
tioD, and the result wa> a satisfactory display.

The first of a series of lectures, before the
recently-formed Dublin Ladies' Sanitary Associa-
tion, was Kiveu on Tuesday in the theatre of the
Boyal Dublin fjociety by Dr. T. W. Oiimshaw,
Beiistrar-0<-neral for Ireland, who took for his
suDJeet "The Cautes of Disease and Death in
Dablia."

LEQAL INTELIilOENCE.
Pavement Liohts.—Haywaed v. Hamilton.
—This was an action in the Court of Appeal, be-
fore Lords Justices Bramwell, Brett, and Cotton,
for infri ngemeut of a patent for improved pave-
ment lights. The plaiutifY claimed to have
invented and patented a paveaieut light consisting

of an iron frame supporting glass prisms upon
flanges in such a position that the light from above
is thrown in a lateral direction through the win-
dows of rooms below the level of the pavement.
The defendants disputed the novelty of the inven-
tion, and denied the alleged iufringement. Mr.
Baron Pollock and Mr. Justice Hawkins, sitting as

a Divisional Court, gave judgment in favour of the

plaintiff. The defendants appealed. The argu-
ments on the appeal were heard on the 17th iust.,

Mr. Webster, Q.C., and Mr. Carpmael appearing
for the plaintiff; Mr. Aston, Q C., and Mr. Mac-
rory for the defendants. Their Lordships, on
Tuesday, delivered judgment to the following
effect, according to a report in the Times. Lord
Justice Bramwell saia the judgment of the
Divisional Court must be afUrmed. The plaintitf

said that he had found out and patented a novelty

.

It was almost manifest that he had done so, if the

invention could be expressed in one word. He had
discovered a light-directing pavement light. No
doubt the invention was not a very great one ; it was
not liketheinveutionufasewing- machineora thresh-

ing machine. The kuonled^e that a prism, used as

the plaintiff used it, would direct light as the plain-

tiff's did, was old,and the other part of the apparatus,
the making of the pavement, was old ; but the com-
bination of the two old parts was new, and might be
the subject of a patent. It might be observed that
it was very strange that such au article was never
used before if it was no iuventiou. As to the in-

fiingement, that was perfectly manifest ; the pave-
ment lights made by the defendants were not
merely a colourable imitation, but the same thing
as the plaintiff's. Lord Justice Brett said that the
case depended upon the construction of the speci-

fication of the invention. If that claimed a new
apparatus or combination, that apparatus or com-
bination was the subj ect of a patent. The proper
construction of the sptcidcation was that the plain-

tiff claimed a new pavement light, made by com-
bining together an old frame, an old flange, and
perhaps an old prism, parts which had never been so

combined before. Hia Lordship then examined
the terms of the specification, and expressed his

opinion that the claim was stated imusually
clearly. The plaintiff did not claim the invention
of a frame, a flange, a glass, or a prism, individu-
ally, but the invention of an apparatus which
involved the use of those articles. Then, was that
apparatus a new thing ? It was said,that the deck-
lights of ships were an anticipation ; but they were
not used to throw the light tideways in one direc-

tion, as the plaintiff's pavement lights did. It

was farther argued that a prism called
" Darker's Prism" was an anticipation of

the plaintiff's use of the ptism ; but Darker's
prism was not used in a horizontal po-
sition to throw light in a fix e d direction and at a
certain angles but turned on a pivot, and was used
to throw light to any given point. It was there-
fore preposteroua to say that Darker's priam was
used as a machine for the fame purpose as the
plaintiff's machine. The pliiutiff's michine was
therefore new, and it was admitted that it was
useful. The point had been raised whether there
was any invention. He could not remember any
case in which that question had been raised where
it had been admitted that the apparatus in ques-
ti^d was new and useful. He should say that in

99 cases out of 100 novelty and utility would imply
an invention, though he did not think that that
could be predicated.as an absolute rule of law. In
this case ha thought there was an in-

vention. As to the question of infringe-
ment, it was rather a painful one, for it

appeared that the infringement was not innocent.

Inere was evidence that the defendant's son, who
was formerly in plaintiff's employ, acquired
knowledge of the invention from him, and
communicated it to the defendants, and the defend-
ants' specification seemed artfully drawn, so as

to conceal an intended infriogemcut. That, how-
ever, was not material, for the articles made and
sold by the defeudauts were exactly the same as
the pUintiff's, except that the defendants' prisms
had a notch in them, which was useless and a mere
sham. The appeal must therefore be dismissed.
Lord Justice Cotton delivered judgment to the
sime effect. Mr. Danckwerts applied on behalf of

the defendants for a stay of the injunction and
account of profits pending an appeal to the House
of Lords ; but their lordships refused to grant it.J

Injttnotion against a Buildee.—On Friday,
in the Chancery Division, before Vice -Chancellor
Hall, Mr. Pearson, Q.C., moved for an interim
injanctionin the case of Friend f. Wickham, re-

straining the defendant, until the trial of the action,

from carrying on the business of a builder in a
dwelling-house on tho fStanford estate, Biighton.
Mr. Pearson stated that the house in question was

let to the defendant on a lease, containing a cove-
nant against the premises being turned to any other
use than that of a private dwelling-house. The
defendant had broken that covenant by carrying on
the business of a builder on the premises. As the
defendant did not now appear, and had not entered
au appearance on the writ, the Yice-Chancell3r
granted an injunction in the terms of the notice of

motion.

Action foe Llbel by a Buildbb.—Coopeb v.

CowiNO.—In the Queen's Bench Division, at
Westminster, on Friday last, the 20th iust., this

action was heard, in which the plaintiff, a builder,

of Fiuchley, sought to recover from the proprietor
and publislier of the Barnet Press £50u damages
for publication of alleged libels. Mr. Mclntyre,
Q.C., and Mr. Francis 'Turner forthe plaintiff ; Mr.
Bulwer, Q.G., and Mr. Agabeg for defendant.
The alleged libel complained of was contained in a
letter tiyned "Justice and No Favour," which
appeared in the Barnct Fress of September I8th,

1880, in which it was stated that although two
builders at Finchley had been summoned by Mr.
E. W. Brooking, surveyor to tho Fiuchley local

board, for putting in as a damp-course au improper
material, namely, roofing- felt, another builder at

Finchley had been and now was using the same
material for a number of buildings ; the writer asked
why he was not summoned. Mr. Brooking replied,

asking for the builder's name, but "Justice and
No Favour" declined to give this, but said the houses
referred to were between Heudon-lane and Finch-
ley. Mr. Brooking retorted that the anonymous
correspondent had mistaken the "patent bitumen
damp-course," largely used bjr Mr. Henry Cooper
(plaintiff), for roofing- felt, which the builder had
never employed. " Justice and No Favour" at

once replied, in the same issue of the paper in which
Mr. Brooking's letter appeared, admitting that he
had mistaken the material, and apologising to Mr.
Brooking. Mr. Cooper's solicitor applied to the
defendant for the name and address of the writer,

and afterwards offered not to issue a writ for libel

on condition thsit the name and address of the
writer were disclosed, and three guineas, his costs,

were paid. Plaintiff now deposed that he had not
been able to sell any houses since the publication of

the letters, and that he used fibrous asphalte for

damp-courses, and not roofing-felt, which was of

no more use than brown paper. For the defence,

Mr. Bulwer contended that the only person on
whom there might seem a reflection was Mr.
Brooking, who had expressed himself satisfied with
the apology, and that defendant had done all in his

power by publishing a further apology on Oct. 30th.

The judge, in summing up, said the main question
• was the apology of Oot. 3Uth enough, and the jury

t

decided in favour of defendant on all points, ver-
' diet entered for defendant, with coata.

' Local Suevetoe's Notices and Evidekce.—
Danes v. the West BEOsrwica Commissionees.—
This case came before the Baron Hudd'estou and
Mr. Justice Hawkins, in the Queen's Bench
Division on Wednesday.—This was an appeal
against the decision of the Staffordshire justices by
way of a special case. Two points had been re-

served for the decision of the Court, the appeal of

the appellant (Mrs. Danks) being under the 10th

and llth Vic, cap. 34, sec. 75 of the Towns Im-
provement Act. "The first point for the considera-

tion of the Court was whether a notice given by a
surveyor under the Act to a person to do certain

things to a building which was considered to be in

a ruinous state, was a valid notice ; and the second
point whether, when the case cams before the
magistrates, they were justified in refusing to hear
any other evidence than that of the suiveyor. The
section of the Act under which the appeal was

: brought stated :
" The surveyor shall cause notice

; in writing to be given to the owner of such build-

ing, requiring such owner or occupier f >rthwith to

j

take down, aecure, or repair such building, wall,

or other thing, as the case shall require." The
6urveyor in this case gave the appoUaut notice to

take down, secure, or repair the building in question
leaving it to the appellant to make her own choice

as to what she would do. The appellant contended
that the notice was a bad one, because it did not
state specifically whether she had to take down the
building or repair it.—The Court held that the

notice should have stated whether the appellant

had to take down, secure, or repair tho building,

and, that therefore, they should send the cate back
to the justices to be reheard. The appeal would,
therefore, be allowed, with costs.

Bankeupt Aechitects and tiieie Peopeety.—
Emden v. Caete.—This waa an appeal to the
supreme court from a decision of Mr. iTustice Fry.
The plaintiff is an architect, and in 1877 the
defendant, Mr. D'Oyly Carte, agreed to employ
him for the building of a theatre. In April, 1878,
the plaintiff was adjudicated a bankrupt. In
June, 1880, he was dismissed b" the defendant.
The plaintiff brought the action claiming £ 1,790 as

remuneration for services rendered under the
agreement subsequently to the adjudication, and
£3,000 for wrongful dismissal. The plaintiff not
having obtained a discharge in the bankruptcy.
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the trustee took out a summons in the action,

askiug that he might he substituted as plaintiff

in the action in tbo place of the bankrupt, and
might be at liberty to carry on the proceedings.

Mr. Juitico Fry was of opinion that, although the

personal services of the baukrupt as architect were
an inducement to the contract, the fruit of the con-
tract by way of remuneration and the right to

damages for wrongful dismissal passed to the

trustee, and that the trustee had a tight to inter-

vene in the action. And his Lordship added the

trustee as a co-plaintiff, and gave him the con-
duct of the proceedings. The bankrupt appealed.

Mr. A. Beddall, for the appellant, urged on Wed-
nesday that the claim in the action was in

respect of personal services of the bankrupt,
and the earnings in respect of such services did

not pass to a trustee in bankruptcy. Mr.
Francis Turner and Mr. O. A. Venuell, for the
trustee, were not heard; Mr. Higgins, QC, and
Mr. Evetitt were for the defendan'. The Master
of the Rolls entirely agreed with Mr. Justice Fry.
No doubt the words of the Bankruptcy Act were
large enough to pass everything which a bankrupt
had to his trustee ; they would include every chose

ill action. But there were many cases in which it

had been held that money paid to a bankrupt for

his manual labour or personal services was not to

be taken by the trustee. Those cases had no ap-
plication to a case like the present. The plaintiff

was au architect, carrying on his busiuesi in the
ordinary way, with extensive offices and a staff of

clerks. Could it be supposed that such large sums
as were claimed in this action were to be kept by
an undischarged bankrupt ? None of the Judges
who had made the distinction between personal
earnings and property ever dreamt of laying down
such law as that. Mr. Justice Fry had arrived at

a light conclusion as to the title to the subject-
matter of the claim, and that being so, he was also

right in adding the trustee as a co-plaintiff. Lord
Justice James concurred. Lord Justice Lush said
that the case was quite covered by authority. The
exception which had been established did not apply.
What a bankrupt earned, if it was only suifioient

to maintain himself in life and health, could not be
said to be property. But any surplus beyond that
was property, and belonged to his trustee.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY.
MATTERS.

The Watee SupniES op West Cumbkbland.
—A paper on this subject was read on Tuesday
week by Mr. Kitchin, of Whitehaven, at the annual
meeting of the Cumberland Assjciation for the Ad-
vancement of Literature and Act. Eight populous
places have, the author showed, public supplies of
water—namely, Whitehaven, Workington, Cocker-
mouth, Maryport. Keswick, Millom, Cleaton Moor,
and Arlington. That of Whitehaven is derived by
gravitation from Ennerdale Lake, 9J miles distant,
and 370ft. above the sea-level. That of Worthing-
ton and Cockermouth is from Crummock, and also
serves for the supply of the rural district of Cocker-
mouth and the villages of Distiugton and Harring-
ton in the district of rural sanitary authority of
Whitehaven ; it is brought 23 miles by gravitation,
and the lake is 320ft. above the sea- level. The
Maryport supply is taken from the Derwent, near
the Goat's Mill, Cockermouth, is'pumped to a reser-
voir 220ft. higher, and then conveyed by gravita-
tion to Maiyport. The other supplies are all col-
lected. The author stated, as the result ef detailed
chemical analyses of the water supplies described,
that they were all of a remarkably pure cha-
racter.

STATTJES, MEMORIALS, &0.

The Peince IiirEBiAi, Memokial.—The memo-
rial to the late Prince Imperial has been completed
by Mr. J. E. Boehms. The work has been exe-
cuted in pure white statuary marble, and consists
of an elaborately sculptured base, surmounted by
a recumbent figure of the Prince in an undress
artillery uniform. The head, uncoTcred, is sup-
ported by cushions embroidered with the Imperial
bee. ITie hands, crossed upon the cheat, clasp an
unsheathed sword, the empty scahbard and gloves
resting on the left side of the figure, with the spurs
on the right, near the feet, which touch a helmet.
The panels on the sides of the carved sarco-
phagus contain inscriptions recording the birth
and death of the Prince. On Tuesday the memo-
rial was placed in the centre of the Braye Chapel,
which is situate on the south side of St. George's
Chapel, Windsor, the ancient font having, it is
said by the Queen's order, been displaced to make
room for it.

STAINED GLASS.
WiSTANSTOw.—A stained-glass window has just

been erected in the parish-church, designed and
executed by Mr. Davies, of the Wyle Cop,
Shrewsbury. Thesubjectis " Christ blessing little

children."

(Bvix Offict Cable.

People who are tired of the bad roads to ho found
near the MetropoIiH will leuni with envy how they
manage things in Tennessee. The following
is a section of the new Road Law, which has
lately received the signature of the Governor:
" Be it further enacted that all male inhabitants
over 15 and under 50 years of age, except such
as are permanently disabled from performing
common labour, and are released by the Com-
mis-^ioners, shall work not less than three nor
more than six days upon the highways each year,
the work to bo done at any time. The overseer
shall give three days' notice of the time and
place to commence. Any road hand so notified

may be exempt from work by sending an able-
bodied substitute, or by giving one dollar for
each day, or by furnishing any team, or plough,
or wagon, the overseer may require, and to be
allowed a credit for the same."

The arrangemenls for the enlargement of the
Ruskin Museum at Sheffield have been in
abeyance during the illness of Mr. Ruskin,
but they have now been taken up again,
and it is hoped will be carried on to completion.
The present building stands in its own grounds
on the brow of the hill, overlooking the Rivelin
valley and the open country beyond. When the
property was purchased by Mr. Ruskin there
was scarcely a house near it, and already it is

nearly surrounded, and building operations are
still going on. When the necessity arose for the
enlargement of the museum, Mr. Ruskin had it

in contemplation to remove his treasures farther
into the country, and farther from the smoke of
the town. He has, however, decided to retain
the present place and enlarge it, with the hope
that another museuin may spring out of it at
some future time. The one would then be de-
voted to beginners, and the other to more ad-
vanced students. Plans of galleries are being
prepared to be added to the present building,
one of which, it is stated, will be 200ft. long.
When ready, a meeting of the committee formed
to raise funds with which to carry them out will
be caUed. It is believed there will be no difficulty

in obtaining the necessary money if only the
assurance is given that the treasures will not at
some future time be removed from the town.

AusTSALiA is about to rival America in the
length of its railway lines. It has just been deter-
mined to bridge the entire length of Central
Australia. The line is to extend from Port
Augusta to Port Darwin, the latter of which
is one of the finest harbours in the country
and large enough to hold the navies of
the world, while the former has been pronounced
by Sir William Jervois to be the key to
Australia. The length will be 1,535 miles,
and the line has already been laid from Port
Augusta to the Government guns—a distance of
198 miles—at a cost of £578,944.

A EETXTEN has been issued showing the various
modes of exit from theatres licensed by the Lord
Chamberlain. A memorandum, which is pre-
fixed to the return, states that it is taken from
the statements supplied by the managers, verified

by the officers of the Lord Chamberlain's depart-
ment. It appears from the return that in every
theatre there is a separate and independent exit
for each class of the audience—viz., 1, stalls and
dress circle ; 2, pit ; 3, gallery ; irrespective of

what are termed '

' extra exits
'

' ; while, in almost
all cases, there are several means of egress from
each part of the house. By the terms of the
licence granted by the Lord Chamberlain, the
manager is held responsible that they shall be
always available in case of need.

We have seldom seen a more useful or more
"ousiness-like trade catalogue than one just sent

to us by Messrs. Joseph Sandell and Co., of

Waterloo Bridge-road. This well-known firm
of timber merchants keep one of the largest

stocks in the kingdom, and their catalogue
is of a most complete and comprehensive
character. Their lists and diagrams of Swedish
doors and steam- struck mouldings are especially

worth attention, and no architect or builder can
fail to find the book useful. It contains 600 il-

lustrations, very well executed.

An application of an unusual character came
before the Chester Consistory Court, on Thurs-
day in last week. It was stated that Christ
Church, Winsford, a building constructed by the

trustees of the River Weaver Navigation, under
the powers of a private Act of Parliament " for

the accommodation of watci men " hag, from
the sinking of the ground at Winsford owing to
brine-pumping, become quite untenable, and
has been closed as dangerous by the Winsford
Local Board. The incumbent, supported by
the Weaver Navigation trustees, now appeal to

the court for a faculty to remove the gallery
and alter parts of the church, and to reconstruct

the building upon a framework of iron pillars,

by means of which the church might bo gradu-
ally raised by hydraulic power or screw-jacks,
should any further sinkings occur. The walls
of the new structure are proposed to be of wood,
covered on the outer faces with tiles, and the
total cost was estimated at £1,500. No opposi-
tion being offered the faculty was decreed on
the terms of citation

.

At the annual general meeting of the Sanitary
Institute of Great Britain, held at 9, Conduit

-

street, on Wednesday last. Dr. B. W.
Richardson, F.R.S., in the chair, a favourable
report was presented by the council on the pro-
gress made by the institute during the patt year.
Particular attention was drawn to the ordinary
meetings held by the institute for the reading of
papers and discussions upon subjects relating to

sanitary science, which papers and discussions are
published in the yearly volume of Transactions.

Dr. B. W. Richardson gave an interesting

sketch of the formation and growth of the
institute, and the ceuncil and officers for the
ensuing year were elected. His Grace the Duke
of Noithimiberland being president.

A Blue-book has been issued, containing a
report of the progress of the Ordnance Survey
to the 31st of December, 1880. When the scale

of the maps was, on the recommendation of a
committee in 1854-5, increased to 25in. to a
mile for the cultivated districts, the counties of
England then remaining to be surveyed (Cum-
berland, Durham, Westmoreland, and North-
umberland) were published on this scale. When
this was done a re-survey on the 25in. scale of

the rest of England was begun. The mineral
districts of North Wales, Cheshire, and North
Shropshire have been surveyed and publi.shed on
the 25in. scale

;
portions of those of North

Staffordshire, Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire,
South Wales, Cornwall and Gloucestershire have
been published, and the remaining parts of

those districts and that of Leicestershire are in

progress. The mineral district of Worcester-
shire and South Staffordshire has been com-
menced. The south-eastern counties, includ-

ing Kent, Sussex, Hampshire, Surrey,
Middlesex, and Essex, have been published on
this scale, and Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire,
Berkshire, Hertfordshire, Oxfordshire, and
Wiltshire are in progress. The counties of

Norfolk and Suffolk are being surveyed at the

request of the War Office. 'The slieets on the

scale of 25in. to a mile are reduced by photo

-

graphy to that of Gin. to a mile, and a map is

published on that scale. Scotland has been
surveyed on the 25in. scale (with the exeeption

of the uncultivated parts, which are on the

Gin.), and Ireland on the Gin. The surveys of

both Scotland and Ireland are complete. Until

1855 large towns were surveyed on a scale of

5ft. to a mile. Since then a scale of about 10ft.

to a mile has been adopted for towns having
more than 4,000 inhabitants. It is expected

that the whole survey will be completed by
1890. Out of a total area of 59,470 square

miles in England aud Wales, 34,696 square

miles have been surveyed, 1,672 having been
done last year.

The attention of the Whitcchapel District

Board of Works has been called to various com-
plaints made to their Sanitary Department
respecting the overcrowding and indecent occu-

pation of houses in the district by the lodgment
of emigrants who are in course of transit from
the Continent to America and other places. It

appears the emigrants are consigned in large

companies, numbering hundreds at a time, to

agents in London, who, pending the departure

of the Atlantic steamers, undertake to provide

the people with food aud lodging at a fixed

price per head. The result is a great over-

crowding of both sexes in the purlieus of White-
chapel adjacent to the docks. The sanitary

inspector reported to the Whiteohapel Board of

Works at their last meeting that, in company
with the police authorities, he had visited

several houses in which the emigrants were
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lodged, and found them much overcrowded,

tbere beio^, in some instances, as little as 190

oaWe feet of spaoe for each person. In a room
at No. 19, Grace's-alley, he found a quantity of

straw npon the floor, and upon this a number
of emigrants of both sexes had been sleeping at

4d. per head per night. There was not a par-

ticle of fumitiu^e in the room. Notices were
ordered to be served upon the various persons

who " accommodate "these emigrants that enoh
room only be permitted to be used by the

number allowed by the law, and that a breach
of the Lodging-house Kegulations will involve
prosecution by the local authorities.

The fifty-fifth election of pensioners at the
Builders' Benevolent Institution took place on
Thursday last. The following were the successful

candidates :—Thomas Gregory Bartlett, aged 65
(second applieation), 3,G16 votes; John Page,
aged 67 (second application), 3,379 ; James
Pilgrim, aged 60 (second application), i,S08

;

Anne Boulton, aged 62 (fourth application),

3,672 ; and Selina Thomas, aged '3 (fourth

application), 3,040. Mr. Thomas F. Rider,
President, occupied the chair, and the scrutineers

were Messrs. Thos. Stirling and F. W. Kecble.

CHIPS.
The series of lectures on " Sanitary Plumbing,"

now in course of delivery at the Society of Arts by
Ur. S. Stevens Hellyer, is to be repeated. The
second lecture, which is to be given on June 1, will

bewpoated at the same place on June 3. The date
for the repetition of the remaining lectures will be
annonncra hereafter. Tickets can be had at the
publishing office of the Bijildinq News, 31, Tavi-
etock-street, as before.

At a special meeting held at Halstcad, Essex, on
Monday week, it was resolved to take steps for
enlarging the parish church, by the addition cf a
chanMl, aisle, and organ-chamber, at an estimated
CMt of £2,400.

The select vestry of liichmond, Surrey, have re-

ceived from Mr. Homersham, C.E., their consult-
lug engineer for water supply, a recommendation
to deepen the existing well in lieu of constructing a
second and separate one as originally proposed.
Ttie cost is estimated at a reduction of £2,000 in

favour of the change, and the vestry liave decided
to adopt the new scheme, provided the sanction of
the Local Government Board be obtained.

A stained-glass window has just been placed in

SK James's Church, Devizes, to the memory of the
officers and men of the 99th Begimeut who fell in

the Zulu War.

The parish church of Limpenhoe, Norfolk, which
had fallen into a very dilapidated state, is under-
going restoration. Mr. A. S. Hewitt, of Yar-
mouth, is the architect, and Mr. Hawes, of Nor-
wich, is the contractor.

An inquiry was recently held at Weston-snper-
Mare, before Mr. Samuel J. Smith, C.E., one of
the inspectors of the Local Government BoarJ, re-
litive to an application from the Weston local

baard of health for sanction to borrow £28,000 for
{lurchasing, laying out, and improving certain
aads of public use, and as public walks and plea-
sure-grounds. Great opposition was offered to the
scheme, and eventually the promoters proposed to
adopt a modified scheme, on which the inspector
will also report, as well as on the original proposi-
tion.

LampIonKh's Fyretio Saline la retreshinr,
«o»l asrt'*.>t>Ir,Bnd the nrf rentiTeof FEVEU8, Itll MiCSNkSS,
SXAIX POX, SKIN l>I8EASKK,and manT other iprins and
amnerailneDta. KoM by cbfmitts thruuKhout thrworla.aDd
thcMaker. 113. Holborn UiU. U»€ no tubttitute —(Advt.I
Rollovray'a Ointment is not only fitted for heal-

lac aofM, wotioda, and relleritix i^xtenial ailmenta, but rubbed
aw» th« abdomrn It acts a« a dorirativt^, and thus dUpIayn the
atmnat aalatary llifl<'.«Doe over utomachlc dUonlora ; doriinse
m«Bta of the llrcr, irreffularttic* of the boweU, and other m.
t«atlii« incoDTeaJeacea which mar man's comfort.—^advtO

KEETIiraS FOS THE ENSTTINQ WEEK.
Ti;i8DAT.— National Health Kotiety, " The Science anil

Art of Banitary PlumbiDg." By S.

8teTeDs Hellyer. Leotore No. 2, "Joints
and Hpe Bending." Bcciety of Arts
room. 7.80 p.m.

Institution of Civil En^ineen. " The
Production of Paraffin and rar&ffin Oil."
By B. H. BruotoD, M.Iiut.C.B. 8 p.m.

WtraiSDAT.—Brnish Arcbwological Association. ''Mer-
maids." By E; Sycr Cuminr, F.S.A.
Scot. "Articles Found in London."
By Bev. B. M. Uayhew. 8 p.m.

TBUtSDAT.-St. Paol'i Ecdesiological Society. " Old Bt.

Paul's and Some of its Surronndini^."
By Eev. W. Sparrow Simpson, D.D.,
F.S.A. 7JO p.m.

Society for the Fine Arts. " Musical
Lecture." By Alfred 8. GUbeit. 8 p.m.

Fbioat.—Boyal Institution. "Ma«iictio Disturbances,
Aororto and Earth Currents." By Prof.
W. O. Adams, U.A , F.B.B. 9 p.m.

Ctabe ©c&js.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Cabdut.—The strike for an increase of wages

amongst the men employed by Mr. Hill, contractor
for the new docks, virtually ceased on Friday,
fresh bodies of men having como in under police
protection, at the rates refused by the old hands,
some of whom also returned to work.

Gbeenock.—Messrs. Robert Steele and Co.,
shipbuilders and engineers, announce that on and
after this day (Friday) they will give the joiners in
their employment an advance of (} per cent, on the
present rate of wages.

. Soulting Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of
the United Kingdom, given on application to
CHARLES TRASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Xlminster, Somerset.

— [Adtt.]

McLACHLAN & SONS, 35, St- James's
street, S-W. Builders, Dt;coiatorsi, and House Paintera.

Designs and EstimHtes.
General Repaii"8 and Alterations Executed.

Expeiienced "Wurkmen always in readiness, and sent to
any part of the country.— [Auvt.]

BATH STONE.
BOX GROUND,

THE BEST FOR ALL EXTERNAL USE.

CORSHAM DOWN
CANNOT BE SURPASSED IN BE.\UTY OF AI'1'EA.nANCE

yOtt INTEKIOll WOllK.

PICTOE & SONS, BOX, WILTS.
(See trade advt. on p. XXV.) [Anvr.

TENDERS.
•#• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresaea of the parties tendering— at any rate, of the
accepted tender—it adds to the value of the information.

Abehdabe.—For fencing-in the recreation-ground at
Aberdare Park, for the local board :

—
Eced, C, Aberdare (accepted).

Addlestoxr.—For the erection of a villa residence
for Jlr. J. J. Bates, at Addlestone, Surrey, accordinff to

plans, specifications, and quantities supplied by Mr. R.
Tomlinson, architect, of Gunnersbury, London, W :

—

Buttomley, A. and Co £1,190
Martin, J 1,050
Lyford G., 990
Brown and Park 075
Brown 950
Parker 870
Warr 657

Anerley, S.E.—For organ-chamber, &c., at Kilmorey
House, for Mr. Alfred Meager. Mr. C. J. C. Paw:ey, 26,

Moorgate-street, E.G., architect :

—

UolUdge and Stuart (accepted) ... £229

Bangor.—For erecting a police-station, Bangor. Mr,
John Thomas, county surveyor :—

Williams, D., Carnarvon £2,888
Morris, O., Carnarvon 2,789
Jones, E., IJanwnda (accepted) ., 2.788

Thomas, W., Bangor 2,670
PLobcrts, Bethesda 2,455

County Surveyor's estimate... 2,750

B.VTTEBSEA.-For alterations to Nos. 7,9, 11, and 13,

York-road, Battersca. Messrs. Muggeiidge and Powell,
architects :

—

Castle 697
Pyke 675
Whitby 480
Fisher (accepted) 469

BiRMiNnnAM.—For the erection of omnibus shed and
stabling in Highgute-street, for the Birmingham Tram-
ways and Omoibus Company (L'mited). Mr. T. J. Perry,
architect :—

Hulbeit £2,298 5 4
Bennett ... 1,997

Pritchard 1,788

CottreU (accepted) 1,743

Bbentford.— For the fitting up of premises in High-
street, Brentford, as a t'offee Tavern, for the United
Kingdom Coffee Taverns Company (Limited). Mr. A.
Burr, 10, Queen-square, W.C., architect :

—
Smith, W.H £279 17 6
Hogben, T., 3, City-road 245

BaixToy.—For warehouse, Brixton, for Mr. "W. H.
Stevens. Jlr. C. V. Hunter, architect :—

Peacock £870
Kow 725
Cooper 715
Pack Bros 707
Hallet 695
Harris C85
Cass and Beldon 640
Higgs, F 624

Cl-pab, N.B,—For a new drain from the Cemetery, for

the Cupar police commission :—
Marr, John (accepUd) £79 11

Cambebwell, 8.E.—For alterations .and additions to
the ttausfened department (late Emmanuel Cliurch
School] of tl.o school in Camberwell-road, to fit it for use
as an infants* department, for the London School Board :

Higgs and Hill £l,3i9
Jerrard, 8. J,, Lewisham (accepted) l,.'i;l.3

[Cost of general additions and alter.-itions, £953;
covered play^roimd for girU and infants, £100; levelling
and tiir-paraig, £180, new w.e.'a for infants, £100;
total, £1,333.]

Cabnarvox.—For now inCrmary, &c., at the Carnarvon
Union workhouse. Messrs. Thomas and Ingleton, 11,
Market-street, Carnarvon, architecLa and surveyors :

—

lliomas, Bangor £3,171
Jones. E., Llanwnda 2,950
Edwards, H., Cae Athw 2 917
Morris, O., Carnarvon 2,S97
Williams, K. K., Carnarvon .. 2,791
Williams, D., Carnarvon 2,576
Roberts, Bcthesda 2,290
Architects' E.stima'e 2,GOO

Deptford.—For th.. c nstruction of a relief sewerfrom
the Broadway, Deptford, to Lec-bridg,a, for the Metro-
politan Board of Works. Sir J. W. Bazalgette, C.E.,
engineer to the board :

—
Cooke, and Co.
Dickinson, C.
>Jeavc, J. W.
Ridley, T.D
Webster, W.
Anderson, A. and D.
KellettandBentley
Nowell and Robson
j^Iowlem and Co. ...

Etheridge and Acock
Simmons, J...

£31,000
31,330
81,403
30,990
80,533
30,000
29,300
27,500
27„')96

22,475
21,4.!0

Dover.—For new coach-house, stables, and dwelling-
house. Castle-street, Dover, for Messrs. PacUham :

—
Parks, G., Dover £1,445
Bourne, J., Dover 1,S95
Lewis, G , Dover 1,35'J Q
Adcock, W. J., Dover 1,310
Richardson, H., Dover 1,322
Wiles, W. J. and Co., Dover ... 1,287

Denne, G. H., Deal 1,239 O
Stiff, H., Dover (accepted) ... 1,217
Dowle, T. W., Dover 1,2:0

Dover.—For rebuilding premises, 21, Market-square,
Dover, for the Dover Conservative Club :

—
Adcock, W. J. (accepted) £2,400

DuLwicn.—For compressed asphalte footway paving in
Dulwicb, for the Camberwell vestry :

—
French Asphalte Co. (acccpttd) at £1,274 for CoUegc-

road, £1,497 for Dulwich-wood-paik, £1,368 for FarqrUrar-
road, and £182 for Jasper-road.

Great BowDEK.—For small cottage at Great Bowden,
Market Harborough. Mr. W. Talbot Brown, Welling-
boroiigli, architect :

—
Henson, G., Wellingboro' (accepted) £235 15

GaovE Park, S.E. — For alterations to Inglewood
House, Grove Park, S.E., for Mr. F. A. Crisp. Mr. C. V.
Hunter, arcliitect :—

GillowandCo £165 10
Pritchard, W.H 322
I'onsford .

Horton
Total estimate, £1,219.
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GiTisnoRouoH, Yorkshire.-For the erection of school

buildings for the use of the church, at the sole cost of

Admiral Chaloner. Slessrs. Armfleld and Bottomley,

1, Zetland-road, Middlesbrough, and at W^hitby, archi-

tects :
—

Inglis, F., Gulaborough
Johnston, J., Middlesbrough ...

Yeo, W. C, Middl»sbrough
Dickinson, T., Saltbum
Brown, J., Guisborough
Cass, U., Guisborough (accepted)

Sturdy, J. R. & W., Middlcsbro'

Heckle, Bros., Guisborough

£1,541 11 6
1,430
1,300
1,292 16 i
1,284 15
1,2?0 IB
1,280
1,209 16
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SPECIFICATIONS.

IF, as some declare, tho days of substan-
tial house-building and good workman-

sbip are past, so it seems is the practice of

writing full specifications. Few of the
present generation of architects have for-

gotten the volume of " Specifications for

Practical Architecture," written by the late

Alfred Bartholomew, and which, to this day,
forms a model for all constructional require-
ments. It was truly an attempt to raise

specification-writing to tho dignity of a
science, and to take it out of the rut of pro-
fessional incompetence. Had its author
lived in these days, he would have had
cause now to lament that practical archi-
tecture had fallen to an even greater depth
of degradation, and that men could befound
who delighted to imitate some of the most
debased forms of 18th-century design. But
the charge made against architects by
Bartholomew, that they did not know how
to write specifications, might still be made,
for many of the documents purporting to
instruct artificers are not muoh better than
mere lists of requirements, in which the
verbal expressions " provide, and fix,

"

" carefully perform," and " leave perfect to
the satisfaction of the architect," occur in

nearly every clause, and make a large per-
centage of the written words. No wonder
practical builders seldom consult this

document for their guidance, and ignore it

altogether when a bill of quantities is

supplied. We hear very frequently of the
meagre specifications supplied to surveyors
to work from, which, instead of assisting,

rather impede the preparation of tho quan-
tities. Indeed, we know that in many
instances, the most perfect specifications are
prepared by the architect's surveyor, and it

is considered an advantage by quantity-
surveyors that the specification should be
written by them. As the tendency of the
present age is towards division of labour,
this plan seems to commend itself to the
architect who prefers to devote his time and
energy to the more genial branches of his
profession. Yet we cannot admit that the
course recommended is one desir.ible in the
interests of architects or constructive
architecture ; it places in the hands of the
surveyor a more considerable power in tho
building than the architect himself pos-
sesses, as the surveyor thereby controls the
construction and details, and, consequently,
the expenditure. Moreover, we might
almost look with alarm on another relega-
tion of the duties of the architect, which
would reduce his functions still more to
those of a mere draughtsman, for if the
specifications of buildings were iutrusted to
surveyors, they might readily claim also
share in the design and constructive
details.

There is a plan in writing a complete
specification which ought to be a guide
to the artificers in every part of the work,
not a collection of generalities, with a
number of particulars which can be
better supplied by the drawings and
quantities. A specification to be of any use
should be instructive upon those points
which are not found in the quantities, nor
supplied in the drawings. Such expressions
as " all to be carried out in accordance
with tho drawings, or to be executed as
directed by the architect," are useless intro-
ductions, though they appear to make up a
large part of most specifications. A good
Si eoiflcation ought to throw light upon the

drawings and quantities, fiad supply in-

formation they do not : it ought, in truth,

to bo written with reference to the quanti-
ties, or in contemplation of them. Tho
conditions or prcliiuinary clauses referiing
to any particular trade, ought necessarily to

come first. The description of materials
and general directions, as they apply
throughout, should precede the detailed
particulars of each item. Many quantity-
surveyors are of opinion that the specifica-

tion is best prepared after the quantities or
tho "abstracts" have been made, and no
doubt this method facilitates the prepara-
tion, as those works requiring description
are then before the writer. In ordinary
contract-work, however, the specification is

almost of necessity written beforehand,
and, if prepared with care, becomes a very
useful guide to' the quantity-taker, as it

shows the intention of the architect, and
supplies the preliminary instructions on
each trade, with the description of materials
intended to be used. From an architect's

point of view, there can be no doubt the
description of materials, and the intentions

of the design ought to take precedence of

the quantities, and this can only be done by
preparing the specifications with or imme-
diately after the preparation of the working
drawings. These documents together
form the embodiment of the architect's

intentions; the "quantities," on the other
hand, are a distinct stage, being under-
taken for the purpose of ascertaining the
cost, and ought not to control the design of

the architect.

In describing the different trades, a
method of procedure is seldom rigidly
adhered to. Some specifications begin
with the bottom of the building, and carry
this system through all the trades ; others
begin with the roof and work downwards,
and in many documents for small houses,
we have seen no order observed whatever,
but a very general division commencing
with the walls and roof, and describing,

afterwards, in very vague terms, the floors,

windows, and general fittings throughout.
For good work, each floor ought to be taken
consecutively for the joiner's work ; the
general clauses, as those relating to flooring,

being taken first—e.g., the "first floor to

be laid with IJin. yellow deal battens,
dowelled with oak dowels, with mitre
borders to hearths." A slovenly plan is

adopted by many architects of mixing up
the carpenter's with the joiner's work, as in
directing floors to have fir joists of such and
such a scantling, and to be laid with deal.

Scantlings of all timbers, as of every other
thing, ought, invariably, to be inserted in
their proper place, and many serious omis-
sions and " extras " have been the result of

inattention to details such as these. How
very often the architect blunders in omit-
ting to describe dimensions of things not
shown on the sections or drawings. Take,
for example, concrete. It is seldom the
sections show the exact depth of concrete
that will actually have to be used under
footings, and if they do, the probability is,

that in other parts of the building not
touched by the sec ions, the thicknesses will

vary. These ought to be clearly described,

and the dimensions stated in the specifica-

tion. Then, in nearly every building,

excavations vary, and the surplus earth has
to be deposited somewhere ; drains are

required, perhaps, not shown on the plans
;

brickwork has to be set in cement ; reliev-

ing-archcs have to be turned ; stones vary
in size, or have to be set in a particular

manner; partitions are to be trussed, and
straps and bolts are necessary, and a
variety of special requirements have to be
met, the directions referring to which
several items ought to be accurately stated.

Too many architects implicitly take the
drawings and write the specification

entirely by their aid, trusting to them alone.

and the consequence is that directly the
surveyor begins to take off the quantities, he
finds numerous omissions of things not con-
sidered ; tho items are referred to tho archi-
tect or overlooked altogether, though it is

not unusual to find large addenda tacked oa
the specification to render it in harmony
with tho quantities. So much by im-
plicitly following tho drawings. It is

better for the architect to carefully think
over the actual requirements, and to
endeavour to discover the omissions in hia
drawings, so that they may bo supplied by
the specification, and a fairly good rule to
follow is to maVe tho completeness of that
document depend on tho degree of com-
pleteness of the drawings, so that the
deficiencies in the latter may be supplied.
Materials and workmanship, rather thaa
useless references to tho drawings, are the
main things to be described, yet, strange
to say, as a rule, architects give themselves
more trouble by referring to drawings
which do not exist, and to general
descriptions ending " to be approved by
the architect." Unmeaning adjectives and
their superlatives are used at random,
about which an extraordinary latitude is

sometimes allowed.
Wo might fill a pago with deficiencies of

the ordinary run of specifications. Let us
take a few instances in tho " Carpenter and
Joiner." The sizes of plates and rafters

and joists are not unfrequently guessed at
by the saving contractor, who docs not con-
sider it to his advantage to ask questions

;

tho same inferences occur in the matter of
thicknesses, which are often undescribed,
the sizes of doors and the kinds of finishings

required. In the " Smith and Ironfounder,"
the position of the down - pipes, and the
class of fastenings to windows and doors,
stoves, and other fittings, are questions of
much unpleasantness, if not clearly specified.

In the plumber's work, tho weight of lead
for gutters, flats, the width of flashings,

and the height of turning up tho lead, are
constant items of disagreement, unless fully

explained ; and the same difference of opin-
ion may exist between the minds of the
contractor and architect about tho thickness

or qualities of glass and other items, if they
are left unspecified. No contractor can be
blamed for introducing inferior fittings

that have not been specified, the expense of

which may fall upon him.
A very important j^art of every specifica-

tion are the conditions which usually pre-
cede it. From what we have said, the
specification should include every particu-

lar about which the drawings and quanti-
ties give no information, and it is usual
to introduce a clause in properly drawn-up
conditions, to the effect that the drawings
and specifications are to be taken together,

and that their true intent and meaning are

to be considered, whether or not any parti-

cular works are described or shown. What
constitutes a set of conditions we may
discuss another time ; but it is important to

remember the conjoint effect of the several

documents which go to form a contract. A
contract to build and complete a house,

according to a specification, has been ruled

to be binding on the contractor, though
certain details are omitted ; thus, in the
case of Williams v. Fitzmaur.'cj, the scant-

lings of the joists for the floors were speci-

fied, but no mention was made of the floor-

ing. It was decided that the specification

ought to have been coupled with the agree-
ment, and that no extra charge could be
made for the flooring. Too much stress,

however, must not be placed upon this

decision, as there are many other decisions

by which the architect has been held liable

for omissions. Although not so debatable a
question as quantities, it is equally impor-
tant, and much of tho architect's time,

trouble, and anxiety, may be saved by a
complete and accurately-worded specific*-
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tion, and it is a subject which concerns not

only the architect and his employer, but

the quantity-surveyor. Very many, indeed,

of the de ciencies in bills of quantities are

due to carelessly - written specifications,

which often become the chief guide to the

meaning and intention of the architect. On
the other hand, the architect owes often

much to his colleague, the surveyor, for

checking and supplying the necessary

amendments, and we need hardly add that,

in many cases, the specification would be

Suite unintelligible and worthless, without

le fully-written quantities with which it is

aooompanied, and which often reflect much
credit on the care and unwearying
assiduity of the surveyor.

THE QUESTION OF "QUANTITIES."
riUliS question of quantities formed the
-L subject of an important discussion at

the recent Conference, which was fully re-

ported in these columns. Its legal aspects

were dwelt upon by several speakers, but,

of course, without any very definite result.

From this point of view an ounce of prac-

tice is, indeed, worth a ton of theory ; and,

seeing that these disputes have but too often

to be settled by courts of law, the case of

"Evans v. Carte," which came last week
before the Queen's Bench Division, is most
instructive, and affords a good opportunity
for a few comments upon the question of

quantities looked at legally. It is true that

this case really turned upon a conflict of

evidence as to whether an actual authority

was given by the defendant ; but upon the
application for a new trial, the judges made
some remarks that touch the root of the
matter, and may fairly be taken as a warn-
ing. The action was brought by the plain-

tiff, as quantity surveyor, to recover from
the defendant, as employer, the sum of

£132 for reducing the quantities upon plans
for a theatre, which the latter was about to

build, but which had, somehow or other,

gone off. Mr. Carte, it seems, had employed
Mr. Emden as his architect, who, in his

turn, and following the usual practice, had
employed the plaintiff to take out the
quantities from bis designs for the play-
house. For this Mr. Evans had been paid
his charges of £342 by the defendant
without any dispute. But, when he found
that the estimates were too costly, Mr.
Carte was dissatisfied with the plans ; and,
in the end, the plaintiff was employed by
Mr. Emden to reduce the quantities for his

modified plans, for which he charged the
sum mentioned. The defendant, however,
disputed his liability, on the ground that he
had given his architect, with whom he has
since been at law, no authority to employ
the plaintiff on the second occasion. At the
tri»l, Mr. Emden, as a witness for the plain-
tiff, supported his contention, while Mr.
Carte gave evidence to the contrary. Mr.
Justice Bowen, in summing up, said the
question was whether there had been an
actual authority from the defendant to get
the estimates reduced, and upon this the
jury found for the plaintiff. There was then
a motion to set aside this verdict as being
against the weight of evidence; but it failed,

and so the verdict still stands.
We are in no way concerned with the

rights or wrongs of this dispute, for that is

a private matter, and we are only dealing
with the public interest in the principle that
was involved. But it is most likely that the
jury were much impressed by the fact that
the defendant had paid for taking out the
quantities, and that they were thus led to
think he also gave authority for their reduc-
tion. They seem also to have been affected
by general talk about the custom in such
cases, although the judge rightly told them
that this had nothing to do with the matter,
and that the question was purely one of

actual authority. Although the judges re-

fused to set aside the verdict, they clearly

did so with some hesitation ; and, indeed,

Mr. Justice Bowen himself thought the jury

were wrong, while Lord Coleridge spoke
still more strongly to the same effect. From
this it would appear as if the evidence of an
actual authority having been given by the

defendant were decidedly weak, and had
been by no means satisfactory to the trained

intellects of lawyers. But then there was
the professional practice of surveyors, or,

as it was called, the "custom," and this

clearly helped greatly to incline the balance
in the plaintiff's favour. For this reason

it is well briefly to examine upon what
legal foundation this claim to a custom is

based, especially as Lord Coleridge in the

course of the argument went out of his way
to deny its existence in the eye of the law,

and to attack the whole subject most
vigorously.

In the case of " Moon v. The Guardians of

"Witney Union " (3 Bing., N.C. 814), which
was decided as long ago as the year 1837, it

was held that architects have, by custom, an
implied authority to employ surveyors to

take out the quantities for buildings, the

plans for the erection of which they have
prepared. This decision is frequently quoted,
and it was referred to at the recent Con-
ference, and spoken of as being the " sheet-

anchor " of the quantity surveyor. But the

case itself, when closely examined, hardly
bears out the usual statement of its effect

;

and it is, moreover, an old authority which
may not nowadays be followed. As to the

facts of the case, it must be borne in mind
that the plaintiff did not really rely upon or

succeed because of the custom he alleged.

It was proved by his evidence that the

solicitor of the Union had been informed
that the quantities would be taken out by a
surveyor, and it was also further shown that

when the architect sent in the surveyor's

bill with his own, the Union did not at once
repudiate their liability. It is quite clear

that these two facts weighed heavily in the
plaintiff's favour and with the Court, for

they went far to support the contention that

the plaintiff had worked under an implied
authority from the defendants. Nor must it

be forgotten that, even in this case, the

court, while admitting that there was some
sort of custom, also held that this custom
must always be proved by proper evidence.

In the later case of " Taylor v Hall ' (4 Irish

L.R.C.L), which was decided in the year
1869, this point appears more plainly, for

there one of the judges held that there was
no sufficient evidence of any such legal

custom as that relied on by the surveyor.

It is true that the plaintiff succeeded on the
ruling of another judge that the architect

had an implied authority to employ a
quantity surveyor. But there is obviously
some difference between an implied authority

and a settled custom, as the former may
always have to rely upon the evidence in

each case, of which the latter would be in-

dependent. Such, however, is the some-
what uncertain state of the law as to the

right of a quantity surveyor against an em-
ployer when the proposed building has gone
off, and assuredly the case of last week does
not make his legal status any more certain

or satisfactory.

Lord Coleridge, when this point of custom
was pressed upon him on behalf of the
plaintiff, and as helping to support the

verdict, said that, apart from actual con-
tract, it was "quite monstrous" that the

employer should pay for the quantities,

or, as he put it, should pay for what it

is the duty of the architect to do. But this

way of looking at the matter is neither

logical nor conclusive. Many architects do
take out their own quantities, and especially

in the country. This plan, however, is

objected to by a large class, who prefer

that a surveyor should be employed for this

purpose, so that the architect may be per-
fectly independent. If, then, a surveyor is

employed, he must be paid for his services

by some one, whether the proposal go on
or go off, and here we come upon the real

difficulty. As the Chief Justice said, the
builders have to make their tenders upon
the plans, but, before doing so, they must
know thequantitles theyrepresent,and he asks:

"Whyshovdd the architect's employer pay
for them P " On the other baud it may be
urged, with at least equal force, "VNTiy should
the architect himself be liable? And the
answer is as hard to find in the one case as
in the other. Referring to his experience
of these disputes, which are common enough
in Westminster Hall, Lord Coleridge pointed
out that it had never been suggested that
the employer could be directly liable to pay
for taking out the quantities, except upon
the ground of some custom or contract.
Of course all questions of contract
depend upon the facts of each particular
case ; but the ques ion of custom is of more
importance, inasmuch as it has a general
application. With needless sarcasm, the
Chief Justice stated that architects have
sought to support a custom for the payment
of their commission upon work subse-
quently executed from the plans of

another, but for which they had originally

drawn designs ; but this matter does not
affect our present purpose. It is clear,

however, from the language of the judges,
that the "sheet-anchor" of quantity-sur-
veyors would not reckon for much in courts

of law nowadays, and assuredly would not
be followed, in the Queen's Bench Division

at least, to the extent to which it is quoted
as a leading authority. It may be taken as
a generally true observation that laymen
talk too lightly of a "custom," in the

sense in which that word is used by law-
yers. A legal custom must be plainly

proved to be the universal and well-known
practice of a particular profession or trade,

and it must further be reasonable in its

scope and effect. This way of looking at

the point shows how unsafe it is to rely

upon any shadowy custom when a contract
can be obtained. Legally speaking, a cus-
tom raises an implied contract which the
law makes for parties ; but it is always
better for the parties to make their own con-
tracts and not to wait for the law's inter-

vention, as it is both expensive and unsatis-

factory. For these reasons, then, the view
which was strongly urged at the Confer-
ence, that the payment of quantities shovdd
be matter of contract, has our firm support,
and especially now that courts of law seem
likely to look ra1 her closely at the evidence
for every so-caUed " custom " of the profes-

GERMAN, FLEMISH, AND DUTCH
PAINTINGS."

ANOTHER of the illustrated text-books
of art, edited by E. J. Poynter, R.A.,

has been issued, treating of the German,
Flemish, and Dutch schools. The present

work is written by Mr. H. J. Wilmot
Buxton, M.A., and is a valuable addition to

the series now in course of publication. We
have already noticed the volumes treating of

Classic and Italian painting, and Gothic and
Renaissance architecture, and the arrange-

ment followed in the first of these has been
observedof dividing each schoolinto chapters,

the leading names of painters and their

followers being inserted in chronological

order. The introduction sketches briefly the

progress of art in Germany and the Nether-
lands. The Byzantine monks were the in-

troducers of art to the inhabitants of

Northern Europe, but no trace of painting

• Oerman, Flemish, and Dutch Paintings. By H. J.

Wilmot Buxtos, M.A., and Edwaed J. Povxtbr, R.A.
London ; Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, and Eivrngton,

Pleet-street.
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THE POUR RIDERS OF THE APOCALYPSE. BY CORNELIUS.

Designed for the Campo Santo of the Cathedral at Berlin.

appears before the introduction of Chris-
tianity. The author alludes to the period
between 1150 and ]2o0 as that of a new and
vigorous life in art, when legends of heroes,
the stories of Charlemagne, Arthur, and
the traditions of the Niebelungen furnished
the painter with new themes, and took the
place of much of the earlier subjects of a
sacred character. A very fine wall-painting
in the cathedral of Gurk, in Carinthia,
of the Madonna and ChUd (engraved) shows
a relaxation from asceticism and the stiff

figures and draperies of Byzantine work;
and wall - paintings became a faTOurite
means of exercising the painter's art in the
Netherlands. Book I. opens with a sketch
of the German School from 1350 to 1450.
The art of the past, wrapped up in ignorance
and superstition, was giving place to a more
vigorous conception, fostered by the revival
of learning and the spirit of inquiry which
now began to dawn, and the author shows
how this spirit influenced art and disen-
thralled her from the dominion of the
church. The wall-paintings of the School
of Bohemia, which dates from the middle of
the Hth century, constitute the principal
work of the earliest painters of Germany, but
these are scanty, and after a brief reference to
them, the reader passes to the works of
artists who load the way to the ago of
Albrecht Diirer and Holbein. Martin
Schongauer, Schaffner, Wolgemut, are
among the artists noticed of this early
period. A newer life was kindled by the
Reformation, and, unlike the Italian schools
which accepted the teaching of Greece and
Rome, those of Germany became the ex-
ponents of the now failh. Albrecht Diirer,
the " Evangelist of Art," as he is called by
the poet, and a versatile genius, forms the
subject of a chapter which is illustrated by
his portrait, painted by himself, the four
Apostles, St. John, St. Peter, St. Paul, and
St. Mark, in the Pinakothek at Munich,
considered his masterpieces, besides a fine
wood-engraving representing the " Adora-

tion of the Trinity," another of Diirer's

celebrated works displaying, as the author
justly says, the many-sided forms of Diirer's

genius, the real and ideal, the tublime and
grotesque. A brief notice follows of his pupil
Hans Burckmair, and a fine wood-engrav-
ing of his picture of himself and wife is

given, also of two other pupils, Hans Fuss
and Hans Leonhardt Schiiufelin. Barthel
and Hans Sebold Beham are mentioned
among the " Little Masters," who followed
Diirer, and examples are given of their

works. In this band was Altdorfer. the
creator of landscape-painting, and a skilled

architect. Contemporary with Diirer, was
Lucas Cranach, a painter, one of the School
of Saxony, and an excellent engraver. Hans
Holbein, the other great light of German
art, and his successors, are noticed briefly,

and two examples of his work are given,
after which the author devotes a chapter to
the decadence and revival of German art.

The very "versatility of Diirer prevented
him from forming a school. His imitators
copied with more or less success his various
styles, and thus diverged widely in different

directions." Among the revivalists of art

in Germany, the name of Overbeck is fore-

most, after which Peter Von Cornelius must
be mentioned as one of the greatest painters
of compositions. He was bornatDiisseldorf,
in 1783. With the publishers' permission,
we reproduce above the engraving of one of

his finest compositions, '

' The Four Riders of
the Apocalypse," designed for the Campo
Santo of the cathedral at Berlin. The
composition is grandly grouped ; the figures

of tbe riders and their victims are finely

modelled, and graceful in the drawing, and
we are tem})ted to compare the design with
the work of Albrecht Diirer, representing a
scene from the Apocalyptic vision, where
" Death " sits on the Pale Horse, killing

with " sword, and with hunger, and
death," a very fine illustration of which we
reproduced in the Btiildixg New.s of

August 4, 1876, Vol. XXXI. It is quite

evident Cornelius endeavoured to emulate
the grandeur of conception of Diirer's

work, though his drawing is more
academic in feeling. He painted, besides

Scriptural subjects, scenes from Homer,
Dante, Giithe and the Niebelungenlied.

Besides Cornelius, Wilhelm von Kaulbach,
the great historical pa-ntor, and Carl Fried-

rich Lessing, may be mentioned among tho

school of revivalists. It is very true that

the German artists ftll into the opposite

extreme of the Dutch—namely, of being
unable to realise the ideal. Flemish painting

is treated in the same exhaustive though neces-

sarily brief way. The " School of Bruges "

(136G-1550), of course describes the leading

painters. Huibrecht van Eyck's " Choir of

Angels," in the upper wing of the polytych

in St. Bavon at Ghent, is a remarkable and
feelingwork of this great school. We have also

an illustration of a work by a pupil of Jan
van Ejck, Rogier van dor Weyden "The
Adoration of the Kings," in the Munich
Gallery, and a fine portrait by Hans
Memling, one of Woyden's greatest scholars.

The " Reliquary of St. Ursula," the best-

known work of this master, has been illus-

trated frequently. It represents a small, ark-

like shrine in Gothic. The panels have small

pictures by Memling, representing the

Madonna and St. Ursula, with the story of

the latter virgin. The School of tho

Netherlands (146G-1600), the centre of

which was Antwerp, is fully described and
well illustrated by the works of Quentin
Matsys, after which art in the Netherlands

began to decline by forsaking the truthful

objects of their national life to imitate the

beauties of the Italian schools. The realistic

style of the Flemish painters was quite nn-
suited to represent the ideal of the Italian

masters, and so, as in other schools, art fell.

Rubens commenced the revival of the art in

tho Netherlands, as ho was its greatest

master (1600-1700), and a chapter is devoted

to his principal works. His pictures of him-
self and Helena Fourment, " Descent from
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the Cross," at Autwerp, and two other sub-
jects are engraved in good style. The
author alludes justly to the abseuce of soul

in the work of Kubens. " There is a healthy
anioiiilisui pervading his works, which how-
over much in keeping with the picture of a
grand old lion, or a naked, coarsu-limbed
Flemish woman, is out of place in tragic or
domestic scenes—scenes which liut^ens

delighted to puint." Sir Joshua Reynolds's
estimate of him, that ho was the best

irorkman with Lis tools that ever
managed a pencil, is certainly a just one:
his work is ulways beautifvd, but soulless.

The author compares the contemporary art

in Holland with that of Babens. While the
latter drew his subjects from the historic

themes of the Catholic Church, the former
sprang freely out of national freedom and
every-day life, " and their religion, when
there is any, is the religion of the Reforma-
tion." A tine work bjr F. Snyders of " Dead
Oamo " is given. Van Dyck displayed the
feeling which his great master Rubens was
deficieut in, and his Crucifixions and sacred
subjects are therefore more pleasing. Two
•xamples are given of him ; after which the
other followers of Rubens are chronologically
referred to, among them David Teiiiers, the
elder and the younger. The last was the
greatest </cHre painter the Netherlands pro-
duced, and two good engravings are given
of his style. Sir Peter Lely, the painter of

the Court beauties of Charles II.'s court, is

represented by the portrait of the Countess
de Grammont, now at Hampton Court.
Book III. treits of the Dutch School (UoO— 1700). We find the leading painters are
slightly touch upon, and their characteristics

pointed out. A realism approaching the
grotesque is a peculiarity of many of the
leading artists, as Lucas van Leyden. The
greatest painters lived during the later years
between 1584, the birth of Hals, and Jan
Van Huysuin (16S2). Dutch art was con-
temporaneous with Dutch freedom : its aspi-
rations wore sometimes low and sensual, but
always truthful to nature. With the ideal
and spiritual it had little to do : the land-
scapes and sea-pieces show the realistic

nature of the art, though there is often a
good deal of feeling expressed. Wa can
only refer to the admirable choice of engrav-
iag.^ illustrating this school, showing works
by Hals, Rembrandt, Mierevelt, BoT, Nico-
lais Maes, Livens, Brouwer, Adrian Isaac
van Ostade, Van der Heist, Dou, Mieris,
Metsu, Jan Steen, Meer, Van Goyen, Cuyp,
P. Rotter, Wouverman, Ruisdael, Hobbema,
Adri-m van deVelde. Painters of domestic
life, landscapes, marine views, and architec-
ture and still life are separately treated. In
the last mentioned we may name Muraud,
an der Heyde (" the Gerard Dow of archi-
tectural painters," De Witte, Pieter J. Saen-
redam. Van Huysum, &c. The work is

neatly printed and tastefully bound, and
we can recommend *-his volume to students
ftad collectors of works of these schools as
a very compendious guide and handbook for
reference.

1 ^ <

ST. PAUL'S ECCLESIOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

THE members of this Society visited, on
Saturday afternoon, the parish-churohea of

Pinner and Ruislip. The attendance of members
was not so nameroos as at many of the former
ont-of-fown vigitfl, probably because the district

has not been so well made known by illustra-

tions, but the leading features of the churches
Mea were clearly explained, and the afternoon
was one of considerable intcreat.

After a long and dusty walk from the station,
Oie pari«h-church wag leached, and the visitora

weru rsotJTcd by the vicar, the Rev. Dr. Pin-
nock, who read •.xtiaots from an old description
of the LuilJing, and a newspaper report of the
reopoQiDg service held a year smce. The church
is of the Decorated and Perpendicular periods,

and is built of flint and Tottemhoe grey-grit
stone ; it consists of broad nave aud aisles of live
bays, separated by octagonal columns, having
good bases aud caps, south porch, west tower of
the Middlesex aud Herts type, shallow transepts
extending just beyond the general building line,

chancel, aud large south choir-aisle ; the out-
side dimensions are I'iOft. 6in. from east to
west, and 53ft. Sin. across transepts. Records
show that the church was built in 1321, as a
chapel to Harrow, and it is dedicated to St.
Johu the Baptist. The traoeried windows are
Early Decorated, thoss of the aisles Perpendicu-
lar. The best feature in the church ia the ex-
cellently-moulded and proportioned tower-arch.
The restoration of last year was carried out from
the designs of Mr. .T. L. Pearson, R.A., by
Messrs. Well and Hook, of Brimscombe, Glou-
cestershire, at a cost of over £4,000, and the
building is now in a thorough state of repair.
The works included the erection of new roofs in
pitch-pine to nave and chancel, and repairs
to other roofs, the enlargement of the south
chancel-aisle (built in 1859 for the accommo-
dation of the children educated at the Pinner
Commercial Schools), and the rebuilding of
vestry on north in stone, and repairing of east
cud and protection by a dry area, restoration of
tower and replacement of Tottenhoe by Bath
stone in doors, windows, and parapets, while
new reredos, Communion-table, choir-stalls,

pulpit, organ, and stained-glass west and north
windows were added to the church fittings. In
the nave roof are two new dormers of carved
oak on either side. A paper written by Mr.
Albert llartshome was read, in the author's
absence, by Mr. A. Paxon, hon. sec. of the
Society, "rhe writer remarked that it would be
at once apparent to visitors to Pinner church
that there was nothing there earlier than the
Hth century, and that the features of this
period even were to be found not as might be
expected in the south wall of chancel, but in
the nave arcades and transepts. The moulded
caps of the arcades were of so distinctive a
character that they carried their date clearly on
them, that being the latter part of the first

quarter of the 14th century. The transept
windows plainly indicated the same period.

Upon the opinion that the mouldings and other
details of Pinner had a very close resemblance
to those at Harlestone Church, Northampton-
shire, built two years later, the theory had been
based that they were the work of the same
builder. There was a marked similarity between
the mouldings of arcade capitals in the two
churches, but it was quite fortuitous, he believed,

and provednomoie than the general unfolding of

the mysteries of the Gothic style throughout the

country. The styles of Northamptonshire and
Middlesex were the same, and the details re-

sembled each other; but the character in each
district was distinct, a distinctness due to the

difference of the building materials. In North-
amptonshire they formed noble towersand nobler
spires all of stone, entire churches, generally

with low clerestories and with vast naves and
chancels, all built in good stonework, aud the

finest following the course of the rivers. In
Middlesex they had towers verging on feeble-

ness, insignificant wooden spires, rubble walling

faced with flint or plastered, wooden dormers as

clerestories, and ashlar work of the smallest

possible extent in clunch, Tottemhoe stone, or

alluvial boulders. The churches of Middlesex as

a whole were not notable examples of architec-

ture, but some possessed a high interest. Such a

one was that of Pinner, where the plan, as it was
left by the Perpendicular builders who rebuilt

the chancel and added the tower, was well

worthy of consideration if not of imitation.

The transepts were not too deep, the aisles not

too wide, the chancel not too long, and the pro-

portions of nave and arcades were admirable
;

when it possessed its rood-screen the building

must have been a rare and picturesque example
of a parish-church. The 14th and 15th century

stone details inside the church were all good of

their kind. There was not a splinter of the old

fittings remaining. The whole church, the

writer continued, had lately gone through the

process, certainly under a master-hand, of what
was mildly called "restoration." The urgent
spiritual needs of a rapidly-increasing parish

had, however, been met m a munificent manner.

ECTSLir.

A pleasant carriage-drivo of throe or four

miles along a country lane brought the visitors

to Ruislip Church, which was pronounced well
worthy the excursion. The parish-church was
formerly annexed to a priory suppressed early
in the thirteenth century, aud is dedicated to
St. Martin ; it ia an aisled church of wide span
and good priportions, having a fifteenth-century
tower at west-end of south aisle. At this church
Mr. G. H. Birch, A. R. I.E. A., acted as guide,
and remarked that the history of the parish went
back to very early times, and that its name was
one of those mentioned in Domesday Book. The
church in which they were assembled was an
exoeptionally fine and spacious example of a
Middlesex church. The earliest feature in it

was the Purbeck marble front, which was a
heavy bowl set on cylindrical pillar, and dated
from the latter years of the eleventh or com-
mencement of the twelfth century. In the
thirteenth century the church waseutirely rebtiilt,

but the only remains of that alteration were the
arcades on either side of nave, supported on
alternating round and octagonal pillars with
deeply channelled mouldings. The chancel-arch
was similar in character at first sight, but the
Decorated mouldings indicated the date of

Edward II. In the fifteenth century the
narrow aisles to nave were replaced by wider
ones, that on the north side being the later of

the two, and both aisles retained the roofs

erected at that period, the carving in the north
aisle being exceedingly good. The tower was
of this period, and also the east window, and
entrance to former rood-loft. The internal walls

of the church were formerly covered with fresco

paintings, sufficient traces of these remaining to

show the former magnificence. The most com-
plete portion still visible was on east wall of

north aisle, in which the Weighing of the Souls
was represented, and beneath this subject, St.

Lawrence. A few remains of the 16th century
seating, aud a typical Jacobean pulpit, repre-

sented the post- Reformation alterations, while

in the chancel were some goed brasses (1593-

ICOO), and mural memorials to members of the

Hawtrey family, for many generations promi-
nent in the locality. The members then ex-

amined the church in detail. Some severe

comments were made concerning the prominent
lettering just added in the south panel of the

new stone reredos: "•— , Esqre, archi-

tect," the full London address being added.

On the return to Pinner, tea was partaken of

at the Cocoa-tree Tavern, the first coffee-house

established in England, and the members of the

society afterwards accepted the invitation of the

proprietor and founder, Mr. W. Barber, to visit

his grounds at Barrow-point. During the past

few years, the following buildings at Pinner, all

erected from the designs of Messrs. Ernest
George and Peto, have been illustrated in the

BtJiLDiNQ News : The Cocoa Tree, March 8,

1878; Barrow-point and cottages for Mr. Bar-
ber, July 4, 1879 ; and Haydon lodge and cot-

tage, for Mr. L. J. Baker (two plates), July 2,

1880.

A
BEER STONE.

N interesting pamphlet on Beer Stone, by
Mr. P. Masey, architect, has been sent to

us.

It having been proposed to use Beer stone in

the construction of an important buUding in

which Mr. Masey was interested, and having no
actual knowledge of the nature of the stone, he

resolved to visit the quarries and to inspect

buildings where it had been used, and so form an
independent opinion of the capabiUties of the

quarry and the quality of its produce. Beer is a

fishing-village on the south coast of Devonshire,

towards its eastern limit. It is about 150 miles

from London, and is readily gained by the South

Western Railway and the Seaton branch line.

The quarry is entered by a gloomy archway,

and extends, it is said, a quarter of a mile

underground, at a depth of about 300ft. from

the surface. The caves are both dark and wtt,

and form a mysterious labyrinth, where, without

a guide and lights, a visitor would bo quickly

lost. There is so much debris accumulated that

it is difficult to tell the original height ; Mr.

Masey supposes it to be about 20ft. In one part

is a square chamber, cut with a sort of quadri-

partite vaulting. It has been supposed that this

was a chapel in olden time. Prom this quarry,

for probably a thousand years or more, stone has

been excavated, and the supply is practically

inexhaustible.
_ _

The freestone consists of beds which lie at the
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junction of the chalk and tho green sand, and is

principally composed of carbonate of limo. Of
late yaare, it has been thought more convenient
to quarry in the open, and at a short distance
from tho entrance to the old quarry a new quarry
has been made, the superincumbent strata in

this latter being' burnt for limo. It is this fact

of making available tho waste, or what is such
in other quarries, that enables this stone to come
into the market at so reduced a price ; at least,

this is one reason. A small attempt has been
made to quarry on the sea-face of cliff. Though
extensively used during the middle ages, not
only in the neighbourhood but at considerable
distances (it having the advantage of easy ship-
ment and water carriage), yet from various
causes—chiefly, probably, the apathy of the
owners and the cheapening of other stones
having railway facilities, such stones being
energetically pushed forward to notice—the
Beer quarries had almost fallen into disuse and
the stone well-nigh forgotten, the stone being
got mainly for the purpose of burning into lime
for local agricultural use. Such stone as was
sold for buOding purposes was unselected, and
possibly not of the best quality.
Tho opening of the Seaton branch line of rail

now enables this stone to reach London and
other inland towns ; and the new owners of the
quarry being disposed to actively push the sale,

the probabiUty is, Mr. Masey thinks, that, how-
ever extensively it was used in Mediseval times,
it will still be more generally so now, its

relative advantages being so great. The stone
is of whitish brown tint, is a limestone, and
most easily worked. The beds vary in depth
from 2 to 10ft. The best beds form an
aggregate thickness of 30ft. Blocks can be ob-
tained of many tons' weight, the difSoulties
being only mechanical ones— 6 to 8 tons aro
usual. In some of tho beds organic remains are
found, small bivalve shells, belemnites, sea-
urchins, slugs, and sharks' teeth.
Having inspected tho quarries, Mr. Masey

next turned his att- ntion to the churches of the
neighbourhood. He visited Exeter Cathedral,
and many of the city churches

; also Whimple,
Tallaton, St. Laurence Clist, Clist-Hydon,
Awliscombe, Payhembury, BuckereU, Feniton,
Musbury, Seaton, Branscombe, Axmouth,
Axminster, Lyme Regis, Ottery St. Mary,
Honiton, Col j> ton, Chard, Broad CUst,
Uplyme, Combpyne, Charmouth, and Shute.
In all these churches Beer stone had been
used for exterior dressings and interiors
generally, at dates ranging from the 11th to the
16th centuries. The condition of the stone was
found to be generally good ; mullions of windows
in some cases had failed through not having had
the stone set in its natural bed. As regards
natural decay, the stone had stood well, though,
of course, it had suffered from wanton violence,
no buildings being so subject to ill-treatment as
churches. Many of these churches had portions
of the 13th century. At Axminster, Axmouth,
and Lyme Regis, are Norman parts.
The Beer stone was used in the cathedral of

Exeter from tho Norman period downwards,
mostly for interior work. The beautiful series
of piscina; in the chapels, of Early Decorated
date, are in this stone. In the Cathedral
Archives, the stone is mentioned in U27 to 1434,
and the stone so specified is said to have been
Ujed for building the chapter-house, necessarily
the upper portion of it, the house being of the
1 3th-century style. So far as this Perpendicular
work can be judged of from a distance, it is in
a good state, showing that the atone is able to
withstand a city atmosphere. A more convincing
testimony of this quality can be seen, however,
in the little and sadly-neglected church of St!
Pancras, in Pancras-street, Exeter. The chancel,
of 13th cantury date, has one side in a stable-
yard. The windows—couplets with quatrefoils—
aro only about 3ft. from ground to glass line,
and, therefore, edsUy examined

; and though
from such position much subject to injury, yet
the stonework of these windows gives conclusive
evidence of its good weather qualities, the date
bemg plain and the fact positive also of the
church not being restored.
Next to the Cathedral of Exeter, the most

interesting church in tho county is St. Mary
Ottery, a miniature copy of the cathedral. A
great part of it is of the 13th oentury date, the
whole of which is in excellent condition. This
church was restored by Mr. Buttcrfield a few
years since, but the lichen-covered state of the
stone in exterior seems to show it is not modem.

There is an exterior Norman doorway at

Axminster Church, at the east end of south
aisle. It is in fair condition as regards tho
effects of time. It is not, however, in its

original position, as the arohseologist will at

once perceive—old builders never putting cast

entrances—rebuilding has injured it. The ex-
terior stonework of most of the other churches
was of Perpendicular period, and generally
good. Smcaton mentions tho mossiness often
seen on tho stone, and shrewdly observes that it

is no proof of decay. The so-called "mossy
coating " is a growth of lichens, &c., which
evince a partiality for the Beer stone. A re-

markable specimen exists at Honiton Church, on
the outside of the doorway snd turret to tho
rood-loft. Mr. Masey supposed the stone had
been painted in distemper, so positive was the
red colour of the stonework, and he insisted,

when speaking to the sexton, that it must bo so.

The sexton was, however, equally positive to the
contrary, and only <5n a second and more minute
examination did Mr. Masey find that the colour
was a vegetable growth. The west doorway of

this church is a peculiar specimen of the stone,

it looking as if whitewashed. This is occasioned
by small pellicles falling from surface, the only
instance Mr. Masey met with of it. The stone
is not set on its natural bed, and the church is

about to be restored.

Axmouth, a smiU 12th-century church, has
pointed arches to nave, but round arches spring-
ing from nave-piers to aiale-wall. Branscombe
Church has tower, 13th century, at crux; has
remarkable fall in the interior of siUs to westward
of chancel windows. Colytan is a good-sized
church with octagon tower on intersection of

cross. Here is a monument to a granddaughter
of King Edward III. of JJeer stone, in good
condition. A base vandalism was committed in
re-glazing the west window. The window, a
particularly fine example of Perpendicular work,
with the western doorway incorporated in

design, had peculiar multiform cusping. In
substituting square panes of glass for the old

diamond quarries, the glazier discovered that
his work would not work in with the cusping.
The simple remedy was adopted forthwith of

cutting out this beautiful cusping, and so

maimed it must always remain now. Owlesford
has a groined porch, with the unusual feature of

an archway westward as well as to the south.
Here is also a remarkably perfect rood-screen of

Beer stone, looking as perfect as if j ust executed,
though of the 15th-century date. At Clist St.

Lawrence is an interesting churchyard cross,

singularly, on the north side of the church.
Broad Clist is a handsome Perpendicular church.
The tower buttresses have animals on buttress
slopes ; here also is a churchyard cross. Ax-
minster has an ornamental Norman doorway,
supposed by the local authorities to be Saxon,
piscina and sedilia and recessed tomb in chancel
of 13th century. Combpyne has a pretty little

piscina and corbel to arch of the 13th century.
Most of the churches have good rood-screens

of wood, and generally boarded waggon-headed
roofs with moulded ribs, but thickly covered
with whitewash. At Lyme Regis the present
church is built on eastern end of former one.
Only two of the above-named churches have old
fonts. In Exeter Cathedral the old font is gone,
but there is a good modern one of handsome
appearance, which the Dean, however, has cast
out in favour of a small, ugly. Classical thing
once used by royalty. Muabury Church has a
remarkable monument of the Drake family of

the Elizabethan period. The figures being full-

sized and coloured, produce a striking effect.

The churches named are probably but a com-
parative few of the whole number where Beer
stone was used.

There was a most remarkable example of the
use of Beer stone in London, evidencing its en-
durance, but, it cannot now, except by name, be
said to exist. This is the Royal Chapel of St.

Stephen's, Westminster. Mr. Masey inspected it

in 1844, and was both surprised and delighted by
its excellent condition. Whilst examining it, an
official came up, and not only forbade copying
the mouldings, but had the impudence to take

away Mr. Masey's companion's sketch-book,

asserting that it was Mr. Barry's orders. Mr.
C. H. Smith, who read a Paper about the year

1850, saysof the crypt, that its "carvedornaments
and mouldings were in a most excellent state of

preservation" ; but he makes the mistake of

supposing the chapel to be of Caen stone. He
also is wrong in speaking of the cloister as

of Caeu stone. Mr. Jones, the resident tmr-

Tcyor at tho Palace, informs Mr. Masey that the
old stone in the cloister is Byegate. Mr. Masey
asserts the stone of the chapel to have been
"Stone de Bere," as the rolls term it, because
of its whitcy-grey colour. It always shown
whiter tlian Caen stone. In the last edition of

Grwilt's " Encyclopedia," Beer is mentiomd as
the stone used for this chapel ; and, moreover, it

would bo utterly incomprehensible to suppose it

to bo Caen in such excellent state when, close at
hand, there was work of the same date, and
even much later, of Caen stone, yet in a pitiful'

state of decay. Mr. Masey alludes to tho Abbey
Church. Sir Christopher Wren, nearly two
hundred years ago, speaks of the condition
generally of tho Abbey, cased with Caen stono,
as being decayed 4 inches deep, and of Henry
VII. 's Chapel as " a nice, embroidered work,
performed with tender Caen stone, and, though
lately built in comparison, is so eaten up by our
weather that it begs for compassion." WHh
such positive testimony as this of what was un-
doubtedly Caen, it is certain that the stone of
the chapel was not Caen. Though the crypt
exists, it has been cased insido and out, and can
give no testimony now as to the old material

;

but alas for the claims of Caen, for with this it

has been restored, so to speak, and, in spite of
protective composition laid on it, it is now
decaying, though only done about fifteen years.
But bad stone is not tho only fault in this work.
It might rightly have been expected that, in a
restoration in these latter days, the important
peculiarities of the old masonry-work would
have been copied. It should have been. Mr.
Masey says, however, that the arches have key-
stones instead of joint at apex, and that the
label is cut out of same stone as tho arched
head, wastefulness of material, time, andlaho\ir
not committed by the craft in the olden time.
They were sometimes profuse, but never
wasteful.

Beer stone has these special ad-vantages

—

agreeable appearance, fine grain, especially
fitting it for delicate carving, and easiness and
cheapness of working. It is, according to Mr.
Masey, beyond rivalry, the cheapest stone in the
market. Its durability for interior work is

undoubted, and for exterior purposes it at least

is better than many, and, equal to any.
Its cheapness is owing to two circumstances

:

one, that the waste, or what is such in other
quarries, is utilised at Beer by its bting burnt
into lime ; the other is the advantage of possess-
ing now cheap railway carriage. Its convenience
for shipment in the middle ages enabled the
stone to be used so generally, and, should the
modern demand for the stone warrant the forma-
tion of a pier to load from, water carriage would
again be resorted to. Thus the stone would
reach the London market at Is. 2d. per foot.

Even now, the price at Nine Elms Station is but
Is. 4d. a foot, or Jd. less than Bath stone. The
cost of working is one half that of Portland, as
given by Laxton ; and one builder at Exeter
avers, that in his experience the expense of

working is less than Bath. Cost is still further
lessened if the stone is worked at the quarry.
Beer stone is less than half the price in block,

and but half tho cost in working, so that for
the same money you can get four times as much
work done in Beer to what you can in Portland.
By testsperformed at Messrs. Kirkcaldy's Works,
Oct. 20th, 1879, the strength of 'the stone
was beyond question. The particulars are
appended.

It will be seen that a cubo one inch
square bpars a stress of 3*1061bs.

Portland stone, according to the Rof^
Commissioners' Ileport, bears 2'1251bs.

Bath stone ditto ditto ditto l'2751bs.
Caen stone, as qviotcd by Mr. C. H.
Smith, ranges upwards from '5771bs.

By these tests we see demonstrated that the
stone has about the same strength as Portland,,
and double that of best Bath stone.

THE STONE FOR TRURO CATHEDRAL.
THE adjourned meeting of the Cathedral

Committee, convened for the purpose of
deciding what stone shall be used in the con-
struction of tho new edifice, was held at Truro
on Friday, under the presidency of tho I?ishop.
The chairman of the committee, the Earl of
Mount Edgeumbe, wrote suggesting that a
small sub-committee should be appointed who
should be asked "to obtain further and more
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accurate iof jrmation about the rarious ComUh
toned, which are referred to in Mr. Pearson's
report, with Epocial reference to the quantity
•Vkilable, the cost uf delivery at Truro, the
durability of the stone as evidenced in build-

ings in Cornwall, and its adaptability for par-
ticular work in the Cathedral." Although he
hAld a very s'ronfir opinion as to the desirability

of Comiah material, and of a design suited to

it, and had been one of the minority at the

«atset, he urged all to waive their individual

Clilections, and whatever the decision might
to give the executive their unanimous sup-

port. It must be regarded as out of the ques-
tion that the first principles of the design should
be criticised, now that the working drawings
bad been made, and the building itself com-
menced. Hr. J. L. Pearson, RA., also wrote
tbat he waa as anxiv^us as any Cornishman could
possibly be to use the native stone for the
Cathedral, and that it would be monstrous to

8uppo«e that he could desire that the work
should be done in a material which should not
last during his own time, as some seemed to be-
lieve. The St. Stephen's granite could not be
called a good weather stone, altliough it might
be used for some parts. The Elvau stones, even
when rightly bedded, often decayed, as could be
seen in the old church at Truro ; and local

architects and builders u»ed but few of the
Elvans for moulded work, employing instead

St. Stephen's or other soft granite. Even if

all moulded work were got rid of, and all angles
of windows, &c., were made perfectly square,
constructions in Mabe granite would cost nearly
double that in Path stone. Much had been said

of the uncertainty of Path stone ; but no quarry
yielded uniform material, and the objection ap-
plied tc all stones with equal force, and he could
give a long list of buildings all over England
where Batn stone had stood equally well
throughout. The only compromise he could
«ugg..'»t would be to use St. Stephen's granite
for all plain surfaces and buttresses, and some
of t'le Elvans also for plain surfaces if they
could be got, and at a cost not exceeding Path
o'oue. If tho committee would leave the matter
to him, giving general instructions on the sub-
ject, their confidence would be valued and would
not be found to be misplaced. Referring to the
corre>pondence which had taken place, Mr.
Puarron added that the clerk of works, " Bubb,
will report to you what took place at a meeting
of a sub-committee when Mr. Clarke was there

to give an account of the stones he advocated.

AU the facts which have come out with regard
to these local stones would be very amusing did
they not produce feelings of great paiu and
indignation that so much should have been said

»o utterly regardless of these facts, and well-

known facta, too."
Mr. W. Bolitho proposed that Lord Mount

£dgcumbe'8 recommendation to appoint a small
sub-committee bo adopted. This was seconded
by Mr. Chirgwin, and having been supported
by several speakers, was unanimously agreed to.

During the past week, many letters have ap-
peared in the Cornish and Devonshire newspapers,
in addition to those we summarised in our last

issue. Mr. Richard Tangye, of Gilbertstowe, near
Birmingham, has strongly condemned the pro-

posal to use a stone like that of Path, which
would crumble in a few years, and added that
although as a Quaker he still declined to con-
tribute to the cathedral fund, he willingly

offered £2b towards the extra cost that might
be involved by using the stones of Cornwall.
Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter, shows that the
question resolves itself intoone of cost, and that
unless additional money be subscribed by those

who advocated the use of local stone, the oolite,

which is cheaper and more easily worked, must
be adopted. Another writer, " C," remarks
that Mr. Pearson has not proposed to use "Path
stone" usually so called, but the harder and
more enduring Doulting or Stoke-ground stone,

which could be sawn into cubes with a total

•bsenc s of the waste of material on the site

characteristic of stones requiring chisel and
mallet. " Observer," writing from Camelford,
•nggejta that as oolitic stone decays in conse-
qnence of water being absorbed by the pores,

the material could be safely used at Truro if

after carving and setting, the chinks in the stone
were oloMd by a solution of bichromate and
gelatine. " Truronensis " thinks it has been
overlooked in the controversy that a soft stone
has been used for the foundations, and it there-

fore becomes a question if these will bear the
harder and heavier stone now proposed for the
superstructure. " Cornishman " refers to the
fact that the exterior of St. Mary Magdalene's
Church, Launceston, is all of carved granite, and
"R. T." says that St. Michael's Church,
Penkivel, built from the designs of Mr. Street,

R.A., for Lord Falmouth, is built of Pentewan
stone, and is, he adds, likely to last for gene-
rations. "Path Stone" cites the condition of
the old church of St. Mary on the cathedral site

against the advocates for the use of local

material. On the south front, the fragment still

standing, the lower part of the wall is of Cornish
Elvans, the window tracery of oolite, and the
coping of granite. The Elvans are decomposed,
the granite completely honeycombed, but the
oolite has withstood the climate much better.

Tho granite of the spire was also honey-
combed. As for the Seveock stone, some
of the skilled stonecutters employed on
the cathedral have refused to work on this

stone, and the writer thinks it quite unwork-
able. Messrs. Pictor and Sons, Path Freestone
Works, Box, state that the diJBferent kinds of

Bath stone, when properly selected for the pur-
poses for which they are adapted, can be relied

upon. For interior and decorative uses, Corsham
Down is, they state, the best, as it is uniform
and sound in quality, and procurable to any
movable size. For the exterior Poxground is

suited, its reputation for durability and weather-
ing qualities being thoroughly established.

Pox Church and Lacook Abbey are referred to

as Wiltshire examples of the wearing qualities

of Pox-ground stone. In connection with this

controversy, the report of the selected archi-

tects for Redruth New Church, Messrs. J.

P. Seddon, of London', and J. Hicks, of Red-
ruth, is reprinted. They propose that the walls
shall be faced, both inside aud out, with local

killas, elvan, and spar, disposed in bond-courses
and panels

;
granite to bo used for plain angle

and buttress quoins, copings, spire, and other
exposed parts, simple in character and detail.

The window tracery and dressings, arches of

arcade, and moulded work generally to be of

Wild Duck Elvan both inside and out ; the piers

of arcade to be of granite, and the sculptured
parts to be of Path stone. The architects anti-

cipate to be able by this free use and combina-
tion of local stooe to erect the church at about
the same cost as if they had adopted Doulting
or Ham Hill stone.

ENGLISH AND SCOTTISH PROFES-
SIONAL PRACTICE COMPARED.

IN his valedictory address, delivered on the
23rd inst., Mr. John MacLachlan, the Pre-

sident of the Ed nburgh Architectural Associa-
tion, after dealing at some leogth with local

matters, went on to refer to some points of

general interest in connection with the recent
Conference. "You are aware, no doubt," said

Mr. MacLachlan, "that the Conference was a
National Conference. Invitations were sent

from the Royal Institute of British Architects,

the most important body of architects in our
country, to all the architects in the United
Kingdom to attend the Conference. It is to be
regretted, I think, that so few Scotchmen
availed themselves of the invitation. I do not
think that more than half-a-dozen from the

North of the Tweed put in an appearance. This
is a somewhat depressing fact to those who
desire to advance the interest of our common
calling. There are, I presume, nearly 30O
architects in Scotland, and only half-a-dozen
appeared to show their interest in, and to dis-

cuss the subjects which ought to interest us all

professionally. This limited attendance of

Scotchmen was all the more surprising, beciuse
our London friends had provided for our en-
tertainment a very inviting programme
altogether independent of the business of the
meeting, a programme of visits to houses and
churches and factories, such as one will not have
an opportunity of seeing so well again.

The business proper of the Conference
consisted of papers and discussions on
two subjects— " Quantities " and " Com-
petitions. In regard to tho former subject

(quantities), papers were read by architects

and surveyors from different parts of the
country, describing the methods of contracting
in their various neighbourhoods. Mr. Cates,

the chairman of this section of the Conference,

and Mr. Sidney Young, of London, gave a
description of the mode of procedure in the
Metropolis; Mr. Elgood represented Manchester;
Mr. Scott, Glasgow ; and Mr. Morham, Edin-
burgh. Each of these gentlemen read papers
desciibing the manner of contracting in his own
neighbourhood, stating who employed the sur-
veyor, to whom he was responfible, what part
the schedule played in the contract, whether the
bill of quantities formed or not a part of the con-
tract, and so on. Many of the architects from
the provincial towns of England, of whom there
was a great number present, took part in the
discussion. To those situated like ourselves,
practising principally in one neighbourhood, it

was amazing to find as the discussion advanced
the different methods of procedure which pre-
vailed in different parts of the country. In
London it seems there is no regularly
organised body of surveyors. Many, if not
most, of the London architects measure their
own plans. It is only those architects in the
best practice who do not measure their own
plans, or at least have the schedules prepared in
their offices. When works are large it is

customary that two surveyors be employed, each
working for himself. The one is appointed in
the interest of the client, the other of the
builders. It is difficult to see any reason for two
separate surveyors for a work, unless either on
the ground of incompetency or roguery. I
regret to say that in the course of the discussion
Professor Kerr spoke in anything but flattering

terms of surveyors in London. He said that,

with some honourable exceptions, they bore a
very shady reputation.

The provincial architects in England almost
invariably measure their own plans. They do
not generally hold themselves responsible for the
correctness of the measurements, and yet they
charge 2 J per cent, for preparing them, in ad-
dition to their 6 per cent, as architects. The
principal reasons given by those architects

present at the meeting for the course taken by
them in preparing their own bills of quantities

Wire that there were no surveyors in their

ueiglibourhood— there was no such class of men
—and to send their plans to London to be
measured would be a costly and troublesome
process. The second reason, and, as I suspect,

the most potent one, is that taking out the
quantities is tho best paying part of their

practice, and therefore they would be very un-
willing to give it up. The third reason which,
indeed, was made the principal reason by many
speakers, was that nobody could take out the
quantities so well as the architect, because no-
body knows so well about the plans. With our
experience in Edinburgh of the exact and
detailed schedules of our ordained surveyors,
this jeison will not weigh heavily.

Our own Scotch method I need not describe at
length. There is a slight difference between the
Edinburgh and Glasgow methods, but it is only
slight. Practically, the method of procedure is

the same in the two cities. Architects do not
measure their own plan". There is a separate
set of men—surveyors—men of high class, whose
generally irreproachable character is at stake in

the correctness or otherwise of these schedules.

The schedules are prepared at the commence-
ment of the work, and the contract is founded
upon them. Should there be any additions or de-

duo tions,these areregulated bytheprioedschcd ule,
which is signed by the contractor as one of the
conditions of the acceptance of his offer. The
only difference, as far as I could understand,

between the Glasgow system and the system
prevailing here, is that the 1st Schedule, on
which the contract is founded, is in Glasgow
more of a tentative document than it is with us.

With us the 1st Schedule is a very complete and
exact document, and if no alterations were made
in the building, it would show exactly what
would be the final cost of it. But in Glasgow
tho 1st Schedule is not made so complete as with
us, and the result is that the works are all mea-
sured up at completion, the 1st Schedule being
more as a price list, from which the prices in the

completed schedule are got. You will thus see

that the difference between our usage and that

of our brethren in the west, is one more of detail

than of principle. We may, to all intents and
purposes, therefore, talk of our Scotch system of

contracting as one, and we have no reason what-
ever to be ashamed of it. It bears very favour-

able comparison with the systems pursued on the

other side of the border, where there is no body
of high class professional surveyors with a recog-
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sised system of measurement as with us, but
where architects measure their own plans with
all the loss of dignity and danger of squabbles
which such a system involves; where clients are
punished to the tune of 2J per cent., while all

fair men will acknowledge that, or IJ per cent.,

is ample remuneration. I say our Scotch system,
with its fairness to all paities—clients, contrac-
tors, and architect alike—will bear very favour-
able comparison with the system pursued in
England. We are credited, aiuoag our brethren
in the south, with a fair amount of self-com-
placency. They aver of us that we are so
charmed with our end of the island—what
Sidney Smith called our knuckle end —
with all its institutions and usages, that unless
a man can eat porridge, and drink whisky, and
take kindly to kilts and bagpipes he is nought,
that in short all usages and customs here are
perfect, and ought to be imitated by all the
world. Our sefi-gratulation is unfortunately
not likely to be lowered in connection with the
subject more immediately in hand—the Scotch
system of contracting, with schedules prepared
by respectable surveyors with whom the architect
has no monetary transactions whatever, has really
nothing to do except consult professionally on
the work in hand. This system is rapidly
gfrowing in London, is now in use by all the best
men, and I have little doubt that in course of
time it will extend to all the larger towns of
England, where the pojjula'ion and bn.'iuess
will j ustify the existence of a body of respectable
surveyors. "We have given England many
things, and I am strongly of opinion that not
many years hence there will be numbered among
our gifts to our richer neighbour an entirely
fair and equitable system of contracting for the
erection of buildings.

The other main subject of discussion at the
conference was that of " competitions." I do
not purpose saying much on that subject. The
subject is a knotty one. The Royal Institute of
British Architects are anxious to formulate rules
and regulations to guide all fair competitions. Such
rules and regulations are, without doubt,
desirable, but the difficulty is to get such rules
observed. On the one hand you have the pro-
prietors, promoters of the building, whatever
It may be, delightfully ignorant of architects
and architecture, with the one idea that if they
set on foot a competition with or without, prizes,
numberless needy architects will enter the lists and
produce designs for their consideration whatever
the terms may be. On the other hand, you have
our whole brotherhood all anxious enough for
work. It seems to me in such circumstances
there is great difficulty in the first place in
formulating rules to guide competitions, and in
the second place, in getting such rules observed.
The men who naturally take the lead in making
such rules are the elder members of our profes-
sion, whose position is established and who are
beyond the necessity for competing—to whom,
therefore, such rules are of comparatively little

practical or personal importance. The obser-
vance of such rules, on the other hand, falls to
those who compete, to those who have had no
hand in the formation of therules, and on whom,
therefore, such rules sit very lightly. It is easy
to see in such circumstances that laws mav be
made which will establish only one point, and
that is the impotency of the law-makers.
Although the difficulty of the position is thus

clearly apparent, I am glad to bear witness that
the action of our central body is entirely in the
right direction. The conferenca passed resolu-
tions recommending the appointment of a
professional assessor, whose award ouglit to
govern the ultimate appointment of architect,
unless insuperable objections should arise, and
that the employment of the author of the best
design should be considered an obligation of
honour on the promoters.

THE WESTMINSTER PANORAMA.

IN York-street, Westminster, close to the St.
James's Park Station of the District

Railway, and the Royal Aquarium, a new
panorama has been opened which, from the
enterprise and skill shown by the proprietor and
those who have assisted him, claims notice. The
building in York-street, from the designs of Mr.
R. W. Edis, F.S.A., has no architectural
pretensions. There is a stone archway, relieved
by Ionic pilasters at the sides, designed in a
Renaissance style, and pronounced by a pedi-

mental composition and some carving, which is

the entrance to a spacious vestibule decorated in

the same style with pilasters and a deep frieze of

a pleasing tone of neutral green. Passing
through this vestibule the visitor enters a
corridor some 5ft. wide, lined with mateh board-
ing and painted of a dark chocolate colour,
lighted by a few lamps with blue glass shades,
the object of which is to prepare the vision for
a full realisation of the scene presented. A
rather sudden turn in this corridor, which is

nearly dark in parts, leads to the foot of a spiral

staircase constructed of teak, ascending to the
circular platform from which the painting is

viewed by the spectators. We may observe
that the rotunda is a sixteen- sided polygon, and
is nearly 130ft. in diameter, or about oft. larger
in diameter than the old Colosseum in the
Regent's Park, designed by Mr. Decimus
Burton, but now pulled down. The platform is

30ft. diameter, which thus leaves between it and
the painting, a distance of 60ft. all round, this

annular space being occupied by the foreground
of the picture. Every care appears to have
beea taken by Mr. Edis to render the building
perfect for the illusive purpose in view, and we
understand that gentleman, before planning it,

examined many of the principal buildings of the
kind on the Continent, so as to embody in the
debign the latest improvements. Of course the
principal object in a panorama being to make
the illusion to the eye as perfect as possible, and
to make the picture and its illumination the all-

important attraction, it would be not only un-
necessary but injurious to make any display of

the building. The whole structure comprises
mainly the rotunda round which the picture is

fixed, covered by a domical roof of iron ribs,

zinc, and glass, a centre lantern, and a raised
platform. The rotunda is built of brick, an iron
stanchion being introduced at each angle formed
by the sixteen sides. These stanchions are each
12in. by 9in., and were put up with ropes with-
out scatfolding by eight Belgian workmen. The
roof was constructed in the same simple, and
in the most expeditious manner by these men.
A tripod was erected in the centre, and by its

means the plates were fixed, and the iron ribs

of umbrella construction hoisted and secured
without scaffolding. Latiioe girders or princi-
pals of iron carry the main weight of roof.

Below the roof, over the platform, but not ex-
tending to the piotui'e, is a velarium of canvas
to take off the glare of light and to throw it

upon the picture all round. The construction
of the platform and its surrounding area forms
one mass of timber frame-work. The artiiicial

foregroimd to the picture, occupying the space
all round below the platform, is a rough-framed
gallery of timber foimed of raking bearers, sup-
ported by pillars, and planked to the different
levels, contours, and slopes required to produce
the optical delusion. It is some 10ft. high above
the ground-level. This platform is covered by
earth, and upon it is piled the heaps of earth
and turf to represent mounds, and the natural
contour of the battle-ground. Raised above
this in the centre, the platform is also constructed
of radiating timbers and boarded with teak.
Nothing else was needed to complete the deceptio
I'itius except to make the cylindiical picture
lead the eye imperceptibly from the artificial

ground to the horizon of the scene, and to pro-
duce the most effective means of lighting up the
canvas.
Having said so much of the building, we

may say a few words about the great picture
itself, painted by M. Castellani, representing the
"Campaign and Battle of Waterloo," which
was previously exhibited in Brussels. The
painter seems to have happily combined the
realistic and tragic elements in his grand com-
position, which has been prepared after many
years' study of the best available authorities.

The country in which the memorable battle was
fought has been depicted with consunmiate truth-
fulness, and exhibits a degree of technical skill

and effectiveness which are essential to the
illusory object in view. It needs a very close

inspection to detect the transition between the
artificial battleground strewed with warlike
debris, and dead and wounded soldiers, and the
work of the painter, the blending of colour
and atmosphere has been so skilfully performed.
The painting represents the positions of the
French and allied armies under Napjleon, Wel-
lington, and Bliicher. Napoleon is seen on a
knoll named Rossomme, with staff-oijioers a
little to the right of the farmhouse of La Haye

Sainte, while Wellington's position is distinctly
visible in the horizon on a ridge of low hill«,

with a slope southward towards the French.
The panorama takes in a very extensive field of
view, and covers the entire ground ol the battle.

The great high road, with its rows of trees,

from Charleroi to Brussels, intersects the scene,
and passes close to the platform, cutting the
view nearly due north and south. The positions
and movements of the forces are clearly discerned
through the haze and smoke of the battlefield.

Marshal Ney, at the head of the skirmishers of
the Guard, the English troops and artillery,

the death of General Picton, and the French
Guard, after the charge in the foreground,
are incidents recorded with much force
and dramatic power. The whole scene
is admirably lighted; the cloudy and rather
threatening sky through which and the dense
smoke, the sun is endeavouring to pieroe ; the
clouds of smoke here and there, and the paint-
ing of the atmosphere are rendered with mas-
terly precision and effect, and one mightimagine
himself viewing the actual country, and a spea~
tator of the thrilling battle. The uneven,
groundwork, the actual knoUa and debris, thfl

shattered trees, one falling across the fore--
ground, the remnants of cannon, torn ami.
shattered uniforms and firearms are arranged
with skill, and well sustain the illusiwi. A less

warlike subject would have been more instructive,

and we hear the managers of the Westminster
Panorama intend to make it a very entertaining
and interesting exhibition ; but those who can
enjoy pictorial representations on an extensiTe
scale will find the present scenery, and the
manner it has been " put on the stage," highly
creditable to the artists and the promoters.

REPORT OF THE METROPOLITAN.
BOARD OF WORKS.

YE.\R by year, concurrently with the in-

crease of the work of the Metropolitan
Board of Works, the annual report is enlonged.
That for the year ending on December Slst,

1880, has just been issued, and is a post octavo
volume of 178 pages. The superintending
architect states that during 1880, 191 plans for

new streets were submitted, of which 119, repre-
senting a total length of about 33 miles, were
sanctioned. Three plans of new theatres were
submitted and approved, and nine applications
for rooms to be used for dancing and mutic ; of
the latter, three were granted, three conditionally
approved, and threerefused. UndertheDangeroua
Structures Act, 3,061 complaints were received
by the board, of which all but 200 proved on.

survey to be well founded. The number of
structures requiring to be shored up or hoarded
in, in consequence of their being iu a very dan-
gerous condition, had increased from 211 in 1879
to 354. The summary of district surveyors'
returns for 1879, the last issued, shows that the
new buildings numbered 10,710, and the ad-
ditions and alterations 9,882, the gross fees

received being £33,667 5s. 4d. Fees amounting
to £1,883 178. 3d. were remitted or lost, and
office expenses were reported by district sur-
veyors at £9,669 Is. 4d. Although attempts-
had been made to equalise the value of different

districts, great inequalities still existed. The
gross fees received during 1879 in 33 districts

varied from £2 to £586, and in the remitining
32 districts they ranged from £607 to £3,669.
The progress of metropolitan street improve-
ments had been greatly delayed by a clause in
the Act of 1877 by which the board was not em-
powered to take possession of more than fifteen

houses occupied by the labouring class until they
had provided sufficient accommodation else-

where for the people to be displaced. The Home
Secretary had declined to release the board
from this obligation, and they have consequently
introduced a clause iu their Bill of the present
session seeking relief. Owing to this cause, the
Gray's Inn-road, Piccadilly to Bloomsbury, and
Charing-cross to Tottenham Ccurt-roiul, and
the western portion of the Tooley-street improve-
ments remain at a standstill, greatly to the
injury of those owning or occupying premises on
the proposed routes. 'The south side of Coventry-
street had been cleared (a work since completed),
the Deptford bridge approaches were being
widened, and the Camberwell and Peckham im-
provements were in progress when the report
was written. Some progress has been made in
carrying out the schemes sanctioned by Parlia*
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ment tinder the Artisans' and Labourers' Dwel-
lings Improvement Act, altfaough the board was
wTerely hampered hy the stipulations of the

Aets. At the close of I8S0, the position of

matters under each scheme was : The building

•real of the Whitechapel and Limehouse, the

Bedfordbury, the Great Wild-strcet, the Old
Pjre-street, the Pear Troo-court, Clerkenwell,

and the Whiteoross-street schemes, hive been

let to the Teabody trustees, at 30 years' pnr-

ohaae of a rental of 3d. per square foot per

annum, and on the first two of these areas new
buildings were in course of erection by the

tmstees. The final award had been issued by
Ae arbitrator in the schemes for High-street,

lalington, St. George the Martyr, Goulston-
•toeet, Whitechapel, and Essex- road, Islington;

negotiations were in progress in Bowmau's-build-
ingK, Marylebone, and Wells-street, Poplar, and
schemes for Great Peter-street, Westminster,
and Little Coram-street were being carried out

by the Peabody trustees. No further measures
inU be undertaken by the board until some
sttiafaotory amendment can be effected in the

Artisans' Dwellings Acts. During the past

yoar local improvements in various parts of the
metropolis bad been completed, the board paying
one-half the expense, at a total cost of nearly

£80,000, and others had been commenced or

sanctioned which are estimated to cost a further

£104,298. The parks and open spaces now under
the control of the board comprise 1,67GJ acres,

or rather more than 2J square miles, and
on their maintenance and improvements
£11,636 5s. 2d. was expended, the heaviest items
being at Finsbury-park, £3,370 ; the Embank-
ment gardens, £1,720; Southwark-park, £1,575;
and Hackney-commons, 1,040,

The fire brigade report shows that the system
of providing movable stations, with a few men
and light appliances, begun in 1879 at Ludgate-
ciroos, had proved souseful that the system is being
extended. Five stations were in use, and six more
had been ordered. An important improvement
was effected in 1880 by the establishment of six

circuits of fire-alarms, with an aggregate of 40
call-points, which considerably reduced the dis-

tance to be run by persons giving alarms of fire,

and led to earlier information being received at

the fire-engine stations. Unfortunately, three-

fourths of tho alarms given were false, and thus
a doubt was cast on all messages received in this

manner. The return of fires shows a steady
increase every year, the nu'uber for 1880 being
tie largest yet noted, 1871, but the proportion

of gnrious to slight fires is 9 per cent., the lowest,

with one exception, for fifteen years.

The Engineer mentions that during 1880 two
new lines of relief sewer were commenced, one
extending from Vauxhall-bridge to the high-
level sewer at High-street, Clapham, tho other
being a branch from Vauxhall-bridge to a
janotion with tho Eifra sewer, near Kennington
Church. These works, comprising a total length
of r2,200fr., had been contracted for by Messrs.
Williams, Son and Wallington, at £65,000, and
are in progress. It is proposed to continue the
series of relief sewers at once, with a line from
Deplfotd-broadwDy to Lee-bridge, another from
Botherhitho New-road to Southwark-etreet,
and now sewers at Camden-town, Kentish-
town, and Holloway. The Wood-lane sewer,
near WormwDod-scrubs, has been done under a
contract taken by Messrs. Kollott and Bentley at

£3,079 lis. During the past year contracts
amounting to £4,651 were accepted for erecting
engines and tanks in order to utilise the water
obtained by the deep bore at Crossness pumping
station, which his been carried to a depth ot

1,064ft., and yields 40,000 gallons per day of
good but hard water. Particulars are given of

the proposals for rebuildinr Battersea and
Putney-bridges, and for repairing and altermg
ereral other metropolitan bridge-", which have
just received the sanction of the House of Com-
mons. R>:ference is also mide to the arbitration
between the Board and the Thames Cjnservators
as to the condition of the Thames, the result of
which, it will be remembered, was that the alle-

gations that shoals and banks were being formed
neat tho outfalls of the main sewers, were
roporl.'d not to be sustained. A table appended
tt the Engineer's report shows that during the
ear 31 miles 1,713ft. of local sewers, proposed
by locil boards and vestries, were approved by
the Metropolitan Board, of which 119,374ft. run
wore for pipe-scwerR, chiefly 12in. and 15in.

diameter. An appendix to the report shows that
the qoinquennial valuation of the metropolis

took place in 1880, and shows a total rateable

annual value of £27,400,000, an increase of

£4,300,000 ; the rate amounted to 632 in the

£, the highest both absolutely and proportion-

ately yet levied.

CERTIFICATED PLUMBERS IN NEW
rORK.

r|\HE bill for licensing plumbers, which has
-1- for some time been pending before the

New York Legislature, is likely to become a

law, and the American newspapers, both
technical and secular, are discussing it with
interest. The Metal- Worker denounces it as

useless, and predicts that it will soon be
observed only as a cloak for corrupt practices of

various kinds. The bill requires that the names
of all licensed plumbers shall be published once

a year in the Ciii/ Record, which the Mctal-

JFor/cer TegATds simply as a printing "job"
;

while the provision that the Board of Health
shall approve plans for plumbing before they can
be executed it condemns on the ground that the

members, even of the present Board, cannot be
expected to judge of the merits or demerits of

an intricate piece of work, and under a corrupt

administration too much opportunity would be

given for extorting money by the exercise of

this discretion. The daily papers, on the con-

trary, hail the Bill as a means of deliverance

from all sanitary ills, and denounce in un-
measured terms those who oppose its passage as

enemies of their kind. "Probably," says the

American Architect, " the most judicious attitude

would be about midway between these two.

While no legislation can do much to improve
the workmanship of the careless and ignorant,

there are some grosser faults which can be pre-

vented, if the administration of the law is eflioient

and honest, and this is no small gain. Great
as has been the outcry about the bad construc-

tion in New York, it is unquestionable that con-

structors as well as architects have a wholesome
respect for the buUding law, and that for every

case of criminally bad workmanship which is

brought to light, a score are prevented by tho

inspector's warnings ; and there seems to be no
reason whya similar amelioration, in the average
character of drainage work, should not be
effected by analogous means."

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE fortnightly meeting of the Association

was held on Friday evening, the President,

Mr. Ernest C. Lee, in the chair. The follow-

ing new members were elected : Messrs. A.
Hemingway, G. Havdl, F. P. Oakley, J. Butler

Wilson, F. Andre Capper, J. Hingeston
Buckeridge, W. R. A. G. Tucker, J. C. Hudson,
W. Douglas Cariio, Mortimer Justin, R. M.
Hamilton, Gerald C. Horsley, and W. T. Burr.
Mr. F. E. Bales, hon. sec, proposed a vote of

thanks to Mr. Horace Jones, City Architect, for

allowing the members to inspect the works at

the new central fruit and vegetable market. The
final visit of, the present session would be post-

poned on account of the Whitsuntide holidays

from Saturday, June 4th, till the following week,

the lltb, and an endeavour would be made to

obtain permission to visit Greenwich Hospital,

but particulars would be published in the pro-

fessional journals. Mr. R. C. Page, senior hon.

sec, read the "house-list" of officers for next
session, and the name of the proposed president,

Mr. Aston Webb, was received with loud

applause. The President asked those who had
promised subscriptions towards the Association

Travelling Studeutship to pay them in as soon
as convenient, as the committee hoped to send

out a student this summer. Mr. T. Graham
Jackson, M.A., read a paper on "The Use of

Marble and Similar Materials in English Archi-
tecture," which we shall give in an early issue.

At its close a hearty vote' of thanks was passed

to the author, on tho proposition of Messrs H.
H. StannuB and S. F. Clarkson.

DR. WALDSTEIN ON GREEK
SCULPTURE.

THE first of a course of six lectures on Greek
sculpture was given at King's College,

Somerset House, on Tuesday afteruoon, by ]3r.

C. Waldsteia. The lecturer stated that he did

not propose so much to dwell on the artistic side
of the subject as upon the intimate connection
of Greek ait with the actual life, thoughts, and
feelings of the Greeks, and upon the successive
changes which that art, as an expression of vital
development, growth, and power, underwent in
its several puriods of birth, increase, perfection,
and decline. A man could only bo said to be
fully known to us when we recognised his
indi liduality in all of three ways—in what he
said, what he did, and what he was like. In
like manner, students would only grasp the
broad results of their Classical studies as they
regarded the people who were the subjects of
investigation in the light of their words, events,
and movements, or, in other terms, their philo-
sophy, history, and archeeology. All must be
interwoven to produce a complete representation
of the Greeks. Arohseology could be studied
from the descriptions of authors, from the frag-
ments of monuments yet preserved, or from the
actual remains identified by the descriptions—the
only satisfactory mode. In this art of sculpture
they could trace each stage of the struggle of
the artistic spirit with the reluctant material,
and his final victory over it. The artist dealt
with an inorganic material, with the aim
of representing living forms in such a manner
as to cause the spectator to forget the illusion

which he knew to be practised. In the first stage
of this struggle the material obtruded itself

on the spectator to the detriment of the illusion

;

in the second, an attempt was made to represent
the physiological or actual forms of life ; in the
third, tha effort aspired to manifest the physical
life, the outward movement. In that lecture he
must confine himself to the archaic period of the
art, its childhood, which embraced all the period
before Phidias, e. 400 B.C. It was very com-
mon to hear students dogmatically assert that
because the early beginings of Greek art resem-
bled the works of nei>;hbouring nations that they
derived all their skill from the Egyptians, the
Syro- Phoenicians, or other Oriental sources.

The progress of research had shown that very
similar styles of rude geometric and waving
ornament existed on the shores of the Baltic and
in many far remote places, and while it was
certain that the Greeks owed much to the influ-

ence of local surroundings, it appeared moro
scientific to affirm that the general similarity of

archaic art was due not to intercommunication
so much as to the likeness in the workings of tho

human mind, and was to be accounted for by
the known fact that the drawings made by
young children all over the world resembled
each other although the work of cultured artists

was easily classified. The lecturer showed en-

larged drawings of heads of Athene, transcribed

from early coins, and ob erved that these in

their rude execution and clumsy conventional

lines might be at first supposed to be
akin to Egyptian sculpture, until we put a
head from an Egyptian saicophagus beside

them, when a vital difference was apparent.

Tho type, the minor details of form even, were
alike ; but the latter head, while more pleasing

and reposeful, was the work of a self-satisfied

man, the former busts expressed the strivings of

a man after an ideal he felt he had not reached ;

imperfect, clumsy, ill-carved as they were, they
showed germs of the art which was afterwards

to blossom into the fullest beauty. Greek art,

at its birth, was sunk almost as far below con-

temporary Oriental work as it afterwards

towered above it. The earliest knowledge we
possessed of this Greek art was derived from
myths in which the constructors ot the gigantic

works at Argos, Tiryns, and Mycence, were
magnified in the imagination of later writers

into Cyolopians, and the originators ofthe arts of

metal- working were personified as semi-deities.

Daidalos seemed to liavo been a reformer in

wood-carving, who introduced a more vivid

mode ot representing the human figure, and
nftor-writers interpreted the traditions of his

" living" statues to signify walking automata,

instead of carved figures, imbued with a life that

conquered the mere material. The poems of

Homer represented another stage in our know-
ledge of archaic art. The period assigned for

the actions described was cist back to a mytho-
logical period, but the descriptions of dress,

armour, iuipUments, were those of things con-

temporary with, and visible to, the writer, en-

larged and transformed by his fancy to what he

supposed to bo becoming to the Homeric age.

Tho Uona ot Myceuce, tho walls of Tiryns, even

the golden and bronze plates on dwellings, had
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tccn proved to have had, and still liad, an actual

existence ; but the round shield of Achilles, with
its five-fold phiting and its sculptured scenes,

was probably only visible to the mind of Homer.
The next lecture will deal with the period of

Phidias, and that and the two following ones
will bo given at King's CoUej>:e. The closing

lectures will take plaie at the British Museum.

MIDDLE-CLASS HOUSE AECHI-
TECTURE.

APAPER, reprinted from a contemporary, by
Mr. Henry G. Brace, A.R.I.B.A., archi-

tect, under the above title, indicates a few im-
portant principles in house-planning, which
may bo read with advantage by those seeking
to make our middle-class dwellings more con-

venient and economical. Mr. Brace's brief essay

attempts to show how the useful may bo made
artistic without the expenditure generally
lavished on mere ornament, and he illustrates

his meaning by referring to a pair of semi-de-
tached houses built from his designs, in Lord-
ship-lane, S., with a small frontage. These villas

consist of only two floors, without underground
apartments—an arrangement which, no doubt,
as the author observes, contributes much, not
only to architectural effect m small houses, but
to sanitary efficiency and economy of service.

The piling up of stories on narrow front rooms is

objectionable for obvious reasons, and under-
ground living-rooms, common in Loudon, and
generally known as " breakfast-parlours," are
certainly not the healthiest or driest apartments.
Except in houses where two or three servants
are kept, the second story of bedrooms is unde-
sirable, as they are not within easy access of the
mistress, and Mr. Brace interprets the common-
sense of most people who live in such houses
when he speaks of the daily economy of house-
hold labour resulting from a house on two floors.

Few arrangements lead to such wear and tear as
basement kitchens : the servants have to mount
a flight of stairs at every call, and breakages
and carpeting have to be added to the daily
dusting and cleaning. By Mr. Brace's plan this

inconvenience is obviated ; the kitchen, with the
scullery, larder, china-closet, and back entrance
are conveniently placed in the rear projection,
while the dining-room has a service-door clo.«e

to the kitchen, larder, and china-closet. The
author truly says : "It would hardly bo an exag-
geration to say that many amiddle-elass family
which now keeps three servants in a house with
three flights of stairs, might, in a house with
only one flight to be traversed, do equally well
•with two."
The second feature claimed by Mr. Brace is a

square hall, from which the the three principal
rooms—dining-room, drawing-room, and study
—are entered, an importantfeature we have often
insisted upon in the planning of compact resi-

dences. The staircase is placed in a recess on
the outer side, which leaves a hall 10ft. square,
and the stairs ascend from a few risers rounded
at end, which project in the centre of hall.

This arrangement is both economical and archi-
tectural ; the staircase is not made an obtrusive
feature from the entrance, and the recess affords
the opportunity for effective treatment. But
the author avoids also the ceiling and hole effect

of most staircases, by making the hall open
through the two floors, and exposing the sloping
rafters at the side, thus giving an importance to
this feature of the house it seldom has. The
height of the hall, moreover, may be made con-
ducive to light and ventilation, besides, as the
author says, giving a free, spacious, look to the
house. Fresh air can be admitted from the out-
side, and be warmed by a hot-water coil, and
thus the hall forms a reservoir from which the
principal rooms and bedrooms may be warmed.
Mr. Brace admits the air through slanting slits

in the door lintels. A third feature mentioned
by the author is the grouping of the culinary
and store accommod ition near the serving door
to the dining-room, now carried out in all good
arrangements, though not seen eo frequently in
small villas as it ought to be. The plans and
elevations of iho serai-detached villas in Lord-
ship-lane, which illustrate Mr. Brace's little

pamphlet, show how far ho has been successful
in makinif the internal plan effective exter-
nally. The houses are of red brick, with tiled
roofs, high-pitched, and each villa has a double
gabled front, the entrance being slightly
recessed between the main front and the BJde-

projection, which Ls roofed under the slope of

the main roof. Bay windows relieve the front.

The architect has not been fettered by the

details of Queen Anne or any other style, but
has boldly endeavoured to produce a picturesque-

nees out of the timpio elements at his dispiLsal,

and our inspection of houses built on this plan

by the author leads us to think he has at least

succeeded in showing how middle-class villas

may bo planned on sanitary and economicil
principles, and the brochure, giving the results

of his experience, may be profitably consulted

by the builder.

THE SCIENCE AND ART OF SANITARY
PLUMBING.—II.

JOINTS AND riPE-BENDntO.

MR. S. STEVENS HELLYER deUvered on
Wednesday night, at the Society of Arts'

Rooms, Adelphi, the second of a course of prac-

tical lectures on plumbing. On the walls were
hung a largo series of double-full-size working
drawings and details, and many highly-finished

specimens of wiped joints and bent pipes were
shown on the platform and on a screen. The
room was as before densely crowded, and great
interest was manifested in the lecture, many
pertinent, and one or two impertinent, questions
being addressed to Mr. Helljer, to elicit further
information as to details. Joint-making had
not yet, the lecturer observed, been performed
by machinery with success, but remained a
speciality of the skilled hand-worker. It might
be called the Alpha and Omega of the plumber,
the feature by which a good workman could be
distinguished from the ill-taught and clumsy
one. He proposed therefore that evening to go
into the very rudiments of the operation for the
benefit of the less initiated.

In preparing the ends of pipes to be connected
by wiped joints, in a vertical or horizontal posi-
tion, see, said the lecturer, that no "bvirr" is

left on tho edge of the inside pipe. While rasp-
ing off the outer edge of this pipe, a burr is

formed on inner edge, and if this be not taken
off with a shave-hook or pocket-knife, and
smoothed, the roughness would catch any hair
or other obstruction passing through a soil or
waste-pipe. Well open the end of outer pipe to
allow the inner one to enter about \ or -| of an
inch, without contracting it in any way. Rasp
off the outer edge of the outside pipe so its to

get a greater thickness of solder upon the
joint without increasing its external size.

In "soiling" tho ends of the pipes, soil over
at the same time, or better still after the edges
have been shaved, the inside of inner pipe, to
prevent the solder running and adhering to the
edge, brightened by rasping off the burr. To
get a true ring round the pipe for the shaving-
line, put the blade of a saw or a piece of planed
wood against the end of the pipe ; then take a
pair of compasses (opened out to the width of
the shaving required) and scribe a line round the
pipe with the point of one of the legs, resting
the other leg against the saw-blade as a guide.
You will in this way get a truer shaving-line
than if you scribed the line without the aid of
the flat-surface board at the end of the pipe. In
shaving the pipe, be careful not to dig the shave-
hook down into the lead, especially at the outer
edges, as it would weaken the pipe where there
would be no thickness of solder to strengthen
it again. All that is wanted is to take
off tho dulness of the lead for the solder
to readily tin upon it. When joints are
to bo made lo pipes already in position, the
pipes should be tinned on the bench before they
are put in their places, to pi-event any foreign
matteras brickdust, mortar, &c., getting between
the solder and the pipes, and also to insure the
end of each pipe being well tinned. In jointing,
especially for soil, waste, or drain-pipes, the
edge of inner-pipe should never be fixed against
the current, for it would form a ledge for dirt or
filth to accumulate upon. Now as to the solder.

As it is generally bought ready for use, I need
say nothing about the proportion of lead to tin.

Solder for upright, branch and flange joints,

and for sink and cistern wiping, wints to be a
little finer than solder used for making under-
hand joints. When tho solder is foimd to bo too
rich for making underhand joints, put a little

soft jug lead into it, but do not put any pipe or
cuttings into it, for such lead may not be pure.
When the solder is just right for easy use,

keep this solder-pot solely for making underhand

joints to avoid any further bother. Then get

another solder pot for general work, and aa the
"

tin wastes by constant healing, supply tho

solder pot for malting uudcihaud joints from
the richir pot, feeding the latter from the neir

"cists" of solder. "Wa.ste not, want not,"

would bo a good motto to put round every
solder-pot. Though the solder may not cost (h»

user anything, it has cost money, and should

not therefore bo wasted by putting more solder

on the joint than good work requires, or by not
carefully picking up tho splashed piece*, or by
overheating. To " keep the pot always
boiling " may be a good motto for cooks, but
will nut do for plumbers. In heating tho solder

over a coal or colje fire, keep a board over the potto

prevent the heat from flying off ; but if the

solder is being heated over a wood fire, put a
large ladle over the top of the solder-pot with
its mouth downwards, allowing it to tail over
the top a little so as to catch the flame

;

turn it inwards to assist in heating tho

solder, but do not allow too fierce a flame

to fall on the solder, or it will oat the tin away.
" Time is money " ; therefore, heat the solder

as expeditiously as you can, and never overheat

it, for by so doing you cause the solder to de-

teriorate. You ought to be able to tell tho light

test by taking out a ladleful and holding it near

your face, or even by passing tho back of your
hand over it ; a piece of wood is a very good
indicator, for if a stick dipped into the solder

smokes, the material is ready for use. In making
an underhand joint, first pour the molten metal
on the soiled parts of the pipe to get tho pipe*

well warmed. Then pour a dribbling stream on
the shaved parts of the pipes to be united, and
well tin them by putting the solder round and
round with the solder- cloth. Keep on pouring

out the metal in one continuous stream round
and round on the outer edges of the tinning,

working at the same time the solder towards the

centre of the joint, and bringing the solder from
the bottom to the top. Manipulate in this way for

a minute,and directly it is of one consistency wipe
the joint, waxing the solder round and round to

get the joint symmetrical. If you prefer to have
an iron, see that it is well cleaned and just red-

hot before using. Then, when you have a niee

body on the proposed joint, rub the hot iron

round and round it, and take it all off on the

cloth, rub the hot iron on the solder, and work
it up into a nice consistency upon the cloth, in

the shape of a sausage roll ; then quickly place

the centre part of the solder against the under-
side of the pipes, and turn up the outer hilf on
the off-side, bringing the hand back quijkly to

turn up the other half on the near side. 'This

done, wipe the joint with all the dexterity you
can command. This refers to underhand joints

on small pipes. In making an underhand^
joint upon large pipes, there wHl be no difficulty

in getting the solder to stay on the upper sides

of the pipe ; the difficulty will lie in getting
it to adhere to the under sides, where it has a
tendency to break off in lumps directly the pipes

get hot. In making such a joint, keep moving
tho solder round and round the pipes, pouring
the metal on the cloth as well as on the pipes to

convey the solder to the underside of the joint in a
molten state; this should be alternately done on
bothsidtsof the pipesduring the processof making
the joint, and the solder forming round the
underside of the joint should be brought round
on the upper side. When a good bulb of soldor

is formed on the pipes, the ladle should give
place to the iron, and the joint should be wiped
as quickly as possible. One secret of success in
wiping such a joint is to keep the cloth follow-
ing close to the iron. The outer edges, to make
a nice, clean, joint, must be kept well heated
with the iron. An overcast joint is made in the
same way as a wiped joint ; it is, in fact, a
wiped joint overcast with the iron

—

i.e., directly
the joint is wiped, snd while the solder on it is

still hot, a hot ironis drawn up and down over its

surface, forming it into a ribbed joint or giving
it a number of facets. Overcasting a joint is"

time wasted, foralthough it may give additional
strength, and prevent "weeping" if there bo
any great water pressure, a wiped joint is really

all that is necessary. A wiped joint should call

out greater skill from the plumber. Although
the overcast joint was much used at the begin-
ning of this century, it is never made in London
now by good plumbers. In Scotland the juints
are only made about half the length of Englifh
work. This effects a saving of solder, but
causes an absence of beauty, while in funnel
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ripes, a longer joint is stronger. An upright

imnt is one made on a vertical pipe or pipes.

The ends of the pipes should be soiled and tinned

Ethe bend before the pipes are fixed in their

Hie pipes are brought out 2in. or Sin.

he wall, or a small hole is cut round the

dee and back of the pipe for the ladle and the
hand to go round the pipes in making the

joint. The edge of the outer pipe is well

oloaed upon the inner one, to prevent the possi-

bility of any solder running tnrough the joint-

ia^ to form a burr inside the pipes. In making
a joint in such a ponilion a good deal of solder

will be wasted if means are not taken to catch
tte droppings, or falling pieces of solder.

Plumbers often content themselves with placing
pieces of board or slate round the pipe, or tie

rmgs or a wisp of straw about ir, and then,

when the joint is made, they sptnd more time
in picking up the solder than they did

in making the joint. A proper solder-catcher

can be very readily made, and applied to the
pipe, and by its use not a particle of solder need
be wasted. Cut circular collari>, with a hole in

centre to fit each, the size of pipe, and a slit

thiough one side to pass the pipe through ; they
vlioiila be cut out of 61b. 61b. or 71b. remnants of

lead, and should be kept well soiled over, edges
and all, to prevent the solder adhering to them.
With a well-arranged set of collsrs, a man ought
Dot to take more than a minute or two in select-

iag the right one, and fastening it on the pipe,

about 2iD. below the bottom edge of joint. To
secure the collar in position, pull it tightly round
the pipe, and turn the points one over the other,

clipping it. Then sprinkle a little dust or saw-
dust from the floor to cover any openincf between
collar and pipe. An additional advantage of
the arrangement is that the solder collecting in
this disc keeps the pipes hot, thereby facilitating

the making of the joint. To make an upright
joint, unless the plumber is well skilled in

ponring with the ladle upon his cloth, he
wants a splashing stick to put the solder on the
pipes. Jn making such a joint, splash the
solder well upon the upper pait of the jointing
round and round, and keep pulling up the solder

from time to time with the splashing-stick from
the lower part of the jointing to the upper part,

for the solder collecting in the dish will keep
the lower part well heated. Splash on the
solder rapidly, remembering that quickness is

the soul of joint-wiping, and roughly form the
joint with the splashing stick. Then take the
uon in one hand and the solder cloth in the
other, rub the iron over the solder, and put it

into place with the cloth. Draw the hot iron
right round the upper edge of the jointing at

the back, following it closely with the cloth.

Do the same at the bottom edge, and then
change hands with the cloth and iron, and treat

the front half in the same way, and the joint is

made. While the iron is still hot, rest in two
or three places upon the collected solder on the
collar, pull away the melting solder into the
ladle, and the rest of the collected solder will

then come away in sections without waste or
damage to pipe. When a man can make an
underhand and an upright joint, he ought to
have no difficulty in wiping a branch joint ; but
there are tiro things that the learner will do well
to remember : ( 1 ) when the branch pipe issmaller
than the main pipe the solder will rest readily
npon the jointmg, but when tho pipes are of
eqnal sizes tho solder will have a tendency to
lall off at the two opposite sides. In jointing
anch pipes, keep the catch-board close to the
under side of tne main pipe; for the falling
Bolder will not only help to keep the pipe hot,
bat will also enable the plumber to dip his
oplashing-stick into it to supply the place of the
falling solder from the sides. (2) As the lower
part of the jointing will ba kept well heated by
the solder upon it, splash tho solder weU upon
the npper part— i.e., the^ranch pipe. In form-
ing an opening in a lead soil or main waste-pipe
to receive a branch-pipe, cut the hole in the
main pipe about half the size of the branch

-

pipe, and then work up the sides with a holt or
nuid dummy to form a socket upon the pipe, so
that the branch-pipe may enter it about j of an
inch, without comfng into the bore of the main
pipe to form any obstruction. The end of the
branch-pipe should be tinned before the pipes
mre put together for wiping the joint. No
branch-pipe should ever enter a main waste,
mil, or drain-pipe at right angles. In lead-
pipes, however slight the fall may bo,
..the branch can always be " nosed " over a little

at the jointing for the discharges. The old way
of connecting branch pipes with the main ones
by a miire cannot be too severely condemned

;

it is possible its use arose because the mitred
form of joint had been adopted in pump-making
long before waste or foil-pipes were fixed. A
mitred joint takes more time, more solder, and
is more difficult to make than the branch joint

just described. It is also wrong on principle,

for the most careful plumber cannot leave the

main pipe perfectly smooth, and the waste dis-

charges from bi-anches fixed on the upper part
of this pipe would have to travel through this

badly-fitted branch connection. The edges of

branch or main pipe must form a collecting

place for filth, and the solder, in making such a
joint, would be more liable to work through
the jointing to the inside of the pipe, than it

would in the other form of branch con-
nection. When soil-pipes are fixed in chases
inside the house, there is no stronger
waj' of fixing the pipes and connecting
them together than by Mock-joints, which
are easily wiped by a skilful plumber. In
making a block joint, be very careful to round
it off. Cut a circular piece of lead about 5in.

larger in diameter than the diameter of the
pipe ; then cut a hole out of tho centre of this
" flange," a little larger than the outside dia-

meter of the pipe. Soil over both sides and the
edges of this flange ; dry it over or by the fire,

and shave the flange so as to get about 12in. of

margin for soldering upon. Tin the shaved part
of the flange, and put it over the end of the
pipe, and "taft" over the pipe upon it in a
round form so as to get a body of solder under
as well as over the tafting. Never so taft over
a pipe as to get a square edge next the pipe, for

in so doing the pipe would not only be weakened
by it, but you would not be able to get such a
hold of solder upon it, and the joint will soon
break. Open the pipe with a "turn-pin," to

allow the end of the upper length to enter,

without contracting it in the least, about Jin.,

and well tin the end of the upper length before
putting the pipes together. See that the pipes
are well fitted, to prevent the solder running
through to the inside, and splash on the solder
quickly, rub a well-cleaned hot iron round and
round it, and wipe the joint dexterously. The
flange should always be tinned before being put
in its place. K. flange-joint is made in a similar

way to the block-joint just described. It is

chiefly used on waste-pipes and small pipes
where they pass through a floor. In fixing the
pipe, working from the bottom upwards, the
bottom end of the pipe is made to stand an inch
or two above tho level of the floor. A lead
flange, as in the block-joint, is then put over
the end of the pipe and a piece of board, about
Jin. thick, is placed on the flange for
the blade of the saw to rest upon as a
guide in cutting the pipe off to the reqmsite
length for tafting. When the pipe is cut
off, the board is removed and a turn-pin is

driven down into the pipe, with one or two
sharp strokes of the mallet, and the end of the
pipe is then tafted back upon the flange. A
taft joint is the simplest form of wiped joint. It
is made by tafting back the end of the lower
pipe for the solder to rest upon, and the joint is

so simple to wipe that the poorest hand can
make it. But the joint is very inferior in
strength to the block or round joint, and where
it is found it shows the want of skill in the
plumber who made it. When a pipe is

tafted back to get a Isufficient base for wiping
such a joint, the outer part of the taft becomes
much reduced in substance, and by the time that
it is shaved for the solder to adhere to it, there
is little or no strength of lead loft in the taft or
base ; consequently such a joint can never be
very strong, and a look will suffice to show that
it is not elegant. As to wiped joints generally,
I may add that it costs no more for a skilful

joint-maker to prepare a perfect joint than it does
for an unskilfulman tomake an imperfectone. Nay,
the latter is generally the costliest, for the excres-
cence of solder on it is wasted, its ugliness is

offensive, and all unskilled labour consumes
more time in execution than that which is

skilled. Copper-hit joints are not in favour with
London plumbers, but they are specially adapted
for connecting small brass work, such as unions
and nuts and linings, to lead pipes, as a copper-
bit joint gives much moreroom for the nut to move
up and down tho lining than a wiped soldered
joint, and, if well made, is also stronger for
such connections. I would not, however, allow

a copper-bit joint to be made on a soil-funnel of

ventilating pipe, for though the union of the

two pipes may be perfect, the jointing would
not strengthen the pipes like a wiped soldered

one. The copper bit would only bite a thin edge
of piping, but the wiped soldered joint has a
grip of about two inches on each pipe,

and the body of strong soldering round
such pipes keeps them in good rotundity. In
soldering brass-work to lead, well tin the brass

before making the joint. The plumber's mate
should do aU such tinnings at odd times. The
"hatchet" form of copper bit is the best for

plumbers' use. It should be kept well tinned

and the soldering edges well feathered.

The copper - bit fl^>at or flotv joint_ is

very easy to make. When the copper bit is

well heated place one of the tinned edges

against the tinned part of the brass-work, keep-

ing the head of the bit as near the brass as

practicable to assist in heating it ;
then

push a strip of fine solder against the other

tinned edge of the copper-bit, and the solder will

flow round tho pipe-base. When sufficient

solder is formed on the top of the pipe, pull the

copper bit slowly round the jointing, allowing

the tinned feathered part of the bit to rest upon
the pipe, and keeping the thin edge all the

while against the brass-work. A ribbon-joint is

also made with a copper bit and fine solder.

This joint is more difficult to make, but is better

than the flow-joint. A band of fine solder,

about an inch wide and 3-16in. thick, is formed
round the jointing; and so dexterously is it

done by some plumbers that it is difficult

to tell where the ^ilver-coloured ring begins and
ends, there being no mark of the copper-bit left

upon the soldering. An overcast ribbon joint is

simply a copper bit jointing, made as just

described, and overcast with the copper bit,

giving it small facets. When joint-makers fail

in putting a tnie ribbon of solder round a con-

necting, they generally overcast it with a copper

bit, to make good any unevenness, and it this be

skilfully done, theworklooks very neat, andisat

the same time very strong. A blowpipe joint, when
made, looks precisely like a copper-bit joint

—

the difference is in the mode of making. The
one joint is made by the heat of a copper bit,

the other by the heat of a flame, commimicated
by a blow-pipe. Though I condemned copper-

bit jointing, I am in favour of a strong fine

solder astragal joint. It has three times the

strength of the other, while the astragals help

to strengthen the work as well as adding orna-

ment. Bacon noticed the neatness of such joint-

ings, for he speaks of leaden pipes "bound with

leaden bands."
I must now turn to the important subject of

pipe-bending. The plumber cannot go far in

fixing a pipe without coming to the necessity of

bending it to suit localities, and upon the mode
in which this is done will depend the whole-

someness or unwholcsoraeness of the pipe if it

be used for soil or waste conveyance. With bad

treatmsnt and in unskilled hands, lead piping

is very stubborn, and breaks rather than bends ;

but, in skilled hands it is very pliable, and turns

in any direction. In olden times, and country

plumbers still followed the rule, when
plumbers wished to alter the course of a

lead pipe, they used to cut and solder

it, making an elbow joint on it. There are

several objections to this plan. In making

an elbow-joint, one pipe is made to enter the

other at the mitre, so as to get an overlap and
prevent the solder running through to the inside

of pipe. Sometimes one pipe is left to stand up
inside the other an jin. or more, and the jointing

is often made without consideration of the direc-

tion of the current through it. There is also

the possibility of the solder running in through

the connection or mitring, and forming spurs

inside, and tho appearance of this joint is not to

be compared with a bent lead pipe. The
bonding of lead funnel-pipes, without cut-

ting and soldering, commenced about 40 years

ago ; but for long afterwards only a very skilled

plumber, here and there, succeeded in making a

perfect bend. In bending tho pipe, many so-

called plumbers considerably reduce its strength,

especially at the heel. As the strength and,

therefore, safety of a stack of soil-pipes is only

equal to its weakest part ; when a 1 l!lb. lead

waste-pipe or an 81b. lead soil-pipe is reduced,

at tho bends, to half its original strength, tho

whole length of pipe is depreciated accordingly,

irnskilled plumbers also contract tho tubing in

the neck of the bend often to half the original
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diameter. If a stack of i'm. pipe is reduced to
3in. at the bend, the whole of the stack
might as usefully have been 3in., and the
difference in cost saved to the householder. Yet
all pipes might be bent so as to continue full-

bore. In making an elbow-joint you have to
cut a V shaped piece of lead, but in making a
bend you need a similar V of tubing. The
skilful plumber will provide for thi?, and
knowing that he is working a pliable material,
he will in bending the pipe dress the lead round
from the neck where there is a surplus to the heel
where there is a deficiency. In making a bend in
any size of pipe above 3in., well heat the pipe by a
flame from gas jet or from shavings put inside
the pipe, or by pouring some hot metal or solder
:iipon the part to be bent. The pipe should bo
heated as much as possible without melting.
Then, if it is a long piping, stride over it, and
press your hand (protected by a thick felt or
cloth) upon the pipe where it is to be bent, and

fet your mate to puU up the end of the pipe,
umouring the bending part as much as possible

to keep it in circular form and prevent crippling.
Lay the pipe down on one side, and
with two or three sharp strokes of the
dresser, dress the bulged part of the
piping, from the side facing you, round towards
the heel of the bend. Turn the pipe over on the
other eide, and dress the bulged part of the op-
posite side round to the heel. By this means
you will thicken the lead where it had been
weakened in bending it, and you will at the
same time be giving room for the dummy to
work inside the pipe. Take the dummy and put
inside the pipe, and get your mate to knock up
to the neck of the bend with the bulb of solder
on the end of the dummy while you are dressing
out the irregularities. Do not attempt too much
at a time, for to make a good bend, and to make
it quickly, several heats must be given. Some
young plumbers ostentatiously overbeud their
pipes. No bend should be made at a
greater angle than necessity demands.
No bend is properly made in a lead pipe
when the material is in any part reduced in
strength. Some plumbers now use " bobbins"
and " followers" for opening out pipes ; but it is
an unskilful method, quite unsuited to the
material and certain to reduce its strength at the
weaker parts. In making bends in small pipes,
too small to admit the dummy, heat the pipe as
hot as possible without bursting, and bend the
pipe gently round, giving it as large a radius as
circumstances will allow. Then lay the pipe
down on its side, placing a thick piece of soft
leather or felting, or two or three thicknesses of
carpeting, under one of the bulged sides of the
bend. Then, with your old cap or "felt" on
the top side, to break the sharpness of the blows,
dress the bulging sides back towards the foot of
the bend. Turn the pipe over, and do the same
with the other side. Bends can be made in
strong lead pipes of small diameter in this way
by skilled plumbers, without contracting the
bore to any noticeable extent. In light lead
pipes, it will be necessary to open out the pipe,
contracted in the bending with an iron bolt. Ser-
vice pipes sliould be carefully bent, to prevent the
bore being reduced in any part, or the fitting
will be robbed of its proper flush of water. In
conclusion, the lecturer remarked that joint-
making and pipe-bending, however important
in themselves, were but the stepping-stones to
sanitary knowledge, and announced that in
addition to the medals offered by the National
Health Society, he should present fifty copies of
his book, "The Plumber and Sanitary Houses,"
with prizes in money, to such journeymen hand-
workers who should produce the best specimens
of bent lead pipe, wiped soldered joints, and
bsssed-up lead breaks ; and who shall in ad-
dition gii e rough sketches showing the best way
of disconnecting soil-pipes and waste-pipes from
drains, and of ventilating such pipes to prevent
trap-siphonage. The lecture will be repeated
this (Friday) evening, at the Society of Arts
rooms, at 7.30 p.m.

TEAK TIMBER IN INDIA.
'^I'^HERE has, according to Sir A. Phayre, been
A a considerable falling off in the export of
teak timber within the last five years. In
1875-70, the value exported amounted to
£432,:JS9, and in ?870-«0, to only £273,967.
Teak timber exported is grown both in British
territory and beyond it. The teak forests in

British Burma are the property of Government,
and are carefully conserved. No care appears to
bo taken of those in Independent Burma, or in
Siam, and it is to be feared that the destruction
now going on must in a few years render it

impo.s«iblo to find large-sized timber in those
countries, in such positions as to be available f jr

the market. In the districts of British Burma,
which were annexed in 1826, similar waste was
allowed. It was only in 1852, when experience
had shown the absolute necessity of guarding
against indiscriminate felling of trees, that the
Marquis of Dalhousie issued orders for the
formation of a forest department in the province.
First under Dr. McClelland, and afterwards
under the present Inspector-General of Forests
in India, Dr. Brandis, successful measures were
adopted for the conservancy of forests. This it

was which led to the formation of a Forest
Department for all India, which it is now
acknowledged has been of vast benefit to the
empire.
The growth of teak trees in British Burma is

secured partly by planting in suitable localities,

and by guarding against destructive agencies all

young trees, whether planted or of natural
growth. The principal destructive agencies
are:—Fire, which in the dry season, unless pre-
vented, frequently spreads over hundreds of

square miles, and kills young trees ; parasitical

plants; and the method of clearing ground for
cultivation on mountain slopes carried on by the
hill tribes, who indiscriminately fell trees and
burn them in one mass. The latter enemy to

forest conservancy is, perhaps, the most difficult

to deal with, as there is great danger of exciting
the ill-will of the hiU tribes by interference with
what they have from time immemorial considered
their right. Great caution thefore is necessary,
and has been observed in carrying out measures
necessary to check the destruction of trees by
that means. Teak trees which have arrived at
maturity, that is at the age of eighty to ninety
years, are girdled two or three years before they
are intended to be felled. The rise of the sap
being thus intercepted, the trees die, and they
become thoroughly seasoned while still standing.
They are then capable of being floated down the
streams and rivers without delay after having
been felled. During the last five years there
has been a material decrease in the yield of
teak timber in the forests of British Burma.
This will be seen from the following table of

the actual quantity brought down during each
year:—

Tons.
1875-76 46,597
1876-77 46,431
1877-78 39,081
1878-79 22,763
1879-80 17,585

It must not be supposed that the diminution
in the annual supply brought to market indicates
a diminution in the actual number of mature, or
full- sized teak trees existing in the forests. The
reduction proceeds from various causes, and it

may be confidently pronounced that the effect of

the forest conservancy in British Burma has
been to render available for public use a valu-
able natural product, while guarding against
wasteful felling, which would, in a course of

years, extinguish the supply for future genera-
tions. As regards the teak timber floated down
the rivers into British Burma from the neigh-
bouring coimtries, it wUl sufiice to observe that
the quantity is about four times that derived
from forests in British territory. But, as already
stated, as no conseivancy is exercised in those

countries, the supply, before many years, will

probably be much reduced.

John Murray) is the centenary edition of a very
interesting biography. The Jlluatrtted CVita-

foyK(!o/</i<!Pari* Sa/on(London: Hamilton, Adams,
and Co.) is a very cheap four-shillings' worth. It
contains about 380 fac-similes, after original
drawings by the artists thcmsclvoa, of gubjecta
in this year's exhibition. The Got and Water
Companies Directory; Water Workt Statistics,

1881; and Ga) Works Staliities, 1381—all edited
and published by C. W. Hastings, London, are
useful and handy works of reference. Meniu-
ration made Easy ; or the IJecitnal System for the

Million, by Charles Hoare (London : Effingham
Wilson), is an attempt to bring home to the
appreciation of the artisan and mechanic the
merits of the decimal system—which, however,
we fancy is not quite so near universal adoption
as the author and other of its friends seem to
fancy. A Life nf the Rer. Roicland Hill, by
Edward Broome (London : Cassell, Peter, and
Galpin) is the last volume of Cassell's monthly
shilling library.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
A Practical Treatise on Mechanical Emjineeriiiy,

by Francis Campin, C.E. (London : Lockwood
and Co.) is practically an abridgment of the

author's larger work published some years since.

All the matter has, however, been entirely re-

written, and is quite up to date. With the sole

exception that some of the chapters seem to have
been abridged too much to allow the subjects

treated being as intelligibly dealt with as might
have been desirable, it is a sound and serviceable

text-book. Lathe-uorh- , by P. N. Hasluek
(London : Lockwood and Co.), is a passable

manual of a most fa>ciuating art, but not to be

compartd to similar treatises by Holtzapffel,

Evan.«, Lukin, and others. L'fc (f Ueonjc

Slrphdiion, by Samuel Smiles, L.L.D. London :

OHIFS.
Alterations are being carried out at Cromwell

House, Beresford-street, Woolwich, to refit it fvr
use as a boys' home, accommodating forty inmatei.
The contract has been taken by Mr. W. Tongue,
of Plumstead.

A new organ, built at a cost of £850 by Mesars.
Walker and Sons, was opened at St. James's
Church, Camberwell, on Wednesday week.

During the excavations for drainage works now
in progress at Caerleon, a paved roadway has
been discovered some feet below the surface, the
stones of which retained their original position.
A well-shaped jar and Roman coins uf the reign of
Hadrian have also been found.

The new schools erected in connection with tho
Unitarian Church in Lodge-road, West Brom-
wioh, were opened on Monday week, and the
chapel, which has been renovated, was also re-
opened. The schools have been erected at a cost
of £600, by Mr. Fisher, of West Bromwich.

Under the patronage of the Queen, Prince and
Princess Christiin, and Prince Leopold, a Fine-
Arts loan exhibition will be held at the Albert
Institute, Windsor, in the month of July. It is

intended that the exhibition shall comprise pic-
tures (oil and water-colour), statuary, bronzes,
tapestry, ivories, china, and other objects of in-

terest.

The parish-church of All Saints, Wickham-
market. East Suffolk, has been reopened after
restoration and decoration. A new carved oak
reredos. Decorated in style, has been erected ; it

contains four pauels piinted with figures of
Apott'.es, prophets, martyrs, and the Church, three
representatives in each panel. On the central
muUion of the window above is a statue of our
Lord. The new altar-iable is of solid oak, and the
new pulpit and reading-desk are also of carved
oak. The walls have been decoia'ed by Mr.
Buckley, of the firm of Cox, Buckley and Co., of
Southampton- street, Strand.

A new bridge which has been erected over the
Ogwen River at Talybont, near Bangor, from the
designs of Mr. Liw, C.E., has been | assed by the
engineer as complete. The contractor was Mr.
Oweu Morris, Carnarvon. The present structure
replaces one which fell soon after its erection,

and is to form the subject of an action between the
county and the contractor at the Chester summer
assizes.

The foundation-stone of Selwyn College, Cam-
bridge, was laid on Wednesday afternoon by the
Earl of Powis, High Steward ol the University.

Mr. Bonsor, a member of the Strand District

Board of Works, has given notice of a motion to
rescind the resolution passed last year refusing the
offer of the Corporation to erect and maintam in

perpetuity a refuge with two lamps on the west
side of the Temple Bar Memorial, in unison with
those on the east side of the structure. The motion
will be proposed at tke meeting of the Board to be
held next Wednesday, and we hope rejected.

Ely Theological College was opened on Tuesday.
Erected near to the Cathedral, it was f unded by
the present Bishop of Ely. The Lord Lieutenant
of the county performed the ceremony of fixing
the cross on the east gable of the cbapel.

The City Lands Committee, which has been ap-
pointed for the purpose of inquiring into the ex-
pediency of removing the Mint from Towtr Hill to

a piece of land on the Embankment belonging to
the Corporation of London, met last Friday. They
appointed Mr. Shaw Lefevre, Chief Commissioner
of Works, to be their cha rman, and the Com-
mittee adjourned till June 13, when they will hear
evidence. The investigation will, we hear, be of a
very searching character.
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VAnOXAI. itEDJO. DESIQX FOB A CnUBCB.

The study for a church, which we publish to-
day, was exhibited last year at the Albert Hall
Galleries, when a national bronze medal was
swarded to its author, Mr. Arthur Marshall, of
the Xottinghiim School of Art. The design is

an attempt to adapt the Italian style to the
plan of an Eoglish church, using such materials
as are generally used in this country. The
everal internal divisions and departments are
all emphasised externally, and the dome sur-
mount:* the crossing. The panels indicated on
the south elevation over the aisle doors are in
mosaic, the materi tls generally for the fabric it-

self being red brick and stone.

CLOTEBLZT HALL, BHEOrsinnE, AXD 0LEI7 AJIBBEO,
K£AB TUXBMDGE "WELLS, SUSaEX.

TmsK two drawings came from the collection of
the late Mr. Bruce J. Talbert. The first, or
upper view, shows C'loverley Hall, Whitchurch,
Bbropiihirc, erected from the desisjns of Mr. W.
Eden Nesfiold, in 1862, for J. P. H«y wood, Esq.
It is built on a hill- side, and overlooks a lake in
the most picturesque part of the county. The
clerer way in which the several levels of the
Itoose, necessitated by the slope of the site, have
been muiaged by the designer, is remarked by
Mr.EastUke in his "History of the Gothic
Benval," in which work this building is chosen
•a a notable example of Mr. Nesfield's skill.

The main entrance is from a courtyard on the
upper level. It consists of a spacious vestibule,
pandled thronghout in oak. Thence access is
obtained under the mu>ic-gallery to the great
hall, about 65ft. long and 2«ft. high, the gene-
lal pUn of which, with its ample fireplace
and large bay window, is not unlike that
adopted in the old luanor-house at Ockwclls, in
Berkshire. The walls are lined to a height of
17ft., with smtU oak-panels, the ceiling being
trabeated and moulded in the same material.
The bay window is of eight lights, divided
honzoutilly by five transomcs, and filled
with stained glass, of an heraldic character,
execute! by Messrs. lleiUm, Butler, and Bayne,
who also painted the wiudows on the staircase.
The fireplace is of stone, enriched with mould-
ing* and crowned with a band of pnnels cont»in-
ingrtliovi rcprrscnting nine of ^Esop's fables
carrod by Fomyth. Above this, the oak-panell-
ing, which reaches to the ceiling, is decorated
with carved work, of a quaint and intricate
Wttem. somewhat of a Japanese character.
From the great hall a thort flight of steps,
groinel orerhead, leads down to the lower hall,
wbub M-rvea as a garden entrance, and also
•ommunicates with the adjoining apartments.

This hall is panelled with long amber-coloured
tiles, and enriched with a frieze of the same
material, representing birds, &o., painted on a

white ground. A second flight of steps leads

upwards from the great hall to the dining-

room, drawing-room, and library. The ceilings

of the latter rooms are executed in plaster, ela-

borately decorated in low relief. That over the

dining-room is of a constructional typo, reveal-

ing large beams and moulded joists, while a

broad plaster frieze, representing harriers in full

chase, is carried round the apartment. Thefire-

Elaces in these rooms—as iudecd throughout the

otise—are richly carved and panelled. Of the

exterior, our illustration will give a very fair

general idea. The bricks are thinner than those

ordinarily in use, and have thick mortar-joints

like the old Tudor brickwork. The parapets,

which are 3ft. high, are of wood covered with
lead, which is beaten outwards at intervals in

the form of large rose-shaped patterns, quaintly

intersecting each other. Above this parapet, on
the main front, rise lofty dormers, bearing in

their gables sculptured representations of the

seesons, carved by Forsyth from designs by Mr.
A. Moore. The windows throughout the house
are large and boldly treated with atone mullions

and square heads.

ST. ItiTTHEw'S OUUUOH, BUByLET.

This church was consecrated a little more than
a year ago. The north aisle, octagonal vestry,

and tower over the western bay of chancel have
still to be added. The cost has been about
£8,000. Sittings are provided for over 500
worshippers. The nave is 80ft. long by 2ift. 6in.

and the chancel 40ft. by 22in. The chancel is

lined with chiselled stone. The screens and
stalls are executed in Dantzic oak. The floors

are covered with Godwin's tiles. The parapet
and steps to chancel and saorarium, are in marble
and alabaster, and the pulpit is in iron and
brass, with oak rail.

HAEEINOTOS GAjmENS.

Tins interesting row of houses is from the de-
signs of Messrs. Ernest George and Peto, archi-
tects, but we, unfortunately, have no further
particulars.

" BTTILDINO NEWS " DESIQNINO CLUB.—A CEICKbT
PAVILION.

A DE3I0N for a building of this character forms
a seasonable subject for illustration, and we are
to-day enabled to publish the selected design
submitted in our " Building News " Designing
Club Competition, the author being " Jack."

AB0HITECTX7B At. & AKCH-ffiOLOQICAL
SOCIETIES.

BlEMINOHAM AND MIDLAND InSTTTUTE.—The
programme of the excursions of the ArohiEolo-
gical Section of this Institute has been pub-
lished. The first excursion took place on Wed-
nesday last, and the places visited were Leicester,
Bradgate Park, and A»hby-de-la-Zouoh. On
arriving at Leicester the visitors were received
by local antiquarians, who showed them the
various objects of interest in the town. On
Saturday, June 25, there will be a half-day ex-
cursion to Kinver, Stourton Castle, and Prest-
wood; and on the last Satur.lay in July the
members will visit Chaddesley Corbett, Har-
vington Hall, &c. The principal excursion of
the year will be one extending over two days

—

August S and 6—the places visited being Ciren-
cester, Malmesbury Abbey, Tetbury, and dis-
trict. The last excursion will take place on
September 3, when the members will proceed to
Pooley Hall and Polesworth.

The fouodation-sfone of St. Nicholas Club, for
working men, was Uid at Biighton on Thursday,
the 2Gtti May. The buiMitig is of red brick, and
on the ground -floor aremi^sion and reading-rooms,
and above it the cluh-rooni. Messrs. George Lynn
and Sons are the builders, and the cost of erection
will be about £800.

The new buildings of St. Clement Danes Schools
in Stanhope-street, Clare-market, were opened on
Friday week. They have bfen built from the
detigns end under th') supeiiutend.nce of Mr.
C. W. Reeves, A.B.I.B.A., of Ouilford-street,
Iiu9>ell->qu>)re, arid sccomoiodate 183 infants and
147 gills on the ground-fljor, and 163 boys on the
first-floor; the cost his been £3,400.

COMPETITIONS.

Glass Sellkes' Company.—The Court of the
Worshipful Company of Glass Sellers have
given notice that they are prepared to award a
sum not exceeding £110 in prizes, for essays on
the " Past and Presi'nt Position of the Glasa
Trade," as follows:—£.50 for an essay on the
'

' Glass Trade in all its Branches ; '

' £20 for an.

essay on the " Trade in Crown, Sheet, Plate,
Rolled, and Cathedral Glass ;

" £20 for an essay
on " Flint and Pressed Glass ;

" and £20 for an.

essay on "Bottle Glass." Competitors will be
expected to consider the present state of the
trade, as compared witn its condition in foreign,
countries. The Court, however, are not desirous
of inducing the writers to prepare historical

notices of the trade, and they would prefer that
the writers should deal with historical matters-
only BO far as they bear upon the present state

of the British glass trade. Tho essays must be
sent in not later than the Slat January next, t»
the honorary clerk, at the office, 58, Graoe-
church-street, E.C., from whom further parti-
culars can be obtained.

Newton Heath, Manchestee.—The new-
church of St. Anne is about to be erected from
the designs of Mr. A. W. Smith, of Manchester
and Liverpool, whose plans were selected in a
limited competition.

The foundation-stone of a new parish-room
and church Sunday-school was laid at Beccles on
Wednesday week. Mr. F. A. Woodroffe and H-
Hopsou are tho contractors for the building, which-
will be of red brick, with black bands, will he
Gothic in style, and will measure 50ft. by 20ft.

A new organ was opened in the parish- church of
Bonrton-iu-the-Water on Sunday week. Mr.
Alfred Monk, of Camden-town, London, was the
builder.

,

The cemetery lodge at Chelmsford is about to be
rebuilt in Kentish ragstone, from plans by Mr.
F. Chancellor, of London and Chelmsford ; the
estimated cost is £400.

A new font has been dedicated at St. Stephen's^
Church, Cheltenham, as a memorial of the late
Countess of Loudoun. Messrs. Middleton and Son
were the architects.

The survey-committee of Worcester town council
last week decided to recommend the council to
increase the salary of the city surveyor from £100
to £600 per annum.

A new line of railway is being made to Barrow-
in-Furness, by Birdsea and Conish'-ad Priory.
Mr. Stevenson is the engineer, and Mr. Qradweil
the contractor.

A new organ, built by Messrs. Whiteley, of
Chester, at a cost of £300, was opened on Thursday-
week at Northgate-strett Congregational Church,.
Chester.

The 28 foundation-stones of new parish room»^
and schools for St. Michael's, L'jwes, were laid ork
Ascension Day. The stones, with the exception of
the largest, form a string-course, and were laid by
27 ladies. The buildings will cost £-500. Mr.
Philip Currey is the architect, and Mr. Edward
PuUiuger the builder.

The Settle rural sanitary authority accepted on
Tuesday week plans and estimates for works of
water supply at Beotham, as prepared by Mr.
Edwin Frith, of Bakewell. The estimated cost is
£-3,000.

At a special vestry meeting held at Rye, Sussex,
on Tuesday week, plans prepaied by Mr. G. E.
Street, R.A.., for the restoration of the parish-
church in sections, were exhibited and formally
adopted, subject to a faculty being obtained for
the work.

The important freehold building estate,
known as Baglej's Market Garden, situate at
Land's End (lately advertised in our columns) com-
prising a detached residence with grounds, out-
buildings, cottages, and 38 acres, 31 pol«s of land,
was sold by auction by Messrs. Philip D. Tuckett
and Co., at the Maxt, on Tuesday last, for
£32,500.

The extension of the works of tho North Essex
Portland Ctment Company, which has just been
ompleted at Suffion Waldn under the super-
vision of Mr. Weiman, of Poole, was formally
opened on Thursday, tl e 12th ult.

At the meeting of the Auckland Burial Board
last Thursday, Mr. Prit^hett, of Ddrliugton, tho
author of the first premi .ted d>-siiin for the new
cemetery, attended, and received instructions to
prepare the working drawings and spociScatioBS
with a view to getting in tenders as soon as pos-
sible.
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BrmraLEY.—The parish-church of Bitterley

was reopened after restoration on Tuesday week.

It was first built in all probability not later

than in the latter half of tho 13th century. It

had become in a ruinous condition, but was re-

paired to some extent in 1850, when a transept

was added. In 1874 the present rector added a

chancel. On that occasion the architect was
Mr. Haycock, of Shrewsbury, and the builder

was Mr. Grosvenor, of Ludlow. Still much
had to be done, and at length a Building Com-
mittee was formed. Mr. Nicholson, of Here-
ford, was appointed the architect, and Mr.
Lewis, of Church Stretton, had the building

contract at a cost of upwards of £1,300. During
the work of restoration the north wall has been
entirely re-built, the north aisle and large arch

have been removed, and the floor lowered 2ft.

in order to bring it to its original shape. The
seats are now made open, as are also the win-
dows in the bell-tower. The pulpit has been
lowered, and an additional reading-desk pro-

vided. The square tower has been entirely

rebuilt from tlie foundation, with a spire and
roof covered with oak shingles. The Norman
arch between the tower and nave has been re-

stored. A new roof to the nave, and ceiled with
pine, has been added. A large porch, in keeping
with the other parts of the structure, has been
also built.

Daewen. — The foundation-stone of new
schools for the parish of St. James was laid on
Saturday, the 2l6t ultimo. The building will

be in the Gothic style, and will have two lofty

turrets on the main ridge, each finished with
wrought-iron finlal. Playgrounds are provided

at each end of the building for boys and
girls respectively, part of each playground being
covered in for the use of scholars in inclement
weather. The site measures 260ft. by 48ft.,

and the school will be built in the centre, and
comprise mixed school, COft. by 42ft. ; infants'

room, 36ft. by 28ft. (with cellar under) ; two
class-rooms, each 16ft. by lift., one 22ft. by
20ft. 6in., and another 22ft. by 14ft. 8in.,

besides cloak-rooms and porches. Cloak-rooms
are placed in close proximity to both play-

grounds and main entrances. Tho building
throughout will be heated with hot-water
apparatus fixed in cellar. The works are being
carried out by local contractors from the plans,

and under the supervision of Mr. W. Perry,

architect, of Market- street, Darwen, and Lord-
Btreet Chambers, Southport.

DuEHAM.—The church of St. Margaret,
Crossgate, Durham, has been reopened after re-

storation. The fabric dates from early Norman
times, the greater portion of the edifice having
been built about the year 1100. An enlarge

ment took place about 90 years afterwards, and
also in the 15th century. Of the original

Norman edifice, the nave and chancel still re-

main. The work now performed has been the
rebuilding of the north aisle, which is twice its

former width ; also the erection of a new north
porch, the replacing of the vestry by a larger

and loftier one ; the placing of a spacious organ
chamber between the vestry and the north aisle,

with a lobby to tho vestry ; new windows on
the south side of the nave and chancels ; and a
five-light Perpendicular east window hag re-

placed the modern Norman window of the old

building. The altar, which is new, and of solid

oak, stands against a stone retable, above which
is an oak reredos of carved and panelled work.
The contractor for the restoration works was
Mr. George Bailes, builder, Durham, the archi-

tect being Mr. C. Hodgson Fowler, F.S.A., of

Durham. The enlargements have provided 121

additional seats, and the cost of the work is

about £3,000.—The Post Office Buildings Com-
pany (Limited), are, at present, erecting a
large block of buildings in the rear of the New
Post Office, Sadler-street, Durham, under the
supervision of Mr. C. Hodg.son Fowler, F.S.A.,
architect, of this city. The sole contract,
which amounts to £2,800, has been let to Messrs.
Geo. Gradon and Son, and the fallowing are
the 6ub-coiitractorrt :—Mr. "W. Wardropper,
mason ; Mr. Jai. L'lidler, plumber and iron-

founder; Mr. Wm. Blakpy, slater; Mr. Thos.
Nesbitt, plasterer ; and Mr. G. Smurthwaite,
painter, and glazier. The premises consist of

two blocks of warehouses, facing one another,

with an open yard between ; and across the end,

connecting tho two buildings, is a caretaker's

cottage of four room^, with yards and out-

buildings. Underneath the whole of these

buildings is a single large cellar, open from end
to end, 201ft. in length, 18ft. in width, and 8ft.

high, arched over at the top in brickwork,
which is intended for the storage of wines,

spirit.s, and other bonded goods. The upper
floor of warehouses is approached by a stair-

case at tho ends, with galleries round tho out-
side, so that each ware-room may bo let

separately if required. The north block is now
almost completed, and good progress is being
made with that on the south side. The whole
of the buildings are biing erected from tho

designs of Mr. H. T. Gradon, architect, of Dur-
ham.

E.VST Greenwich.—The new Eoman Catholic

Church of St. Joseph, Pelton-road, was opened
by Cardinal Manning on Wednesday week. The
church is in the Decorated Gothic style, and
consits of a nave 63ft. by 27ft., lighted by
clerestories, and having north and south alleles,

each 10ft. wide, terminating in eastern chapels;

the chancel is 25ft. wide, and has an octagonal

cast end, it opens on north into a Lady chapel,

and on south into St. Joseph's chapel. A
triforium leads from chancel into a tribune for

choir erected over the sacristies. The height
of nave-roof from floor is 63ft., and that of

aisles 20ft. The church seats 600 persons, and
has cobt up to present time £4,400, but pulpit,

altar rail, stations, and a tower at north-west
angle of site have not as yet been provided.
Mr. Henry John Hansom, of Battersea, is the

architect; Mr. W. Smith, Eldon works, Ken-
nington, the builder ; and Mr. Cunnington the
clerk of works.

Four Elms.—On Monday the church of St.

Paul, Four Elms, Kent, which is peculiarly rich

in memorial windows, &c., was consecrated. The
building, which is early 13th-century in style,

consists of nave, transepts, and chancel. On the
north side of the latter are the vestry and organ-
chamber, and at the west end of the church is a
semicircular recessed baptistery. The principal
entrance is at the S.W., and is protected by an
open timber po ch, and there is another in the
south transept. The walls are of Portland cement
concrete, faced externally with Limpsfield stone,

and internally with Bath stone, relieved by bands
of Tonbridge sandstone. The dressings are of
Box-ground stone. The open-timbered roof,

which is of pitch-pine, all the rafters and tim-
bers left in their natural state, and the boarding
between being stained dark walnut, ia covered
with tiles, and U surmounted by an oak flecho
containing the bell. The seats and fittings

throughout are al^o stained walnut and var-
nished. The east end is square, and contains a
window of five lancet lights, filled with a repre-
sentation on the principal field of the '

' Ascen-
sion," under which are five groups—"The
Agony," "Bearing the Cross," "The Cruci-
fixion," "The Resurrection," and "Noli me
tangere." The subjects occupy the entire area
without canopies. Tue windows on either side

of sanctuary contain our Lord as " The Bread of

Life" and "The True Vine," and two other
windows in chancel, "The Good Shepherd " and
"The Light of the World." All these have
fields of foliated ornament. The south transept
or St. Paul window of three lights contains
"The Stoning of Stephen,'" "Conversion of

St. Paul," and " Preaching at Athens." These
all have canopies. The baptistery contains seven
lights—two "The Passage of the Bed Sea,"
two " Noah entering the Ark," and the centre

three " Christ Blessing Little Children." The
floor of chancel is in rich tiles and mosiic, by
Messrs. W. B. Simpson and Sons. The font,

which is of Caen stone, was executed by Mr.
Bradford, of Kennington. The pulpit is in

character with the font, and was executed by
the builders. The rails, &o., to pulpit-steps

are of handsome hammered and polished brass,

and together with tho pendant and standard-

lamps, brackets, &c., were executed by Messrs.

Faradiy.and Sons, of Berners-street, W. The
heating apparatus is by Messrs. J. L. Bacon
and Co. The builders were Messrs. Punnett and
Sons, of Tonbridge, and the whole of the work
has been carried out from the designs and under
the superintendence of Mr. Edwin T. Hall,

A.R.I.li.A., of 57, Moorgato-street, London.

Gatlet-in-Etcheixs.—A- new church of St.

James the Apostle, at Oatlcy-in-Etchcllii, near
Stockport, is now fast approaching enmpletion,

and is expected to bo consecrated on St. James's
Day. The structure, which is of Early Oothio
design, from the drawings of Messrs. Mi-dland
and Henry Taylor, architects, of Manchester,
consists of a nave, tho western end of which,
being narrowed, forms a kind of narlhex or
octagonal-shaped baptistery, and chancel, with
organ-chamber and vestry on tho south side.

Provision has been made for 250 sittings, all of

which are free and unappropriated ; this num-
ber, however, will bo materially increased by
the proposed addition hereafter of a south aislo.

Since the original plans were drawn the inha-
bitants have determined upon the addition of a
tower to tho building, which is now in the course

of erection. The cost of the structure is between
£2,000 and £3,000.

Glasgow.—The now Franciscan Church, which
has been in course of erection for a little over ft

year, was opened on Wednesday la.st, Ist June,
in the presence of Cardinal Manning. Thi»
ehurch has been designed and carried out under
the immediate superintendence of Messrs. Pagin
and Pugin, of Westminster. It is in the Early
Decorated style, but very severe in treatment,
and quite in harmony with the austere rules of

the Franciscan Order. Mr. John Devlin, of
Glasgow, was the contractor, and Brother
Patrick, a member of tho order, has acted in a
most efficient manner as Clerk of Works.

Heeefoeb.—New works for Messrs. Davie»
and Co. , soda-water makers, have been erected at

Hereford. The buildings cover nearly half-an-

acre of ground, forming three sides of a square.
The warehouse and stables are on either-

side of the square, and the soda - water
factory is built in the centre. The faotory, in-
cluding the office, measures 100ft. in length,

20ft. in width, and is lofty in proportion ; and,
in addition to the ordinary one, there is a sup-
l)lemental roof of varnished wood, whose pur-
pose it is to prevent any impure matter falling

into the waters. The machinery is by
Hayward, Tyler, and Co., of London. The
construction of the new buildings, as weli

as the re-construction of those lately occupied
by Messrs. Davis and Co., was intrusted to Mr.
W. W. Robinson, architect, Hereford, the whole
of the work being carried out from his designs-

and under his supervision.

Holbeok Union.—Some time sinco the Local
Government Board approved of plans for a new
infirmary and two new wings to be added to-

the main building which forms the old work-
house. The old infirmary will be pulled down,
and the new infirmary will stand on that side

of the workhouse having its principal frontage

to Beeston-road. It will be over 300ft. long
and 20ft. wide internally, two stories high, and
will be lighted by about 60 windows on each
side. The material used in its construction will

be chiefly pressed brick, with stone dressings.

An architectural feature will be a series of
towers carried above the ordinary level of the

roof on the Beeston-road elevation of the build-

ing ; but with that exception there will bo very

little outlay upon ornamentation. There will

be accommodation provided for about lOO
patients. The two new wings will be placed

one at each end of the existing workhouse, the

frontage of which will be much improved by the

addition. The plans have been prepared by,

and the buildings will be erected under the

superintendence of, Mr. William Hill, Park-
square, architect to the board; Mr. Williaia

Iredalo being clerk of works. The estimated

cost of the buildings is about £9,000, and it i»

expected that they will be completed by April

next. The foundation-stone of the main build-

ings was laid last week.

Htjix.—The foundation-stone of the new
Church of St. Philip's, Hull, was laid on Mon-
day. The chnrch will be placed with its axis-

north and south (instead of east and west, as

usual). The plan shows a nave of 66ft. long, by
27ft. 6in. wide; a west aisle lOft. 6in. wide,

and a chancel 31ft. long by 23ft. 3in. wide.

The church will be of lofty proportions, the

ridge of the nave-roof being 58ft. and that of

the chancel 50ft. above tho floor. The building

will be faced externally with red stock bricks,

with stone dressings, and roofed with green

slates. The interior will be plastered, but the

arches and string-courses will be of red brick.

Accommodation will be provided for 450 per-
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The architeoU are Measre. Botterill, Son,
aiMl Bilson, of 23, PurUament-strcet, Hull, and

Um whole of the works are being executed by

Mr. R. Sargeant, of Wright-street, Hull, at a

coat of £S,4SS.

LjTDtPOOi.. — A new Union Presbyterian

Church was opened at liverpool Presbytery on

Wednesday. The building, the plans of which
hare been prepared by Mr. David Walker,
architect, of this city, consists of a wide nave

dirided by iron columns into aisles, the total in-

ternal dimensions being "5 feet in length by 58

feet in width. On the north-west front a tower,

with a saddle-back roof, and open lucerne lights

at the bell-stage, rises to a heijfht of 90 feet,

and on Uie south side an octagonal-ended stair-

case flanks the main gable, which is filled with

two larga three-light windows. The nave will

eat 700 and the gallery 204 worshippers, wit'a

provision for extension, if required, by the erec-

tion of side gallaries for an additional 200

sittings. Three large class-rooms, vestries, an I

staircases are at the rear of the church, and
spacious entrance porches are provided on the

south front, with heating apparatus and other

conveniences in the basement. A large lecture

-

hall, with retiring-rooms attached, capable of

holding 500 people, has been erected over the

ground-floor class-rooms in the rear, the roof

being open to the ridge. The style of the

building is Early Geometric Gothic, and the

material used in the structure is almost entirely

brick, from New Ferry Brickworks, with moulded
bricks for all the doors, windows, and other

features. The work has been completed, at a
coat of about £4,300, by Mr. Wallace, Mr.
Carver acting as clerk of the works.

MotrsT Stuaet, Eothsat.—Considerable pro-

gress is being made in the rebuilding of Mount
Stuart, the principal residence of the Marquis of

Bute, which, with the exception of small portions

of the wings, was destroyed by fire a few years
since. The new mansion is being erected on the
old foundations, and will be Gothic in style. It

will be five stories in height, including attics,

and measures 260ft. in length from end of con-
servatory to end of chapel, and 130ft. in

extreme breadth. On the ground floor are the
grand hall, great drawing-room, small drawing-
room, libraries, central hall, dining-room, and
conservatory. The central hall is 130ft. by C0ft.,the

great drawing-room GOft. by 23ft., and dining-
room 46ft . by 23ft. , in the principal apartments the
height from floor to floor is 2l}t. 6in., while the
grand staircase is 34ft. square. The first floor

is devoted to Lord and Lady Bute's rooms and
family bedrooms, while in the basement and
upper floors is the servants' accommodation.
llie stone used for the whole of the exterior and
port of the interior is red sandstone from the
Corsehill quarries, Annan, and for the backing
op of inside walls a stone quarried on the estate

U used. In the grand hall the columns and
bases are of marble, with alabaster arches. The
estimated cost of the entire house will be not less

than £200,000. Mr. R. Rowland Anderson, of

the firm of Anderson and Browne, Edinburgh,
is the architect, and the the sole contractors are
Messrs. Watt and Wilson, of Glasgow. They
began building operations a year ago, and
since that time have employed over 300 men at
Mount Stuart. At the present time the founda-
tions are all laid, and the basement and principal
floors (5ft. in thickness) have, so far as mason's
work is concerned, been completed, and a begin-
ning is made with the first floor. The work
wiUnot be finished for three more years.

Plymouth.—New board-schools in Palace-
court were opened by the Mayor of Plymouth
on Tuesday. They are specially planned for
the adoption of the dual desk of Messrs. Colman
and Olendenning, Norwich, and are the first set
of schools of this kind in the Western Counties.
The schools are in three departments, each con-
sisting of a princioal schoolroom and four class-
raoms ; accommodation is provided on ground-
floor for 288 girls and 257 infants, and on the
first floor for 247 boys. The sizes of the chief
rooms are : giils' room, 68ft. by 22ft. ; boys',
49ft. 6io. by 22ft. 6in. ; infant')', 30ft. by 28ft.
The claas-rooms range in size from 22ft. by
20ft., to I6ft. square. Mr. H. J. Small was the
architect, and Messrs. Lapthome and Good are
the contractors. The total cost has been £8,027,
equal to £7 IBs. per head, of which £2 13fl. is
due to purchase of site, which covered 12,000
square feet, and cost 4s. 2d. per foot.

RoCHSiLLE.—A new club-house is in course of

erection at Smallbridge, near Rochdale, for the

Egerton Club. The building was commenced a

week ago ; the sole contractor is Mr. T. Crabtrce,

Rochdale. The materials used are pressed red
bricks, with Yorkshire stone dressings. The
street at back is 1 1 ft. lower than that at front,

therefore, a good basement story is obtained.

In the basement is a keeper's house, a kitchen,

and cellarage for wine and beer ; a hoist runs
from basement up through bar to assembly-
room. The several rooms are heated by hot-

water, the boiler being in the cellar. The
interior wood work is of pitoh-pine varnished.

The cost, without furnishing, will be £1,500.

The work is being carried out under the super-

intendence of the architect, Mr. James Cheat-

ham, of Rochdale, and a Late Gothic style has

been chosen for the elevations.

St. Ewe.—The parish-church at St. Ewe,
near Mevagissy, contains, it is believed, the

finest and most interesting old rood-screen in

Cornwall. It is made wholly of oak, exquisitely

carved, groined upon its eastern as well as its

western side, and has a wide rood-loft on its top.

Between 40 and 50 years ago it was in part

renovated by the late Mr. Gendall, of the

Cathedral Yard, Exeter. The church itself is

being carefully restored from the designs of Mr.
James Piers St. Aubyn. Advantage of this has
been taken to care for the old screen. Under
the direction of the architect it is now being
restored and lengthened. The task of restoring

it has been entrusted to Mr. Harry Hems, of

Exeter. St Ewe Church is one of the few old

churcVies in the west country which can boast of

a spire.

Wedmore.—On Wednesday the church of St.

Mary, Wedmore, which has undergone complete
restoration, was reopened. The exterior of the

edifice wasformerly coveredwith rough-oast, and
the proportions of the interior were marred by
the presence of pews, together with a heavy
gallery. These have been done away with.

The church, which is a fiae specimen of Early
Perpendicular work, consists of a central tower,

chancel, nave, aisles, transepts, and chantries

north and south, and also a Lady chapel, which
is an addition of a later date. The whole has
been renovated both inside and outside, and
during the progress of the work several intierest-

ing discoveries were made. In the porch two
windows and a doorway have been opened up,
having previously been blocked up with old

tracery. A very interesting fresco painting
was discovered when the framing supporting
the sounding-board of the pulpit was removed,
representing St. Christopher carrying the child

Christ across the river. This has been com-
pletely and effectually restored. Mr. E. B.
Ferry, of Spring- gardens, was the architect

;

and Messrs. Merrick and Son, of Glastonbury,
were the builders emoloyed. The total cost of

the work was between £2,000 and £3,000.

CHIPS.

Advertisers and others who do business through
those old and well-known agents, Messrs. Bates,
Hendy and Co., may be glad to be reminded that
they have just removed to 37, Walbrook, E.G.

Mr. Fritchett, of Darlington, has been appointed
surveyor to the Duko of Cleveland's building
estate, the late surveyor having left the town.

On Thursday, May 26, the new organ erected at
Whitefleld's Tabernacle, Tottenham Court-road,
was opened. The cost of the organ is nearly £000,
and it was built by Messrs. Bishop and Son, from
the designs of Mr. Alfred Burr, architect, under
whose superintendence the late improvements to
the building have been made. A new oak plat-
form, pulpit, and organ-gallery now form a
prominent feature in the old Tabernacle.

An exhibition of modem etchings is on view at
the West George-street galleries, Glasgow.
Amongst the artists represented are examples by
Herkomer, J. C. Hook, Seymour Haden, Samuel
Palmer, L'Hermitte, Bajon, Millet, Gaillard, and
Qravesande ; Mr. Whistler is also amongst those
exhibitinfr, his works being dismissed by the
Glmyoic A'eivs sLi "spectral abortions " and " the
only blots " in the exhibition.

The judging at the art and industrial exhibition
now being held iu St. Andrew's Hall, Plymouth,
took place on Saturday afternoon, and after the art
pottery awards had been made, the Kev. J. B.
Hughes, of Staverton, delivered a lecture on
"Pottery." The exhibition has thus far been a
great succeM.
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Correspotttrence.
•—--—

-

SANITARY PLUMBINO AND PLUMBER'S
WORK.—" WHAT IS A PLUMBER?"

To the Editor of the Bijileino News.

SiE,—It is with great regret that I read Mr.
Davies' letter in your last issue, and from the

tone of it I feel convinced that he is one of those

so-called friends who flatter, when a little plain

speaking on their part would prove true friend-

ship, even, if by so doing, they cause a pang of

pain.

He also does not appear to know liis own
mind, for in one week he publishes two distinct

doctrines ; one is, that *
' as to sanitation we

plumbers, unless we Uke, have nothing at all to

do with it " ; and in one of your contemporaries
complains "he was astonished to hear Mr.
Hellyer express an opinion that no man should
be allowed to carry out sanitary plumbing with-

out being certificated." He also goes on and
tries to prove that certificates are valueless "be-
cause the examinations are simply a series of

theoretical questions that may be learned from i

book." Now, if book-learning is of so lift.

value, why does Mr. Davies take the trouble l«

write and try to teach others by that means? and
then does not follow his own advice, but gives

his own ideas and ways of doing work instead
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of "our forefathers." What a strange asser-

tion to make, "that, in the majority of cases,

non-practical men are unworthy of a certifi-

cate." Quite right so far ; but don't throw ob-
stacles in the way to keep thera from learning
how to make themselves worthy if they should
feel ao disposed, and is it some heinous crime
that " those who are worthy of it will not work
by the hour " ? Does he want to compel every
man to keep his nose to the grindstone all his
life if he can raise himself to a superior position
by making use of the faculties God has given
him ? Would he work for tenpence per hour if

he could get a guinea a day ? Mr. Davies must
be a confirmed joker ; he cannot be iu earnest.

" Who are the examiners f " If Mr. Davies
can write shorthand, Pitman's system, he lays
himself open to the thought that he cannot read
it afterwards, or else he would have found these
words of Mr. Ernest Tumor's: "The ex-
aminations should be conducted by a commlttf e
of practical plumbers." If he did not take
notes himself, he will find the words printed in
more papers than one which reported the pro-
ceedings

; so he has no excuse for that interro-
gation.

I quite agree with Mr. Davies that "a
plumber, who calls or styles himself a sanitary
engineer, is all nonsense." I believe in calling
things by their right names, and a sanitary
plumber a sanitary plumber, and not aiTOgate
another title because it has a liigher sound, though
of no more importance. And another reason is, T
feel prouder of my simple unassuming title than I
should of the other, which is taken up now by
so many of the X Y Z sort. There are a
number of gentlemen (sanitary engineers) to
whom I do not allude in the least, but look up
to with respect, because they spend time and
money in search of science, that I cannot afford

;

but I do maintain that it is of the utmost im-
portance that any plumber, having charge of a
sanitary work, should thoroughly understand it

;

what our forefathers did must not always be
our guide. I give thera the praise which is their
due, for we see plenty of their external work,
which is good now ; at the same time, London
is much different now to wkat it was a few
years ago ; and science, in which Mr. Davies
evidently believes, has taught us where their
sanitation is at fault. Would he like to go back
to the tima when a w.c. was only a piece of
stone carved to a certain shape, which was sup-
posed to be the best one in the hoxise ? There
are examples of them about now if he would
like to copy them, and if he likes to stick to the
old "dogs' ears" by all means let him do so

;

but he is doing a great injury to the craft, and
to those members who follow his advice.
No doubt the trade societies are doing much
work in the way of technical education, and I
am very pleased to hear it, only I think they
must te hiding their light under a biLihel, for
this is the first intimation I have had of it, and
I sincerely hope that they may go on with it

;

bst am afraid, if they foUow our friend's
teachings, they will be a long time before their
influence is felt. There are plenty of good men
in the society who can teach us how to do work
better than our forefathers, and it is to be hoped
they will come to the fore.

Amongst the rest, I should like to see Mr.
Davies, for he evidently possesses a certain
amount of skill in description, and, but for his
prejudice, would, no doubt, do a great deal of
good. The health of the community depends
upon us to an enormous extent, for it is of no
use calling in Mr. Latham or Mr. Turner to one
house if Mr. X. Y. Z. is trusted with the
sanitary arrangements next door, and that is the
man whose want of skill is visited upon us, and
gets us an evil name by undert*king work for
which he has not had the least study or train-
ing, and only steals or pirates our title which,
unfortunately for those who employ him, docs
not carry the requisite knowledge : henoe the
value of a certificate to a thorough tradesman.
Mr. Hellyer is the first man, to my know-

ledge, who has stood forward on a public plat-
form to speak to us plumbers on these principles,
and our thanks are dae to him for his efforts in
the cause, which miist eventually bear fruit to
our advantage.

I conclude with the same remark as our old
friend Mr. Stalder made when there were ex-
pressions of disapproval made at the first lecture :

"Don't do that—let' shear him."—lam, &c..

Weight Claeke.
04, Holden-street, Shaftesbury-park.

SiE,—Thanks for your insertion of my letter

of last week. I must, however, intrude once
more on your valuable space. As a matter of
duty to ray brother-tradesmen, and especially on
behalf of the " A. S. P.," I made it my business
to attend the second lecture of Mr. Hellyer on
the above subject, and found he was, in some
measure, prepared to make hia lecture more
practical by having some " wiped joints " for
exhibition.

Mr. Hellyer must really pardon me ; but
when he calls into question the iaeffloiency of
provincial plumbers, I must suggest that
no better work is turned out than that by
Messrs. Wallace and Connell, Glasgow ; Ben-
nett Bros., Liverpool; Boss and Murray, Dub-
lin, and some others I might mention.
Now for Mr. Hellyer's practice. In de-

scribing to his listeners the joints that he had
for objects, and the manner of making them, ho
forgot that, like children learning A B C as
preparatory to reading, the plumber must be
taught to prepare a joint before making it ; this

he told them, but forgot to mention two of the
most important points. He will, perhaps,
rectify this in his next lecture.

Now, as regards the " A. S. P.," whom I
especially represent, I wonder that Mr. Hell-
yer after, in his last lecture, deprecating its

members' abilities, should employ Mr. E.
Midland (one of the Society's prime movers) to
make his sample joints.

When asked who made these joints, why
could he not candidly answer the question, in-

stead of attacking one of of the members of a
rival firm—viz. , Mr. John Smeaton ?

For the satisfaction of the members of the
trade, I may say, after an inspection of the
large joint (about which there was some discus-
sion), that it was not a rolled joint, as many
supposed.
Want of time precludes my saying any more

at present ; but if you will grant me space in
your future issues, I will endeavour to give you
further analyses of these lectures as they occur.

I am, &c., P. J. Davies, M.A.S.P.

wants, an opening has been made for men, who
are neither "C.E.'s" nor "F.B.I.B.A.'s," to
use the title of " Sanitary Engineer," and for
mefuhtcu to the public there are no better men
qualified to rightly assume the title than first-

class plumbers who know both the theory and
practice of plumbing, includinghou.se drainage.
If the plumber is ignorant of the latter (as so
many plumbers are, who yet may be good
lead-workers) then he has no business to style
himself a "sanitary engineer."*
Such " sanitary engineers " as I refer to, in-

cluding myself, would have no difficulty, if called
upon by the " Board of Trade," or by Tom,
Dick, or Harry, out of it, "to repair* leaden
pipe." After the late severe frost, and when, to
please our customers, we ought to have been
able to cut up each plumber into half-a-dozen,
I found it no more " dirty work " to handle the
soldering cloth in the forenoon, than to write
out a sanitary report in the afternoon.—I am,
&o.,

W. P. BccHAN, Practical Plumber and S.E.

Sib,—I have read what seems to me the rather
hypercritical remarks under this heading,
which appear on p. 626, from Mr. T. P. Davies.
He falls foul of Mr. Hellyer for not properly
explaining "what is a plumber?"—but it is

rather curious to notice his nfgl?ct to fill up the
hiatus himself.

If we were to carry out the proverb that
" example is better than precept," as in Mr.
Davies' case, then plumbers ought first to be-
come certified civil engineers, and then forsaking
engineering, turn their attention to plumbing.
The practical result of this, however, would be
to produce kid-glove plumbing dandies who
would turn up their noses at all the " dirty
work " connected with plumbing,* and leave the
really useful handicraftsmen to be got from
elsewhere.

I need not say more upon this point, but leave
Mr. Davies to explain if he chooses. And as
for Mr. Hellyer, seeing his lecture on May 17th
was only the opening one of a series, there was
no necessity for him firing off all his powder in
the first volley.

There is one curious idea strikes me in con-
nection with Mr. Davies' letter—^viz., this, that
seeing the wonderful quantity of certificates and
accomplishments he confesses to, how comes it

that his name, works, and teachings, are so un-
known to the readers of your journal, and not
only to the ordinary readers, but also to myself,
who, as a practical plumber having an interest

in sanitary work, and ideas always, for many
years back, kept an eye open for the advent of
anything bearing upon the progress of sanitary
knowledge ?

As to llr. Davies' assertion or notion that
" sanitary engineer" is " a title to be discarded
by all plumbers, and used only by such men as
Mr. Baldwin Latham and Mr. Ernest Turner."
I beg to disagree with him. I happen to be a
practical plumber, and having once adopted the
title—often it had been ascribed to me by the
public—I have no intention of disusing it.

Mr. Baldwin Latham is a gentleman whom I
highly esteem as an engineer, and so do I esteem
Mr. Turner as an architect, and both especially

from the particular attention they have devoted
to improve sanitation ; but, to meet the public

• M.D. 'a have often -work to do that is both "dirty"
and dangerous ; but that does not prevent them duing it.

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

Sib,—-One of your recent correspondents on
the above very rightly says, that through the
preponderence of pen-and-ink drawings, this
gallery lacks interest. It is undoubtedly one of
the poorest exhibitions since the commencement
at the Academy. Your correspondent, "H. M.,"
states that a preference is given to the drawings
executed personally by the architects. If this
is so, it is to be regretted : architects are not
necessarily artists, nor can many afford the time
for making artistic drawings without sacrificing
other duties. What matters it whether the
architect personally makes the drawing or not ?

AVhat is looked for at the Royal Academy is

work of the highest class, and he who sends it

is most entitled to preference. Whtn we re-
member the beautiful coloured drawings
exhibited from time to time by the late Sir Gil-
bert Scott, and a little further back the draw-
ings of the late Mr. Tom AUom, and then these
drawings which some of our leading architects
are content to be represented by, and which,
though valuable for illustrative purposes, are no
more worthy of the Royal Academy than so many
framed Ulustrations from the architecturtu
journals would be, the comparison is melancholy.
Let the very old story of blue skies and misleading
drawings be buried : it never was more than an
invention to frighten committees against more
formidable rivals, and never succeeded. A
naturally and artistically coloured drawing never
suffered from such a drawing as is usually
described. Architects have at the Royal
Academy an opportunity of showing their work
to the nation : let them take advantage of the
privilege, and put it in its best form.
H drawings such as Mr. Herbert Gribble

usually contributes, have been rejected, to hang
a score or two of these etchings which are nearly
all alike, there is just cause for complaint.

—

I am, &o., F. W.

Sib,—With reference to the letter signed "An
Old Tee-Square " in your impression of the 27th
inat., kindly allow a friend of Mr. T. E. Collcutt's

to say for him—during his absence in America

—

that no drawing of his was this year sent to the
Eoyal Academy, and therefore none was rejected.

—I am, &c
,

Set Squaek.

RUINOUS AND DANGEROUS BUILD-
INGS.—DANKS V. WEST BROMWICH
IMPROVEMENT COMMISSIONERS.
SiB,—Your report of the judgment in this

appeal in the Court of Queen's Bench is incor-

rect, and as it is a most important matter, affect-

ing the terms of the notice served by nearly all

surveyors to urban authorities with respect to

ruinous and dangerous buildings, I must ask
you to correct the report in your next issue.

Two questions were submitted to the Court. 1

.

Was the notice good which was served by me
upon the appellant, under the 10th and 11th
Vict. c. 34, Sec. 75, to "take down, secure, or
repair" a building which I considered danger-
ous, or ought the notice to have specifically

stated whether the appellant was to take it down,
or to secure it, or to repair it. 2. Did the

• I quite agree with the idea that parties styling them-
selves "Sanitary Engineers," who have neither ttie

necessary professional nor practical Itnowledge implied,
are simply sanitary quacks^ bo matter how large the
brass plate upon the door may be.
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magUtrateis acting as they believed under

decided oaaee, properly refaeo to hear evidence

tendered by the appellant, as to the condition of

the building compluiued of?

YoD i^pMt thai the Court held that the notice

should have stated whether the appellunt had to

take down, or to secure, or to repair the build-

ing, and therefore the case was sent bauk to the

magistrates to be reheard, whereas the Court

gave judgment for the respondents on the 1st

point, and for the appellant on the 2ud, and held

the notice to be good in the form it was given,

but sent the case back to be reheard, and deter-

mined by the magistrates on the 2ud point

—

i.e.,

the improper rejection of evidence.

Thanking you for the correction,—I am, &c.,

Joss T. £aibs.
Surveyor to the West Bromwioh

Improvement Commissioners.

Snrreyor's Office, Town Hall, West Brom-
wieh, May 31st, 1881.

HOUSE WABRANTY.
Sm,—The article upon this subject, at page

567, deals with a matter that is of the highest
importance to aU Englishmen. The existing law,

as you explain it, seems to be anything but
creditable to England. The seller of an ounce
of coffee mixed with chicory, which can do little

harm to either it or its user, may bo punished
aocording to law ; but he who sells or lets an
unhealthyand disease-breeding house gets oS scot

free, no matter how much misery and death may
result.

There is surely something decidedly wrong in

such a state of affairs, and the blame lies at the

door of the law-makers. To tell the purchaser
or tenant that he ought to have examined the
konae properly before he bought or took it, is

merely shifting the blame of a robbery from
the robber to the ignorant resetter. The action
or inaction of the law, in this ease of house
warranty, implies that faulty and disease- and
death-causing houses may exist, and may be
pnt np for sale ; there is something unseemly
in that, however, and such a condition of affairs

is a disgrace to the law. It ought to be the law
that such houses ought not to exist, or if they
existed that they ought not to be allowed to be
inhabited until they were put right.

By its present action or bearing, the law seems
to me to make itself accessory to the disease and
death which may be brought on by inhabiting
bad houses. It has first neglected to look after

the proprietor or builder, and then it actually
protects the vendor ! And all this too in the
most Christian country in the world. How the
gods of ancient Home must split their sides with
laughter.

in regard to houses (and, in fact, all build-
ings where people congregate) they ought
not to be allowed to be occupied, not merely
in the interest of the tenant, but also
in the interest of the public in all the,
tenant's relations with the pubUo ; and one
especial point I would refer to ia the danger to
tli tenant's friends from their visiting his
house— <.jr., supposing that Lord Coleridge
should vi-.it a friend's house which, unknown to
his friend, was faulty, how would he feel to-
wards the proprietor or builder if he caught
fever in it ?

We are all liable to such risks far more than
weought to be. Money makes life kick thebeam
every day. The sooner, for the general good,
tilia ia rectified the better. In Scotland, in some
respects, the law, as to the healthy condition of
the hoose, seeios to be more favourable to the
tenant than in England ; as I understand the
tenant may remove until the house is sorted, and
charge expenses against the landlord ; and I
beiiere such expenses, in some houses examined
by me, have been got. In the case of Granger
T. Boottiiih Heritable Security Company
(liimited), which ia published in the March 2,
1881, issne of the HcoU'uh Law Iteporttr, the
tenant left the house and refused to go back
after it was sorted, as it took a long time to sort,
and he (rained his case.
The Lord Justice Clerk, in concurring, said :—"Because the sanitary condition of such

houses is a question of the deepest importance."
It would b(; to the interest of all good builders

and proprietors, who desire to see good houses,
that better supervision thould be exercised over
buildings when being erected . This would tend
to pnt a stop to the cheap stuck-up jobs of the

jerry builders, and so allow fair prices to be
given and got for good work.—I am, &o.,

W. P. BUCIIAN.
21, Eenfrew-strcek, Glasgow, May 30.

CHIPPING NORTON CEMETERY
COMPETITION.

SiE,—Mr. Saunders having, in your last

number, stated that all the competitors in this

trumpery matter were aware that detail drawings
were to be made before the premium would be
paid ; I beg leave to state that I, for one of

those who were foolish enough to send in de-
signs, was aware of nothing of the kind, nor do
the conditions (advertised in your issue of Feb.
4th) name anything whatever beyond " com-
petitive plans," and "complete speciiioations,"

and " estimate of the cost." The Town Council
appear to have been clever enough to get their

drawings by competition for very considerably
less than they would have to pay had they in-
structed the first man they came to and spared
all the rest their trouble. The reason Mr.
Bruton " did not compete " was, no doubt, that
he was less prepared to bo a dupe, and had more
respect for himself and his labour than, Sir,

yours, &c., One or Those Who Did.

BtriLDEES AS ARCHITECTS.
SiE,—Under this heading " M." deplores that a

firm of builders have designed a West-end mansion
themselves, and are carrjiug out the work. As a
set off, may I add that the contract for building
the Newtown Church, at Exeter (illustrated in
your issue for March 4th) has just been let to the
Diocesan Surveyor of that city ! What are we
coining to? Builders become architects, and
architects builders ! As our well-meaning friends
Messrs. Moody and Sankey used to sing :

—" What
will the harvest be? "—I am, &c.,

Muu.

SiE,—Referring to your last week's issue, does
your correspondent " M." really think that one of
our old building firms (granted, of course, that he
refers to some firm of Btanding) is not in a position
to make as well designed elevations, and better
arranged plans, than the vast majority of the
members of his profession ? And does he intend
it to be inferred that the employer gets better
value for his money, and is left in a happier frame
of mind after the accounts are paid, when he has
employed an architect ? I cannot, of course, say
whether the employer would " abuse " his archi-
tect should he endeavour to carry out his own
design ; but I suspect the latter would tbiuk twice
before exposing himself in the way he tmdoubtedly
would !—I am, &o., P. C.

THE EXHIBITION AT THE ALBERT HALL.
Sib,—It would have been well if " Fair Play "

had made an examination of the drawing in ques-
tion before he wrote his remarks. I know the
church perfectly well, and the peculiar canting of
the eastern bays of nave ; but this peculiarity does
not account for the error in the perspective pointed
out—rather the contrary.—I am, &o..

The Ceitic.

CHIPS.
The comer-stone for a new Masonic hall for

Ueltbam, near Dewsbury, was laid on Wednesday
week. The building will cost £800, and is being
erected from plans by Bro. W. Teale. The contracts
ara all let to local tradesmen, the principal one,
that for masonry, having been token by Messrs.
Wood and Mellor.

An inquiry was held at Sedgley on Tuesday week,
before Capt. R. C. T. Hildyard, RE., an inspector
of the Local Governmeut Board, into an applica-
tion from the Sedgley local board for sanction to
borrow £1,300 for providing public offices, to be
built at High Holborn, Sedgley, from the designs
of Mr. Brevitt.

The new free library at Richmond, Surrey, is to
be opened by the Countess Russell on Saturday, the
18th inst.

Additions and alterations are now being made to
the Oath' lie church at Es'iadale, luvernesahire, for
the Right Hon. Lord Lovat, from the designs of
Messrs. Pugin, of We3tmin>ter. Mr. Boulton,
sculptor, Cheltenham, has an altar in hand for the
same church. This is also from the designs of
Messrs. Pugin.

On Monday, Edward Howell, builder, of Cogan
Pill, was committed for trial by the Cardiff magis-
trates, on a charge of forgery.

The new cbnrch of St. Francis Xavier at CarBn,
N.B., has been commenced. The architects are
MiBsrs. Pugin and Pugin, cf Westminster.

Ittto0mmmticatian»

QUESTIONS,
[6520.]—Cubicg'.—How are approxiimto estimates

made by *' cubing out " I Are there atandarJ prices per
cube loot for different kinds of wulls? How are these
prices arrived at? Any informatiou will much oblige —
Yousa Aeciiitkct.

t6521.]-Queen Anne's Bounty.—Is any coramis-
aion allowed ti>, or charge raide, by a nominee under
Q-ieen Anne's bounty for the erection of a rectory I—J.
Bell.

[6522.]—Bronze in London.—Does bronze stand
atmospheric iuflufnces in Loudon ? If so, why have the
figures and the lions upon the Holborn Viiiduct been
painted green during the past week ?—Habbv Huub.

[6523.1—"Warehouse Construction.-In building
a wareliouse of five or six floors, with outer walls of stone
for storing provisions, wc shall feel obliged to know the
relative merits of floors in cement, supported by iron, and
floors in wood, and their relative cost,—S.

[6524.]-Damp "Wall.-A wall, brick and a half
thick, S.W. aspect, is constantly damp in wet weather.
Has been built s'x years, and is pointed with Portland
cement. Can anything be done to atop the percolation of
water through the bricks ? "Would a substitution of
cement for plaster inside and a chemical application
outside be effectual, or is there a less expousivo method I

[6525.]—Clays, &c.—I would feel much obliged for
any information regarding a work on clays suitable for
the coarser kinds of pottery and for brick and tile manu-
facture. Also for information regarding the production
of bricks, &c., from one available sort of clay in variable
shades of colour. I would also feel much obliged if any
correspondent would give me the names of the leaiding
makers of brick and rooting tile machines.-S. F. C.

[6526.1—Plumbers' "Work.-1 sometimes have to
specify "cleaned wiped joints," and I believe how to
wipe a joint properly is one of the tests of a good plumber.
"Will Mr. P. J. Davies, or some other practical plumber,
kindly describe the process and explain the dilficulty !—F,
Stone.

[6527.]—Charge for Sketches.—A friend of mine
called on me aud told me he intended to build a pair of
semi-detached houses to cost about £2,000, and he sug-
gested that I should make him a sketch-plan in order thit
he would see if that class of house would let. I made him
in all probably two or three rough pencil sketch-plans and
elevations, but nothing has come of them. What ought
I to charge for them each ! 1 do not want to chaise too
much, as the sketches were only rough. An answer will
oblige—A Young Bkginxeb.

[6528.]—Levelling:.—Would any of your practical
readers give me information on the following point : On
commencing operations in levelling lor a sectio:i. Baker, in
his book on "Purveying," says that the staff should be
placed *' on the bench-mark" (say, a milt-stone, 3ft. in
height). Would not this have the effect of making the
surtace line of section 3ft. too high at the starting point
when plotted 1 Or does it mean to convey that the staff
should be placed in the position of the bench-mark, in-
stead of on it 1 An answer to this question will be thank-
fully received by—T\vb.edie.

[6529.]—Koad-Makinsr.—Would any reader, cog-
nisant in such matters, kindly inform mottie best method
of constructing a good ordiuary gravel road, with foot-
paths, for the laying out of a building estate, viz.—a, the
nature and prepavaiion of its foundation ; *, thickness of
and kind of material best adapted for the covering ; c,the
position, fall, and size of main sewer, say, fur a 40ft.
road; ci, the method of carrying off the sui face-water,
and if this is in any way connected at all with the main
sewer ; e, the distance apart of gratings or guUeys, and
method of conuectiug same with either sewer or surface
drains; and last, but not leisE, the price per cubic yard or
otheiwise— 1st of the road alone, and 2ad of the road,
together with sewer and drainage. The mention of any
good book on the subject will also be thankfully received
by—TWEEDIE.

[6530.^—Ink Stains on Marble.-Will any reader
kindly inform me the way to remove ink-staina from
marble ?—AhouiTECTua.

[6531.]—Party-Wall.—I am making plans for a
house, and iniend cariying my wall above that of my
neighbour's, whose eaves hang l8in. over my client's pro-
perty. Can I cut off his eaves, and make hun, at his own
expense, furm a gutter !- Junior.

BEPLIES.
[6442, 3, 4, 5. and 6.]—South Africa.—I have much

pleasure in inclosing a cutting from the i*or( Eluabcrh
Advertiser^ commenting on the articles in your Issues of
the 4th and 18th of March on " Engineering in South
Africa." I have been in practice here two years, and
during that time have been suipiised and sorry to see so
many young men who have held good positions as archi-
tects' assistants in England continually arriving by
almost evtry steamer, only to find, when too late, that
there is no chance of their getting employment, and I
have no dtmbt that it is owing to erroneous state-
ments such sa appeared in the aiticles in question that
induces them to emigrate to a colony which can find ao
room for them. I have frequently had as many as three
in a week apply to me for a situation as draughtsman,
and have known them at last, after fruitless attempts to
get employment in their own sphere, obliged to take a
situation a-^ clerk or storemau in some e-tablisbment, or,

as they have lately been doing, going to the frunt. In
South Afiica there are few rising towns where a young
architect can have a chance of making a start. The prin-
cipal buildings are in this town. Cape Town, and about
three other towns, in which pUces the established archi-
tects have a moder-ite amount of work, and on account of
the number of applications, situations in tluir offices are
not very lemuncrative. I fully coincide with the opinion
of the edit'jr of the Adverti.t/r in the aticle-*. and should
advise any young man not to be gulled by such statements
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unless {as the writer implies) he wishes to come out to

study buttiDy or other foreign subject- ; fur I feel certain,

from the lenaarks in the articles, the wiiter knows little

of the civilised portion of South Africa, Uoping you will

tlnd room in your valuable paper fur the iusertion of the
ineloeed cutting, I remain, dear Sir, yours very truly,

William H. Miles, architect, l^ort Elizabeth, C. of G. H.,
May 5, 1S81.
" Our attention has been directed to a couple of

articles in the Building Nbwb of the 4th and 18th March
on 'Engiuee inff in South Africa.* The lirst deals chiefly

with the C*pe Kail ways, which the writer says have, with
the exception of one, all been cunatrucfed on the ' depart-
mental system,' which system, he adds, has not been
considered on tbe whole a succ&ss, though ' much of the
work done under the " department" is sound and good,
and many of the engineers employed were possessed of
ability and experience ; but, uufurtuuately, their results

were leavened by those who had no such qualities* So
far the writer is no doubt correct. It ia the second article,

dealing wilh 'South Africa as a field for young members
of the profession* that we desire more particularly to
notice liere, in order to show how it is so many persona
are induced to come out to the Colony, fiudmg, to their

utter disgust and disappointment t>n their arrival, that
they have been completely ' sold,' and that there is not
Uie opening or demand for their abilities they have been
led to believe there was from information derived and
accepted in guod faith from such sources aa we are at pre-
sent alluding to, and from which we make a few excerpts.

To substantiate the foregoing, there are at the present
time tliree architects and surveyors in Port Elizabeth,
only recently arrived from England, who would be glad
to find employment in any sphere of labour, as in their

own particular profession there h none, lieferring prin-
cipally to Government appointments in article number
two, some very useful hin'.s are given with regard to the
instruments to be purchased, &c., and how spare time
would best be occupied in the pursuit of some 'non-pro-
fessional subject, such as astronomy or botany,' for, the
writer adds, ' unless a man has sjme sound resources
within himself, he will often find time hang intolerably
heavily upon hia Lands, especially in up-country places,
and the ennui thus produced is too often dis^pased of by
Cape brandy.' The writer is evidently a man who has
had some pxperience in the Colony, and, we judge, occu-
pied a ' Government appointment' ; but we are certainly
surprised to read that * there is room in abundance for
private practice, which is growing evtry day, and is now
in the hands of unlicensed adventurers.* and that, 'ex-
cept in the Government service, there are few, very few,
qualified architects. But there are several who, year
after year, expend thousands on buildings, the most
hidoousjthafc i;<norance and vn'garity can conceive.' The
most charitable construction we can put on such an
assertion is that the writer must have left the Colony
some years since, or else spent the greater part of his
time in some small up-country town, studying a ' favour-
ite non-professional subject' to cast oflf ennui. He cer-
tainly never could have paid Port Elizabeth, 'The
Liverpool of South Africa,' a visit, for everyone will
admit that ' ignorance and vulgarity ' do not exhibit
themselves in the modern buildings of this town. It is

something new also to learn that 'aoy young engineer
with ordinary qualifications could easily pass with a little

rubbing up,' the necessary examination enabling him to
become a Government surveyor. We were under the im-
pression that the 'exam.' was an exceedingly 'stiff * one,
and more than oneC E. at present practising in the colony
has only passed after days and nights of Ciose application.
We would fain write at greater length on the subject,
bu*"i think we have said ^uifident to prove how very diffi-

cult it is for young men in England to obtain any really

reliable information with regard to employment in the
colony, and we deem it our duty to contradict such mis-
leading statements as appear in the articles in question.
In South Africa, as in any other part of the world, there
is a struggle for existence, and unless a young man is

prepared to work—aye, and work hard- he had better
remain in England, but as to there being * abundance* of
employment for architects or any one, excepting mecha-
nics and servants, we strongly deny."

L6475.] — Advantages of Centrolineads. —
The answers to the question on this subject, which ap-
peared in the Building Nkws of April 15th, have drifted
into a discussion on sotting the instrument. This is but
natural, bince the only questitm that there can really be
concerning it is whether its advantages compensate one
for the trouble this seting gives. As the instrument is

commonly made and used, this may possibly be doubtful,
but an acquaintance with the principles which underlie
it will, I think, show that the methods both of making

fiORIZON

and using it^may beimproved. I speak from experience,
for I made and set two centroliueuds som^i three years
ago which, without re i-ettinir, have served me for making
some fifteen or more drawings. The principles I s-peak of
would take too long to explain here. Tijey may be de-
duced by anyone who will take the trouble from Euclid
III. props. 22 «i)d 27. but apptj iiig thc-e principles I sug-
gest the following as the easiest and im'stprictieal m^^tbod
(for vanishing p jints that are not very far dit»taiit indeed)
of setting a cejiuoline- donee and forever, with practically
perfect ficien'.ific accuracy. The only inaccurrtcy is in the
fractions of d- grees in the angle?, due to my desire to
avoid decimals. Set the two ai-ms that w ^rk on the p^s
at an angle ol 161" with one anoiher, and the third arm so
that the drawing edge bisects that angle. Then, in any
drawing for which the ceutrolinead is required in conse-

quence of the vanishing-point being outside tbe paper or
table, find the so-called quarter vanishing point ^really a
quarter of the distance to the vanishing point), and set

oil that distance on the centre line of ttie picture above
the horizontal line, and also below as AB and AC. At
B and C make the angles ABD and ACE, each TSi*', then
the pegs on which the centrolinead is to work may be
placed anywhere on the lines BD and CE. piovided they
are equidistant from the horizontal hue (or from BC,
which is the same thing, but more easily marked off). For
vanishing-points which are so distant that BD and CE
are by this method inconveniently far apart, the follow-
ing dimensions may be substituted for the above—angle
in arms of centrolinead 105^, AB and AC ench ^ the dis-

tance to ranishing -point, and angles ABD and ACE
each S2|. The above dimensions are arbitrarily chosen
from an indefinite number, which might be calculated
because they give the simple \ and \ distances. Many
dimensions might be found making AB and AC unequal,
and altering the arrangement of the drawing arm of the
instrument ; but though they would be frequently useful,

the method of finding the positions of the p^s would be
more complicated. The former will be found the most
useful of the two, but if two instruments be kept set as

above, one or other will, I think, be found to meet every
case. For very close vanishing-puints, the following
dimensions might, perhaps, be useful:—Angle in arms,
141* ; AB and AC, i distance, and angles ABD and ACE,
each 70j^. It is hardly necessary to suggest that notes
should be written on the instruments of the proportional
distances AB and AC, and of the angles ABD and ACE,
to which they apply. As to the centrolineads themselves,
anyone may make his own by screwing three straight

edges together, and find them much cheaper, sliffer, and
more useful than the bought ones, more useful in two
ways, first, the arms which work on the pegs may be made
long enough to allow the instrument to work quite to the
top and bottom of high drawings, whi^ h ordinary centro-
lineads will not do ; and, secondly, there being no adjust-
ing screw to get in the way, the instrument may be
worked right and left by simply turning it over.

—

F. T. B.

[6489.]—Examination In Bnildins Line and
Architecture.—**W. M." is fond of inference. He
says, "probably he" (meaning myself) " is a chip of the
same block." Again, he is wrong, as I have never been
connected with building except in my capacity of archi-
tect's pupil, assistant, and master. I have inspected works
and workshops and believe if I had been with a builder
for a short time, it would have been none the worse for
me. Am aware that the ll.I.B.A. would not elect as
member any man who styled himself builder and archi-
tect ; in my opinion it would be improper to do so, though
there is nothing disgraceful in a man so styling himself
as " W. M." says ttiere is. The gentleman I referred to

as being a candidate for associateship at the K.I.B.A. has
since been elected ; he stated plainly the facts I mentioned
on his form of application, from whence I drew them,
also knowing him personally have good reason to believe
he has ceased haviug anythmg to do with the building
trade. In a letter signed by " M.'* in last week's issue on
" Builders as Architects," it is said " why should builders
encroach in this impudent manner on the province of
architects! How an architect would be abused if he
attempted as a builder to carry out his own design'"
Perhaps "M." has not heard that both engineers and
architects have had to carry out their own designs, and all

architects have to be prepared for such an emergency iu
the case of a cmtiactor's bankruptcy according to the
usual bankruptcy clause. The work is certainly often
relet, but the architect has to be prepared to carry out
the completion of the works, and has sometimes to do so.

The reasons why builders have works given entirely into
their hands are—1, want of taste, wisdom or knowledge
on the part of the employer ; 2, the employer believes the
builder to be the best practical man, and not wanting any
ornament, thinks he can disp nse with the services of an
architect; 3, the employer's experience of discreditable
architects whom he has previously employed ; 4, the igno-
rance of architects themselves, who often manage to have
their works completed through the assistance and know-
ledge of the builders employed, after which they often
turn onthem with abuse and backbiting; 5, disgraceful
conduct on the part of the builders who obtain the work.
Mr. D. O. Boyd, in a letter to you April 29, said " ihepro-
fession of an architect probably exhibits a greater dis-

parity of culture among its members than is to be found
among any other." It is certain that if the discreditable

architects could be turned out of the pr.ife--sion, builders,

except in the provinces, would never be employed in the
double capacity of builder and architect. What *' VS^. M."
fails to see is that a man after starting in one business
may leave it for a kindred business which he prefeis, aud
that his former work may benefit him. Many of our best
artists and practical men have done so at one period of
their lives, I have no wish to advise "Builder and
Architect" to unite what arc now two businesses, but if

he should prefer one to leave the other. 1 have heard of
an architect who was formerly a ploughman ; certainly to
commence as a builder is better training. I have seen a
circular of a builder and architect who also called him-
self an undct taker, the idea struck me as a fine piece of
irony.—Huoii McLaciilan.

[etS9 ]—Examioation in Building* Line and
Architecture.—The business of a builder and the
profc-ision of an architect should, in the interests of
the public, be conducted by separate individuals ; but it

Would be of great advantiigo to the rising members of the
piofession to have abetter knowledge ot the "building
line" than their present artistic fancies dictate. I know
of one eminent professor of architecture who from choice
spent some time working at the bench. &c., in one of our
best builder's estiblisiiments, and Mr. Godwin has not
too soon hit the right nail on the head by his proposed
scientific bursary. And, as " W. M." seems to consider
the social standing of an architect would sutler by the in-
troduction of a young man from the bench, I would
remind him that " Mimncis maketh the man," and puch
a one could not conduct himself with less propriety than
is done by attacking your esteemed coi respondent, Mr.
Hugh McLachlan, in such an ungenerous and uupolite
way.

—

Architect.

[6502.] — External Plaster Coves. — Tortland
cement is the best material for any external plaster work,
as it is the most durable, sots quickly, and will take a
large proportion of sand, ltd only objection fur the pur-

pose that I know of is its colour. IaLazton*s ''Price
Book" you will find useful information on the subject.
It is there stated tbat for plaster, Portland cement " will
carry 9 of sand to 1 of cement," though in my opinion it

is not advisable to use more than half that quantity of
sand. Blue lias lime is stated by two authorities to be a
good material. " Laxton sayi* "for external plasterers*
work i' has been used with the most batufactury rt-sultflt

but here sgain its slow setting tells against it." This is

explained by tbe workmen not knowing when to leave it

alone, and so, though cheap in itself, they add so much
labour aa practically to make it too expensive. Medina
and Farian are also suitable : the latter is expensive but
may be mixed with Dorking or blue lias Ume. All the
cements named are quick setting, and Dorking lime seta
quicker than blue lias, so that by mixing them, with
Parian the setting of the latter would be retarded. Blue
lias lime and Medina cement should have three of sand to
one of lime, Parian cement equal proportiona. For colour-
ing material use coloured sauds or ground glass, stone or
bnck. ited brick well ground will give the pink colour
desired, the exact proportion being ascertaiood by ex-
periment; the bricks should be of fine quality, old tiles

and fiower-pote might be ground up for the same pur-
pose. Sands and ochres might be used to obtain yellow
or brown colours, ground Bath stone, &c., for a cream,
colour. It is not advisable to use chalk, chalk lime, or
ordinary plaster, as they would be washed out by rain. A
white colour would be difficult to obtain : it would soon
get dirty, and persenally I should not admire it as it would
be out of place. Head article on "Decorative Plaster"
in Building News, Not. G, 1875; also paper by Mr.
Rowland Plumbe, F.R.I. B.A., before the Architectural
Association on the same subject between 1870 and 1872
inclusive, unfortunately have not the means ready to
ascertain the exact date,—Huau McLaculax.

[6511.]— Canada.—If your correspondent would com-
municate with me I might be able to give him some in-

formation that would be of Eervice to him.—C. Benskt,
32, Cadogan-street, Glasgow.

[6511.]—Canada.—I shall be on my way for a holiday
trip through Canada and the United titatea by the time
these lines are in print. If " Glasgow" will wait a few
weeks he shall read in these pigea my impressions, written
upon the spot.—Habey Hems,

[6513.]—Air and Llgrht.—If A. has had an old
bmlding with ancient lights on his site previous to the
erection of the present building, which has only been
built seven years, he could claim his right, but otherwisp
B. can build as he likes, as A. must have enjoyed an
uninterrupted access of light for a period of 20 years to

claim protection to his windows. If " M." refers back to
the Building News of April 29th, a similar question is

answered.

—

Walteu J. N. Tomllinsok.

[6513.]—Air and Llgrht.—A. cannot prevent B., oa
A. has not acquired "ancient lights." — i3ANitiTKa
Fletcubb.

[6513.]—Air and Lif^ht.—As A.*8 fre hold hotise
has not enjoyed a prescriptive right to light over B.'s laud,

A. cannot prevent B. building beyond a certiin height.—
G.H.G.

[6518,]—Local Surveyors' Powers —If the other
plots of building land are independent, the sanitaiy sur-
veyor has no right to ask to see the plans intended for

them till they are about to be built upon. As regards the
plans of a building submitted, the surveyor has power to

reject any plans, though such power ought to be exercised
with moderation.-G. H. G.

[6519 ]—Appraiser's Licence.—This is a question
which has been repeatedly answered. Thei e are many sur-
veyors who measure and value work without an apprai-
ser's licence ; legally waenever the valuation is required
for arbitration, the licence is necessary.—G. H. G,

CHIPS.
The Glamorganshire Workmen's Cottage Com-

pany have adopted plans prepared by their archi-

tects, Messrs. James, Seward, and Thomas, o£

Cardiff, for the erection of 07 cottages oa their

estate at Upper Grangetown, Cardiff.

Thefoundfttion-stoneof anew Primitive Method-
ist chapel and schools will be laid in Station-

street, Newport, Mon., on Whit-Monday. The
buildings will replace older ones on the same site,

and will cost £2,000. Accommodation will be
provided for 550 persons iu the chapel, and for 350

scholars iu school and class-rooms. The architects

are Messrs. Habershon and Fawkner, of Newport.

The new Presbytery attached to the Church of

the English Martyrs, Great Prescot-street, Tower
Hill, is now in course of erection. It is being

carried out from the designs of Messrs.

Pugin and Pugin, of Westniiuster. Messrs. Kelly
and Sou are the contractors.

A new police-station, with loct-up cells, is about
to be built at Llanelly, from the plaus of Mr. T.
George, of Carmarthen, county surveyor for Car-
martheushire.

Mr. Thomas StevensOD, C.E., of Edinburgh, who
was appoiuttd by the Board of Supervi^ion to

report on the rival schemes proposed fur the water
supply to Carnoustie—that from the Drax and that

from the Krombie—has issued his report in favour

of the former plan, but recommends that the

works be supplemtuted by those taking water
from the Mouikie-burn. The Public Works Loan
Commissioners have accordingly granted a loan of

£0,000 for the execution of the wuiks.

Anew church and convent has just been com-
menced at Dumfries, from the designs of Messrs.

Pugiu and Pugin, of Westminster. Mr. John
Devlin, of Glasgow, is the contractor.
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FA&UAICBNTAB7 NOTES.
LkcolVs Ins-Fields.—Sir E. Wilmot, last

WMk, atked the First Commissioner of Works
lAathar any arrangements were in progress, and,

if to, wbat arrangements, for opening the euclo-

ore IB Lincoln's luu-tields as a recreation ground
for lbs public Mr. Shanr-Lefevre : I believe that

a pcopoaal has be-.n made to open Lincoln's Inn-

fields to the public, but I am afraid it has not made
maoh progress owing to the legal difficulties

imiaad by the householders in the neighbourhood.

The question is one which concerns the Metro-
politaa Board of Works more than the Office of

Works.

New Musevx aud Librabt in Dubun.—Mr.
Damon asked the Vice-President of the Council

last week whether, before deciding on any plans

for Um building of the new Science and Art
Museum and National Library in Dublin, the Cor-
poration of Dublin would be consulted ; and
whether in the construction of the National Library
ngard would be had to the improved mode of

oonstruction which separated the public reading-
rooms from those in which the books were stored.

Mr. Mundella : There has been no delay since the
matter came into our hands, except what we have
•ipuianoed from the City of Dublin itself. In
eOBseqwDce of local opposition, we have been
tlurown back upon the Kildare-street site, for

which, in concert with the Board of Works, we
are making arrangements to secure plans by public
competition. I have no doubt an opportunity will

be given for the exhibition of the competing plans,

and their ciiticism by the corporation and the
public at large. The hon. member for Carlow
may rest assured that the Government will do
what they can to secure the best arrangements in

the library. They are as anxious to push this

matter forward as hon. members themselves can
be.

Gotujfoed, Kisostox, and London BiiLWAY.

—

On Monday the Select Committee on this Bill de-
cided that the amended preamble was proved, and
eiPioeiod themselves satisfied with the agreement
bMwwnthe Company and the South -Western Com-
pany. The amended Bill states that from Fulham
to Surbiton the line shall be constructed by the
gromoters of the original scheme, but from Surbi-
m to Guildford the railway will be constructed by

the South- Western Company. There will be some
deviations, the principal of which is that the
branches to Little Bookbam and Ashstead have
both been abandoned in favour of a line which will
cross Great Bookbam Common and join the South-
western and London, Brighton, and South Coast
railways at Leatherbead. The conditions as to the
bridge at Putney sought to be imposed by the
Metropolitan Board of Works, viz., that the bridge
shall be as nearly as possible parallel with new
Patnay bridge, that, like that bridge, it shall con-
sist of five in place of nine arches, and that there
shall be free pas.<age across it for foot passengers,
have been accepted by the Company. The total
length of the proposed line is 33 miles, the esti-

mated cost of constructing which is £1,298,304,
being an average per mile of £40,731.

Peevention of Floods.—The Duke of Somerset
on Tne«<lay asked the President of the Couucil
whether the Government would direct the Ordnance
Survey to deal first with those Midland Counties
now most liable to be flooded. The Marquis of
Salisbury asked whether the Government would
take some steps to stimulate the 6-inch survey.
The Duke of Marlborough inquired whether the
Thames would not be included in the Bill, because
otherwise great injustice would be done. Earl
Spencer expressed great regret that the Bill was
not making progress in the House of Commons. It
was not the fault of the Government, however,
there being no less than eleven motions on the sub-
ject. Some of the motions were altogether
obstructive. He would endeavour to ascertain
whether the suggestion of the noble Duke
(Somerset) could be carried into effect ; but he
understood there nji^ht be some difficulty in
changing the plans laid down for the Ordnance
Survey, which were formulated as far as 1890. He
would also make ini^uiry on the subject referred to
by the noble Marqms.

A Socth-Westebn Railway Bill.—A select
committee of the House of Commons have passed
an Omnibus Bill of the London and South•^Vestem
Railway, which, nmong other powers, authorises
the widening of Waterloo station on the western
side, the enlargement of Vauxhall station, and the
Baking certain alterations in their lines near
Nine-elmi. Powers are also granted to enable the
company to lay down an additional line of rails
between Wimbledon station and Clapbam Junc-
tion, with the object of erecting another station
midway between these two places at a point known
ai Donse-hili.

STAINED OliASS.

Ely Cathedbal.—A staincd-glasa window was,

on Tuesday week, unveiled with military ceremony
in the cathedral. It forms a memorial to the late

Hon. O. Duncombe, Colonel of Militia, and is

placed in the south aisle of nave. The subjects

are arranged in three divisions, that at the top

being the Anointing of Saul, the central one the

Raising of Samuel by the Witch of Ender, and
that at the base the Death of Saul. The work
hns been carried out by Messrs. Clayton and Bell,

of Regent-street, London.

AMw ehorch of St. Saviour is about to be boilt
at Wooleott-park, Bristol, from the plans of Mr.
Jobn Beran, of Bristol.

X.EaAI. INTELLIQENOE.
A Mistake of Fact.—The Midland Land and

Investment Cobpoeation (limited) v. Peto.—
This was an action to recover back £14,000, alleged

to have been paid under a mistake of fact. It ap-

peared that one Godbold having obtained posses-

sion of a plot of ground in Chancery-lane, entered
into an agreement with the defendant by which the

latter was to build upon it an extensive set of

chambers for £77,660, according to certain plans
and specifications already prepared ; by the agree-
ment, the defendant was not to deviate from the
plans or to do extra work without the authoiity in

writing of the architect, nor to do any extra work
without the previous written consent of the plain-

tiffs, who were about to advance money to the
amount of 70 per cent, upon the contract price of

the works executed for the completion of the con-
tract, under a contemporaneous tripartite agree-
ment between themselves, Godbold, and the
defendant. The plaintiffs, it was said, supposed
that the original plans were being carried out, and
they paid upon that footing ; whereas, in fact, new
plans were prepared and the buildings were erected,

it was stated, for a considerably less sum than was
contemplated, whereupon the plaintiffs declared
there had been omissions and variations from the
original contract, which had reduced the price of

the work done, so that the defendant was entitled

only to a reduced payment, and they brought this

action to recover £14,000 paid, as they maintained,
under a mistake of fact, the mistake being that the
architect's certificates had been given upon the
original plans and contract price, and not upon the
actual value of the work based upon the bill of
quantities. The defendants contended that the
contract was for a lump sum of £77,660, and that
the new plans, which were, moreover, sanctioned
by the plaintiffs, resulted not in a decrease, but in

an increase of work. At the trial before Mr. Jus-
tice Denman, at Warwick, the jury were dis-

charged, and the learned Judge ultimately gave
judgment for the defendant. The plaintiffs ap-
pealed. Lords Justices Bramwell, Brett, and
Cotton, en Tuesday, in the Court of Appeal,
affirmed the judgment of Mr. Justice Denman, and
held that no money had been paid under such mis-
take of fact as to entitle the plaintiffs to recover it

back from the defendant.

Slandeeino a Buildek.—Lack v. d'Epineuil.
—This was au action tried at Guildhall on
Wednesday to recover damages for alleged slander
and malicious prosecution. The plaintiff is a
builder and house- decorator, carrying on business
at Lavender-hill, in Surrey, and the defendant,
Count d'Epineuil, resides at the Red-house, Ash-
ford, near Staines. In June, 1880, the defendaat,
wishing to have certain repairs done to his house
at Ashford, advertised for tenders, and at the end
of July the plaintiff agreed to do the repairs for
some £150. He was paid £15 a week, on the cer-
tificates of the architect employed by the de-
fendant, until, at the end of September, he told
the latter that he was unable to complete the work
at the contract price. Count d'Epineuil then
agreed to pay him an extra £25. At the beginning
of October the defendant further undertook to pay
for the paint or other materiain to be used by the
defendant, and on the 19th of October a number of
things were removed by the plaintiff from the de-
fendant's house, among which, as the latter had
then supposed, was a quantity of paint for which
he had paid. The plaintiff, at the request of the
defendant, called at his office at 40, Chancery-lane,
on the 21st, when the slander, imputing toat the
plaintiff had been guilty of a felony, was alleged
to have been uttered. Almost immediately after-
wards the defendant applied to a magistrate and
obtained a warrant for the apprehension of the
plaintiff on a charge of having stolen the paint,
and he was in fact arrested on the evening of the
28th. He was brought before a magistrate,
General Brownrigg, on the following day, and
remanded until Monday, November 1. General
Brownrigg, believing that the plaintiff, who was
only spoken of to him as being a contractor, would
have no difficulty in finding two householders who
would give bail for him in £100 each, and also
none in himself finding it for £100, called upon
him to do this ; but he, being quite unable to obtain
it, had to be taken to the llouse of Detention at
Clerkenwell. His case was to have come on for
hearing before the justices at Sunbury on Novem-

ber 1, and he had then been released on hU bvii

recognisances in £20, as, owing to the pressure of

business, it could not be disposed of on that day.
The Justices heard it on November 8, 1880, and
dismissed the charge. The defendant's case was
that, though he had been mistaken, he had acted
ioiid fide and without malice iu the matter, and
that £e had had reasonable and probable cause for

charging the plaintiff with having removed his

paint, rhe hearing of this trial lasted the greater

part of two days, and the case was settled at the
conclusion of the opening speech of the counsel for

the defence, a verdict bemg taken for the plaintiff,

by consent, for £50.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY.
MATTERS.

Whitchuech, Salop.—An inquiry was held at

the town hall, Whitchurch, before Mr. J. Thorn-
hill Harrison, C.E., one of the inspectors of the

Local Government Board, into an application of

the Whitchurch local board for sanction to borrow
£11,000 for works of sewerage, water supply, and
street improvements, and for providing slaughter-

houses. Mr. Wyatt, the engineer to the board, ex-

plained the plans he had prepared, and showed
that the sewage would be taken to Hadley's farm
and there treated ; the water supply was to be
drawn by pumping from a reservoir to be formed
at Fenn's-beck, two and a half miles from the

town ; the water was very hard but potable. The
inspector suggested that it would be better to get

a supply from the new red sandstone formation if

possible, and recommended that in place of a
settling tank a self-acting flush tank be provided

at the sewage works.

Taunton,—A system of works of water supply
is being constructed for the town council of

Taunton at a total cost of about .£29,000, and the

result has been satisfactory. The work was
originally carried out under the supervision of Mr.
Easton, C.E., but more recently under that of the

borough surveyor, Mr. J. H. Smith. The new
supply is drawn from a well on Leigh-hill, and a
tunnel 1,130ft. in length, and 5ft. 6in. by 4ft. in

diameter, is about to be constructed from the bore-

hole to the Taunton side of the hill, whence it will

be conveyed to a new reservoir. For the tunnel,

which will be constructed of Sint-stone, the tender

of Mr, Crokam has been accepted at £1,118.

Bokth, neae Abeeystwith.—On Thursday
week, the chairman of the Aberystwith rural sani-

tary authority formally opened the works of water
supply j ust ] rovided for the village of Borth. From
springs on neighbouring farms the water is con-
veyed by gravitation to a reservoir having a capa-
city of 50,000 gallons. From thence, 1,030 yards-

of 6iQ. cast-iron pipes, and 250 yards of 4in. pipes,

take the water into the village. 1 he service is to

be extended to the village of Glanywern. Mr. J, E.
Thomas, of Aberystwith, was the engineer, and
Messrs. Edwards and Co., the contractors, except

for the pipes, which were supplied by Mr. Spittle,

of Newport, Mon. The cost has been £860.

CHIPS.
A new coft'ee-tavern at East-gate, Exeter, was

opened on Monday by Bishop Temple. The tavern
and the adjacent arcade buildings have been erected

by Messrs. Stephens and Son, from the designs of

Mr. James Crocker, of Queeu-street, Exeter. The
tavern is faced with Culm Davy red bricks, with
Beer stone dressings and white diapering. The
carving was executed by Mr. Harry Algar, of Ply-
mouth, and the total cost of the tavern has been
£2,500.

A new organ, built by Mr, Alfred Monk, of

Camden Town, was opened at Margaretting
Church, near Chelmsford, on Sunday week.

Two new stained-glass windows have been
placed in the north aisle of Matlock parish-church.

The one is a representation of "Christ, the (iood

Shepherd," the other of " Christ, the Light of the
World," the latter being a reproduction of Holman
Hunt's well-known picture. They have been
executed by Messrs. Powell and Co., of White-
fliars, Loudon.

The Dewsbury and Heckmondwike waterworks
board have adopted plans by Messrs. Bateman,
Hill, and Bateman, of Manchester, for taking down
and reconstructing the viaduct acro.'s Smallden
Clough, near Smallden-bridge railway station.

At the annual general assembly of the Free
Church of Scotland, the following grants to new
and enlarged churches were repotted by the Church
Extension Building Fund Committee:—Dowanvale
Church, Partick, £1,375 ; Dairy, Edinburgh,
£1,250; Queen's Cros?, Aberdeen, £1,000; South.

Leith, £1,000; Bellshill, £750; West Church,
Stirling, £700 ; Altnaharra, £200 ; Kilmalcolm,
£150; Arasaig, £137 lOs. ; Struan, £,50; and.

Beauly (additional), £30; total, £0,012 lOs.
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(But (Mxt €Mt
A MBETDra in connection with the Association

of Municipal and Sanitary Engineers was held

on Saturday at Bamsley, Mr. A. W. Morant, of

Leeds, borough engineer, president of the society,

in the chair. Mr. Cross was reappointed secretary.

Mr. Taylor, Bamsley, read a short paper, briefly

HOticing the population and the coal, linen, and
other industries of the town, giving details

in connection with the sewage scheme and health

statistics. The sewerage is on the separate

system. The maintenance of sewers in an
efficient condition was a matter requiring con-

stant vigilance, in consequence of the continual

subsidence of the land through the working of

the coal measures. Ho then noticed the size of

the sewage farm, 78j acres, and said that the
effluent from it was now equal to a moderately
clear drinking water. A very shurt discussion,

in which the use of destructors was approved,
followed, and afterwards the members visited the

sewage farm and other places.

The Leeds Tine Art Exhibition which opens on
Monday will be one of decided merit. The oil-

paintings, of which there are about 500, have
already been all hung in the upper gallery, and
rapid progress is being made in placing nearly
an equal number of water-colours in the lower
room. Whilst about a thousand pictures have
thus been accepted, nearly seven hundred have
had to be declined. The superintendence of

hanging the pictures has been wisely intrusted

to Mr. Wm. Hughes and Mr. C. B. Birch,

A.R.A. The collection includes a large and
powerful work, " Wind Swept," by Hubert Her-
komer, as well as a smaller painting and four
etchings by the same artist ; also specimens of

the talent of Ernest Parton, F. W. Lawson,
T. J. Banks, H. Sykes, J. Smart, R.S.A., J. D.
Watson, Richard Waller (a portrait of himself),

A. Grim.shaw, C. J. L^wis, D. Farquharson, and
many others.

It is a common custom to place coins in the
foundation of a new building, but hitherto we
are not aware of these being embedded in the
" foundation " of a ship. From a discovery made
the other day in one of the Orkney Islands this

would appear, however, to have been a custom
at one time in Spain. Seventeen years ago a
Spanish schooner was wrecked at St. Catherine's,
Scronsay, and since that time the keel and stern-
pj.^t have rem lined embedded in the sand.
During the recent spring tides, however, the
wreck was dragged out with considerable
labour, and the men are expecting to make good
wages for their venture frsm the sale of the
eopper bolts and stern fittings. When the stern-
post was separated from the keel, a copper coin,

rolled up in tarred canvas, was found carefully
embedded in the joint. The coin bore the date
1818, was in excellent preservation, and had
evidently been placed there when the vessel was
buUt.
The second annuU meeting of the Manchester

Ruskin Society was held last week. The report
stated that the exceptional severity of the
weather and the many engagements of the
mambers had been hindrances to the arrange-
ment of meetings and classes in connection with
the Society ; but it had been found that a useful
sphere of influenco could be entered by using
existing agencies in literary and debating
societies, and several papers on the teachings of
Mr. Ruskin had been read by tlie members of the
Society at such gatherings. Much useful work
had been done by correspondence. The Com-
mittee were justified in believing that the interest
of many people in Mr. Ruskin' s teachings had
been stimulated by this means. The member-
ship of the Society showed but a slight increase.
There were many indications that in the
immediate future their best course would be to
work through existing agencies, and to endeavour
to infuse the spirit of Mr. Ruskin's teachings
into them ; rather than for the present to strike
out on any new and independent path.

The patent double-me.shed lime-screen, made
by Mr. James Gregory, of the Portland Works,
Lincoln, is one of those useful little inventions
which make less noise but save much more
money than others of more pretentious character.
Any buQder who once uses it will, we think, be
pleased with it. The screen is double-meshed,
giving two kinds of mortar. The angle of the
mesh is so arranged that a perfect breaking up
of the material is secured, and, with the larger

screening surface, a saving in time and material
is effected. The screens are in use by the Great
Northern Railway Co., and many large con-
tractors in the Midlands.

AcooEDUia to the American Industrial World,
to make brick masonry impervious to water, there
may be employed two washes or solutions for
covering the surface, the one, Castile soap and
water, the other, alum and water, the pro-
portions being three fourths of a pound of soap
to a gallon of water and a pound of alum to four
gallons of water, both being well dissolved. The
wall must be perfectly clean and dry, and the air

at least 50" F. The soap-wash should be laid on
boiling, with a flit brush, and so as to form no
froth. After remaining 24 hours to become hard,
the alum-wash is applied in the same manner, but
at the temperature of 60 to 70° After another
24 hours a second soap-wash is to be put on, this

being repeated until the walls are impervious.

Me. William Pateesox, C.E , whose name
for many years has been identified with all the
leading engineering undertakings in the north
of Scotland, died at his residence at Larkfield,

Inverness, on Sunday evening. In 1836 he as-

sisted in the laying out of a line in Ireland, and
two years later he was engaged on the Slaman-
nan Railway. In 1845 he surveyed the pro-
jected line between Inverness and Perth, and
when that scheme assumed practical form, along
with Mr. Joseph Mitchell he was engaged, from
1854 untU 1865, in carrying out the works of

what is now known as the Highland Railway.
Along with Mr. Mitchell, deceased was also

surveyor of the Highland Roads and Bridges
and Fishery Harbours in the North from 1839
to 1857. Prior to the passing of the present
Roads Acts, he was Road Surveyor for Inver-
ness-shire. His last work of any note was the
survey, along with his brother, Mr. Murdo
Paterson, of the Keith and Buckie Railway, the
Billfor which was the other day preferred by the
Parliamentary Committee to that promoted by the

Great North of Scotland Company. Mr. Pater-
son has died in his 68th year.

The sixth public annual meeting of the Sun-
day Society was held in the Freemasons' Hall,
last Saturday (May 28), when there was a large
and enthusiastic audience. Mr. Thomas Burt,
M.P., the new president, was introduced to the
meeting by the Earl of Dunraven. Mr. Burt
delivered a long and able address in support of
the opening of museums on Sundays, and the
meeting was also addressed 'oy the Earl of Dun-
raven, Mr. Mark Judge (hon sec), Mr. C. H.
Hopwood, Q.C., M.P., the Earl of Dalhousie,
Mr. PhUip H. Rathbone, J.P., of Liverpool,
Mr. George Howard, M.P., the Hon. J. C.
Dundas, M.P., and Mr. J. C. Wakefield, J.P.,
of Glasgow. The resolutions, which were
passed with only one dissentient, expressed the
Society's high appreciation of the Earl of Dun-
raven's leadership in the House of Lords, and
requested Mr. George Howard to give notice of
motion in the House of Commons for next Ses-
sion, a duty which Mr. Howard expressed his
readiness to undertake. The annual report,

which was approved, stated the income during
1880 to have been £686, and the balance in hand
on Dec. 31st last, £26 19s. On Sunday last a
third visit was made by a party of the members
of the Society to Apsley House, and the Graphic
Gallery was also open to the members. It will

be again open to them next Sunday, and on the
two following Sundays the Society will issue

tickets to the members of Workmen's Clubs
who desire to visit the Graphic Gallery.

The last coping-stone of the new Eddystone
Lighthouse was unexpectedly laid on Wednes-
day by the Duke of Edinburgh, who is on an
ofiioial visit of inspection of the Coastguard sta-

tions. At the Eddystone the Royal party were
received by Mr. Douglas, chief engineer. They
and Commander Le Strange landed on the rock

and went through the old lighthouse. Thence
they repaired to the now lighthouse, which has
now been built to its intended height. Just as

the Royal party arrived, the workmen were
about to place the last stone to the cornice of

the tower. This operation was immediately
stopped in order that the Duke might perform
the ceremony hims-ilf. After distributing the

cement, his Royal Highness placed the stone in

position, and, amid cheers, declared it to be well

and truly laid. The Duke, as Master of the

Trinity Board, laid the foundation-stone on the
19th of August, 1879.

The work of restoration is still in progress at
St. Albans, both at the western and eastern end
of the fabric of the old abbey. At the extreme
east the stone muUions and tracery are just
finished for the large window of painted glass
which is about to be presented to the Lady
Chapel by the Corporation of London. The
western front—the work of the Abbots Do Cella
and Trumpington—which has long been in an
unsatisfactory and almost dangerous state, is

being rapidly "restored" by Sir Edmund
Beckett, who has obtained a faculty for that
purpose. The Ti«i«s understands " that theJEarly
English entrance porches are to be preserved
intact, or at all events to be restored stone by
stone ; but the groat Perpendicular west window,
the work of Abbot Wheathampstead, ia about
to give place to a new window of a decorated
pattern, the cost of which will be borne by Sir
Edmund Beckett, who has already inserted new
windows at the western end of the northern and
southern aisles."

AocOEDiNQ to the last return of the Registrar
General, the enumerated population of London,
subject to slight revision, was 3,814,571 on the
3rd April last In 1871 the population was
3,254,260; the increase, therefore, in ten years
is 560,311, a total not far from the total of
Liverpool. The decennial rate of increase has
been 17 per cent., whereas in 1861-71 it was 16
per cent., and in 1851-61 it was nearly 19 per
cent. In an article on the extension of London,
the Times eays^speaking of the suburbs — " On
the confines of the whole mass, we make our
way with difficulty through a region of un-
finished terraces, unfinished roads, brickfields,

and all the ugliness that tells of the builder's
advance, and calls down on him the wrath of

Mr. Ruskin. The believer in the macadam
formation of our roads will here see for himself
that broken crockery and the refuse of the dust
contractor are the components of many a Lon-
don suburban thoroughfare. This is the order
in which the metropolitan area and its popula-
tion expand. It is perhaps pardonable if the
sight now iind then begets a fierce longing for a
paternal despotism that would exile all builders
and contractors for a term of years, or at least

provide for the survival only of the fittest."

Me. Thos. p. Chapman has submitted to our
notice one of the first impressions of the George
Stephenson Centeoary Medal, designed, executed
and registered by him to commemorate the
centenary of the birth of the founde." of the rail-

waylocomotivosystem. Celebrations of thedayare
to be held at the Crystal Palace and Newcastle-on-
Tyue, besides many other local festivals in the
provinces, and on the Continent, at Vienna,
Turin, Liege and Amiens. The medal, which is

a good one, is issued in connection with the
George Stephenson Centenary Festival Com-
mittee, and is sold at sixpence, in pure white
metal.

Chic.aoo has found the results of her system of
factory inspection so beneficial that she is now
applying it to tenement houses. Six inspectors

are now making a critical inspection of the ten-
ements, and will continue it until the 7,000 ten-
ements which, according to the Chicago Tunes,

there are in the city, will have been examined.
The Times says that the work has now been
reduced to a system, and complete records are
kept of all work done. These records consist of

date, location, ward, district, name of owner or
agent, description of building, number of rooms,
number of families, with the number of persons
in each, sanitary condition of the building, action

taken in abating nuisances found, and ex-
planatory remarks. Each inspector is provided
with blanks, which he fills out at the close of

each day's work. His report describes the con-
dition of the plumbing, drainage, the local

sanitary condition, and notes any violations of

the city ordinances. In case anything is found
about promises which is detrimental to health, a
notice is served on the owner or agent, who is

required to comply with the ordinances of the
city relating to the abatement of nuisances. The
new building ordinance of Chicago provides that
'

' Any builder, or any architect, or contractor
having charge of a builjing, who shall permit
any building to be constructed in violiition of the
ordinance shall be liable to the penalties imposed
by Sec. 1,140, which provides a penalty of not
less than lOdols nor more than lOOdols. for each
offence."

An American journal gives the following
as a gojd filler for porous hard woods :—Use
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Ixnloil oil and com' starch stirred into a very

thick paste. Add a little Japan and reduce

with tarpentine. Add no colour for light ash.

For dark ash and chestnut, use a little raw
rieona ; for walnut, burnt umber and a slight

amount of Venetian red ; for bay wood, burnt

sienna. In no ca<e use more colour than is

required to overcome the white appearance of

the starch unless you wish to stain tho wood.
This filler is worked with brush and rags in the

usual manner. Let it dry 48 hours, or until it

is in condition to rub down with No. sand-

paper, without much gumming up, and if an
extra fine finish isdesired, fill again with the same
materials, using less oil, but more of japan and
tarpentine. The second coat will not shrink,

it being supported by the fir»t coat. When the

eeond coat is hard, the wood is ready for

finishing up in any desired style or to a^ty

degree of nicety by following up the usual
methods. This formula is not intended for

rosewood, and will not be satisfactory if used
therefor.

CHIPS.

A new co-operative store was opened at Berrv-
brow, near Iluddersfield, on Saturday week. The
premises are built of ashlar, and cost £1,700. Mr.
Thomas Wood, of HaddersSeld, was the architect,

and the contractors were : Masonry, Mr. Allen
Stocks, Berry-brow; joinery, Mr. J. Smith,
Heltham ; plumbing, Mr. W; Shaw, Berry-brow

;

and tlating, Messrs. Qoodwin and Sous.

A new police-court is being built in Bank-street,
Hjthe, near Folkestone. The facing materials are
red bricks and Kentish ragstone, and Mr. Scott, of
Hythe, is the contractor.

A new Presbytery is in course of erection at Cle-
land, near Motherwell, N. B. Messrs. Fugin, of
Westminster, are the architects.

A stained-glass memorial window has been
placed this week in Christ (Congregational)
Chnrch, Sneyd-park, Bristol. It is placed in the
west front of the church, and contaius IS subjects
taken from the Old and New Testaments. The
window was designed and executed by Mr. Thomas
W. Camm, of Camm Brothers, Smethwick, near
Birmingham.

The grand hotel, Plymouth Hoe, has now been
completed, by an extension equal to an addition of
one-third. The new block is of four floors, and
contains a smoke-room, 24ft. by 2'2ft., 18 bod and
sitting-rooms, each 22ft. by 12ft , and in the base-
ment u a laundry. Mr, Pethick, of Plymouth, was
the contractor.

lAmplon^h's Pyretic Saline Is retreshinv,
BO«t aerecablf.and thf preTfntiTeof FEVKR8, BII TOUrt.NKSS
SMALL PliX. SKIN DISEASES, and m«nT other ipring ancf
•vmmer aitmcnu. Sold by cbemUU throuKhout th«wurld,and
th« Maker. 113. Uolbom HUL Vu no mtbttituU —iAoir. 1

HoUoway's Pills me suitable alike for the peer
and tbtt peaMiBt ; the soldier, uilor, and emierant may relV on
taem aa the neana of haniahinir fclckneaa in a'l cliinatea, and under
all elrc«Bttaaeea. They readily check bilious and feverish
aUa«ka, and pr«T*Bt Inflammatioo of the brain, lirer, luaira, and
Udairya.—{Apyr.J

MSBTTSaa FOB THE ENSXTHf9 WEEK.
TuasOAT.-Boyal Imtitntion, "Thomas Carlyle." By

Prof. H. Horley. S p.m.
King's OjUegc, Strand. " Greek Sculp-

ture." Lecture No. 2. By Dr. C. Wald-
Bt«ia. 8.15 p.m.

FsiDAT.—Aicfaitectoral Association. "Colour Decora-
tion as Applied to Architecture, from a
Painter's Point of View." By K. Corbctt.
Election of Officers for 1881-2. 7,30 p m.
Royal Institution. "Ofij;in and Iden«

tity of Spectra." By Prof. Dewar, M.A.,
V.B.8. 9 p.m.

SaTrxDAT.—AidiitectuTal Association's Visit. S p.m.
Visit by St. Paul's Eocleslological

Society to 8t. Peter'a Church, Berkhamp-
SteaA, At 3 p.m., vbcre a paper will be
read by Her. Cannn Owen DavyH, and at
6 p.m., to Nortlichurch, Train from
Soston, 1.&& p.m.

Crabe ©tfes.

WAQES KOVEKENTS.
TonOBAL.—The boys attending the moulders in

the Tongbal brick-flelds ttruck on Saturday for an
ad vanee of wage* from 8s. to lOr. Trade is slack,
sad priees have fallen, so it is probable that the
stcika will be nsnocassfol.

Oonltiiig Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of

the United Kingdom, given on applicatisn to

CHAKLES TKASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, IlminsteT, Somerset.

—IAdtt.J

McLACHLAN & SONS, 35, St. James's
Street, S.W. Buildei-s, Decorators, tintl House Painters.

Designs and Kstmmtoa.
General Repaii-a and Alterations Executed.

Experienced "Workmen always in readiness, and sent to

any part of the country.—[Advt.]

BATH STONE.
BOX GROUND,

THE BEST FOR ALL EXTERNAL TISE,

CORSHAM DOWN
CANKOT BE SUHPASSED IN BEAUTY OF ArPBARANCE

rOa INTEHIOU WOUK.

PICTOE & SONS, BOX, WILTS.
(See trade advt. on p. XXV.) [Advt,

TENDERS.
•«• Conespondenta would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering —at any rate, of the
accepted tender—it adds to the value of the information.

Aldbshah.—For additions to a house at Aldenham,
Herts, for Mr. C. T. Part. Mr. E. Nevill, F.S.A,, 12,

South-square, Gray's Ion, architect :

—

Longmire and Burge (accepted) ... £1,613

Bexlst,—For the erection of the new church at Bexley,
Kent (exclusive of tower aud spire). Mr. Geor,,'e Low,
architect. Quantities by Messrs. Jonstone and Paine :

—
Navlar aud Son, Rochester (accepted) £4,769

Cardiff.—For completing the free library and school

of art buildings, for the town council (the original con-
tractor haviug failed) . Messrs. James, Seward and James,
architects :

—

Bhepton, S £6,400
Davies and Cousins 6,250
Jones Bros 6,200
Burton. C 6,010
Lock, F. S., Cardiff (accepted) ... 6,994

CovKNTEY.—For the erection of warehouse in Hales-
street, Coventry, for Messrs. Matterson, Huxley and
Watson. Mr. Herbert W. Chattaway, architect :

—
Ensor, D., Coventry £2,320
Marriott, J., Coventry 1,950
Garliok, C, Coventry 1,898
Worwood, J., Coventry 1,847
Hallam and Co., Coventry 1,825
Mayo, T , Coventry 1,766
Haywood, C. Junr., Coventry ... 1,680
Bacon and 8jn, Foleshill (accepted) 1,663 17

CBOYDOJf.—For the erection of four cottages, St. James-
road, Croydon. Messrs. H. Bran and Burnett, 14,

Nicholas-lane, Cannon -street, E.G., surveyors :

—

Sharpe and Mills £1,010
Balaam Bros 900
Chafen, 8 875
Crisp and Tomlin (accepted) ... 853

Deptpord.—For the construction of a new sewer from
the Broadway, Deptford, to Xee-bridge, for the Metro-
politan Board of Works. Sir Joseph W. Bazalgette,
engineer to the board :

—
Mowlem and Co. (accepted) ... £27,396

FiHCHLET.—For the erection and completion of a house
in Cyprus-road, Church End, Finchley, for Mr. Alfred D.
Cheney. Mr. John T. Henson, Gresham Chambers,
Nottingham, architect :—

Larke, W. G. and Son £1,090
Cooper, H., Finchley (accepted) ... 898
Gould and Brand 985

Forest Hill.—For completing semi-detached villas,

being Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, Yaughan Villas^evon-
stlire-ruad, for Messrs, G. J. Coldham and V. Brettell.
Messrs. Ebbetts and Cobb, architects and surveyors.
Savoy House, 115, Strand, W. C. :—

Brown ...

Newland
Holt ...

Nixon ...

Steel Bros.
Sanders
King ...

'Williamson

... £1,940
1,930
1,800
1,797
1,720

1,520
1,600
1,380

Gbrat Parndon, Essex,—For alterations and repairs
to Posumoor House, Great Parndon. Messrs. Gordon and
Lowther, London, architects :

—
Brown, Parndon £1,852
Nicholls, Harlow 1,238
Dye, London 1,108
Taylor & Parfitt, London (accepted) 1,089
Bortwell, Hailow (withdrawn) ... 859

Great YARMonxn,— For house, Gorleston, for Mr, J*
Bately, Mr. J, W, CockiiJl, Glencoe House, Gorlestom
architect:—

Harbert, Great Yarmouth £1,886 6
Hpriogall, Great Yarmouth 1,000
Bray, Great Yarmouth 976
Howes, T., Great Yarmouth* .,. 929
Blytb, 8. W., Grlcston 924

•Accepted.

Hir.wAis.—For the erection of the Tabernacle Con-
gregational Chapel ;

—

Morgan, J., Aberdare (accepted).

HoN-OB Oak.—For construction of roads and sewers on
tho Honor Oak estate :

—
Marshall, J. G. B., Brighton ... £3,333
Tyler, R., West Kensington Park 3,270
McKenzie and Co., Moorgate-st, 2,946
Acock, G., Cannon-street, E.C. ... 2,7t!3

Dyer, J., Camberwell 2,773 3
Hants, W., Camberwell 2,743
Walker, A., HoUoway 2,783
AVoodham, H., Catford 2,618
Woodham, W. J., Penge 2,670
Nowell and Ro*)8on, Kensington* 2,320
Neal,G., Wandsworth Common... 2,300
Taylor, F. and Co,, Pimlico ... 1,970

•Accepted.

Ipswich.—For furniture and fittings at the now offices

of the School Board, Post Otiice-buildings, King-street.
Mr. Brightwen Binyon, architect :—

Bennett, J. B. and F £316 10
Fish, F. and Son, Ipswich 206 lo
Dorrant, J 281 15

(Revised tenders were obtained when that of Mcssrg.
Bennett was accepted at £240.)

Islington, N.-For the enlargement of a school in
Thomhill-road, Islington, by 200 places, for the Ijondoa
School Bo<rd. Mr. E. K. Robson, F.S.A. , architect to
the Board ;

—

£1,812
1,782
1,729
1,720

Lawience, E
Grover, J
Piitchard, G. S
Williams, Q. 8. S. and Son
Wall Bros., Dale -road, Kentish

Town (accepted,) 1,609

[(a) cost of school buildings only, £1,39S lOs. ;
(i)

extra depth of excavations, £32 lOs.
;

(c) works to present
school (including additional cloak accommodation, &0.),
£270; total, £1,699. Cost per head of (<i), £6 l»s. Id.;
total cost per head, £8 93. lOd.)

Lewishau, S.E.—For works of kerbing and channel-
ling, for the ensuing year, to be carried out for the
Lewisham district board of works :

—
Hensou's Street Paving Co. (accepted) £665

[Lowest tpnder received, the highest being that of
Nowell and Robson, £1,102.)

London, — For the sinticg of cylinders and other
works preparatory to the deepening of the foundations of
Waterloo-bridge, for the Metropolitan Board of Works.
Sir J. W, Bazalgette, engineer to the board :

—

Webster, W. (accepted on scheduled list of prices).

Estimated cost, £1,000.

Mid Kent.—For constructing a sewer at Snodland, for
the Mailing rural sanitary authority ;

—
Karchant, H., Tonbridge (accepted) £108

NoRBURT Manor.—For completing houses on the Nor-
bury Manor estate, for Messrs. Carter. Mr, E. P. Loftus
Brock and Mr, li, C, Murray, joint architects to the
estate :—

Julian, E. and Co £4,028
Mattock Bros 3,896
Niblett 8,757
Howeand White 3,560
Syme and Duncan « 3,100
Peacock Bros 2,929
Alien and Huiden (accepted) ... 2,633

Northaw,—For Northaw Church, Barnet, Herts, to be
built with tower, external face of Aneaster rubble and
seating, &c., of oak. Messrs. Kirk and Sons, Sleiford,
architects. Quantities by Mr. G. Hackfurd, 6, Queen
Anne's-gate, Westminster :—

Martin and Wells, Aldershot ... £18,412
Scales and Morris, Hertford ... 13,812
Wade, W., St, Neot's 13,600
Hunt, T., Ware 12,690
Eudd and Son, Grantham ... 12,KO
Goddardft Sons,Famham,Surrey 12,060
Miskin, St. Albans 11,958
Hampton, W.,Hoddesdon, Herts 11,838
Williams, T., 6, Harriugton-sq.,

London 11,774
Jones, W, C. and Co., Gloucester 11,750
Rayment and Son, Hertford ... 11.212 6 2
Bates, Stevenage 10,717 18 9
Bentley, Waltham Abbey ... 9.9.30

Gibson, G., Southall, Middlesex 9,929

Teckhau, 8. E —For the erection of a school to provide
accommodation for 1,100 children in Lyndhurst-grove,
Pcckham, for the London School Board. Mr. E. K.
Robson, F,S,A., architect to the Board :—

Marsland, J £10,985
HiggsandHill 10,980
Atherton and Latta 10,847
LatheyBroa 10,709
Jerrard. S. J 10,543
Kirk and Randall 10,517
Nightingale, B. E 10,481
Shepherd, W 10,.86J

Grover, J 10,240
Tongue, W., Plumstead (accepted) 9,992

[Cost of site (area 27,475 square feet), £4,213; (o) cost

of school buildings only (including closets), £7,611 ; (&}

cost of tar pavement and playground, £215; (c) cost of

boundary-WAlls and gates, £614 ;
{d) cost of teachers*

rooms, £300 ;
(e) cost of schoolkeeper's house, £350.

Special expeuditure chargeable to the site— (/) extra
depth of foundations. &c., £250

; iff) lowering site to
level of roadway, £160; (A) lowering railway embank-
ment, £162 ; total, £9,H92. Cost per head of (a), £0 18s.

4d. ; total cost per head, £9 Is. 8d.]

Rhondoa Valley.-For making a new road from
Porth to Ynystir, for the Ysttadyfodwg board of

health

:

Green, J., Femdale (accepted) .,, £350 16 10
[Six tenders leceived.J

I

I
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REPAIRS.

ONE of the minor duties of the architect,

indeed one more generally performed by
the surveyor, is that of examining the state

of repair of premises for tha purpose of

assessing dilapidations. DwolUng-houses
are seldom built now to last out a long
lease, and the importanoo of an examination
of premises before signing a lease cannot be
too forcibly pointed out to those who con-
template becoming tenants. The duty of
purveying dilapidations supposes a more
than ordinary knowledge of the construction
of covenants and conditions, as these are
usually framed in leases or agreements, and
further, a pretty accurate notion as to what
constitutes a "dilapidation." "Fair wear
without accident " has been held not to be a
dilapidation, and the word "accident "in
this sense means a sudden deterioration as
•distinguished from wear which takes place
gradually. Any part of a building which
shows a gradual decay or wear, so long as it is

efficient for its purpose, is not chargeable
33 a dilapidation; and it is just this point of
efficiency which frequently determines the
liability of a tenant. A variety of practical
considerations arise from such a definition,

which often baffle the surveyor in writing
out his specification. Kitchen or basement
floors, of wood, are constantly subject to
decay from various obvious causes, and it

may be easily imagined that the efficiency of
the floor may be so far a question of doubt
as to lead to tho supposition that it is a
dilapidation through the effects only of use
or a^e. It is extremely difficult sometimes
to say whether the efficiency of a piece of
construction is evident, also to distinguish
between parts subject to neglect and mis-
use, or simple wear and natural decay.
Defective foundations, rotten joists and
boards to underground floors, through want
of ventilation ; damp walls, weak or decayed
stair-treads, and a variety of other things,
call for very careful inspection and discern-

ment on the part of the surveyor.
If any part becomes dangerous, or gives

way, the tenant is liable for its repair, or
any damage occasioned by its fall. A nosing
of a step, if broken, is a dilapidation ; if

quite worn away, it is not one. If, by
negligence to the repair of a roof, the timber
decays, the damage is looked upon as a
dilapidatioa ; and the same may be the re-

sult from a neglect of painting. Dilapida-
tions are thus voluntartj when they imply
active deterioration, and ^ermi'ssi'ye when the
deterioration arises from passive neglect.
In a word, dilapidations arise when the con-
ditions of the premises are in a worse state
than they ought to be, reasonable wear ex-
cepted ; and this general distinction may be
usefully kept in view, however much it may
be altered by circumstances. Unfortunately,
the law loans against lessees in the inter-
pretation of repairing covenants, and the
tenant is often called upon to place in a
better condition than he found the premises
in. What makes the matter worse is that,
in the absence of a stipulation, a landlord
is not legally liable to his tenant in re-
spect of repairs, though tho latter is still

compelled to pay rent, even though the
premises are quite unfit for habitation, or
have fallen down. It is lamentable to think
of the position of many tenants, who have
probably taken long leases of houses with-
out a careful supervision being made of their
condition as regards drainage and rojiairs.

They find out some inherent defect, and call

upon the landlord to remedy i*^, without
thinking, in the absence of stipulation,

there is no implied promise by law on the
part of the landlord. The best authority on
the Law of Landlord and Tenant distinctly

says :
" There is never any covenant or pro-

mise implied by law on the part of tho lessor

of a house or land that it is reasonably fit

for habitation ; nor that tho house will

endure during the term, nor that the lessor

will do any repairs whatever." Nothing is

clearer. If a house is in a dangerous state,

if the roof leaks, the landlord can-
not bo called upon legally to repair.

Hence tho importance of tenants making
proper stipulations in their agreements.
The tenant's liability, on tho other hand, is

always to repair, maintain, and uphold the
premises, even though there may be no
covenant to that effect. These duties on
the part of tenant - are implied, and are as

binding as if they had been expressed.
The tendency of recent decisions, and the
opinion of the best authorities, appear to

show very clearly that a tenant for a term
of years is liable for permissive waste, and,
of course, we are referring only to tenants
in such a position.

It becomes, therefore, a very plain duty of
tenants to exempt themselves from unneces-
sary liabilities, which the law supposes they
are in a position to do. The performance of

this duty of course rests with the surveyor,
who may bo called in by the incoming
tenant to examine the state of repair,

though houses are taken every day in very
doubtful conditions, without such examina-
tion. A minute survey of the house and
premises is necessary, and a schedule of the
repairs required should be prepared before
the lease is executed. This schedule ought
to be signed byboth the lessor and lessee, and
it then becomes evidence of admission on the
part of the landlord as to the state of re-

pairs. It also becomes a valuable record in

assessing dilapidations cfterwards. In
making out the schedule or specification,

structural defects and drainage ought par-
ticularly ii be noticed, and it would facili-

tate the labour of preparation if some
method were alw.ays adhered to. Defective
walls, floors, roofs, skylights, gutters, sunk
and broken paving, sishes, cisterns, and
water supply, defects in plastering, broken
or cracked glass, worn or soiled paintwork,
defective ironmongery, and fastenings, are
some of the essential points to look to. It

is desirable for surveys to be made during
the term in all cases ; but generally, although
there is a covenant to enter and view state

of premises, landlords seldom enforce the
rule. A three months' notice is usually
given for repairs, after the survey which
ought to be made towards the expiration
of a lease. As a general principle in assessing
dilapidations, a tenant cannot be called
upon to deliver up the premises as new,
only to leave them in a condition they
ought to be in after a reasonable wear has
been considered. The tenant may reason-
ably have the option of executing the
required repairs, or of paying the sum as-

sessed by the surveyor ; but ithas been decided
that a tenant is not bound to use new
materials. At tho end of long leases decay
and wear of materials may be considerable,

and ought to be fairly allowed in assessing
the value.

As there is a very vague impression exist-

ing about the extent of the obligation of

the tenant to repair where an express
covenant exists, it may be as well to say that
inmost leases the tenant enters into a general

covenant to repair and keep in repair the
demised premises, and also covenants to

repair certain defects within three months'
notice ; to paint inside and out at stated

intervals. These are construed with refer-

ence to the ago, nature, and general state of

repair of the premises at the time of the

tenant's entry. So that a tenant taking the

lease of an old house would not in ordinary

cases be required to yield it up at the end of

the term in a better condition than he found
it on entering. But " to keep and yield up
the premises in (jood repair " is a clause of

greater binding power, and requires the
tenant to place tho premises in such a state

even if he found them in a bad state of re-

pair. The words '
' keep the promises in habit-

able repair," imply often that they are to be
put in a better state of repair than they were
found in, and a covenant to "substantially
repair, uphold, and maintain," makes the
tenant liable to paint the inside in the usual
manner. General covenants to repair, of

course, extend to all buildings erected on
the demised premises, as well as to landlord's

fixtures ; but a tenant cannot be compelled
to pay for a new floor or window, but only
for repairs to them. But these distinc-

tions are sometimes so fine that the
surveyor's judgment and experience are

required to determine them. Sometimes
there is a covenant by the lessee to the
effect that he will " well and sufficiently

repair, maintain, cleanse, paint, and keep
present and future erections, with all need-
ful reparations and amendments whatsoever,

shall paint outside once in three or five

years, and inside once in five or seven years,

&c." The Institute Report, speaking of such
a covenant, shows that if the effects of use
or age have proceeded so far as to destroy

the efficiency of any part, this argues neglect

or misuse, and consequently the tenant is

liable ; and the lessee is bound to maintain
the efficiency of every part of the premises,

either by simple repair or by renewing the

part altogether.

THE FRENCH INTERNATIONAL
CONGRESS OF 1878.

THEY do not always manage these things
better in France, if we may judge from

the fact that the publication of the short-

hand notes of the reporters, and of the
papers read at the meetings of the Congress,
have only just appeared, two years and nine
months since it took place. Such an un-
reasonable delay has necessarily deprived
the volume just issued of a great portion of

that interest with which it would have been
invested, had it made its appearance when
tho topics introduced were still uppermost
in our minds. Could it have appeared even
before the late Conference, it would have
been interesting to compare notes with the

system of competitions abroad, the regula-

tions regarding schedules of prices, and the
history of compulsory examinations for

architects in foreign countries. The Con-
gress was held, it may be remembered, dur-
ing the Great Exhibition of 1878, between
the 29th of July and the 3rd of August.
Most of the meetings were held in the
Trocadero, and some of the sections in

various disused offices in the Louvre build-

ings. The nominal President (President

d' honneur), was M. Lesueur, the architect

of the "Salle des Fetes," in the Hotel de
Ville (destroyed by the Commune in 1871),

the acting President was Monsieur Lefuel,

the architect of the Louvre, since deceased.

In April, 1879, Mr. R. Phone Spiers, who was
appointed delegate by the Architectural

Association, read a paper on the Congress,

giving a general description of all that took
place. This description took note of the

various meetings held, and gave a summary
of the papers which were delivered at the

general meetings. Of tho work done by tho

various sections, however, Mr. Spiers was
unable to say much, first, because the sec-

tions met simultaneously in different rooms,
and, secondly, because most of the com-
munications were of such length that they
had to be taken as read ; in some cases they
were in foreign languages, and had, there-

fore to be translated first.
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The subjects treated hj the sections in

detail were :— T. Organisation of Workmen
and their Apprentices. 2. Professional

Scale of Charges (AoMor'JirM de^ architectes),

and 3. Public Competitions. The subject of

Architectural Education was touched upon,
bat no result arrived at. Beyond the papers
and discussions on these three subjects, and
thoae already referred to by Mr. Spiers, the

report jast published contains notes on the
ooBstmction of Protestant churches in

Sweden, illustrated by plans ; a paper on
the question of Restoration of the Cathedral
at Bheims ; an historical account of the con-
struction of the Abbey Church of St. Kemi,
at Rheims (these two latter papers having
been obliged to be taken as read, when the
Googress visited Rbeims) ; a description,

byM. le Commandant de Silva, architect at

Idsbon, of five of the principal churches of

Purtugdl, illustrated by plans in which
special notice is made of the resemblance
between the church at Batalha and some of

oar English Cathedrals, the design of the
former having been ascribed to Stephen
Stephenson, an English architect ; and a
notice of some French monuments : com-
munications probably made to the Congress,
which are, therefore, printed in the report,

though without any special application to
its work. Of these several subjects, those
treated in tlie three sections only require
special notice here—viz.: 1. Organisation of
Workmen and their Apprentices. 2. Scale
of Charges, and 3. Competitions.
The organisation of working men and

their apprentices has long been a favourite
subject with the Societe Centrale dea Archi-
tected, the society responding to our Insti-

tute of British Architects, and under whose
auspices the Congress of 1878 was held. A
commission of fifteen members (of whom the
late M. Baltard was the President) drew up
a report on the same which was adopted by
a general a'sembly of architects in 1 872

;

and a copy of the report is published with
the Proceedings of the Congress, p. 195. It
would occupy too much space to do more
than refer to the resolutions which were
passed. They proposed that boys, on
leaving the primary schools, should be
placed with or apprenticed to employers who
would undertake to allow them to devote
part of their time to special studies of
drawing and mathematics in schools to be
provided for that purpose ; the schools to
be formed on the same basis as those exist-
ing at Chalons, Abe, Angers, and in the Rue
de I'Ecole de Medecine ; that a jury
or school-board should be formed of
architects, engineers, contractors, and fore-
men of works, to establish examinations and
to give diplomas ; and that, in the provinces
sad the small towns, a member of theSociete
Centrale should be appointed to perform the
same duty. Nothing seems to have been
said about the cost of forming such schools
or school-boards, possibly because at that
time, in the early d*ys of the Republic, it

was difiicult to see how the question could
be taken np.
Tne first communication made before the

congress of 1878 was by M. Charles Lucas,
who, ea the secretary of the Societe Cen-
trale, has been for many years an active
agent in pro;uoting the establishment (con-
seqoent on the report above-mentioned) of
schools for the working classes, including
primary and technical education. M. Lucas
read an account of his experience, from
which it would seem that, not only in Paris,
but throughout France, there do exist now
inany more schools than in 1872 for appren-
tices, and clubs (cercUt) for working masons.
These schools are supported partly by fees,
partly by the municipalities, and partly by
the State ; and it was M. Viollet le Due's
opinion that the principal contractors
ought, in some measure, to aid in their
BUintenance, seeing that they derive con-
iiderable benefit from the improved educa-

tion of apprentices. M. Lucas terminated
his paper with a description ot a municipal
school for apprentices erected by hiiu at Li
Villette. Four other communications were
made, ot two of which a risume only
is given. M. Douillard proposed to

unite in professional corporations or guilds
the employers and workmen of the different

trades, and in which there should be four
classes : 1st, all the contractors whose names
are inscribed in the directory ; 2ad, all the
foremen ; 3rd, all the workmen ; and 4th,
all the apprentices. All the members of the
guild are admissible to the first class, pro-
vided they can pass the examination neces-
sary for so doing. What examination would
be required to pass from the 2nd into the
1st class is not specified, but to become a
foreman the ordinary workman, to prove his
practical knowledge, must submit a remark-
able work which will be his chef d'wuvre.
The che/a d'muvre of the guild would be ex-
hibited annually, and every five years, the
chefa d'oeuvre of all the world. Amongst
other duties this guild is to endeavour to
draw up (assisted if necessary by architec-
tural arbitrators) a schedule of prices, in
other words, a Lixton's Price-book, to be in
force for the current year only. Money
should be put aside out of the subscriptions
to proTide for those who are ill or out of
work, and possibly for the speculative pur-
chase of ground and the erection of houses
thereon (sic). M. Duvert's communication
was of a somewhat similar nature. Em-
ployers and workmen were to pass examina-
tions, be classed according to their merit,
and their wages fixed therefrom. Any
member of the guild guilty of immorality
to be expelled ; and finally, for Sundays and
winter evenings, libraries, rooms, and halls
were to be provided with games or other
distractions, in which the wives and children
could take part, in order to give the work-
ing man the only pleasure he can enjoy, that
of remaining in the bosom of his family.
The two other communications of M.
Lehman and M. Goffinon are much more
practical, in that their propositions arc
based on that which exists. M. Goffinon
divides his education for working men and
apprentices into two sections, theory and
practice ; the former to be taught in
Government and provincial schools aided by
the volunteer assistance of various archi-
tects and engineers. The practical part to
be acquired on the works of the principal
c jntractors of Paris, or in the provinces work-
ing under some contrast with the Societe
Centrale des Architectes. M. Goffinon ter-
minated his paper by pointing out that as
all the duties of life require from time to
time some stimulant, so the professors would
look forward to the ribbon of the Chevalier
de la Lagion d'Honneur, the contractors to
medals, and the working men to diplomas.
In order to explain what to many might
seem an extraordinary state of things to
admit of the possibility of such propositions,
it should be stated that in Paris and France
generally, buildings are carried out not by
one general contractor, but by a series of
contractors, all keeping to their own par-
ticular trade, and it is invariably the case
that these contractors have risen from the
bench. The examination of the different

classes and the possibility of a working
mason becoming first a foreman and
eventually a contractor in his own special
trade is only a natural occurrence, and
French architects cannot understand how
wo in England are content to have one con-
tractor, who, they say, can have but a very
general smattering of each trade. We, on
the other hand, consider that an archi-
tect's work would be materially increased
by having to do with more than one con-
tractor, and the endless disputes to which it

would seem to give rise in the event of a
mistake being made (for instance, in one of
the trades which necessitated additional

labourandexpenseinanother), would seem at
first to be unfathomable. Such disputes are,
of c )urse, always arising, and the system has
called for the e.-tablishment of a special
class of professional men, who are called
architects' experts. They respond, in some
sense, to our measuring surveyors ; their
work, however, commencing at the end of a
job instead of at the beginning, and they
are appointed, we believe, very much in the
name way as the arbitrators provided for in
our English contracts, except that there are
few cases in which they are not called in to
assist in the settling of accounts.

{To be contbnicd.)

PLUMBER'S WORK—SANITARY AND
OTHERWISE.

SOME fresh interest has been recently
awakened with regard to the plumber s

share in sanitary house-building, and the
course of lectures being delivered by Mr.
Stevens Hellyer under the auspices of the
National Health Society, will aid, more or
less, to bring about reform. The old
schools of plumbing have turned out very
efficient workmen, and in some branches, as
those concerned with lead-laying, we pos-
sess no better. With regard to sanitary
plumbing, however, considerable changes
have been introduced. What was deemed
correct plumbing, in such matters as con-
nections and soil-pipes, has been com-
pletely set aside of late years, and many
cherished ideas as to air-tight drains and
traps have been exploded. One word as to
the title of " sanitary engineer." We can
see no harm in a plumber who has
mastered the sanitary branch of his busi-
ness, distinguishing himself with this title,

as both by his practical plumbing know-
ledge and his experience in sanitary work,
he is as much entitled to the distinction as
a "mechanical engineer" who has really
been praotically trained in a workshop in
the details of machinery.
Mr. Hollyer's remarks on joints and pipe

bending—a full report of which we pub-
lished in our last issue — deal with the
A.B.C. of the sanitary plumber, though we
are not quite prepared to endorse the assertion
that some plumbers, though they make
joints daily have never learned how to make
a perfect joint. There is a philosophy in
pipe-jointing, as in many other very simple
operations, which the practical plumber
ought to understand. There are many
little points to be observed in joining the
ends of two pipes. Their relative positions
ought to be, of course, the first considera-
tion, so that any matter passing down the
pipe may not lodge on the edge of the
lower one, and this is insured by introdu-
cing the upper pipe within the lower, so as
to go with the stream, and by well opening
the outer pipe, and rasping off any edge or
obstruction that may be formed, so that a
perfect and smooth bore may be made.
There should be no contraction a* the joint,

as there very often is. Mr. Hellyer laid

necessary stress also on the " soiling " of the
ends, getting a true ring for the shaving
line, and preserving a proper thickness of
solder round the joint—little matters too
frequently unheeded by the workman, but
which a knowledge of first principles would
suggest. The virtues of particular joints

are lauded by some plumbers, and as
doctors differ, so are their various opinions
on the advantages of different kinds of
joints. A good " wiped" joint is, no doubt,
quite equal to an "over-cast" joint,

or one where the joint has afterwards been
ribbed by a hot iron. We are not prepared
to agree with Mr. Hellyer that a joint of
half the length of that made in England
is not equally strong, and we believe the
Scotchplumbers are able to make jointswhich
can compare with any made in this country.
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The directions given by the lecturer in the
making of " underhand joints," are not
always followed, especially in small pipes,

and wo have often seen the manipulation to

large pipes performed in a rather slovenly

manner.
Tho lecturer justly condemned the old

manner of connecting branch with main
pipes by a mitrc-joint, which, besides

wasting solder, produced a weak and imper-
fect joint, contrary to correct principles. A
great notch had, of course, to be cut out of

one pipe and afterwards filled up with the
corresponding projection left on the end of

the other, and the soldering became both
troublesome and wasteful, as it had to fol-

low the curvilinear line of the intersecting

pipes. The other plan shown on the dia-

gram was superior. The remarks made on
bending pipes, and the diagrams showing
old and incorrect principles were, perhaps,
of as much importance as those on jointing.

In many of the houses built now, we find

the old methods resorted to, and the
abominable "elbow joint" is constantly
met with. Every tyro in mechanics knows
the effect of bending a tube, that it buckles
in on the top side, bulges at the sides, and
weakens or cracks at tho heel of the bend.
The result is, of course, to contract the tube
at the bend, as shown by the diagram Mr.
Hellyer exhibited. All these defects have
to be avoided by skilful manipulation after

heating the pipe at the bend, and by the
use of the dresser and dummy to restore

the weakened parts by beating down the
sides, raising the neck, and dressing the
heel, so as to make it resume the original

thickness. In short, the practical plumber,
by exactly knowing the effect of bending a
tube, and the mechanical displacement of the
metal it causes, endeavours to restore the
metal to its original thickness, and preserve
the rotundity of the pipe and its full bore at

the bend. This, of course, is the principal

art in pipe-bending, and "bobbins" are

only makeshifts. As jointing and bending
are at the threshold of sanitary plumbing,
it is of the utmost use that the workman
should master these requirements, and we
are glad to find the proposal made to award
money and book prizes for the best speci-

mens of bent lead pipe, wiped soldered

joints, and bossed-up lead breaks, produced
by journeymen, who shall in addition fur-

nish rough sketches showing the best way
of disconnecting soil-pipes and waste pipes
from drains, and of ventilating such pipes to

prevent siphonage. It is satisfactory to

find that the subjects of house-drainage and
ventilation are to be made the topics of

the later lectures, for it is with regard to

these matters that we find so much preju-
dice and ignorance. How many plumbers
there are who still cling to the old method
of fixing closets and waste-pipes, and it is

astonishing to find the D-trap largely

patronised by the craft, in spite of its im-
perfections. The principles of modern sani-

tation will have done very little till the
plumber is able to realise the defects of the
old plans and, for his own credit, sees that
such principles are carried out. Of what
use is it for the architect to specify an
approved system unless the plumber fully

enters into the matter ? At present, the
plumber sometimes seems callously indif-

ferent; he sees no advantage in adopting a
system of house-drainage which has
received the sanction of scientific men and
more enlightened plumbers, andisblind to the
difference between traps which are collectors

of deposits and those which are not, and to
the value of disconnection of soil- and waste-
pipes from tho drains. When overflow
pipes from cisterns are joined to tho water-
closet drain, or are laid to the trap of

siphon, and air and waste-pipes are made
to connect the closet with the cistern for

drinking-water ; when the wastes from sinks

and lavatories are laid on to the drains or

soil-pipes with mere bends or traps as

chocks to tho escape of gas, surely the
charges made against him are not ex-

aggerated. The old plumbers were taught
to believe in the perfectibility of tho trap,

that nothing could escape it, and upon this

conviction, they have opposed all improve-
ments. The experience and science of the

last 40 years have demonstrated tho fallacy

of closed, trapped drains, and have shown that

if wewantimmunityfromzymoticdiseases, we
must make our traps ventilators as well,

place them outside our houses, or carry up
the soil-pipes as open ventilators to our
drains. The numerous inventions which
have been patented of late years in im-
proved traps alone, indicate the greatness of

the revolution in sanitary matters, and the

urgency there ia for a remodelling of the

instruction given to plumbers. It is one of

the trades connected with building which
needs a liberal knowledge of the principles

of physical science, and we believe the only
way of insuring the necessary amount of

theoretical and practical knowledge, is by
the establishment of some kind of Govern-
ment inspection, and granting certificates

to qualified plumbers. There are, already,

one or two trustworthy bocks and
treatises written by plumbers of late years,

which attest a desire to raise the art to a
condition equal to the sanitary knowledge
and demands made upon it, and we believe

the trade is fully alive to the importance
and necessity of reform.

HYDRAULIC MOETARS.*

By Db. Michaelis, of Berlin.

IP we admit the hypothesis of the forma
tiou of a hydro-silicate of lime, ignor

ing all accessory processes, we may
thereby explain the nature of hydraulic
induration. We do not intend to enter

here into a full description of the hydro-
silicate of lime and its properties, but shall

merely examine two of its more salient

features.

The calcic hydro-silicate which is found
in all hydraulic limes, Puzzolana mortars,
and Portland cements, can exist only under
water or in a medium saturated with
moisture ; if exposed to the air, it loses, at

ordinary temperatures, water of hydration

,

and its composition is thereby destroyed. If

our hypothesis, that hydraulic induration is

mainly owing to the formation of a hydro-
silicate of lime, be correct, the above-men-
tioned property of this silicate will be
observable in all hydraulic substances, in-

cluding Portland cament. It has long been
known, with respect to the " Santorin
earth, " that the mortar produced with
this puzzolana (which is chiefly composed
of pumice—volcanic lava), loses, in contact

with tho air, the cohesion it has attained

under water. For some years, we have
prosecuted investigations in this direction

with regard to all kinds of hydraulic sub-

stances, and have conclusively established

the fact that no cement can retain unin-

jured its cohesion, otherwise than by being
kept in a damp medium.

It is obvious that this fact will be most
apparent in the case of pure hydraulic mor-
tars unmixed with sand or other aggregates.

Every one wUl recollect having observed

pure or rich hydraulic mortars which
showed signs of incipient disintegration, in

the form of hair-like cracks.

A second property of this hydro-silicate of

lime is its behaviour in every respect like a

colloid. Its nature is similar to that of the

hydrates of silica, alumina, magnesia, and
lime (existing in quick-lime). It presents

the appearance of a swollen gelatinous body,

with no tendency to crystallisation ; at

least, in no case in which we have examined

• Coounniucat«d by the author.

this silicate, have we been able to prove
conclusively the presence of crystals. The
hydro-silicate behaves like a mineral-glue,
and possesses all the cementitious propertiea
of its constituents ; during the process of
desiccation, it becomes gradually more com-
pact, and shows, up to a certain point, a
constant progression in cohesive strength ;

finally, it surrenders its water of hydration,
when the disintegration commences.
The less compact the hydraulic mortar,

tho more rapidly will this disintegration
take place ; the denser it is, the more capa-
ble will it show itself of withstanding it.

Thus the pure hydro-silicate of lime is

destroyed with rapidity ; Santorin earth
and Puzzolana mortars, within a short
period ; hydraidic lime and Koman cement
more slowly ; while, last of all to succumb,
is Portland cement. Even this excellent
material, if used neat or in large propor-
tions and exposed to the air, cannot last

out a single summer : after this period in
our own climate (and this is much more
notably the case in warmer countries), it is

found to be covered with a network of
innumerable capillary cracks, which
hitherto have been generally taken as a
proof of imperfect manufacture or careless

workmanship, and as being a sign, though
an insignificant one, of a tendency to
" blow." They are, however, in every case
the natural and inevitable results of desicca-

tion, and betoken the commencement of

disintegration.

The above remarks will be suflicient to
furnish our readers with the key to many
hitherto unexplained phenomena ; in order,
however, to afford to every one an oppor-
timity of forming his own judgment in the
matter, we shall adduce from our investi-

gations a few experiments which have a
more especial bearing on the subject before
us.

A sample of Portland cement (Wallsend
brand) had lain for five years immersed in

water, and during that period had given the
following results (every number being the
mean of at least ten breakings).*

Age 1 day,
..2 „
,, 3 „
.. 4 ,.

„ B „
5. «
.1 7

223731b. per square inch.
348051b. „
411-751b. „
496671b. „
46oS21b. „
609-621b.
482-4Slb.

1 month, 684-411b.
752-971b.

10O2-291b.
865 941b.
1149 791b.
847'841b.

808-301b.
869 59ib.

962'331b.

year,

This cement was therefore of excellent

quality; nevertheless briquettes of the same
cement, which had lain under water for a
period of five years, after being exposed to
the air for ten weeks, at a temperature of

18" to 20", C. (64-4 to 68", P.), showed a
strength of only 433'81b. per square inch.

The two portions of one of the strongest

of the briquettes broken at 5 years (giving

1,024- lib. per square inch) were dried over
chloride of calcium, whereby the following
decrease in weight was found to take
place :

—

Weight. Loss of Weight.
Air dried, 203300 grammes.

After 1 month, 185527 ,, 17,773 grammes.
„ 2 „ 185-300 „ 0227

Thereafter one portion of the briquette ((«)

was kept for five months over chloride of

calcium, and then in the desiccator over sul-

phuric acid ; the other portion (6) was

* We are of opinion (see also " 2ur Beurtheilang
desFortlaud Cements," FolytechnischeBuchhandlung. A.
Seydel, Berlin, 1876) that the decrease in tenaile strength
after the first year is merely apparent, and that it ia due
to a change m the molecular structure. In course of
time the structure of cement gradually approaches in
appearance that of porcelain ; ita elasticity diminishes,
but ita resistance to pressure increases, or the relation
between the tensile and the crushing strength becomes
altered in favour of the latter, the cement becoming more
britU«.
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wrai^d in blotting-paper, and placed aside

in the laboratory.

TheM investigations were commeuced in

October, 1878; in both instances the decrease

in weight was ooatinuoua, and was as

follows:

—

(a) loai. (&) iMS.
ARer S monUis, 80 333 — SS^l —

,,.4 „ 99iaS 0t9» 85990 —
„ 5 „ a8';.il 0341 85'?76 0'«)9

„ 6 „ 97-945 OSaO 85T0S OCT*
„ 7 „ 97-803 0143 85 653 0045
M 8 „ 97-570 0-3S3 85 599 O'OSO

„ » „ 97-2)0 O'^SO 85495 O'lOl

„ 10 „ — — 85 353 142

„ U „ — — 88165 0188
„ U „ 95-293 1-993 84892 263

„ IS „ 95 04-j 0-250 84 755 137

„ 14 „ 94-463 0-579 84260 0495
„ IS „ 94106 0857 84-061 0196
„ 16 „ 93507 0-599 84 133 —
„ 17 „ — — 83-437 0-627

The loss has hitherto been constant ; the

same investigations are being continued.
With the excellent "Stem" cement a

series of tests, to extend over a period of ten

years, -was commenced in January, 1876, with
a Tiew to establishing the relative strength

of cement tested in a dry and wet condition.

The wet briquettes were tested immediately
on being taken from the water, those to be
broken dry were removed from the water
14 days before te.sting. WhUe testing the
briquettes broken after 30 days (in February)
and also those from the first to the fourth
Tear (broken in Janaaiy) the room was
heated.

Am. Broken Wet. Broken Dr^.
7 days, 777 31b. per aq. in. —
30 „ 844-41b. „ 7e7'0Ib. persq. in.

90 „ 96691b. „ 902-91b. „
180 ., 913-llb. „ 730'91b. „
1 Tear, 925 lib. „ 623 8Ib. „
S „ 99771b. „ 60091b. „
S „ 686-71b. „ 609-91b. „
4 „ 94731b. „ 39681b. „

Among the numerous tests (over 80,000)
which have been carried out in our labora-

tory, those made with neat cement, lime, and
puzzolana mortars, which were kept exposed
to the air, invariably showed at an advanced
age signs of incipient disintegration more
or less distinct, unless care was taken that
the atmosphere in their vicinity was kept
saturated with moisture.

The fracture of a cement, injured through
desiccation, is so characteristic that the pro-
gress of disintegration or loss of strength
may be recognised with ease. The appear-
ance which any pure hydraulic mortar pre-
sents, if broken at a certain age, is invariably
of a "shelly" character; a cement which
has been injured by desiccation shows, on
the contrary, a fracture of a more serrated
nature.

Investigations -with the object of ascer-
taining the degree of humidity of the atmo-
sphere, beyond which hydraulic mortars
retain their water of hydration, are at pre-
sent in coarse of prosecution. By another
series of teats we are endeavouring to estab-
lish the extent to which mixtures of
hydraulic materials with sand, or other
aggregates, are capable of withstanding the
destructive effects of desiccation.

In analogy with the be haviour of quick-
lime, and in accordance with the colloidal
nature of the calcic hydro-silicate, the con-
traction is less injurious in its effects the
poorer the mortar.
We have endeavoured to show how the

hydro-ailicate of lime existing in hardened
oement becomes, by continued separation of
its water, gradually more dense, and,
although in its separate particles becoming
harder, is eventually destroyed through the
fisiures produced by contraction, which then
become the cause of the total disintegration
of the mass, under the changing influences
of heat and cold, and more particularly of
frost.

If it bo true that the destruction of
cement is duo merely to contraction, causing
intermpUon of continuity of the mass—in
short, to those capillary fissures—it must
follow that the weU-kaown means for pre-
venting contraction, esx>ecially the admix-

ture of sand, will enable cement to escape
these disastrous results.

It is understood that we speak here only
of cements of unexceptionable quality, and
their deterioration, when exposed to the
action of the atmosphere. The disintegra-
tion of cement mortars kept under water in

a moist condition arises from imperfections
in the cement, iu most cases from actual
"blowing," and in such instances the
fissures produced are in appearance of a
totally different character.

If briquettes of neat cement and of
cement and sand mixtures, which have
undergone the hardening process for a con-
siderable period immersed in water, and are
perfectly intact, and have attained a high
degree of strength, be exposed for a
lengthened period to a process of desiccation,
either in the desiccator over sulphuric acid
or chloride ef calcium, or in the atmosphere
at a temperature between 60° and 120", C.
(140° to 248? P.), in every case the neat
cement will be observed eventually to be
covered -with fine capillary cracks. The
larger the size of the briquette the more
rapidly and distinctly will these cracks make
themselves apparent. In the case of ten-
sional briquettes, oven in the small one-inch
section fiddle or wedge-shaped pattern, con-
siderable cracks may be observed in the
direction of the long axis of the briquette.
The strength is found to be affected more or
less, according as these cracks take place
more or less nearly at right angles to the
line of tension. Even very distinct cracks,

when in the direction of the strain, exert
little or no influence on the tensile strength.
In many cases no sign of capUlary cracks

can be discovered, even on a very close
external examination of such dried
briquettes; the characteristic serrated
fracture on breaking reveals, ho-wever, at
once, the latent pressure, so to speak, of
contraction.
In the case of cement and sand mixtures,

the writer has not, for a long time, ob-
served any such phenomena when the
cement was of good quality, and mixed
with not less than two parts of sand ; even
with mixtures of 1 ; 1, if worked up suffi-

ciently stiffly, cracks are v< ry seldom appa-
rent in small briquettes.

The larger the size of the object which is

prepared from cement-mortar, and the
greater the strain to which it will be sub-
jected, the smaller should be the proportion
of cement used. On this account also, it is

in the highest degree requisite that cement
be ground much more finely than has
hitherto been customary. If, for example,
a manufacturer of artificial stone employs
1 part of cement, ground to the ordinary
degreeof fineness, with2 or 3 partsof s»nd,he
might, with a more finely-ground cement,
such as would pass through a sieve with
32,000 meshes per square inch and leave no
residue, use 5 or 6 parts of sand ; the
article produced would attain the same
strength after the same length of time as

that prepared with a much larger propor-
tion of coarsely-ground cement, and would,
at the same time, exhibit a much better

appearance and remain free from capillary

cracks.

In order to study the effect of desiccation
on mixtures of cement and sand, wo have car-

ried out, among others, the following series

of tests, the briquettes employed being of

5 square centimetres sectional area :

—

1. The same cement as that of which the
strength, up to the ago of four years, is given
above, and which was thin, was tested neat,

in the one case direct from the water, in the
other, after lying 14 days exposed to the
air, was made up with one, two, three, and
four parts by weight of sand and tested,

in the case of those under "A" imme-
diately on being removed from the water,
those under " B " being permitted to remain
28 days exposed to the atmosphere.

The moan, in each case, of 10 briquettes,

furnished the following results in lbs. per
square inch :

—
rn

i
TTi j TTi

i
m

Age
180 diiys

lyear
603-1764-5
635-9 7752

ll>23
137 -7

637-S
611-(

347-0

W3-8
6831
45S'l

285-9 4508
302-8406-6

Thus it wUl be observed that in no case
did a decrease iu strength take place through
the briquettes being dried before breaking

;

but, on the contrary, a considerable advance
in strength, and that from causes of which I
shall hereafter treat.

2. Briquettes of one part cement and
one part sand which had been undergoing
induration under water for a period of

3k years, were broken as follows :

—

a. Directly on removal from the water.

b. After four weeks' air-drying.

c. After 27 days' air- drying; the briquettes

were then re-immersed in water : tested

directly from the water.

d. After 21 days' air-drying, then seven
days re - immersion in water : tested

directly from the water.

e. Seven days' drying at 130? to 140° C.
(266° to 284° P.).

/. Seven days' drying at 130° to 140° C.

(266° to 284° P.). Then one day re-

immersed in water : tested directly from
the water.

g. Seven days' dryiag at 130° to 140« 0.

(266° to 284° P.). Then seven days re-

immersed in water: tested directly from
the water.
The following are the results, each

number being the mean of ten breakings, in

lbs. per square inch :

—

a h c d e f g
411-6 6723 484-3 480-0 583-1 4281 8741

It will be observed that b to (/ inclusive,

which were subjected to a process of desic-

cation, have suffered no diminution in

strength (the insignificant variation between
a and g is such as occurs between bri-

quettes treated identically); it is well

known that a certain slight increase in

strength is always occasioned by the forma-
tion of carbonate of lime ; this, however,
may be left entirely out of account in view
of the fact that all cement, sand, mortars,

as also all common bricks (capable of

absorbing a considerable amount of water)

porous sandstones, &o., present, in the dry
state, greater resistance to the separation of

their molecules.
The series of tests, c, d, /, and g afford

ample proof of this.

3. A cement-mortar of one part of cement
and five parts of sand, showed, after

20 months' hardening under water, an aver-

age strength of 349-21b. per square inch.

Several of the briquettes were taken out of

water, after a period of 12 months, and
immediately placed in a desiccator; they

were then dried for eight months over

sulphuric acid, thus securing the elimination

of all influence of carbonic acid. These
briquettes broke, after 20 months, at an
average strain of 490-31b. per square inch.

These experiments prove, in a conclusive

manner, that mixtures of cement and sand
do not become disintegrated like neat

cement-mortar ; the addition of the sand
removing effectually any tendency to con-

traction, and the consequent formation of

fissures ; thus the continuity of the mass is

nowhere interrupted. On the other hand,

we may safely conclude that the presence of

these contraction-fissures is the solo cause of

the disintegration of pure and rich cement-
mortars when exposed to the action of the

air.

The foregoing remarks will readily ex-

plain the complete fiasco whiti artificial

stone has always been, when pure cement, or

large proportions of the same, have been

used.
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TBE USE OF MARBLE AND SIMILAR
MATERIALS IN ENGLISH ARCHI-
TECTURE.*

THE subject of my paper is the ueo of marble

and similar materials in English archi-

tecture. Among these materials I include all

those stones which have a slight degree of

translucency and will take a polish, and which
are valued in architecture either for their beauty

and variety of colour,^as, for instance, the

veined and breccia marbles, porphyries, serpen-

tines, and some kinds of alabaster,—or else for

their delicacy and purity, and the closeness and
fineness of their texture, as in the case of

statuary, Parian, and white alabaster. I have

chosen this subject because the opportunity we
Englishmen have now for using materials of this

kind in our work is something novel in English

architecture, and because, unless wo reoogoise

this novelty, and try to ascertain the proper

princiijlea by which to employ this new material,

we are not likely to employ it well. It is true

that it was not an unknown material in Mediasval

England. This could hardly have been so, for

in Devonshire it is a common building -stone, and
every shower of rain makes the smooth flagstones

of Plymouth look like slabs of polished marble.

It would be more correct to say, that, though
not unknown, it was almost ignored. And it

was ignored not so much from choice as from
necessity. M. VioUet-Ie-Duo observes that in

France, where the use of marble during the

Middle Ages was as rare as with us, if not rarer,

romancists were fond of writing of marble palaces,

and so forth, and that the chroniclers of the

Abbey of St. Denis boast of the marble columns
with which Abbe Suger surrounded the choir,

which, however, turn out, after all, to be only of

stone. It is most probable that the expense and
delay of working marble was the real reason

why it was neglected in a style which was the

child of economy, and in an age when labour

was costly and labourers few. However this

may have been, in the earlier styles of our native

architecture it is the fact that, with the exception

of the simple grey marbles of Purbeek and others

like them, which were employed chiefly in shafts,

the use of marble was neglected. In the later

periods of Gothic art, alabaster, which is soft

and easily worked, came into use for monuments
and reredoses, and similar small works ; and,

still later, marble was used a good deal in our
English Renaissance, though even then chiefly

in small work, such as monuments and chimney-
pieces. The marbles then employed seem to be
chiefly foreign, and to have been regarded as a
rarity and used with economy. It has been re-

served to our own age, when steam-transport by
land and sea has relieved us of the necessity of

using only local materials in our works, and
when provincialisms in architecture seem destined

to give way before a more general interchange
of materials and modes of workmanship, to have
marble brought to our doors so easily, and in

suck quantity and variety, that it fairly takes

its place as one of our building materials.

Now, to those who take what I believe to be
the right view of our position in the history of

art,—who recognise the fact that we live in an
age which is necessarily eclectic ; building up for

ourselves an art out of the teaching, not of one
only, but of many bygone styles, all more or less

unsuitable,—and who look forward to the
development, in due course, of a really modem
art which will represent us better,—the acquisi-

tion of a new material will be welcome as open-
ing the way for a fresh departure in our practice.

For every special need of our life which is met
and satisfied, and every new material which is

adopted and put to its proper use, must involve
some modification of the adopted styles wo work
in; and each such modification, if made in

accordance with true artistic principles, or,

what is much the same thing, common-sense,
must result in genuine progress. There is no
need to urge the use of marble on modem archi
tects. Ever since it has been easy to have it,

there has been do lack of demand for it, and this

is not wonderful. The firot impulse seems to
have been given by the books of Mr. Ruskin and
Mr. Street. Delighted to find himself allowed,
and even encouraged, to indulge himself in the
study of a branch of Gothic architecture which
had been forbidden by the sterner masters of
Gothic purism, the student rushed to Italy and
found there wonders of colour and exquisite

• A Paper read before the Architectural Ajssociation, on
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finish of workmanship for which his Northern
traininghadin no way prepared him. Accustomed
to regard a 4in. marble shaft as an extravagance,

and an alabaster pulpit or font as a matter for

glorification, he suddenly found himself in a

country where marble was used as a common
building-stone. The sensation with which, for

the first time, one stands in an Italian church,

such, for instance, as that of St. Lorenzo at

Genoa, where arches and walls of banded black

and white marble are carried on closely serried

rauks of massive columns of deep purplish red,

is one of astonishment mixed with incredulity.

And as the student travels further and becomes
accustomed to see marble used universally for

purposes where, in his less-favoured land,

common stone would have been employed, his

satisfaction grows in proportion as his wonder
lesEcns. To many students after an Italian tour,

—at all events, a first Italian tour,—the return

to sober stone is like disenchantment, and it is no
wonder that they, seize every opportunity of

using the material which has charmed them
under an Italian sky. With this desire I have

no wish to quarrel. We may safely welcome
the new material and use it freely, provided we
learn to use it properly and do not forget that it

is a new material in English architecture, and
that as a simple consequence its adoption must
bring with it new methods and principles of de-

sign.

I propose lo-night to touch successively on a

few of the principles of design by which the

effects which we admire in the marble-work of

the past have been produced ; and to show how,

by the neglect of these rules, wo moderns have

constantly failed to succeed in making the most
of our new material ; and how we have some-

times even spoiled what might otherwise have

been tolerably good work, by the improper use

of a material which would have improved it had
it been judiciously employed.
The first thing to be insisted on is that marble

is not, as some seem to think, merely a more
beautiful kind of stone, which may be used just

where and how we might use stone, but with a
correspondingly more beautiful effect. Marble
has other differences from ordinary stone tnan
its superior beauty. In the first place, it is

generally much harder, and to work it involves

infinitely more labour ; in the next place, it has
a slightly transparent quality, which requires

special kinds of design to make one's work upon
it tell distinctly ; and again, in the case of

coloured marbles, we have a totally new field of

design opened to us differing from any that mere
stone-masonry offers. All these points involve

new considerations to one who has been trained

exclusively in the Northern schools of Gothic
architecture, which are distinctly stone styles.

Their deeply-recessed orders, undercut mould-
ings, and elaborate traceries, the highly-relieved

character of their decorative sculpture, especially

the naturalism of some of it, are all derived from
the use of stone, and are appropriate only to a

soft, easily-worked material. There is nothing
here to teach us how to make the best use of our
new material. It is only from those who have
been used to work it that we shall learn how to

deal with it, and it is, therefore, to Italy that

the student must look for instruction. In that

country marble has always been a possible and
the favourite material, and the true principles

of working it have never been entirely forgotten.

From the time when the Gothic or Lombard
builder first began to carve rude marble capitals

of his own by the side of those he pilfered from
the ruins of antiquity, down to the time of the

Renaissance, when perfect knowledge and un-
rivalled skill in dealing with marble seemed to

make that stubborn material as plastic as clay in

the artist's hands, we find it employed sensibly

and with proper economy— by which I mean
that no labour was unprofitably spent on it, and
that the workman succeeded in producing the

desired effect with the least possible fatigue.

The principles of work according to which this

result has been obtained are simply those by
which every good school is guided ; they are

the same which, working under different con-

ditions, produced the totally different styles of

France and England. Decorative sculpture

north of the Alps owes its character to the stone

in which it was cut, and that south of the Alps

to the marble in which it was cut, because in

both styles the workman recognised and re-

spected the qualities of the material he was at

work upon, and as he worked in the directionwhich
these qualities suggested to him, his work fell

naturallyinto such a shape as bestbroughtout the
beauty of his material with least labour to himself.

For instance, the first consideration of a sculp •

tor or mason in marble would naturally be the

hardness of it, and the time his work would
occupy him. Every deep line in the foliage of

his capitals would have, first of all, to be drilled

out with a succession of holes, which would
afterwards be joined together by the chisel into

a regular sinking. This laborious effort is of

itself enough to confine the carver to a stiff and
regular mode of depign. Of what use would it

bo to him to think of imitating the wild freedom
of the stone carved capitals of the North, which
have all the rapidity and boldness of a sketch,

where we see that a few vigorous blows have
sufficed to give a depth of shadow that it would
take a week to prodnce in marble, and where
there is an easy play and variety of lino that can
only be had where the chisel travels easily and
freely, and finishes at once ? To imitate this

free work in a stubborn material is an artistic

mistake of the first order, of which examples
are not wanting even in old work. Most of you
may be acquainted with the spiral colonnettes

in the north and south portals of Chartrea

Cathedral, which support, if my memory is cor-

rect, the statues lining the jambs. The hollows

of these twisted shafts are stopped by exquisite

little bunches of leaves carved with a freedom
and grace that have seldom been suppassed.

They were evidently struck off in a happy vein,

and quickly finished while the mood lasted.

Those of you who have seen the front of Orvieto

Cathedral may remember the spiral shafts of

the doorways with their lovely mosaic inlay.

The architect has there tried a similar plan of

laying natural leaves at intervals in Qie hol-

lows of his shafts, but with a far less satisfac-

tory result. The freedom of the French example
is entirely wanting. The leaves look laboured

and heavy and leathery, for they took so long

to work that all the zest of the original idea

evaporated before they were one-quarter

finished. To illustrate the difference between
the two modes of work in the two materials, I
may turn to the difference between an etching

and an engraving. The etcher's needle travels

sweetly and smoothly over the varnished plate.

He can sketch as ho goes on, with the utmost
freedom, and finish his work a hundred different

ways, whereas the engraver has laboriously to

plough out line after Une, to lay them parallel

to each other, and to work evenly, regularly,

and methodically. Just so the marble -carver.

He must lay his lines firmly and positively in

their right places, and work them out slowly

and painfully. There is no rapid sketching for

him ; and therefore he cannot hope to succeed in

those designs which answer best with rapid

handling. In this I believe we findone key tothe
greater conventionalism of the decorative carving

of Italian art, and perhaps even to that of Classic

art itself. The stiilnessof materialledtostiffness

of design, exceptin cases wherelabour couldnotbe
misapplied nor the sculptor's interest exhausted,

asinthehumanfiguro. Itwouldnot be wearisome

to carve a block of marble into a Corinthian

capital, or one of those conventional capitals of

the Early Renaissance, of which there is such

an infinite variety, because its very regularity

and symmetrical perfection precludes the idea

of its being done otherwise than with oare and
pains, and in a considerable time. You are in

no hurry to embody your idea before it escapes

you, for you have laid down your outlines cor-

rectly from the first, and have only to fill them
up. It is natural that work such as this, which

takes a long time and considerable labour,

should bear the stamp of laboriousness, careful

arrangement, and perfect execution, rather than

that of facility and freedom; and when the

mechanical labour is so great as it is in the case

of marble, it is natural that a great part of the

less important ornament into which it is worked
should be mechanical too. Hence, no doubt,

the frequency in marble of such conventional

ornaments as the egg and dart, and similar en-

richments of Classic mouldings, which occur in

Italian work even during the Middle Ages.
The freer design of Northern carving is enjoy-

able only so long as it can be cut freely, and to

carve it in marble would be tediousness itself in

comparison with carving the more conventional

oraaments I have named. There is, however, a

free outlet for naturalism in marble, of which
neither the ancient nor the modem Italians have

failed to take advantage. It lies in the oppor-

tunity of working ia low relief. In common stone
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oooaidenlile relief is generally necessary, partly

becaoae moet stones baTe • coarseness of ((Ttda

which interferes with a very delicate finish,

and partly heoiose eren if the stone is fine

enough it is seldom so hard as to make a low

rdief durable enongh to resist ordinary wear.

Bat marble is sa fine of toitore that every touch

tells, and ao hard that the smallest amount of

relief may be safely trusted to last. I think no

deooratire sculpture shows more astonishing

ability and more perfect appreciation of the ma-
terial tmployed than some of the slighter

reliefs of Italian art. Efforts of perfect solidity

and modelling are prodused with the relief of a

bare ^in., and some of the finer lines are actu-

ally not leliered at all, but marked by a slight

Muking of the ground or incising of a line round
them. Here the labour is in comparison slight,

and in the arabesques which cover the surface

of the monuments of tlic Kcuaissance there is the

utmosteaseand graceand freedomofline,andoften
the most charming naturalism. But, above all,

the Italian found room for naturalism in the

representation of the human figure. There the

labour required by the material suits the nature of

the subject. In figure- carving there is no roomfor
hasty suggestive work ; all must be complete

and well stadie<^, and finish can hardly be
oarried too far. The superior artistic value of the

work also seems to demand the most durable of

materials, marble or bronze, and to repay any
expense of time and labour. There is no fear of

the artist tiring of work that he feels to be
worth the trouble he bestows on it.

I turn now to another property of marble
which distinguishes it from stone—its variety of

colour. This introduces us to entirely fresh

considerations, even more foreign to our native

styles of architecture than those of which we
have been speaking. At the beginning of this

paper I distinguished two uses to which marble
can be put and for which it is valuable .—1. The
beauty and variety of colour of some kinds

;

2. The compactness of texture and simplicity

of colour of others. Now, though from one
point of view we are in either case dealing with
the same class of materials, from another point

of view we are dealing with mttterials of two
totally distinct kinds. They are distinct as the

beauty of form is distinct from the beauty of
colour. This is so simple a distinction that it

seems at first sight hardly worth enunciating,

and yet there is no more common error than to

confuse it. Marble that is valuable for its

colour is valuable for that alone. Nothing else

ought to be present to our minds when employ-
ing it. To carve it is, except in very rare in-

-etances, a monstrous violation of the first prin-

(aplee of art. If, then, a marble, besides being
-CDioured, has any variety of colouring, it is

absurd even to work mouldings on it ; and yet
this is a thing that is done every day. The
architect wants a marble base or capping, and
fixes his affections on a lovely block of breccia

mottled with yellows, reds, and blacks, on a
nearly white ground ; or a scarcely less beauti-
ful piece in which white and coloured veins

cross and reoross one another or lie obliquely
along the surface. On this he works the rolls

and hollows of his base, or the details of his
cornice, and is disappointed to find the result is

not equal to hia anticipations. The lines of the
colouring contradict and confuse those of the
mouldings. One does not know which to look
at, the lines drawn by nature or those cut by
by the chisel. The level lines which are neces-
sary in such features for the proper architec-

tural effect are upset by the irregular markings
of the material, and the beauty of the markings
tbemaelres is destroyed by their being broken
into by the mouldings, which distort them just

as a drawing is distorted when rolled up. The
mistake is simply this, thit the radical differ-

• esoe between designing for form and
designing for colour has been ignored. The
effect is almost as bad when strongly-marked

1 marbles, such as many of the Devonshire
Traneties, are used for steps. The effect of a
'Bight of steps (and there are few more dignified
features in architecture) depends on the regu-
larity and evenness of the lines, and the simple
alternation of light and shade in tread and riser.

All this is destroyed by veins that run ob-
liquely, and so distort the horizontal lines, or
by strongly-massed colours, which interrupt
toe nmple breadth of light and shade. In all

the instances which I have given, the architect,
c»nght by the beauty of the material, has
thought that it would bo sure to beautify any-

thing he might use it for, and, having used it

for an improper purpose, he ends by destroying

both the form of the object and the beauty of

the material. No material is worse abused at

the present day in this respect than alabaster.

Alabaster costs less than marble in the block,

and being much softer, costs less in labour, and,
consequently, is much cheaper as a material,

and is, therefore, readily accepted as a substi-

tute. With a little trouble it may be had quite

white ; but, as a rule, it is more or less strongly

veined with warm brown streaks ; and, strangely

enough, it is this coloured alabaster that seems
most popular. Lot only for plain work, but for

sculpture. The absurdest effect is sometimes
produced by its employment for groups of figures

in a reredos, when the brown streaks run undis-
tinguishingly across the face of an apostle or the

drapery of a saiot, blurring the features of one
t.nd confusing the flowing lines of the other in

the most distracting manner.
The plain rule for all kinds of varied marbles

is that they should never be used except for

their colour, and in such a way as to make the
most of their colour. They should be used in flat

slabs, inlaid in panels, like pictures, or used for

lining the surfaces of walls or large compart-
ments of pavements, always in large enough
pieces to allow the variety of the markings to

tell ; for, of course, if they are out up into small
pieces they will differ but little from self-

coloured marbles. One very sensible way of

using them is by splitting and reversing them,
so that the veins and markings form regular
figures, like the patterns formed by a kaleido-

scope. This was very commonly done in

Byzantine work, and may be seen at St. Vitale,

Kavenna, and St. Mark's, Venice, and also, in

later times, as in the palaces Yendramin Calerghi
and Comer SpinelU on the Grand Canal,
designed by the family of the liombardi at the

end of the fifteenth century. Perhaps the only

lawful occasion for the use of variegated marble
for actual parts of the architecture is that

afforded by columns. Their form is so simple
and clearly defined that the irregularities of the

marble cannot confuse it, and the cylindrical

surface is as well adapted for displaying the

beauty of the markings of the marble as a flat

surface would be. But such marbles should
only be used for plain columns. If the columns
were fluted the beauty of the material would be
seriously diminished. The rule to employ a
coloured marble, for the sake of its colour only,

will, to a certain extent, apply also to seli-

coloured marbles, which have no variation of

surface. The instances in which sculpture can
be successfully appUed to any but white marble
are very rare, even if they are admitted to exist

at all. I do not forget the Egyptian figures in

black stone, porphyry, or granite, nor the red
marble lions that carry the columns of the Lom-
bard porches in North Italy. But it may be
observed that these are all archaic works that

stand very low in the scale of sculpture, being
conventional and abstract to a degree which we
are not likely to imitate, and indeed could not

imitate without affectation. But the prohibi-

tion against the use of coloured marbles for our
more developed sculpture need not prevent us
from working mouldings on it, for if the colour

be but uniform the mouldings are as well seen

in one colour as in another, or oven as in white.

For bases, cornices, architraves, and steps,

therefore, there can be no objection to the use

of marbles, such, for instance, as the Veronese
red, which is employed with such good effect

in the north of Italy, or the black, which gives

such dignity to many interiors in the Low
Countries.

Whilst we are on the subject of coloured

marbles, I would touch upon another rule, and
a most important one ; that is, to work with
moderation, and a limited palette. The same
rule applies, more or less, to all decorative arts.

The breach of it has done more to degrade
modem glass-painting than anything else.

Seven tints of glass, I believe, sufficed the

glass-painter of the thirteenth century, and with

them, and no more, he produced those miracles

of gorgeous colour which we see at Chaitros,

Bourges, and Canterbury. A similarly restricted

palette was enough for the wants of the artists

of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The
result was a harmony of colour and a sim-

plicity of composition that were admirablj
suited to the purposes of architectural deco-

ration. The modern glass-painters have, 1

1
believe, the choice of about 400 different tints,

and many of thtra seem to avail themselves of

the liberty of choosing without restraint, not
with the happiest results. The only modern
glass that is worth looking at has been designed
on totally opposite principles, with but few
colours carefully selected and artistically com-
posed. And in the same way in the arrange-
ment of marbles there can be no greater mistake
than to use many varieties in the same compo-
sition. There are very few designs for which
three kinds of marble would not be enough, or
in which there would fairly be room for more.
The marble scretns of the Low Countries afford

a good instance of the satisfactory application

of this principle. One of tho finest of them,

—

now removed, unfortunately, from its original
site in the cathedral of Bois-le-Duo, and pre-

served, fortunately for us, in our museum at

South Kensington,—is an example of the kind
of screen I refer to, of which there are scores in

the great churches of the Netherlands and
French Flanders, beginning with the old church
of Notre Dame at Calais. In this magnificent
structure there are but three marbles employed,
—black, white, and red,—and they are used
according to the principles I have endeavoured
to put before you. The white is used for sculp-

ture, the black (which is of one simple tone) for

the moulded architectural work, and the red,

which is variegated, though of a very sober tone,

for the columns.
There is another lesson to be learned from tho

practice of the best schools as to the usefulness
of working with moderation and self-restraint

in a material which offers so many temptations
to over-display as marble. The beauty of some
of the variegated marbles is so great, and their

colours so powerful, that they often exercise a
seductive influence on those who have had little

experience themselves in the use of marble, and
have paid little attention to the practice of those

who have had more. Caught by the splendour
of these more gorgeous varieties, they neglect

the soberer kind.', and they arrange their mag-
nificent materials so as to produce the most
powerful contrasts and the most gaudy combi-
nations. No marble has been more popular in

modem churches than a brilliant light- green
Irish marble, which is in itself of an almost
hopelessly impossible colour to work with, but
is often made still more offensive by being
placed next a bright red. Such gaudy combi-
nations as these are enough to vulgarise any
design, and are quite at variance with the teach-

ing of all the best schools, which employed not
only very few marbles at a time, as I have just

explained, but generally preferred those of

soberer colours, and avoided strong contrasts.

Indeed, when one is new to the study of

Italian art, and when the first rapture at the

wealth of marble that surrounds one is fresh,

one is disposed at first to wonder why strong
contrasts were so seldom resorted to, and why,
when so many splendid marbles were to be had,

the quieter specimens were preferred. A struc-

ture of white marble will often be relieved only
by panels of pale breccia, as at the Giant's
Staircase at Venice, selected evidently for their

light colour and amount of white ground. At the
Scuola di San Rocco, one of the most lovely and
refined works of the early Renaissance, the
principal staircase is designed with still greater

delicacy, the white marble being inlaid with
slabs of a pale warm grey. In the presence of

work such as this it is only the young or inex-
perienced architect who will wish for more
colour and decided contrasts. Those who have
any real sense of art will soon learn to appre-
ciate at their true value these quiet harmonies
and subtle combinations of tints. It is, how-
ever, only on a large scale that the Italian

masters dreaded and avoided strong contrasts.

In their smaller inlays and mosaic patterns

thoy sought brilliancy and distinctness, and
used the strongest contrasts, not only of colour,

but of light and dark. Strangely enough, it is

in small work such as this that modem men
seem to choose marbles that will not contrast,

and arrange them so as to produce no decided

effect. That disagreeable Irish green, of which
I have spoken, is often used next to a piece of

pale red, without that intervening white or

black which would have prevented their running
together, and the result is a confused piece of

colour that has none of the brilliancy that is

essential to design in mosaic. The true masters

of mosaic worked in a very different way.
They cliose strong positive colours, the dark
red of porphyry, and the deep green of ser-
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pentino, if they coiJd get Uiem, and almost
always separated thein by wliite, or pale yellow.
A beautiful effect is produced in the enclosure
of the stalls at the Baptistery of Pisa by simply
inlaying a dark green marble in the white
marble of the inclosing wall, so as to form a
pattern in dark green and white, of which the
white is the actual material of the ground left

between the dark inlaid pieces.* This kind of

sharp, trenchant design is the descendant of the
old Lombard inlaid work, such as that in the
Duomo and San Michelo at Lucca, and San
Miniato at Florence, and it was continued in a
later form in the incised work filled in with
black marble or cement, of which there are
examples in the doorways of the Palazzo Com-
munale at Cremona, the screens at San Petronio
at Bologna, and some fountaius now in the
South Kensington Museum. Here, again,
should be noticed the very limited number of
colours with which these mosaics or inlays are
worked. In the glorious pavements of opus
Alexaudrinum which cover the iljors and add
so much to the beauty of the Roman basilicas,

and innumerable other churches in Italy, and
whose beauty is not less remarkable than their
variety of pattern and design, there are seldom
more than three kinds of marble used,—red
porphyry, green porphyry or serpentine, and
white ; the white, however, generally cut from
u marble which has veins of other colours in it,

so that the piece which, according to the
pattern ought to be white, is sometimes yellow-
ish or pinkish or grey instead, and a certain
amount of variety is thereby obtained, which
prevents the hardness of a perfectly regular
mosaic. The patterns thus produced are inlaid
in a plain white marble field, and with these
simple materials effects are produced -which
are not only harmonious, but constantly novel,
each pavement having its own distinguishing
character, by which it can be distinctly remem-
bered, t

I turn now to another rule for the employ-
ment of marble, which may not be goneraliy
accepted, but which seems to me of no less
consequence than the rest. Marble differs from
stone, not only by its superior hardness and by
its qualities of colour, but by its semitrans-
parency and the polish which it takes. The
combination of these qualities, but especially
the last, makes it difficult to use marble and
stone together in the same design. Carving in
stone must be free, that in marble severe :

design in stone must be well relieved, and ex-
pression must be given to it by architectural
features ; design in coloured marbles must be
plain and flat, and characterised by smooth
surfaces of colour ; and on these grounds alone
the two materials can scarcely be used safely
together. But the contrast between the opaque
granulated texture of stone and the polished
semitransparency of marble is so great, and the
effect, when they are placed side by bide, is so
disagreeable, as to be intolerable to an educated
eye. If the marble is not polished, the contrast
is more endurable ; but then, of course, the full
beauty of the marble is not brought out, and it

is no better than coloured stone. It is less
intolerable when marble is used for detached
shafts, though even then it is a question whether
simple stone would not have been better. The
instance of the frequent use of Purbeok shafts
in our English cathedrals is, I am aware, an
authority that may be adduced against my rule ;

but I venture to think that even they are not
always an improvement to the design ; and it

should be remembered that originally they did
not stand as they now do,—ftark and sharply-
defined against white stone, —but were supported
by coloured decoration on wall and pier, which
has now disappeared. But if the sober grey of
Purbeck may be forgiven, what shall we say for
the multitude of marble shafts of all colours
and sizes that one sometimes sees in modern
churches ?—round the pulpit, perhaps, a dozen
little colonettes, 2in. in diameter, and round the
font half as many more, all of different kinds
and colours, remiuding one of nothing so much

• Seyeral cximples of inlaid work similar to this, in
dark green and white, or with the addition of a dull red
as a third colour, are illustrated in Waring's " Arts con-
nected with Architecture in Central Italy." Plates 22
to 30.

-t Several pavements of opns Alexandrinum are illus-
^ated in Sir M. D. Wyatt's " Geometrical Mosaic of the
Middle Ages " [vi-U plates 1 to 7) . Iteatraint in number
of colours may also be obseiveU in the illustrations of
decorative art in other materials in the same volmne.
See olao Qmner's '* Specimens of Ornamental Art."

as the samples of polished drawing-pencils in a
colourman's window ; and then, perhaps, on the
piers or the jambs of the chancel-arch, largo
shafts of Cornish serpentine that look nearly
black, and shine beautifully, all standing in hard
cold relief against common stonework, and
grating on the nerves by the disagreeable con-
trust between its dead surface and softened
outlines and their glossy polish and hard positive
forms ? It is a safe rule that marble and stone
should not bo combined in the same design. If

ever it is necessary to bring them near one
another, let there be a strong definite line of
separation, and let there be all marble on one
side of it, and all stone on the other ; so shall

we minimise the unpleasant effect which almost
always arises from the combination of materials
so different.

These, then, are a few of the lessons which
are taught us by the nature of marble and the
other materials which I have classed to,iether

with it, and by the practice of those who have
every claim to bo considered as our masters in
the use of them. Let me briefly recapitulate
them

:

1. Decorative carving in marble, as, for
instance, in cornices, capitals, and friezes, where
high relief and bold design are required, should
be severe and conventional. Naturalism is for-
bidden by the stubbornness of the mat.erial ex-
cept in the highest subjects, such as the human
figure, which repays the necessary expense of
labour, or else in very low reliefs when the
labour of execution is reduced within moderate
limits.

2. Sculpture should be in white marble, or, if

in alabaster, only in such as is free from veins or
stains of colour.

3. Moulded architectural features, such as
babes, bands, strings, cornices, architr.tves,

abaci, should be either in white or in some uni-
form colour without markings or veins.

4. Variegated marbles should be used only
for panels or columns, or, in other words, on
plain smooth surfaces, either flat or curved, so
as to display the beauty of their markings to
the utmost without interfering with any of the
structural lines of the architecture.

5. Coloured marbles should be used in mode-
ration, too great a variety being avoided, and
those of the quieter and more harmonious tones
preferred for general use.

G. Strong contrasts of colour on a lar//e scale
are dangerous, and generally incline to vul-
garity.

7. Strong contrasts on a unall scale, as in
mosaics and inlaid work, are necessary.

8. Stone and marble should be kept apart as
much as possible.

In conclusion, it will be useful to considerhow
far, with these principles to work upm, marble
is suitable to our English architecture. Most
of the rules which I have j ust recapitulated, and
which are derived from observation of the
material itself, and the modes of using it which
have been suggested and taught by its natural
qualities, seem to point rather to Classic than to
Gothic design. Severe conventional foliage,

restraint imposed on freedom of representing
natural forms, large plain wall-surfaces, and
large columns, all seem to belong to Classic
architecture rather than to our native Northern
styles, which delight in naturalism, break up
the wall-surfaces with variety of architectural
features, and compose their piers of small
clustered shafts in preference to single columns,
being in everything the very opposite of the
mode of design which marble seems to require.

And, indeed, I have no doubt, as I have already
implied, that the qualities of marble have had
as much to do with forming the character of
Classic architecture, as those of stone with that
of Gothic architecture. The very forms of
Classic mouldings, with their square reveals and
absence of undercutting, bcem derived from the

difficulty of working marble into hollows, and
the necessity of right-angled sections, to throw
distinct shadows in a partially translucent and
strongly-reflecting material. But it does not
follow from this that, unless we give up Gothic
architecture, we must give up the use of marble

;

nor even ,that we must give up our Northern
Gothic and adopt that of Italy, which is in

many respects a marble style. Our native
Gothic is the result of our native climate, and
our own natural character ; and I for one
believe firmly that no style will ever firmly

root itself among us which is not at bottom
based on the art which sprang up among ua

spontaneously, and which in country distriota
retained an obscure lingering existence all

through the reign of pure Classicism and down
to our own days. But our architecture may
still remain true to Gothic principles in spite of
our adoption of materials and conditions for
using them that are new to the Gothic of the
past. For instance, the art of the Early Ke-
naissance among us is much more a Gothic than
a Classic ar*. The mansions of Kirby, Ilard-
wick, and Burleigh, in England, and those of
Chambord and Blois, in France, have nothing
in common with Whitehall or Versailles. They
are in principle Gothic buildings, in spite of
the features and ornaments they nave borrowed
and adapted from Cla-sical architecture. It
was not until the Gothic element in the Jaco-
bean style dropped out, and the temptation to
indulge in the glories of pure Classic architec-
ture triumphed, that we ceased to have a native
style of our own ; and we lost it then not
because we carved acanthus-leaves in our
capitals, and made our shafts to taper, and
copied the sections of Classic mouldings, but
because we adopted the principles of Classic
construction. Now we too, like our forefathers
in the 16th century, have a choice of styles
before us. Eclecticism is forced upon us. Uuless
we work like pedants we cannot help being in-
fluenced by other styles than Gothic, even if we
make that the basis of our work. We must be
bigots indeed if we refuse a noble and beautiful
material because we find the rules for employing
it to advantage are different from those that are
proper to the stone wo have been accustomed to.

We should rather, as I said before, welcome it

as an opportunity for a fresh departure, as a
lever for lifting our modern work out of the
groove of mere imitation of one style among the
many from which we have to learn our lesson.

On our architecture externally the adoption of
marble can have little effect. Our climate for-

bids its use. Even in Italy the conglomerate
marbles and breccias become disintegrated by
exposure to the weather, and inEngland it would
be folly to use them out of doors. White
statuary is with us scarcely more durable, and
though that harder kind of Carrara which for
some mysterious reason we are in the habit of
calling Sicilian is more durable, it soon loses

in the external air all the appearance of marble,
and looks little, if at all, better than any other
white stone. Coloured marbles, too, are of little

use to us for external decoration , for their polish
soon disappears, and with it their peculiar
beauty, and they soon become less effective than
many ordinary stones that are available for the
same purpose, such as the red magnesian lime-
stone of Mansfield, the grey Forest of Dean, the
red sandstones of Bristol and other places, and
the purple sandstones of St. David's, all of which
have the advantage over marble of durability
under exposure to an English climate. But in

the interior of our buildings there is ample
opportunity for the use of marble. It is, indeed,
the only stone which is tolerable in positions

where we must touch or brush against it. The
passion of the earlier Gothic revival for showing
honest building material within doors has
fortunately run itself out ; it was never
warranted by the usage of the original style, and
it was found practically inconvenient. Our stone
chimney-pieces came off white on our clothes,

grew smoky, and could only ba cleaned by rub-

.

bing or scraping away the material ; our stone
fenders became dirty, and people wore them
away by putting their feet upon them. And in

more important architectural features it na8
found more comfortable to come into contact
with wood and plast'T than with bare stone. To
marble, however, none of these objections apply.
It is perfectly cleanly and so hard that wear has
little effect upon it within doors ; and though
in private dwellings its costliness must prevent
any very large use of it, it need not exclude it

altogether, while in public buildings nothing can
be more appropriate or beautiful than marble
for door-cases, isolated piers or pillars, stair-

cases, balustrades, pavements, and in more im-
portant buildings linings of wall surfaces, and
even the structural members of the architecture

itself. Of its suitability to church architecture

there is no need for me to speak, for one seldom
enters a modem church without finding marble
used somewhere, though not always with good
taste and j udgment, nor in the right place. My
subject has, perhaps, novelty to recommend it

to your notice ; for, largely as marble is now
employed, there has, eo far as I know, been but
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little attempt msdc to reduce the method of

using it to any definite principles. We have

rather dropped into the practice of employing

it as we think best, without any general rules to

Koide us, and, consequently, we often employ

ft Terr absurdly and irrationally. It is time we
began to comsider the matter more sciontiiically,

to apply to this new material those general

principles of common sense and utility by which
we admit all good art is governed, and thereby

to arrive at some general rules by obeying which
ve may avoid mistakes for the future.

DR. WALDSTEIN ON GREEK
SCULPTTTRE.—II.

THE period of Greek sculpture preceding the

days of Phidias formed the subject of Dr.
C. AValdBtein's second lecture at King's
College, Strand, delivered on Tuesday afternoon.

During this time the art was slowly emerging
from the difficulties of archaic attempts to

imresent living forms in a lifeless material.

Tm art, aa he had already stated, had three

atagea : that in which the material itself ob-
tmded itself on our notice ; that in wliich

forms of life were pourtrayed ; and that in which
effect of a breathing, moving life was exhibited

in theee forms. The earliest forms of the art

were carvings on wood, and it was not, there-

fore, remarkable that the most primitive exam-
ples of sculpture which had come down to us,

although reUefs executed in stone, had an essen-

tially wooden treatment. The surface was
planed smooth, the outlines were straight to

suit a grain, instead of following the curves as
easily executed in marble, and the backgrounds
appeared to be peeled or pared off ; the technio
handling, in short, was that of the carver's
knife, and not of the mallet and chisel, and re-

miniscences of the traditional working in wood
were very evident. This might readily be
noted in a drawing on the wall, reproducing a
relief- slab recently found in Sparta ; it repre-
snted two seated female figures, and the pose and
the whole treatment were conventional as well
as rude and stiff. These characteristics were
not due to intentional efforts to gain dignity and
repo.°e, as was the cue in Oriental art, but re-

sulted from the inherent difficulties of carving
in wood ; first in modelling in such a material
with amarked '

' grain,"then by the circumscribed
space afforded in a tree-trunk, and lastly, by
'the brittle and light substance. AU three com-
bined to induce the sculptor to represent his

figures full-length and upright, to place the
arms close to the body, and plant the feet toge-
ther, and to avoid unnecesjsary projections of
Umb or head. But a series of inventions and of
social changes concurred to remove the rigidity

and conventionality of treatment. About 650
B.C., the period of the 30th Olympiads, Butades,
or Dibutades of Corinth, was reported to have
been the first to model the human form in clay,

in a pretty story which told how the potter's
daughter, seeing her lover's form cast in profile

on the wall, sought to secure a permanent re-

cord by a silhouette of clay. About the same
time Ulancos, of Chios, invented the art of
soldering iron and other metals, that is,

of welding, in place of riveting the pieces

;

and almost simultaneously, Mela«, of Chios,
, discovered the art of sawing marble. A still

more valuable diacovery followed at the time
of the .50th Olympiad, when Theodores and
Rhoikos, of Samof, found out the mode of casting
in bronze. Each of these discoveries reacted on
the other, and did much to advance the art of
sculpture by showing the artist how to conquer
the materialistic difficulties of his art, and
the ar.ist was led to abandon the traditional
wooden outlines and treatment. By modelling
in the tractable and plaetic clay, he could with a
turn of the finger alter and improve his concep-
tion. No longer restricted to the circular truuR,
he could saw figures in a freer pose from the
marble bh}ok, and could by soldering add arms
to figures. But the mo»t important step was
the discovery of tlie art of casting in bronze.
In marble sculpture much of the rougher work
was necessarily entrusted to assistants, but in a
bronze statue the probability was that we pos •

aciaed the exact imprint of the master designer's
fingers upon the clay model, and an accurate
transcript, therefore, of his thoughts. Tlic
pfogrets of these discoreries combined to in-
«raMe freedom in the handling of material, and
the qnestion arose, Given tho ability to reproduce

similitudes of forms, what forms shall be selected

for reproduction ? Gradually, painfully, labori-

oiisly, it was decided that, out of the infinite

variety of forms of life around the artist he
must make a selection, that ho ought to choose

to represent those outlines the uses and attri-

butes of which were harmonious with each other,

and suitable for his material and branch of art.

In all art there must be a greater regularity of

design, harmony, or symmetry, than is to be
found in nature ; but the highest art will unite

with this some attempt to represent the ever-

flowing movement, the vitality, the rhythm, of

organic life; rhythm must, indeed, be combined
with symmetry to produce a pleasing result. In
the earliest work, the quality of conventional

symmetry is most apparent ; but an increasing

amount and play of form and line is introduced

into the work. Symmetry was the distinguish-

ing feature of the work of Sparta and the Pelo-

penesus ; rhythm, the characteristic of Athenian
work, and it was the political combination of

these schools of artists which led to the

highest results. Drawings were shown of

early Spartan and Athenian sculpture

to prove that each failed to reach the
ideal from a different cause. The transfusion

and mutual advance of these schools was brought
about by various causes between the years 530
and 470 B.C. Three distinct schools marked tho

change : the most noteworthy artist of tho
school of Argos, Ageladas, represented the human
figure in an essentially academic manner, and
was not so distinguished as a sculptor but as

the teacher of the more successful artists,

Myron, Phidias, and Polycleitos. The school of

Sioyon (Kanachos) was also an important one,

and the third school was that of the island of

yTigina, who, according to Pausanias, were a
little hard in the representation of the human
figirre ; of this school Kallon and Onatas might
be taken as representatives. The sculptors of

the last-named school profited much from obser-

ving the agonistic palestrse. Not only did the
artists of this school learn anatomy and the play
of form from watching the nude youths of Greece
contending in the athletic games, but also

because statues of the victors were required, and
these required a different and more vivacious

treatment than tho statues of gods pre-
viously in vogue. Another cause, besides the
progress of invention in modelling and casting
and the establishment of the Olympic games,
aided in the development of freedom in sculp-
ture, and that was the use of tho pediment in

architecture. A low triangular space of consider-

able width had to be occupied by a group of

figures, having an emblematic meaning. It was
soon apparent that it was unfecmly to place over
a temple-entrance a row of upright figures

gradually diminishing in height. Such a sunk
panel might indeed have a deity of unusual
tizo in the centre, but the sides must
by filled with figures looking forward, or
with rearing horses, and the extremities
by ciouohing or reclining persons. Great variety
of position and attitude was consequently called

for, and a distinct gain to the art resulted.
These varied developments brought about by
many causes were not consecutive, but con-
current in many parts of Greece ; there was a
development marked by many relapses, a tide

which had its flow and partial ebb, a progress in

the representation of living movement, which
ultimately overshot its mark in the restlessness

and contortions of the Discobolus of Myron. On
Friday next he hoped to show some of the stages
of this growth of Greek sculptural art in the
galleries of tho British Museum; but he trufited

that enough had been said to show that the art
of Phidias did not spring Minerva-like from a
single brain, but was the outcome of a laborious
birth, of a childhood marked by many stages, in
which a forward movement was not always
apparent, and of a youth which was aided in its

development by several coincident causes,
which he had endeavoured to dibtinguish and
classify.

PRACTICAL VENTILATION AND
WARMING.*

MR. JOSEPH CONSTANTINE, of Man-
chester, has written a sensible book on

this subject, purporting to be a contribution to
tho practical knowledge we possess rather than a

• Pi-acUcal Ventilation and Warming. By Joseph
ConsTANTiNi, Manchester, Loudon : J. and A. OhurcbiU,
New BurllDgton-ctreet.

treatise on first principles. There is, perhaps,
on the whole more to be learnt by contributing
facts of a practical kind than in elaborating
theories of ventilation, of which we have had
enough. It is, after all, upon actual practical

data that the science of ventilation can at all

hope to be built up, and every acquisition of re-

liable information must be hailed with satisfac-

tion. Mr. Constantino deals chiefly with a
number of instances where large buUdiugs have
been " successfully dealt with," and if tho in-

formation so furnished can be relied upon, tho
work cannot fail to be a useful guide to the pro-
fession. Among tho illustrations furnished we
find the Glasgow University scheme, the Lari-
boisi^re Hospital, Paris ; Free Trade Hall,
Manchester ; the Royal Exchange and Concert
Hall of the same city. It is better to cull from
good authorities than to write long chapters of

merely speculative opinion ; and we therefore

can appreciate the long quotations given by the
author from Professor Huxley on the amount of

air breathed, and other useful data referring to
the differences observable between inspired and
expired air, the quantities of carbon eliminated,

and the amount of water given off from the
lungs ; and the no less valuable quotation from
Dr. Angus Smith's work on " Air and Rain,"
where that able au:Jyst of the atmosphere gives
the results of tho most refined analyses of the
air, showing the fine differences in the amount
of oxygen in pure and variously tainted air to 4

places of decimals. We might be tempted to

exaRiine some of these figures and conclusions,

but must proceed to notice the work of the author.

As Mr. Constantine points out, there has been
too much speculation and theory ; and perhaps
what is worse, those who set themselves up ag

authorities are " specialists who have taken up
some particular cowl or valve, and are anxious to

publish its virtues." Passing over the intro-

ductory remarks on the ventilation of the

Houses of Parliament, and the importance of

plans of the arrangements introduced, the author
illustrates by diagrams the plan followed at

Pentonvillo Prison, now an old model, but con-
sidered a successful though costly scheme. As
many of our readers may not know, the cold air

is introduced through flues in the basement, and
passes through coils of hot pipes in chambers
below the main corridor into vertical flues which
convoy the fresh warmed air to each cell near the

ceiling. Another set of flues carries the vitiated

air away, which is extracted from the bottom of

each cell on the opposite or outer side, and the

current is increased by artificial heating on the

roof below tho central foul air shaft. The same
system was introduced at tho Glasgow Univer-
sity, but, as it appears, unsuccessfully. The
class-rooms, when crowded, were so oppressive

that windows had to bo opened, thus subverting

the original arrangement which allowed cold

fresh air to be supplied to each class-room be-

sides the warm air. Tho abandonment of this

provision was fatal to the success of the scheme.

As the author says, an ample supply of fresh air

was needed in the class-rooms occupied by the

larger number of students, which supply might
have been secured by inlets on the so-called
" Tobin " principle. In speaking of infirmaries

and hospitals, the author recommends the com-
bined sash and pivot casement, the latter falling

inwards, which has been used in the board-
schools, so that the current of fresh air may be
diverted upwards. With tho Sherringham
valve, also, stagnation of air under the beds may
be avoided. Captain Galton's stove, or a warm-
air chamber in basement, with flues to tho ward,
aro both good means for warming ; the last

method is recommended as being more economi-
cal. General Morin's system is illustrated of

having hot-water coils fixed in the wards and
corridors, each coil being encased and supplied

with a constant current of air from the outside.

The system has been used at the Liriboisi^re

Hospital, and is said to bo preferable to the

English plan of running the pipes through the

rooms which simply warms the air of the room.
The author j ustly condemns tho unsatisfactory

means used to warm churches and chapels, town
halls and concert-rooms ; a variety of methods,
but no principle, appears to bo adopted, and the

variation in the cost of warming such places is

not the least significant feature in such plans.

By taking advantage of tho difference of tem-
perature in any building where people as.^emble

from tho outer air, a circulation and diffusion of

air may be obtained, and this idea is illustrated

by reference to the system carried out at the
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Free Trade Hall, Manchester, the great hall of
•whichcanseat4,000 people, and contaiiia 500,000
cubic feet of air. As one of the best ventilated
rooms, Mr Constantiue quotes the description
which appeared of this system in the BciLnrNO
News of May 25, 1877. It is britfly as follows

:

—Round the basement under floor runs a brick
flue, Sft. by 2ft. 2in., supjjlied with fresh air

from three openings. From this flue 18 yertical

flues 2ft. by 1ft. 2in. rise delivering the air to
the gallery about Sft. from floor. The foul air

is carried away by openings round 15 sunlights
in the ceiling, commuuioatiug with two flues on
each side of hall roof. These meet at one end
and discharge into an upright shaft 7ft. 9in. n
Sft. 7in., surmounted by a cowl. For further
details we refer the reader to the description. A
plan and section of the hall show these arrange-
ments. At a crowded meeting it was found the
outlet of air was 9,300 cubic feet per minute, its

temperature being from 180 to 208 degs. Fahr.,
due largely to the gas burnt. Latterly the hall
has been warmed by two large convoluted stoves
costing £270, placed at one end, and the result
is said to be satisfactory. About four hours is

requL-ed to produce a comfortable temperature.
A lengthened description, with plan and section,
follows of the Manchester Royal Exchange by
Messrs. Mills and Murgatroyd, architects, where
the ventilating and heating arrangements have
been found simple and effective. Fresh air is

drawn from the top of building by means of a
shaft Gft. square with a cold-air chamber fitted
with filter- cloths at the bottom ; the warming
has been effected by Messrs. Constantine's con-
voluted stoves, two of which are fixed in the
basement. The warm air is conveyed by two
flues which rim the length of the central nave,
the outlets being by branches in the plinths of
the columns. The three domes are used as ven-
tilators. The whole cost of warming and venti-
lation has not exceeded £550, a small sum
certainly. A similar mode of ventilation and
warming was adopted for the Concert Hall of
the same city, though on a larger scale. A plan
and section of the building are given ; these
show lath-and-plaster foul-air flues in the roof
leading to a ventilating shaft, the vitiated air
being collected at several points. A convoluted
stove has been substituted for the hot-water
apparatus in the basement, and a fresh-air flue
introduced, and the arrangement answers well.
Speaking of theatres, the ventilation of the

Theatre Lyrique, Paris, is described. General
Morin's plan is adopted. The vitiated air is ex-
tracted through numerous openings in the lower
part of the boxes, passages, and the risers of the
steps in the gallery ; each pair of boxes have a
separate discharging flue, and the area of open-
ings is sufiicient to allow the velocity of air not
to exceed 2-3ft. to S'Cft. per second. The heat-
ing apparatus flue pipes are carried up the
exhaust shafts to aid the draught. We quite
agree with the author, that it is a mistake to ex-
tract the vitiated air at the floor level in the
risers of the gallery,as the occupants seated in it

must inhale it. Another of the engravings
shows a method of warming a church, adopted
at Heme Hill, near London. The air is drawn
from the outside beneath the floor, and it passes
through a hot-air chamber with a convoluted
stove, after which the warmed air rises through
flues, and enters into church through three
gratings in the floor at the east end. Mr. Con-
stantiue asks "Why should not every church,
chapel, and school have a lath-and-plaster duct
in the roof for the purpose of ventilation ?

Where there was a tower or spire that would
form the best possible exhaust shaft." A smiU
turret might be constructed for the purpose. It
is absurd to attempt to warm churches with
large open roofs by steam or hot-water pipes in
the floor, as the cold upper surfaces create the
downward current of air so often experienced.
The author alludes to a variety of ether build-
ings warmed and ventilated on the system
described, among them the Manchester Pantech-
nicon, a mansion at Oakworth, Keighley, and the
Arlington Baths, Glasgow, and these examples
are illustrated by plans and sections. For houses
a cellar fitted with a heating apparatus or con-
voluted stove and a smoke-flue leading to a
chimney with branch outlets for the delivery of
warm air to the hall and chief rooms, are all that
is require I . Of course fire places can be dispensed
with. An apparatus with four deliveries will

not consume more fuel than one open fireplace.
We cannot allude to the plans shown for heating
and ventilating baths and stables, nor enter into

the concluding sections, which will bo found to

contain much useful information on air-wanners
and boilers, stoves, &c. The convoluted fctove,

patented by Mr. Constantine, ij a more effective

form of heating apparatus than the "cockle"
and "gill" stoves, and when combined with a
properly-constructed system of flues and means
for the escape of vitiated air, it affords an econo-
mical means of warming and ventilating build-
ings.

REMOVAL OF SNOW IN THE CITY.

A SOMEWHAT unseasonable report in the
present weather has just been issued,

namely, that of the Engineer to the City Com-
missioners of Sewers, Col. William Haywood, on
the removal of the snow after the great storm of
January 18th. Mr. Haywood says the superin-
tendent of street-cleansing considers the fall of
snow to have been from Sin. to 9in. during the
18th and 19th; but, to avoid exaggeration, he
takes 6in. as the depth. On this assumption,
there were, before compression of the snow by
traffic, on the entire area of the city, about half
a m illion cubic yards, of which, about 133,000
were on the public ways, and fully 70,000 of
that quantity on tho main lines. The 350 men
and boys in the employ of the Commissioner were
set to work immediately the snow commenced
falling to keep tho crossings and the car-
ri»ge-way channels clear, and 233 extra hands
were taken on during the day. During the
night the men were allowed to rest ; but on the
second day a total number of 1,287 men and
boys, and 288 horses and carts were employed as
a cleansing staff. The work was carried on night
and day continuously till the 26th, the average
number employed being 1,429 hands, 502 horses,
and 490 carts ; the extra hands were nearly all

adults, and were engaged for six hours and then
paid off, that being the amount of continuous
labour that could be done in the snow. The rate
of pay was 6d. per hour for first seven days, and
subsequently 4d. per hour. Supervision was
difiicult, but was carried out by the foreman of
street cleaning, tho inspectors of pavements, and
foremen of paving contractors, and masens from
the city stone yard.
Tho greater portion of the snow was Cirtedto

London and Blackfriara bridges, and there
thrown over the parapets into the river Thames.
Large quantities were deposited upon the vacant
lands, nearly 2 acres in extent, at Golden-lane
and Petticoat-square. Snow was deposited on
the open spaces at Smithfield, Finsbury-circus,
and the vacant land at Whitefriars, and in all

very wide streets. Attempts made to melt the
snow by sprinkling it with rock-salt failed,
owing to the severity of the frost. Clarke's
apparatus for melting snow by gas, constructed
in 1870, and used from time to time from that
date, was brought into operation, and upwards
of 800 cubic yards of compressed snow were
melted by it. In Finsbury-circus additional
apparatus of a similar character was temporarily
fitted up, and 238 cubic yards were melted by it.

The total cost of the removal of the snow was
£4,254 Is. 3d.

HATWARD'S PAVEMENT LIGHTS.

TO Messrs. Hayward Brothers and Eckstein,
the manufacturers of these well-known

lights, much is due for having utilised the re-
flecting power of the lenses, as well as combining
them in the best possible manner for gathering
and distributing the rays of light. These im-
portant advantages have been secured without
deteriorating from the upper surface as a pave-
ment ; in fact, we find a firmer foothold has been
secured for traffic, and that there is no uneven-
ness of surface which can harbour dust or dirt.

We have recently inspected their own basements
at 74, 76, and 78, Queen Victoria-street, E.G.,
which have been fitted up with the patent semi-
prismatic lens and other lights, and which show,
in a very obvious and satisfactory manner, the
advantages to be derived from their use. The
basement in question is entirely lighted from
tho pavement fights introduced in front, and is

now used as an office. Five basement or area
windows have been thus utilised, which give as

much light as they would if they were on the
upper story exposed to direct light. Tho lights

are of the usual size for ordinary windows, the
prismatic lenses beiug aiTanged chiefly on the
outside, 80 as to throw the rays well into

tho room. The prisms are of tho " B sec-

tion," of which thera are different sizes

made, and are fixed alternately with tho diamond
lenses which chiefly transmit overhead light.

Nothing can look neater or brighter than these
frames of lenses. The light in tho basement is

uniformly distributed, and no dark comer
visible ; in fact, with windows fitted with the
prismatic lenses, it would bo quite possible to
carry on any work in a basement which under
ordinary circumstances would be too dark to
work in without gas. By using the " semi-
prismatic lens," daylight may bo thrown in any
direction to a distance of 60ft. or more. The
iron frames are made to various patterns : rect-

angular and hexagonal frames are chiefly in
request, though any design or shape can be made.
The rectangular frames are of cast-iron, and
admit of prismatic lenses 4in. by 3in., or 4in.
by Gin., or other size, with diamond or convex
lenses, or rough plate. They rest by a flange
upon the stone curb. Messrs. Hayward and
Eckstein also manufacture a "cube lens," 6in.

by 6in. , for road traflic, capable of standing any
heavy or rough wear ; and their semi-prismatic
stall-board lights are excellent means for re-
flecting a strong light from a front stall-board
under a shop window, into the basement. These
vertical frames of lenses may be fixed in com-
bination with the pavement lights, and the
frames are cast in ornamental forms. The im-
proved safety coal-plates made by this firm
combine all the essentials of safe fixing, light, and
ventilation. The frames have a deep flange or
rim, which prevents the slipping up of the coal-
plate which has so often been attended with
danger and fatal results. Circular pavement
lights for cellars, subways, &c., are manufac-
tured to all useful sizes, from lOin. to 40in.
diameter, and can be glazed with prismatic or
diamond- cut lenses ; we also find this firm have
applied the same principle of prismatic reflecting

lenses to ships' decks, and several of them have
been fixed in the steamships of the Orient and
Pacific companies with excellent results.

Besides lighting our underground spaces and
vaults, Messrs. Hayward have turned their
attention to ventilation, and supply Arnott's
Boyles' outlet, Sherringham's inlet, and other
kinds of ventilators. Hayward's Venetian ven-
tilators are useful for either inlets or outlets

;

they can be fixed in any wall either to insure a
regulated supply of air deflected to the ceiling,

or in a dry flue for the purpose of an exit.

The louvres are easily adjusted by a weight to
any angle, and various sizes are kept in stock.

AMERICAN ENGINEERING.

THE " Proceedings of tho Engineers' Club of
Philadelphia," of which the second volume

has appeared, is full of interesting topics,

chiefly Transatlantic. The annual address of
Mr. Frederic Graff, the retiring president,
occupies the leading place ; a phototype of his
portrait is given. Mr. Graff touches upon a
variety of subjects—the plan and route of the
inter-oceanic canal without locks, proposed by
M. do Lesseps ; the ship railroad of Captain Eads
to effect the same object ; the completion of St.

Gothard tunnel, and the proposal to bore the
Simplon, to shorten the distance between Paris
and Milan at least 120 miles. The use, says
Mr. Graff, of drilling-machines worked by com-
pressed air makes these projects feasible. Allusion
is made also to tho project of tunuelling under
the Hudson river by compressed air, which the
sinking of caissons for the piers of St. Louis,
Breoklyn, and other bridges had proved practic-

able ; the use of hydraulic pressure for elevator*
in hotels ; tho application of compressed air to
street railroads and cleansing out sewers ; the
adoption of rack and pinion roads on steep
grades; the means of transporting tram-cars by
steel wire cables moved by a stationary engine,
as at San Francisco ; the elevated street roads of
New York, which appear to be gaining the con-
fidence of the people for safety ; steel manufac-
ture ; electric lighting ; the erection of movable
dams at Davis's Island, on the Ohio ; and
other matters. A paper on tho Panama
Canal and Isthmus, by Col. J. Worrall, discusses
the merits of the various routes, and calls

Nicaragua the best, as it averages unprofit-
able sea navigation and saves lockage. The
Tehuantepec route is considered far more costly,

though, all things equal, it is thought to stand
No. 1. The Panama route is considered less

expensive, but other objections are made to it.
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"Stiengili of Wrought-iron Columns," by
Mr. T. M. Cleeman, member, is another valuable

oontributioii to which we may again refer.

Ifr Cbaa. A. Aahbomer describes the progress

•f the aeoo>d geological survey of Pennsylvania,

which was undertaken to determine the location

it the coal. Prof. L. M. Haupt discucses the

abject of intercommunication in cities, and the

beat means of planning streets. The author
^inlrn a definite relation must exist between the

areas devoted to public and to private purposes, or

to streets and to buildings. He shows clearly

that the reotanfular plan of streets is wasteful

of distance anS energy to all persons whose
objective points are on the diagonal lines, and
that every such individual must lose 42 percent.

of his time, distance, and energy in travelling

between the termini of his route. The author

proposes to open avenues in Philadelphia on this

system wide enough for two lines of street cars,

four or six carriage-ways, with 20ft. side-walks
well shaded with trees. It is calculated these

would save
1
J mile for every person required to

move diagonally across the heart of the city ; it

woold open up over 12 miles of building lines

for trade purposes. The paper is supplemented
by tables and a map of the city, prepared by
Ifr. Samuel L. Smedley, the City Sorveyor.

The location of the railroads is another section

of the paper, and various useful suggestions are

made which might, to our English notions, be
regarded as visionary, or at least unnecessary.

M. Haupt's ideas might be very well extended
to the improvement of the streets of London, as

well as Philadelphia ; and we are sure something
could be done to take away the reproach of

baring so complicated and bewildering a system
of railway communication as we have here, par-

ticularly south of the Thames. The distribution

of population in Philadelphia sho«s that the

areas of densest population form two zones, one
on the north and the other on the south, while

the middle zone is less dense. Diagonal lines of

communication are suggested by the author,

which would greatly reduce the distance

travelled of vast moving populations, besides

aaring time and labour ; and be thinks that the

annual saving to the entire population would
amply pay for the accomplishment of the scheme,
a view which has been arrived at from data
certainly of the most ample kind. The annual
reports, especially that of the Committee on
Land Surveying, and the notes and communi-
cations may be read with interest as indicating

the activity and energy of the engineers in the

great western city.

ALFRED STEVENS : A BIOGRAPHICAL
STUDY.*

THE lives of great men, including artists, are

often full of instruction and encourage-
ment as well aa interest, and a biographical

sketch of a great artist, written by a discerning

mind, may, therefore, be of more value to the
caose of art than a volume of designs. Mr.
Walter Armstrong, the author of a biographical

study of Alfred Stevens, the designer of the
Wellington Monument in St. Paul's Cathedral,
has done some service in this way, and his

highly appreciative memoir of tins talented

artist will be read with welcome. The work is

a thin folio of 47 pages, and is illustrated by a
Dumber of able designs by the late Alfred
Stevens, drawn in a spirited manner by John
Watldns. Into the biographical details of this

modem master we need not enter, though, like

many great artists, Alfred Stevens began in a
comparatively humble sphere, his father being a
house-deoorator, of Blaudford, in Dorsetshire. At
ei^ht years of age he showed such undoubted skill

with his pencil and brush, that his benefactor,
the Hon. and Rev. Samuel Best, supplied him
with the means of visiting Italy to study works
of the leading schooU of artiste. Here he re-

mained nine years, but his independent judg-
ment end taste enabled him to resist the
inflnencis of the schools, and to make them sub-
servient to his own ideas. Mr. Stevens saw the
Tsloe of uniting the sister arts, and making his
own particular work adjunctive and accessory to

architecture. We need only look through this
book to see the principle and architectural feel-

ing which underlie sU his designs of a decorative
character. His desigpn for a frame for a diploma

of honourable mention, which forms the frontis-

piece ; the calorifere ; the design for the chimney-
piece, of various marbles, for the dining-room of

Mr. Holford, Dorchester House ; and especially

the monument of Wellington in St. Paul's,

afford undoubted proof of the architectural

conceptions of the artist. Soon after ar-

riving in England, Stevens obtained an
appointment in the School of Design at

Somerset House as master. Decorative work
was now largely thrown in his way, and in his

hands evinced much individuality of character.

The doors and doorway of the School of Mines,
Jermyn- street, under Mr. Pennethome, are one
of his best works, conceived in a dignified Flor-

entine style, the panels of which are filled with
typical figures of the Sciences, are in the highest

style of sculpturesque relief. Steven» adopted
J less pictorial treatment to Grhiberti—a more
structural character prevails. Mr. Armstrong
refers to Stevens' stay in Sheffield, and his in-

fluence over its School of Art. He competed for

the decoration of the Houses of Parliament,
though unsuccessfully, probably from the little

sympathy he showed for Gothic. But the
greatest work of this artist was the design for

the Wellington Monument, and we find a pretty
full account furnished of the circumstances of

the competition. It is well known many disap-

pointments were experienced by the artist ; his

model was approved by the architects. Professor
Gockerell and Mr. Penrose among the chief, and
its fitness for the arch under which the monu-
ment had to be placed was decisive. Stevens
contracted to execute the work for £14,000, but
his full-size model cost about one-third
of this amount. Coherent in design, and
the artist's individuality impressed upon
it, we have no modern monument that can
compare with it. The altar-tomb in the
choir of San Giovanni e Paoli, Venice, and the
tombs of the Scaligers at Verona, have been
named as the sources of inspiration ; but the
resemblance is not perfect. 'The author briefly

refers to Stevens's design for the decoration of

St. Paul's. His mosaic of Isaiah is a fine con-
ception, and his sketch of Daniel is highly
spoken of. The former was executed by Salviaii

in glass mosaic. This artist's scheme for the
decoration of the dome, purchased by the com-
mittee, formed the basis of Sir F. Leighton's
and Mr. Poynter's design now being executed,
and which we have already described. The
decorationsof DorchesterHouse, forMr. Holford,

are among the most noticeable works, many of

which are illustrated. A panel for a mantel-
piece in faience for Messrs. Benham and Sons,

and the decoration of a saloon and ceiling at

Deysbrook, near Liverpool, are among the
illustrations of the designs. We may notice also

a casting from a bronze stove, some fire-dogs,

and designs for candlesticks, exhibiting a
wonderful fertility of imagination, with a
thorough conception of decorative character

and details, worthy of the artists of the
Renaissance. One of his best designs in

the book before us, is a buffet in sculptured
walnut, forDorchester House, a work remarkable
for its architectural coherence and vigour. Few
artists could treat surfaces more successfully,

and his playful outlines and bold chiaroscuro are

equally striking. The bronze group of " Valour
triumphant over Cowardice '

' in the Wellington
monument, is fit, as Mr. Armstrong says, to take

its place by the side of the work of any other

sculptor, living or dead. " His painted orna-

ment shows," says the author, "a quick grasp
of form, a deep knowledge of the value of

chiaroscuro, and a strong feeling for colour."

The arrangement of his details appear to

possess an organisation of their own. As a
draughtsman, Stevens was equally skilled. His
effective pencil and water-colour cartoons and
sketches are referred to by the author, and the

masterly way in which he could work simul-

taneously with pencil, charcoal, and brush.

Much suggestive information will be found in

Mr. Armstrong's interesting biography.

* Alfred Stereaa : a Biographical Btodr. Bjr Waltse
Amsraoio. Loodon: Bemington and Co., NewBoiid-

DURHAM CATHEDRAL.
CANON GREENWELL, at the annual meet-

ing of the Archaeological and Architectural
Society of Durham, told the raeimbers they were
in danger of losing their cathedral. The cathe-
dral was gradually crumbling away. Ho had
observed that many of the mouldings had loat

now their sharpness by this crumbling process,

and anyone could scrape off much of the surface

of the stones with his hand?. This destruction
was going on over the whole of the cathedral

;

and unless it was stopped, and no measures had
as yet been taken to do so, it would in the course
of years prove destructive to great portions of
the building. This was very much to bo deplored,

and they might naturally ask what was the cause
of it. It was by exposing the surface of the
stone to the action of the atmosphere. The stones
had been covered for many centuries with white-
wash, and when this was removed some sort of

wash ought again to have been applied. A
wash of lune of a better quality than the ordinary
whitewash might have been used. At present
the stone was liable to two destructive actions

—

one from the stoves and the other from the gas.
There could be no question whatever that the
stoves and the gas were woiking in a very
injurious manner upon the stones deprived of

their protection of whitewash. Under these

agencies the stone was constantly being disinte-

grated ; and, unless that action was stopped, be-

fore long the building would be seriously

damaged. This was a subject of the very
deepest importance. He did not know that they
had any power to do anything ; but ho trusted

that the subject would be brought before the
attention of the cathedral authorities, and that
they might take the necessary steps. There
was another form of destruction taking place in

the cathedral, and that was the formation of a
salt upon the surface of the t^tone. This had
been going on for a great number of years in

the Dean and Chapter Library, and by this action

the mouldings put in about tsventy-six or twenty-
eight years ago were decaying away. He took
it for granted that what was taking place in the

library would also take place in the cathedral

itself. He had seen it himself, small crystals

of a sort of salt upon the surface of the stone.

THE SANITARY INSTITUTE EXAMINA-
TIONS.

AT an examination held by the Sanitary
Institute of Great Britain on June the

2nd and 3rd, six candidates presented them-
selves, and the Institute's certificate of com-
petency as local Bujveyor was awarded to

Samuel S. Grimley, and to Arthur Whiteombe,
and the Institute's certificate of competency aa

inspector of nuisances was awarded to John
latem Cowderoy, to Joseph Rains, and to WU-
liam Wilkinson. The following were the ques-

tions submitted:—
exauikatiox of ishpsct0r9 of n018anck3 (two h0db8

oivbn).

1. A nuisaace having been reported to exist in a certaia

house, what steps should you take I What is meant by a
recurring order ?

2. What are the provisions of the Public Health Act
with regard to the exposure of infected persona and
things ?

3. Describe the method of measuring the available air-

space in rooms. How much air space is desirable ! How
much should be insisted on j

4. How is water likely to be contaminated—
(a) In wells in a country district T

{(') In cisterns m houses .'

How can such contamination be prevented T

5. Mention the various disinfectants in common use,
and state which you consider the best for particular pur-
poses T Describe the methods of use and the procautioDS
necessary.

6. What are the objects of a water-trap ? Describe
good and bad forms of traps T What is meant by discon-
nection of waste-pipes, and what are its objects I

7. Describe the duties of an Inspector of Nuisances
with regard to food exposed for sale in his district 1

8 Describe any manufacturing process which is liable

to be a nuisance. How would you deal with it ?

EXAMINATIO:* OF SUBVBYORS, PAPER 1 (tWO HOURS
given).

1. What is a Provisional Order ? When does it become
law, and for what purposes may it be obtained ?

2. What are the most important provisions of the
Public Health Act of 1875 ? How have they been modi-
fled by subsequent legislation !

8. How are sewers ventilated in towns ? Why are they
ventilated ? State the objections which have been made
to the systems adopted, and criticise those objections.
Illustrate your answers by sketches.

4. Mention some of the plans used for flushing sewers
in cases where a sufficient fall is impossible, and give your
opinion on their practicability and sanitary advantages.
State the objects to be obtained by flushing. To what
extent does the admission of storm-wate-s into sewers
affect the question of flushing

!

5. If you are called upon to report whether or not the
connections of the drainage of a house with the sewera
have been properly made, in a town which has adopted
the model by-laws of the Local Government Board, to

wtat points would you more particularly direct your at-

tention T Illustrate your answers by sketches.

6. How would you propose to deal with the excreta and
slop waters in villages and isolated houses I
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CXAMCNATION OF SURVHYOBR, PAPKB 2 (tWO HOURS
given),

L How ia water filtered on a large scale for town sup-
ply ? lllu'!trate your answer by sketches, and aUo state
under what circunistancea such filtration ia likely to
purify water suiUciently for health 7

2. What Js meant by constant water fcrvioe ? How
may water become polluted in places where this tystem is

adopted !

.S, Btatc the supply of water per head which you con-
sider necessary—

(a) For an urban district 1

(&) For a rural district

!

What propoition of tliis is generally used and what
proportion wasted! Which is tlie more economic il [as

reg-irda the expenditure of water), the constant or the
intermittent system ?

4. What amount of fresh air must be supplied per hi.ur

for each individual for health ! To what extent and in

what manner dues the quantity depend on the size of the
room in relation to the number of occupants ,' Explain
by one example how your result is arriyed at.

5. Wbatare the objections to '* made Sfi's" as founda-
tions for houses ? What precautions would you take in

respect to them 1 What are the chief causes of dampness
in dwellings! How is dampness tJ bo prevented or
remedied I

6. Under what circumstances could a new bulding be
condemned as unfit for occupation I

NIMES CATHEDRAL AND ST.

BAUDILE.

A TRANSFORMATION is in progress in

the old cathedral at Nimes, possessing

.still a fine, though mutilated, Romanesque
fa<;ade; it was, internally, a heterogeneous
styleless structure, chiefly of the dark ages of

architecture. The plan of the building consists

of a wide nave, without aisles, but with chapels

of some depth between the buttresses ; and a

large choir and apse. The works at present in

hand include the complete removal and rebuild-

ing of the choir, the shoring and supporting of

tlie vault of nave, which is retained (a quadri-

partite vault of loth century), and the removal
and reconstruction of the nave arcade, triforium,

aad clerestory. The works were commenced
two years ago, and those to the nave are

approaching completion ; but the new works in

the choir are only just begun. The archi-

tect is M. Revoil, of this city, a gentleman well

known in France for his work in the Roman-
esque style, which he has of course adopted
here. As he expresses a desire that until it is

completirly finished his work may not be criti-

cised, this short notice must be confined to

description.

The nive is, strictly speaking, in four bays,

hvi in that next the choir, instead of the tri-

forium and clerestory over the chapel, the wall

is set back to the outside of the buttresses, thus

forming a gallery or pstudo-transept. Sturdy
three-quarter round vaulting shafts, attached to

flat piers, divide the bays. The nave-piers are

square, with attached columns carrying the

inner of the two orders of the arches, which are

semicircular in form, and have only beads upon
the angles by way of moulding. The simple

bellow hood-mould is continuous, running hori-

jsontally round the vaulting shafts from bay to

bay. Above this a triforium of four round
arches (three in the narrower western bay)

resting upon polished marble shafts of a rich red

brown colour, and square engaged piers at the

ends. The clerestery is of single, lofty, round
arched lights, with shafted jambs, and two
strings form a deep band or frieze between it

and the triforium, the capitals of vault -shafts

ranging with the npper one. The windows in

transepts are in two lights. The west end is in

two bold round arches, one over the organ loft,

the other carrying it over the entrance. The
ctioir arch is also semicircular, and is empha-
sised by advancing the shafts supporting it

beyond the general Une. The ehoir is to be of

similar design, but with an aisle round ; of this

part only a small portion is yet erected. The
exterior is very little modified, and, except the
western facade, it is almost entirely concealed

by surrounding buildings. Bold massive but-

tresses rise a little above the chapel roofs, and
the Jiew clerestory windows are contained within
recessed round arches, with corbels marking the
apringing.
The carved capitals throughout are very lich,

and characterise the building. They are formed
with combination.'! of leaflets of fleur-de-lis

form, instead of the more ordinary acanthus,

and have been the subjects of considerable study,

plaster models in position being always used for

their designing.
In couclusion, it may be permitted to add

that the general effect is very promising; of

course, as much of the scaffolding yet remains,
and the building is incomplete, M. Revoil is

justified in postponing criticism.

The church of St. Bauilile is a handsome
building, lately completed, on the Boulevard
des Carmes. It is Geometrical Gothic in stylo.

The nave is of five bays, with lofty arches and
aisles, a triforium of three trefoil-headed shafted
openings of very agreeable design, grouped with
circular window of clerestory under a pointed
arch, whose shafts, running down at the side

of those to vault, help to make an effective

cluster. The clerestory window is traceried

with seven cinquefoils. The vaults are very
domical, the wall rib< being stilted, and dia-

gonal ribs raised to the same springing level,

upon little shafts standing on the main capitals,

at sides of the massive transverse ribs. The
effect of this is very pleasing. The piers below
are less satisfactory.. They continue in rect-

angular forms the arch lines above, with hollow
chamfers on angles, and have ft it corbels instead

of capitals. Thi4 is, perhaps, the weakest point

in the design ; it has the feeling of a timber,

rather than a stone, construction.

The aisle windows are in two lights, with tre-

foil over.

There are transepts which continue the design
of the nave in the first bay, and have the second
grouped with the end. This has a large five-

light traceried window, with arcading under,
and beneath these an entrance lobby in centre

with a small chapel on each side of it, the three

divisions being grouped under a gallery with
pierced parapet.

The choir has two bays similar to those of

nave, but narrower (the triforium being in two
openings instead of three). Beyond the.e

quadripartite vaulted divisions, two transverse

ribs a,'e placed about 6ft. apart, with a section

of WHggon vault between. This doubling of

the ribs, with their shafts and buttresses, is ex-
tremely expressive and effective, both internally

and externally. The sanctuary beyond is in one
bay, the sides being in two lofty arcades with
circular window under the vault, the lighter

design forming a transition to the traceried end.

The east end is square and novel in desij^n. It

appears, internally, as one great window ; but
the main divisions and transoms are so massive
that the openings group in two tiers of two
light windows (three in each tier), and with
three traceried circles over, filling thg pointed

arch. The great centre circle, with twelve cusps,

is a fine dominant feature ; and altogether this

bold treatment is as successful as it is novel.

The choir-aisles form two chapels opposite

the aisles of nave, also with square ends ; and
here again is a little novelty. The vestiaries

are beyond, to the east of the chapels, and
access to them from the transepts is given by
narrow passage aisles managed outside the

chapels, and across which these arc somewhat
agreeably lighted. The high altar i'', as

usual, advanced to the front of the sanctuary.

Coming to the exterior : The great east win-
dow has small buttresses between the three

lower subdivisions, aud the heavy primary forms
of the tracery are lightened, with shafts and
roll mouldings upon the angles, with a broad
fillet between ; the subordinate tracery being of

the usual proportions.

Two Oct igonal turrets turn the angles of this

front.

At the sides of the chtirch the buttresses are

ordinary, and of moderate projection ; the flying

buttresses to nave are simple, and have small

pinnacles rising through the cornice ; and a

pointed arch contains each circular clerestory

window. The transepts have, beneath the large

windows, entrances of one pointed arch, moulded
and enriched, but too much stilted, with gablets

over, ornamented with carved crockets, <Scc.

The doorway has a lintel and carved tympanum.
The west front is flanked by two towers, a

little slim, perhaps, for their height ; with five

stories of openings, the smallest below, and
finished with gablets and pinnacles, and spires,

which last have tkree bands of quatrefoil and
trefoil piercings. Between the towers the

entrance is of similar character with those to

transepts, but larger and richer, and with a

trofoiled and shafted gablet on each side, con-

taining a statue standing level with the arch

springing. The gablet to this doorway rises in

front of a gallery with pierced parapet, and
over this is a ro^od window with radiating

tracery and pointed arth, flanked by smaller

blank arches upon shafts. The centre circle of

the window has a clock with the hours in the

twelve cusps, a novelty which has a somewhat
too practical air. A strongly marked string or

3oruice crosses the base of the gable, which is

adorned with a statue and canopy standing
clear of the wall.

Altogether this church offers many good
suggestions, and in general design shows a
better appreciation of that vertical character

tipon which so much of the beauty of Gothio

architecture depends, than do most modem
French Gothic buildings.

The external dimensions are, approximately,

length, lUOft. ; width, over nave and aisles,

70ft. ; over transepts, 100ft., height of nave
about 80ft.

The architect is M. Mondet, of Bordeaur,
another of whose churches was lately mentioned
in these pages. R. W. Gibson.

CHIPS.

Mr. T. Riger Smith is a candidate f..r the »{>-

poiutmeut of Professor of Architecture, at Uni-
versity College. London, resigned by Professor
Havt r Lewis. Mr. Roger Smith has had consider-
able experience of the duties, havingbeen appointed
in three separate sessions, by the Council of the

College, to lecture in the absence of the professor.

St. Faith's new parish-church is about to be
erected at Wandsworth. The bu'ldingwill consist

of nave, chancel, noith aud south aisle;, organ-
chamber, tower, bui spire, and vestries beneath
the channel, and will be built of Berkshire press

bricks, and Box-ground stone dressings. The
church will accommodate 800 perfons. Plans have
been prepared by Mr. John Pitt Bjyly, of Pad-
diugtou.

A new wing adJfd to the Western Infirmary,

Glasgow, was publicly opened on Wednesday
week. It will be known as the Freeland Wards,
is on the east side of thi original buildings, con-
tains 200 beds besides nurses' accommodation, and
cost £40,000.

Mr. Thomas Greenacre, master builder, of

Methwold, Norfolk, was kil'ed on Friday by the
fall of a wooden cradle in which he was being
drawn to the top of a windmill which needed
rtpair.

A new Wesleyan chapel is about to be erected at

Warmington, near Oundle, from the designs of

Messrs. James Kerridge and Sons, of Wisbech-

Extensive alterations and enlargements have

J
ust been carried out at the police-court and police-

station, St. Neot's, Hunts. Mr. R. Hutchinson was
the architect, and Mr. William Ooborne the builder.

The parishioners of Swaffham have just placed

in the north side of chancel of the parish- church a
stained- gloss window, to the memory of three chil-

dren of the vicar. The work has been executed

by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, and Bayne, of Garrick-

street, Covent-garden.

An inquiry was held at Chard, Somerfet, on
Wednesday week, before Mr. J. Thoruhill Hani-
son, C.E., of tho Local Gjvernment Board, with
respect to the application of the urban authority

for sanction to borrow £5, .500 for sewerage pur-

poses. It is proposed to cany out woiks on the

sodiimi process, as adopted at Taunton.

The Wesleyan chapel at Ripley, Derbyshire, was
reopened last week, after repairmg and other im-
provements, carried out by Mr. John Fletcher,

builder, of Greenwich by Ripley. The outlay hai
been £350.

An inquiry was held at the Town-hall, Grimsby,
on Tuesday week, before Capt. R. C. T. Hildyard,

au inspector of the Local (government Board, in

reference to the proposed scheme of main drainage

for Grimsby and Clee-with-Weelsby. Mr. Mau-
ghan, borough surveyor of Grimsby, explained that

eevien were to be co structed from his plans, at a
cost to the borough of £9,220, end that the'e

included a joint drain on the boundary of Iha

borough, of which one-third would be paid for by
Clee and two-thirds by Grimtby.

A new Catholic church is about to be built for

Mr. Coventry Patmore, at Hastings, from the

designs of Mr. Basil Champneys.

A coffee tavern, erected on part of the site of the
Queen's Bench prison, Borough-road, was opened
by the Earl of Jersey on Friday. Bows of houses
in flits are in course of erection on the area for-

merly occupied by the prison, which will house
about 800 families, aud already 100 families have
entered upon occupation. The contractor is Mr J.

W. Hobbs.

The comer-stone of new girls' board-schools w a*

laid in Tuel-lane, Sowerby-bridije, on Monday.
Messrs. XJtley and Gray, of Halifax, are the
architects.
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T, 00. MATO.—LIBBAKT INTKBIOR.—DKSiaS FOB
raa ixTsaxoa or ax kxchaxoe. — skktchbs from
ooiTTA«CBa.—TUB cnuatvt of oub lady of tub bosaby
(dOHIXICAX PB103T), BATKBSTOCK-BILL.

Our Lithographic Illustrations—*.*

—

BBEiQHWT, CASTLEBAB, COUUTT lUTO.

The houGe at Breaghwy, near CasUebaT, of
vhich wc give an illustration, ia the residence
of Hr. Dominick A. Browne, J.P., High
Sheriff, County Mayo. It is built on a gently
lising g^und in a well-wooded and picturesque
park, and commands beautiful views of the extinct
Tolcanic mountain Croagh Patrick, and of

Keplin, the highest of that range of hiUs. The
stone used is a fine hard white boulder stone
found in tha neighbourhood. It is finished with
a broken or rock face, and the dressings and
red saodstono quarripd a few miles away. The
roof is slated with Kellaloe slates. The building
has been some time in progress, owing to the
difScully of getting any responsible contractor.
Mr. Browne has had to make his own bricks,

bum his own lime, quarry the stone himself,
and most of the work has been done by work-
men in his immediate employment under the
direction of Mr. W. M. Fawcett, the architect,
Cambridge.

TjmtiitT cnzsioB, caftass BEsssn'a bouse, at
UANCUESTEB.

Trb woodwork shown is all in American walnut
and black mouldings. The decorative panels are
done by Mr. J. Toomis. Care has been taken
to bare the materials, colours, &c., of the wood-
work, cartatDK, piper, &o., in thorough harmony,
o as to produce a unity of effect. Messrs.
Salomons and Ely are the architects.

THE ISTEBIOS OP AN EXCBANOE—TTTE DESION.

We give this week a second sheet of illustrations
of the dexign for an Exchange interior, by Mr.
B. W. Collier, which was awarded the Tite
prize by the Council of the In.%titute this year.
A full description, by the author, accompanied
the first writ's of drawings published in the
BuiLDiHO Nkws of the 27th ult.

nUTCBES FBOU C0UTA1I0E8.

T«n town of Coutances is built on the sides of a
hill, and the aijcompanying sketches show two
of its steep streets. TUe cathedral, a noble
boildiog of grand proportions, is built on the
top of the bill, and about the only flat portion
tt the town is the I'laee in the front of jt. One
oCita 'we^t«ru towers is shown in the' distance
with tht T.iwer of St. Pierre, a building of the
15th and ICth centuries, close to it; the other
ketch shows the choir and Italianised Gothic
tower at the crosaing of the same church.

F.A.P.

Tm anmcR op the DoimncAx pbiost, bateb-
BTOot nni, K.w.

Tai church, mainly built of brick, in the style
o€ the 13lh ctutury, consists of a nave and choir

terminating in a polygonal apse, with lofty

windows of two compartments, the aisles flanked

with fourteen side-ohapels, according to the pre-

vailing type of the larger Dominican churches.

The interior length is 200ft., the nave, of eight

b»ys, being 140ft., and the choir 60ft. by 30ft.

in width, under one roof ; the height from the

floor to the wall-plate is 60ft. The roof is arched

and boarded, with transverse and diagonal ribs.

The aisles are 16ft. in width, spanned by stone

arches, and the fourteen lateral chapels 15ft.

each, with a gable and triplet window. The
arcaded clerestory ia supported on lofty stone

columns and arches, and has a light gallery of

iron. The Lady-chapel, built, like the choir

apse, on the ashlared walls of the original plan,

commenced by the late Mr. Gilbert Blount, is

approached by an external porch, and connected

with the north aisle of the clioir. It has clustered

columns, stone springers, timber groining, and
three deeply-recessed brick arches for the altars,

coupled lancet windows, and six-foiled circles

over them. The principal front of the church
has a double doorway to the nave, surmounted
by a quatrefoil for a sculptured group, and
foliated spandrels, flanked by the porches of the

aisles ; a lofty window of four compartments,
with geometrical tracery, and a large rose win-
dow in the gable over, which is open to view in

the nave, within the arch of the roof. The work
has been carefully executed by Mr. E. W.
Kelly, of Windsor, builder, from the designs

and under the superintendence of Mr. Charles
A. Buckler, architect.

COMPETITIONS.
Efwoeth.—Eor the proposed cemetery lo3ge

and mortuary chapel the Epworth burial board
have accepted the plans of Messrs. "Wilson and
Masters, of Sheffield and Doncaster.

Glasgow. — The committee on Municipal
Buildings of the Gla.sgow town council state

that the committee have resolved to appoint Mr.
Charles Barry, architect, London, and Mr. Car-
rick, city architect, to advise tho magistrates
and council as to the preparation of the condi-
tions of competition by architects for the plans
of the new municipal buildings.

WiNcncoiiBE BoAKD SCHOOLS.—^Ths Wiuch-
combe School-board examined on Friday week
18 sets of designs sent in for the proposed boys'
school ; the estimated cost varied from £600 to

£1,700. Nine were sent by London architects.

Ultimately, the following eight were selected

for final decision : Chatters and Chandon, Chel-
tenham, estimated cost, £1,070; Medland and
Son, Gloucester, £1,000, and in plainer style,

£700 ; D. Hawkins, Cheltenham, £1,000
;

Sturdy and Yates, London, £S96; Bevan,
Bristol, £890 ; Bromilaw and Cheers, Liverpool,

£875 ; and W. Lunn, Kiddermiuster and Per-
shore, £660. At an adjourned meeting held on
the following Tuesday, the designs of Medland
and Son, Chatters and Chandon, and Bevan,
were further selected. Messrs. Mcdland's more
expensive plan was proposed for adoption, when
a member urged that their plan ought to be
ruled out of court, as it contained two class-

rooms, and only one was asked for in the condi-
tions as advertised. If Messrs. Medland were
allowed to alter their design, the other compe-
titors ought to have equil opportunities. In the
final vote, Messrs. Medland' s £1,000 design was
adopted, Messrs. Chatters and Chandon's being
rejected by a majority of one vote.

The annual report of the Fitzwilliam Museum
Syndicate, Cambridge, states that the collection
has been re-hung dutieg the past year, and has
been enriched by two donations— a Madonna and
Child, by Piuturicchio, presented by Mr. S. Ban-
dars, M.A., of Trinity College, and Jacob's
Dream, by Professor Legros, presented by the
artist.

The internal roof of St. Agnes' Church, Kenning-
ton-park, is being decorated in colour and gilding
by Mr. C. £. Kempe.

Tho South London I'rtttn asks : Would the Com-
missioners ijf the proposed baths and waehhousesat
Streatham be surprised if Mr. Ardiiig, who has
just retired from the commission, were to be ap-
pointed architect of the new building 'i

Digby parish-church, near SleBford,was reopened
on Tuesday week, after restoration of the nave,
and the addition of a new chancel. Mr. Kirk, of
Sleaford, was the architect, and Messrs. Pattinson
were the contractors.

ABCHITECTURAL & ARCH^OLOQICAL.
SOCIETIES.

BniTisu AEcnxoLOQicAL Association.—The-
closing meeting of the session was held on,

Wednesday last, the Eaii Nelson in the ohair^

Mr. G. R. Wright, F.S.A., detaUed the pro-
gress of arrangements for tho Congress at Great
Malvern, which will be held in August. Visits-

will bo paid to many places of interest, and by
the invitation of the Mayor and Corporation^
two days will be spent at Worcester. Mr. R. BlairJ

described further discoveries at the Roman,
station. South Shields, and the Rev. Dr.
Hooppell an inscribed tile found at Lincoln.

Mrs. Rendle Clay exhibited a gold-beetle front

Yucatan, said to live to a fabulous age. Mr.
Loftus Brook, F.S.A., exhibited a great number
of Greek and Asiatic headless penates, in illus-

tration of the custom still prevalent of destroy-

ing the heads when discovered, to preserve the

finders, as they suppose, from the evU eye. Mr.
H. Prigg described a Roman ring with an
intaglia found at Bury St. Edmund's. Mr.
John Brent, F.S.A., reported the discovery of
other Roman articles at Canterbury, some of

which were exhibited. The Rev. S. M. Mayhew-
then proceeded to describe a fine collection of

glass vessels illustrative of the manufacture of"

that material from comparatively recent times

backward to a remote period. Among tho

articles produced were various works from
"Venice, and some fragments of Roman glass of

similar make found in London, and showing that-

much of the ancient "Venetian work is but a-

survival of what was well known and practised

by the Greeks and Romans. Some examples of

Egyption glass indicated that the art was still of
older date. Mr. Thos. Morgan, F.S.A.,

called attention to the occurrence of glass-

mosaics even in England, and referred as an
example to some of the pavements at Brading^

Mr. H. Syer Cuming, F.S.A. (Scot.), described

a Saxon stone cross recently found during some
repairs at Bolton Church, Lancashire. A paper

was then read by Mr. Cuming on " The Repre-
sentation of Mermaids in "Various Middle-Age
Works," and a drawing of a perfect mermaid
from a stained-glass window formerly in Great
Yarmouth Church was exhibited, while many-
descriptions from old authors were referred to-^

Mr. E. Walford, M.A., reported that the demo-
lition of the old west front of St. Alban's Abbey,
under tho specious plea of its restoration, had
actually commenced.

Cajibbidoe Aniiqitabtan Society.—The annual
meeting of this society was held on the 301 h
ult., the retiring president. Professor Hughes,
F.S.A., in the chair. The yearly report men-
tioned tho continuous growth of the society,

which now numbers 224 members. There is a

balance of £202 lOs. in hand to meet the cost of

Professor Babington's new work on "Ancient
Cambridgeshire" and other books about to be
issued to members. The Rev. R. Bums, M.A.,
Prsclector in Archteology, was elected presi-

dent, and the Rev. W. W. Skeat, M.A., Pro-
fessor of Anglo-Saxon, vice-president. Mr. "VV.

B. Redfern exhibited and described a collection,

of Medifeval spurs and stirrups, and Mr. Bid-

well showed a red Romano-British terra-cotta

vase, a patera of Samian ware and a mortarium,.

all recently found near Ely a foot beneath the-

surface. Sir P. Colquhoun sent a communica-
tion on the true site of Dodcna.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
Railway Stbuctuees.—Mr. Lindsay , last Friday,

asked the President of the Board of Irade whethtr
the committee, which he stated in the House of

Commons in July, 1880, was appointed to consider

what rules it might be desirable to make with
regard to wind-pressure upon railway structure?,

had yet made a report ; and, if so, whether he
would be prepared to lay it upon the table of the

House. Mr. Chamberlain said that the report

would be made shortly after the Whitsuntide
recess, and that he would consider w^hether it wds
desirable to lay it upon the table.

At a meeting of the committee of tho Bishop of

Chichester's Funds, the following grants were
made :— St. Matthew's church, Keitiptown, £300

;

St. Luke's church, Albion-hill, £2.30; All SainU
parsonaf;e, Lewes, £100; Ktrdford parsonage,
£100; Upperton parsonage, Eastbourno, £100;
Bognor new church (additional), £100; Newhavm
chapel of ease (additional) £50.
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Bayswateb.—Oq Saturday last the founda-

tion-etone of the new church of St. Matthew,
Bayswater, was laid. The building is of stone,

after the designs of Mr. John Johnson, and ths
builders are Messrs. Dove Brothers. The stj'le

of architecture is Early English. The navo will

be 100ft. long and 49ft. broad, with a range of

20 clerestory windows, 10 on each side. The
entire length of the church will be 125ft., and
the breadth, with nave and arcades, 70ft., and
with the transepts, 90ft., accommodating about
1,500 persons. The height of the tower and
Bpire, 200ft. The cost, including house and
land for additional site, £24,000. It is hoped
that the church will ba opened for Divine service

at Lady-day next.

Cambkidoe.—The foundation-stone of the first

portion of Selwyn College was laid on Wednes-
day. The present section will accommodate 60
students, and has progressed as far as the joists

of ground-floor. It will be 212ft. by 33ft., and
48ft. from ground to ridge of roof. The ex-
ternal facing is of red brick, with Aucaster-
stone dressings. The external steps and the
"whole of the staircases, landings, corridors, and
passages, will be of artificial stone. The roof
•will be boarded and felted, and covered with red
Broseley tiles. There will be four floors ; and
the work is to be completed by March next.
Mr. Arthur W. Blomfield, MA., of London, is

the architect, and Messrs. Horsman and Co.,
Wolverhampton, the builders; Mr. J.Brown-
ing, of Loudon, is the clerk oif the works, and
Mr. Hopcroft is the builder's representative.
The site cost £6,111 lOj., and the buildings now
in progress will cost £15,600. It is proposed to
add hereafter a second block for 60 students,
permanent chapel, hill, library, master's lodge,
and kitchen.

Ely.—The now buildings of Ely Theological
College were opened on Tuesday week. The
college is Late Decorated iu style, and consists
of a chapel, lecture and dining-hall, library,
principal's and vice-principal's studies, and
twelve sets of rooms for students. The chapel
is richly furnished by special gift^, and the
sanctuary is decorated from designs by Mr. C. E.
Kempo, who also executed the .'•tained glass for
one of the five windows. The east window is

filled with stained glass representing "Christ
Adored by the Angels and the Church-Workers
in All Ages," aud was executed by Messrs.
Heaton, Butler, and Bayne, of Garrick- street,

London. Mr. J. Piers St. Aubyn, of London,
was the architect, and Messrs. Bardell Brothers,
of Lynn, were the builders. A subscription
portrait of the Bishop of Ely, representing him
in a cope, has been painted by Guido Schmitt,
and is to bo hung in the college library.

GovAN.—The new church being erected at the
corner of White and Fairfield-streets, Govan,
for the Greenfield U.P. congregation, has now
so far approached completion that the memorial-
stone was laid last Saturday. The plans have
been prepared by Mr. T. L. Watson, 108, West
Regent- street, Glasgow. They show accommo-
dation for 600 per.sous, or, if galleries be intro-

duced, for 800. Of the G-jthio style, in one of
its more simple tj'pes, the church is divided into
nave and aisles, bat it is without clerestory.

Externally the walls are supported by but-
tresses ; and the roof is suiinouuted by a belfry.

There is also a hall, giving accommodation for
300 persons, together with session-Louse, vestry,

&c. The contracts represent a total sum of
£2,200. Including furaiiuri;, and everything
required, the whole cost will not exceed £3,000.

Haveefordwest.—The Bishop of St. David's
reopened the pariah-churchof St. Thomas in the
above town on the 2nd inst., after the addition
of au aisle with organ-chamber and new vestry
and porch on its north side. The following im-
provements and additions have also b en made,
the whole being in character with the rest of the
church, which, with the exception of the fine

tower and a small portion of the north wall of

nave, was rebuilt about twenty-five years back.
New chancel stalls and fronts. Communion-rail,
prayer-desks, stone pulpit, chancel arch, eatt
window filled with Munich glass by Mayer,
Porritt's hot-air stove, encaustic tile pavements
by Webb, of Worcester, and organ by Vowles
and Sons, of Bristol. A large part of the
churchyard has also been levelled and drained.

The contractor was Mr. W. Reynolds, of Haver-
fordwest, and the architect, Mr. E. H. Lingon
Barker, of Lonilon, Hereford, and Tenby.

ICiaicD.\.Lis.—Kirkdalo Church, North York-
shire, after having been in the hands of the
restorers since August last, was reopened on the
2ud inst. The erection of this church (which is

dc<licated to St. Gregory) is said to have been
auteojdeut to the Norman Conquest. There is

an inscription over the southern door of the
church said to be Saxon, and to give iudi.'<puta-

ble proof of the antiquity claimed for the edifice.

Briefly translated the inscription is—" Orm,
Gamal's son, bought St. Gregory's Church,
when it was all gone to ruin and fallen down

;

and he agreed with Maccan, to rene w it from
the ground to Christ and St. Gregory in Ed-
ward's days, the King ; and Fosti, the Earl.
This is a draught exliibiting the time of day,
while the sun is passing to and from the winter
solstice. Hawarth me made, and Brand the
priest." Tosto or Tasti, the fourth son of God-
win, Earl of Kent, and brother of King Harold,
was created Earl of Northumberland by Edward
the Confessor, in the year 1056, and fell at the
battle of Stamford Bridge in 1066. The resto-

rations have been carried out from plans pre-
pared by Mr. S. Crowther, architect, of Man-
chester, and they have been executed by Mr.
Foggett, builder, of that city. The restoration

of the chancel has cost about £600.
Ludlow.—The new church of St. John the

Evangelist, Ludlow, was consecrated on Friday,
Juae 3, by the Lord Bishop of Hereford. The
foundation-stone of the building was laid in

August last, and the work has been completed
most satisfactorily. The church is built in the
Eaily English style, and consists of a nave,
chancel, south aisle, vestry, and porch. Provi-
sion has been made for a future north aisle. The
timbers in the roof are all of wrought and
moulded pitch-pine. The walls of the church
are built of native Pennant stone, with rock face,

and square beds and joints. The external
dressings are all of Box weather-stone, and the
internal dressings of Corsham Down stone. The
warming of the church is provided for by one of

Porritt's underground stoves being fixed. The
total cost of the church is about £4,000. Mr. A.
W. Blomfield, M.A., London, was the architect,

and Messrs. Wall and Hook, of Brimscombe,
Gloucestershire, were the contractors ; Mr. W.
Day was foreman of the works.
QmNTON.—On Whit-Monday the memorial

stones of Bourne College, which is being erected

at Quiuton, near Hales Owen, by a number of

prominent Primitive Methodists, were laid. The
plans have been prepared for a building to ac-

commodate 120 scholars, but the portion now
being erected will provide for 80 scholars only,

thus allowing for future extension. The prin-
cipal entrance will be by a clock-tower about 60ft.

high, forming the central feature of the com-
pleted design, but terminating the portion of

the buildings to be erected for present require-

ments. A school-room, dining-room, class-room,

piano-rooms, a large chemical laboratory, lava-

tory, cloak-rooms, &c. , will be upon the ground-
floor, the first floor being devoted to thiee large
dormitories, bath-rooms, lavatories, &c. The
style will be Queen Anne, the walls being faced
with pressed bricks, with stone and brick
dressings. The builder is Mr. E. Walton, of

Baldwin-street, Smethwick, whose contract is

£3,700, and the building will be carried out
under the superintendence of the architects,

Messrs. D. Smith and Son, 40, Bennett's Hill,

Birmingham, whoso designs were selected in

limited competition.

Wedmoee.—The church of St. Mary, Wed-
more, Somerset, a fine specimen of Early Per-
pendicular work, was reopened on Wednesday
week after restoration. The church consists of

central tower, chancel, nave, aisles, and tran-

septs, north and south chantries, and also a Lady-
chapel of later date. The rough-cast coating

has been removed from the exterior of the build-

ing, two windows and a doorway have been
opened out in the porch, the old- fashioned high-

b icked pews, and the gallery which blocked up
the noble west window havo been removed, and
the building reseated. In taking down the

framing of the sounding-board over the pulpit,

a fresco painting representing St. Christopher

bearing the Child Jesus was re-bared. Mr. E.

B. Ferrey, of Spring-gardens, Loudon, was the

architect, and Messrs. Merrick and Sous, of

Glastonbury, wero the builders ; the cost has
been about £3,000.

A Hundred Thonsand Replies and Iietters
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SANITABY PLUMBING AND PLUMBERS'
WORK.

To the Editor of the Buildino News.

SiE,—According to promise I now beg to offer

you a continuation of my remarks on Mr.
Hellyer's lectures on the above subject.

Firstly.— In preparing leaden pipes to make
a joint, Mr. Hellyer should have told the "less
initiated" that it is necessary to clean the ends-

before soiling them, as if the soil is put on a
greasy part, it will not stand.

Secondly.—In gauging the shaving-lines, the-

shaving hook only should be used, held in the
right hand and the forefinger placed against;

the end of the pipe ; then either turn the pipe or
pass the hand round the pipe. The fact of

usL-jg compasses or such like contrivances proves-

the plumber not to be a skilled workman. A
boy may be taught this simple method in a few
days, and so save time throughout his life.

Thirdly.—In my last letter I said that Mr.
H., in explaining the proper way to prepare a.

joint, had omitted something important. I left it

to him to rectify this iu his last lecture ; but as-

he failed to do so, " I come to the rescue." No
man can properly make a joint (that he can
guarantee) without "touch." Touch is a tallow
candle rubbed over the shaved part to keep it

from tarnishing, and assist in the tinning. It

is as well also to rub a little touch or tallow OYer
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Oe jotnt u soon as it is made, which, at least,

will preTent it from sweating when the solder is

•oaise.

Fourthly.— As regards tinning the ends of

yipe* before making a joint, I must suggtiit that

BinetT out of one hundred joints are tinned and

-wiped off at onoe in their places. Mr. Hellyer's

advice is the method usually adopted when the

pipes are in awkvard places for shaiiiig, and

when allowed to stand for perhaps a matter of,

lay, twenty- four hours : then, as a matter of

coBTeuence, it b adTisable to tin the ends be-

iwe fixing.

Fifthly.—Solder, to judge the quality of which

w (me 01 the most imporiant points for a plum-

Iwr to learn as »n essential item in the science

and art of joint-making, is a matter that Mr.

Hellytr has entirely evaded by saying it can

ahrays be bought —an opinion which experience

teaches me is not to be relied upon.

Allow me to fill up this gap in Mr. Hellyer's

lecture by explaining to the "less initiated"

bow to make and judge the quality of solder.

1

.

Qood solder usually is composed of about

. two parts lead and one tin. Solder in these

proportioDS, when poured out in thin strips on a

irj stone, will " e^i up."
2. If solder is too fme it will be found in

working to hang to the cloth, look scratched,

md din> off in teats round the bottom : in this

ca«e add a little more lead. (Sheet-lead is gene-

lally used, as pig-lead is not always at hand
;

and eren if it were, it is often as impure as any
other, though sold as AI. lam always satisfied

with a few "joint hards ;" but then " I'm such

» little silly.")

3. If solder is too coarse it will work dry, and
like lo much sawdust, will set quickly, and break

wp in large lumps. A little more tin added,

and « ell mixed, will rectify this.

4. If solder is burned, which not uncommonly
•eenis by its being made red-hot a tims or two,

Inr beating it too quickly or by the continual use

«} red-hot irons, it will look black when cold,

filrery when hot, set quickly, and work short

and rotten, though it will spot up as the good
older would. Time is money. Hurry often

wastes time ; for instance, solder is frequently

bumed and spoiled by being heated too quickly.

It should bo heated over a moderate fire, and,

where practicable, coal used in preference to coke,

as the latter burns the solder, and the sulphur

excreted by the coke rapidly attacks the lead,

eren if the pot is covered, and so converts it to its

original state—viz., galena or sulphuret of

liad, mere commonly known as ore of lead or

lead ashes.

Solder kept continually over a coke fiie, even

at a moderate heat, will, so to speak, unmix
itself ; the tin will eeparale from the lead, ri;e

and float on the top, and there, by the continuous

beat, become impoverished and changed to what
is c^ed patty-powder, often miscalled dross or

sulphuret of lead. This loss of tin in the solder

Tenders it poor and porous.

For this last reason the iron should never bo
need excepting in case where it is absolutely

iiapoasible to do without it, and then only at a
blade beat. Our best plum'ers, as also the

Americans, I think, will agree with me ou this

point.

Zincky Solder.—That which is usually sold as

fine solder often contains all kinds of bxHc metals,

and should not therefore be put into the pot for

fining, as, should thirc be any zinc in it, it

alters the working by causing the crystallisa-

ticn to take place more quickly according to the

quantity of zinc employed ; ot course, the shape
of these crystals is not the same as those in

aalder proper.

Kxthly.—Overcast Joints, about which Mr.
Hellyer stems to have a queer idea, and to think
that they are a system only of bygone days, arc

aot so obsolete as he asserts. They are as neces-

sary as ever, and in many cases sound joints

would not bo made otherwise, for the following
xcaion. There are still, in various parts of the
eonotry, pumps, the wells of which (not far

from Londoa) contain water that rapidly attacks
the tin in the solder ; it is therefore desirable to

oie as little in making your solder as possible,

to make a durable joint. I have, in some cases
of thisdcsoriptioD, had to make joints with sol-

der five parts lead and one part tin, which would
be nece^Harily very porous, unless well over-
east.

Kr. Uellyer sa; s that in Scotland the short
Joints only are used. This is radically wrong,
as both are nied there, and many good London

pliunbers use the short joint. From "tests"

that I have seen of the long and short joints, I

am certain they are equally strong if well made.

The solder-collar, or as Mr. H. says,

" catcher," should be fixed by tying a piece of

string underneath it, which will efftctually pre-

vent the waste of tolder, whereas the method of

using sand or sawdust » ill only result in dirty-

ing the solder that is saved, Bo causing a waste

of time in cleaning.

The tinning of flanges before wiping block

-

joints is unquestionably a great waste of valuable

time, excepting under such circumstances as

before mentioned. With regard to the tinning

of brass- work, I think a littlo should have been

said, it being most important, and not generally

underetood by young hands.

Why did not the lecturer instruct his audience

in the art of making wiped-joint;) without the

use of "metal-pot," ladle, or iron? Surely

had he known of such a method, he would have

explained it, seeing how useful it is where the

above-mentioned tools are inacoesjible f

Referring to this puint, the chairman, at the

conclusion of the lecture, was presented with

the following letter, which, being read aloud, I

was happily enabled to take down "a la Pit-

man."

the solder on in small portions. Keep at this

constantly until you have sufficient on. You
can almost shape the joint with this strip of

solder. Having all the solder on you require,

To the Chaiiman of the Lectures on Humbing.
Sir,—Mr. Hellyer having finislied his description of

joint-makingr. which we think incomplete for the follow-

ing reasons, he ha« not described the method of making
wiped joiots without pot, ladle, or iron ; we have, there-

fuic, as a proof that this can be don**, brought two such
joints which were made in our shop this altemoon by the

above method. These joints were made in the presence

of Mr. Barnes and myself. Mr. 1". J. Davies, thinkiBg

with us that thii process not being in general use, it

might be interesting to your audience, therefore we beg
to submit them for examination.—We remain, yours
faithfully. Smith asd Ijabses.

The method of making these joints is evidently

but very little known, and when exhibited, were
anxiously sought after for inspection by the

majority of the plumbers present, some of them
good old hands, resulting in a series of questions

ind suppositions as to how they could possibly

be made. I cannot conclude my letter without

thanking you on behalf of the A. S P. for your
faithful reporting of these lecture.", thereby

showing your sincere interest in the welfare in

the trade.

By the bye, in reply to Mr. Wright Clarke's

letter, I ttiink if he will take the trouble to

re-read my first, that ho will find he has in most
instances endorsed my arguments. Mr. Buchan,
in his letter, seems to imply that I and my
works are unknown to the plumbing trade, and
enpceiaHy to himself as a great sanitary authority.

Now, Mr. Buchan, you date your letter from
Glasgow, in the library of which you will find my
Blue Books of patents bearing the following

numbers and dates:— 1176 of 1871, 2838 of

1872, 1579 of 1873, 1179 of 1876, &o., made by
J. Tylor and Sons, and even by men in your
own town.

Is it possible that such a distinguished sani-

tarian as Mr. Buchan has never heard of any of

these patents, which are used all over the world,

nor read my articles on plumbing?—I am, &o.,

P. J. Davies, C.E.

keep your heat up by twisting or turning your

lamp round the joint, then take a suitable cloth

and make your joint in the usual way.
This, I think, will show that we Society

plumbers have brought our light out from under

the bushel, and a rather strong one, too. What
says your friend, Clarke ? I should remark that

Messrs. Barnes and Smith are the gentlemen

you may thank for this, as I am only a tool in

the matter.— I am, &o.,

P. J. Davies, H.M., A.S.P.

SiK,

SANITARY PLUMBING.
-In a letter appearing in your valuable

PLUMBERS' JOINT-MAKING.—

A

NOVELTY.
Sill,—The following plan of joint-making

being but little known to the general plumbing
trade, may afJord a few an insight to what was
meant by my last letter, which speaks of making
wiped joints without solder-pot, ladle, or iron.

You see that P P is the fixed pipe which may
be <ith€r upright or horizontal ; J the joint,

shaped, F the flame of a lamp known as

Cottoi\ and Johnson's spirit-lamp. Ttiis lamp
is made as follows:—B \i a small boiler half

filled with methylated spirit, under which is a
small lamp. See Fig. 2, which may be regulated
by turning the wheel A, Fig. )

.

Off the top part of the boiler a tube is taken
down the back of the lamp, and its point bent
to farm a blow-pipe. The lamp being lit under
the boiler soon causes the spirit to boil, thus
generating a very inflammable gas which, on
being checked at the end of tube, rushes out
rapidly, and on being held against the joint or a
piece of solder will melt it. The way to make
this joint is as follows:—Take some plumbers'
solder, run into a long strip, say 12 to 15in.

long, |in. thick, lin. wide. Hold the lamp
against the joint and get it hot enough to melt
the solder which, of cotirse, is done by putting

paper from Mr. Clarke on sanitsry plumbing he

states that Mr. Hellyer is the first man who has

given lectures on plumbing. As far as London
is concerned this may be so ; but when I was in

Newcastle-on-Tyne, in 1858, serving my time

at Messrs. R. and W. Hawthorne's, engineers,

I attended a series of lectures which were deli-

vered at the Literary and Philosophical Insti-

tute, on plumbing, explaining bow necessary it

was that theory and practice should be amalga-

mated. Mr. Clarke should make inquiries before

making assertions. In other points he has con-

tradicted himself, which he will see if ho again

reads his letter.

I beg leave to ask Mr. Buchan if a man is

educated as a civil engineer and eventually be-

comes a plumber, is his first knowledge not to

b3 made available for carrying out work ? I con-

tend that the double knowledge makes the best

man ; I only wish I had it.— I am, &c.,

J. Maeoetsox, Engineer.

Bamep, June 6.

SPECIFICATIONS.

Sin, —The excellent article in your last issue

on the subject of Specifications should provide

for many an architect miierial for careful

thought. The subject is one of very great im-
portance, is the frequent cause of annoyance to

the three parties immediately concerned, and
often forms the groundwork for expensive litiga-

tion.

To my min'l, a specification attached to a

carefully-prepared set of drawings should, even

in the absence of the architect, enable a clerk of

the work.", < r a builder's foreman, possessed of

ordinary capacity, to complete the whole of the

intended works without a stoppage on account

of want of further information ; but this de-

mands an application of knowledjre and time

which, at the present day, the average archi-

tect has not the power or the inclination to

bestow.
The expressions you quote, such as "leave

perfect to the satisf rictiou of the architect," very

frequently form, as you juttly observe, a Urge
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pereentage of the written words. It is not an
uncommon occurrence to find half the carpenter's
specification taken up by minute directions as to
the exact place of growth of the timber, and the
dire consequences if certain defects which are
equaUy minutely described should be detected

;

but as probably not crery architect would, on
inspection, know it if by chance a piece of
timber did not come from either of the specified
places, or did contain many of the prescribed
defects the builder ignores all this, looks for
the scantlings of the floor or roof-timbers, does
not find them, and goes on his way rejoicing.
Of course to write a good specification, apart

from the practical knowledge which it demands,
power of composition is an essential attribute

;the difficulty of describing with terseness a
oomphcated item, so as not to interfere with its
lucid interpretation, and yet to contain some of
the elements of polished composition, is some-
times very great ; but rather than doubt as to
exact meaning should arise, I think that the
beauty of composition should give way to the
exigencies of the builders' workshops.
Your article refers frequently to the bills of

quantities as adjuncts to the drawings and
specification

; but the writer does not make it
clear that the bills cannot be properly referred
to unless they form part of the contract, because
they become, when the works have been com-
menced, solely a matter between the builder
Mid the quantity surveyor, and the architect

v°" t,""'
^ allowed access to them, unless

they have been deposited as a schedule of
prices, and then only at the final settlement of
accounts. The disgraceful way in which archi-
tects have been known to take advantage of a
Knowledge of the prices in the bills before the
completion of the works, should make builders
very cautious in giving the architect the slightest
knowledge of the contents of the quantities,
unless they form part of the contract.
There is, as the writer of the article mentions,

a growing tendency on the part of the architect
to accord to the surveyor the privilege of writing
the specification, and I am not prepared to say
that such a course is not, on the whole, desir-
able, provided that attention is given by the
architect to the fact that considerable additional
labour is thrown upon the surveyor, for which
he should be properly remunerated by allowing
him at least his full commission, and not, as is
sometimes the case, to give the surveyor a series
of double lines with red colour between, inter-
rupted by openings representing doors and win-
dows, a section taken through a part of the
structure showing nothing, instructions to write
the specification when the quantities are com-
pleted, and when tha commission for the work is
received, to hand half over to the architect for
ms tremendous share in the labour.
When the surveyor does, however, write the

speciBcation, it is of great service to him to take
his dimensions with plenty of headings, then to
have a careful index of the dimensions made with
the headings as far as may be under their
respective trades, and proceed to write. It will
sometimes save much time if rough notes are

J T°^
tlie general disposition of the items,

and I have sometimes found it well to take
several sheets of paper, and with the dimensions
in order, follow them through page by page,
writing the trades as they occur, oneand another,
and then when the dimensions are exhausted put
the whole together and page it. As you truly
say. It is of the utmost importance that thick-
nesses and sizes should be carefully specified

;

it 13 of service to the builder to know the
exact sizes of the doors in the joinery, because the
uitelligent workman can make a number of
fmiahings from that 3ft. by 7in., or whatever it
*• The sizes and weights of the various items
of the plumbers' work are essential, and the
widths of gutters, flashings, laps, turn-up, &c.,
88 taken in the quantities, quite necessary to
prevent dispute. The points where wastes and
overflows are to discharge will be very useful
also

;
and, as regards the door and window fur-

luture, &c., considering that there are locks anrf
locks, it is, I think, a good plan to give the p.c.
value of all such articles, leaving them for
selection by the architect; and adjustment,
either m excess or diminution, at the settlement
of accounts.
When the work is of any magnitude it secures

a very great saving of writing if the sashes and
doors are tabulated somewhat as foUows—which
1 iave just given at random from a specifica-

SASHES AND FEAME8, ETC.

Position.—Third story ; back windows.
Frame and Sash.—Deal cased frames, oak

sunk and weathered, sills grooved for iron
tongue, and 2in. deal moulded sashes with moulded
horns, double hung with patent lines, strong
brass axle pulleys and iron weights.

Finishings.— lin. deal wrought framed mitred
and splayed grounds 4jin. wide, lin. tongucd
and staff-beaded linings and backings, 3in. by
Ijin. architrave moulding, l^fin. tongued and
rounded window board, and bearers with notched
and returned ends, and IJin. by lin. hollow
moulding under, with returned ends.

Furniture.—Hopkinson's patent brass sash-
fasteners.

Glass.— 26oz. sheet-glass in squares as shown
on drawing.

BOOKS, &c.

Position.—On third story generally.
Door.— 2in. deal four-panel, moulded both

sides, 3ft. x 7ft.

Finishings.—IJ deal, double rebated and
double beaded jamb linings and backings ; lin.
framed, mitred and splayed grounds, 4ift.
wide, and 3 x l|ft. architrave moulding.

Furniture.—4in. butts, Tin. mortice locks,
with white and gold furniture, two long and
two short white and gold finger plates.

Glass.—When sash doors.
There can be but little doubt that to the de-

ficiencies of the specification may be ascribed
half the troubles which beset architects, and
when, as is sometimes the case, the architect
takes out hia own quantities, and there is
scarcely an item in the bills which will not
bear at least three different interpretations, and
when he, having written the bills, cannot, for
the life of him, tell what they mean ; and then,
on that firm basis, heproceedsto write the speci-
fication, not two consecutive sentences of
which are either grammatical or intelligible,
who can wonder that difficulties arise F But
the enterprising architect who desires to obtain
a reputation for securing a cheap building, which
has been so obtained partly at the expense of
his employer, and partly at the expense of the
builder, endeavours to— and, unfortunately,
sometimes succeeds—protect his client from the
consequences of this nefarious proceeding by in-
serting clauses in the conditions to the effect that
whether the works required to complete thebuild-
ing are or are notshownon the drawings or de-
scribed in the specification, the builder's tender is
to be taken to include all such works in the same
manner as if they had so been shown or described,
and then finally shields himself under the no less
questionable clause of making himself the sole
arbitrator whose decision shall be final and
binding on both parties ; the secret of it all being
that he is dishonest, or that he has not given the
necessary time for a thorough exposition of all
the necessary works. He is afraid of facing a
severe client with an application to pay the
builder the extras which are due, so he closes
the matter with hundreds of pounds retained in
the pockets of his client, and paid out of those
of the builder; and even if he were properly
anxious to do what is right, in the face of the
contract he has framed, his legal-minded client
will not allow him to certify for a shilling more
than the contract carries, and so the builder
goes to the wall.

But, Sir, builders have only themselves to
blame if they are fools enough to sign any con-
tract whatsoever which delegates to a necessarily
prejudiced party, a decision from which they
have scarcely an appeal, and if you take up the
subject of Conditions of Contract, as you have
intimated, I hope that you will caution builders
against signing any contract which does not
contain some such arbitration dau'e as that
attached to the Conditions of Contract agreed to
by the London Builders' Association and the
Royal Institute of British Architects.—I am,
&c., Wm. Woodwabd.

Dorset, Devon, and Somerset, to learn what he
could about the stones of which they are built,
I must say I am greatly astonished at what has
been said about certain stones. If anyone with
"half an eye " will take the trouble to examine
with common care, and common sense, the dif-
ferent quarries in the West of England, and
the principal ancient buildings in which the pro-
duce of the quarries is found, there cannot
possibly be any difficulty in deciding which is
the best and most durable stone for any
important building. I will not venture to say
which stone I know to be the best ; but when I
see a London architect get up a pamphlet to
"whitewash "what is well known as the poorest
building stonein substance and in appearance that
can be got, one cannot but wonder at the mean-
ing of it. " Beer-stone," says Mr. Masey,
" for exterior purposes is better than many, and
equal to any." (!) It is evident that this pro-
phet was not asked to curse this stone. The
absurdity of such a remark carries its own con-
demnation. It is stated that Exeter Cathedral
was built of this chalk from Beer cliffs. I have
not been able to look closely at the eastern part
of this building, but I have examined the nave
outside and inside. There is no Beer stone in
the outside, unless it is decayed out of all shape
and form. The principal parts of the building
appear to be built of Caen stone of a yellowish
colour, and some coarse-grained, very durable
oolite of a very effective appearance. This
coarse oolite is seen in all parts requiring great
strength. It is found in the responds of the
tower, in the windows and projecting seats to
piers of arcades, ashlaring, &c. Mr. Masey
speaks of inferior stonework of old buildings, as
if it were usual to find it in a decayed state !

This looks as if he had some interest in finding
merits in the stone whether they exist or not.
Mr. Masey is not content with praising the
durability of this feeble stone—he flies in the
face of Nature herself and blesses its colour

!

" Nature abhors a white," says an old writer on
the picturesque. But this architect is not con-
tent with the expression of the most extra-
ordinary opinions; he deals in prophecy, forgetful
that it is not considered wise to do so " till you
know."—I am, &c., A WEST-CouNTBYMAif.

BUILDING-STONES.
SiE,—Those who read your excellent publica-

tion with a view of learning something about
the building stones of the country must be sorely
puzzled at the variety of opinions expressed
about them. As a West-Countryman who knows
something about stones practically— who has
had the working of various sorts of stone under
his observation for many years—who has worked
stone by his own hands, who has examined
many ancient buildings in the counties of

SiE,—I was much surprised at the corre-
spondence in your last issue respecting the build-
ing-stones proposed to be used in the construc-
tion of Truro Cathedral.
To many others who, like myself, have a

practical and theoretical knowledge of most
stones used for such purposes, this correspond-
ence must be deprecated.

If there are not sufficient funds for carrying
out a specific design in a hard species of stone,
it appears to be clear enough that the design
must be modified, or that a cheaper material
must be substituted. It is all very well for in-
terested persons to give their versions, and for
amateur masons to air their very slight amount
of knowledge of building-stones ; but the fact
remains that the harder and more costly stones
to work will always be found the best weather
stones, and this has been proved invariably.

A better proof that practical knowledge of
these matters is positively necessary could not be
given than Mr. Masey's description of Beer-
stone. The only way of obtaining information
about the various stones is by comparing them
with each other. If a visit were paid to the
Bath, Tisbury, Doulting, Portland, or Ancaster
quarries, an account could bo obtained from
each and everyone just as glowing as the de-
scription of Beer stone. By the way, it must
be a peculiar mode of arithmetic by which Mr.
Masey proves the "cost of worked Portland
stone to be four times the cost of worked Beer
stone."—I am, &o.,

Putney. A Mason.

SiE,—I observe in the comparative table fol-

lowing the article on Beer stone in your issue of
the 3rd inst. , that the carrying weight of ' • best '

'

Bath stone is stated to be 1 •2751b. to the cube of
one inch square.

The Corsham stone from my " Monks' Park
quarry " was tested on the 30th August, 1880,
by Mr. Kirkaldy, who gives as the results of his
experiments a thrusting-stress of 2-9271b. to the
square inch, being more than double the strength
given by your contributor, Mr. Masey, and
greatly in excess of Beer stone, with which it

will also compare very favourably both in colour
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and texture, the great feature being that in

theaa qualities it is quite uniform throughout the

quariT, and can be worked at a much less cost

than Bea stone.

I oould not allow the statement of Mr. Masey
to paw uncorrected, as many may he misled by
it ; at the same time, I am inclined to imagine

that the report from which the figiires were
quoted was specially selected as being the least

favourable to Bath stone.

I inclose copy of results of Mr. Eirkaldy'e

tests.—I am, ice,

Isaac Sumsion'.

of last week, creating general amazement in the

architectural world. Earnest, eelf-respecting

men, such as Butterfield, stand no chance of

being admitted ; they have too much iudepen-

dent feeling to submit themselves to the degra-

dation imposed by the law of the Academy that

men must propose themselves. A remarkable

crew of small and vain people, I hear, they have
on their books desirous of admission.

If the Academy is anything, it should bo a
place for instruction. It can teach in two ways,
by its schools and by its exhibitions. As yet

the teaching has been but very inefficient.

"MONKS' QUARRY," Isaac Scmsios, Peopbutob.

BnuLTS OF ExpmauissTS to ascertain the resistance to Thrusting Stress of three Cin. cuhes of Stone received

from Mr. Isaac Sumsion.

TntNo.

SS81

Deaoiption.

Corabam Bath
Stone front

the ** Uonka*
Quarry."

Dimensions.

Inches.
585

6 CO by 600
600

6 OD by 600
693

6 00 by 600

Base Area.

Bq. In.

3600

8600

8600

Mean

Cracked slightly.

Stress.

I4)s.

108,400

96,750

8(,4S0

96,533

Per
8q. in.

Lbs.

3,011

2,684

2,315

2,680

Per
Sq. ft.

Tuns.

103 6

1726

150-8

17J-3

Crushed, Steelyard
dropped.

Stress.

Lbs.

118,150

101,400

96,640

105,397

Per
Sq. in.

Lbs.

3,281

2,816

2,084

2,927

Per
Sq. ft.

Tons.

2109

181-0

172 6

1881

Bedded between pieces of pine gin. thick.

Datid Eibealdy, Testing Works, 99, Southwark-str^et, London, S.E., August SOth, 1880.

THE EOYAL ACADEMY.
Sib,—It is creditable to the new President of

the Boyal Academy that he should try to give
some ^cienoy to the schools ; but the whole
organisation is so wrong that I see little hopes
of an effective result. Consider the origin and
action of the Academy itself, in first place. The
Boyal Academy charter was granted by a sove-
reign who had not a particle of taste for, or

knowledge of, the fine arts. It was given as a
personal favour to a second-rate artist who was
esteemed simply because he painted religious

subjects. This is the latest illustration of those
mischievous patents which kings in former days
were wont to grant favourites for exclusive

trading, so benefiting the few by injury to the
many, and a more injurious act than this, as

regards art, could not have been perpetrated.

Ostensibly intended to promote art, it has simply
resulted in forming a privileged company of

picture-sellers. It is to a great extent a trading
monopoly, and with the natural result, that in-

ferior productions are foisted on the public,

whilst real talent works at disadvantage. So
far from advancing art, it has the directly oppo-
site influence. I will notice some of the effects.

The E. A. Exhibition becomes, in defiance of

any rivalry, the great picture-mart of the season,
and it is, therefore, a great effort with young or
unknown men to get their works exhibited
therein—a most serious matter to them. Unfor-
tunately, merit does not insure admittance,
though so much that is inferioris taken, and the
blasted hopes, the distress and misery which
result are sad indeed. I know a case of a
tileatcd artist in which lunacy and death re-
sulted.

As regards the privileged members of this

selected, but not select, company of "R.A.'s."
However an artist may strive for excellence to

enter this body, yet, once in, the need for effort

no longer remains. Ilis pictures sell as a matter
of course under the magic influence of lloyal
authority !—the ignorant public imagining that
-what comes from an E.A. must be good. One
niay frequently hear at the Exhibition how the
illusion affects people when, on consulting their
catalogue, they find the work they meant to
abuse is by an R. A. " Oh, that is by an Acade-
mician !" stops the mouth at once. The result
of this is that effort soon ceases after admission,
and instead of excellence, the pictures arc posi-
ttve eyesores. Then, again, men get into the
Academy ranks to a great extent by interest

;

and from these two first named causes, one finds
as R.A.'s such arrant duffers—let us speak
truth for once—as C. Lindscer, Ward, A.
Cooper, Cope, Hart, Herbert, Redgrave, and
Thornbum. This is not, unfortunately, a mere
Academical matter. It is a national disgrace.
How foreigners muit wonder and scoff at such a
fatuous production as the " Infant Samuel,"
exhibited by the Academy's late Professor of
Fainting.

The most recent example of favoritism is that

During the whole time tho Royal Academy
has existed, what distinguished artist has it

produced in painting, sculpture, or architecture P

Not one ! Nor is it likely to. At the age when
students are admitted, and with the amount of

proficiency required for admission, they can, if

if they have really any nous in them, shift for

themselves. As regards the painting students,

they receive positive harm. Instead of trying

their own powers of independent thought, they
cramp their minds with copying, and so lose the
power of original conception. The copies made
are bought by dealers, and are palmed on the
unwary as originals, so evil begets evil. If it is

the wish of the Academy to develop latent

talent, they should have free, perfectly free,

elementary schools. The only way in which ad-
vanced students can be benefited is by indi-

vidual artists—those who are artists—receiving

fcuoh pupils into their studios", and letting them
work out their own ideas there, under friendly

and sociable direction. The sole idea in their

annual and other exhibitions which the Academi-
cians seem to have is money-grubbing. Con-
sidering that they received out of the public

funds not short of £100,000 in the gift ot Bur-
lington House, they ought, in common fairness

and honesty, make a return to the public, and
this by making their exhibitions free some part
of the time. The masses would thus get some
teaching, such as is so freely accorded abroad.

I doubt if it would much affect the receipts ; but
if it did, their income from this source is so great

they coiild affordit. Their meanness in pocketing
this money, which is secretly disposed of, is as

surprising as it is disgusting. Considering that
the works exhibited are, to a great extent, lent

by outsiders, and, in the case of the Old Master
Exhibitions, entirely lent, yet they give nothing
to the public in return. The evenings, or certain

days in the week, ought, I say, to be free. Their
selfish meanness is strikingly shown by not ad-
mitting the outside exhibitors to their annual
banquet and the day of private view, to which
their patrons are exclusively invited, and with
whom, I suppose, they fear to let their rivals

come in contact.

The fact is tho Royal Academy is a delusion,

an imposture, and most pernicious evil, and
people seem afraid to speak out. What absurd
tenderness is shown to the works of the bad
painters ! If a writer publishes a foolish book,
the critics are down at once on him, and the
thing is torn to pieces, but equally well deserved
and what might be beneficial punishment is

never given to the stupid R.A.'s. It seems to

be considered a sort of high treason to speak of

thorn except with the greatest deference.

Much has been said about the vagaries of tho
hanging. Architecture is especially now in evil

case. The R.A. architect, who is supposed to

have the management of the architectural room,
has a special craze about " scratched up " draw-
ings. Ho is not himself a i)ictorial artist. He
cannot draw a cloud, a tree, or a figure, con-

sequently cannot make a picture, and so affects

to despise pictorial effects. Coloured perspec-
tives are therefore tabooed, and ink-sketches
take their place ; but even in the admission of

ink-drawings the same mystery in selection is

seen as throughout the exhibition. The effect of
banishing the taking effects of water-colour is

that the public frequent the gallery less than
they used to, and how architects or the art is

thus benefited I am at a loss to know.
In the matter of lectures it would be better if,

instead (as with parsons and sermons) of original

addresses—weak and puerile—the teachers read
standard works to their audience. There is

nothing new, and if the lectures were discon-

tinued, no one but the lecturers would be the
losers. If the prizes offered now restricted to

the R. A. students were thrown open to all, some
good might be done, for if the competition
creates emulation, and is sofar beneficial amongst;
the few, how much more might bo effected if

free to all?—I am &o., M.

THE RECENT ELECTION AT THE
ROYAL ACADEMY.

Sib,— It has be?n a constant source of com-
plaint that whatever walk of art they may
follow, men of distinguished mark are passed
over by the Royal Academy and others of less

note are elected.

This seems to be particularly the case with
regard to architecture.

With a Bodley, Webb, or Graham Jackson
standing outside the door, one wonders upon
what possible grounds the recent election can
hare been made.

It would be invidious to say much on this

point ; but it may be sufficient to observe that

many persons outside the world of artists are in

much amazement.—I am, &c., A. B.

IRTHLINGEOROUGH CHURCH, NORTH-
AMPTONSHIRE.

Sin,—A day or two since a friend sent me the
BurLDiNQ News of May 20th, containing a
notice of our reopening. From the same source

I learn that in the Building News for June
25th, 1875, there was a drawing of our grand
old tower. I shall be greatly obliged if you
win kindly give me this opportunity of remind-
ing those who are interested in such matters
that tho cracks and settlements of the masonry
are rapidly bringing the whole struoturo to tho

point of falling. We, of the place, feel that

we can fairly apply far and wide for help to
repair or rebuild (as the case may require) our
"campanile " with its unique Early Decorated
lantern ; on the double ground of having first

exhausted our own resources in the most neces-

sary repair of the church before going further

afield, and also because the preservation of such
a "pile" must naturally be ot some interest

with all those who have any affection for tho
grand and the antique.

I am afraid that it will be asking too much if

I venture to request the reproduction of the
illustration mentioned above. Any information

will be given and any help received gladly by
the churchwardens, Messrs. Lucas, Poster, and
John Allen, or by your humble servant,

TnoMAs Gbasham, Rector,

Irthlingborough, June 2.

COINS IN FOUNDATIONS OF SHIP3.

Sip.,—It has long been customary, as stated

on p. GC 1 in your last issue, to place a copper
coin in the hole in a vessel's keel into which the
mainmast is stepped.

A curious instance happened at a port on the
Solway not long ago. In pulling to pieces a
collier of unknown age, the customary coin was
found in the keel, and turned out to be a first

brass of Trajan ! I don't suggest that the
vetsel was of Roman build, and that she had
sailed the seas from the days of Trajan to those

of Victoria ; no, merely some shipwright of the

last century had the coin, and thought it would
be as lucky as a Georgian copper.

I reported the find to the Society of Anti-
quarians.—I am, &o.,

R. S. Feeouson, F.S.A.
New University Club, St. James's-sq., S.W.

" BUILDER AND ARCHITECT."
Sib,—Open confession is good. "P. C last

week only said publicly that which builders, great
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and small, say privately, when it servos thoir

pecuniary interest. Every builder I am acriuainted
with will offer to design, better than an architect,

all the work he can obtain without contracting for,

at least, to the extent of his capital ; and I am
acquainted with some builders whoso attainments
would not exempt them from the supervision of
the School Board officers if their age did not.
Would " P, C." like us to believe that builders
"of standing" spend their own time in designing p

Practically the architect becomes the paid servant
instead of the superintendent of the contractor.
Mammon has become supreme in too much of life's

struggle; let us pray he may not in all.—I am, &c.,
COUNTEY AncniTEOT.

SiE,—There is nothing disgraceful in a man
styling himself " builder and architect." So says
our esteemed correspondent Hugh McLachlan. A
little further on in his letter he laughs at the idea
of a builder and architect styling himself under-
taker also. He sees no objection whatever to
builder and architect combined, but thinks that
undertaker is a step too far. If this is the opinion
of one in the profession (I believe I am right in
saying of one not belonging to the provinces), may
I ask your readers what are we coming to ? As
another set off to "M.," I might mention that I

know of a man who not only practises as a builder
and an architect, but he is also a manure-merchant
and a Methodist parson. However, he is not an
undertaker, so I suppose Hugh McLachlan will

consider that he stands moderately well in the pro-
fession. Hugh McLachlan, in a former notice,

says that probably "builder and architect"
belongs to the ;provinces, and makes London an
exception to the disreputable rule of combining the
profession of an architect with the trade of a builder.
Now, judging from the buildings which we see on
every side of us in the Loudon streets, generally
whole rows of stuccoed houses sweeping round in

fraceful curves, or running in parallel straight
nes, with their surfaces broken only by friezes and

cornices multiplied by the thousand, and eggs and
darts by the million, with occasionally a stray
column or two propped up against the wall for no
use, and certainly for no ornament, their very roofs
being carefully concealed by an unbroken parapet,
which forms an uncommonly picturesque skyhne,
broken only here and there by some ugly chimney-
pot, or other invention contrived and patented by
its ingenious architect, nominally to carry off the
emoke, but really to torture the unlucky in-

habitants of the house by suffocating them with
smoke ; it is certainly by no means an exception.
We constaritly see advertisements in the papers

asking "builders and others" to send in designs
for contemplated buildings, the others respectfully
meaning architects ; and only a few days ago, in
one of the architectural papers, I was reading a
feuilder's circular (published for the benefit of the
profession), headed " economy in building," in

which the much-respected builder thanks his

friends and customers for their liberal patronage
daring the last twenty years, and says that future
orders intrusted to him will be treated in a practical

and economical manner ; after a few more sentences
such as these, he finishes up with " Flans and
specifications prepared promptly on moderate
terms." Truly, what are we coming to? Isitnot
time that architects should, as a body, declare
against such insults as these, which are daily
hurled against their profession ?—I am, &o.

W. M.

CHIPS.
At a general assembly of the Royal Academy

held last week, Mr. George Aitchison, architect,

was elected an Associate.

A first-class medal and diploma have been
awarded at the Sydney Exhibition to the late firm
of Tarring and Wilkinson, who have recently dis-
solved partnership, Mr. Tarring still carrying on
business at the old offices, 69, Basinghall-street,
and Mr. Wilkinson at 19, Furnival's Inn. The
drawings for which the medal, &c., was awarded
were Exterior of Chapel-street Church, Blackburn

;

Interior of Dr. Donald Eraser's Church, Maryle-
bone ; and Exterior of Messrs. DouUon's Studios,
Lambeth.

Tke Brentford local board on Tuesday last
elected Jlr. F. W. Lacey their surveyor out of
about 1 10 candidates. Mr. Lacey retains his prac-
tice outside the district.

A new church has been completed at MoylisVer
Meath, for Mrs. Tottenham, at a cost of £2,500.
The architect was Mr. J. Eawson Carroll,
F.B.I.B.A., of Dublin, and the works were carried
out by Mr. Henry Sharpe, of Kells. The church
is entirely built of light grey Umestoaa from Mr.
Sbarpe's quarries.

We omitted to state in our article last week on
the Westminster Piuorama that the entrance is of
Doultin» stfine, and that the miterial looks re-
markably well.

Kntercammmticatiait,

QUESTIONS.
[6532.]—Shop Fronts.—The writerwould bepleased

if any one woulu recommend a work on shop-fronta, and
state price.—MowDRAY Vale.

lG533.]—Suffolk Bricks.—Win any kind reader in-

form me which way they conpider a Suffolk brick ought
to be laid, whether frog upwards or downwards I —A
Tex Years' Bubscuibbb.

[6534 J-Oleaningr Whitewash from Portland
Stone.—Will any of your readers advise me as to the
best means of cleansing Portland atone fx'om whitewash \

I have a church to restore, in which the wash has been
used indiscriminately for ag:es. Can this be removed by
other means than redressing ? Daes any one know any-
thing about query 6503, in your issue of May I3th 1 Have
looked in vain for reply.

—

Telum.

[6535.]—Flushing* Side Sewers.—Will someone
kindly give me the benetit of their experience of ilushing
side sewers having a vefy slight full T The sewers in
question are in backstreetd (unmade), and only partially

built on. There is a self-acting Hushing apparatus, I
believe. How does it work I The hose-pipe is not per-
mitted to be used for this purpose. Sewers Uin. diameter.
—M. P. B.

[6536.]—Property of Architects' Design.—
Would any reader kindly tell me when a town corpora-
tion, after giving authority to an architect to give tbem a
design, which he does, but is found too costly, determine
not to carry out the design, pay the architect his commis-
sion on the drawings ! I)o the drawings then become the
property of the Corporation, and must the architect part
with them if required by the Corporation ?—Unwil-
Li.va.

[6537.]- Dry-Rot.—The timber (pine) bottoms and
sides of tuns containing beer, and also the wood joists

carrying th^ said tuns, after 9 years' service, are much
inj ured by dry-rot. Under the tuns is a beer cellar, where
the beer ferments in b<irrels, giving a largo amount of
gas. la the rotting of the timber due to this gas ? The
outside was painted over three coats, but it should be re-
membered that the tuns are constantly full of beer,
saturating the timber to some extent. Is there any way
of preserving the timber from these gases ? What is the
best kind of timber to employ ia the renovation 1 What
space should be left round the tuns for ventilation ?—
J.C. C.

[6538 ]—Grates.—I want to use some grates similar
to those fixed in the later schools of the London School
Board. Will some reader say whose they are I—Pao-
VISCIAL.

MEFLIES.
[6175.] — Advantages of Centrollneads.—

I

agree, and have agreed all aloog with " W, M." in his
second answer, page 627, up to the clause coramenciog
"On wliichbver." What I was disputing was tha possi-
bility of using one centrolinead easily for either the right
hand or the left, and his desciiption and diagrams have
not assisted me. My pair of eentrolineads are of modem
invention, o£ Stanley's make, and similar to the two m
*' W. M.'s " diagrams A and B. His diagram A I have
reproduced with slight additions, I call it that of a lelt-

handed centrolinead. The following extract from Stan-
ley's book on Instruments explains the construction
(lettering being added to explain the diagrans): "The
centrolinead conaistd of a long plain rule a, upon which
are jointed two arms, i6, in such a manner that they may
be set to any required angle. The two arms are first

jointed together in the manner of a mechanic's twofold
rule, having a pin or stud, «, projecting from the centre of
the joint. Tiiis stud fits into the centre of the plate c

which is earned over from one end of the long rule, thus
rendering the rule and the two arms adjustable on one
common axis. In the plate are two grooves or slots, con-
centric with the axis of the mstrument. Through these
grooves two milled head screws pass to the arma beneath,
terming means of clamping them at any required angle
to each other and to the rule." Following which is

:

"The plate described is connected upon the rule by a
milled head-screw and steady pins." I will refer to this

extract further on ; for the present it will sulfice that my
pair of centrollneads have the plates fixed to the rules,
** W. M." also neither shows such screw on his diagrams
nor refers to it in any way, therefore I may suppose that
his centrolinead has the plate fixed in the same manner,
the plate forming a head to the rule. The arms work
upon studs dd, and they have the inner edge of each in-
clined to the same common axis e as the edge / of the
rule, these three edges being the true working lines of the
whole, the edge/ being directed to the vauishiog-point
as shown. The drawing edges /and g are on the upper
side of the rule only. Simply revci-sing the arms accord-
ing to the directions of *' T. D." and " W. SI.'' gives the
re:iult shown in diagram B ; we have the edge/ directed to

the vanishing point and the stud at the joint of the arms
fitted into the centre of the plate, but the instrument can
p.either be used from the right-hand in this ni*nner, it

being still left-handed, nor are my milled-head screws
long enough to tit it together; I cannot therefore think
this ia what the two gentlemen mean. There are two
ways, however, of using such an instrument as to have
the edge /of the rule directed to the vanishing-point, but
both are objectionable for drawing. One is to reverse

the rule instead of the arms, and then placing it on the
right hand it will present the appearance of diagram C,

the side also being shown ; now instead of the rule and
arms lyjn(< fiat upon the paper as shown in the side A,
the rule ia raised above the surface of the paper by the
thickness of the arms and the three brass pUtes, truly,

the rule being of ebony can be bent down to the paper,
but the linoi drawn have a good chance of being uneven,
more especially as the ruling ed>^o is underncith. The
other method is simply to place the instrument on the
right hand, when the proper ruling edge would be direc:ed

to the vanishing-point, tlie rule and arms would both be
fiat on the paper, but the ru'e would be between the light

and the draughtsman, whil-it the drawing pen would have

to be reversed. I therefore concluded that each an in-

etrumont could not easily work right or left-hand and so
called at Stanley's for further particulars. If the reader
will now look back to my second extract from Stanley's
work on Instruments ho will find that in the single cen-
trolinead the plate is connected to the rule by a milled*
head screw and steady pins. It further Btatea how the
instrument can be used on both bands and first supposlasr
it is ready for use on the left hand and it is wished to use
it on the right, the book says *' it would be necessary t?

take out all the milled-head screws" (three) "and to
turn the circular plate the reverse side upwards." When
this ha3 been done the instrument after refixing is ready
for use on the right hand. I have shown the two posi-
tions with the screws and pins in D and E ; D being for
the left hand when the ed-?e/is used for drawing the re-

quired lines, and E for the right-hand when the opposite
edge g would be used. I was told at Stanley's that the
centrolioeads made for pairs are not reversible, only the
single one with reversible plate. I was therefore wrong
in the first part of my first reply when I said " two cen-
trollneads are necessary if meant to work both from the
right and left bands." "W. M." was wrong in every
point of his answer in your issue of May 6. ** 13. C. T."
I now believe to have been right, though bjr not giving
explanations I misunderstood him about using the two
edges of the rule. Two centrolineads are certvinly useful
when drawing perspectives of polygonal buildings and
apses, in which cases there will be three, four, or even
more vanishing-points on, the horizontal line.—Hugh
McLachlan.

[6189.]—Examination In Buildlngr Line and
Architecture.—Hugh McLachlan is in a muddle.
Can he point to any building by a builder-architect of

modern times that is— 1, an artistic success; 2, that ia

constructionally sound (not scamped) ; 3, that has proved
a financial success to client ? I challenge him to produce
any instance combining the first, and to the profession

most important, of these requirements with the other two.
—Roos.

[6506.] — Seventeenth-Century "Work. — '* A
Student" appears to have already looked up the best
authorities for the information he requires, therefore he
may consider that any gap left vacant by them is either

not worth, filling up, or that building, architecturally

speaking, was at a standstill. He is, however, incorrect

in saying "they all slip from Queen Elizabeth to Sir

Christopher Wren." The greatest English Renaissance
architect worked during part of that interval in the first

half of the seventeenth century. I need hardly name
Tnigo Jones, architect to Charles I. He paid two visits to

Rome and Italy for purposes of study. On his return
after the first visit he appears to have worked in the
Elizabethan style, many traces of the old Mediieval work
still remaining ; this is to be seen in some of the colleges

at Oxford. After his second visit he never appoirs to
have used any Gothic detail whatever, his werk was
thorough Renaissance in mass, detail and planning;
specimens of which were carried out at Whitehall, Somer-
set House, Shaftesbury House, St, Paul's, Covent garden,
and York Stairs, in London ; also Wilton House, Coles-
hill, Berkshire, and at Greenwich in the country, most of
which remain. In Gwilt's '* Encyclopedia of Architec-
ture " "A Student" will find matter relating to architec-

ture of the seventeenth century. Inigo Jones outlived
Charles I., and in the period of the Commonwealth it ia

stated in Gwilt "the history of architecture ia a complete
blank.' * Again, in the reign of Charles II., the year 1665 ia
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J for the fMTful plague, nad the following j ear for

t^ Oreftt fire, both in LoaUun ; therefore during the yeara

aaaed by •• A Student,' ' actinty in everything was to a

gnat extent paraljrsed, and Sir C. Wren appears to have
done little to thv reconstruction of London till 1669, and
«faat his sQl* wu is known to all. Therefore there ate

only 19 years to ba accounted fur between Inigo Jones

euiyias out OoleahiU, Berluihire, in 1650, and Sir C.

Wish's oommeueement of rebuilding in the Citv of

lioadoo. and as the Oommonwealth, the plague, and the

Oraat Fire took plaeedoring these 19 years, there remains
hardly anythingtobe explained. Webb was a puoil aiid

nephew of Jones, whoM daughter he married ; be built a
bm seat for tha Bromley family at Hotaeheath, Cam-
hriiogcahire, and added a portico to theVine inIlampsbire
forOiaUoaer Chute, the Speaker to Richard Cromwell's
PtttiaBMOt, Ambresbury, Wilt&liire, was executed by
himfrom the works of his master, and also the east Bide

o( Greenwich Hospital. Therefore some of these works
were probably done during the yean mentioned. Captain
Winder, a Dutchman, was eraployedafter the liesturation

on Cliefden House. Bucks ; the Duke of Newcajitle's in

Lincoln's Tun >ields , Combe Abbey, Warwickshire

;

Hempsted Msrsball ; and Buckingham Uouse, St. James's
Btrk, on the site of which now stands the I'alace. Tne
lyleof the period was, therefore. Renaissance, which
towsids ttw Old of the century, became more debased
aad Fkeneh. The term Carolran has been used, but I

eon^dcr it unadrisable to name a style after every mon-
areh who reigns. The plan no more had the Elizabethaa
featazes in the hall of dais, carved screen and minstrel
gallery ; the rooms were generally arranged symmetri-
oally round a S(]uare hall and handsome staircase, they
opened one into another iorming suites, the general out-
line of the building being a square. The greatest part of

this infonnat oa is from Gwilt's work, in which " A Stu-
dent " will also hnd the names of several other architects

who lired in that century with their works, but without
dates.—HuQH McLaculax.

rnio.] — Interest on Contract Sums. — The
bolder oaa clearly not claim the inteiest from the client,

tttie latter keeps to his agreement in paying when
I esttifleates are presented, and would even urge the

sui te/or to help the builder. 1 also do not think it would
he advisable to claim from the surveyor, at any rate not
in a court of law. Let htm try the effect of keeping the
sarreyor without his money for a like period, or consult
a solicitor.—Ht'Gu McLachlan.

[«M0.]— Interest on Contract Sums.— The
Imildsr can bring an action against the client or em-
ployer if the conduct of surveyor has not been discreet or
iair, and the builder is thereby a loser, or he can bring an
actisii for the sums due to him for work done if the cer-
tifloate has been withheld fraudulently or in collusion
with employert but there seems to be no precedent by
which a eonttactor can claim interest on amount owing.
Modi would depend on the terms of the contract as to
what the cettmeates were to be made, but the leading
legal denisions show the above to be the rule. Evidence
is neoesssy to establish a case of misconduct on the part
of sorveyor or of wilful neglect.—O. H. G.

[6618.]—Iiocal Stirveyors' Powers.—The sur-
T^or has no power to reject plans. The authority can
reject them if they are not in accordance with (a) the
authority's bylaws; (6) in the absence of by-laws, with
the I'ubUc Health Act, 1876. If an authority reject plans
that are in accordance with either as above, then you may
build and authority cannot interfere. In this case, as
stated in the question, the authority was wx'oog.—Ex-
BoaoUGIl St'UVBVOB.

[6520.]—Cubing—Fjr "Young Architect's" infor-
mation, I may tell him the '' cubing of a buildiog " means
taking its three cubical dimensions and multiplying them
together. This cubing being performed, a price per foot
is chosen, snd the number of feet is multiplied by it. Of
comae, tha price is the leading factor, and can be obtained
by knowing the price per foot of other buildings of a
nmilsr class. A list of prices is given in Young's
** Architectural Hsndbook," which are founded on ex-
perience of the cost of buildings of diflerent classes.

Thus for small villas the price per foot may be taken at
from 7d. to lOd. Warehouses of plain character run to
about 6d. to 6d. per foot. The prices are best arrived at
by actual experience of the cost of buildings.— U. H. G.

[6522.]—Bronze in London.—In answer to Harry
Hams, my experience is that bronze does not stand the
smoky atmosphere of London. Look at the Land^eer
lions in Trafalgar-square, besides those painted grc>cn on
Holbom Viaduct, and many other instances. The sul-
phurous acid of the atmosphere has the effect of corrod-
ing the metal and eating pin-holes in it.—G. H. G.

[6S».1-Ddjnp Wall.-"M." might ti7 Portland
aemept Inside, and a good coating of the " Indestruct-
sble Paint Co.'s" solution outside, though if the bricks
axe porous these precautions will not avail much. —
O-nTo.

[6629.]-Boad-lEakln(r.—If the soil of the estate is

loam or clay, the foundation of the road should be dug
out to theproper level and formed for the usual layers of
gravel. The surface-water may be carried off by a pipe-
dmin of 4 to Cin., which may discharge iuto the nearest
sewer, or a large hole m«y be dug filled with coarse
rubble down to ihe gravel, and the pipes ied into this.
For psrtictilara of road-making, I may refer to " Roads
and Streetr," by H. Ij»w and D. K. Clark, in Lockwood's
series, where all particulars will be found ia detail. The
cost is &i.-0. H. G.

The first section of the Banbury and Cheltenham
Bailway. that between Chelteubam and Bourton-
on-the-Water, was opened for traffic on the 1st
inst. The line is lej miles long, and includes a
long viaduct and tunnel.

A mem'jrial stained-glass window has just been
placed at the east end of St. James's Church,
Ciiorley, Lancashire. There are four lights oc-
evpied ropectively by the subjects of the Nativity,
the Baptism of our Lord, the Last Supper, and the
Angel at the Tomb. The work has been carried
out D/ KesiTi. Ward an 1 Hughes , of London.

WATEB SUPPLY AND SANITARY.
MATTERS.

Shustoee. — The important work which the

Water Committee of the corporation of Birmiug-
ham are about to carry out at Shustoke, by the

construction of two large storage reservoirs, was
formally commenced on Saturday last. Mr. Grey
is the engineer. The reservoirs are situsited in the

valley of the Bourne, about midway between
Shustoke and Whitaore. The large reservoir,

which begins about a quarter of a mile from
Whitacre Station, runs up the valley for nearly a
mile, and covers an area of about 90 acres, the

smaller reservoir being at its eastern end, towards
Shustoke, and having a surface-water area of 8

acres. The average depth of the large reservoir

will be ITJft., with a storage capacity equal to

400,000,000 gallons of water ; and the average
depth of the small reservoir will be lOjft., and
capable of containing 20,000,000 gallons. The
height of the embankment at the Whitacre or

western end of the large reservoir will be 29ft.,

and in the deepest portion of the reservoir there

will be 23ft. of water. Alleralious will be made to

the stream near the old mill, so as to carry off the

flood-water into a new channel without passing

between the two reservoirs. The water of the

Bourne will be first drawn into the smaller reser-

voir, which will receive all the suspended matter

and impurities by deposition, and it will then flow

into the main or storage reservoir for distribution,

in conjunction with the water derived from the

other sources of supply, over the town and district

served by the corporation. The Bourne water is

exceptionally free from impurities, and will afford an
important addition to the present supply, which
will then be absolutely secure against all contin-

gencies that may arise. Messrs. Aird and Sons, of

Lambeth, are the contractors for carrying out the

work, which is to be finished in two years. The
amount of their contract is £78,900 ; but the total

cost of the work, which includes two new pumping
engines at Whitacre and the erection of cottages

and other buildings, will be about £125,000.

The Vybitwy Wateb Sxtpply fob LrvEBPOOL.
—The town council of Liverpool received last

week a return of the entire cost in connection with
the Vyrnwy water scheme from the outset to the

passing of the Act, including all Parliamentary
and other expenses. The preliminary investiga-

tion cost £2,791, and the promotion of the Bill in

Parliament £27,468, and the total cost of the Bill

was £30,259. That amount includes certain pay-
ments to the Eiver Severn Commissioners, by way
of compensation, provided for in the Bill. The
plans were submitted and approved of the follow-

ing portions of the proposed new waterworks, and
the Water Committee was authorised to procure
tenders for the execution thereof :— (o) Drawings
of a section of the pipe line extending from Hir-
nant to Pare XJchaf ; (4) drawings of the proposed
masonry embankment of the Vyrnwy reser-

voir.

West Kibby.—The waterworks for Hoylake and
West Kirby are approaching completion. The
brick lining of the reservoir has yet to be finished,

and a roof thrown over it ; but already the main
pipes are daily supplied from the well with a better

quality of water than sojourners at Hoylake have
hitherto been accustomed to. The well, when sunk
to the depth of 200ft

,
yielded 75,000 gallons a day.

It has smce then been carried to the depth of

240ft., with a diameter of 8ft., and hiia now a yield

of nearly 250,000 gallons. It was for a lime in-

tended to sink a 7in. bore-hole 15 ft. below the
bottom of the well, but the present yield of water
is so entirely adequate that the intention was
abandoned. According to the original plan the
reservoir was to have a capacity of 500,000 gal-
lons, but it has been enlarged, and now is able to

contain about a million gallons. The work has
been carried out by Messrs. Smith and Pitkington,

of Bacup, under the supervision of Mr. Charles H.
Beloe, of Liverpool.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

DovEK.—A dricking-fountain has recently been
erected in Dover, in a prominent position, near the

Piiory railway- station, presented to the town, de-

signed, and erected by Mr. H. Warren, monumental
mason, of that place, the water-fittings being pro-

vided by the town.

LEQAL INTELLIQENOE.
"Evans v. Caete."—Mr. F. C. Tudor writes

from Eajmond -buildings, Gray's Inn:—"lu the
report of the argument on the rule nisi for a now
trial in this casa it is stated, ' The architect's esti-

mate on the plans and quantities was between
£12,000 and £13,000.' This is calculated to preju-
dice Mr. Emden, the architect, in the action which
he has pending against Mr. Carte, besides injuring
his reputation generally. I am, therefore, sure you
will allow me to point out that any estimate made
by Mr. Kmden was long before the plans and.
quautities were prepared, or even the site purchased

.

1 believe there is no controversy on this point.
For a mistake tj be made in giving a rough esti-

mate, supposing such were the case, is very differ-

ent from making a couiiderable blunder after the
plans, &o., have been prepared. The date of Mr.
Emden's employment ia in dispute, but it certainly
was not in 1880."

STAINED QLA8S.
Little Beadley, West Suffolk.-The Sta-

tioners' Company have presented a three-light

stained-glass window to Little Bradley church, in

memory of John Daye, the printer of Foxe's " Book
of Martyrs," and Master of their Company, 1580,

who lies buried there. The subjects ate St. Andrew,
St. Stephen, tind St. Paul, and the work has been
carried out by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, and Bayne,

of Garrick-street, Covent-garden, who also sup-

plied the seven other stained-glass windows in the

church.

Newinoton, S.E.—Mr. Charles Evans, of Fleet-

street, has just filled the Urge east window of St.

Andrew's church, Newington, with stained glass.

The window consists of four lights and tracery,

and the subjects introduced are " Christ Blessliig

Children," "Healing the Leper," the "Cruci-
fixion," and "Resurrection." A wheel- window,
divided into nine openings, forms part of the

tracery, and in this is represented the " Majesty,"

surrounded by cherubs. In the other pieces of

tracery, the " Agnus Dei," " Pelican in her Piety,"

and other emblems are introduced. The window,
which is rich and harmonious in colour, is the gift

of Mr. Jerman Nobes.

Putney.—In the assembly-room of the new wing
just added to the Eoyal Hospital for Incurables,

Putney, have lately been erected six large stained-

glass windows. Foliage of different designs form
a border to the painted glass in the centres. The
windows are from the studio of Mr. Charles Evans,

of 61, Fleet-street, E.C.

CHIPS.
Walworth-road Baptist Chapel, Newington,

S.E., was reopened on Sunday week, after renova-

tion and redecoration. The stone faqade of the

chapel has been repaired and cleaned, and the

interior of the chapel has been treated with colotir ;

the walls are of neutral tints, the coiling of grey

fawn and pink, and the columns and pilasters are

snow white, with gilded caps and bars. New
cushions, carpets and umbrella stands have been

provided. Mr. J. E. Sears was the architect, and

Mr. William Sayers, of New Kent-road, carried

out the works ; the cost has been about £650.

Wiokhambreux Church, Kent, has recently had
new seating put to the nave of unvurnished pitch

pine, made by Messrs. Knight, of Gloucester, from

the designs of Mr. Eilph Nevill, F.S A., of 12,

South-square, Gray's Inn. New lamp brackets of

wrought iron and other improvements have also

been carried out.

A new church, delicated to St. Anne, situated

at Haughton-le-Dale, Denton, together with a

vicarage is being erected at the sole cost of Mr.

Joseph Sidebotham, F.S.A., of Bowdon, Cheshire,

and IS expected to be ready for consecration early

in the ensuing autumn.

A stained-glass east window, executed by
Messrs. Jones and Willis, of Birmingham and
London, subject, " the Ascension of Our Blessed

Lord," and executed by Mr. Thomas Buxton, of

Chelmorton, to the glory of God and in memory of

his sou Ilichard, has been recently unveiled ia

Chelmorton Church. This interesting village

church, dating, it is said, as far back as a.d. 1111,

has lately b^en restored at a cost of about

£2,000.

ToUymore Park, Castlewellan, Co. Down, the

residence of the Earl of Roden, recently injured by
fire, has been restored from the designs, and under

the direction of Mr. J. Rawsju Carroll,

F.R.I.B.A., of Dublin. The contractors were

Messrs. H. and J. M .rtin, of Belfast. The total

cost, including a water supply with 200ft. pressure

from a neighbouring mountam, was £5,000.

The restoration of the parish-church of Abben-
hall, Micheldean, has just baeu intrusted to Mr.

E. Henry Edwards, architect, of Bristol.

A Wesleyan chapel was opened last week at

Pontardulias, from plans prepared by Mr. J. B.

Morgan, architect, of Llanelly, the builder being

Mr. Thomas Hughs, of Llanelly.

The new Torquay winter- garden was opened last

week. The architects of the new iron and glass

building are Mr. J. Watson, of Torquay, and Mr.

W. Harvey, of Torquay and London; and the

general building contract has been carried out by

Mr. W. A. Quas, of Ellacombe, Torquay. The
iron-work was supplied by Mr. J. Tildesley, of

WiUenhaU, Staffordshire.
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A PRIVATE investigation has been ^oin;^ on
lately as to the condition of the drainage of the
Oxford colleges, and the result has been to

show that they are for the most part in a very

bad condition. Christ Church is stated to bo as

bad as any, and official remonstrances are said

to have been written to the Dean on the subject.

The reform in this college alone is estimated to

cost £10,000. It appears that many of the

colleges, and even some of those in the High-
street, are drained into cesspools with huge
brick drains, and that only in soaie cases the

over-flow of these cesspools pasfos out into the

main sewerage, which was not very long ago
carried out by the Corporation i^t a cost of more
than X150,000. As in many other towns, the

main drainage of Oxford has been well arranged,

but no suiiicient care has been taken to render
the house-drainage perfect.

It is understood that the cutting of the Isthmus
of Corinth is soon to be commenced. Of all the
works of this sort that are contemplated this is

the least in difficulty and will be the least in

its results. The distance to he cut through is

not much more than four miles. The soil is

limestone, costly to cut, but not the most costly

of earthwork, and the average elevation of the
Isthmus is considerably below 100ft. The result

will be that vessels bound from Trieste or any
ports of the Adriatic for Athens or Constantinople
wiU be able to shorten their voyage by a good
deal more than twenty-four hours. Greek and
British vessels trading from Athens by Patros,

the great currant port of the Morea, will also

nuke use of the canal. It will relieve Athens
to some extent from its present maritime position

as a ctil de sac, but it will not open any great
highway such as did the Suez Canal, or such as
may be opened by the Panama Canal, or by that
long-contemplated ship canal from the navigable
waters of the Garonne to the Mediterranean

In connection with the triennial fair of the
Massachusetts Chaiitable Mechanic Association,

which is to be held in Boston, U.S.A., next
September, it has been decided to organise a
complete exhibition of building appliances, in-

cluding materials of all kinds—stone, brick,

marble, terra-cotta, and timber, limes and
cements, paints and varnishes, roofing materials,

glass, builders' hardware, mill-work, such as

doors and blinds, mouldings and manufactured
joinery, plumbing work and apparatus, with
BUch examples of iron and glass construction as

can be exhibited at a small scale ; and com-
prising also decorations, stained glass, gas-
fixtures, paper-hangings, tiles, steel and brass
work, and other ornamental details of domestic
architecture. Thirty thousand square feet of

floor-space have been allotted to this department,
and the indications are that it will be crowded
with objects of interest. The credit of the plan
for a special exhibition belongs in some measure
to the Boston Society of Architects, various
members of which have interested themselves for
months in the endeavjur to organise a technical
nmseum for the use of architects and students,
and welcomed the opportunity which the recur-
lenca of the Charitable Mechanic Association's
fair afforded for collecting temporarily a very
large and instructive special display.

The regulations for the Exhibition of Im-
proved Heating and Smoke-preventing Ap-
riiances, which is to take place at South
jfcensington, have been published. The exhi-
bition, which is promoted by a joint Committee
of the National Health and the Kyrle Society,
will be opened on the 24th October next, and
will close on the 26th November. Prince
Leopold, Duke of Albany, and the Duke of
Westminster are the presidents of the Exhibition,
and the work will be carried out by the influential
committee whose proceedings in relation to smoke
abatement have frequently been reported. The
arcades of the Royal Horticultural Society, and
some of the adjoining galleries belonging to the
Royal Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851,
have been lent for the purposes of the Exhibition.
Numerous money prizes and medals will be
awarded for the best inventions and appliances
for preventing smoke from boiler furnaces,
domestic grates and ranges, and for improved
fuels for household and manufacturers' use.
Trial of apparatus will be made and reported
upon, and public lectures by various scientific

authorities will be delivered during the Exhi-

bition upon the subjects of heat, fuel, &o., to

promote the object.

PEEPABATI0N3 have already been commenced
for tho Exhibition of Ecclesiastical Art that has
of late years proved so interesting an adjunct to

the Church Congress. It is to be opened at

Newcastle-on-Tyne, on the 3rd, and closed

on tho 8th of October, and as many of tho lead-

ing manufacturers have already decided to be
represented, it may be expected that the Exhi-
bition will equal, if not surpass, any of its

predecessors. The loan department, which is

always an important feature, will be an un-
usually large one, consisting of ancient church

plate, mediieval silversmiths' work, embroidery,

and similar objects, some well-known collectors

having promised to contribute. A portion of

the building will be placed at the disposal of the

principal Church Societies for their publications,

and a room will be provided for the use of the

secretary or representative, who will bo in con-

stant attendance to give personal information

and counsel to those interested in the work of

the particular society. The Exhibition will

include educational books and appliances of

every description.

A LECTUEE on the "Sanitary Condition of

Dwellings" was delivered by Dr. Bristow,

medical officer of health for Camberwell, at the

vestry hall of that parish on Thursday week.
The subject was divided into six parts—namely,
water supply, drainage, removal of refuse,

ventilation, cleanliness and repairing, and the

keeping of animals. In reference to water
supply, the lecturer expressed his conviction

that the general practice of keeping it in cis-

terns and butts was fraught with danger to

health. Not only had many cisterns direct

pipe-contact with the house-drain, but all sorts

of abominations decomposed in those which were
open, and tenants did not sufficiently often

cleanse them. He considered the best place for

closets, drains, and pipes was outside the house,

but accepting things as they were, he advised
householders to see that they had thoroughly
well-fitting traps and an abundant supply of

water. JFor the removal of dust, the best plan
was that adopted in Paris, where the dust was
placed in a receptacle outside the house every
morning and removed at once by the local

authority ; if this was impracticable in London,
householders should have their dust removed as

frequently as possible, and should use disinfect-

ants freely in the dust-bins.

The Council of the Society of Arts have j ast

erected six new memorial tablets on houses
which are of historic interest as having been
occupied by celebrated men. The residence of

an emperor, two statesmen, a philosopher, and
two artists have been thus distinguished. 'These

china plaques will now bo found on the front

of 15, Buckingham- street, Stratxd, where Peter
the Great lived for a short time ; on 25, Arling-
ton-street, for many years the residence of the
famous Prime Minister Sir Robert "Walpole

;

on 14, Savile-row, where Sheridan lived; on
35, St. Martin's-street, Leicester-square, for

some time Sir Isaac Newton's home ; on 36,

Castle-street, Oxford-street, where James Barry,
the paintf r, received the statesman Burke ; and
on 30, Leicester- square, a new building occupied
by Archbishop Tennison's School, wMch stands
on the bite of Hogarth's home.

The Soirees of the Institute of Civil Engi-
neers in the Grand Courts and Galleries of the
South Kensington Museum are always successes,

but the entertainment given by the President of

the Institute of Civil Engineers last Friday
evening was unusually brilliant and hospitable.

The attendance was large, and some of the
Central Courts were quite crowded. The guests
were received in the Lord President's Court by
Mr. and Mrs. Abernethy. In the Italian Court
Kalozdy's Hungarian Band played various
selections of popular operas and dance-music
in a very spirited and charming style, which
gave special vivacity to the entertainment.

The Duke of Edinburgh, in re.<-pon8e to the
request of the Committee, has consented to

become the patron of the International
Medical and Sanitary E.xhibition. The
whole of the floor-space will be allotted this

week, with the exception of a portion which the
committee have decided to set apart for exhi-
biting the work of journeymen plumbers
Under fpeoial regulations thia work will be

exhibited free of charge, and it will include the

specimens of workmanship produced by the
competition for the prizes in connection with
tho lectures on plumbing now being delivered

at the Society of Arts. Plumbers wishing to

exhibit should make early application for par-

ticulars to Mr. Maik Judge, at the Parkes
Museum of Hygiene, University College,

Gower-street. It should be stated that certifi-

cates of merit will be awarded.

The contract for the extension of the harbour
of Girvan has been obtained by Mr. Young, con-
tractor, Edinburgh. Mr. Young has nearly

completed the new docks at Ayr, and last week
the steamer Amethyst, of Glasgow, landed two
cargoes of working plant at Girvan, so that the
harbour works will be commenced immediately.
The engineer of the harbour is Mr. Kinapple,
C.E., Greenock. A pier is to be carried out
from the west side of the present harbour, and a
breakwater on the north-east side, which com-
pletely covers the entrance of the harbour from
north-east gales. In taking the harbour vessels

and boats will enter directly before the sea from
the north-east, which is the only dangerous one
on this coast. The harbour when completed
will very much resemble the harbour of Eye-
mouth, in Berwickshire, which was designed by
the celebrated engineer Smeaton. Girvan, when
the new harbour is completed, will bo on the
west what Eyemouth is on the opposite coast.

The estimated cost of the harbour is £12,000.

A EAiLWAY bridge of considerable dimensions
was opened for traffic in Western India on the

16th ult. This was the new bridge designed by
Sir John Hawkshaw to span the Nerbudda river

at Broach, where it is about a mUe wide. The
bridge by which the Dombay, Baroda, and
Central India Railway has hitherto carried over
its traffic was built about 20 years ago, and has
shown itself liable from time to time to be
damaged by the river floods during the rainy
season. Five years ago, 25 out of the 69 spans
which constitute it were carried away by a flood,

whereupon the directors of the line determined
on building the one which has just been com-
pleted, and which has taken three years and a
half to construct. The new bridge is 4,687ft.

long, and the dimensions 14ft. wide and 15ft.

llin. high. The cost of the structure is one-
third of a million sterling.

In the studio of Mr. G. A. Rogers, 29, Mad-
dox-street, is to be seen a wonderful example of

wood-carving, by a French artist of repute, by
the name of Demontreuil, who enjoyed the
patronage of Louis XYI. and Marie Antoinette.

The subject is a dead canary suspended by a
piece of string tied to the foot, and fastened to

a nail, and supposed to be hanging on a panel.

The whole subject, including the panel, is

carved out of one piece of pearwood. Nothing,
certainly in the way of close imitation, lately

seen in exhibitions can surpass this dexterous
piece of carving ; the modelling of the dead bird

is perfect ; but the extreme minuteness of the

detail of every feather, the beak, and foot are

rendered with an inimitable truth and delicacy

which must excite the curiosity of everyone,

and the admiration of those who look upon
imitative excellence as a high quality in art.

As a piece of workmanship it is unsurpassable.

The bird was executed at Madrid for a cardinal,

and it is said the artist lost his eyesight over
this task.

A COLLECTION of watcr-colour drawings, by
Mr. Ayscough Wilkinson, is now on view at Mr.
Rogers' Gallery, 29, Maddox-street. The
drawings are chiefly of marine subjects, though
a few architectural studies are amongst
them. The transparency of colouring and
atmospheric effect which strike one in examin-
ing most of these drawings is due largely to

the artist's power of working wet, which gives a
degree of finish and clearness as well as

atmosphere to be attained in no other way. The
" Julian Alps from the Lido " and " Where the

Sea-line and Cloud-land Meet" (9) are exam-
ples. The last is a marvel of soft grey sky and
dexterously manipulated colour worked wet,
yet producing a delicacy and finish and
Inmiuous clearness which no body-colouring
could attain. The " Fonmi of Nerva," Rome
(4), is a bold drawing worked with a full biush,

transparent in the colouring and shadows ; we
also notice " A Red Sunset, Venice "

(5), "Day-
break near Venice," a clear and luminous sketch

full of air and light; " Side Door, St Mark's"
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(16), clcTerly handled in the polished marble

shafts; " A. Grey Day at Venice," a well-toned

tady; "La Grande Rue, Dol, Brittany,"

•« Eiriera Knos," " Solitude," very effective in

dcj and aea ; " Old Houses, Candebeo, Nor-

Bamdy," and a few architectural subjects

ohieflT Venetian. " Palazzo Osmarino, Venice,"

iaiatoer crude in drawing ; but the " Piazzetta,

Venice," ia a well-drawn sketch, showing the

work of Sansovino. We also notice sketches of

buildings at Fi8a(o5).Frascati(34),tho" Palazzo

CSoogna, Venice " (50). The artist's forte is,

boweTer, in marine subjects and "Coming up

with the Tide" (36), "The Beach, near

RotUngdean," " Sunset,Venice," andafewothers

are masterly sketches remarkable for clear and

inoisire handling and transparency of tone.

Some of the Italian drawings arc framed in

deep black ebonised frames, made in Rome, and,

we think, help to throw up the light colouring

in a more satisfactory manner than the usual

gilt frame.

CHIPS.
The first public park for Wolverhampton was

opened on Whit Monday, by the Mayor, in the

UIMOIIM of 20,000 persons. It has an area of about

50 aeres, and has been leased from the Duke of

Ctoreland, for 65 years at £335 per annum, with the

option of purchase. Eight acres are occupied by
two connected ornamental lakes, spanned by a
bridge, and about 10,000 shrubs and trees have
been manted on the grounds. The total cost has

been £15,000.

The local board of New Swindon resolved at

their last meeting to increase the salary of their

surveyor, Mr. JoUiffe, from £150 to £200 a year.

A line of tramways from Chester-square, Ashton-
nnder-L^ne, to the Town-hall, Stalybridge, was
officially inspected on Thursday, the 2nd inst., by
Major-General Hutchinson, E.E., of the Board of

Trade. The works have been carried out from the

plans, and nnder the supervision, of Mr. J. H. Synde,

engineer to the tramway company ; Mr. Barker
was the contractor for the rails, and Mr. Nuttall for

the paving, and Mr. Jones the clerk of the works.

At vestry meetings held in the parishes of St.

Paul, the Abbey, and Westport, Malmesbury, last

week, it was unanimously decided to appoint a

bniial board and provide a cemetery for the use of

the town.

The Surrey Tabernacle, Winsey-road, Newing-
ton, was reopened last week, after decoration m
colour. Mr. William Sayer, of New Kent-road,
executed the works, under the supervision of

Messrs. Jarvis & Son, architects.

The einploy£s of the firm of Lucas Brothers, con-
tactors, London and Lowestoft, were entertained

at dinner on Thursday week, at the Crystal Palace,

and at a Lowestoft hotel, in celebration of the

marriage of Mr. Chas. J. Lucas, eldest son of the

head of the firm. Mr. J. L. Clemence, architect,

presided over the Lowestoft dinner, to which 130

at down.

*-¥*

WAQES MOVEMENTS.
Bbith, N.B.—The cabinet-makers of Beith, near

Glasgow, are still on strike for a reduction of the

hours of labour to 51 per week. Over 110 men
have left the town and only a few now remain on

the roll; the Glasgow employes have resolved to

support the men in the struggle.

Paisley.—The operative masons of this burgh,

both society and non-society men, united last week
in a strike for an increase of wages from 6d. to 6Jd.

Eer hour, stating that the prospects of the trade

ave greatly improved. Some of the masters have
conceded the demand, but a large number of men
are still out.

QSKBNOCK.—The house- joiners applied on Tues-
day week for an advance of Id. per hour on the

wages paid—6d. The Master Wrights' Mutuil
Association offered to give a halfpenny advance,

and this has been accepted on the condition that if

the advance to 7d. is granted in Glasgow, the men
of Greenock will also demand it.

VLEErnsaa fob the ensuinq week.
To-MOBBOw (Satubday). — Architectural AssociatioD.

Yuit to Greenwich Hospital. Members
meet at entrance to Painted Hall, 3.30
p.m.

8t. Paul's Ecdesiolo^ical Society. Visit

to Berkhamptftead, St. Peter and North-
chnich. LcAveEuston 1.55 p.m.

HoitBAV.—Society of Engineers. 7,30 p.m.

TcUDAT.—King's College, Strand. " Qreek Sculpture."
By Dr. C. Waldatein. Lecture No. 4,

8.15 p.m.
National Health Society. " The

Science and Art of Sanitarjr Plumbing,"
By 8, Stevens Hellyer. Lecture No. 3,
•• Traps and Trap Ventilation." Society
of Ana' room. 7.30 p m.

WmyxsoAT,—National Health Society, "The Science
and Art of Sanitary I'lumbing." By S.

Stevens Hellyer. RedeUvery of Lecture
No. 8, Uociety of Arts' room. 7 30 p.m.

TauiSDAT.—Architectural Association Dinner, Criterion
Bestaurant. 7.SO p.m.
Sodetv for the Fine Arts. "Light."

By W. Cave Thomas. 8 p.m.

FaiDAT.—" Creek Bculptore." By Dr. C. Waldstein,
Lecture No, 6. Students of King's Col-
lege will meet at British Museum, 8.80
p.m.

McLACHLAN & SONS, 35, St- James's
street, S.W. Builders, Decorators, and House Painters.

Desigrns and Estimates.
General Repairs and Altemtiona Executed.

Experienced Workmen always in readiness, and sent to

any part of the country.

—

[Advt.]

lAmplonrh'a Pyretlo Saline ia retreablnsTi
mtM a*r<«bl>,uul th< prercnUreof fiiVKUS, »II,IOUKNE)!»,
MAtX POX, BKIH UISEABES.ud man* other iprini And
»mmmm»Umt»U. SoU by cbnnists throuxhoat the world, snd
U* tUkm. lU. Uolbora KIU. Tmm i>t<HI>K -I Adtt. I

Holloway'a PUIa,—These famous Pills purify the
M«e4, and set moat powirrftillf, T«t feootrilnKir, on the liver,
stoMAck, kUseys, uaA boweb, bItIbs v,t)f. fnemr, «nd Tifiour
I* tb« wbo4e tfuUm. They Mn woDderfully efflcacioui in all
>UB«ts iMUeatAl to (eaSAlw, tni,m a (eacrAl fsmily meaUclne,
at naeqaajlt*.

Soolting Freestone andHam Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of

the United Kingdom, given on applicatisn to

CHABLES TEASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Uminster, Somerset.

—[Adyt.]

B AtTTTtON E .

BOX GROUND,
THE BEST FOR ALL EXTERNAL TTSE,

CORSHAM DOWN
CANNOT BE SURPASSED IN BEAUTY OF AFFEARANOE

FOU INTERIOK WOKK.

PICTOE & SONS, BOX, WILTS.
(See trade advt. on p. XXV.) [Advt.

TENDERS.
•,* Correspondents would in all oases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the

accepted tender—it Etdds to the value of the information.

Adinodos.— For alterations and additions to premises,

Ock-street, for the " Beaconsfleld Conservative Club."

Mr. E. Dolby, architect :—
\Villiams, Abingdon (accepted) ... £210

Abingdon.—For a new billiard-room, The Abbey,
Abingdon, for J. T. Morliind, Esq. Mr. E. Dulby, archi~

tect, Abingdon :

—

a hatcher, Abingdon £320
Williams, Abingdon (accepted) ... 25T

AniNGDON.—For mating additions to a pair of villas,

Marcham-rood, lor Mr. Payne. Mr. E. Dolby, archi-

tect :-
Drew, Abingdon (accepted) £513 5

Ascot.—For additions to St. George*s schools, for Key.
W. Sneyd Kynnersley. Messrs. Byrne and Crombie, 303,

Strand, architects. Quantities by architects :—
Lning, D., London £929
Abbot and Charman, Ascot ... 888
Woodbridge, Maidenhead 887
Oades, A. L. and Sons, Egham ... 885
Watson, Ascot (accepted) 720
Hunt, Gerraid'sCross 693

Abhton-onder-Lynk.-For the erection of a villa resi-

dence near to the ManChester-road, Ashton-under-Lyne,
Mr, J, H. Burton, Warringten-street, Ashton-under-
Lyne, architect ;

—
Clayton, J,, Denton (accepted),

Bakkwkll, — For the erection of a house in The
Avenue. Bakewell, for Mr. R. Orme. Mr. G. E. Statham,
Matlock-bridge, architect. Quantities by the archi-

tect :—
For mason, slater, and plasterer's work :

—

Toft Bros, Youlgreave £1,148 6
Bramwell, J., Bakewell 1,069 10
Cakes, F. A. and E., Buxton ... 967
Beck, MaOock 927 13
Allsop, Bakewell 916
Walker and Sons, Wirksworth .., 912
Thompson and Stone, Bristol ,,, 905
Bridge, Miitlock 900
Askew, Matlock (accepted) 891
Bramwell, U, Buxton 847

For joiner's, plumber's, &c., work :—
Bramwell, W. and E. , Bakewell ,„ 750
Thompson and Stone 730
Walker and Sons 700 2
Robinson, Matlock 700
Askew 670
Beck 669 18
Pidcock and Bagshaw, Buxton ,,. 642
Statham, W., Matlock G30
Norman, F., liitkcwell (accepted) ... 687 17

Wood, J., Matlock 646
Total of accepted tenders, £1,478 i7s.

Blackrock.—For additions to the Friends' Meeting
House, Blackrock, near Brighton. Messrs. Holford,
Clayton, and Black, architects.

I'atchingand Son £113

BaiGHTON.—For new stabling, conservatory, &c., at
The Hurst, Brighton. Messrs. Holford, Clayton and
Black, 152, NortU-street, Brighton, architects :

—
Garrett £470 O
Barnes 454
Lockyer 450
Nurcombe 450

With certain omissions :—
Garrett 400
Lockyer 395
Barnes 385
Nurcombe 377

Brighton.—For new front, Kings-road, Brighton, but
not including terra-cotta. Messrs. Holford, Clayton and
Black, architects;

—

Garrett £748
For the terra -ootta only (rough estimate) :—

Cliff and Son 110
Edwards 80
Tamar Works 73
Johnson and Co 36 10

Brighton.— For decorative works, &c., at Albany
Villas, Cliftonville. Messrs. Holford, Chiyton and Black,
architects :

—
Newnham £101

BRianTON. — For new wine • cellar, 62, East-street,

Brighton, for Mr. C. Fasold. Messrs. Holford, Clayton,
and Black, architects :

—
Barnes £137
Patching and Son 127

BaiGHTOK.—For new shop-front in pitch-pine, office

fittings, &c., 108, Church-street, Brighton. Messrs. Hol-
ford, Clayton and Black, architects :—

Winn (accepted).

Brighton.—For new entrance-gates, altering roadway,
&c , 3, Wellington Villas, Brighton, Messrs. Holford,
Clayton, and Black, architects :

—
Barnes £146
Lockyer 139

Broughton Astlky. — For restoring and reseating

the parish-church of Broughton Astley, Leicestershire.

Mr. Wm. Bassett Smith, 10, John-street, Adelphi,
architect :—

Harrold, J. andW £2,103 13 10
Fisher Brothers 1,792 11 6
Allen 1,673

Bromwich and Foster 1,685

LoTcday 1.529

Edey and Wade 1,516 8
Young 1,475

Bland and Sons (accepted) ... 1,451

Bcbton-on-Teknt.-For additions and alterations to
Guild-street Board School;

—

Hodges, G. (accepted).

Cahbbidgs.—For enlarging the board-room of the
guardians of the poor for Cambridge :

—

Bennett and Son £113 19

Pate, J. L - 104
Turner, H 87
WiUimott, J 79 10

Lowings and Banyard 76
Kidman,C 73 19

Thoday and Son 70
Walton, F 68
Newman, G. J., Cambridge (accepted) 63 10

CovKS End, Maidbnhead.-For enlargement and ad-
ditions to Congregational Chapel. Mr, Arthur Vernon,
26, Great George-street,Westminster, and High Wycombe,
architect :—

Hunt £849
Woodbridge 795

Lovell 745

Glasgow, — For the execution of contracts Nos, 2

(boundary wall^ and 4 (cells, olfices, and police accommo-
dation) in the erection of a new prison for Glasgow :

—
No, 2, No, 4.

Meikle, J. and D., Newton, Ayr* .„ £7,000 £28,000
•Accepted,

Greybubt, near Edenbbidoe, Kent,—For the erection

of a church and schoolroom with boundary-walls, for

Mr, J, T. Morton, ilr. S. W. Haughton, East Grin-

stead, architect. Quantities by the architect :
—

Godley, J,, East Grinstead .., £1,804

WaUis, H., Lingfleld 1,783 8
Penn, G. and F., Pembury ,., 1.771 9
Waters, J., Forest-row 1,504 10

Vaughan.E., Maidstone 1,497

Charlwood Bros., East Grinstead* 1,461 16
•Accepted.

Grimsby.—For cleaning cesspools throughout the town,

for the Grimsby town council ;—
Hatfield and Ellis (accepted) ... £373 6 8

HiOHGATE.—For detached villa residence in the Broad-
lands-road, Highgate, for Mr. R, M, Tumbull. Mr, J.

Clarke, architect. No quantities :—

Hunt, Smithfleld £3,840

Green, Clapton 2,980

King, Hornsey 2,490

Dupont, Colchester 2,256

Browne, Highgate 2,105

Eichardson, J, O., Clapham* ,„ 2,060
•Accepted,

High Wycombe,—For new wing, &c., to North Town
School, Mr. Arthur Vernon, 26, Great George-street,

Westminster, and High Wycombe, architect ;—

Woodbridge £750
Gibson 662

Taylor and Grist 660

Nash 626
Corby 695 10

Hunt 695

Loosley 679 11 6
HolUnd 672
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COMPETITIONS WITHOUT PERSPEC-
TIVES.

THERE are two classes of architects who
have every reason for trying to exclude

perspective views from competitions : those

who cannot make a tolerable perspective

view, and those whose designs will not bear
putting into perspective. Of course, a de-

sign that will not bear putting into per-
spective, is a design that will not bear being
buUt—a something that is plausible on
paper, but which is an unmistakable failure

when sot up in bricks and mortar ; for a
perspective view shows the work as it will

really appear, while the plans and elevations

show it as it never can by any possibility

appear. This is just what many competition
committees do not understand. They think
a front elevation is a correct front view of a
building, that a side elevation is a correct

side view, and so on ; whereas an elevation,

of whatever sort, shows the building in a
way in which no one, by any conceivable
device, will ever be able to see it. An ele-

vation, in fact, is a view of a buUding from
an infinite distance, enlarged so as to look
as big as the building would look at the
distance, say, of a few dozen or a few hun-
dred yards. The nearest approach which
can really be made to seeing a building in

elevation, is to take up a point opposite one
one of its sides, and on a level neither above
nor below it, some ten or twenty miles off,

and then look at it through a first-rate

telescope. It is obvious enough that there
are not many buildings in England which it

is physically possible to look at in this way,
and not many days in the year, or many
hours in the most favourable day, when
their architectural design would be at all

distinguishable. Yet it is only in some such
way as this that buildings can be seen in

elevation, or anything approaching to eleva-

tion.

No doubt there is a certain class of designs
in which the elevation of the front and a
near view of the front look very much
alike ; it is the class in which the front is

only a flat piece of scenery, meant to hide
the actual building from view. A near
view of a flat wall, with no features behind
it, and no projections, except very trifling

ones, in front of it, is very much like an
•elevation of the same wall. But a wall is

not a building: and as soon as any parts of

the building, whether roofs, chimneys or
other walls, are allowed to appear behind
the front wall, the elevation and the actual
view at once become widely different. The
architect who treats his building as a whole
stands little chance in a competition from
which perspectives are excluded. Every-
thing is in favour of the sham- front-
monger, the person who, instead of making
his building artistic, leaves it just as chance
directs, and hides each visible side of it

behind a sort of drop-scene, perfectly
unconnected with the realities it conceals.
If there is a chance for anyone else, it is for

the architect who sticks to the trite, the
hackneyed, and the commonplace. What
people have seen over and over again, they
can to some extent judge of, even under the
impossible aspect in which geometrical ele-

vations show it. They remember how it

looks elsewhere ; and in a competition they
very often select it, because, of all the designs
submitted, it is the only one which, in the
absence of perspectives, they can fairly

picture to themselves. Thus the prohibi-
tion of X'erspective views plays into the

hands of two classes : the class which deals

in screen-fronts, and the class which deals

in stock-jjatterns. It g^ves a premium to

shams, and an honourable mention to

mediocrity, but a heavy blow and great
discouragement to all that is original,

genuine and artistic. It is hard enough to

get good work accepted when people have
it intelligibly set before thom : it is too bad
to smother it in a yet earlier stage, and pre-

vent it even from being intelligibly pre-
sented.

To see how this exclusion of perspectives

really operates, take, for example, a few
types of church arrangement, and imagine
them set before a competition committi;e.

We are taking it for granted throughout
that no really competent architect is called

in to make a selection ; for if such an archi-

tect is called in, and if (which is assuming
a good deal) the committee maybe relied on
to adopt his selection, the whole aspect of

the case is changed. Suppose, however,
th;it there is no professional judge, and
suppose that perspectives are entirely ex-
cluded. The first design, perhaps, shows a
central tower. The committee look at the
west elevation, and the tower appears to
rise from the top of the west gable. Some
few wiser than the rest point out to their

fellow-members that it does not really stand
there, but is set back by the whole length
of the nave. There is a difficulty in getting
oven this clearly realised, for the forms
which are familiar enough to every archi-

tectural student are not easily imaginable
by people who have never studied architec-

ture at all. By degrees, however, the thing
is explained ; and some more or less vague,
hazy, and distorted notion of the where-
abouts of the central tower is present to

everybody. But this does not prevent the
elevation of the tower from spoiling the
elevation of the west front, nor the west
front from spoiling the elevation of the
tower. The drawing shows them together
in a way in which they will never be seen
together, and however admirably each may
be fitted for its real position, they are
mutually ruinous when shown on that
impossible view called a " front elevation."
The transepts again stick out in a way
which makes the elevation look like a jumble
of disconnected parts, and the committee's
imagination is again called upon to realise

that these same transepts are 80ft. or 100ft.

back from the west front, of which they
seem to form a part. Naturally enough, their
imagination cannot realise all this. Some
perhaps entirely doubt it, and having heard
that an elevation shows a building as it really
is, there is no convincing them that the
place if built will look like anything but
that which the drawings represent. What
with the doubts of some members, and the
imperfect apprehension of others, this design
is soon cast aside as impracticable. The
next one, it may be, shows a western
tower, forming the termination of the nave.
Everyone now can understand where the
tower is; but the difficulty is to
make them understand where the
church is. Half the committee get the
idea that the church will be hidden entirely,

once and for ever, and that nothing but the
tower and side aisles can possibly be seen.

Then the tower looks so tall and narrow ; of

course it does, when the elevation cannot
show the nave roof abutting against it, and
cannot explain how much wider the tower
will look when two of its sides are seen
together, as they generally will be. If the
archi'ect has so proportioned his tower that
it will look right when built, it is pretty
sure to be blamed by amateurs who only see

the geometrical elevations of it ; and he may
take it for granted that his labour will be
thrown away. So, on one ground or
another, a multitude of the designs are dis-

posed of: their virtues are mistaken for

faults, and the very points which would

have been most admirable in reality are,

ofteuer than not, the reasons for their con-
demnation. By and bye, however, comes
up a set of drawings " made to sell." They
are based on the tritest of all trite ideas,

used up a thousand times in the '
' regulation

Gothic chapel " of Nonconformists, as well
as in the very poorest examples of Anglican
church building : the idea of a thin tower
and spire on one side of the front gablo, and
an aisle or a porch on the other side of it.

This, at any rate, is intelligible in eleva-
tion. All the committee know exactly where
the tower will be, and where the church will

be, for both are in one flat facade, and side
by side. There is no doubt, no vagueness,
no uncertainty, in their minds now ; they
have seen the same thing scores of times
before, and know what they shall be doing
if they adopt it. The only question that
remains is as to the detail. If there is a
pretty spire and a pretty front, some pretty
tracery and a few pretty pinnacles, they
think it will do, and the competition enia
like many others—by its promoters finding
themselves in a pretty mess. In prohibiting
views, they, of course, restricted competitors
to elevations of the outside, and to sections
of the inside, and if elevations are mislead-
ing, sections to the great majority of ama-
teurs are simply bewildering. Hence the
committee that shuts out views really knows
nothing, or next to nothing, of the internal
effect of the design it selects.

Architects are often blamed by the public
for giving no thought to the insides of their

buildings. We might retort, that the man
who does not give the first thought to the
insides of his buOdings is not an architect at
all, and that the public have only themselves
to blame if they patronise him. But this
delusive system of judging by elevations,
plans, and sections only, ofii'ers all its rewards
to men who care nothing for the insides of
their buildings, and holds out every induce-
ment to better men to care nothing for them
either. In every design worth calling such,
the interior is the reason and motive for the
exterior ; and on the view-excluding system
the interior is the one part which the com-
mittee know nothing about. They know,
indeed, the arrangement of doors and win-
dows, of rooms and pasaages ; but what sort
of place the interior will be for light, for air,

for acoustics, for artistic effect, they hardly
know at all. To take the case of a church
again ; theyknowvery well, from the ground-
plan, how the seats are placed, where the
passages between them are, and a lot of
details of the like second-rate importance,
but as to what the inside, as a whole,
will be like and look like, they have
scarcely the faintest notion. Those of
them who have a little knowledge of build-
ing, may explain that certain black marks
on the sections mean walls, and certain
brown dots show where joists and rafters

are cut across ; but in a vast number of cases,

not even a practised artist would pronounce
with certainty on the merits of an interior

till he had sketched it in perspective for
his own instruction. When each member of
a building committee is able to do this, and
do it with accuracy, it will be reasonable
and wise to exclude perspective views. Till

then, it is about as promising to try to decide
without them, as to try to decide by written
descriptions, without drawings at all. Ele-
vations and sections do not show a building
as it will appear, any more than descriptions

show it so : and it may be seriously doubted
whether, of the two, the elevations and sec-

tions are not the more deceptive and dan-
gerous. No doubt perspectives have been
misused at times, but the difference between
them and geometrical drawings is this

:

Perspectives of a building mny be made
deceptive ; elevations and sections, except
to thoroughly practised eyes, mvsthe decep-
tive, and grossly so. Perspectives, if truthful,

do really show buildings as they will appear;
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eleT»tions and sections, if truthful, show

them as they never can by any possibility

•ppe«r. Thebest way to prevent untruthful

panpeotives from being submitted, is to call

m » really competent architect as referee,

who can easily detect them. Even his ap-

pointment will hardly, as might be thought.

make perspectives needless, because his

advice, without views to give a visible sup-

port to it, might fail to get the best design

selected. LasUy, perspective views no doubt

take time and money to prepare, but their

expenae might be reduced by reducing their

size. Instead of excluding perspective views

altogether, committees would be incom-

parably wiser if they excluded all that

measured, say, more than a foot in their

longest dimension.

THE BLACK AND WHITE
EXHIBITION.

I?OR variety of subjects the present

exhibition of works in black and white

now open at the Dudley Gallery, Egyptian
H»ll, surpasses the last year's display ; it

would not indeed be too much to say the

exhibition is rather above the average of

those of recent years. Many artists of

repute are contributors, and there are a few
important works on the walls. As on
former occasions, engravers and designing

artists who contribute to popular illustrated

periodical literature, muster pretty strongly,

and the original drawings for Cassell's

Magazine 0/ Art, " Onr Own Country," and
" Illustrated British Ballads," take up a

large area at the end of gallery. Messrs.

Cassell, Fetter andGalpin, in fact, contribute

over 100 sketches. The work of this year

appears to include almost every kind of

monochrome drawing, sepia and Indian ink,

charcoal, pen and ink, etching, crayon, &c.

Taking the order of hanging, we may devote

the following remarks to a btief notice

of a few of those drawings which
claim consideration either for their

truthful, graphic execution, or their skilful

conception or handling. A very powerful
etching by Henry Guerard, " Le Chat Noir,"

is remarkable for the depth of tone and
luminous ey< s of the black cat ; the latter

are wonderfully real in their brilliance and
pieroingness. Close to this, F. A. Hopkins
howfc a rather decoratively-treated subject,
" Grandchildren of the Period," an outline

sketch of s few naked, chubby children fol-

lowing one another, the leader carrying a
large sunflower, and the rear brought up by
another dragging a flower on wheels. " La
Contemplativa," a red-crayon study, by
Alice M. Chambers, is a reclining female
figure, drawn in a decorative vein, and illus-

trating a canto in Dante's " Purgatory."
No. 21, by H. G. Branling, "View of the
Schone Brunnen, Nuremberg," is interest-

ing. The picture shows an elaborate
fountain; it is drawn in pen-and-ink.
The detail is well put in, but the draw-
ing wants expression, shadow, and force.

Stephen FairisL's "A Bit of Marble-
head" is clever; and W. Niven's charming
little etching of the "Three Nun Court,
City," showing tower of St. Michael's
Baasiihaw, will be looked at with
interest. The first-named artist's view of

"Portsmouth Harbour" is a vigorous etch-
ing, full of light and shade (31) ; and
we must also glance at C. P. Slocombe's clever
group of pines entitled " A Fine Day on the
Surrev Hills," an etching worthy of the
artist 8 skill, and A. Davis Cooper's amusing
incident "In Possession" (37), in which a
bUckbeetle on a doorstep keeps a little dog
at bay, and fills him with undisguised alarm
and surprise. We can hardly say Walter
Crane's large cartoon for decoration, in low
relief in sepia and white, " The Lion in
lore " (40), is either good as a oomi>osition
ar a drawing. The female figure and the

lion sitting at her feet do not very happily

fill in the semicircular form of the panel

;

there is also a feebleness in the design and
accessory ornament. A very forcibly-exe-

cuted lithograph " L'Eufance du Christ,"

by H. Fanlin shows how well this mode of

delineation may bo made to lend itself to

figure compositions. G. Du Maurier shows

(41) a clever drawing for J'i(nch ; and C. O.

Murray, an etching after Alma Tddema,
E.A., of that painter's " Sappho." Frank
Murray e.\hibit3 one of his vigorous sketches
" On the Ramparts, Tower of London" (56);

and the same artist's original drawings of

architectural subjects for the Mmjuzinc of
Art such as the " Morning-Eoom, Ford
Castle " (182), and Indian-ink sketch of an
Elizabethan interior; "The Norman Gate-
way, Alnwick" (18C), and the "Percy
Bedstead," in the same castle, are evidence

of much pictorial power in the de-

lineation of this class of objects. The " Old
Clock Tower, St. Alban's " (224), and the

boudoir and secret stairs of Ford Castle,

the " Barbican," and the " Pottergate, Aln-

wick," are other clever Indian-ink sketches

by the same artist. Few of the chalk studies

of heads equal Maude Berry's No. 60, a pic-

turesquely-drawn face with the mob-cap.
The most masterly studies in black and
white are contributed by Leon Lhermitte,

whose works have for years added to the

reputation of this exhibition. No artist in

charcoal can surpass this gentleman in the

pictorial portrayal of common incident, and
his chiaroscuro is always powerful and
characteristic. The carpenter at work at

his bench in " Le Menuisier " (61), is a
remarkable example of these qualities ; the

light and shade is skilfully managed,
and the drawing bold and truthful.

"L'Imprimeur" is equally telling as a

drawing of a printer at work, broad in

handling, and the artist has cleverly con-

veyed the effect of top-light through a sky-

light. The grouping and drawing of heads
in " Cour de la Philosophie a la Sorbonne "

(123) is, indeed, one of the best studies of

this artist. " The Interior of the Church of

St. Severin" (138), the "Marchandes des

Rues a Paris" (294), and " Marche aux
Fleurs de St. Sulpice," are also powerful
French studies, full of bold sunlight effects,

broad masses of shadow, and poetic effect.

The figures are drawn with animation, atid

the groups are well modelled, and there is an
absence ot that lininess and finical touch so

common among artists of the English school.

Lamp-black is a favourite means of working
up subjects for illustrations, and some very
excellent specimtns of lamp-black or neutral
tint sketches, the lights being put in with
Chinese white, are to be seen. O. Rickatson

(63) has a very photo-like study of cottage

and trees; and Samuel Read exhibits (71)
" Woodleigh Grange," the original drawing
of a subject which appeared in the Christ-

mas number of the Illustrated London Neu's,

executed in India ink. G. L. Seymour, well

known as one of our best designers and
etchers, sends a clever study in " The Tow-
ing Path," the engraving for which appeared
in Little Folks, and near it the late Mr. Pur-
ges, A.R.A., is remembered by his charac-
teristic pen-and-ink drawingof " St. Simeon
Stylitos" (79), a reproduction of which ap-
peared in the Building News some years
since. 8. T. Dadd contributes three studies

in a frame, exceedingly clever in drawing,
and pointing a moral, entitled " A Bone of

Contention," in which a dog and a bird are
the principal actors. Neutral tint relieved

with opaque white is employed. J. Mac
Whirter, A.R.A,, sends an etching of a
" Fisherman's Haven " (83) ; F. Chiffart, a
clever eau-forte ; and 8. Stevenson's etching
and dry-point of the "Lonely Pool," and
"The Close of Day" (10), in brown, are
feeling in their effective execution and
colour.

Two etchings, "Lowering Sail" (100)

and " The Gareloch " (107), are to be noted
for their strong sunlight on the waves in
one piece, and the rt flection of light on the
slill lake in the other ; both equal to their

artisl's skill as a marine painter. W. B.
l<\>rtesouo has produced u very pleasing
crayon study of a gleaner (136). The
stoopinggirl is drawn in a soft.tint-likeman-
ner ; and near this, J. C. Dollman sends one
ot his amusing sketches of animal life, " A
Common Group," showingadonkey set upon
by a number of geese in an open common.
There is much quiet humour in this sketch,

which is done in oils. No. 143, " Green-
wich," is a charcoal sketch of the river and
hospital, exhibitiDg a pleasant pictorial

treatment of light and shade. A French
artist of promise, Achille Dieu, contributes a
few admirable landscapes. Nos. 152 154

are good specimens of broad-shaded masses,

executed in chalk, in a manner which indi-

cates a thorough feeling for landscape
effect. The visitor will bo pleased with R.
W. Maddox's "Dora" (158), a study of a
head in chalk, and a French work by
Bracquemond, an eau-forte (166), repre-

senting the " Seance de la Convention du
20 Mai, 1795," a tumultuous scene, worked
out with much dramatic power. " Old
York Gate, Adelphi," by John O'Connor,
is a large and effective drawing of this in-

teresting but disused relic. We might criticise

the drawing in the proportions of entabla-

ture and capitals of columns.
A veryoverpoweringcartoonin oil, measur-

ing 16ft. by 12ft., occupies the top part of the
upper end of gallery. Adolph Piohler, the

artist, depicts the " Death of Jacob," as de-
scribed in the 49th chapter of the Book of

Genesis. Jacob lies on his death-bed, sur-

rounded by his sons, repi eseuting the 12 tribes

of Israel. The cartoon is on canvas, and the

composition and grouping are effective and
bold. The figures are rather over life-size,

and are painted in brown. Reuben, Jacob's

first-bom, is seen in the background with a
cast-down expression ; the heads of Simeon
and Levi are expressive of their cruelty

and anger, and the grouping of Joseph and
his two sons, and others, close to the bedside,

is painted with more power than grace. The
price of the picture is £2,000. We have al-

ready referred to Messrs. Cassell's collection

of original drawings for their publications.

These occupy a large part of the wall at the

end of room, and are very instructive as ex-
amples of black and white effects. Besides
those by F. Murray, many are drawings by
G. G. Kilburne, Percy Macquoid, G. L. Sey-
mour, A. C. Gow, A.R.A., C. Gregory, F.
Dicksee, A.R.A., A. Barraud, J. C. Dollman,
Ernest Crofts, A.R.A. , R. W. Macbeth, W.
H. Overend, &c. The "Open-air Pulpit,

Oxford" (231), "Fountains Abbey "(232),
and G. L. Seymour's " St. Mary's, Oxford"
(242), areexcellentspecimens of India-inkand
neutral-tint drawings to a small scale. The
latter is a very pictorial sketch of the spire,

and the light and shade and atmosphere are

rendered with as much care as the drawing.
F. Dicksee's " Romeo and the Apothecary,"
W. Small's " Eugene Aram," and Nos. 255,

249, 279, are also very effective, Henrietta
R. Rae's " StiU Waters," in charcoal (301),

the pen-and-ink view of " Warwick Castle,"

by E. W. Waite (303), and the remarkably
able composition, in India ink, entitled "La
Vision de Fray, Martin" poema de D. G.
Nuner, de Avec, Canto II., of which there

are three, 313, 377, 379, by Jose J. Aranda,
will well repay study.

Among the chief architectural drawings
we may mention two pen-and-ink designs,

showing some good figure arrangements by
Isaac A. Gibbs, Nos. 316 and 315. The
latter, for decoration of a chancel, is rather

crowded, and we like the spaces over the
window best. A. H. Haig sends a well-

toned etching of the "Aisles of Chartres"
(389); E. W. Waite, " Magdalen College,"

in pen and ink. E. Phene Spiers's bright
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sepia sketch of the " House of Jacques Cojur,
Bourgos," showing interior of courtyard,
with its piquant octagon turret, is perhaps
more attractive to the architect than many
of the etchings, and is a good example of

working in sepia. The work of II. W.
Brewer (428), in chalk, shows a remarkable
porch or doorway to St. Martin's Church,
Landshut, Bavaria, the main feature of in-

terest being that the two outer arches form
projecting canopies, the talient angles of

which are the apices of the arches and the cen-
tral re-entering angle the springing of the
two inner arcs which form a pendant. The
other pen-and-ink composition of the
"Water Gate " (570) is hardlyupto the former
work of a similar dtscription, exhibited in

this gallery by Mr. Brewer. A cathedral in

Late French Gothic stands upon an eminence
surrounded by the fortified walls and gate.

A. Bortraud is a consummate master of
the brush in figure grouping. The ani-
mated group of figures in " Les Halles
Centrales: le Matin" (353), and in No. 404,
another view on the Seine, are most skil-

fully manipulated in a sort of sepia worked
with a dry brush; the lights seem to be
taken out, and a very soft aerial atmo-
sphere, with the most delicate finish,

is obtained. "A Hundred Years Ago"
(361), by Stanley Berkly, No. 36G

;

the grand sea-scape by F. Powell (380)
vigorously drawn in charcoal with soft

clouds ; the fine expressive countenance in

A. Wassie's " In the World and Not of it,"

in chalk and charcoal, a powerful work; T.
Graham's "Patience" (429), a free sketch
in chalk ; L. Samboume's clever illustra-

tions for riindi's Almanack (450) ; A. Glen-
denning, " Old House," in lamp-black (463)

;

W. P. Stock's finished sepia sketch, " In Time
of Harvest " (469) ; No. 511, a charcoal study
of figures ; No. 518, " A Venetian Piazza";
No. 619, "Haddon Hall," 524; " Grey-
friars " (528), are other drawings of note on
the walls. On the door-screen, the illus-

trations to D. G. Eossetti's " Blessed Damo-
sel," by H. Holiday in pencil; and some
sketches in sepia, by J. Hayllar, are among
the best drawings, and the general visitor
will find interest in the Princess of Wales's
large sketches, in neutral, of mountain
scenery.

THE FEENCH INTEENATIONAL CON-
GEESS OF AECHITECT8 AT PARIS,
1878.

{Continued from p. 684.)

SECOXD SECTION.—PROFESSIONAL CHAEGES.

THE discussion on this subject lasted
longer than any of the others, four

meetings being devoted to it. In addition
to the resolutions passed by the Council of
Public Buildings, the 13th February, 1807
(12 Pluviose An VIII.), and confirmed on the
6th July, 1846; communications from various
provincial societies, and the scale of charges
adopted in Germany, England, and Sweden
were deposited, and now form part of the
report. The '

' Avis du Conseil des.Batiments
Ciyils " states "that considering there
exists no positive law on the subject of
professional charges of architects, there is at
least a custom which may regtdate the
decision of the Courts. The following may
be taken as the rule :

—

1. Plans and designs, li percent.
2. Superintendence of work, IJ per cent.
3. Specifications, quantities, and settlements of ac-

counts, 2 per cent.
4. Together, 6 per cent, on the total cost.
5. For designs made and not carried out, 1 per cent.
6. In addition to the above, for work carried out at a

distance by the architects of Paris, Lyons, Bor-
deaux, Nantes, Rouen, and Lille, there is due 6
francs per myriameter (about 7J miles), and 4'50 for
architects of other towns.

Charges for work executed under £200 (8,000 francs),
7 per cent."

On this basis Monsieur MeuriUon, of Lille,
joresented a communication from the archi-

tects of the Northern Society of France,
drawing attention to the inadequacy of the
payment in certain cases, and the need of
further legislation, more especially with
reference to arbitrations.

This communication pointed out that
whatever might be the merit or the posi-
tion of the artist who conceived the design,
whatever the nature of the work, whatever
the amount of timo or display of skill or
knowledge, the remuneration was always
the same. So that the conscientious or
talented artist is not better paid than the
merest beginner. The painter and sculptor
sell their works for their value ; the doctor
and solicitor charge fees according to their

knowledge and position ; the architect only
is tied down by custom to fees which, in

many cases, are not remunerative. The
resolution or decree takes no note of the
extra labour required in works of restora-
tion, maintenance, or decoration—in all of

which cases an increased scale of charges
might be demanded on account of the extra
time, care, and trouble which such works
require.

In Government work, M. MeuriUon
pointed out, copies of all the drawings,
specification, and quantities have to be
deposited with the Administration, for which
no extra payment was allowed by the decree,
though it was true that in some provinces
of France payment for these was allowed
to be made by the contractor—a practice, he
stated, not to be recommended. In the
place of the 7 per cent, for works under the
value of £200, M. MeuriUon proposed a
sliding scale, varying from 5j per cent, up
to 10 per cent. For the expenses of the
expert's arbitration, he suggested a pro-
vision of money should be made in each
contract.

The German scale of charges (agreed upon
in a congress held at Hamburg in Septem-
ber, 1868, when about 800 architects were
present), follows Mr. Spiers' description of
the English scale. The German system is

very complicated, and if carried out strictly,

would seem to cause endless disputes.
There are five classes of building, and no
less than nine times five—45—different per-
centages, according to the cost of the exe-
cuted work and its class. Briefly, the five

classes are :
—

1. Sheds, magazines, markets, exhibition galleries
(temporary structures), workshops, manufactories,
and houses for the workinj? classes.

2. Stables, greenhouses, dwelling-houses, villas, schools,
simple churches, hospitals, baiTacks, prisons, and
other Government buildings.

3. Town and country houses of importance, country
mansions, churches, chapels, libraries, museums,
theatres, exchanges, town-halls, law-courts, and
Parliament buildings.

4. The same as the 3rd class, but of greater magni-
ficence : Palaces and triumphal arches.

5. Interior and exterior decorations : Altars, pulpits,
organs, monumental fountains, &o.

For the percentages there are nine divi-
sions according to the cost of executed
works ; between the respective values of
£120, £300, £600, £1,200, £2,400, £3,600,
£6,000, £15,000, £30,000, and above
£30,000. For buildings under Class I. the
percentages vary from 2 per cent, to 5 per
cent. ; under Class II., from 3 per cent, to

6| per cent. ; Class III., 4 per cent, to 8 per
cent. ; Class IV., 5 per cent, to 9J per cent.

;

and under Class V., 6 per cent, to 11 per
cent.

The following is the work included in the
percentage scale :

—

a. Sketch design (plans and elevations to gth scale),
with sketch specification.

6. Contract drawings (plans, elevations, and sections
to i scale), and speciflcation.

c. Working drawings and details, decorative and con-
structive.

(l. Quantities. (Tlieae are probably not so much in
detail as the English sets.)

e. Superintendence ef work (exclusive of clerk of works.)
/. Settlement of accounts (measurement of extras and

omi.'jsions being at the cost of client)

.

No proportionate subdivision of the relative values of
these is given.

The salary of clerk of works and his office

on the works is at the cost of the client, and

if none be employed, there is an extra charge
due to the architect.

In cases of arbitration, taxing of costs,

and other extra work, the architect must be
paid at the following rate :—For a half-day
of four hours, 12s. the least charge. For a
whole day of seven hours, ISs. the least

charge. For loss of time spent in travelling,

half the above amounts. Expenses of board,

and lodging when travelling (lOs. per diem)
and travellmg expenses in addition.

Payment on account in proportion to the
progress of the work. The percentage due
to the architect is on the amount of the con-
tract sum only, unless he can'prove that the
extras were incurred for extra works or
alterations ordered by the cUent.

All drawings are the property of the
architect ; the client may demand copies, but
he can only use them for the work in ques-
tion.

The EngUsh scale of charges and condi-
tion of contract foUow next in the report :

these are too well known to our readers to
require conunent on them here.

'The Swedish scale of charges comes after :

nothing is said as to the date of their publi-
cation, but they are evidently based on the
German scale, and appear to have followed
strictly their classification. They vary from
1 per cent, for works of class I. above £28,000
in value, to 10 per cent, for the works of
class V. between £280 and £560. The work*
are thus detailed :

—

a. Sketch plans to scale (not mentioned), with apptoxi^
mate description if reqnired.

h. Working drawings, with general description of mate-
rials, if not already given.

e. Quantities and detail speciUcation.
d. Working drawings and details,

e. Arrangement of contract and superintendence of
work.

The relative cost in decimals when 5 per cent, happens
to be the total is a, '50 per cent. ; 6, 1'OO per c«nt.

;

c, -25; d, -76; e, 2 50.

When 6 80 per cent, (for the sake of comparison with
our scale, and on the assumption that I'SO perecmt..
is the value for bills of quantities), a is '70 per
cent. ; 4, 140 ; c, '30 ; d, 100 ; and e, 340.

It ia evident, therefore, that their notion
of quantities must be very different from
ours, and yet it is specially described as
calculation of cost with indications of quanti-
ties and price, as also description ofmaterials
and labour.

Then follows a series of notes, the first

stating that if sketches only are required,
the scale of charges under this head must be
increased by one half, in the third note the
architect can only claim payment on contract
sum ; the fourth provides for his extra pay-
ment if it is due to changes or additions

(presumably by client's instructions), and the
seventh defines payment on account accord-
ing to the progress of the works.
Beyond these charges are others :

a. Por the measuring and preparation of drawings of
ancient or existing work (to be agreed upon).

b. For surveying and valuation of buildings, the ar«hi-
tect is paid according to time spent in.—For survey-
ing without report, 173. to 45s. ; for surveying witk
report, 283. to 112s.

c. For surveys carried out at a distance, lossof time>
17s. per diem. If not followed by order to execute
works, 28s. per diem. In both cases the architect
may charge travelling expenses—1st class on steam-
boats, 2nd class on the railway, and two horses to
his carriage if across country.

In the subsequent communications made
by some of the provincial societies, ques-
tions of detail were entered into which
would only be applicable to provincial
architects' practice in France. Monsieur
Eavon, architect, of Paris, read a carefully
prepared essay, in which he complained that
French architects were not remunerated so
well as those of other nations. The old
scale of charges was made at a time when
economy of construction was not so
much thought of, and before buUding
construction had become a scienee.
The introduction of iron as a build-
ing material, and the careful calculations
required for its economic use ; and the
numberless inventions of every kind re-
quired much more serious study and atten-
tion on the part of architects. M. Earon
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dept«cated, however, the introduction of

sliding scales and division of classes of

buildings, which would only lead to end-

leas complications ; he considered there

oould only be two classes of work:

1st, new work ; and 2nd, alterations or

additions to existing buildinffs, or their

iMtoration ; for the former work he would

fix 6 per cent., for the latter 8 per cent. He
considered it impossible to fix any sliding-

soale for works which required special talent

or art knowledge.
Further, he considered that the architect

ought to be paid according to the value of

the work done under the official tariff of

pricei, and not the diininiihed amomU for

which the contractor in competition offered

to execute it.

The general feeling of the members of the

section seemed to be, however, in favour of

classification of buildings and a sliding-

scale, when M. Davioud, the architect of the

Trocadero, came down at the last meeting,

proposed and carried, though not by a large

majority, the following resolutions, which
were subsequently adopted by the general

body:

—

I. Tbia CoofrtBs, recognuing the principle of the liberty

of •Ttistis work, and ita free remuneration, of

wfakh the foundation ahould be baaed on the eco-
n^ii[n'f*1 principle of supply and demand, considers

that erery architect has the right to adjust the
value of his serricea according to his own estimate
of what would be a just recompense for his talent,

taking into account the special difficulties which
may arise in each case.

S, NeTatheleas, in the absence of any other arrange-
ment, ^e scale of charges fixed by the Council of

Public Buildings, the 13th February, 1807 (old

style), might be taken as a minimum until a more
farourable scale he obtained.

8. Hie Congress considers that the scale of charges then
settled u no longer in accord with the altered value
of money, and requires an augmentation to be uni-
formly adopted for all France.

4. The Congieas to nominate a committee to study the
oommunicationn made, and report upon a revised

scale, such reportto be made atthe Congress of 1879.*

We have not been able to ascertain whether
any further action was taken. From the

fact, however, that the report with its com-
munications has only just been published,

we may assume that the work of the com-
mittee has been delayed in consequence.

THnU) SECHON.—FUBLIC COJIPETITIONS.

M. Davioud, who started the discussion

on this subject, dwelt on the numerous
complaints which were made generally on
the management of competitions, and sug-

gested that whatever resolutions the Con-
g^ress should arrive at, they should be sent to

the Minister of Public Works with the re-

quest that rules should be laid down for the

conduct of public competitions. The
Minister would probably be able to obtain

a decree from the President of the Bepublic
by which such competitions would be
regularised and made uniform throughout
France. All competitions to be put under
the authority of the Minister, who would
stop any who did not comply with the

deaired conditions. All this sounds very
delightful, and a great deal of trouble might
be saved if we here in England could arrive

at a similar result.

M. Davioud observed that tliere were
two objects the promoters of a competition
had in view. First, to obtain ideas respect-

ing a building about which (before the com-
petition) they knew very little ; and second,
to find an architect who would carry out their

own ideas. If, in the first instance, the
promoters understood their subject well,

and drew up a well-defined programme, the
designs sent in would probably meet their
iews. Such is, however, rarely the case

:

the promoters generally scarcely know their
own minds, and therefore M. Davioud
proposed competitions of two degrees : the
first one to consist of sketch designs only,
from whom four or five would be selected to
go in for a second competition. All these
loor or five would receive a sum of money
(officient to remunerate them for their ex-

penses ; but they should not be obliged to

compete again. This seems a singular idea

;

it is equivalent to giving four or five prizes

of equal value, and restricting the further

competition to those selected for the

prizes. (A somewhat similar course was
adopted in 1861 with the competition for

the Grande Opera, except that the prizes

were 3,000fr., 2,000fr., and three of l,500fr.

M. Gamier, who obtained the last, there-

fore knew that he must prepare a much
better plan or he would have no chance.

The architect placed first thought he could

not do better than stick to his. All the

designs were publicly exhibited, and M.
Garnier to a certain extent probably pro-

fited by the fact that he was placed last of

the five selected in the first competition).

M. Davioud further proposed that the jury

should be a small one (three or five, accord-

ing to the importance of the competition),

and that they should give a reason for their

decision. In the first competition the jury

would be appointed by the Government
from a list drawn up by the immediate
promoters. The jury would be doubled in

the second competition, an equal number of

names being added by the competitors.

Some discussion followed as to the desira-

bility of having a public exhibition of the

first series of designs, because it would
enable the chosen candidates for the second

series to profit by the ideas of others. In the

end, however, it was thought that the public

would gain by it. M. Strohm, the dele-

gate from St. Petersburg, contended that

the authors of the designs ought to be
allowed to appear before the judges to explain

their oitn desgiits and to criticise the designs of

the others ; this he thought would necessitate

each competitor being the author of his

own design, or he would not be able to

explain it. Eventually the propositions put

forth by M. Davioud were accepted, and
placed in the hands of the Societe Centrale

to carry out ; but we are not aware that any
further action has been taken on it.

• At the Congnaw of I«» the subject vru deferred tiU
Utet the publication of report.

ABCHITECTUKAL ASSOCIATION.

THE closing meeting of the association was
held on Friday evening, and was largely

attended. The retiring President, Mr. Ernest

C. Lee, F.R.I.B.A., occupied the chair, and
mentioned that Mr. Ewan Christian had offered

to conduct the members over a house he was
tuilding for himself at Hampatead ; unfor-

tunately, the Saturday afternoons had all been
allotted, but the conunittee would endeavour to

arrange for a visit.

THE COMPULSOET S.I.B.A. KXAMISATION.

Mr. E. C. Paob, hon. sec., read a report pre-

pared by a committee, of whom Mr. Douglass
Mathews was chairman, upon the means which
can be adopted to bear on the studies of the mem-
bers with reference to the Institute examinations.

They recommended that courses of lectures be
delivered on the following subjects :

—

{a)

"History of Architecture"; (f) "Nature and
Property of Building Materials, andtheir Adapta-
tion to Building Construction " ; and {c) "Pro-
fessional Practice." The committee believed

that -well-known members of the profession

would be willing to undertake a course of twelve

lectures, or two courses of six lectures each, for a

fee of from ten to fifteen guineas, and the pro-

portionate fees from students by which these

sums would be raised need bo very small. The
existing classes which were already working
in the desired direction oould bo utilised

in connection with these lectures without
interfering with their independence, and a

new class formed (and, in the committee's

scheme d) tor " Preparation and Criticism of

Plans, Specificalions, and Estimates," on the

basis of the class of construction. The Associa-

tion classes ought, however, to be still arranged
as at present, and for the benefit of the members
in general, and not exclusively for those pre-

paring for the examination. The committee
further suggested that the lectures should be
rather to indicate a course of study than exhaus-
tive discourses, and that each subject should be
divided into two courses—Elementary and Ad-

vanced—to be given alternately, with a fort-

night's interval. Prizes of three and five guineas

should be offered for the best and second best

resumes of the series of lectures, to be awarded
on the recommendation of the lecturer, and at the

close of each course an examination should be

held by the lecturer.

It was agreed that the committee's scheme
bo announced to the members through the

medium of the "Brown Book," together with
the papers of the Institute Examination.

THE ASSOCIATION TEAVELLINO STUDENTSHIP—FISST

AWABD.

The following report as to the award of the
recently-organised A.A. travelling studentship,

was presented by the examiners, Messrs. Thomas
Henry Watson, George ViaUs, and Ernest C.

Lee:

—

We have carefully examined eight sets of drawinn,
submitted by thefollowing gentlemen :—n. O. Cresswell,

A. W. Cross, F. G. F. Hooper, O. H. Ince, U. H. Kemp,
C. H. Marshall, W. A. Pito, and G. S. W. Tdppen.
We think we may fairly conf,'ratulatG the Association

upon the general excellence of the work, especially in

view of the fact that but a short time has elapsed since

the foundation of the studentship was announced. This
is now the most important of the many prizes the Asso-
ciation has to offer to ita members, and while we venture
to think that the response the ilrat invitation has called

forth cannot fail to be gratifying to the contributors to

the fund, we trust that in future years a still higher

standard of excellence may be attained, and also that the
interest in tie competition may be still more widely
diffused.
Some of the competitors have failed to adhere in all

particulars to the conditions, but, availing of the liberty

given to the Judges for this year by the notice appended
to the sheet of instructions, we have not placed too strict

an interpretation upon the rule regulating the number
and description of the drawings to be submitted. Itmay
be well, however, for us, in the interest of all who may
be looking forward to future competitions, to call atten-

tion to the fact that hereafter all the conditions will be
most strictly enforced.
We have unanimously awarded the studentship for

1881, to be accompanied by the bronze medal of the As-
sociation to Mr. Henry Hardie Kemp, and on the evidence

of his drawings we fully believe he will make the best

possible use of the opportunity for further study and
progress.
We also recommend to the committee that prizes be

awarded to Mr. Francis G. F. Hooper, and to Mr. William
Alfred Pitefor the admirable series of drawings submitted
by each of those gentlemen.

Messrs. Kemp, Hooper, and Pite were pre-

sented, amid great applause, to the Peesident,

who congratulated them on the character of the

work which had, he said, set a high standard

for future years, and mentioned that, in conse-

quence of this excellence, special second and third

prizes would be awarded of a bronze medal and
two guineas to Mr. Hooper, and a bronze medal
to Mr. Pite. The President added that had the

funds permitted, the awards to the second and
third competitors would have been more sub-
stantial, and he hoped that further subscrip-

tions would flow in so as to enable the judges to

increase the amounts next year.

Mr. J. Douglass Mathews proposed a vote of

thanks to the retiring president, remarking that

they were deeply indebted to Mr. Lee for the

warm interest he had taken in their work formany
years past. Mr. Lee was to be congratulated

on the fact that during his term of office they
had eucoessfuUy founded a principal prize in

the travelling studentship, had seen it heartily

taken up by the members, and had been able to

award the prize after a competition in which the

drawings were of a gratifying character. With
this vote of thanks he should like to couple one

to the senior secretary, Mr. R. C. Page, who, it

would be generally regretted, had decided to

retire, after several years of indefatigable and
unsparing hard work. Mr. Gotoh having

seconded the motion, it was carried amidst pro-

longed applause, and was suitably acknowledged
by Messrs. Lee and Page.

DECOBATION AS APPLIED TO AEOHITEOTTJEE , FEOM
A paintee's point op view.

A paper on this subject, written by Mr. Cor-

bett, who is now in Italy, was read by the Presi-

dent. The first portion will be found on p. 719.

Mr. HuoH H. Stannits supplemented the

paper by a short one, intended as an explanation

of the series of coloured sketches and diagrams,

engravings, and photographs of Italian decora-

tion, he had been able to furnish from big

collection on two days' notice. He remarked

that Mr. Corbett had not stated that the design

and arrangement of the ceiling at Segnatura

were due not to Raphael, but to a Sieneee artist,

named Buzzi. A copy of this beautiful ceiling

existed at the back of the Italian Court in the

Crystal Palace, and although it was blocked up

by subsequent screens, it would well repay ex-
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amination, as it "was executed by the late

Alfred Stevens. In dealing with large iigiire

subjects on curved surfaces, it was necessary to

bear in mind that the figures, if upright, must
not be larger than the lower half of the quad-
rantal curve of cove or dome ; if they exceeded
this proportion, they oversaUed the space, and
seemed about to fall on the spectator. Mr.
Stannus concluded a half-hour's conversational
address, illustrated with frequent blackboard
sketches, by proposing a vote of thanks to the
author and reader of the paper.
Mr. GiLDEET B. Redoeavk seconded the mo-

tion, adding to it the name of Mr. Stannus, for

his illustrations and interesting appendix, and
the joint vote was carried by acclamation.

ELECTION OP OPFIOEES, 1881-2.

The result of the voting for officers for next
session was announced by the President, as fol-

lows: President, Aston Webb ; Vice-presidents,
Gilbert R. Redgrave and L. C. Riddett. Mem-
bers of Committee : Cole A. Adams, E. C. Lee,
C. Henman, R. E. Pownall, H. H. Stannus, E.
B. I'Anson, E. G. Hayes, R. C. Page, C. R.
Pink, and T. E. CoUoutt. Treasurer, J. Doug-
lass Mathews ; Assistant Treasurer, T. Wilkins.
Secretaries, F. E. Eales, and W. H. A. Berry.
Librarian, Hampden W. Pratt ; Assistant
Librarians, R. L. Cox and W. BarreU.

VISIT OF THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSO-
CIATION TO GREENWICH HOSPITAL.

LAST Saturday afternoon the Architectural
Association paid a visit to Greenwich Hos-

pital, which was the last excursion of the season
Anticipations of seeing the hospital in a more
thorough manner than is accorded to the general
public, naturally brought a large number of

members together, with the eager expectation
probably, among a few, of seeing a great many
interesting points of the building. The clerk of

the works, Mr. Loughborough, conducted the
visitors through the painted hall and chapel,

after viewing which, the remainder of the time
was, it must be said, rather aimlessly spent in

ascending and descending numerous flights of

stairs, walking through long corridors, and the
class-rooms, lecture-theatres, and laboratories of

the vast establishment now converted into a
Koyal Naval College. So far, indeed, the visit

was more of a pedestrian exercise, and owing,
perhaps, to the idea that it was better to show
all than to do the thing by halves, the mem-
bers were taken through each block from the
basement to the attics, though we were not sure

they profited much by so rapid and detailed a
review of the building.

It is perhaps not generally known that a
Royal palace formerly occupied the site, and
Charles II. so liked the situation, that he re-

built the residence and improved the gardens.
He erected a great portion of the present hos-
pital as a palace after his restoration, which was
remodelled by William and Mary in 1694, as a
retreat for seamen. In 1 705, the buildings were
enffioiently completed to admit of 100 disabled
seamen, and the income reached in later times
the sum of £159,000 a year. The plan was fur-
nished by Wren, and, as Macaulay graphically
alludes to in his History, "Soon an edifice,

surpassing that asylum which the magnificent
Louis had provided for his soldiers, rose on the
margin of the Thames." William claimed no
part of the merit of the work, as the frieze

round the hall ascribes it to Mary, who conceived
the idea for the wounded after the battle of La
Hogue. The monastic kind of life not being
considered good for the old " salts," the asylum
was converted into the present Royal Naval
College in 1865. Examination of the ground-
plan shows that the hospital forms really four
large detached blocks or edifices, named re-
spectively King Charles's, Queen Anne's, King
William's, and Queen Mary's buildings.
The two former have their ends to the
Thames, and inclose a large square or
area between of considerable width. The
two last blocks on the south side have
a narrower interval between them; these
are flanked internally by stately colonnades,
and the entrances are crowned by the well-
proportioned cupolas which make this pile so
grand and picturesque a mass of building from
the Thames, though Mr. Fergusson has spoken
in very disparaging terms of the clumsy three-
quarter colunans and ill-proportioned attio and

useless pediments of the river-front. The
painted hall, which forms the principal apart-
ment, occupies the main end of King William's
building, and the chapel and corresponding wing
that of the Queen Mary block. It is ap-
proached by the colonnade entrance, through
the lofty vestibule, decorated with columns of

the Cormthian order, forming the base of the
cupola on this block. The hall, or naval
gallery, is nearly a double cube, and its

dimensions are 106ft. by 56ft., and 60ft. high.
The flat painted ceiling, executed by Sir James
Thomhill in 1707, is, of course, the chief attrac-
tion, and few English painted ceilings surpass
this in design and richness of colouring. The
great group of flgures in the centre oval panel
represents William III. and Mary, surrounded
by national attributes. The outer groups
are emblematic of the seasons ; signs of Zodiac,
the elements, and numerous trophies of a naval
character fill up the composition. Few of the
visitors examined the fine series of portraits of

naval commanders arranged round the walls, or
the chronological series of pictures of great
naval battles. The colouring of the interior is

dark, and it is contemplated, we hear, to re-

decorate this hall as well as the chapel. The
landing of William III. at Torbay, portraits of

George I. surrounded by allegorioalfigures, with
the dome of St. Paul's, and a variety of florid

accessories of national character fill the walls of

the upper hall. The present decorations were
executed by Mr. Clarkson Stanfield, R.A. The
chapel in the next block, approached by an
octangular vestibule under the dome, is a spacious
building lighted on both sides, and chiefly of

interest in having been carried out from the
designs by the late J. Stuart, the well-
known author of the " Antiquities of Athens,"
in 1789, the former edifice having been
destroyed by fibre in 1770. As may be expected,
the details are thoroughly Greek, and the orna-
mentation exceedingly delicate and refined.

The flat segmental ceiling, divided into three
main compartments by wide bands, enriched by
Grecian foliage, is a good specimen of the age.
There is a valuable painting by West over the
altar, of the "Shipwreck of St. Paul," and the
spaces between the windows have figures jf the
Apostles and Prophets. It is to be hoped when
the chapel is redecorated, these figures will
be repainted a darker tone, or the windows
filled with glass of a subdued tint, as the bright
light from the clear glass now completely ob-
scures these decorations of the interior. A little

regilding might be judiciously applied to the
celling and pilasters, and to the elaborate decora-
tions of the groined plaster ceiling of the gallery
with their cantilever supports.
The class and examination rooms, the physical

and chemical lecture-rooms, and laboratories of
King Charles and King WUliam's-buildings,
take the place of the interior fittings of the old
seamen's hospital. The lecture-rooms are
generally placed at the ends and the series of
class-rooms between. These seem to have been
fitted up in a useful and substantial manner,
but we hardly think the ventilation of some of
these class-rooms, especially the laboratories,
has been sufiiciently attended to, as many of
them were close, and smelt strongly of the fumes
of chemicals. The museum, afterwards in-
spected, is itself a school replete with models of
ships of the most beautiful kind, and our naval
engineers and architects would do well to visit

it. We also noticed several valuable original
designs and sepia sketches by Benjamin West,
R.A., for the ptiinted and sculptured decorations
in the chapel on the walls of the upper gallery.

PRACTICAL NOTES ON PLUMBING.
Dedicated to " Society Plumbers." By P. J.

Davees, H.M., A.S.P., &c.

CHAPTER I.

INTBODUCTION.

I
PRESUME your readers are sensible of

the fact that health and life are, in a
measure, dependent upon our plumbers' work,
and, therefore, you cannot be too particular

about having firat-cla^s work, and, in order that

you shall be better able to judge rightly, it is

important that you should understand both the

theory and practice together with the old and
new style of doing the work. I may here men-
tion that I have made plumber's work my par-

ticular study for this last quarter of a century,

and have spent thousands of pounds in teaching
myself not only the practical part but chemical
and theoretical work, togeUier with the beet
methods of doing the same ; also in order to
obtain the historical parts of the work I spent
the greater part of 1876, 1877, and 1878 in the
Great Seal Patent Office, British Museum, and
South Kensington Libraries, &c., gleanings
wherefrom I shall place before Tou in order that
you may determine for yourselves whether we
are advancing or retrograding.

THE WOEKSnOP.—IN OLDEN TDCKB KNOWW Afl "tBB
PLUMBBBT."

The engraving on next page. Kg. 1, shows
an old-fashioned plumbery or plniober's shop.
Now compare this with the present style of
plumber's shop, and say if there are more than
half-a-dozen such shops in London ? Next.

—

How many plumbers are there in London com-
petent to work the tool or frame shown on the
left-hand side of the engraving, and how many
more are there that ever saw such a thing?
although one of the best tools that ever plumbers
worked with. I think I hear you say that wo
have no use for such nowadays ; but we have,
as will be explained hereafter, and every
plumber should know the mdimentary work, if

nothing more.
As the old apprentice boy's primitive work

was to fire up the pot, it is clear that, by way
of a start, he should know something about
this. The pot for casting should be large enough
to run down at least two tons of lead ; it is set

like a copper ; but care must be taken to set it

in such a manner that you can get fire all around
the sides and bottom, with a good damper, and
at least a 9iu. flue. It is most important a hood
should be fixed to convey away all fumes.

'
' SHEET '

' -LEAD CASTINO.

Fill the pot before lighting the fire ; the heat
given ofl from the metal passes amongst the
lead and dries the same. Never put damp lead

into the fluid metal, or you may find the con-
tents taking wings unto themselves as the lead
did from a large pot which was being used for
pipe-laying when a mischievous boy threw a
snowball into it. Now, whilst the lead is getting
hot let us examine the frame previously referred

to. a\ is the bed, madewithabout2Jin. or. 3in.

deals, having a quantity of 3-16in. holes Sin.

apart bored into them; the bed is generally
about 12ft. to 15ft. long and about 6ft. to 6ft.

wide, having a fall of l^iu. to 2in. in 12ft. from
head to foot, o6 to «1 (see engraving). The
stand-up sides are the "shafts," which should
be kept quite true and smooth, also protected

with a sheath when not in use. o4 is the " head-
pan," best made of copper, although often made
of iron. This head-pan should be made to work
on hinges as at al ; a6 is the tipping handle,
sometimes puUed up with a crane, other times
with an iron bar; all is a strip of wood to keep
the sand up ; ol2 the rest-prop for head-pan,
ab the sand-box, aS the foot-pan. In some
frames we have a "mid-pan," which is, of

course, for short sheets or other castings ; but
with a very little trouble yon can take out one
of the bed deals and shift the foot-pan to any
part you choose. The height of the frame
varies from 2ft. to 2ft. 6in., but the lower the

better, as you can reach over to plane much more
easily.

THE COACH.

This is only a kind of oblong pot, shown at W>
made to runonwheels : it mustbe strong enough
to carry a ton of lead. Its use is to catch the
surplus lead which may run into the foot-pan
and to truck it back to the pot.

SAND-BOX.

This is shown at aS. It should be air-tight

at the bottom, so as to keep the sand as near as

possible to the right dampness. V, " the plane,"
made of copper.

'I' M V. STBIH»

82 is the strike ; this is rather an important
tool, made as follows :—Take a piece of dry, solid

mahogany about 18in. longer than the width of

the frame, and notch it down, as at Z, to within
lin. of the bottom of the frame ; make the bottom
part a little rounded, round the ends for handles,

and have some leather mufl's made to slip over
the ends in such a manner that it will readily

take oft or on with laces. In order to hold a piece

of lead between the handle and vaxtS hereafter to
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be expUined, 70a will require a shovel, siere

l-S'lin. meali, snd watering-osn with very fine

As there u« many opinions as to the bestkind

ot sand for lead-casting, I will not foroe my own
on the trade, bat that of a gentleman more ad
Taooed in years and experience than myself, and
one who is (as I think) the best lead-caster for

tte trade. I refer to Mr. Grayham ; his ad-

vfae to me is as follows:—"Take common-
washed sand, which is generally pretty sharp,

and mis with a little loam so that it shall bind a
Tary little." Daring the time I was at my old
works at King's Cross, I used the Highgate sand,
and found it very handy ; but the abore gentle-
man's adrioe will be useful in any part of the
globe.

ICLXIXa UF THB BED.

Having all these things before you, first damp
and sift your sand and strew it over the bed at
least lin. thiok ; take the strike with the mufis on,
and level the sand truly over the bed, the size

you require the sheet, but do not make it too
wet. If too wet the lead won't run, it splutters
and blows ; if too dry it won't bind, but breaks
np, won't enamel, and the sheet will be rough
on the sand side. Experience and practice are
the only teachers wnich will enable you to
ascertain the required dampness.

Next take the strike, you at one end and your
cnate (not labourer) at the other, across the
-{rame ; begin at the foot and beat the sand down
as firm and even as it is possible until you are at

. at the top, after this, with the strike, skiS the
-aand, that is by spreading, as it were, the sand
nootUf backwards and forwards. This brings
the aani level with shaft.

After the stdfBn^ is over take the plane V)
\ (FifiT 1)» and dip it into the pot to make it hot.

lead is hot ; bale quickly from the pot into the

head-pan. If too hot, it will run too freely and
break the sand ; if too cool, it won't move. This
very much depends upon the lead, if lively or

not. It also very much depends on the day, also

the state of the sand, and of course the help you
receive ; experience attained by practice is the
main point for success. A cold or windy day is

dead against the u-nr/;. A too hot day is as bad,

for you cannot keep your strength up
;
you must

have your heat accordingly. The heat is

ascertained by the aid of the testing stick, a piece

of wood^about ISinlongand 2in.squareor80 ;
put

it into the lead and work it about, holding it

at an angle as you take it out : if the lead just

hangs on the stick it is right. Keep the lead
well stirred up from the sides of the head-pan, in

order to have uniform heat ; if too hot, stir it

with some cold plumbers' irons (N, Fig. 1). Be
careful and have everything ready at the moment

;

if the sheet is to weigh 5owt., then you will

want three times this amount of melted lead.

A word or two with regard to the strike : you
see it is across the frame, as it now stands ; so it

should look when the lead is going down the
frame. One man at each end presses on the shafts
and keeps the strike from twisting by the stiff-

ness of the grip, and must, as it were, fly after

the lead, pushing it forward as fast as possible

;

be sure to keep the strike down and level. Place
your strike at the head so that you may take it

instantly ; well touch the edge first.

"The Lead's just Rioht."—"Tip"—it is

going down the frame, you after it with the
strike, leaving nothing behind but just the
required thickness for your sheet ; it's in the foot

pan, into the coach, run the coach to the pot,

bale back the surplus before set, all's well and
all eyes anxiously looking upon the sheet. It

being the first, it's a good one ; then as quickly
as possible rip or trim off the salvages—that is

the rough parts off the sides and ends, roll it up
and make up your mould for another sheet

;

remember you have to get off from five to six

Fw. 1.

then rub some touch (candle grease) over the
face of same, and thoroughly level and smooth
the saad

; keep at this untU you cannot get
aaoother, in fact make it shine so that you may
ee your face in it. Finishing at the foot of the
sheet, let the sand at the foot finish very sharp,o that the excess lead shall leave the sheet
iutantly and allow it to contract without palling
•way at the Burplus lead, otherwise it will crack
right acroea the centre of the sheet. The sand
and bed being ready, how is the lead? is it

getting hot P Place the coach as shown, and
wipe all the saud oft the strike, next "pack it

up" as follows:—Sappoae you want 71b. lead,
then place a piece of 6lb. lead between the muff
and the handle (aa ahown at Z and 9) of the
rtcike ; this will leave a thickness for the lead.
Bemember this : that if you want 71b. lead your
pMUng wUl be 61b., if Glb.then 4lb. is required,
•ad ao on—in short, always allow 21b. lighter
lead for packing than you require to get off the
trame, nnleet under special cirounutanxseg. The

sheets a day for good work. A crane will be
necessary for this amount of work.

If by chance you cannot get the surplus lead

away from your sheet just before it contracts,

divide the sheet from the surplus mass by draw-
ing a knife across the same.

[To be continued.)

HOLGATE'S MECHANICAL STONE-
MASON.

THIS machine, which is the invention of Mr.
James Holgate, of Burnley, has now been

practically tested in several large contracts, and
is pronounced a success by all who have used it.

Five of the machines are at present in operation
at Burnley, and two may be seen in constant
work at Mr. Altham's new buildings in that

town. The mechanical stone-mason will turn
out from ten to fifteen times as much work as a
journeyman ean get through, or about 300ft.

superficial in nine hours at a cost of not more
than one penny per foot. The machine consists

of one or more revolving cylinders, made to

rotate in the same direction, and placed one be-
hind the other, each cylinder having different

widths of cutters fixed in them—the first having
narrow cutters to take off the rough ; the second,
itc, having broad or other suitably- shaped
cutters to finish it, this being accomplished at

one operation. These cylinders, by means of

gearing, &c., can be either raised or lowered
jointly without altering the relative position of

the cutters, or separately by means of a hand
wheel, and still remain in gear. The table or

bed carrying the stone has both a quick advance
and return motion by means of open and crossed

belts, and also a slow motion from the same
source for cutting purposes, brought about by
means of a friction cono carrying a long revolv-

ing pinion working in gear with two cog-wheels
of varying number of teeth, one of which is a
dead wheel and the other keyed on the shaft for

driving the table. The stone having been
adjusted and the chisels fixed so as to project to

the same extent, the machine is started, and the
bed-plate gradually moves forward. The cylin-

ders holding the chisels at the same time revolve,
and, as a result, the stone is planed as com-
pletely as a carpenter would rough-plane a
board. A second cylinder, situated immediately
behind the first, and which contains a less

number of larger and wider chisels, next comes
in contact with the surface of the stone, and
takes off just sufficient to leave it perfectly

smooth and even in appearance and fit for im-
mediate use. When the stone is finished the

machine can be promptly stopped, the cylinders

lifted by a handle at the side, the bed.plate

brought back with a very easy motion, and then
the blocks are ready to be lifted off. The

machine, of which we give a sketch, will in no
short time be found in use by all large con-

tractors, as it not only accomplishes its work
well but so far as we can see is not liable to get

out of order.

LUDLOW : ITS CASTLE AND NEIGH-
BOURHOOD.

[with LITHOOEAPHIC IIXUSTEATI0N3.]

TO the architectural student and archeeologist,

both the town of Ludlow and also the sur-

rounding neighbourhood are replete with the

greatest interest. Situated as it is in the midst
of some of the most beautiful scenery to be found
in England, seated in a commanding position on
the summit of a small hill, partially encircled

by a bend of the river Teme, and overlooking
extensive views of the lovely valleys of the Teme
and Corve, Ludlow possesses advantages of posi-

tion and scenery that few places can lay

claim to.

Apart from the historical interest attaching

to the place itself, and which was in the main
conferred by its once important Castle, the town
abounds with half-timber houses, which, in

many instances, are hardly equalled, and cer-

tainly not surpassed, by any in this district,

celebrated as it is for half-timber work, and not

even to famous Chester itself can the palm be

allowed for superiority in several respects.

The surrounding country is also studded with

points and objects of interest to the architectural

and antiquarian observer. Tumuli, Roman en-

1
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campments, buildings— ecclesiastical, civil, and
military—dating from the Concjuest upwards,
and exhibiting some of best preserved represen-
tative specimens of the different periods of Eng-
lish architecture, are to be found profusely
scattered over the district lying within a few
miles' radius of the town. Considered as a field

for student labour, few places can present more
attractions, so much representative work being
contained within a comparatively small area.
To any of my younger brethren who may,
during the next season, find it difficult to decide
the momentous question of "where to go," I
would strongly recommend Ludlow. It will be
found a most useful centre, and would amply
repay a visit, if for no other purpose than to
enjoy the country, which is in itself a treat and
well worth visiting. The architecture of the
district has hardly been illustrated at all, that
ia to say, by carefully drawn and measured
sketches and drawings. Artists have long
found the town itself and the beautiful scenery
around to be a mine of artistic wealth, but from
the professional point of view, the whole neigh-
bourhood is, comparatively speaking, unknown.
Ludlow, one of the towns of the Murehes (so

called from their being on the limits or borders
of England and Wales) is of very great
antiquity. It is supposed that a colony was
founded here by the Danes in one of their
marauding excursions, and known as Den-a-ham
or abode of the Danes, since contracted to
Dinham, a name that a portion of the town still

bears. Be this as it may, on coming to the
castle we find considerable remains of Norman
architecture. The Keep is a very good specimen
of the period, and contains much interesting
work ; but as I am not at the present prepared
with drawings illustrative of this portion of the
buildings, it wOl suffice to say that although
during the lapse of time, the keep, like the
rest of the original work, was altered and
re-altered to suit the ta.stes or requirements of
successive possessors or holders of the castle, yet
the main structure of the tower still retains its

distinctive characteristics, and in great part it is

possible to trace the arrangement as it was first

built.

Before leaving this part of the ruin, however,
I may mention a case of that species of
indifferentism, so to speak, on the part of the present
proprietor of the castle, which one also meets with
occasionally elsewhere. There is on the W. side
of the keep a small chamber approached by a
winding passage in the thickness of the wall.
This passage, having been literally choked and
blocked up by the rubbish, sticks, &c., brought
in and deposited by many generations of jack-
daws, on being cleared out, was found to lead to

the chamber mentioned, and therein were found,
I am informed, many articles of interest. A
narrow window lighted it, but had been so over-
grown and obliterated by ivy that its very
existence was unknown. On the other or E.
side of the tower there is evidently another
chamber, probably corresponding in general
arrangement to this one, but into which there is

no entrance, its passage having been blocked
with masonry during one of the many altera-
tions. I think it is quite reasonable to suppose
that this "closed casket" may contain some
pearl of price to the antiquarian ; but up till the
present there it remains, and from what I learn,
is likely to remain to tantalise his cariosity,
although a few hours' mason-work would set the
interesting question at rest.

In the inner court or green of the castle is the
round Norman chapel, the third only of its kind
in England, and second in importance to that of
our own Temple Church (Gr on plan). This
venerable sanctuary is, considering the amount
of weather it has been and is exposed to, in a
wonderfully good state of preservation. It is

arcaded round internally with columns carry-
ing alternate chevron and plain arches richly
moulded.
The chancel has entirely disappeared, although

its position and extent are clearly traceable.
Some of the colouring was to be seen until
recently on the remnants of plaster underneath
one of the arches in ascending

; but this has
either faded completely away, or been picked off

by some visitor as a memento. Sir Henry
Sydney, during his residence here as Lotd
President, formed a gallery from the apartments
nearest to this chapel for the use and benefit of

the ladies of his household, but this has long
since been removed ; the doorway, however,
leading from it into the chapel itself, yet re-

mains, having been formed in one of the original

Norman windows.
The chancel-arch, richly monlded and deco-

rated with billet and chevron, is a really won-
derful piece of construction, as the shape of the
arch had to bo preserved at the same time with
the sharp curve of the circle on which the build-

ing is described.

Coming now to the middle period in the build-
ing age of the castle—viz. , the Edwardian, we
find that here are the most extensive and im-
portant parts of the edifice. The State apart-
ments, the banqueting - hall, and council

chamber, together with numerous other rooms
and offices, and the various uses of which can at
the present time only be guessed at, all belong
to this period. These are comprised in one large
block with an outside tower at each end, and
face N.W., being built for greater security on
that pait of the rbck which is steepest, and
therefore most difficult of approach in case of

siege, &c.

'The enlarged plan and the interior drawing
show that part of this block of building which
is known traditionally as "Prince Arthur's
Apartments " (although I am not aware whether
any better authority exists for so naming it), and
contains many points of interest. (On block

plan H.) It is difficult to discover exactly into
how many different chambers this now empty
shell was originally divided, but apparently it

contained some eight or ten rooms of varying
size. The positions of the two main floors are
clearlj indicated by the corbel tables that sup-
ported the joists, and the height and spread of

roof are evident by the label mould on the left

hand at top. Much of the plaster work remains,
as will be seen from the dotted irregular-shaped
patches, but whether belonging to this date or

added afterwards is now impossible to determine.
This plaster is peculiarly tough and adhesive,
having a considerable quantity of hair in its com-
position, and although, as a rule, laid on in what
we should now consider to be extraordinarily
thin layers (averaging about Jin. in thickness),

yet it has proved itself to be so durable that in

many cases it yet remains as good as when
first set.

The window-doorway, giving admittance to

the inside wall passage, containing closet, is

shown on the extreme left. This doorway
would be reached in all probability by a short
flight of steps (wooden), rising from the floor

below, and some 18in. above the corbel shown
in angle. The small arched opening on the
ground, also to the left hand, is the entrance to

a wall passage or tunnel, which extends on-
wards and upwards, until it has reached the
underside of the skew window in angle, where
at a later period it has been blocked up with
masonry. 'The crown of the arch of this passage
is visible under the sOl of the window where
the stones have become displaced.

Opposite to this entrance is the corresponding
archway of a passage running in the other
direction. This is somewhat longer than the
former one, although it likewise is blocked, a
small circular stair having been built into it

later. It is difficult to assign an exact purpose
to the two wooden spikes projecting from the
wall and shown on the left, but their most pro-
bable use has been to hang armour or other
things upon. The most trying problem, how-
ever, in this part of the castle is to discover the
raison d'etre of the irregular square-shaped well

(I on plan)

.

At the level of the plan it undoubtedly formed
a small chamber, with yet two others above it,

but from the sQl of doorway in the passage (K)

the depth even now is 16ft. 3in., and the pre-

sent bottom being composed of loose stones

and debris that have fallen from above, the actual

bottom or floor would probably not be less than
from four to five feet farther. It has been sug-

gested that this lower part may have been used
as a dungeon ; but to my mind this is not a

satisfactory conclusion, on account of the total

absence of any inlet whatsoever for air.

I believe I am right in saying that the British

Association visiting here on one occasion were
compelled to give up the solution of this question

in despair.

At the point marked (L), and in the window,
is a stone channel for pouring molten lead and
boiling oil on the heads of besiegers. This
window would be just above the floor on plan

level.

The small, ivy-covered turret shown in centre

of drawing was the beacon tower. It is of

solid masonry, with which, however, the ivy
has been and is playing sad havoc. A portion
of the circular stair by which it was approached
is shown beneath, and on plan (M).
Three large deeply-recessedtraceried windows

on the opposite sides to those shown give light
to the main rooms on the upper floor ; one of
these, however, has been blocked up with dry
masonry.
The brick arch to fireplace belongs evidently

to the Elizabethan time, as a considerable
amount of small jobbing brickwork of that
period appears in the state apartments and else-

where. In the upper fireplace a mass of this

brickwork is shown, although why placed there
and for what purpose intended is by no means
clear.

All the detail is good and bold, and of Terj
considerable substantiality, as will be apparent
by looking at the sections of corbels, fireplace,

and window-jambs, window-seats, &c. On tie-

plastered sofSt of an arch on the ground-floor
underneath the window (marked N on plan),

there exists part of a monochrome paintin|^,

evidently intended to be a representation of the
beacon- turret, with its fire-box, &o.

It was to Ludlow Castle that Prince Arthar,.
the eldest son of Henry VII., brought Katha-
rine of Aragon after their marriage, and if

tradition be correct, inhabited this portion of
the state apartments. Could these now dead
walls be endued with speech, what wondrous
accounts might they not give us of the doings
that befell during the time that the poor youmg
prince "held a court of great spleudotir" in
celebration of his nuptials. The marriage, ac-
cording to Speed, had been solemnised at St.

Paul's Church, when " the Archbishop of
Canterbury, assisted with nineteen bishops and
abbots mytred, joined their hands and performed
all the other Church rites upon that great day."
However, the boy husband did not live long

to enjoy his happiness, dying of consumption in

the following year at the age of 16. (He wag
15 when married and Katherine 18.) His body
was buried in the cathedral church of Worcester,
and, according, to tradition, his bowels and
heart were separately entombed in the chancel
of Ludlow Church.
How Katharine was afterwards married t»

the Eighth Henry to prevent her dower goin %
out of the kingdom, and becoming the mother of

Bloody Mary (Mary, by the way, was sent by her
father to hold a court at Ludlow as Princess of
Wales before the first verdict of illegitimacy

was given against her) left such an awful legacy
to England, the divorce, her life and death at

Kimbolton, and the burial at Peterboro'—i»
it not matter of history ?

The third and last building period for Ludlow
Castle arrived with the advent of Sir Henry
Sidney, the celebrated father of his yet more
celebrated son. Sir Philip Sidney, who, on being
installed Lord President of the Coimcil of Walee
by Elizabeth (1557), took up his abode in the
castle, and seems to have at once set about
making vai ious extensive alterations and addi-^

tions in order to accommodate his numerous
retinue and following. Besides building an
entirelynew wing, extending from the keep east-

wards, and now known as the " Sidney Apart-
ments," see plan (C), he u.ilised the older por-

tions (Norman) of the castle for domestic pur-
poses—the kitchens, bakery, and servants' offices

generally.

The vast oven with the baker's apartments over

are still in existence in the tower, marked (D) on
plan. As I hope to give at a future time draw-
ings of the Sidney wing, I will not now attempt
any description of this once fine building,

farther than mentioning that it was in a little

room over the entrance gateway in this part of

the castle that Butler afterwards wrote the first

part of " Hudibras." Sir Henry Sidney, during
whose presidency the castle appears to have
enjoyed its highest state of prosperity and
splendour, died in 1584 or 1686, and was
buried, according to his own directions

shortly before death, in the curious part-

and-parcel manner then in vogue for dis-

posing of the bodies of the great. We are told

that his heart was buried at Shrewsbury, his

bowels at Bewdley (where he died), and
his body at Ludlow in the tomb of his

daughter, Ambrozia. As a curious circum-

stance in reference to the statement that

his heart was buried at Shrewsbury, I

may mention that in 1793 a small leaden urn

was discovered in the garden of a gentleman at
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XiMinuisteT, distent about forty milea from the

MOgpoeeA pluie o{ sepulture of the heart. The
VB, whiim was about Sin. deep and iin. in

diameter, had originallj possessed a

oover which was' then missing. It bore an
inaoiption, of vhioh that in illustration is a

Mpy, the punctuations or separating points

kCBBj^formed by hearts. If this is to bo depended
poo for the date. It would appear that he died

in 1686 instead of 13S4, as generally understood.

I am not able to say what was the fate of the

vm, or whether it is still in existence.

During the Earl of Bridgwater's presidency
in 1634, the Masque of "Comus" was for

the first time represented in Ludlow Castle,

and the room known as the Council Chamber
(60 by 30, O on block plan), into which the
three doors shown on large plan to right-

kand open, is credited with the honour of

witnessing this first performance. Most readers
will be familiar with the incident that gave rise

to this beautiful creation of the author of

"Paradise Lost."
From this date the sun of the prosperity of

lAdlow Castle seems gradually to have de-
clined until we find that in 1703, one Captain
Jonea, who was then governor of the castle,

would apjpear to hare looted his charge for the
Iwnefit ^his own house (now an inn called the
Fsathers, as in it are to be found much rich

earring, patch-worked in all sorts of ways, and
koasting, amongst other things, a Royal coat of

Btma). Many other houses in the town are also

lieautified with various carvings and pieces of
furniture that undoubtedly were procured from
the castle.

Samuel and Nathaniel Buck, in their "Antiqui-
ties," writinginI774, and giving a shortdescrip-
tionof Ludlow Castle, say, at that date :

" Many
• of the Boyal apartments are yet entire, and the
word of State, with the velvet hangings and
aome ot the furniture, are yet preserved ; but
since the appointment of a lord-lieutenant, the
ofBoe of lord-deputy is discontinued, the court
ia dissolved, the castle neglected, and in all

probability will soon fall into decay." This has
Men verified, and now all that remains of the
onoe famous pile are the stately ruins fast
ommbling away, and destined probably within
tlie lapse of another hundred years to present
little more than a bare outline of what now
even exiita in some degree of preservation.

Theodoee a. Howasd.

^XHE SCIENCE AND ART OF SANITARY
it ^ PLUMBING.—ni.
"rriRAPS AND TRAP VENTILATION
JL formed the subjects of Mr. S. Stevens
Hellyer's third lecture on " Sanitary Plumb-
ing," delivered at the Society of Arts room on
Toeaday evening, under the chairmanship of
Professor Corfield, M.D., M.A. There was, as
before, a very full attendance of plumbers, who
followed the simple experiments made by the
lecturer with evident interest, and frequently
interpolated questions. Mr. Hellyer said he
stumld confine himself in his lecture to the
general traps most largely used for disconnect-
mj waste and soil-pipes, as in examining these
be should touch on the principles of nearly all
the traps in use. Before going into the merits
or demerits of particular traps he would first

r>Te the necessity for traps of some sort, and
this he believed he should have the sympathy

of all plumbers, and the support of their chair-
man. At the present day some men, few and
far between, were condemning the use of traps
altogether, and not only denounced them, but
piactued what they preached in their treatment
of nnki, lavatories, and w.c.'s. He considered
the advocates of open pipes wore utterly wrong
in their teachings. Wlien waste-pipes were as
open at both enda as tunnels, what was there
to prevent them from acting as ventilating-
ppea, especially as the house-end of the pipe
wasgcnerallv in a warmer and more rarefied
atmosphere than the other ? When this occurred
and It look place directly the waste discharges
h»A be^ conveyed, the fires in the houses were
ledwith air of queaUonable freshness or
pmtty. If such waate-pipes could be kept
perfectly sweet, no danger would arise,
jmd It would save lazy servants the
trouble of opening windows; but since
« waa practioaUy impossible to discharge foul
watCT through pipes without fouling them, thereoold be no safety where traplesa waste-pipes

were adopted. Let them take the case of a
scullery sink. The servant threw down into it

a body of green-water, hot from the saucepan,

and before the waste-pipe was dry, she turned a

tub of hot greasy dish-water into the sink, with
the washings-out of the dripping-pan, and after

washing her hands, threw the soapy water away.
The whole stained their way down the sides of

the waste-pipe, the suds adhering all the way
down to the greasy matter already formed upon
it, and "bubbling" off in bad air to return into

the house. He should like these anti-trap men
to push a pockethandkerchief through such a
waste-pipe, and then to wipe their noses with it.

Would any of these men drink a glass of water
after it had passed through such a waste-pipe?
And yet they did not mind the occupants of the

scullery breathing the air which had come
through such gulley-pipes. To prove that

grease, &o., adhered to the sides of a waste-
pipe, Uie lecturer washed his hands in a hand-
basin having a waste-pipe connection of glass

tubing. Having passed round the pipe, which
was not only discoloured by the passage of

the soapy water, but also smelt of soap,

Mr. Hellyer said if he had used an iron
instead of a smooth glass pipe, the amount
of deposit would have been much greater, and
yet iron pipes were frequently fixed, not alone in

cottages and jerry buildings, but in mansions.
Using a lead waste -pipe, some soapy water was
poured through the basin ; the pipe was then
disconnected, and a wire with attached sponge
threaded through it, rendering the sponge soapy.
As a further demonstration of the theory (for the
lecturer observed he had been charged with not
being practical) a piece of waste-pipe was ex-
hibited quite corroded from long use. Where
good hot -water flushes could be sent through
lavatDiy-pipes they would be kept tolerably
wholesome ; but, even then, they should be
trapped ; and most people forgot to flush out
lavatories after using them, and the mouths of
pipes were so contracted, and the house connec-
tions so small, that flushes were inefficient. In
a gentleman's house, only recently built, and
with its sanitary arrangements carried out under
the rules laid down by the Croydon Local Board
of Health, the lecturer tested, by an anemometer,
the quantity of air which came into the house
through an untrapped waste-pipe. Between
9 p.m. and 7 a.m. 8,205 lineal feet of air were
registered as having come into the scuUery
through this pipe. Comment on such a mode
of ventilation was unnecessary, and he would
pass on to consider untrapped soil-pipesto w.c.'s.

Nobody attempted to fix a water-closet without
providing some sort of seal between it and the
soil-pipe, and though anti-trap men dispensed
with the water seal they still used some mechan-
ical means of shutting off the soil-pipe from the
closet, fixing an indiarubber or metal valve,
plug or stopper somewhere in the closet or on the
basin outlet. There were several methods of
fixing such untrapped w.o.'s and soil-pipes, and
of these he considered that known as Mr.
Norman Shaw's (illustrated in the Buhdino
News of Jan. 25, 1878) the best, but even this

he must condemn, Mr. Shaw was quite right,
he thought, in adopting a 3in. pipe, as it could
be kept cleaner than a larger one. Although, if

large and efficient water-flushes were sent
through the soil-pipes after each discharge, it

might be kept tolerably wholesome ; if for
any reason the flush was inefficient, the soil-pipe
must become offensive. The handle of a w.c.
apparatus was often pulled only just sufficient

to discharge the contents of the basin into the
soil-pipe, leaving the deposit which escaped out
of the closet-basin, with whatever water there
was in it, to stain its way down the sides of the
soil-pipe into the drain. Then, as the basin-
valve would be closed, there would be no flush
of water to follow it, to cleanse the filth away,
but the excrement would be left to corrode upon
the pipe. Again, however learned a person might
be in the art of pulling up a closet-handle to give
free passage to the outgoing matter, and to open
well the flu^hing-valvc,there would at times be no
water in the supply-pipe to come into the closet

—

because of a leaky valve, or repairs to the main,
or failure in the waste-preventer or water-valve,
or frost. In any case, the pipe would be fouled,
and the longer the handle was pulled up the
more bad air would come into the house. Again,
a water-closet was often used as a urinal, when
the handle was rarely pulled up, and the ap-
paratus was corroded. Whatever mechanical
means were employed for excluding soil-pipe

air, they were sure at times to fail, and would be
a source of danger. Other evils attended such
a system, as (1) the risk of frost at exposed
points, and (2) the difficulty of limiting tho
length of soil-pipe. Architects did not gain
their reputation by designing the elevations of
their buildings to suit water-closets. In some
buildings the last thing to be considered was the
w.c, and hence it was put wherever there was
room for it, without reference to the drainage
from it. The soil-pipe within the house would
be generally filled with bad air, for there would
be no circulation of air through it, except what
escaped inside the house through the basin-
valve when open or defective. (3) The bad air

from an offensive dejection would often go out
at the soil-pipe and come in at the window, as
the soil-pipe head was often placed near a
window. Having examined and considered
what in his judgment was the more " sanitary"
method of fixing untrapped w.c.'s, he would
refer to the more dangerous system. It was
within his knowledge that the plumbing and
so-called sanitary arrangements of a noble-
man's mansion had been carried out on the
principles he was about to explain, and that,

too, within the last twelvemonths. The
introduction of stacks of soil-pipes, with trap-
less w.c.'s upon them was, he believed, the out-
come of two or three would-be sanitarians. A
tier of trapless water-closets was fixed on one
stack of soil-pipe, and this stack of pipes having
one, two, or three w.c.'s upon it, might, or
mightnot be, trapped atthe bottom. Bysome men
it was trapped and ventUated at top and bottom,
but by others it was not trapped at all. In tho
nobleman's house referred to just now, the soil-

pipes were not trapped off or disconnected from
the drain, although the lecturer believed tho
drain was open to the atmosphere somewhere in
the groimds. This was the scheme, then : A
drain was brought into the house, and branches
from it were carried under the floors to receive
the various stacks of soil and rain-water pipes.

The drain was carried some distance away from
the house before it was exposed to the atmo-
sphere ; and the several stacks of soil-pipe were
continued up throusrh the roof full size for ven-
tilation, with cowls upon them. With such an
arrangement there woiild often be no ventilation

at all in one or more of the stacks of soil-pipes.

A stream of air, for instance, was passing mto
the drain at its outlet end, where it had an
induct pipe or was open to the air ; but this

stream of air would have to push its way through
or move on with it the colder and heavier air of
tho drain ; it would gradually become very slow
in its movements, and the first stack of pipes
would take it all away, so that little or no
"fresh" air would pass to the second stack
to air-cleanse that. Or by the inclina-

tion of the main-drain or other local circum-
stances the air-flushes might miss the first stack
of soil-pipes and pass on to others where the
influences were greater. It would be easier to
point out the stack which would become the
chief ventilating pipe than to insist upon each
pipe acting equally well as up-cast pipes. In
certain states of the atmosphere, the soil-pipes

would bo acting as down-cast shafts, and at
other times there would be no movement of air

in them. Excrement-gases and steam from hot
water would ascend when tho external air was
cold, and wherever a defective basin-valve ex-
isted this vitiated air would find easy access into
the well-warmed house, and in larger quantities
when the plugs were raised. By a scries of ex-
periments with smoke passed through bent glass
tubes having side outlets as well as open ends,
the lecturer showed how the air-current might
be up one shaft and stagnant in others, or up-
ward in one and downwaid in another, and how
an untrapped closet might allow soil-pipe air to

pass through it. Now he would ask, having
proved, as he thought, tho necessity of trapping
all pipes and drains, what was the best means
of doing this ? All that was wanted in venti-

lated waste-pipes, soil-pipes, and drains, was a
water-lock, and the smaller the quantity of

water used for such purposes, consistently with
circumstances, the more efficient would be its

effect. No sanitary fitting or pipe should be
trapped in such a way as not to admit of the
whole of the water being entirely changed
every time it was flushed. Traps should only
act as air-barriers to pipes ; but those used wero
often so badly constructed, and made on such
radically wrong principles that they both col-

lected and held their filth, and were in truth
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little cesspools. Such an uEsaiiitary appliance
was the familiar a -trap. The earliest trap
used was, he believed, the co-siphon, or round-
pipe trap, which ho had seen marked on a
drawing made in 177.1 As this trap in usage
was readily siphoned, and plumbers had not

I learned how to prevent that evil by ventilating
it, the a-trap was invented, and came into use
at least by 1790. The oldest form, which had
Its cheeks soldered to the band was extensively
used during the first half of this century. The
late form had a less sudden rise to the outgo,
but was in principle the same. In proof that
C3-trap3 were not self- cleansing, the lecturer
exhibited some from the Parkes Museum of
Hygiene, which were choked up by corroded
matter and dried excrement. The surface of a
full-sized cj-trap which in use got contaminated,
was equal in area from 3ft. 9in. to 4ft., or
about twice the surface of an eo-trap. When
fouled no amount of water sent through the
trap would cleanse it, and the trap became
worse and worse with every use. The lecturer
showed a model a-trap, having glass cheeks, and
poured first soapy and then stone-blue
water through it to demonstrate that
after several flushings the water in the
Bides of the trap still retained con-
siderable impurity. Next to the c3-trap the
bell-trap had been most extensively used during
the last half-century—chiefly for sinks, areas,
and surface drainage. It was non-cleansing,
ill-adapted for its work, and vied with the
c3-trap in the amount of evil it had achieved.
The trench round the stand-pipe of this trap
formed a ditch for the filth to collect in, and no
flush of water could be sent through the round-
holed grating to keep this ditch clear. The fact
was that such a trap so:)n became clogged up,
and then to remove the filth or to get a passage
through the traps, servants took the top off. In
doing this they unlocked the trap and left the
house unprotected, so far as that trap was con-
cerned, from the air in its waste-pipe. Thou-
sands of bell-traps could be found in London at
this moment with their tops off ; but when the
tops were on, therewas no greatprotectionafforded
by them, for the dip or seal was so slight that
the water soon evaporated or was drawn out by
a piece of rag sufficiently to untrap them. In
his next lecture he hoped to bring before his
audience the traps which were self-cleansing.
At the close, a Mr. Pullen said, as a practical

gumber, he differed materially from Mr.
Hellyer's views, and wished to know if discus-
Bion would be allowed. The Chairman, after
consulting Mr. Hellyer, said it had not
been the rule to invite discussion, and
he must therefore rule against it. Mr. Pullen
and several other plumbers protested against
the prohibition of controversy as unfair, urging
that Mr. Hellyer's opinions, to which they were
qmte opposed, would be published to the world
and accepted as the general belief of the trade.
Mr. Hellyer said he had stated his views, based
on experience

; if the National Health Society
liked to give the first speaker an opportunity of
replying to them, he was at perfect liberty to do
so. The chorus of disapproval now became
more marked and general, when the Chairman
rose and suggested that when the lecture was
published in the professional journals, every one
would have an opportunity of writing
to the papers, pointing out what might
be deemed to be errors. No lecturer
was likely to carry all his audience with him
throughout the whole argument ; but though he
differed from Mr. Hellyer in a few minor points,
he must be allowed to say he agreed with him
that the present outcry against all traps was
bisedonerronous ideas. It was hardly worth
while to argue that traps were useful in w.c.'s
With regard to sinks, lavatories, and baths, the
danger from an up-current was less ; but all
would concur in saying that such pipes were not
desirable channels for the admission of air into a
house. In a well-known London hospital it had
been found that the waste-pipes, by which the
surplus "clean " water, supplied by a company,
was discharged, became so offensive that traps
had to be introduced. Undoubtedly a ca-trap
was a cesspool on a smaU scale, as the lecturer
had said, and although plumbers knew that lead
was a material which could be perforated in

*S^1''y
,?asM, yet it was stUl used ; at the

rarkes Museum they had a far worse case, in
which the fittings were all of zinc, and were con-
nected with an iron pipe. Of course, the zinc
became rotten, and sore throats occurred in the

house, but typhoid fever did not break out,
simply because no person having that disease
visited the house; had the germs of typhoid
been introduced it must have affected all in such
a dwelling. In conclusion, the Chairman referred
to the fact that the specimens of plumber's work
made in competition for the prizes to be offered at
the close of these lectures would bo shown free of
charge at the International Sanitary and Medical
Exhibition, to be held in July next. Votes of
thanks were then passed to lecturer and chair-
man amid hearty applause.

DR. WALDSTEIN ON GREEK SCULP-
TURE.

LEOrUBE ni.

ON Friday afternoon Dr. C. Waldstein gave a
demonstration in the sculpture galleries of

the British Museum, in illustration of the theories
he has propounded in his lectures before the
students of King's College, viz., that the sculp-
ture of the Greeks was practically independent
of that of surrounding nations; that it was
marked by a perceptible though not continuous
improvement in each stage, and that it attained
its acme of perfection when the school of
Sparta was fused with the school of Athens.
Directing attention to an Athenian Apollo in
marble (that numbered 31 in the gallery), the
lecturer showed that the whole technique was
that of a block rudely squared from a tree-trunk,
albeit the artist need in truth no longer con-
fine himself to such limits ; the figure was erect,
the feet set close together, the arms placed at the
side, and the head upright. The treatment of
the hair and face was so conventional as to re-
mind the spectator of Assyrian work, although
the angle of the eye and many other details
would prove the European origin of the work.
Further, there was the great difference between
Assyrian and Greek art that whereas the former
was complete and formal, in the latter there was
a confession of imperfection and striving after an
ideal not yet reached. He must next ask the
students to examine the Branchidae, a series of
seated figures of priests and priestesses gradually
added in succeeding generations, as ornaments
to the approach to the Temple of Apollo
Didymeus, Miletus. From their epigraphy as
weU as from the statements on these pedestals,
we learned that the statues were erected at
various dates between about GOO B.C. and 520
B.C. They were brought over by Mr. C. T.
Newton on his return from the Halicar-
nassus explorations, and were so re-arranged
that, beginning from the north-west comer of
the gallery they followed in chronological order.
The first in the series was a reproduction in
marble of the lines and pose of wood- carving;
the nextshowed someattempt to indicatethe folds
of thepeplos, and as they walked round thegallery
they would note a gradual increase of life and
character in the statues without detriment to
the dignity, and especially observable in the
female figures ; the texture of thicker and thinner
garments was indicated, and what was more im-
portant, there was a growingly successful effort
to represent the human figure beneath the dress,
to indicate the clinging of the garment to an ad-
vancing leg or arm, and to distinguish the firm
outlines of the male, and the soft and rounded
contour of the female figure. The series was
one of great value, as showing the steady de-
velopment of the art, and would repay
attentive study. In speaking of the de-
velopment of sculpture, the student must
bear in mind that this was not a continuous but
a dynamic progress, having its tidal recession
and advance

; but in examining a wide series of
works, however the individual sculptor might
fall short of the standard of his time, they
could distinguish a manifest development of
symmetry and flow of life ; of realism and
idealism

; of truth and beauty ; of nature and
art

; of qualities opposed to each other, but
combining to raise the standard of the art. Ho
would now ask the students to look at the casts
on the north side of two slabs from Selinus in
Sicily as illustrations of a premature desire to
represent vitality to the detriment of
the effect, because the artist did not possess
the

_
technical skill to realisa his con-

ception. The town of Selinus was founded
in 628 B.C., and as the temple wag usually the
first building erected in a new city after the
walls were complete, wo might assume that the
date of these metopes from the temple was not

long after that year. The subjects were in the
one Herakles bearing the Kerkopes (little
demons) suspended head downwards and almost
at arm's length on his shoulders, and in the
other Perseus cutting off the head of the
Meduta. While an artist erred on the side of
symmetry, conventionality, stiffness, as in the
Apollo first examined, his efforts might appear
dignified, but failed to awaken full interest;
where, however, they fell into the opposite ex-
treme of vivacity, hie, movement, as in these
metopes, our risible faculties were kindled, and
we felt the grotosqueness of the attempt. lo
these panels the artist wished to convey the
impression that his heroes, Herakles and Per-
seus, were very strong, and hence he thickened
the thighs and arms and so exaggerated the
physical features as to make us feel that he had
transgressed the limits of form. The triumph
of art was only to be attained by the exercise of
severe self-restraint by the artist, and then he
would make the spectator feel not that his in-
tention was to represent strong men, but that
the men were strong. The panels were well filled
by their figures, the composition being far more
advanced than the execution. At the west end of
the room they would see in No. 30, the so-called
Apollo of the Strangford collection, a great
stride forward, reminding them of the /Eginetan
school. Although labelled an Apollo, the
markedly athletic form and the braided hair
showed it to be the figure of an athlete. In
this archaic period of sculpture, the gods,
especially Apollo, were represented -nith long
hair, and the athletes with braided hair, it not
being shown as cut short till after the time of
Myron. This statue was, therefore, certainly
later than the 60th Olympiad, when the custom
of erecting statues to athletes was introduced.
It showed a great advance in anatomical know-
ledge in the perception and power to represent
the changing form o^ the nude male figure, in
the lines of the ribs, the abdominal muscles, and
still more in the treatment of the outlines of the
lower thigh and knee. But we were still
reminded that it was cut by the chisel from a
hard block of marble ; the illusion was not so
complete as to lead us to forget the laborious
effort of the sculptor. The statue would have
been far more effective if, instead of planting it
firmly on both feet, the artist had ventured to
allow one leg to carry the principal weight, and
slightly raise the other foot and knee in an easy
posture. To the right of this was a larger and
much more artistic statue; its subject and
sculptor were contested, but he believed it was
also an athlete, and that it might be the
copy in marble of a figure in bronze by Pytha-
goras of Rhegion. Like the last statue, it was
armless, and near the right thigh was repre-
sented in bold relief on the background, a ver-
tical band, which had occasioned much discussion
as to whether it was a branch of a tree or per-
tained to the figure. He believed it to be a
leathern strap used as a oestus, and pointed out
the indication of a broken thumb-mark on it,

corresponding to the supposedlength and position
of tUe lost right arm. From this, and the breadth
and development of ciest, and the erect position
with arms set back, andolh: r reasons, he held that
the figure represented a successful pugilist ; ef
the approach to beauty in and finished perfection
of the statue it was easy for all to judge. He
might hereremark that the artistsofthe ^ginetan
school evinced much greater correctness in the
anatomical representations of the male than of
the female figure, and that the dress and pose of
the latter were always more conventional. The
reason was not far to seek ; in the palestrse they
had constant opportunities of observing the
nude male figure which they had not with the
female, and it was therefore more easy to indi-
cate aright the outline of the former beneath the
garments than the latter. In illustration of the
gradual improvement in the treatment of the
draperies in later work. Dr. Waldstein showed
and described the sculptures on the Harpy
tomb in the centre of the room, and demon-
strated that the casts of metopes from the
Acropolis of Athens, exhibited a still fur-
ther advance in delicate definition of the re-
lation of clothing to the human figure beneath
it. Notwithstanding this development, he
should show, in his next lecture, that there was
a great gulf fixed between the period before
Pheidias and the work of that artist in the pedi-
ment of the Parthenon. Passing into another
gallery. Dr. Waldstein showed the casts of the
eastern and western pediments of the Temple
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of Athene, in the island ^gina, the originals

of which are at the Glyptothck, Munich.
The pediments had been identified from ancient

descriptions, and were set up by the .Xginetans
to commemorate their own prowess and valour in

the battle of Salamis, b.c. 480. There was
leason to assume that these sculptures were by
the hands of Onartas. The subjects were taken
from the Homeric poem, and were incidents in

UmTrojanwar, from whose heroes the .^Ssrinetans

eblmed descent. That of the western pediment*
kowed Minerva in the centre looking on with
approval, while a warrior seeks to drag a

woimded hero, probably Patroclus, off the fore-

gronnd. The eastern pediment represented the
oontast of Herakles and Telamon against
Laomedon. The execution of the latter was far

batter than the former, and might, indeed, be
considered the most perfect sculpture prior to

the days of Pheidias. In both the peculiar

rastrictions imposed by a triangular pedimental
tphce were skilfully complied with ; the point of

action and of interest was in the centre, and
receding figures in various attitudes led

to the extremities where the warriors were
hors dt combat. The figures were nude, but
were armed with helmets, shields, and bows,
swords or spears. The treatment of these
warriors showed un enormous advance on earlier

work, but was not quite free from the hardness
characteristic of JEginetan work. On all the
faces, even on those of the dying men, was
depicted a painful and ghastly smile, and this

was common to an intermediate period of aU
archaic work. It was due partly to want of

skill in representing the human face, but chiefly

to a curious psychological error which marked
the evly phases of art in widely separated
oonntries—viz., that in order to produce pleasant
emotions in the spectator's mind, the face
represented must have what thesculptor imagined
to be a correspondingly pleasant expression.
The same mistaken idea led to the nnpleasing
grin visible on the Heraklean metopes from
Selinus, but was not visible in the earlier statues

of ApoUos and athletes. As the art of sculpture
progressed it would be seen that the human faces

poartrayed grew increasingly noble. Since the
pedimental sculptures were intended to form the
relief to an arjhitcctural composition, and only
to be seen from below and in conne-tion with the
temple front as a whole, the strict laws as to the
amount of movement permissible to a permanent
statue must not be applied. Still, they represented
a stage in the development of representation of

active movement, which passed its climax in the
works of Myron, whose Disoobolost the students
W«re shown at the close of the lecture. While
the aim of sculpture should be to lead the
spectator to ignore the material in which it is

wrought, the limitations imposed by that
material must not be transgressed, or the mind
is at once recalled to the fact that it is but a
daring representation. The triumph of art
might be an illusion, but was never a deception.
Myron overlooked this, and technically skilful

as he was, he failed as an artist, becauee as the
allusions tohiscoWihisdancingsatyr, and thiadisc-
thrower showed, he chose to appeal to the lowest
popular taste. The marble statue before them
was probably a late Roman copy of Myron's
work, and differed from another and more perfect
copy extant at the Massimi Palace, in that the
head was turned downwards instead of towards
the discus. It represented a feat of strength in
which the athlete did not aim at a mark as with
a quoit, but, contracting his muscles and bending
over towards the discus held in his right hand,
he suddenly swimg round, and with a simultane-
ous release of many muscles hurled the stone
from him. Such a violent contortion of the
whole frame possessed great dramatic force ; but
it was but an evanescent action, and quite un-
suited for sculptural representation.

LBcnjEE rv.

In this lecture, delivered at King's College on
Tneedsy afternoon, Dr. Waldstein considered
the artistic side of bis subject, asking What was
the spirit of the period of Greek sculpture during
which Pheidias lived, and why his work was
esteemed by contemporaries and by those who
bad studied the fragments remaining to be of

• Tlil« pediment fonm Fijj. 8 of a pUte of UlastratiODS
of Earlr Greek Art published in the Bdildiio Ntws
for ApriJ 25, 1873.

T This sUtue ia nambered 16 la a plate of Greek
8 -nhrtare, pnbUihed in the Bciiuixo Nsws for Julv 4th,
10X8.

such great excellence f The inherent difficulties

in every art were at first mechanical, but after-

wards artistic, for although the artist at first

encountered great obstacles in expressing him-
self, when he had acquired technical skill ho
was iu peril of using that power simply for

ostentation, and for producing ioura de force.

Art only attained its highest development when
the artist, repressing his desire for mere display,

and aiming at something higher than he had
yet attained to, strove to use his talents for the

representation of that expression of typical

human life most suitable to his particular form
of art. That there was some special type
of life most appropriate to each particular

phase of art was a truth which was the basis of

perfection in art ; a further step forward was to

recognise and select what were the appropriate

phase and type. The artist, having mastered
his material, would not forget its natural re-

strictions, butwould studywhat balance he should
hold, with a known power of representation

within his grasp, between a broad and general

or a minute and individualising method of treat-

ment. To each art there belonged a special and
peculiarly appropriate mode of transcript for

the variety of human life the artist observed,

and the more exactly his mode and subject
agreed, the more perfect would his work be. A
landscape might be viewed by an observer
through whose mind there passed many forms of

thought, and each mood would dwell upon dif-

ferent characteristics— the geological for-

mation, the surface outlines, the play of

colour, light, and shade, and the sounds of

water, breeze, and bird ; each of these
modes of observation from the first represented
an increasingly transient quality of the land-
scape, and each mode had its parallel in

art in some manner of representing life—the
geological or most permanent being equivalent
to architecture, the surface study, still lasting

but more restricted, to sculpture ; the diversity

of tone to painting ; and, most fleeting of all, the

passing sounds to poetry and music. Each pro-

ceeded to a greater degree of individualisation

than the last. The lecturer added that he had
prepared a diagram (see below) showing how this

individualising developed in the arts of Greece,
and how, although they overlapped each other

at every stage, had their flux and reflux with the
progress and decline of individual men, yet
they could be tabulated and defined in a manner
which would bo quite impossible under our com-
plex modes of life and thought. Corresponding to

the relative permanence of the art was the period
of its highest excellence, as was indicated by the
diagram, which, however, was merely a sug-
gestive indication of lines of study ; it was,
indeed, but a skeleton needing to be filled up
with flesh and blood to render it of much value.

sculptor who would produce the best work must
conceive from a wide sun'ey a typical human
being, in full vigour. Such a broad conception

of man floating above the common life, not sub-

ject to its mutations, yet possessing like charac-

teristics in thehighest potentiation,theG reeks pos-

sessed iu their gods, and such were the ideals that

Pheidias aimed to represent in sculpture. On
looking on such works we no longer were
reminded that they were fashioned from stone

or bronze, because our minds were impressed
with the perfect harmony between the concep-

tion and the execution of the work. All the

highest works of Pheidias had unfortunately been
destroyed, but even iu the decorative adjuncts to

great temples, such as the pediments and friezes

of the Parthenon, the characteristics of his geruus

displayed themselves. In conclusion, the lec-

turer asked his audience to look at the man
behind the artist, and then proceed to graphi-

cally sketch out the life of Pheidias, showing
how the incidents and surroundings of the man
reacted on the works of the sculptor. Born about
500 B.C., the son of an Athenian named Charmides,
he was about ten years old when the battle

of Marathon was fought, and nearly twenty
years old when the naval victory of Salamis
destroyed the Persian fleet, but left the

Athenians with a ruined city to be fortified and
rebuilt. After a tedious drudgery with the sculp-

tor, Hegias, the young artibt was placed under
the teaching of the AcademicAgeladas, of Argos,

having as fellow pupils Polykleitos and Myron,
and there his aspirations and desires for the

highest work were encouraged and gratified.

The age of Themistocles, so important iu

Athenian history, iu providing fortifications

and walls for the city, had not been productive

of art manifestations. There were to be traced

three distinct periods in Greek sculpture corre-

sponding to the life of Pheidias. The first was
contemporary with Kimon, when the works of

art immediately served to commemorate Greece

in illustration of her warlike character, as in the

semicircle of thirteen figures with Mithrates at

Delphi, the colossal Athenfi Promachos, &o.

;

this was a decorative age, in which the citizens

had the embarrassed self-conscious power of un

nouveau richc, feeling the weight of their recent

political history and their great capabilities

pressing upon them. The second was the

period of the highest perfection, when
Pheidias was appointed under Pericles chief

supervisor, not only of sculpture, but also of

architecture and painting. He then appeared
to have been a victim to the schemes of those

who wished to strike at Pericles through his

friends, for he was banished from Athens on a

charge, probably false, of misappropriating gold

from the Parthenon, and retired to Olympia,
where, during the third period, he executed the
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It followed that the phase of human life

which would be most fitting for representation
in sculpture was a selection from examples of its

most lasting, most perfect state. The individual
man was mortal and constantly changing, but
the genus, the type of the human race continued
much the same through all ages, and the

statue of Zeus and other works at the temple of

that city.
•^^^M-*

At the last meeting of the Ilfracombe local board,
it was agreed to extend the time for the completion
of the new waterworks, till December 3Ut. The
contractor ia Mr. Jones.
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ST. PAUL'S ECCLESIOLOGICAL SOCIETY
AT BERKIIAMPSTEAD.

rpriE members of the Ecolesiologioal Society
_L visited Berkhampstoad on Saturday after-
noon. At the parish church of St. Peter's they
were received by the rector, the Eev. J. W.
Cobb, M.A., and by the liev. Canon OwenW.
Davys, M.A., of Wheathampstead. The church
is a large cruciform structure with central square
embattled tower, having the characteristic
Hertfoi-dsbire turret ; nave of seven bays with
aisles and south chapel, deep transepts, that to
north with groined eastern chapels, chancel with
south chapel. It is built of flints with local

clunoh-stDiio dressings ; the crumbling chalky
nature uf this stone has necessitated con-
siderable repairs. Since 1871 the church
has been underji-oing restoration from the
designs of Mr. "VV. Butterfield. The tower
and whole north side of nave are covered
with a plaster coating. When the members had
assembled in the church Canon Davys read a
paper relating to the fabric, introducing his
.subject by reminding the members that Berk-
hampstead was a place full of historical and
antiquarian features. The Castle was the
fortress to wliioh William the Conqueror
cime after the battle of Hastings, before
he could venture to approach nearer to
London, and here the understandings were
entered into which permitted of the Norman
priuce's advance to the metropolis, and his coro-
nation at Westminster; and we need but turn from
the crumbled masonry, the moats, and the gate-
ways of a structure among the most ancient in
this kingdom, to a building at that moment
standing perfect— Berkhampstead grammar-
school—raised by a dean of St. Paul's on the
decaying foundation of an old religious
house ; lo view the first and last chapter in
the important mediseval ,history of the town.
Having referred in terms of high commendation
to the rector's published "History of Berk-
hampstead," Canon Davys said the church in
which they had met was one of considerable
architectural character, but it had suffered many
things at the hands of many restorers. Repairs
and reconstructions, dating from a very
early period, had taken place, and the building
was a noteworthy instance of enlargements
so carried out by Mediajval architects as to add
to its dignity without injury to its character.
He need only say that Sir Jeffry Wyatville was
employed upon the church to indicate a period
of great suffering from attempted restoration.
However, with the exception of the thoroughly
Wyatt-like vaulting under the tower and some
plastering without, not much of his mischief re-
mained to be seen. A great restoration of this

church, on what were supposed to be more
enlightened principles, took place about ten
years ago, under an eminent living architect,

"whose work, however, had not been deemed
entirely satisfactory by his critics. He could
but add his lamentations to the sorrow of those
who had grieved over the partial destruction
of the beautiful screenwork of St. John's
chapel, on the south side of nave. The prob-
able apology for the screen's removal would be
the inconvenience it occasioned by separating
the members of the school who now worshipped
in the chapel from the body of the congrega-
tion, but happily a new use for such adjuncts as
Bide -chapels in large churches, as at St. Paul's
Cathedral, had now been found. He must now
ask the members to follow with the eye while
he endeavoured to trace the architectural hiotory
of this church as far as, after considerable
obliteration, it could now be deciphered. In the
western wall of the north transept externally
was a rough arch, which probably belonged to

an earlier church : it was formed of Roman
bricks, quarried from some older building (pos-

sibly Verulam), with small pieces of clunch
Btone iaserted. About the year 1220 a new
church was begun on the old site, and this, Mr.
J. H. Parker had stated before the Archselogical
Institute, was a Greek cross with low tower and
short spire at the intersection. They had no
visible means of determining the length of that
nave, but the piers and arches of the tower of that
date were before them, and were admirable ex-
amples of the earliest period of Early English work.
Some of the original lancet windows were also

still to be seen ia the chancel, and by going into

St. Catherine's Chapel on south of chancel, they
would see what he regarded as the corbel table,

under the original oversailing roof, still in situ.

The whole of the chapel referred to was a puzzle.
Itappeared to have been built out during the great
works accomplished during the later portion of the
Early English period, as a large sjuth chancel
aisle, an arch having been cut into it through
the original earlier wall. The wiudows were
then adapted for Geometrical tracery, but when
the chapel was further glorified, and an elaborate
sepulchral recess inserted (now, curiously enough,
associated with the name of Friar Bacon) tracery
of Late Decorated character was placed in the
windows. The original transepts probably had
eastern chapels, but that to the south was
afterwards removed on the erection of tho
larger chapel just described. Till recently
the rood-screen occupied its original posi-
tion across the chancel-arch, but had now
been plaeel between St. Catherine's Chapel and
the chancel, and close to its present position
could be seen tho stairs to rood-loft and tower.
The vaulting and eastern chapel of the north
transept was of the" Geometrical Early English
period, with rich Decorated windows inserted.
These windows were now being removed for
the insertion of new tracery, based, it was true,

on the old lines, but still a modern work. He
believed it was generally possible to cut away
the decayed external faces of fuoh windows and
carefully piece on new stone, leaving sufficient

of the old work to indicate the authority for the
rostoration. This had been successfully done in
the Lady-chapel, St. Alban's, and at Wheat-
hampstead. "The great addition to tho church
of 1220 was the splendid new nave which
they now saw. On its south side was the chapel
of St. John, originally provided for the Brother-
hood, and now used by the graramir scholars,

who had succeeded to that foundation. This
chapel was separated from the nave by a stone
pier and by a singularly beautiful timber pillar,

both carrying oak struts which supported the
loof. In the north aisleof n'avo was awindow, with
very singular tracery, which appeared to be one
of the many insertions of the Geometrical
period. The great west window, the whole
addition of clerestory and many windows,
belonged to the Perpendicular period, while the
upper part of the tower was an addition of Lite
Tudor period, known by the rental book of the
grammar school to have been built in 1535.
The monuments were both numerous and
interesting, but it was to be regretted that so

many of them had been moved from their ori-

ginal places, and that brasses of intense value,

such as that to Sir John Raven, the Black
Prince's esquire, had been reset in modern paving
stones. The grand Torriugton altar-tomb was
well known ; that of John Sayer, chief cook
to Charles II., had much interest, while more
tender sentiments were awakened by the sit^ht

of the mural tablet to Ann Cowper, the poet's

mother ; to his father, the rector, no monument
appeared in the church.
Canon Davys then condu;ted the members

through and round the church. Some discussion
took place as to the variety of the pillars in the

nave arcades, three of these, and the eastern

responds, being clustered, of four semi-circular

shafts attached to a round pier, while the

others were simply cylindrical columns ; all

the caps and arch mouldings wore uniform,
and the clerk of works called attention to this

and the difference of tooling as proofs that the

clustered columns were comparatively modern
insertions, whereas Canon Davys and one or

two architects iu the party considered them of

late 14 th century character. Several of the

columns lean coosiderably outwards. The
eastern wall of nave is decorated with a

"Majesty" executed by Mr. Daniel Bell in

1874. In the north transept were seen frag-

ments of a font decorated with interlacing

ornament of Transitional Norman period. At
east and south ends of St. Catherine's Chapel,

the clerk of works showed traces of splayed

window now walled up to a crypt, which, when
examined during restoration, was found to have
been used as a charnel-house. S me discussion

took place between the clerk of works and Canon
Davys as to the replacement with new work of

one of the east windows to north transept, the

tracery removed from which was set out on the

grass, but appeared fairly capable, Mr. Davys
thought, of repair ; the clerk of works mentioned
that Mr. Butterfield spent four hours in the

churchyard in studying the window, to which
the Canon replied that the new one might be an
accurate re-producti jn, but at the best was but
a copy.

Tho Grninmar School, which faces tho north
front of the church, was next visited, under the

guidance of the head master, tho Rev. E. Bart-
ham, who stated that the central part, the

schoolroom itself, was built on the foundations
of tho Brotherhood of St. John, by Dean Incent,

in 1541-2; the domestic buildings at tho we-t
and tho boirding-hou^o on tho east were modern
additions. The schoolroom is of red brick with
good stone hood-moulds to doors, and transoms
and muUions to tho six two-light window.s on
either side ; the roof of seven bays is modern,
but is carried by original oak corbels boldly
carved and grotesque in design.

St. Man/a Church, Northt-himh, was next
visited. It is a small cruciform al^leles8 struct-

turo, chiefly Early Decorated in character, with
a west window of Flamboyant character. It
is at present unrcstored ; the whole exterior to the
top of embattled central tower is covered with
plaster, now peeling off ; the pain ted deal pews
and west gallery of half a century since en-
cumber the nave, and the east end of chancel
hiis been shut off for use as a vestry by a lath-
and-plaster partition in which is a Cliinese-like

replica of the Perpendicular east window. Tho
rector stated that all this is about to be altered

;

plans existed for the restoration of the church,
including repcwing and tho addition of a south
nave aisle and vestries to chancel, which will be
opened to its full length ; the cost is estimated
at £2,500, and the number of sittings will be
increased from 340 to 400. In the south tran-
sept is an elaborately-carved oak chest of the
Early Perpendicular period.

In the evening some examples of timber-
framed houses and stamped plastering in the
town, and the ruins of Berkhampstead Cantle,

on the north of station, were in.ipected tefore
returning to town. The plan of the castle can
easily be traced, the oblong inner bailey, with
artificial mound, still perfect at N.AV. angle,
andinclosed by vallum, ramparts, andouter moat,
are all distinguishable ; but the masonry is re-

duced to irregular masses of rubble- work.

COMPETITIONS.
LowEB NoEwoOD.—The committee have re-

ceived fourteen designs for the new Baptist
Chapel in the Gipsy-road, and have accepted
the one bearing the motto '

' Studied,"the author
of which ia Mr. Hampden W. Pratt, of 3,

Long-acre, W.C. The chapel is to seat about
750, and there will be iu addition the usual
vestries and a large school with class-rooms, &c.

Steatfoed-ox-Avon Cemkteet.—In this com-
petition twenty-nine plans were ftceived by the

town council of Stratford. Three plans were
selected, but not one of these it was found met
the full requirements of the committee of the
town council, who, according to the Slniford-
on-Avon Chronicle, "found themselves placed iu

a very unpleasant dilemma. They had either to

commence anew their labours, or perform the
very delicate task of deciding between the plans
of the local gentlemen

—

both offieiah of the council.

It was determined to adopt the latter alterna-

tive, and after minutely comparing the plans of

Mr. Lattimer and Mr. Allen, it was agreed by a
large majority to recommend the council to

adopt the plans of the latter." After a long dis-

cussion the council adopted the report, and the

work is to be carried out at once.

WiLSALL.—A special meeting of the Walsall
School Board was held on Tuesday night, to

consider and make a selection from thirty-five

sets of plans for the proposed new schools at

Elmore-green, Bloxwich. After a long discus-

sion it was unanimously agreed to accept the

plans of Mr. S. Loxton, subject to certain

alterations being made, the arrangement of

which was left to the Building Committee.

A new block of buildings, including a New-
Churoh (Swedenborgian) institute, a public hall,

and Freemasons' hall, is about to he built uoar the
Green, Fenryn, Cornwall. Mr. Kickard, of that
town, is the builder.

The new premises of the London and Lancashire
Life Assurance Company, in Comhill, E.C., are
now almost completed. The block of buildings is

65ft. 6iu. in height, and has a frontage to Corubill
of 55ft. Mr. T. Chatfeild Clarke is the architect,

and Messrs. ColU and Sons, of Moorgate-street and
Camberwell, are the contractors ; the cost is about
£16.000.
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Br. AKDBEV'S CHTTBCH, STOKE S.UCEBEL,

DEVONPOBT.

Tms choroh, which wo illustrate to-day, is

designed in the style of the 13th century, and
aiTtaigei. to accommodate 1,200 worshippers.

The building consists of chancel, 44ft. by iiOft.,

with aisles 20ft. by 14ft., nave, 132tt. by 30ft.,

aisle, 101ft. by 12ft., and transepts, 25ft. by
2Gft. The tower is 27ft. square and 106ft. high
to the top of the battlements. Vestries and
meeting-rooms are arranged under the east end
of the church, and these, in consequence of the

fall of the ground, will be well lighted. The
approach from the vestries to the church will be
by flights of wide steps, on either side of the

choir, and these stairs will also be used by the

congregation. The estimated cost is about
£20,000. Mr. J. P. St. Aubyn is the architect.

THE VICAJU.OE, BEDFOED-PABK, CmSWICK.

This house is now being built adjoining the

church on the Bedford-pirk Estate. Our illus-

tration is taken from a drawing in the present

exhibition at the Koyal Academy. Mr. E. J.

May is the architect.

UNIVEESITY CXJLLBOE, tONBON.

Ox Sept. 10th, 1880, we published a view of the

Slade Fine Art Schools, erected as a new wing
to University College, Gower-street, from the
designs of Messrs. Perry and Heed, the archi-

tects to the college, in conjunction with Prof.

Lewis. To-day we illustrate a design prepared
by Messrs. Perry and Eccd, showing how the
college buildings may be completed and enlarged.

If carried out the effect would be to give a third
floor over the whole of the main structure, which
is at present only two stories in height. It
would also allow of making the present upper
story of the school square, and of giving it the
direct north light which is so much required for
drawing-classes. The return ends to the wings
would also aSord larg^ additional accommoda-
tion for college purposes, whilst the completion
of the stone screen from wing to wing would
form the quadrangle, as suggested by the archi-
tect's original sketches. The small interior
view shows the fitting up of the now chemical
laboratory. These fittings comprise working
desks sufficient for fifty students, those at one
end being fitted up for beginners, and those at
the other end for more advanced students, all of
them exceedingly spacious and commodious. In
the middle of the laboratory are various
appliances for general ukc, such as (1) a table
fitted np for treating substances with sulphur-
etted h^dio^^. inch bottle through which
the gas is being passed is surrounded by a glass
ejrUnder, through which there is a powerful
ttiwn-dranght passing. The substance under

treatment is conveniently accessible, yet none of

the sulphuretted hydrogen can escape into the

air of the laboratory. (2) Water baths heated

by steam from a boiler outside. Each evaporat-

ing dish is heated by itself in a current of pure
and warm air, whilst all the fumes which pass

off from it are drawn directly into a flue, with-
out any probability of contaminating the con-

tents of other dishes. (3) Water, air-pump and
Sprengel-pump. (4) General reagents and
apparatus. (5) Eeservoir of distilled water and
tank of hot water. Opening into the chief

laboratory is a room of similar construction, but
of smaller dimensions—viz., 40ft. by 20ft. This
"furnace room" contains arrangements for

evaporation and distillation, and for fusions,

&c., requiring very high temperature. The
work was done under the immediate superintend-

ence of Professor Williamson, P.E.S., the
engineering appliances being executed by
Messrs. Rosser and Eussell, and the builder-work
by Mr. W. Brass. We also give a plan of this

portion of the new buildings.

PEDfCE AETHUE's APAETHENTS, LUDLOW CASTLE.

For description, see page 700.

IMPROVEMENTS IN STOVES.

THERE has been considerable activity shown
of late among stove manufacturers and

patentees in the production of new and improved
heating and smoke-consuming arrangements.
Many of these can scarcely be called either novel
or scientific, as they are merely modifications of

existing types of grates, the chief aim being a
grate that shall present some new feature. One
of the most recent and ingenious arrangements
wo have had brought to our notice, indicating a
decided departure from existing models, is the
newly patented "Westmacott Stove," various
forms of which can be made to suit all domestic
cooking or sanitary purposes. The ' 'Apartment '

'

stove seen in action at the ofBce of Mr. Perceval,

11, Bridge-street, Weslminster, presents the ap-
pearance of the ordinary open fire, and is capa-
ble of burning any kind of fuel or gas. Its

construction differs from that of the common
stove, inasmuch as the fire-grate is surrounded
at the back and sides by an iron hoUow air-

chamber or boiler. This iron chamber, in fact,

represents in front the hobs of the old-fashioned
grate, and it extends round the fire to a certain
height above it. The grate is movable in the
space so formed, and has bars not only in front
but at the sides and back as well, leaving |in.

air space between it and the b-iok and sides of
the air chamber. At the bottom of grate there
is a movable set of bars below the fixed bars
which can be made to slide in or out, so as to
regulate the apertures, and consequently, the
combustion may be made either quick or slow.

Over the fire-grate, and covering the air-chamter
is a plate of iron, and the smoke escapes through
two apertures at the sides, and passes up two
curvilinear-shaped flues, which incloses in the
centre immediately over the fire a semicircular

space, having doors in front, and answering the
purpose of an oven or boiler. A blower is used
for the purpose of lighting the fire or increasing
the draught. If it is intended to cook, the plate
immediately over the fire is made to fall back as
a hinged flap ; it has also openingsin it for kettles

or sau cepane. Such are the main features of
this ingenious stove, which, in the form we have
described, appears the very muUum in parvo of

an economical heating and cooking apparatus,
and well suited for industrial dwellings, cottages,

and small tenements. With the brightness of

an open fire, the stove combines a large boiler

always in readiness, with an oven and roaster,

while the smoke is largely consumed, and the
hot-air chamber can be made available for

heating rooms above. One undoubted point in

this stove is that the heating chamber or boiler

cannot possibly crack or burst, as the air space
between the grate bars and the chambe.' prevents
such an accident occurring, as well as facilitating

the consumption of the smoke. Another and
simpler application of the same principle is

shown by the inventor in which the flues, instead
of being curved on each side of oven, are
arranged in a single small opening directly above
the fire, on each side of which are square spaces,
which can be used as ovens or for boiling,

or in cases where cooking is not required as hot-
air chambers for supplying warm air to other
rooms. The patentee, by a combination, has

succeeded in making such an arrangement

useful for warming two rooms, or for general

heating and sanitary purposes, and various

combinations can be made by having a direct

external supply of fresh air purified through

wool or otherwisse, and made to enter the hot-air

chambers or inclosed spaces above the flue, and
thence taken by pipes to an upper chamber,,

from which various rooms may be heated by
flues, valves being placed to regulate the supply

of warm air. Of course the air-chambers are best

constructed of fire-clay, and the patentee pro-

poses to construct most of these stoves of terra-

cotta. Another modification by the inventor

is a stove having four open grates, with con-

tracted flues admirably suited for churches,

chapels, halls, &c., and which can be placed

anywhere, the hot-air spaces being utilised to-

heat uppsr rooms or allowed to escape, as in the

single stove, at the top under the mantel. The
anthracite coal we saw burned gave a brilliant

fire with a minimum of smoke, and the heat

thrown into the room was considerable.

We have also examined a newly-patented

"Ventilating, Heating, and Smoke-Consuming
Stove," invented by Mr. Kobt. H. Griffin, oi

Lonsdale Chambers, Chancery-lane, which seems-

to provide, in a more perfect manner than many
stoves constructed with air-chambers, for the

circulation of a larger volume of fresh warmed
air. Mr. Griffin's grate combines the close-air

stove with the open register stove, and differs

chiefly from other forms of ventUating grates by
the addition of a separate air-chamber for super-

heating the vitiated air as it passes from the room,

and assisting the combustion of the fuel and
smoke. The principal air-chamber formed behind

the grate is covered with an iron plate, and the

back of grate and recess is lined with fire-clay,,

so that the air is not injured by contact with

iron. The fresh air is introduced at the side or

back into this chamber, and after becoming
warmed, passes into the room through an open
grating or ventilating panel over the front of

grate. As warm air it rises to the ceiling,

travels to the end of room, and returns beneatlv

the fire, passing into the chamber at the back
of grate already mentioned, where it becomes
super-heated, and is delivered in jets into,,

around, and over the fire, after which it passes

up the chimney. We have seen the operation,

of this grate fitted at the end of a long room,
and believe the enlarged air-chamber and heat-

ing surface formed by the iron plate above the-

chamber and the separate super-heating ar-

rangement will be productive of economy of

fuel, a diminution of smoke, and a more
uniform temperature in the room. The fire is

bright and cheerful, and the super-heated air

jets, round and over the fire, add to the more
perfect combustion of the fuel. The stove can.

be used in hospital wards, and the air supplied

to the inlet may be fumigated with medicatedi

vapours or disinfectants.

CHIPS.

The foundation-stone of a Wesleyan chapel and
school was laid on Whit- Monday, at Bamby, near
Beccles. The building, which is to accommodate
200 persons in the chapel, and GO children in the

school, is to be built of red and white brick, with
mouldedwhite brick jambs, and heads to windows
and doors, with slated roofs. The iuternal fittings

to bo of red wood, sized and varnished. The
contractors are Messrs. Bunn and Cutler, of
Beccles, under the direction of Mr. Edgar Goff,

architect, of Lowestoft.

The prospectus will be found elsewhere of a
company being formed to manufacture the new
paint-brush, invented by Mr. Edward Wright, and
noticed by us a few weeks since. There is no
doubt about the utility of the article, and there
should be little more about the success of the com-
pany, which is going to work something a little

more substantial than the auriferous reefs in Tim-
buctoo and elsewhere, of which the glittering

descriptions are daily filling our letter-boxes and
newspapers.

The north-west pinnacle of Crediton church
tower was struck by lightning on Wednesday week
and shattered, the pieces gomg through roof of

church and injuring the pews.

The foundation-stone of the new church of St.

Matthew, Newtown, Exeter, waslaid by the Mayor
of that city on Thursday, the 9th inst. Mr. R.
Medley Fulford, of Exeter, is the architect, and
Messrs. E. L. Luscomhe and Son the builders. We
illustrated and described the o hurch at page 232 of

the present volume.
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DECORATION AS APPLIED TO ARCHI-
TECTURE FEOil A PAINTER'S POINT
OF VIEW.*

I
HAVE been asked to -n-rito a paper on a
Bubjcct about which eo much has been

written, and well written, that it is almost im-
possible to say anything now about it ; but
perhaps, when lookitig at the subject from my
own (a painter's) point of view, 1 may be able
to say something which may be of interest to
you as architects. It is out of my power to
speak of any of the earlier work, but in Rome
itself and the surrounding neighbourhood we
can examine the later work at its perfection,
and the commencement of its decline better than
anywhere else. In the Vatican, too, we have
the advantage of being able to study entire
rooms left almost, if not quite, as they originally
were.

I will divide what I have to say under the
heads of Arrangement, Scale, Colour, Construc-
tion, Relief, and Material.

ASBAKQEMENT.

To commence, then, with the Vatican. In
the roof of the Sistine Chapel the main subjects
of the flat of ceiling are placed lengthwise
across the ceiling, so that to look at each and
all of them it is necessary to face the altar ; but
these subjects are surrounded by the single
figures of the Prophets and Sibyls, and groups
in the cone, so placed that whichever way you
may be looking at the ceiling you must see one
or more of them the right way up. Even with
this marvellous work before me I cannot help
wishing that it was on the walls instead of on the
ceiling. It seems to me that anything requiring
very much study from spectators is out of place
on a ceiling, and that important figure subjects,
if introduced at all, should be so arranged that
they can be easily seen and taken in at one
view, while the main subjects should be on the
perpendicular surfaces of the walls, where they
can be seen and studied without difficulty. In
this case more particularly do we wish to study
carefully every square foot of the painted sur-
face, for this wonderful work is, or should be,
one may say, a standard of excellence in design
and style for painters of all time.
The ceilings in the stanze of Raphael vary

much in excellence ; and the later ones, in the
designs of which he can, I fancy, have taken
but a small share, if any, show very plainly
that the decadence had commenced. In the
camera ilella serjnalura the ceiling is beautifully
arranged, so that the centre compartment can
be seen whatever the position of the spectator
underneath, and also one or other of the four
compartments containing the large well-known
figures representing Theology, Philosophy,
Poetry, and Jurisprudence.
This ceiling is much better divided and

arranged than that of the next room—the
Heliodorus—which is not so well balanced.
Having taken a circle, divided into four, as the
main division of the ceiling—the room not being
quite square—the extra spaces at the shorter
sides of the room have to be in some way filled
up, and in this case these spaces have been
made unnecessarily wide. It seems as if this
had been done in order to get more space for the
small figure subjects in grisaille; whereas
by another and simpler arrangement there
would be a much smaller space left, which in
the former room is done, and is filled up with a
running ornament. This seems to me much
better in effect than the cutting up into so many
small spaces for the grisailles.
A very good instance of the inconvenience of

a large picture on a ceiling is to be seen in the
last room, the Sala Constantino, where the
centre conapartment of the ceiling is occupied
by a large picture which can only be seen from
one place. This is also the case with the much
over-praised Aurora of Guide, in the Rospigliosi
Palace, and countless other ceilings in Rome of
the late period. The top of the ceiling of the
Sala Constantino is more depressed in section
than that of the Sistine Chapel, which is, I
believe, a flat scmi-eUipse. A large picture in
the centre of such a ceiling, with no reason for
the spectator being in one place more than in
another, is surely wrong. Whilst in the case of
the ellipse, though almost equivalent to a flat
surface at the top, it would be rather more

• A paper by R. Coebett, read before the Architectural
Aeeociation on June 10, 1881.

iillowablo, and Michael Angelo has made the
most of the perpendicular portion, by carrying
up the figures at the sides right into the curved
part, and not improbably for this reason. Here,
also, tlio spectator is always supposed to be
facing the altar, and is not intended to see the
ceiling unless so doing. It seems to me, then,
that the pictorial treatment of a flat ceiling is
not advisable.

In this respect the French painters of the pre-
sent day are entireljr wrong. 'They go in very
much for the pictorial decoration of ceilings in
a florid manner, continuing the Italian tradi-
tions of the late period, apparently basing their
work upon that of the Cavaliero d'Arpino, about
the middle of the seventeenth century, and
others of that time.
One of the subjects of design always given to

a French student of painting at the Villa Medici,
which ho has to send homo in the year, is the
decoration of a ceiling. It has never obtained
much here, and instances are comparatively rare
of ceilings treated in this manner.
The secret of the fitness of a certain treat-

ment for a certain place in a building lies very
much in this—that the higher tho constructive
value is of the space to be decorated, the more
severe and conventional should that decoration
be—if decorated at all. The decoration is in-
tended for those parts not so structurally im-
portant. Where the ceiling is quite plain and
nnpanelled, the decoration should be very evenly
distributed; where the ceiling is panelled, or
otherwise divided, those spaces, such as the
panels, can be decorated more pictorially than
the more constructive parts, such as the mould-
ings, or the borders inclosing the panels. There
are numerous examples of this in the work of
the best time. Pinturicchio's ceiling in the
choir of Santa Maria del Popolo (which has
been published by the Arundel Society) illus-
trates this very plainly, as do the stanze of
Raphael. A similar principle is well illustrated
by the " grottesche," or modelled reliefs in gesso.
At the ViUa Madama there are some lovely ex-
amples of this mode of decoration. It seems to
me that it might be made much more use of in
England than it is at present. I do not think
it need necessarOy be expensive

; a great deal of
the best at the Villa Madama seems to have
been executed by pressing a mould on to the
wet plaster, and slightly modelling on it, if
necessary, afterwards. There can be no reason
why it should not be used with a more severe
style of architecture, if treated with more
reticence than it is here. And I fail to see why,
when good designs have been made by good
artists, that they should not be repeated again
and again. Formerly, if a design were really
good, people saw no reason why it should not be
used again under different circumstances. Now,
it is usually the bad examples which are repro-
duced ad nauseam. Nowadays there would be
an outcry if a well-known artist were to design
stuccoes for a house, say, in Park-lane, and
make use of some of them again in decorating a
house in Prince's-gate. These stuccoes were
made much use of by Giovanni da Udine and
others of that time. When on a wall panel
there is no reason why they should not have
considerable relief, or on a spandrel or place not
so constructively important as, say, in an archi-
trave or panels of a pilaster.

The same principle seems to run through the
whole—that the more essentially constructive a
part of a building is, either in reality or even in
appearance, the more severely and conventionally
it should be treated as regards its decoration.
This can bo seen very well in Raphael's Loggie
in the Vatican, though in some respects he has
gone contrary to the law, by decorating the
side pilasters with flowing and undulating
arabesques, which take all firmness and stability

away from them and at once cause them to lose

their constructive value, in this ease a real one.
In earlier work a pilaster is never treated in

this way, either in painting or sculpture ; it

usually has a Hue running perpendicularly down
it through the ornament, which gives the re-

quisite suggestion of strength, and the orna-
ment is always more severe and has less relief

than in other places. There are good examples
of this in Santa Maria del Popolo. Surrounding
the windows in a chapel painted by I'intutiechio

the ornament is low in relief (in marble) , and
flowing round the curved top of the window and
at the bottom, whilst at the sides it is perpen-
dicular in its motif, and has a stem, as it were,

stability. I noticed in one of the flat pavement
tombs, of wliich there are some good examples
here, that a border was treated in this way,
having a very unpleasant effect on the horizontal
surface, and particularly when I happened to
see tho tomb upside down. Surely when this
is to bo seen from any point, and is itself hori-
zontal, it should Ix^treatcd with running orna-
ment, or ornament like what might be found on
a moulding, and not with that which is czpre«-
sivo of a perpendicular motif. On the other
hand, there can be no objection to such a
treatment in the frontispiece oif a book, as we sco
in so many of Holbein and his school, for in this
case it is to be seen only from one point ot
view, and there can be no objection to au up-
right treatment.

SCALE.

The effect of all the stanze is much marred
by hideous yellow figures and caryatides on the
dado, which throw the pictures out of scale by
their enormous size. On the other hand, I do
not object (that is to say as regards scale) to tho
medallions on the dado or tho smaller figures on
the ceiling : they do not seem to interfere with
the rest. Many architects would say that such
combination is absolutely wrong, and that all

the figures, both on the ceiling and the walls,
should be to exactly the same scale. This I
entirely disagree with, as it limits so very much
tho use of figure- subjects. What seems neces-
sary is that all figures of the same rank,
occupying, that is, equally important places on
the walls or ceiling, should be to one scale,

while those of another rank may be to another
scale ; according to their importance in tho
scheme, so should be the scale of the figures,
and those very far from the eye should not be
to too small a scale, so that everything may bo
seen clearly.

The scale of the figures in the "School of
Athens" and the "Disputa" appears to be a
little less than life. As regards scale, I think
that as a rule, even in good Renaissance work,
they are far too apt to put elaborate small
work in places where it is quite lost, and is

often injurious to the general effect. This
seems to be particularly the case with the
stucco-work before mentioned. At the Villa.

Madama there is much beautiful work placed,
very high up on the domed ceilings, especially
some very exquisitely proportioned and modelled
female figures, and some extremely beautiful
arabesque borders, which have no business
there ; they should be where they can be seen.
This is also the case very much at the old palace
called "Papa Giulio," about half a mile out of
Rome, beyond the Porta del Popolo, which has
some extremely fine stucco-work—very fine in
design, especially a frieze in one of the principal
rooms, in which amoritU are combined with
foliage, forming a most lovely decoration. This
question of scale is rather a vexed one, and
artists differ very much about it.

If we are to carry out the principle first men-
tioned of making all the figures to one scale,

we might have to go even farther, and make
every object introduced in the decoration roimd
to fit scale with the figures, which surely would
tie the artist down most unnecessarily.

In the case, for example, of an altar-piece in
several compartments—very often three—the
three would be to the same scale, while
there would very likely bo smaller pictures to a
different scale below in the predella, illustrating
different episodes probably in the life of the
saint. Were the artist restricted to one scale
he would be debarred from this ; and, if he had
smaller compartments at all, would be obliged to-

fill them with ornament only. It was suggested
to me as a likely reason for putting small work
so high, a desire to increase the apparent size

of the vault, and it looks as if it might be so.
On the whole, the Villa Madama is superior to
Raphael's Loggie ; it is not quite so overloaded
with ornament, and the stuccoes are extremely
beautiful both in design and execution.

Even distribution, and the most perfect balance-
of colour, is what Raphael has carried to per-
fection in the " DLsputa." The gilt parts are
few, only up at the top of the picture, where
they combine with the richness of the gold
ground on which the greater part of the ceiling
is painted. Even the Host on the altar, and tho
rays from the dove above it, are painted, not

running down all through it, which gives it gilt, also the ornament on the altar-cloth. Weift
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tkcae nit they would glitter and destroy ilie

breadtA of effect ; aUo, the parts which Raphael
has gilt are at the top of the picture, where they
gst no direct light, and, in consequence, do not
glitter, but only look rich, and gradunlly lead

up to the still greater richness of the reiliug. In
the ceiling the gilt ground of the pictures (not

of the framework in which they are set) is lined

OTer with a rich brown, giving the effect of

moeaio; it prevents the larger masses of gold
from predominating, and has a very pleasing

effect. In the smaller subjects the mosaic divi-

tioDS are reduced in scale to suit the size of the

figures. Even in ornament I doubt the expe-
diency of using gold in places very well lighted,

•s in its application it is often difficult to deter-

mine when and where to stop. If a fresco is

Kurroimded by much rich work, it seems ucces-

sarr that it should have perhaps in itself much
gilding, but it is very likely to lose rather than
to gain by such surroundings, and in order to

stand against rich marbles, gold, mosaic, and
the like, if it would not be thrown quite into the
shade, it m<ist avail itself of such a resource as

gilding. I often feel that, even in the good old

work, the gilt parts of a fresco tell as spots and
injnre the breadth of effect, even when very
evenly distributed. This can be seen in the
frescoes in the Sistine Chapel below those of

Miehael Angelo, by Luca Signorelli, Botticelli,

and others, though in this instance the gold is

nsed only in thin lines and patterns on the
dresses. Nothing harmonises really well with
mosaic except a wealth of rich marbles of varied
colour ; and as we in England can seldom get
these in any quantity, I fear it is an argument
against the very general use of mosaic—at any
rate, that with much gold in it—though, on the
other hand, it has great advantages for our
climate, as, besides being so permanent, it looks
well in a low light.

As regards the general effect of a paiuted
wall decoration, it should not be too dark, be-
cause it has no gold frame like an easel picture
to isolate it, and for a similar reason white should
never be too high in key. The latter would
also ^ve an unsubstantial look, as it suggests a
hole in the wall with light seen beyond. For
these reasons a middle tone is the most suitable,

but it would be better to be too light than too
dark of the two. In the Convent of St. Mark,
at Florence, Fra Angelico has represented many
monks in black dresses, but he never paintsthem
black or anything really approaching it, not be-
cause he had not the means or was unable to do
it, but evidently because he felt it was unsuit-
able.

White is often used by Pinturicchio in ceilings

with particularly happy results. It is always
very low in tone, but even then it is the most
prominent of the colours in effect, and is always
used when he wishes to emphasise a moulding or
line round a medallion, to isolate it from the
ground on which it is placed. I must repeat
again what I said about the use of gold ; if used
in shadow it always looks well and rich, and
helps other colours, especially blue and red, very
much. Pinturicchio uses it with great success
in bands of ornament in deep shadow on the
ceiling mentioned before, but he never seems to
nae it in any quantity when in light.

^To lie concluded.)

PREVENTION OF SMOKE.

AT a meeting of the Society of Engineers, held
on Monday evening, June 13th, a paper was

read by Mr. A. C. Engert on the "Prevention of
Smoke."
The author, in choosing the title of the " Pre-

vention of Smoke," instead of the "Consump-
tion of Smoke," gives it as his opinion that
imoke, once produced by the atmosphere and
while being carried by the air, cannot be con-
nmed, as everjr particle is surrounded by a thin
film of carbonic acid. "When, however, smoke
is condensed as soot, heat will liberate the car-
bon from the acid, and then the former will
bum rapidly. If this theory is found to bo cor-
rect, carbon cannot destroy the germs of disease
floating in the air.

For the consumption of smoke, many ingeni-
ous and elaborate inventions are on record, but
not yet adopted on account of expense and com-
plexity of mechanisms. A simpler apparatus is,

tlierefore, required.

To prevent smoke, the cold air must not be
Uowed to come in contact with the gas^s

arising from green coals, and, for this purpose,

the furnace is, so to speak, divided into two
parts. The fire-door is removed from the boiler,

and a box fixed on in front. On each tide of

this box, rails are placed inside, on which a
plate or shutter may rest, wliieh can be pushed
forward or backward as required. AVhen pushed
forward it passes within the boiler and drops
over the firebars some ISin., thereby cutting oS
the draught, and preventing the condensation of

the gases arising when fresh coals are put on,

thus preventing smoke and the cooling of the

boiler.

A still more simple apparatus can be made
with the same results, if the opening or flue

will admit a higher box. The shutters can be
cast together in one piece at an angle about 1 30°,

to hang within the box on two pins or bolts,

Lhus forming a swinging shutter. A rack is

attached to the front of the shutter to regulate

the movement.
The advantages of this apparatus are—the

cooling of the boiler is entirely avoided, the

gases are consumed so that smoke is prevented,

and there is a saving of from 15 to 20 per cent,

of heat and coal.

In ordinary open firegrates the same object is

attained— viz., the prevention of the cold air

from coming into contact with the green coal,

by removing the fire-lump, and substituting for

it a cast-iron box, which stands out at the back
and is open in front only, and which is filled

with coal. Within this box is a movable iron

plate, which can be forced forward, carrying
with it the coals from which the gases have been
extracted and consumed by the heat in front, or

moved backwards when the box wants refilling.

To regulate the draught so that the fire bums
brightly in front, a plate is fixed under the

grate, coming forward at the bottom.
Another plate, resting on pins, is placed on the

top of the box to prevent the flame entering the

re^ster.
By this simple apparatus a bright fire is main-

tained in front of the grate, half of the heat
usually escaping into the chimney is saved,

there is little or no smoke, and the smallest

coal can be used, and is, indeed, preferable.

In kitcheners, stoves, and vertical boilers, a
similar box to foregoing can be fixed, the move-
able plate being worked by a lever.

This invention is also of great importance to

railway companies, as it can easily be applied

to locomotives. A box is placed under the foot-

plate, the whole width of the fire-grate, and
the coals put in from the top. Bj this means
the gases are almost entirely drawn out of the

coal and consumed, the result being very little,

if any, smoke. To supply the grate, the

coal is pushed forward by a movable plate and
lever.

Whether applied to furnaces, ordinary open
fire-grates, stoves, kitcheners, vertical boilers,

or locomotives, the results of this invention, in

each case, are a great saving of heat and fuel,

and the reduction of smoke to a minimum.

PARQUETRY AND DECORATIVE
WOODWORK.

PARQUET fiooring is now so generally
adopted by architects that nothing need be

said of its advantages over the ordinary kinds of
fiooring; but, as a decorative adjunct to carpeting
and furniture, we are rather surprised this
material is not more generally used as a border
round rooms and halls. Mestr^. A. J. Arrow-
smith and Co., of 80, New Bond-street, the
original patentees of the "solid parquet floor-

ing," have a large display of dadoes and borders
of this material. Their solid parquet dadoes
present a richer and more decorative effect than
the ordinary framed kinds, and we were pleased
with a design showing a guilloche pattern in

parquetry introduced below the dado mouldings
as a frieze. A border of this kind is inexpen-
sive, durable, and ornamental. In another
design the parquetry is introduced in the panels,
Bupcrseding carving ; while being a smooth
washable surface, its value as a sanitary mode
of wall-liuing admits of no question. The design
executed by this firm for the Council Chamber
of Bolton Town Hall, of which Mr. Hill was the
architect, has a bold guilloche treatment in dark
iulay and oak, very suitable for large assembly
halls. The same firm have introduced parquetry
into the new ofiices at Birmingham, under Mr.
Yeovill Thomason. The " soUd parquet-floor-

ing" is well known by the profession : it is

made one inch thick, both sides are alike, and
the pieces are tongued and keyed at back. A
thin parquet or veneer is manufactured also for
laying on old floors.

We noticed also a few chimney-pieces and
overmantels, in the Italian and Adams Brothers
styles, executed in oak, walnut, &o., with
bevelled mirrors and carved panels, and shelves
for china. A large oak and ebonised chimney-
piece with a deep embossed leather cove, drew our
attention, it being constructed with square be-
velled mirrors in the frieze or mantel, with ebony
tiu-ned balusters between. These were placod
slightly in front of the glass and supported the
mantel-shelf. The jambs were relieved by
coupled Ionic pilasters. A chimney-piece in
carved-oak, Italian style, and several designs for
furniture in Late Revival styles, painted tiles

for panels and decoration, are a few of the ob-
jects in Messrs. Arrowsmith's thowrooms worthy
of a visit.

Builbutfi $nt^llismce.—*-*-t—
CoTHEBSTONE.—The foundation-stone of St.

Cuthbert's Church was laid on the 2nd inst. by
Mr. W. Ambrose Morriee, of Rokeby. The
church is in the Early English style, and is to be
built of local stone, squared, with rock-face
masonry on the exterior ; the interior face being
axed. The dressings are all of Dunhouse stone.

The nave is 45ft. 6in. in length by 2oft. in width
and 33tt. in Jieight. The chancel measures
22ft. by 18ft. The tower, which is 12ft. square
internally, is to be 43ft. in height, and is sur-

mounted by a spire 26ft. 6in. in height. The
church has a small vestry, beneath which a
vault is provided for the heating apparatus. The
tower has a ringers' floor, and above it a belfry

arranged to contain six bells. Access to the
tower is obtained by a circular stair-turret. The
roofs of nave and chancel are to be of open-
timber work, stained and varnished, and
covered externally with slating. The slating is

arranged in alternate bands of blue and green
slates. The floors under seating are of wood,
all other portions of flooring will be in encaustic
tiles. The windows will be glazed with green
and yellow cathedral glass. The entire cost of

the church, estimated at upwards of £2,000, is

to be defrayed by subscriptions. The architect

is Mr. C. Purdon Clarke, Sheftield-terrace,

London. The work is being carried out under
the superintendence of Mr. T . Streeter by Mr.
Kyle, of Barnard Castle, the contractor.

Sackiston.—A new Catholic church has been
erected at Sacriston, county Durham, from the
designs of Messrs. Dunn and Hansom, of 2,

Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, S.W.,
and of Newcastle-on-Tyne. It is a simple un-
pretending structure of red bricks in two shades
of colour, and pitch-pine wood construction. The
circular-headed windows and doors of moulded
bricks, brick corbellings, and well proportioned
buttresses give it a good deal of character. The
plan consists of a nave 63ft. by 23ft., opening
into one aisle, on the south side. There is a
chancel 22ft. by 17ft., with two small sacristies

adjoining. A bell-cote of timber and lead
stands on the roof at the intersection of nave
and chancel. The accommodation provided is

for somewhat more than 400, and the cost has
been under £1,000, a successful specimen of

cheap church-building.

i

ABCHITEOTUR Ali & ARCH^SOLOaiOAL
SOCIETIES.

OxFOKD AKcnrrECTDBAL Society,— On Saturday
the members of the Oxford Architectural Society,

to the numVer of about 80, paid a visit to

Windsor Castle and Eton College. Arrange-
ments had been made for conducting them over
the Castle, St. George's Chapel, and other places
of interest, by the Rev. Canon Pearson and Mr.
J. H. Parker, C.B. The party reached the
Castle shortly after 2, and was at once conducted
through the State Apartments. In St. George's
Hall Mr. James Parker read extracts from a
paper which he had prepared on the foundation
and early history of the Castle, from which, by
the aid of a coloured plan which he exhibited,

he conveyed to his hearers a tolerably clear idea

of the gradual growth of the Castle under
successive monarchs, and of various alterations

and additions that had been made to the building
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from the earliest period down to the present
time. The party afterwards inspectfd the
Albert Memorial Chapel and St. GeorKo's Chapel.
At Eton College, where the visitors arrived about
G o'clock, the quadrangle, cloisters, and other
parts wore duly inspected, but the chief interest
was centred in the chapel and cloisters.

BlKHIXGIIAlt AnCniTECTTTEAT. ASSOCIATION.

—

The annual dinner was held on Thursday
evening (the 9th inst.), at the Grand Hotel,
Colmore-row. The retiring president, Mr. Geo.
Ingall, occupied the chair, and among those
present were Messrs. J. A. Cossins, R. B.
Morgan, H. II. McConnal, H. Clere, A. Reading,
T. Jones, Fred. G. Hughes (hon. secretary), &c.,
also Mr. T. W. Camm and other visitors.

Apologies for non-attendance were received
from Mcs.sr3. Yeoville Thomason, W. Hale, T.
H. ManseU, E. Pincher, J. Roddis, J. W. Touks,
&o. After the toast of "The Queen," the
president proposed " Success to the Birmingham
Architectural Association." The next toast was
"The Profession," proposedby the president and
responded to by Mr. Cossins, who then proposed
" Kindred Arts," to which Mr. Camm resjjonded.
The other toasts were '

' The HonoraryMembers, '

'

proposed by Mr. Morgan and responded to by
Mr. Clere ;

" The Retiring President, " proposed
by Mr. McConnal, " The Eetiriog Committee "

coupled with which was the name of Mr.
Morgan, and "The Hon. Secretary."

ABOH-ffiOLOGHCAL.
The Roman Villa neak Beadixo. — The

second edition of the " Guide to the Roman
VUla, recently discovered at Morton, between
Sandown and Brading, lele of Wight," which
has been drawn up by the excavators of the
buildings, Messrs. John E. Price, F.S.A., and
F. G. Hilton Price, F.G.S., contains an account
of 19 chambers which had been laid bare up to
the time of its issue. During the last few weeks
these gentlemen have uncovered a dozen more
chambers, making 31 in all. Of the 12 just
brought to light two are of large size, one of
them measuring 54ft. by 22ft. It had pillars on
two sides to support the roof placed against the
walls, as the discoverers found large blocks of
Btone and concrete which formed the founda-
tions. There were smaller chambers flanking on
either side this very large one. Continuing due
east and joining the last-named is another room,
nearly 40ft. by 32ft., and on the south and
east sides of it are more solid blocks of concrete
at equal intervals. On the north side, at a
di-tance of 8ft. from the north wall, are three
of these blocks, corresponding with those on the
south side. Seemingly, this chamber was ap-
proached from the east through a vestibule,
since at regular distances four more blocks
occur, which likewise correspond with those
opposite. Comparatively few remains beyond
roofing slabs, bits of pottery, and a quantity of
bronze, consisting of a lock-plate and studs for
the ornamentation of a chest, were discovered
in these large chambers. Another interesting
feature, which yet remains, however, to be
worked out, is the appearance of a roadway.
Adjoining the wall of the last-mentioned cham-
ber is a well-house, with two semicircular apses.
The well itself has been sunk to a depth of 80ft.,
and water has been found : still, the bottom has
not been reached as yet. In excavating it a
large quantity of bones of the horse, ox, sheep,
dog, and pig were met with, as well as fragments
of pottery in masses and stones. Southward of
the supposed roadway, which runs by the side of
the outer wall, is a large open space. From the
fineness of the soil it is supposed to have been
the garden, and upon its western side is the
foundation of an alcove or hemicyclium. An
interesting chamber, nearly square, and resting
on a solid foundation, has been discovered on
Mrs. Munns's side of the site. This room
yielded a bracelet in bronze, a fibula, and a con-
siderable number of coins. These last range
in date from Domitian (a.d. 81-96) to Valen-
tinian (a.d. 383-392). Every effort is now
being made to bring about an amalgamation of
the excavations, which cover two separate free-
holds, one belonging to Mrs. Munns and the
other to Lady Oglander.

The first stone of a new Baptist chapel was laid
laid last week at Lifton, Devon. It will measure
32ft. by 21ft , and will seat 100 persona. Mr.
White, of Hal will, is the builder.

" To a practical man with a taste for mechanics, and
thp bumps of o( nstrii I'tlvrin'ss fnlrly well derelopfd, we can con
c'civL* no hi^licr incut.^l ttcMt than a couple of nourt spent over
the June iiutiibcrit of that truly marTelluuH publication the ffijr.
Ii»h Mccha;tc. In a hundred and fifty odd paKc. that make up
the bulky miiM of letterpresa, there ia recondite Infornatlon on
almost every conceivable .ubject, ranfiinjt from how to construct
u mouae-trap, to the lnt( at method of calculating the phaaeaof
Orion.' —rAc Jlriff/ilonirin. Price Twopence of all ncwamen, or
post free 2id 31, TavUtock-strcet, CoTent garden, W.C.

TO COBBESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold otu*selvea responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all communications should be drawn up as briefly
as possible, as there are many claimantfl upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]
All letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 31,

TAVISTOCK-STilEET, COVENT-GABUEN, W.C.
Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

J. Passuobe Edwabds.
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A. Taylor. (We do not know the book.)

—

Abchitkot.
(At Hammond's, in Chandos-street

)

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

A. A design for a stable and coachhouse for two horses
and cob, suitable for a country residence. Plan, eleva-
tion and sketch. Scale, 8ft. to the inch.

B. A small conservatory attached to a house, 18ft. by 12ft.,

and 6ft. to the eaves. Scale, |ths of an inch to the foot.
Notice.—These will be the concluding subjects for the
present year.

Drawings Rec^eived. — Jack, Vignette, Per, Bonus
Hominus, Pupil J., Ambition, Walter H., Hubert,
Beta.

ComspnnDettce.

RECENT ELECTION AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

To the Editor of the Buildino News.

Deab Sie,—I think your correspondent
"A. B.," in his letter last week upon this
subject, is not correct in saying that it " seems
to be more particularly the case with regard to
architecture, that men of distinguished mark
are passed over by the Ryal Academy, and
others of less note are elected."

I believe that in the present day few acquainted
with architecture who looked through the list

of Academicians and Associates would assert that
architects were represented by second-rate men.

It is to be regretted that Classic work is so
badly represented.

I fancy the three men "A. B." is so much in

favour of are more or less Gothic men. In any
case, why should they not stand outside the
door longer ? Upon what grounds would
"A. B." have had any one of them admitted
before the man who was so close upon the
heels of the last elected A rchitect Associate ?—

I

am. &c. One Who was Not Suepeised.
Jtme IG.

BUILDING-STONES,
Sie,—Remarking upon the correspondence

which has appeared in your and other publica-
tions respecting the stone to bo used in the
building of Truro Cathedral, it has occurred to
rae that the benefit of somo twenty years' ex-
perience of the uso of every description of Bath
stone, upon the sea-coast and other exposed
situations, may not be without value during
the present controversy.
The first lesson I have learned is that of all

tho Bath oolites, the Box-ground is the very-

worst to be exposed to the action of a saline
atmosphere or strong south-westerly gales. The
effect of the elements, in such positions, will, in
less than twenty years, corrode or eat away the
soft parts of this stone to a depth of iin.,
leaving standing the flint particles with which
this stone abounds.
A century of such action must then have the

effect of entirely destroying the contour of all

mo'jidcd or carved work.
If used in the way hereinafter to be described, I

have found Corsham stone much the most pre-
ferable for exposed situations ; but it is of
paramount importance the stone bo quarried
between March and September, so as to insure as
long a seasoning as possible. Then the stone
must be completely finished upon the banker, and
the pointing completed at the time of setting

—

any after- cleaning or dragging down, the de-
light of the modem mason, must be avoided as
would a pestilence ; the glaze formed upon the
surface of the stone by the action of seasoning,
and which is so hard to cut through after three
or four months' exposure, being the best possible
protection against the grading action of the
elements.
The practice of cleaning down has always

seemed to me to be most wasteful and injurious.
Not only is it far more expensive than com-
pleting the work as it proceeds, but it completly
destroys the character of the masonry, by taking
away from it the expression which distinct and
well-defined joints always carry.
I have been much surprised that architects

have not more recognised this principle—one
which, in the use of Portland or other hard
stones, they are compelled to adhere to.

But by far the best and most reliable of either
of tho oolites, for using in this way, I have
found the Painswick, or really the Avening
stone ; as this may with the greatest reliance
(if used under the conditions described above)
be placed in the most exposed positions.

The innumerable buildings scattered around
the Gloucestershire hills bear most undeniable
testimony to the truth of my statement.
As regards cost of this stone, I calculate it

would be about one -third more than Corsham
and one-fourth more than Box-ground or
Coomb-down.
In conclusion, I would just remark, I have

rather wondered at seeing no allusion to the use
and cost of Caen stone. It strikes me (but
writing without experience as to prices at the
quarry) that in large quantities this stone could
be supplied at but little, if any, increase over
the cost of Bath.
As the committee have not yet arrived at a

decision, I trust these suggestions may, if they
merit any, receive consideration. I enclose my
card, and am, &c.

,

Dueability.

BEER STONE.
See,- I cannot, of course, expect everybody to

endorse my views : there are too many adverse
interests at stake. "West Countryman" is

offended, it seems, because he was told that the
outside of Exeter Cathedral was of Beer stone,
and he found it otherwise. I, however, am not
responsible. I also examined tho outside, and
came to the conclusion that the stone used was
mainly Caen, and I think it desirable that this
should be known. The upper stage of the chap-
ter-house is, however, an exception, concerning
which there is plain documentary evidence. In
Britten's "History of Exeter Cathedral," the
author says of the chapter-house, "Bishop
Lacy's work probably commenced about the year
1427, when John Wolston and John Harry,
Freemason.', were sent from Exeter to Bere to
provide stone. In the roll of 1429-30 is an entry
of 648. for 32 cartloads of Bere stone, purchased
at the quarry, and another of £6 18s. 6d. for the
carriage of same to Exeter. In 1434-35 is the
charge of £6 19s. 4d. for 32 waggon-loads, and
in 1438-39 tho purchase of 4Sload3 of Bere stone
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ia recoided. Thera can hardly bo a doubt but

tV«^ ^lii» stone was used ia the ooustraotion of

the okapter-house."

So Mja Britton ; and as the arohitectore of the

i^tper pirt of the ohapter-houie perfectly well

mgnea with the style of the period named, there

Meiaa no reason for question. I advise " West
OoantaTatan" to walk round the ohapter-house

hn ean obtain easily permission to the Bishop's

gaiclnt—and look at this specimen. So far as I

ooold we, it is in excolleut condition, and I say

with confidence that 6 10 years iu a city atmo-

Bghete is a Tery sufficient test of the durability of

» stone. Britton also says that the great pro-

portion of the expenditure entered in the roll

1340-'(1 is for stones, chiefly "Bere stone," so

that it was extensively used in the church some-

where. Bishop Lyttelton, who also inspected

the rolls, says the vaulting is of Bere stone.

"West Countryman's" horror of white is

amusing. The sacred writers regard white as

sigmfiaant of what is glorious and beautiful. So
tiSnk I. He {" W-C") does not remember that

the choicest works of art in sculpture and archi-

tecture were executed in a pure white material

—marble. If he had been an £asi countryman,
•nd had seen the architectural splendours of
A^jnB or Kome in their zenith, how horrified

he mnst have been, all in pure white ! But Bere

atooe is not white, though lighter than Caen.

The colour is not objectionable, but even if it

was, durability is of far more consequence.

In Axminster Church, the 12th century door

in Beer stone, though in its re-erection it was
ksooked about, shows no trace of decay from age.

Aa a contrast, the parapet of north aisle, built

•bout 20 years ago I believe, is of Ham Hill

stone, and in a wretched state of decay. With
such evidence, who would not prefer the light

atone to the dark ?

ICr, Isaac Sumsion appears to think that I
abmitted specimens of Bath stone for experi-

ment by 'Mr. Eirkaldy. I did nothing so fomish,

as I could not possibly expect faith in such.

The Bath stone quoted is from "Spon's Pocket
Book," and unquestionably is to be relied upon
as a fair average. I do not understand how Hr.
Somsion's stone can ba so different, and cer-

tainly the circumstance of one specimen bearing
1081b. and another only 811b., does not give

assurance. This was not the case with the speci-

mens of Beer stone ; Mr. Kirkaldy remarked
upon their uniformity. But it is not in respect

of its carrying qualities that objection is made to

Bath stone. The weakest kind would bo accept-

able if it was only weather-proof. Perhaps the

most conclusive evidence in respect of it is seen
at Bath. Though an ancient city, and one which
in the middle ages would, no doubt, from the
contiguity of the quarries, possess handsome
churches, town hall, merchants' houses, &c., yet
it is now vain to seek for the least trace of an-
tiquity aboio ground. Modem improvements
cannot be answerable entirely for this. The
Abbey alone stands, and that, though only
IiSte Perpendicular work, illustrates the same
fatal fact that Bath stone is not durable. It is

acaroely worth while to adduce proofs of failure

in London. I will, however, name three, because
iu these cases care was probably taken to get the
best stone. Henry YXI.'s cliapel, restored in

Bath, needs again thorongh restoration. The
east iront of Backingham Palace, built about 30
years since, and though soon after painted to

preserve it, shows signs of decay on south side,

and masons were lately engaged, I noticed, on
the centre balcony. St. Peters Church, Eaton-
square, is the third instance. It wiis built, I
believe, by the late Wm. Cubitt. The portico
seems to have been treated with some composi-
tion, but is in a state of rottenness.—I am, &c.,

Philip E. Masby.

much less into detail and involves far less labour
than ours, and, therefore, necessitates more
guess-work on the part of the buUders, and iu

most oases comes dearer to the client in the

end.
I am well sure that if an architect does his

work thoroughly, giving proper study to the

drawings and specification, and eflioiont super-

vision, and also taking out the quantities a3cu-
rately in detail, he wUl work very hard, and his

assistants will do likewise, for very low pay ; if

he do not, even at the full commission, find him-
self much worse paid than the members of other

professions, even the general run of clergy and
medical men, not to speak of lawyers, still less

of peers, princes, and the rest whose acknow-
ledged function is " gracefully to do nothing."
The barrister, solicitor, butcher, greengrocer, and
bill-sticker make their fortunes and dwell at

ease ; but how many architects do so f A few
of the burning and shining lights of the profes-

sion may ; but assuredly if ninety-nine out of

every hundred do not work hard for what they
get, it is only because the exceptions scamp
their work at their employers' cost. These are

not the days for reducing charges all round
(though young men may often advisably do so to

secure a connection), while expenses of all sorts

are continually and rapidly increasing, and the

value of money daily grows less. What we want
is improved work. Let us see that wo all earn
our pay, as we fully do if our work is sound and
economical ; not sink to the cheap, which in-

volves the nasty, and is the dearest of all.—

I

am, &c..

Beading, June 14. Wn. Simmons.

ENGLISH AND SCOTCH PROFESSIONAL
PEA.CTICE COMPARED.

Bib,—^With reference to Mr. John McLaoh-
laa's remarks (reported imder the above heading
in Tonr issue of the 3rd inst.) touching the
dUbreuoe between Scotch and English charges
for quantities, and bis proposal of levelling down,
I would like to remark, first of all, that money
is of much leas comparative value down here at
the ifuab end than up yonder at the " knuckle,"
as I myself have experienced (having studied in
Abodeen), and as that canny Scot found out to
hiM coat, who " hid not been in London above
half an hour before bang went saxpence "

; and
secondly, that according to the aoconnt Banister
Xletcher g^ives of the Scotch metiiod, it goes

SANITARY PLUMBING AND PLUMBERS'
WORK.

SiE,—The letter under this heading, at pages
687-8, from Mr. P. J. Davies is very good, while
it helps to support the old adage that " the on-
looker sees most of the game." It does not
necessarily follow, however, that if the critic

had been among the players, ho would have done
any better than they. In fact, Mr. Davies'

remarks show that ho is no more perfect than
his neighbours, for he forgets to inform the

"less initiated" what material to use for

"soiling" the pipe, and also how to make it.

Now, all this information, including what Mr.
Davies states about greasing the shaved part of

the lead, was published five years ago in my
book on" Plumbing," and nearly five years before

that in the pages of the BuileinoNews ; further,

in "coming to the rescue," Mr. Davies also

omits to tell the "less initiated" what was
published so long ago in those pages, viz., how
to make the soldering cloths. I was not aware,
until Mr. Hellyer mentioned it, that it was so

general in London practice to buy the solder

ready made. In my book on '
' Plumbing '

' I men-
tioned how to make up various kinds of solder.

I do not admit that, as Mr. Davies asserts, a
plumber who uses compasses to mark off the

cleaning of a joint is not a skilled workman.
It all depends upon circumstances. A man
may work on Mr. Davies' plan without com-
passes ; but if he takes the notion to use them
occasionally, that is no proof of being unskilled :

the compasses may bo lying handy at the time,

being required for some other purpose.

Mr. Hellyer's caution to plumbers not to sink

the shavehook too deep into the lead is one which
many plumbers should remember. After the

pipe has been cleaned, the tallow should be
rubbed over the " smudged" part as well as on
the cleansed, as that allows the solder to be
easier wiped off.

In regard to soldered joints " sweating," i.e.,

allowing the water to leak or percolate slowly
through the solder, I think there is another
reason for this than coarse solder (allowing the

joint is solidly made)—viz., turning on the water,

or pouring water upon the joint before it has
become properly "set" or cold. Iu this light

the rubbing over of the warm joint with tallow,

may only act as a charm, the real good being
done in giving the joint time to get quite cold.

In this reference I allude especially to joints that

have to bear a strong pressure of water.

In regard to certain kinds of pump-water
attacking the tin in the solder, and assuming the
correctness of what Mr. Davies states in his

"sixth" paragraph, p. CSS, would it not be
better and easier to merely use either a strip of

lead or of very coarse solder, and put it on with a
copper bolt or "bit," at the slip of the two

pipes, then over that make the joint of ordinary
solder and overcast it if wished ?

In regard to solder joints made with the
copper bolt, there is a right and a wrong way of
making them. The right way is to go round
the joint first at one end, leaving the solder thin

at the outer edge and thick at the centre of the
joint, then go round the other end iu like

manner, and so as to finish as we go.* The
wrong way, which some plumbers and tinkers

adopt, is to go round the joint so as to leave the
solder very thin at the centre of the joint and
tldok at the outer edges ; this allows the joint to

be easily broken in the middle.
As proving the great interest he has taken in

the advancement of plumbing in bygone years,

Mr. Davies referred me to four of his patents

;

but these, so far as I had time to see, were
simply for certain kinds of valves and cocks, and
upon asking a Glasgow metal merchant, long in

the trade, if he knew anything about Daviea'
cocks or valves, he said no, but he could supply
Tyler's. Do Messrs. Tylor and Sons supply
Davies' articles as their own, and without his

name ? If so, I may be excused being ignorant
of the name of Davies in the above connection,

and it would have been more to the point had he
been able to refer me the back pages of such
publications as the Buildino News, which is

largely read by practical sanitarians, or to the

Flumher and Decorator, which especially addresses

itself to plumbers. I find, however, that Mr.
Davies has not been idle, especially of late, as a
London plumber who reads the Bdildinq News,
and whom I thank, has kindly sent me a copy of

the Souse Decorator and School of Design, for

May 26th, 1881, in which I see Mr. Davies is

giving a series of articles on plumber's work.
As a Scottish-bred plumber, I could hardly be
expected to go to the House Decorator for plumb-
ing. Erom this one article by Mr. Davies, I see

he shows the plumbers, by a careful drawing,
the wrong way to turn over sheet-lead and lead-

pipes ! Now, if he compares Fig. 132, p. 6
of the BuiLDiNQ News, for January 3rd, 1873,

Mr. Davies will there see the right way to turn

over lead, viz., over a rounded edge, and not

over a sharp one. I pointed out, years ago, that

a soft metal like lead, when turned over a sharp
edge, was often found cut there, especially in the

case of pipes. I apologise to Mr. Davies for

mentioning this ; but I have done so to show him
that he has been a little too hard upon Mr.
Hellyer for not saying all he imagines he should

have said. Mr. Hellyer said so much well, that

he might have been forgiven for not saying more
at that particular time. A generous emulation

is commendable, but carping jealousy is to be
condemned. Mr. Davies, from his ability and
training, can well-afford to act up to the former,

and I wish him all success in his work—there is

plenty of room for us all.

In reply to Mr. Margetson, p. 688, I, of

course, admit that a man s training as a civil

engineer is to be made available if he afterwards

becomes a plumber : he will find it useful and
valuable ; nevertheless, a man may be a good
plumber without that training. Let the lad

when at school, or at a night-school, when
serving his apprenticeship, learn drawing, and
get a knowledge of the principles of his trade,

and he may become a good plumber, more
especially now with the aid of the treatises that

have been published of late on Plumbing.—I am,
&c., W. P. BUOHAN.

BATALHA CHURCH, PORTUGAL.
SiE,— In the article under the heading of

" The French International Congress of 1878,"

in the Buileino News of the 10th June, just

received, I notice that, in a description of five

of the principal churshes of Portugal, by a Lis-

bon architect, he points out the resemblance

between English Cathedrals and the church at

Batalha, the design for which has been
ascribed to Stephen Stephenson, an English

architect. But in an "Additional Note" at

foot of the list of subscribers, in Murphy's work
on the Batalha Church, it is stated that, " Since

the former sheets of this work were printed, the

author has been favoured by the Rev. Herbert
Hill, chaplain to the British factory at Lisbon,

• At chemical works plombers sometimes put on a small
body of lead with the blow-pipe at the joint (to keep the
liquid from the solder) thea for strength an ordinary
solder-joint is made over that. Has Mr. Davies tried the

lamp shown at page 68S for a similar purpose ! The
bottom of a Ijing joint would be difficult to do.
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with an extract from a Poi-tuguoso historian,
wherein are ascertained, apparently from good
authority, the name and country of the archi-
tect of Batalha. The following is a translation
of the passage:— ' Fr. Luis de Sousa, in the
"History of the Dominican Order," I'art I.,

and D. Femandes de Menezes, Count de
Ereiceira, at the end of the " Life of King
John I.," have both described the royal monas-
tery of 'Batalha with all the exactness and
elegance which it well merits. To these authors
I refer the reader for an account of that noble
edifice ; and lost my unpolished language should
sully its renown, I shall only ©bserve that the
architect of itwas an Irishmannamed DavidHao-
ket, who then lived in Vianna da Camiuha, as may
be seen in one of the memoirs of Fr. Antonio da
Madureira, a Dominician friar and a celebrated
genealogist.' "—I am, &o., M. Moeeis.

HrDRAULIC MORTARS.
Sib,—The very valuable paper ty Dr.

Michaelis, of Berlin, in your issue of the lOth
inst., upon the effect of the desiccation of the
calcio hydro -silicate, is of very considerable im-
portance to practical men. The illustration of
the shrinkage which takes place in calcic hydro

-

silicate can be demonstrated in the following
manner:—Prepare a large quantity of water
holding in suspension ground flint, then add
such a quantity of lime-water as may be neces-
sary to precipitate all the fine particles of
ground flints ; the calcio hydro-silicate will thus
be formed in the gelatinous state. Draw off the
surplus water, and dry the jelly until it comes
to the condition of clay-powder used in making
tUea, and compress the powder into a stone jar,
using as much force as possible in ramming. In
course of time, this calcic hydro-silicate shrinks
to such an extent as to become divided into
irregular-shaped hard masses, of from two to
four cubic inches, but after that no further
fissures appear in these detached pieces. This
experiment illustrates, in a very exaggerated
way, the shrinkage which takes place in the
gradual drying of neat Portland cement, even
although that cement may have been compressed
by working the trowel on the surface until the
cement sets, as is evidenced by the fact that
surfaces of Portland cement thus prepared be-
come covered, in a few years' time, with a net-
work of fine fissures, dividing it into irregularly-
shaped figures, of from one inch superficies or
more. The question for practical men is this.
Does that shrinkage continue till the whole sur-
face becomes disintegrated, and are those fissures
of such a character that frost will further dis-
turb the surface ? I am of opinion that when
the fine fissures are formed no further disinte-
gration will take place, and that if the coating
of cement is over ^in. in thickness, frost will not
disturb the surface. I am also of opinion that
these fine fissures have a gradual tendency to be
silted up with carbonate of lime. The subject
is, however, one of great importance, and I hope
some other correspondents will give the result of
their experiences. A. C. P.

Strotton, Parkstone, Dorset, June 13.

THE WINCHCOMBE SCHOOL - BOARD
COMPETITION.

Sib,—A paragraph in your last issue details
the proceedings of the Board in making a selec-
tion of the designs for the above schools.
There appears to have been considerable in-

justice done, and, consequently, great grounds
for complaint. Definite instructions were issued
as to accommodation required, and we now find
that the one who clejiaried from such has been
accepted. Surely the Board must have dis-
covered in the mean time that other accommoda-
tion was necessary. In any case they should
have been honourable enough to give the other
1 7 architects an opportunity of providing such,
whereas they allow them to go to the expense
and trouble of completing their designs without
having the least chance of success.
As a suggestion, we think it would be a good

plan if the Institute, representing the profession
as a whole, would enter an official protest in such
matters, as in cases of this description individual
complaints seem of no avail.—We are, &c.,

ClIATTEKg AND ClltSNOJJ.
Colmore-row, Birmingham.

P.S.—In your announcement last week our
names were incorrectly given as Chatters and
Chandon.

BUILDER AND ARCHITECT.
SiE,—"RooB," in the Intercommunication

column of last week, makes a statement, and gives
a challenge. The statement probably is, with
yourself and some of your readers, open to doubt

;

I, therefore, leave it. The challenge I accept.
Before answering his questions, I will criticise
them. First, an important admission is implied

;

by saying "modem times" he grants that I am
right as to aacieut times ; second, what is meant
by "modern times," and when does that period
commence? Many eminent historians date that
period from the capture of Constantinople by the
Turks, and the fall of the Byzantine Empire. The
same period marks the Renaissance revival in Italy,
and within a short time thereof we have the six-
teenth century, since when, according to Fergus-
son, one of the best of architectural critics, not one
successful building has been carried out. These
times, I expect " Roos " will at once say, are too
distant ; therefore, I will suppose that the acces-
sion of the House- of Hanover on the English
throne will serve his purpose. Third, can " Boos"
name himself any buildmg, whether by architect
or builder, that is, at the same time, " an artistic
success," and "that has proved a financial success
to client " ? The only buildings that I know of
that are financial successes are anything but ar-
tistic, music-halls and taverns being examples. In
accepting the challenge, I will give two examples
that are fairly artistic successes (Fergusson, on the
whole, being right) ; the first is the Eddystone
Lighthouse by Smeaton, the second I found illus-
trated in the BuildinoNews of June 7, 1878, it is

the new Dominician Convent at Wicklow, Ireland
;

in the description whereof we are told that Mr. W.
Hague is the architect, the works being carried out
under his sole control, assisted by a clerk of works,
no contractor being employed. The first-named is

renowned as " oonstructionally sound," and there
is no reason to suppose that the second is other-
wise. I also read of another recent monastery
where the works were carried out quite according
to the old style, under the directions of one of the
monks. Certainly " Glastonbury," the R.C. priest
in Disraeli's "Henrietta Temple," is abetter speci-
men of the " builder-architect " than " Pecksniff "

inDickens' " Martin Chuzzlewit " is of the archi-
tect. I expect " Roos " intended his third ques-
tion to mean that the client is more satisfied when
the accounts have been settled through the inter-
vention of aa architect than with the builder-archi-
tect himself. I do not agree with him ; satisfactory
and unsatisfactory examples may be quoted on both
sides, the satisfaction in closing the accounts re-
sulting more from the moral character of the one
employed, than from the nature of his business.
" P. C." is wrong when he implies that a firm of

standing is able to prepare well-designed elevations
and better-prepared plans than the vast majority
of architects. First, in good work, the elevations
and plans cannot be prepared independently of
each other. Second, it is rather absurd to speak of
a firm designing ; one of the firm may do so, and
another may give important suggestions, but they
cannot both be said to design. Third, can he deny
that the case is that the firm employ a third party
to make the design, that third party becomiag, as
stated by " Country Architect," the paid servant
of the contractor ; it is the case that a few of the
best building firms in London employ permanent
assistants, who are well qualified to prepare de-
signs; flrst-classforemensuperintend the carrying
out of the works, so that the construction is good,
and the accounts are often settled tc the satisfac-

tion of the client. The client in these cases obtains
more satisfaction in every way than if he went to
a second-rate architect, though I believe he would
have the same, if not a far better, result by going
to a really good architect. The client is afraid to
trust himself to a young man, though often, were
he to do so, he would be well pleased. He does
not like to go to a well-known man, for fear that
he might spend more than he intends. I forgot to
say that the firm of builders employed cannot be
called architect-builders, and neither can the as-

sistant be called an architect ; the case is that an
architect is not employed. "P. C." cannot hurt
any good architect by the unjust inference conveyed
at the end of his letter ; any good architect would
be as much at home on the works as when seated
at the drawing-board.
" W. M.," I must infer, will not learn the lesson

that what disgrace a man are his actions, and not
what he calls himself ; ignorance is not disgrace-

ful unless a man refuses to learn, though deceit

and fraud are. The true builder-architect of the

present day calls himself such because he does not
know what is meant by architect ; he only knows
that other men who look after buildings call them-
selves architects, and, since he does the some, why
should he not call himself an architect ? It is ig-

norance on his part, and no disgrace attaches to

him. He will build a shed, cottage, or meeting-
room sound and substantial, as his father did be-
fore him, and his work is often more worthy to be
called artistic than that of one who disgraces the

profession by calling himself architect only. Will

" W. M." please to tell mo when I made " London
an exception to the disreputable rule of combining
the profession of an architect with the trade of a
builder." I consider that the jerry-builder is no
more deserving the name of builder than he who
cannot design or superintend tho execution of
works the name of an aickitect. Further,, no
sensible man can be insulted by ignorance, for that
is general I V the cause of the advortisomeuts he re-
fers to. What are wo coming to, one busineM
spUt into a dozen ?—I am, &c.,

HuoB M'Licin.Air.
45, Fenchoich-street, London, E.C., June 14.

Sib,—Having read in your paper a letter con-
cerning the above from a correspondent signine
himself " M.," I can bear witness to the truth of
his statements. I also think, with him, that thia

question is assuming alarming proportions. Thia
matter is not confined simply to dwelling-houaei
or mansions, as there are a groat number of ware-
houses in London being buut under precisely the
same circumstances. Passing in and out of the
Brighton and South Coast Itailway, London-bridge
station, every night and morning, I have watched
with some interest the construction of a warehouie
of gigantic proportions just outside the station on
the right-hand side. Happening to be passing
that way on foot, I found that several more were
about to be erected on a large plot of land having
frontages in Bermondsey-street and St. Thomas's-
street. I should think that at least £20,000 will be
expended on this spot. On inquiry as to who the
architect was, I was informed by a very intelUgent
workman that the buildings are being constructed
from the designs, and uuder the superintendence
of, a gentleman in the builder's ofiice, who is

not an architect. I will make no further comment,
but leave the matter for the consideration of the
numerous readers of your very excellent paper.—^I

am, &c., N.

Sib,—In answer to " P. C." in your issue of the
3rd inst., I assert that though a respectable firm of

builders employing a good architectural amitant
may design an ordinary commonplace style of

house as well perhaps as some architects, yet in

a work of importance, requiring some originality

and some fine-art character, they could stand no
comparison with a thorough architect who makes
his own designs.

As to the employer cf an architect being in " a
happier frame of mind after the accounts are
paid," I should say certainly he would be, or ought
to be, as by employing a gentleman and man of

taste he would have some assurance that the work
done was of a good class, in conformity with the

canons of art, and that he had not paid more for

it than was right and proper.

I am astonished by the idea of anyone paying an
imchecked builder's bill.—lam, &c., M.

TENDERS—A CORRECTION.
Sib,—In your last impression, under the head of

Tenders for Building, there appears an inaccuracy,

viz., for the Dwelling-house in the Brownlands-
road, Highgate, for Mr. R. M. TurubuU, a Mr. J.

O. Richardson is mentioned as the successful com-
petitor, £2,050 ; this gentleman's tender was £1,919.

The work has been given to the competitor above

Mr. Richardson, viz., Mr. D. H. G. Brown, of

HoUoway, £2,100.-1 am, &c., W. Claee.

CHIPS.
Wednesday, the 27th July, will be a red-letter day

at Ipswich, for it has been decided to open on that

day, with public ceremony, the dock entrance, the

post-office, and the museum, three works of con-

siderable magnitude just carried to completion, and
it is probable that the new main sewerage works
will also be inaugurated on the same occasien.

At the meeting of the Ventnor local board, held

on Tuesday last, the board unanimously resolved

to increase the salary of their surveyor, Mr. R. S.

Scott, from £105 to £150. Several members testi-

fied to the efficient manner in which Mr. Scott had
discharged his duties since entering upon tho ofiica

a little more than a year ago.

At the last weekly meeting of the Cork board of

guardians, five candidates were proposed for the

vacant office of architect, &c., to the board. Mr.
D. J. Coakley, A.R.I.B.A., of 48, Grand Parade,

Cork, was elected by a majority of 8 votes over

the combined votes of the other four candidates.

The memorial-stones of a new Wosleyan chapel

were laid at Porthleven on Wednesday week. Tho
building will be Gothic in style, and will measure
49ft. by 72ft., with 15ft. deep orchestra, internal

dimensions, and will seat 850 persons. The facing

materials are local Brent stones, with granite

dressings, and all the fittings, and also the pews,

will be of pitch-pine. Mr. James Hicks, of Red-
ruth, is the architect, and the contract has been
taken at £2,400.

L
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Jttte0mmutticati0n;»

QUSSTI0^'8.
[asav.}—I»l« of Han.—I propom to Tuit the Isle of

luB dnnr my hoUdars. Wliat is there woith seeing in

thmt iiiUaaby an architectural student (who, by the way,
intoDds to do Terr little pencil work during his recrea-

tiaa time), and which is the most attnctiTe route from
London ! The whole north-west of Kngland is novel to

—A« Ban Ajsouax.

[A6I0.1—Foandatlons.—I bare been in practice as
aa andiitoct nineteen years, and for eleven years previous
«< papQ and amistant with one of the larseet practi-

tioaer* in the Uidlaad oonoties, and have alwan under^
•toad it nwwasary to underpin walls and buildings of
ftdjouiog povmiaes when excaTations for cellars or other
mirpoeas are made lower than my neighbour's founda-
fiooa, and in all oontraeta hare also held the oontiactar
iiiHiiiiMnilii for anydam«ge done to adjoining property in
eoanqiieaae of toe earing out of my worVs. Judge
tkes of my MiTpriae when Z am told bjr a solicitor that if

ft few days* notue is given to an adjoiniag owner that you
ifttend to sink 6, 10, or ISft. below his foundations, and
ttftt yon win mot be responsible for any damage done to

his property caused thereby, the said owner is bound to
pnteet his ownpremises by underpinning his walls to the
Mmedepth I wish to go, and that cases have been settled
fathalftw^eouitato taat effect. Is this so, as it seems
ta wm aoatmj to all leaaon, and is entirely contrary to
the •oatam of this part of the country, and all practice I
kave ever known ! Please cite cases, if there are any, in
next week's paper.

—

Jas. Fhaxk Smith.

lOSU.]—PalAtar's Qaantitles.—Will some one
please tell me how to take out quantities for window
idias and frames In painter's work, also architraves,
fte. t I ehould like to know the London method, and also
If the same measurement is adopted in the northern coun-
tia*.-N. E. B.

[65IS.]—Spire Lights.—Will some one kindly give
advioe under the following circumstances:—A broach-
spire, having open spire^lights, is a great source of
txouble in wet weather. The rain drives in, running
through to the ground. It is not wished to put louvre-
boards in the openings, and a roof over the bells would
probibly iatertere with the sound. Any suggestion would
be gratefully received.—Alpha.

I6S13.1—Chturoh Bnlldlng.—I shall be greaUy
ooliged by a reply to any of the following queries relat-

ing to a cnurdi : — 1. What is the proper method of laying
a wood block floor, and what is the relative cost between
this and floor-board on joists T 2. I am desirous of hav-
ing tile roofs, but a portion of the roofs are only j pitch,
Tiz., the roofs over aisles and vestries. I shall, therefore,

be glad of advice as to whether I could safely use plain
tiles, and the method of laying. If plain tiles are not
pvmciieable, is there any other species of cheap tile which
would be serviceable ! 3. What is the best and cheapest
method of warming t The church is 48ft. by 86ft., exdu-
sire of chancel. 4. How should b'ghtning conductor be
fixed t Is it connected to iron iinial ! now fixed in
earth I 6. The size and method of tlxuig tinial! The
qiire and tower are 12uft. m height. 6. The width of
arches in nave arcade is 14ft., and the thickness is ISin ; the
height from pier caps to wall-plate is 22ft. ; the shafts are
circular, ana 6ft. tiin. in length, and I am desirous of
kaepiaf tbemas thin as poiaible. Would 12in. be a safe
thiAness for Bath (Com grit) or Darley Dale stone ! 7.

I shall be glsd of particulars of a pink or blue «tone suit-
able for using for internal shafts in window reveals.—
Yuuso Abchitict.

[Wit.]—Weather Tiling.-1 am about building a
cheap house for a client who thinks 9in. outer walls thick
enough, and llin. hollow ones luxurious. I propose
]4tn. (or 16in. hollow) ones ti livins^ rooms, ground-
floor, and 9in. to offices, the whole of the upper floors
(what is not in the roof) to be framed, nogged with brick,
and tiled. I want to know if the tiles cao be fixed to the
briok and wo .d*wurk without lathing. If laths be used,
would the quarters require to stand forward from the face
of bricks t I presume the timbers might be 4^^ by 3, and
]8ln. apart, unless lathing be necessary. I am acquainted
with the metbo'l of fixing to a 9in. brick-oa-edge wall,
but don't like brick-on-<dge work, and cannot afford the
extra nomber of bricks in this case. Supposing I use
lathing on quartering without nogging at all, what is the
soundest flxuah Inside T If the tiles were fastened to the
bricks only, would there not be risk of the latter coming
away from the timbers owing to shrinkage ? I should be
obliged for information and advice, having hitherto been
ustd only to solid work— O. P. Q.

[6MS.]—Baina.—I should feel obliged to any one sup-
plying me with a list of the old cathedrals and abbey
churches in England now in ruins.—W.

liEPLIES.
rasoa.] — SeTenteenth - Oantary Work. —

Bnat^ m names.—** Captain Wmdcr" should have been
'•Qaptain Winde," and "Carolvaa" shoutl have been
"Carolean."—HoOH McLachlax.

16512. 1-Metal Ballingon IC iTble Uonumeut.
—I Would advise "J. H. B. ' to use a wrou^bt-iron rail-
ing if any. liot the standards, rails, and other parts
thereof, after being beaten into shape, be agaiu brought
to a white beat, and wbihit u that condition be plunged
into a hath of linseed oil ; after the whole ha.i been put
together and fixed, it should be paintr.'d as u<ual. If
after that it is painted once in every three or four years,
no barm will ensue. If the iron were galvanised, it would
also require to be painted, the raw colour being obje>
tlooable. In both eases by long neglect the oil coating
and gslvaniaing would wear off, rust wouU ensue which
with dirt would be washed by the rain on to the marble
base and cause a reddish stain owing to the iron rust and
dirt entniag the pores of the marble after the polish
woold have worn off. Bronze might be used, but It Is a
diflkolt gutter to treat it artistically unless the dedgoer
udsi^anaa mndtlHng. Whatever metal be used, stains
vOlappear St the feet of the sUndards when the polUh
baa worn off the marble at the dirt will follow the rain
•ad rink into the pores.-Uuou UcLaculas.

I6S16.]—External Stucco Work.—If "Inquirer "

rill look to my reply to No. 6502, June 3, he will obtain
some information on the subject ; two papers are there
referred to which I would advise him to read, also a paper
read before the It. 1. 11.A. on " Sgrathto." It could be
found by looking up the indices of back volumes, or in
the Tratuaciiona of that body. In sgrafhto work a coat-

ing of stucco, coloured if required, is laid on the surface
tohe treated, when this is nearly dry another coating of
the same or a different colour is laid on the first, a desisfn

is rapidly traced on this or a full-sized drawing of the
design required, on cartridge pap^^r, is laid against tlie

plaster, whea a sharp tool is used to cut away part of the
second coat to the required design so as to expose tlie first

coating underneath. Pieces of coloured gloss or marbl s

are sometimes set or inlaid in the cement in patterns, pro-
jecting if desired. The angles might be worked with ver-
tical beads or mouldings sunk in the surface of the stucco,
or simple pilasters might be used with sinkings or inci-

sions, such work and colour would depend on the taste of
the designer.

—

Hugh McLachlah.

[6520.]—Cabin?.—Look at query No. 6107 and the
various answers thereto. There are no standard prices

per cube foot, the quality of work and materials of one
man are better than those of another, therefore the price

per cube foot would be higher. In my experience I have
seen prices varying from 4d. per foot cube for outbuild-
iogs and simple common work tola. 4d. for a superior
mansion. In my reply to No. 6463, I put the price per
cube foot of a workhouse at l^d. to 2d. too high.

—

Hugh
MoLaculan.

[6522.]-Bronze In London.—I believe bronze does
stand the smoke of London. Instance, the lamps on
London-bridge, which have been up for fifty years.

—

A. McO.

[6524.] —Damp Wall.—I should advise " M." to use
tinfoil. I have doae so in a similar case, with complete
success. The tinfoil should be put on the wall with
white-lead, mixed with a little oil. This mixture should
be passed through a painter's sieve to get rid of any
lumps, &c., there may be in it. It can be applied with a
brush to the tinfoil. Paste, flour-and-water that is,

ought never to be used. Care should be taken that the
tinfoil is not crumpled. When this is the case it can
easily be made smooth by rubbing with a tablespoon or
anything of that sort. — Charles F. Moxon.

[6525.1-Clays, &0.—I cannot inform " S. F. C." of
any work on clays for making bricks. For tiles, the Staf-
fordshire clay is undoubtedly the best. It is used largely

mixed with fireclay to get the bricks in variable shades of
colour. No doubt *' 8. F. C." will know that many thou-
sands of pounds yearly are spent experimenting, and I
take it that he will have to throw in his mite with the
rest in that respect. With regard to brick and tile-

making machinery, Messrs. Ward and Sons, Steander,
Leeds, turn out excellent machinery for this purpose.
Their plastic brick.making machine is, without doubt,
the best out. I saw a letter from a Burnley firm who
were making at the rate of 19 and 20,000 bricks per day
with one of their machines. Of course they worked over-
time. Perhaps it may not be out of place to say that
architects and their clients are becoming aware of the
vast superiority of a vitrified plastic brick over those
made semi-dry.—Buildkb.

[6535.]—Flushing Side Sawers.—Thebest flush-
ing cistern is llogers Field's, which is perfectly automatic,
having no working parts, therefore require no supervision.

Full particulars maybe obtained of Messrs. Bowes, Scott,

and Read.—W. R. Moork.

STATUES, MEMOBIALS, &c.

MiDDLESBOEOnoii.— Mr. D. "W. Stevenson,
A.B.S.A., has just completed the full-sized mode
of a statue intended to be erected at Hiddlesborough
as a memorial of the late Mr. Bolokow, M.P. The
figure has been designed in standing posture, with
the left leg considerably advanced, and the weight
of the body thrown on the right. The head is held
erect, the face looking full in front with an
animated expression, corresponding to the action of
the hands, one of which holds, while the other
points to, a roll of parchment, bearing the Royal
sea'. The height, including the plintb, is 10ft.

;

and the pedestal, which is being constructed of red
granite by Messrs. Macdouald, Field, and Co.,
Aberdeen, will be I2ft. high. The statue is to be
cist in bronze at Sir John Steell's foundry, and is

expected to be placed and inaugurated before the
end of September.

SnNDEELAND.—A drinking-foiintain has just
been completed for the new Boker Park at Sun-
derland, to commemorate the centenary of Bubert
Baikes. The cost has been close on £200. The
stylo of architecture is German Benaissance of a
chaste design, the central column being I4ft.

in height, aud is approached by a platform. There
are four basins of pjlished granite, and on the
angles are four polished granite columns with
fluted capitals supporting a canopy, surmounting
which is an eagle, emblematic of victory and power.
On the cornice of the canopy are four shields

bearing the borough arms, and on the west panel
of the shaft is a basso-relievo figure of Moses
striking the rock. It has been designed and exe-
cuted by Mr. Borrowdale, sculptor, of Sunderland.
The plumbing work is by Mr. J. Or. Kitley,
of Moukwearmouth. The jilatform to the above
has been built, and the water h%t been laid on by
the Corporation.

The foundation-stone of a new Congregational
chapel, to cost £.'i.')0, was laid at Berrynarbor, near
Ilfracombe, on Monday week. Mr. W. H. Gould
is the architect.

PABLIAUENrABT NOTES.
The New Law Courts.—In supply on Thursday

week the sum of £120,200 was voted for the New
Courts of Justice and Ofiices.

Obdnance Subvet —On the vote of £185,000 for
Surveys of the United Kingdom, Mr. S. Lefevre,
in reply to a question by Sir G. Balfour, said there
was a large increase in the proposed acreage of the
survey this year over last. It was hoped that the
survey would be completed by the end of 1890, and
it was possible that the Government would have to
ask at some future time for increased means of
facilitating the completion, an assistance which he
did not doubt the House would give. The vote
was agreed to.

SotJTn Kensinoton and Beitish Musettics.—On
the Supplementary Vote of £17,640 for erecting and
maintaining new buildings for the Department of
Science and Art at South Kensington, Mr. DiUwyn
expressed a hope that the Government would put
its foot down and stop the ever-increasing expendi-
ture on that overgrown and to a large extent useless

establishment. Mr. Lefevre could not hold out any
. promise that further sums would not be expended
for the objects in question connected with the South
Kensington Museum, which was a popular instita-

tion. Mr. Bylands suggested whether it was
necesary to keep up a separate department to
superintend the extension of the Museum, and
whether the duties could not be taken over by the
Board of Works. Lord F. Cavendish said that a
considerable change had already been made in the
direction indicated, and that it was worth con-
sideration by the Government whether it should
not be carried still further. The vote was agreed
to, as was also the vote for £4,523 to complete the
sum necessary to defray the charge for the
maintenance and repair of the British Museum
buildings.

The New NATUEii Histoet Musettm.- On the
vote for £27,858 to complete the sum necessary to

defray the charge for the erection of a Natural
History Museum, Mr. Dillwyn moved its reduction

by £8,425, being the amount demanded for the
erection of a museum to contain a collection of ob-
jects preserved in spirits, regarding which the
Committee had no further information. This was
the first instalment, and as the original estimate of

the Natural History Museum had already been
greatly exceeded, he wished to check this new ex-
penditure in the bud. Mr. Lefevre said that this

was a new item, but it was considered essential to

erect a new building to contain the objects pre-

served in spirits. It was absolutely necessary to
keep these objects in a separate building for the
safety of the existing museum. After some
discussion, the Committee divided when the vote
was agreed to by a majority of 49.

The DtjBLiN Musextm.—On the vote of £10,000,
for building expenses in connection with the
Museum of Science and Art and the School of Art
in Dublin, Mr. Gorst moved that the amount be
reduced by £3,500, on the ground that the entire

cost of the proposed Science and Art Museum was
not ascertained. Mr. Muudella explained that the

late Government had undertaken to erect a Science
and Art Department in Dublin, and the question of

the site for the same had remained unsettled until

the other day. The plans could not be prepared
until the site had been obtained, but it had been
thought right to ask for a sum to enable the

arrangement to be proceeded with. There had not
been a day lost in pressing forward the plans for

this building and the object of this item of £3,500
was to prepare the foundations. The Committee
divided, when the vote was agreed to by a majority
of 67.

The National Galleey.—On Thursday week
Mr. Coope moved the following Besolution:

—

'
' That, in the opinion of this house, it is expedient

that immediate steps be taken to carry out ex-

tensions to to the National Gallery, so as to afford

sufficient accommodation for the present collection,

and for probable future additions." The work of

extension, he remarked, was absolutely necessary

and could be carried out at comparatively little

expense. There was at the disposal of the Govern-
ment space at the rear of the National Gallery :

and as it was only the first floor that required en-
largement, the new building could be erected on
iron columns, so as not to interfere with the present

use of the space as an exercise ground for the

soldiers in the neighbouring barracks. He urged
that from the point of view of eomomy her

Majesty's Government should accept his motion.

At present the Trustees were empowered to expend
£10,000 per annum in purchasing pictures ; but if

an extension of the building were carried out people

who possessed valuable works of art, and had no
relatives to whom to leave them, would present

them to the National Gallery, and thus the annual
expenditure of a large sum in buying pictures might
be dispensed with. The hon. member went on to

say that success had attended the adoption of his

Sroposal that the public should be admitted to the

allery on student's dajs, and he suggested that
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8tadentB should be accorded an extra day, on
Wedursdays. He also urged that, instead of being
closed duriug the winter months at four p.m., the
Gallery should be lighted with electricity and
kept open on certain evenings in the week, so that
the working classes, who were now debarred from
visiting the institution during the winter months,
might have an opportunity of doing so. Mr. S.
Iiofevre said that within the last few years £144,000
had been expended on the acquisition of land and
£97,000 upon the erection of buildings for the ex-
tension of the National Gallery. He could not
pledge the Government as to the course which they
would take. All he could say was that they would
consider the matter in reference to other demands
with respect to public buildings. A number of
large public works would have to be undertaken
in the next three or four years, which, he thought,
must have priority of the enlargement of the
National Gallery. As to the large sum of £9,000
which had been paid to Lord Suffolk for a picture
by Leonardo da Vinci, he believed that all com-
petent persons were agreed that it was a very
valuable picture. He fully concurred that they
ought to aim at excellence in quality rather than
at quantity in their National Gallery. The motion
was then negatived without a division.
Patents.—In the House of Commons, on Wed-

nesday, Mr. Anderson moved the second reading of
hiB Bill for the Reform of the Law relating to Patents
for Inventions.—Mr. Chamberlain admitted that
the Patent- laws needed reform. There could, how-
ever, be no legislation on the subject this year, and
as he thought it was one which should be taken up
by the Government, he would promise to take the
matter in hand at the earliest possible moment.—

A

long discussion followed, and ended in the Bill being
read a second time.

liEaAI. INTEIililOENOE.
The Right to Latebal Suppoet of Bun,DiN(}.

—The CoicMissioNEBS op Woeks and Public
Buildings and Dalton v. Angus and Co.—The
arguments in this appeal were heard in November
last before the Lord Chancellor, and Lords Pen-
zance, Coleridge, Blackburn, and Watson, assisted
by some of the leaxned judges. Judgment was
given on Tuesday. The respondents, Messrs.
Angus and Co., are coachbuilders at Newcastle-on-
Tyne. In 1849 they converted a dwelling-house
in the Westgate-road into a coach factory and
warehouse. In the process of conversion they re-
moved the internal walls of their building, and
erected on their own soil, close to, and in contact
with, the adjacent premises, since purchased by
the appellants, the Commissioners of Works, a
large stack of brickwork, serving the twofold pur-
pose of a chimney stack and a support to the main
girders, which had to be put in to sustain the floors.
These girders were inserted into the stack on the
one side, and into the respondents' wall on the
other, and formed the main support of the upper
stories of the factory. The respondents made
these alterations without any direct grant from the
owner of the adjoining premises of any right of
lateral support. The appellants, the Commis-
sioners of Works and Public Buildings, having
purchased the adjoining house in order to erect a
probate office on its site, contracted with Mr.
Charles Dalton, the other appellant, that he should
execute the proposed works. Mr. Dalton, in the
execution of the work, excavated the ground ad-
joining the respondents' premises, leaving a thick
pillar of clay round the respondents' stack of brick-
work for its support, and also placed shores to sup-
port the respondents' building. Notwithstanding
these precautions, the ground beneath the chimney-
stack gave way, and the respondents' building,
losing its main support, fell. The respondents
thereupon brought an action against the Commis-
sioners and the contractor, which was tried at New-
castle in 1876, before Mr. Justice Lush and a
special jury, when a verdict was found for the
plamtiffs, with £1,913 damages. On the case
commg before the Queen's Bench Division for
judgment, the Lord Chief Justice and Mr. Justice
Mellor, Mr. Justice Lush dissenting, decided that
the plaintiffs had no right to the lateral support
of the adjacent soil, and gave judgment in favour
of the defendants. That judgment was reversed
by the Court of Appeal, consisting of Lord Justice
Cotton and Lord Justice Thesiger, Lord Justice
Brett dissenting.—On the present appeal Sir J.
Holker, Q.C., Mr. H. Shield, and Mr. Garthome
Hardy appeared for the Commissisners of Works •

the Solicitor General and Mr. Wheeler for Mr
?/"?>°i^?"'*

^'- I-itt'er, Q.C., Mr. E. Bruce, and
Mr. Kiddler for the respondents.-Their lordships
were of opinion that the second section of the Pre-
scriptive Act of William IV. ought to be held to
apply, aud that, under the circumstances, the right
to support here was gained by prescription. They
therefore affirmed the judgment of the Court
below, and dismissed the appeal with costs.

St. Giles's Church, Colchester, is undergoing
renovation. The work is being carried out by Mr.
Peck, of that town.

STAINED GLASS.

The Chaptee-house of Westmixstee.—It is

proposed to complete the design for the restoration
of the Chapter-house, which still continues the
property of the Crown, by following out the plan
originally proposed. The six great windows, with
one smaller window over the entrance, are to be
filled with stained glass representing the history of
England as associated with Westminster Abbey
during the six centuries in which the Cha)iter-
house was connected with the historical interests

of the country. The cost will be £0,000, as stated,
in the first instance, to the Treasury and the Board
of Works. The first of these windows, which is

already in progress, will be supplied at the cost of
the Dean of Westminster, and it is hoped that the
public will not be slow to continue the remainder,
and to complete a work which is so much needed
for the proper effect of this magnificent monument
of Modiicval architecture and of English history.

Any contributions may be sent to Messrs. Drum-
mond, bankers, Charing-cross.

CHIPS.
At a special meeting of the Pontefract Town

Council, held on Tuesday evening, the business
before the meeting was the minutes relating to the
new Town Hall, and the tenders for the construc-
tion of the New Assembly Rooms and municipal
ofUces. Sixty-four tenders had been submitted,
and the Council accepted that of Messrs. Armitage
and Hodgson, contractors, of Leeds, for £4,3C2

—

the lowest. The Town Clerk was intrusted to
prepare the agreement for the due performance of
the contract, aud the works are to be at once pro-
ceeded with.

A new oak reredos, with side wings and wall
framing round the chancel, has just been erected
in Swynnerton parish-church. The reredos has
five arched panels, the centre one containing
figures of the Virgin and Child, and the four outer
panels angels, with scrolls bearing extracts from
" Gloria in Excelsis." These panels and also the
upper-panels of side wings and wall lining are
illuminated in gold and colours on linoleum. The
Early English stylo has been adopted throughout.
The whole of the work was designed and executed
by Messrs. Jones and Willis, «f Birmingham and
Loudon.

The memorial-stone of the Wesleyan middle-
class schools at Truro was laid on Tuesday week.
The buildings are being erected from the designs
of Mr. Elliott Ettwell, of West Bromwich, which
were selected from 12 sets in open competition.
The style is Gothic, aud the buildings will consist
of a central administrative block and right and
left wings, devoted to master's residence and
servants' apartments, and a schoolroom, 65ft. by
2.5ft., for 170 boys, attached to the right wing. The
total length of buildings is 168ft. ; breadth, 104ft

;

and height from basement to roof, 35ft. In the
centre is a square tower, 60ft. high. Messrs.
Julian and Sons, of Truro, are the contractors, and
the cost will be about £5,200.

While employed in the demolition of.the old gas-
works at Gloucester, under Messrs. Ashmore and
White, contractors, a man named Newey was killed
on Monday by a fall from the height of 75ft.,

caused by the breaking of a girder which was being
removed.

A new Wesleyan chapel at Mount Pleasant,
Lockwood, near Hudders&eld, was opened on
Tuesday week. It seats 700 persons, and cost
£4,000. Messrs. John Kirk and Son, of Hudders-
fleld, were the architects.

A new Congregational chapel was opened at
Looe, on Monday week. It occupies the site of a
former chapel, and is Gothic in character, and
built of Liskeard stone with Portland stone, the
woodwork is varnished pitch-pine. It measures
52ft. by 31ft., and seats 190 persons in the area,
and 140 in the gallery. The cost has been £1,170.
Mr. Snell, of Plymouth, was the architect, and
Mr. Sampson, of Trehane and Liskeard, was the
builder ; a stained- glass memorial window, on the
north side of chapel, was supplied by Messrs.
Fouracre and Watson, of Stonehouse.

An iron drinking-fountain, erected as a memorial,
opposite the town hall, Todmorden, was publicly
unveiled on Saturday. Messrs. Smith aud Co., of

Glasgow, have executed the work.

It was reported to the Town Council of Dublin
en Saturday that a commencement had been made
with laying asphalte in the city pathways; the
contract had been taken by the Mineral Kock
Asphalte Company, who were laying down the first

5,000 yards of the material in Guild and Sherriff-

streets.

The memorial of the demolished City church of

St. Antholin, designed by Mr. H. Mathews, and
erected at the expense of the Ecclesiastical Com-
missioners, at the comer of Size-lane and Watling-
street, has just been completed. Ivy and shrubs
have also been planted in the inclosure.

Our (DfRce €Mt
Coi/>kel and Alderman Sir William Anderson

Cose, one of the senior magistrates of the City
of London, died very suddenly last Thursday
week, from heart-disease, while driving from his
residence at Upper Tooting to his place of
busincs.s at Quoenhithe. The deceased Alder-
man, though only 60 years of age, had been
ailing for some time past, and had recently
applied for and obtained leave of absence for six
months from his magisterial and civic functions,
on the imperative advice of his doctors, who had
ordered him to one of the German spas. His
almost headstrong tenacity for work kept him,
however, to his duties to the very la.st, and he
died, as has been said, while on his way to
business at his warehouse in the City. Sir
William Rose was elected Alderman of the
ward of Queenhitho in 1854, being then but 34
years of age, and in the following year, in the
mayoralty of Mr. Alderman Salomons, ho served
the office of Sheriff of London and Middlesex in
conjunction with Mr. Alderman Kennedy. In
1803 he succeeded Mr. Alderman Cubitt, M.P.,
after the latter's mayoralty of two years, as Lord
Mayor, and it fell to his duty to receive in the
City of London the Princess Alexandra on her
entry there prior to her marriage with the Prince
of Wales. From 1862 to 1865 he represented
Southampton in the House of Commons in the
Conservative interest, and in 1867 he received
the honour of Knighthood. His death occasions
much regret in the Corporation, of which he was
an able and popular member.

Mb. Solomon Axexanseb Habt, who had been
a Royal Academician for upwards of 40 years,
expired at his residence, in Fitzroy-square, on
Saturday last, in the 76th year of his age. He
was of Hebrew parentage, and was bom at
Plymouth in 1806. When he was 17 years old
he was entered as a student at the Royal
Academy School of Painting. After the usual
probation there he exhibited a portrait miniature
of his father, in 1826—his first contribution to

the exhibitions of the Academy ; and, in 1828,
an oil painting from his brush, "Instruction,"
appeared on the walls of the British Institution.

"The Elevation of the Law" and "Isaac if
York in the Donjon of Front deBoeuf" were
both exhibited in 1830, and the former, purchased
by the late Mr. Vernon and added to his collec-

tion, is now the property of the nation. After
the production, in 1835, of his " Coeur de Lion
and the Soldan Saladin," Mr. Hart was elected

an Associate of the Royal Academy. In quick
succession he produced, among other works,
" Sir Thomas More receiving the Benediction
of his Father," "Hannah, the Mother of
Samuel," " Eleanor Sucking the Poison from
Edward's Arm," and " Henry I. receiving the
Intelligence of the Shipwreck of his Son." The
two latter works are amongst his best-known
productions. Their appearance secured for him
the honour of election as a full member of the
Academy.

AusTBiAN and South German papers report the
death, a few days ago, of the Tyrolese painter,

George Mader, at the age of 55. He began
comparatively late his artistic studies, having
been brought up as a miller, but his progress
and success were very great. He was taught
at the Munich Academy, and by Kaulbach in his

private school. Later on he attached himself to
Schraudolf, under whom and Hellweg he was
employed on the frescoes in the Cathedral at
Speyer. His chief works were the frescoes in
the Brunneker parish - church, in which he
displayed considerable originality, and showed a
greater mastery of the technicalities of his art

and greater fidelity to nature than most of the
men of the Munich school. He was one of the
founders of the great establishment for glass-
painting at Innsbriiok. He was a man of a dry,
unsympathetic manner, but a real enthufriast for
art.

The eighteenth annual conference of the
British Association of Gas Managers was opened
at Birmingham, on Tuesday, and was attended
by upwards of 500 representatives from all parts
of the kingdom. The Mayor of Birmingham,
in welcoming the guests, said the restrictions
placed by Parliament upon the divide.ids to bo
paid to shareholders had to a certain extent re-
moved the incentive to invention and improve-
ment. The secretary reported that there were
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BOW 675 members of the association. The gold

medal of the assooiation was awarded to Mr. G.

Barker for hia paper on the construction of gas-

holders, the first premium to Mr. Frank Livesey,

the noomdto ICr. G. StoyensoD, and the third to

Mr. r. W. HarUey.

The first general meeting of the members and

the honorary council of the Sanitary Assurance

AaMoUtion since its incorporation in February

Itat waa held last week at the offices of the

aasooiation, 5, Argyll-place, W. Professor

Haytcr Lewis, F.S.A., -Nace-president, occupied

the chair, and Mr. Judge (surveyor) made state-

ments as to the progress of the association, and
reported on the work that had been done. The
property which had been placed on the assurance

register varied in value from houses rated at £60

a year, in which the total fee to subscribers for

report, supervision of work, and certificate wa^,

two guineas, to houses rated as high as £700 a

year, with proportionately increased fees. The
association undertakes the inspection of the

smallest class of property, and no fee is charged

to sabsoribers for a single house rated at £20,

while the fee is only half a guinea for houses

rated at £40. In the discussion which followed

Sir Richard Temple, Captain Douglas Gallon,

and Mr. Whichcord spoke in support of the ob-

jects of the association. Professor Hayter Lewis,

in acknowledging a vote of thanks for presiding,

said he trusted that speculating builders would
soon recognise the value of the certificate of the

•asociation, for there could be no doubt that

hooses certified as in a satisfactory sanitary con-

dition by the association would be of greater

Talne in consequence.

On Tuesday the new railway between Dover
and Deal was opened. The line has been con-
structed jointly by the South-Eastem and
London, Chatham, and Dover Railway Com-
panies. The new system, which passes through
a yery pretty and rich agricultural country, de-
bouches from the South-Eastem Railway at the
pier at Great- street, Dover, passing over Council-
house and other streets, and thence runs on to

the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway to

Backland (north of Dover Priory Station), where
it curves off at a junction in Crabble-meadow,
makes a detour round the hiU at the back of

Barton, and enters Guston-tutmel 1,412 yards
Umg, at the rear of Charlton Cemetery. It

emerges again in a deep cutting between Guston
and Langdon, and proceeds thonce to Martm,
where there is a station (of miles from Dover

;

H miles from Deal), convenientforSt.Margaret's,
West ClifEe, Bingwould, Sutton, West and East
Langdon, and Gtiston. Beyond Martin Station

to Walmer the line passes through another cut-

ting. At Walraer is another station (8 J miles
from Dover; IJ from Deal), and thence the line

passes into the South-Eastem Railway at Deal.
There is a loop line at Minster to facilitate the
direct traffic between this line and Ramsgate and
Margate. General Hutchinson (of the Board of

Trade) said on Tuesday that he never had to re-

port on a railway which had been so satisfactorily

constructed as to the Dover and Deal Railway.
Mr. T. A. Walker, the contractor, in respond-
ing, referred to the valuable work of Messrs.
Brady and Mills, the engineers.

Fob the healthiness of dwellings it is obviously
an important question whether the air of the
drains, charged withvapoursand small organisms,
mores upwards or downwards. At the instance
of Proiessor von Pettenkofer, Herr von
Rozsahegyi has recently made experiments as to
this in the Ludwig and Max suburb of Munich,
using sometimes vapour of sal-ammoniac, some-
times smoke from flames, sometimes sulphuretted
hydrogen gas, as indicators of the direction of

the air-motion, while the strength of the draught
was measorad with a Recknagel anemometer.
The principal results of the inquiry are these :—The motion of the air in the Munich drains is

much more downwards than upwards. The
draught in the lower portion of the drain-system
is stronger than in the upper. Upward currents
occur but very seldom, and they are limited to
reiy short portions of the drains. The prevailing
direction <rf the wind has no marked influence
on the direction and velocity of the air-current
in drains. The temperature of the drain-air
was, on an average 3-20 to S-e* C. lower than
that in the open air, but the observed air move-
ments in the drains are not explained by this.

Where house-drains join street-drains the air
goes oftener outwards than inwards, and this
partial movement is also independent of the

prevailing wind direction. The out and in

motion at such places is not constant, but
variable. Through these junctions, when near

the houses, an exchange of air may occur

between one house and another, If efficient

water-traps are wanting. The predominant
downward air-current appears to be due simply

to the current of liquid matter. The experi-

ments are to be repeated in winter, when the

temperature in the drains is higher than that in

the open air.

An artesian well is now in course of sinking

on Providence-street in Boston, U.S.A. The
d rilling was begun on March 1, 1880. In eleven

months 1,832ft. had been penetrated. The
strata bored through are reported to have been

as foUows :— 6ft. gravel filling, 40ft. black mud,
90ft. stiff drab clay, 7ft. gravel, 20ft. clay, 137ft.

slate rock. At this depth, 300ft., a steeam of

water was struck ; 700ft. more of slate ; 100ft.

sand rock to another stream ; 200ft. sand rock

to another stream. At 1,600ft. a bed of water-
worn gravel was met, and the water rose to

within about Oft. of the surface, but fluctuated,

sometimes falling to 40ft. At 1,800ft. the

water rose from 3 to 20ft. of the surface. A
6ft. stratum of limestone was next encountered,

underlying which was granite, through which
the drilling was proceeding at the last accounts.

BiHNDT, NKAB Bkcci,ks —For erection of Wesleyan
Chapel and School. Mr. £. Qoff, Lowestoft, architect.

Quantities by the architect ;—
Amount Fun

Tender.

Youngs .., ... ...

Watson .M
Kemp
Beckett, Q. W
Brock
Bly
Pipe
Holsworth and Son ...

Ludkin and Son
Beckett and Mason ...

Lockwood and Cutler...

Calver
Hindes
Dunn & Cutler.Becdes'
Cupps and Colby

allowed for
30,000 bricks.

£45 £764 10
63
42
87 10
67
37 10
87 10
48
48

42
50
40
87 10
42

728
700
689 10
687
670
668
649
618 10
695 12
593
592
558 18
514
494

UEETINOS FOB THE ENSTTINa WEEK.
TcKSDAT.—" Greek Sculpture." By Dr. Charles Wald-

stein. Demonstration to students of

Kind's College in Sculptiu-e Galleries of
BritishMuseum. 4 p.m.

WsDSKSDAY.—Archaeological Institute of LondoB and
Middlesex. Annualmeetingattbe Quild-
hall, B.C.

Thubsday.—Society for the Fine Arts. Conversazione.

Satubday.—St. Paul's Ecclesiologicfil Society. Afternoon
excursion to Hainham and East Ham.

Iiamplonsh's Pyretic Saline la retreshlne,
BOlt agreeable, atld theprcyentiveof FEVERS, BII,I0C8NESS,
SMALL POX, SKIN DISEASES, and many other sprLnff and
Bummer ailments. Sold by cfaemlBts throutfliout tbeworla,and
the Maker. 113, Uolbcm HilL I^f« no mbititute —{ Advt. t

Holloway's Ointment.—This unguent may be
rubbed into the system, so as to reach any internal complaint.
Hy this means it cures sores or ulcers in the throat, stomach,
liver, spine, or other parts. It is an infallible remedy for bad
legt, bad breasts, contracted or stiff joints, gout, rheumatism,
and all skin diseases.

^xuat ©eSas.

WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Inveraey.—A number of the etone-dressers at

Fumace and Crarae Granite Quarries, Lochfyne-
side, near Inverary, have left work. They demand
lOd. on the ton of dressed stone, deducted from
them some time ago, but this was refused.

McLACHLAN & SONS, 35, St- James's
street, S.W. Builders, Decorators, and House Painters.

Designs and Estimates.
General Bepairs and Alterations Executed.

Experienced Workmen always in readiness, and sent to

any part of the country.

—

[Advt.]

'Accepted.

BaiOHOcsB, Halifax.—For the supply of 20 tons ot
4in. gas-pipes, and ten tons each of Sin. gas- and water-
pipes, for the local board ;

—
Bailey, E. and W. H., Bradford (accepted).

Bromley.—For alterations and additions to the Grave
Maurice public-house, Saint Leonard's-road, Bromley^
E. Messrs. Wilson, Son, and Aldwinckle, architects.

Quantities supplied ;—

Outhwaite £2.290
Moyle 2,210

Bangs 2,165
Cox 2,130

Greenwood 2,099

Hearle 2,093
Beale 2,049

Shurmur (accepted) 1,980

Cambebwkll.—For rebuilding premises, Nos. 163 and
170, Camberwell - road. Messrs. Isaacs and Florence^
architects. Quantities supplied by Mr. L, C. Eiddett :

—

Conder £2,285
Patman and Fotheringham ... 2,155

Stimpson and Co 2,126

Boyce 1,974

Tyerman (accepted) 1,935

Cambridge.—For painting the Com Exchange :

—

Pleasance, A. W., Willow-walk ... £139
Eooke, H., Willow-walk 91 10
Pawlett, J. C, Shelly-row 89 10

Greef, L., King's-parade 86 17

Leach, M. N., Eden-street 79 10
Lever, G., Prospect-row 63 15
Flack, G. & Sons, Park-st. (accepted) 44

Copping, E., Earl-street (no amount).

City op Lokdos.—For the reparation and cleansing ot

the sewers, for the City Commissioners of Sewers. Sir,

W. Haywood, engineer :—

Anderson, W. at scheduled prices.

Keble 2i per cent, below.
Stubbs 4 „ „
Perry and Co 10 and 11 „ „
Ford and Everett 15 „ „
Mowlem and Co. (accepted) 17 „ „

CovENTBY.—For the erection of a new coflfee tavern in
Ford-street, Coventry, for the Coventry Coifee Tavern
Company (Limited). Messrs. George and Isaac, Stcane,

architects :—

Marriott, J., Coventry £1,74T
Smith, E., Kenilworth 1,626

Haywood, C, Junr., Coventry ... 1,400

Worwood, J., Coventry (accepted) 1,397 8

Darlky Dale, Debbyshibe.—For the erection of a
pair of semi-detached cottages for Mr. Thos. Holmes.
Mr. Jno. Nuttall, architect. Accepted tenders :

—

Masonry, &c. :—Wragg, J., Matlock.
Carpenter and Joiner, &c. :—Bowler, T., Darley Dale.

Doultiiig Freestone andHam Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of

the United Kingdom, given on appUcatien to

CHARLES TEASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Ilminster, Somerset.

—[Advt.]

BATH STONE.
BOX GROUND,

THE BEST FOE ALL EXTEBNAL USE.

CORSHAM DOWN
CANNOT BE SURPASSED IN BEAUTY OP APPBABANOE

rOft INTERIOR WORK.

PICTOE & SONS, BOX, WILTS.
(See trade advt. on p. XXV.) [Advt.

TENDEBS.
•«• Correspondents would in all cases oblige by giving

the addresses of the parties tendering—at any rate, of the
accepted tender—it adds to the value of the information.

Bbbmondbev.—For the erection of a drying-shed and
workshop, Millstream - road, Dockhead, for Mr. D.
McCarthy. Mr. E. Cross, 6, Bermondsey-square, S.E.,

architect :
—

Ayton £282 12
Bullers 280
Brockwell and Hon 249 10
'Wells, B. (accepted) 239

8
.S

i

- s

fH

'^ s

FoLHAM.—For business premises, for Mr. Asbom
Banister Fletcher, architect :

—

... £1,937

Mr.

Maxwell Bros.
AUard, A. G. ...

Burman
Tyerman
Castle, W.H....

1,707
1,570
1,537
1,341

•
GiO
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SCALE IN BUILDINGS.
T>USKIN, in his " Seven Lamps of Archi-
J-V) tecture," observes that " The architect
has a peculiar advantage in being able to
press close upon the sight such magnitude
as he can command." How to make the
most of such magnitude does not, however,
appear to be a gift with many architects,

and we now more particularly refer to
"scale" as an element of architectural
effect in our towns. Few things are more
lost sight of than the relative scale of build-
ings. We are accustomed to see dwarfish
copies of temples and palaces, and on the
contrary, Brobdignagian imitations of small
features. Of course, every building has an
absolute size determined by the object of its

erection, by expenditure, or by area of
ground. No architect can alter this, so that
from such a point of view the scale of build-
ings is not within the power of the artist.

There will always remain the irregularity
occasioned by differences of frontage and of
elevation ; and it is this irregularity which
makes the streets of our metropolis so much
more varied and picturesque than the boule-
vards of Paris, where a monotonous regu-
larity prevails. It is the oneness in scale
and style which makes Paris the admiration
of many visitors who can see grandeur and
stately beauty in repetition of parts, long
measured vistas, symmetry, and balance of
features.

It may be safely affirmed, therefore, that
this unconditional or absolute difference in
the sizes of buildings is unalterable, even if

such general uniformity in the magnitude
of buildings were really desirable, as it

seems in our English cities where builders
like to indulge in their own notions ; but we
may at least endeavour to lessen the un-
pleasant differences which sometimes appear
between two buildings close or nearly close

together. Our remarks refer, therefore, to
the comparative sizes of buildings, and it

may be shown that although it would be
impossible to lay down any definite rules on
the matter, it is quite practicable to so
regulate the scale and divisions of buildings
as to avoid the consequences of their appear-
ing dwarfish or absurdly colossal by the side
of others. Diminutive copies of imposing
buildings is, even now, a vice among many
architects, for we are constantly seeing
vestry halls and small provincial banks
mimicking the irest front of St. Paul's,
Sansovino's Library at Venice, or some
other equally large structure. Such affecta-

tion of magnitude often brings otherwise
commendable designs into ridicule, and it

must be said this fault of imitating features
and proportions only proper in a large
edifice, is infinitely worse than the opposite
one of affecting largeness of part. The
fact is, each of these errors or misapplica-
tions of scale may become right or ex-
cusable under widely different circum-
stances, as when, for instance, a single
order of columns would be destructive
to the significance of the building. The
whole question, we must insist, is one
bearing entirely on relation of one building
to another, and the best rule for the designer
to adopt is to consult the immediate locality
of his intended structure or faoade, so as
not to do anything so ludicrous as to make
the divisions and breaks of his design
unnecessarily small by the side of a portico
or a building having few large divisions.

Itis needless to refer the reader to the want
of scale in many great buildings. The figure

sculpture and detail in St. Peter's at Rome
is so colossal as to rob the interior of the
real extent and grandeur of its dimensions

;

and much of the magnificence of the Arc
de I'Etoile is lost by the very greatness and
simplicity of the parts, and by the largo
groui)s of sculpture which flank the arch-
way, a weakness which has been pointed
out by many critics, including Mr.
Pergusson. Such a grandly composed
edifice as the last not only loses its own
dimensions, but turns into a mere bauble
the over-elaborate front with which it

may be associated, by the striking dis-

proportion in size. It is easy to name the
numerous instances of this want of relation
between the scale of buildings. Actual
difference of character is also largely attri-

butable to scale in the details. Need we
compare the refinement and multiplicity of
details in the French Eenaissance with the
largeness and breadth of character in the
Italian edifices ? The very grandeur and
imposing grouping of the Florentine build-
ings are due to their having been descendants
of the feudal fortresses. Again, Ruskin,
speaking on this point, eloquently puts it:
" A single villa will often mar a whole land-
scape and dethrone a dynasty of hUls, and
the Acropolis of Athens, Parthenon and all,

has, I believe, been dwarfed into a model
by the palace lately built beneath it."

A small copy of a temple looks more ridi-

culous than the tiny cardboard model under
a glass-case in a drawing-room. If there is

to be a contrast in size, let it be so extreme
and decided that no one will be led into the
notion of comparing one thing as a mere copy
of another. Glaring inconsistencies in most
cases may be avoided by a study of the scale
of the adjacent buildings, and even then
the architect must take into account the
purpose of his own and the next buildings
If a block of business offices is to be built
next a church or a theatre, or even a bank,
there ought certainly to be less scrupltj about
a difference in the proportions adopted. In
such a case the different objects and expres-
sion of the buildings should count for some-
thing, and it would be utterly wrong to
attempt anything like a uniformity of scale
in the masses or the detail. A building may
often crush another from sheer coarseness of
detail as well as size, and it will be found
that this effect is in proportion to its near-
ness. Near a large factory, a finical over-
ornamented front naturally excites ridicule,

though numerous instances may be seen in
the City and in many of the leading
thoroughfares like Queen Victoria-
street. It is mere caprice also which
would affect largeness of parts for an
ordinary shop or house-front by the side of
another of usual proportions, and the ideas
expressed by the words "largeness" and
"littleness " seem to become more apparent
when the buildings are close together. The
external divisions between stories, and
between solids and voids, are the chief

adjustable means the architect possesses to
insure a due relation in the proportions of
his to other buildings. Very many designs
are spoilt by the crushing effect of numerous
horizontal members, or by the placing of a
diminutive order of columns or pilasters close

to a larger one ; and unpleasing compari-
sons might be avoided by adopting treat-

ments where orders are sparingly employed,
or altogether omitted, so that unnecessary
comparisons may notbe suggested. Apparent
scale is sometimes obtained by a crowded
fenestration, but true nobility of elevation

cannot be secured by such means. Archi-
tects might well take for models such fronts as

the Strand and River fagades of Somerset
House. Over-elaboration is a tendency
Tiowadays rather favourable to smallness of

features, and while, as we have hinted, it

more common than attempting an im-
large treatment, it is also less

style. The internal divisions of structure,
of course, will always suggest to the true
architect the external treatment, and, as a
general rule, may be taken as the measure
of the parts. Buildings of only two stories,

and generally all public edifices, require
necessarily a bolder scale than buildings of
several stories, and the greater the area or
frontage covered the larger the principal
divisions may bo made. We might well
enlarge upon this topic in detail ; in conclu-
sion we simply make another reference to an
already quoted authority : "If the architect
choose size, let him abandon decoration ; a
yard more across the nave will be worth
more to him than a tesselated pavement

;

and another fathom of outer wall than an
army of pinnacles."

THE RIGHT TO LATERAL SUPPORT.

IS

posingly
satisfactory as leading to an insignificant

THE right to lateral support from the
adjoining soil has at last been laid

down and legally defined by the highest
court in the country. After a long course
of litigation the well-known case of Ang^
V. The Commissioners of Public AVorks has
been decided by the House of Lords in the
plaintiff's favour. Upon no other question,
perhaps, has there been of late years so
great a division of opinion amongst the
most eminent lawyers. The case was tried
in the summer of 1876 before Mr. Justice
Lush, who ruled that there was a legal right
to such lateral support ; but this was reversed
by Chief Justice Cockbum and Justice
Mellor, while their decision was set aside by
a majority of the Court of Appeal. So im-
portant was the principle involved, that the
House of Lords consulted with the judges
who recently gave their opinions, and in

which they seemed to be almost equally
divided. But now, by the judgment of the
Lord Chancellor, this question is set at rest,

and the easement of support has been
legally recognised and explained. It must,
however, be admitted that there still re-

main some practical points upon which
doubts and difficulties are likely to arise in
the future. Seeing the very complex
character of the rights themselves, and the
complicated state of facts upon which they
may often depend ; it is impossible that one
case should settle everything. But this

decision does a great deal in the way of
solving a very puzzling problem, and, as it

affects all who have to do with house-
property and with building, its result and
consequences need to be carefully considered.

The material facts upon which the case
turned are such as may happen any day to

anyone concerned in rebuilding upon an old
site. Messrs. Angus and Co. are coach-
builders, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, and in the
year 1849—which, it will be observed, was
more than the 20 years ago when this acion
commenced—they converted an old dwelling-
house into a coach-factory and warehouse.
In doing this, they took out the internal

walls, and erected upon their own soil, but
close to and adjoining the neighbouring
house, a large stack of brickwork, which
served both as a chimney-stack and as a
support to the main girders, which were
fixed also into their own opposite wall,

and carried the floors of the factory. This
large new stack of brickwork was, of
course, far heavier than the old wall
it succeeded, and so required more
lateral support from the adjoining soil. But
it must be taken to be good law that the
owner may build as he choses upon his own
land, and so that Messrs. Angus were en-
titled to erect this stack of brickwork
although it pressed more heavily upon the
adjoining soil. Yet, as they had no gr.ant

to do this from the owner of the adjacent
land, their claim to receive lateral support
from his soil could only be based upon pre-
scription, or upon uninterrupted enjoyment
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for over twenty years. This was the founda-

tion of their case, for from 1849 down to

aboat IS74, there had been no attempt at

interfering with this enjoyment. At that

lime, however, the Commissioners purchased

the adjoining premises, and forthwith pro-

ceeded to piill down the old house, intend-

ing to erect a public office on the site. For
this purpose they employed Mr. Dalton as

their contractor, and he, in the course of

the work, excavated the ground adjoining

the plaintiff's factory, leaving a thick pillar

of clay around the new stack of brickwork,

and also shoring up as xisual. Notwith-
standing this, however, the ground beneath

the plaintiff's stack gave way, for want of

lateral support, and their building fell down.
At the tridl a verdict was given for the

plaintiffs, with £1,913 by way of damages ;

and that verdict has now at length been
affirmed by the House of Lords.

These facts are common enough in this

age of re-building, and are such as cannot
fail to come before every architect and
builder in the course of an average business.

It must first be observed that the i>laintiff

sued both the owners and the contractor, and
that both sought to get rid of their liability.

The commissioners alleging that Dalton
alone was liable as their contractor, whUe he
tried to throw the responsibility upon his

sub-contractors. But these contentions

wholly failed, as the House of Lords affirmed

the. ruling of the Court below, and held that

both the commissioners and their contract-

ors were equally liable. This they did upon
the well-known and recent case of Bower
V. Peate (Law Eep. 1, 2, B Div. 321) which
was decided in 187G, In that case it was
held that a house-owner who orders work to

be done, from which, in the natural course

of things, injurious consequences to his

neighbour must be expected to arise unless

means areadopted by which thesemay be pre-
vented, is responsible for such consequences
even if he has intrusted the work
to a contractor, and even if ho
has used the necessary precautions in

engaging such contractor. It follows from
this, that i! an adjoining house ought to

have been underpinned, and from an omis-
sion to do so by the contractors, it was
injured, the house-owner who employed the
contractor is also liable for the damages.
Passing lightly over this point, the Lord
Chancellor said the questions arising upon
the appeal were resdly two. First, whether
a right to lateral support from adjoining
land can be acquired by over twenty years'

uninterrupted enjoyment for a building
proved to have been newly erected at the
commencement of that time. Secondly,
whether, if so, there was anything in the
facts of this case sufficient either to disprove
the acquisition of such right, or to make it

dependent upon some question of evidence
which ought to have been submitted to the
jury.

We do not propose to follow Lord Scl-
bomo through his learned and laborious
judgment ; but to get at all a clear idea of
the point at issue, it must bo borne in mind
that the right in question is an easement,
and, therefore, that it is not a natural right,
but one purely conventional, and which
must be based either upon an actual grant
or upon prescription. As was said by that
very able and acute judge, Mr. Justice
Willis, in the leading case of Bonomi v.

Backhouse (Ellis Bl. and Ellis, 655), " The
right to support of land and the right to
support of buildings stand upon different
footings as to the mode of acquiring them

;

the former being/jrim'i/uc/c a right of pro-
perty, analogous to the flow of a natural
river or of air; whUe the latter must be
founded upon prescription or grant, express
or implied ; but the character of the rights
when acquired is, in each case, the same."
Thus, then, before an owner can acquire a
right to lateral support for hi« building

from the soil of an adjoining owner, some-
thing must have been done or happened.
If that adjoining owner has given his

neighbour leave to build as high as ho choses,

and of what weight ho likes, then the right

to lateral support has been granted, and
there is an end of the matter. But where
nothing is said or done by either party, the

question arises, when and how does the

claim made by the owner building or re-

building to a lateral support from the soil

of the adjoining owner ripen into a right r

The answer to this question is now given

by the House of Lords, and is, putting it

shortly, " after over twenty years' uninter-

rupted possession." As soon as this lateral

support from the adjoining soil has been
enjoyed for more than twenty years with-
out interruption ; then the land adjacent
becomes affected by the lateral weight as an
easement or servitude ; and the adjoining
owner is placed legally in the same position

as if he had from the first granted the right

of support to his neighbour's buildings.

When, therefore, twenty years had passed
since Messrs. Angus altered their old

dwelling-house into a new factory, they had,
by virtue of this period of enjoyment, ac-
quired the same right to lateral support from
the adjoining land as if its then owner had
granted them that [right by deed and with
all due formalities ; but this would not have
happened had the adjoining owner done
anything to prevent this enjoyment by
taking such steps as might have been neces-
sary upon his own land.

But here we come to the real knot of the
question, the very crux, of the case. For,
how is it practically possible for such an ad-
joining owner to prevent this enjoyment
from running on into a right ? He can
hardly be expected to dig up the foundations
of his own house, so as, by the excavation,
to dispute the claim which is actually made
by his neighbour to lateral or increased

lateral support. Yet, in no other way, can
the acquisition of this right be disputed ; for,

merely to protest would be useless. This
point was pressed upon all the Courts in

argument, and was, in fact, the main reason
why the Queen's Bench Division decided
against the plaintiff, holding that it was
practically impossible for the servient owner
to prevent the easement from becoming
complete. But the Lord Chancellor disposed
of this question by laying it down that
" The policy and purpose of the law, on
which both prescription and the presmnp-
tions which have supplied its place when
length of possession has been less than im-
memorial rest, would be defeated or ren-
dered very insecure, if exceptions to it were
admitted on such grounds as that a par-
ticular servitude (capable of a lawfulorigin)
is negative rather than positive ; or that the
inchoate enjoyment of it before it has
matured into a right, is not an actionable
wrong—or that resistance to, or interrup-

tion of, it may not bo conveniently practic-

able." But, though this must now be taken
OS the law, it may easily put people in a very
serious dilemma. Supposing the owner
of one of two old houses to pull it

down and rebuild an edifice twice as

high and more than twice as heavy, what
course should be taken by his neighbour?
If he does nothing, then time will run on.

At the end of twenty years the right to

lateral support from his soil will bo acquired
for the new building, and he will hold his

land subject to this burdensome easement or
servitude. Should he also wish ti pull
down and rebuild, then ho will be put to

great expense in the way of underpinning
and the like ; and should anything happen to
the adjoining building, he will now bo liable

to make compensation. In other easements
this difficulty docs not arise. It is true the
owner of a building may open as many
lights as he chooses over his neighbour's
land. But should that neighbour object to

their becoming ancient lights he can erect a
hoarding upon his own land, and so shut
them up effectually or compel him to como
to terms and enter into an agreement by
which the right will be stoppsd from be-
coming complete ; so also with a claim
to a right of way. Obviously, with regard
to lateral support there is no such simple-

method possible. Yet the House of Lords
have held that the law is the same as to
both classes of easements, although prac-
tically there is so serious a difference. Of
course no one can secretly acquire a rights
and thus, if the old building in this case-

had been altered internally, so as to requiro
more lateral support, but in such away that
the change could not be easily discov-ercd,

then the plaintiffs would have failed to-

make good their claim. But as to this the
Lord Chancellor held that an alteration of a
main wall was a thing that the adjoining
owner could not help seeing, and that it was
in effect, a notice to him that an extension
of lateral support was being acquired, and
that it should put him upon inquiry, and
lead him to take such steps as might be
iie3essary to stop the right accruing.

But though this last case has laid down
an important principle, it still leaves open
a point of even higher importance. The
Lord Chancellor assumed that the owner of
land had a right to build thereon as he
chose, and, as a consequence, that tlae

adjoining owner could not legally object to-

the additional servitude which was thu»
being imposed upon him in the way of
lateral support. He held, in short, that>

this building or rebuilding would not be aik

actionable wrong for which the adjoining

owner could sue and recover damages. Yet;

it is clear that this point is by no means-
certain, and that it still remains to be-

decided. If the Courts held that an owner
had a right of action against his neighbour
for imposing a heavier burden upon his soil,

this would be quite in accord with the Lord
Chancellor's view as to the policy and pur-
pose of our law, while it would also put the
parties in a fairer position than they are at
present. Although the Lords will not allow
the fact that it is, to say the least of it, very
inconvenient for an adjoining owner to-

prevent the ripening of this right to lateral

support, by pulling down his own premises-

and digging up his own foundations, ta
interfere with the theory of the law ; still,

the existence of this awkward fact must be
admitted, and cannot be denied. How it

will go with anyone who may be bold
enough, in the future, to raise this point we
cannot guess ; but wc are sure that the
making it an actionable wrong is the only-

way to reconcile the claim to lateral support
with common sense and common justice.

Apart from this question, however, the-

existing law shows that the owners of house-
property have to face a new danger, and
that it behoves all who propose to build

or to rebuild, to make careful inquiries

before purchasing as to what rights have
been acquired in the way of lateral support
by the adjoining owners.

THE WATER QUESTIOK.—X.

IN view of the storage of water in any
river-basin at heights which command

the places where it would bo used, whether
for domestic purposes or for power, it is to
be observed that if the owner of uplands or
midlands is called upon to contribute to the
diminution of floods in the lower lands, and,

instead of a money contribution, prefers to-

store and regulate the flow of water from
his land, there are two respects in which
the storage and regulation are to be re-

garded. In the one the works to be con-

structed would be such only as to protect

the land from taxation ; in the other they

would, in addition to this, be effective for
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Iho supply of water for domestic and other
jpurposesia the usual way, with a little dift'er-

enco of construction. It is thoolject of all

reservoirs to store flood-waters, whether for

the supply of towns directly from them or
for compensation to mills, and the stream
itself for the diversion of springs for

that purpose. The finest water for the
supply of towns is spring water arising in
the upper parts of river basins. Springs may
brf divided into two classes, great and
•minor ; the former arise from fissures and
•faults in the stratification of the ground,
chiefly the limestones, including the chalk
and oolite, and from the new red sandstone
and miUstone grit formations, and many of

this class of spruigs issue at the rate of a
juiliion gallons a day or more. Minor
springs issue in innumerable places in the
*ipper and upper-middle parts of valleys
whore the ground largely consists of sand-
stone, being thrown out by underlying im-
permeable ground, such as the shale of the
<;oal measui-es, and when these are collected

by conduits they form large volumes of

water. But as springs belong to the streams
^md rivers in dry weather, and to the im-
iiiediate use of the occupiers of the valley
lands, they cannot, without compensation,
bo diverted for the supply of a distant town,
or indeed for any purpose whatever. In such
cases, where it is desired to take them
out of the valley, or to a town within it,

it is necessary to make reservoirs to store the
flood-waters and give them out day by day
an quantity sufficient to compensate the
people affected by the abstraction of the
springs; these are millowners and all owners
of riparian lands. It has been usual, when
a water company, or a corporation, or a
local sanitary authority, has applied to Par-
liament for powers to make works whereby
•water would be taken from a river or stream,
to secure to the river interests about one-
third of the available quantity of water to
be derived from the area intended to be ap-
propriated. In many cases, one-third of the
average available quantity of a long series

of years has been asked for and obtained, on
the understanding that the average avail-
able quantity could be dealt with by means
of storage reservoirs, two-thirds going to
the town. It has been the millowners who
have taken the load in these demands, and
most strongly opposed Bills in Parliament

;

but as the interests of the rifjarian land-
owners have been on the same side of the
question, they have usually gone with
them and strengthened the opposition,
and together they have so far convinced
Parliamentary Committees of the justice of
their claims, as to force the admission of
clauses to the effect mentioned : and, some-
times, so much water has been conceded to
these demands, that it could not be given in
years of less than the usual rainfall, con-
sistently with a due supply to the people
by whom the undertaking was promoted,
and money compensation has had to be re-
sorted to instead, at least, for a time.
What rule, if any, was adopted by the old
millwrights in giving dimensions to water-
wheels on streams of certain powers, we do
not know; but, when all the water-wheels
and sluices on a stream have been
measured, and the quantity they are
capable of using has been calculated,
and an average struck, the quantity is

found to be about one-third of the
average quantity of water coming down the
stream at the sites of the various mills

; pro-
bably rather less, and especially so where in
the tirst construction of the mill no auxiliary
power has been contemplated ; for, since
steam-engines have been used to drive
water-mills in dry weather, the wheels have
sometimes been made capable of using a
much greater proportion of the water ; but
without such auxiliary power, a wheel too
large works at a disadvantage on the aver-
age of the year ; and this, at least, the mill-

wrights know. Engineers havo a feeling of

respect for the old millwriglits, as h.iving

been the fathers of the profession in all that
relates to water and waterworks. Some of

the now engineers, indeed, to whom and
with whom iron is everything, the material
with which anything can oe done, and
without which nothing—the «i«e giid iicii

of all constructed works — know not
these men or their merits ; but to

others there is a peculiar charm in the
contemplation of their works. Their works
are, many of them, eminently unscientific

;

they are works of art ; and if some of them
are clumsy machines their defects of con-
struction have served to point a better way
to later engineers. But when the late Sir

William Fairbaim began to make wheels of

better constructiofl, these old works of art

were looked upon with more amusement
than admiration, and wore, many of them,
supplanted by wheels which, besides having
proper air-escapes, ran lighter and with
more effect with the same expenditure of

water, and were, moreover, so made as to

admit of various quantities of water being
used on tho same wheel with equal useful

oft'oct ; and wheels of this sort form no guide
to the quantity of water which is properly
due to the stream in dry weather, for some of

these wheels can actually use more than tho
average annual volume of water. But since so

many circumstances of water-mills, in

respect of the quantity required to drive tho
machinery, have been brought forward in

such oases as those above referred to, the
usage of Parliamentary committees, in

giving certain proportionate quantities of

the water available to the mill-owners and
riparian landowners, has come to bo almost
a precedent necessarily to be followed. One-
third in some cases, perhaps in most, and
two-fifths in at least one other case, are tho
proportionate quantities which have been
given to the mills of the available rainfall

derived from areas in the upper parts of

river basins, and with reservoirs as usually
constructed in respect of size, the stream
receives in addition in floods about one-
sixth of all the water that comes down, for

it cannot be stored with due observance of

economy.
Where, however, the object is to prevent

excessive floods passing too suddenly down
the valley, as well as to store water for use
day by day, the reservoirs will have to be
differently constructed. The means to be
adopted must vary with tho character of the
ground and form of the surface ; tho various
geological formations have distinctive

features in this respect ; in one there are
favourable sites for reservoirs which can be
formed by an earthen embankment from one
hill-side to the opposite one, where clay is

abundant, or where rough stone and shale

predominate and clay is in sufficient quan-
tity ; in another river-basin the surface de-
scends to tho valley almost in one unbroken
slope, and where absolutely no sites exist for

tho formation of such reservoirs as these
;

and in another case the form of tho ground
may make a partial adoption of each of two
methods advisable.

From the examples of excessive rainfalls

previously given, it may well be inferred

that such great quantities of water falling

so suddenly cannot be stored without some
difficulty, and this is confirmed by the fact

that ordinarily, that is to say, in storage
reservoirs constructed for the supply of

towns, including those for mill purposes,

about one-seventh or one-sixth of tho whole
quantity of water running off the ground
passes the reservoirs in floods ; that the re-

servoirs are full, when those excessive rain-

falls take place, to such a degree and so

often that about that quantity of water
cannot be stored in those reservoirs.

The capacity which is given to a re-

servoir is based upon the number of

days during which it may be estimated

that there will be no rainfall, and upon tho
difference between tho available portion of

the rainfall and the daily supply to be given
out of the reservoir. If all the rain falling

in any given time, say in a year, were to fill

at once, and once every year, the reservoir

would have to bo made large enough to con-
tain 36j days' supply ; and if, on the other
hand, it were to fall every day in quantity
equal to one throe hundred and sixty-fifth

part of tho year's rainfall, no reservoir would
be required. It depends upon the frequency
of the rainfall and upon the quantity falling

at various times, what tho capacity of the
reservoir should be, for the less frequent and
the greater the yearly rainfall, the greater
capacity is required, while the more frequent
and the less the yearly amount, the loss

quantity need the reservoir contain in order
to give out tho daily supply.
From the quantity resulting from the

rainfall is to be deducted (1) that which is

evaporated before it can bo discharged from
the reservoir, (2) that which sinks into the
ground above tho reservoir and issues below
it, and (3) that which enters into the growth
of vegetation. No one of these can be
ascertained separately, but the three to-

gether constitute a loss which is ascertained

by gauging the streams as well as tho rain-
fall, and, practically, it is the whole loss

only which concerns the question ; the
actual quantity of each is of scientific a-
terest but not of practical moment in th<j

water question ; at least not at present.

There is a fourth source of loss, in reservoirs

as usually made for the supply of towns and
for mills—viz., excessive falls of rain taking
place when the reservoirs are full, and
which, as has been said, amoimts to some-
thing like a seventh or a sixth of the quantity
which would otherwise be available. This
is a liss which need not necessarily

be incurred, like the other loss, but
is suffered by water companies and
other proprietors of waterworks solely on
economical grounds ; it does not pay to

make a reservoir so large as to store all

the water which would be available if the
average of years wore the basis of calcu-

lation ; it is reckoned that for the purposes
of water supply to towns, and for compen-
sation to mills, it is economical to store only
the due proportion of the available quantity
during a short series of throe or four years

of least rainfall. But we are not now upon
the question of storage for to^vn supplies

only, or for mill purposes only ; the question

here is that of preventing the overflow of

rivers, combined with such means of storage

as will make that object attainable with
economy through a revenue to be derived

from supplying water for domestic and
other purposes, and for power. Now,
in tho usual way, the water is hus-
banded, as it were, to the utmost,

and only so much given out day by day as

tho demand calls for ; but in the other case

the aim is a little different : it is to regulate

rather than to absolutely store up the flow

of water at the site of the reservoir, and
whereas it is the aim in the one case to keep
a full reservoir, or at least to have as much
water in stock as possible, in tho other it is

to keep down the water to such a point as

wiJl leave only a sufficient quantity in the

reservoir to moot the requirements of the

necessary economy to be observed. The
water to be supplied will be chiefly to

villages and small towns, and to single

houses near the line of conduit-pipe ; to

manufacturers for power and for other com-
mercial purposes, and to intermediate lands

for irrigation. In some valleys, or in some
parts of the largest valleys, no water may
be required for these purposes, and in those

cases the work to bo done will bo such only
as is necessary for regulating tho flow of

water ; but in other cases a combination of

storage and regulation will be the proper
plan.
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AID BOOK TO ENGINEERING
ENTEEPEISE. •

MR. EWIXQ MATHESON, M.Tnst.C.E.,
has brought out a second part of

his valuable Aid Book, published in 187S.

niat book treated of the inception of public

works and of the conditions on wbiih success

depends. The present part deals with the

different modes of contracting, and enters

into various particulars relating to the

design or choice of machinery and material

with • view to affording aid to foreign or

colonial transactions. It would be impossible

to give the reader anything but a very
general idea of a book of nearly 300 closely

printed pages, though a glance at a few
chapters and the numerous marginal head-
ings, interspersed here and there wi'h en-

gravings, will enable him to form a notion of

the thorough manner in which Mr. Matbc-
son has performed his task. The leading

chapter on contract and purchase in the

engineering trades is one of the most useful

in the book. Speaking of prices and the

value of preliminary agreements, the author
(how how competitive prices ought to be
based. The conditions must be the same in

all cases, or the purchaser ought to be aware
of the differences and have some standard
by which to judge. Bargains are divided

by the author into three parts— 1, agree-
ment or contract to sell and buy ; 2,

technical conditions implied by specifica-

tions furnished by both the parties, samples,
repute, or trade-mark ; and 3, measure of

price. In this country, as the au'Aor
remarks, a large proportion of contracts are
made by letters only, one letter offering to

sell or carry out certain works for a specified

sum, and a return letter accepting such
offer; whereas elaborate documents would
binder commercial transactions if made
compulsory in every small business. A pro-
tracted correspondence, however, is not so
desirable a means of making a contract ;

and when the transactions are of a similar

kind, formal documents which embody
clauses suggested by experience are desir-

able. Some useful observations are made
respecting verbal qualifications, agreements,
specification furnished by buyers, risks im-
posed on sellers. A very important caution
is given, for example, to manufacturers not
to undertake too much. . An engineer may,
for instance, design a bridge and may make
the manufacturer responsib'e not only for

following the drawings and supplying the
preset ibed materials and sizes but for the
effective strength of the bridge ; stipula-

tions are often inserted in specifications

that the bridge shall be capable of standing
a certain test with a stated deflection. A
manufacturer may unwarily accept such
resiKmsibility which really should rest on
the designer, and as Mr. Matheson fairly

puts it, it is not expedient that the manu-
facturer should make himself liable in the
twofold capacity of manufacturer and
engineer. In such cases, it is necessary the
manufacturer be on his guard, and not
accept the liability without verifying the
designers' calculations, as, by neglecting to

do so, he becomes liable for any failure
which may arise, not through defect of
manufacture, but imperfect design. A very
fruitful source of dispute and evasion may
arise when a buyer specifies details of
workmanship or methods of which he is not
thoroughly conversant. It is much better,
as the author says, "to describe as clearly
aa possible the ultimate object in view, and
in general t«rm9, the quality that is desired,
thua putting upon the contractor the re-

sponsibility of doing what is evidently
demanded. The force of general terms is

weakened by adding detailed instructions,
unless the latter are very complete." In pre-

Aid Book to _
Xwna Mathuoh, H.Iatt.i
M. 8poB> Cbuiag-Cnm.

Enterpri»e Abroad. By
'.£. lioadao : £. and i'
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paring specifications or particulars of things

required, and in arranging contracts or

bargains, very useful hints may be afforded

by the Aid book. The advantages, for

instance, of " bills of quantities " of

materials and workmanship accepted by
buyer and seller alile as a basis of contract,

is pointed out. Contracts based on specifi-

cation of the seller are a mode of business de-

sirable only when the commodity sold is a
speciality of the seller, or of whi^h he is in-

dependent of outside skill or design, and
this method prevails more in the United
States, where designs of bridges and
buildings are often undertaken by the

manufacturer, or engineer-contractor as he
may be called. Trade catalogues— their

advantages and abuses—are pointed out
with much foi ce, and the reader is put on
his guard against making choice of goods
from handsomely got up and engraved cata-

logues. Purchases based on sample, or on
specification and sample combined, are

discussed, as anything like iron or cement
requiring a test may be best indicated by
samples. In railway contracts samples are
ofttn made the bases of the uudertaking-
Trade-marks and their abuse, modes of

payment, risks, schedules or schedule rates,

and the best methods of making them,
arbitration, and other matters of a business

nature are treated on.

Purchase for Export, the Establishment of

Factories, the Transmission of Power, are
titles of other chapters of the book. In the
last, steam, water, compressed-air, connect-
ing rods, shafting, &c., are considered, and
the engineer or contractor will find the
margiLal headings numerous enough to

assist him in making up his mind on almost
any point as to the advantages to be derived
from one or the other method ; the cross-

references and diagrams also are of con-
siderable value. The remarks on hydraulic
pressure, Armstrong's accumulator, and the
proposal to adopt this and the Swiss plan of

conducting high-pressure water through
the streets for sale as power are interesting
and full of useful data. Air compressors,
rock-drills, and many recent methods and
motors are described, which the contractor
or engineer will find convenient for refer-

ence. Coal, iron, and steel, are also the
subjects of another valuable chapter. Thus
we have the various classes and subdivisions
of rolled iron described, such as L and T
bars and joists, and the competing iion-
works in Germany, France, and Belgium
are noticed. Much useful technical infor-
mation will be found in this part on prices,

tensile strength, and other tests into which
it would be tedious and unnecessary to
enter here, and the marginal headings give
the text all the convenience and facilities of a
dictionary. Fallacious brands are pointed
out, and the dimensions of rolled bars of
the usual sections for roofs and joists are
given. It may be as well to remind the
reader that L-bars are of more uniform
quality and strength than T-bars, as the
rolling is more favourable. Steel is also
discussed in detail.

Many architects, purchasers, and con-
tractors will find Mr. Matheson's work also
an aid to them in selecting steam-engines
for various uses, as the varieties are classified,

and the advantages of th<: different kinds
pointed out. The chief considerations, for
instance, in selecting an engine or boiler,
sucli as space, power, weight, fixing, fuel,

and cost are enumerated, and the technicil
terms explained ; so that an architect can
have no difficulty in specifying exactly
what he requires, and in using the proper
terms, such, for instance, as the " nominal
horse-power" required, the kind of boiler,
&c. In the same way, the chapter on
pumping-engines furnishes a fund of useful
information and details, and the remarks on
tanks, and the best methods of constructing
and stiffening them ; the details of flinge-

joints, and cement -linings ; cast-iron tanks
and their liability to fracture by changes of

temperature ; co^t of tanks and capacity
will be found of much use for reference.

Iron pipes and the various socket, flange,

and other joints are detailed, and the
detigner as well as contractor will find to
his hand a valuable repository of technical

facts.

Passing a chapter on railway equipment,
we come to a useful one on machine tools,

forming a complete handbook on this ex-
tensive branch of engineering. Cranes
—steam, hand, and hydraulic—are classified,

illustrated, and described, according to
their use and value in construction, and
the contractor will find much to interest

him in this part ; as also in the next on
excavating machines, boring tools, rock-
drills, pile-drivers, &c., about which occa-
sional information may be needed. These
various appliances are amply illustrated

by small engravings in the margin, suffi-

cient to give the contractor a fair idea of

the construction. Thus the boring tools in

use for proving foundations, worm augers,

chisel-drills, rook-drUls are illustrated, and
every point about which a contractor or
engineer may need to be informed is briefly

explained.
The concluding chapters on Portland

cement, iron roofs, buildings, and light-

houses concern the architect and builder

particularly, but we have no space to enter
into these sections. The strength and
qualities of cement, methods of manufactur-
ing it, the modes of testing by briquettes,

tests by weight and fineness, and the usual

specification qualities, mixture with sand,

price and other items of permanent value

fur reference are given. Every variety of

iron roof, modes of lighting and construc-

tion, the values of galvanised iron, zinc,

copper, or other covering materials will

be found illustrated by diagrams and
their merits discussed, while fireproof

buildings, and the conditions best to insure

resistance to heat, are not overlooked. We
may have something more to say on these

chapters ; a detailed review of the work,
however, is not necessary to convince us of

the thoroughness and value of Mr. Matha-
son's Aid B ook for the contractor, engineer

and architect, as it embodies every kind of

information most likely to be required in

contract work abroad, or, indeed, at home.

WINDSOR TAPESTRIES AND CARVED
WOODWORK.

AT the Bassano Galleries in Old Bond-
street, an exhibition of some very

choice Windsor tapestries and woodwork is

on view. These have been arranged in a
very complete and artistic manner on the

staircase and four rooms, so as to present to

the eye somewhat of the finished effects the

tapestries would have when placed in their

proper places with the accompaniments of

furniture. Mr. H. Henry, the director, has

arranged these woven fabrics to represent

the distinct treatments of tapestry design

and execution, and in so doing, has rendered

a service to the art-student. The panels of

painted reps imitating tapestries, on the

staircase, are thoroughly decorative in treat-

ment; they represent figures against dark

grounds of green foliage. " La Chate-

laine " is particularly effective. In the first

room we come to we notice a panel of Wind-
sor tapestry (one of a set) manufactured for

and lent by Mr. Christopher Sykes, M.P.
The subject is from a design of the late E.

M. Ward, R A., entitled " The Death of the

Stag," in which the figures of huntsman and
his lady and the accessories are worked with

great truthfulness, and the colouring and
shading of the figures are in good harmony.
There is a bold folial border. The painted

cartoons exhibited, one of them by E. M.
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Ward, E.A., and the other by T. W. Hay,
are interosting ; we also notice a carved
walnut seat in the French Renaissance style,

lent by Qillow and Co., recently noticed by
us in our account of the Albert Hill Exhibi-
tion.

In another room, the fine tapestries with
figvire-subjects representing scenes from
Tennyson's " Idylls of the King," in which
King Arthur is the leading character, are

particularly fine examples both in stylo and
colouring of what may be called the modern
English school, in which feeling and ideal

drawing approaching the Bume-Jonesianin
conception are carried out. These panels
are from cartoons by Herbert A. Bone, and
the compositions are clever, while the tints are
delicate, well blended, and flatly treated in

a decorative key. The other tapestries,

representing the " Arrival at Camelot of the

dead body of Elaine," " The Castle of Asto-
lat," and the " Nun and Sir Galahad," are

executed is the same style, and will well repay
attention. Below the latter panel is a carved
walnut dado designed in a massive E iza-

bethan or Italian style, with Ionic half-

pillars standing on trusses, a bold cornice,

and panelled in the die. This and some
other carved Italian furniture have been lent

by Messrs. Gillow and Co., and much assist

the ensemble. We also notice a clever water-
colour drawing of " Dining-room Decora-
tion," designed by Mr. H. Henry, exhibited
at the Paris Exhibition, lent by the same
firm, and which was illustrated by us at the
time. A small room in the collection is

finished to represent the Louis XVI. style of

decoration. Of the tapestries we note a
charmingly-woven picture of " Windsor
Castle from the Thames," from a cartoon by
John O'Connor, lent by Mr. Henry F.
Makins, and some fine silk and wool tapestry
panels of a decorative character. One of

these, representing a figure of a maiden
personifying " Spring," from a cartoon by
M. Gerard, Paris, for Sir Albert Sassoon,
K.C.8.I., is a beautifully finished panel.
The flowers in the lap of the damsel, the
cupid-like figures in the clouds and
background, and the border, are wonder-
fully well done. One or two of the
smaller panels, Nos. 4 and 5, in

walnut frames, are exceedingly spirited in
design and colouring. They are made from
sketches by the Marchioness of Waterford,
and represent the four seasons. The figures

in the central ova's are enlarged by Mrs. E.
M. Ward, and the borders are in the Italian

Kenaissance ; but the chief attractions in

this unique apartment will doubtless be the
very handsome arm-chairs exhibited, in the
Louis XVI. style, with gilt frames, covered
in very fiae Windsor tapestry. These chairs

have been made to order for the Duke of
Westminster, K.G., from designs by Ch.
Monblond. The design of the tapestry seats
and backs is chiefly composed of Renaissance
ornamentation, flowers, and wreaths, with
borders worked in delicate colours on light
grey and green ground. They have all been
made at Windsor. Messrs. Gillow and Co.
contribute a very cleverly-carved walnut
Italian pilaster, the panel of which is

carved in pear-tree wood, with a capital of
a composite order, and with broken entab-
lature. We also notice a silk screen of very
elegant design, and exceedingly delicate in
the colours.

The largest and last room of the suite is

decorated with some very large panels of
Windsor tapestry, made lor Mr. Henry A.
Brass5y, M.P. The subjects are chiefly battle-
scenes. One represents the Battle of Ayles-
ford, in which Vortigern, the British king,
attacked the Saxons, the episode being
taken from Halstead's History of Kent. The
composition is from a cartoon by E. M.
Ward, R.A. Other panels, from designs by
J. E. Hodgson, R.A., represent " The Men
of Kent Marching in front of Harold's
Army"; "The Siege of Rochester Castle

by Simon de Montfort," "The Burning of

Rochester Bridge." These large tapestries

have bold borders. The figures are life-sizo,

and shaded, and the subjects are pictorially

treated in the Italian style in a bright key
of colour, which will be considerably subdued
in the hall in which they are designed to be
placed. In this room may bo observed two
richly inlaid Italian cabinets, the inlays

being on ebony, lent by Messrs. Gillow, one
a replica of the other. The Louis XIII.
chairs, in crimson velvet, and the walnut
pedestals, with delicately-carved panels in

low relief, are a few of the other adjuncts in

this splendidly-decorated room.

SHOP-FRONTS.

ARCHITECTS, art - designers, and
builders, have, to a great extent,

ignored the shop-front, as though it were
some poor relation of street architecture
proper.
The shop-front, as we now understand it,

is essentially a modem institution. A
couple of generations ago it probably had
no existence, and the old shop-front of our
boyish days is so rapidly becoming a thing
of the past, that we can hardly point to a
remaining example of it. The most typical

that occur to us for the moment are those
of Mills, of Bond-street, and Bell in Oxford-
street. In the latter a portion of the front

wall has been cut away from the ceiling

to within some 3ff. of the ground, but
leaving Bu£B.cient at each side to form two
solid piers. These carry a stout and plainly
visible brestsummer, which bears the super-
incumbent structure. The entrance- door
remains in the centre, and the openings are
fitted with modem framework, resting on
light iron railings, and capped by a moulded
entablature with a plain frieze for the name.
The windows thus formed are slightly curved
outwards to obtain additional light and
attract attention, and are glazed with the
small squares familiar to our forefathers

;

and the whole front has a quiet and pleasing
effect, specially its own.
There are some others that we cannot for-

bear mentioning. There exist a good many
in various parts of Soho, which are all more
or less quaint and characteristic ; and Dean-
street, besides rejoicing in several of the
best, is still the happy possessor of one
which, small and dilapidated as it is, and
devoted tj nothing more spirit-stirring than
bull's-eyes, starch, and bags of flour, is

still an excellent example of fine, though
antiquated, treatment. It is directly

opposite the St. Anne's Vestry, and its

Ionic pilasters, enriched entablature, and the
doorway, with its pediment and carved
architraves, approached by a short flight of
steps, are well worth a visit from those who
take an interest in the few remaining nooks
and crevices of old London.
On the west side of Adam-street, Adelphi,

is a remarkably fine old double shop-front,
belonging to Attenborough, somewhat of

the first-named type, but enriched with all

the combined vigour and delicacy of the
" Adams " ornamentation. In the Strand,
almost opposite the little theatre that bears
that name, is a small, quaint, old-fashioned
little front, that has, apparently, been
restored in consequence of dilapidation, and
slightly modernised. Whatever may actually

have been done, it has been effected with the
best judgment ; for nothing could now be
more suitable for the '

' Express Country
Milk Co." Lastly, we journey to Comhill,
in order to express a pious hope that so long
as we can appreciate a luncheon of turtle

and milk punch, and our country cousins

retain their wonderful appetites for cream •

tarts, so long may Birch's shop-front be
spared from the destroying and unhallowed
hands " of the ruthless invader and foe."

Now, if we turn to the modern shop-front,

what do we find ? Contecutive miles of

plate-glass—the huge sheets varying in size

according to the purse, the parsimony, or

the prodigality of the tradesman ; but in-

evitably glazed within the narrowest pos-

sible strips of brass, iron, or wood, which
look like umbrella-ribs, or whalebone, and
are frequently invisible to the naked eye
from the opposite pavement. Every sign or

notion of structural support is indefatigably

burked ; the party-wall is disputed to the

last inch by this crystal demon ; the piers,

iron stanchions, or columns (which, of

course, exist somewhere or other to sustain

the biulding), are incased in looking-glass,

converted into sham show-cases, or con-
cealed in some other equally ingenious way

;

so that the vast masses of brick-and-mortar
above them become literally and truly " the

baseless fabric of a vision." Then these

dreary wastes of glass are nearly always
skirted with that nondescript article, the
" bra'S-plate," containing the name and
business of the tradesman, and surmounted
by the same information, conveyed in a still

more objectionable form, upon the garish,

vulgar, glass facias, which do more, per-

haps, than anything else to make our best

streets hideous. We are, of course, now
speaking of shop-fronts proper, constructed

specially for the exhibition of goods. The
windows of the wholesale firms, where
little or no display is required, are

not open to these strictures ; nor are

the fronts of many business houses
whose transactions either are, or assume
to be, of a sufficiently professional nature
to render anything unnecessary beyond a
large plate-glass window to admit abundant
light, and at the same time to mark the

commercial charac!er of the establishment.

Many of these are excellent in their treat-

ment, and some of the newly-erected banks
are models of what such buildings should
be. It is sad that we should have to de-

scend to the gin-palace to class it with
banks and high-class business houses ; but
the fact remains that the average London
publichouse-front is constructed upon an
excellent though stereotyped model. Dis-

figured as it may be, and usually is, by
wretched architecture, vulgar ornament,
and tawdry gewgaws, the accepted and
almost universal type is thoroughly sound
in principle. The house may have two doors,

or it may have many, according to its size

and situation ; but the doors are at moderate
intervals, and alternate with the windows,
the sills of which are usually some four feet

from the ground. Each door and window
is separated by a bona-fide column, pilaster,

pier, or stout door-post, which unmistak-
ably supports the entablature, and gives to

the whole front an air of stability that might
well be emulated for better purposes.

Should any of our readers think that we
are either romancing or exaggerating, we
would beg them to take a stroll—or the

front seat on an omnibus— say from thetoj)

of Bond-street to the Bank, and we should

then like to ask them whether they can gain-

say what we have stated, with a few excep-

tions, to some of which we shall presently

allude.

Gaze at that monstrous building of

Jacobson's, where a heavy cornice, some
sixty feet long, with three floors above it, is

supported (!') on two stories of plate-glass,

the squares of which are apparently divided

in the lower by knitting-needles, and the

upper by cedar pencils !

Look at the half-dozen houses or so that

are comprised in Peter Robinson's huge pre-

mises, and see if you can find six inches of

apparent structural support throughout the

whole front I Or watch the progress of the

hideous shops now in course of completion
immediately east of the Princess's Theatre.

There is no need to multiply examples,'

but will take one more—that of Duclas, the

French " Confiseur." The fafiade of this
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buildiiig is unusually bold and massive, and
of wb«t does it consist * At the top we have
a leviathan stack of chimneys, under that

tlie hagest possible coniiee and frieze, under
th;it a third story, and under that a second

v»ith a monstrous balcony), and under that

u tirst (with detached columns and a heavy
ontablature), "and under that—nothing I

"

Should our traveller, on reaching the

Dank, feel inclined to ins{>ect the City shop-
fronts, and there are many of them (though
we maJte no allusion to the wholesale houses),

he will still find much to make the artistic

heart ache ; but at the same time ho will

meet with many excellent correctives. The
ubi'^uitons glazier is far less omnipotent in

tUe City than at the West, and much as there

may still be to deplore, the careful observer

will find that within the last few years a

large number of shops have been recon-
structed with taste, judgment, and common-
aense. The same remarks apply, to some
extent, as we proceed westward towards
Charing-cross. The mania for plate-glass

docs not so universally prevail along the
route wenowtake asintheparuUel thorough-
fare that we lately traversed. The houses
in Fleet-street, for instance, are both smaller
and much older, and consequently require a
greater caution in cutting about and dealing
with geoeially. Near to that astounding
monument of civic wisdom—the Temple
Bar Memorial—are some of the houses of

real Old London, and their shop-fronts
hiving been partly modernised, are queer,
difiicult to exactly approve or condemn,
bnt at least free from much that is offensive

elsewhere.
As we begin to sniff the West-end

atmosphere, we are conscious of the return-
ing taint till we at last reach Regent-street,
the arch-offender of all. In the upper part
of it, near the Polytechnic, many of the
fronts are correct in treatment, but they
evi -ce, as a rule, such an utter want of taste

Ih at their general appearance is dismal and
depressing. Below Piccadilly are several
extremely fine shops, to which we shall

return. Uut what we mostly recognise as

Begent-street — I'.e , the portion lying
between Oxford-circus and Piccadilly, pre-
sents an almost unbroken sequence of every-
thing that is bad. Even the Edgware and
Tottenham Court - roads (thoroughfares
habitually associated with all that is cheap
and nasty) can show nothing worse,
if even so bad, as Begent - street.

Here plate-glass reigns supreme. The noble
sweep of the Quadrant is entirely ruined by
it, for there is hardly an inch of structural
support visible throughout the whole line of
shops on either side. And yet the solitary

front of the St. James' Bestaurant, with the
tipsy-cakes and marrons ijlacea in the win-
dows, suggests, most tantalisingly, a treat-
ment that would have made this fine range
of buildings a credit to London, had the
ground-landlord insisted upon the shop-
fronts being in keeping with the architec-
ture. In the centre of the west side there is

a range which is somewhat better. Hugo
colamns extend to nearly the top of the
houses, and between them the shop-fronts
are treated in somewhat of the old method.
One of them, indeed, that of Waugh,
the chemist, api>ears to be an old
one. But they all err in showing no
means of supjiort for the brick-work
between the colamns. The two really
fine faeides rext the Circus—viz , Peter
Hobinson's and Jay's, show the miserable
fate of the Quadrant, and almost reduce one
to despair. In the western part of Oxford-
street the old fronts are much the same ; but
many of the shops have been rebuilt, and
the new ones are mostly passable, and some
of them verj- good. Baker-street and
Bern>-r«-slreet both x>ossess a good many
juirt and unobjectionable fronts, produced,
lu many cases, by the simple process of
enlarging the windows of private dwellings.

and giving them circular or elliptic heads,

or making them to correspond in form and
size with the entrance doorway.

Piccadilly unquestionably takes a higher
rank in the scale. Hardly any of the shops
are now, but they have generally been buUt
with a solidity, and treated with judgment
and common-sense, such as wo seldom find

elsewhere. They are certainly, as a set,

the best that we know of, with the one great
exception of Bond-street, whore, happily,

all is different. It soems strange that so

great a divergence should exist between such
neighbouring thoroughfares as Eegent-
street and Bond-street, yet so it is. Through-
out the whole length of the latter there is

hardly a shop, from Smyth and Nephew's
modernised version of the good old front, to

those thiit are still unfinished, that cannot
lay claim to some sort of admiration and re-

spect. The older ones, as a rule, are better

than those in Piccadilly, and the new—
where the leases have fallen in, and the
houses been rebuilt—are a joy to look upon.
Still there are, we regret to say, even here,
three notable exceptions. Arrowsmith's
poverty-stricken little front is utterly un-
worthy of its situation, and a degenerate
scion of its predecessor. Chappell's ungainly
building, with its wretched pseudo- Gothic
carving, makes one shudder; and Mayer's
hideous travestie of a bad church-window,
executed partly in stucco, and extending to the
second floor, is simply an insult to the nation
that stands first in its appreciation and
practice of G )thic art. As a whole, how-
ever. Bond-street comes triumphantly to the
fore, and worthily maintains its long-
established reputation as the first business
street for excellence of every kind in the
civilised world.

It may not be out of place to inquire a
little as to how the state of things that we
have described as existing in the leading
London thoroughfares, has come about. Its

latter development is, no doubt, to be
accounted for by the kaen competition which
our rapidly-increasing population has en-
gendered, and which has produced another
evil of almost equal magnitude— viz., the
huge system of advertising, which is now so

preva'eut. But its commencement was pro-
bably due to the opening up of the Continent
during the long peace which preceded the
Crimean War, and was further stimulated
by the Great Exhibition of 1851, when we
first realised, to our dismay and mortifloa-

tion, how far we were behindhand as a
nation in all matters of taste. As our
tradesmen gradually made the acquaintance
of the Paris shops, a laudable desire

inspired them to rival—if not to surpass
these; but wanting the " je ne saisquoi"
of French taste, they fell into the fatal

error of confounding a vast shop-front,
crowded with half their stock, with an
attractive exhibition of the wares they
wished to sell. Another feature in the work
was, undoubtedly, the abolition of the
window-tax, and still more, the removal of

the duty on glass. The consequence was
that sheets of polished plate were turned
out of a size and at a price that would never
have been dreamt of fifty years ago, and
that consequently offered an irresistible

temptation to the uncultured many. But a
still more patent instrument of evil has been
the growth of a particular business known
as that of the "shop-fitter." Barely is a
London shop-front either designed by an
architect or erected by a builder. As a
rule it is arranged and constructed by the
shop-fitter. We have no wish to under-
value the services of these gentlemen. They
are specialists. Shop-fronts and show-
cases require a combination of strength and
lightness ; the latter must exclude the
dust, as far as possible, and are frequently
required to be air-tight. They consequently
demand the most careful and accurate
workmanship, and the mode of their con-

struction varies almost as much from or-
dinary joinery, as does cabinet-work. In
fact the Bhoji-fitter holds much the same
relation to an ordinary respectable builder,

that an oculist or obstetrician does to a
general medical practitioner. But specialists,

in their enthusiasm for their particular

groove of work, are apt to lose sight of the
broader principles that animate those whose
professional duties, or business avocations,

are of a wider range, and more varied in

their nature. We must, therefore, hold the
shop-fitter responsible for a great deal of

the mischief wo are condemning, and we
adduce two sets of facts in support of our
opinion. Firstly, the business of the shop-
fitter is almost peculiar to London, and
though he occasionally operates in pro-
vincial towns, these, as a rule, rely upon
their own resources, and the shops conse-
quently bear a greater stamp of individuality

and right treatment than their average
London brethren. Secondly, nearly
all the best London fronts, as will

be seen when we come to quote examples,
belong either to professional decorators, or

to those engaged in the cognate arts, and
bear unmistakable signs of skilled architec-

tural thought. There is no reason whatever
why the shop-fitter should be deprived of

the work he executes so well. But we
wovdd seriously advise everyone who has to

remodel his shop, to obtain, in the first

place, a thoroughly good design. The few
guineas that this may cost him will be well

bestowed; and instead of owning a shop-
front, garish, vulgar, and wasteful, he may
become the proprietor of one that wiU not
only display his goods in the most effective

and economical way, but will be in

itself "a thing of beauty and a joy for

ever."
The next point that we have to consider

is what should be the characteristics of a
thoroughly good shop-front. Firstly, it

should be correct in structural treatment. A
solid brick-and-mortar superstructure, of

perhaps three or four stories, supported,
apparently, upon nothing but sheets of

plate-glass, is simply an architectural lie

;

and, as such, it is debasing to the public

taste, and inflicts an incalculable injury

upon the whole cause of art. Secondly,
it should be specially adapted to the parti-

cular business in which its owner is en-
gaged. A shop-front suitable for the

exhibition of American organs would be
totally unfit for the display of diamond
rings ; and one specially arranged for

butchers' meat or dairy produce, would
hardly commend itself to a Court milliner.

But of this wo shall have more to say pre-

sently. Thirdly, it should be so arranged as to

economise the amount of goods necessary

for effective display, and to reduce to a
minimum the inevitable damage caused by
their exhibition. For it must be borne in

mind that silks and many other fabrics fade

from the sunlight
;

prints and music get

soiled with the smoke and soot
;
provisions

become dry or tainted ;
plate and jewellery

tarnish by the fog and gas ; and clocks and
watches suffer from the clouds of penetrat-

ing dust that accompany the east wind.

This important deterioration of the traders'

goods, as well as the interest on the capital

sunk in a vast and constant display, forms
—like the cost of supporting the existing

vampire of Advertisement—a very serious

item in his working expenses. These are all

so much absolutely unproductive expendi-

ture ; in fact they constitute a national loss

;

and, as such, must, in the long-run, come
out of the consumers' pockets, in the form
of enhanctd prices. Lastly, every good shop-

front should possess a distinctive character

of its own (unless, of course, it be part of

an uniform range, like the Quadrant), and
should be so designed as to set off and en-

hance the effect of its contents, either by the

contrast of severe simplicity, or by some
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harmony of analogy with the goods to bo
displayed.

Like the Ages of Man, the best modern
shop-fronts may be roughly classified under
seven types, which we shall now proceed to

describe. Such a classification must, neces-
arily, be an imperfect one ; and must, in

fact, be accepted in much the same spirit as

the great, but unzoologioal German's idea
of a camel, which—after listening to various
and conflicting descriptions of the animal

—

he finally "evolved out of his own inner
consciousness." For the individual speci-

mens of shop-fronts run so much into each
other, in their treatment, that the more
salient features they may possess in common
can, obviously, alone be treated of.

But we may first pause for a moment to

notice a modem treatment of the old form
of front, which is sometimes miich to be com-
mended. Plate-glass naturally takes the
place of the small squares, and the work is

altogether oa a bolder scale ; but the type is

a good one, and excellent examples of it are
aiforded by Hill's and Frazer and Hawes'
shops in Regent-street, and by those just

finished in the Bond-street " Arcade."
The first type of front that wo shall con-

sider is what we may term the " Classical."

It arises from the vast size of many modem
business premises, and consists of one long
entablature supported at regular intervals by
piers or columns, the whole intervening
spaces, from cap to base, being fUIed in with
single sheets of plate- glass. Among the best
that we have noticed are those of Howell
and James in Regent-street, Miller and
Sons in Piccadilly, Redmayne in Bond-street,
Hindley and Sons in Oxford-street, Filmer
and Son in Berners-street, KentinHolborn,
and [)articularly Lewis and Allenby's in

Conduit-street, constructed with red Aber-
deen granite in the purest style of Roman
Doric. No two of these are alike, but they
are all good. Jackson and Graham's other-
wise excellent front is spoilt by the intro-
duction of quasi-Moorish ornament in the
little erections (which architects call

Acroteria) that surmount each column in

order to break the korizontal line. This
glaring incongruity with Classic detail is

plainly due to the biased pencil of the late

but M«lamented Mr. Owen Jones, out of

whose hands the rest of the ground-floor
was probably removed. The front of Lane's
fine tea-shop in New Oxford-street suffers

from the glass being sot too far back behind
the columns, so that the contents of the
window are not visible till the spectator is

directly facing it, and for this reason
pilasters or engaged columns are perhaps
preferable to those entirely detached. When
judiciously treated, this form of shop front
is eminently adajited to the exhibition of

large articles, such as cabinet and upholstery
work, pianos, &c., and is certainly the best
fjr huge drapery establishments. But it

must bo borne in mind that its essential
features are simplicity, uniformity, and
repose. Marshall and Snelgrove's enormous
front is good in intention, but is too
Frenchified and "bizarre," and so loses this

very repose, and detracts from the effective-

ness of the goods displayed.
The next variety may be almost described

as a modification of a single bay of that we
have just spoken of, and bears much the
same relation to it as did the country to the
town mouse in the story of our nursery
days. Here we find the houses somewhat
narrow, and each has its different business.
The upper part rests securely upon the
entablature, which is supported by stout
piers on either side ; but the single sheet of

glass is replaced by a couple of windows,
and an entrance door-way formed by sub-
stantial wooden framing. The windows are
seldom carried down below some two feet of
the ground, and there is usually a stall-

board, beneath which some strong glazing,
faced by ornamental ironwork, affords light

to the basement. Specimens of this type
are to bo found upon the Ilolborn Viaduct
and at the Grand Hotel, Charing-cross,
though we must be careful to exclude Mr.
John Brogdcn, the " art goldsmith's

"

shop, where "Art" is curiously innocent in

its appreciation of architectural truth.

Others will be found in the fine range of

buildings lately ro-erectod by the Mercers'
Company between Ironmonger-lane and
Old Jewry, with but little variation from
Sir Christopher Wren's original design.

Holbronnor, of Oxford-street, and W. J.

Thomas, of Bond-street, furnish admirable
examples of this mode of treatment, which
is specially suitable for such businesses as
thoso of the watchmaker, the chemist, and
the various dealers in small or fancy articles.

The third form approaches the most
nearly of any to the dwelling-house, from
which it differs chiefly in the various forms
and larger size of the windows, the sills

being usually—though not always—about
breast high. The effect is extremely
simple ; and when the establishment is a
large one, windows of this kind are more
fitted for such things as books, music, and
drapery materials, boots, bon-bons, Camem-
bert cheeses, jellied galantines, and " putts

de fois gras," than the more spacious ones
that characterise our first type of shop-
front. Instances of this way of dealing
with the building will readily occur to those
who have had occasion to visit Novello's in

Berner's-street, Lacon and Ollier's in Bond-
street, Gillow's or Cowtan's in Oxford-
street, or Druce and Co.'s in Baker-street.
The fourth typo that we have to adduce is

wholly different from the preceding. Now
architecture proper steps in , and so treats the
ground-floor of a good-sized house as to

leave a single large central opening in the
waU, environed by legitimate structural or-

nament, in the Italian or Renaissance styles,

to be glazed wiih one vast sheet of polished
plate. On either side are entrance- doors

—

the one giving access to the shop, the other
to the private house above. Or instead of

one, there may bo two smaller windows, in

which case, a single entrance answers both
the above requirements. Those are among
the very best forms of shop-front extant,
and lend themselves particularly to enhance
the artistic appearance of large " articles of

virtu," such as inlaid cabinets, massive
candelabra, and tapestries or stamped
leather, as well as of decorative paintings,
pictures by the Italian masters, or high-
class costumes. Of the dual treatment, the
best examples we can point to arc Morant's
front in New Bond-street, and Truefitt's in

Old Bond-street. The finest with single win-
dows, that we know, are Unwin and Albert's

in Regent-street, and Wertheimer's, Donald-
son's, and Pratt's in Bond-street. In fact,

the last-named is one of the most artistic

fronts in the whole of 1 ondon. Imme-
diately opposite to it is a little front (that of

Tessier) somewhat different in treatment,
with two windows and a central door, but
which deserves notice as an instance of what
is most suitable for a jeweller and silver-

smiths' business.

The class of shop-front that we have next
to deal with is a very diificult one to de-
scribe. Under it we group together six

examples—the only ones that we can call to

mind as worth mentioning—not on account
of any similarity of form, but because of

the spirit that animates them, and has
prompted a recurrence to the best periods

of domestic architecture for lines on which
to design structures suitable for modern re-

quirements. The shops we allude to are

those of Marks, Durlacher, Brothers in

Oxford-street, Felix and Waymau in

Charles-street, Soho-square ; Palmer in

Great Portland-street, HoUender and Cre-
metti in New Bond-street (originally built

for Donaldson), Cardinal and Harford in

Holborn, and Collinson and Lock in Fleet-

street. There should, indeed, bo a seventh

example, at 100, New Bond-street, for wo
well remember Mr. W. J. Green's excellent

design, which was in the Academy last

year ; but from some cause or other this

building Las never been completed. In
Oxford- street is one other attempt in the

same line— that of Duvun, a little west of

the Pantheon ; but the structural treatment
is here so feeble, that we invariably pass it

by at a hand gallop, for fear it should

tumble about our ears. Our six exemplars
are all more or less artistic. Tho Mediajval,

Elizabethan, and Queen Anne styles have
each been laid under tribute, to say nothing
of a certain Dutch feeling that never be-

came quite incorporated with English archi-

tecture. But notwithstanding the variety

of form and treatment, these fronts have cer-

tain features in common—viz., tho abun-
dant, almost exclusive, use of wood in

their construction, the solid character

of this woodwork, the liberal use of

carving for its embellishment, the employ-
ment of plate-glass only where it is needed
to give a clear view of the "exhibits," the

use elsewhere of small panes—sometimes
glazed in quarry—as a means of decoration,

and the adoption of the broad old moulded
sash-bar. The whole of the woodwork is

generally painted with some light colour;

and notwithstanding our London climate,

we consider a warm white the best for the
purpose. Greatly as we admire these shop-
fronts, we cannot recommend them for every
species of business. There is a delightful

artistic quaintness about them : their essence

is the picturesque. But while there would
bo a melancholy incongruity in their devot-
ing themselves to the exclusive interests of

garden-rollers, or kitchen meat- screens and
toasting-forks, they assimilate themselves,

in the most agreeable fashion, to such things

as delf and ancient pottery, old pictures of

the Dutch and Flemish, or Early Christian

schools, .<csthetic paper-hangings, "too-too"
tapestries, and all kinds of art-curiosities in

general.

"The sixth age shifts into" a type of

shops constructed specially for the display

of manufacturers' own productions, such as

glass, china or hardware. They are not of
vast size, and pro?ent no particulai-ly

noticeable features. But they group them-
selves together as partaking, in an unusual
degree, of the architectural character of the

whole building, of which they seem to bo
the outcome, and as specially answering
their individual requirements. One of the
best is Elkington's in Regent-street, but
Mortlock and Sons, that adjoins it, Mort-
lock's in Oxford-street, and Osier's near the
Princess's Theatre, and especially their new
front in Newman-street, are all good speci-

mens.
The last type of all is by no means a

return to " second childishness," but, sin-

gularly enough, it reverts to some of the
principles that are described as governing
the construction of the old-fashioned shops,

though with a modification. Tho stout

brestsummer, with its side piers, now re-

inforced with a couple of additional inter--

vening iron shafts, or light stone columns,
again supports the house above. But
instead of the front projecting into the

street, as was sensible enough when traffic

was small and passers-by were few, it is

now recessed back sufficiently to afford

the observer shelter from tho sun and rain,

and allow him to notice the contents of the
windows uiijostled by " tho madding
crowd." Sometimes the windows are canted
back at an obtuse angle from the wall line

to the entrance-door, which is in the centre

;

sometimes the whole recess is rectangular,

it is usually paved with tiles, and certainly

lends a few moments' agreeable retreat from
the increasing bustle of the streets. Such a
form of shop-front seems equally adaptable,

according to the details of its ti'oatment, to
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aliuost auy description ot business, as will

be gem from the examples we adduce—viz.,

Booaey and Sons, the music publisbers, in

Begent-strret ; Dickinson's, the fashionable

portrait-painters, in Bond-street ; the Auto-
^pe Company's in New Oxford-street, and
(Stallen and Sons, the pianoforte-sellers, in

Hanway-street. This is a type of business

premises possessing many advantages, and
one that we certainly hope to see brought
further into use.

From the foregoing remarks it will be seen

that, terrible as was the state of things

into which we had drifted, much
has latterly been done to remedy and " re-

form it altogether." The best shop-fronts

are now usually designed by architects of

skill and reputation ; and those erected

during the last two or three years are, as a
rule, remarkable for their excellence. In-
deed, many of them have emanated from the
fertile and artistic brains of Messrs. Pearson,
Murray, Qrim, Norman Shaw, Edis, and
others.

If those who have to alter their pre-
mises will carefully select a type of

window most in keeping with their Une of

business, and will follow the example of the
more cultivated among the tradesmen and
manufacturers, and see that their design is

characterised by truth and taste, our streets

will soon assume a different aspect. '
' A

nation of shopkeepers " we shall always ba

;

but there is no possible reason why our shop-
fronts should disgrace us.—J. G., Libra.

PRACTICAL NOTES ON PLUMBING.»-II.

By P. J. Davies, H.M.A.S.P., &c.

lonrr-XAKiso, by ooppeb bft, and blown.

AFTER the apprentice has learnt the ru-
dimentary part of the casting, he should

he put to prepare a few joints. The first is the
oopper-bit joint.

Take two pieces of lead pipe (say lio.) and
with your saw, '

' which should be sharp and
about loin, long, with panel-saw teeth," cut
one end true, and with a turn-pin G, Fig. 1,

jBst open, same a* shown at D, Fig. 2, then
with the ihETe-hook Q, Fig. 1, which should be
kept tharp by the use of a saw-file, shave all
round the Inwde where yon would have the solder

• AU right* ntrrti.

unite ; next take the inner or male pipe. Fig. 3,

true the end J, then with a 12in. or 14in. rasp,

middling cut, rasp the end of this pipe to the
bevel as shown, then with the shave-hook shave
the end just sutficiently high to come above the
top of the female part, as shovm at FE, Fig. 3.

Now fix the same firmly as best you can in an
upright position, as shown in the cramp Fig. 3 D,
also as shown at Fig. 4. Next see about soldering
the same. The first thing required is a
"hatchet-bit " L, Fig. 1, Fig. 3 A, also Fig. 3
B, which shows the best shape for general use.
This tool is made of copper ; therefore you must
never exceed a red heat when shaping same. If
you do, you are liable to melt it ; before you can
use this tool there will be something for you to
thoroughly understand—it is the tinning of same,
which is done as follows:—Make it just hot
enough to melt fine solder (to be hereafter
explained), which is a mixture of two parts of

block-tin and one part lead. Then rapidly file

the end of the tool or iron quite bright and rub
this part on a piece of tin called a tin-pan with
plenty of resin and solder mixed together ; this
will pnt a face upon it as it is called : that is to
say, that part which you brightened will be
tinned over. Next make the iron a little hotter
and put some powdered black rosin from the
rosin- box, Fig. 4 A, which is made of tin,

copper, or zinc, all around the joint, and with
the iron melt a little solder all around, taking
care not to have the least dirt in your work or
rosin. Having melted sufficient solder around
your joint, run the nose of yoiu- iron well into
the solder (hence the reason for having the point
of the iron this shape) , and well tin your lead,
also float the solder round the joint, which is

done by drawing your iron (when well hot)
steadily round from one side to the other ; the
joint should be left as smooth as any part of the
lead, as shown at E F, Fig. 4, which is done by
having sufficient heat in your iron. After all is

done, if you have made much mess with the
rosin, take some touch and rub over your joint
or the dirty part ; this, if done when the rosin is

hot, will soften same, and you can wipe all away
with a small piece of rag.

BLOWN JOINTS.

A blown joint is made in a similar manner,
excepting that in place of an iron you use a
blow-pipe and gas or rushes to melt your solder,

which can be done with a very little practice.

A" / C .J/o .

The Fig. 4 B, is the general shape of blow-pipe
used.

WIPED JOINTS—PEEPAEATION.

With the apprentice these joints are not quite
so easily made as with the copper bit, but with
a little practice you will soon get over the
difficulty. In the first place, you will prepare
the male end as you did for the copper-bit joint,

excepting the shaving, but the outside pipe will

not be required to be opened quite so wide as
before, but as shown in section at K, Fig. 5, (see

next article) . Here you see that the male and
female ends are rasped ofi. This is in order
that you may have a little more solder around
the joint without extending the size of same.
Now, having all out and fitted, you will require
the ends of the pipes clean from grease or oil.

This is done by rubbing a little chalk, whitinj!
card, wire, or glass-paper over same, and well

rub it off with an old felt or anything else.
Next the soil, smudge or tarnish is a very

r / C Ja.

/^/ c.:sb.

r / c . 4b

important thing in wiped joints, especially to
the boy.

TBS son. AND SOILIMa

Is very important to the young beginner, but
in after-life with a little practice he will be able

to dispense with it. I was for four years in
regular metal-work called "wiping joints,"

and never used a bit of soil. Mr. Graham,
the lead-caster before referred to, has done the
same. The soil is made as follows :—Take lib.

of lamp-black and make it red-hot in your
metal-pot, stir it well up and let it cool, then
take 2oz. of pounded chalk and mix well
together in water, well grind, with trowel or

otherwise, the ingredients together, to the

consistency of butter and as fine (a painter's

muUer and stone will expedite the operation)

;

make it pretty stiff ; lastly, take about }lb. of

melted glue—some glue is stronger than other,

so that this wiU vary—stir well together when
weU hot, and it is fit for use. Thin it to the

thickness of cream and use it cold as required.

The method of testing it is as follows:—Take
the end.s of your prepared or cleaned pipes

and paint them over with a thin coat and d^ it

:

if it rubs off it has not sufficient glue in it ; if it

scales up it has too much glue, or has been put on
too thickly, or the pipe may be greasy -of
course you can bum or blister this soil if too

thick. If the solder hangs to it there is too
much glue, and will shine, or it is short of chalk.

Good soil should work like paint, not rub off,

blister, or hold the solder, its effect being to

prevent the solder adhering to the pipe not
shaved. The soil-pot should be made of copper.

A small sash-tool half worn out is the best to

work the soil with, unless on large work such as

cisterns, &o. When putting it on it must be
straight, and without daubing your work all

over. Cut the edge true, as nothing looks

worse than slovenly soiling. Soil your joints

from 3in. to 4in. past the solder-line.

THE SPLASH-STICK

Is made of wood, about 6in. long, IJin. wide,

jin. to Jin. thick, shaped for holding. Some
use iron, but I do not like it, as you are apt

to scratch the soil off the lead.

THE CLOTHS.

I do not know any tool more important than

a good cloth. It should be made as follows :

—

Take a piece of new mole-skin or fustian (the

former is the best) of moderate thickness, for

^in. joint, 12in. long by 9in. wide, then fold it

up one side 4in., then 4in. again, and again 4in.,

then fold it in the middle, which will make your

cloth 4in. by 4Jin., and six thicknesses thick.

This is suitable for Jin or fin. underhand joints.

After this is done, sew up the ragged ends to

keep it from opening. Then melt a little tallow

and pour a little on one side, and the cloth is

ready for work. Keep to this side, occasionally

rubbing a little touch on this face side. If the

cloth is too rough, rub a little chalk upon the

face. The use of the tallow is to prevent the

solder from sticking to or burning the cloth. It

also makes the solder work smoothly.

J. p. DAVIES' cloths' TABLE FOB DIFFEEENT

KINDS OF CLOTHS.

Tlds Table is for a moderate thickness of ma-
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terial ; if very thick, one thickness less. Uiulcr-

handed " to be made as before."

Pjpb.

Diameter in
Inches.

4to j
1

Ij and li
2, 2j, and 3
Hi, 4, and 4i
5 and 6

Size of
Cloth.

Inches.
4 X 4i
4.4 X 4
4j X 56X8
6J X 8
91 X 10

TmcK-
NBSaKB.

10

KXHABKS.

AflcriJin.use'.TO
cloths, the ilin. for
finishiBgr, and the
large one for fcet-

ting up the heat.

BEAKCII AND tTPBIQHT.

Fi».

Diameter in
Inches.

11 and 2
2 and 6

SizB op
Cloth.

Inches.
li X 2J
2

2J
2} X 3

TOICK-
HBBSaS.

6
6
8

8 to 10
10

Bkhabks.

Some prefer a
size larger, hut the
smaller the better,
in some cases.

CI9TEEN CLOTH.

2iin. X 3ia. | 8 to 10.

TEAPS AND ODDS AND IND3.

2iin. X 2in. | 6, or the | cloth.

Sew the Sin. and 6in. cloths all round, and
from corner to corner diagonally. When working
12in. to 18in. joints underhanded, larger cloths
are required, and are worked two-handed or by
two plumbers. Before you begin to wipe your
joint, stop the ends of the pipes to prevent
draught, which will make a very great di&erence
when you are at work with the metal.

{To be continued.)

DB. WALDSTEIN ON GREEK
SCULPTURE.
LECTUEE v.

THE sculptures of the Parthenon formed the
text of a demonstration given by Dr.

Waldstein on Friday afternoon, in the Elgin
gallery of the British Museum, before the
students of King's College, Strand. He had
now, the lecturer remarked, reachel in his

exposition a period when the sculptor, having
obtained complete mastery over h's material,

was confronted by the question. What subjects

should he choose from the world of possible

ones, for representation? To reply to this

inquiry made the greatest demands on the
artistic spirit and inherent tact of the sculptor,

and the artist who most suocessfally solved the
problem, by executing works which embodied
loft^ conceptions of all that was grand, noble,

and permanent in human life, was Pheidias. The
works in which ho achieved his greatest
triumphs, the statues of Athene in the Parthenon
of Athens, and of Zeus in the Temple of

Olympia, wore no longer extant, but we must
acceiJtthe numberlessdesoriptious and allusions to

them by classical writers, as evidence that they
were of unapproacbed dignity and grandeur.
These statues of the gods farmed each the
leading feature in the larger chamber of a

temple naos. They were each of colossal size, and
formed of plates of ivoryand gold built up upon a
framework of iron. The effect of this luxurious
combination, as seen in the probibly subdued
light of the temple, was far beyond the power of

description, or of our dreams, and was only
paralleled, perhaps, by ouc or two works of
Raphael, and a few by Michael Angelo. Thougli
these statues had long since been destroyed
there had come down to us as examples of this

highest period of sculpture some of the sm lUer
decorative features of these temples, executed, as
we knew, in the time of Pheidias, and probably
by assistants, varying in their capabilitits

for rendering his thoughts into material forms.
Although they differed in excellence, yet the
sculptures from the Parthenon — which they
saw around them in that gallery—battered and
mutilated by the lapse of time, and still more by
the violence of ignorant men, were the highest
manifestations of oonceptive skiU and taste now
existing, and they would bear—as indeed they
required, to understand their meaning—long,
patient, and attentive study. Having sketched
the history of the Parthenon from its erection,

B.C. 438, till its conversion successively Into a
church and mosque, and ita partial do^truction

by a gunpowder explosion in 1674, the lecturer

showed that the sculptures now existing con-
sisted of the outer portions of the east and west
pediment groups, parts of the frieze, and many
of the metopes. These remains of the pedimental
sculptuie were ranged on either side of that
room ; the eastern one represented the Birth of
Athene, and the western one the Struggle
between A thenc and Poseidon for the Attic soil.

In the foimer they had in the southern anjjle the
sun-god Helios, driving his horses and rising
from the sea ; a group balanced at the other
side by Selene, the moon-goddess, and her
horses sinking into the waves ; either was sup-
ported by nymphs, while the centre of the
composition was formerly occupied by the new-
bom goddess, attended by the elements. In the
west pediment the emulation to bo patron of

the city of Athens was emblematised, and
they would remember that Poseidon (Nep-
tune) formed by a miracle a salt

well on the bare rock of the Acropolis, while
Athene (Minerva) planted beside it an olive-

tree, and was adjudged the victor ; it was this

moment which was represented. The eastern
groupwasin its conception and scope oosmogonic,
the western, local. The former was bounded by
Time, the sun and moon typifying the univer-
sality of the idea ; the latter was essentially

Attic, and had at either end the nymphs
Kaphissos and Ilissos, representatives of local

streams. The subjects themselves were well
determined from classic description ; but as to
the individual gods personified, there were as
many as 20 theories in the eastern, and 26 in
the western pediment, which were duly set
forth in the British Museum handbook. To
these 20 theories, as to the former, he was,
after many years' study, reluctantly compelled
to add another. It was considered by Briin, of
Munich, that the majestic figure next to Helios
personified the Mountain Olympus, whose head
was first to see the rising sun. In that view he
concurred, and he would invite attention to the
self-contaiLed power displayed in the figure, to
the firm quality of texture and good detail of
modelling, as worthy of close study. At the
other side of the composition next Selenfi was a
reclining female figure, fully draped, of which
the head and extremities were now missing. It

had been usually described as Aphrodite,
aud many critics had remarked upon the
restless, lippling, yet very graceful lines

into which the figure and its garments
were thrown. He ventured to identify
this very beautiful figure with Thalassa, the
personification of the sea, represented as resting
on the bosom of the Earth, the next statue.

Turning now to the remains of the east pedi-
ment, they found a great gulf fixed between the
development of drapery-sculpture in one and
the other, this eastern one showing to the
fullest extent the advance made by Pheidias in
the symmetrical arrangement of folds and ex-
pression of texture. At the same time, while
the distinctions between the skin and the
garments and between the various qualities of
material were very marked, there was no
attempt at realistij treatment. In this, as in
the other pediment, a river-nymph and a deity
were placed at either end of the composition,
but the relative positions were reversed. Of
the central figures the torso of Neptune, por-
tions of a chariot, aud perhaps a fragment of

the victorious Athene remained. He must now
pass to a description of the frieze of the Par-
thenon. Its position, surrounding the external
walls within the columns at the highest level,

and overshadowed by the cornice and columns,
rendered its decorative treatment a difficult

problem, and it was one which Pheidias solved

in a masterly fashion. There could be no deep
relief, especially on the lower portion, because
of the necessity to avoid shadow and to deal

with it as a feature to be seen only from below.

Accordingly the relief was very low, only
about 2 in., and the relative height great ; yet he
succeededin showing threoplanes of action on this

shallow surface, by means id outlines, undercut
a little in the upper portion. The subjects,

starting from the south- west angle of the temple
and meeting on the east front, were the annualand
four-yearly pan-Athenaic processions, showing
a succession of horsemen, charioteers, groups of

men on foot bearing vessels, sheep and oxen,

and women carrying vessels, represented with a

freedom and irregularity which gave life and

spirit to the whole. On the eost front the
snorter and lorger procefsions grouped them-
Belres on either side of various sealed and stand-
ing figures. This culminating scene had been
identified as the offering of thcpeplos to Athene,
but he considered to be simply the preparation
for the i-acriflce of the hecatombs of victims ; the
priest was handing his outer garment to an
attendant boy, and was surrounded by priest*

and priotesees. Close by these were several of
the god.«, including the seattd figure of Zens,
Hera, Artemis with her torch, seated close to
her biother Apollo ; Athene, the most important
figure, occupied the centre, while beyond were
Poseidon, Dionysius, Aphrodite, who forms the
link with the procession by pointing out its

leading figure to her son Eros, who is upon her
lap.

LEOI'UUE VI.

Dr. Waldstein commenced his sixth lecture,

delivered at King's College, on Tuesday, by
exhibiting restorations of pediments of the
temple of iEgina and the Parthenon, to show the
great advance, not only in technical manipula-
tion, but also in composition, manifested in the
latter. While thc^gmetan pediments exhibited
some skill in fitting the group to the triangular
space, the effort ta compress the figures was too
obvious, and all the figures were inclined towards
the centre and looked outwards directly at the
spectator. In the Parthenon pediments they
saw the dramatic interest converging as dis-

tinctly at the centre of the space ; but the
irregular movement and flow of actual life

were followed in turning a few of the minor
figures away from the main group ; at the same
time it was worthy of note that the backward
movement never equalled in force that towards
the principal figures, but the fluctuating rhythm
always grew towards the centre. While the
whole composition was full of life there was no
violent excitement and no unpleasing contor-
tion in the subjects. The painstaking thought,
as well as the tact or genius of Pheidias, were
clearly revealed by an examination of these
Parthenon pediments. Phei iias had many fol-

lowers, some of them highly gifted, but cannot
be said to have founded a school of sculptors.

Amoug.st those who learned from him was his
contemporary and so-called '

'
pupil," Alkamenes,

the sculptor of the west pediment at the temple
of Zeuri, Olympia, of which many fragments
had been found by the German explorers recently

;

the east pediment was known to have been the
work of Paionios of Mcmne. In the dis-

coveries lately made at Oljmpia, nothing of

the broad, generalistic, typical spirit of Pheidias
was apparent, and the remains had been
at first far over-va'.ued artistically because
seen through the medium of the descriptions of

ancient authors. The work of these Olympian
arti.'rts evinced a desire to give the pictorial effect

of colour by modelling ; at the same time there

was a want of uniformity in their style. Brun
had assumed, and appaiently with reason, that
Alkamenes b ing at Olympia when Pheidias

came there, was greatly influenced by his style

and mode of working in his subsequent statues.

Of Alkamenes' work wo posse.«s what was
believed to be a copy in the Eukrenomenop, a

figure of a
i
entathletc which had been restored

in error as a discobolus. They had seen that in

the works of Pheidias the ehief characteristics

were a selection of the I road type of man, and
in the choice of subject a o rtain widih of figure

and firmness of Une. These qualities were
reduced to an academical canon of proportions,

a formal theoretical code of rules, by a raa>ter of

the Peloponnesian school, Polykleitos of Argos,

an ar ist who was sourd in his teachings and
principles, but who, as Quintilliin told us, never
reached the height of the gods, though he m.ide

men higher than they were before. This was
very evident in his wjrk, which had not the

mark of the genius, but of the painstaking work-
man. He had, by a perversi jn of historical fact,

been classified by Murray as archaic, but his

works, although based on earlier styles, was not
"archaic." His statue of a Doryphoros was
designed as a normal man and was described to

us as square and missive, round and well set.

Briin thought he had discovered in the Farnese
collection at Naples a replica of this type, of

course restored as a Discobolos ; it had on its

shoulder the groove of a spear, and this had led

to the identification of other Doryphori at the

Ufflzzi, Florence, and at the Vatican. We know
that Polykleitos was the first to model a statue
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netiog its weigbt on one leg and dragging the

oUier leg behind it. The highest period

!

was now declining in nobility, but died

only slowly. Its declension was due to

a vatiety of causes, religious, politicul, and
ethical, each reacting on the everyday life of the

Greeb. The worship of the higher gods, Zeus,

Hera, and Athene, bad not its former hold on
the people, and artists no longer sought to

personify their highest feelings of adoration and
reverence, bat represented subjects at best of

lore and admiration as Apollo, Aphrodite, or

v-'Ten of merely human sentiment, as Irene. The
artist more and more gave >himself up to depict-

ing the tender emotions, and such a god as

ApoUo was now represented not as a perfect

man, but as a lovely youth, and there was a
|

decline into sensuousncss. This decay was ,

also apparent in the political world, for the '

Greeks were no longer fircl with and united
j

by a patriotic zeal to guard and preserve their
|

country and their liberties. The glorious past i

was mused upon till the people lost their energy
in romanticism and feeble sentimentality. This
reacted on the arts, including sculpture, and
there began a period of sophistisation, in which
the old simplicity was lo^t. The interval be-

tween Paionios and Praxiteles was bridged over

by the father of the latter artist, Kephisodotos
the elder, the sculptor of a famous Irene, in

which the goddess of peace was represented

carrying an infant in a comucopceia. Tne
cultus of this divinity itself marked a
decline, and was instituted about 37S B.C., at

the close of the Peloponnesian War. The
statue had been identified by Briin, in a
replica at Munich, which agreed with repre-

sentations on coins, and descriptions, except that

the infant had been restored as a Bacchus. It

was the fir.-.t example of a group properly so-

called in sculpture, but the figures are not equi-
poised, the infant being as yet a mere accessory.

Kcphisodotos also executed a Hermes bearing
the infant Blonysios. The work of his son
Praxiteles showed a further decline ; his figures,

like the Aphrodite of Cnidus and the Lizard-
killing Boy (of the latter of which many Roman
replicas existed), were renowned for loveliness

and beauty, but showed a fulness and roundness
of contour, a hazy smoothness that contrasted
much with the sharp, vigorous works of

the Phoidias period. Skopas, who flourished

at the same period, was dist'nguished
by tlio pathetic force of his sculpture, exemplified
in the greatest degree by his celebrated group
of Niobe and her Children, in the replicas of

which now extant there was a violent move-
ment, a restlciis attitude and flow of garment
but ill-adapted for representation in plastic art.

Skopas was al.so known as one of the four artists

employed in the decoration of the Mausoleum at

Halicamassus, 353-6 B.C. Amongst the later

sculptors should be mentioned Lysippos, who
was the first to place portraits on statues, and
who executed those of D.'mosthenes, Sophocles,
and others. The progress of naturalism and
iniividuilisation was now rapid, and in place
of ideal representations of perfect strength, the
athletes were now honoured by direct por-
traitH. A new canon of a man was laid down
in the Apoxionenoe, a bather scraping his arm
with tlie strigil, in which the head was pro-
portionately smaller, and the body thinner, and
more "dry." The pictorial aspect of things
was now regarded, and the sculptor wrought
with the conscious intention to place his subject
in perspective. This led ns to the last period in

Ureek art, that of a dramatic and sensuous
character, and the current of art now divided
for a time into three. There was the school of
Pergamos and Rhodes, a dramatic type repre-
sented by Byron's so-called Dying Gladiator,
now known to be a copy of a Gaul's figure,
from a group in marble by Attalos, illustrating
trie conflict between the Greeks and Gauls,
and by the equally celebrated replica of the
Laocoon of Rhodes. This school flourished from
310 B.C. to 200 B.C. The second current wa.s
one of reaction to the simplicity of the past, and
presented many puzzles to the student, who
would find an apparently rude statue with
elaborated mcdaUion decorations on the gar-
ments ; thin was an arcliaistio but not arcnaic
period. The third resulted from this, and was
an eclectic current, corresponding to the Re-
naissance in architecture, and the recent pre-
KsphaeUsm in painting. All re-united to some
extent with the rise of the Roman empire, and
art cipcrifnccd a revival in the (udd'.-n dtmind

for the works of now Greek artists to ornament
the houses of the inartistic but wealthy Roman
patrons of the arts. It was with the aftermath

of Greek sculpture thus called into being that

our museums and galleries were chiefly filled,

but although much of this was mere Athenian
shop-work, which failed to represent the spirit of

the olden time, it was to these replicas that we
were mainly indebted for our knowledge of the

chefs-d'ocuvres of the highest and later periods

of Greek soulptui-c.

LONDON AND MIDDLESEX ARCH^O-
LOGICAL SOCIETY.

THE annual meeting of this society was held

in the Council Chamber of the City Guild-
hall, on AVtdnesday afternoon. The chair was
occupied by the Lord Mayor, and afterwards by
Lord Talbot de Malahide, the President. Alder-
man Hanson, F.S.A., having read a paper upon
" Sir WiUiam Ashuret, Lord Mayor, 1694," Mr.
Horace Jones, City architect, followed with one
on ''The Guildhall"; of this paper, which
treated the building historically and architec-

turally, we shall publish an abstract in an early

number.
Mr. J. R. Dicksee, the recently-appointed art

curator, gave an account of the i)ainting8 and
works of sculpture in the possession of the Cor-
poration. These comprised about 100 paintings

and '6 statues and busts, chiefiy to be found in the

Guildhall, but a few of the most important were
arranged in the Mansion House. The Guildhall

collection of sculpture included works by Sir

F. Chantrey, Durham, John BtU, W. Calder
Marshall, Bacon, and others. Of the picture.'',

the most important was the "Siege of Gibraltar,"

by John Singleton Copley, which occupied one
wall of the council chamber ; it was painted in

1789-90, at acost of £1,500, a sum which would
have been utterly inadequate at the present day.
They had one portrait by Sir Thos. Lawrence,
and two by Sir Joshua Reynolds, others by
Kneller, twenty-two full-lengths of jadgc..^,

painted in 1671 by one Michael Wright,
who received £60 for each, and a valuable series

of pencil drawings of Old and New London
Bridge, executed by the late E. W. Cooke, with
the aid of a camera lucida. Mr. Dicksee
added that he recently had an enormous paint-
ing, representing the Battle of Agincourt, dis-

interred from the vaults to ascertain its value
;

he was cnmpelled, however, to report to the Cor-
poration that it would not be worthy of the
space it would require, even if they had it at

disposal, and so it had been sent back to obscu-
rity. He might mention that he received an
estimate for cleansing and restoring it, modestly
asking £980.

Sir John B. Monckton, F.S.A., City clerk,

gave an epitom9 of the charters and documents
in the possession of the Corporation, which
numbered about a hundred. Of these the prin-

cipal were arranged in an adjoining committee-
room, being those which had been mounted and
framed for reference ; it so happened that these,

the most ancient documents, were by far the
most concise. The first of these was a charter
of liberties, granted by William the Conqueror
to '

' William the Bishop and Gosfreghth tho
Portreeve and all the burghers within London,
French and English friendly." A second charter
in the same chest was from William the Con-
queror, granting his man, Doorman, a hide of

land at Gyddesdesne, Essex ; this was the only
document written in Saxon in the possession
of the Curporation. There were charters
of liberties granted by Henry II. and Richard I.,

and another charter by the latter monarch
directing removal of kiddles or weirs in the
Thames. John granted a charter to same effect,

dated 1199, a charter of liberties, and another
granting the shrievalty of London and Middlesex
to the citizens of London. In 1202 John
granted a charter to the City abolishing the
Weavers' guild, now the oldest company in the
Cit}', on consideration that the citizens paid
twenty marks a year in lieu of the eighteen
marks heretofore paid by tho said guild. The
charter of 1214 wasa charter giving the citizens,

then styled barons of London, liberty to choose
their mayor. In the same committee-room they
would see several early MS. books, most of them
richly illuminated. The first was a vellum
manuscript " De Antiquis Legibus," dated 1274,
and written in Latin and Norman French. The
H'-Ccnd "Libtr Albus," written by John Car-

penter, town clerk, in 1419. This was copied

in 1582 under supervision of Robert Smith, when
the old book, which had become soiled was termed
Liber Niger. They would also see the Liber
Custumarium, written on vellum in Latin and
Norman French, 1154-71, the Liber Horn, 1311,

bequeathed by Andrew Horn, citizen and
fishmonger, to the City in 1328 ; the Cartes

Antiquse, 1st Edward III. to 11th Henry VII.,

a vellum beautifully illuminated and coloured

;

and a letter-book, of 1275, being the earliest

extant of the corporation records which had,

from that time to the present, been regularly

written and preserved.

The members then inspected the Guildhall

premises and their more interesting contents, the

civic regalia being shown and described by Mr.
Benjamin Scott, City chamberlain, and tho

collection of seals by Mr. J. A. Brand, comp-
troller ; of these the earliest was one of tie

time of Fitz -Alwyn, the first Lord Mayor, 1889.

The library and museum were afterwards visited,

Mr. W. H. Overall, F.S.A., the librarian,

acting as guide in the former building, and Mr.
J. E. Price, F.S.A., at the latter.

EDINBURGH ARCHITECTURAL
ASSOCIATION.

THE annual excursion of this association took
place on Saturday last, under the arrange-

ment of Mr. John McLichlan, president. They
proceeded to Linlithgow to examine the remains
of tho palace, and St. Michael's Church, which
is still used as a place of worship. Mr. Kerr,

architect, Edinburgh, in describing the palace,

noticed that the name of Linlithgow was of

Celtic origin, signifying the Lake of the Sheltered

Valley, which even now applies to the natural

features of the site, which is supposed to have

been occupied as a Roman settlement, as pieces

of pottery and other remains have been dug up
from time to time. In some of the older records

reference is made to a chapel, which is believed

to have existed here along with some other build-

ings, as David I. of Scotland occasionally

resided here about 1134. Much reliable infor-

mation is now available regarding this and other

buildings, from the Loid Treasurer's accounts

and original ancient documents, having recently

been published by the Government, from which
it appears that Edward I. erected a peel about
130U, and spent Christmas of 1301 here. This
peel was taken by stratagem, and dismantled
by order of King Robert the Bruce in 1313, but
it appears to have been repaired, and additional

buildings erected. These, with the parish-church

of St. Michael adjoining, were destroyed by fire in

1424, the year in which James I. returned to

Scotland with his Queen, Jean of Beaufort. In
1425 he began tho erection of a new palace, and
to rebuild St. Michael's Church. The portions

of the palace supposed to have been erected at

this time were upon the west and south sides

;

about 1488 part of the south side appears to

have been in progress. In addition to the kings

already named, Robert 11. and III. resided fre-

quently in the castle or palace. James I. visited

it about 1428, and the Royal family of Scotland
occasionally occupied it up to the time of

James VI., who left Scotland to ascend the

throne of England on 5th April, 1603. His son,

Charles I., was tho last of the Stewart kings
who visited Linlithgow Palace. Prince Charles

Edward also visited it in 1745, and in the follow-

ing year it was burnt when occupied by Hawley's
dragoons, and reduced to the state of ruin in

which it now appears.

The palace forms a quadrangle around an
inner court, having high towers with stairs at the

corners and in the middle of the north side, con-

nected together by lower buildings. The founda-
tion in the centre of the court was erected by
James V., about 1533. There was also an outer

court towards the south, inclosed by walls at

the east and west ends ; St. Michael's Church
and the outer porch of the palace forming the

south boundary. Looking at tho buUding
chronologically, the oldest part is the south-west
tower, erected by Edward I., and portions of

the west and south sides, built by James I. The
next is the north-west corner, and original pait

of the north side, erected by JamesIII.andlV.
Tho latter also built the east side, containing

the Parliament Hall and original entrance.

James V. is said to have erected, about 1535, a

portion of the south fide of the quadrangle,

huilt up tho principal cn'rance from the east.
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and formed that upon tlio south side of the
palaco. He also erected the entrance gatelinufo
or porch to the outer court, about 1530. The
panels above the gate contiined the Insij^nia of
the orders of the Garter, Thistle, St. Michael,
and the Golden Meeoo, conferred upon Iiira by
Henry VIII., of England; Francis I., of
Franca; and Charles V., of Geimany. The
north side previously noticed being much de-
cayed, part of it fell in 1G07. James VI.,
although residing in England, retained an
interest in his ancestral palace, and had
this side rebuilt between 1617 and 1G28,
from designs by luigo Jones. The dates
1619-20 appear upon the interior front. King
James also made extensive alterations upon
the remainder of the palace, adapting many of
the older apartments to the present arrange-
ments. The barbican outside the original east
entrance has occasionally been considered to bo
a part of the castle erected by Edward I. ; but
upon close examination it does not appear to be
older than the date of building adjoining, erected
by James IV.
The architects, or masters of works, engaged

at the palace from 1425 to 1467, appear from
the accounts to have been John of Walton,
Robert Wedale, Robert Livingstone, John
Holms, John Wtir, and Henry Livingstone.
Sir James Hamilton was architect to James
Third and Fourth, and Inigo Jones to James
Sixth.

Parliaments were held here in 1388, 1389,
1545, 1585, 1593, and in 1646, when Edinburgh
was visited by the Plague.
On ascending to the first floor, the party tra-

versed the several principal apartments. In the
north-east comer is a large kitchen with ante-
rooms on the north and east sides. The former
communicates with the large dining-room and
private apartments behind, extending along the
north side of the palace. The other communi-
cates with the Parliament- hall, which extends
along the ea«t side, measuring 98ft. by 30ft.,
with a gallery at the north end, and large richly-
carved stone corbels spaced along the side walls.
This apartment, which is lofty, had an open-
timber roof. Behind the south end of the hall
is a retiring-room, robing-room, and strong-
room; from these, extending along the south
side, is the chapel, which contained a gallery at
the west end, and is lighted by tall windows on
the south side, with bold, ricMy-earved stone
corbels and canopies upon the intermediate piers.
There are also some remains of the tile paving of
the floor. At the west end of the chapel
is the hall and priest's chamber, communicating
with a corridor towards the inner court. Along
the west side is a large room in which Mary
Queen of Scots was born, with stairs from it

leading to the apartments above and below.
Adjoining the north-end is a State council-
chamber, James III.'s bedroom, strong-room,
and oratory, terminating with beautifully ribbed
groined ceilings. The council-room shows the
plan of the complete paved floor composed of
tile and indented stone ; the upper floors have
been occupied as bedrooms and other private
apartments. The top of the north-west comer
stair is covered by an interesting groined roof,
the ribs resting upon carved corbels with the
letters J. and M. entwined, being the initials of
James IV. and his Queen Margaret, daughter
of Henry VII. Over this is a groined turret
known as " Queen Margaret's Bower," referred
to by Sir Walter Scott in the fifth canto of
Marmion, as the place where Margaret retired,
after her husband had determined to advance
to Flodden :

—

*' His owa Queen Margaret wUo ia Litbgow's Bower
All lonely sat and wept the weai y hour."

There is also a stone-paved promenade form-
ing part of the roof of the south side of the
quadrangle, enlosed by the high sloped roofs at
the back and ends, and communicating with
the four corner stairs.

The ground- floor is occupied at the south-east
corner by several kitchens for the domestics and
f'uard, also by a buttery and two guard-rooms,
n the one at the entrance from the south, the

Regent Murray died in the evening of the 23rd
January, 1570, after being shot in the e..rly part
of the day by Hamilton of Bothwellhaugh.
The south-west tower contains the prison, and
the south-east a small stable for the king's
horses. Adjoining the old east entrance is a
dungeon, also said to have been occupied as a
lion's den, but may have ultimately been con-

verted to another purpose. It is, however,
curious to note that in the Lord Treasurer's
accounts there is charged in 1330 for food to a
lion belonging to David the Second. In 1452
there is a payment to a keeper of a lioness be-
longing to the King. In 1474 James the Third
got a present of a lion. There was a lion's den at
Stirling Castle, a vaulted chamber in the Palace
of Linlithgow, and a house of the lion-f at Holy-
rood in the time of Quten Mary. From the
bottom of the stairs at the north-west comer
there is a passage communicating with a door in

the north front, leading to the archery-butts
and boat-slips at the side of the loch. While
viewing these, and walking around the palace,

an opportunity was had of observing particularly
the details of the masonry and stoue-carving,
which, except that upon the portion erected by
Inigo Jones, show both externally and inside the
palace a decidedly French character. The
numerous chimney-pieces aro of stone of various
designs, richly moulded and carved.

St. Michael's Church adjoining was next
visited. It is stUl used as the parish-church.
Although an earlier chapel or church may have
existed upon the site, the present building
appears to belong to the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, and is admitted to be an
important specimen of an ancient parish-church,
being of large dimensions, and containing in-

teresting pecularitits in its details. It has been
a cross-church with an octagonal termination to
the chancel. The tower at the west end was
surmounted by a crown, similar to that of St.

Giles, Edinburgh ; but from fear of its insecurity

was taken down about 1821. The beautiful
west door and tracery of the windows are
worthy of careful study ; the tracery, which at

first sight appears Flamboyant, is strictly Geo-
metrical, and no design is repeated on the same
side of the building.

Proceeding through a finely-wooded district

to Binn's House, the property of Sir Robert
Dalzell, who kindly granted the necessary per-
mission to inspect the apartments, the ancient
family mansion appeared, amidst groups of old
trees, upon the western grassy slope of Binn's
Hill. The oldest part of the building was
erected in 1623, and by the additions made from
time to time formed an irregular mass, which
has been assimilated by alterations in the
castellated style carried out early in the present
century. The principal apartments, however,
have not been much interfered with, and the
panelled wall-linings, doors and finishings
remain, showing the variations in style

belonging to the respective periods of the
additions. There are also several beautiful
plaster ceilings of different designs, converted,
in some cases by single mouldings, and in others
by floriated bands, into geometrical forms
interspersed by bold pendants. In one of the
rooms a frieze is introduced, filled with fruit

and foliage, which has a rich and pleasing effect.

There are also some interesting specimens of

ancient furniture in good preservation.

The collection of family portraits, and others
of the Royal family of Scotland next claimed
attention. It was said that some of these had
been saved from the flames during the burning
of Linlithgow Palace in 1746. When examining
the portrait of General Dalzell, who was at the
head of the army in Scotland in 1681, and the
chief oflicer in raising tho regiment of Scots
Greys in that year, it was remarked that we
were upon tho spot where the regiment was
embodied while its two hundredth anniversary
was being celebrated in London.
Leaving the pleasure-grounds of Binn's

House, the party directed their attention

to Abercom parish-church, still occupied as a

place of worship. It belongs to the latter part
of the Norman period, and is of an oblong form,
measuring about 72ft. in length, and 15ft. in

breadth. The original division of the chancel

and nave is shown by a plain plastered arch,

supporting a small bell- cot outside the roof.

Considerable alterations have been made upon
the original church, and buildings erected abut-
ting upon its walls

;
yet there are some Norman

features remaining, especially portions of two
doorways, one with a zigzag moulded arch-head,
filled in by a slab with lozengo-shaped ornaments
upon tho surface. A thick coating of roughcast
over the exterior prevented any further details

from being traced, but in some places where it

had fallen oif , the ashlar of the original walling
appeared. The earth Iiad also accumulated to a

considerable height upon the walls, which led to

tho tuggestion that if it was judiciously re-

moved, tho walU cleared of the roughcast and
carefully pointed, tho church would be rendered
more comfortable, improved in its a.ppearanoe,

and enable any of the old architectural features

that may still remain to be readily traced. Not-
withstanding these drawbacks, the cburcli has a
venerable appearance, surrounded by lofty old

trees laden with exuberant foliage. The interior,

as already noticed, ia of an oblong form, tho

pulpit being placed about tho middle of tho side

wall, with adeep recess in front of it. Although
the pewing isof plain pine, thepulpif, inclosiag-

rail of Kirk-session seat, and the finishings of

the Uopetoun Gallery aro of oak. The panelling

of the pulpit and canopy above are neatly exe-

cuted, the inclosure of the Kirk -session seat may
have been the remains of the ultar-raU

when the church was used as an Episcopal
place of worship. It consists of a large

base with massive balusters connected
at the top by email arches, which support a
broad moulded cope. There is some very effec-

tive carving upon the Hopetoun Gallery, which,
with the fittings described, appears to belong to

the 17th century. A peculiar arrangement ia

connected with the Hopetoun Gallery. There
is an outer lobby from which the gallery and a
retiring-room enter ; from the retiiing-room
there is a small well-lighted chamber with a
fireplace and an opening in the church-wall,
through which the preacher may be seen and
heard, an invalid or other occupant may also

join in the services without being exposed to

draughts or other Inconvenience. This may be
said to be an elaboration of the earlier Hagio-
scope. In the lobby there is also the shaft of an
ancient Celtic cross, which was discovered in

1841 when removing an outbuilding attached to

the church. It is now carefully cleaned and set

up, and also suggests the course to be followed,

should any similar object be discovered. In the
churchyard there is a long gravestone of

triangular section, with a longitudinal ri»ing

curve turned up slightly at the ends and finished

upon the sides with rows of overlapping scales.

Similar stones exist in other parts of Scotland

and also in England. They have been suggested
to be of Scandinavian origin ; but the form
appears rather to have been suggested from the

covering of the ancient Bier, and which
ultimately developed into tho rigid Mediaeval

copestone.

The next place visited was Hopetoim House,
which was occupied, but the party were kindly
shown around the exterior. It is a magnificent

palatial building in the Italian style, consisting

of a centre and wings extending forward. Tho
centre was erected about ! 700, from a design by
Sir William Bruce, the architect for the restora-

tion of Holyrood Palace, and the wings were
added in the end of last century from designs
by William Adam, father of Robert Adam, who
was architect for Edinburgh University. The
gardens are extensive and well arranged. On
leaving, attention was directed to several la rge
and interesting specimens of pinetrees, and to

the remains of the ancient castle of Abercom,
which was taken and demolished by James II.

in 1455 during the Douglas wars.
After resting and partaking of a substantial

dinner at the old Hawes Inn, in South Queens-
ferry, the time remaining was devoted to a short

visit to the Norman parish church of Dalmeny,
of unknown date ; but the name of the parson
appears as a witness to Charter about the middle
of the 12th century. All then returned homew
ward highly gratified with the day's excursion,

and the admirable arrangements made by their

president.

NOTES FROM EDINBURGH.

THE past six months have been very quiet for

the building as for other trades here—nor
aro there as yet any hopeful symptoms of im-
provement for the immediate future. A fair

amount of work, speculative and other, has

been always on hand, and the transactions of the

Dean of Guild Court show that the work of pro-

jected alterations on old property is considerable.

In George-street, a good deal has been done in

this way. The largo tenement, long-familiar

to the public as Veitch's private hotel, has been
converted into a range of handsome shops on
ground-floor, and with capabilities for business

premises of any sort above. The process of de-

struction has been going on in the Warriston
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Park, wHioh has been converted into a sand

flurry, most of the fine trees having fallen

before the apeoulator'a axe. Judging from a
qtecimen of architecture already erected in the

gtreet—the altitude of a four-story tenement
voold alone be enough to damage the character

of this fair approach to the city ; and it is to be
feared that Uie architectural proportions and
details will not be better than the very tame and
tarteltanmonotony of doorandbay-window repeti -

tioD, which now represents the nrplut ultra of the

qwculative builder g ideal. The best thing doce
on > large scale for improremeiit in the way of

architecture in the city is the stately outran' e to

Drumshengle-^V^BOS, which is now externally

complete. It is designed in a centre block with
-wtn^ each frontage at a convenient angle for

taming the comer. The proportions are luf ly,

and aU the details of the style, which is Italian

of a simple order, are efltectively varied. The
ground- floor comprisesa very commodious range of

skop-front», and the tisual extravagant amount
•f plate-glaiss and slender iron- work, as yet wii h
nothing attractive behind them as compensation
for the inconsistency.

The University Extension has made a good
stride towards completion of its exterior, not-
withstanding four months of protracted winter
weather in the spring. The principal facade in

Lauriston-street is nearly ready for its roof. This
portioa consists of three floors, having the great
entranoe near the middle. The tower and hall

which complete this and the eastern frontage will

occupy a considerable space. But, as it is, the
|iortion now nearly completed has a character of

its own distinct from that of any other frontage,
ai.d yet in good harmony with the rest. The
lights on the basement are massive and squire-
headed. The range of windows over these are
eqatdistant and similar lofty circular - headed
lights, the voussoirs having the outline of the
pointed arch flush with the chiselled surface of

the wall. The upper lights are also of a
character novel in tJiese parts, and probably not
common anywhere. Thece are also circular-

headed, but more of decorative detail is given;
and they comprise each two circular-headed
window -lights, separated by a substantial jjillar

with its Composite capital. The stone tym-
panum above is pierced with one large circle,

and the blank spaces left at the shoulders are also

pierced into minute interstices. Kound each
member of the decorative sub-divisions referred
to, and in the sides of the window are cut a
aeries of delicate lines of a very flat ovolo mould-
ing, so that the eye can hardly observe any of

the usual recession of the subordinate members
of constmction. The effect is in strong contrast
with the arcaded windows of the other frontage,
and would be somewhat monotonous and uneflec-

tire at a distance, were it not for the design of

th« entranoe, which is carried boldly throu;jh all

tke stories, and is finished with a massive seg-
ental pediment. This frontage is fuither
enriched with a band of sculpture on low relief,

and which will make it in this way more
interesting than the usual treatment of Italian.

The interior arrangements will take a year or
two for their completion, and possibly by that
time wa^B and means for giving a prospect of
oompletmg the edifice may be forthcoming.
Another notable feature, which will arrest the

attention of the visitor to the city, is the rising
tower of Free St. George's Church, which
has now reached the stage when the ornamental
portion is begun. Hitherto it has been only a
square ashlar tower, with the usual pilaiter

projections at each angle. The church itself is

not a bright specimen either of church-architec-
tura or church-planning. The best thing about
the interior is the coved plaster roofing and the
pulpit. The exterior is heavy, and the entrance
xar too small, the vestibule dark and dismal.
The design of the principal front, indeed, seems
to hare been made entirely for the erection of tXe
tower, at first designed for it, the weight of
vfaose sub-structure threatened at one tune to
disintegrate the structure, and which, by the
omel irony of fate, is not to be erected aft.r all.

The design now being carried out is much
lighter aoS loftier, and wiUprobably be the best
thio^ about the edifice. Though not quite in
keeping with the Italian below—having a good
deal of the Gothic Campanile about it apparently—it will form a striking effective contrast to its

neigbboars, the spire o' St. Mary's and the dome
of St. Gorge's Church. It forms also a gocjd
termioation to the vista of Prinoes-street, and
»iU be Men everywhere as a very striking feature

of the city architecture, where it is no easy
matter to distinguish other spires and towers
than those already mentioned.
The subscriptions for the restoration of St.

Giles' were at one time so backward that parties

in charge seemed to have become despondent.
Since that period others have generously devoted
themselves to the object, and a guarantee for the
balance of the £10,500 required has been given
to enable the congregation of West St. Giles's to

vacate the edifice iu 1882. But in order to allow
the work to be forthwith begun, Dr. Chambers
has purchased an iron church for use of the
congregation, so that in a few weeks, at most,
n commencement will be made. The plans and
specifications have been already submitted to the
Town-councSl. So far as it has gone, in choir and
south transept, the restoration has been carried

out with great respect for the preservation of all

that could possibly be preserved as characteristic

of the original interior. The work has been
most successfully done under most tantalising

difiicolties, occasioned by the liberties taken by
Mr. Bum, in 1829, with the stone piers and the
southern portion of the building generally.
Externally, two of Mr. Burn's doors (those at

east and west end of the south transept aisles)

have been built up. But in the western door-
way another and smaller doorway has been made,
for use of the judges and as an exit. This door-
way is the beat now in the edifice, with much
more of design in it than any of the Perpendicu-
lar and larger doorways by Mr. Bum, and which
are all singularly inconsistent with the character
of the tracery and everything else around them
that had any resemblance to the original. The
restoration has brought back to its pristine

beauty the fine ground-work of the southern
aisles, and has added another aisle by including
as portion of the church the mutilated portion
of a much larger projection left by Mr. Burn,
but made into a gallery staircase.

The work remainiug to be done upon the nave
and its aisles, including a curious projection
known as the Albany aisle, will not be beset by
so many doubts and diSiculties as to method of

procedure, but it will involve some heavy work.
The walling, which now fills up three of the
lofty pier - arches of the great central tower,
was removed when the Collegiate Church
became a Cathedral, and there is no reason to
suppose that the process cannot be repeated.
The great door (constructed as western entrance
iu 1829) will be put to its proper use, and the
spectator from that point may calculate upon
having, before very long, the full length of the
edifice (nearly 200ft.) and its lateral aisles dis-

played in their true proportions and proper
architectural design. The whole expense of
this work, as of the southern portion of the
building, has been undertaken by Dr. Chambers,
whose historical sketch of St. Giles, recently
published, will afford ample information, with
many interesting illubtrations, for any anxious
to know more about a Gothic building so very
different from other churches of this country.

THE PRESENT STATE OF THE
SEWAGE QUESTION.

AT the monthly meeting of the Sanitary
Institute of Great Britain, held at 9,

Conduit-street, W., on Tuesday even'ng, an
address was delivered by Professor W. H. Cor-
field, M.A., M.D., on "The Present State of the
Sewage Question." Dr. Alfred Carpenter, of

Croydon, occupied the chair. That the removal
of refuse matters was a highly important matter
for consideration was very evident, the lecturer

thought, from the fact that wherever a
district had a slow system of removal or none at

all, the death-rate was very high, and just in

propoition as the removal was expedited the
number of deaths and cases of enteric disease

decreased. The results of the non-removal of

refuse matters was shown by the spread of black
death, Oriental plague, cholera, and enteric

fever. The entire depopulation of many
ancient cities was, he believed, due to the
injurious effects of the accumulation of filth.

Having pointed out that utilisation, though no
doubt important, was a secondary matter, and
indeed was what an athlete would call "a very
bad second," the reader of the paper proceeded
to consider the systems of sewage removal and
treatment at present in use under the two heads
of conservancy systems and water-carriage. In
the former,—which might have been so named by

their bitterest opponents, instead of the title

being one adopted by their advocates, as the

very object of the sanitarian was "removal,"
not "conservation,"—the refuse matters were
either collected unmixed with anything else, or

mixed with ashes, earth, &c. The first of these

plans was now being adopted in several large

towns, as Birmingham, Rochdale, &c., and it

might be said to be the only successful one

among the conservancy systems. It was cer-

tainly the only one from which a profit had been

obtained ; the manure in all the other plans was
nearly valueless, and the results obtained by
the Sewage Committee of the British Associa-

tion showed that the earth compost, after having
been used in the clos^cts six times, was only as rich

as a good garden-soil, and would not bear the

cost of carriage. The total manurial value of

human excreta had been estimated at 7s, 3d. per

year for the liquid refuse, and Is. 3d. per year

for solids, but all chemical analyees of manures
placed their value at a higher rate by about one-

half than they possessed to a farmer. A sum-
mary was given of the results obtained by the

conservancy systems, in which they were shown
not to be solutions of the questions, especially

as they leave the liquid sewage still to be

treated, but in which it was admitted that under

certain circumstances, as where it was necessary

to reduce the bulk of the sewage, they might
with proper precautions be adopted. The recent

improvements had been in the direction of re-

ducing the size of the receptacles, so that they

had to be removed at shorter intervals, in mak-
ing them watertight, and in ventilating them.

The interest of a looJ authority, and still more
of its contractors, was to empty the pails as

seldom as possible—a radically bad principle.

The water-carriage system was considered

somewhat in detail ; its advantages in the con-

tinuous removal of refuse from houses pointed

out, its di.-advantages shown not to be inherent

in the system, but to be mistakes made in carry-

ing it out, as for instances, sewers pervious to

water, or too large, or not ventilated, or without

sufficient fall, or with a blocked outlet, or dis-

charging into rivers, house-draining not

properly disconnected. The folly of turning sur-

face-water, and, in many instances, even
springs and streams into sewers, and so increas-

ing the difficulty of dealing with the sewage at

the outfall was insisted on. The various chemical
processes for the treatment of sewage were passed

iu revie w, and all sho wn to be quite inadequate to
cope withthediffieulty.thoughsomemight be use-

ful as preliminary aids to purification. Filtration

through soil and wide irrigation were next
treated at some length, and the results obtained
by them described. Certainly the sewage had
been satisfactorily purified in many cases, the

conditions for satisfactory purification in winter
being that the sewage pass through the soil and
not merely over it. Crops of all kinds had been
grown by means of it, and in soil that would
otherwise bear nothing ; and the British As-
sociation's Sewage Committee had shown at

Britten's farm, Romford, during five years' daily

investigation and analysis, that as great a per-
centage of the manurial constituents, 33 per
cent., of nitrogenous compounds had been utilised

as was on an average utilised of the best com-
mercial manure. Although, for various reasons,

it had seldom been found to be remunerative,
the reader adhered to his opinion, formulated ten
years ago, that sewage irrigation would ulti-

mately be remunerative in many instances, and
that opinion was shared by the committee ap-
pointed by the Local Government Board in 1876
to inquire into modes of treating town sewage.
An irrigation farm should be supplemented by a
filter-bed to receive and purify sewage when it

is not wanted on the farm. The supposed dangers
from the proximity of such farms, or from the

spread of entozoic disease, were found to be
purely imaginary ; it was on the whole a better

solution of the question for a large number of

places than any other, and if, as was very likely,

we had a series of dry years, its adoption would
receive a great impulse. Where towns could not
make sewage utilisation pay, they must be
content to be taxed to a slight extent to get rid

of a most serious nuisance, and to secure a low
death-rate.

A short discussion followed, iu which Messrs.

Sillar advocated the Aylesbury precipitation pro-

cess, in which he was, he said, pecuniarily

interested ; Mr. Douglas Onslow, managing
director of the Coventry sewage-purification

works, defended the operations there carried
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out; Mr. Bailey Denton, jun., spoko of
the intermittent do.vnwiird ftltiution works
carried out for manv years past by his
father; Mr. K. W. V. Broh agreed with
the lecturer, that no fine line i-hould bo drawn
between irrigation and intermittent filtration,
but that on the sewage farm botli plans should
be adopted as the season demanded ; Mr. J. u-
main described Lord Warwick's sewage farm
at Leamington, and asserted thit sludge had a
manutial value; and Mr. Thos. Wilson Grindlo
suggested that as Hille's system, which he wa'i
carrying out at Edmonton, was praotioally the
same as the Aylesbury and Coventry proeessies,

a conference should be convened to arrive at an
amalgamation of the several sewage companies.
The Chairman said this was attempted at the

Leamington congress 16 years since without
any result. A long experience in the working
of the Croydon sewage farm, which was situated
in a somewhat densely populated area, had
shown him that this was the best means of
sewage disposal, and that it was absolutely no
nuisance or danger to the neighbourhood. Forty
tons of vegetables could exhaust the manurial
qualities imparted to land by irrigation with
5,000 tons of sewage, so that its fertilising
properties had been overrated. The practical
difficulty was to get an intelligent farmer to
occupy such a farm under so changing and
occasionally so arbitrary and ill-informed a body
as a " local authority."

Dr. Corfield replied upon the discussion, ridi-
culing the notion that any plan of "fortifying "

sewage could pay. Doubtless sand could be
made to pay for carriage and treatment if gold
xluft were sprinkled over it ; but no one would
assert that the eni-ichment with gold dust, to be
subsequently extracted, was a remunerative or
wise enterprise. The ^imile held good with all

additions to sewage ; the stuff itself was worth,
on a favourable computation, about 2d. per ton,
and the cheapest chemicals that could be added
to it would not make the compound worth car-
riage, plus their original cost to the farmer. A
vote of thanks was passed to the lecturer on
the motion of Mr. Rogers Field and Professor
Symons.

^'BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
A DAIRY FARM.

AS we expected, few members have ventured to

try their hinds on this subject, possibly
from a feeling that it was one requiring special
[knowledge and experience. The designs we
fcave received, however, display fairly arranged
plans, though not so thoroughly worked out in
detail as we should have liked to have seen. (I).

" Per " seems to us to have hit upon the simplest
general plan. The cow-house occupies the
centre, and has a double row of stalls, » ith centre
tram-line for feeding, in direct communication
with the food-preparing shed at the end. The
calving-houses are placed conveniently at the
other end, and the cow-house is flanked by open
«heds and open yards on each side, inclosed at
the extreme sides by piggeries on the left hand
and cart-horse stables on the right hand. The
cange of shed in line with food-preparing house
is occupied by poultry-house, infirmary, chaff-
kouse, waggon-shed, and implement-store. A
steam-boiler and a hay-store form a projection
at the back. The hou'se is not so well
planned, and its connection is not shown
The author of this design has at last

given a suitable character to the buildings
which, as may be gathered, form an fTi shaped
or double quadrangle, and are syrametricilly
<disposed. No section is shown, and the ventila-
tion of cowhouse is defective if the louvre
ventilating cupola is the only means. An
Isometric view accompanies the plan, and the
timber-and-brick treatment is simple. (i)

"Beta." This is a similar and decidedly good
plan, the double-byred cow-house in the centre
and tha yards on<;ach side, half covered and half
open, with feeding-troughe, are desirable points.

Tne cart, root, and implement sheds inclose the
block on the north side, and the stable and
piggeries form respectively the extreme wings
which come forward and protect the yards.
The sections show the cow-hou«e and covered
yard portions roofed with iron principals and
tie-rods, and the general grouping of the build-
ings is effective. The dairy is not so good, and
the house is designed in a rather uncharacteristio

etyle for the farm buildings. (3) "Jack "has

also a plan of merit. The combination of
covered and open y irjs is useful : the oow-housc
firms a long tingle range for 2o cows, with a
feeding-passage behind. The Cdlving-houso,
sick-house, and fowls' form one wing, and the
cart-horse stable the other winjf, inclo-ing the
covered yard. The mixing-room, with granary
over, the root-house, and straw-barn, and boil-

ing-houseare parallel toand behind the cow-house,
and the piggeries and cart-shed form two other
blocks inclosing an open yard at the end. The
whole plan forma a parallelogram. The dairy
is well arranged; it is placed opposite the
feeding-passage, and has a milk-rocm and
cheese-pressing-room adjoining, with its own
yard. The external treatment is brickwork, un-
pretending in style, with plain muUioned win-
dows and dark brick ornamentation. (4)

" Pupil J." is a clever compact plan. There
is an openyard 29ft. by 28ft., and a covered yard,
34ft. by 27ft., in communication ; the cows are
arranged in two rows, with a centre passage, and
the food-house is placed at one end with the pig-
geries and boiling-house in convenientproximity.
A roadway separates the dairy and house
from the farm buildings, and these are arranged
in a rather disorderly though picturesque
fashion. Generally, the details of plan have
been considered ; but the design is spoilt by the
irreg ularity in the grouping and in the roofing.

There is too much attempt at the picturesque,
though we can quite apprecinte the author's
entrance, and there is knowledge of the details of

farm arrangement. (5) "Ephraim" isa neatly-

drawn plan with some desirable points, as the
partially-coveied yard for young cattle, and the
compact arrangemeHt of food-shed. The calf-

houses are well placed, and have two openings ; and
the dairy and house are planned in convenient
proximity to the cow-hou^e. The sections show
ventilating louvres over cow-house. (6) "Black
and White." This i-i a plan showing the cow-
sheds at right angles forming two sides of an
open square yard ; but the barn is poirly placed
in relation thereto ; and the feeding arrange-
ments are not perfect. The dairy is too far

off, and proper conveniences are not indicated.

(7) " Vignette's " plan is at least compact ; the
yard, inclosed by the buildings, 70ft. by 35ft., is

partly covered, and the feeding -pass:.ge8 are

well disposed ; but the details of the design are

not up to the mark. (8) "Bonus Hominus" is

a neatly-drawn design. There are two covered
sheds running parallel with the cow-house ; the
food-preparing shed and granary over is con-
venient, and tramways communicate from it to

the cow-house and pig- sties. The house and
dairy are fairly planned, aud economy and good
ventilation secured by iron roofs with louvred
ventilators on the ridges. The s' ylo is common •

place, and the author, unfortunately, has not
endeavoured to impart picturesqueuess to the

grouping of hia buildings. (9) " Ambition" is

not quite so compact ; the piggeries are incon-

conveaient as regards the food-house, and the

details are scarcely worked out satisfactorily.

The style also is too ambitious, and the position

and appearance of house strangely out of keep-
ing. " Walter H." is even less economical as to

area ; the yards, partly covered, are too large

;

the "shippon" or cow-house, and the stables

form the side-wings of buildings ; the food-

preparing house is placed at one angle ; and
though the plan exhibits knowledge, the scheme
is not the kind we had in view for a small dairy

farm. "Hubert" shows a more modest and
simply grouped farmstead ; but the details of

plan and the perspective might have been
improved.

STRENGTH OF WROUGHT-IRON
COLUMNS.

IN a paper published in the rroccedlngs of the

Engineers' Club of Philadelphia, Mr. Thomas
M. Cleemann discusses the formula adopted by
Rankine for "built up" columns of wrought
iron. In applying this formula to experiments on
several different sections used by American manu-
facturers, the constants/ and n did not seem to

be constant. Mr. Cleemann says: " If we ex-

amine the formula critically, we see that /is the

limit of the breaking-strain per square inch, as /

decreases to zero. It should then be constant

for the same material for all shapes. At first,

it seems, from Rankine's theoretical deduction in

his ' Applied Mechanics,' that a should like-

wise be constant for all shapes, as he assumes.

It appears probable, however, that his state-

nient that the greatest deflection consistent with
safety is proportional to the square of the length
and inversely to the squnre of the least radios

of gyration is not sufBcient, but that there
should likewise bo included the least diameter."
The writer proceeds to explain how he found that
strengtli depends also on least diameter, and pub-
lishes a table, from which it is seen the values of
n differ widely ; but the values of/ do not vary
much, and Rankine's value of 36,000 is suffi-

ciently accurate. The author thinks that a may,
perhaps, bo found to bs some function of the least

diameter or of the length divided by the least

diameter. " Other things being equal, that
colunm will be the strongest in which a is least;

and this would point to the Phoenix Iron Com-
pany's column as being the strongest of those
noted." This section is a cylinder in four seg-
ments. Rankine's foimula is the foUowiog :

—

1 -f
al>

in which P is the breaking-load ; S the cross-

section ; / the length ; r the least ntdius o£
gyration and/ and a are the constants men-
tioned.

DAMP WALLS.

CONSTANT complaints are made by corre-
spondents and others in reference to damp

walls, and we are biing repeatedly asked for
some remedy. It may not be uninteresting to

refer to the table published in "Notes on
Building Construction," by the Science and Art
Department, which gives the absorbing capacity
of different liinds of brick and stone. From this

instructive table, if we can accept its authority,

the percentage of water absorbed by some
bricks is remarkably large, thus "malm best

seconds," which weigh when dry olb. I^oz.,

absorb 20 per cent, of water, while malm hard
paviors absorb 9^. Malm bright stocks take up
22 per cent, of moisture. Common grey stocks,

weighing 51b. when dry, absorb 10| percent.,
and hard ones 1\. The highest percentage of

absorption is 22, as in "malm cutters" and
" bright stocks " and " malm grizzles " and the

smallest occurs in Staffordshire, "dressed blue,"

which absorb only 2'3 of water. Sandstones
absorb from 8 to 20 per cent, of water, as

compared with bulk of stone, aud limestones

also vary considerably in this particular, Bath
absorbing as much as 17 per cent.; Chilmark,
86; Kentish rag only \\, and Portland 13-5

per cent., though the absorption must not be
taken as indicating the degree of durability of
the stone, as Ketton is a durable stone, but
absorbs more than a great many other stones of

less durable character. These figures at least

show the large absorption of most walls. Capt.

Galton says, from a calculation of the moisture

retained in new walls, chiefly from t le new
mortar used, nearly 100,0C01b. of water, equal
to 10,000 gallons, may be assumed to

be put in the walls of a house in the process of

building—i.e., in one containing 100,000 bricks,

before it becomes habitable, and this moisture

has to be removed by evaj oration. Hence, heat

is lost or absorbed by this process of evaporation

from the surface. Speaking of drying such
walls, the same author shows that the best

method of effecting it is " by passing a large

volume of air through it at a higher tempera-
ture, and therefore of a greater hygrometrio
capacity, than the outer air." These facts and
figures are of immense importance to the archi-

tect, if he desires to make his buildings fit for

habitation ; yet it is strange to find houses and
churches daily built solid and thick with porous

bricks and stone, in spite <f hollow walls and the

concrete and slab materials manufactured, and
which we have lately directed attention to in

connection with a recent visit of the Associa-

tion.

The annual meeting of the Somersttshire
Archa^ologicul Society will be held at Clevedontbis
year, commencing on August 23rd. After the de-
livery of the opeumg address by Mr. E. H. Elton,

Clevedon Court old church aud rectory will be
visited. On the Wedneeday, an excursion will be
made to Tickenhall, Wraxhall, Ashton, Flax Bour-
ton, Cleveley, and Nailsea ; and on the Thursday
a visit will be madetoCadbury, Clapton, Porlbury,
Pottishead, and Weston-in- Oordano.
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OurLithoqraphic Illustrations-
»»»

—

BrSXJLXTOFTS TUXSCK ASD TTOODWOKK.
Two of oar double-page plates to-day arc

devoted to the Ulostration of some decorative

faience, made by Messrs. Wilcock and Co., of

Leeds, and used with inclosing framework of

wood. In both the two hall- fireplace designs

bere shown, as well as in the first dining-room
mantel, a series of figure-panels are introduced,

from the special designs of Mr. F. Hamilton
jMskaon, late of the Slade Schools. The first

Mlin illustrate instruments of music, including

the organ, with the connecting subject of the

Uower for a oonesponding panel on the other

nde of the fireplace. The second series includes

the four aeaaons surrounding an heraldic panel,

and the third design has for its subject the four
winds, with the inscription of " East or West,
Home's best" in the centre. Two of these
hat-named panels are illustrated on the detailed

page of cartoons with another set giving
•• Seienoe," " Literature," " Music," and
" Painting," as a similar series to the four first

described. Of these panels Science and Mueic
are need at the ends, the faces of the figures
taming towards the centre. The two enriched
ftteies to the hall fireplace designs are entirely

in faience. The dado panels are inclosed in

wood framings. The various designs were made
by Mr. Maurice B. Adams, A.R.I.B.A. The
faienoe ia a delicate glazed ware, and the work
is executed in quiet colours flatly treated.

illHBIBHOP ABB0T*S UOSPTTiL, 017ILDF0RD.
This exceUent example of Jacobean work, a pro-
minent feature in (iuildford High-street, was
founded in the year 1619 by Abbot, Archbishop
of Canterbury, a native of Guildford, his father
being a clothworker of the town. His object
was to provide a home or hospital for decayed
tradesmen. In plan it is quadrangular. The room
over entrance-gateway is the dining-room, which
is enriched with the portraits of Wyclifi'e, Pox,
and others. The second-floor room is known
historically as having been the temporary piiton
of the Duke of Monmouth on his way to London,
afterthe battle of Sedgemoor (1661). On either
side of "quad" are the apartments for the
twelve brothers and eight sisters, and opposite
the gates are the common hall and chapel ; by
ascending the principal stairs we come to the
"long room." All these are extremely inter-
esting—the chapel for its two pointed windows,
it* Flemish stained glass, old pews, and charm-
ingljr designed poor-box. This glass is probably
earlier than the building, and was probably
imported by the founder himself from the Low
Countries. Thecommon hall and " long room"
are panelled up to the ceiling with dark oak, the
•ommon hall having a frieze of carved panel".
Each possesses a good chimneypiece, particu-
larly the " long room," while round the room are
ranged a good supply of stools and benches.
The large table in common hall is a very good
one of the s'yle, and timilar in many respects to
that one in the hall at Haddon. Of the external
elevation a good idea may be gained from the
drawing which we publish. The bricks need are
small red ones, running about five to the foot.
The copings are formed with large ridge- tiles
laid on a projecting course of bricks; in the
" quad " there are i-omegood chimneys, similar
to that one seen in drawing ; and lastly, but
well worth sketching, the many beautiful stack-
pipe hiads, which always help to give, in these
old buildings, however humble, a tense of re-
finement and care, to the smallest details.—
EnwDi O. Haidy.

THE winrTi:.>rei.vii,i,E memobiai,.
^13 memoiial is erected in a central part of
Market-ttreet in St. Andrew's, where the
thoroughfare is of unusual width. The stone
used in the structure is principally Dumfries red
jandstoae, obtained from the well-known
Corncockle quarries on the estate of Sir AUx-
ander Jardine, Bart, Lockeibie, and while an
agreeable warmth of colour is thus obtained, a
felling clfcct of contrast is secured by the intro-
duction of columns and copings of polished
IJalbeattie granite. The lower basin of the
lounUm, which like the two higher, is of red
taodstone, but has a granite coping and i?
approached by a step of (he same mateiial
»ea»nr>>« 14ft. in diameter, and rises 3ft. 4in
rtove the ground. From the centre of this•n there rise a cluster of five granite columns
four of them, al ont Cin. in diameter, sunound-!« fifth, which is, aa it were, the bearing

column, and it is IJft. in thickness. These
shafts are surmounted by carved capitals of

sandstone, which in turn support the second
basin. On this basin, which is quatrefoil in plan,

a great deal of work has been bestowed, the

stone being elaborately carved in designs repre-

senting water-plants. The depth of water in

lower basin is 1ft. 9in. to overflow. The water
after passing through the pipes of the fountain,

is conveyed to a flushing tank a few yards
distant, and there used for flushing a section of

the common sewers. On each face of the

quatrefoil there is placed a medallion in white
marble, one showing a bust in has releif of the
late Major Whyte-Melville, by Mr. J. E. Boehm,
A.R.A. , the second and third bearingrospectively

the family arms, and the shield of the Cold-
stream Guards, in which the deceased was an
officer, and the fourth being occupied with the
following inscription, the lettering being of lead

inlaid: " Thisfountain is erected by many friends,

rich and pcor, to the beloved memory of George
John Whyte Melville of Mount Melville, Ben-
nochy and Strathkinness ; born 19th July, 1821

;

died 5 December, 1879, from an accident in the
hunting-field near Tetbury, Gloucestershire.

His writings delighted ; his conversation
charmed and instructed ; his life was an example
to all who enjoyed his friendship, and who now
mourn his untimely end." The third stage of

the fountain is a reproduction of the second on
a smaller scale, the airangement of a basin
supported by granite columns being repeated,

with the variation that the coliunns in this case
are octagonal. Above this there rises a moulded
finial of red sandstone, carrying the fountain to

the height of about Hft. from the ground.
Water will be discharged from gurgoyles, four
of which are disposed round the second, and
four round the third basin, as well as from five

jets, four of which are on the second stage, while
the fifth is concealed within the finial. The
whole of the works have been executed by Mr.
Thomas Earp, of Kernington, from the designs
of Mr. Robert W. Edis, F.S.A., architect, of

14, Fitzroy-square. The local tradesmen em-
ployed were Mr. Hart, plumber ; Mr. Macintosh,
builder ; Mr. McPherson, plasterer ; all of whom
defcrve credit for the manner in which their
share of the work has been executed.

ST. Michael's cniJiicH, camben town, n.w.

Tins is a reproduction of the moat important
drawing by Messrs. Bodley and Garner on
view at the present Academy Exhibition. It is

a perspective of the west front and intended
tower of the largo church of St. Michael, now
in course of crtclion at Camden-town. The
style is that of the earlier part of the 14th
century ; brick is being used for the main struc-

ture, the piers, windows, and arches being of

stone. The foundation-stone was laid on the
5th June of last year. We illustrated the in-
terior from a drawing hung in the last Academy
Exhibition on October 8, 1880.

ST. petbb's hospital, covent gaeden.
This hospital, which is devoted to the treatment
of stone and disenses of the bladder, and has been
established in Beruers-street for the last 20
years, is having the new building, shown in our
illustrations, erected in Henrietta-street, Covent
Garden. It will contain 40 beds, besides accom-
modation for the out-patient department. The
latter, together with the secretary's office,

board-room, &o., is on the first floor ; the prin-
cipal wards bting on the second floor. The
kitchen, offices, smaller wards, and operating
theatre are on the third floor, with tho nurses'
and sen'ants' siceping-rooms above. The prin-
cipal entrance is in the centre, and the entrance
for out-patients on the right. The building
will bo constructed in the most substantial
manner ; all the floors being fireproof on Messrs.
Homan's system, and the greatest care has been
taken to render its sanitary condition as perfect
as possible. It is also the earnest desire of the
committee to impart to the new hospital more
of the special character which has hitherto dis-
tinguished their present house, viz., a Jloine for
the sick, such as may recommend it to patients
whose means may be small, but whose position
in life is somewhat higher than the class usually
admitled into hospitals. Tho general front of
the building is in red brick, some portions, such
as the entrance doorways, and the base plinth
and cornice of ground- floor being in Portland
stone. The total cost will be about £15,000; the
eenerat contract has been taken by Messrs
Patrick and Son, builders, of Westminster

Bridge-road. Special attention has also been
given to the warming and ventilating, which
will be carried out by Mr. D. O. Boyd, of

Maddox- street ; and the carving in brick and
stone will be executed by Mr. Aumonier. The
building is being erected from the designs and
under the superintendence of Mr. J. M. Brydon,
F.R.I.B.A., of 5, Cambridge -place. Regent's
Park. The exterior view is taken from the
drawing now in the Royal Academy, and the
entrance hall will give some idea of how it is

proposed to carry out the style internally, in the
endeavour to secure the home -like character
considered so desirable.

STAIECASK HALL AT ST. CLOTD, PAWS.

This illustration ia taken from a drawing now
hanging in the Royal Academy (No. 1044), and
shows the staircase-hall in one of three houses
about to be built at St. Cloud, Paris. A small
elevation of the building itself also hangs near
(No. 1038). From the bay window, shown on
right hand, also from the windows of principal

rooms, a magnificent view of .Paris and the
Seine Valley is obtained. The fitted woodwork
throughout and part of the fumitBre will be of
oak, and in conjunction with the decoration,

lead, glass, wood, and soft goods will be exe-
cuted and supplied by Messrt. W. Homan and
Son, of 60, Bemers-street, W., from special

designs by myself; and the metal-work through-
out, furniture, and fittings will be supplied by
Messrs. Faraday and Son, of 3, Bemers-street,
W.,.alsp from drawings made for the purpose.

—

Thbodoee a. Howaed.

campanilk at ceemoka.

The sketch of the Campanile of Cremona is

from a water-colour made in July, 1870. Want
of time prevented my sketching more of it, and
it loses much from the lower part not being

shown. It is called " II Torrazzo," and is said

to be the highest campanile in Italy, 397ft. Tho
upper stages were coloured pink and white,

which did not improve the effect. The square

part is a splendid rich red brick, its natural

colour, all putlog holes left as nsual. The-

battlements pointed in the centre, just the oppo-
site way to the Verona and Mantua ones. There-

is some fine brick detail in the Duomo to which
this campanile is attached, and Cremona is-

interesting altogether ; but for more details I

must refer those interested to Street's "North
Italy."

—

Philip J. Maevin.

NETHEK COUET
Is about to be built for Mr. Henry T. Tubbs,
from the designs of Messrs. Coutts and Percy
Stone, architects. The materials used are red
bricks with stone dressings. The externa)

elevation is modified Jacobean, and the in~-

temal arrangements are adapted to the require-

ments of the present time. The illustration is

taken from a drawing in the present exhibition

at the Royal Academy.

A FIEEPLACE, 15Y WALTEE HENSMAN.

The illustration given in the present number is

a reproduction of one of the drawings now being

shown at the new exhibition of decorative art,

103, New Bond-street.

OFFICES, CEAXBROOK.
This building, which was completed last autumn,
was designed with a twofold purpose : firstly,

to be used as solicitors' offices— at the same time
80 planned that with the addition of a kitcheii

and scullery, built out by the side of the strong-

room, it could be easily converted into a private

house at any future time. It is built of red

bricks; the walls on the ground-floor being

hollow, the upper portion being all weather-tiled.

The porch forms a striking feature, and is

panelled to a height of 5ft.; all the woodwoik
is Oik, with a tiled floor. The rooms over tho

strong-room and lavatories are entered ofi the

half- landing. The first floor in front overhangs
4 ft., thus increasing the size of the rooms very

considerably. The outside staircase leads up to

the caretaker's rooms ; tho living-room, being
over the strong room, can also be entered off the

half-landing. TLe building stands well back
from the road, and has a garden front and back.

The original drawing now in the Academy was
designed by Mr. W. West Meve.

MISSION ClItlECH, LEWISHAM.
This church is now in course of erection in tho
Algernon-road, Lcwisham, from the designs of

ilr. James Brooks, architect. The drawing from
which our plate is taken is shown in this year's

Royal Academy Exhibition.
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MARSEFLLE—NEW CATHEDRAL AND
CHURCH or ST. VINCENT DE PAUL.
rpHE Cathedral of Notre Dame la Majeure,
-L Marseille, is situate at the seaward extre-
mity of the hillock ujion which the older town
stands, a site which was formerly a little pro-
montory in the sea-worn coast line, hut which
now, changed by modern work.'? of quays and
docks, is an elevated "place," between them
and the town. The new Church was commenced
twenty-five years ago (18.5.i), a part of the old
ettuoture being removed to make way for it.

The excavations discovered unexpected remains
of an early Christian Baptistery, of which no
records exists, and one or two other fragments
believed to be Grecian ; for this spot of land has
been from time immemorial the site of sacred
edifices, appertaining to a city which claims to
be one of the most ancient of Europe. These
remains, with careful accounts of their positions,
&c., are the subject of an archseological work
now in preparation.
The new Cathedral, a great work, ij nearly

complete so far as actual construction is con-
cerned, the •<\-oik at present in hand being
principally the carving of capitals, arches, &c,
and the mosaics with which many portions are
to be decorated. But money is nowmore scantily
apportioned to such purposes in France, than
was the case a few years ago ; only some thirty
workmen are engaged, and these entirely upon
the nave, which it is intended to complete for
public service during the ensuing year—at the
present rate of progress fifteen years will be ne-
cessary to complete the whole.
The fir.-t architect (to whom of course is to be

attributed the design) was M. Vandoyer, who
died in 1872, and was succeeded by his pupil,
M. Esperandieu. This architect, several other
of whose works adom Marseille, died three years
later (187.3), and since then M. Revoil, of Nimes,
has fulfilled the duties. The cost, to the present
time, has been about eleven millions of francs
or £110,000, of which some 1,800,000 francs
were expended in foundations alone, the soil

being of unequal character, of rock and debris,
undermined and weakened by the formerly en-
croaching sea. The styb is Romano-Byzantine,
and the Cathedral at Perigueux is the frequently
evident prototype. The plan is the usual cruci-
lorm composition, with domes over crossing,
Moir and transepts, and over the small chapel
OT the Holy Virgin, which extends eastward
oejond the choir, and two towers flank the west

front. The external dimenbiong are, about—
length 4 soft, (overall buildings) width 80ft., or
across transepts 110ft., and height (to top of the
central cupola) 230ft.

From the south-east the aspect is superb. The
great central dome over cro8>ing, with its grace-
ful cupola, the less lofty doraesoverchoir and tran-
septs, the circular-ended apse wilha very effective
arcade, rising above the stone roof of its aiide,

and below this three octagonal chapels around
on each side, and stmiciicular apses to thoir
aisles, with, more in the foreground, the eastern
detached chapel, also crowned with a dome and
angle cupolas — all these skilfully grouped
features form a magnificent composition of well
proportioned parts. The wall-surface isgenerally
divided up with pilaster-like piers, and semi-
circular recessed arches, upon a large scale ; and
is everywhere faced with white and grey stone
in alternate courses. Mosaics of coloured stones
(after the manner of the Auvergnat churches)
decorate the spandrels, friezes, &o., about apses.
The domes are ribbed and covered with lead,
except those to tower and eastern chapel, which
are of stone worked in scales. The ring of flat

gables over the aiches of the upper drum of
domes does not, however, even iiere, appear a
beautiful line, although it is so frequent in the
style.

From the west the view of the Cathedral is

not nearly so good, and this is, unfortunately, by
the usual approaches the most prominent. The
long lofty aisles are monotonous,with their three
flat gables and horizontal lines of two coloured
stone courses. The tide is relieved only by a
small apse-like excrescence near the west end,
and the towers do not group well with the dome
behind them, although the west front is in itself

very fine. It has a great atch from tower to
tower, upon piers and shafts ; and over it, an
arcade containing statues in the arched niches.

Below the arch the wall is recessed to the back
line of towers, and is divided into three stories.

A bold semicircular-headed doorway is in three
orders, the first of red marble alternated with
gray stone ; the other two white, enriched with
surface- carving, and enclosing a finely carved
tympanum ; the shafts are of red marble with
delicately-carved capitals. The nextstoiy is an
arcade of three windows with dark green marble
shafts, and red and grey alternate voussoirs

;

and the third story, under the main arch and
vault, has a circular window with tight cusps.
All this recessed fai^ade is richly carved and the
spandrils of arches, the cylindrical vault between
towers, lice, are. decorated with Venetian glass
mosaics of conventional design. The towers
themselves are open below, with entrances to

aisles ; an arcade round them ranges with that
across the gable, and above it each has one story
square, breaking back to a low octagon crowned
with a stone dome.
The interior is thus arranged.—The nave is in

three bays, with domes resting directly wpon
round arches. The aisles are sub-divided into

three bays and two stories, by a secondary ar-

cade carrying three small domes ; and the roof

above the gallery thus formed is a plain, trans-

verso cylindrical vault. The west gallery is

similarly designed. There is a small semicir-

cular-headed window to each bay of lower aisle,

and a larger, in three lights, to the upper. The
aisles terminate eastward in masses of masonry
twenty feet square, pierced in each direction, in

two stories ; upon which rest the broad arches

or vaults, carrying the domes of transepts and
crossing (see Perigueux). This latter roof has
its additional height in a drum resting upon the

pendentives, and an arcade round, under the

springing ; while those to transepts and choir

have the arcade only, directly upon the penden-
tives. The sides of transepts and choir are also

sub-divided into three arches, and have round
windows over. The choir consists of—first, the

section with plain vault; then the domed square,

with arcaded sides, then another section of plain

vault, terminating in a semicircular-domed apse

with arcade of eleven arches of marble, upon
rich chocolate-coloured marble shafts, attached

to piers, and having pedestals beneath. All

this end seems very small, and the aisle and cha-

pels behind are scarcely discernible through
the little ojienings. The top of the arcade is

only high one story of the two of the choir, and
the half-dome over is stilted an equal height, to

give a large surface for mosaic decoration ; but

it is doubtful whether the effect thus gained

will compensate for the loss of the richness and
variety which a more open arcade would have

afforded, in combination with the now conceak-d
background. The double stair down to tho
crypt is formed in the thickness of thi« inner-
most circular wall, each pier being jiicrced with
an archway ; an arrangement which i» a little

weak, both in appearance and in fact. The cboir
aisles (three bays of two stories) have interesting'

cylindrical Taults instead of domes, anticipatin(f

the necessity for that arrangement in the con-
tinuation round apse, where the bays become of
course irregular in plan. These vaults are with-
out ribs, however. The outer side of thisnarrow
aisle has a good arcade, open to the traosei t
chapel beyond, of which Uio vault is cylindricdl,

with massive ribs and piers, dividing it into four
bays, with shafted window to each, high up, a.

design of much dignity, even for such a small
interior. The small chapels around aisle of apso
are about three quarters of a circle in plan in-
ternally ; and are covered with ribbed domes.
The chapel of the Virgin is connected witb

this part by a short vaulted passage. It i»

square, with four arches tipon piers in angles,
which carry arched pendentives and an octagonal
dome with ribs; and it has a half-domed apsr.

The crypt under this chapel has intersecting

vault and arcaded apse.

The internal work is principally in ooloared
marbles, and a hard fine limestone, all of local

production, as these are materials in which the
district is very rich. The vaults and domes are
constructed of thin bricks, or tiles; and are to
be decorated with the Venetian mosaics already
mentioned ; as also are many portions of wall-

surface, such as spandrels of arches, &o. Th&
floor will be of marble mosaic paving.

This is an edifice which will improve by age;
the contrasted courses of the exterior have yet
a little crudeness, which time and weather will

soften ; and of course the interior, being in a
style whose ornament is nearly all of applied,.

rather than constructional, character, is not
fairly appreciated without it ; but even now the

bare wallshave contiderablegrandeuranddignily,
in their size and proportion ; to which also tho

freedom from meaningless vagaries of detai',

or misapplied features, which this simple stylo

enjoys, contributes not a little.

At the head of the Alices de Mielban is the
site of the new Church of St. Vincent de Paul.

It is a fine building, in the Geometrical Gothic
style (Xlllth century) of which the choir, tran-

scpts,and one bay of nave are already in use for

public service ; and the remaining parts are in

course of construction. The design show*
scarcely any attempt at novelty, and very little

at variety; but it is throughout well propor-

tioned and pleasing, and has all the dignity of
the ancient examples by which it is modelled.

The nave transepts and choir are compojed of

almost similar parts ; lofty stilted arches, upon
clustered piers, continuous arcaded triforinm of
four pointed arches to each biy, and agreeable

clerestory, with four-light window, having the

tracery continued some distance below the

springing line of arch. Vaulting shafts (three

shafts clustered upon a small square) divide the

bays, with moulded strings running round them,

and carry quadripartite vaults of goad propor-

tions. The choir and its double aisles are of two
bays, the former having the same design carried

round the polygonal apse, but, this being without-

aisle, has small windows below the triforium.

The ends of aisles are square.

The transepts have, upon the ends, arcade*

continuing the triforium, with small lancet

windows ; and over them great circular windows
under pointed arches, the shafts in tracery ra-

diating inwards. There are entrances beneath.

The aisle-walls are set back nearly to the out-

side of the buttresses, forming chapels between

them, with quadripartite vaults and two-light

windows. Ajl the windows in the part com-
pleted are of stained glass, which, for quality of

design and richness of tone, rivals that of

ancient times, and greatly surpasses the usual

modem achievements. Those to aisles and tran-

septs are of small figure compositions in com-
partments ; tho clerestory has single figures,

with canopies, pedestals, &c.

Externally there are streets upon three sides,

but the apse is somewhat concealed by houses.

This part seems to want the flying buttressea

which are prominent to choir, but it is neverthe-

lejs good and effective. The transepts have
missive buttresses rising at angles to gablets,

with shafts and crockets, &c. , and surmounted

by pinnacles, also with shafts, upon angles.

The roofs have pierced parapets of quatrefoils.
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•11 along. The flying buttress's to choir are

good ; xhey have crockets, shafted piDuacle*, and

aaall ooluums bearing the aroh against wall.

Nearly tU the earring and moulding remains

OBfiniishcd. Coming to the present works, they

•bow at the west fn>ut, tliree portals with lintels

ad trmpanum, arch and gablet, to tach, to be

decotatedwith crocket", niches, and sculptured

tgant. Bold buttresses divide the front, denot-

iag the nave and aisles, and an arcade corre-

riding with the Iriforium, crosses it ; with, to

nave, • large rose-window over. The towers

•ad apirM u« to ri^se to a height of 260ft. from

grooitd.

The site falls rapidly to the westward, so that

the crypt (which will be sub-divided with many
pillars to carry vault) is half out of the ground
here, and the west entrances will have a fine

temtce and steps.

The total Iciisith of the church is about 220ft.,

•nd width about 70ft., or 86ft. over transepts.

The present works (to nave) have been six

years in band, and are now advanced to the com-
menc<'ment of the vaults. The architect is

K. I'Abbe Fougnet, whose skill is devoted solely

to religious architecture.

B. W. GXBSON.

DECORATION AS APPLIED TO ARCHI-
TECTURE, FROM A PAINTER'S POINT
OF VIEW.*

(Cmeludcd from p yt 720.)

coKSTBUcnoy.

ALL through the staoze one meets with a great
deal of misplaced decoration. lu the so-

<:alled " Di^puta ' the pilasters at the sides drawn
in perq>ective are a great mistake, and I cannot
see the occasion for them; the perspective of

the pavement gives quite enough perspective to

the picture. The ornament round the top of the
picture is also in {.erspeo'ive. The whole would
gain if this were more conventionally treated,

and the painted moulding dividing the panels of

the ceiling might perhaps be treated rather more
flatly, as in m«ny cases they have the appear-
ance of real mouldings. This applies to a certain
extent to the ceiling by Pinturiechio, in the
choir of S. Maria del Fopolo, where the painted
mouldings are in some cases very deceptive.
There are very strong cist shadows from
the pilasters (painted) of the niches con-
taining the figures of the four Fathers of the
Church in the pendentives, which have a very
anpleaaant effect, as it strikes the observer that
uch niches could not possibly exist in such a
position, and it makes them look as if they would
fall forward at any minute. This reali.-tic treat-
Kiect is surely an error. Had the cast shadows
not been insisted on there would have been no
o*>jection to the painted architecture, as it would
then have become merely a symbol, and a means
of dividing up the space. This ceiling has been
very much restored not long since, and much of
what we now see is due to other hands than
tho-e of Pinturiechio. This painted architecture
i« tu be found in all the stanze and on the roof
d the Sistine Chapel, and we have all heard
much said against it in these days by architects

;

but sorely there can be no reason against
dividing a ceiling beautifully by means of an
ioaginary architectural construction and de-
corating the spaces so made, so long as (and
this is the important point) the architecture is
treated as painted architecture, and not carried
•o far that by means of strong cast shadows and
very forced peri-pcclive it is made to look as if it
formed part of the actual construction of the
boildiog decorated. There arc few things more
•nno} iug than lookingup at a ceiling and fancy-
Ug that yon see the grroining of a roof, and dis-
oovering, on closer examination, that it is only
painted. On the other hand, I fail to see why
ceiling should not be divided as if by groining

oorrectly designed, supposing the construction
to be actually vaulted. If it be treated quite
flatly, and merely as a means of separating one
portion of the vault from another, all these re-
ptMntatioo* of architecture should be definite
npnamtation.; there should not be for a
BOnnt a doubt in the mind of a spectator that
what he «ers is not areal moulding, but a painted
ooe; aad wen these mouldings treated carefully
ttey ntcd dMeire no one. in the case of Pin-

•Apj»»W B. Cu«»«TT, read befon the Anblteetoral
WIMlllUU « JOM 10, UBl.

turioohio's work in S. Maria del Popolo, what
we now sie of strong cast shadows and other

resources for realisiic effect is due to other and
Liter hands. Almost all his work in this church
has been much injured by so-called restoration,

and the great thing seems now to be to make a

thing look like what it is not. Formerly in

Italy, and doubtless elsewhere, a brick house
was covered with stucco and marked so as to

look like stone ; now they cover it with stucco

and then paint and mark it to make it look

like brick again.

In the case of the Sistine Chapel the figures

are so solid and so wonderfully real that Michael
Angelo may have felt it was necessary to make
much of his painttd architecture in order to sup-

port his figures, and consequertly has made it

stronger in relief than would perhaps have been
justifiable in the cafe of figures less wonderfully

solid and in every sense large. Each niche in

which a prophet is seated has its own vanishing

point, 80 that there can be never any question

as to the reality or non-reality of the represen-

tation. But, on the whole, it would be better

not to represent, in a purely decorative way on
a surface, things which might themselves in

reality bo there. False construction and bad
taste aie carried to an extreme excess in the Sala

Constantino, which is Idter in date than the
other rooms.
We find the huge picture of the battle of

Conttan'ine painttd on the main wall, with
edges painted so as to look as if the picture were
painted on a curtain, with a fringe at the bottom,
and the top edge shown as if suspended from
rings, though the artist has not gone so far as

to carry the folds which must necessarily ensue
down into the picture, which, if consistent, he
would have done. What is so objectionable in

this last room, with regard to the painted archi-

tecture, is that what is painted in order to repre-
sent, say, a pillar or pilaster, either to divide a
space or to emphasise construction, often forms
part of the actual picture as well. So what he
has really done is to jumble the whole thing up
together ; architecture painted so as to represent
real architecture, architecture painted so as to

form part of a picture, and architecture pro-
fessing to serve both these ends forming part of
a picture, and forming part also of the construc-
tion of the room ; and each and all represented
in an equally realistic manner. But this is a
supremely bad example of the style, and it should
be borne in mind that in this style of the Re-
naissance, both early, middle, and late, the
architecture is often responsible in a measure
for the decoration, and much that is admissible
in Late Renaissance decoration would not be ad-
missible in a purer style.

The indifference to construction seems to be
almost a principle of a great deal of Renaissance
architecture, and in direct contrast to the Gothic
principle (which is more in favour now) of show-
ing on the outside, as far as possible, the con-
struction and arrangement that is within. No
wonder, then, that the decoration assumed a
similar license, and false construction became a
canon of art decorative as well as architec-
tural.

What is so beautiful in Renaissance decoration
is the design of the detail and the execution and
finish of the work, often wrongly distributed,
often put hixh up in places where it cannot be
seen, often divided up and injured by the exces-
sive amount of it, but usually lovely in m-jtif,

and generally exquisite in execution.

It is the fashion with some architects of the
present, when they have figure decoration to
design or superintend, to insist on having it in
flat tints with dark outlines. In some cases, no
doubt, it is want of funds which makes this a
necessity if the d. ooration is to be of figures;
but to assume it as a principle of good decora-
tion is surely a mistake.
The early paintersof the 12thand 13th centuries

did not make all their figures flat because they
thought it right, but because they were unable
to make them round and solid ; and it is easy to
trace the effort to attain solidity and roundness
through all the best art of Italy right up to the
16th century. The beauty of these eaily pic-
tures consists in no way in their flatness, though
I have often heard work of this kind praised by
architects for its decorative fitness, because it

was flat. The flat tint and dark outline is only
a concession to want of funds, or inability to
produce work demanding so much more time

and skill Of course, the amount of relief re-

quired depends on what the decoration is, what
place in the whole scheme of decoration it occu-
pies : if on a place of very evident constructive

value it should not (as before mentioned) be in

very strong relief ; but in a case of this kind the
sort of decoration employed would and should
pri elude this being possible.

The more important parts constructionally of

a building (following the principle discussed

when speakingof construction) certainly demand
less relief than those spaces less necessary to the

construction. For instance, a pilaster will bear
less relief (not only relief represented by means
of colours on the flat surface, but relief modelled
as in stucco or marble) than will a spandrel.
As rounded forms are shown off more in a side

light than a front or a diffused light, the relief

of the stucco must be treated accordingly. A
very good effect seems to be obtained in many
instances by incising a line, especially if it be
upright in its general direction ; this will always
tell in a diffused light. The Elgin frieze is a
very good example of a timilar treatment. It

was intendt d to be seen in a diffused light, and
the whole treatment is very flat, the outline

being every now and then insisted on. Of
course, when much relief is used in a decorative

treatment of stucco, it must be supported by
much greater strength and width of mouldings.

A final word on the subject of the materials

for decorative purposes. Of course, from my
point of view, fresco is, pir excellence, the

material, and it is a great pity that it is not more
used in England. I do not mean that it should

be used only for the production of important
pictures, which seems to be the only use to which
it has yet been put in England, but for ceil-

ings or walls decorated with arabesque or what
not, and places where large pictures may not be
required, it possesses to the tuU all the qualities

most desirable for this as well as for large monu-
mental works, and spirit fresco so called (the

Gambler Parry process) comes very near it. For
some reasons not hitherto satisfactorily ex-

plained, pure fresco does not seem to stand well

in this country,—I fancy very often because we
do not sufficiently know how to use it.

Most of the painting which we find combined
with stucco relief is in distemper and most
bfautifuUy executed ; indeed, the tradition of

this work has been handed down even to the pre-

sent day, and I believe Italian workmen are to

be found now who are no longer artists in the

right sense, but whose technical skill enables

thtm to execute ornamental work in distemper
in a way that very few Englishmen could. It is,

to a great extent, the same in Italy with all the

arts. The workers in marble and the wood-
carvers are to this day almost unequalled for a

certain technical skill and power over thtir

material. But I think that even if the pictures

are only to be small medallions surrounded by
much ornament, as in the ctiling before

mentioned, in the thiid chapel in S. Maria del

Popolo, that fresco is a very good material, and
one which might be used with better effect than
any other. But, putting aside fresco, there are

many other modes of painting walls.

Encaustic is a very fine medium, seldom or

never used, I believe, in this country. We all

know its wonderful powers of lasting and of

withstanding damp. According to Miiller, the

wall paintings at Pompeii were not encaustic,

but merely water-colours on smooth plaster—dis-

temper in fact, though the effect of some of them
is certainly rauchlikecncaustic. AtHeiculaneum,
which I have not visited, Miiller says the ground
is generally fresco and the rest tempera. A great ,

deal of the Egyptian painting was very like

encaustic ; if not so in the true sense, the ojlours

were mixed, in a great measure, with wax, and
laid on the dry plaster. True fresco does not

seem to have been known to them, at any rate

not used. Wax might be made much more use

of; it renders colours safe from damp, and gives a

good surface, besides being a vtry pleasant

medium to work with.

SANITARY KNOWLEDGE FOR
YOUNG ARCHIThCTS.

LAST week, Mr. Henry Masters read a

paper on "The importance of correct

principles in sanitary kLOwUdjie by the

young archittct," before the Junior Arohi-
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teota' Society, at the Fiae Arts Acidemy,
Queen's - road, Bristol. Mr. Masters ad-
vised the young architect to take every oppo-
tunity of observing intelligent and slovenly
workmen in their work, and to j udge for him-
self as to the correct mode of executing works,
and not to be satisfied by following strictly the
text-books, but rather to think for tiimaelf, and
he pointed out some of the errors in tlio published
model specifications. A reference was made to the
mode ot drainage adopted by the designers of
Medio-'val buildiugs, and al^o to the advice
j^veu by Vitruvius in relation to drainage, and
the selection of healthy sites for dwellings.
Defects in drainage of the modern builders'

houses were pointed out, and that costly elabor-
ate systems were often introduced to the
exclusion of more simple, inexpensive, and scien-

tific modes, and examples of defective sanita-

tion were shown by drawings and remedies
euggcsted. The nature and quality of sewer-
gas were described, the principle of the '

' trap
'

'

fully explained, and its insecurity as a keeper
out of sewer-gas pointed out, and the import-
ance of having properly ventilated traps to

meet the difScuilty, as the passage ot sewer-air
through water traps was a well ascertained

fact, and that a water trap could not be relied

upon. Siphonic action was next described, and
the power a column of water exerted in passing
down soil, bath, or lavatory-pipe, which often
cleared out the water- traps, and left the pipe
open to the public sewers, so that sewer - air

passed freely into the house by such pipe.

Drain-pipes were described, and the right and
wrong way to lay them pointed out, aod ex-
amples of subsidence and settlement quoted ; in

one case of a drain passing under a lawn that
had been excavated for a quarry, and after -

wards filled in with rubble, it assumed the
form of a curved line downward, and soon
became stopped, and the evidence of stoppage
was discovered by the presence of sewage
through the floor-boards ot the servants' hall.

The importance was urged not only of having all

drains set perfectly true and with sufficient in-

clination, but that a proper foundation be
secured. Apparatus—good, bad, and indifferent

—were described, and he demonstrated that the
most costly and elaborate was not always the
best, but often the worst. The kitchen grease
and riit difficulty were pointed out, and grease
traps described, and the importance of one to

every house urged. The domestic supply of

water was elaborated, and the danger of under-
ground tanks and tanks in improper positions

pointed out, and the liability of store - water
being contaminated by sewage or sewer- gas.

Mr. Masters then urged the importance of

house drain-ventilation, and the evils of the

close house-drain, and described the action of

air, the diffusion of gases, and the per-
sistency by which bad air passes into

dwellings, and the evils of inhaling such
bad air, and the liability of disease by
fever and other evHs being conveyed by drain-

air. The various systems of Norman Shaw,
Hellier, Buchan, Potts, and others, were
described and commented upon, and a plan for

draining a house described. Attention was
drawn to the multiplicity of small so-called ven-
tilating pipes which may be seen upon a large

number of houses of Bristol, Clifton, and else-

where, and Mr. Masters said they would find

upon investigitiou that such contrivances in a

large number of instances are ineffectual, in

consequence of being put up by those who were
ignorant of the simplest principles that govern
the motion of air, and that such contrivances

erected in ignorance gave a sense of security,

and were, after all, a delusion and a snare. The
paper was accompanied with a number of ex-
planatory drawings and some experiments.

Memorial-stones were laid on Saturday of a

new Primitive Methodist chapel at Greetland Wall
Nook, near Halifax. The chapel is 49ft. by 33ft.,

and is built ot local stone, with rostrum, choir

seats, pews, and all woodwork of pitch-pine. In
the basement are schools, including assembly-
room, 30ft. by 2!)tt., and three class-rooms, each
16ft. by 84ft. Mr. W. H. D. Horsfall, of Halifax,
is the architect, and the contract for masons' work
has been taken by Mr. Thos. Noble, of Greetland.
The cost will be £700.

Mr. Arthur Finlay, ot Sunderland, was, last

week, elected sanitary iuspeotor for Scarborough,
at a ea'ary of £110 per annum.

Builbinfl Jntclligtttce.

Cboston, neab Pbestojj. — The foundation -

stones of a Wealeyan chapel, in connection
with the Ormskirk Circuit, were laid on Monday
last. The new chapel will be built on the
easterly side of Westhead-road, on a free-

hold site given by Mr. \V. Woods, of Croston.
The style of architecture will be Gjthio. The
buildings comprise a chapel 65tt. by 35ft.,

with vestibule in centre of front, 14tt. by 5ft.

The height of the chapel inside will be 17ft. to

the square, and 24ft. to the ceiling in centre.

At the rear of the chapel will be a ministers'

vestry, 15ft. by 14ft., lift, high, and a heatiag
apparatus and tea-boiler room, 14ft. by 7ft.

Suitable and separate offices will be provided in

the yards at the rear of the site. The premises
wiU be heated with hot wati-r with a low-
pressure boiler. The ventilatien has been care-

fully considered, inlet and outlet flues being
provided. The building is designed so that, at

some future time, a gallery can be placed at the
front end, opposite the rostrum. The chapel
will be fitted up with comfortable pews and
forms to seat 300 adults. The plins have been
prepared by Mr. S. Hurst, ot the firm of Messrs.
Maxwell, "Tuke, and Hurst, architects, South-
port, and the works will be carried out under
the architects' personal superintendence. Mr.
Wm. Vaughan, joiner and builder, Southport,
is the sole contractor. The cost, when com-
pleted, will be about £1,200.

Eastboubne.—The foundation-stone of a new
church of All Souls' was laid on Tuesday week.
The internal dimensions are : nave, 86ft. 6in.

long and 49ft. to apex of open-timber roof

;

north and south aisles, each 86ft. Oio. by 13tt.,

and 18ft. high to plate ; chancel, 40ft. long, with
north aisle, and vestry and organ-chamber on
south side. The church will be seated for 880
persons. The facing materials are red bricks

from Keymer, and buff Tamworth bricks, with
red and buff terra-cotta dressings. Internally,

Bumham bricks and white and blue Corsham
Down stone will be used. The tower will be
16ft. square and 83ft. high. Mr. J. Peerless, of

Eastbourne, is the general contractor.

Maxchesteb Cathedeal.—Under the direc-

tions of Mr. J. S. Crowther, architect, workmen
are engaged in removing the thick coatings of

Roman cement from one of the pillars at the

west end of the middle aisle of the nave of the

Cathedral. The work is being carried on to

ascertain the present state of the stone-work of

the pillars in the nave. Some faint idea may
now be formed of the original design of the

pillars. Until tho churchwardens' act of bar-

barism in 1815 - 19, the west end of the

middle aisle of the nave (according to Mr.
Palmer's account in Dr. Hibbert - Ward's
"Foundations") presented a plain surface of

masonry. Previous to that period the pillars,

arches, and mouldings, along each side of the

nave, and the side aisles, were, according to the

same authority, coated with Roman cement.

"But the addition," Mr. Palmer adds, "of
more than an inch of cement in thickness upon
the surface of the mouldings, on the pillars and

arches, has so swelled the toruses and reduced

the hollow mouldings to such an extent, that they

no longer present the fine proportion they once

possessed ; nor can they now be compared with

those which remain unencumbered with that

material in the choir."

NoBTHWion.—A new Wesleyan chapel at

Northwich was opened on Wednesday week. The
edifice is from the designs of Mr. C. O. Ellison,

architect. Dale-street, Liverpool, the ttyle

being Gothio of simple type. The structure is

composed mainly of bricks, and terra-cotta is

largely introduced, the moulded dressings being

mads of that material. Accommodation is pro-

vided for about 353 persons on the ground-floor,

in pitch-pine seats ot the most modern kind,

and at the end gallery there is room for over

100 persons. The cost is about £3,000. The
contract was intrusted to Mr. Bo?tock, of

Leftwich, and the brickwork was sub-let to

Mr. Henry Shaw, Castle Northwich. 'The

whole of the terra-cotta work was supplied

from the works of Mr. Jabez Thompson, Man-
chester-road, Witton.

SouTUPOET. — The foundation - stone of a

Wesleyan school-chapel was laid on the 9th inst.

The stylo will be Gothio. Tho walls will all be
of brick, and all outside walli will have a Sin.

cavity. The front will b« faced with the best

Burnley Stock bricks, with buff terrs-ootta or-

namental paoelt under the window*, and will

have stone base oonne, lilU, and strings, and
stone weatherings to buttriues, and moulded
stODo labels round window and door-arohes

with carved- stone bosses. AU the dressings will

be of the best Longridge stone, and the steps,

thresholds, &o., of Rossendale flag- rock. 'The

whole ot the internal woodwork will be of the

best pitch-pioe, twice varnished. The buildlnn
comprise a large room, 60ft. by 30ft., 14 ft. high
at the sides and 2 (ft. high in tho centre, with
an entranco-poroh and vestibule, Oft. by 8ft. in

centre of front. There will be four class-room*,

each 14ft. by 13ft., and an infants' schjolroom,
19ft. by 1 Ift. All these rooms will be 13ft. high.

There will also be a library, Oft. by 6tt., a tea-

room and lavatories, 14ft. by 8ft., and outside

porches at back for exit into boys' and girls'

yards respectively. Suitable and separate offi-

ces will bo provided at the rear of the site. The
buildings have been designed by Mr. S. Hurst,

of the firm of Messrs. Maxwell, Tuke, and
Hurst, architects, Southpott, and will be

erected under the architects' personal superin-

tendence. The whole contract is let to Mr.
Wm. Wilkinson, joiner and builder, Southport.

ABCHITEOTTXBAL & ABOH.SOLOaiCAL
SOCIETIES.

YoEKSHiEE Aechitectubal Sooiety. — On
Tuesday week the members of this Society had
their summer excursion, the district selected

being Pickering and the neighbourhood. The
excursionists reached the town about a quarter

past eleven o'clock. They at once proceeded to

the residence of Mr. Kendall, Low Hall, and
there inspected his collection of Ancient

British urns, flints, arrow-heads, and other

antiquarian relics. Pickering chui-oh was next

vbited by the party. There are traces of

remains of Norman architecture, but, as a whole

the fabric is of the style of the 14th century,

when the Early English passed into the

Decorated period. Theie are several fine monu-
ments in the church. Tho Rev. George Rowe,
York, read a paper respecting the fabric, which

he stated was dedicated to St. Peter. It stands

on the side ot an eminence which rises to the

castle some little distance to the north. It is

composed ot chancel, transepts, nave, north and
south aisles, tower and spire, south porch, and a

chapel on south side of the chancel. There is

also an organ-chamber on the north side. "The

church, having previously had sundry repairs,

underwent a thorough restoration in 1877,

when the whole, westward to the crux, was
rebuilt, as far as possible with scrupulous

regard to following the old building. The
nave piers received new bases, the aisle windows
were renewed internally ; the tower, which was

in a great state of dilapidation, was happily

decided to be kept, and strengthened by power-

ful buttresses embracing the angles. The next

place visited was the old castle of Pickering,

which is situated on an eminence on the

northern extremity of the town, near the rail-

way station. The date of the erection of the

castle is unknown, but there is no doubt that a

similar structure existed here from a very early

period. The first mention of it in authentic

records is in documents of the reigrn of

Henry III. In 1399 the unfortunate

Richard II. was confined in Pickering Castle

for a short time previous to his removal to Pon-

tefract CasUe, where he was murdered. In the

reign of Charles I. the castle was besieged and

taken by the Parliamentarians, who dismantled

it. The Rev G. Rowe road a paper relative to

the castle, stating thit the outer western wall

runs along the edge of the escarpment, and

returns along the eastern side iu an irregular

line. The entrance is from the south. The
gate-house is nearly demolished, but the remains

of the barbican exist. The tower at the south-

west comer was called the Mill Tower. It is in

fair preservation as to its outer walls, and has

a small turret on the top of it as a look-out

station, and from which a distant view is to be

obtained. "The wide interior is divided into

three courts by two very thick walls, running

west and north from the keep in the centre.

"This, with the walls, is surrounded with a

deep moat, now filled with trees. A moat also
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raa rxternallr >n rouuj the eaatera cirouit oF

the e*»tle. On enterinir, tha vUitor orossf9 the

innar ditch, and ioto a very strong tower on

tha wmll in fiont of him, through which, appar-

entlr, led the way into the keep. This build-

ing u entirely in ruin^ but enough remains to

du>w ita importNnoo. In the inner court was a

•all Etrly Knglish chapel, long since

dMwrsted, «nd now used as a Court-bouse. It

twnt^inf nothing of any interest, even its win-

dows haring been replaced by plain, squ^ire

eawments. Beyond this, in the outer wall, is a

late Norman portal, now built up. The north

part of the castle iuclosure is formed into a

garden, and at the extreme end of it are heaps

of ruins, which iudicate buildings or their

foondations under the ground. A third wall

oommencee from the north wall before men.
tiooed, but is completely ruined. At the end
of the north wall was the Devil's Tower, a

gnat part of which still remains, and compriras

a dongeon below. This tower has xlits for

archery towards the keep for defence, in case

the courts were occupied by the enemy. It was
aooeMdble from the keep by the wall. The last

tower we have to mention is on the cast side,

sailed Bosamond's Tower, the walls of which,

nearly perfect, are three stories high. Leland
aays tut there were, in all, eight towers, in-

dndingthekeep. Several of thesemay harebeen on
the WMt wall, which has suffered most severely.

Underneath the Devil's Tower is a sally-port

opening on the moat. The cistle was rebuilt

in 1247, but it had been a place of great
strength before Henry III. made Lord Dacre
the goveruor, and afterwards gave Pickering
and its cistle to his son Edmund. The excur-
tionists then proceeded in vehicles to the village

of Kewton. At three o'clock C<twthorne, four
miles from Picketing, was reached—a place of

interest on account of its extensive Romxn forti-

fications. One of the four camps which exist

here has evidently been a permanent military

station, with the Roman roid from Malton to

Dunsley passing through it. Cropton, half a
mile distant from Ciwlhome, was the next
place reached. Here is the site of some early

British work. The chief of these is a lofiy

mound about '220 yards west from the church.
It is about 30ft. in height, and l.'JOft. when
measured from the bottom of the trench, by
which it is defended, over the top, and to the
bottom on the other siile. The summit of this

monnd commands a beautiful and extensive
prospect. At Cropton U a neat church having
m peculiar features about it, and the famous
Hail Garth Hill at a short distance from i"..

The afternoon was too far spent to allow the
party to make anything more than a cur-
sory examination of th^se interesting places,

and although the excurtioni^ts had intended to
riait Sinnington Church, and the ruins of the
desecrated chapel of the Nunnery, it was impos-
tUe for want of time to carry out this arrange-
ment. The party therefore went forward to
Middleton Church. The Rev. G. Rowe read a
paper on the structure, stating that it was
tematkable for having had additions made to it

ia all styles but the latest. The lowermost
stage is Saxon, as witnessed by the long-and-
sbott work at the corners, and by the Saxon
door at the west end. There is also part of a
S.ixon cross—probably the churchyard cross—
bailt into the wall above the door. This was
Msareely later than 600, perhaps earlier. In the
Norman era, late in the styla

—

i.e., about a.d.
1200, the nave was built, the piers of the arcade
having good Norman caps coupled with circular
arches. There was probably more of the church
ereeted at this time, bat it cannot be now ascer-
tained how much. Within forty years from the
Itat date the Ilirly English windows of the
•iaiaa were added, and perhaps the walls them-
elTea. In the Mth century, the Decorated
tower'arch was built anew, and the Decorated
window in the tower, when the battlemcntod
puapet was added. Since then, nothing has
been done to the church except just so much
repair as to keep it from utter ruin. It is a
chorch of great promise to the judicious
restorer, and might be made a really handsome
(abiio, whiah would list many times longer and
be naoy times better than a new church.
Soarrr or AjmacARiEs of ScortiLXD.—At

»• last monthly meeting of this society, Dr.MarianrWin read th» second paper, which was
a BOtioe by Mr. J. EimiUy Allen, C.E., F.3. A.
Beot., of seulptared stones at Kilbride, Kil-
aztin, and Dunblane. The old burying.

ground at Kilbride lies three miles south of

Oban. Close to the south wall of the present

church, which is not older than 1740, lie the

frairments of a very beautiful specimen of a

West Highland Cross, from whicli the rubbings

exhibited were taken. The shaft is broken in

two places, but none of it is wanting. Its total

height is lift. Gin. and it is elaborately carved

on both sides. One tide presents the Cruci-

fixion, with the monogram l.II.S. The shaft is

filled with the usual foliagcous scrolls, and
lower down is the inscription which tliows that

it was erected ^by Archibald Campbell, of Laer-

raig, in 1516. On the other tide is a shield of

arms, displaying two galleys and two boars'

heads quarterly. No other Highland cross bears

a shield of arms. Mr. Allen noticed two cup-

marked stones in the neighbourhood of the

church, and one in the island of Kerrera. The
cross at Kilmartin stands in the churchyard,

and is 5ft. 6in. high. Its form and ornamenta-
tion are purely Celtic, thus differing from the

ordinary West Highland crosses and slabs,

which are covered with foliageous scrolls. Its or-

namentation cansistsof interlaced work, divergent

spirals, and key patterns or fretwork. Drawings
of the cross to scale reduced from rubbings by
Mr. Allen were exhibited, and also photographs
by Rev. J. B. Mackenzie, of Kcnmore, F.S.A.,

Soot. The sculptured tlab at Dunblane has
been known for son e years, but never described

or illustrated. It bears a cross of the Celtic

form ; the heading, which forms the outlines of

tho cross, terminates in spirals at the top, and
serpents' heads at the bottom. The reverse of

the slab is covered with figures of animals,

human figures, and symbols. Drawings of

both sides of the slab were exhibited by Mr.
Allen.

COMPETITIONS.
EDiNBUEon.—The Free Presbytery of Edin-

burgh on Thursday week approved of plans for

the erection of a new church in Easter-road, to

be named after the late Dr. Guthrie. The com-
mittee invited plans from four architects by
private competition, with the result that they
selected those of Mr. Charles S. S. Johnston,
Pitt-street, Edinburgh. The church measures
73ft. by 47ft. internally, and is seated for 502
persons, with an end gallery stretching across

the western portion of the nave and ailes,

seated for 190 persons, giving a total of 752
sittings. A hall, 3Gft. by 24ft. ; session house,

19ft. by 15ft. ; vestry, 12ft. by 10ft. ; and lava-

tory are situated in rear of the church, while
the heatinir chamber is placed underneath the

pulpit, and is to be vaulted with brick. The
style adopted throughout is Early English
Gothic of a very plain type, and the estimated
cost of the church is £3,500.

Kendal Market.—A premium of £15 having
been offered for the best plan for erecting a

market-house adjacent to the present market-
place, plans have been sent in by Mr. Cox and
Mr. Brade, and are now on view in Kendal
Town Hall. The former architect's design
shows 20 shops and the latter's 27.

CHIPS.
The completion of the original scheme of the

Yarmouth and North Norfolk Railway, by the
opening of the section from Stalham to North
Walsham, was celebrated, on Wednesday week, by
a dinner in the latter town. The contract for the
construction of the railway has been carried out by
Messrs. Wilkinson and Jarvis.

The foundation-stone of a chancel new being re-
built at Christ Church, Lutsu, was laid on the 9th
mat. The new work comprises chancel, 34(t. Ciu. by
21ft. 2in. ; south chancel aisle, 20ft. by 14ft.;
north chancel aijle, Oft. by 15ft. ; organ-chamber.
12ft. 3in. by 8ft. ; choir vestry, 12ft. by 14ft., and
clerey-vestry, 10ft. square. Tlie cost will be about
£2,000. Mr. George Vjles, of London, is the
architect; Mr. D. Dunham, of Luton and Tod-
diogton, has takfn the general coutiact, and Mr.
T. Marshall, of Dunstable, that for masonry.

The Ilkestone local board decided, last week, to
reduce the salary of their surveyor, Mr. Haslam, to
£120 a year, on the ground that the town could
not afford to pay a larger salary at present.

The Horns club and institute, Bermondsey, was
reopened, on Tuesday week, by Lord Folkestone,
M.P., after the completion of structural alterations,
renovation, and decoration, carried out by Mr.
Wells, buUdcr.

'* To a practical man with a taste for mechanics, anJ
the buiiipj t'f c( nhtrU'ittTencss fairly well lU'vt'lnp'd, we can con
Cfive no hiplier mcntnl treat than a couple of hours upcnt over
the June numbers of thit tiuly niaivellouH pubMcatiun the X/if;.

lix/i .Vcchit K'. In a hundred and fifty odd r;>«es that nuke up
the bu ky mass of letter prePR. theie is reeontlile infora atlon on
almotit every conceivable hubjcct. lauftin); from how to construct
a mousttntp, to the lati St method of calculalluK thephasesof
Orion,'

—
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Comspnnlrence.

SANITARY PLUMBING AND PLUMBERS'
WORK.

To the Mditor of the Builbino News.

SiE, — Referring to Mr. HtUyer's lectures

once more, I mu8t first call attention to the

portion wherein he advocates the use of a Sin.

soil-pipe.

Sume ye.ars ago, when I was working as fore-

man for the lute Mr. John Jay, and tho 3iii.

soil-pipo was adopted iu some new buildings ia

the neighbourhood of Hornseyand King's-eross,

so badly did they act on account of stoppages

(although valve-closets were used), that 1 was
compelled to remove them and fix 4Un. in their

places. This is no exceptional case, as many
plumbers know to their sorrow. One of tie

most astounding remarks Mr. Hellyer made was
that, were he going to build a house for him-
self, he would have 23in. traps for the closets.

Upon my word, I cannot help thinking th.it

this assertion was intended for a joke, and
evidently many others thought so likewise, i.e.,

judging from the smih'ng faces and nudgings of

elbows to be seen all over the place. The joke,

however, was confirmed when he told us that
" When fouled, no amount of water sent through

a trap would cleanse it," which was quite

endorsed by one plumber present, who testified
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to having taken out one of Beard and Dent's
4in. S-traps, with only a liu. water-way
through it. I have also an S-trap of the
same size, taken out of a closet in Thurlow-
squaro (and which I intend to send to the
Patent OMco Museum, South Kensington) that
has a solid deposit on the sides of •' Uin. in
thickness."

Mr. Hollyer seems to lose sight of the fact
that it is not the soil that clogs the trap and
soil-pipe, but the urine that nearly always
accompanies it.

This point is more than provad by the trouble
we have in cleansing and unstopping urinals.
In his lecture he simply ventilates a theory

over a hundred years old, when he says that,
" No sanitary fitting or pipe should be trapped
in such a way as not to admit of the whole of
the water being entirely changed every time it is
flushed." Some of our forefathers were quite
aware of this, and made quite as much to do
about it as Mr. H. himjelf . But in what did it

all end? Simply this—a short run on the
S-trap, which, fortunately, was again knocked
on the head bv " Bramah." Really, Mr. H. is
only doing what Mr. Gumming did now one
hundred and six years ago, although he does not
appear to be aware that Mr. Gumming was well-
conversant with the method of ventilating
S-traps, of which many proofs are now exist-
ing.

Now, touching the D-trap. Why his the
S-trap had another run? Because it is cheap,
and its fault is net known by those who are cry-
ing down the Q-trap.

Air. Hellyer is mist iken in believing that the
earliest trap used was the S-siphon or round-
pipe trap, that he had seen marked in a drawin"
dated 1775.

I presume, by his remaricfi, that he had seen
the specification of Gumming's patent, No. 1105,
which bears date 1775; it so, it would have been
much better if he had given these words which
I quote from the specification: "The stink-
trap hitherto used for water-closets is too well-
known to require a description here, and
^though it may serve to cut off all communica-
tion of smell from the drains, pipe, and cess-
pool, it becomes in itself a ' magazine ' of foetid
matter, which emits an offensive smell every
time that it is disturbed by using the water-
closet. In this water-closet, the pipe which
carries off the soil and water is leiurved about
12in. or ISin. below the pan or basin, so as
constantly to retain a quantity of water,
sufficient to cut off all communication of smell
from below, and this stagnated water in the
recurved part of the pipe is totally emptied and
succeeded by fresh every time the basin is

emptied." Now Sir, by the date of Mr. Gum-
ming's specification, it is clearly shown that he
was considerably more than one hundred years
anterior to Mr. Hellyer, and he says that the
'stink-trap hitherto used for water-closets is
too well known to need a description here." How
deficient then must be Mr. H.'s information
as to the date of origin of these articles ? I,
however, am aware by some further facts, that
the trap referred to by Gumming was the P and
D-trap—I do not by p mean the half S-trap
80 commonly miscalltd a p-trap—which I can
indisputably trace back to at least 1687, as I
have one in my possession bearing that date.
So much for the D-trap coming into use in the
year 1790. In fact, if it were worth whUe, I
could trace back stink- traps at least another
thousand years; so, indeed, could anyone else,

especiilly after studying such works as that on
" Pneumatics," by Hero of Alexandria, the great
Greek authority on these matters.

If the S-trap was so good, why was it discarded
80 many years ago ? I take it that it has only
been revived as a matter of trade interest and
nothing else. I know one plumber, in a very
large way of business, and who turns out some
of the very best work in London, who quaintly
says that the S-traps are very useful when
melted down and recast in moulds of another
shape, thnt will not allow the water to ebb out
as the S-trap does.
In stating figures, Mr. Hellyer should endea-

vour to be somewhat more accurate. He
estimaked the yearly consumption of D -traps at
about four or five thousand ; whereas one firm
alouc supply nearly twico that number.
In reply to an application for permission to

discuss a poiut in the lecture, the chairman said
that the lectures would appear in the profes-
sional j)arnils, to which any person could write

letters in reply. This is all very well ; but if

everybody who wished to express an opinion
were to write to the trade papers, there would be
no room for any other matter, so numerous are
Mr. Hollyer's dissentients.—I am, iScc,

P. J. Uavim, H.M.A.S.P.

BUILDING-STONES.
Srn,—May I offer a contribution to the stock

of information being elicited by th» Truro
Gathedral Controversy f " Durability," last
week, wonders that Gaen stone has not been
thought of. The old stone used in the 13th
century work in Ghiist's Church Gathedral,
Dublin, is in remarkably sound condition on the
whole. Mr. Street has pronounced it con-
fidently to be Caen stone, and accordingly Gaen
stone has been used again in the late restora-
tion. The old stone, on comparison, appears to
be a coarser and grittier stone than the new.
Whatever it may have been, it is unfortunately
too evident that the new Gaen stone is rapidly
and extensively decaying. On the north side
especially, the progress of dilapidation in less
than seven years is a warning for Truro church-
builders to take note of, if entertaining the
question of Gaen stone. This, of course, is a
humid country, and trying to all building stones;
but, so far as my limited observation has gone,
the Cornish climate and country have reminded
me more of Ireland than those of any other
part of England I have ever been in.

There is, per contra, under my immediate ob-
servation a church built more than 20 years ago
in Dublin, where Bath stone is standing very
well.

The question of the origin of the ancient and,
no doubt, sea-borne stone used along our
Eistein coast, and, if I mistake not, in Western
Wales, is of considerable interest. Mr. Street
says Caen, but, beyond all manner of doubt,
not from the quarries of Caen the modern stone
came from. I should be happy, if anyone is in-
terested in the investigation, to send him a
sample of the ancient stone which has borne the
test of six hundred years better than the modem
Caen has that of six, with a view of identifi-

cation.— I am, &c.,

Thomas Deew, R.H.A..
Cathedral Surveyor, Christ's Church.

6, St. Stephen'sgreen, Dublin.

Manor House ditto, 21«t ytar of Elizabeth.
George Iron Norton, St. Phillip's, ISthoenttirr;
Ditteridge Church, Box, 13th oenturr;
Batheaston Church, 12C0; Magdklen Chapel,
HoUoway, Bath, I lO.I ; Chaldfiold Manor, about
1 100 ; Euglishcombc Church, latter part of 12th
century ; Laoock Abbev, 12th century ; Brad-
ford Church, U66; whilst amongst the more
modem, the portico of the FariUon at Brighton,
erected some 100 years ago, is now as good aa
new, and Prior Park, at the present time a
Roman Catholic College. An extract relating
to the last'named place from a book, entitlea
"Rambles about Bath," reprinted by R. E.
Peach, 1876, is as follows :—" The Maniion
with which Prior Park is crowned wa« desigoed
and erected as a standing proteft against the
reflections cast by London architects upon the
Bath Oolite or Freestone. With this view a
commission was given by Ralph Allen, in 1738,
to Wood the architect to erect an edifice suffi-
ciently important in itself to command attention,
and in its construction to spare no expense as a
means of showing to the world what could be
done with such valuable building material as
that at his command." This building is without
the least sign of decay, and the stone in the
other buildings is in an excellent state of pre-
servation.

The failures of Bath stone spoken of in
London are isolated instances, the canse of one
being the selection of a stone unsuitable for the
purpose. I speak of Henry VII.'s Chapel.
Had Box Ground or Combe Down slone been
used for projections, and the same or thoroughly
seasoned Corsham for the other parts, and all
placed in its proper bed, Mr. Masey would not
have been able to take that as an illustration:
of the others named I know nothing. Mr.
Masey gives no information as to the stability
of Beer stone in the Metropolis.—Yours truly,

Isaac Sunsioir.
Newark- street, Bath, Zlst June.

Sir,—I cannot allow Mr. Misey's last letter

to pass without a reply. He certainly writes as
though he was personally interested in the Beer
quarries, and the fact that he accepted Mr.
Kirkaldy' s figures in the case of Beer stone and
ignored them in the case of Bath, impUes that
something more than an architect's interest has
prompted him in his article and replies to those
who could not agree with his theory. He
asserts that Beer stone stands next to Portland
in point of merit, " as the strength of the stone
is beyond question" ; but when defeated on that
point by Mr. Kirkaldy's report of experiments
on Bath stone from my " Monk's Park quarry,"
he at once shifts his ground and speaks of the
foolishness of such experiment*, and that " he
could expect no faith in such." Now, it he
attaches any belief to the experiments on Beer
stone, why should he doubt the correctness of
the report on Bath when both emanated from
the same authority ? I made no endeavour to

to cast any imputation whatever on Beer stone,
as I should consider I had a lame case if the
only means I had of proving the superiority of
one was by asserting the inferiority of the other.
I merely wished to correct a mis-statement.
He then attacks Bath stone generally as not

being a weather stone, and states "that with
the exception of the Bath Abbey, no buildings
of an ancient character are to be found above
ground ; but perhaps after pcrus.ing the follow-
ing list of build ngs he may alter his opinion
somewhat, as I consider they should convince
any disinterested person. I, therefore, append
the following:—Parleigh Hungerford Church,
consecrated Nov. 6th, 1413; Farleigh Castle
and Chipel, early part of 14th century; Box
Church, early in the 13th century; Charlcombe
Church, supposed to have been erected early in

the 12th century. The original east window
may now be seen, the stone of which is in a
thorough state of preservation, not the least sign

of decay, the arris of the Gothic tracery being
nearly as sharp and well defined as when placed

in position. Widcombe Old Church, built 1499
;

portion of Einton Abbey near Bath, date 1272
;

SiE,—"Durability" brings under notice, on
p. 721, the respective prices of Bath and Caen
stone tor the Truro Cathedral. I beg to inform
" Durability " that Caen stone is far cheaper
than Bath, being 9d. per foot cube F.O.B. at
the quarries, and could be delivered to any part
in the Channel for about Is. Id. per foot cube,
and might be even cheaper for a large quantity
such as would bo required for the interior of
such as the Truro Cathedral. There is no dis-
puting the fact that for interior church-work no
stone is so suitable on account of its finette de
grin and colour. If " Durability " likes to write
to me, I will give him some additional facts and
figurfes.^—I am, iStc,

E. FOUCABD.
16, Stoney-street, Borough, S.E., June 21.

COMPETITIONS—A GOOD LOOK-OUI
FOR ARCHITECTS.

SiB,—^The School Board of Winchcomb
(Gloucestershire) , wishing to have some school-
buildings for 170 boys, advertised for designs,
there not being any local arcliitects in the town
or neighbourhood to whom they could intrust
the designing of so important an under-
taking.

In reply to the advertisement, 18 competitors
entered into the contest, nine of whom the local

papers say are Londoners. One, if not more, of
the competitors sent in two designs.

The eslinuited cost of the building, as stated
by the designers, varied from £600 to £1,700

—

that is, from £4 to £10 per head.
The committee selected seven (out of the 18)

for further consideration, the estimated cost of
the seven being from £860 to £1,070. Ulti-
mately they decided on one to cost £1,000.

It will be rather instructive to consider how
far competitions Uke this benefit the profession
in a monetary point of view.

To make any kind of dependable estimate, a
journey to the town should be made for the
purpose of examining the site, ascertaining the
inclination of the ground, the nature of the sub-
strata, the water supply, method of drainage, and
cost of materials.

After that comes the preparation of the
drawing.'), specification, and estimate of the
works.
The whole of these items cannot be set down

at a less cost to each competitor, on the average,

than from £6 to £10 ; but say £6. That mul-
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tipUcdby IS, tho number of the competitors,

'lU be £108 as the tot <1 cost.

The average of tho estimates is aboat £900,

or, say, £1,000. Five p-r cent, on that sum is

£50, showing a total loss of £5S to the com-

petitors.

To put it in another way : Suppose there are

18 buildings of the amount of £1,000 each to be

erected in various places, and the said 18 com-

petitors compete for the said 18 buildings. The
groM co«t of the competitions will be 6 x 18 x 18

- £1,941 ; the gross receipts, 50 x 18 = £900
;

bowing a total loss of £1,044, or an iudividual

leas of £58.

A magnificent result, truly ! But there pro-

bably may be some personal gratification in

being allowed to enter the lists for so stupendous

an imdertaking, for, it will be seen, a coirnty-

surveyor's name figures amongst the number of

the Winohcomb School competitors—indeed, he
appears to be the tuceeuful competitor.

June 18. On-k Uncoscebnet.

VALUATION FEES IN BELFAST.
Sib,—As the subject of valuations is often

before your readers, perhaps this case might be

of some interest ; the account is inclosed, also

the Becorder's ruling.

By way of explanation, I may state that the

Town Council of this town has some extensive

improvements in hand which have aSorded my
professional brethren some employment. The
ease was tried yesterday before {he Kecorder,

the jurisdiction of whose court is to extent of

£50.
The amount of the valuation, £36 14s., was

made up by J per cent, on the first £1,000, \ per

cent, on the next £4,000, and ^ per cent, on
the remainder, with an item for alternative

valuation.

The amount of valuation was £19,523.—I am,
&c., J. B.

9, Donegrall- square. West Belfast,

June nth, 1881.

BLACKSTATF IMPROVEMENT.
ICr. Daniel H'Kinney.

To John Boyd, C.E. Architect, &c.

cient clerk of works, has built a sciouce college in

the MidUnfts, the cost of which has run into the

teus of thousindi, strictly would be called an

"architect-builder."

I am told that some talent and a good deal of

study make a good designer, therefore, may I

ask "M." why "a good architectural assistant"

may not design as well as a " thorough archi-

tect " ? Hai not the one as good a chau;e as the

other? Or is there the same difference between

them as there is between a worker bee and a

queen bee ? May this assistant ever hope to become
a thorough architect '^

I am doubtful as to whether or not I may
aspire to dub myself " architect." I have never

worked for an hour in the office of a professed

architect but I have studied art and construction

for some yeais under the best men in Warwick-
shire, and have passed Government examinations.

I am young, but have tried my strength at desigu-

ing small works, which have since been carried

out : I have studied some engineering and a little

surveying. Not having been "articled" to an

architect, am I without the pale ?—I am. Sea.,

Beab's Heaet.

1879.
Oct 28, 30,
and 31.

Nov. 8.

Dec. 1.

To measuring ground proposed to
be taken by Town Council fur
Blackfitaff Improvement, ma-
kiug'_ map of a&me and two
tracings. To measurlDg ware-
house, sawmill, and other
luildings, &c., on tie ground,
calculating, &c 5

To making valuation of ground
and buildings, also alternative
valuation 36 :

To conjjultation with Mr.
Cramsies, Mr. M*Kinney, and
otheis m Mr. Cramsiea* i-lfice ... 2

To making tjacingof map for Mr.
MicKiQnon,E.£ 1

To attendance in Arbitration
Court 3

To attendance in Arbitiation
Court and giving evidence 3

KECOEDEK'S ECLING.

£ 8. d.

5

2

1

To measuring, &c. ...

To TitluatioD, &c. ...

'i o consul tatioD, See.

To tiacing
To attendance in Court

£51 8

£ 8. d.
..6 5
.. 31 10
.. 2 2
..11
..4 4

£44 2

THE AHCHITECTUEA.L MEMBERS OF THE
ROYAL ACADEMY.

Sib —Your c:>rre8pondent, who signs himself
" Oue Who was Not SurpriseJ," does not appear
to understand the point of my letter of June lUth.
I will not dispute with him whether the present li^t

of architectural Acadeuiiciius and Associates docs
or does not contiin tho names of, what he calls,
" sec'jnd-rate men." What I complain of is, that
although good men may from time to time be
selected, the best are nearly always passed over

;

and not seldom men are elected whose merits are
of a sort which should altogether exclude them
Tbey are not so much leading artists as men in a
large way of business.

Ifail to see the point of the remark about Clsssic
work being badly represented. The question is

one of artiitic ability, not one of style.—1 am, &c.,

A. B.

BUILDER AND ABCHITECr.
Sib,—1 have been interested in reading the

correspondence respecting the above. All the
writers stem to have omitted to define what con-
stitute*, in the present day, an architect, an
arckitect-buUder, and a builder- architect. Will
someone kindly undertake the task? I presume
that the well-known architect who, with an eih-

CHIPS.

In Messrs. Lockwood an! Co.'a advertisement iu

the BuiUJiNO News of June 10, the price of Sir

Edmund Beckett's Book on Building was wrongly
printed 2s. 6d. The price of the book is 4s. 6d.

Plans for new schools, by Messrs. Leeming and
Leeming, of Halifax, were adopted by the Staiu-

land School Board last week. The school is to

seat 212 childrtu, and is estimated to cost under
£10 per head, exclusive of site.

All Sints' Churdi, Wolverhampton, is about to

be completed by the erection of th-^ chincel. Mr.
T. Tayler Smith, of Fmsbury-circus, E.G., is the

architect.

At a meeting held at Biidgend town hall, on
Monday, it was resolved to replace the present
church at Nolton, Lower Coity, by a larger one,

to seat 630 persons, and to be erected on a site to

the west of the present modern Gothic building ;

the estimated cost is £5,000, of which £1,170 was
subscribed at the meeting.

New schools, to be known as tin Breolmck
Schools, were opened at York-road, Camden Town
on Monday. They have been built from plans iire-

pared in the office of the architect to the London
School Board, and will accommodate COO scholars;

but a wing is iu course of erection which will

provide room for another 400. The cost, including

purchase of site, has been £15 16s. lOd. per head.

The second annual meeting of the City Churc"
and Churchyard Society was held yesterda?

(Thursday) afternoon at the Mansion House.

Memorial-stones of a new Wesleyan chapel were
laid at Norton, near Worcester, on Friday. The
chapel is to seat 130 persons, and is being built by
Mr. Patrick, of Bith-road, Worcester.

The restoration of the old parish-church of St.

Mary, Monmouth, has just been commenced. The
architect is Mr. G. E. Street, E A , and the con-
tractors are Messrs, Wall and Hook, of Brims-
combe.

At St. John the Evangelist church, Wall, Lich-
field, a new carved reredos, designed by Messrp.
Jones and Willis, of Birmingham and Loudon, has
just been erected. It is constructed of Bath btoue.

With polished Irish marble shafts and panels. The
design is Perpendicular, in harmony with the
church.

A first-class award has been given at the Mel-
bourne Exhibition to Craven, Dunuill and Co.
(Limited), Jacktield Works, Ironbridge, Shroj)-

shire, for their exhibits of.tiles, encaustic, geometri-
cal, and decorated. List year, at Sydney, the
eame firm had two awards, a fiist class and a first

class special.

The thirteenth annuil convention of the Ameri-
can Society of Civil Engineers began at Montreal
on the 15th iust. A preliminary meeting was
held at the Falls of Niagara on the llthinst.,

when a paper on " The Suspension Bridge," by L.
L. Buck, A.S.C.E., engineer in charge of the
work, was read.

At a joint meeting of the Council and Trustees
of the Town and Alms Lands Charities of Great
Torrington, held on Thursday last, Mr. W. C.
Medland was unanimously elected surveyor to

the said trustees at a sa'aryof £20 a year.

Mr. Simmonds, the head master of the Derby
school of art, has re-igned his appoiatment, having
obtained a better pi.st at the Gla.«igow school of
art. At the same time, Mr. J. T. Cook, the second
master of the Derby school, has been unanimously
elected head master of the Sheffield school of art,

in the place of Mr. Bradley, of Hauley, whose
recent appointment to Sheffield has fallen

through.

intettainmu«icati0tt.

QUESTIONS.
[651G.1—Mirror.—In a lai^e mirror which I have had

fixed ttbjve a chimney piece, the wood flaishing- round
doors aud windnws in same room, whenviL-wed from dif-
ferent standpoints, appear as if curved and twisted. WilJ
some reader kindly state the ciuse and remedy and oblige

[6517.J—Measuring TTp.—What can I legally charge
for measuring- up woik as executed for the purpose of
makin;.,' up a linai account \ I am engaged by a contractor
to t St the accuracy of the original quantities whidi he
asse ts he has exceeded, and am anxious to charge him
that to which I am fairly entitled.—Takeb Off.

[6518 ]—Removing Dead White Appearance
from Marble.—Is there any stain or acid that can be
used to take away the dead white of white marble J I
have a white marble chimneypiece against a deep red paper,
and cannot have a new chimneypiece, and do not like to

paint. I should like to get a sunnier tone. Perhaps some of

your readers can suggest s:)me means.—F. B. A.

[65190 — Portland Cement Mouldings and
Flat Surfaces.—I shall be thankful if some experi-
enced and obliging correspondent will kindly say the beet
mode of treating mouldings and flat surfaces made in
Portland, bo as to av.iid the objectionable appearance of

being painted, aud how long should the work be done
before the treatment is apphed f—Stonk Fisish.

[5550.]—Egg- Shell Polish. - How can I make this i

It is, I believe, a good preparation for antique furniture.

Also, what is ** dry shining," used principally, I have
heard, in the United States for black walnut !— Polisubb.

REPLIES,
[6505.]—Zincwork.—In answer to the query of *' R.,"

I would call liis attention to the following extract of

Prof. Corfleld's speech closing Mr. Hellyer'a lecture on
Plumbing at the Society of Arts rooju on the 1 1th inst.

and reported in the Building News of June 17 at page
703 :—" At the Parkes Museum they had a far worse case,

in which the tittings vpcre all of zinc, and were connected
with an iron pipe. Of course, the zinc became rotten,

and sore throats occurred in the house, but typhoid fever

did not break out, simply because no person having that
disease had visited the house ; had the germs of typhoid
been introduced it must have aifected all in such a dwel-

ling." I did not answer this before, not being quite cer-

tain that I would have been right in totally condemning
zinc for such a purpose. It is well known by students ox

chemistry that zinc is speedily decomposed by acids, and
is used in experiments for making hydrogen gas by its

decomposition caused by dilute sulphuric acid. It is often

the case that lead soil pipes are iouad corroded, some-
times having lai^e holes therein ; this being so if any
substitute were used instead of lead it should be of a
better material and not a worse, for though the gas that

ascends in a ventilating pipe may not act so strongly as

in a soil-pipe, still it is the same thing and acts in as siire

though itmay bjinasiowerminner.—HL'<.iH McLaciilan.

[6511.]—Canada.— It is true that there will be a
number of villages built along the new Canadian railroad,

but they wUl nut be of such a natuie as to need many
architects. Ninety per cent., perhaps SlO per cent., of the

houses will be of wood, and the '* plenty of building**

will sea. cely serve your purpose. But, on the other hand,
there is a great deal of architectural work done here and
in Canada, though there is a crowd uf architects to do it.

While there is no employment that does not appear to be
well supplied with workers, yet there is always room_f(»
good men at any kind of work. The only aivice possible

isplainly, Comeoutanddo wliatturnsup.—R. M. Tuttle,
Titusville, Penn., U.S.A.

[6522.] -Bronze in London.—'* O. n. G." is right.

I have read ihit the bas-reliefs at the b-iso of the Nelson
Column showed signs of corrosion before tlie lions, and
I have seen the marks and pin-holes quite plainly on the

latter. Even the lamps on Ljndon-biidge, instanced by
" A. McG." show the effects of corrosion quite strongly

in some places, the pinholes running into each other

;

what has to be roted is, that in some places the effect of

c iirosion is utrongly marked, whilst iu others there is no
sign thereof, and it is evidently not because those parts

coj roded are more exposed than the othei s. It is further

to be added, that the air on London-bridge is purer than
in the towu itself owing both to the wide expanse free

from buildings, and th«' breeze which ofctnblows strongly

up the river.-Htxii McLachlan.

[6523] .—Warehouse Cons truction . -Floors iu

concrete suppoited by iron have the advantage of being

for practical purposes flieproof, especially if all the iron-

work is covered with concrete, plaster or teria cotta. If

the iron is exposed to a stroug Hre, this advantage is

much reduced, as cast iron will crack and snap asunder
when water is thiown on it, if ttrou^ly heated, and
wrought iron will lose much of its btrcngth and bend
under the biiperincumbent weight. It does not matter

when only the sjJtito of the iron girders or joists are ex-
posed as the tire can nut thep play arjuud the material,

and has only a small sui face t j action. Three systema of

tire-proof llooring aio much used, the Dcunett eydtem,

Fox and Barrett system, and Homau'atiie-proof fljoring.

Of these I believe lluman's is the cheapest and Dennett's

the most expensive, the advantagt^s of the latter huwever
are that less iron is used aud that the c jncrtte ia made of

sulphate of lime, which would be tr a gre.iter heat without

injury than other concrete. The cost of the cheapest

tir'ejjroof flooring over ordinary- wood ilouring is from 15

per cent, upwaids, Capt. Shaw holds that extra stout

timbers are practically more llreprojf than exposed iron-

work, since the lire chars the surface of the wood to a
slight depth and thid charred surface then acts as a pro-

tection to the unburnt wood inside, being of small heat-

conducting p iwer aiid uninflammable. If the scantlinga

of the limber work aie increased for this reason, the cost

will approximate that lor ordinary Hreptu f flooring.—

Ji\]t:.\i McLachlan.

[652 J.]-Damp Wall—Wherefore attempt to stop

the damp on the inside of the wall ! In that case the brick"
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work would at times become saturated, if the bricks arc
verv porous, and then by repeated wetting and drying
wiui the action of froat, the walls would gradually be-
come disintegrated. See queries and replies, Nos. 6439
and 6496.—ITuuii McLaciilan.

[6525.]—Clays, &c.—"8. F. C." will obtain some
valuable information from a series of weekly articles in

the BuiLDiNo News on " White bricks," commencing
Sept. 11, '1874, and concluding on Oct. 9 following.—
Hugh McLacblan.

[6527.]—Charges for Sketches.-If "A Young
B%inner" has started in bu;<inesa for himself he can
charge the usual commissions or by time. See reply to
No. 6512. If not, he had better take what he can get.—
Hugh McLachlan.

[6628.1—Levelllnff.—The advantages of "Tweedie"
setting the staff "on" or "to" the bench mark are
that all new levels may be calculated to the ordnance
level and that if he finish with another bench-mark B.M.,
he can obtain a check to the correctness of his work.
The three ftet can be easily deducted when working out
for the commencement of the surface line, or the bench-
mark may be disregarded.

—

Uugii McLaciilan.

[G530.]—Ink-Stains on Marble.-Try the follow-
ing recipe from "Enquire Within": "Marble may be
cleaned by mixing up a qxiantity of the strongest soap
lees with quick lime to the consistence of milk [cream J,

and laying it on the marble for 24 hours; clean it after-

wards with soap and water." I believe this to be the same
as that used by marble-dealers, having seen their prepa-
ration laid on several times, and been told their recipe.

A few additions and an alteration should be made to that
from the book named. The word "milk" is decidedly
wrong, it should be " a thick cream," further the prepa-
ration is laid on if necessary for two or three days, and a
second application is laid on if the marble is very dirty.

In removing ink-stains by this method, it would bo better
to cover all the exposed marble-work, as the part cleaned
would look so different to the remainder of the work if

otherwise done. At the finish a slight mark of the stain
may still be left.

—

Hugh McLachlan.

[6531.1—PartyWalL-If the eaves belonging to the
said neighbour have projected over your c'.ient's property
for the last twenty years, it is an easement, or if the land
of both client and neighbour originally belonged to the
same owner, who allowed the neighboui-'s house to bo
built in that manner, it is an implied gran', in neither
case can you interfere without permission. If not cut off

the eaves and do what you like with the party-wall, after
having given proper notice. As to the gutter it must be
left to tke neighbour, who however has no right to allow
the water from his property to run on your client's

except under the two conditions above named.—Hugh
McLachlan.

[6532.]—Shop-Fronts.—The following titles hare
appeared in Batsford's catalogue: "Shop FrontSj of a
Plain and Elaborate Character," by J. B. RobiBSon,
architect, 25 plates, small folio, price £1 Is. ; " Shop
E^onts and Facades," by Victor Delasaux and John
Elliott, architects, 22 plates, small folio, price lOs. 6d.,

Weale; '* Studies in Mercantile Architecture," by W. 8.

Ogden, architect, 50 designs, small folio, price 3()3. I
have i>ersonally no acquaintance with any one of these
works.-HuniiMcLAcnLAs.
[An article on this subject will be found on another

page.—Ed.]

[6532.]—Shop Fronts.-Mr. J. B. Robinson, sculi)-

tor, Derwent-street, of this town, publishes a very good
book of shop-fronts, price £1 Is., which I think would suit

"Mowbray vale."—J. H. Smith, Derby,

[6533.] -Suffolk Bricks.—"A Ten Years' Subscri-
ber" can learn what he requires during the progress of
any building by watching a bricklayer at his work. The
frog would not have a different position in a Suffolk
brick than it would have in a common stock brick. The
best white Suffolk bricks are perforated and have no
frogs.—Hugh McLachlan.

[6634.]—Cleaning: Whitewash from Portland
Stone.—If " Telum " has anjr church restoration in

hand, let him take particular pains that the atone be not
redressed ; also if Uie building be Mediaeval, that care

be tE^en to ascertain if there be any wall paintings under
the whitewash. I found the following in the Building
News of Sept. 12, 1873, recommended by the late Rev.
Mackenzie Walcott. " I have found a weak solution of
size delicately applied with a sponge, remove whitewash,
even from the thickness of several coats, from distemper
work or wall paintings, which coarse manipulation would
effectually have destroyed." In a later number he ex-
plains the size to be used as isinglass reduced tea consist-
ency sufificiently adhesive to remove flakes of whitewash.
This should at first be used, and if it be found that there
are no wall paintings and the stonework is reached,
something stronger would be required to remove the coat
of whitewash next the stone. The following may then be
tried, from the Building New.'* April 25. 1873: ""White-
wash may readily be cleaned off by scrubbing with water
and sand, being previously acidulated with about "04 of
hydrochloric acid. The common acid will do, about 6d.

per lb."—Hugh McLachlan.

[6536.]—Property of Architects* Design.—See
query and replies. No. 643S. I am not surpnsed at any
architect being unwilling ; it should be definitely settled

that drawings of all works not carried out should remain
the property of the designer, that no other person might
afterwards either have the credit of his work, or what is

worse, that the designer should have the discredit for
details he never intended and would abominate. The
following clause is from the " Schedule of Rules for Pro-
fessional Practice and Charges," published and sanctioned
by theR.I.B.A., 1872, and reissued June 12, 1878:—"In
respect of the ownership of drawings and specifications.

It has hitherto been the general custom for the architect

to be paid for their use only, those documents remaining
his property. N.B.—In case of sketches for works aban-
doned, this custom is recognised by the ofiice of her
Majesty's Works and Public Buildings. No authorita-

tive deciflion in the courts of law has, however, as yet been
given on the subject. It is therefore desirable, for the pre-

Knt at least, that the architect should have a distmct
understanding with his employer on this point."—Hugh
McLachlan.

[6537,1—Dry Rot.—The rot resulta from want of ven-
tilation, and the heat and moiuture increased byaciduU-
tion during the fermentation. Make plentiful openings
in the walls of beer- cellar and fix large tcrra-cotta air

bricks. Iron would quickly rust from the moiuture always
to bo found in such places. Ijet your timber be of well
seasoned oak. Keep the tuns sufiiciently apart that a man
can pass between for purposes of inspection, and let a
current of air drive through as much as possible from
open doors, traps, or other openings. There are numerous
peeservativcs against dry rot, but before using any of
them, it is of the utmost importance that all woodwork
be thoroughly clean and well seasoned. The following
plans have bt en recommended: 1, twice wash all wood-
work with hot lime whiting ; 2, heat all surfaces of the
woodwork and whilst it is in that condition rub in equal
parts of linseed oil and tar well boiled together ; also bur-
nettising and kyanisiug. Whether any of these proceed-
ings will improve the fiavour of the beer in the tuns so
treated in anotlier question. See the Building News
" Intercommunication " of Oct. 18, 1878, onthe same sub-
ject. -Hugh McLachlan.

[6538.]— Grates.—According to circulars issued by Mr.
D. O. Boyd, of Maddox street, London, W., these grates
are "Tlie Hygiastic Ventilating School Grates," supplied
and manufactured by himself.-Hugh McLachlan.

[G540.1—Foundations.—There are several cases to

be supposed in the question of right of support. First,

supposing there are no buildings on either the land of

your client or that of the adjoining owner the case is

simple, for were your client to dig away or remove any
of hia land, thereby causing a part of that of the adjoin-
ing owner to fall in, the adjoining owner could recover

damages for the support of his land by the land of your
client is a "natural right of property." Second, sup-
posing the adjoining owner had ouilton his own laud
more recently than ten years ago, if your client were at

any time to ai^ away his own land by the side of tlie wall
if the adjoining owner, thereby causing the wall to fall

in, the adjoining owner could not recover damages since

he has no right of ."support for his building. Third, in the

last ease, supposing your client were not only to dig away
from the side of the wall, but also below it Uiereby caus-
ing not only the wall or the building to fall, but aLso part
of the land of the adjoining owner below the building,

the adjoining ownerwould recover damages for the land,

but not for the building. An important question would
I think arise aa to the value of the land, and whether or

not the value had been increased by the building thereon.
Fuurth, supposing the adjoining owner had built on his

land for at least 20 years, the question arises as to whether
or not he has an easement of right of support from the

: land of your cUent ; as far as I can read formerly the

judges would have held that there was an easement but,

recently tiiey appear to hold back from that view. If

the definition of an easement given in "Gale on Ease-
ments ' * is agreed to the adjoining owner would certainly

have acquired it. The definition is as follows : An ease-

ment may be a privilege without profit, which the owner
of one neighbouring tenement hath of another existin^^

in respect of their several tenements by which the servient

owner is obliged to sutfer or not to do something on his

own land for the advantage of the dommant OTiner. In
your case the "servient owner" would be your client,

and the " dominant owner " the adjoining owner. The
definition was accepted by the Court of Exchequer in the

case of "Mounsey v. Israay." Your correspondent will

thus see that according to the difference of the case so

the responsibility and cost of underpinning will shift from
one to the other. Your soUcitor understanding the case

may probably be right. Read a paper read before the
R.I.B.A, Dec. 17, 1877, " On the Law of Eisements," by
BIr. Locock Webb, Q.C., Hon. Associate, and the discus-

sion thereon, held Jan. 7, following ; also a paper read at

the Institution of Surveyors on " The Law of Support as

to Land and Buildings,^' Jan. 29, 1878, by Mr. J. Smal-
man Smith, which papers and discussion have been
reported ia the Building Naw.s and other professional

journals. Cases have been cited.—Hugh McLachlan.

[6540.J—Foundations.—The case of Kempston v.

Butler, tried, retried, and finally settled bv a Court of

Appeal about 19 years ago, and no doubt to be found in

the Irish reports, is held here to be an important and
final ruling as to the common law and responsibility of

adjoining ovmers. There being no local or special build-

ing statute bearing on it, litigation on this fruitful source

of legal squabbles has practically ceased here since the

decision referred to.—Dublin.

[6541.] — Painter's Quantities. — Window-sash
squares each side separately at per dozen. Window
frames to be numbered each side separately. Architraves

per foot run. General painters' work at per yard super,

including edges and projections ; if it is necessary to

work the brush in a line, as in the case of skirtings, &c.,

technicilly termed " cut in both edges," at per foot run.

Hurst's ' Architectural Surveyor's Handbook " gives the
inside of sash frames to be taken with the linings at per
foot super. Other work by number. I believe this plan
to be generally followed. For Manchester, see the rules

of the Manchester Society of Architects, published in the

Building News of April 10, 1874,—Hugh McLachlan.

[6542.]- Spire Lights.—Two plans can be adopted.

I would recommend a fiat-pitched roof covered with lead

to be fixed inside at the base of the spire, vnth one or

two pipes carried through the walls to carry off the rain.

If the work were new, I would sav, carry them through
the gargoyles (if any) and make them serve their proper
purpose. " N. E. R." is afraid of the sound of the bells

being interfered with ; the tendency of the roof would be

to improve this, especially if a boarded ceiling be fixed

below. Another plan would be to glaze the openings on
the inside with obscured glass, though it would be ob-
jectionable at times, according to the direction and
strength of the light.—Hugh M'Lachlan.

[6M3.] — Church Building. — 1. See answers to

65u9, all the blocks should be keyed together. In the fire

at St. Mary's, Whitechapel, where was a wood block
fioor not keyed, it resulted, that the large quantities of

water thrown in, floated the blocks out of their places
;

also by keying the blocks together, those sunken part^

so often seen, are avoided, pressure being more fqually
distributed. As to cost, if the blocks are laid only 3in.

in thickness, the expense would not be much higher than
a 1 Jin. tongued floor with splayed headings. If, however,

ijie thickness ia increased, it becomes higher. 2. The

pitch is too low for tflett out jron not raise It T Slnas a
different material to the main roofs would be obJ«otion«
able. 3. Use hot &ir, it is much obesper than hot watofi
and quite if not more effective, it is ontaiolr better tbaa
stoves in the body of the church; i. The ligbtiag eoi^
ductor should bo of solid copixir tape, oonneSed if

possible to aX\ external metal work, aooh as eaTM,
gutters, ^0., it should be fixed to the building without
msulaton, and under ground, should be run into a
cesspool, drain, bed of eharooal or made to bnindi
out for a few feet in several directions over the noaad
5. The flnial should be of eolld copper with aereru forks
or branr'heft and a platinum termioal at top, it should b6
about &ft. high, and be connected to the tape eoDdootor
by a coupling conneotion, eo that the flnial and taps
should be well in contact with each other. 6. The thick*
ness of nave arcade is insufficient, if there is a clerestory*
it should be at least 2ft. 3in. to have a decent appearance.
Supposing however your wall to bo only ISin. thick the
nave 24ft. wide, and the stone for columns Daiiey DalCi
then the diameter of the oolnoms should be at least ISia.
taking ttie s%fe load as 1-10 of the oruahiag weMit.
Should however the thickness of the waU be increaeed to
'.ft. Sin., the diameter of the column need not be mora
for strength than I6]in ., from the fact that half the weight
to be cazried is owing to the preosure of the wind, wuoh
of course does not increase wiUi the Uiickneas of tha
wall. Nut knowing the crushing strength of Oomgrit
(Bath), I cannot say what should be the diameter of the
columns in that material, I expect that though it is far
stronger than 13ox Ground (Bath) stiU it is notao stnmg
as Darley Ddle. 7. For apink stone for small shafts, uae
Red Mansfield or CoraehUl (Dumfries) stone, or Isle of
Mull or Peterhead granite. For a bine stone for the same*
use slate or Abeideen granite. Hugh McLachi^ajt.

[6644.]—Weather TUing.—Your cUent is not
different to many others, and if you let him have his own
way, he will blame you in the future. The tiles can be
fixed to the brick and woodwork without lathing, by a
bedding of cement at the back, they had betterhave extra
security on the woodwork by oak pegs driven through, aa
the cement will not hold on so well to the wood. If laths
be used, it would I consider be necessary to project the
quartering, for otherwise there would be no support for
tne p^or nails. I would do without the btick nogging,
should lathing be used, point in cement to keep oat the
weather, and use battening inside. Your proposed scant-
lings will do. The shrinking will not be enough to
entianger the security of the work if bedded in cement
and secured to the quarters.—Hcau MoLaciilax.

PABLIASEBNTABT NOTES.
Aetisans' and Ladourebs* DwELLixas.—Dr.

Tidy, medical ofTicer for Islington, was examined
ou Monday before the Select Committee of the
House of Commons engaged in considering the
working of the Artisans' and Labourers' D wtllinga

Improvement Act. In reply to Sir Richard Cross,

he stated that he had made three representations

to the Metropolitan Board of Works for improve-
ment schemes at Angel-court, Little Pierrepont-
road, and Essex-road. In the Angel-court
representation there were 78 houses affected, and a
population of 504 people. The condition of the
place had been exceedingly bad; in fact, the pre-
mises were almost falling to pieces. There was no
possibility of dealing wiui the houses unless under
an improvement scheme. He might have done
something under Mr. Torrens's Act, but he pre-

ferred to submit a scheme to the Board of Works.
There was practically no valuable property men-
tioned in the representation, and as for the popu-
lation, it consisted principally of Irish coster-

mongers and a large number of people who sold

newspapers in the streets. Epidemic diseases ia

these parts were especially virulent. There waa
no special reason why the people should live there.

At present three out of the seven courts were
empty, and in the others notices that the people

were to clear out within a certain period had been
put up. These might be dealt with lu several ways

;

but it seemed to him desirable that they should be
dealt with, if possible, by a scheme, and, there-

fore, he made them the subject of a representation.

The Essex-road scheme was a larger one, the num-
ber of the population aflfected being 1,052. 2£any
of the houses in this case were in a very bad con-

dition, and even before the scheme waa proceeded

with many of the houses were shut up by the

magistrates. There were some model dwelliDg-

houses in the district, in Peabody-square, and he
had reason to believe that the death-rate in those

houses was not much greater or much less than
elsewhere in the neighbourhood. Other evidence

was taken.

The Peoposed Removal op the Mint,—At
Tuesday's sitting of the Select ComLmittee to whom
the City Lands (Thames Embankment) Bill waa
referred by the House of Commons, Mr. Shaw-
Lefevre in the chair, Mr. Wollaston Blake, of the

firm of James Watt and Co., Birmingham—

a

director of the Bank of England—gave evidence in

support of maintaining the Mint in its present site.

He stated that tlie machinery was in excellent con-

dition and capable of turning out twice as many
coins as it now did. The only impiovement re-

quired was the erection of two new engines and
some adjusting rolling mills, and the building of

an engine-house at the rear of the present rolling

room. This could be done at an expense of

£2-3,000, and with a stoppage of only four or five

months, or on pressure of only three months. The
Bank of England had now a stock of 16 millions
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of woTtnifpa mora than it erer haJ, and would not

nwd to tronbto the Mint for I'i months, and
• Stan of wUver coins could easily ba accumulated
at the Hint and at the Bank, for which the

dirscton voold gire every accommodation. He
•aw BO neeeasitr lor the removal of the site on the

ThaaM Bmbuicment, which would entail an rx-

p«DM of £480,000, of which £23o,000 would have
to be paid to the Corporation of London for the

land, £15,000 for machinery, £50,000 for interest

of moikey for four years before the old site could be
dkpowdof and the new buildings erected, £15,000
foe pnfessional expenses, and £15,000 for con-
tiagauin. Dednctinz £180.000 for the old site

w«iald leare a net cost of £300,000, for which he
nw* no oecuioo. Ur. Bramwell, C.E , on the
contrary, stated that none of the plans sub-
mitted to him were such as he could adopt, his

dominant instruction from Oovemment being that
Vkan must be no stoppage of the Mint. He thought
no aatiafactory alterations could be made at the
pnaent Hint without rebuilding it, which would
take eighteen mouthsor two yeani. Mr. Fremantle,
depn^ master of the Mint, stated that the present
ICmt had tamed out 16 millions of pieces a quarter,
bnt its nsnal output was 10 or 1 1 millions. There
ware twenty-six residences for officers at the
present site, and would be only two at the new
dta, but an arrangement had been made by which
no oompensation would ba given to officers who
joined since 1869. The committee adjourned to
Monday next.

WATEB SUPPLY AND SANITAR T
UATTEBS.

The Wateb Supply op NoTTmoHAii.—The
Waterworks Committee of the town council
of Nottingham have just published an account
of the waterworks, and a report on their present
condition, prepared by their engineer, Mr. Ogle
Tarbotton. The works were formally transferred
to the corporation by the directors of the late com-
pany on May 14th, 18S0. The Parliamentary water
aismct, which may be supplied, includes an area
of 41,084 acres, or 64j square miles ; the popula-
tion, according to the recent census, is 216,992, of
whom about 191, 753 are directly supplied with water
from the Corporation works. The supplies are
drawn from five sources, viz. (1) at Sootholme,
New Basford, where underground springs are col-
lected and conveyed by gravitation to the Castle
pumping station, Nottingham ; these waters issue
from the lower Banter beds of the New Red Sand-
stone formation, but are tainted by percolations
from the river Leen. (?) The Trent Bridge Works
were established in 1831, and are interesting as
the first in this country to adopt the principle of
constant high-pressure service ; the supplies were
drawn from gravel-beds adjoining the river ; but,
in consequence of the deterioration of the water,
the works have been, for some years, disused.
Mr. Tarbotton recommends the Corporation not
to abandon the works, but points out that the site
is becoming increasingly valuable for other pur-
poee«._ (3) The Park, or Sion-hill works, were
eitablished in 18.50, and consist of a small pump-
ing station, deriving a supply of about 400,000 gals.

fa day of twelve hours, from wells sunk in the
_
onter beds of theNew Bed Sandstone. The wa'er

is forced through a 12in. main, which extends
to Belle Vue reservoir, but the draught on the
main en route is so great, no water is actually de-
livered into the reservoir. The supply could be
nearly doubled by pumping during the night.
(4) The Bagthorpe Works, Basford, are the sheet
auchor of the water snpply. They are situate to the
north of Nottingham Forest. The well, sunk in
the Hunter beds, is most constant and prolific, and
may be regarded as one of the most successful and
wealthy sources of water-yield that the Triassio
enes of this country affords. There are three
wells, each about 110ft. deep, and the total supply
is from 2 to 2} million gallons per day, which
could be increased from 2J to 3 million gallons
per day with the existing wells, engines, plant,
and machinery. (5) The Bestwood Works are
ritnate in Bestwood Park, about five miles from
Mottineiuunj and were commenced in 1871. The
water here is from the Banter beds, and of re-
markably pure and good quality. The supply is
drawn from a depth of 170ft., and amounts to from
IJ to 1| million gallons per day.—Efforts are beingBM* to prevent waste by rules which, although
•tonxent, are not oppressive, and these have re-
rerolted in a reduction of the amount of house-
bold supply. Bv means of electrical apparatus,
the heights of the water in the reservoirs (which
are situate at Belle Vue, Bed HUl, Papplewick,
Fark-row, and Mapperly, and have atot^ capacity
ofnearlT seven million gallons), are continuously
reooided at the works and at the water office. In
m sommarr, Mr. Tarbotton (ays the total supply
from the Basford, Bestwood, and Park Works is,
•t ptCMnt, 3,900,000 gallons, while it could be in-
CTMsed to 6J million gallons. The steady, and
bitberto nnprtcedented, growth in the population,
•« shown by the late censas, the persistent increase

in the manufacturing resources of the neighbour-
hood, and demands made for moro and bet'er

water by civilisation, will speedily involve serious
consideration as to the sources and localities of

future supplies. The existing resources will not
satisfy the public much longer, while the seeking
and bringing into action of new supplies are works
of time, and cannot be done in a precipitate man-
ner. Whether the wells now in use can bo further
developed, or whether a new well, sunk in some
carefully selected spot north of, but remote from,
Bestwood, should be the next step in advance, or
whether some bolder scheme of enlargement, look-
ing to the requirements of the future, would bo the
wisest policy, will shortly have to be settled. The
engineer congratulates the Corporation and the
public on the value of the water already secured,
adding, " the deep New Bed Sandstone wells of this

part of England, in the conglomerate beds, produce
water which cannot be surpassed for appearance,
agreeableness, and wholesomencss ; and it seems
rational and economical to seek for farther sup-
plies in the vast and unbroken area of new red
sandstone, which extends to the north and north-
east of Nottingham."

Irswica.—The system of main sewerage works
just completed for Ipswich was inaugurated on
Wednesday week by a luncheon given by the con-
tractors in one of the covered reservoirs at the out-
fall works, and by the unlocking of the valve of
the reception-chamber, performed by the Mayor.
Tho scheme has been devised by Mr. Peter Bruff,
C.E., of Ipswich, who propounded the same plan
in 1851, and consists of simply discharging the
sewage by an outfall into the river Orwell, at
Pilot 8 Hard, below Hog Highland—two miles
below the dock. It consists of a main sewer, 4ft.

by 4ft., inclosing the Gipping tail stream, and en-
larged from Lower Orwell-street to the outfall to
5ft. by 5ft. ; into this artery, which is 13,200ft., or
2J miles, long, all the subsidiary sewers will be led.
The contents, which will include storm-water, are
to be held back for about 19 hours, and discharged
into the river at two-thirds ebb, at 4ft. above low-
water mark. Two open storm- water receptacles,
the one holding a million the other 750,000 gallons,
have been built in concrete, and two covered
reservoirs, each 600,000 gallons capacity, are con-
structed and arched over in brickwork. In the
execution of the works 130,000 cubic yards of earth
were excavated, and 6,000,000 bricks (one-third of
which were manufactured near the outfall works),
and 3,000 tons of cement, supplied by Messrs.
Patrick, Doveroourt, were used. The works have
been carried out under the supervision of Mr. H.
Miller, jun. ; Messrs. S. Pearson and Sons, of
Brownfield Works, Bradford, Yorks, were the con-
tractors. The cost has been about £60,000, but a
large sum for extras and timber left in the trenches
has yet to be settled by arbitration.

O^ut <Bm €Mt

LEGAL INTELLiaENOE.
A Contbactok's Claims.—SnxHERLAND v. the

Abeedaee Local Boaed of Health.—In the
Queen's Bench Division on Saturday this case was
tried before Baron Pollock and Mr, Justice Manisty.
Mr. Grien said the case came on appeal from the
decision of the Lord Chief Justice, rescinding an
order by Master Francis. The action was brought
by a contractor, Sutherland, against the Aberdare
local board of health, and the i^laiutiS claimed a
sum of over £20,000. The action was commenced
as far back as 1876, and at that time plaintiff sued
both the local board and Mr. Bateman, the well-
known civil engineer, who had been employed in
that capacity by the local board, as to the con-
struction of works included in a contract entered
into between the plaintiff and the local board. The
claim of the plaintiff against Mr. Bateman was for
conspiracy and fraud on the part of Mr. Bateman,
with the object of getting rid of certain certificates

which had been given by Mr. Bateman as to work
done under the contract. A large number of sum-
monses were taken out for the purpose of compel-
ling the plaintiff to state the particulars of his

charges against Mr. Bateman, and ultimately an
order was made hj Master Dodson dismissing the
case against Mr. Bateman, and allowing the plain-
tiff to amend his claim as against the local board.
The plainti.f having delivered an amended state-
ment of claim, the defendants endeavoured to
obtain further particulars of plaintiff's charges,
but had not succeeded in obtaining specific infor-
mation as to which of the items were included in

the contract as extras, and which of the items were
entirely outside it. Their lordships dismissed the
appeal with costs, upon the ground that the de-
sciiptiona of the items were sufficiently explicit.

The annual meeting of the Kent Arcbisological
Society will be held at Canterbury on July 27th
and 28th. A paper will be read on recent dis-

coveries of foundations, made at St. Augustine's
College in that city, and an excursion will do made
to places in the ueighbuurhood of Wingham.

Pkof. Beilstein, who has recently studied
iko various substances used for disinfection,
arrives, in a communication made to the St.
Petersburg' Technical Society, at the following
conclusions :—Sulphuric acid would bo the best;

disinfectant it ifdid not destroy the sides of the
tanks; the use of lime and of salts of lime
ought to be completely renounced, as they but
temporarily destroy bacteria, and under some
circumstances may contribute to their develop-
ment ; nor does sulphate of iron, even in a solu-
tion of fifteen per cent., ultimately destroy
bacteria, as they revive when put into a con-
venient medium. Therefore, Prof. Beilstein
recommends sulphate of aluminum, which is
used in paper and printed-ootton manufactures.
The best means for providing it is to make a
a mixture of red clay with four per cent, ol
sulphuric acid, and to add to this mixture some
carbolic acid for destroying the smell of the
matter which is to be disinfected.

At the meeting of the Whitechapel District
Board of Works on Tuesday, there was a dis-
cussion as to the large displacements of the
population which have been caused by the im-
provements and clearances of the Metropolitan
Board and the railway and dock companies. In
Whitechapel alone the Metropolitan Board of
Works have condemned areas housing 8,000
persons, half of whom have already been
evicted. The remainder cling to the dwellings
which, thus marked for removal, are fast
falling into decay, and are without the com-
monest provisions for tho preservation of
decency and health. On a report to this effect

being submitted by Mr. Isaac Battram, the
local sanitary inspector, Mr. Barbara, the mem-
ber for Spitalflelds, eaidthat the most monstrous
and indescribable overcrowding existed in his
locality, and it was increasing. The Survey
Committee had that morning seen spectacles of
the way in which human beings lived which
could not be mentioned to ears polite, and
which far exceeded anything that realistic

novelists had ever invented. And yet these
wretched people, although herded like beasts,
were compelled to pay enormous rents for tho
use of the dens and lairs in which they lived.

Three shillings and sixpence for one "room"
no larger than a fair-sized cupboard, and 5s. for
two mere hutches were common charges. In
many of these places there was no ventilation or
light, and health, decency, and modesty were,
of course, impossible. The Board ordered the
report of the sanitary officer to be forwarded to
the Metropolitan Board of Works.
On Thursday week the 16th inst. the Archi-

tectural Association dinner was held at the
Criterion, Piccadilly, the out-going president,

Mr. Ernest C. Lee, in the chair. In responding
to the toast of "Art," Mr. Stacy Marks, R.A.,
defended the present collection of paintings new
exhibiting at the Royal Academy, and further

urged that despite all the critics had said, the
exhibition contained moro reaUy good honest
examples of true painting than had been shown
for several years, while the absence of any sen-

sational pictures was to bo regarded in the light

of a considerable advantage. Mr. Marks spoke
very highly of the architecture of the present

day, and of architects ; but ho ridiculed critics

and the criticism of the press. In conclusion, he
defended the election as associate of Mr. G.
Aitchison. Mr. Aston Webb, the newly-elected
president of the Association, in replying to his

toast, referred to the work of his coming year of

office. He said : Though it would not be pos-
sible for him to signalise his presidentship by
helping to found a travelling studentship as Mr.
Lee had been enabled to do, he hoped that the

work upon which they jiroposed to enter, for

advancing the education of the student by ad-

vancing candidates in a preparatory way for the

R.I.B. A. compulsory examinations, would not be
unworthy of their greatest efforts, and he, as

president, intended to do Ms best to further the

movement.

TiiE Illustrated London News says: The will

(dated Feb. 15, 1879), of Mr. WUliam Surges,

A.R.A., late of No. 9, Melbury-road, Kensing-

ton, architect, who died on April 20 last, was
proved on the 23rd ult. by Richard Popplewell

PuUan, Joseph Henry Christian, and John
Starling Chappie, the executors, the personal
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estate being sworn under .1:10,000. The testator

leaves to the British Museum such manusoripta

and antiquities as the authorities may select ; to

t)ie Marquis and Marchioness of Bute such
object of art designed by hira as they may re-

epectively select ; upon trust' for his clerk, Mr.
J. S. Chappie, for life, and then for his wife for

her life, £4,000 ; and legacies to pupils, clerks,

and others. Two-thirds of the residue of his

real and personal estate are to be held on trust

for liis sister, Mrs. Mary Leschallas PuUan, for

life, and then for her husband for life : and,

subjeat to such life interests, he gives the said

residue to his nieces, Elizabeth Burges and
Eleanor Burges.

Me. EicHAEB Beckett, of Hartford, Cheshire,

is about to issue a " Provincial Builder's Price

Book." His prospectus appears elsewhere, and
we hope shortly to review the book itself. The
idea is a good one, and if well-carried out is, in

\ our opinion, sure to be a success. Builders and
others have many times expressed their sense of

a want of a ^coiiHciVf/ price-book, and the object

Mr. Beckett has in view in the preparation of

his book— viz., greater uniformity in the
measurement of work and the pricing of it out

—

must commend it to every architect and builder.

The committee of the International Medical
and Sanitary Exhibition are sparing no pains to

promote the success of this exhibition, and to

judge from the admirable plans which have been
issued to exhibitors, the collection of medical
and sanitary appliances, to be opened under the
auspices of the Parkes Museum of Hygiene, at

South Kensington, on July 16th, will be of
national importance. In connection with the
exhibition, the Board of Trade issued the fol-

lowing certificate on June 2l6t ;—" The Board of
Trade, by virtue and in exercise of the powers
conferred upon them by the Protection of In-
ventions Act, 1S70, do hereby certify that the
International Medical and Sanitary Exhibition,
which it is proposed shall be held from the 16th
of July to the 13th of August, 1881, both days
inclusive, at South Kensington, in certain rooms,
buildings, and galleries at the Royal Horticul-
tural Society's Gardens, and the Royal Albert
Hall, South Kensington, London, in the County
of Middlesex, is in their judgment, calculated

to promote British industry, and to prove bene-
ficial to the industrious classes of Her Majesty's
subjects.—Signed, by order of the Board of

Trade, this 'ilst day of June, 1881, HE^^lV
C. Calcbaft, Assistant Secretary to the Board
of Trade."

JuDOE Mackenzie, of Toronto, has rendered a
decision of some importance to the Canadian
architects, and not without its bearing on the
profession at home and elsewhere. The local
statute allows an extra fee to a certain class of
witnesses, but to the argument that arclritects

I

ought to be included in this class he replied that
architecture could not be considered a profession
in the province, inasmuch as architects are not
required to pass a government examination, are
not organised by law, and are not recognised by
statute. He added that he had in a previous
case advised the architects to combine and seek
incorporation.

The 37th annual meeting of the Society for
Improving the Condition of the Labouring
Classes, was held on Wednesday afternoon at
Willis's Rooms, the chair being occupied by the
Earl of Shaftesbury, the president. The secre-
tary read the annual report of the committee,
from which it appeared that the houses of the
Society are in good repair. The model lodging-
house in Streatham-streot, Bloomsbury, com-
prising 54 dwellings for families, had been
fully occupied. Portpool-lane model houses,
accommodating 20 families and 128 single
women, had satisfactory occupation. The public
washhouso in connection was reported as largely
resorted to and much appreciated by the poor of
the neighbourhood. The Dyott-street (late

George-street), Bloomsbury, lodging-house for
104 single men returned an average of 92. That
was owing to depression of trade and to so many
being out of employment. Macklin- street (late

Charles-street), Drury-lane, lodging-house for

7 2 single men had averaged 70. The renovated
dwellings in Wild-court, Drury-lane, consisting
of 103 rooms, had been fully tenanted. Clark's-
buildings, St. GKlt-s's, for 78 families, returned a
full tenancy. Tyndall's-buildings, Gray's-iun-
road, for 87 families, and lodging-house for 36
single men, had had a full average tenancy.

As to Great St. Androw's-strcet, St. Giles's,

renovated houses for families, they had been
generally well occupied. The Society's annual
summary of the deaths and their causes placed
the rate of mortality throughout the houses at

20 per thousand. There had not been a single

case of small-pox throughout thj whole of the
Society's property up to the present time. That
showed the bcuciit of extreme sanitary measures.
The secretary aho read the cash account, from
which it appeared that the receipts from all

sources during the year amounted to

£5,788 58. 2^.1., which, with a balance in hand
at the beginning of tho year, made a total of

£0,417 5s. 7Jd. The total expenditure amounted
to £5,947, leaving a cash balance of £470.

TnE following calculation with regard to

lifts is given by a German civil engineer, Herr
Froiesler, as tho result of numerous experiments.
In a four-story house, with 15m. for the mean
height of ascent, and 1 00 ascents and descents

daily, a single tip and down journey will cost, in

a lift with gas-engine l-5kr. ; in a hydraulic

lift with winding drum 30kr., and in a
hydraulic piston lift 8-7kr. This corresponds to

a ratio of 1:2-4: 5-8. Considering that the

numbers of persons to be conveyed are severally

4, 3, and 6, the ratio becomes 1 : 3 : 4. The cost

of construction, for the hydraulic lift with wind-
ing drum is double, and for the hydraulic piston

lift three times, that of the gas-motor system.

This explains (Freissler says) why in America,
where the use of lifts is so general, the
hydraulic lifts are seldom constructed, notwith-
standing certain advantages.

CHIPS.
A statue of St. Peter seated in the Papal chair

was, last week, placed within the north entrance to

the Catholic church, Lancaster. The statue is Gft.

in height, is carved in wood, and is from tho studio

of Signer Balmez, of Home.

A vestry-meeting was held at St. Botolph's,
Colchester, on Monday week, when plans prepared
by Mr. E. J. Dampier, architect, of Colchester,

were approved for the alteration of the church—

a

modern, pseudo-Norman, brick-and-slateu edifice,

built beside the ruins of St. Botolph's Priory.

Drainage works have just been completed in the
district of Astwood-bauk for the Alcester rural
sanitary authority. Mr. Norton was the engineer,
and Mr. Law the contractor ; the cost has been
£1,000.

A new graving-dock was opened at Hull on
Thursday week. It has been constructtd at the
west end of the Sir William Wright dock, by the
Hull Dock Company, at a cost of about £80,000,
and measures 500ft. in length from gate to head,
and 85ft. wide at top ; the.locka are 50ft. wide and
450ft. long, and the depth' of water in the sill is

2lft. at spring tides, and 15ft. at neap tides.

Colwall Church, near Worcester, a 13th-century
edifice, was reopened on Wednesday week, after
restoration and the addition of a north aisle. The
aisle is separated from the nave by an arcade of
Brompgrove stone of live four-centred arches, sup-
ported on octagonal columns. Twoofthe windows
have been filled with stained glass by Mr. Bond, of
London ; subjects, SS. Stephen and James the
Great and SS. Peter and Paul. A gallery has been
removed from the church, the old nave opened out,

and the pulpit, dated 1638, which a few years since

was taken from the church, has been replaced.
Mr. J. T. Micklethwaite, F.S.A., of Great George-
street, Westminster, was the architect, and Mr. T.
Collins, of Tewkesbury, the contractor; the cost
was £1,800.

New schools are about to be erected at Scorton,
near Lancashire. Messrs. Faley and Austin are
the architects of these, and also of enlargements
about to be carried out at Christ Church schools,
Lancaster.

On Friday week, a water-tank, which was being
brought into use for tho supply of Baddow and
Springfield, suburbs of Chelmsford, burst, three of

the sides giving way. The tauk stands at Baddow,
on a tower over 100ft. in height, and had a
large water capacity. It had been built in
|in. plates by Messrs. Stanley, Hall, and Co., of
London, the brickwork of tower being the work of
Mr. Wood. The joint architects were Mr. Pertwee
and Mr. Whitmore, both of Chelmsford. At the
time of the accident, the tauk was being filled, for
the first time, by an 8 horse-power Otto engine
from a spring close by.

Lamplougrh'B Pyretlo Saline Is refreshing,
most agre4'ablp, and the prcvciltiTeof FKVEKS. BII t0L'SNES>,
SHALL vox, SKIN l>ISEASi:s, and many other spring and
ummer ailments. Sold bj chcmista throu)tnout theworla,ftnd
the Maker. 113. Holhom Hill. Vu no mbilitult —(Astt.I

MEBTIN08 FOB THB BNSVIVa WBBK.
Satvbuat (TO'iiaiiiiow).--Bt. Faul'i Eacleniolngioil Bo-

detr. Visit to Cburchn of Eut Utun,
}luUiicr, and Balohaio. TnUafrom Fen-
c))uich-«tre«t, 9 7 p m.

TuUDAV.—"Tho Scienceand Art of BanilarrPluinbioir."
By 8. Stcveu Btellrar. LMtur* IV.
"Iloiue Drainage and Vrntilstioo."
Bocietf of Arte mom. 7.80 p m.

Fbidav.—" The Science and Art of Banitarr Plumbing."
By 8. Stevens Helljrer. Ne-delirerjr of
Lecture IV. Bodetjr of Arte room
7.SO p.m.

Holloway'a Ointment and Pills exerdM prise-
I«s power over lumbaito, all tmliu of the muaclea. nerves, and
Joints, and qnii-Llr reduce all swi:lllQ(rs caused Of acclOentat
lnjurie<i, weikn<'*4,or hereditary taints. Theintelltgible Instrue-
tlons euvetupiiiK lloiiowav's medicine irire full caunsel f-r
uoinir it moat adrdnlugcously for n>gainiog healtli, etf«nRth, and
niobUlty.

Crabt ©e&js.

"WAGES MOVEMENTS.
Oldham.—The painters of this town, who re-

cently struck for an advance in wages of {d. per
hour, have returned to work upon the old termi.

McLACHLAN & SONS, 35, St. James's
street, S.W. Builders, Decorat4)r8, and Hotue Taiatere.

Designs and Estimates.
General Bepaira and Alterations Executed.

Experienced Workmen alwajrs in readineis, and sent to
any part of tbe country.

—

^Aott.]

Doulting Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
cf best quality. Pricea, delivered at any part of
the United Kingdom, giren ou application to
CHAIiLES TltASK,
Nortou-sub-Hamdon, Ilmiiister, Somerset.

—[Advt.]

BATH STONE.
BOX GROUND,

THE BEST FOR ALL EXTERNAL USE.

CORSHAM DOWN
CANNOT BE 8URTA.S8RD IN BBAVTY OF APFXARANCE

rOU INTEKIOU WOKK.

PICTOR & SONS, BOX, WILTS.
(See trade advt. on p. XXXVII.) [Aott.

TENBEBS.
•.• Correspondenta would in all cases obli^ by givinif

tlie addresses of the parties tonderinff—at anjr rate, of Uie

accepted tender—it adds to the Talue of the information.

Brentford. - For new bank at Brentford. Mr. H. 8.

Lege, Christ's Hospital, architect :—
Bank. Fittings. Total.

Adamson and Sons ... £2,833 £115 £2,918
Brown, W 2,700 120 2,821
Kearly, C. F 2,630 142 8,772

Taylor, F 2,802 99 2,601

Nye, T 2,522 96 2,620

Hansom, A. B 2,490 110 2,600

Beauchamp, T 2,497 80 2.67T

Uibson, 2,456 90 2,5tS

Brunsden, T 2,418 116 2,633

Bromlet, Kekt.—For erecting residence, for Mr. E.
W. Perkins. Mr. G. Sherrin, architect. Quantities by
Mr. C. E. Blomfleld :—

Greenwood, J. and J £3,970
Balding 83«l
McLachlan and Sons 8.789

Payne 8,770

Crossley 8,744

Grover 8,743
Koberts Bros 8,708

Falknor 8,896

Bjme and Duncan 8,688

Jerraid (accepted) 8,423

OAKBi.KON.-For enlarging the boys' department of

Williams's Charity School ;

—

Jenkins, T., Caerleon (accepted) ... £115

Croydox.—Forthe enlargement of the hall and oUier

additions to the Hoyal Masonic Benevolent InstitutioDf

Croydon. Mr. B. Ori^gs, architect :
—

Kerry, E £1,400
Ijnzeli, J 1,S8«

Taylor, M 1,227

lloUidsy, J 1,117

Anley, J. (accepted) 1,092

EcKiNGTON', DsBBYSUiKB.—For alterations to roada at
Eckington, for the highway boatd ;—

Morton, W. R. £108 8 6
F^nshawe, J 74
Taylor, U 71 8 8
Hollingwortll 70
Lister, J 62 It 6
SteTenson, J. (accepted) ... "... 62 4
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niiiiiMim. Vmwn.—'Fat turn tenn bofldings at the
Vood nia, for Mr. T. F. HklMT. M.P. Uea«n. Sedg-

. vtek, Soa, and WeaU, Watford, architeets:-

If loof* taed. It roofa ilated.

OMkBr^.BrrUiampataad £1,330 I^educt £86
Star, J , H«n«l IlaUMtaad 1,1X5 add 10s. per sq.

XUin, C.St. Albaa'a ... l.IM Deduct £100
Taaer, T., WaUoifl* 897 Ueduct £70

•Accepted.

OasAT Thcelow, 8<nrroLK.—Forrepainto oottagesat
Bnrin Oreen Fam, the propertr of the Right Hon. W.
H. aidth. X.P. itfmn. Sedgwick, Son, and WeaU, of

^Fatfafd, aiehiteeta :*—

XaMW aad Bon, HaTethill (accepted] £82 17

Oadga, HaitMt ... ' ... 80 11

Vv Tarioq* work* at SoWer Oreen and Wadgelle and
Barika Ftena, the pnmeitT of the Right Hon. W. H.
S^th, It.P. Xeana. Sedgwick, Son, and WeaU, of
Watford, arehiteeta :

-

Maaoa and Bon, Hareriull (accepted) £140

QwMAT Wbattix'O, Suffolk.—For new stables and open
•beds, at Koor Paeture, the property of the Right Hon.
W. a. Smith, M.P. Meaui. Sedgwick, Son, and WeaU,
of Watfotd, arehiteeta'—
HaMB aal Sod, HanrfaiU (aooepted) ... £513

OasAT WaaTLixo, Scnouc.—For new bnildinga at the
Old XaltiM Yard, the property of the Bight Hon. W. H.
Smith, ILP. Xeean. fiedgwi^, Son, and WeaU, Wat-
foid, aiehitceta '.—

Oulffe, Harteat £643 11

KaaoQ and Son, HarerfaiU (aooepted) 497 10

Haltwuistlk. — ^or new lodge and approaches to
BltmkiMopp HaU, for the trustees of the late Mr. E.
Jdetf. MI. W. OloTer, 16, Market -street, Newcastle-
npoB^Tyae, architect :

—
Seott, W., NewcasUe £2,419 16 7

KarrisH Towjf, N.W.—For the erection of five houses
and shops in the Kentish Town-road, N.W., for Mr. W.
W. B. Bodger, of Bagatdle, Greenock, N.B. Messrs. W.
Wallaea and Flockhart, architects. Quantities supplied
b7 Xr. F. nomaon : —

White, B £4,940
Kaeer aad Sons 4,916
Hnnt, J. B. 4,623
Toma,E 4,436
Bobertaon, P. S 4,421
OowriiW and Sons 4,880

Lamaraa.— Far erection of pavilion, and S. W.
sntianea hidge, together with gates and fencing, to the
Abbn Park. Ur. J. Tait, architect :—

Baas £2,319 16 9
Bamett 2,082 1

Hutchinson and Son 2,066
Gilbert and Pipes 2,039 10
Major 2,020 7
BUiott aad Son 2,006 4
Jewsbnrr 2,000
Kdlett, W. H 1,968 16
Hewitt, H. 1,957 J6
Stirk 1,960 7 9

LovDOx.—For various repaira to houses at Kentish
Town. N.W., for Mr. F. W. Rowney. Messrs. Ebbetts
and Cobb, architects. Savoy House, 116, Strand, W.C.,
and at Colchester :—

ated Bros, (aooepted) £144 7 6

I/moa.-For finishing houses at North Kensington,
for Miasis. E. P. I^ndon and G. H. Tatham, in accord-
aaee with the original contract. Messrs. Ebbetts and
Oobb, architects. Savoy House, 116, Strand, and at Col-
disaler :

—
CXiwland Bras £847
WiUiamaon. J 280
Handover, T 220
IjHiglsr and Fenthlliam ... .„ 208 10
StcMBroa. (accepted) 190

Ix»D0>.—For reboilding premises, Watling - street.
Mean. Ford and Heaketh, architects :—

Fktmao aad Fotheringham
Adamson, T. H. and Sons...
Bifflpaon and Son
Gander, E
Peto Bros
Brass, W
I«wrance, E
AshbyBros
Ferry and Co
Berivener and Co. (aooepted)

£2,606
3,430
2,407
2,364
2,348
2,821
3,297
2,196
3,072
1,898

' MoDrrAin Asn.-For erecting a waU at the Btuh,far
the local board. Mr. Jenkins, surveyor :—

Taylor. T., Mountain Ash (accepted),
[lowest of five tenders.]

Mabylebonb.—For the erection and completion of St.

Christopher's Industrial Dwellmga, Barrett's-oourt, Wi(?-

jnor»-8treet, W. Contract No. 2. Mr. E. Hoole, urcUi-

Henry and Wallace £8,150
Lathfy Bros 6,417

Yardlev and Sons ... 6,180 D
Higgs, F 6,62,>

Smith, W 6,377
HoUoway, J 4,962
Harradine, S. (accepted) 4,611

NsTTLXBED, Oxos.— For alterations, additions, and im-
provements to school buildings, for the Nettlebed School
Board. Messrs. Morris and StaUwood, Reading, archi-

tects:—
Walter, J £976
aements, C ' .... 959
Hardy 935
Holly and Butler 897 10

Architect's estimate 935

NswpoRT, Mos.—For scavenging the tpwn daring a
term of three years, for the town council ;

—
Avery and Watts £1,747
Knight, J 1,700
Small, S. (accepted) 1,600

Obas.— For the-erection of the Oban HiUs Hydropathic
Sanatorium, Oban. Mr. J. Ford Mackenzie, Glasgow,
architect and civil engineer. Quantitiei by the archi-
tect :—

For the whole of the works complete ;

—

Calderwood, A., Kilmarnock ... £22,700
Stewart, A. and T., Glasgow ... 22,633 14 4
Menzies, W., Oban 21,462
McAlpine, R. and Co., Hamilton 19,041 11 6

For the excavator, mason, and brickwork ;—
Calderwood, A., Kilmarnock ... 11,922 10
McCormack, J. and Co., Glasgow 11,732 10 6
Fraser, A. and Co., Perth ... 11,686 5
Stevenson, T. and Son, Glasgow 11,600
McAlpine, R. and Co., Hamilton* 9,450 18
Bolton, M., Glasgow 8,792 19

•Accepted.

For the carpenter and joiner work :—
Stevenson, S. and Co., Glasgow ... 7,000
Ross, Q. and Co., Glasgow ... 6,724 10
Rome, J., Kilmarnock 6,473
McAlpine, R. and Co., Hamilton 6,886 6 7
Ferguson, L. and Son, Rothesay .. 6,806 9 3
Clow, A., Glasgow 5,747 10
McCormack, J. and Co., Glasgow* 6,733

Accepted.

For the slater and tile work :

—

Kier, J. and Son, Irvine
Laurie, G., Duntocber
Morrison and Bon, Glasgow
McAlpine and Co., Hamilton
McKay, T. J, Glasgow
Bobson, A., Edinburgh (accepted)

For the plumber work :-

Fairgrieve, A. and Sons, Greenock
Phihp and Wallace, Glasgow
Rome, J., Kilmarnock
McAlpine, R. and Co., Hamilton
Brummond, P. and Sons, Molfatt
Easdale, R. M. and Co., Glasgow
Anderson, W., Glasgow (accepted)

For the plasterer work :-

Breinner,W.,Junr., Glasgow ...

Ford Bros., Kilmarnock ....

Mowatt, D., Edinburgh
McAlpine, R. and Co., Hamilton*

•Accepted.

For the glazier work :

—

McAlpine, R. and Co., Hamilton ...

McCulloch and Gow, Glasgow
Rae, G. and J., Glasgow
Ilom)>, J., Kilmarnock
Meikle, W. and Son, Glasgow
Simpson, A. M., Glasgow (accepted)

For the painting and varnishing work :
—

Simpson, A. T, Glasgow
McAlpine, R. and Co., Hamilton ...

Cardie, G, Kilmarnock
Cameron and Jamieson, Glasgow ...

Brown, D. G. and Co., Glasgow* ...

McCuUoch, H., Glasgow 163 16 lOi
•Accepted.

£909 17
831 IS
804
800 9
773
731 4

9
7
6
6

1,438 6
1,.356

1,059
1,038 2
1,000
977 1

970

11

2

1,918
1,391

1,187 5 6
1,113 14 11

645 9
604 18
497
496
464 9
460

5
8

9

pork :
—

230
207 11
190 13
169 7
166 16

9
9
84
6

Petbockstowb, NEAR Dkvo.v.—For erection of drying
lofts and sheds, for Messrs. O. and C. Adams, tanner
and curriers :

—
Handford and Shcppard £1.57
Grant (accepted) i4s lo

PoBTHADic—Fur pile driving, &c., re;juired inoxten
sion of B.ilUst Bank, Portmadoc Harbour. Mr. '1

Roberts. Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., caginecr :—
Daviee, Waunfawr £812
Morris, Cam i»von 477
Pi'itchai-d, Toitmadoc 430
Owca, Pjitnifldoc i30
Hughes, Portmadoc 424
Greene, Portaiadoc ... 423
Williams, Carnarvon 416 6

PoRTSMoiiTH.—For the erection of sailors' rest and ad
joining shop in Commercial-road, Portsmouth, Hants, fo
Miss Weston and Misa Wintz. Messrs. Davis ani

Emanuel, architects. Quantities supplied by Mr. H. I
Foster :—

Roberts, R. H , Portsmouth ... £6,285
Ward, W., Portsmouth 6,013
Light, W. H. and C; Portsmouth 4.890
Borbidge, G., Portsmouth ... 4,556
Cooper, T. C, Portsmouth ... 4,180
Evans, H. and W., Portsmouth ... 4,100

RuiSLip, MrDDLKBBX.— For repairs to Manor Farm
house, for the Provost and Scholars of King's Collegf
Cambridge. Messrs. Sedgwick, Son, and WeaU, Wat
ford, aicaitects :

—
Brown, Harefield (accepted) ... £133

Scarborough.—For sewer in Alma square, for the tow
council :

—

Bastiman, J. and Son (accepted) ... £45 10

Starch Gbeen. —For alterations at the Orchard Taven
Starch Green. Hammersmith, for Mr. Johnson. Mr. E
I. Newton, 27, Great George-street, S.W., architect:—

GiU £667
Gibbs and Flew 644
Wood (accepted) 498 C

For new counter at the above :—
Wame 126
Davidson 123
Sanders (accepted) 107

St.John's Wood. -For decoration and repairs at villaj

St. John's Wood and HimpjtCAd. Mr. F. H. Culvei
house, surveyor ;

—
Grey £199 19

Steed Bros 178
Bangs, J. and H 157 12
Bradbury 154 11 5

ToERiNOTOs, Devon.—^For alterations and additioi

to a dwelling-house and shop, for Mr. E. Barret

Mr. W. C. Medland, architect :
—

Grant £147
Handford and Sheppard (accepted 140

ToBonAT.—For building farmhouse and out-buildin

on Cochington Estate, near Torquay. Messrs. J. "W

RoweU and Son, architects. Quantities supplied :
—

Drake, G., Torquay .. £1,856
Sanders and Sons, Torquay ... 1,169

Leaman, A. S., Torquay 1,076 6
Goss, W. A., Torquay 1,067

Vanstone and Munford, Torquay • 972 15
•Accepted.

Tottenham.—For two semi-detached villas, Willoughl
Park-road, Tottenham, N., for Mr. E. Ambler. Mr. (

H. CoalviUe Smiih, 9, Hart-street, Bloomsbury, arch

tect:—
BeU,J £1,876
Sharp and Everard 1,208

Jarvis and Sons 1,180

Bradford, F 1,160

Reduced Estimate :—
Bradford, F 936

Jarvis and Sons (accepted) ... 975

Walthau. — For the sinking of artesian well i

Waltham New Town, for the Cheshunt local board <

health :—
Brown, W. H., Tottenham (accepted).

Watfobd.—For repairs to farm buildings at Waterde

farm, for the Rev. W. D. Morrice. Messrs. Sedgwicl

Son, and WeaU, Watford, architects ;—

Neal, Watford £420

Southcott, Highg,xte 3" »

Chadwick, Watford 843
Miskin, 8t. Alban's 280

Turner, Watford (accepted) 280

I
For rimainder of Tkxders see pnge XXIL]

^ PARQUET FL00RIN6S.
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160,000 ft. super, in Stock, ready for Laying
BIGA INCH OAK FLOOR BOARDS,
la. per foot super, (grooved & tongUBd).

Immense Stock always ready for Laying,

WOOD GARVINBS.
AU Styles executed for the Trade at Specia

Rates. SkiUed Artisans sent to aU parts c

the country.

Estimata and Designs on Application.

^ THIN PARQUET

ARTISTIC
Turpln's Patent). 6-16 mrh thick, prepared on
deal back laminfttlonn, pqual In wear to Inch
Hclid I'arquet. Ustd for Vi-ru-frinR old existing

4e«l floors, aad la tatc«ptlt)le of removal at pleaiure. Bee CunBtnution.
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